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An Epoch Making Editorial

A Platform Plank.—r/i^ sale -of game should be for-

bidden at all seasons.—Forest and Stream, Feb. 3,

1894.

A Boston correspondent writes : "Estimated by the im-

portance of the proposition, the attention it received and

the progress already made toward its attainment, resulting

from the attention attracted to it and the effort stimulated

by it, we may fairly call the Forest and Stream's Plat-

form Plank, as announced in your issue of Feb. 3, 1894,

an epoch making editorial. Certainly it is the most last-

ingly influential single article that has ever appeared in

sporting journalism in this country."

The article to which reference is made was the original

publication of the Forest and Stream''s Platform Plank,

that "The sale of game should be forbidden at all seasons."

In this first number of the new century, at the moment

when we are all reviewing the past and laying plans for

the future, reckoning up the achievements of past efforts

and preparing for renewed endeavor, we reprint the Plank

as a renewed declaration of principle. We print it as it was

originally printed in 1894. The six years that have elapsed

since then have brought no reason for modifying the views

there expressed. Rather have they emphasized the neces-

sity of adopting in general practice the system advocated.

Now at the close of the century the game supply in re-

spect to every important species is much less than it was

in 1894, when the editorial was penned. There is to-day,

even more than there was then, an urgent necessity of

cutting off the destruction of our game for commercial

purposes. The steady and progressive diminishing of the

stock gives point to^very argument then advanced for

the abolition of the game market. The Plank proposed in

1894 ma.y well be made the Plank in 1901.

We said in 1894 that the principle of the absolute

prohibition of the sale of game might be adopted as a

platform after the manner of the platform of a political

party, which, while not always possible of immediate

achievement, was something to aspire to, labor for and

strive for, with confidence in the ultimate attainment

of it.

The principle found much more immediate and much

wider acceptance than the Forest and Stream had antici-

pated or dared to hope for. Individuals, clubs and asso-

ciations indorsed it and urged its adoption; and legis-

latures in different parts of the country approved it and

acted upon it, incorporating it into the game laws. The

results already achieved are important and wide reaching.

State after State has adopted the principle of the Plank, in

some instances without reservation, in others in part only

;

but the general tendency of . game protective legislation of

the day is in the direction- of the absolute prohibition of

the sale of game; The laws forbidding the export of game

and its shipment to market are in line with the Plank.

The killing of certain species of game for sale is now
prohibited in Alabama, California, Indiana, the Indian

Territory, Iowa, Qhip, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,

and Wyoming.

The sale of game is prohibited at all times, with respect

to certain specified species, in Alabama, Arizona, Cali-

fornia, Cpnnecticqt, Pel^w^re, Florida, Idaho. lUiiJojs,

Indiana. Kansas, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana,

New Mexico, Ohio,. Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,

South Carolina, South Dakota. Texas, Washington and

Wyoming.

Prohibition' of the export of game applying to certain

species and having the effect of cutting off the market

supply holds in the following States, all such laws having

been enacted in the period subsequent to the Forest and

Stream's publication in 1894 of its Platfonn Plank : Ala-

bama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida,

Idaho, Illinois, Indian Territory, Kansas, Maryland (coun-

ties), Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nevada, New Hamp-

shire. New Jersey. New Mexico, New York, North

Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode

Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas,

Utah, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin

and Wyoming. Sirhilar laws antedating 1894 prevail in

Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Indiana, Iowa and

North Carolina.

From this review it will be seen that either in the direct

prohibition of the sale of game, or in the limitation of

export, the principle enunciated by us in 1894 is now at

the beginning of the new century practically in universal

application so far as the existence of statutes is concerned.

There yet remains much to be done in the way of making

these laws effective by insuring their enforcement.

In view of the history of the past six years, it may well

be said, as our Boston correspondent has written, that the

Forest and Stream's editorial of Feb. 3, 1894, was "epoch

making."

QUAIL SHOOTING IN MISSISSIPPI.

The excellent field scene which we present to our

readers this week in a supplement to Forest and Stream
is a copy of a painting which was composed and executed

with special reference to the pleasure and profit of our

'readers. It is beautiful in itself, therefore it is pleasur-

able. It portrays the subject with fidelity, therefore it is

instructive and profitable. By referring to it one will

readily perceive that it is a work of rare merit in every

particular. It is from the masterly brush of Mr. Edmund
H. Osthaus, whose practical knowledge, skill and fame as

a sportsman are second only to his like properties as an

artist.

Its title, "Quail Shooting in Mississippi," is a theme of

interest to all sportsmen, whether they have, with dog and

gun, roamed over the broad, picturesque plantations in

quest of the elusive "partridge," as the quail is termed in

that State, or whether they have learned of its bird wealth

and hospitality as a matter of hearsay only. For is it

not a land where field trials have flourished these many
years since their inception; where the traditions of the

competition, of conqueror and conquered, most abound;

where in field work the dogs gallop merrily to and

fro in front of the shooters as they ride, comfortably

seated on the backs of horses or mules, a pleasing contrast

to the more laborious and slower Northern manner of

hunting afoot; where an open hand and open door ever

greet the worthy stranger whichever point of the com-
pass he deigns to face, and where the birds are so plentiful

that the number of them taken is measured only by the

pleasure or skill of the shooter? To him who has shot in

Mississippi, it is a land of pleasant reminiscence as to

the past, and a factor in the outing plans of the future;

to other sportsmen its shooting advantages cause a long-

ing to journey thitherward when their ships come in or

when the cares of business shall oermit.

The picture contains all that appeals to the fancy of the

sportsman, whether it be associate or reminiscent. Does
he delight in nature? The plantation fields stretch far

away in the distance, marked at their boundaries by con-

glomerations of rails, weeds and brush, bearing corn,

wheat, stubble, sorghum, sedge, weeds, grass, with

stretches of woodland intervening here and there, all

together forming an ideal habitat and food store for the

game birds.

Does he delight in the most complete equipments? The
picture portrays them. The dogs, types of^the finest bred

pdinters and setters, are doing their resoective parts iq

finished field form, while the costumes and guns of the

shooters are of the most approved patterns. The method
displayed by the latter in holding their guns with a view
to the safety of each other and of the dogs, their complete

observance of fairness in joint action, combined with a

steady alertness for instantaneous shooting on the rise of

the birds, are worthy of much more than passing notice.

The wire fence, relatively insignificant as a part of the

picture, portends much of importance to the sportsman.

It, on the one hand, is the bane of the shooter, since it is

an obstruction to his purposes and his pleasure, besides

being a menace to the life or limb of his dogs ; on the other

hand, it is an index of greater advance in agriculture and
prosperity, being a connecting link between the methods
of the old era and the new. It marks the evolution from
purelj' slipshod methods to the more thorough. To the

sportsman in his capaci.y as a citizen, the change brings

much over which to rejoice; in his private capacity it

brings something regrettable, inasmuch as the best shoot-

ing, abundance of birds and good cover mainly considered,

is a correlation of the poorest farming.

The negro, with his slipshod methods of agriculture, is

the ideal farmer of the sportsman. His ideas and methods
are astonishingly primijve. He is rarely other than a

tenant. The idea of making any improvements of a

permanent nature on land which he does not own and
which he never expects to own, or even which he does

own, never enters his head. As a consequence, the widely

set fences of his leasehold are always in a more or less

tumble-down condition, with brush growing freely along

them and in numerous other neglected or unused nooks
and corners, while fallow fields are left to grow weeds or

whatever other growth may spring up on them. Also, his

methods are slow and dilatory. The pleasant season is

long, therefore he gathers his crops late; the necessities

of life are not importunate in his land of abundance, there-

fore he gathers his crops carelessly. The delay of days
and weeks and the grain ungathered add generously to

the food supply of the game birds, after the methods
which obtained in the older era.

The wire fence ! It marks a new era in agricultural in-

terests in the South, and incidentally it marks a change
in the life of the game birds and restricts the free roam-
ing of the sportsman.

It takes up much less ground than did the old-fashioned

worm fence. Unlike the latter, it affords no protection to

the game birds. In many places in Mississippi and other

Southern States where a few years ago the shooter could
ride freely to and fro in any direction over plantations

containing thousands of acres, the wire fence has come
into greater and greater use with each passing year.

Mammoth plantations then containing a few great fields

loosely fenced are now plantations divided into many
smaller fields firmly wire fenced.

Thus the wire fence in the picture marks a transitional

stage. It affords no shelter for the birds as do the fences
in the background. When the wooden fences rot, they
are removed, the brush is cut away and the wire fence

supplants them. Then the shelter of the birds is reduced
accordingly, and the negro boy is used then mostly to
take the horses back through gates and barways to in-

tercept the shooter at some place ahead where he best can
do so. And yet, despite wire fences and progress, there

is much left of good sport on the typical Southern
plantation so deftly portrayed in our supplement.

In Brooklyn last week Judge Gaynor reversed on the re-

argument of the case a decision imposing a penalty on a
New York dealer for having brook trout in possession in

the close season. The fish had been brought into the State

from Massachusetts, and Judge Gaynor was governed by
the recent decision of the Court of Appeals, which held

that the law forbidding possession in close season does not

apply to fish not taken in the State. As we pointed out

the other day, if this Court of Appeals ruling shall pre-

vail, the effect will be practically to open the market to

both fish and game brought in from other States. But
as the decision arrived at the other day by the Court of
Appeals was a complete reversal dt the Phelps-Racey
case which has for years been an unchallenged precedent,

there is reason to believe that this new ruling in tiirn may
be reversed, and we shall see the principle enunciated in

the Phelps-Racey case once more controlling^.

An illustrated supplement, "Quail Shooting In Miuis^
sippi" accontpsnies thi^ itu»tber, " ^1
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From '* Forest and Stream,'* Feb, 3, J894.

We have just been celebrating the four-hundredth an-

niversary of the coming to this continent of men equip-

ped with firearms. For four centuries, from the time

of Christopher Columbus to that of Charles Delmonico,

we have been killing and marketing game, destroying

it as rapidly and as thoroughly as we knew how, and
making no provision toward replacing the supply. The
result of such a course is that for the most part the

game has been blotted out from wide a-eas, and to-

day, after four hundred years of wanton wastefulness, we
are just beginning to ask one another how we may
preserve the little that remains for ourselves and our

children.

With all the discussion of the subject in the columns
of the Forest and Stream from 1873 to 1894, there has

been and is a general consensus of opinion that the

markets are answerable for a larger proportion of game
destruction than any other agency or all other agencies

combined. The practical annihilation of one species of

large game from the continent, and the sweeping off of

other species from vast regions formerly populated by
them, have not been brought about by the settlement of

the country, but by unrelenting pursuit for commercial
purposes. The work of the sportsman, who hunts for

the sake of hunting, has had an effect so trivial that in

comparison with that of the market hunter it need not
be taken into consideration. The game oaucity of to-

day is due to the skin hunter, the meat killer, the mar-
ket shooter.

From the beginning wild game has played an important

part in the development of the country. It has sup-

plied subsistence when there was no other food for the

pioneer and the settler. Buffalo and elk and deer and
grouse and quail and wild goose and wild duck have
sustained the men who first cut into the edge of the
unbroken forests of the continent, who blazed the trails

westward, and, directed as mariners at sea by note of

sun and stars, pushed their way across the billowing

prairies. Many a halt would have been made by these

advancing hosts had they been compelled to depend
upon sutler trains, instead of foraging on the abundant
game resources of the country as they took possession

of it. For generations, then, it was right and proper
and wise and profitable that game should be kille'd for

food; that every edible creature clothed in feathers or in

fur should be regarded as so much meat to be spitted

or potted or panned.

But times have changed. Conditions are not what
they were. Game still affords food for the dweller in

the wilderness, for those who live on the outskirts; and
for people in such situations venison is a cheaper com-
modity than beef. But for the vast and overwhelming
multitude of the people of the continent game is no
longer in any sense an essential factor of the food sup-

ply. It has become a luxury, it is so regarded, and it is

sold at prices which make it such. With the exception

perhaps of rabbits or hares, the supply of wild game as

marketed is not such as to reduce the cost of living to

persons of moderate means. The day of wild game as

an economic factor in the food supply of the country

has gone by. In these four hundred years we have so

reduced the game and so improved and developed the

other resources of the country that we can now supply

food with the plow and reaper . and the cattle ranges

cheaper than it can be furnished with the rifle and the

shotgun. In short, as a civilized people we are no
longer in any degree dependent for bur sustenance upon
the resources and the methods of primitive man. No
plea of necessity, of economy, of value as food, demands
the marketing of game. If every market stall were to

be swept of its game to-day, there would be no ap-

preciable effect upon the food supply of the country.

Well, then, why not recognize this, and direct our

efforts, in line with such a recognition, toward the ut-

ter abolition of the sale of game? Why should we
not adopt as a, plank in the sportsman's platform a decla-

ration to this end—That the sale of game should be

forbidden at all seasons? To share and express the sen-

timent is one thing" to put it into execution is quite

another. Perhaps the time is not ripe for such stringent

measures. Yet this very rule of no game traffic holds

in certain county laws in this State; and one of these

days it will hold in every State, East and West, North

and South. It may not be brought about in our day,

but the present moment is none too soon to adopt the

plank as a working principle and to work for it.

That which stands in the way of the present prohi-

bition of the sale of game in the larger cities is the

magnitude of the commercial interests involved. The
traffic is one of large proportions, much capital is in-

vested, and the business is not one which would readily

be sacrificed. No one of these considerations, however,

^an )yithstgn4 ^ campaign of education and the creation

FOREST AND STREAM.

of a public sentiment which will surely follow when that

education shall have taught the community the true

place of wild game in the economy of the civilization of

the present.

Absolute Prohibition of Game
Traffic.

From Forest and Stream/* Feb. 10, 1894.

In Great Britain and various other countries artifi-

cial game destruction is offset by artificial game pro-

duction. Birds are bred by the million, to be killed by
the million, marketed by the million, and replaced by
the million. The system is that of a gigantic poultry

farm. The supply is inexhaustible. Game in market is

thus a legitimate article of traffic.

In America conditions are different. Here we are

wholly dependent upon the natural increase, unaided by
human agency, for the maintenance of the game supply.

And the natural increase is by no manner of means ade-

quate to withstand the augmented destruction. While
the game stock has been growing less and less, the drain

upon it has been growing greater and greater. Shoot-

ers who pursue it for sport have multiplied a thousand-

fold; consumers ten thousand-fold. There is not to-day

enough game for the two classes. One or the other

must surrender its. claim in favor of the other. The
sportsman must yield to the game dealer or the game
dealer must give way to the sportsman. Which shall it

be?

Selfish and personal considerations aside, the answer
is readily found. That interest must give way which is

of least advantage to the community, and that one must
be preserved which is of paramount public importance.

This is to say that the game must be saved for the en-

joyment and benefit of those who pursue it for the sake
of the pursuit. A grouse which gives a man a holiday

afield is worth more to the community than a grouse
snared or shot for the market stalls. The game supply
which makes possible the general indulgence in field

sports is of incalculable advantage to individuals and the
State; but a game supply which makes possible the
traffic in game as a luxury has no such importance.

If this be granted, public policy demands that the
traffic in game should be abolished. And if public
policy demands this, the commercial interests involved,

although of magnitude, are not to be considered.

This is advanced doctrine; it is radical; it goes to the

root of the thing. But, as we have said, the time has
come to take an advanced position. When a political

party formulates its platform, it does not confine its

declaration of principle to the advocacy of such meas-
ures alone as are susceptible of immediate attainment;
but going further than this, it commits every man who
marches under the party banner to the support of cer-

tain other principles, the struggle for the supre-
macy of which must be arduous and protracted, and
the triumph in them long deferred. The planks of the

party platform stand for the articles of party faith; they
embody a declaration of "the things hoped for," and
which may not be the achievement of one administra-
tion nor of a succession of administrations.

In like manner, when we suggest this declaration.

The; sale of game should be forbidden at all seasons
as a plank in the platform of that vast party of men
scattered in hosts over this country, interested in pre-
serving the game of the continent, the suggestion is

made without any optimistic delusion that such a sys-

tem could be effected at once. But we do hold that

the principle of the absolute prohibition of traffic in

wild game is the true one, that it is the only one which
is adequate, and that it is the one to which sportsmen
as a class should be committed, heartily, unreservedly,

with determination, courage, steadfastness, patience and
persistency. The campaign must be a long one; but will

it not be a campaign for that which is wise, just, and of

public advantage?

An appeal which every member of the Order of Elks
ought to hear and heed has just been sent out by the
Colorado Springs Lodge. Members of this lodge who
have recently returned from a trip through the north-
western part of Colorado, the region recognized as the
rendezvous and feeding ground of probably the greater

part of all the elks still left in the United States, reported
that these splendid animals are now the objects of the

relentless pursuit of men who hunt, not for sport or for

meat to eat or sell, but for teeth out of which to make
the ornaments worn by this widely extended society. In
one case they heard of nineteen elk slain for their teeth

alone, the best of which, even in the hunting country, are

valued at $25 a pair. The members of the Colorado
Springs Lodge have therefore not only resolved to ab-

stain hereafter from wearing or trafficking in the teeth of
elk, but they have earnestly requested all other lodges to

take the same action. "It is the sense of this lodge," they

say, "that loyal Elks everywhere should and will co-

operate iri this movement, so that it shall be quickly

known to those unprin&ipled and unsportsmanlike in-

dividuals, who, for a paltry consideration and in defiance

of the law, are hastening the destruction of this noble

species, that no further profit will inure to them from so

blameworthy a prsctip?/'—New York Tirnes,

tjAN. 5, 1901.

In Frontier Days*

L—The Eagle Creek "Wolfers.

Years ago, in the buffalo days, three wolfers looking
about for a likely place to pass the coming* winter and
ply their vocation, decided to locate near the mouth of
Eagle Creek. This streamlet, as old-timers know, enters
the Missouri River front the north about fifty miles below
Fort Benton, Mont. It was then, and for that matter
is to-day, one of the wildest and most picturesque places
in the Northwest. Loading a Mackinaw boat-with -suffi-

cient supplies for the winter, the three left Fort Benton
one day early in September, and in due time, without
much effort on their part, the swift current carried them
to their destination. Just below the mouth of Eagle
Creek, and on the south side of the river, was a narrow
stretch of bottom land, and there they built a cabin of
green cottonwood logs, roofing it with poles and a layer
of dirt several feet thick. In one corner they constructed
a broad fireplace of stones and clay, the chimney being
built of the same material, and extending far enough
above the roof to -insure a good draft. All in all, it was
a very comfortable shack.

Dil-ectly in front of the cabin was a narrow but dense
growth of cottonwood and willow, which sheltered it

from the north wind, and incidentally hid it from the
sharp eyes of any prowling war party of Indians who
might be passing up or down the valley. At least, that
was what the wolfers hoped. Immediately behind it, the
sage brush hills slanted upward at an acute angle to the
foot of the frowning sandstone cliffs where ends the
great plain lying between the Yellowstone and the Mis-
souri. For many miles along this part of the river na-
ture seems to have done her best to give us some idea
of the mighty convulsions which ages ago shook this
old world of ours. Here are the bad lands, red, yellow,
black and ashy gray, silt of that ancient lake which was
before the mountains rose; and, shot up through it, are
thin volcanic dykes, which cooling, broke into immense
rectangular blocks. One could imagine that some fabled
giant piled them there; layer after layer they rest one
above the other with the precision and definiteness of
walls built by human hands, in places towering for hun-
dreds of feet above the water's edge. Many of them
stand at right angles to the course of the valley, where
they catch the full force of the Avind, and are so thin that
one wonders they have not long since been blown down.
Here and there the river has exposed old flows of lava,
bent, doubled and twisted into all sorts of shapes.
But most picturesque, most fascinating of all, are the
glittering white sandstone cliffs which wind and weather
have carved and cut into a thousand fantastic forms

—

castle and turret, Grecian columns and Turkish mmaref,
all are there, and often, in the distance, looms a white
city of them of surpassing beauty. It is a strange, weird
place.

After building the cabin, there was absolutely nothing
for the wolfers to d« but loaf around and wait for cold
weather, when they could begin operations against the
wolves. Of the three men, crusty Ben Underwood and
careles.s, happy Jack Fenn were old-timers who had
passed their lives on the plains. The third was the writer,
then very much of a youth and tenderfoot, whom the
others called_ the "Scribbler," because "he was always
wastin' his time writing things that no Eastern news-
paper fish would ever believe or print." They were good,
faithful friends. Jack and Ben, and very kind to the Scrib-
bler, albeit they loved to joke him. Peace to their
shades: they have long since returned to Mother Earth.
For a long distance above and below the mouth of

Eagle Creek there were but few places where the' game
could get down from the plains to the river, both rims
of the valley being walled by cliffs. Here and there these
had broken down, or terminated in a steep bare hill, and
at intervals they were pierced by long deep canons. At
such places the buffalo, the antelope and deer had for
centuries traveled up and down on their way to and from
the river, and had worn trails many feet in depth, even
in the comparatively hard sandstone. Of course, where
the game traveled the wolves were also continually pass-
ing, and that was why the wolfers had located there.
They felt that one or two poisoned baits on each thoro'-
fare would be worth many times that number promiscu-
ously scattered about on the plains.
The Scribbler never tired of gazing at the immense

herds of buffalo and other game which were continually
passing in and out of the valley. Of course, there were
many bands in sight at all times, but every morning a
solid stream of buffalo could be seen pouring down over
the rim of the valley by some narrow trail, and then
spreading out like a fan as they hurried to the shore of
the river. With them came band after band of antelope
from the plains, and mule deer from the pine-clad slopes
and buttes. where they made their homes; and often a
bunch of bighorn, led by some wary old ram, plunged
down the steep hills into the bottom. But the latter
never tarried long; their thirst assuaged, they lost no
time in returning to the cliffs and buttes near by. Then
there were bears, numbers of them, especially the light
colored grizzly, which Lewis and Clarke called the "white
bear," and which they dreaded to encounter. Elk and
whitetail deer were also abundant, especially further down
the river, where they frequented the large timbered hot-,
toms. And then the wolves! There seemed to be thou-
sands and thousands of the great shaggy fellows. By.
day and by night their long-drawn, melancholy howls
echoed and re-echoed through the valley and along the
beetling cliffs. There was something indescribably sad
in the cry of the wolf, something that made even the
most lighthearted and careless of men pause and listen^
Many persons could not bear the sound; yet to the true
lover of nature it had a peculiar—if perhaps undefina-
ble—charni. How the deep, clear, plaintive, minor
strains of their voice.= used to grow and swell down in
that lonely valley, as the shades of night drew on. Often
a single old male, sitting on a commanding ridge or
barren butte, would start it. Throwing back his head.
until the long, ke^n, mt?zzle pointed straight up to the
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zenith, he shuts his eyes, and from his powerful throat,
through parted black lips, oflfset by gleaming fangs, came
the wail o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o b-o-o j faint at first, then rising
to a resonant Crescendo, and finally dying away. And
presently, perhaps from the far shore of the river, came
the long-drawn answer; and before it was finished others
took up the refrain; here two or three, there an old
female and her nearly grown family of young; and then
far up and far down the valley, and out along the frown-
ing cUffs, others and still others joined in, until the stiU
air trembled with the burden of their voices. Oh, never,
never again shall we hear the like! The days of the
buffalo and wolf have forever vanished; days when it

was possible for the adventurous spirit to view nature
as yet unsoiled by the ruthless cupidity of civilized man;
days when her children, the wild creatures of forest and
plains, and the still wilder redmen, were almost the sole
inhabitants of a boundless domain.
Was there ever a hunter who failed to scrutinize each

sandbar, mudhole and beaten path he chanced upon?
The footprints there revealed are to him what the dailv
paper is to the business man. They tell him of the
game about; of its abundance or scarcity, when it passed,
and what course he should pursue in order to find or
overtake it. The Scribbler, it is to be feared, was always
more of a sandbar student than he was a hunter; even
if game was in sight he never came upon one of these
records of its going and coming but what, perforce, he
must needs stop, lean upon his rifle and carefullv look
It over. Thus it happened that at different times and in
different places he noticed the trail of an enormous
grizzly that had a deformed foot; at least the imprint of
the right hindfoot was nearly at right angles with the
animal's course, the claw marks almost touching the line
of impressions of the left feet. When he spoke about it

to his comrades, both Ben and Jack said that they too
had noticed the trail. By common consent the maker of
the tracks was called the "splayfooted bear."
Ben had an ancient grudge against the grizzly tribe

and never neglected an opportunity to slay one^ often
at no little risk to himself. Years before he had been
severely hurt and permanently disfigured by one, and
ever since, to use his own expres.sion, he had "been
trying to play even with 'em, gosh durn their picturs."
"You see this here crooked mug o' mine?" he once

said. "Pretty lookin' jaw that is, set in sidewavs; an'
them red an' blue scars acrost what's left o' my nose!
Beautiful, aint they? D'ye reckon any woman 'ud marry
such a face? No, sir, not even a Digger Indian squaw.
Wal, I looked dififerent once, an' I was goin' to marry
as pretty a little woman back in the States as ever you
set eyes on, but a measly old bear had to up and knock
out my plans at the very last minnit. You see, 'twas this
way. Me and Polly was poor; she lived with her widder
mother on a little farm that was mortgaged for all 'twas
wuth, an' I didn't have nothin' much but the clothes I
stood in. But if I do say it, I was a willin' cuss, an'
always glad to rustle. When me an' Polly agreed to get
spliced, I says to her, says I, 'Pollv, it 'pears to me that
the fust thing to do is to pay ofi that mortgage, an' I'm
goin' to do it. Just you wait a year, old gal, an' I'll
make the riffle. Then we'll have a home of our own, an'
be able to hold up our heads with the best of 'em.'

"I'd heard about there bein' lots of beaver out West,
an' I'd made my mind up to go out and catch a lot of 'em'
Polly cried an' took on, of course, an' when it came to
the partin' I nearly give in, but I give her a kiss an
run away as fast as I could, havin' promised to return
in a year an' marry her whether I made any money or
not. Came out here to the Rocky Mountains an'' did
•first rate, barrin' bein' set afoot onct or twict by the
Injuns. That fall I catched nigh onto a thousand dollars'
worth of fur, an' the next spring I got as much more
before the season was half over. I had enough to pav
off the mortgage an' somethin' left, but I says to myself:
T 11 keep on so long as the fur is good; a thousand or so
extry '11 come in handy to buy a team an' waggin, an'
a few pretty dresses fer Polly.'
"One mornin' I was makin' the rounds of my traps

an when I found a beaver I jest carried him back in
the brush a piece an' skinned him. Well, I was busy
takin' the hide off one, when I heard a little noise an'
turned around jest in time to git a swat acrost
the,-arm, an' a biff in the face, from the paws of an old
grizzly. It put me to sleep all right, an' when I came to
I found my arm was broke, an' likewise my jaw. The
bear had lit out with my beaver, which was all he wanted
jf^me and mine. Of course, I was awful stiff an' sore,
an my eyes was nearly SAvelled shut, but somehow er
another I made out to get to the house of a settler, who
had just moved into them parts, an' there I staid fer
many a week, suckin' milk an' .soup through a goose
quill, an' a nursin' my wounds."
"One day I was a-pokin' around, lookin' fer something

er another, when I run acrost a bit of lookin' glass an'
thought I'd see what that old bear had done to me
anyhow. When I caught sight of myself I nearly fainted
an' I knew that 'twas all up with me, that Polly never
would marry sech a horrible lookin' cuss. I felt awful

V^'ij"*^!: ^'^P^ ^ time to figure out just what
stiould be done, but the upshot of the business was that
J packed up them beaver skins an' shipped 'em to Polly
an got the rancher I was stoppin' with to write her that
i was dead an' buried, killed by a grizzly. And that''?
why I do love to fill a b'ar's carcass full o' lead

"

•'But what became of Polly?" the Scribbler asked.
Oh, Polly.'' She's all right. Some years after I see

a teller from down in that country, an' he said she was
married to a no account cuss, and had a house plumb
lull o children. Come to think on it, I don't know but
what things turned out fer the best after all. How in

•thunder could I ever have lived in a house "chUck full o'
young ones?

October came, but still the leaves hung green upon the
trees, and the heat of summer continued to make the

, days uncomfortably warm. But the hunters no longer
loafed restlessly about the cabin, wishing for cold weather
to set in that they might begin wolfing. They had found
something to occupy their time; the death of old splay-
foot had been decreed, and everv day from dawn to dark
was passed in quest of him. The bear was to blame
One evening Ben shot a fat ram back in the breaks

across the river, and carefully dressed it, for be it known
that not even the "boss ribs" of a fat, dry buffalo cow

was quite as good meat as that of a bighorn ram at that
season of the year. The sun had set when Ben rowed
back across the river to get his partners to help him
carry his prize down to the boat and up to the cabin,
but they went with him cheerfully, smacking their lips
m anticipation of juicy steaks, cut an inch and a half
thick and broiled rare, and fat ribs roasted brown before
the open fire. It was a long and stiif climb up to the
toot of the cliff where Ben said the animal lay, and in
their hurry to reach the place before dark they were drip-
ping with perspiration and gasping for breath by the
time they got there. But lo, no ram was to' be found;
there were the head and entrails, mussed and dragged
about, but the body had disappeared. There was still

a faint, crimson glow in the west, and by its aid the
lumters found a well known trail which explained mat-
ters; old splayfoot had carried off the carcass for his
evening, meal! It was amusing to witness Ben's rage;
he stamped around and swore, calling on heaven and
earth to witness that he would have the bear's life ere
the set of another .sun.

It was evening again. The sun had set in a halo of
fleecy, crimson clouds. As the stars came out the wolves
conimenced their usual sad refrain, and the owls began
again to repeat that answerless question they have been
asking for untold ages. Primeval man, from the depths
of his noisome cave, heard their asking, "Who-who-
who?" and doubtless shuddered at the uncanny sound.
During the day Jack and the Scribbler had been up on
the cliffs after bighorn, and as the result of their efforts
the red and white meat of a two-year-old ram graced
the outside cabin wall. Before the fire hung a side of
the ribs browned to a turn, and the hungry hunters
were impatiently awaiting the return of their partner
before placing it upon the table. True to his vow, Ben
had .started out long before sunrise that morning in
quest of Splayfoot, It was quite dark when the clank,
clank of the oars told of his approach, and presently he
came in, hung_ up his rifle and wearily sat down without
a word. Jack hurried to place the ribs, the coffee and
beans upon the rude table, and the three whipped out
their sheath knives and fell to.

It was ijuite evident that Ben had one of his "spells,"
as Jack called them, for he tore the meat savagely from
the bones in great mouthfuls, and swallowed cup after
cup of coffee in utter silence. When he got into one of
his surly moods his partners had learned by experi-
ence to. leave him alone, and let him lha\v out by himself.
This he finally did under the influence of the good sup-
per they had prepared. "Fellers." he said, as he filled
and lighted his pipe and stretched, out lazily on his
bunk. "Fellers, I missed him slick an' clean, at ten
yards. Think on't! ten yards, and a standin' shot at
that!"

"Maybe yer rifle sights are out of plumb," Jack sug-
gested.

"No, they're all right; jest wait an' I'll gin you the facts.
As soon as 'twas light enough to follow the ole thief's
trail I picked it up, an' in the course of a mile or so come
to where he had cached the sheep carcass; that is what
Avas left on't. He had eat considerable an' kinder cov-
ered the rest with dirt, grass and sagebrush. As soon
as I see it, I climb up on a rock shelf handy by an' sot
down, I'eelin' sure thet the ole cuss 'd come prowlin'
around after a while to git his breakfast. It was a first
class place I had to lay for him; the shelf I was sittin'
on might have been ten foot high, an' right at my back
another one rose straight up for a consid'able ways.
Well, the sun came up an' I kept mv eyes peeled fer a
sight o' the critter. They was lots o' buffalo feedin'
around, an' antelope an' sich like, but nary b"ar. Some
blacktail does an' fawns come a steppin' an' a prancin'
along, stoppin' now an' then to nip off the top of a
greasewood brush. They kept workin' their ears an'
a sniflfin' an' a lookin' back an' ahead, an' all around, but
they never seen nor smelt me as they passed. Putty soon
an ole bitch wolf an' her four pups—nigh about as'big as
she was—come a trottin' on ole Splayfoot's trail whar
he had drug the meat, an' Avheii thev got to his cache
they sniffed around an' begun to paw the dirt an' brush
often It. I got up an' shooed 'em off an' you'd ougliter
seen 'em light out. By and by a little piece o' rock
dropped down on the shelf where I was sittin'. Sheep,
thinks I; too bad I can't shoot one, but bear before the
belly this mornin'. I twisted my head around an' looked
up, an' danged if thar wan't a big ole grizzly lookin'
down at me. I jest laid down kind o' slow like on my
back, took a good sight fer his neck, let go ker-blim an'
then jumped an' run to git out o' the way of a ton er
so o' bear I expected would be a fallin' down in about
that place. But they wan't no ton fell, nor a pound, nor
nothui'; nor was they any sound o' groanin' er scratchin'
or cavortm' up on the cliff. So looked around,
tound a place whar I could git on top, an' scrambled
tip as last's I could. Well, fellows, I could hardly be-
lieve my eyes when I see thev was no bear there' nor
no blood nor hair; nothin' but ole Splayfoot's tracks
whar he had moseved off oA^er the hills. Y^ou bet I was
mad! I had a notion to smash the ole gun, but when I
see the sights was all right, I just cussed mvsel! an' lit
out on the ole bear's trail as fast as I could go. Course
I lost It soon's he struck the grass an' sagebrush, but I
kep on huntin' down along the river for miles, an' then
come back along the cliffs, but I never see him agin
But just you wait. I swar I'll never quit till I have his
ole hide. What I can't git over is a missin' him this
mornin . I ain't no tenderfoot, I don't git excited- no
not even when the game is Injuns, t' say nothin' o' bear'How could I have done it?"

Jack and the Scribbler duly sympathized with Ben
httle thinking that they also were about to join himm his quest for the bear. When they arose the next
morning, they found that their prized fat sheep meat no
longer adorned the cabin wall, and the tracks of old
Splayfoot around explained the cause of its disappear-
ance. 'Weve got to kill him," said Jack, as he re-
luctantly cut some slices from a slab of bacon for break-
tast, "an' I for one propose to begin a reg'lar hunt for
him this mornin .

'

The Scribbler also signified his intention to make
Splayfoot pay for his thieving with his blood. Litttle
did any of the hunters dream how their quest for the
cunning old grizzly was to end.

The Sciubbi,er.

Smallj Cook',Book

For [Oar Glob Ho«se.

Chapter I,

And the FoKEST and Stream ts welcome to ftint it
for other club houses, if it so desires.

If the food is not well cooked and properly served, the
pleasure of the shooting or fishing trip is lessened. One
will be hungry, and will enjoy any Idnd of cooking, the
first day, but the second day it must be good. Cooking
is not a high art in many rural localities, and yet a little
attention to two or three details is all that is necessary
in order to make it so.
The first thing to learn is to "get breakfast." Because

you hye ni the country, dear lady, it may well be that
your chief reliance is upon the hog for vour piece de re-
sistance for this meal, if not indeed for the other two W^l
and good. Pork is all right once in a while, since it is
so much more readily obtained than any other meat.
But do not often offer the man from the city pickled
pork, or salt pork.

. Give him ham or bacon, well curedHe eats that kind of pork at home, and is fond of it—for
breakfast. Cut it in thin slices and broil it. No, I take
that back. Cut it and put it in the broiler and have it
ready to broil when he sits down at the breakfast table.
If you broil it five minutes before it is set before him,
he will not eat it unless cornpelled to by hunger. And
the same is true about the fried potatoes and eggs Do
not cook them until he sits down at the table. ' Boil your
potatoes the night before and in the morning peel them
and cut m slices and salt and pepper them well and lay
them in a dish beside the waiting broiler and bacon
When you hear him at the table take a frying pan and
put a teaspoonful of lard in it, and set it over a hot fire
Take off the stove lid so the lard will fairly smoke in-
stantly. When It smokes, throw in the sliced potatoes,
ihey will brown (such of them as are on the bottom) in
p. nioment, and while this is taking place, seize the
broiler and plunge that bacon in the hottest of the fire
Turn over the slices of potatoes once and let another
batch of the slices brown. Now turn the bacon and make
the other side of the slices of bacon sizzle. And fry the
man an egg or two, or boil or poach them, at the same
time as you iry the potatoes and broil the bacon. Now
ihe man is going to have a good breakfast unless you
spoil It m the serving. The thing is to get it to him the
instant it comes from the fire, served in hot dishes with
covers, so_ the things Avill stay hot until he can get at
them This kind of breakfast, if supplemented with good
bread or rolls, good butter, and coffee, costing 35 cents
per pound and made as hereinafter described, is what the
city man likes. You Avill notice that wli«re it differs
from your accustomed method of cooking is in its being
cooked m the one breath and eaten in the next Give
him a httle of your excellent fruit along with the above
Oh, anything, so it is fruit. Dried apples is better than
none at all. When he begins to look satiated, give him
three hot griddle cakes, and he will be yours for life
About the coffee. Put three tablespoonfuls of ground
coffee (freshly ground) in a coffee pot that is perfectly
clean and dry mside. Now put the coffee pot on the
stove just long enough to make the bottom of the pot
hot. Lift the hd and smell in! Do you notice how fra-
grant that coffee begins to smell? You have performed
the mystery of liberating the very last atom of fragrance
from that coffee. Now pour two cups of bubbling boil-
ing water on the three tablespoonfuls of coffee Let it
set five minutes on the back of the stove and then pour
about two tablespoonfuls of cold water down the spout
If you do this you will be able to give the man two cups
of good coffee, although one cup shou}d satisfy him.
Lrood coffee is sometimes made in other ways but the
other ways are not to be trusted.

I almost forgot to say that the first tiling an epicure
wants at a meal is a glass—a clean, shining glass of cold
water. The next morning give him ham, or. better, beef-
steak or chops, or broil him one of his quail. Do not
be afraid to ask him for it, or if you are the lady at my
club, help yourself from his -string of birds—it is one of
the rules ot the club that game and fish taken on the
c ub s preserves is subject to its fair contribution to the
club house table.

In my next chapter I will tell you about dinner.
George Kennedy.

The ^'Sportsman^* and the **Spott,'*

Waterbury, Conn., Dec. 16.—Editor Forest and
i>tream: ][n_ your issue of the isth inst. your corre-
spondent Dick Swiveller, under the heading, "Sports-man and Sporting Man," hits the nail on . the head.
Iwenty-five years ago a sportsman was a thoroughbred
gentleman, .whose hobbies were shooting and fishing in a
legitimate, gentlemanly way; who used fine guns, rods and
well-bred, well-broken dogs. No one ever thought of his
being a gambler, roue, or tough—he was as much of a
gentleman m the field as in the parior. Nowadays he is
considered a "sport" or "sporting man," which is gen-
erally understood by the public to mean a man who
spends the most of his time shaking dice for drinks going
to ball games, horse races, and that most "noble'' sport
of all, prize fighting, and betting on them.
Thank goodness there are still plenty of the real "sure

enough" sportsmen left, who know enough to let the
sports alone, but it always makes one tired to see the

papers of the present day try to bring the "sportsman"down to the level of the ga:mbler and loafer.

Point.

The North Carolina Qtiail Supply,
Hickory, N. C, Dec. sj.-The crop of quail is not as

large this year m this State as usual, as far as I am able
to judge from observation and report, and I found thesame conditions in my short trip to South Carolina. The
reason is that cotton is high, and also wheat, so much so
that large fields are plowed up, the natural cover dis-
turbed, and, too, the dry, hot summer may have had some-
thing to do with it. I hunt harder, range wider and work
the dogs harder to get even fair results, and I hear th®
same story from others. Pink Edge,

,
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A Panther in Western New York.
Medina, N, Y., Dec. 22.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

The editorial in your last issue concerning the fear of wild

-animals contains statements which are rather sweeping,

conveying the idea that wild animals will always flee

from the presence of man. There are many well-

authenticated instances to the contrary.

Many of your readers will know of the old Lewistoii

road, so called, running from Batavia, Genesee count},

this State, in a northwesterly direction to Lewiston,

which is at the foot of the rapids in the Niagara River.

Many of the roads in northern and western New York
in an early day meandered in the direction of Lewiston

because that was the great entrepot for all voyagers

coming by the way of the St. Lawrence, Quebec, Mon-
treal and Lake Ontario up on to the Great Lakes and

the surrounding country, Lewiston being in an early

day a place of considerable consequence. The State of

New York dug a deep and wide ditch from the Tona-

wanda Creek to the Oak Orchard Creek for the purpose

of taking the waters of the Tonawanda into the Oak
Orchard and thence to Medina to feed the Erie Canal.

This deep ditch was dug about the year 1822; it is known
as the Canal or Oak Orchard Feeder. It was dug in

the Tonawanda swamp along near the western borders

'of the town of Alabama, in the county of Genesee, down
into the county of Orleans. This ditch crosses the

Lewiston. road at the very borders of the Tonawanda
Swamp. In the years 1848, 1849 and 1850, on the north-

east corner of the intersection of the Lewiston road with

this canal feeder, the land had been cleared away; it was

in early times covered with hemlock trees, and after the

heinlock trees had been cut away it grew up - into all

kinds of bushes and briers. It was a great place for

picking blackberries.

The writer was raised in the town of Alabama, Genesee

county, N. Y., and in his youth learned to pick black-

berries, and has picked a great many baskets and pails

of blackberries on that ground. A man by the name of

Hoag, working for my father, desired to have me pilot

him to the blackberry ground. We all lived at Alabama
Center, two miles and a half easterly from this canal

feeder. I stayed with Hoag over night. I was then

about ten or eleven years of age, and I think it was in

the vear 1848 that the circumstances I am about to relate

occurred. We arose about 3 o'clock A. M., and footed

it two miles and half to this blackberry ground. Wc
arrived there before daylight, but I being familiar with

the paths, we went along down into the bushes and

among the trees quite a distance until it became light

enough to commence to pick berries. Gradually we
worked ourselves deeper and deeper into the forest, and

I recollect very well coming to a spot where the tall

blackberry bushes hung overloaded with great

berries as big as the end of a man's finger, I looked to

the tops of the trees and saw that the sun was rising, by

the glinting of the rays among the branches of the trees.

Just then Hoag, who had become separated from myself,

spoke up in very sharp tones and said: "Stanley, come
here; here is a wild animal!" I had a dog with me
which was a fighting dog. I instantly hurried to the

place where Hoag was—perhaps five or six rods away.

I found Hoag standing under a hemlock tree with a

space of perhaps iS feet in diameter around that tree

where there were no bushes. The bushes outside seemed

to be a mass of tangled briers and other vegetation.

There was some animal passing back and forth in front

of Hoag and myself, not over 15 feet away, snarling and

snapping his teeth as he crowded his way through the

bushes. It circled backward and forward tliere perhaps

ten minutes. Hoag took my knife, and cut an immense
large club off of a green sapling. I recollect the expres-

sion that he made, for Hoag was a very nervy fellow.

After the club was cut he said: "Now let him come!"

I sicked the dog into the bushes; the dog went in; the

animal made a lunge for the dog; the dog made one yell,

and out of the bushes he came; I caught a glimpse of

the animal, and determined at once that it was a

panther; I had seen such in the traveling menageries

of the country. Hoag said that he saw him several

times, and that he knew that it was a panther. Wc stayed

a few mimxtes; that animal moved backward and for-

ward half around the circle, but kept out of our way and

in the bushes. His snapping and snarling and crowding

through the bushes were very plain to be heard. We
started to get away from him. I remember well that

I could hardly kick the dog away from my feet; he

kept constantly in front of me; and yet that dog was

the bully of Alabama Center, so far as dogs were con-

cerned—it had whipped every dog in the vicinity—but it

seemed to be frightened very badly. The dog went ahead

first, and I next, and Hoag in the rear. We would stop,

every two or three rods and listen. We could hear the

animal now and then as the dry limbs snapped under

him. We went substantially in a direct line, nearly half,

a mile, and within about fifty rods of the outer edge ©t

the woods. We could hear no more of him, and stopped,

thinking that we would fill our baskets with berries.

Perhaps fifteen minutes had passed by, and Hoag had

gone away from me about three or four rods, and I was
on one side of an immense great log, around which

the' bushes grew in thick profusion. That animal made
one spring, evidently; it struck within about 6 feet of

me, right in the midst of those bushes, with an immense

crash. I spoke loudly to Hoag, and we got together

quickly, prepared for any attack that might be made.

Just then a number of young men known as the Diviney

boys, Kelly boys, Horning boys and Green boys, came

iiito 'the woods" and commenced to yell and halloo like

so many wild Indians. Perhaps they had been yelling

away for a minute or so, and then we could plainly hear

that anirnal jump and run away in bounds. We could

hear its feet strike pat, pat, pat, as it jitmped along,

fainter and fainter, the dry leaves and sticks cracking

under its feet, rmtil the sounds faded away in the distance.

We went and met those young men, and told them what

had occurred. A man by the name of Julius Creep

started with Hoag to hunt up the hemlock tree aboVtJ

spoken of. Perhaps they had worked for two hourS- to

find it, and were unable to do so, and came back and
found me. Hoag asked me if I thought I could find

the tree. I told him I thought I could, and I led them
back to the outer edge of the woods where I had
entered, and I took up the trail there and moved from
point to point as I had come into the woods, and per

haps went nearly three-quarters of a mile when I found

the hemlock tree. The animal had been where we stocd

and had torn the earth up all about the tree and thrown
it over the bushes, so that they were literally covered

—

it was light soil. It had torn the bark from the lower
part of the hemlock tree, and had bit into the side of

the tree, showing in a good many ways its great wrath

and anger. The prints of its immense paws were all

about on the fresh earth. It made no sign of its being

about us then.

I recollect very well that this was Sunday. My good
old mother, who is now living near Alabama Center

at the ripe age . of almost eighty-nine years, when I

got home and told her my story, declined to whip me, as

she would ordinarily have done for trespassing upon the

Sabbath day; but her economical habits would not allow

the berries to be thrown away, so she had me go and
deliver them to another good old lady by the name of

Morse, who said that she was very glad to get them,

Sunday or no Sunday.
In after years, and in the summer of 1855, while read-

ing law with Brown & Glowacki at Batavia, whose
office was on the ground floor about three doors east of

the old Eagle Hotel, one day a couple of men, Harlow
and Carlow Reynolds by name, and who lived through
the Tonawanda swamp on the T^ewiston road and about
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one mile from the feeder bridge as it crosses the Lewis-

ton road above mentioned, drove up in front of the

office where I was, and the door being open one of them
said to me, "Come out here, Stanley, and see your

panther." Of course, everj^body around Alabama had

heard of the panther story years before. I went out of

the office on to the street, and there saw an immense
panther or California lion, or whatever you may call

it, lying in a one-horse wagon, with its nose against the

front end board of the box, there being no hind end

board, and stretching substantially the whole length of

the wagon box; its tail, which was about 3^2 feet long,

was lying out of the hind end of the wagon. It was an

immense animal. Reynolds' story was that on the night

before they had gone on a cooning trip, and that their

dogs had got on the track of something which they

chased for quite a -distance and treed. They followed

the dogs to where the animal was treed, and with their

axes chopped the tree down; that just as the tree was
falling they saw between themselves and the sky an

animal jump from the tree, which landed out on the

ground some distance away, and the dogs took after it

and treed it again. They followed it up until they came
to the tree, and in looking up and getting it against the

sky, so that they coidd see it, they discovered that it was
a large animal of some kind. One of them stayed at the

tree with the dogs and the other went perhaps a couple

of miles away to his house and got a gun. He came
back, and by "the aid of a lantern fired at the animal, and
luckily enough one of -the::. bullefs .struck the animal in

the heu^, so that it fell, ^As' it :>Game^to the ground they

saw that it was" an iiifiiense anirnal./One of them strtick

it on the head with ;
the - sharp edge - pf the' axe, which

entered the brain and kiljed it.' Froni there they brought
it to Batavia, and of ^coiirsevthe'-pedp^e of Batavia gath-

ered about and saw it. " Afterward that -animal ,vytas stuffed

and was" exhibited by Harlow ReynoW.s-'for- several years

in the different county fairs at Brockport, Batavia, Lock-;,,

poi-t, Albion, and Medina arid other places. He had a

tent and charged 10 cents admission: Thousands and
thousands of persons saw it. It was an immense panther,

a great deal larger than any that I have ever seen in any
inenagerie. It was killed about one 'nxile from the place

where Hoag and myself had seen one a fcA^ years before.

It was probably the same animal, only grown to much
greater proportions. I never have had any doubt that

if one person had been there under that hemlock tree

instead of two and a dog that animal would have attacked

that person. It certainly did not flee, but fojlowed us

until it had listened to the yelling of what anybody could-

understand was at least six or seven individuals, who
were perhaps fifty rods away from if.

'

S. E. FlLKTN.S.

Obscure instincts.

Edihfr Forest and Stream:
I was much interested in a letter signed E. P. A., iif

your issue of Dec. 8, on the subject of obscure instincts,

especially as I had just been reading Darwin's book on
the "Origin of Species." It occurred to me that the case

mentioned could be explained without much violence to

the theory of evolution. Your correspondent says the

case is this: "The red-shouldered hawk usually rears but
one brood of young each season. But if accident de-

.stroys the nest they will persist and raise a second or

even a third brood, if necessary to bring one brood to

maturity."
To my mind the statement suggests its own explana-

tion—it is simply a case of the persistency of the pro-
creative in.stinct. It may appear remarkable if we assume
that the hawk is incapable of mating and nesting except
at one season of the year, but I do not think we should
assume anything of the sort. We are accustomed to
birds mating in the spring, but I fancy this is a habit
induced by climatic conditions. It is certain that young
birds hatched in the early summer, when food is abun-
dant, have the best if not the only chance of attaining
sufficient size and strength either to migrate or endure
the coming winter. And it is easy to understand that if

some varieties of a species, or even some individuals of
a variety, paired persistently in the spring their progeny
inheriting the same propensity would rapidly supersede
the progeny of birds which paired later in the season or
at irregular times. A habit of this kind might easily be-

come fi.Ked in a few generations, solely by the "survival

of the fittest." Yet at the same time, under special con-
ditions, birds might mate at unusual times, just as occurs
with domestic fowl. Left to themselves with abundant
food only in the summer time, they mate in the early

spring, but with proper care and protection hens will lay

at other seasons.
It must be admitted that this hardly explains the case

of the red-shouldered hawk rearing successive broods
when the first are destroyed. I would suggest that this

is due to the procreative instinct persisting until satisfied,

and that it is not satisfied short of the raising of a brood
to maturity. An analogous case occurs with many plants,

notably annuals, such as the sweet pea. Sown in the
spring this plant flowers in eight or ten weeks, and if

the flowers are fertilized with pollen, as they are sure to
be if the necessary insects are plentiful, the seed-pods set

and develop rapidly. Left to itself the plant ceases to

flower, and throws all its energy into maturing seed.

Where this is done it dies—quite early in the season. If,

hoAvever, the flowers are kept cut the plant goes on pro-
ducing more until destroyed by frost. Every gardener
knows this, and it is explained on the ground that the
propensity of the plant is procreative—to mature its seed
—and as often as this is thwarted it will put forth more
flowers and try again. The seed setting of the plant
corresponds to the layin.g of the eggs, so far as the. cycle
of life is concerned, and when a check occurs at this stage
both plant and bird begin again. The procreative propeti-
sity is not satisfied short of the reasonably assured
propagation of the species—in other words, until the off-

spring can shift for itself.

There is just another -point raised by your corre-
spondent—the failure of transmission of acquired chaiac-
teristics or of mutilations, even when practical for many
successive generations. As I understand it evolution
only assumes the possible transmission of spontaneous
individual variations, all of which presumably arise—no
one knows why—before birth, and are an essential peculi-

arity of the individual. Between these and violent mutila-
tions there is no parallel. Thus a Flathead Indian fathers

a child of normal skull, because his peculiarity has been
acquired after birth, and he has no power to transmit it.

But let a papoose be born flat-headed and the peculiarity

win stand a very good chance of transmission. Nature
declines to accept innovations from the clumsy hand of

man, nor can man often imitate the processes. As I

write a narcissus bud in my window is ready to burst
If I attempted to open it, using every care and delicate

tools, I should only spoil it. By leaving it alone it will

open perfectly in due time. If we cannot imitate nature
in so .simple an operation as this, how can we expect to

counterfeit her higher and subtler processes?
Wm, Q. Phillips.

Clinton, Ont., Dec. 20.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication .should reach us at the

tatest by Mgnday and as much earlier as practicably.

Engflish Woodcock.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Here is an item to deepen the mystery of Jay .Beebe's

English woodcock. About twenty years ago I was on a
woodcock rampage on the hills back of Peter Cooper's
place at Ringwood, N. J., during the fall flight, and one
of the family—but at least twice as large as a legitimate
member had any right to be—flushed very wild, and T

thought it useless to make him wilder by shooting, but
I: marked his course and determined to have a shot' at'"

him if he rose again within a reasonable distance, but I

could not get within lOO yards of him, and reluctantly

gave up the chase. I never mentioned the incident ex-^'-

cept to an occasional sportsman, but it has rerflaiffed aia*

annoying puzzle with me ever since. If a EuYbpeaif-
woodcock, how did he get here? '

Many years ago I suggested, through Forest and
Stream, that one of the most desirable foreign birds to
introduce into this country was the splendid European
woodcock, and also suggested that if it was ever done they
should be liberated in some place like the Dismal Swamn.
where they would have a chance to "increase and multi-
ply," but I do not know that the attempt was ever
made.
A friend of mine once kept a native woodcock in con-

finement for some time, and every night he bored the earth
full of holes in search of the worms that he was con-
stantly supplied with, and I feel quite sure a success could
be made of an attempt to bring over the foreign bird.

Various kinds of foreign game birds have been intro-

duced from the remotest corners of the earth, while this

most magnificent feflow has been utterly ignored. 1

sincerely hope that Forest and Stream can stir up some
wealthy sportsman to make the attempt.

Diov.utjs,
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Homingf Instinct of a. Ttjftle*

In a recent number of Science, Mr. C. L. Bristol

prints some interesting observations on the homing in

stinct of a sea turtle in Bermuda, communicated to him
• by Miss Victoria Hayward, a resident of the island. To
us who are familiar only with dry land, the incident
seems very extraordinary, but we may perhaps imagine
that it is no more difficult for a turtle to find its way back
from a distant place to its old home in the sea than it

would be for a cat or a dog to do the same thing on dry
land, and this, of course, is something that is frequently
done. Miss Hayward writes :

'My father caught a turtle in June that weighed 75
pounds. He placed it in a pond in the harbor of St.

George. In August, on going to the pond, he found that
some person had thrown a piece of iron weighing about
50 pounds into the pond, and it had broken a large hole
in the turtle's back. It had been wounded apparently
.about a week, and was weak and seemingly dead. My
J-ather thought he had better kill it, but he changed his
-iiiind, and let it go alive into the harbor.

"In the latter part of October he and another man re-
captured it in the same place where they had caught it

before—about four miles from land, on the flats (reefs)
that lie to the north of the islands. The back was nicely
healed, and the turtle was altogether in excellent con-
dition. You know that it requires no little knowledge of
the art of navigation for a turtle to find the way from
the southern side of St. George's Harbor through some
,one of the. many little channels to its own special honie
on the north reefs—'four miles out to sea."

}mrie ^ng mid

Dallas Mountain Sheep,

The four heads are specimens of Ball's mountain sheep
killed in Alaska by Mr. Ball Be Weese, of Canon City,

Colo., in the year 1897 They are beautifully mounted
and adorn the walls' of Mr. Be Weese's den—a large and
comfortable log house which he has built on his place near
Caiion City. The ewe, which is the lowest of the four
heads, was killed by accident when Mr. Be Weese overshot
one of the rams. He did not know of the existence of
the lamb at this time, as it was hidden behind some rocks.
When it appeared, it seemed to him more humane to
shoot it than to leave it to starve to death or to be de-
voured by wolves. It may be questioned whether a
similar group of the heads of Ball's sheep are to be
found anywhere in the possession of one individual.

Elk for the Adirondacfcs.

Wm. C. Whitney has made a formal ofl?er to the
Forest, Fish and Game Commission of thirty elk from^
his preserves at Lenox, Mass., to be used for stocking,'

purposes in rthe Adirondacks. . . .

.

Three of the Coinmisioners.—Mayor W. Austin Wads-
worth, 'tfGen'eseo ; BewittC. Middleton, of Wateftowtt.
and B. Frank Wc5od, of Jamaica—waited upon Mr. Whit-
ney to '^learft the" condition of his offer, and they ascer-
tained that his gift was not hampered by any conditions
-Whatever. Mr. Whitney offers to deliver the elk in the
Adirondacks and turn them out in any locality that should
be designated by the Forest, Fish and Game Commission.

100 $pomtnen'$ finai

Some of the Queer Discoveries Made fay Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish,

36

Kaiser Wilhelm while out hunting discovered a huge
rock, which he fancied for a monument to his grand-
fath'g^r. It weighed 100 tons; and having been suitably
inscribed, has been set up as a monument.

37

Jacob Brown and George Rowe, of Newberry, Mich.,
Wore looking for deer, and in the course of their hunting
smarted a mink, which made for a swamp near by and
took refuge in a hollow stump. In digging under one
side of the stump in order to get at the mink, they struck
stones which bore evidences of the handiwork of man.
Becoming interested, they secured picks and spades and
unearthed the stones.

As the result of their labors, three stone images were
uncovered, also a large stone tablet. All four articles
yvere cut from brown sandstone, the rock probably com-
ing from the northeastward, where the pictured rocks,
great cliff's of sandstone, worn by the wind and waves
into fantastic forms, frown for many miles upon the blue
water of the great lake. Of the three images, the largest
is that, of a man in a sitting posture, nearly life size.

This .statue is on a pedestal, formed from the same piece
of stone. The second image, from point of size,- is that
of a woman, and is a trifle under three feet in height,
while the third is the image of a child, and. like the man:
is postured' in a sitting attitude, and is about two feet
high. All three of the inrages were found placed with
faces toward the east, which may have been accidental,
but mere probably intentional, and points strongly to-
ward sun worship on the part of the unknown race that
carved and placed the statues in times so distant that
even an approximate estimate of tsliie period is impossible.
: i.ear these figures was found a- slab of brown stone,
averaging six inches in thickness and 18x25 inches on
each face. One side was smoothed as carefully as the
coarse structure. of the rocks had allowed, while .upo*n
the other face weEe engraved a series of inscriptions,
each set in a square of approximately one and a hah'
inches, there being 140 of these.

*- •
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X rake inventory of the -good things in this issue ^
*^ of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund tvas
u; giifen last week. Count on what is to come next, n
Jl^ peek. IVas there evef in all, the xatrld a mote' %
1^

abundant zmeMy store of sportsnten's reading? '
'
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Notice.

All comnimiicatioiis intended for Forest and .Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Pubiishing Co,, and
!iot to Jiny nidividiial connected with the paper.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them^—^XVII.
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELt.

[Continued from page 50T.]

Redhead Duck.

Aythya americana (Eyt.).

Tn general aspect like the canvasback, for which it

is often mistaken. The adult male has the feathers of
the head full and puffy. The head and neck are bright

reddish-chestnut, often glossy with coppery reflections;

the tipper part of back, lower neck, breast aird rump, and
upper and under tail coverts, black. The back, shoulder
feathers of the wing, sides and Hanks, v^hitish, cross
marked with black lines, .slightly wider than in the canvas-
back, thus giving the wdiole plumage a darker tone. The
speculum is pale bluish-gray,' bordered with black above
and tipped with white. The primaries arc dusky, some of
the inner quills being dark slaty-gray. The tail is dusky.
The bill is pale blue, black at the tip, the eyes yellow, and
the feet are bluish-gray. The abdomen is white.
The female is a plain brownish duck, almost white on

the forehead, chin and sides of the head. The lower
neck, sides and flanks are brown, as are the lower parts
generally, but the lower lail-coverts

.
are wliijtd. The

speculum is as in the male. .

.

Like the canvasback, the redhead is a bird of general
•distribution through North America. It is very comrnon
in inigration on the Atlantic coast, as well as in the in-
terior and on the Pacific coast. Mr. Ridgway found it

common and evidently breeding at Sacramento, Cal., iit

June, 1867, as well as in Nevada, where he saw beautifttl
decoys made of its skins by the Piute Indians. It is said
not to reach Alaska in summer, but is found bi;eeding
throughout the Hudson Bay country, ea.st of the Rocky
Moitntains, Formerly it bred in great mirribers in the

REDHEAD DUCK.

United Stales in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Bakota, Montana and Wyoming, but the continual perse-
cution to which the redhead, with our other ducks, is

subjected in spring has driven it from many of these
ancient breeding grounds. There are some localities;
however, in the middle West occupied by gunning- clubs
where spring shooting is not allowed, and here the red-
head and some other varieties of ducks stop and breed,
with the result that in the autumn the club members havjs
shooting far better than they ever did when spring shoot-
mg prevailed. Birds that have been bred on the grounds
are gentle and wonted, and act as decoys to their relatives
migrating from the North, calling tliem down and giving
them confidence that here, at least, is a place where they
may be free from persecution.

In winter the redhead is found as far south as Mexico
and southern Texas, but is more common further to
the northward, and, indeed, goes but little south of the
region where open water is found. It is abundant during
the migrations on Long Island, but is not common on
tke NcAv England coast. Each autumn and winter, how'-
ever, redheads are shot in great numbers on Great South
Bay, but are rarely or not at all on Long Island Sound.
On the eastern shore of Virginia, in Chesapeake Bay, and
on the sounds along the coasts of North and South "Caro-
lina, the redhead is very abundant, and it spends the win-
ter m -great numbers in ihese waters, leaving them only
whaiu, as usually happens once or twice each winter, it is
drivcH further south by the occurrence of cold weather,
which freezes the sounds. In such places, in all sorts o£
weather, they may be seen, high in air, trading, as it is
termed

; that is to say, flying long distances far above the
wa er. as if examining the ground before thev determined
to ahght. T he great flocks of birds that do' this trad'ng
are usually canvasbacks and redheads.
The redhead is said by Northern explorers to breed

throughout the fur countries, and they have aNo been
found breeding near Calais, Me. The nests are usually
biult close together, in colonies, generallv near the water
and are somewhat more subs antial than ducks' nests ofteii
are. The eggs are almost Avhite, and are usually ten or
twelve in number.

In many of its habits the redhead resembles the broad-
bill or blackhead. It comes up to decovs quite a'^ gently
as that bird, when it has once made up its mind to do so
and when about to alight the birds crowd close together'
and thus oft'er the gunner an opportunity to kill several
at a time. When only wounded, the redhead dives and
skulks well, and is not always to be recovered After
divmg and swimming a long way under water, it comes to
the surface, and perhaps shows only a portion of the jjill
swimming off so low against the wind that jt is not likely
to be detected.

The flesh of the redhead is excellent, ;MHd wlien it h^s

been feeding on the same food it cannot be distinguished
from that of the canvasback.
The redhead is a near relative of the European pochard,

which it closely resembles, though easily distinguished on
comparison.

This species is sometimes called the redheaded broad-
bill, redheaded raft duck, and, oddly enough, Washing-
ton canvasback^

Weights of Game*
Green Bay^ Wis., Dee. 14.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In the last issue of Forest and Stream the weights of
game are mentioned, and this prompts me to comment.
The redhead ducks at 2 pounds 9 ounces for males in good
condition would be less than our birds here, I believe,
taken on an average through the season. 'When redheads'
first come in on our bay here, they would weigh about
2j4 pounds av.erage, but after being here a short time they
will average close to 3 pounds, I believe. I have weighed
my birds a great deal this fall, and I have killed redheads
that weighed 3 pounds 7 ounces on several occasions, and
at the same time I have killed undersized or young red-
heads that would weigh a scant pounds.
We get the flight directly after leaving the Canadian

grounds, and I presume that the birds do not make more
than one or two stops from the north to this point, the
birds being thin when they get here.

I had the opportunity to weigh some canvasbacks, and
there was a great variation in these birds when first here
and -after being here for a short time on their feeding
grounds. I think the average canvasback's weight after
being here for a while is very close to 3j>2 pounds. A
great many weigh a good deal less and some quite a few
ounces more.

Mallards are the same way as the other birds. I have
killed mallards when coming into the ponds and sloughs
in the evening flight, that were from 35 to 50 yards high,
which would split open on contact with the water when
shot, and this is no uncommon thing.
We shoot a duck Avhich is called big bay bluebill, hut

which I think is a broadbill, that will average as heavy
as the canvasbacks, and it is really too fat to eat when
cooked, unless some of the fat is removed. These big
ducks are not killed on the inner bay nor on the west
shore, but we get them on the east shore and at Grass
Island and Point Au Sauble. They are strictly deep-
water birds, aiid very nice eating.

We have fine grounds and miles and miles of natural
feed for the birds here. We had a flight of ducks in the
first week in November that was as large as any single
flight here for twenty years, but they did not stay more
than a day. It was a grand sight to see these countless
thousands of ducks working out over the open water.
Redheads, bluebills. canvasbacks, whistlers and broadbills
were the main flight. Our bay is now frozen over arid the .

"birds have gone south. A. G. Holmes.

Our Thanksgiving Turkey*
I PROMISED you when reporting on the fishing and

chicken hunting to tell later how goose and duck shoot-
ing was in the valley during the flight. The weather
'w-as "agtn tts" during October and the first two weeks
of Novembei- we were treated to one of those beautiful
falls that make the Indian dream of the happy hunting
grounds, when a cloudless skv, with the sun coming
aslant through the haze, making one feel as though
he was dreaming. And when the sportsmen of Missoula
watched the sky they could see the V-shaped forms
going lazily over, too far above to even hear their honk,
ihe wise Ones would say that a good snow storm on the
mountains, followed by a cold snap, would bring the
young fellows down to roost on our river bars and feed
on our grain fields. But luck favored the goose rather
than the hunter. However, on the I2th of November

' there seemed to be a change coming ; a cloud was hang-
ing on Alt. LoLo, the barometer of the Bitter Root Val-
ley. On the 13th, the storm came, and a most severe
one for the first three days. It snowed, and the snow was
driven by high winds, the thermometer going down to
12 below zero In the valley the snow reached a depth
Of 8 or 10 inches; and a still greater depth in the hills
Low thermometer and the wind continued until the
ibth. iM-equent telephone messages came from down
the river, which is the winter pasturage for deer, which
roam the mountains during the summer. The first hard
•storm brings them down to the river, then they go back
and do not come down until the snow gets too deep to
travel in.

Elmer Chapman and myself were planning a trip down
there. Perry Steefe, a lumberman, whose mill is 40
miles down river, was going down to his mill in the
morning and gave us a very pressing invitation to go
down. He said he could not insure us a deer, but could
show us some. Perry is a prince of good fellows, and a
lew days spent at the camp would be an outing well
spent, even without deer; and the chance of getting one
which wonkl serve for our Thanksgiving turkey helped
to gn-c our contemplated trip a bright hue. We were
ready and off' on a morning train, which was late so we
did not get dovv-n tliere until after dark. The weather
was very cold.

We were up and breakfasted before daylight. Our 'host
said he could not go out to hunt, but he would direct us so
we could not miss them. We were to take such, a caiion
pass, by so many draws, which would bring us to one
of more prominence, and tip this we could find them I
felt the same as when once in Minnesota, on asking an
Indian for some venison, he replied, pointing to his
canoe, "\'ou take canoe, go down river past one river
look the other side see meadow, see deer eat grass, yoti
get htm. We did not take the Indian's advice butwe did Perry s. On reaching the draw described webegan cautiously to work our way up. We had gone only
a tew hundred feet when I slipped and fell. On looking
around there stood a fine blacktail doe looking at meA hasty shot only made the deer jump into cover, having
only knocked off a bunch of hair. We began to look formore and the whole side of the mountain seemed to be
alive with deer; hut we could not get a shot until thevwere iully Soo yards away. Chapman had the old style
,40-05 Winchester, and could not reach. At: the first shot

n^^y -30-40 the deer turned, showing the lead was
getting there. In turmng they , came over a bare point
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showing tilem to full view, although they looked no
larger than jack rabbi .s. But the performance of those

guns is marvelous. A well-directed shot at the deer's

head caught him through the heart. Of course it was
an accident, but you cannot have those accidents with
an ordinary gun. This buck, when dressed, weighed
205 pounds. We got him down to a log road, hung
him up, and not wishing to overdo ourselves the first

day, returned to camp.
Perry had a box 01 good cigars for after supper, and

a fund of reminiscenece where this or that deer had
fallen, either before his gun or that of some companion.
The crackling fire, the smell of burning pine and cold

weather made me think of the old days in the Northern
woods.

^

The following day we did not start so early, Chapman
taking one ridge and I the other. He jumped a bunch
of four, killing three. I saw one lone deer, and got it.

We had enough, and were sure of not having to eat crow
for Thanksgiving. We borroAved Perry's horse and "go-
devil" to bring our game in. and it being still light we
got a picture of them. The next morning wp. got a picture

of them hung up, and feeling a little proud of our catch

we could not refrain from getting in, Perry doing the

peek-a-boo act. Perry took us down to the switch,

where we got a parting picture of the grounds we had
hunted over, wishing there would come a day when we
could hunt those woods and hills again.

Bert Stevens.

Talks to Boys*—VII.

By this time I fancy that you must be tired of carrying

iibout an unloaded gun, and as j^ou seem to have formed
pretty good habits and to have become reasonably careful,

we may as well now take some loaded shells and have a

little target practice.

By this time you have used your gun so much that

breaking it down and opening the breech does not trouble

you at all, but has become a perfectly natural and com-
monplace operation. You are also so familiar with the

safety calch that you involuntarily push it back, if for any
reason it has slipped forward, and without being con-

scious that you do so, you watch this catch and always
know just what its position is. •

-

I do not care to have you fire too many shots at a

time, but you may order from the gunsmith 100 shells

loaded with 2><^ drams of powder and ^ ounce of No. 8

shot, and these will last us for some little time. When
writing for the shells, ask the gunsmith to mark on the

top wads of the shells the charge which they contain.

Probably the shells will come to you with the wads

marked in tliis forM j^'"*^; It is well that you should begin

to shoot with a light charge, first, because your gun is

light, and, second, because I do not wish to have the dis-

charge of the gun jar you or startle you; and, indeed, for

a gun of small caliber such as you are using, the charge

that 1 have named is effective at any reasonable distance

on any bird that you are likely to meet with.

You had better put thirty of these cartridges in your
pocket, and we will go out into the lot behind the house
and see how the gun shoots. Very likely before this your-

instructor sent to the city and purchased a dozen large

shotgun targets. These are made of white or brown
paper, on which is printed a bullseye 3 or 4 inches in diam-
eter, and about this a circle 30 inches in diameter. Make
two frames for backing for your targets. For one of these

an old door will do, if there is one anywhere about the

place; for the other, nail three or four short boards to-

gether to make a square frame about 4 feet each way.

Carry these out to where you are to target your gun, and
set them up on the ground in a position nearly vertical,

supporting them from behind by long sticks for props.

Fasten one of the targets flat against each, with a tack

or a piri in each corner of the paper, and then retiring to a

distance of about 30 yards, take up your gun and face one
of the targets. Standing there in an easy position and
with your eye fixed on the bullseye, throw up the gun to

your shoulder three or four times and take sight at the

bullseye. Very likely you will find that the gun comes
up so that the sight is nearly or quite on the bullseye and
only needs a little movement to cover it. After you have

done this a few times break down your gun, load both

barrels, throw the gun up to your shoulder and fire the

right hand one at the target you were facing the instant

that you catch sight on the black. Then instantly turn

ai-d fire the left barrel at the black of the second target,

being sure that you have caught the sight before you
pull the trigger. Now go to the target and see what sort

of shots you have made. If you pulled at precisely the

right moment, the pe-llets of shot in each target ought to

be thicker in and about the bullseye than anywhere else.

At a little distance from this center, the intervals be-

tween the pellets will grow wider, until at the edge of

the paper there may be quite a little space about each.

It will iDe well for you to take a soft lead pencil and draw a

line through each shot hole in the paper. After you have

done this, go back to your stand and again shoot at the

bullseye, taking as little time as possible, and pulling just

as soon as the sight is seen against the black. Another
examination of the target will show you where you shot.

When you break down your gun to remove the dis-

charged shells and replace them by others, see that the

muzzle of the broken down gun points downward and that

the barrels are. neither horizontal nor directed upward.
The reason for this is obvious. If the muzzle of the gun
points downward, the loaded cartridges being heavy will

slip readily into place, and if only one barrel has been

discharged, the loaded cartridge in the other barrel will

remain in place; while, if you have the barrels directed

upward, the loaded cartridge is likely to slip out of the

ghamber and fall to the ground, or if it does not do this

it may slip part way out and prevent closing the gun.

I have more than once seen this very thing happen, when
men who were duck shooting were trying to reload their

guns in great haste.

I do not advise you to target your gUn by shooting from
a fixed rest, because to-day all guns are targeted by their

makers, and usually have attached to them a certificate

of .their performance at 40 3'ards with certain specified

charges of powder and shot; therefore you know before-

hand what your gun has done, and so what it ought to do.

Jt does not seem necessary, therefore, that you should

waste time and ammunition in doing what has already

been done by men very much more experienced and skill-

ful than you are. What you are doing now is merely

continuing and advancing in the work that you have been

doing from the day you got your gun. You are learning

to shoot quickly and to have the gttn .'directly in your line

of sight when it reaches j'our shoulder. It is to acquire

this skill with arms, hands and head—to make all these

organs work together—that you have been aiming with

your empty gun at all sorts of things during the past few

weeks, and for this that you have been snapping primers

at a candle flame. This is merely carrying the practice

a little further.

After you have fired the two barrels at the target, you
may either change the target or pin over it a sheet of

newspaper, tearing away the part which covers the bulls-

eye and thus exposing the black for a point at which
to aim. I should like to have you fire at least ten shots

in this way, but about one thing I wish to caution you
especially—see that when you throw up the gun to your
shoulder the stock is pressed tight against it. but not so

tight that your muscles are strained, or your freedom of

movement in any way hampered. If it should not be

held firmly, there' will be a little recoil and jar which may
affect you unpleasantly. I should be very sorry to have

this happen early in your shooting, because if it did it

might have a tendency to make you flinch when pulling

the trigger, and this would be bad for your shooting and a

very hard matter to overcome. It is unfortunate for a

man to be afraid of his gun. However, in these days of

nitro powdei' with perfectly loaded cartridges, there is

not very much recoil to the gun and far less danger than

formerly that a shooter will be punished by his gun
"kicking." In old times, with black powder and heavy

charges, it was quite different. I ha've sometimes had my
shoulder black and blue after a day's duck shooting, and

a friend who, in muzzleloading days, was shooting a

heavy duck gun with a large charge of powder, stood up

in the bow of the skiff to fire at a bird that had just

sprung, and when he pulled the trigger and leaned for-

ward to meet the expected recoil, the cap snapped, the

gun failed to explode and he went head foremost over-

board, in a most ungraceful dive.

After you have fired your ten shots I am going to ask

you to fire ten more, standing with your back to the target

and wheeling at the word given by your instructor, and

then putting up your gun as quickly as possible and firing

at the black spot. Do not fire until you have caught sight,

and if for any reason you should fail to catch sight with-

in a reasonable time, do not pull the trigger then, but

again turn your back on the target, again face about and

try to catch sight again. Alt this is intended to teach

you to aim quickly, not necessarily because I want you

always to shoot quickly, but because you should be able

to shoot at an iinstant's warning, whenever it may be neces-

sary for you to do so.

After you have fired the second ten shots I shall ask

your instructor to give you a little wing practice. To
do this he must have collected five or ten old tin cans, or

as many potatoes or apples. Let him stand nearby at your

left side and toss one of these objects up in the air so that

it will move away from you at an angle of 45 degrees. Do
you sight at it with your gun and see if you think you
can hit it. After you have several times caught sight on

this moving object, put two cartridges into your gun, and

, when the can is next thrown, if you catch sight properly,

fire. Very likely you may not hit the can—or the apple

or potato, whichever it may be—and if you do not do so, I

think I can tell you why. You probably just caught sight

on the can over the top of the muzzle, and when you
pulled the trigger, checked the movement of the gun for

the slightest fraction of time, and so shot over the can.

You will have to try it again and again, and your in-

structor will no doubt have an idea, after you have fired

two or three shots, where you are shooting, and will try

to explain to you where you should hold your gun. The
cans move slowly, but still they keep moving all the time,

and in sighting at them it will be better for you to see the

whole can over the sight; then when you pull the trigger

the falling can will tumble into the midst of the load.

I should much prefer, however, to have you. shoot at the

object before it has reached its highest point; in other

words, as quickly as you can, but by no means puU off

your gun until you have taken sight at the object, and feel

a reasonable confidence that you are to hit it. When you
catch the sight, follow the object for a little distance and
then raise your gun slightly so that you lose sight of the

mark, and pull the trigger. If you keep this in mind, I am
sure that you will in a short time find that tbere is no
difficulty in hitting these easily tossed marks.

A few days' practice of this kind ought to help you
along very rapidly in your ideas of shooting.

Now that you have gotten along as far as this. I think

that if I were you I would try to get hold of Mr. Ham-
mond's most excellent little boook called "Hitting vs.

Missing." This is a story of a boy, who, a great many
years ago, while he was out squirrel shooting with his

old musket, saw a man shoot a grouse on the wing—the

first bird that he had ever seen killed while flying. He
was seized with an ambition to learn how to do what the

man had done, and he patiently worked out for himself,

without instruction and without help, the lesson of wing
shooting, until he became one of the best shots in all New
England. He tells yon in this little book how he learned

to shoot at crossing birds by firing his gun at stones

skipped across the mill pond by boys, and how, in other

ways, he succeeded in overcoming many of the difficulties

that greatly puzzle the young shooter. When you_ read

his experience, the matter of your instruction will be

greatly amplified, provided you try to remember all that

he says and to profit by the story of his discouragements

and failures.

Now that you have begun to use ammunition, you must
be more than ever careful about carrying your gun. You
must go back now several weeks, to the time when you
first began to walk about with your gun, and when you
were constantly trying to remember not to point it in the

direction of any living creature, and to keep its muzzle
directed either up in the air or down to the ground. You
must again begin to watch yourself, and to think always
about how your gun is pointed.

By this time I think you have had practice enough in

aiming your gun, so that it comes up with the sight firetty

nearly on the object at which you are looking, _and now, if

you have been in the habit in the past of closing one eye

when you looked along the barrel to catch sight, I recom-
mend you to cease that practice and to depend on throw-
ing the gun up into the line of sight, more than on catch-

ing the sight on the object at which you aim. Try this at

first at the target. Load your gun, face the target, and
remembering to keep both eyes open, throw up the gun
and shoot. Probably you will find the center of your
charge somewhere near the bullseye, and after shooting

a few times, each time striving to correct the mistakes

of the previous shots, you will see that with both eyes

open you do about as well as if you used only one. A
carpenter who is driving a nail, or a chopper whose axe.

falls in the same place every time as he chops a log, does
not close one eye to take aim. He is so familiar with his

tool and with the way in which it should be handled, that

he strikes his mark unerringlJ^ He has had so much
practice in performing this operation that body and
arms and eyes work together exactly as they should.

With practice you can do the same with the shot-

gun, and shooting in this way you will be more
quick and ready than if you closed one eye and
felt about with the muzzle of the gun to get your
sight just in the right place. If you inquire, you vidll

find that most good shots to-day keep both eyes open
when they fire the gun, and if they do so, it is good policy

for you to follow their example.
The expert shot of the present day when about to fire

throws his gun to his shoulder, looks at the bird well

above the rib so as to see its direction and calculate

its speed and the angle at which it is flying, and then
dropping his head a little, looks along the barrel and
moves its extremity so as to either cover the bird or to

allow so much for its speed as his experience tells him
is necessary. For the practiced shot, this, of course, takes

but a very small space of time, and being k practiced

shot and thoroughly familiar with his gun, he understands
precisely how to hold it and how to move head, arms and
hands so as to bring about the result which he desires,

W. G. De Grqot.

A Bear Hunt on Leopard Bayou.
BY H. M. MAYO,

It was a beautiful morning in late October, beautiful

even for southern Louisiana where October days are

the most beautiful of the long fall, winter being a brief

period marked by few leaden skies and rainy intervals,

with a delightful preponderance of summer like winds
and blue, cloud flecked heavens.
The fifty-mile voyage from Morgan City to the woods

of Leopard Bayou, the latter stream being but a few
miles from where the mighty Atchafalaya pours into

the Mexican Gulf, had been made the afternoon previous.

The night had fallen suddenly and the top of the tent

had been lost against the gray mosses which hung
solemnly frorn the oaks at the camping place, and only
the embers of the fire of dry wax'."Ood broke the gloom
of the thicket with a ruddy sparkle, which occasionally

flashed into flame.

The winds had hushed and the dry crackle of the sway-
ing roseau canes ceased almost as night's curtain fell

upon the earth. No sound broke the silence save the

low tones of our conversation and, now and then, the

guttural croak of a heron in the marsh behind the fringe

of palmettos and other growth along the bayou, and the

faint splash made by a predatory otter or mink as either

plunged into the dark waters where they disappeared
amid the dense shadows of the other bank.
The Nimrod and I were out on one of our occasional

hunts. This time we were out for bear, and after a hard
day's work, having tugged at the oars for the fifty miles

of the journey and completed camp, we were soon be-

tween comfortable blankets spread on palmetto leaves

and softened with the curling Spanish moss. The glow
of the fire had lapsed into grayness; the silence had be-

come more intense, and tired bodies had induced sweet
slumber, from which I was awakened by a gentle nudge
and a whispered admonition to "get up."
Even a gilt edge sportsman will heave a deep sigh of

regret because confronted with the inevitable withdraw-
ing from a warm nest and a sudden immersion in an
atmosphere but few degrees removed from frost. I con-
fess to a preference for my bed under such circumstances,

but as I caught the invigorating odor of newly made
coffee and a glimpse of a brightly burning camp-fire, I

hustled into my boots 'and was soon in the open, only
to find a blue-black sky with a thousand and one stars

blinking in the impenetrable pall, and the air damp and
cold from the dew, which had bathed the leaves and
canes. There was, too, a sharp scent of foliage, rank and
vigorous—the pungent resin of the wax myrtle.

"Great Scott! Fred," I remonstrated, "it's yet night.

What in the deuce do you mean by getting a fellow out

of his blankets at this ungodly hour?" I felt imposed
upon.
"There you go," came back the reply, disgustedly;

'lihat baritone of yours will scare every bear this side

of Hades into the marsh for good. It's four o'clock, you
tenderfoot, and the bear family in this neck of the woods
get up ahead of the proverbial lark. The 'critters' feed

early, and the blamed things are too wary and the labor
too arduous to risk an error. So shut up your noddle
and have a cup of coffee."

I quieted my objections with the steaming cup of

beverage, such as only the Nimrod can conjure from the

delectable bean, and after a snack of cold meat and toast

I felt a greater appreciation of what sport really wasi and
congratulated myself that I really had the instincts of a
full blooded hunter. I was then ready for the next chap-
ter; a chapter I expected to complete with a full grown
specimen of Ursus americanus. The snack over, we
buckled on ©ur armor—that is the Nimrod did, taking his

Winchester from its case and slipping a supply of car-

tridges into the chamber—and were then ready for the

fray. It was to be a stillhunt, and on water.

Stepping carefully to the soft edge of the bayou, we,
pulled in the nose of the Joan, as the swift skiff of the

'

Nimrod was called, and with extraordinary caution

boarded the craft and with muffled oars felt our way into

mid-stream and went slowly with the up-tide. The ex-
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planation of our proceedings, this remarkable care, is

found in the fact that the survivors of the Southern b ar

feed during the fall montlis upon the acorns of the 1; ve

oaks, continuing until the fruit is exhausted. The fav( r-

ite time for the acrid meal is in the early morning >r

late evening; the remainder of the day and night, sa.e

when the latter is made bright by a good-sized moott, is

spent by the animals in damp retirement in the marsh.

To reach the acorns the beasts must clamber into the

tops of the great oaks, and not a tree along the Leopard

but what bore the destructive signs of the animal's fre-

quent sorties. Wary as a fox and as cunning as Reynard,

the marsh bear is an extremely difficult quarry, and suc-

cess in his capture means untiring vigilance, skill and

patience on the part of the hunter. They are as quick as

a squirrel, and it is a sight well worth witnessmg to

watch a big brute scent a possible enemy and scramble

earthwards. So much for this.

The Joan floated on. Slowly across the marsh grew

the light of the advancing morn. From the pale spot

in the east, like a pat of powder on the cheek' of an

Egyptian damozel, there grew a rosy vacillating tint.

Aurora was putting on the rouge. Then the sharp arrows

began to spread, and nature to assume a tangible entity,

adding to her charms as the moments flew. As I before

remarked, it was a beautiful morning, and I gazed in

silent admiration at the panorama which unfolded slowly.

The tops of the feathery marsh canes grew yellow and

golden, and the somber shadows of the woods changed

their blacks to misty purples and deep chromes, while

the more forward leaves took on a vivid contrast. The

face of the stream gradually began to accurately mirror

the heavy arches of the o'erhanging oak limbs. A specter

like crane took flight from a Water soaked root near the

bank and winged clumsily over the interminable waste.

There was the^shrill clatter of a fisher bird and the sweet

chirp of a redwing somewhere out of sight. Then silence

and the light grew. A splash, as a bayou turtle fell into

the stream from a bit: of broken tree trunk, half sub-

inerged; then more silence, broken bv the soft dip of

the oars. Even these stopped as the Nimrod wamingly
held up his hand. I breathed with nature, deeply.

_
I

caught a faint clap, clap. It was rotund acorns dropping

into" the face of the stream.

"Don't move," whispered the Nimrod, as he nervously

fingered his rifle; "there's a bear feeding somewhere."

There was an ominous crack. A limb had broken and

near at hand. Bruin was in evidence. The skiff grace-

fully turned a bend of the bayou. A sudden crash, a

few heavy plunges among the crisp palmettos, and we
both knew of a surety that at least one bear was safe.

"It's all right," whispered my comn^nion, never violat-

ing the ethics of the hunt by risking d;n open note, "the

old boys are out, and where there's me, why there are

others. See? Keep the Joan mow ig and if I ^ don't

bring down a three hundred pounder before ten o'clock

why I'll shoot quail on the ground in he future."

By this time the day had fully invad* fl the earth. The
sun" shone graciously across the mi 'sh and curving

wood, making the verdant jungle glisten like a series of

jewels in nature's diadem. The air was noisy with the

twitter of birds and the breeze from the west wrinkled

the brown waters of the famed Leopard Bayou.

On we went. Great tangled masses of broken and

twisted twigs and limbs in the tops of the oaks marked
the rapacity of the herbivorous bears. Circumstances

had forced this condition, and Bruin gave_up meat eating

because a vegetable diet needed no snaring. Therefore

he took most kindly to the acorns and kindred provender.

"The Joan had gradually narrowed the stream ^as she

progressed, and my arms grew tired from pushing the

light craft along, but save the evidences of recent occupa-

tion, not a bear had tumbled into sight, and I was just

about to murmur a timorous objection to further exer-

tion,' when the Nimrod stealthily reached for his rifle,

which he had permitted to slip against the thwart.
" 'Sh." he whispered with a wonderfully pianissimo ef-

fect; "don't move; just look."

I looked. Fully two hundred yards ahead, away up in

the top of an immense time scarred oak which reared its

hoarj^ crest near the bayou's edge; was a huge black

body, looking for all the world like a gigantic tailless

squirrel as the great paws reached upward for some
temptinsr bunch of acorns blackening in the October sun-

light. To me it was a most unusual sight. The idea of

a bear foraging for breakfast where a diminutive coon
would be comnelled to hang on with both' feet, even if

expected, would prove exceedingly unusual and inter-

esting, and the ponderous bulk swaying in the tall oak

was a revelation.

I did not move a hair. The sharp snap of cracking

twigs and the plunk-plunk of dropping acorns came
me sweet, over the stream as the Joan quietly reduC'^

the distance. I might have imagined that a big bear ill

a tree would present an ungainly and grotesque appear-"

ance, but the sight then set before my eyes evidenced

the contrary. Dexterously and quickly the brute drew
the acorns easily into his capacious crimson maw, tread-

ing on timorous foothold of swaying branches with a

confidence born of long experience as he did so.

Siiddenly the bear's motion ceased. His muzzle pointed

in our direction for an instant. We had been scented

and seen. It was then ludicrous to witness the efforts

of the beast to get out of sight. His magnificent bulk

fairly shook with emotion as he essayed to clamber from
a location he correctly surmised to be dangerous. Hig
eyes sank back into his head in fear and a deep, hoarse
growl issued from between the well worn ivories whiclj

fringed the dripping tongue. It all happened in an in-

stant. No sooner did the Nimrod realize that the gamo
was in absolute retreat than the deep roar of the "forty-

five" started the echoes of the Ancinity.

The pale smoke drifted slowly away. The bear gav*

a convulsive tremor, grasped a small limb for a mo-
ment, then pitched limply downward, falling heavily into

the crutch of an immense limb, where he hung, silent and
without motion.
Mv taste for blood was at once rampant. "He's ours."

I shouted exultantly, as T gave the Joan a spasmodic
jerk which sent her darting shoreward and toward the

tree which contained the conquered Bruin. How my
heart leaped.in anxiety as the skiff neared the bank, to

;vitnp.ss
f) ggt[)(^pf1^ of nitghty m«sc|p^ '''^e, li not

dead," I thought, with a wild push at the oars. The
nose of the boat touched the ooze of the bank. Thert

was a despairing groan, and the next moment the black

bulk in the crutch heaved forward, toppled, and in a

twinkling had crashed among the palmettos and Jack

vines in the jungle.

The Nimrod lost his reserve. He grasped his rifle

and was ainong the reeds and leaves of the Leopard
underbrush. Tying the skiff I grasped a keen edged

hunting hatchet and followed. We were hemmed in by

an interlacing of barbed climbers, vines, palmettos and
dense myrtle growth.
The whirr of a rattlesnake sounded sharp. Possibly

twenty feet away the great beast tore with dying energy

at the dead leaves and broken debris on the damp earth.

Mingled with this was the swish of the homy leaves and

the crackle of the canes as the bear agonizingly sought

to reach the seclusion of the morass beyond the ridge or

strip of jungle, and to these sounds were added the fearful

snorts of the brute.

"Come on," cried the Nimrod. as he forced his lank

proportions through the growth. "The old fellow may
escape us after all and be into the marsh if we linger

het^."
It was well enough to say "come on," but the prospect

of doing so speedily was dubious. Jungle at every step

and a big bear lying in wait for us._ Not so pleasant, but

screwing
,
my courage to the sticking point, I cut away

with the hatchet and slowly hewed a path through the

sappy obstacles. To the accompaniment of the bear's

despairing sighs, which filled the echoes with a murder-

ous sogginess, we made way, until after about twenty

minutes' work we reached a clearing in the chiH woods.

Thi.^ clearincr was in the edge of the strio and surrounded

by the everlasting- palmettos and yellow marsh canes.

In the clearinsf. black and bulkv. and at full Icnoth, was
the game. With all his great strength he could go no
further, and the wide head, grayinsr in spots, rested

wearily among the rotted leaves. His sides filled and
shrunk as he breathed heavily.

Hearing us at his very feet. Ursus reared his muzzle
and attempted to resist the invaders. It was his last

effort. His eves glowed dimly, and the red tongue was
incrusted with mould. The Winchester roared in the

air with an ugly twang, and the head sank inert to the

leaves. The great form convulsively stiffened as the

muscles contracted for the finality. A misrhty shudder
ran through the bulk, and the beast was dead.

"Three hundred and fifty pounds, if he weighs an
ounce," victoriously remarked the Nimrod, as he care-

lessly seated himself upon the prostrate monarch of

Leopard Baj^ou.. Truly, gazing at the bear, he looked
as large as an ox, and his pelt was as curly as "nigeer

wool." Maybe we didn't gloat, but we did. and had there

been an observer in the wild surroundings save our two
selves, he would have been regaled with a series of anec-
dotes told by the Nimrod as to "how he had done it

before."

Our gloating ended and it became a question of getting-

the prize into the Joan, a weird nrooosition it seemed
at first suggestion, but two hours' hard work and a smaM
nullev solved the difficulty, and "Br'er Bear" was p^tven

the olace of honor in the skiff. This done, the hollows
of the forest soon echoed with the raoid dip of oars, as

the Jo.^n swiftiv forged campward. Success ensrendered
annetif-e, and when the tent hove in sight we heaved a

sigh of almost absolute content, A fire soon crackled
and hissed beneath the camp oak, and the mellow sing-
ing the coffee pot made our hearts glad with its prom-
ise. The hour was at noon wh^n camp was broken and
the stuff cozily stowed awav in the stern of the Joan.
The mosses amid the chrome foliage of the oak trees

prew erray, and then slowlv merared into the purnle of

the distance as the craft plunp-ed her green nose into the
bosom of the b.ayou. and then ^n^n the gulf warmed
waves of the Lake of Belle Isle. The ros^aus <'-pn--v.»re(3

and vellowed and gave w?v to the wax mvrtle and willow,

and then th"^ rvpress. S<-p^di1v we rnwed and rnwed.
thrnncfh the fading dav and into the cri'sn nio-V't. sfonninfY

at whiles to have a wee bite of meat and b'-pad and a nio
of the stuff which bnth inebriates and cheers. Arms
ached and muscles "^tifferied with the pv-pt-trori. and the
wav seemed long- and never endinEr. but the 'iT-enfiye waV,
wi^b lie. arid we rnwed on and on iin<i1 midn^'o-ht.

The loan Pas=ed under the r'an''-?"5r ?ron= of t^A sl"'**-

Sonthern Pacific bridp-e a"d Morcan Ci+v l(-inmf»(*

friendiv at our verv nosec. Y^Tp wpr^ at home and the
e^-'-i'-ing jaunt into the wilds of the Leopard was at an
end.

Stripped of his hi'dp. "pir'^r Bear" Hpped the beam at
exactly three hundred anH fiftv pounds.

Johnnie's First Moose*

r-^mM Two Surr(>s^s^ui Otrtfnp^.
Mf.w Yovk. Dee. — E^f^'f'^'y Pnrrrt mid Sfvnin: L^st

(-mnmpr at ^ nw^ r^eommpn'-'al-ion. wen<- to Mr. D'--"^'^s'

T onf r.-<bin T-T^^tel Np'vfnnnd'and. T fof twe-'tv to ib'rti'

calmon the larsre-^t 20 nonnd's. T.ater in the casnn T
fv^t at t1ip came niace fhrpo ^-^ribon nnd tb*' r,ri)v rom-
nlainf T ha*"^ to rnnke apa'n"*- "^li" clio'itino- was th^t it was
oi-i pacv. T I'oed a .jo-'jo and i*- +oo1<- five shots apiece in

th'^ bodi' tA rTrnfi firtii- +wo rarihon
T am ?Tist-noW -^etiirned from an ontlnf in Neiv Brnns-

"C^rlr. with Mr. Braithewaite. of Fro^^ericton. for fnvr\p,.

T hit one moose and three rai-ibou wi'^h a .AK-^r, nnr! oriTv

sot one --ariboii. Tbpp T tried mv .''o-'?o and lo-^t two
moose, both hit in the bodv. T then borrowe^^ a donVe
express. .fc;-TTo. and with the fii-st shot brono-ht down a
"erv handsome moo'^e. 9^ thnt the trin ended ac <:y\rri'ct-

fullv as it bad ^^om the firs)- been enjovable. The mv^fvv
to which jVTr. Braitheivaite took nip lips about the head
"faf-ers of tbe L'-n-le Soiithivp=t T^^>'"-?niichi. and be^•"'°en
them and the head water= of th^ To^inne. rnoocp. caribou
and partrid.ge were very plenty, but de*.r we^-p cr^^rpp.

David E. Wheelet?.

From the Montr^ .1 Christmas Gazette.

"De cloud is hide de moon, but dere's plaintee light above-

Steady, Johnnie, steady; kip your head down lo-w;

Move de paddle leetle quicker, an' de ole canoe we'll shove

T'roo de water nice an' quiet,

For de place we're goin' try it

Is beyon' de silver birch dere,

You can see it lak' a church dere,

Wen we're passin' on de ieprner w're de lily flower grow.

Wasn't dat correc' w'at I'm tolin' you jus' now?
Steady, Johnnie, steady; kip your head down low;

Never min', I'll watch behin' me—an' you can wateh de how,

An' you'll see a lectle clearer.

Wen canoe is comia' nearer

—

Dere she is—now easy, easy,
,

For de win' is gettin' breezy,

An' we don't want not'ing smell as till de horn begin to blow

I remember long ago, w'en ma fader tak" nie e>ut-^

Steady, Johnnie, steady; kip your head down low;

Jus' de way I'm takin' you, sir—hello! was dat a shout?

Seems to me I t'ink I'm bearin'

Somet'in' stirrin' on de clearin'

Were it stan' de lumber shaintee;

If it's true, den you'll have plaintee

Work to do in half a minute, if de moose don't start to goi

An' now we're on de shore, let us hide de old canoe

—

Steady, Johnnie, steady; kip your head down low?

An' He among de rushes, dat's bes' t'ing we can do,

For de old boy may be closer

Dan anybody know, sir;

An' look out you don't be shakin'

Or de bad shot you'll be makin'

—

But I'm feelin' sam' way, too, me, w'en I was young also.

You ready for de call? Here goes for number wan

—

Steady, Johnnie, steady; kip your head down low;

Did you hear how nice I do it, an' how it travel on

Till it reach across de reever?

Dat'll geev* some moose de fever!

Wait, now, Johnnie; don't you worry.

No use bein' on de hurry,

But lissen for de answerj it'll come before you know.

For w'y you jomp lak' dat? Wat's matter wit' your ear?

Steady, Johnnie, steady; kip your head down lowj

Tak' your finger off de trigger; dat was only bird you hear;

Cant' you tell de pine tree crickin',

Or de boule frog w'en he's spikin'?

Don't you know de gray owl singin'

From de beeg moose w'en he's ringin'

Out hees challenge on de message your ole' gran'fader blow?

You're lucky boy to-night, wit' hunter man 1ak' mel
Steady, Johnnie, steady; kip your head down low;

Can tole you all about it. H-s-s-h! dat's somet'ing now, I seel-

Dere he's comin' t'roo de bushes,

So get down among de rushes.

Hear heem walk? I t'ink by t'onder

He mus' go near fourteen honderl

Dat's de feller I been watchin' all de evenin', I dunno.

I'll geev' anoder call!—^jus' a leetle wan or two

—

Steady, Johnnie, steady; kip your head down low;

W'en he see dere's no wan waitin', I wonner w'at he'll do!

But look out, for he's comin'

Sa-pris-ti! ma heart is drummin'l

You can never get heem nearer,

An' de moon is shinin' clearer

—

W'at a fine shot you'll be havin'! Now, Johnnie, let her got

Bang! Bang! You got heem, .sure! an' he'll never run away.
Nor feed among de lily on de shore of Wessonneau!

So dat's your first moose, Johnnie! Wal, remember all I say,

Doesn't matter w'at you're chasin'.

Doesn't matter w'at you're facin,

Only watch de t'ing you're doin'

—

If you don't ba gosh! you're ruin!

An' steady, Johnnie, steady; kip your head down low.

William Henrv- Dsithmond.
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A Christmas Turkey*
Editor Forest and Stream:

~

As the Christmas time draws near and my wife warns
me to be on the lookout for a large young gobbler for
use on that day. memory flies back to the one we liad on
Christmas of 1890, and its uneqnaled flavor; and the
longing that comes to break the chains of business and
leave dull care behind becomes so strong that as a
safety-valve I will tell you how I got my Christmas
turkey that year; and how a friend and . companion
through his inexperience lost his and claimed mine. We
were a hunting party of six Kansans. camped near the
confluence of the Salt Fork and the Arkansas River,
within the Ponca reservation of the Indian Territory.
Our party was armed with rifles and breech-loading

shoteuns. and we were after large srame—deer and wild
turkevs; and as we frenuentlv would see and start flocks
of wild turkeys out of tbe hierh gr.ass. the rifles were left

in camp the most of the time, and we depended almost
entirely upon the shotrmns. One afternoon, as two pf
the boys were upon a hiHside. thev came close' to a small
patch of ha^el brush of about R-^^r? varrls and un started
a fine buck and a doe. Lowie H. fired bis first barrel at
the buck and dropnert him and then tired the second
barrel at the doe without visible result: and then he
walked no to tbe buck witbout relnarling his ffun. and up
jnmped the buck and follo'vpd the doe out of sisrht over
the hi'l m tTie ta'1 o"-ass. The most complete search could
not find either acrain.

As Lowip insisted that the buck was badiv wotmded
and would be foimd deprl the nevt mornins". when morn-
ine- camp we Avpnt tpo-pthpr tn the nlaep where the buck
had fa^'eti ^p/\ qpojirsitpd to trv and find some trace of
him. When T hfd ck'n-ibed a fonf slo^p and was i^istant

from mv comnanjon nbont nnp a^rf ^ ht^1f. mfn'"!. T lioird

two /Mu'ck renorts of h'S p-im, a-nr! lpo,|r?ng in b!.; direction
saw him rnnping up a drawas fast as hg canld fun: and
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flying- toward me came a large wild turkey, which drop-
ped in the grass neair a small black oak bush. Marking
down to the stopping place of the turkey, I took one
load of 000 out of my right barrel and put in a load of

4's and started after the turkey, which had concealed it-

self in the grass near the bush. There it stayed until 1

was within about 30 yards of it, when it ran out
flapping its wings to rise in flight, and 1 gave it the
load of No. 4's, which nearl}^ knocked it over; but it

straightened up and rose from the ground, and I then
gave it the load of 000., which badly crippled its flying;
but still it kept on the wing. I was nlnning after it try-
ing to insert another cartridge in the gun, which'^I finally^,

accomplished, and stopped io shoot again, when the
turkey came to the ground, and on approaching it I

found I had a fine fat young gobbler of about 15 pounds.
The tail part of the body was badly torn with the large
shot, and when the bird was drawn it was found that a
No. 4 had passed clear through the heart, and nearly
through the body had passed several more No. 4's.

I gathered game and gun together over nty shoulder,
and went up the slope to its crest toward which I had
seen Lowie running. Arriving there I called him several
times before he answered, and he then came to me from
the far "Side of the crest, and said, "Is that my turkey
you have there?" My reply \yas, "No sir; this'is mine.
MHtere is yours?" He then stated that he had come upon
a flock of three feeding under some persimmon trees
in the draw, and that as they rose in the air he had drop-
ped one dead upon the grass, and had broken the wing
of another one, and had followed it trying to catch it, but
could not. We went to the place where he had seen the
turkey fall on the grass "dead," as he said, but could find
no trace of it, although we hunted over about an acre
of ground. When we had to give up the hunt, he looked
so longingly at my turkey that I said, "Lowie, do you
think this is your turkey?" "Well," said he, "I shot one
and we can't find it, and I don't remember hearing you
shoot." But on my insisting that he go with me to "the
bush, I pointed out where I had seen mine alight, and
gone with me to where it fell, he gave up and said "Well
this is the first time I ever hunted wild turkeys, but if I
ever drop another turkey I'll pick it up, and I'll never
run another one with a broken wing, for after it got
.started a little piece I don't believe a horse could have
caught it."

While my persimmon fattened turkey was filled with
the ripe-frttit of the persimmon tree on which it had been
feeding, mixed with the small sweet chinquapin and white
oak acorns, it was the most toothsome and delicate
flavored game it was ever my lot to enjoy: and when I
think of it I often regret that I did not insist that Lowie
should go and see the place where my turkey died, for
if he had seen it he could never have had any reason to
even think I had "swiped" his turkev. W. R.

license which must be paid for the privilege- But in the
reasonable prices of the guides, the entertainment they
gave, their faithfulness and skill as moose hunters, the

hunters feel that a part at least of the $60 they paid for

licenses is accounted to them. Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

New Brunswick Moose,
Boston, Dec. 22.—Some 6f the la e moose hunting by

prominent sportsmen has been done the past season un-
der difficulties. Dr. G. A. McAleer, one of the best
known of Worcester sportsmen, and W. T. Farley, a
Boston hunter who gets his big game every j^ear, are "just
out of the woods of Nova Scotia. They went after moose,
and they got them, but tUty had a rather hard time, chiefly
on account of the weather and the remarkably deep snow.
They reached Annapolis by steamer without particular
adventure, and were met by their principal guide, A. D.
Thomas, with a team, and taken fifteen miles, to Milford,
where Mr. Thoinas entertains sportsmen and summer
boarders. The moose hunters found his place comfortable
beyond their expectations. Milford is up toward the head
waters of the Liverpool River, a stream that is becoming
noted among Boston sportsmen for its trout and salmon
fishing.

Their moose hunting camp was about fifteen miles
further in, between Liverpool Lake and Frog Lake. Part
of this distance was made by a team, with their camping
traps, etc., on board, but the road proved to be a terribly
rough one, even for a sled. Mr. Farley believes that
there were rocks enoitgh buried under the snow there to
ballast all the rest of the world, and they are of all sizes,

from cobblestones to boulders. Their feet found the most
of these rocks, down through 2 feet of snow, or deeper,
if you desire it. Not knowing where the rocks lay, they
could not be avoided, and the wrenching their feet and
legs got they will remember for a long time. They were
glad to lie in camp and rest for the first day. The camp
was pretty comfortable, formerly used by lumbermen.
Their guides, Mr. Thomas, mentioned above, and Thomas
Canning, of New Grafton, proved to be all that
could be asked for. They hunted under difficulties for
three days ; such difficulties as finding the lake they wished
to cross only partly frozen, and being obliged to go
around through the deep snow. But they kept up their
courage, for there were moose signs. The fourth day they
were hunting on the divde between Frog Lake and Bear
Lake. There were signs of moose, and big ones. The
tracks were fresh, and the hunters and both guides were
moving forward with great caution. Suddenly Mr. Farley
saw what might be a big gray rock under the trees that
were loaded down with snow. It moved. "Shoot !" whis-
pered the guide. Mr. Farley did shoot. It was at a big
moose lying down. It jumped up only to receive a volley
of rifle bullets. It was quickly down. Another moose
was up, and both hunters were shooting at him. Quickly
he was down. A third one Avas up. The rifles were turned
upon him in less time than it takes to tell it: This one
fell also. In less than a minute thirteen shots had been
fired, eleven of which were accounted for in the three dead
moose—a big cow and two small bulls. The game laws
of the Provinces permit of the killing of cow moose,
though had Dr. McAleer and Mr, Farley known that it

was a cow they first fired at, they would not have killed

it. The moose Avere lying down in woods so thick and
loaded with snow that antlers could not have been seen
even if the big moose had carried them.

It took four days of the hardest of work with snow-
shoes and toboggan to get the hind quarters and hides to

camp. The guides would haul the toboggan, wearing
snowshoes, while the hunters pushed behind. The
hunters believe in moose hunting as the king of sport.

They are thoroughly pleased with that part of the country

for the king of gaRie aninjals, except possibly the $30

What One Bullet Did.

Chicaoo, Til., Dec, 13.—I was down at St. Louis this

week, and there met Mr. Horace Kephart, the authority

on rifles and rifle shooting, who at the time I met him was
just back from a good long trip down in Arkansas, where
he put imo practice a new one of his theories as to the

rifle and how she is shot. He and a friend wandered out

from camp the first morning after they struck their hunt-

ing ground—^where, by tlie way, they were all complete

strangers—and while they were, still but a short way from
the camp, they saw two nice deer standing in easy range.

They fired almost at the same time, and each killed his

deer, the bullet in each case striking the deer in the neck
iitid ranging back, making a dead shot of it on the spot.

They thought this was a good beginning, and went back
to camp very happy; but though they hunted faithfully

for two weeks after that, they never saw another deer.

They had other game, however, to make things interest-

ing, and took pleasure in exploring the vast wilderness of

forest that lay about them. One of their par^y was afraid

to go a hundred yards from camp, since he always got lost

promptly as soon as he was out of sight of the tents. One
morning he made bold to get half a mile from camp, and

to make sure of getting back, he made arrow marks along

the "lizard road"w,hich he was traveling, so that he could

retrace his footsteps without trouble. Mr. Kephart came
across these signs, and at once divined their import, and
in order to impress upon his friend's mind the great im-

portance of having his directions under his hat instead of

on the ground, he carefully reversed all the arrow marks
and made them point the other way. The maker of the

guide posts did not get back to camp till pretty near the

next morning, and said then that he never had seen the

roads so full of guide marks as he had that day.

On such a trip the question of camp outfit is a very

important one. and this time Mr. Kephart says they solved

the problem of what to take by each fellow's taking what-

ever he wanted to. One man had along a fine set of re-

loading tools for a lo-gauge shotgun, but no shells for it.

and indeed no shotgun. This Avas a sample of the precau-

tions taken to aA^oid being caught unprovided with all

needful articles. Of course, some one migh; have .strayed

into camp and given this hunter a No. 10 shotgun down
there in the woods with plenty of .shells for it. What, un-

der such circumstances, must have been the feelings of a

man who found himself unprovided with the proper re-

loading outfit?

Another gentleman of the pariy-had a rifle which wa.s

in use Avith shells that did not altogether fit it, and one

evening was trying to extract from the chamber a shell

Avhich had a wrong or imperfect head, Bang! the rifle

went up through the roof of the tent. Nothing so serious

about this, if you get u.sed to it, but here Avas the singular

ill fortune of the victim of this accident. His coat Avas

hanging on the line . stretched above his head along the

top of the tent as a dr3dng line. The bullet cut exactly

seven holes through the coat as it hmig folded, missed a

gold Avatch by only the fraction of -an inch, cut a hole

through the top of "the tent and through the fly. although

it Avas just rainy enough to make a dry tent A-ery useful,

and then completed its work by boring two neat holes

through the stovepipe outside of the tent. AH of which
would seem a hard shot to duplicate Avithout malice afore-

thought.

Phenomenal Game Year.

It has been a phenomenal game year for the West, there

is no doubt of that, though just Avhat the reason for it

may be is something not easily determined. Our quail

season for Illinois ended day before yesterda}'. and it was
the best quail j-^ear Illinois has had within recollection,

perhaps and very probably the best she ever had. How
many birds Avere killed in grand total in this State it is

impossible to guess, but there was hardly a party tliat

came back unsuccessful No one had a complaint to

make or any excuses to offer. The season end 4 with

thousands of birds left over. This is a good augur for

next year, though it is not conclusive argument that the

coming season Avill be as good as this, or half as good, for

there are many factors entering into the game crop every

year.

Indiana has yet a few days to run with her quail season,

and the shooters of this season are making the very best

of that fact. There is no talk of any falling off in the

quail supply in that State, barring the fact that the birds

are older now and harder to get.

Growth of the Preserve Idea.

The growth of the game preserve idea in the middle

West is a very pronounced one. The last tendency in

this direction seems to be in the direction of upland pre-

serves. At first the duck shooters Avere the only ones

who cared to attempt preserAnng any lands, and their early

preserves Avere the easier bcause of the more AVorJiles'i

character of the marsh lands that they used, Avhich were

not of great value for agricultural purposes. Nowadays
the better class shooters who can afford the luxury are

turning toward preserves for quail and other upland birds.

The notion of securing the shooting rights from owners

of large bodies of land seems to be a popular one. I

knoAv of two enterprises on foot this winter, one of

Chicago parties and one of Michigan men, for getting

control of the shooting rights OA^er some big tracts. The
Chicago men have their agent down this week in Indiana

looking over a certain big body of land, about 10,000 acres,

upon Avhich they Avill perhaps attempt to secure the rights.

This is in a region A^er}' well knoAvn, and should the

project go through, the lucky men Avill be very much to be

congratulated. The Michigan men have in view a tract

of about 25,000 acres, located in Mississippi, in Avhat is

thought to be a very good region, for game of different

species. It is A^'ery much to be hoped that both enter-

prises may go through successfully^ for each stich big

body oi land 5^1; ?^s'.4e for st^ockiiiiig^ i^u.r^es is a great

benefit to the local supply of birds in the country round
about. Give the public its cake and it Avill eat it, that is

pretty well proved in the light of past experience. Regu-
late this cake business a httle, and we all have something
to eat for many a year to come. The preserve idea is not
an American one, and it is not intrinsically a democratic
one or even a good one. It is only a compromise, and a

necessary one. We seem to have come, in this rapidly
groAving Western country, to a place Avhere Ave are obliged'
to choose between two CA-ils. No preserves, no game.
Some preserves, some game. We can not ahvays count
itpon as good open shooting as has been general this fall.

Had the game crop been less, the establishment of many
large land holdings devoted to the rearing and saving of
game birds Avould have been no detriment to the average
man Avho cannot OAvn shooting rights, but to the con- -

ti'ary, a benefit. Neither upland birds nor Avater fowl
can be strictly confined within the limits of a preserve.

Buffalo Meat for Christmas.

^ The following dispatch from Helena, Mont., to a
Chicago daily paper shows that the buffalo is not al-

together a failure in captivity. At the price of $800 a
head the curly cattle Avould appear to be good property
to have in the family, though it seems a pity that any
of these animals should be marketed under any circum-
stances, even for the President's holiday, until their
mimbers shall be far greater than they are to-day. The
dispatch does not state the present numbers of the Allard
herd, reading as below:

"Helena, Mont, Dec. 20.—^President McKinley will

have for his Christmas dinner a buffalo roast. Several
Aveeks ago a local butcher piu'chased ten of the animals
from the Allard herd in the Avestern part of the State.

They cost $800 each when they were unloaded at the
slaughter house here. They Avere killed and dressed
last Aveek, and to-day the butcher Avdred the President
asking him if he wotdd accept a roast. The President
replied that he Avould, and this evening the butcher ex-
pressed him a choice one. The meat is being sold here
at $1 per pound. Some of the animals after they were
slaughtered and dressed Avere shipped to butchers in the
large cities East. The herd from which they came is

the only one in the State."

Fafce Taxidermy.

I was over at the shop of W. C. Kaempfer, the Chicago
taxidermist, this week, and while there had additional

eA'idence as to the accuracy of the old saying that there
are tricks in all trades except our own. Mr. Kaempfer
tells me that there is a certain class of persons who are
subject to the record disease in the purchasing of speci-

mens, and these persons are sometimes victimized by un-
scrupulous dealers in this line of trade, as in many other
lines. The other day a big grizzly bear rug, belonging to a

Chicago gentleman, Avas brought in for remounting. Its

owner bought it some time ago out at Salt Lake, and
])aid $2,50 for it. It Avas thought to be a fine specimen of

the grizzi)' hide, measuring up into enormous figures.

Mr, Kaempfer said that Avhen it was unrolled it covered
the Avhole floor, and he thought it Avas the biggest hide
he had ever seen. When he ripped the cloth off the
face of the hide, however, he discovered that the hide
had been increased in apparent size by letting in patches
cut from other hides. This increased the length and
breadth of the skin very much. The head Avas stretched
out and mounted very big. There had been scA^eral cubits

added to the stature of this bear, and the AA'hole thing had
been done so cleverly that it could scarcely have been
detected except by an examination of the inner side of

the hide. The bear had been well skinned and so had
the customer.
Out in Davenport, loAva, there is a mail by name of

Dr. Palmer, Avho has started in to make a big collection

of horns and antlers. Not long ago he heard of a

phenomenal set of elk antlers, somewhere down in Texas.
The measurements were such that he felt he had to have
the horns, no matter what the cost. The cost was $800,

and they were sent forthAvith. It so happened that in
shipping the horns were sprung a little bit, and, somewhat
wonderful to relate, the main shaft of one of the antlers, the

beam running up above the brow points, shoAved a fis-

sure, slanting diagonally across it for some distance.

Close examination showed that these antlers had been
increased over a foot and a half in size, by the artistic

letting in of a section from another horn. The job was
excellently done, though the Avorkmen could afford to

do it excellently, at the price. There is some comfort
in saying that the purchaser in this case got his money
back.

It is said that the committee on measurement of heads
and horns at one of the sportsmen's expositions in Ncav
York discovered a moose head which had had the frontal

bone sawed and wedged apart a couple of inches or so

in the mounting. This is a very simple Avay of making
a record specimen. An inch or tAVO does not seem A'er3''

much, but it is a good deal on the end of one's nose, as

the proverb says, and it is a good deal in .so close ?

matter as the measitring of rival specimens.

The Sportsmen's Show at Chicago.

-So Chicago is to have a sportsmen's exposition. This

matter has earlier been annoimced in the columns of the

Forest and Stream. Within the past week the organi-

zation of the International Forest, Fish and Game Asso-
ciation has opened its offices and taken up the active

work of getting together the exhibits and of carrying

out the enormous detail connected with the successful

completion of such an enterprise. The sportsmen's show
is no experiment in the East, and it cannot be called

an experiment in the West. The success of this ex-

))osition is a certainty here in Chicago, for Chicago is

notoriously a good "shoAV tOAvn," and it is notoriously

full of persons who haA'e interest in outdoor matters.

The organization which will carry on this exposition

is a combination of some of the best gentlemen and most
thorough going sportsmen of Chicago. The full list of

officers and directors is as follows: James H. Eckels^,

President; F. C. Donald, First Vice--President; Richard

E. Follett, Second Vice-President and General Manager;

John R. Hoagland, Secretary; Harold F. Mc-
Cormick, Treasurer. Directors—James H. Eckels,

D.anald. A. A. Sprague, Geoyg;e A,. Th>OTU.^>
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Walter H. Dupee. C. E. Perkins, C. H. Mathies-

sen, William Nash, Frank Mathiessen, Harold F. Mc-
Gormick, J. H. Moore, Wm. G. Hibbard, Charles Coun-

selman, John J. Mitchell, John B. Murphy, Thomas Mur-
dock, Stewart Spalding, Richard E. Follett.

The president. Mr. Eckels, Ex-Comptroller of the

U. S. Treasury, is a j'oung man, but a big man. He
has been a student of finances all his life, but has never

believed that business matters ought to be the sole con-_

concern of any man. He is the president of a great bank,"

but he takes his big game hunts in the Rocky Mountains

and enjoys them as much as a boy would. Mr. F. C.

Donald, a thorough-going sportsman, is one of the most

prominent railroad men Chicago has ever produced. As
Chairman of the Central Traffic Association, he has made
an enviable record. Mr. Follett, General Manager, is a

sportsman of wide experience, not only in the woods, but

in the business management of just such enterprises.

The McCormick family have always been outdoor people,

ranchmen- and riders. Mr. Harold McCormick is well

chosen for a place on the officers' list, Mr. Geo. A.

Thorne is of the firm of Montgomery Ward & Co. He
is a big game hunter, an athlete and a mountain cHmber.

He has ascended the Jimgfrau of the Alps, and others of

the more perilous peaks, and it is his custom to carry

home his guides and take care of them tenderly. Walt

Dupee is yet another well known Chicago sportsman, and

the list of directors could not be better.

The show will be held Feb. 9 to 24. There will be

water polo, basket ball, swimming races, high diving,

and all sorts of popular features. The exhibits of wild

animals and wild men will be the largest ever assembled.

Among the rare animals which are promised this show
are live mountain sheep, live mountain goats and live

ouananiche. A half , dozen specimens of the latter fisli

are now waiting in perfect order in the cold Detroit

River, over in Michigan. There will be very fine dis-

plays of wildfowl, and of the pheasants which are com-
ing into notice as future game birds of this country.

.^11 in all this exposition promises to be a great success,

and the people of Chicago will enjoy.it.

Oa the Treatment of a Field Dog.

Books have been written on the best ways of handling,

breaking, training and treating hunting dogs. My friend.

Warren Powell, of Powellville, has not yet written his

book on this subject, but methinks it should prove an in-

teresting one when issued. The funny part of it is that he

alw^ays has a splendid field dog about him, and has broken

some of the best ones ever known in that part of a very

practical sort of shooting country. Old Put, the big

pointer of which I wrote last winter as one of our dogs

on our hunt down there, was in his time a grand specimen

of an all-round dcg. He would point deer, run and help

kill a wolf, point minks, rabbits, quail or anything else,

never chased a rabbit, never mangled a dead bird, was a

fine retriever from water, and to cap the climax w^as one

of the best rat dogs you ever saw. He was an old-time

meat dog, and his better on chickens or quail was never

seen. To-day Put is eleven years old and weighs about 70

pounds. He is so full of rheumatism that it would be

cruel y to let him hunt, but he howls to be let out when
the procession starts. He is the very type of a hard

headed dog, yet Mr. Powell says that he never whipped
him in his life, even for running rabbits, which latter is

instinct with any dog. He was just taught as a puppy

that he must stop when told to do so.

Mr. Powell's present incumbent is a fine pointer bitch

called Dorothy, and Mr. Powell has been doing his very

best for two years to spoil this bitch, and is still unsuc-

cessful. He knows that he ought not to shoot rabbits

over her, but he says he just naturally can't help shooting

a rabbit once in a while when he sees it run. The fol-

lowing scene we found to be not infrequent. Dorothy is

discovered pointing very earnestly in a cornfield ; tail mov-
ing a lit le hit. but a very interested look on her face. To
her speaks Mr. Powell : "Dolly, you ought to be ashamed
of j'ourself

;
you really ought. Where is it?"

I^orothy looks properly repentant, but does not break

the point Mr. Powell goes up to her and admonishes her.

"Dojly, I have often told you that j'ou have nothing to

do with fur. It is not noble. You are a bird dog, I want
you to remember. Dolly, you will break my heait."' At
this he pushes around in the grass a little with his foot,

and the rabbit runs. Bang ! and it is a dead rabbit.

''Come here. Dolly, this moment," Mr. Powell then

says, and Dorothy comes in very repentant, humbly crawl-

ing. "Don't you know I can't help shooting rabbits when
you point 'em Dolly?" says her owner. "Never let me
see you do this again." Great flourish of a twig broken

from a tree, which Dolly knows perfectly will never touch

her hide. The same thing half a dozen times or so dur-

ing the day. And yet, and this I can say of my own
knowledge, Dolly is one bird dog out of thousands in her

excellence, and one could ask no better to kill a bag over.

She never breaks in on her points, is always going better

a': dark than at daybreak, and is one of the merriest and
most eagerly snappy of dogs in working out a trail and
getting to her points. How it came about I cannot say,

but she is no example of corporal punishment in dog
training.

At night we came home very late—11 o'clock or so. and
likely later—after a long day afield and a long part of

the night spent in coon hunting. Everybody has gone
to bed. Mr. Powell goes out into the kitchen, puts his

hunting boots on a chair so they will dry out well, tears

off a part of the nearest towel to clean the guns. "By
Jove," he says with sudden recollection, "we've got to

feed the dog. Now what can I get to feed her?" Com
bination of the ice box is lost, but we prowl all through
the panrry, the buttery and the closets of all sorts and de-

scriptions, A roll of beef suet is found and some bread,

fresh baked. The suet and a loaf or so of bread vanishes.

"By Jove," comes again from this marauder, "here''^

what they ^yere doing with that suet. Here's four jars of

mincemeat already put up. You reckon mincemeat is

good in a semi-canned state for a valuable field dog?"
His question I was forced to decide in the negative, be-

cause I knew what would turn out if we left that mince-
meat alone. It would be mince pies, and mighty good
ones, to-morrow. Mr. Powell was reluctant to shut Dolly
off from this opportunity. "It's the chance of her life

\o get a square fee4," h.« insisteds AU wUiQh, I sub-

mit, goes to prove that when Mr. Powell's book on dog
training does come out, it is apt to show certain de-

partures from the time honored methods of our fathers.

As to Dorothy herself, we gave her a good hard work-

ing out one day this Aveek when we were out after the

quail. It was co'd and rainy and muddy, but we found

some birds nonetheless. Mr. Harner, Mr. Powell's shoot-

ing companion at Powellville, made the third of the party,

and I misdoubt killed more than a third of the birds. He
had along one of old Put's sons, a grand big pointer that

he called Rock, and a better meat dog one would need go

a long way to find. He was as statinch as a rock, surely,

and when he pointed we knew he had meat every time.

His great trouble is that he is too staunch. He is one of

the sort that will stand pointing even if you go home and

leave him. so when we lost him we simply went to work

to hunt him up, for nearly always he would be foijnd to

have a point. Once Dorothy got a nice bevy point on

some running birds, and we fired a half-dozen shots at

them as they went up, but still no Rock appeared. We
went just over the ridge, and found him pointing hard and

fast on a single, which we killed for him. Almost any

dog under the circumstances would have broken his point

and gone to the guns with shooting so close to him.

With two such dogs it went pretty hard with the quail

that shoot, and we put about three dozen in the pockets

without any special difficulty so far as the dogs were con-

cerned, though some of the high ones, twisting back over-

head into the timber, cut out the work for the guns pretty

hard. It was all in all one of the prettiest little shoots I

have had for a long time, and as an instance of physical

exercise proved most valuable. I can commend Mr.

Powell to any one who thinks he can walk, or who thinks

that he ought to train down a little. We started at 7 130

in the morning, on foot, and walked out from town, and

we walked all day. We had our lunches in our pockets,

each man his own package in his own pocket. We did not

stop to sit down all day, and ate lunch on the gallop, .so to

speak, without tea, coffee or water. Mr. Powell regretted

very much that he had an apple in his hand just the time

one bevy got up in front of u.s, so he only got one bird at

the rise. We had supper at dark at a kindly farmer's

place, and an hour after dark in came a troop of a half-

dozen more hunters, with a coon dog locally famous in

Powellville. It seemed that the programme included a

little hunt by night. The rain that had been falling all

day was now steady and considerably wet, but out we all

went and took our medicine like little men. The only

thing that saved us from hunting till dajdight was the

fact that the rain was so hard it was impossible for the

hound to run a trail, though he opened once or twice.

Some of us sat down on logs a few times, while the dog
was trying to strike a trail, but I don't remember that I

saw Mr. Powell sit down that night, and I know he did

not all day. not even in crossing a fence. He is always

fit. If you hunt with him j^ou've got to get fit too_ or you
pass out of the game. Yet what a blessing to a city man
such a good hard tramp is. In the South it is customary

to ride hor.seback when quail hunting, and in the West a

great many go out with a wagon and team. All this is

not in it with a square heel-and-toe from dawn to dusk
on your own feet. We had a splendid time, and we
bagged the biggc-t and heaviest lot of quail I ever saw.

Mr. Harner and Mr. Powell weighed two of the birds they

had killed, and they weighed an even pound between them.

They were surely good flyers.

It was always my personal belief that good quail shoot-

ing with good dogs and good companions is about the

pleasantest sport we have in America. As much de-

pends on the dogs and friends as upon the supply of the

birds. On our little hunt at Powellville all the requisites

were present. Beside that, I learned some things about

I raining and feeding the hunting dog, which till that time

had been outside my ken. All I can say is that the system

works, and produces good bird dogs, though T .should con

sider mincemeat a bit expansive as feed.

There are always odd little incidents coming up in a day
afield, and we had our share on this day. Once we
marked down a bevy at the edge of some woods. We
kicked one bird out of a brush pile in a ditch, and Mr.
Powell killed it. At about the same time a rabbit ran

out of the same brush pile. The dogs were reproved for

nosing after a rabbit, and we went away. Ten minutes
later we came back, and the dogs pointed there again.

We kicked around again, and a bird went out, and I killed

it. An instant later a second bird went out, and Mr.
Harner killed it. Old Rock ran to retrieve the last

bird, and it was seen that he had yet another bird already

in his mouth. He had caught it in the brush pile just as

the others went out. The bird was full grown and strong.

We thought four singles out of three shots was pretty

grind for a record of one brush pile.

E. Hough.
Habtforp Ruii-ding, Chicago, III.

The Mt. Vernon Deer.

It appears that the slaying of the Mt. Vernon deer, of

which an account was recently given, never actually took
jilace. and that the story had its origin in the fertile brain

of a newspaper reporter. Two boys who were out shoot-

ing caught a glimpse of some animal which they did not

recogni;^e. and after talking it over wondered whether it

could have been a deer. When they returned to Mt. Ver-
non they continued to talk it ov'er. and presently the local

newspaper announced that they had seen a deer, while the

Associated Press reporter went him more than one better

and lold nf tvvo deer seen, one of which had been killed.

The ^Maine^Game Law*
What changes there will be made in the Maine fish and

game laws this winter is much in doubt. The Legislature

assembles Jan. [, and the game law matter will be one

of the most important. The semi-annual report of the

Commissioners is out. In itself the reports is highly

congratulatory and self-assuring. The code of game laws

is already almost perfect. The Commissioners recom-

mend a few minor changes of little importance ; otherwise

the laws should stand as they are. The September license

law is almost perfect ,and should stand, It has caused no

forest fires; has prevented many, on the contrary. The
Commissioners still admit their inability to enforce the

game laws when they again assert that fewer deer are

killed under the September license law than would be

killed without it. They do not refer to the slaughter of

deer that has been going on by guides and everybody in

Maine that can shoot, and sending the game to Boston

for sale by anybody that will take charge of it. Will

anything be done to s.op this shipment? The Commis-
sioners' report mentions accidental shooting, and says

that there have been ten cases of such shooting during

the past open game season. Regrets are expressed, but

no remedies are suggested.

The report suggests that registered guides arc um-

versallv in favor of the September license law; that from

many replies received from these guides it appears that

no forest fires have resulted from the law. Why should

not the guides favor such a law ? Why should they admit

that forest fires have resulted from it? The law is a

source of extra employment to them, and can they be

expecled to testify against it? I have a letter before me
from a gentleman in Maine who is thoroughly acquainted

with several of the best hunting and fishujg sections m
that State. The letter says that the Fish and Game Com-
missioners' report does not express the sentiment of those

most interested in the game of the State, such men as

have a right to be heard. The true sentiment is agamst

the September license law, and this sentiment is bound to

be heard at Augusta, unless the influence of the Conamis-

sion is strong enough to shut oflf all sentiment or opmion

outside of their own. There is danger that such may be

the case, since Commissioner Carleton is himeslf a mem-
ber of the coming Legislature. Editor Brackett, of the

North Woods, is also a member of the House, a man who
has given great energy to blowing for the Rangeley fish

and game region for many years. Such men ought to

have the best interests of the fish and game m Mame at

heart and ought to be willing to see if the September

license law is not a dangerous one, and one most

ridicuously abused. Then the matter of mdiscnmmate

shipment of deer, and even moose, to Boston by both

citizens and guides, through pseudo sportsmen, should be_

thoroughly gone over.
r c t, .

Neither should the tremendous slaughter of fish at the

Rangeleys and in other waters last season be lightly

brushed aside and buried under a mass of figures con-

cernincr restocking with landlocked salmon. The trout

of the^Rangeley waters, the finest in the world, are gone

if they continue to be drawn upon as they were last

year The Commissioners may answer that more trout

and salmon were taken a; the Rangeleys last year than,

ever before, but will they please take into consideration

that there were more fishermen after them, and will they

please note the great improvements in deadly tackle that

have been introduced with'n a few years? If they will

make inquiry, they will find that the record of trout

taken at the Upper Dam, strictly on the fly, was smaller

last year than for many years. Special.

Old Fish and Game Laws.

Oakmont. Fa.—Editor Forest and Stream: If Mr.
Carlos L. Smith wnll look up Cooper's "Leather Stocking
Tales," he will find that Nattj' Bumppo Avas put in the

•"tocks for killing a deer out of season, and, as I remem-
ber, the date was early in the eighteen hundreds. Cooper
was ver3' exact in most matters, and would not have made
a game law in force earlier than he had found it had been.

W. Wade.

The Forest ,^^•D Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence 'intended for publication should reach, us at the

latest by Monday ysyA- WJfih earliei; as practicable.

They Pay Fines on Long Island*

Game protective matters on Long Island seem to be

looking up, and certainly they are now receiving more

attention than for a long time before. Commissioner

B. F. Wood resides there, and he has an extremely

energetic assistant and co-worker m Game Protector

John E. Overton.
Two weeks ago there appeared in Forest and Stream

an account of a deer killed near East Hampton, L. I.

The animal w^as reported to have swum over to Gardiner s

Island, and, exhausted by its long struggle with the waves,

to have crawled out on the beach, where it was clubbed to

death by one of the inhabitants of the small settlement of

Springs, not far west of Napeague Beach. The notice of

this occurrence came to Commissioner Wood's eye, and

before long Mr. Overton was on his way to East Hampton

to investigate the case. After a good deal of difficulty and

delay he succeeded in finding the man who had slain the

deer at Springs, and took him before Justice Sherrill, who
fined him $15, or in default of payment of the fine, sen-

tenced him to jail for fifteen days. L'ke most breakers of

the game law. the offender pleaded ignorance of the

statute, and the justice was inclined to be lenient on the

ground that the amount named was about all the man
could raise, and a heavier fine would result in his going

to jail.
.

Mr. Overton's energy in following up all cases that

come to his notice is making for him a name among those

people on Long Island who break the law. as well as

among those who wish to see the game protected. He
has made many arrests, and has secured a large number
of convictions.' Besides this, he has investigated many
cases reported to him in which, for various reasons, no

action could be taken. His arrest of the Mayor and

Chief of Police of West Hoboken for shooting ducks

from a sailboat was noted in Forest and Stream a num-
ber of weeks ago.

About thfe middle of December the following item ap-

peared in the New York Times

:

''Eastport, L. I.—William H. Hallock killed an eagle

near this place yesterdaj'-. It was flying at the time, and
his first shot simply broke its wing. After falling to the

ground it made a hard fight, and the hunter had to dodge
behind a tree while he reloaded his gun. Afterward he
emptied both chambers into the bird and killed it. It is a

splendid specimen, measuring more than 7 feet_ from_ tip

to tip. Hallock will have it mounted by a taxidermist."

Before the slayer of the eagle had time to make up his

mind what he would really do with the eagle,_ Game Pro-

tector Ovettou had gjrested him.,, hsQiig,ht him before a
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justice and had him fined. Soon after this he received a
letter from a prominent citizen of Suffolk county, who
spends his winters at Garden City, which reads as follows

:

Center Moriches, L. I.—John E. Overton, Esq. Dear
Sir—In the name of every lover of birds I want to thank
you for your action in bringing the party at Eastport to

book for shooting the eagle. You are the first game pro-
tector we have had who protected anything, so far as I

know.
Birds of that nature are rare, and a beautiful sight to

any one who may see them, and their destruction is a piece
of wanton and utter selfishness. You are entitled to the
thanks of the community.

Yours gratefully,

NicoLL Floyd.

Game Protector Overton is, as Mr. Floyd observes, en-
titled to the thanks of the community, but to more than
their thanks. He is entitled to their hearty support and
assistance, and every one interested in the protection of
birds and mammals and in the carrying out of laws gov-
erning these matters should be willing and glad to give
Mr, Overton all the help that he can in punishing law-
breakers and awakening a better game protective senti-
ment in the community.

Ossining: Gun Qttb»

Sing Sing, N. Y., Dec. 21.

—

Editor Forest and Stream.

^

It will be of interest to your readers to know that a step
has been taken in this locality—even if in a small way

—

toward the protection of Westchester county game. We
have organized the Ossining Gun Club, and now have a
membership of sixty-seven, which is pretty good for a
prison-ridden town of this sort. This "prison-ridden"
is used advisedly. The New York press can't rub it in
much longer, hoAvever, for a mass meeting of good citizens
here last week forever separated this fair little burg from
its 2,000 unwelcome neighbors "in durance vile. We
will be soon known as Ossining-on-Hudson. What I
started to say wasj We have co-operated with the
farmers in the vicinity to the extent of 2,000 acres, we
posting the lands and they keeping all but club members
off. This property in years gone by has been the best
game land in the county. We propose to restock it with
quail and shut down on all shooting for three years. At
the end of that time, if the system works all right, we
will have first-class shooting. Just pass that Plank of
yours about selling game and a lot of these lazy old pot-
shooters in this vicinity will hang up their muskets and
work their 'tater patches. All through the game season the
meat stores here are stocked with partridges, quail and
woodcock. Chas. G. Blandford.

Notice.

All conimunications intended for Forest and Streau should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., ftnd
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them xn Forest and Stream.

ANGLING NOTES.

spawning of Landlocked Salmoiu

This evening a trainman on the Delaware & Hudson
R. R. between Albany and Lake George told me that

on Dec. 6 he saw five fish in Lake George in the shallow
water 20 feet fi-om the shore in front of the Fort William
Henry Hotel. His story, in brief, was that the fish were
on light colored gravel, they were in size what he would
estimate to be 5 or 6 pounds each, and from his descrip-

tion of their movements they were spawning fish, and the
light colored gravel was a spawning bed which tliey had
prepared. The fish were silveiy in appearance, and he
concluded that they were lake trout. His attention was
called to the fish by another man, who, in walking along
a path in front of the hotel somewhat elevated above the

water, had noticed the light spot in the water and investi-

gated, to find it as described above—a spawning bed. My
own conclusions are that it was the spawning bed of

landlocked salmon and not . of lake trout, and for this

reason: E. L. Marks, an experienced man, has been
employed this fall by the Forest, Fish and Game Commis-
sion to investigate the spawning of lake trout in this

lake. He netted the lake from its head to a distance

fifteen miles down toward its outlet, and remained until

the lake trout were through spawning, and left about the

middle of November. , All the lake trout were found
spawning on rocky ledges or shoals where it was almost
impossible to work even a gill net and not destroy it

from being hung up in the large boulders. Landlocked
salmon have been planted for six years in a stream en-

tering the lake very near to the place where the five fish

were seen on Dec. 6, and it is more than likely that the

five fish were salmon that could not put into the brook,
and so prepared a bed near its mouth in the lake itself.

While it is late for salmon to be spawning, all fish have
been late in spawning this fall—whitefish, brook trout,

brown trout and lake trout. Lake trout spawn at night,

and do not spawn in such places as these fish were seen,

and landlocked salmon do. Last year the salmon were
seen in the brook at spawning time, and it is probable that

they were there again this year, but the five fish were, I

think, the OArerflow from the brook for some reason, and
salmon, instead of lake trout, as the trainman supposed.
For a number of years I hesitated about planting land-

locked salmon in Lake George for the reason that the
inlet streams are so small that big salmon cannot get into

them to spawn, as a rule, in the fall, and it w^s only when
I found at Sunapee Lake, New Hampshirej ihp same
conditions existing, and that they had been QyefCQirjg: jby

netting the fish at ^ the mputh of one of thp strej^nis fjfff-]

perming them ujitll the spjiwp was taken, tfraf; I ' ra^%
application ta ths United States fish Commisiion M

Fish Ponds,

The following letter is a sample, and a fair sample, of
letters that I receive every little while. It is dated at .

Union Stock Yards, New York city, and reads: "I am
the owner of property on Long Island and have a pond
thereon where I would like to raise fish. Will you advise
me where I can obtain the same, or if I can purchase them
of the State, as I shall be more than satisfied to pay for
them."
The kind of fish is not mentioned, and plain "fish" is such

a broad term that I cannot even guess the kind of fish

desired for the pond. Of course, the State does not, can-
not, sell fish. While I am always very glad to advise any
one so far as I can about stocking waters with fish, I must
know the kind of fish and something about the character
of the water before I can even try to give advice.
From the fact that the pond is on Long Island I might

assume that the fish desired were trout, but I find from
reading a great many letters in the course of a year that a
man who is not familiar with species is quite apt to divide
all fishes into two classes—trout and fish. The average
man not particularly versed in fishes will say trout if he
means trout, and all other fishes are plain "fish."

Private Parks,

The section of the fish and game law which provides
for the laying out of private parks for the propagation and
protection of fish, game and birds reads in pjart as fol-

lows: "Waters stocked with fish by the S:ate at any
time after April 17, 1896, shall not be laid out in any such
park. If waters in any such park are hereafter stocked
by the State with the consent of the owners, the provisions
of this article shall no longer apply thereto."
Last year some gentlemen in the Adirondacks made

application to the Forest, Fish and Game Commission
for fish to be planted in what they declared in the applica-
tion to be public waters. The fish were furnished and
planted.

A few days ago the same gentlemen wrote to the Com-
mission stating the number of fish that they had received
and planted, and said that as they desired to include the
lake in a private park they would like a bill for the fish

and that they would remit the amount by return mail after
they were informed of it. The Commission could only
quote the law and inform the gentlemen that no bill

could be sent, as the State was not permitted to sell trout
or any other fish that were reared at the expense of
the State, and there the matter rests for the pr.esent.

North American Association,

Mr. Chas. H. Wilson, one of the committee of the.

North American Association for the Protection of Fish
and Game, called to see tne, and from him I learn that

several clubs in northern New York and elsewhere are

taking an active interest in the coming meeting of the
Association, and have made suggestions regarding a
uniform law in the territory contiguous to the border
line. I have made but one suggestion to Mr. Wilson, and
it is one that I expect will meet with opposition when it

is presented in convention, if not in committee. It is that

the St. Lawrence River shou'ld have a black bass law
operative in American and Canadian waters that will pro-
tect black bass until July i of each year. If the "game
fish of the people," as the black bass has been called, is to

prolong its existence as such for generations to come, it

must have the protection of the law during the breeding
season and during the time the parent bass are guarding
their young. It is my belief that the opposition to ex-
tending the close season to include the entire month of

June instead of nine days or fifteen days, as the case may
be, comes almost entirely from hotel keepers and not
from sportsmen.
At a luncheon given to the New York Fish Commis-

sioners and delegates from several St. Lawrence River
towns by Mr. Boldt at his cottage on one of the islands

in the St. Lawrence, it was frankly admitted that the law
was made to open June 10 to accommodate visiting

anglers. The luncheon was given, as I now recall the

date, June 19. Anyway, several days had passed since

the season had opened, and during the discussion the

president of the Anglers' Association said that bass he
had taken that day had not spawned. One or two nights
before I examined a number of black bass exhibited to

the Commissioners, and the females were apparently not
within two weeks of spawning. The black bass, perhaps
more than any of the so-called game fishes, requires pro-
tection during the spawning season because it cannot be
handled and its eggs taken as the eggs of trout and other

fish are taken. The black bass is the only one of the

game fish that broods or watches over its young for a

time after they are hatched. The sunfish and bullhead

watches over its young, but they are not with the elect

when game fishes are considered.

New York State no longer distributes black bass, be-

cause the law does not protect them (there are some shal-

low waters where the black bass, either the large or small

mouth, may spawn before June 15, and I mention this so

I will not have to be reminded of it), and it is certainly

unjust to take them from one lake where the sentiment is

such that the fish abound and plant them in other waters

where the sentiment and practice has reduced their num-
bers to that degree that restocking is necessary.

The moment a bill is introduced to extend the close

season, those who are interested in some particular pond,
where, perhaps, the water warms early and the bass spawn
early, at once opposes it because of that pond. The great-

est score of black bass I ever knew of in Eastern waters
fly-fishing was made as the bass were coming on to the

shoals to spawn, and it was made by a Fish Commissioner
of one of the Eastern States, and made in the open season,

of course, though the law is now changed. The greatest

good to the greatest number demands a black bass law
which does not open until July i. A. N. Chekey.

close to the bank under the bushes, following the caperers
hovering and darting about backward and forward in
short flights just over the surface, and every now and
then a trout would leap out at them. But our American
friends tell stories of trout which come up out of the
water with a graceful curve and snap a fly off the sur-
face as they go in again. I confess I never believed thisr
but from my experience last autumn on the little sheet of
water at Broadwater, near Worthing, I am half -incliiied"'^
to believe that rainbows at times do something- very;'',
like it. The water—a shallow artificial pond of an acre
or J;wo—is crystal clear spi'ing water, and every dayr
in September, about sundown, there was a big rise of the

'

Little Marryat, a wee light buff colored dun. When this'
came on the rainbows were leaping all over the surface. I
had to cast a long line, as the fish saw one so easily, but I
could see my little oiled fly floating easily enough; and on
several occasions it seemed to me that one of the jumping
fish came down on it and when I struck I found I had
hooked a rainbow fairly in the mouth. Convinced I am
not, for I cannot suppose a fish sees as clearly out of
water as it does in it; but I am not so skeptical as I was,
all the same.—R. B, Marston in London Fishing Gazette.'

An Industrious Fisherman*
Silencer, Dec. 4.—Julius C. Butler, night watchman

at the Boston & Albany freight yard in Spencer, has a
fish story to tell that he believes will make all others
that have appeared in many months go to cover. Mr.
Butler is an enthusiastic fisherman, and after he gets
the sleep necessary every day, takes his rod and line and
goes to some resort where experience has taught him
fish flourish. He is out in all seasons of the year suita-
ble for fishing, and says he wants to stake his season's
record against the best.

As in all other things, Mr. Butler is methodical in his
fishing habits, and after each trip marks down the hum- >

ber caught and the kind. He has kept liis report of his
fishing excursions since April 21, and last night showed
the tables to a reporter for the Telegram. As a general
rule he chooses Podunk Pond, in Brookfield, for his-

fishing grounds because, he says, he has found that day
in and day out it is the best location for miles around in

this vicinity.

On April 21, Mr. Butler was at Podunk and brought
home as the result of the day's fishing 18 perch and a
djice, On April 29 he was out again and this tinie the

' ca:tch was 29 perch and 7 pickerel. On May 3 he got 34
perch, 5 pickerel and a pout, and two' days later the string
was made up of 35 perch and iS' pickerel. On the'iotfi
he got 20 perch and 9 pickerel, and oh' the 12th 50 percTi

'

and 2 pickerel. May 17, the number was 20 perch, 15
pickerel and 15 pout; and on the 24111' it was perch.
4 pickerel and 2 white perch. He began fishing for the
month of June on the second day and had big luck,

"

getting 27 perch, 13 pickerel, 5 White perch and '8' pput.
June 7 he got 26 perch, 14 pickerel and- i poiit,' atid a
week later had the smallest day of the season, with a

'

perch and a pickerel to show, but on that day it -'rained

so hard he had to give up the sport, . : > ' 7- r

Good Luck returned in two days, when h'e' cajJtur^d '^'6

perch, 16 pickerel and il white perch. June 21 his tMith
'

was 21 perch, 12 white perch and a pout. For June 28
'

^he had 7 perch, 18 pickerel and 21 white perch when^the
quit for the day. July 6 was another small day, Juck
only calling up 6 perch and 10 white perch. Things were
better on July 10, with 46 perch and 2 dace, and the 17th :

brought in 39' perch and a pickerel. His next outing:"
netted only 13 perch and on the last day of the month
he went out for better luck and got a meal bag full' o5
pout, in number over 400. ;

In August Mr. Butler did his first fishing oil the 8th,-
and had 57 perch and a dace for the trip. He kept away
from the pond a week then and wlien he went at it again
got one of his best messes of fish. He captured it i.

white perch. On the 27th he got 157 perch, and on Sept.

3, 120 perch and a pickerel. He did not go but again till

the 20th, when he got 186 perch and a pickerel, and a
few days after got 91 perch, 2 bass and a pair of pickerel. ^
During the month of October he went out for fish six"
times, and on the first day got 85 perch and 5 picl?erel.

On the second trip of the month he caught 106 perch
and_ 4 pickerel, and on the third attempt, 134 perch and
4 pickerel. For the rest of October his catches aggre-
gated 339 perch and 6 pickerel. On Nov. 3 he caught
72 perch and an even dozen of pickerel, and on Nov. 7.

29 perch. - -

Mr. Butler figures his total eatch as close to a.'Sod.-ah'i

the average catch for a trip as 80 fish. He does not
believe there are any fishermen in the county who can
better this for home pond fishing, and if he is mistaken,
he says he would like to know. "

. . =
^

[The instruction to be drawn from -this rpco'fd of' in-
dustry appears to be that there's mighty little chance in

those parts for fishing folks who have to work by day.].'

Ttou^^Aad Fly,

Do troUft ever jump out of the water in

flv on the surface when they come down
never seen an English tpout do it, though I

on the Avon, below Amesbuty. jump 6 pr

the water at flies, In the \m$ etretch

f){e ml}! I hn ^fi^ ff|tgf»?«l
the

order to take ^
again? I have
have seen them
8 inebes out of

dead WHtei' be^

Wanton Trottt Killingf,

Editor Forest wnd Stream:
'

The following article appeared in the New York Sun-
day Tribune, Dec. 23, 1900:
"The members of the United States Geological Survey

party, who recently went over the Lewis and Clarke tim-
ber lands in Montana, found time to do some hunting and
fishing. At one point, on the south fork of the Flathead
River, about one hundred miles north of Helena, Sartell

Prentice, who is a clerk in the office of the General Su-
perintendent of the New York Central Railroad, and R.
H. Chapman, of Washington, stopped to cast for trouL

and caught sixty-eight fine specimens in two hours, some
of them weighing more than 3 pounds. 'We were just a

little too far from home,' said Mr. Prentice^ 'to send the

fish to friends, but did the next best thing, made a picture

of what was left, after the cooks had finished their work.
p.nd sent the pictures on tp show th?tt there's pretty good-

fishing in Montana.' " ;
•

. .

.

The abovp article is accompanied by - a photograph,
.showing a long string of trout, about fifty in number,
banging frpfn ^ Hri«, with ft t^llt aiTtl wpr4s in fhe back-
ground, '

' • ;.
, .

.

Even withottt the ffank Qummion cmulnm in the last
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these parties had been guilty of wanton slaughter of
game fish. Sixty-eight trout, "some of them weighing
over 3 pounds," would certainly be about as many as

sixty-eight men would use for food before the fish

spoiled; and there is' no indication that the party in tbis

case was. a large one... The statement that the -picture
represfeiks "what was left after the cooks had .finished

their work" seems to remove all doubt about the matter.
Those who fish and shoot merely for the sake of killing

—who arc. willing to pull out a lot of fish which they^ know
they cannof use and leave them to spoil—belong in the
class v/i,tlf( poisoners, dynamiters, spawning-bed fishermen
and stream netters. Will Messrs. Pventice and Chap-
man show cause why they should not be included in this

class? Sportsman.

—^

—

Fixtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
' Jan. 14.—New Orleans, La.—LoTiisiana Kennel Club's annual
show. A. E. Shaw, Sec'y.
Jan. H-19.—Pontiac, Mich,—Pontiac Poultry and Pet Stock Ex-

hibition's dog show. Daniel Thomas, Sec'y-
Jan. 23-26.—Chicago.—Chitago Pet Dog Club's annual show.

Mrs. J. T. Buhrer, Sec'y.
Feb. 19-22.—New York.—Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth

annual show. Tames Mortimer, Supt.
March '6-9.— Pittsburg. Pa.-Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

bench show, F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.
March 13-16.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Club's eleventh an-

nual show. John L. Lincoln, Sec'}'.

FIELD TRIALS.
Jan. 14.—Coronado, Cal.^Pacific Coast Field Trial Club's tmls.

AJbert Beltz, Sec'y.
Jan. 14.—Green\alle, Ala.—Fifth annual field trials of the Alabama

Field Irials Club. John B: Rosenstihl, Sec'y,
Jan. 2L—Benton County, Miss.—Tenth annual field 'trials of tlie

Lnited States Field Trials Club, W. B. Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton,
lenn.
February (First Week).—Grand Junction, Tenn.—Championship

Field irial Association's annual trials. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y.

The Wellman Fox.
From tinie to time pttt of mind the fox has been referred

to as the. personification, of all that is wily and cunning.
How much this is deserved only those who have seen
and liunteJ him in his native haunts can understand.'

It is no doubt exciting and pleasurable to follow the
hounds across country .on a ,cool autumn day. bttt this can
scarcely be cailed fox. hunting, - as' in-'tliis case the fox js

regarded sittipTy as a means to an' einH, and is generally
brought to the field in a bag.

•

But if thp hti^nter seeks his red .coated game .with shot-
gun and-^diieMQit:' 4jiw3''-y|j©fi-tfied'^hoilnd5, -aiiid by matching
his soundness of wind and reason, against Reynard's en-
durance and cunning either brings Rim down or sees him
escape by ::-s6m^ wdU^^^^ i'S that he
sees to the tulf

'

'all fhi 'cleverness that an old and ex-
perienced fox will develop in order to throw ofif his pur-

In my TOomri mm t*o rugs, each made from the skin
of six fox€»i ' arid' over the fireplace stands a superb
mounted specimen, which was locally known as the Well-
man fox. He was nmd3..<d,arger, thant.an . ordinary fox.
measuring 18 inches at the shoulder and 4 feet 4 inches
from tip- m trip-; Arid of how my brother, Tom, and I
hunted hi«n and'-fin^illy brought him Idw, this story will
deal, i-r '

. r
. . .

The s%ht of these''trophies brings to tiiind Idng, still

days spent in the deep woods' in the late autumn; when the
dead leaves rustle under foot and the hazy air is laden
with their faint, aromatic perfume; and days on the
bills in the: depth of winter, when the keen, frosty air
sets the' blood' to tingliiig, and makes ihe'very act of living
a. delight. " "

Three miles'<fo fhe southward of my hom'e is a stretch
of rough, hilly country extending southward six miles to
the Uradella River and culminating in a small mountain
named Tassel Hilt. This section is very thinly settled,

and among '"the 'barren hills and thickly wooded valleys
live many 'foxes, chief among which, by reason of his
superior size arid cunning, Once lived the Wellman fox
CWellman being the name of the owner of the land on
which the fox was most generally sepn). "

Tom arid I own two fox hounds, named respectively
Pilot arid Napoleon. Keen scented, deep chested and
strong, they are capable of running many hours at full

speed, and
.
are able to unravel most of the twist's - and

turns of their fleet-footed prey. '' •'

Our first passage at. arms .with the, Wellman fox was
one cold November morning two years ago. A light fall

of snow the night before tnade an ideal day for fox
hunting, as the snow holds the scent and a fox can be
seen at a greater distance than on bare ground.

Calling the dogs from their snug kennel, whence they
ca'me forth yawning and shivering, but aroused into new
life at the si.ght of the guns, and almost too. eager for
the hunt to gobble their breakfast of johnnycake, we set
out for Tassel,; the dogs- leaping about us arid uttering
short, impatient bai^ks, a'g i.f Urging us to hasten our
steps. '

" .-'.i:.-.

We reached and cHmbed the first ridge of hills in the
course of an hour, and were traversing a narrow plain
that lay between us and the next height, when the dogs
stopped short,' and after sniffing the air for a moment
started up wind at full speed toward a clump of ever-
greens grow-ing;i;nfa:s;fli^1:p6eket in the hillside.

As they disappeared unvler" the snow-covered branches
they burst into fuU'ciy, and the Wellman fox broke cover
and darted up' the hillside^! jHe was out of gun shot, so we
could only stand '-and watchrthe chase. No time for tricks
now. The dogs, .were .pressing him close, and before two
minutes had elapsed pursued and pursuers had vanished
over a hilltop half a riiile.away, and only the clamor of
the dogs borne back on the breeze showed the direction of
the chase. After listening a few moments, we found that
the fox 'was,;tui*mng neither to the right nor the left, but
was ftmniug straight for the river, the fierce otucry flf the
dogs showing that they were still close behind.
Tassel H^l^^a^' .half a rnile away, and we ran Ipward it

and up its thinly woode4 si4es in a long, swinging '^dog
li'at*' tbali ii M'.m*y m mMr\s t& one wholi nQcua-

:pR}fif}4P if; .-fpt^:^ p>hfi^ tPp, <amewhfit breath-

less from our long climb/ -Ve could at first see no sign dl
the chase. We both carried small but powerful telescopes

and with these carefully scanned the distaiit horizon; and
finally caught a glimpse of the hounds disappearing into a
valley three miles to the southward.

There was nothing to do now but to wait with what
patience we could summon till the 'fox returned, and on a

cold day this is by no means a pleasant thing to do. There
v/as no help for it, however, and seeking a sheltered spot
we vvhiled the time away talking about other hunts .and
speculating oh the possible outcome of this one. Three
long hours passed before down the bi'eeze came a faint

o-o-ough, and hurrying to the highest point, we caught
sight of the fox coming along as lightly and swiftly as a

thistledown blown by the wind. He was then about a mile
away, and half that distance ahead of the hounds, and as

he was coming straight toward us we could not tell

whether he would pass over the hill or along the easterti

side. So Tom ran down to the foot of the hill in hopes
to get a shot at him if he passed that way, while I re-

mained where I was. I soon saw that the fox was not
coming my way, ^0 I slipped behind some evergreens
whicij grew on the eastern slope, and bending low made
my way to a projecting ledge, from where I knew I could
see Tom. Reaching the point, I threw myself flat and
crept to the edge and peeped over,

Tonr was crouching behind a stump witli his gun dt his

.'shoulder, and evidently ready for the fox, who was com-
ing straight toward him, and was then less than thirty

rods away. Eager to see the shot, I drew myself for-

ward a little, when my elbow dislodged a fragment of
rock, which went boimding and rattling down the face of
the cliff. Startled at the sound, tlie fox whirled sharply
to the right, and slipping under a worm fence near by was
lost to Aaew behind the brushwood that fringed it. As he
disappeared, Tom ran to the fence and climbed to the top
rail, where he stood for a moment, then raised his gun to

fire. The sudden motion made hira lose his balance, and
to save himself from a fall he leaped toward the ground
on the further side. And then T, who was watching him,
saw a strange thing. Apparently in mid-air he stopped,
swayed, then threw up his arms wildly and pitched heavily
to the ground, his gun escaping from his grasp and ex-
ploding as it struck. Thinking that I knew what had
caused his downfall, I hurried across the intervening
space, and on reaching the fence found my conjecture
correct. A barbed wire was stretched from corner to

corner, and he had landed squarely on this, when the
spring of the wire had thrown him headlong. He had
risen when I reached him and was trying to rub him-
self in several places at once, while he vowed vengeance
on the fox, and said that as he lay on the ground par-
tially sttmned the fox had come up the fence to within a

few yards of him, stopped, and, as he solemnly asserted,
grinned broadly and then struck off .across the fields. The
dogs had passed by in the meantime and were now some
distance away. We decided after a short consultation to

cross over to a valley about a mile to the east and station
ourselves there in hopes that when the fox turned back
toward the river he would pass that Avay.

But now the wind, whjch had held in the northwest all

day, veered suddenly into the south, and a driving storm
of mist and rain came on, which quickly drenched us.

And as it blew' directly from us toward the point where
we expected the fox to appear, we were forced to give up
the chase, and shouldering our guns we plodded along
toward home.

Before we reached it, however, the increasing violence
of the aform forced us to look for shelter, and Tom pro-
posed that we stop at the house of Uncle Jack Wells, an
old farmer who lived near by. Uncle Jack had been a
mighty hunter in his youth, and when his rheumatism
would allow him, still enjoyed a day with dog and gun.
He greeted us heartily as we entered, and made room

for us by the glowing fire, while plump Aunt Mary bustled
about, suggesting dry clothes and hot drinks, and finally

setting a pan of crisp ginger cookies on a chair be-
t-\veen us, urging us "to pitch in and fill up." Knowing
Aunt Mary's cookies hy experience, we waited for no
second invitation, and while we munched we recounted
otir adventures to Uncle Jack.

"You'll never get that fox, boys," he chuckled. "I've
tried for him dozens of times, and never came much nearer
"to him than you did, and .lots of other fellows with as
good dogs as yourn has tried to get him, but he always
gets away."

"If he hadn't skipped out when that rock fell I think I

would have killed him," remarked Tom.
"Don't you ever believe it, my boy," retorted Uncle

Jack. "Ef he couldn't hev got out of it any other way he
would hev dodged the charge of shot. Why, I remem-
ber " and he recounted some of his hunting experi-
ences, in the midst of which he "was interrupted by a
scratching at the door and a chorus of impatient howls.
"Let yer dogs in, boys. I would not keep my worst
enemy out of doors on a day like thi.s," said Uncle Jack.
So Torn opened the door and both dogs came in with a
rush and made straight for the pan of cookies, which I

caught up just in time to save from an assault.

Uncle Jack's story and the storm came to an end at the
same time, and we departed for home, which we reached,
.just in time for supper, to which, in spite of our feast on
Aunt Mary's cookies, we managed to do considerable
execution.
Farm work put a stop to our hunting for some time, and

it was not till early in December that we were at liberty

to go again. Then we made several trips to Tassel and
were rewarded hy the capture of several foxes, one of
which ran into a woodchuck hole as soon as started and
was ignominiousb^ dug out and slain with a shovel.
But the Wellman fox seemed to have deserted his old

haunts, as we saw no sign of him, There was but little

snow that year till Christmas Day, when the skies pre-
sented us with about 6 inches of soft snow. There was no
wind the next morning and we were astir early, and this

time held the dogs in leash, meaning not to slip them till

we found a good track. Leading, or rather being led by,
the dog.s, we were s.ooon climbing the hills, and quickly
foimd the first tracjc. which we decided not to let the

•

dogs follow, as it led away from the hiUs down toward
'the open cpuntry. The dogs, however, were of a different

min4. and we hacj to drag t\\mt away by n^ain foFCf, whilf*

they filled tho air with iheir h&vyl§ of |ndi|nfint protest,

Cli|]tf3|n^4 rat] fence SQma fiaif-,T}jl^ fi^v'thef Ofi,

atiother track on a slope a few yards away, so I sat
on the top rail and held the dogs while Tom went forward
to examine it, whereupon the dogs promptly jerked me
head foremost from my perch in a frantic effort to follow
hira.

After a careful examination of the trail, Tom .-an-

nounced that he believed it to be the Wellman fox on
account of the size of the prints, which were :SQ n-iuch

larger tlian those of an ordinary fox. Bringing the dogs
up to the trail, we released them, and they set off with
a chorus of deep bays, overrunning the trail at a poinit

where the fox had made a sharp turn. But they soon
picked it up again and disappeared in a nearby wood. We
hastened to place ourselves in favorable positions, and
listened for that furious outburst which would announce
that Reynard had roused himself from his sleep behind
some sheltering stump or stone pile and was flying for
his life. Soon the welcome sound came echoing through
the still air, setting the heart to throbbing faster and caus-
ing us to thrill with excitement. Several times the fox
circled through the woods, and the music of the dogs grew
louder or died away, as they followed on the track.

Presently the fox broke cover, and came along the edge
of the wood. Though he could not see us, he was sus-
picious that something was wrong, for he cast frequent
glances in our direction and would not come within gun-
shot. Coming to a rail fence, he sprang upon it and ran
along the top rail as nimbly as a squirrel. Some distance
above where the fox mounted it the rail fence was inter -

sected by one made of boards nailed to posts. When the
fox reached this fence he sprang upon the top board and
proceeded along this narrow highway, waving hi? heavy
tail from side to side just as a rope walker does his
balancing pole. For some rods he proceeded in this man-
ner, apparently undisturbed by the outcry of the hounds,
which had almost reached the rail fence. Suddenlj^ he
came to a point where the top board was replaced by a
barbed wire. I half expected him to walk this also, but
he evidently had no liking for such a thorny path, for
crouching on the last post, he gave a mighty spring and
hurled himself through the air, landing at least 20 feet

from the fence, and slipping into a gully was lost: to

view.

Thinking that such cleverness deserved some reward, we
did not help the dogs, but watched to see how they would
unravel this tangle. On coming to the fence, they crawled
through and started across the next field, still in full

cry. A few moments sufficed to show them their mistake,
and they commenced casting about in wide circles in

search of the missing trail. After a few moments of
this fruitless work, old Pilot, who had had much ex-
perience in the ways of foxes, ran to the fence, climbed
to the top and in a moment a joyous bay called Napoleon
to his side, and together they raced up the fence, stopping
every few moments to sniif at the rail. They soon passed
the board fence, and not until they were some distance
above it did they seem sure that the fence bore no scent

of thir elusive prey.

Back they went to the starting point and worked up
the fence more slowl}!- than before, and this time they
found where he had left the fence, and th^n the circling

tactics were renewed, with the result that Napoleon dis-

covered that the board fence had served as a passageway.
Being assured of this fact, they set off at full speed and
passed the point where the fox had made his leap. After
they discovered this they seemed completely puzzled, and
ran up and down the fence several times.; finally they
began circling, and at last struck the track and set off

after Reynard, who had gained a couple of miles by this

clever maneuver.
The dogs passed over Tassel Hill and down the other

side, but just as their voices were growing faint in the
distance they suddenly ceased and then we knew that the
fox had played another trick on them.
We climbed Tassel and could see the dogs running aim-

lesslj'^ up and down in a road that lay a mile to the west-
ward. They gave tongue once in a while, but in a

baffled howl, rather than their usual deep bay.

We followed their track down to the road, where we
lost it, as teams had been passing along and the dogs had
run in every direction in their effort to pick up the trail.

We waited for an hour or more, then gave it up and
started for home, the dogs following dejectedly.

Our way lay by Uncle Jack's, a'ud as we passed by he
came out of the barn and hailed us : "T heard yer dogs up
on Tassel ez I was comin' from Waterville," he . said.

"Where's yer fox?"
"We didn't get him," replied I; "he was playing tricks,

on the dogs all the morning, and finally threw them off en-

tirely on the road below "Tassel."

The old man appeared greatly amused at my reply, and
when Tom asked him if he had seen the fox, he said

:

"I was comin' along the road by Tassel when I first heard
the dogs, and just then that big fox that you hev b'en

chasin' so much jumped out into the road just ahead of

(he horse and ran along the road a few yards ahead. I

yelled at him and tried to get him to turn out. but 'twa'n't

no use—-the cunning varmint knew that I hadn't no gun,
and he kept on that way for half a mile or more, then
turned off into a patch of woods. Oh, I guess that old fox
has a considerable time to live yet, boys !" he concluded
with a chtickle.

Uncle Jack's friendty taunts aroused in us a determina-
tion to capture that fox before we shot at another, and it

began to look as if the Tassel Hill foxes had taken on a

new lease of life, as far as we were concerned, for day
after day, as the weather permitted, we slipped the hounds
on the trail of the Wellman fox. Some days we never saw
him at all, and on others we might see him sitting on some
distant hillside watching the dogs unravel some bewilder-
ing network of tracks he had woven for them in the val-

ley below, until finally we were almost ready to believe

that he bore a charmed life.

New Year's Day was ushered in by a furious storm, and
for a week after the weather was too cold and stormy to

venture out, and when we did go we saw no sign of the
.Wellman fox, and concluded that he must tta-vje deserted
his old haunts for good.
One night in early Febniai-y I was awakened by the

full moon shiping in at my window and casting over the
earth a white "radiance ahnost equal to the light of day.
As I marked this I thoughl; that it might be possible to

hunt; by moonlight-- -somethfeg I Eftd never ihsitghf

af ffnif^^, Inasmuch the moon nm nm? io sf^f
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ting, I decided not to attempt it that night, hut the next
evening at ahout 9 o'clock I set out with Napoleon, not
saying angthing to Tom of my intentions.

I reached Tassel in the course of an hour, and setting

the dog free, I crouched in a fence corner and waited to

see what would be the result.

The naked trees near by cast strange fantastic shadows
that showed inky black against the pure whiteness of the

snow, and no sound could be heard but the distant bark
of a dog and the sharp crack of trees split by the frost.

I looked at my watch every few minutes, each time

thinking that it must have stopped, and altogether I never
passed a longer hour than that which elapsed before 1

heard Napoleon's bay ringing out beyond Tassel. I could

tell by his voice that he was running close to the fox, and
as he seemed to be com'ng in my direction I made ready

to fire.

Nearer and nearer he came, till he was almost opposite,

and I peered eagerly in every direction, trying to make out

the form of the fleeing fox. but saw nothing of him, and
the dog also passed unseen. Somewhat puzzled at this, I

walked forward, and saw that they had gone by in a deep

gully, which I had not seen, as from where I stood the

ground appeared perfectly level.

Much disgusted at this, I climbed a small hill near by

and resolved to wait there in- hopes that the fox would
come with'n gun shot.

For some time he circled in the adjacent fields, while I

strained my eyes over the white expanse in a vain effort

to detect his form.
At last on a hillside some distance away I .saw a mov-

ing speck, which I concluded must be the fox. It came
on toward me, and when it was about 50 yards away I

took a steady aim and fired. Instantly there was a shrill

yelp, and my fox resolved itself into a small shepherd

dog, which fled wildly back in the direction from which he

had come.
Uttering a fervent prayer that his owner would not ap-

pear to investigate, I ran over to the woods and paused at

the edge to listen.

The fox had evidently taken fright at the sound of the

gun, as the dog was now a long distance from me. I

listened for some time, and finally he swung around in a

direction that would bring him between me and home.

I determined to try to head the fox off. and if not success-

fitl to give up the chase. I starred off and had not gone

far before Napoleon lost the trail, and I reflected that

my moonlight hunt had not ended very well.

I was cross:ng the plain at the foot of the first range of

hills, when suddenly the hound's voice echoed out fiercely

righ. ahead, and the fox shot around the shoulder of a

hill with the dog not a rod behind and straining every

muscle to overtake him, and they were coimng straight

for me.
. , , , ,

Trusting that the light color of my hunting clothes had

rendered me unseen. I threw myself flat, and pushing the

snoAV up in front of me lay wi.hout lifting my head till

they were almost upon me, then I rose to my knees and

discharged both barrels at the fox, less than 20 yards

away. The recoil knocked me flat again, but when I rose

I saw that the fox was down in the snow, though he was

keeping the dog at bay. I ran toward him, and as I came

close I saw this was none o.her than the Wellman fox.

Though badly wounded, he kept his front to the dog. who

in~ some fear of his long, sharp teeth danced excitedly

about him, trying to get him at a disadvantage.

I struck at him with the butt of the gun, and he turned

with a snarl and seized the stock with his teeth. This

gave Napoleon his chance. He sprang in and in a few

moments the Wellman fox was dead and our long chase

Carlos S. Head.was over.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

alvays be addressed to the Forest and Stream Pubhshing Co., and

not to any individua) connected with the paper.

'Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our

columns continuously lor a quarter-century.

li you want your shoot to be announced here send a

notice like the following!

Fixtures.

/ Jan. 12-13.-Aurora. Ill.-Bennett's target tournament

Ian 15-18.-Hamilton, Ont.-Hamilton Gun Clubs e evenUi

annual tournament; live birds and targets; open to all. a.

'''Sn^"l6.-Tr^enton, N. T.-Second contest of the series between

leanis of the Trenton Shooting Association and freehold brun

Club, on the grounds of the former.
n-,^^,-^

Tan 17—Baltimore. Md.-Ten-men team contest-Baltimore

Snooting Association vs. Keystone Shooting League.

Feb. e-7.—Cincinnati.—Cincinnati Gun Chib s sparrow tourna-

ment, Chas. F. Dreihs, Sec'y.
, , .

April 9-12.-Baltimore, Md.-Eighth annual spring tournament,

of the Baltimore Shooting Association: two days targets, J1(X)

per day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. H. P. Collins,

^April Hl-l?,—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.
. c .

May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen s

.Association. C. W. Feigenspan. Sec'y.
, t

Mav 7-10.—Lincoln. Neb.—1 wenty-hfth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices ot the

Lincoln Gun Club. VV. D. Bain, Sec'y.

Mav 21-25.—Chicago, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament^ and

convention of the Illitiois State Sportsmen's Association. (Jias.

T. Stickle, Sec'y , . r .> n- . -o^a
Tune 5-7.—Circleville, O.-Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun' Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters

League, G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
^ , ^^ 1 .

June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters

League of Wisconsin. First week in June:

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Cltib target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
, , ,

Chicago 111.—Garfield Gun Club's hve-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each m.onth. Grounds, AVest-Monroe street

and Fifty-second avenue.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK,

Jan, 8.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Welch (holder) -Elliott

matcii for the Dupont trophy. ^ ^
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds. ^ _ _ ,, . , ,

June —.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Forty-third annual

tournament of the New York St^l^e Associat,t,<>i^ for the Protection

Fish ant?, Ga,.®.*

Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;
25 live birds; .$5 entrance. First contest took place Tune 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Fountain Gun Club's regular
monthly shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and
December.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. T.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

h. J. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Contp'etely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club .shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly ."shoot of (he New
Utrecht Gun Club'—Saturdays.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores /or frublicatiott in

these columns^ also any news notes thev may ca't-e to have printed. Ties

on all events are comidered as divided unless otherwise rej>oried. Mail
allsuck matter to Forest and Stream Pitblishifig CotKpanv, 146 Broad-
way, New York.

On Friday of last week Capt. A. \V. Money was most cowardly
and brutally assaulted in his office at 31S Broadway by Mr. George
.S. McAlpin, of New York. Both are members of the Carteret
Gun Club, of Garden City, L. I. From reliable witnesses we are
informed that in company with Dr. F. C. Wilson, 0/ Savannah,
Ga., who was present in the interest of peace, Mr. McAlpin ob-
tained an audience with Capt. Money in his private office, and
brought up the matter of handicapping in some important cup
events of the Carteret Gun Club's shoots. After a short conversa-
tion, and without an>; preliminary warning, he assaulted Capt.
Money, who was sitting in his chair, striking him below thfi

eye, breaking his check bone. It came so suddenly that Dr.
Wilson had not time to interfere. The blow was heard in the
outer ofice, and was described as sounding like the breaking of
a chair snapping under a heavy weiglit. The sound was not
considered of any special importance, as no one dreamed that an
assault was in progress. Mr. Fred Quimby entered Capt. Money's
office soon after the blow was struck, and held Mr. McAlpin,
who was intent on further violence. In about a half hour Capt.
Money's eye was swollen to an alarming degree, and on the advice
of his friends he sought medical aid, and had the injury dressed.
The doctors pronounced it severe. Legal proceedings will be
instituted against the offender. The assault had its origin
in a matter which Mr. McAlpin construed as reflecting on his
honor. In an important cup event, in which he had two wins, he
was both a contestant and a handicapper—positions which jointly
were, on their face, imjjroper. Several contestants were set
back, while Mr. McAlpin's mark remained unchanged. Capt.
Money wrote a letter to the secretary of the Carteret Gun Club,
calling attention to the matter, and the harm it might do as a
precedent in club matters. We are informed that Mr. McAlpin
was removed from the handicap committee. This he considered
sufficient ground for an assault.

The pfogramnie of the Hamilton Gun Club's tournament, fixed
to take place on Jan. 15 to IS, contains the information that .$1,200

in prizes is guaranteed, and that no one is barred. The Rose
system will govern the division of the moneys in both the live-
bird and target events, excepting the 10-bird race (.$100 guar-
anteed), which has lour moneys, higli guns. A handicap will
govern in the target competition. Two Canadians and one Ameri-
can will do the handicapping. Upward of 3,000 birds will Ue on
hand. The traps will be ready on Monday afternoon, the 14th
inst., for practice. Targets, 2 cents. The management announces
lhat it has given a bond to .the Customs Department of the Gov-
ernment, guaranteeing to the American shooters free entry of
their guns, on shipment to Hart & Lyne, Customs Brokers, John
strtet South, Hamilton, Can. Mr. John Parker, of Detroit, will
assist the management of the tournament. The secretary, Mr.
H. Graham, will gladly give all necessary information to inquirers
in respect to the tournament. On the first day there is a 20-

live-bird event, $15 entrance, including birds, and five at 20
targets, $2 each, handicaps 16 to 22yds. On the second and third
days respectively there is one event at 10 live birds and five 20-

target events. The fourth day has one event at 10 live birds, $7,
birds included, surplus added; high guns. All sweeps and miss-
and-outs are subject to the handicaps.

T'he Dupont calendar for 1901, issued by the Messrs. E. 1.

Dupont de Nemours & Co., of Wilmington, Del. has an ele-

gance of idea and portrayal which make it delightful in its theme
and pleasing in its artistic features. The main picture depicts a
group of sportsmen in a baggage car, with their pointers and
setters, guns and general paraphernalia, en route to the shooting
grounds. At the bottom is a picture of a setter and pointer
on a point, while the machine military guns are depicted in smaller
spaces on the sides. The excellence of it w'ill appear when it is

mentioned that Prof. Edm. H. Osthaus is the artist. The ex-
cellence of the work will be apparent on peference to the ciil

puMisiied in our advertising columns.

A New Haven, Conn., daily publishes the following: "Col. W.
F. Cody (Buffalo Bill), fresh from a successful luinting trip in the
Rockies, has arrived at the Waldorf-Astoria witli his wife to spend
the holidays here with a daughter who is attending a private
school. 'We arc going to have the greatest sportsmen's organiza-
tion in the world in Wyoming,' .said Col. Cody yesterday. 'It is

the Cody Club, organized only three weeks ago, but with a mem-
bership already of fifty-five, and applications enough to fifl the
limit of 100. George T. Beck, son of former .Senator Beck, of
Kentucky, is president. Our list of members includes the names
of (he best-known huntsmen in .Nmerica.'

"

The calendar ot the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. for 1901

bears a portrayal of two scenes, quite distinct in character, both
the work of the well-known artist. Mr. A. B. Frost. The first

is of the plains entitled "Fresh T\Ieat for the Outfit." In the
foreground is adead antelope, by which is standing a plainsman,
rifle in hand, his horse, caparisoned in cowboy style, standing
staunchly close by, while a horseman is galloping in from the
distance." The other is a scene of a more advanced civilization.

It portrays a rabbit hunt—dog in full chase, the man drawing a
deadly aim on the rabbit, while the boj' stands keenly expectant.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Co., have prepared for free

distiibution a booklet containing information or rare value. The
methods of working out the different systems of dividing the
moneys at tournaments, the Jack ^^abbit system, the Equitable
system, tlie Rose system, high guns and class shooting are
minutely explained. It also contains trapshooting rules for tar-

gets and live birds, and a iitt of tbe loads used by several

f?mous shooters. It is gotten up in a most artistic manner, and
is a valuable addition to the reference works of every shooter.

The half-tone cut of the U. M. C. calendar for 1901, published
in our advertising columns, will give an accurate idea of its ex-

cellence. The boy, apparently arrayed in the hunting costume of

his lather and equipped with his father's gun and ammunition, hay
jug had success" in his quest, as shown by the dead birds - on his

shoulder, is in that state of ecstatic delight which comes only to

normal, wholesome boys, under similar circumstances.

In a contest ior the H. C. Hirschy B. R live-bird trophy be-

tween Messrs, French and Morrison, on the grounds of the Inter

city Shooting Park, Dec. 19, each killed 25 straight at 30yds. There
also was a side bet of $10, loser to pay for the birds. In the shoot-

off at 5 lairds, French had his first 2 dead out, and withdrew,
Morrison continuing and killing his 5 straight.

The article on pigeon shooting, published elsewhere in our
columns, should be carefully read and rem.em.bered by all trap-

shooters, as it is an exponent both of the attitude of the S. P. C.

A. and the legal status of the sport in New York. It will be
noted that a club need not necessarily be incorporated to meet
the legal requirements.

In a two-men team shoot on Thtirsday of last week at Plainfield,

N J., 20 birds per man, three teams contested, with results as

S<^t,lo,v<s: ISfqyy^.K^ ^e^—'^f*?, %^ C. Koegel^

W hitehouse team—J. W. Kuerels and A. Emmons, 32. Plainfield
team.—J. H. Lindsay and J. F. Reed, 31. Mr. T. H. Keller acted
as referee,

*6

At Watson's Park, Chicago, the Chicago Gun Club holds iis

third shoot on Jan. 5, the first Saturday. The following clubs
hold their first shoots for 1901 as follows: Audubon Gun Club,
third Tuesday, Jan. 15; Garden City Gun Club, second Saturday,
Jan. 12; Chicago Club's fourth shoot, Jan. 19, the third Saturday.

The first of the series of three contests between teams o£ the
Baltimore Shooting Association and Keystone Shooting League
took place at Holmesburg Junction, Pa., Thursday of last week,
nine men to a team, and resulted in a victory for Baltimore by ti

score of 198 to 189. Each man shot at 25 birds.

The Barker trophy, a solid gold watch, was contested for on the
Carteret Gun Club's grounds on Saturday of last week. MesSfs.
H. Money D. Bradley, R. A.- Welch and L. Duryea tied on the
first 15 birds. They again tied on 15. In the miss-and-out to
determine this tie, Mr. Duryea won.

In the contest for the Spalding trophy on the grounds of the
Denver, Colo., Club, Dec. 20, Mr. R. A. Creek against a field of
seven was victor, breaking 91 targets out of 100. Four other con-
testants, Garrett, Shemwell, Arnold and Shultz, were each but 1
target less in their scores.

"Hood," one of the most expert of Baltimore shooters, won the
cup which was the trophy of the star event, shot on Christmas
Day, on the grounds of^ the Baltimore Shooting Association. He
scored 19 out of 20 live birds, tieing thereby with Hawkins, and
winning in the shoot-off.

•8

Mr. W". P. Brown, manager of the Intercity Shooting Park,
Minneapolis, Minn., announces that there will be an open shoot
at the park about the first week in April next; one day at targets
and one day at live birds. The dates will be announced definitely
later.

In a contest, Dec. 17, between teams of the Minneapolis and
St. Paul clubs, at Intercity Shooting Park, for the H. C. Hirschy
trophy (targets), five men to a team, 20 targets per man, the
Minneapolis team was victor by a score of 86 to 73.

In the shoot for the Christmas Day Cup, on the Crescent
.Athletic Club's grounds, C. Kenyon, Jr., won with a score of 47

out of .50, with a handicap of 9 added. The December cup was
won finally last Saturday by Dr. J. J. Kcycs.

Tuesday of next week at Interstate Park will be a day of special

interest in shooting circles, for on that Day Messrs. Welch and
Elliott contest for the Dupont trophy, the latter being the
challenger.

^
Capt. A. W. Money, on the grounds of the Country Club of

Lakewood, N. J., Dec. 25, won the Gould trophy, standing at the
30vd. mark.

In the Interstate Park Handicap at 25 live birds on Dec. 26
Messrs. Van Allen and Morfey killed 25 straight, from the 30yd.
mark.

•5

The annual meeting of the Garden City Gun Club will be held

;;t lilt Sherman House, Saturday, Jan, 5, at 8 P. M., sharp.
Bernard Waters.

Death of Jacob Pentt.

After an illness of many months, Jacob Pentz died at his

home in New Brighton, Staten Island, on Dec. 24. About three

years ago he complained of stomach trouble, although there were

no external evidences of the disease at that time. During the

past year he became gradually emaciated, and a few months ago

the doctors diagnosed his ailment as cancer of the stomach. The
growth was so far advanced that death was declared to be in-

evitable within a few months. Notwithstanding this disheartening

prognosis. Uncle Jake—a soubriquet which gratified him much, and

which was much used by his personal friends—kept him in harness

bravely till the encroachments of the disease so sapped his

strength that he was forced to take to his bed.

No sportsman was better known than was Jacob Pentz. All de-

partments of sport pertaining to dog and gun, journalistic, ad-

visory, competitive, etc., received his attention. Years ago lie

officiated as judge of setters and pointers at the W. K. C. show,

but in later years he devoted himself almost exclusively to the

interest of trapshooting, in respect to which he was conceded to

be of the highest authority. He officiated innumerable times a.«

referee in matches and club shoots. His opinions and rulings

were treated as authoritative. He was a member of the Handicap

Committee of the Grand American Handicap, and was by common
consent conceded to be its chairman. As a writer he bad a

graceful, fluent style, and was equally forceful in descriptive

writing, in discussion, or in the intricacies of technical writing. _

Until his last illness he had a life free from illness, and had

nearly reached the three score and ten allotted to man. being

about sixty-eight years old at the time of his death.

Columbus Gun Club.

Columbus, O., Dec. 26.—Here are scores of the Columbus Gun
Club shoots on Thanksgiving and Christmas. On Thanksgiv-mg
the weather was perfect, with a slight wind blowing across the
traps, making the birds fast. Anderson and Dering shot at 200

picked birds taken from a coop of over 400 choice birds. The
match started at 8:30 A. M., in order that the boys might partake
of their Thanksgiving turkey. The feature of the day was the

beautiful retrieving done by H. O. Anderson's red Irish setter

Jack, which alone retrieved over 300 birds, making sotne beau-
tiful retrieves of winged birds:

, _

One hundred birds per man, 30yds. rise, American AssociatjoU
rules:

H O Anderson 112*1022n222212022110011—19
2120n0022222222121211112—21
2212*01211022221022111221—22
1212212020222222222212021—22-84

G V Dering ,,..12121110222012*2122122200—20
1221222'*222*11121221221*2—22
1221222122222111122021212—24
1111111111212121212112211—25—91-

V D Durant 0000200102010200220201100—10
10000*1020002002000002020— 7

22010102020**21w

O M Dering 111121121211011w

On Christmas there was a wind- blowing directly across the
traps from the left, making it hard to stop the birds withm
bounds. The club had for a visitor the Hon. G. A. Buckstaif, ex-

Speaicer of the Assembly and a member of the Oshkosh Gun
Club^
G A Buckstaff 220120200211202*01202*220^15

2021000221221221002201122—17
0221100112 — 7—39

G V Dering 200022111*212111111*22212-^20
1212121222222021221221122—24
1212111112211222212121222—25—€9

H O Anderson - . .202*22021222111122ir)221»2—20
211112*222221022202221112—22
212212121022**02222222222—21—«3

E Berdol 200222122100222*

w

O M Dering .....11002imi011111I011w

Wm Kilian 0ia.021*(}02220w



Jaw. s. tgoi-.l FOREST AND STREAM, is

Experts on Guns and Shootingf*

"Experts on Guns and Shooting," by G. T. Teasdale-Buckell, is

the title of a new work which is replete with valuable informa-
tion to those who shoot or contemplate shooting. It treats of the
evolution of shooting during tlie century, of shooting schools,
the formation of guns, two eyes in shooting, sights and ribs to
guns, style, stocks, try guns, choke bores and cylinders, pigeon
shooting, gatne shooting, heat of gun barrels and the effects on
them of various powders, cap-testing, patterns, etc. It can be ob-
tained of the Forest and Stream Pub. Co.
The following on try guns will give the reader an jdea of the

author's thoroughness of treatment:
When Mr. W. P. Jones, of Birmingham, first introduced the

try gun for firing, we were very doubtful whether it would prove
of real use or not. Later on we observed that every gunmaker
almost was doing all he could to acquire tlie right to the use of
one. Our faith in 'our own judgment was shaken when nearly all

the gunmakers declared for the new tool, VA'e have never reverted
to our old faith entirely, in spite of the fact that now the gun-
makers are beginning to slacken in their love for their bantling.
The fact is that a good many gunmakers overrated tlic use, as a
measure, of the new instrtlment, and have thus become dis-
gusted merely because they asked it to do too much. What was
the mistake they made? They had been in the habit of asking a
customer to put up an adjustable but non-firing gun at the eye
of the measurer, and they judged the bend and cast-off necessary,
and gradually altered the adjustment to meet what they saw.
The firing gun could find this mechanical line no better than

the sham adjustable gun. But what it could do w^ft to tell the
gunmaker what happeiied between the alignment of the gun and
the shot leaving the muzzle—that is, what muscular movements
had influenced the direction of the gun. There is quite a lar^e
variety of nervous _ muscular movements that may take place in
this short space of time, anv one of which is enough to move
the gun off the alignment. The most common of all is a sympa-
thetic impulse between the trigger finger of the right hand and the
holding or left hand. When this takes place down goes the gun,
and a low shot is the result.
This fault in its mildest phase only affects still or straightaway

shots, for when there is any swing on the gun there is obviously-
little chance of the gun moving in a contrary direction. This is
only as much as to say that the muscles cannot riiake two op-
posite movements at the same time. Wiiere can the trv shooting
gun go wrong here? It discovers that at a stationary 'target the
shooter is low. The cure is to straighten the stock, and the cross
shots of the shooting schools are of such niechanical character

—

every shot exactly like the other—that to put up and shoot a cer-
tain distance in front is a habit learned in a few shots. Swing does
not enter into it, and there is in consequence no check on the
mistake made by the try gun at the still target.

I know that some gunmakers will not admit that it is a mistake
to correct a muscular movement by means of bend of stock; but of
thfem we would ask: What happens in game shooting, when there
is any swing on, to a man whose gun is set to shoot a couple of
feet or so over his game, and who has to rely upon the drop of
his left arm to get his game into the killing circle of the shot?
When there is much swing there is*obviousIy no involuntary drop
of the barrels^ momentum prevents, whatever the muscles m'ay do.
Here, then, instead of correcting a fault, the try gun has per-
petuated it, and added to the difficulty by making the cure only-
applicable to some kinds of shots and not to others. We are re-
minded at this stage of the absurd fashion in vogue of having
various bends for various shooting. Thus, a straight gun for
pigeon shooting, a crooked (according to Capt. Money) one for
clay birds, and perhaps another for game. We have no hesitation,
all the same, in saying that a man who cannot shoot all sorts of
shots with one bend in not properly fitted.
Yet had the information given by the try gun in the above in-

stance been properly used it would have been the making of the
shooter.. There is nothing much easier to cure than this sympa-
thetic movement between the right first finger and the left hand.
The stock in trade necessary for it is merely a batch of cartridges
tisreo parts of which have got dummy caps in and cannot be
exploded.
This is an improvement on the late Sir Henry Halford's methods

of teaching a man what he is doing. Sir Henry loaded the gun for
the pupil, and occasionally put in no cartridge when one was ex-
pected, and at other times put in a cartridge when an empty gun
was expected. By this means the pupil had not to be told, but
he saw for himself, how he pulled down his weapon with the pull
of the trigger, and he could discover for himself the reason of it.

He al so saw that when he thought there was no cartridge in the
gun he could snap it off in a manner to make bullseyes; for this
very good reason he made them when he did not expect to fire.
With ordinary, cartridges it requires some sort of an assistant

to deceive the pupil. With dummy caps intermixed w-ith a lot of
cartridges otlierwise exactly like the dummies there is no need
for an assistant or a teacher, and it is wonderful what a great
lot of fairly good shots will find themselves dropping the gun with
pull of the trigger. Probably their gunmakers have already given
them a compromise—that is, a gun that shoots when held still
slightly over the mark, but not enough over to make them miss
fast-crossing game altogether, in consequence of swing. Of
course, this compromise results in shooting slightly under going-
away game and slightly over crossing game; but that is not
good shooting and does not effect clean work.

It has been attempted to explain how a temporarv fault in the
shooter may be established as a permanent defect by a too great
rehance upon the try gun. Although this sympathy of the two
hands with each other is about the most common fault in shooting,
and accounts for the inability to hit the plate in the center of
many a fairly good shot at game, it is bv no means the only defect
that the try gun has been set to cure. Defects in eyesight are
very common, and it is very strange that, in spite of Sir Ralph
Payne Gallwey to the contrary, with whom we cannot agree on
this occasion, it is not only possible but a frequent occurrence
to find men shooting from the right shoulder who align the game,
the foresight and the left eye, some entirely, others partially.
Those who do it, it is true, as he says, cannot align the rib whh
the left eye; it is mechanically impossible. What they do is to
align the rib to the right eye, but they put the bead on the object
between it and the left eye. This is even easier to a man who
does not ahgn his rib at all, and there are many shooters who
do not and whose guns are so straight that thev could not accom-
plish the task if they would. The firing try gun is not superior
here, because the throwing up of the gun at an object is an that
a gunmaker desires to see in order to suggest a cure. The cure
can be of different kinds: (1) a treatment of the eyes; (2) an
amount of cast-off that shall bring the rib at the false breech op-
posite to the left eye; (3) shooting from the left shoulder; (4)
shutting the left eye.
But there is a middle way between aiming -w'ith the right eve

and aiming with the left. There are, for instance, gunners who
w:th both eyes open are influenced by the left eve to pull the
muzzle over toward the left, and vet in reality do not put the bead
on to the spot with either eye, although they think that thev do
so. Here, again, the try gun has tampered with the defect' and
encouraged it to continue. Cast-off has been given to counter-
act mechanically the opitcal defect. Soon the shooter gets used
to the greater cast-off, and the bead once more finds itself some-
where between the line of the two eyes, and as Mr, H Harriss
says, a deformed gun is the result; no permanent object has beengamed. It is perfectly true that aiming is not all a question of
Eight; the touch has a great deal to do with it, and if it were pos-
sible to deceive the touch it might also be possible to cure errone-
ous aiming by cast.off and cast-on. It is possible to do so for a
short period, but the senses soon find out—perhaps not during
measurement at the shooting school, but afterward, when the newgun has been built. Mr. Watts does not use a try gun Mr

-

Purdey believes tliat the responsibility of a try gun would involve
the constant alteration of stocks to meet the daily changes in themen thernselves. Cures by deceiving the eyesight and the touch
by radical changes cannot be more than temporary in their effects
To all such as are troubled with defective vision we might without
fear of laying down the law, sav that the gunmaker is' not the
doctor wanted, and that the oculist and the optician are the first
necessity. After their assistance a man will generally find himsell
able to align a gun with the eye that he wishes to align it

It is true that neither the one nor the other will be able to give
a man both_ long and short sight with the aiming eye. As we get
older our sight alters, and we can no longer see as perfectlv at
three different distances as we used to do. For instance if we
feel that the highest form of accurate shooting is only to' be attamed in the way that Mr. Froome shoots a rifle—that is with both
eyes open, with perfect definition of the rear and the fore sishtand the object with the right eye. the oculist can assist "if he i<:
not asked to do too much. A rifle-like aim is an absolute cure for
the intereference of the left eye, and nobody can say it is impos
sible to take it quickly enough after seeing some of the crack shots
put in double bullseyes to a single run of the deer at Bislev The
proper thing to ask from the oculist is not that vou may see th'e' three
distances with equal clearness with the aiming eye—that cannot b"edone with defective vision with anything less elabojate than the
telescope-but a single eyeglass is generally enough to make
deiinitipn good at the false breech and the foresight Then the
!^oot«^ may l^^t ta % l^ft to pla^c fh^ alignm«ut qn the

mark; especially safely if the left eye is unable to see the foresight;
not so safely if it can see it, and still less safely if it can see it

with exact definition. Mr, Gilbert's two-eyed sights might be use-
ful to such eyes as these, but the octilist will probably succeed
without them; if not, the india rubber thumb stall will be all

that is required to prevent the left eye seeing the foresight. The
unsuspected ability to align the sights with one eye and to place
that alignment upon the mark with the other is common to every-
body. Our view, then, is that no bad shooting consequent on de
feet in eyesiglit should be attempted to be ^:ured by the measure,
ments of the try gun. The only thing against the oculist's as-
sistance is that by radical treatment of the eyes by means of

glasses it will perhaps happen that the means of judging dis-

tances of the game will be impaired. That is serious when it

happens; we do not think there is any means of making one eye
judge distance as well as two, and if there is a defect in one eye
tlie^ same rule applies—only to a less extent.
TheVe is a fallacy that aiming in the sense ot aligning the rib

spoils time. It may be so when the shooter has to struggle witli

his gun for the alignment, but not if the gun fits him. A gun is

supposed to fit a man's shoulder. Really, it is much more im-
portant that it should fit his face. One day, not .so very long ago,
we were watching a most excellent gunmaker .shoot, and he ex-
plained to us that at certain angles his gun always hit his Jacc
unpleasantly. Could there be anything more condemnatory ol" the
tit of that gun? We know of nothing, A few shots in rapid suc-
cession at that particular angle would unnerve him for the rest of
the day.
There are nervous habits that are much more readily detected

by the assistance of the try gun than without it. J^'rovided a man
aims correctly always at the gunmaker's eye, he will probably do
,so at the mark, and yet he will often miss all the same. Some
nervous trick, possibly a tightening of the grip when pulling the
trigger, interferes with the direction of the shot. The tightening
of the grip always affects the. alignment. Perhaps the shot always
goes into the same place to right, left, high or below the mark.
The cure is improperly given in bend or cast-off if so, and although
the try gun has found the mistake the adjustment of stock will
not cure it permanently. The cure, if it is not to be of the
nervous habit itself, ought to be in the lie of the rib—that is. the
barrels should be set to shoot at a point where the rib does not
,^im--thus untrue to alignment of the rib. This is the only possible
way of deceiving the touch and the eye permanently, for both
will accomodate themselves to cast and bend of stock in a very
short time. The same cure is not so applicable to defects of
vision, because there are limits to the -variation of the line of the
rib as compared with the barrels.

Still, a try gun is of use, for few men put up a gun in the same
way when

,
they are not going to fire it at the gunmaker's eve as

they do in actual shooting. But even the try gun is liable to the
same error. The great thing seems to be to try a shooter at snap
shots, whereas nine-tenths of the game he will afterward shoot at
will not require snap shots. It is certain that a gun which does
not suit, say at driving grouse, may do admirably" for such shots
as rabbits give. Neglect of getting the head down, as usual, for
alignment influences the direction, and it would do so equally if
the shooter were unconscious of ever aligning at any time. Snap
shots, such as those at rabbits crossing rides, arc comparatively
easy, and we do not think that a shooter educated upon them, and
with a gun built on lines indicated by such education, will ever be
quite satisfied when the only difficulties to overcome are pace and
allowance. To allow accurately you must align correctly, and this
is so whetlier you align at empty space in front of your game, or
whether, having aligned the game, you jerk or swing the gun in
front. True alignment is in either case absolutely necessary,
whereas in snap shooting you do not get the head down to align.
We think that the greatest use of the try gun after all is that it

can be set under direction of the shooter to his own bend, and
with it thus adjusted he can at any time have practice at the
sliooting schools and find out whether he is making the correct
allowances. But in order to do this it is essential that he should
have time to see his game, that the game should come at all
sorts of paces, from extremeJy fast to slow, and that the attendant
sliould be able to tell him exactly where he has placed every shot
with respect to the game.

The State Law re Pigfeon Shooting.

The following, in the matter of pigeon shooting, as governed by
the laws of the State of New York, is taken from Our Animal
hricnds. the organ oi the S, P. C. A.:

Pigeon Shooting Allowed fay Law.
'We cannot too strongly express our feeling on that subject, but

when vve are asked to put a stop to pigeon shooting in the State o!New York and the adjactent State of New Jersey we
arc compelled reluctantly to confess that we are abso-
lutely powerless. The law permits pigeon shooting under certain
restrictions. We have no power whatever to prohibit what the law
c.vpressly allows. All that we can do is to endeavor to see that the
humane restrictions which the law prescribes are strictly obeyed;
and that we have done and are now doing, to the full extent ol our
ability. It is desirable on all accounts that the facts should be
known, and we shall now proceed to state the facts preci.'ielv as
they are. The general law of the State of New York tor the 'pre-
vention of cruelty to animals is this:

" 'A person who overdrives, overloads, tortures, or cruelly beats,
or unjustifiably injures, maims, mutilates, or kills any animal,
whether wild or tame, and whether belonging to liimself or to an-
other, or deprives any animal of necessary sustenance, food,
or drink, or neglects or refuses to furnish it such sustenance or
drink, or causes, procures, or permits anv animal to be overdriven
overloaded, tortured, cruelly beaten, or uniustifiably injuredmaimed mutilated, or killed, or to be deprived of necessary food
or drink, or who willfully sets on foot, instigates, engages in or
in any way furthers any act of cruelty to any animal, or anv' act
tending to produce such cruelty, is guilty of a misdemeanor,'"

Beyond all question this law was intended to prohibit pit^eon
shooting. Mr, Henry Bergh repeatedly interfered to preverit
pigeon shoots on the ground that they were illegal. In 1874 how-
ever, lie was sued for damages in the City Court for interfering
with this sport, and the court held that the shooting of iiigpons
tlirown from traps was an offense against the statute. Thus the
general law against cruelty to animals was declared by a judicial
decision to apply to pigeon shooting. It is only fair to give the
reasons which were urged, and which are still urged, in opposition
of tills decision. They were briefly these: (1) that pigeons are an
article of human food; (2) that to become so they must be killed-
(3) that killing by gunshot is no more cruel that the usual
method; and (4) that unless slaughtering of other animals forhuman food is an offense against the law, the shooting of pigeonswhich are always sold for the same purpose, cannot be illegal Itwas argued, on the other side that many of the pigeons were not
killed outright, but were wounded more or less severely and
escaped to perish miserably afterward. The answer was that thegunners shot to kill, and that the suft'ering of wounded pigeons w^s
in every case contrary to their intention, so that no criminal in-
tent of cruelty could in any case be proved against them.

The Act of 1875.

.

the meetmg of the Legislature of the State of New Yorkm 18(0 an act was passed by which pigeon shooting was expressly
excepted from the prohibitions of the general act; and all thatcould be done for the protection of the birds was to confine the
.'port to sportsmen s clubs or incorporated societies.' with a pr-o-
vision that wounded birds should be immediately put out of their
pa:ii. The act was in the following words:

" 'None of the provisions of law heretofore enacted for the ofe-
- yention of cruelty to animals within this State shall be construed
to prohibit or interfere with the shooting by members of sports-
inen s clubs or incorporated societies, of pigeons. Provided- thai
in each case as soon as they can be captured or taken after beincshot such pigeons, if living, shall be immediately killed.'

Lack of Power Limits Responsibility.

"From the terms of this curiously worded law, our readers willsee the limitations within which the power of our societv is re-
stricted m the protection of pigeons. Again and again we havr-successfully interfered to prevent pigeon shooting by persons whoare not members of sportsmen's clubs or incorporated societies.'-and notwithstanding the vagueness of the proviso that wounded
birds shall be killed as soon as they can be captured or taken

•

we have repeatedly mterefered when it w-as apparent that noproper care was taken to fulfill the manifest purpose of the law
in that particular. There, however, our power ends and wherethere is no power there can be no responsibility. Any one of'our
correspondents, however, earnestly or indignantly he may object
to the sport of pigeon shooting, and however urgently he may in-
sist that it should be stopped, has lust as much power to "stop
It, and just as much responsibility ior its continuance, as theAmerican Society for the Prevention- of Cruelty to Animkls Be-yond the. two painsiculars to -which we have referred, every in-
dividual citlsfW h^. the s?.me ^pyr.et as. th,<; soxjietr, ^bich is j«s*

no power at all: and bB is'-jlttat as respongible, or, in other -words,
he iS not responsible.

Appeal to Sportsmen^s Clubs.

"What, then, can be done to mitigate whatever cruelty there may
be connected with pigeon shooting? Again and again an effort
has been innuc tc secure an amendment of the Jaw- livery effort
of that kind has been abortive. We must, tlierelore. endeavor to
do the best that is possible under the law as it now stands, and
the best that ib possible can be most surely secured with the as-
.sistance and co-operation of the incorporated clubs to whom alone
the privilege of pigeon shooting is allowed by law. No opposition
has ever been made by those clubs, and none can be expected from
them, to the rigid restriction of the privilege of pigeon shooting
lo their own organizations. the spirit of American law is
utterly opposed to special prl^^ges of all kinds; and the only
ground upon which the sportsmen's clubs can expect to retain the
privilege which the law allows to them alone must be founded on
sonic good reason, or the privilege itself will not stand. The only
solid ground of reason on which it can be maintained is the
reasonable belief, that mcorporated clubs of genuine sportsmen wJl
see to It that the humane provision for the immediate killing -bf
wounded birds shall be effectually observed, In some clubs it is
observed. The grounds are surrounded by a high fence, be-
yotid which it can rarely happen that a bird which is at all
seriously -wounded can ever go; and retrievers are employeH to
gather in any that may fall within the inclosure, so that theymay be immediately dispatched if they are not already dead. To
provide such safeguards against the infliction of needless suffering
upon their innocent victims is the very least that any club of
genuine sportsmen will desire to do, arid so much at least thevmust expect to do, or they cannot hope to retain the special an'd
exceptional privilege which they now enjoy under the law. We
rqipeal, then, m their own interest, and also in the interest of
humanity, to every sportsmen's club in the State of New York—
.-iiid ;.!so 111 the State of New Jersey, where the law is prjcticaliy
the ,s^aine—to justify the Legislature ts presuming that the proviso
which the law itself imposes will be loyally and effcstiiallv ob-
served.
"And then we -vvish that sportsmen would give up pigeon shoot-

ing. We must frankly say to them that wc should compel them
to give It Up if we had the power to do so; also that we shall doour best endeavor to enforce the proviso with which the law ac-
companies their special privilege; and then, again, we appeal to
ihein to niake such arrangements as to obviate the necessity of
mtetfeience. '

IN NEW JERSEY.

Forester Gon Club.

Nevyark, N. J---Tlie Forester Gun Club held another one of its
big shoots on Christmas Day. The club of late has had a big
successj and everybody seems pleased with the good programme
which It gets up. The programme for Christmas was one event
at live birds, and thirteen events at targets, thrown Sergeant
system; eight events for sweepstakes and five events handicap
tor pouUry (three turkeys and two chickens). The grounds have
been put in condition for live-bird shooting, and we expect in the
near future to have an aU-day shoot at same. The day was all
that cou d be asked for, and the entire shoot was one without a
balk. Ihe shoot .started at 9:30 A. M., sharp (live birds), and
stopped when they could hardly see the small empires

Iirst event, live birds, 25yds. rise, 50yds. boundary, birds cost
40 cents a pair, three moneys; open to all. There were eleven
entries. Shooting began at 9:30 and lasted until noon:

Parker 01202201— ,5

Sinnock 01212222—7
Ferguson 21121212—8
Meir 11121211—8
Wm- Smith 12222022—7

D Fleming 10120120—5
Backus 00222210^.-.'^— ' toster

, , ..020'*2222—

5

Hayes . . 22022222-7 Tigh 22002*02-4
T J Fleming .12111*11-7 C Smith 20002110^
^ta'nton . . . .? ,'221**0*1—4
Weller 11012021—6

A R Strader... [20222 —4
R II Strader 0)022 —3

Handicap for turkeys and chickens, 10 targets each event-
optional sweeps:

vwn,

Events: 12 3 4
Hayes 8 7 8 6
J Fleming.
A Strader.

.

R Strader..
D Fleming.
Tigh
Terrell 7 10

5 6 7 Events; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9 Winans S.. 3 8 4 3
7 Stanton 5
7 C Smith 8 .. 9
5 Murphy 7
8 Foster [\

"
r,

5 Parker ' o

n^r-f^t.^- -
c--"-^ *?'?o^^^*"/'^'^^' Sinnock; handicap in

Wi^" ^'^f- ^n""°T'v'' 13, A, R. Strader (3) 13, C. Smidi (4) 12,\\inans (.:.) 10, Hayes (2) 12, K, Strader (3) 11, White'

2) n%3r-U^flK,H ^' ^/n^J^"?^"^ W J- J- Fleming

ligh (2) 6, bhool-oft, handicap cut in half: Sinnoek ai 10. A.R, Strader (1) 8, C. Smith (2) 6, Winans (2) 5.
^

q,vr'-Tf'" Al?- "' targets, same conditions; turkey won by '
•.

.van r i^-,,'^''r^^^^^^^
s'l^' ^ miss-and-out andwon: C, Smith (4) 8. Tigh (4) 8, Whitehead (3) 9, Weller (3) 7,Stanton (,5) 7, A, R, Strader (4) 6, T, T. Fiemino- (4) o n

Fleming (3) 6, R. Strader (4) 5, Si'miV (0) S ferrell (4) ^.

ll)-"lof'S^:ifVw&efd1oT*9:^'''
same -conditions: C. irL^

uIUV^l ^vV".^"^*^
conditions as former event; won by White

ht^H m^'^T''^^''Tn*'iA"'T
^ith Ay^?^^ ^ ^"iss-'and-out:"^ White-head (i) 9. jVyres (4) 10, T, T, Fleming (2^ 8 Weller 7 Tio-i,

(4) 7, Stanton (5) 5, Sinkock^O) 10, C^ Sr^iil^ 2)" 0 ID^^ Flem fg
I' iu \ ^i''"^'"'

Terrell (2) 7, Foster (6) 2, R. Stoderm 2 Shoot-off same as ormer: Whitehead (1) 10, Ayres (2) 8

Event No. 12; chicken won by I, J. Fleminff after niialifiHncr
w.ce w th AVhitehead and Stanton

; ^Aally woif in r^is1"-ind-out^

Ti^hlTi ^ S.AVhitehead (3) 8. Stanton (5) S.'

11]
S-ot-off: J,^ j: Fleming

Event No, 13; chicken won by j. J. Fleming; 15 targets, sameT v^T^U'^T'-r-'r^^ I-
-T- Fleming (4) '7. Stanton (I) 9^D hleming (4) (j, Tigh (5) 6, Murphy (3) 7. Shoot-off- T TFleming (2) 7, Stanton (2) 7. D. Fleming (2) 7 Tieli (2) 4 Mi.rnhr

<1 7, Shoot-off: J, J. Fleming (1) 10, ^Staiton (1) 8%.' FleiSnl" John J. Fleming. Sec'y,

Armonfc Rod and Gun Club.

m^n?hM^'^;.^5.^
^^''- 2i--The annual turkey shooting tourna-ment held Dec, 22 was a pronounced success. The turkey prizegiven by the club was, as usual, the feature of the day

Lvent No. t. was a very interesting one. A bet of Slo"was posted

a fi^urkeT''" '

'^^''''^ ^^"^ captured^ also

Among the competitors were L. Piatt, Thomas Ward, G Menzieand A, Bettie. Lunch was served at 2 o'clock, by the members r,^the club Events 2. 4, 6. 8. 10 and 12 were turke pdze^ addedby the club. The following scores were made:
duaea

'

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 1"

7 ^#fS^*1f 1^ 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15Z Flewelhng 914 § 15 7 12 8 13 9 12 10 1

i>
.i-^t" - S 13 10 14 8 15 S 14 10 1.3 9 14

U Vr • '1^ S 12 7 12 7 12- 8 12 9 15

V Men?'
13 10 7 11 7 U S 12 8 11 8 11r V\ ard s 12 §13 7 14 f. o if, 5 ?i

I • 9 H 9 i2 8^3 I 9 i i J is^K ""imby. 6 10 7 12 6 10 7 12 7 10 7 10K Flewelling .......g 9 7 10 7 9 6 10 6 10 6
"

R Smf^^n 5 10 7 9 6 10 8 11 6 9 6 10

g ? 5 8 6 7 6 8 6 . . 7 9 6 8H T \^ayne 5 7 4 6 6 9 7 „: 6 9 710
H. T. Wayne, Sec'y.

At St. Louis.

Chas Spekcer and H. C. Griesedick shot a challenge 25-birdmatch tor the Mermod live-bird trophy at Dupont Park? Dec. 15Ihe day was favorable and the birds a mixed lot, with a few
HllL 9o'„fTff''9::' VH'

!"cceeded in getting away, -Griesedick
billed 20 of the 2a shot at and- woa the match by 1 bird and wa-;

a w "^''fS^ Spencer, The latter match will
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ON LONG ISLAND.

New Utfecht Gus Clob.

Interstate Park, L. I., Dec. 29.—There was a novel introduction
in the way of handicapping in the club event, all the shooters
standing at 30yds., with dead birds or no birds in place of misses
to the weaker shooters. The scores show that the scratch man
was too close, as he was the only one to kill straight:
Ten birds, all at 30yds., with misses as kills:

C A Lockwood, 1 miss 1220*210w
C M "Lincoln, 1 miss .2210222220— 8

T AV Morfey. scratch ..2222222222—10
W F Sykes. 1 no bird 2222222110— 9

T H Chapman, 1 miss ...i.. ... .2222122020— 8

Brooks, 1 miss .^ 111200110*— 6

W Hopkins, 1 miss as no bird (J001211222— 7

Six events at 5 birds each:
Lockwood. 28.. 4 3 5 5 8 4
T^incoln, 28.... 3 3 2 S 3 ..

Sykes, 29 4 5 5 2 .. ..

Chapman, 27... 4 5 .. 5 3 4

Brooks, 28 4 5 3 5 5 4
Hopkins, 29... 5 5 5 4

lotefstate Park Handicap.

Interstate Park, L. I., Dec. 26.—The Interstate Park Handi-
cap, at 25 bircis. V-0 entrance, %o in gold added, was a tie between
Van Allen and Morfey, each ending with a straight score from the

30yd. mark, to,-day. There was a cross wind. The scores follow:

Morfey, 30 2212222212122212222122222—25

Vandersrift 28 20*22222*2122*222202222*2—19

Fanninl 30 2212222222*11*12*21211222—22

Van Allen, 30 2222222222222222222222222—25

Capt Money, 29 01010021211D220*lw

Hopkins, 29. 1111112212120121221222122-24

Miss-and-out, $2 entrance:
Morfey, 30 22122222 J B Hopkins, 29 10

Vandergrift, 28 21222222 Capt Money, 29 1120

Panning, 30. 2111210 Wm Hopkins, 28 11121222

Van' Allen, 30

2220

. ..•Cw.i3i^'-.S^\v..Vi

Trap at Interstate Park.

Dec. 25.—There Vvere a number of events shot at Interstate

Park, I., to-daj'. In two matches, 5 birds each, between
Messrs. C. A. Lockwood, and C. W. Rodman, each won one and
lost one, a single bird making the difference each time, each kill-

ing 9 out of 10. Most of the events were at live birds. The
scores, each event at 5 birds:

C A Lockwood. 29 5 5

T H Chapman, 27 .- 2 4 1
Hendricks, 27. 2 2 2 4 5 ..

Mav, 28.. 5 3 3 5 4 ..

Barker, 30 2 3 4 5 5..
C H Lincoln, 29.... 5 5 3 5 4
C W Rodman, 30 5 4 5 2

\V Losee, 29 4 4 5 5

G H Piercv, 30 5 5 5

R Rodman, 30 3 4 4
T P Kay, 29
Daly, 30 4 5 4 5

Dec. 26.—^Two 10-bird events, $5 entrance, were shot to-day, as

follows:
S H Vander^-ift, 28 2202220212— 8

T W Morfey. 30 22020

w

T -S Fanning, 30... *211121120- 8

"S M Van Allen. 30 2222222222—10

Capt Money, 29 021222102w

T B Hopkins, 29 2112121220- 9

4 4 5 2 .. 5 4 3 4 4..

4 4 4 354445344..
54 4 45455..
5

45 4555555
5

4 5.. 5 5 3 5

2222222022— 9
1201221221— 9
1110122111— 9
*2200w
1222222222—10
1J21211110— 8

Interstate Park Handicap.

Interstate Park, L. I., Dec. 19.—The Interstate Park Handicap
was the main event to-day, in which Morfey was high man with

24, 1 lost dead out. Fanning and Van Allen were but 1 bird be-

hind.
Following are the scores made in the diflferent events:

No. 1. No. 2.

Morfey 30... 2202222212— 9 1221211122—10

Fanning 30 2222122221—10 21212121**— 8

Van Allen, 30 2222222222—10 2222222222—10

.Cornell 27 2222020122— 8 2211*12121—9

Ramapo, 27 2000012201— 5

Interstate Park Handicap, 25 birds:

Morfev 30 2212121211212112122*21212—24

Fanning 30 2121122*22221121211112201—23

Van Allen .30 222222222222222202*222222—23

Ramapo 27 2011205121222201200002212—17

WESTERN TRAPS.

The Chicago Garfield's Turkey Shoot.

Chicago, Dec. 25.—The appended scores were made on our

grounds to-day at our Christmas pigeon turkey shoot. The club

gave ten' fine turkeys to be shot for m 5-live.pigeon events—that is

to say, 5-bird events. No shoot-off. High guns to draw for the

turkey in each event. No member eligible to win more than one
turkey. Shooting began at 10 o'clock and continued until dark-

ness put a stop to it. We only succeeded in running off seven

turkey events, and the scores show who was lucky in the draw in

each case. Twenty-five contestants took part in the various events

during the day. Everything passed oft without friction, not a
single thing arising to mar. the pleasure of the occasion.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Barnard. 30 22121—5t 00122—3
Kehl, 26... 0*102—2
Nusly, 28 112*—

4

T W Eaton, 30 12*21—4
Dr Meek, 31 10111—4
Palmer, 31 12111—5

J Wolff, 29 1211*—

4

C T Wolff. 26 20*20-2
Dornian, 28 22211-5
Thomas, 27 ..022*1-3

E Eaton, 2"^

02021—3
10*10—2
22122—5t 00212—3
1*222-4
12111—5
02101—3

01101—3
12121—5t 220*2—3

im*-4
22110-^

Tones, 28
Morris, 28

Hicks, 31
Worder, 27
Bradley, 30

Pollard, 27£ Worder, 27
Gardner, 27. ..>... .

TTurkey winners.

11012—4
1021*—

3

00112—3
1222J—

4

02021—3
10022—3

20000—1
10211—4
21220—4
20100—2
10211-^
01*11—3
11101-4

No. 5. No. 6.

Barnard
-Kehl
Nusly
T Satan
Palmer
J Wolff
C J Wolff.-
Dr Meek
T Hess
Kusly, 28 10211-5
Thomas, 27 10*21-2
Hicks, 31 11021-4
Bradley, .30 11201—4
Pollard, 27 12212-.5t
Morris, 28 00022-2

T Gardner, 27 01*0*-1

McGowan, 28..... 11222—5
Keck, 28 1120*-3

W McHie, 28 21221-5

S McHie, 29...,. 22112-5
Bowers, 29 011-12—4

Dr Meek- 11012-4
fTurkey winners.

De. T.

11120—4
00112—3
01111-4
10122—4
10120—3
10220—3
20111—4
01122—4t
2100*—

2

02011—3
10121—4
01112—4
11011—4

00010—1
11112—5
20*12—3
22112-5 -

11222—5t
11111—5
21101—4
12112—5
2*110—3
22*12—4

No. 7.

22*11—5
0*022—5
11112-5
una—
11121—5
2*221^
12222—5
11121—5t
11111—5

W. Meek, Sec'y.

Haverhill's Christmas Shoot.

Haverhill. Mass.—Our club with a few^vigitors, Bpeijt a vevy
enjoyable day at the traps on Christmas. The weather was warm
an4 pleasant, with very Uttie wind, find the flight of thfj targets

wns B8 good a§ the most cbvgjiie kicker ooqld wish, md in pon-

ifflqiieftcfi BPimf! vpry nfflastRnl© mjpn v/^t'e mm^ moffi pgagfiis}!-'/

those of the "has-beens" and "the would-like-to-bes." No sweeps
were shot. Everybody stood at the kindergarten distance—^16yas.
—and were in it simply for the love of the sport.
The summary follows:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15'84897877 10 88999912785 10 9888 10 5

7 9 10 8 8 9
6 6 7 8 8 9
6 4 6 4 8 6

9 8 3 10 9 .. 9 844657535

Lockwood
Follansbee.
Spofford 7 8
Allen 7
Grieves ...... &
Lovering ... 7
Cole 3
Webster 7
Short 8
Brooks 4
Tuck 9

Miller 5

Tozier 9

Childs 8
Graffam

8 5 10
6 8 10
4 7 8

8 6

9 9 9
6 S
7 7 8 7 11
9

8 6 6

7 10
9 7
7 5

10 5
6

8 6
8 8

6 8 8
9 9

9 7
9 9
7 10
6 7.

12

Av.
.800
.780

.800

.708

.592

.763

.500

.822

7 10 10 9 10 10
8 7 8 10 9 9
6 9 10 6 9 8
6 5 7 7 8 8

30

5 3 8 S
12

Sprague 7 1 ..

George 10 8 10 9 8 10 10 8 8 9 5 9
King 8 2 4 4 lO
Ingham 4 9 6 S S 7 7 4 6 9
Griggs 7 10 7 7 8 8.. ..

Charles 7

Merritt 8 10 8 10 9 3
Hatch 4 3 2 0 2 4 8
Bowen 9 5 9 9 5 9 13
Brown 7 7 7 7 6 7
Howard 4

.537

.840

.793

.787

.680

.711

.592

.851

.560

.680

.783

.700

.800
,306
.786
.683

.400

Events 1, 4, 7, 10, 13 and 17, regular angles; events 2, 5, 8, 11, 14
and 16, unknown angles; events 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, reversed angles.

SECRETARy.

Kansas City To«fnament.

^ First Day, 'Wednesday, Pec. 26.

No. 1, 7 birds, $5 entrance, high guns:
Gottlieb ...1012122—6 L & R Tramp 1121112—7

C Cockrell 0222201—5 Hearne 2020000—2
F Cockrell 2122220—6 Berkey 2202220—5
Wright 2202221—6 Crosby 2222222—7

Crosby and Tramp divided $33.20.

No. 2, 7 birds, $5 entrance, two moneys: Crosby 7, Gottlieb 7,

C. Cockrell 7, F. Cockrell 7, Bramhall 6. L. & R. Tramp 6, W.
Allen 6, Wright 5, Smith 4, Berkey 3. The 7s got 15.40; the 6s

14.80,

Practice shoot: L. & R. Tramp 12 straight, Crosby 7 straight,

Gottlieb 7 straight. Parry 6 out of 7, W. S. Allen 6 out of 7,

Bramhall 6 out of 7, Beach 6 out of 7.

Miss-and-out. $1 entrance: Wright 3. Scott 3, Brahmall 4, Allen
0. Hill 0, C. Cockrell 5. Norton 8, F. Cockrell 8, W. Allen 4,

Smith 3, Jim Elliott 2, Berkey 8, Crosby 3, Harne 6. Norton,
Cockrell and Berkey won.

Second Day, Thnrsday, Dec. 27.

No. 1, miss-and-out, $1 entrance, birds ejctra: Budd 7, Cockrell

9, Norton 6, Crosby 9, Elliott 7, Tramp 9.

No. 2, 7 birds, $5 entrance, two moneys: Budd 7, Norton 7,

O'Brien 7. Tramp 7. Dunn 6, Cockrell 6, Ludlow 2.

No. 3, 10 birds, $7.50 entrance, three moneys:

Stevens J022220201— 7 Elliott 0111011111— 8

Norton ...0201210220— 6 Berkev 1022222002—7
O'Brien ri2222110**— 6 Wiegins 2122111112—10

Budd 2222222222—10
Crosby 1J222022222— 8

Cockrell 1222112110-

Dunn 0010102102— 5

No. 4, 7 birds, $5 entrance, two moneys: Elliott 7, Smith 6,

Stevens 6, Crosby 6, Budd G, Norton 6, O'Brien 6, Berkey 6,

Tramp 6, Hairgrover 5. The eight men who skipped 1 bird each
shot off the tie—something unusual at the present shooting game.
After a spirited contest it was finally divided between the
venerable Mr. Charley Budd and the veteran L.^& R. Tramp.
No. 5, miss-and-out, S2 entrance: Smith 2, Crosby 6, Budd 6,

Stevens 7, Norton 7. Laidlaw 3.

No. 6. miss-and-out. $2 entrance: Smith 0, Budd 5, Laidlaw 1,

Norton 5, Stevens 0. Crosby 5.

No. 7, miss-and-out, $2 entrance: Stevens 2, Norton 8, O'Brien
3, Cro.sby 12, Budd 3, Laidlaw 11, Cockrell 10.

Third Day, Friday,' Dec, 28.

No. 1, miss-and-out, $1 entrance: Budd 2, Norton 9, Cockrell
6. T. Elliott 2, Stevens 9, Dunn 2, O'Brien 8, Crosby 6, R. S.
Elliott 9, Tramp 9.

No. 2, miss-and-out. ?2 entrance: Elliott 8, Budd 5, R. Elliott

5, Crosby 8, Stevens 2. Norton 8, Dunn 5, Cockrell 6.

No. 3, 10 birds, $7.50 entrance, three moneys:

Budd 2222211021— 9 Hickman '. T212022221—

9

Norton 2112222121—10 Dunn 1022021212— 8

Cockrell ?201*02212— 8 Tramp a22212110— 9
Stevens 2112200222— 8 Crosby 2222222222—10
Elliott 2222122112—10 O'Brien 1212212222—10

No. 4 15 birds, $10 entrance, four moneys:
Cockrell 022120122211021—12 Wiegins 211112000221222—12

O'Brien 212211221121011—14
Stevens . .22229?2222222''2—^15

Berkev 22221(1202222222—13
S ,Sm.ith 212222001020222—11

Budd 122212122222102—14
Norton 222212212022221—14
Hickm.an 222222202112112—14
Crosbv 222222222222222—15

r
No. 5, 7 birds, entrance, two moneys: J.. S. Smith 5. Elliott 7,

Crosby 7, Norton 5, Cockrell 5, Perry 4, Dunn 6, Hickman 5,

Berkey 5, O'Brien 6, Budd 7, Stevens 2, Tramp 6.

Monte Carlo Pigeon Shooting.

Pigeon shooting begins at Monte Carlo on Monday, the 17th
inst., and will exlt-nd over forty-six days, or six days more_ thf.n

last year, with a total of about £3,000 added money, exclusive of

one or two pieces of plate and medals. During the first nine days
there will be competitions for prizes of £20 only, but on Jan. 7

a start will be made with the £40 prizes, to be shot for three tirnes

a week up to Monday, Jan. 21, when the International meeting
begins. The first event in this series is the Grande Poule d'Essai,

to be shot for on Monday, Jan. 21, this having £120 added
money and being shot for at 26 meters. The Prix d'Ouverture,
which used to precede the Grand Prix du Casino, has been
dropped, and the Grand Prix itself has very wisely been allowed
three days (Thursday, the 2'lth, to Saturday,^ the 26th), as it has
nearly always been, impossible to. complete it in two. The con-
ditions of this prize remain unchanged, but instead of being im-
mediately followed by the Prix de Monte Carlo Handicap and the
Prix de Consolation, the latter has been discontinued, while the
Prix de Monte Carlo, with £160 instead of £120 added, will not be
sliot for uBtil Friday, Feb. 1, being preceded by two £40 sweep-
stakes earlier in the week. In the first week of February there
will be the Prix des Dahlias (£80) on the 4th; the Prix des (Eillets

(£40) on the 6th, and the Prix de Monaco (£100) on the 8th.

while on Monday and Tuesday, the 11th and 12th, the Triennial
Champion Prize of £400 will be shot for. (^ount Voss was the
winner of this in 1898, the five previous victors being Signer
Mainette Ghido, 1895: Signer Creste Galette. 1892; Mr. Walter
Blake, 1889, Mr. H. Cholmondeley Pennell, 18S6, and M. Lafond,
1883. After the chamjjionship contest—25 birds at 27 meters—there
will still be twenty prizes, thirteen of £20 and seven of £40, to be
•shot for, this bringing the season up to March SO, when it will

close with the Prix de Cloture, a handicap with £200 added, as
against £400 last year. The superintendence of the shooting
is left, as it has been .since M. Blondin's regretted death, to
Baron de Boissieu.—^London Field.

Crosby—Elliott Contest for Cast Iron Medal.

Kansas Citv, Mo., Dec. 27.—The contest for the Cast Iron
medal to-day, between Messrs. J. A. R. Elliott and W. R. Crosby,
the latter the challenger, resulted in a victory for the former. The
weather was unfavorable. There was a head wind and good birds.
The scores:

W Jl Crosby . . . .2222202122222222222222222—24
2222122*222222202*2222*20—20
1222222222222222222222222—25
222222*222222222222220*12—22—91
-2212222221122112221121112—25
11*1122211111112211112112—24
2233*0212231]211121811121--r-23

Elliott Diamond Medals.
Kanisas City, Dec. 23,—The monthly shoots for the Elliott

diamond medals, representing the local charnpionship at both live
birds and targets, have had a good effect in increasing interest
in sport over the traps during the past year. At the final monthly
shoot, which took place yesterday at Washington Park, there were
about twenty-five contestants. The competition was decidedly
spirited, as it was the last opportunity to get in for the final
shoot-off for absolute possession of the trophies of 1900.
Under the conditions, the winners, of the trophies at the twelve

monthly shoots (former winners always being barred) will meet
on Wednesday ne.xt, the opening day of Bob Elliott's holiday
tournament, to shoot off for the championship medals. Both are
handicap shoots. The live-bird event is at 25 birds, regulation
rules, excepting distance handicap, which sends the shooter back
1yd. after each kill of 5 straight. The target race is at 50 birds,
with a dead bird handicap.
The live-bird shoot yesterday was a hot one,- and resulted in

four ties on straight scores. Newt Beach,
J.

M. Curtice, (George
Stockwell and Tom Norton, all shooting in perfect form. The
latter, however, was not eligible to win, as he had not participated
in the five monthly shoots required to secure a place. In the
shoot-off between Beach, Curtice and Stockwell for a place, in
the finals, the former won, killing 5 more straight. Beach's per-
sistency during the year for a chance in the general shoot-off has
been one of the features of the year's work at the traps, as yester-
day v/as the fourth time that he has been in the monthly shoot-off.

G Stockwell 1112111212222211211111211—25W S Allen 222222*2122*2111222212221—23
T B Porter.. ^ 2102212212122222022022222—22
Jesse Porter 2'121*21200*0*11T01**11011—14
F N Coclcril! *2121*112101212I12*020H0—18
C Cockril 1 11*11112212122*22222222U—23W A Smith *122111211*20*2I012121*11—19
N Beach 1221111111211121111222112—25
T Hern 0*21220121212111222121211—22
F M Berkey 220*111222212212*110211*2—20
Ed Hickman 222222111121212211222*222—24
G Rickmers 1121211112112202212121212—24
T Norton 2222222221212212221122122—25
J M Curtice 2222222222222222222222222—25
A Holmes 121101 211101 02r222*101101—19
Reno 2212222222*2002w
Dr J P Jackson 2201112021120*11111210111—20
S S Millett 22102210001W
C E Wright; 1211111211111111121*11120—23
C C Herman 2121021112222221122*22222—23W -AT Herman 21112221*0122211122*22222—22W M Hill 20w
F J Smith 0101222211W
Dr Planck 022022220*21*201120121122—18

The monthly scores for the year follow:
\y S Alien 25 .. 20
J B Porter 23 24 25
T J Hern 22 19 24W A Smith
P Francke i

T T Vaughn....... 20
T W Bramhall 21 23 22
Dr F M Planck 18 21 21
C Gottlieb 22 18 ..

A E Thomas 23 .. ..

T Turner 22 20
N Beach 21 24 22
F N Coclmll 21 21 20W N Howe 20 20 20
G Stockwell 20 23

J J Rooney 24 22 19W M Herman 23 20
F T Smith 23 18 17
C Wright 21 21 19
A C Holmes 15 21 17

Overly 18 .. ..

A Fernkas 24 17 22
M Berkey 19 21
B Cockrill 23
S Millett 17 .. ..

F Rickmers 23M Curtice
Ed Hickman 18 .. ..

T P Jackson
S Elliott 20

C C I-Ierman 23 .. ..

F Hodges
il H Gregory 23 ..

R
F
F
C
S
.\

T

21 24 23 22 .. 23 24 ..

22 23 21 . . .

.

20 .. .. 23 22 .. 20 21
24 24 .. 23 .... 22 23
.. 25 21 21 22 20 .. 24
.. .. 25 14 21 .. 21 24
21 21 23 25 25 22 23 22
.. 22 23 19 25 24 .. 20
22 22 23 . . . . 24 23 22
23 .. .. 24 2L .. 25 22
23 .. 23 23 .... 21 23
23 24 24 ,. 23 25 ../23
21 23 21 . . 24 . . 24 19
22 22 23 22 21
24 23 20 22 23 21 24 .

.

22 20 22 . . .

.

24 21 23 . . . . 24 22 22
23 19 21 20 23 24 .. ..

23 19 .. .. 23 24 .. 22
. . 21 21 22 .

.

21 20 19 ,. .. .. ..22
20 .. .. 17 .. ..

18 17 .... 23 23 23 23
24 22 24 23 .. 24 ...

.

22 .. 21 23 24 22 .. 22
. . .. 22 23 24 24 21 22

23 20 24 23 23 22 ..

.. 24 .. 23 24 22 24 21
21 . . 22 23 23 23 22 .

.

23 24 21 19 24
21 .... 23 23 .. 23 .

.

. . 23 22 21 . . 22 . . 21
22 22 23 19 ..

James -Whitfield.

23
22
22
19

18

25
IS

25

22

23
19

2S

24
25
24
20

22

Mississippi Valley Notes,

Dr. Spencer defeated Henry Griesedick for the Mermod
trophy, at live birds, at the Dupont Park range, St. Louis, Christ-
mas Day. The birds were a rather mixed lot, with some very-
fast ones, and the air was filled with flying snow, making the
shooting difficult. Griesedick defended the trophy at 33yds., and
had rather the hard end of the draw on birds. Spencer shot at
2Syds., and killed his birds nicel)' and in good time. The score:

Griesedick 2201*2021*02112**22222221—18
Spencer 22222222222022222222*2202—22

Heilman won the montly live-bird medal shoot of the Peoria
Gun Club, on the 23d inst., making the only straight score. The
wind was blowing hard at the time, and owing to the weather
conditions, attendance was small.
Mr. J. S. Fanning, one of the new Indians, announces to the

rest of the tribe that he expects to move over and "mix it" a
Tittle more with the boys next season, having plowed up the
ground pretty well through the East the past season. We wilt
all be glad to see him back on the old standing ground.
Mr. A. B. Daniels states that interest in shooting has been

more general than ever in and about Denver during the present
fall and winter. The sportsmen there are planning for a big
circuit shoot during the coming year.

Brewer Defeats Dickson.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 26.—Match shot Monday, Dec. 24, be-
tween Capt. Jack Brewer and H. Dickson, of Newburgh. Terms:
100 birds, $200 a side, American Association rules, 30yds. rise,

loser to pay for birds. The birds were an exceptionally fast lot,

and some very good kills were made. At the 77th round Mr. Dick-
son withdrew, for he could not hold the fast pace that Capt. Jack
was shooting:

Brewer .2222222022222212222222*22—23
2220212222222222222222221—24
2222222122222112222112221—25—72

Dickson 2222202220212212221122121—23
2222.)22*0022122222(!)2*0002—16
222*120***1*01110*0102211—14
Ow — 0—53

Geo. C. Lebohner.

—^—
-

Colombia Pistol and Rifle Clob.

Final shoot of Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club for the year 1900:

The rain prevented the marksmen from shooting all they desired,
but- a large number of members were present and good scores
m.ade at the final shoot of the year for the Columbia Pistol and
Rifle Club at Harbor View yesterday. Geo. W. Hoadley, who won
the "booby" prize last December, to-day won "chief" and made
tv^-o 41s in succession with the pistol, which gave him a good
margin on Becker and Dr. Twist for the all comers' pistol medal.
He also won the pistol and rifle class medals. Young went after

Daiss and gained 8 points on his first score with revolver. This
put Daiss on his mettle, and he made 41, 46, and 47, consecutive
shooting. This Young could not overcome, as the range closed

at 3 o'clock. The rain in the morning prevented targets bemg
opened until 11 o'clock, which also shortened time for scores.

DorreU was sick _and could not come.
Yotxng gained T point on Becker in the military, but Becker

regained it later, which, with his 20 points handicap, placed him
on safe ground. Becker'9 shooting with his load in the short-

barreled ,30'30 Winchester carbine is worthy c>f note.

Hnedlev's Stevens oistol W8S p.itted, \\ei Trloatied each shot.
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Capt, Kuhnle's .22 rim-fire shooting is probably entitled to a

record under the conditions. - . „ . , . , • ^ j /

Corp. Wtierschmidt won the "booby" prize, which consisted ot

a huge diamond (?) mounted on engraved leather, and presenter!

by George Mannel, our own artist.

We are proud of our Kindergarten. At last they are talking

English at the Bund meetings. P. O. Young resigned as delegate

to the Bund recently, and Dr. H. W. Hunsaker was appointed

in his place, from the Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club. VVhen it

was announced at the last meeting of Bund that Young had re-

signed, one of Young's friends (?) lumped to his feet and ex-

claimed, with great vehemence, "Dot's goot! Dots goot! btiU

we live and hope to shoot another day."

The scores in the various events were as follows:

Twist revolver medal: C. M. Daiss 41, 46, 47, 52, 53; F. O.'

^Pist^l^medalsf Geo. Hoadley 41, 41, 48, 63, 64, 63; Dr. J. F.

Twist 50, 54, 74, 76, 66, 71, 74, 66. ^ ^ „ , , oi 99 •<>•>

Rifle medal, .22 and .25cal.: Capt. Fred Kuhnle 19, 19, 21, 22, 22,

23, 25; Dr. J. F. Twist 19, 24, 24, 24, 31. v n
Military and repeating rifle medals, Creedmoor count, a. U.

Young 48, 45, 45; P. Becker 45.
• t. ^ . r i 1 i

At 3 o'clock the team match was called, with Capt. I'red l^uhnle

and P. Becker. This match calls for 5 shots with rifle and 5

shots with pistol. The member making the best score is crowned

chief for the ensuing year. This honor was won by George. VV.

Hoadley. Cspt. Becker's team won, with a total of 680, against

Capt. Kuhnle's 610. Scores of teams:
Capt. P. Becker S8, F. O. Young 67, E. Hovey 82, G. W. Hoadley

66 Dr. J. F. Twist 95, Dr. H. W. Hunsaker 77, E. A. Allen 76,

F W. Page 129; total 680. ^
Capt. F. Kuhnle 88, A. H. Pape 72, C. M. Daiss 69, G. Mannel

120, Mrs. G. Mannel 99, Mrs. C. F. Waltham 100, F. S. Washburn

94, Corp. Wuerschmidt 168; total 610.

The annual banquet was held in the evening, and the yearly

medals and prizes were awarded as follows:

Class medals, open to members only, ore score per month, best

five win;

F^O^'Yo^nT'' -48 49 53 56 58-264

A H Pape.. 49' 51 54 55 56-265

c'Mi°ss!!!!: 53 55 67 75 76-326

G^w'^'n^adley 65 75 88 103 106-437

F^'o'l^ounl"!!: 32 44 45 47 48-217

G M Barley B9 47 48 48 57-239

Young's score of 217 ties the .club record.

Sharpshooters: „,
G W Hoadley......... 41 59 61 -84 69-294

Marksmen: _^ „,„
F Hassmann • 56 59 71 78 82^-346

All comers' and members' re-entry matches, 10 best scores, rifle

F O Young , 38 41 42 43 43 44 44 45 47 47-434

Members' rifle medal (experts barred)

:

G Mannel 50 51 67 69 69 69 71 66 67—648

C M Daiss 56 60 66 67 67 67 64 68 71 64-650

All comers' pistol medal (presented by Wm. Glindemann) :

F O Young... 39 40 40 40 41 41 44 44 45 46—420

Members' pistol medal, experts barred (presented by George

G ^w"'^Hoadley 41 41 43 45 48 49 52 53 54 57—483

Dr J F Twist. 50 59 54 54 55 55 55 55 54 54—532

Dr. J. F. Twist's all comers' revolver medal:
C M Daiss 41 42 43 46 46 46 46 47 48 49—454

F O Young. '

37 43 46 46 48 51 51 51 51 51-475

Both men beat the revolver record for 10 best scores, which was
503.

Members' revolver medal (experts barred)

:

p Becker 47 51 54 58 60 60 61 62 63 64—580

All comers' military and repeating rifle medal (Creedmoor

t°'o^^Young 48 48 48 48 47 47 47 47 47 47-474

A H Pane 48 47 47 47 47 46 46 46 46 45—465

P Becker. .....48 47 46 46 46 45 45 45 45 45—458

Young gave Becker 20 points handicap and forfeits the medal to

Becker by 4 points.

All comers' .22 and .25 rifle medal (presented by F. O. Young)

:

Capt F Kuhnle 16 17 17 17 18 18 19 19 19 20-180

Capt. Kuhnle beat the club record 11 points.

Members' .22 and .25 rifle, medal, experts barred (presented by
A. B. Dorrell):
Dr J F Twist 18 19 21 22 23 23 24 24 24 24—223
P Becker 19 22 22 23 24 24 25 25 25 26—235
Mrs C Waltham 20 22 24 24 26 26 29 27 27 29—256

Capt. Fred Kuhnle presented a 5 o'clock tea set to the lady ma-
king the most shots in the (inch) ring. It was won by Mrs. C. F..

Waltham with 69.

The diploma for b^t all-round shooting was won by F. O.
Young, who tied the record with-408 points, two scores with each
weapon—revolver, 37, 43; pistol, 39, 40, 22; rifle, 20, 21; rifle, 38, 41;

military, 64, 65. F. O. Young, Rec. Sec'y.

Elite Schtietzen Corps, of Brooklyn.

At the regular shoot of the Elite Schuetzen Corps, Captain, Geb.
Kraus, held on Dec. 21, at Louis G. Mertz's shooting gallery,

corner Broadway and Jefferson street, the following scores were
made: C. W. Horney 243, L. Zoellner 242, J. Kautmann 240, I.

Martin 238, Zimmermann 238, C. Kaufmann 232, J. Zimmermann
230, F. A. Schlitz, M.D., 229, Spangenberg 216, L. G. Mertz 202.

Chakles K. Hoerning, S. M.

—<$>

—

Amcfican Ganoc Aiisociatfon, J900-J90J.

Commodore, C. E. Britton, Gananoque, Can.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Thirty-second street aim Avenue A,

Bayonne, N. J.

Division Officers.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Henry M. Dater, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Rear-Com., H. D. Hewitt, Burlington, N. J.
Purser, Joseph F. Eastmond, 199 Madison street, Brooklyn, N. V.

1 CENTRAL DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., C. P. Forbush, Buffalo, N. Y.
Rear-Com., Dr. C. R, Henry, Perry, N. Y.
Purser, Lyman P. Hubbell, Buffalo, N. Y.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Louis A. Hall, Newton, Mass.
Rear-Com., C. M. Lamprey, Lawrence, Mass.
Purser, A. E. Kimberly, Lawrence Experimental Station,

Lawrence, Mass.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., G. A. Howell, Toronto, Can.
-Rear-Com., R. Easton Burns, Kingston, Ontario, Can.
"Purser, R. Norman Brown, Toronto, Can.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Wm. C. Jupp, Detroit, Mich.
Rear-Com., F. B. Huntington, Milwaukee, Wis.
Purser, Fred T. Barcroft, 408 Ferguson Building, Detroit, Mich.

•I

Official organ, Forest and Stream.

New York C C
The annual election took place Dec. 13, and the

following were elected: Pres,., Calvin Tompkins; Capt,
R. W. Spier; Sec'y. Woolsey Carmalt; Purser, H. H.
Smythe; Trustees, D. D. Allerton, R. W. Spier, Louis
B. Jennings; Auditing Committee, W. B. Houghton,
Louis B, Jennings.

or
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CONNECTICUT LAKE'S

£. a.c.
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From the^ Connecticut Lakes' to

Lake Kennebago.
The Connecticut lakes had always had the charm of

being in the wilderness, far from civilization, and as the

Rangeleys had also been in that mysterious somewhere
it was deemed wise to spend the short time allowed for

a vacation in the territory situated between the two above
localities. This trip was found to be practicable after

numerous correspondences and consulting maps, but no
person was found who had made the trip.

The trip commenced at Lowell, Mass., June 2, 1900.

A train was taken to Boston, and on the Eastern Divi-
sion to Portland, arriving there on time at 12:05 P. M.
After dinner in the dining room, and a smoke, the i

o'clock train was taken on the Maine Central for West
Stewartstown, N. H. This is one of tlie pleasantest rides

that can be imagined, as the scenery is ever changing.
Sebago Lake, but a few miles from Portland, is a beau-
tiful sheet of water, and from all accounts furnishes ex-
cellent fishing. Through the Crawford Notch are to be
had some of the grandest views that one can wish for.

Snow had left most of the mountains, but on Mt. Wash-
ington were still to be seen large patches of white, which
were the silent reminders of the bleak winter nights,

when thinking of the summer camps, in a warm room, is

almost as pleasant as the camps themselves. Just beforel
Crawford's is reached, the steep falls on the other side*

of the notch glisten like so many jewels. Soon after

leaving the White Mountains the train follows the Con-
necticut River, crossing it the last time at West Stew-
artstown, which was reached about 7 P. M. The night
is usually spent at the West Stewartstown Hotel, but
as that had been burning since morning, and was a mass
of ruins, a carriage was taken to the Canaan House,
just across the river in Vermont. Canada forms the
northern limit of Canaan, and in fact the water used
on the hotel table comes from a hill in Canada, but a
few rods north of the hotel.

There had been a heavy rain all day, and it ended in

a disagreeable drizzle, so the evening had to be spent
under shelter. "Ten Nights in a Bar Room," given by
Boston talent, was extensively advertised for that even-
ing, so with about fifty enthusiasts one act was en-
dured, but one was sufficient to satisfy all the dramatic
cravings of the early evening. Canaan and West Stew-
artstown are lighted by electricity generated by water
power, and this, taken together with a hotel heated by
steam, gives it quite a citified appearance. About 9
o'clock Sunday morning, in company with Mr. E. M.
Bateman, scaler for the (ioimecticut River Lumber Co.—
and by the way, all northern New Hampshire is owned
by that com.pan}'—one of the finest rides was had up the
valley of the river to the First Connecticut Lake, and
although the elevation increases a thousand feet or more
in the eighteen-mile drive, still there is scarcely a hill

that a horse cannot easily trot over, awd the road is kept

in first-class repair. The river itself is grand, and at

one place the falls are so abrupt, and occur so fre-

quently, that even the rivermen cannot run the river in

their bateaus, but must be carried around by teams.

Log jams occur among these rapids, and over half a mil-

lion feet of logs are destroyed annually by the dynamite
used to break up the jams. The Connecticut lakes are

used as a reservoir to serve in dry weather, when more
water is needed to float the logs over the various

rapids. The rain of Saturday had raised the water in

the lakes 18 inches, and all the brooks seemed like

miniature rivers. At the First Lake there is a modern
hotel, with accommodations for fifty guests. In the

fishing season this hotel is used as a stopping place

before proceeding to Second Lake, where the fisherman
is more certain to get a good catch. After dinner at the

First Lake House, an eight-mUe drive over fair roads
brings one to the Second Lake House or Idiewild. Be-
tween Canaan and the First Lake numerous houses are

scattered along the road, besides the village of Pitts-

burg, but a short way from the First Lake the houses
disappear, and with the exception of the camps at the

Second and Third lakes there are no signs of man, and
with only the vast forest stretching northward. The
fishing in the Second Lake consists principally of lake

trout, locally known as lunge, and square-tailed or
brook trout. While sitting on the piazza that evening
.two fellows brought in eight lunge that weighed 27

f pounds. Monday, June 4, was spent fishing on Second
Lake, and the only luck that can be had is by "plug
fishing"—that is, fishing from an anchored boat with
live bait. Some trolling is done, but it is rather the ex-
ception; seven lunge, four of v/hich weighed 183^ pounds,_
and two cusk were the result of the day's sport. It is

quite unusual to catch cusk in the day time, as they are
extremely logy, and bite ordinarily at night only. Owing
to the limits of the two weeks allotted to this vacation
trip, the Third Lake could not be visited, but this Lake
affords excellent fly and bait fishing for brook trout
only.

On Tuesday, June 5, was experienced for the first time
the feeling of being in the primeval forest, where no one
had been for a number of years. In company with a
guide, James O. Reynolds, the trip for Parmachenee was
begun at 5 A. M. The first mile was across the lake.
The morning was unusually cold, as there had been a
hard frost during the night, but, thanks due to that cold-
ness, not a fly or mosquito was seen that day. There
used to be a trail to the head of Parmachenee Lake, but
since that lake has become private grounds the trail

has been abandoned, so with no trail and nothing but
a general direction to guide him, Jim landed at the
lower end of Parmachenee Lake at just the point he ex-
pected to be at 10:40 A. M. Two stops had been made
on the trip—one at the height of land between the Con-
necticut and Magalloway rivers, and the other at Hamel s

logging camp, about four miles from Parmachenee. Here
there were two Frenchraent, who wer« keeping the camp
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during the sufhinef, and they very kindly walked to

Parmachenee and took the 40-poiind pack that Jim Had
carried since early ttiorning. A lew miles west of Hamel's
Camp a spotted trail was fotmd which led directly to the

camp and which proved of great assistance^ as it showed
us that we were nearing our destination, and also for a

tree which had been cut and used for a bridge over the

little Magalloway River. A fine view was had of a doe
licking salt at one of the deserted camps, and she stayed

in sight in the open for a number of minutes. Lunch
was eaten at the landing on Parmachenee Lake, and
soon after the trip was renewed for the Magalloway
River. A guide had already been engaged to be at the

Scow Landing on that afternoon, so he was waiting at

the Forks Camp, which is about a mile and a half above
the Scow Landing. This point was reached at just 1

P. M., after an eight-hour tramp, with less than an hour
for resting. The gait that was kept must have been

over two miles an hour, so it is fair to presume that from

Second Connecticut Lake to the Scow Landing on the

Magalloway River must be in the vicinity of twenty

miles.

Parmachenee Lake and thousands of acres of land

around it are controlled by the Parmachenee Club, which
has a membership of about sixty sportsmen frorn various

parts of the country. These members and their guests

come as far as Colebrook, N. H., by train, where the

night is spent.

The next day the stage is taken for Errol through the

Dixville Notch, and up the valley of the Magalloway
River to the head of Aziscoos Falls, which lie in the

settlement of Wilson's Mills. Here the club steamer

meets them and carries them about twelve miles to

Meadow Camp, arriving there in the early evening. This

camp is owned by the club, but the public can be accom-
modated here.

After a night at the camp, canoes or boats, with guides,

are taken the next day for the Forks Camp, or if the

water is very low, only as far as the Scow Landing, one

and a half miles below. Here the buckboard is met and
taken about five miles to the shore of Parmachenee
Lake, and after a short row or paddle Camp Caribou,

on an island, is reached, on which is located the main
camp and base of supplies for those members who wish

to spend their time in some of the numerous camps in

the vicinity of the lake, and owned by the club. Thus,
after arriving at Colebrook, which may be a day or two's

journey, it takes two days more to reach the camp at

Lake Parmachenee. At the Forks Camp is a con-

venient building, but as it was locked a log shanty at

the Scow Landing used as a store house was taken for

a shelter that night. It had no door, and was thor-

oughly ventilated, but with a mattress of about 6 inches

of fir balsam boughs and a long walk just finished noth-

ing more was needed, and as soon as the evening twi-

light began three men lay down on nature's own bed
and very soon were sleeping as one can sleep only when
the fragrance of the woods lulls him to dreamland. Just

before retiring a young rabbit came hopping along and
jumped into the cabin, but it was useless to try to catch

him, as he went out through an opening in the logs.

After a refreshing night's sleep breakfast wa^ had at

half-past 4, so that Jim might get an early start back to

the Connecticut Lake.
As soon as he left, the trip was continued down to

Upper Metallock, where a few small trout were caught,

but the river was exceptionally high foi- that time of the

year, and the fish bit very poorly. Dinner was had at

Meadow Camp, where the night was also spent, four

miles below Upper Metallock, and after dinner a few
more trout and a smelt ioj4 inches long, a record-

breaker, were taken from Metallock. At this season of

the year when the water is still high in the river, great

advantage is taken of the "cut-offs," which are channels

cut across bends, so that the logs have a straighter course
to follow and are much less liable to cause trouble by
jamming.
The next morning the trip was continued down the

river with a short visit at a camp on Lower Metallock,

and at the Narrows, eight miles below Meadow Camp,
fishing was again enjoyed.
Two other parties were already there, and one of them

carried away over 15 pounds of trout, while we caught
ten trout, the largest weighing pounds.
From the Narrows to the dam at Aziscoos Falls is

about seven miles. Here the canoe was left, and the lug-

gage was carried to the hotel at Wilson's Mills, about
five miles, where supper was had. After supper a team
was taken for Errol, and the night spent at Will Allen's.

The trip down the river from Wilson's Mills was
abandoned, owing to the logs being in the river at Errol,

and also the inability to get a canoe. Side trips up the
Swift and Dead Diamond rivers would have well repaid

the trouble, besides giving good fishing in their upper
waters.

The morning of June 8 started in with rain, but as the
trip had to be camtinued, a canoe was taken up the river

and out into Um.bagog Lake, where the .steamer was
met and taken to Sunday Cove. Between here and
Middle Dam is a decidedly second-rate buckboard road
about five miles long. On this road odd views of Rapid
River are had, and at this time logs were still coming
down, and in fact just as Middle Dam was reached the
last of the logs were sluiced through.

Middle Dam is located at the outlet of the Lower
Richardson. Lake, and the accommedations consist of the
hoetl Anglers' Retreat and a few log cabins. Of course
the pool below the dam is one of its chief attractions,

but fine fishing is had in the Lake, and also in Pond-in-
the-River, about half a mile below the dam, and being a
part of Rapid River, which has widened out, so that a
small lake is formed-
After dinner the services of a guide were secured—^the

last guide was left at Wilson's Mills, as he was not
familiar with the Rangeley system, and it might not be
out of place to say here that guides of one section are
noticeably jealous of those of other sections, and unless
one had been in the different parts of the same regions
he might be led to believe that outside of ten or twenty
miles, according to the guide's knowledge of the country,
there was absolutely no game.

It had been the intention at the outset to cruise in a
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canoe from Parmachenee Lake to Rangeley, and to carry
a^tent for shelter at night, but, as was shown afterward,
this method of tenting, as the guides call it, is very sel-
dom used, as camps are scattered all through the
region.

At Middle Dam but one tent was available, and this
was at Dyke's Camp, about two miles below the landing
at South Arm'. On the way down to South Arm one 3-
pound salmon and one 31^-pound trout were caught, and
on

.

cleaning the trout full-sized spawn was found with
the embryonic spawn just forming. This is quite an
unusual occurrence, and the guide had seen it occur
but once before. The carry from South Arm to Dyke's
Camp is over the regular stage route from Andover. The
camp was the neatest and fitted up the most con-
veniently of any camp met on the trip. The hand of a
woman was evident everywhere, from the scalloped paper
on the shelves to the well-swept floor.

After a night's sleep and a good breakfast, the return
to the South Arm was made with the tent; and against
a hard west wind, blowing directly down the Arm, it

took four hours to row the four miles to Middle Dam,
which was reached in time for a late dinner. The guide
suggested a side trip to B Pond, in which by law no
fishing is allowed except with the fly, and any sportsman
fond of fly-fishing as it ought to be, should not fail to
spend a day or more on this small sheet of water. B
Pond is reached from Middle Dam by walking a short
way to Pond-in-the-River, rowing to the head of the
rapids in Rapid River, and a good trail from here leads
directly to the pond. In the pond is an island, on which
is a house owned at one time by the late Gov. Russell
of Massachusetts. The trout are fighters, and will run
from I to 3 pounds in weight. There is a camp here
run in connection with the Middle Dam House.
The trout rose well that afternoon, and a double of

2 pounds and lyi pounds was landed, but the next
morning was toO clear and still, so few rises were gotten.
As another party was due that night, we left at noon
for Middle Dam, and with the- tenting outfit started for
the Narrows, and camped near the burial spot of the
wife of the famous Indian chief Metallock. A tent was
hardly necessary, as the night was warm and dry, and
this was the only night it was used.

In trolling the next morning from the Narrows to
Upper Dam, but one small trout-was struck. The usual
flotilla of boats was moving from the lake up to the pool

near the dam, and back, but it was an off day and but

few catches were made. The steamer was taken for

Bemis, where a rowboat was again hired, and we trolled

to Haines' Landing, with but one strike, and failed to

land him. The road from Haines' Landing to Rangeley
is much better than the average country road and about
one and one-half miles in length. Rangeley Lake is

the only lake in the Rangeley system whose waters have
not been dammed up for rafting purposes, and its shores
lined with live trees are in great contrast to the dead
stumps which stand as tombstones around the other
lakes.

After a six-mile sail on the steamer, at the other end
of the lake is Rangeley village, quite an enterprising
town, with a number of stores, which contain everything
in the sporting line, both for hunting and fishing. The
Rangeley Lake Hotel is of course the center of sporting
life in the town, but later in the season, when the fishing
ceases, it changes into a regular summer hotel, with its

"piazza sports," as the guides call them.
Acting again on the guide's suggestion, we decided tCi

try our luck at Kennebago Lake, and accordingly the
next morning set out afoot for the nine-mile walk to the
Lake. The stage was just leaving the post office as we
started, and arrived half an hour later than we did at the
Lake. Loon Lake, about half-way out, has been re-
cently stocked with salmon, and is yielding some re-
markable catches, which goes to show that salmon must
develop rapidly in these Rangeley waters.
At Kennebago we were given a camp at the lower end

of the Lake and spent the next two days fishing the
lake and Kennebago stream, with fair success.
Thursday noon farewells were said to Kennebago, and

the homeward trip was commenced—part of the way to
Rangeley in the buckboard and part on horseback.
Friday morning at 6:10 A. M. the narrow gauge car-

ried a very unwilling passenger to Farmington, and de-
livered him to the Maine Central, which in turn at Port-
land shifted the responsibility to the Boston & Maine,
which delivered him safely at his home. Of the two
weeks spent on the trip there were but two rainy days
—one on Umbagog Lake in the steamer and in the
buckboard to Middle Dam, and the last day at Kenne-
bago.
The trolling season was near its end, and the fly-fishing

had hardly begun, so what catches were made were con-
sidered good.
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A CHEAP ICE-BOAT.

^

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

A Cheap Ice-Boat.

The yachting season in most parts of the country be-

ing comparatively short, yachtsmen are naturally ready to

take up any substitute during the winter months. In-

terest in ice boating has increased during the last few
years, and as we have had many requests for a design of

an ice boat that combines, simple construction and small

expense, we publish one this week that has been tried and
found satisfactory.. • She will no doubt interest all boat

sailers, whether yachtsmen or canoeists, who contemplate

taking up the sport.

The excitement of ice boating is only equaled hf" its"

uncertainty. Except in specially favored locations an ice

boat when wanted at all is wanted in a hurry, and being-

cumbrous and unwieldy things to house and care -for, it

is likely to suffer from neglect and abuse in the long in-

t'^^rvals of disuse. The accompanying drawings show an
I e boat of very simple and inexpensive construction

wh oh is very satisfactory as a sailer and yet can be-

take^i apart or put together in a few minutes.

There are many localities where a small ice boat of

this sort kept always ready to be put together would
iornish a great deal- of sportj the construction being only

a little more difficult or expensive than the many crude
makeshifts which are thrown together in a hurry wherever
a clear field of ice presents itself, and which, when the

sailing is over, are left to fall to pieces on the shore.

The dimensions are as follows

:

Runper plank .j . , . loft.

Keel 1 . . . 17ft. 4 in.

Maim plank 12ft. 3^in.
Mast-

Heel to hounds 12ft. gyoin.

Diameter at heel 3j4in-

Boom 14ft. 9 in-

Gaff 8ft. 8 in.

Mainsail

—

Hoist 8ft. 7 in.

Leech 20ft.

Area I3S sq. ft.

Jib-
Luff 13ft. 3 in-

Hoist I2ft.

Foot 4ft- 6 m.

Area 27 sq. ft.

Total saiLarea 162 sq. ft.

Total weight about 20olbs.

The keel is a stick' of dry white pine 6x6in. tapered to

4X4in. at the after end, and from the mast forward cham-
fered and then rdimded to a diameter of 2in. at the band.

The runner plank is also of white pine 4in. wide, 7in.

deep at the middle and tapering to 3>^in. at each end.

One bolt of 3^iri. diameler connects it with the keel; at

edch end is a casting of iron with a socket on top, into

which the end 'pf the plank fits, being secured by two
•bblts, one, an eye: bolt and one a plain machine bolt J^in.

; tapped irttb tHe: casting. On top of the keel is a plank of

white pinie
,
j5ln. -Wide and lih. thick, stiffened beneath by

' chocks- of •l-^in. pine': The plank is bolted through the

li^el, as shown. The -rudder stock is a cornposition of

iriDn casting,%or 5ak ;hiay be used, being cheaper. It is

"slotted for the ruririef, -which is held by a f^in. bolt, the

hole in 't-he runner being ^in. All runners are of cast

iron ^in. thick and 4^in. wide, the two main runners

being 2ft. 6in. long and the rudder ift. 8in. long. The
booni is i^ili. in diameter and the gaff i^in. The sails

are of - 6^oz. single-bighted cotton, costing $12. The
jib stay shrouds and side stays are of l4'm. galvanized

iron wire rope, all set up with turnbuckles and shackles.

The plank will hold three persons, the weight being so

d'stributed that there is little strain on the boat. The
cost of the whole construction, including sails and riggin^,

is under $45, the castings for runners, chocks and rud-

der stock, with the necessary fittings, costing about $12.

Interlake Yachting Association*

A MOST enthusiastic and harmonious session of the In-

terlake Yachting Association was held to-day in Toledo
for the purpose of arranging the time and place of the

regatta for 1901, and for the transaction of such other

business as ttiight be presented. The representatives of

the various organizations included: W. R. Huntington
and I. N. Richardson, Cleveland Y. C. ; W. D. Moebs,
Detroit Y. C. ; J. B. Rathbone. Detroit Boat Club Yachts-

men
;
George T. Bliss, Erie t. C. ; F. B. Rawson, San-

dusky Y. C. ; M. B. Vorce, Lakewood Yachting Asso-

ciation, Cleveland; R. D. Potter, Toledo Yachting Asso-

ciation; F. B. Kruse, Maumee River Y. C, Toledo; F. B,

Pritchard, Up-River Y: C, Toledo, and William Haas,

Put-in-Bay Y. C. In addition to the gentlemen named,
who were the regularly accredited delegates to the meet-

ing, there were present a number of the leading yachts-

men from the various cities of the Association, with a very

liberal sprinkling of Toledoans.
Prior to the business session, an elaborate course din-

ner was served at the Boody, at which about fifty of the
^

visitors and their hosts were seated. Ex-Com. S. O.' -

Richardson, of Toledo, formerly Commodore of the In-

terlake Association, presided, and very happy after-dinner

talks were made by Ex-Com. Anderson, of Sandusky;
Ex-Com. Bliss, of Erie; Com. Huntington, of the Gleve- •' '

land Y. C, Cleveland; Com. Dexter, of Detroit; Com: •

Richardson, of the Lakewood Y. G, of Cleveland, and '
v.

Com. Haas, of Put-in-Bay. The general spirit of the V
remarks was that it was lime to "get together," brushing

aside all prior differences, and make the forthcoming,, '* '

• -

regatta the most successful in the history of the Associa-'

tion.

Arrangements for the regatta were perfected this even-

ing at a business meeting held in the rooms of the Toledo
Yachting Association, Com. Huntington, of the Interlake

Association, presiding, and Mr. .W. F. Seitz acting as

secretary. The Maumee and Up-River clubs were ad-

mitted to membership, and the resignation of the West'
End Y. C, of Detroit, previously tendered, was accepted

without comm.ent. E. W. Ryder, of Detroit, and S. O.
Richardson, of Toledo, were chosen as delegates to future
meetings of the Yacht Racing Union.
When the question of the location of the coming regatta

was under consideration, invi ations were tendered froin'

Erie, Sanduskj' and . Put-in-Bay. The latter was sec-

onded by Manager McCreary, of Hotel Victory, who made
some very definite as well as satisfactory promises of.

co-operation. On a vote of the delegates, Put-in-Bay

'

crossed the finish line an easy winner.
The details of the regatta were placed in the hands oi'^'

committee consisting of Messrs. Geo'rge F. Anderson, of
Sandusky, chairman; John B. Rathbone, of Detroit; John
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Barth, of Qeveland; Fred B. Pritchard and Jack Mc-
Kenzie, of Toledo. This committee met immediately
after the adjournmetit of the session and decided to hold
the regatta from July 15 to 19, both dates inclusive. It

3s understood that the Put-in-Bay meet is so scheduled as
to avoid any conflict with prospective regattas at Buf¥alo,
Erie and Chicago. The annual ball of the Association
will probably be held at Hotel Victory on the evening of
July 16, that date being subject to further conference with

BALD EAGLE, II. UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

Manager McCreary. The social features of the regatta

will be under the direction of a reception committee, m-

cluding John L. Dexter, of Detroit, chairman; Frank R.

Frey, of Toledo, and M. B. Vorce, of Cleveland. Com.

Dexter made an excellent reputation for himself last

year in a similar capacity, and all the gentlemen con-

cerned in the management of the meet are determined to

make it the best of the series.

It is generally believed among the yachting men who
expressed an opinion on the subject to-night, that the

members of the Association who have withdrawn have

done so under a misapprehension, and that when matters

are more fully understood they will reconsider their

recent action and again unite with their former comrades

in promoting this most delightful recreation on the waters

of Lake Erie. Jay Beebe.

Toledo, O., Dee. 32. L J
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BALD EAGLE II. SAIL PLAN.

Bald Eagle

Through the courtesy of Mr. Fred W. Martin we pub-

lish the plans of Bald Eagle II. in this issue. She was
launched too late to take part in the Lake Geneva meet
in August, and will now be out of class in 1902, due to the

new rules in measurement, and the abandonment of L.W.L.
as a factor in measurement, which will, of course, de-

velop a far different boat. Bald Eagle II. will be

privileged to sail next season with the L.W.L. limit craft,

but will be handicapped by the scantling rule, so we think

the coming season will see some close racing between

the old-time "feather weights" with L.W.L. as a factor in

measurement (virtually the Seawanhaka rule) and the

new unlimited L.W.L. craft with the heavier frame and
hull generally, the plank being limited to ^in. thick under

the new conditions.

This craft was designed- jointly by Mr. A. C. Bower
and Mr. Fred W. Martin, and was built in Mr. Bower's

shop at Waukegan, 111. The four accompanying pictures

show the vessel under process of construction. She has an
oak frame 5-16 and S-8in., spaced 45^in. to centers, and is

planked with best quality of native cedar 5-i6in. thick, and
is all brass screw fastened. Her decks are laid in two
thicknesses of cedar ^in. thick, laid diagonally and cov-

ered on top with best quality of union silk,_ finished with

oil and shellac and marine varnish. As will be seen by
the interior photographs of the boat taken inside the shop,

she is bridged and braced in the best possible manner
with the least possible weight, Everything in the interior

being of cedar, the result is the lightest construction con-

sistent with the necessary strength.

None but those acquainted with this type of racing ma-
chine know the strains that they must endure in racing

trim, with four or five men hung out to windward; hence

the elaborate system of bracing and bridging shown by the

photographs, and one will know how nicely this must be

applied when a vessel of the length, beam and depth of

this craft can be gotten down to Soolbs., as is Bald Eagle

II. This, of course, is the weight of the hull proper with-

out the centerboard and rudder, canvas or rigging, spars,

etc., all these latter weighing about as much as the hull

;

the spars, however, are very light, being hollow, and an

idea can be formed of their lightness when the mast
weighs, without its metal fittings, only 381bs. Her center-

board and rudder are of the best quality of saw steel, and
the size and shape as shown by the dotted lines on the

drawings for deep water, and the full lines for shallow

water and the weedy bottom, the skag being a necessity

on some of the Western inland lakes, owing to the large

quantities of grass encountered.

As will be seen, the vessel is far from a scow, as most
of the modern Western craft have been of late years, and
we think from her appearance and lines that she will not

be far behind the new long waterline craft the coming
season, which likely will see the last of the limited water-

line 20-footers.

Since she has been completed she has had no oppor-

tunity to get a line on her speed outside of her own lake

port (Fox Lake Y. C), but she has easily shown a clean

pair gf heels to such boats as she has cOTOe in qoritact

with, and many of the latter are well known fast_ sailers

and have a known record, which the speed of this craft

can easily be determined by, she having with ease beaten

them on each and every point of sailing.

Her dimensions are as follows

:

Length— '

n

Over all 35ft.

L.W.L 17ft. 6in.

Beam—
Extreme . 7ft. Sin,

L.W.L 7ft. 4in-

Draft-
Hull 6in.

Centerboard down 4ft. 3in.

Area Sails

—

Mainsail 385 sq. ft.

Staysail 93 sq. ft.

Total 478 sq. ft.

Mr. M. Hubbe has placed a contract with T. S. Marvel
& Co., of Newburgh, N. Y., to build a steel house-boat
for Mr. Pierre Lorillard, which will take the place of the
Caiman, burned in Florida last spring. The new boat has
two decks, and her accommodation will be as large and
complete as Caiman. She is 126ft. long, 22ft. beam, 8j^ft.

deep and draws 2^ ft. of water. The power is furnished
by two 25-horse-power Murray and Tregurtha gasoline

engine motors, The bQ^t i§ tQ be conipleted next July,
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Our Boston Letter.
Boston, Dec. 28.—The matter of a skipper for the

Lawson boat seems to be the paramount issue at the
present time. All kinds of rumors are afloat as to who
will be the man or the men. As the matter stands now,
it looks as though Capt. Hank Haff would be at the wheel
of the Boston boat next season. It was slated to your
correspondent Thursday that Capt. Haff and Mr. Lawson
would hold a consultation the next day, after which the
matter would be settled.

It is known that there has been some question in re-
gard to Capt, Watson being on board the yacht, and it

is also known that Capt. Haff was sent for by Mr. B. B.
Crowninshield. Several conferences have been held at
Mr. Crowninshield's office and at Mr. Lawson's office, and
from what can be learned at the present time, Capt. Haff
has been selected to command the new yacht.

It has been suggested that it might be possible that
both Capt. Watson and Capt. Haff would be found on
the Lawson boat, but it does not seem reasonable. If both
were on the boat, one would have to take a subordinate
position, and while they are fast friends now, such a
proceeding would be calculated to bring about a break in

that friendship. None of the yachtsmen who have been
spoken to about this matter have favored the idea. They
are all of the opinion that the boat will make a better
showing with oiily one captain than she would with two,
even though those two were the finest in the land.
The possibility of a second aspirant for Cup defender

honors does not seem to be as great as when first ex-
ploited. If Mr. Hanley has a possible sjmdicate in view, he
should make his assertions good by naming some re-
sponsible party who has signified his intentions to join it.

This he has not done, and a diligent search among
Boston yachtsmen, who might possibly be connected with
such a scheme, has resulted in finding none who have
anything to do with it.

Mr. Hanley said recently that a certain New York
man, who had plenty of funds, had become interested in

the matter, and had a,sked for all particulars in regard
to the plans, construction, cost and minor details. Mr.
Hanley says that he thinks that this man's interest in the
boat at this time is a favorable omen. However that
may be, it is said almost in the same breath that the
syndicate is taking form. If the syndicate is taking form
in Massachusetts, there does not seem to be any good rea-

son why Mr. Hanley should claim that the New York
man's interest was of vital importance.

It may be that Mr. Hanley has a syndicate on foot, and
it might be that such syndicate is taking form, but it

would be of more advantage to Mr. Hanley and would
also be more likelj'- to insure further interest in the
boat, if he would give some definite statement as to what
his prospects are. When a person says that a syndicate
is possible for the construction of a Cup defender, it is

usual to make good in some manner, and Boston people
are now quite skeptical in regard to Mr. Hanley's pos-
sible yacht.

There is not a yachtsman around Boston who would
not like to see a centerboard Cup defender built. Both
Mr. Lawson and Mr. Crowninshield are anxious to see
one, and Mr. Lawson lias signified his willingness to

subscribe money toward it, Centerboard advocates are
thick in this district, but those who are most enthusiastic
are unfortunately the ones who have not sufficient ready
money to form a syndicate. There are also those who
would like to see the boat built, who have the ready cash,
who think there is a chance for a centerboard, but whose
love for the development of the sport is not great enough

cause them to put any money in what they think is a
possibility.

The Lawson boat will be set up next week at Lawley's.
The building in which the new mould loft is to be located
is about finished. The floor of the mould loft is all laid

and there is nothing to prevent commencement of the
work. Wilson & Silsby are at work on the sails. The
light sails will be turned out as soon as possible, and the
working sails will be started as soon as the perfected sail

plan is ready.

Two more additions have been heard from for the 25ft.

restricted cla.ss of the Massachusetts Yacht Racing Asso-
ciation. One of these is for Walter Burgess. She will

be a yawl, 28.6 on the waterline. Mr.- Burgess has
made several experiments in yawls before, but has never
attempted to build a boat of this type, which would be an
out-and-out racer. His Jeannette was the first one turned
out in 1899. She was a good boat in very heavy weather,
but she was too much of the brute type to do much under
ordinary circumstances.
At the beginning of the past season he brought the

yawl Clarelte to City Point from Nil! son's Yard, Balti-

more. She was a likely looking craft, designed for the

2ift. restricted class. But Mr. Burgess was not evidently

satisfied with her. and she was early sold to B. D. Aras-

den and her name changed to Coquette. It was after-

ward developed that Mr. Burgess was having a schooner
built for the 25ft. class from designs by Small,

who turned out Bud and Katydid. This schooner, which
could be changed to a yawl, did not amount to anything
as a racer.

This time Mr. Burgess is going to go to the limit of

his class to produce speed. The new yacht is designed
by his nephew, W. Starling Burgess, and will be built at

Embree's, Quincy Point. She is already partly in frame.

She will have great overhangs, being nearly 47ft. over all.

She will be about 9.6 beam, and will draw 6!^ft. of water.

She will be single planked with mahogany and will carry

the limit of sail which her class allows. Mr. jBurgess is a

brother of Edward Burgess, who designed Puritan, May-
flower and Volunteer. He has spent his life on the water,

and if there is any go in his new yawl he is sure to get

it out of her.

The other 25-footer is from designs of Isaac B. Mills,

and will be built by Smith, of Quincy Point. Her dimen-
sions have not been obtained, but it is .said that she will

be a keel boat. She is for W. D. Turner. Both Mr.
Burgess and Mr. Turner are members of the Boston Y. C,
Mr. Burgess being _Vice-Commodore.
The Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead. will hold its

annual meeting at Parker's Jan. 9, The. following ofilcErs

will be elected for the coming year: Com., J. O. Shaw,

Jr.; Vice-Corn., D. C. Percival, Jr.; Rear-Com., Butler

Ames 5
Sec'y, JSverett Paine; Treas,, J. K Rhodes;

Meas., C: B. Stebbins; Executive Committee, Frank E.

peabody aH4 '^Yc f^Q^hwell; Regatta Committee, g, W,

Mansfield, W. W. Keith, D. H. Follett, Frank Brewster
and G. H. Mayo; Membership Committee, D. W. Lane,
H. S. Goodwin, F. Estabrook and C. D. Wainwright;
House Committee, C. W. Foss.

Frisbee, of Salem, is at work altering the overhangs of
the side-wheel steam yacht Turtle, owned by Arthur
Amory, of the Manchester Y. C.
The recent fire at Fenton's shops, Manchester, totally

destroyed the Y. R. A. 2S-footer which was nearly com-
pleted from lines by B. B. Crowninshield for F. G. Ma-
comber, of the Corinthian Y. C. This boat was an im-
proved Flirt, and those who have seen her lines have said
that there was every prospect for her taking honors from
last year's champion. Khalifa, owned by R. A. Tucker, of
the Manchester Y. C, was almost totally destroyed.
Several other yachts were badly damaged, and a lot of
spars in the shop were destroyed. Fenton says that he is

going ahead to build a new shop, and that he will at once
resume the work of building the Macomber boat.

John B. Killeen.

International Signals.
A XEW and enlarged edition of the international code

ot signals has just been issued under the authority of the
Board of Trade. The work contains a complete exposi-
tion of the new code of signals which will come into
use on Jan. i, 1901. Yacht owners should take note that
during next year the two codes, the old and the new, will

be used concurrently, and vessels using the new code will

signify the same by hoisting the code pennant, red and
white vertical stripes, with the fly of the flag tied to the
halyards, and having above it a black ball, or shape re-

sembling a ball. From Jan. i, 1902, the new code will be
used exclusively, and its distinguishing sign thencefor-
ward will be the code pennant, hoisted in the ordinary
way. It therefore behooves the owners of all vessels ma-
king use of sea signals, as well as all yacht club com-
mittees, to become possessed of the additional flags re-

quired for the new code, and to make themselves ac-

quainted with the working of the new system of signaling

as set forth in the International Code of Signals for all

Nations.
No new principle has been introduced in revising the

code, but the signals have been increased in number and
brought up to date. The international code was first

published in 1857 by a committee appointed by the Board
of Trade; it was the outcome of the Marryat code, which
was then in general use, and included the first eighteen
consonants of the alphabet as code flags, the distin-

guishing pennant bringing the number up to nineteen.

Without the use of the pennant it was possible to make
no fewer than 78,660 permutations, and this by employing
n-o individual flag more than once in the same hoist.

Of this total 73,440 permutations were obtained bj' four-

flag signals. The old code was adopted by France in

1864, and subsequently by thirteen other maritime nations.

Ahcv thirty years' use it was generally admitted that the

international signal book did not meet the requirements
of modern times; and in 1887 a committee was appointed
to bring it up to date. The Board of Trade committee
which undertook the work consisted of Sir Digby Mur-
ray, Admiral Sir Leopold M'Clintock, Sir George Nares,
Admiral Sir Harry Rawson, Colonel Hozier, Capt. C.

P. Wilson and Capt. Bowden-Smith. The last named
retired from the committee when he attained the rank
of Admiral, while Mr. Thomas Gray and Mr. Swanston,
who were both chairmen of the committee in their time,

died before the stupendous task was completed.

The fir.st valuable suggestion appears to have been
brought forward by the French Government, which
proposed including two extra flags, X and Z, in the

code, with a view to increasing the number of two and
three flag signals and decreasing the four-flag hoists, for

to reduce the four-flag signals in favor of a smaller

number of flags in each hoist naturally meant greater

speed in signaling and less risk of error. The proposal

of the French Government was adopted, but when it was
found that it meant practically rewriting the whole of

the code the committee decided to add not only the flags

X and 2, but others representing vowels. The net re-

sult of the negotiations is that, after thirteen years' con-

tinuous work, the number of flags in the code has been
increased from eighteen to twenty-six, irrespective of

the code pennant. Although the addition of eight flags

may seem a trifling matter in itself, the vast nature of

the work will be realized when it is said that the increase

has enabled as many as .375.076 signals to be made, no
flag being used more than once in the same hoist, while

the old four-flag signals have practically been superseded

by three-flag hoists. The old code contained only 306

two-flag signals. These have been increased to 650 in the

new book, and the three-flag signals are now iSj6oo, as

against 4,896 in the old code.

While Part I. of the new code book contains, primarily,

the instructions how to signal, including alphabetical

spelling and numerical signals, two-flag, three-flag, and
four-flag signals, with a general vocabulary. Part II. is

devoted to three distinct systems of distance signaling,

(i) by cones, balls and drums; (2) by balls, square flags,

pennants and whefts; (3) by the fixed coast semaphore.

Of these three systems the first is entirely new. and is

regarded as likely to prove extremely useful in vessels

of small tonnage. The necessary apparatus, consisting

as it does of two cones; three balls and one drum, has

the advantage of being simple, inexpensive and durable.

The Morse code of signaling by fight and sound, and
also by flag waving, a system chiefly used at present for

naval and military purposes, is now included in the in-

ternational code. The work is carefully compiled, and
represents the outcome of sound practical experience;

it will, of course, involve a certain amount of study on

the part of those for whose use it is intended, but_ it

is arranged with every regard to simplicity. The earlier

pages are, as hitherto, devoted to illustrations of British

and foreign flags, followed by the quarantine and code

flags. The meanings of the latter, when taken singly,

are explained, and it is interesting to note that in future

S, \^en hoisted alone, will be the international signal

signifying "I require a pilot.'* Formerly the French

used the blue-peter the pilot flag, but they have now
agreed to adopt the letter S; henceforth, therefore, the

blue-ppter when hoisted alone will have the sole n^eaningT

that we vei^Us about to gaiWField.

Dtjst on Shipboard.

Attempts to Solve the Mystery of Its Origtn All Fail.

A "dusty" ocean highway sounds almost incredible.
Yet those who are famihar with sailing vessels know that,
no matter how carefully the decks may be washed down
in the morning, and how little work of' any kind be done
during the day, nevertheless if the decks are not swept
at nightfall an enormous quantity of dust will quickly
collect.

Of course on the modern liner the burning of hun-
dreds of tons of coal every twenty-four hours and
the myriads of footfalls daily would account for a con-
siderable accumulation of dust, but on a "wind-jammer,"
manned with a dozeni hands or less, no such dust-pro-
ducing agencies are at work. And yet the records of
sailing ships show that they collect more sea dust than
does a steamer, which is probably accounted for by the
fact that while the dust-laden smoke blows clear of the
steamer, the large area of canvas spread by the sailer
acts as a dust collector.
To quote an instance in support of this contention, we

may mention that- no less than twenty-four and a half
barrels of fine dust were swept from the decks of an
American sailing ship during a ninety-seven days' voyage
from New York to San Francisco. The captain of this
vessel, a man of scientific tastes, made careful observa-
tions on the mystery of sea dust, but beyond the wear
and tear of the .sails and rigging, a quite negligible factor,
he could assign absolutely no perceptible cause for the
formation of dust on board his ship.

It has been asserted that the dust which falls cm the
decks cf vessels emanates from the interstellar spaces.
This sounds both scientific and plausible, but it is at
variance with certain known facts. Bits of leather, cork,
wood and vegetable fiber are almost always present in
sea dust.—London Shipping World.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
William M, Tebo, owner of the extensive ship yard,

yacht depot and steam dredging plant at the foot of
Twenty-third street, Brooklyn, died on Tuesday from a
complication of diseases at his home at Crooke avenue
and St. Paul's place, Flatbush, in his seventy-second year.
He had never recovered from an attack of paralysis from
which he suffered seven years ago. He was born in
Beauharnois, in the Province of Quebec. In early life he
came to this country and was engaged as an architect
and dredger in the upper part of New York State. He
settled in Brooklyn in 1854, and began work as a dredger.
He secured several big contracts, including the dredging
work for the abutments of the Brooklyn Bridge. In 1885
he established his big depot at the foot of Twenty-third
street.

To the yacht depot he added coal pockets and had
powerful tugs for sea and coast towing. This yacht
depot is known all over the world, and many craft of
prominence have been built, docked or repaired there.
For the past five years the active management of Mr.
Teboe's business has been conducted by former Post-
master Andrew T. Sullivan. Mr. Tebo contributed to
numerous Brooklyn charities.—^N. Y. Sun.

^ ^ ^

J. S. Smith, of Bayonne, N. J., is building an 85ft, over
all sloop yacht for Mr. J. H. Thompson, of this city,

Mr. William H. Rightmire has purchased from Mrs.
C. E. Low, of Bayshore, L. I., the sloop Natalie.

^

The New York Athletic Club has a splendidly equipped
yachting department at Travers Island. A force of men
under Superintendent Andrew Larsen are employed the
year round making repairs on and caring for members'
yachts. In addition to three large houses, the club has
just completed a building 75. by 45ft, in which most of
the club launches are to be stored this winter. Among
the boats laid up at this yard are the ketch Paladin

;

auxiliary yawl Kathleen; yawls Caroh, Themis and Sahib;
knockabouts Dipper, Perchance and Thelga ; cutters lo,

Mopsa, Xara, Marjorie, Pelican, Kit and Portia; sloops

Trochilus, Vision, Loafer, Icarus, Venture, Chin-Chin,
Saria and Santuzza; catboats Onita, Sylvia and Narrioch;
launches Amorita, Surprise, Dolly, Dixie, Trochilus, EstU
and Indian. Mayhew Bronson's auxiliary sloop Trochilus
is being changed to a yawl from plans by Capt. Larsen,

*l H «

At a recent meeting of the Knickerbocker Y. C. the

following officers were elected for the year : Com., S. H.
Mason; Vice-Com., Louis H. Zocker; Rear-Com., Ed-
ward F. Glover; Treas., George H. Cooper; Sec'y, J. O.
Sinkinson; Meas.. John G. Moj^ct: Fleet Surgeon, J. B.

Palmer; Directors, F. E. Barnesjwi Stephenson, Rodman
Sands, Charles Schlesinger and Thomas Wilson, Jr.

^ ^ ^

The Entertainment Committee of the Harlem Y. C.

has been earnestly preparing for the future social func-

tions of the club. The club house has been renovated, and

is rea4y for the second monthly reception. The club'.i

seventfi annual ball will be held on Feb. 7. The com-
mittee hopes to make it the most successful social affair in

the history of the organization.

PUBLISHERS^ DEPARTMENT,

Stockton, Md,, Jan. 6, 1901.—Thanks to last year's advertise-

ment, my house was full to Jan, 1, and as I could not accommo-
date any more, an advertisement at that time was useless. Now
I wish to fill my spring months, and inclose you an advertisement

tor that part of ths year. O. D.. Foulks.

The Forest and Sveeam is put to press each wepk on Tuesday.

Cosrespojideiice intended for publication should rp^ch u& «t tfe©
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THE COLORADO SYSTEM.
We print a suggestive communication from Mr. D.

C. Beaman, of Denver, in exposition of the Colorado

.system which permits the sale of imported game and

game from preserves, while at the same time forbidding

traffic in Colorado's native, wild game. The law provides

for an elaborate system of certificates, permits and

Jabels; and it is manifest that the actual operation of the

plan and the measure of safeguarding it gives the native

stock must depend upon how honestly and watchfully it

is administered. Mr. Beaman testifies that the operation

of the law has been entirely satisfactory to all concerned

and has afiforded almost perfect protection to Colorado

game and fish taken in the open field.

Massachusetts has had some experience quite in line

with that of Colorado with respect to the sale of brook

trout artificially propagated in trout ponds for the market.

It will be recalled that a few years ago the trout breeders

of that State made a sturdy fight to wrest from the

Legislature permission to market their cultivated fish in

February and March, which months are in the close sea-

son for wild brook trout; and this they have been doing,

in response to our inquiry as to the effect of this system

upon the wild trout supply and fishing for market, Capt.

J. W. Collins, chairman of the Fish Commission, tells

us that while it would be difficult to arrive at a definite

and satisfactory conclusion regarding the effect on the

sale of wild trout, without making an inquiry such as has

•not been attempted by the Commission, it is, however,

the opinion of those who have given some attention to

this matter that the general effect of the law is to de-

crease the demand for trout, and especially for wild trout.

Cultivated trout sell for from 25 cents to 35 cents per

jjound during February and March, and consequently

they have a material influence upon the prices for wild

trout after the first of April. Formerly, at the opening

of the season, wild trout sold for $1 per pound or there-

abouts; and even at the present time dealers offer about

25 cents per pound more for wild trout than for those

artificially reared. It is not probable that any wild trout

are sold before the first of April. The low price in Feb-

ruary and March would not be an inducement to parties

to catch wild trout for sale in those months. It is also

believed by some that the lack of the wild trout flavor

in the cultivated trout sold before April has a tendency

to prejudice some people against eating trout, and there-

fore, to decrease the demand for wild trout, as already

indicated, especially on the part of those who might fear

they would get artificially raised fish even when paying

the price for wild trout.

Manifestly, however, the case of a species of fish whose
stipply can be kept up artificially, and where the oper
market is provided in response to a demand for an out-

let for the artificial supply, is very different from th(

case of wild fish or wild game, which under open-markei
conditions will rapidly be depleted. While it may be
possible to keep the market filled with cultivated trout,

it is not possible, at this time, to supply the game market
with venison and quail and other birds from preserves.

There are no preserves to draw any adequate supply frorw.

An open game market, in this year 1901, generally
throughout the United States would mean a market
stocked with wild game. If that wild game does not
come from the open fields of the State in which the
market is situated, it must come from the open fields

of other States. But under existing laws, the le^timate
sources of supply in States where non-export laws do not
obtain are so restricted that they would not begin to.
stock the markets. We have come to a point in tiis
country to-day where there is not any considerable

amount of game capable of meeting the Colorado proviso

of being "lawfully imported," if we concede that as a

condition precedent to lawful importation into one State

it must have been lawfully exported from another State..

In any discussion, then, of open-mai'ket systems like

that of Colorado we must •eliminate as a possible factor

game imported from other States. This leaves for the

market supply the game bred in preserves. At the pres-

ent time the amount of game bred in preserves is so

insignificant that it, too, may be disregarded as a factor

in the problem; although the time may come when the

high prices paid for game as a luxury may stimulate the

infant industry of raising venLson and pheasants for

market, to such an extent that it will be worth while

providing an outlet for the supply.

Lintil that time shall have come, it will be a safe plan

to forbid the sale of game at all .seasons.

MICHIGAN WARDENS.

There never was a time in Michigan when there was as

much interest in game protection as there seems to be now.

The tracking snow coming just at the time of the deer

season, which had not occurred before for years, enabled

sportsmen to kill an enormous quantity of deer. This

has alarmed the people of the State, and they are pretty

nearly unanimous in asking for a law that will allow the

killing of but two deer by each sportsman taking out a

license or a permit to shoot, and that will absolutely pro-

tect does. The Michigan game warden system is a

failure so far as the local wardens are concerned, for

they are dependent upon the county boards of super-

visors for salary, and nine counties out of ten will not

fix a salary that would even pay a man's expenses.

There are a few counties that have voted $40 or $50 a

month, but that is all. The plan now under considera-

tion is to remodel the warden system, and to divide the

State into districts, with a warden for each district, who
shall receive his pay direct from the State. The entire

abolishment of spring shooting will be demanded. The
limit on brook trout will be increased from six to seven

inches in length, and possibly a limit on the number of

fish or birds that can be taken in one day, or fish from
any One stream, will be insisted upon. An effort will

also be made to close a certain portion of the Big Manis-
tee to all fishing, for the breeding and perpetuating of

the Michigan grayling. This portion of the stream is not

a trout stream, and there are very few trout in it; it is

strictly a natural grayling stream, on which the logging-

is a thing of the past so that the grayling really should
increase if prptected. Unless some such expedient of

providing a protected breeding ground shall be adopted
for the grayling the species is doomed to extinction in

Michigan waters.

THE NEW YORK COMMISSION.

In his message Governor Odell, of New York, recom-
mends many retrenchments and the reductions of various
commissions in order to secure economy. Among other
things, he recommends that the Forest Preserve Board
and Fish and Game Commission should be combined, so

that one commission of three members should take the
place of the present two commissions. He points out that

the salaries and office expenses of the Forestry, Fish and
Game Commission together with the expenses of publish-

ing reports last year amounted to $82,875, and this was ex-
clusive of the maintenance of hat<:heries and legal ex-
penses. The salaries and office expenses of the Forest
Preserve Board amounted to $14,000, and there was an
additional expenditure of $12,000 for counsel. The legal

work of the department, says the Governor, should be
performed by the Attorney-General. The combination
and reduction as recommended by Governor Odell would
amount to a saving of probably $35,000.

The recommendation is excellent, so far as it goes.
Entirely too much money is put into salaries and the
publication of expensive reports, while insufficient funds
are found for the pay. of game protectors and the actual

work the commissions are charged with doing. But
the change should be more radical and further reaching

than any' simple combination of the Forest Preserve
Board and the Fish and Game Commission. The duties

of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission are quite

distinct from those of the Forest Preserve Board;, in-

stead of combining the two, the better plan would be;to

abolish altogether the Forest, Fish and Game Commis-
sion as a commission, and to put in its place a ' State

fishculturist, a State game protector, and a shellfish

cornmissioner, provided the surveying of oyster lands and

the other duties belonging to the shellfish office cannot

be done by the public lands department. The State fish-

culturist could do independently all that is now done
by the State fishculturist under a board of five commis-

sioners; and the State game protector could do inde-

pendently all that is now done by him under direction of

a board of five commissioners. The two officers should

be entirely independent of one another and of control by

any board of commissioners
;
they should be free and un~

trammeled in their work, and it would be possible to hold

them individually responsible for the performance of

their duties. If the Legislature is desirous of retrench-

ment, it can here retrench much more radically than 'by

a combination of the two commissions, and it can* pro-

vide a much more efficient and satisfactory system, by

giving us the - independent game protector and fishcal-

turist.

SNAPSHOTS.
OJiio's list of game birds has recently been enriched

by the addition of two new species, "Japanese turkeys"

and "snow birds." The Cuvier Club, of Cincinnati,

prompted by the laudable desire to identify these new
species and to catalogue them scientifically, recently

conducted an examination into certain cold storage

vaults, said to harbor the turkeys and snow birds, and
with the aid of search warrants they secured a number
of the birds quite sufficient for identification. After

careful scrutiny, the Cuvier experts made oath that

the terms "Japanese turkey" and "snow bird" were noth-

ing in the world more than new-fangled names for a!

bird already well known in this country as Virginia

partridge, quail or Bob White. As a rule, the Cuviers

are glad to identify, without charge; any bird specimens
submitted to them; but in this case the dealers who had
the birds in possession were by certain provisions of the

Ohio law required to pay severally $25, $50, and $100
for their instruction in how to name game birds in close

season.

The second chapter of "Reminiscences," by Rowland E.
Robinson, printed to-day, will be followed by a third.

These were the last things written by Mr. RobinsOn—the
pleasant memories, near life's close, of the care-free days
of youth. The January number of the Atlantic Monthly
contains a sketch of Mr. Robinson, by Mrs. Julia R. C,
Dorr. It is an appreciation of the creator of Uncle Lisha,

Sam Lovel and the other characters which have taken
their secure place in the literature of New England, and
there is with it a description of the Robinson home,
which readers of the Danvis stories will be glad to have.

Mr. Willard G. Van Name makes the exeellent sug-
gestion that when offenders against the game laws' are

punished, the officials and interested individuals should
take pains to have the facts fully reported in the loeal

press, to the end that the public may be instructed in the
matter of game protection. It is a practicable and very
profitable plan. The average offender, who has been
made to pay a fine for shooting out of season, naturally

wants to hush up the affair and to avoid publicity. But
publicity is just what is essential, if the enforcement of

the law in individual cases is to be of instruction tp the

public.

We have frequently urged the enlistment of the local

paper as a most serviceable adjunct to the right protection
of fish and game. There is no other such power as the
home paper in a cause like this; and it Is an agency
which should be cultivated.

Twenty-nine buffalo were counted by scouts last winter
and there were possibly ten more in the Park not seen.
This is the census of the buffalo made by Gapt Geo.
M. Goode, Acting Superintendent of the Yellowstone
National Park. This is an almost hopeless remnant,
yet Capt. Goode is of opinion that with the establishment
of hew scouting stations the Stock may yet be preserved
and that it will increase,

,
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Reminiscences.—II.

At one time in Jim's fatherless boyhood he was quar-
tered with a benevolent old uncle and aunt who, though
as poor as himself and hard pinched to provide for a large
flock of their own, alwaj^s bad bit and sup and shelter for
the poor orphan. Sometimes he spent a few days with
some of his other relatives, of whom he had an uiilimited
circle, all on the same unvarying level of shiftlessness and
poverty. He had been staying a week with one of them,
when, having in some way become possessed of a couple of
charges of powder and shot, he borrowed a cousin's old
flintlock musket and set forth early one bright October
morning on a grand hunt. The larder was low, and the
hour was before the family's irregular breakfast lime, so
that he found but a scant lining of remnants for his
stomach, yet he carried a light heart and there was a
prospect of many apple orchards in his route.
There were upland and lowland from which to make

choice of hunting ground, and the chance of getting shots
at flocks of duck with his limited stock of ammunition
made him soon decide in favor of them against the few
shots he might have at single partridges or gray squir-
rels, for all the frequent orchards and clear water of the
hillside springs.

So he turned his back on the hills and followed one
stream in all its windings through the half-swampy woods
to the marshes by the lake, crept stealthily up to every
known duck hole, as the stagnant, dead creeks are called,

which are old channels that in some way have become
choked and abandoned by the stream. Being hidden from
the main stream when grown up with all manner of
water plants, they were favorite resorts of wood duck and
teal. All the way 10 the lake on one side of the stream
and all the way back on the other, Jim hunted faith-
fully; but to his sad disappointment he found nothing to
expend a charge on, until he came to a pair of green-
winged teal, sitting on a sand spit in the s.ream, and as
it was near the end of his return trip, he thought two
teal in hand worth more than a possible chance of a
flock. Taking careful aim he swept the sand spit bare of
life, gathered in his game and improved the last oppor-
tunity of a draught from the tepid stream, though he
knew it would only increase his thirst, and set forth
across dry, flat fields for the head waters of the Slang,
where he thought ihe unaccountable flocks might have
congregated.

iHe had not reckoned without his host, for when he
came in sight of the objective place he saw several dark,
moving bodies dotting the sheen of the distant water, and
nearer approach revealed the logs of driftwood all

crowded with sleeping wood ducks.
His parched throat and his collapsed stomach were

forgotten, and he at once began a long roundabout ad-
vance to the cover of a low-branched oak. iHe reached
it, his shins sore with bruises and his palms smarting
with thistles, but he counted such discomforts nothing
since he had not alarmed the game of which there was
so much that he suffered an embarrassment of riches.
Every open patch of water and duckweed among the
sedges was filled with bunches of wood ducks and teal

feeding on various water plants and fallen wild rice, while
here and there a few big black ducks lorded it over their
smaller brethren, and every log held a rank of full-fed
dozing wood ducks. One of these logs lying in slightly

quartering range from Jim's hiding place, seemed to offer
the surest target, and wi h a heart quaiking with dread
of a misfire, he took careful aim and pulled the trigger.

iFlint, steel and priming faithfully performed their ap-
pointed parts, and Jim's heart was fluttering in a com-
motion little short of that into which the ducks were
thrown. Some of them threshed the water in a flurried
attempt to rise; others jostled each other in the air

above; some tumbled out of the thick of them, wounded
to death, and struggled feebly among their dead com-
panions.
_He saw at a glance that there were enough to satisfy

him, and when he gathered them, ten in all, he was puffed

_ up with pride at the thought of showing them to his
uncle's family, iHe was glad to remember, too, that they
ate wild ducks, while his cousin's people d'd not, being
rather fastidious, eating mud turtles, but drawing the line

on wild ducks. They would be glad of the feathers, how-
ever, and so he could con ribute something to the com-
fort of both. Thinking of his two homes made him re-
member how hungry he was, and made him crave the
frugal fare of either. The uncle's little gray house being
nearer—indeed, its roof was in sight across the broad, flat

fields—he chose ii, and made his weary way toward it.

Weary enough it was, with the October sun blazing down
with midsummer fervor, the musket and the precious
string of ducks, swaying and wobbling in spite of any
adjustment, growing heavier at every step. iHis lusty
youthful appetite gnawed savagely at his empty stomach,
to which noth'ng had gone since early morning save a
few bunches of sour frost granes and tepid water that
had only increased his thirst. His chosen route had led
him away from apples and springs. If he could but have
the run of Aunt Amy's garden, it seemed as if a raw
turnip or carrot would satisfy him, or that he could
almost eat one of the new fashioned tomatoes a few peo-
ple were learning to like.

Aunt Amy was the neighborhood nurse and doctor for
the peonle of her class, and cultivated medicinal herbs to
supply her materia m^dica' with what she could not find

in fields and woods. The animal kingdom also was called
on to contribute a small but important share. Having
assisted many mortals into the world, she felt in duty
bound to helo them keen a foothold in it, in soite of all

its sin and sorrow and toil and poverty. In batt'ing with
that subtlest foe of infancv. the crouo. one of her most
trusted weapons was skunk's oil. and as she could not
ra'se skunks like hoarhmind. nor gathpr it in the fields

likse lobelia, she denended on her son^ Pat, and his little

dog iRing. to sunnly that wnnt. Pat's method of hunt-
ing wa^ =;imn'p and sncce=sfi'l. Armed with a club and
attended by Rmg. a bri^k little prick-eared, bob-tailed,
brindled and ring-necked dog of no breed, he would go
r»ngin| thp ppen fields of a moonlight night wptil Ring be-

gan yelping, when Pat would hasten to him, often guided
more by smell than hearing, and find Ring baying the
skunk. The race had been to the swift, but the battle was
not to the strong, for Pat rushed in, shouting and swearing
to fit the occasion, and ended the fray with a single blow
of his club.

iNow Pat had been out on such an expedition the night
before with a like successful issue. The quarry was un-
usually fat, and its passing was attended by far less than
the usual demonstrations. Aunt Amy tried out the oil

at once before the open fire. When that was done the
meat looked and smelled so nice that Judy, the oldest

daughter, would hear to nothing but keeping it to feed

Ring, being sure he would not recognize it 'ji its present
state. So she quartered it neatly and set it on the low
roof of the hen house to cook
When Jim came plodding across the field in the rear, the

tempting pan ofmeat was the first and most interesting

object that his hungry eyes dwelt xipon. When he came
near enough for a close inspection, he could not guess
what it was. It could scarcely be pig or lamb, for whence
were such luxuries come to his uncle's frugal board, un-
less some wholesale accident of broken legs had befallen

the farmhouse li.ters or flocks? It looked and smelled
good enough for either, and when he tasted a bit by the
aid of his jackknife he was cohtent to remain in doubt as

to kind or source, if he might but get his fill of it. This
he proceeded to do with such celerity as threatened the

speedy reduction of the visible contents of the pan to a

beggarly array of bones.

Judy came outdoors for an arrnful of wood, and, very
naturally, casting an eye to the experimental dog meat,
was astonished to see jim making way with it. After a
gasp of surprise, she shouted back in a voice that could
be heard half a mile oft':

"Oh, good land's sake alive, maw, Jim's eatin' up all

Ring's skunk meat."
Jim dropped the thigh bone he was gnawing with great

relish, his hunger suddenly appeased, as Aunt Amy
waddled to the door, calling out in her drawling, motherly
voice, heard above Judy's yells of laughter : "Never he
mind Jeems, he may eat all the skunks the' be if he's a

min' tu ! Naow come right in here an' git some cold
b'iled cabbage and 'tater, poor dear child

!"

Jim was too tired of hearing of it ever to adopt skunk's
meat as a regular article of food, but he always declared
that he would not hesitate long between that and starva-

tion or even sharp hunger. Rowl.\nd E. Robinson".

"A Winter's Ride."
Chaklestown, N. H., Dec. 29.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Our visitors to New Hampshire, from the

cities, are usually summer birds of passage, who enjoy the

forests and streams in their flush of foliage and fullness

of flow, and many of them have no idea of the transitory

beauty which is occasionally pictured by a wintry storm.

Such a pic.ure I saw some three weeks ago, and wished
that 1 had been gifted with the artist's skilly and fur-

nished with his pencil, to transfer it to canvas. The
occasion was this : I had received a letter on Saturday
asking me to come over to Concord on iMonday to make
some engineering measurements for the Land & Water
Power Company, and I accordingly started across the

State iMonday afternoon. A cloudy morning had brought
rain at noon, and this changed to snow, as I took the

train at 3 P. i!VI.. By the time I reached the "height of

land" at ihe foot of Sunapee Lake it was very dark, and
the lake was undistinguishable in the whirl of

snowflakes. As we sped rapidly down the long de-

scent on the other slope toward the i^^erri^'lac Valley

nothing was to be seen except the occasional lights at a

small way station, and when we reached Concord we had
outrun the snow, and it was raining hard. The rain

continued all the evening, and the pavements of the main
street glittered in the electric lights from the hotel and
street lamps as I looked out while smoking my cigar after

supper.

In the evening my friend who had sent for me came in

to say that an accident to the machinery in the after-

noon had precluded all possibility of making the desired

experiments, and there was nothing to do but to come
home in the morning and wait for repairs.

When I came down to breakfast the next morning the

snow had crossed the hills and reached Concord and was
falling fast.

I went down to the station at the usual hour and found
that the down train from Claremont, on which I was
to return, had not got in, and when it did come it was
fairly plastered with snow. I took my seat in the srnoker

and. we started back, rather behind time, but with a

smooth track, which the down train had cleared, and were
soon making good time. Here my picture began to de-

velop. When the road was built all the low lands in the

Contoocook Valley were covered with a heavy growth of

pine, and one section of them has always been known as

the Old iMast Yard, the pines on it having been especially

reserved in the old colonial days for the use of the Royal
Navy. Here the pine has all been cut, and the ground is

growing up wi.h a crop of white birch and'scrub oak.

The long, slender birch saplings, loaded with the damp
snow, were bending toward the ground in all sorts of

graceful curves, one actually startling by an unexpected
swish against the car window as we sped by, and the stiffer

oaks were all drooping their branches. It was not, how-
ever, until we reached the foothills of the backbone of the

State that the full beauty appeared. Here we struck the

region of spruces, hemlocks and firs, and every tree was a
picture of itself. Each branch, fairly loaded with the

damp, clinging snow, drooped like a great plume of white
ostrich feather, the northerly side of every tree was
covered with a thick poultice of damp snow, while the

leeward sides were bare and brown, giving a contrast to

the picture.

All the old boulders along the track were coated in the

same way on the windward side, but bare and black to

leeward, and as we climbed up steep slopes and curves
along Sunapee iMountain, we looked down on to a snow-
white forest of treetops. The summit cut at Newburj' was
bare of snow on the north side, but loaded with huge
dripping icicles, which contrasted with the rocks, and
Sunapee Lake was a smooth white plain. Every tele-

graph wire was as hie as a broomstick, aod where two

hung near together, the coats had united into a roll as
large as a man's arm. The deserted boat landing was
festooned with drooping snowdrifts from every eave and
cornice, and not a sign of life was anywhere visible.
The storm here began to slack, and when we reached the
Connecticut River, was practically over, but the picture
of it will long remain in my memory.

In discussing the subject of accidental shooting by
mistake for deer, much is said about the color of clothing.
Why not revert to first principles—to the good old days
of "iMerrie England" and Robin Hood—and adopt "Lin-
coln green"? It will certainly not be mistaken for a deer's
coat, and will be as good a concealment among the ever-
greens as any shade of brown or tan color. I had a jacket
made of green cloth some twenty years ago, which has
now gone the way of all garments, and I shall probably
never need another, but it seems to me that such a colored
coat would save many misiakes.
A Happy New Year to all readers and correspondents

of Forest and Stream, and long life to the paper itself.

The Christmas Number was an immense one. Von W.

In Frontier Days*—!!

The Escape of Longhair.

_
The wolfers were unhappy. Several weeks had elapsed

since they vowed to make old Splayfoot, the grizzly, pay
for his thieving with his life, but still the sly old' brute
roamed the valley unharmed. Their hunters' pride had
received a serious blow, and all three had become quite ill-

tempered over the situaJon. The Scribbler during the
early days of the hunt had discovered the bear digging
into an ant hill, and had emptied the magazine of his
Henry rifle at him, with no effect except to make the old
fellow run for the hills at his utmost speed. It will be
remembered that Ben had missed a standing shot at its

head and neck, but that did not prevent him"from saying
cutting things about the youth's markmanship, and Jack,
returning every evening from a long and fruitless hunt,
never failed to give his opinion of hunters whose gun
muzzles wabbled like a quaking asp leaf in the wind.
Nearly every day during this time one or another of the
men, and some.imes all three, had found fresh signs of
Splayfoot, so they knew he had not left the country.
He seemed to be at home on both sides of the river,
swimming back and forth as he pleased, and evidently he
was a great traveler, for as far as they had been up and
down the stream they had found his tracks along the
sand bars. Laiterly, despairing of finding him by the
ordinary methods of still-hunting, the hunters had killed
and left in likely places a few head of antelope and deer
and a buffalo or two for bait ; but the result had been only
a few meals for the wolves and coyotes. Other bears had
been seen, several had been killed, but as for Splayfoot
the only tangible thing about him was his tracks. No
doubt all three of the hunters wished they had not been
so rash with their vows. Had any one of them proposed
to call the hunt off, the others would have readily agreed
to it. But there was the rub; none wished to be the first

to show the white feather, so the hunt was kept up with
dogged persistence.

One evening the Scribbler was watching the sun gild
the towering dykes and cliffs as it went down in a blaze of
crimson glory. The game of all kinds had mostly been to
water, and now singly in little groups and in bands was
leaving the river and grazing slowly up the slopes of the
valley. Suddenly a bunch of buffalo on the opposite shore
of the river stampeded, raced up the steep bank and dis-
appeared in the cloud of dust their sharp hoofs raised.
The cause of their fright was soon evident, for a moment
later a lone man stepped out where they had been and
looked around- "Indians at last," said the Scribbler to
himself; but a glance through the telescope proved that
he was wrong—the stranger was a white man. The
Scribbler hurried down to the cabin to notify his partners,
and a moment later they all started out in the boat to
interview him. As soon as the traveler saw them he
stopped, and leaning on his rifle, awaited their approach.
He was about as wild and odd looking a .specimen of
humanity as the Scribbler ever ran across, and during a
long life on the frontier he has seen some pretty queer
ones. The stranger's hair and beard had apparency not
been cut for a very long time, and hung far down on his
shoulders and bosom in fluff}', wavy, well-combed masses;
both were a golden, glistening yellow. He was very tall,

more than 6 feet, very lean and slender, and his buck-
skin shirt and trousers fitted him as gracefully as a gunny
sack would a bean pole; his footwear was a pair of huge
.shapeless deer shank moccasins. But his clothing, his
face and hands were absolutely clean, something quite un-
usual in a country where soap was seldom considered a
necessity; even his dingy old hat looked as if it had been
freshly scoured.

"Hi, stranger," Ben called out. resting on the oars;
"what's the best word an' where ye bound?"
"Bound anj'where," the traveler replied: "anywhere to

git away from the Injuns an' find some terbacker. Got
anv?"
"Sure !"

The stranger bounded into the stream and waded out
to\yard the approaching boat. "For God's sake," he ex-
claimed, "give us a chaw quick

!"

Ben handed him his plug, and standing there waist deep
in the water he bit off a large chunk of it, shut his eyes
and breathed a deep sigh of ecstatic relief. "Who'd 'a'

thought it?" he said, presently, waving the plug in the
air and then returning it to Ben wiJi a courtly bow.
"Who'd 'a' thought it? A minnit ago sufferin' torments
an' now transported to the seventh heaven o' earthly bliss,
as the preacher says. Stranger, I thank ye."

All hands returned to the cabin, and the wolfers set a
lot of food before the newcomer. He ate ravenously.
When he had finished and had been supplied with a plug
of tobacco. Jack suggested that he should tell something
of his adventures. "You spoke of getting awav from the
Injuns." he sa"d. "Have they been botherin' of you?"
"They have." the stranger replied. "He who boasteth

his pride shall have a fall, as the preacher says, an' me,
Longhair, fer twenty years a wanderer over these here
plains an' mountains of the West, I'm the feller. I
bragged that the Injuns couldn't git the best o' me,' an*
they've sot me plumb afoot,"
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"I come up to the Yellowstone from Green River this

spring, but they was too many Grows a-trappin' an'
a-prowlin' roun' thar, so I jest packed up ag'in an' lit

out fer the Missouri, 'Bout twenty mile below here I

found a place what suited me—chock full o' beaver, all

kinds o' game in the bottom, nary a sign o' Injuns, nor
nothin' 'cept a steamboat traA^elin' up or down onct in a
while. Right here, I says, ole Longhair makes his home,
an' I went to work an' put up a cabin out o' green logs, an'
built a corral 'longside it to put my stock in o' nights. I

had four head—three pack mules an' a rattlin' good saddle
horse. It didn't take me long to build the outfit, an' I

moved in. Safe again, I says. Injuns can't burn nie
out, logs is too green, an', anyway, I'm inside, here's a lot

o' port holes to shoot through, an' I'd like to see 'em
git the stock out o' that corral.

'Wal, secin' as they wa'n't no trappin' to be done until

cold weather, I built me a go-devil and worked hard all

summer snakin' out firewood fer the steamboats, but the
water has been so low that mighty few of 'em ever got
above Gow Island, so I didn't sell much, jest about enough
to pay fer my winter's grub 'n' a case o' ca'iridges. Them
steamboat fellers knows how to charge. Thirty dollars
fer a sack o' flour, by gosh.

"T'other mornin' I was prowlin' 'round on the hills, an'
the first thing I knowed an Injun popped up on a ridge
'bout half a mile oi¥; they was twenty-five or thirty on
'em—a war party afoot. They see me as quick as I did
them, and scattered out to try and surround me. But I'm
consid'able on the run myseit and I just flew down into
the bottom., drew my stock into the corral and then into
the cabin I went 'n' fastened the door and \vaitcd fer 'em
to come up. They didn't come though, no closter 'n the
timber, about 200 yards ol¥. I seen 'em sneakin' along
the edge of it, an' give 'em a couple o' shots fer luck, but
they didn't shoot back. Wal, I kept walkin' from one
wall o' the cabin to another all day, a-peekin' out 0' my
port holes, but couldn't see anything more of 'em. I
knowed well enough, though, that they was down in the
timber, or under the river bank, whar I went to git water.
That's what worried me—water. Both buckets was
empty, and after my run I was dryer 'n a fish, 'n' I dasn't
go after any. I had a little vinegar, 'bout a cupful, 'n' I
took a swaller o' that onct in a while, but 'twan't no good.
"A little after dark 'n' jest afore the moon raised, the

scoundrels opened fire, an' the way the bullets plunked
into the logs was a caution. I fired back fast as I could,
now from one wall, 'n' now from another, aimin' at the
flash o' their guns, and prettA^ soon the moon came up 'n'

'twas so light they sneaked back 'n' quit shootin'. They'd
killed two o' my mules, but nary a bullet come in the
cabin. Wal, you bet I didn't sleep none. I kept a-watchin'
out all night 'n' expected they'd sure make another rush
toward mornin', but they didn't. As soon as it got day-
light I seen a smoke down in the timber. Gittm' some
breakfast, be ye? says I. Well, seein' that's the case, I'll

take chances 'n' try 'n' git some water. I was so dry my
throat was crackin' 'n' my tongue v/as all swelled up.
It was about thirty yards to the river where I had a trail

down the bank. Mebby they's some on 'em layin' fer
me down there, I sez. If they be, they'll pot 'me sure, 'n'

I kind o' wilted, 'n' sot down fer a while. Thinkin' over
the risk, somehow or another I didn't seem to be so
thirsty as I was a vdiile back. But by 'n' by the cravin'
come on ag'in worse'n ever, 'n' I got up 'n' tore 'round
that cabin like a wild man, 'n' a-sufferin' the tortures o'

the damned, ez the preacher said. Water or die, I says
after a while, 'n' I grabbed my gun 'n' throwed open the
door. They was nothin' in sight, so I picked up a bucket
an' started out. I hadn't got away from the cabin three
steps when I see somethin' flash in the sage brush 'n' grass
on the edge o' the bank. 'Sun shinin' on a gun bar'l,' I

says ; 'git back fer yer life,' an' I got. But afore I could
run in 'n' shut the door, they was three shots fired, 'n'

three bullets come ker plunk into the cabin wall. Dis-
cretion is the best part o' valor, as the preacher says, says
I. I ain't a bit thirsty, gol dum ye

!

" 'Yes I be,' I says, after a while. 'What's the use o'

lyin'? I be thirsty; my God, I'm thirsty,' 'n' I com-
menced tearin' aroun' the cabin ag'in. The vinegar was all

drunk up. I hunted aroun' an' found some pam killer,

r tasted on't an' smashed the bottle ag'in the fireplace.

How I got through that day without goin' plumb crazy
is more 'n I can account for.

"Night come. I'd made up my mind what to do~
what I had to do. I filled two belts with cartridges an'
put 'em on; then I set the whole case, about 1,400 of 'em.
in the back end 0' the fireplace, 'n' piled wood on top an'
in front of 'em ready to light. I pulled off my shoes, tied
my hat 011 good, siuck a match to the shaviii's in the
fireplace, 'n' then grabbin' my gun 'n' with my heart in
my throat, I pulled the door open an' lit out fer the river,
quarterin' down like below my water trail. Say, you
oughter heard the guns pop, flash here, flash there, bing,
bang all around; but nary a bullet struck me. I got to
the bank all right and dove ofif head first, stayin' under
jest as long as I could hold my breath. When I come up
I slung my gun on to my back with this here piece o' raw-
hide I'd put on, 'n' lit out fer the other shore, swimmin'
mighty low 'n' slow, so as not to make any ripple in the
water. The Injuns never seen me after I jumped; they
run along the bank hollerin' 'n' a-jabberin' an' a-shootin',
but by the time I struck the other side they'd give up the
hunt, 'n' from the light o' my fire streamin' out o' the
cabin door, I could see 'em pilin' in there to rob the place.
I was cold 'n' shiyerin', an' wanted to run 'n' git warm,
but they was a little trap over acrost I wanted to see
sprung, so I stood an' waited. 'They're eatin' my sugar
now,' I sez, 'n' my 'lasses, 'n' jest havin' a terrible fine
time. I wonder if that case o' ca'tridges ain't ever goin'
to go oft? It did. A big streak o' fire shot up through
the chimbley 'n' out the door, 'n' then ker blim she went,
'n' then all was dark. Man! how them Injuns did yell

' fer a minit, 'n' holler 'n' howl, 'n' I jest yelled back 'n'

haw-hawed 'n' cussed 'em, 'n' then I lit out 's fast as I
could in my bare feet up the river. When mornin' come I
killed a deer ,'n' while I was roastin some o' the ribs I
made these here shank moccasins ; then I got along better.
Wal, that's my story. If the Injuns did run me out, I
bet I sent some on 'em to the happy huntin' ground."

"Longhair," Ben exclaimed, "you're all right! That
was the slickest tricK I ever heard of. You sure must 'a'

killed a lot of 'em."

"I expect I did," he replied. "Ef I am afoot an'
busted, I believe I played even on 'em."
"Never mind about bein' broke," Ben continued.

"Here's lots o' grub 'n' ca'tridges 'n' strychnine, 'n' they's
lots o' wolves prowlin' round jest achin' to be poisoned.
Yer a rustler all right, 'n' so fur as I'm consarned yer can
go in whacks on the hull business."

'Sure,'' Jack exclaimed, thumping the table.

'Gertainly you are welcome," echoed the Scribbler.
"Fellers," said Longhair, rising and shaking hands

solemnly all around, and there was a tremor in his voice,
"Fellers, all I kin say is, yer white. Old Longhair will
do his best. The preacher said they was a silver linin' to
every cloud, 'n' by gosh he didn't tell no lie."

The wolfers laughed at his quaint expression, and pres-
ently they all turned in in good spirits.

"Well," queried the Scribbler next morning, "what is

the programme for to-day? Another hunt for Splay-
foot ?"

"Splayfoot?" Longhair asked. "Who's he?"
"He's a bear." Ben replied, "a dod gasted, cripple-footed,

low down bear that we've been tryin' to kill fer a month or
more. But he 'pears to be smarter 'n we are. If it wan't
that he swiped 'n' eat our sheep meat, 'n' that we've foun'
his^ tracks sunk deep in the sand 'n' mud, I'd swear he
ain't no b'ar at all, nothin' but a phantom, a ha'nt, a
shadder as ye might say, fer I had a fair 'n' square shot
at him at 30 feet 'n' missed, never teched hide or hair,
'n' Scrib, here, emptied his Imll magazine at him; result,
nothin'."

"Is his right hind foot flopped around sideways?"
Longhair asked,

"It is ; the track of it reaches clear across to the tracks
of his left feet."

"It's him!" Longhair said. "It's him sure; he was
hangin' aroun' my place off 'n' on all summer, 'n' swiped
my good meat several times, but I never got to see nothin'
more of him than bis tracks."
"Wal," Ben concluded, "ye can amuse yerself by huntin'

fer him ag'in
; ye've got to learn the country 'n' the trails

about here anyhow, 'n' while yer pokin' aroun' just keep
yer eye peeled fer him."

It was another blank day, as usual, so far as Splayfoot
was concerned. In fact, none of the wolfers found any
fresh signs of him, and it was thought he had left the
vicinity for a time, and perhaps for good and all.

•

"Boys," said Ben. after the supper dishes had been
washed and the wolfers sat in front of the fireplace lazily
smoking. "Boys, I've been thinkin' all day about the
close call Longhair here had. Now suppose a war party
was to sneak in an' surround us, how long do you think
we would last if they staj^ed with it? We've only got one
bucket, an' half the time that's empty; consequence is.

sooner or later we'd have to make a break, an' right there
we'd git our lights put out. Here's thick brush right in
front o' the door fer 'em to lay in, an' a nice hill
just back o' the cabin for 'em to cache behind, an' we
wouldn't stand no show at all." \

"That's right," Jack allowed. "If they come an' just
laid low fer a few days, they'd soon carry off our top
knots. Oh, well, we've got to take chances."

"Yes, take chances an' trust to luck, as the preacher
said," Longhair commented.
"Here we be," Ben continued, "just naturally sur-

rounded by Injuns, Assinnaboines, Gros Ventres an' Crees
north of us; Yanktonais an' other Sioux to the east.
Cheyennes an' Grows on the south, an' the cussed
Piegans to the west. It's tlie biggest wonder in the world
some on 'em ain't tackled us a'ready; sooner or later they
will, an' I believe I've got a scheme to beat 'em. We can
dig a small tunnel from the river to come out right in this
here cabin. It's only 31 yards. I stepped it to-day, an'
that s nothin' fer old miners like us. Now then, what do
yoi\ all say?"
The others thought it an excellent plan, and the next

morning all went to work with a will. There was only
one shovel and one pick in the camp, but they were kept
gomg steadily turn about. Jack built a barrow to trans-
port the dirt, making the wheel of a cut of cottonwood
log bound with rawhide, and the body of a buffalo hide
laced to the handles. Work was commenced near the
edge of the water in the face of the high cut bank, and as
the earth was wheeled out and dumped it was carried
down stream by the deep, swift current. A progress of 15
feet was made the first day, but thereafter the work went
more slowly. In two weeks, however, the barrow was
completed, and the exit at the river was concealed by a
pile of beaver cuttings and drift wood which the wolfers
gathered with their boat. In the cabin the entrance to the
tunnel was directly under the table. Some short stick-?
and grass, covered with a thin laver of dirt, effectually
concealed it.

While the work was in progress one or another of the
wolfers had been out on the hills each day to look for
Indian sign since the arrival of Longhair, and with his
narrow escape in mind, they had become more cautious.
At sunset especially, the movement of the game was
closely observed. So long as the herds grazed or wan-
dered quietly about, there was nothing to fear, for in those
days a war party could not have traveled half a mile in
that country without alarming several bands of lauffalo or
antelope or deer, which would have gone scampering awaym all directions. They were the wolfers' barometer of
safety and danger. Splayfoot had evidently left the coun-
try, Jack claiming that Longhair's appearance had scared
him out.

"The chances is," that worthy said, "that he's hangin'
around my cabin down the river feastin' on Injun meat
We'll have to go down thar some day an' find out what
did really happen when that case o' cartridges busted."

The Scribbler.

The Country of the Horse.
On a vacant lot near my house m the city of Washing-

ton a rough-haired pony is pastured this winter, every
mild day, and as I pass him he is a recurrent joy to me,
because he looks so much like a Rocky Mountain cayuse.
He picks aimlessly at the long dry grass, or stands, a
iraudulent counterieit of misery, as he looks at me
through the tangled forelock which covers his mournful
eyes. Well do I know that appealing gaze. Have I not
seen it in the eyes of every rascally pack horse in British
Columbia, the land where horses work one day a week
and stuff themselves the other six! The fatter and lazier
the horse, the more tearful and woe-begone the eye.
It is worth going there to see them. As you journey
tlirough the valleys, between the stupendous peaks, it

looks as if there were twenty horses to everj' log house,
and a few dozen thrown in for good measure, in every
creek bottom where the bunch grass grows rank. To
whom do they belong? Like the log huts, the mournful
and over fed cayuses are the property, not of white men.
but of the Indians, who live, perhaps, the easiest lives
of any people in North America. In the great valley of
the Frazer for instance, there are uncounted miles of
horse feed on the hills, and tincounted myriads of salmon
run up the Green Mountain rivers. There is a little gold
in the river banks, and Mrs. Siwash and her daugiiter
can wash out gold enough to pay for a calico gown any
summer day. Not enough money in it to tempt a white
man. Thei^e are richer fiekte for him. But the British
Golumbia Indian, simple and easy-going, finds a living

almost as readily as do the horses that find pasturage
everywhere, and like him take no thought of the morrow.
Of course some of those horses get roped in, and make

assiduous all summer journeys to Peace River, laden with
flour bags and whiskey, toiling up and down the dizzy
mountain paths, week in and out, to the sound of a tink-

ling bell. Others go on hunting trips, and snort with
futile indignation when compelled to transport deceased
wild animals. But even these unfortunates revel in weeks
and months of leisure, and chew the grass of idleness, un-
impressed by scenery whose appalliirg magnitude makes
tourists gasp.
Speaking of scenery and mountain trails, a New York

paper had a story Sunday, in words and figures following:

Theodore Roosevelt is about to face a lest of his bravery more
trying than San Juan Hill. After retiring from his present office

he will go next month to hunt bear and mountain lion in the Little
Book Cliff me.sa in C'olorado. The trail by which this mesa is

approached is considered by old hunters to offer the greatest test
of nerve in Colorado. Many of those who try it are carried back
fainting. The hunter has to ride along a path of crumbling rock
2 feet vviide, with a precipe 2,500 feet deep at his side.
Here Governor Roosevelt will have to pass, with no cheering

regiment and none of the pomp of war to encourage him, and only
the calmest and coolest kind of courage will sustam him.
A momentary faihne of the nerves will leave him a shapeless

thing at the bottom of an abyss 2,500 feet deep. Those who know
it, hold this a trial of courage compared to ^yhich ordinary warfare
is child's play.
The old hands are making bets among themselves as to whether

the renowned and ferocious "Teddy" will pass over the tr^ with-
ovit attempting to "crawl."

Now, wouldn't that give you the croup? All men who
have hunted in the mountains know about those trails,

where "a single misstep," etc. There are only about a
million such places in the West, all alike, with slight varia-
tions. I suppose tlie average horse trail on the side of a
canon, anywhere from Patagonia to the Yukon, is about
two feet in the clear, and if the cayuse should go crazy
and walk off the side, it would make no practical differ-

ence whether the fall was twenty-five feet or twenty-five
hundred feet, if there were rocks at the bottom. But
after some experience on horseback in that country you
learn that the passenger cayuse is as safe as the Chemical
Bank of New York City. When you are on level ground,
among bushes, your horse may try to scrape you off by
rubbing up against the saplings; but where the way is

narrow and the view precipitous, the rough-haired little

mountain horse is, from, pureh^ selfish motives, a model
of conservatism and prudence, asking of you only that
you sit steady. And Theodore Roosevelt knows the
breed. For all the danger of that Colorado trail, would
to God I might ride it every day.
As for the little horse that is my neighbor, in the vacant

city lot, I wonder what he would think if he could be
transported to British Columbia, and be ridden by some
moon-faced Indian girl in a calico frock, sitting astride

like a little man? Or, the next day, to be turned up a

steep trail, with an Indian hunter's luggage on his back?
Or the Indian himself, and a rusty rifle, model of 1873,
under the Indian's right leg? All this in the shadow of

the glorious mountains. Happy the horse, or the man,
whose daily companions are the mountains, and the In-
dians. There are worse things than Indian girls, and
rifles model 1873. Feederic Irland.

A Small Cook Book
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Take inventory of the good things in this issue

of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was
given last week..' Count on what is to come next
week. Was there ever in all the world a more
abundant weekly store of sportsmen's reading?
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For Our Clufa Houseo

Chapter II.—Dinner.

The man who is coming in to dinner to-night has been
chained to business in the city until he lost his appetite,

and to-day he has tramped twenty miles and found it

again. So you good heartedly set to work to get hiin up a
good dinner, and spoil the whole thing by giving him too
many things—meat, chicken, potatoes, turnips, beans, apple
pie, preserves, hot biscuit, tomatoes, mixed pickles and so
on, ad infinitum. He really wants but half of these. Give
him a broiled beefsteak, a baked potato, some tomatoes, a
cup of coffee and some dessert and a little cheese. Broil
the steak over a clear, hot fire. The secret of bro'ling a

beefsteak is to make it very hot at first, so as to bake it

into a crust outside and thus retain the juices of the
meat. A good way to cook the tomatoes is as follows:
Put them in a flat baking dish along with some lumps of
butter, salt and pepper, and about a teaspoonful of sugar,
together with a layer of fine bread crumbs over the top
with a few more lumps of butter. Bake in a hot oven
until the bread crumbs are browned, and even blackened
at the edges. Serve in the pan as it comes out of the
oven. A word about bread. Most country folks bake
bread too little. They stop when the crust is a light
brown. It is sure to be better if baked to a dark browji
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on the bottom and a pronounced black on top. I would
tell you how to make hot biscuit, but I do not know how
myself. I can make good ones, it is true, but there is a
lady who lives at St. Clair, Mo., who makes the best in

the world. They are a cross between soda biscuit and
rolls, both yeasc and soda being used in the "mix,"_ but
she tried to tell me how it was done once and it didn't

work, so I shall have to go back there and watch her
do it before I can tell you about them. In my next
chapter I will tell you how to roast a duck, stuff a

turkey and fry a chicken (I went to Baltimore to find

out about the chicken business). George Kennedy.

The Fowlei^s Dteam.
1 AM sitting burning incense at tlae shrine of Nick O'Teen,

In a polished brier censer, with a smooth and glossy sheen,

And a fire crackles brightly on a bed of glowing coals,

Throwing fitful fleeting shadows, like a dance of tortured souls.

O'er the sturdj', rough-hewn studding of the shooting lodge's walls,

Tothe sound of dismal howling as the Night Wind blows in squalls.

In the hollows 'tween the studding rows or guns on dress parade,

Mutely stand at stiff "attention," silhoutted in the shade.

And. the roaring, restless Ocean plays a drowsy lot of tunes

As it's combers crash in thunder in their battle 'gainst the dunes.

m * « * * * * * •

Spiral shafts of smoke ascending from the ample chimney place

Take on form and fact and featurg till they seem to fill the space.

And 1 see before me standing, quite unharmed amid the flame.

That delightful feathered fellow, most esteemed of all the game.

Yes, a canvasback confronts me, but, O! wonder and amaze,

His proportions are enormous as he stalks before the blaze!

For he waddles from the chimney and he towers full six feet.

And his strong gray wing restrains me, when I seek to fly my seat.

Then a troop of others follow—brave lieutenants of his race

—

Till their serried ranks are filling ev'ry corner, nook and space;

Then the Captain turns upon me, and with speech distinct and clear

Tells my doom with cruel calmness, while the ranks all echo

"Hear!"

"listen well, O luckless fowler, while I read yonr sentence thus:
" 'Many years you've shot our brothers, you'll now furnish sport

for usl

With your predatory habits, you've gone deeply in our debt,

And you must admit in fairness eye for eye is good law yet.'
"

Then the ranks were quickly broken, and each canvas seized a gun,

On the glowing embers stacked them, watched them burning, one

by one,

Till the Captain: "Ammunition, that is needed now, my braves!

Ere we send our man-bird flying high in air o'er stormy waves."

Soon with wings and feet propelling, cartridge cases there were

brought,

And to pile them on the embers they with quick precision wrought.

When the shells were piled to suit them and ere they began to pop,

I was forced, tho' most unwilling, then and there to squat on top!

O'er mjr head the yawning chimney pointed straight up at the

moon.
And I knew the jolt was coming—coming strong and coming soon.

I could hear the Captain murmur, "Mark! incomers, overhead"

With a din that was infernal and a lurid flash of red,

I went shooting from the chimney, to'ard the moon I 'gan to soar.

And for this one fact was grateful—that the chimney 's not choke-

bore.

I went sailing swiftly upward, till at last it seemed to me
I was turning and was falling—falling swiftly to the sea.

;

Whirling downward, plunging seaward, with a speed as swift as

light»«•»»•**
Well now, bless me, I've been dozing, and my pipe is out—good-
night. Robert Erskine Ross (Culpepper).
BoLSA Chica Club, Dec. 17.

The Thief Rivet Cotintfy,

Editor Forest and Stream:
In describing the Thief River country in your Christ-

mas Number, Charles Hallock makes some minor errors

which I would like to correct. St. Hillaire is not, as he

says, the terminus of the railroad in that direction. Thief

River Falls has been the terminus of the Great Northern

R. R. in that direction for the past eight years. From
there Reu Lake River is navigable to Red Lake, fifty miles

away in a straight line and ninety-seven by river. There

are several small steamboats that ply between Thief

River Falls and all points on Red Lake, and several miles

up some of its tributaries on the east side. This is the

only feasible route to Red Lake and the wilderness that

surrounds it. I have made the trip_ several times by

canoe before steamboats came in fashion.

Thief River Falls is one of the best towns in the whole
Northwest for one to strike when in search of sports

afield. Charles Robeck, of the Ogamah Hotel, will make
one feel at home while in town, and there is good game
country in any direction he may chance to stray. A new
field for muskallonge fishing is Red Lake and some of

its tributaries, especially Big Tamarack, east of the North
Lake. A number of them were taken last year (iQoq),

and there are said to be great shoals of them in and near

the mouth of Tamarack River. No accurate weights were

taken, but estimates ran all the way from 40 to 70 pounds.

I saw one that would measure 12 inches through the body

from back to brisket. It was taken by Mrs. Hans L.

Hanson, of Thief River Falls.

Mud Lake is not ten miles long, but only about four at

its greatest extent, and more than two at its least._ I have

drawn my canoe up and gone into camp on every island in

it, and in every grove that borders it. It is seldom that a

wagon can be driven to its shores on account of sur-

rounding marshes. It is thirty miles north of St. Hillaire,

and Thief Lake is ten miles north of it, making it

forty, and not fifteen, miles from St. Hilliare.

I have canoed over every rod of river or creek that was
big enough to float a canoe, and know the country very

well. In fact, the Thief River country is the place that

charms when others all fail, and is credited with many
of the red letter days of my field experience.

Heavy floods in the Thief River country made shoot-

ing impossible in the fall of 1900, so that it is likely there

will be great things in the way of game and fish next

year, and getting after it through the swamp and tangle

will furnish the recreation pined for. E. P. Jaques.

Elmo, Kan., Dec. 24,

Caribou Weights*
Washington, D. C, Dec. 27.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: A short time ago one of your correspondents
asked whether some of j'our readers could tell him the
weight of a caribou he had killed, as to which he could
give them no information other than the measurements
of the tanned hide. I do not think he will get many
answers to such a request, for I do not know just how
one would go about estimating the weight of an animal
from such data. While an animal is alive the skin is not
at the same tension over different parts of the body, and
while it may be possible t® get at the creature's weight
approximately, say by the old rule of multiplying the
square of the girth in feet by five times the length in

inches and dividing by 21, this cannot be done with the

stretched and tanned hide, the measurements of which
would not give correct ideas of the length and girth.

The term length as used here means the distance from
between the ears to the root of the tail. Caribou stags

killed, as I suppose the one your correspondent wrote
about was, in the fall or rutting season have their necks
swollen or puffed out to abnormal dimensions. I killed

one some years ago which stood 41/2 feet high at the

withers, the girth of the body back of the shoulders being

4 feet 10 inches, while that of the neck at its base was 51

inches. As it lay on the ground, Richard LeBceuf, the

guide, and I estimated its weight by sight as 400 to 450
pounds. * After measuring it and applying the above men-
tioned rule, I got 364 pounds as a result. Tliis stag was
killed in northern Newfoundland during the last week
of October, 1891, and was one of five specimens now in

the possession of the National Museum, this one. with

two others, being exhibited as a group at the Chicago Ex-
position. The horns carry only twenty-six points, but are

very even and handsome. The spread is 34 inches, length

of the main beam 41 inches, that of the secondary beam 25
inches and of the brow antler 17 inches.

I applied the rule to two moose killed within a few
hours of each other, one of which stood 6 feet 10 inches

and the other 6 feet Syi inches, and obtained 1,205 pounds
as the weight of one and 743 as that of the other. This

seems like a large difference in weight between two ani-

mals so nearly alike in height, but I have no doubt

that the animals would have weighed these amounts if

put upon the scales. I am spealdng now of gross weight

and comparing them in ray mind, as they lay, with cattle,

the weight of which one estimates as they stand. The
first one was a very old bull with a girth of 7 feet 10

inches and a length of 83 inches, and the other

somewhat younger and of a very different shape,

tall but short bodied, with a girth of only

6 feet 3^ inches, and longer legs in proportion. When the

moose group was being prepared for the National Mu-
seum, to which I contributed three specimens, I walked

into the taxidermist's room one day and saw there a tem-

plate prepared for the setting up of a cow moose, of which

I had given them the dimensions, and at once told Mr.
Palmer that it was entirely too small, but he assured me
that it was just as the taxidcrmist-in-chief had directed

him to make it. At the same time I saw the horns and
hide of a bull moose which the Museum had just bought

from somebody in Maine, and which they told me would
stand 7 feet high; that they had a system there by which

they could measure a hide and get the correct height and

other dimensions of the animal to which it belonged. I

went to the pickle tub where the hide was, examined the

hoofs and told Mr. Palmer the moose would not stand

7 feet high, and I doubted whether it would be as large as

the cow he was about to set up. As it turned out, he had

to rebuild the template, which was a foot too short and 6

inches too low for the cow, which stood 6 feet 4 inches

high and was 7 feet 3 inches long, and the 7-foot high

bull came down 6 or 8 inches in height, and when it was
set up had to be put on a little mound to give it a suffi-

ciently commanding appearance.

In my opinion, the only safe way to get at the weight of

an animal is to put it on the scales, and to get at the

dimensions, they should be taken before the animal is

skinned. :
Cecil Clay.

The New Orang Outang at the Zoo,
What is the "missing link"? Or, rather, is there a

"missing link"? Scientists say there is, and I suppose

they must be right. Yet, as one who is not a scientist, it

has often seemed to me that for all practical purposes of

connection there are links, and links enough. This prob-

ably seemed to me more conclusive than ever before

during a recent visit to the zoo in Bronx Park. There

I came upon a "link" which I am certain would satisfy

any one but a scientist.

Let the reader please irpagine a creature with pretty

nearly all the outward characteristics of a man. It is

true the body is covered with hair (of a reddish brown)

and that the features—especially the mouth—are more
or less grotesque, but the human resemblance is un-

mistakably there. And then the expression: nothing

more human-like could possibly be.

It was after gazing at this exhibition, which is named
orang-outang (or Simia satyrus), and has but recently

been transported from his native wilds of Borneo, that

I felt satisfied, in my own mind at least, that the "missing

link" is a myth. "Here is link enough!" quoth I.

Twice have I seen the Bornean gentleman. I say

gentleman, for, judging by his blase or bored expression,

I should imagine that he was of high caste among his

tribe. Indeed, he may have been an earl or something

of that sort. To contend that the conferring of titles does

not prevail among monkeys is, I think, a great error.

The further back we go in history, the more numerous

and grandiose we will find titles to have been, so that it

is only natural tB assume that the custom had its origin

in the jungle. For my own part, -I believe that when
the simian dialect comes to be understood (as it un-

doubtedly will, according to Prof. Garner), the truth of

this will be amply demonstrated. And then? Well, then

—

but the theme is, too harrowing to pursue.

To return to my lord in the cage. The first time I

saw him he was huddled up in a corner half-covered
with straw. His hands were crossed over his headj and
his expression, as I have said, was bored—bored in the

extreme. He had landed but a few days before, and it.

might be argued from this that he was only tired. But
I know the difference very well between a tired and a

bored expression, and I say his lordship was bored.
Well, he certainlj? had good cause. Instead of beautiful

spreading palm trees all about him and a carpet of moss,
variegated with tropical plants and flowers, there was an
iron-barred cage and a carpet of straw. He had lost his

freedom—been exiled—and for what? Simply to be
stared at, ridiculed or made fun. of. Even while I stood
there watching him, along comes a great, coarse man,
smelling strongly of liquor, and breaks into a guffaw;

"Well, if that ain't a case!" he cries. "Hello, Mike!"
Then comes along a boy with a couple of companions,

and cries:

"Wouldn't that jar you!" And all laugh in chorus.
Again comes along an old lady, who cries:

"Oh, my!—oh, my! Oh, dear!—oh, dear! .And they
say we are descended from them things! Faugh!" and
makes faces expressive of the most intense disgust.

And again an old gentleman with spectacles, who
looks like a scientist, puts in an appearance and peers
through the cage and tries to coax the occupant for-

ward, to examine his occiput, or mesial crest, or some-
thing, I suppose. Failing in this, he calls the keeper and
speaks a few words in his ear. The keeper then puts an
arm through the bars of the cage and shakes the straw
and yells in very unceremonious fashion, but in vain, as
I was glad to see. The occupant wouldn't budge.
And so it went. Now, I ask, in all fairness, was not

this enough to bore a newly arrived stranger? It bored
him, but it did not make hitn mad, which convinced me
that he was of superior caste. Had he been a mean
plebeian orang-otitang he would have jumped up and
torn around that cage and bellowed and beaten his
breast and foamed at the mouth and created the very
dickens generally. It should be noted, however, that

in addition to looking bored, he occasionally raised his

head and uttered a sort of groan, as if to emphasize his
feelings in regard to his environment, and his visitors

in particular.

The second time I saw him he occupied identically the
same position, but his expression of boredom had, as I was
grieved to see, deepened into melancholy. His hair, too,
was more dishevelled, and he wore a general air of one
profoundly discouraged, or to whom life had become in-

different. I made no dotibt that he had realized the full

extent of his cruel and irrevocable fate. He no longer
paid the slightest attention to his visitors—seemed
to be quite deaf to their jibes and laughter—but with
a far-away look in his ej'cs, remained motionless in his
corner. I pulled out a pencil and pocketbook to make
a sketch of him, but when I came to that upper lip, an
uncontrollable laugh escaped me; then I felt ashamed
of myself—felt as if I were taking advantage of help-
lessness—making a mock of misery—and I put up my
pencil and pocketbook. A young lady who stood near
by and who had been regarding my occupation out of the
corner of her eye now turned her face toward me and
smiled a grateful smile, seeming to understand the
situation thoroughly. Oh, the wonderful sympathy of
woman!
By and by feeding time arrived, and there was a tre-

mendous to-do among the Bornean gentleman's neigh-
bors, but he showed not the slightest interest. Nay,
even when the keeper appeared before his cage with his
meal, some bananas, to wit, he did not stir. The bana-
nas were thrown in, and he then put out a languid hand,
took one and ate it; then another, and another, till they
were all gone. After this he lay for a considerable time
licking his fingers (which may be the height of fashion
in Borneo, as it is certainly not unfashionable in regions
less remote), and then lapsed into his old listlessness.

Before leaving, I inquired if he was sick. No, he was
not sick; simply bored and sad—that was all.

However, happily monkeys, as well as men, have a
way of adapting themselves to new conditions, or recon-
ciling themselves to their fate, be it never so hard or
disagreeable; and it is therefore quite possible that the
next time I visit Bronx Park I shall behold the dis-

tinguished Bornean gentleman's equanimity restored. I

am sure I hope so, at any rate, for he is a wonder.
Frank Moonan.

New York, Dec. 26.

No Panthers in Maine.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I would like to raise the question whether the true North
American panther has ever been killed or seen in the

State of Maine. My own belief is that it has not been.
I know that the papers of Maine often contain thrilling

accounts of people being pursued by panthers, of their

blood-curdling cries having been heard, their long, tawny
bodies and waving tails having been fairly seen and fully

identified, etc., yet I have reason to think that in

every instance where the stipposed panther was really

seen or heard the real animal was nothing nearer to the
panther than the well known Canada lynx or the equally

well known wildcat or bobcat. Why the panther should

not occur in Maine I have no idea. I have the impression
that the animal has been killed in Vermont, and even
within recent years, and I believe that that most scru-

pulously exact writer, Rowland E. Robinson described

in one of his more recent stories, published in Forest
AND Stream, the shooting of one in Vermont.

If there is an authentic record of one having been killed

in Maine I should much like to hear of it. Is the skin

of one killed there anywhere preserved?

Mr. Manly Hardy, the well known naturalist, and for

fifty or more years past the most extensive fur buyer

—

as I suppose—east of the Rocky Mountains, at ^ny rate

of New England and a large portion of the adjoining

Provinces, tells me that he has never handled the skin

of a panther killed in Maine.

The nearest I can come to what seems an authentic

account of panthers in Maine is the testimony of my old

guide and valued friend, T. W. Billings, of Brownville.

Mr. Billings has more than once told me of the occur-
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rence. He was when a young man hunting and trapping

in the extreme northern part of Maine, and one day

—

from a hill which commanded a view of the frozen sur-

face of a lake—he saw two large animals, which he un-
hesitatingly took to be panthers, come out upon the ice

and play. He described their lithe movements and tlieir

leaping oyer one another, and I think he spoke

of their waving tails—though on this point I cannot

now be sure. Billings took to hunting and trapping at

a very early age, and rapidly acquired the skill for which
he was noted, and I should suppose that at the time

mentioned he must have been entirely familiar with both
the Canada lynx (or, as h© would have called it, the

lucivee) and the bobcat. I remember well his descrip-

tion of their great size and strength, and his frank con-

fession that he was quite willing to observe them at a

safe distance, and to pursue his hunting in another direc-

tion.

But if even a very few of the modern Maine panther
stories are true, some one -must at some time, have
killed one of the animals, and we shall have the skin in

evidence. We know how the recent stories of wolves
in Maine "peter out," and either turn out to be altogether

myths or the animal proves to be a yellow dog. There
is big game in Maine "for sure," but I am inclined to

think it does not now include the wolf and that it never
included the panther. Still I should be interested to find

myself proved or mistaken.

Just here, also, I would like some one to tell me what
animal was meant by the "leurxsus" or "Indian devil."

Till recent years I supposed it must be the panther—but

now suppose it must be either the lucivee or the bobcat.
C. H. Ames.

No one is more familiar with tii^ wild animals of

Maine than Mr. Manley Hardy, the veteran woodsman
and traveler of Brewer, Me. We have no authenic in-

formation as to the occurrence of the panther in Maine
—though newspaper tales of its presence abound—and ap-

plication to Mr. Hardy draws from him the following

characteristic note:

In answer to whether the panther {Felis concolor),

more commonly called catamount, occurs in Maine, I will

say that though my father and myself were buyers of fur

for more than seventy-five years, neither of us ever saw
the skin of one of these animals taken either in Maine.

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia or Canada East. I have
handled nearly or quite half a million dollars' worth of

fur taken in the above places, but have yet to hear of a

single skin being taken. The same is true of the wolverene

or carcarjou, commonly called Indian devil, or lunksoos.

I have read scores of stories of both being taken, but

unfortunately they either have no skins or else they get

lost on their way to market. It is but fair to say that I

have had several reliable hunters tell me of seeing tracks

of what they believed to be catamounts, and one who is

well acquainted with animals has told me of wounding'
what he supposed to be one, but up to date I have never
known of any positive proof of the animal ever being in

Maine. I have had dozens of men minutely describe cata-

mounts they had seen, but from their descriptions I feel

sure that what they saw were either Canada lynx or wild-

cats. It has been for many years a common thing in lum-
ber and hunting camps to try to frighten tenderfeet with
terrible stories of catamounts, ding-mauls, side-winders

and other ferocious animals they were likely to meet. I

remember in the spring of 1861 that as I traveled on foot

over a hundred miles from Katahdin Iron Works to the

head waters of the St. John I met many crews com-
ing out who usually had frightful stories to tell me of the

walruses and the danger I ran of meeting them. While
it is possible there may have been catamounts in Maine, I

should judge that the chances of meeting a walrus in our
woods was about as great as seeing one of them.

Manxy Hardy.

Potest and Stream and Nature*

The Popular Educator, Boston, Mass., has this to say

of Forest and Stream as a journal devoted to the in-

terests of sportsmen and nature students

:

We wish to call attention of teachers of nature study

and other persons interested in nature and bird and game
preservation to this publication, which weekly brings with
it a breath of nature as fresh as the breeze that rustles the

leaves along the mountain path. It is full of natural his-

tory that is reliable and almost every week there is a re-

freshing article on fish and fishing, referring to the habits

of fishes, by one of America's best known writers, Hon.
A. N. Cheney, the New York State Fishculturist. A large

number of correspondents from various parts of the world
give the reader a correct idea of the habits and haunts
of most kinds of animals and plants. This is a present
living knowledge of a kind that is not to be obtained from
books.
The descriptions of animal life in Alaska and Mexico

as well as in our own country would be a great aid in

teaching both geograph}' and nature studj' in the most
effective manner.
The pictures published are generally from photographs

from life, and animals are depicted in their characteristic
attitudes in such a way as to justify their careful study.

The Wide, Wide World,

A decided curiosity is issued by the publishers of
Forest and Stream in the shape of a 12x8 inch reproduc-
tion of a large sheet of used stamps, which have been cut
from letters comprising "the Forest and Stream^s mail
during 1899." The sheet shows the postmarks of almost
every known country, and for that reason it is likely to
be. kept and studied. The reverse of the sheet is an
argument to accompany the reproduction—a bid for ad-
vertising of goods that are in demand abroad. There is

also published a reproduction of a postal card sent from
India to a New York address where the paper was pub-
lished twenty-two years ago, which proves that even after
that length of time a back number was being read.—
Printer's Ink.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday,
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us. at the
latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.

^mne ^ag mid ^nn.—^—
Notice,

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be ad'dressed to tl/ e Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual co'inected with the paper.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—XVm.
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

[Continuedfrom page 5.]

Broadbill.

Aythya mania nearctica (Stejn.).

The adult male has the head, neck and fore part of

breast and of back, black; the feathers of the head and
neck with a greenish gloss ;

rump, primaries and tail,

brownish-black; the speculum, or wing mark, white;
middle of back and sides, white, cross lined with black

and white. The under surface of the body is white,

marked on the lower belly with narrow blackish cross

lines and black beneath the tail. The bill is broad, pale

bluish-lead color, with a black nail; the eyes yellow; the

legs and feet gray; the length, 18 to 20 inches.

The female has the front of head, immediately around
the base of the bill, white. Those parts which in the male
are black are in the female brown. The back is much
darker, faintly marked with zigzag white lines. The bill

is darker.

Many widely different opinions are expressed as to

ihc value of the broadbill as food, and those who de-

broadbill.

bate this question are both right and both wrong. In
other words, the flesh of the broadbill, as of most other
ducks, is sometimes good and sometimes bad, depending
on the food which it eats. Along the New England coast,

where to a great extent it feeds on shellfish and other
animal matter, the broadbill is not a delicate bird, but
further south, where its food is largely vegetable, and
where its name is changed to blackhead and bluebill, it is

a most excellent fowl. In the interior, too, it lives chiefly

on vegetable matter. There it is known as the scaup duck,
bluebill, raft duck, big fowl duck, and is eagerly sought
after. However, the tendency of this bird appears to be
toward the sea coast. It is abundant in California, where
many are killed, but it does not seem to go as far south
as its relative, the little blackhead, and winters on the

New England and New York coasts and in New Jersey,
being, in my experience, rather rare as far south as

Virginia and North Carolina, where the little blackhead
is very abundant.
The broadbill is a species of wide range, being found

throughout Norih America, as far south as Central
America, and also in northern portions of Europe and
Asia. It formerly bred in some numbers on the Northern
prairies, and I have found its nests in North Dakota and
Montana, though some of these may have been those of
the next species. Dr. Dall found it breeding in Alaska,
and it is supposed to breed generally through northern
North America, in the British possessions. The nest of
the broadbill is usuallj' placed close to the water; it is

UTTLE BLACKHEAD.

little more than a depression in the ground, among the
grass, lined perhaps with a few spears of bright grass
and with down from the bird's breast. The number of
eggs is six or eight; they are grayish-white in color, and
when the mother leaves them are usually covered by the
down.
The broadbill is abundant in Long Island Sound and

on the Great South Bay, where it is shot in great numbers
from batteries. It reaches our coasts late in October, and
is usually found associated together in considerable

bodies, which, however, are likely tt) break up into small

flocks in rough arid stormy weather.

Little Blackhead,

Aythya a-fHnis (Eyt.).

Exactly similar in color to the broadbill, but smaller.

The gloss on the neck is likely to be bluish or purplish
instead of greenish. The length of this species is about
t6 inches, as against 18 or 20 in the preceding.
These two species were long regarded as the same, and,

indeed, as yet there seems to be no definite character to

separate them, except that of size. On the New England
coast, during the migrations, the two are often found
associated together, and this is true to a less extent further
to the southward. At the same time, the difference be-
tween them is well recognized by ornithologists and by
gunners generally, and is expressed in the common names
applied to this species, which Mr. Trumbull and others
give. Some of these are little broadbill, little blackhead,
little bluebill, river broadbill, creek blackhead, river blue-
bill, little bluebill, marsh bluebill, mud bluebill, mud broad-
bill and fresh-water broadbill.

Notwithstanding the fact that most of the little black-
heads are readily to be identified by their size, there is

considerable variation in the species and sometimes these
birds almost equal the broadbill in their measurements.
It is staled that the adult males can be easily identified,
no matter what their measurements m-ay show, by the
metallic gloss of the head feathers, these being always
green in the broadbill and blue or purple in the little

broadbill. This metallic gloss, therefore, would seem to
be considered by some naturalists a specific character.
This is one of the most abundant birds of the South-

ern sea coast, being found, in winter, from New Eng-
land south to Florida, and even beyond that, to the West
Indies and Central America. It is fotmd, indeed, over
the whole of North America, and, while breeding chiefly
north of the United States, it 3'-et is found in Minnesota,
the Dakotas and Montana.
Owing to its similarity to the greater broadbill* it is

not always easy to determine just what the range of this
.species is. Some Alaska explorers give it as breeding in
that country, while others declare that of the many broad-
bills seen by them none belong to this .species. However,
east of the Rocky Mountains the nests have been found
throughout British America, usually placed in swamps or
near lakes, verjr simple in construction and lined with
down. *

If
I .SSj'fip

The little blackhead is one of the swiftest flyers and most
expert divers of all our ducks, and the task of retrieving
one that has been wounded, unless one is provided with
a good dog. is not always an easy one. This species is

quite as much an adept at skulking and hiding as its larger
relative, and, on the whole, is very Avell able to take care
of itself. The flesh is usually very delicate, yet the very
reverse of this may be true in localities where it has had
an opportunity to feed largety on shellfish,

Blackheads seem to be equally at home in shoal water
and in deep

; they can dive as well as the canvasback, and
yet they are quite willing to puddle about through the
edge of the marsh and to pick up a livelihood in company
Avith the fresh-Avater ducks.

A Flock of Wild Geese,
Editor Forest and Stream:
The weather was so fine one Sunday afternoon in No-

vember that two of us Avere tempted to take a Avalk over
ground long familiar to both as the scene of sports fol-
loAved Avith ardor in boyhood. Perhaps the region could
scarcely be regarded as overpoAveringly impressive, but
as we had long ago found it good enough for fishing,
shooting, skating, rambling, etc., the land about the west-
ern Wide Waters on the Erie Canal is not without at-
tractions for men Avho dearly enjoyed the place as boys,
and Avander out that Avay at intervals to look over the old
grounds and rencAV their youth.
The stroll proved to be of more than common interest,

and furnished ample reward for the effort. We had not
been on our feet ten minutes when the sight of a trim
miniature jacht on the canal attracted attention and gave
rise to a question Avhether Cup defenders that cost a sack-
ful of money afford their OAAmers proportionate pleasure
to the toy that a boy can Avhittle out Avith his jackknife.
The little craft came across the canal on the starboard
tack Avith cA'-ery inch of canvas draAving, and ran on the
rocks, from which she was floated and returned to her
OAvned Avith helm set aport.
At the Wide Waters the sight presented was a study.

The children of Calvin might find much in it to con-
demn, but the present spectators Avere of a tolerant cast
and had none of their sensibilities Avounded by the spec-
tacle of about three score and ten patient anglers sitting
on the banks of the pond fishing for Avhatever St. Peter
Avould send them. A glance at the bait in every case
shoAved that carp Avere Avhat the fishers expected, for it

Avas seen that an ample supply of parboiled potatoes was
the main reliance to lure the fish to his fate. And that it

Avas a successful lure was attested by the strings of
captives to be seen at every fishing station. One man,
Avhose spouse was in his company to enjoy his good luck,
had taken a fair sized Avall-eyed pike, and AA'^ord of the
event had been passed along the whole line. When I first
cast a line in the Wide Waters there Avere no carp in
it. but noAV they abound, and are sought for from the
day the ice melts in the spring until the snoAv flies in the
fall.

After enjoying the scene where so many satisfied
brothers of the angle were absorbed in their favorite pas-
time, Ave crossed into the fields on the east and had the
satisfaction of finding some mushrooms of the kind that
do not assist man to shirffle off this mortal coil against his
will. In the field where the mushrooms were waiting to
be picked Ave met AA'ith tAvo youths, who confided to us the
fact that they Avere searching for field mice, Avhich, they
said, make very interesting pets.
Across the railroad from the mushroom field is a piece

of Avoods, the remainder of Avhat Avas some years ago my
favorite shooting ground. It nnist be a good many 3rears
since any game bird has tarried there, but in our teens
It Avas a very likely spot in Avhich to get a shot, and I
have found there pigeons, woodcock, quail, grouse, bares
and squirrels. How I envied the late Robert Walker Ctl«
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day. It was the closing day of the season, when I and
another boy were entering the wood, as he came out with
his two splendid pointers and his game bag full of quail

—for game bags were carried in those days. This was the
woods where one day as I was out for pigeons, before
the opening of the woodcock season, I came on a moist
spot and saw three full groAvn woodcock probing the
ear.h and walking about as if on dress parade. I left

them undisturbed, but would now give a reasonable sum
for a photograph of the scene. A stream, now no longer
visible, ran through the woods in those days, and along its

course the woodcock were to be found. A fringe of
brush is nearly all that is left to mark the lines of Mer-
chant'i Wood*. Cement walks have invaded the old
ground, but the brush, as if contesting the right of man
to intrude on the domain of nature, has overgrown the
walks, and extends above one's head. I was making my
way through it when a sound struck me that was not less

agreeable than surprising. It came from the north and
overhead. The source was not at first visible, but its

character could not be mistaken, and I had just time to
push through the bushes and reach open ground as a flock
of Canada geese, chattering most melodiously, passed
overhead, extending in a line from east to west. I
chanced to have a glass wilh me, and it brought the great
birds so close that their colors were distinguishalale. I

succeeded m counting fifty of them before they bunched,
leaving a few unreckoned. I hope that they reached
Chesapeake Bay or Currituck Sound without accident.

E. R.
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 29.

The National Park.
Capt. Geo. W. Goobe, Acting Superintendent of the

Yellowstone National Park, has submitted to the Secre-
tary of the Interior his report for the year ending Sept.
24, 1900. The record shows that 8,928 visitors were in the
Park in the season of 1900. Of above, 4,424 were camp-
ing parties, and the others were carried by the several
transportation and licensed camp companies. Capt. Goode
reports:

"The establishing of snowshoe cabins throughout the
Park was an excellent step; they are most effective as a
means of protection during the winter, the scouts being
enabled to cover practically the entire reservation and
penetrate to localities which would "otherwise be inac-
cessible at a time when poachers are at work.
"The civilian scouts do excellent work, and are indis-

pensable to a satisfactory administration of affairs, as
regards the protection of the game, etc. Their work, in

conjunction with that of the local magistrate, has been, I
believe, the salvation of the game up to the present time.
These men know the country, and are trained woodsmen
in all seasons, whereas the soldier, as a i-ule, is replaced
before he has time to become proficient in such duties.

Besides the work of the scouts and soldiers from Fort
Yellnwstone, making the round of snowshoe cabins dur-
ing the winter, the instructions for the detachments at

the permanent stations require frequent scouting trips

within their districts, so that the entire area of the reser-

vation is under fairly effective surveillance during the
hunting season and winter; without an increase in the
number of scouts, however, it is impossible to prevent
poaching.
"The past season has been remarkably dry, nothing

like it being known in the Park, and as a consequence
the danger from fire was excessive.
"Beginning on the first daj^ of dut}'^ at the stations

Otily 22), my patrols were called upon to extinguish small
fires frequently during the season in all parts of the

Park where camping parties were found. Only three of

the fires threatened to be of serious proportions:
"One on the Soda Butte road, six miles west of Yan-

ceys, Sept. 2. was set through the carelessness of a team-
ster, and was extinguished by the men from Soda Butte
station before it reached the timber.

"One on the grade in Gardiner Caiion (east fork),

about three miles from Fort Yellowstone, Sept. 3, pre-

sumably started from a cigar or cigarette thrown down
by a party passing over the road in a wagon, was held

in check bv detachment from the post assisted by twenty
roadmen from the force employed by Capt. Chittenden,

Corps of Engineers. This fire was kept under control for

about ten hours, and extinguished by rainfall the follow-

ing night.

"The most serious fire during the season was reported

July 29, west of the Thumb, apparently near Shoshone
Lake. My troop was not yet established in its new
quarters when every available man was sent, as rapidly

as possible, to the scene of this fire, where Lieut._ Amos,
joined them Aug. i, and for about a month, with the

as.sistance of men from the road crews furnished by Capt.

Chittenden, Corps of Engineers, the fire was held under
parfai control—depending always upon the condition of

wind and the character of the timber growth—until timely

rain and snow, Aug. 24, extinguished what remained.

"This fire at one time threatened the destruction of the

timber in the Park and the interruption of tourist travel.

The high winds for several days were unprecedented, and
the small force available for work seemed helpless to

make any impression."
"In comparing the conditions which existed at the

tim.e the first military superintendent began his adminis-

tration of affairs in the Park with those at the present

time, the one change which stands out most noticeably

is the presence of a local magistrate having jurisdiction

within the reservation.

"I was on duty with Capt. Moses Harris, First Cavalry,

during the season of 1887, and know how much the need

of such an institution as a local court was felt at that

time. The Government is fortunate in having as its

representative in this department a man so well qualified

as the present commissioner."
"I have the assurance of the scouts, who have seen the

game at all seasons, that, with the exception of the bison

(American buffalo), all varieties, including antelope, bear,

beaver, coyotes, deer, elk, moose, sheep, and mountain

lions, are increasing, notwithstanding that the antelope

range in winter over the north boundary and the elk in

the fall over the south boundary, where many of them
are killed.

"Owing to scarcity of feed the antelope will almost cer-

tainly wander in large numbers across the northern

boundary into the Yellowstone Valley, where their chances
of getting back into the Park again are very few.

It is for this reason, and because of keeping stock out

of the Park, that the fence across this part of the boundary
is so necessary.
"Twenty-nine head of buffalo were counted by scouts

last winter, and there were possibly ten more in the

Park that were not seen.

"Unless stations are located near the two southern

corners of the reservation and the force of scou,s in-

creased the buffalo will be exterminated in a few years.

With that addition to the facilities for protection they

can be preserved and will increase.

"The trout in Willow Creek and Glen Creek, although

apparently as numerous as ever, are so small as to indi-

cate the' advisability of prohibiting fishing in those

streams during the next season. Otherwise there is no

change in the conditions, the other streams throughout

the Park being full of fish of good size, notwithstanding

the large number taken out every season.

"But two casualties during the season within the Park

limits were brought to my notice: The scalding of a

camper at Fountain Basin, which was not reported to

me, but which on inquiry I found to be the result of

carelessness on the part of the injured man, and which

did not, I believe, result seriously, and the disappearance

from the Fountain Hotel of a tourist by the name of

R. L. Piper, July 31. It is my belief that Mr. Piper when
he arrived at the Fountain Hotel was in a partially de-

mented and irresponsible condition, and that he wandered

away from the hotel, fell in with some camping outfit,

and got out of the Park."

Recommendations.

"A knowledge of the Park, extending throtigh a number of

years, and a most sincere interest in its preservation and welfare,

prompt me to make the following recommendations for your con-

sideration: "
^ , , , .

'(]) The appropriation of $10,000, to be expended in the proper

quartering of soldiers at the stations throughout the Park.

"(2) That new .station.s be built (1) near southwest corner ot

Park on Bechler River; (2) where southern boundary crosses

Snake River (present Snake River station to be abandoned); (3)

at southeast corner, on Thorofare Creek; (4) on the Gallatin River

or Fan Creek, near northwest corner, (5) and at the town of

Gardiner, Mont. .

"(3) That never less than two troops of cavalry be stationed

within the reservation for its protection.

"(4) That the number of permanent scouts be increased to ten,

with suitable quarters for same at Fort Yellowstone and Lower
Geyser Basin, in order that the Acting Superintendent may divide

the entire reservation into districts, to be constantly patrolled by

them, after the manner of game wardens.
(5) That no individual nor business concern be allowed to cut

hay within the limits of the National Park.
'"'(6) That it shall be a violation of Park regulations to use any

location within the Park as a range for stock, and that no stock

shall be allowed within the limits of the Park which is not at all

times under such control that it cannot stray away from its

owners.
. ,

"(7) That it shall be necessary to give suitable bond in order

to obtain a license to personally conduct camping parties

through the Park; that the number of such licenses be limited to

ten, the number of passenger wagons in each case being limited

to five.
r 1 , 1- ,

"(8) That, in accordance with the terms of its lease, the Yel-

lowstone Park Association be required to furnish transportation

exclusively for its guests throughout the Park.
"(9) That registered guides be required to sign an agreement,

which, while they are in the National Park, places upon them the

obligation to enforce the regulations and protect the interests of

the Government.
, -r, ,

"(10) That the introduction of liquor of any kind into the Park,

except as pro\'ided for under authority of the Interior or War
Departments, shall be prohibited by Park regulations.

"(11) That all money appropriated for the purpose of improve-
ment and protection, and for any other purpose, within the

National Park, be extended under the direction of the Acting Su-

perintendent, and that all work in connection therewith ihall be
under his supervision, and control.

"(12) That a suitable fence be built inclosing the entire reserva-

tion along the official boundaries thereof, and that ^.he Interior

Department secure the enactment of laws for its r .>tect1on and
maintenance."

The Sale of Game.

The Legality and Wisdom of the Prohibition of the Sale

ot Foreign Game and Fish as a Protection to

Domestic Game and Fish.

Denver, Colo.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The re-

cent decision of the New York Court of Appeals in the

Buffalo Fish Company case brings up afresh the ques-

tion as to how far a game law can and ought to prohibit

the possession and sale of game and fish lawfully taken
in another State or country and imported into one hav-
ing game protective laws.

This case decides that a provision making the pos-
session of such game unlawful is an unauthorized inter-

ference with interstaie commerce and hence invalid.

It has been asserted again and again by ardent game
protectors that domestic game could only be protected

by an absolute prohibition on the sale of game regard-
less of the place where taken.

This idea is based on the theory that so long as

foreign game is allowed to be sold it will be impossible

to distinguish or to prevent domestic game from being
sold as and along with the foreign.

This assertion has gone substantially unchallenged for

years, having been accepted without much question be-

cause few have cared to give the subject sufficient con-
sideration to ascertain if no other or better' plan could

be devised, and also because the taking of game and fish

has been treated merely as the outcome of sport rather

than as a means to accomplish a more important object;

namely, a food supply.
Especially is this true as to fish in the large cities

where it is so important that no law that absolutely pro-

hibits can or ought to be passed or enforced.

The idea of prohibiting the importation and sale of

foreign game (fish included) as a means of protecting

that of domestic origin is erroneous in theory and fact,

as it is shown in the Buffalo case, where it is stated that

if we were desirous of preserving our own timber we
would naturally encourage the importation and sale of

that from other countries. This argument is Isgically

unanswerable and is apolicable to game and fish.

This question is of such importance that it should be
disposed of on broader grounds than the one mentioned,

for so long as thousands of tons of fish are daily re-

quired for food in the large cities, the courts will always

view the question from the standpoint of food and com-
merce rather than from that of mere sport.

I take the broad ground that not only should lawfully

taken foreign game and fish be subject to sale and use

at all times of yedf, but that domestic game and fish

from private legally established parks and lakes should

also be subject to such sale and use. This will encour-
age private propagation and to that extent lessen the

demand for that taken in the open field, which we are

trying to protect. This is so just and obvious that it

requires no argument in its support.

The safe thing, then, is for all game protectors to take

a similar view and endeavor to work out game protection

on sensible lines in harmony with the incontrovertible fact

that so long as game and fish exist people will have theiri

In so saying, I do not abate a whit from the position that

ilomestic game and fish taken in the open field should not

at any time be the subject of sale.

The gamie laws of Colorado recognize these facts. The
main provisions are:

T. The prohibition of sale of foreign game or fish (of

the kind protected in Colorado) otherwise than in the

original package number and condition as imported, un-
til the importer has procured from the game commis-
sioner a certificate (issued upon proof of the fact) that

the same were lawfully imported; the certificate remain-
i in force thirty days, and which is as follows

:

STATE OF COLORADO.
DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH.

Importation Certificate.

No Denver, 189..

This certifies that Mr ., of having
satisfied me that the following game and fish, to wit:

were lawfully imported, is entitled to sell the same
as provided by law. This authorizes possession, transportation
within this State, storage and sale for thirty days after date.

, Commissioner.

This certificate must be kept publicly exposed with the

game.

2. In case of sale of any portion of the importation
the importer must make and give to the purchaser an
invoice as follows:

STATE OF COLORADO.
DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH.

Importer's Invoice.
189..

Sold this day by , of , Colorado, to ,

of , Colorado, the following game and fish, to wit:

,
imported and

sold under (importation certificate or storage permit) No ,

bearing date , 189... This authorizes possession,
transportation within this Stat.e, storage and sale for thirty days
after the date last above.

, Importer.

3. In case of a redisposition by the purchaser of the

whole of his purchase he merely indorses the invoice.

If of a part only, he makes and indorses a copy of the
invoice.

4. If either the importer or any purchaser has not dis-

posed of the game within the thirty days he can procure
from the Commissioner- a storage permit as follows:

STATE OF COLORADO.
DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH.

Importation Storage Permit.

No Denver, 189..
This certifies that the following game and fish, to wit;

held
by under importation certificate No may
be held in possession, transported within this State, stored and
sold until the day of ,189..

^ , Commissioner.

This recognizes the right to import and sell in the
original package and thus avoids the conflict with inter-

state commerce as maintained in the Buffalo fish case
and the Leisy liquor case. Numerous decisions by the
Supreme Court of the United States hold that when the
packages are once broken for retail purposes they become
subject to State control.

As game is generally imported in large quantities and
packages and sold in small quantities, the right to import
and sell in unbroken packages is for all practical pur-
poses a barren one, so that the result is that the im-
porter has to procure a certificate in every case in order
to retail to his various customers.
The fee for each certificate and permit is $1.00.

5. Private game preserves and lakes are licensed and
un sell game and fi.sh of all kinds at all times, by attach-

•g thereto an invoice as follows:

STATE OF COLORADO.
DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH.

Private Parks and Lakes—Invoice.

Name of Park or Lake Class A.
No. of License, Date 189..
Kind and number of game and fish,

Weight of same lbs. Name of consignee,
Address of consignee,
This authorizes transportation within this State, possession and

sale for thirty days after date if attached to article.

, Proprietor.
By Agent.

This must also be kept exposed with the game and
fish in the market, and in case of resale copies are given
and indorsed as in case of that imported.

The proprietor is also required to mail to the Com-
missioner a copy of every invoice sent out by him.
Thus the Game Department has a complete record of

all transactions which involve the marketing of game
and fish, and the enforcement of the law is rendered easy,

as every article of game and fish not having exposed
with it the evidence of its legal possession is contraband
and subject to seizure without furdier proof.

The operation of this law has been entirely satisfac-

tory to all concerned and has afforded almost perfect
protection to Colorado game and fish taken in the open
field. Certainly much greaier than has heretofore been
afforded by arbitrary and unreasonable prohibition
against sales of any kind.

Of course, I only give the law in general terms, but I

recommend to game protectors that they procure com-
plete copies of it and proceed upon the lines indicated, in

order that game legislation may hereafter proceed on
solid ground and avoid the continual conflicts and de-

feats in the courts.

I am aware that I am running counter to long estab-

lished notions, and will provoke many and loud ob-
jections, but it is to this that we must all come at last

and the sooner we do so the better it will be.

D. C, Beaman, I
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A Goose'^ShootinglEpisode*

My uncle took a match from his pocket and began to

light his pipe. The north wind was howling outside, and

the kitchen fire was being worked to its fullest capacity.

Dockey had moved his chair into the gloom behind the

stove, and had been invisible for the hour or more dur-

ing which my uncle held forth on the happenings of the

day.

From time immemorial Dockey had occupied the posi-

tion of overseer of shooting gear, and as might be ex-

pected, was a rather important personage during the fre-

quent trips my uncle made to Tracadie Bay on the north

shore of Prince Edward Island.

Gn this particular occasion, my brother Geoff, then a

young chap of seventeen, was of' the party, and at the

moment our yarn begins was busily engaged in trying to

make a 4-foot stick of birch fit snugly in a 3-foot stove.

Dockey had kept a respectful silencewhile "Mister Arthur"

was speaking, but now seizing the opportunity afforded

by my uncle pausing to light his pipe, broke in with,

"Master Geoff over there don't say much, but he did a

purty slick piece of work this evenin' after you left, Mister

Arthur.*'
'

"Oh, he did eh! Well. Geoff, what did you do?"
Geoff modestly replied that he had bagged five geese out

of six, but that he did not think it was anything to brag

about.
"The devil you did," exclaimed my uncle, striking an-

other match. "I thought that the fly was over when I

went up to the house. But now that I come to think of

it, you had quite a load of birds when you came in. Let

us have the yarn, my boy."

But Geoff seemed to think that Dockey could tell it

better, and so the latter was induced to come forth from
behind the stove to where he could be seen and heard.

Like the "Mr. Silas Wegg" of Dickens, Dockey was the

happy possessor of a throat which was "mellered" by the

judicious use of stimulants, and my uncle, noticing his

wistful glances at a bottle which stood on the table near

by, poured out a stiff glass and passed it over.
_
The

"mellering" process was soon completed, and after a

brief period of violent expectoration and coughing
Dockey began

:

"Well, Mister Arthur, it was this way. You remem-
ber you wen: up to the house early, leavin" the big 8-bore

in your box, tellin' me to fetch her up when I came. When
we made that last sink, we put the boxes so nigh each

other that they were almost touchin'. Master Geoff had
his lo-gauge Parker with him in his box, but he could

lay his hand on- Boliver just by reachin' over to where
she lay in your box.
"Well, I'set up in the bush for half an hour, maybe, wish-

ing to heaven that the boy would begin to feel the cold

and call out for me to come and take in the 'coys. I

could hear geese away up to wind'ard in the Big Chan-
nel, but thought that they were set.led there for the night.

I kept my eyes on Master Geoff's head, which I could just

see over the edge of the box, so that I could run down to

him whenever he showed signs of getting tired like. Just

as I was making up my mind to go and tell him that he

might as well quit for the day, I heard the greatest

racket up the wind. Somethin' had scared the geese out

of the channel, and the whole bloom'n' raft of 'em were
comin' our way. Surely. I says to myself, a bunch that

size will never come near the spit, for I know the habits

of the beggars purty well by this time. But. by the Lord
Harry, they kept a-comin' and a-comin', till I thought for

certain that the whole blessed lot were going to pass right

over ihe point. Master Geoff was layin' mighty low now,
and the sand looked as bare as the back of Donald Ronald's

big pig. The 'coys M'ere standin' up to their breasts in

water, for the tide was raisin', and we had not moved in

the back line since the last sink. Old Callaghan was
floppin' his wings and pickin' at the new goose Bollum
sent you from Egmont Bay. and every now and ag'in

lettin' a devil of a screech out of him just to show how
wicked he was.

"Well, as I was sayin', the big flock came nearer and
nearer, till it looked as if Master Geoff would get a

fine shot, but all of a sudden when they got within a

couple of hundred yards of where he was, they seemed
to change their minds, turned off to the east'ard and
plumped down in the old mussel bed. 'There goes the

chance of the day,' says I, for there must have been 500

birds in the flock. Then I sets down on the log once
m.ore and begins to feel the cold ag'in, now that the ex-

citement was over, but keepin' my eye on the geese all the

same.
"Somethin' seemed to strike that old rascal Callaghan,

for he suddenly stopped worryin' the new goose and began
to call like the devil himself. The gander at the end of

the line also thought it time to turn up, and he did his

best to crack his windpipe too. AfJer a little I sees six

geese leave thci flock out on the mussel bed and com-
mence to swim in toward the point, no doubt kinder

curious to see what all the noise was about. They swam
on till they got into shoal water, about a hundred yards
from the boxes. Then they guessed they'd gone far

enough, and they took to feedin' on the eel grass. By
this time all the 'coys were talkin', and no goose that flies

could have kept away from them. So af.er quite a lot

of turnin' round and lookin' this way and that, my bold
six started to wade in. 'Why in the deuce don't the boy
fire?' says I, when they were almost alongside the 'coys;

but never a budge from Master Geoff. I was shiverin'

and shakin' like a leaf, whether with cold or nervousness
I can't say. And I guess I swore some. Well, sir, I'll be
everlastingly dinged if those six geese didn't wade right

in and begin to fool with the 'coys, and I'll bet Callaghan
soaked some of 'era good and hard. You know what a
cross brute he is. But after a bit the geese findin'

Callaghan hard to get along with and thinkin' everj'thing

was O. K. on shore, walked right up on the sand and
began to do up their back feathers. 'Now we'll hear from
Master Geoff,' says I ; but no sign did he make until three
of the visitors reached out their necks together for the
same piece of weed. Quick as a flash the lo-bore shouts,
and those three geese never knew what they were up
ag.ainst. Took the heads off them as clean as a whistle.
The other three got under way in a hurry, but the second
barrel of the 10 was right there, and one more goose lay
on his back with his feet wavin' in the air. Master Geoff

ill^fl reaphefj for "Rqliver in the qther box r>PP?<t th?

tail feathers out of one of the pair that wa.s left, but he
didn't fall short, as he should have done. The last barrel

of the 8 drops him as dead as a mackerel though, and so

when I gets down to the sinks, there were five big honkers

ready for me to gather in. And would you believe it. Mis-

ter Arthur, that there boy was as cool as you would be

yourself under them conditions, and maybe a little cooler

than I have seen you sometimes, meanin' no offense, sir,

I'm sure."

Dockey's throat seeming to need "mellering" again, the

special was called into requisition once more, and after

my brother had beeen congratulated by my tmcle for doing

so well, the stove was filled with wood and the trio

sought their much needed repose.

H. A. Bayfield, B. A, Sc.

English Woodcock in America*
Editor Forest and Stream:
There is nothing very mysterious in the occasional oc-

currence of the European woodcock in the Eastern United

States. It happens for the same reasons that some other

European birds, as the European widgeon and green-

winged teal occasionally stray to this side of the ocean.

The woodcock occurs "in Northern Europe in latitudes

where the distance across to the American continent^ is

comparatively small, and it is not difficult to conceive

that birds which have been blown out to sea by storms

should sometimes reach the wrong continent, perhaps

alighting for a little rest on some floating object, or even

on a vessel. Those who have crossed the ocean in the

spring or fall, when the birds are migrating, cannot have
failed to notice how common it is for land birds of

various kinds to visit vessels even when long distances

from any land, and to follow the vessel for hours, or

even days, occasionally alighting on the rigging or even on
the decks. Many of these birds are doitbtless hopelessly

lost and perish somewhere at sea, but with favorable

winds many no doubt reach land again, but probably not

where they intended to go.

My purpose in writing is to comment on the suggestion

of Didymus that the European woodcock be introduced

into this country. Because a bird like a pheasant, or

like the English sparrow, can be successfully introduced, it

does not follow that others can. Birds of stationary habits

can be introduced anywhere where proper natural sur-

roundings, food and protection are available, and whether
the introduction is successful or not depends entirely on
the conditions in that particular locality.

With a migratory bird this is not the case. I am
quite willing to admit that the Dismal Swamp and hun-
dreds of other places in the United States are probably

as well suited to the European woodcock as to the Amer-
ican species, and that the living birds could be success-

fully-transported across the ocean if they could be ob-
tained. Having accomplished these preliminaries and
liberated the birds in the Dismal Swamp or other suitable

place, the real difiiculties would begin. If the birds were
liberated in the earlj^^ spring, which would probably be the

best time, a part of' them would probably remain about
the Swamp during the following summer and might breed.

In the fall they would disappear, and that is the last that

W'Ould be seen of them. Their migratory instincts would
cause them to wander oft' to the South when autumn
came, even if the scarcity of food during the winter did
not compel them to do so, and the country being different

from that to which they had been accustomed, or, what is

of more importance, different from what past generations
of European woodcocks have been accustomed to. they
would proceed to get lost, and if they survived the winter
would be just as likely to turn up in South America or in

California in the spring, as at the Dismal Swamp, where
they passed the preceding summer. The scattered in-

dividuals would probably never run across another of

their own species, and would never breed. And how can
a migratory bird be protected from being shot? No mat-
ter how carefully protected it may be where it is liberated,

Avhen the season comes for it to move on, it will do
so, and being something curious and unusual, will be
relentlessly pursued by hunters wherever it goes.

If a truly migratory bird has ever been successfitlly

introducejd from one country to another, I would be glad
to know of it. Success in acclimatizing birds has always
been, as far as I know, in inverse ratio to the develop-
ment of the migratory instinct in the species. The quail

is a bird of fairly stationary habits, but even the small
degree to which the migratory nature is developed in

that species has made a great deal of trouble for those
who have stocked game preserves with it. Whether this

tendency to migrate is due to instinct, experience or
reasoning on the part of the bird, or to all three, has
nothing to do with the case. It exists in the case of
nine-tenths or more of the birds inhabiting temperate
latitudes, and must be reckoned wnth in our attempts to
introduce species.

The nearest approach to the introduction of a migratory
bird which occurs to me is the case of the European
starling in America. This species, which will probably
prove to be a great pest, has unfortunately secured a
foothold in the Eastern States. Yet in this bird the
development of the migratory habit has not reached a
high degree, and they probabh^ do not move until scarcity

of food makes it necessarj\ The birds of this species
which have become established in America do not appear
to migrate at all, but stay in the same vicinity all the year.
So this bird cannot be called an exception to my state-

ment that attempts to introduce migratory birds will be
failures.

To make some reasonable effort to protect our own
woodcock would meet with much more success. It is, I

suppose, on the whole, the most prized of all our game
birds, certainly the most prized of any of the smaller
kinds of game birds. Yet in many places it may be shot
all summer, and even where protected by law at that
time most of them are killed during the summer months.
The gunners know that the birds are migratory, and that
those which have bred in a place or have staj^ed about
during the summer will move south early in the fall, and
they do not give them the chance to move. In the South
I have heard of their being slaughtered at night during
the migrations with the aid of jacklights. If this prac-
tice has been discontinued it is only because of the grow-
ing scarcity of the bird making it no longer remunerative.

Th€ ie|islatV(r?s of tl^e (iifferent S,tates sh,qyl<i appoint

committees or commissions to confer with those of other

States and secure concerted action for the protection of

migratory birds. It is high time that the sale of wood-
cock should be prohibited in every State in the Union, and
the fine for violations should be a heavy one.

Since I have got started on the subject, I would like

to make a suggestion that if adopted all over the country

would do a great deal toward discouraging violations of

the game laws. If the game commissioners, game pro-

tective societies or individuals who are interested in the

matter would take pains that in every case where a man
is arrested and fined for the violation of the gatne laws
the widest possible publicity should be given to the case,

many people would think twice before committing a viola-

tion. It would help enforcement in two ways, first by
warning people and making them realize that the game
law is not a dead letter, and, second, the disagreeable

notoriety which would result from figuring in a case of

that kind would be dreaded by many people more than
the insignificant fines which are unfortunately the rule in

many parts of the country when a man is convicted of

violating a game law.

So when such a case occurs, those whose duty it is to

enforce the laws, or those who wish to have them en-

forced, should take care that the local papers publish a

full account of it and use large type for the heading. A
great deal can be done for game protection through the

daily newspaper, but as it does not often happen that the

editor is interested in or familiar with the subject, those

who are interested should see that the papers are sup-

plied with information about game law cases.

WiLLARD G. Van Name.
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 8,

Talks to Boys.—Vffi.
In my last talk I told you how the expert shot acted

when he was trying to kill a bird, either an actual bird or

one of the clay targets that are commonly thrown from
the trap to give men practice in shooting. I said that the

practiced shot knows precisely how to hold his gun and
how to move his head, body and arms so as to atta'n the

result which he wishes to reach. It is true that different

men acquire skill in shooting with very different degrees

of ease. Some men—and boys—pick up the different

operations and acquire skill very much more readily

than others. But the important things to be remsmbered
if you wish to acquire this skill, are that you must prac-

tice using the gun, must keenly notice every ih ng that

happens and must remember from day to day what you
have done in your shooting. Each shot that a mnn fires

should teach him something; he ought to know where
each charge of shot goes. If his gun barrels are in the

line of sight, he will know whether the bird at which
he is firing, is before or behind the load of shot, above it

or below. If he misses he will then understand why. and
he ought to be able to reason out how he came to miss.

Therefore, the most important thing that a boy can do
who is learning to shoot is to try to be sure that when-
ever he shoots he is looking along the barrels of his gun.

If this is kept continually in mind and practiced, the rest

is likely to come easily. You should aim your gun at

the bird just as a carpenter aims his hammer at a nail

head, and with almost the same certainty of hitting. The
eyes are looking at the bird, and if the shooter is in such
good practice that he throws the barrels of his gun into

the line of his sight, a very slight movement one way or
the other should direct those barrels straight at the point
necessary to hit the bird. This, of course, does not mean
that he will kill the bird that he shoots at. He has still a

great deal to learn about straightaway shots, quartering

shots and cross shots, things which puzzle many a gunner
who has grown gray headed in the service. But if he can
learn to throw his barrels into the line of sight, he will

have made strides toward perfection in shooting which
will carry him beyond where many old men stand to-day.

The importance of practice in all sorts of matters w'th
the gun cannot be overestimated. You should not only
practice shooting, but also every other act that j'ou have
occasion to perform with the gun. Do all these things

over and over again, for the oftener j'ou do them the

more naturally and so the more easily they will be done.

Did you ever think that pretty nearly all the commonest
operations which we perform were at first very difficult

to us and that they all had to be learned, and became easy
merely through practice? If you and I wish to pick up a
pencil or a cartridge shell lying on the table before us. we
do it,' but did you ever see a little baby lying on the floor

and trying to pick up some object that had attracted its

attention? It may grasp at it half a dozen times before it

is able to put its hand on it. Consider the difflculty that

a baby finds in learning to walk; how easily it loses its

balance during the first year or two after it gets on its

feet. If a small child be given a hammer and told to

hit the nail's head, it may strike at it a number of times
before touching it. In the same way a boy or man who
has never played ball will make absurdly awkward work
of using a bat.

After you have had some practice in shooting Cl tin

cans and potatoes tossed in the. air, you will find that they
are not very difficult to hit. There is really a good deal

of knack in shooting at such things, and if you take
plenty of time and arrange to catch them just as they are

turning in the air, or just as they are beginning to fall yott

will soon consider yourself a very good shot at marks of

this kind. When you reach this point, your instructor
will very likely move you along to something which is

more difficult. He will perhaps throw the potatoes from
behind you as hard as he can, at first high up in ihe air, so

that you can shoot at them against the sky, and after a

time, as you become more expert at marks thrown in that

way, he will throw them close to the ground, straigh away
and quartering, and will throw them as hard as he can.
You will find that it will take you some time to get to a
point where you can hit such marks, and when you can
fairly hit seven out of ten thrown in that fashion I shall

think that you shoot quite well enough to go out into the
field.

If you live in a place where there is a trapshooting club,

or if your father has a trap for clay pigeons, you can ar-

range to have frequent practice at these targets, and this,

if you can arrange for it, will materially help you in your
jhoqting. It will teach you. (^ijjickri^s.^, re^dineaa xa, tl^f
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use of the second barrel, and general handiness with the
gun. But you must not for a moment imagine that shoot-
ing clay pigeons is anything like shooting birds in the
field.

If now your gun was given you for a Christmas present,
you have a long time to wait before it is possible for you
to use it on birds. I think it very likely that this long
delay will seem very hard for you to bear, but from my
point of view it is rather good for you. For, if you have
practiced all these things that I have recommended, yoxi
have certainly reached a point where you are entirely
familiar with your gun ; where you have trained yourself
to use it like a common sense man and not like a harum-
scarum hoy, and you have acquired so much skill in shoot-
ing it that it is altogether probable that when you go
out, perhaps in the last days of August for the rail, you
will render a very good account of yourself. You may
not do this on the first day, for it is quite possible that
the sight of actual birds getting up before you, may throw
you quite off j'-our balance; you may become excited and
-may waste a great deal of ammunition. If you have some
old-time shover who has been working at this during the
rail season for twenty-five or thirty years, he will very
likely be greatly disgusted with your bad work and make
it still worse by sadly informing you after every shot that
you "Never tetched him." If you find yourself getting
into a nervous condition of mind, I recommend to yovi
the plan that Mr. Hammond speaks of in his excellent
little book on shooting, with which to steady yourself.
Take the cartridges out of j^our gun, and when a hkd
gets up, cover him precisely as if you were going to
shoot, and Avhen you have him covered, and not before,
pull the trigger. Do this three or four times, and it is

quite probable that your nerves will steady themselves, and
that then you can put cartridges in your gun and shoot
with a reasonable hope of bringing down your birds in

good style. Still, not very much can be hoped for the
first day that you go out, but the second day I shall expect
to have you do much better, and shall hope to hear a good
report of your doings. Remember that in rail shooting
there is always abundant time. Some men if armed with a
repeating gun could fire several shots at a rail before he
gets out of range, and you have every opportunity to
put up your gun, deliberately cover the bird and kill him.
Indeed, if you do not take pains to be slow about shoot-
ing, you will kill many of your birds so close to the gun
that they will be unfit to bring on the table, being cut all

to pieces mth shot and the flesh filled with feathers.

But assuming that the shooting season is still a long
way off, you must continue .your practice at flying targets
in a variety of ways. After you have become able to hit

potatoes when they are flying pretty fast and in all sorts

of directions, it will be well for yoil to have some practice

on doubles, letting your instructor toss two potatoes in the

air at once, and trying for them with the right and the

left barrel, and then getting him to throw two at a time in

various directions, or at least two as nearly together as

possible. It may be that your instructor will get a little

tired of this active exercise, but since by this time you
have learned enough about a gun to be trusted with it, it

is almost certain that 5^ou can get some one of your friends

and companions to go out with you, and, by letting him
use the gun a part of the time, can get him to throw for

you when you are shooting just as you throw for him
when he is shooting. This will be good practice for

you, too, in another way, since it will be j-our duty to

watch this companion and see that he is holding his gun
properly, that he never points it in any direction where
it can do harm, that he stands as he ought and does not
discharge his gun until liis eye is running along the bar-

rels. Indeed, you and he, as you talk over the various in-

cidents of the shooting, may each get new ideas, and so the

practice will benefit both.

All the practice that you have had, of course,^ has been
open shooting of the plainest possible kind. This is, as it

should be, because you must learn how to make simple

shots before trying those that are difficult. But after you
have had enough practice to feel reasonably confident

about such shots as I have spoken of, let your companion
stand behind you, throw a potato as hard as he can in any
direction that he pleases, so that it will pass somewhere
within the range of your sight. He may throw it directly

to the front over your head, or quartering to either side,

or perhaps way off to your right or to your left. You will

have to watch the whole half of the circle, see the mark
and shoot at it before it gets out of range. At first you
will find this difficult, for it may call for more quickness

than you have, but if I were you, I would not fire until

you believe that you are going to hit the mark. Throw
up your gmi when you see the object and try to catch it

before it is out of range, but if you cannot do so, do not

shoot. Very likely you will find this the most discourag-

ing thing that you have done yet, and if it seems quite

hopeless to you, why then you may go back to the easier

shots at which you were successful, and by making them

regain your confidence. Then try again these hard shots,

concerning which you have no warning whatever. I think

that after a little while you will succeed in making them.

Another test of quickness is to walk along through the

field with your companion walking behind you, and to have

him throw a potato in any direction that he pleases, ma-

king, just as he throws it, some sound which represents the

whirring of a bird's wings as it rises. It is your business

then to discover in what direction the mark is flying and

to hit it before it gets away. Perhaps your father will

think this practice of yours is rather expensive, for I am
sure that by this time you must have used up several

bushels of potatoes, but if they have taught you the les-

sons that I hope they have, the learning has not been

very costly.
. , , ^ . ,

I have warned you not to shoot too quickly, for instead

of your beginning to shoot quickly and afterward learning

to aim at the mark, I want you first to learn to aim at the

mark, and afterward to learn to shoot quickly. Keep it

always in your mind, therefore, not to fire too quickly, but

remember also that you cannot too quickly be ready to

fire. In almost aU upland shooting, and especially in all

shooting in cover, which includes much of the quail shoot-

ing, and the sharp-tail grouse shooting, and all the shoot-

ing' at ruffed grouse and woodcock, the great majority of

your birds will rise within IS or 20 yards of vour feet, and

unless you give them time to get a little further away you

will yery lively cut them up very badly iii killing thew-

Although there are some sections where the cover is very
thick, and this does not apply, yet on the whole, nineteen
times out of twenty, you will have abundant time to shoot,
and even may have to wait for your birds, but the
twentieth time the bird will be gone in the twinlding of
an eye; it will appear and disappear, and if you are not
'as quick as a wink" in your shooting, you will lose it.

It is for that reason that I wish you to devote your prac-
tice chiefly to catching sight on any object quickly. When
you can do that, you are already a good shot, and that is

what you are trying to become, and the reason that you
are listening to these talks. W. G, De Groot.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

End of I the Northern Season,

Chicago, 111., Dec. 29.—The shooters in this part of
the world are putting up their guns for the season. Of
course, the impression is that since the season is closing
here it is closing everywhere, though really there is no
such thing as an absolute season in a country so large
as this. In the .South the shooters are now having the
cream of their year's sport, both in ttpland shooting and
in wildfowl shooting. The Indiana law on quail is out
next Monday, and after that there will be the customary
inrgration of Northern shooters to the Southern fields,

—a migration which grows annually greater in its num-
bers,

ii

In fact, the edge of the shooting appetite is taken off

inside the first thirty days, so far as most Northern city

shooters are concerned. The average city man is too
busy to go shooting vei-y often. The usual thing with
him is to get perhaps one trip in the season, and to
make plans for a half dozen more, which never come off.

Thus the recently formed Jasper County Club, of this

cit}% which had some very good grounds preserved, near
Wheatland, Ind., can only show a total of ten days' actual
shooting done this fall by the combined membership of
the club. Naturally the birds Avere not very much cut
down in that neighborhood.

Bill, Haskell is back this week from a voyage of ex-
ploration in Indiana, where he has been prospecting for

grounds for another preserve that is held in view by
some sportsmen of this city. Mr. Haskell and a local

companion killed thirty-three quail and a number of

rabbits. They found a piece of land which might, under
certain circumstances, be desirable for a club property.

Verjr fair bags of quail have been the rule up to the end
of the season in this State and Indiana, though there

has not been veiy much shooting for the last ten days
by Chicago shooters. The crop of quail goes over in

very good shape indeed. Unless we have a distinct

change in our weather this will be an ideal winter for

quail. Up till this time it has been more like fall than
winter, with no snow and no bad storms. We will be
apt to have something different from this before spring,

but it is to be hoped that the splendid stock of quail now
established in these two States will not be cut down by
climatic causes. There are a good many prairie chickens
along the Kankakee bottoms this winter, and there is

every hope that these birds will rather increase than di-

minish. It is all a question of observance of the law.

In very large tracts of these two sister States there is a

country yet wild enough to carry a good stock of game
under any sort of reasonable shooting.
The ducks have not yet left this country, some mallards

still hanging along the open water wherever it can be
found. Four flocks of geese are reported by Mr. Haskell
as seen this week in his exploring trip.

So far as the local shooting is concerned it is now put
near up to molly cottontail. We cannot go snowshoeing
around here, for we have no snow. A pack of beagles
is a good thing to have in the family right now.

Just south of the city, in the sand hills at the foot of

Lake Michigan, there are a good many rabbits this year.

A farmer near there has also located five wolves, two old

ones and three young ones, within a few miles of New
Buffalo. Mr. Perkins, of this city, has a tract of four

and a half miles of lake frontage near there, his land

running back into the sand hills. He has also three or
four good fox hounds, and the scheme at this time is

to wait for a good tracking snow, whereupon the farmer
is to wire Mr. Perkins, the latter is to tell me, and we
are to go down there and have a wolf chase. We know
the swamp where the wolves are hiding, and if everything
should turn out well we may get a wolf story, and maybe
a wolf skin. Something ought to be done in the way
of bounty to keep these animals from devastating-

Chicago.

Speed of Wildfowl.

A correspondent states that he had referred to him the

old question as to the relative speed of wildfowl. He de-

cided that as between mallard and teal the question was
a draw. He was perhaps right. The teal is swifter on
an inshoot, or a dropping angle, but on a steady over-

head flight it is perhaps no faster than the larger bird.

The wild goose flies much faster than it seems to. It is

popularlir supposed that the canvasback is the fastest of

all wildfowl. It is stated that recently a gentleman who
was flying a series of kites, found that he could tell

something about the flights of ducks crossing his kite

lines. He thought they averaged forty-five miles an hour.

It has always been thought that twice that many miles

an hour is not too much to credit to the wild duck, and I

should think the latter figure much more accurate than

the former. I once printed in these columns the test

made at Grass Lake, 111., by a party of my friends.

From the place where they were situated in their boat it

was just a mile to a certain bridge where sonie shooters

were stationed. A bunch of ducks crossing the bridge

would be fired at, and the men in the boat would take

the time of the puff of smoke. Then they would take

the time of the same flock of ducks when they passed

over the boat. In this way, if memory serve me, they

figured that the ducks were making something Uke 80 or

9P miles an hour. . ^,

Some (Montana Bear Stories.

Mr. G. H. Macdougall. of Butte, Mont., is good enough

to iiven up matters with a bear story or so from his

fl^ck of woods. It makes m§ rather ^nhanpy to read

bear stories, since I have never yet found that grizzly
which I lost many years ago. I presume it is the next
best thmg to read about other fellows who have found
their bears, Mr. Macdougall goes on to say:

'T have a bear story for you which I think is a peach.
To appreciate it, you should know the actor. It is so
perfectly characteristic of him. Let me introduce to you
my particular friend, Henry, commonly known as 'Mil-
waukee.' His nickname gives a clue to his charatcer.
He is a typical crazy Dutchman, bubbling over with high
spirits and good nature, a most lovable duck, but de-
cidedly short on prudence, or common sense, or whatever
you like to call it.

"Henry was hunting deer, and got some too, for he is

a good shot and has the patience of Job, though I would
not like to be within a mile of him when he begins
shooting, for I am sure he shoots at everything that
moves. However, there he was, in the mountains about
fifty miles from here, coming home alone after a hard
day's tramp. When about two miles from the little min-
ing camp where he was staying, and when very tired, he
noticed some fresh dirt piled up against some ledges of
rock projecting from the hillside. One might have sup-
posed he would understand that fresh dirt does not grow
of its own accord on a wild mountain side, but the only
thing that occured to Henry was that it was a nice, dry
place to sit down and take a rest. He sat down accord-
ingly, and as he sat, noticed some animal poke its head
out of a small hole in the dirt. Thinking it was probably
a groundliog, he threw down his rifle without getting
up, and shot at it. It retreated into the hole with shrieks
and howls fit to raise the dead, and out of the same
hole, throwing the dirt in all directions, came a she bear,
simply boiling with rage. Henry shot at her, hitting
her a glancing blow along the skull, which only knocked
her silly for a second and made her madder than ever.

Except on the fresh dirt, ice and snow made the hillside

slippery, as it had been thawing, so our bold Henry had
to stand his ground whether or no, and so, though scared
to death, he shot again, and by good luck hit her between
the eyes and finished her. After a few breaths which
nearly burst his belt, it occurred to the bright mind of

our friend that there might be another cub in the hole,

and with an ingenuity nearly allied to genius, he poked
his leg down in the hole to feel around for more bear.

He got a wipe across the shin that stripped it of legging,

trouser leg, drawer leg and hide, and made him withdraw
it 'some sudden.' It was followed out by a yearling cub
the size of a good, big dbg, which Henry immediately
killed with one shot.' Net result, three bears, a sore shin,

and a Dutchman divided between so much delight and
so much scare that he was unable to move on for half

an hour. Lucky for him that the 'Dear little cherub that

sits up aloft' was attending strictly to business that day, I

think."

"Relating this story to a mutual friend the other day, he
capped it with another. This fellow is 'good Injun,' one
of the best amateur mountaineers I ever met. He was
hunting one evening just about sundown, when he saw
between him and the sun on the sky line of a ridge, a

big silver-tip. He was bothered by the sun in his eyes,

but managed to hit the bear in the rump. Bear made a

bee line for him, grunting every jump. Hunter stood
partly behind a tree and pumped lead for his life, hitting

the bear several times, but not hard enough to stop him.
When only two or three jumps separated them, the hunter
shot again and grabbed his knife, expecting to have a
personal encounter in approved Daniel Boone style. But
the bear, bewildered by its wounds, ran right by him, not
six feet away, stmnbled over a small declivity, and kept

a going into some brush. When the blood got back to

my friend's face, and his heart out of his throat, he grew
suddenly bold (reaction, I suppose), and felt like follow-

ing the beari and finishing the argument. But he had
another think coming, which was that he didn't want to

follow a silver-tip into cover so near dark, or perhaps

any other old time for that matter, so he thankfully struck

out for camp. He and his chums looked for the bear

next day, but never got him. This fellow is as game as

a chicken, and might have won out if it came to grips, but

lie thinks he will never be any nearer death until it

actually comes, than he' was that evening."

t':^ Meat Dogs.

The same writer adds some feeling words about meat
dogs that are not meat dogs. The plum idiot dog that

can run is something which has been seen by others be-

sides Mr. Macdougall, who says:

"That old 'meat dog' pointer of mine picked up a coyote

bait a year or two ago, so I am 'afoot' again. Ill health

has prevented my getting out for a hunt since, but I am
looking, for one of the old sort to take his place, as I

am all right again. The last time I hunted old Sam, I

had to break him all over again, and a nice job it was,

though he surprised the party with his fine work after

I had him in subjection. I don't like to hunt one of

those rebels, no matter how good they are, but if a fellow

happens to get one, a good stout club is the only argu-

ment that will be listened to. I prefer one easier to

handle, though, for I hate to have to beat a dog. The
best dog I ever owned, or ever saw, for that matter, was
one out of Davidson's Doll, one of the original Llewel-

lyn cross, by a dog of his of unfashionable breeding,

p'robably one of the old English breeds. This bitch, who
died about 1882, could actually talk, and it didn't need a

club to keep her in order either. She did her own hunt-

ing, and, what is more, found the birds. I used to shack

along on a clevi r pony anywhere she showed an inclina-

tion to go, and the hardest work I did was to look for

'ner a little if she didn't show up for ten minuteslor so, and

I always got all the birds I wanted in two or"three hours.

They don't make them that way now. The last Llewellyn

I tri'ed to break ranged to beat the band, but was a plum

idiot. When I left him behind after my last trip with

him, he took up with a sheep herder, and that was about

his gait."

Sfiot a Horse for a Deer.

The man behind the gun continues to do all sorts of

fool things. It is nothing unusual to read these days

of a man'^who accidentally shoots his friend, or some of
,

his own family. There are, however, some distinguish-

• ing features to the story of the man who rode with a ,

friend ovit '^to the woods to hunt deer, ^4 then kUle4
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the horse which had drawn the vehicle, so setting both

himself and his friend afoot. This really happened this

fall, and as the friend who lost the horse was some sore

about it, the matter got into the courts. It is the history

of the lawsuit which now comes to hand in the following

cutting from a Duluth newspaper, which is sent down by
a friend from that city:

"The case of S. C. Confer against J. J, Frey, in which

the plaintiff seeks to recover $250, the alleged value of a

driving horse shot by Frey in mistake for a deer, was on
trial in municipal court yesterday. Mr. Frey and Dr.

Confer went out deer hunting together early in Novem-
ber. They drove behind the doctor's sorrel horse. When
they reached what was believed to be a favorable point

for deer, the horse was tied to a tree, and both men went
into the woods, taking different directions. Shortly after-

wards Frey having become mixed in his directions, caught

a glimpse" of what he thought was a deer and fired, and
to his dismay discovered that he had killed Confer's

horse. The two men had to walk home, a distance of

several miles.".

Sale of Game ia Minnesota.

In the annual report of Agent Beutner, of the Minnesota
Game and Fish Commission, the recommendation is

made that the sale of all game be prohibited in that State.

Mr. Beutner also recommendfi that the spring shooting
law be amended, that a non-resident license of not less

than $15 be fixed by law, that game wardens be put on
salary, and that market fisherm.en take out licenses. These
recommendations are fairly in line with the late devel-

opments of the protective idea in the West It may be
plainly seen that the whole trend in the Mississippi Val-

ley is toward non-resident shooting licenses. Indiana

is going to make a strong pull for a $ro license this ses-

sion of the Legislature. The probability is that Michigan
would in that case pass a similar law. It is only a ques-

tion of time before Minnesota has this clause in her law.

Agent Beutner says that in two years he has distrib-

uted 4,611,000 trout fry, 43,300 bass, 69.100 croppies and
31,400,000 i)ike. He wants a car for this work, and also

wants the State to purchase instead of leasing grounds
for its hatchei-y. The present site of the Minnesota
hatchery is a very beautiful one, but it is only rented by
the State.

Carp.

It is one of the boasts of the Illiiaois Fish Commission
that it has successfully introduced carp into the waters

of this State. The meed of thanks due the Commission
for this enterprise can only be surpassed by that which
would be cheerfully tendered them by the people of this

State if they could devise some means of getting these

carp out, and leaving this country just the way it was
before these fish were put in. The old Maksawba Club
marsh on the Kankakee River has had its wild rice all

eaten off by these fish. Up at Fox Lake, in this State,

property owners this fall raised a fund to attempt to

destroy the carp in that chain of waters, which were once
suitable for fishing and summer resofft purposes. In one
week deputies seined out 30,000 pounds of these fish.

They are said to have taken one which wieghed 56
pounds. All this trouble and expense might have been
unnecessary, just as it will probably be futile. These fish

cannot be seined out completely, and the few left in will

soon multiply again. There is no nuisance, after the

English sparrow, which is worse than the German carp.

There are a good many of us who are not quite ready to

take the purely commercial attitude that because some few

people will eat tliese fish the rest of us ought to stand

for the raising of them at the expense of all the original

attractiveness of our streams. It is up to the Illinois

State Fish Commission to make itself popular by ex-

plaining, not how to cook a carp, but how to kill it, in

the quickest possible way. We ought to have a law per-

mitting the spearing of these fish, and there ought to be

a bounty put on them were it not for the sole fact that

such a bounty would break this State. They are an un-

qualified nuisance, and no amount of explanation in re-

gard to their virtues will disabuse the average outdoor

man of this belief.

Dead and Down,

The mills of the Government are still grinding at Wash-
ington over the proposal of Capt. Mercer, Minnesota In-

dian agent, to sell some more of the dead and down tim-

ber belonging to the people over whom he has charge.

There is the usual amount of heavy rumbling and jarring

of the Government machinery. The lumbermen are coy.

Secretary Hitchcock is non-committal. Indian agent

Merecer is explanatory, and the Indians are silent. In

spite of all this the result is easy to foresee. All the timber

on those reservations is going to be dead and down. So
far as the Indians are concerned, they constitute but a

trifling obstacle in the scheme. Before long the Indians

will also be dead and down.
Efforts are making to purchase the Indian lands in

Red Lake County, Minn., with a view to throwing them
open to settlement. The sale of the White Earth reser-

vation is still going on. It is the intention to purchase

48,000 acres of the lower Brule Indians in South Dakota.

The Indians are wilHng to sell it at $1.25 an acre. They
get about that much for the splendid pine of the North-
ern Minnesota reservations. That is to say, they think

they will get it. Really, under the workings of our white

man's justice, they get their dollar and a quarter, but it

costs thiree dollars and a quarter to get it to them. You
can figure it out yourself. The Indian is always in debt,

and he will be, until he is dead and down.
E. Hough.

Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Game Cunning.

To S«mio«nt the Difficulty.

"And if your party came suddenly to a stream," said

the story teller, "too deep for your horse to wade over,

too wide for it to jump over and too swiftly flowing for

it to swim over, what would you do?"
"Why, that's easy," said one of the party; "we'd sit

down and think it over."—Yonkers Statesman.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

}git<s9t by Mo!i4»y W4 IS^eii earlier ^ practicgblf^

If any one wants an illustration of the way in which

animals grow wise in the ways of the hunter, they ought

to come out to this country and try a hunt after some
of the bull elk that hang around here. Usually a bull

elk is not remarkably cunning, and the elk that stay back

in the mountains are still rather simple.

They use all the tricks that the sharpest buck deer or

bull moose in Maine ever thought of, and in addition have

invented a lot of brand new schemes of their own that

are just suited to this country. When one remenibers

that only a few years ago these elk were just as stupid as

the balance of their tribe, one wonders where they picked

up all this k-nowledge. Such things as making a loop

down wind before lying down for the day, watching their

back track and things of that kind, are only a very small

part of their plans to escape being killed. The intelli-

gence which they display in picking out places in which

to bed down for the day is remarkable. I put in a couple

of weeks this fall trailing around after some bulls that

stay pretty close to the house, and in spite of all I could

do I never even saw a hair of one of them. Their beds

were always in a place where they could either see, hear

or smell anything approaching them long before they

can be seen themselves. Time after time I put in hours

trying to get a sight of one of these old fellows, but

with always the same result.

After, loop after loop, down wind, after crawling for

hundreds of yards at a time in snow a foot deep, and

moving as silently as possible, I would find the bed just

vacated. And if I waited until du.sk before trying to close

in, I always found that the cunning brute had, on getting

up and commencing to feed, gone up \\;ind into the thickest

cover he could find, where it was absolutely impossible to

get within sight without making noise enough to spoil

the stalk.

I guess the trouble is that the game is learning new
tricks faster than us fellows who learned to hunt_ when the

game was tame can figure out new ways of hunting.

At any rate, I used to think that I could hunt, but when
I chase around among a lot of elk for a couple of weeks

and only get one fool calf that did not have any better

sense than to stick its head out of the clump of spruce

behind which the rest of the bunch were calmly watching

me, I rather thinl< that something is wrong with my wood-
craft.

Civilization is spoiling the game, just as it is spoihng

the Indian, the cowpuncher and, in fact, the whole West.

And there is no other place to go, so I guess we might as

well get civilized and be done with it.

Wells, Wyo. Wm. WellS.

A December Afternoon.

It was cold—the thermometer stood at zero, although

it was high noon, but the sun shone brilliantly and there

was no wind. The air was dry and bracing, every breath

of it full of life and energy to those who breathed it. Two
old friends stood on the top of a hill that overlooked a

level bottom two miles long and a mile wide, bounded
on one side by the wooded hills along the river. Through
the bottom ran several little streams, bordered by plum
thickets, and the banks of the river were bordered with a

wide fringe of undergrowth. There were bushes, too,

along the old rail fences that divided the bottom into

fields. The fields were covered with com stalks and

weedy stubble, with here and there patches of high grass,

while here and there were clumps of cottonwpod trees,

the ground under them crowded with weeds high as the

head of a man. I said there were two friends ; there were
four. Two of them were four-footed, and named re-

spectively Sinner and Flora, but they were none the less

friends on that account. After a few minutes looking

over the ground and deciding the course to take, these

four went down the hill and swept out into the fields, the

dogs full of life, going at full gallop, and the two men
walking briskly, for the air was sharp and demanded lively

"walking to keep warm. The dogs were going too fast for

careful work, but it was useless to try to get them into

moderation till they had warmed themselves and flushed

a covey or two of quail. Flora went sailing down an old

fence fringed with bushes, and all at once fetched up so

suddenly that she turned end for end andj=tood headed in

the opposite direction.

"There they are," said E., "and I'll bet they are bunched
in a sunny fence corner. I saw a famous covey along

that fence the other day. Must have been twenty of

them. If it's the same lot and nobody been into 'em, we
will have fun with them sure."

One each side of the fence, the two men approached,

moving very slowly as they neared the dog. I don't know
why they went so slowly, but that's the way they always

do it. Presently E. said, "I see them all huddled together

in the fence corner opposite the dog. 'Bout half a bushel

of 'em. It's the big covey all right."

"Well, let's put 'em up," said H. "It's too cold to stand

here long."

So they took a few steps more and out came the birds,

and the air was full of them. It looked as if a shotgun
fired into the "brown of them" was sure to kill a half-

dozen at least, but these fellows shot three times and got

but two. H. did not shoot but once, because he is great on
scattered birds, and always is very careful about mark-
ing them down. They went 80 to 100 yards along the

fence and pitched into the weeds and bushes.

"That's a layout for us," said E. "Couldn't have it any
better if it was done to order."

The dogs were kept in and the procession moved along
the fence with the dogs a rod or two in advance.
"Must be getting about there," said E., and a moment

later out went one from behind him and started across

to the nearest clump of cottonwoods. E. turned quicklJ^

steadied himself an instant, and fired. The bird folded
its wings and dropped into the weeds. Flora was on the

other side of the fence and made a dash to get over, flush-

ing another bird which was a fair shot for H.. but instead

of shooting it he proceeded to explain to Flora that she

was old enough to know better and would consequently

be held responsible for such lapses from plain duty. In
fact, H. gave her a goodly dose of benevolent assimila-

tion, applied outwardly by means of an elm switch, and
at the same tiipe he told her that the sooner she got tlia^

wire edge oflf the better it would be for all concerned.

While all this was going on. Sinner stood solid on a bird

less than two rods away. Sinner was an old veteran and
seldom got rattled about anything.

"I marked that bird all right," said E, "Saw him go
down between the two right hand trees of the cotton-

wood grove."
H. now stepped to where Sinner was pointing, telling

E. to look out as it Jjl^uld be sure to dart through the

bushes right to him, wliich it did, but just as E. pulled

his trigger the bird turned and darted through the bushes
again, so E. missed, but as it came in sight of H. a few
rods down the fence, he got it. Just then a dozen or
more got up and hied themselves away, some to the cotton-

woods and some further along the fence. Another covey
rose and joined the stragglers, going down the fence. The
shooters followed along the fence and when they got
among them there were flushes and misses and kills in

such rapid succession that they hardly knew where they
were at; but by the time the birds were all up, they had
bagged six. Most of those that got away went to the
cottonwoods, so the shooters followed them. Here the
shooting was difficult, for the trees were close together
and the branches were low enough to almost meet the
tops of the high weeds, but as they had now "got down to

business" and knew they had to do it about right if they
got any birds, they did better shooting than they did in

the open, and after thoroughly beating out the ground
they got several more into the bag.

"Where will we go nexc?" asked H.
"Reckon we better go down Painter Creek," said E.
There was a bad tangle of grass, weeds, hazel brusH

and plum thickets with weedy corn along the edges, and
there were quail in the weeds; the dogs found a trail of a
covey that ran ahead of them and the men followed the
dogs for a hundred yards, expecting a rise every mo-
ment. At last E. said, "The tension is getting too strong
for me. Let's rush them." So they took a few rapid
steps and the air was full of quail. They rose, widely
scattered, so they did not interfere with each other, and
the result was two doubles, but only three were bagged,
the dogs failing to find the other one. The escaping
birds went into the tangle of brush, weeds and grass
along the creek, and the dogs and men tramped and
threshed the place all over, but the birds lay so close that
not half of them were put up, though several more were
bagged. \
The sun was now sinking out of sight, and the cold

was nipping at ears and noses, so the shooters got into
the road and started on a lively walk for home. As they
passed the cottonwood grove the scattered birds they had
left there were calling to each other. "Some of the folks
that write for the papers speak of the quail calling
Bob White as they go home from quail shooting," said
E. "That always spoils the story for me, for anybody
who knows anything about quail knows that Bob White
is their love call, and is never used except in the mating
season."

"I guess all the hunting that kind of man ever does
is done hunting for a place where he can get quail on
toast. Ouch, but my ears are cold !" said H.

O. H. Hampton.

Rhode Island Notes.
Providence, R. I., Jan. 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Last week it was reported in the local papers that two
deer had been seen near Chepachet, and that about every
gun, old and new, in western Rhode Island had been put
in condition for shooting. Perhaps the would-be deer
slayers are not aware that deer are protected by law, and
that venison in Rhode Island may prove to be very ex-
pensive. A deer is not a bird, but one of the Commis-
sioners of Birds has thought it proper to call attention
to Chapter 723 passed by the Rhode Island Legislature
for the protection of deer, Feb. 9, 1900: "Section i.

Whoever before the first day of Febraury, A. D. 19OS,
takes or kills a deer, except his own tame deer kept on his
own grounds, shall be fined not exceeding $500." The
Commissioner also explained that in Massachusetts deer
are protected at all times, the penalty for killing one
being $100. The Connecticut deer cannot be shot legally

until 1903.

In the inaugural message of Gov. William Gregory to

the General Assembly of Rhode Island, he called atten-
tion to the following matters:

Protection of Birds.

"The State is to be congratulated on the devoted and
intelligent consideration to the interests of bird life which
is being given by the Commissioners created at the last

January session, and provided with ample power to en-
force the laws. The Commissioners report that public

interest has awakened to a more general regard for the
bird laws than ever before. The work of education is

economic as well as humane, since our birds are necessary
for the preservation of the crops, which is accomplished
through the constant warfare they wage against worms
and insects. Confronted by the circumstance that with-
in fifteen years past bird life in our State has diminished

65 per cent., that to save certain crops poisons are re-

sorted to where nature formerly worked through the
birds, the Commissioners are seeking diligently to re-

trieve the disaster. The open season for killing game
birds has been shortened, and it is trusted that with the
co-operation of sportsmen and marketmen and an edu-
cated public sentiment progress njay continue to be made
without advising the last resort of a close season for two
or three years.

laland Fisheries.

"From their headquarters, at Wickford, the Commis-
sion has been unusually active during the year. Definite
and valuable information relative to the habits, food,
enemies and rate of growth of the scallop has been se-
cured, the series of experiments on the life and habits of
the clam have been successfully continued and encour-
aging results are reported from the efforts to devise a
practical method of lobster culture. The appropriation
made last year enabled the Commission to build and
equip a floating laboratory and to possess a small naphtha
launch,"
Roger Larkin recently shot a cat owl, at South Kings-

town, vyhich measured 3 fe^t 8 inclies from tip to tip.

W. H. M,
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The Maine Game Law.
Boston, Jan. 7.—The Massachusetts Legislature has

assembled, but I cannot learn that any important changes
in the fish and game laws are contemplated, and the
marketmen are not vet mentioning any changes. The
Ma ine Legislature came together Jan. i, but the Com-
mittee on Fisheries and Game has not yet been an-
nounced. Naturally Commissioner Carleton, Chairman
of the Board of Fisheries and Game, will be tendered
the chairmanship of that committee, since he is a member
of the House. J. W. Brackett, of "The Maine Woods,"
will also be on the committee, without doubt. It now
looks as though no important changes in the existing
fish and game laws of that State would be made. Com-
missioner Stanley is of the opinion that the laws are
mainly well_ enough as they are. He says that the Com-
mission believes that no more deer have been destroyed
under the September license law than would have been
illegally killed without it; that the law has brought in

$3,900 for licenses. The Commission does not believe that
any forest fires have resulted from this laAV, and this

money has been used for fish and game protection. He
does not believe that deer have decreased in Maine; that
they have simply changed their location, for better feed-
ing grounds, or for some other reason. He is very rea-
sonable and conscientious concerning his position; says
that the Commission has taken great pains in investigat-
ing the subject of a decrease in the deer sitpply. Secre-
tary Farrington's annual report says that the State has
received for the year $2,109 for guide registration, $2,035
for fines for violations of fish and game laws and for game
seized and sold, $50 for taxidermists" licenses, $535 for
camp proprietors' licenses, $3,900 for September shooting
licenses and licenses for shipping of game without the
ovyner accompanying it; a total of $8,429 The Com-
mission has expended $17,834 for operation of fish hatch-
eries and traveling expenses of the Commission, $533 for

clerk hire, $395 for attorneys' fees, $725 for specimens
for the State Museum, and $13,464 for the services of

wardens; total. $32,851. He recommends that the Legis-
lature authorize a larger amount expended for fish. He
recommends that the Maine Fish and Game Association
shall urge upon the Legislature adding $to,ooo to the
fish and game fund, to be used for the better protection
and propagation of fish and game. He very sensibly

urges that the guides be held to stricter account to the

State for their doings. He is aware that many come to

Maine to kill moose and deer for market, and he suggests
that the guides have aided in this market hvmting. He
is right, and he would be doubly sure of his position had
he been where he could have watched the Boston markets
the past open season on big game in Maine.
The Vermont Legislature, recently adjourned, made

no important changes in the fish and game laws of that

State. A few special enactments concerning fishing in

certain waters were made. Special.

New Hampshire Forests.

Gov. Jordan^ of New Hampshire, comes from Coos
county and appreciates the forestry situation. In his

message to the Legislature, he sai's:

"My lifelong residence in the north coimtry has filled

me with a love for our beautiful hills which the passage
of the years has only made the stronger; and I cannot
look with unconcern upon the devastation which is being
wrought upon them. In my judgment, the time has
come to take positive and effective steps to assure to our
State lor future generations those magnificent gems of

mountain scenery which have won for our commonwealth
the unique title of 'The Switzerland of .A.raerica.' The
most immediately effective method of securing- the essen-

tial benefits of forest preservation is for the State, by exer-

cise of its power of eminent domain, to take to itself once
more the ownership of its most desirable forest lands. Yet
we must bear in mind the fact that these lands cannot be
taken from their owners except for an adequate compen-
sation. The lumber interests are great, and the greater
they are, under present methods of operation, the worse
it is for the State. The number of lumber plants is 831;
capital, $12,329,843; total wages, $2,519,609; average num-
ber employees. 8,932; value of annual product, $10907,438.
"But there is still another method of securing the main

features of forest preservation which may commend itself

to your minds as equally effective, and which is not open
to objection on the ground of expense. It lies in the

restriction of the' operations of private land owners in

respect to the manner in which they shall utilize the
forest product. Such an intervention I believe to be a

proper function of the State through the exercise of its

power of sovereign police, which is co-extensive with
public health, morals, social order and property rights.

T commend this phase of the subject to your earnest at-

tention, indulging the hope that your wisdom will guide
to the proper action. For myself, T consider no con-
sideration paramount to that of putting an end to the

existing conditions which obtain in our forest properties.

The time is ripe for New Hampshire to act. Air, water
and forests are the richest of the natural resources of

man. We should take good care that the first be not
vitiated, the next polluted, nor the last destroyed."

"Weigfhts of Game.

Gravesend Beach.—Editor Forest and Stream: I am
a boy near fourteen yesLVs of age. My grandfather made
me a present of a subscription for three years of your
paper. Two years have expired. I have read of several

men sending you the weights of partridges they have shot.

I was hunting rabbits last week at Cordm, Long Island.

As a partridge took wing, I shot at him and killed him.
They say he is a very fine one, and when weighed at the
grocery store at my home, weighed 25 ounces.

Clarence H. Bateman.

Address all communications to the Fqrest and
Stream Publishing Company.

Proniriirtors of shooting resorfs wjU find it pTOfitable adYertm^

Notice.

AH communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

The New York Fish Commission*
Fram Governor OdeWs Messfige..

The preservation of the forests, especially as a protec-
tion to the water supply of the State, has been one that
has received proper attention from the Legislature, and is

of the greatest importance. The same care has also been
extended to the protection of the fish and game interests
and the shellfish culture along our coasts. The steps
taken toward this end have u-ndoubtedly resitlted in great
benefit.

It seems to me, however, that two boards, one charged
with the purchase of lands and the other with their pro-
tection, must necessarily duplicate each other's work to a
considerable degree, and that a consolidation would re-
sult in a large saving. The Forest Preserve Board is com-
posed almost entirely of officials elected by the people, and
the Fish and Game Comtnission appointees of the Gov-
ernor. The law governing the work of the Forest Pre-
serve Board could be amended so as to permit the selec-
tion of a member by the Governor, by and with the con-
sent of the Senate, who with the two State officers now
designated should constitute the Forest Preserve Board,
and the powers and duties of the Forest, Fish and Game
Commission could be transferred to the Board as thus
constituted. The importance of this suggestion is reahzed
perhaps more fully by placing before you the appropria-
tion made for these boards last year. There was appro-
priated by the last Legislature for the salaries and oflicc

expenses of the Forestry, Fish and Game Commission the
sum of $82,875. This includes the expenses of printing
and publication of reports, salaries of Commissioners and
employees and other expenses incidental to the main-
tenance of such a department, but not the maintenance of
hatcheries and legal expenses. Aside from the sum of
$250,000 appropriated for the purchase of lands and ex-
penses of the Forest Presence Board, there were expended
for other salaries and office expenses over $14000, and
paid for additional counsel about $12,000. The legal work
of this department should be performed by the Attorney-
General.
The saving of expenses which would undoubtedly fol-

low consolidation, amounting probably to $35,000, is cer-
tainly enough to warrant careful consideration upon the
part of the Legislature, and such legislation as will lead
to this result is recommended.

Public and Private Waters,
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read with much interest the reply of F. A. C.
in your issue of Dec. 15 to my article relating to public
fash in private waters.

I am inclined to think that people generally, including
your correspondent, are apt to be mistaken as to the rights
of riparian owners and as to the rights of the public in the
waters of streams which are essentially private, and I

may in the near future call further attention to the laws
of this State and the decisions of our courts on these
points.

I desire, however, to correct at the present time what
seems to me to be a manifest error in the communication
from F. A. C, and that is in regard to his classification of
rivers and streams.

In his article he states that water courses, not including
ponds and lakes, may be loosely divided into three im-
portant classes: i. Those in which the tide ebbs and
flows. 2. Navigable rivers and streams. 3. Streams not
navigable.

As to the first, he is correct, and that includes but one
stream in this State—^the Hudson River up to the city of
Troy.
His second classification, "Navigable rivers and

streams," strictly speaking, would include but few
streams, and all of them too short for serious considera-
tion.

Outside of the Hudson River the rivers and streams of
this State should be classified as follows:

First. Those which are navigable, and that includes, as
the word "navigable" implies, streams "which may be
navigated or passed in ships or vessels" (Webster).

Second. Streams not navigable with boats, but which
are subject to certain easements or privileges acquired by
user. This includes all those streams or parts of streams
which for years have been owned in fee by the riparian
owners, subject to the easement or right of certain per-
sons to float or drive logs down the streams when the
waters permit, either to saw mills located below or for
the purpose of forming into rafts for shipping them to
market.

In these streams the public has no right, and the ease-
ments are confined to those owning or occupying lands on
or adjacent to the streams through which alone their logs
or lumber can be driven. There are but few of these
streams now remaining in this State, at least outside of
the North Woods, and the noted streams rising in or
flowing from the lower water shed of the State of Ncav
York have never been subject to this easement except in

two or three cases, and then to a very limited extent, and
if this classification is correct, then the third class, "streams
Which are not navigable or subject to an easement or right
by user," will include most of the streams in the State of
New York.
I quite agree with F, A. C. as to the right which a per-

son has in the public highway, when he says that no
person has "the right to dig bait by the roadside- without
the consent of htTO who owns to the middle of the road"

—

that would be tr-eapa^ss ; but no peVson claiming the rifht to

use t-l^^ l^ighwaiK; wo.ui4 have the right ^istxihut^-'^l^^g

or in it snakes and skunks, for that would pollute it and
injure the value of the adjacent lands, and the same rule
applies to streams which belong to the riparian owners,
subject to easements or rights acquired by user. No
person floating down a stream of this kind on a raft of
logs has the right to take a fish which might be in the
waters flowing over the lands of the riparian owner, for
that would be trespass, nor to deposit in these waters big-
mouthed black bass or carp, for that would pollute them
and injure the value of the adjacent land, and the same
rule applies to the public, which is simply an aggregation
of individuals. But after all, this side discussion, in which
we differ on some points, does not settle tlie principal
question which I raised in my communication, and that
was, What do the Commissioners mean by public and
what by private waters ? They can easily define what they
mean by these terms, but so far as I have been able to
find out, they have never done so.

I have written this article with great hesitancy, fearing
that I might be regarded as not being in sympathy with
the good work which has been and is being done in this
State. But then there has been bad work, fearfully bad
work, done in the past also, for which neither the present
Commissioners nor Mr. A. N. Cheney are in any way
responsible.

Some years ago the supervisors of this county appointed
a committee on fish, which continued for three years, and
of which the writer was chairman. We carefully ascer-
tained the nature of every considerable pond and stream
in the county and restocked many of them with the fish
natural to_ them, and never permitted any waters to be
stocked with fish which might destroy or be injurious to
the native fish, and in this we respected the rights of
riparian owners. On the other side of the Hudson River
the fish have never been furnished to a committee, but
direct from the State on individual application, and it has
resulted in a wholesale destruction of private streams
and waters, including scores of miles of the finest trout
streams of the lower water shed of this State.
Perhaps it may be as well right here and now to go to

the bottom of this whole business of stocking the waters
of this State with fish.

In the latter part of the fifties I was interested with a
friend in the propagation of brook trout, and he suc-
ceeded, as I remember, before Mr. Seth Green engaged in
it, but he had the State behind him, and the result was
that for a time the small concerns did not as a rule find
the hatching of trout profitable.

Since then I have kept in pretty close touch with what
has been done toward the stocking of the waters x)i this
State, and, in fact. otiiU of our States and of Canada.
The interest creat^^ by the success of Seth Green was

followed by an interest in legislation, but as any one will
see who will take the trouble to look over our old game
and fish laws, running back say thirty years or more, there
has never been any ef^ort made to protect or increase our
common food fishes, and by these I mean suckers, yellow
perch, pickerel and other fishes commonly found in our
small ponds and ordinary streams, and yet these fish have
in the past furnished not only sport but food to thou-
sands of the people living in the country districts. Their
rights and interests, however, have never been consulted,
but our legislation has been mostly in favor of individuals,
and clubs, and the owners of preserves who have prac-
tically controlled in their own interest nearly all the legis-
lation of this State.

In 1894 the Senate Committee on Fish and Game visited
the principal parts of this State with a view to suggest-
ing amendments to the law, and at my suggestion they
endeavored to ascertain what had been done toward the
propagation or protection of common food fishes.

The universal answer was, no:hing, coupled in many
instances with the statement that private waters and
streams had been largely destroyed because the State,
without the consent of the riparian owners, had stocked
these waters with destructive kinds of fish.

The owners of the thousands of miles of private streams
in this State cannot combine for their protection, and the
resuk is that these streams as they bought them and have
the right to own them haye been forever destroyed.
Some six years ago I was before the Senate Committee

on Fish and Game and said to them substantially, "Gentle-
men, there has never been any legislation in this State
looking to the protection or increase of our common food
fish such as suckers, pickerel, perch, sunfish, etc., which
abound naturally in all of our ponds and streams, and
which are prized for sport and food by thousands of our
farmers and their laboring men, and they get just as much
sport in taking them on an off day, or after the day'i;

work is over, as the accomplished angler does in taking
trout or salmon with the fly, to say nothing of the amount;
of food which they furnish for the farmer's table, and I

beg you to consider the rights and comfort of this great
body of our citizens, and at least protect the private
waters owned by them from injury or destruction by the
introduction of other fish under the pretense of stocking
public waters without the knowledge or consent of the
owners."

I also called their attention particularly to the fact that
the whitefish industry in Lake Ontario had in the past
yielded an annual income claimed to be over $200000, yet
this fish had been practically destroyed, and that no effort

had been made to replenish this lake with this most
magnificent food fish.

To show how far I was then correct in my statement, I

refer to the following extract from a most exhaustive
article read by Mr. Frank N. Clark, of Northville, Mich.,
at the meeting of the American Fisheries Society held in

July last at Wood's Holi, entitled "Methods and Results
in Connection with the Propagation of Commercial Fishes
for the Great Lakes," and in which he says, referring to
this State, "Fewer whitefish fry have been planted in

Lake Ontario than in any other of the great lakes; the
value of its commercial fisheries suffers proportionately.
The whitefish fishermen have practically abandoned the
lake."

In 1889 I visited Fort Niagara at the head of Lake On-
tario, stopping at the hotel on the Canadian side, and we
had Cisco only, the landlord informing us that the white-
fish had practically disappeared from the lake years be-
fore, and that he had erased trying to get them.
Some years ago a inoyei;ne^t was started in Rochester

for the purpose of protecting and restoring our food fish,

but why showU it^ aecessaify fop ^.rivate indiviidu;$i.ls tfj
'
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combine for this purpose when this should have been re-

garded by our Fish Commissioners as their first and
highest duty?
The question naturally arises, why have our Fish Com-

missioners been so diligent in the past in stocking the

waters of this State which are essentially private and in

many, if not indeed most cases, to their permanent in-

jury, while so little has been done for Lake Ontario that

it is as barren of whitefish to-day as it Avas tv^'enty or

more years ago?
Let me give a few figures which I happen to have at

hand. In tlie year 1895 there were planted in all the waters
of this State, including Lake Ontario, by our Commis-
sioners, 24,080,000 whitefish.

In the year 1896 there were planted by them in all the

waters of this State 11,250,000 whitefish, of which 6,500,-

000 were placed in Lake Ontario, hardly enough to bear up
against the attack of their natural enemies, while in that

year our Commissioners had an appropriation of $157,-

524-59.

I do not happen to have the returns for 1897-8 and 1899
but the whitefish planted this year in all the waters of this

State amount to 40,175,000.

Mr. Clark informs us that during the five years,

1895 to 1899, inclusive, the United States Commission
placed in the waters of Lake Erie alone 443,677,000 white-
fish fry, an average of neai-ly 89,000,000 a year, and that

the commercial value of the whitefish industry is greater

than that of any of the lakes. Lake Michigan being next,

and yet in Lake Michigan there were 4,000,000 pounds
taken in 1897, which at 10 cenls a pound would yield

$400 000,

What has been done in the other great lakes could and
should have been done in Lake Ontario.

If our former Commissioners had done their duty by
this lake the whitefish would have been taken for many
years past by the ton, as they have been in all the other
great lakes, as the - result of restocking, and the com-
mercial value of these fish would have amounted an-
nually to several hundred thousand dollars, a very hand-
some offset to the yearly appropriations made by our
State. J. S. Van Cleef.
PouGHKKEpsiE, N, Y., Dec, SI.

ANGLING NOTES.

Mr. Harmswofth.

Mr. Alfreu C. Harmsworth, of London, proprietor of

the Daily Mail and about thirty other newspapers and
periodicals in Great Britain, is on a visit to this coun-
try, and one of the great dealy newspapers in New York
city was turned over to him to be issued for one day in

the manner and style that would exemplify his idea of

what the modern dailj^ newspaper should be. A Troy,
N. Y., newspaper, the Budget, in speaking editorially of
Mr. Harmsworth's efforts to improve the make-up of

the daily newspaper, said that the American people should
appreciate what he had done for journalism, even if they
did not adopt his suggestions, and proposed that he be
invited to go fishing as the best relaxation that could be
offered to a busy man on a vacation, and intimated that we
had in this country some superior fishing.

Apparently this was a shot- in the dark, and the writer
did not know that Mr. Harmsworth was an enthusiastic
angler. He had scarcely landed from the Teutonic when
he wrote to Forest and Stream to ask about the fishing,

and on a previous visit to this country he visited Florida for
tarpon fishing, and later wrote of his experience in the
columns of this paper, praising the fishing as something
superior to the fishing of any other country. Since that
time Mr. Harmsworth has visited India and Siberia for
the fishing, and speaks in glowing terms of the fishing in

India, strange as it may seem, saying it would be a fine

fishing country except for the discomfort from the heat.
Mr. Harmsworth will visit Florida for tarpon fishing on
this visit—in fact, that was one of the objects of his visit

at this time.

The Leaping Ooananiche.

Mr. Louis Rhead announces an exhibition of his pic-
tures of the fighting ouananiche at the gallery of
Frederick Keppel & Co., 20 East Sixteenth street. New
York cit3', from Jan. 10 to 29, inclusive. The piclures are
in oil, water color and pen, including a number of life

studies of the fish on birch bark, and I would advise
those who can do so to accept the invitation to view the
pictures. The artist has prepared a imique catalogue,
numbered and signed, from which one learns that there
are in the exhibition three pictures on birch bark, nine in
oil, eight in water color and two pen drawings. I presume
that there will also be- on exhibiton Mr. Rhead's etching
of Izaak Walton, which he did from the Houseman por-
trait in the National Portrait Gallery, South Kensing-
ton. The artist says ' a few words" in his catalogue
which are very pleasant reading about 'the fishing and
guides and canoes at Lake St. John. His tribute to his
Canadian guides I believe to be well deserved from my
experience on the same waters: "While not so picturesque
as the Indian, he is less gloomy and glinn, and he knows
his business well, and, what is more agreeable, he is more
respectful and less 'knowing' than some other guides of
different places. His movements are easy and quiet, and
he is always at hand when required."

Fishcultofe in New York.

At the meeting of the Forest, Fish and Game Commis-
sion in Albany on Jan. i, the State Fishculturist reported
to the Commission in regard to the number of eggs taken
this season up to the time of the meeting, as follows

:

"The season for taking brook and brown trout and
whitefish and frost fish eggs was practically closed the
first of the year, and from, the stock fish in the State
ponds the Commission secured 4,010,800 brook trout eggs,
3,328,000 brown trout eggs, an increase over last year of
1,391,900. From whitefish in State waters and from eggs
secured from the United States Fish Commission, a total
of 42,538,000 whitefish eggs were laid down in the different
hatcheries, an increase of 5.027,000 over last year. Frost
fish secured from State waters furnished 8,560,750, an
increase over last year of 1,758,750, or a total increase of

sjpecies mentioiie4 OV?r !as^ year of 8.977,650 tg^^

There is no mention made of rainbow trout eggs, as the

season for taking these eggs has just opened.
"The Commission has also secured 4,176,000 lake trout

eggs, and while the tomcod work is not nearly completed,

34 525,000 eggs have already been secured.

"The total number of eggs taken thus far this season
amounts to 101,315,622.

"During the past month there was distributed, from
the different hatcheries, of fingerling and adult trout, 121,-

982."

The report recommended that one of the State hatcheries

be abandoned, as it was so situated that it was not profit-

able to maintain it, and that another hatchery should be
moved to obtain a better water supply, for at present the
hatchery in question cannot carry stock fish, nor can it

rear fingerling fish, as the water gets too warm for any of

the salmon family early in the summer, and all fish

hatched must be planted as fry or carried elsewhere to be
reared. It is not an easy matter to move a hatchery, but
this One can be moved and placed on a new foundation
where there is an abundance of spring water, and where
rearing ponds can be constructed. During the month of
December the Commission distributed 121.982 fingerling

and adult trout from the difi'erent hatching stations. The
adult trout, consisting of several hundreds of breeding
fish, with which the hatcheries were overstocked, as new
blood is brought in every year as the older fish make way
for younger ones. A. N. Cheney.

A Jofce of the Vintagfe of J 835*

"T say, Jack, are there any fish in this pond?"
"There may be; but I should think they were werry

small, 'cause there was no water in this here pond afore
that rain yesterday."

—^—
Fixttires.

BENCH SHOWS.
Jan. 14.—New Orleans, La.—Louisiana Kennel Club's annual

show. A. E. Shaw, Sec'y.
Jan. 14-19.—Pontiac, Mich.—Pontiac Poultry and Pet Stock Ex-

hibition's dog show. Daniel Thomas, Sec'y.
Jan. 23-26.^—Chicago.—Chicago Pet Dog Club's annual show.

Mrs. J. T. Buhrer, Sec'y.
Feb. 19-22.—New York.—Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth

annual show. Tames Mortimer, Supt.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.
March 13-16.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Cltlb's eleventh an-

nual show. John L. Lincoln, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Jan. 14.—Coronado, Cal.—Pacific Coast Field Trial Club's trials.

Albert Beltz, Sec'y.
Jan. 14.—Greenville, Ala.—Fifth annual field trials of the Alabama

Field Trials Club. John B. Rosenstihl, Sec'y.
Jan. 21.—Benton County, Miss.—Tenth annual field trials of the

United States Field Trials Club. W. B. Statlord, Sec'y, Trenton,
Tenn.
February (First Week).—Grand Junction, Tenn.—Championship

Field Trial Association's annual trials. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y.

Training the Hunting Dog.

Bf B, Waters, Author of "Fetch and Carry: A Treatise
on Retrieving."

XI.—Backing.

(Continued from Vol. LV,^ page 473.)

Let us now consider the dog more specifically as a
member of a pack and the intelligent team work which
such m.embership imposes. He much prefers to work with
one of his own kind. The joint efforts of a nutnber are
far more certain to result in success than are the efforts
of the lone individual. Whether wild or domestic, they
much prefer to bunt with each other. Wolves take dis-
tinct parts in the struggle to effect a capture. One or
two may make a sham attack on a cow while others seize
and kill her momentarily unguarded calf. Coyotes have
been known to station themselves with excellent judg-
ment in such manner and places that as one or more of
their number pursued the fleeing antelope it passed by
the others in turn, and each in turn took up the pursuit
and relieved the pursuer, so that the antelope was pitted
against a relay of wolves.
The greyhound when pursuing animals as swift or

swifted than itself, invariably learns to run cunning if he
is permitted to have even a moderate continuous ex-
perience. In running cunning, wlien two or more are
pursuing together, one dashes forward at full speed to
press the fleeing jack rabbit, antelope, etc., while his fel-
low is running less swiftly behind. The purpose of the
leading hound is to press the prey to a turn from its

course. If he succeeds, instantly his fellow dashes for-
ward at top speed across the angle thus formed, heading
the prey off if possible, and in any event getting closer up
to it. He then takes up the running, while his fellow
behind watches alertly for the next turn, and when it

comes he cuts across the corner. Sometimes the hind-
most dog without losing speed will rear high up so that
he may see over the leading dog, and thereby note what
the prey is doing.
Every time that a turn is made, the prey runs on two

sides of a triangle, while the hindmost dog runs on
but one. This is a sufficient advantage in favor of the
dogs to insure their final success. After the hindmost
dog can cut in ahead of their prey, there then is a dog
in front and one in the rear of it, and it is in a perilous
situation. The_ backing dog may be said to be backing
cunning, for it is analogous in its purposes to the running
cunnmg of the greyhound. Either act is but one of
many similar ones.
The country dog, be he cur or otherwise, has some

neighbonng dog with which he is on friendly terms, and
which he seeks as company on his prowling expeditions
through the woods and. fields. In time the self-hunters
learn all the strategy essential to success. If they ap-
proach a brush pile which gives good promise of a
rabbit, 4o they go up to it together? That is not their
9roce4ure after ^h^y becotr^e edi^^ated- One advances |o

the pile to start the rabbit while the other in manner
similar to that of the barking dog takes a strategic posi-

tion to seize it when it springs from cover, or tailing to

do so, that he may turn it to his fellow with -a good chance
of captmx.

All the acts of dogs when hunting together have a
direct bearing to the common purpose, at is refers directly

to their own interests—that is to saj^, the capture. Their
knowledge and skill come from intelligence and ex-

perience. That the acts are sometimes learned very
quickly proves none the less that they are the result of

intelligence and experience. In no other manner could

they be acquired.
Backing has a direct reference to the capture of the

prey, and is conclusively proven by the well-known fact

that an intelligent dog, even when most thoroughly
trained, will refuse to back a dog which within his obser-

vation false points a few times. He observes that the

false pointing dog is unreliable, and that as there is

nothing to the point to be pursued or captured, so there is

no u.se in preparing to seize or pursue. This denotes that

the act refers to himself and not a man with a gun.
In practical field work the only materia! advantage of

backing is that it prevents interference with the point-

ing dog, although it has the further value of being pleasing

to the eye as a spectacular act. The backing dog is taught
to suppress his inclination to interfere, and is forced to

take a subordinate part.

In such instances, as a man shoots alone and owns but
one dog, it is not of the slightest importance whether
hisi dog will point or not. But when dogs are hunted
together, it is of importance that they be made steady to

back, or if they will not back, then that they be taught to

drop promptly to order.

A dog which, refusing to back, either presses ahead to

steal the point or flush the birds, will thoroughly spoil

more sport than all other causes combined. Some dogs,
otherwise very good, behave very badly when working
with a dog which refuses to back. Under such condi-
tions they misbehave generally; they will not submit to

have their points stolen
;
they then willfully go ahead and

flu.sh to prcArent any points being made at all, or work
so resentfully and jealously that the standard of the work
is ragged and poor. Therefore, when a dog is pointing
no other dog should be permitted to interfere with him.
Backing well and staunchly, while not indispensable, is

an accomplishment which puts a needed and useful finish

to the work of dogs in company with their fellows, and
besides being pleasing to the eye, it adds to the pleasure
and ease of the shooter in handling them, and thus to the
success of the gun.

Until the dog has learned the purposes of pointing, he
shows no inclination to back. Thus puppies which are
raised alone have no knowledge of what the act of point-
ing means, though they very quickly learn it on proper
opportunity. In teaching the puppy staimchness to the
back, it is best to have an old, reliable dog to do the
pointing. The point being made, the puppy's attention is

attracted to it, with a.s little noise and fuss as possible.

With an exaggerated caution of movement and manner,
the trainer endeavors to impress on him the gravity and
importance of the event. After he observes that birds are
to the point, he will acquire an enthusiastic interest in

it on his own account.
Commonly the puppy's first efforts will be spirited at-

tempts to flush. They are the natural act;s of ignorant
puppies.

After several lessons, when the poin'.ing dog engages
the interest of the puppy, and the latter is well in hand,
the trainer walks forward to flush. If the puppy attempt <

to follow, he is taken back to the spot whence he started

and cautioned. The trainer acts slowly, patiently and
quietly if he acts aright. The portentous manner will not
fail to impress the puppy as he notes it in conjunction
wi h the point.

Dogs are exceedingly imitative. This the trainer may
readily observe by assuming a crouchy, stealthy manner
in an open field, as if he were stalking some prey. The
dog will likely imitate his actions. However, it is not
wise in this manner to deceive a dog, as it tends to im-
pair his confidence in the deceiver.
Whenever he attempts to press forward when on back

he must be cautioned or be taken back to the point whcTice
he started. This impresses on him that he is not to go
forward when his fellow is pointing. The cord and peg
may be applied usefully to keep him in place if he is

difficult to manage.
After the birds are flushed and a kill is made, the puppy

will gain a comprehension of the purposes of the acts.

Some puppies learn to back quickly; with others to teach
the act it may be necessary to repeat the lessons through
many days or weeks.
Even after weeks of teaching, a puppy may seem to have

no interest in backing, yet some day when he comes sud-
denljr and unexpectedly on his bracemate pointing, he
may astonish and gratify his trainer hy pointing in-

stantaneously and well. The trainer may devise ways to
run him on sight of the pointing dog when he does not
suspect a point, arranging, however, to be in a position
to in'erpose if he attempts to steal the point or flush.

Pointers as a rule are mttch more easily taught to point
and back than are setters. Some dogs are so deferential
that they will play to take 'the backing position the mo-
ment that they see their fellow making game, whi'e others
will steal the point on opportunity, or back and draw
alternately till the point is stolen or the birds are flushed.

It is a branch of training in which the trainer mu t use
infinite tact and patience. Nothing is gained by hurry..
Punishment will deter the pupil from running in on a'

pointing dog, and to that extent it is of value, but it does
not teach him how to back. It may, however, teach him
to blink.

By persistent attempts to enforce the act of backing
there will be but few cases which will result in failure. On
the other hand, half-hearted and fitful attempts will re-
sult in many failures. Persistency, common sense,
patience and tact in appljdng methods and aft'ording op-
portunities are essential factors in this branch as they
are in all others.

The FdBEST and Stream 3s p«i to press each week on Tuesday,
Correspondence iatended for publication should reach u§ at t\v*

!a,te«t by Monday &s. iRUGb eairUe^ ' '"'^
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Westmmstef Kennef Ottb's Pfemi«m List,

The premium list of the Westminster Kennel Club's

iorthcoming show, Feb, 19 to 22, is on the liberal scale

which has obtained with the club in years past. The
list of valuable trophies, cash prizes and medals for all

breeds, in their enumeration, take up a number of pages

of the premium list. The Westminster Kennel Club heads

the list with a special prize of $20 for the best team of

four of any breed entered and owned by one exhibitor,

provided that at least two teams, the property of different

owners, compete. Entries close Monday, Feb. 4. The
prizes run chiefly as follows: Puppies and novice classes,

$10, $5 and medal; limit and open classes, $15, $10 and

$5. The premium lists can be obtained of Mr. James

Mortimer, Secretary and Superintendent, lOOi Townsend
Building, New York.

Points and Flttshes*

The judges for the Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-

fifth annual dog show are as follows: St Bernards,

mastiffs, bloodhounds and deerhounds, Mr. Arthur

Trickett, Kansas City, Mo. ; Great Danes, Mr. J. Black-

burn Miller, Newburgh, N. Y. ; Russian wo fhounds, Mr,

Edward L. Kraus, Slatington, Pa.; greyhounds, Dal-

matians, bull terriers, Airedale, Skye and Bedlmgton ter-

riers Mr. T. S. Bellin, Minneapolis, Mmn. ; fox hounds,

sporting spaniels and collies, Mr. Harry Jarrett, Chest-

nut Hill, Pa.; pointers, Mr. George Jarvis, New York;

setters Mr. W. S. Bell, Pittsburg, Pa. ; old English sheep

dogs, basset hounds, black and tan terriers, Yorkshire

terriers, toy terriers, pugs, Pomeranians, toy spaniels and

miscellaneous classes, Mr. R. F. Mayhew, Clifton S I. ;

poodles Mr. H. G. Trevor, Southampton, L. I.; bull

do<^<^ H C. Beadleston, New York; Boston terriers, Mr.

T F.'Holt. Faneuil, Mass.; French bull dogs, Mr, John R.

Buchan, New York; dachshunde, Mr. Joseph Graefle New
York; fox terriers, Mr. G. M. Carnochan, Riverdale-on-

Hudson, N. Y. ; Irish terriers, Mr. O. H. Donner Rye,

N Y. ; Scottish terriers, Mr. J. Steele MacKenzie, North

Bend, O. ; Welsh terriers, Mr. J. W. Mitchell, New York.

Spratts Dog and Bird Portrait calendar for 1901 con-

tains portraits of typical dogs and fowls, besides givmg

valuable information as to the foods and medicines which

they manufacture. For one, address Spratts Patent

(America) Limited, 45o-4S6 Market Street, Newark,

N. J. .

hchting.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Pubhshmg Co., and

not to any individual connected with the paper.

Bfigfand.

When the knockabout first came into popular favor a

few years ago, it did not carry any bowsprit, and the

iib stay ran directly to the stem head. After experiment-

ing both by the designers and sailors of these boats, it

was found that they generally handled better to have the

jib set further outboard on a short bowsprit, which also

gave a better opportunity for getting the anchor aboard

without bruising the boat's topsides, and also gave a

place to stow the anchor without taking it on deck. In

Brigand, whose plans appear this week, it was found that

she handled so well in all weathers with the jib set on the

stem head that no change was ever made in her original

rig, as shown in the drawings.
, , . ,

Brigand was designed by Mr. Fred D. Lawley, of the

George Lawley & Son Corp., in 1898, and has proven

herself an excellent all-round cruiser with a very fair

turn of speed. She has 5ft. lo^in. head room m her

cabin, and her excellent accommodations for a boat of

25ft. waterline and her compact rig make her an ideal

small cruiser, as well as a boat in which two or three

amateurs could go comfortably along the coast in most any

weather.
Her dimensions are as follows:

Length— .

Over all 38ft. gm.

Waterline 24ft. 9in.

Overhang

—

Bow . ,
6ft. 4in.

Aft ....... 7ft. 8m.

Beam— .

Extreme 9ft. 6in.

Freeboard

—

Least • • 2ft. 3in.

Stern 2ft. Qin.

Bow • . • • . • 3ft. 4in-

Draft 5ft. 9in.

Total sail area 814 sq. ft.

Her frames are of oak, every third one being sawed, the

two between being steam bent; the planking is of ij^in.

yellow pine. Cabin rail planksheer and wheel are of

mahogany,

The Yachtsmen's CIttb*

A SUFFICIENT number of the members o£ the Yachts-

men's Club have joined the class of lectures on navigation

to insure the success of the course. The lectures will be

given by Capt. Howard Patterson, principal of the New
York Nautical College. They are to be six in number, and

will begin with the rudiments of domestic navigation, the

subjects being dealt with in a practical common sense

way, and illustrated by special drawings and blackboard

designs. The first of the course was delivered Monday
night, Jan. 7, at the club rooms, 47 West Forty-third

street, as follows: History of the mariner's compass,

replete with stories concerning its discovery, its evolution,

theory of terrestrial magnetism, the instrument dealt with

from its mechanical standpoint, novel and interesting

experiments by the aid of artificial magnets, illustrating

the phenomena of polarity, etc., and the compass 4e^lt

^yith from the navigator's poii^|; of yifw? _ - ^

• 2« P
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Our Boston Letter.

Boston, Jan. 6.—The work of laying down the Crown-
inshield Cup defender is still going on in the new mould
loft at Lawley's. This work is taking longer than was
at first expected, as there are so many details, but it is

thought that it will be finished by the middle of the

week. In a short time the lines of the boat will be given

to the public.

At the Atlantic Works active preparations are being

made for building the boat. A shed is being erected at the

foot of the yard, in which the yacht will be built. It is

150ft. long and 36ft. wide at its widest part. It is 32ft.

high. The walls of the shed are laid somewhat in the

form of the boat, and their sides have a distinct tumble-

home. The work of raising this shed will consume not

more than a week. There will be about forty windows,

which will be placed in the sides of the building as far up

as possible. It was not considered best to place these

windows in the roof, because of danger of leaks.

It is in about the same location where other yachts

have been built by this company. It is at the right of

the yard close to the wall, the ground sloping gradually,

until it is lost in the water of a pretty little bight, which

will be an ideal spot for sliding the boat overboard. A
space has been excavated for the keel, which accounts for

the small height of the building. There is another ad-

vantage in this too. As there is little work to be done on
the keel after it is once laid, the room it takes up in a

shop is very much wanted for other purposes. With
the present arrangement the platers and riveters will be

much closer to their work than they otherwise would be.

None of the material for the new boat has yet arrived,

^ far as c§t^ be ascertained, l^ut it is ex;pect^4 Y^ry ^qoH;

BRIGAND SAIL PLAN. v

The lead will be shipped directly to the Atlantic Works,
as will be the bronez plating and the nickel steel angles for

the frames. The spars will be made at Lawley's. There
will be two sets of spars, one of steel and the other of

Oregon pine. It is likely that the steel spars will be the

ones to be used, but the others will be provided in case of

an emergency. Lawley has some of the men in his employ
who worked on the steel spars for Columbia.
Wilson & Silsby are busy on the sails for the new boat.

They have nearly completed the light sails, and the

heavier ones will be started very soon. Crowninshield
sent this firm the blue prints of the completed sail plans

last Thursday. Mr. Crowninshield says that the Bo.ston

boat will not have an extremely large sail plan. In none
of his other productions has he ran to immense sail

spread, but prefers rather to get speed from the form of

the boat.

Mr. Lawson made the statement last week that he had
offered Capt. Nate Watson a posit'on on the new boat, to

act in conjunction with Capt. Haff. This position Capt.

Watson is quite willing to accept if he can be released by
Mr. Skinner. Capt. Watson will act with Capt. Haff, but

Capt. Haff will be the man in charge of the boat. Capt.

Watson will not in any sense be mate of the vessel. His
position is rather an honorary one, due to his immense
ability as a racing skipper. Up to last week Mr. Skinner
had not been asked to release Capt. Watson, but it is

thought that the request has since been made by Mr.
Crowninshield. Mr. Skinner is said to have before ex-

pressed his willingness to help the Boston boat. He is

a great personal friend of Mr. Crowninshield, and for

this reason it is thought that he will not hesitate in

giving him the help of his skipper.

There seeins iOj ?| movement on foot tQ build tit©

Hanley 90-footer, and it has been stated that a syndicate

would be formed. It is to be hoped that this boat will

he built, and once for all the question of superiority

between the keel and the centerboard boat decided. There
are many, though, in Boston who have not the slightest

idea now that the Hanley boat will be turned out for the

coming races. If she is to be turned out, it will be neces-

sary for the syndicate, or the alleged syndicate, to get

started as quickly as possible.

As usual, at the opening of the year there come rumors
from disgruntled clubs of withdrawal from the Massa-
chusetts Yacht Racing Association. This time it comes
from the South Boston Y. C. There was a movement of

the same kind started a few years ago, but it was defeated.

This time the objectors seem to have organized their

forces and will try hard to cause the withdrawal of the

club.

It is to be lamented that people who are constantly ob-
jecting to the Association, and who are always talking of

withdrawing, cannot, or will not, look further ahead than
the present moment. The trouble is that these clubs do
not take the individual interest in the Association which
they should. They do not take the means to present their

ideas to the Association in a legislative manner, but sit

quietly until rules are made and then use up the balance
of the time complaining.

It has been distinctly shown from time to time that
an association for the equalization of interclub racing is

absolutely necessary. Associations have been broken up
before, but new ones have invariably started when the
absolute need of them has been shown. There must be
such an association for the racing men, if not of clubs,

then of individuals. Jf an association is perfected en-
tirely of li^dividugilSj it ma^ -^^11 be
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BRIGAND—DESIGNED BY GEO. LAWLEY & SON CORP.
Photograph by Jackson, Marblehead.

interest there will be left in yacht racing! in the clubs.

The racing men will flock to the association and the clubs

will be put in the background.
At its recent annual meeting, the South Boston Y. C.

elected the following officers : Com., Simon Goldsmith

;

Vice-Corn., A. S. Dole; Rear-Com., A. L. Whittemore;
Sec'y, W. H. French ; Treas., Thomas Christian ; Meas.,
F. H. Borden ; Trustees for three years, Arthur Fuller
and J. C. Merry; Regatta Committee, Charles Nordwell,
F. A. Coupal, V. B. Johnson, E. J. McKee and G. W.
Lane; House Committee. J. T. Ball, M. J. Lee, Maurice
Levengston, D. M. Comar and W. J. O'Brien.
At the annual meeting of the Columbia Y. C. the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the year: Com., J. E.
Doherty; Vice-Com.. F. E. Grainger; Rear-Com.. Hiram
Patterson; Meas., J. R. Young; Sec'y, James Perry;
Treas., A. E. Justice; Trustees, J. E. Doherty, A. E.
Justice and C. J. Rushton.
At the annual meeting of the Revere Y. C, the follow-

ing officers were elected: Com., A. B. Thompson; Vice-
Corn,, S. E. Lawrence; Sec'y, J- J- Connor; Treas., J. S.

Dalzell; Fleet Capt., W. L. Greene; Regatta Committee,
W. L. Greene, H. B. Pray. C. H. Vandcrslice, Thomas
Wynne and T. S. Young; Directors, Dr. J. H. Strong and
e. O. Frost.

Kiley's Marine Agency has sold the following yachts:
The cruising 26ft. cat Quissett to H. A. Holcomb. of New
Bedford, and the 42ft. cabin naphtha launch Fairlie to
Edward Bronson, of Pawtucket.
John and Sam Small have started in business as yacht

designers, and already have quite a number of orders,
among which are a 40ft. cruising yawl for Southern
waters, a 21ft. yawl for F. B. Rawson, of Sandusky; a
2ift. auxiliary yawl, a 26.6ft. cruising yawl and' a 21ft.

knockabout.
Brown, of North Haven, is building a 35-footer for J. Mur-

ray Forbes, of Boston; a 21ft. raceabout for C. F. Ames, of
Rochester, and a 21ft. raceabout for George and Harry
Shattuck, of Boston. All these are from designs by
Crowninshield.
The big lead keel for the 85ft. schooner for H. T. Sloane

was successfully run at Lawley's Saturday. It weighs 55
tons. Lawley is at work laying down the Canadian cup
defender designed by Crowninshield. and expects to have
her set up this week.

Graves, of Marblehead, has nearly completed the 16-
iooter designed by Crowninshield for A. D. Irving.

Howland, at Monument Beach, is building an :8-
footer for a member of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C, and
a 39ft. auxiliary yawl for De Ver H. Warner, both of
Crowninshield design. John B, Killeen.

The aitxiliary schooner Genesee, owned by James Sib-
ley Watson, N. Y. Y. C. is now nearly rigged and the
latter part of January will leave port for a foreign cruise.
The Mediterranean and Black Sea will be visited. The
yacht will be absent nearly a year. Capt. Shelldrake
is in command.

Banshee.

The Yachting World gives the following interesting de-

scription of Col. H. L. B. McCalmont's new steam yacht
Banshee, which was built last year by Ramage & Fergu-
son at Leith. She is about goo tons measurement, and
her dimensions are : 229ft. 6in. on the water! ine, 29ft. 6in.

extreme beam and 18ft. 6in. depth. Banshee will have
a sea-going speed of fourteen knots. Col. McCalmont was
formerly owner of the steam yacht Giralda, which was
sold to the Sp&nish Government during the recent war
between Spain and the United States

:

"In appearance the Banshee is ahogether different from
the usual yacht, being in design similar to a Government
cruiser, inasmuch as she is fitted with a round stem, with
owner's coat of arms on the fore side, and relieved on
each side with an appropriate carved trail. The stern is

very handsome, being a perfect elliptic, relieved with rope
moulding and finished in handsome carved trail of rose,

shamrock and thistle design. The vessel is"^ plated up to a
height of about 7ft. 6in. above the main deck stringer for
about looft. of her length. She also has a raised fore-
castle deck about 50ft. long, and abaft the plated-up por-
tion a raised quarter deck about 30ft. long.

"The propelling machinery consists of two independent
sets of inverted direct-acting surface-condensing engines
of the triple-expansion type, capable of developing 1,800
indicated horse-power, and steam is supplied by two steel

C3'lindrical tubular boilers, each 15ft. 6in. in diameter by
lift. long, constructed to work at a pressure of iBolbs.

per square inch, each with a separate funnel.

"Two small pole masts, with a short yard on each, and
helm signaling apparatus on the mainmast, as used in
Her Majesty's Navy, together with the two funnels, all

contribute to make the appearance of the yacht very simi-
lar to a Government cruiser. Most comfortable accommo-
dation is provided for a full complement of officers and
crew, numbering about fifty-five all told, the crew of thirty
hands being berthed forward in a forecastle hav'ng over
8ft. of clear height. Beneath these quarlers are lavatories
for the_ crew's use, a carpenter's shop, storerooms, etc.

A spacious wardroom for the use of the chief officers,
together with cabins for commander, chief officer, sur-
geon, etc.. with pantr3^ bathrootn and the necessary offices,

are on the main deck in the fore end of the plated-up por-
tion. Over the main boilers is a spacious gallery, with
separate cooking ranges for owner s and crew's use, also
main pantry, rness rooms for engineers and stewards, etc.

"On the main deck also are two large staterooms for
guests, each with separate bath and dressing room. The
main gangway entrances, one on each side of the vessel,
are abaft Lhe main funnel, and a special feature is a hand-
some vestibule amidships, opening off the gangway en-
trances, with ornamental fireplace and cozy corners. A
corridor amidships, extending aft from the vestibule, leads
to the dining room, which is about i8ft. long, and in
width equal to the full breadth of the yacht, being finely.

—— . ^.r >.w^-»-j;ao,;w=v^.-^

fitted in dark brown oak, and with dome skylight over,

glazed with stained glass.

"Abaft the dining room is another vestibule, and here

on starboard side is the owner's private cabin, while on
the opposite side of the vessel is owner's bath and dress-

ing room, etc. Descending, a staircase aft leads to the

women's boudoir of most recherche design, superbly fitted

m satinwood of matchless quality. From the after vesti-

bule mentioned a staircase leads out on to the quarter
deck, while another staircase at fore end leads to the
spacious staterooms below, four in number, and a room
for women's maids, all fitted in choice hardwoods. On
the promenade deck, and arranged between the main
funnels, is a drawing room and smoking room, both
fitted in satinwood and walnut respectively, each with
dome skylight over, glazed with stained glass; also a chart
room fi.ted in teak, and replete with every conyenience
and requirement for the navigation of the ship.

"The ventilation throughout the vessel is perfect, four
large electric fans being fitted in the engine room to
exhaust air from all staterooms and officers' rooms be-
low the main deck. The yacht is also fitted with hot-
water heating throughout. The Banshee is electrically
lighted, the total number of lights being very nearly 300,.
exclusive of two powerful searchlights. For supply-
ing current she has two generating plants and two bat-
teries of storage cells, each plant being a duplicate of the'
other. She is also fitted with a fresh-water distiller of
double distillation pattern, and evaporator.
"A powerful steam windlass and warping capstan is"

fitted on the forecastle deck; also steam warping capstam
aft. and steam steering gear placed over the rudder head!
and worked from the bridge by means of controlling:
wires. The armament comprises four Hotchkiss quick-
firing guns, with automatic mountings, and steel shields
with attachments for each gun ; also twenty-four magazine
rifles, twelve army revolvers and twenty-four cutlasses.
The Banshee has a bunker capacity of about 250 tons,
and carries fully 5,000 gallons of fresh water.

What Modern Saxlors Fezt,

Not Winds and Seas, 6ot an Explosion Which Sends (be

Ship to the Bottom.

"Boiler explosions are the terror oi the seafaring
man," said an old-time deep-water captain, speaking of
the frightful disaster at the carbolineum works. "Such
a thing is bad enough on dry land, hut imagine a catas-
trophe of that kind at seal In ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred it means the absolute wiping out of the craft
itself and every soul on board.
"The average landsman would be greatly shocked in

looking over the maritime records to see how many
vessels disappear each year and leave absolutely no clue
to their fate. They run well up to the hundred mark,
and such a mystery is not to be explained away by storms.
A Chinese typhoon may swoop down like lightning out
of a clear sky and tear a ship to pieces, but some floating
wreckage is sure to tell the tale. A boiler explosion, on
the contrary, will blow a hole as big as a railroad tunneli
right through the center of the hull, and the strickem
vessel simply goes down like a shot. There is no time
to unfasten a boat from the davits or cut loose a spar.

"In the opinion of seamen, that is the story of aC:

least 90 per cent, of the ships that leave port and are
never heard of again. Luckily the modern system o!ll

marine boiler inspection is extremely strict and thorough,
but it is impos.sible to absolutely prevent carelessness and
fraud, and often enough, no doubt, the fault lies wiitl*
Lhe engineer.
"There is an old story of a drunken Scotchman who

mistook the thermometer for the steam gauge and 'cussed
out' the stokers because he couldn't get the pressure
above 80. That yarn will hardly hold water, but I've-
seen cases almost as bad. I am glad to say, however,,
that during the past ten years there has been a steady,'
diminution of the nuuber of vessels which 'mysteriously
disappear.' That is due, beyond all question, to the in-
creased stringency of boiler inspection and the greater
strictness of examinations before a science is issued to
engineers. Nevertheless there is still considerable room
for improvement in both branches."—New Orleans
Times-Democrat.

A Seesaw Tale of the Sea.

"The Burgermeister Petersen, in yesterday from
Shields, had mighty pleasant weather a-plowing oceam
fields until she reached Nantucket Shoals on Monday-
morning last, when from a sunless sky there came ai

marvel of a blast. The Petersen's an oil tank, and when
she's westward bound she carries water ballast to keep
shipshape and sound. Her skipper's no teetotaler, like
many a German salt, and the ballast that he carried was
partly made of malt. The Petersen had steered a course
near polar latitudes, and met old Papa Neptune in the
mildest kinds of moods. Down in the lane of liners he
was playing ugly pranks that he never thinks of trying
on the greasy German tanks. The skipper saw a cloudlet
gather near Nantucket Isle and noted that the course i%

steered might hit him in a while. It turned to a tornatja.
with his glass he so made out, and now and then dipped
in the sea and formed a waterspout. And then it bounded
skyward on a weird and circular tear, a perfect whirling
dervish of the circumambient air.

In vain the skipper cried "Heave to!" and the mate
exclaimed "Avast!" The corkscrew squall it struck the
ship and .sprung the jiggermast. The skipper clung fast
to the rail and railed against the fates; his hair was
twisted of! his head, as likewise was the mate's. The
squall dipped down the funnel and drew the fires out,
and grabbed two ventilator hoods and whirled them up
the spout ; and then it pirouet ed east, its business end-
aglare with furnace coals and other things and lots of
sizzling hair. The skipper and the cabin boy, likewise
the oil tank's mates, are cruising now for wigs to hide
their squall-denuded pates.—New York Sun.

The 70-iooter Rainbow, owned by CorneHus Vander- .

bilt, arrived at City Island a few days ago, after being
piartially rebuilt at the Herreshoffs', and has been hauled.'
out at Hawkins' yard.
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. if ii] A Tale of the Sea.

A Fine Yarn Spun by a Small-Boat Sailor.

Capt. Barnes Lawrence,, captain of the port, has re-

ceived extracts from the log book of Peter Johannsen,

who, it may be remembered, recently made a successful

voyage from Gibraltar to Charlotte Harbor, United States,

in an open boat, Lotta, being accompanied only by his

son. In going through the straits difficulty was experi-

enced in keeping the boat from swamping, owing to heavy

seas. On Aug. 30, at 6:30 P. M., when about thirty miles

nor'-nor'-east of the Island of Grand Canary, while busy

arranging the sailing gear, Johannsen noticed a strange

man suddenly grasp the tiller, and on looking round found

four men on board. While changing clothes, which had
become wet with the sea water, two of the men became
very affectionate to his son, helping him on with his dry

clothes, etc., and speaking in a strange language. The
third person sat down on the aft thwart in front of

Johannsen. He seemed about fifty-five years of age, tall

and muscular, with iron-gray hair. He was dressed in a

white- canvas cap, without peak, and had an iron foot on

his left leg and dark worsted trousers, while over his

shoulders and chest he wore a Moorish garment. The
strangers shouted to people in the distance, but Johannsen
could not discern anj"- craft.

The boat being hove to, all laid down for the night, the

visitors utilizing the forward end of the boat for sleep-

ing accommodation. On awakening in the morning
Johannsen found his friend of the iron foot sitting astride

of the bowsprit scanning the horizon. Falling asleep

again, the two travelers awoke just after sunrise. On
getting up, it was found the mysterious strangers had
disappeared as quietly as they came. The weather having

moderated, and after a cup of cocoa, sail was made with

all speed possible. However, about 5 P. M. on the 31st

the strangers made a second appearance. Two of them
kept swinging the jib from starboard to port for some
fifteen minutes, as if a signal to some one astern. No
craft or boat was seen following. At dusk they left. The
usual entries as to weather follow in the log, but nothing

more eventful happened. On Oct. 18 the Florida coast was
sighted, and- Pine Island was reached on Oct. 21.

Johannsen and his son suffered no ailments 011 the voy-

age except sunburn. On arrival 10 pounds of biscuits, 20

gallons of water and 34 ounces of preserved meat remained

of the stores, but the personal effects had suffered much
from sea water. The instruments of navigation escaped

damage. Thus ends a sea romance exciting enough for

the lover of the sensational. Doubtless the men were
smugglers, or something akin, who had swum from their

craft under cover of the night, and, finding no cargo or

valuable booty on the Lotta, eventually returned to their

vessel, kept purposely at a safe distance to prevent identi-

fication.—Gibraltar Correspondence of the London Tele-

graph.
'

Memiaid*

Mr. Anson Phelps Stokes"" cruising sloop Mermaid,
designed by Mr. Clinton H. Crane, of Messrs. Tarns,

Lemoine & Crane, is nearing completion at Woods' yard,

City Island. The hull has been given its final coat of

black paint, and the interior fittings are nearly finished.

The boat will be completed in a few days, when she will

proceed south for a cruise in the West Indies. The dimen-
sions of the yacht are : Length over all, 66ft. 4in. ; length

on the waterline, 44ft. ; forward overhang, loft. 6in. ; after

overhang, lift. loin. ; extreme beam, 15ft.; least freeboard,

3ft. 5in. ; freeboard at the stem, 5ft. 3in. ; freeboard at the

stern, 3ft. iiin. ; draft, without the centerboard, 5ft. 6in.

;

with the board down, loft. ; sail area, 2,100 sq. ft; outside

ballast, 12 tons.

The centerboard is below the cabin floor. The mast is

stepped Avell aft, and with the small rig the yacht should

be easily handled. She carries a pole mast. The frames
are of oak, the planking yellow pine below the waterline,

and the topsides are of cedar. The garboards, sheer

stakes and desk beams are of oak and the deck white pine.

Below deck the fittings are of butternut and the cockpit

and deck are of mahogany. Aft, below deck, is the saloon,

fitted with sofas, swinging table, sideboard and lockers.

Forward, on the starboard side, is a toilet room, and for-

ward again is the owner's stateroom. On the port

side is another stateroom, and forward of this

is a pantry, storeroom. Then comes the galley. On the
starboard side, opposite the galley, is another stateroom,
and then comes the forecastle.

The 51-Foot Qass.

The 51ft. class will be strengthened by two new boats
next season in addition to Altair, Shark, Syce, Sistae and
Hussar II. There will be a new boat for Mr. J. Roger
Maxwell, to be designed and built by the Herreshoffs, and
another for Mr. Edward Kell)'-, now building at Hunting-
ton's yard, from his own design. Altair and Shark will

be strengthened and repaired, while Hussar II. will under-
go radical changes, which it is hoped will improve her
speed on windward work.
The Kelly boat will be an enlarged Rochelle. She is

7Sft. over all, 44ft. on the waterline, about 15ft. beam
and her extreme draft is loft. 6in. The hull will draw
about 2oin. Area of the lower working sails is 2,678 sq.

ft., and the sail area with working jib and main topsails
will be 3,094 sq. ft. There is a low cabin house aft and a
good sized cockpit. She will carry a short bowsprit, and
will be steered with a tiller. Her spars will be hollow.

Ice Yachting:*

The annual meeting of the South Shrewsbury Ice Boat
and Yacht Club was held on Jan. 3, with the following
result: Com., Benjamin P. Morris; Vice-Com., Charles
P. Irwin; Sec'y, A. W. Cubberley; Treas., J. J. Manolt;
Meas., E. E. Taber

; Regatta Committee, J. J. Manolt,
D. G. Edwards, George A. Lippincott; Board of Trustees'
W. A. Zaman, E. E. Taber, E. W. Price, J. J. Manolt and
A. W. Cubberley. The club has arranged for a series
of races. Mayor Morris, the new Commodore, is an en-
thusiastic yachtsman, and the go between the North

Shrewsbury flyers for the championship is one of the
scheduled events.

Ice yachting in New Jersey has begun, and the South
Shrewsbury Ice Yacht Club has a score of boats on the ice
at Branchport, N. J. The Leroy won the championship
tor first-class yachts recently. Edwin E. Tabers is her
owner. Bert Cubberley's Leota was second, finishing a
minute behind the Leroy. W. A. Seaman's Harold was
third. The Harold won the championship for fourth-class
boats.

Yacht Club Notes*

The Lakewood Yacht Club, of Cleveland, Ohio, was
mcorporated on Dec. 21, by Messrs. G. O. Campbell,
Myron B, Verck, J. H. Burrows, Arthur J. Phelps, S.
H. Lucas and L. R. Miller. Capital stock $5,000.

^ 8^ 1^

The annual meeting of the Corinthian Yacht Club, of
Philadelphia, will be held at the Hotel Bellevue, Broad
and Walnut streets, on Saturday, Jan. 12, at 6:30 o'clock.
The ofiicers and standing committees of the club will
submit their reports for the past year, and an election
for the officers and standing committees of the club for
the current year will be held. In accordance with Article
XII., Section 5, of the by-laws, the trustees have an-
nounced the following nominations for the various posi-
tions to be filled: Trustees to serve for three years,
George H. Frazier, George C. Carson; Commodore,
Alexander Van Rensselaer, steam yacht May; Vice-Com-
modore, Robert J. W. Koons, schooner Priscilla; Rear-
Commodore, E. Walter Clark, Jr., sloop Cherokee;
Secretary, Addison F. Bancroft; Treasurer, George E.
Kirkpatrick; Measurer, Albert C. Wood; Race Commit-
tee, Addison F. Bancroft, Harvey J. Mitchell, Kern
Dodge; Committee on Admissions, Charles H. Brock,
Alexander Van Rensselaer, G. Herbert Millett, Frank H.
Rosengarten, Brereton Pratt. The annual subscription
club dinner will be given at the Hotel Bellevue, at 7:30
o'clock, upon the adjournment of the annual meeting.

1^ 8^

The members of the Morrisania Yacht Club, whose
headquarters are at Cassanova, at their annual meeting
last week elected' the following oiificers: Commodore,
George J. Oakes; Vice-Commodore, George Stelz; Reai*-

Commodore, Fred Daum; Fleet Captain, Charles
Loocke; Financial Secretary, T. F. Dooley; Recording
Secretary, Arthur Haire; Treasurer, George Charleton;
Measurer, Wade Hixon; Sergeant-at-Arms, John
Schroder; Steward, Ernest Kiel. Board of Directors,
G. Ollweiler, L. Jackson, W. Hanson, T. Deckert, J.

Schmit; i\uditor, C. E. Miller, Jr.; House Committee,
G. Charleton, G. Stelz, J. Schroder, W. Horlocher, F.
Starke; Regatta Committee, J. H. Curtis, W. Hixon, J.

W. Steffens, L. Englert, H. Bartro; Mooring Committee,
C. Staudenbaur, F. Zumbuehl, C. Hendrichs, F. Kaiser,

R. C. Johnson.

The annual meeting of the Horseshoe Harbor Club
will be held at the Hotel Manhattan, New York, on
Monday evening, Jan. 14, at 8:30 oclock. The
following gentlemen have been nominated as officers for

the season of 1901: Commodore, E. C. Griffen; Vice-
Commodore, E. S. Ballon; Treasurer, Lester H. Riley;

Secretary, Harold S. Hayward; Trustee, A. V. Smith.
Supper will be served.-

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
"T. Griffin, who was for many years mate with the

William O'Neill, on the Irex and the. Iverna." says the
Yachting World, Dee. 13, "will occup.v a similar position

on the New America Cup challenger.''

The Lighthouse Board announces that on or about
Jan. 10 to a fixed white light will be established on the
southerly end of the breakwater at the westerly side of

the mouth of the Patchogue River, northerly side of the
easterly part of Great South Bay, Long Island. Its

focal plane will be fifteen feet above mean high water,

and the light will be shown from a white shelf on a black
post with white top and black ladder.

4^ ^ ^
Henry E. Doremus died on Dec. 27 from typhoid fever.

He was thirty-nine years old, and was well known among
yachtsmen, being one of the founders of the Indian Har-
bor Yacht Club in Greenwich, Conn., in 1889, and was
its first commodore. Ever since its organization he was
a member of the Board of Trustees of the club.

Buchanan Winthrop died suddenly after an operation
for appendicitis on Dec. 25. He was . a member of the
New York Y. C.

^ ^ ^
Mes.srs. Tams, Lemoine & Crane have placed an order

with Samuel Ayers & Son, Nyack, N. Y., for a house-
boat. She is for Mr. Joseph M. MacDonough. of the N.
Y. Y. C, former owner of the 46ft. cutter Jessica'.

The boat will be looft. over all, 23ft. beam and will draw
6ft.; her engines will propel her at a speed of eight knots
an hour. There will be eight staterooms, and her ap-
pointments will be most complete.

^ ^ ^
Yachtsmen of Greenwich, Stamford and Port Chester

are circulating a petition with the view of asking the
Government to make a harbor of refuge at Greenwich, by
connecting and extending a breakwater from Great and
Little Captains Islands.

>t *K >5

A contract for a new twin screw steel steam yacht has
been placed by Mr. Leonard Lewisohn, of this city, with
the Gas Engine and Power Co. and of Charles L.
Seabury & Co., Consolidated, of Morris Heights. The
vessel will be constructed of steel throughout. The di-

mensions are: Length over all. i5Sft. ; length on water-
line, 130ft.: beam. i8ft. ; depth, loft. : draft, 7ft. 6in. The
yacht will be flush deck, schooner rigged with pole masts.
There will be a deck house forward, constructed of mahog-

any, which will be used as a dining room, and in the after end
a butler's pantry will be arranged. Immediately follow-
mg the forward deck house and raised above it, will be
an officer's bridge, from which the yacht will be steered.
There will also be an after deck house. In the forward
part of this house will be two large cabinets, arranged
for music and a marine library; between these cabinets
will be fitted a piano, Avith electrical attachment. Aft
of the owner's quarters will be two double staterooms for
guests, with a passage way between them. Each will be
fitted with a large berth, with drawers, dressing case,
mirrors, hooks, eljc. The vessel will have steam steering
gear and a steam windlass; it will be steam heated
throughout, and arranged with electric call buttons in
the different compartments. The guaranteed speed is

18 miles an hour, and the yacht will be ready for delive'-y
on Maj I.

^ ^ ^
A few weeks ago Mr. H. C. Baxter's steam yacht

Neckan, while hauled out at Rockland, Maine, for the
winter, took fire, and before the flames could be extin-
guished the forward part of the boat was destroyed. Then
the after part fell from the ways into the water. That
portion of the boat was raised and her boiler and ma-
chinery were found to be in fair condition. Mr. Baxter
has decided to rebuild, and will do so at once, hoping
to have the yacht ready to go into commission about
April 15.

>•» >l >»,

At the Jacob yard. City Island, the plans of a new keel
yawl for Mr. John Hyslop, the official measurer of the
N. Y. Y. C, have been received. The boat is from de-
signs of Mr. Hyslop, and the dimensions are 47ft. 6in.

over all. 33ft- 7in. waterline, loft. 7in. beam and 6ft.

7in. draft. There will be 13,000 pounds of lead on the
keel, and her interior plan and fittings will be similar to
the ya.w\ Audax, one of Mr. Hyslop's earlier boats, plans
of which have appeared in Forest and Stream.

The steam yacht Enterprise, owned by Mr. Frank B. _

Perrin, N. Y. Y. C, left Baltimore Jan. 3 for the West
Indies, calling at Virginia ports.

^
Among the well known yachts laid up in the Green-

port Basin and Construction Co. are Vigilant, Isolde, Kat-
rina. Atlantic, Free Lance, Altair, Willada. Nirvana and
Dilemma; also many smaller ones.

4^

Charles Wilson and George Butler, two of the crew
of Mr. A. Schermerhorn's steam yacht Free Lance, were
asphyxiated on the night of Dec. 31 by gas escaping
from the fire room of the yacht. The yacht was in her
winter quarteFs at Greenpoint, L. I.

^
The steam yacht Arcturus, owned by Mr. Rutherford

Stujwesant, N. Y. Y. C, left Southampton, England, for

the Mediterranean, and her pwner jyas to "join her at

Marseilles. ' ' • v .
'
*

Manning's Yacht Agency has sold for Mr. J. Fred
Ackerman his sloop yacht Pocahontas to Mr. John C.

Sharp, Jr., of Taunton, Mass. The same agency has sold

for Mr. W. L. Crow his sloop yacht Ariadne to Mr. F. J,

Tuthill.

^ ^ ^
The Rhode Island Y, C. is to have a one design class

of i8-footers; some ten boats have already been con-
tracted for. They will be designed by Mr. Fred. S.

Nock, of Providence, R. I., and will be. built by the

Holmes Shipbuilding Co., of Mystic, Conn.

Designs Recently Published in Potest and Stream.

25-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20.

2i-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27.

Minnesota, Nov. 17.

19ft. sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. I.

Cutter Isolde, Dec. 8.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dec. 15-22.

Race boat Jolly Roger, Dec. 29.

Bald Eagle II. and ice boat, Jan. 5.
;

A. C A. Membership.

The following have been proposed for membership to

the A. C. A.

:

Atlantic Division—^John R. Brophy.
Western Division—Charles Catlin, Franklin S. Catlin

and W. P. Forbush, all of Chicago, 111.

100 spommen's fina$.

Some of the Queer Discoveries Made by Those W&q Att
Looking for Game or Fish*

38.

"About the year 1550," says Mr. Brand (an early writer
of a history of Newcastle), "the very marvelous event re-
lated by Bourne and others, concerning Mr. Anderson's,
ring dropping by accident over the bridge as he was
fingering it, is said to have happened, and this very iden-
tical ring was brought back again some time after in a
fi.sh bought at Newcastle Market by a servant of the
above gentleman, and most unexpectedly restored to its
owner. Bourne tells us that the gentleman from whose
finger the ring fell was Mayor of Newcastle. He adds.
On the inside of the ring, just under the signet, is the
picture of a salmon, in commemoration of the fish and
ihe transaction; on the one side is the letter F, and on
the other the letter 'A, in commemoration of the person;
calling it at the same time a curiosity so great that not
(inly the whole kingdom cannot show the like of it, but
the whole world beside.' 'This ring,' .says Brand 'is at
present (A. D. 1783) in the possession of Mr.' Edvyard
Anderson, merchant.' "

39.

Some of the reminiscences of the old settlers of Mil-
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watikee are very curious, to say the least. One of these

has recently come to light. A veteran states that he was
informed by Otis Hubbard, long since dead, who was

one of the very oldest residents of Milwaukee, that in

1836 a gentleman came from the East to take up his

residence here who subsequently became honorably

prominent as the president of a bank and of the Milwau-

kee Gas Light Company. He debarked in the bay, as

there was no pier in those days, and the river could not

be entered. He was placed in the yawl of the steamer,

and while passing to the shore he accidentally dropped

his spectacles into the water, and the aforesaid Hubbard

avers that in the course of the next spring a sturgeon

was caught near the north point and across the nose of

that sturgeon was found the identical pair of spectacles.

Such a .story as this ought to be supported by a large

number of affidavits.—Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin.

ifle $dng^ mid §dlhrg.
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Colombia Pistol and Rifle CI«fa.

San Francisco, Dec. 31.—Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club elected

the following officers for the year 1901: President, George Mannel;

Vice-President, A. H. Pape; Corresponding and Kecording Sec-

retary Fred O. Young: Financial Secretary, C. M. Daiss; treas-

urer, A. T. Brannigan: Range Masters, Geo. W. Hoadley and

A. B. Dor'rell; Trustees, G. M. Barley, F. S. Washburn and E. A.

Allen.
Programme adopted is divided into: Class medals, open to

members only, 10-shot scores, 10 cents each, entries unlimited;

each member can win a medal or bar with pistol and one with

rifle and a Columbia head piece, to which the bars are to be

attached, Each member is classified—an expert, a sharpshooter, or

marksman—and each class has a gold, silver and bronze bar or

medal, one of which he can win on his best 10 scores made during

the year; he must take the bar in the class above him. if his average

reaches it. Rifle, average to win: Experts—Gold, 42; silver, oO;

bronze, 55. Sharpshooters—Gold, 60; silver, 70; bronze, t^.

Marksmen—Gold. SO; silver, 90; bronze, 95. Pistol, average to

win: Exnerts-Gold, 35: silver, 40; bronze, 45. Sharpshooters-
Gold, 50;'silver, 55; bronze, 60. Marksmen—Gold, 65; silver, 70;

bronze, 75. Poiiit off one place in the above figures for the ring

average in inches; annex a cipher for the number of points,

Columbia target, which is used in all matches.
All comers' re-entry matches, 25 cents; best 10 scores to wm.

Rifle, 3-shot match; pistol, 3-shot match; military and repeating

rifle, 10-shot match; .22 and .25cal., 10-shot match at 50yds. Re-

volver, 10-shot match. In these matches S cents per score goes

back to flags (I's) each month equally, rifle and military in com-
mon, first three shots to count for flags, and S cents per score

is divided into 50, 30 and, 20 per cent, prizes in each match at

end of the year. The revolver and pistol on same plan. The .22

and .25 rifles count flags and prizes same, but it is a distinct match.

Many prizes have already been donated to these matches, and we
expect many more from our friends, to whom credit will be
given. Any donor can place his prize if he desires, since he
may prefer some weapon's advancement.
The winners of the Peters ammunition for the last six months

were: G-. Mannel won the powder (from which experts were
barred) three months, P. A. Becker one, Daiss one, and Dr.
Trask one. Their .22 cartridges were won in the pistol match
by Young five months, Becker three, Hoadley two, Daiss one
and Mrs. Mannel one. .22 and .25 rifle, won by Capt. Kuhnle six

months. Dr. Twist four, Becker one, Mrs. A\'altham one. This
club extends its thanks to its donors, and the press, and wishes
its friends and enemies a happy New Year.

Practice shooting was indulged in Dec. 23. F. O. Young beat
his record with revolver (S. & W., which he has had recut), using
King's powder, placing 48 out of 50 shots in the S (inch) ring, and
no cleaning or blowing into the revolver, the ammunition being
crimped for service use. Scores, practice match:
Revolver, 50yds.:

Rings. Creedmoor.
0
0 44277338 5—16 .50

4 3 10 1 6 5 4 4 2 7—46 49
2 42377437 3—42 50

3 6645425 12 4—51 49

2 32838545 8—48 50

233 248

4 47266746 8-48 50
2 3449456 12 13—62 47
6 6 2 5 13 14 14 11 4 5-80 46

3 331235338 2—45Dr Twist (pistol)...

This was Mr. Page's first attempt at the target with revolver.
He had a new Colt's service. Trego had a new .44 S. & W.
Dec. 30 found many pistol cranks at the range. Mr. Trego

brought Mr. C. W. Seaward and Mr. Paul, of the Mergenthaler
Linotype Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. Dorrell did some fine work with
his new .22 center fire, using regular factory 45gr. Winchester
bullet. I have received questions about this combination, and
will describe it, as it does fine work at 200j'ds. He made a group
that counted 36 at 200yds, first trial off-hand. The rifle is a .22

single shot, 16in. twist, Winchester. We chambered it for the
center fire lOgr. shell, which is filled to within ^in. of the top.

The bullet is seated aljout lin. ahead of shell. L. & R. powder is

used.
Practice match: A. B. Dorrell, .22 rifle, 15; F, O. Young, .22

rifle, 17, 23: F. O. Young, revolver, 46, 51; P. A. Becker, revolver,
49, 59; C. W. Seaward, revolver, 56; *F. O. Young, pistol, 52, 49,

45, 43, 49, 38, 47, 45; Dr. J. F. Twist, pistol, 47, 51; F. S. Wash-
burn, 50; G. W. Hoadley, 50, 61, 63.

*Peters .22 short cartridges.
F. O. Young.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.—The following scores were made in regular
competition hy members of ihe Cincinnati Rifle Association at
Four-Mile House, Reading road, Dec. 23. Conditions, 200yds.,
off-hand, at the standard target. Gindele was declared champion
for the day with a score of 92. A very strong wind from 3 to
6 o'clock blew all day, much to the discomfiture of those engaged

:

Gindele 9 8 9 10 10 9 9 9 10 9—92
10 8 10 7 10 10 9 7 6 10—87989797 10 79 9—84

Nestler 9 9 9 10 8 10 8 9 10 9—9188988985 10 10—83
99 10 10 88767 8—82

Lux 9 8 7 10 7 9 7 10 10 9—86
8 9 4 9 10 6 9 10 10 6—818789 10 8667 7—76

Payne 8 7 8 6 10 9 10 7 9 10—84
6 -7 10 8 8 9 8 9 10 7—82

10 98877897 7—80
Bmns

9

10 7 10 10 7 8 9 5 9—84
989 10 66688 8—78
57 10 888 10 78 7—78

Strickmeier

10

10 7 10 9 5 9 10 9 6—8587789898 10 9—83
10 78967988 7—79

Jonscher

9

7 8 10 10 8 9 8 10 5—84
' 98688976 10 8—79

7 10 7777869 7—75
Trounstine 7 8 7 9 8 9 8 7 8 10—81786 10 59987 6—75787879697 5—73
Uckotter 9 7 9 8 9 10 6 9 8 7—827786675 10 7 10—74

.. 958 10 89584 5—71
Roberts 6 9 7 8 8 9 10 8 9 8—80

10 88 10 76788 5—7796748 10 979 4—73
Drube 9 8 8 4 7 9 5 7 9 7—7349679867 10 7—73

4 10 9798559 7—73
Topf 5 8 6 8 7. 9 4 9 7 6—69667678 10 75 5-67

. . 696 10 33492 4-61

Rifle at San Francisco.

San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 27.—The various rifle clubs hereabouts

are now closing up their annual shoots. The Golden Gate Qub
wound up their medal contests last Sunday with a banquet.

Among their guests were many prominent riflemen. The coveted

prize of the year was won by D. W. McLaughlin. It is a trophy

of $100 in value, presented by F. H. Bushnell /or the best 10-

shot scores of the year, eight scores per month allowed. Mr.
McLaughlin made the fine total in his lUU shots of 2313 rings, -Co-

ring target. Mr. Mason was second with 2303. Mr. Gorman won
first prizes with both pistol and revolver. Next year will be _a

great one among marksmen here, on account of the festival in

July of the National Schuetzen Bund. Roeel.

—^—
Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to anv individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our

columns continuously lor a quarter-century.

If you want yoor shoot to be announced tiefe send a

notice like the following:

Fixttttes.

Tan. 12-13.—Aurora, 111.—Bennett's target tournament.
Jan. 15-18.—Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club's elevei^i

annual tournament; live birds and targets; open to all. H..

Graham, Sec'}'. . ,

Jan. 16.—Trenton. N. J.—Second contest of the series between-,

teams of the Trenton Shooting Association and Freehold Gun
Club, on the grounds of the former.

Jan. 17.—Baltimore, Md.—Ten-men team contest—Baltimore
Shooting Association vs. Keystone Shooting League.
Feb. 6-7.—Cincinnati.—Cincinnati Gun Club's sparrow tourna-

ment. Chas. F. Dreihs, Sec'y.
.

Feb. 18-23.—Hot Springs, Ark.—Tourna'ment of the Hot Springs-

Gun Club; four days targets, two days live pigeons; $1,000 added.

C. E. De Long, Sec'y.
Feb. 22.—Harrisburg, Pa.—Washington's Birthday live bird and.

target shoot of the Harrisburg Shooting Association.
Feb. 22.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual midwinter target tournament:

the Forester Gun Club. H. IT. Valentine, Mgr.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Eighth annual spring tournament

of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100'

per day added; two days live birds, |500 guaranteed. H, P. Collins,.

Sec'v.
April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's-

Association. C. W. Feigenspan,, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the:

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'y.
May 21-25.—Chicago, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament and.

convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association. Chas.
T. Stickle, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters'"
League of W^isconsin. First week in June.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first:

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street:

and Fifty-second avenue.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's ninth annual Grana American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds.
June —.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Forty-third annual'

tournament of the New York State Association for the Protection-
of Fish and Game,
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;:

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Fountain Gun Club's regular-

monthly shoots, the third Thursday of October, November and'.
December.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—^Two miles beyond Jamaica, on:

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed',
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private-
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—W^eekly shoot of the New
L^trecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores /^or publicatxin vm

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties

on all events are cofisidered as divided unless otherwise reportedly Mail'
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing^ Company^ 34& Broad-
way, New York,

At the twenty-seventh annual meeting of the Riverton Gim Club,,
held on Jan. 5, officers were elected as follows: President, J.
Hazeltiiie Carstairs; Vice-President, H. Yale Dolan; Secretary
and Treasurer, R. F. Harned; Board of Directors, George A.
Shoemaker, William R. Ellison, Carlton M. Mood}', Jacob T..

Alburger, S. B. Stenson. Forty members were present. The
growtli of the club has been continuous financially since its be-
ginning in 1873, when it was a small rifle club, with leased
grounds. At present it has twenty-eight acres, two shooting:
boxes, a club_ house and roomy pigeon lofts. About 40,00U birds
were shot during the year, which were dressed and shipped to the
Boston and New York markets.

A neat handbook, issued by the Chicago Gun Club, contains:
articles of incorporation, the club's constitution and by-laws, andl
shows the list of officers for 1901 to be as follows: President, Dr.
C. E. Morton; Vice-President, J. L. Jones; Secretary-Treasurer,
Dr. C. W. Carson; Directors, Chas. Antoine and W. H. Cornwell.
Article XX. reads as follows: "To encourage ladies to shoot, the
club will trap targets for them free of charge." As to the target
shooting. Article XXI. provides: "Target shooting to begin the
first Saturday in April and to continue every Saturday until the:
Jast Saturday in October, inclusive.''

The Oriental Powder Mills, Portland, Me., have issued a book-
let ,\vhich is artistic and instructive. The full-page illustrations,
showing different buildings and .scenes of the company's prop-
erty, are remarkable for the interesting features which they pre-
sent, and their technical excellence. There are ten of them all

told. The booklet also gives a list of the company's branch
offices and agencies, a description of the properties of the
powders which it manufactures, with illustrations of the sizes of
grain , etc.

at

Under date of Dec. 28 Mr. C. C. De Long, secretary of the Hott
Springs, Ark., Gun Club, writes us as follows; "Please announce-
in the columns of Forest and Stream that the fourth annual
national tournament of the Hot Springs Gun Club will be held at
Hot Springs, Ark., Feb. IS to 23. There will be four days at
targets and two days at live pigeons, and $1,000 added mowev. Ad-
dress all communications to R. E. Price, manager."

The next shoot of the Hudson Gun Club will take- place OQ
Jan. 19. All shooters are welcome.

At Manayunk, Pa., on Jan. 5, the Gladwyne defeated tha Rox-

boro shooters, in a ten-men team contest, by 27 targets. Each

man shot at 25 targets, known angles. Jhe scores were: Gladwyne
-Haley 23, Cascaden 23, T. Barker 21, Booth 20 J Barker 20.

Fryer 18, Gorman 17, Chadwick 16, Pyott 16, W Barker 13; total

187. Roiboro-Wilde 20, Kinder 20, Hayes 18 Wem 18. Ruth 16

Burns 16, Murphy 16, C. Jones 12, WiUard 12, Light Kep 12; total

IfiO.

A new gun club has been formed on Stated Island. Its title is

the Richmond Gun Club, and its membership is composed of the

best shots of Richmond county. The officers are: President,

George Bechtel; Secretary and Treasurer, Fred W. Schoverhng.
Tn a match at 35 birds recently the scores were: A. A. bchoverling

23, F. Schoverling 25, G. Bechtel 19, F, Pommer 16, John Schoen
12, Dr. Albrecht 11.

•I

At Gloucester City, Pa., on Jan. 3, Mr. James McQuaid, of that

city, defeated Samuel Wimley, of Camden, in a match at 25 live

birds, on the grounds of the Wimley Gun Club. We are informed
that the purse was $100. The conditions were Rhode Island rules,

21yds, rise, .30yds. boundary, 25 birds each. The scores wefe
McOuaid 25, Wimley 19.

«^

Mr. John S. Wright, the manager of the Brooklyn Gun Club, is

now making preparations for a ten-men team shoot, 25 live birds'per

man, between shooters of New York and New Jersey, to take
place some time during the latter part of this month, probably the
i9th inst. He has begun correspondence with some of the leading-

shooters at interest with a view to further the purpose mentioned.

Recently, at Holyoke, Mass., we are informed by the club's

secretary, a gun club was organized with a membership of twenty-
five. Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows: Presi-

dent, M. H. Whitcomb; Secretary, J. R. Blamey; Treasurer,
George Crosby.

Mr. Joe Bourke, brother of Mr. E Bourke, of the Oceanic
Rod and Gun Club, leaves on Thursday of this week for a two
years' sojourn in the gold fields of Alaska. He has some excellent
prospects in that frigid land of wealth, the result of his efforts

in his prior trip.

In the final contest for the Elliott diamond medals at Kansas
City, Dec. 26, Chris Gottlieb killed 25 straight and won. They
represented the championship at both live birds and targets. Roy
Overly won the target championship with a score of 46 out of 50.

At a meeting of the Cartaret Gun Club, held in the latter part
•of last month, a resolution was passed to take effect on Jan. 15, in
;substance, that any member of that club who shoots on grounds
where professionals shoot, shall be asked for his resignation.

On Jan. 5, at Philadelphia, the Wayne Gun Club defeated the
Highland Shooting Association in the final contest of a series of
three, ten men on a side. 25 targets per man, magautrap, by a
:5core of 165 to 143.

In the match for the Dupont trophy at Interstate Park on
'Tuesday of this week between Messrs. J. A. R. Elliott, challenger,
and R. A. Welch, 100 live birds each, the former won by a score
•of 97 to 88.

•I

The fourth shoot of the second series of the Interstate Park
Handicap will take jjlace on Wednesdaj' of this week, on the
arrival of the 12:20 train from New York."

Thursday of this week is set for the trial of Mr. George S.
McAlpin for his assault on Capt. A. W. Money, the particulars
of which were given in our last issue.

The match at 100 live birds, $100 a side, between Messrs. L. T.
Duryea and J. A. R. Elliott, at Interstate Park, Jan. 5, was won
bv the former, bv a score of 94 to ST.

Shooting has sprung into pleasing activity about Philadelphia
since the winter months set in, and the signs indicate that it is

on for a permanent stav.

Mr. H. H. Valentine, of Albany, N. Y., writes us that the
:annual midwinter target tournament of the Forester Gun Club will
be held on Feb. 22.

At Ashland, Pa., on Jan. 1, Mr. Wm. Long, of Locustdale, de-
feated Mr. Samuel Bover in a pigeon shoot at 15 birds, by a score
of 9 to 8.

Bernard Waters.

Elliott vs. Welcli for Dupont Trophy.
Interstate Park, Jan. 8.—A large crowd of notables was present

to witness the great match for the Dupont trophy between Mr.
.J. A. R. Elliott, the challenger, and Mr. R. A. W^elch, the holder,
both men having been in the public eye for some time of late as
experts of rare deeds with the scatter gun. The conditions were
100 birds each at 30yds. rise. The birds came from Carteret, and
were not noticeably superior. They averaged fairly good as a
ivhole, with an occasional corker and an occasional eas}' bird. It
is true that against such performers it was difficult for an
average good bird to get hard. The match began at 1:24 and ended
at 2:33, thus consuming one hour and nine minutes. Had' not
Elliott's gun broke down in the 54th round, it would have been
finished in some minutes less.

Mr. H. P. Collins, of Baltimore, acted efficiently in the
capacity of referee.

Elliott maintained his time more uniformly from start to finish,
and was centering his birds as a whole better than Welch, though
the latter was shooting well, excepting for a certain slowness with
his second on the fastest birds which were not cut down with
his first. Elliott's two birds, his 12th and 35th, were hard
hit. As to the draw of the birds, hard, easy and average, the
luck was about even.
Welch started with a miss, but ended well with 23 in the first

25, 1 behind Elliott. At the 50th round Elliott had gained another
bird, with a score of 48, and from that on to the finish he
steadily drew away. The light was clear and good, the weather
cool and no wind—an ideal day for good scores.

R .A. Welch *212222221222201222222221—23
21122122*22112212222221*2—23
*111222222210212222-*21212—22
222*210120211102222201122—20—88

T A R Elliott 22222221222*2222222T2111->—24
222112212*122212212221113—24
1222222222222222022112212—2r
1212222122212122122211112—25—97

Forest Gun Club.

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.. Jan. 3.—Please insert scores of the New
Y^ear's Day shoot of the Forest Gun Club. This club is one year
old, has a magautrap, and is building a new club house:
W J Thurton, 30 *211201212122*2012121—IT
Wilson, 30 , *21221*11210211002112—16
^

J^i!,''^'^'^'
29. 11111100112i2212l2110—IS

Theall, 29 1*22*12*2111121112212—18
J Thurton, 28 -211212110101000221000—12
i Herroder, 28 120022222000211020*01—12
G J Herroder, 28 022121122001101022110—15
Henning. 28 20jll02il0l0u221ll] 10—14
B Calerson, 27 0102221012222''2211202—17H „Caterson u01101U002u211120011—13
Fallon, 26 22*00010200^222221001—12
Gernon, 25 211010121010012001110—13
Gunther, 25 200200122221112110001—14
Uayis, 25 22012220211121220000 —

U

Oakley, 26 111221*12011202222020—16
Thos. W. Fallon, Sec'y



FOREST AND STREAM.

ON LONG ISLAND*

Trap at Baldwin, L. I*

Baldwin, L. 1.—At Mr. G. A. Barker's private live-bird ahoot
on Jan 1, Suyds. bounaary, BOyas. ribe, bcojes were made as Jol-

G B Meeker. .122210221122U21222212221—24
L>r T D cariuji. , .iiiiiixi;>iiii2jL;sij;iiii;iiixj.z<i

—

C iVi JJoiiiieily. iXiiii-U.^y<iiii<iii^ixi;ij.ii;ii-<i—<i4

J Burke Zi,u<iii5iu.^^iy/iiiai5iuxiiiiO

—

21

vi A jLjarKer ,...,.,'.,,i,,if,^....ixZk,i.,ii''£i^.^i:,ii,^v^iiiiX}i}c^iji.Z—zi

U a Bcnion ^...,,,,njx\)ui2i^xiiZ^xji'MSji'j^i2,'M—ZO

K A Cliitrtrancl .xi!<i^iiaii.jiiii.Ux2<iUlZZi.i2—Z3

J iViiiier x^i^ii±ZiiZi:i.oxiUiZZjLLu.Zz{)—Z'i

Hell Gate Gon Club

Brooklyn, L. 1., Jan. 3.—The shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club,

hem tu-uay, at Jjexicr Jrark, resuitcd m scores as toiiows:

Breit, 2S U22ul—3 0112111—6 01*1—2

bieiiens, Z& tjwxz—2 lluixiu—5 2uUii—

2

l..aug, Z6 , iUi./.^—4 'zMUjrz—5 iiiii

—

i

Ijreuiian, 'Z6 - .lUo^u—2 i)vi±iZA—6 2oui—

2

AiDeri, as Uuiiiy—2 XzOiJiZiL—5 ....

Voss, 6il uJ-o-i!—2 'iZi^iZVZ—a liUl—

3

Brown, 30 iuU^iiJ

—

Z Ou<sii;uU—3 ....

WeDucT Zi.uZ-'H)—4 ....

iJoemUc, 3a '^MZijA—o
iViebbcrt,airaut, Zi> .... luJL"-'uu—2 12U1—

3

Xenueii, . . 2iZU—

3

iJitKcn ,i Oiil2—

3

i'.ace between JViessrs. Bt-felt and Messersehmitt, each standing
at ifcyds.: Coi, J. ii. Vpss reieree:
ueo men..... -.0121102002212000221200122—16

A iViesseracnmitl UO''uu--i4UUl;iUJ.UUOUu'i!UU'ii2— ti

Interstate Park Handicap.

Interstate Park, L. I., Jan. 2.—The shoot-oi? of the" first series

brougnt out tour contestauis, ait 30yd. men, Ul these, 'Uamels"
and i-annmg ued on i4. ine tnud slioot ol tlie second series

brougiic out a sirong lot ot snooiers, ana their compention was
rcniiiin.abiy ciose, inu JiiUmg siraigiit, with two more in the 24

piace. iiie scores:

Daniels, 3u 2222221112121222201121122-24

JH ivioiiey, 30 - /:iZj^l^Z^J.X^Zi.ZZXZL}ni\v

t annnig, 6^) .yzixiXZxxL'iiLixzzZ - 221211—24

Van A.icn, 30 Z2:i£i^zza:aj'^zsn

Interstate Park Handicap, third shoot, second series:

Danie.s, 30 , 22j_ii2^.s2i-ia2lllll222212—24

iVtoriey, 30 i • . ^ii^ 2axi2JiiSiiii:22u^ZiiZZ^2--ZiU—22

H iVioney, 30 2Z2iiiJ.iiixx2i:j.2i;i2Z2ii2222—2a

t annmg, 30 lx2XX2xZ''222X2Z22222xU212—23

Van Alien, 30 22Z22022zo2iZ2Z2Z2a222222—25

E C Unrnlll, 2i) .ZzZ22ZZ2ZXZ^Zi2ZZZX2-2iii—24

J B HopKins, za 222ZZ222212222222Z12*2111—24

beverai misa-aiiQ-outs also were shot.

New Utreclit Gun Club.

Interstate Park, L. I., Jan. 1.—The New Year's Day shoot

of tlie INew birecht Gun CiuD had tor the main event a 2U-t)ird

contest, $10 entrance, beverai 5-bird events aiso were shot. The
scores follow:

Dailey, 30 22222220222222202222—18

AliUer, 2ii Z22ZXX2i201Z2202Z2U2—17

Inompson, 2b 2iZ221zl21ixZ22ll220—19

Packaid, iti 2Z2ZZ20012ZZ22002220—15

Williams, 28 2xzaz22Z0ZZ2u2Z2X202—17

Demarest 30 au222i2z22Z20Z2Z22z2—18

Piercy, 2d 012Z2ZxZ2Z21ZZXZ22U—19

GniniDS, 30 ..; • 20xlilZZU21uZOX222lO—15

T racy Zii . ! . . oxoxxxzoixzoxulxzxOl—14

Losee', 28 U100o2i21x22olllll0—15
BrooKs 3u ll*2xluzxx2uxo*xoi'2—13

Hendrickson, 28 122oo2u02--2u0OlU211U—10

Aiay, 2S 02X12220J200lx20i'^00—11

Kei'ier, 2d Z2z222uZ22z0z2222220—17

Annie' Oakley, 27 12»zl21}f!0Zw

C A Lock-wood, 28 U2112zi0ulllll220112—16

T H Chapman, 28 22222110122012222220—17

J A Bennett, 29 22zlo2220w

D C Bennett, 28 .....»...^...V.o... 22w
Frost, 27 122w

Several 5-bird events followed; money divided.

Elliott vs. Doryea.

Interstate Park, L. I., Jan. 5.—The match between Messrs. J.

A. K. h-ihott and D. T. Duryea, 100 live birds each, ?100 a side,

was shot at Interstate Bark to-day, and resulted in a victory lor

the former by a score ot a4 to Si. The birds were a good lot of

selected Uyers. Ihe scores:

Trap score type—Copyright, igoi, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

L T Duryea. , . ,a u ;4 a ^ 2 Ji a n 0 IS i! x li :S z a 0 5J l« is li 3 » 2-21

2jiiiZ2Zlo2011112a0lsi'2 201 5S—21

iziiiixaiauivsiui 2 -a aiaalssaij i—28

'2:4JjKiSis:s2Uis-2ii:40iii*:s'.4a;i!Si 2—22—

R Elliott. . .0 "2 1 2 iS :i 2 a 2 1! H a :4 1 a 2 a 1 a 2 1 a 2 a—23

0222a2asiaaaazaa-2a22aaaaa 2—24

aaiaaaaaiiiOzazalaaaiiii i—a*

iaiaaiiaiai**aiiaaaiilia a—23—

New Utrecht Gon Club.

Interstate Park, L. I., Jan. 5.—The New Utrecht Gun Club

held Its club shoot to-day, the conditions being 20 birds, handi-

cap distance, and e.xtra Dird allowance in the way of misses as

no birds or kills. Ul the sixteen contestants, two scored the

limit, Annie Oakley with an allowance of 3 misses, and 1. W.
Money, scratch. The scores follow:

Lincoln,' 3 misses,

Jay Hayseed, 2 ir

Annie Oakley, 3 m

l^ei^i^rf mif '29: 2212222^22202222222-18

W F 'Svkes 2 mis<;es 29 ^2212022222*2110222—17

T A B^ennett 3 misses 28... 222U22210222l022-'-20—16

Kot TaS birds 32 .
2221021212*022*21111-16

Lockiood', 3 misses,- '28 121irlllM
W T n^ee "1 misses 28 1211111220112002210*-—15

A E Hendrfck^on birds, 29 2022o;0M
a H Piercv 1 no bird, 23 lill0202-*21U0w

T R Chaoman 2 misses 29 22211102212022220102—16

H KryntTmi-sses Is f: 1212U002101012*1202-14

Morf°ey, ^sc?a\'ch,^^3'o\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^\2\2%22222222222222-20

Oceanic Rod and Gun Club.

Rockaway Park, L. L, Jan. 7.—The weather was better than one

could expect. Although the contingent of shooters was small, it

did not interfere with the guests who came to the beach to greet

Joe Bourke and Mrs. Kunda and wish them a farewell on their de-

parture for the Alaskan gold fields. They leave on Thursday of

this week for another two years:

Other events:

Events: 12345678
Tareets- 20 20 20 15 20 25 20 10

Dr Bill ' IS 17 18 14 18 18 19 .

.

A A Schoverling 13 12 16 8 14 22 18 ..

T Tones , 13 10 12 13 12 17 .. ..

§ Charles -..f....:..^ 12 13 14 10 14 .. .. 8

T P McKenna ^ J ,? ! J A

B Mull 13 14 6 17 .. .. 6

J Palco , 8 12 8 8

J Norris 4,..* .. .. .. 10 .. ..

Ed Bourke .. ,. 10

Crescent Ath letic Club.

Bay Ridge, L. I., Jan. 5.—In the contest for the January cup
Mr. H. M, Jirigham scored the first win m a good field of shooters.
Several other events of interest evoked keen competition. The
scores

:

January cup, 25 targets, expert; 25 targets, m'agautrap; handi-
;ap allowances added:

—Expert.— —Magautrap.— Grand
Hacp. Total. Hdcp. Total. Total.

tl M Bi-igham 2 23 2 25 48
Dr J J iveyes 7 25 B 22 47
L C Hopkins 7 21 6 23 44
C H Ouapman. 12 22 10 23 45
F B Siepiienson 4 18 3 25 43
VV W IVxarshall 6 16 5 25 41

J N Borland 8, 16 8 24 40
C A Sykes 3 19 3 20 39
C Kenyon, Jr 4 18 i 20 38
C G Kasmus 6 18 5 20 38
W G McOonville 11 21 w
Shoot for Panel, 15 targets, expert traps: F. B. Stephenson

(2; 14, VV. W. IVxarshall ^,<l; 13, tl. M. xsrigham (,1) 13, C. H.
Onapman (7) 12, Dr. J. J. Iveyes W 12, H. Ja. Vanderveer (,1) 10,

\V. o. iVlcOonviile (.0 lo, J. IN. Borland 10, C. U. Kasmus (4.)

9, D. C. HopKins (4> 9, O. xvenyon, Jr., (,2; 8.

Snoot tor aiein tropny, 16 targets, magauirap : F. B. Stephenson
(2) lt>, H. B. Vanderveer (.!> io, C. H. Chapman (,6> lo, H. iVl.

i>rigiiam (1) 14, Dr. J. J. K.eyes {.3) 14, J. 1\. Bonand {.0) 13,

\V. VV. Marshall (S) Iz, C. Kenyon, Jr. {ji) iO, VV. G. iVlcConviue
(5) 10, C. O. Kasmus (.3) 10..

Shoot-olf, same conduions! Chapman 15, Vanderveer, 15, Ste-
phenson 13.

biioot tor trophy, 15 targets, expert traps: F. B. Stephenson (2)
15, C. K.enyon, jr. (2; x4, W. \V. iVxarshaa (,4; It, Dr. J. J.
Keyes (i) 11, vV. G. McLonvUle Ci) W, D. M. Brigham (1; 13,
C. A. Sykes (.2) 11.

Shoot lor trophy, 15 targets, magautrap : F. B. Stephenson (2)

15, Dr. J. J. Keyes (3> 14, ti. M. urigham (1) 13, VV. vV. Marshall
(a) 12, vV. G. IVxcConville (.5) 12.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 15 15 10 10 15 10 Targets: 10 16 15 10 10 15 10

MarsnaU ... 9 13 Mcconville 10 3 2 6 ..

Brigham ... 8 13 11 9 7 10 8 Stephenson 13 8 11 10

WESTERN TRAPS.

Chicago, was held last evening at the Sherman House, and the
customary routine business was transacted. The following ofiicers
were elected for the ensuing year: President, J. H. Amberg;
Secretary-Treasurer, Henry Levi; Directors, Jos. B. Barto, W. B,
Leffingwell, C. C. Hess, F. H. Lord and J. M. Gillespie.

It was decided to hold twelve contests during the coming year,
the date to be the second Saturday of each month. Watson's
Park

_
will be the meeting place. There will be two medals—one

for high average on the season's series, one for the man with the
best seven scores under the handicap. The handicap committee
will be J. H. Amberg, F. H. Lord and John Watson. Garden City
Club is in good shape, and it holds some of the best men and
best shooters of Chicago.

E. Hough.

Gar£ieId_Gun Club,

Chicago, Jan. 5.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day, on the occasion ot the seventh trophy shoot of the
season. Dorman earned ott the honors ot the daj% being the only
one to go straight in the mam event. The birds were a fairly
good lot, making excellent time when once started, but were
a little Slow about taking wing. An unpieasant accident, which
narrowly escaped being a serious one, occurred when Mrs. Dr.
Shaw went to the score to shoot her fourth bird. Her gun, a high
grade ejector, exploded, tlirowing the whole rib fuily 2oyds. away,
and tearing a great hole m the side of the right barrel, but very
Ipriunaieiy she escaped injury entirely:

Seventh Trophy Shoot. No. 2. No. 3.

T VV Eaton, 30 *221X2x2x2— 9 010221—4 121*12—5
Ed Eaton, 28 Ixxouzo-^-'ii— 4 llolo2—4
Barnai d, 30 2x22x01122— 9 2u2zl2—5 221222—6
Dr bnaw, 31 ZlXxZ - 1X11— 9 00x122—4 ......
Dr Meek, 31 Ix21x2l2x*— 9 121xx2—8 111211—6
Uorman, 30 2122x22x22—10 llullZ—5 212212—

6

Deiano, 2/ 22-'Z22Zx22— 9 *1*002—2 1022*0—

S

iVxcUonald, 28 lilox21xzl— 9 1121u0—4 1U021—

5

Kehl, 2/ 0-'*012X221— 6 lOlOoO—2
Dr Ivlathews, 29 12202210X1- 8 2U121—6
L Woitt, 27 20X2002201— 6 ......
Gardner, 29 *12uOX0220— 5 .......
Mrs Shaw, 26 OlOlw ......

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 5.—The Chicago Gun Club is engaged in its

regular club snoot this atternoon, and it is having good stitf

winter weather, to give interest to the occasion, bmce the field

shooting lias now come quite to an end in this vicinity, it is

thought that the club shoots will be better attended from now on.
The Garden City oun Club, ot Chicago, holds us annual meeting

to-night at the .Snerman House, due report ol which will iouow.
Tlie iive-bird shoots of Garhcid dun (.^lub, reduced to the trophy'

basis, continue to De spirited live-bird sweeps, and help to shake
things up in these dull days.

Universal Gun Club, ot Chicago, has its grounds at Archer
avenue and Forty-sixtli street, and proposes a series of interesting
cluD shoots lor this winter.
There will be a meeting of the Illinois State Sportsmen's As-

sociation at the Sherman House this evening, and plans will be
taken up lor the coming tournament next spring.

Geo. Roll has been nitting a pretty good gait of late, and his
record at Watson's midwinter tournament and in the sweeps lollow-
ing since that time would seem to indicate that he would oe a hard
proposition m a lOO-bird race right now. in his last lour con-
tests he killed 59 out ot 60 birds snot at, which is big shooting for
this time ot year at Watson's.
On Xsew Year's Day, at Springfield, 111., J. T. Hall, of Loami,

won from Guy Burnside the challenge trophy cup ot the Illinois

Gun Club, killing 25 birds straight to Burnside s 23. Hall won
best average in Class A of the Springfield Gun Club, highest
scores in hve shoots. Richardson won m Class B, and Charles
Shuck, Jr., in Class C.

Accident to Mrs. Shaw.

Jan. 6.—What might have been a very serious accident, but
which under the circumstances may be called a lucky accident,
since its results are so much better tnan might have been expected,
occurred yesterday atternoon to Mrs. Shav\> wile ot Dr. biremDa
Shaw, in course of the contests at Garlieid Civib grounds. Mrs.
Shaw -was on the point ot firing at her tourth bud m a sweep,
but when the gun was discharged it burst, the metal tearing
apart between her lett hand and her face, and the rib blowing
entirely tree trom the gun and tailing at a distance ot several yards
frcm the score. Ho'vV she escaped a terrible injury is one of those
mysteries whicn so often snow when a gun bursts in a shooter's hands
without any bad injury to the shooter. No solution is ottered at
this time lor the problem of the accident. It just happened. There
is the customary talk of an overload, and of a detect in tlie metal
of the barrel, but the real cause is not known, and indeed it seems
to deserve a secondary place, in view of the tortunate escape of

one ot our most popular lady shooters. Mrs. Shaw is a well-known
character at the traps here and elsewhere, and has shot in several
of the large out-oi-town tournaments with some success, as well
as having attained skill in field shooting. She was naturally much
frightened by the accident, but will hardly give up the sport of the
gun on this account.

State Sportsmen^s Directory Meet.

The directory meeting of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Associa-
tion at the Great INortnern Hotel yesterday was largely of routine
nature, but the interest evinced augurs well for the success ot the
meet next May in Springfield. President J as. R. B. Van Cleave
and Secretary Chas. T. Stickles came up to the meet from Spring-
field, and President Van Cleave presided. He says that his city
will make this a red hot tournament. Capt. Smith, ot Springfield,
also came, and from Chicago the otficial delegation included Col.
i'elton, E. S. Rice, C. P. Kichards, Oswald Von Lengerke, Dow
B. Lewis and Tom Hicks. Harvey Sconce was there Irom §ideil,

and iVlr. P. Connors Irom Peoria. The interest in the yearly shoot
is going to be widespread over the central and lower portions of
the State, as -well as Chicago. A committee of promotion and pub-
licity was appointed, composed of Messrs. Felton, Hicks, Bingham,
Amberg, Lewis, Loveday and Leffingwell, all good men and true, who
shoot with the best Chicago clubs.
The date chosen for tne shoot is the third week of May, or

May 21-25, and the programmes will be out in ample time for

everybody to read and refer to his private executive committee.
It will be a full and attractive programme, including the capital
contest for the old Board of Trade badge, for the Dupont trophy
and for the more recent prize known as the Governor's cup, at
25 live birds, open to lady shooters Irom any State. The donors
of the L. C. Smith cup, indicative of the target champions'nip,
are to be asked to modify the governing conditions. The Rose
system of division will be used in one day's shooting.
The present Game Commissioner, H. VV. Loveday, was indorsed

for the Association's candidate for the oncoming term of office.

Significant action was taken in a resolution for a $1 gun license
for all shooters, for the creation of a game protecting fund, and
in one coming out for the abolition ot spring shooting all over
the State. The latter is a consummation devoutly to be wished. It
has long been held an impossibility to pass such a measure in
Illinois, but times have been changing very rapidly in Western
protective matters.
On review, this bids fair to be an interesting year in the history

of the parent organization of Illinois shooting interests, and there
is reason to believe that the annual tournament will be a good and
modern one, up to date in all particulars. There will be a large
number of clubs enrolled before next May.

Chicago Gun Club.

The unlucky number of thirteen took part in the regular club
shoot of the Chicago Gun Club at Watson's j^esterday, but this
did not serve to prevent anybody from having a good time, and
it did not keep W. D. Stannard from winning the trophy from
scratch with 15 straight kills on good, hard ones. Lent VVillard was
second with the wind up, and Drs. Carson and Miller divided third.

Rose system governed in the money. A light wind blew from the
score to the right.

Garden City Annual Meet.

The regular annual meeting of the Garden City Gun Club, of

Trap at "Watson^s Park.

G. D, B. Bonbright, of Colorado Springs, Colo., vs.

O. Von Lengerke,

\Vatson's Park, Chicago, Jan. 4.—During the first match the wind
blew quite strongly trom tne southwest, but changed during the
second match to the southeast, and not so strong. The Dirds
were a specially selected tot.

tl irst match

:

G D B Bonoright 22000120222122220201*1222—18
22220-00220200*0202202201—13
OZ220'f20o22X021222uOl2-22—16
*l"X20x02"-o2-'a2Z2-'-022o222—14—61

O Von Lengerke 2z0222202222022u22o220-22—18
2222202222222202222022222—22
02O2-^22222'J22222222002222—19
2i22012o2222Z220o20222222—20—79

Second match:
G D B Bonhrigltt 22220221222002200222*0221—18

0-^22022112210111111 2U''T1—20
2l212**l*21*212nlll02111—20
ID1212111212221211102110—23—81

O Von Lengerke..., 222222o2oZ222012222xlllo2—21
121222111011111111*111111—24
Il2-2l2mill210l011xxru—22
111*212111*11111211101111—22—89

Ten-bird match:
Bonbnght 22P122112—9 Von Lengerke 111W112—

8

Jan. 1.—Fourth shoot of Watson's 15-bird handicap, $4.50 entrance,
three moneys. Geo. Roll won high average, killing 59 out of a
possible to. The day was clear; ground covered with snow; wind
irom right to lelt, incoming across the traps, and not strong.
Hie birds were good; shooting hard on account of the bright sun
on the snow: ^ ,

Amberg, 29. .. .222022212211221—14 Creyk, 28 1*1120120022122—11
Gillis, 28 11112111-221120—13 E Smith, 28. . .21002TolU100w
Smith, 28 012222101121222—13 Martin, 30 2222022202120*2—

H

Myrick, 28 22010»00221olu2— S Roll, 30 2222222222221U—15
Day, 28 111110*20011001— 9

Twelve-bird match, two moneys:
Myrick 2l2ll2010111—10 Stenson 2'*01221210*2— 8
Creyk ..22lllu2212l0—10 Peters 101*0111*022— 7
Wuson .• 200220210201— 7

Seven birds, $3 entrance, two moneys:
Jones 0102210—4 Al Smith 0212222-6
Roll 0222122—6 Barto 2*22112—6
Martin 2101212—6 Day U11222—

7

tiihis •• 2112012—6 Ed Smith lOOw
Comley ..Jd222111—

7

Two events, 7 hitds each, $3 entrance:
Amberg ....i.... 2202222—6 1112121—7
tiillis

; 1121122—7 2211211—7A Smith 001*101—3 1110122—6
Roll 2112212—7 2212211—7
Martin 2022202—5 2112212—7
Jphes 2020012—4 2021220—5
i-omley 1110111—6 102111*—

6

Day .v.... nill22—6 122111*—

6

Ed Smith 1110000—3
Myrick 0122120—5
Creyk 0122220—5 2200222—5

Chicago Gun Club.

Jan. 5.—Medal shoot:
L C Willard 11211*112121222—14—0—14Wm Todd 202200200201222— 9—1—10
Sundermeier 22220li2j0010200— 7—2— 9
VV D Stannard 221222222222222—15—1—15
Milhken , 211222020*10122—11—3—14
Mitchell 020212011202121—11—2—13
Mack 20101020*200020— 6—3— 9
Dr Carson *0222212*222221—12—1—13
Mrs Carson 00*2120*02001*2— 6—3— 9
Dr Miller 012122112222002—12—1—13
J L Jones 0*011*1*1020100— 6—2— 8
T P Bowles 10000210200*121— 7—3—10
A A Walters *202000*20220*1— 6—3— 9
Twenty birds per man:

L Willard 2220121 2112011221210—17
O Brien =«21*1222121102112111—17
Dr Keele *0011112221021111110—15
Wilson , 2212222*2212**122222—17

Practice

:

Stannard 22221*—5 Willard 121021100112—7
Dr Carson 110011—4 Bowles 100102211w
Mrs Carson 100001—2 Walters 121222011w
Dr Miller 111010—4

IIavslhigg.

Keystone Shooting Leagtie.

H01.MESBURG Junction, Pa., Jan. 1.—There was a strong at-
tendance of shooters at the New Year's conte.sts of the Key-tone
Shooting League to-day, among the lot being several' new
comers. Shooting continued till darkness interposed. The main
event w;as the New Year's Handicap at 20 birds, handicaps 28 to
30yds., .aOyds. boundary, ,$10 entrance, three moneys, Rose system,
Van Loon and Plobbs killed straight. Mr. Pach withdrew 'in the
10th round, with a clean score. He did not have a recoil pad
and could not stand the punishment of his gun. The score:
Vai-idegrif t. 30 11220211121111011221—18
McCoy, 30 *222*222222122222222—18Am ol d, 28 • 22222212122122201*10—17
Snyder. 29 .12121222120111102211—18
Schimmel, .30 , 20222222222222202022—17
Walters, 30 222222*122222*0w
Van Loon, 29 ..22211122222222222222—20
Pack. 28 , ,...1112121222w
Anderson, 29 ....22222222222*22222200—17
Painter, 28 11211111122112222021—19
Fitzgerald, 28 22211101*10101111121—16
Landis, 30 2*1222202imi2*10n—1?
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Hobbs, 30 ..*..,.-.>... .2mz2mm23.mmr-Vi
Felix, 29 ..,.W.. i...,»..11221202222022220222-17
Foster 28 ^ 12021102101221011112—16

W T femith, 2S 010011222*12221101*2-14

Jan. 5.—In the championship match to-day Messrs. H. M. Van
Loon, T. R- Painter, H, Henry and J. W. Budd were the best

performers in the events of the Keystone Shooting League at

Holmesburg Junction. The two former killed their 10 birds

straight. The championship match was at 10 birds, 30yds. rise,

SOyds. boundary, $2.50 sweepstake. The scores:

Vandegrift 2120112022— 8 Fitzgerald lOlOlOw

Budd 2122220122— 9 Miller •101*21020—5

Hobbs 02*2222122— 8

McCoy *220222022— 7

Painter 2212121121—10

Hauff 2120202212— 8
Ross 2222220202— 8

„ Prickett 10*2020221— 6

Henrv 1111211110— 9 Albury U22222022- 9

Van Loon 1122212222-10 Geikler 2222022222- 9

Brewer 00112221*2— 7

Tie shoot, 3 birds:
Van Loon 12

Club Handicap, 10 birds, han
?2.50. Messrs. J. W. Budd and
with a number of other shooters

Budd, 30 2212222212—10
Vandegrift, 30 2212202121- 9

Hobbs, 30 2201222222- 9

Fitzgerald, 30 0221*01022-
McCoy, 30 'I'mmfm— 9

Henry, 30 .2111121121—10
Brewer, 30 1112212202— 9

Painter 0*2

dicap rise, sweepstake, entrance
H, Henry made straight scores,

huddled close up:

Painter, 28 2222220112— 9
Miller, 28 2200001122— 6

Albury, 29 1111200122— 8
Prickett. 29 20102211*2— 7
Ross, 29 2202222222— 9
Geikler, 29 2220222020— 7
Van Loon, 30 2112121012— 9

The Catteret G«n a«b's New Rulingr*

The recent ruling of the board of governors of the Carteret Gun

Club, which, on its face, bears evidence that it was intended solely

for the government of its own members, has evoked a great deal

of discussion in the daily press and among many individual shoot-

ers, particularly among those of New York and vicinity, on the

assumption by them that it was an attt npt to define what con-

stitutes professionalism as it relates to shooting interests at large.

As the Carteret Gun Club has never, so far as we know, made any

attempt to legislate for shooters at large, and, moreover, as it i.i

not a philanthropic institution, it is a much more reasonable

sumption that the ruling was promulgated solely in tlie furtherance

of its own interests.

The view of some shooters, namely, that the ruling was illegal

even as a chib measure, inasmuch as, the club being a coporate

body, such ruling would arbitrarily deprive members of their

property rights, is untenable in view of a clause in Article fV. o!

th€ club's constitution, as follows: "Any member acting contrary

to the provisions of the constitution and by-laws, or in violation

of the rules of the Association, or in any way which may tend to

the destruction or injury of its property, or contrary to or

neglecting his duty as an officer or member of the Association, or

whose conduct in or out of the Association shall, in the opinion of

th« governors, be eonsidered unbecoming a gentleman, or in any

way calculated to injure the character or interests of the Associa-

tion, may be expelled; and shall thereupon forfeit to the Associa-

tion all property, claims and benefits, to which he would have been

entitled as a member."

It will be noted that the constitution of the club provides that

the board of governors may take cognizance of the doings of a

member in his capacity as such, and also may take cognizance of

the doings of a member in his personal capacity, whenever they

adversely affect the club's interests—that is to say, "Any member
* * whose conduct in or out of the Association shall, in the

opinion of the board of governors, be "Considered unbecoming a

gentleman," etc.

As to the powers of the board of governors, they are defined in

Article III., as follows: "The governors shall have entire charge

of the affairs of the club, and shall fill any vacancy occurring in

their number, for the unexpired term of the governor whose place

is to be filled." It is thus self-evident that the board did not ex-

ceed the powers vested in it when it made the ruling under con-

sideration, which, in substance, is that any member of the club

competing against a professional or on grounds where professionals

compete would be asked for his resignation. According to the

opinion of the board of governors, a professional is one who is

employed by any gun or shell making industry or sporting goods

concern, or one who has ever accepted a gun or shells from any

manufacturer or dealer.

This, while weak and lame as a definition of a professional, is

forceful as a protective measure. In matters of finance, no one

ever accused the Carteret Gun Club of inefficiency.

It is to the club's financial interests that the club members shoot

as much as possible on the club's own grounds. From them the

club derives its revenue. It makes a profit on the pigeons which

are shot, and it has a rake-ofi of 10 per cent, on all matches and

.sweepstakes, As the shooting entrance fees are high—from the

point of view, at least of the average shooter^the 10 per cent,

rake-off is of itself a liberal source of revenue.

But some of the club's greatest shooters, both in respect to

skill and the amount of shooting done, have been shooting a

good bit on other grounds during some months past, notably

Messrs. R. A. Welch, L. T. Duryea, D. I. Bradley, Capt. A. W.
Money and his son, Mr, Harold Money—sportsmen who, besides

shooting on grounds other than those of the Carteret Gun Club,

have been winning the lion's share of the prizes at the Carteret

Gun Club's shoots.

However, the ruling, from any point of view other than financial,

is an unreasonable restriction, since it practically closes the door

to the club members, so far as Uie greatest shooting events of the

country are concerned. The ruling bars them from the Grand

American Handicap and other similar grand national open events

where honors are to be gained by the shooter who is ambitious to

achieve national fame by meeting the best shooters which the land

can produce.

There is but one event fostered by the Carteret Gun Cltib which

assumes to confer honors broader than the borders of the club

grounds, namely, the amateur championship, which, though not

so indicated by its title, is a limited championship, the com-

petition in it being confined to the members of a certain few

clubs. It therefore is a championship of those clubs, and nothing

more. r

The Sun of Jan. 6 says:

"By persons outside of the charmed circle of trapshooters the

new rule is looked upon as a travesty, and it is thought that if

the Carteret Club is really desirous of establishing an amateur

standard its first move should be to insist on the first principle

of amateurism and eliminate money prizes from its club competi-

tions. James E. Sullivan, secretary of the Amateur Athletic Union,

said:
" 'The definition is the most ridiculous that I have ever read.

In view of the fact that the members of the Carteret Gun Club are

allowed to shoot for money, it looks to me as if they were "strain-

ing at a gnat and swallowing a camel." in drawing such a fine

distinction. This is especially noticeable in the clauses which

are intended to debar men who receive a present from manu-
fapturers, and put a wholesale embargo on those employed by
sporting goods concerns. The root of the matter is the competi-

tion for money. There are many men alleged to be amateurs who
win more money prizes than their actual expenses during the

year, and thus derive an income from their proficiency with the

gun. This could be obviated by the shooting clubs coming out as

a body and insisting that amateurs should be those who compete

only for trophies. This, I know, is a revolution that would not

be appreciated by many of the trapshooters, but it would clearly

show the difference between those who indulge in the sport for gain

and those who compete for glory alone.

" 'The argument has been put forward that trapshooters are sub-

ject to great expense in the matter of shells, and would, therefore,

be actually out of pocket by their competitions unless reimbursed

by money prizes. This is true of many sports—yachting, for in-

stance, which is a much more expensive pastime than shooting.

Yet yachtsmen are content to foot the bills for the sake of the

trophies that reward their successful efforts. The question ot the

cost of shells could easily be provided for, however, as a per-

centage of the entrance money could be set aside to pay for the

shells without violating any amateur principle. It is a good

thing that the matter has come up, as it may lead to a satisfactory

settlement of the amateur question by trapshooters.'
"

The trapshooting world of America is without any authoritative

ruling as to what constitutes a professional. Although it has long

since needed a central governing body, and Forest and Stream

many years ago called attention to the need, it has gone on without

it. As a result, professionals and amateurs have shot together, with

very little heed of what was professional or what was amateur. Their

purpose seemed to be alike—that is, to win money. There aic few

shootens, indeed, of any note who have not at some time or other

shot for money in open tournaments, or shot with professionals, or

accepted some ammunition or guns, or shot where gate money
was charged, etc.

However, in respect to shooters at large, it is not at all likely,

in view of what may have evoked the ruling in question, that it

will impinge much one way or the other in drawing the line on

professionalism. ^
IN NEW JERSEY.

Hudson Gun Club

Jersey City, N. J., Dec. 31.—The target shoot of the Hudson
Gun Club, held to-day, resulted as follows:

Events: 123456789
Targets: 15 15 15 15 25 15 15 25 10

L H Shorty 13 11 14 12 18 II 13 23 10
C F Dudley 15 13 13 12 21 13 13 22 ..

A A Duke 10 8 10 12 16 12 9 19 8
H Bock 12 9 12 10 19 12 14 16 7

J P Kay 11 12 5 17 12 7 14
S Brown 11 4 10 .. 6 7 ,. 8

A. A. ScHOVERUNG, Ass't Sec'y.

Shooting at Roselle.

Roseile, N. J., Jan. 1.—At Olympia Inn a 35-bird event was shot
to-day. The birds were a little above the average, with just
enough wind to make the shooting interesting. There were but
few sitters. It was a nice, clean shoot. Mr. Wm. McCloud did
his utmost to give us a good time, and succeeded. The scores
follow:

A F Compson, 30 02110*22120101010121111111121122201—27
\V J Simpson, 30 0122222222221210120221222;2211222222—32
G h W Smith, 28 2mi2*221221121222021202w
G A Pope, 26 222110222221100122z0222*10211021120—27
J D Berdan, 28 21111102112111012112121012202101112—30

J. D. Berdan.

Cannibal Gun Club.

Trenton N. J., Jan. l.-^Our shooting grounds are at the
Trenton Driving Park. We have three traps, electric pull, and
are fitted up nicely for beginners. In the club shoot, to qualify
for a place in the medal shoot, 15 targets, the scores in the gold
medal contest were: Brook 5, Ruelins 9, Mickel 9, W. Taylor 10,
Viaiko, 13, and won the gold medal; J. L. Kafes 7, Webber 5,
Lutes 5, Heil 6.

Silver medal: Brook 8, Ruelins 7, Mickel 8, W. Taylor 7, Kates
5, Webber 7, Lutes 4, Heil 9, and won the silver medal.
In the handicap turkey shoot, 15 targets, unknown angles,

handicaps in parentheses, the scores were: Lutes (4) 16, Hillman
(5) 15, Carnall (4) 11, Ruelins (4) 8, Gap (2) 14, Mickel (4) 16,
Wilson (5) 13, Max (7) 11, Brook (3) 10, Heil (4) 13, Dansbury (5)
8. In the shoot-off the scores were: Lutes (2) 13, Hillman (3) 13,
Mickel (2) 12. Hillman bought Lutes' chance.
The second turkey shoot a handicap at 15 targets, resulted as fol-

lows: Lutes (4) 15, T. Hillman (4) 11, Carnall (4) 12, Wilson (3)
7, Brook (3) 15, Ruelins (4) 11, Mickel (3) 13, Dansbury (5) 13,
Cap (2) 12, Max (6) 10. Lutes bought Brook's chance.
Turkey shoot, same conditions as above; Cap won: Hillman (4)

10 Cap (3) 16, Carnall (5) 10, Max 07) 12, Stead (7) 12, Hughes
(5) 12, Lutes (4) 7, Hillman (4) 8.

H. P. MiNSCHWANER,

South Side Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., Dec. 22.—The following scores were made in
ten 10-target events to-day on the grounds of the Sofith Side Gun
Club:

Geoffrey 5 7 8 8 9 9 10 8 7 9-
Terrill 7 8 5 7 8 9 8
Stanton 8 9 8 7 9 9 10 8 6 7
Aff... 3564656365W M Smith 98987 10 89 10 8

Newark, N. J. Jan. 1.—Nos. 1 to 6 were sweepstakes; No. 7 to
10 were the L. C. Smith gun shoots and two turkeys; No. 7 was
the handicap allowance; No. 8 was the score; Nos. 9 and 10 were
the ties; No. 10 was miss-and-out. Geoffrey won the gun, Dudley
and Schortemeier a turkey each. No. 11 were the allowances, No.
12 the scores, No. 13 the ties. No. 15 were allowances. No, 16
the scores, and the ties drew for the turkeys. The scores:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 16
Targets: 10 10 10 10 20 10 25 25 25

J Fleming ; 10
Dawson 4 7 .

.

W Smith 3 10 9
Sinnock 0 5 ..

Waller 4 10 9
Whitehead 2 9 ..

Tighe 2 10 6
Engle ......i.. 2 10 9
Pattern 3 10 10
Aff
Schortemeier

15
6 15

25 .. 25
9 22

6 i5 io io io io ie 6 25
3 15 8 5 25

6 24
2 14
3 14

4 6 10 25 19 ...

.

13 10 3 25 25 3 25
Dudley 13 10 3 22
Tones 13 10 13 IS
Nagle 13 5
Terrill 3 10 8 4 15 10 10 10 10 18 7 25
Kitching 3 14
Harrington 3 11
Dukes 2 14
Feigenspan 0 14
Colquitt a 15
D Fleming
Geoffroy

0 23
3 13

4 15 10 10 10 10 13 7 21
13 23

3 25

4 25
4 23

3 25
7 25

Wilson 13 23
C Smith , 8 21
Hughes 9 25
Nagle ..

Budd
Stanton .

.

Dawson ..W Smith
Cummings
Pattern ...

Waller
Dudley ....

Foster
Whitehead
Nagle
T Fleming
Terrill ....

Sinnock ...

6 .. ..

8 10 12
5 12 14

.. 17
7 15 17

10 18 18
4 7..
6 .. ..

7
5
7

9 25
7 24

13 15
7 19
6 25
3 25

9 25
e 24

22 ..

25 9
25 19

17

5 20 25 13

25 ii

Tighe , 8 14 11 7 6 25 24 .»

Jones - 8 15 11 4 7 24 ..

Enele 7 •
Schortemeier 8 19 18 9 3 25 25 14

Dukes 14 17 8 4 23 .. ..

Colauitt 18 17 9 3 25 25 6

Kitching 8 12 ..

Aff ... 10 11 7 10 19 .. ..

Harrington 13 7 4 25 25 9

Feigenspan 16 9 0 16 .. ..

Gecfffvoy 16 9 4 25 25 20.

C Smith .- 18 7 8 25 21 ..

D Fleming ,
. . , 7 20 -

Terrill 7 25 w ..

Stanton 7 24 .. ..

Wilson 4 25 w ..

Budd 3 22 24 ..

Hughes 9 25 15 ..

Le Roy 5 23 .. ..

Nagle .. 9 25 12

Babbagc .. 9 24 .. ..

Seymour 10 21 ..

Singac and Little Falls. (

Singac, N. J.j Jan. 1.—On the Singac Hotel grounds a match
was shot to-day at 15 birds, $10 a side, 50yds. boundary, between
Bunn and Rhodes, and Klotze and Weaver. The birds were
fii-st class. The boys were sorrowful over Uncle Jake's death, and
over the assault on Capt. Money. >

The birds were not enough in number, so we had to cut the shi)Ot
short. Mr. Wm. Dutcher was referee and scorer. The scores:

Trap score type—Copyright, jgoi, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

Bumi, 28 2 2221222022122 2—14

Rhodes 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 2- 9—2»
^j^H/iH^ S,/"-j>»->T\-^\

Klotze 1 01221210101 2 0 2-11

Weaver, 1 202 2 000000122 2- 8-19

Seven birds, $5:
Hopper, 30 0220*00—2
Wright, 30 .....1202222—6
Klotze, 28 0*12202-4
Kayhart, 28 *211120—

5

Smith, 28 2012020—4

One-dollar miss-and-out:
Wright, 31 0 22

Hopper 29.. 0 0
Klotze, 28 22 0
Van Winkle, 28 12 22

Dec. 25.—Match at 15 birds, $10 a man, five traps, 50yds
boundary:

Trap score type—Copyright, igoi, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

Bunn 0 2022022022110 2—10

Klotze 1 U is 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 * 0 2— S

Bunn, 28 ...2012210-5
Weaver, 26 2**0020—2
Kersey, 28 1000*00—1
Morgan, 28 .....2*22022—5

Smith. 28 20 ..

Kayhart 10 20
Hopper , 0

Kayhart ..12111 2 02210010 2-11—29

..2 00101111021 2 1 1-11Connors ,

Luddy 0 0 22 2200202002 2—8

1 1 1/H t -^^•S

\

Dehart 2 2 20 2 222001202 0—10-19

Five birds, $3:
A Doty, 30 ; 22222-5 Connors, 28
Wright, 30 02020—2 Johnson, 28
Klotze, 28 21000—2

Ten birds, $7.50:
A Doty, 30 22222*2222—9
Wright, 30 *222222222—

9'

One-dollar raiss-and-out:
A Doty, 30 2222—4
Johnson, 28 2220—3

.11211—5

.21202-^

Johnson, 28 220*20*22*—

5

Klotze. 28 ...1220-^
Wright, 28 20 —1

A large holiday crowd was present. The birds were first class.
There was plenty of excitement over match.

Applegate vs. Von Leagerfce.

Freneau, N. J., Jan. 4.—In a match at 50 birds each, shot to-day
at this place between Messrs. J. Applegate and Carl Von Lengerke,-
the former won. Mr. Von Lengerke has been suffering from a
severe attack of la grippe, which seriously affected his eyesight
for some days, enforcing the use of colored glasses part of the
time. No doubt the attack impaired his shooting ability for the
time being. The birds were excellent, and a large crowd was
present. The scores:

J Applegate 1111111111011001111010111—20
OllOOUlOJlllOllllll —15—35

C Von Lengerke , 11111111101110OjOOO11101O-16
lllllOlUllllOlOOOOlO —14—30

Rivefton Gun Club.

Riverton, N. J., Jan. 1.—The New Year's Day shoot of the
Riverton Gun Club, on its grounds at Taylor's Station, was well
attended. The main event was at 30 birds, for a beautiful cup
presented by Dr. Karsner. It was a handicap event. Six men, all
at the back mark, 30yds., tied on straight scores. In the shoot-ofi
Yale Dolan won. Shooting began at 11:30 and lasted until dark.
After the main event there were several sweepstakes.
Thirty birds, handicap, $10 entrance: Dolan (30) 30, Agnew (26)

30, Upson (27V2) 30, Davis (28) 30, Stevenson (26) 30, Darby (28)
30, Cortright (251/2) 30, Harned (26) 29, Pleasanton (26) 29, Chandler
(26) 29, Whittaker (26) 28, Godschalk (27) 27, Karsner (28) 27,
Wagner 27, Dorrance (26) 25.
Shoot-off: Dolan 14, Agnew 12, Upson 7, Darby 6, Cortright 5,

Davis 5, Stevenson 5.

Trap Afottnd Reading^.
Reading, Pa.—The New Year shoot of the South End Gun

Club, of Reading, Pa., on its grounds, was a success. In all, thirty. .

one shooters from the city took part in the events. All the clubsm the city were well represented, and the South End Club members
were out in force. The day v;as just a delightful one for target
shooting. Shooting began at 10 A. M. and continued until dark.
John Matz, of the South End Club, was the high average man
with 85 per cent., closely followed by Saylor, of the Mt. Penn Gun
Club, with 82 per cent. The scores follow:

Events: 123456789 10 11
Targets

: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 25
7 8 9 10 8 7 9 10 .

.

Matz 9
Saylor 9
Yost 8
Walters 9
Eshelman 7
Gerhaii; 5
Gill 8
Ernst
Wm Miller ,] 7R Snyder 5 6
Fahr 6 7
Wilson 6 7
Laird 6 6
Ball 7 8
Geo Miller ..

, 7 10
Williams 6
Thomas 6
Ennis g

6 23
7 25
3 20

D Snyder
Berg
Miles
Eisenhoner
Matthias ,

Murdock
W^eiser
Texter
Ziegler
Hill
Bitler
Shultz

J Miller 4

8 9 8 8 9 5 8 10 19
7 7 7 9 6
7 8 8 5 7 6
6 8 7 7 4 8 7 10 22

7
7

5 7 9 8

6 5 7
6 7 7

'5

6 6 8 6 5 5 7 4..
4 1 4 7 5 6 7 .. 14

7 6 7 7 3 4

7 6
6

4 'i
"8 '6 *5 '5 '.

5 3 6 6
3

5
2 1 2

*• '• »«
Z 2 .4,
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Fegleysville, Pa., Jan. 1.—A target and live bird shoot was held
here to-day, the scores made being very good. The scores:

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 10 10 10 5

Geist 9 8 7 5
Smith 8 7 8 5

rJo. 1 was at live birds; Nos. 2,

Events

:

Targets;
Trumbauer
Eames

12 3
10 10 10
10 7 7
10 .. ..

3 and 4 vfere target events.
Reading, Pa., Dec, 26.—The Neversink Gun Club, of this city,

held a target shoot on the Neversink Flats, near the city. The
scores were, each man shooting at 10 targets: W, Wonzke 5, Hoah
8, J. Kilpatrick 7, Qunter 3, Sallade 6, A. Wonzke 6, Herman 3,

Faeger 5, Bright 8, Goodman 6, Pfleger 5, Clark, 0, Hannahoe 4,

Border 3, Goodhart 6.

Dec. 22.—The annual live-bird championship shoot of ' the Mt.
Penn Gun Club, of this city, was held to-day on the shooting
grounds at Stoney Creek, and was won by Albert Yeager, who
killed 12 out of his 15 birds. Chick, Dietrich, Osborn, Sparley and
Fair tied for second place with 11 each to their credit; Shultz and
Shell with 10 scored tied for third place. For second prize there
were 200 hand-loaded shells, donated by the club, while 100 of the
same kind of shells were offered for third prize. As the supply
of birds became exhausted, the ties could not be shot off, so it

was decided to divide the shells. The birds were a fast lot of old
country birds, and better birds were never trapped in this vicinity.
Arthur Fink, of Reading, officiated as referee, whDe Chas. Brown,
the club's official scorer, and Irwin Seaman had charge of the
score. The score follows:
Mt. Penn Gun Club's live-bird^ championship, for the club's

live-bird championship medal; 15 birds per man, 28yds. rise, 50yds.
boundary, Hurlingham rules to govern

:

Yeager .22220112102112*—12 Saylor 102*02002212200
Dietrich ..... .102021202012222—11
Osborn 210111022111020—11
Sparley 222020121012102—

U

Fair 220122012012202—11
Shultz 210110102201202—10
Shell 10001*122110111—10
Homan 0201012*2101101— 9

Remsen 222200022221*00- 9

8
Strohecker ....220020001*22012— 8
Gerhard ...... 022021202*00220— 8
Rhoads 022200112000021— 8
Hunsberger ..01*11001120*001—7
Lawrence 020212100010100— 7
Moser 021000200001111— 7
Fritz 00*0*0*0*000*00— 0

Duster.

Elliott Holiday Shoot.

AiS Forest' and Stream went to press on iVIonday, one day
earlier than usual, last week, the report of the Saturday shoot
could not reach you in time for the last issue. I now call your
attention to it, as it was an important event, and especially since
all shooters might find it to their interest to look well into the
handicap used, which is known at Kansas City as the Riley
handicap. It is not hard to understand, being one in which the
shooter handicaps himself after the starting point. If he kills 5
birds straight at any given point he then moves back 1yd., etc.

Saturday, Last Day, Dec. 29.

It was expected that a large number of shooters would put in
their appearance and enter for this handicap shoot. The morning
opened up bright, with plenty of southwest wind and a prospect
of such birds as no one could make a- straight score. Yet the
shooters were all tardy in getting out, and did not seem anxious
to unpack their guns.
The park manager, R. S. Elliott, was feeling very confident

that "no straight" goes to-day. He was delighted with the wind
behind the birds, and no one knew so well as he that 500 of his
very best birds had been cooped. Just to show the confidence
that Bob has in his birds, traps and grounds, and by way of an
inducement he made an announcement on Friday evening that
to any lucky shooter who would kill 25 straight he would present
a $5 hat.

,

The morning was passing away without a gun being fired. What
few were present were telling what they had done in days gone
by, and Elliott, while disappointed at the tardy shooters, men-
tioned that a big crowd would come out about noon. They could
see that they "were up against another man's game," and finally

.some one proposed a %1 miss-and-out. Robert agreed, and seven
ejitries were made. Stevens, Crosby, Norton and 'iramp Irwin
mp.de clean scores of 9 each, and said Robert was willing to call

this little preliminary off and start the big shoot, Mr. Cockrell, in
the mean time, fell down on the second bird, and that genial
fellow, Budd, followed suit. Then Jim Elliott, known the
world over as a shooter, stubbed his toe on the very first bird.

Mr, Dunn grassed one, and then the next Qne was "over the fence
and out," The score:

Stephens 222222222—9 Elliott 0

Cockrell 20 Norton 222222221—9
Budd 10 Dunn 10
Crosby 222222222—9 Tramp Irwin 112111111—9

Beach, 28
Herman, 28
.\llen, 29

O'Brien, 27

Curtice, 29

Scores.

22111 11122 21222 22212--25
22221 22222 22022 22222—24
2222* 22220 22222 22222—23
11212 22111 11222 22222--24
21222 02222 2220* 11021--21
21211 12121 21222 02222—24
22212 21111 12222 22121--25
22001 llOOOw
11221 11220 212*1 02111--21
2*221 21122 022*2 2*1 --21
11221 21212 22*22 02220--22
22212 22222 22222 22222--25
22202 22222 22222 22222--23
1*221 2221* 2*102 *2202--IS

You will understand where each contestant started by figures

frflpwing immediately after the names, and by dividing the scores
into strings of 5 it will no doubt interest all to see the move-
ments of the shooters, and also see just where they finished, as
we take it that this Riley handicap is new to all save the
Kansas City shooters, it not having been adopted by any other
club that I know of.

It was at 11:30 when the now "Daddy of all of thenr," J, A, R.
Elliott, stood up at the 30yd. mark and said, "Ready," grassing
his first bird with one barrel, and the great race was on. Then Budd,
Crosby, Norton and Cockrell did likewise, and when the first

string had been shot hy this squad of five, and only one bird had
been missed, the shooters began to think a straight possible. The
second squad did not have any of the crackerjacks in it, yet only
Mr. Beach had the misfortune to lose a bird.

As the business men of the city could not get out until about
2 P. M,, these two squads shot up to the 15-bird mark and thfen

went to lunch.
If Mr. Elliott had any inward feelings as to getting the worst of

the hat bargain he did not look it, and offered then, with four
nien straight—his brother Jim being one of them—^to wager $25
that a straight would not be made. Your correspondent, with
his. eagle eye ever open, detected the boys changing tlie birds in

the pit, and really 1 thought the hats were off, so far as these
shooters being able to wear one on Bob, Please note that start-

ing on the 16th bird J, A, R, would be at the 33yd, limit, Budd
at 32, Cockrell and the L. & R, Tramp at 31, with the last three
going back 1yd. should they make another straight.

After lunch Allen, O'Brien, Curtice and Smith entered and shot
up. This brought Mr, O'Brien, a new shooter from Kansas, into
prominence as a candidate for a hat.

Then the race for the finish was begun, and closed with the
20th bird being in the "game sack"—as Fred Gilbert calls them

—

to the credit of Elliott, Cockrell, Tramp and O'Brien, Budd only
of the possible having gone amiss on a bird that walked quarter-

ing in and then sprang, and swinging, evaded his big loads as
sent from both barrels. The three left had 5 more to shoot, Elliott

at S3, Tramp at 32, and O'Brien at 31, and they were not slow
in telling the manager something about the size of their old hats, etc.

It is nothing tmusual for successful people to be elated, and the
last two named were inclined to remark that should Jim go out
straight and they should tie the "professional" they would
require one full-size larger than usual.
Strange as it may look on paper, these three men were as well

distributed as to positions as they could be—Elliott first. Tramp
seventh, O'Brien twelfth—one in each squad.
Champion Jim drew some screamers—at least 3 of his 5 needed

the full contents of the second barrel to get them down in the
boundary, yet they fell one after another as their turn came, until

the last one was an easy incomer, and the hat was on Robert,
but to be on Jim, .so soon as he could get to the city.

The next interest was of course on Tramp,' the oldest shooter
on the grounds, who took his first lessons in Kansas more than
twenty-five year,s ago. As it was known that he had shot in sev-
eral handicaps in the last few years and never made a straight,

most of the knowing ones had doubts about any more hats being
necessary; but this time was the exception, and at the end of this

squad, another hat was the proper thing. Trasnp made some
long kills on fast birds; his g4th escaped the first and went

away fast to the ri^ht quarter, to be saved by the second. Then
came the last, which, liicky for him, was an incomer, and he
centered it with the first barrel. He had the satisfaction of being
warmly congratulated by his many old friends present.
Two hats being won, it was up to Mr. O'Brien, and that gentle-

man went on killing bird after bird as his turn came around and
then pumping another barrel into them just to make them lay
quiet and not give the dog any trouble, which, by the way. was
getting very tired and worn out, I never met this gentleman
before, and he says that, while he is a good target shot, he has
faced live-bird traps but a few times. Let me tell you he has
the right stuff" in hirh to make a pigeon shooter. Get rattled?
Not much, and Bob Elliott just took that pencil of his and
says, "I take my hat off to you, Mr. O'Brfien, and here's an order
for a hat that you will not be ashamed to remove from your head
when you meet the belles of the Sunflower State.'-'

I must not forget the 24-men, for they struggled hard and shot
well. Had it not been for their "bad half hour," they would be
wearing Elliott hats. Budd, Norton and Cockrell would each
give a $5 hat, I fancy, to shoot at that one bird again. They
were not so far behind in cash, as the money was divided on the
Rose system.
In the 23-hole you will find Billy Crosby. You all know that

two of the unkillable kind came to his draw, else he would not be
hatless. Please look at his score and note that, st-arting at 30yds.,
he shot his last 20 birds from the 31yd. line, and' was at the finish
1yd. ahead of Tramp Irwin and on' the .same line with O'Brien, who
started at the 27yds. line.

Mi-, Curtice, a Kansas City man, being well used to this sliding
handicap, shot a fine race, losing but two, his 2d and his 9th.
This enabled him to shoot his first 15 all from the 29yd. line; then
he went straight, finishing at the Blvd. mark.
Walter Allfcn had a "hard luck" story, killing 17 straight, then

losing 3 before the end came. He is one of the best shots in the
West, as look at his starting point—the same as Budd's, Then,
there are Herman and Cockrell; each lost 3 out of his last 8,
«'hile Smith lost 5 out of his last 11. Then Beach, a very good
shot, a 28yd. man, lost 3 out of his last 11, while Mr, Stephens,
after killing 7 straight, lost 4 out of his next 7 and withdrew.
^
Please consider that these three last named gentlemen, save

Stephens, have been shooting these 25-bird-handiep races here
every month for a year, and are well used to the grounds and
the towering birds, and yet lost. This will enable the reader to
have a fair concejjtion of what this prince of good fellows. Bob
Elliott was doing in tlie way of trapping selected birds.
Mr. Elliott was, I think, disappointed that so few home shooters

came out, yet he now sees that holidays and closing the old year
and beginning a new one is not the most suitable time for a shoot,
and will select some time in next January for his midwinter shoot.
The chances are that a new park will have been selected by

that time, one in which there will not be so many climbing-
birds, and possibly faster ones,.
The boys Ihink that a new hat would look well next year, and

will no doubt all return here whenever Robert sends 'them an
invitation.

. _ ...

MJss-and-Outs.

As there was a little daylight remaining a couple of miss-and'OUts
were shot. The scores herewith appended will show that among
the good scores made Tramp Irwin stands at the head, having
killed all 52 straight, for the day:

Event No. 3, ?2 miss-and-out, birds extra:
Planck 22110 Berkley
Curtice 2222222—7 Beach
Crosby 2222222—7 Tramp
Event No. 4, |2 miss-and-out, birds extra:

Berkley 22222222222—11 Tramp 1T211111111—11
Allen 210 Beach 11112221113—11
Crosby 0 Curtice ,,, 12222220
Smith 22220 Cockrell 220
Norton 21110 O'Brien 20
Stephens 21112222221—11 Smith 110

222220
-

1111110—6
1212111—7

Kansajs City, Dec. 29,—The Bob Elliott holiday shooting tourna-
ment opened at Washington Park, Wednesday, and continued
throughout the week, closing to-day with a 25-bird sweepstakes.
The feature of the opening day was the final shoot for the- -Elliott
diamond medals, representing the local championships at both
live birds and inanimate targets. The interest in the "mud pie"
race was completely overshadowed by the wingshot contest, Kansas
City being essentially a live-bird town. There were twelve con-
testants in the live-bird race, a 25-bird event, the winners of the
respective monthly shoots during 1900 meeting to shoot off for
absolute possession of the trophies. Chris Gottlieb won the shoot-
off, being the only one to kill his 25 straight, and his excellent
work was all the more creditable from the fact that he had a heavy
handicap to overcome. He started in the race at 30yds., and after
grassing 5 straight dropped back a yard. Still killing his birds, be
was sent back another yard, after the 10th bird. The third block
of 5 he killed from the 32yd. rnark, and the last 10 birds from the
33yd. mark, the outside hmit, Jim Porter and Tom Heam were
his nearest competitors, with 23 each. The scores:

W S Allen, 30 ,222220222202222022112222*—21
'

J ,B Porter, 30 2212222122021212212202222—23
T J Hearn, 27 *22212202122222222222222'2—23
W Smith, 29 20221100212201102121

w

J F Vaughn, 26 222112202122221222**22202—21
P Francke, 27 21111022*222111*1211*2*22—20

T W Bramhall, 29 2020222222220w
Dr F M Planck, 28 2221212*22212202100*10102—18
A E Thomas, 28 20222222021222*w

C Gottlieb, 30 2121222221221122221122221—25
T Turner, 27 121112*121112200221122211-22

N Beach, 28 • , , . .*211110111212imi020w

The race for the target championship was close and spirited,

Roy Overly winning out after a hot finish, with Newt Beach, Dr.
F. M. Planck and W. N. Hill. Overly scored 46 out of 50 with
the aid of his handicap while the other three named scored 45,

The target scores: Roy Overly 46, C, B, Cockrell 39, F, N.
Cockrell 38, A, Holmes 41, W. N, Hill 45, Ed Hickman 44, S. S,

Millett 40. L, W. Scott 41, C. Wright 42, N, Beach 45, Dr. F. M.
Planck 45.

Elliott vs. Crosby.

On Thursday, J. A. R. Elliott successfully defended the Cast
lion medal against William R. Crosby, of O Fallon, 111., winning
the match by a score of 96 to 91. W. V. Rieger acted as referee

and James Whitfield as scorer. The day was cold and raw, and
the birds a particularly fast lot, not over two or three being "no-
birded," and they had been injured in the traps. The wind was
blowing stiffly northeast, which was toward the score, and the
incomers had to be centered to keep them from being carried out
over the boundary, Elliott was suffering from a crippled knee,
but he shot a hard race, centering his birds generalljf viith the
first barrel. Crosby, on the other hand, did not appear in good
form, and did considerable slobbering, Crosby was the first to

miss, losing his 6th bird, which he overshot with both barrels,

fie settled down for a run of 26, after that, and as Elliott had lost

his 2Sth dead out of bounds, honors were easy at that stage. Crosby
lost his 33d dead out, and lost 4 more before the half was reached,
Elliott was shooting steady, and at the 50th round had a lead of

5 birds, and the match was practically ended, except for the cheers
at the end. Each killed 47 out of the last 50. There was no
apparent advantage in the drawing of the bfras, and both made
some remarkably long kills with the secona oarrel, Crosby used
his L, C. Smith gun, 7-13, and his loads were 4Sgrs, E C powder
in Leader shells in both barrels, with l%oz. of No. 7% shot in
the first barrel and No, 7 in the second. Elliott shot his
Winchester repeating gun, 7%lbs,, and his loads were 45grs. of

Hazard Blue Ribbon, with l^oz. No. 7 shot in Leader shells.

The race was shot in an hour and eight minutes—pretty rapid
trapping for a 200-bird event,

Richmond Gun Cltik.

SiL'\^ER Lake Park, Staten Island, Jan. 1.—Four events were
shat at targets. Sergeant system, in the shoot of the Richmond
Gun Club, held to-day; In the live-bird match, the birds were
slow. Mr. A, A. Schoverling. was referee and trap puller.

Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 10 10 10 25 Targets: 10 10 10 25

G Bechtel .., 9 5 7 16 L Albreeht .. 213
T Schoen 4 3 0 6 W Anselm .. ,. 2 4

P Schoverling ...... 9 6 8 18 C Each , 'l 1

A A Schoverling 9 7 9 20 O Albreeht 4

J Keppler 9 14 J Barth 10

Match at 40 live birds. 28yds. rise; Jos. Keppler, of Puck, vs.

Geo. Bechtel, N. Y: A.

T KetJpler ....... .
.". 1111221111022111120111111111111111110111-37

"G Bechtel d021212lOlll012212122111001211110mill2—33
A. A. SCH0VEJE1.IKG, Ca,pt. R. G. C.

Ossining G«n Club.

SiNQ Sing, N. Y., Jan. 1.—The New Year's Day shoot of the
Ossining Gun Club was most successful in every way. The
members, as well as a number of outside shooters, supported the
shoot very liberally. During the day 74 live birds and 2,000 clays
were trapped.
The best shooting was done by 1. Tallman. The light was bad

and the grounds hard, but he managed to get his last 40 straight.
Event No, 2 at live birds was cut down, as there were not

enough birds to fill out the whole entry. Some of the shooters
who bad entered for birds only very kindly withdrew on the 4th
bird to allow those who entered in the sweep to finish their
scores. The birds were a fast lot. There were but 3 sitters in the
74.

'

Live birds:

F Larkin, Jr, , .11120—4 ..... Hall , ...21001—3
I Washburn ...01001—2 00102—2 Condit 22202-4
A Betti. 011*0—2 11111—5 Hyatt .22010-3
E Garnsey 10102—3 C Raymond ........ 12222—5
VV Clark .".OlOpw S Macbeth ..... OOOOw
R Kromer, Jr, 02022—3 C Blandford ... .... 11212—5

Twenty-three events of 10 clays each

:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Hall 10 7 ,. ..
Tallman 8 8 9 10 .. 9 9 8 10 .. 8 ..M Hyatt . . 5
Condit 10 8 7 8 7 9 8 8 ......
\V Fisher , ;. .. -.^ .. ' 8 ..
Blandford 7 , ,. ,. ,. .. ,

Coleman 3 . , . . . . , 4 .

,

F Larkin, Jr , 6 .

C Washburn .. 4 3 .. ... ..
E D Garnsey... g .. 6 8 .. 7 4 6 6
J T Washburn 7 6 7 7 8 5
E N Garnsey

, 5 ,. 3 3 .. 6 6 5 4
F Valentine 2 ^,
Betti

. .. 7 4 4 10 7 8 .,
'7 .,'

Tonolla , , , . . ... 2
J Carpenter 9 9 10 8 10 !i i

!

Keller, Jr .. .. .. 5 2 3 2.... 2 6 1D Brandreth 5 7 6...... 8N Tuttlc , .. .. 2 .. ..
Atchison

, 4 .

.

G B HubbelL, .. .. .. i

"

Events
: 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22R Kromer, Jr 2 3 3 ,. ,. 4 5 3

Tallman 9 9 10 , . 10 10 10 .. .

.

Condit 5 8 . , 9 9 9W Fisher ,., ,6 ... .„ . 5 8w Clark 'g .9 4 3 .. v. 4
Coleman 2
C Washburn .,,,,4..^^.. ',

[, 0 "l !!
C D Garnsey

, .. g .. [\ ,]

J T Washburn ., ,
' 8 8 10

"
7E N Garnsey 3 7 ']
..

F Valentine ,
.

"
. .

,
'

, . e
.

'

Tonolla
. ?,

J Carpenter , 6 8 .. 8 8 8
Keller Jr 4 3 .. ,. 53.. 3
C Rutledge '.

^ , 1D Brandreth 3 ., 6 .

N Turtle 2 .. .. 4 '3 " '5

Atchison . _ , '5 5
C Wynants g 7 4
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Harrisfaorg Shooting Association.

Harrisbukg, Pa., Jan, 7,—Tuesday, Jan. 1, found a large -crowd
ot shooters from the surrounding towns of Lancaster, Rea'ding,
bteelton, Chambersburg and Lebanon to take advantage of the
popul.nr annual New Year's holiday live-bird shoot of the As-
sociation. Having increased yearly, it became necessary this
year to run two sets of traps and commence shortly after noon
and continue until dark.
Conway, of this city, surprised them all bv scoring 19 straight

after losing liis first bird. A strong wind was blowing, and the
birds of first-class quality. The shooting was difficult for the
•old ones. - All seemed highly pleased at the comfort furnished
by the local club, whose grounds are one of the best equippedm the central part of the State, and all were made to feel athome while here. A number of shooters were detained in the city
and failed to take part on account of the State Legislature organizing
on this same date.
Twenty live birds, $10, Rose system, four moneys:

-T M Kunk 29 22021000022201222120—13
Bpllman. 29. OOlOOllOOOOw

fle'jes, 2S
, 10222221022022221022—16

Ja 29 20112210212022120212—16
Conway, 27 01121222221121222122-19
Dinger, 27 ] 2112122002022220122—16
Kreugcr, 29 02222221 ] 02222122222—18
VV ilson, 29

, .22222222102-^222*22*2—17
Drabstadt 27 01102110122020022101—13
Charles, 27 .2220122212210122220*—16
bhisler, 28 10201220202102122122—15
Stoner, 29 ^ 22022202020222222222—16
Hcover, 28 01011110220120220002—12
Doehne, 28 02120021102022202221—14
Hoerner 27 01120022102220212022—14
Byers, 28 , , , , , , 11222202221202222022—17
Stevenson, 27 t. 10012220210102221222—15
Hoffman, 28 .111211 10002211.012212—16
Reiker 29 01001221221020122211-15
Dnnkel 28 21222010111012111110-16
Seaboldt, 27 112U12110IT202120121—16

Wayne vs. Highland.

Philadelphia, Jan. 5.—The Wayne Gun Club defeated the
Highland Shooting Association in the third and final contest of a
series by a score of 165 to 143, Tift conditions were 25 targets
each man, magautrap, A cold, stiff wind that blew across the
range made it difficult for big scoring. The Wayne team won by
22 targets. The scores:
Wayne—Tohnson 22, Myers 20, Smith 20, George 17, McMichael

17, Wayne 17, Morris 14, Dalton 14, Green 13, Bender 11; total 165
Highland—Everett 18, Miller 17, Laurent 16, Meehan 15, Ferstch

14, Loetz 14, Burn 14, Dreakley 13, Wentz 12, Shaffer 10; total 143.

PUBLISIffiRS^ DEPARTMENT.

The Vartray Ginger Ale,

which is a Buffalo, N. Y,, product, enjoys the distinction of
having carried off the honors at Paris against all competition.
The achievement is a notable one, for it puts at the front an
American ginger ale as superior to the much-vaunted imported
article. Sea advertisement elsewhere.

The Andrew B. Hendryx Co. Catalogtte,

Messrs. Andrew B. Hendryx & Co, send us their handsome
catalogue of Fishing Tackle, and advise us that it will be sent free,
on request to any reader of Forest and Stream.

The Robiii Hood Powder Co., Swanton, Vt., has issued a book-
let, whose title is "Powder Facts," in which is set forth in aa
irtstru.ctive manner the advantages of their powder and the proper
loads of it for the different gauges of guns. 'For a copy address^the
secretary, Mr, Edwin H. Richardson, Swanton, Vt.
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THE NEW YORK COMMISSION.

The recommendation of Governor Odell for a reduction

of the commissions for the care of the forests and of fish

and game has been put into effect in a measure introduced

by Assemblyman Allds, which amends the present law and
substitutes for the existing boards of five commissioners

for forests, fish and game and three commissioners of the

forest preserve a single board of three members, which

shall be made up thus: "The Forest, Fish and Game
Commission shall consist of three members, to be ap-

pointed by the Governor, by and ^ with the advice and

consent of ftie Senate. Two of such members shall be ap-

pointed frorn the Commisisoners of the Land Office and

may be Femoyed by the Governor at his pleasure. The
third member'of such Commission shall be appointed for

a term to expire on the 31st day of December, 1903; a

successor to such member thereafter appointed shall hold

his office for a term of three -years, beginning on the

fir.st day of January of the year in which he is appointed.

Within twenty days after the amendment of this section

lakes effect, the Governor shall appoint a Forest, Fish and

Game Commission as herein provided, and upon the ap-

pointment and qualifica.ion of the members of such

commission the terms of the members of the Forest, Fish

and Game Commission and of the Forest Preserve Board
then in office shall expire."

The member who is not a Commissioner of the Land
Office the bill provides shall be the shellfish commis-

sioner ; and as a matter of fact, we understand the

meaning of the bill to be that the shellfish commissioner

shall be the practical executive man of the commission.

His salarj' is to be fixed at $5,000 a year, the other mem-
bers to serve without compensation. All the commis-
sioners are to receive their actual expenses. The measure

further abolishes the present forest preserve board and

provides that the Forest, Fish and Game Commission as

newly organized shall constitute the Forest Preserve

Board, and shall have all the powers conferred and per-

form the duties im.posed by law upon that board.

Such a change as here contemplated would be directly

for the benefit of the interests involved. It is of common
Tcnowledge that the fish commission of five members was
brought into being as a political job. There is no good
reason for such a board. As a matter of fact, the work
of the commission could be done by one man, or as we have

repeatedly urged, the entire commission could be abolished

with profit and the work be intrusted to the practical

executive heads, the State fishculturist and the State game
protector, who now actually perform the duties of the •

commission. It is improbable, however, that the Legis-

lature Would ,
consent to the adoption of such a system,

notwithstanding that it is the practical and business-

like way to accomplish the ends sought. Unquestionably

the most efficient force of game protectors would be one

made up of officers appointed directly by the chief game •

protector and responsible directly to him for the perform-

ance of their duties. The reason such a system could not

be put in force, however, is that for political considera-

tions the Legislature would probably not intrust the ap-

pointments to a chief game protector. So with the State

fishculturist. A competent person filling this position

could do everything with respect to the choice of species

of fish for propagation and the waters to put them into,

and the practical work of fishculture and fish planting

independently of the advice or direction or control of a
commission or commissioners over him. He likewise

would be much more competent than a commission to

select his emploj^ees and retain or dismiss them accord-

ing to their efficiency. Barring the possibility, howeyei",

of adoption of such a simple ?Lpd business-like system, we
shall welcome the reduction of the commission tx) the

f6rm proposed in Mr. Allds* |>jIU '

TIPS.

In the swirl of changes which has marked the progress

of outdoor interests during the past few years, the rela-

tions between sportsman and landowner, in so far as they

concern rights and privileges, have been subjected to

radical readjustments. Of all these, none has been greater

than that caused by the advent of the man with a tip. The
simple custom of gratuitous feeing has been fraught Avith

results never contemplated nor foreseen by the man with

a generous, open hand.

In the days often referred to as the old days, but days

of a few years ago only, in many districts the land-

owner looked Upon the sportsman as a kind of novel

visitor, between whom and himself there existed no ques-

tion of bargaining. If the sportsman chose to shoot over

his land without even asking for the privilege, the land-

owner, as a general proposition, did not consider that

thereby his rights were in the lea.st invaded. It was not

causing him any material loss, nor even inconvenience,

and, if the self-invited guest would but exercise care in

replacing gates and fences, or not to shoot near his cattle,

he asked no more. The shooter was as welcome to shoot

birds on his land without price as he was to drink from
the water of his well free.

But the change of time brought a constant and growing
prosperity. With the general accumulation of wealth

there has been evolved a large leisure class, whose mem-
bers from the customs of their life have been habituated

to the giving of gratuities. It is a part of life in the

great cities. The waiter in the hotel, if he is not tipped

after serving a patron, is prone to serve him but ill there-

after till the tip is forthcoming. Similarly, at every turn

in the great cities, the person of means is confronted with

the necessity of giving a tip. He comes in time to

consider it a matter of course, and attaches no special im-

portance to it.

But the tip in the country has been instrumental in

changing what was free as a matter of courtesy to what
is now a business proposition as a matter of right. If a

landowner had a particularly good game section within his

possessions and received $10 or $20 from an appreciative

shooter for the privilege of shooting thereon, or a sub-

stantial sum to prohibit all other shooters from its

privileges, the surrounding landowners in a similar man-
ner were not slow to grasp the idea of revenue from their

land in return for its hunting privileges. Thence came
the assertion of the rights of ownership as against the

sportsman who sought sport af^er the old free manner.

Once unhindered, he at length found himself a tres-

passer.

The sportsman with the tip has effected a profound
change in the customs of every class which caters to his

needs—guides, boatmen, hotel servants, drivers, etc.—^till

at length the sportsman without a tip has many difficulties

to encounter in consequence. Without silver pieces to dis-

tribute freely, he finds that the old-time freedom and
service are unattainable.

Of course there are a few sections here and there where
the virtue of the tip has not yet become establishd, but

its establishment therein is only a question of time.

There is no question that any one has a right to be as

rhunificently generous as he cliooses, and there is also no
question that superior and zealous service should merit

and receive extra reward, but the lavish and inconsiderate

bestowal of rewards, regardless of merit, has no direct

benefits to the giver, and makes life incomparably more
difficult for the poorer brethren who may chance to fol-

low in his footsteps when seeking sport or recreation.

The rewards given to guides as gratuities are often so

large that the person of limited means or less lavish ex-

penditure finds himself regarded as niggardly because he

fails to equal with his gifts the gifts of those employers who
have preceded him.

Mr. J. Russell Reed, the new president of the Massa-
chusetts Fish and Game Protective Association, has long

been actively identified with the work of the Association,

and has been one of the most intelligent, able and

efficient workers for the fish and game interests of Massa-

chusetts. Under his administration the Association's

a^airs, we may be confident, will be admirably promoted,

and the society will maintain its very enyj^blf recgrd of

?«hievetnent.

SNAP SHOTS.

Pennsylvania is taking hold of the forest preserve idea.

Dr. J. S. Rothrock, president of the Forestry Board, writes

in another column of the acquisition of a Pike county
tract of 26 000 acres, which will be held as a State pre^

serve of the forest, the fish and the game, and of an-

other territory of 60 000 acres on the West Branch of the

Susquehanna. We quote also from Governor Stone's mes-
sage paragraphs reviewing what has been done already in

this field, and giv'ng assurance that further action in the

same direction will be seconded by the executive. That
Governor Stone has popular support in his forestry recom-
mendations is indicated by the action of the Pennsyl-

vania Conference in the Interests of Public Health. Wild
Game and Forestry, which has adopted a resolution de-

claring their belief that "the thousands of citizens who
are in the membership of the organizations represented

in this conference from every county of this common-
wealth, will cordially approve of the recommendations of

Governor Stone and unite with him in the endeavor to

secure for the S.ate the benefits which his liberal policy

promises."

It is not often that we have the privilege of publishing

so careful, well considered and matured discussion of the

game interests of a S ate as the one printed to-day from
the pen of Mr. D. C. Beaman, of Colorado. It is compre-
hensive in scope and the discussion of the several topics

is so thorough as to show that the facts printed have been
carefully gathered and the observances based upon them
are the product of mature reflec.ion. It is a game study
worth studying, and it should have a careful reading.

The cond'tions prevailing in Colorado are in large measure
the conditions which hold over the Rocky Mountain
region. Like causes have produced like elTects. De.er,

elk and antelope have vanished from large areas where in

the past, within the years which are not yet counted re-

mote, they swarmed in astonishing numbers. The prol)-

lem of how the remnant shall be saved is immediate and
pressing. Mr, Beaman finds, the solution of the problem
is the hunting license, the shortening of tlie season and. a
rigid enforcement of the law.

The tenacity of the humbler species of wild animals and
the wonderful way_ in which they persist in the face of
civilization is illustrated in some facts recently brought
out by the Norwich Bulletin, which has discovered that

a fur dealer in Danielson, Conn., during the season makes
weekly shipments amounting to $200 and $300 worth of
mink, fox, raccoon, skunk and muskrat skins. And he
has been in the business since the Civil War. as h"s father,

a noted hunter and trapper, was in it for years before him.

There are men and boys in the back districts all througli

New England who find profit in their traps from Novem-
ber to March. And this reminds us that we have in

manuscript a story of youthful adventure in trapping, writ-

ten by Mr. Wm, H, Avis, of which we shall begin publica*

tion next week. . ...

The interests of forestry and fish and game protection

have a growing recognit'on among the topics which the.

Governors of Sta es con.3ider deserving of attention in'

their messages. We have already iio(ed the stands taken'

by the Governors of New York and New l lanspshire. Tch-;

day we quote a parjlgraph from the message of Governor?

McLean, of Connecticut, who shows an intelligent apprer^

ciation of the economic aspect of protcct on when he

says that "a brook well s.ocked with trout, or a eover-

well stocked with partridge or quail, will in the near
future bring a larger proportionate profit Ip its own^f than

any other investment."

Among the things which are crowded put of our pages

this week are the aniuial reports of President Alex. Star-

buck, of the Ciivier Club, of Ciiicinnati, and Secretary

H. H. Kimball, of. the Massachusetts Association. Jhejr
will be given in t|ie next issue.

The second anmial meeting of the North Ameriq^j^

Fish and Ga?ne Protective Association will be held

Montreal on Jan. 30. We look for substantial rcsilhs

|roio this Ofganizatiop, wUicU sUotild have cordial s^p^jio^
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Tulimanu*
Every race has its tradition, merely liistory wherein

reliable particulars are lacking, of its own killer of things
and possessor of the craft to interchange the jungle hail
of "good hunting." It may be a Nimrod, that mighty
hunter before the Lord; it may be the more delicately

sculptured Diane Chasseresse. Whatever be the name
that this tradition carries in the several lands, it is always
a dim recollection of some one who had learned wood-
craft in all woodland ways. Tulimanu is the Samoan ex-
pression of the same recollection of the mighty hunter
on the mountains. This paper is the attempt to rehabilitate

out of fragmentary stories the personality of Tulimanu,
the great hunter of Samoan legend.
When first I heard the word it was applied to me by

the king as interjected comment in some narrative of
my search for shootable game in the bush back from
Apia, It was a new word to me, and I made a mental
note to look it up as soon as 1 got home. It was scarcely
etiquette to ask the king what he meant by the term.
In fact, the only way such a question, could be asked in

Samoan is in literal translation "what's its name?" and
that doesn't exactly seem to be the right way to speak to

kings. One may be all sorts of a fellow citizen and a
profound hater of all things monarchical, yet a king so
long as he behaves himself does seem entitled to the

lugs that kings have become accustomed to put on. I

am. sure I never let Malietoa feel that I thought any the

less of him for being a king, and I treated him accord-
ingly.

But at horhe I found that I was relying on a very poor
authority when I took up the dictionary in order to find

out the meaning of the word "Tulimanu." That blessed

old dictionary, compiled by some enthusiastic missionary,

gave but the single meaning of "a corner of a house."

That was absurd, for at the least two reasons, each de-
cidedly valid. Samoan houses are all oval, and you
could march around one all day without finding the

first vestige of a corner. In the second place the king,

who was the most courteous of mortals, would never
dream of calling me a house corner. That was a common
experience with that dictionary as a help to the compre-
hension of the Samoan language; it either did not give

the word at all or it gave some nonsensical meaning that

could not be stretched to cover the emergency. Before

I put the dictionary. back on its shelf I must set down
ite bright particular gem. In the English half of the

vocabulary was this entry in its proper place, in alpha-

betical order: "Blush, " No one who knows the

Sam'oans at all can be surprised at the blank set against

the word. Island m.orals will need a great improvement
before the first blush shall struggle to suffuse the Samoan
cheek, and after all it is problematical if any blush could

make itself apparent through the prevailing coffee color

of the South Sea complexion. This, of course, is merely

by the way and interjectional, just to show how little

valuable the enthusiastic missionary's dictionary is. But
there was Talolo. well-spring of daily delight and source

of information which might be accepted for fact if I could

get it corroborated—he surely would be able to act as my
better dictionary.

"Talolo el" I asked, when next my juvenile companion
found occasion to pay me a visit on my spacious

veranda, "what did the king mean when he called me
'tulimanu' the other day?"
"He said you were a devil-girl," was. the prompt an-

swer of the yoimg gentleman, whose conversation was
always breezy, and the frankness of whose most simple

statements was refreshing.

"Moi, the boy is right," said Tongay who sat sewmg
on a mat near me, it being her main task in life to keep

one or two frocks ahead of the ravages of the native

laundry methods. "Tulimanu is a devil." Then she

sang out to Tanoa to bring her a burning billet, and

toasted the tobacco and duly wrapped it in the dry banana

leaf and lighted it at the coal and passed the cigarettes

among the three of them.
"Whv should the 'banana eater call you a devil-girl?

Talolo 'asked with hot displeasure. Being a rebel the

lad was not willing to call Malietoa King, even in ordinary

conversation, and "banana eater" was the least abusive

of his nicknames for his sovereign. "Why should you

come here to Samoa and make him king when we want

Mata'afa? Now he calls you a devil-girl, and won't you

send for a man-of-war and have his head chopped off?"

"Moi," said Tonga, in acquiescence, and a cloud of

smoke from her cigarette, for Tonga was out and out a

rebel, and had been in many a battle.

Tanoa, however, slid unostentatiously away from the

group. Not that he was excessively loyal—I never gave

him credit for strong opinions on any subject. But he

held a position of trust and emolum-cnt under the Gov-

ernment of the United States, as captain of the Consular

rowboat, and had probably received from his superior

officer instructions not to talk politics and to support the

administration. For my own part I felt some of the

force, of the same sentiment, and made haste to sidetrack

the discussion of the heartrending tangle of Samoan
politics. ^ , , , - J-

.

"You explain It to me, Tonga, for surely the kmg did

not intend to call me a devil."

''Yes, he did," said saucy Talolo; "if Mata'afa had been

the king he would never have called you a devil-girl;

he's a high chief, and knows all the w®rds of compliment

and courtesy. Oh, Tamaita'i, do tell your husband to

bring back Mata'afa and make him king, and chop the

•banana eater's' head off."

Here was politics, and with a vengeance.

"Be quiet, Talolo, so that Tonga may speak. How
should you know what Mata'afa would do? He is a high

chief, and you are not yet tattooed," That was a thing

that the boy never liked to be reminded of, and to scold

him with that as a clincher never failed to reduce him

to abject humility. Talolo was very close to the age

when' he should be tattooed, and for his own part he felt

that the important and painful operation should have

been done some time since. Any mention, therefore, of

th^f.fact that he was still in the ba,by dass v^tts partic^il^rly

galling. .

"Go on, Tonga," I continued, after squelching the
boy, "tell me what tulimanu means. Does it mean the
devil, or what?"
"Yes, Tamaita'i, it means the devil his name. All like

same Nifoloa devil, The-One-With-Long-Teeth. All like

same Ulufanuasese'e devil. The-One-Who-Coasts-On-
Tree-tops, you hear hirp sliding in the still night when
there is no wind, and then you suddenly hear a swoosh
back in the bush. All like same Nafanua and Fe'e and
Fa'aananafi, all devil, all aitu. Tulimanu devil too, aitu,

and he lives back of Mount Vaea, on the Ala Sopo trail

over the Tuasivi."
"But what does the word itself mean?" I asked.
"It means Run-after-Birds." replied Tonga.
Then at last I found out what the king meant when he

called Jne Tulimanu. It was really intended for a com-
plimem. But what with the omissions of the missionary
dictionary and the heat of Taioio^s political opinions^ I

was a sufliciently long time in finding out that the king
had done no more than apply to me the Samoan equiva-
lent of .Nimrod. But .it was longer before I was able to
get together any more information about the Samoan
Nimrod, The younger Samoaris, with their abundant
education at school, are rather losing precise informa-
tion about the aitu of their land, former gods, but now
devils. Few knew as much about Tulimanu as Tonga
had told me, apparently none knew more. At last it

resolves itself down to an exploration of the remotest
cupbo.ards in the memory of old Lauta, the ancient chief

of Vaiala, and probably the oldest man in Samoa. It

was never easy to get him to tell a straight story of

matters relating to his life as a heathen, and this con-
sistent unreadiness was, in this case, still further com-
plicated by the fact that his family had a blood feud with
the family which numbered Tulimanu among its an-
cestors.

—

'

But there was one thing that gave me a wrenching
power on any story that Lauta might have tucked away
in his memory—I could break it loose and wind it up to

the surface for inspection. That lay in the fact that

Lauta and I had financial dealings with one another; in

fact I was his banker for varying sums. As the security

for my loans was articles of wear, I suppose I might as

well call myself a pawnbroker. That has to be in any
money dealings with Samoans—they would borrow with-
out limit, and never repay unless they deposit some valu-

able possession as collateral for the debts which they

incur.

The only thing to be found in any Samoan house which
has been found to be a valid security and which
they will really work to reclaim is the ancestral fine

mat; accordingly it is the only safe pledge for money
loaned. These mats are remarkably fine pieces of hand
weaving, as dainty as damask, and each one represents

months and years of careful work. They seldom vary
in size by more than a few inches one way' or the other

from four yards square, and when it is at all possible to

buy one, a price of $50 is about the lowest that can be
made for even the newest. When such a mat has entered

upon its career, in connection with the marriages of the

chiefs and high-born maidens, it is well nigh impossible

to purchase it at any price. The older a mat is, and the

longer its history of successive wedding ceremonies, the

more it is valued. Each mat has a name, its history is

chanted when it is displayed before the admiring populace

on the village green, songs are written about it in the

most extravagant metaphors, and the highest chiefs do
not disdain to pay it the most exaggerated forms of

respect. From this short account it will be seen that in

Samoan life the fine mat is a very large factor, and that

a mat with a name and a history may well serve as.

security for rather considerable sums.

Nobody knows how old Lauta really is, for h€, of

course, has no means of establishing his personal chro-

nology. The first clue is his statement that when he

was already a grown man and invested with the chiefship

of Vaiala and the title of Le Patu, which goes with it, he

came as a deck passenger from Pango Pango to Upolu
on the "first man-of-war." As the Samoans have lost

all remembrance of their discovery in the last century by

Bougainville, who introduced the archipelago to geogra-

phy as the Navigator Islands, this first man-of-war refers

to the vessels of the United States Exploring Expedition

under Wilkes in 18.39. 1^ Lauta were a grown man at

that time, he must now be somewhere in the neighbor-

hood of ninety years. However that may be, he does

not look it, but it is not by any means impossible, for

it was only in December last that the last survivor of

that p-reat expedition died, in the person of Charles

Erskine. of Roxbury, Mass., for a score of years a seaman

in the navy. But looks af?ord small clue to the age of

any islander: they are for the moet part aged men at

forty years, and dead beore fifty, and no amount of sur-

vival after the half-century mark seems to bring any

further traces of age. Physically the old man showed

no sign of feebleness, except for the fact that he could

not walk with case, and that was not a mark of age, but

was due to the fact that the elephantiasis had made his

left leg as big around as a keg. Mentally he was as

chipper and hearty an old boy as could be imagined, and

the political harangues, an hour or more in length, that

he frequently felt impelled to deliver at the gate of our

compound, showed no lack of energy.

Considering his advanced age one would have thought

that Lauta would have outgrown the spendthrift habits

of vouthi and would have settled down to prudent

economy. Such, however, was not the case. The old

chief was always broke, and always ti-ying to negotiate a

loan, and as we, according to his way of thinking, had

at our disposal the whole of the boundless resources of

the United States, he fek that we should supply his

various needs. Hrs"1ifst-tbucTf was-for $100 on the secur-

ity of a ground and chattel mortgage of a village up the

coast To be sure the- village was in the rebel country,

and"^ Lauta had no sHghtest vestige of authority over it

any way but to be found out in a little trick of that nature

did not 'in the least disturb the old man. After much

palaver we established things on a business basis; he

might borrow sums of $5 at a time, for one month, only

.by depositing for each loan a genuinely old fine mat.

If at the expiration of that month, he did not come to

time with the money, the mat and all its traditions should

pass irrevocably to me. I must say that the old chief did

live ti'p fo tl^is arra-ngement; much fd my regret, fof 59m?

of the mats which were left in my custody I should have
been glad to own at almost any price.

While I was pursuing my investigations, with small
result, into the history of Tulimanu, there came a crisis

in the finances of old Lauta. I had on pledge a mat that
may have been centuries old. Its legend was that it had
been woven in the ninth heaven of all, and had been
floated down for the wedding of some great hero ages
ago. It was venerated by all Samoans. Even King Malie-
toa, when I took it from the safe to show it to him, lifted

one corner reverently to his head and said, "Take it

away, for it dazzles my eyes," and that is about the high-
est thing that can be said of any fine mat. The day was
at hand when the $5 was to be paid or this treasure of
a mat pass into my ownership. Perhaps the village
women had not done well in the laundry business; per-
haps there had been no cruiser in port, with sailors ready
to hire ponies for wild gallops along the beach. At any
rate the money market was absolutely flat in Vaiala; the
old chief did not have the money, and came to beg an
extension of time. It was within my rights to foreclose,

but it did seem hard to acquire such a mat for so little

and I gave up my chance to own the woven history, and
granted an extension on condition that Lauta should
tell me the story of the Samoan Nimrod. The ancient
chief agreed. My boys prepared his bowl of kava, and his

titles and degress were duly called when the first shellful

was carried to him to drink. Then seated on a mat in

a shady corner of the veranda, with his fly flapper hung
over his shoulder, except when he needed emphasis, and
used it to switch his back, Lauta told the old tale of

Tulimanu, and he was probably the only man left in

Samoa who could tell it.

"It's all changed now, Tamaita'i," he began, after a

pause to carry his memory back to the old times. "It's

all so different. Now Samoans work to get money that

they may eat the food that comes in the ships from your
distant islands, the salmon and the 'pisupo' (pea soup is

the generic name for tinned beef), and the biscuits that
come in big tins. But before the Papalangi came Sa-
moans were content without working. They found all

their food in the sea and in the bush. When I was a

boy we used to make parties and go back into the bush
to net pigeons for days at a time. That has all been for-

gotten; these Samoans know not how to ^veep the net in

the daybreak to catch the pigeons. All have forgotten

except myself, and I do not remember much, for I have
not handled a pigeon net since I was a very young man.
Even then Samoans were not such hunters as they used
to be,, many generations ago, when they lived together

in the bush before the great battle when they drove
their enemies away from the shore. Ever since that battle

our homes have been along the shore, and only a few
villages still remain in the bush. You have been to one
such, Tanungamanono, so near to Apia that you can
walk to it without fatigue. The wagon road goes by it

now, but that has only been within a tery few years.

In old times the only way to reach it was by the Ala
Sopo, from the mouth of the Vaisingano, through the

former grove of fragrarJ|t pandanus which gave the river

its name. Then all the people who followed that path
over the Tuasivi from the other side, from Safata and
Siumu, stopped at Tanungamanono to rest themselves,

and to tell and hear the news before they came down to

Apia. The change in the road is so recent that men yet

young remember it. Well, Tulimanu, our last great

Samoan hunter, was the chief of Tanungamanono in the

ancient times, his name So'oalo. How long ago he lived

I cannot tell you—we never have learned to count by
years after your fashion, and. we know only by genera-

tions. Some time you ask Fono up there in that town. He
is wise in those things, and is of the family of So'oalo. He
can tell you just how many generations ago he lived. I

think it must have been ten. And So'oalo is buried on
(he highest crest of Vaea, where runs the westward
boundary of the Vaimaunga district. They buried him
high in the bush because he was sucl^i a hunter, and they

made his grave on the boundary Kne because he be-

longed partly to Faleata, and each district wanted his

'mana,' the supernatural power that great men leave be-

hind them after they are dead. And you have been at

his 'ti'a,' his pigeon netting platform on the Ala Sopo,
half way to the Tuasivi ; it was thera that you stood when
you shot your first pigeon. That is why we call you
Tulimanu; it is because you stood on his Ti'a when you
shot that pigeon, and his 'mana' entered into you makes
you a good hunter. We Samoans know how such things

are, we may be foolish in Papalangi ways, but we are wise

in the ways of our own bush; it is because the spirit of

Tulimanu has entered into you that you can kill the birds

and hook the fish; that spirit makes you Tulimanu your-

self.

"So'oalo was not a born hunter. Until he came to

the age when it was right for him to be tattooed, he

seems to have been in no way different from the other

boys of his village. Nor did he .slowly learn the ways
of the bush and thus become a hunter through experience

as I did myself, as all others have done except you tAvo,

you who are Tulimanu because the 'mana' of the old

Tulimanu entered into you when you shot your first

pigeon on So'oalo's ti'a, and So'oalo, who became in one
night Tulimanu, the chief of hunters, because in that one

night there entered into him the magic of Pe'a and Fe'e,

the bat and the cuttlefish gods. They were heathen

gods, you know, and no longer do we pay any attention

to them, except when things are going very bad with

us, and even then we do not let the missionaries hear of

it,' How did the might of these two gods enter into the

chief? That is what I shall tell you, for that is all there

is to the story of Tulimanu. All that I can tell to you is

what the fathers have told to their children ever since

the time when So'oalo wandered over our Upolu m.oun-

tains, but how the 'mana' enters into a man I cannot tell

you, for that is a mystery and a strange thing.

"One morning, in the circle of housje chiefs, when the

kava had been made and all the cUps carried in due

order. So'oalo said. 'T go,' and there was none to ask

him whither he went, for his was the highest rank of any
chief m the circle of chiefs. So without knowing whither

he went, ^hey replied. ' 'Tis well.' And So'oalo left the

house, and with Wm went his tulafale or talking man, with

the staff and the fly flapper pertaining to his office, for

it is right that wh^re a chief goes there also shall go his.

tulafal0^, else wov?ld th?r? l?e shame pn .the h'C^ of tl^t
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chief should he meet another chief and there be none
by te make the speeches that should never be forborne
when two chiefs are meeting on the way. These two

^
crossed the village green and went south along the Ala
Sopo, and the chiefs in the circle said to one another,
'Who goes up the mountain comes down the mountain;
perhaps he crosses over to Safata or Siumu.*' But others
laid- by the coir sennit that they were braiding, and
leaned upon their hands, as they looked out from the
house and watched the disappearing figures, and just
before they were lost to sight among the trees it was
seen that So'oalo and his companion turned aside into
the path which crosses the valley of the Vaisingano, at
ihe cascade of Papaloloa, the long rocks. Then the
wachej-s said, one to another, 'Afimusasa'e! The fire

bums in the East; there's many a rich marriage to be
made before he reaches Lufilufi on that path."

"But it was not a courting trip the chief had gone on
that day, although after the 'mana' had come to him he
made many marriages, and brought many fine mats to

Tanungamanono. Where he went and how he passed
the night the chiefs and people" learned the next morn-
ing^ when he returned to his house and the circle of
chiefs. Young girls brought him basins of clear water
that he might cleanse himself of the stains of his travel.

The women brought in food on mats, something from
the sea and something from the land, as our ancient
laws prescribe. Then the kava was chewed and mixed
in the dark bowl, with its deep violet stain, and the kava-
caller called the cup of So'oalo. But when the girl car-
ried the cocoanut shell cup to him, the chief refused to

^ take it, and the girl carried it back to the bowl to have
more kava put in it. Still the chief put out no hand to
drain the cup, and the girl brought it back again to the
bowl, and this continued until tlie shell was brimming,
but the chief would riot take it. Then the kava-caller
-called the cup with more dignified words, 'Fetch forth
the cup of So'oalo, the bone of Manono and tlie grave
of the fleet!' Now that is the highest heaven language
that any chief can have in that town, yet the chief re-

fused the cup.

"Then the chief's own tulafale, he wko had gone with
him on the journey, and had been with him through the
night, left the house and stood upon the town green with

,
his staff in hand. Thus standing^, he shoutel aloud, ',5ao!

Sao! Sao!' and all the people gathered to hear the proc-
lamation. Wheh. the shell had been filled afresh the
tulafale called the cup for his chief, and this is how he
called it:" 'Fetch forth the kava of Tulimanu. and its

name is the supernatural power of the bat and the cuttle-
fish.' Then the chief took the shell, poured out a little

behind him for the god to drink, then drank himself.
Thus So'oalo became Tulimanu.
"There was still more for the tulafale to declare, while

the cups of kava were sent around the ciixle of chiefs.

He told how they went" to the stone house of the cuttle-
fish god back in the mountains, the Fale o le Fe'e or
Falepouma'a. And he told how the Fe'e gave to So'oalo
his 'mana' and the power over things of the sea. Then

* he told how they went thence when the night was half
gone to the summit of the great waterfall, the Afutapu
or Forbidden Cataract, and there the Pe'a gave to So'oalo
the magic of the bat and the power over all birds and
other creatures. But it is not well to talk of these things,
for you never know when you are angering the old gods.
And it is not necessary to talk about how this was done,
for you know already; you have the 'm.ana' yourself, the
'mana' that Tulimanu gave you on his own ti'a when
you stood -upon it to kill your first pigeon. So that is

why you have power over the living things of the sea
and the living things of the bush—it is because Tulimanu
gave you the 'mana' tliat the Fe'e and the Pe'a gave him
so many generations ago."

Llewella Pierce Chubchill.

A January Afternoon*
Out of doors: A foot or more of snow covered the

facfe of the earth. The drifts were piled in the roads till

their tops were even with the tops of the fences, and big
drifts were piled at the lee sides of the buildings. Every
sheltered nook and corner was piled full of it. A gale
of bitter, cutting wind kept the air so full of flying snow
that it was not possible to see a big barn 60 yards from the
house. So violent was the wind that it was scarcelj' pos-
sible to stand against it, and it blew the flour-like snow
right through one's clothing and left it to melt against
the skin. So thick were the clouds overhead and so full

the air of flying snow, that the mid-afternoon was gray
twilight.

In the house: A cozily furnished family sitting

room of ample size, warmed to cozy temperature by the
big "air tight" stove, on one side of which lay a sleek,

well-fed pointer, and behind it lay the shaggy-haired, big-
boned old black setter. On the walls were pictures de-
scriptive of sports with gun and rod; over the mantel
behind the stove were two finely mounted buck heads,
across which lay an old-fashioned full stock muzzleloading
rifle
—

"grandfather's old rifle," that in its day had been
the death of many a fine gobbler—several deer and squir-
rels galore. On the center table a peck basket full of
apples, big belleflowers, with glossy, greenish-yellow skins,
with a rosy blush on the side that had been turned to
the sun; golden russets dressed in modest brown that
hid the honest worth of riclxness within

; Jonathans in
livery of tJie deepest red, and there were winesaps. white
pippins, yellow pippins, sweet pippins and flat shaped
yellow Andersons, favorite pears, too. On the mantel
was a glass pitcher holding a gallon of cider, which Avas
just sharp enough to scratch the throat of him who drank
it. A ten-year-old boy had a big stick of stovewood up-
ended between his knees, on one side of him a basket of
hickory nuts, which he was cracking on the end of the
vStick between his knees, and tossing the cracked nuts into
a basket on his other side about as fast as the two middle-
aged men who sat in the comfortable old rocking chairs
could eat them. These two were old cronies who had
spent many a day together, and the two dogs that were
lying by the stove had been their constant and faithful
partners on a great many of their trips afield. It was
aatural that the two should talk about things pertaining
to field sports. One of them was telling some experiences

with ruffed grouse in the Black Hills, and when he had
finished the story the boy stopped cracking nuts and said,

"Uncle Mahlon, tell me about that trip you and grandpa
made to the rescrx-oir. I've never heard all of that story
yet."

"Welt," .said Uncle iMahlon, "wait till I drink about two
glasses of cider to cut the hickcr nut grease out of my
throat, and I will tell about it."

After drinking a glass of the cider he said, "If Gran'ther
Hill was drinking this cider he would be polite enough to
^ay it was mighty good cider for the time of year, but
1^ imagine it is not near hard enough to suit his taste.
That trip to the reservoir was a good while ago, before
you were born, but I remember it pretty well yet. One
glorious October your grandpa and I hitched old Sorrel
Top to the little spring wagon and struck out. We
got an early start, and by noon had got to where we
thought we could find some sort of game for dinner, so we
drove into the edge of the woods, and having unhitched
the horse and fed it, we struck out after game, and your
grandpa scared up a pheasant which he killed, and we
Avent back to the wagon and built a fire and broiled the
pheasant on the ends of long sticks arid made coflFee, and
with "our other stuff had the best dinner we ever ate.
Then we lay down in the warm sun, just too lazy and con-
tented to do anything else, and both went sound asleep,
and maybe wouldn't have waked up the whole afternoon if

some hogs had not come nosing round and got into
trouble with the dogs. That evening Ave got to Fort Re-
covery and stayed at the hotel.

"At noon the next day we only stopped long enough
to feed the horse and eat a cold lunch, then drove till

3 o'clock. The horse seemed to be getting tired and the
Avoods looked pretty good for rabbits, so avc tied the
horse and struck out into the Avoods. We had not gone
far Avhen your grandpa in trying to step over a log, fell

sprawling, atid almost fell on top of a pheasant. l' was
so interested in the spraAvling and scrambling motions he
made that I did not .shoot at the pheasant, but he some-
how or other got the gun to his shoulder and Avhile lying
flat on his stomach shot at the bird, then got on his
knees and watched the bird fly aAvay. ,A little after it

had gone out of my sight he said, 'I've marked him all
right.' He ahvays could beat everybody marking birds.
We went after the bird, and when Ave Avere about 50
yards from the tree by Avhich he had marked it. Ave heard
a fluttering in the dry leaAxs, and rushing over there
found the bird kicking its last. It Avould be too long a
story to tell about each bird Ave killed that afternoon, but
Ave and the dogs Avorked like beavers till sundown and
brought in eighteen pheasants, and I got about tAvo-thirds
of them, for it didn't seem to be your grandpa's daA^" for
pheasants. I Avas mightily tickled over it, for he most
ahvays socked it to me a little Avhen we went after quail,
and I had a new Parker gun and noAV I felt that I had a
gun that I just couldn't miss swith.

'

"There was a house near where Ave had left the wagon,
so Avhen we got back your grandpa took the horse and
got permission to put it in tlie stable, and I set to work
making a lean-to to shelter us OA^er night. How do I
make a lean-to? I found a big dry log Avith two trees
standing about 6 feet from the log and about 8 feet apart.
I cut a pole long enough to reach from one tree to the
other. Then I cut two saplings 8 feet long Avith forks
on their upper ends, leaned them against the trees and
put the pole in the forks. Then I cut other poles and
leaned them against pole that reached from one tree to
the other, letting the other ends of the poles rest on the
ground so they slanted like the rafters of a house. Over
these poles I spread a big piece of canvas we had brought
along, and it Avas big enough for the ends to hang doAvn
and close the ends of the lean-to. The top edge Avas
tied to the cross pole and heavy pieces of Avood laid on
the canvas Avhere the edges flattened out on the ground.
By the time your grandpa got back the lean-to was al-
most done, and he Avent right at a couple of the pheasant?
to get them ready for cooking. He Avas the greatest fel-
loAv you ever saAV to dress game. He can do it the
quickest and cleanest I ever saAV it done."

"I knoAV that," said the youngster. "I've seen him
dress many a squirrel and quail."
"He Avas an all-round good man about the camp every

way. Wasn't a lazy bone in him, either in the field or
round camp. That's Avhy I liked to have him along.
Some fellows are so Avorthless around camp that it's a
nuisance to have them in sight, and they are not in sightm more than one camp Avith me. Well. Ave built a fire
against the big log and prepared and ate a fine supper of
broiled pheasant, bread and butter and coffee. My! but
It Avas good and Ave ate a lot of it—ate a Avhole bird apiece.
We also dressed a couple of big rabbits and broiled them
a lit le for the dogs.

"After supper Ave brushed a lot of dry leaves into the
lean-to for our bed and made good beds for the dogs in
the same Avay. We spread blankets over the leaves and
took the Avagon cushions for pillows. After everything
Avas ready, we took some birds to the house and gaA^e
them to the people Avho lived there, and thev invited us to
stay over night Avith them, but we preferred our snug
camp. Then they insisted that we have breakfast with
them, and Ave accepted, but wished Ave hadn't, for the
pheasants Avere not cooked to our liking, and it Avasn't
like a breakfast in camp anyway.

"After breakfast Ave struck out for more pheasants and
got several more. (Just Avait, sonny, till I get another
glass of that cider.) About 10 o'clock Ave hitched up
and drove the rest of tlie Avay to the reservoir. gettin°'
there before noon. What is the reserA'oir? Well, in the
first place, it was a great big piece of woods, many of the
trees very large ones, and there were tens of thousands
of them. The Beaver River ran through those Avoods, and
Its banks Avere very loAv. To furnish Avater for a canal, a
dam was built across the riA^er, and for several miles
across the Ioav ground on either side of the river The
ground is so nearly all the same level that when the Avater
Avas held back by the dam it covered 17,000 acres of the
Avoods Avith Avater. It is said to be the largest artificial
lake m the worM. The standing water killed all the
trees, and after a fcAV years most of them rotted off even
with the top of the Avater, and becoming soaked, sank to
the bottom. At the time we Avere there, the dam Avas
somewhat out of repair, so the Avater Avas about 4 feet
lower than usual, leaving the tops of the stumps about 4

feet above the water, and there were still hundreds of
the big dead trees standing. Queer looking place? I
should say so. Can't describe it. It is dreariness, deso-
lation and death. When darkness begins to fall and a
mist rises from (he water and the trees that are standing
look like giant ghosts; and the big owls perch on them as
they do every night, and hoot, its an eerie, uncanny
place,

"We stayed there only a few days, and one mallard and
one pheasant Avas all the game Ave got. On the way home
we stopped and hunted half a day in the woods where
we killed so many pheasants, but not a bird could we
find. Guess they must all have been in the trees that
day. In the afternoon it began to rain, and the rest of
the way was sIoav, muddy, wet. cold and miserable.
NoAv let's have some more cider."

O. H. Hampton.

In Frontier Days.—HI.

The Demise of Splayfoot.

^ Winter set in in a few days after the wolfers had
finished their tunnel. One morning Avhen they awoke
they found a little pile of snow in the fireplace which had
sifted down the chimney during the night, and when
the door was opened they saw that a real blizzard was on.
The bitterly cold Avind Avas from the east, and the snow
Avas falling so last that the opposite shore of the river
\A"is invisible. They Avere delighted at the change; their
days of enforced idleness Avere over; from that time
until spring they Avould be busy poisoning and skinning
Avolves.

Very early the day after the storm they started out to
kill and poison some baits. Jack and Ben going to the
Avest, Longhair and the Scribbler quartering up the hills
to the east of the cabin. It Avas very cold; a thin spark-
ling feather of frost htmg in the air, and great clouds of
fog arose from the narroAv black line of open water in
the channel of the river. The storm and intense cold
had driven unusual numbers of game in from the plains.
The bottoms and slopes of the valley were fairly black
Avith buffalo, checkered Avith the light forms of the ante-
lope, Avhich were also there in thousands. A band of
mule deer, alarmed by the approach of the two men, sud-
denly rushed out of a Ioav coulee and then stopped to gaze
foolLshly about. But they Avcre safe; even the big buck
with the massive set of antlers Avas too small for a good
bait, and m those days his kind Avere seldom killed for
food.

Whatever may be the case elsewhere, the mule deer of
the upper Missouri subsist almost entirely upon the slender
terminal shoots and leaA'es of the greaseAvood brush; one
always finds the paunch distended Avith it. Is it this diet
of dry, bitter wood Avhich makes their meat so dark and
coarse, their fat so hard that Avhen cooked and hot it
instantly congeals and sticks to one's mouth? Their flesh
IS certainly not to be compared to that of the other
ruminants Avhich subsist chiefly upon grass. So little did
the Avolfers think of them that thev never shot one; buffalo
meat A\'as their preference, varied occasionallv by a feast
of tat bighorn or antelope or Avhite-tail deer.'
About half a mile from the cabin a Avell traveled game

trail entered the valley from the plains through a break in
the prevailing cliffs. As Longhair and the Scribbler ap-
proached the place, a small herd of buffalo Avas just
coming through on their Avav into the valley. They kept
on until they Avere directly opposite the tAvo hunters, a'
coulee about 200 yards wide intervening between them
Paste that big cow in the lead, Scrib," said Longhair"
•an^ be sure to hit her so she'll drop right there on the
™' """^^ t '^^^"t no baits doAvn in the coulees."
ihe Scribbler refused the shot. "You are a better

marksman than I am." he replied; "shoot her yourself"
Longhair brought his gun to his shoulder and fired Avith

the ease and celerity of the professional hunter The
crack ot the rifle sounded very faint in the cold, thin air.
L hud

! Avent the bullet against its mark, and down dropped
the cow in her tracks, shot through the shoulder and
heart, as Avas afterAvard ascertained. Is the 45-70 the
SO-iio the 30-30 powerful enough for bear, for moose
tor elk? modern sportsmen are continually asking. Power-
ful fiddlesticks

! What weapon was it that practically ex-
terminated the buffalo, and so decimated the ranks of the
grizzly tribe? 'Twas the Henry rifle Avith its 28 grains of
powder and 200 of lead. It was a deadly thing in the
hands of those old-time hmiters.
Wlien Longhair fired the herd lost no time in scamper-

ing back up the trail. The hunters made their Avay over
to the fallen cow, turned her on her back, propping up
the body by turning the head sharply around against a
foreshoulder, and then removed the entrails. A. large
amount of blood remained in the cavitA^ and they quickly
poured tAvo bottles of strychnine into it, thoroughly mix-
ing It with the rapidly congealing fluid and smearing the
whole inside. The contents of another bottle was
sprinkled into deep gashes cut in the body and upon the
heart and organs lying beside it. Before they had half
brushed several interested spectators arrived.

" A couple
of magpies Avere the first to come, and they Avere so bold
that they fluttered about the men, chattering and scolding
almost Avithin arm's reach. Next came a kit fox sniffing
the air and picking up his ears and alternately advancing
and retreating m the trail just above. Poor creatures 1

they fell victims to the deadly poison before the wolfers
passed out ot sight of the bait.
The next trail entering the valley was three miles further

on. 1 here also a buffalo was killed and poisoned, and the
two swung down the ridge to the river. Here were more
buffalo, and the Scribbler shot one, which tumbled over
the steep bank onto a sand bar at the Avater's ed<^e In
winter the Avolves traveled up and down stream a great
deal on the ice, and although the snow had fallen but a
couple ot nights before, they already had a well-beaten
trai near each shore. It was a sort of boulevard, a
strolling place where they met of nights to practice their
we^rd and melancholy chorus. It was an ideal place for
a bait, that sandbar beside their, well-beaten road and
Longhair surveyed the carcass of the buffalo with great
satisfaction. "Them two up on the hills is all r'ght " he
said, "but here's where Ave make the biggest killin' Therewe ve poisoned it to rights. Come on; le's go home"

'
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Tired ' of tramplttg through the deep snow, they chose

the easier route homeward over the ice, following the wolf

road. On their way they saw where a buffalo had walked
out on the ice to get a drink from the open water in the

channel, but there was no returning trackj^ and the broken
ice at the edge of the narrow opening explained the

reason—it had crashed through the thin sheet and
drowned. A great many of them lost their lives in tliat

way every winter.

Arrived at camp. Longhair and the Scribbler found

that their partners had preceded them and had supper

ready, How warm and cozy the cabin was after the long

tramp in the cold and snow 1 How cheerful the ruddy
glow from the fireplace illuminating every detail of the

rude interior. And how they did relish that meal of

boiled ribs, beans and bread!

Jack and Ben had put out four baits, and on their

way home had found three wolves lying dead around the

carcass of the first buffalo they had killed. As they were
not frozen, they skinned them and brought in the pelts.

It was a good beginning, and proved one most important

point—^that their strychnine was good.

The next morning the river was found to have frozen

solid, so all hands crossed over and put out some baits

on that side and up Eagle Creek. The succeeding day the

baits first put out were examined, and sixty-three wolves

were found, to say nothing of coyotes and kit foxes,

which were of no value in those days. Around every bait

the snow was strewn with the long-haired animals. Some
had died with their heads on the carcass; a few had got

away several hundred yards before falling; the majority

la}- within a circle of 50 yards. Some were very dark

colored; some a light gray; a few as white as the snow
chey lay upon. "We're sure in luck," Ben said that even-

ing. "Le's see: five times sixtj^-three—three hunderd an'

fifteen dollars' worth o' pelts in two days, baits acrost the

river not counted. If we could keep that lick up all winter

we'd come out millionaires next spring."

"The Lord tempers the wind to a sheared sheep, as the

preacher says," Longhair remarked. "Looks as if I

was goin' to make enough ter buy some more pack mules
'n' a saddle boss 'n' a new outfit o' stuff."

And now the days passed quickly, one much like an-

other. When it was pleasant the wolfers wandered around
among their baits, noting with great satisfaction the in-

creasing number of wolves lying about them. When it

was very cold or stormy they remained in their com-
fortable cabin, happy and contented. Nothing worried

them. As the season advanced, a less and less number
of wolves fell victims to the deadly baits, perhaps because

the greater part of those in the vicinity had already par-

taken of the poisoned meat, or because the survivors had
become educated and were wary of the food so temptingly

offered them. One would naturally think that at sight of

a number of his kindred h'ing stiff and stark about a

bait, any sensible wolf Avould become panic stricken and
immediately strike out for other regions. Unfortunately
for the wolfers, there were but two or three chinooks

during the winter, and they were of such short duration

that the frozen animals never thawed out so they could

be skinned. After January no more baits were poisoned,

for it was evident that when warm weather did set in

many of the pelts -would decay before they could be re-

moved. In fact, there were already more dead wolves

than could be cared foh
"Le's take a spin down to my shack," said Longhair

one morning in March.
Every one was in favor of the proposition, and after

breakfast the}-^ strapped a few blankets and some eatables

on their backs and started down the river on the ice.

The sun shone brightly, the still air was just below
freezing point, and the hills and bottoms were nearly

bare of snow, the effects of a recent chinook. It was evi-

dent that spring was at hand. Even the game realized it,

for everywhere along the bottoms and hills they stood

lazily sunning themselves, or lay among the sage brush
asleep. The buffalo had long since lost the beautiful dark
brown luster of their coats, and were now a dingy, yel-

lowish white. There were thousands and thousands of

them in the valley that day, and apparently as many ante-

lope. The coats of the latter, too, had been bleached by
the brilliant rays of the winter sun. Bands of bighorn,

thirty and forty in a bunch, were frequently seen on the

nearby buttes, and occasionally a bunch of them, down
close to the edge of the river, took fright at the approach
of the travelers and bounded away up the hill, where
from a safe distance they gazed curiously at the men,
stamping the ground with their front feet as is their

custom when alarmed. On and on, hour after hour, the

wolfers trudged at a live pace, and on either side of

them, at every step, some kind of game—buffalo or ante-

lope, sheep or deer, elk or wolves—was in sight.

"There's where my shack is," exclaimed Longhair along

in the afternoon, pointing to a gap in the south side of

the valley.

"That's where Arrow Creek comes in," said Ben. "l^'ou

sure picked out a bad place to camp; worlds o' game
here, of course, but it's a reg'ler runway fer war parties

travelin' back an' forth atween the Yellowstone an' the

north; don't see how you made out to stop here as long

as you did."

Arrived at the mouth of the creek, the first thing the

wolfers saw was some moccasin tracks on the sandbar, and
itp in the timber bordering the river they found them
again in a snow drift. They were evidently not more
than a week old.

"'Gran'pa's coat buttons!" exclaimed Longhair. "I'm

glad I wa'n't here when these fish come along. What's
that the preacher says? A poor man fer childern an' a
fool fer luck."

"Therefore, being lucky, you're a fool," the Scribbler

added.
''T never said I wa'n't," Longhair replied. "I've been a

fool all my days, an' will be, world without end, as the

preacher says. Some day I'll tell yer all about it."

The hills and flat were carefully looked over before the

men left the shelter of the cottonwood grove and ap-

proached the shack, which was at the lower end of the

bottom. Here also there were moccasin tracks in the

drift before the doorway, but the makers of them had not

crossed the threshold. The Indian is a superstitious

creature, afraid of ghosts and spirits, afraid even of his

own shadow. And there on the cabin floor in plain sight

through the open dooor lay a flleshless htlman skull, Evi-

dently Longhair's little trap had been the death of at

least one paint-daubed warrior. The wolfers passed in-

side; the interior looked as if a tornado had broken

loose there. The rocks and baked mud of the fireplace

were scattered promiscuously over the floor : the logs and
roof in the vicinity of the explosion had been forced

out, and the whole corner was about ready to fall apart.

The floor was littered with flour, beans and rice, evidently

spilled out by the survivors in order to get sacks in which

to stow provisions as they wanted. At lea.st no sugar,

coffee or bacon was found, and the molasses keg was
empty. Among the debris were a number of gnawed
human bones and parts of Indiin clothing, and in one

corner another .sk\ill was found, which pleased Longhair

immensely. "Fll call it square right here," he said.

"Two Injuns for four head of stock an' the outfit ain't

bad pay."
It was not a fit place to camp; there was a disgusting

Oder of decayed flesh in the place, so the men went back

to the timber, built a small fire and prepared their even-

ing meal. They turned in earl}'-, and at daylight next

morning Avere well on their way home, where they arrived

in due time, pleased to have learned the result of Long-
hair's little scheme.
A few days after their tramp to Arrow Creek a chinook

set in, and 'the}^ were soon busy removing the hides from
the poisoned wolves, and pegging them out on the ground
to dry. It was hard work, and a greasy, disagreeable job^

but they kept steadily at it, begrudging even the time re-

quired to eat their midday lunch. It was their harvest

time; every well-haired and well-cured hide, they knew,

was worth a five-dollar bill. No wonder they worked with

tireless energy. One evening it was Longhair's turn to

cook supper. '"Grub pile," he yelled, as he poured out the

tea. and the tired men wearily filed in and sat down at the

table.

"Well," Ben began, but he never finished the sentence.

There was an eruption of earth, sticks and grass under
their feet, and with a loud woof! woof! woof! a huge
grizzly shot out of the entrance to the tunnel, overturned

the table with its load of food and dishes and sent the

men sprawling in every direction. Exactly what they did

in the next few seconds none of them was ever afterward

able to tell. There seemed to be a general mix up of

bear, men and furniture. There is no denying that they

were panic stricken, too badly scared to yell or swear.

Without stopping, the bear flew around and around the

room like a whirlwind, woof, woofing, and knocking

things out of his way. "The bunks were in two tiers, and

Ben and the Scribbler found themselves in an upper one

looking down with distended eyes and open mouths at

the bear careening around. Longhair and Jack had man-
aged to get out the door, and, just as they crossed the

threshold the bear had struck it and knocked it shut.

"My God, Ben!" the Scribbler gasped, "what are

we going to do?"
"Hey, Longhair! Jack! open the door an' let the cuss

out," Ben yelled.

There was no answer, and the two looked at each

other in dismay. The bear meantime had stopped in its

wild and frenzied course and was standing near the

opposite wall, swaying from one foot to another and dis-

mally wailing. All of the rifles were over in a corner

beyond him and out of reach.

"He's just as bad scart as we be," said Ben. "Le's

throw some blankets at him an' set him goin' ag'in. Meb-
be he'll dive back into the tunnel if he ever sees the

hole."

"No, no," the other demurred ; "more likely he'll take a

notion to tear down the bunks or pull us out of them."

"He ain't seen us; he ain't looked up once. Now
then, when I throw this, yell for all yer worth."

The blanket fell over the bear's head and shoulders, and
with an angry, terrified roar he struck at it with his

forepaws, at the same time backing to get out from
under it, and to the watchers' surprise and delight he

suddenly fell into the mouth of the tunnel and disap-

peared. The two men sprang to the floor, grabbed their

rifles and were out of the door in.no time, where they

beheld Longhair and Jack perched on the roof of the

cabin. "Git yer guns an' watch here," Ben shouted

;

"Scrib an' me'll go to the river end o' the tunnel; the

bear's gone back into it."

They ran through the narrow strip of timber to the

edge of the bank; the beaver cuttings and drift wood
which had concealed the tunnel's end were scattered in

every direction ; there was no bear in sight. "He ain't

come out," said Ben, "an' to git out he's got to back up
the hull way, fer the tunnel's too narrow fer him to turn

round in. We'll git him pretty soon."

But they didn't. Just then a shot rang out over at

the cabin, followed by Longhair's triumphant yell, "Come
back," he cried, "I got him."

Sure enough he had ; the bear had stuck his head up out

of the tunnel and then fallen back with a bullet through

his brain. The wolfers gathered about the narrow en-

trance and looked in; there he lay at the bottom, stone

dead. It was no small task to get him out, but with

levers and ropes and pries they finally had him up on the

cabin floor. "Look here, fellers," Jack suddenly ex-

claimed, lifting up a hind leg. "I'm darned if we hain't

got ole Splayfoot at last."

Yes, 'twas him ; there was no mistaking that foot, bent

inward from the ankle, the result of an old fracture of the

joint. "Well, well!" said Ben, "I never expected to see

him ag'in. Jest think of it, we've follered him a

thousan' mile off 'n' on, 'n' then got him right in the

house at last. But, man ! he wound things up in a blaze o'

excitement. I dunno when I been so flustered as I was
when he kinder blowed up through the tunnel."

"All things comes to the feller what waits, as the

preacher said," Longhair put in. "Well, le's drag the old

cuss out 'n' skin him."
The next morning the wolfers inspected their tunnel.

Why old Splayfoot had undertaken to explore it was a
mystery, but why he had bolted up into the cabin was
plain to be seen; almost at the end the roof had caved

in, completely filling the cut, and as he could not turn

around he had been forced to go on. It took the men a

whole day to wheel out the dirt and prop up the roof, and
then the entrance at the river was carried over as before.

However, they luckily had no occasion to use it that

»^,»-a'jaagiaa5B a»«gi^&^-^ysra»tr-i .
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year; so long as they rumained thei'g no war party ever

came near the place,
>}t 1^ :li ijt ^

One day in April the long expected and long looked
for smoke of a steamer was discovered far down the
river, and the wolfers hurried to get iheir belongings out on
the bank, ready to put aboard. The result of their

season's work made a goodh' showmg; there were 900
prime wolf skins, twenty in a bunch, pressed, baled and
bound with rawhide thongs. There were also some bear
hides, including Splayfoot' s, and a few beaver pelts which
Jack had caught at odd times in the river near by. It

seemed to the impatient men as if the steamer would never
arrive, but finally she came puffing slowly along against
the swift current, and in answer to a rifle shot swung in to

the bank. The gang plank was lowered, the hawser made
fast to a tree, and as the deck hands ran out to carry
on their pelts and things, the wolfers stepped aboard, the
cynosure of all eyes. There were many passengers, in-

cluding a number of women, come to try their fortunes in

the boundless West, and they crowded around the new
arrivals and began to ask all sorts of questions. Ben
and Jack and the Scribbler fled from them, but Long-
hair was in his element, and the lies he told those pilgrims
were monumental. "Are the buft'alo very fierce animals?"
one thin, consumptive looking man was heard to ask.
"You bet they be," Longhair replied. "They rush at a

feller on sight an' eat him up if they catch him. They
don't like white men much, though. They live mostly on
Injuns."
"What do you hunters eat mostly?" a woman asked.
^^Meat."

"What? No vegetables? No green things of any
kind?"

"Well, we eat grass in the spring when it's young an'
tender like; we bile it an' put on vinegar, an' it goes
fust rate."

The tenderfeet believed everything he said.
Fort Benton was sighted the evening of the second

day after the wolfers went aboard. The steamer whistles
blew, a cannon at the old adobe fort boomed a salute to
the first boat of the season, and all the people of the town
thronged to the levee to see her come in. There were
merchants and soldiers, gamblers, saloon keepers and
hurdy gurdy girls, traders and trappers, miners from the
Rocky Mountains, bull whackers, mule skinners and In-
dians, a motley crowd. The wolfers were vociferously
greeted by their friends, their hands nearly shaken off.

"Come on;" they cried, "and bring your friend. What's
his name? Longhair? Come on, Longhair, the town's
yours." The Scribbler.

A Small Cook Book

For Out Club House.

Chapter Etl.—Ducks, Turkeys and Chickens.

To cook a dttck, put him in a baking pan having a
tight cover, with a half-inch of water in the pan. Break
two sticks of celery in two and lay over liis bosom. These
are all the flowers needed at the funeral of a duck. Cover
him up tight and bake or roast him, whichever it may be
called, in a hot oven, and it is sinful to leave him to get
overdone.
The turkey is a hard bird to spoil, but he must be well

stuffed. If you have oysters for the stuffing, there is

nothing better. If not, break up a small loaf of bread
into good sized crumbs, salt and pepper them well, put
them in a skillet with a lump of butter and brown them,
after which add a sprig of sage crumbled up fine, and a
double handful of raisins. Stuff the turkey with this in
preference to the wet, soggy concoctions sometimes used.
To fry a chicken, clean and dry it and cut into halves

or quarters, dependent upon its size. Rub the pieces in
flour and then rub more flour in the pieces. Put a few
slices of breakfast bacon (which means smoked bacon) in
a frying pan and fry the grease out of them. Add some
lard to the bacon fat so as to have enough to cover the
bottom of the pan well. Salt this and pepper it well while
it is hot, and when it is smoking hot put in the chicken.
When it is browned and cooked through, proceed in one
of the following ways :

Transfer the chicken to a baking dish.

Pour off all the grease but the "settlings," and add a
little water to the setjings in the frying pan. Bring it to
a sizzle, pour it oyer the chicken in the baking dish, cover
the dish and set it in the oven or on the stove to steam
for a moment or two. This makes fried chicken tender.
Flavoring the hot grease makes it taste good. Of course
every woman thinks she can frj' a chicken as well as the
next one, but let her try this kind on her men folks once
and take their verdict.

The other way is the true Maryland style, and involves
more trouble. First of all, make some cornmeal mush
and let it get cold and hard, cut into slices and fry to a
dark brown. When the chicken is taken from the frying
pan it is placed on a hot platter and put in a warm place
while you make the gravy. Pour off all the fat but about
a tablespoonful, being careftil to not pour off any of the
settlings. Put into the pan a tablespoonful of flour, and,
with the pan on the stove, mix it with the fat. Pour into

this a sufficient quantity of cream—about a pint will do

—

salt and pepper it and stir it while it boils for five minutes.
(The flour must be cooked, else it will be only so much
starch.) Pour over the chicken, garnish with the fried

mush, and if there are any complaints refer them'to me.
There are, of course, many other things to eat, and

many other ways of preparing even the few things men-
tioned above, but these suggestions will suffice to make
successful cookery for members of hunting and fishing

clubs, and they are also recommended to keepers of hotels

where sportsmen stop. One more word in closing. Do
not give your guests any one thing too often. Change the
bill of fare each meal. Chicken is good one day, it is

endurable the next and intolerable the third day. Variety
is the spice of cookery. George Kennedy.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.
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North Carolina Wolves.
Littleton^ N. C, Dec. lo.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

In several numbers of Forest and Stream recently there

has been mention of wolves in eastern North Carolina. I

have just returned from a quail shooting trip to that sec-

tion, and at the same time a visit to my parents. Added
to the pleasure of seeing them, I had fine sport on birds,

which are plentiful, but find the thickest places for cover

I ever saw when a covey is flushed. There are so many
peanuts for food and stacks of shelter that snows can have

but little effect upon them. Woodcock and turkeys are

plentiful there, and rarely ever hunted. With a properly

trained dog I think I could kill a turkey every day.

Of particular interest to me was a captive she wolf

which my brother, Mr. G. C. Picot, had kept chained for

several months at his country store. During this time

she passed through a period of oestruation. My brother

made a great many ineffectual efforts to breed her to

various kinds of dogs. In his efforts he was warmly sec-

onded by her wolfship, who made every show of solicita-

tion. Her actions were just like those of a female dog
under like condition. But the only effect these advances

had upon every dog was to make, from the end of his tail

to the back of his head, "each particular hair to stand on
end like quills upon the fretful porcupine." The first

scent of the wolf caused the dog's tail to draw tightly

between his legs, and there he kept it until he was re-

moved to a distance, when he would sit on his haunches
and say, "Boof ! boof, boof !" just as dogs do when they

catch the smell and sight of the peregrinating Italian and
his dancing bear. A very conceited bull terrier was
offered, and his vanity received a crushing blow. His
courage was no better than that of curs of low degree.

He whined piteously to be removed from her presence.

Really it was the smell of the wolf that so terrified the

dogs. The Delaware Park superintendent, after scoffing-

the idea of wolves being caught in North Carolina, bought
one from Mr. Abbott at a good, stiff price, and has it on
exhibition with other wild animals peculiar to North
Carolina and Virginia. Delaware Park belongs to the

Seaboard Air Line Road, is abovit forty-five miles from
Portsmouth, Va., south, and is used as a picnic and pleas-

ure ground for excursions. I could furnish you a kodak
of the wolf if it would be of any interest to you or your
readers. It will be a most difficult matter to exterminate
these wolves, on account of the inaccessibility and large
size of the forest in which they are hidden.

L. J. Picot.

The Fear of Wild Animals.
MoRGANTOWN, W. Va.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

have always been impressed with the erroneous ideas of the
great mass of people in regard to the danger of contact
with wild animals of this country, at one time making
mention of it in Forest and Stream, apd speaking par-
ticularly of the fear of panthers. AH of the old-time
hunters with whom I have talked had a mortal dread of
them.

I was much pleased with the editorial of a recent issue
of Forest and Stream on that subject, since it expressed
so exactly what my own experience and investigations
have proven to be correct, and I was just writing a few
lines to express my appreciation of that article, which was
well worth preserving, when along came an article from
S. E. Filkins, which called for some moderation of the
editorial.

I haven't a doubt about every word of Mr. Filkins' being
true concerning the New York panther, since it is just
in keeping with the "critter's" way of doing things.

That they will follow a person for miles either in day-
time or at night is a certainty, and no doubt that is what
gives them a bad name. That they make suspicious
demonstrations and "hair raising" noises is also true, but
the only proof we can accept that they will actually at-

tack a man is to learn of some known instance of the
kind, and I have never yet known of such, and have never
heard of it except in stories which originated in the mind
of some writer, which are disgusting to all who are
familiar with wild animal life.

Two instances of adventure with these creatures came
under my observation while living in the Rocky Moun-
tains, which bear out my belief. My near neighbor, Cooke
Rhea, a noted hunter, at one time wounded one and it

went into a sort of cave under a large rock. Being a man
who knew no fear, he went in after it. After being in
some little time, objects began to be discernible in the
dark, and he saw the panther but a few feet from him.
He fired at its head and succeeded only in breaking its

jaw. Rather than attack him even then, when wounded
and crowded as far as it could go, it slunk back into the
corner and was shot to death without showing sign of
fight.

Another one came to an outbuilding at Mountain Home
Road Ranch, on the Medicine Bow Range, after some
meat which was hanging there. It was discovered and
attacked and killed with a pitchfork in the absence of a
gun, and no one received a scratch. These are facts.

An uncle of mine, an old-time hunter, went off on an
extended hunt once to be gone over night. When quite
a distance from home his dog came to him and he allowed
him to follow. That night when his fire had burned low
he was aroused by his dog jumping over him and chasing
some animal. After it got some distance away it began its

unearthly screaming, and then he knew it was a "painter."
Of course, he believed until the day he died that his dog
saved his life that night, while I firmly believe that had his
dog not been along he would never have known there was
a panther near him. With their size, wonderful strength
and agility, they would certainly be the most dangerous of
North American animals if they were inclined that way,
and we would have a long list of people killed by them, for
no man could live two minutes in combat with one. Who
can tell of an instance of a man being attacked by one?
Let us hear of it. for nothing else can convince us.
When I read the editorial referred to, I wished so much

that all my Eastern friends could have read something

of the kind before I returned from the West, as it might
have saved me the annoyance of replying to many foolish

questions such as "Did you ever have any fights with wild

animals?" "Weren't you afraid to be in the woods
alone?" etc. I do believe there is less of intelligence and
knowledge among otherwise intelligent people on this sub-

ject than any other that could Ipe mentioned.
Emerson Carney.

Elder Ducks on Toronto Bay.

Toronto, Can.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In your
issue of Dec. 15 mention was made of an eider

duck having been killed near Toledo on Lake Erie, evi-

dently a rare visitor in that locality. While I can hardly
say they are common near Toronto, there is generally one
or two taken every year. This year, however, there has
been an unusual number about the bay, fifteen or twenty
having been killed in the harbor.

The eider ducks that come this way seem to have less

fear of man than the ordinary domestic fowl, conse-
quently they afford an easy mark for the first man or
boy with a shotgun that happens to see them, so that
perhaps it is a good thing for the future of the species

that so few of them visit the Great Lakes.
Jno. Townson.

The Starlingf in America.

New York, Jan. 12.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: While
discussing a proposal made by Didymus to introduce the
English woodcock in America, Mr. Van Name, in your
issue of this date, refers to the "European starling" and
says that it "will probably prove to be a great pest." Will
Mr. Van Name enlighten one who wishes to know what
bad habits he considers the starling to possess?

Edward Banks.

Stray Blackbird.

Barre, Vt.—I have noticed several times recently a
blackbird among a flock of English sparrows. It flies,

eats and lives as one of them. From size, color, etc., I

should say it is what is called the cow bird, or cow black-
bird. Is it not a singular incident that this bird should
be wintering so far north? We now have 18 inches of
snow, and are having about zero weather.

B. a. Eastman.

"Best I ever done was eighty-four with both berrils,"

the old chap modestly replied.

"You jest said you had a single gun, pard."

•'Wall, what if I did? Hain't any you fellers ever

busted inter a mess er birds. You can't never kill half

what yer ort ter, and 'most likedly only skin down a few
scatterin ones on the aigcs. T found that out, and gut a

good double barrel and had her -bored out, so I recken she

spread her shot nigh 20 foot, and used to rip both on her

berrils off to once. After follerin' them geese some time,

I see they gut mighty uneasy, 'cept when that steer kept
browsin', so I set to work and gut that steer to keep his

head down, and when ther' wa'n't no feed at all the old

cuss would slobber his mouth over the ground just like

he was feedin', and as he drawed up to the geese I could

hear him sort ur chuckle inside when he squared 'round
fur me ter shoot. Wall, I jest laid out thousands er thetn

geese, but arter awhile I hed to quit."

"How's that, now, when you done so well?" was the
next query, and I thought I detected a sly twinkle in the
old man's eye as he replied

:

"Wall, I'll tell ye. 'Long towards spring one or them
fellers from Vanco'ver came down with one or them
smell dogs huntin' snipe, and I recken that ere steer seen
that dog work, for one day arter rippin' in good rakin'

fire, that cussed steer broke shot 'spite all I cud do and run
in lo retrieve them geese and tramped me nigh ter death,

an' I never could break him on it, and 'sides that, them
Swinnowish geese grew so dog-gone cunnin' that when
they seen a steer swoopin 'long with six legs a-workin'
they riz up and lit out plum for Califony."

Cazador,

0^nie ^Hg md 0nn.—^
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"That reminds me."

Last Year's Calendar.

Weather assorted.

Snow storms imported,

A gale that cavorted

Through forest and stream.

Then wonders of bloom,

White orchards in June,

A wealth of perfume,

For forest and stream.

Dust and humidity,

Heat like torridity,

A lack of frigidity,

In forest and stream.

Weather assorted,

Game laws distorted.

Fishing reported,

In Forest and Stream.
F. L. W.

The Story of a Steer.

During a recent trip on a small sternwheel Puget Sound
steamer I chanced to drop into the smoking room for my
after dinner smoke. The atmosphere was heavily laden
and gave forth the diversified odors common to these
boats. It was occupied by a picturesque crowd of swarthy
lumbermen, picked up at the various lumber camps along
the route, rough miners and prospectors from Alaska and
Washington, sleepy moon-eyed Celestials en route for <

Seattle. Siwash Indians from the salmon fisheries, here
and there a drummer and traveling poker player, and a
motley assembly in general. I have found by ex-
perience that among such an assortment of human nature
I would be liable to pick up something of interest, so I

seated myself as near a window as possible and listened

to the conversation. Ere long stories concerning the
immense amount of game formerly found in the Puget
Sound country became the topic of the conversation.
Some quite startling yarns were spun, and finally an old
chap, unkempt and unshaven, and who had evidently occu-
pied his clothes both day and night for a long period, fixed
his glittering eye, like the Ancient Mariner, upon the
crowd, and thus he spoke

:

" 'Pears to me you fellers hain't never seen no geese
wuth speakin' on 'longside what I seen in this yer country
'fore now. I come from Indiany 'long in '70, and pitched
down on the Swinnowish Flats. Talk 'bout geese—a man
them days had to jest yell ter hear hisself 'bove the tarnal
honkin". Fust I hired out for $35 a month just to rustle
them geese off the grain, for every fall they nigh eat
up 'most all ther' crop. Had a rifle and ca'tridges throwed
in and plenty grub, too. Wall, after follerin' this some
weeks, I see ther' was big money killin of 'em, if I cud
git plenty on 'em to one shot. I see they paid no 'tention
to cattle browsin' 'round, so I got an ole steddy, long-
legged steer and trained him up. I humped up under his
belly and mighty soon got him trained so I could work
right outer them geese after circlin' round fer a spell. I

rigged up a big single gun holdin' nigh half-pound er
shot, and fixed a sling fer ther' ole gun 'twixt the steer's
front legs. When I gut nigh enuf I faced the steer bow
on and let her rip inter 'em, and fust time I let her off she
punched me back 'mong that steer's hind legs and mussed
me up bad. I uster be in ther' navy onct, so I rigged
a runnin' britchin' for that gun, and that took off ther'

kick."

"How many did ye ever git to one- shot, ole man?"
queried a lumberman.

Abolish the Game Markets.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your editorial anent the Forest and Stream

Plank in the sportsman's platform, in your issue of the

Sth inst., is encouraging reading for all advocates of this

Plank.
The widespread interest in game protection, reaching

as it does to all sections of our country, has been fostered
by the sportsmen's press. Game and fish butchers are
being held ttp to public scorn, and other legitimate ways
are adopted to crystallize public opinion on the subject of

the protection and preservation of our game, fish and song
birds.

No greater proof is wanted of the power of the press
than the immense work along this line and its result dur-
ing the last decade.
But the press cannot do it all. While much has been

accomplished, much remains to be done. Even with
present safeguards our game is doomed to extinction un-
less the marketing of game is absolutely forbidden and the
laws rigidly enforced.

To this end sportsmen everywhere should organize and
labor till this is accomplished. Organize, organize.
Every State should contain a sportsmen's association
with a large membership. More can be accomplished
by organized 'effort in one year than can be done by
desultory, intermittent, individual effort in ten. An asso-
ciation of 2,000 members, united as one man for a pur-
pose, is a great power. One of 10,000 becomes almost
irresistible.. Therefore, organize.
Every owner of a gun—and his name is legion—should

at once unite with his State association, and if there is

no State association, issue a call for the formation of one.
Then rush the work all along the line till the closing of
the game markets is an accomplished fact. ,

Now a word as to game markets. The statutes of
Ohio read as follows, Sec. 6964: "Whoever shall at any
time catch or kill any quail, etc., for the purpose of con-
veying same beyond the limits of this State, or for sale in
the markets of this State, or shall transport or have in
possession with intent to procure the transportation be-
yond the limits of this State, or for sale in the markets
of this State, any quail, etc., shall be fined as provided in
Sec. 6968."

On the face of it this is a good law. It is fairly well
enforced, and its enforcement has resulted in a moderate
increase in the game of the State.
But while the markets are unable to furnish game, its

sale goes right along without fear of the law or its

penalties. Scarcely a hotel of prominence in the State
but has furnished its guests with quantities of game.
Restaurants everywhere not only furnish their patrons
with_ such game as ducks, squirrels, quail, grouse and
rabbits, but sell them to any one who will pay the price.
The law should be changed so as to include' hotels and

restaurants. The object of the Ohio law is to prohibit
the sale of game. It does not do so. It could be made to
do so most effectually by adding a clause to Sec. 6964
defining the term "market."
There is plenty of work cut out for our sportsmen,

especially those living in Ohio, and it cannot be com-
menced too soon. A new Legislature is to be elected this
year, and we must see to it as far as we can that only
those candidates are returned to the Legislature who are
favorably inclined toward game protection and a pro-
hibitory game market.
Then abolish spring and summer shooting, confine the

season to the glorious days of autumn and this genera-
tion of sportsmen will not have lived in vain.

Geo. F. Titus.
Ohio.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.
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American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—XIX.
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

XConiinuedfretn page 25,]

Ring-Neck Dock, Tufted Duck.

Aythya collaris (Donov.).

The adult male has back of head and crown loose and
puffy, at times showing almost as a crest. The head,
neck, breast, upper parts and under tail-coverts, black;
the head sometimes glossed with purple and the back
with greenish. There is a more or less distinct chestnut
or reddish brown collar around the middle of the neck,
and a white spot upon the chin. This speculum is bluish
gray; sides of body waved with white and blackish lines.

The under parts are white. The bill is dark grayish blue,
with a black tip, and a very pale (in life nearly white)
band across it, near the tip; the eyes are yellow.
The female does not show the neck ring, and the bill

is less plainly marked. The black of the male .changes
to brown in the female. The fore part of head, all about
the base of the bill, is nearly white. The lower parts of

the body are white, sometimes marked with brown or
brownish gray, growing darker toward the tail. The
length is 16 to 18 inches.

The female of the ring-neck duck is very similar to
that of the redhead, but the former is darker, except
about the bill, where the pale markings are much paler,

often almost white. The difference in the bills is char-
acteristic, that of the female ring-neck being much the
shorter and broader.
The ring-neck duck is by no means so abundant as

many of our other species, and is quite commonly con-

KING-ITECK DUCiq.

fused with the little blackhead, which it closely re-

sembles in habits. In fact, as a rule, gunners do not
distinguish between the tufted duck and the little black-
head, and when counting up their score at the end of the
day always refer to this species as a blackhead. Its

common names indicate this confusion. It is called

ring-neck scaup, ring-neck blackhead, marsh bluebill,

bastard broadbill, ring-billed blackhead, ring-billed shuf-
fler, and sometimes it is called creek redhead, because
of its resemblance to that species. I have also heard
boatmen, who had happened to notice the red collar

about tlie bird's neck, call it a hybrid between a black-
head and a redhead.
The ring-neck duck is found sparingly throughout

almost the whole of North America. Its chief breeding
grounds are north of the United States, but it probablj'

used to breed also in suitable localities on the plains, and
its nests have been taken near Calais, in Maine, as well

as in Wisconsin and Minnesota. Its nest is built usually

in thick cover, close to the water, and is a neater
structure than most ducks' nests. The eggs are usually

of a grayish ivory white, and number from eight to ten.

This species is occasionally taken on the California

coast, and also on that of Is^ew England, but it is no-
where common. Even in the South, in that paradise of

ducks—Currituck, Core and Albemarle sounds—these

birds are few in number.
They decoy well and are easily killed when they come

up to the stools, although very swift flyers.

It is said that this bird is more abundant on our in-

land waters than on the sea coast. Even there, however,
it can never be called an abundant species. Its flesh,

under favorable circumstances, is excellent eating, and
if it were more abundant it would be one of the most
desirable of our fowl.

The Golden-Eye, "Whistler.

Glaucionetia clangula (Bonap.).

The adult male has the head somewhat puffy, but the

feathers longer on the back of the head, forming more
or less of a crest. The head and upper part of the neck
are dark glossy green, with purple reflections and a

roundish and sometimes oval white spot just back of the
bill and below the eye. The lower neck, fore back,

scapulars and wing coverts, with the secondaries and
most of the under parts, pure white; the back, long
scapulars, and the base of the secondaries, black. The
long feathers of the wings and their coverts are black-

ish. The tail is ashy gray; the bill black; eye yellow;

legs and feet yellowish red. The total length is about

20 inches.

The female has the head and upper part of the neck
brown. There is a white ring about the lower neck,

and the upper breast is gray. The back is blackish

brown. The white on the wing is chiefly confined to

the secondaries. The under parts are white; the tail is

dark brown ; bill sometimes yellowish, but more often

brownish; legs and feet as in the male.

The American golden-eye has been separated by nat-

uralists from the bird of Europe and called a variety, on
no better ground than that it is slightly larger than the

Old World form. Naturalists are not agreed on this

point, and sportsmen are not greatly interested in such

fine distinctions.

The golden-eye is a bird of wider distribution, breed-

ing throughout the northern parts of the Northern

Hemisphere and in summer pursuing its migrations as
far south as th« Southern United States and even be-
yond to Cuba. It is a bird familiar to all sportsmen,
but from the standpoint of the epicure it is not highly
regarded. It has been found breeding as far north as
Alaska, and undoubtedly is scattered in summer, in
moderate numbers, all over the British possessions. It
breeds in Maine and also in Massachusetts, but probably-
not south of that. I have found the golden-eye com-
mon, in summer, in the high Rocky Mountains, not far

south of the parallel of 49 degrees, but am unable to say'
whether it was this or the next species.

The golden-eye is one of the few tree breeding ducks,

AMERICA GOLDEN-EYE.

choosing for this purpose some hollow limb or broken-
off stump in which to lay its eggs; these are pale gray-
ish green in color and are said to be from six to eight.

Concerning the breeding habits of this species, the.
veteran naturalist, Mr, Geo. A. Boardman. said ' in

Forest and Stream:
"Fifty years ago we used to have six different tree

ducks breeding on our river: Barrow's golden-eye and
the bufflehead (albeola) rare, but the common golden-
eye, the American merganser, hooded merganser and
wood duck abundant. About fifty years ago pickerel

were put into our waters, which soon put an end to most
of our wild ducks breeding, as the pickerel ate up all the

chick ducks except in the few lakes or ponds that were
free from pickerel. Near to Calais are several ponds
and lakes that are free from those fish, and the tree

ducks bring their young to those lakes for safety.

"I was at the Kendrick Lake, and a lad that lived near
by was with me. A duck (whistler) came flying low
toward us, when the lad threw up his hat with a shout,

when the old duck dropped a young one that fell near
us that was at least ten days old. The old one went for

it so quickly I almost lost it, but I got it and put it in

my pocket for a specimen. We were near the lake, and
the old duck also, when we saw she had four others in

the water. The boy says if we keep quiet she will go
away and bring others, or if she is afraid of us very much
she will take those across the lake or to the other lake.

They were getting near to some water grass, when the

old duck made a flutter, caught one and went across the
lake; it was hardly two minutes before she returned and
took another.

"I don't think she took them by her mouth, and the

one she dropped, if it had been in her mouth we should
have seen it. Mr. Eastman, father of the lad, said they
often took their young from one lake or river to another
if they thought them in danger, and said he had seen
them bring the young from the nest to the water and
then in their bills, but, to go any distance, or if they are

any size, carry them pressed to the body by the feet, and
the boys often by a shout made them drop their young.
They brought me several different kinds afterward,

wood duck, whistlers and hooded mergansers, but no
young of the large merganser."
The whistler, as it is frequently called, although re-

sorting to the fresh waters during the breeding season,

is much at home on the salt water in autumn and winter.

It is an expert diver and feeds largely on shellfish, and
when it can obtain them, on small minnows. On the

other hand, it readily eats grain and frequents the wild

rice fields of the interior and the fresh marshes of the

coast, and when it has lived on grain for some time its

flesh is very good eating. The name whistler, so com-
monly applied to it along the seacoast, is given because
of the quivering, wliistling noise made by the wings
while the bird is flying, which is often recognizable long
before the bird itself can be seen. Other names for this

species are golden-eye, from its yellow iris; Conjuring
and spirit duck, from the rapidity with which it dives;

brass-eye and brass-eyed whistler, whistle-wing, merry-
wing, great-head, bull-head, iron-head, cob-head and
cub-head.
While the whistler is one of our most beautiful ducks,

it is not highly regarded by those who have an oppor-
tunity to kill better fowl, and like the little dipper and
ruddy duck and the mergansers, it is often allowed to

pass over the decoys without being shot at. It is not a

bird that decoys readily, and as a rule offers little sport;

but at many points in New England and Canada, where
betters ducks are rare, its pursuit offers some reward to

the gunners.

Barrow's Golden-Eye.

Glaucionctta islandica (Gmel.).

Adult male extremely similar to the golden-eye, but

larger and with the head and upper neck bluish black,

with purplish reflections instead of greenish, with the

spot at the base of the bill and in front of the eye, tri-

angular or crescent-shaped, and with very much less

white on the wing, this usually being confined to two
long bars with a short bar between them.
The female is much as in the ordinary whistler. The

cellar about her neck is narrower than in the whistler;

the white on the wing is less and is crossed by a black

bar. The grayish on the breast, sides and flank is

wider in this species than in the whistler.

Barrow's golden-eye is much less common than the

ordinary whistler. Like that species, it is a Northern
bird, but it appears to be much less abundant in Europe
than even in this country. I have frequently seen golden-

eyes breeding in the lakes in the high Rocky Mountains,
which were probably of this species, but I was never so
fortunate as to have any of them in the hand. Like the
whistlei". Barrow's golden-eye breeds in trees, laying
eight to ten eggs, grayish-green in color. Mr. C. W.
Shepherd found this' duck breeding in Iceland, where,
in the absence "of trees, it built its nest in holes in the
cracks and crevices of the lava. Barrow's golden-eye
has been found in Alaska, on the Yukon River, and at

Sitka, and specimens have been taken at other points
in the North.' Mr. Boardman believes that this species
breeds in the woods of Calais, Me., though as yet their

nests have not been discovered. Mr. Nelson states that
this species is a winter resident on Lake Michigan, and
is proabbly found generally through the interior wherever
there is open water, A number of specimens have been
taken on the coast of Massachusetts. Dr. Elliot has
found it quite abundant on the St. Lawrence River, near
Ogdensburgh, and has frequently killed it there over
decoys. He. says: "The bird would fly up and down the
river, doubtless coming from and going to Lake Erie,

stopping occasionally in the coves to feed and floating

down with the current for a considerable distance, when
they would rise and fly up stream again. My decoys
were always placed in some cove or bend of the stream
where the current was least strong, for I noticed the
birds- rarely settled on the water where it was running
swiftly. This duck decoys readily in such situations, and
will come right in, and if permitted settle among the
wooden counterfeits. They sit lightly upon the water
and rise at once without effort or much splashing. The
flight is very rapid, and is accompanied with the same
whistling of the wings sS noticeable in the common
golden-eye. In stormy weather this bird keeps close

barrow's golden-eye.

to the banks, seeking shelter from the winds. It dives

as expertly as its relative, and frequently remains under
water for a considerable time. The flesh of those killed

upon the river was tender and of good flavor, fish evi-

dently not having figured much as an article of their diet."

Another Long: Island Conviction.

Manorvilue. Jan. 9.—Gilbert W. Raynor, chairman
of the Town Board of Audit, president of the Manorville
Gun Club, deacon in the church, and ex-Justice of the

Peace, was arrested here on Saturday last by Game Pro-

tector John E. Overton for shooting quail out of the sea-

son, and brought before Ju.stice E. W. Lane. Mr. Ray-
nor asked for time in which to procure counsel, and said

he would want the trial by jury, so the request was
granted and the trial set down for 11 o'clock yesterday

morning. Mr. Raynor appeared somewhat late, and said

he was not ready for trial as he had no counsel, but Mr.
Overton stating that he had no counsel either^ but was
ready with his witnesses, the Justice proceeded to hear

the case. Mr. George V. Hutton swore he saw Mr. Ray-
nor shoot into a flock of quail at a point not far from the

Manor depot, and saw one quail drop. Mr. R. L. Wells

testified to hearing the report of a gun about the time

mentioned by Mr. Hutton. Mr. Raynor refused to tes-

tify, but stated that he was out with his gun and dog upon
the afternoon in question and in conversation outside ad-

mitted that his dog pointed a flock of quail, as sworn to

by Mr. Hutton, but claims that he didn't shoot, but only

raised the birds to count them. Justice Lane found him
guilty and imposed a penalty of $25 or twenty-five days

in jail. Mr. Raynor left his check, but declared he would
appeal. Those who wish to see the law obeyed are com-
mending both the Justice and Protector Overton for

pushing this case and showing that the law is intended

to apply to people of all stations in life, regardless of

wealth and influence. There were witnesses present ready

to testify that this was not Mr. Raynor's first offense

against the game law.—Brooklyn Eagle.

North American Fish and Game Association*

Quebec, Jan. 8.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I am in-

structed by the Honorable S. N. Parent, president of the

North American Fish and Game Association, to call a

meeting of the said Association, which meeting will he.

held in Montreal, in the Government offices, St. Gabriel

street, on Wednesday, Jan. 30, at 10 A. M., and at which
you are respectfully invited to attend.

L. Z. JoNCAS, Secretary.

Glens Falls, N. Y., Jan. 12.—Editor Forest and
Stream:' Will you kindly give publicity through the col-

umns of your paper the inclosed notice of the annual
meeting of the North American 'Fish and Game Protective

Association ?

I would like to add a cordial personal invitation to all

interested in these matters, especially regarding the

harmonizing of fish and game laws, as between the States

and Provinces, to be present at that meeting.

C. H. Wn,soN,
Vice-President for New York.
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Colorado's Big Game and Its Future*

BY D. C. BEAMAN.

I HAVE been requested to furnish something on this

question.

A portion of what I shall say has been anticipated by
newspaper publication, but there were some errors in

dates, etc., and as its restatement is essential to the com-
pleteness of this paper, I shall have to ask the forbear-

ance of any who have already read it for its repetition

here.

Unless there is a speedy and radical change in protective

measures there is no future for the big game of this

State.

A retrospect of thirty years will astonish those who
have not given the subject close attention.

As is well known, the deer and elk thirty years ago
existed in great numbers east of the Continental Divide.

Now they are practically exterminated in that portion of

the State, except in North Park.
The region known as the Gunnison country, which

comprises the Cochetopa hills, the Elk and West Elk
mountains, an area of about 4,000 square miles, was, twen-
ty years ago, full of elk, deer and antelope. No one
knows how many hundred thousand of them there were in

that region, as it was only necessary to go a few miles
from the town of Gunnison to get good hunting.
Now they are so scarce that no one thinks of going

there to hunt, and for several years Gunnison hunters
have been going to Routt and Rio Blanco counties for
their big game.

Further north in the Huntsman's hills, on the Muddy
and Divide creeks, the Grand and Battlement mesas, an
area also of about 4,000 square miles, twelve years ago
deer and elk were abundant. They are now scarcer there
even than in the Gunnison region.

The White River Plateau, the Flat Top Moiintains, the
Trappers Lake and Williams Fork Basins—a vast
natural garden of parks, groves and lakes of 1,800 square
miles—was a game paradise fifteen years ago, and deer
or elk were always in sight along the Trappers Lake
trail, and in the Williams Fork Basin 1 have seen bands
of elk numbering from 50 to 200, and deer were too
plenty for good sport. I have not seen a deer or elk from
that trail for more than three years, while the deer and
elk have disappeared from the Williams Fork Basin, and
I doubt if there is left in that whole region 5 per cent, of
those there in 1885.

From a camp on the White River, twelve miles below
Trappers Lake, in October, 1889, I have seen 300 deer
pass in sight along the hill trails between daylight and
sunrise on their way to their winter range. None can be
seen there now.
There are, of course, a few deer left in the more in-

accessible portions of these tegions, but as hunting
grounds they are no longer considered.
The deer of these regions which have not been killed

have been gradually crowded north, until their summer
range is in a region bounded by the Medicine Bow Range,
the Wyoming line, the White River and the Eleventh
Auxiliary Guide Meridian, a total area of about S.ooo
square miles, but taking into account the portions from
which they are excluded by the settlements and natural
conditions, their actual summer range is probably little

more than half that.

In October, usually about the first full moon, they begin
their migration to the lower regions westward. A few
stop in the low hills and valleys of the streams, but the
majority drift before the snow to a narrow strip west
of the Twelfth Guide Meridian, north of the Grand
River and south of Wyoming, some going over into
Utah. Their present winter range in Colorado, excluding
settlerncnts, etc., is probably less than 400 square miles,
and with 1,000 hunters after them (more than two to the
square mile) it will be seen how small a chance the deer
have to escape destruction.

The Destftfctioii of Deer and Elk.

The destruction is traceable to several sources. There
are_ probably 1,000 people residing in and near the game
regions of the Grand, White and Bear rivers and their
tributaries who kill from three to ten deer every year,
some of them having little other meat the year round.
They begin the killing in the spring and kill one occa-
sionally during the summer. In the fall they kill and
hang them up, or corn them like beef for winter supply.
In the elk region elk are killed by them mostly after the
season closes. Ninety per cent, of these residents pay no
attention whatever to game laws, and never will until they
are generally otherwise enforced and it becomes dan-
gerous to violate them.
They themselves will not deny this, except when talking

for publication, and not always then, as one of them in a
recent letter to a Denver paper says, "You will never find
a settler in the game region who kills any more than he
has use for, and only when he needs the meat." There
was some excuse for this when beef was scarce, but there
is none now, except that the law is generallv violated by
others.

More than all others, if there are any degrees in in-
terest, are these residents interested in game preserva-
tion, that they may have it at hand for all future time as
a luxury, instead of heedlessly using it for daily consump-
tion while it lasts, with the certain consequence' that it will
soon be beyond reach by them even as a luxury.
A conservative estimate of the deer thus killed an-

nually for several years past is 6,000, and no doubt largely
exceeds the number killed by all others.
No considerable effort is made to enforce - the law

against residents. Indeed, it is almost useless .'to try it

and expect conviction. - -

'

In some cases the juries stubbornly refuse to convict
where the evidence is conclusive. I doubt if they would
do so except on a plea of guilty, and may be hot then.
In other cases county commissioners- have refused to

allow fees to witnesses for the- prosecuti-on, and district
attorneys refused to prosecute.
This sort of a spirit and prejudice against the game

law IS still too prevalent, when a resident' is' concerned.
The non-resident does not have it always so easy.
Next in order probably come the Indians and market-

hunters, who perhaps kill another 2,ooq.

these fail even to get one deer each, while an equal num-
ber probably exceed the legal limit. While hunters of

this class do not kill so many as the residents, they per-

haps waste a greater proportion.

One camp of six men near the camp where I was this

fall, killed only eight deer, but they did not bring into

camp the forequarters of a single one of them. They were
non-residents—men of means-—and a game warden could
have got enough out of their fines to pay his salary and
expenses for three months.
But I never saw a game warden in the mountains in

the hunting season. I would be as much surprised to

see one as I would to see a buffalo.

The tourist and city hunter falls back on the excuse
that the residents also violate the law, and thus the ex-

cuses go round in a circle and few are disposed to obey the

law when others violate it with impunity.

Probably a high estimate of the number killed yearly

by the tourists and city hunters would be 1,000, prior to

this season, when possibly it was some in excess of that.

These estimates refer only to northwest Colorado and
have been arrived at by a tolerably general observation
and diligent inquiry wherever information was avail-

able.

These estimates are all doubtless low enough, but the

total of 9,000 is sufficiently appalling, and as it will, if

there is no change in the means of protection, be much
greater for the next year or two, it is apparent that no
increase in the game will keep pace with such destruc-
tion, and that long before posterity gets action the game
will be gone.

The Killing of Does.

Not content with the opportunity to kill bucks for moje
than two months each year, the game destroyers are

clamoring for the legal right to kill does also, on the

silly pretense that the large number of does seen without
fawns indicates a scarcity of bucks.

It is true that bucks as well as does are scarcer now
than formerly, and it is also true that what bucks there
are are more wary than formerly, made so by being
hunted more. Instead of following close on the migratory
bands of does as in former years they hang back, the older
ones until compelled by the deepening snows to brave
the army of meat hunters which they know await them
in their winter range. This wariness has increased from
year to year, until it has worked a permanent change in

their migration habits where there is much hunting, and
those who judge of their number by the number herding
with the does, judge superficially.

During the summer season one will report seeing does
only, while another will see numerous bucks. In fact
this year there have been an unusual number of phe-
nomenally large buck heads brought in.

None of these reports amounts to anything in the way
of comparison.
These conditions originate from the natural separation

of the sexes prevailing during most of the year.
This separation has become more marked as the bucks

grow more wary. During the summer and fall seasons
before migration begins does only will be found in one
section or one mountain, while on another, but a few
miles away, there will be bucks only, and in most cases
the old bucks will be found in a secluded region, with a
few or no j'oung bucks with them.
The fawnless does are not always barren does. The

fawn from the day of its birth has to run the gauntlet
of a score of enemies, among them the wolf, the coyote,
the wildcat, the hmx, the mountain lion and the eagle, and
the wonder is that any escape. No doubt 25 per cent, of
the fawns born are thus destroyed before they are three
weeks cid. A doe whose fawn lives but a few days can-
not be distinguished from a barren one, and no one can
with certainty tell a barren doe until she is dead, and much
of this cry of barren does is mere speculation, and most
of it comes from those who kill them anyhow, but prefer
to have the law sanction it.

It has been stated that formerly does usually had two
fawns, whereas now they seldom have more than one.
This is a natural result of being more frequently disturbed
in the breeding season.
A very general observation, with careful and extended

inquiries from guides and others, shows that the pro-
portion of bucks to does this year is about 25 per cent.,
certainly not less than 20.

The deer are like the sheep in respect to procreation,
and when we consider that one buck deer is good for the
service of 50 to 100 does, the cry of a scarcity of bucks
for procreative purposes is absurd.
Maine is the only State having an open season on

does, so far as I know. Complaints have been made this
year by correspondents of the Forest and Stream that
deer are growing scarce there, and the Game Commis-
sioner of that State says the closing of the season on does
is being agitated.

The time may come for an open season on does in
Colorado, but it is not yet.

The Elfc.

The extermination of the elk is nearly accomplished,
but it has been little, if any, accelerated by the short and
late open season of the present law.
Elk were killed under the old law (having no open sea-

son), regardless of sex or age, and have been rapidly
decreasing, and it was on that account that it was desired
by many that those who were law-abiding should have
the same chance as those who were not.
Complaint has been made that the present open season

(Oct. 25 to Nov. 5) is so late that the snow is deep
where they are, and they are hard to get at, and sug-
gestions have been made to change it to September.
There are several objections to such a change. The

rutting season is in September, and the killing of bulls at
that time would mean the cutting off of the heads and
leaving the carcasses to rot' or if by chance the meat
should be fit to eat, the weather is too warm to save and
consume such great carcasses.

The present open season gives the bulls about a month
to recuperate flesh during a time when the food is good,
and it was made late for that reason and that they might
be difficult to get at and thus give them a better chance
to escape the hunter.
Any change in th| seaspi^ except to make it shorter or

The closing of it without absolute enforcement would
simply mean the shutting out of law-abiding hunters with-
out materially delaying their fast approaching doom.
Without perfect enforcement of the law they will be

gone in less than three years.

The Mountain Sheep.

The mountain sheep have probably slightly increased in

the last ten years. This is not so much due to there being
no open season as to the fact that prior to that time the

mountains were full of prospectors whose avocation took
them into the higher ranges where the sheep were vsnthin

easy reach, and many were killed by them.
The inaccessibility of their haunts has protected them

from the ordinary hunter, and for this reason they have
not decreased like other game, althoitgh some are killed

every year by those who live near them and some by other
hunters.

A short open season was provided in the draft of the
present law, on the theory that the horns being the main
object, the killing would be confined mostly to the large
rams, leaving the younger ones, which would propagate
more vigorous progeny, and as there is a surplus of rams
it would not materially, if at all, interfere with their
increase, also that the law-abiding hunter would then
have some interest in preventing the killing out of season,
while without an open season he has no chance, and is

more or less indifferent.

Objection was made to it, however, and it was stricken
out.

The principal question is. Shall the lawless be permitted
to continue killing them while the other people are shut
out?

The Antelope.

Except during the past three years, antelope have been
less hunted than formerly. The scarcity of deer and the
long travel required to reach them in the last three years
has sent out many antelope hunters, and they are becom-
ing scarcer.

The Remedy.

The original draft of the presciit game law was well
adapted to conditions then existing, and would have
averted the crisis then obviously and rapidly approach-
ing, and which is now upon us.

The Legislature, however, eliminated or changed many
of its best features, so that it has been to a great extent a
failure so far as the preservation of the big game is

concerned.
If these features can be restored by the coming Legisla-

ture, and the most vigorous enforcement inaugurated,
there is still hope. Otherwise there is no future for our
big game, and the sportsmen of the State must soon quit
hunting or go elsewhere to do it.

A discouraging feature of the situation is that 'those
most interested manifest the least concern.
These are the residents of the game regions and the

hunter of limited means. When the game in their imme-
diate localities is gone their hunting is over.
The hunter of means has a much less personal in-

terest. The vast game regions of the Northwest Terri-
tories are open to him, and the expense of reaching them
is to him unimportant.

If the residents of the game regions would abide by
and aid in the strict enforcenjent of the law, the battle
would be half won.
The other half must be won by such increase in pro-

tective measures as will keep pace with the great improve-
ment in guns and ammunition and the enormous increase
in hunters, the latter having increased in the last few
years nearly or quite 100 per cent.

It is an unquestioned fact that some of the Eastern
States have, by a rigid enforcement of game laws, so in-
creased their game that they are already strong bidders
against Colorado for hunting tourists, while British Co-
lumbia and Alaska are attracting Colorado hunters.

Notwithstanding the complaint as to the lack of en-
forcement of our game laws, it is nevertheless a fact that
they are as well enforced as our other State laws. The
latter are daily violated in the presence of officers, with
few real efforts at enforcement.
Game laws should, however, be enforced much more

strictly for the reason that the failure as to other laws
still leaves sufficient people alive to do business, while the
failure as to game laws means the annihilation of the
game.
The Federal Government spends ten times more for

forest protection in Colorado than the State does to pro-
tect its game.

Game Preserves.

The project of a national game preserve, to include the
summer and winter ranges of the deer, has been talked of.
This question was threshed out in 1891, when meetings

were held in Denver favoring it, and in Meeker oppos-
ing it.

The White River cattlemen were unanimous in opposi-
tion to it, because they feared that their cattle would be
excluded. There is no reason why the presence of cattle
in a game preserve should be objected to. Indeed, their
presence and that of the range riders would be of great
advantage in keeping down fires and keeping out lawless
hunters.
But the cattlemen were jealous of any restrictions upon

the freedom of the range, and the whole scheme was
knocked out by the kick of the White River steer.

It is likely that a renewal of the effort would meet with
the same opposition.

The more limited State scheme, aiming to constitute
the winter range of the deer a sort of a refuge for them,
will meet the opposition from the residents there, on the
same grounds, and on the additional ground that they
depend on getting their game after it goes down. They
have never been, willing to go as far for their game as
those do who reside out of the game regions.

It was this demand that lengthened the open season of
the present law to Nov. 5.

This scheme for protecting the deer in a definite area,
comprismg their winter range, and without reference to
date, is a good one theoretically, but practically the fail-
ure to enforce a law of this kind woyld be the same as
one having reference to dates alQ:pe,

It will also be found that ^ attempt to pass anym !poiciiJ| fQlel|
^9 $1^^ ^^i^^ of the |ain,f, fe||.
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ance of power sufficient to defeat it has always been held
by those actuated by selfish motives. If it shall pr6ve to

be otherwise now, I shall be surprised.
Akin to a State preserve, and the next best thing after

efficient laws for general protection, rigorously enforced, is

the establishment of private parks under the present
law. Under a former law numerous private parks con-
taining deer and elk were established. They therefore
had a legal standing, and acquired vested rights which
cannot now be taken away by legislation, and any effort

to do so is simply an idle dream ; but the law then placed
them under no restrictions, nor had they any clearly de-
fined rights. The present law supplies this deficiency, and
also requires the payment of a license fee and the sur-

render to the State of 10 per cent, of the natural in-

crease.

Some opposition has been manifested to these parks.

It comes chiefly from a failure to realize that all the game
captured and confined in these parks, or likel}-- ever to

be, does not equal the number killed in one week of a

season in the field, and so far as lessening the number
open to public hunting cuts no figure.

Besides, unless a most radical and altogether improb-
able change in game protection is speedily brought about,

the only elk and deer in the State will be those in the
private parks.

The private propagation of game and fish should be
encouraged in Colorado, as it is elsewhere; and as it is

open to all, there is no well foimded objection to it.

I have been accused of being personally interested in

private parks and lakes. If it is of any importance, I

have not now, nor never had, any interest, direct or in-

direct, present or prospective, in any private park or

lake, but favor them because I believe they are beneficial

in every respect and represent progressive ideas.

The Indians,

As regularly as the incursions of the Indians occur some
impulsive but uninformed individual bobs up Avith ihe

statement that by the Ute treaty the Indians have a right

to hunt in Colorado.
The terms of the treaty with the Bannocks in Wyoming

were similar to those in the Ute treaty, but the Supreme
Court of the United States decided in 1896 in the case of

teh Bannock Indian, Racehorse, that such right could only
be exercised in conformity with the game laws of the

State.

A former judge advocate of the Department of the

Colorado held, and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs

in 1S97 instructed the agent at White Rocks agency, that

this decision was applicable to the Ute treaty and directed

him to so inform the Indians. The alleged treat}* hunt-
ing rights of these Indians, therefore, have no existence.

As a member of the commission appointed by the Gov-
ernor to investigate the killing of the Indians by the game
wardens in 1897, I visited the Indian camps and scene of

the conflict on the Snake River, and also interviewed the

Indians and the agent at the White Rocks agency. This
investigation showed that the Indians did not kill deer
for the hides alone, but saved the meat as well.

It also showed that no effort was made by the agent
to keep the Indians out of Colorado at any time, although
fully advised that they had no treaty rights paramount
to the game laws ; that passes had been given them to go
to Colorado without making entrj' of names or destina-

tion on the stub of the pass book, as was usual in other
cases, and that the Indian police instead of trying to

prevent their hunting here, connived at it, although able

to prevent it, as shown by their ability to run them back
promptl}^ when specially ordered to do so.

The Indians, however, never pretended to refrain from
killing does and fawns. None of them claimed anything
by virtue of the treaty, as they had been advised of the

Commissioner's instructions in that respect. Snake Pete,

a leader in the conflict of 1897. tes.ified before us that

none of the deer he had killed were branded, and that he
thought he had a right to kill them for that reason.

It is perfectl}'^ apparent that the entire Indian manage-
ment, from the Board of Indian Commissioners down to

the Indian police, are in sympathj' with these raids, and
will never do anything to prevent them until the State
authorities make it expensive or dangerous. They will

defend and excttse the Indians at all times. The conflict

of 1897 was also investigated by E. B. Reynolds, special

agent of the Board of Indian Commissioners, and his

report fully agreed with ours in all respects, and that the

Indians were the first aggressors and fired the first shot,

yet the Board in its next annual report wholly ignored
their agent's report, and stated in reference to the conflict:

"Investigations by army officers seem to prove clearly that

the white men were the real aggressors, and that the In-

dians suffered rather than committed outrage."
As there was no investigation made by army officers

other than to interview the two wounded squaws while
they were having their wounds dressed, the animus is

apparent.
When the Board itself will thus falsify the facts, what

can be expected from the subordinates?
It is useless to continue the time-worn practice of wait-

mg until word comes that the Indians are on the hunt-
ing ground. It is a sure thing that they will be there every
year, ii not prevented. Nor is anything accomplished
by driving them oitt when they have- got all the game
they want.
The matter should be taken up in the early fall with the

Interior Department and the agents, and they given to

understand that serious consequences will ensue if they
are allowed to come. If they do come, a few of the
leaders should be arrested and jailed, and their ponies and
outfits sold to pay the costs. That will settle it for that

year, but it will require constant vigilance as long as the
Department and tlie agents fail to make honest efforts at

prevention.
Formerly they raided Wyoming in the same way, but I

learn that the passage of a hunting license law there has
kept them out since, they thinking they will be made to
pay, although they care nothing for other provisions of
the law.

The stopping of the Indian raids would go far toward
inclining the residents of the game regions to a strict

observance of the law on their part, for it is their usual
claim, not without merit, that there is no reason for
prohibiting the whiter ^^Qan 4Qing what the Indi^AS are

p^TWUtted to do.

The recent raid by the Commissioner on the Indian
and Mormon game butchers shows what can be done, but
spasmodic efforts are of no permanent good. The game
butchers will all be back on the hunting ground next
year, if they were not there by the time the wardens
got home.

Sale of Game.

The markets A Denver are and have been for months
full of feathered game of all kinds. Some big game has
also been in the market, most or all of it imported. In-
quirjr at the Game Commissioner's office shows that the
principal dealers comply with the law so far as procuring
importation certificates is concerned, but few or none
of them comply with the law requiring them to publicly
expose such certificate in connection with the game, that
all may see that the law is not being violated. As it is, ob-
servers suppose that the law is being openly violated in
the sale. This serves to bring both the law and its

administration into disrepute and encourage others to
disregard the law in other particulars.

It is as much a violation of the law to expose foreign
game for sale without the certificate being publicly ex-
posed with it, as it is to do so without having a cer-
tificate.

Where the revenue laws of the United States require
liquor dealers and others to keep exposed to view their
evidence of compliance with the law, it is done, or some
one suffers, and that is the difference in the way State and
Federal laws are enforced.
The game laws will never be obeyed in the country so

long as they are openly violated on Market and Six-
teenth streets in Denver.
The conditions to which I have referred have about dis-

couraged those who are eaniest advocates of game pro-
tection, and I for one have about concluded that if the
coming Legislature fails to realize the situation and enact
the laws necessary to meet it, I will join that numerous
and happy throng whose constitution and by-laws are
comprised in a single line. "Look out for yourself and let

posterity go to the devil."

The Hunting License.

The most efficient revenue producer, and at the same
time the greatest assistant to the enforcement of a game
law, is the hunting license.

This feature was stricken out of the present law by
the Legislature, not because they thought it bad, but
because some of their constituents were bitterly opposed
to anything which would more effectually restrict their

operations or tax them directly for game protection.

Objections have been made to this feature. Most of

them arise from a misconception of the license provisions,

and their purpose. It is not a gun licence, nor applicable

to the hunting of any game not protected by the act.

One objection made is that a license to hunt is an im-
portation of English methods and foreign to American
ideas. The objection is prompted by selfish motives or
lack of information, rather than patriotism. The mere
fact that a thing is of English origin cannot make it per se
objectionable. Usefulness and not origin is the test of

desirability, and licenses are as essentially American as
anything we have, and are required in professions and
business callings without number. The right to kill game
is no higher than the right to keep a saloon or drive an
express wagon or a hack, and without these licenses the
revenue of the city of Denver would be insufficient to

support its government. The purpose of all licenses is

twofold, viz. . to produce revenue and to enable the gov-
ernmental authorities to control and regulate the business,

and they are especially adapted to an effective adminis-
tration of game laws.

It being fundamental law that the game and fish in a

State belong to the State, the same as its land, timber,

etc., and held in trust for all the people, the State has a
right and it is its duty to enact regulations in relation

to its acquisition, as no one person has a right to appro-
priate either, ad libitum. Hence, the State, when dis-

posing of its land by lease or sale, rightfully exacts from
those who desire to acquire it some compensation for the
special privileges thus obtained. This is fair to those ob-
taining the privileges as well as to those who do not care

to have them, and yet have an interest therein as citizens

of the State.

The same principle is applicable to the game, for if left

to the unrestrained desire of the few, they alone will be
benefited, and that temporarily only, as it would soon be
gone.
There has been a general prejudice against all game

laws, but it is disappearing, and the importance of game
and fish as a food supply is now being more and more
realized. This opposition is selfish and short sighted.

A widespread but altogether erroneous idea has pre-

vailed that game laws are for the benefit of the rich. If

the game would last without protection, no laws would
be needed. But as it will not, its protection is more in

the interest of the poor man than the rich. The only
remedy left the average man is the protection and preser-
vation of game in every locality where it exists, that he
may have it within reach, and he above all others should
not object to paying a nominal sum for a license, the
principal purpose of which is to restrain and identify

the lawless hunter rather than to burden the legitimate

one.
Lender the license feature, those who receive the most

benefit from the game will contribute most to the cost of
protection. Every hunter of protected game must pro-
cure a license having coupons, one of which, must be
attached to every game quadruped killed. By this means
every animal is identified with and traceable to the per-

son who killed it. and every animal without a coupon
attached is contraband.
Thus the legitimate hunter is fully protected, while the

detection of the lawless one is rendered easy.

The hunting license proceeds on the theory that those
who hunt should pay all or a large share of the cost of
preserving the game. This is the true theory. As it has
been and is now to a large degree, the cost is borne by
the general taxpayers, 90 per cent, of whom do not
hunt, and 50 pet cent of whom derive little or no' direct

benefit from game protection.

Fifteen States now require hunting licenses, the fee

varying from 25 cents to $50. Most of these license laws
were pt^ssed wTOin two years sipsx tl» (;^estipn -wra^s^

agitated in Colorado, and the license feature is now uni-
versally regarded as the most perfect methpd of game
protection ever devised.

In some of these States a license is exacted for non-
residents only. The constitutionality of this discrimina-
tion against citizens of other States is still an open ques-
tion. In any ^vent, it is in a sense unfair, and in this

State will not produce the necessary revenue. A uniform
fee for a State license, regardless of residence, with a
much less fee for a county license, will be, in my opinion,
much better. Most non-residents and city hunters will

take out the State license, while residents of the game
regions will need only a county license, and as the law
now requires an export fee, the non-resident will not ob-
ject to paying the extra fee for taking home what he
kills, and thus he will in fact pay more for his htxnting
privilege than the resident.

In no State where the license feature has been adopted
is there any movement for its repeal. In some of them
the license revenue amounts to $28,000 per annum. It

places the cost where it belongs, and wherever it exists, as

to residents as well as non-residents, it pays the entire

expense of a strict enforcement of the law.
There is, however. I find, a very general opinion favor-

ing a non-resident fee greater than that for a resident,

and if stich is the conclusion, I recommend three grades.

1. Non-resident, good all over the State $25.00
2. Resident, good all over the State .'. 5.00

3. Resident, good only in the county where the
licensee resides i.oo

A great many resident hunters will take the State
license, that will enable them to hunt in all the counties,

while most residents of the game regions will take only
a count}' license, and this is all the advantage they ought
to ask.

Taxidermist Licenses.

This was also a feature of the present laAV, which was
stricken out by the Legislature because it was new and
untried.

As the taxidermists reap more clear profit from the
killing of game than any other class, and are therefore
quite as much interested in continuing its existence, they
ought to be willing to contribute a small amount in that

direction.

The law should provide for an examination of their

stock and the tagging of specimens, and thus prevent
the hide and horn hunter from passing through their

hands his illegal acquisitions, as he can now do without
the slightest danger of detection.

All professional taxidermists should be licensed. The
fee should be small, but sufficient to keep the business in

responsible hands and protect them and their patrons in

their lawful possessions only.

Of course some of them will kick, but it is impossible
to enact laws that touch ne one.

Guide Licenses.

This was also a feature of the present law, but was
eliminated by the Legislature.

I found the best professional guides to be in favor of
it as a protection against those who pretended to be
gtiides. but get lost in the mountains and do an injury to

the guide business.

The guides should be made ex officio deputy game war-
dens and their licenses subject to revocation for "over-
looking" violations of the law.

License should be required only in case of a profes-
sional, not from a person, who. being one of a party, acts
temporarily as a guide.

The guide license is in vogue in several States, and
has been found to be a great assistance in enforcement
of the game laws.

Forest Rangers as Game "Wardens.

The present law confers on Government forest rangers'

the powers of game wardens, but they have never ex-
ercised them. Great assistance could be rendered by them
if the Interior Department could be induced to instruct

them to enforce the game laws in connection with their

other duties, and it would be entirely germane to forest

protection, as the more restrictions there are on lawless
hunting, the less likely it is that forest fires will be set.

These rangers ride daily among the hunters' camps,
while well authenticated instances of game wardens having
been seen in such places are extremely rare.

During the present season some of them have been re-

ported as making political speeches, just at the time when
the greatest game slaughter was going on.

Probably this may be excused on the grotmd that the

politicians were provided with funds for their purposes
while the game department was not.

A Game Commission.

Game commissions controlling the administration of

the laws have always proved more efficient than single-

handed control.

These should be composed of men able and willing to

serve without pay or with very small pay, and so divided
in politics and serve for such a length of time as to

remove that element from the administration of the law.

A bill to that effect was introduced in the last Legis-
lature along with the game law, but it was crowded out
by the prize fight law, the horse tail docking law and
other similar acts for the advancement of civilization and
the public welfare.

Although, as I have stated, the best revenue and pro-
tective features of the present law, as drafted, were
eliminated by the Legislature, it has nevertheless produced
in tAvo years more revenue than all previous game laws.

The following are the receipts from May i, 1899, to

Nov. 30, 1900, from the various sources named

:

Park and lake licenses $1,195
Private preserve licenses 325
Importation certificates 188
Transportation permits 638
Storage perrnits 22
Seining permits 37
Scientific permits 9
Capture permits 10

Fines 3nd seized garne. , 197
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Nearlj- sufficient to pay the salaries of the Commis-
sioner and chief clerk for one year.

It is plain to be seen that if the license features had

been left in the law. some $15 000 or $20,000 more would

have been realized—amply sufficient to have enabled the

Commissioner to enforce the law as it ought to have been

enforced.

And it must be remembered that no Commissioner ever

has or ever can enforce the law as it should be without

more funds than have ever ye: been furnished, and my
criticisms must be considered' with that in view.

On the other hand, I have attended game conventions

and belonged to sportsmen's associations wnthout number
for the last thirty-five years, and the furthest we ever

got toward game protection was to pass some good reso-

lutions and adjourn to a trap shoot or some other kind of

a scrap.

You are up against it now.

The Open Deer Season.

It has been suggested that August and September should

be cut off the open deer season, but this would be of no
substantial advantage. The great bulk of the- killing is

later, and during Uie last two or three weeks of the

present open season, while the deer are in or on their way
to the winter range, when the fusillade resembles the

skirmish line of an army, and it is a hunt for jneat rather

than sport.

The increase in the number of people who take part in

these annual meat hunts renders it absolutely necessary to

.shut it off entirely. The deer now remaining will not

stand the drain. The number limit for each person should

not exceed one. and if restricted to one to the camp or

family, so much the better.

Many of the residents of the game regions say they are

ready for an absolute closing of the deer and elk seaion

for at least two years. But will they all agree to and
abide by it? I think not.

Besides this, a two years' close of the season would
leave only bird hun ers to pay license fees, and the

fund would be insufficient to enforce the law, with the

result that the law-abiding hunters would be shut out,

while the lawless ones would go on killing just the same
and no benefit would come of it.

Residents of Piceance Creek who were in Denver last

week say that the deer wintering there are less by 50 per

cent, than last year, and that there were hunters then in

camp there killing them.
I am therefore emphatically opposed to any change of

season or limit, unless it is accompanied by a provision

for ample funds and a rigorous enforcement against every-

body alike.

In conclusion, I want to emphasize what I believe to be

the only remedy.
1. The immediate passage of laws requiring the licenses

mentioned, especially that for hunting, as the only avail-

able means to raise funds for enforcement.
2. The cutting off of October and November from the

open season on deer.

3. An enforcement of the law as searching and vigorous

as that by Federal officers after moonshine whiskj', or

more so. if possible.

The conditions are alarming, and the remedy must be
heroic, and every person interested must make some sacri-

fices, as no half-hearted measures or those which favor

one class at the expen^-e of others will meet the emergency.
If we can have changes in seasons, etc.. with ample

funds and strict enforcement, as indicated, there is hope
for the future, but without these, no change in seasons
will stay the fa^t approaching end of the big game of

Colorado.
When that day of misfortune comes and it is too late to

retrieve the error, the citizens of the State will regret the
faihire to adopt and enforce progressive and enlightend
laws for its protction.

The Rhode Island Dtjckmgf Season*

Pawtuxet, R. I.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The new
law governing duck shooting in Rhode Island is decidely

unpopular with all who live on or near the shores of

Narragansett Bay and enjoy an occasional day with the

ducks; and no wonder, as a more absurd and imjust law^

could not well be imagined. This seems all the more
strange when we consider that both adjoining States,

and in fact all of the States bordering on the Atlantic

seaboard, have good sensible laws governing this sport.

Sea fowl shooting should not be confounded with inland

duck shooting, as the habits of fresh water ducks and of

sea fowl are entirely dissimilar. The latter do not breed
here, and are simply winter visitors, or birds of passage,

breeding in the far north and reallj' needing no protection,

except perhaps in the manner of pursuit which is ac-

corded them in most of the States bordering on tide

water. This, however, is more for the protection of the

gunners than for the ducks, and consists of prohibiting
chasing them with sail boats, launches, etc., and. in some
States, even row boats, shooting into bedded fowl with
a rifle and, in short, disturbing them in any way on their

feeding grounds, as this tends to drive them out of the

bays, where they may be legitimately shot over decoys,
the only way of having much success with them. Now
the injustice of the present law, which is now in operation
for the first time, is in having the close season begin just

about the time these fowl put in their appearance in the

bay, as they are practically kept out all through the fall

by the fleet of steam launches and sail boats. When
these are hauled up for the winter the birds come back
again, and very fair shooting may be had through Febru-
ary and March over decoys. About the only kinds of

ducks shot here in any numbers by decoying are the
scaup or broadbill and the golden-eye or whistler, the
former being the more plentiful and affording better

sport.

As the Legislature is now in session, an effort will be
made to have this law repealed or changed to conform
with those of the adjoining States, which enjoy excellent

laws cn sea fowl shooting. By the way^, what a pity it

is that the game laws, as well as the duck laws, cannot
be made uniform in at least the three States of Massachu-
>e-t,ts, Connecticut mi. P-.hqde Island.

W Sheldon,

Ontario I Deer.

The deer hunting season in the Province of Ontario is

considerably shorter in duration than any other of the

localities where deer are found in abundance^ the close

season being from Nov. 16 until Oct. 31 of the year fol-

lowing, allowing only fifteen days for the hunter to enjoy

this grand sport. The Grand Trunk Railway system

have given this matter considerable attention, and the

districts reached by their railway' are the finest hunting

grounds in the Dominion of Canada. Through their

courtesy we are permitted to give some information which
wall be of interest to sportsmen.
The returns are not quite all in, but those to date show

88 !icen.ses were isssued to non-residents and 4,200 to

residents of the Province of Ontario; also 105 moose
licenses, making a total of 4,393; but the probabilities

are that at least S,ooo licenses were issued. The hunters

during the 1900 season have not been quite as successful

as those that went up into these districts in previous years,

which was accounted for by reason of the bad weather
that was experienced during the last open season and
does not mean that there is a diminution of deer, as they

are increasing in numbers each successive year, owing to

the very stringent regulations which the Government
enforces.

The open season for the shooting of moose was opened
in 1900 for the first time in five years, and is now closed

for three years. There were taken out during the open
season by the express companies alone 1,621 deer, weigh-
ing in the aggregate 176.312 pounds. Chief Game Warden
Tinsley states that not less than 5,000 deer were taken
out of the northern country during the open season, as

the number carried by the express scompanies (large as

it may be) cannot be taken as a criterion of the total num-
ber killed, as those killed by the settlers are not shipped,

and a large number of hunters from towns and villages

adjacent to the hunting grounds have the deer killed by
them taken to their respective homes by teams and other
conveyances.
There is one clause in the deer hunting regulations

which should be eliminated by the Ontario Government,
and that is allowing the killing of deer in the water. This
is considered a brutal way of hunting by any true sports-

man, and by cutting this clause out it will not only be a
means of still further protecting deer, but will be recog-
nized as an important addition to the game laws by every
true lover of the sport. There has been considerable
talk in connection with extending the open season, but
it is to be hoped that the Ontario Government will not
countenance any such suggestion at the present time, as
the present open season protects the deer from promiscu-
ous slaughter and obviates the likelihood of their deple-
tion.—Montreal Gazette, Jan, g, 1901.

Talks to Boys.—IX*
Now, boys, we have been talking for a good while about

shooting. You have had a good deal of practice with your
new gun, and have gotten ahead in learning how to use it

much faster than I supposed you would. Certainly, much
faster than I did when I began to shoot. In a few weeks
you have learned a great many of the principles of shoot-
ing

;
you have been advised what not to do and what to

do. and you have tried to put this advice into practice.

Of all the men and boys who use shotguns, not many
are first-class shots. Many of them have very little time
to practice, many others who get a good deal of practice

seem to derive no particular benefit from their practice,

and this, in most cases, is only another way of saying
that they are careless, heedless and unobservant, that they

do not endeavor to correct the errors of to-dav by exer-

cising greater care to-morrow. It is a splendid thing to

be a good shot. It gives a man very great satisfaction to

be able to shoot steadily, to make few misses and now
and then to make a long, quick or in any way difficult

shot which neither he nor his companions thought could

be successful. There is very great pleasure in this

—

pleasure for yourself and for your companion—and I hope
that you may have a great deal of this pleasure.

But besides carrying yourself in the field so that you
can go through the day's work with safety to yourself

and your companion, and besides shooting so well that

you have little or nothing to regret in the way of lost op-
portunities, or lost birds, there is something else about
which you need advice which will have a very decided
influence on the pleasure which you and your companions
are to have from the outings that you make during shoot-

ing season.

I have already suggested" to you that a pretty important
part of the character of any boy or man is made up of his

consideration for other people. I take it for granted, of

course, that you have been well brought up and have
learned by this time that you are not the most important
person in the world. You have probably been taught, by
your parents, good manners, which, after all. consist of

nothing more than thoughtfulness and consideration for

the feelings and the rights of other people. A boy, when
he gets into the field, enthusiastic about his gun, eager to

take advantage of every chance to shoot that comes to

him. excited bj- the working of the dog, and made more
or less nervous by the unexpected getting up of birds, may
at first be excused if he forgets himself to some extent
and is disposed to shoot everything in sight, but he may
be sure that excuses, or the reasons given above, will

not long continue to be made for him. He must remem-
ber that it is quite certain that his companion is just as

anxoius to shoot and to take advantage of every oppor-
tunity as he is, and yet they both know that it is a waste
of ammunition and a cause of dissatisfaction to each if

both shoot at the same bird. Each one, therefore, must
learn to keep himself in hand, to exercise self-control and
to follow out certain fixed and well-known rules which
the sportsmen of bygone generations have formulated and
put into practice, so that now they are universally ac-
cepted.

One of the first of these is that birds getting up in

certain positions with relation to two or more shooters
in the field belojig to ojie man or the other, according
to the point at which they leave the ground and the
direction in which they fly. If you and ^our companion
are walking through the stubble 40 yard« apart, and a

feird gets up qlose tp Ijim, is the person to whotjj.

belongs the first chance to shoot. If it flies toward you
or in front of you, give him abundant time to shoot before

you aim at the bird. If it gets up just in front of him
and flies straight away from him, do not you fire at it

until he has shot both barrels. If it gets up in front of

him and flies quartering away from him and so nearly

straight away from you, but off to his side, do not shoot
at it under any circumstances. Never shoot across your
companion's face. This is a rule to which there is no ex-
ception. If birds get up midway between you and fly

straight to the front, either of you may shoot at them,
yet I advise you to hold your fire and give your com
panion the chance to shoot at least once, before you dis-

charge your gun; yet, of course, you must not wait too
long. You may occasionally lose a bird in this way, but
by acting as I have suggested you will be teaching your-
self a good lesson in self-control, and in very many cases
your chance of getting the bird will be better than that

of your companion, who, if he is less well taught than
you, and extremely eager to kill, will be very likely to
shoot too quickly and miss, while your more deliberate

shot, discharged after his gun is empty, will be likely to

be successful. To shoot too quickly at a bird that gets
up between you and flies to the front is to shoot across
your companion's face, and this, as I have said, you must
never do.

If the birds get up near you, you may shoot as quickly
as you please if they fly to the front or turn away from
your companion and toward your side, but where there is

time I advise you always to be deliberate, and if you
understand your gun as well as by this time I hope you
do, you will find that there is nothing lost by waiting.

Of course, waiting may be impossible if you are in

thick brush, since a little time would enable the bird to

pass out of sight; but when there is time, I am anxious
that you should always take it.

If you find your companion so eager to get the shots
that he makes himself disagreeable to you, it will be well
for you to speak to him about this—pleasantly and not at

all in the way of fault finding—and to suggest an tinder-

standing by which the rules that I am giving you shall

be carried out by. each, This you can properly enough do
if you yourself have not offended as he has done, but if

you have been too eager as he has been, a remonstrance
will not come with a very good grace from you. If. how=
ever, you have followed the rules I have suggested, very
likely a little quiet talk with him and an explanation of
what is customary among sportsmen in shooting will be
pleasantly received by him and remembered. If, how-
ever, he persists in trying to get more than his share of
the shots, and is not willing to emulate the courtesy that

you practice, it will be well for you to gradually give up
shooting with him, and either get some other companion
or go alone. There is much more pleasure to be had in a
day's shooting when two good fellows are together than
when there is no one to talk to, but I should certainly not
advise you to continue to shoot with a disagreeable com-
panion.

If you have a dog. and are working him. I hope that
you will do it quietly. After you and your dog come to
understand each other he will work for you just as well
with ver3' little talking to, and only a few blasts of
the whistle, as he would if you were to shout at him all

the time, and a dog that has become accustomed to being
called to and scolded continually, after a while gets so that
he pays no attention to the shouting. Therefore, you get
no better service from your dog than if you were quiet
with him, and at the same time you make yourself a
nuisance to your companions in the field. If your dog is

already broken, as he probably is, it will be well for you
to take him out before the season opens without a gun
and to teach him to work fairly close to you, and' to
turn, in quartering his ground, at a blast of the whistle,
accompanied by a wave of the hand. He is anxious to do
what you wish to have him do, but until he understands
what your words and whistles and gestures mean, he
cannot do as you want him to. Try then, by patient
perseverance, to explain to him what is required of him,
and wdien you use him in the field do it without any
noise or fuss. You will find, after you have worked with
him for two or three years, and each has come to thor-
oughly understand the other, that it will hardly be neces-
sary for you to speak to him more than a few times all

through the day, for he will comprehend just what your
wishes are. and the two of j'ou will work together like a
well-ordered machine.
During your shooting, much of which, if you are a resi-

dent of the Eastern States, will be in a country abound-
ing in brush and sw-amps, you and your dog will often
have to push your way through undergrowth so thick
that it will be almost impossible for you to shoot, and
Avhere the mud is so deep that walking is slow, hard
\york. Often you and your companion will come to a
little swamp, where, in order to secure the best results, it

will be desirable for one of you to stand on the outside, so
as to shoot the birds wdiich rise to go away, while one
must go into the thicket and work with the dog to start
the birds. Now, of course, going through such a tangle
is laborious work; the gunner can see but a short distance
ahead of him, and m.uch of the time he is so tied up in
brambles, vines and alders that it would be a very difficult
matter for him to shoot, even if he could see a bird.

Nevertheless, if you and your companion come to such
a place, where it is necessary for one to go into the
brush, I advise you to offer to do it. In fact, if you are
watching the dog, you must do so.

But on general principles it is better in a shooting ex-
cursion, or, indeed, in almost any outdoor pursuit, that
you should show yourself willing to do more than your
share of the work, and there is nothing that looks worse,
or that has a worse effect on the energy and go of a man
or boy when out shooting, than to hang back and wait
for some one else to volunteer to do the disagreeable and
the difficult things. Moreover, although to shoot in such a
situation is sometimes impossible and usuallv difficult, it

is nevertheless the fact that it is about the best practice
that any one can have, and if you should ever happen to
have an old cock partridge get up in front of vou as you
are crawling on hands and knees through sonie particu-
larly dense thicket, and suddenly twisting aroui^i should
fire at his disappearing form, and then hear hb body
strike the ground and his wings drum on the soft soil in
his death struggle, I venture to say that you will feel
more satisfaction at this, sbioA than you WQtj;I<| qs^j; t^^e^ty
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made in the open, and will long remember, with satisfac-

tion, the fact that you sacrificed something of your com-
fort to go into the bushes after that wary old bird.

When you are old enough to go duck shooting, and
perhaps to take your place beside a companion in the

ducking blind, I wish you to take with you there the
same habits that you have, I trust, practiced in the field.

Try always to remember that you haA'e a companion, and
that his rights and privileges are just as great as yours.

You would feel injured and angry if he tried to take

shots that you thought belonged to you, and you may be
sure that he will hold the same views concerning the

shots that he thinks belong to him. It is far better that

you should miss a few chances than that you should lead
your friend to think that you were taking more than

.

belonged to you.

In the blind the gunner can usually see at least half the
circle of the horizon without having his view interrupted

by trees, reeds or any natural objects. The birds come
up in plain sight, deliberately, and, as a rule, there can
be no question as to who is entitled to the first shot, if it

is a single bird, nor as to which birds should be shot at

by each gun if there is a flock. If you sit to the right as

you face the decoys, and the birds come from the right, the
first bird' will obviouslj^ be yours. But if they cdntiiltie

to come from the right, singly, you will do well to-'fli^fce

an arrangeme-nt with your comrade by which you 'two
shall take alternate shots. If a pair of birds conie up
from the right, the first one belongs to your companion,
and you should kill the second. If three come, your com-
panion should take the first, you should take the second
and the third belongs to whichever one can kill it. Of
four birds coming up, the two leading ones should be
killed by your companion and the two last ones by
you. If birds come in directly from, the front in bunches,
it is enough to saj' that your companion should shoot at

those on his side and you at those on your side.
'

BetM'een two good "fellows, each of whom has a regard
for the other and a respect for fair play, there is not likely

to occur any opportunity in the blind for dissatisfaction,

much less for dispute. Rarely, of course, a man or boy
may forget himself, or a pair of birds may steal Up, and
if he does not see them until they are going away he
may forget and shoot across his companion's face' but
if he is guilty of a slip of this kind he will Certainly, if

he is the right kind of a fellow, apologize for it and will
remember his mistake and not soon repeat it

One thing I want to have you remember about the duck-'
ing blind—^your quarters there are limited, often your
footing is uncertain. Perhaps j^ou are heavily clad. Wear-
ing rubber boots and a long ulster that comes down to
your heels; very likely each of you has two guns. All
these things expose you more or less to accident. Son\e-
tirnes a man twisting about suddenly to shoot at a swift
flying bird puts his foot in a muskrat hole and falls down,
or at least comes very near it. You must remember, there-
fore, what, of course, has already been dinned into your
ears so many times, to be especially careful about the
way in which you hold your gun. Keep the muzzle well
up in the air, or else pointed out over the water. VePy
likely behind you may sit your boatman, and somewhere
near the edge of the blind your retriever, and the acci-
dental discharge of a gun under these circumstances, even
though it may do no harm, startles everybody and makes
each man more or less uncomfortable all through the day.
I hope that such an accident will not occur to you, but
it is not very many years ago since a friend, who was
just about to put down his gun, discharged it by accident
and frightened everybody in the neighborhood. For-
tunately, the muzzle of the gun was pointed over the
water so that the charge, after blowing a hole through
the front of the blind, passed out over the decoys quite
harmlessly. My companion, who Avas an old gunner, was
very much mortified over what he had done, and the boat-
men who were with its were obviously nervous and unea,sy
all the rest of the day.

There are many other little points a.bout your con-
duct toward your companion in the field, concerning which
your own geod feeling can tell you as much as I could, if

I were to write a column about them. You should carry
about with you when shooting the same good manners
that you employ if you were in a situation where you
felt called upon to be on your best behavior. You are
anxious to become a good sportsman, and the test of good
sportsmanship is_ consideration for others. You will not
shoot at a bird in close season, because of your respect
of the law, and because the act is one you would condemn
m another person. You will not trespass on posted land,
because if you owned land and for any reason were trying
to preserve the shooting on it, you would not like to have
other people trespass there. You are polite and courteous
in your intercourse with your companions because you
wish and expect them to be courteous and polite to you,
and you are willing sometimes to restrain your own
eagerness to kill a bird because y®u think it may give
another more pleasure to have the shot than it would you.
Of course, all men and boys get excited sometimes and

do thmgs that are thoughtless and even selfish. You are
not expected to be perfect any more than other people are,
but it is well for you always while you are in the field to
think about your companion and his feelings, and try to
some extent to put yourself in his place. You will find
that your good manners and your forgetfulness of self
will react on him, and will breed in him the same thought-
fulness and consideration for you that you are mani-
festing toward him, and when two boys or two men who
act on this principle go out together they are very sure
to have a good time, whether they get many birds or not.
Sometimes you may notice that your companion, if he

has not had good training, is careless about his gun; he
may carry it in a fashion which you will think dangerous
to yourself or the dog, or to himself, and as I have already
suggested, you may find it necessary to caution him about
this and to ask him to mend his ways. If, however, such
necessity should arise, you niu.st use great tact and judg-
ment in speaking to him about it. Very likely lie may
imagine that he knows just as much about shooting as you
do, and may resent any criticism on your part. It will
be_ well for you, therefore, when you speak to him about
this to tell him frankly that you are afraid to have the
gun pointecj at you or at the dog, and to give him to
understand that you will be more comfortable if he keeps
t;fifi mm^e of |ii§

gun poip,ted up m. the sir. Yqh in^f |}

you please, quote to him the example of older men known
to both of you, and may especially instance what your in-

structor has said to you on this subject. But all this you
must do in a pleasant manner, not as if you were criticizing

or finding fault with him, but rather in the way of dis-

cussing general principles. He, of course, has no desire

to make you feel uncomfortable, and while he may pos-
sibly laugh at your fears, do not let this trouble you, if

only you can carry your point and induce him to hold his

gun as it ought to be held. After you and he have grown
a good deal older, you will find that the men who have
had most experience with guns are those who are the

most afraid of them, and who have the least patience with
persons who are careless in the way in which they handle
them.
In your shooting you may occasionally shoot with men

who are ignorant of the rules that I have just explained
to you. Often, these men will commit what you and I

would consider gross breaches of good manners in the
field, but it frequently happens that they do thesq things
merely because they are ignorant and have never been
taught. Such people, if spoken to in the right way, will

very often accept suggestions good naturedly, and even
gratefully. They do not intend t© be selfish or boorish, but
thev know no better. A few words of plain, pleasant
speaking, clearly setting forth what some of the best
known rules of field etiquette are, will often cause them to
cease to offend, but if they do not stop after such a warn-
ing, or a second reminder, you should leave them and go
off to shoot by yourself. W. G. De Groot,

LCHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Big Indiana Preserve.

Jail, g.—Reference has already been made to a rtufilber

of Chicago game preserve ideas of a minor soft, a.tld I

httve mentioned the entferprise of cifeftaih of oUr more
prominent sportsmen here who have for some time been
figuring on securing a big tract of land on the Kanlcakec
bottoms, thus forming, although at a late date in the

history of that country, another one of those important
shooting clubs Avhich have taken over large bodies of the

best shooting country along the historie Katlkakee. 1

have not felt at liberty befote this time to give details

regarding this, last matter, bllt it is How shfficiently fot-

ward to be saffe, heilce I take this opportunity of Waking
eKckisive mention of the news in this coluliitl.

The genJemeh concerned in this matter are H0II.

Hempstfead W'ashblirne, esc-Mayof bf ChicagQ ; Mr. j. V.
Clarke, president of the HibeVniah Bank; Mf, HafrV
Clarke, of the same institution ; Charles S. Denriis.

manufacturers' sigent; Mr. W. L. Wells, head of the art

department of Chicago Tribune; Mr. E'cldie l*ope, Mf. W,
P. ' Haskell, Mi-. Gratem li. Harris, president of the

School Board; Mr. C. E: Lewis, of the Washburne-Lewis
Investment Company; Mr. R. B. Organ, of the County
Board of Commissioners, and a number of friends of thest'

gentlemen, probably to the number of twenty-five or

thirty in all, the names of the additional members heing
not yet determined. The tract in question is Ihe largist

continuous body of land available for such pm'poses any-
where within reach of Chicago. Evety shooter who knows
anything about the Kankakee will know this land, which
is known as the John Brown tract. It extends from near
Shelby, Ind,, on the Monon Railroad, itcirth and north-
east for about six miles along the Kankakee River, The
western line of this tract cuts the fend of Fullei"s Islahd,

which is in the center of the best open siiipe Couiitry

left on the Kankakee Rlvef
.

, It includes the niottes

known as Skunk Island, I^idge island, and A dozen smaller
and unnamed islands. The northern lifle of the tract runs
clear to the edge of the hills, which bound the m'a'rsh

on the north a mile or so from Fuller's Island. On this

tract there is nearly two miles of wild rice, and out into
the bottoms from the timber there are fine smartweed,
slough and grass flats.

The whole tract, if taken over, will deprive the shooting
public of Chicago of one of its most popular duck and
snipe grounds. The best snipe and plover shooting open
to the man who does not belong to a club is in this same
Fuller Island region. The grass flats on the John Brown
tract are known as famous pintail grounds in the spring.

There is no better mallard shooting anywhere on the
Kankakee to-day than there is in the timbered region
which is included in the John Brown tract. This is the old
shooting ground of the Diana Club, which was fully de-
scribed in these columns some years ago. The tract is

opposite the marsh of the old De Golyer Club, whose
grounds were bought out by Nelson Morris as a cattle

range.

Another Good Decision.

There is accumulating in the West a long list of strong
decisions supporting the proposition that the State has
under its police powers a right to control at all times the
possession of game within its borders. The Supreme
Court, of Indiana, in the case of William H. Smith against
the State, has handed down a strong opinion which is in

line with the above doctrine. Smith had some quail in

possession during close season. He claimed that he had
bought them legally in the open season and had them in

his ice box since. He was found guilty in the lower
court and appealed. Judge liadley confirmed the deci-
sion of the lower court and pointed out that the State
had the right under its poHce powers to protect its game.
He said that the State could impose such condiions as the
Legislature saw fit as to the time and manner of taking
game and of keeping the same.

This same principle of law-^and it is one which is

sufficiently well established in the West—could, under the
law of Illinois, break open and empty every one of these
big Chicago warehouses which will be full of illegal game
after the closing of the season. We Jiave never had any
rnovement in this city of sufficient strength to prac-
ticafly uphold this doctrine of the police power of the
State. There would seem to be no difficulty, except in
making the original seizure.

Seizures Under the Lacey taw.

The Lacev; act continues to do good work in this city,

Pllj-ing the. ^^ek Warden LoY^^ay. with his depvtie?.

Clark and Edenborough, have made some heavy seiziures

of game under the provisions of the Lacey act, and their

hauls of two or three days have amounted to over 4,000
pounds of game. Everybody knows how good the qttail

shooting is down in the Indian Nations, or how good it

used to be. Its future may be guessed from the fact

that this week there were over 150 dozen quail seized in one
lot which came from the Indian Territory addressed to

Boston. The transfer here in Chicago was fatal to the
interests of the shipper. He will lose his game, and it is

much to be hoped that he will eventually los.e his calling.

Illinois Sooners.

Mr. £. K. Stedman, writing from Mt. Carroll, 111., re-

ports a little poetic justice which overtook a couple of the
citizens of that community, as follows:

"Last week George N. Machen and Joseph Boothby
were fined $25 and costs each for killing ducks out of
season. They committed the act about six hours before
the law was out—went camping the day before so as to
be on the ground on the opening day. They could not
withstand the temptation, and opened up on the previous
evening, with the result aforesaid. The worst feature
of the affair is due to the fact that both men are among
the county's best citizens and have always been considered
sportsmen of the right sort; while the informers were
fellows below the average moral status, and suspicioned
game violators from the time they were born."

Late Velvet.

Mr. John W. Carpenter, of Whitman, Neb., writes re-

garding some of his own experiences with deer which
carried the velvet on the horns until the beginning of win-
ter time, his letter reading as follows

:

"I was very much interested in a letter in a late issue
of Forest ai^d StiiEAM from Wm. Wells, of Wells, Wyo.,
telling about a buck he shot on Nov. 20 that had not shed
or rulibed the velvet off his horns. My two brothers and
myself were out on a deer hunt Dec. 24, 1885, on the south
side of Dismal River, in Nebraska, and we found where
three deer had crossed the road, and tracked them about
five miles. We found them in a plum thicket and shot
one apiece. The one I shot had a very large set of
horns, and there was not a particle of the velvet rubbed
off. ' The deer had a large wart on his side, hanging by a
cord or string, and the string was about 2 inches long.

The deer was as fat a deer as I ever shot or saw at that
time of the vear. The deer were all black-tailed bucks,
The deer I shot was the first atid last one I ever heard of

of saw with the velvet on that time of the year until I saw
Mr. Wells' letter in Fouest and Stream.

"1 was telling some hunters from the East about the
deer liot shedding the velvet, and they told me it was a

fish story. T am glad Mr. Wells wrote about his deer. I

am going to send tne letter to those sportsmen and let thejxi

see I am not the only hunter that ever killed a buck with =

the velvet on his horns in the winter time."

A Good Ending for the Year.

Mr. S. B. Dow. of KnoxvilIe,''Tenn., must certainly be

one of the sOft of men who can fall into the water and
come up with diamonds hangiirg to him. He could hardly

tell a better story made to order than his own experience

of a llicky dottble, which he gives as below:

'T want to tell you of a good double I made—the last

two shots I fired itl 1900. It was Friday after Christmas^

otit hetii' the Chidnnat! Southern Railway, at a place

called Roehy Ctefek:

"A party of four of lis had hiWkd fill the day.befdr^
and ujj to iioori of Friday Withodt a shot.- had jumped
sevei-ai deer arid seeh a. sin.an gang of Wjid tilrksyS. mi.

no ineat to take hohie.
.
Whilfe featih| ,oui- llineh on Ffiday

I said, 'Boys, I ikni MoiHi back to Kiio34vilie "sktlnhed-''

It has never happened to me hfeforfe, aiid I h^tfc it likg

sixty, but it is no use—luck is against us.' One silid, 'Let's

try it another day.' I told them they could, but 1 had
promised my wife that I would be back home Friday
night, and in an hour I was going to the station (two
and a half miles distant') and board that 4 o'clock train for

KnoJtville. We agreed to hunt out an hour down to a
place where 1 was to leave them for the railroad.

'T was going along a branch that led down to a swamp
not far away, and between it and myself was a stretch of
sage grass and briers, and while passing through this up
jutnped a deer and went bounding down the hill. It was a
fairly good angling shot. 1 fired the left barrel, and he
fell with a charge of buckshot through his heart. The
right was loaded with No. 4 chilled. As I went to the
deer at the edge of the swamp, it proved to be a j^oung
buck, and while standing over him I saw a wild turkey
flying over the trees. My old Parker was equal to the
occasion, and a deader turkey never hit the ground. It

was a gobbler, and exactly 4 feet from point of tail to end
of bill, and weighed 15 pounds. I caught the train and got
home that night with venison and turkey. The others
remained there over Saturday, btit came home empty
handed."

Politics in the Park.

The future of the Minnesota National Park is going ty

be one largely of politics. Luckily, the resolution for the
joint commission has passed. the Senate. There will soon
be appointed for the Senate a successor for Cushman K.
Davis, of Minnesota. At one titne the name of Thoma'i
Shevlin was up for this position. Mr. Shevlin is well

known as the hero of the split train in the Congressional
trip over a year ago to the Minnesota reservations. He
pretended to be a friend of the park at that time, but he
was not, is not now and never wiU be any such friend, antf

it is a good thing that his protestations are distinctly un-
derstood for what they are worth. Mr. Shevlin will'

hardly attain the office of Senator of the United States.,,

which is much more apt to go to his friend, Thomas
Lowry, of Minneapolis. The election of the latter would'
practically be the same as that of .Mr. Shevlin, so far as

the interests of the park are concerned. He would prob-
ably do all he could to prevent a park of any considerable

size ever being established. Mr. Evans is still another
candidate for this honor, though his attitude in regard to

the park is not known. The real center of affairs, how-
ever, will not rest with the Senate, but with the Hguse, and
as has been already pointed out, Judge Page Morris,

Il(ifi^e5P^|5itivp of the $ixth pistrict of Minnesota, 18 th?
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man who can make 01^ break the park movelneht at once.
The most sanguine friends of the park seem to believe that
'there'will be something of a reservation made of the pine
lands, though perhaps this may be only of the tracts
joining' the Takes and streams.

, Poygan Gon Club, of Chicago.

The Poygan 'Gun Club, of Chicago, whose large preserve
is located on Poygan Lake, of Wisconsin, held its election
of officers this .week and r?-ele,cted- for.' their third term
the following board of officers : President, Arthur Hum-
phrey; Vice-President, George A. K^rsten

; Secretary and
Treasurer, F. F. Eljoman. The Board of Directors, also
re-elected, consists of Arthur Plumphrey, R. R. Clark and
R. W. Patton.

Spoftsiinea's''Show Changes Dates.

The.re hks been some discussion as to the best time for
holding the Sportsmen's Exposition in this city, and the
nlatter will probably be determined this evening. It is the
general belief that the date will be set forward to Feb.
27 and two weeks following. The Santa Fe Railroad
wishes to put in a 7S-foot reproduction in model form of
the Grand Caiion, and this work will take so much time
and be" so desirable as an attraction that the, management
of the expds'ition has felt like making every concession in

Pennsylvania Forest Preserve.

West Chester, Pa., Jan. 6.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I have your request of the 3d inst. for information con-
cerning proposed hunting park in Pike county, Pa. The
newspaper rumor to which you allude is only part of a
much larger truth. It is true that the State has acquired
about 26,000 acres in that location and proposes to make
of it- a preserve for forestry purposes. We shall, of

course, allow lawful hunting and fishing on this ground.
But on the other hand we propose to punish all hunting
and fishing which is done out of season, or in an unlawful
manner. Under such protection the game there will, no
doubt, increase. What is true of the Pike county reserva-
tion is also true of the Hopkins reservation on the West
Branch of the Susquehanna, where we have about 60,000
acres. It is hoped also that these State lands will be
utilized as summer outing grounds, where tired men, and
women, too, may gain fresh strength for their life work.
But the main object of the State reservation is, as I have
said, for forestry purposes, and we hope in the near future
that our public acreage will be greatly increased.

There are certain newspaper rumors in circulation that
there has been a clash in Pike county between the "State
and the private clubs." I b'.'g to say there is nothing what-
ever in this. We have no designs on the rights of any

A NEW BRUNSWICK TROPHY.

its power td secure it. Mr. H. G. Maratta, the well-known
Chicago artist, will have this model in charge. The
Southern Railroad wants also to put in a big exhibit, and
it needs time to get its stufif in. The date will not go
later than March 15, and the show bids fair to be a great
success in every way.

Fighting Moose in Minnesota.

Under date of Jan. 4 there comes from Cass Lake,
Minn., a wild story of a mad moose which came into tlie

village of Farriss, bent on war. It killed three dogs and
two Cows; woitnded one man severely, and broke through
the -window of the only store in the town, .smashing up a
couple of show cases and in general starting a rough
house. The residents at last killed the animal, and in its

body were found twenty-three bullets. Surely a pretty

good moose and a prettj' good story.

E. Hough.
HarT'Pjbki) Buji-dijig, Cliicago, 111,

one, but we will see, however, that all law-abiding citizens
shall have the full benefit of the public lands.

J. T. ROTHROCK.

A Pennsylvania Game Sale Case*

William D. Edson and Joseph S. McColloch. trading

as Edson Brothers, dealers in game, of Philadelphia and
Harrisburg, were held in $500 bail last Wednesday in

default of the pajanent of $r,375, imposed for viola-

lion of the game laws. Dr. Joseph Kalbfus, representing
the State Game Commission, testified that in the middle
of December last he had seen seven deer, twentj-four
quail, two turkeys and one woodcock exposed for sale

at Edson Brothers' establishment in Harrisburg.
This game was said to have been killed in Western

States- and sent into Pennsylvania- for sale. The law
saj's it is unlawful to purchase or expose game for sale

contrary to the game laws of Pennsylvania.' The penalty
imposed is $100 for each deer, $25 for each quail, $50 for
each '.turkey and $25 for each woodcock. This netted a
fine on th.e charge brought against Edson Brothers of
?i,375-' They refused to pay it, taking an appeftl from
the magistrate's decision.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesda:^f,

Correspondence intended for putilication should reacli "s at tie,

jg^fHt <iy Monday and m ^t^lifx hs |>rs|0tj.c^^le.'
'

The State has' acquired considerable bodies of land in
Elk, Lycoming, Clearfield, Clinton, Centre and Pike
counties, amounting in the aggregate to this date to

97,962 acres, .and 20 perches. The purchase of various
" other tracts has been authorized, which, if the titles prove
satisfactory, will increase the acreage owned by the State
to something over 113,000 acres. The cost to the State
of the 97,962 acres and 20 perches already acquired is

at an average of about $1.35 per acre. Some of this
land has increased in value since its purchase by the
State and could now be sold at an advance.
The purpose in acquiring these lands is to preserve and

increase our forests. Forests exert a great influence on
the streams and climate and tend to preserve the health
of the community. Their rehabilitation in Pennsylvania,
if only to part of their former extent, will be productive

,

of the greatest good. It is the purpose of the present ad-
ministration to purchase more lands in various sections
of the State under the several acts of Assembly wher-
ever they can be purchased cheaply. The investment is a
good one, and should the State acquire a large acreage of
wild lands it cannot under any circumstances be a mis-
take. The land will inerea.se in value through the rapid
growth of timber, and, while there will be destruction in
part by fire, yet the average value will largely increase.
These public lands will become the people's parks, open
to them at all times for hunting, fishing and camping, and
the people in turn will become the guardians and pro-
tectors of the forests. Already they are quite popular
in the vicinities where purchases have been made.
There should be additional, legislation relating to the

forest reservations. As the purchase of large tracts in any
one county withdraws .those lands from taxation, it is
thotight that separate tracts scattered about over the State
in various places would be productive of better results.
Too large bodies ot land shoidd not be purchased in one
county to the exclusion of others. If the purchases were
distribtited more evenly over those counties where forest
lands still exist, the reduction of local ta"K;ation hy such
purchases would be trivial.

In a very few years the State will receive a largemm^ fT?R] % ?f m}^M timber ^m, tii^feef

'

has been destroyed by insects, fire and wind storm.
I would respectively recommend the passage of an act

of Assembly that would place the purchase and super-
vision of these lands under one management, and authorize
that management to sell mature timber and tiiaiber de-
.stroyed by fire, wind storm and insects; to lease coal and
oil rights on royalty and pay the proceeds into the treas-

ury of the commonwealth; and that more stringent laws
should be passed for the protection of these forests from
fire. The management should also have the power, un-
der certain circumstances, to appoint forest wardens with
limited compensation; and authority should be given for
the purchase of lands under a limited price wherever in

the judgment pf the management it would be best for
forest reservation so to do. All taxation, local and for
all other purposes, should cease upon these lands the mo-
ment the title vests in the State.

A New Brunswick Moose Head*

I LEFT New York on Oct. 8 and arrived on the hunt-
ing grounds, Blue Mountain Lake, New Brunswick, on
Oct. II, having with me C. Barker, my guide, and Allen
Trafton, cook. We did not hunt the first day, as we were
all too tired from packing in; but sjmply canoed round
the lake looking for fresh signs of game. The next day
we started our hunt. We found plenty of fresh moose
and caribou prints, but saw no game. This continued for
a few days, and in the meantime we set some mink and
otter traps.

The night of Oct. 16 we had a fall of 6 inches of snow,
and- on the morning of the 17th, full of determination to
get a moose, we started. It was an elegant day for hunt-
ing. After tramping for about seven miles over the moun-
tains, we came across footprints of two bull moose. The
guide. C. Barker (who is a first-class one), turned to me
and said : "Look out and be careful. These two fel-

lows are quite handy." We tracked them for at least a
mile, when finally the guide came to a sudden stop, and
as he did we noticed two black objects in the distance.
They were lying down about 20 yards apart. We looked
at the two so as to see which one had the largest set of
horns. The one to our right we could scarcely see, as we
were in a bad position, while the one to our left was in
better view in more open growth. Finally the beast
moved its head, which looked like a root of a tree moving
about, whereupon the guide said, "Be careful and steady
and take good aim." I did as I was told. The firs't

ball was Avell landed; the beast attempted to rise, and I
gave him another shot. Pie was then in a half-standing
position, when a third shot reached him. He still at-
tempted to get away, when the fourth ball reached him,
and he came down and rolled over on his side. He was
my moose.
You can imagine my feelings in getting a moose after

five years of hunting in Maine, Wyoming, Idaho and
New Brunswick.
This ended our hunt for the day. On examining the

moose, we found the spread to measure 60 inches. The
horns had thirty points. This head is a record breaker
from New Brunswick in two years.
The next day we continued our hunt, and after hunting

several more days we came upon a caribou, which was
dropped with two shots. It was a good speciman. We
also ran across a bear, but did not get hitn. The Province
of New Brunswick is a good place for big game.
The moose and caribou heads can be seen, together with

many other trophies of my collection froin differerit
States, at 409 East 107th street. New York city. Brother
sportsmen are invited. Geo. A. Reebor

Maine Game Intetests*

Boston, Jan. 14.—At the meeting of the 'Maine Fish
and Game Association, on Tuesday, at the State House.

'

Augusta, Senator Mcfarlane declared that the game-
law.s^ are openly violated by hunters who have "a
pull" with the commissioners or wardens. He cited the
instance of the killing of a moose in close season by a
man who after the deed was heard to say 'T have a pull.
No one would dare arrest or fine me."
Mr. Mcfarlane admitted that this was a direct libel

upon the commissioners, but declared that it was only
one instance out of many. Naturally his words created
a profound sen.sation. He also declared that the guides.,
are fruitful source of game law violations and ought, to.
be better regulated and controlled, not by the Commis-
sion, but by the Governor. He was followed by Com-
missioner C. E. Oak, who indignantly denied that .aiiy;

man had "a pull" with either comm-issioners or wardens, -

He dared anybody to produce a man who would opeiily
dare show that he had "a pull." Mr., Mcfarlane threatens
to introduce a bill to take the care and control of the
wardens and guides entirely out of the hands of the.coni--
missioiiers. and put them in charge of the Governor and
Council. He says that the commissioners are fallible
along with the rest of human nature; that they have too
much power, too much to attend to.

The proposition to increase the guide license fee from
$1 to $5, or even $10, by the more radical, is meeting with
some bitter opposition from the guides themselves. A
guide, who was in Boston last week, says that the guides
themselves will go to -Augusta and oppose such a meas-
ure. He says that putting the fee higher than $1 would, -

do nothing toward insuring a better class of guides,
since no would-be guide is so low that he could not proL
cure $S. or even $10, to pay for a license, and when ce
had obtained the license he could easily get even with-
the State by taking still another deer to sell to hiinters'-
or send by them to the- Boston markets. SpEcrAL.. .-'

The Cttvier Club,

The Cuvier Club, of Cincinnati, held its thirtieth an-
nual meeting on Jan. 5-. The election of officers resulted
as follows: Alex. Starbuck,

, President; James W'
Doherty, First Vice-President; Henrv Hanna. Second'
Vice-President; P. E. Roach, Third Vice-President; E
G. Webster, James W. . Dohertv and John T. Rouce,
Trustees, to serve three years. This will make Presi-
dent Starbuck's sifvtli syc-cessiYe term as the head of the
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Swccessftil Outingfs.

California^ Jan. 8.—In its varied gleanings, Forest

AND Stream unavoidably collects peculiar sentiments. The
correspondent who contributes the item "Two Successful

Outings" to the journal of Jan. S must be an am'ateur

sportsman of very indifferent attainnients, or there are no
contrasts in life.

According to his subscribed testimony he went to New-
foundland on his successful outing No. i and killed three

caribou, having to put "five shots apiece into the bodies"

of the first two.
In successful outing No. 2, in New Brunswick, with a

guide, he shot three moose and three caribou, securing

one moose and one caribou.

Now it seems to me that this is about as unsuccessful

a showing as a man should make public or be permitted

to contribute to Forest and Stream.
Who writes the headlines?
T-here is a sermon behind such successes, but I am not

patient enough to attempt it. Of course the performance
is not a new one, and it is a pity it is not. Cannot some
real sportsman devote a few hours to the topic?

Ransacker.

100 $t)ort$men'$ Tinas.

Some 0 the Qaeer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish,

40.

John Roberts, the fish dealer, received a channel cat-

fish yesterday evening from Hickman, Ky., weighing

114 pounds. The monster measured 14 inches

across the head and came alive and kicking. Roberts
called in many customers to see the monster, and pro-

ceeded to skin, dissect, etc., in the presence of Mr. Ster-

ling Neblett, of the Chronicle, Stickacre and others.

The reporter -will give the facts as told him by Mr.
Neblett, who never wabbles, even in a fish story, and we
will swear to anything Sterling Neblett says, also Stick-

acre, who was brought up by Sterling in the Greenwood
prayer meeting, and can't tell a lie. Says Neblett: "I

saw him cut the fish open, take out the entrails and open
the masticating sack, from which was taken a piece of

candle, a bunch of six keys, and a rag carefully rolled

up and securely tied, in which was found two $20 gold

pieces, two $5 gold pieces and $5.50 in silver, making
S55.50, and I tell you, sir, I never would have believed it

if I had not seen it with my own eyes."—The Savannah
News.

.

—®
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Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and StrKam should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream,

One Morning.
The fishing was rank; in fact there seemed to be no

trout in the lakes, and the experts with rod and reel who
had made the summer pilgrimage to the Mastigouche

were filled with disgust and doubts of there being any

trout in the famous waters of the club. It was the last

of August and hot—just an' ideal time for camping, and

though the midday sun was too warm for comfort, the

nights were chilly enough to call for blankets. More for

the enjoyment of an excursion than for the hope of any

change of luck, our party, taking tents and supplies for

two days, made the trip of about ten miles from the club

house to a group of three small lakes, where we arrived

quite late in the afternoon and pitched camp.

By the time we had the tents up and camp in good
shape it was time for the evening meal and those de-

lightful two hours of loafing around the camp-fii;e before

turning in on the spruce bough beds. The guides had

cut a beautiful supply of fire wood, and when our fire

had become a bed of glowing coals we piled on the big

logs and getting under the blankets were soon in the

land of dreams. From the shack of the guides and from
the tents came volleys of snores and from the great

northwest came a fullgrown frost. Shortly after mid-

night we were cold enough to appreciate the comforts of

a warm day and spent the rest of the night in feeding the

fire and getting an occasional forty winks between its

frequent demands.
At last the morning came, and while the guides were

preparing breakfast we made a dash for the lake for the

morning ablution. A heavy fog hung over the water and

the teniperature of the water was so much higher than

that of the air that it really felt like a warin bath. That

phenomenon, however, received little notice. More in-

teresting things than fogs and warm water were in sight.

The f'-ost had chilled the flies so that they were on the

M'ater in swarms and the trout were taking breakfast just

as fast as they could jump. It looked as if there was a

rismg fish in every square foot of the whole lake, and

out in the fog beyond our range of vision we could hear

the splash of what seemed countless thousands of them.

We thought we were in for a day of great sport, hurried

through our breakfast and as soon as possible were out

\n the canoes.
But what a disappointment ! We had had our breakfast

and so had the fish. The fog had disappeared before the ris-

ing sun, the flies warmed up to new life, and fishing

for that morning, at least, had settled down to the nor-

mal conditions. Nothing in the way of fly or bait would
tempt them.
Perhaps some older and wiser angler can explain why

it is that at irregular periods the brook trout stops feed-

ing. Not once or twice, but many times the writer has

known this to happen, and during these seasons of fast-

'ing the fish grow thin and have the appearance of being-

starved. To ti\^ t^out fisherm,9,^ the QQn.tetitsi Qf X^<^

F0R^:ST And stream.

stomach of the fish is always a guide to the bait. During
these periods of non-feeding, however, there is no guide,
for they are found to be empty, except for small quanti-
ties of vegetable matter. Then suddenly the conditions
change and for a day or two they appear to be ravenous
and fill up with anything in the way of food and then
settle down again into deep water and another period of
starvation. The strange part of it is the fact that these
fastings seem to occur when insect food is plentiful, and,
so far as we can see, all conditions are favorable for in-

dulging in meals at all hours.
Then, again, what trout fisherman has failed to notice

that often when the fish are rising freely to the flies and
the sport is all that one could desire, it will stop as sud-
denly as if an alarm had been sounded and no amount
of skill will tempt them? It is the uncertainty that
makes the angling art the more fascinating and teaches
how little we really know of the philosophy of these in-

habitants of the water. What trout fisherman has failed

to note that often the greatest skill is required to tempt
the fish when they are absolutely void of food? And, on
the other hand, how often do we find them dashing at

the bait and when landed discover them to be so filled

that there is no room inside for another mouthful? One
old Indian who was one of the best guides we ever had, and
who was regarded as quite an oracle by all who knew
him, summed up the subject about as follows when he
was asked what luck might be expected for the day: "No
can tell

;
may be so catch lot ; may be so no have bite

;

try hard any way; plenty fish, but no tell about catch 'em."

The laws of men are doing much toward preserving
the species, but it is a blessed thing for the anglers of

coming generations that kind Providence has established

laws of nature, of which we know but little, whereby the

trout are somewhat defended against the temptations of

bait which are constantly placed before them.
B.

ANGLING NOTES.

Oldest Active Angler.

My friend Mr. Archibald Mitchell sends me a leaflet

which describes the "oldest active Scotch angler," and
also gives a portrait of the man. "George Thomson,
working joiner, of Lovers Lane. Cupar, was born at Nut-

hill, Falkland, in April, 1807, and is thus in his ninety-

fourth vear."

Mr. Mitchell says : "The inclosed, which will tell its

own story, has just been received from an old angling

friend of mine, who is President of the Cupar Eden
Angling Club, and thought it might interest you, for I am
not sure but Mr. Thomson may be the oldest active angler

in the world. At any event. I do not know of one who is

nearly as old as he. Had Mr. Habersham been still

alive, he would have been at least ten years younger than

this man. Do you know of an angler who goes fishing in

his ninety-fourth year?" Indeed I do not, but I wish

there was a^ company that insured a man's life to that

degree of certainty that he would live to be active and
fond of fishing when he arrived at ninetv-four, and I

would take out a policy to-night. That would be the one
thing that would tempt a man to live to the age of ninety-

four—that he could call himself an "active angler" and
enjoy angling, but I suppose really if an angler lives to be

ninety-four and retains any of his senses he would enjoy

angling as a matter of course.

Mr. "Mitchell writes: "This sketch of Thomson's life

is interesting, to me, because I had my first experience

of angling on the Eden, and know all the places men-
tioned in the sketch. I hope he may round out the century

and still be able to fish, but it is doubtful, as he has now
lived far beyond the usual limit of human life."

The picture of Mr. Thomson shows a nigged old

man with bright eyes and a strong face and a head

crowned with white hair, and if one can judge from a

picture, he .seems good for six years more of angling.

One paragraph of the sketch I must quote: "From
the far-off day when he 'bocht a ha'penny wand frae Blind

Danvid at the Hedging Close' and helped the other urchins

of the town to denude the tail of any passing gray horse

to make lines, George Thomson has ever been a persistent,

enthusiastic and successful angler. Up to the close of

this season, he has plied the gentle art with success, and

even now he says he is looking forward to the time

when the hedges bud and the swallow returns, so that he

may resume his loved craft. All will re-echo the hope of

this 'hero of a thousand fights'—with trout—that his hun-

dredth birthday will find him, rod in hand, on the banks;

of the Eden."

Spawning of Rainbow Trout.

The rainbow trout is called a spring spawning trout, as

indeed it is on the Pacific coast, where it is native, but

since it has been transplanted to Atlantic coast waters its

spawning season has been of an earlier date as the years

pas.sed. until now it may be called a winter spawning fish

in New York. When the rainbow was first introduced

into New York State, a special season was provided for

it by law, buL now no distinction js made in the season

when it can be taken legally. A few days ago I was at the

Pleasant Valley hatchery of the Forest, Fish and Game
Commission in Steuben county, and while there rainbow

trout eggs were taken for the first time this season, and

the date was Dec. 10, or eight days earlier than ever

before known at this hatchery. On Long Island it is com-
mon to take rainbow trout eggs in January, but never so

early as in December. At Pleasant Valley brown trout

eggs were taken on Dec. Ii, and quite a number of native

brook trout had not spawned on that date. On Dec. 12

I was at Cold Spring Harbor, on Long Island, and on that

date the men at the State hatchery were taking eggs

from brook trout, and the brown trout had finished

spawning. This evening I opened the Manual of Fish-

culture published by the United States Fish Commission,

and this is what is said of the spawning of the rainbow

trout at the Wytheville, Va., station of the U. S. Fish

Commission: "In the ponds at Wytheville the spawning

fish may be found any time after the first of November;
the season is well started by> Nov. 15, and generally closes

about March I. December and January are the best

months. In California the season extends from the first

of Februaiy to May, and in Colorado begins early in

that in California the rainbow trout spawns in each
month of the year somewhere, depending upon the eleva-

tion at which it is found, which means that in waters of
different temperatures the fish has different spawning
seasons. One of the objections urged against tne rain-

bow trout in the East was that it was a spring spawning
fish, and consequently it was soft of flesh at the season
when the native brook trout season opened. No longer is

it true to say the rainbow is a spring spawning fish in

Eastern waters. A. N. Cheney.

i

The Massachusetts Association.
Boston, Jan. 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Another
year has rolled round—an exceedingly active and im-
portant one for the Massachusetts Fish and Game Pro-
tective Association. The sportsmen of the State have
taken hold of the game question in such a manner and
put in such an amount of work before the last Legis-
lature that a law prohibiting the sale of game birds is

now on the statute books, and the occupation of the
market-hunter is gone. The State Commission, with
Capt. Collins at its head, has shown its fitness to live—no
longer are complaints of the violation of fish and game
laws ignored or pigeon holed, as in the old days, but
strong, active measures are taken to see that the laws
are properly enforced. All this, and more, were matters
for congratulation among the members of the Associa-
tion at their annual meeting at the Copley Square Hotel
last evening, at which there was a good attendance.
President Wiggin was in the chair, and after dinner a
good amount of business was transacted. Messrs. Herbert
Merriam, I. S. Adams, A. H. Whipple, George Nichols,
John C. Clark, Jr., and Dr. D. S. Woodworth were elected
to membership, and applications from fprty-two gentle-
men were received and referred to be acted upon at the
next meeting. The report of Treasurer Kimball showed
a balance to the new year of $429.81, and that the invested
fund amounts to $2,180.11. Mr. Kimball also presented
jhis report as Secretary, dwelling at some length upon
the movement that led up to the crowning mark of the
year—the enactment of the new game law, before re-
ferred to. The election of officers followed, resulting in
the unanimous choice of the following gentlemen to serve
•for the current year:

President. James Russell Reed; Vice-Presidents,
George W. Wiggin, Horace T. Rockwell, William S. Hin-
man. Dr. Heber Bishop, Dr. A. R. Brown, Dr. Maurice
H. Richardson, Benjamin C. Clark, Robert S. Gray, Ed-
ward J. Brown, Dr. George H. Payne, Dr. B. V. Howe,
A. W. Robinson, A. B. F. Kinne}% of Worcester; C. H.
Moulton, of Waltham; A. C. Sylvester, of North
Attleboro; Dr, J. T. Herrick, of Springfield; Dr.
D. S. Woodworth, of Fitchburg, Secretary and
Treasurer, Henry H. Kimball: Librarian, Dr. E.
W. Branigan ; Executive Committee, J. N. Roberts,
Charles Stewart, C. G. Gibson. Dr. Eben C. Norton, W.
C. Prescott, George H. Moore. C. M. Bryant. Rollin
Jones. William B. Smart, A. C. Risteen, N. Le Roy.
Loring Crocker; Membership Committee, Thomas H.
Hall, Waldron B. Hastings, Richard V. Joyce ; Fund
Committee. George W. Wiggin, William S. Hinman,
Adelbert D. Thayer.

President Reed on taking the chair thanked the mem-
ibers for the compliment paid him. and promised his best
efforts to promote the objects of the Association. The
health of Mr. Daniel T. Curtis, one of the charter mem-
hers. was drank with all the honors, and he briefly re-
sponded, Mr. Curtis reached the age of eighty-six years
on that day, and he is still quite active, and rarely misses
a meeting of the Association.
A committee was authorized to make arrangements for

the annual banquet—always a very important affair—and
then there was a little bouquet-throwing by ex-Presidents
Clark and Rockwell—entirely deserved—to ex-President
Wiggin. in the form of a vote of thanks for his services
as President. Mr. Wiggin is a pretty busy man in his
law business, but he has always found time to devote to
the best interests of the A.ssociation.

Dr. Peckham, Bird Commissioner of Rhode Island,
spoke of the havoc made among game birds by the pot-
hunter, and complimented the Association upon the splen-
did work it had done in the direction of proper protection.
Capt. Collins, the efficient chairman of the State Com-
mission, always a welcome guest at our board, declared
that the good results of the recent legislation were al-

ready apparent, and that it was true beyond question that
game birds were on the increase in the State. There was
still much to be done, however, and he felt sure the
State Board would receive the hearty support of all true
sportsmen throughout the commonwealth. Ex-President
Clark spoke of the recent death of ex-Governor Wol-
cott, who always took a lively interest in the objects of the
Association, and one of whose last ofificial acts was the ap-
pointment of Capt. Collins to the State Board. In con-
clusion, let me say that in Mr. Reed the Association has a
President who is a sportsman in the best sense—he uses
both rod and gun, and uses them well. He is a lawyer in

active practice, and has served as counsel for the Associa-
tion for many years. He is a worthy successor to such
men as Benj. C, Clark, Horace T. Rockwell and George
W. Wiggin. The old Association enters upon another
year with satisfaction for its labors of the past and great
hope for the future. Wm. B. Smart.

Tfout Jump at Flies.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 8.-—In answer to Mr, R. B. Marston,
in London Fishing Gazette, let me relate: In fishing a

trout stream in northern Michigan I was using a cast of

a Parmachenee-belle and a brown-hackle. I was wading
down stream, and I came to a place where a tree had
fallen into the stream, and after several casts I noticed

some small trout following my flies. I cast again, and
while my flies were 5 or 6 inches from the water a small

trout 4 or 5 indhes long jumped clear out of the water,
grabbed my Partnachenee-belle and immediately dove with
It in its moutlj. I believe the same trout did the same
thing several times while I was fishing there. These
were brook trout, and they were not jumping except when
they jumped at my flies. They were so small that I did
not take anjf from tlmt place. I have fished in that -same
stream every summer foir five ^^%!f^,, ^ji^d thi^s was my only
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Governor McLean on Fish and Game*

Hartford, Conn., Jan. 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Governor George P. McLean, of Connecticut, is a noted

sportsman,' and his hunting proch'vities were attested In

his inaugural message delivered to the General Assem-
bly yesterday by the following passages

:

"I believe it very bad economy to permit the extermina-
tion of the trout and game birds from our brooks and
woodlands. A brook well stocked with trout or a cover

well stocked with partridge or quail will in the near future

bring a larger proportionate profit to its owner than any
other investment. A step in the right direction was taken

by your immediate predecessors, but the law lacks means
for its enforcement. The slow torture and strangula-

tion of the partridge should not only be prohibited, it

should be stopped by detection and punishment as other
forms of torture and cruelty are stopped. Many States

of the Union have found it necessary to pi-ohibit the sale

of game entirely for a term of years. Certainly no man
should be allowed to enter the premises of another for

the purpose of taking trout or game found thereon, with-
out the written consent of such owner. Non-residents
coming into Connecticut to shoot or fish should pay a

license fee. The law protecting deer should be extended
and ample provision made for its enforcement. An intelli-

gent treatment of this subject would add greatly to the
value of many of our remote farms and preserve one of
nature's greatest blessings." E. H. F.

hcHHng*

enml

Fixtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
Jan. 14.—New Orleans, La.—Louisiana Kennel Club's annual

show. A. E. Shaw, Sec'y-
Jan. 14-19.^—Pontiac, Mich.—Pontiac Poultry and Pet Stock Ex-

hibition's dog show. Daniel Thomas, Sec'y-
Jan. 23-26.—Chicago.—Chicago Pet Dog Club's annual show.

Mrs. J. T. Buhrer, Sec'y.
Feb. 19-22.—New York.—Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth

annual show. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.
March 13-16.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Club's eleventh an-

nual show. John L. Lincoln, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Jan. 14.—Coronado, Cal.—Pacific Coast Field Trial Club's trials.

Albert Beltz, Sec'y.
Jan. 21.—Benton County, Miss.—Tenth annual field trials of the

United States Field Trials Club. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y, Trenton,
Tenn.
February (First Week).—Grand Junction, Tenn.—Championship

Field Trial Association's annual trials. W. B. Staflford, Sec'y.

The Innocent Dies for the Guilty*

Warrenton, Va., Jan. 5.— was unfortunate enough on
Monday last, the last day of our season here, to lose my
most A^aluable dog while hitnting, from poison gotten upon
some place where it had been put out to kill sheep killing

dogs. I regret that this is only a too common practice

here, notwithstanding, in my opinion, it is against the

law, and it is certainly hard, as in my case, without notice

and without going upon lands where hunting is prohibited,

to have a dog upon which timC' and money have been
spent, a good hunter, a most excellent watch dog and a

pet of the familjr, killed in this way.
Unfortunately I have been unable so far to ascertain ex-

actly wherd the poison was obtained. I had taken the

precaution to have my dog listed for taxation, as provided
by our law, thus making her personal property, and could
I ascertain wdiere the poison was gotten I think the party
in question would have enough of putting out poison in

this manner before I got through with him.
Wishing Forest and Stream a prosperous New Year,

as I know its readers will have a happy one while reading
it, I am, very truly, C. M. White.

The Philadelphia Dog Show Association*

The annual meeting of the Philadelphia Dog Show
.Association was held in their offices on the 7th insl.

The reports of the various committees and the officers

were read and placed on file. The following officers were
unanimousljf elected for the ensuing year: President,
Clement B. Newbold; Vice-Presidents, Edward Moore
Robinson, Alexander Van Rensselaer and Louis A. Bid-
die ;

Secretary, Marcel A. Viti ; Treasurer, S. Boyd Carri-
gan ; Board of Governors, the above named officers and
Messrs. Reginald K. Shober, D. Murra}' Bohlem, Francis
E. Bond, Mitchell Harrison, Jay B. Lippincott, C. Leland
Harrison, Sidney W. Keith and Geo. R. Packard.

It was decided to hold the third annual show in the
latter part of November of this year.

Points and Flushes.

Mr. James Mortimer writes us that Mr. G, M. Car-
nochan, Riverdale, N. Y., will judge fox terriers, and Mr.
A. J. Purinton, Palmer, Mass., will judge beagles. Tlie
judges of the other classes were published in Forest and
Stream of last week.

The Alabama Field Trials, owing to scarcity of entries,

have been declared off for this season.

The Yaehtsmen*s Qub.
The Entertainment Committee of the Yachtsmen's Club

announces an important change in the ararngements for
the Wednesday evening "talks." A class in knots and
rigging under the tuition of John F. Byno will commence
on Wednesday, Jan. 16, and be contmued on alternate
Wednesdays itntil finished. The corrected programme
for January and February, therefore, is :

Jan. 16, class in knots and rigging; Jan. 23. "Cruising
Yachts, Their Design and Construction," by Clinton IL
Crane; Jan. 30, class in knots and rigging; Feb. 6. "Steam
Yachts, Their Design and Construction,"' by Henry J„
Gielow; Feb. 13, class in knots and rigging; Feb. 20,
"Racing Yachts, Their Design

_
and Construction/' by

!VViUj?tfl? Gardner ; Feb, class i^^ kaots a^i^d riggiixgj.

Notice.

All communications intended for Fokest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and

not to any individual connected with the paper.

To Mr, George L. Watson, the famous yacht design_er,

has been alloted the difficult task of rectifying the glaring

mistakes made by Sir William White and his assistants

in designing the royal yacht Victoria and Albert. Prob-

ably no naval architect is more widely known or has had

such extensive experience as Sir William White, the chief
' constructor of the British Navy. After successfully de-

signing the greater number of the recent ships in the

navy, he made such grave errors in the planning of the

royal yacht as to necessitate his removal from office. He
is held responsible for lack of proper attention to the

details of the design of the yacht, the unfortunate record

of which dates from the time of her launching, when she

nearly capsized. After radical changes and alterations

were made, she was found to be quite as unseaworthy as

when she was first launched. Sir William White en-

deavors to excuse himself by saying that impossible re-

quirements were exacted regarding the interior arrange-

ment of the vessel, but after some $3,000000 have been

spent, the British Admiralty do not feel disposed to con-

sider this plea. The yacht is so much of a failure that

it is a question whether it lies within the power of even so

able a man as Mr. George L. Watson to remedy the mis-

takes made and to produce the original plan to make her

the finest and most seaworthy yacht in the world. She

was designed solely for the use of Queen Victoria and

her family, and it is said that the Queen's prejudice is so

strong against the boat that no matter what alteration

might be made, it is very doubtful if she would ever go

on board her.

The New York Herald's European edition publishes

the following article in regard to the royal yacht:

The story of the new royal yacht, which remams a

theme of much talk among yachting men and ship de-

signers, is the subject of a long letter in the Pall Mall

Gazette, written by William Allan, of Sunderlari He
enumerates the various failures and alterations which

the yacht has undergone, and says

:

"The story of this yacht, which is unique in the annals

of naval architecture, reads somewhat as follows: A
yacht for Her Majesty that would eclipse all examples of

modern yachtdom in luxurious comfort and seagoing

qualities was determined to be built. Money was voted by

the House of Commons without demur. The design and

arrangements were left in the hands of the Admiralty

officials, who, being designers of battleships, cruisers, gun-

boats, etc.. were naturally deemed competent to design

such a small afifair as a yacht.

"The vessel was duly built from these designs in Pem-
broke dockyard, and was launched in the presence of

royalty. Her machinery was fitted on board in the dock,

but on letting water into tlie dock to float her out, she,

much to the amazement and consternation of all around,

almost tumbled over. Had she not been in the dock at the

time, she would have done so with terrible loss of life.

After a great deal of labor and ballasting she was ulti-

mately got upright.

"The usual official inquiry followed. After being bal-

lasted with hundreds of tons of pig iron, it was arranged

to finish her in Portsmouth dockyard. She steamed
around to Portsmouth very slowly, as it was found that

she was inclined to show her keel. The report on this

run was duly worded, in the usual phraseology, 'highly

satisfactory.'

"She was docked at Portsmouth and has been in

dock ever since, fully six months. Then began a series

of wonderfully unscientific operations upon the poor crip-

ple, to wit., cutting down the masts, funnels, forecastle,

cabins, staterooms, window frames, dead packing the

decks, etc., making the vessel look like a battered wreck.
Then followed the fitting in of fixed iron ballast between
the frames. Then it was found that the non-inflammable
woodwork would not take on paint or be suitable for the

valuable upholstery fittings, and so on.

"Yacht designing experts were called in at last, who, by
all reports, confirm what was long ago told the Admiralty
representatives in the Commons, namely, that she is, for

want of a better term, a botch.

"The reason for this failure is not far to seek. The ves-
sel speaks the cause. Any one, even an apprentice ship

draftsman, on looking at her in the dock would have
seen that she had no middle bod}'' in her and was too
fine for top weights. This fining of her lines has been
her ruin.

"This has been done apparently without due calculation

of the weights to get a high speed ship at small indicated
horse-power. Hence the center of gravity is too high,
rendering her cranky.

"It will be admitted that such slipshod work as has been
exhibited in tliis vessel would have been expected only
from an amateur, but, coming as an Admiralty design, and
having no doubt the approval of admirals and captains on
the Board, one is staggered at this result.

"Hence the question naturally arises, Are the battle-
ships and cruisers of the English Navy stable? With the
heeling over recently of Her Majesty's ship Resolution, an
object lesson is provided which ought to be seriously con-
sidered. With bunkers and tanks empty, can these ves-
sels remain upright? While under these common condi-
tions to what angle can they be heeled over without cap-
sizing ?

"If stability is to be sacrificed to speed which with the
present machinery can never be attained or maintained
after the trial trip farce is^ over, then the British fleet is

indeed in a deplorable condition, and the sooner the nation
is made aware of this fact the better for its ultimate safety.
"The cost to the country of this new royal yacht will

be enormous, as much as, if not more than, that of a first-
class battleship.

"Why all this extravagant expenditure has been allowed
td go on since the launching of the vessel, last May, it is

difficult to understand ujjless it is on the ground that
th.e Adnp^iralty <;ree4 \^ we itnake ^ blunder we <|on't

admit it, but endeavor to retrieve errors of all kinds, what-
ever the cost. On such a basis alone can such scandalous
was'e of public money be accounted for,

"Who is to blame? An answer is required. A full in-

vestigation is urgently needed and will be demanded, into

the true condition of the British Navy and Admiralty
management.
"Nothing less should satisfy the country. Then will it

be known who are the men that have given the world the
materials for this discreditable story of the new royal
yacht,"

Our Boston Letter*

Boston, Jan. 13.—Everything is now in readiness for

starting work on the construction of the Boston cup de-
fender. The laying down has been completed," and the
scrive board will be taken to the Atlantic Works, Mon-
day. It is expected that some oS the lead for the keel
is now on the way to Boston, but this material is not
needed in a hurry, on account of the peculiar manner in

which the keel will be constructed. It can be put into
the hollow trough at any time before the yacht takes the
water.

The shed at the Atlantic Works has been completed,
and is now ready for occupancy by the new 90-footer.
It is a very fine affair, for a temporary one, and will have
every convenience for the workmen. Light is obtained
from thirty-nine windows, placed in the sides and the
ends. It is situated close to the rolling mill, so that no
time will be lost in transferring the plates and the frames
when finished to the yacht. B. B. Crowninshield went to
New York Friday, but it is not known that it was in con-
nection with the new boat.
There is now little doubt that the alleged centerboard

syndicate will prove a fizzle. Some of the men who were
most prominently mentioned in connection with it have
drawn out, and it is not expected that the others will

carry on the work. As a matter of fact, there has not
been one dollar put up so far to insure the building of
the boat, and it is not thought that there will be any of
these necessary articles produced.

It is greatly lamented in this district that the boat will

not be built, and that is the w'ay the matter looks at
present. There are many advocates of the centerboard
type about here who are very anxious to see the princi-
ples of such a design thoroughly tried out in a 90-footer.
It is thought that some of these men would have formed
a syndicate if it were not for the fact that they had re-
ceived the impression that a syndicate had already been
formed. It may be possible that these men will yet put
up sufficient money to insure the building of the boat,
but it is considered extremely doubtful.
Wilson & Silsby are hard at work on -the sails. They

were offered the use of the big sail loft at the Charles-
town Navy \''ard, but as the larger sails could not be
spread there, Mr. Wilson thought that he would perhaps
be as well off in his own shop. Both Mr. Wilson and
Mr. Crowninshield were very much pleased at the man-
ner in which the navy officials treated them. They were
oft'ered every assistance which might be obtained at the
Charlestown yard. It is quite likely that the bolt ropes
for the sails will be made there. The rope which is made
at this yard is the finest produced in the country, the
material of which it is made costing more than the fin-

ished article turned out by private concerns.,
Wilson & Silsby have probably the largest private sail

loft in the country. It is 122ft. long and 40ft. wide. But
even with this large floor space the big jib topsail,
ballooner, spinaker and mainsail for the new boat can-
not be spread. It may be wondered how the sails can be
made accurately, when they cannot be entirely spread
out, but they are all made from a certain design which
cannot be departed from, and the result is that every
cloth in the sail has its proper draft and conforms to
the idea of the designer.
The sails for the Navahoe, Colonia, Jubilee and Pil-

grim were made in the old sail loft, which was only
22 by 75ft. The sailmakers had no idea of the appearance
of the larger sails until they were hoisted on the boats.
That sails can be made in this manner, having the right
flow and draft, seems nothing short of marvelous, but
they are made accurately. Wilson & Silsby sails are the
finest In this country, and probably in the world.
Arthur Binney has been at work on a number of de-

signs during the winter. He has had his usual number
of steamers and this year he has turned out another fish-
erman. Mr. Binney has designed several fishing vessels
for Capt. Sjdvester Whalen. which have been very suc-
cessful, both in regard to speed and in carrying capacity.
The fisherman which he has turned out this year is for

B. F. Philips & Co. and is being built by Story, of Essex.
She will be 98ft. on the waterline and 126ft, over all. She-
will have a long overhang forward, but which could
hardly be called a spoon bow. It is very sharp and some-
what rounded up to the stemhead. There will be great
depth under the forefoot, which Mr. Binney considers
necessary on account of the vessel laying to so much.
He has a 36ft. gasoline launch for the Canaveral Club,

i)f Titusville, Fla. This will be a stern-wheeler and will
draw but 8in. of water, She will be used for fishing and
shooting. He also has a twin-screw gasoline launch. 66ft.

long, for George Hills, which is being built by Rush
B:-.os,, of East Boothbay. He also has orders for two
86ft. steam yachts, one of which will be built by Geo.
Lawley. These will be very roomy boats, and will make
admirable cruisers. They are expected to make 12 knots.
Besides these he has a 70ft. schooner, a 55ft. schooner, a
36ft, cutter, two 22-footers, and a 17-footer.
The wooden keel for the Illinois, the Chicago defender

of the Canada's cup. has been smoother up at Lawley's.
The lead keel will be run this week. In the shop "the

Silsby 35-footer is about completed, as is the King 35-
footer. The Curtis 35ft. schooner is all planked and her
deck is being laid. ' The keel for the Sloane 8sft. schooner
will be set up this week. The lead keel which was run
for this schooner last week was about the slickest piece
of casting that was ever turned out. There was not a
bubble anywhere in it and the fuzz of the rough wood
planking was plainly indented on its sides.

Kiley's Marine Agency has sold the 47ft. cabin naphtha
launch Thord to Jerome D. Aspinwall, of New York,
:^nd the 6^it. schm^:^X '^aXm.'OmX to Rp,^kl?nd p3.rtj,es^
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C. LARK—SECTIONS. t

Kiley has an order to build a 40ft. gasoline launch for a
member of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C.
A smoke talk will be held at the Mosquito Fleet Y. C.

Monday evening. Congressman Henry F. Naphen will

deliver an address on Webster and Burke, a subject to
which he has given much time and research.
MacConnel Bros, have sold the following yachts: The

2i-iooter Usona, to Dr. C. P. Curley, of Provincetown;
knockabout Amelia, to B. E. Newhall, of Danvers; sloop
Athia.. to Dr. F. A. Gardner, of Washington; cutter Ade-

;

. C. LARK.
;

Designed by C. A. Macey.

line, to Shepard & Orr, of Chelsea; cat Magic, to

Chester Field, of Boston, and cat Gwendoline, to Myron
L. Crowe, of - Dorchester.
The following officers have been elected by the Old

Colony Y. C, ;
Com., H. E. Jepson; Vice-Corn., Louis

Ostermeyer; Rear-Corn,, H. E. Jackson; Sec'y, M. Ed-
monds; Treas., H; I<. Woodw^ird; Meas., C. H. Conant;

Board of Directors. J. Anthony. R. W. Davenport &n(|

F. Doane; Regattn Clnmt^itte^, W, PoY^f!r?i C\ Doafie

C. LARK—SAIL PLAN-

The following officers have been elected by the Beverly
Y. C. : Com., George C. Stickney; Vice-Com., Stephen J.

Connelly ; Rec. Sec'y, William J. Starr ; Fin. Sec'y, Will-

iam D. Sweetman; Treas., Dr. E. B. Dudley.
John B. Killeen.

Lark*

In designing Pickle in 1897, Mr. C. A. Macey, of

Rochester, N. Y., met with such success he was en-
couraged to turn out another boat of about the same size.

C. Lark, the plans of which appear this week, is Mr.
Macey' s second attempt, and was designed for Dr. George
E. Clark, of Skaneetales, N. Y., who built her himself,

but the design was also used by Mr. James W. Commer-
ford, of Toronto, Canada, who built a boat from the plans,

but made the error of cutting down her sail area to 320
sq. ft., consequently she did not make a particularly good
showing in a light breeze. C. Lark has proven herself

fast in light and heavy weather, and is easily handled by
one man, as all halliards and sheets lead aft to the cock-

pit. Her best point of sailing is to windward in a

breeze. She is very quick in stays and balances per-

fectly under the rig shown in the drawings, carrying her
helm about an inch a-weather when close hauled. Her
construction is very simple, as is shown by the dotted lines

on the plans. She is oak framed, has one sawed frame
at each station shown on the sheer plan, and two bent ribs

between ; she is planked with cedar ^'m: thick, and is

copper fastened. Her rig is of the sliding gunther type, as

was used on Pickle, and proved very satisfactory.

The result of some of her racing last season is given in

the foll®wing account furnished by her designer : On
Aug. 14 she sailed a six-mile triangular race. There
were eight starters. The boats were handicapped at the

start, according to measurement, the smallest boat start-

ing first and the largest boat last, the object being to

bring all the boats together at the finish. She got away
third, five larger boats following. The course gave one
leg, with the wind on the quarter and two legs of windward
work. The wind was light and fluky. On the last leg the

first time around when C. Lark was leading, she ran into a

soft spot and a breeze astern brought up the other boats,

putting all eight in a bunch and practically giving all of

the boats an even start. For the second round, however,
lay it to wind, boat, handling, as you will, she crossed the

finish line first, about five minutes to the good. The next
race she sailed in was on Aug. 28. There were only

three starters. The wind was light again, and gave C.

Lark two sides of the triangle of? the wind (a condition
favoring the other boats) and one leg of windward work.
Spinakers being barred, she had to do her racing on one
side of the triangle. However, she finished with nine
seconds to her credit. The third and last of her season's

races was sailed on Sept. 4, this time with four starters, C.

Lark starting third. There was a whole sail breeze blow-
ing two sides of the triangle off the wind again, and one
leg dead to windward again. C. Lark finished first about
five minutes ahead, thus winning second prize for the
series of races. A good showing, considering that she
was not rigged in time for the first race of the series, and
broke down in the second and went into several other

races without a trained crew, also had a bad setting main-
sail, whicli has Hm {eplciC^^ by t|i^. s^||g\|||ers sin^«

C. Lark's dimensions are as follows:
Length

—

Over all 25ft. 6in.

L.W.L. 14ft.

Overhang

—

Forward , Sft. 6in.

Aft 6ft.

Beam

—

Greatest 6ft. 6in.

L.W.L sft. 6in.

C. LARK.

Designed by C. A. Macey.

Freeboard

—

Forward 2ft. 2in.

Aft 2ft.

Least I ft. 6in.

Draft 3ft. gin.

Sail area

—

Mainsail 301 sq. ft.

Jib 77 sq. ft.

Total sail area 378 sq. ft.

Ballast outside 70olbs.

Displacement i,90olbs.

C. Lark's cabin is quite small, but still in case of being
caught out over night or during bad weather it affords

ample protection for two or three persons.

Desigfns Recently Pttblished in Forest and Stream,

2S-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20.

2r-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27.

Minnesota, Nov. 17.

19ft. sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. i.

Cutter Isolde, Dec. 8.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dec. 15-22.

Raceabout Jolly Roger, Dec. 29.

Bald Eagle Il.'^nd ice boat, Jan, $ -
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A Canadian Ice Yacht#
Toronto Bay, a dear expanse of fresh water frozen for

several months of the year, offers excellent facilities for

ice yachting, and though the boats are much smaller than

those of the Hudson and Shrewsbury, and racing is not

such a feature, ice yachting is very popular and much
sailing is done. Many of the yachts are kept on hire and

also used regularly to carry passengers between the city

and the island, a mile away. They are of simple construc-

tion and far less expensive than the Hudson River craft,

costing only about $ioo.

The yacht here illustrated, through the kindness of Mr.

J. Ackroyd, one of the principal builders, is a good repre-

sentative of the class. The construction is so clearly

shown in the drawing that but little explanation is needed.

The runner plank is of white pine, 2in. thick and i6in.

wide, the upper members of the truss being two oak strips,

each 2X4in. These are sprung over two pieces of 2in. oak.

one on each side of the center of the runner plank. The
truss is fastened together with %m. bolts, as shown, the

ends of the oak strips butting against pieces of i%'m. oak

bolted to each end of the runner plank, the same bolts, or

lag screws, running down into the runner block. This is

of oak, Sxsin., with a groove cut in the lower side, J^in.

wide and 2lAin. deep to receive the runner.

The mast rests on the runner plank, in a 2in. oak step

bolted to plank, and the space at the top between the two
oak strips is filled in with a similar partner piece through

which the mast passes. The body of the yacht is made of

two side planks, each ij^in. white pine 8in, wide, united

at the after ends by two stern pieces of 2in. oak, through

which the rudder stock works. The side planks are

sprung to a curve and the forward ends are boked into the

truss of the runner plank. The floor extends the whole
length of the body, and is of %in. white pine, battened in

sections and removable. It rests on strips screwed to the

inside of each plank on lower edge. There are two trans-

verse planks or bulkheads between the side planks, the

forward one raking forward at an angle. These bulkheads

are secured by lag screws through the side planks and
also by iron knees, two to each end.

The bowsprit is of i^in. white pine, the two planks

being bolted together at the fore ends, while the after

ends are tenoned into mortises in the forward bulkhead.

The planks of the bowsprit pass outside the two oak up-

rights of the runner plank, and are secured by one bolt

through each plank and upright.

The rudder stock is tenoned into the rudder block, the

tiller being of oak or iron. The runners are of boiler

plate, beveled as shown, the rudder, of course, having the

same bevel on each side. They are hung on two §^in.

bolts through runner block, the forward hole in runner

being oblong, to admit of free play.

The yachts are all lateen rigged, with sails of 6oz. duck,

double bighted. The boom and yard are each made of

two spruce poles with their butts spliced at the center of

the spar, the splice being wrapped with hoop iron for its

full length.

Ice yachts are also much used on Burlington Bay, at

Hamilton, thirty miles from Toronto, also lateen rigged,

but with sheer legs in place of mast. The dimensions of

the present boat may readily be reduced to one-half or

one-third, making a still cheaper craft.

Yacht Guh Notes,

The annual meeting of the Indian Harbor Y, C. was

held at the "Yachtsmen's Club, 47 West Forty-third street,

on Jan. 9. The usual reports were made, which showed
that the club wis in a first-class condition in every way.

The prizes won by yachtsmen in last season's regattas

were exhibited and given to the successful yachtsmen.

They formed a very handsome collection. Com. Charles

T. Wills, who has held office for six years, retired last

night. The club thanked him for his services and made
him a trustee.

Resolutions were adopted of condolence with the family

of the late Henry E. Doremus, who was the first com-

modore of the club and one of the charter members.

The following officers were elecled : Com., Frank Til-

ford; Vice-Com., Alfred Feats; Rear-Com.^, George F.

Dominick; Sec'y, Charles W. Kirby; Treas., Richard Out-

water; Trustees (term expiring 1904), Charles T. Wills

and L. R. Alberger; Regatta Committee, Frank Bowne
Jones, Charles F. Kirby, Charles P. Tower, F. C. Hender-

son and Charles E. Simms
;
Delegates to the Y. R. A. of

Long Island Sound, Frank Bowne Jones, Charles F. Kirby

and Charles E. Simms.

The annual meeting of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y.

C. was held on Jan. 8 at Sherry's. The chief business of

the evening was to listen to the reports of the officers and

committees and all of these, particularly those of the

Secretary, Treasurer and Race Committee were particu-

larly pleasing. They showed that the club had just com-

pleted the best season of its existence. There were fewer

resignations last year than ever before, the financial con-

dition is good and there never was so much good racmg

as there was at Oyster Bay last summer. The result of

the election was as follows : Trustees (to form the class

of 1904 in place of that of 1901, whose term of office ex-

pired), Percy Chubb, Henry Clark Rouse and Wm. J.

Matheson; Com.. Arthur Curtiss James; Vice-Com'.,

Colgate Hoyt ; Rear-Com., Henry C. Eno
;
Sec'y, Allen E.

Whitman; Treas., Frank S. Hastings; Meas., John

Hyslop ; Fleet Surgeon, H. Holbrook Curtis, M. D. ; Fleet

Chaplain, W. Montague Geer, D. D. ; Race Committee,

Charles W. Wetmore,- Walter C. Kerr, Charles A. Sher-

man, Clinton H. Crane and Johnston de Forest; Com-
mittee on Lectures and Entertainments, Jacob Wendell,

Jr., Nelson B. Burr and Elijah Woodward; Committee

on' Lines and Models, John Hyslop, A. Gary Smith and

H. M. Crane ; Law Committee, Alfred Ely and Wilmot

At the annual meeting of the Williamsburg Y. C. the

following officer's were elected for the present year: Com.,

John Fennell; Vice-Com., E. V. Roseraond; Rear-Com.,

John New ;
Sec'y, Henry Schmieder ; Cor. Sec'y, William

E, Long; Treas., Adolph Kling; Meas., Joseph Northup;
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Stewurd, A. J. Brush; Sergeant-at-Arms, Pierce Hani;
burger; Board of Trustees, F. W. Smedley, William E.

Kills, James Schuessele; John Lanes, Jr., Robert Jones;

Regatta Committee, Adolph Kling, Henry Schmieder,

Joseph Newburg; Fleet Capt., Thomas Airey; Chaplain.

F. W. Smedley.
^ ^

Members of the Columbia Y. C. held their monthly
meeting at the club house on Jan. 4. The club determined
to hold its annual regatta as usual on the Fourth of July.

In addition to this, it seemed advisable to hold a second
regatta later in the season, about Aug. 17. The fact that

the races for the Canada cup will be held in Chicago
shortly before this gives assurance that many outside boats

will be on hand to compete and it is expected that the

affair will take on something of an international character.

It is not believed that the August races will detract from
those of July 4. At that date last year as many as 112

boats were entered.

In addition to the regatta question, the club came to an
important decision in regard to building a new harbor.
A measure was passed to the effect that a new pier or
breakwater should be built out into the harbor 150ft. east

and another pier the same distance north and south.

It is expected that next summer will witness a great
awakening of interest in yachting matters about Chicago,
and Columbia Y. C. members are hopeful of securing
their share in the same. Among the names of those who
were admitted to membership last night were E. C. Berri-
man, E. J. Lampert and H. S. Boutell.

The election of officers of the club will be held next
March. A nominating committee was appointed last even-
ing consisting of Henry Davis, Edward T. Balcom and
H. M. Heller.

_

The Columbia Y. C. will have a number of new craft
in her fleet next summer. Among these will be a 46ft.

Clutter, Margaret, purchased by Mr. Fulford from N. Fred
Avery, of Grand Rapids, Mich. She will be used as a
cruiser. Mona, 30-footer, has been sold by Carlisle &
Noble to R. C. Rittenhouse. New swallows will be sailed
by C. O. Andrews, D. Winship and W. M. Bruce.

The cruising sloop Mermaid, which was built at Wood's
Yard, City Island, from designs of Messrs. Tarns, Le-
moine & Crane for Mr. Anson Phelps Stokes, was
launched on Jan. 5. A trial of the yacht was made as
far as Execution Light and return. The boat worked
splendidly in the strong breeze that was blowing at the
time.

The Larchmont One-Design Class.

The promoters of the one-design class of 25-footers for

the Larchmont Y. C. deserve credit for bringing the mat-

ter to a successful issue. The difficulties of establishing

one-design boats are known only to those who have made
attempts to organize these classes. In strictly one-design

boats every one should be alike in detail, and a design that

wiH meet with the approval of a sufficient number of men
to warrant the success of the idea is a most difficult one
to secure.

The object of the class is to get an able and fast boat at

a moderate cost, with large accommodations for both day
sailing and cruising, with beam sufficient to enable them
to sail with less angle of heel than the narrow, deep
boats, and of such draft as would permit them to enter
any harbor on the Sound, and at the same time a boat in

which racing can be had with the knowledge that she will

not be outbuilt next year by a yachtsman who is willing

to spend more money and secure lighter construction.

Some eight of these boats have already been ordered,
and five of them are being built at Clinton, Conn., by
Wyckoff Brothers & Taylor. It is hoped that two more
boats will be ordered by the time the first five are com-
pleted, so that a second lot of five boats may be set up as
soon as the first lot are out of the shop. The boats are
designed by Messrs. Gardner & Cox, and the plans show a
handsome, deep centerboard boat with good freeboard and
well balanced overhangs. The cabin house is compara-
tively narrow, giving ample deck room on each side. A
good sized cockpit 8ft. long and 7ft. wide makes them
comfortable boats for day sailing, and their commodious
cabins give sufficient accommodation for two or three to
live comfortably on board while cruising. The cabin floor

is 9ft. long and 4ft. wide, and is unobstructed, as the
centerboard houses under the cabin floor. On each side
are transom berths 3ft. wide and 6ft. 6in. long. Forward
on the port side is the lavatory with closet and folding
wash basin. On the starboard side opposite is a buffet and
lockers; the galley is next forward with stove, dish
lockers, etc.; the ice chest is under the cockpit floor; the
forecastle with a gas pipe berth gives accommodation for
one paid hand. The cabin house is 13ft. long and 6ft.

wide, and gives 5ft. 2in. headroom under beams. There
is about tons of lead ballast outside. The rig con-
sists of a jib and mainsail, having a total area of about
1,100 sq. ft., which is large but not excessive. The mast
is stepped well aft, and a short bowsprit will be carried.

The dimensions are as follows : " ' ^'f""

Length-
Over all .' 40ft.. 7iiT.

Waterline 25ft.

Overhang

—

Forward ... 7ft
Aft „ 8ft. 7in.

Beam

—

Extreme , . . . loft. 6in.

Draft-
Board up .... 4ft. 6in.

Board down 8ft. 4in.

Freeboard

—

Bow 3ft.

Taffrail 2ft. 4in,

.

Least , 2ft.

Sail Area

—

Main.sail 858 sq. fit.

Jib . .. , 245 sqi ft,.

Total sail area 1,103 set; fti.

The boats will be built in the most thorough mam-
ner, and sufficiently strong to withstand any strai?rr that
may be put upon them in several years of hard serviice.

The cost of each boat fully rigged and painted asrid witli a
complete outfit on board, will be $2,200. They will be
ready for delivery on May i.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES,
The Christmas number of the Yachtsman that we have

just received is even more attractive than any of its

previous special numbers. It is filled with splend d
articles and illustrations, the pictures of Valkyrie III.
and Britannia, Mimosa and Sybarita being remarkably
good. A photograph taken on board the steam yacht
Niagara while crossing the Atlan.ic is one of the liveliest
pieces of marine photography we have ever seen. Aside-
from these full-page illustrated supplements, the number
is filled with smaller but equally interesting pictures on-
yachting subjects, "Yachting Par Excellence," a story;
of a cruise of 12,000 miles on an English clipper ship, isi

most entertaining, and another ske ch. "Yachting rni
Windemere," gives a most comprehensive account of the-
sport in that vicrinity. Among the other articles are the
following: "Salt Water and Sunshine," "In the Archi-
pelago," "How We Saved the Annie Burpee," "A Corner
in Pigs," "Fair Rosamond." "On the Hamble River," "A
Few Famous Matches," "Frustrated," "Mimine's Cruise."'
"On the Saguenay River." All of these are attractiveiy-
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illustrated. Plans of a 12-ton auxiliary cruising yawl, de-
signed by Linton Hope, is a very interesting little boat
with large accommodation.

4^

Lewis Morris Rutherford died at Davos Platz, Switzer-
land, on Jan. 5. He was forty-one years of age. Mr.
Rutherford was a member of the New York Y. C.

1^ 1^

Gen. Brooke Postly died of heart disease on Jan. 4.

He was eighty-four years old, and was a member of the
Larchmont and New York yacht clubs.

^ ^ ^

Messrs. Gardner & Cox have prepared a design for a
steam yacht i8oft. long for Mr. J. G. Cassat, of the
N. Y. Y. C, and the boat will be built at Chester, Pa.
This firm also has orders for two boats for the 30ft. class,

four 36ft. centerboarders for Philadelphia yachtsmen and
a boat for the 43ft. class. One of the boats for the 30ft.

class is for Mr. Otto Lohrke, of Shelter Island. This
boat will try conclusions with Oiseau, Empronzi and
Alerion. Her dimensions are 42ft. 6in. over all, 25ft. on
the waterline, 9ft. 6in. beam and will draw about 6ft. She
will have hollow spars.

George W. Maytham, of Buffalo, the owner of the yacht
Echota, formerly the Hamilton, was awarded a verdict of

$200 and costs against the Detroit Y. C. by Justice Stein

recently. Maytham sued the yacht club for the $200 prize

money which he claimed his yacht, Echota, had won in

the last sweepstakes race of the yacht club. The justice

held that the instruction to the skippers of the different

yachts did not abrogate the rules, and that the officials of

the yacht club had no right to postpone the race. The
race was sailed under the rules of the Yacht Racing Union
of the Great Lakes, which provided that when the race

was not finished within the time limit the prizes shall be
awarded according to the result of the first round, and the
Detroit committee ignored this altogether, ordering the
race to be sailed again when it had really been won by
Echota.—Philadelphia Item.

^ ^

A number of new yachts will be seen on Jamaica Bay
next season. At Francis' shipyard, Holland Station, two
knockabouts are being built O. L. Schwencke, of Flat-

bush, a member of the Jamaica Bay Y. C, is having a

knockabout, 25ft. over all and 20ft. on the waterline, built.

She will also have a small motor and will be used for

cruising purposes. Another is being built for the Mer-
rill brothers, members of the Atlantic Y. C. The boat

will be 28ft. over all and i8ft. on the waterline. At Broad
Channel, Charles Roehr, of Brooklyn, a member of the

Bayswater Y. C, is building an 18ft. knockabout of his

own design. The boat is being constructed of very light

material, and when finished will not weigh much over
30olbs. The big schooner yacht, Florida, which went ashore
during a storm last November, has had new side plank-

ing put on and been thoroughly overhauled. She is owned
by F. Reid, of Brooklyn, and is registered in the Atlantic

Y. C. At the Rockaway Motor Company's works things

are very brisk and a score or more naphtha launches are

being built.

*i

The steam yacht purchased abroad by Mr. John H.
Hanan, N. Y. Y. C, to take the place of the Sagamore,
recently sold by him to a Philadelphia yachtsman, is the

Consuelo. Of this yacht and the sale, the cowes corre-

spondent of the Yachtsman, Jan. 3, says:

"The Consuelo, steam yacht, has just been sold to an
American gentleman, through the agency of Messrs.
Borthwick, of Glasgow. The Consuelo is a fine screw
schooner of 546 tons. She was built in 1887 by Gourley
Brothers & Co., of Dundee, and was formerly known as

the Taurus. Last year she was taken by Sir R. Williams-
Bulkeley, Bart., in part payment for the composite
auxiliary yacht Vagus, which he sold to the Earl of

Crawford.
"The Consuelo is on the slip at Mr. G. Marvin's, where

she was hauled up for survey. A crew was shipped this

week, and fitting out has commenced. The yacht will

be skippered by an American captain."

t(

In regard to the trial boats for Shamrock II., the fol-

lowing article from the foreign correspondence of the

Boston Herald is of interest: Now that the holidays are

over and work on the America Cup challenger resumed,
interest in everything relating to yachting has been re-

kindled. The Prince of Wales' new yacht will be in the

trial races, and the latter will far exceed any ever run in

the United States since the Puritan raced against a fleet

off Sandy Hook. Shamrock II. will sail in company with
five yachts, and, if she is beaten, Britishers will insist that

the fastest boat be selected and sent across.

Big 3'achts which have been on the sale list for over a

year have been bought recently, and the best skippers

available have been engaged for them, and Bob Wringe
will sail Shamrock I. and Edward Sycamore Shamrock
II. It is a strange coincidence that both Wringe and
Sycamore should be Brightlingsea men, and Bobby served

as mate under Sycamore.
Kenneth Clark, owner of the 65 rater Khama, has just

purchased the Distant Shore, and will fit her out for the

trial races. Archie Hogarth will be captain-.

Another good bit of news is that James Coats, owner
of the schooner Glenniferj is negotiating through Watson
for the purchase of Lord Dunraven's Valkyrie III. The
sale is quite assured, so the challenger of 1895 will be in

the circuit. Capt. Robert Duncan will be the skipper.

Sybarita, too, will be in the trial races, so Shamrock II.

should be well tried out before crossing the western ocean.

The trial races will practicall}' all be run in the Solent,

as this is convenient for the Prince of Wales. There will

be some racing, however, on the Qyde, and possibly at

Bangor and Kingston, en route to Cowes. The Queen wiM
offer cups to be raced for on the Clyde and Solent.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

If yoo want your shoot to be announced here send a

notice like the following:

Fixtures.

Jan. 15-18.—Hamilton, Ont.—Hamilton Gun Club's eleventh
annual tournament; live birds and targets; open to all. H.
Graham, Sec'y.
Jan. 16.—Trenton, N. J.—Second contest of the series between

teams of the Trenton Shooting Association and Freehold Gun
Club, on the grounds of the former.
Jan. 17.—Baltimore, Md.—Ten-men team contest—Baltimore

bhootmg Association vs. Keystone Shooting League.
Jan. 29.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Open live-bird handi-

cap shoot of the Parkway Gun Club.
Feb. 6-7.—Cincinnati.—Cincinnati Gun Club's sparrow tourna-

ment. Chas. F. Dreihs, Sec'y.
Feb. 15-16.--New Orleans, La.—First annual Mardi Gras tourna-

ment of the City Park Gun Club, under the auspices of the Peters
Cartridge Co. Percy S. Benedict, Sec'y, Denegree Building.
Feb. 18-23.—Hot Springs, Ark.—Tournament of the Hot Springs

Gun Club; four days targets, two days live pigeons; $1,000 added.
C. E. De Long, Sec'y.
Feb. 22.—Harrisburg, Pa.—Washington's Birthday live bird and

target shoot of the Harrisburg Shooting Association.
Feb. 22.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual midwinter target tournament

the Forester Gun Club. H. H. Valentine, Mgr.
Feb. 22-23.—Colorado Springs, Colo.—Colorado State Fish and

Game Protective Association's thirteenth tournament, tinder the
auspices of the Colorado Springs Gun Club. •

March 2.—New York.—Two-week Roof Garden tournament of
the National Sportsmen's Association. Capt. J. A. H. Dressel,
Sec'y.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Eighth annual spring tournament

of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100
per day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. H. P. Collins,
Sec y.
April .16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.
Alay 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'y.
May 14-17.—Allentown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y.
May 21-25.—Chicago. 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament and

convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association. Chas.
T. Stickle, Sec'y.
May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.
June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters'

League of Wisconsin. First week in June.
July 23.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, fitst

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street
and Fifty-second avenue.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Jan. 22.—Interstate Park.—All-day anniversary shoot of Medicus

Gun Club; $75 trophies; 20 live birds, $25 sweep.
Jan. 29.—Interstate Park.—John S. Wright's live-bird handicap

shoot.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds.
June —.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Forty-third annual

tournament of the New York State Association for the Protection
of Fish and Game.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The anniversary ail-day live-bird shoot of the Medicus Gun

Club, to take place at Interstate Park, L. I., Jan. 22, has five
events on its programme, one at 5 birds, $3; one at 7 birds, $5;
one at 3 pairs; the anniversary handicap at 15 birds, three prizes,
and the fifth event at 20 birds, $25 entrance, three moneys, high
guns. The programme further states that: "Please remember that
all matches of the Medicus Rod and Gun Club are open to all
comers, and any sportsman is requested to compete for the prizes
on same conditions as members of club. The first prize in our
anniversary shoot is a pair of game pieces, mounted in heavy
6in. oak frame, inclosed in oval glass, background hand-painted.
The ladies say these are very handsome. This pair was made as
part of a collection for the Paris Exposition, but arrived too late for
shipment. One is a specimen of California quail; the other is a
fine specimen of English gray snipe; second prize, black bear's
head mounted on heavy oak shield; third prize, handsome mallard
duck mounted on oak shield."

"I
Messrs. R. O. Heikes and John J. Hallowell, under date of

Jan. 12, write us as follows: "We are going to have a shoot at
Dayton, O., the last of this month. The programme is as follows:
Five 15-target events and five 20-target events each day, with $5
added to each event, and one 25-target event, with $10 added. A
hot lunch will be served on the grounds each day, and plenty
of fire and shelter will be furnished for the comfort of visiting
shooters. The Phillips House will be headquarters, and the pro-
gramme will be the same for three days, with a handsome silver
pitcher for first prize and $10, $6 and $4 respectively for the
second, third and fourth high guns. We expect to have an old-
time shoot, with a chance for any one who can shoot a little bit
and a good time for all."

K
The second contest between ten-men teams of the Baltimore

Shooting Association and the Keystone Shooting League evokes
much interest. It is to take place at Baltimore on Jan. 17. The
following contestants of the Keystones have been notified to take
the 8:32 A. M. train from Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, on
that day: H. Henry, I. W. Budd, F. B. McCoy, F. W. Van
Loon W. N. Peck, J. Vandergrift, H. B. Fisher, H. L. Landis,
W. J. Davis, W. W. Wagner and J. A. Anderson. The first

contest, Dec. 27 lasty resulted in a victory for Baltimore by a

score of 198 to 189. Each contestant shot at 25 birds.

«^

The Lake .Shore & Michigan Southern Railway has issued a
calendar for 1901 which is distinctly artistic in its effect. A heavy
cardboard, 5%in. by 7%in., makes a neat framework for the
centerpiece, which is a reproduction in miniature, by color
photography, from the original of Taggart's paisiting entitled

"After a Long Silence." The aged mother, gravely eager, is

reading a letter from the absent son or daughter to the aged
father, who, bad to ear, is intently listening to the contents. Ad-
dress A. J. Smith, General Passenger and Ticket Agent, Cleve-
land, O.

The Oceanic Rod amd Gim Club announces a shoot at Rockaway
Park,, L. I., on Jan. 21, at targets, the latter thrown at 1% cents.

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association,
intorms us that programmes of the Grand American Handicap at
live birds will be ready for distribution on Feb. 20, and that
entries for this great national event will be received by Edward
Banks, Secretary-Treasurer, 318 Broadway, New Yerk. It will
thus be noted that the direct preliminaries for the great contest
are begun, and the large number of shooters who know how they
missed that bird, or those birds, at that trap, or those traps, will
have an opportunity to try again.

There will be a special meeting of the Governing. Shooting Com-
mittee at room 820 No, 320 Broadway on Jan.- 24 to receive the
report of the Co.mmittee on Constitution and By-laws, and transact
other pertinent business. At a meeting held Jan. 10 the resignation
of Mr. W. F. Sykes was accepted with regret. He could not spare
the time from his business affairs which the business -of the
committee exacted. Col. J. H. Voss was elected president . of the
committee.

Mr. John W, Garrett, of Colorado Springs, Colo, under date
bf Jan. 9, writes us as follows: "Kindly announce in your columns
that the Colorado State Fish and Game Protective Association will
hold Its thirteenth tournament at Colorado Springs, Feb. 22 and 23,
under the auspices of Colorado Springs Gun Club. There will be
SaOO m cash added in addition to merchandise prizes. We expect
to have the programme out about Feb. 1. For any information
desired address John W. Garrett, Captain."

The Boston Gun Club, of Wellington, Mass., announces a prize
handicap series, commencing Jan. 16 and ending on April 24, on
Wednesday of each week. The list of prizes numbers ten, all use-
ful articles. "Conditions: Entrance free, open to all shooters.
Distance handicap, aggregate of the six best, scores out of the
fifteen to count. Score each day to consist of 30 unknown.
Practice afforded before and after match. All shooting from
magautrap. Targets 1% cents each."

'

Mr. L. H. Schortemeier, under date of Jan. 14, writes us as
follows: "At a meeting of the Jeannette Gun Club, of New York,
Jan. 11, F. H. Ehlen was elected President; F. H. Kastens, Vice-
President; C. N. Brunie, Treasurer; W. P. Rottman, Secretary.
On the Shooting Committee were apjjointed L. H. Schortemeier,
Chairman; Kid Peters and John Hainhorst. It was decided to
join the N. Y. S. A. P. F. and G., and enter a team in the con-
test for the. Dean Richmond trophy."

The secretary, Mr. W. Glenn Dietz, informs us that the Country
Gun Club, of Myerstown, Pa., met and elected the followijig officers
for one year. President, J. Risser; Vice-President, Ffaiik Long;
Secretary, W. Glenn Dietz; Treasurer, Robert Shanaman- He
adds: "During the past year very little shooting was done, but
we expect to do more in the coming years."

The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., announces trap
shoots for Feb. 12 and 22, live-bird sweepstakes in the morning,
handicaps for merchandise in the afternoon, with a free lunch
intervening. It also announces April 12 and 13 as the dates for its
second annual two-day tournament at targets. John J. Fleming,
21 Waverly place, Newark, is the secretary.

The Parkway Gun Club, of Brooklyn, has arranged to hold an
open live-bird handicap shoot at Dexter Park, Jamaica avenue
and Enfield street, Brooklyn, Jan. 29, commencing at 10 o'clock.
The main event will be at 15 live birds, $6 entrance, birds extra,
commencing at 1:30 o'clock. It will be governed bj' class shooting,
four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

Mr. John S. Wright, the able manager of the Brooklyn Gun
Club, announces a live-bird shoot at Interstate Park on Jan. 29.

The porgramme will be announced later, but it probably will con-
sist of events at 5, 7 and 10 live birds, $3, $5 and $7 respectively,
with handicap allowances of distances and misses as no birds and
kills. Shooting will begin at 10:30.

The trial of Mr. G. S. McAlpin, for assaulting Capt. A. W.
Money recently, was adjourned on Thursday of last week to Feb.
18, to enable the defendant to have Dr. Wilson, of Savarinah,
Ga., present as a witness, Mr. McAlpin being placed under bonds
to appear at the time set.

The Cleveland Gun Club, Cleveland, O., held an election of
officers Jan. 8, with results as follows: President, F. G. Hogen;
Vice-Pre&ideixt, C. H. Stanley; Treasurer, S. C. Payne; Recording
Secretarj', A. M. Allyn; Financial Secretary, F. H. Wallace;
Captain, F. C. Wheal.

On Saturday of last week Mr. E. J. Clark, known to fame also

as an expert basket ball player, killed 10 birds straight alone in the
club event of the Flushing, L. I., Gun Club, in a field of twenty
contestants. The club contemplates holding a tournament on
Lincoln's Birthday.

The Board of Governors of the Keystone Shooting League has
posted a rule which denies the privilege of the club grounds to

visitors unless accompanied by a member or provided with a
visitor's card, which may be obtained lof. the members.

At Interstate Park, L. I., on New Yearfs Day, some shooter by.
mistake took Mr. Griffith's gun barrels instead of his own. He
can exchange barrels and rectify the mi.stake by calling at room
820 No. 320 Broadway, New York.

Mr. Percy S. Benedict, secretary of the City Park Gun Club,
Denegre Building, New Orleans, La., announces his club's first

annual Mardi Gras tournament Feb. 15 and 16, under the auspices
of the Peters Cartridge Co.

In the mention of the match between Messrs. L. T. Duryea
and J. A. R. Elliott, 'the former was erroneously credited with the

win in "Drivers and Twisters" last week. The scores were: Mr.
Elliott 94, Mr. Duryea 87.

Mr. Eugene Doenick, secretary of the Hell Gate Gun Club,
writes us that the annual clambake and handicap merchandise
shoot at targets for 1901 will be held at Dexter Park, Brooklyn, on
July 23.

•I

The Milwaukee Sentinel of Jan. 1 has the following bit of news
gathered fresh with the dew upon it: "H. D. Bates, of Si.

Thomas, Ont., won the Grand American Handicap at live birds."

Mr. J. A. R. Elliott now has a string of trophies on his

chatelaine which excites the admiration of connoisseurs in trophies,

and which are doubly interesting from their associations.

Mr. C. F. Kramlich, corresponding secretary of the Pennsyl-
vania State Sportsmen's Association, informs us that the State

shoot will take place on May 14 to 17.

The tournament of the National Sportsmeri's Association will be
held, as formerly, on the' roof of Madison Square Garden, com-
mencing March 2.

In a practice shoot at Interstate Park last week Mr. Ansley H..
Tox, we are informed, killed 129 live birds out of 130 shot at.

The Auburn Gun Club, Auburn, Me., announces May 30 , as the:

date for its annual shoot.
Bernabb Waters,
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Standatd Sizes o£ Chamfcefs and Cartridgfes,

The importance of correct relation in size between the chamber

of a gun and the cartridge to fit it is obvious. The best_ gun-

makers have always taken especial care to work to a series ot

chamber dimensions best suited to the cartridges m ordmary use,

and cartridge makers have likewise done their best to work to

sizes that will give in practice a minimum of split cases and Daa

extractions. But neither gunmaker nor cartridge maker has had

the iruidance of a series of standard dimensions jointly recognized

bv each Both therefCire have had to base their calculations upon

a process of averaging existing practice, with the result Uiat com-

plications have arisen when full gauge cartridges have been hred

in exceplionallv small chambers, and, conversely, when small

cartridges have "been fired from guns of large chambers. We need

not here detail the difficulties with which all manufacturers have

had to contend in harmonizing gun chambers and cartridges

under conditions in which each was standardized with only partial

reference to the other. In fact, the necessity for correct relation

between the two is so apparent that it w'ould be idle to dwell upon

the evils arising when the required conditions are. unfulfilled

It is only diTring the past six years that the indusUy of gun-

making, through an organized association, has been m a position

\o dlfx with the question of standard-sized chambers, and to

secure the recognition of such sizes by the ammunition manu-

facturers Early in the history of the Armourers' Club the ques-

tion of chamber sizes was brought into prominence.

The Armourers' Club in June of 1895 passed a resolution m-

viting '•^le°srs. Eley, Kynoch and Joyce to meet a committee of

thl Armourers' Club to try and establish standard maximum and

;jjinimmn"^fz"s of the leading sporting shells/^ The conference

then decided upon was held on Jan. 29, 1896- and

besides various members of the Armourers Club

there were present Gen. Arbuthnot and Mr.

Robert Frver, of Messrs. Kynoch; Mr. J. C.

Irvine ^ Messrs. Eley, and Mr. P. Newton, of

Messrs. 3»yce. At this meeting careful consid-

eration was given to the points at issue, and

although no definite sizes were put toyward or

adopted, the ball was set rolling, and the prln-
,

ciple of joint action was confirmed.
^
All this

,

occurred in the days of the Armourers Club, ot ,

which Mr. H. A. Thorn was the hon. secretary. 'CQO
and among his more active colleagues were Mr. QO^
Henry Holland. Mr. E. Harrison, Mr John I

Rigby and Mr. A. H. Gale. . .

These particulars are interesting as showing

the genesis of the movement. Subsequently the

Armourers' Club became the Gunmakers Asso-

ciation, and the question of standards was for the

time lost sight of until again brought mto prom-

inence by tiv. T. W- Webley. This well-known

gunmaker constructed on his own initiative a

complete set of maximum and minimum gun
chamber and cartridge gauges, and his figures

received the careful attention of the leading gun
and cartridge makers. But a difficulty arose

which for the time being checked further de-

velopments. Mr. Webley's specifications in-

cluded the maximum and minimum sizes of both

gun chambers and cartridges, and in several cases

the opinion was expressed that while it was right

that the minimum chamber should be determined
in its relation with the maximum cartridge the

.sizes should not be extended to include maximum
chambers and minimum cartridges. The fixing

of the latter sizes was considered to be the private

.business of the gunmaker and the cartridge

maker. Having specified the point of contact, as

it were, between the gun chamber and the car-

tridge, the other sizes become a question of man-
ufacturing "latitude." Obviously, the closer a

f;un is chambered to the minimum sizes the less

ikelihood is there of tpHt cases in firing, but
whether the allowable dilierence or latitude should
be fixed at .002in. or .OOoin, was recognized as

mainly a matter of quality of manufacture, con-
trolled in turn by price. The ammunition man-
ufacturers likewise did not wish to be tied down
on the one hand to an impossible degree of ac-

curac3', while on the other hand they had no wish
to adopt a wider margin of error than was neces-
sary to cover the unavoidable divergencies of
manufacture. We can best illustrate this point
in reference to the paper tubes of ordinary sport-

ing cases. These tutjes are as a rule manufactured
accurately to diameter within a margin of differ-

ence of about .005in. Storage in a damp ware-
house or the use of overlarge wads would readily
cause an excess of deviation beyond the above
margin. If, therefore, the cartridge manufacturers
had bound themselves to any particular latitude
they would have opened the door for endless
disputes, arising from the unintelligent treatment
of cartridges which would satisfy the required con-
ditions.
At this stage the Gunmakers' Association took

the matter in hand, and under its auspices joint
conferences were held last May and last October,
at which the ammunition manufacturers already
named were represented, while a delegate of the
Birmingham and Provincial Gunmakers' Associa-
tion attended on behalf of another important sec-
tion of the gun trade. In the course of the dis-
cussion it was' decided to reduce the question at
issue to the simplest possible basis. It was rec-
ognized that all that gunmakers required was a
standard minimum chamber, and its official rec-
ognition by the ammunition manufacturers, the
term recognition implying an undertaking that
cartridges should work satisfactorily in guns
chambered within working limits of specified sizes.
This at once put the matter on a sound basis of
common sense. The gunmaker who chambers his
guns properly is in a position, without knowing
anything about minimum cartridge sizes, to in-
sist on cartridegs that shall do their work effi-

ciently._ The cartridge maker, knowing the mini-
mum size of the standard gun chamber, is in a
position to determine for himself the manufactur-
ing latitudes which will insure a satisfactory car-
tridge. Being thus in possession of the information- he requires
from outside, the ammunition manufacturer is left with a free
hand to take what measures he thinks suitable for turning out the
best cartridge he is capable of producing. Having once clearly
defined what sizes were to be determined, the comparatively simple
task of fixing upon definite dimensions was all that remained.
In order to set the minds of sportsmen at rest, we may at once

point out that the new sizes are very little different from the
average values which have hitherto been in use by the trade. In
the course of the proceedings each representative present stated the
sizes to which he had been in the habit of working. If one manu-
facturer found that any particular dimension he had hitherto fol-
lowed was in disagreement with those adopted by the majority of
his confreres he waved his point, and the result of this averaging
process was that the sizes ultimately approved did not differ
materially from those previously in use by the best makers. For
instance, it has been pointed out that the 12-bore minimum
chamber sizes are, wdth one exception, in all respects similar to
those put forward by Mr. Webley two years ago, the sole differ-
ence being a divergence of .OOlin. in one of the measurements.
It is thus important to note that the newlv adopted sizes will not
render existing guns obsolete. In fact, the only guns that will be
rendered obsolete are those which were alreadv proved to be over
size in the chamber by their liability to split the cases fired in
them.

Minimum Gun Chamber Sizes.

,
12-bore. 16-bore.

Size under rim Sllin. .745in.
Front end of chamber 798in. .732in.
Depth of rim recess 074in. .062in.
Diameter of rim 882in. .815in.

Lengths.
For Sin. cases. . . . 3.00 in. 3.00 in.
For 2%in. cases 2.75 in. 2.75 in.
For 2i/i>in. cases 2.56 in. 2.56 in.

Turning now to the sizes adopted for 12, 16 and 20 bore car-
tridges, as shown in the accompanying diagram and table, we may
offer a few general remarks concerning them. In the first place it
will be noticed that the walls of the chamber consist of a regular
cone, the old principle which was recommended some years ago
by Messrs. Kynoch, of making the rear portion of the chamber
with parallel walls, being now definitely abandoned. The amount
ot taper in the walls of the chamber, represented by the differ-
ence between the diameters at the front and rear ?p4s, works ptjt

at .013in. for every cartridge. It was agreed that with tile taper
the withdrawal of the empty shell after firing in the process of
extraction would give the case sufficient clearance to insure easy
ejection. The taper of .013in. in the whole length of the cartridge
applies equally to all sizes, so that 2%in.. 2%in. and 3in, cartridges
vary somewhat in the taper of thte walls, the diminution of

diameter being spread over a greater length in the longer chambers.
The dimensions of the rim have received the most careful at-

tention, the depth of the rim recess having been the first point
considered. In the case of the 12-bore this remains much as be-
fore. The 16-hore has been increased somewhat, so that it now
stands at .062in. The 20-bore rim has, however, been very largely

modified. Curiously enough, the rims of the old 20-bore cartridges
were entirely out of proportion with those of other cartridges,
their extreme smallness giving manufacturers of weapons of this

bore considerable trouble in their efforts to secure reliable extrac-

tion. The depth of rim recess is now .060, and the value of the
change is to be appreciated by examining specimen cartridges
manufactured by Messrs. Eley Brothers to the new sizes side by
side with those previously issued.

It would be safe to say that no one will benefit so largely from
the standardization of cartridge and chamber sizes as users of 20-

bcre guns. Besides the depth of the rim recess, its diameter has
a great influence upon the efficiency of ejectors. The elevation
of the^ rim above the walls of the cartridge may be judged by the
diflerence between the diameter under rim and the diameter of the
rim. In the case of the 12-bore this difference amounts to .071in,,

which represents the elevation of rim above and below. Dividing-
this by i we obtain .0355in. as the upstanding height of the rim.
That of the 16-bore is .035in., and of the 20-borc .031in. The form
of the rim recess is shown in the enlarged view at the bottom of
the diagram. It will be seen that the walls of the chamber are
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OF RIM

Joined to the walls of the rim recess by the arc of a elrclis, this
having been considered the most satisfactory design for general
adoption. _ The ammunition manufacturers will be greatly aided
by the definite fixing of the shape of the rim recess, because they
will in future be enabled to shape the rim as nearly as possible
to the contour of the rim recess, at the same time making the
angle of junction as sharp as possible to enable the extractor to
get a firm grip. Possibly, at some future period it will be inter-
esting to examine enlarged views showing the contour of the old
rims, as corppared with more modern rim.s constructed in accord-
ance with the new standard dimensions and form of rim recess.
The specifications of the length of the cartridge is a very impor-

tant item in the new sizes. If a cartridge is undul)' long or short
the cone of the chamber does not occupy the correct position rela-
tive with the cartridge. By accurately determining the length of
the chamber the cone can be suitably designed, so avoiding the
difficulties that arise by the departure of the charge of shot from
a case which, through being unduly long, is contracted at the
mouth by the cone, this interfering with the proper exit of the
charge. The exact determination of the length of cartridge will
also do much to improve the quality of the turnover, since manv
of the machines in use for this purpose work on automatic prin-
ciples, and therefore require to be used in connection with car-
tridges of a definite length. It will be clear that a case which is
over long is liable to be crushed bw undue jamming of the turn-
over, the increased length being also liable to cause an extra long
turnover, so interfering with the pattern. In the same way an
unduly short cartridge may not receive sufficient turnover to
insure the proper ignition of the powder before the shot com-
mences to move.

The manner of giving effect to the new standard sizes will consistm securing accurately finished gauges, constructed exactly to the
dimensions of the minimum gun chamber, for the several bores.
This will be known as socket gauges, and a set of plug gauges
will also be manufactured to correspond with the same dimen-
sions. The plug gauge will serve to test the chambers of guns,
while the socket gauge will act as a cartridge gauge. It is clear
that every leaded cartridge which properly enters the socket gauge
will also enter a gun chambered according to the new sizes. In
this way manufacturers of ammunition, gunmakers, and others
who load cartridges, will be able to test every single cartridge be-
fore it leaves their factory, in order to insure that it shall properly
enter any gun chambered in accordance with the new sizes. There
are a i^umber of pth^jr gauges tha* wijl >)e required in actual roaBu-

facturing operations, but these do not come within the scope of

this article. j ». •

As a matter of general interest, it may be mentioned that, m
nearly all cases where complaint is made respecting split cases or
bad ejection, the first test is one to determ.ine whether the gun
chamber is of accurate gauge, and the same with the cartridge.

If one or the other is found to be in fault, the trouble may gen-
erally be ascribed to this circumstance. Should a batch of car-

tridges at any time be found not to enter the chamber of a gun
without force, and the chamber be nevertheless of correct di-

mensions, the cartridge would be obviously over size. If jt were
then Droved that the cartridges were true to gauge on leavfeg the

mskef's hands, it weuld then be clear that the tubes must have
changed their dimensions since being issued, probably owing to

storage in an unsuitable place. Difficulties of this kind, which
have hitherto given so much trouble both to the user and the
manufacturer, will in a measure disappear when the new sizes are

introduced in practice, and when they do arise there will be less

trouble than formerly in locating them.—London Field.

Richmond Pigeon Club.

RiCHMO.vfD, Va., Jan. 9.—The Richmond Pigeon Club made its

bow to the public this afternoon at the baseball park in lovely
weather. Every one had a ^ood time except the pigeons. This
club, organized recently, will hold monthly shoots, the chief
event being a 20-bird handicap, the highest aggregate at the end
of the season (after the April meeting) being awarded a gold medal.
Shooters killing their first or second 10 birds straight are pen-

alized 1yd., the limit being 30yds. Score:

7Vo^> score type—Copyright, 1901, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

115265458885144211 at2

Buckner, 28 , 2 21211128021 2 2 22022 1—18

41113123184888312146
Wood, 28 ^ 2 221222112201101111 2—18

14614132341122522853
Colquitt, 29 0 121 "J 11121102121222 2—18

32844514485568558286
Stearns, 80 0 2122021*0222222222 2—16

831214264S6555165848
Harrison, 28 2 2 1 0 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 1 0—Ift

55855228521544451844
Signer, 28 2 20012*16220*021020 1—11

13862121821114124445
Vaughan, 28 1 0 0 2 2 * 2 211102 1 20112 1—

15

S2422411488454314481
Boyd, as 0 122022112011202212 *—16

81841514265228858481.
Hammond, 80 2 202222 2 22002202222 2-16

Moline Gtrn Club,

MoLiNE, III., Jan 1.—The Moline Gun Club ushered the old
year out and the new one in by having a two days' tournament.
The weather was much against us, and kept many away who had
intended coming, and those \vho w'ere present did not enjoy the
cold, biting wind and the snow which fell on the first day.
The zero weather was warmed up a little by the sun, which

shone' on the second day, yet the reflection on the snow was very
trying on weak or old eyes. Some good scores were made on
live birds, but not on targets. The electric pull was almost con-
stantly out of order, and proves that it seldom works well in
very cold weather. On this account part of the target programme
w-as abandoned.
The live birds were an excellent lot, many of them getting away

to all appearances unhurt. The gentlemen who furnished them
said they had been fed on cinders and were shotproof. It seemed
to require more lead to bag these pigeons than any that I have
seen this year, save perhaps some of John Watson's which he
furnished during his December tournament.
There was a good attendance of local shooters, and Geneseo

sent over a small delegation. Dr. Stone came from West Liberty,
while Tom Laflin and Sperry, of Rock Island, put in their appear-
ance and shot into first money more than once, Laflin winning
first day and Sperry getting almost all in sight on the second day.
The head men of this club are the two Dunn boys and C.

Stephens, of the Moline Plow Company. They are all O.K. when
it comes to running a shoot. They had up a good tent, a good
stove and a lunch man with hot coffee and plenty to eat. The
attendance was in fact larger than the late tournament at Kansas
City, and the local and country boys proved to be shooters and
stayers. None of the regular attendants of shoots, such as Budd,
Gilbert, etc., were present, but the L. & R. Tramp came early
and stayed late, and claimed that the weather was against him, and
he did not shoot quite up to his usual form.
The grounds used were not the best, sloping too much and facing

the south. This accounts for a loss of pigeons, as the shooter
would aim over them.

Events: 12 3 Events: 12 3
Targets: 10 15 10 Targets: 10 15 10

Seiber 7 10 8 Dunn 9 7 8
T Miller..- 6 11 8 McCaughey 8 9 8
\lcBroom 6 8 7 Wiggins 6 9 5

Cropper 5
Stone ...,,...,,.,.,„ 7
Westby

, ^

Teller 6 9 9

F E Miller 6 5 6

Mason . 4 7 ..

Stephens 8 11 5

Pigeons.—Event No. 1, 7 live birds, $3.50 entrance: Van Patten
(27) 4, Van Woutengren (27) 6, Seiber (27) 5, McBroom (29) 1
F. E. Miller (27) 7, J. O. Miller (28) 6, Zeller (27) 5, Cropper (28)
6. Laflin (29) 6, Stephens (28) 5, Tramp (30) 7, McCaughey (27) 5
Decker (27) 5, Soule (28) 1.

6 y ^
ly o,

Event No, 3, 10 birds, $3 entrance: J, O. Miller 9, Seiber 8,
Van Patten 8, Van Woutengren 4, Soule S, McBroom 9, Zeller 7,
McCaughey 8, Tramp 9, Laflin 9, F. E. Miller 8, Stone 6 Warner
•i. Cropper 9, Stephens 6. Decker 9, Westby 7.

Event No. 3, 12 birds, $7.50 entrance:

Laflin 111111221122—12 Miller 011111011121—10
Van Patten OlOllOOw Cropper .,, 121212000210—

8

Tramp 210112212220—10
Warner 2100100w
Stone OOOlllOw
Seiber - . .221022011122—10

Stephens 012012li3211—10
Monroe 0012020w
J O Miller 012111111012—10
McBroom 212112121220—11

Second Day, Targets.

Events

:

Targets

:

Foley
Sperry
Herr
J O Miller S

McCaughey S

Zeller 7

Humphrey 5

Tramp 10

1 2 3 4 5

10 10 10 15 20

10 8 10 14 17
9 8 12 18

8 12 10
9 S 11 IS
9 10 12 18
. 7 10 10
7 4 .. ..

9 8

Events: 1 3
Targets: lo It)

Stephens -fl g
Grafton .

.

Wilber , . .
"g

Nance
Dunn '

[[
Parker
Shaffer

[ . [

,

Seiber

3 4 5
10 15 20
7 18 13

12 14
12 ..

.. 14
. - 17

Second Day, Pigeons,

Event No. 1, 10 birds, $5 entrance: Laflin 5. Dunn 5
Sperry 8, Stone 3, Herr 7, Foley 10, Wellburn 9, f. Miller o'
Parker 8, Cook 6, Tramp 9, Stevens 7, Zeller .9, Crow'all 6 McC 8
Event No, 2, 7 birds, $3.50 entrance: Foley 7. Parker 2, 'Stephens

H, Sperry 5, Shoffer 6, J. O. Miller .5, Zeller 7, Wilber 6, Herr S
Laflin 6, Nance 3, Seiber 4, Stone 6, Decker 5, Tramp 7.

*

Event ]SIq,_3, 15 birds, $10 entrance;

Parker 002220202011210— 9 Herr 112102112211201—1<?
Stephens 221222202211110—13 Foley 212020002in0U—10
Sperry ....... .212121111121222—15 Welles 1002122012w
Seiber 111220212210111—lo Coot ...101110212122111—1'?
Stone 011221200112102—11 Wilber 22202222212010(V-11
Laflin 212111220210211-13 Westby 222011220211020-11
Nance 12222122m2210--14

Event No. 4, 7 live birds, high guns, entrance $5: Tramp 7
Stephens 5, Pairker 6, Herr 6, Sperry 7, .Nance 6, Foley 6. Stone s'
Seitier- Mquwe,
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Trenton Shooting Association,

Trenton, N. J., Jan. 9.—The programme that had been ar-
ranged for to-day's shoot was knocked into a cocked hat by the
breaking down of our magautrap and the loss of over two
hours" time before the break was found. The five-trap bottom
was put into commission, but the boys prefer the magazine, and
would not get down to work until it was in shape to use. Besides
the badge contest, a private match at 25 birds, between Messrs.
Widmann and Comp, and the final contest for the Walsrode cup
was on the cards. On account of the late hour when we got
started, the boys were rushed out to shoot their 25 targets in
rather undignified haste, and those who had a chance to tie on
25 were sent out to shoot their handicap allowance. Four men
made that score—Messrs. Cole, Comp. Mickel and Jaques—and
they will shoot off the tie on the 16th, the date of the second
team race with Freehold, on our grounds.
Harrison and Cole tied for the gold badge, and Mickel and

Coates for_ the silver one, and agreed to let the score of the first

10 targets in the cup handicap decide who was to hold them, with
the result that Cole and Mickel won in the order named.
The Widmann-Comp match was also called off until the 16th.

Besides the learn race, a number of merchandise events will be
arranged:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 15 10 15 15 10 Targets: 15 10 15 15 10

Thomas 9.. ..11 7 Hughs 9 8
Harrison 12 8 14 . . . . Applegate 7 . . . . 6 3
Jaques 12 .. 12 .. 7 \\ orthington S .. .. 9 ..

Farlee 12 8 13 ... . Ginnely 6 . . . . 7 .".

Comp 13 4 12 .. .. Widmann. 14 .. 1,2 .. ..

Cole 11 8 14 . . . . Borden 11 . . 9 . . .

.

Coates 9 .. .. 13 6 Petitt 3
Lutes 6 4 .. 11 .. Ellis 4
Mickel 8 7 .. 13 ..

No. 1 was for place. Those breaking 10 or more shot for the
gold badge; less than 10 shot for the silver badge. No. 3 was for
the gold badge. No. 4 for the silver badge.
Walsrode cup handicap:

Widmann, 3 0101010011111111101111111—19
Thomas, 4 1111110101101111101111111—21
-Far! ee. 4 1110101101101111101111111—21
Ja ques. 5 1111111011111011011111111—22
Cole, 5 1011111111111111111111110—23
Harrison, 5 1101111101110100111111111—20
Barwis, 5 1010001110111001101011010—14
Mickel, 6 limilOUllllllllOUmi—2;1

Lutes, 6 111100101101011100111 1 111—IS
Borden, 6 0111100101111001101110101—16
Comn. 6 1111111111011101111111110—22
Hughs. 6 1100010101111100011110000—13
Applegate, S IIIOOOOIOOOOOOOOIOOOOOOOO— 5
Worthington, 9 1010111010111011010101111—IS
Ginnely, 9 0010000100111011100010111—12

Those who had a chance for the 25 shot their handicap, as
follows

:

Mickel 11 Cole 110
Thomas 10 Harrison 1110
Farlee 1110 Comp 01101
Jaques 01110 Worthington 110

Ties on 25 will be shot next Wednesday.

Hudson Gun Club.

Jersej' City, N. J., Jan. 14.—There was a high, cold wind, ma-
king difficult shooting. The next shoot will be held on Jan. 28:
At the annual meeting held to-day officers were elected for 1901

as follows.: Henry Bock, President; W. Wilder, Vice-President:
Thomas Kelly, Financial Secretary; Jas. Hughes, Recording
Secretarj'; Fred Altz, Treasurer; L. H. Schortemeier, Captain;
J. Doran, Sergeant-at-Arms.
There will be three prizes presented by the club to be shot for

(handicap) for the first six months—January to July, 1901—^begin-
ning next shoot.

Events:
Targets

:

S Brown

H Bock
H Hansman

H Fee
F Altz

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 10 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
6 8 10 10 11 12 11 14 10
5 4 8 8 10 9 9 e 6
5 5 12 9 8 12 13 11 13
7 4 g 6 8 9 11 5 9
9 7 11 10 11 11 10 13 11

11 9 12 11 10 10 12
'9

7 12 13 13 13
5 5 S 11 10 9 7
6 4 8 12 10
5 4 5 8 10

7

br Jones 10 10

A. A. ScHOVERLiNG, Ass't Sec'y-

Forester Gun Qub

Newark, N. J., Jan. 12.—There were but five members present
to face the traps. A gale blew on their backs from the west. At
our regular monthly shoot of Jan. 12 the shooting was a hard
game, as the targets flew like partridges, some towering and others
dipping. Eleven events, sweepstakes, money divided by the
Equitable system, were shot.

,0n Jan. 8 our annual meeting was held and the following officers

elected: Chas. Smith, President; E. G. Ivoenig. Vice-President;

J. J. Fleming, Secretary; G. Backus, Treasurer, and H. E. Winans,
Manager.
' Our second annual two-day tournament at targets will be held
April 12-13.

^:vents: 123456789 10 11

T) Fleming 7 5 7 8 8 7 6 8 7 7 S

Weller & 6 7 9 3 8 4 9 3 8 7

T J Fleming 79887898999
Million .. 3 8 5 8 5 8 4 3 5 6

Winans 5 5 3 4 3 5 .. .. .. ..

John J. Fleming, Sec'y.

ON LONG ISLAND,

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, L. I., Jan. 12.—In the club prize event of the

New Utrecht Gun Club, held at Interstate Park to-day, the 28 and
29yd. men were allowed one miss as a kill. In the shoot-off

P.ennett won:
Sykes 29 1122211210— 9 A A Hegeman, 29.2122221111—10

S B tav 28 1121201215—9 Gaughen, 29 2222222220—9
Chapman 28 2222222222—10 Ray, 28 1212222222—10

Morley 30 0222202222— S Lincoln, 28 1120112202— 8

Jack 28 2222222222—Kl J M Thompson, 29.1012121221— 9

Bennett, 28 2211222212-10

Event at 7 birds:
*S B Jay, 28 2122222—7 *Gaughen, 29 2222212—7

*A A.ITegeman, 28. .. .2221112—7 *-Ray, 29 2022222—6
*Jack 28 2220w **Chapman. 28., 2202222—6
**Ben"nett, 28 1222201—6 ^Lincoln, 28 2212222—

Y

*One miss allowed as no bird. **One miss allowed as a kill.

Shoot-off: Jay 2. Hegeman 7, Gaughen S, Lincoln 2.

Several other 7-bird events were shot.

Trap at Interstate Park

Jan. S.—After the Elliott-Welch match was concluded a 20-bird

.'=«'eep was arranged, and a large part of the visitors remained
to witness this contest. There were sixteen competitors, many
of them well known to fame. Of the number, but one went
through without mishap, and he was Mr. G. D. I?. Bonbright, of

Colorado Springs. The scores follow:

T G Knowlton, 28 ! 22022222220222222012—17

W H Sanders, 28 22222220202222222222—18

Thompson 28. 21011112121221221121—19

B H Norton, 2S -.22222202*22221222001^16

Harris' 28 22020020010221102000—10

Lentilhon 28 20112112121020220022—15

C Dalv 30 22222222220220222020—16

.Steffens' 30 '.
.' 22220222222222002222—17

S M Van Allen, 30,, -.- 22222022222222222222—19

T S Fanning, 30...,..:..,,,... 12220202212222221212-18

"A Doty, so:....:.;.;;; •2222220022201|??^^15

A H Fox, 30 22222212222121220222—19
Bon bright, 28 22222222211222112222—20A V Carman, 28.. 122002212122*0012222—15
Packard, 28 02220212212221221222—18

Crescent Athletic Club.

Bay Ridge^ L. I., Jan. 12.—In the shoot for the January cup
Messrs. F. B. Stephenson and C. H. Chapman tied on 49. The
conditions governing the January cup were: 25 targets, expert
traps; 25 targets, magautrap; handicap allowances added:

—Expert.^— —Magautrap.^— Grand
ITdcp. Total. Hdcp. Total. Total.

F B Stephenson 4 24 3 25 49
C H Chapman 12 25 10 24 49
C A Sykes 3 21 3 22 43
Dr J J Keyes 7 19 5 23 , 42H M Brigham 2 20 2 21 41W W Marshall 6 IS 5 16 34
J O Graham 9 21 8 13 34
H B Vanderveer 7 18 6 13 31
G G Stephenson, Sr 10 17 8 10 27
Two events—one at 25 targets, the other at 15, for a stein

—

afforded interesting competition. The score, e.xpert traps: C. H.
Chapman (10) 25, Dr. J. J, Keves (7) 25, H. M. Brigham (2) 20,
W- W. Marshall (6) 19, F. B. Stephenson (4) 19, J. O. Graham
C9) 19, H. B. Vanderv-eer (',) 17.

Shoot-off, 15 targets, magautrap: C. H. Chapman 14, Dr. Keyes
14.

Shoot-ofJ, 15 targets, expert traps: Dr. Keyes 15, C. H. Chapman
12.

Shoot for Stein trophy, 15 targets, magautrap: F. B. Stephenson
(2) 15, C. H. Chapman (6) 14. Dr. T. J. Keves (3) 14, W. W.
Marshall (3) 12, J. O. Graham (5) 12, tL. M. Brigham (1) 11, H. B.
Vanderveer (4) 11.

Keystone Shooting League.

HoLMESBT'RG JUNCTION, Jan. 12.—A high wind prevailed in the
weekly shoot of the Keystone Shooting League to-day, and con-
sequently good scores were difficult. Miss Jlay Hunsinger
(Little Hawk Eye) was a visitor. In the club handicap I. W.
Budd alone scored straight. For the day's shooting C. E. Geikler
divided the honors with Budd for the best average. In practice
Geikler killed 11 straight. This run he followed by straight scores
in two 5-bird events, killing 8 out of 10 in the club handicap at 10
birds.

Budd, 30 2222222122—10 Hobbs, 30 2220222222— 9

Fels, 28 ......1022212212— 9 Brewer, 30 2101222122—9
Van Loon, 29 0022211111— 8 Schenck, 27 .1200202102—6
Anderson. 30 220*211220— 7 Geikler. -29 222*222022—8
Albert. 28 0000102120— 4 Russell, 30 10120*0122— 6
Prickett, 30 02*11*0112— 7 Stevenson, 30 0222022121— S
Painter, 28 1212201222— 9 Hawk Eye, 30 021*220110— 6
Albury, 30 1022121111— 9

Points won up to date: Henrv 104. Van Loon 98, Vandergrift
90. Brewer 88, Budd 78, McCoy '74, Geikler 70, Hobbs 66, Darby
44, W. N. Stevenson .30, Davis 30, Landis 20, Ridge 20, Sanford 18,
Painter 18, Fees 14, Fitzgerald 14, Russell 12, Leedom 10, Whitaker
10. Smith 10, Hothersoll 6. H. B.Stevenson 6, Anderson 6, Buck-
nell 6, Wynn 6, Knowles 4, Cartledy 4, Hauff 4.

Sweepstake events.—Five birds, 30yds., $2 entrance: Geikler. 5,-
Brewer 4, Budd 4, Painter 4, Anderson 4, Van Loon 4, Fees 3,

:

Hawk Eye 3, Albert 2.
•

Five birds, 30yds. rise, ?2 entrance: Budd 5, Brewer. 5, Geikler
5. Van Loon 4, Albert 4, Fees 4, Albury 4, Painter 3, Prickett 3, :

Hobbs 1.

Jan. 7.—An important function of the Keystone Shooting League
took place to-day at Holmesburg Tunction, it being the annual
meeting, team shoot and banquet of the organization. Messrs. H.
Henry and J. Brewer were the captains. The conditions were 7
birds per man, 30yds. rise, the losing teams to pay for the
banquet, Capt. Henry's men, who lost by 4 birds, gaining that
pleasure. Some of the good shots on Henry's team were very
erratic, Landis and Painter each losing 3 birds.
Another team match under the same conditions for a purse was

shot. Brewer's team again won.
The annual meeting followed the supper. The secretary-trcas--

urer's report showed the league to be in a healthy financial con-
dition. Twent5'-seven thousand birds were trapped last year. . The
officers elected were: W. H. Pack, President; Charles H. Fitz-
gerald, Vice-President; George E. Pack, Secretary-Treasurer;
F. M. Van Loon, Field Captain; Howard Ridge, Assistant; George
M. Young, Scorer; W, N. Stevenson, J. A. Ross and H. L.
David, Board of Governors.
The scores follow:

First Match. Second Match.
Brewer 2120122—6 0011202-Hi
Budd 2222222—7 2121222—7
Ridge 2222222—7 2100222—5
Sanford 2202222—6 1222022-^
Thurman 2*02221—5 2022012-^
Fees 0120222—5 1222222—7
Van Loon 1220210—5 2111210—6
Hobbs 2222222—7 2222222-7

48 47

First Match. Second Match.
Henry .2121121—7 0122220—5
Scott 1211222—7 1112212—7
iinderson '. J 2222222—7 2222222—7
Painter 2010012—4 0210220—4-
Hothersall 2211102-6 0110122—5

Wvnn ^ 0001122-^ 2221022—6
Landis 20*22'»2—4 2221200—5
Morris 2220022—5 2222220—6

WESTERN TRAPS.

44 45

Florists' Gun Club.

Phil.\dei-phia, Pa., Jan. 8.—The regular monthly shoot of the
Florists' Gun Club was held to-day on the grounds of the Frank-
ford Gun Club, at Summerdale, on the Reading R. R., near
Frankford. Concerning these grounds, a local paper states as

follows:
"These grounds are nicely located, and when complete will be

one of the most perfect target shooting resorts in this vicinity.

A set of five expert traps is now in place, and ground has been
broken for a magautrap. Back of the club house is a dense
wood, which will furnish ample shade for the shooters during the

hot summer days. The Florists are looking for a new shooting
grounds, as public improvement will soon compel them to aband-on

their grounds at Wissinoming. Several clubs have offered the

use of their grounds, and they will give each one a trial before

deciding." •

In the club contest each man shot at 25 targets, known angles,

and 25 unknown, the handicap being added to the score. Fifty

was the maximum limit that could be scored:

K. U. H. T'l. K U. H. T'l.

Coleman ....22 23 9 54 Webster ....13 11 17 41

Doro ....19 16 16 51 Johnson ....18 22 ... 40

Burton"' 20 17 14 51 Mrs Park... 18 21 .. 39

Anderson ...20 24 5 49 Harris 12 11 14 87

Clark 15 13 20 48 Redifer 21 16 .. 37

Massev ..14 15 18 47 Sheeler 12 8 15 35

Cartledge ..17 18 11 46 George 20 15 .. 35

<^mith .....13 1? 15 45 Westcott ...12 5 17 34

McKaraher..l6 10 18 44 Myers IS 14 .32

Park 16 15 13 44 Budd 12 12 24

Barrett 16 16 11 43 Fritsch 11 10 .. 21

Whitaker ...12 12 19 43 McKeen .... 9 8 .. 17

Parsons 18 13 11 42

Catchpole Gun Club.

WoLCOTT, N. Y., Jan. 10.—The following scores were made on
our grounds to-day, in the shoot of the Catchpole Gun Club.

Messrs. Knapp and Knox, of Auburn, N. Y., were present and
participated in the breaking of targets:

Wadsworth 1111110111011111111010110—20
1111111111111111111111111—25
10111111111001 —11—56

Knapp 1111111111011011101111111—22
1111101111111101111111111—23
11111101111110 —12—57

Knox U11111001111011111111111t-22
OmOlUOlOllOl —10—32

Fowler 0110011111101111111111011—20
011011101101010 — 9—29

Garden City Gun Club,

Watson's Park, Chicago, 111., Jan 12.—The shoot of the Garden
City Gun Club, held to-day at 'Watson's Park, Burnside Crossmg,
111., was well attended. The figures after the contestants' names
mdicate extra birds to shoot at:

-Vlabaster, 1. 121121212112112 —15
^illis, 1.... 1102212101221111 —14
Lefhngwell, 1 10121122*21121111 —14

3 022221220022021012-13
Rust, 3 12121*21211111111 —15
Odell, 1 1222220222211112 —15
Tramp, 1 ....2201021121011121 —13
\\illard, 0 20221121*122221 —13
Smith, 2 00001000122112010 —

w

M E White, 1 ........1*20212221011011 —12
I odd, 1 2220212122111222 —15
^Vells, 1 imilllllllOlOO —13
( )liphant, 3 222122121201202200—14
Levi, 3 1021*2222222222*21—15
Young. 2 02221201*02021122 —12
A Kleinman, 0 2*1222212112112 —14
Amberg, 1 2222220222222121 —15
Comley, 1 2*10*12210100

w

Long, 3 202221202000122202—12
Barto, 1 221212112102*222 —14
I^oll. 0 221112211211222 —15
Nusley, 2 10102021122101201 —12
Day, 2 02112220*200200w

At Dupont Park.

.St. Louis, Mo.—The following scores were made at Dupont
Park, St. Louis, New Year's Day, for the Dupont Park medal,
which is a handsome and valuable diamond watch charm, donated
by the management of the park. The crowd of shooters was very
enthusiastic, the birds were good, the weather ideal, and the event
was a most enjoyable one:

Bond, 28 1121211112—10 Wintrick, 30 0201200002— 4
Johnston. 28 221221*221— 9 W E Fields, 28. .. .0021200221—

6

Mrs Cabanne, 26. . .2122222101— 9 A A Schwarz, 28. . .1212111222—10
Nason, 29 2111112122—10 Dr Smith, 31 0222222200— 7
Spicer, 28 2222122012— 9 F Turk 28 2220122201— 8
Prendergast. .31. .. .220222212*— 8 Reichert, 29 2212211121—10
Collins, 30 1110222122— 9 Heiligenstein, 30. . .1222>)n202—

8

Mermod, 31 1211212011—9 Dr Spencer, 30. .. .0122222022—

8

Taylor, 30 2221222221—10 Nold, 29 2022222220— 8
Grayson, 27 0201211101— 7 Sandberg, 29 2022212200— 7L D Cabanne, 29.2211121212—10 Craig, 29 22222'21]02— 9
C G Spencer, 31 .. 2220222222— 9 Kenvon, 28 1102222110—8
Dr Clark, 29 11*0012221— 7 Dodge, 28 2111222222—10W B Willis, 30 0222022222— 8

Dr. Bond, a new man at the traps, won the shoot-off, killing 7
m.ore birds straight.
After the above event Ed Prendergast and Alex Mermod shot

_a 25-bird race for the Mermod championship medal. The birds
in this rnatch were first class, and Prendergast's work was fault-
less, while Mermod was in the poorest form he has ever dis-
played in a match. Prendergast stood at 31yds., Mermod at 33.
The scores were:
Merm od 22122001211022101 00221120—18
Prendergast 1121121222222221222222222—25

Trap at Fremont, O.
Fremont. O., Jan. 8.—Please find scores made at our shoot

Tuesday. Although we are a local organization, and can't make
clean scores yet, we snioy the sport just the same. A feature
of the shooting was that nine of the eleven shooters shot
Ballistite powder, being well pleased with results:

Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 10 10 Broke.
A Lambright 9 11 13 7 11 8 7 65
Ballistite ....13 12 19 12 12 8 10 86A Cheney 12 12 15 10 9 7 7 72H Onwake 11 9 13 9 11 9 8 70
R Morrison 10 11 14 9 12 7 6 72M Breneman 9 8 12 7 0 8 9 70
J Shaw 10 9 15 11 10 8 7 70
S Craus 9 10 16 12 8 7 9 71
J Chilcote 10 10 14 9 7 6 8 64
T Good 9 7 12 11 8 9 S 64
F E Bell 10 12 14 10 10 7 8 71

A. Chenev, Sec'y.

New York German Gun Clpb.

New York, Jan. 11.—The below being probably of interest to
you and your readers I would inform you that:
The New York German Gun Club held its annual meeting Jan.

7, at the Garden Hotel, Twenty-seventh street and Madison
avenue. The following officers were elected: J. F. Wellbrock,
President; Hy. Meyer, Vice-President; J. Schlicht, Secretary;
J. P. Dannefelser, Treasurer; Peter Garms, Captain.
Handicap Committee, J. P. Dannefelser, Chairman; Peter

Garms, Dr. G. V. Hudson, Hy. Meyer and A. Neumann.
Distribution of the annual prizes took place after the election.

The following were the prize winners: J, P. Dannefelser, first
prize; J. F. Wellbrock, second prize; J. Schlicht and Dr. Hud-
son, third and fourth prizes, and the rest in the following order:
H. W. Mesloh, W. S. Maisenholder, P. Garms, F. Kronsberg,
A. Neumann, H. Nobel, A. H. Sievers, M. Detzen and E. K.
Blaisdell. J, P. Dannefelser, Sec'y.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

The Twentieth Century Train, New York and Florida.

Limited.
On Jan. 14 was inaugurated the magnificent New York and

Florida Limited train via Pennsylvania R. R. and Southern Ry.
In the four past seasons the Southern Ry., to meet the constantly
increasing demand, have put on an extra high class mid-winter
service between th'e North and Florida points.
Each season has seen the luxurious Florida Limited with all

the improvements and comforts that the most fastidious traveler
could demand. This season the Florida Limited train begins the
twentieth century as the most magnificent and luxurious train in
the world.

It is composed of steam-heated and electric-lighted Pullman
compartment cars, drawing room, sleeping, library, dining and
observation cars.

The New York and Florida Limited leaves New York 12:40
noon daily, except Sunday, and runs solid from New York to St.
Augustine, also carrying a Pullman drawing room, sleeping car
New York to Aiken and Augusta. Direct connections are made,
for Augusta, Aiken, Brunswick, Thomasville and points on tiie

east and west coasts of Florida.
For further information, call on or address Southern Railway,

New York offices, 271 and 1185 Broadway. Alex. S. Tliweatt,
Eastern Passenger Agent.

—

Adv.

The Hay Burner Route.

Mr. O. D. Seavey, of the Magnolia Springs Hotel Magnolia
Springs, Fla., is sending out to his friends an annual pass over
the Hay Burner Route, of which he is Pooh Bah. The yardage
of the road is:

St. John's River Division 500 yards.
Live (Dak Division 700 yards.

Culinary Division 50 yards.

Total 3-ardage 1,250 yards.

And it is all under one management. Florida tourists who have
ridden over the route once will joy to go it again.

For Flower Lovers.

Messrs. J. M. Thorburn & Co., of No. 36 Cortlandt street New
York, send us their centurj; catalogue, being the hundredlh suc-

cessive annual issue; and it is a beauty. There are numerous
exquisite lialf-tone engravings of vegetables and flowers, ;ind the

flower photos are, some of them, worthy of being cut out and
framed. The catalogue, with its pictures, is a joy to flower lovers.

It will be sent free on request by the Messrs. Thorhura.—Adv.

A Good Chance to buy into a sporting club will be {01,^4
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GEORGE A. BOARDMAN.
The death of Mr. Boardman, recorded in another col-

umn, removes from the list of Forest and Stream's sub-

scribers, contributors and readers one of the very oldest.

Mr. Boardman was for a large part of his life an active

business man, but like many of those who work hardest in

the world's' business, he made time to pursue what was
his pleasure as energetically as he did his business. For

more than fifty jears he had been a naturalist, and had

done work with and aided some of the most eminent of

ihe naturalists of this country. Audubon, Agassiz, Baird,

Downs and others were, among the men with whom Mr.

Boardman was associated, to whom he freely gave of the

interesting facts that he had collected, and among whom
to some extent he distributed the collections which he had

made.

Notwithstanding this generosity, he was able to gather

together a very large museum which, as might be sup-

posed, represented with singular completeness the fauna

of eastern Maine. Mr. Boardman was thus naturally one

of the first authorities on the fauna of the extreme North-

eastern United States, and it was to him that application

was first made for information on that subject.

Besides his fondness for nature, he was a keen sports-

man, and above all, an enthusiastic salmon angler, and
very many of the older and better known anglers of the

Eastern United States used to visit him and fish with him.

Mr. Boardman was, it is believed, the second subscriber

on the list of Forest and Stream when it was started in

1873, and from that time to this he had taken it with-

out a break.

SNAP SHOTS.
We print in Another column an opinion from a member

of the bar of this State that the meaning of the recent

decision of the Court of Appeals in the case of The People

vs. BuflFalo Fish Company cannot be interpreted as a re-

versal of the ruling in the Phelps-Racey case that it is

competent for the State to forbid the possession in close

season of game killed outside of the State.

This same point came up in Chicago the other day in a

suit brought by the Audubon Society against a bird dealer

for having in possession in his shop live mockingbirds,

cardinal grosbeaks and other song birds, which, as he set

for defense, had been lifought from Louisiana. But Jus-

tice Everett found for the prosecution, holding that the

Illinois law applied to any wild bird in possession without

reference to the source of its capture.

The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Asso-
ciation is extremely happy in its choice of a secretary for

the current year. The re-election of Mr. Henry H.
Kimball means that the work of the Association will be

prosecuted in an efficient manner. Mr. Kimball has been

highly successful in promoting the special interests of

game and fish protection with which the Association and
the Central Committee are concerned; and his success

has been due to an earnest and devoted personal service.

We print elsewhere Secretary Kimball's report of the

undertakings and accomplishments of the year.

As an earnest of the practical accomplishment of the

purpose of the recently organized association for restoring

moose to the Adirondacks, Assemblyman Price has intro-

duced a bill which empowers the Forest, Fish and Game
Commission to '"acquire by gift, purchase or capture a

suflncient number of wild moose to stock the Adirondack
region," and to care for, herd and yard the moose tem-
porarily and liberate them when and where it may be most
conducive to the game's probable subsistence and increase.

And to insure the protection of the moose, the bill adds
to the fine of $ioo a further penalty of imprisonment for a

term of not less than three nor more than six months.
The bill carries an appropriation of $5,000 for the pur-

chase of moose.

This present moose restoriag enterprise has grown out
of the personal aciivity and persevering work of Mr.
Harry V. Radford, who has succeeded not only in enlist-

ing the support and co-operation of a large number of
well-known sportsmen, but has also awakened an interest

among the Aiciirondack guides and residents. The B^6^im's
Tract Gvfi^^s ^t their meeting: last iveek indorsed th^

project of restocking the woods, and it is reasonable to

assume that their attitude is that of the Adirondack guides

in general. It is manifest that to acquire the parent stock

of moose by gift or purchase is the simplest part of the

undertaking; that which it would be more difllicult to

secure, in default of a supporting public sentiment, would

be protection for the game after its putting out. If the

Adirondack people w-ill giye the moose a chance to live,

increase and multiply, we shall once more see the wilder-

ness inhabited by its noblest native game.

The letter frorti Capt. Kelly about the barking deer of

Mindanao, Philippine Islands, published in another col-

umn, will convey real news to many. Capt. Kelly com-

mands a garrison at Dapitan, Mindanao, and some time

ago came into possession of the little deer which is com-

monly tethered on the grass near his quarters. As is

well known, the cry of the muntjacks is a sharp bark, but

any such vocal effort from a deer seems strange to one

who is familiar only with our American forms. Capt.

Kelly has written to the Adjutant-General, requesting

authority to ship the deer to the Washington Zoo, and it

is understood that the necessary authority will be given.

Evidently, however, such an animal could not endure the

outdoor climate even of Washington, and would have to

be caged during the winter.

As a measure of safety in the woods a correspondent

recommends doing away with high-power rifles in the

woods and taking up again the smooth bore of a more
primitive stage of hunting. Such a plan probably would
effect also a very material reduction in the number of

big-game hunters, for the perfection of firearms—the

hunting made easy—is one of the factors that has crowded
the forests with deer shooters. To make it harder to get

a deer would be to keep at home many a sportsman who
is now attracted by the simplicity of the thing.

That appeal to Vice-President-elect Roosevelt to use

his influence to secure a Federal law protecting wildfowl

is chiefly interesting as an expression of the very com-
mon and perhaps universal conviction among sportsmen

that it would be of the highest advantage if Congress

could legislate for migratory game. There is much of

reason in the view that the wild geese and the wild ducks
which pass from State to State might be considered as

being within national control, just as the local game
which passes from one person's land to that of another is

under the control of the State; but we question very
seriously that such a view would stand the test of judicial

examination. After all, as the authors of the petition to

Mr. Roosevelt themselves concede, the chief trouble with
our wildfowl protection is not in the existence of con-
flicting laws, but in the lax manner in which the laws
are enforced.

We have always considered that sea gulls come under
the protection of that clause of the New York game law
which relates to wild birds other than those for which a
close season is provided, and hence that they might not be
killed at any season ; but it now develops that Chief Game
Protector Pond classes the sea gulls as "web-footed wild-

fowl," and therefore construes the statute as giving them
protection only in the close season for ducks and geese.

It would not be difficult to show from the use of the term
"web-footed wildfowl" in the law that its intent is to in-

clude game birds only, for the further restrictions as to

modes of hunting and as to sale and possession clearly have
to do only with what is game. Moreover, the terms "wild-
fowl," "wild-fow4er" and "wild-fowling" have in common
usage a universal application to game water fowl and their

pursuit. No one would think of a gull plumage hunter

as a wild-fowler. We opine, however, that Protector

Pond is governed by a consideration of the strict interpre-

tation of the words of the statute, and is of opinion that

under this phraseology an action for gull killing would
not lie. Under these circumstances the law should be

amended in such manner as clearly and definitely to for-

bid the killing of sea gulls.

A five-years' clftse season for antelope is proposed in

Mfljntana. The chief purpose of the measure is the pro-

tection of the antelope of the Yellowstone National Park.

In the winter, when the snows drive the antelope down
on to the Gardiner flats, the garne strays out of the Park
into Montana, and a certain number of animals are killed

for food by the people of the town of Gardiner. Under
present conditions, such killing, if confined to the Mon-
tana open season, is perfectly lawful, for when once the

game has left the Park bounds it is no longer subject to

the Park law. In view, however, of the lessening num-
ber of the Park antelope, the superintendents in charge

have with good reason exerted all their influence to dis-

courage the killing of the game when it has thus strayed

beyond their jurisdiction. They have held that the Mon-
tana people near the Park line should give the game im-

munity ; but they have been powerless to secure this under

the present law. A five-years' close time would solve the

diflSculty, and for the sake of the National Park antelope

we trust that "the Montana Legislature will adopt the ex-

pedient. As for the antelope in other parts of the State,

the conditions now prevailing will probably hold good,

close time or no close time. The antelope that are killed

are taken as a rule, by settlers for food, and the settler

who kills for a meat supply gets his venison without any

particular regard for whatever law exists.

For one more season by the law of 1897 deer hounding

will be prohibited in the Adirondacks. In expressing

the conviction that the non-hounding law should be re-

enacted and hounding forbidden permanently, Lieut.-Gov.

Woodruff gives voice to the opinion commonly held by

those who are conversant with the conditions prevailing in

the North Woods, and Avho are sincerely concerned to see

the stock of deer maintained. And as Mr. Woodruff
points out. the deer are not the only big game we must
now consider as belonging, or about to belong, to the

Adirondack forests, for the moose is to be added, and the

elk, too, may be given a place. Considering the future of

the North Woods, then, the hounds should be kept out.

The State may well adopt for the care and possession of

its game the measures which owners of private preserves

have proved to be so profitable. If it is to the advantage of

Mr. Litchfield and other owners of game preserves to

keep the dogs out absolutely and permanently, it certainly

is for the advantage of the people to do the same with

their deer. That part of Mr. Woodruff's letter which

gives his experience in feeding the deer in winter is in-

teresting and instructive.

It is gratifying to learn that the New York Associa-

tion for the Protection of Game is prepared to take

active steps to urge before Congress the enlargement of

the Yellowstone National Park, so as to take in the forest

reserve on the south and east. Every new recruit willing

to do battle for this good cause is warmly welcomed by

the friends of the Park, and the influence of the New York
Association is great and will be of much assistance. We
have long urged the importance of the extension of the

Park as stated, and hope that the time is not distant when
the change will be made. Older readers will remember the

long fight made by Forest and Stream to preserve the

integrity of the Park and to insure its better protection; a

fight which culminated in the year 1894 in the passage by

Congress of the bill introduced by Mr. Lacey, of Iowa,

which has proved quite as effective in practice as its

friends had hoped it would.

Charles Plath, an expert gunsmith and long a dealer in

fishing tackle in this city, died Jan. 13 in the seventy-sixth

year of his age. Mr. Plath was born in Germany, and
taking part in the uprising of 1848, was obliged to flee.

He come to New York in May, 1849. Very soen after

his arrival he was employed as foreman by Hall, then a

noted rifle maker of New York, whose factory turned out

great numbers of "Kentucky" rifles, which were then in

great demand dn the Western frontier. In 1852 Mr. Plath

began business on his own account, manufacturing guns
and rifles for the trade, which then included such lead-

ing firms as Blunt & Simms, Schuyler, and Herman
Boker. This business he continued up to and duringr the

Civil War, but after its close, on account of cheaper

labor, the introduction of machinery into country factories

and for other reasons, gun making became unprofitable in

New York, and Mr. Plath embarked in the general sport-

ing goods business. In 1884 his sop became a partner in

the business, apd the firm of Charles Plath & Soq, deder^
in fishing tackle, has cootiiiued nf to the present tifT?f|
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Reminiscences.—III,

BY ROWLAND E. ROBINSON.

The boy's first real fur trapping is usually for the musk-
rat, an animal whose fur always has cash value negotiable
at the country store, the tin peddler's cart, or with the
itinerant fur buyer and so available for the purchase of
ammunition, fishing tackle, jack-knives and tickets to the
menagerie.
Almost every farm has its swamp, ditch or beaver

meadow brook to harbor a small stock of game, too paltry
to invite the rivalry of the professional trapper who plies

his craft in the great streams and marshes. The muskrat
has little of the wariness and cunning in regard to the
trap for which his greater relative, the beaver, is famous

;

and the young trapper having gained the mere mechanical
mastery of the steel trap, is fairly well outfitted to essay
the capture of this animal in such places as he is likely

to find it.

My soul \vas first fired with the ambition by the dis-

covery of a smooth-worn place in a bog with a few chips
.of grass root and a few lumps of muskrat sign lying upon
it. Going a little further I found other places bearing
similar traces of muskrat visitation, and in my ignorance
doubted not that each was made by a different individual,

and began at once to compute my prospective wealth. It

.was a new hunting ground to me that I was exploring, a

freat ditch cut some years before for the drainage of a
tf-ad beaver meadow, quite outside the limits of my ac-

customed range, and if heard of, it was never as an
abode of muskrats. I hardly dared to hope that it was
as unknown in this respect to every one as it had been to

me an hour before. Yet there was no sign of it
;
certainly

there was no present occupant. My first thought was to

secure my discovery by pre-emption, but to do this I must
have more traps than had served me in my previous small
operations. The two or three that I owned, with twice as
many that could be borrowed of neighbors, made but a
sorry muster. I remember one, which, a curiosity then,

would be a rare one noAv, with spring and bedpiece all

in one that could only be set in such few places as fitted

it. But antiquities and curiosities were of srnall account
to me then beside anything that would catch a muskrat,
an<i I lent a willing ear to 2.ny deceitful tongue that cared
lb fool me with pretended wisdom.
When old Sim, most famous of liars, beguiled me with

.tales of his marvelous success with the box trap, I spent
hours and sound pine boards in the manufacture of traps

that neither the yellowest of carrots nor the sweetest of

Tallman sweets would lure a muskrat to enter, and I only
got rid of the bait by eating it myself.

When my traps were all set in what had seemed the

best places, others appeared better, and they must needs
be changed, until the first setting was not likely to be ac-

complished but for the warning of the lengthening
shadows along the mountain road through which I must
pass to reach home. This was not formidable in the full

light of day, but of a different aspect when viewed in

the shadows of night. So I finished with more haste than
care, yet found the wood road growing gloomy and got a

great fright before I reached the other end of it. A boy
could not help thinking of the panther that the profes-

sional berry pickers xised to hear with regular recurrence

when the huckleberries began to ripen, nor to wonder if

the beast did not occasionally haimt our mountain at other

seasons. At any rate, I was thinking of it, and that a

beast of prey was likely to be very hungry at this time of

year, and trying to revive my courage with the thought of

the charge of BB shot in my fowlingpiece while I trod

very quick and light on the dry leaves.

Just then my toe caught on a dead sapling that lay

across the path, there was a sudden rustle of leaves and
snapping of twigs 10 feet to one side, a shrill quavering

cry in the same direction, not recognized then as the

familiar voice of the screech owl, more than the thresh-

ing of the leaves by the sapling top was as the noise of an
inanimate object. Then I got to my legs and that gave
me strength and I fled from there, turning neither to the

right nor left. I hammered my rapid resounding way
along the woodland road, nor slackened pace nor cast a

lingering look behind until well out into- the open pasture

and in sight of the homestead roof.

On sober second thought, my adventure seemed hardly

worth relating next day.

When I traveled the mountain road the day after it

was cheery with the singing of birds, and my thoughts

were far enough from brooding on savage beasts, for they

were busy filling my traps with smaller but more de-

sirable game. Would there be a muskrat in more than

every trap, I wondered, yet without a fear that the num-
ber could be less with the traps in. such a choice pick of

sure places.

Thus hopefully I drew near the first, not disappointed,

for there at the bottom of the clear shallow water lay a

drowned muskrat, a mouthful of uprooted sedge in the

set jaws, the flat scaly tail curved to the shape of a

scimiter. For all my having been so sure of it, my heart

choked me with a great surge of _ exultation when I

loosened the tally stick, and drawing my first victim to

the surface, was fully assured of possession. _My hand was
not strong enough to ease the jaws from this foot, and I

had to take trap, prey and all to hard ground where I

could press down the spring with my foot.

There on my hands and knees I gloated to my heart's

content over my prize, which was growing handsomer
every minute as the fur dried. Resetting the trap with

great care, I proceeded to examine the others, almost pre-

pared now to find without surprise a rat in every one.

However, it was not a great disappointment that the next

was found undisturbed, but when another was come to in

the same condition, it began to look as if something was
wrong, and especially so when I came to the very last

one without finding another so much as sprung. This

turn of luck gave my hopes a sudden collapse, but the

weight of the one in hand, the heavier for the diflSculty

of keeping a hold on the slippery tail, and the philosophical

consideration that this vi^s my first attempt, gay? mp a

good degl df coirffdrti I reiiletober that my ii^ten'fidn

of investing all the proceeds of my fur sales in a lot of new
traps was abandoned. The need of them did not appear
so great now that half a dozen caught but one muskrat
a night, though perhaps it was really grfeater.

The skinning of this rat was an undertaking that
involved much study and careful work. I had never seen
it done, and only knew that the skin was "cased"—that

is, not opened along the belly—and was then stretched

on a bow of tough, elastic wood. I began confidently at

the tail, where I had seen the skinning of other animals
begun, and leaving it traopened elsewhere, I succeeded
in stripping it off oyer the head without damage. Then I

made a critical search for a proper stick, which I found
at last in a slender hickory sprout, on which the pelt was
drawn tightly with the flesh side out and fastened by two
upward cuts through the lower edge into the wood, into

which the edge of the skin was drawn by its own
elasticity. I was very proud of accomplishing this suc-

cessfully, for it was accoixling to rule. But not so of the

general appearance of the entire result, whicjb was far

enough from conforming to the models I had seen. In-

stead of a neatly roimded bow of snowshoe shape, it re-

sembled more an awkwardly fofmed letter V with wide-
spread ends. This was due to the manner of skinning,

which, as I learned later, should have begun at the head.

It was fortunate that in the pride of my heart I showed
my handiwork next morning to a tin peddler, who in-

formed me that my fur was unsalable by reason of the

fashion of handling. Now the same objection is made
to what was then demanded, and the muskrat skin, to

find favor in the eyes of the modern buyer, must be
stripped off from the rear and stretched on a thin oval-

shaped piece of board, widest at the butts.

The next day I tramped across the mountain and the

length of the beaver meadow with the same poor tangible

result—namely, one muskrat. All the other traps were
apparently undisturbed, until it became evident even to my
un.suspicious soul that I was assisted by an invisible

partner. Invisible he remained, and his self-appropriated

share unknown, though I had my suspicions. At last I

grew tired of a partnership in which I had no voice and
got so small a share of the profits, and I knew not what
portion of the stock I might be left with at the end, so I

took up the traps and departed, thankful to get away with-

out the loss of one.

For all the vexatious interruptions and the small array

of fur to show for all my pains, what happy days were
those spent in my first fur trapping, the leisurely morn-
ing tramps, through tlie budding, blossoming woods,
chickadees bearing me roadside company, jays creating

senseless panic overhead as I advanced, and the cock

grouse drumming to his nesting mate. Then there was
the tramp along the brook, ahvays expecting to find a

catch in every next trap until the last was reached, gaping

as serenely as I left it the day before. The whole course

of the line of traps only once in one day gave me more
than the one trophy to bear away. That was when hear-

ing the puppj'-like whine of a muskrat a few yards before

me. I squatted in ambush among the dry sedge and pres-

ently saw the head of a swimming rat appear from be-

hind a tussock. I fired at sight, and he dived as quickly

without perceptibly increasing the commotion caused by

the shower of shot. Reviling myself for my supposed

blunder, the common one of overshooting, I watched close-

ly for an under-wake leading to the nearest burrow. I be-

gan reloading in nervous haste, my fingers all thumbs,

finding everything on top and nothing at hand, spilling

ammunition right and left as 1 loaded with eyes on the

brook. But the smooth surface continued, and when
my gun was reloaded I went to seek some consoling ex-

cuse for the miss in the place I had aimed at, which, by

the way. is something I never knew a boy, nor many
men, omit when the opportunity offered. Ill such a case

a shot mark in range or a tuft of hair, a feather, or a drop

of blood, affords a healing balm to the mortified spirit I

found the tussock cut by shot in direct range, and was
wondering how the game escaped, when I saw the tail of

a muskrat pointing upward just beneath the surface, and

then made out the body—all quite motionless. More
puzzled .than ever, I laid hold of the tail carefully and

gave a smart pull, when, to my great amazement, the

dead muskrat arose to the surface with a mouthful of

uprooted sedge. This was my first acquaintance, of a not

uncommon,trick that has saved me more than one muskrat

that would otherwise have been given up for lost.

At last my traps were all taken up and tied together

by the rings, the tally sticks were left in their places to

fool my self-constituted partner on our fruitless round of

the trapping ground, and slinging my burden over my
shoulder, I started homeward on a roimdabout tour of

exploration. First down stream to the low, grassy em-

bankment, recognized by few who see it now as mark-

ing the beaver's log-built dam. Few understood then

what an important part its builders played in tlie history

of the country. They were fought for to the death by

savage tribes long before the advent of white men—the

prize most hotly contested and most adroitly intrigued for

by the English, Dutch and French in their struggle for

supremacv. Indian hunter and free white trapper braved

all hardships' and perils in their untiring search for the

last colony of beavers, and vied with each other in the

skill that outwitted the cunning prey and wrought final

extinction. When the peaceable settlers came to make a

home where the axe had never cleared a rod, the rank

wild herbage of the broad beaver meadow furnished

abundant winter fodder.

Precious little I knew of all these things, only that there

were yet free trappers in the far West, and dreamed en-

chanting day dreams of being one myself when I got to

be a man ; and all things are become possible to every boy

There was room enough yet beyond the Mississippi, as I

knew by the map of North America that I studied most

of all in my school atlas, for not far west of a great river

a vast expanse of yellow was designated "unexplored

region," and another thickly dotted to represent sand,

"The Great American Desert." But my fancy traveled far

beyond these to the grand forests and clear, swift rivers

of Oregon, attracted partly by the better defined green

block on the map, but more by the narrative of Lewis and

Clark's expedition and Irving's delightful stones of

Astoria and "Captain Bonneville's Adventures, whiOJa

had been the charm of the .past winter's eveimngs.^

When I came io the h'etofdek woo4s thrtotigH Which the

brook wound for sixty rods, it was easy to imagine my-
self walking in the perpetual shade of the giant firs and
cedars beside the roaring Oregon, albeit I could step across
it wherever I pleased, and its roaring was as gentle as
Bottom's. The minnows that began to appear in flashing
schools were salmon, and my two muskrats represented
my morning's catch of beaver. My smooth bore easily

became the long-barreled rifle of the mountain man; my
cowhide boots, noiseless moccasins, and my sheep's gray
garments his fringed buckskin leggings and hunting shirt.

I chose a pleasant spot where I might guard against
surprise by the Indians of whom the forest, no doubt, were
full.

I knew how the pelts ought to be taken off, ripped from
chin to brisket and then the head carefully.

To do this without cutting the skin, and do it quickly,

was the only difficulty. It was a knack to be acquired only
by experience, and I was not a little puzzled how it was
to be gained by skinning no more than one or two rats a
day, and almost wished, as one of my friends did when
vexed with his own awkwardness in skinning a fox,. "By
thunder ! I wish I could shoot foxes enough to remem-
ber how to skin 'em, or else not shoot any." But neither

of us gave up trapping or fox hunting for that reason.

When at last the first muskrat was flayed, I pitched the
carcass to some little distance from me down the brook,
wondering as the smooth, slender, scaly tail slid from
my hand whether it might not furnish as choice a dainty

as the beaver's is said to. It would certainly be scant and
hard to get, which I used t6 think were my grandmother's
reasons for recommending a chicken's neck to us children

as "the sweetest part of the crittur, my dears."

It was so near noon that I was loth to wait fire making
and cooking for the small results such a morsel would
bring a boy's appetite and so postponed the experiment
until a more favorable chance. But it has never quite

come, and to this day I do not know the taste of a musk-
rat's tail. Not so the flesh, which I have eaten and found
so excellent as to warrant our Indian's preference of it to

hares and squirrels. Its name and tail cause an unjust

prejudice against it among us.

As I plied my knife, the woods far and near were stirred

by many sounds soft and low, or discordant and harsh

;

chickadees, friendliest of wood folk, lisping their usual

and best known call, or too briefly piping the less familiar

love note, the sweetest of the songs of earliest spring ; the

nuthatches' thin trumpet, one unknown and unseen bird

continually whistling a single, sharp, clear call for a dog
that never came; a scornful squirrel, snickering and
jeering at me, head downward, rattling the bark with the

nervous twitching of his claws. Far away down the

brook a band of bltiejays. their discordant voices softened

by distance, were berating some real or suspected enemy,
supported by a legation of their black relatives. All

furnished good stuff for the imagination to make into

signals of spying Indians. Then the clamor of the jays

drew nearer, there was a loud splash in the brook and a

number of frightened minnows came scurrying along pools

and shallows, some leaping clear of the water in their

haste.

The cause oT the little fishes' fright sow appeared; a

weasel-shaped animal of twice the .size and darker color

than that bloodthirsty raider of poultry houses came along

the bank carrying a: large minnow in his mouth. I should

have recognized it at once as a mink if it had not been

for the color, which was not black as a mink, but brown
and not of the darkest at that. 1 reached slowly and
cautiously for my gun with what is always a boy's first

thought; to shoot every strange wild beast or bird at

sight. Luckily, mine could not be carried out at once, and _

the .delay gave time for a lesson in natural history that

was later of value. Before I got my gun in hand the new-

comer on the scene came to the freshly skinned muskrat

lying directly in his path, and it immediately became an

object of the greatest interest to him. He stopped short

with a backward start of surprise. Then he began an

examination of his discovery, craning his long neck till

his forelegs looked as if set in the middle of the body.

Becoming satisfied of its nature, he drew nearer to

it, dropped the fish from his mouth, as, I supposed, for

better examination by the finer sense of smell. But after

a little dibble of the carcass with his nose, he seized it by

the neck and began dragging it, by the way he came, so

easily, though it must have been twice his own weight, that

I wondered at his strength.

The jays discovered me, and evidently thought me more
dangerous than the previous object of their attention, for

they flocked overhead with a louder outburst of discord,

noticed at once by the mink, which discovered its cause, let

go his burden and retreated a yard or two with evident

reluctance, for he returned in a moment, all the while

with his eyes upon me, until as he was about to lay hold

of his prize, I fired. At the report the jays fled in

terror. The lifting veil disclosed the last flash of blue

plumage disappearing in the mist of budding leaves from

behind the cloud of sm-oke that now hid my mark.

Oiristmas at UAtttore,

This invitation was sent out by Mr, Edgar Magness from hi«

hunting lodge L'.^urore on Lookout Mountain, in Alabama:

Another fair Christmas has come to L'Aurore.

Its pine-tree bells are ringing;

Tlie mistletoe bough hangs over the door,

The pine fire now is singing. <

Come up, if you will, my welcome is wide,
^

Break again on a bachelor's dreaming;

We'll merrily glide in the Christmas-tide

Which over my mountain is streaniing.

Walk in my mountain path, I then will see

Within each footprint gleaming.

The wind-blown stars of anemone

And bluets faintly beaming.

Come, then, to me, the way is clear,

•With each steep step a wider view_ is founds ...

Your smile grows brighter to me every year

;

Tben jate it. w5ttt my t?a?V(p^. all arbund.
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A Month on Millinocfcett.

It has been said that I have lately returned from a
successful hunting trip in Maine. If spending a month
camping on Millinockett Lake in a comfortable log camp
commanding a grand view of Mt. Katahdin, and having
plenty of game and fish killed by your friends, is a suc-

cessful hunting trip, I have, with an accent on the success.

, Many times haA'e I been to the same region and the

same canip. and each year it is more enjoyable.

This year we started from Boston three strong, in-

cluding the Man from Pennsylvania. The excitement be-

gan as soon as we boarded the Pullman. It was a car
composed entirely of compartments ; the train was
crowded (as trains leaving Boston always are), and the
ticket agent had sold uppers and lowers promiscuously to

men and women who had never seen each other be-
fore, and in the same compartment. Even a Parisian
wduld have been startled by such indecency as this. It

was doubly aggravating, as we had wired two days ahead
for our berths and found people on the train with much
better accommodations than ours, and who had bought
their tickets that day.

We landed in Bangor earlj' on the morning of Sept. i.

Here we had breakfast, and I proceeded to nearly go on
the back of my head, slipping on the frost-covered plat-
form. So much for the Maine summer climate.
The Bangor & Aroostok Railroad takes us seventy-

five miles north to one of the gateways to the wilderness

—

Norcross. Here we are met by our old guide, John O.
Hale, of Medway. He stands 6 feet 4 inches in his stock-
ings, and a better guide never reached any altitude. He
has ever3nhing ready, so that all we have to do is to put on
our old togs, leave our store clothes in our trunks at the
Norcross House and proceed up the lakes on the good
ship Gypsie, Capt. Higgins.
The Man from Pennsylvania was at once struck by

the amount of water and the number of rocks. For they
do not have much use for water in Pennsylvania, and
apparently have very few rocks.
The first lake is North Twin, then Pemadumcook and

Ambajijis. By this time a newcomer's jaws are usually a
little twisted trying to masticate Maine names. But they
soon have a chance to twist themselves in other ways, for
vve now come to the Millinockett carry, where we land
from the steamer in canoes, being met by Gene Hale,
John's son, who is to be our other guide. The carry is a
smooth one for Maine and hardly one-fourth of a mile
long. But all carries have a reputation which they have
to live up to. It seems a second nature to them. How-
ever, we are soon across, minus a little enthusiasm per-
haps, but it immediately returns as we enter Millinockett
in the Rushton rowboats, Pemadumcook and Pockwak-
lums.
This beautiful lake of many islands is about seven

miles long and four wide. It is full of rocks, islands and
l.oons. John Plale's camp, Millinockett Lodge, is on the
south shore of the lake, about two miles from the carry.'

It is a peculiarly favored spot for a camp. The whole
Katahdin range lies across the lake to the north, the camp
being placed so that it faces directly at the mountain.
Nesowadnehunk is on one side and Turner on the other,
with Katahdin towering above them in the middle, the
most beautiful mountain east of the Rockies. The first

thing you put your foot on is a fine sand beach a hundred
yards long. John keeps his camp in apple pie order. No
wood pile nor dump heap in front of the entrance. No
garden of tin cans nor empty bottles. The camp is 30
feet long inside with the main entrance in the center and
a broad piazza running the whole length. About 200 yards
back of the camp are two crystal springs, the water in

them having a temperature in midsummer of 42 degrees
Fahrenheit.
The camp is provided with cots, and all bedding, table

crockery, napkins, tablecloths, etc. In fact, it is thor-
oughly equipped in every way. In the living room there
is a large window in each end, the one facing the lake
having a window seat and many cushions. Several rock-
ing chairs, a large open FrankHn stove, mounted heads,
etc., serve to complete our comfort and the attractive-
ness of the camp. To the rear, past the springs, two
paths lead to the Nesowadnehunk tote' road; joining it at
different points.

Why do so many sports and campers go up the West
Branch ? They go struggling up. wearying themselves on
carries, because they think it is further in. Why be so far
in when just as much game, if not more, is to be had
around Millinockett? Abol, Togue and the Big Logan are
all easily reached from the lake. They think it is too
near Norcross. But th* game does not mind being near
Norcross. What they want to' avoid is people, and they
don't care if it is on North Twin or Nesowadnehunk.
Take a trip any day during the season from Millinockett
up the West Branch. You leave the lake inhabited only
by wild things and you find the river lined with camps
and crowded with canoes. Where does the wildness come
in as compared with Millinockett? T have seen sixty deer
and several moose in less than five days, and never left
the lake. It is nearer the railway, but it is off the beaten
track.

The Doctor and Chase joined Us in a few days, and
the cannonading commenced. The Doctor is a convert,
having always considered deer shooting brutal till he saw
one in the wild. Now he says that "Every wild animal's
death is a tragedy, so the sooner and quicker it takes
place the better." Chase did not have to be converted.
The Man from Pennsylvania is busy hunting, showing

John how they cook in his State, and discussing the
merits of springs. John spends his spare time fixing the
sights on his new .30-40 Winchester and lashing Old
Reliable with a i-inch rope to a piazza post, because he
says if roars and thrashes when it sees the new gun. The
Pennsylvanian ought to be paid for the fish he catches.
It gives the locality a reputation. Pickerel, white perch
and trout all seem to be fond of him. They love to get on
his hook. Why is it that fish are so devoted to some
people? I'm one of those unfortunates whom they re-
fuse to associate with. P.. the Judge, and I start to-day
to shoot a deer. We have started several times before, but
were too modest to talk much about it. We are not afraid
of the game wardens, for we have nearlv a bushel of $6
Ucenses. Well, we are bff in the Pemadumcook with a

canoe in tow. We head for Big Mud Brook, with the
Man from Pennsylvania at the tiller, Gene Hale rowing
and the rest of us shivering. It is a good four miles
to the mouth of the brook, where we anchor the boat
and proceed in the canoe. Gene and I handle the
paddles, and the others fail to keep warm in the bottom
of the canoe. It is a dreary hole. Mud Brook, and well
named. The Doctor disagrees with me in this, and thinks
it a lovely stream, .and that there is no mud. Gene sees
a deer as we go up stream, but apart from that, sheldrakes
seem to be the only game. It continues to rain and grow
colder. .A.bout three miles from its mouth is the head of
navigation. There is an old lumber camp here, where we
intend having lunch. But the Judge is particular and does
not like the looks of it, so we eat in the rain. Lunch
over, we start for home. As we proceed down stream we
realize that it is raining, that we are very cold and it is

six miles home. Conversation lags considerably. Even
the Judge fails to keep it going. Perhaps this accounts
for the fact that just as we come in sight of the Pema-
dumcook Gene sees a deer. Instantly we are warm. Never
thought of being cold. The game is in a cove about 300
yards to the left, so we proceed in that direction. The
Man from Pennsylvania remarks that he cannot shoot
through me. I blur his aim. There are two deer now.
and they have come down to the beach to drink. Gene
turns the canee broadside some 200 yards from the beach;
there is the sharp report of a ..30-40 from center of the
boat—the Man from Pennsylvania has got his deer. The
other one runs a little way into the bushes, but I can
see the rear end of him. Awful moment ! I would not
miss that deer for a farm in the presence of that Penn-
sylvanian. I raise the Lee navy rifle to my shoulder and
fire. Again that li.tle gun has stood me true, for the
deer limps a little way and lies down. So the fun that was
stored up in the Pennsylvanian's heart at my expense has
to remain there. We go ashore, P. puts a bullet through
the neck of the wotinded deer and Gene goes for the
rowbcat. The first deer is dead, its back being broken.
Both are bucks. We load them into the canoe and start
for home. It rains, and how cold we are when we reach
camp again. John comes down with a compassionate look
on his face, for he sees no game. Presently his eyes stand
out like two peeled potatoes, and he changes the subject.
The Man from Pennsylvania and the Judge leave us to-
day. They go back to their native State, having grown
fat and lusty, and w-ith many tales to startle the Penn-
sylvania Dutchmen.
The next day the "sport's" arrive. Three of them, all

bloodthirsty and new to the business. Thev consist of
Ale, Cuba and Telephone.
Chase immediately starts in to tell them all about it.

They can get deer without thinking long before he has
exhausted his resources. The Doctor looks on and smiles
wisely, for he has just come in with his deer.

In the evening Chase tells us of his first moose. He
and John went to the cave \yest of the camp and there they
saw five or six deer, one of them a big buck. Chase
gets his' eye on him at last,; the muzzle of his gun makes
cin-ves in the air as he \fhispers to John, "Better not
shoot, had I? Isn't that a i moose?"
We discuss on the subject of Maine game laws. W^e

"sports" consider ourselveii very miich wronged, and so
do the guides. We spend tnuch money in the State, and
all the laws seem directed against us. The Game Com-
missioners and himbermen seem to be the only ones satis-
fied— ihe Commissioners because they made the laws,
and the lumbermen becausei they pay no attention to them.
The wardens avoid a lumber camp as they would a plague.
It; is not healthy ground; for wardens. I know of one
case where the lumbermen from a camp caught through
the ice two bushels of trout from a couple of trout ponds
one Sunday. Why are all the game laws leveled again-t
outsiders ?

Several of us went on a Jim Crow hunting trip to-
day, and much to the surprise of John and ourselves, re-
turned successful. Maine guides have not much use for
Jim Crows. They get less game, cause more fires and
genera! disturbance and need more help than any one that
.goes to the State. A Jim Crow is one that goes it alone.
Paddles his own canoe, as it were. Chase i ; going to
personally conduct a party to Togue Pond to-morrow.
Ale and Telephone are going Avith Gene for guide, but he
simply goes to do the cooking, etc. The respou'^ibihly
entirely lies with Chase. Togue Pond, probablv the
most beautiful sheet of water in the State, lies between
Millinockett and Katahdin. Opposite thp ci\mp at ihc
Club House the trail' starts, runnfng'past the Trout
Ponds, and occupies about four miles in distance, or ten
of fatigue. It is a very rough trail and a difficult one to
follow. Chase has stated that he can go directly to
Togue Pond without losing the trail once. He tried and
lost It before he had gone forty rods. But he caught a
togue and is happy.
While they were at Togue the Doctor, Chase and I. with

John, went to camp over night at Mud Brook. As we
were changing from rowboat to canoe John began to gaze
at a big' black stump. The Doctor laughingly asked him
if he look it for a moose. "Well, we seen a moose stand
just like that before." And then it moved, a big bull, and
behind it a cow. It is curious how moose appear only
when you are making the most noise and least expect
them. The Doctor and Chase left Us to-dav. I don't see
how wc are going to know how to do things now that
Chase is gone. He shot a loon before he left.
The clouds begin to darken on my horizon. Ale is

determined to climb Katahdin. Telephone and Ctiba
were to go with him, but thev are backine out. Tele-
phone is not well, and Cuba shot a deer One^ day and has
had the doe fever ever since, John's cow has been a
godsend to all these invalids.
The "bean hole" is always a place of interest at Mil-

linockett Lodge. No one know.s the true Anrtues of baked
beans that has not tasted them baked in the ground Maine
style. It is an interesting operation to .see them going
in. and doubly so coming out. We stand around holding
our breath for fear they are a failure.
•Well, my fate is settled. The man with doe fever has

not recovered, so I must tackle Katahdin. I have been
there before and know what it is. Ale has climbed Mt.
Washington two or three times and' thinks he is going to
have a picmc. We will see what we will see.
We are off this morning for that old pile of rocks.

Crossing the carry, we proceed up the West Branch of
the Penobscot froip the head of Ambajijis Lake. Gene
goes with us. At^ Ambajijis carry there is a team, but we
are traveling light, so we lug our .stufif, across. Above the
carry the lovely West Branch begins to show its beauties.
It would he hard to find a prqttier river anywhere. We
paddle along between banks covered to the water's edge
with birch, fir, spruce, pine and maple. Here and there
an open meadow appears, the river narrows and then
widens into almost a lake. The carries come every two
or three miles. At every turn in the river Katahdin
comes nearer and nearer, and the slide up which the trail

goes looks steeper and steeper. Toward evening- we
come to the end of the water part of the trip, and camp
at night opposite the mouth of Abol Stream. Ale remarks
that "The carries do get a little monotonous after a
while." We turn in early, so as to be fresh in the morn-
ing. Breakfast over, we paddle across stream, haul out
the canoe and start on the five-mile tramp to the foot of
the slide. It is a pretty walk through the woods, mostly
up hill, but once in a while down a pitch and over a moun-
tain brook. There is one redeeming feature about climb-
ing Katahdin—good cold water at intervals all the way,
even near the summit.

I insisted upon a rest of fifteen minutes at the foot, hav-
ing had some experience in this matter before. There are
several good rules to follow in mountain climbing. Al-
ways rest before you get tired. Rest often, but not long
at a time. Leave the whisky alone. We start up that
heart-breaking slide. It i? a very discouraging piece of
territory. Loose ,sand, gravel, .stones and rocks, all com-
bine to make your feet go the wrong way. - The man
who had been up Mt. Washington three times started out
at an awful pace. I did not say anything myself, as I had
committed the same error when I first tackled the job, but
I did a lot of thinking and wondered if it was because he
had no idea of what was before him or that I had run up
against a holy terror in the mountain business. He got
way ahead, he and Gene. I had to crane my neck to look
at them. It went along thus for some little time, when
upon struggling to the top of a very steep pitch I found
.^le waiting for mc. He evidently thought it unkind to
leave nle so far behind. It was generous of him. and I
appreciated it. He even went so far as to cause me to wait
for him .several times before wc gained the plateau.
The view was opening up in a wonderful way. Lake

after lake appeared, till it looked more water than land-
North and South Twin, Pemadumcook, Ambajijis, Mil-
linockett, the Jo Merry lakes, Nahmakanta. Rainbow.
Chesuncook, Moo.sehead and a hunderd other lakes and
ponds. It is said that you can see 200 from the stunmit.
Some one remarked that it looks as if a mirror had
been broken oyer the landscape. On climbing Katahdin
for the first time you imagine when you reach the top
of the slide it will be smooth sailing. How- disappointed
you are Avhcn you get there. A mass of great square
edged rocks thrown on top of each other in a terrible
way. It is evidently too steep to slide. It would not
know which way to go, and neither does the poor be-
nighted who is on his journey up. One has to tackle it

parrot fashion and hang on by the teeth.
But all troubles are over at last, and we find ourselves

on the plateau—a great level tract which stretches away
to the east in a gradual slope to the summit. Trees have
long since decided that lower altitudes are more en-
joyable. It is grass, low shrubs, moss, lichens and rocks.
The latter seem to be the principal crop.

In the center of the pleateau is a fine cold spring.
Wliere it springs from on the top of a mountain is a
question often asked and never answered. But it is there
and has cooled many a weary throat. After resting a. bit
we started for the summit. If our legs were not con-
siantly threatening to strike for overtime it would not
be so bad. The highest point is reached and we are
repaid. A more iriagnificent vicAv I have never seen from
any mountain. We look directly down into the great
basin—an amphitheater with almost perpendicular walls
3,000 feet high and a tiny black lake at the bottom. Many
other lakes have come into view, notably Katahdin Lake
and Nesowadnehunk. To the south the Togue ponds seem
almost at our feet, and beyond the Millinockett looks
like a great silver tray. The camp can be plainlv see with-
out a glass.

At this time of the year the coloring of the moun-
tain IS superb. It defies description. It is clad with
birches Avhich are a rich old gold, gradually fading away
to green as they grow lower and lower on the mountain
side. Dark streaks of pine, hemlock and spruce make the
whole look like a gigantic Persian rug. We climb over
to the southern peak. The ridge is about a vard wide and
IS composed of tilting granite rocks. It tumbles off
peipendicularly into the, basin on one side and almost as
steep on the other. One year when the Doctor went
across he did it on his hands and knees, remarking, "I
look neither to the right nor to the left."

Gaining this peak, we are at the end of our climb. The
Saw Tooth lies below us, being the eastern spur of the
mountain. I have seen people with courage enough to
tackle it. We need what little wc have left to take us
to the river. Descending is in some ways more difficult
than coming up. You have to be much more careftil not
to fall. Your feet fly out in the most ungentlemanly
manner, causing j^ou to sit on very uncomfortable spots.
My camera insisted on swinging around and acting as .a

'

cushion. It was not of the pneumatic variety.
But at last we reach the river, weary and worn and

sad. .A.le decided that Mt. Washington is not in the same
class with Katahdin, and I have decided for the third
time never to go up again.

Getting an early start in the morning, we return to
Millinockett, considering ourselves heroes. There is one
thing more. Something very serious has happened at
Millinockett. I do not know if it ever will recover Sun-
day has been introduced by the Judge. It is not "known
quite what the idea was. but it was strongly insisted on.
Sunday never got in so far before, and it did not seem to
enioy camping out. It is said that at times it reaches
Norcross if the weather is favorable, but I have never seen

of it there. Possibly this will be its last visit to
Millinockett. Let us hope so. The fatal day has come.
Back to the noise and bustle of the great metropolis-
cable cars and telephones. , We see the last of John at
Norcross, all having sworn to return next year.

POCKWAKEMUS*
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John Gomez*
It was in 1884 that i first met old John, i had been

making a canoe cruise through the Ten Thousand Islands,

and the time was about the first week in April. I was
camped at Cape Roman, where I met an old fisherman

He landed at my camp one morning, where we had a

short conversation. I do not remember what we talked

about, nor does it matter. But I do distinctly remember
that I looked my visitor over with a great deal of interest.

A short, stocky built man, his clothing consisting of

irousers and shirt, supplemented by an old cap that had a

decided air of being home made. Short, curly hair, quite

gray, and the brightest, clearest eye I had ever seen, a

soft pleasant voice with a peculiar foreign accent and

somewhat broken by the loss of his teeth. As he talked

with me, he looked me in the face with a frankness that

was refreshing, after noting the shifty eyes of the most

of the men I had met in that section. He stopped but a

few minutes. When asking for tobacco 10 fill his pipe, he

stepped in his boat and pulled away.
The next day it set in to rain, and for two weeks there

was more rain than sun. About the end of that time I

had w^orked up to Palm Hammak, well in among the

islands. It had been raining quite heavily. I was somewhat
M'et and considerably depressed, when turning round a

little point I saw a skiff anchored near the shore. Smoke
was curling up from a sand box on the stern, and stand-

ing knee-deep in the water alongside was my Cape Roman
fisherman. He saw me as quickly as I saw him. and

swinging an old black coffee pot, he yelled, "Coffee!

Coffee!" 1 paddled alongside, and was soon sipping hot

coffee, black as ink and strong enough to float a bullet.

The fisherman was old John Gomez, and that was the

beginning of an acquaintance of which I was and am
still rather more than proud.

Old John was very reticent at first, but after several

years' acquaintance he opened out quite freely. He has

told me many very interesting stories of his adventures,

telling them in such a modest way that they always_ car-

ried conviction in the telling. Some of these stories I

have already told to Forest and Stream readers. I may
tell some more when the mood takes me. I have missed

no opportunity to learn all I could of his past life from

others, and although parts of his life would not sound

well in a Sunday school book, still I believe he was in the

main truthful and honest. That his was an eventful life

no one can question; would it could be faithfully written.

His was a fitting end to such a life. Able to live alone, he

was certainly able to die alone. May the sand rest lightly

on him. S. D. Kendall.

A Word About Forest and Stream*

Oakland, Jan. 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It has

been many a long day since I have thus headed a letter;

but as I sat by a bright, coal fire in the grate and alter-

nately watched the flames shoot upward and their the

rain as it came pouring steadily down upon the roofs of

the adjacent houses, the spirit moved me to commune
\vith those old friends of mine that, although never

seen in the flesh, and known only through your columns,

-,v:-»uld still be hailed as old and long tried friends, should

late ever bring them more nearly within my ken.

From where I sit writing I can hear the guns of the

hunters, who even in this inclement weather are har-

assing the ducks in the bay that makes up between

Oakland and the Alameda shore; and it brings vividly to

mind manv an exciting day's sport I have enjoyed in that

most fascinating pursuit ere old age had stiffened my
joints and made the attractions of a cozy, comfortable

fireside superior to duck hunting in a storm. Indeed, as

others have written before me, the lust For blood grows

weaker with the approach of age, and I confess that I

now take as much pleasure in going down on to the

Eighth street bridge, which spans the estuary a couple

of blocks from my residence, and watching the canvas-

backs, pintails, widgeons, cranes, etc., there, where, pro-

tected by the strong arm of the law, they paddle and

wade about in perfect security not a stone's throw away,

as I ever did in seeing a pile of their blood-stamed car-

casses lying in the bottom of my hunting boat.

More than a quarter of a century ago, when m Mason
Valley, Nev., I began sending a fugitive letter now and

then to the Forest and Stream; and to the best of my
recollections not a week has passed since then when it

has failed to arrive at my door direct from the hand of

the publishers, or that its contents did not assuage the

galling of the chains of business.

Only an hour ago I was looking over some of the old

files of the dear old journal, and came upon an illustrated

page that aroused old-time memories of the most tender

and affecting character. In the center stood an upright

bear carrying over his shoulder long stalked floral

offerings of the wilderness, and underneath the well-

known signature of Awahsoose, while running around it

in a border forming wreath, were the written signatures

of grand old Nessmuk, J. A. Henshall, Elliot Cones,

Al Fresco, Corp, Lot Warfield, Podgers, Kingfisher,

Jacobstaff, and a host of others who were weekly con-

tributors in those days, but many of whom have since

laid down forever the gun, the paddle, and the pen, and

crossed over the shadowy range to those Elysian Fields

of the blest, where I have faith to believe they gathered

to greet Mather and Robinson, who so quickly fol-

lowed them.
, . ,. , J t J

We are all, I think, inclined to sigh for the good old

days gone long years ago, and to judge the present

through old prejudices; but few of us would hesitate to

say that the Forest and Stream has steadily improved,

and that its course has been constantly upward, both m
its mechanical and mental attributes. It was always an

advocate of the highest form of sport, but of late years

it seems to me to have laid more stress than ever before

uibtiK: that noblest theme of all—the preservation of the

surviving remnants of our once glorious heritage. Even

the Singing Mouse, thorough sportsman that he is, never

fails to sound with trumpet tones the alarm of useless

slaughter or to stay as far as in him lies the westward

moving tide of our fast vanishing game.

No doubt the bright galaxy of writers that now adorns

vour pages will be as tendely remembered twenty-five

years hence as are those of whom I have written; but it

seems to me that with some of the later ones there is a

skepticism apparent that was, to say the least, less obstru-

sive in those'days. This was most forcibly illustrated at the

time you invited your readers to give any evidence they

could regarding the power of a weasel to follow a trail

by scent. In reply, several of your correspondents
(myself included) sent accounts of incidents that it was
understood came under their personal observation, bear-

ing directly upon the subject. How authentic the other

accounts were I. of course, have no means of knowing,
but of ray own article I can only say that, in my case, tlie

incident occurred exactly as it was described; and I saw
no grounds for doubting the veracity of the others, but

I noticed that a later writer seemed inclined to view the

circling of a half-grown rabbit in its flight as a rehash

of an oldtime fable, evidently forgetting that there is a

vast dift'erence between a half-grown cottontail and a 10-

pound jack rabbit. But I am getting old and irritable;

so, with a long life to Forest and Stream, I close.

Yours, as of old, Forked Deer.

George A. Boardman.
From the CdMts, Me., Times, Jan. 18.

It is with profound grief that the Times records the

decease of this eminent citizen. Mr. Boardman passed

peacefully into pleasant dreams, at his home on Lafayette

street, last Friday morning. In our sense of personal

sorrow which the event brings, all readers will share.

His weekly articles contributed to this paper during
the past five years on, scientific, ethical, educational and
political subjects would fill a volume. His last article

was published in the issue of Dec. 20, on the subject of

"Wars of the Century." He was also a contributor to

other papers and magazines, especially the Forest and
Stream, for many years and imtil two weeks before his

death,- and the constant demand for his writings attested

their merit and the interest they aroused.

It will require more than a single article to portray
Mr. Boardman's life, work and qualities, all of which
were of a kind to induce respect, confidence and friend-

ship. His life was in the daylight, and he was esteemed

GEORGE a. boardman.

From Forest and Stream, Aug. 5, 1899.

of all acquaintances. At an outing of prominent citizens,

three years ago, it was decided by a unanimous vote that

George A. Boardman, of all men who had resided in the

St. Croix Valley, had best enjoyed the blessings and

fruition of human life. Successful in business, fortunate in

family relations, contented in his studies, broad and keen

in intellect, varied in accomplishments, stainless in char-

acter, observant of affairs, with ample wealth, he was
passing his declining years with a happiness that be-

fited a naturalist, Christian and noble man. He was the

last of the aggregation of great business men of the

last generation who won fortune from the lumbering

industry here.

Mr. Boardman was born in Newburyport,. Mass., Feb.

5, 1818, his ancestors coming from Yorkshire, England,

and settling in Newburyport, May 10, 1637. He came to

Calais with- his parents in 1828, and left school to go to

work at the age of 13. and at 21 was a partner with Hon.
William Todd. He conducted the largest lumber busi-

ness on the St. Croix River until 1871, when he retired

from active business to enjoy the fruit of his labor in

travel and in pursuit of his favorite study. He had been

a noted naturalist and an authority on ornithology for

nearly fifty years. His private museum comprised the

finest collection of mounted birds in New England, if

not on the continent.

He had studied the fauna of Maine as no other field

naturalist has ever done, and passed twenty winters in

Florida and other southern lands in pursuit of his favorite

studies He was a life member of the Natural History

Societies of Boston. Mass., and London, England, a

lifelong friend of Profs. Baird and Coues, of the Smith-

sonian Institution at Washington; Dr. Brewer, of

Boston. Charles Hallock, of New York. Among his

other scientific and literary friends were: Rev. Dr. Be-

thune, the eminent therologian; Senator Geo. F. Ed-
munds; Walter Brackett, _the cekbraied painter of fishes;

Rev. James Smith, of Philadelphia; Prof. Bailey, of

Fredericton, N. B.j Dr. l.eith Ageisms, Judge Ritchie, of

New Brunswick; Henry Ward Beecher, and scores of

other eminent personages.
Readers of the Times will remember the beautiful trib-

ute which Mr. Boardman wrote in memory on his friend

James Murchie ' whose death occurred last May. One
paragraph of that fine obituary aptly applies to the

wri.er's own life: "There was manifested none of the

decrepitude or petulance of old age. When last I saw
him, his face was sunshiny, for his 86 years had always
been maturing goodness. The length of his life is neither

magical nor mysterious, when we consider certain habits

and dispositions which he possessed. He lived simply
and loved simplicity, he was unostentatious, industrious,

frugal and democratic. Temperate in all things, he was
a latter day Puritan, an improvement on the old

Puritan in that it adds cheer to a loyal devotion
to the right. Pi is great age was beautiful simply
because his youth had been so; his October was lie

natural result of his May. His latter days had a riiagnin-'

cent maturity because in his younger days he haJ al-

ways sought that which was good. He was like one ot

those glorious maples that we see in October, that nature

crowns as the resplendent monarch of the surrounding
forest."

—^—
Midwinter Bird Notes.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The usual routine of midwinter bird life in this locality

appears unchanged. I have not had opportunity for

special jaunts among the thickets, and so cannot speak-

positively as their denizens, but there is no doubt in my
mind that such a visit would reveal most of my oldtime
friends, whose retiring habits keep them away from the

beaten track of the casual observer.

The call of the meadowlark. with its curious ventrilo-

C(uial effect, comes floating up on every puff' of air that

fans your face when you pass among the meadows and
fields—a charming little musical voice, full of remi-

niscence.
Along the roadside a quick eye will catch a glint of

white feathers far ahead, as a party of juncos, disturbed

by the ringing puck! puck! of horse hoofs on frozen

ground, flick away in jerky flight among the nanny
bushes. A number of hawks seem resident this winter,

sparrow and hen hawks being quite in evidence.

One still, clear morning a few weeks ago, while pass-

ing over the road that skirts the West Meadows, jusr

back of Gravesend Bay, I was admiring the bold oiit-

lines of the cedars that still guard the sandy ridge of its

further shore, and thinking of the boys that used to

gather hawks in that same old grove when the flight wa.s

on in late September. Even as I looked there was flap-

ping of broad vans, and a huge hen hawk launched into

flight from the midst of the cedars. The day was so per-

fectly still that the bird seemed as though he might be

the ghost of one of my old victims. He sailed silently

overhead, so close that I saw the gentle flutter of the

fluffy plumage along his sides, and as he
.
glared down

upon me I realized from his savage expression that he

must have identified me as the slayer of his great-great-

great-grandsire long ago, which, indeed, was not at all

unlikely.

I have long been curious as to where our winter birds

obtained their supply during hard, frosty weather, in the

absence of snow. In the case of our redhead wood-
peckers, the mystery is solved. Time and again T see

them chipping the ice in the drinking trough, swallow-

ing the sparkling bits as they hammer them off. It is

amusing to see the English sparrow glean after them.

I've seen these sparrows eat snow when thirsty, but

how our other winter residents quench thirst in winter

when snow is a rarity and hard the rule, is beyond
me.

Several "Canada specials" of geese went by on the

"Air Line" last autumn, and other wildfowl traffic was
fairly good. It is rather early yet to figure on spring

business, but I assume the returns will be satisfactory.

In a month or two D. V. I will further advise you.
WiLMOT ToWNSEND.

Bay Ridge, N. Y.

A Sleeping Buck.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Since I came to this country to spend a couple of

years I have been a regular reader of Forest and
Stream. In a recent number I read a story of a sleeping

doe. Perhaps your readers may be interested to heajr- of

a sleeping buck.
A couple of years ago I had a cousin, Senfft, at tny

home in Silesia, on the opening of the season

for buck shooting, viz.. May i. We had been driving

through the woods for several hours, my cousin missing

two bucks, and had turned back, when suddenly my
cousin stepped out of the carriage. Supposing he had

seen a deer, I drove on a couple of hundred yards before

I drew up. This is done to make the deer believe that

with the retreating carriage all danger for him vanishes.

I then turned round to observe mv cousin. He was
standing behind a tree on the spot where he had left me,

and was acting strangely. He woifld raise rifle tn

shoulder, but instead of the expected report, I saw him
lower it and raise his field glasses to his eyes. After hi^

had gone through these performances several times I

saw him step cautiously into the woods. A few mo-
ments later I heard him shout for me for all he was
v/orth; and mingled with his voice came another strange

noise I had never heard before. I hastened to the snot

with my double-barreled rifle and found my cousin hold-

ing a buck by his horns, both yelling at the tops of their

voices: but it was impossible to say .whether the burV

danced round the man or the man roimd the buck (a

buck of the deer species most generally met in Germany
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will only weigh about 45 pounds). My cousin
shouted to me to shoot the buck, and as the place where
this happened was within a short distance of where
Senfft missed a buck an hour or two ago, I tried to do
so, thinking that this was a buck he had wounded earlier

ip the morning. But I found I had a hard task before
ine, bcause I was afraid of hitting my cousin, for man
and beast were jumping around in a lively manner. At
last 1 succeeded in putting my rifle on the shoulder of

the buck, and drew the trigger. But in this second
the buck must have moved; and instead of shooting him
through the heart the ball only broke his leg. On hearing
the report, my cousin, only too glad to get rid of his

task, let go. The buck thereupon made off on his three
legs as if he had four, when the second ball from my rifle

brought him down.
I should almost have liked to miss him, to have been

able to study SenfiEt losing his coveted prize after holding
it so long.

We found on going up to the buck that he only had
my two bullets—the one that had broken his leg and the

one that had brought him down—and that the buck had
been perfectly sound before.

My cousin then explained things. He had seen
the buck sitting under a tree and stepped out of the
cairriage to shoot it. But when he raised his rifle, the

posture of the buck gave him the impression that it must
be a dead one. He therefore stepped up to it and grasped
one of the horns to raise the head, to better inspect them,
when, to his surprise, up jumped the buck. My cousin
having the luck to grasp his other horn, held on to him.

This is the most extraordinary occurrence with a
sleeping deer that ever occurred to me, though I have had
several experiences with deer at home, which have led

me to the conviction that you will once in a while run
across a deaf one. E. G. V. S.

The Barking Deer of the Philippines
Dapitan, Mindanao, P. I., Nov. 10.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I have something curious to tell you about that

black deer of mine, concerning which I have already writ-

ten you. As I stated in a former letter, he is a yearling
past, very dark, with a coarse coat for this climate, black
tail with white tip, and his horns grow straight up from
head on a line with his nose, as may be seen in the photo-
graph T sent you. Lately he has shed his horns.

I remember reading once, from the manuscript of a
friend in New York, a story, in which the baying of a
pack of invisible hounds ever followed the fleeing deer,

l)ut I little thought the conceit would be brought forcibly
to mind in later j'ears.

One night about two months ago I was aroused by
the savage baying of a dog trying to get into the in-

closure where the deer is kept at night. I rushed down
there revolver in hand, picturing to myself the agony the
deer might be in penned up as it was. There are dogs
here trained especially to hunt deer, and as the town is

full of masterless curs of high and low degree, I was not
surprised that some of them should come around at night.

Well, I wore myself out trying to find that dog. A
short time afterward he appeared again earlier in the
evening, in full cry, that filled the house and could be
heard a quarter of a mile away. On this occasion an
interesting whist game was broken up, and each vied
with the other to get a shot at the intruder. The in-

closurc where the deer was is a room by itself, under the
quarters occupied by the officers, and has a rather frail

partition separating it from another room open from the
outside, and from this point a powerful animal might dig
his way in to the deer. The barking and baying seemed
to proceed from this partition. It being a moonlight
night, two of the party stationed themselves at the win-
dows commanding the premises, while I went down to
this outside room, with a candle in one hand and my
revolver in the other.

No dog. ...
The next day I had a hole cut in the floor near and

above this partition, and the next night that the sounds
appeared, I stationed myself at the opening ready to
shoot at the sound, if unable to distinguish any form.
It seemed to proceed from the inclosure where the deer
was. Is it possible, I thought, that that dog could have
gotten in at the high window and was even now attack-
ing the deer? I rushed around to the stairway with a

candle, but the deer stood there quietly looking at me.
1 retired puzzled.
This howling occurred two or three times a month.

One night a corporal, our interpreter, who sleeps in the
building, went to the stairway and listened. Next morn-
ing he said, "Captain, is it possible that a deer can bark
like a dog?" I thought not, but I interviewed the presi-
dent of the town on the subject, who said at once that it

was the deer, that it was a common thing for the bucks
to bark like a dog, and he added that at times they make
such a noise in the mountains that one cannot sleep in

their neighborhood. He said that they barked at all

seasons, but most at running time and at the full of the
moon.
A few nights ago the deer set up his nocturnal roaring

and. I went with a light and sat down on the steps and
.saw him in the act. Being so close there was a false note
in it, but a few yards away it seemed most like the deep
mouthed bay of a hound. While he is barking or baying
he stands and stamps with one foot. It continued at

intervals for fifteen or twenty ininutes, and as I. said
before was loud and could be heard a quarter of a mile.

I thought I knew a little bit about deer, having hunted
them many years and killed hundreds of them, but this

particular breed is a curiosity. He is a handsome animal
like a blacktailed buck, with small ears and shapely head,
and when I shake a banana at him. comes running
with a whimpering cry to take it form my hand.

Luther S. Kelly,
Captain 40th Infantry.

[Just what this curious deer may be is not certain, but
very likely it belongs to the genus Elaphodes, which is

allied to the muntjac of India, bat has unbranched
antlers.]
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Strange Birds.

Col. W, Coltman, a neighbor of mine, in the fall of

1858 shot m the White Oak swamps, near Snow Hill, Md.,

a gigantic woodcock. This bird was more than twice the

size of any woodcock ever seen here before or since, and
had a few white feathers in its wing. It lay to the dogs
like an ordinary bird, flew quite swiftly and made a loud

whistling noise. The Colonel took his bird to Snow
Hill and showed it to many interested in such things, then

he sold it to a Mr. John Maddox, of New York city^ who
was staying there at the time. This gentleman called it a

European woodcock. This, I think, was before the time

of introducing new species here, and must have blown
across in a storm to Newfoundland, and then drifted

down the coast. The strange part is the white feathers in

the wing.
The first week in December, 1900, Mr. Laurent and Mr.

Livezey, of Mt. Airy, Pa., were shooting quail here. The
dogs pointed and a rail bird flushed. Mr. Livezey shot

and killed it, and on picking it up found a bird he had
never seen before. He gave the bird to Mr. Laurent, who
is connected with tlie Academy of Natural Sciences, Phila-

delphia. He said the bird was new to him, but looked

more like a corn crake than anything he had ever seen

here. The bird was carefully laid away and taken home
in the fle.sh. On examination at the Academy it was found
to be the real European corn crake, of which but . two
specimens have been taken in the United States before

this one. The Eastern Shore is a wonderful place. If

you cannot find all you want here, you are indeed hard to

please. O. D. Foulks.
Stockton, Md

The Engflish Sparrow.

Sayre, Pa.—The A^ociferous community of English

sparrows which tenants the interior of the new passenger
equipment paint shop at this place affords a convincing
illustration of the bird's power of resistance to the ordi-

nary methods of warfare waged against it. Every ven-

tilator attached to this mammoth paint shop has been
equipped with fine wire screens, and all the tracks en-

tering the .shop have been closely fitted with leather

fenders attached to the doors, with a view of excluding
the pugilistic Britons, but thus far all efforts in this

direction have proved unavailing.

The mottled aliens quarrel and fight and forage im-

I.ntdently, and multiply surprisingly. Occasionally a bird

falls to the floor overcome by the poisonous paint and
varnish fumes, or intoxicated with the penetrating tur-

pentine perfutue, but on the whole the birds exhibit an
amazing vitality. They swarm through the- vast network
of girders and roof stipports. in joyful estate, creating a

deafening clamor, at certain hours of the day, defying

alike the ingenuity of man and the unwholesome, con-
ditions of their environment. ' . ,

,

As furnishing an example of contented existence under
the most adverse circumstances the English sparrow has

been and continues to be pre-eminently successful. This
characteristic- at least entitles him to some respect,

M. Chili*

The Cat Came Back.

.Sayre, Pa.—The homing instinct of cats .was lately

illustrated in the case of an ebony-coated Tabby that'

for some time made its home in and about the stock

room connected with the big passenger car paint shop
of the Lehigh Valley R. R. Assistant Foreman John
Brainard having a desire to make Tabby a member of

his household carried the animal home one night, a dis-

tance of over. a mile, and covering a journey across a

great tangle of railroad tracks and often between^ a

congestion of loc'omofives, freight cars and rolling equip-

ment unsurpassed in variety and extent probably along
the ejitire Lehigh svstem outside of New York and
Bitffalo. '

.

'
.

Evidently,' however, the black cat was alert and sharply

observant, for two days thereafter its melodious voice

fell softly upon the air in the vicinity of the stock room.
Investigation disclosed the satin-furred feline perched
high

,
aloft upon the roof of the paint shop, a lookout

point gained only by climbing an iron fire escape and
general utility ladder equipped Avith widely separated

rungs.
Removed from its exalted perch, the cat mewed Con-

tentedly, tied itself into a hard knot athwart a varnish

can and slept the sleep of a thoroughbred Bohemian.
M. Chill.

Mr. Boardman.

The death of our old friend and correspondent, Mr.
George A. Boardman, which took place last week, will

cause pain to an unusual number of readers of the Natural

History Department of Forest and Stream. One of the

last letters written by him was a kindly response to an
inquiry from this office as to whether he knew of a siiigle

authentic instance of the taking of the panther in Maine.

His reply was in the negative, and he added, "I have for

fifty years been looking after the skull of a panther that

was killed in this part of the State for my museum and
have not been able to get one" ; and then he added, 'T

have been much pleased with your cuts of the ducks in

Forest and Stream. They are first class."

Warning: to Mountain Climbers.

Boston, Jan. 10.—A special committee of the Appala-

chia Mountain Club, which has been investigating the

death last summer of Father Bill Curtis and Allan Orms-
bee in White Moimtains, finds that there was no care-

lessness, but says the time is a proper one to teach certain

lessons. The warning which the committee issues says

:

Provide adequate clothing. Then if experienced and
strong, turn back rather than face such a storm. If in-

experienced, do not let bright skies and an open pathway
lure you to where you may need resources not at hand, and
do not go alone. Hold together. Watch, to foresee the

conditions ahead of you. Do not exhaust yourself by
wasteful hurry and needless continuousness of severe

effort. Keep couragej resist the fatal desire to lie down
—New York Evening Post.

0^wj^ l§^q md ^m.—®

—

Fropiietors of •hooting resorts will find it proitable to adTcrtise
them in FoMlT AWO SrwUK.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest amd Stbeau should
always be addressed to tke Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual co'itiected with the paper.

fFor Smooth Bores and Safety.

Philadelphia, Ba., Jan. 16.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
During a recent trip in the South, I happened to take up
your issue of Dec. 22, and read what your Maine corre-
spondent said about the great number of very interesting

shooting accidents which are constantly occurring in the
Northern woods. They are not confined to the North-
ern woods, however, for they occur in the Northwest
and wherever modern rifles are used in a forest country.

I have been in the Maine woods myself and heard a

great deal about these accidents, and I have seen in a
way how it is that they occur so easily. The great num-
bers of them are appalling, and I sometimes think that

the statistics are exaggerated. But even allowing for

the exaggeration, there are far too many of them, and
it seems to me that everybody interested in sport should
do his utmost to devise means for preventing them.
Your Maine correspondent suggests several remedies.

He would have a law passed making accidental shooting
a criminal offense. This, I think, would hardly meet the
case. It would be contrary to the general principle of

law that it is the criminal intent which makes a crime.
It would hardly be proper under our system of juris-

prudence to punish a man by fine and imprisonment for

doing what he never intended to do. A man may be
punished under our law for killing a person by gross
carelessness, or for doing an act in itself unlawful which
unexpectedly results in killing some one. But I do not
think that we have ever made mere accidents punishable
as criminal offenses. I do not think that the thought that
there was such a law on the statute book would make
people any more careful or make accidents fewer. You
cannot by a few printed words alter human nature in the
matter of carelessness, and these shooting accidents arise,

I think, out of certain circumstances as much as out of

carelessness.

Nor do I think that your correspondent's suggestion
that all sportsmen be compelled to adopt a certain color
of dress which would make them absolutely distinct in

the woods and prevent any possibility of their being mis-
taken for a deer would obviate the difficulty. It would
really be most ridiculous and would show that our sport
had degenerated sadly, if we should try to adopt such
an extraordinary rule as a safety costume. I do not know
any color that could be adopted except white; and that
might perhaps be the most dangerous of all, for a great
many of these tenderfeet who do the reckless shooting
have heard that there are at times white deer found in

the woods, and they are enthusiastic for a shot at one.
It seems to me that the great difficulty arises, or the

preventable part of the difficulty arises, from the
condition to which the modern rifle has been developed.
I have hitherto used one of the old Winchester .44's.

In fact, I have had one for twenty years and more, and
it would be described now-a-days as a very low power
rifle. Recently, in order to be up with the times, I pur-
chased a modern rifle, one of those deadly little .30-30's.

It is really a most w'onderful instrument, and in my use
of it in the Maine woods I have been lost in admiration
at the triumph of mechanical skill which it represents.
I saw, of course, while in the woods, the rifles used by
other sportsmen, many of them .30-40's, and more power-
ful than mine. They are nearly always magazine rifles

and the way in which young fellows and ministers of the
gospel, not to mention ladies, pump bullets out of them
at every object they see and at every glimpse of brown
or gray color in the woods is frightful lo contemplate.
There are whole classes of accidents which I think are

due almost entirely to the extraordinary power of these
modern rifles. For example, that class of accidents in

which a man suddenly finds himself struck by a bullet or
is found lying dead in the woods, and no report of a

gun i,? heard, nor any means of knowing why he was
hit, is, I think, in every case, due to the random pump-
ing of bullets from these terrible weapons which carry
far beyond the sound of the explosion. There is another
class of accidents which come from the extraordinary
accuracy of these rifles at long range. I have been using
rifles all my life; but the accuracy of these new instru-

ments at a great distance when used even by an inferior

marksman astonishes me. A tenderfoot who sees some-
thing moving along the edge of the lake or sees brown
or gray color through the leaves and blazes away at it

is very likely to hit it. If he finds afterward that he has
shot a woman or a guide or a friend, he is, of course, very
sorry.

The rifles have, in fact, become too good. They are
so good that the element of sport is eliminaated. Shoot--
ing with them has become merely a mechanical pumping
out of lead. Havin.g been brought up to use a shotgun
tor quail shooting or duck shooting and similar sports, I

can see no sport whatever in shooting moose with one of

these modern rifles, and there is scarcely any sport in

deer shooting with them. There is not much sport under
the best of circumstances in moose shooting as compared
with the beautiful skill required in quail or snipe shoot-
ing, and there is only a little real sport under the best of
circumstances in deer shooting. Of course the wild
romantic life one Icadi^ in the woods when in pursuit of
moose or deer is the most delightful of all things. I

have nothing at all to say against that. I enjoy it'more than
words can describe. y\nd fishing is still a. true sport.
God bo prasied that mechanical ingenuity cannot destroy
that pleasure.

But in order to save life and to reduce the pursuit of
big game in forest countries to its proper limits, I make
bold to suggest that we abolish by statute the use of the
rifle altogether and go back to smooth bores.
Years ago in the Maine woods, say before the times

of the Civil War, moose and deer were often hunted with
smooth bores. The famous hunters who went out to
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Africa during the first half of the nineteenth century
used smooth bores for shooting big game. They shot
elephants with ten bores and eight bores. Sir Samuel
Baker was. I believe, the man who first introduced rifles

into these African sports. -

An ordinary smooth bore, firing a bullet, h^s Very
little accuracy beyond sixty yards. But I would be willing
to go a little further and allow the use of those paradox
.smooth bores which have been invented of recent years
and which are accurate, they tell me, up to 100 yards.

If everybody else will do the same, I am pei-fectly willing

to go into the Maine woods and take my chances with
a smooth bore; and I think in a forest country any man
ought to be entirely content with the game he can kill

inside of 100 yards. A great deal of shooting in forest

couiitries is done at night with a jack, in spite of the law
against it. In this sort of shooting, which is at very
close range, a smooth bore is just as ef¥ective as a rifle

and rather more so.

I think a law forbidding the use of rifles in the large

game counties of Maine and New York could be very
easily enforced. No man should be allowed to start on
a camping tour with a rifle or to carry one under any
circumstances. If he has a rifle with him, it should be
taken away from him and kept by some official until he
returns from his trip and is ready to go home again, and
then it should be returned to him. I believe this system
would tend to the increase of game. Not so many would
be shot and we should all enjoy what is to me, and I

think to every one, the great pleasure of being in the

presence of large quantities of wild animals which are

difficult to secure.

There would, of course, still be certain classes of acci-

dents, the same accidents which occur with shotguns.
These can never be eliminated. They are the necessary
accompaniments of dangerous weapons and human care-

lessness. But I think several classes of accidents which
are numerous and distressing and shock everybody when
they occur, would be entirely eliminated.

Sydney G. Fisher.

Spring Shooting.
VVatertown, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: I in-

close an article I have published in the Watertown Times
in relation to spring shooting. The sportsmen of Jef-

ferson county are making a determined efTort to stop

spring shooting of wild fowl in this county, and I believe

we shall succeed. If the sportsmen of this Stat would
use the local newspapers, and let the public know their

wishes in the matter of better game protection, I think
it would go a long awy toward creating a public senti-

ment in our favor, and unless we have the people with

us our laws cannot be enforced.
* W. H. Tallett,

President Jefferson Coitnty Sportsmen's Association.

There is a growing public sentiment in favor of more
stringent game laws and their more rigid enforcement.
Nearly every State in the Union has a law forbidding

the export of game, and last winter the Lacey bill, making
it possible to enforce these laws, was passed by Congress
and signed by President McKinley. The sale of game
is forbidden at any time in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Vermont. Oregon, Iowa and South Carolina. The
spring shooting of wild fowl is forbidden in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, North Dakota, Vermont, Rhode Island, Utah,
Idaho and Washington. Michigan forbids the killing

©f mallard, black duck, wood duck and teal in the spring.

The great State of New York, which should stand in the

front rank of this grand movement toward better pro-

tection for game birds, is a long way in the rear. Why?
For the simple reason that the sportsmen, the men who
believe in these things, are not united. These men who
shoot and snare our birds for the market, these men who
kill and drive from our waters the wild fowl that should

be permitted to remain and breed here—these men are

comparatively few in number. The time is coming,
brother sportsmen, when one of two things must happen

:

Shooting for the market and the spring shooting of game
birds must cease or our game birds will be exterminated.

There is only one way to stop the market- shooter, and
that is to forbid the sale of game at any time of the year,

and there is only one way to stop the spring shooter, and
that is tO' prohibit spring shooting.

It ought not to be necessary to have to pass such laws,

and for the true sportsman it is not, but there are a
few men in every community who for the few cents they

receive, or for the mere pleasure of killing, will kill any
bird or animal, at any time of the year, unless it is pro-

tected by law. The sportsmen of this State have been
trying for years to secure the passage of a law prohibiting

the spring shooting of wild fowl, and year after year have
met defeat at the hands of Oswego county', whose mem-
bers go to Albany pledged to oppose any bill of this

nature, and if I am rightly informed one man controls

the action of these members, and that one does his spring

shooting in Jefferson county. Last spring a bill was in-

troduced covering Jeft'erson county. You all know what
happened to it.

It might be interesting to you to know how ".he States

of Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota and Michigan
were induced to pass such a law. Three years ago the

Horicon Club, composed of members in Chicago and
Wisconsin, which owned a game preserve in Wisconsin,

stopped the spring shooting of wild foWl on their pre-

serve. Not only did the mallard, black duck, wood duck
and teal stay there and nest, but the bluebill, canvasback

and redhead, ducks that were supposed to breed in the

far North, stayed and reared their young and on the

opening day the birds were there in thousands, and in-

stead of having to wait for the cold weather to drive them
down from the North the members of this club had good
shooting from Sept. i to the end of the season. The
result of this experiment was the stopping of spring

Shooting Jan. i in four States, and this winter the

sportsmen of Illinois are trying to pass the same law.

I wonder what would have happened in this State in a

year or two if our law had passed last winter? Is there

another county in the State better situated for a game
preserve? The St, Lawrence River on the north, with

no spring shooting on the Canadian side, closes Dec. 15,

our lake front with its bays and feeding grounds from
Cape Vincent to Big Sandy, and the little lakes, ponds

and creeks scattered through the interior. Suppose that
instead of drjving those birds into Canada in the spring
we should sow wild rice in our shallow bays, and it will

grow on any soft m^d bottom in from one inch to eight

feet of water. Suppose you owned a game preserve, not
a big one such as Jefferson county would be, but a little

one, and that next spring a few pairs of ducks should
come and want to stay and nest there, you'd get your
gun and go out and kill all you could and dirve the rest

of them over in your neighbor's preserve, wouldn't you?
Of course you would, and next fall you'd kick because
he asked you to pay hira twenty-five dollars if you wanted
to come over and get a mess. I don't suppose there is

any use of trying to make a game preserve of this county;
the boys don't want it, and we'll have to go on shooting
mud hen? and wait till our neighbor's preserve freezes

over and try and get a few as they fly over, but I would
like to trv it for, sav, three vears.

W. H. T.\I.LETT,

President Jefferson County Sportsmen's Association.

The Massachusetts Association.

Boston, Jan. 18.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The n?w
Board of Government of the Massachuse ts Fish and
Game Association within less than a week of their election

have got right down to business. At the call of Presi-

dent Reed twenty members of the Board met at the

Copley Square Hotel last Monday evening, and after a

full and free interchange of opinion, the following com-
mittees were made up and agreed upon :

On Publication—Arthur W. Robinson, Edward W.
Branigan. Henry H. Kimball. A. C. Risteen N. Le Rov.
On Enforcement of the Laws—W. S. Hinman, B. N.

Howe, Charles M. Bryant. William B. Smart. Charles

Stewart, Dr. M. H. Richardson, George H. Moore.
On Legislation—J. Russell Reed, B. C. Clark. HTrac?

T. Rockwell, George H. Payne, A. B. F. Kinney. Rollin

Jones, Loring Crocker, George W. Wiggin, C. H. Moul-
ton.

On Finance—W. B. Hastings, J. N. Roberts, R. N.

Joyce, A. T. Thayer.
On Entertainments—Heber Bishop, Thomas Hall, E.

J. Brown, W. S. Hinman, A. R. Brown, E. W. Branigan.

Counsel—^James E. Young.
A discussion ensued upon various matters that were

proper subjects for legislation, notably the lobster law.

Col. Rockwell said there would no donbt be an effort

made t© repeal the present ioj4-inch law and urged that

every effort be made to prevent such action. It was of

the utmost importance to keep the laws of this State and
Maine identical as to the size of the lobster, as they

now are, and it was voted to support the State Comrnis-

sion in their efforts to keep the present law or something
better. President Reed called attention to the shooting of

gulls and terns, and it was voted to have presented a bill

to the Legislature to prohibit the killing of these birds at

any time. The subject of taking clams from the Charles

River Flats, whose waters are more or less polluted by
sewage, was brought up by President 'Reed and Dr.

Maurice H. Richardson. The eminent surgeon gave a

very interesting talk upon the habits of shell fish, and
this and other matters were left to the Committee on
Legislation, which committee will doubtless have con-

siderable business on hand during the present session of

the Legislature. Wm. B. Smart.

The Legislative Canipaign of J900 and Events Which
Led Up to It.

Mr. President and Members of the Association:

The annual meeting of our Association is an occasion

of more than ordinary interest to all our members and
a fitting time for those on whom you have placed the

responsibilities of official positions to give an account
of their stewardship.
Mr. President, the year 1900 will ever be a memorable

one in the history of the State Association. As you all

know, the crowning achievement of the year is the pas-

sage of the new bird law, which was secured by the

united efforts of the sportsmen and lovers of birds in

our State. Another important enactment in which we
were interested is the Fishway law. For a full under-
standing of the means by which these salutary measures
were carried through, it is necessary to revert to events

which transpired prior to the opening of the campaign
of 1900. I trust a brief outline of occurrences leading

up to the final result will be of sufficient interest to com-
mand your attention for a few minutes.

To commence at the beginning: The keynote of the

movement was struck at the annual banquet of the Asso-
ciation held on Feb. 8, 1898, by Mr. Stevenson, of Pitts-

field. I quote from the report of the meeting printed

in the Boston Herald of Feb. 9, as follows: "Mr. J.

M. Stevenson, or the Legislature, responded for the State

and assured the members that Legislators were far more
in accord with the hopes of the true sportsman than was
generally supposed, the difficulty of promoting suitable

legislation lying largely in the great divergence of views
among the sportsmen themselves." This declaration,

coming as it did from a brother sportsman who had been
a member of the Legislative Committee on Fisheries

and Game for two years, produced a profound impression,

and was the subject of discussion at the next meeting
of the Board of Management, on March 16 following,

when on motion of ex-President Samuels the Board
voted—"That the Secretary correspond with officers of

the various fish and game and farmers' clubs of the State

and invite them to meet us yearly in convention to dis-

cuss changes in game laws, etc."

During the following months till late autumn the Secre-

tary sought in various ways to obtain a list of the differ-

ent clubs and their officers. The only list of game asso-

ciations and gun clubs available was one published many
years before, vid it is not strange under the circumstances
that the severity or more invitations sent out brought
together only abotit a dozen representative delegates,

who met with our officers in the afternoon of Nov. 16,

1898.

In opening the meeting President Rockwell stated that

the Association had no plan or scheme that it desired to

carry out, but had called the conference for an inter-

change of views, in the hope that united action might

result in the advancement of the fish and game interests

of the State.

Prof. William H. Niles assured those present -that-one
thousand members of the Appalachian Mountain Club
were a unit in favor of the purposes and work of the
Association. Mr. George H, Mackey spoke for the
Ornithologists' Union; George H. Palmer, Esq:, for the
Southern Massachusetts Fish and Game League; Mr.
William B. Phinney for the Lynn Fish and Game Pro-
tective Association; Dr. C. H. Raymond for the Reho-
both Farmers' Club, and several others for their respec-
tive organizations. Mr. C. C. Peck, of North Attleboro,
presented a carefully prepared paper, in which he urged
the great need of more efficient wardens and more vigor-
ous efforts in the care of fish and game.
The sentiment of all the speakers was strongly in favor

of stringent restrictions on the sale of game and a rigid!

enforcement of game laws. The discussion was continued!
after the dinner by several speakers, but no definite action
was taken at that time. While the meeting was not large
in numbers, it was characterized hy great earnestness
on the part of the speakers, all of whom expressed a
desire to co-operate in any plans that might be formed
caluculated to improve the existing conditions.

I have gone somewhat into details with reference to
this convention, for two reasons. First: Because it was
the beginning of a movement by us that has resulted in
arousing widespread interest throughout the State, and
the consequent improvement in game laws. Second:
Because it was the first conference of clubs interested in
fish and game ever held in the State of Massachusetts,
and the credit of inaugurating the movement is due our
Association,

To resume. At a meeting of the Board of Manage-
ment, on Dec, i, it was moved that the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Association extend its thanks to all the
clubs and associations represented in the convention of
Nov. 16, and hopes the occasion may be made an annual
one in which every association in the State may be
represented. This was voted, and the Secretary was in-

structed to communicate the same to the various clubs.
The next event I will mention is the announcement

in the newspapers in March following that the Associa-
tion was prepared to distribute fifty dozen quail, which
-irnught many applications, some of which came from
officers of clubs.

At a meeting of the Association, on May 19, it was
voted that posters of the game laws, suitably framed, be
put in the post offices and railroad stations of the Com-
monwealth, the expense to be defrayed from the sinking
fund. Later the Secretary was uthorized by the Commit-
tee on Publications to carry out this vote of the Asso-
ciation. He was able to secure from Washington the
sanction of the Post Office Department and the assistance
of the General Superintendent, Mr. W.E. Chamberlain, of
the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R,, in performing this work.
This was followed by the receipt of hundreds of letters

from various parts of the State, evincing a sur-
prising interest in the community at large, and was the
means of adding several to the list of clubs. Then fol-

lowed the preparation of suitable blanks for obtaining
statistical information concerning each of the clubs, and
in my efforts in this direction I desire to mention the
great assistance received from our Vice-President, Mr.
William S. Hinman. - . -

All the work which I have gone over in this brief
manner led up to the convention held in Boston on
Dec. 14, 1899, in which more than eighty delegates, rep-
representing about sixty different associations, clubs and
societies, participaated. Among those present were rep-
resentatives of the Massachusetts Forestry Association,
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Massachusetts
Board of Agriculture. Massachusetts Board of Education,
Massachusetts Board of Trade, Massachusetts Rifle As-
sociation, New England Agricultural Society, Middlesex
South Agricultural Society, Hampshire Agricultural So-
ciety, several farmers' clubs, besides numerous fish and
game associations, the Megantic Fish and Game Club,
many gun clubs, etc.

The committee appointed in the afternoon reported
in the evening the following recommendations, viz.

:

1. That each association choose one delegate to serve
upon a Central Committee, with full power to act in

securing legislation, etc.

2. That the open season on rabbits, squirrels, wood-
cock, ruffed grouse and quail commence Oct. i and end
Dec. I.

3. That the sale of game birds be prohibited.

4. That suitable fishways .be provided for food fish

to reach their spawning bed,

5. That this committee use means to secure funds
needed to bring these measures before the Legislature
and secure their passage.

In accordance with the first recommendation, each as-

sociation and club was invited to send a delegate as a
member of the Central Committee, and the delegates
met on Jan. 4, 1900, when the following Executive Com-
mittee was chosen: Chairman. A. B. F. Kinney, Worces-
ter; Sec'y-Treas., H. H. Kimball, Boston; George
H. Palmer, North Bedford; Herman S. Fay, Marlbor-
ough; Dr. J. T. Herrick, Springfield; William B. Phin-
ney, Lynn; John S. Bleakie, Falmouth; H. A. Estabrook,
Fitchburg; J. E. TAveedy, North Attleboro; Jos. H.
Wood, Pittsfield; Herbert E. Tuck, Haverhill; Henry
Hanson, Fall River.

This committee met on Jan. 10, to lay out its

work. As appears upon our records, at the an-
nual meeting of the Association, on Jan. 10, 1900,

the following preamble and resolution were adopted, viz.:

Wheas, It has become known to this Association that the; game
birds and animals of this Commonwealth have become, year after

year, more and more scarce, and it is notorious that, unless some
further protective legislation can be speedily had, the time is not
far distant when they will become exterminated; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this Association call upon our Senators and
Representatives, and we do hereby call on them, to pass tnore
restrictive laws for the greater protection of our game birds before
it is too late and game of the State becomes exterminated.

The Secretary was instructed to mail a copy of Ihie

above to all members of the House and Senate.

By this means the legislators were early notified of our
opinions and wishes.

The details with reference to what followed in the Ibng
and arduous struggle at the State House you, have al-

ready heard from Representative Harry D. Hunt, oi
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Nofth Attleboro, and I will not rehearse them. Suffice
it to say, the Committee did the work assigned to it
and should receive the warmest gratitude, not only of our
.inembers, but of all lovers of birds.

The self denial of the clubs in the western counties
in surrendering early fall shooting, and of those in the
southerly sections in giving up their favorite month of
December, entitles them to hearty commendation. The
"divergence of views" alluded to by Mr. Stevenson in

1898 were no longer in, evidence, but all stood shoulder
to shoulder for the greatest good of the greatest number.
To mention all those who lent their influence and actively
engaged in securing this legislation would require too
much time, but the names of Representatives Hunt and
Morse (now Senator Morse) and Senators Wm. Tolman
and Howard K. Sanderson deserve special recognition
ifor their zealous efforts in behalf of the bill.

To the Fish and Game Commissioners for their cordial
mdorsement of the measure we would make our ac-
jknowle<lgments.
To the pr^s of the State, also, for its enlightened

presentation of the principles involved in the bill, and to
the Forest and Stream, not only for keeping its readers
informed from the beginning to the end of the various
movements in which we were engaged, but for its very
able editorials in favor of the bill.

To Mr. Frank M. Chapman, of New York, who in
one of his lectures at the Lowell Institute (in Boston)
on birds last winter spoke with emphasis of the good
work of the protective sportsmen's associations in their

efforts to save game birds, expressing the wish that the
song and insectivorous birds had friends who were
equally zealous in their defense.
In closing I may say the bird law was the outcome of

an enlightened public sentiment which has been created
by the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Asso-
ciation. Henry H. Kimball, Sec'y.

All Sorts.

Elmo, Kan., Jan. 14.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Last
winter, through the medium of Forest and Stream, I

brought to the notice of a startled (?) public the horned
rabbit of Kansas. Yesterday, while out hunting, I shot
two more specimens, and I was intending to forward
one to you, but the idea that the horns were the outcome
of disease took possession of me, and after examining
one closely they became absolutely repulsive, and I

threw them into a hedge, and Forest and Stream is

out a horned rabbit. One of the rabbits had six honis
on its head, the horns closely resembling the horn of a

young buck antelope when the horn is about an inch long.

I should like to know more of them, but the revulsion

against handling them is too strong.

In this week's Forest and Stream I notice something
about the Carteret Gun Club expelling members for com-
peting with professionals or on grounds where pro-
fessionals shoot. Now, I have seen reports of Carteret

Club shoots, off and on, ever since I can remember, and
none of them have left any impression on my mind. But
when I see a closely printed column report of some
tournament written by Hough, Waters or some other
graphic writer who understands the ins and outs, haps
and happenings of the game, and in which the names
Elliott, Gilbert, Budd, Parmelee and Marshall appear, I

always read the whole of it; and I have not read "David
Harum" yet either, and am some shy on Shakespeare.
These are the men who make the game interesting, and
without whom the name of Carteret would neyer have
been heard. If some of them go into the gun and am-
munition business, so much the better, as it is only
through the employment of the best talent that machines
are perfected. Let the race go to the swift and the bat-

tle to the strong. See that everything is on the square
and then—hands off. Let every individual be the sole

judge of whom he is able and whom ,he is not able to

compete with. This constant warfare on the best per-

formers is like breaking one leg of a jack rabbit in order
to let the hounds catch it. Improve your hounds is the

better miy, and is a more drawing card with the average
onlooker;

Another thing that keeps irritating me is the immense
amount of nonseiicical talk about game protection. Game
laws have been passed in such idiotic profusion that all

respect for them is a thing of the past, yet the howl still

goes up for more. Half a dozen States are threatening
non-resident license laws. I suppose the profit accruing
to wardens for State licenses is quite large; it must be,

for already there is such a thing as reduced rates where
•competition is sharp, but what does the sportsman gain."*

.The effect of the law has always been to debar the law-
abiding and throw everything into the hands of the law-
less. I have always thought that a law something like

that af Colorado would do some good, only I want all

game sold under a revenue stamp, the same as tobacco,
and the nioney to go for the propagation and protection
of game and fish. This would instil the idea of value,

arid wanton destruction would be less, especially if it

were made .'a penitentiarj'- offense to take game out of

season,.! However, if other cranks will agree to drop
.their idiosyncrasy I will promise not to say another
word about this fad of mine. E. P. Jaques.

Sailmgf of Ducks in Great South ^ay.

East Quogue, Long Island.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Forest and Stream said the other day that the ducks

-in Great South Bay as soon as disturbed go to sea. I

atfi' not surprised that they do just- as soon as a battery

.is rigged otit. I have seen from two to three boats from
one battery, sail, sail, sail, until the ducks had to resort
to one of two things—go to sea or to some other bay.

When I used a battery I woirld take the large boat and
-anchor, her out of the way, and then wait for the ducks
to come back, • There was no trouble about ducks going
to. sea then, and- I am quite positive I made larger bags
by rtot sailing the ducks than tbe batteries do how'by con-
tinually sailing them from one place to another. Point
and bar shooting was decidedly good this last fall, and
many New York sportsmen who came down here di<^

^dl ^nd went home Jijvpp.y, g, ^, Jack50?t,

AmericanI Wildfowl and HowJ to

Take Them,-XX.
^. BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

[Coniinuedfrom page 46.]

Bufflebead Duck.

Charitonetta albeola CLinn.).

The adult male with head and upper neck black.

From behind and below the eye a very broad white band
or patch extends backward to the ends of the feathers.

The black of head and upper neck is brilliant with me-
tallic reflections of green and purple. The feathers of

head are long and loose, giving it a puft'y appearance,
and they can be raised so as to make the head seem very
large. The back is blaclc, fading to ashy on the upper
tail-coverts. The tail is gray, with whitish edges. The
Hower neck, entire under parts, greater wing coverts,

•outer scapulars and some secondaries, white. The quill

ifeathers of the wing are gray, the bill is lead color, the
•eyes brown and the feet flesh color or lavender.

The head of the female lacks the extreme puffiness of

the male's. She is generally a dark lead color, or slaty,

very much paler below, has a white patch on the side of
the head behind and below the eye, and a white wing
patch formed by the outer webs of the secondaries. The
bill is dark lead color and the feet and legs grayish-blue.

long-tailed duck.

The male bufiflehead is one of the most beautiful and
active of North American ducks and is also one of the
most abundant, especially along the seacoast. It is con-
fined to North America and is scattared over most of
the continent, from the extreme North to Mexico. It is

said not to be common in Alaska, but sometimes to oc-
cur on the Aleutian Islands, and Dr. Stejneger found it

in \vinter also about the Commander Islands, on the
Asiatic side of the Pacific. The bofflehead breeds
throughout much of British America, nesting in hollows
in trees, and its nests have been found on the Yukon
River, as well as in many other localities in the North.
Mr. Boardman believes that it breeds near Calais, M!e..

and young birds, still unable to fly, are said to have
been killed at Pewaukee Lake, in Wisconsin.
The butterball is an extremely restless and busy bird,

and in the dull times of the duck shooting, when the
weather is still and no birds are flying, it is very likely
to dart over the gunner's decoys and startle him by its

nmexpected presence. However, the butterball is so
small, and also so swift of flight, and so expert in div-
ing, that not very many of them are killed. They are
by no means shy and often come readily to the decoys,
among which they alight, feed and after swimming about
for a short time, will fly oft' again. The dipper flies very
rapidly, quite equaling in this respect the blackhead,
which is known for its speed on the wing. Usually it

alights without checking, itself at all and strikes the water
with a splash, sliding along the surface for some little

distance. Dr. Elliot's remarks on the diving of this

species are well worth repeating. He says: "As a diver
the butterball takes rank among the most expert of our
ducks, disappearing so quickly, and apparently with so
little exertion, that it is almost impossible to shoot it

when sitting on the water. When alarmed, with a sud-
den flip up of its tail and a scattering of a few drops of
water, it vanishes beneath the surface, appearing almost
immediately at no great distance from where it went
under, and either dives again at once or takes wing,
which it does easily and without any fuss. Sometimes
half a dozen of these birds will gather together in a shel-
tered piece of water and be ver}!- busy feeding. A few
will dive with a sudden jerk, as if drawn beneath the
surface by an invisible string, and the others will quietly
5wim about as if on the watch. The first that went under
water having returned to the surface, the others dive, and
so it goes on for a lone time. Occasionally all will dis-
arinear, and then the first one to rise seems much dis-
concerted at not finding any one on watch and acts as if

"he were saying to himself that if he had only known their
unorotected state, he would never have gone under."

Dr. Elliot states also that the flesh of this duck is very
palatable and is excellent when broiled. In this species,

as in others, the food regulates the excellence of the flesh.

Mr. Gurdon Trumbull gives among the names for this
very well-known species the buffalo-headed duck, little

brown duck, spirit duck, conjuring duck, dipper, robin
dipner. dapper and dopper. die-dioper marionette, butter-
hall, butterduck and butterbox, diver, woolhead, Scotch
duck, Scotchman, Scotch dipper and Scotch teal.

Old Sqaaw, Long-Tailed Docfc.

Clangula hyemalis (Linn.)

.

Male! in winter, with broad strip running from the
base of the bill, back, including eye. to about the ear.

pale gray: at the ear darkening to, black^ which fades
again to pale gr.ay on the side of the neck; top and back
of head, throat and lower .sides of head and upper neck,
all about, white; breast, back, upoer tail-coverts, wing
and long feathers of tail, black, the outer sides of the
tail fading to white. The secondaries are P?dd.i§lT-]^fg^}i^

spapuigrs, pe3f|-gra.y5 ra^er psrt§, wWt?^,

In the male, in summer, tlie pale gray line running
back from the bill, including the eye and parts of cheek,

are as in winter, but the remaining parts of head, neck,

breast and upper parts generally are deep brown or even

black. The feathers on the foreback and the scapulars

are margined with tan. The other upper parts are black,

or blackish-brown, with some grayish on the secondaries.

The four middle tail feathers are black; the breast and
part of the belly are dark brown, and the rest of the

under parts white. The bill is black, crossed by a bar of

orange, and the feet are black
The female, in winter, has the head, neck and lower

parts white, marked with dusky on forehead and crown,
as well as on the ears, chin and throat. The upper parts

are brown, many of the feathers being bordered with

grayish. In summer the head and neck are more gray
and the general plumage darker.

The old squaw, as it is commoflly called on. the New
England coast, is one of the commonest of our winter
birds, and is found on both coasts of America, as well

as of the Old World. It is a beautiful bird, active, noisy
and hardy, going little further south than it is obliged
to to procure food, although occasionally it extends its

migrations as far as Florida and California. In Europe
it is sometimes found, in winter, in the Mediterranean
Sea. ii,Ti)!g|

The old squaw breeds in the Arctic regions and has
been found in Spitzbergen, Nova Zembla, Iceland and
northern Alaska, as well as in Hudson's Bay. It com-

monly associates, even on the breeding grounds,
in great flocks; and I have seen them in Alaska
in June and July, hundreds together. They com^
monly breed on the .waters of fresh-water pools,
making their nests under low bushes, or among
coarse grass, close to the water. The eggs are

given as being only five to seven in number. The
nest is made of grass and weeds and is invariably
lined with down, which is of fine quality, apparently
not much inferior to that of the eider duck.
On their return from the North the old squaws

do not reach the New England coast until the
weather has grown quite cold, long after the differ-

ent varieties of scoters have come and established
themselves in their winter home. Here they con-
gregate throughout the winter in vast numbers,
associating with the scoters and the eiders and
yet often keeping very much by themselves. The
old squaw is one of the most expert of divers and
it used to be stated—and may be believed—that
in old times it could not be shot on the water
with a flint-lock gun. Even now it frequently dives
so rapidly as to apparently escape the shot, and

instances are given of where a bird, shot at when flying
low over the water, hais dived from the wing and escaped
uninjured.
The common name of this species refers to its noisy

habit. It is continually talking while on the water, and
the flocks when flying frequently utter their musical
cry. In almost all localities the bird takes its name from
this call, which is difficult of imitation. Perhaps the
Canadian syllables Cacca-wee imitate the note as well
as anything that has been attempted. South south
southerly is supposed to represent it, but hardly does so.
The old squaw is remarkable for the rapidity and the
irregularity of its flight. A flock starting low over the
water, to go in some direction, will zigzag hither and

BUFFLE-HEADED DUCK,
'

thither, constantly uttering their mellow cry and re-
mmdmg one, in their swift and darting flight, of the
nocks of wild pigeons which used to be seen in the
olden times.

Beautiful and active bird though it be, the old squaw
is unfit for use on the table. It is always fishy, and no
treatment with which I am acquainted will render its
flesh palatable. It feeds chiefly on shellfish, and its flesh
tells the story.

In the spring, when the birds are preparing to take
their flight to the North, they prepare themselves for
-their long journey by extended flights, as the local gun-
ners call It. "trying their wings." Late in the afternooa
they rise from the water in great flocks and, circling
high in the air. fly about for hours, performing many
beautiful evolutions. The migrations are usually per-
formed by night and perhaps at no very great height
above the ground. At all events, I recall that some
years ago, in a New England village near the Sound,
the weather-vane one morning in April was observed tp
be rnissmg from one of the churches. A search revealed
It lying on the ground near the building, bent and broken,
and not far from it was the body of a male old squaw,
which had flown against the vane with such force as to
break off the iron pivot on which it swung.

Tennessee Quail.

Henderson, Tenn,—Quail and other small game were
never known to be so plentiful here as this year ; thirty-
five and forty quail are no yriHsu.M'Dag for an afternoon's
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Proposed Western Game Laws,

Chicago, 111., Jan. 12.—It is loo early in the game yet

to tell what will come out of the variegated game bills

which are maldng the usual grist in the early days of the

legislatures of Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota and other
Western States. There will probably be some change in

the Illinois law, but it is not anticipated that these changes
will be very startling. President Van Cleave, of the
Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, wishes to lead
the energies of that Association partly into protective
lines, as well as trapshooting matters. The resolution
for the abolishment of spring shooting in our Illinois

law is a good thing, and were it passed it would be glory
enough for the administi-ation that suggested it, and a
still greater glory for the Legislature which passed it;

but the chances are that this measure cannot be carried
as yet in Illinois. Neither is it likdy that a one-dollar
gun tax can be passed in this State.

Indiana proposes to do aU sorts of things. The news
this week of another wealthy clflb of sportsmen going in
on the Kankakee Marsh excited great interest at Crown
Point, Ind., whose citizens have always shot on this part
of the Kankakee Marsh, and all sorts of wild telegrams
emanated from that vicinity. It was stated in general
principles that something would have to be done to keep
the rich sportsmen out of Indiana. One proposed meas-
ure is that Indiana establish a close season on quail for
five years. It is not in the least likely that this law will
be passed. There may be some minor changes in the
Indiana law, and the most probable of these is a non-
resident license, which seems to be the thing in Western
States at present.
The State of Minnesota, which for a long time was

credited with having the best game law in the United
States, is showing signs of not letting well enough alone,
and it is reported there will be a certain amount of
tinkermg in the Legislature. The most radical measure
suggested in Minnesota comes in the rumor that there
will be a strong movement made to absolutely stop all
shooting in that State for five years. In its extreme form
this measure is to stop both resident and non-resident
shooting, but there is a rumor that it will be modified by
cutting off only non-residents altogether. It is stated
that this movement is undertaken on account of the heavy
market-shooting which has been going on in that State
dumig the past year. So drastic a measure as this it

would be a hard thing to get through, yet if it did carry it
would have a good effect, for the result would be that
shipments of game could not be made, there would be no
loop holes available, and the men who were not allowed
to shoot would not aUow others to shoot for the market
The result would be the greatest educative measure as to
the growmg Forest and Stream Plank' that was ever en-
acted in the West. It is not to be believed, however, that
this measure will carry. In fact, all these matters can be
commented upon with greater wisdom a few months from

Weights of Quail.

Mr. J W. Turner, of Springfield, S. D., writes in-
terestmgly on the subject of the Aveights of the Bob
White quail, reraarlang: "The last three or four issues of
Forest and Stream have contained items in regard to
the weight of quail in different localities. After reading
them all, I feel that Dakota quail are not so slow either
on the wmg or in weight. Myself and two friends were
out one day last week for three hours' shooting and
brought home thirty birds. I weighed eighteen of thern
with the following result : Two 8 ounces each three 73/
ounces each, five ounces each, five 6U ounces each

'

three 6 ounces each.

^^^^^ ^'^ P'^"ty as they are year. Earlym the fall there were three bunches within a stone's
throw of my home for several weeks. So far this win-
ter we have had practically no snow, consequently the
quail have fared wonderfully well, likewise the hunter "

These Dakota corn-fed birds are whales in their wavand much larger than the average of the Southern bird^
as I believe, let it was from southern Illinois that thi^very fall I heard a quail story which at least ties this
one from Dakota. My friend, Warren Powell, of Chris-
tian county, II ., told me that he and a friend weighedtwo quail which they got on one of their hunts this falland the two weighed just an even pound. I don't knowhow the weights would hold out. but it always seemed
to me that the quail over in Canada, not far from theLake bt, Clair region, in Ontario, were the biggest ones
I ever saw I never weighed any of those birds, but wouldbe glad to hear from Mr. WelJs or some other old shooter
01 that vicmitjr.

Little Bat Is Shot.

Little Bat, otherwise Baptiste Garnier, a well-known
Western character, hunter and army scout, is probablv
dead at Crawford. Neb. He was shot, with probable fatal
results, in a saloon row by James D. Haguewood this
week.

All About ttie Doughbird.

Mr. E. K. Stedman. of Mt. Carrol, 111,, writes to ask
a question regarding a game bird which in these days
does not cut so very much of a figure in Western shooting
matters, though not long ago it was one of the recognized
sporting attractions in certain parts of the West, notablv
Kansas and Nebraska, He writes as below

:

"By way of preface. In our little communitv here-
abouts whenever a question arises as to anything in the
least degree connected with sportsmen and sportsmanship
they always pick yours truly out as judge. It sometimes
J'eq'tires a- great deal of research and inventive ingenuity
to find answer to all their queries, and in the present case
they have 'stumped' me.
"They—and so do I—wish to know what sort of an

animal a 'dough bird' is—not its. latin name, but hasn't
it got some other common title such as we can put oar
hands on and not have to get a dictionary to find the
pronunciation of ? •

"They are quoted in. the markets as game birds, and list
at from $4 to $4.50 per dozen. Kindly enlighten us poor
mortals in such a way that we can hereafter speak of

them as next door neighbors—or at least as if wfe were on
speaking terms with the family."
The dough bird, or doe bird, is tlie New England name

for the Esquimaux curlew. It fornierly mingled with the
golden plover flight in the West. It is rather larger
than the latter bird, with a mottled back, showing the
splotched brown snipe and plover markings. It has the
longish bill of the curlew family, down curved at the
point. It is perhaps in these days more common in the
coast flight of the East than in the West. Mr. Ezra
Howard, of Edgar, Neb., about two or three years ago
asked me to come out and shoot dough birds with hun.
I wish he would tell us something about the bird as he has
seen it in his part of the country. It is said that this

bird is found in countless numbers in the summer time in
Labrador. It breeds in the barren grounds of the Arctic
Circle, and spends its winters in South America, notably
the Argentine Republic. It goes in the same flight with
the upland plover and golden plover. It grows very fat
in the summer time, like the plover. It is a shy bird, and
is best approached by a horse and wagon, as one hunts
the upland ploA^er. Sometimes one may have good flight

shooting at dough birds. I have never heard of decoys
being used in shooting them, but there is no doubt that
they could be used successfully, as the bird decoys readily
to the whistle. A description of the bird says that the
bill is short and slender and a little curved. The back
is brownish black in color, and the tail distinctly barred.
The feet are greenish black. There is much variation in
the tone of the color, though there is a general sameness
in different specimens. A hundred different specimens
examined' showed a considerable divergence. There are
dusky streaks in some cases and sometimes stripes and
little arrov,? heads in the arrangement of the colors. The
bird may be popularly described as a sort of composite of
the golden plover and the upland plover. When it alights
it folds its wings and peaks them over the back exactly
like the upland plover. It flies in battalions like the
golden plover. My friend, William Werner, formerly chef
at Kinsley's restaurant^ in this city, once served me a
couple of dough birds roasted in an eathenware dish.
Thfey were a. dream. I hope Mr. Howard will not forget
to tell us something more about this bird.

Hopes for the Minnesota Park.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 15.—^At this writing the matters
pertaining to the Minnesota National Park have at-

tained the most satisfactory shape yet reached since the
Congressional deadlock on this question first began.
The thorough agitation of the matter by the Minnesota
friends of the park and by newspapers in different por-
tions of the country has shown members of the House
at Washington that the public is impatient and does
not fancy too long a delay before reaching a decision, in

one way or the other, upon the question of the North-
western pine. Secretary Hitchcock has for a long time
been anxious to have the Nelson law modified, and he
earlier proposed to have a conference with the repre-
sentatives from Minnesota before taking up the matter
with Congress. At the same time Secretary Hitchcock
will insist upon taking up this proposition for a national
park. This much we knew some days ago, but at that
time it was left to that conference between Secretary
Hitchcock and the Minnesota representatives to decide
whether there was to be any legislative action on these
matters during the present session.

Much better than the above is the news which comes
from Washington, under date of Jan. 14, which goes to

the Minnesota journals in the following form:
"Those interested in the Minnesota park project are

not to be defeated b}' mere objection if plans now for-

mulated can be put into effect Senator Quarles, of Wis-
consin, a member of the Senate Indian Committee, will

offer an amendment to the Indian appropriation bill

which will permit an investigation by a joint commission
into the feasibility of the establishment of a park on the

Minnesota reservation.

"The amendment was prepared by Minnesotans who
have been agitating the park project. It provides for an
investigation and report by a joint commission as to

what Indian reservations or parts of reservations are

better fitted for the purpose of forestry or park purposes
than for agriculture. The sum of $5,000 is made available

for the expenses of the joint commission, which is to be

composed of three members from the House and a like

number of Senators. Reference is niade to the Chippewa
reservation. While the Senate committee passed unani-

mously the original park resolution, some objection will

probably be offered to the amendment, as the committee
has adopted the policy of excluding from the bill any
new legislation. Objection may be made to the amend-
ment on this score, but Senator Quarles said to-day he

expected to have no difficulty in having it acted upon
favorably. Representative Morris has not indicated what
he purposes doing about the park resolution,"

Senator Quarles has always been a very good friend to

the park, and there are many other very good friends in

the House. While there is nothing sure until the act is

passed, it may safely be said that the prospects for the

Minnesota Park are better than could have been hoped
in view of the recent attitude of certain enemies of the

enterprise. It is not unreasonable to entertain a hope
that the park will be established.

Protest at the Proposed Tonty Club.

Mention was made this week, in these columns, of the

new club which it is proposed to estabHsh on the John
Brown tract, near Shelby, Ind. When this matter was
first made public, during the week last past, telegrams

of a most indignant nature came up from Crown Point,

Ind., protesting at this occupation of Indiana shooting

grounds by a Chicago shooting trust. In telegrams sent

to the New York newspapers, Mayor Harrison, of

Chicago, whose name was mentioned as a member of the

new club, was stigmatized as a monopolist and an op-

pressor. It is true that the John Brown tract has long

been a favorite hunting ground of the Crown Point

sportsmen, and there is, of course, much sympathy to be

expressed with the shooters who would thus be kept out

of their old and favcrite ground. Yet this seems to be

the tejndency of the times, and there is very little use in

combating it. Moreover, this club, established in one of

the most lawless parts of the Kankakee country, so far

as shooting is concerned, will have a very wholesome
effect, and it Will be a practical preserve for the wild
game, where now there is no preserve at all. The gen-
tlemen who propose to establish this club are not ogres
or oppressors, but a very decent set of sportsmen,
with very little selfish blood in their veins. Mayor
Harrison has not yet stated positively that he will join
the club. The Crown Point bombardment is therefore
a trifle premature, so far as he is concerned. Mr. John
Brown, owner of the tract, is expected in town at an
early date to complete the arrangements regarding the
leases.

Mallards Coming Up.

Day before yesterday we struck a cold wave here in

Chicago, and perhaps this has checked the ambition of

the wild fowl, but up to that time the ducks were begin-
ning to come in along the waters of this region. It has
been a v»ry open and mild winter, and the mallards have
not yet left the open streams of this State, but have
wintered there. A great many more have been scattered
over the country from here to Texas, and ihis week, up
to the present cold snap, these birds were actually be-
ginning to work north again, in a country of timbered
streams and adjacent cornfields, an environment of which
the mallard is particularly fond

Favorable Winter for Game.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 19.—It is stifl trying hard to be win-
ter, but making a miserable failure of it. Up to this date
this has been the most favorable winter for small game
in the last fifteen years. All over the Slate reports come
of large bevies of quail, and they all seem to be in a perfect
condition, with all the feed they want. From a friend at

Mt. Carroll, 111., 127 mfles west of here, I hear of two
farmers who claim in all ten bevies of quail which they

know of on less than 200 acres of land, and they are all

large, full bevies. The farmers are taking good care of

these birds. Should conditions such as these obtain all

over the State, we will have a grand head of game for

next year. These birds can take care of themselves pretty

fairly well. Thus, my informant above, Mr. Stead-
man, says that two of his friends who in trap shoots are

good for eight or nine birds out of ten, this fall went
quail shooting and shot 200 times at quail. They killed

just thirty-six quail between them with the 200 shells.

Bob White is certainly an amiable game bird, and if the

netters and ground-sweaters would give him half a show
he would continue lo have fun with the sportsmen for

several generations yet. It seems sure that we will have
another good year of quail shooting in this section.

A good many of our streams in Illinois are not frozen

over. A few ducks—mallards—are reported killed this

week on the Mississippi west of here. A warm thaw any
time within the next two wfeeks would in all likelihood

bring up a heavy flight from the south.

Deer Hunters' Convention.

There is on foot at Benton Harbor, Mich., a movement
to hold a deer hunters' convention within the near future.

Special railroad rates have been arranged, and the pro-

moters of the enterprise believe they will have 300 men
present. The object is in the nature of a sportsmen's
convention, called for the purpose of discussing the ques-

tions of the rapidly diminishing deer supply and the best

way of preserving same. Suggestions for improvements
on the present law will be made, probably in the form of

resolutions. It is understood that this convention will

favor the raising of the non-resident deer license from
$25 to $30, thus making it equal to the non-resident license

adopted by the State of Wisconsin.
All these movements are praiseworthy', but it is to be

hoped that this particular movement will not be kept too

strictly in line with the sportsmen's convention of the

past. It will not do the men of Michigan any good to pass

a set of. resolutions. It will not save twenty of their

deer next year, if they raise their license to $30 and then

let it go at that. They have got a good enough law now
if they would only enforce it. So has Wisconsin, and so

has Illinois. There is a strange mental quality possessed

by the .A,merican citizen and not shared by the men of any

other nationality, by which he rests content with the

making of a law and stops this side of "its enforcement.

The weak side of all our Western game laws is the

executive side. Personally I used to take off my coat

and holler as loud as anyt)ody in these conventions, but

I have seen so many of them amount to nothing in

practical results that I must admit I have left no longer

very much respect for the town. State, national or inter-

national convention which is customarily willing to con-

tent itself by the mere passing of gaudy resolutions. If

the men of Michigan shall get together and raise some
money, and shall expend that money in the practical en-

forcement of the law they already have, then they may
expect to save some of their deer. If they shall search

their game markets for illegal venison, then we may ex-

pect to see the demand for their deer discontinue. If they

shall watch the lum.ber camps which are now reported to

be purchasers of summer deer, and if they shall not merely

content themselves with making faces at these lumber

camps, but shall go after them and punish them under

the law, then we may expect to see fewer deer killed by

Indians and woods loafers. If they shall discountenance

as illegal and ungentlemanly among their friends the,

taking of a rifle into the woods on a summer fishing trip,

then we may expect to see fewer deer killed by men who
call themselves sportsmen. The convention is all right if

it does not disband at the time of its adjournment.

Apropos of this same matter is the suggestion made to

me to-day by a prominent sportsman of Chicago, that a

new organization be effected here for the purpose of look-

ing after the executive side of our Illinois law. more
especially as regards the enforcement of the law in the

game markets of this city. Without doubt much illegal

game comes to this market, but it is to be questioned

whether a purely amateur association would not repeat

history and content itself with "unanimously resolving."

I don't know, but am afraid such would be the case.

Yet on the whole it is to be said that the game_ laws

in the West are improving ; that their enforcement is be-

coming easier. Perhaps it is because our game is getting

so scarce that it 'has reached the point of value. We are
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going to have the usual line of changes offered for the

game laws. One can hardly care what the dates for our

game seasons are. I should like to see this game market

shut up, but if it is to he left open at all, then it would

seem self-evident that what we need in Illinois is not any

new or dififerent law, but a sterner and sturdier enforce-

ment, of almost any kind of law than we have ever seen

in all the weak efforts at game protection in this Western

country. What we need is not more theories, not more

new dates, not more new schemes, but more money and

more men to enforce the laws which we already have.

We can protect our game just as soon as we get ready to

do so and say that it must be done. But we will never

do this by tinkering with dates and schemes.

White Moose Killed.

A report comes from Minnesota that an Indian last

month killed near Grand Rapids, in that State, a moose

which was almost completely white. This is the first in-

stance of an albino moose of which I ever heard. It is

generally understood that a white deer or a white moose

is regarded with superstitious awe by the Indians. The

story goes that the hunter who killed this moose has been

tried by his people and sentenced to very severe punish-

ment for bringing bad luck on the tribe.

The Sportsmen's Show.

Mr; H. G. Maratta, the well-known Chicago artist,

started this week for the Grand Canon of the Colorado

to make studies for the purpose of putting up a big model

of this canon on the main floor of the sportsmen's ex-

position which is to be held in Chicago this coming

month. Mr. Maratta has already made a small model of

the canon, and it gives the best idea of that tremendous

spectacle which has ever been offered in artistic form.

The Chicago & Northwestern Railroad will put up a

hunter's cabin at the exposition. Another well-known

Chicago artist, Mr. W. L. Wells, will have charge of the

designs for this exhibit. It is Mr. Wells who suggested

to the management the idea of a flying flock of wild geese.

There will be two dozen geese mounted and suspended in

the air in a realistic way, as though they were just in

to the marsh. The latter will also be shown in vivid

realism.

There promises to be a very good railroad representa-

tion at the show, and on lines altogether unique and dis-

tinct from earlier enterprises of a similar nature. Indeed

the show seems to be moving in most satisfactory fashion

throughout.
E. Hough.

Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Possession in Close Season.

The People vs. Buffalo Fishing Company,

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have noticed several articles in Forest and Stream

with reference to the case of People vs. Buffalo Fishing

Company (164 N. Y., 93), recently decided by the Court

of .Appeals of this State.

These articles convey the impression that the Court

of Appeals, in the case cited, has held that the prohibitions

contained in certain sections of the Fishery, Game and

Forest Law (repealed in 1900 by the Forest, Fish and

Game Law) against the possession of fish and game
during the close season, were invalid as in conflict with

the Federal Constitution, as applied to fish and game law-

fully taken outside the State and imported into the State

during the close season. The court did not so hold. Judge

O'Brien wrote the prevailing opinion in that case, placing

his decision upon two grounds : First, that the act in

question does not by its terms prohibit the "possession"

of fish and game lawfully taken outside the State and im-

ported during the close season. To quote his words with

reference to the statute, "What it means, and all it means,

is to forbid any person to catch, kill or be possessed of

the fish described from waters of this State. The word
'possession' obviously refers to those fish the catching

or killing of which is prohibited—that is to say, fish in the

waters of this State, and not those procured in a foreign

country." As a second ground, he states that even though

the statute were intended to prohibit the possession of

fish and game during the close season without regard to

where or how possession might be obtained, then, in his

opinion, it would be invalid as in conflict with the Federal

Constitution.

Judge Gray wrote a dissenting opinion, holding that the

statute applied to fish and game caught and killed outside

the State, as well as that killed or taken within the State,

and held further that the statute was not in conflict with

the Federal Constitution. Judges Martin and Haight con-

curred with Judge Gray in his dissenting opinion. Chief

Judge Parker and Judge Landon concurred with Judge

O'Brien in the prevailing opinion. Judge Warner, the only

other judge sitting, also concurred with Judge O'Brien,

but only on the ground first stated by him—that is. that

the sections were not intended to apply to foreign fish and

game.
It follows that this case simply holds that it was not

the intent of the Fisheries. Forest and Game Law to pro-

hibit during the close season possession of fish and game
lawfully caught or killed outside of the State and imported

during the close season.

Phelps vs. Racey (6q N. Y., io) is still authority that a

statute which expressly forbids the having in possession

of game during the close season, regardless of where,

when or how obtained, is valid.

The trouble was in the wording of the old Fisheries,

Game and Forest Law, and as the wording of the present

Fish and Game Law is practically the same, it should be

.am.e'nded so as to expressly apply to fish and game im-

ported into the State during the close season, and when
so amended the act will be valid under the decision of the

(Court of Appeals in Phelps vs. Racey.
WiLLARD S. Reed.

Coining, N. Y., ^an. 18.

The FosEST and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach ij? at tli?

latest by Monday and in»ph earlier as practicably

The Adirondack Deer*
The folloAving letter from Lieut.-Gov. Woodruff was

read at the meeting of the Brown's Tract Guides' Associa-
tion at Boonville, in the Adirondacks, on Jan, 16

:

Albany, Jan. 9.—Mr. A. M. Church, Secretary Brown's
Tract Guides' Association, Boonville, N. Y. : My Dear
Sir—I take pleasure in replying to your request for in-

formation regarding the feeding of deer in the winter,
with which I have had some experience, and am agree-
able to your suggestion to present my views on this and
the other questions associated with it to your Association
at its meeting to-morrow.
As you know, I have been for four years engaged as

President of the Forest Preserve Board in the work of
purchasing for the State lands in the Adirondacks and
Catskills. For $1,950,000 this Board has acquired 400,000
acres of land in "the Adirondacks alone, and recovered
about 90,000 acres which had been lost to the State by
previous improper cancellations of the State's title. The
lands thus purcha.sed and acquired by the reinstatement of
the State's title, through the operation of the Forest
Preserve Board, are worth twice what they have cost the
State. In 1883, when a law was enacted prohibiting the
further sale of land owned by the State in the Adiron-
dacks, the State possessed 700,000 acres. During the
following thirteen years these holdings were increased to

825,000 acres, until in 1896 a 7S,ooo-acre tract was pur-
chased from W. Seward Webb, as the settlement in a suit

brought by him against the State for damages incident to

the damming of the Beaver River for reservoir purposes.
Therefore, the State owned 900,000 acres in the North
Woods when we took up this work under the provisions
of the Forest Preserve Board act in the spring of 1897.
Since then this acreage has been increased just 50 per
cent, and to-day the State is in undisputed possession of
about one-half of the Adirondack Park, the park em-
bracing practically all the forest lands in the Adirondack
region. In my opinion, it is unfortunate that, owing to the
constitutional prohibition of the cutting of timber on
State lands, the matured trees throughout this well-tim-
bered forest territory cannot be marketed, instead of going
to waste and retarding, as they do, the younger growth.
The soft merchantable timber, or evergreens, on the State
lands, which will soon die of old age, could to-day be sold
for a sum sufficient to furnish the State with means to

acquire the title to all the lands owned in the Adiron-
dacks by corporations and individuals for lumbering pur-
poses, provided the}' were granted a proper and reason-
able reservation as to the large timber on their property
at the time of its purchase. Not only would thi.s course
result in the acquisition of the land not at present owned
by the State, but it would furnish employment to a vast
number of our people and supply to the ninety-eight pulp
and paper mills in this State raw material, which is de-
creasing in quantity at a rate which threatens the im-
pairment of this great indu.stry, in Avhich the State of
NcAv York leads all the other States of the Union. And
what is of greater importance to your Association, this

plan would prevent the further cutting of hardwood,
which has now assumed large proportions in certain

localities, for the manufacture of wood alcohol and
cooperage stock, and which is subjecting large areas of

the Adirondacks to the danger of being stripped as clean
as a desert. Thus would the next generation find a forest

preserved to them by us as grand and beautiful as the one
which the generation preceding us enjoyed, but neglected
to preserve for us, even when it could be purchased for

one-tenth of its present value.

It was not my intention to devote so much of this letter

to forest preservation, but it is the foundation of the
whole structure which your Association and many of us
are trjnng to maintain and develop. The question of provid-
ing for the wild deer, concerning which yo'i particularly

ask for information, is of little consequence unless we
have adequate game laws rigidly enforced. I believe that

hounding must be permanentlj' prohibited. Only one year
of its prohibition remains under the act of 1897. which
prohibited it for five years. The movement to stock the
North Woods with moose, which has now been ener-
getically started, and the offer of Mr. William C. Whit-
ney and o;hers to supply elk, if nothing else were wanted,
indicate the absolute necessity of putting an end to hound-
ing. Mr. Edward H. Litchfield, who has an inclosed pre
serve of 8,000 acres on Big Tupper Lake, told me the other
day that his game keepers had not found a dead deer within

his inclosure, while thej- were frequently found outside in

its Adciiaity. The deer in his park have never been
araficially fed. Therefore, as the amount of natural food,

the temperature, depth of snow and other conditions are

the same outside as inside, he has come to the conclusion
that the reason why the deer die in the vicinity of his

park is because when overheated the}^ are driven into

cold water by hounds, inducing phj'sical conditions that

enfeeble them and render them unable to sustain the hard-
ships of a cold, prolonged winter.

As compared with the stalking of deer, hounding is un-
sportsmanlike. The hunter by the latter method is not
dependent on his own skill or exertions, but upon the dog
and the man that rows the boat. This does not, of course,

apply to runway shooting in the woods or on narrow, shal-

low streams, of which comparatively little is done when
shooting in the water is so much easier and more certain.

To surely prevent the use of hounds in hunting deer, it

should be provided in the law that no hounds or dogs
capable of running a deer to water can be kept within the

North Woods. Of course a reasonable period of time
should be allowed those who now possess them to take
them out and dispose of them.
The question is asked, "How many deer do you esti-

mate there are in the woods?" The Adirondack Park
comprises about 5,000 square miles. I presume I have
asked a hundred guides and sportsmen in the last few
years how many deer they thought there were to a square
mile on the average, and I do not remember that I have
heard one place it at less than ten. This would indicate

at least 50,000 deer. Of course there are many regions

where there are very faw, but there are other portions

where I know, from my own observation, that there are

many times ten deer in every square mile. Some idea

of the number may be gathered from the fact that there

were shipped out of the Adirondacks by railroad during

the past season 1,204 carcasses. In addition to these, a
large number were taken to the surrounding towns by
wagons. I think the guides who are members of your
Association will bear me out in the belief that not more
than one deer is shipped by rail out of every five killed.

If this is so, the number killed during the past season
must have been in the neighborhood of 6,000. Notwith-
standing this large number, which has been about the
same for five years past, they have certainly increased
steadily in most localities.

Many of the members of your Association will remem-
ber the time when they were quite scarce as the result of
being slaughtered for the market and destroyed by wolves
and panthers. It may be of interest to you to know that
there were shipped out of the Maine woods this fall 4,500
deer and 200 bull moose, and the accessible hunting terri-

tory in Maine is only about one-half larger than that of
the Adirondacks. Hounding is prohibited, as you know,
in the State of Maine, where the deer have increased in
such proportions that the number shipped out this year is

nearly three times as many as five or six years ago. If
Mr, Litchfield's theory is correct (that the deer die from
diseases induced by hounding), it will not be long after
its prohibition before it will be a very easy matter for a
man to get the two deer allowed by law in a season by
the much more satisfactory and sportsmanlike methods of
still-hunting. How much more salutary it is to tramp
leisurely along a trail in the early autumn on the look-
out for this noble game, or through the unbroken forest
after the first snowfall has rendered tracking possible,
than to sit on a watch point, nearly frozen to death, wait-
ing for a hound to drive the hunted animal into the water,
giving the guide an opportunity to get warm by rowing
while the sportsman (?) continues to shiver so he .can
hardly shoot the poor animal even when the boat is almost
on its back ! And surely "floating" in the damp air is far
from furnishing that recuperation for which most of us
seek the seclusion and health-giving atmosphere of the
North Woods, to say nothing of the fact that in "floating"
for every deer brought down a considerable number of
wounded ones escape and die a lingering death in the
forest.

To enforce laws against hounding, floating, killing deer
and taking fish out of season there must be an adequate
number of protectors. The number designated in the bill

introduced last winter by Senator Malby was thirty-five.

This number would provide one for about every 40,000
acres of State land in the Adirondacks, or one to every
section of eight miles square. If a protector were lo-

cated at the center of such a section he would be within
four miles of his limits in all directions and within eight
miles of the protectors in charge of the adjoining sections.

It would be impracticable to carry out this plan on the

basis of such an exact and equal division of territory, and
I have only thus used precise measurements for the pur-
poses of illustration, If this general scheme is carried
out, as I sincere^ hope it will be in the immediate
future, these protectors or guards should be entrusted
with the responsibility not only of fish and game protec-
tion, but also of preventing forest fires and the stealing of

timber. The State suffers great and constant loss from
the present lack of adequate protection to its propert3^
The fires of a year ago last autumn cost $32,000 for labor
alone to extinguish them.

Protection such as I advocate would prevent destructive
fires, for it would be the duty of the protectors to keep
track of all fishermen, hunters, tourists and camping
parties on their sections, and, as you well know, camp-fires
which are left burning, and which have heretofore been
responsible for so much destruction, gain headway very
slowly at first. In the fall of 1899. when the State
suffered so much, there were no fires on the lands owned
by big lumber companies and private individuals, because
they were promptly discovered and put out. In the con-
sideration of this question of an adequate force of pro-
tectors, it has been suggested that some allotted area
would be without protection while the protector was ab-
sent conveying one whom he had arrested to a police
justice, or while giving testimony in the prosecution of
the case.

In my judgment this phase of the question may be
eliminated from consideration, because there will be no
A'iolation of forest, fish or game laWs. under the deterring
influence due to the fear of almo.st certain arrest, when
it is known that a protector is within sound of a rifle shot
or the bay of a hound. When the illegal hunting and
fishing carried on by the lawless residents of the forest
region is prevented, then and not till then will the law-
breaking cease which is so common among those well-

meaning frequenters of the Adirondacks who fish and
hunt out of sea.son and use dogs and "jacks." "because
everybody else does." It is hardly to be expected tha'

one will refrain from violating the law when every night
as he lies in his camp he hears the discharge of shotguns
in the direction of streams famous for night hunting, and
listens attentively every morning to the music of th**

hounds as they give tongue among the hills, beyond which
lies a lake whose shores he knows are being watched by
eager hunters. It is evident that the efficiency of any such-

plan must depend very largely on the qualifications of the

persons selected to serve as protectors. They must be
selected solely for their knowledge of woodcraft and their

acquaintance with all the methods and tricks of the
hunters and fishermen. They must be just such men as
compose the Brown's Tract Guides' Association and other
associations of Adirondack guides,

I had almost forgotten, in the interest aroused in the
consideration of other questions, to reply to the last para-
graph of your letter, in which you sa}', "I have been very
much interested in the problem of feeding deer in winter
and would like to bring the subject before the meeting
on the loth instant." and asking for my experience and
the privilege of presenting it to your Association. Dur-
ing the months of March and April of last year, when, as

yon will all remember, the snow was nearly 4 feet deep on
the level, and when the deer were in poor condition as the
result of an unusually severe, protracted winter, I kept
four men constantly employed in feeding deer in the
vicinity of my camp. We tried hay, oats and almost every
kind of food given to domestic animals. This food they
would not eat, but we spon discovered that they would eat
the buds and twigs of the maple and other hardwoods;
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also the tips of most of the evergreen species, when the
branches of these trees were cut oS and thus placed
within their reach. It is not necessary to cut down trees
for this purpose and thus spoil good timber, as the deer
feed only on the tender buds and smallest twigs. In fact,

after a yard had been found and a few branches cut near
by, the deer would come around as soon as they heard the
sound of the axe. They are partial to the maple, as the
sap in that species is sweeter than in the birch or beech,
and in the soft maples the sap starts earlier than any other
kind of trees. It is at this very time of the year, when the
sap is starting, that the deer are in the poorest condition
and in greatest need of the assistance we are able to

render them by providing them Avith some kind of browse.
I fully realize, as the result of an experience in the

North Woods, covering a period of twenty years, with
many of the best guides in that region, that I have in this

letter merely set forth what the members of Brown's
Tract Guides' Association know as well or better than I

do. Your inquiries have led me to submit these matters as

I view them, and if the presentation of them to the meet-
ing of yoixr Association adds anything to the interest of
the occasion, I will be greatly pleased.

Very sincerely yours,
Timothy L. Woodruff.

Work of the Cuviers
In his report to the Cuvier Club for the year that has

just closed, President Alex. Starbuck says

:

We are reliably informed from various quarters where
the song and game birds were wont to thrive, that they
are rapidly diminishing. This is attributable, as regards
the game birds, in a measure, to the non-export laws of the
dififerent States, in connection with the Lacey Federal
act, passed by the last Congress, which is also sweepingly
prohibitive. You have only to turn to the prices in our
principal game markets during the open season to realize

this important fact. Quail were then worth nearly $3 a

dozen, mallard duck $4.50 to $5, canvasback $9 to $10,
prairie chickens $5.50 to ?6, and in New York prices were
still higher, fine canvasback dticks, for instance, selling at

$2.50 to $.5 a pair. We only mention this as an instance
that the game laws, and particularly the non-export laws,

are beginning to have a wholesome effect.

We unquestionably desire a law which should prevent
the spring shooting of fowl, and one that should place
a penalty of $25 for each illegal bird, and no more, and
confiscation of same; and still another that will give the
deputy warden a reasonable salary, in addition to the fines

. and costs he now receives. This would, doubtless, result

in more efficient service. Then let the concession or
unities of the game laws be accomplished in the Middle
States, and it would be some balm for the fiasco of our
past Legislature.

We, however, blush for our State game laws, which are
really nothing more than a travesty, if not a downright
burlesque, and which we have to endure for the present
year before they can be repealed. In many instances the

laws conflict. As per example of idiotic legislation, I

will here state that the Mongolian pheasants are pro-
tected until Nov. 15, 1900, but Section 6964 makes it a

misdemeanor to have one in possession until Nov. 10,

1903. You can now kill these birds, but you must not
pick them up until three years hence.
Doves are entirely without protection, though Section

6964 makes it a fine of $25 to have one in possession
between Dec, 15 and July 4. As to the section relating to

season for killing duck, an inve'stigation as to its intent

was made by the Attorney-General of the State, who de-

cided that the word "or" was a clerical error, although
the member who presented the bill stated that the para-
graph containing the significant "or" was made for the
protection of the ducks, and that it meant just what it

signified. But, nevertheless, the Attorney-General's de-

cision stood, and now you can have your salmi of wild

duck without fear of fracturing the law as interpreted,

"and the sportsmen can also decimate them to their hearts'

content, as they have been doing the past season.

Our Fish and Game Commissioners have loyally per-
formed the duties of their office. Mr. L. H. Reutinger,
Secretary and Chief Warden, informs us that the year
1900 has been a ver3^ successful one with the Commission
in point of distribution of Mongolian and English ring-

necked pheasants, as well as the planting of fish in public

streams. There were distributed more than 2,200 birds

and about. 360 settings of eggs, and, as near as possible,

they were divided equally in the eighty-eight counties

of the State. Since the Commission has begun the ex-
jperiment of propagating the Mongolian and English
ringnecked pheasants it has distributed 6,400 of these

birds and 1,121 settings of eggs. Reports from every
section of the State indicate a very large increase in the

propagation of the birds, and I think they are receiving

reasonable protection from everybody—by the farmer es-

pecially.

In the distribution of fish this 3'^ear there were planted

about 300,000 marble catfish, 25,000 croppies and 80,000

large and small-mouthed black bass. Part of these fish

were yearlings and the balance fingerlings.

The new ponds at London, as well as the pheasantry,

are located together, and are a decided success. The
ponds are equal to anything of their kind in the United
States. The Commission feels proud of what it, has ac-

complished during the past year, and if it were not for

the unsatisfactory laws and stinted appropriation by the

Legislature it might have largely increased this number,
but there are so many loopholes for the violators to crawl

through that it is very difficult to convict. The Chief

Game Warden, Mr. L. H. Reutinger, has been a ver>'

earnest and efficient official, and deserves well of the

public, as also does the Commission.
It is saddening to realize what our naturalists tell us

relative to the depopulation of the bird kingdom. They
state that at least 50 per cent, of our song and insectivo-

rous birds and 75 per cent, of our game birds have been

destroyed by • an army of hunters,
.
vandals, market

shooters and thoughtless boys, and if more efficient

measures src not soon taken to stop tiiis indiscriminate

slaughter they will, to a feather, be destroyed, and this

fact I have frequently enunciated. ,

The Deputy Game Warden's report detailed at length

pa (^jfficultiep experienced in making arrest.s and vSeGHfiHg

convictions, and gave a detailed report of caser tried.

The total number of offenders arrested was thirty-seven,
of whom twenty-five were convicted and fined and two
were committed to prison. The total fines were classified

as follows:: Fishing law, $355; game law, $420. In addi-
tion to this, the Warden captured 336 feet of seine, 30
feet of trammel net and several guns, pistols and other
paraphernalia used by the nocturnal poacher.

Brown's Tract Guides' Association.
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Jan. 17.—The. annual meeting

of the Brown's Tract Guides' Association was held at

Boonville Wednesday evening, and the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : President, Richard
Crego; Vice-President, J. E. Ball; Secretary and Treas-
urer, A. M. Church; Executive Committee, H. D. Grant,
D. H. Smith, George Goodsel, C. M. Barrett, Garry Riggs,
Ira H. Parsons and D. F. Sperry. The Secretary's re-

port shows 331 members. The receipts for the year were
$810,07 and the expenses $393.73, leaving a balance in the
treasury of $4x6.34. A letter from Lieut.-Gov. Timothy
Woodruff was read.

The following resolutions were unanimously adopted

:

Whereas, An association has been organized for the purpose of
restoring wilcj moose to the Adirondacks, and for the proper
protection of them after having been so restored or introduced;
therefore, be it resolved, that the Brown's Tract Guides' Associa-
tion heartily indorse the principles and objects of said Association
and hereby request the Legisla.ture of the State of New York to
make a suitable .appropriatloi^-' -Jfor the restoration of wild moose
in the Adirondacks. '

l ".y;;'

VV^hereas, During the- pa.st-jfpw -seasons several persons, mistaken
for deer, have been kilJeii.;,.'lTierefore, be it resolved, that there
shall be no open season for the killing of men in the State of
New York.
Resolved, That this Association condemn buoy or anchor fishing,

and respectfully request the Legislature to pass a law prohibiting
fishing at buoys or anchors in waters inhabited by trout within
the forest preserve.
Whereas, The present law does not define at what age a young

deer ceases, to bp a fawn; therefore, be it resolved that this As-
sociation reiroiVimend the passage of a law defining in its game
laws the meaning of the word fawn. And that no deer shall be
killed uplii it is upward of one year of age.
Resolved, That this Association recommend that the close season

for wild deer shall be from Nov. 1 to Aug. 31, both inclusive.
Resolved, That this Association recommend that the game laws

provide that no hound or dog capable of running deer to water
can be kept or brought within the forest preserve.
Whereas, in the past the game laws of the State have not been

properly enforced within the forest preserve; therefore, be it re-

solved that this Association recommend that the number of game
protectors in the forest preserve be largelj' increased, and that the
inefficient ones now on the force be removed, and that capable men
be appointed in their place and stead.
Resolved, That this Association heartily indorse the candidacy

of John E. Ball for the appointment of State Game Protector for
the Herkimer district.

Whereas, The question of lumbering State lands within the forest
preserve is now being discussed; and, whereas, in our judgment,
this not only means the destruction of the forest, but also tlie

cutting off of the present water supply of the State; therefore, be it

resolved that this Association most strenuously protest again.st
lumbering or cutting the timber from said lands.

A banquet was then held, after which the meeting ad-
journed. S. A. M.

About a Bird-Hound.
The Wheatlands.—Editor Forest and Stream: Being

a devoted admirer of dogs all my life, I was much struck

with a new breed I lately found in the columns of the

New York World. In the inclosed you will find that the

reporter speaks of a "bird-hound" and again of this

same "hound" retrieving a snipe.

William' Kohles risked his life yesterday in the most dangerous
edd)' in Jamaica Bay to save liis dog, and was ne&rly drowned
\^'hen rescued. Although he was unconscious when taken from the
water, he still retained a firm grip on the dog, the animal being
also imconscious.

It was fifteen minutes after the rescue that man and dog re-

gained consciousness.
Kohles has a summer home at Bayswater, and visited the place

yesterday for a day's shooting. He had his pet bird hotmd with
him. The dog started a snipe from a marsh beside the eddy,
where the tide was running with a strength that stirred several
whirlpools into existence.
The snipe flew out over the eddy, and Kohles fired, the bird

dropping dead into the water about 20 feet from shore. The
hoiuid gamely leaped in to retrieve the bird.
The animal was caught in a whirlpool and was drawn beneath

the surface. As he was sinking he turned his nose toward his
master and set up a plaintive howl that was plainly a call for help.

Kohles tossed aside his gun, took off his coat and jumped into
the water. He was soon over his head, but struck out for the spot
where his dog had sunk. He fjoised himself and dived, searching
for his dog. He found the animal near the bottom, seized it by
the neck and dragged it tgward the surface. He arose with the
hound tightly clutched by the nape of the neck. But, encumbered
as he was, he was unable to swim out of the whirlpool, and he and
the dog were whirled round in it imtil both sank.
A fisherman had seen their plight, and reached the spot where

they sank in time to locate them. Then he got a boathook into
Kohle's clothes and brought him to the surface,
Kohles, now unconscious, was still clutching the dog, which

gave no sign of life. The fisherman dragged both into the boat
and took tliem to shore. He and other men worked over Kohles,
and were almost in despair before the man regained consciovisness.
The fisherman who saved the man and dog left without leaving

his name. Kohles and the hound were driven home, the animal
licking the hand of his master.

Now as I am away out of the world in the Eastern
Sho', will you kindly tell me whether the "bird-hound" is

a new breed that you Greater New Yorkers have intro-

duced, and whether the said bird-hounds are superior

to the Chesapeakes ? (of which I have long been a

breeder) , for if so, I would like to secure a gross or so for

stock purposes.
Another thing I note in the story, and that is the dan-

gerous whirlpools that seem to lie in wait for the shooting
fraternity in the vicinity of Greater New York. Can it be

possible that the celebrated maelstrom which is con-

ceded to have disappeared from the coast of Norway has
popped up in Jamaica Bay? Seriously, is it not amusing
often to read the reports in the great dailies about yacht-

ing and the other sports of the field, bird-hounding in-

cluded? SlNK-seAT,

• Death of. a New Brunswick Guide.

Bart W. .Reid. of St. Almo. N. B., died at Victoria
Ho.spital, Frederieton, Jan. 11, of appendicitis. He was
one of the best guides at Geo. E. Armstrong's camps,
where he has guided for the last three years. He was
a first-class hunter and a good companion and was honor-
able, generous and kind. Everybody that knew him liked

him. He was well known by a great many American
sportsmen. It seems particularly sad that a life so full

of pfOfTiise sfiQ^jld ^t\^ 81^ch ?n ^arly age.
J.

An Appeal to Theodore Roosevelt.
Milwaukee, Jan. 16.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Please find inclosed copy of resolution adopted in our
last general meeting, and which was sent to our Hon.
Vice-President this week:
To His Excellency Theodore Roosevelt, Vice-President-

elect of the United States.

Dear Sir : The Wisconsin Game Protective Associa-
tion, an organization of hunters and true sportsmen,
organized for the protection of ganie, adopted a resolution
at its last general meeting, which we herewith respectfully
submit to your Execellency

:

"Whereas, The Wisconsin Game Protective Associa-
tion observes with alarm the rapid decre.ase of our wild
game, especially of birds; and
"Whereas, This rapid depletion is due in a large meas-

ure to the persistent violation of our game laws, and in

the lax enforcement of the same, the appointed game
wardens generally not being hunters, and poorly quali-
fied to perform their duties, and therefore having no in^

terest in the protection of game; and
"Whereas, The worst of all is the great difference of

law in the different States for the protection of migratory
birds; therefore, be it

"Resolved, That the Wisconsin Gaine Protective Asso^*
ciation begs and requests our Hon. .Vice^-President-
elect, Theodore Roosevelt, as a great game protector and
true sportsman, to cause such bills to be proposed to our
Congress for tbe purpose of securing a Federal uniform
(United States) law for the protection of our migrating
birds, and asks His Excellency re.spectfuly to u.se his ut-

most influence for the passage of such a law."
Hoping this very important matter will have your ap-

proval, and your Excellency will kindly take action in

this affair, and propose a bill to our Congress as expressed
in the above resolution, we have the honor to remain, dear
.sir. . :

Joseph Fisher, President.

Gust. Steppan, Vice-President.
Val. Raeth, Secretary.

To be successful in protecting game and singing bird.S

we must have a uniform (United States) law for
migratory birds, as these birds are at one hour in one
State and the next in another. One State protects the
ducks from the first of January, and in the other State the
law allows the killing to the first of May.
The States of Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan and

North Dakota protect water fowl after these birds have
left these States in the fall, and the laws of the Southern
Scales, where they go and remain all winter, allow the
slaughtering of these birds tmtil May, or do not protect
them at all. These birds are really the property of .the

entire country and not of a single State, so far as they
are not stationary or local birds, and therefore Uncle Sam
nmst take a hand in this business and put a stop to the
.slaughter of our migratory game arjd singing birds, as he
has successfully done about the transporting of dead
bodies or skins of these birds through the Lacey bill.

Every hunter or true sportsman, every friend of nature
or lover of our feathered friends, should do his utmost
to secure a Federal law through our Congress for the pro-
tection of our migratory game and singing birds.

Val.. Raeth.

New York Association.

Editor Forest and Stremn: .

The fifty-seventh anntial meeting of the New York
Association for the Protection of Game was held at the

Union Club on Jan. 14, 1901. The following ofiicers. were
elected for the ensuing year

:

President, Hon. Robert B. Roosevelt; Vice-President,
Alfred Wagstaff; Treasurer and Cotmsel, Thomas N.
Cuthbert ; Secretary, Robert B. Lawrence ; Executive
Committee, Charles E. Whitehead, Simon J. Drake, Henry
Steers ; Committee on Admissions, Charles E, Whiteheaxi,
William Carpender, Alfred Wagstaff^ Richard PaneQast,
Robert B. Lawrence.
A communication having been received by the counsel

of the Association from the proprietor of the Waldorf-
Astoria, reguesting information as to the law governing
the serving of foreign game to guests, the following reso-

lution was offered by Mr. John S. Wise and carried unani-
mously, viz.

:

"Resolved, That the c6unsel of this Association sblal

reply to the communication of the proprietor of the Wal-
dorf-Astoria, that while the Court of Appeals has recently

indicated that under the laws of this State and of: the

United States, in existence when the case then considered
arose, foreign game may be brotight into this State;- even
in the close season, said decision was rendered on a.case
arising before the passage by Congress of a law, known
as the Lacey law, that in the opinion of this Association

the Lacey law makes the State laws of New York effectual

against the importation of foreign game during the clqse

season ; and that this Association will so contend and will

prosecute all importers of foreign game in the close sea-

son until a decision holding that it is wrong , has .been

rendered by a court of last resort." '

" '

c

The subject of the preservation of large game; ju ithe

neighborhood of the Yellowstone National Park being

brought up for discussion, a resolution was adopted "That
Mr. A, A. Anderson be appointed a committee of qnc to

go to Washington and advocate the enactment of a law
for the extension of the Yellowstone National Park to

include the adjacent timber reserve on the east and south."
Robert B. Roosevelt, President.'

The Massac.httsetts Season.

Danvers, Mass., Jan. ly.^Editvr^ Forest Wd 'SIream:

Here is winter half gone, and up to the loth no snow ; now
we have not more than 3 inches. The game.-has had the

very finest weather to live in, with lots of feed. So far

north we cannot feel like crowing much, as I have seen

snow 4 fept deep on April i ;. .but' everything' so far so

good. Lots of partridges and quail left over, '.i -hear of

them far and near. Fox hunting (or fox shooting, I

should say) is about a thing of the past around here. I

know of only one being killed this fall by the half-dozen

lllin'^^F^ -yvHo bound them, Haven't heard of any pickerel.
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Mcgrantic CIttb Dinner.

Boston, Jan. 21.—The annual dinner of the Megantie
Fish and Game Association is to be held at Hotel Bruns-
wick next Saturday evening. Preparations are being com-
pleted on a more elaborate scale than ever, and that is

^ying a good deal to those acquainted with the dinners
of the Association. Premier Parent, of Quebec, is to be
an .honored guest. Other distinguished gentlemen who
iaa\-e promised to be there will include Lieut.-Gov.
Woodruff, of New York; Capt. J. W. Collins, chair-
man of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Commission;
Chaplain Crawford, U, S. N.; J. Russell Reed, President
of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Associa-
tion; Leroy T. Carleton, chairman of, the Maine Fish
and Game Commission, and Speaker Myers, of the Massa-
chusetts House of Representatives. These gentlemen may
be regarded as the leaders in fish and game protection,
both in New England and Canada, and their presence at

the dinner will add the best of influence to the annual
social gathering of what has become the leading fish and
game association of this part of the country, both in point
of numbers and the character of the merchants, business
sind professional men that constitute it. Several of the
club members, notably Dr. Heber Bishop and Dr. George
A. McAleer, will tell of experiences in the forests and
along the trout and salmon waters.
A gentleman just out from the Maine lumber woods

tells of 18 or 20 inches of snow that fell late in November,
with little or none following till a few days ago, when
the volume of winter covering was increased to 2^*^ or
feet. During all this time he says that the deer have
roved around easily and kept in good condition. He has
been surprised to note how closely they have kept to the
lumbering operations in many sections. The lumbermen
say tlnat they visit their works everj^ night, nibbling for
spears of hay, and particularly for salt. His idea is that
the lumbermen are not troubling these deer ; that the feel-

ing in regard to close time is much better than formerly.
Still, he says that the wardens are visiting the lumber
regions, making unexpected calls at the camps, where thev
will ask for a peep into the larder, and will look well to the
waste heaps where refuse food is thrown.

Special.

Have You Voted?
Editor Forest and Stream:
At the winter meeting of the New York State Fish,

Game antl Forest League, a resolution was passed unani-
mously that a bill be introduced at Albany prohibiting
the spring shooting of wildfowl, and that the Law Com-
mittee of the League be instructed to go to Albany and
urge the passage of the bill. There is no question that'

'the members of this committee will do all in their power
and work hard for the passage of his bill, but what does
a ."Senator or Assemblyman from Oswego, Onondaga or
•ariy other county care for a member of a law committee
from Canandaigua county? He doesn't vote in his coun-
ty, and CA^ery pot-hunter, hotel keeper and person in his
count}'- who is likely to lose a dollar has written him, op-
posing the bill, and every one of these fellows has a vote,
'and it is votes that Mr. Senator and Mr. Assemblyman
need in their business. But just so soon as you can con-
vince him that you have more votes in his particular
county than the other fellows havej just so soon will you
get his active support, arid not before. Write liim to-
day. Ask your friends to write him. Get in every vote
'you can this winter; get more than the other fellow and
• you are sure to win. Don't be afraid to use the local
iiewspaper; present your argument in a clear, forcible
manner; convince the public that you are right and the
Mother fellow Avrong, and when you ask them to sign a
•petition you will find them willing to help you. We can
stop' spring shooting of wildfowl in this State. We can
stop the sale of game in this State. But you'll have to

I vote, and vote often.

The polls are now open. Vote.
W. H. Tallett, President J. C. S. A.

Watertown, N. Y.

The Boston Game Market*
Boston, Dec. 18.—No particular fish and game meas-

ures are yet proposed in the Massachusetts Legislature, but
.It is well known that the marketmen are chafing under
the quail and grouse prohibitory law, passed last winter,
and the friends of fish and game protection are keeping
close- watch. The Lacey bill is giving the marketmen a

' good deal of trouble in this city. It is certain that hardly
' more- than one-tenth of the usual flood of game is being
I'received here, and the Lacey act is believed to be the cause
of the lack of supply. The receivers of game complain of
'^eizufes of quail and grouse en route here, and I notice
that the Forest and Stream has records of game stopped
'at Chicago and other points that was started for Boston,
Very little Maine venison is coming here this winter so
far, but I have seen one or two lots of saddles that have
come through since the close season in that State began.
The receivers are aware that they are liable, or at least
that the game is liable to seizure under the Lacey act. But
they hope that they will not be troubled. They may be
"hoping in vain, however, and some of the express com-
panies may be- asked to explain.

Special.

The Toothsome Muskrat.
• Bethlehem, Pa.—£di>or Forest and Stream: Inclosed

•fi'nd a -newspaper clipping which rnay be of interest to
your readers. I -had some muskrats prepared last fall for
a"^ small company of friends; but none of the party can
"say that -they are as palatable as- terrapin. None of my
party 'knew what' they were eating, and- pronounced them
good, and- were Under the impression that they were
rabbits, although several remarked that the bones were
too srna:il. M-. C. Luchenbach.

The report from the Baltimore Sun says : A "musk-
rat supper" is the latest gastronomic innovation at the
University Club, famed for such wrinkles.

Periodically an informal supper is held at the club, at
which some op^ nr |T}ore culinary curiosities form \\\^

chief articles of diet, and last night the muskrat occupied
the place of honor at such a supper.
The lowly muskrat as an article of diet was suggested

by Prof. Powhatan Clarke, but it was noted that some
urgent business prevented his attendance at the banquet.
Nevertheless, under the skillful manipulation of the club
steward, John A. Biddlc, the muskrat was declared by
those present to be a rnost toothsome delicacy, almost, if

not quite, equal to Maryland's famous bird, the diamond-
back terrapin, and much superior to the swifter, not to say
more beautiful, rabbit.

The festive board at last night's repast was ornamented
with whole muskrats, enveloped in hard aspic jelly, with
tail rampant, with fish in mouth and with tusk and
whiskers in plain view. As a spur -to the appetite these
were declared a success.

Steward Biddle had the famous animal prepared in
three stylcs^—the Maryland or Eastern Shore style, in

which he is stewed in his own gravy; and broiled whole,
like a chicken, and in the New Jersey style, in which he
is roasted whole.

Some Weigfhts of Game.
Quail in Warren county, N. J,, will average, when

full grown, 654 to 7 ounces. On Dec. I killed three
birds within two miles of Phillipsburg that weighed 20
ounces, one cock tipping the scales at j]^ ounces.

C. E. Vouch.

Bayville, N. J,—Last season I weighed T02 quail.

Their total weight was 7i8j4 ounces on postal scales.

The smallest weighed ounces, the largest 8^ ounces
(a hen).

Taa'o cock woodcock weighed 7 ounces and 8^4 ounces.
Of three grouse, two males weighed 24 and 28-}4 ounces,

one female 22Y2 ounces.
There are lots of birds left. L believe that every flock

of quail that I know of has at least seven. birds in them,
and a great many are full flocks of eighteem or twealy
birds. Herb.

An Experience.

Some four years ago I had an Irish setter—the best re-
triever but one I 'ever saw. I' was hunting quail and
made a double out of a covey. Dash brought me one
bird, then the other, both apparently dead as the old
door nail Ave tell of. Put them in my coat and went on.
Got another shot, let both barrels go and made a clean
miss. Suddenly I heard the flutter of a quail, and with
the flutter came a quail from my coat and flew straight
away and before I could reload AA^as gone. I imagine I
-svas a sight while the quail was flying off. I had told ray
partner a few moments before I had five quail—then true.
When I told him this true story—and I will take oath to
its being such—he only laughed. That quail was prob-
ably stunned, came to life, and, like the plucky little

cuss he Avas, got out and away. Next!
W. C. Jager.

The Balling: of Shot.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Do you knoAv if a load of shot ever balls? I killed a

quail, and all that was left of him Avas a leg and part of
his breast; he was at least 20 yards away. .

To-day L .shot another. He Avas in the woods, and
was. I should judge, 30 yards off. I had a factory load
of ,3 drams black powder and lYs ounces No. 8 shot.
When I picked him up his back and head were missing,
his body was completely riddled and the wad that had
been next to the powder was driven into his stomach
cavity. Herb.

[Shot are sometimes balled by the concussion of a
heavy powder charge, and sometimes are fused by the
heat of the poAvder.]

A Montana Hermit.

The stir that is being made over the death of Cadet
Booz, alleged to be from injuries received by hazing at
West Point, revives interest in the case of John W. May-
nard, a former cadet at that institution, Avho lived the
life of a recluse in the Northwest for many years, and
finally died in his lonely cabin near Great Falls, Mont.
Maynard Avent by the name of Missouri Jess, and told
nobody in the Northwest his real name or the story of
his past life. He liA^ed by the sale of furs secured by
trapping and trading with the Indians, Avith whom he Avas
on terms of friendship. After his death a back room
in the cabin in which he lived was opened. This room,
which had been kept secret, was lighted by a large lamp
Avhich hung from the ceiling. The furnishings were quite
luxurious and showed taste and refinement. The walls
were lined with shelves, on which rare volumes rested.
There Averc works on art, literature and science. The
presence of Avell-used Latin and Greek volumes indicated
that the owner had been a scholar, and works of the
leading learned authors of modern and ancient times
showed that he had enjoyed, in his silent life, the com-
pany of great men in the works that they had Avritten.
In a box of letters were found several Avhich revealed the
man's real name and the reason for his retirement from
civili;;ation,

'He had been a cadet at West Point, and had partici-
pated in a hazing affair which resulted in the death of a
fellow cadet. Maynard had been engaged to marry the
sister of the dead boy. After the occurrence, she had
broken off- the engagement, denouncing her lover as a
murderer. Pie at once resigned from the army and Avent
into the then unbroken Avilderness of Montana, to end
his days in solitude.—Bufl^alo Express.
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Take inventory of the good things in this issue St

S of "Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was %
^ given last week. Count on what is to come next

jj
y iveek. Was there ever in all the world a more H

abundant weekly store of sportsmen's reading? %

—^—
Notice.

AH communications intended for Forest and Strkam shduld
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected -with the paper.

Proprietors of fishine resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

The Log of a Bicycle Fishing:

Trip.—1.

Throtigh the Mountains of Virginia and West Virginia,
Edited from the Diary of Mr. George N. Beall

by the Commodore, F, R, Webb.

Frostburg, Md., Nov. 18.

—

My Dear Commodore:
I inclose herewith my little diary of my last summer's
bicycle fishing trip to the Greenbrier, thinking that it

may interest you. Read the same, and picture to 3rour-

self the good time I had. I Avent from Frostburg,
through Romney, Petersburg, etc., to Franklin; thence
to Hightown, where I struck the old Parkersburg pike,

thence to Travelers' Repose, Avhere I turned off up the
river to Van Buren Arbogast's. I fished for trout in the
Greenbrier, with a little bass fishing below the forks
thrown in. Coming back I -went across the mountains
to Sinnett's, on the Thorn, Avhere I had some trout fish-

ing. Thence I crossed over the mountains to the South
Fork of the South Branch of the Potomac—queer way
they have of naming the rivers in these parts!—along
down which I worked my way until I reached Romney
and civilisation again. I Avas out thirty days—the last

Aveek only being spent among relatives. The expenses
tor the three weeks footed up the sum of $11.25. How's
that for an inexpensive trip? The only feature of the
trip that I did not like was the fact that I was entirely

alone. A congenial companion would have wonderftdly
improA'ed the trip. LeaA'ing that item out I can truly

say that the trip Avas one of tlie most enjoyable ones I

have e\'er taken. I find the bicycle to be entirely prac-
ticable for such a trip, in all kinds of weather. An outfit

for roughing it can easily be carried, and a moderate
jog trot can be paced very comfortably. Next year, if

we could arrange to take such another outing together,

I know you would enjoy it. You could meet me at

Hightown, or ata Franklin via Harrisonburg. The Avagon
trip to the mountains isn't in it if only one could have
two or three in the party. Very truly yours,

George N. Beall. .

It was 6:30 in the morning AA'hen I wheeled out of

Frostburg on my way to the mountains for my annual
fish. My destination Avas Arbogast's, on the upper waters
of the Greenbrier River in West Virginia, and my route
lay through Romney and Petersburg to Franklin; thence
to Hightown, Avhere I would reach the old Staunton
Parkersburg pike, which I expected to follow OA'er the
Alleghany Mountains for TraA^elers' Repose, a somewhat
pretentious and very comfortable mountain hostelry- of

the old school—now rapidly passing out of existence and
seldom met 'with outside of these mountain regions^
nestling at the foot of the western slope of the great

mot.nitain range, on the banks of the Greenbrier. Here
my route led me oft the pike, and along a rudimentary,
very rocky and sandy and generally more or less uri-

rideabie two and a half miles of road to Arbogast's, where
I expected to remain a Aveek fishing for trout, with a little

bass fishing throAvn in on the side, in the broad river

beloAv the junction of the two forks, some six or seA^en

miles below x\rbogast's.

I carried my personal plunder in a leather traveling

case in the frau'ie of my machine, and a carrier on the

handle bar, while a rod case strapped on the bar of my
frame contained two rods.

I had a beautiful morning-'s run, which carried me to

the second crossin,g of Patterson's Creek, about ten miles
above Frankfort. I forded the creek with my machine
under my arm, after Avhich I mounted and hustled along
lively for shelter from an impending thunder storm, which
I soon found in the shape of a wayside barn, where,
curled up on the seat of an old bugfv, I enjoyed a re-

freshing nap of half an hour, lulled by [he patter of the
rain on the roof.

The storm over, I was soon under Avay again. Sur-
uTounting the brow of a hilt I let go all hold, and turned
my machine wide open for a glorious coast doAvn a

straight, hard, slaty hill, a straight-aAvay stretch of flat

road at the bottom giving me assurance of a safe landing.

It was undoubtedly a glorious coast, but with a most
inglorious wind up at the bottom, for Avhen I reached
the flat stretch it was like planting a foot m a new-laid
huckleberry pie. Oh, hoAv the mud flcAv! while consterna-
tion seized upon mv soul. DoAvn went the brake,
thoughtlessly, in a frantic attempt to check my flight.

My wheeL immediately '"sleAved" all over the road, and
we went to pieces in a jifi^y. I picked myself ruefully out
of the mud, to find myself plastered from head to foot,

while my wheel escaped with a slightly sprung rim.

.A-fter this little mi.shap I moved on more cautiously,

and with frequent rests on account of the intense heat,

and finally wheeled into Moorefield at 7:30 in the evening,
after a day's run of fifty-eight miles. A streak of a
thunder storm made very bad going of the last four miles,

and iny come in was alinost a walk in, I had a good
warrn greeting at the hotel-, -and a good warm supper
made quite a new nian of me.

I left Moorfield at '7 "30 next morning, aiid arrived at

Franklin, forty-two miles distant, at S P. M. The ride

through the gap to Petersburg was a royal one, as the
road was in fine .shape and the mountain scenery both
beautiful and imposing. The heat, ey.en In these high
latitudes, was almost unbearable from Petefsburg on
toward Franklin, and sandy stretches of road along the
river bottoms made the wayside springs seem few and
far between. I loitered lazih' along the road, hunting
the shade as industriously as possible, until 6 o'clock,

gftef Ayhich tijiie tlL(j re^iaainder of the day's milea^'e \y^5
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quickly disposed of. The Virginia House, in Franklin,

a typical Southern home, looked cool and inviting; and
Mrs. Haup, in a waim, motherly way, bade m'e welcome.

I had a good supper and a short stroll around the village

streets and along the river bank, after which I was ready

for bed. Alum water applied to the blisters on my hands
gave instant relief.

The next morning was cloudy, with every prospect of

rain, but I put out in spite of the unpromising appear-

ance of the weather. I found it so much cooler than

yesterday that wheeling was easy and pleasant work.

Twelve miles out I dismounted to swap yarns with a

camp of Franklinites, among whom I found an old ac-

quaintance, Hugh Boogs by name, who speedily helped

me to make new ones. They were fishing, and incident-

ally enjoying the heat destroying effects of a case of

export beer on ice, qualified with a little whisky, brandy,

etc., on the side, after the manner of all true fishermen.

I tarried awhile with them, then proceeded on my way,

after making a full hand at their dinner table, and assist-

ing in pulling a few corks. A steady pull up the long

divide to the old Parkersburg pike took the entire after-

noon, and brought me to the old tollgate in Hightown,
where I was to spend the night. I telephoned friends

in Staunton, sixty miles away over the mountains from

here. This little hamlet derives its name from the fact

that it is the highest settlement in Virginia—its elevation

being 2,800 feet.

The next day was Sunday, but I kept right on. I had

nothing in the'world to dq but lay around and wait until

Monday, and I hardlv cared to do that. I had an easy

run before me as far as mileage was concerned, but the

immense mountains towering up before me, which had

to be crossed, were well calculated to eat up time and

shoe leather. For a mile or so up Hevener's Mountain
I chatted pleasantly with Mr. D. Yeager, of Travelers'

Repose, who was on his way home with a wagon load

of goods, bought 'way east in Staunton, seventy miles

from Travelers' Repose. The old Parkersburg pike was

surA^eyed and built by Crozet. Napoleon Bonaparte's

Chief of Engineers, and is one of the finest pieces of en-

gineering on the American continent; and a trip ovet

its entire length from Staunton, in the valley, to Parkers-

burg. clear across the entire Appalachian system of

mountains on the Ohio River, will amply repay the ad-

venturous bicvclist who is not afraid of considerable

mountain climbing—most of which, of course, on foot:

It is so well graded that the rise to the tops of these

towering mountains is made with less eflfort than is

required to surmount many of the hills of an ordinary

country road. The only thing to prevent the wheelman

from riding to the tops of all these mountains is the

great length of the grades—owing to the thousand.^ of

feet to be surmounted most of these ascents are from

three to five miles long. This day's trip was right over

the backbone of the great central cham of the .A.lle-

ghanies, and consisted in slowly walking up the grades,

riding around the mountain spurs and wild spins dowm
•ihe long, long western slopes, with the machine well in

hand. There is fifteen miles of alternate climbing, riding

and coasting to be had in crossing this great central

range—the Alleghany Mountain, as it is locally known
The historic top of Alleghany, and the site of the Con-

federate Gen. Johnston's winter camp, was reached at

11:30. A battle was founght here on the mountain top.

The Federal forces endeavored to dislodge Johnston, but

were repulsed. Service was being held in the little old

weather-beaten church on top of the mountain, and scat-

tered around were vehicles of all shapes, sizes and de-

scriptions. I had to exercise great caution to avoid a

stampede among the horses, or "beasts." as they are

termed in mountain parlance—the sight of my unfamiliar

combination was too much for their nerves. Finally

dismounting, I led my steel steed through the gauntlet

of hoots, keeping up a running string of "Whoa, now!"

"Yea!" "Steady there!" etc. Some stragglers outside

the church crowded around to see my wheel and to ask

the usual round of questions. On the very highest point

of the mountain, and in plain sight on either side of the

pike, lie scattered the remains of Gen. Edward John-

ston's winter camp—the old earthworks still doing busi-

ness at the old stand. Heaps of stones and sunken

hollows mark the site of the hundreds of cabins and

hovels that vears and years ago dotted the hillsides on

the mountain top and afforded shelter to the Confederate

hosts who wintered on this bleak, exposed height.

On around the turn, around the vast shoulder of the

mountain, and the nine-mile descent into the Greenbrier

Valley was begun; the long, down-mountain spin made
my brake hand weary, and frequent stops were made to

cool ofT the bearings and rest the tires. Finally, on

around the last turn of the road, and I shot out mto the

sunshine, and on a long stretch of gentle slope let go of

the brake and rolled gently up in front of the old moun-

tain hostelry, Travelers' Repose. The genial old land-

lord. Mr. Peter Yeager, gave me a welcome and a half-

hour's chat, after which I got under Avay for the final

two and a half miles of my journey. Here I took leave

of the old pike and worked my way along a rocky,

sandy, little used road, up the river to Mr. Van Buren

Arbogast's—my destination. High sprifig freshets had-

washed out the river road more or less, all the way up,

consequently most of the distance up was made on foot

1 received a hearty welcome from Mr. Arbogast and his

family, and sat down to a good hot- supper, to which I

did ample justice, for I Avas a hungry lad that evening,

sure! An after-supper stroll with my cigar, to have a

look at the familiar river, and I tur«ied in. to dream of

the morrow's sport.
[to be continued.]

Trottt on Tap.

In the days when the only means of rapid communica-

tion with Eastport, Me., was by steamboat for Portland

and St. John, N. B., Bert Bean, a commercial traveler

from Boston, paid a visit to Campobello Island,
_

which

belongs to New Brunswick, though only a short distance

down the harbor. Bean had a little money, and liking the

island, he bought a tract of land on top of the hill. His

purchase contained about 100 acres, in the middle of which

was a small pond in a hollow about 200 feet above tide-

water, which washed the shore less than seventy-five rods

3way. As the pond was fed by springs, Bean had it
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stocked with trout, which were caught in brooks on the
mainland and brought over in pails. Then he went away
for four years. On his return the pond ^as swarming
with fine trouL Though the place had been fished by ex-
pert anglers, they had never met with any luck, because
there were so many caddice worms and other insects in
the water that the fish had no need for taking the hook.
Bean consulted a lawyer and found that as his pond

contained less than ten acres, it was his to hold and pro-
tect against all comers. He waited a few years longer
and sent down a crew of men, who bored a hole from the
shore through the bank facing the ocean, inserting a
water main in the opening. When he had put a turn tap
in the pipe so far inside the hill that it would not freeze
in winter, he was read}' to supply fish to order. Orders
were taken in Boston and other large places for as many
trout as he could furnish. Then Bean came to Campo-
bello, turned the stop cock, drew off the water and picked
up his fish as easily as he could kindlings. He always
left enough to stock the pond with young fry, after which
he closed the faucet and allowed the sprrings to fill the
pond for the growing of more trout.—^Cleveland Plain
Dealer.

Albmo Fish.

The Marine Biological Association has come into pos-
session of one of the most interesting fish specimens caught
roimd our coasts for some time past. It is an albino hake,
which was taken in a trawl off Milford, and is entirely
destitute of the usual pigmentation both on the external
surface of the body and on the inner linings of the buccal
cavity and gill covers. The specimen is of considerable
scientific value for its bearing upon the problem of natural
selection in the coloration of fishes. Although quite
healthy and of normal length, it is in a very lean condition,
its girth being 11 per cent, and its weight 23 per cent,

below the normal. This is due to the check placed upon
its catching powers by its conspicuous whiteness. The
hake is a predaceous and nocturnal fish, and depends upon
its dusky, inconspicuous appearance for success in catch-
ing its active prey, while a w'hite hake would be easily

avoided. Albinism in fish is of exceedingly rare occur-
rence.—Westminster Gazette.

The Fish Were All Used.

New York, Jan. 18.

—

Editor Forest and Stream : While
3'our criticisms are severe in regard to the quantity of
fish that were caught by my companion and myself and
the letter of Sportsman was justified by the reports, as

given with the published photographs, I desire to correct

the impression existing that the fish were wasted. All

were carefully packed in moss and were carried on our
pack mules until the last one was eaten, and with five

himgry men in the outfit they lasted about three days, but
we did not want fish again for the rest of the trip.

S.\RT5£LL Prentice,
[Mr. Prentice refers to a note in our issue of Jan. 5,

relative to a reported catch of sixty-eight large trout by
members of a surveying party in Montana. The writer of

the communication assumed that in part the fish were
wasted. This statement by Mr. Prentice, however, is

such as to justify. the fishing.]

Maine Fish Hatching:.

Boston, Jan. 19.—Senator Mcfarlane, of Maine, has

introduced a resolution calling upon the Commission to

furnish the Legislature with, the cost of hatching and dis-

tributing fish for a number of years back. He wants the

Legislature to know just how much both fry and finger-

lings are costing the State. He will attempt: to convince

the Legislature that the cost of fish propagation as now
managed is too great and that he believes, with oJiers,

that it would be far cheaper for the State to encourage

private hatcheries, buying the fish hatched at a fixed price.

If few fish were hatched, the State would have little to

pay. If a great many were hatched, as the Senate is re-

ported to believe there would be, then the State would
reap the benefit of abundant restocking at a reasonable

cost. Speci.al.

^he fennel
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Fixtures.

BENCH SHOWS.
Jan. 23-26.—Chicago.—Chicago Pet Dog Club's annual show,

Mrs. J. T. Buhrer, Sec'y.
Feb. 19-22.—New York.—Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth

annual show. Tames Mortimer. Supt.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club s annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.

March 1316.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Club's eleventh an-

nual show. John L. Lincohi, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
February (First Week).—Grand Junction, Tenn.—Championship

Field Trial Association's annual trials. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y.

Fox-Hunting Reminiscences.
. The story of the Wellman Fox, which was so delight-

fully told by Carlos S. Plead in Forest and Stream of

Jan. 5, calls up many very pleasant memories of days

spent in pursuit of this crafty little animal. I will freely

confess that the pttrsuit of larger game has not destroyed

my relish for fox hunting, fox hunting with a good gun,

a good dog, and a good companion or two, and minus
the anise seed bag, and all the other frills which are in-

separable from the fashionable sport called fox hunting.

I think I was about ten years old when I had an ex-

perience which implanted the Jove of fox hunting so

deeply and so thoroughly within me that it will probably

abide with me w-hile life lasts. I was standing upon the

piazza of my home one December morning, away back in

1858, I think it was, when the mellow, flutelike voices of

three hounds in full cry were wafted to my ears upon the

frosty air. Looking in the direction of the sound I was
struck speechless, breathless, paralyzed in fact, by the

sight of a fo3f not over 20 rois distant, running across
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the fields with that airy, .graceful motiQi^ .which is char-
acteristic of this animal. ' ', '-

One of my older brothers owned at the time an old-'
fashioned singel-barreled English fowling piece. It was
quite a remarkable gun in many respects, but I will

mention but one of its many peculiarities. Its barrel was
octagon, and fully 5 feet long, yet so light was the fine

metal of which it was made, and the whole arm was so
nicely balanced, that, young as I then was, I could hold
and fire it without artificial rest.

The fox disappeared from view about the time I re-

.gained control of my faculties, and to seize the old gun
and rush pell-mell over fences and through ditches to
where the track of the fox showed in the fresh snow was
the work of a moment. It was the first fox I had ever
seen, and I was laboring under such excitement that I

could not have stopped long enough to formulate any
plan for its capture, even had I known enough to do so.

All I thought about was chasing and catching it, and
chase it I did.

I don't believe I ever ran a mile in less time than I

ran one then. I remember that I was scrambling up
over a high rail fence when a great black streak shot
past me in the air, without touching the fence, across a
small field, and into a woods, before I fairly realized
that it was a hound in pursuit of the fox. I will say here,
this hound was owned by Calvin Metcalf, a veteran fox
hunter, and I shall have more to say about this hound.
Well, as I sat on top of that fence I began to feel as
though I had lost my job, for it was evident to me that
that dog could outrun me. While I sat thinking the mat-
ter over, two more hounds passed me in full cry. This
diiscouraged me completely. But the ardor of the chase
was still strong within me, and so' I decided to take a
wide circle on my return home, hoping that by so doing
I would find some sort of game. This took me around
to the other side of the woods through which the chase
had gone, and here I came upon the fresh tracks of an-
other fox. Running, too. Evidently started from his
lair by the racket the dogs made when passing near to it.

Once more I started on the trail, but this time I went
more cautiously. My surplus enthusiasm had been
worked off, and 1 could think and reason. Do^wn through
valleys, up over hills, through woods and alder thickets
I stuck to that track until it led me into a woods which
was quite near to my home. This woods had a thick
undergrowth of hemlock, maple, birch and other small
growths, and here the trail zigzagged about so that it

w^as very difficult to follow it. Gradually a very peculiar
sensation began to creep over me. I have often experi-
enced it since when stalking game—a sort of presenti-

ment or intuition that the game is near. With bated
brF.ath and noiseless steps I crept forward.

In the district school where my young ideas were
taught how to shoot, there was a text book used, known
as Sanders' Third Reader.
Among many other things which I had learned from

it was a very interesting little story about a boy who had
two chickens which were stolen by a fox. The boy's
Uncle Rufus undertook to kill the crafty robber, and
started off on what the boy at first thought were little

dog tracks. Soon the hunter managed to get quite near
the fox, when he squeaked like a hurt mouse, the fox
trotted back around a fallen tree-top, the hunter fired

and the old fox fell dead.
While I crept forward on the trail this story occurred

to me, and boy like, I thought I would try Uncle
Rufus' ruse on the fox I was following. No sooner
had I given the first faint squeak than it was answered
by the Wah-wah-wah of the fox, and so close to me
that I came near fainting. .A-s it Avas, I sank limply into

the .snow, hoping and praying that that fox would go
anywhere except toward me, yet dimly conscious that it

would be a terrible disgrace to let it escape if it gave me
a chance to kill it. This thought nerved me for a
supreme effort, and pulling back the hammer of the gun
I swung the long barrel around until it pointed in the
rlirection of the sound I had heard. It seems to me even
yet that fate had decreed beforehand that I should kill

that fox, for no sooner had I got the barrel of the gun
leveled than, pop, up came the head and shoulders of the

fox above a little hillock, aot more than two rods dis-

tant and directly in line with the barrel of my gun, and
then he very obligingly stopped and looked in every
direction except toward me, as if he were purposely wait-

ing for me to kill him. With my last strength I pulled

the trigger, and the old gun did the rest.
' I "have killed over a hundred foxes since that day, but
never a larger or finer one. My! but didn't I feel big?
Washington's overcoat did not contain cloth enough to

tnake a vest for an individual of the size I felt myself to

be as I strutted to the house with that fox on my shoul-
der.

I could fill a good-sized volume with incidents from
my own experience to illustrate the subtle cunning of

the fox, However, I will relate but a single episode,

which must serve as a specimen brick. About the year

1885 there lived a fox that sorely puzzled the hunters and
hounds of Gansevoort and vicinity. Many times was
this fox run with our best hounds and always with the

same result. At a certain spot it would seem to vanish,

and the most careful investigation would always fail to

discover the way it did it. Some of the baffled hunters

asserted that the fox had wings and that when it had run
until there was no more fun in running it would start

from this particular spot and sail off into another town-
ship. One of tliese hunters finally registered a vow that

he would unravel the mystery if it took all the remain-
der of his life. Three times did he essay the feat and
three times did he go home a sadder and no wiser man.
The fourth time it chanced that a fresh snow covered the

ground, v/hich photographed every jump of the dog and
fox. The hunter reached the point where the fox usually

did its vanishing act almost as soon as his hound reached

it, and at once tied up the dog to prevent him from track-

ing around in the snow. There was a large field, and
north of this field there was a large woods. A fence

separated the woods from the field- The center third of

this fence was made of posts and boards. The two end
thirds were built of rails. The hunter took the trail of

the fox and dog, and soon found where the fox ha4
jumped up on the outer end of one of the rail fences.

The snow on the top rail plainly showed the footprints

of the fox vmtii it reached the point where the rail fence
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joined on to the board fence. There was no snow on the

edge of the boards and so the hunter passed along the

board fence until he came to where it joined on to the

other piece of rail fence, looking carefully all the while
to see whether the fox had jumped off of the board fence
into the snow. It had not done this, and when he
reached the rail fence he found that there were no fox
tracks in the snow which lay on top of the rails. He
next made two circuits around the entire fence, the first

about ID rods from it, the next time about 20 rods from
it. but could find no place where the fox had gone out
of the circles thus described. Then he subjected the

board fence and its immediate s-urroundings to a careful

scrutiny, but could find nothing which threw any light

upon the mystery. He paused at last near the center of

the board fence, utterly dumfounded, and admitted to

himself that the problem was too muth for him. While
he stood thus his eye chanced to fall upon a beech tree

which stood 3 or 4 feet from the board fence, and which
leaned at an angle of 45 degrees from the perpendicular.
About 8 feet from the ground the bough of a small hem-
lock lay across the body of the beech, and it occurred to

our hunter to see what that bough covered. Aha, a hole.

Things were beginning to assume an interesting aspect.

A moment sufficed to cut a slim sapling and run it up in

the cavity he had discovered, when he ffeund the entire

trunk of the tree was hollow.
After punching vigorously up and down in the cavity,

he plugged the hole and started for the nearest house
for an axe with which to fell the tree. When he had got
a few rods from the tree he stopped and looked back, his

gaze ranging upward, and there lying flat upon a large
limb he saw the fox, motionless, but intently watching
him. His punching with the sapling had made it so un-
comfortable for Reynard that it had crawled out of an-
other hole at the top of the cavity, in the center of the
main crotch, or upper end of the trunk, and consequently
invisible from the ground. The great mystery was
solved at last.

Among the many good fox hounds which have been
owned in this section during the last 50 years there were
two or three which became especially famous. One of

these famous dogs was bred and trained by a noted fox
hunter by the name of Ira Wilson. She was quite a

small dog and bore the plebeian name of Sally. Her
namer, however, was all there was about her that was
plebeian. Every inch and pound of her make-up counted,
and she was game to the backbone. Throughout her
long and checkered career she acquired a knowledge
which enabled her to promptly trump any trick which a

fox could play. She died before I was old enough to be
trusted afield with a gun, and my knowledge of her was
gained chiefly from listening to her exploits as narrated
by her master. He was a loquacious and versatile story

teller, and the charm which he would impart to a fox
story wovtld hold me spellbound for an entire evening,
listening in open-mouthed and sleepless-eyed ecstasy to

his vivid word pictures until I was driven to bed by my
kind-hearted but somewhat strict mother.
Many of his stories are still fresh in my memor3% and

I will relate one which will show one of the many
superior characteristics of the dog Sally.

Near the village of Ft. Edward there lived a fox hunter
by the name of Thompson. One winter he had a lot of

trouble with a big dog fox. This fox whipped his hound
at the close of a long race, and thereafter every time he
started this fox it would run a few minutes and then turn
around and drive the dog back.
He told his grievances to Wilson, and as trouble of

this sort was just what Sally was always looking after it

was decided that she should have a piece of it. The first

iavorable day the hunters started early in the morning
to try conclusions between the fox and Sallj'. She soon
had him on the go, for his lurking places were well

known and his big feet always gave him away.
The hunters purposely chose the southern end of some

high ground, known as Reublins Ridge, from which
nearly all of the surrounding countrj- for the distance of

nearly a mile could be plainly seen, for a vantage ground
from which to watch operations.
As luck would have it, the fox came into their view

only about 30 rods away, ran out from the woods into the

field a few rods, stopped, turned around and bristled, in

blissful ignorance of the character of the dog he was
challenging to the combat.

The clear ringing voice of Sally came nearer and still

nearer, until she burst from the woods and ran to within

3 or 4 rods of the fox, when she saw him. With one long
scream of anger, or delight—who can tell which?—she
fairly flew over the ground which separated her from the

fox. It must have dawned upon that fox about that time
that he had a dilrerent dog to deal with, for while Sallj' was
in the air in a terrific leap which would have landed her
upon him, his nerve failed him, and he inglorious!}- fled

the field. And then our hunters saw a race which made
them almost forget to breathe. Before Sally could check
her momentum the fox gained a lead of 8 or 10 rods.

Steadily did she cut this lead down until they reached
the road to the south, half a mile away, when her nose
almost touched the tail of the fox at every jiynp. Here
the hard-pressed fox dodged under a passing sleigh,

scooted out from the opposite side, and again gained a

lead of 8 or 10 rods. The race now led through
a farmyard, scattering sheep and poultry in fright,

then swerved to the east, across another road and
a level m.eadow to the foot of the Cary ridge. A
stone wall ran along between the meadow and the
foot of the ridge. There was a hay barn on top of

the ridge, and the fox was evidently trying to reach
and slip under this barn. All the way across the meadow
daylight did not show between the end of the fox's tail

and the point of Sally's nose. When the fox reached the
stone wall he paused the smallest fraction of an instant
to gather energy for the leap. Fatal pause. At its end
Sally had him. by his neck and his doom was sealed.

Aiother famous hound, and undoubtedly the greatest
oi all those that were ever owned in this section, was the
Metcalf dog, Tiger, briefly alluded to in connection with
my first fox hunt. At that time he was scarcely more
than a puppy. In fact, it was one of the first, if not the

yqy first, race, tliathe ever ran. In color he was black.

In build he showed that he had received an infusion of
greyhound blood from some of bis ancestry. When fully

matured he stood about 28 inches at the shoulder, perfect

in form, with muscles hard and tough as steel. In addi-

tion to his great power in body and limb, he had a

remarkably fine intelligence which enabled him to amass

an almost incredible amount of dog knowledge. During
the many years that he retained his faculties unimpaired

any ordinary fox which he got after had three aherna-

tives presented to it: i. e.. xstj to be shot; 2d, to be

caught by its pursuer; 3d, to run to earth; and it would
have to choose the third alternative and act very quickly

if it escaped the second one.

This dog also possessed a scent so keen that he could

wind his quarry at astonishingly great distances. Often

he would be going along quietly with those who had him
in charge, ^yhen he would suddenly snifif the air, and then

shoot into the wind like an arrow from the bowstring

until he reached some distant woods or brushy hollow,

and then it would be Yip-yap, Ki-hi, dash, dodge and

scurry, until the fox was either shot, caught or lay pant-

ing in some friendly hole in the ground. On an average,

half of the foxes started by this hound were caught by

him. Most of the others were either shot or they would

m.anage to dodge into a hole in time to save their skins.

In the whole of his long career this dog never found but

one fox which could stay on top of the ground ahead of

him on good running for more than 15 minutes, and that

one held him even for three hours. And what a race it

was. Who will ever know the number of miles covered

by it? Those who are best qualified to hazard a guess

have held their peace, rather than be laughed at. It was
run on the Argyle hills and the flats between them and

the Hudson River, in Washington county, N. Y.. A
deep snow lay on the ground, but a hard, firm crust

had formed which would almost bear the weight of a

horse. An inch of light snow lay on the crust, which en-

abled the hound to run on a breast-high scent. The
white expanse of snow covered fields, the firm foothold

on the hard crust and the bracing air of a January morn-
ing acted like wine on the spirits of the hunters, and as

for Tige, he was ready for anything, and like Micaw-
ber, was only "waiting for something to turn up." The
something which turned up that morning was a big dark-

red fox, and away went fox and dog out of sight and

hearing before a man who stuttered could have said scat.

And away went the hunters on the trail, confident that

they would find a little heap of snow within the first

3 or 4 miles, from which they could dig the defunct fox

(Tige always gave his victims decent burial), for they

felt sure that the fox did not live which could keep out

of Tige's jaws for a greater distance on such running.

But they went the 4 miles and found no place where

Tige had started another graveyard.

iBut, hark! Far away in the distance, but coming
nearer with the speed of a lightning express train, they

heard the Yi-eek, Yi-eek, Yi-eek of Tige's voice, which
told them that he was running on a warm scent, and not

by sight. The next instant they saw a red streak shoot

along a nearby hillside and disappear, followed the next

moment by a black .streak. Streak is the only word I

can find in my vocabulary which will be likely to convey
a correct idea of the tremendous speed of this hound.
Back again went the hunters to near the starting place,

and again the red streak, followed by the black streak,

came into view, and disappeared like phantoms. And so

on for three full hours did this terrific contest of muscle
against muscle, endurance against endurance and wind
against wind continue without lessening in any degree.

However, when the fox was last seen alive his drooping
brush and protruding tongue showed that he was rapjdly

nearing the end of his last race; and they found him.

nicely covered with the white shroud which Tige had in-

dustriously collected and spread over him, covered ex-

cept the pads and black stockings of his feet and legs,

which protruded through the top of the little mound of

snow in which he lay as though they were still trying to

shield him in death, as they ever had in life before that

fatal day.

And they found Tige sliding about" on the crust, first

on one side, then on the otlier, rolling and kicking his

foot in the air in the exuberance of his inexhaustible

strength and vitality, and fit as a fiddle to start in an-

other race of the same sort without a moment's delay.

I have enjoyed a few very pleasant fox hunts with Cal-

vin Metcalf. who is a gentleman of the old school, of the

sort that now, alas! are too rarely met with. And I have
enjoyed a great many with his son Eitgene, who is a

true scion from the parent stem.
During these hunts I have often heard them express

a desire to possess another hound like Tige, but I think
tliev will never see his like again. Nature does not often
produce a dog like him. And it may be that,

"Nature, satisfied, hath destroj'ed the mold
Wherein his perfect shape was formed."

Jos. W. Shurtee.
Ganeevoort, Jan 9.

Points and Flushes.

A long list of additional special prizes have been added
to the prize list of the Westminster Kennel Club. The
premmm list is one of rare value, and worthy of the atten-

tion of all bench show competitors. Address Mr, James
IMortimer. superintendent, looi Townsend Building. 1123
Broadway, New York.

Ducks Near San Francisco.

San Francisco, Cal.—Dr. Trask and Mr. Young w^ent
duck hunting. They bagged two dozen, which is a good
limit. Young shot five with his pistol at about 90 yards,
four of which were wounded and escaping the gun. He
got the crippled ones at the second shot each tim.e and
the well one at the first shot.

More ducks could have been shot, but the dog M'ould
not retrieve at first until the Doctor taught him with a
duck shot on the land. Some men would have thrashed
him, but the Doctor took the intelligent method, and just

as soon as Jack found out what his master wanted he did
his part perfectly. An effort will be made to protect the
ducks from overshooting by placing the limit at tmtaty-
four ducks to a gun. Fred O, YodNQ,

'

Notice.

All communicatiotis intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

The vary ng reports regarding the possibility of a cen-
terboard boat built for the trial races are most confusing.
During the past few years the typical centerboard boat has
been seen only in the smaller classes. The majority of
designers have bent their best energies toward developing
keel boats from the smallest to the largest classes, and this

type of boat has reached a point of perfection that great
skill and years of careful study only can produce; on the
other hand, there have been a few men who have con-
tinued to produce successful centerboard boats, but as
many were designers of the old school, the moment they
got beyond the small classes it was found that they had
overstepped themselves, as was shown by the perform-
ances of the centerboard boats in the 51ft. class. The
question of type (keel versus centerboard) is a serfous
one, and if a centerboard boat is to be produced so that
any definite conclusions may be drawn as to their relative
merits, she should have the advantages of the best design,
lightest construction and superior workmanship, such as
is being put into the new^ keel boats.

The Hanley Construction Company, of Quincy, signed
a contract to build a yacht for the Chicago Y. C. to defend
the Canada cup in the races the coming summer. The
Hanley boat is to be one of many to compete in the trial

spins. She will be a 30ft. centerboard and a true type
of Genessee, which took the Canada cup two years ago
when she sailed under the colors of the Rochester Y. C.
Work will commence on the boat about Feb. i. She will
be launched about May r and proceed under her own
sail to New York, where she will be loaded on a steamer
for Chicago.

Tde work of laying down the Seawanhaka cup defender.
Illinois, has been completed at Lawley's. and workmen
are engaged in getting out the w^oode'n keel- It is ex-
pected that she will be set up at once, and will be in frame
and ribbanded off by the first of next week. This cup
defender is a production of Mr. B. B. Crowninshield. and
will be owned by Messrs. George M. Pynchon, Benjamin
Carpenter and F. J. Dunn, of the Chicago Y. C.

Denny Brothers, of Dumbarton, have at last formally
announced that they are building Sir Thomas Lipton's
challenger for the America Cup. Shamrock II. Up to the
present time little progress has been made on the new
boat, but the work will now be pushed forward rapidh'.
The keel was run while Denny's yard was closed on New
Year's Day. Since then a score of the side frames have
been set up to port and starboard. All work on the j'acht
is done at night. Everything, even the waste and scraps
of metal, is locked up in a shed and sealed before the yard
is opened for the day workmen. Ninety-five tons of lead
were melted for the keel. The finished block weighs
within a few pounds of ninety tons.

Edward Sycamore, the captain of the new challenger
for the America Cup, has arrived in London from G'as-
gow. Heretofore he has refused to be interviewed, but
he has at last talked with a representative of the Asso-
ciated Press, to whom he said

:

"ft seems to me that magnificent opportunities for sport
ha\'e been thrown away by the practice of taking a chal-
lenger to the other side and using her there only for the
purpose of sailing the number of races necessary "to decide
the ownership of the America Cup. These boats, of
course, have been built with the object of bringing back
the Cup, and that must always remain their principal work.
Shamrock II. will cross for that object, and nothing will

be allowed to interfere with that. When the races shall
have been decided, however. I should like her to be sa'led
in a few races against the pick of the American fleet for
whatever prizes may be offered.

"The Cup contest is sailed under conditions calculated
to give the fairest possible test. Still, it is conceivable
that these very conditions might tell heavily against one
or the other of the boats. I think it would be satisfactory
to the owner and the designer of the defeated boat and
good for sport to have a trial or two at open racing. If

we are fortunate enough to win the Cup we would be
glad if our opponents had an opportunity for revenge un-
der other conditions. If unfortunate enough to be beaten,
we would prefer an opportunity to try at something else

instead of the certainty of returning empty handed."
In view of Sir Thomas Lipton's promise to take the

Erin, and possibly Shamrock II., to some of the principal

American yachting centers, the challenger is likely to be
seen on m.ore courses than that at Sandy Hook this fall.

Dang-er for Lawncli Owners.

The attention of our readers is called to a bill intro-

duced in Congress on Dec. 14, 1900, and which has been
referred to the Committee on the Merchant Marine and
Fisheries. On Dec. 4, 1895. Senator Perkins, of Cali-

fornia, presented a bill to the Senate providing that ves-
sels using for their motive power naphtha, gas or fluid

should carry licensed engineers and pifots. and have their

hulls and machinery examined as if they were steam
vessels. This bill met with the greatest opposition every-
where, not only from the builders of launches, but also
by their owners, and the Committee on Commerce at once
changed it in such a manner that vessels under fifteen

tons were exempt. On March 2, 1896, the Senate passed
the bill, but when it reached the House of Representa-
tives the public opposition proved so great that no action
was taken until Jan. 11, 1897, when the bill was finally

passed. It would have been impossible to get this bill

through had not the change been made. The bill now
©fifered by Representative Charles H. Grosvenor, of
Ohio, has for its ultimate end to bring all pleasure pow?r
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boats propelled by electricity, gas, fluid or naphtha under

the same laws that govern steam vessels. It does not

seem possible that Mr. Grosvenor understands the situa-

tion, and we do not believe the original act of March 2,

1896, will be amended. However, it is always; the un-

expected that happens, and we therefore urge every one

of our readers to make this a personal matter and to pro-

test against this offensive and dangerous action. Every

yacht club and boat- owner in the country should write to

their Congressmen at Washington immediately and enter

a formal remonstrance. It is a matter of record that as a

ge;ieral thing legislation has been unfavorable to yachting

interests in the past. The sport has now become national

as well as international, and supports some of the greatest

industries in the country. Millions of dollars are now
invested in small power-driven craft alone, and the pas-

sage of this unnecessary and absurd law might deal '

a

• death blow to some of the largest establishments in the

United States. The idea of compelling the owner of a

launch of small tonnage to carry a pilot and an engineer

is too ridiculous for serious consideration.

The -steamer Mount Morris, built at Athens, N. Y.; last

year, will be. the tender for the Belmont-Stillman syndi-

cate boat. - Th« vessel is 137ft; long, 28ft. Sin. beam, and

8ft. sin. deep. She is of 40Q tons burden, and is of

sufficient size to contain the living quarters for the crew

and also the extra spars, sails, etc., which the racer will

have to move from place to place in the summer. Altera-

tions will be made in her interior SQQO ^5 i-g turp4

pvfr ft Mr,
:-.V J'/

Anna.
By permission of Mr. B. B. Crowninshield we publish

this week the plans of the cabin launch Anna. She was
diesignedior Mr. J. B. Cornwall, of Rochester, N. Y., who
speaks very highly of the seaworthiness and speed of the

boat. She was launched in August, 1900, and on her
maiden trip went to the Thousand Islands and back. She
crossed Lake Ontario in a very heavy blow, and her ex-
cellent performances under these trying conditions were
niost gratifying to both her owner and designer. The
power for the boat was furnished by an 18 H. P. 3 cylin-

der engine made by the Rochester Gas Engine Company,
of Rochester, N. Y., and has given perfect satisfaction in

every waj'. The .cabin is well arranged, as may be seen

from the drawings, and every bit of available space has
been utilized. The cockpit, engine room and cabin are all

finished in mahogany.
Her dimensions are as follows :

^
Length

—

Over all .
". 43ft.

' 8 in.

L.W.L .38ft.

Overhang— ; ,
..

Forward - . 6^in.
Aft ........

;
Sft.j.ij^in.

Beam—
Deck '. ' 8ft. S^in.
L.W.L. 8ft. 2 in.

Freeboard

—

Stem .'

,
3ft. lo^in.

Taffrail , aft. loj^in.

Draft-
Hull .

To rabbet
!

;
Propeller

Displacement
Pounds, per inch at L.W.L >

. . . 2ft. g?/im.
- 2ft.; - si^ia,

.3ft. . 5Kin.
. . J9,85o.oolbs.

.. 1,125.92--

Her keel is of oak 8x8in. All her ribs are steam bent.

Stem and stefn posts are also steam bent. She~carries
i.Soolbs. of outside lead ballast. , .

-

A New Boat for the 25ft. Class.

T.AST season Rochelle had' everything in the 25% class

pretty much- her own way, arid the- news that there- is' to

be an addition to, the class is most welcome,; particularly

as she is to be a cen.erboard boat.

The newcomer will be from a design made by' Mr.
Charles D. Mower, and is f-br a gentleman well khp'wn in

yachting circles, but whose liame is withheld '.for the

present. Mr. Mower has had wide experience in design-

ing and sail.ing centerboard boats, and he is well known
as the. designer of 'Vitesse. Duchess and Heiress, .all very

successful boats. These boats are of a type that Mr.
Mower has done much toward developing,^ arid his ri.ew

production will contain rnany ideas that he brought out

originally in 'Vitesse. The new boat is a very shippy

looking craft, her long overhangs adding much' to her ap-

pearance, as they are particularly welL balanced. The
cabin house is low, being only I2in. high, and is 9ft. long,

giving 4ft. headroom under beams. The cockpit is 8ft.

lgn| and is watfrtifht j tl^f 4eck k c?wTi§4 W ^ oxake%
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cockpit seats. To strengthen the boat amidships, two
deck beams run across the boat at the after end of the

cabin. She will steer with a tiller, and the_^ rudder will be
hung on the deadwood. The centerboard i*s of wood, and
will be weighted with 30olbs. of lead. There will be
i,ooolbs. of outside lead ballast, which will make the boat
practically non-capsizable. There will be some inside

ballast for trimming. She will carry a jib and mainsail

rig, and will be fitted with hollow spars and a short bow-
sprit. AH blocks and cleats will be of metal, and her

halliards will be of wire..

Her dimensions are as follows:

Length

—

Over all 37ft. 7in.

L.W.L 20ft. 3in.

Overhang

—

Forward 8ft.

Aft gft. 4in.

Beam—
Extreme Qft- Sin-

L.W.L. 8ft. Sin.

Freeboard

—

Bow 2ft. 9in.

Taffrail 2ft.

Least . ift. Sin.

Draft-
To rabbet . . •. ift. 3in.

Extreme 2ft... lin.

Board down 6ft.

Sail Area

—

Mainsail 670 sq. ft.

Jib 150 sq. ft.

Total sail area 820 sq, ft.

The - boat is. built in accordance with the cabin and
scantling restrictions for the 25ft. class of the Y. R. A.
of Long Island Sound. Her frames are of oak, steam
bent, ij4xi3^iri. and spaced gin. on centers. The plank-

ANNA—SECTIONS.

ing is of cedar %in. thick, and she will be copper fastened
throughout. Her deck beams are of spruce ixi^in. and
spaced loin. on centers. The deck planking is of pine, ^in.
thick. The deck and the top of the cabin house are to
be covered with canvas. Her topsides will be painted
black with a gold stripe, and the bottdm will be painted a
light green.

Our Boston Letter.
Boston, Jan. 19.—Capt. Haff and Capt. Watson have

for the past two days been in consultation with B. B.
Crowninshield and Adrian Wilson, in regard to the cut
of some of the light sails for the Boston Cup defender.
An argument over the cut of the jib topsail took up
nearly the whole of Friday morning. It was decided to
change the cut of the club topsail. Capt. Haff said that
the club of the club topsail on Volunteer extended 23ft.
beyond her topmast head. The topsail which Crownin-
shield had designed for the Boston boat was not quite so
lofty, but the designer saw that he could carry a few feet
more without difficulty, so it was agreed that the topsail
would be enlarged. Like Volunteer's, the club will ex-

•

tend 23ft. beyond the topmast head.
Saturday afternoon. the two captains and B. B. Crown-

inshield visited Lawley's and looked over the plant. They
inspected the new mould loft and had a look at the hol-
low spar which is being turned out for the boom of the
Boston boat. While there, Capt. Haff made a great find
for second mate in Frank J. Miller. Mr. Miller is con-
sidered one of the best light sail men on large yachts in the
country. Although a native of Bremen, he has for several
years been a citizen of the United States. He was with
Capt. Haff in Volunteer and later in Defender. He has
sailed on Marguerite, Lasca, Yampa, Constellation and
many of the larger yachts in this country. He brought
Astrild around from New York last fall and cleared her
out for hauling out. His brother, Lem Miller, was on
board Defender and afterward on Columbia in 1899.

Capt. Haff says that he has selected several men for his
crew,__but that no articles have been signed yet. He will
probably go to Deer Isle within a few days to get some of
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'the men who have been with him on former boats. The
beer Isle men are fond of him, and there is no doubt that

he can get as many hands as he wants.
Last week the big stick from which the hollow boom

will be made w-as towed over from Pigeon's Basin and
afterward placed in the west shop at Lawley's. It is of

Oregon pine, and is a beautiful piece of wood. After it

had been squared, it was blocked at the middle and shores

were put under each end. It took nearly two days to saw
ihrough it. The two halves have been lowered and npw.
rest upon blocks. The work of chitting out the heart is

now going on and will probably be finished some time

during the week.
It is not expected that this spar will be finished up be-

fore the last of May or the first of June. Wooden spars

are only to be kept for spare ones, to be used in case of

accident or if the steel spars should prove in any way a

failure. The stick, in the rough, measured a trifle over

I lift. It is expected that about 3ft. will be taken from
this, leaving the spar about io8ft. long. iMr. Lawley ex-

pec s that the spar will season very evenly, and is much
pleased with its general appearance, though the wood is

now perfectly- green.

The keel is to be cast in three sections, the bottom,

the sternpost and the forward part of the keel running up
to the forefoot. The pattern for the bottom of the hol-

low trough has been made and was last week shipped to

the Victor Metal & Casting Company, at East Brain-

tree. It has the appearance of a small skifT or a canoe

with a decided tumble-home to the topsides. It has

movilds placed m.uch in the same position as in yachts.

The patterns of the sternpost and the forward part of the

keel are now being turned out and will be shipped to East

Brainiree early in the week. It is expected that all the

parts of the outline of the keel will be finished about the

same time, in ten days or two : weeks.

The steel bulbed angle bars arrived at the Atlantic

Works last week. With the exception of a few bars, all

of the metal for ihe frames has arrived. In the two weeks
that it will take to turn out the parts for the keel, many
of these angle bars can be turned into shape, and upon
the arrival of the parts from East Braintree. the constnic-

tirn of the boat should proceed rapidly. The steel bolts

which will be used in the construction have been sent to

the Atlantic Works.
The keel of the Pynchon syndicate defender for the

Canada cup has been set up at Lawley's. By this time the

moulds should be all in place and ribbanded off. There
is a generous block of lead on the keel. The filling of

the keel is hard pine and the keelson 'is oak. Hanley
says that he has an order from a Chicago syndicate to

build a centerboard defender for the Canada cup. This

will be welcome news to Mr. Pynchon, who has been

desirous of having another trial horse built besides

Illinois.

There is considerable doub"; whether the members of

the Annisquam Y, C. will build i8ft, knockabouts or keel

2i-footers. They would like to take up the i8ft. knock-

about class, hv.t there are many members who desire a

larger boat v.'ith a greater sail spread; in which they can

compete more generally in the races. One of the mem-
bers has been talking boat wi.h designer Crowninshield.

He has inspected the plans and model of Sumner H.
Foster's new Y. R. A. 21-footer. If he should build a

2i-footer. it is likely that she would conform to the re-

strictions of the Massachusetts Y. R. A., and he expects

that two more boats for the same class will follow.

The completed list of the officers and committees of

the Hull-Mas=achusetts Y. C. for iQOi is as follows

:

Com., E. P. Boggs; Vice-Com.. E. P. Boynton ; Rear-

Com,, J. L. .Sturtevant; Sec'y, Wm. Avery "Cary; Treas.,

John L. Amory; Regatta Committee, Louis M. Clark. W.
E. Sherriffs, L. B. Flint. H. N. Nute and' John L. Amory.
The Executive Committee is composed of the three flag

officers, the Secretarv and the Treasurer and J. R. Hoooer,

H, }. Thayer, J. W'. Button and E. D. Ver Plank. The
Membership Committee is composed of the same officers

«x officio and Chas. Hayden, H. S. Potter. J. A. Barby,

Jr., and Paul F. Folsom. The House Committee will be

appointed by the Executive Committee. No fleet caotain

has yet been appointed, but it is expected that the Com-
modore will reappoint H. J. Thayer.

KUey's Marine Agency has sold the 40ft. cabin naphtha •

launch Pet to Edwin Junkins, of Providence, and a 21ft.

launch to Frederick Button, of Boston.

The schooner Marguerite has been sold to Prescott Hall

Butler, of the New York Y. C. Capt. George Barry will

probably remain in charge of her.

On Monday evening the annual ball of the Mo:quito
Fleet Y. C. will be held at Paul Revere Hall.

The 50ft. steamer which was designed by T. F. Poekel,

of Lawley's, for use in Southern waters, has taken form

rapidly. It was expected that she would be all ready to

ship to New York Sunday night, from which place she

will be carried south on the deck of a steamer.

John B, Killeen,

The Yachtsmen^s Club.

The .anmual meeting of the Yachtsmen's Club w'll be

'held on Feb. 12. The Nominating Committee, Frank

Bowne Jones, Charles P. Tower and E. M. MacLe!lan,

"has prepared the following ticket: Pres., Bavid Banks;

Vice-Pres., Fred M, Hoyt
;
Sec'y, Edward M. MacLellan

;

Treas.. Philip G. Sanford ;
Trustees, Class of 1903. Clen-

denin Eckert^ Class of 1904, Hazen L. Hoyt and Charles

T. Pierce. John F. Byno, who died last week, had agreed

f.o give a course of lectures on "Knots and Splices." These

will now be given by Herman White, who was foreman

for Mr. Byno. On Wednesday evening Clinton H. Crane

will lecture on "Cruising Yachts: Their Besign and Con-

struction." Henry J, Gielow will lecture on Feb. 6 on the

"Steam Yacht," and on Feb. 20 William Gardner will

lecture on "Racing Yachts." The lectures on "Knots

and Ifiigging" are every other Wednesday, the first having

been delivered on last Wednesday.

Twenty members have been elected during the last ten

days, t'he latest proDo.sals are Henry F. Lippitt N, Y.

Y. C. ; Charles Lane Poor, Shelter Island Y. C, and Win-
field L. Tucker, Hull-Massachusetts Y, C.

The steam 'yacht Shemara, owned by Mr. A. L, Barbour,

'fj. y. Y- C., arrived at Miami, Fla., 911 Jan. 21.
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The New Home of the Y. Y. G.

At eight bells on the morning of Jan. 19 the burgee was
horsted aloft on the new home of the N. Y. Y. C. and the

building was formally opened to its members, the old house

at 67 Madison avenue being permanently closed at mid-

night the preceding day. The new club house is located

on the north side of West Forty-fourth street between

Fifth and Sixth avenues.

After over two years of careful study and attention, Mr.

Whitney Warren, the architect, has completed his work
on what is conceded to be the finest yacht club house in

the world. Mr. Warren has had entire charge of the

building from the laying of the foundations to the de-

signing of the linen and china, and the result is that the

work is perfectly harmonious throughout.

The exterior of the building is modern French Renais-

sance, and conveys even to the unpracticed eye the pur-

pose for which the building has been constructed. Al-

though the height of the building is really six stories, the

effect is that of a low .structure, as the three top stories

are set back some distance, making a sort of terrace, which

is fitted up for the use of members on hot summer nights.

This terrace will be made most attractive with palms and

shrubbery, and along an arbor built at the bottom of the

fifth story will be trained vines that will be allowed to run

to the top of the building. The material used on the

fagade is Caen stone imported from Normandy, a sort of

cream colored limestone which is easily worked when first

quarried, but hardens rapidly with age. The first, second

and third stories are marked with appropriate and striking

wide, and is wainscoted in quartered oak, and above this

the walls are covered with sea green burlap, the hangings

being of red. The room accommodates four tables. A
sort of companionway leads from thcjeast side of the

billiard room to the glass domed palm room, which is

25ft. in diameter ; it can also be reached from the landing

at the head of the main stairway.

A large electric elevator, around which winds the stair-

case, leads to the next floor. Here the model room is

located ; it is 96ft. long, 45ft. wide and 26ft. high, with a

balcony running around the east, west and north sides

;

this room is finished in oak, and the balcony is supported

by colored and gilded dolphins. On the west wall is the

fireplace, an immense aflfair of stone weighing over forty

tons. Hanging in front of the fireplace is the model of an

old sloop-of-war, on which the club places great value, On
the left of the fireplace is a large Flemish oak chest inlaid

with coats of arms which was presented by one of the

club members. The ceiling is formed by three large panels,

the center one of cathedral glass, and helps materially to

light the room. On the walls are hung the many valuable

models, and on the backs of the settles and on the tables

will be placed the full-rigged inodels, which are now on

the way back from the Paris Exposition. The effect of the

model room viewed from any point is magnificent and
impressive. Opening from the model room balcony on the

east side is the mezzanine floor, by ineans of which the

card room, 35x28ft., is reached. The entire front of

the third floor is given up to the library and
chart room. The library is 46ft. long and 32ft.

wide. The books are well arranged, and each

division is marked with the subject of the books it con-

Designed by B. B. Crowninshield for J. B. Cornwall.

ornamentation. T^Jie prominent feature of the front of the
building is the jfiree large windows which light the

model room. Th|y have immense circular panes above,
and below are m^e to resemble the sterns of old Dutch
vessels, the effect ^being very tinique.

On entering the; building, the visitor finds himself in a

large apartment, t^o stories high, floored with marble, the
staircase being directly opposite the entrance leading to the

next floor through; tw© marble columns which support the
ceiling. The balustrade on the stairs and the landing is a

conventionalized design carved in Caen stone, represent-

ing waves curling over and breaking, with sea growths
entvdned through] it. On the east wall, hanging above
the stone wainscoiing, is a large tapestry portraying the
defeat of the Spahish Armada. On the south and west
walls are hung paintings of former Commodores J. Pier-

pont Morgan, E. A. Stevens, J. C. Stevens and George F.

Schuyler. On th^ right of the stairs is the ofiice, and
on the left the entrance to the bar. A short flight of stairs

lead from the left side of the hall into the grill room,
which is 68ft. long; by 30ft. wide, and is made to represent
thej " 'tween decks" of an old ship. The room is most
effaptive,and the work accurate, as it was executed under
the. sttpervision a ship's carpenter, the deck beams,
knees, timbers and planking all showing fastened with
trcf rails, rivets arid bolts. Although the deck is crowned,
it v ;;- found to be- impracticable to give the floor the con-
tour of the sheer, so the idea was given up, but the effect

is gained by mean^iof corrugated glass placed in the doors
and»windows. Thie room is lighted by wrought iron lan-

terns- hanging from overhead and others sunk in the
planking to give the effect of portholes. The woodwork
is of unfinished oak and the tables, chairs and seats that

run around ^he sides of the room are of the same ma-
terial. In the center of the west wall is a huge fireplace

with a large copper hood where the grill room cooking
will be done. On the walls are hung many valuable prints

of the older yachts. At the south end of this room is the
b^ck board from the gig of the old schooner Gimcrack, the
first flag ship of the club, aboard which the club was
organized. At the north end of the grill room is the en-

trance to the^ billiard room, which is 45ft, long and 28ft.

tains. The chart room, which adjoins the library, is 34ft.

long and 28ft. wide. Both of these rooms are finished in

natural oak with red hangings and furnishings. Owing
to the large size of the proininent rooms, it was necessary
to have the rugs made, and it took over a year to weave
them. On this floor are the rooms of the secretary, treas-

urer, superintendent and several private dining rooms.
The latter rooms are finished in mahogany, and the walls

are a deep blue with gold decorations. The fourth floor

contains one square room, from which large French win-
dows open on the terrace. There are also a number of

private rooms on this floor. The upper floors contain pri-

vate rooms for the members, while the servants are on the

top floor. In the basement are dressing rooms and baths,

also the locker rooms. The kitchen, store room, ice house,

wine rooms, pantries and waiters' dressing rooms are also

here. The west side of the cellar is taken up with the
boiler and machinery ; under the sidewalk is a coal vault

capable of holding 500 tons. The heating apparatus is so

regulated that an even temperature may be had through-
out the building.

The ground occupied by the club house is 75ft. wide and
looft. deep. It was the generous gift of Mr. J. Pierpont
Morgan, and cost $148,000. The building itself cost $350.-

000 to erect, and only the club house committee know the
expense of the furnishings.

Secretary Oddie submitted the following statistics for

the consideration of the club on the eve of taking posses-
sion of the new club house:
The club house in the Elysian Fields was moved into

July 15. 1845.

The first club book was published in 1846, when the club
had 122 members and 12 yachts.

In 1853 there were 159 members enrolled and 14 yachts.

In 1861 there were 488 members and 25 schooners and 22

sloops. Two of these schooners were offered to the Gov-
ernment and accepted.

On June 10, 1868, the club occupied the N. H. Wolfe
cottage, Clifton, S. I. It then had 278 members. 228
schooners, 13 sloops and 1 steamer.

In 1869 there were 383 members on the roll, 29 schoon-

ers, 20 sloops and 4 steamers.

•j*^ In 187 1 the club moved to the southwest corner of

Madison avenue and Twenty-seventh street, where there

were 452 members on the books, 37 schooners, 14 sloops

and 8 steamers.
On May i, 1884, the club moved to No. 67 Madison

avenue. It had then 390 members, 50 schooners, 23 sloops,

35 steamers and 6 launches.
There are now 1,495 members on the club's roll and 80

schooners, 119 sloops, cutters and j'awls, 174 steamers, 3
naphtha and 19 other launches in its fleet.

New Home .of the Qiicagfo Y. C
\Vhen the Canadian yachtsmen come to compete for the

Canada cup in August they will be entertained in the
beautiful new home of the Chicago Y. C. The proposi-
tion to build a new house had been discussed many months
before it was finally decided to build, and when the ball

was fairly started rolling at one of the smokers of the
club, it was kept going until enough had been subscribed
to make the erection of the house a certainty. It is to
cost between $17,000 and $20,000 and will ' be located
opposite Monroe street just outside the park breakwater.
Work upon the substructure will begin immediately, and
the construction will be pushed to an early conclusion.
The exterior will be of half timber and rough cast con-
struction, so as to be best adapted to smoky atmosphere of
the water front. A broad dock will be placed on the east
front, and access to the building will be by a bridge con-
necting with the park breakwater. The interior will be
finished in hardwood. The principal rooms will be on the
main floor, and consist of an entrance hall, flanked on one
side by the superintendent's desk and private office, and on
the other side by the women's parlor and cloak room,
and leading to a reception room 28x30ft. On the south
side of the reception room is the living room, 35x40ft.,
with broad verandas on the south and east side?. The din-
ing room, 24x40ft., will be on the north of the reception
room, with kitchen and pantries adjoining it upon the
west. The reception room is extended to take in the
porch, this portion of the veranda being inclosed in glass,

so that it may be used in inclement weather. There is

nearly 200ft. of porch in the main floor level, with which
the main rooms communicate b_v French windows extend-
ing to the floor. This arrangement will give great elas-
ticity, allowing a great crowd to be cared for upon occa-
sion, at the same time giving rooms of a size small enough
to be comfortably furnished for use by the smaller num-
ber of members ordinarily in attendance. Oarsmen of the
club will have their shells in the lower story, convenient
to the w^ater. Also, on this floor will be lockers, servants'
dining room, store rooms, toilets and shower rooms. Ser-
vants' quarters will be in the attic, where there also will
be committee rooms and bedrooms for use of members.

Yacht Club Notes*

The annual meeting of the American Y. C. was held on
Jan. 15, and the following officers were elected: Com.,
Henry W. Eaton; Vice-Com., William H. Brown'ng:
Rear-Corn., George W. Quintard ; Sec'y, H. de B. Par-
sons; Treas., William Porter Allen;" Flee: Surgeon,.
Samuel B. Lyon, M. D. ; Measurer and Consulting En-
gineer. George W. Magee, U. S. N. ; Trustees. Class of
1904, William H. Parsons, John Murray Mitchel land
WiUiam Porter Allen.

At the annual meeting for the election of officers of the
Keystone Y. C, held at the club house at Tacony, these
officers were chosen: Com., Robert W. Brown; Vice-
Com., Thomas McKane, Jr. ; Sec'y. Samuel Y. Dingee

;

Treas., Frank Fisher; Board of Directors, Samuel, Y.
Dingee. Thomas McKane, Sr., John Hirst, Jas. Ayers,
Alois J. Mullei\

'

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
John F. Byno, well known as a yacht rigger, died on

Jan. 17. He was born in 1840 at Cape Cod, and his early
life was spent in Boston, where he helped to rig many
of the best pilot boats of that port. For thirty-three years
he was with Francis Low & Co.. and then came to New-
York to manage the business of ex-Congressman Philip
B. Low, with whom he served ten years. He then started
in business for himself, and was successful. The last

yacht he rigged was Genesee, built froin designs by A.
Cary Smith for J. S. Watson. He also had charge of
rigging the yachts Lasca, Colonia and Corsair.

Mr. C. L. Eckert, of New York, has purchased the 60ft.

sloop Thistle from Mr. J. F. Fordham through the
agency of Messrs. Huntington & Seaman. Mr. Eckert is

to change her rig to that of a yawl.

1^

Mr. William P. Kirk, of Toms River, N. J., has com-
menced work on a sloop yacht for Mr. Allan Pinkerton,
which is to be completed by May 15. She is designed by
Mr. H. J. Gielow. Her dimensions are : Length over all.

41ft.; length of waterline, 26ft. 9in.
; beam, lift. 7in., and

3ft. draft. Her keel, stem and deadwood will be of oak
and she will be planked with cedar. Her joiner work will

be finished in natural wood, The cabin is large and is

fitted with transoms so that four persons may have sleep-
ing accommodations if necessary. There will be a galley,

ice box, fresh water tanks, etc.

^ ^ ^
The steel steam j-acht Alvina, built for Mr. Charles J.

Fletcher, of Providence, R. I., was launched Jan. ig from
the yards of the Harlan & Hollingsworth Companjr. The
Alvina will cost about $250,000. She is a twin> screw yacht
designed by Mr. A. S. Cheeseborough. of Bristol, R. I

Her dimensions are 215ft. over all. 20ft. Sin. beam ^nd
lift. 6in. draft. The yacht will he schooner rigged.
Alvina is intended for long voyages, and the contract
speed is fourteen miles an hour. Next summer she will
be taken to Europe. She will be elaborately furnished;
besides the five staterooms, there will be a large cabin.
Electric-light and ice-making plants will be among her
equipment.

^ 1^

Manning's yacht agency has sold for Mr. Ackerman the
sloop yacht Pocahontas to Mr. John C. Sharp, of Taun-
ton, Mass.
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Capt. Chas. Belmont, commander of the steam yacht
Saranac, owned by Mr. J. M. Quintard, was run down
and instantly killed on the night of Jan. 18 by a trolley

car in Brooklyn. Capt. Belmont was well known among
3'achtsmen along the Atlantic coast. He was fifty-five

years old, and had been an officer on the yachts of a num-
ber of well-known yachtsmen of this city and elsewhere.
He was at one time first officer of John Jacob Astor's
steam yacht Nourmahal. About thirty years ago Capt.
Belmont crossed the ocean in the schooner yacht Faustina,
being one of the first to make the trip in such a craft.

^ ^ ^
Capt. Rhoades, of the Herreshoff defender, has chosen

for his chief officer Mr. C. B. HOwell, of Port Jefferson,

li. I. Capt. Howell has been identified with yachting
since 1878. He acted as Capt. Rhoades' mate on Defender
in 1899.

—

—

International Palma Match.

Ediior Forest and Stream:
The inclosed invitation has been sent to the proper representa-

tives of the following countries: England, France, Italy, Germany,
Austria-Hungary, Switzerland, Denmark, Japan, Ireland, Scot-

land, Australia, Canada, Mexico, Argentine Republic, Brazil,

jSTorway and Holland,
Albert S. Jones,

Sec'y National Rifle Ass'n of America.
At a meeting of the executive committee o£ the National Rifle As-

sociation of America, held in New York on Dec. 22, 1900, it was
"Resolved, That the National Rifle Association of America hold
an international rifle shooting competition in the month of Sep-
tember, 1901, on the range of the National Guard of the State of

New Jersey, U. S. A., located at Sea Girt and that the Centennial
trophy "Palma," emblematic of the word s championship, the gift

iof the citizens of the United States, be again put up for com-
petition, along with such other prizes as the committee of ar-

rangements may decide, and that the secretary be authorized to

send invitations, in the name o£ the Association, to the riflemen

of all countries where rifle shooting is prominent, to send a team
tt> .participate in the said tournament."
In conformity with the above resolution I have the honor to

extend the invitation herewith, and state that it. would afford the

National Rifle Association of America, as well as the riflemen of

the United States, great pleasure to welcome to this country a

tpams of representative riflemen from
Visiting teams will be supolied, without cost by the military

authorities of the State of New Jersey, with tentage, blankets and
camp equipage.
The Sea Girt rifle range is located on the New Jersey coast,

midwav between New York and Philadelphia. Express trains

from either place, which run with great frequency, make the

journey in ninety minutes. The city of Buffalo, State of New
York, U. S. A., where the Pan-American Exposition will be held,

is only a twelve-hour journey from Sea Girt. Visting riflemen

could therefore visit the Exposition either before or after the
tournament.
The Centennial Trophy Palma Match—Value of Trophy, $1,500.—

For the championship of the world. The conditions are: Teams of

eight men; 15 shots each at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards (731.52. 822.96

and 914.40 meters).
The Hilton Trophy Match—Value of Trophy, ?3,000.—The con-

First Class.

Second Class. Third Class.

ditions are: Teams of twelve men; 7 shots each at 200, 500 aijdm yards (182.88, 457.20 and 548.94 meters).
In addition to the above are matches for regimental, battalion

and company, teams with the rifle, and for troop and squadron
teams with the carbine and revolver, as well as matches f®r club
teams .shooting with sporting rifles.

There will also be special prizes for best average and high
scores in the world's championship match.

Rifles and Ammunition.—All teams must shoot with the national
military arm of the country which they represent, without any
alteration of any kind.
The ammunition must be standard, in original packages, as

issued by the Government for troops in the field.

Positions allowed are: At 200 yards (182.88 meters), standing;
300 yards (274.32 meters), kneeling or sitting; 500 and 600 yards
(457.20 and 548.94 meters), prone, with head toward the target;
800, 90O and 1,000 yards (731.52, 822.96 and 914.40 meters), any
position.
Targets.—The targets to be used in the world's championship

match and the dimensions and count on same are as follows:
Third-class target, 4 by 6 feet (3.65 by 5.48 meters); 200 and 300

yards (182.88 and 274.32 meters). Bullseye, 8 inches (0.20 meter)
in diameter; center, 20 inches (0.50 meter) in diameter; inner,
32 inches (0.81 meter) in diameter; outer, remainder of target.

Second class target, 6 feet (5.48 meters) square; 500 and 600 yards
(457.20 and 548.94 meters). Bullseye, 22 inches (0.55 meter) in diame-
ter; center, 36 inches (0.91 meter) in diameter; inner, 48 inches (1.21

meters) in diameter)
;
outer, remainder of target.

First class target, 12 by 6 feet (10.96 by 5.48 meters); 800, 900
and 1,000 yards (731.52, 822.96 and 914.40 meters). Bullseye, 3
feet (0.91 meter) in diameter; center, 4^4 feet (1.32 meters) in
diameter) ; inner, 6 feet (5.48 meters) square; outer, remainder of
target. ,

A complete programme of events will be sent later.

Hoping to have the pleasure of welcoming to the United States
a team of sharpshooters, I remain, respectfully

Lieut. Albert Jones, Sec y N. R. A. of A.,
Care Adjutant-General, State of New Jersey, Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.
Executive Committee: Maj.-Gen. Wesley Merritt, U. S. Army;

Brig.-Gen. George W. Wingate; Brig.-Gen. George H. Harries,
Commanding District of Columbia National Guard; Brig.-Gen.
Bird W. Spencer, Inspector-General of Rifle Practice, State of New
Jersey; Brig.-Gen. John S. Saunders, Adjutant-General, State of
Maryland; Col. James M. Rice, Illinois National Guard: Lieut.
Albert S, Jones, New Jersey National Guard; Nathan Spering,
Esq., President Philadelphia Rifle Association.

Jan. 10, 190L

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.—The following scores were made in regular com-
petition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association at Four-
'^lile House, Reading road. Jan. 6. Conditions: 200yds., off-hand,
at the standard target. Strickmeier was declared champion for
the day with the good score of 88. Weather cool and cloudy,
thermometer 54, wind 3 o'clock quarter:

•Strickmeier lo 9 7 - 8 8 9 9 9 10 9—88"
8 10 69 10 9889 8—85

^. , ,
10- 7 8 9 8 6 10 7 8 8—81

Gmdele

10

7 9 8 10 8 9 10 7 8—86
9 10 979976 10 10—86
10 8 10 767989 8—82

Payne 7 9 10 7 10 6 8 9 10 7—83
79 10 66 10 997 7—80
88 10 767988 8—79

Nestler 8 7 10 8 9 9 9 9 6 9—84787857 10 8 10 9—79
66 10 7767 10 8 9-76

Lux 10 8 7 8 8 9 9 9 4 7—796676 10 10 779 9—7789878755 10 7—75
JoBscher 9 10 7 9 9 7 10 4 6 7—78599887 7 88 8—77

4 3 5 10 7 10 9 6 10 8—72
Tcpf 9 8 7 6 4 10 10 5 9 9-77

76 10 96 10 746 7—72
7 5 5 4 5 10 7 10 10 8—71

Roberts 10 10 9 9 8 5 6 8 6 8—79686967758 8—707759 10 7845 6—68
Drube S57889 S 10 6 6-73

7 7 7 10 74787 7—71
649 10 69548 8—69

Weinheimer 8 8 10 6 6 5 6 8 7 6—70
6 10 7 10 47677 6—70956865 10 57 9—70

The great national rifle shobting tournament, known as the
Third Bundes Schuetzeufest, will be held in San Francisco, Cal.,

July 14 to 23. The ranges are at Shell Alound Park, situated on
the Bay Shore, near San Francisco, with ample train service
to this fameus resort of pleasure seekers.

—^—
Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously tor a quarter-century.

If yoo want your shoot to be announced here send a

notice like the following:

Fixtures.

Jan. 29.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I,—Open live-bird iandi-
cap shoot of the Parkway Gun Club.

Jan. 30-Feb. 1.—Dayton, O.—R. O. Heikes' target tournanlent;
added money.
Feb. 6-7.—Cincinnati.—Cincinnati Gun Club's sparrow tourna-

ment. Chas, F. Dreihs, Sec'y.
Feb. 15-16.—New Orleans, La.—First annual Mardi Gras tourna-

ment of the City Park Gun Club, under the auspices of the Peters
Cartridge Co. Percy S. Benedict, Sec'y, Denegree Building.
Feb. 18-23.—Hot Springs, Ark.—Tournament of the Hot Springs

Gun Club; four days targets, two days live pigeons; $1,000 added.
C. E. De Long, Sec'y. '

Feb. 22.—Harrisburg, Pa.—Washington's Birthday live bird and
target shoot of the Etarrisburg Shooting Association.
Feb. 22.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual midwinter target tournament

the Forester Gun Club. H. H. Valentine, Mgr.
Feb. 22-23.—Colorado Springs, Colo.—Colorado State Fish and

Game Protective Association's thirteenth tournament, under the
auspices of the Colorado Springs Gun Club.
March 2.—New York.—Two-week Roof Garden tournatoent of

the National Sportsmen's Association. Capt. J. A. H. Dressel,

^March 18-19.—Ashville, N. C—The Peters Cartridge Company's
two days' target tournament.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Eighth annual spring tournament

of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100

per day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. H. P. Collins,

Sec'y. '

,• ,

April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the
Kansas State Sportsmen's Association. "j '

i

May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State "Sportsmefi's
'

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournanient of the

.

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'y.
May 14-17.—Allentown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y.

May 21-25.—Springfield, 111.—^Twenty-seventh annual tournament
and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.
Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y.
May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Clttb.

June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

June 11-13.—Sioux City, la.—Seventh annual amateur tournament
of the Soo Gun Club. W. F. Duncan, Sec'y.

June 17-20.—Warm .Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;
two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis.
June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters'

League of Wisconsin. First week in June.
July 23.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Guii Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street

and Fifty-second avenue.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.

Jan. 29.—Interstate Park.—John S. Wright's live-bird handicap
shoot.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens,_ L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's_ ninth annual Grana American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds.
June —.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Forty-third annual

tournament of the New York State Association for the Protection
of Fish and Game.
^ Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;
25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, pueens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on
L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club^Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap tournament at
live birds.

May 8-10.—Memphis, Tenn.—Interstate Association's target
tournament.
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens. L. I.—The Interstate Asso-

ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y.

June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment luider the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club,

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Cltti secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns^ also any news'notes they may care-to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing^ Company, 346 Broad-
way, New York,

The programme of the Rolla O^ Heikes tournament, Jan-. 30, St-
and Peb. 1, at Dayton O., provides a like programme for each day'
namely, eleven events, of which five are at 15 targets," five at 20-
targets, and one at 25 targets. The entrance is based upon lU
cents per target. Five dollars are' added to each event, excepting
the sixth, at 25 targets, which has $10 added. To the first high
gun of the entire programme the prize is a silver pitcher; to
second, $10; to third, $6; to fourth, $4. Mr. J. J. U. M C. Hallb'-
well will be in charge of the cashier's office. Mr. H. M. Altick
will have

.
charge of the traps. The programme presents further

information as follows: "Shoot will start promptly at 9 A. M-- at
the grounds of the Buckeye Gun Club, to reach which take a "red
car. m frdnt of Phillips House, for Fairview Park. Cars run every
seven minutes. Headquarters for shooters, the Phillips House.'
One set Sergeant system, one magautrap.. No handicap. Nobody
barred, except for using black powder or 10-gauge guns. Interstate
rules to govern. Target loads for sale at the cashier's office. "A
first-class hot dinner served on the grounds each day. Fifteen-
target events, 40, SO, 20 and 10. Twenty and twenty-five target
events, 30, 2o, 20, 15 and 10. Traps will be in order, and grounds
open for practice, Tuesday, Jan. 29. Plenty of shelter and heat
for cuiy kind of weather. Contestants making 90 per cent, or more
the first or second day Will be charged $2 extra entraaf- for the
succeeding day, which will form a purse to be divided equally
among the men shooting through the entire programme v.'ho have
on neither the first nor second days averaged 90 per cent, or liiore."

Mr. J. A. R. Elliott was attacked by the prevalent la grippe soon
after his, match with Mr. R. A. Welch. Jan. 8, and was confined in^
doors several days thereafter. On Wednesday of last week he was
a visitor in the gun colony, but was still weak, though nicely con-
valescing. In conversation with him on the topic of the Brewer-
challenges, concerning the importance of which a part of the daily
press of New York had most exaggerated opinions, he justly
stated that from his position in the trapjihooting world there was
no .reason why he should seek a match ,with Mr.. Brewer. If the
latter desired a match with him the proper procedure was to
challenge him directly. However, he had no objection to a match
with Mr. Brewer, and would authorize the following proposition
to Mr. Brewer, namely, to shoot three 100-live-bird matches, 30yds.
rise, $500 each, $1,000 on the total scores of the three matches,
whinner to take all, loser to. pay all, in the third or fourth week
of March, on some grounds of modern complete equipment. The
foregoing was said in a quiet, resolute manirer, which, was entirely
devoid of

_
the theatrical press agent style vVhich has been so con-

spicuous in Mr. Brewer's challenge generalities.

To Chicago belongs the honor of discovering a new and ef-
fective handicap, which, upon further trial, may establish the
much-to-be-desired condition wherein every man shoots alike. The
Chicago American of Jan. 11 states: "Mayor Carter H. Harrison,
handicapped by an arm sore from vaccination, managed to finish
a close second at the prize shoot of the Chicago Sharpshooters'
Association yesterday, held at the club park at Palos Springs.
He punctured a target with a rifle at 200yds. accurately enough to
score 232 points out of a possible 250. John Broekman got the
first and honor prize."

Mr. John S. Wright announces the programme for his
live-bird shoot on Jan. 29, at Interstate Park, Queens. There
will be four events, at 5. 7, 10 and 15 live birds, $3, $5, $7 and $10
entrance, birds included. Class shooting will govern the divi-
sion of the moneys. Each event will be a handicap. There will
be misses as no birds and kills in addition to the cfistance handi-
cap, in the 10 and 15 bird events. Mr. Wright will have a full
staft' of expert assistants. He intends to make the shoot oteasant
and interesting to his friends.

'

At Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I., on Friday of this week, begin-
ning at 11 o'clock, Messrs. "Job Lot" and C. Steffens have ar-
ranged to shoot a match at 100 live birds each for $;400, so'wije of
Mr. "Job Lot's" friends picking him out and backing him toi'ineet
Mr. Stel'fens. Both men are good shots, and the race, S^ere-
fore will be of special interest. On the, same day Messrs. G. E.
Loeble, at 28yds., and C. Steffens, at 30yds., both of the Teartiiette
Gun Club, shoot a race at 50 live birds each, for $100.

There was a good attendance of the Riverton Gun Club menrtbers
at Riverton, N^ J., on Saturday of last week, notwithstanding that
the weather was blusteringly wintry. The northwest gale, sweeping
across the grounds, carried the birds before it with astonishing
rapidity, notwithstanding which several straight scores were
made. There is a rumor that this week there will be a couple
of interesting matches shot on the Riverton Gun CluVs grounds.

The energetic manager of the Interstate Association, Mr. Tilmer
E. Shaner, announces that, the second atinual Grand American
Handicap* target "fournamenr of the Interstate Association will be
held at Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., on July 23 to 26, inclusive,
and that thereto will be added $1,000 in money. Also that on.
Jiine 19 to 21, at Cleveland, O., an Interstate Association " tourna-
ment will be held under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.

The second contest of the series, between teams of the Baltimore
Shooting Association and the Keystone Shooting League of Phila'
delphia-, at Baltimore, Md., on Thursday of last week, sixteen men
to. a team, resulted in a victory by the latter, the scores being 283
to 274. They now are a tie, the Keystone League having won-^he
first contest by 9 birds. The grounds of the Riverton Gun Club
were talked of for the final shoot.

On the grounds of the Forester Gun Club, Newark, N. -J., Feb.
22, Messrs. Wheeler and Fleming have arranged to shoot a match
at 10 live birds each for a stake, commencing at 9 o'clock. For
the afternoon of March 9 Air. Fleming has arranged to shoot a
match with Mr. C. Smith, at 50 targets, for a $10- stake. Mr.
Fleming is the secretary of the Forester Gun Club.

The team~ match at live birds between trapshooters of New York
and New Jersey is making progress. Messrs. Banks and Feigen-
si^an are in active correspondence on the subject, and there is every,
probability that the match will be arranged to take place in the
latter part of February next. The number of men, birds, etc., are
still tinder consideration.

US

Entries to the Grand American Handicap are taking action to
a certain extent, even at thi.? early date, and the signs

,
of .the

times indicate that it will be a great contest this year, as in the
years of the past. The preliminaries are being arranged with that
deftness, thoroughness and quickness so peculiar to. this great
organization.

On Tuesday of this week Messrs. R. A. Welch and Harold
Money shot their second match on the grounds of the Carteret
Gun Club, Garden City, L. I., for $500 a side. Mr. Welch ' won,
the score being 88 to 83. In their prior match, they- tied on
89. The conditions are unusually difficult, the boundary being
30vd.s. •

,

•?

The main event of the Parkway Gun Club's tournament, to be
held at Dexter Park, Jamaica avenue and Enfield street, Brooklyn,
Tan. 29, commencing at 10 o'clock, is at 15 birds, $6 entrance-, birds-
extra. The sweepstakes are open to all shooters.

The FojiEST AND Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday,

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us iit the

latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable, ,
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Under date of Jan, 17 Mr. J, H. McKibben, secretary of the
Peters Cartridge Companv, Cincinnati, O., writes us as follows:
"March 18 and 19, AsheviUe, N. C, two days' target tournament
by the Peters Cartridge Company, of Cincinnati, 0. Maj. E. F.
McKissick, Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, N. C."

On Saturday of last week Mr. Justus Von Lengerke, of Von
Lengerke & Delmold, started on a trip for North Carolina, to take
a weJl-earned outing in that game-favored section. He will dally

with the festive quail bird after it is duly identified by the well-

bred smell-dog.
•I

The second race of the series between the Trenton Shooting As-
sociation and the Freehold Gun Club, fixed to take place on the
grounds of the former last week, did not take place, owing to the
absence of the Freehold team, caused by illness and accident.

•5

The fourth intercity ten-men team shoot between Kansas City
and Omaha was won by the former at Kansas City, on Friday and
Saturday of last week, by the score of 433 to 440. It was a close
race. Each contestant shot at 50 birds.

Mr. Chas. L. Davis, of Warm Springs. Ga., informs us that -"the

Southern Interstate tournament will be held at Warm Springs, Ga..

June 17 to 20; two days at targets, and two days at live birds.

Mr. Davis will be the manager of it.

In the shoot of "the .Emerald Gun Club on Wednesday of last

week, at Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I., Messrs. Landcake and
Sands killed their 10 birds .straight in the club event. There were
thirty-nine contestants in this event.

The Chamberlin Cartridge & Target Co,, of Cleveland, O., offers
to the public a simple yet useful gun cleaner, specially devised for
taking the lead or fouling out of either 12 or 10 gauge guns, or. for
oiling them.

I?

Next week in the West the main shoots begin with R. O. Heikes'
tournament, followed the succeeding weeks respectively by Cin-
cinnati, O. ; Indianapolis, Ind., and Hot Springs, Ark,

•5

Mr. W. F. Duncan, secretary of the Soo Gun Club, Sioux City,
la., informs us that his club will hold its seventh annual amateur
tournament on June 11 to 13.

In the eighth trophy event of the Garfield Gun Club's shoot,
Chicago, HI., Jan. 19, Dr. Shaw, at 31yds., was the only one to
kill his 10 birds straight.

*l

The Interstate Park Handicap takes place on Wednesday of this
week, commencmg on the arrival of the 12:20 train from New
York.

The Interstate Association's tournament at Memphis, Term.,
will be held on May 8 and 10.

H
The next shoot of the Oceanic Gun Club will be held on Feb. 4

at Rockaway Park, L. I.

Bernard Waters.

No. 8:

ON LONG ISLAND.

Emerald Gwn Club.

Brooklyn, L. I., Jan 16.—There was a large attendance at the
shcot of the Emerald Gun Club, held to-day at Dexter Park, L. 1.
Messrs. Landcake and Sands were the only contestants who' killed
their 10 straight in the club event. Mr. "Johnnie Jones" acted as
scorer. The scores:

T Short, 28 211*1*1221— 8H Anderson, 25. .. .0212220200— 6H Quinn, 28.. .... .1011220022—

7

C H Cone, 28 202**00222— 5W A Sands, 30 2222222222—10
J H Moore, 28 1102120110— Y
G Breitt, 30 222011*021— 7
E J Roberts, 28. .. .2010202012— (j

Dr Stillman, 30. . . .212122222*-

9

Dr Casey, 30 0222222222— 9D Wohrman, 27.. .2210222112—

9

Hillmer, 25 1011221000— 6
Ratgen, 25... 1200222121— 8
Woeful. 28 2211110221— 9
Dr Grohl, 25. ..... .0002010222—

5

Dr O'Donoghue, 28.02220000*2— 4
Dr Miller, 28

022220122*—

7W G Amend, 28. . .102221*200— 6
Killers, 28 0210*11^*— 6

E O Weiss,
,
28 .20*1021202— 6

7 P Kay, 28 ...2021122022— 8
Dr O'Connell, 30. . .0212202222— 8Wm Joerger, 28.... 1221102220—

8

G E Greiff, 30. ... .2002222002—

6

Dr G Hudson, 28. .2212110202— 8
A Schoverling, 28.20022020*0— 4
B F Amend, 30. .. .0222212222— 9
R Regan, 28 2220022222—

S

O W T, 28... 122220*202—7
C W Billings, 28...0121101200— 7
T J Pillion, 28

0000221010—

4
Landcake, 28 1111121122—10
Kali. 25 ..,.2122211012— 9
Williams. 28 2202222002— 7M Daab. 28. ...... .2*222*0222—

7

Dr W Wood, 30... 22*2022022—

7

E J^Clark, 30 222022201*— 7
A Duncort, 25 2201222*21— 8
Warfield, 28 ..0201201112—7

Five birds:
Miller 10222—4 22220—4
Casey 20022—3 22222—5

Breitt 10002—2 2210 —3
O'Connell .....22221—5 22222—5

Sheepshead Bay Rod and Gun Club
Sheepshead Bay. L. I., Jan. 17.—The live-bird handicap of the

Sheepshead Bay Rod and Gun Club, held to-day, was well at-
tended. Messrs. Ira McKane and H. Montanus tied on straight
scores, and m the shoot-off, miss-and-out, the former won in the
second round. The scores:

Tas Voorhies, 26 1101221—

S

R Smith, 25 2010002—3
7 J Pillion. 28 2221220—6
D J Heffner, 25 2222002—5W Van Pelt, 27 *12222r—

6

A Soeller, 23 0102220—4
F Lundv. 25 00*1121—4
H Koch, 26 .,0211222—6W Lundy, 23 0120122—5
H Kronika, 26 .,2112011—6

Shoot-off for badge: '

H Montanus. 26 10

H Montanus, 26 2222122—7M Rauscher, 25 1220220—5
P Schweickert, 23 1002000—2
E Heffner, 26 2021202—5
Phil Suss, 28 1012012—5
L E Allen, 25 1012210—5
I McKane, 28 2222222—7
Dr Roof, 31 »211112*—

6

D Sloan, 28 .:2112222—

7

I McKane, 28. .22

Trap at Dexter Park.

Brooklyn, L. I., Jan. 11.—At Dexter Park, Brooklyn, the shoot-
ers encountered an all-day rain in respect to weather. Scores weremade as follows:

Twentv-five birds:
Breitt, 28 . . , , 1*22220022002102120121000—15
Steffens, 28 2122*221122*1221122112222—23

The following were also shot. No. 1 was 7 birds; No. 2, 5 birds-
No. 3, 7 birds:

'

No. 1. No. 2.
Dietzel, 28 2*21222—6 22120—4
Steffens, 28 12*0220—4 11102—4
Breitt. 28 0011122—5 00102—2
Albert, 28 ^ 21021*2—5 ....
Lang, 28 0011121—5
Kay, 28 2222220—6 21222-5
Voss. 30 1001212—5 11221—5

No. 3.

2211200—5
2201121—6
00101*2—3
1202210—5
1011211—6
2202222—6
2021122—6

New Utrecht Gon Clob.

Interstate Park, L. I. Jan. 19.—Notwithstanding that to-day
was the stormiest for a while and most wintry of this season, there
was a good attendance at the shoot of the New Utrecht Gun Club
to-day. A handicap by distance and misses and no birds as kills
were given the contestants. No. 1 was the club event. No 3
was at 7 birds, $10. Several miss-and-outs were shot. The scores-
No. 1:

T Chapman. 28, A. 2202202222— 8
S Jay. 28. B 222220*022—7
Jack, 28, B 222222222*— 9
C Lincoln, 28, B. . .2222202*22— 8

No. 2:
•

'

'
•

T Chapman. 88, B 2222222—7
S Jay, 28, C. g22220w

r Bennett, 28. A. . .2212212202— 9
r Gaughen, 29, B. .2222222222—10
Jreenway, 28 200U**221— 6

C Lincoln, 28, €.......2122220—6
*D C Bennett, 29, C.-iai*!

T Chapman, 28, B.....22202*2-5 7 Gaughen, 29, C. ..2222222—7
S Jay, 28, C 02*2212-5 D Bennett, 29, C.......1021200-4
C Lincoln, 28, C.......2222222-7 Ramapo, 28, B 220222*—

5

Jack, 28, C. 2220022-5 Pat Ray, 29, C 2222220—5

J Bennett, 28, B. 2222022—6

A denotes handicap allowance of one miss as no bird and one
miss as a kill. B denotes one miss as a kill. C one miss as
no bird. For birds only.

Oceanic Rod and Gun Club.
Rockaway Park, L. I., Jan. 21.—The weather was fine and clear,

with a light wind. The next shoot will be held on Feb. 4. In a
match at 25 targets between Messrs. E. F. Bourke and J. Stoney
the former won by a score of 17 to 15. The scores follow

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: 20 20 20 10 25 20 Targets: 20 20 20 10 25 20
Dr Bill 18 14 18 8 22 16 J Stoney 15 15 10
S Charles 16 13 14 C Karl 5 7....
O N T 13 17 15 9 20 19 O Keim . . 13 15
B Mull 9 11 8 9 .. J Jones 16 .. 19 13

Johnnie Jones.

Jeannette Gun Club.

Brooklyn, L. L, Jan. 18.—At Dexter Park to-day the following
scores were made in the Jeannette Gun Club's shoot;
Club event:

W Rottman, 28 0222200022— 6
C Meyer, 28 111.2211011— 9

C Bohling, 25 2012221220— 8

N Brunic, 28 1121112012— 9W Rolphs, 28 2221010011— 7
C Meyerderks, 25. .0001221110— 6

J Mohrmann, 28. . ..2211111211—10

G Leoble 200102122012222—11

Sweepstakes: 12 3

Meverderks 2 ..

J Bohling 3 ..

Rottman . . . • •!

C Bohling 3
Rolphs 2
Ehlen 5
G Meyer 1
C Meyer , .. 4

F Ehlen, 25 2210120100— 6

7 Kroeger, 28 220*022000—4
Job Lott, 30 2122212120— 9

C Steffens, 30 2210222122— 9
G Leoble, 28 2221221*22— 9

Kid Peters, 28

2211212102—

9

J Hainhorst, 28. .. .02210111*2—

7

Match at 15 live birds:
C Steffens . . . . 222022202000022— 9

Sweepstakes: 12 3

Steffens 4 .

.

Leoble ................. 5 ..

Lot 5 4
Peters . . 2 5
Kroeger 3 ..

Hainhorst 2 ,.

Mohrmann 4 •

Brunie 4 .

Steffens 4 .

3

Baltimore vs. Philadelphia.

Baltimore, Md., Jan. 17.—The second of the team series of live-
bird contests between teams of the Baltimore Shooting Associa-
tion and Keystone Shooting League was held to-day on the
grounds of the former. There w-ere si.xteen men on a side, al-
though the conditions as originally contemplated were for ten
men on a side. There were nine men on a side in the first
match, and Baltimore won it by 9 birds. Two sets of traps were
used,^ which expedited the shooting satisfactorily. Snow and a
12 o'clock wind were weather conditions encountered by the
shooters. Eight men from each club were formed into a squad,
each man shooting at 10 birds on each set of traps.
There was an optional $10 sweepstake, and twenty of the contest-

ants engaged in it, a * indicating such sweepstake contestant. This
made a purse of $200, which was divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent.
The conditions were: Teams of sixteen men, 20 birds each
man, 30yds. rise, 50yds. boundary, the losing team paying for the
birds. The scores:

Baltimore Shooting Association.
A H Fox ,. ....12222*22222212*22222—18
•L German 22122021222212122212—19

J W Hawkins 212222*2222122222222—19
b E Baughman 22222222222222012222—19
E W Burk 2211221122222222*212—19
G H Gent .12022202222220222222—17
•R Bond 11*11022111222110221—17
E E Burns 1022022222*222201200—14H P Collins 222220*0222222222222—17
*J R Malone 21112202212112111221—19
.T L Reifsnider 0211212*2222122220*1—16
*W H Burnham... 22221221222222222*22—19W 7 Edell 12022022202120111110—15
A R Middleton 11111*22020122220210—15
*W E Marshall 00202222221101210221—15
*W Hood 20200222212201121122—16—274

Keystone Shooting League.
*H Henry , . .„ 12101112222110122212—18
*J \ andergnft 21211122222112212220—19
*H Bucknell 22222202222222222222—19
*J R Anderson 222222222222222222*2—19
*\V W Wagner 2221202220222*120222—16W M Pack 22220220222222222222—18
*Dr Darby .22221021222112221202—IS*H L Landis 12121212120120211112—18
*I' B McCoy 22222020202222202925—10W H Wolstencroft 02012102222222122222—17
*F M Hobbs 00222220222222221222—17
*J R Painter 20201122222221121211—18
*H B Fisher 21221*2*201222202221—16
*W J Davis. 2112*212110102111222—17
•F W Van Loon 12112222122202222221—19
•I W Budd 0*222212121222222222—18—283

Boston Gun Club.

Wellington, Mass., Jan. 16.—While fine weather did not grace
the opening day of the Boston Gun Club's annual spring series
It did not prevent ten devotees of trapshooting who were pres-
ent from having a thoroughly enjoyable time. Many were the
regrets at the loss of the club's lady shooter, who has since the
last shoot departed for other regions, but we hope still to have
the pleasure of her presence on our platform once or twice during
the series.
Much interest centered in the prize match, and honors were even

between Baker and Spencer, they leading, having ground to
oo ^P^,^'^^- Leroy was not much outdone, being second

with 23, others trailing along in the rear with very different
results. Scores:

Event.s: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12
Baker, 17 8 7 8 7 10 8 8 8.. 7.. .

Leroy, 21... 7 8 9 8 6 8
Witham, 16 6 2 5 3 4
Manitoba 16 534758576 'k'i
Barry, 16 4667565837 .-
Poo'-. 16... 3 .0 .0 2 3 3 1 ......
Horace, 18 5 4 5 4 7 7
Richards, 16 4 6 "s 9 's *4 'e *7 "9

Spencer, 18 , ,. 5 8 6 8 8 4 9 7..Samuels, 16 .. 3 2 4 6 7 6.... 6
Event No. 9, 5 pairs; No. 12, 15 unknown; all others, 10 un-known.
Prize match, 30 singles, unknown angles: distance handicap:

Baker, 17. .lOlllllOmiOlllllOOllUllllll-25
Spencer 18 1H1111101111101110H110101111—25Leroy, 21

. 11111011 1111101011111111010100-23
Richards 16 100111110011101001001111001011—18
Barry. 16. 000011111110111001111011010010—18
Manitoba 16 „ : .-010101100011110101101011000011-16
Horace, 18

• .011110100010001010011011100111-16

S itham 16 0011010OllO0O0O1101O0101100010-l->
Poor, 16 000000000001010000000001101000— 5

Ossining Gun Club.

SiJJG Sing, N. Y., Jan. 19.—Only five shooters braved the 60-
mile-an-hour northwest gale, with the thermometer at iust 3above zero, to-day at the regular weekly shoot. The club housefaces to\yard the north^ and the wind, laden with snow, got in its
fine work. Rev. E. D Garnsey, of Chappaqua, one of the clubmembers a crack shot, always shooting in the old style of eunbelow elbow,_ showed that he was of "sterner stuff" than most ofthe cloth by riding seven miles across country in the teeth of the
gale It was noticed that the shooters holding their guns toshoulder were handicapped seriously. In the case of I T Wash-
burn, who on a calm day averages 85 per cent., the fact wks most
noticeable. Washburn s gun froze up after the first string, which
JJ^.^a^

measure accounts for his poor showing in the second and

E. D. Garnsey shot at 75, broke 46; C G. Blandford shot at 40
^1°^^ ^-^^nh^-v V^^^''"^ 'ii"? '''oke 14; Winiield Smith
shot at 10, broke 4; Franlc Valeatane shot at 10, broke 8. 1

C, G. B,, Caiptain O. G. Club.

IN NEW'^JERSEY.

Trenton] Shooting'^Association,

\1 111

Trenton, N. J., Jan. 16.—The members were ' on hand
early to-day in anticipation of viewing the second race
of the Freehold-Trenton Shootiiig Association series, but
the out-of-town team failed to put in an appearance. As-
sistant Secretary Ellis telephoned that, owing to the illness of
his father, and that another member of the team had fallen from
his bicycle and sprained his wrist, it would be impossible for
them to keep their engagement. "This caused some disappointment
as well as personal inconvenience to some of our people, as a
full attendance had been requested in order to do honor to the
visitors, and some of the boys dropped other matters and came
down with guns and shell cases in response to the urgent sum-
mons. After some grumbling, they got started on the balance
of the programme and shot tmtil darkness put a stop to it;_in
fact, the ties in the merchandise event were shot under very trying
conditions, as it was so dark that the targets could not be seen
until they had climbed above the sky line, and well broken targets
only could be counted.
Hall won the watch from Williams in this event, and certainly

earned the honor. Comp ran away from the bunch in the final
tie shoot-off for the Walsrode cup. lost the match race with
VVidmann. Billy lost his first bird and then ran 24 straight, a magr
nificent finish. His wife presented him with a sop earlier in the
day, and this no doubt caused his excellent form. His first child,
a girl, was also born on a day that we had a shoot, and Billy is
beginning to feel superstitious.
The weather in the early part of the afternoon was clear and

bright, but later clouded up and threatened rain.
At the business meeting three new propositions for membership

were acted upon. This makes a total of nine new members ad-
mitted during the past three months. The indications are bright
for a good season..

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 *7 *8 '9 nO
Targets: 15 15 15 15 10.. 25 10 10 10

Harrison 14 13 9 8 7 8 3—IT ,

.

Jaques 13 .. 10 .. ,.

J R Taylor 13 11 8 9 .,

James ; 13 .. 8 .. ..

Farlie 12 .. 13 .. ..

Jenkins 12 .. 8
Widmann 12 10 11 3—20 ......
Henry 11 .. .. 8
Mickel 11 10 11 .. 10 U * 3—8 1—8
Comp 11 14 12 6 j;.... 3— 8 1—10
Cole 11 11 13 U ... . 3—21 2—9 1—5
Dall 10 12 11 8 ;

Thropp 10 9 .. 8 7 8 6—16
Lutes 10 6 11 6 12
Thomas 10 12 . . 11 . . 8
Williams 9 13 10 .... 10
Corson 8 6 9 10.. 9
Maddock 5 .

.

Kirby .. 9
Emmons 8 5 6.. 6 5—IS
H Cole .. 7
Miller 4 6
Hall 7 8—21
Brouse 7 7.. 7 5—8

2—8 1—5

3 1 5 14 10—10

3—20
5—20 2— 5
4— 9

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, sweepstakes; No. 5, match; No. -7, mer-
chandise; No. 9, postponed ties for the Walsrode cup; No. 10, tie
shoot-off. The * indicates handicaps.

Geo. N, Thomas, Sec'y.

As in a Looking GIass>

We have received the following from one who is cognizant of
the subject, treated as follows:
While Brewer has been talking of shooting anybody in the

world three matches for good large sums of money, he seems to
be scarcely anxious to shoot a series of races with Jim Elliott.
Shortly after the first of the year—that is, on Jan. 4—Brewer's
backer, who is a Mr. W. J. Alden, of New York, wrote Elliott the
following postal:

"If you w'ill call at above address I will arrange three matches
with you, to be shot after the 15th. with Brewer."

Elliott was taken with the grip after his match with Welch
on the 8th inst., and did not reply to Mr. Alden's postal until
a few days ago, when he wrote that if Mr. Alden wished to make
matches between Brewer and himself he (Elliott) would be glad
to meet Mr. .Alden at the office of the W. R. A. Co., 312 Broadway,
on any day and at any hour that would suit. A little more
correspondence between the two decided upon 2:30 P. M. Jan.
22, as the day and hour for the meeting. The parties came to-
gether punctually, but Brewer would not shoot anywhere but on
the grounds of the East Side Gun Club at NewaTk. Mr. Elliott
naturally wished to have the matches shot at Interstate Park.
Elliott's proposition was as follows:
"Three matches, to be shot Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

during the last week in March, 100 birds each match, 30yds. rise,
50yds. boundary; each match to be for |500 a side, with $500 or
more on the total score made in the three matches; loser to pay
for the birds and winner to take all."

Elliott has allowed Mr. Alden and Brewer until Feb. 1 in which
to accept this offer.
In this connection it may be mentioned that on Saturday last,

the 19th inst., Elliott met with an accident. A man running
against him in a crowd at the corner of Fulton street and Broaf
way, Elliott, in endeavoring to ward him off. put out his right
hand, and had the thumb_ on that hand doubled back out of joint,
with the result that he is now carrying his hand in bandages,
badly swollen and out of business for two or three weeks to come!

In connection with the discussion between Elliott and Brewer
as to where the match should be shot. Brewer said that he wanted
to be sure that the birds were strictly first class; he was then
assured by a representative of the Interstate Park Association that
he would be permitted to furnish the birds for each match, pro-
vided it was publicly announced that the birds were supplied bv
Brewer. He then said that the system of trapping the birds from
a pit made good birds poorer when they came out of the dark
into the light. He was then assured that there would be no ob-
jection to the birds bein^ trapped from the score instead of from
underground, thus knocking out two of his objections to shooting
at Interstate Park. Thus it would seem that Mr. Brewer was
seeking how not to make a match instead of how to make a
match.

Keystone Shooting League.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 19.—A powerful winter wind was in
evidence to-day, blowing from right to left across the traps. There
was, nevertheless a large attendance of shooters. Birds, though
hard hit, were not infrequently swept over the boundary by the
galej and this explains why no straight score was made in the
semi-monthly contest for the championship challenge trophy.
F. M'. Van Loon was the holder. There were nineteen chal-
lengers. The conditions were 10 birds per man, 30yds rise
sweepstake, entrance $2.50. I. W. Budd and F. McCoy" were
first, with 9. C. E. Geikler lost 4 birds dead out of bounds The
shoot-off of the tie was at 3 birds per man. Budd won by killing
straight, while McCoy lost his second. The scores:
were first, with straight scores. The scores:

H Henry 010*122222- 7 F M Hobbs 2022000000- 3
I W Budd 2122202212- 9 C E Geikler.... i222**2*"2-

6

J Anderson 0220222220- 7 W Fees 20*0121*59- fiF W Van Loon... 2202201122- S O S Prickett
'

1*12100'02— 6Dr G D B Darby.. 22202*0201- 6 H Cashmore ..... 2222200*"o- 6
7 R Painter 2*21100021- 6 F R Alburg. .. . . . Ili220290lll S
i Brewer 2102201222- 8 E J Russell. ..... J ll25iooSo2- 6
J Vandergrift 2200112121- 8 G Hauff .... *21210o"loII fiA Baltz 0002212022— 6 W Best lOOnsoiofL «F McCoy 2220222222- 9 W H k^isi.'iiiii.lSlot 7
The second event was the Keystone weekly club handicap, 10birds handicap rise, $2.50 entrance. The event was not con-cluded until dark, and was

. only finished then by compelling allthose with 3 misses to drop out J. R. Painter and rSlwerwere first with straight scores. The score:

Henry, 30 1122220122— 9
McCoy, 30. 22222*2020— 7
Vandergrift, 30 12*0222111— 8
Hobbs, -30 2*22200w
Van Loon, 29 1120222100— 7
Darby, 29 1112222120— 9
Davis, 29 ....2121101122—9
Painter, 28 2211212111—10
Brewer, 89.,,, 2222222222—10

Fees, 28 112202**21— 7
Anderson 30 2202222*02— 7
Fitzgerald, 30 0102120w
Russell, 29 2220w
Cashmore, 30 2222202222— 9
Geikler, 28 .222220020w
Hauff, 28 100110

w

Baltz, 28.......,,....,Hlgi80|q(|_7
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WESTERN TRAPS.

Match of Wisliininne Club Membcw.
Chicago, III., Jan. 19.—Altogether the warmest thing in Chicago

trap matters for this coming week is the bloody internecine war
that has sprung ^^p among certain members of the Wishininne
Club, whose doings have from time to time appeared in these
columns. No one seems to know just where the trouble started,
but in a few days—this thing has been brewing for a month—it

had attained a definite form. It might have been Bill Haskell who
was guilty of the first challenge, and it might have been Charlie
Dennis who first hotly resented any aspersions upon his skill with
the pigeon gun. At any rate, the last few noon hours at the
Wishininne Club have been spent in consistent arguments as to
the shooting of everybody who meets there for lunCh, not ex-
cluding Mayor Harrison and ex-Mayor Washburne. Simmered
down to brass tacks, there will be a race shot at Watson's on
next Tuesday—unless somebody backs out—between C. S. Dennis
and W. L. Wells on one side and J. V, Clarke and Bill Haskell
on the other. Mr. Clarke is a prominent banker in this city, and
was this week elected president of the Chicago Clearing House,
so he shoixld have no difficulty in raising the requisite stakes,
large as they are. But he has failed to cover all the money
ofiered by the opposing faction and their friends. As much
as $4 or S5 is up now. It is all for the price of the birds, 25 birds
a corner, and I do reckon this will be the most fun ever happened
at Watson's. Bill Haskell has bet $25 against $5 that his side
wins, and has laid odds of $50 to H that he will not be low mar
of the four. Mr. Clarke has bet Mr. Dennis $5 that he will kill
more with his first barrel than Mr. Dennis, and another $5 that
he will kill more with both barrels. There is mony up that Billy
Wells, the artist man, will be high gun, and as much up that every
other fellow will be high gun. There has been very little eating
done at the Wishininne meets of late, nor does there promise to
be any until this feverish state of mind shall have disappeared,
which may only be afl:er the battle is fought out to the bitter end.
The race will be shot as early as possible on Tuesday morning,
before anybody else gets out to the grounds, this being in defer-
ence to Mr. Haskell s wish, as he is liable to feel badly if he
falls into last place. At last news to-day the odds were fluctuating
very rapidly and the talk getting hotter and hotter all the time.
The race really will be a hard-fought one, and it is a toss-up which
side will win. Wells is picked for high score and he should beat
Clarke a bird or so. Between Dennis and Haskell it is a near
thing. Haskell thought for a minute he might kill 23, but the
wagers persuaded him otherwise very soon. Then he said 22, but
changed his mind, and at last failed to connect with a bet that he
would not kill 17, and that he would not get enough to make a
pint of soup. Similar propositions were floating about at a late
hour this afternoon. We shall see what we shall see.

Ambefg—Healy.
Another warm race will in all likelihood be shot at Watson's on

the same day, between J. H. Amberg and J. M. Healy, of this
city. This race is at 50 birds per man, for the price of the birds
and a corned beef and cabbage dinner, the latter being expressly
stipulated as part of the conditions. As in the above-mentioned
race, this is a near thing on form, and it is hard to pick a winner.
This race will be shot after lunch, at Watson's, and will go to fill

nut a good day at the park.

Crescent Club Sparrow Shoot.

Crescent Gun Club, of Chicago, will hold a two days' sparrow
tournament at the grounds at Forty-seventh street and California
avenue, Jan. 26 and 27. A handsome gold medal is offered in the
State championshijp sparrow event, at 25 sparrows. $5. There will
be five events daily, and a good programme is offered, with 1,000
sparrows guaranteed on hand ready for trapping. Birds to be
trapped at 10 cents, five traps, one man up, 25yds. rise. Added
money to the F. S. Boyden medal championship shoot.

Kentucky Gun Club Would Shoot Chicago.

Mr. Emile Pragoff, of Louisville, Ky., is in town this week for a
few days, and he intimates that a team shoot could be very easily
arranged, so far as the Southern end of it is concerned, between
a ten-men team of the Kentuckj' Gun Club of his city and a team
of ten men from any one Chicago gun club. This is not offered
as any challenge or bluff, but just as a feeler and in perfectly good
faith and good feeling. The Louisville boys would want a return
race of course, and should have it, and herein lies the greatest
difficulty about concluding terms. The Chicago club men all

would be glad to shoot the visitors here, especially if they hap-
pened to come up at about the time of the sportsmen's show m
late February, but they do not know about going to Kentucky.
The members of the Chicago Gun Club are the ones to whom the
proposition was first made. The Louisville men would have
several good men, such as the Pragofts, Harry Lyons, etc., and it

would be no walkover for a team from any one<:lub of this city,

for the Kentucky contingent can keep on picking ©ut pretty good
ones from their list. It is to be hoped that this event will be
arranged.

Two Other Team Races Off.

There was some hope of a team race between ten Milwaukee men
and ten of this city, the Cream City men to come from the
National Gun Club, and the Chicago team from the Garden City
Club. This arrangement was open to modification in case the
race took a tendency to an intercity shoot. There seems, however,
to have been a considerable misunderstanding on the part of the
Milwaukee boys, and Mr. Bush, of Milwaukee, who is in town
to-day, says they do not ratify any challenge as coming from
them, and says that perhaps the matter arose out of some mis-
understood talk of a personal nature. Mr. J. H, Amberg, who
had details in charge here, to-day thought that there was not
likely to be any race between the two towns, though there may
something turn up suddenly later on.
There was also some talk of a race with a St. Louis team, to be

held at Chicago this winter, but nothing worth calling a cer-

tainty develops as yet regarding that. So, with three very good
citj' team proposals before its, we are in the attitude of not
securing any one of the three, which is too bad, as the game here
could stand a little stirring up of the right sort.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, Tan. 19.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the eighth trophy shoot of the

season. Dr. Shaw carried off the honors of the day, being the
only one to go straight in the main event. A strong S.W. wind
blew directly across the traps, and the birds were an extremely
fast lot, taken as a whole—as fast a lot of birds as I have seen
trapped in many a day. Several visitors favored us with their
presence, among whom were Dr. Kelly, of Winnipeg, Man., a
genial gentleman and an excellent shot; also Mr. and Mrs.
Wachsuruth, both of whom participated in one event. Tlie at-

tendance was only fair for our club:

Trophy Event.
Delano, 27 202*000120— 4

McDonald. 28 1112122120— 9

Dorman, 28 *11*21*102— 6

A McGowan, 27 2110221002— 7

Dr Meek. 31 2211010212— 8

Palmer, 31 *02112*021— 6

Dr Shaw, 31 2222222222—10
T W Eaton, 30 02*1*21111— 7

Barnard, 30 122*210002— 6

Von Lengerke, 31.... 2222222220—9
Dr Mathews, 29 1110*11222— 8

Nusly, 28 0101120211— 7

Keck 28 2111*02012—7
Kehl," 26... 0010022002—4
.Marshall, 28 101M0*2—

5

Ellis, 30 0'»21*2—

3

Dr Huff, 29 21011—4 102110-^
Dr Keele, 30 212222-6 211020—4
Mr Wachsuruth. 28 102'i'02—

3

Mrs Wachsuruth, 25 _ _ 101000—2

No. 1.

100011—3
022020—

3

222222—6
*12101—

4

211112—

€

221122—

e

''11122—5
101120—4
211112—6
222222—6

022002—3

No. 2.

012000—2
201112—5
212220—5
221212—6

2ii226—

5

22io*i—

4

12*120-^
222222—6

ii62i6—

4

121202-5

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Chicago Gun Club.

,an. 19.—The scores made by Chicago Gtm Qub contestants at

atson's Park to-day are appended:

F P Stannard, 29.... 200228(W02l*m—

9

W F De Wolf, 28 222201801000023^ 7
E M Steck. 3Q: rr ,.2fXmW}ZSSSSXhrn

W^£

Dr Miller, 30.. 111221122222102-14R Balmer, 27 , 02*210P1202121—10
Mack, 28 211*01*0'*101202— 8
Six birds, $2, two moneys:

,Dr Carson 221111—6 Dr Miller 211111—6
Steck .........220212—5 Mack 2l*002-3
Jones 02'«210—3 Stannard 222122—6

Practice event:
Steck 1111121211020222010 Jones 011111
Miller 021112012212220102 Balmer 021200101
Carson 021202 Stannard 122
De Wolf 10*220001

Ravelrigg,

Audubon Gun Club.

Chicago, Jan. 15.—At Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, to-day,
the live-bird shoot of the Audubon Gun Club resulted as follows:

Von Lengerke.222222222222202—14 Ellis 102222111101212—IS
C Wilcox 2*00w Col Felton....1112*1011112011—12H Odell 22*211121222201—13 Oliphant 1021012112*1011—11
Wells .122222111211111—15 Myrick 0*0220022200100— 6
Palmer 12221111*211222—14 Tones 0100*1010211222— 9
Amberg 221221212222212—15 Weber 111102212221002—12

Practice

:

Felton 21211 Wilcox 22
Mvrick 222*1210212012112211 Wells 2
Odell 11111*2112021111*211 Amberg 122
Palmer 11210112022*11020111 Oliphant 120

Jan. 17.—Practice

:

J Jones 200121001120*2*2*002221112011002111010212102101011—32

Kansas City vs. Omaha.
Kansas City, Jan. 19.—The fourth intercity shoot between

Omaha and Kansas City wing shots took place at Washington Park
yesterday and to-day, and resulted in a decisive victory for the
Nebraskans by a general team score of 440 to 433.
The conditions were the same that prevailed in former shoots

—

ten men to a team at 50 birds to each man.
Charlie W. Budd, of Des Moines, la., was mutually agreed on as

referee, and James Whitfield, of Kansas City, scorer.
The weather was ideal for the sport, being clear and cool, and

the birds as a whole were fast to wing and rapid and strong in
flight. The birds Friday were probably a shade faster than those
during the last day, but not a half-dozen birds were "no-birded"
out of the 1,000 trapped in the team race. This probably accounts
for the poor showing made by some of the steadiest shots, notably
Dick Linderman, of Nebraska, who scored only 38. Walter Allen,
Bramhall, Kelly and W. W. Herman, of Kansas City, all shot in
bad form, and Tom Norton did not do mucli better. The shooting
generally was not nearly up to the standard set at Omaha about
six weeks ago, when Kansas City won by a score of 455 to 451,
but some of the shooters claim that the birds in the race here the
past two days were considerably faster than those trapped at
Omaha.
James B. Porter and Frank Beard were the fir.st pair up, and

the Kansas City man beat his opponent 3 birds on a score of 46
to 43. Will Herman and George H. Watson ne.xt met, and the
latter, although a green shooter, trimmed Herman by 4 birds,
placing Omaha 1 in the lead. Gus Rickmers and "Plumber" Read
were next to the score, and the Dutchman put it on his Omaha
rival by 1 bird. This was a \'ery interesting match and the score
of 45 to 44 admitted excellent, considering the quality of the birds.
R. Kelly, of Kansas City, next met W. Townsend, and the little

fellow from Omaha made Kellj^ look like a selling plater, beating
him by a score of 47 to 39, which put Omaha 8 birds in the lead.
Walter Allen and Frank Crabill were the next two, and again

the Omaha man was victor, defeating Allen 43 to 41. Botli shot
in poor form, Allen getting off badly, and Crabill finishing weak.
With the score in favor of Omaha by 10 birds at the half-pole, J.

W. Bramhall and Dan Bray, "the iceman," locked horns, but
Bramhall was clearly out of form, suffering from a severe cold
which had settled in his eyes, and Bray added 6 more to Omaha's
lead, beating Bramhall 46 to 40. This put Omaha 16 birds to the
good, and shooting closed for the day. '

The match was resumed to-day with "Cook" Herman and Dick
Linderman as opponents, and as Herman was in great form and
Linderman slower than an ice wagon, the Kansas City man cut
down the Omaha lead an even 10 birds on a score of 48 to 38.

This' set the visitors guessing, although they were still 6 to the
good, and it looked like a forlorn hope.
Tom Norton and Jim Smead next faced the traps, and Smead

beatithe Peters representative by 4 birds on a score of 47 to 43,

giving Omaha 10 birds the best of the race,

Chris Gottlieb and George Loomis were next called, and "'Slob,"
as Gottlieb is familiarly known, beat his man in the hardest fought
race of the match by a score of 49 to 48, which cut the Omaha lead
down to 9 birds. Gottlieb also made the high run of the shoot,
killing 48 straight.
With 9 birds to the good, Omaha presented "Old Buffalo

Hump" Frank Parmelee, who was pitted against Jim Elliott's

brother Dave, and there was a heap of speculation on the re-

sult, which ended in a victory for Dave Elliott by a score of 46

to 44, which cut the Omaha's lead down to 7 birds.

Each team won five of the individual races. To-night tlie visit-

ing sportsmen were entertained at a Itincheon and "smoker" at

Herman's restaurant, and it was after midnight before the party
adjourned.
Speeches Were made by Judge McCauley and Carskadon, At-

torney-General Boyle, Major Julian, Chris Gottlieb, Frank S.

Parmelee, iVIr. McDonald, and others, and the sportsmen separated
with the utmost good fellowship prevailing.

There wa.s not a single jar or unpleasant incident to mar the
two days' sport, and such gatherings do much to advance the in-

terest in trapshooting. and bring big-hearted sportsmen closer to-

gether.
The scores, as especially prepared for the Forest and Stream,

were as follows, and give a better idea of the merits of the con-
testants than columns of introductory remarks could do:

F Beard, Omaha....". 10122212*22222122*2222012-21
21212221202*0222222122121—22—43

J B Porter, Kansas City 22122122222*122122221221*-23
22U 22221*222221222122220—23-46

W W Herman. Kansas City *1202022001010212222*1022-16
11212*1211*22022022222110—20—36

Geo Watson Omaha 2222122*22202102222220222—21
122222**22220*20202222222—19—40

J C Read, Omaha 22*222222222*210222222122—22
22211*22201 222221 2^:2222*2—22—44

A F Ricicmers, Kansas City .2221112012121222202102122—22
2221 21221111122210*221222—23^5

R Kelley, Kansas City 11222121111*110221*222112—22
0012002021022202122220222—17—39

W D Townsend, Omaha. 2211222222212101222122212—24
2222202122222222211222022—23—47

F Crabill, Omaha 2222220222221222222222202—23
. , 2021222120222002222222220—20—43

W S Allen, Kansas Gjty,^ 222102220*2201*2212*20202-17
2221122222201222222121222—24—41

J W Bramhall, Kansas City. 1222122222000122222*21222—21
2202222*222022222222*1002—19—40

D Bray, Omaha 22*122122*212202221221222—22
22212222222222222222*1221—24—46

Dick Linderman, Omaha..- 20*222222220202221212112*—20
22*22222222*22*0*01122210—18-38

C C Herman, Kansas City 2122222222212212212222122-25
1122112222*121222121*1122—23—18

Tom Norton, Kansas City 02222222*2222222202222*22—21
21201221*2220222222222222—22—43

Tim Smead, Omaha *222022221222222222222222—23
2222222222202211211122222—24—47

Geo Loomis, Otnaha 22222*2222222222222222222-24
222222222222222222*212222—24—48

Chris Gottlieb, Kansas City 2221222222222222222222212—25
2222222222221222222222202—24-49

Dave Elliott, Kansas City 222222102*111122111222112—23
212*11122122121221221211*—23—46

Frank Parmelee, Omaha 22*2222222220022222222222—22
22222222222222*2220022222—22—44

Br- Carson, 30. • >«•«»«« ..^01

Recapitulation:
Kansas City.

Porter ...46

Herman ^
Rickmers 45

Kelley 39

Allen - 41

Bramhall ..40

Herman .,,,,..,,.».,.,, ..48

Norton ,,......,,43

Gottlieb .....49

Elliott "..••••4§-:4h!'

Omaha.
Beard 43
Watson 40
Read 44
Townsend 47
Crabill 43
Bray 46
Linderman , 38
Smead .....47
Loomis ..........48
Parmelee 4^-440

The Genesis of the Donation*
St. Louis, Mo,, Jan. 12—Editor Forest and Stream: There was.

a. time^ when we could get together a good amount of "added
money" as an attraction at trap tournaments by selling advertising
space in programmes at so much per page to the manufacturers
of guns, powders, shells, etc. The last few years it has been a
hard matter to sell enough pages to those people to pay for print-
ing the programmes, let alone gathering together any "added
money," Don't you think the manufacturers ought to help us
out, and make up the "added money" to draw a crowd to every
tournament? There is some argument on this point, and we want
you to give us the benefit of your opinion. Yours truly.

An ex-Secretarv.

The above embodies so much of general interest that we will
answer it at some length.

Tlie manufacture of sportsmen's supplies is governed by the
same laws of trade which govern other business. Business usage
prescribes that, if one desires to own the goods of another, he may
do so by purchase or trade, buyer and seller agreeing. This
however, does not apply to matters of charity. It is therefore
self-evident, if the foregoing is admitted, that clubs and indi-
viduals have no claims whatever on that material evolution of
modern trapshooting art, obtained by various processes, called
euphemistically "a donation."
I'rom time immemorial, however, the donation—from the other

ftllow—has been popular, and eagerly promoted among all races
and classes of men. The profound appreciation of the other fel-
low's donation seems to be a phase of human nature which
changes not with the passing of the years, nor with the mutations
of matter. If one is personally asked to donate, the virtue of the
donation then seems to have quite a different significance. The
arguments made so sweetly by a donee seem to lose much force
if the donee is expected to become the donor.
Sancho Panza, the simple-wise squire of the renowned Knight

Don Quixote de la Mancha, on occasion sagely remarked that
n?ankind was divided into two classes, namely, the "Haves" and
the "Have Nots." It is not to be understood by his utterance
that one class had nothing and the other had everything, but rather
that every one desired to have something or other which he or she
did not possess, yet which was possessed by others.

It is a peculiarity of the "Have Nots" that they have always been
prolific with advice and commendation, seemingly unselfish, which
they gratuitously have conveyed to the "Haves," the trend of
which is that if they, the "Haves," would loosely detach some
or all of their belongings in such a manner and free of cost, to
the end that said belongings would directly become the property
of the "Have Nots," the "Haves," in some deeply occult manner
which was not to be investigated too curiously, would thereby
be fulfilling a .simple duty incurred no one knows how, besides
tliereb}^ further performing an act which in some vague manner
would redound to the eternal glory, prosperity and happiness
of the "Haves," concerning which no one knows why, on the
prertiises set forth.
More specifically, the present attitude of the powder, shot, sports-

men's goods and ammunition manufacturers, etc., in respect to
the matter of donations, was brought about by an abuse of their
generosity. It is a consequence of a long series of antecedent
causes, embodying the principle of the "donation," a term which
was supposed to signify a -voluntary contribution, but which in
reality siginfied a more or less informally organized system of
getting the manufacturers' goods. Of course, there were clubs
and associations which did not seek to obtain donations at all, or
who, seeking them, did so in good faith, and in a reasonable man-
ner. Of these we do not treat.
The abuse of the donation grew to such a degree that it became

an intolerable evil. From giving voluntarily and sometimes
lavishly, all branches of trade were drummed up systematically.
So solicitous were many managers of trap tournanients for the
prosperity of the manufacturers that they expended money freely
for printed circulars or circulars printed in imitation of type-
written copy, etc., therein earnestly calling the attention of manu-
facturers and dealers to the advantages derived from an adver-
tisement in the programme at $10 or $25 or $50 per page, or from
donating a gun, keg of powder, bag of shot, shoes, clothing, fish-
ing tackle—anything, in fact, which had a value; and also of the val-
uable good will to be derived therefrom by the donor. It was never
shown just how an advertisement would pay the advertiser, when
published in a few copies of a programme, nor how any particu-
lar good will or lasting benefit could be conferred on the donors
by the donees. Every shooter uses such ammunition as best suits
his own personal interests, so that when a tournament was over it

is quite safe to assume that the goods having been delivered, alt
thought concerning them by the donees ended with that circiiin-
stance, and the world moved on as theretofore. Every mail was
burdened with letters, each with its special plausible plea, asking
for the "donation." Some would go so far as to intimate that. In
case of a refusal,

_
their influence and support would be thrown

in favor of trade rivals. To secure the local advertising the threat
of a boycott, more or less veiled, also was not uncommon. Herein
lies a nice point of ethics. It is a crime to forcibly abstract money
directly from a man's pocket, but actively and maliciously to
take steps to check or stop money from going into his pocket
in a legitimate manner is different. The trade rivalries were
utilized. A, a manufacturer, was shown that B, a rival manu-
facturer, had taken a page of advertising; therefore if A did not
take another page, he was in deadly peril of great loss. The whole-
sale raiding resulted in driving manufacturers into a defensive
alliance. They combined and shut their doors on the abuse. The
powder manufacturers, two or three years ago, entered into an
agreement to stop donations entirely. This included advertising'
in programmes.
The manufacturer has a right to conduct his business in his

own manner. He has a right, therefore, to advertise as he
chooses. Because he mariufacturers ammunition it is not a
consequence that he is running a charitable or educational institu-
tion. The shoemaker hardly considers that he should give a box
of shoes to the managers of a picnic because shoes are worn at
picnics; so of the butcher, the baker, the candlestick maker. No
doubt the manufacturer is free to give to any organization he
pleases, but such is not discrimination again.st any other organ-
ization, for every one has a right to do as he pleases with bis
own. This applies to the donor as well as the donee.
A trapshooting tournament, precedents to the contrary notwith-

standing, should be self-.supporting. The pride of the individual
as it exists against begging should be the same pride when he
is one of a group, and the sum total of all the pride of the
group against begging should be the sum total of the pride of all

its members. When something is soUcited, it ceases to be a
"donation."
In respect to "added money," derived from donations, no or-

ganization has any cause whatever for a complaint or grievance
if any manufacturer refuses a request to donate.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT

Florida.

TWO WEEKS' TOUR VIA PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

The first Pennsylvania Railroad tour of the season to Jackson-
ville, allowing two weeks in Florida, will leave New York, Phila-
delphia, Baltimore and Washington by special train on Feb. 5.

Excursion tickets, including railway transportation, Pullman ac-
commodations (one berth), and meals en route in both directions
while traveling on the special train^ will be sold at the following
rates: New York, $50; Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Baltimore and
Washington, Pittsburg, $53, and at proportionate rates from
other points.
For tickets, itineraries, and other information, apply to ticket

agents; Tourist Agent at 1196 Broadway, New 'York; 4 Court
street, Brooklyn; 789 Broad street, Newark, N. J.; B. Courlaender,
Jr., Passenger Agent Baltimore District, Baltimore, Md.; Colin
Studds, Passenger Agent Southeastern District. Washington, D.
C.; Thos. E. Watt, Passenger Agent Western District, Pittsburg,
Pa.; of to Geo. W. Boyd, Assistant General Passenger Agent,
Broad Street Station, Philadelphia.—

There ia a substantial trend toward the best guns by purchasers.

Mfessrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales inform us that they have sold

more of their $375 grade Daly gvms in December and January
than ever before in the same leng^th of time.

A Memphis, Tcnn., business man writes: "I am unable to stBte

how mucn pleasure your paper gives me, and aside frpm ^rticj^
contained therein, belipve I read every 'ad.'"
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THE BOY AND THE DOG.

There is no more entertaining column in the average

daih' newspaper than that in which the editor gives his

readers a free forum in which to air their views on all

conceivable subjects, from the mast-heading of a city

hall flag on the occasion of a Queen's demise to the best

.

expedient for solving the dog problem. The dog problem

in town, it need not be said, is for those who like dogs to

maintain their dogs and live in amity with their neigh-

bors who detest dogs. In congested centers of population

the dog is not infrequently an occasion of bitterness and

back-biting between very respectable citizens who other-

wise would be disposed to keep the peace.

In the country, where folks live under less restraint

and without the vexatious friction of the town, the

youngster who joys in the possession of a pet—^blue-

blood or mongrel—knows none of this heartburning

which for his city cousin diminishes in some degree the

satisfaction found in owning a dog. There is no truer

friendship than that of the boy and the dog. There are no

happier days to which the grown man may look back

with a tender regret for their passing than the days spent

in the old home fields with the faithful four-footed com-

panion of youth. Confidence between boy and dog was
perfect. . The dog perhaps was not a thoroughbred and

had come into the world minus a pedigree, but the boy

accepted him for what he was, and in the blessed in-

genuousness of youth may even have found an occasion

of added pride in the dog in some characteristic which he

now knows was highly to the animal's 'discredit as deter-

mined by the bench show standards.

And as for the dog, on his part too he took the boy for

what he was, asking of him no more than that he should

condescend to make of himself a demigod for unstinted

confidence, affection and worship.

If the scientists would devise a way to represent the

care free happiness of boyhood days in some equivalent

of foot pounds, the amount of it justly accredited to the

companionship of boy and dog would be expressed in

many tons.

THE SUNDAY SHOOTER.

Of the two hundred and odd arrests for violation of the

fish and game laws in Massachusetts last year, more than

one-quarter were for unlawful shooting on Sunday, and

yet the reports of the deputy game wardens show that

there was much less Sunday hunting during that period

than in any other recent year. This decrease has been

due in large measure to the activity of the wardens, paid

and unpaid, who have given special attention to the Sun-
day shooter. One deputy, for instance, writes, "Although
ordinarih'- a regular church-goer, I have since my ap-

pointment been roaming the mountains endeavoring to

promote a better observance of the Lord's day and at the

same time to do something for the preservation of the

game." Our consideration of the Massachusetts law
against Sunday shooting has to do with its bearing on the

preservation of the game, and not with any "promotion of

a better observance of the Lord's day." With Sunday
hunting as a religious or moral question we have nothing
to do. We may safely leave that for others who are

charged with the consideration of such subjects, and we
are all the more free to do this, now that Representative

MacCartney, the Unitarian clergyman whs represents

Rockland in the Massachusetts Legislature, has introduced
in the House a bill to repeal the law which forbids shoot-

ing on Sunday. We may leave the clergymen to settle

among themselves the rights and wrongs of Sunday hunt-
ing; but certainly all friends and supporters of game
protection in Massachusetts will oppose opening the day
tp the Sunday gunner.

As a rule in Massachusetts, as in all densely populated
regions, the Sunday gunner is an unmitigated nuisancft.

He is a type of foreign extraction, and has a foreign

way of regarding everything that flies or creeps or crawls

as legitimate game for his gun. In fact, as a rule he

does not hunt true game, but pots the song birds and

pursues them on territory where he has no right to be.

He is a trespasser, an invader of private property, and the

Massachusetts farmer or other land owner ought not to be

compelled to be on the alert to chase Sunday shooters off

his fields. When we take into account the annoyance

Sunday hunting creates and the innocent bird slaughter

it involves, we are astonished at the action of Representa-

tive MacCartney. If the desired repeal is in behalf of the

wildfowl gunners, the purpose could be better attained by

the adoption of an amendment proposed the same day by
Representative Gardner, to permit the taking of fish and
the shooting of water fowl and marsh game birds on Sun-
day. But even this would not be a desirable change. The
granting of one day of immunity to the game in the fields,

on the marsh and on the waters is wise and profitable

from a game preservation point of view. Certainly this

step to open Sunday shooting will not have the support

of the officials and the associations who are most closely

concerned with Massachusetts game protection and most
active in its promotion.

that furnish good salmon fishing and that are easily

reached often amount to several thousands of dollars an-

nually, and one can have fishing at moderate cost only

through invitation from some lessee.

OUR ILLUSTRATION SUPPLEMENTS.

We give to-day the last of a series of four illustration

supplements. The subjects as printed are as follows:

Nov. 3.

—

In the Fence Corner. By Wilfred P. Davison.

Dec. I.

—

When Food Grows Scarce. By Wilfred P.

Davison.

Jan. 5.

—

Quail Shooting in Mississippi. By Edm. H.
Osthaus.

Feb. 2.

—

In Boyhood Days. By Wilfred P. Davison.

These pictures of outdoor life many a reader has been

good enough to tell us have given much satisfaction, and
have been looked for as a very welcome feature of Forest
AND Stream. Others are in preparation, the subjects and
dates of publication to be announced later.

SALMON RIVERS.

A correspondent inquires : "Please inform me where I

can obtain salmon fishing next summer at moderate cost

and with a certainty of success. American rivers of the

Atlantic coast."

The latter part of the question is more easily answered
than the first. Salmon are apt to rise well to the fly when
the weather and water conditions are favorable on almost

any of the Atlantic coast streams during the run. It is

usually necessary to make more or less study of a stream

in order to know when the run occurs, in which parts of

the stream the salmon stop to rest and which flies are most
attractive. There is free fishing on the Penobscot, St.

Croix and Denny's rivers in Maine; in some of the Nova
Scotia streams, and in nearly all of the Newfoundland
streams. The salmon fishing on the Penobscot River is

confined practically to the pool at Bangor, and the pool is

crowded with fishermen. The short series of pools on the

St. Croix River at Calais furnish very good fishing, but

the fishing is almost in the city, and one does not have
the outing that adds' to the charm of such royal sport.

The Denny's River fishing has recently been ruined by a
saw mill at the head of tide water. Almost all of the

larger Nova Scotia streams furnish free salmon fishing,

but as at Bangor, the pools are apt to be so crowded with
fishermen that there is unpleasant interference. In Cape
Breton and in Prince Edward Island the fishing is free,

but the streams are for the most part so small that salmon
do not run up to spawn until the breeding season is

close at hand.

The Newfoundland streams at present afford the best

free salmon fishing, and a large number of the rivers of
both the east and west coasts abound in salmon. If New-
foundland becomes a Canadian possession there will prob-

ably be no free fishing, and no salmon rivers to be bought,
as the, Canadian Governmes-t is cognizant of the value of

such properties, and its policy is to lease rather than to

sell. A number of Canadian salmon rivers are offered

for lease annually at a moderate rental, say from $200 to

$500 for the season, but these rivers are so inaccessible

that the whole cost of the trip is apt to amount to a con-

siderable sum—more than would be egJIed moderate by
the average fisherman. The rentals of the Canadian rivers

NEW YORK'S FISH AND GAME INTERESTS.

The report of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission
of New York State, portions of which will be found else-

where in this issue of Forest and Stre.\m, is a notable

document. It is highly gratifying and most unusual on
account of the positive ground that it takes and the ad-

mirable recommendations that it makes to the Legislature.

Among the recommendations are:

That the Constitution shall be so amended as to pro-

vide for the practice of forestry on State lands and the

sale of dead, dying or mature timber under proper safe-

guards.

That authority be given to the Commission to set aside

certain portions of the State lands as game refuges, and
absolutely to prohibit the killing of wild animals on these

refuges.

That the anti-hounding law be permanently extended,

and that no dogs of any breed which will pursue deer be

allowed m the woods at any time.

That the killing of does be prohibited at all times.

That spring duck shooting be forbidden.

To these is added an urgent plea for the better pro-

tection of the streams of the State from pollution. As
the Commission well says, this is a matter of vital im-
portance, and not to be dismissed as having to do merely
with the lives of some fishes, the pleasure of some anglers

or the dividend of some pulp mills. It has to do with
the water which we drink and which we use in all our in-

dustries. It is a strong appeal for real action on the part

of the Legislature to protect the people at large.

It were too much to hope ^ that all the good things

recommended in this report should at once come to pass,

yet it is certainly most encouraging to find that the Com-
mission realizes that the forests of the State should be so
used as to produce an income and that for advice and
assistance in this matter they have gone to the best man in

the country. The recommendations as to game refuges
and as to closing streams to public fishing for a brief

period are highly commendable, nor will there be much
difference of opinion with regard to the wisdom of per-
manently prohibiting the killing of does and the for-

bidding of spring shooting.

SNAP SHOTS.

At the meeting of the Adirondack Guides' Association
last week the honorary president. Dr. Kendall, celebrated

in well chosen words the high character of these men of

the North Woods as the trusted guardians of those who
are committed to their care. The record in this respect

held by the Adirondack guides is a credit to American
manhood. Some of us can remember how a few years

ago, when a so-called North Woods guide was guilty of

a gross betrayal of his trust, the true guides of the region

indignantly denied that the man was of their guild or

deserved the title of Adirondack guide, and they proved
their case, much to their own satisfaction and to that of all

others who rejoiced to see the woodsmen relieved of a

stigma.

We give elsewhere some extracts from the report of

the Massachusetts Commission of Inland Fisheries and
Game. Under the able management of Chairman Collins

and his associates, the game and fish interests of Massa-
chusetts have assumed an importance in the public estima-
tion not heretofore accorded them. The work of stock-

ing the waters and protecting them when stocked and of
increasing and conserving the game supply in the covers
has been put on a business basis. Massachusetts affords

an admirable example of what any State may do to defend
and promote its native resources, if once the task be given
into the charge of competent and earnest and diligent

trustees.

A bill has been introduced in the Maine Legislature
providing for a thousand-dollar fine for shooting a human
being in the woods. We have had much speculation from
time to time as to what the effect of a statute against mis-
taking man for beast would amount to ; now let us trust
that Maine mil actiially put the plan to a test
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The Passing of Satan.
Hiram Meeks threw away the stick on which he had

been whittling, closed his jack-knife with a snap and rose
slowly to his feet.

"By Godfrey, I'll do it ef hit takes a leg," he declared
aloud, in the tones of a man who after long deliberation
has settled some question of weighty import in his mind.

Tt was apt to prove a cause for deep regret—^this de-
cision of his—gance it involved an act of no less temerity,
or even folly, than the purchase of a certain, four-footed
beast known far and near as "that mule'o' Saunders'."
Hiram had been debating the question with himself for
two whole days, to the exclusion of all other thoughts.
In a measure Sam Hawkins was to blame for this state
of affairs, for it was he who had informed Hiram that
the mule could be "bought for a song." Some people
can never resist the temptation of a bargain. Hiram
shared in the general feeling of distrust in which this

creature of ill repute was held hy the entire community;
on the other hand, he was greatly in need of another
beast of burden on his farm, as his entire live stock con-
sisted of a solitary bay mare of uncert-ain age, whose
days of usefulness were on the wane. The mule in

question was without doubt of a superior breed phys-
icallj' as well as mentally, although greatly deficient in

amiability; but Hiram was under the impression that
this latter undesirable trtiit of character was due to a lack
of proper training". Therefore, after considering all sides

of the question, he had come to the conclusion that if

Saunders were willing to part with the mule at a suffi-

ciently low figure, he himself would assume the grave
responsibility of ownership.
He was the possessor of a small fortune amounting to

forty dollars—the savings of years—and with this sum
he hoped to complete the purchase. A good mule was
worth considerably more than this amount, but if Sam
Hawkins had told the truth Savmders did not expect to
sell his mule for anwhere near its full value. Well, it

would do no possible harm to investigate the ma±ter, so

Hiram removed his treasure from its secret hiding place

and set out on his visit to Saunders.
It Avas early in December. The air was fresh and in-

vigorating, and Hiram covered ground rapidly with his

long, swinging stride. As he drew near the abode of

Saunders he looked about for some sign of that in-

dividual. The sound of a voice coming from the direction

of the barnyard reached his ears, and he approached the

fence and peered over. The voice was Saunders'. He
was seated on an overturned water trough in his favorite

attitude, and addressing his remarks to the only other
occupant of the yard—^his notorious black mule.
The mule was hitched to the stable door by a heavy

rope that encircled his neck, and he seemed greatly

depressed in spirit. Though well acquainted with this

fickle-minded creature, Hiram had never before seen him
in such a melancholy mood, and his curiosity was aroused
as to the cause of his dejection. He therefore inter-

rupted Saunders' invective against mules (for such
seemed to be the tenor of his remarks) with an:

"Howdy, Eb! What 'pears t' be the trouble?"

Saunders turned his head without otherwise disturbing

himself.

"Howdy, Hi," he responded. "'Ther' ent no trouble

t' speak on, I was jest a-tellin' Satan a few idees 'baout

his doggon self an' his hull doggon relations."

"Who all's Satan?" Hiram inquired, puzzled at the

name.
"That air mule thar," Saunders answered, indicating

the black mule with a nod. "Ever sence he made all

that fussin' with them Wright county folks I've called

him Satan. 'Twant my idee. 'Twas Sam Hawkins'.

Sam's up on religion, y' know, an' he sez I orter call

him Satan, so I done it. Hit seems t' suit him fust

rate."

"What's he been doin' naow that y' got him all tied

up?" Hiram asked.

"Nuthin special," said Saunders. "I've lieked him till

I'm tired an' he don't seem t' give a cuss; but when he's

hitched that away with a slipknot raound his neck an'

I preach at him, he don't seem t' feel so doggon gay like.

Hit sorter takes the sperits out o' him. But whar you all

baound fer?"

"Oh, I was jest passin' 'long this way," Hiram replied,

evading the question, "an' I thought I'd stop an' see how
you all v/as gittin' on."

"Better come in an' sit daown awhile," Saunders sug-

gested.

"Don't care ef I do," said Hiram.
He entered the barnyard and, seating himself beside

his friend, waited for a favorable opportunity to open
negotiations. As Saunders' mind was filled with nothiiig

but thoughts of the mule, Hiram was not kept long in

suspense.
"Say, do y' know that mule ent brayed onct sence he's

bin hit'ched that away?" the old man remarked. "He
used t' keep it ttp 'baout all night, an' I got so used t'

hearin' him I can't sleep good sence he quit. Funny, ent

it?"

"Hit air that," Hiram assented. "That mule's made
a heap o' trouble fer you all, ent he?"

"Heaps an' heaps," Saunders made answer, casting his

eyes severely on the subject of the conversation.

''Say, Eb." Hiram drawled after a moment's medita-

tion, "what'l! you all take fer the mule? What's yore

lowest figgers?"

'•Meanin' Satan?" Saunders asked in amazement.
"Meanin' Satan, to be sure," said Hiram.
"Re y' jokin' or in arnest?"

"Solemn arnest."

*'What in blazes do you all want t' buy sech a devul

tiv a -critter fer?" Saunders asked with increasing wonder-

ment. "I don't 'low t' cheat no friend o' mine that

away. Hi. That air mule's a mean, onery cuss, that's

what "be is, an' he knows hit by this time. I was figgerin*

t' sell him over in Wright county."

"Waal, what'll f take fer him?" Hiram persisted.

"I'd sell him doggon cheap." Saunders declared "I'd

him. fer thirty^ve dollars,"

"Waal then," said Hiram, "seein' as I'm rich I'll take
yore offer, ef you'll let me hev a try at him fust. I'll ride
him over hum an' see what he's good fer."

"You all must be crazy," Saunders exclaimed. "Why,,
he'd throw yuh afore you'd got t' the end o' my forty."

"I'll risk it," Hiram rejoined. "Jest hitch him up..

I never seen the mule or boss I couldn't manage."
"Waal, 'tent any o' my funeral," Saunders remarked^

yielding the point, and forthwith he proceeded to saddle:

and bridle Satan.
Now, whether the mule divined the situation and. die-

cided to adopt politic measures for the occasion, thus
reinstating himself in his master's good graces, or
whether his proud spirit had at last been broken and he
himself brought to a proper realization of the futility ofi

continuing further in his unprofitable course of opposi-
tion to authority, will never be known. Certain it is

that he yielded himself with sublime meekness into*

Saunders' hands, nor did he give evidence of ill-temper or
a disposition to rebel, by so much as the laying back o£
an ear. Hiram mounted him without need of the cus-
tomary persuasive arguments, and rode away in perfect

security on his journey. Satan was a good roadster,

when he was minded so to be, and he now settled down
into the swift, easy gait which he employed for his
owner's benefit only on rare occasions. Saunders' as-
tonishment knew no bounds.
"An' jest t' think that preachin' at him done the biz-

ness," he refiected aloud, as Hiram and the mule dis,-

appeared from view. It was the only satisfactory ex-
planation that occurred to him that would in any wajjr

account for the miraculous change in Satan's dispositionv^^^

Hiram expected to be absent two or three days. Dur-
ing that interval Saunders had ample time for reflectionv

and the more he thought about the matter the more-
reluctant did he become to part with tlie black mule.
To begin with, he had owned Satan a good while and!

had growTi attached to him in a way, for the strange
animal furnished almost the only diversion in his life of
wearisome monotony. Existence on the lonely, half'

cultived farm of forty acres would indeed be well nighi

hopeless without the presence of the erratic, unruly Satan..

He was always so very much in evidence. Moreover, and!

most important of all, thirty-five dollars was a ridicu-

lously lov.' price to pay for a mule. No, it could not be-

thought of. Surely Hiram would see it in that light, too.

At any rate, if he wished to purchase Satan he would have
to pay considerably more than thirty-five dollars, either

in caish or trade. Having come to this decision Saunders,

anxiously awaited his friend's return.

Hiram appeared on the third day, and Saunders went
forth to meet him. The old man made no secret of hia

anxiety regarding the mule's behavior.

"He''s gentle as a lamb. I don't want no better actini'"

critter in mine," Hiram reported as they unsaddled &£•

docile creature and turned him loose in the barnyardL.

"Glad y' think so, cause hit shows I've larnt a new-

way t' break mules," said Saunders, and led the way to

the house where they could talk things over at their ease.

They seated themselves in front of the big fireplace ancE

lit their pipes. Hiram opened negotiations.

"Ef hit's all the same t' you," he announced, "I'm ready

t' pay you all that thirty-five dollars, an' ride the mule
home to-day." '

"Waal," Saunders drawled in reply, "I reck'n we'd

better talk some fust. Y' see when I offered Satan fer

sech a ludickerous figger I was mad at him; bein' as I've

cooled daown consid'able sence. my price is gone upi

accordin', an' I reck'n hit'll take more'n thirty-five to.

buy him this evenin'."

Hiram was unfeigncdly surprised. '

"Whv, I jest 'baout reck'nd the sale was made," he
remonstrated. "Y' beant goin' back on your word, be:

" 'Tent goin' back. Hit's only lookm' at the thing fair

an' square like," Saunders replied in self defense. "You;

a!] knows that air mule's wuth more'n thirty-five dollars,.

Hi."

•'Waal, I ent sayin' but what he is wuth more," Hirami

adtnitted. "I got all o' my fortune 'long an' I'm game,

so how'll forty even do?"
"Forty, an' what t' boot?" asked Saunders.

"T' boot?" Hiram exclaimed. "Not a dern cent, by

Godfrey Simpson Daniels."
. •

"Then, hi ganny, I reck'n Satan stays whar he is,

Saunders decfared with decision.

Hiram puffed away at his pipe m silence for a few

moments, thinking deeply.

"I tell yuh what I'll do," he finally announced. 1 111

give forty an' tite old bay mare."

Saunders considered the proposition a while.

"Haow old be the mare?" he asked._
^

"Hard tellin," Hiram replied. "She's old 'nuft t be

stiddy. She ent no colt, but she ent got nuthm' onusualL

the matter with her." „ - , o j

"Waal, you all bring the mare over, said Saunders^

"an' let t'nc hev a look at her, an' then we'll talk tradin'."

"A.11 right," Hiram acquisced. "I'll ride 'er over to-

morrow mawnin'—I'd better be startin' fer hum naow, I

reck'n. Waal, s'long. You'll like the mare. She s a

doggon stiddy critter, she is.''
, ^ ,

"Stiddiness has its p'ints," Saunders remarked, as he

ushered his friend to the door. "Reck'n Satan 'll^be all

right till mawnin' without hitchin'. Waal, s'long."

"S'long," Hiram responded, and started away down

the road. „ , , , . ^- ^
"S'lono-" Saunders called back a second time, and

re-entered the house and set about preparing his simple

evening meak
, r . ^- ty

The next morning, shortly after breakfast time, Miram

rode up to Saunders' cabin a-straddle the back of the

aged mare Most of the Douglas couHty horses were

built on lines peculiar to that section of the country,_ and

this p?rticular mare was no exception to the rule. Hiram

discovered his friend .seated on the big boulder beside

the road, just opposite the barnyard gate, and greeted

him with a cheerful, "?Towdy, Eb!''

Saunders was in a deiected mood and responded m a

half-hearted manner to Hiram's
_
salutation. .

"Waal has Satan bin behavm' like an angel? the

visitor facetiously inquired, as he swung himself off the

mare's back.

The old m^n sighed deeply, _ ^

"That's haew he's bin behavin'," he responded, indi-
cating with a jerk of his thumb a gap in the fence and
.some broken boards that lay scattered over the ground.
The words and the gesture spoke volumes.
"Y' don't mean ," Hiram began and paused, letting

his gaze travel from Saunders to the remains of what
had once been the barnyard gate, and then back to
Saunders again.

Saunders nodded his head. "He's skunt aoimt again,"
was the only information he vouchsafed to give.

"Waal, I swan! Who'd a-thunk it!" Hiram exclaimed,
and then slowly seated himself on the boulder beside his

friend. His next move was the natural one, under the
•circumstances, and hardly unexpected. He produced a
dark brown bottle from his hip pocket, extracted the
cork with his teeth and passed the flask over to Saunders.
They each took a long pull in turn, which apparently
had the desired effect of relieving the tension of their

Jeelings.

"What you all goin' t' do 'baout it?" Hiram asked.
"Ther' ent no use doin' nuthin'," Saunders replied.

"We'll hev t' wait till the dern cuss makes up his mind
±' come back."
"Mebbe you'd take less'n forty an' the mare naow?"

Hiram ventured, after a moment's silence.

"Ef you all wants that air limb o' Satan arter this,"

the old man answered with decision, "you kin name yore
•own price, ef hit ent onreas'nble."
"How does twenty an' the mare strike you?"
"Make 'er twenty-five an' hit's a go."
"Hiram deliberated. "All right," he finally agreed,

"she's a go, an' I'll clinch the bargin with a fiver." So-
;saying he drew forth a greasy leather purse and counted
•out five silver dollars into Saunders' outstretched hand.

"I'll ride over to-morrer an' git the mule ef he's back:
then," Hiram answered as he rose to take his leave.

"I kin manage him all right, Hit seems like he had it

in fer you all."

"Hit suttenly do," Saunders assented in resigned tones.
Hiram departed, leaving Saunders seated on the boulder

wrapt in the contemplation of the vacant barnyard.
The day passed without event and with no signs of

the vagrant mule. When Hiram arrived on the scene
the next morning he found Saunders in anything but a
Iiappy frame of mind. The two men discussed the situa-

tion anew, but without coming to any satisfactory con-
clusion. Hiram was about to take his leave when a small
boy, mounted on a scraggy looking pony, drew rein in

front of the house.
"Does Eb Saunders live yere?" he called out.

"That's me. son," Saunders answered, coming forward.
''What's wanted?"
"Pap sez fer you all t' come an' git yore doggon ole

mule," the boy replied. "He's bin tearin' 'raound awful,
an' pap sez fer you t' bring a couple o' dollars 'long fer

•damages what the mule done afore pap got him shet up
:in the bam."

"What's yore dad's name, son?" Saunders inquired.

"Bill White," the boy informed him. "We live in

Wright county. You all was at our haouse onct afore
lookitv fer yore mule the time that man thar," pointing
;at Hiram, "an' another man sot on pap while you was
a-huntin' fer the mule."

"All right," said Saunders, with resignation, "Tell
yore dad I'll come arter the mule an' settle everything."
The boy wheeled his pony about and cantered away

without further words. The men gazed at each other
blankly. Here was "a new complicationi to be dealt with.

"I reck'n," said Miram, "I'd better go 'long, too, in

case o' trouble with that man White. He mought git

reckless."

"He suttenly mought," Saunders admitted. "I'd be
right glad o' yore company, Hi," and they made ready
for the journey.
During Satan's brief sojourn on the Wright county

man's farm he had made life interesting for every living

thing on the place, and Saunders considered himself
lucky in escaping with only two dollars damages to pay.
The two men never forgot the ride back from Wright
county. The mule disputed each step of the way, and
balked at every turn in the road. With each new devel-
opment of his man3^ sided character his value as a
domestic animal decreased, and by the time he was safely
housed in his own rightful quarters his owner, in de-
spair, had agreed to part with him for fifteen dollars- and
the bay mare,
As it was late in the day when they returned, Hiram

decided to spend the night with Saunders and take
possession of the mule the next day. To avoid a repeti-
tion of such an experience as they had just passed
through, they resorted to the method Saunders had for-
merly employed, and hitched the mule securely with a
slip knot about his neck. They then administered the
well-deserved chastisement and left him to meditate upon
his sins.

It will never be known what bitter thoughts entered
Satan's mind that night. It will never be known what
feelings of rage and despair surged through his breast.
He had tried and failed. He had resorted to strategy
and had feigned meekness to gain his ends, but all to
no avail. He had allowed himself to be ridden without
a single protest by one of those great hulking man
creatures, a stranger at that. He had humbled his pride
and had behaved himself as any ordinary Douglas county
plug might have done, and all for what? Why, merely
for a brief moment's independence—the transitor}^ joj'- of
creating confusion and disorder in another man creature's
barnyard, only to be driven into a prison at the points of
a pitchfork. Those two-legged animals called men never
did fight fair. Here was this rope about his neck. If he
attempted to pull away and break it. it only choked him.
That rope! Ugh! How it galled one's spirit as well as
one's flesh! He would not submit any longer. Libertv
or death! One or the other should be his portion. He
would be free.

And then a tragedy occurred out there in the darkness
behind the walla of the black mule's prison house.
Whether, in his efforts to break loose, he accidentally
threw himself, or whether, realizing that escape was im-
possible, he deliberately hanged himself, will always re-
main one of the secrets of the dead. They found him in
tjie morning. He was free at last. The rope that was
to have insured liis :s^fe Jceeping had prpve^ the cau^g-
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of his undoing. The coroner's jury of two rendered a
verdict of "Death from hangin' by a hitchin' rope. He
done it on purpose."
They interred him in a remote corner of the woods,

and Saunders' eyes were moist as they turned away from
the newly made grave that marked the black mule's

final resting place.

Hiram mounted his old hay mare in silence and rode
thoughtfully homeward; Saunders shut himself up in his

lonely cabin and composed an epitaph. He fastened

together some pieces of board from the broken barnyard
gate, and with infinite pains burned the letters and words
of the epitaph thereon.

The next day the grave of "that mule o' Saunders'
"

was marked by a wooden headboard on which were
written these lines:

HERE LiZE SATiN
THE MENEST AN BiGEST
MULE iN DUGLAS CONTY
HE HUNG HiSEF AN DUN
ME OWT UV 40$ AN A BAY

MARE.
Fayette Durlin, Jr.

Notes from the TraiL
On the morning of Oct. i we left the Valley of the

Rio Aras at Santo Tomas, Chihuahua, and started

boldly westward into the Sierra de Jesus Maria, bound
for the Rio Mayo and Sinaloa. We left civilization be-

hind us; for exactly three weeks we saw no track of

wagon or cart or anything wider than a burro trail, and
during those three weeks we traveled each day as much
as our mules could stand.

The first day after leaving Santo Tomas was passed

without seeing either Mexican or Indian, but about 10

o'clock of the second day we came to a beautiful little

valley on the Rio Verdi. A few stone houses marked
the site of the village of Carriaziachic, and from the caves

on the mountain side curled smoke. The Verdi, which
wandered leisurely among the cornfields, was fairly well

sprinkled with pintals, gadwells and teal, and it took but

a short time to shoot enough for several' meals. Then
we noticed, for the first time, that all the people whom
we had seen working in the field when we entered the

valley had mysteriously disappeared. All our hammering
at the house doors brought no response. We were literally

in a deserted village, tlalf a mile further on we surprised

a family out of doors. Instantly the man sank out of

sight, while the woman and boy hastily gathered together

their goats and drove them up the mountain side into

a cave back of their dwelling. We pursued, and when the

woman found that we were not Mexicans, and were per-

fectly harmless, the animals were allowed to come out

and graze, and the paterfamilias came from the corn-

field where he had concealed himself. Except for his

dilapidated hat he was absolutely devoid of clothing.

He could talk a few words of Spanish, and a trifling

present made him very communicative. The village Car-
riaziachic is the most northern town of the Tarahumaria,
the descendants of the ancient cave dwellers. Some live

in stone houses, but the majority stay with the ancestral

habitations. They are afraid of strangers, especially of

Mexicans, who are wont to swoop down upon them as

the Turk is said to do upon the poor Armenian. Corn
is their only agricultural product. For everything else

they depend upon fishing and hunting. They claim the

headwaters of the Yaqui, Mayo, Fuerte and Sinaloa rivers

and their territory extends southward into the mountains
of Durango. The old man reported the country as being
great for deer, and in watching for one I became so in-

terested in a natural history lesson that I forgot to take

advantage of an exceJlent opportunity.
It came about in this way: On the top of a hill near

by, surrounded by heavy timber, was a bare spot, an
acre or two in extent. It was so marked by tracks and
iresh sign.>, and we had seen so many white^ flags disap-

pear unceremoniously in the underbrush, that I concluded
that this was a good place to conceal myself for an hour
and let the procession pass on. On the bare ground,
about thirty yards from where I sat, was curled a large

rattler enjoying a sun bath. There was a rustling in the

bushes opposite, and a spring fawn came in sight. It

did not see me, but it saw the snake; stopped a moment
trembling, then sprang with all four feet upon the reptile,

bounding safely to quite a distance beyond, where it

turned and surveyed the damage that it had done. The
snake writhed, that was all. Its back was broken, and it

was too badly cut up to be capable of mitch harm. The
fawn approached slowly, sniffed of its victim, and once
more leaped upon it. this time bounding backward in-

stead of forward. Five limes it repeated the operation
and then it stalked off with a self-satisfied air, while I

entirely forgot that my business was to secure fresh meat.
During the remainder of that week we rambled among

the mountain tops, amid pines and where the scenery was
similar to that of the Rocky Mountains, in Colorado.
At noon, Saturday, Oct. 6, we were 7,900 feet above sea
level. Then we commenced to drop through a steep and
narrow canon. The pines disappeared, and the perpen-
dicular walls, that towered to the very skies, were draped
with adiantum, nothalaena and other delicate ferns, with
giant creepers and with gorgeous festoons of red and
yellow flowers. At 4 o'clock we reached the mining camp
of Jesus Maria, elevation 5.600 feet, where an orange
grove, figs and citron in the market place and a tem-
perature resembling that of Tophet assured us that we
were nearing the tierra caliente. The next day's climatic
changes were yet more noticeable, for after climbing to
an altitude of 7,200 feet, we made camp at night on one
of the tributaries of the Mayo, only 1,700 feet above the

. sea level, and feasted on a fruit that I suppose to be a
species of guava. Down the river we made our way for
ten days, piloted by an Indian guide. Mexicans were as
scarce as Americans, and Wara-wari huts thatched with
palm leaves were the only habitations.
The scenery along the Rio Mayo, where it breaks

through the main chain of the Sierra Madre, is grand
beyond description. At times the walls rise perpendic-
ularly from the raging torrent to a height of thousands
of feet, and again, where the river widens into a peaceful

stream, the hills recede more gradually from either bank
and from water's edge to mountain top exhibit the char-
asteristic flora of the tropics, warm teinperature and
temperate zones.
The Mayo aboitnds in fisb, large catfish and a smaller

fish, about a foot in length, that very much resembles the
eastern dace. Owing to recent rains the waters were
high and muddy, but grasshoppers were a fairly good
bait and a monster crawfish (eight to ten inches long)
which our guide procui-ed for us proved to be a line
beyond compare.
At length we tired of the river. In forditig bur packs

had been soaked enough times to satisfy us, and our tents
were beginning to mildew; so, about thirty miles north
of Alamos, Sonora, we left the Mayo and the mountains
and commenced to journey through a rolling, bushy
country—hot and dusty. It seemed like a chaparral
waste. The change in flora and fauna was sudden and
marked. Our diet now consists of rabbits and partridge
(Culiipepla elegans, Less.). Evidently the latter have
never been hunted, for they are too easy for right good
sport.

I
i<|

One of the most interesting birds in this region is

Audubon's caracara {Polyhorus cheriway, Jacq.L Like
the partridge it has no fear of man. It is usualy found
in pairs or in flocks and a pair will perch on a giai?'

cactus and sit and survey us while we ride underneath,
near enough to touch them with an ordinary fly-rod.
The caracara is an adept at hunting. He always stalks
his prey. J wondered for a long time why I saw so many
pairs walking along the ground, peering into the dense
underbrush, and why I always found partridges near
them. The caracara locates a brood of young birds, and
alights some distance from them, then steals closer and
closer,' and finally pounces upon the victim with a spring
wherein the feet rather than the wings furnish the motive
power.

Just at sundown, last evening, while crossing a low
range of hills some twenty miles south of Fuerte, Sinaloa,
a flight of parrots, entirely new to us, made a most deaf-
ening clatter. They proved to be the white fronted
parrot (Amasona albifrons, Sparrem.). We found them
at least three degrees north of Mazatlan, which is given in
Ridgway as their northern limit. I ruined two skins this
morning, and then concluded that if I should stop work
long enough to write to Forest and Stream, I might
have better luck with my third. By the way the shadows
are lengthening, it is time to recommence operations.

Shoshone.
ILHiLLs OF .Sinaloa, Oct. 28,

Welsh Indians*
It is a curious fact that among our grandfathers there

was a general belief that in the far West was a tribe of
Indians of Welsh descent who still used the Welsh lan-
guage in greater or less purity. These Indians were be-
lieved to be descendants of the companions of Madoc,
who is said to have discovered the coast of America and
formed settlements here in the year 1 170, This belief
was founded upon the evidence of several individuals
who had been among those savages and heard them use
the Welsh language. Faith, in these days, demands a
more vigorous demonstration of facts than in former
times. Travelers' tales at second or third hand were
then considered good enough for all purposes. There
was no disputing anything that appeared in a book.
The most circumstantial account of the Welsh-speak-

ing Indians that we have come across is in a little book,
now very rare, "Journal of a Two Months' - Tour," by
the Rev. Charles Beatty, London, 1768. Mr. Beatty was
a Presbyterian minister who had been sent out by the
Synod of New York and Philadelphia in the year 1766
to examine into the religious state and needs of the
people on the frontier. He says that when he was in the-
western part of Pennsylvania he met with one Benjamin
Sutton, who had been taken captive by the Indians, and
had lived many years among them in dift'erent parts of
the country. He stated that when he was with the Choc,
taw Nation, on the Mississippi he went to an Indian
town a very considerable distance from New Orleans,
where he fell in with a tribe of Indians who spoke the
Welsh language. Fie said that he saw a book among
them which he supposed was a Welsh Bi, 'e, of which
they took the greatest care, though they were not able
to read it. He said further that he had heard them speak
Welsh to one Lewis, a Welshman, a captive there.
Another man, who had lived among the Indians from

his youth, also informed Mr. Beatty that he had been
among Indians on the west side of the Mississippi who
spoke the Welsh language; while the Indian interpreter
who accompanied the reverend gentleman on his mission
also assured him that he had been among Indians who
spoke Welsh, and in proof of it he gave some words
which he said were Welsh. Mr. Beatty further remarks
that there were other traditions current in his day of
certain captives who had been among Welsh-speaking
Indians, one a Welsh clergj'man who had been captured
while traveling "through the back parts of the country."
This gentleman, while earnestly praying in ' his native
language in view of a speedy death to which he had been
condemned, was understood by the savages standing
around him, who instantly reversed the sentence of death;
"and thus this happy circumstance was the means of
saving his life." They then showed him a book, which
he found to be a Bible, but which they could not read.
"He .stayed among them some time, and endeavored to
instruct them in the Christian religion. He at length
proposed to go back to his own country and return to
them with some other teachers, who would be able to
mstruct them in their own language, to which proposal
they consenting, he accordingly set out from thence, and
arrived in Britain with full intention to return to them
with some of his countrymen, in order to teach these
Indians Christianity. But I was acquainted that not
long after his arrival he was taken sick and died, which
put an end to his scheme."
But Mr. Beatty is not the only authority in point for

the fact of Welsh-speaking natives in America. In a
book, "Primitive Ages," by the Rev. Theophilus Evans,
a Welsh minister, translated by Rev. George Roberts, and
published in Ebensburg, Pa., in 1834. we find assurance

of the same fact. He states that the Rev. Mergan Jones,
of Tredegar, in Monmouthshire, while traveling through
the wildei-ness of America, in the year 1660, was taken
prisoner by the Indians. Possibly it is the same incident
related by Mr. Beatty. He was discovered to be a
Welshman in the same manner as related by the latter;
whereupon the chief approached him and addressing him
m the Welsh language assured him that his life should
be spared. He was treated by the Indians with the
greatest kindness. He remained among them four
months, preaching the gospel to them in the Welsh
tongue three times a week. Mr. Evans, who seems to have
been thoroughly familiar with the ancient history and
traditions of his native country, says that many of Madoc's
companions remained in America and married women of
the country; and that they had kept themselves apart
Irom the other tribes and preserved their native tongue.
To all this the query arises, What degree of truth is in

these traditions? It would seem to be quite improbable
that statements made with such particularity by different
individuals kad no foundation in fact; at the same time
the other question occurs, What became of these Welsh-
speaking Indians, that they- have not been discovered
by modern travelers? T. J. Chapman.

Mrs. Mark Piper's Gardens.
The Pipers are a large family, and they are a family

that pride themselves greatly on their personality. Perhaps
it is not so much the Pipers themseves as it is their
wives, but particularly Mrs. Mark Piper. Two years
ago she insisted on baying a strip of land on Grand
River, where her husband goes to fish for muskalonge.
Mrs. David Piper demurred, and Mrs. John said that

it was a crazy thing to do. Mrs. Mark named her place
"The Gardens." "Gardens of what?" asked Mrs. John.
"Come over and see," answered Mrs. Mark, pleasantly.

It was not until Mrs. Mark had owned the place two
summers that Mrs. John and Mrs. David decided to
drive over and call on the eccentric sister-in-law.

"I knew you always thought it a foolish thing for me
to do," said Mrs. Mark, after she had made her guests
welcome, "but I always thought that I wanted a garden.
I was not quite sure about it. When Mr. Barber said I
could have this land and the old school house with it for
three hundred dollars, I just said I would take it. Really
it was nothing when you think how much the boys spend
when they go off on a fishing trip."

"Certainly,"repliedMrs. John, "butyouhave no company
here at all. Seems to me you must find it dismal."

"It is only during the children's vacation. I would not
have the heart to be dismal anywhere with them, and
here they, are sti occupied that I am never in a worry
about them."
"What do they do?" asked Mrs. John.
Mrs. Mark laughed as she replied: "Well, Johnny is

head gardener, Martha is housekeeper, and Bruce takes
care of the live stock."
"And pray what do you do yourself?" queried Mrs.

David.
"Keep the books, make the children take their work

seriously and pay them seventy-five cents a week and
their board."
"And you have the temerity to call this a vacation!"

exclaimed Mrs. David.
"Come outside and see the gardens." was the gracious

answer. "You see we have ju.st as litttle inside the house as
we can, so that we are not crowded at all, and it simplifies
the work for Martha. Of course I wipe the dishes, and
help her, but she thinks she has all the responsibility.
It is her especial pride to have the meals on time, and
we get very hungry working in the gardens all the
morning." As they went out the door and off the wide
porch that faced the east, they stepped upon a graveled
path that wound among some flowering bushes and led
to the river bank.
"John built that porch when he was over last summer

fishing." continued Mrs. Mark, laughing.
"You surely don't mean my John!" exclaimed Mrs.

John.
"To be sure. What other John?"
"He never thinks he can mend a door knob at home."
"Well, I didn't ask him. The first thing I knew there

was a load of stuff here, and John was bossing Mark
around like a head carpenter." I don't think, mvself,
that it is quite plumb," she said, as she looked dubiouslv
at the floor; "higher on one end than at the other. John
says if we will get stones together for a foundation
he will lay it this fall, and that will straighten it."

It is useless to attempt to convey to the reader the
charm of Mrs, Mark's gardens. Things had grown for
her as the might have done for a trained gardener

—

flowers and vegetables.
"It is all very beautiful," exclaimed Mrs. David, "but

seems to me it is lacking in system."
"Yes, I think it is, but it interests the children more

than if the gardens were laid out regularly as Mr. Barber
said I should do when I begged him to plow around the
bushes and to make separate beds for things in level
spots along the bank. Don't you see how pretty the
lettuce is against that bank of moss? I like the flowers
tucked away in unexpected places. I would have them
in masses. You see the gardens are mostly along the
river. It is pleasanter for the children. Up near the
road is meadow, and Mr. Barber takes care of that.
Really it costs us so little to live here, and there are so
many things we do not buy that we would if we stayed in
town, that Mark is beginning to count it all as a great
economy, and he has about stopped laughing at me about
it."

"It is pretty, any way," said Mrs. John, with real feeling,
'and I do think it has been shabby in me not to have
looked at the matter from your point of view. Really I
did not know how."
"The children have a boat, and there is a small island

just aroimd the bend of the river. They play Robinson
Crusoe, and they have a cave in the gardens where I
understand a great many things are concealed, some gold
and a; few bags of diamonds. Then they fish. Johnny
caught a ten-pound muscalonge last week. Last j^eaV
he caught turtles and shipped a barrel of them to Pkts-
burg. They learn a great deal more than they would
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undcT other conditions. They are learning to get along
with each other, and I think that means a great deal to

them."
When Mrs. John went home that afternoon she said to

her husband, "Why did you not tell me about Harriet's

gardens?"
"I don't know," he said. "1 suppose I thought you

knew." Florence L. Wright.

Hawaiian Wild Turkeys.
East Wakeham, Mass—Editor Forest and Stream: In the ac-

cession of new territory our country has gained considerable hunt-

ing ground and an amount of very desirable game. The following
is an extract from a letter written by my brother, who is living

in Honolulu:

Well, I have killed my first wild turkey, and will have
to tell you about it. One of my workmen by the name of

Durant wished me to go hunting with him. We took
a train at 3 P. M., and rode out into the country about
thirty-five miles, landing at a native's house, where there

were lots of women and children and no end of dogs.

A big sign on the hausc told us that hunting was
forbidden, but Durant held the key to the owner's heart

and we were welcomed. After sitting down to a big

table loaded with boiled hog and poi, we watched the

natives who finished their feast with a glorious drunk
on a liquor made from honey.

We were given the only bed, but sleep was out of the

question; the natives do not quarrel when drunk, but

keep up an infernal din. About 3 A. M. we were called

to breakfast (hog and poi again), and at 5 we got off

with our guns and lunch, and started for the mountains.

Five miles of up-hill work. We soon heard the turkeys

gobbling on all sides, and hens cackling. My partner

went off on his well-known hunting ground, and I went
for the nearest gobbler, which took me "up a canon with

almost perpendicular walls of rock on either side. On
my way up I saw three wild hogs that would weigh as

many hundred pounds each. They were black fellows, but

I wasn't hunting dogs. I drew nearer to the gobbling,

which seemed close at hand as I got to the end of the

gulch. Presently I saw two big turkeys walking up a

steep slope about a hundred yards away. Oh! for a

rifle—and only a shotgun loaded with No. 6. The. "bush"

was awful thick, and full of thorns; just such stuff as the

wild goosel)erry of Washington. The ravine was not over

thirty yards wide, and I began to think I was. sure of a

shot as the walls went up plumb for a thousand feet, and
I thought they must surely come out by me. All I feared

was being tangled up in thorns so I could not shoot.

The bush was so thick that it was impossible to get along,

so I climbed up about fifty or sixty feet and then care-

fully followed along a ledge inch by inch.

The turkeys kept gobbling all the time and climbing

higher. Finally I got where I thought I had them sure

within thirty yards. I knew there were at least three

birds, and I sat down for a minute to catch my breath, as

I had been climbing furiously. Everything was quiet. I

got my gun all ready (a six-shot repeater) and stuck my
heel into the ground and stood up, expecting to see tur-

keys flying in every direction. You can imagine my
surprise and disappointment at seeing nothing; while I

was rubbing my eyes and trying to collect my senses I

suddenly heard a loud gobble right over my head.

Perhaps I didn't look up quick, but I think I did, and

you can picture my chagrin when I tell you that square

over my head, on a pinnacle of rock, stood two big gob-

blers. They were eighty yards above me, and one was

strutting and gobbhng incessantly, while the other was

peering down at me. I sat about ten minutes and watched

them. Still higher, on the other side of the cation, I saw

three goats. One of them looked as big as a cow, standmg

right on top of the mountain like a statue. I could

hear a kid bleating, but could not see it. With a good

rifle I could have knocked the big buck over. Well, I

was helpless—the turkeys were too smart for me, and they

knew it. There they stood as if laughing at me. Know-
ing if I tried to climb higher (which seemed doubtful

to accomplish) the turkeys would spread their wings and

sail away. I suddenly turned my gun loose at them just

as they were in full strut. The feathers flew, and some of

them came drifting down by me; the birds disappeared

and so did the goats. However, I saw the turkeys agam

on a "hog back," and they saw me about the same time

and went sailing away for a mile.
., , ,

On my way out I found a cave with a good trail lead-

ing into it, but, as it smelt of hogs strongly, and as I

hadn't lost any wild boars, I did not investigate it very

closely.
_ . , , T

I had heard Durant shoot several times, and when i

got out on the ridge I saw him on the opposite one, with

a turkey over his shoulder, that was almost as big as

himself (it weighed twenty pounds). I was feeling rather

blue, but was glad he had one.

We ate our lunch and started again. Everywhere we
could hear turkeys gobbling, and cocks crowing, hens

cackling, just like a farmyard, but always just a little

ahead. In our vicinity it was quietness. Farther on the

brush was alive with fowl—always just ahead when we
would get there after incredible toil over rocks and

through "lantanna," a kind of prickly shrub, in flower,

and full of fruit all the year round, which every wild thing

lives upon.
, ^ ^

With a good dog now we could have shot (jallas

bankiva, var. domesticus. I saw one rooster fly out of a

tree. He looked like a big black game dunghill fowl, nor

could he fly any better, but when I got to where I saw

him alight he was not to be found, though it was all

open there; he might have run a half mile while I was

going a hundred yards. You can imagine how I felt;

turkeys everywhere just out of reach. I saw twenty-one

all told but try as we would they would get on to "hog's

backs" three or four hundred feet up and wait until we

were almost within gunshot; then while we were holding

on to some cliff and- trying to get a little nearer, they

would sail away down the valley, one after the other.

Finally when I was almost discouraged, and it was time

to start for the train, while I was crawling through a

thicket on my hands and knees, I suddenly heard almost

under my nose-"Quit! quit! quit!" and saw a turkey mak-

ing its way through the bushes as fast as its legs would

j^. It could not fly because there was no chance

to spread its wings. Thunder!' how I struggled to get
my gun to point somewhere near it. The bird's instinct

to go up helped me to keep it in sight, as it dodged this

way and that through the brush. Finally I got the muzzle
of my old gun pointed at its neck, and let her go. Mrs.
Turkey never took another step or even a kick, though
not shot in the body. I was not so excited but my aim
was good, even if I had not fired a gun for two years.
I grabbed my turkey and struggled out of the brush, and
with enormous strides went down the valley to join my
partner.

I felt completely satisfied; we had just time to catch
the train, with our turkeys in a gunnysack, ourselves
dirty, torn and bleeding from a thousand scratches, but
happy as when we were boys and I used to shoot little

dappers down by the big rock when you would drive
them in for me. We got heme all right. The turkey was
fine.

The Island of Molokai is one of the greatest game
spots on the globe, alive with deer^ cattle, goats, hogs,
dogs, turkeys, peafowl, mongolian pheasants, quail and
dunghill fowl, of all kinds, all escaped and gone wild,

reverted back to nature. They are as wild now as

originally. An acquaintance of mine was there two
weeks and brought home twenty hides of deer (Japanese
spotted); said he could have killed a hundred. There was
a bounty on them awhile ago, and still is on hogs. I

am going over there before I leave the Islands.

Honolulu. Philip S.WARY.

It would seem from the above letter that our island

possessions are natural game preserves, and the game is

not likely to find its way to the "dumping grounds" of

our large cities. I have no doubt that these conditions

would obtain in Puerto Rico and Cuba and in our south-

ern country, if it were not for natural enemies. Save
the dog, and probably cats, the Hawaiian Islands are not

infested with game destroying mammals. My brother

does not mention any birds of prey' in a list of the birds

he has seen, and in such cover as he describes they would
work but little harm. With care to exclude undesirable

species, there is a great field for sport.

Walter B. Savary.

Just One Afternoon.
Sunday afternoon, not long ago, after a hearty dinner,

I took my Forest and Stream and, seated in an easy

chair with feet stretched out toward the fire, prepared

to enjoy an hour with others, like myself, chained to

business. My good wife was here, there and every-

where for a while .and then settled down in a chair by
my side, and was soon apparently engrossed with the

Ladies' Home Journal, but I notice she does not seem
to make much headway, and looking up I am greeted

with "Jack, you are the slowest reader I ever knew. Do
hurry up and turn over that leaf." My three-year-old

boy Forbes is rolling on the floor with my black and
tan hound Tuck, while Jack the beagle has taken up a

comfortable position in a cozy spot behind the stove.

Several pages of Forest and Stream are gone over,

the descriptions of scenery are photographed on the mind,

and the success or failure of the brotherhood with rod

and gun is applauded or condoned, and perhaps their

methods mentally criticised, and then I come to canoe-

ing and yachting and trap scores, and then my eys begin

to wander. Jack Frost, the crystal artist, has been at

the window with his pallet and brush, and the lower

two-thirds of the pane is covered with his artistic work.

What a lover of nature Jack Frost must be, for all his

pictures are painted from that illimitable source—the

hand of man is entirely absent—and who can compete
with him? Look at that clump of spruce trees and bal-

sams in the corner, with the snow piled up on the lower

branches. The wind has shaken it from those above only

to increase the depth on the lower ones, below which is

a fine shelter, a veritable Hiawatha's tent. Surely there

must be a ruffed grouse beneath those sheltering boughs,

but we won't disturb him. Now look at that tangle of

cedar and Virginian creepers, and that small beech tree

on which the leaves are still clinging, although bleached

almo.st white by the sun, rain, wind and frost, and over

there the trunks of some giant elms and maples, the top

branches not showing, for the arti-st has not yet reached

the top of the pane; but no matter where he leaves off

the picture seems to have a finished look. See that knoll

over there, where old Boreas has swept away the snow
and uncovered a cluster of ferns and wintergreen. How
green some of them look in spite of frost and snow.

Surely I am not looking at a picture; for the scene is

too real, and quite certain am I that I recognize the path

in front of me—those two balsams standing like sentinels

on either side of the gap in the fence. Why, here is the

log where Harry and I sat and ate-our lunch, on our way
home from the trout stream further on, one day last

year—no! no! it must have been years ago, for my boy

was a baby then, and here he is with me to-day, a lad of

ten years,' but to-day feeling very important and quite

a man, happy in the possession of a brand new gun, the

first he has ever owned. Then too I feel the pleasant

weight of my own httle i6-gauge under my arm, the

crisp but silent snow under foot, and the frosty,, health-

laden breeze in my face. Jack and Tuck, our faithful dogs

and companions of many an outing, are with us too, and

are nosing around in the Httle swamp to our right,_ and

trying their best to start a hare or fox from his hiding

place. A sharp yelp from Jack announces the starting

of something, and a moment later a streak of gray comes

through the trees on our right and is making for the

hardwood ridge on our left, but a charge of No. 7 stops

him; we generally know when Jack has flushed a grouse

by him giving one or two short, sharp yelps.

But it is not a grouse Jack has started now, for he gives

three or four sharp barks and then breaks out with a

long, loud, musical wail, in which Tuck joins. Tuck is

a baritone, but Jack could make his fortttne on the stage

as a tenor. His style, volume, range, technique, tone and

quality are perfect, but his enunciation is po'or; but then

he might confine himself to French and Italian opera.

Away they go. and we catch a glimpse of the hare

as it crosses a logging road about two hundred yards

ahead of us.
'

We wait to see if he crosses that ridge about three
hundred yards to the south of us. No, he did not cross,

for the music of the dogs is drawing nearer again, and on
this side of the swamp; he will cross somewhere near to
where we are standing. "Stay where you are, Forbes, and
I will go to where he crossesd- before and try to stop
him if you miss him."
Nearer and nearer come the dogs; and presently a

bundle of gray and white, with long ears and long hind
legs, hops into the road, half turns and comes toward
me for a few, jumps, and then—stays there, for a charge
of lead from the boy's gun stops him. The dogs come
up, gaily wagging their tails, sniff the game, and then
look up in our faces as much as to say, "Well, you did
pretty well, but say, didn't we hustle, him ^around in.great
.shape!" You certainly did, goodrdogs, but hie away
again there! hie away! .

?:''

The dogs work bard, but- there seems to be nothing
else in that part of the swamp, but as we near the ridge
above mentioned we see in the snow what appears to be
a row of tiny post holes, about ten or twelve inches apart,
and one directly behind the other. We know what that"

means, and looking from whence they come we see where
sly Reynard has been basking in the sunshine on a ledge
of rocks, but has slunk off at our near approach. The
dogs are called, one sniffs, and the air is again filled with
music. The fox will have to hustle, for the dogs are
hot on his trail and there will be no time for him to
try any of his old tricks. Fainter and fainter grow the
sounds of the chase, but we do not care, for we know
that the fox, having taken a southerly direction, will not
leave the swamp, but will most likely circle and then
take the back track.

We separate, Forbes staying on the ridge, while I go
back to the logging road where the hare came to grief.

The swamp is inWj two miles long, and the fox will most
likely go to the end of it before circling, so it will be
some time before we hear the dogs again. Patience is a
virtue, but it is a virtue hard to exercise on an occasion
like this, although there is plenty to occupy both eye
and ear. The snow mantled forest, with its three pre-
dominating colors, the gray of tree trunk, and branches
and dead leaves, the green of the evergreens and mosses,
and the white of the snow, with all their varying shades,
present a beautiful scene, lighted up as it is with the
bright sunshitie gleaming. . from a blue, cloudless sky.
Four odd colors, blue, gray, green and white, and yet
how beautifully they blend in nature's picture. Over-
head in a birch tree a red squirrel chatters and skips
around; he, too, is impatient and doubtless wishing that

I would move on, so that he can resume his repast on
the pine cones beneath the fir tree, from which I have just

disturbed him. The shrill cry of the bluejay is heard in

the distance, and is- answered from a tamarack near
by, but a slight movement on my part sends this bright-
tytA blue and white bedecked winter resident scurrying
away like a blue streak. A dozen or more tomtits are
flitting from tree to tree, alighting heads up, tails up, on
the upper or under side of a branch, no matter which,
any old way suits them, and continually uttering their

cheery chic-a-dee-dee, chic-a-dee-dee-dee. But hark!

—

surely that was Jack's voice I heard there. There it is

again, softened by distance, but none the less clear as a

bell. Tuck also can be heard now. Hurrah! they're

coming back, and apparently right straight toward
Forbes.

Before parting Ave had arranged that if he got a shot
and Idlled the fox, either with the first or second barrel,

he should wait about ten seconds and then fire another
shot to let me know the game was over. Nearer and
nearer came the dogs: surely the fox must soon cross

the ridge, for he can't be far ahead of the dogs. I won-
der how the boy will act, for this is his first fox run. Will
he have buck fever, or rather fox fever, and let the fox go
by without Bang! Bang! Look out now, you had
better be ready—one—two—three—four—^five—six—seven
—eight—nine—Bang! Hurrah, he's got him; good boy,
Forbes, let me get to him, I can't wait to go round by the

cattle path, but rush straight through the bush. I am
willing to bet that he's the biggest, best furred fox ever
killed around here; how grand he'll look when mounted
and placed in a glass case over the hall door. But how
will my boy look when I see him? He will be standing
there apparently grown two or three inches taller, the

butt of his gun resting on the ground, the miizzle in

the right hand, held at arm's length, the left hand rests

on the hip. .while the right foot is placed triumphantly
on the neck of the fox. The two dogs will be standing
near, with lolling ton.gues and heaving sides, but their

eyes and tails show that they too share in their young
master's success. His face may be a trifle pale, but a

triumphant smile is playing all over it, although he tries

hard to look unconcerned and as if killing a fox were
an every day occurrence with him. Hark! I can hear
him call, "Father come and see." All right, my boy. I'm
coming as fast as my legs can carry me. How I wish I

could fly! "Come and see, father." Well, really I can't

come any faster, I think I'm doing pretty well now.
Had I known the bush was so thick and the snow so

deep I think I would have gone round, but more than
half the distance has been covered now, and the rest is

not so bad. ' _
"Father, come and see." ^ "Will te there' in half a

minute, sonny." Confound these logs, I never knew
them so slippery before. And the brush heaps seem de-

termined to keep me back. Whew! it's hot work, and
I'm all of a tremble. The grouse that just whirred from
under my feet actually made me jump, and I forgot I

had my gun with me. I am afraid the boy is not taking
his success as coolly as I thought he Would; but I'm
almost there. Just on the other side of this thick cluster

of cedars and balsams is the spot where I knOw he is

standing. "Father, come and see." Ah! that voice is

not more than ten yards away now. "Here I am, my
boy," and head first into the snow-laden trees I plunge,

getting a regular icy shower bath. But what is that that

falls on my shoulder? It mtist have been a small limb

broken, off by the weight of snow. No, it can't be, for it

clings there, and is now shaking my arm, and now I hear
another familiar voice saying, "Jack, do wake up—tea is'

waiting," and Forbes has been calling, "Father, come to

tea'-' for the last ten minutes. I rub my eyes and then

look for the picture oh the window pane, but the lights
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have been lit and the blinds drawn, and I have been
dreaming.
During tea my wife said she wondered how I slept

through such a noise, for our boy had been having a

great time with the dogs, trying to catch them in an old
landing net, and had them scampering round and bark-
ing at a great rate. Later in the evening, while I was
discussing gunpowder with a friend, my wife remarked
chat "E C and Schultze seemed to have a good
record." Considering the position of the ad. of those
brands, that remark, to my mind, proved that she
had gone further through Forest and Stream than I

had that afternoon. Jay Bee.
CANADA.

Concerning] Woodpeckers.
Reail before the Ornithological meeting of the Entomological Society o'^

Ontario

While mentally reviewing in detail the attractions of
this or that group of birds, I can scarcely single out one
and allow it to claim special honor as a favorite family.

Yet somehow I haA-e alwa3^s felt drawn toward the wood-
peckers. This is strange, too, for while my own tem-
perament is poetical, that of the Picidcs inclines, if any-
thing, to the prosaic.
A great blue heron in his proper element—fishing,

for in.stance, in the summer twilight at the foot of the
shallows—typifies for me the utmost grace of form. A
chickadee in a midwinter slashing has been to me as an
associate more charming in manners than any Chesterfield
of them all. A cerulean warbler tastefully arrayed in blue
and white brings to my eyes, even on the hottest of days,
a cooling, restful influence. A woodthrush in the high
June forest, in pure tones chanting his morning anthem,
refines and ennobles the lyric outburst which heralds the
coming in of summer.
How stands it with the woodpeckers? Form angular,

voice harsh,, manners doubtful, colors sometimes brilliant,

but often barbarously laid on! Still I like them. Grace-
fulness of form! Why, that would be out of place on
a rail fence or the dead crown of a beech—things in

themselves the very acme of angularity. Good man-
ners ! Sometimes it serves manldnd right to be treated

FLICKER.

with suspicion or passed by with indifference. Harmoni-
ous blending of colors! Surely in looking at the infinite
variety of hues in which nature dresses herself there will
at times spring to the lips the cry, "Motley's the only
wear!" Melodious tones! Ay, in June I grant you. But
when against my face the angry north is spitting sleet;
when over the snowdrifts comes the sharp bark of the
lean and hungry fox; when the frost king, hurling his
blue javelin, smites and splits with metallic clang the
'gnarled and unwedgable oak." give me to hear the
fierce, the ringing stroke of Pileatus pounding in the
shrouded swamp, or the brave, if strident, calls of the
redheads foraging among the beeches for their hard-
earned daily bread. Yes, the woodpeckers fit in with
nature even in her sternest mood—surely a sulificient

passport to the naturalist's heart.
The Picidcs being almost necessarily forestine, we

might expect the family to be well represented in Mid-
dlesex, more especially that we have such a variety of
trees here which can naturally supply the needs of more
species than would a larger area of uniform forest. We
have, in fact, eight species in this county, exactly double
the number found in Great Britain.
Ours are: Dryabates villosus (hairy), D. pubescens

(downy), Picoides arcticus (Arctic three-toed), Sphyrapi-
cus varius (sapsucker), CeophlmiJ pileatus (pileated),
Melanerpes erythroceplmlus (red-headed), M. carolinus
(red-bellied), and Colaptes atiratm (flTcker).

Two (the only others occurrLog^ in Ontario) may yet.
be found here, as very rare wmter visitors from the
North. These are: Dryobates v. Icucomelas (northern
hairy), and Picoides americanus (American three-toed).

I have been asked to write of the habits of these birds,
and I find at the outset the subject much too large for
the limits of a single paper, and indeed beyond my
capacity in any number of papers. I could write better
of the snakes of Iceland. Who could say, for instance,
what a redheaded woodpecker would or would not do in-
certain given circumstances? A farmer once came to me-
to indignantly protest and complain of the havoc the red-
heads were wreaking on his barn. In vain I deprecated
all responsibility. I was forthwith brought to the spot
and shown where the birds had battered holes through the
roof to get at (as he mournfully averred) his peas. As
a matter of fact, the hungry fellows were treating his
barn as they would an old stub, but it was in order to
get at rhe farmer's pea beetles, which in myriads were

swarming inside. Another day the redheads might be
sampling sweet apples, for instance, or darting oiit for

insects in true flycatcher style, thus giving us in good
measure of the spice variety.

So let it be with this paper. I have a comprehensive
text, and, like the Rev. Solomon Peter Hale, who, in

opening up one of his celebrated lectures, gravely an-

nounced his intention to confine his remarks to the "Past;

the Present and the Future," I shall run the less risk

of getting away from my subject, and whatever else it

contains, I shall be sure to supply sufficient variety.

Hardiness of constitution is a feature I admire in any

HAIRY woodpecker.

bird, and taken altogether, our woodpeckers are a hardy
lot. The downy and hairy {Dryobates) keep a uniform
hold on the country. Superior to mere changes in the
weather, they are, if never numerous, never absent

—

good representatives of our rather small class of resi-

dent birds. The redhead and red-belly {Melanerpes) in

some ways act much alike—^the redhead being at most
times the more numerous. Both are summer residents.
When beechnuts are plentiful both remain in consider-
able numbers throughout the winter. The kind of winter
has nothing to do with it, the supply of beechnuts alone
deciding the question. The redhead stores many nuts
in September in out-of-the-way places, an act of fore-
thought I have not observed the other perform. Then
again the red belly frequently comes to the orchard for
frozen apples, which I have never seen a redhead doing

—

perhaps at that time he falls back on the larder he stocked
early in the fall. Mr. Beal, of Washington, writing of
the red-bellied woodpecker, s,?Lys,, "It is not known to
breed north of the Carolinian fauna," and again, "Curi-
ouslyjenough, it sometimes migrates north of its breed-
ing raiige to spend the winter." As bearing on this lat-

ter statement, I may say I have noticed M. carolinus in

greater abundance during September than any other
month in the year; and in view of the fact that it is really
a Southern bird, I have for some time doubted that these
numerous September individuals came from the north
of us. Yet they have been recorded by Mr. Schoenan
as quite common in Bruce county. If they breed there
the species is not characteristic of the Carolinian fauna,
for the Bruce peninsula is certainly Alleghanian, with
a strong element of the Canadian fauna in its general
features.

Sphyrapicus, tippling at his sap wells, is a curious
though common sight. My friend Mr. Joseph Beck,
who is not only a close observer of birds in general but
is especially well qualified to speak of woodpeckers, as-
sures me he has seen this bird in midwinter. It is, how,
ever, mainly migratory, commonest in spring and fall,

SAPSUCKER,

and a rather common summer resident. In its fondness
for cambium it often removes considerable fresh bark.
I have seen several fine Norway spruce ruined in this
way. Yet it cannot live on sap alone, nor even on
carnbium. It feeds largely on insects, many of which
(chiefly Diptera) are attracted to the oozing sap, and
fall an easy prey. _ _ .^^ji;,j.Jj:Ai

Picoides articus, a rare visitant from the North, ia, in

regard to the structure of its feet, an aberrant form, ap-

parently able, however, to get along with its three toes

as well as any of its four-toed relatives. I have seen

one taken some years ago in a cedar swamp near here.

Mr. Saunders has more recently captured an example
and seen others. Its winter wanderings are no doubt
more prompted by the. state of the food supply than

they are' by the severity of the Northern climate. From
personal knowledge, I can add nothing on its habits.

The pileated has suffered more in consequence of the

advent: of civilization than any other member of the

family. Originally a common resident, his great size

and magnificent presence have brought him more diffi-

culties than his marvelously acute sense of sight and
hearing have been able to surmount. While in some of

our larger swamps he still holds royal court, his throne
is rudely shaken, his rule one of critical though "splen-

did isolation."
'

Even were he not hunted at all, it is doubtful if he
could maintain hirnself in numbers in our sadly depleted

forest. Highly specialized in the art of wood cutting

—

chiseling large and deep "mortise holes," for instance, in

a live white ash in order to secure a colony of ants—he
has proved unable to adapt himself, like the redhead, itd-

the rapidly changing conditions of the country.
The flicker is pre-eminently an ant-eater, and I think

it is less to avoid the rigor of our winters than to satisfy

an insatiable craving for formic acid which prompts
the sturdy yet' amiable yellowshaft to betake himself to

milder climes. My latest record for the species here is

Dec. 22—a bleak and bare day. Indeed, the snow and
the flickers are seldom seen together, for, although often

perching high and feeding on many wild fruits, they are,

aftc'- all, birds of the bare earth.

I transcribe the following from my "bird's calendar,'"

bearing date April 6, 1889: "Snow 6 inches deep, with
high drifts beside. All this snow fell since yesterday
noon. This morning is calm and mild, with a strong
sun shining, and no doubt the snow will rapidly pass
away, yet surely none too soon for the poor birds. Saw
flicker for first time, in maple at edge of orchard. Later
saw another on ant hill eating medium-sized ants which
have a brownish head and thorax and black abdomen.

/
,1

RED-HEADED WOODFECKER.

Think of the storm last night and the hot sun to-day.

When the ant hill is bare of snow the inmates sally out,

the hungry flicker comes and tlie great question crops

up: Which is to live? How eagerly the ants were work-
ing to clear away the accumulated debris! How prettily

th flicker's plumage shone in the light of the western
sun!"
On the approach of cold weather our resident wood-

peckers make for themselves snug retreats, in which
they not only spend the nights, but also the very stormy
days. These "winter shelters" are worthy of critical

study. They are made shallower than the nest, and are

generally closer to the ground. The first half dozen
or so which I discovered happened not only to face the

south, but were also situated on the southern edge of the

woods. Later, however, I have seen too many excep-

tions to this to allow me to generalize.

The do',vny, the hairy and the pileated are the only

species I know of as making these solitary cells. As-
suming that only one is made or used by an individual

in a season, it must restrict- his foraging ground to a
rather limited area, and a hairy woodpecker, for ex-

ainple, may not be such a winter wanderer as somehow
1 have always considered him to- be.

Most birds of the cloister lay white eggs; with the

woodpeckers this rule is invariable. The hairy is the

earliest nester, the red-bellied, perhaps, the latest. The
redhead has the greatest vertical range, sometimes nest-

ing as high as 75 feet and on the other hand, in a case I

observed myself, as low as 15 inches from the ground, In
choice of material to work in, carolinus selects the most
decayed wood; 5". varius the greenest and hardest.

Of the five nests of the pileated which I have seen in

the county, two were in beech, two in elm, and one in

white pine. The first one exathined was' in a beech tree

which stood, within 100 yards of a school house, New
Swamp College. The nest was placed at a height of 45
feet, and on May 20 contained two fresh eggs. These
measure in millimeters as follows: 36 x 24 and 35 x 25—
the gems of my small oological. collection. The secbn'd

nest found was' in an elm stub in thin woods—-the.liQle

close- to the top- and not more than 30 feet fforri'tn^

ground. When examined on May 27 it contained five

newly hatched young. The other nests proved inacces-

sible. "The prettiest woodpecker home I ever sa-w was
found by Mr. Beck and myself while pottering around a

pleasant woods near the River Thames. It belonged to
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a downy, and besides displaying the well-known neat-
ness of that artistic wood-worker, the whole interior was
lined as white as snow with Avhat we decided to be
the mycelium of the dryrot fungus. Of course, we
left undisturbed the demure little creature in her fairy
hall, leaving her still to keep watch and ward over the
crystal orbs containing the fruition of her fondest hopes.

I haA^e spoken of the harsh quality of the picine voice.
Even here there is saving grace. The hi, hi, of a first

flicker is a pleading, an inspiring, call to the lagging
spring. The soft koor-r of M. carolinus adds another
charm to even the memories of sugar making. The
minor tones of the AprO pileated are rare and sweet, the
staccato notes of the great forest ranger changing in
the spring, becoming lower, tenderer—softened and sub-
dued by love.

But music has other mediums than the voice with
which to express the emotions. This the woodpeckers
well know, and so have learned the value of instrumental
music. Given a hard, dry and splintered stub, a red-
headed woodpecker—especially in the spring of the year

—

will by a series of rapid strokes produce a rolling call,

suggesting the not unpleasant din of a snare drum. The
music depends more on the resonant quality of the
sounding board than on the expertness of the per-
former. Once in a while, by a lucky chance, an alto-
gether unusual instrument is discovered. The thought
of one of these recalls an incident of my school days.
Swamp College, long since removed, and now a

granary on a neighboring farm, was at the time I write
of a store house, where we boys intermittingly trudged
to procure some scattered grains of wisdom, mixed, I

fear, with an altogether undue amount of chaff. The
building was constructed of logs, having the top of each
gable end weather-boarded. Boys passing at safe hours
could seldom deny themselves the litxury of throwing a
stick or stone at the thin boards of the gable end. Not
to satisfy a grudge against the building or teacher was
this done, but merely to waken the echoes, asleep in the
surrounding woods. On some such occasion as this a
red-headed woodpecker, sitting disconsolate on a sodden
stub, must have heard the long drawn owl rattle, and
hearing, received an inspiration. On a day in spring
during school hours above the hum of the school room
sounded a loud tattoo. The teacher, half-frightened,
thought at the worst it was merely some new and tem-
porar}^ freak of the boys. But no; the boys, although de-
lighted at the diversion, were as much mystified as the
teacher. Then Miss W., stepping softly, went out, and
on her return (gracious young lady that she was), al-

lowed the pupils to tiptoe by twos and threes to the
open door to see the mj'stery explained.

I remember thinking the woodpecker more frightened
at his own stupendous success in making a noise than
he was at the school watching him at such close quarters.
The whole upper and vacant chamber of a school

house for a drum! Why. he simply beat the other
woodpeckers all hollow. The teacher grew to like him,
and yet, returning often, he became a nuisance. Volun-
teers readily came forward, offering to capture or kill

him b}'^ snare or sling, or the hundred and one ways
suggesting themselves to eager and active boys. Such
schemes were vetoed in turn. We bore the additional
racket, and when it finally ceased Swamp College even
grew melancholy.

I once watched a hairy woodpecker drumming on a

post to which a wire clothesline was attached. The
vibrations, running along the line, made this the most
pleasing performance I ever heard made by a wood-
pecker. I was told he returned (from a cedar swamp,
evidently his home, and a quarter of a mile away) three
or four times daily for more than a week, thus proving
himself a good judge of stringed instruments.
The most interesting tattoo I know of remains to be

told. A rather new frame house near Plover Mills some
five years ago was occupied by its owner, a young
bachelor—-that is, occupied at meal times and some even-
ings—it was, in short, his domicile. One morning he
V'as awakened by a rat, tat, tap, at the front door. On
his opening the door to receive company, his visitor,

after one good look, immediately took to the woods.
The bachelor examines the door and the sequel rapidly
develops. The demand for vengeance—the loaded shot-
gun—patient hiding—furtive peeps around corners—re-

turn of visitor—renewal of tattoo—unerring aim—loud
report—and a male yellow-bellied sapsucker lies dead
in the very heyday of his ambitious hopes.
A little later I was given a chance to examine the

handiwork of my friends, the birds, and truly I had
not a word to throw at a dog. A circle two or three

inches in width around the door knob was battered and
dinted to the depth of an inch or more. This loosened
the screws which held the door plate, and no doubt the

woodpecker at each rally raised considerable of a jingle.

Yes, and he had drummed up a mate, too, and she, to

show her appreciation of the musical abilities of the

master, had made a nest in the adjoining casing of the

door. This was the easier done, for by simply cutting
through an inch of pine a cavity was reached that had
for bottom the door sill, four feet below. It was clearly

the intention of the birds to have nested there, but, as

I have shown, love's young dream was suddenly ended,
and an incipient race of door-rapping woodpeckers was
thus prevented from disturbing the peace and quietness

of our rural homes.
In conclusion, let me add that I shall be deeply grat-

ified should anything written herein lead other observers

to take increased interest in the many curious happenings,
as yet unchronicled in the annals of the woodpecker
world. Robert Elliott.

$ . .
*

If Take inventory of the good things in this issue

of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was
*" given last week. Count on what is to come next ^

week. Was there ever in all the world a more
jj

abundant weekly store of sportsmen's readingf
|j»

The Geo. A. Boardman Natural

History Collection.

Editor forest mid Stream:
Hencefortli the unique and valuable museum collection

of the late George A. Boardman, who passed away so
recently at his quiet home in Calais, Me., will be located
and housed at Fredericton, N. B., in one of the best Gov-
ernment buildings, where it will occupy a conspicuous
place and receive the care and attention which it de-
serves. The Hon. Wm. Todd, a member of the Provincial
Government, who is a nephew of Mr. Boardman, has
charge of the removal and installation of the collection.

Indeed, he was about to .ship it when Mr. Boardman was
taken ill, but considerately postponed doing so, and con-
sequently the ingathering of this eminent naturalist re-
mained with him to the last, much to his heart's comfort
and content, for the momentary parting with it at such
a juncture would have been like speaking a final farewell
to his dearest and most intimate companions and friends.

What a happy relief it must have been to his mind to
have this collection so opportunely and desirably d sposed
of. Not less will his New Brunswick friends delight to
do him honor. My own choice would have selected
Fredericton next to Calais as his beneficiary. And
Canadians are warm hearted, honest, faithful and unpre-
tentious people, as I have always found them. Almost
every week I receive epistolary testimony from sonie of
them to this effect.

Perhaps it is better that Calais did not receive tlTe ^t.
Years ago Mr. Boardman gave me his confidence, to a
certain extent, as to the want of appreciation of his home'
people ("a prophet is not without honor except in his

own country"), the municipality declining his repea ed
overtures, first, on the plea that the city had no suitable
building for the collection, and afterward declining to
erect one. And it serves the corporation right ;o be left

out, though the body of the town's people will sympathize
with us all in the regret that the home site and the center
of his life work could not have been selected and appro-
priated for this di!;tingui.shed monument of bis labors.
It is a grand donation! It represents so much, not only
of the local fauna of that interesting region, but so much
persevering study, devotion and effort of pursuit.

I have not been able to obtain a classified memorandum
of the G. A. Boardman collection, but I have been told
by the proprietor that there w^re more than 3,000 birds
and perhaps half that number of mammals and miscel-
laneous subjects, including many marine curiosities. The
world of science cannot well spare such contributors as
George A. Boardman and George N. Lawrence; both of
them gone within a decade. Charles Hallock.

—^—
Proprieton of ihooting resorta will find it profitable to advertiw

them in FoftUT axd Stbeah.
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All communications intended for Forest and Strbau should
always be addressed to tire Forest and Stream Publishing; Co., and
not to any individual co'mected with the paper.

A Goosing Episode.
We were tied out on one of the southerly points of

Thoroughfare Island. The weather was mild, and a
gentle breeze blew from the northwest. From the duck
shooter's point of view the only good thing about the
day was that it was cloudy and overcast.
The duck shooting had been poor for a number of

days and promised to continue so until there should be
a change of weather, with a storm, high winds and lower
temperature. Still, I had gone up to Thoroughfare on
the chance of getting a few odd shots during the day

—

though nothing like a steadj' flight was expected.
In the big Sound to the westward, and in Peter's

Quarter Bay to the east, thousands of geese were resting
or feeding, and from time to time small flocks flew from
one of these bodies of water to the other, but usually
far too high for a gun to reach them. Nevertheless, be-
sides my stand of wooden duck decoys I had taken two live

goose decoys and had put them out with a half dozen
wooden goose decoys, and from some small bunches of
geese that had flowni over a little lower than the others
I had succeeded in killing two or three birds.

About the middle of the morning, a thin broken line

was seen far off to the eastward, which as we watched
it gradually developed into a bunch of six or eight

geese, headed for us and not more than one or two
gunshots high. As they approached, Charley hOnked in

good style and they at once noticed his cry, replying
and seeming a little to lower their flight. As they drew
nearer, the live decoys saw them and commenced to call

in good style, the old gander honking in trumpet
tones, while the goose clucked constantly and enticingly.

On came the wild birds, lowering their flight, stretching

out their necks, and as they drew nearer seeming eagerly

to scrutinize the decoj^s below. The wind had increased
a little, and before the birds reached us they payed off to

leeward and passed outside of the decoys, a long gunshot
off.

"Don't shoot, don't shoot," said Charley; "they are

going to swing."
The decoys kept up their calling; Honk! Ah honk, froni

the gander; Nuka! Nuka! Nuka! from the goose, and
vociferous responses came from the wild birds. Sure
enough, after they had gotten well past the decoys they

swung up into the wind at a slightly greater elevation, and
then turned and came back again, now over the marsh,
a little to the windward of the blind. Of course I did

not dare turn my head to watch them, but with all my
ears I listened to their melodious cries which drew nearer

and nearer. Again Charley called to me, saying, "Let
'em go by. They'll swing over the decoys this time."

Presently out of the corner of my left eye I discovered

the head of the flock well down below the decoys, and
saw them turn and come again with lowered flight, and
crooking necks and legs almost beginning to drop toward

the water. Truth to tell, I was so much interested in

the way the birds acted that I hardly thought much
about shooting at them, but felt a great desire to see
how near they could be brought by the talk ol the decoys,
oil which their attention was fixed. As they turned to
come up again, headed straight over the decoys, a strong
blast of the freshening wind caught them, and again they
payed off to leeward and passed outside of the decoys.
At that moment I heard in the air behind me a start-

ling rushing sound of some heavy falling body, and be-
fore I could turn my head there swept over the blind

—

within five feet of me^—and splashed into the water
immediately in front of the blind and between it and the
decoys a tremendous old gander. He had separated
himself from the flock, and had as it seemed dropped
from heaven to investigate the live decoys, toward which
with head erect he now .swam swiftly. Of course, I could
have blown his head off at any moment, but that would
have been to end the spectacle, and for this I was not
ready.

The flying geese had swung up to windward and again
turned, and now were coming back again, low over the
Avater. T should have been willing to spend the day
watching this performance, without firing a shot; but the
show was almost ended. The great gander on the water
swam rapidly toward the decoys and apparently fright-

ened them. They sprang from their stools with flapping
wings, and the gander, thinking that they were rising
in the air, himself took wing and flew d.wa.y. My atten-
tion was concentrated on the approaching flock, which,
warned by the gander's flight, turned before it again came
within shot, and flew off.

So at these .geese my gun was not discharged, but in-

deed I would rather have witnessed this sight and en-
joyed the excitement which was a part of it than to

have killed maily geese. For when a goose is dead
that is the end of him; but the memoiT of this flock

—

now approaching and again retreating, the sound of the
fall of the great gander's body through the air and the
splash with which he struck the water, and the sight of

his graceful form and proud and alert head and neck
almost within reach of my arm—this memory will re-

main with me for many years. G,

Adirondack Guides' Association.
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Jan. 2.3.—What was unquestion-

ably the most representative and enthusiastic gathering of

Adirondack woodsmen that ever took place was the eighth

annual meeting and banquet of the Adirondack Guides'

Association last evening. The large town hall was very
nearly filled with guides, woodsmen and residents with
their wives, and in addition a large number of city

visitors, sportsmen and health seekers, who are winter-
ing at the Adirondack metropolis. Upon the platform

were a number of prominent northern New York lawyers,

as well as ministers, editors, doctors, business men and
guides.

.

E. E. Sumner, president"of the Association, introduced
Dr. Frank E. Kendall, the honorary president and one
of the trustees of the new New York State Hospital for

Tuberculosis, about to be erected in the Adirondacks, who
came up from Albany yesterday to attend this meeting.

Dr. Kendall made an interesting address, which was
listened to attentively and loudly applauded. He said

in part : "In early days, as we speak now. the Adiron-
dacks were visited by a, class of people who loved the

woods, who came here on pleasure bent, solely to hunt
and fish. One of the first arrangements to be made was to

find an able-bodied man, who knew the waterways and
was well acquainted with the trails through the forest. A
man who could make out a bill of supplies, cook and wash,
set up open camp and take care of one for two or three

months, winter or summer; a man fearless, but discreet,

with a steady hand and a stout heart, whose very presence

gave one an unexplainable confidence that all would be well.

Such a man was then and is now known as a guide. The
sportsmen learned to admire and trust these men, because

they lived with and depended upon them, and in many
instances the same guides were employed by the same
parties for years. At that time our shores were dotted

with tents and bark cabins ; hotels were hard to find. As
the old tally ho over the long and rough plank road was
succeeded by the passenger car, our visitors steadily in-

creased. With the sportsmen came the invalid. Different

accommodations were necessary. As a consequence the

hotels increased in numbers, the old camp sites were for-

saken, until now the most modern hotels are 011 every

shore. With the increased facilities for entertainment,

but few went into open camp, while many sought the

hotels. To row from one hotel to another in the day time all

that was needed was a boat. As a result, a man with a boat,

even though he did not know north from south, and could

not find a hotel if there was a fog, established himself at

one of the hotels and announced himself as a guide. This
apology for a guide soon became numerous, and to an
extent was encouraged by a few hotel men. To protect

the sportsmen and the public traveling by water from such

a useless and dangerous impostor, the Guides' Associa-

tion was formed and organized in 1891 and incorporated

in 1897. As a result of the patience and perseverance of

its members, backed up with support and encouragement
of its associate members, the organization now numbers in

total 238, and is in a good, healthy condition.

"Individually the men making up the organization are

to be commended for their woodcraft and physical ability,

and particularly noticeable is their high sense of honor.
Ladies have no hesitancy about coming into our country
and going into open camp for weeks and months. Men
have often placed their families in the hands of the guides
for safe keeping and returned to their place of business.

Never in the history of the Adirondacks have their con-
fidence and trust been betrayed—a wonderful thing, not
known of any other class of men.

"I feel distinguished and proud to be one of your num-
ber. To me this one quality is to be boa.sted of and char-

acterizes you as strong minded men. From the Associa-
tion as a body a wholesome influence for good is mani-
fest indirectly if not directly. Whenever a body of men
band themselves together with a desire to do themselves
good and to benefit others, the community at large soon
sees the result of their work. Commercially you have
materially benefited the tradesman and hotel keeper.

Many of our campers and annual visitors first learned of
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ottier hand, we know that it is commonly found during

the summer in the northern Rocky Mountains, and I

have seen the birds, evidently mated, in the Sierra

Nevadas, in June. There, Mr. Ridgway tells me that it

breeds as far south, at least, as Calaveras county, Cali--

fornia.

All through the summer months in northwestern Mon-
tana harlequins may be seen spending their time, in

small numbers, on lakes, often in the high mountains,
where the milky waters from the glaciers form curi-

ous little mountain tarns at the edge of the timber line.

Its nest has not been found in this country, and only

twice in Europe: once by Mr. Shepherd, who states that

he found it breeding in Iceland "in holes in the trees,"

while the Messrs. Picrson state that they found them
also in Iceland in holes in the banks. It is altogether

great scale. It was not especially sought for as a table

bird, and no satisfactory reason has as yet been ad-

vanced for its disappearance. The number of specimens

of the bird now existing is very small, probably not more
than sixty in all, of which about two-thirds are in this

country. A very beautiful group of Labrador ducks is

to be seen in the American Museum of Natural History,

in New York, where five specimens have been hand-
somely mounted in their natural surroundings.

StcIIer's Duck. ,

Eniconetta stelleri (Pall.).

In the adult male, most of the head and upper portion

of neck are satiny white; the space between base of bill

and eye and the tuft running across the back of the

head, dark olive-green. The space about the eye, chin

and throat, and band about the lower neck, the middle
of the back, the long, shoulder feathers, tertiaries and

STELLER S DUCK.

the charms of our country through the Association's ex-

hibit at the Sportsmen's Show in New York. The Asso-

ciation has given up its time and money to make these ex-

hibits until this year. The business men and hotel rnen

in our town and adjoining ones, realizing and appreciat-

ing the direct benefit to them from these exhibits, this

year have contributed the necessary funds to send down a

first class exhibit. They have felt your touch and re-

sponded with a hearty hand-shake.

"You are now stepping over the threshold into a new
year. Time has come for you to put on the harness, get

to work and pull together. Petty jealousies must be

trampled under your feet. Work to uphold and make
prominent the two great fimdamental principles under-

lying your Association. First, to secure to the public

competent and trustworthy guides; second, to aid in the

enforcement of the forest and game laws of the State.

Upon this last clause particularly depends your continued

success. You are now at your zenith. The position you

have taken and the small amount of work you have done

in aiding to protect the forests and game has been widely

discussed."
Hon. Verplanck Colvin, of Albany, who had hoped to

be present, and also Hon. Frederick D. Kilburn, State

Superintendent of Banking, sent lengthy letters to the

Association, which were read by Seaver A. Miller^ and

received hearty applause. Mr. Colvin wrote: "Who
shall be the custodians, who shall protect the woods, the

waters and the game? In my opinion, the guides, hunters

and woodsmen of the Adironracks should be game pro-

tectors and forest wardens. Let each guide, hunter or

woodsman who desires to be a State game protector or

forest warden get a petition signed by resident land

owners and reputable citizens that he has been a guide or

forester resident in that coimty for the past ten years;

that he is familiar with the woods and waters, with the

streams and trails, and has an especially good knowledge

of the fish and game, and will protect them, and that

he knows the lines separating State and private lands, can

travel the woods without trails, and will fearlessly protect

the forests. Let the Board of Supervisors of the counties

be empowered to receive and consider petitions and

authorized to make and file in the office of the coimty clerk

of the county a list of names approved by them as com-

petent and reliable guides and foresters, by a certificate

attached to the papers of those whom they approve as

especially competent for such work, such list to be certi-

fied annually by the president of the Board of Super-

visors as the eligible list from which appointments of game
and forest wardens can be made. From these lists the

State authorities could then each year select such men as

should be needed in the forest wardens, retaining those

found faithful and discharging those found negligent.

These men should be permitted to pursue their ordinary

avocations as guides or woodsmen, which would give

them better opportunity to watch and guard the forests

than if their movements were those of hated spies lurking

in the forests. Better one hundred guides and foresters

earning their own living with a bonus of $ioo each, equal

to $10,000 per annum, than twenty spies at $500 each per

year, equal to $10,000 per annum.
"As a precaution against accident, the green garb of the

ancient backwoodsman might well be copied by guides,

tourists and travelers. A bright green hunting suit

harmonizes with the forest and is unlike the color of bear

or deer, beast or bird. Cloth of light sky blue color has

the color of river and lake, and is unlike that of any ani-

mal, but is that of the plumage of some birds. Black

and reddish brown and gray are particularly dangerous, as

a person thus clothed might be mistaken for deer or bear."

At the business meeting Dr. Frank E. Kendall was re-

elected Honorary President; Edwin E. Sumner, Presi-

dent ; Warren J. Slater, Secretary, and Oatman A. Covill,

Treasurer.
The meeting then adjourned until the third week in

January, igo2, after passing a number of resolutions

recom.mending to the Legislature changes in the fish and
game laws. Seaver A. Miller.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them*—XXL
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

{Continued from page 6T.]

Harlequin Duck.

Histrtonicus histrionicus (Linn.).

The general color of the male harlequin is leaden-

blue, marked with black, white and chestnut, as follows:

Space between base of bill and eye, with a strip ex-

tending along the crown, a round spot near the ear, a
narrow strip extending from below the ear a short dis-

tance down the upper neck, a narrow collar around the

lower neck, a bar across the side of breast, in front of

the bend of the wing, a part of the scapulars and ter-

tiary feathers, tips of some of the greater wing-coverts,

a spot on the lesser wing-coverts and a round spot on
either side, just before the tail, white. The collar about

the neck, the bar on the side of the breast, bordered with

black. A strip from the forehead to the back of the

neck, black, bordered with rufous. The rest of the head
and neck is dark lead color, sometimes almost blackish,

and with glossy reflections. The rump, upper and under
tail-coverts are black; quills of the wing and tail, dusky;

sides and flanks, bright tan, inchning to reddish. The
bill and feet are bluish-gray; length about seventeen

inches.

The adult female has the space between the eyes and
bill and a spot behind the ear, white; the rest of the

head and neck are dark brown, darkest on top; wings
and tail blackish; the other parts reddish-brown, except

the belly, which is white.

The harlequin duck is one of the most striking and
beautiful oi our ducks. It is one of our most northern

species and not very much is known about it. On the

Atlantic coa.st it is seldom found south of Maine. It is

a bird of the Old World as well as the New, and, in fact,

is found over the northern portions of both hemispheres.

British crnitholo.aists. however, have declared that it

is only a straggler on that continent, except that it

pQ^tjrs regularly in Xcelanci Ea?*?^ Am- Qo the

HARLEQUIN DUCK.

probable that in the northern Rocky and Sierra Nevada
Mountains the harlequins breed in trees, while in Alaska
they very likely breed in holes. In the summer of 1899
harlequins were seen abundantly on the salt water in

Alaska, but all those taken were males. They were very
common in Prince William Sound and at many points
in the Bering Sea. An interesting account is given in

the Zoologist for 1850 on the breeding in confinement of

a pair of this species in Melbourne Gardens, Derbyshire.
Eight eggs were laid, which were hatched about the
middle of June, and several of the young ducks reached
maturity. Some of the names given for this duck by
Mr. Gurdon Trumbull are painted duck, mountain duck,
rock duck, lord for the male and lady for the female, and
squealer.

Labrador Dock,

Camptolaimus labradorms (Gmel.).

In the adult male the head, upper neck, Upper breast
and wing, except the long quill feathers, are white. A
strip on the crown, running down over the back of the
head, a collar about the neck, the back, rump, quills of
wing and tail and entire under parts, black. The cheeks
are sometimes tinged with yellowish. The long scapulars
are pearly-gray and the tertiaries have black margins.
The bill is black, with some orange at the base and along
the edges; the feet are grayish-blue. The bill is some-
what expanded near the tip.

The female has the plumage of a general brownish-
gray tint. The tertiaries are ashj'--gray, edged with black,

LABRADOR DUCK.

and the secondaries, white, forming a distinct wing patch.

The bird is about twenty inches in length.

The Labrador duck, or, as it is sometimes called, the
pied duck, is one of our North American birds which
has already become extinct, and this only within com-
paratively few years. It was a bird of the seacoast and
was formerly not uncommon along the Atlantic, as far

south as New Jersey, yet it seems never to have been
very abundant. Giraud, who wrote in 1843, said of it:

"This species is called by our gunners 'skunk duck,' so
named from the similarity of its markings to that animal.
With us it is rather rare, chiefly inhabiting the western
side of the continent. In New Jersey it is called 'sand-
shoal duck.' It subsists on small shell and other fish,

which it procures by diving. Its flesh is not considered
a delicacy. A few are seen in our market every season."

In the j'ears 1871, '72 and '73 specimens were occa-
sionally exposed for sale in the New York markets, but
even at that time the bird had become so rare that orni-
thologists were on the watch for it, and as soon as a
specimen was exposed for sale it was bought up. '

The pied duck was a strong flyer and apparently well
able to take care of itself, and its practical extinction

togk pl??e bsfor? gtinning was practt?€<3 on any very

secondaries, glossy blue-black- The rump, upper tail-

coverts and tail, somewhat duller black. The scapulars
are streaked lengthwise with white, while the tertiaries

have the inner webs of the feathers fully white, and the
secondaries are tipped with white. The wing-coverts,
some of the scapulars and the sides of the back are
white. The quills of the wing are dull black, while the
lower parts are rusty-reddish, darkest in the middle of

the belly and fading on the sides and breast to buflf.

The dusky of the belly darkens toward the tail, until it

becomes dull black. There is a spot of blue-black on
the sides below the bend of the wing. The bill and feet

are grayish-blue.
The adult Female is generally reddish-brown, speckled

with dusky or black. There are two narrow bars across
the wing, formed by the tips of the greater coverts and
of the secondaries. The speculum is brownish; under
parts light brown, spotted with brownish-black; the back
sooty-brown.
This very handsome duck is found in America only

on the coasts of Alaska. It frequents the coast of

,\sia, however, and has been taken in Russia, Sweden,
Denmark and Britain. It appears, however, to be only
a straggler in western Europe. It is distinctly an Arc-
tic bird and more numerous in Alaska that at any other
place. The nest is built on the ground, among the grass,
and is well concealed. It is said to breed on St. Law-
rence Island.

The species is one that can interest only Alaskan
sportsmen, but it is an exceedingly beautiful bird.

In the Indian Tertitory,

Pryor Creek, I. T.—This country, where I am now
located, is certainly one of the greatest on earth, taken
from almost any point of view. Its producing qualities
are second to none. Everything grows and flourishes
here, particularly grain of all kinds. The next few years
will see a wonderful change ; sooner or later this land will
come on the market, and when it does it will be snapped
up. Even now there are parties who are only waiting
for the time to come.
What interests me is the game that is here. We have

everything but the ruffed grouse—deer, wild turkey,
quail, geese, ducks, woodcock and snipe by. the thou-
sands. All kinds of plover, and snakes, too.

In Cleveland, O.. I am having mounted what is proba-
bly one of the largest diamond-back rattlesnakes ever
captured or killed. It is over 7 feet long and it is about
10 inches around. It has fourteen rattles on it. I pur-
chased it from an Indian, and I must confess I would
much rather meet it as I did (with the Indian) than when
it was roaming over the hills of the Cherokee Nation.
This is the country par excellence for dogs to develop

in. Quail are here by the thousands, and a find of thirty
of forty coveys is not an unusual one.
Our hvinting is done from a buffgy, and just now we

find the birds in the sumach bushes. I have at last seen
a dog do what I have often heard they would do but never
before saw them do, viz., find a covey of quail and if the
shooter did not get to him he would leave them and come
to the shooter and by his actions let him know he had
found the birds and take him back to them. I saw him.
do the trick twice one day, and he raised himself a good
deal in my estimation. Now I am prepared to believe
a well-bred setter can do most anything but talk.

R^B, Morgan.

Protection of Gtillr*

Port Richmond, Jan. 28.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Your editorial item regarding the lack of protection to
gulls prompted me to draft a bill intended to put them
specifically in the class of birds protected through all

seasons and to take them specifically out of the class
unprotected during certain seasons as web-footed wild
fowl. It is a coincidence that our Assemblyman, Hon.
Calvin D. Van Name, spoke to me regarding these
graceful and beautiful birds of our harbor, on the day
of your last issue, and said he had it in mind to speak-
to me regarding the question of their protection. It is

gratifying to have this unsolicited assurance of aid from
such a quarter. I mailed the proposed act to-day, and
unless gon,i? better 5ybsti.t1.tte is found, it should become
law, EeWAR© Sidney Rawson,
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Massachusetts Game,
From the CotnmissionY Report.

Importance of Preserving Game.—The retention witliin

the boundaries of this State of a supply of game to assure,
beyond question, the continuance of species that cannot
,be replaced if once exterminated, and the maintenance of
a sufficient abundance of various kinds to serve as an in-

ducement to the public to seek healthful recreation in

hunting, are objects which necessarily engage the atten-
ti<>n of this Commission to a large degree, and are w^orthy
the consideration of every public-spirited citizen. What
the privilege of hunting means to many of our citizens
whose business confines them to workshops, manufac-
tories and counting rooms, cannot be expressed in words
or figures. The desire to hunt is almost universal, and
probably no other form of recreation is so healthful or so
helpful to jaded nerves. Some have the time and means
to visit other sections to enjoy the privilege of hunting,
but a larger number cannot afford this, even though they
may most need the relaxation from their ordinary duties
which it brings. It is, therefore, manifestly to the ad-
vantage of the general public, and consequently beneficial
to the Commonwealth, thaL every reasonable measure
should be taken, either by propagation or necessary re-
striction, to promote an increase of game within our
borders and thus to eliminate all fears regarding the
probable extermination of certain of our most important
game species. That this involves self-denial on the part
of many, if not all, goes without saying; and that it places
restraints upon those who have little consideration itn'
the future or the needs of others, is equally appareiit.
There is, howeA'er, no other way to attain desired ;^nds, ;

This is so evident that it is believed the harmony of Seel-
ing and action that characterized the movement on the"
part of sportsmen in the early months of the yeatr-to:
secure satisfactory legislation will continue, and that ttie

same spirit that then prevailed will- govern future efiforts.

Effect of New Law.—Although it is yet early to expect a
marked change in conditions as a result of. the enactment
of recent laws for the protection of game, nevertheless
reports from various sections of the State indicate that
there has been material improvement in many localities, so
far as the_ partridge, quail and woodcock are concerned.
The quail is reported as more than usually abundant in all

sections of the State where it ordinarily occurs ; and those
familiar with its haunts and habits predict a large in-
crease of the species next year, if the climatic conditions
are not too severe during the winter. The effect of the
vigorous enforcement of the new law (Chapter 379, Acts
of 1900) for the protection of partridge and woodcock, and
the prohibition of their sale, is indicated in letters from
deputies which report largely increased numbers in local
covers.

Deer.—Deer are reported more or less common in nearly
all sections of the State, and in some localities are reason-
ably abundant, as manjr as ten or a dozen having been seen
in some places. There seems to be a general disposition
to refram from killing them; only a few complaints of
such violation of law have been received, and two con-
victions were obtained. But deer are often seriously
harassed by hounds, and doubtless fatal results may some-
times follow, of which no information that can be used
in the courts is obtainable.

Pheasants.—Pheasants have been seen in greater or less
numbers in and near those localities where they have
been distributed, and there are many evidences that they
are doing well under natural conditions.

Pinnated Grouse.—Deputy John E. Howland is of the
opmion that the pmnated grouse, on Martha's Vineyard is
'soon destined to become extinct, unless something' is
done for it at once"; and he recommends that the fine
for killmg It "be fifty or even one hundred dollars."

Breeding Game Birds and Animals.

\Vinchester.—The work at the State experiment station
at Wmchester, for breeding birds and animals, has been
successfully carried on during the past season, and much
has also been done toward increasing facilities for the
next season.
The Belgian Hare.—From experiments made at this

station for two years with the Belgian hare (Lepus cunic-
mus). It seems desirable to stock the woods of the State
with :t as a game animal. In furtherance of this idea Mr
Brackett donated to the State his entire stock of hare's for
breedmg purposes.

Pheasants.—The breeding and rearing of Mongolian
pheasants at Wmchester has been carried on as usual but
on a somewhat larger scale than heretofore, while the
plant for this work has been improved in various waysA large number of eggs were obtained and placed in in-
cubation, either under hens or in incubators. Under ordi-
nary conditions the result should have proved most satis-
factory. But, while a greater number of chicks were
hatched and reared than in previous years, the complete
success of the work was seriously if not disastrously
handicapped by the active operation of a near-by stone
quarry, the explosions of which had an effect on the eggs
undergoing incubation similar to that resulting from
heavy thunder, the latter being well known to poultry
breeders.

The Ruffed Grouse.—Experiments were made during
the past season in artificially rearing the partridge (Bonasn
umbellus). A few eggs were obtained. Part of them
were placed under a hen and the remainder in an incu-
bator. Both lots hatched fairly well, producing strong,
healthy chicks. There was every indication of success
until they were about four weeks old. They had in the
meantime been fed on maggots and green food (lettuce
and young clover). The attempt to change their food
by adding grain proved disastrous and caused their death.
There is no danger in gradually changing the food of
young pheasants to grain when they are three or four
weeks old, and it was assumed that the same course could
be pursued with the young partridge. The result in this
case led to the conclusion that further efforts might be
attended with better success.

The experiments with these birds, together with careful
post-mortem dissection and examination, led to finding a
food which may be more successfully used. Its discovery
occurred too late to be of use with the young grouse, but
it was fed to very young pheasants with excellent results.

If its use doe? ndttiing more than to dieck the mortality

so prevalent among pheasants during the first three weeks
of their existence, and promotes their early growth, it may
be considered an important outcome of the partridge-
rearing experiment.

Cats.—The State aviary and rabbitry covers about one
and one-half acres of land, inclosed by a wire fence 6 feet

high; 2 feet on the lower part is of i-inch mesh (set 8
inhes underground) and the upper part is 2-inch mesh.
This successfully barred out all destructive vermin ex-
cept cats, which found no difficulty in climbing the sides

of the posts and getting into the inclosure. Consitlera-
tion for the health and hardiness of the young pheasants
and rabbits makes it necessary, during the first four
months after birth, and as much longer as possible, that

they should have the freedom of the yard. In endeavor-
ing, however, to carry out this plan, the cats, whose depre-
dations were committed at night, succeeded in destroying
a large number of the yonug stock, to that extent render-
ing abortive the work of the State. During the past four
years 137 cats were killed in and around the inclosure..

Notwithstanding this slaughter, their numbers did not
seem to materially decrease. It therefore became a ques-
tion ol^j^het- abandoning the work at this place or de-
vising Mome' means of protection. Accordingly, last April
an uistilated telegraph wire was stretched around the en-
tire inclosiTre, about an inch above the wire fence. To
this was attached, a battery of twelve Excelsior cells, ar-

ranged in- multiples of four, thus giving a strength suffi-

cient to instantly kill gray, squirrels attempting to cross
the wife. ; During the five ; months -it was run not a cat

entered the yard,

The yard was wired for cats, but this did- not suffice to

keep oiit thieving bipeds, who in July cut the wire fence
and stole some of our best breeding stock. Had such a

thing been anticipated, it would have been easy to so
wire the fence that the marauders would have paid a
higher price for Belgian hares than is now asked for im-
ported stock. In the vicinity of the water works a small
motor and d3'namo could be used to advantage. With a
40-foot pressure, a stream about the size used for a lawn
sprinkler would be sufficient for from 75 to 100 volts, a

current that neither catsi nor thieves would care to en-
counter more than once.

Sutton.—The experiment of breeding and rearing the
Mongolian pheasant on the State land, at the Sutton fish

hatchery, was attempted this year on a scale sufficiently

large to demonstrate the feasibility of successfully carry-
ing on this work at that station. Mr. Arthur Merrill, the
superintendent of the station, had succeeded in 1899 in

hatching out a few pheasant eggs and raising a fair per-

centage of the chicks to maturity. Thus, in the spring

of igoo he had seven female and three male pheasants.
From these he obtained about 200 eggs, which were in-

cubated by bantam hens. More than a hundred chicks

were hatched, and the loss in rearing was small, having
in mind the well-known tendency of the pheasant to die

during the first few weeks after birth. About eighty of
ihe birds of this year's brood have attained an .age when
the chance of life presumably is at its maximum, and they
may be deemed free in large part from dangers which be-
set this species in its younger stages.

Law Enforcement.—A most earnest and strenuous
effort has been made by the Commision to enforce the fish

and game laws with such resources as were available.

These consisted, first, of unpaid deputies, persons whose
interest in the protection of fish and game was sufficient

to prompt them to devote more or less of their time to

the enforcement of law, to giving warnings, etc., and in

a large majority of cases without receiving a cent for

their efforts, since the State pays them nothing if they
secure no convictions. Second, special paid deputies were
employed, whose terms of service varied in length accord-
ing to circumstances, and whose rate of pay was regulated

by the financial resources of the Commission and by other

conditions that often enabled the procurement of service

for a small remuneration from the State. There were
eighty-four unpaid wardens and twenty-six paid wardens.
More than 200 arrests were made during the period

covered by this report, and the penalties imposed by the

courts for violations of fish and game laws exceeded
$2,100,

The importance of continuing the work thus begun will

doubtless be apparent to all who have an interest in the

protection of fish and game. If, however, it is to be prose-

cuted on a scale commensurate with the importance of

the object sought, it is evident that suitable provision

must be made by the Legislature. Whether an appropria-

tion is made fully adequate to meet the requirements of

the public demand, is a matter that must largely rest with

the people. For, while the Commission is fully in

accord with anything that may be required or may be

done along this line, and will cheerfully accept any action

that may enlarge the possibilities of enforcement of law,

and while.it has every reason to feel satisfied with what
has been accomplished during recent months, the fact is

recognized that the demand for expansion, if there is any,

should cojne from the, citizens who appreciate what it may
mean to the Commonwealth to have fish and game laws

well enforced in the. future. ,

"High.'* Game.
Tlie eating of "high" game is undoubtedly attended with risk,

and tlje poisonous effects are probably due to the toxins produced
in the earlier stages of the putrefactive process. The advantage, of

course, of hanging game is that the flesh becomes tender and de-

cidedly more digestible than when it is quite fresh. The ripening

process, however, may mean- the elaboration of the toxins. It has

been stated that,, the production of the characteristic flavors of

game is related dfirectly to the amount of sulphurated hydrogen or

sulphur-alcohol set free, but it is rather repulsive to think that

the delicate flavor of game is dependent upon that invariable

product of decomposition of rotten eggs—sulphureted hydrogen.
The smell evolved during cooking of 'high" game is even more
disgusting. Fresh game sometimes sets up mysterious, poisonous

. symptoms, whiqh have been attributed to the fact of the game
having been over^hunted and fatigued. Fatigue products, indeed,

have been separated from over-hunted game, which when injected

into a healthy animal have produced marked poisonous effects.

There is no douht that fatigue products under certain circum-

stances are also diaborated in the human body, and give ris^ to a

species of self-poisoning characteristic symptoms of which are

headache, stupor and gastric and intestinal pains. The flesh of

over rotten cattle may prove poisonous from the same cause.

This curious fot^tion of poisonous products in the flesh of ani-

mals through a slate of terror or exhaustion is a question welJ

worth considering in relation to the wholesomeness of animal

foods, and emphasizes the importance of slaying animals intended
for food in the most humane way.—London Lancet.

Talks to Boys.—X.
After you have begun regularly to go shooting, you

will, of course, travel considerable distances, and will

have more or less to do with the property of other people.
You will, Qf_,course, consider the rights of these people,
and will keep always in mind the fact that you must so
conduct yourself as never to be in any respect a cause
of annoyance or expense to them. You will travel over
the lands of many people, climb their fences, pass near
their houses and see their live stock. It is hardly necessary
to warn you that you must never shoot toward a house,
toward people working in the fields, nor toward live

stock that may be on the ground over which you are
shooting. You must watch your dog carefully and never
permit him to chase chickens or ducks or sheep or cows.
It is well, also, for you to refrain from shooting when
fowls or domestic animals are near to you. If you should
do this, and by an unlucky chance should frighten the
animals, and the landowner should see them run, he
might very well think you were one of the careless or
rowdy class who have no respect for the rights of other
people; and if he thinks this, he may perhaps fly into a

passion and abuse you, or order you off his land. It

may well be that at some time he has had an experience
with roughs carrying shotguns, who have killed his

chickens, or amused themselves by shooting at his cows,
and if anything of this kind has ever happened to him
you may feel s-ure that he entertains a strong prejudice
against anyone whom he sees on his land, carrying a

gun.
_
If you should enter a field where people are work-

ing, it will be well for you to go up to them and ask if

there is any objection to your shooting on the place.

Usually you will find that such a course will make
them friendly, and the pepole will talk to you in an in-

terested fashion, and will meet you in the same spirit

that you show. You should try always to cultivate
friendly relations with the people over whose land you
shoot, and you will find that if you do this you will have
your reward in the kindly feeling of helpfulness which
they will manifest toward you.
As you travel over the country, when you have occa-

sion to go through a pair of bars to enter a field, do not
let your hurry or your excitement cause you to neglect
to put up the bars again just as you found them. It

may be that there are cows or horses in the field, which
might get out through your neglect and make great
trouble for their owner and his neighbors. If, in crossing
a fence, you knock oft' a short rail, or if an old rail breaks
beneath your foot, you should stop and mend the fence
as best you can. putting up the rails, and generally re-

pairing the damage as well as possible, so as to leave
things as they were. In the same way, if in crossing
one of the tottering stone walls, so common in New
England and the Middle States, you knock down a
number of the stones so as to leave a gap in the wall,
you should take time and pains to lay the stones up
again, so as to leave the wall as nearly as possible just
as it was when you disturbed it.

If, after such a mischance, you should happen to meet
the owner of the land, by all means tell what you have
done and explain that you endeavored to repair the
damage, and that you left things nearly as they were.
You will find that, usually, he will say that it made no
difference, that the fence was pretty rickety anyhow, or
that the old wall needed repair long ago. Ninety-nine
men out of a hundred will appreciate your frankness, and
will feel pleasantly toward you, while, if they discovered
for themselves the mischief done, they would recall the
fact that you had not spoken of it, and would blame you
all the more for your silence. A frank apologetic course
is the one you ought to pursue; it is due the landowner
and is the least reparation that you can decently make
for any injury that you may have done. But besides
this, such a course tends to make you well thought of by
the owner of the land you are traversing; he will like

you for your honesty and your courage, and still more
for the fact that you respect him and his rights. The
result of such a course of action will be that these men
will be glad to have you shoot over their land, will take
an interest in what you are doing, will welcome you to
their houses if you have occasion to stop there, and will

often tell you where certain broods of birds are to

be found, giving you information which may greatly
help you.

Years ago I used to shoot with an old friend, long
dead, of whom it was said that even the most cantanker-
ous farmers in the district permitted him to shoot over
their land. He was a charming man, but I never knew
why he was so favored until on one occasion when he
and I were shooting together we were approached by
an indignant person who ran toward us, shouting
violent threats and orders for us to get off his land.

So soon as he had come near enough to recognize my
companion his manner entirely changed, and he came
up to him, shook hands and explained that he had
thought it was some one else; adding, "For you know
you are the only man that gets to shoot on this farm."

.Later, my friend explained to me the principle on which
}ie went in dealing with men who were unwilling to

permit shooting on their land. He told me, substantially,

what I have told you in the preceding paragraphs, ex-

plaining that he was careful always when it was practi-

cable to ask permission to shoot, and careful also to

repair so far as possible any damage that he might do
on the land, and if he could not himself repair it satis-

factorily, to go out of his way to explain the matter to

the landowner, and even to offer to pay for the harm
that he had done. He had thus made firm friends of a

number of men commonly reputed to be extremely cross-

grained and disagreeable, and who allowed no one except

him and his companions to shoot on their land. In
other words, he had access to a number of farms which
were strictly preserved for his benefit, and one result of

this was that he and I, when we went together, almost

always made a fair bag of birds, and sometimes an un-

usually good one.

I recall one old farmer of that section who had the

reputation^of being particularly disagreeable and penuri-

ous, but who always insisted on our stopping ©ver night

at his house, and would never take a cent of pay for our

board and lodging and the keep of the horses. In the

morning this tnan would always take almost an hour from
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his -work and go out with us, either dowft into -the aldei

run below the HBuse, or up on the rocky hillside above

it, or else up the road to a rye stubble near the swamp,
in order to point out the places where he had recently

started woodcoclc or Vuffed grouse or a bevy of quail.

T had never seen a man more interested or enthusiastic

about the working of the dogs, nor more delighted to

see a good shot made than this hard-handed old farmer

who apparently did not know the stock of a gun from

its muzzle, and who certainly felt no interest in sport or

shooting; and this change in his ordinary way of think-

ing and mode of life had been brought about by nothing

else than the kindly and sympathetic manners and mbde
of thought of my dear old shooting partner.

In all that I have said to you about this subject, you
will see that there is nothing very original; I, am only

asking you to apply to your shooting excursion tile same
rules that you have been taught to apply to the other

affairs of life. It is true that when a man or a boy puts

on his shooting clothes and takes his gun and goes off

into the fields or woods for a day or a week's shooting he

feels that he is for the time far more free and inde-

pendent than he ever feels when he is at home living his

usual life. Bnt this freedom, and independence, while

very delightful, does net justify him in forgetting the

things which are due to himself and to the pepople whom
he may meet on his outing, and as I have more than once
said already the man must carry into the field the same
manners that he practices iti ordinary every day life.

The man whose breeding and whose bringing up are

good will always remember to respect himself, and self-

respect always carries with it a respect for the rights of

others. Remembering this, your outings are likely to

be marked by lew disagreeable occurrences.

W; G, De Geoot.

The Megantic Dinner*
Boston, Jan. 28.—The fourteenth annual dinner of the

Megantie Fish and Game Corporation was held at

Hotel Brunswick, Saturday evening: The full metnber-
ship of the Association, 150 members, was well fepre^

sented, with a number of distinguished invited gUests.

Among those present were President A. W. Gleasoll,

New York; Vice-Presidents C. A. Barney, W. G. Ken-
dall; Secretary and Treasurer L. Dana Chapman; invited

guests, Lieut.-Gov, Bates; Lieut.-Gov. Woodruff, New
York; Speaker Myets, Massachusetts House of Repre-
sentatives; J. W. Collins, Chairman of the Massachuitts
Fish and Game Commission; J. Russell Reed. President
Massachusetts Fish and Game Association; O. Upham,
President Canadian Club; Fr. Clccjuctte, Curate of the

Megantic Parish Church; Dana J. Flanders, Jacob Pett-

ier, Myron W. Whitney, Alexander Pope, Dr. Heber
Bishop and Dr. George McAleer. Henry O. Stanley,

Fish Commissioner of Maine, was in town and expected
to attend, but was prevented by an attack of the grip.

The decorations of the banquet hall were beaittiful, and
most appropriate, consisting of fly rods, canoes, paddies
and all manner of fishing and hunting paraphernalia, as

well as mounted birds and animals and other trophies

of the hunt. Some of the scenes and incidents of the

evening were laughable, and some even dramatic, from
the releasing of a counterfeited live skunk from a pie and
on to and under the tables, to the toast "To the memory
of the good and dead Queen," proposed, and then drunk
in silence; all the gathering standing. President Gleason
presented the condition of the Association as a most
prosperous one, with a full membership and $1,500 in

the treasury. He might also have added that the Asso-
ciation is one of the most influential in the country, not
only on account of the prominent membership it em-
braces, but for the firm stand it takes concerning every-

thing for the best interests of fish and game protection

and propagation.
Lieut.-Governor Bates was most happy in his-speech.

He declared that all the world is now engaged in hunting
—Vice-President-elect Roosevelt hunting lions in the

Rockies; Mrs. Nation hunting ardent spirits in Kansas;
a comnrittee hunting vice in New York, the whole de-

tective force of the country hunting after a mysterious
fowl know as Pat Crowe. Lieut.-Governor Timothy
Woodruff, of New York, received a most hearty ovation.

Among those present were: Christian P, Andersen,
Edmund E. Hills, Channing H. Fairbanks, S. F. Barney,
George J. Raymond, H. W. Robinson, Arthur W. Robin-
son, John B. Seward, Myron W. Whitney, Henry H.
Kimball, Fred R. Comee, Francis A. Nichols, G. H.
Gray, Edwin Howland, F. F. Preble, J. W. Rockwell,
Oliver Whyte, Fred C. Henderson, Francis R. Hender-
son, Frank E. Johnson, I. G. Marston, W. P. Stevens,

Morton G. Baldwin, C. L. 'Howes, H. L. Rice, A. F.

Scheubelbergh, F. B. Rice, Charles A. Price, Frank N.
Gagnon, Charles E. Dresser, F. H. Johnson, J.

Burns. S. M. Johnson, George P. Johnson, C. R.

Drew, Paul M. Richards, Sumner Y. Pierce, Ed-
ward P. Elliott, D. C. Pierce, William F. Pinkham,
George H. Payne, Lester M. Bartlett, Jewell Boyd, W.
B. PhiUips, H. W. Sanborn, Guy C. Emerson, E. R.

Kidder, C. H. Traiser, George M. Kirkner, New York;
Joseph W. Collins, Gilbert Hodges, Medford; Dana J.

Flanders, Maiden ; Howard Marston, W. S. Leavitt, For-

rest S. Smitth, O. F. Conley, Parry C. Wiggin, William

R. Albertson, John N. Akarman, J. T. Benson, W. E.

Hapgood, Dr. George McAleer, William T. Farley,

Dwight M. Clapp, Charles F. Randall, Henry I. Harri-

man, Dr. Charles W. McCormack, William A. Macleod,

Arthur Black, Dr. Albert H. Tuttle, Dr. Willis M. Town-
send, Ivers W. Adams, W. A. Love, W. E. Johnson, Dr.

H H. Hartung, A. L. Comstock, Alexander Pope, E.

Haring Dickinson, O. C. Bailey, Dr. F. N. Morse. Dr.

G. C. Smith, Henry W. Clark, M. H. Warren, C. H.
Goldthwaite, J. H. MacAlman, E. W. Burt, Burt Jones,

Norman P. Hesseltine, Gerald Sircom, Capt. F. W.
Webb, Dr. E. D. Robbins, Frederick Edwards, Frank
Fallon. James Yalden, New York; Dr. Robert H. Up-
ham, President of Canadian Club; A. R. Brown, E. S.

Tobey, John E. Crowlev, William R. Buckminster, Harry
L. Chatman, J. F. LeB. Drumm, N. S. Hunting, W. R.
iBateman, Dr. J. A. Gordon, Dr. B. V. Howe, H. L.

Klein, James R. Reed. Dr. Heber Bishop, the Rev. J. E.

Gloquette, President A. W. Gleason, Lieut.-Gov. Bates,

yeut.-Gov. Woodruff, of New York; Dr. W, G- Kendall,

J. J.' Myers, Speaker House of Representatives; Clarence

A. Barney, First Vice-President; John Fottler, Jr., Rich-

ard E. Traiser, B. R. Houghton. Special,

New York Fish and Game.
From die Rpport of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission.

Recotnmeiadations.

That the Constitution be so amended as to provide for

the practice of conservative forestry on State lands (a

vast estate of 1,384,128 acres, of a value variously esti-

mated at from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000, of which this

Commission has sole care and control, and which it must

protect from damage bv trespass, fire and poaching), and

the sale of dead, dying or mature timber under proper

safeguards.
,

That the excellent work done by the United States Gov-

ernment in connection with our foresters, as shown by the

report of the United States Forestry Department, here-

with submitted, be continued and an appropriation of

$3,500, as requested, be made for that purpose.
" That a force of rangers be appointed for the prevention

of forest fires, timber stealing and poaching on State land.

That all town fire wardens be allowed a moiety of the

fine in criminal actions, after payment of expenses, m
cases where they can secure evidence that will lead to con-

viction for setting forest fires.

That the Board be allowed to set aside certain limited

portions of the State lands as game refuges, and absolutely

to prohibit the killing of wild animals therein.

That the anti-hounding law be permanently extended,

and that no dogs of a breed which will pursue deer be al-

lowed in the woods at any time.

That the killing of does be prohibited at all times.

That spring duck shooting be fo-i-bidden.

That there should be no discrimination by this State, in

the matter of hunting and fishing, against any citizen of

the United States except in cases of citizens of States

which discriminate against the State of New York.

That the Commission have power, after stocking or re-

stodving streams, to close them to public fishing for a

term not to exceed two years.

Above all, we would especially call your attention to the

difficulty of enforcing the law in regard to the pollution

of streams. This is a matter of vital importance and not

to be dismissed as affecting only the Hves of some fishes,

the pleasure of some anglers or the dividends of some pulp

mills. We are a water drinking people, and we are al-

lowing every brook to be defiled. Nature provides that

they should be kept pure by animals which feed on the

dead matters which fall into them, but the chemicals with

which they are polluted can destroy all forms of life, so

that every beast which dies in the mountains will soon

roll down into our reservoirs, pickled in acids which no
fish or bacteria can touch and live. It is not necessary

to destroy or hamper any industry in order to prevent

the pollution of water courses. What is really needed is

to check the criminal selfishness of those who woidd rather

poison their fellow citizens with their offal than to spend

a few dollars to take care of it.

Adirondack Deer.

Although the protection of game is not strictly within

the province of my department, I would say that for sev-

eral years I have made the Adirondack deer a subject of

observation and study. I have omitted no opportunity to

gather reliable statistics bearing on the matter, and so I

take pleasure in submitting here some facts and figures

for the information of your Board. Through an arrange-

ment made with the American and National Express com-
panies, I am enabled to state the exact number of deer

shipped out of the Adirondack region during the open

season of 1900. These shipments represent only a sm,all

proportion of the deer killed during that period. What
that proportion is it would be difficult to say with anj
degree of accuracy, owing to the large number killed by
residents and men in the logging camps. The sportsmen
also consume some venison while in camp; and many of

the hunters who live near the edge of the forest bring out

their deer in wagons, some of them carting their game
many miles. If I were to venture an estimate, I would
say that for each deer reported in the express companies'

returns at least four others were killed. The record of

shipments as taken from the way-bills of the express com-
panies shows 1,020 carcasses, 89 saddles and 95 heads.

It may be that in some of these shipments a saddle and
head belonged to the same animal, and that the total

number should be decreased accordingly. As most of the

saddles were from does—the hunters seldom shipping out

a doe's carcass—and all the heads were from bucks, the

possible duplication referred to did not occur probably to

any great extent. But if all the saddles are deducted it

follows that at least 1,109 deer were killed and shipped.

The number killed which were not shipped out by rail

involves estimates or guesswork which had better be left

for each one to determine in accordance with his own ex-

perience or observation in these matters. For the in-

formation of those who may wish to make such estimates

I would say that in 1895 I arranged with a competent per-

son in each locality to ascertain the number of deer, killed

that season in his im.mediate vicinity, specifying the dis-

trict by definite boundaries to avoid any duplication in

the returns. I received in reply reports from 247 corre-

spondents, covering the entire northern forest, showing
that 4,903 were killed during the open season. While these

figures may not have included all, they showed con-
clusively that at least this many were killed, not including

the ones illegally shot before the season opened.
The statement that 5,000 deer are killed each year in the

Adirondack forests may occasion some surprise among
sportsmen who have not looked closely into this matter.

But in Maine last year 4,529 carcasses of deer—not in-

cluding heads and saddles—^were shipped out of the woods
over the lines of the Bangor & Aroostook and Maine Cen-
tral railroads ; and it is estimated by competent authorities

that over 18,000 deer are killed annually in the Maine
forests.

The question arises here naturally as to how many deer
there are in the Adirondack woods. This cannot be an-

swered definitely, or even approKtmately, But if there

are 5,000 killead each season, it would indicate that ther«

must be at least 30,000 in order to furnish this annual
supply. As there are about 6,000 square miles of forest in

that entire region, with its outlying woodlands, this esti-

mate would require only five deer to the square mile, on
an average, to make it good. True, there are sotoe

localities in the Adirondacks in which there is not one deer
to the square mile; but, on the other hand, there are

some in which there are many more than five to that area.

Given this unit of measure, each one is free to make his

own estimate as to the number of deer in our northern
forests.

Right here the question may arise whether, owing to the

use of hounds and jacklights, more deer were' killed under
the old law than under the present one. This can be an-

swered definitely so far as the shipments of the express
companies are an indication. The number of deer brought
out of the woods by rail in 1896—the last year in which
hounds were allowed—as compared with the shipments
this last season, give the following result:

1896.

1900.

Carcasfces.
. . . . S49

1,020

Saddles.
139
89

Heads.
100
95

Total.
1,088

1,204

This indicates that more deer are now killed by stUI-

hunting than when hounding and jacking were permitted.
A large part of the venison slaughtered this season, as

shown by the date of the shipment, was obtained on the
tracking snow which fell during the last week of the sea-
son. Prior to that the still-himting was difficult work, ow-
ing to the dense foliage which was late in falling this year,
and the dryness and rustling of the leaves underfoot.

Prior to this season no albinos or white deer have been
killed in the Adirondacks for a great many years. Occa-
sionally, at long intervals, one has been reported as seen,
and as this happened each time during the close season, it

was allowed to go unharmed. But this year the hunters
succeeded in killing two of this rare variety.

One of them, included in the shipment from Port
Henry, was shot near North Hudson by Mr. John
Greenough. This animal, a two-year-old buck, is de-
scribed by those who saw it as being perfectly white, with
pink ears. Another noticeable peculiarity was its very
short legs.

The other one was shot near the Boreas Ponds by Mr.
Clark Cox, a gamekeeper on Mr. George R. Finch's pre-
serve. It was a young buck with pink ears and a spotless
coat of white.

The weights of the various carcasses as given in the
shipping bills indicate that our Adirondack deer are
larger and heavier than the same species in Michigan and
the Northwest, judging from the description of the latter
as given by Judge Caton, a well-known authority on this
subject.*^ It would appear, also, from other sources of
inforination, that our deer will compare favorably in
weight and size with those in Maine and Canada. I noted
thirty-two shipments in which the dressed weights ranged
from 200 to 235 pounds. Under the rule for determining
the_ live weight by adding one-fourth to the dressed
weight, these deer when shot weighed from 250 to 294
pounds, without making allowance for what may have
been lost by drying out while they were hanging "on the
pole" in camp. The rule referred to will always enable
one to determine the live weight closely. It is based on
records kept for several years at Lewey Lake and at
Meacham Lake. At each of these places there were scales
at the boat landing where all the deer were brought in,

which enabled the hunters to weigh the carcasses before
and after dressing. I have seen the rule tested quite often,
and always with a satisfactory result, the variations being
very slight.

*The... Antelope and Deer of America. By John Dean Caton
LL.D. New York: Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
Second edition. 1881.

That is a gratifying note from Mr. Edward Sidney
Rawson, of Staten Island, saying that prompt steps will
be taken to secure protection for sea gulls. The residents
of Staten Island should support the effort most heartily,
for the gull shooter is there largely in evidence.

100 $i)ortsttiett'$ finds.

Some of tile Queer Discoveries Made fay Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

41

In California a man borrowed a squirrel dog of a friend
and went gunning. The dog led him in various directions
until he was tired out and sat down to rest. He launched
many anathemas at the animal as a brute that knew noth-
ing about the business for which he was recommended.
The dog, however, frisked about all the same. Presently
he began digging in the ground in a very enthusiastic
manner. The disgusted hunter paid very little attention
to this new dodge until he saw the dog poking some dark
object about with his nose. Going to the spot the hunter
found that the dog had unearthed an old leather
purse. This looked like game at last. Taking the purse
from the dog the hunter found it contained $300 in gold
and $1 in silver. On counting out the find the hunter
concluded that the dog was not such a "fool critter"
after all,

42

Editor Forest and Stream:
Not long after the war, when the Etowah phosphate

works had started up, the writer was fishing in the Ash-
ley River channel, near Charleston, for black drum, and
had good luck, landing several heavyweights. The river
bed at this point is paved with phosphate rock, in which
are imbedded many immense sharks' teeth, as well as
organic remains of saurians and land animals of various
geological periods, the earliest being quite prehistoric.
Upon cutting open a large drum there were found a
Spanish silver coin of date 1763 and a set of artificial

human teeth, in excellent preservation. The difficulty in
this case would seem to be to reconcile these associated
articles chronologically! Did one of the early Spanish
explorers drop the coin while fishing for a Quaternary
shark, and did the coin and the teeth belong to the same
fisherman? ^ Rarui,
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All communications intended for Forest and Stkeau should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

The Log of a Bicycle Fishing

Trip.—n.

Thfoagh the Mountains of Virpinia and West Virginia.

Edited from the Diary of Mr, George N. Beall

by the Commodore^ F. R. Webb.

(Contiiiued from page T2.)

Bright and early I turned out Monday morning, and
went below to breakfast; and then—equipped with rod,

creel, landing net and fly-book—up the old familiar trail,

with senses keenly alive to the beautiful wilderness sur-

roundings and the anticipated morning's sport. I passed

Camp Cooke, which looked lonely without the familiar

tents, crossed the creek and climbed the shoulder of the

mountain, and fared briskly along the old trail through the

woods, with the sun glinting through the tree trunks,

and the amber tinted waters of the river sparkling up-

ward from far below. On past Blairville, as we were

wont to denominate the log cabin and outbuildings

occupied by old man Blair and his household; up and

on through the primeval forest, which looks exactly as

it might have looked centuries ago, and where, appar-

ently, the foot of man never treads. Finally I splashed

knee deep into the cold stream, and with my first cast

began my day's sport, for this cast resulted in the capture

of a 9-inch trout. The Greenbrier is a typical mountain

trout stream—clear, swift and full of deep pools and

glassy shallows; overarched with great trees and tower-

ing blufJs, and its banks lined with thickets of laurel and

rhododendron, through which it is difficult to make one's

way. After several hours wading and casting, I finally

climbed the fence back of the house—having rapidly

worked down the stream to my starting point—wet, tired

and ready for dinner, and after unslinging my creel I

counted twenty-four fine fish as my morning's catch, and

was ready to pronounce rny morning as one of the most

enjoyable I had ever spent on a stream.

After a rest of an hour or so after dinner, during which

I took occasion to write some letters, I again took to

the stream for a short afternoon's outing, and returned

in a couple of hours with seven more trout, all of good
weight and size; which, with as many more small ones,

caught and returned to the water, made up a good enough

day's sport for anybody. At least I was satisfied.

How I did enjoy that supper! The day's idle rest aiid

rccreaticn after the steady drive since leaving home, over

dusty roads and under hot midday sun, had made a new
man of me. If the evening a plan was hatched up

whereby Mr. Arbogast's clever little nephew Clyde and

I would go to the Far Prong next day and fish for

bass below the junction of that stream with the Near

Prong, on which stream I . was located. These two

quaint' names in local parlance refer to the East and

West Forks of the Greenbrier—the West Fork being

the Far Prong. ,

Bright and early next morning we made a stai't, with

Clyde on the gray nag and Chynx on his bicycle. A
ride of six miles and we reached the foot of Cheat Moun-
tain, where the pike crosses the Far Prong. After a walk

of half a mile down the latter we took to the water at

the confluence of the two streams. Fishing with the

fly about two miles of the river placed to my credit four

bass and three horned chubs, while Clyde, although he

handled his tackle with skill, raised but one fish, and
failed to land even that.

After a weary walk back up the river we reached our

steeds. There is a country store at this point—the only

one for miles around—and we found quite a little con-

course of people very busily engaged in loafing here.

Great interest was displayed in the bicycle—the first that

most of them had ever seen—and many eyes watched

my mount and my display of speed up the road. Round-
ing a turn in the road, out of sight of my admiring

audience, I settled down to a more moderate gait, which

was more in keeping with the set of my tired muscles

—

to say nothing of the old gray nag.

I found the next day a good one in which to loaf

around and rest up, to drink in plenty of good mouwtain

air, and be lazily comfortable as well as comfortably

lazy. The morning was occupied in a thorough over-

hauling of my bicycle; the front wheel having been a little

under the weather ever since my fall the first day out.

I proceeded by careful experiment to adjust the nipples

and true up the rim. A satisfactory job was presently in

evidence, and the machine was again in apple pie order.

Shortly after dinner I discovered a swarm of bees

down by the barn, and giving the alarm at the

inner door, an infernal din was soon permeating the

atmosphere. The bees having "settled" on the topmost

branch of the nearest apple tree, the hiving was rather

a difficult undertaking; but a platform was built in the

tree, and the limb cut off and carefully lowered to the

"gum," and the bees were secured and safely hived.

Late in the afternoon I shouldered my rod and leisurely

took to the river. The stream, a little swollen by the

rain which had fallen the previous night, gave promise

of but little sport, but on coming in I found seven nice

trout in my creel. My stock of flies, although embrac-

ing a fine variety, show plainly that age has begun to

tell on the quality, for I lost several fine fish by the

snoods breaking short off next the fly.

Thursday was a day of rain, fog and general dampness,

and nothing could be done but lie around and kill time

as best I could with pipe and book. About 4 o'clock the

sun struggled through the clouds, and T took my rod

and .strolled down to the river, but it was no go—the

Sj^re^im was too much swollen for fishing, sp I g^y? it up,

and was forced to be content at home, and read myself

to sleep.

Friday being clear, and the water in the river being
still too high and discolored for fly fishing, I decided

on a trip up Little River—a small stream that heads
among the outlying spurs of the Alleghany Mountain
and falls into the Greenbrier a short distance above Mr.
Arbogast's house. Starting leisurely I went as far as the

Second Ford, and got into the stream about 9:30;

fishing down to the Greenbrier by noon with bait, and
scored sixteen beauties, one of them close on to 12

inches long.

Daring the afternoon a plan was made to make a trip

with Mr. Arbogast on horseback next day to the top of

Claeat Mountain, the gigantic range lying next west of

the Greenbrier and the Alleghany Mountain; so bright

and early next morning, which was Saturday, the two old

gjfays were made ready and we set oflf. The trip w'as

thoroughly enjoyed by rae, for by reason of my new mode
of progression I had time and opportunity to look

around me and enjoy the scenery without having to keep

loo much attention on the handle bars. This part of the

country was new hi me, for on my annual trips out here

with the Greenbrier Club heretofore we have never been

further west than ihe banks of the Far Prong, at the

loot of Cheat. My friend Arbogast pointed out the

different landmarks and various points of interest that

presented themselves from the open points at the various

turns of the road, and the various historic features of

the famous old pike were brought up for my edification,

and I was made familiar with the past as well as with the

present.

A short two miles over the summit and we reached

Cheat River, spanned by a picturesque old covered

bridge, now entirely obsolete, as modern bridge con-

struction goes, and the only bridge which the ravages

of war left standing in this mountain region. This

river, running as it does along the very top of the moun-
tain, has a general northerly course, and helps to swell

the volume of the Monongahela; and the surrounding

country has the dead, deserted appearance ot all lumber

regions. The old bridge possessed an additional in-

terest because of the names rudely carved on its beams.

Those who stood sentry there during the war have left

these weather-beaten evidences of their identity, and we
found North and South alike represented there.

We stabled our horses in the bridge, and walked a mile

up the river to the club house. This is a striicture of

well hewn logs, about 30x60 feet, and two-stories high,

containing two large rooms on the lower floor, with

numerous cuddyhole bedrooms opening on a large hall

upstairs. The main sitting room is fitted with all the

comforts of home; a billiard table occupies the left center

and an enormous fireplace the back wall. Strewn around

are tables, sofas, easy chairs, etc., while on the walls are

paintings of sporting life, and sundry collections of a

similar character. A well stored pantry, kitchen, ice

house, barn, etc., go to make up an ideal mountain home.

A party of Wheeling and Pittsburg men, numbering some
sixty or seventy, have leased the surrounding land close

to the stream—about 50,000 acres—and make this a sum-
mer headquarters for their families and friends. We met
with a cordial reception, . and for the time being were

guests of the club, with full rights and privileges to all

benefits, particularly those of a spiritual character.

After an excellent dinner and a careful inspection of

the house and grounds we swung ourselves into ouf

saddles and slowly journeyed back. When I rose to my
seat in my saddle I found that all was not gold that

glitters, and that perhaps the bicycle had its advantages

after all. At any rate I can safely assert that riding

thirty miles on horseback will all but wear out the crown
of one's hat. Miles and miles before we reached home
1 had tried every possible experiment with that saddle,

and had shifted my anatomy around thereon in every

possible manner. The interesting and historic features

of the road interested me no longer, and I could only

see far in the distance visions of home and sofa cushions.

However, after home and supper were reached I didn't

mind the toll after such a good time and dinner as I had

enjoyed, and had nothing to regret that time will not

heal.

The next day, Sunday, I set about preparations for my
return trip on Monday, but an evening stroll to the river

put into my head the idea to go "way up," and have one

more day on the old stream with the trout, and my kind

hostess was induced to bestir herself early in the morn-
ing, and put me off in good season.

Another four mile walk through the woods over the

well-known path! The trail seems never to have been

touched by human foot, and as I sank deeper into the

primeval forest which surrounded me I had to look sharp

for the trail or get lost. At last I reached the "burnt

camp" and unlimbered my tackle for business. The
water was a little flush, and a fog hung rather heavily

close around me, and things seemed chilly and damp, and

altogether not promising. I first tried bait and then the

fly, but with but indifferent success with either. Muttered

thunder in the north gave warning of an aproaching

storm, and soon big drops began to patter on the leaves

overhead and on the surface of the water, so I said good-

by to the fishing and hunted for shelter. Hastily putting

on my gossamer cape, constructed for just such emer-

gencies, I stood out the worst of the storm under a

spreading beech; but finally I knocked down my rod

and struck for home, where I arrived too late for dinner,

but having eaten my lunch on the stream I made out to

get along until supper without difficulty. Sixteen trout

all told was my catch, and a nice lot of fish they proved

to be. A general rehash of mv effects and a getting

ready to leave in the morning filled in the evenjng.

The household was astir soon after daybreak on Tues-

day morning, and I gathered my belongings and made
ready for an early start. Good-bys and good wishes on

all =;ides were uttered, and I led off bv a two mile walk
lo Travelers' Reoose. where T leave the stony little side

road and reach the pike. Swinging mvself into the saddle

T pushed off up the gentle grade which is the prelude to

the nine mile climb up old Alleghany, until warned by

the rapid beating of my heart that the heat and the

grade together are becoming too much for me T dis-

mounted and walked awhile. Walking, however, is no

hardship, and I enloyed if a§ an pltprPiifion to climb-

ing—^particularly on so large a scale. The close, hot air

proved to be a forerunner of thunder storms, and at

intervals I ran into the track of a shower, where my
wheel piled high with mud to the serious detriment of

my easy going; consequently I hunted the grassy margins
along the roadside as industriously as possible. The
woods seemed to be alive with squirrels, and the ctirious

little fellows stretched their necks to see the combination
go by, and barked out their surprise, and, I hope, their

admiration, T topped the mountain at 11 o'clock, and after

pedaling leisurely over the six or seven miles of road
on its summit I turned things loose for the miles and
miles of downhill before me. It was scarce i o'clock
when I rounded up at Gum's, in Hightown, where I

spent a night on my way out, and seeing through the
open door the family at dinner 1 was tempted to give
my lunch the go-by and stop. I hesitated and was lost,

and ray "horse" was soon tied to the fence and myself
seated at table among my friends of a few days before.
Dinner over I felt ready to push on down the valley, but
the roll of thunder and the patter of rain drops on the
roof admonished me to tarry awhile longer, with the
result that I found myself stormbound, and spent the
night in my old room, managing to put in the rainy
afternoon as best I could.

' George N. Beall.

ANGLING NOTES.

Tomcats and Boll Pups.

The architecture of my handwriting has been vari

ously described by my friends who have suffered from it

as Gothic, in spots, Moresque, mediaeval (or evil, b
those who think they speak the frozen truth), with
touch here and there of Chinese, and suspicions of dea
and forgotten style. One friend, brutally frank, said my
writing was so bad that he could not even read my tele-

grams, but I forgave him when he said he could gener-

ally read the date line of my letters, for it was printed
on my letter heads. Only last week Hon. Edward
Thompson, lately Shellfish Commissioner of New York,
wrote to ask where a friend of his could buy some trout,

and added, "P. S.—Dictate the answer to your stenog
rapher and have him write it on the typewriter, for 1

do not wish to take up your time, and my friend really

wishes to know where he can buy the trout." These little

side lights will show that if on occasions curious words,
foreign to the subject, appear in my "Angling Notes" it

is not the fault of the compositor, for I have no reason
to doubt, poor man, that he does the best that he can

with what he has to do with. Last evening I dined at

my club late, and was smoking in the library, when a

friend said to me, "I see that the Fish Commission is to

distribute tomcats." Apparently he was in his right

mind, but not knowing the answer I simply exclaimed,

"Tomcats!" and looked around the room for an explana-

tion, and every man in the room had a smile on his face

and was looking at me. The first inquisitor gravely

handed me a copy of Forest and Stream folded to ex-

pose page 472 of the issue of Dec. 15, and under the

caption "New Fish Applications" I read, "The same
blanks are used for tomcats, smelt, Adirondack frost-

fish and other fish;" and my name was printed under-

neath. "It is to laugh," but I did more than that. Be-

fore I went to bed I was thankful that there was not an

jnitial T in my name, for I know what it would be made
to stand for in that club.

The New York Commissioners are friends of mine, and
I feel that it will save them some trouble and embarrass-

ment perhaps if Forest and Stream will announce that

the crop of tomcats was very light this year, much smaller

in fact than that of "other fish," and so far as I know
all have been distributed for this year, next year and last

year, but if tomcods will answer for tomcats one of those

new' applications filled out for tomcods will get them
in large measure, and they may serve until the catch of

tomcats is greater tlian at present. Even with this warn-
ing I shall not be surprised if I hear that some angler is

actually suffering for a few thousands of tomcat fry and
nsists upon applying for them on those fish applica-

^ons.
That reminds me. Once I was fishing in Brant Lake,

N. Y., for black bass, and my companion in the boat was
the Bishop of Louisiana. Bishop Sessums was not an

enthusiastic angler, but he could read a book in a boat

as well as on land, and he was a most companionable
man on land or on sea. I was using crickets for bait, and
late in the afternoon a bullhead took my hook. The
Bishop looked curiously at the fish and asked what it

was. I told him it was a bullpout, and he resumed his

reading. As the black bass appeared to have departed

for the night, and their places had been taken by the

bullheads, I told the boatman to row ashore at the hotel

landing. The third member of our party, Mr. W. D.

Cleveland, was at the hotel when Bishop Sessums walked
up to the veranda, while I remained behind to put up
my sail, and he asked, "What did Cheney get?" Slowly

the answer came, "Several black bass and two bull pups."

"Bull pups!" "Yes; at least that it what he said they

were."
All of which goes to prove that my speech is some-

times as indistinct as my handwriting, but I do hope
that tomcods will not remain, with me. tomcats, as long

as bullpouts have been bull pixps—if I have to supply

the bait.

Record Yellowtail.

Rather mechanically I read a marked item in a Cali-

fornia paper of a 40>^-pound yellowtail which -wras

mounted at Catalina. Later, my indifference changed to

surprise when a younger brother wrote that it was his

fish. He says, "I caught the fish on rod and reel. 21-

strand line, after thirty minutes from the strike. It was
a record yellowtail for rod and reel, and my first and
only attempt." How luck wdl strike some men when
they are not looking for it, and really care little whether
it hits them or not! I never before knew that George had

fish rod, and he never would listen to me when I

(Iked about fishing, and I returned the compliment when
ne talked about canoes and sails and models, as if canoe-

ing and saiHng were the only recreations that the Ameri-

can p€Ople }ndV5l^?4 in. Anot.her, s|ill yoynger, lirptti^x
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has a house full of guns, all kinds of guns for all kinds

of shooting, and for all that I know he may have cannons
in the cellar; and then he has dogs, and electric lights

in the kennel so he can go out and see them in the
night, and count them to see if any have escaped, and
he knows the pedigree of every pointer from champion
to H. C. that has been benched in ten years, and the

next thing I know he will write me that he has killed a

record fish of some sort or another on a 4-ounce rod.

Now I am prepared for anything, although I have hither-

to supposed if either of these brothers should even think
of going fishing that all the fish would take to the brush
and the hilltops. It is just possible that a good example
in the elder brother is getting in its deadly work at the
eleventh hour, and there will be dogs and canoes and
guns for sale, and there will be a rise in the price of fish-

ing tackle.

American Fishery Society.

The printed "Transactions of the American Fishery
Society for 1900" are far and away the best that have been
sent out, from a mechanical point of view, since the
society was organized. The paper is heavy, calendered
paper, the type is good, and the illustrations are clear.

The cover and general make up of the pamphlet is at-

tractive, and as a whole it is a credit to the recording
secretary, who had the printing done, but I wish to

register a mild protest about one feature which may or
may not be chargeable to the stenographer. The con-
tents—and I mean the papers and the discussions which
followed the reading of them—are valuable, as they al-

ways are, and well worth the sum of the annual dues, but
the manner of recording the remarks is, I think, con-
fusing. During the business sessions, and later, under
the head of "Papers and Discussions," the remarks of the
members are in each case preceded by the name of the
member making the remarks, except in the case of the
president and the secretary. We know Mr. Clark, and
we know Mr. Ravcncl, and Mr. BoAver, and Mr. Wood,
and all the rest, for w^e have heard them make remarks
on previous occasions when present, and we can follow
them in the book in each instance by theese names. But
who is the president who takes part in every discussion?
AVe turn to the reverse of the title page, and find that the
president for 1900 and 1901 is Commissioner Dickerson,
of Michigan. So we go on until "the president" talks about
his method in Vermont, and we conclude we have treed
the wrong man, and then it occurs to us that the officers

60 conveniently printed are the president and secretary
who will make remarks next year, and that "the Presi-
dent" is Commissioner Titcomb. The case of "the Sec-
retary" is still worse, for there are two secretaries—

a

corresponding secretary and a recording secretary; but
Mr. Ravenel is corresponding secretary, and he is not
"the secretary," for when he has made any remarks it is

"Mr. Ravenel" who makes them. "The treasurer" does
not make any remarks, even when called upon officially;

it_is "Mr. Huntington." So it is really not necessary for
official courtesy to say "the president," and if the sten-
ographer would say "President Titcomb" and Secretary
Bower" it would simplify the matter for the reader of the
transactions, for there are occasions when it is most de-
sirable to know just who the man is who makes the re-
marks.
The year that the transactions came to me as recording

secretary to prepare them for the printer, I struck out
"the secretary" and "the president" so far as I dared, and
wrote in the secretary's name. I had acted as secretary
that year only for a portion of the meeting, in the ab-
sence of Dr. Bean, and I did not take office until the fol-
lowing year, so I could not take many liberties with the
minutes when they came to me, and when I really had a
chance to knock out "the president" and "the secretary"
from the discussions I was invariably absent. If it is not
considered advisable to say President Titcomb or Sec-
retary Bower, as the case may be, why not give the pre-
siding officers at the beginning of the first day's proceed-
ings, and the incoming officers as they are now printed,
on the reverse side of the title page?

A. N. Cheney.

Tarpon and Tuna.
Editor Forest mid Stream:
During the last two years I have read so many articles

in Forest and Stream concerning tarpon versus tuna
fishing that I think perhaps a few words from a man
who has killed both fish may not be out of place.

It is not easy to compare the two kinds of fishing, nor
to say which fish is more game, the tarpon or the tuna, for
they act very differently. It is safe to say that thev are
imbued with quite different ideas when first hooked. " The
tarpon has no fear of boat or fisherman ; his only idea is
to shake the hook loose, and to do this he jumps out of
tlie water and will do so several times if vou fight him
hard. The harder you fight him the more "he jumps and
the quicker he comes to gaff. I have never had a tarpon
take more than 250 feet of line, and that in a tideway.
I have heard of fish that have taken more, but am only
telling of my own experience. The tuna, on the contrary,
is off in a wild rush the moment he feels the hook,, and I
have had 650 feet of line taken from me before I could
stop my fi.sh. He then dwells, perhaps sounds, then runs
again, perhaps twice, then sounds as a rule. From that
time on it is a question of "pumping" your fish up to the
boat if you wish to kill the fish and not to allow him to
commit suicide by towing you about. With proper tackle
either fish should be killed" and gaffed within thirty min-
utes, barring accidents. If you are fortunate eno'ugh to
hook yotir tuna in the upper jaw and hold him hard
during his first run, he comes to the surface practically
drowned, and if you are quick it takes but a few minutes
to bring him to gaff.

The method of fishing for tuna is to troll from a power
launch or from a rowboat astern of such a launch with a
flyingfish for bait. The tuna follows the bait, strikes at
the head and turns as he strikes, so that he is generally
hooked in the corner of the mouth and makes his run
with his mouth closed. To kill him in such cases you
must tire him out. The water is very deep off Catalina—
hundreds of feet deep. When your fish sounds, if you
wait a few moments he will discover that the pressure
of Jf)f wftter j§ ipofe pomfortHb!e nearer the surface. The

great depth of water is an advantage as well as a dis-

comfort to the fish.

I proved to my own satisfaction years since that every
tarpon should be brought to gaff within thirty minutes, and
went to Catalina Island to see if the same could be done
with the tuna, with the following result

:

1900.

June 5, tuna 150 pounds, 2 hours 20 minutes.
June 6, tuna 130 pounds, i hour 17 minutes.

June 8, tuna 102 pounds, 19 minutes.
June 9, tuna 123 pounds, 19 minutes ; tuna 104 pounds,

45 minutes.
June 10, tuna Ii8 pounds, 27 minutes; tUna 88 pounds,

20 minutes ; tuna 100 pounds, 17 minutes.
June II, tuna 99 pounds, 15 minutes; tuna 108 pounds,

14 minutes ; tuna 62 pounds, 8 minutes ; tuna log pounds,

9 minutes; tuna 118 pounds, 20 minutes.
Total 13 fish, 1,411 pounds.
I fought my first fi.sh with a rod that had a flaw in

it, and the reel was spread by the second fish, yet I aver-
aged about thirty minutes on the thirteen, and five of
them I killed in one day in six hours' fishing. I used
a stout rod, a Vom Hofe Star reel, holding 800 feet of
No. 22 Hall line, and a Van Vleck tarpon trolling hook
with swivel and piano wire snood.
The leaping tuna do not jump after being hooked, but

do when chasing schools of flyingfish, hence the epithet.

Now, to answer the ciuestion, Which is the more game

—

the fish that stands and fights, the tarpon; or the tuna, the
fish that runs away, then holds on and fights to the last

moment? I say the tarpon. Yet there is no sea fi.shing

sensation equal to the first grand run of a hooked tuna,
and he is a harder fish to kill than the tarpon. Try it!

The season is from June i to July 15.

F. Gray Griswold.
Union Club, New York, Jan. 12.

Massachusetts Fishcttltare*

From the Commission's Report.

Output of Fish.—The output of trout fry during the
jieriod covered by this report was nearly equal to the
highest point reached in any other year. In addition
to this, a number of trout and all the landlocked salmon
have been reared to fingerlings and yearlings before being
placed in the ponds and streams.
Through the courtesy of the United States Fish Com-

mission, we were also able to plant a million fry of the
pike-perch in our ponds. Thus, in the aggregate, the out-
put of young fish has been approximately double that of
any previous year.

Introduction of New Species.—The Commission has de-
sired to introduce some species for stocking our ponds
which are believed to be adapted to Massachusetts waters
and 10 have other qualifications which will make them
desirable accessions to our fish fauna. Two species were
considered especially suitable for this purpose.
The first and most important of these is the pike-perch

{Stizostedion vitreum), which is the largest of the perch
family found in Anierican waters, it having a recorded
maximum weight of 40 pounds, though its usual size is

about 5 or 6 pounds. This species is justly considered one
of the best food fishes in the fresh waters of America, and
also is valued for its game qualities.

The species is prolific, 90,000 eggs being considered a
fair average per fish for Lake Erie; and there is everv
probability that because of this it will be able to maintain
itself in many of our deep ponds, and thus add materially,
not only to the possibilities for angling, but to the annu'al
yield of food from our interior waters. The effort to in-
troduce this species in this Commonwealth, which has
already been successfully begun, will be continued.
The Commission also contemplated the introduction of

the calico bass or strawberry bass {Pomoxis sparoides)
early last spring, and arrangements w-ere made for bring-
ing fish from Lake Erie to put in some of the State ponds.
The season had, however, advanced too far and the
\yeather was too warm to carry out this purpose by the
time the appropriation was available, and consequently it

was necessary to defer action until some future time when
conditions may be more favorable. It is believed that this
species will make a desirable addition to the fishery re-
sources of our inland waters.

Bar Harbor Hotels and Tro«t*

BcsTON, Jan. 25.—A strong effort is being made by the
citizens of Hancock county. Me., for the passage of a
special law prohibiting the sale of trout altogether in
that county. A number of petitions have already been
received, asking for such a law, and more are coming.
The earnest request for this law is the result of the almost
utter ruin of the trout waters in the vicinity of Bar
Harbor, by fishing those waters for the hotel tables. It
has been known for a long time that Bar Harbor hotel
keepers would pay almost any price for trout in the height
ot the hotel season. The temptation to fish for such a
market has been too strong for men and boys to resist.
At one time last season ten dollars is reported to have
been paid for a string of brook trout, and not a very
large string either. The petitioners believe, with almost
everybody else, that trout are distinctively game fish, and
should be so treated, and not as food fish. The claim set
forth is that dealers have driven about the section of
Bar Harbor, including a radius of ten to fifteen and even
twenty miles, buying all the trout they could get, and
urging men and boys to fish for them. They have paid
at the doors of those who have caught the fish twenty-
five and fifty cents a pound. One man is reported to
have admitted the taking of 2,700 trout, all of which were
sold to the Bar Harbor dealers. The reports also state
that some of the fishers have not stopped to take the
trout with hook and line, but have resorted to netting the
ponds and streams; while there are dark hints of dyna-
mite being used. The same reports also say that all the
partridges in the vicinity of Bar Harbor hotels have been
killed off by those who have taken them for sale. This
fact is understood to have been one of the first reasons
for the enactment of the law prohibiting the sale of
partridges in Maiite^ -

Speci.\l.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach ug at the

i5t?8t by Monday an4 is m^^ «FM?r 8« priftiggye, '
"

"

\
New3|York Fish Comimssion.

Forest and Stream is a journal which speaks with
authority upon such questions as the relations of the
State government to the preservation of forests and the
culture of fish. It is therefore a high tribute to one of

Gov. Odell's proposed changes in administration that
this excellent judge commends the substitution for the
existing boards of five Commissioners of Forestry, Fish
and Game, and three Commissioners of the Forest Pre-
serve Board, of a single board of three members, two of

them appointed from among the Commissioners of the
Land Office, and to serve without pay, and the third to

be the Shellfish Commissioner, and the practical execu-
tive man, at a salary of $5,000 a year. Forest, and
Stream declares that there was never any good
reason for a Fish Commission of five members, and that
it was brought into being as a political job. It only re-
grets that the poHticians are not ready to make the reform
complete by placing fish culture under one competent
person and game protection under a single head, each
with full authority over all employes. "Barring the pos-
sibility, however, of adoption of such a simple and busi-
ness-likc system," it says, "we shall welcome the reduc-
tion of the Commission to the form proposed in the pend-
ing bill."—New York Evening Post.

—
Fixtures*

BENCH SHOWS.
Beb. 19-22.—New York.—Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth

annual show. Tames Mortimer, Supt.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stcdman, Sec'y.
March 13-16.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Club's eleventh an-

nual show. John L. Lincoln, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
February (First Week);—Grand Junction, Tenn.—Championship

Field Trial Association's annual trials. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y.

Training the Hunting Dog.

By B. Waters, Author of "Fetch and Carry: A Treatise
on Retrieving."

Xn,—Reading and Drawing,

(Continuedfrom J>age 31.)

Roadi.ng and drawing are terms used to denote the act
of the dog locating the birds by the functional powers
of the nose which he possesses. Roadmg more spe-
cifically applies to following the foot scent; drawing to
following the body scent. Colloquially speaking, the
effort of the dog to determine the whereabouts of the
birds, after he has struck their trail or caught the scent
of them, is called "locating."

Generally speaking, aside from the individual 'differ-

ences of manner which all dogs exhibit, one compared
with another, setters and pointers follow birds in two
ways, namely, by the foot scent or the body scent. When
following by foot scent the dog devotes his attention to
following the course of the birds in all its windings, using
his nose to distinguish the scent which hovers around
the tracks, as the handler in an analogous manner might
use his eyes to distinguish and follow them.
In following the foot scent, dogs vary in skill, from

that of the potterer which puzzles about, following the
back track or forward with equal stupidity and ineffi-

ciency, to that of the dog which roads with methodical
celerity and accuracy.
A reasonable degree of quickness is essential to fair

performance. The longer and further the birds run
ahead of the roading dog, the greater likelihood is there
of complications which may result in the loss of the
trail, or their secure refuge in dense cover, or their escape
by wing. Dogs which follow by the foot scent carry a
lower nose, as a rule, than do those which follow by the
body scent.

The dog which locates by body scent is guided by the
particles of scent floating in the air, though his nose
may be only at such height as he naturally carries it.

when he catches a scent, however faint, he darts quickly
to and fro, following it up quickly till it becomes strong
enough to follow direct to the birds. It is analogous in

manner which a man might be supposed to adopt if he
caught scent of roses in the field and followed the clue
up to the rose bushes from which the fragrance emanated.
A dog whose nose is keen and whose brain is sound

will locate his birds with astonishing quickness by the
body scent, but there are different grades of performers
in this method, as there are also in the one aforem.en-
tioned.

Whichever style of "locating" is used by the dog, to
be a successhil finder of birds it is necessary that he be
able to determine the forward track from the backward
track, and to locate the hiding place of the birds with a
reasonable degree of quickness. The accomplishment of
pointing stanchly is of but little utility if the dog cannot
find the birds to point.

AVhether they locate by foot scent or body scent, dogs
vary greatly when compared with each other in respect
to proficiency in locating. To strike scent some trust
to their speed and the consequent wide area which they
beat out, pointing the birds well when they happen to
run across theni. Such dogs may have distinctly inferior
ability in following a scent, and yet, by pointing with
much firmness and spirit when squarely on the birds,
they may create a much better impressisri than a less
pretentious but more meritorious performer. Wide
range, high speed and spirited points are not necessarily
indicitive of good finding and locating abiHty. There
are many sham "high clas.s' performers.
Whether ranging fast or slow, the dog should have

his mind concentrated on the use of his nose, as well as
on beating out the ground with good judgment. When
ranging in this manner, he will pick np light scents and
follow them to a successful find; will detect the scent of

a trail whiC/h h? i? running squarelv ai^ross, and will h&^z^
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in mind the leeward side of all places as ttte best route

to follow, thus "having the wind" of the birds from the

covers in which they lie hidden. In the results, there

are all the differences between those of intelligent, fin-

ished effort, and those of chance effort applied hit or

miss.

Brains are quite as essential to the successful use of

the nose as they are in any other line of effort. A dog
with keen powers of scent and a dull brain may do frag-

ments of brilliant work betimes when the circumstances

happen to combine favorably, but as a whole his work
is irregular, ragged and unsatisfactory. On the other

hand, a dog with a good brain and a dull nose may do

quite satisfactory work.
Why two dogs, highly intelligent and possessing good

noses, the one following by foot scent, the other by body
scent, should A^ary so much in their respective methods
of locating is not known. Men vary quite as rnuch in

the methods employed in shooting, sorne aiming the

gun, others snap shooting by a sense of direction, others

again shooting without much aiming, or sense of direc-

tion, trusting largely to a beneficent providence or the

law oi chances for material results.

Whichever method the dog adopts naturally in locating

that is his best method. Locating by following the foot

scent is inferior to locating by following the body scent,

but the trainer is powerless m respect to enforcing thebetter

method if the dog choose to adopt the other. However,
he can do much to mar fliem by ill-timed interference or

persistent meddlesomeness. The habit of perpetually

cautioning and checking the dog to make him go slow

when he is reading or locating birds, a fault displayed by

most amateur trainers, should be avoided. The effort, on

the contrary, should be directed toward encouraging the

dog to locate as quickly as possible, consistently with

his ability to do so truly and properly. In this relation,

the trainer would do well to bear in mind that there is an

important distinction between quickness and hurry.

Some dogs have the ability to locate both by following

the foot scent or the body scent, governing themselves

according to the conditions governing at the time in the

mterest of the best success. Dogs of inferior range, yet

skillful in locating, and with good judgment in planning

their work, besides having the power to concentrate their

minds on it, not infrequently distinguish themselves as

excellent field performers.

The trainer should not tolerate- any pottering work
when a dog is puzzling on the foot scent. Drive him

from the pottering with the whip. The dog which habitu-

ally sniffs at a single track one after another, returning

to the same tracks time after time to sniff them as if he

liked them for their own sake, thus leaving the trail to

get cold and lost to him, is worthless. To be of any value

in locating, he must road a little faster than the birds

run, otherwise they will run clear away from him. On
the other hand, w'hen the dog is picking out the trail

and is actually going ahead on it, it is better to leave the

matter entirely to him. No theory of the trainer as to

where the birds have run should be opposed to the doings

of the dog when he is roading. Even if the trainer

actually knows where the birds are, he should permit the

dog to find them in his own way. If the trainer is seek-

ing to secure a shot as a matter of first consideration, the

schooling of the dog then is necessarily secondary to it.

The pupil must learn to locate by his own experience,

and the trainer can do but little more than to present to

him the opportunities to exercise his powers in that

respect.

A simple illustration will enable the novice to better

understand the distinction between foot scent and body

,«cent. Let it be assumed that on a dry plain a small

body of sheep have passed by. We desire to follow them,

but they are out of sight. We note their tracks, which

are quite plain in a few places, indistinct or entirely lost

in others, are followed with more or less difficulty, ac-

cording to their continuity of imprints or their faintness

or clearness. However, it is noted that there is a per-

ceptible line of dust along and over the trail. It is quite

visible to the eye. By following it at high speed before

it is dissipated by the breeze, the flock may be accurately

followed and overtaken. The particles of dust visible

to the eye in this case correspond to the particles of

body scent which the dog follows by the SMise of smell,

and' the tracks are analogous in a way to the trail left by

the birds.
, ,

The best of dogs will occasionally make mistakes, and

this may be truthfully said of the best of men also. Mis-

takes made when the dog is endeavoring to do his best

should always be silently overlooked.

The puzzle peg. a device intended to be tied on the

dog's under jaw, in such a position that it projects some

three or four inches forward on it. has been devised to

make him carry a high nose and thus force him to

follow the birds by their body scent. It is useless and

cruel in practice, hence description of it is unnecessary.

All mechanical means are useless when applied to correct

in the nose a cause which exists in the brain. It is better

to permit and encourage the dog to seek in his best

manner as his nature impels or permits.

A Christmas Fox Hunt.

A YOUNG limb of the law. bearing the euphonious name

of Dennis, came home for his holidays spoiling for a fox

hunt. Dennis is no novice at the game of fox hunting,

but he was anxious to trv conclusions with Br'er Reynard,

that he might demonstrate to his friends in this neck of

the woods that the proverbial wiles cf the fox were as

naught when pitted against the craft of his chosen pro-

fession Also that the tim.e he had spent m the historical

halls of old McGill had fitted him to successfully cope

with all creation. With this idea firmly imbedded in his

cranium, he invited me to be one of the party.

Now personally I am rather fond of a chase and love

music, more especially the deep mellow notes of a hound

on a frosty morning.
, r ^

On this morning the trees were coated, and the Irost

crystals glittering in the sunlight gave the bush the ap-

pearance of a forest of Chrismas trees festooned with

diamonds; and the depth and mellowness' of the notes

could not be denied as one dog went merrily away upon

the first scent found. So we were happy and at peace with

all the world.
. . ^ , ,j t

Thinkinf the fo^g lay in the first cover mQ would be

likely to shape his course for the mountains, we drov-e

to a crossroad to intercept him ; but he had crossed ahead
of us, and we heard our dog driving on a wooded ridge
about a mile to our left. So we left our team at a farm
house, strapped on our snowshoes and hit the trail. As
we went, Dennis "would frequently stop, train his Greener
upon an imaginary fox and mutter to himself, "Steady as
a rock; and if I can only catch a glimpse of him between
my barrels I can surely harvest him."
As we neared the hunt, I was for pushing through the

bush to get a shot, hut Dennis said, "No; you go down
to that house below the hill; get Hib, and with him cover
the upper and lower sides of the hill while I guard this."

I made the detour and gained my position about thirty

seconds too late to see the fox. He ran straight to Dennis
and I heard the roar of his lo-gauge as he gave him a right

and left. I did not hear the usual cry announcing a suc-

cessful shot, so I held my position till I heard the dog
pass the field of battle, when I called to Dennis, but
could get no reply, and on gaining the open saw him disap-

pear over a neighboring hill. When I finally caught him
up he wore a sickly sort of smile and volunteered the in-

formation that he had missed the fox with both barrels.

I rather thought there were no shot in the cartridges, as

he was. dead on. I sympathized with him, and we struck
out for a hemlock cover adjoining a sugar orchard, where
we could hear the race going on with renewed vigor.

They ran there for two hours, and we saw the fox several

times, but always just out of gun shot. Finally in ma-
king a break through the open for the cover of a ledge.

Avhere I expected to meet him, he came. to the edge of

the field in time to see me disapear behind the rocks, which
ended the fun for us in that cover. He then recrossed the

road and opened up business in a swamp. After he had
worked this over to his satisfaction, he started for an-

other runway; but Hib was laying for the game, and we
saw him start to his feet and let go. We were in the

distance, but could see the smoke ; and we did not need to

wait for Hib's battle cry to know that the race was done.

We let the dog come up and muss him a little, after which
we robbed him of his jacket and hung him in the crotch of

a convenient shrub to insure future luck.

Warrington.

Westminster Kennel Qub Show*

New York.—The complete list of additional classes

opened since the publication of the prize list is as follows

;

Class iqA, Newfoundlands, open dogs and bitches,

Class 107A, Griffons, open dogs and bitches.

Class 2.32A, Beagles, open dogs and bitches (not ex-

ceeding 12 inches).

Class 320A, King Charles Spaniels, puppies, dogs and

bitches.

Class 32gA, Prince Charles Spaniels, novice dogs and
bitches.

The additional specials are:

Messrs. Harris and Nixon offer the Harris and Nixon
challenge cup for the best bull terrier of either sex owned
by a member of the L. K. A. of A.

The Ballj'hoo Bey challenge cup presented by W. C.

Whitney, Esq., for the best .American-bred of either sex,

any breed, owned and bred by a member of the L. K. A.

the American Spaniel Club offers the President's

Trophv for the best brace of cocker spaniels.

The Spaniel Club's Futurity and Sweepstakes should

read, whelped since July i, 1899, and not August i, as in

the prize list.

I beg to draw your attention to the fact that we have

this year offered our old kennel prize of $20 for the best

team of four of any breed entered and owned by one

exhibitor, provided at least two teams the property of

different owners compete.

Classes not already divided by sex will, upon request

of the exhibitors, be so divided, provided a sufficient

number of entries are made, four of each sex being the

required number in the puppy and novice classes and six

of each sex in the limit and open classes.

Dogs of the same breed the property of one exhibitor

Avill be benched together if a request to that effect is made
at the time of making the entries.

Jas. Mortimer, Supt.

Points and Flushes*

Mr. C. H. Mantler, secretary of the Great Dane Club,

informs us that he has lost his well-known Great Dane
Lochinvar. He in color is a light brindle. _Mr. Mant-

ler states that he either strayed away or was stolen on

Thursday of last week. Anv information in regard to

the dog will be gladly received by Mr. C. H. Mantler,

3450 Hudson Boulevard. Jersey City Heights, N. J.

American Ganoc Association, J900- 1901.

Commodore, C. E. Britton, Gananoque, Can. „. ^ „
Secretary-Treasurer, Herb Begg, 24 Kmg street, West Toronto,

''Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Thirty-second street aiiu Avenue A,

Bayonne. N. J.

Division Officers.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., Henry M. Dater, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rear-Com., H. D. Hewitt, Burlington, N. J,

Purser Joseph F. Eastmond, 199 Madison street, Brooklyn, N. \-

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., C. P. Forbush, Buffalo, N. Y
Kear-Com., Dr. C. R, Henry, Perry.^N. Y.

Purser, Lyman P. Hubbell, BufEalo, N. Y.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Louis A. Hall, Newton, Mass
Rear-Com., C. M. Lamprey, Lawrence, Mass.

_ , , c
Purser A. E. Kimberly, Lawrence Experimental btation,

Lawrence. Mass.
^^^^^^^^ DIVISION.

Vice-Corn., G. A. Howell, Toronto, Can. ^ . _
Rear-Com.. R. Easton Burns,, Kingston, Ontario, Can. .

Purser, R." Norman Brown, Toronto, Can.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Vice-Corn., Wm. C. Jupp, Detroit Mich.

Rear-Com., F. B. Huntington, Milwaukee, Wis.

Purser Fred T. Barcroft, 408 Ferguson Building, Detroit, Mich.

•I

OSjeiaJ oryan, Fpr^st A?fp S?k]baw, _

Western Division, A. C* A.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 12.—^The meeting of the Western

Division of the A. C. A. for election of officers and gen-
eral business was held at the Great Northern Hotel, this

city, this afternoon, the following members and
proxies being on hand : H. C. Morse, Peoria, 111. ; W. C.

Jupp, Detroit, Mich.; E. H. Holmes, N. H. Cook, E.

Hough, Chas. Catlin and F. S. Catlin, Chicago; F. B.

Huntington and A. W. Friese, Milwaukee, Wis.
Proxie,s—F. W. Dickens and G. F. Gregg. Milwaukee;

W. H. Huntington, Oshkosh, Wis.; R. A. Hibbert, Ash-
land, Wis. ; F. C. Howe, J. H. Ross, H. R. Fahnestock,
H. S. Marsters, W. S. Truesdale, W. M. Clark, Guy Ray-
burn, .S. Pearson, R. J. Hotchkiss, all of Peoria, 111.

;

J. E. Baker, F. T. Barcroft. Wm. Campbell, E. B. Nellis,

J. L. Dexter, C. H. Gould, all of Detroit
; J. W. HepbUfflj

Toledo, O. ; G. W. Gardner, Cleveland, O.
The report of the Purser showed a balance on hand of

$81.95 and sixty-two members in good and regular stand-

ing.

There came up some talk over the late change of rules,

which was not a popular movement in this part of the

country. The old W, C. A. held a few canoeists of the

sportiest sort and no sail area was too large for them
and no cockpit too small. Mr. Cook pointed out that it

would be very hard for the Western Division to hold a

meet, because they had very few boats which would
qualify. He thought the change of rules to a type of boat
like the old cruiser would tend to hurt canoeing in this

country. He said that members from this country could
not build a boat each year, and surely could not build

two. Mr. Cook moved that the Western Division me^t
be passed for 1901, and this was carried.

Vice-Com. Jupp, who was in the chair, reported on
the failure of the Western men to make much showing at

Muskoka. He said that if the Western Division did not
make a bigger turn out on the St. Lawrence, they could
not put up a very strong talk for an Association meet in

their countr3^
Mr. Huntington in supporting Mr. Cook's motion

pointed out that the old sailors of the Western Division
were practically legislated out of existence. He said

they could find more pleasure in a boat on faster lines than
one with a 6ft. cockpit and no sliding seat. Mr. Morse, of

Peoria, stated that Mr. Quick's device of a waterproof
canvas lining to the cockpit, to be used for rapid bailing,

had been acepted under the new rule.

The leaning of these Western men seeming to be toward
a better chance for the racing craft pure and simple, Mr.
Friese, of Milwaukee, moved that the Trophy race be
sailed under rules which should leave the old boats eligible

along with the new ones, and this was carried.

Mr. Morse took the floor to urge greater enthusiasm on
the part of the Western Division. He said that the A. C.

A. should have given the Western men a meet this past

year, instead of giving it to the Northern Division. Had
they done so, the Western Division would now be a good
and strong one. He said that the second turn down of

1901 made matters still harder, and the Western Divi-

sion men must get together and stand out for an Asso-
ciation meet in their own country.
Mr. Jupp pointed out that many canoeists were kept

from the 1900 meet because they did not have any exact

ideas of the railroad fares, tentage, board, etc. He hoped
this would not be the case another year.

Mr. Jupp later, after a considerable discussion among
the members and talk by Mr. Morse and others, made the

following motion, leaving the chair fur that purpose:
"To the Executive Committee of the A. C. A. : It is

resolved by the Western Division that it is absolutely

necessary for the life and success of the Western Division,

if it shall retain its membership, that the A. C. A. hold
an annual meeting in the waters of the Western Division

in 1902." This was carried.

The officers were then elected for the ensuing
year, onlj^ two changes being made in the list of last

year, Mr. Holmes taking the place of Mr. Woodruff, and
Mr. Dickens of Mr. Lafferty. Mr. Morse holds over in

his term as member of the Board of Governors. The
officers elected were as follows: Vice-Com., William C.

Jupp, 50 West Earned street, Detroit, Mich.; Rear-Com.,
F. B. Huntington, 629 Hackett avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

;

Purser, F, T. Barcroft, 408 Ferguson Building, Detroit,

Mich. Members Executive Committee—E. H. Holmes,
Chicago, 111. ; F. W. Dickens, Milwaukee, Wis. Member
Board of Governors—^Henry C. Morse, Peoria, 111.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, HI.

Red Dragon C,. C.
The annual meeting and election of officers of the Red

Dragon C. C, of Philadelphia, was held in the Colonnade
Parlors on Jan. 4. There was a large attendance of

members, and the following officers were chosen for the

ensuing year: Com., M. D. Wilt; Vice-Com., Omar
Shallcross; Purser, H. E. Davis; Quartermaster, Harry
W. Fleischmann; Correspondent, W. K, Park; Fleet Sur-

geon. F. O. Gross, M. D, ; Measurer, H. E. Bachmann;
Trustee for three years, Joseph R Murray, with A. S.

Fenimore and E. W. Crittenden ; House Committee, A. D.

Shaw, Harry Blumner, N. C. McLeod, J. Howard Morri-

son.

The Purser's report showed a healthy condition of the

treasury, and the club has been strengthened by the ad-

dition of several new active members.
The prize offered to the one making the greatest mileage

during the season in paddling canoe was won by E. W.
Crittenden, who covered 387 miles. A. S. Fenimore was
presented with a trophy for second place, he having

paddled 197^^ miles. Mr. Fenimore's record would have

been greater but that his doctor ordered otherwise.

The Red Dragons held their annual mess at the club

house, Wissmoming, Pa., Saturday evening, Jan. 5. The
house was tastefully decorated and the menu quite in

keeping with the usual affair of this kind. It was strictly

a club mess, and the following were present: M. D.
Wilt, E. D^ Hemingway, Harry Fleischmann, Joseph

E. Murray, Capt. H. Blumner, A. S. Fenimore, J. N.

Remsen, P. T. Hookie, Dr. F. O. Gross, J. H. Morrison.

N. C. McLeod, W. K. Park, R. G. Fleischmann, H. E.

Bachmann, H. E. Davis, C. W. King_ and W. Bachtnann.

TJig (Evening wps pleasantly spent in the pld-lashione^
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Red Dragon manner, talks by Com. Wilt, ex-Com.
Herningway, Joseph Edward Murray and Dr. Gross being
particularly well received. The ex-Comniodore spoke
fluently in retrospectiye and took his hearers back to the
time "when swords did hang but loosely in the scabbard."
Capt. Blumner delighted the audience with a few of his
choicest recitations. In fact, every member present added
his mite, and not a moment was lost.

The year just ended has been a pleasant one for the Red
Dragons, although, according to the report of the Re-
gatta Committee, M. D. Wilt, chairman, there was a lack
of interest in the regattas held by the club.
A successful ladies' day, successful mainly through the

untiring efforts of the Commodore', was given after the
spring regatta, and it was one of the most enjo3'able
meets of the season.
The race for the McFetridge paddling trophy and for a

cup presented by E'. W. Crittenden was held on Sept. 29,
Mr. M. D, Wilt winning. Mr. Crittenden and Mr. Titus
were the other contestants.

According to the log book, fifteen members have been
active during the year, Mr. Crittenden leading in the
greatest number of miles paddled with 387 to his credit,
followed by A. S. Fenimore, with 1971^ ; E. D. Heming-
way, 165 ; T. W. Cook, 1341/, ; M. D. AVilt, 134 ; J. E. Mur-
ray, H. W. Fleischmann, 68; H. M. Krearaer, 57;
W. K. Park, 551^; H. E. Davis, 49>4 ; A. D. Silliman, 46;
N. C. McLeod. 12^; W. J. Scott, ii^^; H. E. Blumner,
iij^, and A. D. Shaw, 3.

Eight members of the club took part in the Delaware
River cruise of the Atlantic Division of the A. C. A. in
May, namely. Messrs. Kreamer, Fleischmann, Fenimore,
Crittenden, Park, Murray, Cook and Hemingway. Be-
sides these were several other members w^ho joined the
camp at Park Island. Two of the Red Dragons, M. D.
Wilt and Harry Kreamer, attended the A. C. A. meet at
Muskoka Lake, Canada. W. K. P.

Notice.

All communicationB intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

CANOEING NEWS NOTES.
The Toronto C. C. annual dinner, which was announced

for the 25th inst., has been postponed until further notice
on account of the death of the Queen.

1^ ft^

The following, proposed by Com. C. E. Britten and
seconded by Sec'y-Treas. Herb Begg. have applied for
membership in the A. C. A. : Thos. B. Greening, Hamil-
ton, Canada; A. J. Wood, Montreal, Canada; Geo. Boyd,
Montreal, Canada.

K K n
Charles Catlin, 481 Belden avenue, Chicago, has also

applied for membership.

i^o H
Com. Britton, who was unfortunately laid up sick dur-

ing_ the annual meeting in Gananoque October last, has
entirely recovered and is able to assume his official duties.

^ ^ ^
Mr, Percy Nesbit, Vice-Commodore of the British

Canoe Association, has announced his intention of being
present at the international meet, Thousand Islands, in

August next.

*i K ^
The Toronto C. C. are making extensive alterations to

their club house, which, together with the adjoining prop-
erty, was recently purchased by them.

*t >t

The annual reunion, dinner and election of the Brook-
lyn C. C. were held at the Clarendon Hotel. Brooklyn.
The reports of the committees and officers for the j^ear

showed the organization to be in good condition, with
no outstanding liabilities and a substantial balance. The
following officers were chosen : Com., Robert J. Wilkin

;

Vice-Com., C. Valentine Schujder; Purser. W. McK.
Miller, Meas.. F. V. Henshaw; Chairman of House Com-
mittee, Percy F. Hogan

; Chairman of Entertainment Com-
mittee, Samuel J. Bennett.

iK. *i at

At the annual meeting of the Knickerbocker C. C. held
at the club house, West i52d street and the Hudson River,
the following officers for the coming vear were elected:
Com., L. S. Stockwell; Vice-Com., G. E. Tavlor; Sec'y.

J. Leach; Treas., W. R. Farrell, Jr.; Meas., 'Warren t.
Berry. The reports of the retiring officers showed the
club to be in a flourishing condition, as it owns its club
house, is free from debt, and has a balance of several
hundred dollars in the treasur3^

Report of the Purser, Atlantic Division, A.
C A., J 900.

Receipts.
Balance from purser, 1899 $157.28
Dues for year 1896-1897-1898 , 3 00
Dues for 1899 ,„.,-,,..r 5.00
Dues for 1900 238.00
Initiation fees 26.00
Subscription for prizes , 10.00

^.
'—

$439.28
Disbursements.

Stationery, printing and postage $138.00
Subscriptions, Forest and Stream 7.0O
Net expenses Division cruise and meet.. 78.49
Prizes for Division meet races............ 45.00
Thirty per cent, to the A. C. A 81.60
Atlantic Division dinner in New York 37.15
Transportation A. C. A. meet, 1899 27!o5
Transportation J^. C. A. meet, 1900 4 00
Balance Get. 1, 1900 2o!99

. $439 2S
Respectfully submitted, Arthur H. Wood, Purser'.
Audited and found correct—Fred B. Yard, G. L. Wallington.

In our issue of last week we referred to the new bill

which has been introduced into Congress by Representa-
tive Charles H. Grosvenor, of Ohio, providing for tlie

regulation of the use of launches propelled by electricity,

gas, naphtha or fluid, and we are glad to say that there

is little likelihood of its being passed at present. In an
interview at Washington a few days since, Mr. Grosvenor
made the following explanation

:

"I introduced the bill for the Treasury Department
upon the information that accidents to passengers on badly
regulated vessels, propelled by power generated by gas
or oil. were becoming too frequent, and also because there
had been complaint that the masters of such vessels were
indifferent to the sailing rules that govern other craft, and
Avere getting in the way of steamboats and steamships
with little care for the signals and regulations that re-

strain vessels under the supervision of the supervising
inspectors of steam vessels.

"The bill does not pretend to debar any private user
of a launch, however propelled, being of less than 15 tons,

from choosing any way he may prefer to blow himself and
his family to perdition. It simply says that all vessels
propelled by power and carrying passengers 'for hire' shall

be subject to rules found wise and necessary to control
the use of other power-propelled vessels. That does not
appear clearly in the act as I introduced it.

"To make it clear I have to-day introduced another
bill, in which I have recited the act to be amended and
then added the amendment. That is a rule in Ohio, and
ought to be a rule hare, the mere reference to a statute
to be amended not conveying an intelligent idea to the
reader of the act if he does not happen to be familiar with
the statute referred to. The launch owners need not
worry. Having introduced the corrected bill, it will be
referred, but I shall not make any effort to secure its pas-
.sage this session."

A MOST interesting pamphlet, written by Col. J. F.
Bucknill (Thalassa), of Southampton, England, on the
new English Y. R. A. rule, has just been received by us.

It has for its purpose the formation of a new association
in England with the object of fostering wholesome types
of small boats for racing, with displacement as a basis
for its rating formulas. Col. Bucknill ably discusses the
new rule recently adopted by the Y. R. A. Council, and
brings to light its weak points. A number of charts and
tables make the volume most complete, and those who are
interested in rating formulas will find the work of unusual
value in the study of the subject. Copies may be secured
from Wolff & Co., 75 High street, Southampton, Eng-
land, for one shilling a copy.

The cruising schooner for Mr. Robert E. Tod that is
being built by the Townsejid & Downey Shipbuilding Co.,
of Shooters Island, S. I., from plans made by Mr. H. C.
Winteringham, is already under way. She is iioft. on
the waterline, 152ft. 6in. over all, 28ft. beam and 14ft.
draft. The overhang aft is 23ft. Sin. She has a very
moderate sail plan. The skylights and deck trimmings
will be of teak, and beside the usual boats she will carry
a steam launch. The deck is raised- forward and aft.
Mr. Tod has sold his schooner Katrina,

The Duties of Regatta Committees*
Last summer in conversation with Mr. W. P. Stephens

I promised to write a few notes on the duties of regatta
committees. The subject is a large one, and I shall not
pretend to exhaust it or to offer instructions to men who
have served on regatta committees for years. I may, how-
ever, hope to put together a little information that -will

be useful to those who have made no special study of
the subject. If I am seldom able to quote authorities it

must be remembered that outside of the racing rules
there is scarcely anything available for the use of race
officers, and they have to look for guidance to custom,
fair play and common sense. As all, or nearly all, races
are sailed under the management of a yacht club, it will
be convenient and sufficient to inquire into the duties
of the regatta committee of a club, merely remarking
that under special conditions a regatta committee might
exist without a club. Every club has its own system of
internal administration, of which a committee of 'manage-
ment forms the chief part, although discharging varying
duties and responsibilities, according to the constitution
of the club. With some small clubs this committee is

little more than an executive carrying out the will of the
members expressed at monthly meetings. In all larger
clubs, however, the custom is to hold an annual meet-
ing, at which the comm.ittee of management is elected, and
to entrust it with full powers of administration. This
would include the outlining of the racing policy of the
club, and it might go further to the extent of fixing the
classes, dates and events, providing for the measurement
of the fleet and furnishing the necessary facilities for
carrying out all the details of a race. Usually all such
work is turned over to another committee variously
known as the regatta committee, the race committee or
the sailing committee, whose work it is now proposed
to discuss.

The three titles mentioned are used almost interchange-
ably, as any report of summer racing in Forest and
Stream will show. Although each may at one time have
possessed a more specific meaning of the three, the term
regatta committee is the most comprehensive, and it may
include those who have charge of the whole or any part
of the club work connected with a race. The duties, the
authority and the responsibility of such a committee Vary
almost with every club—there is no fixed rule and hardly
any settled usage. The simplest and most effective plan
is that of the New York Yacht Club, which elects a re-
gatta committee at the annual meeting, and invests it

with full authority to carry on the racing of the club, from
the making of the first arrangements to the finish of the
last race and the awarding of the last prize. There is

no doubting the wisdom and efficiency of such a course

—

k is precise, clean-cut and effective. Of course, much of
the work may be performed by deputy, either paid or
honorary, and such a committee will find occasion to
employ raeastirers, secretaries, starters, timekeepers and
others. But with the central authority in good hands
such detail.s of administration give far less trouble than
when they are entrusted to several individuals or com-

mittees working apart in a disjointed fashion, often out
of touch one with another or touching only to collide.
The duty of conducting the season's racing of a yacht

club, or even a special race of any importance, is no mere
honorary ,=:inec.ure, to be entrusted to any members who
have a taste for publicity and no special qualifications
for any other office. It is important, responsible work, re-
quirmg constant attention and good administrative
ability, coupled with a practical knowledge of the rules
and usages of yachting. For this reason clubs having
important racing to look after entrust it to a compact
body of competent men, five or even three being a good
number: large unwieldy committees containing a good
de;il of hoitorary and ex-officio material having been
abandoned, owing to the importance of the work.
A regatta committee taking charge of a season's rac-

ing will assume oflice at the beginning of the season, or
better still at the close of the previous season, and with
as little loss of time .ns possible plan the coming cam-
paign. The first arrangements that will be made will be
such as concern owners who propose building or altering
boats during the winter. Changes in rules, classification
or the establishment of new classes are matters that
should all be settled before Christmas, if possible. Then
the season's fixtures will have to be arranged, and often
this requires more time and patience than may be sup-
posed, particularly when dates have to be set with some
regard to the events of other clubs. Work of this kind,
although important, is only preliminary, and may be
done deliberately. The active, conspicuous duties begin
with the opening of the racing season, and even if all goes
smoothly the regatta committee will have plenty to do
on or before the day of the race. But unfortunately, even
at the last moment, vexatious hitches arise from quarters
where all was supposed to be serene. Yacht owners,
strange to say, are often very capricious in their actions
about racing. One would suppose that it would be
looked upon as a privilege to sail a fair race for a valu-
able prize, and that every owner who had any intention
of competing would make himself familiar with the rules,
have his boat measured in good time, and attend to the
necessary formality of making an entry with the proper
officer. Most owners do all this cheerfully and promptly,
but others do not. They treat the club measurer as
though they were doing him and the club a great favor
to allow the official tape-line to touch their sacred 3^acht—
they stand him off and tell him to call again because some
trifling changes may be made—there is no hurry. They
go around one day explaining how they are going to
beat their class out of sight, and next dav are not sure
they will race at all. Instead of entering in good season
they take it as a matter of course that some member of
the regatta committee will ask for their entry and be
glad to get it.- They do more—but my object is not to
enlarge on the shortcomings of owners, except to show
that a regatta committee must be prepared for all this
sort of thing, and be ready to handle it with judgment
and discretion. Careless yacht owners are often good-
natured, honorable sportsmen, and they have to be
humored, because in handling a regatta it is necessary
to do more than carry out the technical requiiements of
the event—it must be made a success.

The cotirse or courses will be decided some time be
tore the day of the race, and all necessary preparations
made to set the marks. Even in a well-regulated c'ub.
with a competent dock man or storekeeper, this will re-
quire the personal attention of at least one member of
the committee. The equipment will have to be carefullv
looked over and every precaution taken to see that it is
all there and in good order. Buovs, floats, targets,
anchors and lines are peculiarly liable to loss and dam-
age even with fair handling, not to mention carelessness
and borrowing. When marks have to be set in the open
in deep water and exposed to wind and waves, the gear
cannot be too good or too much care exercised in the
setting. Where the course is a long one the work is
better done the day before it is required, as it takes some
time to steam fifteen or twenty miles, stopping at inter-
vals to set marks. The only drawback to this foolhardi-
ness is that there is a chance of a buoy being carried
away over night, and to guard against this it is always
advisable to send a steamer around in the morning before
the start, with the necessary materials for making good
anything that has gone wrong. There is no more annoy-
ing incident in racing than the loss of a mark, and even
if It be discovered in time to place a temporary "substitute,
such as the committee boat, the incident is likely to lead
to dissatisfaction among the competitors. It "is worse
when a new start has to be ordered, as even on a short
course this leads to a weary delay which is onlv a trifle
better than a postponement. There are three things that
racing yachtsmen have a good right to demand from a
regatta committee: Precise instructions, accurate timing
and a course properly laid and marked. For any failure
m the latter respect it is idle to plead excuses or explana-
tions; these do not restore a race that has been m.ost
vexatiously spoiled. Yet it must be added that the most

-painstaking regatta committee may sometimes have a
mishap solely through their inability to obtain proper
material for setting marks and keeping them there. The
average yachtsman, who has not investigated the sub-
ject usually thinks that "any old thing" is good enough
to use for a mark in a course, and if, as may happen, the
regatta committee has no authority to purchase stores,
they may have to submit to having requisitions for proper
stores cut down below the point of utility and reliability
by some very economical person who does not realize
that a whole regatta may be spoiled by one piece of rope
proving too weak or too .short.

While on this subject T may say that after many ex-
periments on Lake Ontario we have found the only satis-
factory mark for deep water to be the affair shown in
the cut. The A shaped floai is constructed of dry stuff,
well fastened, and should have a surplus buoyancy of at
least so or 60 pounds. .A stout ring is provided for the
anchor rope of three-quarters' or larger manila, *a mush-
room anchor of 50 pounds weight being used. A Hght
but sound spar 25 feet long is stepped clear through
the float, a third of its length or less projecting into the
water, and to the heel is lashed a weight of say 50 pounds.
This affords sufficient stability to carry the pole upright
Willi suitable targets attached. Simple as this arrange-
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ment is, care must be used in making, and rigging it.

The float itself is not expected to contribute any stability,

as it is almost totally immersed, this being a part of the

plan in order to minimize the resistance offered by wave
motion, and to present no appreciable surface for wind-
age.

The problem is the same as that of putting ballast

outside a yacht, only much simpler, as all the required

data are obtainable by the use of a foot-rule and a pair

of scales. The first point to be settled is the required

height of the pole above the water. Suppose this to be
18 feet, weighing say 20 pounds. The center of gravity

of this may be assumed at a height of 9 feet. At the

top of the pole is carried a target or device, weiging say

5 pounds. We thus have an upsetting force acting

through the center of buoyancy made as follows:

Pole 30 pounds by 9 feet 180 pounds.
Target 5 pounds by 18 feet 90

"

270

If the heel of the pole projects ^ feet below the water
and is loaded with a weight of 50 pounds, we have a

counterbalance equal to 350 pounds, less say ten per

cent., due to the immersion of the weight, or 315 pounds
net. This affords plenty of m.argin for windage, and
msures the mark and target always remaining right

side up.

Having decided on the spar and weights to be used

the float can be built of a size to support them. Using
sides 6 feet long and a foot wide of 2-inch stuff, it will

contain some 2^ cubic feet of wood, and the weight that

this will support depends upon its quality and dryness.

The surest way is to test both this and the stability of

the marks by dropping it into the water alongside a

dock, with a line attached. When properly planned and
built the float should show a little above the water to

allow for soakage, and the pole and target should in-

stantly assume their proper position, no matter in what
shape the outfit is thrown into the water. The only

objection to a mark of this kind is that it is a\vkward

.to handle, not so much in setting out as in taking in.

There is no great difficulty if the steamer is provided

with a boat or anchor davit, from which the float may be

slung alongside and rigged or unrigged. In setting, a

line is bent on the anchor and the latter lowered away
uatjl it reaches the bottom. After allowing sufficient

slack the other end is carefully fastened to the buoy.

The pole is then shipped, the weight attached, and the

outfit dropped overboard. In taking in, the chief difficiilty

is to hoist the mark and disconnect the weight, a davit

or swinging boom being very useful for this work. In

their absence more hands are required, and the boat's

paint may sufifer. It is not the weight, but the awkward-

ness of. the mark that makes the trouble—once the pole

is unshipped everything is easy.

Many details of this mark may be improved. In all

cases the wooden float should be strongly fastened, pins

or bolts being used instead of nails. The pole might be

shod with an iron weight of no greater diameter than

itself, so that it could be readily shipped and unshipped.

For the wooden float a metal air chamber might be sub-

stituted, made of light boiler plate or even thinner iron,

but in the latter case some wooden bracing would be

needed in the wake of the mast. A rig of this kind would

be useful where it had to be set and taken up frequently,

constant care being exercised to guard against corrosion

and punctures. Where a mark is set out for the season

the wooden float would be more reliable.

In frequently setting these marks, some curious opin-

ions have been offered us by spectators. One man
thought a small weight would answer for a larger one, if

only it were hung on a lanyard, arguing that the lower

center of gravity v/ould give additional leverage. So it

would if the connection between pole and weight were

rigid, or^ m other words, a continuation of the pole itself,

but a loose connection adds nothing to the leverage of the

weight; it serves merely to transmit the pull just as a

lanyard on a tiller does. Another man did not see the

necessity of getting the anchor to the bottom in deep

water, supposing that the mere weight at the end of a

long line would hold the buoy. In this connection it

may be said that with a mark of this kind the float is so

neailly immersed that a small anchor and less scope

than in ordinary practice may be relied on. The strain

on the ground tackle is nothing like that caused by a

small boat, such as might be used for the purpose. For

this reason alone the buoy is far superior to any boat;

while a sea that will swamp an open boat at anchor will

pass harmlessly over a buoy.

The style of target used will depend on the course and

its surroundings. For open water with a background of

'sea and sky, no one thing will answer at all times. A
flag of black and white cr red and white is easily seen

when blowing across the line of vision, but is useless at

any distance when blowing down wind or in a calm.

A sphere of basket work painted or covered with painted

cotton is an imorovement. The top of the pole may be

crowned with a 'bright tin cone, small end up, which as

it sways will throw off flashes at various angles, which

carry "a long wav and are particularly valuable in hazy

weather Instead of a cone a many-sided pyramid may

oe used. For buoys with a shore background, care

should be taken that the target is of a character that will

'stand out against it. Bright colors are useful ani on a

low-lying shore covered with trees a target near the water

is more readilv picked up than if slung higher. Experi-

ment alone will alecide what is best for any particular

When laying a course in open water the compass

oearino-s will be taken and included in the printed in-

structions. This is simple enough if the steamer em-

ployed has a properly adjusted compass, but many tugs

and small craft used for this work are not so provided.

Tt is hardly necessary to add that the best compass put

aboard a small steamer bristling with iron work cannot

be relied upon. The onlv resort is to try to ascertain

the amount, of the deviation, and to check any bearings

taken by cross-bearings plotted on the chart, and by such

local marks as are available. In case of final doubt the

bearings should be described in the instructions as ap-

proximate- and if the course is long so that one mark

^afttiPt re^dUy k §9^w from another, th? §ame ftftmcr

used in laying it should go ahead of the yachts to show
the way. -1

Windward or leeward courses must, of course, be laid

on the day of the race, the steamer starting either with
the yachts or :a little ahead of them. One member of

the regatta committee should be on board to superin-
tend the work, and it will usually be better to provide a
separate boat for the starter. This leads up to the actual

conduct of the race, which requires the services of sev-

eral officers, although at times all the various duties may
be discharged bv one man, We have so far assumed

in cone

'Target

\i4

Elevation o| -f/oat

MARK USED BY THE LAKE YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.

the regatta committee to be in charge of all the pre-

liminary arrangements. Thej' may and often do go
further and attend to all the technical duties of race

officers. On the other hand, they may content themselves
with a general supervision, and leave all the active work
to starters, judges and timekeepers, usually in such cases

retaining the duty of deciding protests and disputed

points. In some cases it is really the race officers who
are known as the regatta committee, so that their duties

begin where those of the regatta committee of another
club may end. There is no fixed usage in such matters,

and the customs of various clubs are established not by
any general law, but by convenience and local conditions

—even by accident or caprice. The important point is

that the duties ot race officers be properly discharged, and
where this is accomplished names signify little.

The starter should satisfy himself that all the necessary

gear, such as flags, signals, guns and ammunition, is in

its proper place aboard the steamer, or wherever it

will be required, and that everything is in good working

9fd^, The yacht ^w^m i§ n^tw^Uy TO9h wse4 for

starting, but unless everything is in perfectly good order
it is unreliable for such exact important work. It should

be clean inside as well as outside, the breech should open
and close easily and the moving parts be well oiled. A
cannon belonging to a well-kept yacht, in constant use,

may be depended on, especially if the man who usually

cares for and fires it can be spared to serve it, but even then
there is a chance of missing fire with a bad primer, so

that to guard against accidents' I have always, where it

was possible, used two guns. One man can handle the

two lanyards and pull the second without appreciable

loss of time if the first misses fire. An excellent sub-

stitute, however, is a double-barreled shotgun, using

shells loaded with noisy powder. It is easier to handle

than a cannon, and much more reliable, as a rule.

An accurate timepiece is, of course, a necessity, a ship's

chronometer being the best, but a good watch which
accuartely registers seconds will serve. A stop-watch

having a "sweep seconds" hand is useful as being easily

read, but one should beware of complicated watches un-

less they have been proved rehable. They are more
liable to derangement than simpler movements, and I

have known one stopped by the shock of firing the first

gun. This was very awkward, as the starting guns had
to follow at exact intervals, and I should have been in a

fix had not another less pretentious watch set to the

same time been available.

The starter will arrange in good time for such as-

sistants as he requires, placing one man at the gun,

another at the signal halliards, and perhaps another to

write down times at the start if it is desirable to preserve

them. Unless he know of a better man he had better

hold the watch himself. Suppose a race to start at 11

o'clock. At 10:55 he will call out "Five minutes,"

then at 10:59 "One minute," and in succession

"Half a minute." With a hasty glance to see

that his assistants are all ready and attentive he will con-

tinue, "Fifteen seconds—ten seconds—five—four—three

—

two—one.—fire!" At the word both gun and flag should

respond. The man with the watch must keep cool and
avoid allowing his attention to be distracted by the gossip

and bustle that always occur on a committee boat at the

start of a race. In the intervals between guns, no matter

what else he has to attend to, he must keep an eye on
his watch.

The timekeeper is the complement of the starter, and
indeed it is convenient for one man to attend to both

duties. Times around intermediate marks are usually

taken for the benefit of reporters, if for nothing else, and
when several rounds of a course are made, each com-
pleted one should be timed as carefully as a finish. For
taking the latter the committee steamer should, if at all

possible, be moved so that the finishing line is at right

angles to the last leg of the course; thus no yacht is re-

quired to stay or wear around the mark. Similarly the

starting line should be arranged at right angles to the

first leg of the course, but of the two, it is of less conse-

quence, and might give way to other requirements, such

as sea-room. Rule books usually prescribe how and

when a course is considered completed. The old rule

read when the mast cuts the line, but the newer rule is

when any point—usually the bowsprit end—crosses the

line, the course is completed. Of the two I consider the

latter fairer and decidedly more convenient.
_
One can

always see when the bowsprit comes in line with a buoy,

but the latter is usually hidden by the sails by the time

the mast outs the finishing line. For particular work one

man may sight the yacht and call her out to the time-

keeper, who keeps his eye on the chronometer, notes the

time, and either writes it down or announces it to the

man who is keeping the records. With the assistance of

a split-second chronograph the timekeeper may sight

the finishes himself. The necessary corrections for time

allowance should be made and the results tabulated as

soon as possible.

In reports of yacht races one often reads of judges

and sometimes of a "referee." These terms appear to

have been borrowed from other sports, and used as

loosely and indefinitely as other titles previously referred

to, The most reasonable and exact application of the

term "judges" is in the case of race officers who act

under the "authority of the regatta committee, or who
are specially appointed to the work, as in the case of

the races for the Canada cup. Here each of the two

yacht clubs appointed a judge, and the two judges se-

lected a third, who might have been called a referee, but

in point of fact all three acted together as a race com-

mittee. There is a real need of some precise name for

such race officers. The word judge fits badly, and is

more suggestive of a fat stock show than a yacht race.

Having thus sketched the technical and perfunct9ry

duties of a regatta committtee, it would be interesting

to consider that part of their work which is discretionary;

but in this so much depends on common sense and the

personal equation that it is by no means easy to lay

down rules or even offer suggestions. Ore thing may
be said with certainty, and that is that no doubtful point

should be left for settlement after a race which can

possiblv be cleared up before the start. Racing men
usually' consent to anything reasonable when announced

fairly in the racing instructions, but they bitterly resent

arbitrary decisions, however fair, when they disqualify

or unplace a yacht after a race has been sailed. Some-

times a loser will go further and protest against a change

of course or of the time of starting, which a committee

may have seen fit to order, arguing that the change was

to 'his disadvantage and prevented him from winning.

Needless to say there can be no protest, within the mean-

ing of the rules, against any act within the discretion of

the regatta committee, although some yachtsmen do not

appear to understand this, and cheerfully "protest"

against anvthing that does not suit them. No responsi-

bte committee will refuse to consider complaints even

aeainst themselves, and to rectify any wrong that had

been done, but it is quite impossible for them to pay

any attention to a man whose grievance is that because

a course is altered he lost a race he expected to win.

Coming to protests proper, one competitor against

another, opens up a very large and complicated su'b-

ject where the committee will require some skill in

hearing evidence and sifting facts, after which they must

apply the rules as far as possible, and finally fall back on

fair play and common sense, Jn clearly proved c^e§ tj^e
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penalty is fixed—flie offending yacht "shall be disquali-

fied." There are, however, cases, where the violation of

the rales fs purely technical, that may be dismissed as

tnvolous, especially if the complaint comes from a com-
petitor who is clearly trying to snatch a decision, where
he had no chance of winning a race. There are a few

sea lawyers who are regularly looking for this sort of

thing. A prominent man once told me that most of the

members of his club looked upon the racing rules as

designed to prevent collisions, but there were a few who
openly afhrmed that the rules were made "to win races

with"—these were the exact wordSj neither sportsmanlike
nor grammatical. Fortunately such opinions are rare,

and even when men are found holding them we must
not judge them too harshly. It may be only their way
of looking at things, and from their standpoint they may
be acting fairly and honorably. The duty of a regatta

committee is, however, clear enough. Rules must be

observed, but tricks and sharp practices discouraged, and
above all the high standard of the sport must be main-
tained.

In conclusion I do not know whether to apologize to

the editor for the length, the discursiveness or the in-

completeness of this article. I trust, however, that in

spite of imperfections it contains a few hints that may
be useful to those who are called upon without previous
experience to serve on a regatta committee.

WiT-LiAM Q. Phillips.

Clinton, Ont., Jan 7.

Our Boston Letter.

Boston, Jan. 26.—This evening B. B. Crowninshield,
designer of the Boston Cup defender, acting under, agree-

ment with Thomas W. Lawson, owner of the ya?h*" gave
the principal dimensions to the press. Mr. Lav -'^ri issued

a statement, in Avhich he explained his position m regard
to secrecy and his knowledge of the chance^ which he is

taking. His statement, like previous ones h*» hps given to

the public, was very simple and straightforward.

He said that as he had originally intended to give the

public the dimensions of his boat, when it was deemed
advisable, he was now ready to stand by his word. He
did not in any waj^ intend to reflect upon the methods of

secrecy which have been successfully adopted by other

yachtsmen and builders. He allows that in making the

dimensions public he may be running great chances of

defeat, but will stick to his original intention, whatever
the cost.

The following are the official dimensions of the prin-

cipal parts of the hull:

Length

—

Over all - 140ft. loj^in.

Designed waterline 90ft.

Overhang

—

Forward 27ft. 5 in.

Aft 23ft.

Beam

—

Extreme 23ft. iijXin.

Designed waterline 23ft. 5 in.

Draft—Extreme 20ft.

Freeboard-
Stem head 6ft. 11 in.

Least 4ft-

At stern 4ft. 8 in.

Beam

—

Forward end of waterline. ........ 15ft.

Aft' J- end of waterline i8ft. 9 iii

Ste.n lift. 8 in.

Center of lateral plane, aft of forward end
of waterline 51ft. 5 in.

Center of buoyancy, aft of forward end
of waterline 47ft. 3 in.

Area

—

Lateral plane 772.6 sq. ft.

L.W.L. plane i,i7i.S sq. ft.

Wetted surface 2,913.5 sq. ft.

Her displacement was not given out, but as it has been
generally talked about, there is no harm in comparing it

with Columbia's. Her displacement, on a designed water-
line length of 90ft., is a little over 146 tons. Columbia's
displacement was 145 tons. As the Boston boat is nearly

lift, longer over all than Columbia, and her draft and
beam very nearly the same, it follows that the Boston de-

signer has gone to a reduction of dead rise, maintain-
ing the flat floor,, and has given a harder turn to the

bilge.

The displacement of 146 tons is on a waterline length of

90ft., but it is not likety that the boat will float exactly

at this length. It is more than possible that she will be
somewhat less. In this case her draft, which is only 3in,

more than Columbia's on paper, Avill not exceed that of

the defender of 1899. She is simply a much bigger boat
than Columbia and with greater sail-carrymg capacity on
about the same displacement.

It is not the designer's wish at the present time to dis-

close the dimensions of the sails which the boat will carry.

It is not likely that he will give these out until both con-
testants are in the water, for such information would give
too much comparative data to the Bristol designer. There
is every reason to believe that the Boston boat will have
a greater sail spread than Columbia, although even with
the same sail area she should be faster on form.

Everything was put in readiness to begin work on the
Boston boat at the Atlantic Works during the week. All
of the angle bars for the frames are there. The bending
slabs were put in place and a shelter erected over them.
The furnace was kept going full blast for twenty-four
hours to get an even heat, and then a small bar was turned
as an experiment. The result was very satisfactory. To-
day two frames were bent into shape. The work of bend-
ing will now continue rapidly, so that as many frames as
possible will be ready when the keel frame arrives from
East Braintree. The metal for the keel frame was run to-
day, and it is expected to arrive at the Atlantic works
some time next week.
On Tuesday a big Oregon pine stick was towed over

from Pigeon's Basin, at East Boston, to Lawley's, and
Wednesday, at high water, it was. hauled into the west
shop. It is intended for a hollow mast for the new
boat. It is now nearly squared up and will be ready for
splitting in a few days. It is a beautiful piece of wood, the J
rich grain showing through plentifully, M

The remarkable feat of building a 50ft. steel steam
yacht in five weeks was accomplished at Lawley's recently.

The boat was designed by T. S. Poekel for Lawrence B.

Gray, of Boston. She is of peculiar design, her keelson
taking a decided rise at the stern, forming double bilges,

and it is in this space that the propeller is placed. She
was expected to start for New York to-day. Arriving
that she will he placed on the deck of the steamer Prins
Frederick Hendrick and taken to Paramaribo. Dutch
Guiana, where Mr. Gray has large interests in the coal

mines. She will cruise on the Surinam River.
Several yachts have been finished at Lawley's and

hauled out of the west shop, and new ones in process of
construction have taken their places. The Canada cup de-
fender, Illinois, is being planked. The 120ft. steamer for
W. P. Eno, from Crane design, is being laid down. This
yacht was intended to be iisft. on the waterline, but the
plans have been changed. The keel is ready for the 46-

footer for Theophile Parsons. An 85ft. steamer for C. B.
Borland, from design of Arthur Binney, is being laid

down. The oak keel is ready for a 25ft. cruiser for F. E.
Peabody, from Purdon's design. F. D. Lawley is de-
signing a Bar Harbor 2S-footer for Mrs. H. B. Gibson,
and a Y. R. A. 21-footer for Mr. Wiggin, of the Anms-
quam Y, C.

The following officers have been nominated by the Bos-
ton Y. C, to be voted for at the annual meeting: Com.,

A Collision On the Solent*

Ik the Admiralty Court on Wednesday last week an
action was brought by the owner of the schooner Lasca
to recover the damage sustained by him by reason of a

collision which occurred about i :45 P. M. on Aug. 16 last

on the Solent, a little to the eastward of Calshot Light, be-

tween his )'acht and the defendants' steam vessel, the hop-
per No. 2. The plaintiff's case was that the Lasca, manned
by a crew of sixteen hands, was cruising on the Solent in

the neighborhood of the Calshot lightship, on board which
vessel was a photographer, who was engaged in taking
photographs of the Lasca. The wind was about E.N.E.,
light, the weather fine and clear, and the tide the last of
the flood. The Lasca, which was under all plain sail, had
shortly before stayed from the port to the starboard tack
and was being kept on the wind heading about from N.E.
by N. to N.N.E. while certain sails were being reset, and
was making about one knot. In these circumstances the
steam hopper No. 2 was observed distant from a quarter
to half a mile and bearing about five points on the port
bow. The hopper approached in such a direction as to
involve risk of a collision, and thoi:gh loudly hailed to

keep clear shelvvith her stem struck the port side of the
yacht just abaft the main rigging, doing her great dam-
age. The defendants' case Was that the hopper No. 2 was

LASC.\ Designed by A. Cary Smith. Photograph by Jackson, Marblehead.

B. P. Cheney; Vice-Com., Walter Burgess; Rear-Com.,
E. F. Smith; Sec'y, A. C. Fernald; Treas., D. A. Dorr;
Measurers, G. F. Lawley a»d Jefferson Borden ; Trustees,
B; P. Cheney, J., A. Mitchell, C. W. Jones and W. L.
Dean

; Regatta Committee, Walter Burgess, W. H. Bangs,
Jr., B. D. Amsden, C. A. French and W. A. Ruddick;
Membership Committee, W. C. Lewis, W. D. Turner, E.
H. Tarbell, Albert Geiger, Jr., and C. G. Browne; House
Committee (three years), W. D. Turner.
Crowninshield has sold the Bar Harbor 25-footer Scud,

formerly owned by Edward Morrill, to Harry W. Weeks,
of Boston. He has an order for a S4ft. schooner from
W. F. Mayo, of Boston. She will be built by Rice Bros.,
at East Boothbay, and Avill be used by iVIr. Mayo at
Marblehead.
MacConnell Bros, have sold the 25ft. cat Alma, for-

merly owned by Ex-Com. C. A. Heney, of the Winthrop
Y. C, to Stanley H. Eldridge, of Harvard College.

Graves, of Marblehead, has finished the Crowninshield-
designed i6-footer for A. D. Irving.

John B. Killeen.

Lasca*

Lasca was designed by Mr. A. Cary Smith, and was
launched in 1892. She was built by Mr. Henry Piepgras
at City Island. Lasca is a steel centerboard schooner.
She is 89.9ft. on the. waterline, 119ft. over all, 23ft. beam,
1 1.2ft. deep and draws 10.8ft. Mr. James S. Watson sold
her to Dr. Walter von Bruening, of Berlin, in December
of 1899. Mr. Watson had Mr. A. Cary Smith design a
larger boat with auxiliary power after selling Lasca. She
is knoAvn as Genesee, and her cabin plan appeared in
Forest and Stream a short time ago. Lasca was in col-
lision with a steam hopper while sailing on the Solent
last summer, and a full account of the incident is given in
this issue under the heading "A Collision on the Solent."

at the time laden with about 500 tons of mud, and was
proceeding down Southampton Water, manned by a crew
of five hands, on her way to sea to discharge the mud.
She was heading about S.E. by S., and was making be-

tween four and five knots. In these circumstances the

schooner Lasca was observed distant about half a mile,

and on the starboard quarter of the hopper. The hopper
kept her course and the yacht overhauled and passed her.

When the yacht was about 300 to 400ft. away, she sud-

denly put her helm down and threw herself into the wind

.

across the bows of the hopper. The helm of the hopper
was at once put hard-a-port, and her engines were stopped
and reversed full speed, but almost immediately the colli-

sion occurred, doing damage to the hopper, for which her
owners counterclaimed.
Mr, Justice Gorell Barnes, in giving judgment, said

that tlie real point in the case was whether the j-acht

suddenly put about when just ahead of the hopper in such
a way that the hopper had no time to act for her, .or .

whether she was when she put about at such a distance
from the hopper that the latter could have avoided her
by the exercise of reasonable care and skill. His Lord-
ship then reviewed the facts, and stated that, having regard
to the evidence, and particularly to the excellent photo-
graphs which had been taken by Kirk & Sons, of Cowes,
and which had been put in, he had come to the conclusion
that the yacht went about without any one on board of
her taking the least trouble to see if the hopper or any-
thing else happened to be close by. and that the hopper
could not in the circumstances do more than she did do to
avoid a collision. On the story told by the plaintiffs it was
quite impossible for the collision to have occurred, and
he could not believe that the hopper continued for some
minutes to steer straight for the yacht, which must have
been visible to all on board the hopper. The Lasca must
be held alone to blame.—^Yachting World.

The new si-footer building for Mr. Edward Kellv,
N. Y. Y. C, by Mr. L. D. Huntington, Jr., will b*- "

..me'd
iHuguenot.

Mr. William Vanderbilt's steam yacht Valiant sailed
for the South on Jan. 26. Mr. Vanderbilt will board the
yacht at Palm Beach, Fla. After .that he intends to
make a short cruise in West Indian waters, returning to
New York early in February.
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25ft. Shoal Draft Sloop.

The shallow draft centerboard sloop, the plans of

which appear in this number, was designed by Mr. Thomas
Clapham, of Roslyn, L. I., and built for Mr. Warren
Somers, of Atlantic City, N. J. After a season of almost

constant use, the boat is in splendid condition. She is

very fast and able, having far exceeded her owner's and
designer's expectations regarding her speed and sea-

worthiness in all weathers. A good sized watertight cock-

pit, 7ft. 6in. long, makes her a comfortable boat for day
sailing, and her large cabin gives ample accommodation
for four people to cruise on her comfortably. The cabin

house is git. long and isin. high; the top is slightly

crowned, giving 4ft. 6in. headroom under beams. On
each side of the cabin are long transoms, so that two per-

sons can sleep without overlapping. The trim in the

cabin and cockpit is of mahogany. The dimensions on

the sail plan clearly show the size of the spars and sails,

and nothing further need be said regarding them. On
her keel there is 2,5oolbs. of lead, which makes her prac-

tically non-capsizable. Her dimensions are as follows:

Length

—

Over all 4oft. 4in-

L.W.L 25ft.

Overhang

—

Forward 8ft. 5in.

Aft. 6ft. iiin.

Beam

—

Greatest lift 8in.

L.W.L loft. loin.

Draft-
Greatest 2ft.

To rabbet ift. s'm.

Freeboard—
Bow 3ft. 2m.

Tafifrail 2ft. 6m.

Least 2ft.

Displacement io,s6oIbs.

Her frames are of oak, steam bent, i^/^'m. by ij^in. at

heads, and i^in. by 2^in. at heels. The planking is of

cedar, %in. thick. The deck beams are of oak, 2in. by

iJ4in., and the deck planking is of pine, ^in. thick. The
deck and the top of the cabin house are covered with

canvas. . . _

25-FOOT SHOAL DRAFT SLOOP SAIL PLAN.

Unlttcfcy Ships.

"Unlucky ships" in our navy have a most unpleasant

way of acting up to their reputations. Any bluejacket

will tell you that the most unlucky ship in the navy is the

Thunderer—he is firmly convinced that in the event of

war she will come to grief. The origin of this ship's

reputation is not exactly known, though a story exists

to the effect that a workman was injured or killed during

her construction, and his dependents scurvily treated by

the Admiralty of the period. His wife, dying in child-

birth shortly afterward, cursed the ship. So goes the

legend ; possibly enough, like many another legend, it was
made later on to fit events. No doubt whatever attaches

to the Thunderer's ill luck—a fearful boiler explosion and

a terrible gun disaster marked her earlier years. Minor
disasters have been many; most things that could go

wrong with her did so, and, though it was recently stated

that she had outlived her bad luck, almost immediately

afterward all her guns went wrong—a matter of inquiry

at the present moment. She is being put out of commis-

sion and replaced by the Hood, and it is extremely doubt-

ful whether she will be employed again save as a harbor

ship—men do not like her.

Another unlucky ship is the Howe. She went ashore

and sank at Ferrol. Subsequently she was raised and

refloated, but her "bad luck" clings to her; she is the

worst ship of her batch to manage. By bluejacket super-

stition she is doomed to sink some consort or be sunk

by her, one of these days.

Then there was the ill-fated Victoria. A horrible story

(absolutely without foundation) about a man who was
accidentally fastened down to die to her used to be related

in the early nineties. She met with disasters, culminating

in the terrible catastrophe that bears her name. The
saddest of all iticidents in connection with this catas-

trophe has never been made public. When the order

was given for each man to jump, a batch of marines were

not ordered to fall out. All, or nearly all, of those men
were drowned standing at attention. However, this in-

cident does not concern the luck of ships.

The list of unlucky ships could be extended coniider-

ably, but the above typical cases will suffice. In fact, of

them it is absolutely useless to argue against nautical su-

perstitions. The "bad luck," of course, varies; in the

basic

majority of cases it is confined to breakdowns and so

forth, but whatever it be, once the "unlucky" reputation

attaches to a ship it will last till she ends her career. And
since the new royal yacht has thus got labeled, nothing

that may be said or left unsaid will clear her. As she has

cost over £500,000 something must be done with her.

One speculation is that royalty will decline to use her, and

that she will be handed over to the Lords of the Ad-
miralty in place of the Enchantress, the anything but sea-

worthy craft that now carries them around.—London
Chronicle.

Yachtsmcn*s Club.

At the Yachtsmen's Club, 47 West Forty-third street,

on Wednesday evening, Jan. 23, Mr. Clinton H. prane, the

well-known yacht designer, delivered a most interesting

and instructive lecture on "Cntising Yachts: Their De-

sign and Construction." The lecture was well attended, a

larger number of members being present than on any of

the previous Wednesday evenings, which shows the in-

creasing interest as the series progress. Arrangements

have already been made for the following subjects: Jan.

30, "Knots and Rigging," Herman White, Esq. ; Feb. 6,

"Steam Yachts : Their Design and Construction," Henry
Gielow, Esq.; Feb. 13, "Knots and Rigging," Herman
White, Esq.; Feb. 20, "Racing Yachts: Their Design

and Construction," William Gardner, Esq.; Feb, 27,

"Knots and Rigging," Herman White, Esq,

Designs Recently Pttblished in Forest and Stream,

25-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20.

2i-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27.

Minnesota, Nov. 17.

19ft. sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. i.

Cutter Isolde, Dec. 8.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dec. 15-22.

Raceabout Jolly Roger, Dec. 29.

Bald Eagle II. and ice boat, Jan. 5
25-footer Brigand, Jan. 12.

Canadian ice boat and 14ft. cutter, Jan.

38ft. cruising launch, Jan. 26.

19.

J
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Yacht Ouh Notes,

A meeting was held by the yachtsmen of Atlantic City
last week to form, a yacht club. The name of the At-
lantic City Y. C. was decided upon and temporary offi-

cers elected. Its- members include the most influential

yachtsmen in the city, and a site has been selected for a

clubhouse facing Gardner's Basin. A wharf will be built

where visiting j-achts can tie up without-paying wharfage.
This courtesy it is expected will prove acceptable to
many yacht owners and induce cruising, parties to- in-

clude Atlantic City in their summer itineraries. The
clubhouse will be provided with all accommodations, so
that visiting yachtsmen can mak"e it their headquarters.
The temporary officers of the club are Louis Kuehnle,
president, and Emery D. Irelan. secretary.

^ ^
The Staten Island Y. C. of Richmond Borough held

its tenth banquet at the Hotel St. George, New Brighton,
on Jan. IQ. Over 200 members and their guests were
seated at the tables. Commodore C. F. Wiegand pre-

sided. The club has a comfortable home at Stapleton
and another on the Shrewsbury River at Highlands, N. J.

It has a membership of 150, ajid its fleet is ncomposed of

twenty-eight vessels.

^ ^ ^
At a meeting of the Yale Corinthian Y. C. held on

Jan. 17 at New Haven the following officers were elected

for the coming year: Commodore, Clarkson Potter, 1901,

of St. Louis. Mo.; vice-commodore, O. T. McClung,
igo2. of Chicago; rear commodore, E. I. Low, 1902, of

Brooklyn; secretary, R. H. J. Giddard, Jr., 1902, of Provi-
dence, R. I.; treasurer, J. B. Thomas, Jr., 1903, of New
York. The club received a letter from the Harvard Y.
C. inviting Yale to participate in an intercollegiate race.

It is proposed to limit the size of the boats to 20ft. water-
line and to hold the race at some neutral point, such as
Newport, at the time of the New York Y. C. cruise.

The proposition is to open the race to all colleges. The
letter says a number of men interested in yachting have
offered to present a small simi toward a perpetual chal-

lenge trophy, with the understanding that the boats com-
peting for it shall be owned and managed by college

members.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The record of the vacht Ailsa, recently purchased by

Mr. H. S. Redmond, N. Y. Y. C, has been tabulated by
the Yachtsman as follows:

As a Cutter.
First Other

Starts. Prizes. Prizes. Value.

1895

41

12 3 £2,362
1896

64

20 14 2,020

1897

18

8 1 1,080

As a Yawl.
1898

34

14 4 970

Total 157 54 22 £6,432

8^

The yacht Boamer, owned by Mr. H. C. Roome, N. Y.

Y. C, arrived at Miami, Fla., on Jan. 26.

•t it

Mr. J. Campbell Smith, of Bayshore, L. I._, has offered

a $500 cup for a series of races by the sloops of the Penata-

quit Corinthian Y. C. The boats must be sailed by a

member of the club and the winner of the series will be

awarded the cup.
^ 4%

Mr. William Cagger, of Brooklyn, who died on Jan.

17. was the secretary of the Brooklyn Y. C. for nearly

twenty years.

The Gas Engine and Power Co. and Seabury & Co.,

nf iAlorris Heights, have contracted with a Boston

yachtsman for the construction of a steam yacht from

designs made by Mr. Arthur Binney. She will be 86ft.

over all. 78ft. on the waterline and 12ft. beam. Her hull

Will be of wood and will be double planked. She will

have a saloon forward; also one aft, and a stateroom for

the owner. There will be a dining room in the deck

house. The machinery will consist of a Seabury triple-

expansion engine with cylinders 7in. ii^in. and i7/^in-

in diameter by loin. stroke and a water-tube boiler. The
speed of the yacht will be twelve knots an hour.

1^ 4^ 1^

The steam yacht Atalanta, purchased from George J.

Gould by Venezuela, and now being converted in the Erie

Basin into a warship, has been rechris'tened Restaurador,

Avhich is Spanish for Restorer. This name was selected by

President Castro of Venezuela. The followers of Gen.

Castro in his revolution against President Andrade were

known as the "army of restoration."

—«>

—

Fixtttfcs,

Feb. 3 10, 12, 17 and 24.—New York.—Prize shoot, West Side

Kifle Club range, 523 West Fifty-seventh street.

Feb, 11-12.—Jersey City, N. J.—Cottage Rifle Club's sixth annual

prize and bullseye shoot, 517 Westside avenue.

Feb. 22.—Marion Place, Jersey City, N. J.—Hudson Rifle Club s

annual team match; open to all rifle clubs.

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbund of

North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Off-

hand, 200yds. •

Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund 's annual festival and prize shoot.

Payne 7 6 10 10 9 8 10 9 6 10—85
8 10 6997897 9—82866899 10 78 10—81

Nestler 9 8 9 8 10 8 9 5 8 10—84
10 10 7 6 7 9 8 10 9 7—8.^

6 9 10 5 7 10 10 9 8 7—81
t^indele 7 7 9 7 9 8 10 9 9 8—83

10 8776 10 888 10—828788 10 7979 9—82
.Jonscher . 9 7 6 10 8 10 7 9 8 8—82

699 10 9 6988 4—78
• - 765687 10 74 9—69
Roberts 6 5 7 10 9 7 9 10 8 8—79

10 88686769 9—77
5 6 10 7 6 10 7 8 9 7—75

vLux 7 8 9 6 10 9 6 9 6 7—75665399 10 98 10—7568967 10 976 5^73
Uckotter 9 6 5 9 9 6 7 8 5 10—74

5 10 10 7 8 8 6 6 6 6—726675 10 8658 5-66
Weinheimer 9 8 5 6 5 9 10 7 8 5—72666778686 7—68

10 665 10 6376 7—66
Topf 6 4 10 8 8 10 7 8 5 7—73745486579 10—65749745986 6—65
Trounstine 8 5 10 9 9 7 6 10 9 4—777656 10 7696 9—71576988559 9—71
Drube 7 10 2 7 5 4 6 7 5 7—60385699642 1—541514927 10 4 4—46
*Schulte 7 8 7 7 6 7 5 6 7 8—70

2 10 5959465 6—61
*Geiger 10 7 8 3 6 .5 6 4 4 10—56

' 954464851 1—48
Military rifles.

On Monday of next week the Metropolitan Shooting Club will

meet in Conlin's gallery, 513 Sixth aventie, New York, for the
purpose of electing officers.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.—The following scores were made in regular

competition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at

Four-Mile House, Reading road, Jan. 20. Conditions: 200yds.,

off-hand, at the standard target. Strickmeier was declared cham-

pion for the day with a score of 88. A strong, gusty wind from

3 to 5 o'clock blew all day, making it difficult to roll up big

scores I

Strickmeier 10 7 9 9 9 9 18 9 7 9—88btnckmeier
10 8 7 8 8 10 9 8 7 7-82
6 10 7 10 7 8 7 10 8 8—81

Hasenzahl . • •• 999898 10 10 7 8-87""^^""^^
10 10 7 8 10 10 6 7 8 9-85
8 9 8 9 5 8 10 8 10 7—82

—^—
Fixtures.

Jan. 31.—Danbury, Conn.—Tournament and team shoot of the
Danburv Gun Club. W. G. Olmstead, Sec'y.

Jan. 31.—Walcott, N. Y.—Winter target tournament of the Catch-
pole Gun Clvib. E. A. Wadsworth, Sec'y.

Jan. 30-Feb. 1.—Dayton, O.—R. O. Heikes' target tournament;
added money.

,

Feb. 6-7.—Cincinnati.—Cincinnati Gun Club's sparrow tourna-
ment. Chas. F. Dreihs, Sec'y.
Feb. 10.—New York.—All-day target shoot of the Richmond Gun

Club at Silver Lake Park, Staten Island. A. A. Schoveriing, Capt.

Feb. 13-15.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Grand Central Handicap tourna-

ment of the Limited Gun Club. Bert. B. Adams, Sec'y.

Feb. 15-16.—New Orleans, La.—First annual Mardi Gras tourna-

ment of the City Park Gun Club, under the auspices of the Peters

Cartridge Co. Percy S. Benedict, Sec'y, Denegree Building.

Feb. 18-23.—Sot Springs, Ark.—Tournament of the Hot Springs
Gun Club; four days targets, two days live pigeons; $1,000 added.

C E. De Long, Sec'y.
. , .

Feb. 22.—Harrisburg, Pa.—Washington's Birthday live bird and
target shoot of the Harrisburg Shooting Association.
Feb. 22.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual midwinter target tournament

the Forester Gun Club. H. H. Valentine, Mgr.
Feb. 22-23.—Colorado Springs, Colo.—Colorado State Fish and

Game Protective Association's thirteenth tournament, under the

auspices of the Colorado Springs Gun Club.
Feb. 22-23.—Altoona, Pa.—Altoona Rod and Gun Club's target

tournament. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y.
March 2.—New York.—Two-week Roof Garden tournament of

the National Sportsmen's Association. Capt. J. A. H. Dressel,

^March 18-19.—Ashville, N. C—The Peters Cartridge Company's
two days' target tournament.

.

March 21.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target and live-bird

shoot. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.

April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Eighth annual spring tournament
o£ the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100

per day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. H. P. Collins,

Sec'y.
April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas State Sportsmen's Association.
April 18.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target shoot. Henry

G. Hall, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen s

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.

May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the

Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'y. , , . ^
May 14-17.—Allentown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y.

May 15-17.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's annual tournament;

targets and live birds. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.

May 21-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament
and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.

Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y. ... ^ ^, ^

May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.

June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'

League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

June 11-13.—Sioux City, la.—Seventh annual amateur tournament
of the Soo Gun Club. W. F. Duncan, Sec'y.

June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;

tv,'0 days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis.

June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters
League of Wisconsin. First week in Tune.

July 23.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. L—Annual clambake and
handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon. ~ .... . , „ .

Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street

and Fifty-second avenue.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Feb. 12.—Interstate Park.—John Wright's prize (Francotte gun)

shoot; 15 live birds, $12,50 entrance, birds included; handicaps 25

to 33yds. ^ ^ ^ rr,, -r

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's ninth annual Granf American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds. „ , ^ t t . .i.- j i

June —.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Forty-third annual

tournament of the New York State Association for the Protection

of Fish and Game.
.

Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCL^TION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-

ciation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap tournament at

live birds. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway, New York.

May 8-10.—Memphis, Tenn.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Memphis Gun Club.

June 19-21.—Cleveland, 0.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.

July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.—The Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.

II. Foss, Sec'y. ^ ^ ^, ^
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens. L. I.-r-The Interstate Asso-

ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;

?1,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York. ....
Aug. 7.-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.

Root, Sec'y. - _

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.tJW
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
allsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company., 346 Broad-
way , New York,

The new ruling passed by the board of governors of the Car-
teret Gun Club is as follows: "Professional pigeon shooters are
ineligible to membership in the Carteret Gun Club. Any member
of the club who enters a pigeon shooting match for money or
prizes in competition with professional shooters shall be requested
to resign from the club, the request to be siigned by six governors
after proof to their satisfaction has been furnished to them that
the member has rendered himself lilible to such request." The
definition of a professional as promulgated by the board is as
follows: "A professional shooter is one who as employee or
principal shoots in the interest of any dealer in guns, ammunition
or sportsman's supplies of any kind, or who shoots for the purpose
of advertising such wares, or who makes a business or practice
of shooting public matches for money or prizes, or for any purpose
whatsoever." While the ruling would seem to be far-reaching in
scope and action, it will be noted that there is quite a liberal
saving clause to it, namely, "after proof to their satisfaction has
been furnished to them," etc.

The following clipping concerns the progress of the Keystone
Shooting League, of Philadelphia: "The Keystone Shooting
League did themselves proud Saturday afternoon, Jan. 26, the
occasion being the opening of their new grounds. These grounds
are directly back of their present beautiful grounds at Holmesburg
Junction. It was less than a week ago when work was first com-
menced to put this addition in shape, but despite this fact the
grounds were in readiness for the shooters yesterday. All that
remains to do yet is to put in the new traps, erect a small shelter
for the men, and the new grounds will be a worthy rival to the
old ones. Yesterday was an exceedingly hard day to make a
just comparison, but at that there was no dissatisfaction ex-
pressed by the shooters, and all declared there is a great im-
provement. The shooters now face the east, shooting toward the
river. This gives the birds a free flight, and does not handicap the
men. The new grounds are connected with the club house by a
long board walk, which leads to the score."

From an exchange we take the following excerpt, which refers
to one of Philadelphia's greatest trapshooters: "Mr. Leonard
Finletter, who is well known to sportsmen everywhere as a member
of the Riverton Gun Club, the Philadelphia Gun Club, and the
Keystone Shooting League, and who is conceded to be one of the
best field and trap shots in Pennsylvania, has been having a royal
time at the shooting preserves of the Bolsa Chico Gun Club, Pasa-
dena, Cal. Mr. Finletter was invited to visit the Bolsa Chico Gun
Club preserves shortly after his arrival in Pasadena, by Count
Von Schmidt. This is an honor only accorded to sportsmen of es-

tablished reputation, and Mr. Finletter proved his ability by bag-
ging forty-five ducks. His splendid marksmanship in knocking
down left or right-quarterers, and low drivers, aroused the liveliest

kind of enthusiastic praise,"

The complete list of the Interstate Association's trapshooting
tournaments to date is as follows: The ninth annual Grand
American Handicap tournament at live birds and the second
Grand American Handicap tournament at targets, April 1 and June
23, respectively, at Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.

; June 19r21,

target tournament at Cleveland, O., under the auspices of the
Cleveland Gun Club; May 8-10, target tournament at Memphis,
Tenn., under the auspices of the Memphis Gun Club; July 1-2,

target tournament at Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can., under the auspices
of the Sherbrooke Gun Club; target tournament at Providence,
R. I., under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. Mr. Elmer
E. Shaner, the manager of the Association, will manage all these
tofjnaments.

•5
.

The Tunkhannock, Pa., Rod and Gun Club announces a club
shoot to be held on Feb. 14 at Triton Park, the programme con-
taining five events at live birds and five at targets. The live-

bird and target events alternate. The latter are: One at 15, one
at 10 pairs, one at 10 (walking), one at 10 pairs (walking), each
$1 entrance, and one at 25 targets, $2. The live-bird events are:

Two at 7 birds, each $3 entrance; two at 5 birds, each $2
entrance; one at 10 birds, $5. The shoot will commence St 12:30.

AH events are sweepstakes. The targets will be thrown from a
magautrap. Purses divided 50, 30 and 20, after the price of birds

and targets is dedticted. For further particulars address Chas.
Graham, Frank Cleveland or Spencer D. Reed, Tunkhannock, Pa.

The programme of the Pahquioque Rod and Gun Club, Danbury,
Conn., to be held on Jan. 31, commencing at 10 o'clock, has ten

events, of which five are at 10 targets, 50 cents entrance; four at

15 targets, 75 cents and $1 entrance, and one at 20 targets, $1

entrance, .?5 added. The programme will be repeated if time per-

mits. After the fifth event there will be a match shoot between
te^ms of New Haven and Danbury, 250 targets each, $25 a side.

Magautrap. All events at unknown angles. Any one may shoot
for targets only. Targets 2 cents.

Mr. John S, Wright, manager of the Brooklyn 'Gun Club, an-

nounces that he has arranged a live-bird shoot of special interest

to the knights of the shotgun. It is an event at 15 live birds,

$12.50 entrance, birds included, handicaps 25 to 33yds., at Inter-

state Park, Queens, L. I., Feb. 12, for a beautiful Francotte gun,

with English trunk case and equipments complete, donated

-by Mr. George A. Barker, of Baldwins, L. I. The gun can be

seen in the store ot Messrs. Von Lengerke & Detmold, 318 Broad-
way, New York.

•I

The Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association has issued a

circular, as follows: "The shoot of the twentieth century—Penn-
sylvania State Sportsmen's Association, at Allentown, Pa., May
14, 15, 16 and 17. An attractive programme. State and open events.

There will be more added moneys at this shoot than at any shoot

in the history of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association.

Come! We will take care of you! For further information ad-

dress C. F. Kramlich, Secrtary, Allentown, Pa."

Mr. W. G. Olmstead, secretary of the Danbury Gun Club, of

Danbury, Conn., writes us as follows: "Our first shoot will take

place Thursday, Jan. 31. We will have a match shoot, $25 per

side between Danbury and New Haven, 500 clay birds. The pro-

grarnme for the day will be ten events, with a total of 130 targets,

with a total entrance fee of $6.73. One event, the eighth, will be

20 targets, $1 entrance, and $5 added money. Our club is new, but

satrts off with over fifty members."

The two matches shot by Mr. Chas. Steffens at Dexter Park
Friday of last week resulted in a win and a tie. One was with

"Job Lott," 100 live birds each, 30yds. rise, which Mr. Steffens

won by a score of 91 to 88. The other was with Mr. G. E. Loeble,

v.ho stood at 28yds., Mr. Steffens at 30. Each shot at 50 birds, and
tied on 41.

«e

Mr. C. W. Billings, president of the Emerald Gun Club, left for

Florida la.st week, taking his family with him. He will reside

there during the spring, fall and winter months each year here-

after, and in the North during the summer time. He will be

much missed by his many friends in the North during his long

absence.

Mr. Harvey McMurchy, debonair and wholesome as:insual, was
a visit4>r in the gun colony last week—Thursday. He tarried

but a short time in New York, being pressed with many business

cares. He hopes, however, to so arrange matters th4t he will

be able to participate in the Grand American Handicap next

April. _ . ^ . ^ .
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Mr. J. A. R. Elliott is still suffering from a badly sprained

thumb, the result of an attempt to fend off an individual on
Broadway who seemed to think he was a horse responding to a
fire alarm and therefore had the right of way over all traffic. Up
to date there has been no public manifestation on the part of

Mr. Brewer to accept Mr. Elliott's shooting propositions. A
bluff is all right up to the time it is called.

The Herron Hill Gun Club, of Pittsburg, Pa., has arranged three

25-bird shoots, to take place respectively on Feb. 2 and 16 and
March 16. On each intervening Saturday there will be a shoot at

15 live birds. At a recent shoot at 25 live birds this club arranged
its handicaps as follows: Twentj'-five-yard men shot at 29 birds;

26 and 27yd. men shot at 28 birds; 28yd. men shot at 27 birds;

30yd. men shot at 25 birds.

«?

Mr. G. G. Zeth writes us as follows: "At a meeting of the
Altoona, Pa., Rod and Gun Club held Jan. 21 the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: President, R. A. McNaught;
Vice-President, G. T. Bell; becretary, George G. Zeth; Treasurer,

R. H. Fay; Captain, Tohn F. Killitts; Members of Executive
Board, W. W. Wilson and William E. Bell."

The B. T. Lyons Gun Club, of Gloucester City, Pa., held its

annual meeting Jan. 26 and elected officers for the ensuing year

as follows: President, Benjamin Storms; Vice-President, Thomas
Goan; Secretary, George Van Fossen; Treasurer, Samuel Burns;
Trustees, B. T. Lyons, Winfield Yates, Charles Peterson; Sergeant-
at-Arms, John Firlein.

Paste it in your hat that the programmes of the great shooting
event, the Grand American Handicap, will be ready for distribu-

tion on Feb. 20. Send in your entry, or your application for a
programme, to Mr. Edward Banks, secretary-treasurer Interstate
Association, 318 Broadway, New York.

Mr. Henry G. Hall, secretary of the Newell Gun Club, Newell,
la., announces that his club has claimed dates for three shoots,
namely, March 21, at targets and live birds; April 18, at targets;
May 15 17, inclusive, the club's annual tournament at targets and
live birds.

On Thursday of last week the Governing Shooting Committee
held a meeting and adopted a constitution and by-laws. It was
carried that hereafter the regular meetings will be held on the
first Thursday of each month, at 320 Broadway.

The Richmond Gun Club, whose grounds are at .Silver Lake
Park, Staten Island, announces an all-day shoot at targets Feb.
12, commencing at 10 o'clock. All are welcome. A. A. Schoverling,
Captain, P. O. Box 475, New York.

Mr. W. P. Markle, of the Markle Shot & Lead Works, St. Loius^
Mo., was a visitor in New Y'ork last week. He made a visit to In-
terstate Park, and expressed praise for the complete equipment
of the grounds.

m.

The Altoona Rod and Gun Club, of Altoona, Pa., has fixed upon
Feb. 22-23 for its target tournament. The secretary is Mr. G. ©.
Zeth, Altoona, Pa. The programme will be announced in the
near future.

H
Mr. Bert B. Adams, secretary of the Limited Gun Club, In-

dianapolis, Ind., informs us that his club will hold its Grand
Central handicap tournament on Feb. 13 to 15.

At Richmond, Va., on Monday of last week, Capt. A. W. du
Bray and Mr. Franklin Stearns, Jr., shot a match at 50 pigeons,
30yds. rise, and 50yds. boundary, which resulted in a tie on 45.

Mr. E. A. W^adsworth, secretary of the Catchpole Gun Club,
Walcott, N. Y., announces a target tournament for his e-luo on
Thursday, Jan. 31.

Bernard Waters.

IN NEW JERSEY.
/ ^^^^^^

Belvidere Gun Club.

Belvidere, N. J., Jan. 25.—No. 1 was at 5 live birds, $2, two
moneys:
Wm Rasener 11100—3 C B Cole 00121—3
Geo Boardman 22102-4 H Thomas 10100—2
F Dapkey 12022—4
Event No. 2, $2 entrance, miss-and-out:

Rasener ..1220 Dapkey 0
Boardman 220 Cole 1222

ON LONG ISLAND,

Hudson Gun Club.

Jersey City, N. J., Jan. 28.—No
next shoot will take place Feb. 23.

Events: 12 3 4
Targets : 10 10 10 10

9 8C F Dudley 9
A A Schoverling 7 8 7

H Hansman . . . . ; . . • 5 6 10

Geo Hughes 4
H Fee 5

Jas Hughes 7
S Brown 7

H Bock
J P Kay .• 6

Whittley
Geo Bremer 6 . . . . .

.

A. A.

7 0

5 6

4 3
9 4

7 was the club shoot.
All are welcome:

5 6 7 8 9 10 Shot
15 15 25 25 15 25
14 13 20 19 15 21
13 13 21 19 . . 17
15 7 18 .... 23
8 10 13 . . 12 .

.

9 10, 17
.. .. 9

10 12 20 12 .. ..

8 14 20 20 . . .

.

9 13 13 19 . . .

.

6 6 15
.. .. 9

The

Shot
at. Broke.
160 139
145 114
120 91
110 66

95 57
65 26

120 81
80 62

90 59
55 27
35 15

is't Sec'y.

Trap at Hot Springs.

Hot Springs, Ark., Jan. 20.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Bob
Price, the undenied, tmdi.-^pulcd champion squad hustler of the
United Slates and Porto Riro, is going to give a shoot at Hot
Springs on 'Feb. 18, to ri:n a week.

I blew into the Springs a.-i| night from Texas to take a bath,
and the first man I met was Bob, and this is what he said: "Say,
tell all them shooters to come down here ne.xt month. They
need boiling out, anyhow. See what it does to Capt. Elliott.
He trains here every winter, and then goes up and takes their
coin away from tliem. just like they were children. If Charlie
Budd and Tom Marshall and Fred Gilbert would stay down here
for six months and bring E. S. Rice with them, they might be able
to beat him, but tliat ain't what 1 was getting at. We—^that's me,
see? nobody ekse—are going to give a $1,000 added money, run
four days, targets, ten events a day—three 20-bird and seven 5-

bird events; Rose system, four moneys, and |25 added to each
event. Ain't t!iat all right? Will we have a crowd? Well. I
guess we will. The anviteur will get 25 cents each time he shoots
of the 90 per ceiil. man's money, and $-50 added besides.
"Then we—that's nic again—will have the Hot Springs Handi-

cap, 25 birds, $15, birds e.xtra, high guns, one money for every two
guns—ain't that right?- and lots of other events.
"There will be a couple of good boxing matches that week, and

a ball at the Arlington on Tuesday evening and one at the East-
man on Saturday. Charley Budd has promised to come and bring
his dress suit case.
"The boys from Texas and Tennessee will be here to learn how

to shoot. Bill Norman, of Greenville, learned well enough in one
day to win the Hot Springs handicap two years ago, and, by the
way, this shoot is a permanent thing, "rhe Whittington Park
management is back of the tournament, and will give a big shoot
every year. It is calculated to draw shooters from the North
just about the right time, and no more delightful trip could be
undertaken than this one to Hot Springs."
That's what Bob Price said to me before I could get a word in

pdgeways, and he means every word of it
Programmes out next week. Write to him for one.

Hbebbkt Taylor.

Carteret Gun Club.

The conditions governing the Carteret ^ Gun Club's amateur
championship of 1901 are as follows:
One hundred birds, entrance $100; money to be divided, 40, 25,

15. 10, and 10 per cent. 1.0 the club. All shooters to stand_ at

30yds. On each day each contestant will be allowed one bye bird.

In case there be twelve or more entries the following rules shall

apply

:

1. The shooter who misses 10 birds by the time the 50th round
is finished, and thereby becomes tenth in place or lower, shall drop
out without privilege of re-entry.

2. The shooter who misses 16 birds by the time the 75th round
is finished, and thereby becomes eighth in place or lower, shall

drop out without privilege of re-entry.

3. From the 75th round up to the finish the referee shall retire

(with privilege) those shooters who, in his opinion, have no chance
of sharing in the moneys.
Entries will be received up to the first round on the day of the

shoot.
The referee shall continue the first day's shooting as long as, in

his estimation, the light holds good or as may be desirable to

facilitate completing the event.

The executive committee of the club reserves to itself the right

of refusing entries.

The William Payne Thompson cup, value $400, will be presented
by the club to the winner of the championship.
Shooting will begin at 9:30 A. M. Take train leaving foot East

Thirty-fourth street at 8:30 A. M. fer Mineola where vehicles will

be in waiting to convey you to the club grounds.

"Welch Defeats Money.

.Tan. 22.—In the second contest between Mr. R. A. Welch and
Harold Money, on the grounds of the Carteret Gun Club to-day,
the former won, with quite a margin to spare. The conditions
were such as to make a most trying test of skill. A high 7- o'clock
wind, which would be in a direction from the shooter to about
No. 4 or 5 trap, made very swift drivers, and the narrow 30yd.
boundary made very quick shooting essential if good results were
to be obtained. Each contestant stood at 30yds. The match was
for $500 a side. Mr. Walker Breese Smith was referee.

In the former contest, under the same conditions, they tied
on 89.

The birds wexe an exceptionally good lot. Under the exceptional
conditions, 88 was a high score.

R A Welch 22*22122*2112020120222123—20
2122212211222212222202122—24
2212222*2222222222*2222**—21
22222222222222**212222221—23—88

H Money 2*20222222022202222222222—21
222222122212122122222*222—24
20220102002222222*1220102—17
2222021121*10222222112220—21—83

Medicus Gun Club.

Interstate Park, L. I., Jan. 22.—The anniversary shoot of the
Medicus Gun Club, held at Interstate Park to-day, was well at-

tended. The weather conditions were fairly favorable, though
there w'as a good stiff wind blowing.
The main event was the 15-live-bird match, the Medicus Handi-

cap, $10 entrance, birds extra. Dr. John P. Kay and Dr. Mc-
Manus divided first, the former losing his first bird dead out, the
latter losing his last, yet their scores being high at that. Koegel
shot out Packard in the tie for second, while Van Allen did the
like for Thompson in the tie for third. The scores:

Dr McManus, 27 112112221222110—14
T P Kay, 29 *11222222122222—14
H C Koegel. 30 222222222002122—13
R L Packard, 28 120122021222222—13
S M Van Allen, 30 22222202220211*—12

J M Thompson, 30 2*1211210011121—12
Dr A A Webber, 30 222202002222202—

U

Dr C E Miller, 29 ..222222222022000—11W Hopkins, 29 12212210*021220—11
Annie Oaklev, 27 212001112111200—11
Ramapo, 27.". 1121*21120110*1—11
Dr Woods. 28 202222220t)22202—11
T R Chapman. 28 221220102200222—11
W H Sanders,' 28 020021222200102—9
C M Lincoln, 28 20020202022022w

Ties for second, miss-and-out: Koegel 1, Packard 0.

Ties for third, miss-and-out : Van Allen 8, Thompson 7.

In the following events No. 1 was at 5 birds, $3. No. 2 at 7
birds, $5. No. 3 was at 3 pairs, $3; all standing at 25yds.:

A A Webber, 30 22222-5 2220122—6 1* 11 01—4
S M Van Allen, 30 20222—4 2221112—7 11 10 11—5
Dr Miller, 30 22122—5 2220012—5 *1 11 11—

5

Annie Oakley. 27 ' 22222—5 2122212—7
W Hopkins, 28 22111—5 1121212—7 11 00 00—2
J M Thompson, 30 01111—4 1222011—6 11 00 11-^
L A Ramapo, 27 12111—5 2222121—7 01 01 11—4
H C Koegel, 28 2222222—7 11 11 10—5
Dr McManus ....... 11 11 11—6

Match, 50 birds, $100 a side:

W H Sanders, 30 0222200022000220020220*22—13
2222022*222222222 —15—28

J Cashau, 27 022202002222**02020200200—12
000*200222020200 — 6—18

Ne-w Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., Jan. 26.—^The weather was cold
and windy. The scores:
No. 1, 7 birds, club prize. No. 2, same as No. 1:

W F Sykes, 28 2**1*1*—3 1220w
T W Morfey, 30..... 02*2**2—3 222*222—6
Dr Wvnn, 29 2022110—5 02121*2—5
J A Bennett, 28 2220222—6 2122110—6
Jack, 28 2222212—7 211212*—

6

R R Street, 28 1001220—4 2121120—6
T M Chapman, 28 . 2121021—6
Ramapo, 28 2112012—6
Van Allen, 80 - 0*1*10*—

2

Chapman won the shoot-off:

Shoot-off for January cup:
T Chapman, 28. .. .1222222222—10 A Hegeman, 29. .. .1211222101—

9

T Bennett, 28 2220*12021— 7 Ex Rav, 28 2221121012— 9
jack, 28 2222222221—10 J Gaughen, 29 2222222222—10

Miss-and-out for cup: Chapman and Jack lost their first birds
dead out, while Gaughen killed and won.
Twenty-eight-yard men, two misses; 29yd. men, one.

Dupont Park Medal Shoot.

St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 27.—There were thirty-six entries in the
open handicap shoot for the Dupont Park medal here to-day, and
a more enthusiastic crowd and a more pleasant day at the traps
could not be wished for.

The weather was rather cold, but clear, and the birds were un-
usually good. The winner turned up in Mr. Fred Fink, of St.
Lcuis, who grassed 15 straight to land the prize. The full scores
follow:

T Bowman, 28 2222022222— 9

"F Arvis. 28 2112112*12— 9

Dr. Bond, 28 2202100111— 7

Prendergast. 31 22**222222— 8

Dr Gaines, 31 0122101212— 8

C Scudder, 29 22212122*2—9
Meier. 29 2220122222— 9

W^hite', 27 0020111122— 7

Nason, 29 22112 0111— 9

Rock, 30 1111212202-9
H Mever, 27 2111111201— 9

Brandes, 28 ,...2102100020—5
Spencer, 31 2221212220— 9

Crosby, 31 2222222222—10
W Meyer, 28 0112101210— 7

Schwarz, 28 2121120012— 8

Heiligenstein, 30... 22220*2222—

8

Sandberg, 28 1212020222-- S

.*212112**2— 7

.2222121202— 9

.1211201210— 8

.2222222020— 8

Selzer, 29
C Cummings, 28.
Dr Johnston, 28.W Nold, 29
Hill, 28 2020112211— 8
Weber, 28 1110121212— 9
Jonah, 28 1212011222— 9
Burrows, 28 2221011111— 9
Fresch, 28 10*2121012— 7
Dr Cummings, 28. .21212001*1—

7

D Cabanne, 29 22122101^(2 9

I',
28 1211112112—10W Clay, 28 2210022112—8

T Cabanne, 30

2202222222—

9W Baggerman, 29.*22220***2— 5
Dr Smith, 31 2222222222—10
L<5 Page, 29 0121012201— 7
Payeur, 28 1222112121—10

gast, holder, and Dute "Cabanne," challenger, for the Alex Mermod
medal, which represents the local championship at pigeon shoot-
ing. The birds in this race were fair, with many first-class, and
both men made some brilliant kills. The mce was a tie up to the
21st rovmd, each having missed 2, when Presdergast shot a bird on
the ground and had to shoot anothei-. This may have disconcerted
him, f«r he missed the substitute bird, which was not a particu-
larly difficult one. Then he also missed his 23d, while Cabanne
killed out without further mishap. Both stood at 31yds. The
scores follow:

Cabanne 2221012221120212222222222—23
Prendergast 0220222222222222222202022—21

At Dexter Park.

Steffens vs. Lott.

Jan. 25.—At Dexter Park, Jan. 25, the lO-bird match between
Job Lott and C. Steffens resulted in a victory for the latter by
a score of 91 to 88. Mr. T. W, Morfey ref^reed, and Mr. Johnnie
Jones scored. The match began at 12:40 and ended at 2:55. 'The
scores follow:

Trap score type—Copyright, igoi, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

5444214255842.3 21 512352411
C Steffens, 80.. .1 111*222222110 22202* 0^2 2 0 2—19

5522524142141411125312188
112212202122122122112121 1—24

285254454241423 5 248451125
22112222111221011221211 1 *—23
854441515 4185225544 5 15314
2 112 2 21212 2 2121212212122 1-25—91

14438115 522 5 5521241514218
Job Lott, 80. ...1 2 *02 2 2 2 2022222202222222 2—21

5212814522154228181444442
200222222222222222222222 2-28

4481424822541421125221423
22222*222222022022022222 2—21

282542214228882444 3 521584
2 2 2 2 2 0 * 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—23—SS

Leofale and Steffens.

Jan. 25.—The match at 50 live birds between Messrs. Geo E.
Loeble and C. Steffens. the former at 28yds., the latter at 30yds.,
resulted m a tie on 41. Mr. J. Wellbrock acted as referee, Mr.
Johnnie Jones as scorer.

Trap score type—Copyright, jgoi, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

2422354585218 542414443154
G E Leoble, 28. ,0 22222 2*2223202218021212 2—21

1145444442412241814114582
220021*21211 2 2*011212121 2—20—41

3244254844111342524445238
C Steffens, 30.. .022221112101021020122121 3- 20

418243824551555281428144 3

201112112112221201012110 2-21—41

Florist Gun Club.

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 22.—The weather was warm and calm,
l^voring good scores, at the shoot of the Florist Gun Club to-day.
Ihe Eisenlohr prizes are valuable, and are zealously competed for.
1 here was a large attendance. The grounds at Wissinoming had.
one of the largest crowds ever present.
..The conditions are such that the shooting is made as hard and
dithcult as possible. Each man shoots at 20 singles, expert rule
one man up; 20 singles, unknown angles, and 0 pairs of doubles!
Ihe unknown angles and doubles are shot over the magautrap
rapid-firmg system. At expert rules S. C. Parsons was the high
man, breaking 18. John Burton, who scored 16, made the best
run, 10 straight, Parsons making runs of 7 and 9. At unknown
angles Mrs. Park and Louis H. Eisenlohr were the high guns
scoring 19, Mrs. Park making a clean run of 15 and Eisenlohr 18.
Anderson was the high man at doubles, scoring 9 and missing his
last target. With the handicap added to the scores Parsons Bur-
ton, Dr. Smith and Reed tied for first place, each having a total
of oO or over.

-^/^'^'^-./r^HV"'^
°^ tourney was the remarkably fine work by

Airs. W. K. Park, who scored 38 out of 50, making a run of 15
straight at unknown angles, and dusting her 16th bird. In expert
rule she broke 13, and scored 6 out of 10 at doubles. The scores
follow

:

Expert Magau-

Parsons

Clark
*Mrs Park
Westcott
Sheeler

J Hanse
Massey
C D Ball

Barrett

*A George.
*J Price...
Reed

Dorp
C Hanse
*Not members.

, 8 11 4 23
18 16 8 42 13
10 16 9 35 8
16 15 5 36 14

. 7 12 6 25 14
10 10 3 23 20
13 19 6 38
U 10 3 24 16
.11 12 4 27 20
6 8 7 21 20

12 15 5 32 17
12 14 7 33 15
13 13 8 34 16
15 16 7 38 9
11 12 6 29 20
10 16 5 31 12
9 19 7 35 13

12 15 5 32
.16 17 6 39
11 12 8 31
14 15 7 36 14
9 14 3 26
5 6 13

15 11 6 32
6 S 2 16
9 n 5 25 i4

11 11 4 26 IS

Handi- Grand
Total.

23
55
43
50
39
43
38
40
47
41
49
48
50
47
49
43
48
32
39
31
50
26
13
32
16
39
44

Ossining Gun Club,

Sing Sing, Jan. 26.—Herewith please find scores made at
regular weekly shoot of the Ossining Gun Club Saturday Jan
High wind made good scores impossible: .

> j

Events
: 12345v6/7S9

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10E D Garnsey 55677 8 898
S Macbeth 0 2 7 3 2 3
F ^'alentille S 6 3 2 4 ..

J Hitchcock 4 4 4 5 5
C Blandford 7 9 7 9 7 7 8 7 8
I Washburn 1465566^7
G F Thompson 14 00/
A Bedell 4 5 .. [[

" "

S Mullen 5 7 .. .. \\ \\
'\

C. G. B., Capt. o!'G."ci"ub.

the
26.

10
5

In the ahoot-off Fred Fink won, H,illing 5 more straight.
Following this event was ^ race at 25 birde between Ed Prender-

Hoffmansville Gun Club.
HoFFMANSViLLE, Pa., Jan. 22.—The live-bird shoot to-day here

resulted as follows:

J Weiler. . .. .11210111211010111—14 Straub ., ..,.12210110212201121—1-1L Schmoyer.01112011101221011-13 Sommers ...1221 0110212152901-IdM Brey 11112201101112121-15 C IC-aoiUdi,2122111120212nil~it
SchHoher . . .01101011110128212-13 ^ I. SrHMo- ^7



lOO FOREST AND STREAM. [Feb. a, igor.

WESTERN TRAPS.

The Meinphis Gun Club, of Memphis, Tenn., is out of house and
homo. A Northern manufacturing firm has bought its club
grounds, and now the club is casting about for new quarters.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Trap at Watson's Patk.

Watson's Park, Jan. 22.—The following matches were shot here
to-day:
Clark and Haskell vs. Wells and Dennis, 25 birds per man, for

birds

:

Clark 2200022102120021212221101—18
Wells 1010111212*2221 —12
Dennis 1120120112222221122221112—23
Haskell 002021000101100 — 6

J. M. Healey vs. J. H. Anibergj 50 birds per man, for birds and
corn beef and cabbage dinner. Ihe birds were especially selected
and most of them the fastest of the fast:

Amberg 22202202102212212*221*022—19
221*2220122211020*222021*—IS—37

Healey 222220222*22*022*22020200—16

, 2102220*21121220120*20202—17—33

Same day two sweeps were shot; first at 10 birds, entrance $5;
second, 5 birds, entrance $3:

No. 1. No. 2.

Barto 1201211221— 9 12222—5
Odell 2112011212— 9 21112—5
A S Kleinman 1111211221—10 22120—4
Steck 2212222221—10 12122—5
Foss : 00*02*0110— 3

Healey 22202222*2— 8 20202—3
Amberg 1**2010222— 6 21222—5

Jan. 24.—Three-cornered match, 25 birds each. A strong wind
blew across the traps, making the birds nearly all strong left-

quarterers. The work of Odell was especially good, he killing 31
out of the last 32 shot at:

M E White 1221222012220021120121*12—20

H Odell 2211102111121211*2220112*—21
A C Paterson 211211*12112*22U02200221—20

Ten-bird match

:

White 212222120*— 8 Odell 1122211211—10
Paterson 2**2120122— 7

Miss-and-outs

:

White 12* 222112222120

Odell 212 222111222121211210

Jan. 26.—Five birds, ?3, three moneys:
Roll 12222—5 Hunter 01121—4
Martin 22212—5 Nusley 01111—4
Comley 11112—5 Levi 12022—4
Steck 10222—4 Palmer 21112—

J

Long 10221—4 Gillis 11121-^
Rust 02002—2 Barto 22122—5

Practice

:

Roll 22*21

Odell 2220

Hunter 2*11

Dent 0*22

Comley 2122
Rust 01222222
Martin 212

Barto 2211
Day 2
Palmer 0222222
Bowles ,..2220
Bacci . ; ; . . . 222022222222002
Walters *200

Garden City Gun Club*

Jan. 26.—Garden City Gun Club handicap, extra birds to shoot
at, $2 sweep with the handicap, birds counted; and a |2 sweep
without handicap, birds counted, making two sweeps in the one
shoot, three moneys for each.
With handicap: Levi, Comley Hunter, Palmer, Long, Steck,

Miller, divided first; Martin, Roll, Mack, Gillis, Barto, Amberg,
divided second; Odell. Walters, divided third.
Without handicap: Palmer, Steck, Miller, divided first; Comley,

Roll, Gillis, divided second; Mack, Hunter, Long, Barto, Amberg,
divided third.

Rust, 2 01020122012221101 —12
Martin, 3 121221101021221021—14
Levi, 3 *02212222112021211—15
Odell, 1 iA.i.*.,, 2022200212122211 —13
Comley, 1 i . 2122012222122111 —15
Roll, 0 220222222222121 —14
Nusley, 3 122120102100102000—10
Sturtevant, 1 222222222222*000 —12
A B Mack, 3 0112*2211122221001—14
T B Hunter, 2 2212221220im2121 —15
Dr Carson, 1 .;. .1222121211201020 —12
Gillis, 1 2122122212101120 —14
Day, 3 002221201022020101—11
Palmer 1 222122212222222 —15
Long, 3 202220121221122022—15
Steck, 1 122122122221222 —15
Walters, 3 2221022202112*2020—13
Bowles, 3 2221220101*2020200—11
Barto, 1 22202*1121112222 —14
Amberg, 1 1022111122122022 —14
Dr Miller, 1 112222122222122 —15
Dent, 2 '. 20*02*1112020*122 —10
The figures following the names denote extra birds to shoot at.

Ravelrigg.

Pickaway Rod and Gun Clob.

CiRCLEViLLE, O., Jan. 26.—Herewith are scores of our live-bird
shoot of Wednesday, Jan. 23. We had a good day's shoot, and
everybody went away well pleased. We have made a good start

for one next year, only it will be at 25 birds, instead of 50:

Fifty live birds, handicaps 26 to 30yds. ; entrance $15, birds
extra; money to go to the four high guns, 35, 30, 20 and 15 per
cent.

:

Heikes, 30 2122122122122222222222222—25
1122221221222122222122201—24—49

Hull, 28 • 2222222210222122212221222—24
2222222222222222222222221—25—49

Hallowell, 29 2111222022212222122221122—24
221*112212221122222121222—24-48

Fanning, 30 2201*12221122221111222212—23
2111221111212122222112112—25—48

Alkire, 29 2212111210222222121222222—24
2222211121201 212221222212—24—48

R Loads, 29 212222<3222222222*22022222—22
2222222222222222222222222—25—47

Jamison, 26 2221121210112222220222012—22
2211222121222122222*21211—24—46

Sanford, 28 2222021212112211212022112—23
2222212221222212222200021—22—45

Hall, 26 2110221202222222111121222—23
2221022022222122202121022—21^4

Gross 28 1121211202120222120222220—21
0222222222122122122102110—22—43

E M Stout, 28 0221*12222200112202212211—20
1211121022120121211222112—23-43

Geo Stout 28 1122122222122212212*22120—23
20211*222*1222200

Haswell , 28 21200*1221123 220222222211—21
121222201212*

*Mackie, 29 202220220220202200

*Mr. Mackie's handicap was 28yds., but he preferred to stand

at 29.

Ten live birds, entrance $5, three moneys, 50, 30, 20 per cent., all

at 30yds.

:

R Loads 2222222222—10 Gross 2121012222— 9

Hull 2222212211—10 Jamison 1222222022— 9

Geo Stout 0222221212— 9 Sanford 2021211122— 9

Fanning 2122011111— 9 Haswell ....0222102211—8

Four miss-and-outs, entrance $2, birds extra:

Sanford 22 2122211 120

Haswell 22 0

R Loads 20 12210 220

Fanning 10

Gross 0

Jamison i. . i ... .

G Stout

12210
11122U
1220
1220
1220

22222222220
20
222222222222222

2122 222111221212222
2122 21220
2210
2210 21222a)

National Gun Club.
Milwaukee, Jan. 24.—The National Gim Club, of Milwaukee,

has closed its last year's monthly live-bird shoot in a very satis-
factory manner to all. You were informed at the beginning of
the year as to the conditions under which the shoot would be
conducted, and those conditions have been strictly carried out.
It was, to my mind, one of the most enjoyable events in live-
bird shooting in my experience—not one word to mar the
harmony that existed during the entire year.
Twelve shoots took place—one each month—and a member, in

order to qualify for a prize, was compelled to shoot in at least
eight events. Thirteen members qualified, only one shooting in
all of the events of the year, and that one was E. E. Rogers, the
president of the club.
There were ten equal prizes given, and were won by the follow-

ing named members:
Shot at. Killed. Handicap. Per Cent.

L Collins 100 99 9 99
P Bogart 100 78 20 98
E E Rogers 120 105 7 94 1-2
Dr J L Williamson 90 85 0 94 1-8
A Ivlapinski 90 77 8 93 5-9
T A Thomas 90 78 6 92 2-3

J P Sherer 110 81 18 91 7-11
G L Deiter 80 71 3 91 3-4
H S Blake 110 90 9 90 9-11
E Gumz..,. 90 62 20 88 8-9

During the year fbrty-One persons took part in the contest. At
the close of the season, after paying all expenses, there was $211
to be divided.
Owing to the interest created by the above shoot, the club saw

fit at its aivnual meeting, held on Jan. 7, to appoint a committee
with full power to arrange and conduct during the year another
live-bird shoot similar to the one held in 1900. The committee
consists of J, Muehl, captain of the club; H. Reed, F. Stuth, A.
Klapinski and L. Collins, and the committee has met, handi-
capped the members and drafted the rules to govern tbe shoot,
a copy of which is subjoined.
Owing to the serious illness of Col. F. C. G. Brandt, lessee of

National. Park, the first monthly shoot will take place on the 25th
inst., on the grounds of the South Side Gun Club, the following
shoots to take place on the grounds of the National Gun Club.
At the annual meeting above referred to the following named

members were elected as officers of the club for the ensuing
year: Ed Silverman, President; J. P. Sherer, Vice-President; L.
Collins, Corresponding Secretary; F. Stuth, Financial Secretary;
E. Gumz, Treasurer; J. Muehl, Captain; IT. Reed, Theo. Thomas,
E. E. Rogers, Board of Directors.

LriKDLsy CoLUMS, Scc'y.

Milwaukee, Jan. 15.

At the annual meeting of the National Gun Club, held at
National Park on the 7th inst., a resolution was passed authorizing
the president to appoint a committee of five for the purpose of
arranging a monthly live-bird contest and to fix necessary rules
and handicaps to govern same. The committee so appointed have
devised and arranged as follows: 1. The contests shall be known
as the National Gun Club's Prize Shoots. 2. These prize shoots
to be held on the fourth Friday in each month during the year
190L 3. The score to be 10 live birds in the form of a sweepstake
open to all. 4. Entrance fee $2.50. 5. Entrance without interest
in sweepstake fee $1.50. 6. Birds deducted at 15 cents each.
7. Sweepstalce money divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent, (class
shooting). 8. Shooting to commence at 1:30 o'clock P. M. Entries
to close at 3 P. M. 9. Sweeps or practice shoots before or after
prize shoot may be arranged at pleasure of shooters present. The
net profits derived from the sale of birds on the above days will

be paid into a club prize fund, to be divided as follows: 5 per
cent, of entire amount shall be divided into three equal prizes, to
be given fo'r best attendance during the year. (Awarded on high
gun system.) The balance shall be divided into ten equal
prizes for club members only, which prizes will be awarded at the
next annual meeting under the following conditions. (Note.—It
is estimated this fund will reach 5250.) 10. The distrilaution of
moneys of the prize shoot shall be govei-ned by the high gun
system. 11. At the end of the year the standing of each member
will' be arrived at by taking the percentage of his eight best scores
and adding thereto his handicap. 12. To be eligible to prize shoot
money a member must participate in at least eight of the twelve
shoots. 13. Only one prize shoot score will be allowed any member
in any one month, and that on the day and at the time hereinbe-
fore stated. 14. No weight limit is placed on guns. 15. American
Association rules for 1899 to govern where they do not conflict
with the foregoing. Ail members have been handicapped to the
best of the committee's ability. Copy of handicap will be posted
in the club house. These handicaps will not apply on sweepstake
moneys. The Committee.

Boston Gun Qub.
Wellington, Jan. 23.—Just twenty-one shooters had enthusiasm

enough to participate in the second serial prize shoot of the Bos-
ton Gun Club, on their grounds, at Wellington, this afternoon.
A notable attendant, and one whose presence we always look
forward to, was Mr. Gordon, who is just now recovering from his
late illness. The way he snuffed them out at times was a caution
to the younger elem.ent, who were having quite a gay time all to

themselves vainly endeavoring to find out where those birds
were, any way. Spencer again held the honors in the prize
match, being high, with 21, a no mean score for the day, as the
wind carried all the smoke of a far-away steel com.pany's works
right on a line with the flight of the targets. Scores below, all

shooting from handicap distances:

Events

:

Worthing, 16.

Leonard, 16..

Hilliard, 16...

Wallace, 16

Banks, 14.

Barry, 16 -

Ford, 16 - - - - - - -

Poor, 16 4 13 4 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
6 7 8 4 10 6 5 8

6 6 6 7 7 6 6 8
5 6 5 7 4 4 6

6 7 6 6 7 7 6

3 7 5
5 5 6 5 4 7 6

4 6 5 3 ,. .. 4 .. ..

3 5 4 5 6 7
2
7 9
5 2 5 2 2 3 5 5

6 8 6 9 ..

5 4 3

6 8 1$ 7 5 6 5 7 6 6 ..

5 5 6 5 5 7

Spencer, 18 8 5 8 5 8 ..

Nichols, 14 3 2 ..

Williams, 16 4 ..

H J K, 14 .. 2

FSB, 14 , 1 ..

Event No. 9, 5 pairs; all otliers 10 unknown.
Prize match, SO singles, tmknown; distance handicap:

Spencer, 18 010101110111111110101111111100—21

Leroy, 21 101101101111010111010111001011—20

Gordon, 17 - . .100101001011111111111010001111—20

Leonard 16 010101110111000111111011110011—20

Barry 16 lllOlllOOlpOOlllOllOlllOlOlOOl—18

Barrett 16 010010011011001100111011111010—18

Swett 'l7. . 110001110000011010011100101111—16

Ford '

16. 001111010011100101010111001010—Ifi

Worthing 16 UOlOllOllOOllOllOOOllUOOOOOO—15
Poor 16

.

'.
lOlOlOlOOOOOOlOOOOOOOlOOlOOOlO— 8

Bank's, 14 000010001000100100001001000001— 7

Palmer Rod and Gan Clob.

Palmer, Mass.—The Massachusetts Amateur Shooting Associa-

tion held its annual meeting at Palmer, Mass.. on the eve of Jan.

22. Officers for the year 1901: President, E. Gibson, of E. Brook-
field; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. S. B. Keith, of Palmer. It

was decided for the coming year to hold five team shoots; also

to promote the interest in sweepstake shooting. The team shoot-

ing is to consist of five teams of five men each, each man to shoot
at 25 targets at each shoot. At the end of the seassn the team
breaking the greatest number of targets wins the cup and badges.
The association decided that all sweepstake shooting shall be con-

ducted under a distance handicap system, giving the poorer
shooters a cliance, which will do much to promote the interest in

trapshooting. The Association would like all gun clubs in Massa-
chusetts to join them, that in the future team shoots and sweep-
satke shooting can be sonducted under defined rules and regula-

tions. Any information can be obtained by addressing Dr. S. B.
Keith, secretary. Secektart.

Norfolk Gtin Glob,

Portsmouth, Va., Jan. 26.—Herewith find scores of live-bird
shoot in Norfolk under the auspices of the Norfolk Gun Club,
W. N. White manager. The weather was dark and cloudy, vdth
light rains, which made shooting difficult, though it was lively
and interesting. Mr. A. W. du Bray, of Parker Brothers, was
again a welcome visitor, and in his usual congenial manner
demonstrated what a good gun with a good load will do in "any
old weather" by grassing ,^0 straight, his last bird falling dead out
of boimds. Mr. H. P. Collins, of the Dupont Powder Company,
and Mr. A. H. Fox, of the Winchester Repeating Arms Company,
were also welcome visitors, and never fail to impress the high
qualities of their goods on the public, which are becoming very
popular in this section. Mr. Stearns, of Richmond, Va., and
Mr. Albert, of Newport News, were among the visitors, and
entered heartily into the shoot, and very few birds escaped them,
although they were on strange grounds. Come again, gentlemetl,
one and all; you are always welcome.

Practice, 5 birds : Pryor 2, Hazard 4, Dr. Foster 4, Fox 5, Stearns
4, Gallagher 4, Hudgins 1, Hurst 3, Du Bray B,. Agelasto 1, with-
drew.
Event No. 1, optional sweep, 5 birds, class shooting, two moneys:

Hurst, 30 212*1—4 Du Bray, 30 12222—5
Hazard, 30 21222—5 Gallagher, 31 *2222—

4

Stearns, 30 2222*^ Agelasto, 2S 202*2—3
Dr Foster, 28. 22222—5 Webb, 28 .....12222—5
Fox, 32 02222-4 Stewart, 28 12*22—4:
Hudgins. 27 *1020—2 Miller, 28 11222—5
Pryor, 30 . .2222*—

4

Event No. 2, optional sweep, 7 birds, three moneys:
Hurst 1210*02—4 Dr Foster 0222222—

S

Hazard 2222222—7 Du Bray 2212222—7
Stewart 0222022—5 Hudgins 0201222—5
Stearns 2222220—6 Webb 0*00110—2
Miller *112200—4 Lambert *222021—

5

Pryor 222*000—3 Agelasto 102w
Gallagher *22002*—3 Ballentine 012w
Fox 2220002—4

Event No. 3, optional sweep, 5 birds, two moneys, high guns:
Hurst 2*121—4 Dr Foster 22220—4
Prj'or 22*22—4 Stearns 22222—5
Hazard 22221—5 Fox

,
20221-^

Hudgins *2202—3 Albert 11122—5
Ballentine 20012—3 Miller 10201—3
Gallagher 22222—5 Stewart 22222—5
Du Bray 22122-5 Lambert 20*11—3
Event No. 4, miss-and-out:

Stewart 2121*
Stearns 222220
Dr Foster ". 2222222222*
Albert 1211110
Fox 12222222222222222—17
Hurst 0
Tves , 20
Gallagher 22222222222222222—17
Du Brtfjr 212222*
Miller 21220
Plazard ..0
Hurst 11222222222222220—16
Hazard 2222220

G. P. Grant.

• Richmond' Pigeon CItib.

RiCHMO ND, Va., Jan. 26.—The Richmond Pigeon Club had an en-
joyable afternoon's work at the traps to-day at Broad street base-
ball park. No very remarkable shooting was done, but the sport
on the whole was well worth witnessing. The fun begaji with an
impromptu match between Capt. du Bray, of Parker gun fame,
and Franklin Stearns, of Richmond, at 25 birds, in which the lat-
ter defeated Capt. du Bray, who was dead out of form, by 23 to 20.
.Scores

:

A W du Bray, 30 221*22*01222210111111*12—20
F Stearns, SO 2022222022222222222222222—23

Live-bird shooting is rapidly climbing into general favor with
trapshooters in this region, and some of the boys are beginning
to study on what they will do with the Grand American Flandicap
trophy wlien they bring it bick here.
Three handicap sweeps followed the match, in which the follow-

ing scores were made:
Du Brav, 30. 2*021*1*00—4 80. .0221*2111*—7
Drummond, 30 22 2222220—9 28. .222222222*—9 2*22221222—9
Johnston. 28 220200222^—7 28. .1112222012—9 0222020022—6
Stearns, SO 2220222202—8 28. .0222220202-7 22202222*2—8
Wood, 28 1102212*22—8
Buckner, 28 *12*022220—6
Harrison, 28 0222201202—7 28. .200*212222—7 2121112200—8
Colquitt, 30 211*1*22*2—7
Royal, 28.. 0220121112—8 22w

R. F. Banks.

Keystone Shooting League,

HoLMESiiURG Junction, Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 26.—^There was a
good attendance at the shoot of the Keystone League. The birds
were fast, and the skill of the shooters was tested therefore even,
harder than on the old grounds. In the club event Snapshot was
alone in making a clean score, though Budd had one, save one bird
which fell dead out. The scores:
No. 1, 7 birds, sweepstake, $3 entrance. Rose system: Snapshot

7, Baltz 7, Van Loon 6, Budd 6, Henry 6, Darby 5, Russell 5j

Morris 4, Vandegrift, Brewer and Rosystem withdrew.
No. 2, club handicap shoot, 10 birds, optional sweeps: I. W.

Budd (30) 9, J. Anderson (30) 8, J. Brewer (29) 7, H. Henry
(30) 7, Snapshot (30) 10, Dr. Darby (29) 8, W. Morns (29) 9, A.
A Felix (30) 9, A. Baltz (28) 4, W. F. Leedom (28) 6, T. Vandegrift
(30) 7, E. Russell (29) 8, C. E. Geikler (29) 9, W. HaufE (28) 7,

F. W. Van Loon (.30) 8, C. Fitzgerald (28) withdrew.
No. 3, 7 birds, sweepstake, Rose system: ^Jandegrift 6, Budd 7,

Baltz 5, Henry 7, Snapshot 7, Brewer 4, Darby 4, Geikler 5, HaufS
4, Rosystem 7.

No. 4, miss-and-out, $1 entrance; Henry 5, Rosystem 5, Darby 4,

Budd 2, Van Loon 1, Snapshot 1, Morris 0.

PUBLISHERS^ DEPARTMENT,

California,

THIRTY-FIVE DAVS' TOUR VIA PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.'

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company lias arranged for a special
personally-conducted tour through California, to leave New York
and Philadelphia on Feb. 14, by the "Golden Gate Special," com-
posed exclusively of Pullman parlor-smoking, dining, drawing-
room sleeping, compartment, and observation cars, returning by
March 20. This special train will be run over the entire route.

'J he best hotels will be used where extended stops are made, but
the train will be at the constant comm.-ind of the party.

Round-trip tickets, covering all necessary expenses, $450 from
all points on Pennsylvania Railroad, except Pittsburg, from which
point the rate will be $445.

For further mformation apply to ticket agents; Tourist Agent,
1196 Broadway, New York; 4 Court street, Brooklyn; 789 Broad
street, Newark, N. J. ; B. Courlaender, Jr., Passenger Agent Balti-

more District, Baltimore, Md. ; Colin Studds, Passenger Agent
Southeastern District, Washington, D. C. ; Thos. E. Watt, Pas-
senger Agent Western District, Pittsburg, Pa.: or address Geo.
W. Boyd, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Philadelphia.

—

Adv.

The salmon angling excursion advertised by the St. Lawrence
'

Steamship C!o., Limited, appears to offer an exceptional chance to
salmon anglers who feel able only to spend a moderate sum of

money on their outing. The rivers meiitioned are among the best
in Canada, but are inaccessible and can be reached only by some
special means of transportation. Anglers wishing a short trip at a
m.oderate cost would do well to correspond with the advertisers.

—

Adv.

The Great Bristol Automatic Fish Hook, advertisement of which
appears in another column, is a double hook, automatic in setting

and hooking, which, the manufacturers claim, will catch more
fish with less bait than any other hook on the market, while the
disagreeable feature of torn ajjd bleeding fish, so eomraon in

double books, is missing in this OM.—Adv.
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REPORT OF THE U. S. FORESTER.

The report of the Division of Forestry for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1900, possesses especial interest as

showing how great is the public desire for instruction in

methods by which utility and value of the wood lands

can be increased. In striking contrast to the public apathy

of a few years ago, there exists at the present time an

interest in forest matters in the United States which is

widespread, effective and intelligent. Congress has not

.
kept up with this change in the public sentiment, and while

the appropriations of the Division have been somewhat
increased, they are not nearh^ sufficient to enable it to

comply with any considerable portion of the demands
made upon it. Something of the change in sentiment, and

of the magnitude of the problems that confront the Divi-

sion, may be gathered from the fact that in the year 1898-

1S99 applications were made for working plans for forests

covering 1,513,592 acres, while at the end of the succeed-

ing year these applications covered an area of 51,192.714

acres. Meantime the working force of the Division had

grown from sixty-one to one hundred and twenty-three

individuals. It is thus obvious that what is how holding

back public foiestr}^ of the United States is not the lack of

a wish of the people to have forest matters receive atten-

tion, but a lack of comprehension on the part of Con-

gress of the public feeling on the subject.

The most wholesale demands on the Division for assist-

ance come from the Secretary of the Interior, who re-

quests working plans for the management of the timber

on the national forest reserves and for a study of various

•matters within their boundaries, so that he may be in a

•position to administer these reserves intelligently and

wisely. To investigate these forest reserves and -to pre-

sent practical plans for their care and working would, as

Mr. Pinchot observed, "absorb the whole present force

of this Division for many years," and of course cannot be

done at present. Next in importance is the application

made by the Forest, Fish and Game Commission of New
York to prepare working plans for the forest reserves of

that State. The area is a million and a quarter acres, and
even to do this would severely tax the resources of the

Division. Besides these requests for assistance there

have come from many sections of the treeless West ap-

plications from farmers for information as to the best

methods of tree planting, and for the study required to

make the experience of planting in past years available

for future guidance. All these and many other matters

are pressing upon the Division, which is hampered by
lack of force, lack of office room and lack of money.
During the past year applications were received for

working plans for more than 48,000,000 acres. More
than 2,000,000 acres were examined, working plans were
begun for 1,325,000 acres, plans were completed for 179,-

000 acres and 54000 ac^res were put under management.
A beginning was made of drawing up working plans

for the management of the Black Hills Forest Reserve.

Planting plans were prepared for fifty-nine land owners in

eleven States, and a study of the effect of forest cover on the

flow of streams was begun in southern California. This is

the first study of the kind ever attempted, and promises
results of extreme interest. It is being made on lands

of the Arrowhead Reservoir Company, which for eight

years has been making careful observations of precipita-

tion, run off, evaporation and temperature, all of which ob-
servations it has .turned over to the Division.

The preliminary study made of the "drainage basin
which furnishes the water supply to the city of Johnstown.
Pa.—city of flood—together with the plans and recom-
mendations with regard to it, has already been noticed in

the newspapers.

Besides these important operations carried on, special

investigations have been made en other subjects not less

important. Comxjiercial trees h^ve been studied in the

East, the West and the South, and. reports on certain im-

portant species completed. The study of forest fires has

been continued and much material gathered which awaits

publication. Studies have been made in forest history, and
a great amount of material gathfcfed which will ultimately

appear.

For the ensuing year no special changes of plans are

looked for. Matters already in hahd will be carried for-

ward as speedily and as far as the resources—in men and
money—of the Division will permit.

In view of the radical change of sentiment about
forestry matters which has taken place in the past few
years, of the money value of its products and of its gen-

eral importance to the country, it may be confidently ex-

pected that Congress will Sipeedily increase the appro-

priation for the Division of Forestry to ah amount in

some degree commensurate with the importance of the

work and with the insistent demand for it which is com-
ing from the people at large.

selves are likely to imagine that they have made some
great discovery.

We hope, therefore, to hear more on this subject from
men of experience. Facts are what are needed to reach a
conclusion on this matter and not opinions. Yet a man
may well enough express his opinion as to the motives'
that govern the actions of a particular animal if he will

give his reasons for these opinions.

BIRDS AND FRUIT.

THE NORTH AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.

We invite careful reading of the report of -the Nor|:h

American Fish and Game Protective Association's con-

vention in Montreal last . week. As we have previously

said of this organization, it is composed of a Jnember-
ship which compels respect and inspires great confidence

in the ultimate accomplishment of its
.
purposes. Those

who are most prominent in the movement are persons who
have long been identified with actual work in the field .of

fish and game protection. The newly elected president.

Mr. John W. Titcoinb, of Vermont, was the founder of

the Vermont Fish and Game League, and as . Fish Com-
missioner of his State has made, an enviable record. And
so of others active in promoting the Association; they

are persons who because of their experience and authority
• in these mattecs have influence in their respective States
and Provinces- One feels that we have here in an asso-

ciation for united effort something more substantial than
the ineffective and inconsequential resolution-adopting

convention which has become so familiar.' .

We are of the opinion that the Association will do well

to restrict -itself to present limitations as ,to geographical
scope. A group of States and Provinces with definite

territory to work within "will accomplish much rhore than
one which attempts to cover the entire countrj'-. That
has been one mistake with the so-called national . move-
ments. This contin'erit is entirely too large for any one
body of sportsmen to control. The rule is that a geo-
graphical section may be covered efficiently, but with the

whole continent to consider effort is wasted. Mr. C. E. E.
Ussher's proposition to promote the formation of allied

associations of other groups of States and Provinces is

most excellent, and the good offices of the North American
Association in this direction should have cordial wel-
come, i ^''''^^i'gi

DANGEROUS tVILD ANIMALS.

The editorial on the dangers which threaten the out-

door dweller from attacks by wild animals, and the corre-

spondence which that editorial has called out, have
awakened a widespread interest, which may. very' Avell re^-

sult in something quite useful. '

'i'
Wild animals are not all. alike, and it is, of cdtirse, .im-

possible always to tell what they will do. To every rul^

there are exceptions, and the best that can be 'done is to

strike the general average. As there is great difference in

the physical characteristics of animals witliin a species,

some being larger or smaller or swifter or slower than the
average, so there will be differences in temperament, some
being bolder, more timid or more ferocious than others.
It is impossible therefore to predicate with certainty just
what an individual of any species will do, but if we had
facts enough it would be possible to tell what an animal
of a given species would be likely to do under certain
conditions.

We are all of us likely to generalize from our own
limited experience—an unsafe thing to do.. Many of our
older readers will recall that in their pot' hook days they
labored painfully to reproduce a line in their copy books
which read humanum est errare, which they did not then
know means it is very easy to make blunders. This is

nowhere more readily seen than in matters connected with
natural history, about which even to-day so little is

known that people yjho see sometiijn| that is ney/ to them-

Among the bills amendatory of the game laws no\V be-,

fore the New York Legislature is Senate Bill No. 43, in-

troduced by Mr. Brackett. It provides that Section 78
of the present law, which deals with the protection of

certain wild birds, shall be amended by addition of these

words, "Nor does it apply to farmers and fruit growers
while defending their crops from the ravages of birds."

In other words, protection is removed from all song afid

insectivorous birds, so far as farmers and fruit growers
are concerned.

It certainly seems an extraordinary thing that at a time
when the interest in bird protection is so great, when the
general Government, most State governments, institu-

tions of learning and the presses of many publishers are

doing all they can to educate the public and to demon-
strate that birds are useful and not harmful, a bill such
as this should be introduced into the Legislature of the
Empire State. The amount of fruit destroyed by the birds
protected by Section 78 is so inconsiderable as not to be
worth thinking about, while the vast numbers of noxious
insects destroyed by these same birds would, if undis-
turbed and allowed to propagate their kind, cause damage
amounting to many hundreds of thousands of dollars an-
nually. Most farmers and fruit growers know this and
look upon the birds as allies. As for those who do not
know it, the law may well restrain them.

NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION.
The bill to reorganize the New York Fish Commission

has been reported by the Senate Committee in a form
modified from the original, in a way which is said to have
the approval of Governor Odell. It provides for a single

commissioner of forests, fisheries and game, to be ap-
pointed by the Governor, and to receive a salary of $5,000.

From 1901 to 1903 he is to have two advisory or consult-
ing commissioners, appointed by the Governor, who will

hold office for two years only ; after that term the single

commissioner will .serve indefinitely. The work of the
department is divided into four Irranches, comprising the
fish, the game, the shellfish and the forest, and the com-
missioner will appoint a head for each.

This is to put the work of fishculture, game protection
and forest conservation on a business basis. It is to give
New York the single-headed commission the Forest and
Stream has so long urged.

The office thus created is one of great importance and
responsibility, and there is every reason for confidence
that Governor Odell will appoint to it a person qualified
to discharge it. There i? material in the present board:
the succession to the place of such a man as President
Wadswoi-th or Commissioner Middleton would be re-
garded with satisfaction by those who are concerned to
see this branch of the State's service efficiently ad-
ministered^

Come now, men and brethren, let Us reason together.
Is it worth while, just because a shooter shoots more
pme than we think is fitting, to launch out in unbridled
invective upon him and call him bad names? Is con-
formity to an ill-defined and fluctuating standard of game
shooting of such transcendent moment that in the re-
buke of its transgression we must say good-by to the ob-
servance of good breeding and common decency in our
speech to or respecting our fellow men? Can intemper-
ance in game killing be reformed only by intemperance of
speech? Is the "game hog" to be turned from his ways
only by the unparliamentary vocabulary of a strenuous
blaekguard? We do not believe it. But if the promotion
of game protection does depend upon publicily shouting
bad names, most of us are in the position of the good old
Quaker of the story, who, when he was spattered by mud
in the street, called the styet gamin to him and said, "J
•^ill give thee a penny to 4wear for cse,"
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Now and Then*
In the beginning of this new century we are wont to

review the past history of our country with satisfaction
and to congratulate ourselves upon the wonderful im-
provements wrought by our civilization since the time
when the only Americans were the "noble red men."
Along some lines, however, it appears that our boasted
civilization has caused no advancement, and that we have
deteriorated from rather than improved upon the stand-
ards established by the aborigines. In support of this

view I offer as evidence and for comparison the records
of two separate occurrences, one of the present day and
the other of more than a century ago.

In the telegraphic columns of one of the current daily
newspapers there appeared recently the following item:

"TOUGH TRAMP IN WOODS.
"Maine Game Warden Nearly Succumbs to Cold and

Hunger.

"Caribou, Me., Jan. 27.—Game Warden has
just reached here after a terrible journey of two weeks
in the dense forests of northern Maine. He left here for

Chamberlain Lake with 2,000 landlocked salmon, and hav-
ing liberated the small fry went to a lumber camp on the
Upper Allegash. From there he started through the

forests for a camp on the St. John River.
"When twenty-two miles in the woods he was taken

sick, and he started to return. He lost one of his mit-
tens, and kept his hands warm by shifting the remain-
ing one from one hand to the other. For thirty-six hours
he trudged through the woods without food. Constantly
growing Aveaker, he was so near to lying down for the

last time that he began to mark the trees along his trail

that he might be followed, and thought of making his

•will on a piece of birch bark. When about to give up he
came in sight of the lumber camp, and it took him four
hours to cover the last three miles. He lay in bed three

days at the camp, and finally reached here Wednesday
night."
Now, after the story of this "terrible journey," let me

refer to an account of a somewhat similar incident which
is narrated in Hearne's "Journey from Prince of Wales
Fort in Hudson's Bay to the Northern Ocean," pub-
lished in London in 1795. Samuel Hearne was the Hud-
son's Bay Company factor at Fort Prince of Wales near
the present Churchill Factory, on the west shore of Hud-
son's Bay, and at the request of the committee of the

company he undertook a two years' journey, under the

guidance of the Indians, and without any white com-
panion, through the Barren Grounds to the Coppermine
River, which he was the first white man to discover. On
his return trip he visited the Athabasca country, and
under the date of January 1772 he makes note of the

following circumstances:
"On Jan. 11, as some of my companions were hunt-

ing, they saw the track of a strange snowshoe, which
they followed; and at a considerable distance came to

a little hut, where they discovered a young woman
sitting alone. As they found that she understood their

language, they brought her with them to the tents. On
examination, she proved to be one of the Western Dog-
ribbed Indians who had been taken prisoner by the

Athapuscow (Athabasca) Indians in the summer of 1770;

and in the following summer, when the Indians that took
her prisoner were near this part, she had eloped from
them with an intent to return to her own country, but the

distance being so great, and 'having, after she was
taken prisoner,' been carried in a canoe the whole way,
the turnings and windings of the rivers and lakes were
so numerous that she forgot the track; so she built the

hut in which we found her, to protect her from the

weather during the winter, and here she resided from the

first setting in of the fall.

"From her account of the moons past since her

elopement it appeared that she had been near seven

months without seeing a human face, during all of which
time she had supported herself very well by snaring

partridges, rabbits and squirrels; she had also killed two
or three iDeaver and some porcupines. That she did not

seem to have been in want is evident, as she had a small

stock of provisions by her when she was discovered, and
was in good health and condition, and I think one of

the finest women of a real Indian that I have seen in

any part of North America.
"The methods practiced by this poor creature to pro-

cure a livelihood were truly admirable, and were the

great proofs that necessity is the real mother of inven-

tion. When the few deer sinews that she had an op-

portunity of taking with her were all expended in making
snares and sewing her clothing she had nothing to supply

their place but the sinews of the rabbits' legs and feet;

these she twisted together for that purpose with great

dexterity, and success. The rabbits, etc., which she

caught in those snares not only furnished her with a

comfortable subsistence, but of the skins she made a suit

of neat and warm clothing for the winter. It is scarcely

possible to conceive that a person in her forlorn situation

could be so composed as to be capable of contriving or

executing anything that was not absolutely necessary

to her existence; but there were sufficient proofs that she

had extended her care much further, as all her clothing,

besides being calculated for real service, showed great

taste and exhibited no little variety of ornament. The
materials, though rude, were very curiously wrought, and

so judiciously placed as to make the whole of her garb

have a very pleasing though rather romantic appear-

ance. Her leisure hours from hunting had been em-
ployed in twisting the inner rind or bark of willows into

small lines, like net twine, of which she had some hun-

dred fathoms by her. With this she intended to make a

fishing net as "soon as the spring advanvced. It is of

the inner bark of willows, twisted in this manner, that

the Dog-ribbed Indians make their fishing nets, and

they are much preferable to those made by the Northern

Indians. _ ^ . , , . ,

"Five or six inches of an iron hoop made into a knife

and the shank of an arrow head of iron, which served as
an awl, were all the metals this poor woman had with
her when she eloped; and with these implements she
had made herself complete snowshoes and several other
useful articles.

"The method of making a fire was equally singular and
curious, having no other materials for that purpose than
two hard sulphurous stones. These, by long friction and
hard knocking, produced a few sparks, which at length
communicated to some touchwood; but as this method
was attended with great trouble, and not always with
success, she did not suffer her fire to go out all the

winter. Hence we may conclude that she had no idea

of producing fire by fi'iction in the manner practiced by
the Eskimos and many other uncivilized nations, be-
cause if she had the above-mentioned precaution would
have been unnecessary.
"When the Athapuscow Indians took the above Dog-

ribbed Indian woman prisoner thej% according to the
universal custom of those savages, surprised her and her
party in the night, and killed every soul in the tent ex-

cept herself and three other young women. Among
those whom they killed were her father, mother and
husband. Her young child, four or five months old, she
concealed in a bundle of clothing and took with her

undiscovered in the night. But when she arrived at

the place where the Athapuscow Indians had left their

wives (which was not far distant) they began to examine
her bundle, and finding the child, one of the women
took it from her and killed it on the spot.

"This last piece of barbarity gave her such a disgust

to those Indians that, notwithstanding the man who
took care of her treated her in every respect as his wife,

and was, she said, remarkably kind to and- even fond of

her, so far was she from being able to reconcile herself to

any of the tribe that she rather chose to expose herself

to misery and want than to live in ease and affluence

among persons who had so cruelly murdered her infant.

The poor woman's relation of this shocking story, which
she delivered in a very afi^ecting manner, only excited

laughter among the savages of my party.

"In a conversation with this woman soon afterward

she told us that her country lies so far to the westward
that she had never seen iron or any other kind of metal

till she was taken prisoner. Though her tribe had fre-

quently heard of the useful materials which the nations

or tribes to the east of them were supplied with from
the English, so far were they from drawing nearer to

be in the way of trading for iron work, etc., that they

were obliged to retreat further back to avoid the Atha-

puscow Indians, who made surprising slaughter among
them both in winter and summer."

Comparison of the foregoing cases seems to warrant

the conclusion that when thrown entirely upon their own
resources in the wilderness the influences of civilization

have tended to decrease rather than to increase the

abilitv of its creatures to successfully maintain existence

and that in this respect the twentieth century civilized

man is far behind the eighteenth century savage.

To the sportsman for whom the Northland has any

fascination this old journal of Hearne's will well repay a

perusal. It is unfortanately now rather a rare book. If

some enterprising publisher would issue a modern re-

print of this interesting and instructive old work it would

prove a valuable addition to the library of many a

sportsman. Chauncey P. Williams.

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 81.

An Heroic Adventure.

When we had come to anchor in Trinity Bay and all

the sails were safely stowed, the Captain of our yacht

proposed we should go ashore and see the celebrated

Comeau His.

Bob, my companion, asked, "Celebrated for what?^

"Oh! for several things," replied the Captain. He
is a most extraordinary man in his many acquirements

and knowledge. Born and brought up on this coast, he

has passed all his life here, with the exception of the

three years his father was able to send him to school, but

those three years he made use of to lay the foundation

of a wonderful store of practical knowledge. His school-

ing, as I have said, was but the foundation; by reading

and observation he has added to it in a marvelous way.

"From his early training and the life of every one on

the coast, it would go without sayin^^ that he knows how
to shoot, but he is more than a good shot, he is a deadly

shot. Anything he aims his gun at that is within shoot-

ing distance is dead. As a salmon fisher, no crack angler

who visits these rivers can hope to compete with him.

"As a linguist he can speak, read and write in French.

English, Latin and Indian; besides this, he can talk

rapidly in the dumb alphabet. He holds the position of

telegraph operator at Trinity, also of postmaster and

fishery overseer, and besides, when anything goes wrong

with the line for two hundred miles east or west, the

department immediately wires him to go and fix them up.

"He has more than a fair knowledge of medicine for

one who derived all his insight from reading alone. Last

summer there was an epidemic of measles all along the

coast among both whites and Indians. Here, with a popu-

lation of 150, two-thirds of whom were down, Comeau,

who attended them, did not lose one patient, while at

Bersimis, where the department sent a full-fledged M. D.,

there were thirty-nine burials out of a population of 450.

"You may be sure the poor people all along the coast

^^^So t^'boat was lowered away, and the Captain, Bob

and I were rowed ashore to see this paragon. From

the outside look of the place I could see the man was one

of good taste and orderly. The knock at the door was

answered by Comeau himself. The Captain was person-

ally acquainted with him and introduced us before we
entered. I must say I was disappointed. One always is

when he has pictured a person in his mmd s eye and finds

that in reality he is quite a different kind of person.

I had looked for Comeau to be a large man and a

boisterous one from his position of superiority over others.

On the contrary, I found him below the medium, a quiet,

low-voiced man, reserved almost to shyness. I saw at

once he was a great observer, one who would make

deductions froro specks invisible to ordinary, people; or.

in other words, he could put two and two together and
dovetail them better than most men.
We were ushered into a large, clean, airy room,

in the middle of which sat a very good lookit^g

lady in a roomy rocker, with a child on each
knee. If Comeau himself is reserved and not
inclined to talk, his wife can do enough for both. She
excused herself for not rising when her husband in-

troduced us. Nodding down at her babies, she said,

"You see I am fixed." One could see she is a proud
mother—they are twins; this she told us before we were
well seated, and she further informed us that they were
the only twins on the Labrador. So she is celebrated
also.

When we got fairly settled in Comeau's den, the con-
versation naturally drifted into hunting and fishing. Bob
made some inquiries about the pools on the Trinity. To
make his explanations clear, Comeau pulled out a drawer
of photographic views of the river. In rummaging these
over, he cast aside a gold medal. "Excuse me," I said,

reaching over and taking up the medal. On it I read en-
graved :

"Presented to N. A. Comeau by the R. H. S. for er.\very
IN saving life."

LTpon my asking him to recount the circumstances, he
blushed and looked quite confused, and said : "Oh ! it was
nothing worth speaking of, but I suppose people talked
so much about it that thev gave me that token. It was
nothing more than any man would have done," and this
Avas all we could get from him unless we had carried
persistency to an ungentlemanly degree.

After having spent a very pleasant hour, we returned
on board, and the Captain told us the story that the hero
himself would not:
Two years before, one day in January, Comeau arrived

home from the back country to find that two men had
that day while seal hunting off shore been driven off the
coast toward the ice pack in the gulf. One of the men
was Comeau's own brother-in-law, and the other a half-
breed. In spite of the supplications of his wife and the
persuasions of the other individuals of the place, Comeau
set about preparations to follow them out to sea. He
asked no one to accompany him.
The wind all the afternoon had been steadily off shore

and was now moderately calm. He took with him some
restoratives, provisions, a lantern, a couple of blankets,
his rifle and ammunition and what else useful he could
think of in his hurry. The ice pack was then about ten
miles off the land, and he reasoned the men must be on
the ice, if large and strong enough, or in among it if in
small cakes, the latter being much more dangerous.
From Trinity to Matane in a direct line the distance is

forty-five miles, and to push out iiji a frail, wooden
canoe alone and the darkness coming on in the black gulf
in mid-winter required a brave man with extraordinary
nerve to dare it, and this Comeau did.

Three minutes after pushing out from the "beach, canoe
and man were swallowed up in the darkness. The next
the people of Trinity heard of him was a telegraphic mes-
sage on the second day after. It read: "Matane. All
three alive. Joseph, hands frozen ; Simon, both feet frozen
badly."

This message was to his family, but the Matane people
sent a much longer one to the Government, giving the
facts, describing the hardships these men had come
through, and a special train was sent down with the best
surgeon from Quebec. On the surgeon's arrival at
Matane a consultation was held with the county practi-
tioner, when it was decided- that the man Joseph would
have to lose two fingers on each hand and Simon both
feet.

The amputation was successfully carried out next day,
and shortly after, when Comeau saw both men well on to
recovery, he started for his home, not, however, by the
way he had come, but up to Quebec by the south shore
and down the north shore from Quebec, a distance of
nearly 700 miles. The last hundred he made on snow-
shoes.
The Captain told us that the description of this very

venturesome trip he had heard from Comeau's own
brother as the elder one had described it in the heart of
his own family. He had reached the ice pack, to the
best of his judgment, about fifteen miles from the land,
and had remained on his oars and hallooed once or twice
without receiving an answer. He suddenly bethought
himself of the lantern. This he lit and lashed to the
blade of one of his oars, and erected it aloft. Immediately
a faint cry was heard to the eastward, and he lowered
his light and pulled away in the direction whence the
call appeared to come. After rowing for a short time
the lantern was waved above again, and this time an
answering shout came from close at hand.
The two poor fellows were some distance in the pack,

and had got on the largest cake they could find. They
were sitting there helpless, holding on each by one hand
to the rough surface of the ice, and with the other to
their canoe to keep it from being washed off.

By the aid of the lantern held aloft, Comeau saw there
was a much larger cake of ice some distance further in

the pack. To this they made their way with laborious
trouble. Pushing one canoe as far ahead among the' ice

as possible, they would all three get into this, shove the
other in advance in the same way, and so repeating the
process till they reached the solid field. Once safely on
this, for the meantime, secure place, food was partaken
of and daylight waited for.

Soon, however, the intense cold began to make itself

felt, and di«wsiness was fast taking hold of the two men,
and their great wish was to be left alone and allowed to
sleep. This Comeau knew if indulged meant death, and
it took all his efforts to keep them awake and moving
about. Once while attending to the half-breed, his brother-
in-law dropped down and was fast asleep in an instant.

Comeau boxed him, kicked him, without having the de-
sired effect of rousing him from his stupor. At last he
bethought him of what an old Indian had done to him
under somewhat similar circumstances. He caught the
man's nose between the thumb and finger and tweaked
it severely. This brought him to his feet and mad to
fight.

Day was now breaking, and they could see the south
shore at a computed distance of ten miles. Comeau also

saw that the ice pack was drifting steadily east, and this,
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if they remained on the ice, would carry them past Cap
Chat, the most northern point of the south coast, and
this meant death to a certainty.

A rapid train of thought went through Comeau's brain.

He decided that if saved they were to be, it must be by
passing over that ten miles of moving, grinding ice. He
forced some food on the others and gave each a small

dram of spirits; how much rather would he have given

them tea or coffee. But even if he had had it, water was
wanting to make it. They abandoned the roll of blankets,

which had been of no use to them, and started, using the

canoes see-saw fashion as they had done the night before.

They left the cake of ice upon which they had passed
the night at 8 A. M. and only got ashore at the ex-

treme point of Cap Chat at daylight next morning. At
times they would come across narrow lanes of water, but
these lanes always ran at right angles to the direction in

which they were going. Several times, when stepping

upon what was considered a strong piece of ice, one of

the party would be immersed in the cold, cruel water, and
be rescued with great trouble and danger to the others.

What a picture of heartfelt prayer offering it must
have been, to have seen those men kneeling on the ice-

hound shore, pouring out their thanks to the ever-watch-
iul Almighty who had brought them safely through such
dangers.

Bob, who had taken down the Captain's narrative in

shorthand, gave me his notes, and I give the story of
adventure and heorism to the public.

Comeau is well known by most of the members of the

Forest and Stream clubs of New York and Montreal.
Martin Hunter.

One Hundred and Twenty-five

Years Ago.
As a voice from the distant past and yet of present in-

terest is the following narrative of a member o£ the Con-
tinental army who accompanied Benedict Arnold through
the Maine wilderness in his disastrous campaign against

Quebec during the fall and winter of 1775.

When the main body of the army arrived at Fort
Western at Cushnoc, now Augusta, the writer and
eight others were detailed under command of Archibald

Steele to proceed in advance of the main column for the

purpose ot correctly ascertaining and marking the paths

(by felling small trees, blazing, and otherwise) which
were used b}- the Indians at the numerous carrying-

places in the wilderness, toward the head waters of the

Dead River, and also to ascertain the distance and nature

of the route over the height of land (now the Boundary
Mountains) to the head waters of the Chaudiere Rivei

(that portion of the river now known as Arnold River),

which flows in a northerly direction to the St. Lawrence
River at a point nearly opposite to Quebec.
Two birch-bark canoes were provided; and two guides,

celebrated for the management of such water craft and
who knew the river as high up as the great carrying-

place, were also found. These were Jeremiah Getchell, a

very respectable man, and John Horne, an Irishman who
had grown gray in this cold climate.

This small part}', unconscious of danger, and animated
by the hope of applause from their country, .set forward
from Fort Western in their light barks, at the rate of

fifteen to twenty and, in good water, twenty-five miles

per da\'. These canoes are so light that a person of com-
mon strength may carry one of the smallest kind, such
as ours were, many hundred 3'ards without halting. Yet
they will bear a great burden and swim nearly gunwale
deep; an admirable desciiption of them is given by
Hearne in his journey to the Coppermine River."

Steele's canoe bore five men with their arms and bag-
gage, which last was, indeed, light in quantity and quality

—one barrel of pork, one bag of meal and two hundred-
weight of biscuit. The other canoe carried seven men,
their arms and baggage and a due proportion of pro-
visions.

On the evening of the 23d of September our party ar-

rived at Fort Halifax, situated on the point formed by a

junction of the Sebasticook and Kennebec rivers. Here
our commander, Steele, was accosted by a Capt. Harrison
or Huddlestone inviting him and the company to his

house. The invitation was gladly accepted, as the ac-

commodation at the fort, which consisted of old block-
houses and a stockade in a ruinous state, did not admit
of much comfort; besides, it was inhabited, as our friend,

the captain, said, by a rank tory. Here, for the first time,

the application of the American term tory was defined tc

me by the captain. Its European definition was well

knoAvn before.

Another interesting conversation on the part 01 rnc

captain struck my mind as a great curiosity in natural
history and well deserving commendation. He observed
that he had immigrated to the place he then resided at

about thirty years before, most probably with his parents,

for he did not then appear much beyond forty. That at

that period the common deer which now inhabits our
more southern climate was the only animal of the deer
kind which they knew, unless it was the elk; and them
but partially. In a short space of time the moose deer
appeared in small numbers, but increased annually after-

ward, and as the one species became more numerous the
other diminished; so that the kind of deer first spoken
of. at the time of this information, according to the cap-
tain, was totally driven from that quarter. The moose
deer reigned the master of the forest.

This anecdote, if true, might in such minds as those
of Buffon or De Pauw give occasion to systems of

natural history totally inconsistent with the laws of na-
ture; still, there may be something in it; animals, like

human beings, whether forced by necessity or from
choice, do migrate. Many instances might be given of
tliis circumstance of the animal economy, in various parts
of the world. The above relation is the only instance
which has come to my knowledge where one species has
expelled another of the same genus. If the fact be true,

it is either effected by a species of warfare or some pe-
culiarity in the appearande of the one kind, and of horror
or perhaps disgust in the other; we know the rock goat

(steinbock of the Germans and boquetin of the French)
formerly inhabited the low hills of southern France and
of the Pyrenees; they have been driven hence by some
peculiar cause, for they are now confined to the tops of

the highest mountains in Europe.
It is true it has been frequently advanced by men of

respectability and information in Pennsylvania that the
gray fox. which if indigenous in the United States and
all North America, has been driven from the Atlantic sea

coast into the interior by the red fox from Europe, but
we have no sufficient data to warrant this assertion. The
truth probably is that as the gray fox is a dull and slow
animal, compared with the sprightliness, rapidity and
cunning of the red fox, the first has been thinned by the
huntsmen and gradually receded from the sea coast to the
forest, where, from his habits, he is more secure.
The cunning and the prowess of the latter has enabled

him to maintain his station among the farms, in spite

of tlte swiftness and powerful scent of the dogs. But
that which puts this assertion out of view is that the red
fox is indigenous throughout North America. He and
the gray fox are found in the highest latitudes, but there
their skins are changed into more beautiful furs than
those of ours by the effects of climate.
Another notion has been starte<l within these twenty

years past of the fox squirrel expelling the large gray
squirrel; but it i? fallacious. Geo. McAleer.
Worcester, Mass.

As Seen Between the Lines.
This time it is the mention of dough birds that starts

the trouble. Not that I am loaded down with knowledge
of them or their habits, for I am not, "but rather some-
thing in the reminiscent vein suggested by some refer-

ence to dough birds in Mr. Hough's department.
It was in 1871. Another kid and I were in camp on

the Loup River, a few miles below the Pawnee Indian
village at Genoa, Neb. One day there came drifting our
way, as a tumble weed or other matter carried by the
wind, without apparent volition of its own, an Indian boy
about our own age with a stringless bow at his back. It

was lazy time in April and the Indian stopped to talk
awhile. As we lay on the grass in the sun, feeling languid
and growing fast, a flock of plover (as we supposed)
came whistling overhead. As they passed the Indian
gave a shrill whistle in imitation of their call and turned
them. After a circle or two the birds lit down on a strip

of prairie that had been burned over near by.

We were not hunting to any great extent, but just
loafin' round with each other, though each of us had a
double-barrel shotgun. An examination of our ammuni-
tion supply showed only two charges of powder. As
both of us wanted a shot, we loaded one barrel of each gun
and sallied forth. The birds rose out of range, and,
bunching as they rose, made a short circle and passed
within thirty yards of us. As they went by we emptied
our guns into the bunch and picked up twenty-four dead
and wounded birds. They were dough birds, though we
did not know it at the time.

We invited the Indian lad to stay for dinner, and out
of our choicest fishing lines made a string for his bow.
We then stuck a stick in the ground and a potato on the
stick about twenty yards from the shanty. The Indian
shot at it and missed and he and I walked out to where
the arrow fell, about twenty yards further on. Picking
up the arrow, the Indian turned and again shot at the
potato, which was now between us and the shanty. At
the same instant my partner thrust his head out of the
door, stooping low over the threshhold to pick up some-
thing from the ground just outside. The arrow struck
the potato on one side and. glancing, started straight for
the head. To hit the head the arrow must pass very close
to the corner of the shanty, as it only protruded a
few inches through the door. There was a brief instant
of suspense, though brief as it was it was long enough to
turn that full-blood Indian into a chalk-colored quarter-
blood, and then the arrow quivered in the corner of the
shanty, having failed to pass by the narrow margin of
half an inch, and burying its steel head an inch and a
half in the cottonwood log. Had the arrow passed the
corner my partner's head would have been its sure re-
ception. The Indian looked at me and I looked at him
and then we pulled the arrow out as if nothing had hap-
pened, and Will never knew how near he came to being
wiped out by a redskin.

I saw several flocks of dough birds in Nebraska that
spring, and in 1876 I shot a few in Kansas; also a few in
'82. That is the last one I ever saw, though I have
often been on the plover grounds of Kansas, Nebraska
and the Dakotas.

Man and 'Wild Animals.

Another thing that has caused me to read between the
lines is the discussions that have been going on concern-
ing man's fear of wild animals. It always makes me
nervous to read the fake stories concerning adventures
with wild animals. I don't believe any wild animal will

attack a man, but when attacked there are circumstances
under which even a rabbit will fight. To refute the popular
notion of the ferocity of wild animals one of your corre-
spondents goes to the other extreme and tells of a man
who followed a wounded panther into its den and the
animal refused to fight him. He says the story is true,
and I can't help but think it is, but as neither man nor
beast could have been in his right mind, the fact has no
value in determining the status of animal nature. A
coyote will fight a man without hesitation when cor-
nered; so will a wildcat. I have tried both. Get be-
tween, an otter and the stream and it will fight without a
moment's hesitation. Yet any of these animals would
starve to death rather than face a man. Truth is a smal!
point on which it seems hard to balance;- we. generally
lop this way or that.

Here is a story I just read of a trapper who had beets

all season in catching two wolves. During this time he
dare not stay out at all late in the evening, for fear of
being treed by wolves. But they were so very clever he
could not get them. Why did not that trapper load him-
self down with cartridges and get treed by wolves? He
might have got fifty in one night. Many a man has

doubtless been treed by his imagination, but by wolves,
never! And if he were, a single discharge of a gun
would scatter them for gooiL
Here is another by a man who has taken upon him-

self the special task of educating the public concerning
wild animals. A man is out trapping wolves and after

setting two traps at one bait he proceeds leisurely, to get

into one and then the other. Held thus from two ways
it is impossible for him to get out. The wolves soon
locate him and are about to eat him up, but his faithful

dog comes to the rescue, and after killing a couple of
wolves brings the trap wrench that his master may free

himself. As a dog story this is very good. The dear fel-

lows will often fight to the death for their friends, and
thus far it is true to nature; but as a wolf story it is sim-
ply rot. In trapping wolves I seldom got one the first

night, and it seemed as if they would not come near as
long as bait or trap retained the scent of man. Had I

Icnown it and baited my trap with a man I might have
caught a dozen in place of waiting several days for a
nibble. With such stuff as this filling books, papers and
magazines, and even crowding into our natural histories

and sportsman's journals, is it any wonder that the mass
of people, who never see wild animals except in cages,

have erroneous ideas concerning them?
I want my stories of the supernatural to deal with

ghosts and goblins only, with trademark blown in the

bottle so there can be no mistake. E. P. Jaques
Elmo, Kan., Jan. 28.

Incidentals, •

To most sportsmen the chief charm of their outings is

largely made up of incidentals. Go where you may.
wherever sportsmen gather—be it in well appointed club
or afar in the country store of some obscure hamlet
where they lounge about the glowing stove—you will

find the conversation composed mostly of these small
happenings as here and there one gives his experience.

In your own case, though you may grow talkative at

times, you cannot always put your feelings in proper
words.
Who shall tell of the pleasure he feels over the com-

fortable chuckle and click of the cartridges in his pockets
as they rub and jostle each other while he swings along
through the stubble?' What a thrill one has, when, after

jumping from the wagon and inserting a couple of shells,

he hears that unctuous little snap of the breech that tells

of a well cared for gim. A little sound, a trifle, yet it

makes him "feel good," and he paces confidently toward
the stanchly pointing dog, fully prepared to "count coup"
on the first upward rush of the brown covey just ahead.
A long interval of business cares has passed, and at

last you stand again among the debris of your old blind.

Ben is splashing the decoys into place some twenty yards
away, while you set to work to make your cover ship-

shape. In a moment you uncover an old empty water-
soaked and powder-stained cartridge case. The brass
base gives you a feeble gleam of recognition as you take
it in hand. Beneath the iridescence of its tarnish you
read the legend, "U. M. C. Co. No. 12. Smokeless."
"Yes, one of my old ones," you mentally exclaim, and
toss it into the water, where it subsides with a sullen

"plup"! Is that all? That battered case paints you a

mental picture that is full of reminiscence—a picture of

this very spot, when once before you sat here and cut

down the darting wildfowl. The magic still liirking in

that bit of clouded brass has set you aglow, and the

time seems all too long before you have everything to

rights and are ready for business.
Have you ever stood to -leeward of some old gunning

shanty at night, far out on the lonely beach? In the

brilliant moonlight the shadow of the old house rests

like a blot of ink in sharp contrast with the gleaming
stillness that spreads around. Beyond the sand dunes
a restless surf is booming, while now and again the fitful

wind drives a spurt of sand against your boot legs with a

faint sound of scurrying. You seem to be all eyes, all

ears. The breeze is "purring" all about—now here, now
there, whispering mysteriously as it goes. The heavens
are filled with gems whose sparkle is subdued in the

wondrous splendor of the moonlight. The North Star,

cold and calculating as ever, floats in space, oblivious of

the never weary pointers of the Dipper, while away in

the southeast lordly Sirius is poised below Orion. Can
you put in words the surge of thought that comes to

you as you stand there? Is it to be wondered at that

wildfowl should migrate under such conditions?
Again, who shall tell the angler's feeling, when, after

supper, he wanders out to finish his last pipeful before

turning in? He has reached the haven whither his

thoughts have led him during many weeks. The snug
cottage, perchance his old homestead, nestles among its

trees on the hillside, seemingly unchanged since his_ last

visit. All about him is the witchery of the spring night.

That damp, earthy smell, spiced with a fragrance sub-
tle yet so strong that it has lingered through life in

his memory, comes to him as in the years long past.

Frogs are piping just as they have always piped in

spring time. Down atnong the lilypads something is

rattling like a pair of castanets, and his boyhood wonder
as 'to what it can be is at once upon him as strongly as

when he first heard it in the long ago. "Qua!" says a

night heron overhead in the silence, and a delicious little

tremor makes goose flesh run along his spine.

saunters under the tree where the turkeys are roosting.

Sure enough they hear him, or see him- -w^-o knows
which? At all events the familiar "Quit! quit'"' f.:ils him he
is discovered. Never in al his life has he been able to

fool those turkeys. That same mist is stealing along the

creek. Softly, quietly, it is working and floating in

cottony folds; there is no wind, yet it is never still.

To-morrow on his way to his favorit* stream he will

listen for the bluebird's call—that pastoral note that

speaks so directly to his heart. Mayhap he will hear the

little voice in the sky, and then you will find him listen-

ing again and again as it falls to him, softly, indesciiba

bly suggestive of gentleness.
WlI-MOT TowNSENa.
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Dangerous Wild Animals and

Other Matters,
I HAVE just been reading the article by S. E. Filkins

in Forest and Streaai of Dec. 28, and cannot see that he
has made out a very good case. I did not understand
the editorial Mr. Filkins refers to as saying that wild

animals always fled from man, but as meaning that a

human being was at all times safe from unprovoked
attack. I honestly believe that there has never been the

time in North America when a man might not have
walked from ocean to ocean with no other weapon than
a stick and have been as safe from attack by wild ani-

mals as he would be in the center of New York city, pro-

vided, of course, that he did not go out of his way looking
for trouble.

,The fear of wild animals which most people possess
comes from stories told to them as children, re-enforced

as they grow older by newspaper yarns.

When a youngster, in company with several other boys
1 once came suddenly on a big timber wolf in thick brush.

For many years I firmly believed that nothing but a

determined front kept that wolf from devouring the

whole crowd of us at once, but now I know that the wolf

was much the worse scared, and was only putting up a

bluff until it got a chance to bolt.

I have seen several grizzlies that would not get out of

the trail for me, just because I did not have a gun; and
I know of one case where a she cinnamon bear with

cubs charged an observer who got too close. But per-

sonally I never saw a she bear—black, cinnamon or

grizzly—that wouldn't bolt and leave her cubs at the first

sign of danger. I have caught several cubs under such

circumstances, and had them squeal like little pigs, but

never had the old bear come close enough to get a shot,

though I have had them come back and roar and growl,

but they took mighty good care to keep out of sight in

the brush.
However, I once knew a man who got mauled by a

she grizzly after catching the cub, but it was in open
ground, and when he saw the old bear coming back he

foolishly started to run, with the natural result that the

big brute ran after him, slapped him a couple of times

and took the cub away.
Again, bears will often come into a camp, but it is

only after something to eat, and if let alone they will not

bother any one.

As for the cougars, they are more backward about

attacking a person than is a bear, I knew a fellow who
had a cougar land on his back one night as he was com-
ing along a deer trail, the cougar evident^ mistaking

him for a deer. But when he yelled—as almost any one
would under .such circumstances—the animal let go and
departed in a hurry, quite as much scared as the man, and
it is needless to say that he was scared plenty.

When I first got together a pack of dogs for cougar

hunting the oldtime hunters and trappers were full of the

most awful stories about the ferocity of the cougar, arid

especially about a big red variety that lived high up in

the mountains and could kill dogs just as fast as they

could get hold of them. Just as soon as I got the dogs

trained I went after the big red ones, and, behold! they

were just like any other cougar, and did not kill dogs

any faster than the average.

The truth of the matter is, any four fighting dogs will

kill any cougar in twenty minutes, hardly getting

scratched themselves. I never had a dog killed by a

cougar, though two of my old dogs (Hector and Brig)

have been in over a hundred rough-and-tumble fights

with them.
Several years ago a couple of us. were photographing

cougars, using dogs to tree or bring the game to bay. I

had two half-bred staghound and collies- and two full-

blooded foxhounds. The trees were all scrubby juniper

and pifion, not over 15 feet high, and before we could

get any photographs I had to leave the two staghounds

at home, as when the dogs got a cougar treed one of the

foxhounds would crawl up among the branches, jump
the cougar out, and Hector would nail him, and when
we got up we would have a dead cougar. The fox-

hounds alone would not close in on a cougar. Hector's

way of catching a cougar was to make a quartering dash

from behind, grab the cougar by the tail and turn him

'end over end. Before the brute would get its breath the

other dogs would have it stretched, and that was the end.

A cougar can move like lightening for a hundred yards

or so, but after that loses its wind, and anij' fast dog can

catch one.
, , , , ,

I think that Mr. Filkins has overestimated the length

of his cougar a little. I have measured a great many, and

never saw but three that ran over 7 feet 6 inches from end

of nose to tip of tail, the tail always being within an

inch of one-third the total length of the animal. One of

these three was 7 feet Q inches, one 7 feet 8 inches, and

one 8 feet 4 inches. This last was by far the largest

cougar I ever saw or heard of. One often hears of

cougars 9, ro or 11 feet long, but when the story is run

down it is always the hide that has been measured after

having been taken off. The hide will always be from two to

three feet longer than the animal. The average size of

a 'full-grown male cougar is 75^ feet from tip to tip. one-

third being tail, 30 inches high at the shoulder, and such

a beast will weigh from 135 to 160 pounds, as I have

weighed several. The one that measured 8 feet 4 inches

must have weighed nearly 200 pounds, but I was unable

to weigh it. When one remembers that 10 feet 6 inches

is a pretty good size for a tiger, it is easy to see that a

ID-foot cougar would be quite a good-sized animal.

Really the most dangerous game we have m the West

is a mule deer buck, and when wounded and cornered it

will fight like a fiend. The only dog I ever had killed by

a wild animal was horned through the heart by a spike

buck and I have made more than one quick jump to get

away' with a mad buck close behind, not to mention sev-

eral rough-and-tumbles wherein I lost most of my raiment

—these last luckily being with the deer with their horns

still in the velvet, or I might not now be spinning this

yarn. • ^M. Wells.

[Mr. Wells' letter is extremely interesting, and touches
on a number of points that are not generally understood
It is the more valuable as coming from a man of wide
experience, much of whose inature life has been devoted
largely to hunting.

i^or many years we have been looking for an authentic
case of an attack on a httman being by the wolf in

America, but we confess that only one .such case has
ever become known to us. This attack*was made without
any reason on a girl eighteen years old by a wolf puppy
which was barely full grown, and its oddness places it

outside of the category of ordinary stories of attacks by
wolves on human beings, in which hunger is the motive
which prompts the supposed onslaught.
The girl who was injured was the' daughter of the

widely known Jim Baker, one of the few oldtime trappers
who )ived up to recent times, and the occtirrence took
place near his ranch on Snake River, in the northwest
corner of Colorado. The girl, then (in 18S1) eighteen
years old, was on her way to drive in some milk cows at

dusk one evening. As she approached them she saw
sitting on the hillside just above the trail a gray wolf, at

which she shouted, and when it did not move she picked
up a stone and threw it at it. The animal snarled, and
when she threw the stone, promptly came jumping down
the hill, threw her down and tore her arms and legs

badly. Her screams brought her brother, who was near
at hand and had his gun, and he killed the wolf. News-
paper stories of attacks on persons by wolves are ex-

tremeh' common, but in almost all cases, if an effort is

made to trace them to their source, thej'- prove to be
without the slightest foundation in fact, A long, chapter

on "Wolves and Wolf Nature" is published in the Boone
and Crockett Club's third volume, •Trail and Camp-
fire."

We will recall «in incident which happened many years

ago on the plains, when two Indians chased an old

grizzly bear and her two well-grown cubs lor a long
distance. The mother apparently felt no interest what-
ever in the cubs, but ran away as fast as she could, and
kept on running. One after another of the cubs was
overtaken and killed, and then, their horses having given

out, one of the Indians continued the pursuit of the old

bear on foot, and at last drove her into a water hole,

where he killed her. ,

Some years ago not very far from the eastern border's

of the National Park a case occurred where a cougar
sprang on a man. The man was hunting mule deer near

Clark's Fork, following a game trail which passed along

a steep hillside where there were cliffs and broken rocks

and occasional patches of quaking aspen. It was winter

and cold weather, and the hunter wore stout hunting
clothing. As the man turned the point of a little grove

of aspens the cougar sprang on him from a tock above
the trail, landing on his back and catching him with its

jaws by the shoulder. As the man fell the gun flew out

of his hands to some distance. The animal lay on him on

the ground, and, as a curious example of how people

notice trifling things even in times of great stress, the

hunter said that as he fell he could feel the cougar's

whiskers tickling his face, and as t'le animal lay on him
could hear it purr. The man was quick-witted, .and as

he lay on the ground, reached round and got hold of his

skinning knife, with which lie stabbed the cougar three

times as it lay on him, and it died there without strug-

gling. Somewhat dazed, the man rose to his feet, picked

up his gun, and returning to camp got some other men,
who went back with him a:nd skinned the lion, Of
course no one saw the occurrence, but the condition of

the man's clothing and shoulder and of the dead cougar

made it clear that things had happened just as he said.

The cougar was undoubtedly lying in wait above the

trail for a deer—or, for the matter of that, for a rabbit

—

and when the man suddenly appeard sprang cn him, be-

lieving that the moving object was a deer.

A friend in Montana, who formerly used two little 30-

pound dogs in hunting cougars, has told us that he has

frequently seen one of these overtake a cougar, seize the

tip of its tail in its teeth and then putting out all four

feet in the snow brace back and try to hold the cougar.

He added that when the cat turned about to strike at the

dog it did so slowly and clumsily, so that the dog had

abundant time to get out of the way.

The size of cougars is constantly overestimated, and

we fancy they are quite as often under 7 as over 7 feet

in length when measured in the flesh. We think that it

was Mr. John Fannin, Curator of the Provincial Museum
of British Columbia, who for many years had a standing

reward out for a cougar that would measure 8 feet in the

flesh—and they have big cougars, in British Columbia,

too. We believe that the reward was never claimed; at all

events it had not been claimed two or three years ago.

Of course, in comparison with the lion or the tiger, the

cougar is a small animal, and the tiger is much larger

than the lion. „ .

We are disposed to agree with Mr. Wells that the

most dangerous game in the West is the deer, but, as it

happens, we have not known the mule deer in this re-

spect. The whitetail deer, however, is always a danger-

ous animal when wounded, and at least' one case has

come to our knowledge where a wounded buck, sur-

prised, attacked and killed an old man. This was in

Nebraska, many years ago, but the occurrence was eii-^

tirely authentic and is undoubted.

Cases where hunters have incautiously advanced to cut

the throat of a wounded deer, and have been then at-

tacked and badly cut up by the swiftly flying feet or hurt

by the horns, have been too frequent to require especial

mention. •

Any one who has ever been forced to be at grapples

with a crazy dog knows how hard such an animal is to hold,

provided it is not^desired to kill it, and we know of a man
who, getting hold of a wounded antelope in the effort to

cut its throat, would have been delighted to let go and

call it quits if he had dared to do so.]

English Woodcock.
I NOTICE in your issues of Dec. 22, igoo, and Jan. 5,

1901, the notes by Jay Beebe and Didsnnus on the pos-
sible occurrence of the European species Scolopax
riisticola_ in Michigan and New Jersey. The Michigan
specimen is described as being similar to our bird in all

respects except size. As the coloration of plumage
is very different in the American and European species,

this would at once dissipate any chance of its being other
than an extra large Philohela minor. It is unfortunate,
however, that the specimen was not preserved. As to the
New, Jersey bird seen, but not captured, twenty, years
ago, it would be dangerous to speculate as to its being
so rare a bird as the European species is in America.
Didymus speaks of the bird in question appearing to be
"Twice as large as a legitimate member had any right to
be," but how often, under certain conditions of light and
atmosphere, does a woodcock, snipe or even a duck ap-
pear to be half again as large as it really is, particularly

when it "gets up"!
The English woodcock, while only a very rare strag-

gler to this country, is included in the list of our birds.

Ir I tuistake not, only three instances of its capture
have been" recorded. The late George N. Lawrence in-

cluded it in his "Catalogue of Birds Observed on New
York, Long and Staten Islands, and the Adjacent Parts
of New Jersey," published in the "Annals of the Lyceum
of Natural History of New York," Vol. VIII., April,

1866, and writes; "I have had an example of this species

for some years, which was sent me by Mr. Wm. Gal-
braith, accompanied with the following note, dated Dec.
6, 1859: 'A poultry dealer in Washington Market in-

formed me that he had seen in the market a strange bird,

which in his opinion was an overgrown woodcock, I

went to see it, and found it to be a true European
woodcock; it is badly shot, part of the bill and skull

being carried away; it is fresh and otherwise in good
order; the person I got it from said that he bought it with
a lot of quail on board the Shrewsbury boat. I thought
v. an occurrence in our line worthy of notice.' It was
doubtless killed near Shrewsbury, N. J., and apparently

with coarse shot. It was, however, in good condition, and
after taking off its skin I had the body cooked, and was
able to partake of a dish not usual in America. It prob-
ably came by the way of Iceland and Greenland, a route

by which other European species occasionally reach us."

In Lewis' "American Sportsman," Philadelphia, 1871,

page 169, he has in a footnote as follows: "G, D. Weth-
erell, Esq., informs us, a few days since, that a gentleman
sent him, a year or two ago, a woodcock that weighed
14 ounces, which was shot in New Jersey, and it was
his intention to have it mounted, but, owing to the neg-
ligence of the partj' who brought the bird it was too far

gone before he received it."

There is, of course, an open question as to the proper
identity of this specimen. In a valuable paper. '''The

Distribution and Migrations of North American Birds,"

by the late Prof. Spencer F. Baird, published in the

American Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. XLL, May,
1866. he gives a list of twenty-seven species belonging to

the European fauna which had been found up to that

date in Iceland. Greenland and North America. The one
species accredited to Newfoundland was the English
woodcock. Should any sportsman kill a woodcock of

sufficiently large size to cause any suspicion as to its not

being our American bird, he will, I trust, have it pre-

served at once and forwarded to some institution for

identification. However, the probabilities are that the

next European bird Avhich is taken in our country will

be found in one of the .A.tlantic States, and not in the

interior. Ruthven Deane.
Chicago, Jan.

Abinism in the Red-Tailed Hawk.
(Buteo borealis.)

In Forest and Stream of Dec. 29, igoo, I note the

record of an albino specimen at the taxidermi.st store of

F. Sauter, New York. This bird is described as pure

white,' ex-cept for four reddish-brown tail fea-hers. Tliis

reminds me of a specimen of this same species which I

saw in April, 1879. It was the property of Mr. C. J.

Maynard, Newtonville, Mass. The bird, though much
soiled, had been pure white with the exception of a few

central tail feathers, which retained the normal cinnamon
color. A pure white specimen was in the collection of

the late Dr. P. R. Hoy, of Rac'ne, Wis., in 1881. An-
other was in possession of Mr. Emory C. Greenwood, of

Ipswich, Mass., in March, iSSo; and still another pure

white one was killed on the Hoboken marshes, N. J.,

over twenty years ago. Mr. Geo. A. Boardman, of

Calais, Maine, has among his fine collection of albinos

a pure white buteo, probablv of the red-tailed species. It

would be very interesting if all sportsmen would record

the cupture of any specimen? which they may take show-

ing any albisistic traces. This freak of nature is liable

to occur in any bird, but is much more frequent in some
families than in others-. It is nq^ at all unusual among
the ducks and game birds. ,1 Ruthven Deane.
Chicago, Jan. T.

"Wintef Birds on Staten Island.

Princes Bay, Staten Island, N. Y.,'jan. 29.—Bluebirds

have been with us all winter. A flock of wild geese was

seen last week going north over Staten Island. Robins

are thick around here in the cedars; but what their fate

will be in the next four weeks is hard to say. February

j§ hard on our feathered friends.
***

The Linnaean Society of New York*

Regular meetings of the Society will be held in the

American Museum of Natural History, Seventy-seventh

Street and Eighth avenue, on Tuesday evenings, Feb. 12

and 26, at 8 o'clock, and ptiblic lectures will be given at

the same place on Thursday evenings, Feb. 21 and 28, at

8 o'clock. „ . „ .

Peb. 12—R. L, D^tmars. "Collecting Snakes m South

Carolina." Illustrated with spectimens. .

Feb. 21—Public lecture. C. L. Bristol. "The_ Sea Gar-

dens of Bermuda." Illustrated with lantern slides.

Peb. 28—Public lecture. C. Hart Merriam. "A Nat-

uralist on the Coast of Alaska." Illustrated with a series

of lantern slides.

Walter W. Granger,

Secretary American Museum of Natural History.

The Forest amd Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach tis at the

latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicaljle.
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Fosur and bTKCAit.

Notice.

All comtnunications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to t>e Forest and Stream Publishing Co.. and
not to any individual cojnected with the paper.

A February Afternoon.
The man with a gun had been shut in by bad weather

for some weeks, when there came a "February thaw."
On Satvirday the sun shone clear and bright, and even
warm, and its light was reflected with dazzling brilliancy
by the snow that covered the ground. The ponds were
still frozen, but South Coon River was almost free from
ice, and the man with a giin knew that there must be
ducks; so, after an early dinner, he struck out through
the North Coon timber, intending to go down that stream
to where South Coon joined it.

North Coon was deeper water—a more sluggish cur-
rent—and ran through the timber, so it was some days
later than South Coon in thawing, but there was a little

open water in one of the long reaches, and five or six
hundred yards down the stream our man saw some ducks
sitting on the ice at the edge of some open water. The
bank of the stream was ten or twelve feet high, and the
ground level, so our man made a detour and walked
rapidly along till he judged he was opposite the ducks,
then began a sneak toward the river bank, stooping lower
and lower as he neared the river, and as he got
still closer he lay down and wormed himself along the
ground like a snake, till he got so near the edge of the
bank that he raised his head slowly and just a little, and
saw not 30 yards away six mallards sitting on the ice m
a compact bunch, and one other mallard sitting alone
four feet to one side of the others. He had taken die pre-
caution to poke the muzzle over the edge of the bank
in advance of his taking a look, and it was pointing very
nearly at the bunch of mallards. Quiet and slow as the
sneak had been, it was not so quiet but that the ducks
Were alarmed, and when he looked over the bank every
neck stood straight up. In one more second every duck
would be on the wing and the chance for a dandy pot-
shot lost. The thing to do was to shoot quickly and bag
the bunch of six, and he felt that he could do it, and do
it before they flew. He just considered himself sure of
six mallards. He instantly covered the bunch all right
and pressed the trigger, but just as he pulled the lone
duck that sat to one side started to fly. and he in-
stinctively threw the gun toward it as he pulled—and not
'a duck was hit. The instant the gun swerved toward the
lone duck he knew that everything was spoiled, but it

was too late to help it, and quick as lightning he de-
termined to get even with that lone duck, and springing
to his feet he ga^^e it the second barrel with such an
effective aim that there was scarcely an unbroken bone
left in its body. Then he looked after the vanishing
birds and quoted "Of all sad words." He also said other
"words" which at the time seemed appropriate to the oc-
casion. Then he put fresh shells in the gun and went
down the river to where the ice w^as still solid, and
crossing over, came back and got the dead duck. He
wasn't taking much interest just them in the glorious sun-
.shine and the bracing air nor the dozen or so of little

birds that were singing around him, nor any of the many
evidences that winter was broken, for the time, at least.

Tramping another mile through the woods, he came to
the mouth of South Coon, and there was a sig^it ^hnt
made him forget everything but what he saw. A hun-
dred yards above the mouth of South Coon was a sand-
bar, perhaps 40 feet in diameter. It was so closely packed
with mallards that there seemed to be no room for any
more. They were a hundred yards away, and there was
no chance to get nearer, as the banks on either side
were low. He studied a while about what he should do
and finally put shells loaded with 00 shot in the gun, held
2 feet above the raft of ducks, fired the first barrel as
thej^ sat on the sandbar, and the other when thej'^ were
a few feet high. Every duck went away apparently un-
hurt, but when they had got some hundred yards away
one tumbled headlong to the ground. The shooter stood
on the bank and carefully took his bearings so he could
locate the place where the duck fell after he had crossed
the river, and then loo.ked at the river itself to see w^here
lie could wade it, and he then saw, almost at his feet, a
broken-winged mallard drake drifting with the current.
.Another shot wilted him, and then the shooter hurried
down the stream to a shalow place where he knew he
could cross, and wading to the middle of the stream
waited till the dead bird drifted to him. Then he
crossed and walked up the river bank to where he could
.get the bearings that would locate the dead bird. It had
fallen in a patch of thick w^eeds. all just alike. Not find-
ing it w'hen he reached the spot where he thought it had
fallen, he tied his handkerchief to a big Aveed to mark
the spot, and then began to circle around it, making
each succeeding circle wider than the previous one. In
this manner he was sure to hunt the ground thoroughly
and to hunt it but once. A few circles discovered the
duck, which would in all probability never have been
found by the ordinary aimless, haphazard way of hunt-
ing for a dead bird.

In marking a bird that fahs at a distance, always stand
still till you have marked the spot by some object be-
yond where the bird fell, and the further the object is be-
yond the better. If there can be two objects in line
iieyond it is still better. Having aligned the spot, walk
straight along the line till you have gone two or three
rods further than where you thought the bird fell, and
right there you will probably find it. If, from the nature
of the groimd. a detour has to be made to reach the

I place, be sure to take bearings that will enable you to
place yourself upon the line again after making 4ie de-
tour. If the bird is not found by walking along the line,
mark the spot where you thought it fell and continue the
search either by circling round the marked spot or by
walking back and forth on parallel lines. To many peo-
ple hunting for a dead bird in thick cover is a nuisance
and the bird is seldom found, but if the search is carried

on as described' above, the bird is almost certain to be
found if it is not entirely hidden from sight. Practiced
in this way, the certainty of finding makes the search a
pleasure instead of an annoyance, and one soon takes
pride in his skill in finding dead birds. If the bird is

onl}' winged and the cover amounts to anything it is

hardlj'^ worth while to take any trouble looking for it, as
it will be entirely liiddAi. but the experienced shooter
seldom fails to note whether the bird is killed or only
winged.-
The shooter now went to the woods that bordered the

stream and hid the three ducks, as he was sure to re-

turn that way, and there was no need to carry them. He
had just finished this, v/hen there came a mallard drake,
flying rather low, but too far to one side. The shooter
got behind a big tree and gave a few quacks, which
brou.ght the drake circling in to an easy shot for the
man and a quick death for the duck.
Proceeding up the river, the man with a gun cautiously

approached a bend where there was a high bank and
peeped over, expecting to find the ducks, if there were
any there, on the further side in the shallow water. There
were none in sight, and he started for the next bend, but
had only taken a few steps, when out from under the
high bank, right at the man's feet, came a mallard
splashing the water and quacking with terror. The man
was startled almost as much as the duck, and missed with
the first barrel before the duck was 30 feet away. Then
he ptiled himself together and made sure of a kill with
the second. The second snapped.
The inan sat dow^n on a log. After cooling off a little

he left himself sitting on the log and stood up in front
of himself, and pointing a finger of scorn at himself sit-

ting on the log, he said, "I used to think maybe you
would get over bein.g a natural born fool some time, but
I am discouraged about it. I really am. It is reason-
jible to expect that you would have a pretty rank wire
edge on yotl when you first started out to-day, as you
haven't had a gun in your hands for weeks till this after-

noon; but if losing those six mallards wasn't enough
to ta'.-p' it out of yott, you are a hopeless case. You
ought to be sent home and your gun given to a man it

wouldn't be ashamed to be seen with. Now you will

just put two cmpt}' shells in the gun, and the next time
a duck flies you will see how easy you would have killed

i! if the gun had been loaded."
The empty shells were put in and the search for skulk-

ing ducks proceeded. Presently another skulking mal-
lard flushed and offered an easy shot, and when the man
snapped his emptj' shells at it he saw how easy—how
very easy—it was to kill a duck rising in close range, and
although he did not get this one, it showed him how to
get the next one—and he got it and several others with-
out a miss.

The setting sun. found him with a heavy bag and miles
between him and home, but he trudged cheerfully along
rill he came to the place where he had waded across
South Coon, and found the melting snow had raised the
river till he could not wade it, so he had to go around
by the bridge, which made it two miles further, at which
he grumbled somewhat, but finall.v pulled into town in

fair shape an hour after dark.

O. H. Hampton.

Talks to Boys.—XI.
I HAVK talked to you more or less about your dog,

taking it for granted that you would have one; since,

after a boy has really learned to sshoot, he wants to secure

game birds, and will not be satisfied merely widi killing

the little birds that very .small boys piu'sue. Not much
can be done in shooting woodcock, quail, ruft'ed grovise

or prairie chickens without a dog—what is commonly
called a bird dog; that is to say, either a pointer or a
setter. Such dogs, as you all of you know, range over
the ground before the shooter, covering much more
territory than he could cover. Their keen scent enables
them to detect where the birds are, or where they have
been, and the well trained dog carefully following up
the scent of the running be\'y, approaches them, and as
the scent grows stronger and he thus leanis that the
birds are near at hand, he stops and so notifies his
master that the birds are close by.

In sonix; parts of the world, spaniels are used. They
work very close to the gun. and do not stop when they
smejl the bird, but press forward the faster, trying to

reach it. They give tongue, however, and thus warn the
man that the birds are near, and as they are so close to
the shooter, he is likely to have a shot when the birds
rise, The trained pointer or setter, stopping when the
scent becomes strong, usually waits until tlie shooter
is close to him, and then either is -urged forward to get
closer to the birds and so starts them from the ground,
cr else the man with the gun wafks ahead of the pointing
dog, and himself causes them to take wing.
You probably know that the act of pointing is natural

to dogs, and to many wild animals which are hunters
of living things. I have more than once seen a wolf
point a bird or small animal on the prairie, when he did
not know exactly where it was. The pointing of the
bird dog is merely this same effort to find game, which
man makes use of in the domestic dog, which now
hunts for its owner instead of for itself. Often when
you see your dog point, j'oti will also see—if you are far

enoug-h in front of him to do so—his eyes roll about as
he seeks to discover hy sight just what is the position
of the bird that he smells so strongly, the warm scent
of which makes his nostrils twitch as he stands there
motionless. Sometimes a young dog, whose education
has not been carried quite far enough, will see a bird on
the ground before him. and after discovering it will
plunge forward and catch it in his jaws, but an old dog,
who understands his duty and the work the gun is likely
to perform toward capturing the bird, will stand perfectly
staunch and steady, even though he may plainly see the
bird crouching before him.

I do not intend to try to
,
teach you how to educate

your dog for field work. Many books have been written
about this, in which the best methods are set forth for
training the dog to perform all the different operations
vequ'red to make him serviceable to the sportsman. But
I do wish to give you a few suggestions with regard to
the way in which you should treat your dog so that you
may make of him a confident, cheerful friend and com-

panion, instead of a nervous, uncertain, cringing servant.

The higher your dog's spirit and courage, and the greater
his confidence in you, the more comfort you will derive
from association with him, and the better the work he
will do^ for you. Above all things avoid making him fear

you. Sometimes you may have to punish him, but never
do this unless you are positive that he understands what
he has done that is wrong, *nd why you are correcting
him. Then, when you have punished him, he must un-
derstand, and you must feel, that the error that he has
committed is wiped out and forgotten, and that you are
jusr as good comrades and friends as you were before
he made his blunder or willfully oft'ended.

I shall not advise you to get either a pointer or a setter;
you will have to make up your mind about that, and it

really does not make much cUft'erence which you get*
Each breed has certain things to commend it. The
pointer is more easily trained than the setter, but re-
members better what it has been taught, and requires less
work at the begimiing of each shooting season than the
setter, before settling down to the business of hunting.
The pointer also is thought to be better for a country
where "burrs are plentiful, and also for a country where
there is lack of water, its fine light coat enabling it to
endure warm weather more easily than the setter. On
the other hand, for winter work, especially where there
is much retrieving to be done from the water, the heavy
coat of the setter makes it less susceptible to cold. In
a country where briers and thorns are troublescime, and
there is nnich work to be done in thickets, the setter's
coat again protects it. Setters are thought to be more
affectionate than pointers, but this is not necessarily a
point in their favor, since, from this very cause, thej are
likely to make friends with strangers and follow them off,

to the owner's great discomfort. If you know of any
friend or neighbor that has a working setter or pointer,
whose performances in the field are satisfactory, and you
can in any way obtain a puppy from this animal, I advise
you to secure it and to try to make the most of it.

When you Irave secured a puppy there are two or three
things that you must try to remember in connection with
the little animal for whom you have taken the responsi-
bility. You must remember, in the first place, that it is

like any other 3'onng creature, full of spirits, utterly
without sense of responsibility, thinking only about itself

and entirely determined, so far as it thinks ahead at all,

to do those things which seem pleasant to it. It is your
business now to undertake its education. You must
begin by making it fond of you. and that means that you
must treat it kindly, must play with it more or less, must
try to feed it yourself and to make it look to you for all

the things that make lite pleasant for it. Very patiently,
but very firmly, yon must instruct it, little by little, in
good manners: must teach il that some things may be
done, and that other things are under no circumstances
permitted. You must remember that this little animal
has no knowledge of the English language, and that when
you give it a command it at first has no idea what you
are talking about, and that your words to if are merely
so many meaningless sounds. One of your first duties
therefore is to teach it what these sounds are intended
to convey, and this lesson is to be taught only by enforc-
ing obedience to the command as soon as uttered. Thus,
tf you try to teach your dog to charge, which means to
lie down, whenever y-ou use this word to him in the tone
which you intend to have obeyed place your hands on
him and gently force him to lie down on his belly with
his legs all under him and his head flat on the ground
between his paws. If you do this frequently, he wfll very
soon connect the word "Charge';', with the act of lying
down in the posture named, and it will be but a short
time before the word will be enough. If after he has
learned to charge there is slowness or hesitation about
obeying, you can then push him down sharply and
tjuickly, but you must be absolutely convinced in your
own mind that he thoroughly comprehends what he ought
to do when he hears this word. It is easy to confuse
and bewilder a puppy, and it is much better to let his
education go slowly and to be sure that he understands
what is wanted of him, than to run the risk of confusing
him by trying to hurry matters.

All puppies have the qualities peculiar to extreme
youth. They are affectionate and want to place their
paws on people and to try to lick their faces. In the
same way. because they are puppies, and because they are
getting their new teeth, they are eager to be constantly
chewing things. Puppies should not be permitted to get
into the habit of putting their paws against people. It is
a perfectly natural act, but once established it is a diffi-
cult habit to break up when the dog grows older, and
when it may become an actual nuisance to people who
do not care to be caressed in this way. Constantly push-
mg the dog down with the accompaniment of the word
"Down"—spoken sharply, if the puppy imagines that he is

bemg played with—will serve after a time to put an end
to these demonstrations of affection, and it is certainly
much pleasanter to see a young dog come and stand close
to his masters leg, wagging his tail and looking up, as
if to ask for petting, than it is to see a great lumbering
animal throw_ himself against the body of the person
whom he desires to caress.

If you get your puppy quite young, and if you can
nrocure for him a couple of balls to play with, it will save
you some expense and a great deal of household criti-
cism. A soft ball is a useful plaything for the dog, and
can also be emploj^ed, if he is a natural retriever, in

, teaching him to fetch and carry. But he should not be
allowed to play with it alone nor to gnaw it, for if this
is permitted he Avill soon destroy it. For that purpose
a wooden ball, rather larger than he can manage, as for
example a small croquet ball, is best. With this he can
occupy himself while chained to his kennel, and it will
help him to pass many an hour of confinement that
would otherwise be weary.

I advise you if possible to keep your puppy in a small
yard or large pen most of the time, and not on chain
"This IS an important m.atter. A puppv wishes to be on
the go all the time, and frets and worries on a chain
far more than a larger dog would. Moreover kee^inp- ?
puppy on chain often results in making him bow-legged
or out at the elbows, from the fact that he spends much
of his time lying down. The worfy and annovance of
bein.g confined on a short chain may have a bad effeet
on his temper, and may make the matter of training
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him more difficalt than it would otherwise be. If possi-
ble, therefore, have a pen made for him, and line it with
wire netting, which will keep him from being tempted
to try to gnaw his way out in some idle moment when
he cannot think of any other mischief to do.

If you. are employed and spend much of your time at

school or at some other occupation, the puppy should be
confined during this time. VVhen you are free, you will

do well to have him with you as much as you possibly
can; to walk with him and to talk and play with him,
strengthening in everv way the affection which he already
feels for you, and increasing his confidence in you. But
when you must be separated from him, do not permit
him to run wild or to associate with other boys, or to
any great extent with the other members of the family.

You must teach him to regard you as his master; as the
person from whom he takes orders and whom he must
obey. Nothing is worse for a puppy than to have all

the different members of the family at liberty to give
him orders, or to shout at him, if they think he is doing
something that he ought not to do.
When you have secured your puppy, therefore, keep

him with you as much as you can, even though he may
be very small and as yet quite devoid of sense. For
the first few months of his life, it is better, if practicable,
to keep him in a pen rather than chained to a kennel; but
by the time he is six monihs old, you can make a kenne!
for him and keep him chained to that when you are not
about. Or what is better still, you can stretch between
two trees or two posts on the lawn or in the back yard, a
section of telegraph wire as long as may be required, and
puttmg over this a rijig which will run freely on it, you
can chain the dog to that and give him some measure of
freedom, so that he can run backward and forward over
the length of the wire.

The first thing you must teach your dog is to per-
form certain simple acts of obedience, to understand ihat
"Here" or "Come here" means that he must come close
up to you and stop; that "Charge" means that he must
lie down, that "Heel" means that he must come around
behind you and walk in your footsteps with his head
just behind your right leg; that "Hold up" means that
when he is at a charge he must rise to his feet. These
things are all simple, btit the work of teaching them to a
puppy, so that he will mind, and mind instantly, takes
a great deal of patience—perhaps more than.most boys
have.

One reason, I think, why boys—^men too—^lose patience
with the dog that they have to handle, is, that they con-
stantly forget tliat the dog does not understand what ihey
mean when they speak to it. They comprehend per-

fectly what it is that they wish done, and ihey take it

for granted that the dog also understands the command
and that he disobeys either through obstinacy or heed-
lessness. As a matier of fact, this is seldom the case.

Sometimes dogs are headstrong and obstinate, and wil-

fully disobey, but this is very rarely true of a puppy, and
if he fails to mind, that very failure is pretty good
evidence that fie does not understand what is demanded
of him.
Do not, therefore, treat him as if he were familiar with

the English language and were obstinate. If you saw a
grown up person give a command to a baby unable to

talk, and then, because it did not yield instant obedience
to the orders given it, saw the person beat or cuff the

little child, yOU would certainly think such action very
cruel and very unreasonable. The case of your pup is

not unlike this, and I hope that you will never act in

this way toward your dog, and so prove your.seIf cruel

and unreasonable, or at best exceedingly thoughtless.

] do not think that you will do so, for I believe that you
have good common sense, and when the truth has been
pointed out to you, that you will comprehend it and act
sensibly about it.

You must, understand, also, that a puppy, like any other
young animal, lacks powers of concentration. It easily

gets tired if kept too long doing one thing. Therefore,
when you are trying to school your dog, do not make
his lessons long. If they are long continued, he will

become tired, his attention will wander, and you will

find your efforts wasted. It will be much better for you
to give him very short lessons, interrup'.ed by a spell of
play or rest, during which he is permitted to trot about
and investigate all sorts of matters for himself. Yoti
must try to make him in;erested in his work, and to make
him enjoy it as a brief change from the constant games
of romp which you vvil] have with him. But if you con-
tinue his lessons long enough to fatigue him, he will

acquire a distaste for them, and will be likely to come to

dread them and to avoid and shirk the work.
Although, you wish him to enjoy his work, yet you

must make him understand, little by little, that this is

work and something very different from his ordinary
games. Therefore, when you give him a command that

you wish to have obeyed, use toward him a different tone
from the caressing and jolly one that you employ when
he is at play; he Avill soon come to recognize the differ-

ence, and if you are treating him with judgment, when
you speak to him in what might be called your business
tones, he will at once fix his attention on you and try to
understand what it is that you wish him to do. If he
does not respond, but seems to want to continue his
play, take him by the collar, shake htm a little and dis-

tract his thoughts from the matter that is occupying his
attention. You must understand that when you give
your dog an order, you mnst make him mind; if this

should take some little time—several minutes, for ex-
ample—it would be better for you to stop the lesson
then, rather than to run the risk of tiring him.
You will find that it is not difficult to make him

charge, and after he has learned to obey the word you
may accompany the order by the lifting of your right
hand, holding it a little above your shoulder, the fingers
closed and pointed upward and the palm directed for-

ward. After a shofl time he will recognize that signal,
and will drop when he sees the motion made, even
though the word "Charge" is not spoken. You should
practice him constantly at this, and often, when he is at
a distance from you, romping through the fields, whistle
or call to him !so that he will look up at you, and then
raisin.g your hand, see if he drops. Again, make him
'charge" at your feet, and then walk away from him,
keeping him down as you go. At first, of course, he will

spring to his ffe6t and lumber after you as soon as you
walk away, but you must take him back, make him
charge in the same spot, and then perhaps back off from
him, using the spoken word snd the gesture sign to keep
him down. When you have gone some distance from
him, if he remains quiet, call to him "Hold up" or make
the gesture, which is merely to throw the hand up in the
air, and he will spring to his feet*and come toward you.
You will find the work extremely interesting, and will be
gratified, I am sure, to see rapid progress made by the

puppy.
W. G. Df. Groot.

North American Association.

, Tjrce second annual meeting of the North American
Fish and Game Protective Association in Montreal on
Jan. 30 and 31 brought together a large representation
from Canada and the United States. The president, Hon.
S. N. Parent, Quebec, occupied the chair, and among
others present were E. T. D. Chambers, Quebec; W. J.

Cleghorn, Montreal; A. Irving, New York; J. D. Dea-
con, Pembroke; H. R. Charlton, Montreal; L. O. Arm-
strong, Montreal; S. T. Bastedo, Toronto; J. McCombie,
Temiscamingue; E. N. Cusson, Montreal; Joseph Brunet,
Notre Dame des Neiges; Commissioners Wm. H. Shurt-
leff, of New Hampshire, and Charles E. Oak, of Maine;
L. V. Laporte, Montreal; D. G. Smith, fishery commis-
sioner for New Brunswick; Gen. F. G. Butterfield, Ver-
mont; Chas. F. Burhans, New York; Charles A. Bram-
ble, Montreal; E. T. Bradley, secretary Vermont Fish
and Game League; Nelson O. Tiffany, president Society
for Study of Song Birds, Fish and Game, Buffalo, N. Y.;
L. B. Knight, Si. John, N. B., Chief Gun Commissioner
for New Brunswick; J. P, Oak, Skowhegan, Me.; Joseph
Riendeau, Montreal; C. E. Britton, Gananoque; Jos.

Rocheford, Valley field; J. Wanen Pond, Albany, N. Y.;

Arthur Dudemaine, Montreal; David Millar, of Lockport,
N. Y., and R. P. Grant, of Clayton, N. Y., representing
the New York Forest, Fish and Game League; L. Z.

Joncas, Quebec; Rene Dupont, Quebec; C. Rankine,
Mattawa; N. Wentworth, Hudson, N. H.; A. H. Harris.
Quebec, Southern and Rutland railroads; J. W. Mc-
Granty, Buckington, Vt.; Martin F. Allen, Vermont; G.

A. Farmer, Montreal; Robert E. Plumb, Detroit; Thos.
E. Brainerd, Montreal; Isaac H. Stearns, Montreal; E.
Tinsley, Toronto; H. J. Kearney, Papineauville; L. E.
Carufel, Montreal; Dr. T. A. Brisson, Montreal; Achille
Bergeron, M. L. A.; J. M. E. Bentley, traveling agent
C. V. R. R., St. Albans, Vt.; Andrew C. Cornwall, Alex-
andria Bay, N. Y.; W. H. Thompson, Alexandria Bay,
N. Y., secretary Anglers' Association of St. Lawrence
River; E. A. Davis, Bethel, Vt.; Commissioner John W.
Titcomb, St. Johnsbury, Vt.; Dr. T. J. Finnie, Montreal
Fish and Game Association.

The President's Address.

The president in opening the meeting referred to the
death of the Queen, and then went on to say:

"I heartily welcome you to this annual meeting of the

North American Fish and Game Protective Association,

and it is a pleasure to me to be able to congratulate you
upon the increased interest manifested in its work and
objects, as shown by the large attendance here present.

When I had the honor, a year ago, of being called to pre-

side over the convention at which this association was
formed, I briefly set forth the reasons which had actuated
me in inviting a number of you to meet me here in the

Government offices, and to discuss the means to be
adopted ior the better protection of our fish and game.
"The great and increasing value of these important

assets of our different States and Provinces is well

known to all of us, and I was happy to see so many of

you agreed with me that by banding ourselves together

in an association of this kind we could be of much mutual
assistance and support, especially in the neighborhood of

our respective frontiers.

"The past year has necessarily been one of organiza-

tion and discussion. The proceedings of the convention
of Feb. 2 last, and of the two committees of the associa-

tion which met in this city last month, attracted a large

measure of public attention. They were reported at length
in many newspapers of the United States as well as Can-
ada. It was a pleasure for me to undertake the printing

and distribution of the minutes of our last meeting, and
we all in this Province appreciate the honor you have
done us in selecting' the city of Montreal for the preseent
meeting.
"Two of the most important of your committees met

here on Dec. 13 and 14, 1900, and the result of their

deliberations will be shortly laid before you. It is essen-
tial, before everything else, that the foundations of every
useful association should be laid upon a firm and lasting

basis, and therefore the draft of a proposed constitution
and by-laws for the permanent organization of the North
American Fish and Game Protective Association, as

framed by the committee named for that purpose, is ready
for your consideration.
"When the association has decided upon its constitu-

tion and by-laws, the way will be plain for the enrollment
of members, and for the election of officers, and for the

prosecution of the good work for which we associated
ourselves together.
"In this latter connection, I am glad to be able to state

that your committee upon the possibilities of harmoniz-
ing the laws of the different Provinces and border States
will present a carefully considered report at the present
meeting.

"I should like to be with you throughout the profitable

discussion that, no doubt, will follow the presentation of
the reports referred to. Unfortunately for me, the stern
dictates of duty have otherwise decreed, and the new and
enlarged responsibilities which have fallen upon my
shoulders since we last met together necessitate, I regret
to say, my immediate withdrawal from the present meet-
ing.

"I am reluctantly compelled to place in your hands my
resignation of the ofilice of president of this association,
with which you were good enough to honor me a year
ago. and to ask you to appoint a provisional chairman, in

order that I may attend a meeting of the Executive Coun-
cil of the Province. You may rest assured, g'entlemen,

that I shall always prize very highly the memory of the

fact that I have been the first president of this association,
and I can assure you I shall always be happy to second
your eft'orts, so far as may be compatible with the proper
performance of my public duties.

"The North American Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation comes into active existence in the early part of

this opening year of the new century, and I sincerely

wish for it prolonged existence, prosperity and useful-

ness, the beneficial effects of which will, I hope, go on
increasing, and bear good fruit throughout the centuries

that are yet to be born."
Hon. W. H. Shurtleff, speaking for the Americans

present, paid a warm and sympathetic tribute to the mem-
ory of the Queen.
Hon. Mr. Parent then took leave of the meeting, and

Mr. L. Z. Joncas was elected provisional chairman.
The report submitted by the Constitution Committee

was adopted. These officers were elected:

President—^J. W. Titcomb, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Secretary-Treasurer—L. Z. Joncas, Quebec.
Vice-Presidents—Maine, Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield;

Massachusetts, Jolm Fottler, Jr., Boston; New Bruns-
wick, Hon. A. T. Dunn, St. John; New Hampshire, Hon.
Nat. Wentworth. Hudson Centre; New York, C. H.
Wilson, Glass Falls; Nova Scotia, Hon. J. W. Longley;
Ontario, Hon. F. R. Latchford, Toronto; Quebec, Dr. T.

C. Brainerd, Montreal; Vermont, Gen. F. G. Butterfield,

Derby Line,
Executive Committee—Maine, Hon. L. T. Carlton,

Winthrop; Mas.sacusetts, F. S. Hodges, Boston; Michi-

gan, Henry Russell, Detroit; New Brunswick, D. G.

Smith, Chatham; New Hampshire, Hon. W. H. Shurtleff;

New York, Hon David Miller, Lockport; Ontario, S. T.

Bastedo, Toronto; Quebec, C. E. E. Ussher. Montreal.

Membership Committee—E. T. D. Chambers, Quebec;
Dr, W. H. Drummond, Montreal; Gen. W. W. Henry,
United States Consul, Quebec.
Auditing Committee—L. O. Armstrong, Montreal; W.

J. Cleghorn, Montreal.
It was decided to recommend to the Executive Com-

mittee that Hon. Mr. Parent be made the first honorary
member of the association, with the rank of Jionorary
President.

Report of Committee on Laws.

The report of the committee on the possibilities of har-

m-^'uizing the fish and game laws of the Provinces and
States was submitted, and its recommendations were con-

sidered seriatim, those that were dealt with being passed

in the following form:
"That the open season for moose, caribou and red deer

in all the border States and Provinces should generally

be from Sept. 15 to Nov. 30. inclusive, but that for cer-

tain sections of a Province or State, where moose are de-

creasing, it may be desirable to make partial or entirely

close seasons; that it is recognized that in northern dis-

tricts a longer season for caribou is desirable, though
great care should be observed in extending it beyond
that for m.oose; and that in districts where red deer are

few in number it is desirable that the open season 'be

further restricted. Where, however, in the opinion of

the State or Provincial officials having charge of the

preservation of moose, caribou or deer, a still shorter

open season is desirable than is herein mentioned, the

association approve of such restrictions, but within the

limits above mentioned.
"That the numbers of moo.se, caribou and deer killed

by one hunter during a single season be limited to one
bull moose, one caribou and two deer, and that hunters

do all in their power to protect calves and females of such
game, and that the pursuing of moose, caribou and deer

with dogs be prohibited.

"That spring shooting or killing of game birds be abol-

ished.

"That the close .season for beaver should be extended
until 190S in all the States and border Provinces.

"That the open season be from Sept. 15 to Dec. 15 for

all species of grouse, with the exception of ptarmigan,

for woodcock, snipe and duck of all kinds, including

swans and geese, rail, plover and other birds known as

shore birds or waders."
In the evening President Titcomb gave a very inter-

esting illustrated talk on fishculture.

Second Day.

When the association reassembled Thursday morning,
President Titcomb in the chair, consideration of the re-

port of the committee on the possibilities of harmonizing
the fish and game laws of the Provinces and States was
continued.
The following recommendations contained in the re-

port were adopted without discussion:

"That every State and Province should adopt laws lim-

iting the number of game birds that may be killed by
each hunter per day, and the number, weight and size of

game fish which may be caught by each angler.

"That a permanent protective law be urged against the

destruction of insectivorous birds and other birds useful

to agriculture.

"That the exportation of .speckled or brook trout be
totally prohibited, save with tlie exception of fish caught
by any tourist or summer visitor, the total weight of such
fish not to exceed thirty pounds net, and limited to the

lawful catch of two days' angling."
The following was also agreed to, an amendment by

Mr. R. P. Grant to substitute June 9 for July i being lost:

"That in all the waters dividing the States and Provinces
the open season for black bass shall be from July i to

Jan. I."

The next recommendation read: "That all net fishing

be prohibited in Lake Champlain, in the spring of the

year, in New York. Vermont and the Province of Que-
bec."
In the course of the discussion Mr. L. Z. Joncas said

that the department at Quebec had decided to prohibit

any summer fishing in Lake St, Francis, and the advisa-

bleii'ess of doing the same with Lake St. Peter was being
considered.
Mr, J. M. E. Bentley spoke against the pernicious

practice of commercial fi.shing, which he spoke of as

wholesale slaughter, and expressed the opinion that the
only way to stop it was by harmonizing the laws.

The committee's recommendation was concurred in, as

was also the following, without discussion, after which
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an adjournment took place for Ititicheon: "That the pUt-
suing, shooting at or killing of any of the animals or

birds specified in the foregoing tecomniendations should
be entirely prohibited at all otnef tilttea than those speci-

fied in such recomraendatioos."

Tag and Coupon System.

tn the aftei-ttooH the following feGotllfnendatton was
agreed to without discussioti;

"that the tag and cottpon system iti Use in Ontario and
Michigan be adopted by all the PtoVinces and States, and
thst marketmen, game dealers, buyers, sellers attd tan-

ners of deer, moose and caribou skins, and proprietors of

hunting camps be duly licensed, if such a system can be

legally so arranged, by the chief game authorities of the

Stiltes and t'foviildes. to whom they shall periodically re-

port."
^

The next recommendation r^ad:

"That the possession, sale and exportation of all game
birds and animals should be prohibited after the expiry

of fifteen days after the close of the open season for the

birds or animals, as the case may be, in each State or

Province in which taken or killed, each article to be ac-

companied by a coupon from a license authorizing the

kill'ng or capture of the same in such State or Province."

Mr. N. E. Cormier thought that the recommendation
went a litfle too far, as it interfered with the rights of the

ihdividual. tt ttiight happen that a person legally obtained

game during the open season, but did not desire to eat

it until later! and yet. under this recommendation, it would
be unlawful for him to have it in his possession more than

fifteen days after the close season came in. There should

be a clause in the law to protect the private individual

who wished to store game in cold storage for his own use.

Mr. C. E. Oak expressed the opinion that game, if

lawfully obtained, could he held until the day of judgment
by a person, if he wished to do so. The transportation

and sale of it was a different matter altogether.

Mr. D. G. Smith remarked that many high authorities

held that such a law was ultra vires. That was a ques-

tion, however, which he did not want to raise, and he
thought they had better let the law stand as it is.

Mr. J. McCombie did not think that the law was meant
for the private individual at all, but. for the pot-hunter

and game dealer.

Mr. S. T. Bastedo said that the Ontario law had worked
admirably. It provided for the game dealer and the pri-

vate individual, and there had been no bother in connec-
tion with it. I

J

The committee's recommendation was adopted.
After the following had been concurred in, the com-

mittee's report was adopted eit bloc

:

"That a bounty sufficient to insure the trapping of

wolves should be offered in Quebec, Ontario and New
Brunswick, where these pests are sufficiently numerous
to be a detriment to the game supply, and that the mini-

mum amount of such bounty should be fifteen dollars."

Extend Association's Work.

It was moved by Mr. C. E. E. Ussher, seconded by Mr.

C. E. Oak:
"Whereas, The results, so far, show that the federation

of the fish and game interests of the eastern border States

and Provinces, which at present constitute the North
.American Fish and Game Protective Association, has ac-

compHshed and wiU do excellent work in the directions

set forth in the constitution of this association; and
"Whereas, Although we desire to further the objects of

this association by the accession of all the western border

Sta;es and Provinces, we believe the long distances sepa-

rating them, and necessitating many miles of travel to at-

tend meetings, will prevent the practicable operating of

an association embracing all the border States and
Provinces from the Atlantic to the Pacific; and

"Whereas, It is our belief that the objects for which

this association was formed can be furthered by the for-

mation, as soon as it can be arranged conveniently, of

such other groups or federations of the fish and game in-

terests of the border States and Provinces as may be

suitable, with an extension of the same idea, at such later

date as it may be feasible, to cover all North America
with such federations; and
"Whereas, It is desirable, if such federations be formed,

that those which are contiguous should keep in touch to

the extent at least of sending one or more delegates to

each other's annual meetings; therefore, be it

"Resolved, That the secretary of this association is

hereby instructed to send, as soon as printed, a copy of

this preamble and resolution, together with a copy of the

printed proceedings of this meeting and the constitution

and by-laws, to the chief game and fish authorities of

Minnesota, Manitoba, North Dakota, Montana, Idaho,

British Columbia and Washington, and the Northwest
Territories, of Alberta. Assiniboia and Saskatchewan, as

a respectful suggestion from this association for their

earnest consideration."

This was unanimously adopted.

On the recommendation of the Committee on Nomina-
tions. Senator Power, of Halifax, was apointed Nova
Scotia's representative on the Executive Committee, and
Mr. E. A. Davis, of Bethel, was put upon the same com-
mittee to represent Vermont, in place of Mr. J. W, Tit-

comb, who had been elected president.

It was moved by Mr. Smiley, seconded by- Dr. Drum-
niond, and unanimously agreed to: "That this associa-

tion draw the attention of the Department of the Interior

of the Dominion of Canada to the fact that large numbers
of moose and caribou are being destroyed in Vukon Ter-

ritory, and request that some protective measures be

adopted or put in force in that region."

The Laccy Bill.

Mr. C. E. Oak remarked that the most important and
far-reaching legislation which has been enacted in the

United tSates for many years was what was known as the

Lacey bill, which passed Congress last May. The object

of the bill was to prevent the shipping of fish or game
from one State to another, contrary to the laws of the

State from which it was shipped. The Lacey bill, how-
ever, was not international, and. therefore, he moved to

the effect that the association favor the amendment of the

Lacey bill in such form as to prohibit, under penalty of

forfeiture of foods and oi imprisonment of Qf?en4erP. ttie

bringing into the United States any fish or game, furs,

Of fef-bearing animals that had been killed or had m
possession m violation of the laws of the State or country

in which the same had been killed, or in which any such
fish or game should be unlawfully had in possession nnder
or by the laws of the State into which any such fish or
game be brought into the United S'ates. That the presi-

dent transmit a copy of the resolution to the Hon. Mr.
Lacey with the request that he make such efforts as he
cati to carry the resolution into effect; and that Canadian
legislators be urged to enact similar laws, with the above
amendments.

This was seconded by Mr, C. E. E. Ussher and'unani-

moasly carried.

Mr. C. H. Wilson referred to the subject of spring

shooting, and said that the State of New York seemed
to be, with one exception, the principal aggressor in the

matter. He contended that if .spring shooting was abol-

ished there would soon be a very large quantity of marsh
ducks in the State of New York.
Mr. Parker said that spring shooting had been abolished

for some years in Ontario, and with very beneficial re-

sults. There was no doubt that spring shooting had done
more to decrease the number of waterfowl than all other

causes put together. If anything could be done to stop

spring shooting, there. would be fair and reasonab'e

shooting for all time to come, in the fall. It was the

bounden duty of every true sportsman to bring all

pressure possible to bear to have this miserable and bar-

barous practice abolished.

Abolish Spring Shooting.

On the motion of Mr. N. E. Cormier, seconded by Dr.
Drummond, it was agreed that, as the general laws of the

adjoining States and Provinces, except those of New
York and Quebec, prohibited spring shooting of water-

fowl, and as it was desirable that such shooting should be
prohibited by the laws of all the adjoining States and
Provinces, the association petition the legislators of the

State of New York and the Province of Quebec to enact

a law which will prohibit spring shooting of waterfowl in

that State and Province.
Mr. C. E. Oak made mention of the fact that some

associations lent themselves as advertising mediums, and
after expressing the hope that the North American Fish
and Game Protective Association would ever keep clear

of this, he moved: "That it is the sense of this association

that it should in no respect serve as an advertising

medium for any sportsman's resort, sporting goods, rail-

road or steamboat lines, or anything else in the way of

merchandise or transportation."
This was seconded by Air. Ussher and unanimously

adopted.
The president reported, on behalf of the Executive

Committee, that they recommend that the next annual
meeting be held in Vermont, the selection of the place

being left in the hands of the president.

Tins was agreed to, after a little discussion.

Dr. Drummond called attention to the fact that* at the

last meeting a resolution was adopted for transmission to

the diflierent Legislatures, but which had not yet been
forwarded, objecting to the remission by State officials

or governments of fines imposed on offenders against the
game law.s, or suspension of sentence, for any reason,
political or otherwise.

The motion was reaffirmed, and the permanent officials

were requested to send copies thereof to the different

governments.
This concluded the business of the meeting.

Pheasants on Vancouver Island.

People in the United States are rather given to be-

lieving that in game protection, the handling of Indians
and some other matters the Dominion of Canada is much
more effcient than our State or Federal Government. In
some matters this belief may have foundation in fact, but,

whether true or not, the Canadian Provincial Govern-
ment certainly have their troubles in regard to game
protection, and there are in Canada, as in the United
States, men whose savage and selfish instincts lead them
to violate the game laws and thus to take a most unfair
advantage of their fellow men, who may be just as keen
sportsmen, but are more law-abiding.
The following from the Cumberland (B. C.) News tells

of the ruthless destruction of pheasants in the central part
of Vancouver Island, and calls for action by the authori-
ties. The News preaches good doctrine:
Many and loud are the complaints of law-abiding

sportsmen of the flagrant breaking of the game laws in

our district, especially regarding pheasants. It is au-
thoritatively asserted that these birds, not only cocks, but
hens also, are being brought into town every day by
men who pretend to call themselves sportsmen. In this

respect the law is thrice broken. Pheasants of both sexes
are by law protected at present. Hens are protected at

all times, and it is now the close season for all these birds.

This protection is all on paper. The pot-hunter, who is

far lower in instinct than the savage, goes fearlessly on his

murderous way, slaying the helpless birds which by all

written and moral laws he should protect. The savage
will kill a bird when hunger and food necessity com-
pels him. The pot-hunter—let us call him the avicidc

—

kills at all times, and no wonder need be felt if he kills

the hen pheasant or the grouse while sitting on her nest.

Indeed, that will probably be what he will do, for then
he will not be risking a miss at a flying bird. It should
be borne in mind that these birds were brought here, kept
and fed, and then turned loose to breed, at a good deal of

expense and a large amount of trouble, and those who
wantonly kill them now are not only breaking the law of

the land but are ruthlessly destroying the fruits of the

labors of a few who were disinterested enough to go to

the trouble and expense to provide a source of sport to

all. It is the intention of some of the last mentioned
class to subscribe funds to introduce the Virginia quail

into the neighborhood of our town, which bird, besides

being the leading gallinaceous game bird of America, is

also, instead of being destructive, of great benefit to

agriculture, being a destroyer of insects of all kinds. All

who are interested will voluntarily bind themselves to

protect these birds for a term of years, irrespective^ of

any law, snd ynW promisf! to promptly inform and bring

to justice any person found destroying them. One some-
times hears a complaint that some farmers will not allow
shooting on their places. We say that the farmer who
does so is worthy of the highest commendation, and we
are in a position to assert positively that this stand was
taken by some of the leading farmers of the district be-
cause the ubiquitous pot-hunter would follow the pheas-
ants right to the doors of the barnyards, without as much
as "by your leave," when those same farmers had all

summer long been caring for a brood of the birds for

the pleasure of having them about, and we further say
that we are willing to wager that we personally can ob^
tain permission from any farmer in the district to shoot
over his place in season, and in moderation. And so can
any true sportsman—which means one who can ask per-
mission, and, which gained, can shoot moderately, not
murderously. Meanwhile in the case of the pheasants
being killed, the police should take a hand.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

All About the Ndlionat Parks.

Feb. I.—Dr. C. P. Ambler, of Asheville, N. C, secre-

tary of the Appalachian National Park .Association, wr'tes

under date of Jan. 25 as below regarding the very flatter-

ing success which seems to be attending the movement for

a big reserve of lands in that beautiful region of the

South, which ought alwaj-s to remain dear to American
hearts and be kept pure for American eyes, since it was
the home and starting place of the American Tfe which
later broke over the Appalachians to build the West:
"We are still pushing the Appalachian National Park

movement. I inclose you a copy of the special message
from the President to the Senate and House pertaining to

our movement, and also a letter from the Secretary of

Agriculture to the President regarding the same. You
will find that both the President and Secretary recom-
mend an appropriation for the purpose of establishing a

national forest reserve in the Southern Appalachians, and
upon their recommendation our Senators and Congress-
men have introduced a bill praying for an appropriation

of five million dollars into the Senate arid House.
"The success which we have met up to this- time, and I

must say that such indorsement from the President and
the Secretary of Agriculture are good indorsements, has
been secured, first, by everlastingly sticking at it, and sec-

ond, by organizing and laying plans and then following

them out to the letter. As you know, we organized about
two years ago, and the work from that time to this has
been pursued along lines which were then agreed upon.
We believe we are going to win."

TThe message from President McKinley reads thiis:

"To the Senate and House of Representatives:

"I transmit herewith, for the information of the Con-
gress, a letter from the Secretary of Agricuhure, in which
he presents a preliminary report of investigations upon the

forests of the southern Appalachian Mountain region.

Upon the basis of the facts established by this investiga-

tion, the Secre'ary of Agriculture recomntends the pur-
chase of land for a national forest reserve in western
North Carolina, eastern Tennessee and adjacent States. I

.commend to the favorable consideration of the Congress
the reasons upon which the recommendation rests.

"William McKinley."
As to the region in question, i s fitness for the purpose

of a national reserve is unquestioned. "Where." asks the

writer of some of its descriptions, "can you find such
rare natural beauty as in western North Carohna and
eastern Tennessee, or, more definitely speaking, in the

Great Smoky Mountains, the Balsam Mounta'ns, and
the Black and Craggy moun ains? Here are the most
beautiful as well as the highest mountains east of the

lofty Western ranges; forty-three mountains of over 6000
feet in altitude, as well as a great number of inferior

height, all clothed with virgin forests and intersecied by
deep valleys, abounding in brooks, rivers and waterfalls,

combine to make this region one of unsurpassed attrac-

tiveness."

A Ntw Mexican Patfc.

And now comes yet another movement for a national

park, this time from New Mexico, and like all the other

enterprises of similar nature which have been coming up,

of great merit and desirability. It is likely that few parts

of the country are less generally known than the far

Southwest, and to have some of it kept unchanged, as it

has been for centuries in the slow sun of that ancient

region, is something to be hoped. The bill introduced

calls this a cliff dweller^' park, and the Washington dis-

pa ches have this regarding it:

"At the urgent request ol the Secretary of the Interior

and the Commi'^sioncr of the General L,and OiSce b lis

have been introduced in the House and Senate, and favor-

ably reported from the Public Lands Committees, setting

aside 153.620 acres of land in the Territory of New
Mexico as a public park, 'o be known as the Cliff

Dwellers' National Park. The object is to preserve the

prehistoric caves and ruins and other works and relics

wh'ch abound in this reservation, which are looked upon
by scientists as of the greatest value to the scientific

world.
"Special Agent James D. Mankin, of the Land Office, in

a report to the Land Office, says:
" 'The coun ry is a plateau varying from 6,000 feet in

altitude on the cast to g 000 feet on the west. It is evi-

dently of volcanic origin.
" 'The district is noted ch'efly for the remains of pre-

historic civilization with which it is covered.'
"

There is this to be said in favor of the New Mexican
park, that it contains nothing which the Hon. Thomas
ShevHn. of Minneapolis, wants. Were this not the case

it might be well for the Government at Washington to

consult with the Hon. Thomas before taking any further
hasty steps in this mat:,er.

The Minnesota National Park.

And this is the last from Washington about the
Minnesota National Park, which is so near and dear to all

dwellers ol the Northwest:
"The bill proposed by Ueprcsentative Eddy, modifying

the Nelson law. will probably be introduced Jan. 30. Mr.
E44y sn4 T- B, Walker, of Misneapolis, m4 Manager
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McCortp,ick, representing tlie Weyerhaeuser interests, had
a conference -over the matter to-night. The two latter

were at the Indian Office to-day in conference with the
officials. The Eddy bill is approved by the Indian Com-
missioner, and it will at once be submitted to Secretary
Hitchcock. It provides, first, for the sale of the timber
on the reservations, the lands to be reserved for agricul-

tural purposes; second, the timber is to be sold in tracts

large enough to justify the erection of mills on the

reservation, and third, the system of estimating is

abolished, and the pine is to be sold on the bank."
Thus it may be seen that we are very apt to have a park

up in Minnesota, after the lumbermen have reduced it to

a condition bordering upon the cloistered quiet of an Aztec
cliff dwellers' cemetery. It is our great and abiding con-
-solation that we shall not be debarred from going up
there and gazing at the stumps of the trees which have
gone to keep the wolf from the door of the Hon. Thomas
Shevlin and his very good friends who help him divide
his trains at the right place when he is helping entertain

guests tffi a Congressional trip.

Last from the Park,

Feb. 2.—The news from Washington on Jan. 30. in re-

gard to the Minnesota Park, states that Secretary Hitch-
cock has approved the Eddy bill and its amendments to

the Nelson law. It is thought that mills will be erected
on the reservations and their pine will be cut, and that the
passage of the bill creating a national park will be per-
manentl}' blocked. There is a rumor out that the backers
of the park enterprise will combine with those interested
in like projects in other parts of the country. It is be-
lieved that the Eddy bill will probably pass. The attitude
of Mr. Eddy himself toward the park has been clear all

along. He does not want the park, but does want to

see the lumber interests advanced.

Weights of Canada Quail.

A plea.sant letter from W. B. Wells, of Chatham, Ont..
takes up the question i^f weights of quail, and it would
seem that the belt for big quail belongs across the border.
I always tliought these Canada birds the largest of their
species I have ever seen, but a 9 -ounce bird is surely a
stunner. Mr. Wells writes:

"Last December when quail shooting from a little inn
not more than two miles from the shore of Lake St.

Clair I saw some quail weighed. These weights were
taken to decide a small bet as to the weight of a cock and
hen. Another shooter said he had one that would berft

either, which it did. The hen went 7^ ounces, the cock
8 ounces, and the other cock g ounces. When these were
being weighed on the grocer's scales next door, I got
them to take in a dozen—not picked birds—and they went
5^ pounds. These birds were quite strong and fast, as
I found out. The friend with whom I shot was down a
few days before I got there and was a little tired, and as
it was blowing half a gale all the time, he soon acknowl-
edged that he was outclassed. While I was fresh, I did
fairly well, but after a couple of days I was no better, and
so we ended up wi.h the birds on top. Duck shooting has
been below She average with us the past year. Canvas-
backs, both on Lake St. Clair and at Rond Eau, on Lake
Erie, were unusually plentiful. Quail were not so plentiful
in Kent, but in Essex the county to the west, were more
plentiful than last season, and no one can tell the reason."

Can't Lose Them,

Gratiot county, Mich., has paid $11,000 in three years
as sparrow bounties, and the birds seem to enjoy it, being
apparently more numerous than ever. Mr. Lorenzo
Tabor, of Adrian, Mich., some years ago thought it would
be a good thing to import a few pairs of these nice little

English birds to Michigan. It was nice—for the sparrows.
You can't lose them now.

Illinois Fish Law,

Chicago, 111., Feb. 2.—Dr. S. P. Bartlett, Avho is to
have charge of the fish exhibit at the Chicago Sportsmen's
Show, has been obliged to absent himself from Chicago
and to be on hand at Springfield, because he is having his
regular season of dread lest somebody tinker with the fish
laws. There is no doubt that a prettv strong attempt
\vill be made to effect some changes. The amateur fisher-
men say that the present law is in the interest of the
market fishermen, who are seining everything out of the
rivers. Dr. Bartlett and Mr. Cohen think that it may be
well to prohibit seines from April 15 to Aug. i. and their
bill will introduce that measure, as well as a clause pro-
hibiting the use of hook and line within 400 feet of any
dam between April 15 and Aug. 1. The real battle in
regard to the game laws is not yet fully on, but the usual
number of new measures, freaks and otherwise, are duly
on hand.

Aim of the Illinois Association. Of?

Hon. James R. B. Van Cleave, of Springfield, presi-
dent of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, in a
per.sonal letter just at hand, goes on to say that the Asso-
ciation does not intend to confine itself purely to trap-
shooting matters. "Our aim," says he, "is to aid and
encourage the propagation and preservation of game and
game fishes, our annual tournament being only a pleasant
but secondary matter of importance. Help us along these
lines all you can."

If the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association wishes to
do something practical in the way of preserving the game
of Illinois and the West, it has three things ahead of
it which it m.^ght try to da: First, to put Illinois at the
head of the hne of those States which will not permit
game to be sold within their borders. Second, to try to
get the State of Missouri to prohibit the export of game.
Third, to try to get the State of Nebraska to prohibit the
export of game. Lock up the sources of supply atid cut
off the demand for this Western game, and the sports-
men will get a chance for a little shooting. Otherwise all

of our State associations are going to become trap-
shooting associations and nothing more. The game will
never be properly preserved under the system of protec-
tion now in vogue, and our laws are persistently and
steadil}'- violated.

Mr. N. P. Riley, of this city, one of our well-known
bass fishermen, is visiting Florida this winter. He has
been at_ Tallahassee for some time, and since he CQuld

"n^ B9 bait to suit him he telegraphed bapl? Chicago

to his old fishing crony, W. H. English, for some live

frogs. Four dozen frogs were sent to him, and at last

accounts he was doing bu.siness with the big black bass.

Florida must be a poor sort of place if it can't raise frogs.

Mr. Fred M. Stephenson, of Menominee, Mich., presi-

dent of the Gaylord Club, of that region, and a very
prominent sportsman, is in Chicago for a short time to-

day.

Live Sheep and Goats,

Matters are going on swimmingly with the first Sports-

men's Show ever held in Chicago, and the time of any
doubt is past regarding the success of the enterprise.

Chicago does not do things by halves, and this show will

break the record of first appearances. Large numbers
of the wild animals which will be shown at the Coliseum
are now coming into the city and will be taken care of by
Cy De Vry, who used to handle the animals at Lincoln
Park. A very large number of foreign ducks, imported
from Europe, reached Chicago this week via Boston. We
are also promised some good specimens of the Scotch
red deer. There are several good spcciinens of live mus-
callunge and of live ouananiche, now waiting for the cur-

tain to rise. Yesterday a telegram was received from
our old friend. Jack Monroe, of the Blackfoot Reserva-
tion, Mont., who sets a price on wild sheep and wild

goats which he has in hand, and it is thought that ar-

rangements will be closed by which these animals will

be secured and shown at the exposition. Mr. J. H.
Morrison, of the same reservation, has been out in the

mountains for several days on a similar quest. Maybe you
can rope a wild goat and bring him here to Chicago and
show him alive, but on the face of things this looks a

little bit hard to do.

The scheme of decoration for the Coliseum has been

submitted by the artists, Mr. W. L. Wells and Mr. II. G.

Maratta. There will be liberal use made of the old

Roman idea oak leiif garlands and wreaths, as well as

the customary evergreen effects. The list of exhibitors

is now nearly full, and the class of attractions is of very

high order at this writing, with more and good ones

steadily coming in. Among other things to be shown
here will be the Palmer collection of heads and horns
from Davenport, la., with full exhibits from Kaempfer.
Periolat and other taxidermists and dejilers, to say nothing

uf the collections of amateur sportsmen all over the, West,

The Sportsmen's Year.
^

The holiday season seems to be the only time when
American business men catch their breath and take the

liberty of doing any thinking about the pleasanter side of

life. It seems to be a growing custom among sportsmen

to remember each other at that season with little gifts of

things prized by sportsn;ien. A friend writes me that two
of his friends have made him a Christmas present of a

splendid .",almon rod, with reel and line. Another sends

to him a book which tells about the out of doors. What
is the result? My friend lays aside his savage business

air, sits down and thaws out, a little, and eke indites a

letter to a friend, which shows that a business man may
have a long memory and a soft spot in his heart:

"I can look back to so many of our hunting and fish-

ing trips." he says, "ajid so tnany incidents that still give

me pleasure, that I am often reminded that really the

best time comes after you get home. I can remember
down along the dusty shores at the Long X crossing how
you used to lie abed mornnigs and then corral the oyer-

supply of sugar. I can remember the time Dan Seib

went out ro shoot the deer at moonlight, and we tried to

fool him by hanging an overcoat up in the bushes, and

tied a string to it so as to pull it and make him think it

was a bear. I can recall when old Bob Schultz got the

buck fever and could not shoot a deer that came right up

the bank in his face; and I shall never forget the night

that you got lost down on the Magpie, and the tramp in

the morning looking for you and the welcome sight of

yourself coining along on Paddock's faithful old horse. Da
vou remember the first trip when you were just getting

over tvphoid fever, and espied the badger, and nearly

killed yourself running after it and shooting him with

fine shot? And the day we nearly lost our lives chasing

the wounded canvasback over on Lake Isabel in the

little tin boat, and what shooting we had? Now that I

have started, I could keep up a string of these reminis-

cences, I verily believe, all day. Last, but not least, is

that fishing trip on the North Branch of the Au Sable.

Was there ever a more enjoyable day than tlic three of

us, my brother Ed, you and I. put in together? How the

trout did take the fly, and how nearly used up I was that

night when we reached the ear!

"These things five in a man's memory and make mm
younger again, and also make him wish he still was

young and could never grow old. The book you have

sent me is m.agnificent. It recalls a lot of; my Arizona

and New Mexico trips: the cactus standing tall and

straight 20 or 30 feet Wgh, the running partridge, then

the grouse, the' cold north wind and the snow, and my
old favorite, the ruffed grouse, on which I have had such

fine shooting here at home this fall. Indeed, what a lot

of good times we can have all over again!"

The Infernal Regions.

Even paraphrased, the foregoing sub head is not alto-

gether pleasant to contemplate. Yet it came about this

way: A friend and I were walking down the street the

other day, in one of those lowering, black, sooty fogs

which can be seen nowhere but in this benighted town,

where dirt is dominant. We smelled a scent of pitch and

burning pine. Then all at once, as we turned around the

corner, we saw a long line of shallow fires that stretched

across the street. (The street-car men were thawing out

the track,) From these fires the smoke arose to jotti the

other smoke in an air so dense that you could hardly see

20 feet ahead. It was a scene which, taken in conjunc-

tion with the rattlings and hangings and shoutings of

the place, scented weird and impressive enough.- •

"T have alwavs thought," said my friend meditatively,

"that Chicago was situated close to the infernal, regions,

I see that the latter locality is just coming through,"

And, provided that one were under life sentence, and

had to live in a big city from day to day. and never see

any country cleaner and greener, any sky any sweeter,

provided |hat he coul4 hear nothing more restful

the nerve-jarring clamor of the city, what indeed would
life be for him but a section of the infernal regions?

• We need the out-of-doors. Every year American life

becom.es more urgent and high-keyed. More and more
men go down in the harness as though struck by light-

ning. Sometimes I watch the big chains which carry the
elevators up and down in the building where I office.

Once in a while we read of one of these chains breaking.
The experts say that iron sometimes gets crystallized, and
hence snaps. It is the peculiarity of business life nowa-
days that it crystallizes men. Once in a while they snap.
They surely do not snap so often or so suddenly if once
in a while they get ont of this pandemonium of the town
and into the sweet air, and on the sweet earth which God
meant all men should enjoy.

This is my sermon at the beginning of the year, and I

am going to try to practice a little of my .own preaching
before the year is out. What's the fun of living if you
are dead?

E. Hough.
Hartfobd Building, Chicago, 111,

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—XXIL
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL,

[^Coniinueci from page 87,]

'.Spectacled Eider.

Arctonetta fischeri (Brandt).

In the adult male the space immediately about the eye
is silky white, bordered by a line of velvety black, be-
fore and behind. The feathers between the eye and the
bill are stiff, and extend over the bill almost to the nos-
tril. At the base of the bill they are white, changing to

dark green, which grows paler toward the black bar
before the eye. Crown and back of the head, running
down a little way on the neck, pale olive green. Be-
neath the space around the eye a strip extends back to

meet the olive green, which is deep dull green. The
head and neck, except as stated, are white. All the
lower parts, including the upper breast, are pale leaden
gray; while the whole back and wing, except the greater

wing coverts, the tertiaries and a patch on each side of

the rump, are yellowish white. The bill is orange, deep-
est along the edge, and pale on tlie nail. The eyes are

pale blue or bluish white. The feet and legs are yel-

lowish.
In the adult female the head generally is buffy, streaked

w ith dusky. A strip of brown runs from the bill before

SPECX.VCLED EIDER.

the eye to the top of the head. The throat is very little

streaked or spotted. The general upper parts are tawny,

l;arred with black. The belly and the region under the

tail is grayish brown. The length is about twenty or

twenty-two inches.

The spectacled eider is another Alaskan bird of which
not very much is known. It is a dweller in the far North,

its range seeming to extend only from the mou.h of the

Kuskokwim River to Point Barrow, where it breeds.

Another observer, however, gives it as occurring much
further to the south, and says that it breeds among the

Aleutian Islands, where it is a resident, althoiigh shy.

The nest is built in the grass not far from the water, and

the eggs are from five to nine in number. Mr. Nelson

who has spent so much time in Alaska, and is very

familiar with this bird, sounds a note of warning about

it, saying that it might readily be so reduced as to become
very rare. It is an extremely local bird, and with a nar-

row breeding range, and with the attacks continually

made on it for food by the Eskimo it has every prospect

of becoming scarce.

It is to be noted that the autumn plunij^e of male and

female in this species are very nearly aliS?—dark brown
with black mottling—and that the breeding dress dpes

not appear to be assumed until toward spring.

It is said that the flight of this bird is unusually

swift—much more so than that of most other eiders—and

that they usually fiy low over the water.

The Common Eider.

Somateria molUssima (Linn.).

The adult male of the common eider duck has the

crown deep. black, split behind in the middle line by a

strip of white or greenish white, and reaching forward

from the eye to the bill. The upper part of the back of

the neck and the feathers back of the ears are pale green.

The rest of the head and neck, with the forebreast, back,

scapulars, wing coverts, tertiary feathers and sides of

rump, white, often tinged with yellow or creamy bufi'.

The breast is sometimes pink-tinted. The other under

parts, the greater wing coverts, secondaries, middle of

rump' and upper tail covert, black; quills of the wing

and tail, brownish black; bill, dvdl orange yellow; legs
' and feet' orange. .

:' The adult female is generally oi a reddish brown

f9]9f, . IWQStly b?irre4 ^\\h. blacl<;, but tl^? txeJ^d and ne^l^
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are merely narrowly streaked with black. The crown
of the head is darkest. The under parts are a grayish

rather than reddish brown, with darker bars. The tips

ol the secondaries are white, forming two bars across

the wing. Length about twenty-two inches.

The eider duck inhabits the northern shores of both
coasts of the Atlantic. In winter it is found in more or
less abundance along the New England coast, and I have
seen it killed as far south as Long Island Sound.
The eider breeds m Labrador, and to the northward,

and in many parts of Europe is almost a domestic bird.

COMMON EIDER.
•

The down, which is plucked from the breast of the
female for the hning of the nest, is a valuable article of
ccmmerce, and in an earlier chapter something has been
said about the way these birds are protected and their

down secured in Norway and Iceland.
When seen along the coast of southern. New England

I he eider is often found associated with the scoters, there
rommonly known as coots, and when killed it is usually
.shot out of flocks of these birds.

Mr. Gordon Trumbull notes as names of this bird,

and of the next, tlie terms sea duck and drake, shoal

duck. Isles of Shoah duck, wamp (this being of Indian
origin, probably from wompi, white).

American Eider.

Somateria dresseri (Sharpe).

In this species the colors of both sexes are precisely
like those of the preceding. The differences between the
two lie chiefly in the manner in which the feathers of the
front of the head meet the naked portions of the bill. In
these eiders, on either side of tlie forehead a branch of
the naked skin of the bill runs up into the feathers, which
border it above and below. In the case of the common
eider these branches are narrow and run up nearly to
a point, but in the x\merican form they are broad and
terminate abruptly and blunth'. In the common eider,

therefore, the feather patches running down into the:

angles between the naked skin are broad, while in the
American eider they are narrow. There is also some
dif?erence in Ihe shape of the bills hi the two species,

that of the cominon eider appearing slightly straighter

AMERICAN EIDER.

and mote slender, while in the American bird the upper
outline of the bill in profile is slightly concave. Slight
as are the differences between the two, they appear' to
be constant and to be of specific value,' •

The American eider is the commoner of the two along
the American coast. It is said to be found in winter
along the .Atlantic as far south as the Delaware River,
but this perhaps only in winters of unusual severity. The
American eider sometimes goes inland, and has been
taken on the Great Lakes and in adjacent States, but
there it is only an accidental straggler.

Its breeding grounds are in Labrador and from there
to the Bay of Fnndy. The nest is on the ground, very
often on small islands, at a little distance from the main-
land, and is formed of moss, vveeds and twigs. Often it

is under the shelter of some little low-growing ever-
green, or in the open ground, behind the shelter , of a
rock, The eggs are few in number, .only six. and are
usually deposited on the soft layer of down with which
the nest is lined. When the mother leaves the nest she
covers the eggs with this down. The young are dark
mouse color when first hatched and are at once expert
in swimming and diving. As soon as the fernales begin
to sit, the males leave them and assemble in flocks in the
open water. The eggs are said to be of two colors—one
a pale greenish olive, the other much browner; the paler
egg is sometimes spotted and splashed with darker.
The eiders are deep sea feeders, and subsist chiefly on

small shellfish, which they bring up from the bottom,
often at great depths. They gather together in - large
flocks, and when they rise on the wing do so gradually,
running and flapping along over the water for some dis-
tance, much after the manner of the scoters. In fact,
in many of their'- ways these birds remind us much of
scoters. _

• •

As might be inferred from -their food, eiders are 'nbt*
desirable- table lSi^cte» th§- flesh ^ejngi'usaaHv- fishy
very r^nk. '

'"'

The Pacific Eider.

Somateria v-nigra (Gray).

The plumage of the adult male is extremely like that

of the two preceding species, though the bird is some-
what larger, with a broader and deeper bill. The black
of the crown extends forward in the white strip beneath
the forehead branch of the bill, but docs not reach as far

forward as the npstril. In the male there is a large

V-shaped black mark on tlie throat, as in the king eider,

but in this species the V-shaped mark is longer and nar-
rower than in the king duck. The color of the bill is

deep orange, almost orange red, fading toward the tip,

which is yellowish white. The legs and feet are brown-
ish orange.

^

The female is pale brown on the head and neck, dark-
est on the crown, streaked everywhere with blackish.

The upper parts are reddish, barred with black. The
length is about twenty-two inches.

This eider is the common Pacific coast form found
in. the North Pacific, Bering Sea and on the coast of

Siberia. It is scarcely, or not at all, known south of

.Alaska. In the Arctic Ocean it is found as far east as

the Coppermine River. It breeds throughout much of

this range, not only in Alaska, but on the shores of the
.Arctic Ocean. The nests are variously placed, some-
times at quite a distance from the water; at others, close

to it, and sometimes on little islands in the sea. They
are always built on the ground, and are usually abun-
dantly provided with down. In Alaska the breeding
ground is often in the marsh and sometimes the place
chosen is close to human habitation. The male is re-

ported as assisting in building the nest and as constantly
associating with the female during the time of incuba-
tion, though he himself takes no share in that labor. The

PACIFIC EIDER.

food of this eider is mussels and shellfish generally, which
it brings up from the deep water.
When the young are hatched, early in July, the old

birds begin to moult. The natives pursue the ducks in
their canoes, striking at them with their spears. It is

said that they do not kill many. Like the other eiders
already spoken of, the fall plumage of the male is closely
like that 6f the female, and we are told that the young
males only attain their full adult breeding dress at the
commencement of the third year. The Pacific eider is a
large and handsome duck, weighing from four to six
pounds. It is said to be loath to fly in stormy weather
aiid to avoid rough water, resorting to the beach during
wind storms or else taking to sheltered bays and inlets,
where the water is quiet.

King Eider,

Somateria spectabilis (Linn.).

In the adult male the feathers about the base of the
bill, a small s-pot below and behind the eye, and a large
V-shaped mark on the throat, black. The whole top and
b?ck of the head, running down to the nape of the neck,
pearl gray or bluish white, darkest below, where it

sometimes changes almost to black. The sides of the
head, running back from the bill below, pearl gray, and
a patch over the ear sea green, fading into white above
and behind. The rest of the head, neck, middle of the
back, most of the wing and a patch on either side of the
rump, white; the breast, deep buff or cream color. The
greater wing coverts, scapulars, or shoulder feathers, and
primaries, brownish black. The scapulars and tertiary
feathers are falcate or sickle-shaped, bending do^vnard
over the primaries. The hinder portion of the back,
rump, upper tail coverts and under parts, black; the tail
i.^ brownish, black. Except in the breeding season, the
bill is shaped much as in the ordinary eider duck, but
in spring there is a large square soft swelling on the bill
extending down nearly to the nostrils. The feathering
ill the median line extends down further on the top of
the bill than it does on. the sides, in this respect differing
markedly from any of. the other eiders. The bill is red-
dish orange, and the legs and feet similar, but slightly
paler. The length is about twenty-three inches.
The adult female has the plumage buff or tawny,

streaked on head, chin and throat with darker, the
streaking being most abundant on the top of the head.
The breast and sides are somewhat paler, with black
bars .'across the feathers. The back and shoulder feath-
ers are blackish brown, tipped with yellowish. The
wing feathers are mainly black or blackish brown, the
greater coverts and secondaries being tipped with white,
to form two narrow bars across the. wing. The tertiaries
are reddish on the outer webs. The. rump and upper
tail coverts are tawny, barred with black; tail, black;
breast and belly, blackish brown; under tail coverts,
reddish, barred with black. The bill is greenish gray, and
the feet yellowish.

.
Like some of the other eiders, this is a bird of cir-

cum polar di.stribution, and is found in both continents.
It appears to be everywhere much less abundant than *

other birds of the genus, and is found chiefly in the far J
North, although it sometimes occurs on the New Eng i
.land coast. It has bee^i foun^ Long- Lslaii^ Sound

and on the New Jersey coast, as well as on one or m6re
of the Great Lakes and on some of the far inland riv^ers.

It appears to be nowhere a very abundant species, but is

found in the Arctic Sea on both coasts of America, and
is not uncommon in Alaska. All the Arctic expeditions
report seeing it and many have found its nest. It is

resident in Greenland, and it is said that it occasionally
breeds as far to the southward as the Bay of Fundy.
Mr. Charles Linden reports it as having been taken

on a number of occasions on Lake Erie, and Mr. Nel-
son gives it as a visitor to Lake Michigan and to other
parts of Illinois and Wisconsin; while, the Smithsonian

KING EIDER.

Institution possesses specimens shot on Lake Erie and
others secured on the Illinois Rivar.
In Alaska Mr. Dall has found it, though not south of

the Bering Sea. It occurs, however, in the Bering Sea,
on both the .American and Asiatic coasts, not far south of
Bering Straits.

The king eider breeds far to the northward. Its nest
is entirely simple, merely a hollow in the ground, in
which pale green eggs are deposited, over which the
•female bird commonly places a layer of down.
From what has been said of its range, it will be seen

that the king eider is not likely to come within the reach
of the gunner, except as a very rare straggler. It is one
of the most beautiful ducks, and the male, if killed, can
at once be recognized. This . species feeds chiefly on
.shellfish of various descriptions, and as may be imagined
is not a desirable bird for the table.

Two Maine Propositions*
Boston, Feb. 2.—Two or three very interesting ques-

tions are now before the law makers at Augusta, Me.
The proposition to require all sponsmen from outside
the State to take out a license either to hunt or fish within
its borders has been up for discussion, and has come
before the Committee on Fisheries and Game, or is about
to come. It will be remembered that this same measure
failed of _a passage two years ago and was referred to the
next Legislature. I have sound reason to believe that one
of the Commissioners at least is in favor of this measure,
while one is opposed to it. tactily, if no more. It is

very sure that if the Commission is m favor of taxing
sportsmen from out of the State, it will be done. The
farmers are already jealous of what is being done for the
sporting interests; are fighting for reduced taxation, and
will^ only be too glad to get some of the revenue out
of "city sports," as they term visiting hunters and fisher-
men.
Another very important measure is the repeal of the

September deer law. Numerous petitions have been
handed in, and the matter has gained .some headway.
Guide Mathison, of Rangeley, who, it will be remembered,
\yas the first to object to and at empt to resist the guide
license law. is out with a newspaper art'cle in favor of the
repeal of both the September law and the guide license
law. His article has been published in the most influential
papers of the State. He sets forth that out of the sev-
eral millions of dollars that th% Commissioners' report
shows to have come into the State through her fish and
game, the guides get less than $50 each for the whole year.
This conclusion he arrived at by dividing the sum the
Commissioners' report shows to have been paid to the
guides by the number of licensed guides shown in the
same report. He says that the guides are poor men
generally, and that it is not right to make them buy
licenses once a year. He declares that the September
law is bound to destroy the deer, unless repealed. Some
aid he will get from the lumber landowners, who don't
want the hunters in their woods in September while
petitions come from all parts of the State asking that the
law be repealed. It w^ill be remembered that the Megantic
Club has requested the Maine Commissioners to forbid
all September deer shooting on the lands of their pre-
serve. A number of men of great influence in fish and
game matters are decidedly opposed to the September
license law, but it is hardly possible that their influence
will prevail. The revenue that such licenses bring in
stands in the way of repeal, while the Commissioners
favor its retention. Special.

Rhode Island Game*
Representatito Anthony, of Portsmouth, has intro-

duced in the House an amendment to shorten the open
season on quail, making it from Nov. i to Jan. r, instead
ot trom Oct. 15. The open season on partridges would
be shortened to the same extent, while the season, onwoodcock would be lengthened for fourteen days, or from
Oct. I to Jan. I, instead of from Oct. is, as at present
Ihe open season on grass plover would be from August
to ApnL and on black duck from September to March.On wood duck the open season would he from September
to March, and on teal from Sept. i to March iThe Providence Journal of Jan. 23 renortV: A deer
was seen on Monday near Oakland. The deer, a doe
traveled across Sweet's pasture, going over the fences
easily, and di.=appeared in 'he large wood« of the Elisha
Mathewson estate. The doe was followed info the woods
by Charles Lapham and Gilbert Smith. She was found
there quietly browsing, and did not appear to be very

t ,
''^'^^ molested, as the neighbors all know

l^of the heavy penalty attached for the shooting or killing
^ Am, T^,? was thoygh^ to be about a year q\±
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Massachusetts Decn
Representative Hunt has introduced a bill reading

"Any person may kill a dog found chasing or hunting a
deer." • , Special.

' Notice.

All communications intended for Fosbst awd Stkeam should
alwaya be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishihg' Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Prbifrietors of fishing resorts will find it orofitable to advertise
them in Foskst and Stkxam.

A Day on the Pine.
Early in -May of the present year I found myself in

Cadillac, Mich., possessed of a few days' leisure and a
strongly developed desire to fish. I met in the course
of my wanderings one D. E. Melntyre (there is but one),
a brother attorney, and having it upon good authority

that he was a thirtj-third-degrce fishing fiend, I at-

tgmpled to coax him forth to fish, but he only cocked
his head .andigazed at a weather vane across the street

and declared that the wind was wrong. Entreaty and
threats were of no avail. I promised to have the wind
blow from any quarter (hat he desired, but to no purpose.

I fear that he even doubted my ability to control the

matter. But as business had to be suspended in his

office during my stay, and I showed no disposition to

depart, he finally decided to take me out, and said, "I'll

tell you what I'll do—if you will agree to return with me
to-morrow night (and leave town as soon thereafter as

possible), I will drive with you to Hoxieville to-night

and we will fish the Pine to-morrow." I think that at

the time he intended to take me out and abandon me

—

like the babes in the wood—and only neglected it be-

cause of the change in the wind.
We started about 5 o'clock, and only those who have

driven through the northern part of Michigan can ap-

preciate the beauties and the drawbacks incident to that

drive.

One of the horses chartered for the occasion was a

pacer, the other a trotter. It took some time to dis-

cover this, though, as they both walked alike and seemed
to prefer that gate.

The drive was about twenty-two miles, the first part
' through a barren stretch of sand dotted with the decay-

ing stumps of giant pines, long since gone to fatten the

financial rating of some long-headed investor. We
wended a devious way up sharp rises and across swamps,
through stretches of tamarack and across preserves of

timber, principally hardwood. Wo passed many farm-

houses during the latter part of the drive, and I noted

that the stock all trod softly, probably from an instinctive

fear of breaking through the thin soil.

Our journey ended at the home of a Teutonic gentle-

man bearing the name of Conrad Green, under whose
roof we spent the night. We left a request to be called

at 4 A, M., but the call was not necessary, as Green
had some sort of a predatory excursion planned that

necessitated his arising at 2 A. M., and his cat-like tread,

coupled with his "German-American" directions to his

wife re breakfast preparations and other details prepara-

tory to departure, foreclosed further attemps at sleep.

My legal friend is prepared to make affidavit (I heard

hiin . swear some myself) that our landlord wears flat-

irons on his feet and speaks four different dialects, mixed.
Green having "banished sleep," I sneaked forth in

quest of fish as soon as I was able to see; and as a stream

about three feet in width meandered through the village

and I saw no sign forbidding, I commenced fishing at once
within the corporate limits. 1 succeeded in catching six

trout in a very short time, but was so discouraged by my
companion's cries of "murder" every time I landed one
that I was compelled to desist, fearing that he might
arouse the polio-*. Now I am prepared to concede that

they were not record trout—that is, not for their large

si;,e—but I resent the imputation that they were wards

of the village and hand-painted chub.

While we were eating breakfast, the man arrived whom
we had engaged to take us to the "rollway," where we
were to commence fishing, and he informed us that one
of his horses had been so seriously injured by barb wire

that it would be impossible for him to take us as agreed.

I saw the injured horse, and the wounds werp so severe

that it .was scarcely possible to believe that they were in-

flicted by barb wire. I am strongly in favor of legislation

that will" make it a misdemeanor, accompanied by heavy

penalty, for anv one to put up barb wire in fencing high-

way or line. The injury already caused by its careless

use is almost incalculable.
' As there were three other families in the vilage, we
roused them all in turn and finally secured a team and
wagon to take us to the "rollway."

Our driver was "from Indiana," and we had to "show
him," as he was a recent arrival and did not knov^ the

road. Brother Melntyre, however, was well acquainted

with it. and he was appointed a steering committee, and

the start was finally made, with prospects as glorious as

was the morning. The country through which we drove

had much hardwood still standing, and did not present

the forlorn .appearance of the denuded and desolate pine

country. -
, • , ,•

Aftef driving about six mdes (the advertised distance

to the river .was but four) and discovering no traces of the

river my . mind began to be harassed by doubts anent

the reliability of our guide, and after invoicing the land

marks he decided that we had taken the wrong road and

•hat he did, not know just where "we were at," which,

ijeing ipterprcted. meant that vv^were lost, all of v\hic,h

was a cheerful prospect for us. We did, however, strike

the river,, about five miles above our original destination,

after wanderings in the wilderness, details of which would

make the .adventures of Moses and his followers look

like a barfv^torming trip. The harrowing part of the

oxperience ffom my point of view lay in the fact that my
compan-ion laid the onus of the whole thing on me,

charging- 'first that ! talked so much that he becatnif be-

wUtkmi. Bod second that 1 ,waa a Jonalw aojmay, with

first option on more hard luck than would disorganize
a half-dozen well planned fishing excursions.
Our outfit was a trifle behind schedule time when we

reached the river, but we /'limbered up" apd com-
menced operations.
The Pine is a beautiful stream, with a current like a tail

race. It wends its devious way through a wilderness of
green, guarded in many places by towering banks, that
made convenient "roUways," and at all points by well de-
fined banks. It flows at times dimpling over deep pools,
again swiftly over gravel or sandy flats, and again swirls

and eddies in foaming rapids. It is the natural home of
the trout, and he who wades must be sure of foot and
avoid the clay bottoms as he would submerged ice.

Neither habitation nor sign of man, save marks of

ravages in harvested pine, greeted us during the day.
Bird and animal life also seemed lacking, the distant
drumming of the grouse and occasional spoor of deer
being its only evidence. Mj^ companion chanced upon
a sleeping fawn and endeavored to catch it. His in-

tentions were of the kindest, but were evidently mis-
understood by the fawn. He (I refer to the fawn) was
hitting nothing but the high places when last seen, and
ma}:^ be running yet.

We gathered about fifty trout, of which my companion,
fishing consistenly with the fly, caught a majority. I

must confess that I took an occasional sneak around a
bend and "plunked"—didn't dare do it in presence of

Brother Melntyre for fear of losing caste as a sports-
man.
The mosquitoes bit a trifle better than the fish, but

fortunately they did not swallow all that they chewed, or
this tale had not been written.

Our driver was at the appointed place on time, and
we soon reached Hoxieville and were started with our
mixed-gaited team for Cadillas. The drive was long
and tedious, but midnight found us at its end. I was
tired, sleepy and, as Uncle Remus would say, "pluni
frazzled out," but I shall always recall, that occasion
as a red-letter day, and I could wish a brother angler
no better fortune than a day on the Pine with as good
a companion as I had. The only way it could be bettered

would be by increasing the days and' decreasing the

mosquitoes. Counselor.
JONESVtLI,E, Mich,

Fishing up and Down the Potomac*

Sunday Angling.

Prime, in his charming sketch book, "I Go a-Eishing,"
in the chapter on "What flies to cast on a Sunday," s.ays,

"The man is unworthy to call himself a wise man who
wets a line on Sunday," and in the same paragraph
ranks his Sundaj's as "chiefest among the enjoyments of

the forest,"

Nearly all who have written on the subject have been
scornful or at least positive in their denunciation of this

desecration, and the reason is plain enough; it is a thank-

less task to apologize for offending one's neighbors, and
the Sunday angler is grateful enough if he can escape by
the back door to the woods, unseen, without advertising

his disgrace by rushing into print, his whole purpose
being solitude.

There are local ordinances at various points along the

Potomac River against Sunday angling—generally a

State law for a single county, a singularly popular method
of local option legislation in some parts of the South,

where a inember may get the credit of being "patron"
for a law, as it is called in Virginia, without fcncounter-

ing the opposition of the rest of the State,_ The result

is a patchwork of county laws, not the combined wisdom
of a legislative body, but a blind conesnt to the preju-

dices of a community or the whim of an individual.

For instance, one may travel across half a dozen counties

and find as many different game laws, differing not only in

dates of close seasons, but in the life included in the

protective statutes—and no man knows all of Virginia's

game laws.
It has been said of Coke—perhaps of others—that he

declared he woiild not furnish an opinion upon the

common law without consulting the text books, nor
venture one on statute law until he had read the morn-
ing newspaper. So the wandering sportsman along the

Potomac is by no means sure of his status till he has

consulted a local attorney, and even then gets no in-

surance for his retainer. Where laws are found when
enforced to bring more embarrassment or loss to the

public than ignoring them, public sentiment usually ac-

quiesces in their tacit repeal, and custom glosses open
defiance till their existence is forgotten.

Occasionally now an officious citizen hales an innocent

angler before the local magistrate with an unholy zeal;

but for every such case may be found a thousand where
gentle villagers have borne with silent dignity the out-

rage of public quiet, and even private right by noisy

picnick*rs whose only claim to be called anglers is that

they carry rods.

It is interesting to note the difference with vyhich Sun-

day is regarded in the country and in the cities, Mc-
Masters, in his "History of the United States" (Vol, II..

p. 566), writing of the period about a centry ago, shows
when liberalization or demoralization regarding a de-

votional day first set in in the original Puritan colony:

"Pious men complained that the war had been a great

demoralizer. * * * The treaty of peace had noj; been

signed, the enemy were still in the land, when delegates

to the General Court of Massachusetts boldly said the

Sabbath was too long. Country members demaiHed a

Sabbath of thirty-six hours; town members would give

but eighteen, and had their way. * * *

'• 'What.' the sober-minded cried out, 'is to become of

this nation? Before the war nobody swore, nobody
used cards. Now every lad is proficient in swearing and
knows much of cards. Then,

.
apprentices and young

folks kept the Sabbath, and till after sundown never left

their homes but to go to meeting. Now they go out

more on the Sabbath than on any other day in the week,

Now the barber shops are open, and men of fashion must

needs be shaved on the Lord's day. They ride on horse-

back; they take their pleasure m chaises and hacks.'

* * ' * Levity, profaneness, idle amusements and Sab-

bath breaking increased in all the towns with feaifol

rapidity"
. . .

. , —

Before the war, in parts of this Southern country, when
the proprietor might go any day of the week and the
slave only on Saturday afternoon or Sunday, the risk
of a fisherman finding his favorite perch occupied or
his string surpassed by a hand on the other side of the
stream, if he indulged on that day, led to a fixed rule
among the gentry never to go to the stream on that day,
and what the gentry did was of course the fashion. In
1850, in a criticism of the books of Forrester ond Browne
in the old Whig Review (Vol. II., page 32), in a little

sketch, the writer, P. P., says, "The day was Sunday,
and Joe, though far from a bigot, was a very aristocrat
in his feelings, and had put a decided veto upon taking'
with us any tackle for fishing. He was not, he said, 'Sot
up about Sunday, but huntin' and fishin' on that day was
clear nigger and went afe'in him,' so we dropped the
subject."

When Kit North reviewed Sir Humphrey Davy's "Sal-
monia" in 1828 (Blackwood, Vol. XXIV., page 271), he
asked, "Do gentlemen of England angle on Sunday?
No. You may see a cockney or other cit, the round-
faced, pot-bellied, happy little father of a numerous
family with knee breeches and buckles in his shoes, on
a punt, or on a promontory, beetling three or four feet

above the raging billows of a canal, pulling out an oc-
casional 'animal' somewhat more like a fish than a fowl,
to the infant delight of the progeny, with bags of worms
and papers of paste swarming at his feet. Such a cock-
ney or other cit you may see angling, and angling
blamelessly, too, on a Sunday. But London physicians
and presidents of royal societies and members for coun-
ties do not angle on Sunday in England, and were they
to be met on the King's highway on their progress to

the river, creeled and rodded add booted, while all

honest and decent people were going to church, the first

magistrate they met would commit them as audacious
vagabonds to the treadmill."

This little skit does scant credit to Kit's wit or ac-

curacy, but a single word saves it from the charge of ill

nature, "blamelessly." But still the habit grew, for a
quarter of a century later Angus B. Reach, in some
random remarks on English and Scotch angling, said, in

Sharpe's London Magazine (Vol. XVIII., page 149),
"He who in the early Sunday morning ascends a second-
class carriage on the Great Western Railway, or for that

matter one or two other railways, will be tolerably sure

to find himself amongst a community of the gentle craft.

They are of all ages, from old men Izaak Waltons to

Izaak Walton's grandchildren if he had any, and of

different ranks of society—grades which seem, however,
to be all bound together by the magic of the itinpot and
the lob worm."
And still the habit grew, for in 1884, in the volume on

"Practical Lessons in the Gentle Craft" of the Fisheries

Exhibition literature (page 444), occurs the following:
"It is, however, at the London, Brighton & South Coast
Railway station and that at Liverpool street on the Great
Eastern line that the most extraordinary sight in con-
nection with the coarse fisherman of London is to be
seen on every Sunday morning. It may be that mention
of the day selected may offend the 'unco guid' section

of polite society, but it must be remembered as a setoff

that nine out of every ten of the great crowd gathered
round the booking office window are recruits from the

still greater host of workers with bone, muscle, thew, and
sinew, to whom loss of time during the working hours
of the week means not only loss of bread, but perhaps
the loss of some small delicacy to a sick and ailing child.

Thus it would seem particularly hard to attempt restraint

upon such men in the gratification of their simple
pleasures, nor is it by any means certain that they do not
imbibe far more real good through their vigil by the river

side than if they had donned the carefully saved suit of

go-to-meeting broadcloth and dozed drowsily and
drouthily over a drawling doctrinal dissertation de-

livered by a divine of the 'Stiggins' type. Rest assured,

if there be a sick baby, the little one is rarely forgotten,

and smoke-grimed daddy, all the better and healthier in

soul and body for his twelve hours' rest from the roaring

forge, gathers her or him, as the case may be, a bonny
bundle of wild blossoms, which he takes with him as the

topmost layer of the cargo in his roach basket."

Our gentle friend Red Spinner found a favorite diver-

sion in watching the antics of the town fishermen turned

loose for a Sunday on the streams and in his "Waterside
Sketches" (1885, page 38), said, "I was stopping at Hen-
ley, and, although I never actually indulge in my favorite

amusement on Sunday, conscientious scruples do not

prevent my watching with the keenest sort of interest any
sort of rod work that comes under my notice on the day
of rest. The first train on Sunday morning would bring

down scores of rods, and most amusing it was to watch
the anglers disperse along 'the riverside. * * * One
morning I saw a dozen young fellows racing as if for

dear life toward the meadows, foaming with rage at a

dapper little French polisher who outstripped them all."

A pious friend was found one Sunday by the side of a

rapid stream which had washed under the roots of a

great plane tree that leaned far over the deep pool and
darkened it with a shadow, dividing his attention between

a bob and a book. Taken to task for violating his prin-

ciples in this graceless way he said, "Sit down. If this

is your favorite spot it will help nothing for me to go
awav, for the true angler, like the true lover, wants to be

first or not at all. You see the majority of mankind' are

too lazy to think, and so swallow their opinions and
their prejudices ready made. Sunday was made for man;
it was made for me; it was made for rest. When men
spent their lives in the fields and on the waters as shep

herds or fishermen, their day of rest was bath and shade

and quiet and thought and the sociability of a congrega-

tion and a forgetting the things of their week's life, and

such a day meant renewed health, strength and a breath-

ing spell that made the burdens of the morrow lighter.

If Sunday were made now by the same people who made
it first they would drive the outdoor men to shelter on the

Sabbath, as they did then, and they would make it the

duty of the setlentary to fly to the woods. What rest for

a man who lives at a desk six days in the week can he

find in a day spent as he spends his other six, in a day of

quiet under a roof? Give him a day of pure air in the

groves, 'God's first temples,' close to nature, which he is

ip danger of forgetting; give him Hfe and set his soul to

singing the music of the woods and waters or you will

condemn hitti to tMsmf here and tmyhe wreck so%\
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hereafter. See wbat I am reading? He who has never
read this Book under the greenwood trees has missed
something of its beauties, of its grandeur, of its message
to humanity. I am not a Catholic, but I have sympathy
with a religion whose light before the altar is always
burning and whose church door is always open. The
religion that depends on Sunday for its salvation is not
broad enough for me, though Sunday rightly spent may
fill one's life with thankfulness and hope for many a long
day. But we are too prone in our reverence for the in-
spired Word to translate it so literally as to lose its

message. How long has the six days of creation stood
between science and religion? The hog is here declared
unclean, but without bacon the world would suffer to-
day, and so the law is unheeded, and this Christian
country raises a hog for every man and woman in it.

"Then in all ages man has resisted restraint, and none
more innocentl}% perhaps, than the angler, who asks for
nothing more than to be permitted to reach some soli-

tude, where, disturbing none, he may himself be undis-
turbed. It seems not much to ask of society, but ever
since there has been a society there have been spas-
modic efforts to curb this gypsy tendency, and there are
localities not much disturbed by outside influences where
even Sunday golf w^ould be frowned on. But in every
large city, with its cosmopolitan tendencies and confined
lives, there is a liberality in that regard bound to spring
from such conditions. Then, too, a city need hardly
concern itself about the angler, for his sins are principally
beyond their jurisdiction, and his one idea is to get as
far as possible from the madding crowd. Of course the
wealthy need no recreation then, for theirs may be taken
any time; the man who can spend a month in the woods
may well rest on Sundays. It is for him who has no
other day to spare from slavish routine, for it is not,
only the man with the hoe whose lights are in danger of
blowing out with toil. It is no Christian spirit that would
deny to the starving lover of nature his one day alone
under green arches by wimpling streams, and whose
fault \yill hardly be discovered if some detective, recking
not his own rede, have not wandered from the beaten
path of strict observance.
"Excuse me—I have a bite. * * * There, he is off.

Well, so am I. We have spoiled each other's dav, and
this is the real threat to Sunday angling—that it is get-
ting to be the one day when there is no spot upon the
waterside undisturbed. Five miles down this stream, be-
low the falls, are two hundred and fifty men with rods,
and thirty miles from town. Good-by."

Henry Talbott.

The Xog of a 6107016"^ Fishing:

Trip —III.
1

"

Thfoagh the Motiotaios of Virpioia and West Virginia"
Edited from the Diary of Mr. George N. Beall

hy the Commodore, F. R. Webfa.

{Continued from page 90.)

Wednesday dawned bright and fair, and early morn-
ing found me on the road. Much to my surprise, I found
the dirt road down the valley—for I leave the pike here

—

not much the worse for yesterday's rain, and in fairly
good shape; so miich so that by noon I had easily fin-

ished the familiar part of the road, and found myself
climbing up Jack Mountain and into new territory. Near
the top I got caught in the edge of a shower, and hastily
unlimbered my waterproofs and put them on, only to as
quickly take them off again, as I felt the hot sun on my
head and shoulders. I had to work my way down the
other side of the mountain slowly, for the road was slip-
pery and soft; and finally I was compelled to dismount
and lead my machine, for the whole country seemed to
be afloat; the storm had evidently been heavy down this
way. Fortunately, I was not far from my destination,
Sinnett's on the Black Thorn, where I proposed to stop
for a day's fishing. Arrangements for my stay were
soon completed, but I got no fishing this evening, as the
rain had swollen and muddied the stream beyond the
fishing stage; so after dinner with the family, haA'ing
nothing better to do, I sought a cool nook in the old
barn, where, free from the frolicsome and inquisitive fly,

I slept out most of the long afternoon. The people here
are Germans, and live in a primitive, old-fashioned way,
but everything is clean and fresh. Quite early in the
evening I was taken to a big upper room containing
three beds, which were piled, here and there, high with
spare blankets, female wearing apparel, etc. Mine host,
after lighting m.e up so that I might get my bearings!
disappeared with the glim, leaving me to grope my way
into bed in the dark the best I could.
Next morning early I shouldered my rod and wended

my way up through the meadow, intent on the trout. It
was on this stream I made a great catch several years
ago, and it was not without some fair degree of hope
that I sallied forth this morning. The water proved to
be quite cloudy, notwithstanding my afternoon's wait,
and I was doomed to disappointment, for by ii o'clock
f had fished carefully a mile and a half of the stream
and had on!}' seven fish to show for my work. These,^
however, were of good size and looked well in my creel!^

I succeeded, though, in working up a good appetite for
dinner, and did the same suflicient justice to please the
generous host of mine. Having by this time grown bet-
ter acquainted, I ventured to make myself a little more
at horne and risk my afternoon nap on my downy couch
tip stairs. The air was cool and pleasant, and by squelch-
ing an occasional fly, which sought too close an ac-
quaintance with my sunburned nose, I enjoyed a- luxuri-
ous siesta. With limbs and hope refreshed. I took an-
other turn on Ihe stream before supper, and reeled in
four more beauties, one of which was at least I2in. long.
The trout is an ideal fish, and his capture is one of the
bli.ssful moments of a fisherman's experience. The farm
hands, busy in the harvest fields, had slipped in for their
suppers and set out to work again until dark. A hard,
pushing drive they have of it. from dawn until dark at
this season of the year, as every moment must count.

In the evening I surprised the folks somewhat bjr'

srrapine out a few tunes on the old three-stringed "fid--
die" which hangs on the wall, Th^ nigbrt>etng cool, i

small blaze was started in the gigantic fireplace, which
occupies pretty much all one side of the large room, and
as the shadows flicker around the room—for there was
no other light save the waverrng firehght—I could easily

imagine myself in some coittage in a far-off clime.
Everything was so quaint and old-fashioned—the high
mantelpiece, the pipe box in the corner of the fireplace,

the three-cornered cupboard in one corner of the room,
with its little diamond-shaped panes of glass and the old
blue china shining within; the festoons of herbs and
tobacco hanging from the smoke blackened rafters over-
head, and the quaint old people with their heavy shoes
and homemade garments—giving a general air of an-
tiquity to the scene. T ccduld have lingered until late to

enjoy the novel experience^ but, feteling that all were tired

after the long, hard day's work, I thought best to efface

myself, and, biding good-nrght to all, I sought my room,
where opening my curtains wide I sought ray couch by
the light of the moon.
Early next morning I oiled up my machine and began

to climb Jack Mountain again, toward Sugar Grove,
with intent to stop at Riser's, a few miles below, on the
South Fork of the Potoma(c, where I proposed tackling
the bass for a change. My brake hand grew weary long
before I reached the vallej' on the other side, and a cool,

shady turn of the road invited me to stop for awhile and
rest. I found a house close by, and the pretty blue-eyed
maiden who showed me to the spring wonders yet, no
doubt, at my inordinate thirst; but I was drinking in the
beauty of the modest little mountain violet, and lingered
longer because I might longer linger. I had a great
•many questions to ask about things I was already familiar

with, and the maid finally took a gigantic "tumble" and
T fear what good impressiort I had succeeded in making
was swept away. At Sugar Grove I got on Che outside
of my two letters in short order, but, in the language of
the poet, "the letter that I longed for never came."
Pocketing my disappointment along with my two letters,

I savagely pushed the pedals and went jouncing along
over the rough river road, somewhat to the relief of my
feelings. Hearing tliat there were some Staunton people
camped "below," I kept a lookout for their tents, but
found that they had literally pulled up stakes and left.

Reaching Kiscrs, I crossed the rough river bed with
my machine under my arm, and surprised the natives in

the topmost brandies of the cherry trees down by the
lane. I carelessly turned my head until the female por-
tion of the assaulting party had landed on terra firma,
and in the meantime interviewed the "old man" in regard
to my stopping a day or two. He replied that he
"couldn't jes' 'zajckly tell, for as how as the boys ar run-
nin' the farm now," but, on remaining until dinner time,
I had no trouble in convincing the "boys" that I was
harmless and had no ulterior designs. My visit in the
neighborhood last year with the Staunton Greenbrier
Club fortunately paved the way, for I was quickly re-
membered and made welcome and in due time installed
in the spare room. A harv^est dinner of pork and fresh
string beans and a big. hot cherry pie, washed down
with plenty of cream, niade me feel like a youth again.

I presently walked leisurely up the stream, and
threshed the pools with the seductive fly, to the end that
I scored seven nice bass and had a royal aftei^noon's
sport.

Next morning, when all was quiet after breakfast, and
the "hands" had disappeared fieldward, I leisurely packed
my "horse." as the tnost of the people I meet call my
bicvcle, and hied me away down the road along the river
bank in search of fresh fi.shing grounds, or waters, rather.
The morning was bright, and as I climbed the outlying
stretches of slate hills an occasional glimpse of the river
far below made my rod hand itch to be with the bass.
The merry spin of a wheel over an unfamiliar road is in-
teresting, and was doubly so to me on this occasion, be-
cause my eves took in more than the pebbles immedi-
ately beneath my tires, and were gladdened with new and
strange scenery on every side; and throughout the moun-
tain regiQns of the Virginias there is much to be seen
that is very beautiful and interesting. A wayfaring man
told me to stop at the mill; and as I pulled up behind a
load of hay, the driver, seeing the beads of perspiration
on my brow._ invited me to join him at the miller's cot-
tage in a social glass of ice water. This seductive bever-
age I had not tasted since leaving home, and as the cool-
ing draft gurgled and sizzled down my parched throat I

quite felt the eniovments of home again.
After some deliberation on my part, I decided to stay

with Mr. Hoover, the miller, for the remainder of the
day and try the fishing here. I found the morning's
sport quite good, and scored seven nice bass. The after-

noon's sport was not so good, because, fishing below the
mil!. T approached too near the village of Brandywine,
and local sports had somewhat depopulated the stream.
Just before_ dinner, as I was quietly casting my fly in a
likely looking pool out of which I had just taken two
bass, I noticed two fair country maidens approaching this
same pool from the land side, with their arms full of
some sort of mysterious feminine apparel. Being heavily
sunbonneted. they did not observe me, but kept up a ring-
ing string of small talk and chaff about some culinary
operation about to be gone through with presently. I

had some idea of the proceedings which were about to
follow, and was undecided whether to shriek out in ter-
ror or stand my ground like a brave man. and duck under
if matters came to a focus. My embarrassment was
g.rowang painful when I saw the party deposit the
mysterious-looking bundle on the bank, and one—evi-
dently the advance guard—approach ihe river edge to
reconnoiter, and report if any dreaded men persons were
m sight. She made a long and careful survey of the
down-river stretch, and reported "all clear." She turned,
and her eves rested on my manly proportions and hand-
some features, half Submerored and not 30 feet away'
Well! The expression wh'ch spread over her face was a
studv! With a shriek of. dismav. with one accord, they
grabbed their mysterious belongings and decamped
.down thf .river as fast as their feet w6uld carry them. I
jvas the innocent cause of trouble in -the bathroom!

ANGLING NOTES.

Mounted Fish.

The reports of the Forest, Fish and Game Commission
have referred to a collection of mounted fish that the
Commission was prepar'ng. I do not now recall the
language, but it was understood that fish were being col-
lected and mounted to show the people of the State the
kinds of fish that the waters produced or that the Com-
mission propagated. This collection, if it can be so digni-
fied, as it is far from complete, has been kept until lately

at one of the hatchery stations, but has recently been
moved to the offices of the Commission in the Capitol at
Albany, and steps have been taken to complete it to a
certain point, which will include the common food and
game fishes, but it is not the intention to include rare
fishes which are of interest only to the ichthyologist. At
present the case contains brown, rainbow and lake trout,
mascalonge, pike, pickerel, pike-perch, shad, yellow perch,
white bass, cisco, and there my memory fails me. Mr.
Denton mounted the fishes and now has in hand the brook
ftrout, the large and the small mouth black bass and St.
Lawrence River mascalonge—for the mascalonge now in
the case is from Chautauqua Lake. All the fishes propa-
gated by the State will be included in the collection. The
specimens are not stuffed. The skins are removed, and
dried over a form and then they are colored, as in life, by
the artist.

Young Shad in a Reservoir,

The shad hatching station of the New York Commis-
sion is located on the Hudson River just above Catskill,

and the water for the hatchery is taken from the Catskill
reservoir after it is pumped from the river. In fact, the
pumping station is situated only a few feet from the
hatchery. When the young shad are hatched they are
taken in cans and the men row out into the streams and
put them in the water. To-day I was talking with Chief
Fire Warden Emmons, who had just been at Catskill, and
he told me that he was going to surprise me. I replied
if it was about fish I had ceased years ago to be sur-
prised at anything reported of fish. He had called upon
Wm. Kortz, of Ca' skill, and learned of him that great
schools of small fish had been discovered in the Catskill

reservoir, where they were previously unknown. One of
the men employed at the shad station lives at Catskill. and
he was called in consultation, and the fish were found to

be young shad- of this year's hatching. I say this year's
hatching, as they were from three to four inches in length.

How did young shad get into the village reservoir?
Simply by being pumped into it from the river. Un-
doubtedly the fry had come within the influence of the
suction of the supply pipe and had been drawn into it and
then up into the pond above and there ihey had grown to
a fair size, as large, in fact, as if they had remained in

the river. Now fhe question is how to get them out. The
reservoir is frozen over, but next spring the State will

probably make an effort to rescue the young shad and put
them where they will do some good in the way of supplying
food. The difficulty to overcome is that shad are so
delicate that they cannot be handled from the time they
are born ttntil they are finally taken in nets for market
without injuring their scales. It is doubtful if they can be
netted without causing injury that will destroy them, but
I doubt if the Catskill people desire to have their reservoir
given over to the shad as a place of habitation, and they
will consent to have the State try and remove them.

A. N. Cheney.

Fishmgf on the Florida Gulf Coast,

Tampa, Fla., Feb. i.—Trout and redfish are running
and some good catches have been made. Miss Marion
Newman, the little daughter of Mr. Walter George New-
man, of New York, has distinguished herself by capturing
with rod and reel a 15-pound garfish. Duck shoeting is

good.

mnd.

Fixtures*

BENCH SHOWS.
Feb. 19-22.—New York.—Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth

annual show. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.
March 13-16.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Club's eleventh an-

nual show. John L. Lincoln, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
. February (First •Week).—Grand Junction, Tenn.—Championship
Field Trial Association's annual trials. W. B. Stafford, Sec'y.

. The Forest and Stream is- put to press each week on Tuesday.
-Correspenileiice intended for publication should reach i^s ft ti*

D«q«esne Kennel CIttB,

The anmtal meeting of Duquesne Kennel Club, of
western Pennsylvania, was held at their club rooms Jan.
28. The following officers w^ere elected : President, J. B.
Vandergrift ; Vice-President. J. A. Davison ; Sccretar}\
F. S. Stedman; Treasitrer, S. M. McElroy; Solicitor, J.
D. McKennan; Delegate to A. K. C, G. M. Carnochan;
Club Veterinarian, Dr. J. S. Lacock.
Arrangements were perfected for their third annual

bench show, to take place March 6, 7, 8 and g. entries
for which will close Saturday, Feb. 23. The following
judges have been selected, all of whom have accepted: Bull
terriers, Mr. J. Lorillard Arden; pointers and fox hounds.
Major J. M. Taylor; English. Irish and Gordon setters,
Mr. W. S. Bell

; bloodhounds, mastiffs. Great Danes, deer-
hounds. Russian wolfhounds, greyhounds, Chesapeake
Bay dogs, sporting spaniels, bull dogs. Airedale terriers,
French bull dogs, Scottish terriers, Pomeranians, toy
spaniels and Italian greyhounds, Mr. Chas. H. Mason";
St. Bernards, collies, old English sheep dogs, poodles,
Boston terriers, beagles, dachshunds, fox terriers. Irish
<erriers. Black and Tan terriers. Skye terriers. Welsh
lerriers, Yorkshire terriers, toy terriers, ptigs and mis-
cellaneous, Mr. James Mortimer. -

There will be a great many new specials, many of them
to be won outright at this show. Among these is one
(-valued at $ioo) for the best exhibit of six dogs d'f. oqe *

breed, which should create 3 good deal of intertst,
"
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E. M. Oldham will act as superintendent.

Premium lists will be ready about Feb. lo. All applica-

tions should he sent to F. S. Stedman, Secretary, Lewis
Building. Pittsburg. Pa.

Irish Setter duh, mm
BoYDTON, Va,, Feb. 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
annual meeting of the Irish Setter Club of America will

be held at the Madison Square Garden, New York, on
Friday, Feb.. 22, at 7 130 P. M.

Geo. H. Thomson^ Sec'y.

Points and FItishcs.

Mr. H. H. Hunnewell. Jf., secretary of the American
Fox Terrier Club, has sent out notices to the club mem-
bers that the annual meeting of the club will be held at

SS Liberty street, at 11 o'clock, Feb. 18, in the office of

the American Kennel Club. The executive board of the

elub will hold a meeting immediately after the annual
meeting.

—^—
Notice.

A.II communicarions intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

''Modern Cruising Yachts: Their

Design and Construction/'

The following lecture was delivered at the Yachtsmen's
Club on Wednesday evening, Jan. 23, by Mr. Clinton H.
Crane, of the flgrra of Tarns, Lemoine & Crane. Mr.
Crane's ability as a designer is well known, and being so

thoroughly conversant with his subject he had no diffi-

cult}'' in holding the closest attention of his audience.

Stereo-pticon views and blackboard sketches were liberally

used.

You may be surprised that I should begin my talk

to-night by making the statement that it is not generally

known just Avhat a crviising yacht is, and I feel sure that

there are many here who will disagree with me at once.

But I do make this statement as a fact, for to most people

a cruiser means a j'acht, however unsuitable in model,
arrangement or construction, which, because she has

proved too slow for racing, has been fitted inside with
more or less cruising accommodations, and has had her

rig reduced, and therefore is henceforward called and
believed to be a cruising yacht, or only a "cruiser," a

term which, under these circumstances, naturally carries

a good deal of a slur with it.

This leads up to the statement that in the ordinary ac-

ceptance of the term any slow boat, either steam or sail,

is supposed to be a cruiser. That this is a most rnistaken

point of A'iew I shall endeavor to show to you this even-

ing, for a real cruiser is as distinct from a racer as a

torpedo boat is from an armored cruiser or ocean liner.

Model, rig and arrangement must all be different, and it

is under these three heads that I shall discuss the subject.

A modern cruiser is and must be a cruiser from the be-

ginning—every bit of her, from keel to truck, should be

designed and proportioned with that one end and aim in

view. The model of a cruiser is and ought to be entirely

different from that of a racer, a boat which must be de-

signed for speed, regardless of everything else. That this

has not been always the case we all know, for Iroquois,

Ariel and Lasca, and others as well known, once racers,

are to-day splendid types of cruising vessels; but when
they were built the speed to be gained from extreme

forms and light coi^truction was not thoroughly under-

stood. When I say that a modern racing boat is not a

good sea boat, and that from the exigencies of her design

necessarily cannot be a good- sea boat, I know that I am
again at variance wi;h accepted ideas. She is—and no one

can deny it—fast in an ordinary seaway. By seaway I

mean such a sea as a 25 or 30 knot breeze will kick up on
Long Island Sound. But put this same racing boat on
the North Atlantic in a real gale of wind and there will

not be a happy man aboard of her. With reduced sail

she will roll so hard and bring up so sharply at the

end of each roll that if she does not lose her sticks she

may consider herself luck}'. As she goes ahead into the

heavy sea her bow will strike every coming wave with a

crash which makes sleep impossible, and which causes

every ane on board to wonder if the next crash will be

her last.

It is a matter of fact that in some of these modern
boats, which, due to their age, are now considered

cruisers, the crew are unable to sleep in the forecastle

when the boat is under way in even a summer sea on

Long Island Sound.
How different is the motion of the real ocean-gomg

cruising yacht! She rolls deeply, perhaps, but the end

of eacli^ roll is so easy that it is hard to say when the

motion changes from one direction to the other. As
she Hfts and swings over the seas there is no shock—the
feeling is more like a cradle—and when she goes down
into the hollow of a sea it is not with a sickening drop, to

bring up with a crash, but with a smooth and easy sweep-

ing motion.
To thoroughly understand the reason for this great

difference we must inquire into the causes which govern

the motion of a vessel among waves.

In the first place all the motions of a vessel m a sea-

way, however complex, may be resolved into two sets,

namely, rolling and pitching, which I will treat separately

iti the order named.
There are three elements in each case which control

these motions: (i) The shape of the hull, (2) stability of

the vessel, (3) the distribution of weights of the whole

vessel (hull, spars and ballast).

How the shape of the hull acts in rolling is very ob-

vious. A vessel with a perfectly round section once

started rolling would swing back and forth like 'a rock-

ing chair, with little or no resistance from the water,

^fljle one' of a V-shape and having- ?l }ceel \YOuld b§ Yfry

much impeded in rolling by the disturbance it would
make in the water. Witness the very round sections of

ocean steamers which have been greatly helped by the
addition of bilge keels.

The effect of stability is not so clear until we see the
truth of the statement that the greater the stability or
stiffness of a vessel in still water, other things being
equal, the harder she will roll among waves.
Now, suppose a vessel heeled over by some external

force, either the wind or the roll of a sea. Suddenly re-

move the force which has heeled her. A stiff vessel will

nattirally return to a vertical more suddenly than one
which is not so stift', and having returned to a vertical

she will carry past with more force, to be brought up
again with more of a jerk than the vessel which is not so
stiff".

To make it clear how the distribution of weight can
affect rolling I must emphasize the fact that no body
having considerable weight can be set in motion in-

stantaneously, nor can it be stopped instantaneonsly, and
the harder it is to start the motion, the harder it is to

stop it.

Suppose a vessel in the trough of the sea, the port side

being to windward. As the crest of a wave rises on the
port side of the ship (the hollow now being on the star-

board side), it is evident that the poi-t side will tend to be
raised and the starboard side to be lowered. It is also

evident that the amount the port side will be lifted de-
pends on the height of the wave, but also partly on the
difficulty which the wave experiences in starting the
roll and partly on the period of time during which the

crest remains on the port side. Witness this walking •

stick, and suppose the twisting force represented by my
hand. It is evident that with the same expenditure of

force starting from rest I can twist this light wooden
stick much further than I could a bar of iron, and the

bar of iron much further than a smaller ironbar of thesame
length, if its ends were tipped with iron globes like a

dumbbell. In the fir.st case, I could not twist the iroii so

far as the wood in the same time, simply because it was
heavier. In the second, I could not twist the dumbbell
so far, even though of the same weight as the bar, be-
cause of the different distribution of the Aveight.

Also notice that I can stop the light cane with more
of a jerk than I can the iron bar, and the bar than the
dumbbell.
We have seen that great stability makes a sharp roll

and that weight, aiad especially weight away from the

center, makes it hard to either stop or start a roll with
^

a jerk, A certain amount of stability we must have

—

enough to carry, and to carry well, our cruising rig; but
we have alreadj' seen that we can obtain this stability

either by greater weight or less lever arm, or by less

weight and greater lever arm. As weight helps us in

making the roll harder to start and stop with a jerk, it

is obviously the element to choose, and we shall see here-

after hoAV advantageous in other ways a large dis-

placement is.

I think I may safely say that the predominating feature

of the modern racing boat is the extreme lowness of its

center of gravity, and I know that many people believe

that this extreme weight on the end of a deep keel '

actually makes their boat safer. It is true that the modern
boat is a safer boat than the old "skimming dish," but
let us place our center of gravity low enough to insure

safety- and non-capsizability, and we are still a very long
way from the deep lead mines of the modern racing boat.

It IS for most people a rather revolutionary thought that

the skipper of a sailing vessel prefers to carry his cargo
of ore on between decks rather than in the hold, but
long before the modern theory of rolling had been
evolved shipmasters discovered that a cargo of ore in

the hold was a very dangerous thing and apt to whip
the fnasts right out of their vessels, and this actually

happened in the case of a ship built in Glasgow and sent

from there to Liverpool in tow of a tug. The builders,

who were of the "rule of thumb" variety, had piled iron

ore in her hold in order to make her more seaworthy.

The tug had no sooner gotten her into the Irish^Sea than

all three masts were carried by the board.

Here is another reason for large displacement in a

good sea boat.

If you have ever tried cutting through a sapling with

a light knife and then with a very heavy machete you
will see the reason of the advantage of displacement or

weight (for after all they are the same thing) to a sea

boat. When you strike the sapling with the light knife,

if you are able to get through it at a single blow, your
hand will feel a very decided jar. With the heavier knife,

though you strike with no greater force, it goes right

through the sapling like butter, and from the feeling in

vcur hand you would hardly know that you had struck

a blow at all. It is the same way at sea. A vessel strikes

wave after wave in going against a heavy sea. The lighter

boat stops, staggering, at a blow that a heavy boats does

not feel at all. Weight in a boat is like a heavy fly

wheel to an engine, and makes her go smoothly and
quietly through a seaway that would throw a lighter boat

all oft' her course.

The short, deep keel of a racer is a most dangerous

adjunct to a cruiser, for a vessel with such a keel can

neither run w'ell nor heave to well—running, she yaws
all around the card, and hove to she will not lie still.

Because the keel is short every sea twists her, and be-

cause it is deep she cannot gradually slide to leeward, as

she should, leaving an oily wake to windward of her to

break the coming seas. Constantly forging ahead,_ she

is hard on herself and on all on board.

To the large displacement which we have seen to be de-

sirable from many points of view, we should add generous

freeboard in order that our vessel shall be able to heel to

a large angle without taking water on deck, and that she

shall ha^ e plenty of reserve buoyancy fore and aft to lift

her over the crests of the Waves,

I do not think that I can emphasize sufficiently the fact

that a good sea boat is a boat whose- motions are always

easy- in a seaway—that is, she neither starts abruptly nor

stops abruptly. This is as true of pitching as it is of

rolling.

In order that the bow should lift in going over a sea it

is quite obvious that the stern must go down. If the

shape of the stern is very f3at and round it cannot settle

easilv and certainly without shock. If it is too sharp it

will "be driven under water entirely.- The same way with

the bow. If the bow is? too full it yrill start mofe quickly.

but when it comes down in the hollow of the sea instead
of being gradually stopped without shock, it will stop
suddenly and with a crash.
Let us review briefly the points which are essential to a

cruising model: To roll easily she must have as little

stability as possible. Weight or large displacement is a
help. She must not have too deep nor too sharp a keel.

.She should have a generous freeboard. She must have
sharp ends, though not too sharp. If we can place our
heavy weights far apart we shall make her roll more
easily. For instance, a lead keel joined with heavy spars,

always provided that by the use of a lead keel we have
not unduly increased our stability, will make a vessel roll

more easil3^ We should have no more stability than we
actually need to carry thoroughly well the moderate
cruising rig which the vessel should have.
Now, we can see how this real latitude helps to a good

vessel. As we need and want a large displacement, heavy
construction is an advantage rather than otherwise. As
we can easily give more than enough stability, heavy
spars and rigging (and by spars I mean particularly the

fixed spars, such as masts, topmasts and bowsprits) are

not only no disadvantage but a direct advantage to the be-

havior of the vessel, as well as the more obvious ad-

vantage due greater strength.

Our large displacement gives us a large inside room,
and as we can use lead as ballast the room gained in this

way need not be sacrificed to the ballast. Though of

large displacement, our vessel need not necessarily be-

slow, though of course not as fast as a racer.

At more moderate speeds the resistance of a sailing

model is due almost entirely to surface friction. This
is not a matter of opinion, but a matter of fact, which
has been derhonstrated by the steam trials of recent

auxiliaries.

You may be interested to know that on the steam trial

of Aloha at 10 knots speed, 75 per cent, of the total power
used was required to overcome the frictional resistance.

As 10 knots is in excess of the average sailing, you will

see that the large displacement, which does not mean a

larger wetted surface, is really no disadvantage to the

boat's speed.
K.ig should balance on a cruiser as in a racer to gain

ease of steering.

In deciding on the rig for our cruising vessel our
problem is no longer determined by the vessel's ability to

carry sail, but by the ability of her crew to handle it.

This is governed first and foremost by the vessel's length

over all, for a long bowsprit or a long projection of

boom aft of the counter are both evidently undesirable,

the latter especially so.

No one sail must be so large as to be unmanageable
in any kind of wind or sea. It shoidd, if possible, be of

a size capable of being handled, at least hoisted, by
half the crew. It is quite usual to wait for reefimg until

a change of watch, when all hands are on deck, or to

reef in an emergency all hands might be called. It is

very evident, though, that the speed of the voyage will be

greatly hastened ifa single watch can set the mainsail.

Suppose our vessel is proceeding under reefed canvas

in midwatcH at night. If the breeze slackens up and
there is every evidence of continued fair weather, no
sailing master, and certainly not a 3'^achtsman, would care

to call his crew from their sleep to set sail for the few

added miles gained on his course, unless he were reef-

ing. It would probably happen, therefore, that the reef

would stay in for two or three hours longer, imtil change

of watch. If, however, the sail can be hoisted by a single

watch, as soon as it is possible reefs will be shaken out

and sail hoisted.

Reefing is one of the hardest jobs that a: sailor has to

face at sea. The canvas is thick, heavy, and as stiff as

iron, especially if it is wet and cold, so that reefing is to

be avoided if it is in any way possible.

It is evident that we may entirely avoid reefing if

we split up our sail plan into a sufficient number of sails,

for taking in a sail really accomplishes tlie same purpose

as reefing.

As the sail is shortened the balance must be pre-

served, so that a properly designed vessel should ha-ve

everv possible latitude from the time she begins taking in

her topsail until she is hove to under a storm trysail.

Various kinds of rigs have been devised with this end

in view. Their suitability is largely dependent on the

size of the vessel.

In smaller vessels, say up to 40ft., the yawl rig seems

to be the most popular. A full-rigged cutter-yawl should

handle under jib and jigger, under mainsail and foresail,

or under close-reefed mainsail and storm jib. She
should heave to under a storm trysail or under jib and
jigger. From 40 to looft. there is no rig in the world

equal in speed and handiness to a two-masted schooner.

A cruising schooner should not be of
_
the sloop-

schooner variety, with a tremendous mainsail and only

foresail enough to tell the observer that she really is a
schooner, but should have a foresail large enough to tack

under in moderate weather. The masts should not be set

too far forward, and the main boom should not extend

more than 5 or 6ft, beyond the end of the counter.

The first sail to be reefed on a schooner should be the

mainsail; but a well-designed schooner in a case of neces-

sity should be perfectly manageable under foresail and

jib. She should heave to under close-reefed foresail or

under fore trysail. Many of the more modern cruising

schooners, however, heave to under main trysail and

fore staysail. From lOoft. up we have a large choice

—

either the out and out fore and aft schooner with two or

three masts, the fore trysail schooner or the brigsntine

Vessels of this size should have auxiliary steam power, so^

that windward ability is no longer a professional con-'

sideration, and therefore a certain amount of square

canvas is very acceptable.

There are many who claim that a brigantine is actually

faster at sea than a fore and aft schooner. Very often in

a heavy sea, but a light wind, the fore and after has to

take and furl her mainsail because of the dangerous

swinging and snapping of the main boom. Any one who
has been at sea on a large schooner must be struck by

the tremendous strain which the main boom puts on all

the gear. On the fore leeward roll it brings up on the

sheet with a snap and a jar which shakes the whole

counter, and as the vessel swings the other way the boom
tackle block jumps, dripping wet, out of the sea, and the

whole .ship quivers with the strain as the boom is su^'

denljr checked by the tautening of the ta^^le.
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With a square-rigger, however, there is no sitch trouble.

The spars are all held firmly in place, the sails are not
disturbed by the pitching and rolling, and in a heavy sea
the brig goes quietly about her business, opening up miles
of water on her erstwhile faster sister. A brigantine
should go to windward with mainsail furled on deck,
simply her headsails and square canvas set, and in the

strongest weather should heave to on her main staysail.

In considering the general arrangement we for the
first time are met with one of the chief regulators of size

in a cruising yacht. The owmer wishes to provide for the
members of his family and a certain number of guests

—

thus the number of people to be provided for is one of the

elements which governs size.

The second element, and one quite as important as the
first, is the degree of elaboration with which the owner
wishes to carry on his life on board. For instance, the
man who is willing to sleep, eat and dress all in one
room or main saloon, who is willing to do his own coolc-

ing and to do without washing except in salt water, is

bringing life on board ship to its very .simplest form, and
all he really requires is berthing space for himself and for

the number of crew he needs to carry.

From this, the most primitive form of life on board
a yacht, we may progress through all the stages until

we arrive at a Valiant or a Corsair, where the most
elaborate form of shore life is accurately reproduced on
the water—a separate room for each person on board,
with its private bath attached, card rooms and libraries,

boudoirs and salons, and three times a day elaborate
meals served wath the greatest precision and care, just

as on shore.

However, a man may wish to live on board between
these extreme cases; the two items—number of persons
to be provided for, and the style and scale of living pro-
posed—furnish us at once with the basis of size. With
the ow'ner's quarters of a given size, and the owner's re-

quirements of a given kind, it is verj^ evident that the
size of the ship is pretty well fixed. Officers, crew and
servants must first be provided with living quarters and
machinery, if there is machinery. The remainder, which
must be equal to the amount required originally for the
owner, must be subdivided into staterooms, saloons,
bathrooms, etc.

The old-fashioned way of designing an arrangement
was for the owner to elect the size of vessel which he
wanted and then try to get as much accommodation as'

possible. This is even to-day a governing factor, for the

size is a fair measure of the number of crew, as well as

of the first cost of the vessel, though we must remember
that length alone does not mean size. The problem,
however, usually comes verj^ dif¥erently. A man has a
family of a certain size whom he wishes to provide for

in addition to one or more guests. This means a certain

definite number of staterooms, bathrooms, etc., for which
the architect must provide. His problem then is to pro-
duce the smallest possible vessel which will give the re-

quired quarters, bearing in mind just how the individual

wishes to live.

As a cruiser should be independent of the shore for

long periods of time, and as to-daj^ fresh provisions are

the only ones considered edible on board a yacht, ampl-e

ice boxes or cold storage rooms must be provided, the
water suppl}- must be ample, and in the case of a steamer
or auxiliary vessel there must be a large provision made
for coal. Usually in a vessel of any size the hold can
be counted on for the water tanks and wholesale stores

and ice from the very beginning. However, if there is to

be comfortable living aboard there should' be a place pro-
vided for every single item of the ship's equipment, from
the ship's lamps in the forecastle, to the ball of marline
in the lazarette.

Qiicago Y. C*
The Royal Canadian Y. C, of Toronto, Ont., has chal-

lenged the Chicago Y. C, of Chicago, for the Canada cup

;

the challenge has been accepted, and the following agree-

ment drawn up covering the conditions for the match

:

Chic.\go, Jan. 9.—Conditions governing the match for

Canada cup, to be sailed between yachts representing the

Chicago Y. C. and the Royal Canadian Y. C.

:

Rules—The racing rules shall be those of the Yacht
Racing Union of the Great Lakes, as existing at this date,

.subject to such additions and variations as are herein
provided, and in accordance with the Deed of Gift, daied
the 16th day of January, 1897.

Construction—The yachts shall be of _ wooden construc-

tion, in accordance with the scantling tables in the rules

above mentioned.
Size of Yacht—The competing yachts shall be in the

35ft. class.

Number of Races—The winner of three out of five races

shall be declared the winner of the match.
Dates of Races—The first race shall be sailed on Aug.

ID, 1901, and the other races on consecutive days there-

after, until completed, Sundays excepted.

Courses—The races shall be sailed on Lake Michigan,
ofif Chicago, on courses to be hereafter agreed upon.
The first course shall be triangular.

The second course shall be windward or leeward and
return. The tug bearing the buoy shall start at the .time

the preparatory gun is fired.

The third and fifth shall be similar to the first.

The fourth shall be similar to the second.
The triangular races shall be once around an equilateral

triangle of twenty-one nautical miles.

The windward or leeward races shall be nine nautical
miles to windward or leeward and return.

*

The triangular courses shall be so sailed that one side
of the triangle shah be to windward if possible.

In \vindward and leeward races all buoj'-s shall be left to
starboard, and in triangular races all buoys shall be left

to starboard or port, as directed by the judges.
Time—xA.ll races shall be started at 11 o'clock A. M.
Any race not sailed in five and three-quarter hours by

the winning j'acht shall be resailed.

The start may be postponed by the judges

:

ist. In case of fog. . .. _ :

2d. If, in their opinion, the space round the .starting
line is not sufficiently clear at the time appointed for
Starting.

^4' In c^se both y^eht§ consent tq a postponenient.

4th. In case of serious accidents to either yacht, as

hereafter provided.
5th. Should such a course appear to them desirable.

And is case of postponement the judges shall '»!etermine

the time for starting, but in no case shall a race be started

later than i P. M.
A yacht crossing the line before the smarting signal is

given shall be recalled by five short blasts of the whistle,

the hoisting of her national flag, and also by megaphone.
Unfinished Races—An unfinished race shall be resailed

until completed.
Accidents—In case of accident to cither yacht prior to

the preparatory signal, notice thereof shall immediately be
signaled to the judges, who shall have power to postpone
the race if the accident, in their opinion, is sufificiently

serious to warrant such a course; or. if an accident occurs
during a race, the yacht to which the accident has hap-
pened shall have sufficient time to make repairs before
being required to start in the next race.

Scrutineers—Each yacht shall have on board during the

races a representative named by her competitor, whose
weight shall not exceed isolbs.

The names of the scrutineers shall be given to the judges
not less than twenty-four hours before the first race, and
the scrutineers shall report to the judges within six hours
after the termination of each race.

Management—The races shall be sailed under the man-
agement of three judges, none of whom shall be interested

in either yacht. One shall be appointed by each club, and
the tv/o so appointed shall select a third on or before the

first day. of July, 1901, and they shall act as judges and

timekeepers and settle all disputes. The decision of a

majority shall be final in all matters.
The judges shall be the Regatta Committee referred to

in the rules of the Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes.
Measurements—The yachts shall be measured bj^ the

judges or by a disinterested person appo:n.ed by them, and
each yacht shall be entitled to have a representative present
when measurements are taken.

The yachts shall be measured not less than two days
before the first race.

Crews—The crews shall be limited to,' six rnen, whose
total weight shall not exceed i,05olbs.

Instructions—Charts of the course and instructions shall

be furnished to the competing yachts not later than- 9
o'clock on the morning of the race.

Alterations—These conditions may be altered or

amended by mutual agreement at any time..

1. All yachts entered for the trial races must be meas-
ured by the Canada cup committee of the Chicago Y. C,
or some person appointed by them, before the day of the

first race.

2. No j'acht shall be eligible to contest in the trial races
unless it is built in accordance with the rules of the
Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes and the agree-
ment made betAveen the Royal Canadian Y. C. and the
Chicago Y. C.

. 3. The yacht selected to represent- the club shall be the

.one which in tlte judgment of the coirirhittee shall be the
•best .adapted therefor and not necessarily the winner of

a majority of the trial races. Additional races; may be
ordered -Sailed by the committee betw^een such contestants

as they may select.

. 4. All races shall be sailed under the racing' rules of

the Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes,
5. In the event of a race being postponed or ordered

resailed. it shall be sailed at as early a date as possible,

6.
' The tr^^l r^ce^'^jyill take place '4n: the letter part .9|

July or first part of August, of? Chicago, and full particu-
lars will be furnished to the owners of competing yachts
on or before July 15, 1901.

7. A suitable prize will be given the winner.
8. All entries for the trial races must be made by the

clubs to which the owner of the respective yachts belong.
Clubs intending to make entries arc requested to notify
the secretary, Charles E. Fox, who will furnish thetn with
blanks upon and in accordance with which entries must be
made. Entries must be made on or before July 10, 1901.

<). The Chicago Y. C. reserves the right to refuse any
entry wliich may,be tendered.
Any , additional information regarding details, etc., will

be furni.shed upon application to Charles E. Fox, secre-
tary, 1618 Monadnock Building, Chicago,

John B. Berry.man^
Chairman.

George Warrington,
Edward Rosing, Committee.
Charles E. Fox,

Sec'y Chicago Y. C.
Charles H. Thorne,

Com. Chicago Y. C,, ex'-officio.

Broncho,
Broncho was designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield for

afternoon sailing around Boston, Hull and Marblehead.
The rules of the Massachusetts Y. R. A. for 18ft. water-
line knockabouts were followed in the construction, but a

larger sail plan was used as the boat was stiff enough to

carry it. With one reef taken, the boat complied-:-funy
with the rules. As there were no other boats in this

class' aroimd Boston, Broncho was not raced. -The main-
sail was made somewhat larger in proportion than- usuaMn
boats of this type, and the jib was intended- .principall}^ for

a steering sail. This being so, it was perfectly easy to

handle the boat with mainsail alone or with one, tw-o- br
three reefs tied in. Cleats for the sheets and'^ halyards
were put in the most convenient places for the» helmsman
and the jib was arranged to be handled vv'ith" either one
sheet or wi.h two, so that one person can alone -ha.ndlc

the boat comfortably. The cockpit was made:'-watertight
with scuppers, thus avoiding the necessity of bailing after

every rain or when it was rough and the water had
slopped over , the rail. In moderate weather cushions
were used on the cockpit floor, but when the w"ind;blew
hard it was more comfortable to sit on the- 'deck. For
ordinary sailing the centerboard was not used at all, but
on the runs between Boston and Marblehead it helped
considerably. Mr. George M. Piersol, the present owner,
bought the boat last Augitst and/ took her to ;.MariQri; -on

Buzzards Bay, \vhere she Was sailed.' the rest of the- season.
This winter the boat is to have a- cabin^.house added; so
that she can be_ used for short cruises,--.- .Theiforrner'owner.
Mr. Frank Tandy, gave George Lawley &. Son Corp-..- an
order late in the summer to build a keel boat with a
small cabin house for the same class.;.;. Mr..- Crowrtin-
.^hield made the plans and the work .has---been cpmple ed.
Mustang is the name of the new boat. BronchQ,' with her
black topsides and broad gilt .stripe, light green bottom
and teak deck fitting.s, makes a very shippy lookin,g- craft.

She was built by James E. Graves at Marblehead. - -

Her dimensions are as follows:

Length—
Over all 28ft.

L,w.][,. ......

Designed by B. B. Crowninshield. Photo by Jackson, Marblehead.
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BRONCHO—SAIL PLAN.

Overhang

—

Bow

.

4ft. 10 in.

Stern •• 5ft. 2 in.

Beam

—

Extreme 7ft. 8 in.

L.W.L 7ft. I in.

Freeboard

—

Stem 2ft. 6 in.

Least I ft. Gyi'in.

Taffrail >... ift. 9 in.

Draft

—

Extreme .3ft-

To rabbet ift. 2-}iin.

Board down 6ft. 5 in.

Displacement 4.35oIbs.

Ballast-
Outside i,S3o!bs.

Inside 30olbs.

Total i,83olbs.

Ratio of balast to displacement .33

Displacement per inch at L.W.L. si6.Silbs.

Midship Section—Area 7.1 sq. ft.

L.W.L. f'lane—Area 96.8 sq. ft.

Lateral Plane

—

Area, hull 32.84 sq. ft.

Area, rudder ... 5.23 sq. ft.

Area, centerboard 7- sq. ft.

Area, tdtal • .
. 43.07 sq. ft.

Maximum ^rth of hull • . • - ii.'44 sq. ft.

Sail Area—

^

Mailsaii •• 3^4 sq. ft.

Jib • • . • 79 sq. ft.

Tc*al sail area .............. 443 sq. it.

' jj^^m^tmp^n f^fs* will H k n Imr 'hsm, -

Our Boston Letter.

Boston, Feb. 2.—Some doubt has been raised by the

yachtsmen in this district as to the judg-ment used by

the owner and the designer of the Boston Cup defender in

giving her dimensions to the public. They argue that

either Herreschoff or Watson could easily_ change their

designs if anything dangerous were found in the Boston

boat. It is quite true that either designer could change

his lines, but there are few yachtsmen who believe that

either would take the chances of ordering a complete out-

fit of frames, plating and bracings, which a change in the

design would make necessary.

Then, too, it is more than reasonable to suppose that

each of the designers has a distinct idea of his own in

regard to what he thinks will produce the most speed in

a 90-footer, and he would be unwilling to depart from

those ideas, even though the plans of another designer

looked dangerous. As a matter of fact, the dimensions

given out by the Boston designer give but a very remote

idea of the actual form of the boat. He has not given the

draft of the hull, nor the draft below the rabbet, so that

he has not told the public or the other designers just how
far he has gone in the matter of reducing dead rise.

The work of bending frames is going on rapidly at

the Atlantic Works, and already more than half of the

angle irons have been bent to shape. In the big shed the

frame of the keel has been set up. It takes up almost the

entire length of the shed. From bow to stern, includmg

the outline of the keel, the lines are as nearly straight as

it is possible to make them, and still show beauty in

fprtn. In fact, even from these initial disclosures the

boat shows herself to be a thorough racer.

A delay has been caused in having the first casting of

the -bottom of the trough keel spoiled at the Victor Metal

Cowpmfs works, 3t t»st Brsintree. Th? mstm%

out in such poor shape that it was thought best to run

another one. This was done Friday night, and it is ex-

pected that the new casting will be ready to be shipped to

the Atlantic Works by Monday. The casting was taken

out of the sand Saturday and will have plenty of time to

cool. The work of cutting off the snags and smoothmg
it up will be rushed.
Some interesting figures in regard to the construction

of the yacht have come to light, which seem to have come
from reliable sources. The specifications call for 160

pieces of bulbed steel angles, each of which is cut to the

required leng.h for its use on the boat. Frame No. i is

2ft. Qin. long, and the longest pair of frames are marked
80. They are each 32ft. 6in. long. Frames numbered

45 and 46 are each just 32ft. in length. There have been

ordered 86 deck beams, all of which are bulbed angles.

Six are 24ft. lin. in length, and the shortest is 2ft. 2in.

Four U-shaped beams will be used for strengtheners at

the mast station.

There have been 126 plates ordered, although the plans

call but f(V 114. The margin is for imperfect plates, or

those which may be spoiled in the working. Row A, on

each side of the boat, the topsides, will be of nickel

steel, there being nine plates on each side. Row B con-

tains 12 bronze plates, and row C the same number. Row
D has ID. row E 8, row F S, row G 4 and H and I 3

each. These are at the bottom of the fin. S«me of the

plates for the fin have arrived at the Atlantic Works.

Holes will be punched in these and afterward reamed out

in a few days.
'

It is with the greatest pleasure that yachtsmen who are

devoted to the raceabout type have heard of the decision

of the Boston Knockabout Association to offer an intercity

cup for a series of races between them. The building and

racing of go-footers does not come within the reach of the

average yi^htsmen, and neither, for that matter, do the

raeeatjpH|:Si
' put tl^ere ^^ny wi>p mi afprd to mM
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and race the smaller type, whicli has proved very popular
in all waters along the coast.

In Mas=achusetts the raceabout fever showed distinct

signs of dying out. although it is still strong in other dis-

tricts. The trip of B. B. Crowninshield's Jolly Roger to

Buzzards Bay and Long Island Sound last fall awakened
interest somewhat in Massachusetts, and a lively interest

in die places which she visited. It is the object of the

Boston as.^^ociation to revive interest in the class in local

waters and to provide a suitable object for the yachtsmen
of other districts^to enter in general competition.

Represewtative yach.s may compete for the cup from
Islesboro, Me., to New York. There are a number of

raceabouts in Maine, and great interest is taken in the

class there. Islesboro bids fair to become a great yachting

center at no distant -date. The value of the cup has not

been decided upon, and this will greaily depend upon the

amount of funds at the disposal of the Executive Commit-
tee of the Knockabout Association, but all of the men
interested have plenty of means, and will go into their

pockets to produce a cup that will be worth going for. As
the races will be held after the racing season is practi-

cally over, there should be contestants from all of the

districts named in the circular. The following is the

announcement made by the Boston association

:

The Knockabout Associa ion, of Boston hereby offers a

cup to be known as ihe Intercity Cup for Raceabouts, and
declares, as below, the conditions which shall govern

competition therefor.

Article i. Contest to be open to a representative boat

from each of the followmg districts, or from any other

district by approval of the Executive Committee : Isles-

boro, Me., and vicinity; Buzzards Bay, Newport and
vicinity ; Long Island Sound and Marblehead and vicinity.

Article 2. Races to take place off Marblehead, and to

beg n on Monday. Sept. 9. 1901, and to continue daily until

one boat has won three races. After four races have been

sailed, only winners of one race shall be allowed to com-
pete. After six races, only boats which have won two
races. The cup is to become the absolute property of the

final winner.
Article 3. Races shall be sailed under the rules of the

Knockabout Association governing raceabouts and restric-

tions relating there, o, and under the rules of the Yacht
Racing Association of Massachusetts governing sailing

regulat'ons.

Article 4. The general conduct of the races shall be in

charge of the Executive Committee of the Knockabout
Association, and any point not covered by the above rules

shall be referred to i; and its decision shall be final.

Article 5. Entries must be made to the Executive Com-
mittee of the Knockabout Association on or before Sept.

I, 1901.

Article 6. Nothing in this shall prevent any change or

modification mutually agreed upon by contestants and

satisfactory to the Executive Committee of the Asso-

ciation.

C. F. Adams 2d, Frank Brewster, C. H. W. Fdster,

Executive Committee. The address of the committee is

8 Congress s reet. Room 21. Boston.

An interesting dory class has been formed at the Dor-

chester Y. C.,. which is expected to afford plenty of good
racing for the season. Twelve boats have been ordered

from the Mather Boat & Canoe Company,^ which has just

removed its shops from Rowley to Atlantic.

The Chelsea Y. C. has elected the following officers for

1901: Com,, W. H. Wfdger; 'Vice-Corn.. G. R. St'^art;

Sec'y. B. M. Brennen; Fin. Sec'y, S. C. Gleason; Treas.,

A. N. Kinkaid; Meas., T. G. Hughen; Directors. G. R.

Stuart. W. A. Young, C. G. Lenfest and W. L. Murphy.
B. B. Crowninshield visited East Boothbay last week

and gave the specifications of the S4ft. schooner for W. O.

Mayo to Rice Bros. The 46-footer for W. M. Lovering.

which is building at this yard, is in frame.

At the annual meeting of the Quincy Y. C. the follow-

ing officers were elected : Com.. E. E. Davis ; Vice-Com.,

J.'S. Whiting; Sec'y.'H. B. Faxon; Treas., G. W. Jones;

Meas.. L. C. Embree ; Executive Committee, W. P.

Barker, H. M. Faxon, G. E. Pfaffman and F. B. Rice;

House Committee, H. W. Barker, F. R. Burke, F. F.

Crane, William Edwards. C. F. Howe, E. F. Ricker and

J. S. Wh'ting. A special meeting is to be called to con-

sider building a new club house.

Kiley's Marine Agency has sold the schooner Intrepid

to E. F. Bowers et al. She will leave New London next

week for a cruise to the West Indies.

John B. Kitxeen.

Yacht duh Notes.

The Board of Trustees of the Larchmont Y. C. has

selected the officers to be voted for at the annual meeting

in March. The commodore will be Frederick T. Adams,
owner of the schooner Sachem. Wilson Marshall has

accepted the nomination for vice-commodore. He owns
the schooner Atlantic. Rear-Com. James Baird, owner of

the sloop Hussar 11., will be renominated. William

Murray, treasurer, and, A. Bryan Alley, secretary, will

also be renominated. \

,*i n n
The Riverside Y. C, of Riverside, Conn., held its an-

nual meetmg and dinner at the Arena. The following

officers were elected: Com... George G. Tyson; vice-com.,

Charles T. Pierce; treas., Charles F. Buxton; sec'y, John
G. Porter; meas., T. E. Ferris; ' trustees (for the term

ending Fberuary. 1904), Edwin Binney and Ernest H.
Brandt; Regatta Committee, Charle^ P. Tower, William

A. Huffington, Edwin Binney; Membership Committee,

Robert Rutter, J. H. McKenna and George E. Marks;
Entertainmetit Committee, Georgqe T. Higgons, James
Wight and Philip H. Jones; first surgeon. Dr. H. H.
Tyson, Jr.; chaplains, the Rev. George C. Houghton,
D. D.; the Rev. Charles F. Boylston and the Rev. Rufus

The annual meeting of the Atlantic Y. C. will be held

at the Waldorf-Astoria Feb. 11. The following list of

officers to be elected has been prepared by the Nominat-
ing Committee: Com., David Banks, schooner Water
Wit^ch; vice-com., Robert P. Doremus; rear-com., Henry

J. Robert, sloop Ondawa: sec'y, Louis F. Jackson; treas.,

C. T. Pierce: meas., George Hill; trustees, J. Roger
Maxwell, J. Fred Ackerman, Philip G. Sanford, Har-
rison B. Moore, Spencer Swain and Edwin B.
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Havens; Regatta Committee, George Hill (chair-
man;, George W. McNulty and A. F. Aldridge; Member-
ship Committee, Spencer Swain (chairman), Henry W.
Baird and Frank Sperry; Library Committee, J. M,
Foote (chairman), Arthur G. Allen and Jefferson Hogan;
Entenainment Committee. Edwin Hollis Low (chair-
man), Charles J. McDermott and J. H. Hallock; "Nom-
inating Committee, J. H. Hallock (chairman), Frank
Sperri', Edwin B. Havens. Charles J. McDermott.
Georqge D. Provost and Charles E. Schuyler.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Mr. William H. Hand, of New Bedford, Mass., has a

large amount of work on hand. Among the orders al-

ready placed are the following: An 18-footer. 29ft. over
all, for Mr. W. J. Fuller, of Hartford, Conn.; a 23ft.

waterline yawl, for Dr. W. C. Lambert, of Wyandotte,
Mich.; a 25-footer. 40ft. over all, for Mr. Robert M.
Sayre, of New York city; a 25-footer. 41ft. over all, for
Mr. J. C. Hartwell, of Providence, R. I.; a 2i-footer,
32ft. over all, for Mr. M. W. Daboll, of New York city;
an iB-footer, 29ft. over all, for Mr. W. A. Barston, of
New York city, and an 18-footer, 29ft. over all, for Mr.
Robert Osborn, of Toronto, Canada.

>l >»o >^

A most interesting pamphlet on "Graphite as a Lu-
bricant" has just been issued by the Jos. Dixon Crucible
Co., of Jersey City, N. J., and will repay one for the
time spent in reading it. Dixon's graphite has three
.great virtues, any one of which alone would entitle it to
a place in the front rank of machinery supplies, namely,
first,, as a lubricant for all purposes; second, as a pre-
ventive ot rust; and, third, as a positive preventive of the
destruction of joints when separated. Owners of power
boats will find it indispensable in connection with their

machinery, and owners of all craft will find the speed of
their boats will be increased by application to the hulls.

The President of the United States has awarded a
binocular glass to Mr. Joshua Nickerson, master, and a
gold medai to Mr. Solomon Bateman, second mate, of

the steamship Ethelred, of Glasgow, in recognition of

their services in rescuing the shipwrecked crew of the
American yacht Aliris on Oct. 17 last. The Board of

Trade have received these presents through the Foreign
Othce to hand over to Messrs. Nickerson and Bateman.

4^

Mr. James S. Watson's auxiliary schooner Genesee pro-
ceeded to sea on Feb. 2. She is bound for Naples, where
her owner and family will join her and will make an ex-
extended cruise in the Mediterranean.

^ ^ ^
The 86ft. steam yacht recently ordered from the Gas

Engine & Power Co. and Charles Seabury & Co., of

Morris Heighis, to be built from designs made by Mr.
Arthur Bimiey, is for Mr. Guy Norman.

1^

The frame of the keel yacht for Mr. W. B. Foote, de-

signed by Messrs. Gardner ,& Cox, has been taken apart
and shipped from Wood's yard to Lake Champlain, where
she will be put together again and finished in time for

summer use. The keel for the new sioop designed by
Mr. Clinton H. Crane, of Tams, Lemome & Crane, has
been laid. She will be 31ft. gin. over ail, 20ft. loin. on the

waterline, 7ft. gin. beam and 5ft. 3:n. draft. A new center-

board sloop for Dr. Sayre will soon be started at Byle's

yard. Her dimensions are 40ft. over all, 25ft. on the

waterline and lift. 6in. beam. At the Jacob yard the in-

terior fittings of Queen Mab have received , a thorough
overhauling. Her black topsides have been scraped anc

a priming coat of white paint put on.

1^ 8^

The contracts have been signed and work commence 1

on a new auxiliary yawl for Mr. E. A. Fairchild. Th ;

boat wi.l be from designs made by Air. H. J. Gielow. tf
the Townsend & Downey Shipbuilding Co., of Shoote s

Island, S. I. Her dimensions are 39ft. over all, 26it.

on the waterline, lift, beam and 31t. gin. draft. As
her owner intends to use ilie boat solely for cruisii g,

she was rigged as a yawl, and a 4 horse-power gasoline

engine will be fitted under the cockpit floor capable of

driving her at a speed of five miles an hour, with a tank
capacity sufficient to last for one hundred miles. The
centerboard is below the cabin floor. She has a good-
sized cabin and one stateroom with 5ft. loin. headroom.

1^ t
"M. Murlij an Italian yachtsman,'' says the Yachtsman,

Jan. 17, "has bought the first-class cutter Calluna, built

in 1893, from Mr. W. Fife's design. She was sold in

1895 to P.'ince Mehemed AH Halim. The yacht is at

Naples."
^ fc^ 1^

'The 65ft. rating cutter Senta," says the Field, Jan.

19, "is ready at White Brothers' yard, Southampton, for

her voyage to America, and she will leave as soon as the

weather permits."
4^

The Yachtsman says that '"Messrs. Westmacott, Stewart
& Co., of St. Flelen's, I. W., are the builders of the 24-

footer which, as mentioned last week, is building for Mr.
Howard Gould."

—

—

A. C» A, Rules.

Mr. C. E. Britton, Commodore American Canoe Asso-

ciation, GananoQue, Canada.
Dear Sir: We, the undersigned, think that the changes

made in the racing rules, for sailing canoes, at the meet-

ing of the Executive Committee in October last, are un-

wise, for the following reasons:

First.—That they were made against the wishes of all

the men who have sustained canoe sailing races for the

past ten year.s, and were passed by those who have not

sailed in races at any meet for the same length of time.

Second.—That a space of 6ft. between bulkheads neces-

sitates either weak or very heavy construction, and the

tl^EB. 9, ipbu

rule fixing the cockpit at that length necessitates the re-
building ot nearly everv sailing canoe in the A. C. A.
fleet.

Third.--That with .a self-baiJing cockpit a canoe with
a space of only 2ft. between bulkheads has no advantage
over one with 6ft.

Fourth.—that a sliding deck seat is absolutely neces-
sary for comfort, either in -racing or cruising, and that
its abolition will make it impossible for any man not an
athlete in training to sail a race of over three miles.

Fifth.—That legislation against the fixed rudder is un-
necessar}^ as it gives no advantage over a drop rudder in

racing, and is less expensive to make.
Therefore, we ask that you will take a mail vote on the

following new racing regulations, which we consider
would encourage a more perfect canoe which can be both
cruised and raced efficiently.

These are the same regulations that have been used for
the last few years, with the following exceptions and
additions:

First.—A limit has been put on distance between bulk-
heads and size of cockpit. (Rule i. Par. i.)

Second.—A minimum weight has been placed on
decked saiHng canoes. (Rule i. Par. i.)

Third.—A canoe must use the same suit of sails at a
meet with reduced area for decked canoes and increased
area for open canoes. (Rule i. Par. i.)

Fourth.—A new rule. Rule 2. Classifying the canoes
into three cla.sses.

Fifth.—Flags not to be given as prizes, except for the
paddling and sailing trophy races. (Rule 6, Par. i.)

Sixth.—Putting a fixed length and time limit on the
record races. (Rule 6, Par. 3.)

Seventh.-—Putting a fixed length on the paddling
trophy, and adding other fixed races. (Rule 6. Pa:-. 6.)

Eighth.—Allowing all comers to enter the trophy sail-

ing race. (Rule 6, Par. 7.)

Ninth.—Decision of protests of members present at

meet to be final. (Rule 10, Par. 2.)

Tenth.—^A canoe upsetting in a race debarred from
winning prizes. (Rule 13, Par. 2.)

Eleventh.—.A-llowing old canoes to race at 1901 meet.
(Rule 25.)

Most of the above changes are the same as passed at

executive meeting in Gananoque on Oct. 20, 1900.

Racing Regulations.

Rule I.—Definition. A canoe to compete in any race
in the American Canoe A.ssociation must be sharp at both
ends, with no counterstern or transom, and must come
within the limits prescribed for its class.

Measurement.—The length shall be taken between per-
pendiculars at the foreside of the stem and the afterside
of the stern. The beam shall be taken at the widest part,
wherever found, and shall not include the beading, pro-
vided that it does not exceed ij^in. in depth; if the bead-
ing exceeds this depth, it shall be measured as part of the
beam. The word "beam" shall mean the breadth formed
by the fair lines of the boat; and the beam at and near
the waterline .shall bear a reasonable proportion to the
beam at the gunwale. A variation of not over ><in. shall

be allowed in excess of the maximum beam in canoes in

sailing races, and the same amount in deficiency of mini-
mum beam in canoes in paddling races. The draft shall

be measured at the deepest point, wherever found. The
depth shall be measured from the inside of the garboard
next the keel to the lower side of a straight-edge laid

across the gunwales, or to a similar height in a decked
canoe. The sail area shall be measured by dividing into

triangles in the usual manner, the sail being stretched
taut and flat on a level surface.

Dimensions and Limitations.—Sailing. To be eligible

to sailing races a canoe must comply with the following
limitations : Tlie length shall be limited to a maximum of
i6ft. with an accompanying maximum beam of 3oin.

For each full inch of decrease in length the beam may be
increased by ^gin. The draft shall not exceed iiin.

The minimum distance between bulkheads to be 4ft.

6in. and the minimum cockpit opening to be 3ft. 6in. A
canoe with a cockpit, not self-bailing, may carry a mov-
able canvas bag. In all sailing races a canoe must carry
a double-blade paddle at. least 8ft. long, which may be
jointed in the center. The centerboard, when hauled up,
must not project below the keel. A canoe without a

centerboard may carry a keel 3in. deep outside of the
garboards and weighing not more than 361bs.; a center-

board canoe may carry a keel not exceeding i^in. The
keelband .should not exceed i4'm. m thickness, and shall

be included in the measurement of depth or keel. Lee-
boards may be carried by a canoe not having a center-
board.
The minimum weight of a decked sailing canoe exclu-

sive of centerboard, rudder and steering gear shall be
Sslbs. Open canoes shall carry no rudder and no seat

projecting beyond the gunwales. A canoe must use the
same suit of sails in all sailing and combined races at a

meet, exception to be made by the Regatta Committee
in case of accident. These sails must be a practicable

hoisting and lowering rig of not more than 112 sq. ft. for

decked canoes and 60 sq. ft. for open canoes.
Cruising Class.—To be eligible to the "Cruising

Canoe" class, a canoe shall comply with the above lim-

itations, and, in addition, shall be fitted with a well not

less than i6in. wide for a length of 3ft. 6in.; with a sleep-

ing space of 6ft., of which at least sit. shall be clear; and
the sails shall be fitted to lower and furl. The Regatta
Committee shall have power to rule out any canoe which,
in their opinion, does not conform to the spirit of these

restrictions.

To be eligible to the paddling races canoes must be
within the following limits

:

One and Two Men (Single and Tandem).—Maximum
length, i6ft. ; minimum beam, 3oin.; minimum depth,

loin. ; minimum weight, solbs. A deficiency of weight to

an amount not exceeding slbs. may be made up by bal-

last.

Four Men.—Maximum length. 20ft.; minimum beana,

3oin.: minimum depth, i2in. ; minimum weight, 7oibs.

War Canoes.—Maximum length. 30ft.; minimum beam,
36in.; minimum depth. I7in.; minimum weight, I20lbs.

These limits shall not apply to war canoes built prior

10 Oct. I. 1897.

Rule II.—Classification. In all sailing races, except

the trophy, dolphin trophy, and novice races, contestants
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shall be divided into three classes, seniors, juniors and
novices; the seniors to give time allowance to juniors,

and double time allowance to novices, and the juniors to

give time allowance to novices.

The above time aJlowance to be decided by the Regatta
Committee;

Seniors to be those men who have won sailing races

other than the novice races at an A. C. A. meet.

Juniors to be men who have never, with the exception

of the novice race, won a sailing race at an A. C. A.
meet.

Novices to be those men who have never sailed a canoe
previous to "Sept. i of the preceding year.

Rule III —None but members of the American Canoe
Association; unless upon the invitation of the Regatta
Committee, shall be permitted to enter its races, and no
canoe shall enter that is not enrolled on the secretary's

books, and -no member who is in arrears to the associa-

tion shall compete in any race or claim any prize while
such arrears" remain unpaid.

No canoe shall be entered at any one meet by more
than one man. The "crewf" of each canoe shall consist

of one man only, unless the programme of the regatta

states the contrary. Members must paddle or sail their

own canoes.
A canoe which is not owned or used for racing by any

other member present shall be deemed to be the canoe of

the member bringing it to camp. In double canoe races

the owner may a"ssociate any other member with himself.

Eule TV.—All entries must be in writing, on the blanks
provided, and must be handed in to the Regatta Com-
mittee within such time as they may direct.

Rule V.—Every canoe entering, except for an upset
race, must have her entrj' number conspicuously on
canoe or man when paddling, and on both sides of main-
sail w-hile sailing. The clerk of the course will provide
each m.an, when he makes his entr}% with three prints of

his number on cloth.

Rule VI,—Prizes shall be given as follows: A first prize

in each race, and a second prize in. each regular event
where more than two finish.

Prizes shall consist of shields or some lasting memento
with the event, the letters A. C. A., the year expressed in

four figures, the place of the meet and the words "first

prize or second prize" expressed thereon. The prizes

for any one meet shall be uniform in shape and design.

Prizes donated for special races or competitions may be
accepted at the discretion of the Regatta Committee. No
prizes of money shall be raced for. All prizes not
awarded shall be destroyed by the Regatta Committee.
Flags shall be given for ihe paddling and sailing trophy
in addition to regular prizes.
• Races.—There shall be three record races: No. i, pad-
dling and sailing combined, three miles, time limit one
and one-half hours; No. 2, paddling, one-half mile
straight away; No. 3, sailing, four and one-half miles,

time limit two and one-half hours. To obtain a place
on the record, a contestant must enter and finish in all

three record races. None but men who have entered for

the record will be allowed to enter in any record races.

Only such contestants as finish in all three races will re-

ceive a credit number according to position, relative to

each other in each race—the highest number given in

each race being equal to the number of the contestants,

the next one less, and so on; the three numbers given
added together give the credit amount of the record.

In the record races each contestant shall use but one
canoe.

In case of unavoidable accident which prevents a man
from finishing in any one race, the Regatta Committee
may, at its discretion, permit such canoe to enter the

other two races,, and her marks to be counted for the
record; but he shall receive zero for the race which he
does not finish.

There shall be a race for the paddling trophy, one mile
straight away. The total number of contestants shall be
unlimited. There shall be a race for the A. C. A. sailing

trophy. Conditions as follows: Sailing canoe, A. C. A.
rules, no limit to ballast; time limic, three and one-half

hours; distance, nine miles. The dolphin trophy, seven
and one-haif miles, time limit three hours. The winner
in the sailing trophy race to be debarred from this race
(as per deed of gift). A sailing race, six miles, time limit

two and one-half hours. A one-half mile paddling race,

single blade. A one mile paddling race," double blade,

A one-half mile tandem paddling race, single blades. A
one-half mile tandem paddling race, double blades. A
one-half mile fours paddling race, single blades. A one-
half mile fours paddling race, double blades. At least

one-half of all paddling races shall be straight awa}^
x\ccredited representatives of foreign clubs shall be

eligible to start m all races.

Rule VII.—The mode of turning stakeboats, and all

directions for each race, shall be announced in the pro-
gramme of the Regatta Committee or posted on the
bulletin board one hour before the race is called; and any
competitor not knowing the course, or mistaking it, or
not following these rules, does so at his own risk. Stake-
boats and buoys will be left on the port hand, when not
stated distinctly to the contrary. The committee shall

have the power to change the direction of the race at any
time before the first signal, and shall indicate the same by
the flags, according to Rule XIII. The start and finish

in all races shall be b}' the bow.
Rule VIII.—No pilotage or direction from any boat

or from the shore shall be allowed, and any one accept-
ing such assistance may be disqualified.

Rule IX.—A canoe touching a buoy or other canoe,
Tinless wrongfully compelled to do so by another canoe,
shall be disqualified. In case of a foul, the non-fouling
canoe must go. over the course, unless disabled beyond
the possibility of temporary repair, in order to claim the
race; every canoe m.ust stand by its own accidents. If a
canoe, in consequence of the violation of any of the rules,

shall foul another canoe, or compel another canoe to foul

any canoe, buoy or obstruction, or to run aground, she
shall be disqualified,

Rule X.—Should the owner of any canoe, duly entered
for a race, consider that he has fair ground for complaint
against another, he must give notice of same before leav-

ing his boat on the finish of the race, to the Regatta
Committee, and must, present the same in. writing within
one hour.
The sum of one dollar shall be deposited with each

protest, to be forfeited to the association should the pro-

test not be sustained. The Regatta Committee shall,

after hearing such evidence as they may deem necessary,

decide the protest. A decision of a majority of the mem-
bers present shall be final.

N^o member oi ei.her committee shall take part in the

decision of any question in which he is interested. In
all cases where a protest is lodged on the ground of foul-

ing, evidence of actual contact shall be necessary to sub-

stantiate the protest. The Regatta Committee shall,

without protest, disqualify any canoe which, to their

knowledge, has committed a breach of the rules.

No man shall contest in any race until he has been two
days in camp, except in war canoe races, except by special

permission of the Re.gatta Committee.

Paddling Races.

Rule XI.—Paddling races shall be started by the

starter asking, ".\re you ready?" On receiving no an-

swer, he shall sav "Go!" If he considers the start unfair,

he may recall the boats, and any canoe refusing to start

again shall be distanced.

The combined paddling and sailing race shall be started

in the same manner, the word "Go!" being immediately
followed by a gun.
Rule Xfl.—A canoe's own water is the straight course

from the station assigned it at starting. Any canoe leav-

ing its own water shall do so at its peril; but if the stern

of one canoe is a canoe's length ahead of the bow of an-

other; the former may take the water of the latter, which
then becomes its own water, and it shall only leave it at

its peril.

Sailing Races.

Rule XIII.—The paddle shall not be used in sailing

races, except for steering when the rudder is disabled, or
shoving off when aground, afoul of anything, or in ex-
treme danger, as from a passing steamer or from a squall.

In any race a canoe upsetting so that the top of her
mast touches the water shall forfeit all claim to the prize,

unless, in the judgment of the Regatta Committee, the
upset was caused by the canoe being fouled by another
boat; in which case the committee must notify the canoe
at once.
Rule XIV.—Five minutes before the start a signal will

be given and a blue flag hoisted, and four minutes later

a second signal will be given and a yellow flag hoisted,

and one minute later a third signal will be given to start

and an A. C. A. flag hoisted and left up.

Any canoe which crosses to the course side of the
starting line prior to the third signal must return above
the line and recross it, keeping out of the way of all

competing canoes, using the paddle if necessary; but
after the third signal the start shall be considered as made,
and all canoes on either side of the line shall be amenable
to sailing rules. Canoes may take any position for start-

ing, and. prior to the third signal, may be sailed and
worked in any manner (outside aid not allowed). A
green flag displayed signifies that buoys are to be left to

starboard; a red flag means port. The Regatta Com-
mittee may vary the manner of starting at their discre-
tion, but all sailing races should be started to windward
when practicable, and under a time limit.

Rule XV.—All shiftable ballast, except centerboards,
shall be carried with the canoe, and no fixed ballast shall

be carried below the keelband. Ballast may be shifted,

but no ballast shall be takenv in or thrown out during a
race.

'

Rule XVI.—^A canoe overtaking another shall keep out
of the way of the latter when rounding any buoy or vessel
used to mark out the course. If two canoes are not clear
of each other when leading canoe is close to and is alter-

ing her helm to round the mark, the outside canoe must
give the other room to pass clear of the mark, which
ever canoe is in danger of fouling. No canoe shall be
considered clear of another unless so much ahead as to
give free choice to the other on which side she will pass.
An overtaking canoe shall not. however, be iust'fied in
attempting to establish an overlap and thus force a
passage between the leading canoe and the marK after

the latter has altered her, helm for rounding.
Rule XVII,—Canoes close-hauled on the port tack

shall give way to those on starboard tack. In event of
collision being imminent, owing to the canoe on the port
tack not giving way, the canoe on the starboard tack
shall luff and go about, but shall never bear away. A
canoe on the port tack compelling a canoe on the star-

board tack thus to give way forfeits all claim to the prize.

Rule XVTII.—Canoes going free shall always give way
to those close-hauled on either tack.

Rule XIX.—When canoes close-hauled are approach-
ing a shore, buoy, or other obstruction, and are so close
that the leewardsmost cannot tack clear of the canoe to
the windward of her, and hy standing on would be in
danger of fouling the obstruction, the canoe to windward
shall, on being requested, go about, and the canoe re-

questing her to do so shall also tack at once.
Rule XX.—Should two or more canoes be approaching

a weather shore or any obstruction, and be so close to
each other that the weathermost one cannot bear away
clear of the one to the lecAvard of her, and by standing
on would be in danger of running aground or fouling the
obstruction, then the canoe that is to the leeward shall,

on being requested, at once bear away until sufficient

room is allowed for the weathermost canoe to clear the
obstruction.
Rule XXI.—A canoe may Iqff as she pleases in order

to prevent another from passing her to windward, pro-
viding she begins to luflf before, an overlap has been es-
tablished. An overlap is established when an overtaking
canoe has no longer a free choicfe on which side she will

pass, and continues to exist as long as the leeward canoe,
by luffing, or the weather canoe •by bearing away, is in

danger of fouling. A canoe must 'never bear away out of
her course to prevent the other passing to leeward; the
lee side to be considered 'that on which tthe leading canoe
of the two carries her majn boom. |The bvertaking canoe,
if to the leeward, must not luff until she\has drawn clear

ahead of the canoe she has 'overtaken.
'

Rule XXII.—A canoe may anchor during a race, pro-
vided the anchor is attached, or weighed on board the
canoe during the remainder of the race. A canoe shall

not be propelled by rocking or fanning.

Rule XXIIJ.—A change in these rules desired by any
member of the association shall be presented by the Re-

gatta Committee, with their approval or disapproval, to

the Executive Committee for final action; notice of such

change having been given in the othcial organs at least

two weeks before the vote of the Executive Committee is

taken thereon.
Rule XXIV.—'In case of temporary vacancies in the

Regatta Committee, the other members shall appoint sub-

stitutes.

Rule XX'V.—A canoe built under the A. C. A. rules

prior to Oct. i. 1900, shall be permitted to enter all races

of the 1901 meet.
Signed by the following: W, G. Harrison. Geo. P.

Douglas, J. E. Plummer, H, H. Smythe, F.' C. Moore,
Tom Hale, Jr., W. R, Haviland, A. G. Pawla, R. H.
Prebles, M. Ohlmever, Jr., Geo. E. Tavlor, E. H. Stock-
well. F. G. Palmer, Geo. W. McTaggert, H. C. Ward,
H. L. Quick, T. S, Oxholm. H. S. McKeeg, F. L. Met-
calf, L. C. Kretzmer, H, M. Kretzmer, T. E. H. Barring-
ton, Louis Simpson, W. R. Simpson. E. M. Underbill,
Geo. I. Eddy, Warren T. Berry, Louis H. May, L. S.
Stockwell.

—^—
The Sportsmen's Show.

We have received the following information concerning the
forthcoming .Sportsnien'.s Show at Madison Squire Garden:
The National Rifle Association will this year establish a head-

quarters for its members at the Sportsmen's Show, in Madison
Square Garden, and the display of cups and trophies to be ex-
hibited wiU_ be an interesting one to all rifle shots. The space
assigned to it is the roomy corner at the end of the promenade over
the south tier of the arena bo.xes, a location commanding an
excellent view of the lake, upon an island, in which the Ojibway
Indians wiU conduct their tribal dances and rites each afternoon
and evening.^ The corner will be designed as a reception room
and riflemen's den, where all riflemen will be made welcome.
H ere also Tom Keller, of the Peters Cartridge Company, will
hold forthwith the ammunition which his efforts have made famous
in the East.
The revolver galleries this year will be under the care of the

Colt Patent Firearms Mfg. Company, which is an assurance
that revolver shots will find on hand everything that can be desired
in high-grade up-to-date target pistols and revolvers, and an in-
exhaustible supply of ammunition of all popular brands. The
galleries themselves will be more roomy and far better arranged
than heretofore', with accommodations for a greatfer number of
spectators. The programme of events is still in the hands of the
revolver championship committee, but will be announced in due
time.
The revolver and pistol chamgionsliips of the National Sports-

men's Association will of course be the chief events, with such
other minor events as the committee may deem most likely to
find favor.
The trapshooting contests this year promise to be of greater

interest than ever. Fred Gilbert has announced his intention of
being on hand, and some pretty work should result when the
lowan. Jack Fanning and Rolla Heikes come together , in the
continuous record contest and other events. That Fanning's
wonderful record of 17.5 straight breaks last year may be leit on
the shelf _ is not regarded a« unlikely, with the Californian himself
as one of the most likely men of the lot to accomplish the trick.
Hilly Crosby won the continuous record last }'ear with a total of
1,415 out of 1,500 targets shot at, and will, without question, he
a strong factor in the sarhe competition this year.

Fixtures.
Feb. 6-7.—Cincinnati.—Cincinnati Gun Club's sparrow tourna-

ment. Chas. F. iJreihs, Sec'y,
Feb. 10.—New York.—Al.-day target shoot of the Richmond Gun

Club at Silver Lake Park, Staten Island. A. A. Schoverling, Capt.
Feb. 12.—Sing .Sine. N. Y.—Target shoot of Ossining Gun Club.

W. P. Hall, Sec'y.
Feb. 13-15.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Grand Central Handicap tourna-

ment of the Limited Gun Club. Bert. B. Adams, Sec'y.
Feb. 15-16.—New Orleans, La,.— First annual Mardi Gras tourna-

ment of the City Park Gun Club, under the auspices of the Peters
Cartridge Co. Percy S. Benedict, Sec'y, Denegree Building,
Feb, 18-23.—Hot Springs, Ark.—Tournament of the Hot Springs

Gun Club; four days targets, two days live pigeons; ?1,000 added.
C. E. De Long, Sec'y.
Feb. 22.—Harrisburg, Pa.—Washington's Birthday live bird and

target shoot of the Harrisburg Shooting .Association.
Feb. 22.—Sing Sing, N. Y.-—Target and live' bird shoot of the

Ossining Gun Club; live bird match at 9 o'clock; live-bird pro-
gramme at 10 o'clock.
Feb. 22.—Albany, N. Y.—Annual midwinter target tournament

the Forester Gun Club. H. II. Valentine, Mgr.
Feb. 22-23.—Colorado ST)rin_gs, Colo.— Colorado State Fish and

Game Protective Association's thirteenth tournament, under the
auspices of the Colorado Springs Gun Club.

Feb. 22-23.—Altoona, Pa.—Altoona Rod and Gun Club's target
tournament. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y.
March 2.—New York.—Two-week Roof Garden tournament of

the National Sportsmen's Association. Capt. J. A, H. Dressel^
Sec'v.
ilarch 19-21.—Asheville, N. C—The Peters Cartridge Company's

two days' target tournamenL IMaj. E. P. McKisseck, Sec'y. John
Parker, Mgr.
March 21.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target and live-bird

shoot. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Feb. 12.—Interstate Park.—John Wright's prize (Francotte gun)

shoot; 15 live birds, $12.50 entrance, birds included; handicaps 25
to SSyds.
Feb. 27.—^Interstate Park.-Team race, a New York team vs. a

New Jersey team, at 1 o'clock. Sweepstake shooting commences at
10 o'clock.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's "ninth annual Grand" American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds.
June —.— Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Forty-third annual

tournament of the New York State Association for the Protection
of Fish and Game.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Oueens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New

Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.
INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.

Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Oueens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-

-
, ,

-
. . tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Memphis Gun Club.
June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate -Association's tourna-

ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. O., Can.—The Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y. :.

July 10-11.—Jamestown, N. Y"".—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Cliib. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Oueens. L. L—The Interstate Asso-

ciation s second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
?1,000 added money, Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas.,. 318 Broadway,
New \'"ork. . •

-

Aug, 7,-9.—Providence. R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-
nament under the auspices of the Providence '-Gun Globr' R C
Root, Sec'y.
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
CM secretaries are invited to send their scopes for publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
allsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company^ 346 Broad-
Viay,Ne%v York.

The programme of the fourth annual national shooting tourna-
at Hot Springs, Ark., Feb. 18 to 23, under the auspices of

the Whitlington Park Association, announces the competition
open to the world, and $1,000 added. Targets. 3 cents: live birds, 25
cents. Shootmg commences at 9 o'clock. Two sets of traps.
Sergeant system, will be provided. Ship guns and shells to R.
E. Price, Hot Springs, Ark. Contestants who shoot 90 per cent,
or better on any day will be required to pay 25 cents extra in
each of the ten events of the following day, and further until they
fail to reach the 90 per cent, average, when thev can re-enter the
amateur class. High average, $.50—$10, S9, $8. |T, $6, $5 and ?5.
Trade representatives are barred from this average. High guns
will govern the money in the Hve-bird handicap. Handicaps, 25
to 32yds. Entries for the handicap can be made with R. E. Price,,
secretarj', and must be accompanied with a $5 forfeit. AH entries
must be made by Feb. 21, after which penalty entries, $5 additional,
will be received up to the ending of the second round. Rates of
one and one-third fare have been secured in the territory between
the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains, on the 'certificate
plan. All the extra money contributed by the experts will be
divided among all the amateurs who shoot through the regular
target programme for the three days, regardless of what average
they make.

Mr. A. L. Gilson, of Florida, and J. L. Foraker, of Lake View,
shot a 100-live-bird match on the grounds of the Soo Gun Club re-
cently. Each scored 33. The account of this match states that
"An attempt to shoot off the tie wiih 100 live biras again iied me
score at 35 each, and the contest finally ended in a 25-clay-target
match, in which Foraker won eut, breaking 15 out of 25, while
Gilson stopped at 13. It was cold and disagreeable, for the specta-
tors. The birds made only a few good flights, and frequently had
to be frightened from the ground by a shower of pebbles. In
fully half the frames both barrels were fired. Many of the birds
fell outside ihe 50yd. line, and a squad of hunters which waited
outside for the misses got more birds than (he principals in the
match." The birds evidently were of excellent quality, apd were
accountable for the low scores without any doubt.

The programme of the Limited Gun Club's fourth annual Grand
Central Handicap tournament, at Indianapolis, Ind., P"eb. 13 to 15
announces the competition open to all. On the first two days the
programme is alike, namely, fourteen events, each at targets, $1.50 en-
trance. Shooting commences at 9:30. All stand at 16yds. Magautrap
rules. Targets, 2 cents. Four moneys. On the third day the
Grand Central Handicap at 25 live birds, $25 entrance, will com-
mence at 9 o'clock. Four moneys. Handicaps, 26 to 31yds. The
handicapping committee has a membership as follows: E. H.
Tripp, K. O. Heikes and H. W. Cadwallader.

.
Special rates have

been arranged for shooters from Indianapolis to Hot Springs.
Bert B. Adams, secretary.

Mr. Edward Banks, secretary-treasurer of the Interstate Asso-
ciation, under date of Jan. 24 writes us as follows: "I take
pleasure in informing you that the Interstate Association has
been fortunate enough to secure the services of the following
gentlemen, who will act as the Handicap Committee for the
Grand American Handicap at live birds, 1901: T. A. Divine,
Memphis, Tenn.; C. VV. 13udd, Des Moines la.; J. L. Head,
Peru, Ind.; B. Waters, New York city; VV. R. Hobart, Newark,
N. J.; Will K. Park, Philadelphia, Pa.; Elmer E. Shaner, Pitts-
burg, Pa. The above committee will meet at the Astor House
in this city, Wednesday, March 27, at 10:30 A. M."

The main event of the Riverton Gun Club, Jan. 30, was a 30-

bird handicap, for a beautiful silver cup, presented by the presi-
dent of the Riverton Gun Club, Mr. J. Hazeltine Carstairs. The
grounds at East Riverton presented a truly midwinter scene, a
heavy snow storm prevailing. White birds in the storm had there-
from many added chances to escape the shooter. On the other
hand, the storm seemed to make the birds reluctant to fly.

Twenty member.5 participated in the event. At the end of the da,'/

Messrs. Sterling and Whitaker were tied, and it was too dark Ko
shcot oG. the tie.

The programme of the Altoona Rod and Gun Club's tourna-
ment, Feb. 22 and 23, provides twelve events for the first day, 10,.

15, 20 and 25 targets, entrance 50 cents and $1, 180 targets tn all,,

with a total of $10 entrance. Class shooting. Ten target e^-ents,.

three moneys; 15, four moneys; 20, five moneys; 25, six mubneys.
On the second day the 100-target handicap, entrance $5, is the pro-
gramme. Experts and manufacturers' agents may shoot for tar-

gets only. Shooting each daj; begins at 9 o'clock. Ship guns and.
shells to the secretary, Mr. G. G. Zeth, Altoona, Pa.

The trapshooters who are eligible to compete in ihe New York-
New Jersey team contest must reside respectively within fifty miles-

of the Jersey City Court House and within fifty miles of the New
York City Hall. The New York managers intend to have a teamj
large enough to meet New Jersey, man foir man. Under these
conditions the New Yorkers have a formidab-le task, as the shoot-
ers who are available are hardly the equal of the New Jersey shoot-

ers on form. The new ruling of the Carteret Gun Club probably
deprives' the New Yorkers of a lot o£ good material.

The list of entries to the Gramf American Handicap has- the-

•name of the valiant Admiral A. G. CourtneV, formerly known as
Colonel Courtney. The trapshooting world will remember that the
Admiral was reaching out for the trophy in the G. A. H. shoaL-off

last year, when an inconsiderate bird, shamming death far a
moment gathered itself and flew thitherward, carrying lilie Adi
miral's iiopes with it. Second on the list is the name of Mr. C.

W. Feigenspan, of Newark, who holds the championship of New
Jersey and the esteem of his fellow men.

Under date of Feb. 1 Mr. H. W. Brown, of Binghamton, N. Y.,
writes us as follows: "Please announce, through your 'Fixture'
columns that the Peters Cartridge Company, assisted by the
Binghamton Gun Club, will give a target tournament for amateurs
at Binghamton, N. Y., April 24 and 25, with $150 in cash added tO'

the purses and a handsome $20 gold watch-charm to high average.
We shall endeavor to make this an up-to-date shoot in every re-

spect. Programmes, will be ready in about two weeks. John
Parker, manager; H. W. Brown, assistant."

The calendar of the Savage Arms Company, Utica, N. Y., for-

UK)1 portrays a most dashing scene of the wilderness, an In-

dian astride a spirited cayuse, rider and horse gayly caparisoned,,

the former twisted in the saddle »and resolutely firing a Savage-
rifle with deadly precision at a bear, which is recoiling from the-

shock. ' The calendar further calls attention to information con-
cerning the company's manufactures.

Mr. W. P. Hall, secretary, -writes us as follows: "Clay biral

shoot of the Ossining Gun Club, Sing Sing, N. Y., Feb. 12.

Shooting commences at 10:30 A. M. Refreshments s.erved free t&
shooters. Live and clay bird shoot of the Ossining Gun CluJ»,

Sing Sing, N. Y., Feb. 22. Live-bird match to be shot at 9 A. M.
Live-bird events start at 10 A. M. Trolley car to grounds. Re-
freshments served free to shooters."

The second of the series of three matches between teams of the
Trenton Shooting Association and the Freehold Gun Club was
won by the latter, Jan. 30, by a score of '236 to 222, six men to a
team, So targets per man. The next contest will take place on the
grounds of the Freehold Gun Club within thirty days from the
bst contest.

In the three days of Heikes' midwi.uter tournament, Mr. R. O.
Heikes. was high average with 571 out of 600 targets shot at, an
average of .9ol per cent. Gilbert was atcond with .935. Neal was
third with .931. Fanning was fourth with .916. On the second
day Heikes made a run of 126 consecutJji?e breaks.

»?

In another column we publish in full the programme of the
forthcoming Roof Garden tournament, which is to take place
from March 2 to 16. It will be found to possess all the ele-
ments of keen competition or pleasant diversion, accordingly as the
contestant is pleased to arrange it.

•e

At Westbrook, N. J., on Jan. 31, a gun club -was formed. Fol-
lowing IS a list of the officers elected: President, I. Hasbrouck;
Secretary, E. L. Greenin; Treasurer, V. Van Buskirk. The club
will be known as the Westwood Gun Club, It contemplates
engaging in active trapshooting.

The New York vs. New Jersey team race, twelve to fifteen men
on a side, 25 birds per man, is fixed to take place at Interstate
Park, Wednesday, Feb. 27. Sweepstakes will be shot, com-
mencing at 10 o'clock. The team race will commence at 1 o'clock-
man against man.

I?

Under date of Feb. 2 Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the
Interstate Association, informs us that the Interstate Association
will give a tournament at Jamestown, N. Y., July 10 and 11, under
the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club, of which Dr. C. Rawson
is secretary.

Under date of Feb. 4 we are informed that the date of the Peters
Cartridge Company's tlournament at AshevKle, N. C, has been
changed to March 19, SO and 21. Maj. E. P., McKisseck, Battery
Park Hotel, Asheville, is secretary and John Parker manager.

The match at lOO live bnrds, arranged to takic place at Interstate
Park on Feb. 12, between Dr. A. A. Webber amd Mr. S. M. Van
Allen, has been postpomed to Feb. 19 on accoi<nit of John Wright's
prize shoot, which is to be held on Feb. 12.

A trapshooter. hearing that Edward VII. bad come very con-
spicuously to tbe front in a very short time, said it was strange
that he never had heard of him, and further asked: "What is his
highest average?"

•I

In a contest for the championship of St. Louis, of which the
Mermod trophy is the ermblem, D. Cabanne successfully defended
his claims againct .'F, Fink, at 25 liwe birds, by the score of 23 to 18.

•6

Thursday of this week, at 320 Broadway, room 820, there will be
a meeting of the Governing Handicap Comntittee, at 4 o'clock
P. M. The rnratter of handicaps will be given sp»;cial consideration.

Aitex an (extended absence on a business tour in the interests of
his company, the Union Metallic Cartridge Company, Mr. J. J.
Hallowell Avill retun East about the middle of tbe month.

The next shoot of the Hudson. Gun Club, of Jersey City, will
take plage on Feb. 10.

Bernard Waters.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Shooting Association,

Tfe'nton, N. J., Jan. 30.—"Hie second race of the series of team
matches betwieen the Freehold Gun Club and the Trenton Shoot-
ing Association was won by the former by the score of 236 to 222
in the midst, of a blinding snow storm, on the grounds of the
Trenton Shooting Association, to-day. The wind howled and
shrieked across the field, sendin|g chunks of snow and stinging
sleet into the faces of the shootejrs, blinding the sight and numb-
ing the hands to such a decree tiiat the men had a difficult time
in shooting their strings of 25, aip. Only three members of the
local team were present, and M/esv.rs. J. R. Taylor, Wm. H. Mickei
and Dr. Coates were substituted to fill the vacancies. Hance, of
Freehold, and Farlee, the local team, were high guns, with the
score of 47 and 46 respectiveljt Soyder, of the Freehold team, and
Mickei and Thomas, of the ^^reinton Shooting Association team,
wear glasses, and their poor showing was due to the collection of
snow, which soon turned ta water, sticking to their spectacles,
making the task of seeine the bfluerocks as they whirled through
the falling snow a most difficult and trying one. Billy Widmann,
v/ho was depended upon to make up any deficiencies that, might
be made by the rest of his team, was sadly, sadly, sadly out of
form, his total out of th(e 50 reaching 31.

It will be remembered that th* ifirst race was won by the Trenton
Shooting Association tf/am, on irhe Freehold Club's grounds, some
weeks ago by a margin of 15 targets- To-day the visitors turned
the tables, winning bfc' 14. Accordimg to agreement, the third
race will be shot whhin thiitty days. A coin was flipped, which
was correctly called by Freehold, and they named their grounds
at the battlefield. Considerable interest attaches to the result of
the last trial, as each team has won a race, and both -will have their
strongest men up for the fia^ish.

The scores in detail follow^c

FreeWold Gun Club.
Hance . .11111111111101111111.11111—24

0101111111111111111111111—23-47
Sherman ».....« 1111101001110010110111011—17

OllOlUOOOOOOOl 1 110010111—13—30
Burtis ^ • 0111111111101111101 111110—21

0111110101111111011000111-18—39
Snyder 1010101101111011111110011—18

1001110110011101111)100111-16—34
Vanderveer . 011100111111111111 1111111-22

1111111111101111111111111-24—46
Muldoon . .i.

1111001111111111101011110-20
0011011011111111111110111—20—40—236

Tfrentlcin Shooting Association.
Widmann 01101100011101 11010101010—14

1110001011111011101111001—17—31
Farlee ^ 1111111111101111111111111-24

1111100111111111111110111—22—46
Mickei 0111100011111111111101110—19

1100010011110011111111110—17—36
T R Taylor. ^ 1111011101111111111111111—23

0001110111011111111111111—20-^3

Thomas ,
1111011110110110011111101—19
1011100111011011000001101—14—33

Coates , .... 0011010111011100101111100—15
•

- -^ 1110100111111100111101110—18—33-222

Events:
Targets

:

Vanderveer

Danser

Mickei
Taylor
Farlee .

.

Muldoon
Thomas
Harding
Widmann
Widmann
Burtis .

.

— — < • •

.

X \—

234 5 6789
10 10 15 15 10
9 8 .. .. 9
9 9 .. .. 9 7 .. ..

7 8

6 9 .. .. 7 7 .. ..

5
6 5 .. .. 8 6 .. ..

• • - * » . ."f . • — 4 * '

"

-f • . . . . .'t 4- ' A. •••-•V •
•

• .ft- . .....'4"-
.«......«. .<-.-• - •«»•

•

,...4..

8 10 15
7
8 14 13 6 8

713 10
13 11

.2*21020112— 7

.2220Z2.J222— 8
..2201222ZU2— 8
.22U22Z2222— 9

Keystone Shooting Leagtte,

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 2.—There was a large attendance to-
day ai Uic siiuot of the Keystone Shooting League, and on this
account (he iwo events of the programme consumed the time till
darkness supervened. The first event was the challenge trophy
einblcniaiio of the live-bird championship of Phiiadeipliia.
H. Henry was the holder, and there were twenty-tour chal-

lengers. 'Ihe conditions were 10 birds per man, Suyds. rise 50yds
boundary sweepstake entrance $2.50. H. Henry, J. R. Painter
and W. Harrison killed straight, and in the shoot-off of the tie
at 3 birds per man Henry won the trophy again bv killing
straight. Painter lost his last bird and Harrison his second H
Ridge also killed straight in this event, but did not compete in
the tie. The scores:

F B McCoy 0220222222- 8 J R Painter 2212222221—10F W Van Loon lul2222222— 9 J W Fees 222*021210— 7F Albury 221*ULlo22— 7 J Vandergrift 2111221202— 9
C I-itzgerald 2u212-'-2ul2— 7 O F Prickett 2*20UwA Baliz U222012212— 8 H Cashmore 1201221222— 9F M Hobbs 0222222022— 8 D Sanford 2222202222— 9W J Davis I;ju2z22:il2— 9 I W Budd 0101221122—8H Henry 2222222:^22—10 M Glendenning
E Russell 0212001*10— 5 Dr DarbyW N Stevenson 2i2jZ22222— 9 J Bremer
A Anderson 22'='2222z0— 7 £ C Geikler
H Ridge 2221222221—10 W Harrison 1111112112—10W Wharton 2222222(J22— 9

Shoot-off of ties for the trophy, 3 birds per man: Henry 3,
Painter 2, Harrison 1.

Ihe regular weekly handicap for the club's handicap champion-
ship trophy was the second event, and the conditions were 10
birds per man, sweepstake, $2.50 entrance.

\ anacrgriit, Cashmore and Sanford killed straight. As points
are awarded in this event the ties were not shot off.
As a special feature for the day's shooting the club offered two

prizes, to be won by the two men making the best scores in the
total of the two events, and Henry, Cashmore, Davis, Van Loon,
Vandergrift and Sanford tied with 19 out of 20. In the shoot-off,
miss-and-out, Plenry won first prize by killing 9 straight. Cash-
more killed 8 straight and lost his last bird dead out of bounds.
Davis killed 3 and lost his fourth dead over the wire. Van Loon
and Vandergrift each killed two and then lost their third out of
bounds, while Sanford went out on his second bird. The scores:
McCoy, 30 2222222222—10 Painter, 29 2212100201—7
Van Loon, 30 1222221212—10 Fees, 28 02UU2u2222— 6
Albury, 29 in2n2212— 8 Vandergrift, 30 2221211222—10
Fitzgerald, 29 112i22Uil2— 9 Prickett, 28 20120-'22w
Ballz, 28 0UU221122— 8 Cashmore, 30.. .... .2122222222—10
Hobbs, 30 2222222ii2U— 9 .Sanford, 30 2222222222—10
Davis, 28 1H22212212—10 Budd, 30.. 2222LI22220— 8
Henry, 30 021Z222i22— 9 Darby, 29 022222»U22— 7
Russell, 29 2221221122—10 Brewer, 29 21110u2222— 8
Stevenson, 30 222iJ222222— 9 Geikler, 29 020*202uw
Anderson, 30 22222u2222— 9 Harrison, 30 211U11112*— 8
Wynn, 27 Iliii2»2lu2— 8 Morris, 30 022222*220— 7
Wharton, 29 '•12222022*— 7 Emson, 29 222U212022— 8

Shoot-off of the ties for the special prizes, miss-and-out:
Henry 212221222 Van Loon 22'*

Cashmore 22212222* Vandergrift 21*
Davis 222* Sanford 20

Catcbpoie Gun Club.

VVoLCOTT, N. Y., Jan 3.—Herewith please find scores made at
our shoot held on Jan. 31. Ihe weather conditions were bad. A
hca\y wind and bunding snow storm prevailed most of the day,
which cut down the attendance and also made the shooting difficult.

'Ihe regu.ar programme was abandoned, and a series of mostly
10-target events adopted, one money, high gun taking all.

Messrs. Knapp and Knox, of Auburn, N. Y., were the only visit-

ing sportsmen present. These two gentlemen, with our home
shooters, kept the traps warm during the whole day.

Events: 12345678 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Targets :10 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Wadsw'rth.9 12 78 10 697U97988988539 ..

Knapp ... 512959896 H 6589 10 8S78689
Knux .... 691733696675798869789
Fowler 8998898 10 99798 10 866 10 87 ..

Burlie ...712 10 7 7 9 8 7 15 9 6 7 6 9 ..

Foster ... 6 7 7 7 9 4 5 7 12 ...... 7 9 7 9 7 8 9 8 ..

E. A. Wadsworth, Sec'y.

Cabanne—Fink*

St. Louis. Mo., Feb. 3.—Duthiel Cabanne successfully defended
his title to the championship of St. Louis at pigeon shooting to-day
by defeating Fred Fink lor the Mermod trophy. The day was
about the worst imaginable, with a mist hanging over and a
sloppy snow laying on the ground, while, to add to the shooters'
ditticulties, the buds were a selected lot of white ones. Cabanne's
score of 23 under the conditions was most creditable, while his

opponent was also pointing the gun well, but had the misfortune
to have 6 fall dead over the bounds. Cabanne stood at 31yds. and
Fink at 29. The scores were:
Fink 22*2212111**1221021*1*22'*—18

Cabanne .21212122122*1222221212022—23

Following this event was a 10-bird sweep, which was won by
Chas. Spencer, with a straight score. The scores were:
Scudder 1111121120— 9 Prendergast 0212201122— 8

Bond 2021221212— 9 Fresch 0121211121— 9

Cabanne 21u222UiU2— 7 Spencer 2222122111—10

Gaines 2222112202— 9

Ossining Gun Club.

Sing Sing, N. Y., Feb. 2.-

Ossining Gun Club was fairly

of the day was by VV. P. Hall,

wind conditions were favorable
events were matches between
sport:
Events:
Birds:

N Tuttle
W Smith
W Hall
C Blandford
S Macbeth
D Brandreth

J Hitchcock
W Fisher
E Garnsey
A Bedell

The regular weekly shoot of the
well attended. The best shooting
who shot a 90 per cent. gait. The
for good scores. Several of the
members, which livened up the

123456789 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5p
3 3 4 6

3

9 10
6 10
4 3

8 9
8 ..

8

3 7 2 7

C. G. B., Capt. O. G. C.

Ambler Gun Club*

Ambles, Pa., Jan. 30.—The snow storm which prevailed to-day

made exceedingly difficult weather conditions for the shooters of the

Ambler Gun Ciub, the storm driving into the faces of the shooters

as they faced the traps. The scores:

Club shoot, 25 targets: S. McAlonan 9, J. Bradfield 8, Dillon 18,

Knight 11, Y'arnall 16, M. McAlonan 9, Pfleger 17, Conway 9,

Yerkes IS, Johnson 10, Bisbing 17, Parks 8, H. Bradfield 11, Hay-
wood 16, Huber 9, Reid 3. Dillon won out on the shoot-otf.

Sweepstakes.—First event, 10 birds up: Haywood 9, Uisbing

9 Dillon 9, Pfleger 9, Yarnall 7, Parks 8.

'Second event, 10 birds: Parks 6, Haywood 5, Pfleger 7, Dillon 7,

^ Third event, 10 birds: Bisbing 7, Pfleger 7, Haywood 7, Dillon 5,

Yarnall 9, Parks 7.

Fourth event, miss-and-out: Haywood 9, Parks 9, Dillon S,

Bisbing 14, and Pfleger 13.

8 .. ..

..7 8

..6 6

Event No. 1 real an optiwial sweepV No. 2, ditto; ties shot off

miss-and-out; Km .3, 4, 5, 6, \ optional cash sweeps; all ties

divided; Nos:.--* a nd cask' •consolation, with stakes doubled on
the second attsmp t-

Take inventory of the good things in this issue

of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was

given last week. Count on what is to come next

week. Was there ever in all the world a more

abundant weekly store of sportsmen's readingf

i

Seckxtakt.
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WESTERN TRAPS.

Intercity Team Race Revived.

Chicago, 111., Feb. 2.—There is at this time a very good chance
that the project of a team race between the National Gun Club, of
Milwaukee, and the Garden City Gun Club, of Chicago, may be
revived, and perhaps brought to a successful issue. Under date of
Jan. 29 Mr. E. E. Rogers, chairman of the shooting committee of
the National Gun Club, of Milwaukee, wrote to Mr. J. H. Amberg,
president of the Garden City Gun Club, in terms which leave every
hope that we shall see this team race shot at an early date. Mr.
Rogers states that he has been sick, and hence has not taken up
the matter as he should have done. He suggests a team of twelve
men from the National . Gun Club to meet a team of a similar
number from the Garden City Gun Club, the race to be shot at the
National Gun Club grounds, in Milwaukee, the shooting to be in
squads of four, at 15 birds per man, birds at 20 cents, losers to pay
for the birds. The visitors will be given a light banquet on the
day of the race, and a return race will be shot at Chicago. Ameri-
can Association rules of 1899 to govern, except where such rules
may conflict with local ground rules. Members of the National
Gun Club from whom the team would be chosen for Milwaukee
will be as follows: Messrs. Keifer, Houghton, Vose, Deiter,
Klapmski, Bvirnham, Sherer, Bush, Collins, King, Stuth, Potter,
Blake, Rogers, Case, Miexncr, Thomas, Reed, Pettit and Silver-

man. The team for the Garden City Club has not been selected.
There are one or two little points besides the above which remain
to be adjusted, but at a meeting of the Garden City Gun Club held
this morning it was stated by Mr. Levi, secretary of the club, that
all these matters would in all likelihood be arranged at an early
date, and that the race would probably be shot at Milwaukee on
Tuesday, Feb. 12. It is much to be hoped that this contest will be
brought off, for when properly conducted these intercity races are
promoters of good fellowship. It is even money which city would
win, for each club can put up a good team.

In Town.
Mr. W. Fred Quimby, of New York, is in the city this morning

and will be in the West for some days. Mr. Quimby is looking
younger every miiiute. He brings to the shooters of this vicinity
the very welcome news that Capt. A. W. Money, of the E C &
Schultze Gunpowder Co., is recovering nicely from the misfortune
to which he was lately subjected at the hands of a New York
shooter. It need hardly be added, in view of Capt. Money's reputa-
tion as a gentleman and a sportsman, that he has the sympathy and
the entire confidence of every sportsman of the West, as well as of
the East.

Live Birds.

We are having now good, clear winter weather, splendid for live-

bird shooting and a good thing for Garfield and other clubs whose
events are now calling them to the traps. It has not been a very
memorable winter in Chicago live-bird circles, and it would be a
welcome thing if some one would get up a good, stiff pigeon match
of the old kind.

RoUa Heifces* Midwinter Shoot.

Jan. 31.—Rolla Heikes and Jack Hallowell are having just a little
more fun to-day than anybody else in the wide, wide world. The
midwinter target shoot is turning out a hummer, as the scores of
the first day show, with their roll of the steadies. Rolla said that
he was going to have "an oldtime shoot," and there doesn't exist
any room for doubt that he is doing that same at this writing. The
balance for the first day shows Pork Chops Neal, of Bloomington,
Ind., high gun, 191, with the Pa of the shoot, the Bald Eagle of
Dayton, second in the tie with Fred Gilbert, 190. One can imagine
the benevolent smile with which Jack Hallowell will hand Pork
Chops his envelope at the close of the day's labor. Fanning, Alkire,
Trimble, Burnside, Gambell, McDonald, Parker, Courtney, Mackie
and a lot_ others of the regulars are doing business with the birds,
and the first day stamps the shoot a winner.

Si Palmer's Invitation Shoot.

You Uncle Si Palmer pulled ofi" another of his enjoyable little

invitation shoots at the Ackerman farm, at Glen Ellyn, a pretty
suburb west of Chicago, on Jan. 29, having out with him a half
dezen of his friends, who had the pleasure of seeing some of the
trained farm birds hie them thence to the barn. Eddie Bingham
seems to have got the combination better than anybody else, for he
stopped 63 out of 66, which is record for that locality. The main
event was at 25 birds, and in this W. B. Lefiingwell scored 21,

J. B. Barto 19, Eddie Bingham 24, S. Palmer 21, J. Bowles 13, Mr.
Hicks 15. They then made up a handicap, Bowles and Hicks get-
ting 6 birds extra, and the scores were Bingham 23, Palmer 16,
Leffingwell 16, Barto 18, Bowles 22, Hicks 18.

Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.

The officers of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association are
laboring hard to get everything in good shape for the big shoot next
May (May 21-25), and there seems to be a very good interest mani-
fested in the coming tournament. Among clubs now enrolled are
the following: The Crescent, Audubon, Garfield, Hennepin, Chi-
cago, Garden City, Fearless and West Pullman, of Chicago; Aledo,
Blue Island, Clinton, Dixon, Evanston, Elgiiu National, Dvipont, of
Freeport; Farmer City, Geneseo, Grand Crossing, La Grange,
Eureka, of Lyons; Long Lake, Douglass, of La Vergne; Sunday
and Highland, of Moline, O.; Rainmaker, of Ottawa; Piper City,
Peoria and Twin City, of Peoria; Quincy, Trisi County, of Red-
dicks; Rockford, Rock Island, Maple Leaf, of Sycamore; Sidell,
Illinois, of Springfield; Wyoming and Piasa, of Alton.

Crown Point, of Indiana.

Crown Point Gun Club, of Indiana, shot in a high, cold wind
Jan. 25, with following results, Youche having high average, 94
per cent.:
Trophy shoot:

Youche 111111111111111—15
Burge 111101111111111—14
Keeney 11111 111 1011011—13
McCoy 111111111011011—13

Sweeps:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 10 10 15 10 10

Youche 10 8 14 10 10
Burge 8 8 12 9 .

.

Keeney 6 7.. 8 6
McCoy 7

Hilebrant 01100111110111—11
Brannon 101011100110001— 7
Green 100101011110110— 9
Swartz 110111101100111—11

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 10 10 15 10 10

Swartz 7 811 8 6
Hilebrant 8 7
Brannon 6 ,.

Green 4 10 6 6

As Reported fay a Golf Player.

Pigeon shooting as reported by a golf player may be seen below
in the story of the Wishininne Club team race, mentioned in these
columns some days earlier. A Chicago local sporting paper, with
customarj' accuracy, reports that the teams were Messrs. Clarke
and Dennis on one side against Messrs. Wells and Haskell on the
other, and that, "while the latter were reported to be the better
shots, they failed to show their form." The facts were, as stated
in the Forest and Stream that Mr. Clarke and Mr. Haskell were
partners, and shot against Mr. Wells and Mr. Dennis. Nobody
showed his form especially, except Col. Haskell, to determine whose
skill this match was especially arranged. He came out where the
wagers put him, and has been very quiet at the meetings of the
Wishiuinnes ever since. But this is what the golf player does by
way of getting a trap story, and it is all there, and since you see it

in the Forest axd Stream, you may feel that the teams are paired
off as they shot, and not hitched up wrong. The birds were said
by John Watson to be as hard as any he has trapped for a long
time. The local paper says,^ "A fairly good lot, but not up to
\Vatson's standard." Scores a la golf:
Burnside, Jan, 22.—Two-men team match. 50 birds to team, 25

birds to man. Teams—J. V. Clarke and W. H. Haskell against
W L. Wells and Chas. S. Dennis:
First round—Clarke vs. Dennis:

Clarke 2200022102120021212221101—18
Dennis 1120120112222221122221112—23

Second round—Haskell vs. Wells:
Haskell 002021000101100 —6
Wells 101011121202221 . —12
Clarke and HaskelThere gave tip match. '

Summary : .

,

Wells and Dennis killed 35, missed 5; total 40. '
•

.
Clarke and Haskell killed 24, missed 16; total 40.

Wells and Dennis win by 11 up and 10 to play- _ j...^,,.!

Will Be There.

I saw Tom Divine, "dear old Tom Divine," as the boys call him,
down at Memphis this past week, and he told me that he was surely
going to be on hand for the handicapping work at New York the
coming month of ilarch, and that perhaps he might take a hand
in the Grand American himself, just to get rid of his money. Tom
is not so strong as he should be—has been sick all winter and
ought not to be at work—but he is the same cheerful Tom, and it

is mucn to be hoped that this representative Southern shooter can
keep his own intention and be at the handicap. It will be worth
while to go Just to see Tom Divine.

Lincoln, of Illinois.

Lincoln Gun Club, of Illinois, held its tri-weekly trophy contest
on the grounds near Dunning this week, with the following scores:

Chase, W. F, Carpenter and E. Aver captured the three class

trophies. Scores:
Shoot No. 1: Chase 9, Levey 8, Fraunholz 10, Becker 6, W. F.

Carpenter 7, Nyman 5, W- T. Carpenter 6, Aver 6.

Shoot No. 2:' Chase 8, Levey 7, Fraunholz 7, Becker 5, W. F.
Carpenter 6. Nyman 4, W. T; Carpenter 5, Aver 5.

Shoot No. 3: Chase 9, Levey 9, Fraunholz 9, W. F. Carpenter 7,

Becker 6, W. T. Carpenter 5, Nyman 4, Aver 6.

Shoot No, 4, trophv shoot, 25 birds: Chase 23, Levey 18, Fraun-
holz 19, W. F. Carpenter 20, Becker 12, W. T. Carpenter 13, Nyman
10, Aver 12.

Shoot No. 5, 15-bird sweepstake: Chase 14, Levey 12, Fraunholz
13, W- F. Carpenter 10.

E. Hough,
Hastford Building, Chicago, 111.

Garfield Gun Qub.
Chicago, Feb. 2.—The inclosed scores were made on our grounds

to-day, on the occasion of the ninth trophy shoot of the season.
Dr. Shaw carried ofT the honors of the day by being the only one
to go straight in the trophy event. The entire shoot was brought
off in a rather sharp snow storm, and it was decidedly chilling
and unpleasant weather to be out in. The birds were a fast lot, as
the large number of dead outs testify. The attendance was good,
considering weather conditions:

. Trophy. No. 1. • No. 2.

Thomas, 28 21*0211202— 7 102202—4 121012—5
Keck, 28 0210*12*00— 4 21*0*2—3
Barnard, 30 21*0221122— 8 210002—3 120212—5
Delano, 27 2202202101— 7 011111—5 110111—5
McDonald, 28 1111111021— 9 112010—4 211112—6
McHie, 30 ,

2212021002— 7 101^11-5
Dorman, 28 1211111002— 8 002102—3 1*2*11^
Dr Shaw, 31 2222222222—10 *11212—5 22012*—

4

T W Eaton, 30 122212221*— 9 2**11*—3 112112—6
Dr Mathews, 29 112*211212- 9 122111—6
Dr Meek, 31 22111112*1—9 101211—5 ......

McWilliams, 30 i..1120111012— 8 112111—6
Sweezy, 30 2100221211— 8 2*1202—4 212211—6
Ellis, 29 21*112—5

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Chicago Gtrn Qttfa.

Watson's Park, Chicago, 111., Feb. 2.—The shoot of the Chicago
Gun Club today resulted as follows:

T P Bowles, 27 212220012121102-12
A A Walters, 27 011000*1220w
E M Steck, 30 132221022212222—14W D Stannard, 30 222202222121212—14
L C Willard, 30 022221222112112—14
Dr C W Carson, 29 100010212121222—11
Dr R B Miller, 30 10121101222112*—12
R B Mack, 27 201111121102021—12
C Antoine, 30 222201120112212—13
Balmer. 27 .•,.......:i...-.'...v..j..-.. ...010001002*20*01— 5
*L H Carr, 28. .211001212022212—12

*J Pumphrev, 27 111201212121112—14
«Mullins, 28'. 02601111*122012—10
*Not members.

Wind incoming. It was dark, and- snowing all the afternoon.
Two-dollar' sweep, two moneys: •,

Steck, 30 .V,,.. '..12212—5 Mullins. 28.

Willard, 30 11111—5
Dr Carson, 29 12122—5
Bowles, 27 .. 11122—5

Wednesday, Jan, 30, First Day.

02101—3
Stannard, 30 ,...22111—5
Walters, 27 20120—3
Robertson, 30 20200—2

Mack, 27 01111—4 Sawyer, 30 .; 22110—4
Antoine, 30 10111—1

R» O, Heikes'^Midw;inter Tottmament.
Dayton, O.—The three days' tournament given by Mr. R. O.

Heikes, on the grounds of the Buckeye Gun Club, Jan. 30, 31 and
Feb. 1, was notable for the excellence of the shooting and the
steadiness with which the majority shot through the entire pro-
gramme. Many of the famous shots of America engaged in the
competition.
On the first day Mr. E. A. Neal was high average with .955,

breakmg 191 targets out of a possible 200.- Heikes and Gilbert tied
on 190 breaks, each averaging 95 per cent., one-half of one per
cent, less than Neal. Tripp was fourth with .945; Rhoads fifth
with .935; Fanning was sixth with .935; Sanford .920; Alkire and
Burnside .885; Trimble .880; Squier .875.
The programme was alike for each day. The entrance was

based on 10 cents per target. To each event $5 was added, except
the sixth, which had 110 added. In -the 15-target events the money
was divided 40, 30, 20 and 10. In the 20 and 25 target events it
was divided 30, 25, 20, 15 and 10 per cent. Contestants making 90
per cent, or more the first and second days paid $2 extra entrance
for the succeeding day, which formed a fund, which was divided
equally among the men shooting tttrough the entire programme
who had not averaged on the first or second day 90 per cent, or
better. .

To the first high gun of the entire programme there was a prize
of a silver pitcher; to second, $10; to third, $6; to fourth, $4.
The traps were one set Sergeant system, one magautrap.
The ground was covered with snow, and the glare bothered the

boys some, although it was cloudy most of the time.
The first day was quite cold, and Elmer Neal showed the boys

how to break them, missing but 9 out of 200,- Heikes and Gilbert
following with 10 each.
The second day was a very cold one, as the mercury went to

5 degrees below zero at 7 A. M., yet there was an average' of twenty
men who shot through the programme of 20O targets. Many of
the local men did not turn out on this account.
Heikes led the men on the last day 'by' a go^Dd margin. He made

a run of 126 straight and Fanning, his nearest competitor, made
63, but finished with 15 misses for the day against Heikes' 6.

Gilbert and Neal were still having a hot race for second place for
the two days, Neal with 25 misses and Gilbert with 26.

Rhoads and Tripp, two important factors in the average race,
were obliged to leave on the evening of the second day.
The third day saw Heikes still rnaintain his lead. Gilbert tied

him for the day's average, but the..Bald Eagle had beaten him 10
targets in the 600.

Neal shot a sturdy race, but Gilbert overhauled him, and won
out by 2 targets for the three daj's—verily a close r,ace.

Fanning landed in fourth place without any opposition, as no
one below him reached 90 per cent.
The shoot was well attended, considering the severe weather.
The manufacturers' agents prese.n't we.re: Fred Gilbert,' Winches-

ter, Dupont and Parker;
J. R. Hull, Parker Brpthers; J. S.

Fanning and W. Tramp Irwin, Lf/'& R. Powder Company; Luther
Squier, Dupont; Mr. Phellis, Hazard; Mr, Fort, Ballistite; Col.
A. G. Courtnev and E. D. Fulford, Remington'; R. O. Heikes
V. M. C. ; J. H. Mackie and^John Parker, Peters: J.^ J. Hallowell.
U. M. C. ;

Ralph Trimble, ,^V.^R. A. [Company.
,

The amateurs were of the,bes^ such as E. H. Trjpp, Indianapolis,
Ind.: E. E. Neal, Bloorafield, ,Ind. ; Guy Bumsid^, Knoxville, 111.;
R. S. Rhoads, Columbus, 0-; Arthur Gambell; Cincinnati, O. •

M. C. Sanford, Clyde, O.; fr^nk- Alkire, Woodlyn, O., and W.
Scott McDonald, C. Miller, .A,. M-umma, Dr. Palijier, Dr. Adams
and Webb Wempler, of Daytop. •

j.
-

On Saturday the Miami oGun Club invited the -visitors remain-
ing over to participate in i 25-Jive-bird race. There were six visit-

ors who shot, and they fiUed ^ill the. four places. Burnside killed
25 alone, Heikes, Fanning and Giloert' divided on 24, Hallowell
scored 23 alone and Half 21 alone, all of the local shooters falling
below these scores:

The scores foUowS • _j •.^i, . . i^.

Events: 1
Targets : 15

Neal 16
Tripp 15
Burnside ,, 14
Gilbert 14
Parker 12
Gambel 13
Squier 11
Phil 9
Trimble 12
Rhoads 15
Courtney 11
Haswell 9

Hicks 13
Sanford 13
Fort 13
Heikes . . . 12
McDonald 10
Alkire 13
Hull 10
Fanning .v...-.....,,.. 15
Shwind 12
Mackie 13
Miller 12
Mumma 13
Tramp 12
Balheim S

Matthews 12
Wing 13
Fulford 11
Wampler
Palmer
Tippy
Stark
Adams ..v...'.

2 3

20 15

18 14
20 15
16 15
18 13
16 12
15 11
15 13
IS 12
18 12
19 15
19 10
12 12
14 13

18 15
11 12
19 15
15 11
17 13
18 11
19 13
16 12
17 11
17 15
17 12
18 8
18 10
10 ..

19 15
IS 12

4 5
20 20
20 19

19 18
18 19
20 18

18 18
19 16

18 20
17 15
19 19
18 20
20 14
14 12
15 20
15 19
19 17
19 19
19 19
19 17
18 18
19 18
13 17
16 17
20 16
13 17
.. IS

18 16
17 18

18

6 7

25 15
25 15
25 14
23 13
25 13
23 10

22 14
24 14
21 11
23 13
25 14
22 13
18 13
22 15
24 15
22 8

25 15
22 14
25 13
24 15
25 14

21 9

19 14

22 13
21 11
16 12
.. 13
19
24 12
24 10
22 12
17 ..

8 9
20 15
IS 14
17 15
15 13
19 15

16 12
11 15
16 14
16 10
15 11
16 15
15 14
10 10
16 14
15 12
16 15

18 14

17 12
18 13
9 11

19 15
15 11
12 13
17 9
14 13
16 10
15 11

10 11
20 15
18 15
17 14
17 14
20 15
17 12
16 14
16 14
19 12
20 11
18 13
11 13
11 7
15 14
19 13
14 12
19 15
18 14
15 14
15 11
18 12
13 11
11 10
18 12
18 13
IS 11

17 9 16 11
17 14 13 14
16 10 17 10

4 18 ..

.. 11 13

Broke. Av.
191 .955

189 .945

177 .885
190 .950
166 .830
166 .830

175 .875
160 .800

176 _ .880

187 .935
165 .825
138 .640

174 .870
184 .920

159 .795

190 .950

171 .855
177 .885
160 .800
187 .935
1-50 .750

153 .765
171 .855
162 .810

139 .772
75 .750
41 .683
170 .850
168 .840
105 .807

17 .680
28 .509
24 .685
9 .600

The feature of the day was
by Mr. R. O. Heikes.
Events: 1 2
Targets: 15 20

Neal 12 18
Tripp 14 18
Burnside 14 17
Gilbert 12 17
Parker 12 15
Gambel 12 16
Squier 12 16
Phil 11 16
Trimble 10 19
Rhoads 15 19
Courtney 13 16
Sanford 14 17
Mackie 10 12
Fort 14 20
Fulford 12 15
Heikes 14 18
North 15
Alkire 15 18
Hull 13 19
Fanning , 15 20
Tramp ,

Cain
Thornhill ..

Emrick .. ..

Tippy , .. ..

Matthews
Lindemuth

Thursday, Jan. 31, Second Day.

a run of 126 consecutive breaks made

3 4
15 20
14 19

13 18
14 16
14 16
11 16

13 16
13 16
10 20
14 18
12 18
12 15
13 18
11 15

15 17
14 19
15 20
9 9

10 18
15 19
15 18

5 6
20 25
19 24
IS 21
18 22
19 23
13 20
15 23
15 23
15 25
12 20
19 22
18 20

19 22
18 17
16 22
19 20
20 25
9 11
18 25
15 23
IS 22

7 8
15 20
15 18
13 19
11 15
15 19

13 18
12 IS
12 18
14 19
13 15
14 19
11 15
14 17
9 15

13 20
14 19

15 19

9 10 11
15 20 15
12 IS 15
14 19 14
14 18 13
15 19 15
11 17 13
11 19 13
11 19 13
12 18 14
13 16 12
14 19 13
13 13 10
13 17 10
11 14 9
13 16 12
14 15 11
15 19 14

14 17 13 16 15
13 16 12 IS 13
14 19 14 IS 12
.. 18 10 17 11
.. 15 .. ,. 15
.. 18 .... 13
.. 18 .. .. 13

14 ..

IS ..

15

Friday, Feb. J, Third Day.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Targets: 15 20 15 20 20 25 15 20 15 20 15

I^eal 13 19 14 19 IS 23 13 19 13 18 15
Fulford 13 20 10 20 19 24 14 19 12 IS 12
Burnside 11 IS 9 15 15 21 9 7 14 19 12
Gilbert 13 19 12 20 19 24 15 20 13 20 13
Fort 5 19 11 15 13 23 13 IS 10 17 7
Gambel 9 17 9 17 12 20 11 17 13 19 12
fquier 13 10 14 14 1 5 20 14 19 13 17 14
Phil 13 19 9 15 17 23 11 19 12 19 9Mumma 7 20 12 18 17 23 11 18 10 14 12
Heikes 15 17 13 19 IS 25 15 19 14 IS 14
Sanford, 13 18 13 19 15 23 14 17 9 16 9
Alkire 10 19 12 19 17 23 15 19 14 17 11
Hull 11 20 13 IS 20 21 15 18 10 16 13
Fsnning 13 16 12 13 19 24 14 20 14 19 14
Courtney 12 19 12 16 15 22 11 14 11 14 11
Tate , 11 u
Matthews 11 18 7
Trimble 13 19 15 17 16 23 9 20 io 16 12
Adamson .. 15 .... . . 17
Palmer 9 18 18 22 11 .. .. !]
Parker 17 18 20
Cain 14 14
Shwind 19 . . 15 8 16 U
Tippy 17 ..

Broke.
184
180
172
184
159
168
183
177
162
184
156
174
141
178
172
194
53
179
176
185
56
30
30
31
14
18
15

Broke.
184
181
160
187
151
156
172
166
163
1S7
166
176
175
178
157
22
36

170
33
7S
55
28
69
17

Av.
.920

.900

.860

.920

.795

.840

.915

.885

.810

.920

.780

.870

.705

.890

.860

.970

.530

.895

.880

.925

.800

.856

.856

.885

.700

.900
,100

Av.
.920
.905
.800
.935
.755
.780

.S60

.830

.815

.935

.830

.880

.875

.890

.785

.733

.720

.850

.711

.821

.846

.700

.726

.850

General Averages.

First Second

TT .,
Day. Day.

Heikes 190 194
Gilbert 190 184
Neal 191 184
Fanrfing ..187 185
Burnside 177 172
Gambel 166 168
Squier 175 183
Phil 160 177
Trimble 176 163
Courtney 165 156
Sanford 184 174
Fort 159 178
Alkire 177 179
Hull 160 176
Fulford 168 173

Third
Day.
187
187
184
178
160
156
172
166
170
157
166
151
176
175
181

Total
Broke.
571
561
5-59

550
509
490
530
503
508 .

478
524
4SS
532
611
521

Av.
.951
.935
.931
.916

.848

.816

.883

.838

.846

.796

.873

.813

.886

.851

.868

Programme of Cleveland Gun Club.

The Cleveland Gun Club, of Cleveland, O., has announced its
programme for this year as follows:
Jan, 10 and 31, semi-monthlv club shoot at targets, 2 P. M.
Feb. 7, club shoot at live 'birds, 1:30 P. M.; 14 and 26, semi-

monthly club shoot at targets, 2 P. M.; 22, Washington's Birthday
prize shoot, 9 A. M.
March 7, club shoot at live birds, 1:30 P. M.; 14 and 28, semi-

monthly club shoot at targets, 2 P. M.
April 6, annual smoker. 9 A. M.; 11 and 26, semi-monthly club

shoot at targets, 2:30 P. M.; IS, club shoot at live birds, 2 P. M.
May 9, and 30, semi-monthly shoot at targets, 2:30 P'. M.'- 30

Decoration Day sweepstakes. 9 A. M. ' ''
'

June 10, twenty-first anniversary social shoot, 9 A. M.; 13 and
27, semi-monthly club shoot at targets, 2:30 P. M.; 19, 20 and 21
Interstate shoot (three-day tournament). ' ~ '

July 4, sweepstakes, 9 A'. M. ; 11 and 26, semi-monthly club shoot
at targets, 2:30 P. M.
Aug. 8 and 29, semi-monthly club shoot at targets, 2:30 P M
Sept. 2, Labor Day, grand merchandise shoot, 9 A. M.; 12 and •25'

semi-monthly club shoot at targets, 2:30 P. M.
'

Oct. 10 an'd 31, semi-monthly club shoot at targets, 3 P. M.
Nov. 14 and 28, semi-monthly club shoot at targets 2

p'
28. Thanksgiving Day sweepstakes, 9 A. M.
Dec. 12 and 26, semi-monthly club shoot at targets f P
Jan. 1, 1902, New Year's Day merchandise shoot. 9 A "k
Summer Saturday matinees will begin on June 1,1901, at 3 P M

Suitable prizes will be awarded in same.
Dates for live-bird shoots during fall season will be posted later

There wul be ten valuable prizes, consisting of cups, etc. to be
awarded to the ten men getting the greatest number of pointsounng the year of 1901. A shooter to be eligible to win must
compete in twenty or more of the regular semi-m_onthly target
shoots. Class shooting to govern awarding of prizes.
A cup will also be given to the shooter—a member of this club-

making the first perfect score in any of the regular semi-mrinthly
or Saturday matinee target events. Semi-monthly target events?
shall consist of 40 targets. The Saturday matiaee events shall con-
gist of 50 targets.

M.;

M.
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H. C Hirschy Live Bird Trophy.
Under date of Jan. 27 Mr. H. C. Hirschy, Minneapolis, Minn,,

sends us the following:
Owing to the lack of interest taken by shooters throughout the

Northwest in the H. C. Hirschy trophy, emblematic of the cham-
j)ionship of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, North Dakota and
South Dakota, it has been deemed advisable to change the rules
governing the prize, with the hope of creating greater interest in
*he contests. Heretofore contests for the trophy have been limited
to two men. the holder and challenger. Under the new rules, when
tthe holder is challenged as many shooters as desire may enter the
contest, and the purses will be divided under the Rose system,
which, as shooters know, is a most fair system for the division of
.prize money.
The first contest after the adoption of the new rules will take

place on the afternoon of Jan. 29, at 2 o'clock, L. E. Parker, of
Minneapolis, having challenged Mr. Morrison, the present holder.
French and Hirschy, of Minneapolis, have also entered, and
other entries are expected. All interested in the sport are invited
to attend.

H. C. Hirschy Live Bird Trophy Rules.

Open to .shooters who are residents of Minnesota, Iowa, Wis-
consin, North Dakota and South Dakota.
The holder of trophy to hold and defend the same, subject to

the following rules and conditions:
L All contests for this trophy shall be shot under American

Association rules.

2. All challenge contests shall be shot at 30yds. rise, 25 pigeons
each man, $10 entrance, birds extra.

3. The holder of the trophy shall be subject to challenge by the
postihg of a forfeit of $10 with W. P. Brown, manager of the
Intercity Shooting Park, Minneapolis, Minn., for a match; the
holder to name the place, date arid hour of the shoot. The date
to be within fifteen days alter the challenge, the holder to deposit
$10 with W. P. Brown within five days after challenge or forfeit
trophy. The holder shall give the challexiger at least ten days
notice by filing the same with W." P. Bi-own, manager of the Inter-
city Shooting Park, of the time and place of contest, and said
W. P. Brown shalk forthwith give notice of the time and date of

said contest by publishing the same in the daily papers of Minne-
apolis and St. Paul, and in the various sportsmen's papers, and
by personally notifying the challenger. All shooters eligible to
contest for the trophy shall be entitled to enter the contest on the
same terms as the challenger. Entries, except challenger, will no't

be required to deposit forfeit. No entry will be taken after first

gun in contest has been fired. The holder of the trophy shall

deliver the same at place of contest in good condition.
4. Donor reserves the right of asking guarantee for safe return

of trophy, and also the right to call in trophy at any time for

the purpose of offering it in open competition by paying holder
$20. Any eligible gun club within the State of Minnesota, Wis-
consin, iowa. North Dakota or South Dakota may have trophy
to offer in open competition by paying holder of trophy $20 and
guaranteeing a purse of $200.

5. In open competition contests shall be under handicap con-
ditions.

6. In open competitions tlie club under whose auspices the
shoot is given shall have the right to appoint handicap committee.

7. In the event of the death or removal from the States men-
tioned of the holder of the trophy at any time before the final

contest, the trophy shall revert to H. C. Hirschy, to be again
offered in open competition under the rules and conditions herein
specified.

8. At the expiration of tliree years from the date of the first

contest the .winners, of the' trophy, either in open competition or

by challenge, shall engagie in a. special 2.5-bird race, $15 entrance,

bird sincluded, for the absplyte .possession of the trophy, the

nioney to be divided according to the will of the majority of the
contestants, and in the event of their being unable to agree on that

point the division of such moneys shall be decided by Mr. H. C.

Hirschy, the doner. ' Said contest shall take place at the Intercity

Shooting Park, Minneapolis, Minn., or at such other place as Uie

donor may be decide is to the best interest of those eligible to

contest.
, . , , , ,

•9.. The i holder of the trophy shall provide suitable grounds and
the best live pigeons obtainable, at a nominal price, not to exceed

25 cents each.
10. The distance between the home of the challenger and the

hpme of the holder will be considered fair and neutral. Should

the holder of the trophy, through any mean intention, name a

place at a greater distance he will be required, before the contest

takes place, to pay to the challenger the excess expenses which
he has incurred by failing to name a neutral place.

11. Ties for trophy must be shot off on same day of contest if

possible; and shall be at 5 birds, until decided.

12. This trophy shall not be shot for on Sunday.

13. In open competitions the handicaps shall be from 30 to

26yds., $10 entrance, birds extra. '

, ,. . , , , ,

14. In open competitions the moneys shall be divided under the

Rose system—fovir moneys, with ratios of 5, 3, 2, 1.

15; In challenge contests the moneys shall be divided under the

Rose system, as follows:- 1. In contests with two contestants, one

money. 2. In contests with more than two contestants, and iiot

more than five, two moneys, with ratio of 5, 3. 3. In contests with

more than five contestants and not more than ten, three moneys,

with ratios of 5, 3, 2. . 4. In contests with more than ten con-

testants, four moneys, with ratios of 5, 3, 2, 1.

National Spoi-tsmen^s Association Tottrnament.

In respect to' its forthcoming tournament the National Sports-

men's Association have issued a programme as follows:

The Roof Garden Tournament.

. The third annual tournament of the National Sportsm-en's Asso-

ciation, open to the world, will be held March 2 to 16.

Herewith is presented the National Sportsmen's Association's

programme of their third annual target tournament, to be held on

the roof of Madison Square Garden, New York, March 2 to 16.

Excepting a few slight changes, it is the same as that which
governed the like tournament of last year.

The competition which this programme affords is so comprehen-
sive in its scope as a test of nerve, knowledge and skill, and so

highly appreciated by the public at large for its other distinctive

meritorious features, that the management deems it well worthy

of another trial. ^ , ., . , . . n
' While being simple of arrangement and easily understood by all.

it is so devised as fo 'meet the requirements of every class of

shooters, whether it be those who desire to test their shooting

qualities pleasurably under novel conditions for a few moments
only, to compete against the recognized experts in a few events

or to compete expert against expert, etc., days in succession in

the most exacting and difficult of competitions.

Trophies are provided for the longest runs of consecutive breaks

and the highest score of each day in the two events respectively,

besides further liberal provision of valuable trophies for the grand

aggregates.
To the end that nothing be denied the competitors, in the way

of full opportunity to make their best showing, they have the

privilege of re-entering as many times as they are pleased to do so.

As in prior tournaments of the National Sportsmen's Associa-

tion, a magautrap, run by an electric motor, will be used to throw

the tsrgcts.
In consequence of Wednesdays and Saturdays being matinee

days of the Garden Theater, no shooting will take place on the

afternoons of those days.
. . i

The perfect management, equipment and convenience ot the

trapshooting competition, its low entry fee (practically for the

price of targets only), the high qiiaracter of the gentlemen sports-

men who patronize it, the world-wide prestige of the National

Sportsmen's Association's competitive events, the trophies to be

won and' the honors of which they are emblematic, and its high

meri't as an educational institution, deservedly claim the interest

and support of all who compete with the shotgun and all who
admire wholesome sport.

r , -c . . a • ^-

Mr Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association, has

-eaiti accepted the invitation to manage the Roof Garden tourna-

ment and it will be solely under his management. His assistants

have 'been selected by him with a view to their special fitness for

the service required. Thus the perfection of every detail is

^"oJi^tinuous Match—Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays

10 A M to 12-30 P. M.—Four prizes are donated by the National

«Dor'tsraen's Association to the four contestants making the four

longest runs of consecutive breaks in this match. No contestant

can win more than one of these four prizes.

No run of cbh'seputive breaks made in aay other competition

7?iil be aUowed to cbuat for prizes ia the Conti^uotis M«tc!i.

All targets will be thrown at unknown angles. Entrance fee 25
cents, in addition to cost of targets at 1% cents each.
Re-entries are unlimited.
Prizes in the Continuous Match are as follows; To the contest-

ant making the longest run of consecutive breaks will be donated
a handsome trophy. To the contestant making the second longest
run of consecutive breaks will be donated a gold medal. To the
contestant making the third longest run of consecutive breaks
will be donated a silver medal. To the contestant making the
fourth longest run of consecutive breaks will be donated a bronze
medal.
In addition to the above four prizes, the manageinent will

donate each day a prize to the contestant making the longest run
of consecutive breaks on that day in this match.
Sportsmen's Association Championship—Mondays, Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Fridays, 12:30 to 5 P. M.—Wednes.davs and Sat-
urdays, 10 A. M. to 1:30 P. M.—Conditions : 100 targets, un-
known angles, entrance 50 cents, in addition to cost of targets at

1% cents each. Re-entries unlimited.
From Satvirday, March 2, unti Friday, March 15, inclusive, ex-

cept Wednesdays and Saturdays, as above mentioned, and Sun-
days, the traps will be open from 12:30 to 5 P. M. for contestants
to qualify for the final round in the Championship contest, which
will take place on Saturday, March 16.

The conditions of the final round will be 100 targets per man,
miknown angles, entrance price of targets at 1% cents each.
The contestants who are eligible to compete in the final round

of the championship contest are the twenty-five contestants having
respectively the twenty-five highest totals made in the previous
qualifying rounds shot on any of the preceding days of the tourna-
ment.
No contestant can qualify with more than one score,' that score

being the highest made by him in the qualifying rounds.
As re-entries for the qualifying rounds are unlimited, any con-

testant can, in respect to them, try to better any record made by
him.
The prizes in the Sportsmen's Association Championship are as

follows:
To the winner in the final round of the Championship contest

will be donated a handsome trophy, emblematic of the Sportsmen's
Association Championship. This trophy becomes the property of

the winner. To the contestant making the second highest score

will be donated a gold medal. To the contestant making the third

highest score will be donated a silver medal. To the contestant

making the fourth highest score will be donated a bronze medal.

In addition to the above prizes, the management will donate a

prize each day to the contestant making the- highest score in the

qualifying rounds shot that day.

General Average.—A special prize, a handsome gold medal, will

be given bv the National Sportsmen's Association to the shooter

making the best general average for the Sportsmen's Association

Championship. . ,

To qualify for this prize the contestant must take part m the

comptetition everv day, except the first day, Saturday, March 2.

His final score for the Sportsmen's Association Championship
will be also counted for this average. No re-entry score will be
counted for this average. Should a contestant shoot two or more
scores of 100 targets each on any one day, his first score on that

day shall alone be credited for this average. To the contestant

ma'king the second best average under the above conditions will

be awarded a silver medal. To the contestant making the third

best average under the above conditions will be awarded a bronze

medal. . , , . , ,

jjQte _Any question that may arise, and that is not covered by

the above conditions, will be passed upon and decided by the

committee.
, . , , „ . , ^

*

Intending contestants can ship guns and shells in care of James

C. Young, Madison Square Garden, New York city.

ON LONG ISLAND.

John Wright's Shoot.

Interstate Park, L. I., Jan. 29.—Notwithstanding the cold weather

a goodly turnout of shooters were in attendance at John Wright s

live-bird shoot to-dav, at Interstate Park, In the main event, at

15 birds, Mr. J. F. Wellbrock and Dr. Webber scored the limit

and divided. The scores follow^;

No. 1 was at 5 birds, $3 entrance, birds included:

E Steffens 27 22211—5 O C Demarest, 27 20122—4

H S Hyde 26.' 22222-ff J H Tracy, 27.^. ..21012-^

W Hopkins 29 12222-5 H V Carman,i-2T.-.v.- 2201^
SM Van Allen, 30

02222-4

J M Thompson, 29 20221-4

Capt Tack 28.. 21120—1 T W Morfey, 31 2*202-3

J fi Kroeker, 27 12202-^ J F Wellbrock, 23 02020-2

No ' was at 7 birds, $5 entrance, birds includmed:

T W' Morfey 31 !2222222-7 '

J F Wellbrock, 28. . . .0202222-5

S M Van Allen, 30 2202221-6 T H Tracy, 27 21*2101-5

Capt jick 28 0222212-6 H V Carman, 27 01221*2-5

T H Kroeger, 27 1121021^; E Steffens, 27 2202001-^

T M Thompson, 29. ..: .2120221^ O C Demarest, 27 2220020-4

{v HopWns. 2?..f *122221-6 H S Hyde, 26...,...,..2**0101-3

No 3, at 10 birds, $7 entrance, had handicaps as follows; 27yds.,

1 miss as no bird; 26yds., 2 misses as no birds; 25yds., 1 miss as

no bird and 1 miss as a kill:

T H Kroeger 27. . .11221102122—10 O Demarest, 27 ... 20022202222—

8

5 Van Allen 30.. .2222222222 -10 E Steffens, 27

22020201121-

8

Knevels 28. 2222220222 - 9 W Hopkins, 29. . .2212102121 -.8

C Brownell 28....*212222212 - 9 Dr Miller, 28 *222222200 - 7

J Thompson, 29. .1202112212 - 9 T Wellbrock, 28. . .22202200*2 - 6

Capt Jack 28 222212*212 - 8 H Hyde, 27 ..10021200202-6

In the 15-bird event, $10 entrance, the handicaps were: 28yds.,

1 miss as no bird; 27yds., 2 misses as no birds; 26yds., 1 miss as

no bird, and 1 miss as a kill; 25yds., 2 misses as a kill:

T F Wellbrock 27 22022022222222222—15

Ttr Casev 30' 222222222222222 —15
O C Demarest' '27 01222202220222222-14

G L ShSlmaker 26 .....^ 22102220200222212-14

Knevels 28 !.: .f ! i

"
.

20*222222*221122 -13
Brownell 28' 11021022*2221212 -13

S M Van Allen 30 200122212222222 -13

T H Kroeger 27' .
0112*201222221202-13

E Steffens 27
' 1011110112*101111-13

TM Thompson '29 222210222220122 -13

Dr Miller 28 1111001222222022 -13

D^ Brooks 26 211122122*0211010-13

T Schlicht 27 12210021122210001-12

T M TrSrv ?fi
01101202120202112-12

f=nt Tack 28
'.""'.'.

• • • .200222022202021 -10
'[ f Chapman." "ie.".'.'.'.'.

.' 020222*2*2*22*210-10

New Utrecht Gun Clufa.

Interstate Park, L. I.. Feb. 2.-Seyen contestants scored the

limit of 10 in the New Utrecht Gun Club's handicap at Interstate

Park to-day. Annie Oakley was one of the contestants, and shot

with her usual excellent skill. The scores:

New Utrecht handicap, 10 birds, for club prize:

Sykes, 1 no bird 1 miss, 29.. imlmO-

9

Chapman, 2 no birds, 29...... ' '

' 10099T9111 in
Ramapo, 1 no bird, 1 miss 27 1222212111-10

Losee; 1 no bird, 1 m ss, 28 2211211111-10

!-Si^ri^-4rf:.^^:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::S

LugLn 1 no bird, 29
f

" "
\\\-Sl222^-10Feigenspan, •

1111211091—9

^"'^T'JAisslg'' :;:-;;.::::;::::::::::::::;i22i22i2-io

H rtshom 2 misses' 'v'.'.'.."... 2222221211-10

Two 7-b'ird events, for club prizes: Jack and Annie Oakley di-

vided first and second in No. 1. Feigenspan, Jack and Anme
Oakley divided first and second m No. 2.

W F Sykes, 1 no bird. 29.... 2212222-T

T R Chapman. 1 no bird, 28 *20w

No. 1.

Jack, 1 no bird, 29 ^iil"?T W Morfey, scratoh, 30 .j tStF
C W Feigenspan, 28...^ 2||

w
R R Street, 1 no bird, ^ 99o?l?n~fi
Capt Jack. 1 no bird. 30 ...2221120-6

Annie Oakley, 1 miss, 28. ..... ^l^iMZT
C M Lincoln. 1 no bird, 28,...,,., 220202w

C H Jones, 27 .••

J!- J Robbins, 28 -
W Losee, 1 no bir4, - •

^ams^po^ 1 miss, 27.. •f-'-tr""""-"'

21*1200—4
2122022—6

No. 2.

2222121—7
2222200—5
2222222—7
1*21220—6
2220*10—4
1111122—7
2100w
0110002—3
2101002-^
22*1000-3
2121220-6

Seven birds, club prise. Losee wen in the shoot-off:

Losee, 1 n b, 28 1121212—7 Ramapo, 1 m, 27 1211112—7
Feigenspan. 28 2222222—7 Chapman, 1 n b, 28... 0110110-^
J H Jack. 1 n b, 29.,.21UQ20-6 Sykes, 1 n b^ 29 2021220—5
Rodman, 1 n b, 28 2111321—7 J Gaughen, 28 ...222202w
Capt Jack, 1 n b, 28... .2222121—

7

Cr^cent Athletic Qub.
Bay Ridge, L. I.—The weather was clear and wintry. The main

event was the February cup, in competition for which there were
three ties. C. A. Sykes broke 25 targets straight, thrown from the
magautrap.
February cup. 25 targets, expert traps; 25 targets, magautrap;

Jifindicap allowances added:

—Expert.— —Magautrap.— Grand
Hdcp. Broke. Hdcp. Broke. Total.

Dr J T Keyes ; 5 18 . .. 23
1. C Hopkins 6 17 6 19 47
C A Svkes 3 19 3 25 47
Dr H L O'Brien 5 17 4 16 42
C G Rasmus 6 12 S 19 42
G Notman 3 18 3 18 42H M Brigham 2 16 2 21 41
J N Borland 6 11 5 18 39
VV VV Marshall 6 12 5 IS 38
T W Starr 4 9 3 11 27
C J Haddon..., 6 U ... 17
Dr. Keyes won the special prize.

Panel match: Conditions 25 targets, handicap allowances added:
Hdcp. Broke. Total.

Dr J J Keyes 5 18 23
C G Rasmus 6 16 22
J N Borland 5 16 21
H M Brigham 2 18 20
G Notman 3 15 18
Dr H L O'Brien 5 13 18
L C Hopkins ..,..,..,,,.,,,,„, 6 11 17
T W Stake 4 9 13W W Marshall '

, 6 7 13

Sweepstakes, 10 targets, magautrap: Brigham 8, Keyes 7. Borland
6 O'Brien 6, Hopkins 6, Marshall 5, Notman 5, Stake 2.

Sweepstake, 15 targets, expert traps: O'Brien 11, Brigham 10,
Hopkins 9, Borland 7. _ '

Sweepstake, same conditions: Notman 12, Brigham 11, Marshall
7, Rasmus 7, Haddon 4.

Sweepstake, 5 pairs, magautrap: Notman 6, Hopkins 5, Brigham
5, Rasmus 4, Keyes 4, Borland 3.

Sweepstake, 15 targets, expert traps: Sykes 11, Rasmus 11,
Marshall 9.

Match, 10 targets, magautrap: Notman 8, Notman 7.

The Parkway Gun Clufa.

Dexter Park, Brooklyn, Jan. 29.—The Parkway Gun Club held
a shoot at Dexter Park to-day. There was a good attendance.
Each event was $3 entrance, thi-ee moneys. Rose system. "Johnnie
Jones" acted as scorer. The weather was cold and windy. Fol-
lowing are the scores:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Mohrman, 27 02012-3 2*12222-6 2*220—3 0102121—5
T P Kay, 29 11112—5 2222112—7 01210—3 2222222—7
Dr Bill, 30 22222—5 202022^-5 *11U—4 2*222*0—4
Schoverling, 28 22022—4 222222*—6 02022—3 2222200—5
Uebohen 22g2E—5 2222202—6 02222--t
Andrews, 28 1122011—6 2*210—3 0221210—5
Bookman, 29
Braffett, 28

Lynch, 26

Pfander, 28

Uottv, 28

Kohi, 27
"Nleycdieks, 26......

Geo Mager, 28

\ eehririi,'-''. '^^

No. 5.

Mohrmann 02010—2
Kay 11102—4

No. 6.

10211—4 0111010—4
11001—3 121020O-4
00101—2 1021010-4
11111—5 1222012-6
21122^ 0121121—6
20111—4 1012201—5

211220*—

5

0*2201*—

3

1021021-5

Ne. 5. No. 6.

Kohl 10011—3
Lynch 00202—2 12111—5

Dr'BiU 22212—5 12212—5 Braffett 12111—5 12U2—

5

Andrews 1101*—3 02212—4 Botty 0121*—3 12120—4
Voehringer ....11012—4 Bookman 21122—5
Myerdieks 01**2—2 Short. 28 21112—5
Mager .i....^..21221—5

Oceanic Rod and Gun Club.

Rockaway Park, L. I., Feb. 4.—The weather was cold, though
fin6 and clear. Dr. Bill, Schubel, Dudley and Schoverling were
among the topnotchers in the competition. The scores follow:

Events:
Targets:

Dr L H Bill

A Schiriiell

C F Dudley
, \ Schoverling
L T Muench
J Klenk \

S Charles

J Jones
O B Mull
H P Scott
R Coblett

J Stoney
O Keim
M Frank

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
20 20 20 25 25 25
18 17 15 22 24 20

17 18 6 16 23 23 18
18 19 7 12 22 21 23
13 19 5 18 22
14 11 5 13 19
U 6 5 10 9 15
16 11 15 19 18

17 19 19 18 21
12 12
17 17
5 7

14 ..

.. 13

.. 10

Boston Gun Qub.
Boston, Jan. 30.—Enthusiasm prevailed at the third serial prize

shoot of the Boston Gun Club on their grounds at Wellington
to-day. A more enjoyable afternoon could not be asked for by the
most fastidious. Shooters from Pascoag, Haverhill, Amesbury,
Brockton and Lynn favored us with a chance to see how well they
handle the "gaspipes"—and they certainly did the trick exceed-
ingly well.
Shepard has been at war with our magautrap for pretty near

a year, and came along solely for the purpose of putting to sleep

a former first trial which was a little bit disastrous as to the

scoring end of it. This time he went home satisfied that it was all

right, and a trap that bids fair soon to come into general use

when trapshooting clubs find its real advan'age. Griffith, of

Pascoag, was high in the prize match and did pcimit but 5 targets

of the 30 to float away unscathed. Second place was taken care

of by Leroy, Shepard and Spencer, with 23 each.

Scores below. All shooting handicap by distance, except events

Nos. 7 to 11, which were 16yds. All events 10 unknown:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

7
6 8

5 4
7 7

6 8
8 10
7 1

5 9

6 9

3 7
8 10
6 6

Events: 1

Gordon. 17 o

Leroy, 21 6

Swett, 17 5
Griffiths, 19 6

Howe, 19 7

Miller, 16 • 3

fyler, 16 7

.Shepard, 16 6

Manitoba, 17 |
Nichols, 14 5
Samuels, 16

Spencer, 18

Frank, 16 6 9

Horace, 18 ^ ••

Henry, 16

Fredericks, 14

8 8
9

8 6

7 4 8 6 8
. 6 10

7 9 7 6 8

,. 9 10 9 ..

8 8 7 5 8

,. 9 6 9..

5 5
6 5
9 8
9 6

8 8 9 8 9..
7 6 10

GJ^iri^""' """'."\."".'"°""ll00111111111111111101100mil-25

T ^rm- 21 lllOlOOUOllUUlllOllOOllim-23

Spencer, 18.. 111010010111101111011111111101—23

. . 011111110111101111111101101010—23QL^-narrl 16 UlllllliUlii-lUillilillUiiUlUlU—<iu

Gordon 17 " .
lUOOOOllOlUllOUlllllOOI 1111-22

SamueU. lei:; OmUOlllOlUOllOlOllOll 11101-22

Miller, 16....,

Manitoba, 17.

. .0101011101101111110011001 11001—21
. .111100111011011101110101 111010—21

q,,,. ifi
'.011111110101101000111001111010—19

i,^„ "' 17 ; • omouiiooooiioioooooiiiimi—18
li^t!;' iQ oiouoiiomoiioiooiooioioioii—17Howe, oiiouomwttooioiLmoooiooio-16
Horace^ 18
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MAKE FOREST PRESERVES GAME PRESERVES.
The continued diminution of North American big game,

due to hide hunting, to over-killing \>y so-called sports-

men, but especially by the continual settling up of the

country, has been a subject of concern to far-sighted

people for many years. Yet the average sportsman, and

even the average big-game hunter, appears to interest

himself very little in this diminution. The letter from

Mr. Wells, published elsewhere, brings the subject once

more to the front, and shows how obvious it is that unless

some active steps are taken to move the Government

authorities, it will before long be too late to do any-

thing.

Almost by accident, the Western country, where the

big-game remnants chiefly exist, is prepared for legis-

lative action which shall set aside game refuges that maj'

exist always, and about whose borders hunting may be

had for generations j'et to come, provided only that proper

steps are taken now.

In this Western country there have been set aside a

number of forest reservations extending almost from the

southern boundary of the United States to the northern

boundary, and covering the greatest variety of country.

They include low-lying valleys and towering peaks, forest

and prairie, arid desert and water-soaked mountain side.

Within the boundaries of these reservations, if properly

protected, almost all the large game of North America
could flourish forever, just as it used to exist in the old

West, before the white man—^greedy for dollars—^pene-

trated the unknown fastnesses where it fed.

We have already an example of such a game refuge in

the Yellowstone National Park, where the animals, being

protected, do well, and in autumn furnish to hunters on the

Park borders practically all the big-game hunting that

is to be had in the West. For many years the Yellow-

stone Park has been protected by troops, but for many
of these years the only service which the troops performed
was to arrest or to drive out persons who violated the

regulations established by the Secretary of the Interior.

Then, in the year 1894, a law was enacted by Congress

which provided an actual form of government for the

Park, and substituted sometliing tangible for the vain

threats of the Department of the Interior—an official to try

offenses, a mode by which offenders should be tried,

penalties for killing game or defacing natural wonders
and a place where offenders should be confined after con-
viction. When this had been done, depredations in the

National Park ceased.

The Secretary of the Interior has been authorized by
Congress to make regulations governing the forest re-

serves, but such authorization is not enough. Courts have
decided that in making these regulations the Secretary
of the Interior is usurping legislative functions, while his

own are merely executive. What is required now is

action by Congress on lines similar to those laid down
in the Yellowstone National Park Protective act, which
shall apply to all the forest reservations. Such an act

must be carefully considered, because there are settlers

on many of the forest reservations, and their rights must
be carefully safeguarded.

It is time to take this matter up, and before the opening
of the next session of Congress to arouse an interest

which shall demand the passage of a law protecting the

game and the timber on these forest reservations.

By proper protection the National Park and the forest

reservations already existing, and those which shall here-
after be set aside, may become not only forest preserves,
but game preserves as well. Within their boundaries are
to be found to-day every species of large game known
to the United States, and if they can be protected all

these great and interesting indigenous mammals may be
perpetuated in full supply for all time. Unless such pro-
tection is afforded certain species of American large game
will before long become as nearly extinct as is the buf?^l6;

It is time that an intelligent effort for the protection of

these reserves Avere made. Make the national forest pre-

serves game preserves as well.

TO KEEP THE GUN OUT.

In Maine they are talking of a law to forbid the taking

of firearms into the woods in the close season.

This is a radical proposition, and would be a novelty for

Maine. But it is an old rule in some European countries.

There, when the shooting season ends, the gun is laid

away, and one may go afield with it only at the risk of

paying a penalt}^ This means that when the shooting sea-

son closes it closes.

American sportsmen who have traveled in Brittany

and have seen there the absolute confidence manifested by

the wildfowl during the close season, ascribe this to the

system of keeping the guns at home. The game recog-

nizes the close season, and lives and breeds in security.

We have been for so many generations in this country

accustomed to the fullest freedom with gun and rifle that

a law like that proposed for Maine would provoke decided

opposition. But on second sober thought might we not

recognize the justice and utility of such a system? In

the Yellowstone National Park the possession of guns is

forbidden, except of guns ofScially sealed by the author-

ities, and we all know that game protection in the Park
is effective. It would not be effective if visitors were
permitted indiscriminately to equip themselves with arms
and ammunition. In Massachusetts to have firearms in

the game cover on Sunday is construed as prima facie evi-

dence of violation of the law against Sunday shooting, and
the system has materiallj' simplified the problem of sup-

pressing the Sunday shooter. If shotguns and rifles were
absolutely prohibited from the game covers during the

close season, the effect upon the game would be most
beneficial, and the observance of the close season would be

promoted.

In the quail and grouse covers, at least, there can be no
excuse for having firearms in close season. A law for-

bidding the carrying of arms there, and providing a stiff-

fine for penalty, with the guns to be seized and held pend-
ing the payment of the fine, would be a wise and desirable

and effective addition to our game code. In a big-game
country like Maine the case is somewhat dift'erent, for

there many men go into the woods before the opening of

the season, and without intent to kill game before the

season opens, yet who, for convenience, carry their guns
for use at the proper time. It might be practicable to

develop a system which would give such persons per-

mission to have their guns, while yet shutting out the

summer shooters.

To forbid the possession of guns in the woods is only
to go a step beyond the existing laws which prohibit the
possession of jacklights and of dogs in the deer country.

ABOLISH SPRING SHOOTING.
There is a measure now before the New York Legisla-

ture to close the wildfowl shooting season for the State at

large on March i instead of April 30, as now, and for

Long Island on March i instead of May i as now. The
change is one which should be made. The spring shooting

of wildfowl should be prohibited. It should be forbidden

for several good reasons. Among them these:

I. Under existing conditions, with spring shooting

permitted, the birds are being destroyed at a faster rate

than they breed, and the stock is in consequence steadily

diminishing.

II. The present law, while purporting to protect the

wild ducks, does not actually give them protection, be-

cause the close season which is prescribed is such that it

does not go into effect until a large proportion of the
birds have passed north. As a matter of fact, under the
present law the birds may be pursued and killed as long
as they are within the limits of the State.

III. The birds should be protected in the spring, be-
cause at that season they are on their way north to their

breeding grounds. Game laws are made to protect game
in the breeding season. This rule should apply to wild-
fowl precisely as it does to other game birds and game
animals. Wild ducks should be protected in the spring

time just as other game birds are protected in the spring,

because that is the breeding season.

IV. Now being harassed and pursued by spring shoot-
ing, the ducks arp driven north and ^o not remain iij ^ivy

numbers to nest in New York territory; but under other

conditions, if given security, several species would tarry

within the State and nest here. New York has extensive

stretches of marsh lands which are admirably adapted to

become again the breeding grounds of vast numbers of

wildfowl, as they were formerly before the prevalence of
spring shooting drove the birds away. Give the ducks a
chance and they will come back to their New York breed-

ing grounds again. This is not theory; it is the actual

experience of other States which have adopted a close

season in the spring for their wildfowl.

V. The abolition of spring shooting will mean not

only the return in the fall of a larger number of birds

from the North, but will mean the restoration to New
York State of a native supply of birds which will give

better shooting in the fall of the year.

VI. The interest of the people at large would be served

by the abolition of spring shooting, and these interests

should be considered as against the advantage which any
limited number of individuals may reap from shooting

the birds in the spring. A game law should be framed
on the principle -of the greatest good to the greatest num-
ber. The greatest good of the greatest number demands
the abolition of spring shooting.

They have started a movement in Ticonderoga, N. Y.,

which has behind it an excellent idea. In various parts

of the country we have been considering legislation as a

remedy for the careless shooting of human beings for

game, and penalties of various degrees of severity have
been advocated to deter the man killer. The Ticonderoga
plan is to combine all the users of guns in the neighbor-

hood into a club, the one obligation of which is that

each member shall pledge himself never to shoot at any-

thing until he knows certainly what it is. "Always know
what you aim at." That is platform plank, constitution

and by-laws of the Ticonderoga Club, and human life

ought to be more secure wherever the club's influence ex-

tends. A voluntary pledge of this nature will be quite

as efficient as any possible law making could be. We
ought to have Ticonderoga clubs wherever there are

shooters who need the restraining influence of a pledge

to stay their hands from a heedless shot.

The increased interest in forestry matters in the United
States is shown in a variety of ways. Besides the con-
stantly growing demands on the resources of the Division

of Forestry at Washington, there has sprung up an in-

quiry for the services of trained foresters and persons

familiar with forest and game preserves. Such a demand
is sure to be supplied before long. While as yet the

number of men competent to attend to such matters is

not great, there are a few such, and some of our uni-

versities, like Yale and Cornell, are training young men,
who before long will be able to fill such places. New
York city already has one practicing forester, trained in

the schools of Germany, in the person of Mr. F. Von
Hoffmann, who has established himself in the St. James
Building.

We have received the Fourth Annual Report of the

Commissioners of Fisheries, Game and Forests of the

State of New York, which was the commission preceding

the present board. The report is for the year ending Sept.

30, 1898, and is another in the series of superb volumes
which have a place by themselves in the official literature

of fish and game. The illustrations of birds and fishes

colored to the life by Ridgeway and Denton respectively

comprise the mallard duck, male and female ring-necked

pheasant, upland plover and spruce grouse; shad, weak-
fish or squeteague, yellow perch, tomcod or frostfish,

mackerel, dogfish or bow-fin, eel and lobster; and other

colored plates illustrate insects injurious to vegetation.

In addition to the reports of the several departments o£
fishculture, game protection, forestry, etc., the volume
contains a number of special papers.

That is a curious condition which is described, by Secre-
tary Kalbfus as existing in the Pennsylvania Game Com-
mission. The people who have given into the hands of
their appointed representatives the trusteeship of the game
interests have a right to look for the intelligent and un-
selfish safeguarding of those interests. If there is in the
present board any member who does not comprehend the
responsibility of the office, or who is lukevi^arm in his sup-
port of efforts looking to the better protection of Penn- '

sylvania game, he should give place to some one dsCo
'
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In Old Virginia —IX.
The next day was a Longfellow's day

—
"cold and dark

and dreary," with the rain and wind in evidence. Putting
on my rain coat and pulling my cap well over my ears, I

strolled down to the barn to find some one to srnoke and
grumble with. The farm manager was not in sight, but

two boys were sorting over the now much depleted corn
pile in the large crib.

They had worked out a cleared space on the floor and
were throwing the good corn in a pile to the front near
the door, while the nubbins and defective ears were
thrown to one side near the wall.

It was not exciting, but nothing better offering, I

climbed in over the pile of good corn and sat down upon
an empty nail keg to smoke and feel glad that I did not
have to work.
The outlook was gloomy in the extreme, and every living

thing in sight seemed in a low barometer condition.

Chickens, in the last stage of dejection, with their bodies

on a slant that seemed to threaten an entire shifting of

the center of gravity to the rear, stood around in every
spot that afforded the slightest shelter; the hogs con-
tested, with little animation and much complaining, for a

corner of the fence partially sheltered by a spreading tree,

while over in the pasture lot stood several young mules
close up together with drooping heads, too dejected even
to kick one another.
Truly there is much poetry and sentiment in the coun-

try, but it is not waterproof.
Turning from the gloomy outlook, I found one of the

toys contemplating a half-grown rat that was with diffi-

culty making its way up the post near the far corner of

the crib, disturbed by the boys who now had but a few
barrels of corn left. Here was sport. Gathing a handful

of nubbins, I opened fire on the rat and soon brought it

down.
Another showed up, and another, and then, as the corn

pile grew less, several ran out at one time, making the

fun—such as it was—fast and furious.

I was not the skillful marksman that I had been in the

dim and distant past, when, as pitcher for the invincible

Modoc Baseball Club, I could put ten balls in succession in

a i2-inch circle, and pitch out a game lasting from i

o'clock until dark, with from sixty to one hundred runs

on a side, but I was occasionally throwing true and bag-

ging a rat, and having a great deal more fun in the effort

than I had enjoyed while looking out on the dreary land-

scape.

Finally the boys put up a whole covey of rats, and being

well provided with ammunition, I fairly filled the air with

missiles, and having exhausted my supply, stooped quickly

to the floor to gather more, and found myself right over,

with my hands all but on, a big blacksnake that was
crawling out of the corn immediately between my feet.

Nearly as thick as my arm. I could only guess at his

length, as he was not entirely out of the corn, but I should

have believed any one who had called his measure lo

feet. I stand any surprise better than a snake—^large or

small—and to have this great horrible reptile appear so

unexpectedly was awful.

With an involutary exclamation of terror, I turned and
flung myself at the door, striking the pile of corn high

enough to go over, and head first I pitched out the door,

bouncing off of the blocks set for steps, and falling in a

heap on the muddy ground at the feet ©f the surprised

farm manager, who was approaching.

Scrambling to my feet, I proceeded to back off a little

further from the door, looking carefully for any sign

of the snake.

"Do you always come out of a crib that way, or did

you fall?" said the surprised manager.
"You go get your gun," said I. "Get it quick as you

can; there is the biggest snake in there that ever you

saw. Hurry, hurry! He may get away."
"Is it black?" was the irrelevant answer._

"Yes, I believe it was, and an awful big one. Go on

quick and get your gun before it escapes."

"Well, I hope it will not escape, as I have had an awful

lot of trouble getting it to .stay there this long, and have

caught it several times and put it back when it was emi-

grating. It won't hurt you any more than a cat, and is a

much better ratter."

With as much indignant scorn as I could throw into my
voice, I proceeded to tell him what I thought of any man
who would cultivate such pets, and especially without

putting up some notices to warn people who had not such

vicious tendencies and low taste.

"Well, I am sorry," said he, "but if you knew how
annoying the rats get to be you would not blame me for

resorJng to any method to get rid of them. Come down
to the barn, where I have some harness to mend, and we
can tell snake stories.

"Funny, isn't it, that no man can ever see a snake with-

out being reminded of one or more narratives that he

then and there proceeds to tell to the first auditor he can

corral.

"My story dates back to boyhood days, and I have not

thought of it for years, until you said snake, and now I

am actually suffering under the weight of it,"

Comfortably reclining on a pile of sacks, I watched the

manager and old Uncle John overhauling the worn harness

that had been laid aside as rainy day work, while I listened

to the story.

"When a little fellow I lived up on the James River, and

spent much time fishing and swimming. One day, while

fishing with a companion, we discovered a small snake,

which, after a most exciting chase among the loose rock

and pebbles of the river bank, escaped under a large flat

rock. .

"Our united efforts failed to move the rock, and we
were reluctantly abandoning the chase, when far up on

the steep overhanging bank appeared a friend of ours

whom we called Dutchey Pfouts. Dutchey was the son

of a German butcher whose slaughter house stood a little

way back from the river. He was a kind-hearted young

giant, always ready to do anything in his power for us,

and now came down at once to our call The situation ex-

plained to him, he g-ssured us that he could move thq

TQCkr

" 'Yust you git some shticks,' he commanded, 'und ven
I dose rock lift oup, fly in und kill him quick before he
vas got avay alretty.'

"Arming ourselves and taking positions in front of the

rock, we waited in great excitement while our friend

settled himself firmly, with a foot on either side of the

rock, and grasped its outer edge with his strong hands.

Settling back, liis great shoulders and bicep muscles stand-

ing out with the strain, he tore the rock loose and raised

it up a foot or more..
"He could not raise it higher, so leaned over with his

face close to the edge, in order that he might see what was
under it. At the same moment we boys dropped down
on our knees, close up to the stone, to peer under, and an
instant later, when our eyes became accustomed to the

dim' light, we found our three faces within a foot of a

mass of snakes, big and little, that looked like enough to

fill a tub, and they were begirining to untwist, preparing,

as we thoitght, to resent the disturbance.

"With a simultaneous shriek of terror we boys pitched

over backward, and scrambling to our feet turned and
sped up the steep bank, feeling that the highest point

promised the greatest safety from the pursuit that we felt

sure the snakes would make. Dutchey was but an instant

behind us. Dropping the rock with a yell that echoed
among the hills on the further bank of the river like a

steam whistle, he shouted :

" 'Run, poys ! Run ! My ghracious ! Dere vas a pushel

of schnakes. Dey vill pit you all to bieces, shure. Don't

you sthop for dem feesh pole line or nottings. R-r-r-un

!

R-r-r-un!' And never was a command more literally

carried out, for without regarding the path, which wound
its way up the steep bank, we went straight up the nearest

available point, throwing a perfect stream of loose dirt

and sand behind us as we plied hands and feet to the task,

not one of us pausing until we reached our friend Dutchey
Pfouts' father's slaughter house, a safe distance back from
the river bank."
"Marse Gawge," said old Uncle John, as soon as the

story was finished, "I ain' nevah tell yo' 'bout de time

dat I spicioned dey was a snak* done jump up my breeches

leg, is I?"
I had noticed that though much interested in the man-

ager's reminiscence, the old darky was evidently suffering

under the burden of his snake story, and was not sur-

prised at his prompt play for next place.

Smallpox, whooping cough or measles is not more
contagious than snake stories, as you will notice when you
lay this paper down at the end of this article and pro-

ceed to tell your wife (if a benedict) or your chum (if a

bachelor) your snake story.

"Dat was w'en I was a boy, too—des like de time yo'

tell 'bout. Marse John Carrington, he come to see we
all, and he bring a boy wid him he call Tom. Tom, he

'bout my size, an' I des 'bout big 'nuf to wait at de table.

Marse Wint an' all de folks livin' 'roun' have big to-doin's

to make de visitors have a good time, and w'en dey all

go 'way, sometimes to spen' de day, Marse Wint he tell

me to let de wuk go an' have a good time an' entertain de

boy Tom.
"One day, when dey was all gone an' we didn' know

des what to do, Tom he say he wisht we had a gun so we
could go huntin', I tol' him dat ole Unc' Zeke had a pow'-

ful good giTu, a muskit dat dey all said was a fine shooter.

Tom ast me if I kin borry it, an' I 'low'd I could, caus'

Unc' Zeke done gone wid de folks to drive de kerridge, an'

mos' likely hadn't locked his cabin doh. Hit was des as I

say, an' we soon had de gun an' some caps, but we couldn'

fin' no ammernishun. Den it look lak we goin' haf to

git 'long widout 'goin' huntin' 'tall an' Tom he seem
pow'ful disapp'inted. I 'membah den dat Marse Wint
done tol' me to do all I kin to mak' Tom hav' a good

time, an' so I des go an' borry some of his powdah an'

shot, an' we lit out. , ,

"We went to shootin' at everythmg in de way of birds

we saw, markin' birds, javbirds, crows, buzzuds an' an ole

har', but we didn't kill none of dem. Tom, he say hit

'cause we hadn' load de ole gun big 'nuff, but I say hit

caus' we ain't pi'nt hit rite. But Tom, he 'low he know
all 'bout guns, an' he say yo' got to load um big^ if yo

wan' to do good shootin' wid um. Den he des pi'ntedly

put in a load dat he say was a shoah killah. A han'ful of

powda, a wad of papah mos' big as yo' fis, a han'ful of

shot, an' mo papah, 'til de rammer-rod hit stood outen de

eend mos' a foot. I 'low he wus rite 'bout it bem' a kil-

lah, at one eend or de oddah of de gun—mebby bofe—an|

I ax him to 'scuse me when he say hit my nex' shot, an

tol' him he could have it. We went 'long down to de

pon' den, to see if we couldn' see a duck, or turkle or som
kin' of game, De grass wus high 'long de aidge of de

pon', an' I wen' trompin' 'long in hit tryin' to skeer out

somethin'. Now I reckon yo' gentlemens know how fool-

ish dese big longlegged green bullfrogs is, an' how, w'en

you' skeer one, he des up an' jumps his level bes' des de

way he happen to be headin' ? Well, I des happen to step

rite ovah one dat was a-pi'ntin' up, an he strai'ten out an'

jump rite up my breeches leg 'til his fron' feet go bove

my knees, an' he stretch down 'til his hin' feet wus on my
shoe top.

, .1 , ^

"He sho wus cole on my laig, an dey wasn t nothm to

keep him from gitten clos' to me, for my mammy vvus

washin' my socks. I made shoh hit was a snake, an a

big one an' des began to hollah as loud as I could hol-

lah, an' jump as high as I could an' kick as fas' as I could.

"Tom he come runnin' wid de gun, an' he ast me what

de matta was, an' I hollah big snake up my breeches laig

des fas' as I could say de words. Den Tom, he up wid

dat ole gun, loaded wid de big load I was tellin yo bout

an' he hollah : ... , < t , , i •

"'tlol' still; des yo' hoi' yo' leg still 'turl I shoot him.

Stop yo' jumpin' an kickin' des a minit an I U kill him

fo' you',' pi'ntin' de gun at me des well as he could wid

me a-jumpin' an' kickin' my level bes'.
, • ,

"Hit skeered me wus den de frog had done, an I giv a

big kick an' sent de ole frog a-flyin', an' saw him hte all

spraddled out in de watah, an' what hit wus, an dat 1

wusn't snake bit. But I couldn' stop jumpm an I

couldn' stop kickin', foh dat fool niggah wid de gun^wus

des plum crazy an' was tryin' his bes' to git de gun pi nted

at my leg long 'nuff to shoot de snake dat he lowed wus

up m'y breeches laig.
, v r i

• '

"'G'way fom yere! G way fom yere! Ya fool nig-

gah you! Drap dat gun, de snake done gone, de am no

snake; de ssake is de'd.' I kep' hollahm' fas as I could.

but hit ain' no use, he des keep on a runnin' aftah me an'

hollahin' foh me to hoi' still foh 'low him to shoot de
snake. I was des 'bout to giv' out, an' yit I know'd dat he

would shoot my laig off ef I stop jumpin' a minit, so I des

turn an' jump in de pon', des fah out in de watah as I

kin, an' soon as I com' up I hollah des loud as I kin:

'He don' drownded!. He don' drownded! De snake is

de'd, des de'd as he kin be,' an' Tom he com' back to his

senses an' put de gun down.
"I 'lowed as I come crawlin' out de watah dat I would

frail some sense into dat fool boy dat had want to shoot

my laig off to kill a snake, but I wus too woh out wid my
jumpin' an' kickin' to do hit rite away, an' while I wus
gittin' my bref an' restin' some, a jay bud he lite on a tree

tol'able close by, an' Tom he sneak ilp a little an' turn de

ole gun loose at him.
"He mite a-killed de bird, an' he mite not, I ain' rievah

see de bird aftah de old gun wen' off, I was so lookin' at

Tom. She sound, like a big clap of thundali, an' she

kick dat boy 'twel a mule would a be'n ashamed of his-

self ; clean ovah a big ole log an' two piles of rock hit

drove him, eend over eend, an' hit peered lik' hit kep' on
kickin' him w'en he wus fallin' and bouncin'. Hit bus' him
up so I had to tote my hat full of watah and thro^y on
him mos' a dozen times foah he knowed anything, an' his

nose bleed mos' an' houah. an' 'sides his tooths bein' mos'

all knocked loose. We ain' go huntin' any moah; 'pear

like wc bofe don' los' our fon'ess foah hit.

"Dinna bell done ring at de house, .suJi, aij' hit stop

rainin'."

And so the rainy morning was got through with.

Lewts Hopkins.

A Winter^s Evening.
The western sky shows no trace of the sinking sun save

a few bars of orange which emit a melancholy gleam amid
their somber setting.

The landscape stretches around like a great etching,_ or

study in black and white—with here the tone merging

into brown and there into gray—and all pervaded with

an indefinable sentiment—a something which the poet only

can truly appreciate.

A chill blustering wind is abroad, which seems to in-

crease as the night grows near.

Some chickadees and woodpeckers are calling to one

another, and occasionally a bluejay scrcarns wildly.

Overhead the homing crows wing their flight to the

woods which loom upon the horizon.

Every now and then a shot rings out. muffled by dis-

tance, telling that the sportsman is still afield. And hark

!

What is that? It is the rich baying of a hound in pur-

suit of quarry. How musical it sounds and how it echoes

among the silent woods ! But it soon ceases,, as do the in-

termittent shots.

The light begins to fade and the shadows to deepen over

the landscape. Here, where we stand, is a lonely farm-

house by the wayside. It is surrounded by trees, which

toss and groan in the evening wind. These are

elms, which have a rough, boisterous way of expressing

themselves, so to speak. Yonder is a grove of pines, to-

ward which we move. How differently these express

themselves. How they whisper or sigh or murmur weird-

ly, or become, as it were, an echo of the far-off sea. Can

we wonder that those who live among pine forests have

more lively imaginations, or at least are more given to

the creation of myth and legend, than any other people?

We stroll back to the farmhouse. Nobody appears to be

about. A few chickens peck along the fences and occa-

sionallv a calf utters a solemn "baa!" Where the snow

has melted on the roof (under the influence of the mid-

day sun), we see patches of moss or weather-stained

tiles. A few icicles hang by the eaves. Against the front

door the snow has formed a drift, and the path which

leads up to it is untrodden. From under the veranda

stalks of withered weeds protrude. The gate hangs half-

open upon its hinges. Were it not for the presence of

the chickens and a thin smoke which ascends from the

chimney, one would be inclined to say that the house was

uninhabited. But suddenly we hear a guttural "Gee up !"

and turning around we see a man with a pair of oxen

yoked to a rude sleigh, which is covered with logs. He
passes into the yard of the farmhouse, unyokes his oxen

and drives them into the stable. After a while he emerges

and procures a pail, with which he proceeds^ to the cow
shed. The cows are milked and we see him bear his

smoking burden into the kitchen. Once more he emerges,

feeds the calf (whose "baaing" has been becommg very

importunate), fodders the cattle, shoos some chickens out

of a tree in which they have roosted (how persistent is

primitive habit or instinct) and drives them into the fowl-

house, bolts doors, takes a general look around and then

retires for good.
^ .

While all this has been doing, an odor of frying

"scrapple" has begun to float on the evening air, accona-

panied by snatches of old-time melodies, full of the in-

effable sadness of the past. The goodwife is evidently-

preparing the evening meal and expressing her pleasure

at her man's return.
.

A light is set in the kitchen window, the reflection of

which every moment grows brighter and wider. The
woods on the horizon have become black as ebony, and the

fields can no longer be defined. Everything grows blurred

—indistinct.
, ,1-

The chickadees and woodpeckers have ceased calling

and the bluejay to scream, but an owl in the pine grove

has taken up his mournful burden. After we have listened

to this—its dismal uncertain intonations, its gibbering

graveyard quality—we can ' readily understand why the

owl has always been such an uncanny bird—such an ob-

ject of horror even—to the simple-minded or superstitious.

Indeed, there are those who lay claim to wisdom who
cannot hear it without a shudder.

A succession of sharp sounds causes the owl to cease

its lamentations. It is the barking of a fox on the -hill-

side. One by one the nocturnal hunters are commg forth.

A warning note from the fowlhouse tells that the fact is

not unmarked or unknown there.

It is now so dark that the sky can no longer be seen.

No star appears-^the thick clouds hanging on the firma-

ment. The light in the farmhouse goes out. For a mo-
ment we are blinded, as it were, but becoming used to the

new condition, vrt. see around for a few yards the ghostly
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snow, rendering, in the old figure of speech, darkness
visible.

All has become still in the farmhouse. The occupants
have sunk to slumber, lulled by the soughing of the elms
above the roof. (Who that has thus been lulled to sleep

has not a haunting recollection of it! In the deep silence

of the countr}' how solemn and yet how soothing is this

soughing of hoary trees!)

With the darkness has come a sense of loneliness and a

vague insecurity. Something tells us that man has no
business now to be abroad. We take the hint and leave
old Nox to his mysterious reign. F. Moonan.

A New Way to the Pole,
Editor Forest and Stream:
An admirable opportunity now presents itself for some

resident of this country to win enduring fame for himself

and the nation by equipping a polar expedition with such
mechanical means for mastering the ice as the experience

of previous explorers has proved to be expedient.

Heretofore too much trust in mere chance, and the re-

sisting power of wooden ships, has been relied on to

carry navigators to the high latitudes with the chance of

drifting to the Pole. Nansen's voj'age in the Fram ought
to convince all who are interested in the subject that the

plan of pushing into the ice of the Polar Sea and depend-
ing on chance to drift the vessel to the Pole and back to

open water is so unscientific and unpromising that it

ought to be abandoned as a needless risk of life. One of

the most important facts established by Nansen's venture
is that a ship can be built that will sustain the utmost
pressure that the ice of the Arctic Sea imposes on its

sides. But a ship held in the ice is absolutely helpless

when depending on any means that have thus far been
provided for rendering it mobile. The resources of me-
chanics have not, however, been exhausted in aid of the

polar explorer, for the rational scheme of sawing a chan-
nel in the ice by steam-driven saws has not been tried.

No extraordinary engineering talent is required to con-
trive comparatively simple and entirely feasible apparatus
for use on a steamship by which the ice can be cut with
steam power, and a way opened in which the ship carry-

ing the sawing device can be driven through the heaviest

ice and propelled to the Pole and back.

The Russian proposal to force an ice-breaking ship to

the Pole is as unreasonable, compared with the sawing
plan, as it would be to employ men with mauls instead of

saws to harvest ice on the Hudson. One man with a saw
will make his way through more ice than a hundred men
could loosen who tried to break it by the crude method
of assault, as it were, with a club. A gang of large cir-

cular saws projecting in front of a ship, on arms under
control from the vessel, would cut the ice in strips paral-

lel with the ship and enable the latter to break the strips

into small cakes and move forward at a steady rate.

The Polar regions appear to be the sole extensive re-

maining ones which man has to explore. There may be
no hope of reaching the South Pole, with our present
knowledge, but there is a good prospect of attaining the

North, if reasonable means be employed. It would be a

creditable achievement, and there are hundreds of Amer-
icans who would not miss the money required to defray

the cost of the expedition. If this crowning maritime and
geographical prize is to be American, no time should be
lost in preparing for the voyage, as others might covet
the glory. Edmond Redmond.
RocHEsrER, N. Y.

The Early Half Century FootbalL
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have just been reading some copies of the New York
Times of ten years ago which describe from various view
points the celebrated game of football between the Sopho-
mores and Freshmen of Yale in 1850, when the Freshmen
were for the first time in history victorious in two innings

out of three. I was a member of that athletic Freshmen
class, and am moved to allude to the game here just for

the purpose of unearthing some facts which have been
overlaid for more than half a century, and which, I may
add. involve the origin of the rubber football as well,

which same is not of record, I ween.
Up to the year 1846 nothing but a "beef bladder" had

ever been used on the campus on either side of the At-
lantic, and I recall very readily the pains it required to

knead, distend and gradually work it out so as to fit it

for field service, and how we blew it up with a quill after

it was placed in its leather case and laced up near the top.

This was at Hopkins Grammar School in New Haven.
Such a ball was necessarily oval in shape, and seldom
if ever a sphere. It scaled and wabbled ungracefully
whenever it took aerial flight. It was very light, too, and
scarcely one-fourth of the weight of a modern football.

It was at that school where (Gen.) Alfred Terry and
Lester M. Dorman, the man who was selected to "cant"
the ball at the memorable Yale game in 1850, obtained
their manhood and soldierly training by processes and
methods much more merciful and superior to those in

vogue at West Point of late years.

It was about the year 1846 that the great evolution in

American rubber manufacture took place, and the same
genius which conceived the improved rubber overshoes
brought out the round rubber football, which was imme-
diately adopted on both sides of the Atlantic as a welcome
subst'tute, its only objection being its weight, though
even this permitted of its being kicked to greater dis-

tances than the beef bladder. It was cleaner, made no
trouble and had more bounce. It was a live ball. It was
naturally introduced at New Haven becaiise the Good-
year factory was there. Charles and Robert, sons of the
inventor, happened to be among my schoolmates in the
early forties. In England it Avas first introduced at the
First Grammar School in Birmingham by the late eminent
Rabbi Raphall, who was resident in New York for many
years previous to his death, Charles Joselyn being the
principal.

The original rubber shoe was a simple envelope of crude
material set on a mould of the same shape as the foot of a
sock, barely covering the instep. It was of a deep coffee
color, and quite translucent when held to the sun, and
vyas usually ornamented with scroll work on the front, as

difJerent as possible from the shapely and improved vul-
canized footgear which soon superseded it. Down East
these overshoes were known as galoshes (Fr. galoche),
and at the South as gums. "Walk in, stranger, and wipe
your gums on the mat" was the customary salutation to
a caller in wet weather. Charles Hallock.

Mf. Robmsoii*s "Writingfs.

It gives one a sad feeling to realize that we shall never
see any more of Mr. Robinson's writings. Although I

have never had the pleasure of seeing him, an acquaintance
by letter for some years has made him seem to me like an
old fri,end. In spite of his great affliction he seldom re-

ferred to it, and his last letter, written only a few days
before his death, was so bright and cheerful "that the news
of his death was a great surprise to me. It was always a
wonder to me how one who was blind could so accurately
describe things he had not seen for years. I know of no
writer who was so accurate, even to the smallest detail, in

describing anything of which he wrote. When Cooper
wrote of Indians, animals and birds, in spite of his

fascinating descriptions his writings were full of errors.

Even Thoreau was sometimes inaccurate, but I have never
seen a single instance where Mr. Robinson made a mis-
take. I know of no one who can fill his place in his

particular line of writing. M. Hardy.

Rapid Transit in the Arctic Circle.

Surveyor J. M. Bell^ a nephew of Dr. Robt. Bell, chief

of the Canadian Geological Survey, who surveyed Great
Slave Lake in 1899, was left behind to winter at Fort
Resolution, and then to pvish out to Great Bestr Lake in

the spring. Evidently he preferred the comforts of civiliza-

tion at Ottawa, for Dr. Bell writes

:

"He returned here about Christmas, having gone over
an extraordinary amount of ground for one season, in-

cluding a pm-vey of Great Bear Lake, part of the Cop-
permine River and a new route back to Great Slave Lake.
The journey from Fort Rae at the head of the 180-mile
long northwest area of Great Slave Lake, back to civiliza-

tion at the close of a big summer's work, was itself quite

a feat. He thinks that some parts of the region he was over
will be of great value for minerals, but it will require
some Yankee enterprise to turn them to account."

C. Hallock.

"The Cottntry of the Horse***

That was a good little article by Frederick Irland on
"The Country of the Horse." There was truly "horse
sense" in it. His serving up of the newspaper rubbish
about Roosevelt and a dangeroits mountain trail was ex-
cellent. C. H. Ames.

Panthers in Maine.
Mr. C. H. Ames, who started the Maine panther inquiry,

sends us the subjoined letter from a correspondent in that
State, which describes the killing of one of the species.

Mr. Ames writes that he is on the trail (or believes that
he is) of another Maine panther.

Brunswick, Me., Jan. 12.—Mr. C. H. Ames: Dear
Sir—My attention has been called to your communica-
tion in the last Forest and Stream on the subject of
"Panthers in Maine." I think I can vouch for there
having been at least one killed in this State, probably
about the year 1845. This animal was killed in the, town
of Sebago, which is situated in Cumberland county and
about thirty-five miles northwest of Portland. I was at
that time a boy of some seven or eight years, and my
father kept a country store in the adjoining town of
Bridgton. I perfectly recollect the animal being brought
to my father's store and remaining on exhibition there
for a few days. It seems to me that I can see him as
plainly to-day as I saw him fiftj^ odd years ago, hanging
by his hind feet from a wooden pin in a beam of the
old low-posted country store, and his front paws nearly
if not quite touching the floor. Since that time I have
seen in menageries many animals variously labled as
"panther," "cougar," "mountain lion," etc., and can
recollect that this animal in respect to size, color, length
of tail, and other characteristics, was apparently the same
thing. Making all allowance for the exaggeration of
my boyish eyes, he must have been a full-grown speci-
men. At that time the "lucivee" or Canada lynx was
very common in that section, and the wildcat (by which,
I presume, is meant the bay lynx) was not uncommon.
So it is hardly probable that any one would mistake
either of them for a panther. The long tail, which I
recollect as being as long proportionately as that of a
common cat, would settle the question of species at a
glance.
Some twenty or thirty years ago I met one of the men

who was in at the death of this animal, and he gave me
an account of the circumstances. It seems that this man
had been at work chopping wood late in the fall, and it

coming on to snow he started for home in the middle
of the afternoon, carrying his axe with him. On the way
he fell in with a neighbor, who had been partridge hunt-
ing, having with him a small cur dog, and armed with, of
course, in those days, a single-barreled gun. As they
went along they came upon the track of this animal
where he had crossed the road a few minutes before, and
taking up the track followed it up on to the side of a
mountain for half a mile or more, where they found the
panther up in a scrub oak tree. The man with the gun
promptly fired a charge of shot at him, on which he
jumped down from the tree, and running only a few
rods, took up a position under the trunks of two fallen

trees which had fallen across each other but were up
a matter of two feet from the ground. The gun (like

most of the guns of our youthful days) had its individual
peculiarity, which was that the screw holding the hammer
on was missing, and parties using it were expected to
hold their thumb on the hammer to keep it on. In the

excitement the man forgot to properly thumb the ham-
mer, and it was lost in the snow, disabling the armament
of the party. In the meantime the small dog, with more
pluck than judgment, was skirmishing round the panther,
but getting a little too near was gathered in with a swipe
of the paw, and was having the life mauled out of him.
The man dropped his gun and rushed to the rescue of the
dog. He grabbed the panther by the tail (note the long
tail again) and undertook to pull him off the dog. The
panther promptly changed ends, and coming out from
under the logs was proceeding to mix it up pretty lively
with him, when a fortunate blow with the axe by the
other man put an end to the fight. The man with the
"tail holt" came out of it with some bad scratches, and
not many clothes to speak of, but otherwise was un-
hurt. Whether the dog lived to fight another dog, I do
not remember. Certainly a small cur with sand enough
to tackle a panther ought not to be cut off in his youth.
I think the old gentleman told me that the skin of this
animal was mounted, and after being shown around the
country for a while was finally put in the Boston
Museum. The animal was very thin, and his lips and
nose were badly swollen, being full of porcupine quills.

This may account for his not putting up more of a fight.

So much for this panther. It may not be evidence
enough to convince others, but I shall always be satisfied
that the State of Maine is entitled to score one panther at
least. Gardner Cram. •

In the article "No Panthers in Maine" mention is

made of panther tracks having been seen. The track
of Felis concolor is in size and shape almost an exact
counterpart of that of the Canada lynx. It often re-

quires close scrutiny to distinguish the track of a big
lynx from that of a panther. The stride is nearly the
same, and owing to the fact that the ball and toes of
the foot of the lynx are completely covered with fur,

thus increasing, the size, and the spread of the toes great,
the footprints in snow are much alike.

The main difference is that the impression of the
toes and ball of the foot in the lynx track are blurred
and indistinct, owing to the fur, and the heel mark runs
more to a point, while the footprint of the panther is

clear cut and perfect, the heel mark being broad. Neither
track will show any claw marks on level ground.
The big timber wolf has a track much like a panther,

but the two middle toes project further ahead, making the
footprint pointed instead of round, and the claw marks
show. Wm. Wells.

I noted with interest the article by Emerson Carney

—

"The Fear of Wild Animals." I cannot certify to an
instance where a man was attacked by a "painter," though
I know a trapper who bears a niimber of ugly scars that
were evidently inflicted by teeth and claws. The man
lives in Colorado—^or did when I met him—and either
the wounds were inflicted by a mountain lion or the

man is a liar—I am unable to determine to a certainty.

When he told me the story. I did not feel disposed to

express any doubt, and while I might perhaps do so
with greater safety, at this time, I still believe that his

statement is true. While I was in Stuart, Id., in the fall

of '99, a child four years of age was killed by a lion on a
ranch up Maggie Creek, about four miles from the vil-

lage. The killing occurred in daylight and within a few
rods of the ranch house. I do not imagine that Mr.
Carney had the lion in mind when he referred to panthers,
though in many places they are alluded to an "painters."
I have reason to believe that in both of the cases above
mentioned the assault was made by a brute who mistook
his prey. Counselor.

Colorado Winter Bird Notes^
The Canada jays—or, as they are known here, the

camp bird—have this winter sought a lower altitude than
usual for some reason.

So far several have spent the season in the valley, and
one or two in particular have visited the house regularly
every day for scraps thrown from the back door. Old
residents say they have never seen them in the valley

before.

Every hunter in the Rockies knows this bird, for he
introduces himself within a few minutes after camp is

made, and makes himself right at home.
In the timber, he has a variety of whistling notes that

are sometimes startling in their plaintiveness ; then he
gives you that laugh, very human, as he peeks and pries

around. A companion whistles, he answers and is away.
Who ever heard a bluejay warble? Nonsense! You

don't mean to say a jay, one of those noisy, boisterous,

scolding fellows, can sing ! Yes, that is the very same
fellow. The first time I heard one was early in January
a year ago. I was at the spring house. It had snowed
for several hours, and the sun was just breaking through the

clouds. The side hill was all aglow, when I suddenly
heard a strain which I thought came from the throat of a
catbird.

I got up and looked all about for the "early arrival," but
could see no signs of life save a long-crested jay that

was hopping about among the scrub oaks just above rne.

He stopped, the throat swelled, and the song came again,
and still again, and I was mightily glad to have heard it.

Before the winter was over I heard the little song sev-

eral times. It consists of two or three strains of perhaps
a dozen or more notes, and is as soft and well modulated
as that of the catbird in its most amorous mood of a May
morn. I have heard the little song but twice this win-
ter, but it's the same sweet bit of melody.

Just now, as I write, I can hear a group of these birds
by the brook, chattering, scolding and laughing as they
sport among the shrubbery. This bird also has another
note that is mightily deceiving. It is a perfect imita-
tion of the scream of the red-tailed hawk. Many a time
I have looked high in the air upon hearing the scream, to
locate the hawk in its widening circles, when, not finding
it and coming back to earth, I have located the source of
the scream in a long-crested jay, hopping about the oak
brush.

I saw a flock of about 100 Bohemian waxwings on Jan.
29. Their flight was as erratic as that of the snowbird,
but they always moved as a solid phalanx.
There are but fevv straggling visitors here this winter
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season. A Wilson's snipe patrols the brook, a cinnamon
teal feeds and swims about the little lake, while a soli-

tary golden eagle views the valley from his lofty perch,

now and then taking a sail to suit his fancy.

A^ery few ducks passed this way during the fall migra-

tion, although I saw some nice bunches of mallards down
on White River in October.
We have had an addition to our ava fauna within a

month. It is a pair of English sparrows, the first I have

seen on the Western slope, although there may be others.

I have declared war on them, and they must go the way
all pirates should go. Geo. A. Morrison.

Emma, Col., Feb 1;

—^—
Proprieiurs of •hooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

:bein in l<°ORKaT ahd bTKIAM.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to t>c Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual co'inecied with the paper.

Discoveries in Central Africa.

In a recent number of the London Nature is given an
abridgment of interesting discoveries made by Sir Harry
Johnson in the Uganda Protectorate and sent by him to

the Royal Geographical Society.

The explorer succeeded in making large and interesting

natural history collections in that part of the forest which
stretches from the basin of the Ituri River to the neigh-

borhood of the Semliki. Here many photographs were
taken of the curious dwarfs which inhabit the region, and
of their dances, implements and dwellings. Two types

of these dwarfs exist—one black-skinned, with a good
deal of stiff curling black hair about the body, and one

red or yellow skinned, with the hair of the head reddish

and that on the body yellowish gray. Some of the

dwarfs, especially the younger ones, have quite hairy

bodies, and not infrequently the women are more or less

bearded. They are remarkable for the large size and flat-

ness of the nose, and they also have a very long upper

lip, which is scarcely, if at all, erected. In this and in

many other respects they are curiously ape-like, but on

the other hand they are very intelligent, and notwith-

standing their extreme ugliness they are usually cheer-

ful, winning and graceful.

Sir Harry Johnson has ascertained that in these Congo
forests there exists a remarkable species of horse not

hitherto known. Both gorilla and chimpanzee exist here.

Some weeks were devoted to an examination of

Ruwenzon. On this mountain snow was found at an

altitude of 13,000 feet, and permanent snow at 13,500 feet.

J^mong the animals collected near here were one new
monkey, .a new hyrax (cony), and a new antelope, besides

a number of birds, reptilesi and insects not previously

known.

Another Mammal Approaching: Extinction*

Among the large mammals on- the verge of extinction

is the Caribbean seal—the first seal met with by the

early explorers of the new world. In a paper read not

long ago before the Biological Society of Washmgton
Mr. E. W. Nelson estimates that of this form there are

now living not more than 100 individuals.

Although one of the least known of North American

mammals, not having been accurately described until

1884, this is an animal of considerable size, and formerly

had quite a wide distribution. Mr. Nelson had an op-

portunity to observe it during a recent visit to certain

islands in the Gulf of Campeche, to which the _seals ap-

pear now to be restricted. They are unsuspicious ani-

mals, sluggish, very easy to approach, and making no

defense when attacked. While on the shore they com-

monly lie on their backs basking in the sun for hours,

although the heat was so intense that iron exposed to

the sun became too hot to handle with comfort.

These seals are killed for oil, which is sold for lubricat-

ing purposes, and it is this killing that has so greatly re-

duced their numbers.
It will be remembered that a few years since a pair of

these seals were brought to New York and for some time

were on exhibition in the New York Aquarium. One
oi them died some years ago, but the other lived and did

well and is still on exhibition there. He is notorious for

his practice of occasionally spurting water from his mouth

at spectators.

Winter Rotin in Quebec.

Sherbrooke, p. Q.. Jan. 23.—I saw a robin to-day

(migratory thrush), not a grosbeak. It was m full

plumage, fat and healthv looking. About the end oi

March we usually expect to hear the welcome song of

returning robins, but a robin in January is rare in this

locality. ^, , , , • u<-

Coons are always rare around Sherbrooke, but one night

last month a citizen heard a noise downstairs and de-

scended armed for burglars. He found a coon m the

kitchen—a real ring-tailed coon. How it got there or

from whence, none can tell. The nearest woods is a mile

awav and the temperature below zero all that week
Jos.

He Robbed Shooting- Camps.

Last summer a number of camps in the Adirondacks were

robbed and practically cleaned out of their supply of sporting

goods, and a lot of complaints were made to the authorities by tbe

owners of the camps, who asked that better protection be aftorded

tliem. The conviction at the last term of court m St. Lawrence

county of a man named Johnson, which was secured by the

authorities after a hard legal battle, will, it is believed, put an

end to such deoredations. The burglarly for which Johnson was

convicted was that of the camp of Col. W. A Barbotir at the head

of Tupper Lake on July 4. Suspicion pointed to two brotners,

Elmer and Thomas j6hnson, of Clinton, the former an ex-convict

and they were arrested. The detectives found that two men of

their description had ridden sixty miles over the mountain road

on their bicycles from Tupper Lake to Newton Falls and there

expressed a package to Clinton. The detectives drover over the

same road and found a man who had picked up a f^shmg rod

dropped by the Johnsons. This was identified by Col. Barbour

as his property. With this and other evidence, all of vvhich was of

necessity purely circumstantial, the men were taken to St.

Lawrence county, and their trial lasted six days Elmer Johnson

because he was an ex-convict, was tried first. His brother is still

awrkiting trial. With this conviction the authorities believe that

the pillaging of shooting camps will be ended.—Adirondack Enter-

prise.

The Forest ahd Strkam is put to press each week on Ttiesday.

Correspondent* intended for publication should reach hs at tJx

tetert by Monday and u mueh «Bli«r u pnctickbl*.

A Good Bear Story.

Editor Forest and Stream

:

Having recently received a letter iu which is tuld one
of the best bear stories I ever read, and feeling it is too

good to keep all to myself, I will repeat it, first referring

to the manner in which I received it, going to show how
strangely events will entwine themselves around each
other and reveal peculiar coincidences in a way least ex-

pected.

One af'.ernoon while seali'd i" a (rain not far from
Johnstown there was introduced tu me a gentleman with

whom I became engaged' in conversation, incidentally re-

ferring to a then contemplated hunting trip to the West
for l>ig game. During our talk he told me of a friend of

his from Cleveland who had had a very exciting adven-
ture with three .grizzly bears, and briefly mentioned the

facts as he remembered them without stating Just where
it had taken place. I thought little of it at the time, not
having been given suflicient details to-make more than a

passing impression on my mind.
During the early part of October, however, in company

with a couple of friends. I arrived at the Jackson Hole
country, Wyoming, and, in accordance with previously

arranged plans, went into camp on Slate Creek, near the

foot of Mount Leidy, some forty miles south of Yellow-
stone National Park, with S. N. Leak, of Jackson, as

head guide. Any one who employs Mr. Leak will find he
has obtained the services of one of the .most gentlemanly,

agreeable and competent guides to be found anywhere.
We spent a most delightful two weeks there, of which
much might be written, but as this is to be a bear story,

and as we were not fortunate enough to see any bears, I

will pass it over by saying that we thoroughly enjoyed it

all, riding up and doAvn the steep ridges, along edges of

high precipices, through and over dead timber one would
have thought it impossible to get over, climbing the high

peaks, and last, but not the least interesting, securing our

game, which in all amounted toi five fine elk specimens_

and four antelope, besides obtaining a nice collection of

very interesting views of wild game and the Western
countrj'-, some seventy-five in number. Not bad, we
thought, for our first trip.

One night, while "swappin' " the usual camp-fire stories,

I gave the bear story, repeating the facts, as I remem-
bered them, of the accident that had happened to the gen-

tleman of Cleveland, and was greatly surprised to have

our guide say that he knew of an exactly similar incident

which happened to a hunter at a place just twenty

miles west of wdiere we were then encamped. He knew
the guide's name, but did not know of the name of the

hunter. I thought it a strange coincidence in case it

should be the same, and on my return, after securing the

name and address of the gentleman in Cleveland, I wrote

him, and asked for a full description of the incident, tell-

ing him of what our guide had said, and also that he

censured the other guide for having deserted him. I was
pleased, and not a little surprised, to find on receiving

his reply that it was the same incident, and that, while

the story as I first heard it was merely given as having

occurred "somewhere out West," a term known to cover

a big part of the country, yet we had gone into camp
within twenty miles of the exact spot where it had oc-

curred.

No clearer or more vivid description of the incident as

it actually occurred can be given than by reproducing the

letter just as T received it, so here it is.

Cleveland, O., Jan. 6, 1901.—My Dear Mr. M.: You
need never fear that a letter relating hunting experiences,

however much space it may cover, will weary me.

I began my big game hunting "way back" in '64, when
buffalo were plentiful. I started to cross to the Rocky
Mountains with a party comprised mostly of miners. Our
party was attacked by Sioux Indians, corralled for about

three weeks, surrounded by Indians, and finally rescued

by a United States regiment. So you see my tribulations

began early. Nothing can stir me to greater enthusiasm

than the contemplation of these Rocky Mountain trips,

unless it is the active participation. I have been to the

Rockies so many times that I feel as if I kncAv them by

heart.

Well, to tell of the one experience I had with the three

grizzlies. In the first place, I want to say that I in no

way blame the guide. He had no weapon more deadly

than a jackknife. We had left my other gun back by the

horses—a foolish thing to do, as T have learned by ex-

perience. Then, as he says, he told me to "run for the

hill." I was too slow, and he was too far along for me
to catch up, and when I did start, the bears were so near

that I onlv took a dozen steps before they were at me.

Now, as some one remarked. "It was better for one man
to be chewed up than for two." It was a vei-y exching

time, I can assure you, especially for me, and it was all

done so quickly that I had no time to do any thinking.

To tell in detail what you ask will have to be done at

the risk of being long-winded. Our trip of six weeks

would make a book, if all written up. our fishing and all.

One of our partv caught a seven and one-quarter pound

trout near the outlet of Jackson's Lake, and three-pound-

ers were common. I had my setter along and had fine

sport after the mountain grouse.

We had been hunting elk from our camp, some twenty

miles south from Jackson Lake. It was located on a

small creek that ran north to the lake or river. It was

a beautiful place for such a camp—good wa'er, good feed

for horses, and wood everywhere. The elk we hunted

invariably went to the very tops of the mountains, to the

southwest of us, so two of our part}' of three, I and one

other, concluded to take a guide each, our blankets, and

an extra pack animal, and, by makmg a wide circle to the

southward, get around the country where these elk were
daily feeding. We were prepared to be out two or three

nights.

We started very early one morning and had a hard day's

ride up and down places where one would hardly believe

horses could go, and just about sunset were on top of

the highest mountain in the range. We slept under a big

pine, with a roaring fire near by. Before daylight the

next morning we heard the elk bugling on every side.

We had breakfast and then, as soon as we could see, we
started in different directions, I, with my guide, going
south from where we spent the night. We went over the
very crest of the mountain, which was not over 200 yards

from our camp. As we were descending, we heard a bull

elk bugling. He was evidently coming up; so we hid

behind a large pine near the same trail we were follow-

ing, and soon saw his antlers over a small rise. He took
a step or two more, and his whole head and neck were in

sight. He was just iii yards from me down hill; we
paced the distance. I fired, hitting him full in the center

of the heck, and he dropped dead. Pie had a fine head,

which we cut off and prepared for the taxidermist, then

started back for a horse to pack it in. I was very
anxious to get a fine specimen of a spike bull's head. T

had any number of chances for other shots at a five-point

bull and some six-point ones, but did not care to shoot
them, when my guide pointed to a small herd of seven or
eight elk slowly going up a steep ridge, and said one
of them was a spike bull, and he told me which one.

They were among some aspen, and I did not see his

head. I let go at him, and he stumbled, turned down, and
rushed at a break-neck pace downward. I fired three

more .'^hots from m}'^ .45-90 Winchester at him before he
disappeared over the ridge. We went to the top, and he
was nearly dead, with all four balls in him, but he was a
five-point bull, and I was sorry I killed him. We got our
horse, brought in our head, and on the way in I shot
three grouse. We spent several hours on the head clean-

ing it, and about 4 o'clock cooked some grouse and had
our dinner. Then I suggested that we follow the crest of

the mountain to its end, about one-half mile from camp,
and try for a shot at a spike bull. My guide took no gtm.

He was whittling at a couple of elk's teeth he had taken
from one I had killed. .A.t the place where we sat down
to wait there was, about 500 yards below, a plain or park.

The grade down was very steep, so much care would be
required to avoid sUpping and tumbling the whole way.
Behind us, at about the same distance, say thirty yards,

was a patch of dense woods. Here we waited to try for

our spike bull, should he come up from the park below
to sleep in the woods.
As we sat, I several times thought I heard something

in the woods back of us, but the guide did not notice it,

so we paid no attention. Suddenly we heard a large dry
limb snap directly behind, and we both jumped up and
saw an immense grizzly, on his hind legs, looking over
the bushes directly at us. It was a beautiful shot. I

aimed for his throat. I could easily have hit a silver dol-

lar where he stood. Just as I was about to pull the trig-

ger two more stood up beside the first, like three soldiers

in a row. My guide .said, "Don't shoot; run for the hiU."

I did not hear the last part distinctly, and, still pointing

my gun, I looked around, and my guide was half way to

ihe brink of the hill. Before I had time to think, the

three bears, uttering what I called a bellow—it was so like

a bull, but the guides called it a roar—started for me with

a rush through the low bushes. I knew it was no use
to shoot, so turned to run. Before I had gone a dozen
steps, the bears were near me, making a fearful noise. I

concluded I was done for any way. and turned quickly to

shoot one of them if I could, but they were so close thai

they were inside of the muzzle of my gun. It hit one on
the shoulder, and the ball as I fired did not touch him.

This one had me by my left leg in an instant, and fairly

lifted me and turned me over so that the back of my head
hit the ground. One other grabbed me by the side, get-

ting the edge of my coat in her mouth, which so filled

it she did not reach my flesh. As I went over my head
must have hit one of the numerous stones that were
around, for I was knocked out as clean as if McCoy had
pounded my chin. This is all I know until I saw, as in

a dream, the three bears quietly waddling off into the

woods. I do not. remember getting up or picking up my
gun, but I did get it; and, as I stood in a dazed condi-

tion, I saw the head of my guide appear over the ridge.

He asked me where the bears were. I told him. He
asked me how badly I was hurt. I said I did not know;
and as my left leg between my hip and knees felt as if

torn to pieces, I did not propose to examine it until back

at our temporary camp. When there, we took account

of stock. My leg was bitten to the bone the first bite,

the two long teeth cutting like lances. Then there were
numerous places where it looked as if the bear had
snapped at my leg, not getting full hold. Long, hard

lumps about the size of a good-sized man's thumb were
numerous. My leg from knee to hip turned black and a

pectdiar brown color. The doctor thought l would have

some abscesses as a result, but as I was in good shape

they were absorbed, and I have no trouble save a lame

leg.

We slept under a pine tree that night, and got back to

our permanent camp the next afternoon, but we had a

very disagreeable night of it. as rain set in that turned to

snow. One peculiar thing was that in the left pocket of

my coat I had an aluminum match box, full of matches,

aiid when bear No. 2 grabbed at me she bit through the

coat, match box, and all, and fired all of the matches.

They burned their heads oft" and went out. The box was
all smashed out of shape. Two holes show where the

long teeth went through, and prints of the small teeth

ran along one side.

I was interviewed by numerous curious people after-

ward. One party, who was noted as a bear killed, said to

me that not one link in the chain of events could have

been left out and my life saved. His theorv was that

I being knocked out and lying perfectly still the bear

supposed I was killed and left. The bears had been eat-

ing whortleberries, as we could see by stems and pieces

of leaves left on my clothes, where they had bitten at me,

so that they were probably not hungry. These bears do

not ahvavs rush out and attack people as these did; but,

according to "old bear hunters," this was their running

season, and then a male accompanied by a female will

attack anj'thing alive within range. Then the third was
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a cub of the female, about full-grown, but still with her.

This was another casus belli, for "they say" whenever a
' female has her young with her she will attack any living
» thing in sight, like a hen with her chicks. So you sec the

conditions were against me.
Had the guide turned back when he found I was not

following him, the chances are that both of us would
have been killed. I think he did perfectly right.

We went in via the Park, camping two nights in. the
Park. It is a very pleasant route, but rather aggravating,
as we saw much game, and. of course, our guns were
sealed. Once before I had been in the same country, but
then we went in via Bozeman, skirting the Park on its

west side, via Lake Henry'. Going this way we had some
fine bird shooting en route. I have a three-barreled gim.
28-inch barrels, 12-gauge shot, with .40-70 rifle barrel
under the shot barrels, 7^ pounds weight, made for me
by Kirkwood, of Boston, and it is a most serviceable
gun for such trips. The rifle barrel is perfectly accurate.
Then I carry a five-jointed fishing rod, that I strap to my
saddle; so I am always ready for anything that turns up.
On one trip we found a stream full of fine grayling. T

did not believe any were in the West until I found this
stream. On my first trip West, in 1864, I saw thousands
of buffalo, and killed all I cared to, generally running
them down on horseback. I have always used the .45-90
since it was made, but if I make any trips in the future I

shall use the ..30-30 Winchester. This year I have only
had bird shooting.

I send you a pencil sketch, of my match box. I am no
artist, as you can readily see; but from it you may gain
some idea of how it is. I have not detailed the reason
why the old bear hunter told me no one part of what
happened could be left out, and I come out alive, as it

would take up too much space; but, as I have some left,

I will give you one of them. For instance, had I con-
tinued to run, and not turned to shoot, I would liaA-e been
knocked over forwards, and my hands would have pro-
tected my head, and I would not have been knocked out.
I would naturally have put my hands up to save my neck,
and as long as I moved they would bite and tear like a
terrier with a rat. When the rat is dead, he leaves it.

Even had I shot and killed a male before it started for
me, he says the female would not have let up while there
was anything left of me to tear up. Or, had I wounded
the male I tried to shoot, and so on through the chapter—I certainly would have had the hide of the male had he
been alone. It is very uncommon to run on three such
specimens at once, and, as a Helena, Mont., paper put
it, it takes a tenderfoot from Ohio to do in this line what
half a dozen mountaineers could not expect to find in a

ten-years' tramp. I have an idea that the three bears I

saw were raised within the Park limits, where they were
unmolested, and then they wandered outside to get at me.

W.

The gentleman who wrote the above letter is at the head
of one of Cleveland's largest and best known wholesale
establishments, and, while he has alwaj^s had large busi-
ness interests under his care, he has been one of Ohio's
most enthusiastic sportsmen. He is fifty-nine years old.

but says he feels only thirty, and that a man never gets
any older than he feels. He still carries with him tlie

marks of the three grizzlies, although not now sufficient

to cause him any inconvenience. M.
JOHNSTawN, Pa., January.

The Doom of the Big Game*
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have just been reading Mr. Beaman's letter on Colo-
rado's big game.,

I thoroughly agree with Mr, Beaman in all that he
says, but I am afraid that the conditions are such, not
only in Colorado, but in all the game country of the
Rocky Mountains, that the preservation of any large pro-
portion of the game now left is impossible.
The main cause of decrease of big game is the settle-

ment of the game fields. For instance, fifteen years ago
the winter range of the game in northwestern Colorado
comprised at least 5,000 square miles," and one could
count every man, woman and child living thereon and
not overtax one's memory.
When I left there in 1897 the game still had at least

2,000 square miles of winter range, and was not molested
to any great extent. At that time the deer were still so
plentiful that two or three hundred could be seen in a

day's ride, and it was impossible to stack hay anywhere
out of gunshot from the ranch building or the deer would
destroy the stack. Now, Mr. Beamam says, the range is

restricted to about 400 square miles, and that about 1,000

hunters are after them in that small space during the
open season. This tells the story.

In the effort to protect the big game of the West we
are face to face with certain conditions, and these condi-
tions must be taken into account in anj' laws that are
passed for game protection, or these laws will be of little

value.

First, the bulk of the population of the Rockj^ Moun-
tains is of men with absolutely no sentiment as regards
the game. These men have taken part in the settlement
of the West, and big game is to them simply a cheap
food supply to be used as long as it lasts, and then, when
the country is settled, to be replaced by domestic cattle

and sheep. Many of them believe that the sooner the big
.game is killed off the better for the country. They argue
ihat as long as the big game is plentiful there will be a

class of shiftless people who will live off the game, sup-
plemented by a little horse stealing or cattle killing at

odd times. As long as the game lasts, they say, this
class of people will remain and, by holding ranches that
would otherwise be occupied by more thrifty settlers, re-
tard the settlement of the country.
They also say that the income to the people of the

State from the game is not one-quarter what it would be
were the country settled and the game ranges used to
support cattle.

And in this they are right. Here in Northwestern
Wyoming there are about 5,000 square miles of country
that is pxacticaUy unsettled: on this tract there are 50,000
or 60.000 elk and perhaps half as many sheep, deer and
antelope. Perhaps 20Q guides, packers and cooks are
employed by sportsmen each fall, receiving on an average

$150 each for six weeks' work, and $50,000 is a fair esti-

mate of the total amolmt of inoney left in this tract of
the State by sportsmen each year. This same section is

capable of supporting, when settled, a population of sev-
eral thousand, and of turning off several hundred thou-
sand dollars' worth of live stock each year. Therefore,
when it conies to a question of dollars and cents—and the
dollar rules nowadays—the game has got to go.
Mr. Beaman would like to see the game laws enforced

with the same severity as Uncle Sam cnfarces his revenue
laws. This is an impossibility, and must be dismissed
from consideration. The people of the Rocky Moun-
tains believe that they have a right to kill game for food
purposes at any time, they propose to enjoy that right,

and they cannot be stopped. However much we may
wish to protect what big game we have left, we here butt
our heads against a solid wall. As long as violations of

the game law, when such violations consist of killing

game for food purposes, are tried in the local courts, it

will be impossible to convict. And because of this, and
of the feeling that the game is of little real benefit to the
State, any. laws made for the protection of game are apt
to fail of their purpose. Over-protection does not pro-
tect. In 1896 Colorado put a close season on elk. The
only result was to prevent the lavv-ab -ling sportsman
from hunting, while the killing for food ' v ranchmen and
settlers went on unchecked.
Here in V/yoming no one pays an} attention to the

close season when food is wanted. Am the wardens are
compelled to recognize this state of affairs. As maimers
arc noAv, this does not affect the game, as the iftisettled

country is so great in extent, and the game so plentiful,

that what game is killed in this waj' makes no apparent
inroads on the herds.
But the time is fast coming when every acre of avail-

able land will be cultivated and every bit of grazing land
in the mountains will be required lor summer range for
live stock. I think that ten years will see the big game
of the mountains practicalh^ gone. Conditions as regards
food for game are not the same here as in Maine and the
Adirondacks. There the game stays on the same ground
sununer and winter. Here the game must come down
out of the mountains in the winter, or starve, as the
snowfall is such that nothing can live. And the winter
ranges of the game are fast going. Every year sees new
ranches opened in the valleys, and the grass on the foot-
hills, on which the elk depend for food, is cropped closer
each year by stock. Here in Wyoming it is probable
that starvation .will kill more elk in the next ten years
than bullets. In Colorado, which has had a large increase
in population in the past ten. years, the bullet did the
work. But in both cases the settlement of the game
ranges was. and will be, responsible for the decrease of
game. If the game ranges are settled and the game cut
off from their feed ng grounds, it makes little difference
whether an an'mal be shot or doe from lack of food—the
result is the same.

After the mountains are settled to the limit, there will
still remain small tracts of rough and rugged country in

which a few elk, deer and sheep will still exist. By "that

time the need of a food supply from the game will be
over and we will always have some game with us. The
overflow from the Park will help out this section.
Wolves, cougar, b'nx, wildcats, coyotes and bear will in-
crease, as the domestic stock will furnish an abundance of
food for the first five, and bear can never be cleaned out
of a countrj' as rough as this.

In trying to save any amount of the elk, deer or ante-
lope we are fighting a losing battle. The' United States,
land laws are such that it is impossible for large preserves,
as in Canada, to be formed, and the formation of such
preserves would be the only solution of the problem.

WAt. Wells.

Eating Musfcrat.
Essex. N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: With re-

gard to the muskrat question, some reader of Forest .-vnd

Stream should suggest a receipt for removing the musky
taste. Musk is one of the most powerful and penetrating
not to say indestructible odors known, and its taste is al-

most equally persistent. We have a girl in the kitchen
who has eaten skunk, but she draws the line at inuskrat.
Just before Christmas I shot a muskrat and had it pre-
pared for the table-. I was the only one who took more
than one taste, and after the first two or three morsels I

did not fancy the rat as much as I had expected. The
hired girl turned up her nose at it. comparing it unfavor-
ably with mephitis, and even the cat refused to eat it.

The members of the household saw a joke in the affair,

and for the next week I got the renmants of that muskrat
in all possible shapes and forms, served alone or with
other meats, till I became as suspicious of my food as the
Eastern po.entate who knew there were designs on his
life. At Christmas, when the presents were distributed
from the children's tree, the muskrat turned up in one of
Tiffany's silver boxes, and I should probably be having
it }'et at periodica! intervals if I had not incinerated the
remains in the stove.

In the markets in Wilmington. Del., nniskrats are sold
skinned as "marsh rabbits."' and considerable numbers arc
eaten by the poorer classes. These muskrats come from
the marshy shores of the salt-water creeks of the lower
part of Delaware, where they are captured by wholesale
by professional trappers. ' Owners of the marshes farm
out the privilege of trapping the rats, and so may be said
to conduct muskrat farms. Aside from the rats, their only
other crop is salt hay. John B. Burxh.vtm.

Brewer, Me.

—

Editor Forest and Stream : By a curious
coincidence your issue of Jan. 26 contains an article on
the "Toothsome Muskrat." and Mr. Robinson's "Remi-
nescences" also speaks of eating them. As some Avhn
read these articles may wish to try for themselves. I will

give them a little instruction as to how the muskrat
should be prepared for cooking. While I know nothing
which is more cleanly fed than a muskrat. still a novice is

likely to render one unfit for food in preparing it.

First, in skinning be sure not to let the fur touch the
meat, as this, especially in the spring time, causes a musky
taste. Indians, although not over neat in many things,

are very careful when skinning muskrats for food. They
usually use a "skinning stick." This is a stick some 18
inches long, with a fork at one end; one of the forks is

sharpened and the stick is set upright in the jjfrouiid. A
slit is cut near the gambrel cord and the muskrat is sus-

pended from the fork with its nose just clear of the
ground. The operator sits flat on the ground with legs ex-
tended on each side of the muskrat, and as he turns the
skin down like a stocking, there is no possibility of the
hair coming in contact with the meat. While it may not
always he needful to follow this method, it is positively

necessary that the hair should never be allowed to touch
the meat.

Next, one must remove all portions which contain musk.
Many suppose that when the musk sack has been removed
the work is done, but you will find that there is in the
inside of each thigh, and also on the inside of the upper
part of the foreleg, a small whitish substance closely re-
semliling what is called the "treadle" in a hen's egg, which
can oifly be reached by a deep cut. Unless all these are
carefully removed, the meat will taste musky, no matter
how carefully it is cooked.

If these precautions are ta^ken, it is almost impossible
to tell muskrats from ducks, whether broiled, fried or
stewed. I once saw a curious proof of this.

In 1861 the Maine State Scientific Survey, a party
consisting of eleven men, and of which I was a member,
stopped several days at Himt's, on the East Branch of the
Penobscot, while a party consisting of Professors C. H,
Hitchcock, George L. Goodale and Alpheus S. Packard
and two other of our men ascended Katahdin. While they
were gone. Dr. Ezekiel Holmes, who had charge of our
party, remarked that when he was on a geological sur-
vey in 1837 with Dr. Charles T. Jackson, they had had a
muskrat stew prepared by their Indian guide, Joe Tomah,
and that he wished he could have another. As Louis
Ketchem and myself had nothing in particular to do, we
volunteered to procure the rats and make the stew, if Dr.
Holmes could borrow some tools for us to dig with. He
could not get a hoe, but he got an adze, and with this and
an_ axe we dug out six, all fully grown. These were
skinned and made into a stew in a kettle holding nearly a
pailful. Just as those of us who were in camp were finish-
ing dinner, one of the other party arrived, who reported
the remainder near at hand, and extremely hungry. Some
one said. "None of those fellows will eat muskrats if they
know it." But it was muskrat stew or nothing, so the
skins were laid out of sight and on their arrival they
were bountifully helped. "What is this?" said Goodale.
"Ducks," said Louis. No more questions were asked, and
they all ate as only hungry men in the woods c»m eat.
When they were nearly done, I began stretching the
.skins on some squaw bush (red osier) .sticks I had cut
for the purpose. Goodale happened to look round, and
seeing what I was doing, said to Louis, "Where did you
get those muskrat skins.?"

"Oh, they_ came off from those ducks you have just
been eating," was the answer. ' M. H.-vrdy.

A ''mid Goose^' Trapping Ex-
pedition.—I.

It was in the spring of 1882 when I formed the ac-
quaintance of Edward Robbins. I admired and respected
him. Not only could he and I discuss the heroic virtues
of "Deadwood Dick," "Calamity Jane," "Old Avalanche"
and many other impossible heroes and heroines of the
trashy dime novel of that time (we firmly believed these
characters were living people then), but Ed had seen
some of the West, and he gave glowing descriptions of
countless ducks and geese which had fallen to his gun on
the plains of Iowa. Like my own was Ed's liking for
guns, boats, rods, dogs, and the free outdoors, natural.
He had hunted in the woods, and fished some of the
streams of southern Canada and northern York State.
"We have been friends quite a while," said Ed, one

day, "and I've a secret for you. I'm going trapping for
the winter. My uncle, Cad Ives, wrote me that he's going
into the Fifty-Mile Forest on a trapping expedition and
invited me along. The forest is partly in Canada and
partly in York State. Cad has been there before, and
made it pay, too. Say, you dassen't go with us!"
This invitation-challenge came like a shot. I wanted

to go badly enough, but feared my parents would not
consent. I thought a while before answering. "I'll ask
my folks to-night, and let you know to-morrow," said
1 finally.

I met Ed with a long face the next night. I had asked
permission and had been refused. Ed and I talked the
matter over for a long time. His parents were dead, and
he did as he liked in such matters. He thought it tough
not to be able to "go when and where a fellow liked."
"Nobodj' holds me." said he. "and I'm sorry for you.
You'll miss a pile of fun, and I'll think of you shut up in
a greasy shop while I'm hustling around in the. woods
on snowshoes, and as free as a deer."
Ed watched the effect of this shot out of the corner

of his eye. 'He had made a bullseyc, and I am sure he
knew it. I whistled softly a moment and my eyes were
on the ground. Suddenly I looked at Ed, straight in
his eyes. "They can kick or not, just as the}'- like," I
said. "I'm going, anyhow!"
"Good boy! That's what I like to hear. Shake! You'd

never catch a boy like Deadwood Dick staying home
just because his folks might be afraid that something
might eat him up. Shake again!" We shook, and the
thing was settled.

Owing to Ed's description of him, his uncle, Cad
Ives, was already established in my estimation as an
all-round hero. He had not only sailed every briny sea.
but a number of years had been passed aboard vessels on
the Great Lakes. He had trapped, hunted, fished and
camped over much of southern Canada, and knew every
foot of the Adirondacks. Ed wrote him that we would
join him at Chateaugay, N. Y.. in the early part of
September.
"Now," said Ed, "it costs too much for steel traps, and.

I've decided on a trap that we can make ourselves, and
it will cost very little. Besides, it will help pass the
time until we're ready to start."

"That's all right." said I, "but where, and how are
\\j,e going to make these traps? You know I'll have to lay
pretty low until we are ready to start. It won't do to
have my parents suspect—'.hat might kill the whole
business."
"Don't let that worry you. We'll make the traps in
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my Uncle Martin's cellar. I'd already planned that be-
fore I asked you to go. There'll be no need to let him
know you're going. So far as he's concerned, he'll think
you're only helping me for the fun of it."

The next five weeks were very busy ones for us. I

knew little of the art of trapping, so Ed had it all his

own way in designing our outfit. We bought over 2,000
feet of thin boards, and made the parts for 400 traps.
They were about 18 inches long and 6 inches square.
One end was closed tight, and a comb-like contrivance
with strong darning neeedles for teeth guarded the
entrance. The needles slanted down and inward, and
Iheir points rested on the floor of the trap. The theory
was this: Any animal forcing an entrance into the trap
would be compelled to swing this needle gate up. Once
started, there could be no returning, for the animal would
be compeled to back out, and this would force the
needles into its spine. So much for the theory of the
thing. The success? Well—that's a part of our yarn
we haven't reached yet.

Night after night Ave worked by lamplight. The boards
were a foot wide, and all had to be sawed through the
center lengthwise. The sawing act was performed by
me, and the memory of the waj^ I toiled pushing that old
ripsaw will always remain vividly emerald. Finally all

the parts were made and packed tightly in a monster
dry goods box. Along with the traps we stored an as-

sortment of old clothes which I managed to sneak from
the house piece by piece.

A few dai's before we were ready to start an exceed-
ingly inquisitive neighborhood was thrown into spasms
of wonderment by seeing a heavy express wagon back
up to Ed's uncle's house. Then, lo and behold! a box
as large as some of the palatial chicken coops there-

abouts was bundled out of the cellar, and it took four
men and fully 200 hard words to get it to the sidewalk
and on to the wagon. It was then transported to the

depot and shipped to Chatsaugay, N. Y.
Outside of expenses for lumber, needles, etc., I man-

aged to accumulate $35 by the time we were ready to

start. Ed assured me time and again that it would be
inconvenient to burden ourselves with capital.

"We won't need much money," said he, "for there'll

be no chance to spend any, away off there in the woods.
Besides, we'll be so loaded down with valuable hides in

the spring we won't have pockets to hold the cash we'll

get for them. All we need now is just money enough
to buy ammunition, flour, sugar, tea, coffee, and pay our
fare. Then we'll have to hire some chap to drive us and
our outfit about twenty miles into the woods, but that

won't cost much. There'll be- no one to boss us after

that; nothing but freedom then."

I painted things just as rosy as Ed did, and believed in

.them just as firmly. These were simply air castles of

youth—and what youthful mind has not framed like

misty pictures of hope? What a joyous, happy world
it might be could all such dreams materialize! How few
come true? alas! how many fade, melt and vanish like

the delicate, dying rainbow against the darkling heavens
of an approaching summer night!

At last the long-looked-for day arrived. Why we had
selected that particular time, I do not remember. I do
remember, however, my feelings that morning. In the

excitement of preparation I had not dreamed of ex-
periencing the least pang at leaving home, without the

consent of my parents. But now that the actual time
for departure had come, a feeling of remorse stole over
me. How could I leave without one word' of farewell to

the family? The longer I considered the matter the
stronger grew my determination to let my mother know,
at least. This resolve was formed that morning.

I was unwell that day, had no appetite, and this broke
the way for half a day at home. After dinner, when
father had gone, and my brothers and sisters had disap-

peared, I told mother the whole business—how I was
tired of the city and had decided to live in the woods;
how I had decided to run away, but couldn't go without
bidding her good-by. She felt badly, but finally gave
her consent. I will not dwell on the memories of that

afternoon. It is enough to say that there was a meeting
in my room that evening, attended by all the family—

a

sort of farewell affair. I had the consent of my parents,

and there was no longer need of running away.
Good-bys were said, and we started. I staggered

under a large valise, which held, among other things, a

12-pound can of powder, 200 loaded shells of 12 gauge,

200 .45 caliber cartridges and 50 pounds of chilled shot.

Besides, I carried a double breech-loading James gun
and a Shelton auxiliary rifle barrel in one of the barrels

of the James, which added to its weight. Ed's Valise

was quite heavy, but he carried no gun. We were un-
aware that we laid ourselves liable to law in taking

explosives on the train, among the passengers-;-and

there was explosive enough in those valises to blow the

whole outfit off the track.

Chateaugay was reached in due time, and we delayed

the train considerably while we unloaded our ammuni-
tion. Everything was finally piled on the platform, and
with a toot of the whistle and clanging bell the train

pulled out and disappeared in the distance.

Now that we had arrived at our destination, I waited

for the next move on ihe programme. _ Ed started out

to find his uncle and returned with his grandfather, a

little weasened old gentleman, and we loaded our things

in the buggy. The old gentleman drove off and we
struck out across the fields.

"I've something to tell you," said Ed. "Grandfathei

don't know where Cad is, but thinks he has gone to

Quebec and shipped. He disappeared a week ago, and
nobody around here has seen him since. If he don't

show up, then we can't go to the Fifty-Mile Forest, for

I don't know anything about the place. What are we
going to do?"

"Well, I told grandfather about our plans, and he

thinks we can set our traps on the streams around here

and catch mink. Besides, he says he has steel traps which

we can use for skunks and foxes. I've caught a good
many mink around here myself."

•V "That part of the business sounds all rights but where'U

we live?"
"Grandfather says we can stay with him until we put

up a slab shanty. He says we can put the shanty on his

land, and the slabs wont' cost over three dollars."

I breathed more freely. Every one at home had

prophesied our return inside of a week. I ' knew if this

,

should prove true we would be the laughing stock qi the
neighborhood, and I felt greatly relieved when Ed had
unfolded his new plans.
The soft beains of a candle fell through the panes of

a little old-fashioned log house. This was our destina-

tion. We were very cordially welcomed by Ed's grand-
father and grandmother. Each had passed the four-
score mark. Their faces beamed with kindness as they
invited us to lay aside our belongings and partake
of a hot supper which was steaming on the table. The
candle in the center of the small table cast a dim, mellow
light over our group, and the rays struggled valiantly,

though unsuccessfully, to penetrate the corners of the
quaint little room.
Though Ed and I hadn't slept a wink for over thirty-

six hours, we stayed up until a late hour that night. Ed
had family news for the old folks, and they had news
for him. Then his grandfather spun a few yarns con-
nected with the old-fashioned fancy-stocked long rifle

which rested in a pair of antlers over the door. The
old man sighed again and again as he said: "Ed, my
boy, age has nearly laid the old man low. ' She's a good
old rifle, but I'll never use her again. The last time I

fired her she tumbled over a deer right from the back
door of this very house, and those are the antlers on
which she rests." The old man's chin dropped to the

back of his hands, which were folded over the head of his

cane; then silence reigned a while.

"Come, father, we are all tired. Come, we must go
to bed. Ed, you knoM' yeur room? It's the one you
always use, and Harry is to sleep with you." The kind
voice of the old lady had broken the spell.

Our room Avas small, neat and clean; the bed was soft

and my rest unbroken, for my conscience was clear. I

had not run away from home, and my dreams were rest-

ful—^for they were sweet dreams of home.
William H. Avis.

Talks to Boys.—XII.

In teaching the dog to come to heel, get a stick two and
a half or three feet long and have fastened to the end
of it an ordinary snap. Call the dog to you, snap the

hook into the ring on his collar, say to him, "Heel," and
then walk off. Of course, he will try to run ahead of

you, but you must hold the stick firmly, so as to keep
the dog's head just behind your right leg. Then, as you
waUc along, frequently repeat to him the word "heel."

At first he will struggle and twist, and try to dart off to

one side, and may even pull back, but you must keep
the stick in its proper position and walk off, dragging the

puppy behind you and frequently saying to him, "Heel!
Heel !" It will not be very long before he will follow

contentedly at your heels, and you may irnagine you
have done great things, but when you free his collar and
let him run again, and after he has played about for

some time, again call him to heel, yon will find that he
has no memory of his former lesson, which must now be
repeated. After- he has had half a dozen parades at

the end of the stick, he may very likely begin to compre-
hend what is required of him, and when you think that

he has reached this point it will be well for you to call

him up, and having given the order, to walk off without
fastening him by the stick. In a moment or two he is

almost certain to forget, and to try to push ahead, but
you must curb him by frequently repeating the order,

and you may also tap him on the nose with a light switch

which you should carry in your right hand, or may even
give him a sharp cut with it on the body, so that he
may realize that when you say "heel" it means "heel."

Even after he has been taught that at the command "heel,"

he must walk behind you, he may not walk in the place

that he ought to occupy. Sometimes he may lag yards be-

hind, and sometimes he may run off on either side. It

will be well, therefore, for you to give him frequent .les-

sons at the end of the stick, which, of course, gives ab-

solute control over him, and obliges him to heed the

command.
, Before you have taught him any of these other things,

however, he should learn to come promptly at the word.
This you may begin to teach him when he is a very little

puppy, and it is well, when you are going to him with his

food, to salute him always with the words, "Come here,"

or "Here." Some men, instead of using any spoken
words, teach the puppy to come at a peculiar blast of the

whistlcj Whatever sign, vocal or otherwise, you adopt
when you want your- dog to come in, see that you never
change it. Instill in him if you can the belief that when-
ever this, sound is made, he is going to receive from you
some good thing, and to the puppy this means something
that he will like to eat. When you take him out to

walk, make this sound often, and whenever he comes to

you, as he is very likely to do, give him some little piece

of food, a bit of cracker or a morsel of meat. Of course
puppies are heedless ; they see a thousand things in their

walk that they are very anxious to investigate, and per-

haps yours may be so much taken up with his new sur-

roundings that at times, especially if he is not very hun-
gry, he may neglect the signal. If he does this he is

probably so much occupied by some matter, which to him
is of great importance, that he will permit you to walk
up close to him

; put your hand on him, then shake him a

little, not hard nor roughly, but enough to make him
attend for a moment to you instead of his own important
matter, then offer him the food, letting him smell it, but

do not give it to him until you have retreated to the

place where you first called him. Entice him along by fre-

quently allowing him to smell the food until he has fol-

lowed you back to this, place, and then give him what you
have been offering him and keep him there for a moment
or two. After he gets a little older, say when he is six

or eight months old, you may take him out with a long,

stout string to his collar, and holding one end of the string

in your hand, let him wander to its full length. Then
call him to you, and if he does not instantly respond, haul

in on the rope as fast as you can, making him come on
foot or on his side or on his back, but at all events make
him come. When you have dragged him close to your
feet, pat him and give him a bit of food. A combination
of these two methods, of coaxing and forcing, is likely to

be very effective with the average young dog.

When your dog has pretty well gotten his growth, the

time varying somewhat with his age and with the season

of the;yearv you will probably yfj^nt to.h.aye' him instructed
f

by a regular trainer, Of course, if - you have had the ex-
perience aind ihave th^ tjmre, it will he much better for

;

you to train him yourself, ^but tliis requires a great deal
;

of patience, and a vei-y complete understanding of how •

to make the dog dc l)is 'work, There are many excellent ,

volumes qn dog training,; writtep by rnen of long experi-

ehce, who have striven hard to make plain the various
^

methods tljey^have pursued to teach the dog how to do his,,

work.. If yo'u'haye tne time, it will be inljeresting for i

j'ou.to train your piippy yourself, arid if you determine to ,

do this, you should get 'sonie of these books on dog train-
j

ing and study the method's adopted by the various author-,

ities. M,o. two men employ quite the same methods, just
]

as perhaps no two school teachers train the children under
j

their care' in the sanie way, biit by' reading over all the '

dift"ereht books you Will perhaps be able to select from 1

each qne, what is best in his System and also what method ;

you think wbiild be the best ?idapted to your
,
own particu-

lar dog. Remembei", as I have told you before, that your

'

dog is quite as eager to work for you; and t;o do the work
as you want it done, as you yourself are to have him work
efficiently. Blit remember also that all this that he is

'

now about to undertake is absolutely_ he^v tp him, and
that he can only learn what it is that is required of him
after you have pointed it out. I have very grave doubts
whether the average boy or,' young man of from fifteen to

twenty years of age has stifficient patience to train a dog;
but if he has, and has the time to do the work, he_ may
be very sure that his dog, well trained by himself, will do
more efficient work for him in the field than if he were
trained by any other person. At. the same time, since.-j

most of us have no time tq give to such a pursuit as this,

the majority of me^ and bOys will have theiir.dogs handled
by a professional trainer. ^ - ,

Even if you do this, however, it will be well for you'
to purchase some of the books qn dog training and to

familiarize yourself with the methods that trainers em-
ploy. You will find that almost all of them insist on the

importance of patience and kind treatment, and of making
the dog comprehend the words, signs and. signals made to

him. They all agree ,also that a' dgg's spirit must noti

be broken by harsh treatment, and that -it is far easier

to take courage out of a dog. than to put it into one that

has been, through any misfortune, cowed. You will find

the reading of these books very profitable, and I hope that

they will help you to handle your dog wisely and well.

Of course, you will wish to have your dog Avell edu-

cated, and to have him refrain from doing things that he.

ought not to do, and to have him mind quickly and cheer-

fully. But there is one thing that .yo\\ must SLVoid, and
yet which you will be constantly, tempted, to do; beware
then of perpetually finding fault Ayith your dog, telling

him not to do that, and to do the other thing. Avoid nag-
ging hiiii and worrying hirii with unnecessary Orders, Give

him all the liberty that you can; let him play and romp
and have a good time, '

If you are .perpetually finding

fault with him, you will' see- that after a tii^ie he will

either become heedless,' paying little, regard to your ad-

monitions, or else he will become timid, lose his spirit and
be afraid to do anything for' fear that you will reprimand
him. The result of this may well be,, that you 'will either;

have a dog that has lost all energy and initiative, or elsei

a headstrong, beast that does not heed the words that you
speak to him. It is much better to have a dog that is full

of courage and always eager to (}o things and needs!

restraint, rather than one that has lost his snap and' go.

After you have sent your dog off to the trainer, and hei

has received his education, and ^i^ou have been told that he
• is now ready to be sent homfe, it will be. well for you to

arrange to go out several times with, the man who has

trained the dog, and observe how he works him._ Each
individual who handles a dog, of course, has his own
particular method of doing.it, and the dog becomes accus-

tomed to these methods and understands them, while, of

course, he would not understand new and different ones.

When you go out to see the dog worked, I advise, yoU not

to think very much about securing the birds that may be

started, but rather to keep close to the trainer and to'

carefully notice everything that he says and does while

he is handling your dog. Attend especially to the way
in which he uses the whistle, to the tones in which he

speaks to th'e dog, and to the gestures which he makes'

with his hand. If, by this close observation, you can teach

yourself to act toward the dog as the trainer does, your
;

labor in handling the animal after you have brought him
home will be made much easier than it otherwise would,

and the work done for you by the dog will be a great deal

better from the beginning. This merely means what
_
I

have told you before, that a dog fails to obey his owner in

a satisfactory manner chiefly because he does not under-

,

stand what his owner requires of him.
_

_

•

By this time your dog is grown up and is probably a'

year and a half or two years old. He is old enough, there-:

fore, to have some sense; but he is not old enough to have

gotten beyond the young dog's desire to wander, to play

and to do certain particularly bad things like chasing
^

fowls or sheep that tempt him by running away from
him. At this period of his life the dog should be kept,

much of the time- in the high walled pen in which he may 1

be turned loose, but from which he cannot escape. If-

you have no pen for him, you must keep him on chain.

You should have a good kennel for him, with plenty of

straw in it for winter weather, and it should be placed in a

sheltered spot where it will be measurably protected from
the cold wind and the storm. Of course, if it is con-

venient, it is better to keep the dog in the house at night,

and if he is a house dog as well as a hunting dog he

must be taught not to make himself at home on the lounge'

or in the chairs, but must have his place in the corner

of the room where he is to lie. But if you keep him out

'

of doors through the winter—and there is really no hard-

ship about this, because he will readily grow accustomed'

to the cold—see that he is made as comfortable as pos-

sible; plenty of straw for his bed which should be fre-

quently changed, and perhaps a bit of carpet tacked over

the door of the kennel and hanging down loose before it,

which he can easily push away with his head when he de-

sires to go in or out.

Although he should be kept confined for the most part,

.

you must see that each day he has abundant exercise.,

Take him^ for a walk if you can, or let him follow you

when you go out on your wheel, or if you have to drive

to the village let him follow the wagon. It will be well
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tor you to tealch hiih to travel beneath the wagon, pretty
well forward, about 'under the front .seat. Nothing is

more disagreeable thafl to have a dcSg following a wagon
iiid ranging far and wide about it, .chasing the farmers'

I I wis, getting into fights -vvilh all the dogs along the road
and very likely barking ' at wagons that -you may meet.
None of these things- -happen if -you can teach him to
travel under the wagon.' ' • ' ' li

Unless you give him- plehty of ^?<ercise he will not be
liealthy, but if you give' him thi's he will always be hard
and in 'good ccnditidn' ag&itist' the' time when you wish
to use' him. You must- be- careful not to overfeed him,
because if you give h.im too m-uch to 'eat he will grow
fat and lazy and it will be a hard matter for you to run
the fat off him as the sea-son for -using him approaches,
and besides this, if he is fat at the beginning of the sea-
son, he will not work with half the energy that he should,
and may very likely become tired out before the day is over.

If you have oiil^jr one dog in the house, it is probable that
the fragments left on tb:^ plates at. the end of a meal will

be all that he will need to eat; bits of bread and vegetables
and pieces of meat afford a very excellent diet for a dog
when he is not worldng.^, He should be fed, as a rule;

only once a day, having his dinner in the evening. When
he is working, however, he is entitled to stronger food
than this, and many men of great experience recommend
that a worthy dog should be fed during the shooting sea-
son wholly on meat. At this time when your dog is doing
an enormous amount of the hardest kind of physical
work, he mu.st be well nourished if he is to do good ser-

vice. To whatever he is fed, give him all he will eat, but
only feed once a day. Few dogs have vigor and staj-'ing

power enough to work more than three or four days in the
week, but if possible you would Jike to have your dog in
such shape thai he will hunt as l^^g as you wish him to.

Many years ago I had a native^^elter that would work
;six days in the week without giving up. Sometimes to-

ward evening he would be very, ,very tired, but so long as
daylight lasted he was willing to go .wherever he was sent,

and to work hard for birds. Yet tnany a time in the
evening as we were walking home, I have seen him trot
thirty or forty yards ahead of us along the road, curl
himself up and lie there in a red ball until we had passed
thirty or forty yards beyond him, when he would once
more trot to the front and again Ue down to rest.

I ^am sure that the longer you have your dog, assum-
ing 'that he is a good one, the more you and he will be in
sympathy with one another, and the better work yoif will

do together. But I am extremely auxioiis to have you
both start right, to have the dog .fond of you and yet soon
understanding that you are the master; to' have you kind
to the dog, firm, but not constantly' teasing him and
worrying him by unnecessary -corhmarids. - If he develops
well, you will be proud of him and will get to love him
better and better, until, finally yoti will be convinced that
he is the best dog in the World, arid however you may
treat him, he will certainly, believe ^hat you a-re the best
person in the world.' I hope 'that' you will deserve his
faith in you. W. G. De Groot.

The Maine September License.
^Bo.'ifOK, Feb. u.—From the best reports to be had. I

learn that there is already a hot fight in the Maine Legis-
lature over the proposition to repeal the September
license deer shooting law. Before the Committee on
Fisheries and Game the law was oh the rack on Thursday,
and it got a pretty severe airing. The timber land owners
are evidently thoroughly down on the September law, and
they have sent in numerous petitions for its repeal. The
Hon. J. P. Bass, of Bangor, himself an owner of very
extensive timber lands, appeared before the committee,
and his denunciations of the law were forceful, to say
the least. He accused the Commissioners of unfair treat-
ment of the timber land owners, in urging the retention of
a law that has been'found to greatly endanger their prop-
erty. He declared that he had understood the introduc-
tion of the September: shooting law to have been an
experiment, but no|v ihM' the ^XTetiment had been found
to be decidedly detrimenial and dangerous to the owners
of the forests, the. Commissioners' were trying to cover
these facts, solely for the pUj:po§.eSof'''Secu-ring the paltry
-ium of §3,000 received for the iale of licenses. "The timber
and owners would 'much rather be taxed for many times
iiat amount—they would rathei^ pay it them=;elves than to
lave the horde of hunters let' loose upon their property
.vith all the danger from .fires thus engendered. He re-
called the terrible Alirannchi fire, .md said that if hunters
A'erc to be let loose into the, ifor^sts during, the , most
iangerous of all< " month^s-^-Septeniber—most dis'asr
rous conflagration was- likely to be, repeated in the valu-
ible timber lands of Maine. Every-,^possibie safeguard
:hat the Legislature could put around the forests should
)e provided. 'Tf there wasn't any danger of forest fires
ast September, why," he asked, "did the Forest Commis-
sioner, who is aLso one of the Fish and Game Commis-

sioners, after he had sold licenses, and the weather was
Iry. send out an appeal to the sportsmen, saving, 'For
jod's safe don't use them !' " "This," he added, "may
lot have been the exact language of the Commissioner,
ut it meant the same."
He continued : "They say that the sportsmen don't

et fires, but when men go into the woods who are fools
nough or drunk enough to shoot each other, is it not
ikely that they will set fires in the same careless way?
Ve timber land owners don't want men who can't tell a
eer from a man roaming over our lands. We have great
ear that they will set fires, spite of all the Commissioners
ay. The timber lands should not be made a pasture for
arcless cranks who come down to Maine to 'shoot some-
hing.' Every one knows that some of the hunters who
ome here are half fools, who are sent off into the woods
get them out of the way at home. Will any one say

at these men are not liable to set fires? It is wrong, it is
busing the land owners, to let these cranks have an oppor-
inity to destroy what it has taken hundreds of years to
reduce, and what timber land owners have served a
fetime to be able to purchase. The greatest menace to
jrestry and forest protection to-day is the irresponsible
unter and his guide."
Mr. Bass said that he would like to see all fishing and
anting m unorganized townships stopped. Here Com-
issioner Carleton interposed with the idea that the gen-

fem&n wa§ -'liittiiig the ^ail on the he^^" ^ '

Mr. Bass was' followed by several other timber land
owner.?, in the same vein. They objected to the law and
wanted it repealed, for the reason that it let loose irrespon-
sible persons to roam at will over their valuable lands
during a 'most dangerous month for fires. The idea was
freely expressed that timber lands had' depredated in

value, under the September license law. The timber land
owners unanimously ask for the repeal of that law, and
that is one good reason why it should be done, since it was
only passed as an experiment. Mr. C. A. Marston, an
extensive owner of timber lands, thought the matter a

most important one to the timber land owners. When
the law was passed he thought it was wrong, and, it should
be repealed. He believed that there is more danger of
shooting persons in September than in the other fall

months, for the foliage is still dense. He believed that
September was the worst month in all the year for forest
fires. If the land owners were to be taxed more, they
should have more to say concerning the laws that propose
to permit persons to enter upon their lands.

Commissioner Carleton was the first to reply to the
timber land owners. With much they had said he was
heartily in accord. He believed in the absolute importance
of greater protection to the forests. He said : "I go
further and say that if the owners of timber lands feel and
really believe that their interests are jeopardized by the
September hunting law, even though they are mistaken, as
I believe they are, the law had better go. It has always
been the aim of the Fish and Game Commission to do
nothing which would antagonize the interests of the great
timber estates of the State. But I believe that they are
mistaken, and instead of the law being a menace and a
danger to the forests, it is an absolute protection, andi I

think that we can demonstrate this position. But that is

neither here nor there. We dont' want a law that is a
menace and a danger, and we don't want the timber land
owners worried. But don't make a scapegoat of the
September law. Meet the issue candidly and squarely.
Don't charge to this law all the vast numbers that went
into the woods last September. Not an additional man
went into the woods of Maine last September because of
the license law. Repeal that law and you will not have
advanced an inch. Before the law was passed any one
could go where he pleased, with or without a guide. The
fact that now there is a guide license law and a record is

a guarantee of safety from fires to the owners of timber
lands. Do not lay all of your troubles to the September
law. Stop men carrying rifles into the woods in Septem-
ber. Make a law that they shall not carry firearms into
the woods in August and September. We all know that
every man who goes into the woods to 'fish has his Win-
chester with him. I will go as far as any man m the
State to protect your forests, but go at it intelligently.

Don't take off the little twig of a September law, but go at
the roots of the tree of your troubles. Stop the taking of
firearms into the woods in the dangerous season. I am
with you -in that direction. Stop the taking of those long
trips down the Alleguash and the West Branch, on which
every man carries his rifle. Until you put a stop to the
carrying of firearms into the woods in September crowds
will continue to go there."
Mr. Carleton was replied to by one or two of the timber

land owners, who had no confidence in the guides nor the ,

guide license law. That law should also be repealed. -^It

legalized the guides in trespassing on lands that they did
not own, and allowed them to take others with them.
Mr. G. F. Bradstreet, of Gardiner, a timber land owner,
did not take any stock in this registered guide business.
"Gentlemen like you." addressing Senator Vickery, of
the Fish and Game Committee, "will put out fires when
leaving them, but the average guide will not do it." The
Hon. Don A, H. Powers, of Houlton, brother of ex-
Gov. Powers, who is also a heavy owner of timber lands,
was against the September law, and wanted it repealed.
Commissioner C. E. Oak, who spoke in favor of the
September law, asked if a majority of the fires had not
been set by careless woodsmen, rather than sportsmen,
get together and decide upon other measures for forest
protection.

Mr. Vickery, of the committee, asked if the timber land
owners would get together and draft a bill to prevent the
carrying of firearms into the woods in the summer months.
If they would draft what they wanted in that direction, he
thought that the committee would report such a bill and
recommend its passage. Mr. Bass replied that he first
wanted the September law repealed, and then they would
get together and decide upon other measures for forest pro-
tection. -

;

The hearing was adjourned, the committee taking the
matter under advisement for consideration in executive
session. Special.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Ill

Ultra Protection in llliiioisi

Chicago, 111.. Feb. 7.—The attention of sportsmen of
the West is called to a game bill which has been intro-
duced both in the House and Senate of the present ses-
sion of the Illinois Legislature. This is House bill No.
57, introduced by Mr. Lyon on Jan. 22, printed and re-
ferred to the Committee on Fish and Game. The Senate
number of this bill is 37, and it was introduced by Mr.
Begole on Jan. 23, read the first time, ordered printed
and referred to the same committee.
In brief this bill proposes to protect game with a ven-

geance, and in what to any well-posted man seems an un-
necessary and undesirable extent. It proposes to estab-
lish a close season of five years on all the imported
pheasants, and also on quail, prairie chicken and fox
squirrel. It proposes to charge every resident of this
State a gun license of $1.25 before he can go out hunting
within the limits of this State, the non-resident license
footing up $10.50. This latter idea is the result of the
recent ill-advised agitation which has sought to "raise a
fund for game protection."
The bill includes in its sweeping measures the prohibi-

tion of killing wild fowl between Jan. i and Sept. i. This
is an excellent feature and it should be passed. Indeed,
the bill itself includes many wise propositions which show
that its framer, whoever he may be, has given the matter
a certain amount of thought.

It is the idea of a sportsman to stop spring shooting of
YfiI4 fowl in this State. It would be the id§a oi a sports-

man, perhaps, also to establish a close season of two or
three years on prairie chickens. It is not the idea of a
welLposted sportsman, however, to set up a close season
of five years on quail, when we are just closing the most
fruitful season this State ever knew in the matter of a
quail supply. To tell the sportsmen of this State that
they cannot go out to shoot quail for the next five years,
but must leave these quail to be trapped and shot and
smuggled into market, is to ask of the sportsmen of this
State far more than their intelligence will indorse.

It is going yet further beyond the patience of any think-
ing sportsman to ask him to go down into his pocket for
the purpose of raising a salary for some political ap-
pointee, chosen for political reasons pure and simple, and
that without consultation with the sportsmen as to the
fitness of the appointee, or his ability in executing a law
whose executive side is notoriously all too weak. Thus
far we have had no assurance that the Governor of this
State was ever more than human in his selection of game
wardens, and it remains still to be proved whether the
sportsmen ought to pay the salary of a man whom they
do not elect and do not appoint.
There are both good and bad features in the bill in

question, but if we were to choose between the present
game law as it is and the .new law proposed by this bill,

one would need at least to hesitate before indorsing the
new measure. It is too sweeping, too radical, too vision-
ary, and too obviously the product of politics combined
with cheap generalizations as to game protection. What
we need is a plain and simple game law, one which will
not permit spring shooting, one which will break wide
open the illicit traffic in game on South Water street,
which remains a continual temptation to law breaking in
every Western State, and, above all, one which will put
in office a man who will execute the law. Such a man
should be provided with proper machinery for that exe-
cution.

In all this experimenting and tinkering, all this cater-
ing to sectional prejudice and all this scheming for indi-
vidual and political gain, it is impossible to avoid losing
interest in the matter of intelligent protection. Thfs is
the latest theory as to protection in Illinois, and it still

remains one's privilege to say that it is not yet a law and
that it may not get m,uch further than it is. The last
portion of the proposition is the pleasantest part to con-
template.

Other Bills.

An amendment to establish a five-years' close season on
prairie chicken and quail was introduced in the House by
Mr. Neese on Jan. 23.
A bill introduced by Mr. Frizzell ini the House on Jan.

31 is House No. 166, and is evidently intended to repre-
sent the interest of those who wish spring shooting. It
indorses the five-years' close season on prairie chicken
and quail, and makes the close season on wildfowl extend
from April 15 to Sept. i.

Local Pressure.

A strong movement against spring shooting is on foot
among the sportsmen of the upper portion of Illinois, ad-
jommg the Mississippi River, more especially in the

• neighborhood of Mt. Carroll and Savanna. Mr. E. K.
Stedman has taken up the matter in the local papers in
the form of a^ strong plea for abolishing the spring shoot-
ing, and backing this up with a petition signed by a large
number of sportsmen and other citizens. Representative
Middlekauff is the direct point of application of this
petition, and he must be a strong politician if he shall
not listen to the argument or feel the pressure that is
being brought upon him. I notice that a local paper
gravely states, in connection with its comment on this
petition, that the stealing of duck eggs in the far North
is responsible for decrease of our wildfowl, and it says
that This stealing should be made a misdemeanor and
enforced. [Sic] One would think that we have enough
to do in tending to our own game laws without going so
far across the borders to enact laws for the British
Government.

The Fate of the Minnesota Park,

There is no use trying to print any news about the
state of affairs regarding the Minnesota National Park,
it is simply a case of seesaw, up and down, over the
proposed Eddy bill, which has been submitted to Secre-
tary Hitchcock, and which looks to the cutting of the
pine on those Indian reservations and the establishing
of mills withm their confines. The sole hope of the
friends of the park rests in the fact that there is a split
in the Minnesota delegation to Congress. Mr Eddy's
associates do not all agree with him in his sweeping
propositions.

If we can keep the Minnesota House divided against it-
self, there may something turn up later on. A prominent
member of the Minnesota delegation states that the out-
look for the National Park is still bright, albeit the House
Committee on Military Affairs this week pas.sed a resolu-
tion determining to give no more hearing or favorable re-
ports on national park projects. The Secretary of the
Interior is not satisfied with the Eddy bill, but singularly
enough the Secretary wants mills erected on the reserva-
tions. Mr. Eddy does not want this latter provision made
conipulsory. The Secretary evidently wants the Indians
to do the work, and Mr. Eddy just as evidently wants
his friends to get the jobs. It is now established without
a doubt that the Indian ofiicials, and more especially Capt
Mercer, of the Leech Lake reservation, have come out
flatfooted against the park. This is bad news as CantMercer was considered to be a friend of the park There

*

IS a tremendous pressure being brought against the ao
pointnienc of a joint commission of both Houses, the on v
logical way of getting at the facts in this case. Once
get the facts before the public, and the park would be a
certainty. Our only hope is that the lumber lobby will notbe strong enough to keep the facts from coming oi"

Chicago Fly-Casting Clob *

The annual meeting and dinner 0
ing Club will be held Monday ever
nual election of officers

,
for the cur.

Movements of Western ;

Mr. Harvey McMurchy, the poHs.
Hunter Ams, Company, i§ v» Clskaj
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way to the Coast, making Dniuth his next slopping point
after Chicago. Mr. McMurchy seems 10 have redis-
covered the great truth that paradise lies all about us if we
only know how to break off a section of it. Al the first

of November, when the dull season in the trade begins,
Mr. McMurchy takes his family and hies himself for the
southern coast of California, where he has a cottage, and
an extensive ranch acquaintance, which assures h:m the
best kind of sport. Here he enjoys himself out of doors
until Jan. i, when, leaving his family at the cottage in
California, he works east across the Southern country,
takes in New York and then starts west. He is this far
west on the circuit, and will be on the Coast again before
very long. About April i. when the climate of Fulton.
N. Y., is beginning to get more Christian-like, he takes
his family back to the home city of the gun firm, and
spends his summer and early fall at that point. This
gives members of the firm a chance to take their own
vacations, which, after all, is a very desirable thing for
members of a firm to do now and then, if they do not
make a habit of it. Thus the arrangement is perfect, as
above suggested. Mv. McMurchy says the Hunter Arms
Company never had so much to do as they have this year,
and that prcspects for a continued good trade were never
better. .

^Mr. F. K. Dunn, of the Board of Trade, and his brother-
in-law, Mr. William Wright, have gone to Florida for
tarpon. They will be gone about six weeks.

^ Hon. James R. B. Van Cleave, president of the Illinois
Sportsmen's Association, and Superiniendent of the In-
surance Department of the State of Tlliaois, leaves this
week for Pass Christian, to join his family at Lynne
Cfl^tk After a rest of a day Or so in the mild climate
of the: Gulf Coast, he will retlirn to Springfu ld and re-
sume his same place in his several harnesses.

Storms in the West,

The tljermometer touched i&rti tliis week in Chicago
for the first time this^ winter, and we have a foot and
a half of snow. This heavy snow fall came in a big
storm, and the snow was very wet and heavy. I seized
the occasion to get out and do a little snowshoeing. and
foimd that the twelve-mile walk from Whiting. Ind.. lo
the city, was something of a task, as the snow balled on
the shoes fearfully. I have never been out in a much
worse storm, and in fact experienced the singular sensa-
tion of being lost in Chicago. The limits of this city run
down into the edge of Indiana, but I have discovered to
my own satisfaction that there are A-ast open spaces be-
low here in which, after night, and in a driving snow, it

is hard to tell which way is north and which east.
This big storm is general over Illinois. Wisconsin and

Indiana,
_
and the great fear is entertained that it may

prove injurious to the quail crop, which, up to this time,
has done so splendidly.
Mr. Marvin Hughitt, Jr., and his friend, Mr. R. C,

Cox, have taken this opportunity to get away for a snow-
.shoe trip north of here. These gentlemen had snowshoes
made by an artist of their own selection, but upon seeing
the pair of long Alaska shoes which I secured a while
ago, they promptly telegraphed for duplicates of the
Alaska model, and I may add with pride that they had
straps put on them after the Blackfoot design, which my
friend McChesney and myself discovered some years
ago at the Blackfoot agency in Montana. With these
shoes and these straps, snowshoeing is not a terror, but
a delight. I have been doing a few miles every night in
the wilderness of lower Chicago, and it is good as the
drowsy poppy for sleep.

^

Chicago Sportsmen's Exposition. ";Z!r

Matters are getting pretty busy down at the office of
the International Forest, Fish and Game Association, for
the time is getting short and the crowd of detail begins to
multiply.

_
The show looks like a winner, and it will not

only be big but good.
Mr. C. W. Norris, the same being my old friend. Charlie

Norris,of Peace River andKlondike fame, blew in the other
day, and seeing in him a very good woodsman, the man-
agement of the show promptly engaged him to go up into
Wisconsin_ and bring down a hundred Norway pines, 50
feet in height. These pines will be used as columns to
face the arches of the roofs, and their bushy tops, meet-
ing high in the air. will make green arches of their
own along the sides of the big hall. The oak woods south
of Chicago will be called upon to furnish the material for
the connecting garlands. There will be abundant use
Jtiade of autumn leaves as a floor covering, and the whole
interior decoration will be not only suggestive of out of
doors, but indicative of a well composed color scheme.
The decorations will not be made up of actual heads and
trophies, as these, placed at so great a heieght as the
balcony face, would seem small and out of proportion.
Hence the artists have decided to use colossal heads made
up of staff, the same material which was employed so
successfully in reproducing the big animals at the World's
Fair. In this way the whole scheme can be brought down
to one consistent treatment. The idea of the decorations
is the product of the Art Committee, Mr. W. L. Wells,
Mr. Geo. Schrieber and H. G. Maratta. The management
may feel proud of the decorations, which will be har-
monious and inviting, and free of all crude and bizaare
effect.

Mr. Maratta is well advanced with his work on the
panorama of the Grand Canon of the Colorado. The
Southern Pacific is getting together the big outfit for its

display. The big Craine collection of Alaskan trophies,
costumes, products, etc., handled by the Alaska Geo-
grai^hical Society, is to be put up here by the White Pass
Yukon R. R., and will itself be a great educational ex-

hibit. We are beginning to hear now from the different
guides who have promised to be here. Among these is a
Mickmac Indian, who brings his family along from
Quebec. Dr. Heber Bishop, of Boston, has sent on his
big record moo.<5e, the ex-champion of New Brunswick,
the famous Tim Lynch, which, in his time, used to chase
everybody up a tree. This big moose will have a promi-
nent place on the main floor of the show. Billy Hofer is

expected here about the middle of this month, to take
charge of some of the animal work in all likelihood. Most
of the animals are already waiting. There are several
hundred ducks, as many gaudy pheasants and a large
ptock of pmc fishes of eyery variety, all in ^fl^

ready for installation. The athletic programme is ar-
ranged, and in fact the whole show is a success as it

stands to-day. It is not likely that Chicago will fail to
patronize it understandingly and generously.

E. Hough.
Hartford Buildsno, Chicago, 111.

Moose Back of Trousers Lake.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Having noticed during the past few months atticles

from different men who have been hunting in New
Brunswick, and having particularly noticed that many of
them have returned unsatisfied both with the amount of
game found and with the country generallj'-, it gives me
pleasure to state that a trip which I had the pleasure of
enjoying last September in the northern part of this
Province of Canada was one of the most enjoyable of my
life.

The only unpleasant feature of the whole trip was that
a guide named Perry Jenkins, whose home is about ten
miles from Plaster Rock, disappointed us at the last

mumeiit. He had been employed by us eight months be-
fore, and had been promised his money, no matter
whether we went upon the hunt or not. There were two
of us. Mr. N., of Chicago, and myself. I had employed
David Ogilvy, of South Tilley, Victoria county, and to
any man wishing to hunt in the northern part of New
Brunswick, especially in the Tobiquc country, I would
certainly recommend him. C)gilvy had secured the
services of Jenkins, who was to meet us twenty miles
from the railro;id, but upon <ntr arrival there we found
he had gone off with another party the day Ijefore, and
for this reason my friend did not go on with the trip, but
turned back and left the woods without having shot any-
thing. After getting uut of the woods 1 took the matter
up with Mr. L. B. Knight, Chief Game Commissioner
of New Brunswick, St. John, N. B., and it gives me
great pleasure to give him credit for the way he treated
us. He not only refu.nded the money which "Mr. N. had
l*aid for a hunting license (which amounted to $30), but
he has also assured us that Mr. Jenkins will in all prol)

ability never have the opportunity to similiarly dis-

appoint any hunting party from the States, as guides are
compelled to secure licenses from the Province, and he
will meet with some trouble in securing a license in the
future. Mr. Knight further says, "At the next sitting of

the Legislature I will take such steps as Avill protect
sportsmen from a repetition of Mr. N.'s case."

Our guide had during the summer built a log cabin
about six miles soutli of Trousers Lake, and this cabin
was to be our headquarters during the hunt. We left

the railroad at Plaster Rock on the Tobique River and
drove from there to the ford of the Tobique, about eight
miles. Our plunder was taken over on a wagon, but the

road was so extremely rough that riding Avas out of the

question. There is just one bad place in this road, and

several times called out young bulls, and upon one oc-

casion called out an immense old bull, but he did not
show himself in the open until after dark, and then he
was about sixty yards away, across a small inlet of the

lake, and we could not shoot, because we were unable^ to

see the sights of our rifles. We tried for days, following
the banks of the lakes in the early morning and late at

night; We lay otlt in the Woods on the banks of the lakes

night after night; We tried Calling; We followed streams,

and We tried by every method, manner of ffleahS to cofflg

within shooting distance of a bull with a good pair of

horns, btvt did not do so Until We took the hardwood
ridges and stalked hitn doWtt.

c. r. .V. N. 0.

IN CAMP IN THE TOBIQUE COUNTRY.

1 also secured on this trip two caribou, neither of

which, however, Avas a remarkable head. The measure-
ments of the bull shown in the picture are as follows:

Across horns, 57 inches; around neck, 24 inches; back
from horns, 56 inches; ears, tip to tip, 28^ inches; nose
at angle of mouth, 25 inches; length of head between
horns, 27 inches; between eyes, 9 inches; length of bell,

22 inches; circumference of neck at point scalp taken.

MOOSE KILLED BY DR. C. P. AMBLER IN NEW BRUNSWICK, MEASURE ACROSS HORNS 56^ INCHES.

(hat extends from Plaster Rock to Trousers Lake, the

bad place being a mixture of rocks and mud most of the

way.
We crossed Trousers Lake in birch canoes, made sev-

eral carries, crossing several smaller lakes and streams,

and arrived at our cabin on Sept. 15, the day upon which

the hunting season opens.

The countrv at this point is entirely covered with

woods, while' numerous small lakes are found every-

where. These lakes, generally being about two or three

feet deep, have been formed by the beaver building shal-

low dams across what has heretofore been marshes. The
lakes are ,more or less surrounded by marsh and bog,

while the underbrush and woodland proper are ex-

tremely dense and thick. We remained at this camp
until Sept. 28, and during that time saw altogether

twenty-nine moose, six of which were bulls. We could

many times have shot cows and calves at a distance of

not over fifty or a hundred feet, and had several close

shots at voung bulls, but inasmuch as we were out for

a head we let all these alone and awaited our chances.

The bull moose, the picture of which I inclose, was

killed about five miles from our main camp on the top

of one of the hardwood ridges. This bull was killed by

still-hunting, but I am free to admit that the still-hunting

wasi ^Qt one of preference l^n my part My gttide ha^

84 inches; length of animal, nose to hind foot, 162 inches;

girth, 84 inches; height to shoulder center, yj^/i inches.

We encountered considerable rainy weather on thi,s.

trip, but on the whole had a very delightful time, this

loeing due particularly to the kind forethought of our

guide, Mr. David Ogilvy.
Notwithstanding that many hunters have reported that

big game was scarce in New Brunswick, I must say that

it was certainly not our experience.

We coimted at one time nine canips on the shore 0I

Trousers Lake, and these campers were patrolling the

shores of Trousers Lake morning and night, with an

idea of killing moose. It only remains to be said that

not one in ten came out with a good head, while those

hunters who left Trousers Lake and went back into the

woods, out of sight and sound of others, invariably got

what they were after.

It seems to be the impression among a certain number
of hunters in the States that if they go to Trousers Lake
they are in the best part of the country. They un-

questionably are in the center of it, but Trousers Lake

is no place to camp permanently, as the lake is the stop-

ping place of almost every crowd that enters the Tobiquc

section,
, r , ,

If one is prepared to canoe and carry for the best part

of y^^^^ after arriving Trousers Lake, and will not,
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strike camp short of that distance from Trousers Lake, he
is almost sure to get moose, as the country, when one
gets back four or five miles from the lake, shows signs

—hoof tracks, barked trees, and yards—in almost every
direction one goes.

We saw many beaver upon this trip, but these are pro-

tected—and very rightly so. Caribou are scarce, but

ducks are plentiful. Enough fish for cooking purposes
could always be got with one hook and line in twenty
minutes.

In closing, I would say that if we were again going
back to New Brunswick we certainly would insist upon
being taken five or six days further into the woods than
where the crowd stops, and nothing would please me
better than to go again with David Ogilvy, of South
Tilley. C. P. Ambler.
. AsHBVii-r.E:, N. .

Pennsylvania Game Bills*

Ofpice of the Board oi? Game Commissioners, Harris-

burg, Feb. 6.—Editor Forest m^d Stream: A special

meeting o.f the Game Commission was held at their office

in this city yesterday^ . Mr. Kennedy, the president of the

hoard, called -the meeting for the purpose of ascertaining

if -possible where each member of the Commission stood
regarding what is known as our general game bill and
otthcr bills connected therewith, that will be presented
to the present Legislature. Each member present, with

one exception, stated that he was for the measures as they

had been agreed upon at former meetings by this body.
Mr. Sober said that he was not in favor of the meas-
ures, was opposed tp the clause that reduced the num-
ber of -pheasants allowed to be killed in one day from ten

to five, that it was a measure aimed, at him, and. he would
fight it. He was then asked, if he was not also opposed
to other fea tn^es: of the game measures, if he had not

written letters against these bills and had not put in circu-

lation petitions against numerous other features of these

proposed laws. He replied, "I have not, and will not do
so." One of the Commissioners then presen.ed to the

chair arid had read a newspaper clipping from a paper
printed in the home town of Mr. Sober, stating among
other things that men in the employ of Mr. Sober, or

men who claimed to be in the employ of Mr. Sober, were
circulating petitions against the game bills, and stating

at the close "the sportsmen of this community are very
indignant, and sa.y that if such is the mission of the Game
Commission of Pennsylvania, it should be abolished."

Mr. Sober said this was spite work.
The attention of the Commission was then called to the

fact that a petition had been filed in the Execuiive De-
partment of Harrisburg, asking among other things that

the game season be extended at both ends, that all game
be allowed to be killed without limit, that the sale of all

game be allowed in this State, and that all appropriations

be refused the present Game Commission. Mr. Sober
was asked if he had not filed this paper, to which he re-

plied, "Is my name attached to that petition?" The reply

was made that his name was not attached to this petition,

but was attached to the letter conveying the petition to the

Governor. A'Ir. Sober then said he had filed the paper, by
request of friends, and presented a similar paper, accom-
panied by a letter directed to him, asking him to see to

it that it reached the proper authorities. One of the
Commissioners then asked him if he knew or could guess
Avho had drafted this paper or could say where it came
from, to which he said "That letter shows where it came
from." After considerable cross-fire, he said it had issued
from one Dr. Warren (late Zoologist of this State). One
of the Commissioners then said he had met a gentleman in

this city a few days before, who had said to him, "I just
had a talk with Mr. Sober, of your Game Commission,
and he is dead against your bill. He told me he was in

touch with the game dealers of the State ; that they had
raised a fund to fight these measures, and that he was
then waiting to meet a member of the Legislature from
Philadelphia (naming him) w'ho had been selected by these
people to down all bills you might introduce," Mr. Sober
said, "That is not so. Is that sworn to?" to which Mr.
Worden replied, "It is not sworn to at present, but if

you deny it, I can have it sworn to in ten minutes." Mr.
Sober made no reply.

A paper was here filed, secured from a taxidermist of
(be State, who said it had come from Dr. Warren, asking
him to sign and forward at once to his representative.
This paper was a protest from taxidermists, stating that

if the present bill of the game people became a law they
(the taxidermists) would be driven out of business. This
paper devotes fully half a page to the crow and loon, in

ihe attempt to create feeling against the bill with the
farmers. It points out the great wrong of protecting these
birds, etc., when both birds are named in the new bill as
birds that are not included in the list protected. Dr.
Warren then goes on with a lengthy list of birds that this
iniquitous board is attempting to protect. This list in-

cludes the screech owl. barn owl, snowy owl, tern and
gulls, also a number of harmless hawks, forgetting that
only a few years ago he published at the public expense a
book known as "The Birds of Pennsylvania." in which
he says among other things:
They IiaVe received answers from Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Ornith-

ologist of the United States Department of Agriculture; Dr. Elliot
Coues, vice-pri'sident American Ornithologists' Union: Roljert
Kidgway. Cnrator Department of Birds, United States Mtiseum;
Di-. Leonard Stejneg^er,, Assistant Curator of the same depart-
.ment; TT. W. Herishaw, of the Bureau of Ethnology, also collector
of birds for the Smithsonian Institution and connected with the
late Wheeler Survey of the Territories, and Lucien M. Turner, col-
lector of birds for the Smithsonian Institution for the last twelve
years. These answers, which are attached to this report, all bear
testimony that tlie hawks and owls are of great benefit to the
farmer, and render him far greater service than injury, and that it
is unwise to select any of them for destruction.

He attempts to create the impression that this proposed
bill takes away inherent right of self-defense and renders
the farmer liable to fine or imprisonment if he should kill
an eagle or crow found destroying his property. The
words "or any wild bird other than a game bird," which
the doctor attempts to warp into the creation of feeling
against this measure, were introduced at the instance of and
by request of Dr. T. S. Palmer, Assistant Chief of the
Biological Survey the Department at Washington, to
whose care Congress has intrusted the care of the game
and birds of our nation. This gentleman is the com-
panion an^ associate Xh^ yer^ gentlemen Dr. War-

ren quotes as authority in his book on the birds of Penn-
sylvania, and voices the ideas of these gentlemen to-day
as the doctor claimed to do some years ago. Dr. Palmer
is tnaking special effort to have these words made a part
of the game law of every State of the Union, and espe-
cially asked this Commission to name gulls and terns in

their bill. Stirely Dr. Warren imist have some other
motive than the protection of our birds, and there is

perhaps more in the statement made by Mr. Sober (that
the game dealer has raised a fimd to down these bills)

than would at first sight appear. Dr. Palmer writes that
the song and insectivorous bird is rapidly being wiped off

the face of the earth, saying the decrease averages from
ten to seventy-seven per cent, in different States, ten per
cent, in Nebraska and seventy-seven per cent, in Florida.
The Pennsylvania Game Commission consider it their

duty to stand by the experts of the nation and to listen to
their advice in matters pertaining to game and bird pro-
tection. We feel as Dr. Penrose, of the Commission, said
at our last tneeting, "I think it my duty to preserve the
game and birds of this State, even though it he. necessary
to absolutely forbid the killing of quail, the sport I most
enjoy." The game bills now before the Legislature are
necessary measures if our birds and our game are to be
perpetuated, and the time is now here when those in-

terested in this matter should rise in their place and speak
in terms that will not be misunderstood.

Joseph Kalbpus,
Secretary of the Game CommiR,sion.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—XXIIL
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL,

{Coniinuedfrom page 109,]

American Scoter.

Oidemia americam (Sw. and Rich.).

In the adult male the entire plumage is deep black;
the neck shows faitit purplish reflections; the fore part
of the bill and a line running back to the feathers, along
the cutting edge, black; the remainder of bill, from before
the nostrils, much swollen, and bright orange in color;
the legs and feet are black.
The adult female has the bill entirely black. Above

the plumage is dark grayi sh -brown ; the feathers of the
cheeks, back and scapulars often tipped with paler; the
lower parts are more nearJy gray. The length is about
i8 inches.

The scoter is a bird of very wide distribution, being
found on both coasts of North America, as well as on
many inland lakes. On the Pacific coast it ranges from
the Arctic to southern California and on the Atlantic
at least as far souih as the Chesapeake Bay. Mr. Au-
dubon, on the other hand, says that the scoter ranges
along the entire southern coast and that it is found as
far south as the Mississippi River.
On its southward migration the scoter reaches south-

AMERICAN SCOTER.

ern New England late in September, and often in open
winters remains there through the whole season, taking its

departure for the North in May. When, however, the
weather is cold, and the shore blocked with ice, it moves
further southward to open feeding grounds, returning
northward as the ice disappears.
. Alaskan travelers have found this species as far north
as Norton Sound, where it breeds as well as in Labrador,
on the east coast. This species, with other scoters, also
breeds in some of our inland lakes, nests of these birds
having been found on some of the larger lakes in Dakota
and the birds having been seen in abundance on the Yel-
lowstone Lake, in Wyoming, all through the summer.
The scoter on the New England coast is usually found

associated with the Avhite-winged and the surf scoters,
which commonly outnumber it in the flocks.

All these scoters are characterized by curiously swollen
and more or less hollow bills, which are highly colored
All of them are known along the Eastern seaboard as
"coots."

TiconcJerogfa Gttn Gwb.
New York, Feb. -/.—Editor Forest a.nd Stream: The

annual meeting and dinner of the Ticonderoga Gun Club
will be held on the evening of March 8 at 7 o'~?clock at the
Yale Club, 17 East Twenty-sixth street, one-half block
from the Madison Square Garden, during the first week of
the Sportsmen's Show.
The object of this meeting is to bring together the

members of our club, discuss any business that mav be
necessary, to elect tifiicers for the ensuing year and to
hear from out of town members.

It is requested that those who will attend will kindly
notify Mr. Peter Flint, Secretary. 150 Nassau street, this
city, to that effect by Feb. 15, and inclose with their ac-
ceptance check for $1.2.15 to pay for dinner.
Very truly, W. Bradford Sinith, George Ketchum, Paris
JRussell, Committee, ' '"^

'
'

' Lumber'(Camps ^and Game.
A WRITER in our issue of Jam. 26 wrote of Maine lum-

ber camps and game and gaiTie wardens as follows;

We discuss on the subject of Maine game laws'. We_ "sports"
consider ourselves very much wronged, and so do the guides. We
spend much money in the State, and all the laws seem directed
against us. The Game Commissioners and lumbermen seem to be
the only ones satisfied—the Commissioners because they made the
laws, and the lumbermen because they jiay no attention to them.
The wardens avoid a lumber camp as tney would a plague. It is

not healthy ground for wardens. I know of one case where the lumber-
men from a camp caught through the ice two bushels of trout
from a couijle of trout ponds on Sunday. Why .ire alt the game
laws leveled against outsiders?

In comment upon this a Bangor correspondent writes:
Bangor, Me., Feb. 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

wish to draw your attention to an article in your paper of

Jan. 26, erititled "A Month on Millinockett," and, as I

presume you are a fair-minded man, to ask if you think
it just to print such a slander against lumbermen as this

contains without, probably, an iota of proof?
I have read your paper for many years, and have been

sorry to see great numbers of similar articles or worse,
none of which have been accompanied by proof, nor even
given names; but simply have slandered the land owners
or lumbermen, as a whole, as breaking the game laws
wholesale, even to the extent of feeding their crews
largely upon moose and deer killed in close time.
Now, if you are a man possessed of a fair amount of

horse sense, and will consider these matters freely, after

corresponding, and getting full opinons and information,
from, say, such a good authority (as to the doings of

land owners in their logging operations) as Game Com-
missioner Oak, I think you will decide that a large pro-
portion of your articles in the past, regarding lumbermen
breaking the game laws so extensively, have been untrue.
«T do not believe there is a foreman of a logging camp
on the Penobscot to-day who would dare kill, or buy,
or allow his men to kill and bring into- camp, moose or
deer during close time. If any wished to do it, they know
the jealousies of men in a logging camp, likelihood of
disagreements between them and some of their men be-
fore spring, and, in fact, the almost absolute certainty of
its coming to a game warden's ears sooner or later.

Most of the articles I have referred to ostensibly have
been written by so-called visiting sports, men who come
into the State, coolly camp down upon the land of the
man they slander, burn up his valuable timber for their
camp fires, hunt over his land, and in very many cases
set fires that destroy large areas of timber; and I have
yet to liear of a case in which they offered to pay for the
privilege of hunting, or for the wood they burned or, in
fact, ever even asked for these privileges without pay, sim-
ply taking possession as if they owned them.
Now, I do' not own one acre of land on the river, but

T do object to see the men who have made eastern Maine
what it is so basely slandered, and I should Hke to see
land owners as a body post their lands and allow no hunt-
ing or fishing without their permission, and grant said
permission very sparingly to visiting sports. Should the
lumbermen as a whole in the State allow absolutely no
hunting or fishing on their lands, I believe it would be
greatly in the interest of the people and State, for more
timber, and what Avould make timber in value, has been
destroyed by fires set by and through visiting spor.smen
than all the money they ever have or will bring into the
State. James Webber.

Human Hounds Dog Deer.
Manchester, N. Y., Feb. 4—Editor Forest and

Stream: The report of the Forest, Fish and Game Com-
mission, published in Forest and Stream, Feb. 2, shows
that more deer are now killed by still-hunting than in
years when the use of hounds and jacklights was
allowed. I think that I can explain why this is so. I
have spent considerable time in the woods in different
sections of the Adirondacks during the open season for
deer, and know something about how they are killed.
It is done by dogging. Human dogs do the work. Here is

the way in which the hunt is conducted: A party of
hunters, composed of five or six men (the more the
better) and a guide (I never saw a party hunting in this
manner unless they had a guide; the guide being em-
ployed because it is strictly necessary that one of the party
be perfectly familiar with the country) will go out to-
gether. The guide will station three or four of the party
out around some swamp or along the side of a mountain,
usually in some old lumber trail, and then, taking a man
with him, will work in from the opposite side toward the
shooters, all the time howling to imitate hounds; and
they have got the howl down so fine that old hunters are
fooled, thinking that parties are out in the woods using
hounds to dog the deer.
At the first howl, if there is a deer within half a mile

of the drivers, they will get out as if scared to death. I
myself have seen deer get up at that distance, and in
the manner described.

I have seen parties of as high as fifteen men out hunt-
ing in this way. It is needless to say that this method
of hunting is very destructive to the deeer. Skill is not
required, a fair shot and a strong voice being all that
is needed. In the sections with which I am familiar in
the Adirondacks, I believe that wWy two-lliirds of the
deer killed are killed by this waj' of hunting.
The Michigan still-htrater does not stoop to use such

despicable tricks to get his deer. He gets them in the
good old way, prowling quietly through the woods, un-
til getting his eye on them, he drops the deer with a well-
directed biillet. Such hunting requires skill and patience
The majority of the hunters that I have met in the

Adirondacks know nothing about still-hunting. I have
met them when they seemed to be amazed when told that
It was not necessary to dog the game to get the lawful
number of deer allowed.

Prohibit dogging, whether by human dogs or others
and jacking, and provide more game wardens, and the
supply of deer m the Adirondacks will never grow less.

Ezra G. Smith.

Mr. Edmund H. Osthaus -writes : "My friends like
|)icture very much; it is a splendid reiprodtictjon."
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On a Ledge.
Wells, Wyo.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have just
been reading Mr. Ireland's letter in Forest and Stream
of Jan. 12, and it is very plain to be seen that Mr. Ireland
has been there himself several times. Really, though,
there are some hair-raising trails in the Book Cliffs, and
once in a while a pony goes over when the trails are
slippery and bad. And when one does go over he is

pretty well demoralized when he hits bottom, as the
drop off is several hundred feet. There is one place
especially that I never went across that I didn't think,

"Suppose this fool bronc should take a notion to pitch,"
and sometimes when no one was along I got off and
walked, just to ease my mind. However, Col. Roose-
velt does not happen to be going to the Book mesa to
hunt, therefore he will be spared that trial to his nerves.
Of course I don't know just when the hunt will take
place, but as his guide happens to be an old hunting
partner of mine I'll bet two bits that I could find the
outfit without much trouble. I only wish I could be
there to yell a few times when the dogs string out on a
fresh lion track, or to help poke a big cougar out of a
tree and see the fun when the pack takes hold and dogs
and lion roll over and over down the hill—and the
racket can be heard for a mile.

I know the dogs well, for John GofJ's dogs and mine
are blood relations, and lots of times we have doubled
up packs for a big hunt.
Once we treed a big cougar, and when we got him

out he got among a lot of rocks right on top of a
cliff. For several seconds no dog could get hold, but
at last Brig got a shoulder grip, the lion got Brig by the
cheek, the rest of the pack piled in, and the whole works
went over the cliff. Luckily, there was a bridge about
three feet wide down about ten feet, and on this part of
the outfit stopped, but the lion and Hector went on over,

falling nearly seventy feet. Hector must have lit on top,

as he was all right, while the cougar was dead. Brig
ran along the ledge to where the cliff had a little slope
and took a header, landing head first in a deep snow drift.

Three or four of the puppies started to follow, but landed
on a narrow ledge a foot wide halt-way down, and after

the row was over we had to let a rope down from above,
drop a noose over their heads and draw them up that

way.
When we got down Brig had lost so much blood from

the hole in his cheek that he couldn't stand, but a quid of

tobacco in the wound stopped the flow, and he came out
all right. It was always a wonder to me that moVe
sportsmen don't come out for cougar hunting. It is

more fun than any other sport we have. But as it must
be done when the weather is cold and snow on the

ground, I suppose it seems rather hard work.
Wm. Wells.

Cutting Hay in the Yellowstone Park.

Asheville, N. C.—Editor Forest and Stream: I was
pleased to see (Forest and Stream, Dec. 12, 1900) in the

recommendation of the acting superintendent of the Yel-

lowstone National Park, that he recommends "That no
individual nor business concern be allowed to cut hay
within the limits of the National Park."
One year ago last October while returning from a hunt-

ing trip in the Jackson Hole countrj% we went out through
the Park, traversing it from the Snake River Landing
on the south to Ft. Yellowstone on the north. Our ob-

servation, of course, only embraced that territory which
could be seen from the road (via the Thumb and Norris
Basin). From the Thumb north every meadow, large and
small, which presented suitable ground, had been gone
over with the mowing machine ; and in conversation with

guides, residents and soldiers, it was developed that the

same was true in the more remote parts of the Park, The
guides claimed that many elk were driven south out of

the Park by this short-sighted policy. The best grazing

was yearly removed, and as the elk depended upon the

grazing in these meadows for their winter foragee, it

meant destruction by starvation and freezing for the

weaker. The guides claim, in fact, that a great per cent,

of the elk which migrate south have been compelled to

do so each year since the hay cutting commenced.
It is the intention of the Government to protect and

foster the game. The cavalry horses are fed baled hay,

shipped in. Why allow transportation companies to thus

embarrass game already in the Park?
I trust that Capt. Goode will secure the passage of all

his recommendations, and particularly this one concerning

the cutting of hay in the Park.

To keep an animal at home, feed him well—at least

don't steal that which he recognizes as rightly his own.
C. P. Ambler.

West Virginia Deer.

Morgantown, W. Va.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It

seems high time that some active steps were taken to im-

prove the game laws of West Virginia by limiting the law-

ful number of deer killed by one person. John Burner
arrived at Parkersburg on Dec. 25 with fourteen deer,

which he had killed in Pocahontas county within a few

days. One was a big buck which weighed 275 pounds.

Mr. Burner has killed during the season thirty-five deer

and three bears, besides other smaller game, all in the

mountains of Pocahontas county.

Just how long game can last in these mountains de-

pends on how many such hunters we have, unless we
follow the example of other States and put a limit to the

number one may kill. If the limit was made one instead

of two, it would mean a saving of hundreds of deer each

year in each State which contains any quantity of deer,

and would surely lessen the income of such States from
non-resident sportsmen but a very little, since the true

sportsman would feel justified in making his regular

hunting trip for the privilege of securing one deer. Some
might figure that where they are at an expense of a hun-

dred dollars or more, the killing of one deer would not

justify making the trip. Neither would the killing of

two or three, from the financial point of view. For the

present, however, ,we wouj^l be thankful for a law in

\V^t Virgii?ia maidng ih^ limit two.

Moose in Qtiebec*

Aylmer, Que.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: You will

find inclosed herewith a letter I have received a few
days ago from Mr. Isaac C. Bates Dana, of Worcester,
Mass., which speaks for itself. This moose was shot on
the Kippewa. N. E. Cormier,

Provincial Game Warden and Fishery Overseer.

Notice.

I drop you line from home to thank you most heartily

for all your kindness to me in regard to my late moose
hunt in the Province of Quebec. Coming to you an
entire stranger, yow literally took me in and fed and
clothed me with all the requisites necessary to bring
my trip to a most successful conclusion.
As you may have already learned from some other

source, I shot an unusually large moose. The horns
have been measured by many interested sportsmen, not
all agreeing by any means. The smallest measurement
made was 61 inches; the largest 63^ inches. Our local

taxidermist gives them 63 inches. Certainly they have
both the widest and deepest spread of any set of horns
hereabouts. I had a mighty pleasant sojourn in your
country. I reach out my hand to you in the spirit, as

from one sportsman to another, of one who considers

himself most deeply indebted to you for administering to

one of the most enjoyable hunting trips of a life time.

Sincerely yours, J. C. Bates Dana.

Live Game at the Sportsmen's Show.

Two splendid specimens of moose—a bull and cow

—

have been secured for the coming Sportsmen's Show at

Madison Square Garden. Arrangements made for ex-

hibiting the animals at this year's show will enable visitors

to get a much better view of them in studying their pro-

portions and habits. Instead of one large park, there will

be a series of smaller inclosures in which the various

species will be confined. At no past show has the number
and variety of both birds and animals been so large as

that decided upon for next month's exhibit. Moose, elk,

caribou, half a dozen varieties of deer, antelope, mountain
sheep and buft'alo, together with mountain lion, lynx, wild-

cat, black and cinnamon bear, wolves, foxes and other

carnivorous species, all of them extraordinarily fine speci-

mens, will be shown. A colony of beaver, as well as ot-

ters and muskrats, will establish their residences on the

shore of the lake, while" a dozen fat raccoons, half a

hundred red and gray squirrels and as many hares and
rabbits will occupy cages of wire mesh.
The game bird exhibit, in charge of Verner de Guise,

will be an extensive one, embracing specimens of pheasant,

partridge, quail, turkey and all varieties of wild duck com-
mon to Atlantic coast waters. In fact, the exhibit of ani-

mal and bird life at the Garden this year promises to be
one of the most interesting features of the show.

Stop Spring Shooting.

Watertown, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: There
are two bills that we ought to, can and will succeed in

passing this winter if every sportsman who is interested

will work for their passage. It is of the utmost im-
portance that you bring all the pressure possible to bear

upon the representatives of your own county. Don't ex-

pect some one else to do it. Do it yourself. Always have
a few postals with you, ask each of your friends to write,

see that they are properly addressed, and mail them your-
self. You will be surprised at the number of votes you
can get.

Start a petition in your town and get all the names you
can. Your representative is no mind reader, and if you
fail to tell him what you want, don't kick if he votes
against you. If it is not worth asking for, it is not worth
having. If you want it, vote, and vote often, and you'll

get it. Stop the spring shooting of wildfowl. Stop the

sale of ruffed grouse, woodcock and quail at any time of

the year in New York State,

Have you voted? I have. W. H. Tallett.

The Eastern Adirondack Winter.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The winter in the Adirondacks and -along Lake Cham-

plain has been one of considerable severity and unfavor-
able for game. In November there was an unprecedented
fall of snow in the A'u Sable Valley, which was reported

to have broken down the roofs of a hundred buildings,

large and small, from Keene Valley to Au Sable Forks.

At that time the snow was upward of four feet deep on a

level, and since then it has been steadily gaining in depth.

The broad part of Lake Champlain closed Jan. 30. nearly

three weeks earlier than last year, so suddenly that at

Westport and Essex a number of wild ducks were frozen

in and perished. A dozen or more were found at points

along the shore, caught in the ice, and two days later one
was captured alive, but partly frozen, flopping along the

ice, by a boy skating on Whallon's Bay.

The great depth of snow makes it very difficult getting

around in the woods at present, but so far no crust has

formed, and deer are probably doing as well as could

be expected. J- B. B.

Mountain Lion Hunting in Colorado.

Dr. E. L. Burnham, of Sanford, Me., and Mr. Everet

C. Burnham, of Boston, his brother, have just returned

from Colorado, whither they went some weeks ago to

enjoy a lion hunt.

They started off without the least idea of where to go,

but inquiry in Denver led them to go to De Beque, Colo.,

a little station not very far west of Rifle, where Hon.
Theo. Roosevelt has also been hunting lions. Here they

secured the services of the Crandall boys, who were said

to have good dogs. Unfortunately, just before the hunters

reached De Beque the Crandalls lost their dogs, and a

number of days were wasted trying to hunt lions with un-

trained dogs. However, at the very last of their stay

they succeeded in getting hold of a couple of good dogs,

and in three days killed two lions. Of these, the larger

was 7 feet long and weighed 150 pounds ; an animal very

heavy for its length. We are promised further particulars

Qf the hunt. " „

All communication! intended for Fokkst awd Stkeam should
slwayt be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Proprietors of fiBhins; resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Foksst and bTKKAu.

Fishing Up and Down the Potomac.

The Relation of Mendacity to Angling.

This subject might well be treated as the celebrated
chapter on the snakes in Iceland. No reptiles have been
discovered in Iceland. But recalling a sentence around
which Mayne Reid wrote one of his books, "Every truth is

overshadowed by a sophism more like truth than truth it-

self," and that more terse and homely saying that a "He
well stuck to is as strong as the truth," it would seem that
some effort should be made to set the public right on this

important question. Of course "our withers are. un-
wrung," and

"The sting of falsehood loses half its pain.

If our own souls bear witness—we are true."

The task will not be easy, for once the world has got
hold of the wrong story it is marvelous "how hard it is to

get it out." The harder in this, that many are so earnest
and indifferent honest in making the charge of unre-
liability against the angler;

"Like one

Who having unto truth, by telling of it.

Made such a sinner of his memory.
To credit his own lie."

But we must with proper scorn repel the base insinua-

tions of a jealous world
;
expose the conspiracy which has

so long existed to saddle on the innocent angler a

vicarious atonement for which he gets no credit.

Is it fair that the hands extended should be a reproach

to generations of honest anglers? That no distinction

should be made between the sheep and the goats? Let
us throw off the hated yoke, assert our independence and
denounce our detractors and our imitators ; these counter-

feit presentments with simulated garments and weapons,
whose unvarnished and unshamed tales of "men in buck-
ram" and of sea serpents have brought disgrace unmerited
upon a noble profession.

It will no doubt come as a surprise to some, that this

badge of reckless and false statement belongs to all the

world, save only those who have been so long condemned
to wear it.

"How false are men, both in their heads and hearts,

And there is falsehood in all trades and arts;

Lawyers deceive their clients by false law.

Priests by false gods keep all the world in awe."

It is the old story repeated of the man in the asylum,

who, when asked for an explanation of his presence be-

hind the bars, said: "Owing to a difference of opinion;

I said all the world was crazy, the world said I was; the

majority ruled and here I am."
The world says that anglers exaggerate and the truth

is not in them; their wonderful stories are received with

wagging heads, and with shouts of ribald laughter that

sound "like the crackling of thorns under a pot," and
no one thinks of confining his incredulity to the "quip

modest" ;
they go jump to the seventh times removed, be-

yond which no man dares go without an if; but "see how
plain a tale shall put them down."

"All men are liars," said the prophet, but the qualifica-

tion afterward made to the sweeping statement was evi-

dently intended to except anglers. The legendary home
of truth, as all know, is at the bottom of a well. Few
are really aware that its symbol is a fish. In the Cata-

combs of ancient Rome the fish is found frequently re-

curring in inscriptions and outline, and antiquarians finding

in its Greek name the anagram of the Saviour, assumed

that it was used only as a monogram, and only recently

determined that it stood also for the synonym truth.

If truth is a fish and at the bottom of a well, certainly no-

body has any show of securing it but your expert angler.

"All men are liars," said the prophet. Lest the mis-

called weaker sex who have been putting up so manly a

fight for recognition should feel, as they so often must in

reading the prophets, that they have been ignored, or

should claim exemption under this form of expression,

they are warned not to lay that "flattering unction" to

their souls. So surely as every Darby has his Joan, so

every Ananias hath his Sapphira, his equal in invention,

in nerve, yea, in atonement. The Germans and Italians

have both a proverb which says, "Take an eel by the

tail and a woman at her word, and hold how you may,

you have nothing at last."

But what the prophet really wrote was, "I said in my
haste all men are liars." He who has confessed haste has

already confessed error, and anglers can afford to be

magnanimous, but it is a pity that he did not except

fishermen by name, as there can be no doubt was intended

;

their case would have been something stronger.

It will be easy enough to show that all the rest of the

world is included in the original hasty expression, and

but for anglers there had never been occasion to modi-

fy it.

Our history and our philosophy have been crystallized

into so-called proverbs, that, handed down from remote

ages, have found confirmation in the coincidences which

prove that history repeats itself, and if a liberal appeal

to old saws is made, it is because there is no better testi-

mony, and that way even safety lies.

A saying so old that its origin is lost has it that "Poets

and painters have liberty to lie," and little liberty in this

world goes begging. ^ . , ,

Another wise saw tells us. The official who cannot he

may as well be out of the world," and you catch in this

net a good part of Washington.
"To lie Uke a trooper" is as old as the trooper, and

would seem to make prevarication an accomplishment in-

separable from the vocation.

"^s a nail stieketh fast between the stqne« of a well, §Q
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doth sin stick close between buying and selling," and the

great mercantile world stands convicted on high authority.
The lawyer, the weather prophet, the diplomat—these

need only to be mendoned, you can gt:ess the rest.

The bench—but let that pass, with the story of Betty and
the sovereign, with the greenback and the income tax.

And who can forget Bobby's lines?

—

"Some books are lies from end to end.

And some great lies were never penned;
E'en ministers, they ha'e been kenned,

In holy rapture,

A rousin' whid at times to vend.

And nail 't wi' scripture."

The newspapers—it is only necessary to read what
Jefferson said of them. He never looked at one except
through orange goggles : papers were all yellow to him.
Adam's first offense in speech was a taradiddle, and

nine-tenths of youth's first castigations since have been
vain efforts to whip the offending Adam out of him.
"Every liar has another for a witness," says the modern

Greek, so only half the world need be charged with in-

vention
;
they alone are carried along by a motive, the rest

are trailers.

But what need to pursue
;
every class and all peoples

stand convicted except anglers, and there you are.

The Spanish have a proverb and a good one ; one can
but wonder where they got it, "The man who catches
fish does not need to lie." Your angler catches fish and
is above suspicion.

But on the heels of even,' army is a great body of
stragglers and suspicious characters, camp followers, who,
taking advantage of confusion, embarrass and disgrace
by proximity and deportment the uniforms they dare
not wear and are not fit to touch.

So the great army of noble anglers is constantly
harassed and embarrassed by a following of pseudo sports
who assume the honors and claim the prize money of
admiration to which they are not entitled. If they had
their deserts the population would be reduced. But since
anybody may wear the uniform, it may take close in-

quiry, not always desirable, to distinguish, though some-
times a word, a sign may be enough to brand them. For-
example. if he lies he is no angler, even if he sayS he is.

If he is not a gentle man, unselfish, temperate, patient,

truthful, skillful, saturated with a love for nature and
his fellow man, he is no angler. If he is all these and
catches fish, no matter for his coat he may not have one,
no matter for his speech, he may not read, but j'ou may
trust him with your life, and wish no better company for
your day in the woods, and when 3^011 quit at night, though
his basket outweigh yours, find that you have made the

greater catch.

Swift and Sterne and Johnson have each been credited
with a stupid saying, supposed to be descriptive of fish-

ing, to the effect that it was a string and a pole, with a
worm at the end of one and a fool at the end of the
other. When angling came in, all this was changed. The
worm and the string and the pole and the fool all dis-

appeared. Angling is now a line and a rod. with a fish

at the end of one, and at the end of the other a man, and
one who would not change places, with the kings of the
earth for a minute, nor lend his rod to a brother, and the
lying is done by the envious lookers on and imitators.
The elegant Chesterfield said in one of his famous let-

ters to his son, "You may always obsers'e that the greatest
fools are always the greatest liars; for my part, I judge
of every man's truth by his degree of understanding."

Is anything more needed to establish the veracity of the
angler? I trow not. Henry Talbott.

ANGLING NOTES.

Red Trotit of Canada.

My friend. Commodore W. H. Parker, managing direc-

tor of the Laurentian Club, writes me from Lac la Peche,
Province of Quebec, a personal letter, which I think he

I

will not object to my quoting from, as it will be of general
interest particularly at this time, when an effort is being
made to identify a red trout found in Canadian waters

:

"It goes without sajong that the first thing I do on
receiving a copy of Forest and Stream is to look for an
article from your pen.

"Re red trout. Last January I called at Mr. Simpson's
while passing on a hunting expedition after caribou, and
while there he remarked that he had a species of fish

which he would like to have me identify. When I was
shown the fish I was surprised, especially as he told me
it was from one of the lakes of La Chaine des Trois Lacs,
south of Saccocommie, the biggest lake on the Riviere du
Loup, now leased by the St. Bernard Club, of which U. S.

Consul W". H. Henrjr. of Quebec, is president.

"There was a time when my father owned in fee simple
and as lessee from the Government for lumbering pur-
poses nearly all waters drained by the Riviere du Loup.
As the specimen shown for identification was from a lake
I had fished many a time when a boy and had caught
nothing but speckled trout, and those of small size, I was
very much surprised a:nd puzzled, too, and thought friend
Simpson was trying to play a joke on me and had planted
these fish (saibling I called them) from his own hatchery,
which was not far distant. I send you a specimen, at

least the skin of one, of the fish given to me by Mr.
Simpson. When I received the fish, in a frozen state, the
belly was very red, but after exposure the deep coloring
disappeared. I used common wood varnish, hoping to

preser\'e the color, and used the same varnish on speckled
trout, and the colors remained fast. You will notice that
the specirnen I send has a decidedly forked tail and in
shape more like the lesser lake trout.

"I have been told by one of our foremen of old lumber-
ing days that there is a lake on the Spaulding Brook
(Ruesseau de Spaulding), the east fork of the East
Branch of the Riviere du Loup, containing a species of
trout very red, unlike anything else in any of the 300
lakes of Riviere du Loup.
"This last fall, while on a hunting expedition north

of the Mattawin River. I came to a small lake, say in size
about a quarter of a mile in diameter, which many 5'ears
ago had been flowed by beaver ; the water had killed
the vegetation surrounding the lake, leaving a sandy
beach, sp timt being fre^ frqin pverhauging vegetatjop.

objects could be freely seen from the shore. As moose
tracks were plentiful about the lake, I had sent one of my
guides to hunt for a piece of birch bark from which to

make a cornet for calling, and while waiting for his re-

turn I heard a splash in the water near by. Upon in-

vestigating I found the cause. It was made by a trout on
a spawning bed in very shallow water. Whether it was
owing to the clear white sand and clear water reflecting

the colors of the fish, it seemed to me they were the red-

dest trout I have ever seen—and I have seen many a

spawning ground in the lakes of the Laurentides. Think-
ing this a good opportunity to secure a new species

(though I could see that they were speckled, but possibly

a new variety), I luckily had a hook and line, but no
flies. You know yourself what a fellow will do in an
emergency when fish are in sight, and I improvised a

fly our of a corner of a red handkerchief I had. While
doing this I sent the men to get bark to make a caseau
to hold the spawn I expected to take.

"The fish had almost finished spawning, but I succeeded
in securing enough eggs to experiment with, and brought
them home and planted them in a brook, and am awaiting
results. The fish, both males and females, had very red
bellies; whether the deep coloring will remain after

the spawning season is over, deponent knoweth not.

"I know this from observation, that in some lakes

speckled trout are highly colored, and in others the color-

ing is very light, and in most cases this is accounted for

by the color of the water, but not always*. In about a

month I expect to get some specimens of the fish, and if

they are as red as when I saw them I will send you
specimens."
The fish skin has not come to hand as I write this

note—at least I have not received it, though it is probably
at the Forest and Stream office in New York—but from
the mention of the forked tail I imagine it to be similar

to the fish that Commissioner Titcomb has already sent to

me and to Prof. Garman.
I imagine one reason why these red trout have not been

more generally observed is that they are a deep-water
fish, spawning late, long after the open fishing has closed,

and being lake spawners, have not been noticed on the

shoals in the lakes by other than lumbermen and trappers,

who have simply called them trout without caring specially

whether they were red or pink, square tails or forked tails.

Commodore Parker says different water will account
for difference in color of trout, but not alwaj's. I have
about concluded that we know little about the cause of

the varying color in breeding trout. Only this faU I have
been struck with the difference in the coloring of breed-
ing males in the same pond, one individual being highly
colored and others shading down to a pink blush, and all

fed on the same food and confined in a small pond at a

breeding station. There is nothing uniform about them
so far as coloring is concerned. There will be light trout

and trout almost black, the vermiculation pronounced and
the vermiculation obscured, and so on to the end of the
chapter of colors in breeding fish. I am now having an
experiment in feeding tried to determine if possible one
matter, but it must be continued for months to settle the
matter even if it is settled then. A. N. Cheney.

iThe Log of a Bicycle Fishing
Trip—IV.

Through the Mountains of Virpinia and West Vifginiai
Edited from the Diary of Mr. George N. Be all

by the Commodore, F. R. Wefab.

r (Concluded from ^age 111.)

The next day was Sunday, but I packed up, ready for a

start, but the patter of rain on the shingled porch roof in-

dicated a rainy morning, so I wisely made up my mind to

stop where I was for the present. All of the family soon
gathered on the porch—two girls and four boys, besides

the heads of the house. These latter found ample occu-
pation in trying to keep the youngest hope and pride of

the house from drowning himself in a puddle of water
close to the doorstep, and his little Sunday outfit was
soon ready for the wash. After dinner the clouds broke
away, and as there was promise of a clear afternoon, I

said good-bj', and. crossing the long foot bridge over the

river, with my machine under my arm, I was soon spin-

ning away down the road again. I was a little too brash
with my speed, for on nearing the little village of Brandy-
wine my machine took a gigantic slide on the greas}^

surface of the road and came within an ace of spilling me
into the river, to the great amusement of a crowd of

3'oung rustics out for a Sunday afternoon constitutional.

Mailing a letter at the store and postoffi.ce in the village,

I continued on my way.
The promise of fair weather proved delusive, for mut-

tered thunder across the mountains warned me of ap-
proaching rain, and I was fortunate in finding shelter as

the first big drops began to fall. After the shower I

again pushed on, but the mud was thick, and I spent

more time cleaning out my clogged gearings than

I did in advancing, and I had a generally sticky time of

it. The thunder continued to groumble around among
the mountain gorges, and I began to feel blue and lone-

som.e as I walked beside my mud-clogged wheel, while

vivid flashes of lightning to right and left of me made a

house under the hill at a turn of the road a welcome sight.

I ran up against quite a little crowd of Sunday visitors

here, and was kept quite bus3'- for a while showing my
machine and answering a host of questions, for it goes
without saying that a bicycle is an unusual sight in these

regions—indeed, many of my audience had but vaguely
heard of the machine.

A half mile further on I reached Miller's, on the site

of old Fort Sibert, and put up for the night. I found a

young man of my own age here, who has evidently been
well informed on many subjects, and he entertained me
well. My spirits began to rise again, and with the aid of

a good supper and my host's entertaining qualities I felt

quite myself once more. The house stands on a prom-
inent point of the hill, overlooking the little valley, and
is built on the site of the old Colonial blockhouse called

Fort Sibert, where the early pioneers took refuge from
the Indians. The sketch which Mr. Miller gave me was
5};pply a t^Ji^ition, fo^ t^^? Ij^istori^al record of the in^s-

sacre which took place here is very brief and incomplete.
The subject was very interesting as told in the old

man's quaint, old-fashioned waj', as he pointed out the

half-obliterated landmarks here and there. The old man
soon excused himseii on the plea of age and tired eyes,

and retired for the night, and left me and the son to

carry on the confab. We did justice to all sorts of
sporting subjects, and found many things of kindred in-

terest to talk about.
On JMonday morning early I was off for "The Cor-

ner," where the river reaches "The Notch" in the moun-
tains and goes tumbling down through an impassable
gorge for three or four miles. I had heard much of the
fine fishing there, and had it on my programme to stop
there. I got specific directions from Mr. Miller before
starting. At the first ford the pools looked so inviting
that I stood my machine in a fence corner and, getting
out my rod and flies, had eight fine bass hung behind
my saddle in less than an hour. By much walking along
a by-road and over the river jacks, I finally reached my
destination—the last house in the valley. I introduced
myself and poured forth my usual tale of woe to the
madame, whom I found down by the spring house, doing
the usual Monday morning laundry tasks. The head of

the house came along while negotiations were pending,
and the matter was soon arranged on a satisfactory basis.

In these isolated mountain regions a stranger can readily
secure accommodations at any farm house. The people
live in a plain and humble manner, but such as they have
the wayfarer is welcome to.

A hard shower made fishing impracticable until about
3 o'clock, and when I did get on the stream I found that
the inflow from the meadow drains had smoked the river

until it was beyond fishing condition, at least with the
fly. I met the whole neighborhood out with poles and
tackle, and I was not long in discovering that in the so-
called isolated parts of the stream is not always to be
found the best fishing. If I had cherished any hope to
have it all to myself, so to speak, I was soon relieved of
the delusion; for I found that, down here at least, the
natives take advantage of a rainy day to go a-fishing, and
turn out, small and great, to search the stream with a
fine-toothed comb, so to speak, I worked along in a
desultory sort of fashion, and went far down the wild,

picturesque gorge, climbing over the gigantic boulders
and enjoying the wild plunge of the river down between
the towering cliffs; and, although it was but a modest
string of fish I carried in with me, I felt amplj' repaid
for my afternoon's outing.

We had breakfast bright and early next morning, and
as the sun peeped over the shoulder of the mountain in

iront of the house, I sallied forth for an up-stream fish,

and faithfully whipped the river for two miles, but the
smoky water gave but poor returns. I enjoyed the morn-
ing, however, and reached home to a late dinner, after

which I had a long afternoon nap and a good rest. A
schoolmarm of uncertain age was visiting these, her rela-

tives, and her lingual abilities were such as to fairly burn
the gearings in my com^ersational cyclometer. Just out-
side my window a large crack in the weatherboarding
gave access to a roomy crevice between the logs, and
here I discovered a colony of bats which had been domi-
ciled here for years. As dusk gathered I counted sixty

or more, as they swung out into the evening air in search
of food. As I crept into bed I could hear the swish of

the wings of the returning prowlers. One fellow missed
the doorway to his house and phmged headlong through
the open window and banged against the head of my bed.

I lay quiet, and presently he made good his retreat, after

which I thought best to close the window and open one
on the lee side of the storm of wings and fur.

Next morning I was directed by a narrow footpath
across the mountain to the east, where I can reach the

main Moorefield road north, at a saving of eight miles
of rocW riA'er road. It was a push and climb of a solid

mile up the steep mountain side. I don't think the

mountain was quite perpendicular, but it certainly looked
to me like it might be, as I dug my toes into its steep
sides for a foothold, and frequent stops were necessar>\
A gentle descent on the other side soon brought me into

the main road, and I went spinning along it until I

reached Dasher's mill. LTpon inquiry might I leave m}'
machine in the mill and do a little fishing, I was invited

by the young miller to stop and stay at his home, a mile
beyond, and have a fish with him in the evening. He
shared his noonday lunch with me, washed down, by way
of dessert, with an old-fashioned apple pie, baked on a cab-
bage leaf; all of which I enjoyed hugely. A hard shower
coming up suddenly caught us out on the river, whither
we had repaired to initiate my new friend into the mj's-
teries of fly casting. The shower over, he joined me on
his wheel, and we sped away down the road to his little

cottage, where he gathered his tackle and bait, and with
good-natured hopes and predictions that each would ex-
cel in his own method of fishing, we sallied down the

read. I was informed that "old man Taylor," who owns
the land on which we are to fish "is a mean old cuss."
and we slipped through his corn rows to the river with
great circumspection, lest he appear and drive us off his

Territory. The gauntlet was safely run, however, and we
were soon in the river, where it was not long until we
were chilled th)-ough by a cold north wind which had
sprung up. and which I felt quite keenly, having been in

the water more or less all day; so we soon abandoned
the river and hurried home to seek comfort in the capa-
cious and cozy chimney corner. We voted our contest a

draw, as clearly no self-respecting bass would leave his

lair on such a day.

I had a good supper, a clean, comfortable bed and
sound sleep. The air was cool and all was still until

early morning, when I was awakened by the same cheery,
good-natured voice that had bade me good-night.

I felt that I couldn't leave the neighborhood until I

had had one more try at the bass. So early next morning
we rode back up to the mill again, and I walked two
miles -up the river and fished down. I had a very pleas-

ant morning's sport this time, and felt well repaid for

my perseverance.
After another meal with my kind friend. I mounted

r"-' machine for a continuous run to Moorefield. twenty
miles to the north—for I am now headed homeward. I
pas§e4 oyer ^ fopd deaj of rotjgh roa^, b«t tIiroM|b somf
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of the most beautiful woodland stretches it has ever

been my good fortune to see. Four miles from Moore-
field I came upon good roads, and sailed along at a high

rate of speed ahead of a shower which I could see to

the south slowly coming up the valley. I arrived safely

ahead of the shower, and, after getting my mail, I con-

tinued on out to the home of a cousin, who lives a mile

from here', where I received a hearty welcome. I was
much amused to discover, during the recital of my travels

and adventures which naturally followed my arrival, that

the "mean old cuss," "old man Taylor," spoken of by my
friend Dasher, is a relative of mine; and we all had a

good laugh over the incident.

Well ! The rest of my story is soon told. My fishing

trip, as such, had about reached a conclusion, and the

next four or five days were spent in dawdling along the

road from Moorefield to Romney. twenty-seven miles

further on, and thence home to Frostburg, stopping a

few days at Romney and intervening points to visit rela-

tives and renew my acquaintance with old friends m this

region. My total showing for my four weeks' trip was
eighty-one trout and fifty bass, and I unhesitatingly voted

my combination bicycling-fishing cruise among the moun-
tains one of the pleasantest and most successful outings

I had ever enioyed.

Flotida Black Bass.

Tallahassee, l^'la., Feb. 4.—Mr. M. P. Riley, of Chi-

cago, fishing on Lake Jackson, nine miles north of this

city, on Feb. 2, with light Western bait-casting rod,

quadruple reel and light silk line, hooked and landed an
8-pound big-mouth black bass. He was casting a live

frog, which he brought from Chicago, and used weedless

hook. He sent this fish to his address in Chicago to be

mounted, where it can be seen. Mr. T. B. Byrd, a

prominent merchant here, verified this weight.
E. N. Mabry.

mml

Fixtttfcs.

BENCH SHOWS.
Feb. 19-22.—New York.—Westminster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth

annual show. Tames Mortimer, Supt.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.

March 13-16.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Club's eleventh an-

nual show. John L. Lincoln, Sec'y.

Hydrophobia in Spitz, Eskimo and Pomeranian
Dogfs.

These canines are all of the same race. Dr. Robt. Bell,

of the Dominion Geological Survey, who has spent a

great deal of time in the Arctic Zone during the past thirty

years, and has just completed a survey of the Great Slave

Lake, writes as follows in regard to the Eskimo draft dogs

which are so serviceable to the Hudson Bay Company:
"It seems to me these dogs are afflicted with disease more
than any other breed. Nearly all of them die off, first in

one district, then in another, leaving hardly enough to

breed for the next year. Hydrophobia is the great trou-

ble. It is of a mild form, as far as danger to others is

concerned. My Ottawa friend's fine specimen died. His

hindquarters became paralyzed."

This statement covers the past year. A reference to

"Hallock's Dog Fanciers' Directory,'; page ill (1880),

discovers the following remarks on this subject:

"Notwithstanding his sprightly, intelligentlookandbeau-

tiful snowy coat, the Spitz is gradually falling into dis-

favor, owing to his snappish disposition and his liability,

in common with all Arctic dogs, to a disease which, in

some of its phases, resembles hydrophobia. Sir George

Nares, the Arctic explorer, referring to the prevalence of

the malady in the polar regions, says : 'Apparently healthy

dogs are suddenly seized with this strange disorder, gen-

erally failing down in fits not unlike epilepsy. * * *

There is no recorded instance in Greenland of human
beings who have been bitten having suffered from hydro-

phobia, and the recovery of the animals in some instances

is entirely opposed to the recorded experiences of true

rabies.'

"The Huntington Long Islander is responsible for the

statement that a large Spitz dog named Jack, belonging

to Capt. Bunce, of the Leonida, was picked up m the

middle of Long Island Sound some years ago, having

swum forty miles in pursuit of his master's vessel, which

had left him behind. This would seem to be evidence that

the Spitz dogs are not only good swimmers, but not averse

to water, which Dr. Kane says the true Esquimaux dog is.

Spitz is a contraction for Spitzbergen."
C. Hallock.

Sherbrooke Gttn Club*

The fox hunters reported a poor season so far, owing

to the depth of light snow. They do very little before

December, as the partridges, ducks and deer have to be

attended to. New Year's day Fred Loomis and Joe

Walton each got a fox within an hour, the second being

killed within a hundred yards of the first. Joe's fox

was the largest killed for a long time. The widow
Green's fox still lives. He has had two narrow escapes,

and praise be, he has been seen since he got his last dose

of BB's, apparently none the worse. Long may he live.

He has been the hero of many a run during the past

.six years-, and many is the good story told by his faithful

. followers. One of them saw him cut in between the

hounds and a little vixen, and lead off the dogs while the

lady hid in a clump of spruces.

Jos. G. Walton, Ass't Sec'y.

Farmer Slate/s Uniqtte Dogf.

"There are some odd characters among the rural pop-

ulation of West Virginia," said Col. J. D. Butt, of that

State. "A short while ago an engine on the Norfolk &
Western Une ran down a small, yellow cur dog that be-

jpnged to an old fartner named Slater, with fatal results;
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to the cur. Now, the deceased had been Farmer Slater's

most cherished companion for years; it had followed him
in all his wanderings, and he was as greatl}^ attached to it

as though it had been a human being. He grieved sorely

over his loss, and in his endeavor to find solace went to

one of the officials of the railroad that made a premature
end of the canine and dem.anded that another dog as

nearly like the departed in every respect as possible

should be given him.
"To humor him, compliance was promised, and forth-

with a dog to match the lost one was brought to the be-

reaved owner. This was only a beginning, for one cur
after another, was tendered until the number got into

three figures. Every brute in the lot was rejected, for in

the whole list not one was identical in form, color and
size with the slain. If one was just right in color, he
was a trifle too heavy or too light, and if his weight was
satisfactory the color was not quite right.

"Under these circumstances there was no use of the

railway men trying to do more, and Slater brooded over

his wron.gs. The suspicion grew that he meant to get

revenge and he was closely watched. As a result, he was
arrested on a charge that implicated him in an attempt

at train wrecking, and he was sentenced to jail for one
year."—Washington Post.

A Fox Stratagfem.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have just returned from North Carolina, where I

spent two weeks with the quail, or partridge, as they are

called there, with very satisfactor}' results. In the place

where I was, a lot of fox hounds are kept, and they usu-

ally have a run every week, and often succeed in bagging
their game. One sly fox, however, was apparently too

cunning for them, and for fifteen runs got away safely.

Much to the hunters' surprise and bewilderment, the

hounds always lost the scent at a sheep pasture, and
could not strike it again.

Finally the hunters persuaded the owner of the sheep

to shut them up in his barn and then they gave Reynard
another run. This time he went for the sheep pasture

as usual, but no sheep being there, the dogs kept his

trail, till finally they caught and killed him. It is now
confidently believed that it was his habit on reaching this

pasture to jump on a sheep's back and ride around until

the hounds had passed, when he would walk home at his

leisure. If this is not the proper explanation of this re-

markable occurrence, perhaps you can suggest a better

one. J- T. S.

**Fox Htjntingf Reminiscences.*\

Jos. W. Shurter, wlio wrote "Fox Hunting Reminis-

cences"' in issue of Jan. 26, is a man that I should like to

hear more from. He has both insight and knowledge.

The description of the killing of his first fox made a dis-

tinct impression on me. It is a boiled down epitome of

first experiences the world over where the human has

the true hunting instinct that leads to success—a similar

but superior instinct to that of the wild animal he is

pitted again,St. J. B. Burnham.

American Engflish Setter CIttb.

New York, Feb. 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
annual meeting of the American English Setter Club will

be held at Madison Square Garden on Wednesday, Feb.

20, at 4 p. m.
By order of the President,

J. M. Taylor, Sec'y.

fdchting.

Notice.

All communications mtended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishmg Co., and

not to any individual connected with the paper.

25ft, Cruising Sloop.

The large number of boats of about 25ft. waterline

length that have been ordered this season shows how
great the demand there is for boats of this size. The
modern boat of about 25ft. waterline length, unless de-

signed solely for racing, whether keel or centerboard, is

about the smallest boat on which any degree of com-

fort may be had for cruising and still is not large enough

to make" it necessary to carry a paid hand. The_2S-footer,

pl(i,ns of which appear in this issue, was designed and

built by Mr. William H. Hand, Jr., of New Bedford.
Mass., for Mr. Robert W. Sayre, of New York citv. and
will be used for cruising on the western end of ' Long
Island Sound. She is of a type that offers the greatest
amount of comfort combined with very good speed that
it is possible to secure in a boat of this size. Mr. Hand
has experimented carefully with this class of boats, and
has found them seaworthy in the extreme and able to go
anywhere along our coast in ordinary summer weather.
The headroom, in the cabin is excellent, there beino- some
Sft. 7in.

_ _

Her dimensions are as follows:
Length

—

Over all 40ft. ij^in.
L.W.L 25ft.

Overhang

—

Bow 6ft. 9 in.
Stern gft. 4^in.

Beam

—

Extreme nft. 3 in.
L.W.L Toft. 9 in.

Draft-
To rabbet ift. 10 in.
Extreme 4ft. 6 in.

Board down 8ft. 10 in.
Freeboard

—

Bow 3ft. 7 in.
Taffrail 2ft. 7 in.

Least : 2ft. 4^in.
Sail Area

—

Mainsail 788 sq. ft.

Jit* • ' 178 sq. ft.

Total sail area 966 sq. ft.

Displacement 13 3oolbs.
Outside ballast 4,50olbs.

The keel is of oak sided I4in. and moulded 3;^in.
amidships, tapering at the ends. The deadwood is of
yellow pine. Timbers of oak bent to form 1^4 by i^in.
spaced loin. on centers. Double timbers at chainplates.
Beam clamps are of oak sided 2in. and moulded 3in. amid-
ships, tapering to 2in. by 2in. at the ends. Bilge stringers
are of yellow pine, two on each side, 2j4m. by 2^in. from
end to end. Planking is of yellow pine to finish full lin.
Deck is of white pine, 2in. by i^in. Covering board is of
oak. Cabin house top, 3in. by %in. white pine covered
with canvas. Cockpit staving, caprail, wheel box, com-
panion slide, skylight and fore hatch of mahogany. Cabin
is finished in cypress and varnished oak. Hull to be
painted white with gold stripe and small scroll on bow
and stern. Toilet room fitted with Sand's W- C. and
folding Avash basin. The arrangement of the cabin is

wholly the owner's idea, the transoms being extended un-
der the cockpit floor to gain full 12ft. in length, so that
two men can sleep on a side -withotit overlapping.

A Plucky Crew and a Win*
Easton, Md., Feb. 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: At
the annual meeting of the Chesapeake Bay Y. C. the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year: Com..
Col. F. Carroll Goldsborough

; Vice-Corn., Dr. Edward
R. Trippe; Rear-Com., Col. Oswald Tilghman; Sec'y.

Col. Jacob G. Morris; Treas., Mr. Alfred L. Sharp;
Board of Governors, Col. Edward Lloyd, Mr. Zenas
Bums and Mr. B. Harrington.

I find that no report of our fourteenth open annual re-

gatta was sent to yon, and as an unusual circumstance
happened during that race, it may be of interest to your
readers even at this late date. Date of race, Aug. 19,

1900; open to Chesapeake canoes of champion class

(boats between 30ft. and 36ft. water line) ; boats entered,

J. B. Harrison, sailed by H. A. Hinnaman; Wm. V. Wil-
son, sailed by O. Hartge; Island Blossom, sailed by John
Gibson; Ma Belle, sailed by Capt. Mansfield; Columbia,
sailer unknown; time allowance, two seconds per inch in

tAventy miles on Avaterline: distance, sixteen and one-half
nautical miles; wind light N.N.W., dying out and com-
ing out from S.W. and S. Weather fair, no sea. Elapsed
time, 6:51:43. Start flying, wdth three minutes to cross

the line. Reach to first buoy, thence to windward to

second buoy; thence, owing to wind shifting, to wind-
ward to third hotly; off the Avind to fourth bouy, and a

reach to the line. The event to which I allude was as

follows : Boats got off in following order : Island Blos-

som., Wilson, Harrison, Ma Belle and Columbia. The
three leading boats turned the first buoy almost together;

there the Avind grew very light and baffling. The Ma
Belle and Columbia withdrew. The Island Blossom, one
of the fastest of her class, seemed, from bad luck in

catching the light puffs going, to be out of it. The Har-
rison and Wilson Avere afraid to leave each other, and
finally sailed into a c^ltP §treak under th,^ l^^ of a woods.
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In the meantime the Blossom went to look for luck and

found it, getting into a streak of wind that she held to

the upper buoy and turned it with a lead of sixteen and

one-half minutes. Ofif the wind these boats carry im-

mense square topsails, and soon after turning the above

buoy a little pufT caught these sails and, owing to care-

lessness in not having her outriggers out (which these

boats all carry), she upset. Instead of giving up, her

crew pulled her masts out (foremast about 45ft. long and

mainmast 35ft.), righted the boat, and, with the assist-

ance of some buckets furnished by a passing craft, bailed

out the water, rigged up. and started again, only losing

eighteen minutes in doing so. They were then behind

the Harrison and Wilson, which were close together, one

minute and thirty seconds, with a beat to windward of

some six miles. In this distance the Blossom caught and
passed the other boats, and finally won the race by three

minutes and twenty-one seconds, without her allowance.

(Df course, it could only have been done under the peculiar

circumstances of the weather, but it was thought very

plucky in the Blossom's crew not to give up after being

upset. J. G. Morris, Sec'y C. B. Y. C.

Yacht Qttb Notes.

The annual meeting of the New Rochelle Y. C. was
held on Feb. 4 at the Yachtsmen's Club, 47 West Forty-

third street. The election follows: Com.. Edward Kelly,

steamer Barracouta; Vice-Com., W. N. Bavier, yawl
Possum; Rear-Com., Daniel Bacon; sloop Senta; Sec'v,

O. W. Meyrowitz; Treas., C. M. Fletcher; Meas., F. R.

Farringtom; Trustees, three years, Charles Pryer, Thomas
D. Scoble and Conrad E. Young; Law Committee,

J. F. Lambden and J. Q. LTnderhill; Regatta Committee,
Charles P. Tower, William E. Moore, Oscar Chelborg.

C. A. Beeker and R. N, Bavier.

ift

"Y^^
vsixth aniitial meeting of the Huguenot Y. C. will

25-FOOT CRUISING SLOOP—SAIL PLAN.

be held at the Arena on Saturday, Feb. 16, at which the

officers for the year will be elected. The followmg nom-
inations have been made: Com., William B. Greelel;

Vice-Com., George C. Allen; Rear-Com., T. E. Kitchmg;

Sec'y, J. Nelson Gould; Treas., L. C. Ketchum; Trus-

tees, to serve two years, F. D. Pagan and Wdliam L.

Searles.
1^

The first annual dinner of the Point o' Woods Y. C.,

of Fire Island. A^as held at the Union League Club,

Brooklyn, on Saturday evening, Feb. 2. Speeches were

made by Com. N. Clay Ferris, Vice-Com. John C. Demp-
sey, Rear-Com. Harry M. Brewster and others. Most of

the members hail from Brooklyn, Bayshore and places

in New Jersey. The club's season is from June to Sep-

tember.
»t H H

The Morrisania Y. C. has elected the following offi-

cers: Com ,
George J. Oakes; V<'ce-Com., George Steltz:

Rear-Com., Frederick Daum; Fleet Capt., Charles J.

Locke; Fin. Sec'y, Thomas F. Dooley ; Rec. Sec'y. Ar-

thur Haire; Treas., George Charleton; Meas., Wade
Hixon; Board of Directors. George H. Ollweller, Louis

Jackson, W. H. Hansen, Thomas J. Deckert and J. H.

Schmitt: Regatta Committee, J. H. Curtis, W. H. Dixon,

J. W- StefTens, Louis G. Englert and H. J. Barto.

famous and popular racing vessel m the world repairs

are being made. The Madeline arrived at Tampa Thurs-

day, Capt. Lord, the owner, in command, with a cargo

or' cocoanuts from Honduras. After her repairs, which

will include new decks and cabin and new canvas, she

will make a regular schedule between Flonduras and

Port Tampa.—N. Y. Times.

The Yachtsman says:

Our good friends on the other side of the Atlantic seeni

determined to make us start a column headed "Sales of

the Week to American Yachtsmen." This week's sale is

that of Zinita, the celebrated Clyde 20-rater. She has been

purchased by an American gentleman, who long ago im-

ported the old crack plank-on-edge lo-tonner Uhdia,

which Ben Parker sailed for him in American waters.

Zinita, as most of our readers are aware, was designed

by Mr. W. Fife, Jr. (as was Ulidia), and built at Fairlie

in 1893 for Messrs. Connell, who won a large number of

prizes with her. She has three times changed hands, but

has always had Clyde owners. Mr. Inglis, who has just

parted with Zinita, took her in part payment for Carina

at the end of last summer, so she has never had a chance

of carrying his popular flag.

Zinit'a's full record:

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The old yacht Madeline, defender of America's Cup in

two international contests, has just gone on the ways at

Tampa for extensive repairs, and in another month she

will be regularly engaged in the fruit trade between Hon-
duras and Florida ports. It was in 1876 that the British

challenger Countess of Dufferin first met the Madeline

and returned 'defeated at the hands of the American de-

fender. The Madeline has had a remarkable career since

that time, but for the first time since she was the most

Other Total

Year. Starts. I5t Prizes. Prizes. Prizes. Value.

1893 24 16 2 18 £230
1894 36 13 7 20 280

1895 27 10 4 14 i6s

1896 17 7 I 8 8S

1897 22 4 3 7 90

1898 4 9 13 100

1899 19 6 5- II 110

1900 19 12 '2 14 200

183 7-2 33 IDS £1,260

Mr. H. Clay Pierce, of St. Louis, Mo., has cotnm.vs"
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sioned ATessrs. Gardner & Cox to design and build for

him a large steel steam yacht. She Will be 260ft. over all

and finished in the best possible mattner.

1% >l

Vencedor, which sailed against Canada in 1896 for the

Toledo Cup, is to go back to Chicago v/aters. She has

been lying on the beach at Hawkins' Yard, City Island,

for the past several vears. Mr. H. M. Gillig, former

Commodore of the Larchmont Y. C, has sold her

through the agency of Mr. F. Bowne Jones to Mr. F. A.

Pricer of the Chicago, Y. C.

1^ 9^

The American marine exhibit sent to the Paris Exposi-

tion in charge of Mr. Jahn Rutherford Buchan, N. Y.

Y. C. was returned to this country a few days ago and

the rnodels have been sent to their owners. There were

forty full-rigged and sixty-one half models in the collec-

tion The New York Y. C. and its members loaned the

larger number of them. Of all the full-rigged models

were all the America's Cup defenders from Magic to

Columbia. Then there were the steam yachts Corsair

and Kanawha auxiliary Intrepid, the schooners In-

trepid, Sachem, Mohegan, Norseman and Yampa; the

electric launch Utopia and several other fast launches.

St «l

Mrs. N. B. Wright, of Philadelphia, has accepted the

challenge of Howard Crosby, of Gloucester, Mass., to

race across the Atlantic this coming summer from Cape

Ann to Lisbon, Portugal, in a boat not to exceed 30ft.

over all length.
•t i%

The Yachting World asserts that Sir Thomas Lip-

ton wished to withdraw his challenge for the America's

Cup after the death of Queen Victoria and to postpone

the contest for a year, but that, on consideration of the

injustice toward the United States, and after consulting

the highest authorities, he decided to adhere to the orig-

inal plans.
1^ 4^

One of the most artistic calendars that has been issued

thi^ year is being sent out to his friends and customers

by Mr. F. Bowne Jones. A spirited marine view and

very clear and distinct numerals make it both ornamental

and useful.

Designs Recently Published in Forest and Stream.

25-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20.

2i-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27.

Minnesota, Nov. 17.

19ft. sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. i.

. Cutter Isolde, Dec. 8.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dec. 15-22.

Raceabout Jolly Roger, Dec. 29.

Bald Eagle II. and ice boat, Jan. 5

,25-footer Brigand, Jan. 12.

Canadian ice boat and 14ft. cutter, Jan. 19.

38ff. cruising launch.' Jan. 26.

25ft. shoal draft sloop, Feb. 2.

A* C A. Rttles*

Editor Forest and Stream:
Will you kindly print the following list of men, in the

Eastern" Division who have signed the petition to Com.
Britton, of the A. C. A., for a mail vote to be taken upon

the suggested new racing regulations printed in Forkst

AND Stream of last week: Louis A. Hall, Vice-Com.

Eastern Division; Chas. F. Dodge, Ex. Com. Eastern

Division; Paul Butler, Board of Governors, A. C. A.;

Ralph F. Brazer, J. Arthur Gage. Albert G. Smith, J.

Markland, Stephen S. Whittier, Frank E. Baker, Ray-

mond Apollonio. T. A. Apollonio, Louis A. Drake, Her-

mann Dudley Murphy, T. Price Wilson, Farnum F. Dor-

sey, Chas. Prendergast, Geo. A. Woods.
Hermann Dudley Murphy.

A CfA. Membership.

The following named gentlemen have been proposed

for membership to the Western Division of the A. C. A.:

Mr. Franklin S.'Catlin, Mr. William F. Forbush and Mr.

Charles Catlin.

—<$>—
Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.—The following scores were made in regular

competition hy members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at

Four-Mile House, treading road, Feb. 3. Conditions: 200yds., off-

band, at the standard target. Gindele was declared champion for

the day -with the good score of 90. Weather cool and cloudy.

Thermometer 50 degrees. Wind 2 o'clock:

Gindele . . . V;'; '-.-'r. . . vv;-.-.

Nestler

Payne

Lux

Roberts

Strickmeier

Drube

Uckotter

Gindele made a good average to-day, having 3 points over

Ms credit. His scores range from 84 to 90.

9 10 9 8 10 8 10 9 8 9—90
8 10 8 10 8 9 10 9 9 7—88
7 9 8 10 7 8 10 9 10 10—88
8 9 9 9 8 7 8 10 8 10—86
8 9 6 8 8 10 10 9 8 9—85
7 7 9 6 8 10 7 9 10 10—83
8 7 9 9 8 8 8 8 10 9—84

10 10 6 10 5 9 8 6 7 9—80
7 9 7 10 9 7 6 8 9 8—80
7 10 8 9 8 8 10 4 10 10—84
5 7 7 6 8 8 10 9 8 9-77
5 8 8 7 9 7 10 7 7 8—76
6 7 9 8 10 10 9 7 8 7—81
8 8 10 9 9 8 9 6 3 10—80
9 6 7 10 10 9 3 9 9 G—77

10 9 9 8 8 8 7 7 6 8—80
9 8 6 9 7 6 9 7 9 9—79
4 5 5 10 9 7 7 9 9 7—72
9 7 8 7 9 8 6 7 6 10—77
5 8 10 7 6 8 6 9 9 8—76
5 9 5 9 9 5 8 7 9 8—74
6 8 8 9 8 9 8 8 7 5-76
9 7 4 9 4 9 9 8 8 6—74
8 7 3 9 7 6 10 8 5 6—69
9 7 S 7 5 5 6 8 8 7—72

10 5 7 5 4 5 8 7 9 7—67
5 6 6 6 6 10 8 8 7 5-67
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The n,ew 7-shot Colt pistol is a marvel of force and mechanical
ingenuity. It works automatically, the recoil of one discharge
adjusting the load for the next instantaneously. The whole
magazine can be discharged in a fraction over a second.

The Union Metallic Cartridge Company has just perfected a new
22cal. smokeless cartridge for short range target shooting in rifle

cr pistol. This cartridge is said to be effective up to a distance

of 75ft.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

If yoo want yoar shoot to fae announced here send a

notice like the following:

Fixtures.

Feb. 13-15.—Indianapolis, Ind.—Grand Central Handicap tourna-

ment of the Limited Gun Club. Bert. B. Adams, Sec'y-

Feb, 14.—Holmesburg, Junction, Pa.—Third of the team series

of shoots, Baltimore Shooting Association vs. Keystone Shootmg
League.
Feb. 15-16.—New Orleans, La.—First annual Mardi Gras tourna-

ment of the City Park Gun Club, under the auspices of the Peters

Cartridge Co. Percy S. Benedict, Sec'y, Denegree Building.

Feb. 18-23.—Hot Springs, Ark.—Tournament of the Hot Springs

Gun Club; four days targets, two days live pigeons; $1,000 added.

C. E. De Long, Sec'y.
Feb. 19-22.—Holmesburg Junction, Pa.—Keystone Shooting

League. , . , , x tt
Feb. 20.—Carlstadt, N. J.—Match at 2-5 live birds between J. H.

Cutwater and Chris Wright, at Outwater's Riverside shooting

grounds, Rutherford road and Hackensack River Bridge. Sweep-
stake shooting.

.

Feb. 21-22.—Garden City, L. I.—Amateur championship of the

Carteret Gun Club. Walter H. Mead, Sec'}'.

Feb. 22.—Harrisburg, Pa.—Washington's Birthday live bird and
target shoot of the Harrisburg Shooting Association.

Feb. 22.—Sing Sing, N. Y.—Target and live bird shoot of the

Ossining Gun Club; live bird match at 9 o'clock; hve-bird pro-

gramme at 10 o'clock.

Feb. 22.—Albany. N. Y.—Annual midwinter target tournament
the Forester Gun Club. H. H. Valentine. Mgr.
Feb. 22.—Newark, N. J.—East Side Gun Club's holiday shoot.

Feb. 22.—Freehold, N. J.—All-day shoot of the Freehold Gun Club.

Feb. 22.—Minneapolis, Minn.—At Intercity Shooting Park.

H. C. Hirschy live-bird championship trophy challenge shoot.

Entries may be made with W. P. Brown, Minneapolis.
Feb. 22.—New Haven, Conn.—Washington's Birthday shoot of

the New Haven Gun Club, John E, Bassett, Sec'y.

Feb. 22.—Newark, N. J,—Forester Gun Club's live-bird and
target shoot. J. J. Fleming, Sec'y..

Feb. 22-23.—Colorado Springs, Colo.—Colorado State Fish and
Game Protective Association's thirteenth tournament, under the

auspices of the Colorado Springs Gun Club.
Feb. 22-23.—Altoona, Pa.—Altoona Rod and Gun Club s target

tournament. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y.

Feb.28—\\'est Chester, Pa.—Eighth annual live-bird shoot of the

West Chester Gun Club. F. H. Eachus, Sec'y.

March 2.—New York.—Two-week Roof Garden tournament of

the National Sportsmen's Association. Capt. J. A. H. Dressel,

Sec'y. • ^ . , ^ ,

March 19-21.—Asheville, N. C—The Peters Cartridge Company s

two days' target tournament. Maj. E. P. McKisseck, Sec'y. John
Parker, Mgr.
March 21.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target and live-bird

shoot. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Eighth annual spring tournament

of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100

per day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. H. P. Collins,

Sec'y.
April 12-13.—Newark, N. J.—Forester Gun Club's tournament.

J. J. Fleming, Sec'v.
April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas Sportsmen's Association. W. H. Koehler, Sec'y,

April 18.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target shoot. Henry
G. Hall. Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. FeigeHspan, Sec'y.

May 7-16.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

25-FOOT CRUISING SLOOP—CABIN PLAN..

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, See'y.
May 14-17.—Allentown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F, Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.
•Shaner, Mgr.
May 15-17.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's annual tournament;

targets and live birds, Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
May 21-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournainent

and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association,
Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y.
May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.

June 5-7.—Circleville, O,—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
June 11-12.—St. Marys, W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament

_
of the

West Virginia .State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of

West Virginia Gun Club. Mallorv Brothers, Mgrs.
June 11-13.—Sioux City, la.—Seventh annual amateur tournament

of the Soo Gun Club. W. F. Duncan, Sec'y.

June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;
tvjo days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis.
June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters'

League of Wisconsin. First week in June.
July 23.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds. West Monroe street

at Fiftv-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Feb. 26,—Interstate Park.—Challenge contest for Dewar trophy;

Dr, A. A, Webber, holder; W. H. Sanders, challenger.
Feb. 27.—Interstate Park.—Team race, a New York team vs. a

New Jersev team, at 1 o'clock. Sweepstake shooting commences at

10 o'clock."
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L, I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tournament

)ueens, L. I.—Forty-third annual
tate Association for the Protection

at Live Birds,
June —.—Interstate Park,

tournament of the New York
of Fish and Game.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—^Weekly shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS,
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager,

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's ninth annua! Grand "American Handicap tournament at
live birds. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway, New York.

April 17-18.—Jacksonville, Pla.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. B.
W. Sperry, Sec'y.
May 8-10.—Memphis, Tenn.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Memphis Gun Club.

June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.—^The Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.

H. Foss, Sec'y.

July 10-11.—Jamestown, N. Y.—^The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.

July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens. L, I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7.-9.—Providence, R, I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.

Root. Sp<-'v

Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L, A. Barker,
Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.^:

Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
allsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company

, 346 Broad-

way., New York.

At a special meeting of the New Jersey State Sportsmen s As-
sociation, held in Newark, N. J,, Feb. 6, the Bloomfield Game
and Fish Association, of Bloomfield, and the Midway Gun Club,

of Matawan, N. J., were admitted to membership. Mr. C. W.
Peigehspan was appointed to act as a committee on grounds, and

Mr. F, E. Sinnock a committee on badges. There will be a
badge respectively for the winning teams in the live-bird and the
target events, and for the winning shooters in the individual events.
There also will be medals for the highest averages made during
the tournainent in the live-bird and target events. The old Hve-
bird medal, which has heretofore been shot for every year only,
will be subject to challenge during the year, the conditions to be
15 birds, .$10 forfeit, winner to take all, loser to pay for birds.
Treasurer TerriU's report showed a balance of several hundred
dollars on hand. Programme and tournament committees bad
respectively the same membership—Messrs. Hobart, Stevens and
Herrington. Five per cent, of all purses net will be deducted
and devoted to the purchase of prizes. Mr. Stevens spoke of the
good work done by the State Fish and Game Commissioners of

New Jersey, and there was a sum of money appropriated to carry
on the good work of game and fish protection.

Mr. Ed O. Bower, Eecretary-treasurer of the W. Va. S. A.,
Sistersville, W. Va., under date of Feb. 5, writes us as follows:
"At a recent meeting of the West Virginia State Sportsmen's As-
sociation, June 11 and 12 were decided upon as dates for their fifth

annual tournament, which is to be held under the auspices of the
VVest Virginia Gun Club at St. Marys, W. Va. The tournament
will be under the personal management of the famous Mallory
brothers, which is ample guarantee that everything possible will

be done to make the affair a success in every way. We will have
the usual amount of added money, together with merchandise
prizes, etc. Programmes telling all about it will be ready for the
mail in due time, and can be had for the asking by making ap-
plication to Ed O. Bower, secretary-treasurer."

ai

Those who contemplate attending the
^
Carteret Gun Club's

amateur championship contest, at Garden City, L. I., Feb. 21 and
22, are referred to the train schedule issued by the Carteret Gun
Club, as follows: Trains leave foot of East Thirty-fourth street
r-\ 6:S0, 7:50, 8:30, 8:50, 9:20, 10:50 A. M., and 12:20, 1:50 and
3:20 P. M. Returning, leave Garden City at 10:38 A. M. and
1Z:01, 1:34, 3:13. 4:41, 5:04, 5:29, 6:44 and 8:35 P. M. The club
grounds can be reached either from Mineola or Garden City.

Shooting commences at 9:30.

The New Haven Gun Club will give a shoot on Washington's
Birthday, Feb. 22, commencing at 9 o'clock. There are eleven
events on the programme, 10, 15 and 20 targets, 135 in all, with a

total entrance of $11.20.. Moneys divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per

cent., if twelve entries or more; if less, then three moneys, divided

50, 30 and 20 per cent. Visitors welcome to shoot for targets
only. Take Schuetzen Park Cars to reach the grounds. J. E.
Bassett, Sec'y.

The Highland Shooting Club and the Hillside Gun Club engaged
in a team shoot, nine men on a side, at Gorgas- Station, Pa., on
Feb. 8, with the following results: Highland—Biirn 18, Dedier
17. Miller 15, Meehan 15, M. Wentz 14, C. Dreakley 13, Lutz 12,

Davi.= 11. E. Wentz 11; total 126. Hillside—Reid' 16, B. Bisbing
15, W. Haywood 14, J. B. Haywood 13, T. Unruh 13, Aiman 13,

W. Bisbing 11, Burton 9, Clark S; total 112.

Uncle Jim Laird, of Freehold, N. J., called on Mr. Carl Von
Lengerke, of New York, and invited him and his friends to an
all-day shoot to be given by the Freehold Gun Club on Feb. 22.

Three' sets of traps will throw the targets. Carl says a shoot of the

Freehold Gun Club is synonymous with a good time, because he
knows about it, having been there before.

*l

At Morristovvn, Pa., on Feb. 7, Mr. F, B. McCoy, of Phila-

delphia, shot a matcli with Mr. Frank Gross, of Jeffersonville, and
won by one bird. The conditions were 30 live birds, $25 a side.

The scores were McCoy 27, Gross 26. The match originally called

for 50 birds, but as there were only 80 birds on hand the con-
ditions were 'modified accordingly.

The South Broad Street Gun Club, of Philadelpliia, at is annual
meeting on Feb, 7, elected a list of officers as follows: President,
Tames Buntinsr; Vice-President, William Allen; Secretarv, William
H. Bore: Trea.surer, E. E, Teter; Field Captain, C. H. Burt;
Board of Directors, A, W. Farrell, H. R. Burt, William. Warren,
Fred Mears and D. A, Farrell.

On Feb. 22, on the grounds of the Intercity Shooting Park,
Minneapolis, Alinn., there will be a challenge shoot for the H. C.
Hirschy trophy, emblematic of the championship of the Northwest.
Entries may be made with Mr, W. P. Brown, Minneapolis, Minn,
The conditions governing this trophy were published in full in
Forest and Stream of Feb. 9.

The Oceanic Rod and Gun Club will hold its next ' shoot on
Feb. IS, on its grounds at R.ockaway Park, L. I.
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Mr. L. C. Schortemeler, of 201 Pearl street, New York, informs
tis that on Feb. 20 there will be a match at 25 live birds between
Messrs. J. H. Cutwater and Chris Wright, at Cutwater's shooting
grounds, Jlutherford road and Hackensack River Bridge, N. J.Handicap sweepstakes will be shot after the matcli.

Programmes of the Grand American Handicap will be ready
for distribution on Feb. 20. Write to Mr. Elmer E. Shaner,
manager Interstate Association, 122 Diamond Market, Pittsburg,
for them. Make your entries with Mr. Edward Banks, secretary
Interstate Association, 318 Broadway, New York.

Tlie Peters Cartridge Co., of Cincinnati, C. will be in evidence
at the Sportsmen's Show in Madison Square Garden next month
and will occupy spaces 26 and 27 and will endeavor to make a
comfortable headquarters for their friends rather than make an
elaborate display of goods.

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association,
under_ date of Feb. 9 informs us "that the Interstate Association
will give a tournament at Jacksonville, Fla., April 17 and 18, and
one at Auburn, Me., Aug. 21 and 22. This completes our circuit
for the season of 1901."

The Marlin Fire Arms Company, of New Haven, Conn., are
sending out a "Court Document," in which is related their ex-
perience with Mr. G. O. Shields. It is interesting reading. A
copy of the document will be sent free to him who applies for it.

Mr. C. F. Kramlich, corresponding secretary of the Pennsyl-
vania State Sportsmen's Association, informs us that Mr. Elmer
E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association, will manage
the Pennsylvania State shoot at Allentown, Pa., May 14 to 17.

The referees for the Grand American Handicap of 1901 are
Messrs. Harold Wallack, of Long Branch, N. J.; Charles North,
of Cleveland, O.; J. Frank Kleinz, of Philadelphia, and George S.

Mott, of Babylon, L. I.

The Oakley Thorne cup, which has afforded keen competition
for its possession in many months past, was won finally by Mr.
George S. McAlpin, at the Carteret Club's shoot on Saturday of

last week, from the 31yd. mark.

•I

Mr. F. H. Eachus, secretary of the West Chester Gun Club,

West Chester, Pa., informs us that his club will hold its eighth

annual live-bird shoot on Feb. 2Sth. The programme will be
issued soon.

>5

New conditions governing the Dewar trophy are published
elsewhere in our trap columns. Mr. W. H. Sanders has chal-

lenged Dr. A. A. Webber to shoot for it at Interstate Park,

Feb. 26.

>^

The third match of the series between team."? of the Keystone
Shooting League and the Baltimore Shooting .\ssociation is fixed

to take place at Holmesburg Junction on Feb. 14.

The programme of the Grand American Handicap is published

in full in our trap columns this week..
Bernard Waters.

Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association.

Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 9.—It is with profound personal sorrow

that I advise you of the death of our esteemed friend Moses H.
Brensinger. which occurred at his home on Thursday morning,

Feb. 7. Mose, whose shooting cognomen was "Sullivan, had a

very wide and extended acQuaintance among the shooting fraternity

of this and other States. He took great interest and enjoyment m
.shooting, both at the traps and in the field, and when his business

would permit he was always to be counted present at all of the

leading events in the State and county. His record at the traps

was as enviable as was his business record—and by that I mean
the best. He was a man of genial spirit, whose companionship
was as inviting as it was warm and lasting. His last meeting

With the bovs of the State was at Chambersburg m May, 1900, and
though in delicate health at the time he entered into the full en-

joyment of the programme, and apparently, gleaned from the emula-

tion to be gathered upon such occasions very much pleasure.

Shortly after that he contracted a cold, which developed into

consumption, and all efforts made to obtain relief proved futile.

The Association remembered him in a beautiful sunset floral

design, surmounted by two white doves, and will have the resolu-

tions handsomely engrossed, framed and presented to his family

as a final tribute to his memory. Thus we are again reminded of

the trthfulness of the song of the old sexton—' Cne by one I

gather them home."
, , tt • -u ei ^- a

He was a charter member of the Harrisburg Shooting Associa-

tion, and was among its most energetic workers. At a special

meeting of that Association held last evening the following

preamble and resolutions were adopted: „ , tt -r.

W'hereas, In the providence of Almighty God, Moses ti. ^J^ren-

sin<^er, for many years an active member of the Harrisburg shoot-

ing" 'Association, has been called to his eternal rest; therefore, be it

Resolved, That the members of this Association have learned with

profound regret of the decease of M. PI. Brensinger, and that the

sympathy and condolence of the members of this Association are

hereby tendered to the family of the deceased.

Resolved That in his death this Associlation has sustained the

loss of an active, efficient and worthy member, whose memory will

always be cherished by the members of this AssociaUon.
J. H. W.

Florists' Gtin Club.

WiSSiNOMiNG, Pa., Feb. 6.—The Florists' Gun Club's monthly

contest resulted in a number of ties. The conditions were oO

targets per man, 25 known and 25 unknown angles, handicaps^ added

to the scores. This is the third contest of the four m this race

for the club trophies. The scores: 10 -d ..^

Twenty-five targets, known angles: Burton 20, Parsons 18, Barrett

18, McKaraher 17, Coleman 16, Anderson 15 Dorp 15, Westcott

14, Massey 13, Sheeler 11, Eisenlohr 10, Cloud b, Umholtz 7,

'^TwMitv-five targets, unknown angles: Parsons 24, Sheeler 21,

Barrett 20, Burton 20, Anderson 19, Eisenlohr 18, Massey lb, Mc-

Karaher 17, Dorp 16, Cloud 12, Westcott 9, Reichard 6, Umholtz 6.

Total scores, with the handicap added: Parsons o5, McKaraher

54. Burton 53, Barrett 52, Sheeler 52, Dorp 45, Massey 45, West-

cott 43, Coleman 42, Eisenlohr 40, Anderson 39.

Individual championship match, 50 targets: Parsons 42 Burton

40 Barrett 38, Coleman 34, Anderson 34, McKaraher d4, Dorp 6i,

Sheeler 32, Massey 31, Eisenlohr 28 Westcott 23.

Points won to date: Burton 7, Massey 5, Dorp 5, Coleman 3,

Parsons 3, McKaraher 3, Barrett 3, Westcott 3, Sheeler 3, An-

derson 2, Clark 1. 1 -kt Tr t to
Teem match, 25 targets per man, known angles: McKaraher 13,

Barrett 17, Burton 20, Sheeler 17, Massey 13, Brown 19; total 99.

Do'-p 12, Eisenlohr 14, Anderson 17, Westcott 16, Reichard 18,

Umholtz 12; total 89.

Keystone Shooting League.

Holmesburg Junction, Pa., Feb. 9.—The snow and glare of light

made difficult shooting. The birds were good. The scores were

low A 7-btrd sv/eepstake was shot, m which Van Loon, Russell,

Painter and Davis divided first honors with clean scores. The

conditions of the club handicap were 10 birds per man, handicap

rise, sweepstake, entrance $2.50. The scores:

Geikler, 29 20*2222222- 8

Johann, 30 1001211121— 8
Brewer, 29 22022*222*— 7
Fitzgerald, 30 0002211112— 7

Baltz, 28 0222020022— 6

Hughes, 29 1110022001— 6
Rogers, 28 0*00220222— 5
Smith. 28 000000222*— 3

entrance, 30yds. rise't Van Loon

Stevenson, 30 2222222222-10

Henry 30 2212222022— 9

Davis, 29 1221121220- b

Anderson, 30 2222202222- 9

Russell, 30 ..1221021112-9

Painter, 29 212120122*— 8

Bucknell, 30 2022222022- 8

Morris, 29 2120022222- 8

Van Loon, 30 2110021122- 8

Sweepstake event, 7 birds, $3 , ,, •„ „- „ a j
7 Russell 7, Painter 7, Davis 7, Bucknell 6, Brewer 6, Anderson 6,

jCeikler 5, Henry 5, BalU 5, Johann 5, Smith 4.

ON LONG ISLAND.

212*122—6

2122162—6
1212112—7
1121212—7

No. 2.

oifioiio—

3

iii26i2—

6

1111112—7
11*1010-4
2010120—4

Crescent Athletic CItifc.

Bay Ridge L. I., Feb. 9.—Mr. W. W. Marshall scored 48 in the
contest tor the February cup and led all the contestants therefor in
the club shoot to-day. Only six members contested in this cup
event. Ihe conditions were 25 targets, expert, and 25 magautrap;
allowances are added. The scores:

—Expert.— —Magautrap.— Grand
... , „ Hdcp. Total. Hdcp. Total. Total.
VV W Marshall 6 24 5 24 48
5'" I

J^Keyes 5 22 4 24 46

£ ^ ^Z^''? 3 20 3 25 45H B Martin 2 23 2 22 45L C Hopkins 6 20 5 24 44
C J McDcrmott 3 13 2 19 32
Shoot for trophy, 15 targets, expert traps: H. B. Martin (1) 14,

I b^^^^ ^^'> H',^^X•n'^^^^n?"s'^»" (3) 13, L. C. Hopkins (3)
12,^ C. J. McDermott (1) 10, W. Townsend (2) 8.

bhoot-off, same conditions: H. B. Martin (1) 15, Dr. J. J. Keyes
(2) 15, W. W. Marshall 14, C. J. McDermott 11.

M^^'^?°*,\°r*^\,?'''?r^ I J- Keyes (2) 15. H. B. Martin
(1) 14, VV. \\. Marshall 10, L. C. Hopkins 10, C. J. McDermott 8.
Sweepstake, 10 targets, expert traps: Sykes 8, Marshall 7,

Martin 5, Keyes 5, McDermott 4, Hopkins 4.
Sweepstake same conditions: Marshall 8, Hopkins 8, Martin 7,Keyes 6, Sykes 6.

Sweepstake, 15 targets, magautrap: Keyes 12, Martin 11, Marshall
10, Sykes 10.

Sweepstake, 15 targets, magautrap: Martin 12, Marshall 10,
1 ownsend 7.

Match, 15 targets, magautrap: Marshall 13, Hopkins 9.

The Parkway Gon Club.

Brooklyn, L. I., Feb. 9.—At Dexter Park to-dav the Parkway
Gun Club s shoot resulted as follows:
Club shoot, 10 live birds:

Dr Casey 22*2222222— 9 H Knebel *102200212— 6L H Schortemeler.2102222222— 9 C Voehsinger 0222202001— 6G Rieger 2202202222— 8 Dr Wells 1201101*01— 6A Botty 2011121210— 8 T Lauber 0*11110200— 5G Long ...2202222*22— 8 t Kranson 0212000U02—

4

L L Wair 1122020022— 7 J Smith 0000010202— 3L Helgans 1120222101— 8 P Kohl 2000120000— 3F Pfaender 201*120111- 7 H Bookman 0200200200— 3T Short 1012110110— 7 J Breithoff 0000102000— 2G Andrews 1022010121— 7 F Lebohner 122111222*— 9G Seitz 2112010012— 7

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, L. I., Feb. 9.-The New Utrecht Gun Club
neld a well attended shoot to-day. In the club shoot for the
lebruary cup three killed straight. Five tied in the 7-bird event
tor the club prize, namely, Messrs. Lincoln, Sykes, Losse, Morfey
and Jack. Morfey won alone in a 7-bird event, L. I. rules, ex-
cepting that the use of both barrels was allowed:
„ T • , Club Prize. Club Prize.

^ l''i"''°'"„V
28 1112121-7 2122111-7W F Sykes, 29 , 1222221—7

Losse, 28 1112111—7
T W Morfey, 30 2222222—7
Ramapo, 27 2120w
Brooks, 28 ,.. 0202221—5
Jack, 29 , 1222121—

7

Kay, 28 0022222—5
No. 1 was club shoot, for February cup, at 10 birds: No. 2 7

birds, L. I. rules.

No. 1.
C M Lincoln 0120w
Losse 2111221221—10W F Sykes • 12100w
Jack 2212121222—10
T W Morfey...,. 2222222222—10
Ramapo 1111122222—10
P'rooks 2112200221— 8
Kay 2220022222— 8W Dawyer 1121221011— 9
T R Chapman. 1122202222— 9 2212021—6
Waters 212212*122— 9 1110011—5

Distance Handicap Shooting.

Palmer, Mass.—Since the Massachusetts Amateur Shooting As-
sociation voted to conduct its sweep shooting under the distance
handicap system there has been much talk by trapshooters in
Massachusetts as to its success. Most of the shooters of the As-
sociation think it will meet with favor. A few, however, both
hope and think it will prove a failure.
'the question arises, "Why is trapshooting not more popular?"My answer is: "Because beginners and the poorer shooters are

not given encouragement.
The 55 and 60 per cent, men stand the same distance, pay the

same entrance fee as the 75, 80 and 90 per cent. men. VVhat show
do the 55 and 69 per cent, men have? Their scores are such that
they get no encouragement or even small return of the entrance
money. .

So the outcome is, the men who cannot break better than 60 to
65 per cent, in most cases keep out of the contests, and watch,
as they claim, "die wolves chew each other."
As secretary of the Association, I had the chance during the

year of 1900 to watch the scores of the shooters. One-tenth of the
members shot SO per cent, or better; two-fifths of the members shot
from 70 to 80 per cent., and 50 per cent, of the members shot less
than 70 per cent.
Upon closer figuring, one-half of the 50 per cent, members did

not average over 61 per cent., and in most cases did not enter into
more than two or three sweeps in each tournament.

I had a talk with some of the low average men, and found they
did not win during the days of the shoots one cent. They say it

is like racing a horse which cannot go better than 2:40 with a
horse which can go in 2.10.

1 then took some of the poorer shots and beginners and gave
them a distance handicap. Some shot from the 10yd. line, some
at 12yds., etc. Then a marked improvement was seen in the scores.
The men were encouraged. They took new courage, as they were
given a chance.

If the distance handicap system proves as much of a success as
I think during the year of 1901 we will see manv new faces at our
shoots and our

_
poorer shooters will have advanced, and with

pleasure tell their friends that they have been put back by the
handicapper from the 10 and 12yd. lines to the 16yd. line. The
Massachusetts Amateur Shooting Association intends to give the
system a fair trial.

Each club has a club handicapper, and the Association has one
handicapper, who will have charge of the Association handicapping
at each tournament. The shooters will be allowed to advance and
be set back as the handicapper sees fit. The team shoots will, how-
ever, be conducted under the same system as last year, everybody
shooting from the 16yd. line.

During the week the Springfield Gun Club has joined the Asso-
ciation, and will probably enter the team race in place of the Am-
herst Club. Dr. S. B. Keith, Sec'y M. A. S. A.

Boston Gon Ciuh*

Boston, Feb. 6.—^Very few shooters braved the elements of a
chilly northwest wind at the Boston Gun Club's fourth prize
shoot on their grounds at Wellington to-day. Good scores were
not a possibility, as the strong wind played havoc with both the
targets and shooter. The only ones that it did not affect were
the trapper and scorer, the latter seeming to delight in putting
down a great big 0 against some poor unfortunate. The 21yd.
shooter did not seem to mind it any more than the rest of his less

expert companions, as shooting from his long-distance mark in
all but one event he secured high average, for the prize match.
Baker was high in the prize match, breaking 20 birds of the 30.

Scores below, all shooting handicap except event 9. All events
unknown : _i

Events: 123456789 19-11

Baker, 17 6549666 8 655
Leroy, 21 7 ...... 7 8 5 6 9 . . ..

Lane, 16 , 2 5 5 6 .. 5 7 5 .. ..

WUliams, 16. i 6 4 4 B ;>.' ..

Plenry, 16 4 ..

Fredericks, 14 1 ..

Prize match, 30 singles, unknown; handicap by distance:

Baker 17 101110100101010011111101111101—20

Leroy 21 lllllOlOUliliOOOlOOOlOlOllllO—19

Lane 16 OOlOOlOlllllllOOOlUllllOOOOlO—17

Williams. 16 lOlOlOOUOOOOllOlOlOOlOOUlOll-15

Mississippi Valley Notes*

T.,T'^fP?H00TiNG matters have been exceedingly quiet in the
Mississippi Valley region during the past two months. This,
nowever, is nothing out of the ordinary, as secretaries of gun
clubs invariably eschew these months on account of the probable
untriendliness of the weather. And even though the ground hog
did not see his shadow on Feb. 2 there is a general feeling that
rnuch winter is yet to come, and little will be done by the smaller
shooting organizations until after the first of March. The coming
se.ison, though, promises to break all records in the matter of
shooting at the trap, and the writer has advice of no less than
twenty touimaments that will probably be held in Illinois alone
before the first of June.
The St. Louis shooting fraternity are about the only ones who

have kept up practice work with little interruption. Perhaps the
tact that the State shoot is to be held there again is responsible .

tor some of this activity and interest, but the boys are prone to
ascribe it m.ostly to the indefatigable energy of David Elliott, the
hustling lessee of the Dupont Shooting Park. Semi-weekly meets
have been held on the grounds since the first of the year, and the
attendance is uniformly good. Usually there is a short target
programme, and a short race at live birds.
Mr C. E. De Long writes that there is every prospect of a

record attendance at the fourth annual tournament of the Hot
Springs Gun Club, Feb. 18 to 24. The management has indeed
spared no effort to provide an attractive programme, hanging up
a cold ?1,000 in added cash money. There will be ten events,
totaling 165 targets, on the programme each of the three days
devoted to that sport, and in each event the club adds $25. The
big hve-bird handicap will have $200 added. The amateurs are well
taken care of, each expert being charged 25 cents an event extra
as soon as he attains a daily average of 80 per cent or better
this to be divided among those below who stay through the game!
In addition, $50 is given for high average, this competition being
open to all but trade representatives.
The Farmer City Gun Club gave a good shot last week, with

an attractive target and live-bird programme. Weather was un-
favorable, but a good attendance came out just the same, and
this wide-awake club has again widened its circle of friends, and
Its influence in the promotion of the sport.
The Markle target works at Granite City, the home of the St.

Louis blackbird, which were destroyed by fire late in the fall, have
been rebuilt on a much larger scale than formerly, and manu-
facture will shortly be resumed.
The Piasa Gun Club, of Alton, will resume weekly competitive

shoots March 1 for the two medals donated last year by Presi-
dent Schweppe and the Western Cartridge Co. This is one of the
oldest shooting organizations in the West, its members having
practiced regularly for fifteen years.
President J. R. B. Van Cleave writes me that everything looks

promising for the annual meet of the Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association,, which is scheduled for the third week in May, at
Springfield. The directors will convene shortly to decide upon
the programme, and details of the tournament, which is to last
all week,
A number of the boys who are at Indianapolis this week have

arranged for special railroad accommodations thence to Hot
Springs; the crowd will leave for the South Friday evening or
Saturday morning. This will give Sunday in which to rest up for
the work of the following week.

F. C. RlEHL.

Cincinnati Gun Club.

-Sparrows:Feb. 6.

Events
Targets : 10

Hallowell
, g

Werk 6
Rhoads g
Heikes 6
Ward ..».4.^i.,«i...... 6
Phil ; 9
Gilbert 9
Fanning 6
Fiilford 10
Morris 7
Ahlers . 7
Clay ...i........ 5
Harry ..i 7
Willcy 9
Mackie 9
Courtney 9
Bob 8
Billy
Fort 9
Pleyl
Lindsley
Nye
Pease
Dick ..

Richmond
Sullivan ..
Ackley ..

Jay Bee
Maynard
Jergens
Gambell ..

2 3

15 10
12 8
6 3
13 8
12 8
14 10
12 6
14 10
12 9
10 5
13 8

4 5
15 10
13
11
13
13

6 7 8
15 10 15

6 10
6 11
9 15

14 8
12 8
15 9
13 10

10
11
7
5

11 8
10 6
12
9
13

14
14
11
14
10
11
9
S
13
13

13,

8
10
11
13
11
13
12
12
9
9
13
11

7 12
8 14
9 10
9 14
8 12
6 12
8 .,

6 11
8 ..

4 ..

12

8 8 7
5 9..
.. 10 ..

.. 11 8

.. .. 8

4
7
2
7

10 8

3 10
.. 9

Feb. 7.—Events 1, 3, 5, 7 and
events 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 contested

Events

:

Targets:
Heikes
Fulford
Mackie
Miller
Ahlers
Squiers
Nye
Phil
Trimble
Rhoads
Courtney
Post
Gilbert
Fanning
Russell
Adamson
Lever
Brown i.ii.i.

Dull
Mumma
Moore
Willey
Dick
Fort
Binkley
Roll

9, contested at the magautrap, and
at the expert trap. Sergeant system.

123456789 10
15 15 15 15 20 15 15 15 15 20
12 13 12 15 18 11 13 13 11 18
12 15 12 15 15 12 11 15 15 19
12 13 11 11 19 11 11 14 10 13
9 9 12 14 16 14 14 10 12 16
7 13 12 14 16 13 9 13 H 18

11 15 13 14 13 13 11 13 13 19
12 12 8 7 14 11
14 11 12 12 19 13 14 14 15 18
12 15 14 13 17 12 11 14 14 19
15 15 10 10 18 13 14 13 14 17
8 12 9 12 17 6 11 11 11 16

10 12 14 7 15 13 11 14 14 18
13 12 14 14 19 13 15 14 15 18
15 12 14 15 19 12 12 14 15 18
6 14 6 . . 12 . . 10 . . 5 .

.

9 .. .. 12 .. 12 .. 11 ....
11 12 11 ..

9 1114 .. ..

11
n
7

10 13 15 12 10 11 12 14
9

9 11 10
^ 16 . . >2

13
.. .. 8

7
10
10

. T
10

Broke.
136
141
125
126
126
135
64

142
141
139
113
128
147
116
53
44
43
35
7
97
9
46
47
23
15
10

The Dewar Trophy,

We have received the following communication concerning tlip

Dewar trophy

:

"Last June the firm of John Dewar & Sons presented to the
shooters of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut I

a handsome silver cup to be shot for once a month and bec»)me the '

property of whoever should win the same the greatest number of
times until June, 1902, the contests to take place at Interstate Park, '

Queens, L. I. Though the conditions were in the main satisfactory
fhe trophy has only been shot for three times, so the management
thought best to make some change, and the following has been de-

cided upon : The contests shall take place at Interstate Park.
Previous winners to this date shall be credited with their per-
formances, and the trophy shall be open to challenge on two
weeks' notice, the challenger to deposit $10 with the manager of

the partk. the winner to take the cup and money, and the loser to I

pay for the birds. The contestants shall be handicapped by a]
committee appointed by the management, the distances being from
26 to 33yds. ,and -no one shall be eligible who is a manufacturer's
agent or considered a professional by the committee.
"Each contestant shall shoot at 25 pigeons, and the referee shall

be appointed by the committee or by the park manager. The
rules shall .be those of the Interstate Association. In case the
challenged party fails to put in an appearance the cup shall go to.,

the challenger, and in case the latter is absent the holder of the
cup shall take the money. The challenger has the privilege of

naming the date of the match.
\V. H. Sanders has challenged the holder, Dr. A. A. Webber,

and names Feb. 26 as the date on the arrival of the 12:20 train

fi'om New York."
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Intetstate Association Events.

The programme of the Grand American Handicap, issued by
the Interstate Association, is as follows:
The Interstate Association's Kinth Annual Grand American

Handicap at Live Birds, April 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Interstate Park, Queens,
L. I., N. Y.

; $1,500 guaranteed.
Notice.—All entries for the Grand American Hancficap must be

made on application blanks, a copy of which will be found in this

programme. Additional application blanks can be secured by-

addressing Edward Banks, secretarv-treasurer, 318 Broadway, New
York.
The Interstate Association for the encouragement of trapshoot-

ing.
One thousand dollars added to the purses week of July 22.

The Interstate Association's Second Annual Grand American
Handicap at Targets will be held at Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.,

N. Y., July 23, 24, 25 and 26. Manufacturers' agents, paid repre-
sentatives, etc., barred from participating in a division of the
purses, $1,000 added money. -

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., ^F. Y. Programme issued Jutie 20.

Interstate Tournaments for the Season of 1901.—The Interstate
Association has made arrangements to give tournaments as follows:
Grand American Handicap at Live Birds, April 1-5, under auspices
of Interstate Association; Jacksonville, Fla., April 17 and 18.

under auspices of Jacksonville Gun Club; Memphis, Tenn., May
8, 9 and 10, under aus'pices of Memphis Gun iJub; Cleveland, O., June
19, 20 and 21, under auspices of Cleveland Gun Club; Sherbrooke,
P. p., Canada, July 1 and 2, under auspices of Sherbrooke Gun
Club; Jamestown, N. Y., July 10 and 11, under auspices of James-
town Gun Club; Grand American Handicap at Targets, July 23

to 26, under auspices of Interstate Association; Providence, R. I.,

Aug. 7, 8 and 9, imder auspices of Providence Gun Club; Auburn,
Me., Aug. 21 and 22, under auspices of Auburn Gun Club. Com-
munications relating to target tournaments should be sent to the
manager's home addi'ess: Elmer E. Shaner, 122 Diamond Market,
Pittsburg, Pa.

Introdtictory.

It has been customary, when presenting programmes for past
Grand American Handicaps, to say something in regard to the
origin and history of this annual great live bird trapshooting
event. At the risk, therefore, of being considered tedious, a short
review of comparatively ancient history must be accorded a place
in this the programme for the Interstate Association's Ninth
Annual Grand American Handicap at Live Birds, April 1-5, 1901._

The first Grand American Handicap was held eight years ago, in

March, 1893. The conditions were severe, and the event did not
receive the support that its promoters had looked for. Only
twentj'-one shooters took part in the event, _ the small number
being probably due to the fact that the conditions called for $25
entrance, birds extra, three high guns, a pigeon to be scored dead
to fall within 21yds. of the trap from which it came. With the
exception of the last-named condition, the only other change has
been to increase the number of high guns in proportion to the
number of entries.
There were fifty-four entries for the Grand American Handicap

in 1894, and sixty-one in 1895. From that year until 1899 the num-
ber of entries increased verv rapidly, the actual figures being as
follows: 1896, 109; 1897, 146'; 1898, 207; and in 1899, 278. Of the
latter number 262 actually took part in the contest.
Last year (1900) there was a slight reaction, the entries number-

ing just 224, of which 211 shot in the event, tnere being 13 forfeits.

This reaction was not unexpected, and may be traced to several
causes—not, however, to any lack of interest on the part of the
trapshooting world in this wonderfully popular event. In 1899
there were so many shooters and only three sets of traps that the
wait between rounds was trying in the extreme. It took two
days and a half before the final shot was fifed which decided who
was the winner of the cup donated by the Interstate Association
to the man who took first place and first money in the Grand
American Handicap of 1899.

When it came to arranging for the Grand American Handicap
of 1900, the Interstate Association looked carefully over the situa-
tion, and decided that the new grovmds at Interstate Park, with
its four sets of traps and commodious Casino, was the only place
at which such an event could be held. The wisdom of such a
choice was plainly shown when the main event was decided, ties

shot off and the winner of the trophy declared before the afternoon
of the second day of the competition was half gone.
For that reason the Interstate Association has once more fixed

upon Interstate Park for 1901.

Interstate Park.

Althouj^h Interstate Park, its grounds, its accommodations for
shooters in large numbers, and its accessibility by steam cars or
trolley cars from any part of Greater New York, are by this time
well known to the majority of trapshooters throughout the country,
a few words on the above points are not out of place.

First, as to the grounds. There_ are four sets of traps, placed in
a straight line, neither set interfering with the others. Located
on a level plot of grass land, forty acres in extent, they make an
ideal place on which to bring off any large trapshooting event.
Second, as to the accommodations for large numbers of shooters.

Last April Interstate Park had been in existence less than six
months. During part of the preceding October the place where
Interstate Park and its Casino, together with its four sets of traps,
etc., now stands was nothing but a truck farm. Every month
and every week since last April the management of the Park As-
sociation has been expending money on improvements, until now
it may with truth be said that the shooter who is not satisfied
with the' accommodations offered him must indeed be hard to
please.
Third, as to its accessibility from any part of Greater New York.

In this respect attention is called to that portion of this pro-
gramme in which is set forth at length the train service from New-
York and Brooklyn.

High Gons "Win.

No change in the method of dividing the moneys in any of the
events in this programme will be made from that which has pre-
vailed at all Grand American Handicap meetings during the past
few years. It will again be a case of "high guns win" in all

events conducted under the auspices of the Interstate Association.
This system has proved so eminently satisfactory in the past, as

evidenced by the phenomenal success that has attended the efforts
•of the Interstate Association, that the members of that Association
see no reason why any change should be made.

A Cop to the Winner.

As in 1898., in 1899, and again last year, the winner of the Grand
American Handicap will carry away with him some souvenir com-
memorating his victory, the Interstate Association having decided
to donate a solid silver trophy to the man who proves fiimself to
be the best shot under the conditions governing the Grand
American Handicap of 1901,

' The Management and Office Force.

It is scarcely necessary to remark that the sole management of
the shoot has once more been intrusted to Mr. Elmer E. Shaner,
the Association's m.anager, who has planned, and carried out to
a successful issue, every previous Grand American Handicap.
Associated with Mr. Shaner will be found practically the same

office force as that which aided him in 1898, 1899 and 1900.
As for the Handicap Committee, the names of the gentlemen

who have courteously and kindly consented to act as such com-
mittee are given elsewhere. The Association feels that it owes to
these gentlemen more in the way of thanks than can be expressed
in cold type. The task before them, to be performed on Wednes-
day, March 27, is one that demands much.
Ever since the Grand American Handicap of 1898, each entry

in the Grand American Handicap has been supplied with a "tag"
showing in plain figures his shooting number, as well as the
handicap awarded him. This system has worked so well during
the past three vears that it will be adopted again for the Grand
American Handicap of 1901. The "tag" tells the scorer ami the
spectators who is at the score, while the referee can see at a
glance whether the shooter is at his right mark or not.

Official Score.

Last year an attempt was made to show the official score during
the Grand American Handicap, in order that each shooter might
be able to see that his score was recorded correctly. While the
system used worked fairly well, a new method has been adopted
making it possible for both shooter and spectators to see the
result of each individual shot immediately after it has been fired.

Sets of Traps Reunmluered.

Since thp Grand American Handicap last year, the four sets

of traps have been renumbered for convenience sake. What was
then called No. 2 set is now known as No. 1; what were Nos. 3
and 4 are now respectively Nos. 2 and 3, while that which was
No. 1, the set of traps to the extreme left of the Casino and board
walk, is now known as No. 4.

Taking advantage of this change, each round of 4 birds will be
started in front of the entrance to the Casino at No. 1 set of traps.
The shooter will then pass on to Nos. 2 and 3 in turn, and will
then go down to No. 4 for his last round in each series. This
method will be productive of much saving of time in getting men
from tlie Casino to the score, and will cause them to walk no
further in each round than under the old system.

More Perfect Than Ever.

The experience gained from each jjreceding Grand American
Handicap has invariably resulted in improved methods lor the
smoother running of its successor. Last year's tournament was
no exception to the rule, and for that reason the Interstate Associa-
tion feels confident that each participant in the Ninth Annual
Grand American Handicap will find every arrangement more per-
fect than ever.

Conditions.
,

The conditions governing the Grand .'Xmerican Handicap of 1901
are 25 live birds, handicaps ranging from 25 to 32vds., 50yds.
boundarv, with dead line at the 33vd. mark, $1,500 divided among
the three highest guns—$600 to first, $500 to second, and $400 to
th.ird. All money in the purse in excess of $1,-500 will be divided
among high guns other than the three first. Tlie number of
parts into which the surplus money will be divided will be de-
termined by the number of entries received. Entrance money $25;
$1,500 guaranteed by the Interstate Association, and all siirplus
added. In addition to first money the winner will receive a
sterling silver trophy, precented by the Interstate Association.
Regular entries must be made on or before M:irch 23, and must
be accompanied by $10 forfeit. The remaining $15 may be paid
up to the time the last tnan fires at his second bird. Entries
n-.ailed in envelopes bearing postmarks dated March 23 will be
accepted as regular entries Penalty entries may be made after
March 23, up to the time the last man fires at his second bird, by
paying $35. All entries must be made on application blanks, and
they will be received at the New York office, Edward Banks,
secretary-treasurer, 318 Broadway, New York.

The' Handicap Committee.

The committee appointed to award handicaps for the con-
testants in the Grand American Handicap of 1901 is somewhat
different in its make-up from that which served in a similar
capacity for that event in 1900. The death of Mr. Jacob Pentz
and the enforced absence of Col. J. T. Anthony, of Charlotte, N.
C, which is due to the effects of a severe attack of grip, will
both be felt with considerable force by the other members of the
Handicap Committee of 1900.
Two new names appear on the list for 1901—T. A. Divine, Mem-

Tenn., and J. L. Head, Peru, Ind. Mr. Divine was asked
to act as one of the Handicap Committee in 1899, and accepted,
but was prevented by pressure of business from leaving the South
in time to act with that committee. Mr. Head, the second new
member, is too well known by the trapshooters of the country to
need any special introduction. His knowledge of the skill of
the men who shoot pigeons out West will prove of much assistance
to the committee in its deliberations, when coupled with the tes-
timony of Mr. C. W. Budd, of Des Moines, la.
The committee stands as follows: T. A. Divine, Memphis, Tenn,;

York city, at 10:30 A. M., Wednesday, March 27."four days after
the closing of regular entries (Saturday, March 23), but handicaps
will not be announced until March 31.

First Day, April I,

Monday, 9 o'clock sharp. Interstate Park Introductory, 8 birds,
$5 entrance, birds extra; 30yds. rise; four m.oneys, 40, 30, 20 and
10 per cent.; high guns, not class shooting. Ties in this event
will not be shot off, and thev must divide. Borough of Queens
Sweepstakes, 12 birds, $7 entrance, birds extra; .30yds. rise? The
number of mone3's into which the purse will be divided will be
determined by the number of entries received, as is fully ex-
plained elsewhere in tliis programme. High guns, not class shoot-
ing. Ties in this event will not be shot off, and they must divide.

Second Day, April 2,

Tuesday, 9 o'clock sharp, Nitro Powder Handicap, 16 birds, $10
entrance, birds extra; handicaps 25 to 33yds. The number of
moneys into which the purse will be divided will be determined
by the number of entries received, as is fully explained else-
where in this programme. The handicaps contestants receive for
the Grand American Handicap will govern in this event. High
guns, not class shooting. This event cannot be carried over, and
it must be finishel the same day; therefore should the entries be
so numerous that it will be impossible to finish by adhering to
the "3 misses out," the Association reserves the right to change
the rule for this event at any time it may be deemed necessary
to do so, and drop all who have missed one or more bird=; Miss-
and-out events will be arranged to suit the shooters time* per-
mitting.

Third Day, April 3.

AVediiesday, 9 o'clock sharp, the Grand American Handicap 25
P"""!' entrance, birds extra; not class shooting; handicaps 25
to 33yds; $1,500 guaranteed by the Interstate Association, and all
surplus added. Sterling silver trophv and $600 to first high gun
$500 to second high gun, and S400 to third high gun. AH monev
in the purse m excess of the $1,500 will be divided in accordance
with the number of entries received. Regular entries close Satur-
aay, March 23, and must be accompanied by $10 forfeit.

Fourth Day, April 4.

Thursday, 9 o'clock, the Gand American Handicap continued,

Fifth Day, April 5.

Friday, 9 o'clock sharp, the Grand American Handicap if not
finished the previous day. Consolation Handicap. 16 birds $10
entrance, birds extra; handicaps 25 to 33yds. The number ofmoneys into which the purse will be divided will be determined bythe number of entries received, as is fully explained els.-where in
this programme. VV mners of money in the Grand AmericanHandicap will have 1yd. added to their handicap. Hitrh gunsnot class shooting, Auld Lang Syne Sweepstakes, 12 birds $7entrance, birds extra, 30yds. rise. The number of moneys "intowhich the purse will be divided will be determined by the number
of entries received, as is fully explained elsewhere in this pro-gramme. High guns,_ not class shooting. Miss-and-out events
will be arranged to suit the shooters.

A Full Weefc of Shooting.

Saturday, April 6.—On Saturday, April 6, the Interstate Park
Association will have charge of affairs, and the events as arranged
below will be carried on under its auspices. Through the kindness
of Mr. John Parker, of Detroit, Mich., the Gillman-Barnes In
ternational trophy will be placed in competition, the conditions ofwhich are 25 birds, $15 entrance, birds extra; handicaps 25 to
3.2yds.; lour moneys, 40. 30, 20 and 10 per cent.; class shooting
ihis trophy -must be won three times bv one contestant (not
necessarily in succession) to become the property of the winnerThe winner at this tournament must return the trophy to Mr'Parker in time for his annual tournament at Detroit Mr H DBates has scored two wins for the trophv, and each of the follow-
ing named gentlemen has one win to his credit: L T Diirvpa
R. O fleikes, A H. King, Richard Merrill, Clarence Lane Ph'
^ortle^ racob Klein, I homas W. Latham, W. R, Elliston'and
Jas. Coffey. Sportsmen s Association trophv, 25 birds $15 en-
trance, birds extra; handicaps, 25 to 33yds.; four moneys 40 30

anu_ 10 per cent, (jlass shooting. In addition to first monev
the winner will receive a trophy presented by the National
Sportsmen s Association. Extra events, time permitting will be
arranged to suit the shooters.

Division of Money.
Grand Ainerican Handicap of 1901.—The Interstate Association

guarantees $1,500 m the main event—the Grand American Handi-
cap—which will be divided among the three highest scores as
follows: $600 to first high gun. $500 to second high gun and '$400
to third high gun. In addition to first money the winner of same
will receive a sterling silvw- trophy, commemorative of the win.
presented bv the Interstate AMociation,

Should there he more than 60 and not exceeding 70 entries, all

money in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided
34, 33 and 33 per cent, to the 4th, 5th and 6th highest guns.
Should there be more than 70 and not exceeding 80 entries, all

money in the purse in excess of the §1,500 will be divided
18. 17, 17, 17, 16 and 15 per cent, to the 4th, 5th, 6t]i, 7th. Sth and
9th highest guns.
Should there be more than 80 and not eslceedtng 90 entrieSj all

money in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided
13, 12, 12, 12, 11, 10, 10, 10 and 10 per cent, to the 4th, 5th, 6th,

7th, Sth, 9th, 10th llfh and 12th highest guns.
Should there be more than 90 anrl not exceeding 100 entries, all

money in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided
10. 9, 9, 9, 9. 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 7 and 7 per cent, to the 4th, Sth, 6th, 7th,
Sth. gth, 10th, 11th, 12th, 18th, 14th and 15th highest guns.
Should there be more than 100 and not exceeding 110 entries, al!

monev in the purse in excess of the $I,50O will be divided
8, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6 and 6 per cent, to the 4th, Sth.
6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, lOth, Hth, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th and
ISth highest guns.
Should there be more than 110 and not exceeding 120 entries, all

money in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided
7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5 and 5 per cent, to
the -lih, 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th, 10th. 11th, 12fh, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th,
17th, ISth. I9th, 20lh and 21st highest guns.
Sliould there be more than 120 and not exceeding 130 entries, all

money in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided
7, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5. 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4 and 4 per cent, to
the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th. lOtli, Hth. 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th,
17th, IStb, 1.9th, 20th, 21st 22d, 23 and 24th highest guns.
Should there be more than 130 and not exceeding 140 entries, all

monev in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided
7,6,5,4,4,4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4. 3 and 3 per cent to
the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th, 10th, Hth, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th,
17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th and 27th
highest guns.
Sliould there be more than 140 and not exceeding 150 entries, all

moneys in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided
7, 6, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3. 3, 3 and 3 per
cent, to the 4th, 5th, 6th. 7th, Sth, 9,th 10th, 11th, t2th, 13th, 14th,
15th, ICth, 17th, ISth, 19th, 20th, ilst, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th,
27th, 2Sth, 2.9th and 30th highest guns.
Should there be more than 150 and not exceeding 160 entries, all

money in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided 7, 6,

5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, .3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3. 3, 3, 3. 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 and 3 per
cent, to the 4th, 5th. 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th
15th, 16th, 17th, ISth, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th,
27th, 28th, 29lh, .30th, 31st, 32d and 33d highest guns.
Should there be more than 160 and not exceeding 170 entries, all

money in the pnrse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided, 7, 6, 5, 4,

3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3. 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3. 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2. 2, 2, 2
and 2 per cent, to the 4th, 5tli, 6th, 7th, .8th, 9th, lOth, Hth, 12th,
13lh, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th.,

26th, 27th, 28th, • 29th, 30th. 31st, 32d, 33d, 34th, 35th and 36th
highest guns.
Should there be mor^ than 170 and not exceeding ISO entries, all

money in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided 7. 6,

5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3. 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2,.

2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 and 2 per cent, to
the 4th, Sth, Gth, 7th. Sth, 9th, 10th. Hth, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th,
17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th,
29th, 30th, 31st, 32d, 33d, 34th, 35th, 36th, S7th, 3Sth and 39th
highest .guns.
.Should there be more than ISO and not exceeding 190 entries, all

monev in the purse in excess of the .$1,500 will be divided 7, 6,

5, 4. "3. 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2. 2, 2. 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2; 2.

2, 2. 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, and 2 per cent, to the 4th. 5fh. 6th, 7th, 8th,
9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, ISth, 19th, 20th,
21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, 31st, 32d, 33d,
34t:h, 3.5th, 36th, 37th, 38th, 39th, 40th, 41st, and 42d highest guns.
Should there be more than 190 and not exceeding 200 entries, all

money in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided 7, 6,

5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,

2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2; 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1 and 1 per
cent, to the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9,th 10th, Hth, 12th, 1.3th, Hth,
15th, 16th, 17th, ISth, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th,
2Sth, 29th, 30th, 31st, 32d, 33d, 34th, 35th, .36th, 37th, 3Sth, 39th, 40th,
41st, 42d, 43, 44 and 45 highest guns.

'

Should there be more than 200 and not exceeding 210 entries, all

monev in the purse in excess of the $1,500 shall be divided 7, 6,

5, 4, 3. 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, .2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2.
2, 2. 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1
and 1 per cent, to the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th, 10th, Hth, 12th,
j.3th, 14th, 15th, 16th, Hth, ISth, 19Lh, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d 24th, 25th,
26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, ,30th, .31st, 32d, 33d, 34th, 35th, 36th, 37th, 38th
S9th, 40th, 41st, 42d, 4.5d, 44th, 45th, 46th, 47th and 48 highest guns.
Should there be more than 210 and not exceeding 220 entries, all

money in the purse in excess of the $1,500 shall be divided 7, 6,

5. 4, 3, .3. 3. 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,

2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1. 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 and 1 per cent, to
the 4tli. 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth. 9th, 10th. 11th, l2th, 13th, Hth, 15th. 16th,
Hth, 18th, 19th, 20th, 2ist, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 2Sth,
29th, 30th, 31st, 32d, 33d, 34th, 35th, 36th, 37th, 38th, 39th,' 40th, 41st
42d, 43d. 44th, 45th, 46th, 47th, 48th, 49th, 50th and 51st highest guns.
Should there be more than 220 and not exceeding 230 entries, all

monev in the pnrse in excess of the $1..500 will be divided 7, 6,

5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3. 3. 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2. 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1,

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. 1, 1, 1 and 1 per cent, to
1he 4th. 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th, 10th. 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th,
Hth, 18th, ISth, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 2Sth,
29th, 30tli. 31st. 32d, 33d, 34th, 35th, 36th, 37th, 3Sth, 39th, 40th,
41st, 42d, 43d, 44th, 45th, 46th, 47th, 48th, 49th, 50th, 51st, 52d, 53
54th highest guns.
Should there be more than 230 and not exceeding 240 entries, all

5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2. 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1. 1, 1. 1,

1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 and 1 per cent, to
the 4th, Sth, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th, 10th, Hth, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th.
Hth, 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th
1, 1. 1, 1. 1, 1. 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. 1, 1, 1. 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 and 1 per cent, to
29th, 30th, 31st, 32d, 33d, 34th, 35th, 36th, 37th, 3Sth, 39th, 40th, 41st,
42d, 43d, 44th, 45th, 46th, 47th, 4Sth, 49th, 50th, 51st, 52d, 53d, 54th|
55th, 56 and 57th highest guns.
Should there be more than 240 and not exceeding 250 entries, all

5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3. 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1. 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 and 1 per
cent, to the 4th, Sth, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9,th 10th, Hth, 12th, 13th, 14th,
15th, 16th, Hth, ISth, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, 24th, 25th 26th
27th, 2Sth. 29th, 30th. 31st, 32d, 33d, 34th, 35th, 36th, 37th, 38th
39th, 40th, 41st. 42d, 43d, 44th, 45th, 46th, 47th, 48th, 49th, 50th, 51st,
52d, 53d, 54th, 55th, 56th, 57th, 58th, 59th and 60th highest guns.
Should there be more than 250 and not exceeding 260 entries, all

monev in the purse in excess of the $1,500 will be divided 7, 6. 5.
4 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 1,
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. 1, 1, i; i; 1, i; i; i; i
1, 1 and 1 per cent, to the 4th, Sth, 6th, 7th, Sth. 9th, 10th, 11th,
12th, 13th, Hth, 15th, 16th, 17th, ISth, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d 24th
25th, 26th, 27th, 2Sth, 29th, 30th, 31st, 32d, 33d, 34th. ,35th. 36th,' 37th'
SSth, 39th, 40th, 41st, 42d, 43d, 44th, 45th, 46th, 47th, 48th; 49th 50th'
.51st, 52d, 53d, 54th, 55th, 56th, 57th, SSth, 59th, 60th, 61st. 62'd and
63d highest guns.
Should there be more than 260 entries, all money in excess of

$6,500—that is, 260 entries at $25 each—will be divided into sixty-
three equal parts and added to the different amounts due the sixty-
tbrec high guns.
Briefly summarizing the foregoing, it will be noted that the purse

will be divided in accordance with the number of entries received-
the three high guns receiving respectively $600, $500 and $400. By
this division three places are created for every ten entries over
sixty. It is not possible for fourth money to exceed third, and the
moneys would seem divided in such manner as to be just to all
For instance, if there are seventy entries fourth high gun would
be entitled to $85, while sixth high gun would receive $32 50 If
100 entries, fourth high gun would receive $100, and the fifteenth
high gun $70, If 22i entries (the number last year) fourth hieh
gun would receive $287, and the fifty-fourth high' gun $41

It should be remembered that the Grand American Handicap is
not class shooting, and high guns will win.

"

dividing the purses has given such general satisfaction in the
past that we feel confident the decision to again adotit it this year
will meet with the hearty approval of a great majority of those who
contemplate takmg part m the tournament.
A careful perusal of the conditions governing each event will

show that everything has been prepared with great care.

DIVISION OF MONEYS IN 12 AND 16 BIRD EVENTS.
.In the 12 and 16 bird events a system will prevail somewhatsimilar to that adopted for the Grand American Handic?p-the

total amount of the purse being divided in accordance with thenumber of entries received, as follows: 1 to 10 entries two
^r>°^T^^^

^"'^ """^^ " 20 entries, four moaeys^O, 30ZO and 10 per cent.; 21 to SO entries, six moneys—30 20 15 13 19and 10 per cent.; 31 to 40 entries, eight moneys-25.' W^'
15 12 in

», D and o per cent.; 41 to 50 entries, ten moneys—22, 18* 14^ H,



8, 5, 5, 4 and 3 per cent. ; 51 to 60 entries, twelve moneys—20, 16, 13,
10, 9, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3 and 2 per cent.; 61 to 70 entries, fourteen moneys
—18, 15, 12, 10, 9, 7, 6, 5. 5, 4, 3, 2, 2, and 2 per cent.; 71 to 80
entries, sixteen moneys—16, 14, 11, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2
and 2 per cent.; 81 to 90 entries, eighteen moneys—15, 13, 10, 8,

8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2 and 2 per cent.; 91 ta 100 entries,
twenty moneys—14, 12, 9, 8, 71/2,

6i^,
6, 5, 5, 4, 8, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2,

2 and 2 per cent; 101 to 110 entries, twenty-two moneys—13, 11, 9,

71/2, 7, 6, BVz, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 and 2 per cent.;
Ill to 120 entries, twenty-four moneys—12, 10y2, 81/2, 7, W2, 6, 5y2,
5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2. 2, 1% and iy2 per cent. ; 121 to
130 entries, twenty-six moneys—IIV2, 10, 8, 6V2, 6, 6, SVz, 5, 5, 4,

• 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, IV2, VA, IV2 and 1 per cent. ; 131 to
140 entries, twenty-eight moneys—11, SVa, Wz, 6V2, 6, 5y2, 5y2, 5, 5,

4, 3, 3. 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, IV2, iy2, iy2, 1, 1, and 1 per cent.

;

141 to 150 entries and over, thirty moneys—lO^A, 9, 7, 6, 6, 5Vz, 5%,
5, 5, 4, 3, 3. 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, l^^, 1^, 1%, 1, 1, 1, 1 and 1
l^er cent.

Briefly summarizing the foregoing it will be noted that two
places are created for each ten entries or fraction thereof up to 1!50.

DIVISION OF MONEYS IN 8-BIRD EVENTS.
In the 8-bird events it will be high guns pure and simple, thp

total amount of the purse being divided into four moneys—40, 30,
20 and 10 per cent.
To reach Interstate Park from New York city take Thirty-fourth

Street Kerry, East River, to Long Island City; thence by Long
Island Railroad to Interstate Park station direct; or Brooklyn
Bridge to Long Island Railroad—^Flatbush avenue station, Brook-
lyn—thence by train to Interstate Park station.

TRAIN SCHEDULE.
From Thirty-fourth Street, East River—Week Days.—6:30 7:50,

9:20, 11 A. M.; 12:20, 1:50, 4:80, 8, 10 P. M. Sundays—8:50, 9:50
A. M.; 1:50, 4:10, 5:20 P. M.
From Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn—Week Days.—6:37, 7:56, 9,25,

11:04 A. M.; 12:24, 1:54. 4:27, 8:07, 10:07 P. M. Sundays—8:53,
• 9:53 A. M.; 1:54, 4:13, 5:25 P. M.

Leave Park for Thirty-fourth Street, New York, or Flatbush
Avenue, Brooklyn—Week Days.—7:43, 10:18 A. M.; 12:16, 1:54,

3:26, 5:11, 5:52 (Wednesday and Saturday only), 6:54, 8:58 10:56
P. M. Sundays—10:40 A. M.; 3:24, 5:41 P. M,

Announcement4

Shooting will commence at 9 A. M. sharp each day.

Roles.

The Interstate Association's rules will govern all points not
otherwise provided for. Special attention is called to Rule 23,
which does not permit a shooter to open his gun in case of a
misfire.
No guns larger than 12-gauge allowed. Weight of guns limited to

S pounda, Tlie --tankard bore of the gun is No. 12, and all con-
testants will biiodjcapped on that basis. Shooters using guns
of smaller ca».biV ainst stand on the mark allotted to them.
In order <-, exnedite the shooting, a contestant missing three

birds in any event, except the Grand American Handicap, will

be dropped out, but will be called up to shoot in case he has a
chance to win any portion of the purse. In the Grand American
Handicap it will be five misses out, with the same condition.
Shooters calling "Mo bird" before seven balls have been thrown

at birds slow to start will be charged for same; after seven balls

have been thrown it is "ISo bird" at the expense of the manage-
ment.
Shooters must supply themselves with "No bird" tickets, which

can be obtained at the cashier's office. These tickets are also

good for "byes" or tie birds. Unused "no bird" tickets are re-

deemable for cash at the cashier's office.

Winners of money in any event must apply to the compiler of

scores for orders on the cashier for the money due them. No
money will be paid out by the cashier except on receipt of such
an order.
Shooters who have rebates coming to them for birds not shot at

must apply to the compiler of scores for rebate tickets, which will

be redeemed for cash at the cashier's office.

Rule 9 of the Interstate Association rules, relating to the time
limit for gathering a bird, and which permits a man to gather his

own bird, or to send a man for it, will not apply at this tournament.
AH birds wUl be retrieved in a manner designated by the Associ-

ation the moment the bird touches the ground.
Rule 19, relating to caliber and weight of gun, is not in force

at this tournament. No guns larger than 12-gauge allowed; weight
of guns limited to 8 pounds.
Rule 28, relating to tie shooting, will not apply. All ties that

are shot off will be miss-and-out, and the original distances con-

testants stand at will govern.

Birds Extra.

Birds will be extra in all events. When entering for any event

the shooter must pay for all birds called for m that event, m. ad-

dition to the entrance fee. Money will be refunded for all birds

not shot at on application to the compiler of scores, who will

furnish rebate tickets that will be redeemed for cash at the cashier s

office.

The Grand American Handicap.

The manner of shooting the Grand American Handicap this year

(and in fact all events scheduled for the tournament) is as fol-

lows: Shooters will be called to the score in turn, shooting their

first bird at No. 1 set of traps; as soon as a shooter has shot at

his first bird he passes on to No. 2 set and shoots at his second

bird on that set; he then passes on to No. 3 set and shoots at his

third on that set; he then shoots at another bird on No. 4 set, and
retires until it is time for him to go out and shoot at his

fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth birds; and so on.
. . ^

The official score will be kept on a score board m plain view of

the shooter. After shooting at a bird it will be the duty of the

shooter to watch the score board and see to it that the right result

is recorded. In case of error it must be corrected at once, as no
appeal will be allowed after the shooter has left and passed on to

the next set of traps. ..... •„
A contestant missing five birds will be dropped out, but will be

called up to shoot in case he has a chance to win any portion

of the purse.
, -nt n o j ^

To facilitate .shooting and to prevent delays at Nos. 2, 6 and 4

sets of traps, a shooter who happens to score his fifth miss on

either No. 1, No. 2 or No. 3 set of traps must finish that round of

four birds", irrespective of the fact of his having five misses to his

'^'^Evwy shooter will be numbered, e&ch entry being known by

his number when called to the score. A small tag will be affixed

to each shooter's back, giving his number on the shooting list, and

also his handicap in yards. This will enable the reteree to see at

a glance if the shooter is at his right mark; and will also enable

shooters spectators and scorers to tell who is at the score by

merelv referring to the list of entries numbered m shooting order.

Each contestant must supply himself with five "no bird" tickets

In case the Grand American Handicap entries are so numerous

that it is impossible to finish in good light on April 3, the referees

shall stop the shooting at any time they may deem it necessary;

in this case the shooting will commence at 9 o clock sharp Ihurs-

"^^osUively^no entry will be taken, nor shooting up allowed, after

the last man has shot at his second bird.

The Interstate Association reserves the right to refuse any entry.

Admittance to Interstate Park.

An admission fee of 50 cents will be charged each day. All con-

testants in the Grand American Handicap will receive a badge,

which will admit them to the park free during the entire tourna-

ment Any shooter who is not a contestant in the Grand Ameri-

can Handicap will have the 50 cents paid for admission refunded

at the cashier's office upon his making entry in any sweepstake

^^The comfort and convenience of the contestants as well as the

spectator has been looked after carefully inasmuch as the entire

Casino is closed and heated throughout.

Compiler of Scores.

The office of compiler of scores will be filled by Mr. John D.

Regan His services the last four seasons as assistant compiler of

scores are a sufficient guarantee of e^ccellent results on this occa-

sion.

Luncheon.

A warm and substantial lunch will be served ieach day in the

cliib house (or the sum- of 50 cents.

Gons Weighed.

Ppjittsstesnts lire re<j«est94 tp ?nafce sure that their |nTOs *«b ?y>t

FOREST AND STREAM.
over 8 pounds in_ weight, as all guns will be weighed at the score.
Guns will be weighed without hand hold, and without recoil pad
that can be readily detached from the gun. Silver's recoil pad
and pads of that nature arc considered part of the gun.

Official Record.

An official record will be made of the make of gun, kind of
powder, shot and shell used by each contestant. This record will
be compiled by an official appointed for the purpose, and con-
testants will be required to furnish such information as is neces-
sary.
The Association reserves the right to select two cartridges from

each contestant (to test the same for proper loading), the selection
to be made at any time from those of a shooter at the score.

Referees.

The corps of referees has been selected with much care. Messrs.
Harold Wallack, of Long Branch, N. J., and Charles North, of
Cleveland, O., who filled the positions of referees last year at Nos.
2 and 4 sets of traps respectively, will again be found on duty
when the first gun cracks on the morning of April 1 next.

It has been a source of regret that Mr. B. Waters and Mr. Ed
Taylor have both felt themselves obliged to refuse the requests
of the Interstate Association that they once more fill the positions
they have occupied so satisfactoriljf since the Grand Afnerican
Handicaps of 1898 and 1897 respectively. The Association has been
extremely lucky, however, in being able to fill the vacancies
so caused by securing the services of Messrs. J. Frank Kleinz,
of Philadelphia, Pa., and George S. Mott, manager' of the shooting
grounds of the Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. I., N. Y.,
as referees for the Grand American Handicap of 1901.

In this connection it may be noted that Messrs. B. Waters, and
T. H. Keller have both kindly signified their willingness to act as
assistant referees for the purpose of relieving the regular referees
whenever their services may be so needed.

Important.

Bank checks, drafts or bills of exchange will not be received
at the cashier's office in payment for balance due on entries, nor
will any check, draft or bill of exchange be cashed during the
tournament. This rule will be strictly enforced.

Lockers.

Every shooter knows the extra comfort to be derived from an
abundant supply of locker accommodation. At Interstate Park
there are lockers enough for everybody, each one large enough to
contain overcoats and other wraps, a case of shells or two, to-

gether with the gun case and the gun when it has been put to-

gether.
Each locker will be rented at the rate of ?2 for the entire week,

$1 being refunded upon the vacation of the locker ond the return
of the key to the cashier's office.

It will save both shooters and the ofiice force much trouble if

parties, when making their entry for the Grand American Handi-
cap, will signify their desire to have lockers reserved for their use,
remitting the $2 for each locker, together with the forfeit fee for

entry in the Grand American Handicap.
The advantage of reserving lockers in advance is that guns and

shells shipped to Interstate Park will be placed at once in their

proper lockers, and will be found there on the arrival of their

owners at the Park. It will also avoid much unnecessary crowd-
ing at the cashier's office at a time when most of those present are

desirous of making their entries for the different events on the
piogramnie.

Special Notice.

It is requested that entries for the Grand American Handicap
be made in ample time to permit the sending of receipt and ad-
mission badge, and for same to reach the maker of the entry prior

to his departure for Interstate Park. Should entries be received

so late that it will be impossible to reach the maker of the
entry by mail until after Saturday, March 30, receipt and admission
badge will not be sent. Therefore, shooters who make late entry

and do not receive receipt and admission badge will be required
to pay 50 cents admission to Interstate Park, which will be re-

funded on calling at the cashier's office and applying for receipt,

admission badge and rebate ticket covering the amount paid at

the gate.
- All entries made must be accompanied by the maker's name and
address, which will be withheld from publication if desired, and
"shooting name" only will be used.

Remittances.

When making an entry by mail, remitances covering amount of

forfeit ($10) should be made by bank check, draft, post office

money order, express money order or registered letter.

Shipping Instructions.

Guns, ammunition, etc., forwarded by express must be prepaid
and sent to Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., N. Y.

Entries.

Regular entries must be made on or before March 23. Entries
mailed in envelopes bearing post marks dated March 23 will be ac-

cepted as regular entries. All entries must be made on application

blanks, and they will be received at the New York office. Edward
Banks,' secretary-treasurer, 318 Broadway, New York.

A Few Statistics.

Below, in a condensed table, will be found a few interesting

statistics in connection with the Grand American Handicaps of

past years:
Tl. Tl. Tl.

Shooter's Name En- Shoot- No of Kills in

Date. Place. and Handicap. tries, ers. Straights. Shoot-off.

1898.. Dexter Park 1st, R A Welch, 28. ... ,21 21 None. *

2d, N E Money, 28.

1894. .Dexter Park 1st, T W Morfey, 28. . . .54 64 Two. 10 ex 12.

2d, Capt Money, 30.

1895.. Willard Park 1st, J G Messner, 25. , . .61 58 Three. 10 straight.
2d, I A R Elliott, 88,

1890. .Elkwood Park. . .1st, D R Dickey, 29. . .109 106 None. +
2d, S Glover, 30.

1S97. .Elkwood Park. . .1st, T A Marshall. 28. .146 185 One. $
1898. .Elkwood Park. , .1st. E D Fulford, 29. . .207 ISTCNine. 28 straight.

2d, G W Loomis. 28.

1899. .Elkwood Park. . .1st, T A Marshall. 29. .278 262 Six. 88 straight.

2d, C M Grimm, 29.

1900.. Interstate Park. .1st, HD Bates, 28 224 211 Eight. 84 straight.

2d, J R Malone, 28

**In 1893 a bird to be scored dead had to fall within 21yds. of the
trap from which it came. There were four ties on 23.

tin 1896 there were eight ties on 24; Dickey won by killing five

straight in the ties.
, „ .

iln 1897 there were nine 24s, but no shoot-ofl for second plage.

{Feb. 1901.

WESTERN TRAPS.

Trap at Minneapolis.

Chicago, 111, Feb. 7.—On Jan. 24 the following sweeps were

shot at the Intercity Shooting Park, Minneapolis, Mmn.:

French*.
^' 1121221222—10 Parker 212121w

Hirschy 2'»210w

H^schy ^ *222221112— 9 French '»210w

Parker 2221011122— 9

H^schv 1122222222—10 French 2120120w

Parker 1212121222—10 Lowry »212221222—

9

H^Ichy*". 1212221222-10 Bill 0222120222-8

Lowrv 2222222212—10 French *120121111—

8

Parker 1121111122—10

H. C. Hirschy Live-Bird Challenge Trophy.

On Tuesday, Tan. 29, six shooters entered the race for the

H C Hirschy live-bird trophy, emblematic of the championship

of Wisconsin, Iowa, North and South Dakota and Minnesote.

This nutnber of contestants were enabled to save their entries

pnder the new rules Sfoveming fhis trophy. Morrison, of S\.

Paul, was the holder, and was challenged in January by Parker,
of Minneapolis. In the race on Jan. 19 they both tied on 21 and
decided to shoot off on the 29th under the new rules, these rules
being adopted in the hope of creating more interest in live-bird
shooting in the Northwest.
The afternoon of Jan. 29 was- an ideal day, tjut tiie stin was

shining strongly and made the light very bad. The scores were
very good, considering the class of birds that the management had
on hand, the first 100 being exceptionally good. The genial Fred
Ouimby, of New York, was on hand, and refereed the race.
Parker, of Minneapolis, has the honor of being called very lucky,

and I guess we will have to let it pass at that. His good kills
were on his 4th, 10th, 15th and 19th birds. The 19th bird per-
formed a number of acrobatic feats after being shot at and
slightly hit with the second load. The bird made the entire
circuit within the bounds, and finally started for the house. Here
its strength gave out, and the boundary wire is the only thing
that saved Parker from losing the bird. Morrison was not in good
form, but made good kills on his 6th, 10th, Uth and 17th birds.
In the shoot-off of the tie Morrison went into a trance, and when

the percentage of the 5 birds was taken Morrison had lost the
trophy. Scores

:

Trap scare type—Copyright, 1^01, hy Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

8325842812121821228 123148
/'.^ Nt \t T w<t \<->/^<-N<-\

Morrison 2 2002222322222122122 2 222 0—22

2,5 8152124445558242422 2 311

Martain 1 2*001222222200202122112 1—19

1235535458344111853511141
i" \^ 's\ t \ t^ N t ->t i^->

French 0 00222022122120222020122 2-18

2428158554221541412464424
Hirschy 0 2 0*22222002222221022222 0—19

5541455282213415315 211555
Parker 0 2 22222 2 22*22 2 2220221211 2-23

8685113415128585142444624
Brown 2 20222002023220 212111222 2—SO

4221582535551254518518821
Bull , 0220200201222222222 2 0222 2—19

Shoot-off

:

Parker 2222 Morrison 020

Challenge Shoot for the Hirschy Trophy.

The above Minneapolis emblem seems to be a warm one, and is

diligently pursued of shooterdom of the Northwest. There will
be a challenge shoot for it on Feb. 22, at the grounds of the
Intercity Shooting Park, m.idway between St. Paul and Minneapo-
lis, and it is very likely there will be a good turnout.

E. HotJCH.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

Garden City Gun Club

Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111., Feb. 9.—The shoot of the
G.'srden City Gun Club was well attended. The club event, for
the club medals and loving cup, had twenty-seven entries. Messrs.
Barto, Ambcrg, Day, Young, Carson, Mack, Bowlegs and Walters
did not finish their scores on account of darnkess. The figures
after each name denote the handicap allowance of extra birds to
shoot at. The scores:

Nusley , 4 01 2122002211211221002'*2210w
Wells, 1 1202111111022222112*220002 —20
Le«, 4 *1222122122001122211*122221121—25
Dr Miller. 1 221212211121101110**222211 —22
Rust, 4 12022110202002211111112201010 —21
Willard, 1 01111101012122122122122122

.
—23

Kubo, 4 000*12222l2*21112211w
OHphant, 5 .2201211012111*1010220201212122—23
Palmer, 2 122212110122*21010221121121 —23
Alabaster, 2 101121*12211121222212110122 —24
Antoine, 2 211211102100120221221w
Comley, 2 *20122212211212211122111112 —25
Odell, 2 22322*101101211222222221211 —24
Long, 5 21212121110020022221212122U21—25
Tramp Irwin, 2 O1111111221222101O112H2200 —22
Roll 0 **12121222111212222111111 —23
Steck, 1 111211122122*21*2112012212 —23
Gillis, 2 121211202111211201211202122 —34
i?arto, 2 11112221022220012212211

Amberg, 1 11122212122222112111120

Dav, 5. 11*2102222*212220222211

Young, 4 11200111101 211012211110

Dr Carson, 3 21211201211212222211121

Mack 5 11*11211101221101212110

Bowlegs, 5 10122200*22112112022021

Walters, 5 21211222002122010110221
Pumphrey, 2 211122222200221111221220212 —24

The Cleveland Gun Club Company.

Cleveland, O., Feb. 4.—The following are the scores made by
members of the Cleveland Gun Club on Jan. 31, at their regular
semi-monthly shoot, number of targets shot at being 40: J. I. C.

21, Franklyn 30, *Red Wing 38, Johns 26, Lewis 30, Mist 23, Mac
24, Hopkins 30, *Harris 35, *Hogan 35, Stanley 33, Tamblyn 27,

Winter 31, Scott 28, Sheldon 28, Alex 14 out of 20.

The following shooters took part in a make-up shoot, having
failed to shoot on Jan. 10, said date being date of the first semi-
monthly shoot in January, 1901: Hopkins 29, *Hogan 34, Harris 32,

Mac 29, J. I. C. 14, Winter 25, Alex 34.

*Represents point winners.
Cleveland Gun Club.

Umwer§ to ^amspand(inh.

No notice taken ot anonymous commnnlcatlons,

B., Macomb, 111.—Will a woodchuck climb a tree? Ans.^Many
instances of tree-climbing woodchucks have been reported in our
columns.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Florida.

TWO weeks' tour via PE.NNSVLVANIA RAfLROAD.

The second Pennsylvania Railroad tour of the season to Jack-
sonville, allowing two weeks in Florida, will leave New York and
Philadelphia Feb. 19.

Excursion tickets, including railway transportation, Pullman
accommodations (one berth), and meals en route in both direc-

tions while traveling on the special train, will be sold at the fol-

lowing rates: New York, $50; Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Balti-

more and Washington, $48; Pittsburg, $53, and at proportionate
rates from other points.

For tickets, itineraries and other information, apply to ticket

agents Tourist Agent at 1196 Broadway, New York; 4 Court street,

Brooklvn; 789 Broad street, Newark, N. J. ; B. Courlaender, Jr.,

Passenger Agent Baltimore District, Baltimore, Md.; Colin Studds,
Passenger Asent Southeastern District, Washington, D. C; Thos.
E Watt Passenger Agent Western District, Pittsburg, Pa., or to

Geo. W. Boyd, Assistant General Passenger Agent, Broad Street

Station, Philadelphia.—.^rft^.

A folder, containing maps, and profusely illustrated, just issued

by the New York Central, devotes a large amount of space to the

Pan-American Exposition. It gives a map containing a 500-mile

circle, with Buffalo as its center, which shows that within said

circle' is contained more than one-half of the entire population of

the United States, and more than three-fourths of the entire pop-

ulation of Canada. A copy will be sent free, postpaid, to any ad-

dress on receipt of a postage stamp, by George H. Daniels, Gen-.

er^l passenger A|Sent, Grand Central Station, New York.—^<?v
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SPRING SHOOTING.
The letter in opposition to the abolishment of spring

duck shooting, printed in another column, is written by

a man who owns a shooting resort on Long Island, and

who feels that if the spring shooting of wildfowl is

abolished a certain amount of trade will be taken from

him and that his annual receipts will be less than they

would be if the season were longer. With him the ques-

tion is one of monej'—a condition, not a theory, con-

fronts him. He is only one of a considerable class who
feel deeply on the subject, and whose objections to a

change in the law are entitled to careful consideration

and to respectful answers. He makes certain statements

with regard to the law concerning spring shooting in gen-

eral, some of whiGh we shall endeavor to answer.

The species of marsh ducks likely to nest within the

State if spring shooting were abolished are practically

all the marsh ducks, and especially mallards, black ducks,

sprigtails, the two teal and shovelers, together with the

bird commonly known as broadbill and perhaps the red-

head. The marsh lands referred to in the editorial are

located in the northern, central and western parts of

New York State, chiefly in what is known as the lake

region. In former years—thirty-five, thirty and even

twenty years ago—many ducks nested there, but with the

reduction in numbers of the fowl and their more constant

pursuit it may be that these breeding grounds are now
deserted.

It is probably true that a certain portion of the talk

about spring shooting is made by men who go south and

have their shooting there, and then return to New York,

but, of course, this has nothing to do with the case.

Neither has the fact that the law against spring snipe

shooting is violated on certain places on Long Island.

The enactment of a law and its enforcement are two en-

tirely different things. That one good law is not enforced

is no reason for noL passing another good law. Many
excellent laws are constantly broken, as we see every

day, and as we shall see until human nature has vastly

changed for the better. One of these disregarded laws

is night shooting on Long Island, but the fact that bur-

glars sometimes break into houses and carr}' off property is

no reason for not passing laws to make the property con-

stantly safer.

It is not supposed that spring shooting is the only cause

of the increased scarcity of ducks. There are many

such causes. Some of these are the improvement and

cheapening of firearms; their much wider use than for-

merly; the ease with which distant localities frequented

by fowl are reached ; the settling up of the country, which

enormously contracts the breeding grounds of the . fowl

;

the shooting of the birds for eight months in the year.

The two chief causes for this reduction are the facts that

the open season for fowl is far too long, and that the

settlement of the country has made the area which the

ducks could breed in so much less than it was formerly.

It is a well established principle that the protection of

game is something which lies within the police powers of

the several States, and that the Federal Government has

no power to interfere in a matter of this kind. Our
correspondent is in error in- stating as a general proposi-

tion that as soon as the wildfowl leave the waters of

New York State—for the north—thej'- are gunned. This

is not everywhere true, for Ontario, Nova Scotia (as to

some species) and Newfoundland have laws forbidding

spring duck shooting, and a movement is on foot to enact

.such a law in the Province of Quebec.

Reasons for doing away with spring shooting have

many times been given in Forest and Stiueam, but the

logical and fundamental reason is that in the present open

season too many birds are killed, and that season should

be shortened in order that the destruction may be les-.

sened. As things are at present, tiiolrfc' thirds probably

are killed every season than are bred during the sum-

mer, and the number of wildfowl is constantly decreasing.

This decrease can be checked and the stock preserved by

lessening the killing. This fact is recognized by the

States which have done away with spring shooting. It is

recognized also by other States, which are making the

season for upland game constantly shorter. It is not

very long since Connecticut cut off thirty days from the

open season for quail and ruffed grouse. To-day in the

State of Illinois the open season for prairie chickens and

ruffed grouse lasts but thirty days. On the other hand

over much of the United States wildfowl have practi-

callj'^ no protection, being shot from the date of the ar-

rival of the first birds in late summer or early autumn

to the departure of the last bird in late spring or early

summer. This is an anomaly, what our correspondent

calls a "mere farce." Shall it continue for the State of

New York? When Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and

North and South Dakota are in the van in shooting re-

forms, shall New York continue to bring up the rear of

the procession ?

NAMES.
A CORRESPONDENT recently wrote us expressing the

opinion that we were in error in calling a certain animal

a panther. He maintained that its true name was some-

thing else, and his letter thus brings up again the matter

of popular names so frequently the cause of misunder-

standing' between writers. It is the shield about which

the knights so fiercely quarreled.

It is well understood that in different countries and in

different localities the same name may be applied to ani-

mals which are widely different. A very large number of

the common names used for American animals are im-

portations brought to this country by the early English

colonists. The American migratory thrush was called

the robin, for no better reason than because he had a

russet breast, as has the very different bird of England,

known as the robin redbreast. Over much of northern

North America we have the gallinaceous bird, known in

different localities as partridge or pheasant, yet which is

neither, but a grouse. The red deer of Britain is widely

different from the red deer of America, and in turn the

animal which gave its name to one of the branches of the

Saskatchewan River is different from either. The list

might be indefinitely extended.

More than that, within a comparatively limited area

different names are often applied to the same creature, and

a single species may have a multitude of common names.

To overcome the confusion and misunderstanding result-

ing from this multiplicity of titles, persons who wish to

define precisely what species they mean, commonly use

the Latin name of the species—the term by which it is

known in science—and when this is done there is never

any question as to what is meant.

Many of these local names are unknown out of the

limited district where they are used, and are apparently

meaningless, their etymology and the reason for their

application having been los!:. How many persons are

there, for example, who know what a wamp is, or a

blatherskite, or a sleepy brother, or a weaser, or a gray-

back, or a cow-frog, or a smee, or a poacher, or a bustard,

or a white flesher, or a shrups? Yet these are all names

of birds commonly sought for by gunners and regularly

reaching the provision markets. What each term means

can readily be determined by a reference to Mr. Trum-

bull's admirable "Names and Portraits of Birds Interest-

ing to Gunners." It is well enough known that our com-

mon golden-winged woodpecker rejoices in thirty or forty

names, while the little ruddy duck, better known as booby

or stifftail, has, if we recollect aright, about eighty differ-

ent vernacular names.

All of this is sufficient to indicate that nothing vefy de-

cisive is to be said about the right or wrong of using a

common English name. If, in the county of Richmond,

State of New York, the public decided to call a horse a

moose, then in the vernacular of that particular community

a horse is a moose. If in Maine they call a cougar a cata-

mount, a catamount the cougar is for Maine, although the

same name may be applied to one or both the lynxes in

other parts of the country. Therefore it is hardly worth

while for people to fall foul of each other and dispute

acrimoniously as to the correctness of one vernacular

name oyer anqther. Thirty years ago §uch discussions

were common, and the little Bob White—quail of the

North and partridge of the South—furnished a frequent

subject for heated arguments. In a matter such as this

common usage rules—and often leads to endless con-

fusion. Even to-dciy we read frequently of the capture of

silver-gray foxes, - and notices of such captures are fre-

quently accompanied by dissertations on the great value

of the silver-gray foxes' fur. Yet the term silver-gray is

frequently applied to the common gray fox (Urocyon),

whose pelt is of little worth, while the real black fox or

silver fox is, as the price which its fur brings shows, ex-

ceedingly rare.

The panther, cougar, puma, catamount or mountain
lion has a very wide distribution, and so a good many
names, each of which may fairly be called the correct and
proper name in the locality where it is employed, for

after all, words—and names, are words—are only the tools

which we employ to convey our thoughts to others. A
man who in the Rocky Mountains speaks of a panther as

a catamount, is certain to be misunderstood; if he speaks

of it as a puma, people will not know of what animal he

is talking.

The time is not likely ever to come when there will be

a universal agreement as to the vernacular name to be

applied to each one of our different species of mammals,
birds, reptiles and fishes. But the time may come when
all people who wish to define with certainty the species

about which they are speaking or writing will use its

scientific name, which will make sure what is meant. That
this is not now done is to be explained by the general

ignorance of the public on, scientific matters. Always to

give a scientific name has an appearance of pedantry on
the part of the writer, while on the other hand it is likely

to frighten off the reader, or at least to interrupt the

current of his thought.

We believe that the' preponderant sentiment of the

sportsmen of New York is that the spring shooting of

wildfowl must be foregone if we are to retain our wild

ducks and geese as a permanent possession. This con-

viction is given expression in the bill now before the

Legislative Assembly, No. 353, to close the shooting sea-

son from March i to Aug. 31, and we print in another

column the appeal made by the Fish, Game and Forest

League in support of the measure. The other measures

advocated by the League are excellent. More protectors

and better paid protectors are essential to an effective

enforcement of the law. If we had an efficiept executive

force the Long Island night shooters of ducks and spring

shooters of snipe would not enjoy the immunity now ac-

corded to them. The bill to forbid the sale of woodcock,

grouse and quail is a most salutary measure. The time

has come for the practical application of a principle, which

has through a campaign of education come to have very

general acceptance as a theory, that the sale of game
should be forbidden at all seasons. If we cannot stop

the sale of all game at all times, let us at least stop the

sale of those species whose diminishing stock stands most

in need of protection from the market-hunter. Let New
New York follow the wise lead of Massachusetts and

stop the sale at least of woodcock, grouse and quail.

Mr. Henry Talbott's paper on "Little Hunting Creek" is

a timely contribution for the week of Washington's

Birthday, and the extracts he gives from Washington's

daily journal give an exceedingly interesting picture of

the proprietor of Mt. Vernon as a fisherman. In connec-

tion with what Mr. Talbott has here written may be

read the late George H. Moore's essay on "Wash-
ington as an Angler," which was printed in the Wood-
craft Magazine of April, 1900. "I am content," concludes

Dr. Moore, "to have been the first to claim for George

Washington his rightful place as an angler

—

a, genuine

disciple of Izaak Walton."

A large circle of angling friends has been grieve^ hf
the news of the death of George F. Mills, who passed

away at his home in Brooklyn bn Feb. 9 at the age o£

forty. Mr. Mills was for many years associated with the

firm of Wm. . Mills & Son. He was widely Icnown in the

fishing tackle trade and among anglers, and his persona!

traits were such that acquaintance with hini soon de-

veloped into friendship. His untitoely death Is sincerelji

lamented. '
•

.

j
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Sfi^^^^^^^ satirist—s

—

The Stag: at Grief.

He pawed in the valley,

He paused on the hill

—

Not a sound but the tamarack's sighing;

Not a taint in the gale,

So he bounded at will,

Nor a foeman, nor danger, descrying. _

But the huntsman stands true

At his post in the glade.

While the embers of the day are slow dying-
Hark! the crack of his gun!
Mark the gleam of his blade!

As he bends o'er the quarry, low lying.

Theodore F. C. Demarest.

Frozen in on Barnegat*
Hunt and I had been talking guns for over two years,

until, to justify their boasted merits, we voted lo take a
shooting trip.

Various places were suggested and looked up, from a
goose pond on Cape Cod to floating batteries in the Great
South Bay, all of which met with greater or less objec-
tion, until it was finally decided upon Barnegat
We left comfortable firesides on Nov. 25 with Govern-

ment Bureau predictions of fair, pleasant weather, tele-

graphing ahead for boat and decoys.
As we left the railroad depot it was suggested that as

we were embarking upon a hazardous journey it would -be

prudent to invest in casually policies for the benefit of

our famiHes, and we each accordingly purchased one good
for forty-eight hours. After getting in the train and
reading over the printed conditions on the back, we
learned the policies did not cover gunshot wounds or
drowning.
Forked River was reached early in the evening, where

we found our boat, a 3S-foot cabin cat, with captain and
mate awaiting us. Getting a late supper at the hotel and
quickly changing into our hunting togs, leaving our
watches, cash and return tickets in our host's safe, we got
on board and started for the shooting grounds, some
seven or eight miles distant.

Not having felt well for some days previous, I had
stipulated before leaving home that we should not spend
the night in the boat unless the conditions were favorable.

The weather, however, was perfect with a gentle slart

sheet breeze from the southwest and a glorious full moon,
which, if it did not promise well for a flight, at least left

us no excuse for a comfortable sleep on shore.

Arriving upon the grounds, we came to anchor mid-
way between the blinds, the outer beach and the inlet

from the ocean, a mile or so from each, and stowed our-
selves away snugly for the night.

Next morning at 4 we were called, and bolting a hasty
breakfast, tossing for choice, put out for the blinds in

sinks, each taking along an extra sink with man and thirty

decoys. Early as we v^^ere, we found that both the blinds

had been pre-empted, and in one of them there was con-
siderable grumbling over getting out, but as Capt. George
had bitilt the blinds, the occupants reluctantly saw the

justice of our claims and pulled elsewhere. Hunt's blind

was ofif shore near the middle of the bay, while mine was
near the inlet.

.
Tying my sink inside, my man proceeded to set his

decoys, and as it was hardly yet light I leistirely waited
for him to finish and get back into the blind before load-

ing and getting ready for the fray. He had hardly turned
his back after casting off the stools when, looking up, three

broadbills appeared hovering over them. Nervously shov-
ing in a couple' of shells, I fired twice and scored two
clean misses. Capt. George seeing what was up, loaded
and fired once as they wheeled, and likewise missed; and
then noticed for the first time by both of us, after three

shots, a solitary broadbill got up out of the decoys, where
he had lit without our knowing it, and had sat during
the fusillade. Taking quick aim, the Captain fired his

remaining shot and again missed. The score was even,

and I suspect the secret joy upon my face stood out as the

chagrin on his. The outlook, however, was encouraging,
and after mutual explanations we settled ourselves for

more serious work.
But that was not to be, for those four birds were the

only ones that came to our decoys during the entire

morning. We got some passing shots flying by, bringing

down two old wives, and saw what seemed enormous
flights going over Htmt's blind, with a bunch of geese and
another of brant, whereupon we cursed the luck which
had sent us to the inlet blind.

At noon a soft, gentle rain began, and we put back
to the boat. The others shortly afterward appeared, with
one broadbill. a butterball and a diver, which had cost
them exactly three cartridges, and they wondered why we
had not gotten those geese and brant, so near to us had
they seemed. We decided to lunch and then go out for

some afternoon shooting on the beach, where we hoped
for a rabbit or two in the scrub oak or anything that

promised not to travel faster than our shot.

By the time we arrived on the beach the rain had
turned to snow, with increasing wind and a decided fall

in temperature. Here Ave wandered for some hours, un-
til thoroughly chilled by what had then become a blind-

ing snow storm with freshening wind from the north-

east, and at 4 P. M., when almost dark, after seeing

nothing larger than snowbirds, we put back for the boat

to spend the night and try the blinds again in the morning.
As we were about to get into our sinks, pulling off from

the beach, one of the men from the life saving station

came down to look after a small boat moored at that

point, and I asked him what he made of the weather. He
replied. "We are in for a no'easter, and the barometer
has dropped an inch." This seemed startling, but as no
one else said anything, I concluded to hold my peace.

Reaching the boat with difficulty, the wind continuing

to freshen, and lashing everything down for the night and
casting over the spare anchor, we made ourselves as cozy
as possible inside, festooning the cabin with ropes, upon
which we hung our outer coats in hopes of getting them
dry, and proceede4 tO 9 Slipper of mog^ e^cell^^t broile^.

(jiv^rr
'

'

'
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All through the night it blew hard, and the boat swung
and pounded heavily. In the morning a strong gale was
raging from the northwest, which made the outer beach
and inlet from the sea our lee. The decks, mast and
sail were covered with frozen spray and snow, the weight
of which sunk the boat some 6 inches lower in the water
and made her top heavy.

Shooting from the blinds was out of the question, for

no sink boat could have lived in the sea to get them, and
one did not dare move out of the cockpit of the boat for

fear of being washed overboard. There was nothing to

do but to sit quietly, watching for a let up in the wind,
which would give a chance to reef and beat back to Forked
River. But the gale continued to increase, with falling

thermometer and heavy snow.
Toward noon the atmosphere cleared, and the men,hold-

ing on to a life line with one hand, chopped the ice off

the decks and cabin top, which made riding easier, but the
sail was frozen stiff, making it impossible to reef, and the
mast covered with ice its entire height to twice its natural
thickness, over which the hoops could not be hoisted.

The sink boats towing at the stern with covers over their

holes were now covered with frozen spray, which sealed
them up like air chambers. It was bitter cold; all my
coats and three pair of socks could not keep me warm.
This was not what we had bargained for. Nightfall

came with no abatement, but rather increase in the gale,

and on taking stock of provisions, finding we were run-
ning short, we dispensed with supper with the certainty of
another night before us. This left a little bread and our
four remaining ducks. Meats, coffee and milk were gone,
and while we were in no immediate danger of starvation,

the prospect was not the most cheering—lying in a bay
between thirty and forty miles long by eight or nine miles
broad, seven miles out from the base of supplies, with ice

forming off the shore, and unable to get there vuitil the
wind should die down and the sun come out and thaw the
sail.

At dusk the ice began to form as slush on the crest of

the waves, preventing them from breaking, and as the
cold was still intense, realizing we were in danger of

freezing in, the Captain and all hands made a desperate
effort to reef sail and make a beat for the shore at the
river mouth; but try as we would, we could not get the
reef points to meet under the sail, so swollen and stiff

had it become. In despair, we gave it up and resigned
ourserves for another night.

After an hour or more of violent tossing, the boat be-

gan to ride easier, until there was little or no movement,
and we imagined the wind had at last gone down. It

was very dark, and going out of the cabin to investigate,

the Captain found the gale still raging with the same per-

sistence ; what caused our easier riding was that the sea

was now all covered with freshly formed ice, which gave
it a gentle, tmdulating motion, keeping the waves down,
but not j'et hard enough to be stiff. Another hour and we
should be frozen in solid, and we decided, if we were
going to freeze, to hoist anchors and head the boat for the
outer beach, running her as much inside the inlet as

possible. A .small piece of the peak was run up and the

vessel was driven before the wind through the young ice,

until she came to a dead stop on account of its thickness.

Here we dropped anchors and spent the night.

On getting up in the morning we found we were frozen

in solidly in 3 inches of ice. The wind still blew. To
get the boat out of the ice was impossible. The danger
now was that a slight shift of the wind might carry the

boat with the ice out to sea. The Captain suggested that

we might try to get on the outer beach and seek shelter

at the life saving station, while he and the Mate stood by
for possible change of wind. We accordingly got the sinks

cleared, and piled our luggage in and the retreat began.

At first the ice was not strong enough to bear, being

salt and fresh formed from slush, but by dint of rocking
and chopping we got along until it became strong enough
for us to get out and haul the boats over the top to shore,

where we shouldered our traps and made our way through
the snow to the station. Plere we were warmly received,

and after thawing out were told that we could get a train

late in the afternoon at a point eight miles up the beach,

and that, at six miles up, a horse and wagon cotild prob-

ably be gotten to come down and get our traps.

We decided to walk to the railway, after negotiating a

loan with the men to carry tis home. Those who have
walked along yielding sandy shores can form some idea

of the" difference between eight miles of crumbling sand
under foot coupled with a foot or more of soft snow, and
an equal distance on hard sidewalk or macadam road.

At three miles up we struck another life saving station,

where we rested and warmed up. At six miles we found
the first house, and to our joy they did have a horse and
would go back for our bags and guns. Proceeding again,

we finally approached the railway station, and when
within 200 feet of it saw a train pull in. It was nearly

two hours before our train would be due, and this one did

not interest us. As we got to the platform it drew out.

After it had gone I went to the station master and asked

where that train was bound for. He replied, "New York !"

—our destination. On remonstrating it could not be pos-

sible, as there was still nearly two hours before the even-

ing train was due, he said, "Oh, that was the morning
train just getting through." This was heartbreaking,

after a weary tramp against a strong wind, through heavy

drifts and soft sand in great hip boots. If the morning
train was five or six hours late on account of blockades,

when would the evening train be along?

We found the telegraph station and attempted to send

messages, but the wires were down. The telephones be-

tween each Hfe saving station had also been down.- Finally

our train came, behind time, but not .so far behind as the

morning train, and carried us over to the mainland, where

we got into sleighs and were driven to Toms River.

Here we got papers and began to learn the news of the

world, and realized the terrific force of the storm, which

had wrecked numerous ships from Cape Cod to Cape
Charles, with loss of many lives; the railroads between

Philadelphia and Boston were chocked with snow, and

from many places no telegraphic communication could be

had.

And then it dawned on us, that if our outing had not

been just the kind we had counted on. we had gone

through an experience which happened to but few this side

of the frozen north.
, . , . , . ,

Th§ fe99tW?H Stayed there imprisoned in tfte ice tor

two days after we left, when, suddenly in the night—in the
twinkling of an eye—a soft east wind with rain sprang
up, and in the morning the boat had motion again. The
ice on the frozen sail was rained out—not thawed by the
much longed for sun—and they hastened to reef and sail

home. Francis H. Bergen.

Memories.
"I remember, I remember."—Hood.

Time evens matters pretty fairly. If the young fellow of

twenty has much to look forward to, we old fellows have
more to look back upon. I'm inclined to think we have
the advantage, especially those of us whose impulses led
us with ready gun across the game fields of our genera-
tion, or, rod in hand, along the streams and beside the
lakes before the necessity of pisciculture other than by
the "old-fashioned" method had ever been dreamed of.

The young fellow has a better balanced, better looking,
handier aad more powerful gun than we had in those
elder days; his shiny, supple split bamboo, with the
glittering reel, is a far cry from the cane pole and chalk
line of our boyhood; the nitro load he uses in his hand-
some hammerless is the apotheosis of projectile skill, and
in the evolution of gunnery all his appliances for the
pursuit and capture of game would have been marvelous
to us. But, my dear boy, we had the game. And in ^

support of Rochefoucauld's maxims we are not wholly
displeased at your misfortune in this regard.
One of my first memories is of a wonderful flight of

pigeons—the last of such incursions eyer made into

the Rock River Valley of Illionis, where my parents were
residents. I can close my eyes to-day and the marshalled
lines of the interminable flocks flit across the retina as
they did that day more than a third of a century ago;
flock following flock throughout the day, each stretching
beyond the rim of the horizon, the migratory millions
swept on their way, whither? You will never see them,
my dear boy. They are gone like the day and the lad
that watched their flight, and neither the birds, the day
nor the boy will ever return. Countless thousands were
trapped and shot. In fact, I presume that I could find

a bed or two of pigeon feathers in the old neighborhood,
souvenirs of the time when a hundred dozen pigeons
were taken with one cast of the net. I remember a
local superstitution that the departing soul lingered
longest on a pigeon feather bed, and a tale that received
considerable credence was of an old lady of the com-
munity who found death impossible, and to relieve her
sitffering was removed to a bed of goose or hen feathers

with the result that her spirit passed quietly and easily.

Of course the pigeons did not disappear at once. They
came back for several years after the big flight that I

remember, and offered considerable sport of a pot shoot-
ing kind. Dead trees in the grove would be covered
with them, and marvelous stories were told of the num-
bers slain at a shot. Old "Saut" Deyo told a tale of 147
gathered alter one discharge of a Potsdam musket loaded
to the danger line with black powder and No. 4 shot, and
a number of good people backed up "Saut's" assertion.

Just what he might have done with an 8 gauge and
No. 7/^ must be left to the imagination. You'll very
likely neA'^er see a wild pigeon, young man.
Oh, bttt we old uns "have heard the chimes at mid-

night!" There were ducks then and long after. Green-
headed glorious mallards quacked in the ponds and
bayous, and teal and wood duck thronged the bends and
reaches of the creeks.

The memory of long tramps along Eagle Creek and
up the PJlkhorn rises up as I write. Times when the

mallards sprang from every boggy stretch, and low flying

teal scudded around the bent banks. The old muzzle-
loader and I made connection with them only rarely, but
a single tramp netted more ducks than a week of hard
hunting and straight holding is Ukely to do nowadays.
A quarter's worth of powder, the same of shot, a few
percussion caps, a muzzleloading gun and a boy in blue
overalls were the necessaries that grouped themselves
about a big bag of ducks then. It takes more now, my
boy.

I remember, I remember, a hoy in blue denim oTer-
alls, and how he begged that day to accompany father

and Jip Shoemaker on a chicken hunt. An old musket
that had sur\nved the stricken battlefields of centuries

was his only available gun. Its mighty hammer swung
in a 6-inch arc and was driven by a mightier spring to

land with crushing force tipon a cap the size and shape
of a rough rider's hat. It roared like the crash of a
cataclysm when it went off, and kicked like a traveling

man. But to the boy it contained infinite possibilities of

life and death. Under the circumstances it was good
enough for him. He wanted to go; and after a demurrer
that he argued down they let him. There was a dog in

the party. To the boy he seemed the ultimate per-

fection of the canine genus, and the man looking back
doesn't see many dogs-on the back track that had a
license to show old Boney the way to a covey. How he
raced and turned and quartered, head in air, an eye tc?

the guns, and every sense alert and anxious; and then,

oh, marvelous moment! he found them. There he stood
the bounding, racing figure of the previous moment
turned to marble. The saliva dripped from his slowly
moving under jaw, and as we approached he took a step

forward and froze again rigid and statuesque. But his

eye, lit with the fire of conquest and expectation, blazed

like a, beacon. Good old Boney! He met an ignqmini-
ous death at the hands of a fat fool whose unwise parents

made him a terror to the neighborhood by gratifying

his desire for firearms.

The men walked up behind the dog quiet and smiling.

The boy didn't feel that way. He pried the infinite ham-
mer of that musket past two notches of the ratchet with
eager haste, and prayed for strength of arm and fore-

finger to pull it loose again. He was excited. He could
have given the dog cards, spades and little casino in a

game of excitement, and still have won with ridiculous

ease. He had never killed a chicken, but he wanted to,

he wanted to bad, and right away. He'd kill that chicken
if it was the last—b-r-r-r Jehosophat! there they go. With
his heart in his mouth t% boy leveled the musket on
a feathered cannon ball speeding past. A determined
clutch of his forefinger on the trigger was followed by
the jarring crasii of the 4isci?arf« a^id dimly through
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tears and powder smoke he saw the bird pitch down-
ward into the bright oats stubble, where it lay beating
feebly with its wings. "I killed it! I killed it!" he
shouted, filled with the crowning joy of the moment.
"I killed mine. Oh, say, I killed one right over there."

Old Jip, who Avas as great a hunter as Nimrod, but
who had neglected to cultivate that connection with the
Lord reputed to the biblical personage, turned round
on him with an expletive for emphasis: "Shut up that
noise," said he, "yoit may some day accidentally kill an-
other, and if you lose your voice over this one how will

you holler then."
The boy subsided. The remainder of the day he load-

ed and fired very much after the manner of Mr. Tupman,
but no more birds fell to his musket. Still, he didn't

care much. In the back of the buggy lay the victim of
his one successful shot, and he was satisfied.

MOSCRIP.
Marshalltown, la.

Buck Ranch.
Mr. Parker was ready at Tutwiler with the spring

wagon when the south-bound train reached there, and
we got off with guns and baggage. Two venturesome
Dianas, Miss Breckinridge and Miss Dabncy, had come
with me, upon the invitation of Captain Bradford, to

share the generous hospitality of Buck Ranch and the
glories of the chase. The Captain was already at the
ranch, and Parker handed me a note from him, mainly
about how bad the roads were. We found them so.

The wagon would only hold baggage and guns, but
fortunately there were saddle horses ready. After some
tightening of girths for the bad roads, the mount was
made, and we were soon well into the mysteries of that

seven-mile road. It passed right by where the big rattle-

snake was caught last spring, that dressed into such ex-
cellent "veal chops," thence through McKee's place (the
poor fellow is now dead) and over the bridge to Buck
Ranch.
Then there were greetings with Captain Bradford and

Mrs. Parker, and admiring of the fine deer that the Cap-
tain had brought in during the day, "just to encourage
the newcomers." It hung in the big, open hallway, and
later, when all was dark and one of the newcomers was
passing that way who had forgotten about the deer, there

was a collision. None of the others knew about this.

Well, there were hot Scotches for the ladies to over-
come the fatigue of the ride and different sorts of things
for the gentlemen that would overcome any kind of a
fatigue, then a short chat by the big wood fire and
then—oh, that Buck Ranch supper! Mrs. Parker
was surely responsible for that ! And the young ladies

were presented with the big cake that Mrs. Bradford had
sent them from New Orleans.
Some mysterious things happened at that supper table,

but it was to be expected, for Miss Mary and Miss Frances
had come to have a good time. For instance, one cup of
coffee got sweetened wrong somehow, and tasted more
like mackerel gravy. Half of that coffee was sw^allowed
with apparent unconcern, but only half.

A pipe was resorted to as soon as supper was over, and
for two days after that the pipe always seemed to have a

mackerel flavor. All of this only one member. of the
party knew about.

Well, after supper there were some more things that
Horatio hadn't heard about. A large graphophone was
hrought to bear on the audience that began to gather from
nobody knew where, and rendered a series of disserta-
tibns by the authorities of the day, mostly by one Uncle
Ezra about parrots, dogs, monkeys and "reflection soup

"

and a sermon by somebody about "Nicredemus." There
followed music by bands and orchestras, and the Cap-
tain's favorite banjo song, "Turkey in the Straw." Right
where that versatile machine stood the Captain and I had
made our bed of straw four j^ears ago, when Buck Ranch
was in its infancy. Now there is every comfort for the
hunter, and the change is noticeable, yet with only a
straw bed on the floor one can be happy at Buck Ranch.

Early next morning the sky was threatening, and it was
doubtful if we w^ould get into camp that day, but in the
middle of the forenoon it cleared up, and we were soon
on the march again, out into the wilderness. A farm
wagon had been exchanged for the smaller one, and was
loaded with the camp outfit, and escorted by the party of
five hunters (the two ladies. Captain Bradford. Parker
and myself), together with Leonard, the Creole mulatto
cook, and Tom, the woodchopper.
The route lay along a blazed trail through light cane,

then down a shallow slough for several miles into the
heart of the Buck Ranch forests. Here the two tents
were pitched and the camp set to rights generally, while
Leonard did some things that we afterward found out
about. His venison gumbo is a whole feast in itself.

In the afternoon the Captain took us regularly in hand.
\ye were piloted up a narrow slough, between thick cane
ridges, our horses splashing through water knee deep for
about half a mile, when we turned through an opening
in the xane and dismounted on dry ground. Leaving the
horses, we walked some distance to where sign began to
appear, and here the Captain stationed the ladies on
favorable logs, just out of sight of each other, and he and
I took diverging courses further on. Tow^ard nightfall a
shot was heard in Miss Frances' direction, but I had all

the treetops in my part of the woods full of turkeys and
couldn't go. The sight on my rifle wouldn't come to a
head up against the bright sky, from down in the dark
woods, and after missing three I quit, as the others were
all gone. When we came together for the return to
camp, Miss Frances showed us where the big buck stood
when she shot at him. but he had walked off while she
tried to reload her single shot Maynard .38, and as it

was too dark to look for blood on his trail no pursuit was
attempted. Some turkeys had walked by the end of the
log that Miss Mary sat on, but she composed herself and
let them pass, because she wanted to kill a deer and was
unwilling to take chances on frightening one by firing at
srriall game. The Captain had seen some turkeys.
Leonard was again ready for us when we reached camp.

We didn't disappoint- him—but first came the hot
Scotches (I was about to forget)—for hunters and hunt-
resses had been walking in water ankle deep with light
moccasins on, and it was a cold November evening. Those
Puck Ranch woods were very wet—all of the best feeding

grounds were in slashy open woods, and one h?id to be
reconciled to wet feet, for the still-hunter cannot well use
boots or heavy shoes.

After supper we gathered round the log fire, backed
against a big elm tree in front of the ladies' tent, and talked
about what we would kill to-morrow. Miss Mary told a

little story about some oysters (which didn't worry us
much, as Leonard's gumbo "stock" was still holding out
well), and Captain Bradford told of adventures during
the time that the sixty-six notches grew on the long old
Ballard and the twenty-six on the Maynard, and about
four himdred others had grown on other gun stocks that

were not here now.
The wind was making a very soft kind of music in the

elm tops, the moon shone through the branches from a

very deep blue sky that a fleecy cloud scurried across
now and then, and off in the diark woods some wolves
were howling dolefully. All of this we soon took to

dreamland with us—the dreamland of the hunters' camp.
After daylight, coffee and gumbo or something, we

went to the feeding grounds again, the Captain going to

the southward while the two ladies and I went back for
another trial where we were the previous evening. It

may be mentioned here that not even the Dianas were
exempt from the rule that no water should be applied to

the face before the morning's hunt, as it was supposed
to make the eyesight less strong and clear. If any sleep

was left in theif eyes after a cup of Buck Ranch coffee, it

was rubbed out with the dry knuckles. Oh, the super-
fluities of civilization

!

We went prett\' much the route of the previous even-
ing, through thickets and openings, wet and dry places,

and finally left the horses secured in the edge of the
cane and took favorable looking stands in the open woods.
But the morning passed away serenely and no deer that
morning was any the wiser of our im'asion of his terri-

tory.

Then came a task—to pilot two ladies the dryest way
out from the middle of a very wet slash. We w-alked
twice the straight distance, trying to find a route with
less than 6 inches of water on it, and finally found our-
selves in the deepest water that the slash afforded, when
my party "mutinied" and waited there for the horses to

be brought.
Back at camp there was something to show fo¥ the

shot we had heard in the Captain's quarter of the*w^oods.
When the ladies entered their tent they found a fair

.specinaen of a fawn lying just within. That evening we all

went with the Captain back to where the fawn was killed.

He and Miss Mary took a stand together, while Miss
Frances and I went a little further away from camp and
selected a fallen top with plenty of sign all round it.

In vain we waited for a buck. One ran by through a

slash near by, but too far away to be seen. Finally I

began work with the turkey caller, and soon had several

turkeys approaching. By this time it was rapidly getting
dark, and Miss Frances had to try a long and unfavor-
able shot, which she missed.
A shot had been heard frorn the other stand, and when

we rejoined the others there was a big gobbler that Miss
Mary had killed.

"It was a hard shot to make," said the Captain, "but I

placed my arm for her to rest the gun on, and when they
all had their heads down in the leaves and grass, she got
the gun in position and fired. I thought she had missed
and told her so. for I could see no dead bird from where
I was. Later on. when I went over to look anyhow, there
it lay, where it had fallen so dead that it didn't flutter."

Miss Mary was shooting a .32-40 Marlin. The honors
of the day w'ere hers. After the. turkey had been ex-
amined and admired, she told us that it had caused her
to lose the buck that we had heard running.

"I had been watching the turkeys fer a chance to

shoot." she said, "when I happened to look behind me, and
there stood that great big buck looking at me with a

very amused expression. Before I could turn to a position

to shoot from, off he ran, looking back at me tri-

umphantly."
There wete orily three horses for the four hunters, and

when the slough waa reached, just within sight of the
camp-fires, the pedestrian ,wibij Id wait at the wat-er's edge,
blinking at the:inyitinj| fire across the wafer, until a horse
could be led back adpQSs for him. Then there u-as chang-
ing of wet shoes and then supper. That evening Parker
came out from the .lodge and spent the night.

"Leonard, this eup of coffee has wefn out. Give me an-
other." ^;aid the Captain, and when the other was worn
also, we again gathered round the fire and had more
stories. >

Saturday we hunted unsuccessfully, and Sunday we
took a long ride to Cyndy's Band. This is a negro re-

ligious sect of the locality, the following of an old woman
named Cyndy, who teaches a verj' commendable code of

morals, but a ritual tliat is several steps back toward
African savagery—bell^^inging, pan-beating, dancing, etc.

Returning to Mrs. Parker's, we dined and then rode
out to the camp' before night.

When the hunters left camp next morning for the south
side of Beaver Run, a light rain was falling. It grew
heavier as the morning a.dvanced, and all were well
drenched when camp was ftgain reached. The Captain
had killed a turkey.

To-day dinner was served Winder cover, and afterward
there was gun cleaning, napping and chatting under ihe

canvas on which the rain dropS^ pattered the music that

artists don't pla}^ In the late ait.ernoon the Captain said

we must all go to the house, as iit might rain for several

days, so the camp was left in tJfc care of Leonard and
Tom, and that night found us agahi enjoying one of Mrs.
Parker's suppers, carefully watchi^ our coffee cups the
while.

,

There was the graphophone again tjiat night, with the
speeches and "Fra Diavolo" and "Carrn^n," then "Turkey
in the Straw" and some lively dance mu^iq, to which some
lancers and Highland flings were stepped' off at a lively

rate. >
. '^.^

In the morning it was wet arid e'verybodjfe., slept late.

Then there were canoe rides on the bayou, titer in the

day an excursion was made into Beaver Run^ from the

north side. One of the ladies found a hollow log that

purported to have a wildcat inside, and was surprised

that no volunteer arose to go in after it. Any man that

could crawl ought to do that

!

Another evening around the great open fireplace and its

big wood fire at the lodge ! The graphophone played and
the young ladies danced again. No care enters Buck
Lodge.
Wednesday only Captain Bradford and myself went for

the morning's hunt. On the homeward march I sud-
denly found myself in the presence of four of the enemy,
but was not quick enough for them. During the morning
I had wandered, unexpectedly, very near the camp, and
made a stalk into it. Tom was importuning Leonard for
a toddy, and the latter, having 'spied me, was replying,
"What you talk 'bout, Tom? You know I don' boder de
Cap'n's liquor !" Then Tom saw me and grinned guiltily.

Camp was moved that afternoon to nearer the best hunt-
ing grounds, the Captain and myself occupying it that
night and the ladies remaining at the lodge till next day.
While hunting Thursday morning, Captain Bradford got
one shot and I got two, but no meat was brought in. In
the afternoon the whole party was out in the same locality.

A shot was heard, then Parker called. This meant a
wounded deer, and I started to him. Nearing the stand
where Miss Mary was, I saw that she was aiming, and
stopped just in time. A large buck was almost immedi-
ately in front of me, and walking broadside to her. All
was in plain view from where I stood—she coolly steady-
ing the .32-40 in position, with an elbow rested on her
knee, as she sat on the log and waited for him to come
into clearer view, while he, apparently suspecting some-
thing, was walking along stealthily, nearly toward where
I stood. Thinking she had forgotten to bleat at him, I

did so. and he stopped. (I was afterward taken to task.
She was going to bleat when the right time came, and I

had stopped him behind a tree.)

After an instant he started on. took several steps and
stopped again, when she fired, and a puff of the skin on
the far side of him, which I could distinctly see, showed
where the bullet came out about the middle of his side.

He tucked his tail and gave a jump forward, then wheeled
and ran across my front. We had both fired several
times, when, as he was about to disappear, I got in a
bullet somewhere near the shoulder which brought him
down broadside.
The worst is to be told. As I ran toward that per-

forated deer, calling to Miss Mary in a tone too loud for
discretion, that he was hers, up he climbed and floundered
off, and I—had an empty gun !

_
Off he went, his strength growing to meet his neces-

sities. The Captain had heard the noise and come with
Jack, who gave chase, but soon returned, and could not
be persuaded to take the trail again. It was now night
and we went to camp with heavy tread. Next morning
the trail was taken up and plenty of blood found until it

entered a slash, where Ave lost it, and with it that magnifi-
cent set of antlers.

One more score for Miss Mary. A 'possum was looking
down through a fork high up in a tall tree, and she put a
bullet in his head.

It was with a regret that we saw the graphophone put
away after the last tune that night, and a touch of sad-
ness was in the handshaking with Mr. and Mrs. Parker
and with Captain Bradford as we rode on to the long
bridge which reaches between Buck Ranch and the other
world beyond Cassidy Bayou.
Ten days later the Captain, who had tarried longer,

wrote that he and Parker had killed nine niore deer, the
season just having opened when we left, and that it took
seventeen shots to down one that was wounded—and it

was he that had once said to a fellow sportsman, "Was all

that shooting at one deer?" Tripod.
Mississippi.

The Dogf-Ribbed Woman.
Editor Forest mid Stream:
The other day my little daughter, Helen, age six years,

was shown a little picture book which had once been a
great favorite with her, but which had been in some way
mislaid and not seen by her for a year. The sight of the
long forgotten book and of the dear old pictures caused
in the little girl emotions of the liveliest satisfaction.

She hugged the little treasure to her heart and almost
wept fo'r joy to be actually possessed of it again.
We all know something of this feeling of pathetic

pleasure in the rediscovery of something once dear and
for a long time lost, or in hearing a story not thought
of for years, but which, if one wliich once the imagina-
tion had clothed with pleasant interest, opens up vistas
of the past, enabling us to relive for the moment the
fresh life of childhood.

Such a surprise and experience was given me by Mr.
C. P. Williams by his quotation in your last issue from
that old story, Hearne's "Journey from Prince of Wales
Fort in Hudson's Bay to the Northern Ocean."

I am much indebted to Mr. Williams for quoting the

story and giving us the exact title and source of it. The
pathetic story of that dog-ribbed Indian woman and her
wonderful resourcefulness while alone for months in that
wintry wilderness of the far North has a wonderful
Crusoe qtialitj- to it. and was very familiar to me in my
boyhood. I would give a good deal to know in what
book or magazine I read it. But that I read it often and
pondered on it much I know. I seem to associate the
name of Mark Morrow with the story, and as its nar-
rator. Can any one tell me who or what Mark Morrow
was, or in what other publication than Hearne's "Journey"
the story is given? In my story I am confident that the
marauding Indians who Idlled the hermit woman's child
were called "Athapascows" instead of "Athapuscows," as
Mr. Williams has the name.

I heartily second Mr. Williams' suggestion for a re-
print of Hearne's journal, and shall be glad to enroll
myself as a subscriber, C. H. Ames,

The police of Springfield, Mass.. have been called on
several times recently to take charge of a dog that

causes trouble by his frequent visits to W. D. Kinsman's
store to see the cash system operate. The animal seems
to be fascinated by the carriers, and chases them when-
ever they are started. He rushes about, running against
people and knocking over goods in his mad race after the
carriers. He was recently given away to a firm doing
business outside the center of the city, but managed to

escape, and Monday went back to the store and the fas-

cinating carriers at the first opportunity. ^
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—
King Snake- and Geral Snake*

Dayton A, Fla., Jan. 2g.—Editor Forest and Stream:

We have here wha. we call the king snake. I do not know

if that is the proper name for it or not. The Golonng is

yellow, black and red m bands around it, and ni some

cases the colors are in blocks. It is a small snake—

I

have never seen one over three feet long; has a small

head and pointed tail. Will you kindly tell me whether

the thmg is venomous or nut? 1 here seems to be a

ditference of op nion on the subject here. H, P.

[From the above descrip.ion it is. of course, impossible,

absolutely to identify the snake, but it seems probable

that it is what is commonly known as the kmg snake, or

milk snake, an entirely motfen.Mve species, or rather group

of species, found throughout the South, and, as to- ceria.n

species, as far north evtn as New, Jersey. The genus ts

Ophibolus, and a closely rela ed species, also black, red

and yellow, is Osceola. One or more of the species be-

longing to the genus Uphiboius are sa.d to be enemies and

devourers of other snakes, and especially to

prey upon the venomous snakes belonging

to the attlesnake group {.Crotaliac^ )
—

whence the name kiny,' snake. The name
milk snake comes from the r supposed fond-

ness for milk, and the late Prof. Cope

speaks of the fact Jiat his daughter, when a

girl of six or eight years, ha<l several in-

dividuals as pets, which drank milk readily

from a cup whicli she hehl in her hand.

In an interesting paper on the "13atrachi-

ans and Reptiles of liid ana," Prof. O. P.

Hayes says of O. getulits:

*Tt is extremely active and strong. Hoi-

brook says of it that it is found abundantly

in moist and shady places, alihough i. never X>-i
takes to water or to trees. It feeds on

moles, small birds or such reptiles as

lizards, salamanders, toads and the like,

that fall in its way. He further says that

it is commonly believcil ihai it is the great

enemy of rattlesnakes, bin iliere is no great

evidence of this. He. Iiowever. tells of one

that had as a fellow i)risoner a Cro-

ialopliorus inilianu. or Souihern ground
rattlesnake, and swallowed hiin. I found

that in Mississippi this snake had the repu-

tation of destroying rattlesnakes, and it re-

ceived pruleciion on this account. Dr.

Elliott Coues says that the black snake

{Zamenis coustnllor) and Opliibolus gclu-

lus sayi wage a constant warfare against

ra.tlesnakes and moccasins. They are said

to be uniformly vicioriuus and to eat their

victims. It is on account of their prowess

in thus destroying |»oi.sonons serpents that

they have received the n.nne of king snake.

Mr. J. T. Huntphreys, Bnrke county. North
Carolina, gives an inieresting account of

a conflicc in a c;ige between a king snake,

Sayi, and a water moccasin. The former

was 42 inches long, the latter 34. hut with a

considerably larjjir body. The moccasin

was killed, its bones cru«!>e<l. and, begin-

ning at the head, the king snake swallowed

16 inches of ihe UKiccasm's body. Chloro-

form was jhen admir.istcred and both

snakes preservcdi. The king snake had pre-

viously, while in capiiviiy. eaten seven

snakes. Dr. Yarrow describes a specimen

of gctulus in the National .Museum that

has two perfect hi-ad.t. One liead is a

little larger than the oli.er. The two gul-

lets unite to pass into the one stom.nch."

As sta ed, we presume thai all that is

said above applies to tlie snake in<|uircd

about by our correppon«lent. but on the

other hand it mn>t be ren)embered that in

Florida there is anoihcr snake, also colored
red, black and yellow in rings, which is by
no means innocuous. This is the coral

snake (Elaps fulvitts). a small snake which
measures from 18 inches to somewhat over
2 feet, and which is not very often seen.

It is found from Georgi.i. sou h and west,

down into Mexico as far as the State of

Vera Cruz. Owing to its not being a

species very commonly seen, and above all

'

to its good nature, people are seldom b.tten

by iti The late Prof. Cope in writ ng of

the family says that the bite of some of the larger species _

as E. siirivamensis and E. inarcgravii is sa d to be danger-
ous, but tlvat of the smaller ones is innocuous to -man and
the larger animals. This was writ en a nuirber of years \

ago, and since then there has been offered good evidence
that the bite of the coral snake is very dangerous. This
is furnished in part by a paper contributed by Dr. E.inar

Loennberg to the Proceedings of the U. S. National Mu-
seum for 1S94. who says:
"This is the only i-pccies of Flaps T have found in

south Florida, where it is rather common. It is known
under several names, as "coral snake," "American cobra."
"gar er snake" and "candy stick." It is perha" ~ the
most dangerous snake in Florida, because it is t t so
much dreaded as the big rattlesnake or moccasin,' fl. mgh
being quite as poisonous. As the last mentioned names
show, it is regarded as a "pretty little snake." Few.,
people know or believe that it is poisonous, it looks so
harmless, and as a consequence I hey ca ch it and handle
it rather roughly; the snake gets angry, bites and a
human life is endangered. I know personally of such a

case. A Swede at Oakland Orange county, found an
Flaps, and becau<^e of its beautiful color he caught it and
tried to put it into a bottle of alcohol. The snake bit

him. but the wound was not large, and as it did not swell
he did not care much about it at first. After a while
he was taken very sick, wont to bed, asked for a physician
and drank whisky; but it was too late. He died the next
morning, about twelve hours after the snake had bitten

him. During the last hours he was unconscious, but be-

fore that he suffered most excruciating pains. I have
heard of several other cases of boys dying from an Flaps'
bite.

"In other cases people have beeii bi.ten by an Elaps ful-

vius without suffering frorri it in any vt^ay, but I suppose
that in such cases the Elaps had not been able to inject

any poison into the wound, as it has rather a srriall rnouth.
However that may be, I cannot agree with Cope tha. the
bite 'of the smaller ones (meaning smaller species of
Elaps is innocuous to man atid the larger animals). It

is to be observed that the Elaps bites differently from the
Crotalids and Viperids. The latter snake throws i.s

head forward in striking and draws it back again imme-
d ately. The Elaps fulvius 1 have seen and heard about
have acted in an entirely different manner. The poor
Swede above mentioned had to pull the snake from the
wound, and another specimen that I had induced to bite

into s.icks kept the sticks in the mouth for a good while.
This habit probably signifies an intention to press as
much pqison as possible into the wound, which makes
the snake -the more dangerous. Elaps fulv'tis is, however,
a good-natured snake, and it does not bite ttnless it is

very much, provoked. If not handled too roughly, an
Elaps may be allowed to crawl on one's hands from one
to the other, I have allowed it myself once, but I hardly

THE OJRAL SNAKE.
Erom th« Report: of- t6e Smithsonian Institution.

think I would do it over again, and would not advise any-
body else to try it.'

"I have found Elaps fulvius under logs,"and digging in

the ground, as well as crawliiig: about on the surface, btit

1 think, it prefers dry land.

"The largest specimen I have seen was from Oakland,
Orange county, and measured exactly i m. from the
tip of ihe nose to the anus, and the tail was 90 mm. This
big specimen had fourteen black rings on the body and
three on the tail. Other specimens have- but twelve b'ack
rings on the body and three on the tail, but one of these
has four on -the tail. The yellow rings cover from one to

two rows of: scales."
.
Tl{e , total length of this largest

specimen of theicoral snake would then be about 43 inches
—nearly twice the ordinary jength-.J -. .

Dangferptjs. Wild .Animals.

Oakmont, Pa.. Fehv 7.'-—Bditor -For'est- and Stream:
The most dangerous animal ^ J ktiow of, and one that is

alwavs dangerous, penned or at large, is the whelo with
an old rifle in the outskirts of a small country town, and
there is no excuse for his existence, he being utterly use-

less and thorough .vermin. After having a rifle ball pass

near .enough over my head to beiar the "whiz," and an-

other, go throu^Ti;:' the windows -of rfiy daughter's resi-

dence, I wish that either all game; were utterly destroyed,

that lliere mighf be 'no stich whelps, or that a breed of

"dangerous wild animals" ^might- be found who would
live exclusively on them. - W. Wade.

Zoological Society*s Guide Book.
The third edition of the popular Official Guide to the

New York Zoological Park, bearing date Dec. i, 1900, has
just been issued by the New York Zoolog cal Socie y. It

is rather an imposing volume of over 100 pagss, with
many beautiful illustrations. It is a description of the

Park, its buildings and its collections, and is copiously
illustrated with photographs, maps and plans. The photo-
graphs are all of great beauty, and add very much to the

attractiveness of the volume.

It is well known that tlie iNew York Zoological So-
ciety's park is by far the largest park of the kind in the

world. The Society assumed charge of its grounds and
work was begun about two and a half years ago. Its col-

lec.ions are free to the public eye for five days in each
week, Monday and Thursday being the only pay days
The park is located in the iBorough of the Bronx, and
may be reached from down town by trolley lines to West
Farms, by any of ihe elevated roads in connection wath
surface lines, or by the Harlem R. R,, leaving the rail-

way at Fordham station.

The park is diversified with hills and valleys, lakes and
streams, woodland and open park-like glades. It has one
- interes.ing natural curiosity known as the

rocking stone, a huge erratic, standing on a

i*- smooth face of granite, and so nicely bal-

anced that the pressure of a child s hand,

causes it to move north and south about tv<^,

inches.

When the park was first started its, ii^anT

agers announced their intention of striving-

first to exhibit characteristic Nof.th, AiTi*-r-

ican species of birds, mammals, asnd reptilesv,,

and this purpose has been v^eM' carried o\xh.

- Here may be seen in the ranges for hoofed;

animals a herd of f:purteen buffalo, of

which six are cows and two male calves.

They have a largq range and are doing well]

Here also are 'elk. antelope, mule- deer;-,

whi.etail aad blacktail deer, moose and icari-:

bou, together with such foreign species a.^^

thq fallow deer, axis, forms of- the red' deer
and others. An exceedingly interesting coli

lection and one with, special attractions for-

the big-game hunter.

The park is especially strong on bea:ns,-

It has two large and beautiful: polar bears,

admirably housed:; a pair of cubs now twen-

ty mon hs old, which are thought to be

specimens of the huge Kadiak bear, bttt

which may be one of the other great brown
bears of .A.laska (U. dalli or U. sitkensis),

a large and growing grizzly from the Rocky
Mountains, several black bears and a cinna-

mon and a Japanese black bear.

Wolves and coyotes and foxes are W^fy^-
here, and it will be remembered ^-^^ la§t-|

summer a litter of coyote pups Mj^a?. borni,i

which, however, did not reach, \>i^t^ixity.

Of sea lions and seal, bo.h tlii^' eared, and
i

earless seals are represente_t\ tte.onp by the.
California sea lion fropi- Santa Bj^rbara;:

Cal., the other by the Qorljfijjon- harb©« seal!
of our coast.

To tell at length of the birds, of th6-
ducks' aviary, the aquatic bird house, the
b-'rds of p'vey. which are housed oijt of;
doors, ajaa the wild turkey's inctosure,
woulcj take more space than can be given ;

but a word must be said about- the flying,:

cage, an inclosure of wire netting 152 feet :

long, 55 feet in height and 72 feet wide. Iti
contains a stream, a pond and, ,two or tbraev
large forest trpes, be.sidgs shj:ubbery audi'.

other vegetation./ It is the summer.- homac
of many, birds. espeiciaHy ibises,' sfcorfe.

hetrons and flam'ngpes. There is notli/iiiigf,

quit? like, it in all the w^orld
' While as yet Httle has been done toward

getting; together foreign collections, or even
prepairiiag quarters for them, there are some
EOifeign mammals from the tropics housed
in a temporary structure, called the small
mammal house. Among these is a fine

orang.
In certain ways and to certain people the .

^collections found In the reptile hou=e are

the most interesting and beautiful m the
:

park. Here are the alligators and croco---

diles, 'lizards, turtles, serpents and ajnphib-;-

ians. Except the alligators, all these in?--

teresting crea ures, whether they dwell iiii

the air or beneath the surface of the waten,.

are seen through glass, and the case which contains eaqfe

is fitted up with the accessories among which the animal
would be found to live in a state of nature. As many of
the species are tropical, luxuriant tropical vegetation is

found throughout the reptile house, and the warm damp
atmosphere, the fragrant odors of the vegetation and the

green that everywhere meets the eye might lead one 10

imagine that he was really in the forest. Each ca-^e and
the whole building has been fitted up not only with the

greatest fidelity to nature, but with the nicest taste. It

is a beautiful exhibit.

Membership in the Zoological Society is open to all

who are interested in the objects of the organ'zation, and
who are endorsed by two members of the Society. The
cost of annual membership is $10 a year, en itling the

member to certain special advantages. Applications for

membership should be forwarded to Madison Grant.

Secretary, Ti Wall street, New York. The price of the

guide book is 25 cents.

Game Intfodwction m Vanccwver Island*.

CuMBERLAND, B. C. Jan. 23.

—

Editor Forest and '

Stream: The Cumberland Game Bird Importing and;
Protecting Association met and organized last Thursday
evening, Mr. E. Barrett in the chair. The business of

the evening was merely preliminary to another meetmg, to

be held later. A resolution was adopted that a sub'?cr'p-

tion of $2 from each member be applied at once to pur-

chasing and importing Virginia—Bob White—quail, to be-
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se( free near Cumberland to breed. Each member bound
himself to obey and enforce the law in regard to the

preservation of the birds.

A collecting committee was appointed to consist of

Messrs. F. Jaynes, E. Barrett, O. H. Fechner and W. B.
Anderson. Mr. S. H. R'ggs, treasurer. The next meet-
ing will be held on Thursday, Jan. 31, at O. H. Fechner' s,

to report progress, by which time it is expected letters

will be here advising prices of birds, etc. Mr. Cross, of
the Western Life Assurance Compan}', will obtain data in

Victoria re experience with the qitail there, for the
benefit of ihe Association.

More About the Panther*
Editor Forest and Stream:
Several lecent issues of your valued paper have con-

tained articles about panthers and the danger from wild
animals, which have srirred me up to reply, but the busy
cares of professional life have prevented. But the call

for facts opposed to the opinions of some of your corre-
spondents in the issue of Feb. 9 is an appeal not to be
denied. Before proceeding, however, let me most
strongly approve your statement on the first page, as to
gqeneralizing from personal experience. This is a com-
mon fault in the reasoning of many who mean to be per-
fectly fair in their argument. Because certain things have
not occurred in their experience, it seems to them im-
possible that such things should ever take place, and
they argue accordingly.
This faulty logic is not confined to those who claim to

speak from experience, whether great or small, but is

often observed in others and along many lines. And
this very common fault in reasoning may be characterized
as "broad generalization from insi^fficient data. In other
words, the premises not being reliable, the conclusion is

not. This, of course, does not mean that the experience
of your correspondents in Feb. 9 is not reliable so far

as it goes, but that it does not go far enough to justify

their conclusion.
Now for some facts:

The first instance I have before referred to in your
columns, but will now give more fully.

Many years ago in Vermont a man on horseback was
returning home at evening, and was chased by a panther.
The horse ran at its best speed, for it had an unusual
spur. The panther repeatedly jumped for the man, but
was not able to reach him. He wore a long overcoat, the
skirts of which spread over the horse's rump in the rapid
flight. Those coat skirts were torn to shreds and the
horse's flesh badly lacerated by the panther's claws as he
would jump for the man but succeed only in striking
his forepaws on the horse's hips. At least that panther
meant business, and only the speed of the horse saved
the man. My grandmother, who lived in the adjoining
town, knew the man, and that the incident was genuine.
My father has often heard her tell the story.

My father knew a man in our native town who was
followed about two miles one evening by a panther,
which evidently meant mischief, but was thwarted by the
man riding close to a log house, and shouting "Open the
door." In the large fireplace was a blazing fire, and as its

light suddenly shone out through the opened door, the
panther screamed and ran away. The man was an old
soldier, a captain in rank, and a man who knew what he
was about, whether dealing wi h men or animals.
Panthers were formerly plentiful in Vermont, and many

stories of their boldness and ferocity were in circulation,

but I give only the above, knowing them to be true.

As late as 1866 or '67 I saw a panther, in Vermont,
which had been killed by a heavy charge of shot iii the
eye. This animal had been killing stock, was hunted to
its den, the hole blocked up, then a rock pried up expos-
ing the panther's eye, and the one discharge killed him.
He was "spring poor." but weighed 120 pounds, was
7]/2 feet long and 23/2 feet high at the shoulder. His tail

was 2^2 feet. These measurements were "in the flesh,"

and correspond to those given by Mr. Wells. My father
once saw a panther's track on his farm in Vermont, and
the beast must have been immense. Father then weighed
about 135 pounds and could run on the snow crust any-
where without breaking it. But the panther broke
through at everj^ step, and when he jumped to the top of
a rail fence (about one-quarter inch of fresh snow being
on the broad, flat top raiO, he left a track 6 inches across.

I have no knowledge as to the presence or absence of

panthers in Maine. But knowing of their former abun-
dance in Vermont and Canada, I cannot understand why
they should not also have been in Maine, especially as
their favorite food, venison, is there so plentiful. In 1881
I met in Florida a professor from Maine, who, with some
of his students, had been hunting birds for the museum
of his school. He told me that all the wild animals he
saw in Florida appeared very different from the same
species North. The Sou hern animals seemed as if ener-
vated by the climate. E. g., he saw a panther sneaking
by at short range, and fired at him with bird shot, trust-
ing to climatic influence to prevent the brute from aveng-
ing the insult. The result proved the accuracy of the
calculaion in that instance. The panther kept on his
way.
Some seventy years ago an uncle of my father, with a

brother, was driving just at night in the Chateaugay
section of the Adirondacks. A wolf howled, then a.nother,
and another, and soon a pack was gathered and in full

pursuit. The men were unarmed, but had a very fleet

hor.se. The horse ran at top speed, with the wolves close
behind till a clearing was reached and welcome lights.

The men always thought the horse saved them, and I

think they were right.

Looking over the matter generally, it appears to me
that something can be tru.hfully said on both sides of
the question of the danger of wild animals, and that the
advocates of neither side should ridicule or question the
statements of known facts by the others. It also appears
clear that long contact with man has greatly modified
the attitude toward man, if not the nature, of our larger
and iTiore dangerous game; that climate and other local
causes have a powerful modifying influence; and that
among animals, as among men, there is great variation
between individuals of the same class, In dealing b&th
with biped and quadruped it is still true that "you can't
most always tell who's going to do what." Jltvenal.

The Wood Buffalo.
Mr. J, A. Macrae, Inspector of Indian Agencies and

Resen^es for the Dominion of Canada, has recently re-

turned from a tour of inspection to the far North—the
mouth of the' Mackenzie River. He brings some infor-
mation concerning the wood buffalo which is of very great
interest to naturalists and all interested in big game. Mr.
Macrae writes

:

"At Fore Chippewyan, Fort Smith and Fort Resolu-
tion I made close inquiries in.o the number of wood
buffalo remaining, having an opportunity—owing to meet-
ing so many Indians fresh from their grounds—such as I

think no one else has enjoyed, to do this. Some of the
Indians who were to meet me at each place had lately been
near the buffalo, and had coimted the different herds,
which are generally speaking three in number—one rang-
ing from Salt River to Peace Point, on Peace River; one
from Salt River north to Great Slave Lake, and one from
Salt River east and west. They number, I conclude, from
500 to 575. I understand that there has been an in-

crease of perhaps a couple of hundred, and it would ap-
pear onl}- to be necessary to continue vigorous protectve
measures in order to perpe.uate the herd. It is noticeable
that, the fur of the wood buft'alo, owing, no doubt, to cli-

matic conditions, is longer and thicker than that of its

brother of the plains, and it has that straightness and
thickness which characterized the muskox robe."
The Canadian Government has forbidden the destruc-

tion of buffalo at any time, and the existence of this law
has been made known to traders, trappers and Indians
alike, so that there is now a general and well defined
sentiment among travelers and residents in the country
where these buffalo 'railge in favor of their protection.
If Mr. Macrae's estimate . of their numbers is any-
where near the fact, there are many times more wild
buft'alo in Canada than there are in the United States.

Albino Hawfcs.

As Mr. Ruthven Deane in his note on "Alb-'nism in

the Red-tailed Hawk" wishes a record given of such cap-
tures, 1 will add a few to his list. About two years ago
Mr. Charles A. Allen, of San Geronimo, Cal, wrote me
that a pure white red-tail was shot by a ranchman who
lived near him. but was not preserved, and also that he
had several times seen another -where the first was
taken, which he thought he could secure for me. Some
rnonths after he wrotC. that the hawk had left the
vicinity.

About a year ago I was written to of the capture of a
pure white red-tail in western Missouri. This one was
mounted, but the price asked was so extremely high, I

did not purchase. This fall a friend in Galesburgh, 111.,

wrote me that otie of a shooting club of which he was a
member had shot a pure white "chicken hawk," which
had been mounted by the keeper of the club house. I
wrote and tried to purchase it, but it was not for sale.

What was meant by "chicken liawk" I do not know, but
think that in all probability this was a red-tail, as the
only other kmd of hawk showing any trace of albinism
of which I have ever heard is a Krider's buzzard, which
has the whole tail pure white except the central feathers
are slightly reddish. As the Krider's hawk (B. borealis
krideri) is a very closely related variety of the corn-
mon red-tail, it would seem that so far as now known
albinism in hawks is largely confined to the fed-tailed
species. I have lately obtained a godwit, which is all

white except a slight buffy shade, and I hear of a white
sharp-tailed grouse having been taken.

M. Hardy.
Brewer, Me.

Squiftels in Confmement*
Deepdene, Surrey, England.—fiJzVor Forest and

Stream: Owang to my illegible handwriting (which has
exhausted the patience of many printers). I am made to
say in my letter to you on the black squirrels not quite
what I meant to. 1 meant to say, "unless the large, jet
black squirrel he writes of is the same species as the
melanic variety of the gray squirrel." and have said
"when the large, jet black," etc. And again I wrote
"unless the upper tooth is broken the lower will never
grow unduly long," and the types make me say "when
the upper tooth is broken, the lower will never grow
unduly long," which is exactly the oposite of what I
meant to say. The squirrels in the London Zoological
Gardens are never given nuts harder than peanuts, biit
they have sunflower seed, carrots, etc., and they used to
be quite wild with delight when I brought them a few
hazel nuts. There was an albino gray squirrel which used
to chuckle over the nuts in a steady stream of glee and
gather them all up to her with her paws as if she
couldn't be sure of them unless they were under her.
The teeth grind each other down and sharp. One of my
pets used to sleep on my pillow beside my head, and I
could hear him in the night grinding his teeth together.
He insisted on my cracking his nuts for him, and I
always did so^ and his teeth were perfectly regular when
he died. W. J. Stillman.

Like Picking Up Money.
In every city, town and village in the United States where there

IS shooting or fishing or yachting we want agents to canvass for
subscriptions for Forest and Stream. Every sportsman is deeply
interested in its subjects, and every sportsman is glad to discuss
his doings afield and to hear of the adventures of other sportsmen.
Money is to be made by canvassers for Forest and Stream,

and those who wish to take advantage of the opportunity we offer
should send for premium list and circular.— Forest and Stream
Publishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York.

A parly of Chicago sportsmen have purchased Chambers Island,
Mich., from the Wisconsin Chair Company. The island is in Green
Bay, about eighteen miles east of this city. The wealthy Chicago-
ans intend to convert the island into a game reserve and expect
to expend ?3B,000 or more in the construction of a club house and
otherwise improving the property. The island comprises several
thousand acres of land,

,
mostly timbered, and deer are very

numerous. The present owners have men employed the year
round to keep hunters away. A strict surveillance has been main-
tained for several years, and as a result it is regarded as a fine
game. xeserVe. . .

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.

—#

—

Froprieton of abooting retorts will find it profitabl* to Mtrixttaa
chem m l*ujuut amo Miiam.

Notice.

All communications intended for Fobkst and Stbbah abouia
always be addressn) to lit Kuir«ii and Stream Publisfaiag Co., asd
not to any individual cu incvicd u iih ibe paper.

The Qiange m Washington.
Keller. Washington, Jan. 2H.—Editor Forest and

•Stream: For the last two years 1 have been feasting on
the many good thuigs that have been set before the
readers of your vahiable paper, without contribu.ing any-
thing toward supplying the larder. I am still living on
the reservation, which a few years ago was one of the
best stocki?d game preserves in llie West, but to-day
there is, comparatively speaking, no game at all.

In December Arthur Snyder and Henry Yake started
out for aJew days' hunt. They left Keller and went up
to the nine-mile meadows, some fifteen miles distant,
where they expected to find some deer, but no deer was
to be found there, and as the mountains were covered with
snow they did not even find any tracks. Then they went
over on to the headwaters of Wilmot Creek, a once
famous game range; there they found a few tracks, but
did not see any game. Then they followed down the
creek to near the mouth, and came back to camp through
the nine-mile ser\'ice thickets. Here ihey saw several
tracks, but no game.
They were out five days and killed one squirrel.
A few years ago in going that round I am certain they

would have seen over a hundred deer.
This winter two panthers were killed near Republic.

A short time ago Mr. Eichinauer was coming from
Bridge Creek, and after wilking eight miles he met
three cougars, and he claimed that they showed fight, and
he ran back to camp. The next day Roll Clayton and a
brother of the returned miner went down to where the
cougars had been seen, took the tracks and followed
them up in among the cliffs of rocks near the river San
Poll. They found where the cougars had stopped, and
they saw ihem. The boys fired and killed two at the
first shot. The other cougar ran off a short distance,
stopped and looked back. The boys both fired at it, and
both shots took effect, not two inches apart, and the
cougar rolled over dead.

Last week a farmer on the south side of the Columbia,
near here, was rid ng along and he saw a cougar along
the bluff. He gave cha.se. and as he was on horseback
he soon treed the cougar, then went to a neighbor's
house a short distance, got a rifle, and returned and killed
the varmint.

It has seemed strange to me that though I have been
on the reservation for sixteen years, I have never got to
see a live one; and six are all that I remember having
been killed.

There are a few beaver and otter, and this winter the
boys down town kille<l a few coons. While the coons
here are very much smaller than those we used to kill
a^ong the Missouri bottoms, they are marked the same.
Grouse are disappearing very fast, especially the ruffed:
there are a few sharptail here, and on this side of the
river they seem to be more plentiful than a few years ago

I have heard but one big wolf howl this winter, and
that was in the early part. Coyotes seem to hold their
own. I rather think they will increase, as there are
getting to be more sheep in the country. They thrive on
sheep. Ducks and geese are still to be found along the
Columbia River, as we have not had any severe weather
yet this winter. Lew Wilmot.

A Hunt for Grub.
I have just received a letter from my cousin, Amos Cameron,

whose love of nature s wilds led him lo settle in northern Wash-
ington a few years ago. I inclose extracts.—Emerson Carney.

Last Monday morning I shouldered my old faithful
.45-70 and at daybreak hit the trail for some meat, as we
were getting below par as to grub. I reached snow line in
about one and one-half hours, and soon struck a fresh
deer track, and immediately set about to try my stalking
abihtres. I judged it a goodly sized buck. Fil-st he led
off to my left on the steep mountain side in an old
deadening. After zigzagging around feeding. I found a
bed and saw it was a night bed. He then led off to the
right and kept a s.raight course for a mile or more, then
he began feeding, and I knew he was close. While
maneuvering around. I found that he was up and a-go:ng,
first up one way, then slanting back the other, always
keep ng above on the steep slope back and forth. Well. I
saw his scheme, and I believe he saw me more than
once, but I left his trail and went straight up. hand over
hand, for several hundred yards. Of course I was look-
ing, and I saw him—or her. as it proved to be an immense
doe. She was looking down her slan ing trail from her
lofty perch to see that man with the rifle come along
Well, I looked at her and tried to get a sight on her but
I was so worked out with my climb that I had a fair buck-
ague. I could not hold a bead on a whole mountain
peak, so I sat still a minute and rested. She kept a sharp
eye down the track, then moved a few steps and <:topned
with her body behind a tree, peeping around, which leftme the rear end only in view, but I was pretty close-
probably 100 yards or a little less—so I crawled up along
a log and gave her one high up on the hip point It
ranged a lit le crosswise, passing through the back boneA jitmp and a few slides and tumbles and she was mine—
the largest deer I have ever shot.
Now my work had only begun. All at once it

began snowng. as it only can on mountain peaks. Then
while trying to bleed my game, there came a little cyclone
or something e se. I dodged behind a tree, and the airwas literally full of snow and dead treetops. One toocame down kerthump almost at my feet. As soon as the
hrst squall was^ past I grabbed my deer by the ear and
started down the steep slope, for a fairer clime below
over and under fallen trees, rocks and brush. Once I
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lost my footing and there was a mix up. The snow was
about 8 inches deep, and the deer sUd like a toboggan;
over me she went,, I rolling and grabbing; finally I

anchored and the deer went on for a long way. So we
kept going till we reached almost snow line and also the
edge of green timber, full a mile below, and in a very few
minutes. Bruised and.. sweating, I called a halt for re-

pairs, but not long. The storm was raging all around
rne, and the timber was crashing and booming. I hur-
riedly skinned out the hams, slipped into my pack harness
and lit out for home as fast as the roughness of the place
would permit, stopping occasionally behind some .secure

looking tree fo let an unusually hard blast pass by. By
2 o'clock I was home, tired, bruised, sore and scared, but
happy.
The next day it rained and stormed, but Wednesday

morning I returned and brought home the remainder of
my deer, and had all I could tote. We are now enjoying
venison steaks, roasts, boils, stews, etc., and I am willing
to try again.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST,
Illinois Game Laws.

Chicago, 111., Feb. 14.—Last week I mentioned some-
thing about proposed changes in the Illinois game law,

and it would seem that the fight at Springfield on these

matters is waxing hotter as the months go by. There
seems to be a general feeling of dissatisfaction with the

Lyon bill both among the strict protectionists and among
those who wish to see spring shooting abolished.

In all this fight to secure intelligent legislature for the

protection of onr wildfowl the Monmouth Gun Club has
time out of mind led the legions who have been in favor
of keeping up the ruinous policy of spring shooting. Fred
Allen, one of the best known shooters of lower Illinois

and the prince among good fellows, has been the leader

of the Monmouth Gun Club. I wish that he might have a

change of heart and might see that this attitude of him-
stH and friends is a sectional and selfish one. In order to

secure a little shooting for themselves in the spring, they
wish to hold this State to a policy which is damaging
to the great majority of the .shooters. Now, Fred Allen
and his friends are all old enough to say they have had
their share of fun. Let us have rotation in office and
give the other fellows a chance.

Spring Shooting in Nebraska.

Mr. Henry Mayer, of Grand Island, Neb., writes the

following letter about matters in his part of the world

:

"Our lawmakers in Lincoln endeavor to introduce and
pass a law against spring shooting, to which our sports-

men are opposed, for the simple reason that in spring,

when the geese and ducks pass over our country, we have
the only chance to shoot the birds, as in the fall they

never stop with us here, but pass over us, generally of

nights, and a mile high, going south. Twenty years ago
we had fine fall shooting here, but tempora mutantur, and
also the tactics of J;he geese and ducks,"

This Nebraska attitude on spring shooting is precisely

that of our friends in the Monmouth Gun Club and of

our Michigan friends who are standing out for the deep-

water shooting on Lake St. Clair and other waters. It

is sectional and, I regret to say, selfish. Now if all our
Western States should 'abolish spring shooting it would
be as fair to one man as another. We would certainly

have more ducks at one place or another in the fall, and
I am sure that some of these ducks would stop within

reach of our friends in Nebraska, in Michigan,
_
or in

Illinois. The time when we can have shooting in our

own dooryard is passing away. We all of us, whether
of Illinois, Michigan or Nebraska, have got to count on
traveling a little bit to get to those less settled regions

which remain fit for feeding grounds for the fowl. It

seems to me that, since non-resident shooting is to be a

necessity for much of our population, a non-resident

license law will some day come to sit pretty heavily on
the average American shooter, yet he rnust simply accept

this as a part of a greater expense, which is inevitable in

securing sport in these days, and charge up his license

just as he does his railroad fare. Every man in Nebraska
votes for his local mayor, or constable, or coroner, officers

who have to do with his immediate vicinity. Very good.

But does he not also vote for a President of the United
States, and is not the latter officer supposed to be useful

to all the people of the whole country? It is the same
way in these matters of game protection. We ought to

look further than our own dooryard in finding the ap-

plication of a protective measure. For the men of

Nebraska, Monmouth or Michigan to say that they wapt
spring shooting in their localities because otherwise they

will not get any shooting, is simply to say they think the

constable is a big enough officer for them, that they do
not need a President of the United States, and that their

neck of the woods is the whole country. Now, this argu-

ment about spring shooting sometimes gets very bitter. I

should not like to add anything to its bitterness, but I

do submit to any old sportsman, such as I am sure Mr.
Mayer is, that under our present code of game laws our

game is disappearing just about as fast as it can. The
only wdij to restore it is to mitigate the unceasing re-

lentles.sness with which it is pursued. It is thought by
very many that the best way to do some of this mitigating

is to stop killing ducks in the mating season.

A Carload of Quail.

Nebraska and Missouri remain the only two States

which allow game to be shipped, yet it is pleasant to be

able to say for Nebraska that she now and then takes a

fall out of the game dealer. Mr. Mayer incloses the

following description of the way a big Chicago provision

house got into trouble

:

Lincoln, Feb. 7.—Through B. C. Eldridge, of South
Omaha, the Armour Packing Company yesterday pleaded
guilty in Justice Green's court to the charge of violating

the State game laws. A carload of quail was found in the

.company's possession last week, and proceedings were
/begtjn by local members of the Fish and Game Protection

,.A,ssqciation. On the plea of guilty the company was
l^,Bed $560, which was paid promptly.

The Reporter a.nd the Lions.

Mr. M. S. Taliaferro, of Watseka, 111, has the follow-
ing to say about some of the newspaper stories which
have been coming out of Colorado in regard to Governor
Roo.sevelt and party:
"To one who has lived in the West these reports are

amusing. In all my eleven years as a resident of New
Mexico 1 never knew of a sportsman hunting the moun-
tain lion. Occasionally you hear of one being killed, but
only because it happens to be in the way. They never
hunt for them. The so-called mountain lion is the worst
kind of a coward, and I have known them to make no
resistance even when cornered. I know of one case, near
White Oaks, Lincoln count)', N. M., where John Owens
and his son, a boy about twelve, were hutiting horses
and came across a mountain lion, which they treed. They
had no gun or other weapon with them—nothing but a

lariat, which they intended to rope their horses with.

After the lion ran iip the tree, Owens, Sr., climbed up
after it. roped it, threw the rope over a limb, pulled the
lion out and hanged him. Not very much fight in that
lion, was there?''

Prairie Chickens in Illinois.

Mr. A. W. Russell, of Wheaton, 111., send^ the follow-

ing note regarding a bunch of Illinois chickens, which he
has discovered within twenty miles of Chicago: "While
riding yesterday two miles south of Wheaton. I met a
bunch of eighty-one prairie chickens back of a barnyard.
They were tame and in fine condition, and I was told

by the farmer that they came over everj^ morning, and
had their roost in a small grove half a mile from his

barn."

ih^San Francisco Fly-Ca^ting Club Expels Mr. Lovett«^II3

The end of a very bitter and unpleasant factional fight

in the San Francisco Fly-Cast:ng Club is announced in

the following dispatch, which is printed in the Record of

this city:

San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 13.—For "conduct unbe-
coming a gentleman and clubman" Alvah E. Lovett was
expelled last night from the San Francisco Fly-Casting

Club. The trouble grew out of the national fly-casting

tournament in Chicago last August, when Lovett was a

representative of the San Francisco Club. He was ac-

cused of tampering with the lines of W. D. Mansfield,

president of the club, who was thereb>r rendered unable

to enter the contests. Lovett was his rival.

Unpleasantness developed between these two geiitle-

men during their presence at the tournament of the

Chicago Fly-Casting Club here last summer, and since

then each gentleman has applied to members of the

Chicago Fly-Casting Club with letters asking for evi-

dence on the one side or the other.

Chicago Fly-Casting Club.

The annual meeting of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club
was held at the Monroe restaurant on the evening of Feb.

II, following the annual banquet. The following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : President, W. T.

Church; Vice-President, H. G. Hascall; Secretari'-Treas-

urer, N. C. Heston ;
Captain, A. C. Smith ; member of Ex-

ecutive Committee, H. Wheeler Perce. There were thirty

members present, and the usual enjoyable time was ex-

perienced. Dr. Armstrong told his usual merry stories,

Mr. B. H. Bradley described his bass fishing trips on the

Kankakee, Mr. Leonard Goodwin pulled oflf a series of

fish stories and the new president, Mr. Church, made a

general talk in very agreeable fashion,

Illinois Fish Exhibit.

Dr. S. P. Bartlett, of the Illinois State Fish Commis-
sion, is in Chicago for the purpose of arranging the

aquaria for the exposition of the International Forest,

Fish and Game Association, which begins on Feb. 27.

Dr. Bartlett is as hale and hearty as he was fifty years

ago, and is as much to-day a friend to the carp as he ever

was. I asked him if he intended giving a generous ex-

hibit of carp at the show, and he said he knew no reason

-why that noble creature should not have a full representa-

tion.

"The trouble with you fellows is, you don't under-

stand the carp," said Dr. Bartlett, "He is just as good a

fish to eat as any other fish, if you know how to cook
him. Of course, you can't broil or fry or bake or boil a

carp. You have got to know how to cook him right.

.Now, you don't like to eat a raw cucumber, do you?
Yet if you take the same cucumber and make it a vehicle

for certain sauces and condiments, -you find that the

cucumber is very good indeed. It is the same way with
the carp."

I suggested to Dr. Bartlett that perhaps the time of

the Illinois State Fish Commission might be very well

spent in planting cucumbers and not carp, but he seemed
to think that this work was not germane to the purposes
of the Commission.
"You newspaper men are all alike," said he. "I remem-

ber once taking this thing up with Gene Field while he
was alive. Gene used to come out with a column or so

every once in a while on "How to Plant Carp." He said

that some people thought they were better planted in

hills, but he himself held they should be planted in rows."
With this latter opinion I think the sportsmen of the

country would be very apt to agree.

Dr. Bartlett, none the less, will have a splendid ex-

hibit of Illinois fish at the exposition, and indeed the en-

tire fish exhibit will be a great feature. Matters are be-
ginning to hum here now, and a number of exhibits are

headed for Chicago, which will reach here early in the

week, including a number of the trout and ouananiche
from the Canadian Provinces.

Notes of the Show*

Joe Kipp, of the Blackfoot reservation, one of the best
known characters of Montana, writes that he will be on
hand for the exposition with a collection of Indian ma-
terial, which he will put up in the form of an Indian
camp. He will probably be accompanied by Hart Schultz,

of the same reservation. Mr. Kipp is an old-time man,
who saw the West before the railroads, and his experi-

ences in the Indian trading days would fill a big and in-

teresting book. There may be people at the show who

will say more than Joe Kipp about wild life, but there
won't be anybody here who knows more.
Jack Monroe, in a letter at hand this week, stated that

he had his camps all pitched in the mountains near the
Blackfoot reservation, and had employed the best snow-
shoers of that country. He thought he could get some
goats, and his only anxiety was about getting them
through alive under the provisions of the Lacey act. The
Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Interior have
been approached for the necessary permission, which will

no doubt be given.

The Premier of Canada wires from Quebec that he is

using every effort to secure a live wild caribou for this

exposition, and he believes the matter will be accom-
plished.

The proposal to decorate the interior of the Coliseum
with pines has proved a tremendous undertaking, though
since it has been started it will be completed. Two enor-

mous Norway pines will be erected outside the door of

the Coliseum, and odd enough they will seem on the street

of the busy city, where never a tree has stood for a gen-
eration. The artists needed a large number of Norway
pines for the columns to face the interior arches, and they
chose this tree on account of its orange colored bark and
its wide and bushy top. Charlie Norris, boss of the

woods crew, who has started in early this week at State

Line, Wis., to get these trees, is meeting with a great
deal of difficulty. Each tree of the dimensions specified

weighs over six tons. Each tree has to be let down with
a block and tackle, for at this season the branches are as

brittle as icicles. The tops have to be sawn off and
brought in separately. It will take a train of twelve cars

to bring the trunks of the trees, and there will be vast
quantities of spruce, balsam^ pine and oak trees used as
well.

While Cy DeVry, animal keeper, was down at the

Caton deer park, at Ottawa, to take charge of some of

the deer which the Caton estate has been good enough to

lend this exposition, he was unfortunate enough to allow
three of the ten deer to escape, and the probability is that

they will never be recaptured.

Mr. Evans, who will have charge of the several hun-
dred pheasants which will be shown at the show, also had
a misfortune this week. There was one beautiful im-
l.iorted hen for which $70 had been paid, but which broke
a wing in the crate. The wing was amputated, but the
hied three days after.

The Dough Bird Again.

Mr. John G. Smith, of Algona, la,, long time presi-

dent of the Iowa State Sportsmen's Association, and a

sportsman of experience, adds to the information regard-
ing the dough bird in a recent letter, which reads as be-

low: "I notice in the Forest and Stream of Jan, 26 an
article "All About the Dough Bird." Years ago I went
to Eastham, on Cape Cod, shooting almost every year,

I generally arrived at Eastham about Aug. 24. Between
that time and Sept. i the golden plover and Esquimaux
curlew were likely to come on from the north. Ten of us
rented about 400 acres of old pasture land and burned it

over, as the birds liked the burnt ground. We dug holes

in the sandy ground and put out about fifty decoys. We
often had fine shooting, both at the golden plover and
dough birds. Both came to the decoys very nicely, and
many times I have had them come in flocks of a hundred
or more. The dough birds were always very fat and
were considered the best table bird sold in the Boston
markets. They seldom sold at less than one dollar each.

At that time I could contract, if I wished, every dough
bird I could kill at one dollar each. At that time I sup-

posed that they were a seashore bird, and not to be found
inland.

"In the spring of 1866 I discovered my mistake. I saw
more dough birds in May of that year in northwestern
Iowa than I had ever seen before in all my life. They
were on their way north. Thousands of them were to be
found on the burnt prairie with the golden plover. I

shot a few, but none of them were in good order. The
plover were in fine condition, I have never seen a dough
bird in the West except in the spring, and never yet

killed one here that was fat enough to be good eating.

I think very few if any pass through Iowa on their way
south, I have reached the conclusion that most of the

dough birds go south via the sea shore. They will decoy
here very nicely to golden plover decoys. Their habits

seem to be much the same as the golden plover, but I

do not think they can fly as fast. I recollect one morning
on Cape Cod. A large flock of dough birds came to the
field. They went to the decoys of a gentleman by the

name of Curtis, from Quincy, Mass., and he killed fifteen

with his first barrel. He caught them on the turn over
the decoys, and I think it was the finest shot I ever saw.
I think fifty were killed before they left the field. There
must have been two or three hundred in the flock."

E. Hough.
Hartford Buiiding, Chicago, 111.

New York Game Bills.

The New York State Fish, Game and Forest
League.—To all Clubs, Associations and Members of the

New York State Fish, Game and Forest Leagixe: In

compliance with the recommendations of the League,
adopted at its annual meeting on Dec. 6. 1900. the Legis-

lative and Law Committee has prepared and had intro-

duced in the Assembly, through Hon. J. L. Burnett, the

following measures

:

Bills Nos. 351 and 356 provide for an increase of the

number of the protectors from thirty-eight to fifty and
for an increase in their salaries. The number of protec-

1

tors authorized by law is inadequate to the work of

efficiently enforcing the forest, fish and game laws of the

State, composed of sixty-one counties, and the character

or their work is such that they are poorly rewarded.
Bill No. 352 amends the present section in regard to

explosives by requiring all persons selling dynamite or

other explosives to keep a record of all sales thereof,

showing the name and address of the persons to whom
sold, together with the date of such sale, and also makes .

the penalty for the use of d3mamite or other explosives

for the taking of fish a misdemeanor and takes away
the right to impose any other or alternative penalty for

such use.

Bill No. 353 makes the close season for wildfowl from

i
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March I to Aug. 31, both inclusive. Similar measures
,
have been introduced in previous Legislatures, but have
failed of passage. Many States have passed laws prohibit-

ing "spring shooting," and it is high time that such a blot

upon our fairly good game laws be stricken out. The
Forest, Fish and Game Commission recommend that

spring duck shooting be forbidden. The present law
allows the shooting of wildfowl up to April 30. This
covers a period of time when they are breeding and
should be unmolested. It is earnestly believed that if

these birds are better protected they would make the

different sections of the State habitual breeding grounds
and multiply very fast.

Bill No. 354 provides for a new section to the game
laws by prohibiting the sale of woodcock, grouse and quail

throughout the State. These birds are disappearing very
rapidly, and unless some stringent law is passed stopping
their wholesale slaughter it is only a question of a very
short time before they will be entirely exterminated. It

is believed if the shooting for market is stopped it will

have a great tendency to increase the number of the birds.

Bill No. 355 provides for an appropriation for fishways
in the Oswego and Seneca rivers. The construction of
such fishways would soon add vastly to the supply of food
and game fish in the lakes and rivers of central New
York, as their construction would enable the fish to
return to their natural spawning beds.

Bill No. 357 relates to the pollution of streams. On
page 6 of the la.st annual report of the Forest, Fish and
Game Commission to the Legislature is found the fol-

lowing in reference to the subject matter of the above
bill : "Above all we would especially call 3'our attention
to the difficulty of enforcing the law in regard to the
pollution of streams. This is a matter of -vHital importance
and not to be dismissed as affecting only the lives of
some fishes, the pleasures of some anglers or the dividends
of some pulp mills. We are a water drinking people, and
we are allowing every brook to be defiled. Nature pro-
vides that they should be kept pure by animals feeding on
the dead matters which fall into them, but the chemicals
with which they are polluted can destroy all forms of life,

so that every beast which dies in the mountains will soon
roll down into our reservoirs, pickled in acids which no
fish or bacteria can touch and live. It is not necessary
to destroy or hamper any industry in order to prevent
the pollution of water courses. What is really needed is

to check the criminal selfishness of those who would
rather poison their fellow citizens with their offal than to
spend s few dollars to take care of it"

Belieying these bills to be meritorious and worthy of
legislative enactment, we earnestly urge uopn each club
and organization of the State League to at once interest
Senators and members of the Legislature representing
the different localities to support and work for the pas-
sage of the League bills or similar measures that may be
pending before their respective houses, to the end that we
may have better fish and game protection in the future
than in the past.

Dated, Feb. 9, 1901. j"

C. B. Lapham, Chairman,
Canandaigua, N. Y.

i W. S. MacGregor, New York. 1

, . . , W. S. Gavitt, Lyons.
: |

Charles H. Mowrey, Syracuse. ^

'^^ Robert B. Lawrence, New York,
if • Law Committee.

Spfingf Shooting"*

East Quogue, Long Island, N. 11'—Editor Forest and
Stream: In your issue of Feb. 16 I notice an editorial ad-
vocating the abolition of spring shooting. In it is said
that the ducks are pursued by spring shooters and are
driven north and do not remain in any numbers to nest in
New York territory, but under other conditions, if given
security, several species would tarry within the State and
nest there. I wish to ask what the species this article refers

\l
to are, and what part of the State they would stay and

[1

nest there. You say New York has extensive stretches
of marsh lands adapted to become again the breeding

I grounds of vast numbers of wildfowl. Where is this land
F or marsh located, and what year or years have ducks or
wildfowl bred in numbers in New York State?
Again you say, A game law should be framed on the

' principle of the greatest good to the greatest number.

I

Are the greatest good and the greatest number club men
that go South and shoot all winter and as soon as the
ducks leave or migrate to the North come back to New
York State and cry "Stop spring shooting"?
There is a law in New York State that stops the

shooting of bay birds, or snipe, as we call them. Now,
Mr. Editor, does the spring law stop the shooting of bay
birds? It does not, and there are localities on Long
Island where bay birds are shot just as much as they
were before the spring law abolishing bay bird shooting
was passed. It was stated when that law was made
that snipe would breed in New York State and that there
would be an increase of snipe. Where have, since the
spring law was passed, any birds nested in New York
Stale, and have they increased in numbers?
What benefit will it be to New York to forbid spring

shooting, when as soon as the fowl pass beyond our
borders they are gunned? An Old Bay Man.

On the Florida Gulf Coast,

A CORRESPONDENT writcs from Panacea, Fla. : Running
along for several miles in front of this hotel is Dixon's
Bay, a beautiful little sheet of water, very shallow, land-
locked from the gulf and alive with ducks and geese, and
on evey windy day the shooting is fine. The fishing for
redfish, trout and sheepshead is good. The quail shooting
is fully equal to any in Florida, and the best part of it is

that tlae accommodations are such that the ladies are
made comfortable and do not have to be left at home.
Those that are fond of fishing can have it to their hearts'
content, or if more ambitious can follow the dogs or
take to the bay for ducks. I am not going to mention
the bags of game brought in. Twenty-five quail per gun
is the limit by law per day; I regard it a good law. It is

no trouble to make it here by driving a few miles to
the large plantations. Yqw can hunt from the wagon if

you like. I hunf ^fgot fr^Rl choice, as I i^sg the alLyound

—®

—

Notice.

Ail comtnunicatiost intended for Fokxst akv Stxkau should
alwaya be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any Lndividual connected with the paper.

Fishing Up and Down the Potomac.

Little Huotiog Creek.

This short little tidewater run is the upper boundary

of the Mt. Vernon estate, and separates it from the River

Farm, conveyed by Washington's will to George Fayette

and Lawrence Augustine Washington, located, as de-

scribed therein, as east of Little Hunting Creek, and on

the Potomac River, including "360 acres leased to Tobias

Lear," and containing in all 2,027 acres, to be equally

divided between the two legatees.

The run is of no great depth now, and at very low tide

with a bateau one must have a care for the channel, to

avoid grounding, but in the upper reaches are a few pools

where bass are taken in the fall in considerable quantities.

One may imagine, with an effort, the immortal George

having a little boat house on the shore- and sometimes

coming down here to while away an hour or two. If he

had any amiable weakness for this recreation, historians

have not made much of it; but then bass have only been

planted here within the last decade; that is the big-rnouth

liasE, which has so wonderfully thriven and multiplied

in this Potomac estuary. The little-mouth bass, which

has been plenty in the upper river since the early sixties,

must have occasionally washed down here, but the muddy
bottoms and sluggish currents were not congenial for

them, as for their congeners more recently arrived, and
they made no such record.

It is doubtful if the stream was considerable enough,
even in the olden days, to attract anything but the perches.

While rockfish or striped bass no doubt came up the

river from the sea, as they continued to do for a century

later, and often of great size, open river bait fishing has

been ever a monotonous business. The shad, and more
especially the herring, were the river harvest then as

now, and were of necessity taken with nets. The fishing

shores were more valuable than at the present time, for

they were the open markets for interior plantations

where winter stocks of whitefish or shad and herrings

or Potomac robins were laid in.

It is probable the Colonial gentry seldom sought
recreation with a rod and line. There was the less need,

since a wilder country furnished more attractive out of

door pursuits denied the modern
_
urbanite. The fox

chase and racing and cock fighting were commoner
sports, with social features and excitement, fishing could

never supply, and far more attractive to a scattered popu-
lation, whose recreation, unlike that of the dwellers in

cities, has for its first requisite the necessity to "get

together."
But while the father of his country probably was some-

times guilty of fishing for sport, he never confesses as

much, although his entries of September, 1770, sound
suspiciously like it.

In Captain Snowden's "Histroic Landmarks of Virginia

and Marj'land," in a sketch on Broad Creek, Md., is

found, "There Washington often went, as he tells us in

his diary, with his friend and neighbor Diggs, of War-
burton Manor, to throw his line for the finny denizens of

the still waters," and quoting some extracts from the

Diaryy (p. 61) appears: I773. May i. Went fishing in

Broad Creek.. April 13, 1774, in company with Colonel

Bassett, went fishing in Broad Creek."
In trying to verify these extracts the only entries found

for those dates in the diary read as follows: "May i,

1773. Went to the different fishing landings on both
sides of the river and found that few fish had been
catched," and "April 13, 1774, roaed (rowed) to the dif-

ferent fishing landings as high as Broad Creek." It is

not impossible there may be other entries for the same
dates, as sometimes happens, but no entry the writer has
found tells of actually casting a line. In his Western tour
of inspection of his lands beyond the mountains, made
for the purpose of ousting the squatters, under date

Sept. 22, 1784, he has the following, "Note—In my
equipage trunk and the canteens were Madeira and port
wine, cherry hoimce, Oyl, mustard, vinegar and spices of

all sorts. Tea and sugar in the camp kettles (a whole
loaf of white sugar broke up about seven pounds weight),
the camp kettles are under a lock, as the canteens and
trunks' also are. My fishing lines are in, the canteens."
There stands his credentials for admission to the gentle

craft. Of course, he uses canteen in the sense of an
officer's chest. The other has tlone duty for bait, but
never for tackle.

But he did fish regularly, and in his voluminous diary,

yet unpublished, are many records in quaintly spelled

and recklessly capitalized language, of his observations
on the wandering denizens of the river. In an effort to

establish for him a reputation for charitable works, en-
tirely superfluous, since his life was full of them, his

eulogists are at some pains to tell of. his keeping a net
and bateau, at some point on the shore, always in good
order for the deserving poor, the widows and orphans,
and when they were unable to draw it, of his sending
slaves to assist in the operation. This is probably like

the little hatchet story of Weems, whom Lodge in his
history of Washington discusses in a most delicate
manner. Lodge says, emphatically, that Weems "was
not a cold-blooded liar," but that he was a "myth-maker,"
and as to certain of his familiar anecdotes, that there was
not "a scintilla of evidence that they had any foundation."
Weems seems to have made his great hits by taking cur-
retit events and dating them back fifty years" to get them
into Washington's childhood. The modern method is to
take antique stories and date them forward to give them
current interest. But we have Washington's own testi-

mony that he run fish nets, and did it intelligently. He
was ever a busy man, and much in public demand; in his
diary he tells of scores of rides after the hounds, and as
he heads each month in \ht later years with "Where, how
and with whom my tiv(\ft is pent," we learn much of the
poppany he kept. He ^feesj fc)3?f§, ^^mtk 11)?^} \wm

them loose next day for another run; often loses theih;
many times draws blanks; sometimes starts a deer, and
even as late as 1772 starts a bear near Mt. Vernon. In
March, 1768, he says, "Catchd a fox with a bobbd tail

and cut ears, after seven hours chase, in which most of
the dogs were worsted." In October, 1768, "Went into
the Neck and up the Creek (Little Hunting) after Blew
Wings," and he tells often of ducking. In December,
1768, "Went a Pheasant hunting, carried Hounds and they
stratcd and followed a Deer." If anybody else went
pheasant hunting and carried Hounds it would be "food
for laughter." He attended a purse race at Accotink,
and the races at Manassas and Annapolis; he apparently
never missed a chance to see a play, whether at night
or matinee, and in that regard was much like that other
famous diajist. Pepys. He attended balls when he could,
and tells of one which in derision he called the Bread and.
Butter Ball at Alexandria, because there were no other
refreshments, and handkerchiefs did duty for napkins
and table linen. The neighborhood organized a dancing
class, and when it met at Mt. Vernon, all parties remained
over night, and sometimes two or three days. In Sep-
tember, 1773, "Went to a Barbicuc of my own giving at
Accatinck," and there were others.
Owning ten miles of river front with three fishing

shores, it is not strange he should have been interested
in the fishing, as his diary abundantly proves.
This daily journal has never been printed, and is now

in manuscript, bound in about forty volumes, in the Con-
gressional Library; that is a verbatim transcript, with
sixteen volumes annotated by Dr. Toner.
The following extracts exhibit his methods of obser-

vation and record, and show his interest and activity in
the role of fisherman. Later he leased the shores or
their catch, and had apparently no further responsibility,
though he continues to make frequent visits to the various
"fishing landings,"
"1760:

Jan. 3.—Hauld the Sein and got some Fish, but was
near being disappointed of my Boat by means of an
Oyster Man, who had lain at my landing and plagud me
a good deal by his disorderly behavior.

April 4.—Apprehending the Herrings were come.
Hauled the Sein, but catchd only a few of them, tho' a
good many of other sorts.

April 5.—Hauld the Sein again, catchd 2 or 3 White
fish, more Herring than yesterday & a great number of
Cats.

1761:
April 10.—Employed the hands in making two or three

hauls of the Sein & found that the Herring had come.
April II.—Abt. II Oclock set the People to Hauling

the Sein, and by Night, and in the Night catchd and
dressed Barrels of Herrings and 60 White Fish. Ob-
served that the Flood tide was infinitely the best for
these Fish.

April 12.—Hauld the Sein, but without Success, some
said it was owing to the Wind setting of the Shore,
which seems in some Measure confirmed by the quantity
we catchd yesterday, when the Wind blew on upon it.

April 13.—(Sunday.) My Negroes asked the lent of
the Sein today, but catchd little or no Fish. Note—Ye
wind blew upon the Shore today.

April 14.—No Fish were to be catchd today neither.
April 22.—The Herrings run in great abundance.
1768:
April 12.—White fish began to run, catching 60 or 70

at a Haul, with some Her'g.
April 18.—Began fishing for Herrings with Carpenters,

etc.

May 10.—Went a dragging for Sturgeon.
May 16.—Fishing for Sturgeon from Breakfast to

Dinner, but catchd none.
May 30.—Went fishing and dined under Mr. L. Wash-

ington's Shore.
Aug. 25.—Hauling the Sein upon the Bar of Cedar

Point for Sheepsheads, but catchd none. Run down, be-
low the Mouth of Machadock.
Aug. 27.—Hauling the Sein upon Hollis's Marsh Bar

& elsewhere for Sheepsheads, but catchd none.
Aug. 29.—Went into Machadock Cr'k fishing and dined

with the Rev'd Mr. Smith.
Aug. 30.—Hauling the Sein on the Bars near Hollis's

Marsh & other places. (Nomini Creek.)
1770:
Feb. 3.—Agreed with Mr. Robt. Adam for the fish

catchd at the Fishing Landing, I bought of Posey on fol-
lowing terms towit. He is obliged to take all I catch at that
place, provided the quantity does not exceed 500 Bar'Is
and will take more than this qt'y if he can get Cask to
put _them. in. He is to take them as fast as they are
catchd, without giving any interruption to my people, and
is to have the use of the Fish house for his Salt, Fish,
&c., taking care to have the House clear at least before
the next Fishing season. In consideration of which he
is to pay me ten Pounds for the use of the House; give
3 shillings a thous'd for the Herrings (Virg. Money)
and 8 shillings 4 pence a hundred (Maryland Curr'y) for
the White Fish. Mr. Piper & Lund Washington present.

(This was the lowest of his three shores. 14 pounds
Maryland Cixrrency equaled 11 pounds Virginia.)

April 13.—Began my Fishery at Posey's for Mr. Robt,
Adam.

Sept. 3.—Went in the vening a fishing with my
Brothers Sam'l & Charles.

Sept. 7.—^Went a fishing into the mouth of Doeg's
Creek.

Sept. 8.—A fishing along towards Sheridan's Point
Dined upon the Point.

1771:
April 10.—Began to Haul the Sein, tho few Fish were

catchd, & those of the Shad kind, owing to the coolness
of the weather. Many Shad had been catchd on the Mary-
land Shore.
April 25.—The Herring began to run in large Shoals,

but were checked again by cool Weather.
1772: • •

-

. Feb. 21.—Rid to the Ferry Plantation and to the Fish-
ing Landing, where a few Fish were catchd in the Sein.

1773:
April 29,—Rid into- the Neck (River Farm), & from

there went to Sheridene's Point attempting to clear it

for the Sein.

April 30.—Went to the fom\ m^i^, ^nd made one or
two pretty good H^Mlf, ' ^ . ,7 ,
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May I.—Went to the different Fishing Landings on
both sides the river and found that few fish had been
catchd.

July 17.—Went down to Col Fairfax's White House
to haul the Sein; returned to dinner."
After the Revolution his home diary was resumed, and

the accounts of the conduct of the fisheries, and con-
tracts for sale of fish, etc., continue to read much like
those already given.
The present landing pier for Mt. Vernon, built on or

near the site of the original, only reaches now far enough
to permit a boat to get in and out, wi Ji churning up the
mud at low tide, is used nearly every sunmier's day l>y

fishermen. It rarely furnishes better than sunfish. or the
perches, about the piles; sometimes a school of little

rockfish dart about till frightened, and in the fall, bass
on lucky days furnish first-rate sport. It is reported,
but not very well aulhenicated. lliat a wandering school
of small bluefish from the l)ay afforded unepected de-
light to some anglers here, taking ravenously both
minnows and fly.

On the rivtT shore, north of the creek's mouth, a fish-
erman named Harper has a fishing ."Station. Last summer,
in his absence, river pirates fired his shed, burning nets
and paraphernalia, perhaps to hide evidences of theft.

He has replaced the net. and is making hauls every night,
taking regularly a few fine bass, but principally coarse
fish. Still higher up the river is tjid Fort Sheridan, now
Fort Hunt. The United States wharf here reaches far

across the shallows, towards the channel on the iMaryland
shore, and from this pier soldiers off duty and civilians
took last fall great quantities of large bass.
The last trip of last season was to this creek to find

the bass, which were said to be furnishing grand sport as
Uiey came in from the river, presumably hunting winter
quarters. It wai already too late for the fly, and as the
Ml Vernon elirtric road crosses the stream on a trestle

just before reaching the gates, an early train was taken
on this line, and word having been sent the night before,
to Four Mile Run, a bucket of beautiful pike smelt were
put on at this place. The station at the tresJe is River-
side Park, the road being interested in a summer resort
here, which has as yet been not much improved. A
ravine, called

_
Carney's Gut in the old records, lies be-

tween this point and the river, so it is necessary if one
desires to enter the creek from the Potomac, to get off

at Hunter's, a mile above, and drive over to the Point.
On gettiiig off here, tiie expected team was not in sight.

It was a mile and a half to the boat; the minnows were
heavy; the sky lowering, and there seemed nothing to do
but wait a dozen minutes for the car to return from Mt.
Vernon, and go back home. Just as its shrill air whistle
piped, along came my young friend driving a colt to'

a

sulky, vvhh a seat the size of a dining plate. He had
made up his mind the weatl'.er was not fit, was on his
way to the blacksmith shop, and apologized for the
vehicle. We both climbed on the seat, and the colt tried
to climb a tree; with the minnow bucket swinging be-
hind, rattling and splashing, and the bundles clasped in

front, we started. The fix was flimsy, the filly was frisky,

the country road scatadalous with fall rains, and in an-
i^uish. one of us climbed dow.. and carried the minnows
the Tfst of the way; but relieved of the tackle bag and
rod case, it was delightful to such a ride.

Arriving at the river we found the boat had not been
launched, because the sky was threatening; the tide was
low, which meant a hundr:;d feet of mud, but my young
friend went up \o the fisherman's cottage, and he kindly
rigged us out with a heavv bateau comfortable enough
Eor bob fishing. After an hour's delays we started and
pulled around into the mouth of the creek, and up above
the trestle, trying the likely places all the way up, but
finding only a few fairly good yellow perch, which we
promptly retnrnea; general results much like Washing-
ton's frequent entry of "catchd nothing." We got to
the fishing groimd at last, and it had grown very dark;
the wind was rising and shifting from the east northerly.
Caught one bass, and then all Dame Jul anna Berners'
lisi of impossibles broke on us at once. Without trying
to follow her spelling, she puts it thus: "Now shall ye
wyte that there been twelve manere impediments, which
cause a man to take no fish without other comyn that
may casually happen,

1. If your harness be not meet nor neatly made.
2. If your baits be not good nor fine.

3. If that ye angle not in bytynge time.

4. If that the fish be frightened with the sight of man.
5. If.that the water be thick, white or red, of any flood

late fallen.

6. If the fish stir not for cold.

7. If that the weaiher be hot
8. If it rain.

9. If hail or snow fall.

10. If it be a tempeste.
11. If it be a great wind.
12. If the wind lie :n the east, and that is worst, for

commonly neither winter nor summer ye fish will not
bite then."

So far as concerned the first and second "ifs" we were
all right; the harness wa.^; meet, and the ba'ts were fine,

but it was evidently not "'bytynge time." When the pros-
pective purchaser told an earlier David Harum he had
13 reasons for not buying, the first being he had no
money, he was mformcd he need not mind enumerating
the other dozen. So it would seem any further explana-
tion superlluous. but we had all the other ifs, save No. 7,
against us. The ram which came like the "quality of
mercy" for a few minutes soon fell in sheefs. the wind
became 3 gale; we shivered with the cold; a hurried row
to the trestle, minnows overboard, a scramble up the Iiill,

and the brightest bit of luck of the day appeared: a car
was in view coming round the bend, and in two minutes
the episode was closed. One of those nice cheerful days,
one recalls as he might a broken leg. tiiot from choice
but because he can't help it. Henry Talbott

A California Tttna in New Yoffe*

Mr. Thomas J. Conroy, of 28 John street. New York,
has on exhibition in liis store window a handsomely
mounted specimen of the tuti.i. The fish wa<i caught last

June at Santa Catalina. Cal.. by Mr. C. C. Paine, weighs
124 pounds ami fought for two and one-half hours be-
fore being landed. It is a splcudid spcciman ainl attracts
oDD^erable attention.

Salmon Rivers.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In a recent article on salmon rivers, replying to in-
quiries of a correspondent, you say

:

"If Newfoundland becomes a Canadian possession there
will probably be no free fishing, and no salmon rivers to
be bought, as the Canadian Government is cognizant of
the vahie of such properties, and its' policy is to lease
rather than to sell."

The inference to be drawn from the foregoing is that
when any_ Province enters the Dc5minion confederation
the Canad'an Government acquires the power to dispose
of the river fisheries therein. This idea is erroneous. The
Canadian Government has power only to regulate—that
is. prescribe what are the legal modes of fishing, etc. The
property right in rivers is vested in the Governments of
the Provinces in wh^ch they are respectively situated. It
is the Government of the Province of New Brunswick, for
instance, that leases the Ristigouche (save the side in the
Province of Quebec from Matapedia to the Patapedia),
the Jacquet, the Nepisguit, Tracadie, Tabusintac, North'-
west Miramichi, etc.

It may interest a number of your salmon and sea trout
angling

_
readers to know that all the leases of New

Brunswick rivers now running will expire on March i,

1902. These rivers and their present lessees and rentals
paid are as follows:

Annvial

TV- . -r,. . - _ Rental.
Risttsrouche River from T. C. R. Bridge to Upsalquitch,

Ristigoticlie Saltnon Club $350.00
Ristigovirhe River from Upsalquitch to Toad Brook, Harry

T5. Hollins.. 300.00
Ristigouche River from Toad Brook to Tom's Brook, Risti-

gouche Sa'nion Club ......... .1,500.00
Ristigouche River from Tom's Brook to Patapedia, Risti

gouche .Salmon Club 800.00
Ristigouche River from Fatapedia to Red Bank Pool, Risti-

gouche Sa'mon Club 800.00
Ristigouche River from Red Bank Pool to Tracy's Brook,

Ristigouche Salmon Club 800.00
Ristigouche River from Tracy's Brook to Little Cross Point,

Archibald Rogers 1,000.00
Ristigouche Rriver from Little Cross Point to Kedgwick,

Archibald Rogers.. 1,000.00
Ristieouche River, Rafting Ground Reserve and Lot 78,

Harry Holbrooke... 60.00
Upsalquitch River from mouth to forks, F. S^ancliffe 250.00
Upsalquitch River from forks to sources, A. E. Alexander.,. 55.00
Patapedia River, on western bank, from mouth to Quebec

Line, Geo. Cyprian Jarvis 100.00
Quatawamkedgwfck River, Henry P, King 175.00
Tobique River and branches, Tobique Salmon Club 50.00
Tacquet River and branches, Thos. Murphy 100.00
I'abusintac River and branches, John Connell 60.00
Tracadie River and branches, J. B. Snowball 50.00
Nepisguit River from mouth to 11-Mile Tree, Henry Bishop 165.00
Nepisguit River from 11- Mile Tree to Gt. Falls, Frank Todd 525.00
Nepisguit above Gt. Falls, —. Armstrong 50.00
Little Southwcrt Miiamichi and branches, Wm, F. Ladd 150.CO
Northwest Miramichi and branches, above mouth Big

Sevogle, R. TT. Armstrong , 50,00
Big and Little Sevogle, J. Weidmann 150.00
Bartibog River and branches, John Connell.... 4.-.r-.tt-,.. 5.00
Dungarvon and its branches,

J.
S. Neill 50.00

South Oromocto Lake, etc., W. H. Bamaby 200.00
Indian and Popelogan lakes, A. E. Alexander 100.00

The mode of disposing of these leases for periods of. in

some causes five, and in others ten years, from March,
ig02, will be by publx auction at the Crown Land Office,

Fredericton. They always go to the highest bidder.
D. G. Smith,

Fishery Commissioner for New Brunswick.
Chatham, N. B., Feb. II,

The Remembered Event.
Editor Forest and Stream:'
The ordinary January thaw, which this year

was postponed to February, ttirns my mind to

thoughts of fishing; and while I am not tempted to repeat
John Danforth's famous experiment of drawing a fly

across the smooth upper surface of the ice to see the

eager trout below rush to buiup their noses against the
under .surface in the delusion that spring has jumped
upon the lap of winter, yet there comes up in recollec-

tion an experience which may have occurred to a number
of anglers, but which stands out distinctly on my
memory's background as the most del'ghtful of my
sporting reminiscences, and the relation of which may
not only lead other sportsmen to recount in your columns
their one pre-eminently remembered event, but which
may serve incidentally to tend to a settlement of that
much vexed question, "imita.ion or non-imitation of na-
ture in artificial trout flies."

When I say that this recollection surpasses in pleasure
even that of my first struggle with a salmon, anglers

will appreciate my feeling.

One tnorning in May a number of years ago I had been
fishing down the Neversink with more or less success, and
had arrived at a point where the s.reatn divides into a

fork made by a wide gravel bar. The main stream passed
off to my left and a very small branch, scarcely lo feet

wide, flowed to the right. It was so small that I gave it

no attention, and was fishing the main stream.
But every once and a while I heard a splash, above the

sound of the rippling waters, that attracted my attention,

until finally I paused and listened intently. The sound
came from the small branch of the stream behind me, and
upon walking over the gravel bar to investigate, I found
that there was a lafge fish—large for that stream before
the brown trout {Salmo fario) were mistakenly placed
therein—regularly rising under an overhanging red wil-

low and feeding on the fly that was on the water. I knelt
down, as there was no shelter, and cast a coachman, a

beaverkill and a cahill over him, above him, and even a
little below where he rose.

He was not frightened, but deliberately refused my
offer, for he came up with the same regularity and en-
gulfed the natural f[y with a flip of his tail that
seemed to even hit my coachman in derision. I finally

moved back, laid down my rod and walked some distance
up the stream until I succeeded in catching in my handker-
chief, laid within my landing net, one of the natural f^ies,

and found that it was a red spinner. I then substituted
for my coachman the smallest red spinner that I had in

my book (I tie them of a more delicate build than those
usually sold) and crawled on my hands and knees to the
place \vhere the trout was still rising, being careful that
no shadow was cast on the stream.
With my hmH if) «py mouth for fear of a bungle, I

made an underhand cast under the bush, about 6 inches
above the last "break," and. presto 1 I had him. I sprang
to my feet and then commenced a soliloquy by that trout
that I "received" over the electric circuit of m.y rod and
line, and accompan'ed by gestures that I could occa-
sionally see. That fish plainly told me that he thought
that he was an old fool, that he had repeatedly warned
youngsters against silk and feathers, that, notwithstand-
ing the warning, they had gone to destruction, but that
they were young and heedless. But that he, a graybeard,
should have been deceived, was too much, and he showed
his anger and disgust violently. Finally he told me
that he deserved it, and that there was no use resis ing
fate, and though the skies looked bluer and the sunshine
brighter when I passed the net under him. I actually felt

sorry for the fish, although elated that I had outwi ted
him. J. E. HiNDOM Hyde.
Nkw York, Feb 16.

ANGLING NOTES.

Salmon ia Canada.

Mr. Alexander Mowat writes me that the upper waters
of the Canadian .salmon rivers. Ristigouche. etc.. were
teeming with breeding fish last fall, and that about 2 ooo,-

000 salmon eggs had been secured for the new hatchery
on the Ristigouche, and that next year there would be a
retaining pond for the breeding fish. When I was on the
river in June the fish were chiefly passing up streams
without any halting in the pools, and this argued well for
the future stock of fish in the stream, and Mr. Mowat
confirms the opinion formed in tire spring,

Newfouadland Fishing.

A friend wrote me last spring to ask what I Icnew about
trout and salmon fishing in Newfoundland. I was not at
home, and so did not answer his letter until he had
starred to find out what he wished to know on the spot.
He wrote me lately: "I did go up on the west coa«t
of Newfoundland, and when I went to see you and found
you were iri Canada, I wished to get a few points about
salmon fishing, as I had never seen a salmon until it was
dead. I was late for this sport, but I saw barrels of
salmon lying in the pools, though they were no: interested
in artificial flies. The trout, the beautiful sea trout were,
however, in full bloom. I could have taken lOO pounds
a day had I been so inclined, but I had no use for so
many. The first day two of us caught 36 pounds in an
hour and a half. They would take anything offered and
acted as though they were crazy. I consider them much
be.ter than brook trout for the table. That is the greatct
sporting country I ever saw. both for rod and gun, and
it must be a great place or resort for sportsmen when
they get better accommodations. It is hard getting along
there now, unless you camp and take everything with you.
Some time I will tell you more about it."

Tfoal and Pike.

It is generally understood. I believe, that when a per-
son desires to obta'n fish for planting from the Forest,
Fish and Game Commision of New York, particularly if

ihe fish wanted are trout, an applicat-.on must be
made out, filling in answers to cer ain questions, one of
which is to declare whether or not the water is natural
trout water, and another is to state the kinds of fish, other
than trout tha: are in the water in which it is desired that
the trout be planted.

More and more, apparently, the answer to the last men-
tioned question is "pickerel." This may mean the com-
mon pond pickerel or it may mean the pike commonly
called pickerel. Brook trout and pickerel do not. as a
rule, thrive in the saine water, aside from the fact that
pickerel will prey upoii trout, but occasionally pickerel
will niake their way into and establish themselves in

the cool waters natural to trout, and generally the Com-
mission declines to furni.^h trout to be planted in waters
that pickerel have invaded and become a fixture. Orie
man wrote that to reject trout applications for waters that
contained pickerel "would be to remove the greater part
of the streams in that region from the lis: of trout
streams." Another applicant who had declared thnt
pickerel were found in the stream for wh'ch he wished
the trout mentioned in his applica ion. made a persona!
call upon the Commission after his application had been
rejected, and argued that he should have the trout he
asked for because he had been frank enough to admit
that the stream contained once in a while a small pickerel,
for he thought no one else would have made the admis-
sion. He was somewhat surprised when there was shown
to him a report made by one of the State game protec-
tors that the stream was unsuitable for trout not only be-
cause it contained pickerel, but because it was used by
a large vilage as the outlet for its sewage. In one week
two men asked for trout to be planted in waters in-

fested with pike, or pickerel, rock bass, sunfish and yel-

low perch, and both admitted when questioned that he
water was not suitable for trout, but they thought if trout
were planted this act would s op w"nter fish'ng through
the ice under Section 58 of the game law, and they, were
inclined to be indignant because their applications were
rejected. One man thought if large trout were planted
they could protect themselves from the pickerel. The
Commission tries to inform itself about any water in

which there is the least doubt as to its fitnf^ss for members
of the salmon family, and so when the applicant's answers
to the queries in the application are not conclusive the
State game protector of the district in which the water is

situated is asked to report on it. There are plenty of
streams and ponds that have been improperly planted with
fish, and in some ins ances there is a remedy for the mis-
take and in others not. If there is a remedy the applicant
generally wishes the State to apply it, for it means an ex-
penditure of time and money. It is much easier to put
fish into a pond or stream than it is 10 get them out after

it is discovered that the putting of them in is a blunder.
Again and again I have advised correspondents to re-

move pickerel from trout waters and try and restore it to
its original condi.ion instead of putting in other fi-h. gen-
erally olack bass, that cannot be removed. The law pro-
vides for the condition of things in Section 47 of the
Can* Law ; "The Commisisiori tnas .psennit the taking or
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destruction of pickerel at any time in waters inhabited

by trout."

Ovet atld over I have Wtit'en about locti Leven in Scot-

latld as aft example of how pickerel may be kept down and

trout made to thrive in the same water, if a determined
effort is made to keep the stock of p-'ckerei down and the

stock of trout up. but this will not be accomplished by in-

action, or by wfi ing to some fish commission foi* more
and more trout after it.,is discovered that an error has

been made.
.

I always quote from the operations at Loch Leven, be-

cause the records kept of the fish and the fishing are so

complete, and figures are presented instead of specula-

tion of guesswork. The last season. 1900. at Loch Leven
shoV^'s hat 2-3,43! trout Were taken with rod and reel, and
for purposes of comparison i g've the riUmber of trout

taken in the two years preceding iSqq. 20 431. and in

1898. 19 733. The report says of tlie pike ; "The netting

of pike during their spawning season keeps them well

under. The largest taken in the net weighed 25 pounds.
The heaviest caught with the rod weighed 17 pounds.
The want of sunshine was against perch fishing, though
softie good catches were made." In spite of the p'ke (our
pickerel ift New York) and the perch. 6g8 more trout

Wei'e eaught in tSgg than in 1898, and 3.000 more in igoo

than in i8gg. Is it not wortli trying to take the piciketel

out of a pond that contains iroUt. rather than pUt other
fish in and so makfe a bad matter vVoi'se?

In this country the people get fish so easily that tiiey

do not ih all ca=es value them at their proper value, and
they do not make a propei- ei^ort to fos er what they
have. The sole remedy for all waters. When fishihg is

poor, r\o matter what the condit'ons ftiav be. is to ask for
tftofe fish to be delivered ptoiriptly. If bi-ook trout can-
not be furnished theft send pike Csuch a letter is before
!tte £Ls i write, but pike in ihis ift'^tance means pike-
perch), aftd send plenty of them. I have seen very many
applications asking for brook, brown and rainbow trout
fry and brook, brown and rainbow trout fingerlitlgs, all

on the same appl cation and all desired for the sslme
stream or pond. The eternal fitness of thing's is not in

the least considered. A fnaft is advised Uot to plant
browh troUt ih waters dlready contain'iig the native
bfook ti^out, and he renlies that he has already done so.

I think l ean point to fifty iases of this sort. There will

come a time when seme one mu<:t answer for ihe indis-

ctiminate stocking that has been done. That aman asks for

a certain kind of fi.sli for certain waters that are entirely
unsuitable for the fish, it is Uo reason why the man
should have them becaUse he is a citizen and a taxpayer
and the fish are free. A chemist would not sell a man
active poison simply becau'se the man was igUoraftt of the
results from usiftg it and had' beeft impressed w'th the
name and so fancied it for his system, bUt an hoUest
chemist would recommend hoarliound candy instead of
the orussic acid the man thought he wanted.
The Commission has a le ter on file from a man whose

ant)!ication was not filled. He said he was entitled to the
fi.sh and he _ would have them or know the reason why,
with other intemperate language. He was told the rea-
s.'jh why-—^that no man was entitled to fish until his ap-
plication had been passed unon by the Commission, and
ihrn if the waters were suitable for the fish and the State
had th^m for distribution, the fish Were sent, not to the
individual, but for the benefit of the general public who
fi-hed the water. If the Commis'^ion propagated trout and
fed them to pickerel there wouM. in all prohahil''y. be a
depiand for a change in the personnel of the Comnvssion,.

A. N. CheneY;

lew j^nhUcHtiaif§.

The -Curious Case of Gen. Delaney Smythe. By Lt.-Col.

W, il. Gardner, U. S.- A., retired. The Abbey Press,

publisher, 114 Fifth avenue. New York.

Among the many books of the period, Col. (Dr.) Gard-
ner's ' "Curious Case" stands out quite sili generis. No
other novel that has appeared is constructed on similar

lines. It will interest sportsmen in particular, for not
only is the principal of the drama'is personce, Gen.
$mythe, a veteran of the Asian and African jungles, but
the author himself is a sportsman by instinct and training.

It is quite natural, therefore, as one may believe, that

after forty-five years of life in the wild and woolly West,
of which thirty-seven were passed as a surgeon in the

regular army, the Doctor's book should be threaded with
reminiscent passages of the field and chase. But beyond
this, a dog is the point d'appui of the narrative. The
blood of a pointer makes the incalculable dis ress of an
innocent man. By it he is spotted as a murderer and
condemned to die by a Dakota court. Indeed, all the

threads and cues to the solution of this "Curious Case"
radiate from the hunting field. Never were canine vacil-

lations more intima ely woven into a dramatic plot. But
for the unexpected and fortuitous revelations of clair-

voyance the dog the General and his faithful servant
would all have been dead, hypothetically. if not in fact.

Though three times wounded to death, there wa* at last

vouchsafed to the General a modicum of earthly joy in

company with a devoted and charming wife; which is

very proper. The "Curious Case" is a tentative one all

through. The situat'ons are for the most part painful
from the firs; chapter on, but are relieved here and there
by sunny aspects. Charles Hallock.

The deepening of the St. Lawrence Canal system has
had o her results than to allow the passage of ocean-going
freightage. Following in the wake of the vessels sea
herrings have made their appearance in Lake Ontario and
are being eagerly captured by the fishermen.

Like Picking Up Money.

In every city, town and village in the I'nited States where there
is shooting or fi.shing or yachting we want agents to. canvass for
subscriptions for Forest and StrIeam, Every sportsman is deeply
interested in iff .subjects, and every sportsman is glad to discuss
his doings afield and to hear of the adventures of other sportsmen.
Money is to !>«: made by canvasser? (or 1 or est and SfREaM,

and those who \»'i«h to take advantage of th* opportunity we oflcr
should send for prcminm list and circular.— PoreBt and Stream
Publishing Compajiy, i*& Broadway^ ^'fcw yorik.

Fixtures*

BENCH SHOWS.
Feb. 19-22.—New York.—Westnsiflster Kennel Club's twenty-fifth

annual show. James Mortimer, Supt.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Diiquesrie Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.
Mareh 1316.—Chicago.—Mascoutab Kennel Club's eleventh an-

nual show> John L. Lincoln, Sec'y.

One Cure for a Cold*

1 AM not going to advise any reader of the Forest
ANB Stream to adopt the following cure; for using our

old family phy.sician's words, "It might go the oilier

way;" •

Seventeen years ago this winter I was a boy on a farm

in Canada, with no special endowment except the iove

of nature and a good cons.itution. As sometinies

happens to the best of us, I was about .laid on the shelf

with a very sevefe cold, and as it grew rapidly
'
worse

my mother became alarmed and insisted on an interview

with our fatnily physician. The good man shook his

head, looked wise, said I was on the verge of lung fever

and told me to rertiain in bed for a couple of weeks: and
take a large quantity of flaxseed tea very often, with

some other "dope" he put up that tasted like warm var-

nish or melted gUle. ; . : . _
. .

'

1 very dutifully gulped doWn i«(ro dosets of'ithe medicine

and a liberal allowance of flaxseed tea for twenty-four

hours. When the morning of the second day dawned
there was about one foot of beautiful light snow, and it

was perfectly calm and very cold, an ideal day for a fox

run through the heavy growth of pine timber which
abounded in our neighborhood. My sporting proclivite.^

rose with the sUn—in fact I rather think, they had old Sol

beaten by a few minutes. At any rate, about 8 o'clock

A. M. I retired up stairs to bed, as the family supposed.

But suddenly there dame to me a long dismal howl from
the direction of the drive house. Old Drive evidently

shared my feelings, and gave yent to them in long howls.

Old Drive was a spotted foxhound of the ordinary type,

somewhat larger than the average and with a head and
eyes that would have won many laurels in a bench show
of inodern times. But in the forest or swamp he had no
superior, ,and the sly old fox that could play funny busi-

ness with him was a marvel. He had a lope that was
considerable, too fast for comfort for a fox, and his power
of endurance was certainly vyonderful even for a hound.
He was as true a friend as a man ever had; he could not

talk, but in the timber his voice was more inspiring than

a brass band is to a small boy.
,

. . "v"'" ,

I listened to his howl once more, hesitated and was
lost. Carefully and silently I donned a heavy suit, warm
and heavy leather walking boots, and was ready.

I quietly lowered the old muzzle loader out of the

window, and mote rapidly lowered myself into a four-

foot .snowdrift in the rear oi the house afier balancing
myself on the window sill till I closed the -windosv-. I

landed on all fours, right side up, grabbed my trusty

old single barrel, and headed for the barn. I escaped
observation and patted old Drive very affectionately to

keep his heavy bass from arousing the neighbors for a
few miles around. We passed out through the barnyard
and struck a bee line for the timber a half tnile away,
which we reached via a neighbor's, where I got a com-
panion and a cur dog. Misery loves company—the other
boy had tht chicken pox. On reaching the woodland I

loosened the leash and with a roar of delight old Drive
was off. ,

The early settlers or Indians perhaps, in clearing the
country which runs along a large river, cleared the land

at the front of the farm near the river, leaving the wood-
land at the extreme end of the land, which is the regula-
tion length of 100 acres. Every farm being so cleared

leaves a strip of timber for miles at a distance of about
one-half mile from the river, and varying in width fr^i.-m

300 to 400 yards of very heavy pine and oak, thickly

grown up with .small underbrush—an ideal runway for a

fox. The strip of timber connects two marshes jf from
one thousand to fifteen hundred acres each; The loarshes

were also connected by another strip of woods further

back, and by the frozen river in front, making thice.

ccmplete runways, and it kept a hunter ruiming and
gMO'.->ing v horo he would come down. I hava watched
all day without a shot, and have seen the old dog make
many trips between these marshes only to lose his game
at nightfall when we brought him home if, like the Irish-

man's flea, we could catch him. .

On this partictdar day. soon after reaching the heavy
timber, we s arted a cottontail, which we got on his first-

trip around the circle. This was only a warm up for the
dogs after a few days' idleness, and made them doubly
keen, and away they went. For. half an- hour all was
still; we saw the cur occasionally,. ,but old Drive kept
working ahead and still until he was a- good- half inile

to westward, and in a swamp of small size, when there

-

was a long howl followed by several shorter barks, and ^

we knew the fun had started. The fox had started west
going toward the larger marsh, .and he was losing no
time, as it was a- fresh start and a fresh dog. The music
became fainter and fainter, and finally was lost -entirely;

and we put in the next half-hour bagging two rabbits.

Then we heard the old boy coming; the fox had doubled
and was coming down the same way he had gone.
George and the cur took the sotith side and I the north
edge of the timber. We had been waiting for about ten

m.inutes. and the dog was close, when I heard the report
of a gun which was an old army musket and was harm-
less except from the rear. George's cur, which was a
fine fox dog. for about ten minutes began to yelp and
head east. Then I knew the game had pas.sed us, I

found George loading his old musket. -He had a fine

shot at about thirty yards, but we found marks in \ht
snow for 20 feet, except where.the fox .had been. There
was not a hair or a sign of a shot having struck him.
Knowing we had a good Hour to wait, we sat on a log
ai«d ate our cold lunch, In about twenty minutes the

cur came back with a sad expression. We soon lost

sound of the db^, as the wind was against us now. Twice

did the fox give us the go-by with a clean pair of heeh
during the afternoon, but he was getting very tired, and
the end came about 4 o'clock in a very peculiar man-
ner. I was standing in a clump of hazel bushes beside a
log; the dog was close and coming straight for me.
1 leaned back to get a look around some bushes, missed
my footing and fell over the log in llie soft snow, £

made no noise, and as I got my gun over the log prepar-
ing to rise, I saw Reynard coming straight toward me
about one hundred yards off. He was very much worn
and was getting careless, I lay in the snow, in fa.:t

covered with it, scarcely breathing. He came on till

when he was about twenty-five yards away. I took care-
ful aim and fired. The cur came at the sound of the gun.
The fox was not dead, but he ran about fifiy yards, when
he was overtaken and killed by the cur.

I reached home at 5 o'clock, very tired and happy.
My mother almost went wild, having missed me at 2

o'clock. She also missed the gun and dog. She told the
good old doctor all about it, and he said, "It's all right;

but if it, had gone the other way it wuuld have killed
him," ; -

My cold was all right and I lived to kill many more
foxes before old Drive became superannuated and I left

the farm. Terb.

The Celebrated Drum Case*
/'rjm the Kansas City Slaf.

T110MA.S T. CRiTTEXDii.M, former Governor of Missouri,
tell.'i a story about a fanmus lawsuit that grew out of the
kdling of a foxhound. The case was in Johnson county,
Mo., and its legal title was Charles Burden vs. Leonidas
Hornsby, but it was known as the Dniiu case, because
that was the dog's name. The case became known to
nearly all the lawyers of the State. In n reniinisceiu mood
yes.erday. Gov. Crittenden related his recollections of it.

"It was first commenced before a justice of the peace
and was then appealed to the Comiimn Pleas Court,"
said Gov. Crivtenden, " On the abolition of that court, it

was passed to the Circuit Court, and from the Circuit
Court it was appealed to the Supreme Court of the State.
When residing at Warrensburg, Senator Cockrell and I

were law partners. We had a large general practice,
covering all classes of cases, from murder to dog cases.
Among the cases that filletl our court docket was the
Drum case. Drum was a noted fo.\ hound, owned by
Charles Burden. Ii\ing in the western part of Johnson
county. The dog was known far and near in that part
of Missouri as one of the fastcsi. best-nosed, least un-
certain, having the most singularly musical and regular
bark, and the most tireless foxhound in the pursuit. No
hunt of any importance vva« had in Johnson, Cass or
Henry counties for that wily animal, in which Drum was
not a prominent figure. He seldom opened on the trail that
he did not run down the i^ame and modestly presented
'the brush' to his owner, making no difference whether
it was a gray or red f-^x.

"The political feeling in Johnson county ran quite
high at that time, entailing much bhterness between
neighbor and neighbor, the remnant of the unfortunate
war. Burden and Hornsby had been on different sides
of the war and had differed widely on that and every
other question. ' They seemed to be naturally antag-
onistic to each other, almost being hatred on both sides
at first sight. Hornsby,' for some cause useless now to
discuss, was charged with having shot and killed Drum.
There was much evidence tending in that direction. This
increased the bitterness, not only between these two
men. but also throughout the ne'ghborhood, as both had
friends, and as men, as well as boys, have fought aiid died
about dogs since she world began. Burden sued Hornsby
before George Norman, a justice of the peace, Nov. 9,

i86q, there being a hung jnry; it was tried soon there-
after, with a like hung jury, and it was retried Jan. i,

1870, and a verdict was had for $25. The case was then
appealed to the Cotnmon Pleas Court, a trial had. and a
judgment was there given for the defendant. A motion
for a new trial was filed ]May 2. 1870. and for some cause
it was granted, and on the 23d day of September. nfQOi.

a tr'al was had before a jury in the Circuit Court, the
CoiTimon Pleas Court having been abolished, and a ver-
dict was rendered in behalf of the plaintiff for $50, the.
amount asked for in the .^uit.

"The ca.'=e had been before the people so long it had
become celebrated and of intense interest. Crittenden &
Cockrell appeared for the defendant when the case first

appeared in the Common P'eas Court. Elliott & Blod-
gett made their first anpearance in the case at the same
time. Roth firms followed the rase to its close. Col,
Blodgptt was then resid'ne at Warrensburg, and soon
after this t^rial removed to St. Louis, becoming the gen-
eral solicitor of the North Afi'^souri Railroad, now. the
Wabash. He was then one of the ablest of the Rlissouri

bar. and-bas since beconie one of the most distinguished
cornoration lawyers of the United States. nospes=;'ng all

of the elements of a great lawyer and an admirable gen-
tleman.

".At this sta.ffe of the case Philips & Vest were em-
ployed by- the nlaintift'. on Drum's side. It mav be well
to here state tha*- bv this time both the plaintiff and the
defendant had almost- passed out of sight and Drnm be-
came t'^p important fio^ure of the w;ho!e trial. Philins &
Vest. Elliott & Blodgett anoeared for lln^ plaintiff on
the iurv trial of the cn.se. Sept. 23. iP70. and Crittenden
& Cockrell for the defpt^dant. As both sides recognised
it as a famous case, with larc^e costs pcndinsr. Greek be-
in.sr arraved arra-r-.^t Greek, they went imn the trial well
prepared, with blond in tVeir eyes, askinsr no favors,
granM'no- tiione. T do not now rernenihpr all the srrounds
of thp dff^nse. tlie m^-^st imnortant one brine' that even if

the dpfendant did ki'l the doc. which was not confessed,
il had -no m.irket ^-aUie and no suit should be based nnoii
it. "After the evidence wa= fSrecrxited fnd the msfrnc-
tions eiven bv the court. Jiulee Foster P. Wricht. then
nre-siding-. allnwf^d two c^eerhes on a s'de. coverins' fotir

honrs. sav'ner: 'T want this do<7 rase to be fuHv tried and
e^ded" it has already evhansted too much i?me.' I think
Col. Plndcrett made the or>pni"<r p'^eerh for D'nim. I
followed next and t'^en Coc'-Tcll followed tre. Corkrell
attd I thojifht we had ihe iury on o«r side, pclitically
and symrtatheticn'lv. and »he verdict was snrc to be
against Drytn. Blo»IJgpe^^^ had m^^a a p-eat spfebCh. \\
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being always an accomplished trial lawyer, but naturally

I thought Cockrell had made a greater one. Half of the
jurors were our clients, who had never failed us on pre-
vious trials when we had half a cliance for a verdict.

The court adjourned after Cockrell's speech, which we
then tkought was a favorable omen, as he had made such
a speech as the jury could retire on. as the more it was
weighed the more strong points there were to be consid-

ered by the jurors.

"We little thought, then, what was to follow. We little

knew where Vest would strike and how he would strike

us. Those of us who knew Vest well always considered
him dangerous in a court-house, in any kind of a trial,

even when appearing most listless, as behind his smiles,

his jokes and apparent indiflference there was then a

gathering of the lightning, a gathering of the forces,

which would when ready strike down and sweep every-

thing before it. He was always naturally prepared for

any kind of a case, and if there were any case in which he
would be better prepared than any other, in feeling and
passion, it would be a dog case. No lawyer was ever at

himself more in a court-house than Vest in any kind of

a trial. There never was a crisis in the trial of a case for

which he was not prepared7'with the law. with the facts,

with coolness and eloquence, turning almost certain de-

feat into complete victory. Vest was in a hard contested

trial in a court-house, as was Luxemburg, the great

French general, on a battlefield, striking with the great-

est force just at the right spot, at the right time, when
least expected, and when defeat seemed most apparent
and victory the least probable. He was a great lawyer in

all kinds of cases, winning jiidges and jurors by his gen-
eralship and unsurpassed eloquence. In those days Vest
had a deep blue eye that was irresistible, that was win-
ning, that was fascinating, and a voice as musical as a

chime from cathedral bells and as sweet as distant mur-
murs of flowing waters. I have often heard Vest, but
never have I heard from his lips, nor from those of any
other man. as graceful, as impetuous and as eloquent a

speech as that before the jury on that beautiful September
morn, after he had the night in which to digest the facts, to

weave his thoughts into the most wonderful bouquets of

musical words, and to recall from history all the in-

stances when and where dogs had displayed intelligence

and fidelity to man, quoting more lines of history and
poetry about them than I had ever supposed had been
written, capping the monument he had erected of splen^

did words in brilliant sentences as lulling as the hum of

bees in apple blossoms, by quotations from the Bible, of

dogs soothing the sores of Lazarus, from Byron: "Tis
sweet to hear the watch dog's honest bark;' from Scott:

'The hound's deep hate and huntsman ire,' and from
Motley's graphic description of how the fidelity of a
dog had prevented the capture of William of Orange by
the Duke of Alva.

"It was as perfect and grand a piece of oratory as was
ever heard from pulpit or bar. Court, jury, bar and
audience were entranced, were lost, were won. I looked
at the jury and saw all were in tears, especially W. O.
Ming, the foreman, who wept copiously, as one who had
lost his last and best friend. I said to Cockrell we were
defeated; Drum had won, though dead, and we had bet-

ter get out of the court-house with our client, else all

would be hung. The victory was complete on this trial,

as we thought, but our client urged an appeal to the

Supreme Court, which was taken, and that court said, in

the opinion written by Judge Bliss, soth Mo., page 228,

'The case should have stopped there.'

"I presume," added Gov. Crittenden, "that distant

court must have felt the vibrations of that wonderful
speech when being made by one of Missouri's greatest

orators. Drum has been canonized by that speech in that

part of Missouri, and when Vest left the court-house even
the dogs of the village seemed to have gathered around
him in their love, and followed him as their friend to the

hotel. Some of the greatest .speeches ever made in Mis-
souri have been made in Warrensburg by Benton, by
Green, by Doniphan, by Brown, by Blair, by Hender-
son, by Peyton, by Phillips, but never was a greater one
heard by those people than that from Vest on Drum."

times since, once being washed ashoffe by a toiiihg wave.
This is not regular beagle WOfk.
The work instinct Will hardly explain these actions, and

there has been Ho training. In these three instances this

animal was placad among circumstances new to him and
did what plainly oiight to be done. He doesn't always
do it, but neither do men. He thinks a lit le sometimes,

B. C. BiRol.

Deeds, Not Words.

Ovid, N. Y., Feb. 12.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

own a beagle, Jack, black, white and tan, three years old,

closely related to King Bannerman on his father's side,

and on his mother's side to Dinah, an animal with human
eyes. After carefully considering his faults—for he has

a few—and eliminating from the judgment as much as

possible the affection which a faithful servant is wont to

inspire, I hold the opinion that "he is a good dog," and,

what is usually denied in dogs, that he thinks a bit.

Don't we often judge a man's reasoning ability by
what he does when anything occurs to which he is un-

accustomed? Why not apply the practice to dogs?
This dog is an unusual coward. But he fought, strenu-

ously, with another dog simply because this other dog
tried to secure praise and petting to which he was not

entitled. Here was robbery. It could only be stopped by
actions which entailed suffering. He suffered in defense

of a principle. Most men won't do it.

He usually hunts alone with me. Recently he ran a

rabbit in company with two fox hounds. These two
dogs soon lost the trail, but Jack followed it, overtook
the game, exhausted by running in soft snow, killed it

far from my sight and hearing, and then carried it a

quarter-mile to the place where he last saw me. Was
this done that his master and partner should share the

victory to the exclusion of the others, or was it to show
what he had done that seemed praiseworthy?

Ordinarily his first work when the rabbit is killed is to

secure a hot lunch. Did he think?
His regular business, needless to say, is rabbits. When

they are scarce we hunt ducks, stalk them along shore,

running when they dive to feed, dropping in concealment
when they come to the surface. My dog will run when
I run, stop with me and come to my place of hiding. Fre-
quently I crawl several rods on my stomach. Then he
follows stealthily behind, coming to me when I motion
toward the ground. When I run to the shore to shoot, he
rushes to the water's edge and barks joyously. No need
to repress emotions longer. One January day a year ago

he swam oy,*^ ^nd retrieve^ S d"ck, aiiid has dpnc so oi8l»y

Gordon Setter Oub.

The ammal meeting of the Gofdoft Sfei)ef Ciub. df

.\merica will be held. at Madisotl Stjuai'e Oardeh, NeW
York Dog Show, on Feb. M, tgdi. at 8 P. M,, for the
election of officefs, and such other Dusiftess as rilay cortie

up. L. A. Van ^andt, Sec'y.

Points And Fttishes.

Mr, H, H. Hutltiewell, Jr., Secretary of the Aiiieficiln

Fox Terrier Club, has issued a notice to the dub mem-
bers as follows :

•

You are hereby notified that the annual meeting of the

American Fox Terrier Club has been postponed and #ill

be held at the Madison Square Garden (Weslefltliflster

Kennel Club Bench Show), Oft Wednesday, feh. 20, at 4
o'clock,

A meeting of the Executive Board of the club will be
held at the same place and immediately following the

meeting of the club.

The Westminster Kennel Club's tweijt-y-fifth annual
Dog Show has 2,125 entries, divided among the different

breeds as follows: St. Bernards 113, Newfoundlands S,

Great Danes 88, mastiffs 11. bloodhounds 22. Russian
wolf hounds 41, deerhounds 14, greyhounds 29, fox
hounds 14, pointers 108, English setters ill, Irish setters

39, Gordon setters 21, Griffons 4, Irish, water. Clumber
and field spaniels 57, cocker spaniels 171. collies I16, old

English sheep dogs 7, Dalmatians 4, poodles 37, bull dogs
67, bull terriers 99, Airedale terriers 29, Boston tel'riefs

167, French bull dogs 67, Basset hounds beagles I16,

dachshunde 46, fox terriers 148, Irish terriers 78, Scottish

terriers 48, Black and Tan terriers 23, Welsh terriers 15,

.Skye terriers 6, Bedlington terriers 4, Yorkshire and toy

terriers 43, pugs 8, Pomerians 41, toy spaniels 79, mis-
edlaneous 15; total 2,125.

Notice.

All communicatioHB intended for FoitlEST ajcd StUAti should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

I

Our Boston Letter.

Boston, Feb. 17.—Mr. Geo. M. Pynchon, head of the

syndicate which was formed to build the Canada cup de-

fender, Illinois, last week gave permission to the press

to publish the facts concerning his boat. It was not

through any fixed principle of secrecy that Mr. Pynchon
was desirous of withholding this information until now,

for he does not believe in secrecy. It was simply that the

Canadian challengers were in process of construction, and

he did not want any information given out which would

prove injurious to the interests of the Chicago boat.

The fact that Crowninshield was given the order to

design this yacht is a further evidence that his designs

which have been sent to the lakes have found favor among
the yachtsmen there. It is more than likely that the suc-

cess of his 25-footer Flirt in Massachusetts waters last

season and the successful trip of his raceabout. Jolly

Roger, to the waters of Long Island Sound had much
to do with his getting this order. In turning out Illinois

he had to figure his racing length under the girth rule

and its many handicaps. He studied the rules of measure-

ment very carefully before drawing a line, and has ex-

pressed the opinion that the rules were very good all

around, and were absolutely fair to all.

In the new boat he has embodied all the principles

which have been found to be of advantage in producing

speed in keel boats, but there is nothing radical in any

of her dimensions. She has the flat floor, but there is not

nearly as much dead rise as in his 90-footer. She has

long, but not excessive, overhangs, and will steer with

the balance rudder, which has been found to be of such

great value in other racers in smaller classes.

Her principal dimensions are as follows; Length over

all, 45ft. 3in.
;

length on the waterfme, 28ft. ; extreme

beam, 9ft. S3^in. ;
draft, 6ft. g'm. Her least freeboard is

2ft., and her girth, under the rule, is 18.8ft. Her frames

are i]^xi5^in., spaced 9in, on centers amidships and loin.

at the ends. She will have 6,ooolbs. of lead on her keel.

She will have a sail spread of 1,348 sq. ft., four-fifths of

which will be in the mainsail, so that she will be practically

an enlarged raceabout. She has double planking of

mahogany, the inner skin ^in. and the ou'er 5^in. Be-

tween the two skins there is a thick coating of white

lead. She will be practically flush decked, although -there

will be two hatches, which will form a kind of covering.

One of these is of pine, covered with canvas, and will

be used when racing. The other is mahogany and will

be used when she is cruising. Both are fastened to the

deck with clamps.
The construction of Illinois is now well along at Law-

ley's. She is all planked and her deck is about laid. Last

week workmen were busy smoothing up her planking,

preparatory to giving her the priming coat. She is a very

slippery looking boat as she lays in the shop, and looks as

though it would take a lot of hustling to beat her.

Capt. HaflF, B. B. Crowninshield and Geo. F. Lawley
had rather a disappointing trip to New York last week.

They went to City Island, where they hoped to find De-
fender in such conditioa that it would be practicable to

fit her out as a trial horse for the Boston Cup defender.

The result of their visit was that there will be no such

trifil s^, for tfifl |racht -yy^is in pch p^r condition that

Mr. Crowninshield said that they would not take her as a
gift, and Capt. Haff said that he would not risk towing
her around to Boston, as he thought she would sink

before she had gone half the distance,

Mr. Crowninshield said that her alumiiiUtH giatiiig was
so corroded that he goUid bi^iish it aWay With his harid
like so iillith Wood ashes, aiid het stritlger jiiates wfere

so bad that the decayed rrietai could be Jurnea up .with

the toe of the boot like edriimoh fearth-, . WHeh liiside Hi

hefi he said, otie fetjjd.lobk.tjifoiip SeVgfai Holes iii hei- top-
sides ahd see daylig,ht. Htei: loWe.t- plating appeared all

f-ifht, as did everythihf Sotriposed of bronze and steel

about her, but Whefe alumihum was used the metal had
becoihe rotteh. He figured that it would cost at least

$r6,ooo to put her hull in condition. He said that all she
was good for now was to be broken up for junk.
Wotk oil the tiostoti, boat shdilld iji^dgfess ^^piilf ir^rf\

tioW oH. The pasting fpr the stertipost arrived at the At-
iahtic Works Friday. Saturday night it had been fitted to

the casting, of the bottom of the keel, and several of the
holes for the rivets had been bored. The stem casting
has been fitted and almost all of the rivet holes bored. It

is expected that by Tuesday the keel will be set up in the
shop aHd the fllGttlal.Work oi constfuetion, startedi

.

. The latest phase IH the Cup defehder BusiHess hks .Befeti

developed by the statement alleged to have been made by
Nat Herreshoff that if Billman should rig the Boston boat
he would not get the contract to rig the Belmont syndicate
defender, now building at Bristol. This is but one of
the many little annoying conditions which have con-
fronted the Boston yachtsmen at different times since the

yacht was started.

To the majority of Kew Etiglatid yachtsmeti, sUch a

proceeding seems small, to say the leasts Those who h.ave

expressed an opinion have generally eaUed it childish:

Geo. F. Lawley is alleged to have said that if Sillmaii

did not rig the Boston defender he WoUld ileyer fig

another boat at Lawley's yard.
.
If this statemeilt is trUe

it has a great significance to Mi". Billmah, as it is well
known that Lawley stipplles him, with ffloi-e figging thafl

Hetreshoff oi" aiiy othfei- yacht building concern iii this

country. Lawley turns out many more boats than Her-
reshoff during the winter months, and Billman has al-

ways had the preference in rigging the largest of these.

It seems really too bad that conservatism should be
carried to such an extent that it becomes more properly
known by another name. If Herreshoff wishes to main-
tain the u most secrecy, the yachtsmen in New England
have no objeetions, but when it is stated that a man doing
a general rigging business will lose his contract On one
boat if he should take a like contract on another, the spirit

oi fair play, which is dear to evefy American sportsman,
seems to be getting peculiarly twisted. The Boston peo-

ple are not desirous of driving Herreshoff out of the Cup
defender business, blit they do think that their designers

ahd builders should have representation.

Billman is credited with being one of the best, if not the

best, riggers of large racing yachts in this country, and
his work is much desired by those connected wich the

Boston boat. But notwithstanding these facts, if Billman
shows a tendency to be browbeaten by Herreshoff, they
will find some one else to do the work. There are plenty

of riggers around Boston who would be glad of the oppor-
tunity of showing what they can do in the line of fitting

out a racing 90-footer. So, at the present time, it is up
to Billman. From a business point of view, it looks as

though he would be better off in sticking to the Boston
boat, if it should be a question of losing one contract by
taking another.
When the boat was first started Billman was called in

by B. B. Crowninshield and asked to take the contract
for rigging the boat, which he said he would do. He
was also asked to make arrangements to be in her during
the races. This he also agreed to. When it was abso-
Ivitely decided to build, the whole contract was given to

Geo. F. Lawley, with the condition that Billman was tO

do the rigging. Mr. Billman was dissatisfied with thi,s

arrangement, and frequently complained to Crownin-
shield about it.

Last Saturday Mr. Billman visited Mr. Crowninshield's
office and said that he had just been called up on the

telephone by John B. Herreshoff. He said that Herreshoff
had offered him a good consideration for rigging the

Bristol boat, but added the condition that if Billman was
to serve the Belmont syndicate he could not do work
on the Boston boat. Billman wanted to know what the

Boston people were going to do about it. Mr. Crownin-
shield told him that Geo. F. Lawley had been given orders

to pay him liberally for his work at rigging, and it was
also desired by the owner and the designer of the Boston,

boat that he should be on her deck during the races. For
this he was also to receive a generous compensation.

What Billman will do about the matter has not yet been
announced, but it is expected that he will decide within a

few days.

The Burgess Y. C. at Marblehead is taking active steps

to make next season's racing the most successful in the

annals of the club. This club has always been very active

in racing matters, and for its size, probably offers more
prizes than any other club in Massachusetts Bay. All

money that can be possibly spared from the treasury is al-

ways used for racing, and if there is any shortage the

members go into their pockets to produce the wherewith

to give races. The present regatta committee if a very

active one, and is doing all that can be done to make
the Burgess Y. C. foremost in racing matters.

It is intended that a championship prize will be offered

for the boat in any class making the best season's record^

This will be either a cup or a cash prize. In the case of

the latter, a championship pennant will be given the

winner in addition to the money. The individual racing

members of the club are working heartily with the regatta

committee. It is quite likely that cups will be offered

by these men for i6-footers, 21ft. knockabouts, 21ft. race-.

abouts and Y. R. A. 25-footers and 21-footers.

The list of racing dates which has thus far been made
up by the committee is as follows : May 30, June 15, 17

and 29; July 4, 6 and 20. Two open races will be held

July 29 and 30, which will just precede the Manchester

Y. C, series and the Corinthian midsummer series. The
last regular race will be held on Labor Day. If a good

fleet p|
r^.e?about.s cora?§ {9 M^^rW^he^^^" 9om|)et?. f9[
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MEEMER.
tJesigfied tj* G.- C. Sanley for R, C. Nickerson. Photo by Jacksafl, Matbiehead'.
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the cup offered by the Knockabout Association, the Bur-
gess Y, C. will offer either a cup or cash prize, or both, for
these boats.

The Eftstet-H Y. C. has elected the foUowmg officers for
(Jdi : ,CbM.^ Albert S. Sigelow; Vi^ie-Coni., WSltef Ab-
jott :..Rejir-C>jiii., F. L. Afries; Seti'y, t3e,orge Atkinsdti,

J(tj Treas.,. Patrick T. Jaeksoii : Meas., Heiiry "taggard;
iytehibei-s of Council at Large, G. A. Goddar,d stnd F. B.
McQiiesteii; Regatta, Committee, H. H. Buck, Heni-^
HbW'Rrfi, UMc R. Thomas, Hehry D. Bennett and Odin
B. Roberts; Committee oii Adtriissibfis, .Goj-dpn Dexter,
Theophilus Parsons, Robert Saltonstall, C. Rdc'keiiiainin

and Geo. Atkinson, Jr. ; House Committee. George Atkin-
son, Jr., H. K. White, John A. Jennings, Frank Brewster
and F. O. North.
.W,. Starling Burgess, the young designer who is to take

his father's place iti the yachting world, was recently
biirhefi bbt, MVd hA,s fefflo.ved his quartel's to 15 Exchange
sti-eef, iiUh M Ms offitts -mik liis tilicjie. Viee-Coni.;
Walter Burgess. He Has Slfeady rt;fc^iv,ed 1- ntiiiijDef of
orders for boats of various sizes, and bids fair to have a
very successful career. His work shows much care and
study, and is very clean cut throughout.

Smith, of Quincy, has the 26-footer. of Crowninshield
deslbi) in frame. The Y. R. A. 25- footer, designed by
Mills

, fbi- W. 0. Ttifflgf
, k pattly planked,

It is said that fHef-'e \^ili be t^o rrioJ'e bcsats for the
i8ft^ knockabout class, one of which ^iil t)e dfe^igiled

by Starling Burgess. Humphreys and Lauriat are H^viiig
their knockabout built by Hanlcy. She will be a center-
board and will carry no outside ballast.

It has been rumored about here that Lawley has re-
ceived orders to put Jubilee in commission, to be used as
9 ttial liofse fof the Boston Cup defender. Mr. Crowtt-
ihshifeld savs thfet Geti. Paitle has said nothing about it

to hihl, ^hd that he. has hot heard of ally sUfih ofder given.
It Wotild be very iiice td havg tlie did b'oat iil cdiHnlissioH.
ahd if. shfc should sail during-, tlie seasdri 'l^ith the Crdwii-
ihshield gd-footer it would do hluCih to grilifeh fachtiiig
ih this section, biit. as a trial hdrse it is ilot likely

that slie. Wotild be of gi-eat valiie. While she is like the
Boston boat iii riiatly fesfifectSi shfe is so radically different
on others that any comparison betweeri tlie t\Vo would be
of no great value in determining the relative speed of tlie

Boston Cup defender as regards that of the Belmont
syndicate boat now building at Bristol.

It is with great pleasure that 5'our correspondent can
announce that the committee appointed by the South
Boston Y., C^ to consider withdrawing from the Massa-
ehUsfetts Y. R. A: lias, aftef hplditig a joint conference
tVith a cohimittfee of thfe Assofeiatioii, Voted ttnanifflously
to report to their club that it would hot fee adfi.sable to
make such a withdrawal. It is much to the credit of tile

committee of the South Boston Y. C. that it agreed to
hold this conference and not make any rash arbitrary re-
ports, without having first thoroughlv investigated the
qiiestioh hi hahd. If itlofe of the disgruntled clubs were
to adopt these methods there wolild be a better under-
standing between the clubs and the Association and yacht
racing in Massachusetts waters would be benefited.
At Lawley's the 85ft. auxiliary schooner for W. T.

Sloane, of the New York Y. C, is partly in frame. The
keel of the 120ft. steel steamer for W. T. Eno has been
set up and the 86ft. steamer from Binney's design, for C.
B. Borland, is in frame. The Curtis 35ft. schooner has
been finished and hauled out of the shop, and the King 35-
footer is all ready for launching. The 2S-footer designed
by F. D. Lawley for Judge F. C. Lowell has been laid
down. The 46-footer for Theophilus Parsons and the
2S-footer for F. E. Peabody are being planked. The firm
has just received an order for an 85ft. steamer from lines
by C. H. Crane. She will have a speed of twenty knots.
The 50ft. steam yacht which was designed by T. S.

Poekel, of Lawley's, for Mr. Gray, to be used in South
America, and which was to be shipped from New York
early in the month, is back again in the west shop. When
she was taken out by Capt. W. F. Kirby it was found
that she was very much by the Head, .and that the defect
could not be_ remedied without altering the boat. She
has been cut in two and will be lengthened out amidships
and her counter will also be carried out further. It is
expected that these changes will make her all right. It
may be possible that the boat, when finished, will proceed
under her own steam to Dutch Guiana.
Another one-design class has been started in Dorchester

Bay, the latest by the Savin Hill Y. C. The members
of this club are expert small boat sailers, and the new-
class is to be for sailing tenders, 12ft. over all. They
will be loft. on the waterline and will all carry the same
amount of sail. Fifteen of these boats have been ordered
from a Scituate builder.

Crowninshield has an order for a 21ft. launch for W. C.
Allison, to be used at Bar Harbor. This launch will
probably be used as a tender for Mr. Allison's 32-footer,
which has recently been completed at Lawley's.
Howland, of Monument Beach, has cast the keel for

the Wightman i8ft. knockabout. Tlip De Ver H. Warner
.38-footer has been set up. The same builder has three cat-
boats in frame. John B. Killeen.

Meemer and Ashumet.
Meemkr, the champion of the Massachusetts Y, R. A.

30ft. class last season, is a shoal draft, beamv, centerboard
boat designed and built by Hanley in 1898 for her present
owner. Com, R. C. Nickerson. Her dimcn.sions are as
follows: 44ft. 4in. over all, 29ft. loin. on the waterline.
13ft. io:n. beam and 2ft. 8in. draft. She carries 1.800
sq. ft. of sail and about 3,ooolbs. of ballast.
Ashumet was designed and built by Hanley in 1895.

She is 45ft. 4in. over all, 30ft. on the waterline. 14ft. loin!
beam and 3ft. draft.

Bigf Season for Oiicagfo Yacht Club,

Chicago, 111.. Feb. 9.—Five boats will contend for the
honor of defending the Canada cup against the challenger
of the Royal Canadian Y, C, of Toronto, Ont. The
Pynchon syndicate will enter Illinois. There will be anew boat from Milwaukee, not yet named, and another
Davis boat, entered by the George Lytton syndicate. Com,
pnari^s wrne wtll Ql^er griff, jilter^d to ma'n^^-i -j^^^-

jib rig, and tuned up anew. Messrs. J. Meyer afld Ed-
ward Rosing have still another boat, of their own design,
Whieh will be built by yet another Chicago syndicate; nof
is this the eiid of the possible list. It is a toss up as to

the honors at this stage, of course.
The growth of the Chicafo Y.- C. is properly within the

class described as phenomenal. The club took in 103
members in the month of January of this year. The work
on the beautiful new club house is beginning this week
and will probably be completed by June. The programme
of the regatta committee shows a race for every Saturday
of the coming season and a regatta for Fourth of July
and Labor Day. The old sailing course around the

northern cribs has been abandoned and a new coorse laid

out to the southward, entirely free of the ordinary fout«S'

of the commercial craft. There will he pletity 0/ sailing^

and of a satisfactory sort.

Vencedof, bought by Mr. Fred Price this p&st -Week^
will be in coniniission in Chicago this summer. Siid like-

wise Siren and Vaflefifia, so that we shall have & -fine-

showing of the ds-footefs. This year is the most fJW-

portant one in the history of the Chicago Y. C, and it?

considered as making the cltlb a distinguished suc'
cess and putting a stamp upon the spoft of yachting on the
Great Lakes such as it has never yet aflained.

HwGH?,-

ASHUMET.
Designed by Q. C. Hanley. Photo by Jackson, Marblehead,
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A Fast Cmiser.
Geo. Lawsjey & Sons Corp., of Sou h Boston, have re-

cently completed the 32-footer, plans of which appear in

this issue. The boat "eras designed by Mr. B. B. Crownin-
shidd for Mr. W. C. Allison, of Philadelphia, who will

use her at Bar H•3,r^)or and vicinity. She is well fitted be-
low, and althotigb her accommodations are not large, they
are extremely comfortable. The space usually g'ven to a
titateroom on boats of this size aod lype has been utilized

by a large dressing room and lavatory; on the port side

opposite is a good sized galley. On boats of these dimen-
sions the polemast rig is preferable to that of the top-

Bna.'st rig, as it makes less tophamper and simplifies the

sear generally. The Allison boat with her short bow-
jijprit and boom that does not project far over the counter
tgives a compact rig that should be easily handled in all

Aweathers, as it is well inboard. She is practically an en-
JJarged and improved Spalpeen, a very successful 30ft.

^waterline cruiser that Mr. Crowninshield turned out last

:year.

Her dimensions are as follows:
- Length

—

Over all 51ft.

L.W.L 32ft.

Overhang

—

Bow 8ft.

Stern loft.

Beaoj

—

^xtireme. lift.

L.WX lift.

Fii»eboard

—

Bow •

Jaffrail

LeastMt
Displacement. . . . . : 23.03olbs.

Ballast (outside) 8,94olbs.

Ratio of ballast to displacement .388
Midship section, area 22.83 sq.

Lateral Plane-
Area rudder 14.8 Sq. ft

;Area hull 114.4 sq
area

—

Mainsail 1,065 sq. ft.

Staysail ..»...._> 208 sq. ft.

Jib 4 . , i i
' 224 sq. ft.

6

6

m.
in,

m.

3ft.

2ft.

2ft.

7ft.

II in.

lo^^in.

6 in.

Sail

m.

ft.

ft.

Total sail area 1.497 sq. ft.

Mr. Crowninshield is designing a 21ft. launch for Mr.
Allison that will probably be used as a tender to the 32-

Yacht Guh Notes*

The annual meeting of the Philadelphia Y. C. was held
'Feb. 6. at the river home of the organization, at Tinicum.
The meeting was preceded by the annual dinner. Before
the meeting adjourned the following officers were elected:

Com., Abraham L. English; Vice-Corn., War.'^en Web-
ster; Rear-Com., William H. Bromley; Sec'y, C. Carroll

Cook; Fleet Surg-eon. W. Joseph Hearn, M. D.; Harbor
Master, Charles Warfield; Meas., Philip H. Johnson;
Regatta Committee, Capt. John S. Muckle, Robert Clark-
son, C. Carroll Cook; Trustees, J. Lewis Good, Robert
P. Thompson, Sylvester W. Bookhammer, J. Horace
Cook. Three new members were elected—Lewis Burke,
Charles Burke and Harry Moseback. During the year
20 new members were taken in.

9^

The .A.tlantic City Y. C. at their last meeting elected
the following officers for the ensuing year: Com., Louis
Kuehnle; V'ce-Com., E. D. Ireland; Rear-Com., H. G.
Mulock; Fleet Capt, David Barrett; Fleet Engineer,
John Manz; Sec'y. E. D. Ireland; Treas., E. A. Parker;
Fleet Surgeon, Dr. A. D. Cuskaden; Trustees, John
Donnelly, David Holland. Charles S. Lackey, LcAvis P.

Scott, Charles C. Fortner; House Committee, Charles
H. Cramer, Harry J. Mulock, William Muhlrad. Harry
Richman, William McLoughlin; Representative, Clarence
M. Busch. The club has adop ed a club signal, and the

building committee has been instructed to buy the prop-
erty of Councilman David R. Barrett, iooxi6oft., on
Gardner's Basin. A large and modern club house will

Ve built there, and bonds for its payment have been sub-
scribed.

4^ ^
The anual meeting of the Brooklyn Y. C. was held

Feb. 13, at the Clarendon Hotel, Brooklyn. Cornelius
Ferguson presided. The following officers were elected:

Com., Cornelius Ferguson; Vice-Com., C. H. Hum-
phries ; Rear-Com., J. E. Haviland ; Meas., Roberc C.

Hopkins; Treas.. Willard Graham; Sec'y, C. H. Parsons.

Members of Board of Trustees, ,
Class of 1904, E. H.

Avery, H. R. M. Cook, Sidney Grant; Class of 1903.

Charles A. Kelley; Class of 1902, Edward Salt. Regatta
Committee, P. H. Jeannott. Chairman; W. A. Sandsbury
and R. C. Hopkins. Membership Committee, Nathaniel

T. Corey, Chairman; A. S. Rischofifer and Joseph M,
Gahs. iNominating Committee, E. H. Converse, Chair-

man; James Mathias and J. E. Haviland. The annual

regatta of the organization will be held in all probability

this year on Monday, June 3, in the waters of the upper
bay.

^ fc^

The election of officers of the Canarsie Y. C. for 1901

was held Feb. 11, at the club house. Sands Point, Car-

narsie, L. I, Com. Charles J. Neilson, of the flagship

Arrow, was re-elected for the third successive tei-m. The
other officers chosen were: Vice-Com., Daniel J. Brins-

ley, Jr.; Recording Sec'y. John C, HeinmantT; Financial

Sec'y, George E. Winters; Treas.. J. K. Alexander; Fleet

Capt.! Frank Mapes; Members Board of Trustees, 1902,

Daniel J. Brinsley, Sr., C. .A. Martin, W. Herx,- G. S.

Calkoff and Thomas W, Manning.

8^

At the annual meeting of the Atlantic Y. C, held at

the Waldorf-Astoria, Feb. 11, the following gfficers were
unanimotisly elected for the coming year-: ©om.. p.-ivid

Pank&$ Vic®-Co'm.j, Rcibert P. Uof^aimf /^Lstir-^Qons:.,
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Henry J. Robert; Sec'y, Louis F. Jackson; Treas.,
Charles T. Pierce; Meas., George Hill; Board of Trus-
tees, J. Rogers Maxwell, J. Fred, Ackerman, Philip G.
Sanford, Harrison B. Moore, Spencer Swain, Edwin B.
Havens. The reports of officers and committees showed
the club to be in a highly satisfactory condition in every
respect. The present membership was reported as 566,
a loss of 43 from last year. It was voted to hold the
next annual regatta of the club on Saturday, June 15.
An amendment uniting the offices of Secretary and Treas-
urer was approved, but will have to be favorably acted
upon at a second meeting before it can be put in force.
For the first time in years, if ever before, the Atlantic
Y. C. has selected a Saturday on which to hold its annual
regatta. Heretofore the regattas have taken place on the
Tuesday in June preceding that of the New York Yacht
Club's, but the change is made with the hope of having
a better attendance than has marked the club's annual
races for some seasons.

1^ 1^

The annual meeting of the New York Y. C. was held
in the new club house, 37 West Forty-fourth street, on
the evening of Feb. 14. The following officers were
elected: Com., Lewis Cass Ledyard, schooner Corona;
Vice-Corn., August Belmont, sloop Mineola. Rear-Com.,
C. L. F. Robinson, sloop Hester; Sec'y, J. V. S. Oddie;
Treas.. Tarrant Pu'^nam; Meas., John Hyslop; Fleet Sur-
geon. Morris J. Asch. M. D. Regatta Committee—S.
Nicholson Kane, Chester Griswold, Newbury D. Lawton.
Committee on Admission— Henry C. Ward. James C.
Bergen. Frederick Gallatin. James A. Wright, G. F.
Dominick. House Committee—Harrison B. Moore,
Thomas A. Bronson. William H. Osgood. Library Com-
mittee—Theodore C. Zerega, Paul Eve Stevenson, Ar-
nold Wood. Committee on Club Starions—William H.
Thomas, Frederick G. Bourne. F. Augustus Schermer-
horn. L. Vaughan Clark, Charles Lane Poor, Frederick
P. Sands, Harrison B. Moore, John P. Duncan, Amzi
L. Barber, Edward R. Ladew. The fieet of the club now
consists of 424 vessels, divided as follows: Schooners, 79;
schooners with auxiliary motors, 6; sloops, 116; sloops
with auxiliary motors. 6; steamers, 194; naphthas, 4, and
launches over 40ft., 19. This is an increase of thirty-six
vessels over last year.

Several amendments to the racing rules were discussed
and a long time was taken up on this question. They
were finally adopted, but will have to be passed at another
meeting before they become operative. The changes are
as follows:

Rule L. Section 7, Page 180—After "halyard block,"
in line 13. add "if in the judgment of the measurer there
is any question as to the location of the hounds, the
lower point of measurement for the topmast will be the
upper side of the sheave in the upper throat halyard
block."
Page 181—Insert after first paragraph, a new para-

graph, to read: "In pole-masted yachts, and those not
carrying topmasts, the distance between the underside
of the sheave in the throat halyard block, and the under-
side of the sheave in the uppermost halyard block or
sheave in the mast shall be used for determining the
length of the base line, in the same way as in the topmast,
when one is carried.

^
Page 181—Strike out last paragraph and substitute

"When in any case owing to peculiarity of rig, the sail

area of a yacht cannot, in the judgtnent of the measurer,
be fairly measured in the customary way, he may, with
the sanction of the Regatta Committee, take such meas-
urements as will enable him to compute the ac.ual area
of sail carired, or that may be carried on the spars used."
Rule XVII., Sec. 3, page 193—Alter the p.-esent section

to read: "Should a yacht, after having been officially-

measured, take on board any dead weight as ballas., or
make_ alterations in her sail plan by lengthening any of
the dimensions wh ch have been measured, and start in
a race without a remeasurem.ent, or without notifying the
Regatta Committee, in writing, that such changes have
been made, together with a request for remeasurement,
she shall be disqualified."

The following amendment to the constitution regarding
life members was passed:

Article 8—Life Members—Any member whose name
shall have been upon the roll of the club and who shall
have paid annual dues for 'fifteen consecutive years, shall
be entitled to become a life member on the payment of
$500, which shall be in lieu of any further annual dues.
This amendment must be aproved at another meeting

to become valid.

Numerous gifts of models were accepted with the
thanks of the club. Among these were models of the
Corsair IL, presented by J. Pierpont Morgan; the
Knawha. by J. P. Duncan; the old frigate Sovereign of
the Seas, built in 1637, by J. Pierpont Morgan, and the
schooner Sachem, by Mrs. William Arnold. A portrait
of Mr. George Steers was also presented to the club by
his nephew, Mr. Henry Steers.

•I •? '1

At a meeting of the Harvard Y. C, held Feb, 11, the
subject of the proposed intercollegiate race was discussed,
and it was voted to instruct the committee, consisting of
J. S. Lawrence (1901), W. S. Burgess (1901) and F?" A.
Eustis (1901), to take further steps to arrange such a
race. The Harvard Y. C. was founded in 1894, and has
46 active and 210 graduate members.

ai H H
At the annual meeting of the Huguenot Y. C, of New

Rochelie, held at the Arena in this city Feb. 16 the
officers for the coming year were elected, as follows-
Cora., William B. Greeley; Vice-Com., George C Allen-
Rear-Com. T. E. Kitching; Sec'y. J. Nelson Gould;
Treas., L. C. Ketchum; Trustees (for two years), F. T.
Tagan and William L. Searles. About sixty members
attended the meeting and the dinner which preceded it^

and much enthusiasm was manifested.. The reports of
the officers showed the club to be in a highly satisfactory
condition.

m n n
The Northport Y. C held its first anneal dinaer Feb

34 at the Manhattan Hotel, New York city. There were
vsf^ pmtf imnn cards, tbs .tables mtrt tastfefiihy
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decorated. About twenty-two covers were laid. Among
those participating were the following: Com. J. B. Mor-
rell, J. L. Kerrigan, E. J. Kaltenback, H. C. Brown, N. S.

Ackeriy, Edward Thompson, John H. Ireland, C. A. Van
Iderstien, J. A. Berrian, John W. Arthur, John J. Burton,

S. Le Roy Ackeriy, James F. Bendernagel, Edward Pid-

geon, Chas. Pidgeon John J. Robinson, W. P. M. Van
Iderstien, H. M. Holfree, M.D. ; Carl S. Burr, Jr.; Benj.

W. Carll, A. H. Ostrom and H. Davis Ackeriy. - This
club, though of but two years' existence, gives promise
of' being one of the best conducted on the Sound, there

seeming to be a harmonious spirit among its members
which speaks well for its future.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES,
Mr. Charles G. Davis, who sailed Genesee, the boat

that successfully defended the Canada cup last year, has

been commissioned by a Chicago syndicate to design a

boat for the trial races for the defense of the Canada cup
this year. Mr. Davis will turn out a centerboard boat

of the Genesee type. In sailing Genesee Mr. Davis found

out the boat's' weak points, and these will be corected in

his new boat. The Davis boat will be slightly narrower
than Genesee, but gets equal stability through heavier

displacement hy s'm. more draft; she will displace about

IV thousand pounds more than Genesee. The boat will

have a flush deck, and will carry about sixteen himdred
square feet of sail. Her hull will be constructed by a

Western builder, and the sails and rigging will be fur-

nished by Mr. George B. Carpenter. AH standing and
running rigging will be of steel, and she will be fitted

wi:h hollow spars. The wide experience that Mr. Davis

has had in designing and sailing this type of boat will

enable him to produce a formidable competitor.

t( 1^

While running into the harbor of Marseilles after a

race -on Feb. id, Mr. Edward Hore's 20-ton cutter Laurea

struck - some blocks of stone on the end of the break-

water, and- is a total loss. AH of her crew were .saved.,

Two yeai-s ago at Ryde she successfully defended the

Coupe' de France, easily defeating the challenger, Comte

'

Boni CasteHahe's boat Anna, and last year she defeated

the Quarid Me-me- at Ramsgate, which was built espe-

cially by Due Decazes for the purpose of bringing bag-k

the cup to France,
.

It; is reported that Sir Thomas Lipton chartered,

lliro.ugl).' his fepreseiifeliy^f Mr-- DaTi^ Bfffie, ^ss-^^f^
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yacht Golden Rod. She will be used as a transfer boat
to ply between the Battery and Sandy Hook, where Erin
will lie. Golden Rod is 151ft. over all, 122ft. on the water-
line, 22ft. beam and lift, draft.

Mr. Harry Payne Whitney has chartered the steam
yacht Sheelah from her owner, Mr. W. A. Donaldson, for

use during the next three months. Sheelah is a schooner-
rigged steel vessel, 194ft. long, 26.6ft. beam and 13.6ft.

depth, measuring 630 tons, Thames measurement. She is

a single screw vessel, the motive power of which is a

triple expansion engine.

Advices from St. Paul state that Mr. James J. Hill wiH
leave New York shortly for Bermuda, on his yacht Wa-
couta, with a party of ten guests. After stopping at Ber-
muda the yacht will proceed to Naples, and afterward

visit other Mediterranean ports. Wacouta is the new
name for the celebrated Eleanor, in which the Slaters, of

Connecticut, went around the world. She was afterward

chartered for a season by Col. Oliver H. Payne, who
went to the North Cape and Baltic in her. Wacouta will

be fitted for a five months' trip.

•5 I? « .

The Yale-Corinthian Y. C. have voted to order 21

dories of the type known as the Swampscott Club dory.

The class of dories selected have thefollowingdimensions:
Length over all, 21ft.

;
length on the waterline, 14ft. l5in.;

extreme beam, 5ft. 7in. They will have leg-of-mutton

sails.

8^

Mr. Isaac Emerson, N. Y. Y. C, who recently pur-

chased the steam yacht Marjorie and renamed her the

Margaret, has commissioned her designers, Messrs. Gard-
ner & Cox, to turn her into an auxiliary, with a brigan-

tine rig. Other alterations and additions will be made,
the most important of which is a new after deck house, to

be built of teak and finished inside with white mahogany.
A refrigerating plant is also being installed, and a search

light will be placed on the bridge. The vessel was buHt

in 1899, at Chester, Pa., and is J76ft. over all, 145ft. on
the waterline, 21ft. beam and lift, draft. . 'Mr. Emerson
intends to cross the ocean in her and make an extended

cruise in the Mediterranean.

*S »l •!

The steam yacht Surf^ owned by Mr. C. K. BiHings,

N. Y. Y, C, will go on Downing & Lawrence's ways,

SouU^ Brooklyn, fhis wgek* ^^ftejigiye ^tmti9»§ l^^e

been made on her at the Morse Iron Works, and it is

Mr. Billings' intention to make a southern cruise.

8^

Mr. Leonard Lewisohn's twin screw steel steam yacht,now
building at the works of the Gas Engine and Power Co.
and Chas. Seabury & Co., Morris Heights, will be named
Irene.

^ 1^

The Duke of Cornwall will be present at the America
Cup races, which begin off Sandy Hook on Aug. 20.

It was part of his programme to come here from Canada
on his way from Australia, and it has been officially

announced that the Queen's death will not alter his pre-
vious plans.

1^ 8^

Mr. John H. Hanan, N. Y. Y. C, who recently pur-
chased the steam j'acht Consuelo abroad and changed
her name to Ilanania, has now abandoned the latter

name, and the boat will be known as the Taurus, her
original name.

^
The steam yacht Elsa, owned by Mr. Evans R. Dick.

N. Y.-Y. C, is at the Morse Iron Works, South Brook-
lyn, and will have changes and improvements made below
decks.

^ ^ ^
Mr. Frederick G. Bourne, N. Y. Y. C, has ordered

that his steam yacht Colonia be fitted out for an ex-
tended southern cruise.

8^

Mr. Charles F. Coulter, of New York, has purchased
the steam yacht Forget-Me-Not from the Butler
Brothers.

^ ^ ^
Mr. Prcscott Hall Butler, N. Y. Y. C, has purchased

schooner Marguerite. She was owned by the late Suy-
dam Palmer. '

'

^ ^ ^
The Field says that the Dennys have increased the

gangs working on the Shamrock II.. but it is doubtful

if the yacht will be ready to launch as soon as was
originally intended. It is hoped that it will be possible

to put her into the water by the end of March.

^ J%

The Yachtsman's Clyde correspondent says "that the

report that Mr, James Coates is aboyt to fit out the

Valkyrie HI. is ^Qt gprrept. It i§ opfo, §s it ha§ ^lw§p
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been, for some good sportsman to fit out this interesting

vessel, but Mr. Coates has no intention of so doing,"

^ ^ ^
The Clyde correspondent of the Yachting World,

Jan. 31, says: "The refitting of Mrs. Goelet's steam yacht

Nahma is now nearly completed, and she is expected to

leave here for Japan in the course of a week or two."

1^ 8%

"The fact that Messrs. Henderson have discontinued

building the first-class cutter of Mr. Watson's design,

which was intended either for the King or the German
Emperor," says the Yachtsman, Jan. 31, "is now ex-

plained by the knowledge that the late Queen was known
to be in failing health for some considerable time. Ob-
viously the matter had no more connection with the Y.
R. A. fiasco than the absurdly suggested visit of the King
to New York."

^ ^ ^
Of the Fife designed and built 65-foot rater, the Senta,

which Mr. Howard Hinkle, of Cincinnati, purchased
some time ago through Messrs. Gardner & Cox, of this

city, the Field (Jan. 26) says:

"i?he Senta left Southampton on Jan. 22 for New York.
She fitted out at the yard of White Brothers, Itchen
Ferry, who have given her weather boards about three

feet high, supported by iron stanchions, and running
from the stemhead to the sternpost, while there is an
awning for the skjdights, so that these may_be kept open
even in bad weather. The Senta goes out with her racing

mast stepped, with a gafT trysail, jib and staysail, and
large square sail for running. Her racing sails and gear
have been sent by steamer Bermuda, but her spars still

remam with White Brothers, the order to ship them hav-

ing been countermanded. The crew—eight or nine all

told—are Dutch and Scandinavian. The skipper, Essen,

stated that he intended to go south until he fell in with

fine weather, and was confident of making a quick pas-

sage. When the Senta left Southampton the weather
was fine, and, the wind afterward coming easterly, it was
anticipated that .she would have a good run down Chan-
nel; but in going down the Solent she got aground on
Pennington Spit, near Lj-mington, and had to return to

Southampton to be docked for a survey before again
porceeding on her journey across the Atlantic. It is

rumored that there is something wrong with her rudder."
Messrs. Gardner & Cox have been informed that the

survey alluded to has been made, and the yacht was found
to be uninjured.

^ ^ ^
"The prospective defender for the Canada cup, now
being built by the Milwaukee Construction Co., after

designs by N. H. McGregor, will be launched about May
i, and will be known as the isTordberg boat. Her dimen-
sions are: Length over all, 43ft.; waterline length, 27it.

;

beam, 9ft. 6in.; draft, 6ft. gin. The sail spread will be
about 1,225ft., of which 950ft. will be in the mainsail and
276 in the jib. The spinaker will contain 540ft., and the

balloon jib 475ft. There will be no topsails. The framing
will be of white oak and the planking of cedar. She will

carry outside ballast in the form of a bulb weighing
5,700 pounds. It is probable that the sails will be made
by Carpenter, in Chicago. Of the five yachts now in

sight for the trial races, three will be classified- as keel
boats and the remaining two as centerboards.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

lit^t bf Monday and as much earlier aa {tracticable.

Designs'Recently'PtttjIished^inlForestland Stream.

2S-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20.

2i-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27.

Minnesota, Nov. 17.

19ft. sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. i.

Cutter Isolde, Dec. 8.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dec. 15-22.

Raceabout Jolly Roger, Dec. 29.

Bald Eagle II. and ice boat, Jan. S

25-footer Brigand, Jan. 12.

Canadian ice boat and 14ft. cutter, Jan. 19.

38ft. cruising launch, Jan. 26.

25ft. shoal draft sloop, Feb. 2.

^mailing.—

—

American^ Ganoe Association, J900-J90J.

Commodore, C. E. Britton, Gananoque, Can.
Secretary-Treasurer, Herb Begg, 24 King street, West Toronto,

Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Thirty-second street ana Avenue A,

Bayonne, N. J.

Division Officers.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., Henry M. Dater, Brooklyn,' N. Y.
Rear-Com., H. D. Hewitt, Burlington, N. J.
Purser, Joseph F. Eastmond, 199 Madison street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Vice-Corn., C. P. Forbush, Buffalo, N. Y.
Rear-Com., Dr. C. R, Henry, Perry, N. Y.
Purser. Lyman P. Hubbell, Buffalo. N. Y.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Louis A. Hall, Newton, Mass.
Rear-Com., C. M. Lamprey. Lawrence, Mass.
Purser, A. E. Kimberly, Lawrence Experimental Station,

Lawrence, Mass.
NORTHERN DIVISION.

Vice-Com., G. A. Howell, Toronto, Can.
Rear-Com., R. Easton Burns, Kingston, Ontario, Can.
Purser, R. Norman Brown, Toronto, Can.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Wm. C. Jupp, Detroit^ Mich.
Rear-Com., F. B. Huntington, Milwaukee, Wis.
Purser, Fred T. Barcroft, 408 Ferguson Building, Detroit, Mich.

n
Official organ. Forest and Suream.

A* C A* Amendments.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Will you kindly publish the following additional signa-

tures from the Eastern Division to the petition for amend-
ments to sailing rules of the A. C. A., printed in Forest
AND Stream of Feb. 9: A. V. Coulson, ex-Com. East-

ern Division ; Frank A. Smith, P. W. Grout, F. M. Clark,

Jr., A. C. Scott, Jack Coulson, W. C. Pierce. W. E.

Bartiss.. P. G. Smith, A. A. Pritchard, Dr. C. A. Lakin,

James Thompson, Howard Frost, A. H. Lange, Stephen
Sawyer, H. Y. Simpson, C. E. Jogger, H. H. Ames. L.

W. Gates, C. M. Lamprey, Rear-Com., Eastern Division

;

A. Elliot Kimberley. Purser, Eastern Division:; F. H.
French. ex-Com., Eastern Division; L. D. Sherman,
Marcus Butter, H. P. Poore, F. A. Weiss, Howard Gray.

H^ D. Murphy.
Winchester, Mass., Feb. 18.

A. G A. Membership.
The following names have been porposed for mem-

bership to the Eastern Division of the A. C. -A. :_ F.- F.

Dorsey, Charles E. Prendergast, Maurice P. .
Ginn, . T.

Price Wilson^ Geo. Adams Woods, David N. Skillings.

^ifte ^Huge mid ^allerg.—<$>

—

Fixtwfes.

Feb. 3, 10, 12, 17 and 24.—New York.—Prize shoot, West Side
Rifle Club range, 523 West Fifty-seventh street.

Feb. 22.—Marion Place, Jersey City, N. J.—Hudson Rifle Club's
annual team match; open to all rifle clubs.

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbund of

North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. QS-
hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund's annual festival and prize shoot.

The Spoftsmen^s Show.

Teh programme of the revolver and pistol shooting tournament
to be held at the Sportsmen's Show, March 2 to 16 (Sundays ex-

cepted), at Madison Square Garden, given by the Colt's Patent
Fire Arms Mfg. Co., is as follows:
No. 1—100-Shot Indoor Record Revolver Match.—Conditions:

100 consecutive shots with any revolver; distance 20yds., standard
American target with bullseye (count S, 9, 10) 2?4in. in diameter.
To he shot in series of 5 shots on a target, the 20 targets counted in

order to constitute a score. Entrance $5, re-entries permitted.
Prizes: 1. The competitor scoring the liighest count, if breaking
the present 100-shot record of 905 points, will receive a handsortie

gold medal, suitably inscribed, to be held permanently; or, if

preferred, a Colt New Service target revolver, suitably engraved
and handsomely mounted. 2. A Colt New Service target revolver,

adjustable sights, checked stocks, etc., value $25. In case the
record is not broken the medal will not be awarded, but the re-

volver becomes the first prize, and is awarded to the competitor
making the highest score. In case of ties, each to receive the

prize above designated.
No. 2—Revolver Re-entry Match.—Conditions: Revolver, target

and distance as in Match 1. Entrance 35 cents a target, 3 targets

for $1. Strings of 5 shots each; the best 5 strings to count. En-
tries unlimited; all ties divide. Prizes: First, |40; second, $30;

third, $20; fourth, $15; fifth, $10; sixth, $8; seventh, $7; eighth,

$6; ninth, $5; tenth, $4; eleventh, $3; twelfth, $2.

No. 3—Revolver Pool Shooting.—Conditions: Any revolver; dis-

tance 20yds.; target standard American; entrance 35 cents a" target,

at which 5 shots may be fired. A 10 covmts as a bullseye. Division
of money every three days. Pool shooting not allowed when
ranges are occupied by championship events.
No. 4—Revolver or Pistol Re-entry Match.—Conditions: Any

pistol or revolver within the riiles; distance 20yds.; Columbia target
(reduced); bullseye (count 1, 2, 3) Sin. in diameter; entrance 35

cents a target, at'which 5 shots may be fired, three targets for $1;

five targets to cotmt as a score, not necessarily consecutive; re-

entries permitted. Prizes: First, Colt New Service target revolver
or Colt automatic pistol, handsomely and suitably engraved, value
$35; second, Colt New Service target revolver, value $25; third, Qqlt
New Police target revolver, value $15.

Indoor championship matches of the United States Revolver As-
sociation, under auspices of committee of this organization. .

-

No. 5-—Indoor Revolver Championship, 1901.—Conditions: Any
revolver; 50 consecutive shots in series of 5 shots at a- target;
distance 20yds., standard American target, with a 2%in. bullseye;
entrance $5. Prizes: First, the championship and a championship
cup to be shot for annually and a gold medal for the winner, to

be held permanently; second, a silver medal; third, a -bronze
medal; also bronze medals for fourth and fifth prizes if sufficient

entries are received. Time limit one hour. .
,

No. 6—^Indoor Pistol Championship, 1901.—Conditions: 50
,
con-

secutive shots with any pistol, in series of 5 shots at a target; dis-

tance, 20yds.; standard American target with- 2%iri.. bullseye;
entrance $5. Prizes; First, the championship and a championship
cup to be shot for annually and a gold medal for the- winner, to
be held permanently; second, a silver medal; third, a- bronze medal.
Time limit one hour.
The shooting gallery- will be open from 10 A. M. until 11 P. M.,

and shooting allowed during that time so far as practicable.
The minimum trigger pull allowed on revolver and pistol shall

be 2i^lbs. ,

• -

Contestants in the tournament will please note that arms and
ammunition they use must be suitable for indoor shooting.
To be announced later: A special series of prizes for perfect

scores; trophy shooting and other events.

Address all communications to the Forest and
Stream PubHshing Company.
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Columbia Pistol and Rifle Qub.

San Francisco. Cal., Feb. 3—Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club
shoot to-day had a crowded range, despite the rain, which came
like April showers m Maine. A. H. I'ape got a fine score with
rifle, and Young led with pistol, with Barley and Washburn close

spcond and third men. Dorrell did good work at 50yds. with his

..22<'al. center-fire, and Becker led with revolver. Page is picking

«p marveloiisly with the revolver, as is Brannigan. Dr. Twist shot
100 shots with pistol and made a 57 average, which is nearly equal
to his shooting of 1900 for ten best scores. Mannel and Youn^
had a 50-shot match with rifles, against C. M. Daiss and G. VV.

Hoff. The former team won the dinner, but the shooting was
away off, much of it being experimental. Scores, Columbia target:

Rifle, 200yds.: A. H. I'ape, 40, 48; G. Mannel, 65, 70, 76, 85, 85,

95; Capt. Kuhnle, 66. 70. 79, 84, 84; W. G. Hoff, 71, 89. 123, 129;

C. M. Daiss 91, 92. 84; P. A. Becker (carbine), 96; A. J. Bran-
nigan, 82; E. A. Allen. 136, 145; Dr. Twist (Krag), 185.

Revolver, 50vds.: V. A. Becker, 55, 60. 65, 70; F. W. Page, 63.

75, 75, 79, 83. 9*^- C. M. Daiss, 64; F. O.' Young, 63; O. Fendner,
68, 78, 77, 83; A J. Brannigan, 68, 90; J. R. Trego, 67, 85, 93.

Pistol 50yds.: 'F. O. Young, 36, 42, 49; G. M. Barley, 38, 46, 52,

53: F. S. Washburn. 40, 40, 47; Dr. J. F. Twist, 47, 47, 49; Mrs.
G. Mannel, 57, 65, 66. 68; Mrs. C. F. Waltham, 64. 72, 91; G. W.
Hoadley, 68, 79, 85; O. Fendner, 71, 80; W. G. HofT, 73; G. Mannel,
78, 85.

.22cal. rifle, 50yds.!- A. B. Doi-rell, 18, 19. 19, 20; Mrs. C. F.
Waltham, 37; J. Wall, 41, 67; Mr. Mahoney. 40, 69; N. G. Jewell, 41.

Young shot Peiers long rifle cartridges. Pape shot Kings semi-
smokeless powder. Mannel won the fitst piace in the 50-shot

match.
F. O. Young, R^ec. Sec'y.

On Monday night of last week at Capt, James Conlin's gallery,

513 Sixth avenue, at a meeting of the Metropolitan Shooting
Club, W. C. Southwick was elected President; George Herrman,
Vice-President; Capt. James C. Suromers, Secretary-Treasurer, and
Sergt. W. E. Petty, Captain, These officers form the Executive
Committee of the club. A schedule of matches for the members
and matches with teams of other clubs was contemplated as soon
as preliminaries could be arranged. Several ucw member^ were
elected.

Notice.

AH coinniunications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Kureai and Stream PublUbiog Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

if yott waat your stioot to be announced here send a

notice like the following:

Fixtures*

Feb. 20.—Carlstadt, N. J.—Match at 25 live birds between J. H.
Outwater and Chris Wright, at Outwater's Riverside shooting
grounds, Rutherford road and Hackensack River Bridge. Sweep-
stake shooting.
Feb. 21-22.—Garden City, L. I.—Amateur championship of the

Carteret Gun Club. Walter H. Mead, Sec'y.
Feb. 22.-Harrisl)ure. I'a.— W ashinglun s. Uirthday live bird and

target shoot of the Harrisburg Shooting Association.
I'eb. i!2.—^ing Sing, N. \.—Target and live bird shoot of the

Ossining Gun Club; live bird match at 9 o'clock; live-bird pro-

gramme at 10 o'clock.

Feb. 22.—Albany^ N. Y.—Annual midwinter target tournament
the Forester Ciun Club. 11. II. Valentine. Mgr.
Feb. 22.—Newark. N. J.— East Side Gun Club's holiday shoot.

Feb. 22.—Freehold, N. J —All day shoot of the Freehold Gun Club.

Feb. 22.—Trenton. N. J.—Holiday tournament of the Trenton
Shooting Association. Geo N. Thomas, Sec'y.

Feb. 22.—Minneapolis Minn.—At Intercity Shooting Park.

H. C. Hirschy live-bird championship trophy challenge shoot.

Entries may be made with W. P. Brown, Minneapolis.
Feb. 22.—New Haven, Conn.— Washington's Birthday shoot of

the New Haven (iun Club. John E. Bassett, Sec'y.

Feb. 22.—Newark, N. J.— Forester Gun Club's live-bird and
target shoot. J. J. Fleming, Sec'y..

Feb. 22-23.—Colorado Springs. Colo.— Colorado State Fish and
Game Protective Association's thirteenth tournament, under the

auspices of the Colorado Springs tiun Club.
Feb. 22-28.—A 1loon a. Pa.—Aiioona Rod and Gun Club's target

toutnament. G. G. Zeth, Sec'y.

Ftb.28—West Chester, Pa.—Eighth annual live-bird shoot of the

West Chester Gun Club. F. H. Eachus, Sec'y.

March 2.—New York.—Two-week Roof Garden tournament of

the National Sportsmen's Association. Capt. J. A. H. Dressel,

Sec'y.
March 19-21.—Asheville, N. C—The Peters Cartridge Company's

two days' target tournament. Maj. E. P. McKisseck, Sec'y. John
Parker, Mgr.

.

March 21.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target and live-bird

shoot. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.

April 9-12.- Uallimore, Md.— Eighth annual spring tournament
of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100

per day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. H. P. Collins,

Sec'y.
April 12-13.—Newark, N. J.—Forester Gun Club's tournament

J. J. Fleming, Sec'y.
April 16-18.— Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas Sportsmen's Association. W. H. Koehler, Sec'y.

April is!—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target shoot. Henry
G. Hall, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen s

Association. C. W. Keigenspan. Sec'y.

May '-M — Lincoln. Nefi —*l wentv fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the

Lincoln Gun Club. W D. Rain. Sec'y. ,
, . „

May 14-17.—Allentown, Pa.— Stale shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.

Shaner. Mgr. ^, „ ^ ^, , ,

May 1-3.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Clubs annual tournament;
targets and live birds. Henry G. Hall. Sec'y.

May 21-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament
and convention of the Illinois Slate Sportsmen's Association.

Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y. ^ '

,

May 22-23.-Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of

the Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. W. Phellis, Sec'y.

May 26-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-

shooters' League, under the auspices of the East Side Gun Club.

John Parker, Mgr.
, , . , „ .

May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.

June 5-7.—Circleville, O.— Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'

League, G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

June 11-12.—St. Marys, W. Vt.—Fifth annual tournament of the

West 'Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of

West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
June 11-13.-Sioux City, la.—Seventh annual amateur tournament

of the Soo Gun Club. W. F. Duncan, Sec'y.

June 17-^.—Warm Springs, Ga.— Si uthern Interstate tournament;
two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis.

June —.—Columbus, \\'is.—Tournament • of the Trapshooters'

League of Wisconsin. First week in June.

July 23.—Dexter I'ark, Brooklyn, L. 1.—Annual clambake and
handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doeniclt, Sec'y.

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

'^^hfcago',°Wl.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. OrnundR. West Monroe street

at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park. Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

nractice. Caf6 and hotel accommodations.

Feb 26.—Interstate Park.—Challenge contest for Dewar trophy;

Pr. A. A. Webber, holder; W. H. Sanders, challenger.

27.—Interstate Park.—Team race, a New York team vs. a
New Jersey team, at 1 o'clock. Sweepstake shooting commences at
10 o clock.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate As-
sociation s ninth annual Grana American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds.
June -.—Interstate Park. Queens, L. I.—Forty-third annual

tournament of the New York State Association for the Protection
of Fi«h and <iame.
Monthly' contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New

Xjtrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

April_ 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. L—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap tournament at
live birds. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway, New York.

April 17-18.—Jacksonville, Fla.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. B.
W. Sperry, Sec'y.
May 8-10.—Memphis, Tenn.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Memphis Gun Club.
June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. <J., Can.—The Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
II. Foss, Sec'y.
July 10-lL—Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.'

July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
dation s ?econd Grand American Handicap target tournament;
81,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7.-9.—Providence; R, I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. EL C.
Root. S^t'v
Aug. 21-22.-Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, undw the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker.
Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes thev may care to hav printed Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company^ 346 Broad-
wayy Neva York.

The Sun of Feb. 13 published the following! "At a meeting of
the executive committee of the Carteret Gun Club, held on
Monday night, George S. McAlpin, former amateur champion
wing shot, was called before the committee and received an op-
portunity to resign from the organization, with the alternative of
being expelled if he declined. McAlpin promptly handed in his
resignation. This action on the part of the club is due to the
alleged assault by McAlpin on Capt. Money about six weeks
ago in the oflfice of the latter. The matter of the assault will come
up in the City Court on Monday, but in the meantime McAipin
is r.o longer desired as a member of the exclusive Carteret organi-
zation. McAlpin until recently was a member of a number of
s Bi d i.ther .'•pnrtinff clubs, but is now only a member of
the Westminster Kennel Club."

« ' '
,

^- ^
; O

Mr. G. R. Plumer, of Newport, R. I., writes us as follows:
"Trapshooting promises to become very popular in Newport. For
some years there has been more or less shooting, but of late quite
an interest in the sport has been aroused, and on the evening of

Jan. 29 a number of enthusiasts met and organized under the
name of the Aquidneck Gun Club, the following officers being
elected: President, Geo. R. Plumer; Vice-President, Wm. Dring;
Secretary-Treasurer, J. S. Coggeshall, 2d; Executive Committee,
Hon. VV. P. Clarke, Jr., Wm. Dring and A. Russell Manchester.
The club starts otit with twenty-seven members, a club house
has been contracted for on the line of the electrics, and it is ex-

pected that the grounds will be formally opened early in March.
It is expected that the club will figure prominently in trap-

shooting in New England."

Mr. Paul North arrived in New York on Wednesday of last

week chiefly on business whose purpose was the promotion of the
International team trapshooting contest. His trip resulted in a

most gratifying success. He returned to Cleveland last Saturday.
During a few idle moments on Thursday he was inveigled into a

bowling contest by some of the shooters who had a good opinion
of themselves as bowlers. Strikes and spares were to him as corn
to a turkey gobbler. In a calm yet assured kind of manner he
scored 205 in the first game, thereby doing much to prove that

the East is really effete. The New York bowlers were in their

u. g. f., so there are no excuses to make. Matter concerning the
international race will be found in our trap columns.

Mr. Carl Von Lengerke informs us that the programme of the
grand all-day shoot of the Freehold, N. J. Gun Club tin Feb. 22, has
eight everfts, 10, 15 and 20 targets, entrance 50 cents, 75 cents and $1.

The third is a merchandise event for a Winchester gun, gun case,

shell box and fishing rod; entrance 50 cents, privilege of re-entry.

The Rose system will govern. Refreshments on grounds. Shoot-

ing commences at 9 o'clock. The leaving time of trains is 5

o'clock P. M.

The first shoot of the Michigan State Trapshooters' League will

be held under the auspices of the East Side Gun Club, of Saginaw,
Mich., on May 28, 29 and 30. Live bird-s and targets; $300 added;
open to all; handicaps on both targets and live birds. John
Parker, manager. Address, John Popp, Saginaw, Mich., for

further particulars.

At Dupont Parle, St. Louis Messrs. C. Spencer and D.
Cabanne shot a race at 25 live birds for the Mermod trophy on

Feb 13 Each stood at 31yds. The scores were 23 to 22 in favor

of Mr. Cabanne. On Feb. 17, for the same trophy, Mr. C. M.
Rock being the challenger and contestant, Mr. Cabanne was de-

feated by the score of 23 to 20.

The winning of first by Mr. J. D. Keenan at the holiday shoot

at Interstate Park on Feb. 12 deserves more than passing prair.e

and notice. The conditions of weather and competition were most

trying the former being in every way unfavorable, and the latter

being of the highest. Tne particulars are more fully set forth else-

where in our trap columns.

The shoots of the New Utrecht Gun Club, under the skillful

management of Mr. W. F. Sykes, the club's president, held at

Interstate Park on Saturday 01 each week, are well attended, and
are marked by good fellowship and kindly .emulation of the con-

testants.

H
The third contest of the live-bird series of contests between teams

of the Baltimore Shooting Association and Keystone Shooting
League took p'ace at Holmsburg Junction, Pa., on the grounds of

the latter organization, on Thursday of last week. Baltimore won
by a score of 322 to 301. Each team had sixteen men, and each

man shot at 25 live birds. In the two previous contests each team
had scored a win.

On Feb 13, at the tournament of the Limited Gun Club, In-

dianapolis, Ind., Mr. W. R. Crosby broke 207 out of 210 targets

and was high man for the day, his percentage being a trifle better

than .985. He ran straight m eight 15-bluerock events. On the

second day he seemed to be out of his u. g. f., for he lost 6 out

of 210. yet was hifh at that, though his percentage was only a

trifle better than .9SS.

The programme of the West Chester Gun Club's annual Hve-
bird shoot at West Chester, Pa., on Feb. 28, announces three
P"zes: First, a chance in the Grand American Handicap; second,
a \\ inchester gun ; third, a pair of hunting shoes. Entrance $1.
miss-and-out, re-entry unlimited. Three men to win. Shooting
commences at 10 o'clock. Birds 15 cents. F. H, Eachus is the
secretary.

ic t.
Grand "Central Handicap at Indianapolis In'd., on f eb

15, there were twenty-nine contestants. Of these,' Heikes, Gilbert,
Crosby and Marshall killed 26 straight. In the shoot-off Gilbert
won in the 38th round, Crosby and Marshall each losing a bird in
that round. The scores are presented in full in_another column.

Mr. Henry G. Hall, of Newell, Ta., informs us that the date of
the annual tournament of the Newell Gun Club has been changed
from May 15 and 17 to May 1, 2 and 3, as the former dates con-
flicted with those of the Iowa State Association.

On Feb. 18, in the Tombs Police Court, New York, before
Magistrate Hogan, the case against Mr. George S. McAlpin for
the assault on Capt. A. W. Money was dismissed, as the matter
had been satisfactorily settled out of court.

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner's address is No. Ill Fourth avenue. Pitta-
burg, Pa., instead of 122 Diamond Market, the business at the
latter place being sold recently by Mr, Shaner, pere, after being
run by him upward of thirty-one years.

In the match between Messrs. Geo. E. Leoble and Chas.
Steffens, 50 live birds each, at Dexter Park, Brooklyn, Feb. 15, Mr.
Leoble won by a score of 39 to 38. He stood at 28yds., while
Sieflens stood at 30.

Mr. T. Haze Keller, son of Mr. T. H. Keller, has made a grati-
fying success in his capacity as traveling agent for the Peters
Cartridge Co. He has displayed an aptitude for the business which
forecasts a lasting success.

Mr. C. W. Phellis, secretary, writes us as follows: "The
Mechanicsburg, O., Gun Club wish to claim May 22 and 23 as
dates for their ninth annual tournament." •

The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., announces that the
programme of its two-day tournament, April 12 and 13, will be
ready for distribution on March 10.

The championship of the Carteret Gun Club, held on Thursday
and Friday of this week, promised to be well contested both in

respect to the number of entries and the quality of the competition.

Mr. John Wright announces that he will hold a live-bird shoot at

Interstate Park, Queens, on March 13.

Bernard Waters.

Trap at Dupont Park.

St. Louis. Mo., Feb. 10.—The fourth shoot here to-day for the
Dupont Park medal brought out the large entry of forty en-
thusiasts, and the result was another victory for Fred Fink, who
won the medal at the last shoot, two weeks ago.
The weather was bright and crisp—ideal for the sport—but the

birds were largely mixed with poor ones, and the consequence was
a large number of straight scores. On the shoot-off Fink killed

17 more straight. The full scores were:

Dr Gaines, 31 2111112122-10

Spencer, 31 2221222222-10

Wa ker, 28 2211122111—10
Dr Bond, 28 *U*121101O- 5

Fresch, 28...........2ni2.1;i».l- 8

Davis, 27 020*020112— 5

Barker, 27 2202000222— 6

Nason, 29 22012112*2- 8

Bowman. 28 2022222222- 9

Orvis, 28 201011ul02— 6

Campbell, 28 22-2222122-10
Williams, 28 01U211121— 9

Collins, 30 2202222210— 8

H Meyer. 27 2121201101- S

Brandes, 2S 12j1002001— 5

W Meyer, 28 1101010202— 6
Kroell, 28 1221*20121— 8
C F Cummings, 28.0121111212— 9

Reichert, 29 1222212201— 9

Rock, 30 2u*m211— 9

Heilisenstein, 30. . .212*222222—

9

Prendergast, 31 2222*2)220—7
J Cabanne, 30 1112222222—10
Selzer, 29 2222222122-10
Sandberg, 28 2022220212— 8
W E Hill, 28. ......2212212222—10
Weber, 28 1212221112—10
Fink, 28.. 2222212122—10
Jonah, 28 1112211110— 9
Clay, 28 2222122212—10
Krueger, 30 2ll2l2*2i2— 9
Dodge, 28 1222121021— 9
Boggerman, 29 1222122102— 9
Dr Smith, 31 2122222222—10
Schwarz. 28 1222112222—10
Kenyon, 28 2221221221—10
Nold, 29 2222222222—10
Dr Cummings, 28..2122102211—

9

.Johnson, 28 2112222222—10
Scott, 28 12221iai20— 9

At 2:30 Chris Heiligenstein, the flying Dutchman from Free-
berg, 111., took a turn at his invincible highness, Mr. Champion
Cabanne. but it was of no avail. Heiligenstein shot brilliantly at

times, making many fine kills, while at other times his work grew
unsteady, and he ended with the rather poor score of 19. And
Cabanne—well, he just kept on killing them, and while he had
the best of the draw, it vi'asn't luck but his good shooting that
won him the race. The birds were selected, and strictly first-

class. Cabanne was at 31yds., Heiligenstein 30. The scores:

Heiligenstein, 30 22022210202212*2*21*11222-19

Cabanne, 31 11*1122021122220122112222-22

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 13.—Charley Spencer to-day made his third

attempt to get possession of the Mermod trophy, this time chal-

lenging Dute Cabanne. But there seems to be a hoodoo for

Charley attached to this trophy, for he lost again to-day after

making a strong race for it. The birds were exceptionally fast,

and were aided by a good wind. This was the mist interesting

race for the St. Louis championship that has yet been shot. Both
men stood at 31yds. The scores were:

Spencer 22*1211222022222221202222—22

Cabanne 1220212*21121212122221222—23

Chas. M. Rock, of O'Fallon, 111., immediately challenged
Cabanne, and the race was shot at Dupont Park Feb. 17 at 10:30

o'clock. The birds were not an ordinary lot in this race, with now
and then a screamer. Cabanne did not shoot up to his usual form,

v.'hile Rock's work was clean and steady throughout. They both

shot from the 31yds. mark. The scores were:

Cabanne ; 2121212121221*20*2*202122—20

Rock 121m 21012111221*1131212—23

Following this was a 7-bird sweep, $3 entrance, scores re»uUing
as follows:
Gaines 1112211—7 Mason .....1112212—7

Hill 1110211—6 Wilkinson 0110020—3
Barker 2211122—7 Scudder 1122111—7
Karser 1222112—7 Bond 1121201—6
Campbell 2212122—7 Cabanne 2122212—7
Williams 0222200—4 Spencer 2111120—6
Herbert 1012111—6 Rock llHll^-6

In the afternoon of Feb. 7 J. M. Selzer and John Cabanne in-

dulged in a little 25-bird race for price of birds, and tied on 22.

Owing to the lateness of the hour they decided to call it a draw
and fight it out some other time. The scores:

Selzer 222mi201120122012211112-22

Cabanne 222*2222222222202*2222112-^22

Ten birds, practice:
Craig 2222211110— 9 Page 2111200101-^ 7

Johnson 2222222220— 9 Barker 0212112222— 9

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuefldar-

Correspondence intended for publication should reach M •! ttn

latest by Monday aad u much earlier u practictUt. _
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WESTERN TRAPS.
a tie-

'

lotefcity Shoot.

Feb. 9.—The last live-bird shoots of the Intercity Gun Club, of

Minneapolis, have been successful, (^n Feb. 2 there was a strong
wind, which made the birds livetv. Hirsrhy won with 15 straight.

Three new men came out, of whom McNamee promises to be a
whirlwind. His second barrel is a corker.
On Feb. 3 Parker handed too warm a game to the boys on the

high gun basis. The day was finished at targets, at which
Hirschy took most of the coin.

Garden City, of Chicago.

Garden City Gun Club, of Chicago, is holding its regular shoot
this afternoon at Watson's.
The club divides $5 between those winning the handicap medal.

The best straight score carries the high average medal. This will

be the first shoot for the Great Northern silver loving cup, at 25
birds, with extra handicap birds to shoot at. The birds in regular
club event will be scored on the cup event.

J. L. Van Uxera, 101 Randolph street, has presented us with a
chamois skin shooting shirt, which will go to second high
man during the year, with handicap. Birds 15 cents in club event;
optional sweep with and wi.thout handicap-

In 'ere y Rare Postponed,

Garden City Gun Club, Mr. H. Levi, secretary, has just received
notice from the National Gun Club, Milwaukee, that the race be-

tween that club and some of Garden City Club men will be post-

poned indefinitely, on account of the serious illness of Col. P. C.
Brand, a member of that club, and owner of the park where they
shoot.

Chicago Notes.

Eureka Gun Club, of Lyons, holds an all day live-bird and
target shoot to-morrow on its grounds in Lyons suburb.
The Universal Gun Club holds a live-bird and target shoot to-

morrow at Archer avenue and Forty-sixth street,

A little race between M. Greener and H. Smith at Watson's
ground this week resulted with Greener 42, Smith if.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Minneapolis Shooters.

On the 11th of this month weather conditions were not very good
for live b'rds at the Intercity I'ark, f r bi. ds were strong and so was.

the wind. Morrison seems to be handling his new gun in good,

shape, and made top score at live birds and targets. Scores:

Live birds:
.Morrison 222222222222222222011*222-23:

Kribbs 2 j22202j21212002211222112—20'

Wilkinson 10012211*11221212*2021112-20'

McNamee 222002222*22222w

Brown -. • . . • 220222222222222

w

Tar^rets

"

Morrison 1111111111111111111111011-24-

Wilkinson 1111101011111011011111111-21.

Kribbs
'

'.. .. 1110111110001111101110111—19'

Brown '. iiininoiiimioiiiiiiii-23.

Mac 0000011100jllllluOOllllll—14

On Lincoln's Birthday a fair number faced the traps. There was.

a large number that had hard luck stories to tell. This was par-

ticularly true in the cases of Mark, Kribbs and Brown. Mark drew

mostly hard ones, as did Kribbs, and Brown had the misfortune-

to have 3 good kills 'all oat of bounds. This was particularly true-

of his ninth bird, which was killed, but struck the walk and.

bounded out. Morrison is back on his old-time mettle, and turned,

a neat trick for the crowd, la the target races Mark made some ot

the regular shooters look tired. There was a bright sun on the

snow, and the light was bad for all kinds of shooting. Scores:

^Morrison 112212122222222-15 Brown 21*2211*222*0w

Hirschy 2 2 '22222222*12.-13 Barker 212110211112222-14

French 222*22222^22222:-14 Capt 112111121121212-15

Mark .*1102221*222222;—12 Spratly 2222222222w

Kribbs 220*0211Ql*2222f-l:3 King lllllOOOw

The above race was at 15. hirdfe, $? entrance, three moneys, 5, 3, 2,

Rose system. Capt. shot for birds only. Spratly retired to catch

a train:

ivi cGraw + 1001101111001111111111110—19

Brown t 0111111111111110001111011-20

Hirrrhv 4. 1111111110111111111110111-23

Morrison 1 1111111111111111111111011-24

MorS '^'f.miiemilllU3-12 Brown Olimillllllll-14

Hirschy 111111111111111^15 Spratly ...OOlUOOlUOllOll—

8

Maxk 111111111011111—14

MorS '!:f.milll01111110-13 Hirschy 110111111111110-13

jMasSc 111111111111101-14 Brown ...111111101111110—13

Spratly 110011011111011—11

W. P. Brown has challenged L. E. Parker, of Minneapolis, for

the Hirschy live-bird trophy, thie race to take place on the

grounds of the Intercity Park, Minneapolis, on Friday, Feb. 22, at

10 A. M. Dr. Bill.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, Feb. 16—The appended scores were made on our

grounds to-dav on the occasion of the tenth trophy shoot of the

season. Dr Meek, from the 31yd. raark, carried off the honors

of the day, being the only one to go straight in the main event.

The day was cloudy, and while not very cold was very chilling

owing to the great amount of moisture m the air. The birds

were an unusually fast lot, largely outgoing screamers.

Attendance was small, owing to the deep snow and our

grounds being located out on the prairie, necessitating con-

siderable deep wading to reach it:

E\lVltLZlm2mi2-B Dorman, 28 1111222011-9

Barnird 30 222010202*- 6 Delano, 27 02*2210111- 7

nicks 31 011111121(^ 8 McDonald, 28. .... . .1022.22112- 9

Dr Mkthews 29 ...11111122*1- 9 Dr Meek, 31 1111111211-10

T>r Huff 28 . .12211*2011- 8 Dr Shaw, 31 1100211220-7

Keck 28 000*201101- 4 T VV Eaton, 33 122112220J-

8

No. 1.

E Eaton, 28 •••^:?ln?^
Barnard, 30

Hicks, 31 1??^^Z^Dr Mathews, 29... • HHH ,Dr Huflf, 28 0210*1—3

Keck, 28

Dorman, 28

Delano, 27
McDonald, 28..

Dr Meek, 31....

T W Eaton, 33.

Jones, 30

No. 3.No. 2.

*0201*—

2

112111—6
111*21—5
111111—6
0*22*2—3
*2020'*—

2

010*10—2
222222—6
211122—6
221111—6

121010—4
212111—6

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

201202—4
210*11—4

ii*2ii—

5

6**662—1
111121—6
122211—6

Bu

J B Wilson.

R E Willis.

A H
F R Willis

Trap at Watson's Paifc.

de Crossing, 111., Feb. 12.—Match, 50 birds per man!
''222022222111010120122222—21

2221001 201201201220222221—19—40

1 201 202222000222221121220—1

9

0212220022222222101021201—19—38

T7„„V,;„ 2220201200201222222210201—18
J ran KJ in

nill]2222222100001022n0—19—37
29'091 1020222222002222222—20

0102201 202101 1 02220210022—16—36

F-eb. 16.-rirteen-bird sweep, $5 entrance, t^vo moneys:

Long 220121211022122-13 Sawyer 001121020100102- 8
j^uuB .. 1.01 1 101 11991 9m _lt Robinson 100221220010102—

9

Hunter 1211im 1221201-14

Comley 022 0122 21111-12
Nusley .........202222220200

w

^uinl"^'.... 11201102200

Willard 11122222

Miller 12101110

Antoine lOOlOU

Mather 211011100222102—11

Stephens >... 1121122211111

Steck .....21222

Bowles 11121

Chicago GtiQ Club.

Btimside Crossing, 111.. Feb. 16.-At the club shoot of the

Chicago Gun Club, at Watson's Park to-day, the followmR scores

were made:

L C Willard. 31 222221212122212-15

Antoine, 30 , 112111210212111-14

Dr Miller, 30 012222202111111-13;

Bowles 28 011*n22201210*— 9-

Steck, "30 121212221212220-14'

Dr Ckrson, 29 2211110212*1222-13;

Mack 28 011121021111221^13

Mrs Carson, 26 r: 2°!*^!!!?)'' .
Ealmer 27 000*0010*0*w

Dr Mo'rton," 28.".".'
.

001010121102221-10

*Stephens 31 212111112221*12-14

*R=cp "s 1202111*1201201-11

*Rust,
28'.".".".'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'. 100121122010212—11

*Not members.

Six-bird swaap, $4 entrance, three rnonej-s:

Hunter 2 2211—6 Carson 111200—4

Comley 211112—6 Stephens 111222—6

Steck 200110-3 Rust 011110-^

Miller 212~22—5 Sa%vver 011220—4

Willard 221211—6 Robinson 210221—5

Nusley 201221-5 Morton . ;
....111221—6

Long 101201—3
Ravelrigg.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Shooiing Association.

Trenton, N. J.—With the wind trying to blow the hair off one's
head, and the' thermometer at zero, the Februarv badge shoot
was anjirhing but a comfortable function. In the first place none
but an "hostenostious" dead game sport would take chances in

facing the traps in such weather,' and the little band of heroes
that fought out the programme are worthy the sublime respect

of their fellow members. They will be known in the future as

the "Never-Fail Brigade."
In the badge contest Mickel and Thomas were the only two

that qualified for the gold medal, and the-Professor also made the
best individual score for the day, 11 .out of 15. Some of the visitor's

work was fair in spots, but tlie scores of all were away below the

average.
In the merchandise event the bovs tried a trifle harder, and the

scores were slightly improved. Taylor and Mickel had an ex-

citing finish for the sleeve buttons, Mickel emerging from the

fray the winner by 1 target. Mickel also made the best general

average for the day.
If the weather proves good, the indications are that Washington's

Birthday shoot will be a hummer. The programme provided con-

tains some novel features that will prove of interest even as an
experiment.

Events

:

Targets

:

^r

Reid ...

Williams
Ripley .

.

1 2 3

10 10 11,

5 1 5

5 3 4

4 8 3

4 5 3

3 4 5,

3 4 4-

3 3 5
2 4 6

2 3 2

1 3 4
1 4 3

0 2 3
0 1 4

3 11
4 6

7 10 10 10 8 8

A '7 9 .. ,.

2 8 10 7

*Non-membersj not eligible to contest for medals.

Events 1, 2. 3, and 4 were optional sweeps. Events 5 and 6 were,

badge shoots, first 15 targets to qualify for place; 10 or better

shoots for the go'd and 'ess than that number shooting for the

silver badge. Events 8 and 9 were shoot-off of ties.

Forester Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., Feb. 12.—Great interest and hard work is being
m.anifested by the committee for the Forester Gun Club's second
annual two-day tournament, which will be held on April 12 and
13, at targets. This c ub has just begun to be popu.ar, as the

club's motto is "Give every one a good time for as little money
as possib'e." .A.1I we kind.y ask is that every shooter will help

to make this one of the most successful shoots the Forester Gun Club
has ever held. The club was organized in 1S82, and at present is

in good financial standing. Last year the club came near dis-

banding, owing to one of its ofticers trying his ideas to the detri-

ment of the club, but the members at its annual meeting put an
end to him by appointing a more noted trap man in his place.

Committee: J. I. Fleming, D. L. S.innock and H. E. W'inans.

The programm'es will b.e ready by about March 10. H. E.

AVinans will be kindly mentioned for his good management of

cur club and making so many good friends.

The club shoot of to-day resulted in the following scores:

Handicap, 50yds. boundary, two moneys:

Ferguson 28 .2111111122-10 D Fleming, 27 0111111022- 8

Welier 26 02u22i221t- 8 Aff, 28 0101122211- 8

Beattv' 27 0211221011- 8 Winans, 28 121O0mO2— 7

Ripley,' 26 1112221*01- 8

Event No. 2, 5 birds, one money:
Ferguson, 28.. 11222—5 Backus, 28 22102—4

Beatty, 27 211ii-5 Aff, 28 20022-3

Country Club of Lafcewr^od.

Lakewood, N. J., Feb. 12.—Visitors from the Carteret and New
L^trecht gun clubs were present at the shoot of the Covmtry Club
to-day, one of whoin was Col. T. Martin, of Bluffton, S. C. There
was an exceedingly high wind, and the birds were an extra good
lot. A 15-bird handicap with $5 entrance fee was the first event,
money being divided for first and second guns. Miss-and-outs
completed the programme. The scores in the handicap foffow:

Col. Martin, 30 -
222221222?22220—14

K P Thomas, 27 121101112011212-13

Capt Money. 30 2122222&2110111-13

S S Remsen. 30 222222222220022-13

W E Feigenspan, 30 220222222222220-13
Lorkwood, 27 , 211210M1221110-12
A Hegeman, 28 22202112120 - 9
Lozee 28... 011220111110 -9
J H Hal'ock. 29 012222221200 - 9

George, 28... 220012022 -6
C Lincoln, 28 202222000 - 5

C W Rodman, 28 ...011001011 —5
W S Cannon. 27 .'..020100010 - 3

F A Potts, 25 01000 — 1

W Sykes, 28 020 ^
— 1

The tie for second money was carried over into a miss-and-out

event, in which there were ten entries, $5 entrance, and after the

fourth bird the contest was between Martin. Thomas and Feigen-

span. Thomas 8, Feigenspan 8, and divided the money and also

that of second monev of the handicap.

In another miss-and-out Martin and Money divided in the eighth

"^"in addition to the above there were several side matches.

Belvidere Gun Club.

Belvidere, N. J., Feb. 13.—^The two-men team match was for $40

a side. Creveling and Pitenger won by 3 birds. The scores:

Creveling 0222002222—7 Flin 0021220202—6

Pitenger 1122121002-8—15 Pearson 20U2020112—6-12

Second event, 5 birds, ?2 entrance, two moneys:
Rasener 21112-5 Dapkey 00121-3

Knowles 00200—1 Cole 11121-5

Reed 21222—5 Boardman 21110—4
Wm. Rasener.

Hudson Gun Club

Newark, N. J., Feb. 11.—All were lO-target events on account of

high, cold win'd and weather, which accounts for poor scores. ex-_

cept for the old-timers and always topnotchers in any kind of

weather. „ , ,

Next regular shoot and club shoot on Feb. i

journed to start at Rockaway Park, Feb. 17:

Events: 123456789 10 ]

Targets: .
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 :

Dr G P Kay 6 6 6 9 9 5 7 7 4

S Brown 8 9 8 7 5 7 6 4 8

Johnnie Jones 65698'7474
Jj j-ee... 425374774

We all ad

Shot
at. Broke.
110 99
110 97
100 57

100 67
100 66

100 65
90 42

F Altz 33669?8..
G Hushes 6865555 ..

G W Lembeck ... 4 5 6 6 8

J Dodds 3 5 6 5 ..

F Hansman.......... 3 8 4 6 7 7 5

70
70
50
40
70

41
39
29
18
40

A. A. SCH0VSRLING, Ass't Sec'y.

R H Johnston, 28.

Richmond Pigeon Club.

Richmond, Va., Feb. 13.—At the second manthly shoot of the
Richmond Pigeon Club, to-day, foi»-teen members had courage
enough to face the traps at Broad Street Ball Park to take part.
The wind was blowing a gale, and wihen Ihe pigeons were released
frorn the traps they did not stay long enough to become ac-
quainted with the surroundings.
Mr. Tignor did not shoot in his usua? form. He is considered

the best one-barrel shot m the State, but yesterday he seemed
to be a little off, shooting at times vei«y slowly.

Messrs. Stearns and Hanrimond wei>e able to catch the birds
quickly, and many of their kills were Icudly app audcd.
The birds were handled and trapped for Mr. L. C. Lynham, and

were a picked lot, intended for the match between Messrs. F.
Stearns and A. H. Foot, whoich was p.-istponed.
The retrieving wa^ done by Mr. Ey.yson's Dash, Mr. Vaughan's

Leo and Mr. Young's Mack. ,

The English sparrow shoot, whicrt is scheduled for Saturday, is

creating a great dfeal of iaterest ansong the local shooters. They
are all anxious to give- the little oat-«ater a trial, none having
ever shot at them.
Handicap, 20-i)ig«oia race:

Trap score ty^ip—Copyrisht, 1901, ly Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

148151?B184284426851
W Buckner, 2& -i % * 0 -i 0 u S! 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 * »^a#

1812518542.? 2 4185 ."5 14 8:

F Steams, 80 0 a vi 2 2 2 * 2 2 2 i> 2 2 '.i 2 2 2 2 S*—

H

28841583 2 34581455385-

Capt. Foster, 80 .«..2 212U1211 Ii2l0011l2 1—17

21452114442234484848
*02ii2UO 2 001^21 lOaUl 1—12
24514885834544531242

W H Colquitt, 80 ..* 2 0 2 U U 0 U 2 2 1 2 0 2 n 2 2 2 0 -11

81438242548848525486

J \V Harrison, 28 .2 2 u 2 1 0 2 1 1 u 2 1 2 It 1 1 2 1 2 1—1

181422548322 2 244684 5

W L Boyd, 28 2 2l2012U2 02220 2 1111 1—1®
44444125443528855186

W P WoodlvW , 0 2l2ll01^4Jl2 0U01i!2iO !&
4 2 86454818415 2 4418ff4

J C TfeaOE-, 28>.., U U2l22 11:!0O!!022 aaij2 1-15.

2 2 1542825548442 a; 3: 2- 31l

H D Johnson, 2t s! 0 U 2 1 0 I 2 2 0 0 0 i U' I l l; 2 H—1*
4 2 45515333528^515.>'»'4
\\/-»/'<\iT\/'/>/<iS^/i

W A Hammond, 80 2 * i 2 2 z 1 1 -iS 0 :s 2 2 2 2 2 i: u 2 - IT

314 2 15 5 4354346255825

H Green, 29 1 i 0 U 0 t 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 I :( 0 0 2 0 ItJ:

S8543641842241114451
4,^T^,/1/"^^/'^^^^'..^/«t ^s^z/'i-t

B Green, 2S,, 2 2i''01iUI21221a02Ul 0—141

84118484316152511244

C Farley, 30...- 0 ^ 2 z 'i 2 z 2 z 2 z 2 0 1 2 0—17T

Feb. 17,—The first English sparrow shoot ever pulled off in the;

Old jjom^nion was held last Saturday <.t the Broad Street Baseball!

Park under tf*e auspices of the Richmond Pigeon Club. About
400 sparrows -Mere furnished and trapped by Mr. VV. C. Lynham\
before an audience numbering fully 300, among whom were nearly/

all the trapshocters of Richmond. The Sport commenced att

1:30 P. M. with Franklin Stearns first at the traps in a 20-sparrow/

match with J. W. Harison, and from then until dark it was "bo*
times in the old town" for both sparrows and pigeons, of which
latter about 170 were trapped, after the sparrows were exhausted.

The boys were "tickled to death" over the new sport, and if satis-

factory methods of catching and keeping the little pests can -be per-

fected sparrow shooting has come to Richmond to stay.

The next shoot at the little darters will be held at the ball park
on March 2, and the boys would be giad to have visiting shooters

join them in exterminating rhe little devils. Following are the.-

scores at both sparrows and pigeons:

Event No. 1, 20 Engli* sparrows, 21yds. rise:

Harrison 10222010122122010120-14!

Stearns • Ilim02021112111122—18.

Event No. 2, 10 sparrows:
Hammond 222222O210— 8 Stearns 2202^22222— 9)

Blair ...21101200U— T
Wood 0101201110— 6

r

Vaughan 0010022220— 5i

Dickerson OIOOOOOjOI— 2!

Young Ii21112111—lOi

J C Tignor. 0111011011^—

T

Blair 0220110011— <S-

V\' ood OOOOJlOOOl— 2.'

Johnson 2012010011— 6;

Colquitt 1102021102— 7^

Boyd 1012010011— ffi

Vaughan 0ir2-S
Buckner ....^:9i0—

3

Boyd 21132-3-

Colquitt 11212—

&

Parrish 100(0—2

Y'oiing 21100—3.
Harrison 210w

Event No. 3, 10 sporrows:
Dean 2110012111— 8

Stearns 2222222022— 9

Hammond 1211010121- 8

Harrison 0111122100- 7

1 C Tignor 1102202020— 6

Buckner 2200212202— 7

Event No. 4, 10 sparrows:
Hammond 1111111001— 8

Stearns 2l2i211101— 9

Buckner 1122011101— 8

Vaughan lllluOlOlO— 6

Harrison 1201111011— 8

Young 1001111100— 6

livent No. 5, 5 sparrows:
Jackson 00211—3
Dickerson 200OO-1
Harrison ....v.. 12011—

4

Stearns .."......11100—3

Young 12001-3

Event No. 6, 5 sparrows:
Johnson ..-.„.*. 11112—5
Stearns 11221—5

Event No. 1, 10 pigeons, handicap:
Stearns, 30 0202222222— 8 George, 28 1*22*21221— 8^

Harrison 28 1110122122— 9 Boyd, 28 2222122222—10'
Hammond, 30 2222222222—10 Johnson. 28 1211221010— 8.

Buckner. 28 2111111011— 9 Wood, 29 2102w
Vaughan, 28 ...2112111112-10

Event No. 2, 40 pigeons, 30yds. rise:

Stearns, 30 ,
2222222222222222222220222222222222022122—38-;

Harrison, 30 21*1000210*2111*021011120010*21101101122—25i.
Secket.^hy.

Horace Silsby.

The recent death of Horace Silsby, of Seneca Falls, N.. YT, rt^-

jnoves one of the best known and most highly esteemeiil of thft-

circle of sportsmen who were long prominent in connecsion. witll
the New Y^ork Association for the Protection of Game and Fish.
Mr. Silsby was an ex-president of the^ .\ssociation and w-as witiely
known as a trapshonter. Of him the Seneca Falls Reveille says in
appreciation of his life and character:
"He was a man of attractive peisonality and very siiccessful in

making friends and in retaining their iriend.ship. His ciear in-
sight and great good sense were manifested in all that he did.
In addition to a uniformly good mental equipment for business, he
was an enthusiastic lover of nature, with a true and fine sense of
besuty in all its forms. The rod, the gun and the yacht afforded
him a pleasant and congenial relief from business cares and rc>
sponsibilities, and his boat house at Cayr.ga Lake was one of his.

most restful and enjoyable places of resort. He was fond of his
friends, and his agreeable manners and a presence both graceful
and manly made him a creator of friendship and affection for him-
self in all to -w-hom he was known. The evidences of his many
kindly words and deeds and of sympathy and condolence for
those directly bereaved are many, affecting and in keeping with
the character of the man, whose death is a source of extretn©:
regret."



FORESt AKt) STREAM.

ON LONG ISLAND*

It' was a day to try out the skilJ of the best. The forciioc
clear, with a stiff 7 o clock wind, which gradually increased ir
till in the last half of the main event it was about a half gale

John Vright^s Shoot.

Interstate Park, L. 1.. Feb. 12.—There was a great gathering
ol shooters to compete for the Francotte gun offered as a prize
by John Wright. There was also a large number of spectators
present to witness the competition. Among the cohtestants were
several whose fame as skillful shooters is world wide.

rcnoon was
in force

, ,
-'^^ gale. The

sky became overcast, and a faerce snow squall added to the hard
conditions in the concluding round. The birds were a good lot,
and with the fierce wind there were a number of the kind classed

"as unkillable, which is a kind of bird the shooter fails to hit
''correctly or to hit at all. In the main event two sets of traps
Nos. l and 2, were used, so that the event was carried through
quite expeditiously. Thepe was the keenest interest in the oom-
petition manifested by the shooters and their many friends who
were lookers on. The redoubtable Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, standing
at the 32yd. mark, was a strong competitor and promising one in
respect to killing straignt ar>d winning, as also were Messrs. Van
Alien, Keenan and Gildersleeve, but each missed 1 bird, and thus
the four tied on 14. It was decided among them that the money
would be divided between tjie four, and that a miss-and-out between
them would determine the ownership of the gun. Gildersleeve
went out on his first bird, Elliott on his fourth, Van Allen on
his fifth. Keenan killed 5, and the rest then being shot out he was
the winner of the gun. It was a popular win. The amateur
victor was warmly congratulated by all. The conditions were 15
birds, ?12.50 entrance, birds included; handicaps 25 to 33yds.
There were forty-five entries, of which two w-ere shooting for
birds. Deducting the cost of birds, ?3.75, from each entrance, left
$8.75 net for each entrance, or a total of $366.25. Deducting the
value of the gun, $150, left $216.25 to be divided between the four
high guns.
The guns and powders used were as follows: B. H. Norton used

a Parker gun. Hazard powder; G. H. Piercy, Smith, E C; B. W.
Leroy, Remington, Hazard; S. M. Van Allen, Daly, Walsrode;
J. Von Lengerke, Francotte, Schultze; H. C. Koegel, Smith gun;
T W. Hoffman, Francotte, Schultze; W.- W. Hassinger, Smith gun;
J. H. Martin, Greener, Schultze; Capt. Jack, Greener, Schultze;
C. W. Goldstein, Remington, E C; E. C. Griffith. Parker, E C;
C. H. Criss, Parker, E C; H. S, Folsom, Francotte, Schultze; J.
K. Hull, Parker, E C; L. Howard, Smith, E C; Ira McKane,
Francotte, E C; G. Greiff, Francotte, Schultze; M. Mackay, Fran-
cotte, E C; Dr. Miller, Parker gun; Dr. Casey, Parker, Schultze;
J. W, Thompson, Parker, Schultze; C. VV. Schanck, Parker,
Schultze; Annie Oakley, Parker, Schultze; A. W. Hawes, Daly,
Schultze; R. James, Scott, Walsrode; Frank Ashton, Francotte,
Schultze: L. C. Cornell, Francotte, Schultze; Dr. McManus,
Smith, Schultze; L. W. Colquitt, Daly, Schultze; J. A. R. Elliott,
Winchester, Hazard; H. Schummel, Francotte, Schultze; W. H.
Sanders, Greener, E C; T. P. Keenan, Daly, Dupont; t)r. Still-

jnan. Smith, Schultze; Ed Banks, Winchester, E C; C. StefTens,
Parker, Schultze; F. Hyde, Greener, Schultze; F. G. Gildersleeve,
Smith, Schultze; G. L. Schoemacher, Francotte, E C; A. Christy,
Francotte, Schultze; C. E. Langdon, Parker, Schultze.
The scores in the main event, which was the third one shot, are

as follows: "

B. H. Norton, 27 222222222202220—13
G H Piercy, 29 2222*2222002212—12
B. Leroy, 29 2222220220222*2—12
S M Van Allen, 30 222222022222222—14

J Von Lengerke, 28 22222*222222220—13
H C Koegel, 29 222022022222002—11

J W^ Hoffman, 28 022222022222222—13
W W Hassinger, 29 i 201210002221222-10

J H Martin, 27..., 022222222022222—13
Capt. Jack, 28 021221222220222—13
C W Goldstein, 25 021011110122210-11
E C Griffith, 28 022221221220222—13
:C H Criss, 25 202002002020022— 7

H S Folsom, 25 012*20220022012— 9

T R Hull, 29 .............202222021122222-13
L Howard, 28 022222200222222—12
I McKane, 28 222222220220222—13
G Greiff 29 022222222220222—13
M Mackay, 26 012212021210202—11
Dr H Miller, 28 22202*000022222— 9

Dr Casey, 30 ,

222022222000222—11
Dr L W Carman, 27.. 2121222U0222222—13

J W Thompson. 29... i. 21102122212201*—12

C W Schanck, 26.... ;» 2111022221011*2—12

A OakJey, 27 220222220200w

A W Hawes, 26 2000122120*212*— 9

R James 27 211210022022202—11

F S Francotte, 29 212*22200000221—9

L C Cornell 26 200021201001002— 7

Dr H McManus, 27 202212022200112-11

P D Froeligh, 27 V 212*02010011001— 8

L W Colquitt 28 01222222222*222-13

TAR EUiotL 32 222222222222022-14

H Schummel, 29 220220220220222-11

H W Sanders, 27 222202222002220-11

T P Keenan 28 222222222222022—14

Dr Stillman, 28 222220022*20222-11

E Banks, 28. 220020W

C Steffens, 29 21122222222210*—13

H Hvde 26 » 220*2200020*020— 6

Gildersleeve, 26 220222222222222-14

n Demarest, 26 202202222222200-11

G L Schoemacher, 26 220020220220222-10

A rhristv 25 .! 002200002202OO0—

5

C E Langdon, 26 002112202211121-12

Ties on 14 for gun, miss-and-out:

Van Allen 22220 Keenan 22222

gUiott 2220 Gildersleeve 0

Event No. 1, 10 birds, $5 entrance:

B Norton 28 2222222202— 9 Morfey, 31 2220220200— 6

Griffith, 2^.-..,.,. 2222022222- 9 Hawes, 28 001*20*121- 5

Terov 29 2222222222—10 Van Allen, 30 2202222222—9

Piercv 30 ....2*20222200— 6 Langdon, 28 1012222002—7

Greene, 26 122222*001- 7

Event No. 2, 5 birds. $3 entrance-.

Elliott 32. .22022-4 Waters, 27. 22212-5

Hull 29 22222-5 Carmen, 25 12020-3

Banks, 29 22221-5 Capt Jack, 28 <-22122-5

Von Lengerke, 28 22022-4 Hyde, 26 22200-3

Piercv 29 .
..' 22222—5 Gildersleeve, 27 22222—5

HasSinser. 28 22101—4 Langdon, 27 21200—3

Howard 28 2222*-4 Hoffman. 28 22222-5

Christy '25 00020—1 Leroy, 29 20202—3

^ Oakley, 27 21221-5 Griffith, 29 10110-3

Thompson, 29 12121—5 -Van Allen, 30 22222—5

Colquitt 27 20022—3 Miller, 29 *22*0-2

Folsom, 26 020l*-2 Koegel, 30 2*222-4

Tames, 28 -. 10101—3 Demerest, 28 20012—3

Francotte, 28 02220—3 Norton, 27 02222—4

Martin, 27 22000—2 Greene, 26 22021—4

Schummel 28 22222-5 Cornell, 26 02020—2

Schanck, 28 22021—4 Casey, 30.. 22222-5

At laterstatc Park.

Queens, L. I., Feb. 13.—Several events were shot at Interstate

Park to-dav, the most important being one at 25 live birds, $10

entrance, two high guns, the scores of which were as follows:

S M Van Allen 30...... 222202202*222022*222*2222—19

B Lerov 29 222*2*22022*022*2222022*2—17

E C Griffith, 29 .". 1020101200012212102201220—16

Morfev 30 222222222220*200202022202—18

Morris,' ZO'. 0000000100*00100002002000— 4

Ten birds, $5, high guns:
Van Allen, 30 2222222222—10 Grifiith, 28 222222211—10

Leroy, 29 2022222222— 9 Morfey, 30 22021*2022— 7

Mi«s-and-outs, $5:

Morfey 30 22 222222 Griffith, 28. 20 220

Leroy, 29 22 222222 Van Allen, 30 0 212220

JLebry, 29 2202222222— 9 Grifiith, 29 1222222222—10

New Utfccht Gon Clab.

• Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., Feb. 16.—The shtjot of the New
t/trecht Gun Club to-day was well attended. In the club event

• there were five full scores of 10. The handicap allowance of misses

as no birds and kills will be found by reference to the foot note
following the scores:
• - : •• . No. 1. No. 2.

C W Feieenspan. 89. . . . .
.2222222222—10 2222222—7

2^
'

' ' '
.1222111111-10

IV ^ Lmcohi, 28 , 2211022102—8
'Jack, 29 ^ 1222122211—10
"bykes, 29 22222*22**— 7
TBrooks, 28 2111212120— 9
*Norton, 28 ...0222022212—8
Lentilhon, 28„ ,0222022212— 8
TLosee, 28..,,. ..1112111112—10
P Daly, 30 , 22n212222—

9

Capt Jack, 30.. >......,.. 21*20S1002— 6
TAnnie Oakley, 28 2122212112—10
tA A Hegeraan, 29.. 1221112101—9.

* Indicates 1 miSs and 1 no bird, t indicates 1 miss
No. 1 was club prize, 10 birds, $5. No. 2 was club t---^, •

Three pairs doubles: Lincoln 5, Palmer 2, Daly 5, Ramapo 5,
Brooks 6, Feigenspan 4, Jack 5.

Seven birds, prize:
JLincoln, 28 111201*—'1

JBrooks, 28 1111222—7
tLosee. 28 11221*w
JA A Hegeman, 29 llUlOw
Feigenspan, 29 2222222—7
JNorton, 28 2122201—6

i 1 miss, t 1 no bird.

Shoot-off, miss-and-out:
Brooks 0
Feigenspan 222222

tl221212—

?

$2222211—7
t22220w
t2222222—

7

ti2iim—

7

$*222002—

4

2022*22—5
1202212—6
12122*2—6
1222112—7
$211*111-5

1 1 no bird.
2 was club prize, 7 birds.

{Annie Oakley, 28 22111*w
tRamapo, 27 2122110—6
t.Tack, 29 V2l*v/
Gaughen, 29 2222222-^7
tSykes, 29 22222*w

Gaughen 222210

J Stoney 9 .A Constable ................i..
'.' '.'

8

krf^r^I ; ...v.^wiii.^.u...... 6W Waldeck
, 14E Steifens '.... .[ .. ii ii 13U Kelm

, JY

Crescent Athletic Clofa.

Bay Ridge, L. I., Feb. 16.—Fine weather afforded favorable con-
ditions in respect to externals for the shoot of the Crescent
Athletic Club to-day. The February cup was well contested, and
resulted in three ties on 48 by Messrs. Marshall, Brigbam and
Keyes.
The conditions of the cup event were 25 targets, expert ttaps;

25 targets, magautrap; handicap; allowances added:
—Expert.— —Magautrap.— Grand

, „ Hdcp. Total. Hdcp. Total. Total.W W Marshall 6 25 5 23 48H M Brigham 2 23 2 25 48
Dr J J Keyes 5 25 4 - 23 48
W' G McConvill 8 22 6 25 47
F B Stephenson 2 24 2- 22 46
G Notman 3 24 3 21 45
C Kenyon, Jr 3 21 2 20 41
J N Borland 5 18 5 20 38L C Hopkins.,..,.,,.,..., 6 21 5 . 16 37
C A Sykes...., 3 19 3 18 37
C G Rasmus 15 .. ii 26W K Fowler 6 15 6 17 32H C Werleman ,. 14 .. 11 25
G Stephenson, Sr 10 .. 14 24
Dr H L O'Brien..'. 5 17 w w
Trophy shoot, 25 birds, expert traps: Dr. J. J. Keves (5) 25,

H. M. Brigham (2) 24, C. G. Rasmus (6) 23, F. B. Stephenson (2)
22, G. Stephenson, Jr. (3) 22, G. Notman (3) 22, C. Kenyon, Jr.
(3) 20, H. C. Chapman (8) 20. J. N. Borland (5) 19, W. W.
Marshall (6) 19, L, C. Hopkins (6) 19, H. C. Werleman (7) 18,
Dr. H. L. O'Brien (5) 17, C. A. Sykes (-3) 17, A. L. Norris (5) 14,
W. K. Fowler (6) IL
Trophy shoot, 10 pairs, expert traps: Dr. H. L. O'Brien (5) 18,

F. B. Stephenson (2) 16, H. M. Brigham (3) 16, G. Stephenson,
Jr., (3) 15, G. Notman (2) 13, Dr. J. J. Keyes (5) 12, C. Kenyon,
Jr. (2) 12, J. N. Borland (6) 9.

Trophy shoot, 10 pairs, expert traps: F. B. Stephenson (2) 18,
G. Stephenson, Jr. (3) 17, H. M. Brigham (3) 16, G. Notman (2)
13, Dr. H. L. O'Brien (5) 10, C. Kenyon, Jr. (2) 9.

Sweepstake, 25 targets, magautrap: F. B. Stephenson 22, G.
Stephenson, Jr., 21, Marshall 12, G. Stephenson, Sr., 10.
Sweepstake, 20 targets, expert: G. Stephenson, Jr., If, F. B.

Stephenson 15, Marshall S, McConvill 7, G. Stephenson, Sr., 7.
Sweepstake, 15 targets, expert: F. B. Stephenson 13, Brigham 12,

Sykes 11, Keyes 10, G. Stephenson, Sr., 9, G. Stephenson, Tr. 9,
Marshall 9, Kenyon, Jr., 6, Hopkins 6, McConvill 2.

Sweepstake, 10 targets: Kenypn, Jr., 9, G. Stephenson, Sr., 8,
MarshaU 8, Hopkins 5, McConvill 5. .

Jeannctte Goa Clafa.

Brooklyn, L. I., Feb. 15.—The club shoot to-day, held at Dexter
Park, was well attended. Mr, H. P. Fessenden acted as referee,
Mr. Johnnie Jones as scorer. Mr. John Bohling, Jr., in Class A
killed his 10 birds straight and was the only contestant who did
so. The scores follow:
Club event, 10 birds:

F Ehlen, 25....

J Vagts, 28

Job Lott, 30...

Geo Leoble, 28

N Brunie, 28

J Bohling, Jr, 28...

C Steffens, 30....

J H Kroeger, 28.

C Meyer, 30

J Mohrman, 28..

Shoot-off, Class B
Ehlen

1211»11210— 8 Kid Peters, 28 1202211012— 8 •

1022101101— 7 T Kattenhorn, 25. . ..020.000202— 3
222**2211*— 7 C Bohling, 2S *202110201— G
0221*22220— 7 C Rolphs, 28 1002110011— 6
*122021021— 7 H Meyerdieck, 25. .012202112*—

7

2222222222-10 H Schumacher, 25. .2202*00220— 5
1021222222— 9 W Rinckoff, 28 1001022200— 5
01*2010102— 5 F Karstens, 28 11*1111010— 7
1011011110— 7 J Schmidt, 25 1222110022— 8
21*1021112— 8

Sweepstake, 5 birds:
Ehlen 12101—4
Leoble 0*22*—

2

Mohrmann 12002—3
Peters 20222—4
Rinckoff 21211—5
Meyerdieck 22212—5
C Bohling 12121—5
Schumacher 11210—4
Brunie 12102—4

Match at 15 birds:
Job Lott, 30... 002212221111*11—12

.2 J Schmidt o

J Bohling '»2220—

3

Lott ...22222—5
Meyer 11122—5
Karsten 02021—3
Vagts .....1**00—1
Kroeger 11*10—3
Schmidt 02122—4
R»lphs 20201—3
Kattenhorn 00222—3

G Leoble, 28. .222222212112022—14

Leoble vs. Steffens.

Brooklyn, L. I., Feb. 15.—The match to-day between Messrs.
Leoble and Steffens resulted in a victory for the former by a score
of 39 to 38. Mr. Leoble had 2yds. advantage. Mr. Jake Vagts
acted as referee. Mr. Johnnie Jones acted as scorer. The story is
told in detail in Forest and Stream's trap score type as follows:

Trap score type—Copyright, igoi, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

13'«e 351115454423132435 5 443

G Leoble. 28.. 1 2**12 2 2 2 2 0 0 * 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—19

3 5 41444114 5 42 5. 41251322544

2 2 2 2 * 2 2 2 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 * 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2—20—39

1412233235535412 153433341

C Steffens, 30.0 1 2 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 2 0 0111021112 2 2 1—20

3253125244143554452242244
t nT>» ^1 1, j»/ 1 "1

12210211212222*02020220 2 0—18—38

Oceanic Rod and Gon Club.

Rockaway Park, L. I. Feb. IS.—The scores made at the bi-

monthly shoot of the Oceanic Rod and Gun Club to-day were as
follows

:

Events; 123456789 10 11
Targets: . 25 25 20 20 20 20 20 20 25 10 15

Dr Bill 21 21 17 15 17 17 18 15 21 . . .

.

J H Sharkey 13 10 10 12 14 7 7

A A Duke 11 20 16 11 10 10 15 17
C F Dudley .. .. 15 11 13 19 16 14

A Schubel 14 16 13 14 14 13

J Hughes 10 10 11 10 11 13

F Brown 7 6 8 9 8 10

F Schoverling 15 16 12 16 14 17

S Charles 14 10 11 11 18 ,

.

J Klenk 6 6 12 9 6 .^

Geo E Leoble... 9 15 16 16 .. ..

Johnnie Jones 11 10 8

Geo Lebohner 11 8 7
A Anderson 5 5 9

B Mull .• 9 11

T Tiernan .. .• 18 .. ..

E Botirke .. . . .9 . .
..

6 ..

4 ..

16 'e
'8

A Nation of Amateuts,
A PROMINENT politician, seeking to lay his finger upon a weak

spot in our national character, sought some little lime ago to
prove that we were a nation of amateurs. Indictments have been
f-rawn against us before. Within the memory of man we have been
called a nation of shopkeepers, but now it seems that we are only
.-imateur shopkeepers after all, and that our heart is not in our
business. Do we not hear complaints almost daily in the public
press of our reprehensible lack of enterprise, of our failure to
adopt continental or .Vmerican methods, of the eclipse of British
cornmerce behind the rising sun of Germany? Our critic con-
tended that it was much the same in nearly every profession that
we take up. With the exception of the Roval Navy and garden-
ing—a curiously assorted pair—whatever calling we adopt we dis-
charge our duty as amateurs, "to the detriment alike of public
business and private enterprise." The soldier, the clergyman,
the farmer, the statesman—not one of these but bungles his
business sadly for want of interest in his profession.

It is easy enough, once a plausible thing is started, to find facts
in support of it. No doubt several professions would be none'
tlie worse for a serious attention to detail. No doubt, too, there
are men m most professions who are blindly conservative, who
cling to old traditions and look with contempt on modern scien-
tific methods. But it is certain that they grow fewer year by j'ear.
They die out; the stress of competition will not permit them to live
and carry on their business on the old lines. It may be a question
whether we are not lagging behind other nations, but there can
be no two words about our advancing. If we arc amateurs now,we were much more so in the past, and shall be much less so in
the future—in the serious business of life. Are competitive exam-
inations decreasing in number, and county council lectures, and
training colleges for the engineer? To-us, at any rate, the danger
does not seem to lie in this direction. The tendency is rather to
suppose that cultivation of the mind is all-sufficient, and that the
physical side of man is a matter of the smallest importance. But
enough has been said recently upon this point. Let us confine
ourselves at present to the consideration of the amateur.
When, with reproachful intention, a man is termed an amateur,

the word may commonly be taken to mean that he is not a serious
worker. In literature or art—and the expression is used in these
connections m its most damaging sense—to be an amateur is, in
the eye of the critic and the professional, to be nothing at all.
To call a man even by so pleasant-sounding a name as "a brilliant
amateur" is to damn him with faint praise. It was this view of
the matter, presumably, that animated the politician .who has re-
cently risen to high office in the formidable accusation he brought
against the British race. He took occasion to define an amateur
as a man who is not braced up to a high standard of effort and
proficiency by a knowledge that failure may mean ruin." The
definition sounds at first hearing reasonable enough, and it is
tolerably well expressed. No doubt, too, the attitude it describes
IS hardly one that a great nation would wish to adopt, but on re-
flection the definition seems to be something of a libel on the
unfortunate amateur, who must by this time, however, be grow-
ing accustomed to hard words from the jealous professional.
Etymology alone would suggest that an amateur is one who takes
up a profession <Jr a sport because he likes it, and not as a mere
means of making money. It might be argued that some professions
—the Chm-ch, for example—are better approached in this spirit;
It has often been argued that no sports should be approached in
any other. And as to the quality of the work—it is not in games
alone that the amateur has somethimes the better of the contest.Men do not always do their best when they know that failure may
mean ruin. As often as not they break down from no other cause.
In effect, the border line, in most professions, between the ama-
teur and the professional is one that is very easily passed; and it
IS not always on the further side of the boundary that we find
the best work. And we certainly cannot agree that the amateur
shows any lack of seriousness in fitting himself for the task that
he undertakes. The true amateur has nothing of the dilettante
spirit about him; he is far more likely to suffer from excess of zeal
than from carelessness. He has not been through an adequate
training, allege his detractors, and therefore his work must suffer
through not being conducted on the most scientific principles. But
in all probability the man who has his work at heart will train
himself far more satisfactorily than the ordinary pupil at a train-
ing college. The advocates of an early specialized education are
apt to forget that the fact of its early commencement militates
strongly against the probability of the pupil choosing his pro-
fession aright. In how many cases is a boy of twelve likely to
know his mind on this all-important subject? Common sense
would urge us to give him a fair chance—to let him have a
good general education fiist, and superimpose upon that sound
foundation what he wishes afterward. As things stand, there are
not a few who enter the navy and find too late that they have
mistaken their vocation, and that much of the knowledge they
have acquired at such a cost of time and money is useless for any
other profession. And in commercial matters, at any rate, we
venture to think that very little good is done to the boy, or to the
sacred cause of business, by restricting a pupil's education solely
to^ the mathematics of the counting house.
The essentia) of success in a profession, one might almost say, is

to be an amateur—in the best sense of the word. It is rather re-
markable that while some are thus accusiing us of a lack of serious-
ness in matters of vital import, we should have raised our voice
more than once in these columns in gentle raillery at the gravity
with which we pursxie our games. But it is hardly necessary to
point out that, in the world of sport, the amateur is a word bearing
a somewhat different meaning. An artificial line of demarcation
separates him from the professional; it is here purely a question
of trade, and the principles prompting the man are not, and
cannot be, too curiously considered. In all essential points the
professional cricketer or football player maiy be more of an ama-
teur at heart than the gentleman who bears that honored name.
Indeed, in most cases he has, doubtless, taken up the game at
which he makes his livelihood, primarily because he liked it.
That he earns money by its practice is neither here nor there.
But it is worth while considering the behavior, let us say, of
certain league teams in the light of the definition we have quoted
above. The components of these teams are, one and all, men who
are "braced up to a high standard of effort and proficiency by a
knowledge that failure may mean ruin." It is interesting to notice
that not infrequently responsibility becomes loo heavy for them
to bear, and the play suffers considerably in consequence. It
v.as, not so long ago, matter for comment that certain teams, who
perhaps started the season rather unfortunatclv. preferred to play*
anywhere rather than on their own ground. The knowledge that
failure may mean ruin is not conducive to accurate and spirited
football. We doubt whether it is conducive to enterprise in any
profession. There are professions, no doubt, where the thought
has to be faced. In the two services an officer knows well enough
tliat he has to take his chances, and that he may be broken through
the slightest miscalculation or error of judgment. But if he is a
wise man he does not allow the thought to obtrude itself un-
necessarily. There are some who would be happier if the young
officer were always thinking of such matters, and always dis-
cussing the nice points of his profession. Tn our opinion it is
not an unhealthy sign that he should be reluctant to talk "shop"
before strangers. Let him be trained as much and as thoroughly as
possible, but it is even more important that his nerves should be
in good condition..—London Field.

Concerning its holiday tournament, Feb. 22, the Trenton
Shooting Association, of Trenton, N. J., in its pro.gramme pre-
sents the following information: "Shooting will commence at
9 A. M. sharp. Interstate rules will govern all shooting, in con-
junction with tlie 'House Rules' of the Trenton Shooting Asso-
ciation. Targets thrown from magautrap, at IVs cents, included
in entries Nos. 1 to 5. Re-entries unlimited. Trolley cars marked
'Yardville' direct to the grounds. Club house heated by hot
air. Loaded shells for sale. Sandwiches and hot coffee.
Come early and bring your money with you. Event No.
1, at 10 bluerocks, class shooting; entrance 50 cents, tar-
gets included. First prize, Colt's automatic pi.stol, .38cal.
—the latest production in high-power small arras—value. $35.
The second prize is $5 in gold. Third prize, .112.50 in gold. A pair
of gold cuff' buttons will be awarded the lowest score in this event.
Events Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5. at 10 bluerocks, class shooting: entrance
50 cents, targets included. In these events the prizes will be a
dressed capon for each first, second and third best score. Events
Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, at 10 bluerocks; entrance $1, targets de-
ducted at 1 cent each; Jack Rabbit system of division. This is

the only system that admits all the contestants for a share in the
purse. Address all inquiries to the secretary, George N. 'Thomas,
ilOO Chestnut avenue, Trenton, J."
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Amefica vs* EnglancJ.

Elsewhehe in our trap columns is published an interesting and

gratifying letter from Mr. Paul North on a subject of lively interest

to all trapshooters, and incidentally within the United States to

all Americans. It goes without saying that a shooting contest

engaged in by the best picked men of America against the best

that England can produce is a national event. It should evoke the

heartiest indorsement and support from the whole American

people. There is no doubt but what it will do so. The great

international events of the past—the great rifle, sculling, yachting

and general athletic contests—were more than international events

in tile interest evoked; they were world-wide in that respect.

While Mr. North's letter modestly presents the main features

of the matter, there is already a strong and substantial support

of it. ^

As a result of Mr. North's energetic efforts concerning th,e in-

ternational trapshooting contest, and at his instance, a meeting of

gentlemen eminent in the realm of business and wholesome sport

was held in New York on Wednesday of last week to take authori-

tative action in this matter. A brief discussion developed the fact

that much important preliminary work had already been accom-

plished. It had already been determined that the personnel of the

team would be eminent as to skill and good standing; that the

prospective members had signified their willingness to join it, and

on inquiry, that such men as were on salaries found that they

could prearrange their business affairs readily to cover the time

that they would be absent; that each member of the team would
serve on it in his personal capacity—that is to say, he would not

be a representative of any business interests whatever in his

capacity as a member of the team.

It was further decided that the team would be strictly repre-

sentative of American skill and competitive ability; that it would
be more truly representative of America if sent to England by ttie

American people, rather than \iy any American organization, hence
it was decided that the funds should be raised by popular sub-

scription.

Mr. North has been corresponding with the leading English
sportsmen who are influential in trapshooting matters, and negotia-

tions are so far advanced that a match is practically assured.

In short, all the preliminaries, excepting the money for ex-

penses, have been almost definitely arranged.

in tlie great international competitions the representatives
of America have often been victorious, and always admirable
competitors. Such is a matter of sporting history. But in pro-
moting the success of the team by furnishing the sinews of war, the
venture has more than a team significance. It will promote a gen-
eral national intei-est in acquiring skill with the gun—and how
essentia] is such skill in times of national stress is embodied in
the saying, "The man behind the gun," the import of which is

known to every American and otliers.

Grand Central Handicap
1 Tournament*

Indianapolis, Ind.—This is the fourth time the shooters of this
country have assembled for the purpose of holding a contest upon
the beautiful and well equipped grounds of the Limited Gun Club.
This shoot has become a fixture at this city, and is known and
established as the Grand Central Handicap. The handicap refers
to the 25-pigeon race, $25 entrance, and is shot the last day, there
being usually one day of target shooting and one of sparrow
sliooting and another of live-bird shooting. This vear the man-
agement decided to use two days for targets and one for live
birds.

Opening Day, Feb. 13.

Wednesday opened rather hazy, with a slight wind, and yet by
the time the first gun had been fired the fleecy clouds were drift-
ing away, and the shining sun was welcomed during the re-
mainder of the day. The targets were thrown from a magautrap,
and ow;ing to having a new head not properly adjusted and the
pull being defective caused some provoking delays. Yet in E. H.
Tripp and Bert Adams we found such excellent managers that
there were very few if any murmurs of complaint.
The tribe known as Indians were out in fairly good numbers, as

no less than ten of them were seen to deposit funds with the
cashier sufficient to shoot through the day. These first owners
of the Indiana woods were somewhat crestfallen on account of the
absent chiefs—Chas. W. Budd and Rolla Heikes—but it did not
affect their shooting materially, as the scores will show.
The visitors present were enrolled as follows: W. R, Crosby,

O'Fallon, 111.; Jack Fanning, New York; Harvey Sconce, Sidell,
111.; A. B. Conner, Pekin, 111:; Fred Gilbert, Spirit Lake, la.;
Col. A. G. Courtney, New York: Eddie Bingham, Chicago; Guv
Burnside, Knoxville, 111.; E. D. Fulford, Utica, N. Y.; Hon. Tom
Marshall, Keithsburg, 111.; Ed Rike, Dayton, 0.; W. T. (Tramp)
Irwin, Chicago; E. E. Apperson, Kokomo; E. C. Meredith,
Muncie, Ind.; J. L. Head, Peru; Mr. Fort, Fostoria, O.
Add to this list the members of the club here, such as E. H.

"Tripp, T. H. Parry, Dr. O. F. Britton, J. W. Cooper, Paul Beck,
Geo. Marott, Bert Adams and others, and you have a combination
hard to beat. The almost continuous popping of guns was heard
untU near sundown, and when the last gtm was fired some very
wonderful scores were shown to have been made.

Billy Crosby has not been at every shoot held lately, and some
of the regulars were wondering what said Billy could be up to by
stealing away, but they found out to-day, as after missing one
each in the first two events he ran out straight, with the exception
o* the twelfth event, where one more, by some sudden movement,
evaded his unerring aim. This showed that Billy had been "prac-
ticing in his backyard." The boys speak of him as being in a
trance, but, call it what you may, the "saucers" were not only
"cracked," but they were "smashed," and then the few re-
maining pieces were ground into dust.

I turn now to the amateurs. Look at the figures opposite Mr.
Sconce's name; total missed, 6. Here is a farmer boy from
Illinois who has a local reputation for "crockery" smashing that
few can excel. Fanning made nine straight scores and had a "bad
half hour" in two events that cut him down in the average.
Gilbert, "the evil spirit of the lake," made four 15s and six 14s and
four 13s, and thus fell below his former record made on these
grounds.
You have often read reports of shoots in which odd names were

given to squads. Well, here is a new one. The first squad was
designated by some one as the "Bald-faced" squad, as they were
selected because they were smooth-faced, even to absence of
mustache. They were good shooters, but not nearly so hand-
some as the second squad, each being adorned with a flowing
mustache, being no less than the well-known Courtney, Bing-
ham, Burnside, Fulford and Marshall. You should see the
ladies press forward when this squad was called to the score, and
when a miss was scored there was often heard a sigh and an
"Oh, too bad!" "So sorry," etc.

The scores as follows:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14
Crosbv 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 14 15 15 15
Fanning 14 11 15 13 15 13 15 15 12 13 15 15 15 15
Sconce 14 15 15 13 14 15 14 . . 15 15 15 15 15 14
Conner ,

15 14 15 14 14 13 15 14 14 11 14 14 11 14
Gilbert ....... ..,,....-.....-r.. 14 14 13 IB 15 14 13 13 15 15 14 14 14 13
Courtney ; 8 14 13 12 15 10 13 13 13 13 11 9 15 14
Bingham 12 13 14 15 13 14 13 14 12 12 13 12 11 14
Burnside .

- 1110 13 13 10 11 12 12 14 14 14 13 14 13
Fulford 14 14 15 12 14 12 13 14 15 14 14 14 15 13
Marshall 12 13 13 12 14 13 13 14 12 15 11 15 13 12
Parry 13 10 14 14 12 13 14 13 12 13 13 13 11 14
Tripp 15 11 15 15 12 12 14 13 14 14 14 14 12 11
Irwin 9 14 12 12 12 10 12 13 . . 14 12 13 13 10
Partington 13 13 13 12 14 15 14 14 12 13 14 13 .. ..

Fort .:. 13 12 14 .
. 10 15 14 15 12 13 12 15 11 13

Rike 14 10 14 11 15 11 14 13 14 13 13 13 12 14
Apperson , . . . 13 12 15 13 13 14 12 14 13 IS 12 13 15 13
Meredith • 10 11 13 12 S 9 9 9 .. 12 .. ..

Head ., 12 14 14 13 13 11 14 15 13 13 15 13 13

Lgwrence IS 11 13 10

Beck 14 14 15 12 14 13
Morris , . 11 11
Short .. .. 11 6
Anson , ,. .. .. .. .. 14 .. 13 ..

Second Day, Thursday, Feb. 14.

Morning dawned lovely, and the day was an ideal one for target
shooting. There was just enough wind to blow the smoke away.
There were several new faces seen to-day, but one was absent

—

that of Harvey Sconce, who was suddenly called home by the un-
expected death of his uncle. The new men were such well-known
personages as Ed Voris and Mac Stillwell, of Crawfordsvilie; Toe
Bristain, of Lafayette; C. Stevens, of Moline, 111.; J. Hillis and"F.
Hillis, of Washington, and Rolla Heikes, of Dayton.
Everything passed off in a way to be a lasting Ijenefit to the Lim-

ited Gun Club. The scores made were not quite so good as yes-
terday. Crosby, though having made some wonderful scores in his,
almost defeated himself, as out of 210 shots to-day only 6 were not
scored dead. Jack Fanning came second, losing 11, closely followed
by Conner, of Pekin. Ill,, who let but 14 get away. Gilbert was not
up to form, and he let 17 hit the ground, lost. Then there was
Ed Rike and J, L. Head next, closely followed by the Hon. Tom
Marshall.
The home members and friends came out to-day, and altogether
exc were thirty-eight entries. To-night others are coming in, and

I

„ . , total scores

there
to-morrow more live-bird shooters are expected,
follow

:

Events: 12 3 4
Crosby 15 15 15 15
Fanning 14 14 13 15
Heikes ...i, 13 13 13 14
Conner 14 14 12 13
Gilbert 13 15 13 15
Courtney 13 13 14 14
Bingham 9 14 13 10
Burnside 13 12 14 14
Fulford 9 14 12 14
Marshall 15 13 15 14
Tripp 13 13 13 12
Parry 12 14 14 11
Rike 14 15 14 15
Head 13 13 14 11
Slow 12 13 12 11
Long 12 11 10 10
Daniels 10 13 11 14
Fort 13 15 15 13
White 5 10 6 12
Beck . . . . 14
Dickson ' 10
Mack 13
Howard , 12
Stillwell 12
Juck ,

.

Williams
Stevens
Leeson , ..

Comstock ,. .,
Harbit
Tramp
Lawrence
Mullen
Tacksnipe
T Hillis
"F Hiihs
Dock
Meredith

5 6
15 13
14 15
14 12
14 15
12 14
13 13
12 12
14 11
15 12
14 13
15 11
13 12
14 15
15 14
U 10
13 ..

12 11
12 13
8 11
15 12
12 14
10 ..

13 12
13 10
6 4
12 12
9 14

11 11
13 13
9 4
.. 11

7 8
15 14
14 14
13 13
15 15
15 15
14 .14

12 15
12 14

12 12
14 14
15 13
13 12
14 13
11 14
12 13

9 10 11

13 15 15
15 14 14
10 13 13

15 11 15
12 15 14

13 13 13
12 12 14

13 15 14
10 13 13
11 11 15
14 15 13
13 11 12
14 12 13
14 15 15
14 .. ..

12 13 14
15 14 15
14 14 15
13 10 13
15 14 14
15 13 12
13 13 14
12 8 9
13 12 13
13 11 15
15 14 13
14 11 15
12 13 14
14 14 11
15 14 14

13 10 S . . ,

.

13 14 14 13 14
13 9 9 12 13
12 13 . . 14 13
10 11 10 10 13

13 13 13
10 8 11
11 13 13

14 10
13 13
11 8
9 8

12 12
11 11
9 11
4 ..

10 11
14 15
.. 7
.. 13
.. 9

11 12 13
11 13 13
11 5 ..

11 11 ..

13 14 14
11 12 12

13

13 15 13
12 12 ..

12 13 ..

15 12 11
11 11
11 12

11 12 ..

9 9..
10 8 ..

.. 14 13

.. ..11
13 ..

12 13

Following the regular programme a miss-and-out pigeon event
was shot. There were eighteen entries, and seven men were tied on
5 kills when darkness fell and caused a postponement. The contest
will be finished this morning prior to the regular programme. The
entrance was $2.

Pigeon Day, Friday, Feb. J5,

This being the great event from which the shoot takes its name,
and as there are quite a few shooters who .shoot pigeons only this
W'ay, the day brought together the old and the new shooters, and
the number of entries ran up to twenty-nine.
The day was a repetition of the past two, with the exception of

a good breeze behind the birds that made many of them fast out-
going.
The new arrivals were H. J. Lyons and one of the Louisville

surgeons who shot under the name of Gulp. Then Elmer Neal
came down from Chicago, where he was detained by a law suit.
These, with nine members of the home club narticipating, made
up a very large entry for such an event.
The shoot was advertised as usual to start at 9 o'clock sharp, but

as the shooters do not get out early the first gun was not fired
until about 10 o'clock, and then all were not present.
The shooters were handicapped on a scale running from 26 to

31yds., the committee being E. H. Tripp and Rolla Heikes; and
as is customary with those on the committee they generally place
themselves at the limit, so Heikes stood at 31, along with Fanning,
Gilbert and Crosby, while Tripp took the 30yd. peg. There were
five at 27, eight at 28, five at 29, and six at 30, and the above-named
at 31.

As Tom Marshall was known to have not fully recovered from
his lame arm, he was put on the 30yd. line, and he, Heikes, Gilbert
and Crosby went out with clean scores.
This is the first time m my knowledge of handicap shooting

that the scratch men were all the winners. It was discovered be-
fore the match was over that Crosby was shooting the pigeons
much as he did targets, while Heikes was shooting much better,
and so was Gilbert and Marshall.
On the first round all killed except Voris, Parrv and Fanning,

and thus two good men were shy. The second round Burnside
and Bingham each lost out of bounds. The total column will
show some startling results—some poor and some excellent scores.
Take that of E. H. Tripp, who shot out of the money after killing
9 straight; but he had plentjr of company, for in his hole landed
four others, viz., Theodore, Comstock, Burnside and the Tramp.

I fancy some of the best shooting was done by Harry Lyons, of
Louisville, though he lost 2; yet he showed the best of judgment
in waiting on those birds that made twisting movements.
Another very excellent score was that of Mr. Lilly. He made

some wonderful second barrel kills.

Then Heikes, Gilbert and Crosby grassed their birds in such
short_ order as to cause the retrieving dogs little trouble, as most
all of them fell within a few feet of the traps, and had not Bing-
ham's bird carried out his well placed load of shot he would have
been with the push. Mr. Head, who won here last year, and has
now the record of losing but 1 out of 70 shot at on these grounds,
had a fast towering bird go beyond the flags, but that was the only
one that was not put in the game bag.
Paul Beck had everything going smoothly up to the twentieth

round, when he failed on this, and the twenty-first, then killed out
straight.
One of the new shooters, and the last man to enter, was C.

Fort, of Fostoria, O., and he showed that he is no novice, and by
using the gun that twice won the Grand American Handicap
accounted for all but 1 of the 25.

Thus it will be seen that the moneys were about evenly divided,
and never in the history of these shoots have the scores been so
large. First year only one straight, that of Jack Fanning, was
made. Second year there was only McMiu-chy able to account for
all of them, and only Heikes in 24 place, while last year only Neal
and Head went straight, and Gilbert was alone with 24.

The birds trapped to-day were rather on the mixed order. Some
were extremely fast, some slow, and others medium. There were
few "no birds." Altogether they were a good lot of cooped
birds.
I may mention that Tramp Irwin shot in hard luck. Three

dead out is unfortunate for any one. He made more one barrel
kills than any one of the shooters, yet fell by the wayside, and
out of the money, but he had company. Tramp is too old in the
business to get discouraged, and last seen of him here he was
pacing up getting ready to go to Hot Springs to "boil out."
Tramp Irwin reports haying a grudge against one of the best-

known shooters of this city. He says it was all Dr. Britton's
fault that he has been a shooter and followed it up, as about
twenty-eight years ago the doctor sold him his first breechloading
shotgun, a Parker hammerless. Tramp says that cost him
much money, but he has had a lot of fun.
The conditions were 25 pigeons, $25 entrance; no additional

charge for birds. Purse divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Ameri-
can Association rules to_ govern. Distance handicap, rise 26 to 31yds.
Entries to close with firing of first gun on second round, unless
unanimously extended. The scores:

Fort. 28 .1120222212111211222222221—24

Tripp, 30 222222222*222*02222*22223—21

Voris. 29 , *111112212021122212221222-^23

Gulp. 28.... • ....................... .^222!j0^i%g?}23Pi21 32§22228—2i

Theodore '7 2221221121*12101101110121—21

Mulleri 27 I..... , 21012222222212*2222210222-22

Lyons ' 30
' . . . .

2222122221122002221222222-23

Stephens 28 2210121222222*1112022*1*2-20

Pai?v 27 .020220022222022*200222222—17

Lilly 28 .22122021102222222222U222-23

Bascim 27 22222122*010*210221122121-20

Comstock 28 : . ; ; .
1112122*0211221221101*111-21

Buraside 29 .
1*2222222022220*122220222-21

H eikes 31 ww.mo-29.m9A 5(23222222222-252222222222221222222222222—25
*12222112211 011221011 1121—22
212221202011*^212222120122—22
)-)9-T?2->2222''2222222222222—^25

" "2222222222222222122222222—25
'.

' 2222222222222222222222222—25
1212222221212222122102222—24

Fanning, 31 . .

.

Cooper. 28....

Gilbert, 31
Crosby, 31

Marshall, 30...

Head, 29.

Bins
"

L
Neal,
Fiilford 30

;jj^3^];oi5oiip22212112212-20

jipck "oq . . . . ;
1221212122211122122*01121—23

Rike ' 28 .222202002220

Marott 28 . . . i .21212122221222*2202222***—20

Hen?y,' 28 . .

.'. 20202121*2121122221202220-20

Hdk'es'':?."':?.'!^ 0 Crosby 222222222121*

Gilbert 2121111122111 Marshall 2222222222210

.\s a medal event, with the race to the winner of first, the ties

were shot off miss-and-out, so Rolla Heikes was called up, and the

fun commenced. All the spectators pushed to the front, and now
the interest was intense. Crosby was early the choice, as his great

shooting had indicated. .

Heikes got a fast bird that was unkillable, and he says it could

not be stopped with shot and powder and the best gun on earth,

and Roll knows, as he has seen a pigeon or two fly m his time.

Gilbert and the Hon. Tom and Crosby started off and killed and

killed until it began to look like a case of tenting tor the night.

Gilbert shot a careful, one-barrel race, only using the second

barrel when absolutely necessary—he was shy on shells, and so was

Crosbv. All went along lovely up to the thirteenth bird, and when
he killed his thirteentli he pulled his jackrabbit foot and yelled,

"Thirteen!", when Crosby and Maphall went up in the air, as

they were then and there "hoodooed. ' And didn't Gilbert laugh!

Oh, how Fred will enjoy telling that young Tom Marshall Gilbert

at home how he come it over tlie Hon. Tom Marshall and Billy

*"'Following this was a miss-and-out for $5 each. Seventeen men
had entered for a 7-bird race, but as the sun was then down
only a miss-and-out could be shot. It was ten chances to one that

it would be a miss-and-out, as a dark bird could not be seen.

When it came to the seventh round, there being but Gilbert, Iripp

and Fanning in, it was divided, and there was a scamper and

hurried packing of guns to get away for the cars and hotel.

Thus closed the most successful shoot of the kind ever held here.
o. J-

Ossining Gan Cltib,

Sing Sing, Feb. 10.—Herewith please find scores of the Ossining

Gun Club, made at the regular weekly shoot, Saturday, l?eb. 9.
•

Events:
Targets

:

3 4 5 7 8 9

10 10 10 10 10 5p 25 10 10
10
6
3
5
i

C Bfandford 7 10 8 7 8 6 23 3

E Garnsey 7 9 9 9 10 5 17 8

N Tuttle 6 4 ' "
A Bedell » 4

Sing Sing, Feb. 16.—Herewith please find scores of the Ossining

Gun Club, made at the regular club day shoot, Saturday, Feb. lb:

Events- 123456789 10

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5p 5p
9 10
9 8
5 ..

8 10

9

C Bfandford 9 8

E Garnsey 7 9

S Macbeth 4 5

W Smith.... 5 3

D Brandreth.. s 8 7

A Bedell 6 .. ..

R Tompkins • •• ••

K McAlpin ^ 3 7

C Lewis '* 5 2W Vilas 1 » 7

Morrison 1 • • •
McDonald 1 •

Ralli •• 3 4

Macbeth • °

Feb. 12.—The Lincoln's Birthday clay-bird shoot of the Ossining

Gun Club came off as sceduled. While the attendance was not

large, considerable fun was on tap, as some spirited sweeps were

shot. Tallman, of South Millbrook, carried off most of the firsts,

in which there was more honor than cash. We intend to make
a special effort to make the holiday shoot of the 22d inst.

—

live birds and clay pigeons—of especial interest:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5p 10 10 10376544836676656578 10

4 6 7 8 6 9 4

9 9 8 10 10 8 7 10 7 9 9 10 8 .. ..

6 9 6 8 7

Events:
Targets

:

I Washburn..
W Hall 5
1 Tallman 9 10

W Fisher 5 4

D Brandreth.. 8 6

C Blandford... 6 5

W Smith 4 4

S Macbeth 5 3

7 6 8 S 8 7

5 8 10 10 8 .

.

4

C. G. B., Capt. O. G. Qub.

Keystone Shooting League.

HoLMESRURG JUNCTION, Pa., Feb. 16.—The contest for the
championship of Philadelphia was thrown open to competition,
Mr. H. Henry, the holder of the trophy emblematic of it, not being
present to defend it.

The conditions were 10 birds per man, 30yds. rise, 50yds. boun-
dary, sweepstake, entrance $2.50. There were two straight scores,
Steven Hothersall and John Brewer. In the shoot-off for the
trophy at 3 birds Hothersall killed 3 straight. Brewer missing his
second. The scores;

Hothersall , . . .2111212221—10 Fitzgerald 1020112112— 8
Brewer 2221222222—10 Anderson , 2*2222*022— 7
F B McCoy... 2222222022— 9 F W Van Loon. .. .1022222*01— 7
Hallowell 222222*222— 9 Smith ,0202002222—6
Budd... 2220222221— 9 Russell *02001*11*—

4

Bailev 2222220222— 9 Harrison .....12**121222—8
Hobbs 22*2202222— 8

The regular club handicap was the second e\-ent. It was at 10
live birds, 60yds. boundary, sweepstakes, entrance -$2.50. The
scores:

McCoy. 30 2222222222—10 Budd, 30 *112012112— 8
Van Loon, 29 1222320012— S Hallowell, 30 1111121110— 9
Smith, 28 22222*2222— 9 Hobbs, 30 2*22022222— 8
Aiderson, 29 2122022222— 9 Harrison, 29 20111121*1— 8
Jones. SO 222*222222— 9 Brewer, 29 ..2222201012—8
Fitzgerald. 29 2211012122— 9 Hothersall, 29. .... .2121121002—

8

Bailey, 29 2202212222— 9 Grigg, 27 .......... . 2010000220— 4
Rus.sell, 29 ,...1111101111—9 Schenck, 27 100020022*—

4

Sweepstake event, 6 birds, 30yds. rise, $2.50 entrance; Bailey 6
Russell 6, Fitzgerald 6, Hothersall 6, McCoy 6, Hobbs 6, Ander-
son 6, Roney 5, Budd 5, Hallowell 5, Smith 4, Van Loon 4,
Brewer 3, Schenck 2.

Feb. 12.—The Lincoln's Birthday shoot of the Keystone Shooting
League had a 25-bird contest for the main event. The scores
were: H. Henry, 30yds., 20; W. H. Morris, 30yds., 21; A. Ander-
son, 29yds., 17; I. W. Budd, 30yds., 18; C. E. Geikler 2Syds., 16;
J. W. Fees, 2Syds., 14; W. Harrison, SOvds., 20; D. Sanford
29yds., 22;- F. M. Hobbs, 29yds., 17; W. F. Van Loon, 29vds, 19-
F. B. McCoy, 30yds.; 20.

' " "'
'

Ambler Gon Club,

Ambler, Pa., Feb. 12.—The Ambler Gun Club is making con-
siderable preparation to hold an all-dav merchandise shoot on
Washington's Birthday at Ambler, when about $100 worth of
prizes be shot for. The conditions of to-day's shoot were
25 targets to each man, twelve men to a side, Ambler Gim Club
against the Highland Gun Club, of Germantown. The summaries-
Ambler Club

:
Godfrev 13, Mink 20, Yerkes 10 Thomas 17 Pfleger

19, Duke 14, Bisbing 17, Seifert 15, Dillon 13, Conway 12 Eroadfield
13, Haywood 14; total 177.

Highland Club: Jay 15, Meehan 13, Bums 13. E. Dreaklev 13
M. Wentz 13. Miller 16, C. Dreaklev 20, E. Weatz U. Davis 12'"

Peftseh 13, Slaw 14, Lutz 16; total 169, ' ^'
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Monte Carlo*

The Grand Prix do Casino.

Friday, Jan. 25.—The contest for the thirtieth Grand Prix that
has been shot for since Mr. Lorillard secured the first and last
Victory gained by an American will be memorable from the fact
that not a single Englishman or American took part in it, out of
respect to the memory of Queen Victoria. When the news of her
serious illness reached Monte Carlo on Monday the English and
the Australians present, to the number of something like thirty,
spontaneously declared that they would not shoot if the end came
during the week of the Grand Prix. This determination was all
the more praiseworthy on the part of the Australians, like Mr.
Mackintosh, Mr. W. Eales, Mr. Walford and Mr. Hill, who had
come all the way to shoot, and whose chances of success, to judge
by the way in which they had acquitted themselves in the pre-
liminary contests, were very good. But they did not hesitate
for a moment to act in unison with shooters from England,
while a still higher meed of praise is due to Mr. Crittenden Rob-
inson, for although as an American he owes no allegiance to the
monarchy, he declared that in remembrance of the great courtesy
that he had received at the Gun Club and at Hurlingham, he would
take no part in the contest, probable as it seemed that he would be
nearly, if not quite, at the top. The withdrawal of the English
speaking contingent was of course much regretted, but the authori-
ties are not to be blamed for not having postponed the shooting,
as all the arrangements had been made several weeks ago, and it
must be remembered that, if there were some thirty English
entries, they formed little more than a fourth of the whole. As a
rule, the Grand Prix attracts something like 120 competitors, and
this would have been about the total on the present occasion had
nothing occurred to keep the English away; but, as it was, the
actual competitors stopped short at eighty-three, the Italians
forming as nearly as possible one-half of the whole, with twenty-
eight French, half a dozen Belgians and a few Germans, Spanish
and Russians. Previous winners of the prize were represented by Signor
Guidicini, Count Gayoli, Signor Benvenute, M. Journu, M. Moncorge
and Count O'Brien, but it was to be noted that there was not a
single Austrian or Hungarian, although the prize has been won
three times by competitors from the dual kingdom. The weather
was very fine when the shooting began, and so it remained. The
birds were so good and so difficult that when the first four
rounds had been completed only nine had a clean sheet, while
twenty-four killed three. Previous winners, like M. Journu, Signor
Guidicini and Signor Benvenute, had practically been put out of
court bj' 2 misses, but still they entered the lists again, when
sixty-three of the eighty-three original entries were called up.
When the eighth round had been completed Signor Delia Torre,
who had never shot here before, and M. Moncorge were the only
two who had not missed. The ninth round began with two clever
kills by Baron de Langen and Signor Catenacci, the latter of
whom was shooting in fine form; but Signor Delia Torre was most
unfortunate, as he accepted a very difficult bird that dwelt on the
trap and got clean away. Twenty-two kills to seven misses were
scored in this round. In the tenth round twenty-eight were still

left in, and only 7 misses were made to 21 kills, but among the
seven who went out was M. Moncorge. He had what looked to
be a very easy bird, but he let it go. In the twelfth round Signor
Catenacci led off with a clever kill, followed by Signor Delia Torre
and Signor Gallardo, who did the same; but then came three
misses in succession, Signor Polleri and Seiior Del- Camino both
being beaten b}' birds that did not seem quite so good as that
which put last year's winner. Count O'Brien, out. M. Guyot, M,
Moncorge and Count de Robiano all killed in succession, and the
five who had accounted for 11 birds out of 12 (MM. Catenacci,
Delia Torre, Guyot, Moncorge and Robiano) then agreed to put
aside out of the prize a sum of £80 for the fifth, there being only
four prizes allotted. In the thirteenth round this unofficial prize
was soon disposed of, as Signor Delia Torre let go a very difficult

biid, but the four others all killed. In the next round Signor
Catenacci made a good second from the fourth trap, while M.
Guyot, who had been shooting very steadily and had shown no
nervousness, also effected a good second from the second trap.

M. Moncorge was favored with a very easy bird from the second
trap, but Count de Robiano's chance was extinguished by missing
a rising bird from the center trap. The fifteenth round saw the
end of the contest, for of the three left in, M. Guyot, who put in
a good second barrel for a fast "bird from the second trap, alone
killed, and, having disposed of 14 out of 15, he became entitled to
first prize. M. Moncorge, who missed a twisting bird from the left

trap, and Signor Catenacci, who was beaten by a bird from tlie

center trap, divided second and third moneys. This was the first

time that M. Guyot, who is a resident of Lyons, and who had shot
at Vichy last summer, had been at Monte Carlo, and he was as
cool and collected at the finish as he had been in the earlier stages
of the contest. Scores:
Grand Prix du Casino, a piece of plate and £800, added to a

sv/eepstakes of £8 each; second received £160 and 25 per cent, of

the entries; third £80 and 25 per cent.; the fourth £40 and 15 per
cent, of the entries; 12 birds, 3 at 26 meters and 9 at 27 meters;
the winner in 1900 to stand back 2 meters, other winners 1 meter;
three misses to put out; 83 subs.:

M Guyot (St. Etienne, Darne), E C (first of

£719 and piece of plate) 111011111111111—14
M Moncorge (Purdey), E C (divided second and

third of £572) 111011111111110—13
Signor Catenacci (Scott), Walsrode (ditto) 111011111111110—13
Count de Robiano, MuUerite (fourth of £140) ... .11110111111110 —12
Signor Delia Torre (Scott), Amberite fextra prize

of £80) mmiioino —ii

Signor R. Gallardo 101111011111 —10
Signor Del Camino 111111101110 —10
Signor Polleri 010111111110 — 9

Count O'Brien 101111011110 — 9

M Demonts 11101111011 — 9

M de Pape.... 11011111011 —9
M Thome 11110110111 —9
Signor Galetti 10011111111 — 9

Signor Marconcini 01110111111 — 9

Signor Torrigiani 11001111111 — 9
Signor Antinori 10101111111 — 9
Baron de Langen .10011111110 —8
AI R Huet ,.10111011110 —8
Signor Soldi 10111011110 -8
.Signer Briasco .. lOUOlllUO —8
M Poizet 10111111010 —8
Count L Gaj oli . . : 10111111100 — 8

Prince Strozzi 00111111110 —8
Signor L Grasselli 111111010 — 7
Signor de Grazia.. 1100111110 —7
Signor Villani OlOUllUO —7
M Dureppy 1010111110 —7
M Paul Lunden. 1110110110 —7
M A du Part 101111010 — 6

M Nicelle '• UOIUOIO —6
Baron de Montpellier 111111000 — 6

Herr Langhendonck ...111110010 —6
Signor Pederzoli 111001110 — 6

Silnor Forti 111100110 - 6

Siinor Fadini UUOUO —6
M Lonhienne 01110110 — 5

M Eddy - 01101110 - 5

Signor Borghi 11011010 —5
Signor Benvenuti 01011110 — 5

M Poinsignon 10011110 — 5

M Gourgind 11011010 -5
Baron A de Tavernost 1110010 —4
M Van den Bosch 1100110 —4
Count Filippi 1010110 —4
Signor Fiachetti -

!M Leon de Lunden 0111010 — 4

Missed 3 out of 6: Signor C. Del Camino, Signor Lancia, Signor

Lanfranchi, Count d'Eloi.

Missed 2 out of 5: Prince de San Donate, Signor Paganim,
Marquis de Gresy, M. Tournu, Signor BerselH, Signor de Paratico,

Signor Oueirolo, Signor Crespi, M. Roth, Signor Guidicini, Signor
Luzzani Herr Hans Marsch, M. Vogel.
Missed 3 out of 4: Signor Perego, Signor Fortunio, Count

Delfino, M. de Tiele, Count Voss, M. Paul Gervais, Count
Noghera, Prince Poniatowski, Capt. Dancourt, Count R. Delfino,

M. Maieur, M. Spetchinski, Signor Donegani.
Missed 3 in succession: M. du Pavilion, M. Decauville, Signor

Anselmi, Signor Cavaleri, M. Faure, M. RondeoHX, Signor Pareti.

'Cvinners of the Grand Prix du Casino:

1872, Mr. Lorillard, American.
1873, Mr. J. Jee, English.

1874, Sir Wm. Call, English.

1875, Capt. Aubrey Patton, English.

1876, Capt. Aubrey Patton, English.
.

1877, Mr. V/. Amndell Yep, Enghsh.

1879, Mr. E. R, G. Hopwood, English.
1880, Count M. Esterhazy, Austrian.
1881, M. Camauer, Belgian.
1882, Count de St. Quentin, French.
1883, Mr. J. Roberts, English.
1884, Count de Caserta, Italian.
1885, M. L. de Dorlodot, Belgian.
1886, Signor Guidicini, Italian.
1887, Count Salina, Italian.
1888, Mr. C. Seaton, English.
1889, Mr. V. Dicks, English.
1890, Signor Guidicini, Italian.
1891, Count Gayoli, Itali an.
1892, Count Trauttmansdorflf, Austrian..
1893, Signor Guidicini, Italian.
1894, Count C. Zichy, Austrian.
1895, Signor Benvenuti, Italian.
1896, M. H. Journu, French.

_

1897, .Signor G. Grasseli, Italian.
1898, Mr. Curling, English.
1899, M. Moncorge, French.
1900, Count O'Brien, Spanish.
1901, M. Guyot, French.
It will be seen that the prize has been won eleven times by

Englishmen, eight times by Italians, four times by Frenchmen,
three times by Austro-Hungarians, twice by Belgians, and once
each by an American and by a Spaniard.—London Field.

Balttmores vs. Keystones,

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 14.—The third of the series of contests
between teams of the Baltimore Shooting Association and the
Keystone Shooting League, for the intercity championship, took
place on the grounds of the latter The Baltimore team won on
the somewhat wide margin of 21 birds. Each had scored a win in
the prior contests, so that the third decided the victor.
The birds were a good lot, and a stiff wind, blowing from the

west, rnaterially aided their flight, and thereby added to the diffi-

culty of the competition. The Keystone shooters were unable to
use some of their best men, who were not at the time available.
The conditions in this contest were teams of sixteen men, 25 birds

per man, .30yds. rise, sweepstake, entrance $10. The men were
divided into two squads of sixteen, each squad having eight men
from each club, the squads headed by Hicks and Wolstencroft
starting on the old grounds and shooting 13 birds, the squad led by
Rex and Whitaker starting on the new grounds and shooting 12
birds. As each squad finished their allowance on one ground they
changed over to the other. The scores:

Baltimore Shooting Association.

J M Hicks 222022*02222222220*202222—19
E D Burke •...•.1222222221222202022222222—23
VV Wagner 10020*1222222222002220212—18
C Johnson 2122111222121022111101002—21

J R Malone 122121*211*221222*010*220—18

J M Hawkins 212212*2222222*22220*2*22—20

W P Schultze 222211**22222222222002222—21
A H Fox 2*22222120222222222222022—22
T E Rex 2220220022022220202202222—18

J Reif 202220222*02220*122220222—18

E G Darling 21212222220*1220222222*22—21

W H Burnham 22222*2200222220222222022—20

L German 2112122222000220212222222—21

E D Hobbs 022*221222222222202202202—20

C H Willis 012002221*222220122220222—19

R B Bond ,
2222222212222210222211021—23—322

Keystone Shooting. League.
W H Wolstencroft... 222212*2*2001222222221222—21

H Bucknell 112000222222220002*022202—16

W Harrison 222221211122220**0022*121—19

W M Pack 2222022202222222022222202—21

F B McCoy 22222222220*002*220222022—18

I W Budd 20222220*2*12222222222222—21

T Vandergrift 01 22101 221111212200022222—20

H Henrv ..2122122122210022210222202—21

T Whitaker 22*202202202*20*212121021—17

T \ Anderson 220222222222*2220*2222220—20

W't Davis 222202*111201.021202222*20—18

F W Van Loon...;.: 001012222222010102202120*—16

W N Stevenson 22200222220202222*2222222—20

D Sanford *000220222222022202222002—16

H Kido-e 020222*0212212121201222*2—19

W Wharton 22222222*2222200220*2*220-18—301

Shcrfafooke, Qae., Gun Clob.

The annual meeting of the above-named club was held at the

residence of the vice-president, Mr. W. E. Loomis, Friday evening,

Feb. 1. The secretary's report was most encouraging and the

financial condition of the club satisfactory.
.

Letters from Manager Shaner, of the Interstate Association, giv-

ing the club dates July 1 and 2, as asked for, for the Interstate

tournament to be held at Sherbrooke, were read and discussed

with pleasure.
The club is unanimous in adopting the system of distance

handicapping both for tournaments and club practice, and will

arrange trap house and scores as soon as the season opens.

The officers for the year are: President, W. E. Loomis; Vice-

President, T. M, Craig; Captain, C. G. Thompson; Directors, W.
B. Vail and V. G. Bray; Secretary, C. H. Foss; Assistant Sec-

retary, Jos. G. Walton. •

. , . -c ,

After the business of the meeting was disposed of a bountiful re-

past of delicious refreshments was served by Mrs. Loomis, and
several hours were delightfully spent in talking over prospects and
recounting succeses and failures afloat and afield during the past

season. Most of the members had got their deer, the vice-presi-

dent having a deer and two bull caribou to his credit, and while

some had only funny misses to report, only two bad failed to get

^
Secretary Foss' big cock of the woods was a funny bird, which

he knocked ofT a high tree twice. Each time he struck the ground
with a thump and a squeak, and returning to the exact spot on
the tree, attacked the worm hole as though he thought its occupant
had hurt him. The third shot collected him for the museum,
All the members agree to do earnest missionary work for the

Interstate tournament, and will unite to make it a success. We
believe that the dates selected, July 1 and 2, will insure a large

attendance of Canadians, and that the handicap of - distance will

encourage the more indifferent shots to come.back to us as of yore.
Jos. G. Walton, Ass't Sec'y-

Gol. F, C. G. Brand.

Milwaukee, Feb. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: It is with re-

gret that I, as secretary of the National Gun Club, of Milwaukee,
Wis. am compelled to write you informing you- of the death of

one of our members. Col. F, C. G. Brand, of National Park Hotel,

who passed away Friday afternoon.
Mr. Brand was the father of the National Gun Club. It was at

his suggestion and at his place in 1895 that the birth of this club

took place, a club in which he took a great pride and interest, and
always attended its shoots, not always as a participant, but always

as an interested spectator.
,. ,

The president of the National Gun Club, Ed Silverman, called a

special meeting of its officers Saturday afternoon, at which time a

committee was appointed to select a floral design to be sent to

the house said committee consisting of the board of directors,

Theo. Thomas, E. E. Rogers and Harry Reed.

Also a committee was appointed, consisting of Dr. J. L. Will-

iamson, E. E. Rogers and L. Collins, to draft suitable resolutions

on the death of our member, a copy of which shall be sent to the

family of the deceased, and copies, to the sporting papers in the

country.
, , , J , - 1 ,

The following named persons were selected by the president to

represent the club at the funeral of said deceased, to take place

on the 11th inst.: Theo. Thomas, Harry Reed, Ed Silverman and
L. Collins. LiNULEY Collins.

Limeport Gun Club.

LiMEPORT, Pa., Feb. 9.—Twenty-five targets, American Associa-

tion rules:

C W -Schaffer 1011011111011011010111111—19

H T Erdman
" "

'.' 1000110111111110110101111—18

T Kline "' 0100101111100111101111111-18

r E Weaver 1110111111011111011110101—20

V T Snvder
"'

0111010111011110111111001—18

T TrToD ...1111011101111101101110011—19

T Wittmais" 0110110111010110101010111—16
<! ^^n?^ '

' T. Ekdmaw. Sec'yTreas,

Boston Gttn Qub.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 13.—Fine weather, tifit just a little chilly

and cool for the real sport of traoshooting, greeted the eight
shooters that faced the trap at the Boston Gun Club's fifth prize
shoot to-day. It was one of those days that would test the skill of
the back-mark man to the utmost and also make him wish that
he had a gun with a charge of dynamite m it to get there good and
quick. Our longest distance man to-day was Howe, who had come
with his "Catling gun" all prepared for business, and though the
wind played tag with the targets he calculated just right for the
greater majority. Baker easily secured top position in the prize
match, breaking 26 out of the 30, which is the highest score yet
made in the present series. Howe was second with 22, standing on
19yd. mark. Scores, all events 10 unknown, except event 3, which
v/as at 5 pairs:

Events: 12 -3 456789 10
Baker, 17 7 4 5 8 8 9 9 5 8 ..

Howe, 19 7 5 7 7 8 6 8 7 .. '..

Lane, 16 4856847 6 5 ..

Barry, 16 56585549 6..
Gerger, 16 ..„.,..;...>.-... 4 4 4 4 7
Horace, 18. . .wi-v.. , . , .... ^ 5 7' 67557777
Henry, 16. . , . . . i..^, . i 4 2 5 6
Fredericks, 14 .i. 2 5 .. ..

Prize match, 30 unknown ; distance handicap

:

Baker, 17 111111110011111101111111110111—26
Howe, 19 011111011101010011111111101101—22
Lan e, 16 111110111000001011100111011110—19
Horace, 18 101100110001111010001100111101—17
B arry, 16 010111100001110010010010011100—14
Henry, 16 001111010011111000100000110000—13

Secretary.

The International Team Contest.

Cleveland, O., Feb. 16.

—

Editor Forest attd Stream: Informa-
tion having been received from London that the sportsmen of Eng-
land are getting up a popular subscription to back an English
team against one from America in a match at targets, that over
half of the money has been raised, and that there is little or no
doubt of the balance being forthcoming, it is time now to consider
ways and means for sending an American team to London.
The expense of sending a team of ten men and one or two sub-

stitutes will be about $3,500 to $4,000.

I am informed that the men mentioned below are at liberty to
make the trip, and would certainly make the nucleus of a strong
and representative American team. They are all willing to back
themselves for their proportionate share of the stake, which will

be from $2,500 to $5,000, a matter yet to be decided upon, but they
do not feel able to stand the expense of the trip in addition.
The men in question are Heikes, Elliott, Fanning, Gilbert,

Crosby, Budd, Parmelee and Marshall, and there are dozens of

others from whom to select the remaining members of the team
and substitutes, as may be determined by their ability to make the
trip.

Prominent among these canditdates for place on the team might
be mentioned Mc&lurchy. Banks, Powers, Merrill, Tucker, Fulford,

Leroy, Upson, Trimble, Kirkvvood, Rike, Young, Squiers, Burn-
side and many others, too numerous to mention.
Tom A. Marshall, of Keithsburg, 111., has been mentioned as a

suitable man to act as captain and manager, and I therefore suggest
that he receive subscriptions for this fund from the trapshooters of

the United States who desire this great match to come off.

Any one desiring to subscribe can do so in any amount, eitlier

direct to Mr. Marshall, or they could send their subscriptions to

the editor of Forest and Stream, who could forward same to Mr.
Marshall.
All subscriptions would be duly acknowledged in the leading

sporting papers, and I have no doubt but what the necessary

amount will be readily fortlicoming.

It is very essential that the amount be in hand not later than

the middle of March or the first of April, and any one desiring

to be a subscriber will please attend to the matter at once.

Special rates will be obtained for the trip, and it is the desire of

all concerned that as large a party of American trapshooters as

possible make the trip.

Hoping you will aid and push the success of this popular sub-

scription to the full extent of your well-known ability, I remain,

yours truly, Pa^Jl North,

Highland Land Association,

Germantown, Pa., Feb. 16.-At Highland Park, Gorgas Lane

station on the Chestnut Hill branch of the Reading Railway, jthe

annual shoot of the Highland Land Association took place, ihe

first team of the Frankford Club carried off the honors for largest

score and won the handsome gold medal in the team match ottered

by the Highland Park Association, the conditions of which were

35 targets, 20 known and 15 unknown angles, entrance- $1.50.

George Myers was the judge of the unknown angle contests and

R Dunleevy of the known angle contests. The scores:

Frankford, first team: W. H. Wolstencroft 32, H. Ridge 30,

W Parks 27, W. Bourne 25, E. Betson 24, H. George 23; total 161.

Frankford, second team: W. Dalton 29, D. Myers 28, W. Johnson

26, R. King 25, R. Krier 24 J.^Morris 22; total 154.

Clearview: H. Fisher 30, S. Sanford 32, G. Anderson 30, L.

Lawrence 24, H. Urian 25, J. Freed 13: total 154. ^ „„ _
Silver Lake: J. Edwards 31, F. Apker 27, H. Reed 26, J. McAfee

23, F. Woodslager 23, H. Weilant 23; total 153. ^ -r -r ^
Penn- H. Newton 29, W. Hagey 27, T, B. Smith 27, J. Johnson

24 F Gross 21, J. Yost 19; total 147.

highland first team: J. Fertsch 28, H. MiUer 28, J. Bums 27,

J. Everett 23, H. Lutz 21, W. Jay 19.; total 146

Highland, second team: J. Hammill 28, J. M. Meehan 27, E,

Wentz 26, B. Schaeffer 23, Dr. Wentz 21, R. Dunleevy 16; total

Ambler: C. Minck 29, C. W. Haywood 27, J. Duke 27, B. Bisbing

25, J- Seyfert 22, J. Bradfield 15; total 145.

Morris vs. Brtwer.

Gloucester City, Pa., Feb. 12.—John Brewer, of the Keystone

Shooting League, and John Morris, of the Frankford Gun Club,

shot a race here to-day, for $100 a side. The conditions were un-

favorable. A strong northeast wind caused both men to make
many misses. After the ninety-fifth bird the score stood 72 to 65

in favor of Morris, and the men agreed not to shoot at the re-

maining 5 birds. "The scores:

Morris 0201021222020222202220200—16
2222220222020220222222222—21
2222222022220222220222202—21
02022200222202221202 —14—72

Brewer 2022222222200000200222221—16
*202120222222222002222022—19
012202*2220*2*20022220012—15
02212211222010222200 —15—65

Second event, sweepstakes, miss-and-out, same rules: Russell 4,

Landman 4, Hyland 4, Kleinz 3, Miller 2, Cummings 2.

Westmount Gun Club.

Montreal Feb. 9.—The Westmount Gun Club is the one gun
club of this city that has kept up its regular weekly shoots during

the winter To-day there was a contest for the club's trophy.

Below it is given as the first event, with the handicaps. The ex-

treme cold weather, with other conditions, kept the scores down.

Next Saturday, the 16th, N. P. L. has a shy at Elliott, to-day's

winner:

Fvents- 12 3 Events: 12 8

Tareets- 20 25 20 Targets: 20 25 20

Rlliott 18 17 12 . . Hansen, IS 19 15

Galbraith, 20 15 23 18 Lawes 16 21 ..

Elliott, Jr., 16 12 .. Hall 16. 12

N P i 22..... 22 17 Routh, 16 17

Richmond Gun Club,

Silver Lake Park, Staten Island, Feb. 12.—The scores made
to-day at the shoot of the Richmond Gun Club follow:

Events- 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets- 10 10 25 10 10 Targets: 10 10 25 10 10

A Schoverling.. 5 4 13 7.. .. T Turner 4 , 5 .. ..

F Schoverling.. 9 5 16 6 ., 4 W Anselm^ 13 3 ..

GBechtel 5 5 13 7 .. 5 C Vroom 6..
T Fach 4 .. 11 J Shoen 5 .. 13 7 6

O Albrecht 4 .. 10 .. 4 .. Beawood 4 .. ..

G I^wis 7 • 6 .. .. Summers 4

F Pamper...... . 4 11......
^^'^^^rrshuo^nl^i^h-, 'c^^C'
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THE RUIN OF A RIVER.

The Dennj's River in Maine was one of the three rivers

of that State which until very recentljr afforded capital

salmon fishing, the others being the Penobscot and the

St. Croix. Of these the Dennys was the most famons,

and the proud claim was made for it by the residents of,

Dennysville that it was the first American river where

(in 1832) salmon were killed with a -fly. In its pools have

fished some of the best known salmon anglers of this

country—Rev. Dr. Bethune. Walter M. Brackett, Marimer

A. Wilder and Charles Hallock. In addition to the sal-

mon fishing, the river yielded of its abundant resources a

large contribution to the support of the people dwelling

on the banks. The weir owners derived a legitimate in-

come from the salmon in the estuary; the inhabitants for

miles along the river depended upon the annual run of

alewives for a good supply of winter food, salted, smoked

and pickled ; and the river made a most entrancing pic-

ture in the landscape of the beautiful village of Dennys-

ville, and did its share to attract and retain the summer
visitor.

Writing in 1899 in the Forest and Stream, Mr. Charles

Hallock gave an enticing picture of the river as he knew
it—its clear water at low tide scurrying over the rocks

with rapid flow, showing whiteness and flecks of foam

;

and at the full tide flowing in an even, almost ma-
jestic, volume, hiding the boulders and forming a de-

lectable plunge bath and swimming pool for the sportive

salmon.

Lured by Mr. Hallock's description, Dr. Robert T.

Morris, of this city, in the following summer of 1900 re-

paired to Dennysville for the salmon fishing, and this is

the condition of things he found there, as he described it

in the Forest and Stream :

As a salmon stream the name of the river is Dennys. Sccwmilla

fecit. Until very recently the river was full of salmon. There'

are half a dozen fine pools within the first, two miles, and the

salmon took the fly freely. They tell of Mr. Prime and Mr.
Brackett taking eight or ten salmon a day. Shad came up the

river in June in large schools, and furnished an abundance of

toothsome fare for the people. Alewives crowded the ripples, and
the poorer people laid up barrels of them against a snowy day.

But these things are all spoken of in the past tense, because the

lumber company has a sawmill at the head of tide water, and the

artificial iishway will not allow breeding fish to pass. The natural

iishway, a narrow channel running around the dam, has been
closed because it allowed too much mill water to escape. Every-
thing has been turned to utility for a few men, and the rest of

the people are most naturally left out. In addition to barring

the river against anadronious fish, the mill runs night and day,

and fills the river with such a pudding of sawdust and shavings

that few fish can even get vip to the chief obstructions.

The salmon and shad and alewives still attempt to get past the

dam, but in constantly diminishing numbers, and in two or three

years more the mill will have accomplished In a free country what
is not permitted in any old despotic civilization. Canada, with

the effete ideas of European experience, requires mill owners to

dispose of mill rubbish in a harmless way, and derives a great

income from salmon properties.

The two or three years have not elapsed, but the ruin

of the river has already practically been wrought. No
more salmon, nor alewives, run up the stream, because

the dam and the slabs and the sawdust drive all fish back.

The banks of the river once so beautiful and attractive in

the village are now so covered with sawdust and slabs

that the stream has become an eyesore, and the summer
visitor is driven away. Even the bass and perch that

flourished in Meddybembs Lake, some sixteen miles up
the river, are deprived of their food supply of young
alewives.

And all of this wicked destruction has been wrought
by a handful of capitalists, who are too greedy and too

brutally indifi'erent to the rights of others to expend the

insignificant amount required to put in a proper fishway

and to provide for the burning of the sawdust and the

slabs. The Dennys River is an example of those streams,

of which the name is legion in America, whose valuable

food resources and scenic attractiveness have been as

shamelessly as needlessly destroj'ed by mill owners. These
men who have built up and are to-day maintaining this

public nuisance in the Dennys River belong to a class

which has cursed the continent from one shore to the
other, of individuals and corporations whose profit from
the waters has been gained at the public expense. They
have ignored or defied and have deliberately destroyed
the public's rights in the rivers and streams, ^hey have
poisoned the waters, destroyed the fish and made the
banks a forbidding desolation. The Dennys River is a
fresh and timely example of this ruination, but is Rot

the latest; read in another column Mr. Brady's letter, tell-

ing of the impending destruction of the South Branch of

the Potomac; the same callous disregard of popular rights

and public interests in the waterways shown in the Maine

case marks the West Virginia outrage.

This system has been the rule so long in the United

States that it is extremely late in the day to agitate for any

general reform. In scores and hundreds and thousands of

cases the ruin has already been wrought past any pos-

sible hope of restoration. All the more reason then for

seeking to save what may yet be rescued and pre-

served from destruction. The evil work wrought by the

Dennys River sawmill has not been carried so far that

interv^ention by the authorities might not even now avail

to stop the destruction and in time restore the stream, if

not wholly at least in part, to its old-time condition of

usefulness and value to the people. If the Maine Fish

Commissioners have authority under the existing laws to

compel these mill owners to put in an adequate fishway

and to dispose of their rubbish in some other way than by

throwing it into the river, the Commission should act

without delay. If no such authority exists for abating

the Dennys River public nuisance, the Legislature should

without delay make provision for this. It is an outrage

that the conditions now existing should go on un-

checked.

SPRING SHOOTING AGAIN.

The bill to abolish spring shooting in the State of New
York, now before the Legislature, seems to have a reason-

able prospect of passing. Should it become law. its proper

enforcement will undoubtedly cause a very great improve-

ment in the autumn and winter duck shooting in this

State and in other localities far away. We believe that

not for many years has the prospect of having such a

law passed been so good as it is at present Besides the

many considerations which influence sportsmen and all

who care for the bettering of game conditions in this

country to work in favor of such a law, there is one

which has not yet been brought up, but which should

carry weight in the minds of thoughtful people. The
Province of Ontario recently enacted a law prohibiting

the shooting of wildfowl in the spring, and the observance

of that law gives residents of New York—and others

—

during the season when ducks may be shot a greater

abundance of birds than would be had if the fowl were
shot in spring in Ontario, instead of being allowed to

rear their young there unmolested, as is now the case.

We are thus the direct beneficiaries of Ontario in this

respect, and it would seem that good faith and good
fellowship demand that we should protect the birds as

Ontario is doing, in order that she may receive from us

some measure of the benefit which she gives to us.

What is true of New York in this regard is just as

true of Connecticut, Masaschusetts and Maine. Those
States also should bestir themselves about spring shooting.

It would be a great step forward for game protection, and
for sportsmanship generally, if this winter these three

New England States were to enact laws prohibiting the

shooting of wildfowl in spring. This would come verj'

near making the north Atlantic coast solid in favor of

legitimate shooting for wildfowl, and would have an
eft'ect on the country at large which can hardly be over-

estimated. To-day, of all the New England States, with

their wealth, their intelligence and their culture, Rhode
Island alone of those possessing any considerable seaboard

prohibits spring shooting: although New Hampshire and
Vermont, as has been said before, have been on the

right side of this question for years.

Is it not practicable for the sportsmen of Maine, Massa-
chusetts and Connecticut to carry through this season an

anti-spring shooting law? The same reasons which ap-

peal to the New York gunners appeal to those of New
England ; and while it is hard to imagine the members of

the branting clubs of Cape Cod being willing to give up
their shooting, yet it is conceivable that, for the general

advantage, they might consent even to do this. The op-

portunity for concerted action in this matter is one which
should be taken advantage of, and there seems a reason-

able probability that a strong effort in each of these three

States might be crowned with success.

The good work done for general game protection in

Maine is well known ; Massachusetts' success last year in

passing the bill forbidding the sale of ruffed grouse and
woodcock reflected the greatest credit on the energy apd

self-denial of her sportsmen, while it is but a few years

.since Connecticut, in order to preserve her waning supply

of quail, ruffed grouse and woodcock, cut thirty days off

the open season. Is it not worth while for these States

now to follow the example set them by those newer States

of the Northwest which have abolished spring shooting?

BREEDING OF WILD DUCKS IN NEW YORK.
i\M:ONG the arguments advanced b3' the advocates of

Senator Brown's bill to prohibit spring shooting is one

on which it is desirable that more light should be thrown,

and evidence on the point is desired from ortiithologi.sts

and older readers of Forest and Stream.

It is of course a well understood fact that in the days

before the settlement of the country, and above all be-

fore the great increase in gunners, wild ducks bred all

through the northern portion of the United States, and, as

has been said, all the country from the Atlantic to the

Pacific and north of the latitude of the Ohio River was

their breeding grounds. Many persons can remember

when the prairie lakes of Minnesota, North and South

Dakota, Wyoming, Montana and Idaho swarmed in sum-

mer with breeding fowl. We have visited wild swans'

nests in Nebraska and wild goose nests in many States

and Territories, while twenty-five or thirty years ago it

seemed as if every pool in the Northwest held one or more

broods of birds, as some of them, in more unfrequented

localities, still do.

To come down to more local matters, since the question

of the birds breeding within the United States has been

brought up in connection with the proposition to abolish

spring shooting in New York, it is well known that over

much of New York State wild ducks formerly bred in

great numbers, and within the memory of men .still living

they were abundant in the great marshes of the northern

and western central portion of the State. Major Pond
tells us that ducks bred abundantly thirty or forty years

ago in the Adirondacks, the Montezuma marshes and
in the lake region in the central portion of the State, and

years ago we have seen boats come from excursion trips

into the marshes of Cayuga Lake containing fifteen,

twenty or thirty flappers, which had been taken with a

gun and a push pole.

At the hearing last week before the Fisfh and Game
Committee of the New York Legislature, statements; to

the effect that wild ducks used to breed on Long Island

did not appear to be credited by the gentlemen who
appeared in opposition to the bill. Nevertheless we have

the printed testimony of the older ornithologists that

black ducks and bluewinged teal bred there, Moreover, it

is well known to ornithologists that the wood duck still

breeds in the vicinity of Sayville, L. I., and probably all

through the wild portion of the center of the island. The
black duck still breeds regularly on Montauk and Gardi-

ner's Island, and the individuals composing the group of

black ducks in the American Museum of Natural History,

showing a pair of old birds with their young, were actu-

ally taken on Gardiner's Island only a few years since.

It is not doubted that if spring shooting were put an
end to more birds of these species would breed on Long
Island, while other species would breed throughout the

State.

It would be gratifying to receive from correspondents

who possess any knowledge on the question of ducks

breeding within the borders of the United States, detailed

accounts of such occurrences.

The report by Secretary Wilson, commending the pro-

posal to set apart an area of the Southern Appalachians

as a national forest reserve, and the message of Presi-

dent McKinley, recommending the Secretary's report to

the favorable consideration of Congress, had encouraged
the members of the Association and the friends of the

movement to indulge the hope that the bill to. establish the

reserve might become law at this session of Congress.
But this hope is now shown to have been without good
foundation. The measure has come to such a point in the

proceedings of Congress that it could go further only by
the unanimous consent of the Senate. To this unanimous
consent Senator Teller is opposed. This means that

the Appalachian forest reserve project must go over to

another Congress. We believe that this is simply a post-

ponement, not a defeat, of the scheme. The reserve, there

is abundant confidence for believing, will ultimately be,

established.
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Through the Parsonage Window*

X,
A SNOW STORM is on, and as I look out through the

protecting screen of glass my vision falls on a bewilder-
ing swirl of falling fiakes. As fancy wings its way out
through the twisting, falling mass of ghostly white it

seems in danger of losing its way and becoming lost
entirely. Yet away it whirls on fearless wing, far, far
over hill and level, mountain and plain; over the green
woods and purling brooks of summer, and over bleak
plains and ice-bound streams of winter. This way and
that, circling hither and yon, now hovering over some
inviting scene as if about to alight, then towering away
again like some Avary old mallard, it finally settles
among the reeds of St. Peter's marsh of twenty years
ago.
We had been corresponding nearly all winter con-

cerning this trip—Lewis and I—and Jim having been my
companion on several previous trips was of course .in-
cluded.

Early in March, when the ice first began to break,
Lewis had come from his home several hundred miles
away to be ready for the start; but spring had suffered
a relapse which caused a delay of a couple of weeks, and
when the ice finally did give way we were quite im-
patient for the start.

Loading our effects in two boats, and with Jim in one
and Lewis and myself in the other, we had started for
a twenty-five mile paddle against the current, to storied
St. Peter's. The evening of the first day found us with
about two-thirds of the distance behind us, and early
in the afternoon we went into camp on the only bit
of ground that rose above the iiood for many miles
along the river. From bluff to bluff the bottom lands
were Under water all the way from two inches to four
feet.

Already enough birds had arrived from the South to
fleck the horizon in all directions with their varying
flight. So far a solitary sawbill, brought down by Lewis,
was our only trophy, and we had halted early to try
for a few birds for immediate use. The shooting was
difficult, the cover having all been beaten down by the
drifting snows of winter. This forced us to lie flat on
the bog, without so much as moving an eyelid, until
the birds were within reach, and then spring into shoot-
ing posture and deliver our fire before they could get
out of range again. Yet, difficult as it was, fourteen fine,

fellows who had weathered a four months' storm of
lead sent after them by winter shooters along the
Gulf coast, withered before the thunder of our lo-gauges
before darkness closed the scene.

Five miles further up we entered the outlet of St.
Peter's marsh at 10 o'clock next morning, and at i went
into camp among the scattered oaks at the foot of
the sand bluff on the west side of the marsh, and there
it is that a flutter of white canvas through the dead
leaves that still clung to the live oak boughs catches
the eye of fancy and causes it to hover and veer above
the dead reeds of the marsh, even as the wildfowl
hovered and veered above them in days of yore.
We were not out to see how much hard work we

could do, and during the afternoon only fixed ourselves
snugly in camp and took a few shots at high flyers from
the top of the sandhill.

Under the prevailing conditions it required a breeze to
make the shooting good, a breeze to start a more gen-
eral flight among the ducks, and to bring such as were
flying closer to the ground, a breeze to set the tall canes
and reeds to nodding, that their movements might in
turn conceal the movements of the shooters crouching
among them, and to set them rustling, that it might in
turn drown the noise made by forcing a canoe through
them. The first day it was calm, and we skirmished in

whatever way suggested itself to us, with indifferent
success, but by the afternoon of the second day a grand
gale was coming from the south.
Lewis and I took our stand at the lower end of the

marsh, where the flight from the down river country
was crossing. Forcing our boat into the tallest of the
reeds, where we had perfect cover, and standing in
either end of the boat, we took our chances with the
flight, without call or decoys. The force of the wind
brought the ducks in veering, erratic course, low over
the tall tules as they worked their way against it.

We would see a flock coming low and straight at us,

and feel sure of a shot, when a stronger gust would send
them a hundred yards to right or left, and they would
pass out of range. But this operated more often in

our favor than against us, as their veering flight caused
them to cover much more ground, and few flocks got
by without getting touched up at some point.

At one time a peculiarly tempting offer caused us
both to fire at the same instant. The two recoils, com-
ing at the same time and from the same direction, broke
our anchorage and threw us both out of balance. As
1 fell a towering mallard came temptingly in the line of my
vision, and I threw up my gun and fired the second bar-
rel. I folded that mallard as neatly as a lady clerk folds

a package of dry goods, but the second recoil sent me
completely down and out, to the extent of thrusting
one arm into the water up to my shoulder at least.

Had not the boat been strongly supported by the stiff

reeds a complete upset would have resulted.

During the afternoon a flock of fourteen white swans
crossed the marsh and kept us in a fever of excitement
for about five minutes, as they came straight at us, just

topping the canes, but at the critical moment a stronger
gust of wind swept them aside and they passed a hundred
to the left, and dropped into the water just out of

reach. It was a disappointing experience, yet all in all

the afternoon was a glorious one, and still throws a

gilded line on memory's spectroscope through all the
intervening years.

One feature of our hunt, which it was proposed to ex-
tend into the jacksnipe season, was a periodical trip

down river for mail, supplies and so forth. Jim and I

were the first to go on one of these trips, leaving Lewis
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reach of marsh. The run down stream was expected to
and did yield the best of the shooting, but coming up it

was a long, hard and profitless day of steady paddling.
The population of the overflowed meadows and

marshes had greatly increased since our upstream pull.

Great swarms of sprigtails, widgeon and mallard sat in

the shallow water back from the ,river, but as the cover*
was all beaten down and the river up level with and
overflowing the meadows, we seldom got a shot at these.
One pair of sprigs did sit on a tuft of meadow that rose
above the flood until we drifted within 60 yards of them
on the swift current, and then, as they sprang into the
air, a single shot tumbled both back into the water.
Five miles below St. Peter's, Coal Creek Flats open

out on the left, where a thousand acres of ducks, geese,
brant and swan was no uncommon sight at almost any
time during the spring freshets. Just opposite and a lit-

tle below is an infinitely larger marsh, where the Win-
nebago swamps open out on Green River bottom. There
were thousands of wildfowl in St. Peter's and Mineral
marshes, another thousand on Coal Creek Flats, yet
these were only small fragments of swarms that hov-
ered over the far-reaching Winnebago swamps. I have
seen a solid mass of white-fronted geese, extending as
far as the eye could make them out, over the meadows
that reached a trifle above, or were covered by only a
few inches of water, and I have known hunters, too,
who chased them round two or three weeks at a time and
never gather a single specimen. It was a maximum of
sport with a minimum of slaughter, and were it not for
the immense amount of scratch shooting it induces
nothing could be urged against it.

At that time I think there had been at least a ton of

shot sown on every acre of the main marshes. It was
literally casting their lead upon the waters to be returned
after many days in the shape of gilded reminiscences.
With ducks swarming all about us, we got very few

offers, and those few were mostly from the isolated willow
groves along the upper stream, but after we got below the
main marshes to where the valley narrows and tall

fringes of willow lines the stream most of the wajs then
our sport began in earnest, as out from the thickets
fluttered bluebills, redheads, greenwing and mallard.
Sprigs, like the wild goose, is an open country bird, and
rarely enters timber.
When we started on the upstream pull next morning

the sky in the northwest had a peculiar look, which be-
tokened wind, and soon after we started it commenced
to blow and rapidly rose to a gale, With the wind at our
backs and two paddles rapidly plying we made good
speed against the current, and were soon at the head of
timber. Here all shelter from the gale was removed,
and we had five miles of open, tossing sea to cross. It

had grown . cold very fast, too, and the spray was be-
ginning to freeze wherever it touched. As we looked out
over the wind-tossed waste of whitecaps we were in

some doubt, but the wind was in our favor, and we soon
pushed off.

We went much faster now, as we had the full sweep
of the wind, while the current was much lessened by the
broadening of the waters. We found that by regulating
our speed by the speed of the waves there was no danger
of the spray flying over us. Sometimes we would bury
the bow of ottr canoe in a great wave and keep it there
for half a mile. While running thus our bark ran as

smoothly as though no winds had vexed the face of the
flood. We made three miles quicker than we had ever
made it before, and then disaster came. In attempting
to keep a straight course we ran into shallow water and
grounded. The instant the boat struck, the spray began
to sweep over us, and we were obliged to get out and
wade, leading the boat behind for some distance. In a
short time we were walking icicles, and there was no
more comfort for us, for with everything sheeted with
ice there was no pleasure in sitting down, and great
danger in standing tip. When still a mile below the
r arrows, jusf above Coal Creek Flats, we sighted a lone
tent in a thick clump of willows in the bend of the river.

At sight of it Jim said, "If it was only ours." We had
both been thinking of the same thing. Our minds had
been working in unison on the more desperate struggle

tc come, when we rounded the bend of the river and
met the stronger current of the narrows, with the wind
quartering against us, though nothing had been said.

'

The grove which sheltered the tent was on a slight eleva-

tion, which still had six inches of dry land to spare above
the flood. We thought it courtesy to call on the lone

camper, and landing, walked up to the tent and found it

ours.

Lewis had thought the upstream pull would be too
much for us to make in one day, and had shortened it

by moving down four miles to meet us. He had every-

thing snug and tight, and a good fire going, and our re-

lief from further hardships fully paid for what we had
endured.
The wind increased in strength until night, and its

roar through the leafless trees became majestic in its

fury. The tent was completely sheltered by a low, dense

thicket of young willows, and the turmoil only added to

our comfort as we sat beside the fire and thawed the ice

from our canvas clothes and hip boots.

When thoroughly dried and warmed, I proposed we
go out and see what the ducks were doing, but Lewis and
Jim both demurred, and I sallied out alone. Out near

the river side the grove was more open, and the wind
nearly swept me off my feet as I stepped out of the denser

shelter. "The thin disguise of roses" which had prom-
ised spring had indeed fallen off, and had left only the

naked blades of the hosts of Boreas.

The clash of bending branches was as the clash of the

steel of battling armies. The writhing and hissing of the

tortured flood added a charm. It was wild, majestic and
inspiring. Every wildfowl was awing and being tossed

about like dead leaves in the grasp of a whirlwind, but

the shooting was most erratic. A miss by 10 feet would
be followed by a clean kill, but it was impossible to

gather any birds. I stayed out until dark, trying to drop

a bird on the island, but the wind invariably caught and
huirled them far out of reach, though they were sure to

driXt into a piece of tall sedge across the river, where I

con Id easily get them after the storm. When darkness

dronye me in I was loth to leave the scene, for I knew it

ha4 been one of those great days that are landmarks of

the past, - - . .

In the morning river and marshes were one vast field

of ice. I walked across the river on it and chopped my
ducks out with the camp axe. There was a railroad
station seven miles a/way. Lewis and Jim sledding a. boat
to the main land that they might have it on their rdturn,

v/alked over and took the train for home. I determined
to stay a while and enjoy the novelty of living along on
an island.

There were some few ducks still lingering about, and
a short distance from camp there was a small airhole.

Setting some decoys near it, I spent quite an enjoyable
afternoon.
During the afternoon I noticed the water rising

rapidly. The ice retarded its flow, and it was threatening
my island. At night it was within a few feet of the tent.

Drawing one end of my boat inside the tent I slept in
that.

Next morning I had to raise the camp stove out of the
water before I could build a fire. Outside, it was snow-
ing. That settled it, and making everything secure as
possible, I too started across the field of ice for home.

The Parson.

In the Faroe Islands.—

L

,"Some high rocks arising out of the Wild Sea; high Hills or
hard Stone, strangely divided from each other by deep and rapid
.Streams of Water. * * It cannot well be expressed with a
Pen how fierce the Sea is, nor to what a height it raiseth itself."

(Lucas Debes, 1670.)

When we left Scotland for the Faroe Islands we sailed

into a nor'easter, a three days' storm, which was still

blowing in fitful gusts when the islands came in sight.

On the left we could see dimly through the driving mists
black crags with surf dasliing high, long sweeps of bar-
ren fjelds, the bold promontories of Suderoe, Sandoe,
Skuo, Vaagoe. the two Dimuns and Stromoe—seven out
of the twenty-two islands which form the Faroe group.
Then came Naalsae on the right, giving shelter from the

northeast winds, and we ca.st anchor in the open fjord (it

could hardly be called a harbor) before Thorshaon..
I knew and loved of old this little capital of 1,200 souls,

but it was looking its worst that morning, and I felt sorry
for a bran new English aonsul and his family as they
saw for the first time their future home. Snow and sleet

were whirling down from the fjelds, and the only really

green places were the sodded house roofs where the grass
turns first in the spring, owing to the warmth below.
Then came the pale green of the home patches or "in-

fields" and then the wild "outfields," gray and seartd as
in wid-winter. As I looked over the water I saw the
head schoolmaster of all the Faroes waving his hand from
a high-prowed Faroe boat, and shoitting, "Velkommen !"

and soon I was with old friends in his comfortable cot-

tage.

One must expect changes in a metropolis after almost
five years' time, and I notice with regret that the city

fathers have blasted some reefs and boidders out of the
principal lane, have trimmed the grass, and a few cot-

tages and fish houses have been erected. But the ducks
still sleep peacefully in the middle of the lanes (there are
no horses in Thorshaon) and the hens hop from roof to
roof, scratching among the long grasses. The city lamps
have all been unhooked and sent to the "blikkenslagers"
for repairs, there to remain until darkness returns with
autumn nights. We are in latitude 62 degrees 40 minutes,
and all night long I can hear the titlarks trilling and the
curlews skirling in the outfields.

Small as it is, Thorshaon is by far the largest settle-

ment in the Faroes. Here live governor, judge, sheriff,

head schoolmaster and head doctor. Here in the summer
is the local parliainent ; British and Danish gunboats visit

these waters to look after troublesome trawlers, and many
tourists come on shore when the Iceland-bound steamers
pause here for a few hours. Iceland is fast becoming
popular for summer outings, but the Faroes, fortunately,
are not yet considered "worth while," the tourists judg-
ing of their attractions by the surroundings of Thorshaon,
which are comparatively monotonous.

Since my last visit a tiny steamer, the Smyril, has begun
to ply among the islands. Its goings and comings are
most erratic; its time tables more distracting than a Brit-
ish A. B. C. railway guide, but for many excursions it is

safer and cheaper than the usual mode of Faroe traveling
—eight men and a boat. After three weeks in Thorshaon
I left one stormy morning for Midoag, on Vaagoe, one of
the western islands. The schoolmaster borrowed two
large Normal school pupils and a codfish boat; the cod-
fish were taken out and I was put in, and we started for
the little Smyril, which was plunging out in the fjord.
Only desperation made it possible for rae to swing my-
self out of our tossing boat and up the loosely swinging
ladder. There is not a wharf or quay in all the islands. I
reflected that they were twenty-two in number—eighteen
inhabited—and my ambition to see them all oozed rapidly
away.

It was too stormy to remain on deck, but from time
to time I put my head above the stairs. There was little

to be seen; only flying scud, vague giant shapes looming
up in the mist with cloud wreaths streaming from their
rocky summits, all bleak and desolate, no sign of human
life but at one place, where a long strip of green hillside
and a tiny stone church marked the site of Kirkuboe. So
we went on for three hours; then suddenly we felt hap-
pier down below, and found we had turned into Mid^'ag
harbor, and already boats were putting out from shore for
passengers and freight.

The head schoolmaster had previously sent a letter of
introduction to a certain "Konge-Bonder," or king's
peasant, known among his friends as Hans Kristoffer.
But no one came forward when I landed to greet me,
though one-half the population surveyed me from door-
ways and behind stone walls and around corners. So
I asked to see a shop keeper who I knew spoke excellent
English, and he arriving, promptly dragged forth Hans
Kristoffer from a group of men near by. He had been
watching me all the time, knew who it was and had been
expecting me for a week. These are Faroe manners, and
do not denote unfriendliness. The stranger is expected
to make all advances. Herr Hans Kristoffer now inti-

mated that I was welcome to his house, and we started
off at once, he paddling along lightly and silently in his
Faroe moccasins.
My host is a type of the best class of Faroe peasant.

His family hav§ beI4 crown Jawds (paying a sinall ap-.
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nual rent) for many generations. The house is a story

and a half cottage, grass sodded and painted with tar.

At the "but" end, as it would be called in Scotland, are
the living rooms, an outer kitchen with earth floor, where
the cooking is done and where cats, dogs and chickens
wander in and out ; ihen a general family room, where
they sit, eat and spin; small bedrooms open out of this

and others are m the loft above. In the "ben" end is a
guest sitting room, rarely used, and a tiny guest lord room.
The floor' is bare, with unpainted boards, there is a sofa,

table, cupboard, chairs, a queer old stove bearing the da.e

1724 and decorated in raised iron work with crowns, gar-
lands, warriors and portraits of Frederick II. and his

Queen. This is built into the wall, and the fuel is put in

by a door out in the entry. There are many photographs
of family and friends, a lithograph of Martin Luther and
two from Rembrandt's e.chings, bright flowers in the win-
dows and Nottingham curtains. In the bedroom is a nar-
row, short box bed, with feathers to He upon and a large
feather puiif above.

In these two rooms a foreign guest is expected to live.

It is a mark of especial friendliness if he is invited to the
'but." Here kind Fru Hans wai.s upon the guest, serv-
ing sweet soup for dinner, probably "fricadella" of fresh
pounded codfish and whipped cream and sago. One must
not expect to fare so well in all Faroe hamlets. The good
living here is due to a combination of generous hospitality
and a knowledge of Danish cookery, acquired from sev-
eral wives of Danish pastors.
A Faroe village is not a model of hygiene. There is a

superfluity of cods' heads, whales' vertebras and birds'
wings; there are piles of manure and garbage, and pools
of stagnant water close to the houses, and unpleasant strips
of last 3^ear's whale meat hangmg from the eaves. One is

glad to hurry through, breathing as little as possible, to
the sweet grass and sea-scented air beyond. But here
Hans Kristoffer's guest room looks out on the prettiest
little garden in the Faroes, and here he fights frosts in

summer and gales at all times of -the year. He has forti-

fied his garden as best he may with earth dikes and
doiijDle rows of currant bushes, and within these precincts
grow big pr'mroses, daffodils, iris, sweetbrier, larkspurs,
pinks, sweet Williams, phlox, lupine and big poppies. It

is a triumph of a little garden for the same latitude as
Julianhaab, in Greenland, hut -with what pains and dis-
appointments has it been achieved I Indeed. Herr Hans
reminded me of his own little trees, which he displaj'ed
with gentle pride; small, brown and brave, with budding
hopes cut down each winter by the cruel blasts, and sprout-
ing up again in the spring. There was a liaby spruce,
some elms, poplars, maples, a mountain ash and some
slips of hawthorn, enough to make quite a rustle in the
sea breeze. But one feels (though one is not unkind
enough to say so) that they will never be any bigger—any
taller—though with succeeding years they may learn to
bow to the storms and curve low their boughs within the
shelter of the dike,

Hans Kristoffer asks me many questions in a wistful
way about the big trees in America—"the largest in the
world"—and drinks in eagerly what I tell him of the red-
woods of California, and the yellow spruce of southern
Alaska. "And that is far north, too—Alaska," he says;
"but no, they would never grow like that here—not if

they lived a thousand years!"
Aside from the few small trees which have been planted

in gardens, there is not one in all the Faroes ; not even a
bush breaks the outline of the h^lls. The climate must
have changed since the exiled Vikings first came to the
Faroes in the tenth century, for many fragments of birch
and juniper, of good size, are found in peat bogs. The
great changes of temperature and the fierce gales, and not
the severity of the cold in winter, destroy the trees. For-
tunately the supply of peat is abundant and good, and the
cutting and drying of it is the all-important work of the
early summer months.

A Faroe peasant nutst of necessity be an all-round
man—a farmer in a small way, a peat w^orker, fisherman,
sailor, oarsman, mountain climber, a shepherd occasion-
ally, a carpenter and odd jobber. In all these ways com-
bined he ekes out a simple living, sometimes doing little

for days at a time, then working steadily all day and
far into the night, the weather determining his activity.
The uncertainty of his work and his isolation from the
outside world has made the Faroe man the least punctual
of mortals, and this irait the foreign traveler finds at
times most trying. But no one can be quicker, braver,
more resolute than he in time of danger. Think what
it means to be a "flink fjeld-mand"—a clever cliflF man,
going down w'th the line after sea fowl, suspended in
mid-air, crawling along ledges hundreds of feet above
the sea, ledges that crumble, with rooks above that fall.
T heard here of a father and son who went to the northern
cliffs of Vaagoe for guillemots' eggs. They descended
to a narrow ledge just wide enough for a man to .stand,
except in one place, where it jutted out, forming a shelf
about five feet wide. As the men gathered eggs they
piled them up here, until a large quantity had been col-
lected. Just then some small stones, always a signal of
danger, began to fall from the cliffs above. The father
succeeded in climb'ng up a little way to a point where he
could command a view of the fjelds. Suddenly he called
out sharply, "Throw yourself on the eggs!" Like a flash
the boy flung himself forward, and an instant later a
great boulder crashed down, breaking away in its fall the
ledge on which he had been standing.

This island Vaagoe. does not rank among the best of
the bird islands. There are some fine cliffs for auks and
guillemots, but as a rule the highest rocks face north-
ward, an imfavorable exposure for bird colonies. Myg-
genoes, the most western of the Faroe group, has especial
advantages from its isola ion and its precipitous coast.
One can go there only in a kind of weather requiring such
a combination of smiling circumstances and promise of
future blessings that visitors to Myggenoes are few and
far between. One makes no important engagements for
the future when one goes to Myggenoes.

Since beginning this letter I have left Midvag and am
now .^t Bo, the nearest hamlet to Myggenoes, on the west-
ern coast of Vaagoe. The morning I started was so beau-
tiful that it was hard to find a guide and bearers for my
luggage. We have few warm, dry, sunny days in Faroes,
and when one does come every man, woman and child is
seized with a preternatural activity, and falls to work cod-
fishing, bird catching, peat cutting and piling, weeding

washing the new wool, dyeing, spinning yarn, churning,
washing the family pattens, clothes and milk pans in the
brook, all in addition to the usual farm and house work.
The No. 3 babies are tending the N.o. 1 babies, while the
No. 2 babies are marching up and down in the sun, drag-
ging by a string iheir "horses"—a small whale's vertebra.
Under such busy circumstances it is customary for the

would-be traveler to go to the "SkydskafTer," an official

whose business it is to secure guides or oarsmen. In the
Faroes every man is required to serve in this way in

lieu of military service in Denmark. There is a fi.Kcd tariff

of wages, and the men serve in turn. No one officially

summoned by the SkydskafFer can refu.se to go under
penalty of a fine. Bul why ask the Skydskaffer to drag a
stout young man whose labor is of value from his work in

the peat fields when a Faroe grandfather thinks nothing
of taking 40 pounds on his back, supported by a broad
woolen band around the forehead, and trotting off with it

across the fjelds? So these matters are often arranged
privately, and those who can best be spared go with the
traveler. In this case Hans Kristofi^er succeeded in

securing an old man and two boys, and we started for Bo,

^ It was not a difficult journey—one mile by land to

Sorvags Lake or "vatn," two by boat to the northern
end, two over the hills to Sorvags village and two by
fjord to Bo.

_
The trail was what is called Iiere "a good

way"—that is, it was not over high hills or watery
marshes. Such trifles as stones, boggy spots and hillocks
are not considered worthy of mention.
We passed quickly through Sorvag village and made no

calls. A scourge of typhus, brought in a ship from Ice-
land, had ravaged the little place and there had been
many deaths. The few people we saw looked wan and
haggard. But the stagnant pools and piles of refuse near
the houses still remained.

I waited on a grassy hillside while a boat was brought
from the other side of the fjord. It stranded, being low
tide, some distance from shore. But the grandfather was
not at all put out. He took off his moccasins, rolled up
his knee breeches, waded ashore, picked me up wi.hout a
word and marched with me through the waves, carried all

my traps to the boat and soon we were on our way to Bo.
I had pictured Bo as quite a v'llage, and find only half

a dozen houses huddled together between the fjord and the
fjeld. There is nothing to do but watch the beautiful
view and the eider ducks and talk with the men of Bo
about the chances of my going to Myggenoes. That island
is only nine miles out, but the seas are big, the currents
exceptionally strong, and there are sudden surprises of
fog, surf and squalls. There is but one place where
the island can be reached, and that is possible only under
certain conditions. When the tide is favorable, sea calm,
no surf barometer high and rising, air clear and a ten-
dency to light northeast breezes, that is true "Myggenoes
six man weather." It had been gently intimated to me
that when eight men are thought necessary, such a coward
as I had better stay "to hum." I am sure I do not wish
to go in "eight man weather." "One small boy weather,"
if there was .such a thing, would suit me best. So here I
wait at Bo, seeing across the sea the misty cliff walls of my
"desired haven." Elizabeth Taylor.

In Vermont.
Editor Forest and Stream:
During the montlis of January- and February of a recent

year it was my fortune to drive three or four hundred
miles through the valleys and over the hills of Vermont,
and I am tempted to send you a few notes of observation
and experience. I was glad of this opportunity to re-

visit the Green Mountain State, well known to me in

earher years, and to have fresh experience of many an
old sensadon and impression, to meet again many of its

good people, to enjoy their hospitality, to study anew
their unique civilization and grow strong by breathing
the wonderful air of those hills.

I kept a keen lookout for game or, indeed, any signs

of animal life, but was in this respect rather disappointed.
My tally consis.ed of two or three dozen crows, a few
downy or hairy woodpeckers, a half dozen bluejays, wary
and sharp as usual, but quite at home and comfortable
even on the coldest days, a very few flocks of snow bunt-
ings, a chickadee or two,, three or four red squirrels and
two ruffed grouse.

In Windham county I heard stories of two or three

bears killed last fall in the hill towns in the western part

of the county, and one man told me of a bear wh'.ch one
day crossed the road in Bennington county in front of a

friend of his a few days before, A gratifying sentiment
in favor of protecting game seemed to prevail. But in

general the woods and fields seemed silent and tenantless.

I looked carefully for tracks of the fox or other night
prowlers, but was only three or four times successful.

NeverthelCSS in XIlany towns I heard of very successful
trapping, one man being credited with 55 foxes already,

and I heard of several who had captured twenty-five or
thirty apiece. Amazed at such records of fox trapping, I

inquired more carefully, and found that in each case the
trapper was said to possess some secret of a scent, which
either in itself was very attractive to the fox—overcoming
all his natural fear of a trap—or which, at any rate, ef-

fectually neutralized the dreaded scent of man, which
renders ordinary attempts at this mode of capture so
fruitless. In one case a hunter was said to have brought
the secret from "the West," and to have sold it to others
for $5 per man and under pledge of secrecy.
One day in skirting the base of a mountain I heard

the melodious note of the fox hounds upon the mountain
side, as they followed the trail, and every minute or two
gave tongue. Such music—so familiar of old—had not
fallen on my ears for 20 years, and I stopped my horse
and listened with delight as long as I could hear a note.
Talking with a man who came to the door of a neigh-

boring house, I learned that he had dug out a litter of
young foxes the spring before and had given one of the
cubs to a boy in the neighborhood, who had brought it

up and had succeeded in thoroughly taming it. Deter-
mined to see for myself, I drove to the house of the boy
and saw a yearling fox which was as tame as could be

wished to the members of the famOy, tlionsgh a trifle sky
of strangers. Reynard was usually kept chained in a pen
because of liis tendency to cultivate too inliiiiatt relations
with the farmers' chickens, but 1 was told that he was
often let loose to go with the boys over the hills, and
that he would come back with them as read.Iy as a dog.
His master toUl ine that the famous scent used by the
trappers was nothing more nor less than the musk of the
skunk, and that its efl^ect was merely to dispel the scent
of man, and that three or four drops scattered on and near
the trap were sullicient. He told me in detail the proper
localities for selling a trap for a fox, the south side of a
bare hii! in a pasture, or in or near a spring in a swamp,
and never in a deep wood. He thought no fox was
ever trapped in the last situation, but I told him of having
once myself caught a fox in a bear trap in the depths of
a Maine forest. He thought ihis unusual and a mere
"accident." I should be glad to know if readers of
Forest and Stream know anything about the scent of
which I have spoken, and if it is merely the musk of the
skunk as this man said.

Occasionally where the road skirted a bush-covered
swamp or passed through a deep wood I saw the tracks
of the northern hare, but not half so abundant as I ex-
pected to find them. In short, Vermont seemed, to the
winter visitant, nearly swept bare of wild life of all kinds.
But I found much to interest the lover of out-door things.
The old men told me stories of the old times, and I

heard many and many an expression so happily embalmed
in that New England classic and dialect study, "Uncle
Lisha's Shop." I found no "Antwine," but Uncle Lisha
himself and Sam Lovel "and 'mungst 'em" more than
once appeared, and I listened with greatest enjoyment to
their speech. But this, too, is passing away, and I re-
marked how almost invariably, even in the parts most
remote from the railway, and no matter on how high and
bleak a hill or lonely cross-road, when I called at a door
to inquire the way, some sweet-voiced woman of refined
manner and pure speech answered me.

Surely the New England yeomanry had never its equal
in this world. Nowhere else under such circumstances
could people of such intelligence and absolute independ-
ence be found. When one tries to find anything like a
parallel, the Scottish people is the only one which comes
to mind. Not Bismarck himself had more independence
of spirit or was more unconscious of amenability to any
class or rank than these men, or discussed affairs of state
with any more confidence in his own judgment or his
right to judge of them. And great good comes of this—
a good inestimable in the history of the world. It has set
the type for American citizenship. From it has sprung
a giant race which does not know, and never can be made
to know, "the dignity that doth hedge a king." This is

the pivot, amply strong and sufficient, on which, in time,
to swing the world from the old path into the new. There-
fore all hail to the Yankee! The home-spuu world re-
generator!

The Vermont boys still emigrate to "the 'Hio," as
Uncle Lisha did, and for similar reasons in reality. The
sadness of the "deserted farm" was forced upon me in
many a place. The abandoned "bildin's," the orchard
growing scrubby and unkempt, the fences uncared for, and
iniles of stone wall so carefully and toilsomely laid to
rid of stones the land which no one now cares to till, and
to park boundaries which no one any longer cares to
maintain—all tel! the ston,- of the strong and patient and
faithful life which was once lived there, and pathetically
plead for its rehabilitation. But it is not, in my judgment,
best. "The old order changeth, giving place to new," and
a new order which, all things considered, I must think
to be an advance upon the old. To maintain the old by
artificial means and efl^orts not spontaneous and naturjil
will be a waste of strength.
Many of the old pastures and hillsides are growing up

to trees, and I rejoiced to see it. Especially do I rejoice
to see the sandy knolls and intervals growing up to pines.
I mourn the giant pines—the "old growth"—sacrificed so
long ago to no profit, and only, in many cases, to un-
cover a thin and sandy soil to the plow. Of what vast
value would they not be now if they had been preserved!
The pine is the proper growth and ornament and crop
of much Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine land, and
I rejoice to see the second-growths—rising straight in
crowded ranks—thick at the tops and ever aspiring in the
rivalry for sunlight, shaded and dark below and trim-
ming themselves as they grow. And it does not take
so very long for pine to grow. Before I had seen my
thirty-fifth year I had seen pines which would furnish fair
'saw-logs," growing on ground which I had also in early
boyhood seen bare and sown to grain.
The timber slaughterer is equally with the game de-

stroyer the object of my maledictions. Many readers of
Forest and Stream will remember the giant growth of
black walnut which covered hundreds of thousands of
acres in Indiana and Michigan, and which were cleared
by axe and fire to make room for cultivation, when only
one State further onwere millions of treeless acres only
waiting for the plow. A friend tells mc that on his farm
near Terre Haute, the fences are all made of straight, split
rails of black walnut, and the barns and outbuildings are
made of black walnut boards two feet in width.
But I wanted to speak of the rock maples. Vermont is

their parad se and home. The "sugar-bush," as the maple
grove is called, stands on every hillside, usually with
the neat "sugar-house," at the lower edge of it, well fitted
with patent evaporating pans (which have replaced the
primitive "arch-kittle"), a steam escape in the roof, and
pile of "sugar-wood" at the door.
The farnier here speaks of "getting up his sugar-wood"

as naturally as he does of sheep-shearing or haying or
"banking up" his house in the fall. O the delights of the
".<iugar-bush" in "sao-time!" Involuntarily I smacked
my hps and sniffed the air as I thought of them. To my
palate maple syrup—from the first run of sap. and which
has never been crystallized—is the finest sweet in all the
world.

^
Honey suggests, perhaps, a more poetic thought,

but It is too cloying. The maple flavor is honest and
not overpowenng, and yet, to one whose youthful tooth
was trained upon it, suggestive of a thousand delights
that are unspeakably subtle and fine. But the early train-
ing must be there or maple sweet has no special charm
Having described maple sugar and the joys of its making
to some English friends, T once took over to them some
cakes of the genuine article, but to my chagrin found
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that to them it was only ''sugar^' and not maple sugar
after all. Then many people in this country—in the cities

and in the South—affect .to dislike maple sugar, the fact

being that they have never tasted any but only the

wretched mixtures sold as maple on street corners, and
which often have not a trace of maple in them. Even
in Boston I one day broke onen a cake of the yellow stuff

exposed on Winter street—looking for all the world like

beeswax, and labeled maple sugar—and found inside it

tell-tale sugared cherry of the confectioner who com-
pounded the stuff. But the boys and girls of Vermont
and New Hampshire are experts in such matters and not

to be deceived, and wherever they go they are wont to

send back to some trusted neighbor or friend for their

yearly can of syrup and box of sugar.

The maple grows grandly all over Vermont. May my
blessing fall on all the good citizens who for years have
set out the maple trees in rows along the highways!
Sometimes for half a mile, not only through a village

street, but past some lonely hill farm, the rows of maples
stand, superb in their strength and symmetry and shade
giving power. In summer foliage they are wonderful,

but in autumn their glory is simply indescribable.

If you have on your hands a particularly "cockney"
Englishman, whose conceit of the superiority of every-

thing English you want to break down and whose as-

sumption of unimpressionability you want to break up,

take him to Vermont or New Hampshire in the "moon
of fallinp- leaves." You will capture him—horse, foot and
dragoons. There will be no help for him. No mortal
made of "penetrable stuff'" can withstand it, for there is

nothing like it on earth, and I am not going to attempt
the impossible by trying to picture it.

But my illustration reminds me of a good story which
Professor Niles, the geologist, tells. He once, in the early

days, when Crawford Pond, in the Crawford Notch of

the White Mountain, was swarming with trout and free

to all com.ers, took an Englishman there to give him a

good sample day of American trout fishing. They were
out on a raft, and had begun to cast, the trout biting

voraciously, when, glancing up at the mountains. Pro-
fessor Niles saw one of the sudden mountain showers
swooping do\TO upon them. He shouted to his friend

that there was not a moment to lose if they wished to

reach shelter. But the Englishman's sporting blood was
up, and he scorned all showers or other trifles so long
as he could take trout in that fashion. "All right," said

Professor Niles, "I can stand it if you can." So he
shrugged his shoulders, turned up his coat collar, and
landed another trout Just then the cloud-burst struck
them. They were drenched to the skin in a moment; the
thunder crashed, the water boiled and liissed under the

falling torrents: and amid the din was heard the voice of

the Englishman: "Here, Niles, take my rod. I'm going
to get under this raft—where there ain't so much water!"
The forest trees afford infinite opportunity for study,

and in ways utilitarian or scientific or aesthetic as one
chooses. Each species has its own general characteristics,

each individual its style and peculiarity. Many a time I

wished for a camera that I might preserve the picture of

some particularly fine old maple or elm or oak. In one
valley I found a good deal of cedar and ground juniper.

Why only in that valley? Had this to do with the geology
of the valley and the soil derived from certain underlying
rocks?
Certain geological phenomena can here be studied to

better advantage than an3rwhere else in New England,
better than in any other place I have ever seen save in

Montana. I mean the river terraces. Rank on rank they
rise from the rivers, the same terrace often traceable for

miles, sometimes transversely cut and notched by ravines
and gullies till all that is left is a series of saw teeth, again
the level bench of sand stretches away unbroken. It is

all water-washed and water-deposited sand, powdered
mountain, ground off from the higher peaks and packed
in these level layers against the sides of the valley.

Altogether it was a strange and very pleasant experience
and one which I hope I may some day repeat.

C. H. Ames.

Albino Hawks*

I AM glad to see that my suggestion in your paper re-

garding the recording of such facts as come to sports-

men's notice of birds in unusual plumage has brought
out the notes of so excellent an observer as Manly Hardy,
and his remark that albinism in hawks is more largely

confined to the red-tailed than other species is very true.

Since my records of this species in your issue of Feb.

9, I am enabled to give one more instance. In a letter

from Arthur T. Wayne, dated Mt. Pleasant, S. C, Jan.

22, 1901, he writes: "Last Saturday I saw on Dewee's
Island, a coast island, near my house, a beautiful albino

red-tailed hawk, but could, not get a shot at it. The bird

was in' company with two black vultures, and I saw it

closely while sailing. The tail was red, but the rest of

the plumage was white. I am going to-morrow after it,

and if I secure it you shall hear from me."
The only records of albinism which T have among the

smaller hawks is that of the broad-winged (Buteo latis-

simkis) , a pure white example of which was in the collec-

tion of Otho C. Poling, Quincy, 111..- in September, 1888,

and in a list of albinos in the collection of the late Geo.
W. Lawrence, which he sent me in January. 1875, there

was included a specimen of Cooper's hawk {Acciplter

cooperii). There are, no doubt, other species unrecorded
in public and private colections.

RUTHVEN De.^ne.

Chicago, Feb. 22.

Game Warden Smith, of Pittsfield, Mass., has recently received
several complaints regarding the use of ferrets for rabbits in the
southeastern part of that city, and he is making a vigorous investi-

gation of the violations of the game laws. Alarmed at the reck-

less slaughter of pickerel, Mr. Smith has written the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Commissioners recommending the passage of a law
to allow a fisherman to set only three lines at a time. One day
recently Mr. Smith counted no less than 540 lines set on Pontoosuc
Lake, and some present had as many as thirty tip-ups. So great

was the net work that Mr. Smith says it would have been practi-

cally impossible for a pickerel to cross the lake without being
ensnared,
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The American Velvet Scbter.

Oidemia deglandi (Bonap.).

The adult male has the bill expanded into a promi-
nent knob at the base on the top. .A.I the sides the bill

is sunken, as if hollowed out. This knob, with the base
of the bill and its margin, is black. The sides of the
bill in front are red, changing to orange and then to
white near the tip. The plumage is uniform black,
often very deep <5r often brownish througliout. There
is a small white spot behind the eye and the secondaries
are white.
The female is uniform dirty gray, the wings darKer

than the body. The secondaries are white, as in the
male. The length is about 21 inches.

One of the commonest of the winter sea ducks is the
velvet duck, more often called the white-winged coot.
It is found on both coasts and also on the Great Lakes

AMERICAN VELVET SCOTER.

and some of the inland rivers in winter. It comes
down to the New England coast la.e in September and
spends the winter there in company with -the other
coots and the eider dticks. It is exceedingly abtmdant
and is shot by the various methods described in the
chapter on sea shooting. While migrating, or while
taking long flights, it flies high above the water, often
out of gunshot, but from such heights I have sotnetimes
seen it brought down, either by the expedient of shoot-
ing or shouting at it, or sometimes I have seen a gun-
ner scale his hat high into the air, -when the whole flock

would dart 20 or 30 or 40 yards directly downward to-

ward the water and then continue their flight. Usually

VELVET SCOTER.

the birds, when flying from their roosting to their feed-

ing grounds, pass but a few feet above the water, mov-
ing along with a strong, steady flight.

The white-winged coot feeds almost exclusively on
small shellfish, which it brings up from the bottom, and
the flesh is very far from palatable. The gunner on the

New England coast who kills them usually parboils them
for a time, and then bakes them, the result being a dish

that is eatable, but is thought by many to lack character.

The velvet ducks breed in Labrador and to the north-

ward as far as the Barren Grounds. The nest, often

made among underbrush or low woods, is a hollow in the

moss, lined with down, and contains seven or eight eggs.

This species, like the old squaw and the other coots,

.spends much of its time, late in the spring in preparing

for the long flight that it must make to its summer home.
The hours from 3 o'clock in the afternoon until dark are

spent chiefly on the wing, and often it is not much
before the first of June when the last of the coots leave

the New England shores.

On the Pacific coast this species is found in winter as

far south as southern California and in summer to

the Bering Sea. In the month of July I have seen them
on the Gulf of Georgia in vast numbers, the birds being,

no doubt, chiefly males, and the females incubating some-
where in the vicinity.

The coots are regarded as exceedingly tough and
hard to Idll, and the gunners along the New England
coast who shoot them commonly use very large shot,

often 3's, and sometimes 2's. Birds that are only wounded
dive and skulk with great skill, and if there is any sea
on the water are likely to escape notice and not to be
recovered. Often they dive, and apparently never come to
the surface again, and it is believed that they cling to
weeds at the bottom and remain there until dead.
Some of the names given for this species by Mr.

Trumbull are May white-wing or great May white-wing,
pied-winged coot, bell-tongue coot. Uncle Sam coot, bull
coot, brant coot, sea brant, assemblyman, channel duck.

The Velvet Scoter.

Oidemia fusca (Linn.).

In the adult male the bill is much swollen near the
gap, but is not much elevated at the base. The general
color is orange or reddish, crossed on each side by a
diagonal black line, running from above the nostril
obliquely to the side of the nail. The plumage is

brownish-black, with a small patch behind the eyes, and
a white speculum on the wing.
The female is sooty-gray, paler beneath, and with a

white speculum.
The velvet scoter is scarcely to be considered an

American bird, being only an accidental visitor to our
shores. It is an Old World species, which has, however,
been taken in Greenland. It is not a bird to be considered
by the sportsmen, who will never rneet with it.

S«rf Scoter, Sfcank-Head.

Oidemia perspicillata (Linn.).

The adult male is deep black above, changing on the
lower parts, to a very dark brownish-black. There is a
white patch on the forehead, cut off squarely behind 'the

eyes, and running out to a point a little beyond the gap
of the bill. On the back of the head and neck there is

another white patch, cut off squarely in front and run-
ning down to a semi-circular ending on the back of the
neck. The bill is swollen at the base, white and red in
color, with a squarish patch of black on either side near
the base. The nail is horn-color. The feet are orange,
Avith dusky webs.
The adult female is brownish-black everywhere, be-

coming sooty or almost lead color below, and some-
times almost white on the abdomen. The bill is black,
ljut little swollen, and, of course, the black spot shown
in the male is not apparent. The bird's length is about

SURF SCOTER.

20 inches. Mr. Ridgway states that sometimes in the
adult male there are other white marks than those de-
scribed, and sometimes one or the other of the white
patches on top of the head are wanting, but thgse con-
ditions are very unusual.
This species, which is known as surf duck in the books,

is commonly called by gunners coot, sea duck, skunk-
head and also sometimes hollow-billed coot. It is pecu-
liar to America and in habits and distribution does not
differ markedly from our other coots. It is said to breed
on the Arctic coast and to proceed southward as far as

Bermuda. It is also commonly found on the Great Lakes
and is not infrequently killed b}^ gtmners on the marshes
to the south of them. Mr. Audubon found it breeding as

far south as Labrador, in fresh-water marshes, and 'the

nest was rather more substantial than that of many of

the sea ducks, being well built and lined with down. It

contained five eggs of a cream color. Nests found by Mr.
MacFarlane on the Anderson River contained eight eggs.

While vast numbers of coots winter on the New Eng-
land coast, and seem to thrive there, equally great num-
bers apparently proceed further south, wintering in the

mouth of the Delaware River and in Chesapeake Bay and
out at sea. In these regions, however, where there are

so many better ducks, they are not much pur.sud, and, on
the whole, it may be said of these coots, and of the old

squaws, that they are by no means growing fewer in

numbers.
Besides the names already given, Mr. Trumbull tells us

that this duck is called horse-head and bald-pate, off the

coast of Maine; patch-head, patch-polled coot and white-

scop, at other points on the New England coast; muscle-
bill, pictured-bill and plaster-bill, snuff-taker, spectacled-

bill coot and spectacle coot, blossom-bill and blossom-head,
butter-boat-billed coot; while the femaes and young are

called, at various points, pishaug, gray coot and brown
coot.

The Last Vermont Panthet.

St. Johnsbury, Vt., Feb. 22.—It may interest Juvenal

and your readers to know that the last panther killed in

Vermont was killed on Thanksgiving Day in 1881 by
Alexander Crowell, a veteran of the Civil War. The
creature measured 7 feet from tip to tip, girth 3 feet 8

inches, forearm 22 inches, height 3 feet 8 inches and
weight 182 pounds. It was killed by a shotgun in a dense

thicket of spruces in the town of Barnard. "The painter"

had killed two sheep the night previous to his taking off.

This Vermont "painter" we also call catamount, and it

is identical with the mountain lions recently killed by our
sportsman Vice-President and with the puma of South
America. Jno. W. Titcomb.
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Lumber Camps and Game.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In Forest and Stream for Feb. i6 you publish a

rather severe answer by Mr. James Webber, of Bangor,
to my article, ''A Month on Millinockett." He wants to

know "if you think it just to print such a slander
against lumbermen as this contains without probably an
iota of proof?"
Mr. Webber's idea of slander in this case and mine are

evidently very different.

From my point of view I said nothing against Maine
lumbermen. I have a great admiration for the woods-
men of Maine. Taking them as a whole, whether lumber-
men, trappers or guides, there are no men that I have
ever met in any walk in life who have more qualities to
be admired. They may be a little rough in some ways,
perhaps, but they lead a rough life. As to their killing
gailic out of season, however, in spite of what Mr. Web-
ber says, there is not the slightest doubt of it. My proof
is from the lips of the men themselves. Lumbermen
have a habit of saying what they think. I have been
going into the Maine woods every season for the past
ten years, and in that time have met many lumbermen
and have had a number- of different guides, all of whom
have worked in lumbering camps. I never heard one
complain of not having enough game during the winter.
Moose I think they are more careful of. But it is prob-
ably not from any fear of game wardens. If I were
working in a lumber camp all winter, I would want fresh
meat once in a while myself, and probably would have
it. What I object to are the game laws and the way
they are carried out.
The Commissioners certainly do not consult the guides

very much in regard to them. They are too plainly in

the interests of Bangor and Portland spoilsmen. The
idea of making non-residents of the State pay more for
a license than a native ! It is almost as un-American as

the tax New Jersey once tried to put on non-residents
passing through the State. There is no doubt that the
non-resident sportsmen spend more money in propor-
tion than the residents do.

In another article in the same number of Forest and
Stream there is a great powwow about sportsmen and
guides setting fire to the forests.

Some inexperienced sportsmen without guides cer-

tainly do, but not so the guides. I have never seen a
guide leave a fire during a dry time without thoroughly
putting it out with water. They often go to consider-
able time and trouble to do so. Perhaps I have been
particularly fortunate in guides, but I think in this re-

spect they are all alike.

I own a few acres of land on the West Branch myself,
and am constantly in dread of fir«.

I judge from Mr. Webber's letter that his own knowl-
edge of life in the lumber camps is limited. But it is nice

to see any good word for the lumbermen themselves

!

POCKWAKEMUS.

A Bear Hunt by Moonlight.
Ypsilan*!, Mich., Feb. 4.—^This is my first offense, but

I can contain myself no longer. I have been a constant
reader of Forest and Stream for a number of years and
have read with intense interest all the accounts of the

various contributors, and I feel that I should at least

attempt to describe the most exciting event of my life

in way of a small recompense for all the pleasure I have
received from the reading of your most valauble weekly.
I shall not go into details as explicitly as I would were I

a good writer, but shall plunge right in and expect a
deal of charity from my readers.

This event took place in the North Bruce Peninsula of

Canada upon the premises of Wm. MacVicar, lumber
dealer and all-round sportsman. Mac is a true type of a

sportsman, genial and generous to a fault. He is known
and admired by all the deer hunters in Ontario, a number
of whom enjoy their annual outing upon the MacVicar
limits.

After the season closed in '99 five of us, upon Mac's in-

vitation, remained in our shanty a few weeks hunting
small game, fishing, trapping and incidentally taking out
some timber to lighten our expenses. We were located on
the edge of a "burn," six miles from MacVicar, the near-
est post-office, where Mac resided, and abotit a mile from
the shores of old Lak-e Huron.
One night about 12 o'clock, wliile all were asleep but

myself, I heard Dinah, our Irish fox hound, and Otto, our
pointer, growling and whining in the .stable, a small log
structure about 20 yards distant from the shanty, where
we kept old Jim, our horse, and the dogs. Thinking that

they might have got their chains twisted, as sometimes
occurred, I got up and slipping on my larrigans went out
to adjust the matter. Well, upon opening the door the

first thing I noticed (conspicuous for its absence) was
that we had been touched for half a deer which had been
slung on a pole just outside the door. The night was a

perfect one, as lihgt as day, and as I stood there wonder-
mg at the disappearance of our venison, I caught sight of

a moving object about 60 yards awaj^ on a small hill.

1 watched and presently saw Mr. Bruin move over the

hill. Well, I wish you could have seen the interior of that

shanty when I told the boys of my discovery. It did not
take more than half a minute for three of us to get some
clothes on, grab a rifle apiece, some cartridges and get on
the warpath. When we got to the hill we could see the
bear about 100 yards distant, and upon seeing us he
turned at right angles and made for some small balsams
about 300 yards away. I immediately started to head him
off. and Harry and Bill opened fire on him, the first

shot striking him I knew, for he wheeled and hit himself
several times. The ground was as hard as a rock, but I

did not feel it nor did I mind the falls I had as I fairly

flew over the fallen timber. When he saw me between
him and the balsams he turned and made directly from
me for the open country, and I now opened fire on him
also. I shall never forget as long as I live the music of
that night.

The deeo baying of Dinah, eager for the chase, the short
angry barks of Otto, the shorter, more wicked, snaps
of Harry's ,30, the boom of Bill's big .44 and the thump-
ing of my heart, which I could plainly hear as I pumped
shot after shot at the retreating form which had caused

all this excitement, is embedded in my memory for life.

Light as it may be, we hunters all know how difficult

it is to find the sights by moonlight, and I think about
fifteen shots were fired before Bruin stopped. He turned
short, and I think through sheer bewilderment rather
than vengeful motives went straight for Bill and Harry.
He had got to within 50 yards of the boys when a well
directed shot from Harry brought him down, and he
never moved. When we reached him he was quite dead,
and upon examination we found five wounds on him

—

two in the left fore leg, two through the body and the
one which stopped him in the forehead. We took him to
the shanty, skinned him and examined the wounds to see
the effects of the different rifles. Bill's .44 and my .38 had
done about equal damage, but the .30 bullet which struck
him between the eyes telescoped the skull and vertebrae
clear back to the foreshoulders. This was rather late in

the fall to find a bear out, but I guess the exceptionally
fine weather was the cause of his late wanderings.

I know that this, as it is worded, will not prove very
interesting to some of our old hunters, but as for my-
self I never expect again to have as much excitement and
genuine sport as I had that moonlight night in the fall

of '99. Pen.

New York Game Law Committee
Hearing.

The joint game law committee of the New York Legis-
lature gave a hearing on the afternoon of Wednesday,
Feb. 20, to persons desiring to advance arguments for
and against Senator Brown's bill making the close time
for web-footed wildfowl from Feb. i to Aug. 31,
There were present a delegation of Long Islanders, one

representative from New York city and two or three
others from Saratoga and Oswego. Much interest was
manifested, which on one or two occasions almost reached
the point of strong feeling.

The opposition to the bill was heard first. Its forces
were marshaled by Dr, Robinson, member of Assembly
from Suffolk county, Sayville, L. I., and the questions
asked were put chiefly by Senator McKinney and Mr.
Doughty, member of Assembly for Queens. The reasons
advanced for making no change in the law were these:
For the last two years there have been more birds in
Great South Bay and Shinnecock Bay than for many
years. Birds do not breed on Long Island and are not
mated in spring when they pass there. A large amount
of money has been invested in battery rigs which would
be useless in spring if this law should pass. Many men
make their living in part by taking out gunners from a
distance. Brant visit the bay only in spring, and there
would be no brant shooting there if spring shooting was
abolished. The questions put to the various speakers
tended to bring out and amplify these various points.
They tended to show also that but few birds were killed
in spring by comparison with those killed in fall. All
the witnesses declared that they had never dressed any
birds with eggs in them. A gentleman from the south
shore, who said that he had made much inquiry with re-
gard to the number of rigs owned in the various towns
and the revenue they brought in to their owners, read a
table of these sums, by which it appeared that $29,000
was earned during the last shooting season, one-half of
which would be cut off if spring shooting were put an
end to.

Mr. A. N. Cheney, of the New York Fish, Forest and
Game Commission, first addressed the committee in favor
of the bill, stating that he appeared merely as a representa-
tive of the Commission. He cited their recent report and

shortened on upland game in order that the breeding
stocks might be kept up. In years gone by, at hearings
before the Legislature on bills which had to do with
shortening the open season for deer, Adirondack guides
have made the plea that their business would be ruined if

the season were shortened, just as the Long Island gun-
ners now declare that their business will be destroyed if

spring shooting were abolished. But it has proved that

with the shorter deer season the Adirondack guides were
better off than ever, and so it is very sure to prove with
the Long Island batterymen.
Mr. Manning, of Saratoga, spoke for the sportsmen of

his section, who are earnestly in favor of the bill. The
ducks untroubled by the spring shooters would breed over
a considerable part of New York State, and the result

would be an autumn harvest of fowl which would be for
the general good. He cited examples drawn from his own
wide experience to show that in spring and even in late

winter the birds had already paired and were ready to

breed so soon as they reached their summer home. He
accounted for the greater number of ducks to which the
Long Island men had testified by saying that this increase
in numbers was due to the passage of a law prohibiting
spring shooting in Ontario, and showed that the ducks
which were now permitted to breed undisturbed in that
Province returned there in great numbers, to the great
advantage of all New York gunners.
Judge Stowell, of Oswego, bore testimony to the fact

that when the spring ducks reached his section of the
country they were already mated, and gave examples to

prove it.

Chief Protector Pond, who had just risen from a sick

bed, spoke convincingly concerning the great numbers
of ducks which in old times used to breed along the
northern borders of this State, in the Montezuma marshes,
in the Adirondacks, and about such lakes as Cayuga,
Seneca, Oneida and Owasco. He believed that with
reasonable protection in the spring, such breeding birds

would be with us again, and that in this way much
would be added to the supply of game in the State. Pro-
tector Pond's testimony was extremely interesting and
convincing.
The question of the eggs in the female bird seeming to

be misunderstood, one of the witnesses explained that it

was not intended to say that the eggs referred to were
complete eggs, possessing shells and ready for extrusion,
but they were developing eggs which might be laid in

the course of a few weeks or a few days, according to

the conditions met with by the bird. All female ducks, of
course, contain eggs, but these eggs may be in all stages
of development. What was intended to be said was that
the eggs for a spring's laying had begun to develop in

the very early spring or late winter, but a person not
familiar with bird anatomy might not recognize them as
eggs at this stage, when they might vary in size from a
No. 8 shot to an ordinary boy's marble.

It is not known when the bill will be reported.

Presidential Sport at Marly.

We are indebted to a French correspondent for the

following account of the photograph which we repro-

duce :

"On Thursday last one of those official huntings to

which the President of the Republic invites all the digni-

taries in every department took place in the shooting
fields of Marly. This time the guests of M. Loubet were
the members of the Superior Council for the War. The
himting, very cleverly led by the eminent M. Lamy, first

huntsman of the Presidential hunting train, attended by

president loubet in the field.

the fact that the members of the Commission had imani-
mousjy voted for the abolition of spring shooting. He
then introduced a representative of the Boone and^

Crockett Club, who spoke of the constantly decreasing
numbers of wildfowl, and declared that if the stock is to

be preserved it is necessary to take such steps that

fewer birds will be killed each year. This can only be

done by shortening the season for shooting. The birds

are now shot constantly for eight or nine months of the

year, and the close time covers only the period when
they were not within our territory, bu,t were in the north
breeding. It has become a recognized principle of pro-

tection in the various States that the season must be

shortened in order to limit the killing. Spring shooting

has been abolished in a number of States, and other States

were named in which the season has been markedly

M. Leddet, general superintendent of the forest, has been
capitally entertaining.

"Before taking the field, the President's guests, the
Generals Brugere de Negrier, Florestin, Duchene, Grisot,
Faure-Biguet. Lucas, Zurlinden, Grasset, Ganier des
Carets and General Dubois, chief of the military house,
met to the himting lodge, where they lunched. The lunch
is always very simple—an omelet, cooked by the game
keeper's wife, a pie, some cold meat, and, besides, some
dainties.

"After the meal, the members of the Superior Council
for the War get up in a landau that drove immediately to
the game keeper's lodge, where the first battue took place.
"The rain then began to fal.l, but it did not prevent

the hunt, which was worthy of notice, for capital cynege-tic
exploits wer« perforraed.
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"Besides, everybody knows that President Lotibet, how-
ever left handed, is a fir.'^t-ratc shooter, and so much the

worse for the game which venture to come in ihe range
of his gun. The generals also vied with each other in

the trueness of the aim. and in a short time there was a
general massacre of fowls, roe deers, pheasants, which
strewed the ground, victims of the never-tired guns of

clever marksmen.
"Every hunter was followed by a game keeper in attend-

ance to carry ihe gun between two battues, and supplies

with a good number of cartridges. The game was taken
up by men, and put in carriages led to an appointed
place.

"The first battue lasted about five minutes, and every
guest played his little part in the general slaughter.

"After a moment's res;, the Prc-udent and his guests
made for the rabbits' place, and the tiring began again.
"At a quarter past four the President of the Republic

gave the s'gnal to put an end to the hunt."—^London
Sporting and Dramatic News.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
1

Governor Roosevelt Talks of Trip.

Chicago, Til., Feb. 22.—There have been published
within the last month or more scores of alleged inter-

views with Governor Roosevelt regarding his 'Western
hunting trip. It need not be stated, in view of the absurd
statements of most of the stories, that the bulk of these
interviews has consisted of malicious or riiliculous mis-
statement of the facts. That this sort of thing was not
relished by Governor Roosevelt may be inferred from the
tact that he declined to discuss his hunt with ihe daily

reporters of this city. He did say something, however,
for the benefit of Forest and Stream, when I3illy Hofer
and I called on him at the Union League Club yesterday
afternoon,
"How many lions did you really get, Governor?" asked

Billy.

"Twelve," was the reply. "Yes, we got twelve, nice
lions."

"And how big was the biggest one?"
'The biggest lion weighed just 223 pounds, and it

measured an even 8 feet from lip to lip " replied Governor
Roosevelt. "Of course, I do not need to tell you gen-
tlemen that all this talk about nine and ten feet lions was
only folly. But we did get twelve lions—I had a rattling
good time."

Michigan Game Law Matters.

There seems to be increasing dissatisfaction in Michi-
gan over the condition of the game warden service in

that State. Much criticism is made upon the adminis-
tration of the warden's office during the past term, and
the newspapers have lakcn up the fight for a more busi-
ness like regime. The Saginaw Evening News of Feb.
18 contains editorial mention, as follows:

The indignation being expressed all over the State with regard
to the exposures in the office of the State game warden is per-
fectly righteous. If llirre ever was a clear case of tlie hold up
game, here is the instance 'J he State game warden and his State
deputies are the ones lo blame, and not the system of game pro-
tection and inspection. Tiic people of Michigan must be given to
understand this, too; for it is highly important that the State
should continue in its effort to protect the game and fish of the
Commonwealth. It must be done, however, with honest endeavor,
and not with a view of giving men with political pulls fat jobs,
whereby they draw good salaries and bilk the treasury out of ex-
pense money even to a greater amount than their salaries, as has
been the case of lale. The figures show that the last year the
game warden and his depul'es drew $7,361 in salaries and $9,G18 in
expenses. This is of couse a mere farce, and the halt called by
Auditor-General Powers 'S a proper one.
Game protection is needed, 't he people approve of it, but it

must be placed in the luiiids o( men who have a conscientious
regard for the interest? of the .State and the taxpayers, Tlie pres-
ent regime has been a disappnintment; but a cleaning up of the
record and a reform in ailininislration will clarify the situation and
pave the way for eflfective work on the lines intended by the
protective laws.

I make bold to quote from a private letter at hand
from a very prominent sportsman at Saginaw, upon these

same matters. This gentleman has given the subject of

game protection a great deal of thought and a great deal

of practical assistance. He remarks;
"I have advocalerl the abolishing of these high-priced

ofhcials who did their game protecting from their office

and ran up a big expense account; and having instead

one State game warden, with a salary of $1,200 or $i.500>

and allow him- a stenographer and reasonable expense
account. Under his charge have twelve or fifteen deputy
State wardens, doing work in all localities o-f die State, so

they are not influenced by local favoritism or prejudice.

Have them meii'who will get out and hustle and do good
hard detective and practical work in the interest of game
protection and fish protection, on a salary ntit to exceed
$750; and I think that good men with anip'e caliber and
good workers could be had at $600 a year, allowing them
an expense account, aud'ted by the State game warden.
In other words, keep track of their expenses just the same
as a businessman does of his traveling ' salesmen', and
keep them at work ail the time. Eliminate all politics

and favoritism from this, and you wiir have good game
protection." '

f

Senate Committee Coming West.

The agitation of the questions of the Indian' reservations
and the proposed National Park in Minnesota has been
going on at Washiiigion steadily, though little has been
made public, and it is to be said to-day that the agitation
has done great good, whether or not we shall ever have
the park. It is not known (hat the prospect is flaltering

for the appointnicrt of a House Committee, but it can
be stated that the Se;nate Committee, whether or not
joined by the committee from the House, will during the
recess of Congress make a trip to this Minnesota country
for the purpose of getting information at first hand, re-

garding the actual state of affairs. The whole question
is very much involved. Part of the timber land has been
ceded to the Government and some good tracts of pine
lands Still continue to be held by the Indians, some under
allotment, and others by Indians living in tribal relations.

The Senate Committee does very well to go out there to

look at the thing itself. A committee from the Hpuse
might very well do the same. Then the facts would come
out. and if the facts were knowii the Minnesota foi^est

park would be ahtiost a certainty.

Qjii Feb. 20 something of a surprise was sprung in the

House by the discovery that the conference report on the

Indian appropriation bill carried a quiet amendment
authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to dispose of

the timber on the diminished Chippewa reservations in

such manner and at such prices as he may see fit. This
puts the whole matter of handling this timber in the hands
of Secretary Hitchcock, who is, in the main, safely to

be depended upon by the friends of the park, or at least

10 be counted upon as strongly opposed to the hurried

and wasteful denudation of these Indian lands. Naturally

a certain number of the Minnesota Congressional Asso-
ciation are a bit startled to find themselves in this

sort of a situatiorr. They want the white men to

get all the timber, and to put up their mills on the reser-

vation. Secretary Hitchcock favors having the work
done by the Indians themselves, and he intends to exer-
cise his influence for the benefit of the Indians, and no
doubt for the benefit of the pine. This is the most favora-

ble turn the checkered history of the Minnesota park has
had for months. The conference report carries an ap-
propriation of $4..320 to establish a fire patrol on the

Red Lake and White Earth reservations.

Getting Used to It.

This week I was talking with a man who has been
much among the Indians, and I asked him how the In-

dians managed to get along without freezing their feet in

the winter, when the snow wa« sloppy and slushy and
capable of easily soaking through their moccasins.
"They get used to it," said he, "because they have to

get used to it. I have seen an Indian come out of his

tepee, many a time, and stand in the snow talking to

me, apparentlv not thinking his feet were cold."
In the South I have often wondered how the negroes

in their open cabins and their poorly covered beds keep
from freezing in severe weather. "They get used it it,"

said a planter to me. "What a inan has is always enough
for him."
This morning it was below zero in Chicago, yet as I

passed down State street I saw walking up and down in

front of a woolen goods house a man dressed in full High-
land costume, which, of course, leaves the knee and a
good part of the leg absolutely bare. It was nearly cold
enougli to freeze one's ears in a short walk, and one could
feel the cold wind cutting through his heavy clothing.
The brawny Scotchman who was doing this act looked
a bit blue about the nose and very thirsty, but his knees
seemed to be standing it all right. I suppose he was used
to it. It is a well known fact tliat sportsmen will endure
hardships out of doors which they could not think of

sustaining at home. The human system adapts itself to
almost an}'^ sort of surroundings. If you tell your friend

that you can sleep comfortably in a snowdrift he is apt
to disbelieve you, yet the assertion is entirely true.

Alaska Dog Train.

There appeared on the streets of Chicago this morning
a novel and interesting sight, 110 less than a dog train

and sled of the genuine Alaska sort. There were four
beautiful huskies or Esquimaux dogs, astonishingly big,

heavy-boned and powerful brutes, yet with the shrewdest
and most knowing faces imaginable, and under perfect
control. This dog train is part of the Craine exhibit,
under the auspices of the Alaska Geographical Society,
which exhibit has been sent down to the sportsmen's
show by the White Pass & Yukon Railroad. That
enterprising and pleasant sportsman, Mr. J. Francis Lee,
formerly district agent at Chicago for the Canadian Paci-
fic Railroad, was th^"s winter apopinted general passenger
agent of theWhite Pass & Yukon Railroad, whose line now
practically extends from Skagtiay to Dawson City. It

was Mr. Lee who secured this exhibit, which will be one
of the most fetching at the show. There were more than
three car loads of the Craine exhibit unloaded at the
Coliseum to-day.
To-day I saw Oscar Jarvis, who has charge of the

team of husky dogs. Jarvis is hardly more than a boy,
yet with this team of dogs he has carried mail for a long
time between Uawson and Skaguay and between Dawson
and Nome. He says that the dogs average about fifty

miles a day, or about forty miles wi.h a heavy load. They
go on a steady trot, and will cover their fifty miles the
last day of a week as easily as they do the first. He says
that these dogs are from half to three-fourths wolf. They
have the shrewdest face in the world, and are very gentle
and lovable creatures. The lead dog is called Hunker,
No. 2 is, called Nome, No. 3 Yukon and the wheel dog,
so to speak, or the one next to the sled, an enormously
powe-f-ful, brute, which will weigh about one hundred and
twenty-five pounds, is called Hootch.
There is a young black bear which goes along with

the dog. team, and which is sometimes hitched up as rear
dog, instead of Hootch. This bear is called Mack, and
is a plavful fellow enough, though a bit rough in his
sport wi h a bystander. ' Mack can go otit on the trail

hitched with the dog teatii. but he is too fat to last for
m'ore than' an hour or so. Mr. Craine does not take him
'but on the streets' here for the reason that the sight and
'srhell of the bear causes too many runaways among the
horses. Mack'is going to be a big card at the show.

Freak Legislation in Indiana.

• Ideas in regard to • garne laws and game protection
have always been a bit_ vague down in our sister State of

Indiana, one of the best sporting grounds of the middle
West. Most of the more popular Chicago shooting clubs
have had the'r preserves located along the Kankakee
iRver of Indiana, and up to the beginning of the present
decade these clubs had good sport. They had it in the
midd'e of a region which for a generation had known
no such thing as game protection, and which had ei'her

an entire ignorance or entire contemot for game laws.

The mar.=h dwellers of Ind'ana toiled not, neither did
they spin, and neither did they plow to any great extent.

They made their living ofT the marsh, and all seasons
were alike to them, each contributing its own share of

one wild product or another.
Time has passed, and to-day an entirely different senti-

ment prevails in the big and prosperous State of Indiana.
Better game laws- have, found their place upon the statute

books, and though the enforcement has not always been
perfect, the tendency has been constantly toward better
things. Yet always there has been determined rebellion

on the part of local shooters against the preserve idea,

and against the wealthy clubs which have taken up large

holdings of land in the State.

The history of the Toile.ston Club is that of a con-
tinuous battle, and at times this battle has meant human
blood and human lives, over a dozen men having been
killed or injured on one side or the other in the wars
around that marsh. The old American spirit dies hard,

and our people are loath to believe that the old days of

plenty cannot continue forever and for everybody. This
winter there appeared before the Ind'ana Legislature the
Lindley bill, which in effect lakes up the cudgels for the
Indiana resident as against the club man. This measure
is ambitiotis. It seeks to do nothing less than abolish
the ancient common law of trespass. It makes it lawful

for any one to hunt on marsh lands without asking the
consent of the owner. The land holder may keep ihe

hunter out of his crop, but he cannot forbid him entry
on the wild land.

The Lindley measure has already passed the Senate,
though there exists considerable doubt that it will become
a law. Should it do so, all the club holdings of sports-
men would become entirely valueless, and there could
not be any such thing as a duck preserve, or -indeed any
other kind of preserve. The exact animus of this measure
is difficult to gather. That it will be fought goes without
saying, and there is not much likelihood that it will be-
come a law.

There is, or was formerly at least, a law in Texas for-

bidding a man to fence in more than 10,000 acres of land
to the exclusion of the public. There was necessity for
this law in a country of long distances, few settlements,
and infrequent cainping places. This same necessity dues
not exist in Indiana to-dav, and the Lindley bill, is intro-
duced for an entirely different purpose.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Mr. Tilden's Deer.
Schenectady^ N. Y., Feb. 20.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Will you kindljf give the following sta ement a
place in your next issue? Whatever your personal opinion
may be of the question at issue, as a sportsman you will

doubtless concede the privilege of a statement to both
sides of the question. As the editor of one of the most
widely read .sporting magazines in the country, I am re-

questing that you publish this statement, that it may be
given the widest pubhicity, con radicting and correct'ng
the garbled reports that have appeared in varioti« news-
papers. S. W. Tjldek.

Statement.

Nov. 17, 1900, John Horstman and myself left Schenec-
tady, N. Y., for a one week's hunting trip in Maine. We
were unusually successful, each getting two deer in four
days' actual hunting, and after accompanying game to
Bangor forwarded same by American Express to Schenec-
tady, N. Y. On arriving in Schenectady, a friend having
expressed a doubt that it was lawful to pos.sess ven'son
after Nov. 15. I consulted two of the best lawyers in the
city, who assured me that the law as written was intended
to apply only to deer shot in New York State, as at the
time said law was written any other interpretation wou'd
constitute a violation of the United S ates interstate com-
merce law (the Lacey law not being in existence at the
time). On the above assurance I accepted the game from
the American Express Company, and had it distribu'ed
among my friends. Some time after his I received a
communication from Mr. Pond, Chief Game Protector, to
the effect that Protector Scott was investigating my case
and making an appointment if I wished to "expla'n the
ma.ter." I kept appointment and "explained the matter" as
above, with the result that my next communication from
Mr. Pond Avas to the eft"ect that Mr. Horstman and my-
self were each fined $100, We declined to settle the affair

at this figure, and decided to figh. the case, whereupon
Mr. Scott oft'ered to accept a $50 penalty from each of us.

As to contest the case (even though successful) meant a
sum considerably in excess of this figure, we accepted this

fine for the very cogent reason that "beggars canno^ lie

choosers."
I have always been an enthusiastic advocate of more

stringent game laws in this State, and I have variotts and
sundry ideas in regard to the word ng and enforcing of
same, all of which however, have no place in this a'-ticle,

but the point I wotild like to i?.iake is this: If. as Pro ec-
tor Scott claimed (in an attempt to conceal the avarice
actuating his legal hold-up), the fine imposed in th's ca=e
was to establish a precedent to a'd in ihe prosecution of
more flagrant cases, then a nominal fine of $l would have
answered the purpose as well. If the fine was not imp ised
for the reason above stated, but rather as a penalty, why
was not the extreme penalty of $ioo per deer, or why,
after placing it a $100 each and discovering thnt it woidd
be contested at that figure, is it reduced to $50, at the
discretion of the protectors? I infer from my exnerirnce
in this case that it is the policy of the Ch'ef Game Pro-
tector to take advantage of every opportunity to impose a
fine of which they receive half. In this respect they are,

less considerate than the veriest pot-hunter, who, while
depriving the sportsman of legitimate sport, hardly pre-
sumes to filch from his game bag. This is the inevitable

result of sanctioning a sj^stem which provides for a
pecuniary reward o any protector securing a convict inn

instead of rendering him a proper return for the con-
scientious discharge of his duty.

Ju.st so long as this system of legal bribery obtains, just
so long will the office of game protector continue to be a
lucrative sinecure.

If it is impossible to secure the passage of a law pro-
hibif'ng the sale of game at any and all seasons of the
year, the present law could be tolerated were i- inter-

preted in the spirit in which it was written, but if inter-

preted literally it deprives New York sportsmen of en-
joying a hunting trip into Ma ne for moose or deer during
the finest part of the season, if he desires to br'ng any
meat out with him. Those who have experienced a
similar trip will agree with me that in this respect the
present law is a failure,

[Mr. Tilden appears to have acted with good inten-

tions, btit to have been misled by poor legal advice. The
law, which reads, "Wild deer or venison shall no" be pos-
sessed or sold from Nov. 21 to Aug. 31, both inclusive,"
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applies to all venison, whether killed within the State or
outside. It applied prior to the enactment of the, Lacey
law just as much as it does now; the Lacey law has not
affected its applica.ion. The reduction in the penalty
exacted by the protector was probably made in order to

avoid the expenses of litigation.]

Guns in Maine Close Season,

Boston, Feb. 25.—Not less than 7,000 caribou were shot

in Newfoundland during the season of 1900. As nearly

as can be ascer ained from the faulty manner in which all

records of hunting are kept, alien sportsmen, who pro-

cured licenses, killed about 1,200 caribou; native sports-

men, not taking out Hcenses, about 1,300; English and
French officers and men from the naval squadrons,

privileged characters there, 600 to 800; settlers along the

south shore, hunting for the St. Johns market, about
2,000 more. For the season of 1900 210 licenses only were
issued to hunters outside of the island, showing how
few sportsmen go there compared with other sections,

where the hunting is not nearly as good.
There certainly is a good chance that some law regu-

lating ihe carrying of guns and rifles in Maine during
the close season on game may be enacted during the

present session. A bill has already been entered in the

House regulat ng the carrying of firearms into the wild

lands of the State during the close season, and as far as I

am able to learn, is receiving good support. It will be
argued that the possession of a rifle in close season is

prima facie evidence of in ent to use it. and that the

Satte has as good right to prevent this possession as it

has to prevent jacklights or even burglars' tools. The
Sta e of Maine will do well to sit down hard on the

perfect abandon with which sportsmen from out of that

State have been in the habit of "taking their rifles along"
Avhen going on fishing trips, when they know, and every-

body else knows, they do not even intend to stay till the

legal open season en game. Special.

The Appalachian Park,

AsHEViLLE, N. C.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I here-

r'th inclose you a copy of the special message from the

resident to the Senate and House, pertaining to the

ablishment of a forest reserve in the Southern Appa-

Dhian Mountains. This message was also accompanied
' a leter from the Secretary of Agriculture. You ob erve

\t both the President and Secretary recommend the

jablishment of a forest reserve in the Sou hern Appa-
Bliian Mounta'ns, and upon their recommendation our

aiators and Representatives have introduced a bill into

th the Senate and House, praying for an appropriation

$5 000 000 for the establishment of such a forest re-

h'e in the moun ainous section of the Southern States,

''ou will remember that over a year ago, when we first

3proached Congress, we simply asked for an appropria-

tion of $5 000 to defray the expense of a prelim nary in-

vcst'gation. This appropriation we secured, and the in-

restigation was made last summer under the direction of

th" Secretary of Agriculture, as per the let.er herewith

inclosed.

1 he only opnosition our movement has met with thus

far is at "the hand=; of a few selfish lumbermen (I am
pleased to report that the majority of the lumbermen
arc with us and in favor of the movement), and also a

few of the Southern members of Congress have objected

from a point of States rights. This latter objection, how-
ever, we have entirely overcome, and have secured legis-

lation in North Carolina South Carolina, Georgia and
Tennessee favoring our movement and praying the Na-
tional Government to es ablish a reserve as requested.

These States have also granted the Government power
to acquire possession of the lands, even by the process

of eminent domain, if necessary.

The Appalachian National Park movement is now in

the best poss'ble shape, and even though we do not secure

an appropriation at the present short session of Congress,
•we begin to believe now. that success is in sight.

Push the Appalachian National Park movement!
C. P. Ambler,

_

Secretary-Treasurer A. N. P. Association.

The Sportsmen's Show.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Sportsmen's Show, under the auspices of the Na-

tional Sportsmen's Association, will open March 2 at

^ladison Square Garden, and continue two weeks. The
ene will represent the land of Hiawatha, the home of

the Ojibway Indians, of whom there will be a large num-
ber presen . They will inhabit an island situated in a
' '.:e, on which the Indian dances will be performed and
leir home life portrayed in detail.

The lake will be larger than at any previous show, and
will contain fifteen hundred live trout weighing from
2 to 5 pounds. These will be transported in the United
States fish car to the garden, to insure safe delivery, and
sportsmen who del'gli in casting the fly will have an op-
portunity to enjoy a little fishing.

The State of Maine has prepared a most attractive ex-
hibit, bringing a fine specimen of every game animal found
in the Maine woods. Guides and woodsmen to the nuni-
Rfer of eighty or more will be in attendance to give in-

formation. There will be camps and log cab'ns, coon
trees and squirrel cages, and a special exhibit of large
fish.

The Adirondack Guides' Association will make a very
Ijorate exhibit, trying to outdo that of former years,

. I lis exhibit will conskst of live game animals, game fish,

log. cah-ns. lean-tos and new features which the guides will
1 rodiice of life in the woods.

J he Canadian exhibit, under the supervision of Mr. L.

|0. Armstrong, will be of great interest to sportsmen and
nnturali-ts. Among other attractions there will be a

ver dam with live beavers just as they were taken
n the wilds of Canadian woods by the trappers. The

' ans and sruidcs will be present in large numbers and
! bring maiu rtUcs from their native woods which are
e and in,.erebLing.

J. A. H, Dressy, General Manager.

100 Spomittcn's finds.

Some of the Queer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.
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John B. Sargent, of San Francisco, who has been in

the Kootenay raining district, tells the Denver Tribune
a remarkable story of the way a tenderfoot from Montreal
discovered a gold mine in that far-away mining region.
The young man, who was a clerk, was spendmg a few
\veeks with a friend engaged in mining, and put in his

time fishing and hunting. The location of his friend's

cabin was far up toward the headwaters of one of the
tributaries of the Kootenay River, far from any other
prospector, and in a section where the bears were not only
numerous, but inquisitive and troublesome.
One day as the two friends returned from a hunting

excursion they saw three bears investigating the sur-
roundings of the cabin, occasionally stoppmg to roll about
a camp kettle which had been thoughJessly left outside.
Both tiien were armed with rifles, and as they succeeded

in getting near the animals without being perceived were
able to take deliberate aim. As they delivered their fire

two of the bears fell, the third scampering off up the
mountain. As they supposed both animals dead, they
neglected to reload, and had approached to within a few
feet of the prostrate bears when the largest suddenly
sprang to his feet and, with a fierce roar, made directly
for them.
The young man from the city had never cultivated a

close acquaintance with the bear family, and did the first

thing that occurred to him—dropped his weapon and
sprinted for the nearest tree, about 100 yards away, and
growing on the edge of a gulch 12 or 15 feet deep. I'he
bear stopped a few seconds to sniff at the rifle, and then
contemptuoutly lossing it aside continued the chase. The
hunter reached the tree and had climbed to the lower
lirnbs when his pursuer reached it, and without any hesi-
tation commenced the ascent. This was something that
the amateur huntsman had not calculated upon, and he
at once proceeded to climb h'gher, in the hope that his an-
tagonist might get tired and give up. The tree lean^-d
somewhat over the ravine, making the climbing easy, but
the fact favored the bear as well, and when near ihe
upper branches the young fellow found to his dismay
that the bear was entirely too close for comfort. At tliat

moment, however, his friend, who had recovered from his
fright, and reloaded, shot the animal through tlie head.
Now another danger manifes ed itself. The combined

weight of the man and the bear had been too much for
the slender hold of the roots of the tree upon the soil, and
as it leaned further and further over the gulch it became
evidence that unless he could scramble down the man
would be thrown upon the rocks a. the bottom. Clinging
to one limb after another, he made desperate efforts to
get down, but before he had accomplished more than half
the distance the last root gave way and there seemed to
be nothing between h'm and death or serious injury. His
grip closed upon the limb to which he was clinging, and in
another moment the_ top of the tree rested on the bottom
of the ravine, while the thoroughly frightened man
dropped upon the carcass of the dead bear, himself almost
dead with fright.

But the s.rangest feature of the adventure was that in
falling over the tree had removed the earth from a 4-foot
vein of rich quartz, the existence of which had been en-
tirely unsuspected. Now the young man from Montreal
is a horny-handed miner, making a good income out of
his claim, which he has named "The Bear."
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Parties out deer hunting ran across an old ruin on the
top of the highest mountain nine miles north of Phcenix,
Ariz. It is of stone, and some of the walls are still stand-
ing 10 feet high. The old build'ng or buildings covered
an area of about two acres of land. The large stones
around the place are covered with hieroglyphics.

Notice.
All communications intended for Fosbst and Stkiam should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

ANGLING NOTES.

Upper Dam,

It is thirteen years since I have been at Upper Dam,
Me., and Parmachenee Lake. Then and since I have
heard that the fishing was growing poor compared to
what it had been. I find in my memorandum book that
"Upon returningfrom Parmachenee Lake I reached Upper
Dam at 6:30 one evening, and found seven boats fishing
below the dam. During the day a gentleman had really
caught a trout on a fly and the fish weighed 5 pounds.
A.t the hotel Mr. had seven trout on the ice. They
had been caught in some way during the past two weeks
and confined in cars in the river until they had injured
themsekves and were killed to-day. The trout weighed
from 5 to loj/^ pounds each."
The reason for referring to this old memorandum to-

night is a letter from a friend who has been at Upper Dam
this season. He writes : "My best day was 2 pounds 8
otmces. 3 pounds 5 ounces, 3 pounds 7 ounces. 5 pounds
2 ounces, 6 pounds i ounce. I did not fi«h much, hut
when I did the trout insisted that they liked my s'yie
better than the other style. The trout in that pool cot'i'd

easily teach a country school. It is the Di'el's own work
some.imes to make them drink, but this day it was easy."

It can scarcely be said that the fishing at LTpper Dam
is entirely a thing of the past when a man can in one
day kill five trout averaging in weight over 4 pounds each,
all killed in fair fishing with the fly, for the gentleman
who wrote me would scorn to kill a trout in any other
manner.

Big Black Bass.

In the note about the big black bass from the Dela-

ware River I was in doubt about the species, and Mr.
D. I. Roberts has sent me the original photograph, from
which the half-tone referred to was made. Mr. Roberts
is of the opinion that the fish are small-mouth black
bass and an examination of the photograph leads me to

the same conclusion. One of the fish shows the smaller
scales on the gill covers, indicative of the small-mouth,
but the others are so hung that the light makes such a
blur that the size of the scales is hidden. As to the
rows of scales between the lateral line and the base of
the dorsal, it is difficult to determine the number, as in
the case of the scales on the gill covers, but apparently
there are more than seven, the number of rows on the
big-mouth, though it cannot be said that there are eleven,
the number of the small-mouth. The appearance of the
mouth of each fish, however, indicates more plainly that
they are small-mouth black bass than does the half-tone,
and altogether I am of the opinion that they are the
small-mouth species from such evidence as may be
gleaned. This upsets all preconceived ideas that the ex-
trem.ely large small-mouth black bass are found only in

the still waters of ponds and lakes and never in the strong
waters of rivers. Eight poimds nine ounces, the given
weight of the largest bass shown in the photograph, is al-

most the weight of the black bass from Glen Lake that
was the record bass in 1888, though larger have been
taken since. My memorandum of the 1888 bass from
Glen Lake reads as follows: "Aug. 18, 1888. To-day
L. D. Boynton caught a large small-mouth black bass in
Long Pond (Glen Lake was formerly Long Pond, and
to this day I am more apt to give it the old name rather
than ihe new). The fish was shown to me but I did not
we'gh it, as I understand from Boynton that it had just
been weighed at one of the markets at 8 pounds 12 ounces.
Later I went to Green's Bridge, where Boynton lives, and
weighed, measured and opened the fish. The weight was
8 pounds 10 ounces. From nose to caudal fin 18 inches, to
fork in caudal 24V2 inches, to ex reme end of caudal 25
inches. Girth i8>4 inches. I opened the fish and removed
viscera and gills and then the fish weighed 7 pounds 8
ounces. The viscera and gills weighed f pound ounce.
The difference of ij/a ounces was caused by lost blood and
bits of viscera not saved. The stomach contained a perch
estimated to weigh 5 ounces. C. H. Hitchcock bought
the fish and sent it to VV. S. Banta, 33 Pine street, New
York city." A. N. Cheney.

Planting of Quinnat Salmon Fry

In the Short Coast Streams of Marfn County, California
With Resiihs of Otbtrvalions ^jade Lym Thtir

Movements, Food, Rate of Gicwih,
Encmiff;, ttc.

BY N. B. SCHOFTELD, OF CAUKORMA FISH COMMISSION,

The planting of quinnat salmon fry in the short coast
Streams of iMarin county was primarily an experiment.
The quiimat salmon has never been known to spawn in
these streams, probably due to their proximity to the
Sacramento River, which is the popular spawning
ground for the salmon of this region, (North of the
Russian River, the quinnat spawns in the small streams
as well as in the larger rivers of the coast.)
Paper Mill Creek and its tributaries are exceptionally

rich in aquatic insect life, affording an abundance of
food for the fry; and the absence of predaceous fishes,
excepting the trout and blob, make them apparently
better streams for the rearing of young salmon than the
Sacramento. It was thought that if the fry could thrive
in these streams and pass successfully into salt water, it

would be of ailvantage to utilize coast hatcheries and
plant in the smaller s:reanis where the young salmon
would not be subjected to their enemies like they are
during the long journey from ihe upper Sacramento to
the sea.

In December, 1896, 855.000 eyed- quinnat salmon eggs
were shipped from the Battle Creek hatchery to the
Bear Valley hatchery in Marin county, California. Here
they were hatched early in February, 1897, and after
the' youk sacs were absorbed, which was about thirty
days later, they were fed for a few days on curds of milk,
and then, in the second week of March, were turned
into Paper Mill Creek and its tributaries—Nicasio.
Olema and Hatchery creeks. The fry were strong and
healthy, and as the streams were near the hatchery, and
the fish were in no case over two hours in transportation,
they were turned into the streams in the best of condi-
tion.

The young salmon were watched day after day and
systematic observations made upon their movements,
habits, etc. The vvork was first begun by the United
States Fish Commission, and carried on until the middle
of May. After a break here of three weeks, the Cali-
fornia State Commission carried it on to completion.
The thing to be feared in this experiment was that

the streams would prove too short and that the young
sahnon would arrive at salt water before they were ready
to conform to the kind of life they would have to lead
there.

The observations carried on in connection with the
fate of these young salmon fully demonstrate the suc-
cess of the experiment and prove that the fry can be as
safely planted in these streams as in the Sacrainento.
They grew more rapidly than the same fry in the Sacra-
mento, had fewer enemies, and passed successfully into
salt water and thrived there.

By far the most interesting part of the experiment was
the knowledge gained as to the habits, enemies and
growth of the fry after being turned loose. The streams
being free from any young salmon but those planted
from the hatchery, an excellent opportunity to observe
the rate of growth was afforded. .Any knowledge in this
line is of great economic imnortarce, as it enables us
to more intclligen-ly choo.=e the right t=me and place to
plant the fry, and proves that they do not require two
or even three years to reach salt water.

Descf?ption of Stre<'ms.

_
Paper Infill Creek, the largest stream in 'M.inn rounty.

rises in the high land just nor-h of Golden C.ate. and
runs

_
north we«t for about t\venty-five miles, where it

emntio.s into Toniales Ray after pa.«sing thronsh a three-
mile stretch of tide water. The bay conlinue9 9 very

i
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narrow stretch of water in the same northwesterly direc-
tion for thirty miles before the open sea is reached.
Paper Mill Creek is formed by the junction of the San
Geronimo and Lagunitas, each of which is quite small,
the water cold and swift, running over a rough rocky
bottom, and everywhere overhung wit-h trees and bushes.
After uniting to form the main stream, the water fre-
quently runs over quiet stretches of gravelly bottom, but
for the most part the bed is rough and rocky and there
are many cascades and deep rocky pools. The stream
for nearly its. entire length is well shaded with over-
hanging trees. The width of the stream in its normal
state is about fifty feet, and its depth averages about two
feet, but its size is increased enormously after each heavy
rain. The water in the upper end of Paper Mill Creek
during the six months after 'planting the fry had an
average maximum temperature of 64 degrees, while at
the lower end in tide water the average was 71 degrees.

Nicasio Creek rises to the east of Paper Mill Creek,
and flows into it about five miles above tide water.
Nicasio Creek is very much smaller than the Paper Mill,
being only about twenty feet wide, with an average
depth of six inches. Throughout its length it flows over
flat, gravelly beds, with few trees or bushes to shade the
water. The sun has full sweep at it and heats the water
each day during the summer to a temperature of 75
or 80 degrees.
Olema and Hatchery creeks rise to the west of the

main Paper Mill, and flow almost parallel to it, emptying
into it near together about one mile below upper tide-
water mark. Olema Creek is about the size of Nicasio,
but carries more water during the dry season. The
water, too, is much cooler, and the upper stream has more
of the character of the upper Paper Mill. The banks
are thickly grovra with brush and trees. The last two
miles of the creek runs through low swampy land, with
its banks most of the way heavily lined with willows.
The average maximum temperature for lower Olema was
63 degrees, and the upper stream averaged but one de-
gree colder.

Hatchecy Creek is very much smaller than Olema
Creek, and te not nearly so long. At first fed by springs
and running through cool, shady woods, the water is

qtiite cold, but on gaining the open valley and running
akrough two miles of marshy lowlands, with but little

shade, it becomes, on reaching Paper Mill Creek, even
warmer than the water in Olema Creek. The average
maximum temperature of the upper Hatchery Creek
was 54 degrees, while at the lower end the average was
64 degrees.
The species of fish found in these streams are limited

to four. The most important is the steelhead {Salmo
gairdneri), which runs in from salt water each winter and
spawns in the streams, keeping them well stocked with
young trout About the most abundant fish is the "chub"
(RuHlus symmetricus). The "stickleback" {Gasterosteiis
cataphractus) and "blob" (Coitus gulosas) are fairly
abundant. Occasionally the dog salmon {Oncorhynchus
ketd) enters these streams and spawns.
Tomales Bay. nowhere deep, grows very shallow at

its upper end, where it receives Paper Mill Creek. No
bar ever forms across the mouth of the creek, as is the
case in most of the small coast streams, but is always
open for fish to run either in or out. Temperature of
Tomales Bay at its upper end averaged 70 degrees.

The Planting of the Fry.

The young salmon at the time they were turned loose
had an average length of 1.35 inches. On being liberated
from the cans they scattered in all directions, the swift
current at first carrying them some distance down stream.
But they soon recovered, and turned their heads against
the strong current, and found their way immediately to
the quieter waters along the shallow edges, in eddies,
quiet pools, or among the stones at the bottom of the
stream. Some few would even move a few yards up
stream, and demonstrated that they were able to hold
their own even against a very swift current. On gain-
ing quieter waters they rested themselves, moving only
enough to keep from drifting down stream. As soon
as they gained a position of this kind they immediately
began feeding on any particles of food that floated Within
their sight; often snapping viciously at flies half as large
as themselves. Each individual acts for himself. They
do not run in schools, and no more than two or three
are found together unless the nature of the stream com-
pels it. In eddies and pools they are thrown together,
but in a long, shallow, quiet stretch of water they scatter
out—each one taking a position in the eddy of a small
stone or other object, where they have to barely move
a fin to keep their position, while the water above them
is moving swiftly. Lying in such places they watch for
insects or any particles of food that may be floating past.
They feed principally upon objects floating on the sur-
face, but often they are seen to strike at objects Ijeneath.
After striking at an object they almost invariably return
to their old position. Frequently one would be seen
to move a few yards down stream and take up another
similar position. The young salmon undoubtedly move
down stream in this manner; moving down individually
and by dropping a few feet at a time.

After two weeks in the stream but very few of them
were to be found in the shallow water; nearly all had
moved into deeper holes. Her,e they would be nearer
the center of the current, where there is more floating
food and where they could also hide, for by this time they
are very shy. and dart into the deeper water or under a
rock at one's approach. The young steelheads which
hatched out shortly after this time were not nearly so
shy at the same age.
Four weeks after planting, practically all had moved

into the deeper holes, and as long as they remained in
the streams they occupied these places. In the deep
waters of the lower Paper Mill, where the water was
four and five feet deep, they would hang stationary in
the center of the current a foot or two below the surface,
darting now and then at objects on the surface.

Movement Down Stream.

As before stated, the only noticeable movement down
stream was the occasional movement of individuals drop-
ping from one resting place to another. During the first
three weeks after planting, the water in the streams was
|]ierh ancl jriudd.v, and except in Hatcl]e|-v C^re^k, ^qq^,

observations could not be made. It was only a matter
of a couple of days until most of the salmon had dropped
down out of the upper Hatchery Creek. If there was a
similar movement of the young salmon in the other
streams during the first few days I do not know; but
when the first seining was done, a month after planting,
the fry were found more abundant in tidewater than in
the upper streams where they were liberated. There
can be no doubt that there was a decided movement
down stream during the first month, which probably
began immediately after planting.

Forty-five days after planting, tlie fry were found in
considerable numbers in brackish water. As this was
the first time seining was done in brackish water, we
do not know how much sooner they reached this point.
We subsequently learned that the fishermen near Mar-
shall, fifteen miles down the bay, caught the young sal-
mon in considerable numbers as early as the last of
April, or fifty days after they were liberated. At this
time for about a week they caught fifteen or twenty at
a haul in their 300-foot nets. After a week they caught

PLATE I,—SALMON FRY.

Description of Plates.—^The three accompanying plates are to
illustrate the rate of growth of quinnat salmon try from the
streams of Marin county, Cal.
In Plate 1. are four outline figures of the fry at progressive ages.

Fig. 1 reprsesents the young salmon with yolk sac just absorbed;
Fig. 2, 25 days after absorption of yolk sac; Fig. 3, 46 days after
absorption of yolk sac; Fig. 4, 62 days after absorption of yolk
sac. Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are from specimens 1.35, 1.7, 2.51 and
2.98 inches, respectively.
Plate II. represents a young quinnat salmon taken in brackish

water, 107 days after absorption of yolk sac—showing loss of mark-
ings below lateral line and the faded out parr marks, caused
by the brackish water.

_
Drawn from an average specimen 3.2

inches long, This drawing should be compared with Plate III.,
which figures a young salmon from fresh water.

Plate III. represents a young quinnat salmon taken in fresh
water 162 days after absorption of yolk sac. Drawn from an
average specimen 3.55 inches long^.

only two or three in a haul, and then, as the fish grew
scarcer, they caught only two orjhree in a day's seining.

After the middle of June, three months after planting,

they caught no more.
It is unfortunate that we have to rely solely on the

fishermen for information as to when the salmon reached
salt water. Information obtained in this way cannot
usually be relied upon, but the young salmon was a new

"fish in the bay and the fishermen could not help^ noticing
it. The stories of the different fishermen) agree so well

that in this case it is safe to rely on them.
The first seining in the bay was on April 29, fifty days

after planting, on which day we caught one of the young
salmon. This was at a place about two miles from the

mouth of Paper Mill Creek. The seining was done with
a thirty-foot net. and although we seined almost daily

in the bay after this and with a fifty-foot net, not another
salmon was caught.

, The young salmon were found in brackish water, near
the mouth of Paper Mill Creek, up to May 11, two
months from' the time of planting. This date probably
marks the end of the rim. Those that remained con-
tinued to go out a few at a time, until by the sixth
month but very few were left in the streams. After the
sixth month no seining was done until the eleventh
month, which was after the winter rains. After the most
thorough seining at this time only three of the frj' could
be found, showing that practically all had run out before
the end of the year.

By the middle of the second month, when the water
had become clear enough to watch the young salmon
from_ the bank, it was found that they retained their
positions in the current for hours without moving down
stream even for a few feet. In one instance an albino (one
without color) kept one position for three daj^s, after
which it could not be found either above or below its

old position. These facts all tend to show that there
was a decided movement of the salmon down stream
during: the first mpnth, gp^ ^-^^'^ ^^^^ ^'^^^ ^^'^^^ moved

out miich slower. It probably took the rains of the
next winter to drive them all out.
We tried another experiment. By stretching a net

across a narrow place near the mouth of Paper Mill
Creek as the tide was coming in, it was demonstrated
that the salmon play back and forth with the tide before
passing into salt water, as they repeatedly ran into the
net ahead of the tide when it was fixed in this way.

Movement Up Stream.

In all of the streams except Hatchery Creek the fry
were planted where they could easily move up stream
two or three miles if they so desired. The streams were
carefully seined above the planting places to determine
to what extent they moved up stream. In Nicasio Creek
only a very few had moved up, and they had gone but
a fourth of a mile above where they were liberated.
We found a few in Olema Creek a fourth of a mile above
where they were planted. In Paper Mill Creek I found
that none had moved up stream. All of the side streams
were seined to see if the fry had entered any of them,
but it was found that they had entered only one—a very
small stream fed by springs flowing into lower Hatchery
Creek. The water in this small stream was much colder
than the water in the creek and was grown full of water
cress. Nearly a hundred of the fry had entered this and
were found as far up as they could get. Some had even
found their way through a perfect mat of grass and
drifted rubbish. The current in this stream was very
slow, and it entered the creek at such an angle that it

was a sort of trap, and I have no doubt the fry got in
there in trying to get down stream. Although some of
the fry do work up stream for a short distance, they
are the exception. Why they move down stream we do
not know, and we will have to credit it to instinct. A
young steelhead or other trout when frightened prefers
to dart up stream rather than down, and if one wades
down stream and attempts to drive them before him he
will find that they will not drive, but will dart between
his legs or around him in their frantic efforts to get tip
stream. Knowing this trait of the fish, in seining for
them the net is always hauled down stream. With the
salmon fry it is different—when frightened they will run
even more readily down than up stream. By walking
filong a small stream they tein be driven either up or
down._ In seining for them they are caught as readily
by seining against the current as with it.

Growth.

The most important part of the workwas finding the rate
of growth of the young salmon while remaining in the
stream. This was determined by capturing series of the
fry at intervals and making careful measurements of
their length.
The young salmon were put in the stream on or about

March 10, thirty days after hatching, at which time their
yolk sacs were absorbed. At this time their average
length was 1.35 inches, and the rate of growth is figured
from this time. Although the rate of growth could have
been determined more accurately had larger series of fry
been saved, it is accurate enough to demonstrate a re-
markable growth and to enable us to make comparisons
between the different streams and different parts of the
same stream. It also gives us some idea what to expect
in larger rivers.

The most rapid growth was during the first month, at
the end of which time they had, in the lower stream,
reached an average length of 2.28 inches; a gain for
'he month of .93 of an inch. A few individuals reached
a length of 2.40 inches.

Through the second month the growth was not quite
so great, and during the third and fourth months corre-
spondingly less. At the end of the second month the
salmon in the lower end of the creeks averaged 2.9S
inches in length, and a few had reached a length of 3.1
inches.

During these first two months the fish in the lower
streams averaged considerably larger than those above.
At the end of the first month those above averaged 1.71
mches, against 2.28 inches for those below. At the end
of the second month those above averaged 2.75 inches,
against 2.98 below.

After two months there was no marked difference
between the salmon in the lower streams and those
above, except in Hatchei^y Creek, where those- aboVe
remained very small.

At the end of four months the average length of the
salmon was 3.35 inches. The rate of growth during the
four months, taken from an average of all the salmon
retained, was 0.52 of an inch per month. After four
months this rate of growth fell off very considerably,
and at the end of the fifth month they had reached an
average length of only 3.46 inches. After the middle of
the sixth month no more seining was done in the streams
until the following February, or eleventh month, Avhen
one salmon was found in Olema Creek measuring 3.64
inches. On April 14, thirteen months after planting,
another was found in Olema Creek 4.45 inches long.
One other was found in Olema Creek, of which I have
no measurements.
Nearly all the salmon had run out of the streams by

the end of the fourth month, and those remaining after
this time were evidently stunted individuals, as is shown
by their very slow growth. An instance proving this

is shown in the following: In March, 5,000 of the fry

were P;Ut in Bear Valley Creek, which is dammed at its

lowest end and fixed with a screen so that the fish cannot
get out. Here, eleven months after planting, two salmon
were caught, each measuring 5.5 inches. At the same
place, fifteen months after planting, two specimens were
caught, one 6 inches^ the other 7.5 inches long. This
remarkable growth in a stream where they were con-
fined is another point that leads to the belief that the
salmon which preferred to remain, after four months, in
the streams where they were not confined were individ-
uals stunted or the physical inferiors of those running
out during the first four months.
The growth of the salmon was the same in Paper Mill.

Nicasio and Olema creeks, but in Hatchery Creek the
growth was not so raoid. The salmon in the lower end
of the ci'eek greAy rapidly enough, but those above grew
very slowly, gaining on an average the first three months
onlv .15 of an inch per month. At the end of the fourth

||]f^M descen^^4 ^'^Vi ?K?^- 'W.
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reason of this slow growth in the upper stream, was due
to the scarcity of food. Although the temperature of the

water there is much lower than it is below or in the

other streams, we cannot, knowing what we do of their

growth in other cold streams, attribute their slow growth
to the temperature of the water.

Owing to this difference in growth in the same stream,

the variation in the size of the individuals is great. Out
of thirteen specimens taken from lower Hatchery Creek
at the end of three and one-half months, the largest was
.1-53. the smallest 2.26 inches, a difference of a Httle over

1,25 inches; or, expressed in the amount gained by each
since planting, the largest 2,18 inches, the smallest 0.91

of an inch. The variation in Olema Creek, where no
difference was found between the upper and lower
stream, after the second month was nearly as great.

From seventeen specimens taken at the mouth at the

the stream immediately after hatching. Reaching matur-
ity they would naturally follow the next run of salmon
up the river. There are two runs of salmon up the

Sacramento each year; the fall run starting up the river

about the end of July and reaching the spawning beds
at Battle Creek in October. The eggs spawned by this

run hatch in January and February. Ten months after

hatching, at which time the "grilse" would have matured,
would be too late for them to catch the next fall run up
the river, but they could catch the next spring run. which
starts up the river in April, and reaches the spawning
grounds in the McCloud River in June and July, the

eggs hatching in October and November. The salmon
hatching from this spring run get out of the river in

time for the "grilse" to catch the fall run ten months
later.

If this is true the "grilse" running in the spring are

utmost with food. Tomales Bay abounds in small crus-

taceans and the young of the "silver smelt," and the
young salmon would have no trouble in finding an abun-

dance of food on reaching salt water.

Scarcely any vegetable mattei" was found in their

stomachs, and \vhat little was found no doubt was taken

by accident.

If these young salmon Hve almost exclusively on flying

insects, the way to choose a good stream for planting

would be to select one with plenty of trees, bushes and
grass along its banks, for such vegeation is a harbor for

insects.

Enemies*

The principal source of danger to young fish in a

stream is from predaceous fishes, or even from older

fish of their own kind. Of the four species of fish in

PLATE n.—SALMON FRY.

end of three months the largest was 3.42, the smallest

2.58 inches.

The important points learned in connection with the

rate of growth of the young salmon were: First, that

during the first four months their growth averaged 0.52

of an inch per month; Second, that the few salmon re-

maining in the stream after four months were stunted,

and grew very slowly in comparison with those confined

m Bear Valley Creek.
An important fact to be noted in connection with the

salmon confined in Bear Valley Creek is that of the two
salmon taken in February, 1898, both were males; one
with the generative organs fully developed. It is not

uncommon to find young 4 to 4,^2 inch male salmon
remaining in the streams with the testes fully developed,

but it was never before found in a salmon whose age
was known. This individual found in Bear Valley Creek
was 5.5 inches in length, and was just twelve months
old. It should also be noted that it was no smaller than

PLATE in.—SALMON FRY.

about sixteen months of age on reaching the spawning
beds in June. Those arriving on the spawning beds in

the fall are about twelve months of age. If this actually

happens, the "grilse" of the spring run should average
larger than those of the fall run. The age of these
'"grilse" can be determined by better and more extended
observations, and such knowledge would be a long step

toward determining the important question of how old
the full-grown salmon are when they run.

Food.

The young salmon, from the time they first begin to

feed, eat .-^most anything they can get, but they shovi a

preference for insects and insect larvae, and they pRcfe'

to capture food that is floating on the surface of the
water. An examination of the contents of the stomachs
of the young salmon taken from Paper Mill Creek and
its tributaries, from the time they were planted to the

time they reached salt water, shows that their food was

these Marin county streams—chub (Rutilus symmetricus)

,

stickleback {Gasterosteus cataphractus) , blub (Coitus
gulosas). and trout (Salmo gairdneri)—the last two only
are predaceous.

After planting the young salmon, a number of these

two species were caught daily and the contents of their

stomachs carefully examined. Altogether only about
twenty-five specimens of Cottus gulosas, of size large

enough to prey upon the young salmon, were caught.
Out of these twenty-five not one bad eaten a fish of any
kind. Thirty or forty specimens of Salmo gairdneri were
examined daily for three weeks after planting, and in not
one instance had a salmon been eaten. The only fish

eaten by them was Rutilus symmetricus, and no more
than ten of these were found in about seven hundred
examined.
The other enemies to young fish observed were water

snakes, kingfishers, herons, and divers. Although none
of these were killed to find out what they were eating,

the other male salmon taken at the same time. Evidently

the development of the sexual organs did not retard its

growth.
Although these young male salmon are occasionally

found with the generative organs prematurely developed,

no females, to the best of my knowledge, have ever

shown such development. This premature development
peculiar to the males accounts for the undersized males,

or "grilse," accompanying each run of salmon up the

rivers, and it tends to prove that such "grilse" are not

stunted individuals, but simply that they have matured
at an earlier age and are younger than the salmon which
they accompany.

The Age of the "Grilse."

The following is a mere speculation in regard to the
age of the above mentioned "grilse": We have already
seen that one out of the two males taken in Bear Valley
Creek af the age of one year was sexually mature. In
the headwaters of the Sacramento we have in November
found among the A^oung salmon remaining in the streams
several sexually mature males, which at that time were
under ten months of age. These few examples which
have come to my notice represent a very small per-
centage of the number that • must mature within ten

ippriths Pf 3 year \r\ ^J^e l^ge ^odjr of ^al^^on th^t leave

almost exclusively flying insects which had dropped
upon the surface of the water.
These streams abound in caddice worms of three or

four species, small periwinkles, the larvae of stone-flies,

may-flies, and other insects; but they were all neglected

for the flies, bees, beetles, caterpillars, etc., that fall into

the stream. No caddice worms or periwinkles were
found in their stomachs, and but very few of the larvse

of aquatic insects. This same thing was observed in the

younger trout; and although the larger trout eat large

quantities of caddice worms, the insect larvae in the water
do not furnish the amount of food to these fish that is

popularly supposed.
Although these salmon live almost exclusively on in-

sects that drop upon the water, we have found in their

stomachs pieces of leaves and buds, small feathers, shells

of salmon eggs, and the helpless j'oung of their own
species. (See notes on planting of salmon fry before
yolk sacs were absorbed, at Sisson, November, 1897.")

In the salmon taken in brackish water I found they
had been eating small salt water crustaceans, and one
three-inch salmon taken in salt water had eaten six of

the younsr of the "silver smelt" (Atherinops aMnts) and
one small leaf-hopper of the kind that is found among
the pebbles along the shore of the bay.

In atoost every casp the ptom^Gh? Yfere fiH^4 to

it is safe to say that the loss of young salmon due to
them was slight.

Planting of Quinnat Salmon Fry in Marin Coonty Steams
in J89S.

In February, 1898, 2,000,000 quinnat salmon fry were
planted in Paper Mill Creek and its tributaries by the
United States Fish Commission. On account of limited
hatchery space and lack of funds, the fry were all planted
before the yolk sacs were absorbed. The fry hatched
at the same time as those liberated in these streams last
year, but they were planted about three weeks earlier.
The height of the water in the streams at the time of
plantmg and during the next month was lower in 1898
than m 1897. Notwithstanding this, the salmon ran out
earlier than the year before. In April there were not as
many salmon left m the streams as in June of the year
before. In June no salmon whatever could be found in
Paper Mill Creek. Only a very few were found in Olema
Creek, and they were not much more plentiful in
Hatchery Creek—the same condition that existed two
months later in 1897. The only reason I can give for
this difference in time of running out is that they were
planted at different ages. Apparently, planting before
the^yolk sacs are absorbed causes them to run out earlier
This liriiig§ an important quest|e!i|3 Does tfie holding
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of the fry until after the yolk sacs are absorbed keep
them from running out as soon as they would under
natural conditions?
From a series of specimens taken in April and June, it

was found that their average growth was 0.52 of an inch
per month. It should be noticed that this rate of growth
during the first four months is almost exactly the same
as that found for the same period in 1897—differing only
0.05 of an inch^

New Hampshsre Hatcheries.

Newfound Laice, Bristol, N. H., Feb. 23.—A visit to

the State hatchery on the shore of the lake is a matter of
annual interest to our fishermen who are interested in fish

propagation. This year a visit was made on the i6th
inst., when we were shown around by Superintendent
Randall Sleeper, who has been in the employ of the State
a number of j'ears.

The hatchery, as usual, was scrupulously clean, showing
the care taken by Mr. Sleeper to have the embryo salmon
and trout reared in germ proof trays and clear, running
water. On the trays there were 500,000 brook trout eggs
secured by Fish Commissioner F. L. Hughes front a fish

hatchery at Plymouth, Mass.; 500,500 lake trout eggs and
16,000 landlocked salmon eggs, the two latter being taken
from the adult fish at this lake last fall. All the eggs
looked healthy and apparently quietly waiting for the
few weeks to pass when the occupants would enter the
strenuous life and perhaps in the dim future on this lake
cause a fisherman to say, "What a beauty ! Took me
thirty minutes to land him. Will weigh 8 pounds, I'll

bet." Or perhaps this. "I tell you he was a big one; broke
water a half-dozen times. How he glistened in the sun-
light. Would weigh 15 pounds, I'll bet. About as big a
salmon as I ever saw, but he got away. That leader must
have been defective that salesman sold me." etc. But
here they are as we see them, a quiet, globular, gelatinous
ball.

Another big lot of eggs for the waters of this State are
under the care of Fish Commissioner Hughes at the
Laconia hatchery; the trays there contain about 1.500.000.

As it is somewhat unusual to catch any game fish other
than landlocked salmon or lake trout in this lake, it was
a surprise to our fi.shermen here when a salmo fontinalis,

Dolly Varden variety, was caught through the ice in 20
feet of water.
Our biennial Legislature being now in session, we are

promised a general revision of the fishing laws, iliey having
been brought to the attention of this Legislature by the
Fish and Game Commissioners. S. H.

[San Francisco Fly-Casting CI«b.'^

Medal contests, series 1901. Contest No. i, held at Stow
Lake, Feb. 16. Wind, light west; weather, foggy:

The South Branch Menaced*

RoMNEY, W. Va., Feb. 21.—Ed'.tor Forest and Stream:
It is with a feeling of sorrow that I write of the destruc-
tion of bass fishing in ihe limpid waters of the famous
South Branch of the Potomac. The erection of a large
tannery at Moorefield by the Covers will, after th's sea-

son, about eliminate the black bass from this once famous
stream. The Covers have a tannery at Capon Bridge, on
the Capon River, and for the past eight years have run
all the filth and refuse from this tannery into the Capon
River, and now are going to try to repeat this dastardly
outrage on the rights of others by the same thing on the
South Branch of the Potomac. Our State laws on the
pollution of streams are adequate, but will not be en-
forced if the few that make a dollar or so out of this tan-
nery, directly or indirectly, are able to keep them from
being enforced. Lots of people living on this stream
use this water for drinking purposes, and nearly all

farmers living on the river below Moorefield get their ice

in winter off of ihis stream. As this is the one stream left

pure as God willed it, all sportsmen are interested in

seeing it kept pure. There are annually about 1,000 people
who enjoy the fine fishing on this stream in one season
and several families between Romney and Moorefield
make a living by keeping fishing parties. To say the
least, these people should be given a small amount of pro-
tection, as these industries are only for the enrichment of
the few who own and control them. With the tannery at

Petersburg, a small hamlet eleven miles above Moore-
field, starting up again this summer, and the new ex-
tract factory eleven miles above Romney running all their

refuse sluff into the river, it will only be a question of

a few months before this river will be so polluted as

to be not fit for man or beast. It is to be hoped that

this stream can be saved to the people who live on it and
the sportsmen who enjoy the privilege of fishing in its

beautiful water. Will write you soon again.

J. Burr Brady.

Strenuous Fishing- for Pickerel*

Boston, Feb. 23.—The Committee on Fisheries and
Game in the Massachusetts Legislature has reported

"Ought to pass" on the proposed bill of the Fish and
Game Protective Association to prohibit the catching of

trout of less than 6 inches in length.

Ice fishing has been done under great difficulties of

late. The weather in Maine has been remarkably severe,

and drifted roads have made it almost impossible to reach

the ponds. A party of six left Lewiston, Me., for Rattle-

snake Pond, in Raymond, a week ago Saturday. Ex-
pecting snowdrifts, each man armed himself with a snow
shovel. They needed ihem. Their team of three horses

was several times comple ely stranded in the drifts. The
horses had to be walked much of the way. and shovel,

shovel through tremendous drifts. At last they got to

a logging road that the loggers were keeping open, but this

did not take them clear to the pond. At 3 o'clock in the

afternoon they were completely stuck in the drifts and
could not get out. They had to hire the farmers to shovel

them throtigh to the pond. They caught fifteen pickerel,

all told none of them of less weight than 3 pounds. Two
of the fish reached friends in Boston. The fishermen

calculated that their fish cost them at least $4 apiece, be-

sides the snow shoveling and the cold and exposure. They
are satisfied, however, 'hat Rattlesnake Pond is Ihe home
of big pickerel, and they want to go again when the

weather is mild. Special.

The Forest ako Stbe.\m is pxit to press each week on Tuesday.

Corrcspon«1ence intended for pub'ic«(ion should reach us at the

latest hy Mondar and as mucb owrlier u pfacticabte.

Event Event
No. No

Distance, Accuracy,
Feet. Per cent.

Event No.
Acc % Del. %

8,-

85 87.8
85
86
83.4
88.4
93.4
83.8
90.8
89.8

82
S8.8
92.4
94

94.8
84
79.4
92
SO.

4

73.4
74.2
70
72.6
76.6
SO
71.8
80.10
75

Net^
78.5
81.5
81.2
83.3
85.7
82
76.6
86.5
82.8

Event
No. 4,

Lure
Casting^

Battu
Smyth ...

Mocker 88
Young 96
Edwards 103
Muller 101
Heller 80
A B Carr
H E Skinner. ...

Grant 102

Judges, Muller and Young; referee, Mocker; clerk,

Smyth.
Feb. 17.—Wind, light west; weather, cloudy:

Mansfield .

Muller ....

Mocker ...

Brooks ...

Daverkosen,
Turner ...

Smyth ....

Haight ...

Young
Huyck
Kenniff ...

Brotherton.

Foulks ...

Golcher ..

Battu
Grant . -

.

Heller ...

Judges, Mansfield and Turner; referee, Brotherton;

clerk, Smyth.

98 92 95 78.4 86.5
98 94 92 75 83.6
81 86 93 70 81.6
89 87.4 88 60.10 74.5
111 87.8 89.8 75.10 82.9 f • • •

89 93 88 59.2 73.4
88.8 90 67.6 78.6

77 88 85.4 71.8 78.6
. 93 90.8 90.8 75.10 83.8
94 93.8 90.4 67.6 78

66 84.8 83.8 51.8 67.8

98 94 93.4 70 81.5

68 65 73 72.6 72.9
77- 75.8 75.8 57.6 66.4

82 90.4 85.S 70.10 78.3

115 96 91.8 84.2 87.11

86 86.8 93.8 74.2 83.8

97 81.4 83.4 66.8 75

80 89.4 58.4 73.10

'Jw Mennel

Fixtures*

BENCH SHOWS.
March 6-9.—P'ttsburg, fa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.
, r~, r., , ^t.

March 13-16.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Qub's eleventh an-

nual show. John L. Lincoln, Sec'y-

The New York Show,
The twenty-fifth annual dog show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, held in Madison Square Garden, Feb. 19

to 22, inclusive, surpassed all its predecessors probably in

every respect. There was an enormous attendance each

day.' During the hours of greatest attendance the aisles

were so thronged that a passage from one point to another

was effected with the greatest difficulty, unless one drifted

along with the slow movement of the crowd. The last

day, Washington's Birthday, had every appearance of a

record breaker in respect to the number of people who
visited the show in one day. The number of vi.=itors was
est'mated as high as 15 000. The' dogs, as they were in

their benches, attracted unceasing attention, particularly

that of the visiting dog fancier, but the dog circus, which

was the spectacular card afternoons and evenings, seemed

of surpassing interest to the public at large. Choice places

from which to witness the circus were secured long be-

fore it commenced. A somewhat new feature in this form

of entertainment was the climbing of a perpendicular 30-

foot ladder by a dog, which, after arriving on the small

platform at the top, jumped to a canvas held by attendants

below. He performed his feat bravely and eagerly, and

the great jump of the little fellow apparently did not

shock him in the least, for after landing he sprang out

instantly and frisked merrily.

The benching and feeding were done most efficiently by

Spratts Patent, a firm whose skill and vast equipment

enable it to perform the task with promptness and ease.

Everything was tidy and there was a freedom from un-

pleasant odors.

The veterinarian of the show this year, as he has been

for years past, was alert to the exigencies of his office.

He reported that only an insignificant number were re-

jected on account of disease, and that the show, barring

a few cases of fits from extreme nervousness, was almost

wholly free from disease.

The great amphitheater in point of decoration and
attractiveness easily surpassed any prior attempts in con-

nection with the dog show. The first gallery, from the

rail to within five or six feet of the floor, was draped

throughout its entire length in broad bands of pleasing

color. At the Fourth avenue end of the Garden the Bull-

dog Club of America had its exhibit, most artistically

arranged. The title of the club, in letters formed by elec-

tric lights, shone forth resplendently and could be seen

distinctly from any place in the amphitheater. The
benches, too. were neatly decorated. From the opposite

end of the Garden the bulldog exhibit had the general

effect of an immense canopy formed by draped American

flags, on the back of which was the title in great letters

of light, the general effect of form and color being most

pleasing. The bulldogs were objects of unceasing in-

terest.

The first galleries, amply floored on each side through-

out their length, were set apart for the smaller breeds.

The pet dog exhibits were marvels of dainty decoration, as

well as good exhibits. Here and there valuable trophies

of the different specialty clubs were on exhibition and
were objects of great interest.

The special prize list was valuable and large. No doubt

it surpassed in value any prize list ever given in America.
]\Ir. James Mortimer managed the show with his usual

skill and although he was not in the best of health, his

executive abilities were equal to the great task.

Bloodhotmds were judged by Mr. Arthur Trickett.

Each class had a light entry, though taken as a whole the

number exhibited was far above the average even for

tins great show. In nunpies for both sexes. Queen Alex-

andra had no comoetition. Lougest's Luah. second, was
thought by manv to be better than Westbury Chimer. win-

ner of first, and in lini"t dogs, three entries. Lord Warwick,
tile winner, was in many partioulars inferior to Chimer.

Novice bitches had four entries^ of which Queen Alex-
andra, the puppy class winner, took first.

English fox hounds were few in numbers, but of good
quality. They were all substantial, strong made speci-

mens, and in fairly good condition as a whole..
In American fox hounds. Strive, famous as a winner,

took second place to Bragdon, the latter being in far the
best condition. There were two competitions in the bitch
class, of which Carmen took first, Spot second. There
were some specimens which had an extraordinary blood-
hound resemblance.

Pointers were in strong numbers, and were of pleasing
quality as a whole, though there were many inferior
specimens present. The specials were nutnerous and-
valuable. The President's Challenge Breeder's Cup, pre-
sented by Mr. W. G. Brokaw, for the breeder of the best
four pointers, two of which must be the property of the
breeder, was won by Mr, Geo. S. Mott, with Mott's Ban-
ner Boy, Mott Regent, King William and May Hobson.
Mr. Mott also won the prize for the best exhibit of four
pointers entered and owned by one exhibitor, the Walton
Challenge Cup for the best heavyweight bitch and some
other specials which went with the decisions in the re-
spective classes. Novice dogs had sixteen competitors, and
of these Mott's Banner Boy, good in bone, well shaped
body, neck of good length but throaty, took first. Fair
Acre Cy, somewhat heavy in shoulders and rather coarse
in head, took second. He has good legs, feet, quarters,
back, and is fairly symmetrical as a whole. Third went to
Westlake Dashaway, a bit .straight in stifle, and throaty, but
Otherwise fairly good. In the limit class for dogs under
55 pounds, the winner of the first, Lord Jingo, is light in

muzzle and bone. Fair Acre Priam is a well-made bitch
of medium size. In limit dogs, 55 pounds and over. Baby
Kent, possesisng a well ribbed and shaped body, showed
coarseness of head and throatiness. In open dogs under
55 pounds. Champion Heather Malt was second to Mott's
Banner Boy. The former is a soundly made dog, though
somewhat straight in stifle. In open dogs, 55 pounds and
over, King William, short in head and a bit heavy in
shoulders, was second to Baby Kent. Novice b'tches had
fourteen entries, and of these May Hobsom won first over
Fair Acre Jady, second, and Westlake Surprise, third.
May is too wide in loin for the best symmetry, and while
her head is of good shape it is rather light. Westlake
Surprise .shows some throatiness. She has a good bodv.
legs and feet. Lass o' Yorka, the winner of first in l-'mit

bitches, is light in muzzle, is a good all-round bitch,
though light in muzzle. In limit bitches, 50 pounds and
over, May Hobson was first, Westlake Ornament second
and Trixie IT. third, the latter plain in head and flat in
ribs. In open bitches, 50 pounds and over, May Hob-
son won first, with Champion Kent's Kate second the lat-
ter a very round bitch taken as a Avhole, and Belle West-
lake third, the latter heavy in shoulders, good bone, body,
legs, neck and general symmetry. The field trial class had
no entries.

English setters Nvere present in good numbers. They
were quite mixed as to qualit}^, there be'ng a number of
decidedly poor specimens, while also there was a number
of ordinary ones. The special prize for the four best
owned by one exhibitor was won by Mr. Francis G. Tay-
lor. Novice dogs had twenty-three competitors. Of these
Oakley Hill took first honors. He is light in muzzle and
ordinary in head, and cannot be classed as a superior dog
in respect to physical form. Tony's Jack was not in the
best of condition, his coat being a bit rough, but he is a
well-made dog and much better in head than the winner.
Julien Lucifer, third, is flat in ribs has a good head and a
pleasing general appearance. In limit dcgs. the new im-
portation of the Vancroft Kennels made his debut in
American competition, and easily defeated his onnonents,
Oakley Hill being second, with Tony's Jack third. In
open dogs, as in the winners' class, the real contest, as it

appealed to the fanciers, took place between Barton Tor?
and Knight Errant. Each dog had his adm-rers, who
were strong in the belief that their favorite was of the
true tj'pe and the better conformation. The judge studied
them carefully and gave the award to Knight Errant.
They are quite distinct in type, and both are fine dogs.
Barton Tory is more delicately built, and his head is tlie

cleaner cut, though Knight Errant has a head of ex-
ceptionally good type. He has also a more robust physique
and is much the stronger dog in every respect. While
there was a great diversity of opinion concerning the
merits of the two dogs, to us it seemed that Knight Errant
was the better, with a good margin to spare, conceding
at the same time that Barton Tory is a dog of rare ex*^

cellence. In novice bitches, Field Gladstone II., plain in
head, took first honors, while Queen's Place Pride, re-
cently imported, took second. The latter was painfully
thin in flesh, but nevertheless showed excellent quality ;

a clean cut head of great beauty, long, lean neck, sotmd
legs and feet, good stern and carriage. She, however, wa.=;

very Hght _in_ body, owing to scantiness of flesh, so much
so that it is impossible intelligently to conjecture whether
several pounds more of flesh would shape her up prop-
erly or not. Queen Bane, third, is throaty and light in
muzzle. Elloree was first in open bitches, while second
and third places were again taken by Queen's Pi ace
Pride and Queen Bane. In limit bitches. Lady Jane Gray,
a well-made bitch of medium size, light in muzzle took
first. In the field trial class, Oakley Hill took first, Sport' .'^

Gath second and Tony Bee third.

Irish setters did not average more than commonplace
as a whole. In novice dogs, another recent imoortation
of the Vancroft Kennels, Prince Victor, took first in a
class of ten. He is of medium size, good color, stands
on good legs and feet, but is plain in head Pat, second,
is a fairly good all-round dog, while John L.. third, is light
in muzzle, heavy in skull, good in color a bit stilty and
fair in body. Prince Victor also took first in the limit

class and second in open dogs, Ben Lau, a well-made,
substantialy built dog, shown in good condition, winning
first in the latter class. Novice bitches was won by Trilby
Girl, a symmetrica! bitch of good quality. Second was
won by Princess Lonia, narrow in muzzle, hea\'y in Skull
and heavy in flesh. Third went to Belle of Newark, poor
in head and lacking in general symmetry. In limit bitches
Rockwood Queen, rather plain in head, but of fairly good
symmetry, was first ovej. jPrincess Lonia and Signal Bess,
the latter light in body and pla'n in head. Open bitches
had five contestants, of which Red Bess IL. poor in head,
won first, RockwoolJ Queen second and Signal Bess tliird.
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Gordon setters were not remarkable for numbers or
quality. The different classes were made up largely of
the same dogs. Duke of Edgeworth was first in winners',
limit and open dogs, while Count Noble's Pride was first

in novice and second in limit and open classes for dogs.
Diike was not in the best of condition, while Count Noble's
Pride was coarse in build and smudgy in tan markings.

J. H. W., third in limit, is coarse in head, throaty, and
faulty in shoulders. In the different bitch classes. Heather
Twinkle won first four in all. She is light built. The
others were either faulty in form or out of condition, or
both.

Griffons, workmanlike looking dogs, excited a great
deal of interest, particularly on the part of the admirers of
field dogs. They were symmetrical, strongly built fellows,
four in all, the first one seeming to retain his health and
vigor notwithstanding the name he bore, which was no
less than Blitz Vom Kaiserlautern.

Beagles were excellent in numbers and quality. Many
of them were proved workers, the bench show admirers
and exhibitors of this merry dog being also very largely
practical men afield.

The awards in the sporting classes follow:

BLOODHOUNDS—Puppies.—Dogs and bitches: 1st, Dr. C. A.
Lougest's Oueen AJexandria. Novice.—Dogs: 1st, Westbury Ken-
nels Westbury Chimer; 2d, Dr. C. A. Louge.'^t's Lougest's Liiab.
Bitches: 1st, Dr. C. A Lougest's Oueen Alexandria; 2d, West-
bury Kennels' Westbury Careless; "Sd, Westbury Charity; res.,
Westbury Cassandra. Limit.—Dogs : 1st, Dr. C. A. Lougest's
Lord Warwick; 2d, Westbury Kennels' Westbury Chimer; 3d,

» T
Lougest's Lougest's Luah. Bitches: 1st, Dr.

«J
A. Lougest s Tady Rowena; 2d, G. P. Finnegan's Faustina;

3d, Westbury Kennels' Westbury Cassandra. Open.—Dogs: 1st,
\\estbury Kennels' Westbury Chimer; 2d, Dr. C. A. Lougest's
Lougest's Luah. Bitches: 1st, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Lady Kowena;
2d. Dr. C. A. Lougest's Worker; 3d, G. P. Finnegan's Faustina;
res., R. D. Winthrop's Chanfress. Winners.—Dogs : 1st, Lord
Warwick; 2d, Westbury Chimer. Bitches: 1st, Lady Rowena;
2d, Worker.
RUSSIAN WOLFHOUKDS'-Puppies.—Dogs and bitches: 1st,

A_ A. Anderson's Duke; 2d, Mrs. N. Bennington's Countess Vera;
3d, Mrs, N. Bennington's The Czar; res., Mrs. Bennington's
Princess Olga. Novice.—Dogs and bitches: 1st, VV. E Schnee-
loch's Nicholas; 2d, W. E. Schneeloch's Kidais; 3d, Mrs, L. T.
Sheffield's Czar; res,, T. W. Turner's Queen Regent. Limit.—
Dogs and bitches: l.st, T. W. Turner's Little Zweika: 2d, C.
Moore's Fabian; 3d, C. Moore's Louis; res., Mrs. T. G. Summer-
lin's Argoss IT. Open.—Dogs: 1st, T. W. Turner's champion
Marksman; 2d, John L, Kuser's Fernbrook Ivan: 3d, R. Adrian,
Jr.'s Kuser; res., Mrs. J. P. Hutchinson's Nicholas of Cloverda'e'.
Bitches: 1st, T. W. Turner's champion Lady Dietz; 2d, Wm. L.
Andrus' Alma 11.; 3d, T. W. Turner's Little Zweika; res., Mrs.
C. Mercer's Milady.

DEERHOUNDS—Novice.—Dogs and bitches: 1st, Mrs. C. H.
Livingston's Gelert; 2d, A. L. Page's Warwick; 3d, M. E. Ester's
Freak; res., Mrs. L. Wharton's Drexel Bories. Limit—Dogs and
bitches: 1st, Miss C. H. Livingston's Gelert; 2d, A. L Page's
Warwick; 3d, Miss M. E. Boster's Freak; res., Mrs. P. Collier's
Barcaldine. Open.—Dogs: 1st, Gelert: 2d. Warwick; 3d, Freak;
res., Barcaldine. Bitches, 1st, A. L. Page's Norma.
GREYHOUND.S—Novice.—Dogs and bitches: 1st, Newton Ab-

bot Kennels' Leeds Elect; 2d, B. F. Lewis, Jr.'s, Lansdowne
Fashion; 3d, P. Wauckermann's S. Carnot; re's.. Long Spring
Kennels' Lancaster Square. Limit.—Dogs: 1st, Newton Abbot
Kenne's' Whirlwind; 2d, Newton .Abbot Kennels' Leeds Elect;
3d, F. H. Down's King William; res., I. F. Denton's Brannock II.
Bitches: 1st, Newton Abbot Kennels' Leeds Music; 2d, T. J.
O'Keefe's Lady Hortense; 3d, B. F. Lewis, Jr.'s, Lansdowne
Fashion; res, A. Chasseaud's Sister May of Maybrook. Open.—
Dogs: 1st, Whirlwind; 2d, Elect: 3d, Brannock 11. Bitches: 1st,
Leeds Music; 2d, I. F. Denton's Betsy; 3d, D. C. Sands, Jr.'s,-
Nellie J. Winners.—Dogs and bitches: 1st, Leeds Music; res.,
Whirlwind.

FOXHOUNDS, ENGLISH-OPEN.-Dogs: 1st. Middlesex
Hunt's Sportsman; 2d, W. D. Williams' Pattern; 3d, Middlesex
Hunt's Bowman. Bitches: 1st, Middlesex Hunt's Rarity; 2d,
Middlesex Hunt's Reckless; 3d, W. D. Williams' Nora.
FOXHOUNDS, AMERICAN—Open.—Dogs: 1st, E. B. Chase's

Bragdon; 2d, Mrs. W. A. Bragdon's Strive; 3d, G. P. Finnegan's
Speed. Bitches: 1st, E. B. Chase's Carmen; 2d, G. P. Finnegan's
Spot.

POINTERS—Puppies.—Dogs and bitches: 1st, C. P. Wilcox and
R. A. Fairbairn's Fair Acre Priam; 2d, C. P. Wilcox and R. A.
Fairbairn's Fair Acre Bonnie; 3d, A. L. Causse's Spot F.; res.,
Westlake Pointer Kennels' Westlake Ideal. Novice.—Dogs: 1st,
Geo. ,S. Mott's Banner Boy; 2d, C. P. Wilcox and R. A. Fairbairn's
Fair .Acre Cy; 3d, Westlake Pointer Kennels' Westlake Dashaway;
res., Woodbury Kennels' Point II. Bitches: 1st, G. S. Mott's
May Hobson; 2d, C. P. Wilcox and R. A. Fairbairn's Fair Acre
Jady; 3d, Westlake Pointer Kennels' Westlake Surprise; res., O.
D. Thees' Renie of Kent. Limit.—Dogs (under 551bs.) : H. D.
Ogden's Lord Jingo; 2d, Wilcox & Fairbairn's Fair Arce Priam;
3d, H. D. Ogden's Lansdowne Malt. Bitches (under SOlbs.) : 1st,
Wilcox & Fairbairn's Lass o' Yoka; 2d, Westlake Pointer Ken-
nels' Westlake Surprise; 3d, A. Fitch's Prince's Lad's Lassie;
res., G. S. Mott's Mott's Fashion. Dogs (551bs. and over): 1st,

J. S. Howe's Baby Kent; 2d, Wilcox & Fairbairn's Fair Acre Cy;
3d, W. Ferguson, Jr.'s, Westfieid Lad: res., F, L. Lenoir's Bang-
away nr. Bitches (SOIbs. and over): 1st, G. S. Mott's May Hob-
son; 2d, Westlake Pointer Kennels' Westlake Ornament; 3d, H.
A. Colby's Trixy II.; res., G. S. Mott's Princess Alice. Open.

—

Dogs (under 551bs.) : 1st, G. S. Mott's Mott's Banner Boy; 2d,
Vancroft Kennels' champion Heather Malt; 3d, H. L. Ogden's
Lansdowne Malt. Bitches; 1st, Westlake Pointer Kennels' cham-
pion Westlake Startle; 2d, B. L. Toplitz's Fairview Meally; 3d,
Vancroft Kennels' Stylish Nellie; res., W. Ferguson, Tr.'s, Ladv
Lilley. Dogs (551bs, and over) : 1st, J. S. Howe's Baby Kent;
2d, W. Ferguson, Jr.'s, King William;- Sd. R. Crompton's Mott
Regent; res., C. E. Burtis' Roscoe. Bitches (SOlbs. and over): Ist,
G. S. Mott's May Hobson; 2d, F. J. Lenoir's champion Kent's
Kate; 3d, Westlake Pointer Kennels' Bell Westlake: res., B. F.
Lewis' Lady Belle. Winners.—Dogs: 1st, Mott's Banner Boy;
res.. Baby Kent. Bitches: 1st, May Hobson; 2d, Lass o' Yoka.
ENGLISH SETTERS—Puppies.—Dogs: 1st, H. A. Belcher's

Colonel R., Jr.; 2d, Bloomfield Kennels' Greystock; 3d, A. Al-
bright, Jr.'s, Dick of Eaton; res, H. Pape's Marlow. Bitches; 1st,

J. Coles Lady Cole; 2d, Bloomfield Kennels' Duchess D. ; 3d,

J. Lewis' Mayflower; res., H, Pape, Jr.'s, Clorine. Novice.—Dogs:
1st. C. F. Hartmetz's Oakley Hill; 2d, L. S. Hudson's Tony's Jack;
3d, H. J. Smith's Julien Lucifer; res., F. G. Taylor's Loyalty.
Bitches: 1st, S. E. Thurton's Field Gladstone TL; 2d. C. G. Car-
ter's Queen's Place Pride; 3d, F. E. Conlon's Jersey Queen; res.,
F. G. Taylor's Radiant. Limit.—Dogs: 1st, Vancroft Kennels'
Barton Tory; 2d, C. F. Hartmetz's Oakley Hill; 3d. L. S. Hud-
son's Tony's Jack; res., H. J. Smith's Julien Lucifer. Bitches:
1st, F. G. Taylor's Lady Jane Gray; 2d, C G. Carter's Oueen place
Pride; 3d, H. D. Grover's Oueen Bane; res., J. Lewis' Mallwyd
Queen. Open.—Dogs: 1st, F. G. Taylor's Knight Errant; 2d,
Vancroft Kennels' Barton Tory; 3d, S. W. Carey, Jr.'s, champion
Gilhooly; res., L. S. Hudson's Tony Jack. Bitches: 1st, R. W.
Cunningham's Elloree; 2d, C. G. Carter's Queen's Place Pride; 3d,
H. D. Grover's Queen Bane. Winners.—Dogs: 1st, Knight Er-
rant; res.. Barton Tory. Bitches: 1st, Elloree; res., Lady Tane
Gray. Field Trial.—Dogs and bitches that have been placed at
any public field trial in the United States or Canada: 1st C. F.
Hartmetz's Oakley Hill; 2d, G. G. Williamson's Sport's Gath; 3d,

J. G. Armstrong's Tony Bee.

IRISH SETTER-S—Novice.—Do §s: 1st, Vancroft Kennels'
Prince Victor; 2d, P. F. O'Neill's lat; 3d, H. Hawkes, Sr.'s, John
L. ; res., M. Karatsony's Glenwood Ned. Bitches: 1st, Wood-
bury Kennels' Trilby Girl; 2d, Z. T. Bartleson's Princess Sonia;
3d, E. Harder's Belle of Newark; res., Vancroft Kennels' Heather
Pet. Limit.—Dcgs; 1st, Vancroft Kennels' Prince Victor; 2d, B.
B. Lathbury's Rockwood, Jr.; 3d, J. Douglas' Toronto Lord
Roberts. Bitches: 1st, Woodbury Kennels* Rockwood Queen; 2d,
Z. T. Bartleson's Princess Sonia; 3d, M. C. Byer's Signal Bess.;
res. F. P. Kernan's Belle of Nelson. Open.—Dogs: 1st, C. A.
Gale's Ben lau; 2d, Vancroft Kennels' Prince Victor; 3d, Wood-
bury Kenne's' Rockwood II.; res., J. Douglas' Toronto Lord
Roberts. Bitches, Ist, C. D. Snodgrass' Red Bess 11. ; 2d, Wood-
btiry Kennels' Rockwood Queen; 3d, M. C Byers' Signal Bess;
res., Vancroft liennels' Heather Pet. Winaers,—Dogs: 1st, B^ss;

Lau; 2d, Prince Victor. Bitches: 1st, Red Bess II.; fes.j Trilby
Girl.

GORDON SETTERS—Novice.—Dogs: 1st, C. R. Taylor's Count
Noble's Pride; 2d, S. Le Roy Ackerly's Trap; 3d, W. C. Kugler's
Dpc Clinton. Bitches: 1st. Vancroft Kennels' Heather Twinkle.
Limit.—Dogs: 1st, Vancroft Kennels' Duke of Edgeworth; 2d.
C. R. Taylor's Count Noble's Pride; 3d, F. P. Smith's J. H. W.;
res., W. G. Kugler's Doc Clinton. Bitches: 1st, Vancroft Kennels'
Heather Twinkle; 2d, W. G. Kugler's Winona Clinton; 3d. C. R.
Taylor's Janet Noble; res., L. P. Higgins' Princess View. Open.

—

Dogs: 1st, Vancroft Kennels' Duke of Edgeworth; 2d, C, R.
Taylor's Count Noble's Pride; 3d, F. P. Smith's J. H.
W. Bitches: 1st, Vancroft Kennels' Heather Twinkle; 2d,

C, R. Taylor's champion Dell Noble; 3d, C. R. Tay-
lor's Lady Maud; res., L. P. Higgins' Princess View. Win-
ners,—Dogs: 1st, Duke of Edgeworth; res., Count Noble's Pride.
Bitches; 1st, Heather Twinkle; res., champion Dell Noble.

GRIFFONS.—Dogs and bitches: 1st, R. Schneider's Blitz Vom
Kaiserslautern; 2d, Csesar TI. ; 3d, Lady Belle; res., Flora.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS—Open.—Dogs and bitches: 1st,

T, A. Carson's Dan H'Carthy.

CLUMBER SPANIELS—Open.—Dogs and bitches: 1st, A. C.

James' Medway; 2d, H. G. Charlesworth's Royal Swell; 3d, Newton
Abbot Kennels' Alveley Loafer; res., Miss N. E. Douglas' Topaz.

FIELD SPANIELS—Puppies.—Dogs: 1st, M. A, Viti's Weald-
stone Field Marshal; 2d, C. T. Mead's Woolton Baron; 3d, C. T.
Mead's Woolton Bishop. Bitches: 1st, M. A. Viti's Wealdstone
Morda. Novice.—Dogs: 1st, M. A. Viti's Wealdstone Fie'd
Marshal; 2d, C. T. Mead's Woolton Baron; 3d, R. P. Keasbey's
Saybrook Judge; res., R. W. Barrow's Heather. Bitches: 1st,

Swiss Mountain Kennels' Princess Correzina; 2d, M. A. Viti's

Wealdstone Morda; 3d,, C. T. Mead's Woolton Lady Dagmar;
res.. Mrs. D. W. Evans* Snowball. Limit.—Dogs: 1st, M. A.
Viti's Wealdstone Field Marshal; 2d, C. T. Mead's Woolston
Baron; 3d, D. W. Evans' Sunninghill Bridford; res., R. P. Keas-
bey's Savbrook Judge. Bitches: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Princess Correzina; 2d, Mrs. D. W. Evans' Roker Queen; 3d, C.

T. Mead's Woolton Lady Dagmar; res., Swiss Mountain Kennels'
Wansbeck Chloe. Open.—Dogs: (black): 1st. Swiss Mountain
Kennels' champion Endcliffe Bishop; 2d, C. T. Mead's Woolton
Baron; 3d, Mrs. R. VV. Barrow's Pleather. Bitches (black): 1st,

M. A. Viti's champion Bridford Morda; 2d, Swiss Mountain
Kennels' Princess Correzina; 3d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' cham-
pion Endcliffe Myrtle; res., Mrs. D. W. Evans' Roker Queen.
Dogs (any other color): 1st, R. W. Keasbey's Saybrook Popcorn;
2d, R. W'. Keasbey's Saybrook Judge; 3d, C. T. Mead's Woolton
Bishop; res., Mrs. D. W. Evans' Woolton Wonder. Bitches (any
other color): 1st, C. T. Mead's Woolton Dagmar; 2d, Mrs. D. W.
Evans' imported W.aterlily; 3d, R. P. Keasbey's Saybrook Zaza;

res., Swiss Mountain Kennels' Heather Meg, Winners.—Dogs

:

1st, champion Endcliffe Bishop; res., Wealdstone Field Marshal.
Bitches; 1st, champion Bridford Morda; res., Princess Correzina.

,COCKER SPANIELS.—Puppies.—Dogs: 1st, C. T. Mead's Per-

fection; 2d. G. Dunn's Paragon; 3d, E. W. Fiske's Kantaka; res.,

Lavelock Kennels' Rosslyii, Bitches: 1st, G. Douglas' Flora
Ttmple; 2d, W. T. Payne's First Choice; 3d, Brookside Kennels'
Miss Nobody; res., H. G. Charlesworth. Novice.—Dogs (black):

1st, G. Douglas' Prince Albert; 2d, G. Bell's Mephisto; 3d, G.
Dunn's Paragon. Bitches: 1st, Brookside Kennels' Windsome II.;

2d, F. C. Stengelin's Flossy R. ; 3d, G. Dunn's Rara Avis; res.,

T. Kennedy's Queen. Dogs (any other color) : 1st, E. W. Fiske's

Chief II.; 2d, E. W. Fiske's Kantata; 3d, W. T. Payne's Angora.
Bitches: 1st, G. Dunn's Waverly Sweetheart: 2d, Mrs. M, Taylor's

Orange Lily; 3d, G. Dunn's Lady Mac; rtrs., M. Taylor's Lady
Mac. Limit.—Dogs (black): 1st, E. W. Fiske's Colonist; 2d, G.

Belle's Standard; 3d, G. Dunn's Paragon; res.. Swiss Mountain
Kennels' Preedom. Bitches: 1st, Mepal Kennels' Mepal's Enid;
2d, H. G. Charlesworth's Nita; 3d, G. Dunn's Rara Avis. Dogs
(^ny solid color other than black): 1st, C, T. Mead's Perfection;

2d, Brookside Kennels' Reality; 3d, E. W. Fiske's Kantaka; res.,

C. Douglas' Searchlight. Bitches: 1st, C. Y. Ford's Otterburn
Evangeline; 2d, W. T. Payne's Lilith; 3d, Montrose Kennels' Eo.sa-

ii'cnd: res.. Brookside Kennels' Hampton Red Girl. Dogs (parti-

colored): 1st, W. T. Payne's Midkiff Chimes; 2d, E. W. Fiske's

Chief II.; 3d, Mepal Kennels' Braeside Bob; res.. G. Douglas'
Mottle Duke. Bitches: 1st, G. Dunn's Waverly Sweetheart; 2d,

O. B. Hark's Blue Mountain Belle; 3d, Brookside Kennels' Elsie

Venner; res., W. T. Payne's Magenta. Open.—Dogs (black); 1st,

Swiss Mountain Kennels' champion Ono; 2d, E. W. Fiske's

Premier: 3d, E. W. Fiske's Colonist. Bitches: 1st, A. Schierloh's

Be=s; 2d. A. B. Koenig's Koenig's Erie; 3d, G. Bell's All Cocker.

Dogs (anv other color): 1st, C. T. Mead's Perfection; 2d, E. W,
Fiske's Mohican: 3d, Mepal Kennels' Braeside Bob; res., E. W.
Fiske's Kantata. Bitches; 1st, W. T, Payne's champion Blue
Belle II.; 2d, C. Y. Ford's Otterburn Evangeline; 3d, Brookside
Kennels' Hampton Red Girl; res., E. W. Fiske's Missinneva.

Winners.—Dogs (black): 1st, champion Ono; res.. Premier. Dogs
(any other color): 1st, Perfection; res., Midkiff Chimes. Bitches

(blackl: 1st, Mepal's Enid; res., Lester Rose. Bitches (any other

color): 1st, champion Blue Bell II.; res., Otterburn Evangeline.

BASSET HOUNDS—Open.—Dogs and bitches: 1st, Newton Ab-
bot Kennels' Caprice; 2d, Newton Abb/c Kennels' Longfellow.

BEAGLES—Puppies.—Dogs: 1st, Rock Ridge Kennels" Rock
Ridge Pinewood; 2d, Rock Ridge Kennels' Rock Ridge Songster;

3d, Wharton Beagle's Wharton Pleader; res., Round Plain

Beagle's Gambler. Bitches: 1st, S. E. Thurton's Gypsy Queen;
2d, Rock Ridge Kennels' Bonny Lass; 3d, Wmdholme Kennels
Windolme's Lorna; res., S. E. Thurton's Blanch T. Novice.—
Dogs: 1st, Somerset Beagle's Harker 11. ; 2d, Rock Ridge Ken-
nels' Rock Ridge Songster; 3d, W. Saxby's Dorsey; Ires., H, L.

Kreuder's Eiroy. Bitches: 1st, Windholme Kennels' Windholme
Duchess; 2d, Rock Ridge Kennels' Rock Ridge Roxy; 3d, W.
Saxby'-s Deuce; res., .Windholme Kennels' Windholme Cycle.

Limit.—Dogs (not exceeding 13in.) : 1st, Somerset Beagle's Hec-
tor; 2d, H. Aling's George F. ; 3d, Mrs. O. Giles' Caution of

Radnage; res.. Windholme Kennels' Windholme's War Cry.

Bitches: '1st, Miss Cornelia Peabody's Beautiful; 2d, Windholme
Kennels' Windholme's Daffodil; 3d, Windholme Kennels' Wind-
holme's Cycle; res., Mrs. O. Giles' Mardon Bright Eyes. Dogs
(over 13 and not exceeding 15 inches): 1st, Round Plain Beagle's

Reed's Dan D. ; 2d, Windholme Kennels' Windholme's Dalesman;
3d. Kock Ridge Kennels' Rock Ridge Songster; res., Windholme
Kennels' Barber's Boy. Bitches: 1st, Windholme Kennels' Wind-
holme's Bangle; 2d, Rock Ridge Kennels' Rock Ridge Rose; 3d,

Windholme Kennels' Windholme Duchess; res., Somerset Kennels'

Flossie. Open.—Dogs: 1st, Round Plain Beagle's Reed's Dan D.

;

2d, Windholme Kennels' Windholme's Literol; 3d, Windholme
Kennels' Windholme's Dalesman; res.. Round Plain Beagle's cham-

pion Primate. Bitches: 1st, Windholme Kennels' Windholme's
Bangle; 2d, Windholme Kennels' Fate; 3d, Rock Ridge Kennels'

Lucy L. ; res., Rock Ridge Kennels' Rock Ridge Rose. Dogs
and 'bitches (not exceeding 12in.) : 1st, G. F. Reed's Reed's Nell;

2d Rock Ridge Kennels' Whiffett; 3d, Rock Ridge Kennels'

Darky; res., S. E. Thurton's Fan R. Winners.—Dogs: 1st,

Reed's' Dan D. ; res., Windholme's Literol. Bitches: 1st, Wind-
holme's Bangle; res.. Gypsy Queen T. Field Trial.—Dogs and

bitches: 1st, Rock Ridge Kennels' Lucy L.; 2d, Rock Ridge Ken-

nels' Hector Wood; 3d, the Wharton Beagle's Leader III.; res.,

Somerset Kennels' Hector.

DACHSHUNDE—Puppies,—Dogs: 1st, C. Motschenbacher's
Reinecke; 2d, C. Motschenbacher's Young Phenomenon, Jr.

Bitches: 1st H. O. Waters' Melba; 2d, C. Motschenbacher's

Peperl IL; 3d, H. S. Hyde's Belle; res,, H. Sammis' Gretchen.

Novice.—Dogs : 1st, C. Motschenbacher's Alexis; 2d, C. O. Po'.ken's

Paprika; 3d, H. Bromlev's Windycroft Joe. Bitches: 1st, L. Stap-

penback's Dilly; 2d, C. Motschenbacher's Nixe. Limit.—Dogs
(red); 1st, C. Motschenbacher's Papageno's Veto; 2d, C. O.

Polken's Paprika; 3d, H. Bromley's Windycroft Joe. Bitches:

]st C. Motschenbacher's Mardel; 2d, C. Motschenbacher's Tosca.

Do'gs (any other color): 1st, C Motschenbacher's Romeo II.; 2d,

C ^Motschenbacher's Rodie Vom Jaegerhaus. Bitches: 1st, W.
Steuber's Pebbl; 2d, W. Steuber's Melba; 3d, C. Motschen-
bacher's Peprl 11. Open.—Dogs: 1st, Romeo II.; 2d, Papageno's

Veto; Sd, Windycroft Joe. Bitches: 1st, Maedel; 2d, Nixe; 3d,

Tosca. Winners.—Dogs: 1st, Romeo II.; res., Papageno's Veto.

Bitches: Ist, Mardel; res., Pebbl

Irish Setter Q«b.

Philadelphia, Feb. 25.—The anntial meeting of the

Irish Setter Club of America was held at the Madison
Square Garden. New York, on Friday, Feb. 22, at 7:30

P. M., the president, Dr. G. G. Davis, in the chair. Pres-

ent. Dr. G. G. Davis. James B. Blossom. B. L. Clements

and Geo. H. Thomson, and by proxy, Mrs. C Salii>bury.

Miss G, Shsppen and William Shippen.

The mimites of the previous meeting were read and
approved.
The Treasurer's report, showing a balance of $205 96,

was read and approved. It was decided to appropriate

$50 for bench shows and $50 for field trials durmg th&

ensuing year.

The following new members were elected : Dr. Charles

A. Gale, Rutland, Vt. ; Mr. Joseph B. Vandergrift Pitts-

burg. Pa. The following gentlemen were then elected to

hold office during the ensuing year: Presidefit, Dr. G.

G. Davis, Philadelphia. Pa.; Vice-President, James B..

Blossom, New York; Secretary and Treasurer, Geo. H.
Thomson, Philadelphia, Pa.
Executive Committee—William Shippen, New York;

T. G. Goodridge. New York; Woodruff Sutton. New
York; B. L. Clement. New York; Dr. G. S. Lacock,
Allegheny, Pa.; Joseph Lewis, Connec icut.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned.
Geo. H. ThomsoKj Sec'y.

English Setter CI«b.

New York, Feb. 23.—At the annual meeting of the

American English Setter Club, held at Madison Square

Garden, Wednesday, Feb. 20. Mr. Edgar Huidekoper, of

Meadville, Pa., on motion of Mr. W. S. Bell, was called to

preside. It being the first meeting of the club, there was
no prev'ous minutes to read.

The Secretary-Trea.surer's report showed a most satis-

factory condition of the club, financial and otherwise.

After remarks in which Messrs. Bell, Belcher. Chapin,

Law, F. G. Taylor, Osthaus and others participated, the

action of the Standard, Constitution and By-Laws and
Governing committees was adopted. A special resolu-

tion was passed rcqucs.ing each member of the club to

send in one or more names for membership as being the

most effective way to increase the list and interest. The
Secretary announced that the standard of_ the dub is

ready to be mailed for all who may apply for it, and that it

will at once be mailed cO members, without application.

The election of officers continued those now serving

for the en'^uing year.

It was decided that the dues pa'd in 1900, as well as

those in 1901, will be applied to the current year ending

Dec. 3T.

English Bloodhound Club,

Tire seventh annual meeting of the English Bloodhound
Club of America was held at Madison Square Garden,

New York c'ty. on Friday. Feb. 22, at 11 A. M. The
meeting was well attended by the members.

Voted to offer twc^ silver cups to become the proiierty

of the exhibitor winning it three times ; cup to be offered

on!v at the New York Show.
Mr. George Raper, of Wincobank, Sheffield, England,

was elected an honorary member.
The report of the Treasurer showed a good balance to

the credit of the club, and after a general discussion of

the advisability of holding field trials, which matter was
left in .he hands of a comm'ttee the meeting adjourned.

The following officers were elected : President. Dr. C.

A. Lougest; Vice-Presidents, Louis B, Strong, George P.

Finnigan; Secretary and Treasurer, Charles H. Innesj

Executive Committee, the above named and Miss C. G.

Whitney and Charles Dieterich. Dr. A. F. Stahl was
elected a delegate to the American Kennel Club.

_
The

following judges were recommended : James Mortimer.

J. L. Winchell. James Watson. Dr. Louis G. Knox, Roger
D. Williams, Dr. A. F. Stahl and C. WaLer Lougest,

Great Dane Club*

New York, Feb. 21.—The annual meeting of the Great

Dane Club of America was held at the Belvedere House
on Tuesday, Feb. 19, at 7 P. M.
The report of the Treasurer shows that the club is in a

good financial condition. Two new members were elected.

The following officers were unanimously elected for

the ensuing year: Mr. J. Blackburn Miller, President:

Mr. T. D. M. Cardeza, Vice-President ; Mr. C. H. Mant-
ler. Secretary-Treasurer; Mr. G. Muss Arnolt, Delegate

to the A. K. C.

The Executive Committee consists of the foregoing

officers and Messrs. B. H. Stevenson, R. T. Harrison and
Lours Letsche.

After the close of the meeting a banquet was held in

celebration of the tenth anniversary of the club, which the

members present heartily enjoyed.

Points and Flushes.

Prof. Edm. H. Osthaus, the famous artist, purchased

two beagle puppies at the New York Show, namely. Trum-
pet T. (Dorsey's Woodman—Belle of Mount Vernon)
and Duke of Mount Vcrmon, same breeding. He pur-

chased them for his own use, and intends to take up the

sport of rabbit hunting more actively ^n the future, as

done a la beagle. Asked concerning the sale, he calmly

wrote the following on a piece of paper: "The two finest

beagles ever put on the bench. Bought for $50,935.25,"

The puppies are not for sale.

A cablegram received by Mr. E. M. Oldham at the New
York Dog Show announced Jie death of the famous St.

Bernard breeder, Mr, Sydney Smith, of Leeds, England,
on Thursday of last week. Some of the dogs sold by him
were world famous, and he realized extraordinary prices

for them, particularly such as were imported to America.

The famous English setter, Count Gladstone IV. (Count
Xoble—Ruby's Girl), died in San Francisco, Cal, on
Feb. 7. He was owned by the Verona Kennels. Few
dogs had a more conspicuous place in the public eye. He
was a noted field trial winner and the sire of field trial

winners.

Like Picfciog Up Money.
In every city, town and village in the I^^nited States where there

is shooting or fishing or yachting we want agents to canvass foi
subscriptions for Fobest and Stre.am. Every sportsman is deeplj'
interested in its subiects, a.nd every sportsman is glad to discuss
his doings afield and to hear of the adventures of other sportsmen.
Money is to be made by canvassers for Forest and Stream,

and those who- wish to take advantage of the opportunity we offer
should send for premium list and circular.—Forest and StreaSH
Publishing Company, 346 Broadway, Yorie,
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'Mid Reef and Rapid.
BY F. R. WEBB.

I.

"There now, I think she'll do!" said the Colonel com-

placently, as he stepped back, varnish brush in hand, and

took a comprehensive survey of his handiwork.

What he surveyed was this: A trim, shapely canvas

canoe, i6ft. long by 3oin. beam, handsomely finished and

tastefully painted, with gunwales, cockpit coamings and

other trimmings of oak, elegantly finished and polished.

The canoe was specially designed for him by me, her

model and lines being patterned after the other canoes of

our fleet, except that she was built on a larger scale, and

her construction had afforded interesting occupation to the

two of us on odd, spare afternoons for pretty much all

v?inter. In her design she conformed as nearly as pos-

sible to the requirements of that bold, swift, rocky stream,

the Shenandoah River, upon which she was mtended to

cruise.

She was well rounded away at both ends, so as to turn

easily and quickly, the slope of bow and stern beginnmg,

at her keel, fully 3ft. back of her deck lines. She had full

lines and a broad, flat floor, insuring light draft and

plenty of stowage room. Her canvas hull was amply pro-

tected bv a broad, flat oak keel, ^in. thick by 3m. wide,

with no less than five bilge keels of oak, im. wide by %in.

thick, on each side of it.

The cockpit or well was 8ft. long by 20in. wide amid-

ships, tapering to I2in. at each end, the taper following

the lines of the gunwales. Three Tredwen folding hatches

closed this opening. One at each end reduced the open-

ing to 4ft.. while a midship hatch closed this remaining

space except the aft i8in., which was protected by an

ample canvas apron, well oiled, which came well up over

the breast of the crew of one and tucked in aft—a neces-

sary precaution in view of the rough water she was built

to cruise in.
, • 1

She was a big, heavy boat, weighing something less

than a ton, and she looked like a canal boat arnong the

rest of our 14ft. canoes ; but the Colonel was a big, heavy

man. weighing something less than a ton also, and stand-

ing full 6ft. in his stockings, and he required a canoe

large in proportion.

She was propelled by an 8ft. double-bladed paddle, which

the Colonel, not caring to go to the trouble of making one

himself, had purchased in New York at the store of a

dealer in supplies.

A footboard, swinging back rest, camp stool, a light

tent, folding mattress, a pair of. stout blankets, an air

pillow and a rubber sheet completed her equipment.

"I expect the Colonel will have her moved up into the

front parlor this evening," remarked Lacy, as he looked

the handsome craft over with admiring eyes.

"No; I think it more probable that he will build up a

good fire here in his work room to make the atmosphere

feel more like July than January," said I, as I took in

the bright, cold, winter landscape through the window of

the Colonel's work room—the shining, level blanket of

snow sparkling in dazzling brightness in the afternoon

sun—"and set her down off these trestles upon the floor,

make up his bed in her and sleep in her." _ .

"You probably speak from your own experience with

your first canoe," said the Colonel, good naturedly ward-

ing off the chaff as it fell around him.
, „ r

"No; I never had the fever quite as bad as that, 1

replied, as I gave the Colonel's fire a freshening poke; "but

when we were preparing for the great cruise of '86, George

and Lacy slept in their canoes for several nights previous

to the cruise, and they
"

"We wanted to get used to our quarters before the

start," interrupted Lacy, coloring a little, as he spoke,

"and to test them to see where the sleeping arrangements

could be improved upon."

"Yes," I replied, "and George was also afraid that the

old machine works where they were built might take fire

some night and burn up the whole outfit." ,
,

"And if they burned, he and Lacy were afraid they

wouldn't be there to burn with them," said the Colonel.

"Yes, life would then have had no further charms for

them," I replied.

"By the way," said Lacy, as he lit his pipe and changed

the subject, "what shape is the kitchen outfit in? Did

vou remodel it this winter?"

"Oh, yes !" I replied. "Everything is m fine shape, and

all new, and large enough for five or six men this time.

Here it is !" I continued, as I dived into a closet in one

corner of the room and reappeared with a sheet iron

box, which was discovered to contain a large, bright tin

paiV. a couple of joints of 3in. pipe, a small camp axe, a

half'gallon coal oil can, a malleable iron ladle, a small

compass saw, a small, square tin soap box and a general

assortment of tin cups, etc.

• "There !" said I, placing the outfit on the Colonel s car-

penter's bench and removing the tin pail and miscel-

laneous assoriment of sundries. "There's the stove, as I

inverted t.he sheet iron box, which then stood revealed as

a compact little camp stove. I7in. long, I2in. wide and

6in. deep. There was no bottom to it, as the fire is

built inside of it, directly on the ground. It had two

holes in the top, 6in. in diameter, covered by lids swing-

ing upon rivets, and the two joints of pipe were fitted

together (one of the joints was an elbow) and placed
' upon a short collar at one end of the stove, to save top

room, while at the other end was a door. A heavy wire

was run in a hem around the entire open bottom_ of

the stove, and a stout wire bail or handle was let into

each end, hooking over the wire hem, by which to carry

the stove and contents when not in use.

"There!" I exclaimed, as I placed the stove right side

lip and put on the pipe, "that will prove large enough for

our party. You will observe that there is room for two

frying pans at once, so that I can get up a fish supper

for the entire party all at once without having^ to cook

the fish on the installment plan as I did last year."

"Great Scott!" cried Lacy, as I took the cover off

the big pail and unpacked its contents and spread them

out to°view, until pretty much the entire surface of the

of pots, pans, tin plates, kettles, etc- "Where in the world

did you find all that tinware, and how in the mischief do
you expect to get it all back again in that pail?"

"Well," said I, laughing, "I didn't find it; with the ex-

ception of the frying pans and tin plates everything was
designed by me, and made to measurement, so that all

nest together inside of the big pail. So," I continued,

gathering the articles together, "the pail comes first, of

course. It is iiin. in diameter and Sin. deep. Then the

two frying pans, which are of the same size. They are

loin. in diameter and nest together like a couple of tin

plates, the handles, of course, being detachable.
_
They are

of heavy, pressed sheet iron. lOin. in size, and just go in

the pail nicely. Then this saucepan comes next. It is

Sin. wide at the bottom, loin. wide at the top and 3}4in..

deep. Then this little flat pan, 7^in. on the bottom by
8j4in. at the top, and a couple of inches deep, comes
next."
"What's it for?" inquired Lacy.
"To wash dishes in and for general purposes," I re-

plied. "Then this smaller pail, 7in. at bottom, Q^'m. at

top and 6in. deep, goes in next. Then the tea kettle, for

boiling water for all sorts of purposes, 6^ in. at bottom
and top, and SJ^in. deep, goes in next," suiting the action

to the word. "Then this coffee pot comes next. It is 6in.

deep, 6;^in. wide on the bottom and 4J^in. wide at the

top. That is all the utensils that go in the pail. Then
you put on the lid to the coffee pot, and over that the tea

kettle lid, then this little pile of gin. tin plates, then the

lid to the small bucket, next you put in these flat covers

for saucepan and frying pans, and finally the big bucket

lid goes over all, and there you are!" I exclaimed, tri-

umphantly, replacing the big pail in the stove. "You will

also note that all handles are folding iron rings or wire

bails, so as to lie close to the sides of utensils, and all

spouts, lips, etc., are as small ,as possible, to be prac-

ticable." I continued.
"Well, that's the best outfit we have had yet," ex-

claimed Lacy, admiringly, as I replaced the miscellaneous

assortment of hardware in the stove alongside of the

Buchanan. Wm. W. Crosby, H. W. Anderson, Edgar
Ward, Edw. S. Baker. W. H. McLean.
This makes a total from the Eastern Division of more

than one hundred men who are opposed to the changes
made in the sailing rules last October.

Hermann Dudley Mxtrphy,

\ V
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pail, and set it back in the Colonel's closet.

"I should think so," said the Colonel, lighting a cigar.

"I think it will do." said I, modestly, as I took the

burning match from the Colonel's fingers and lighted my
own cigar.

.

"By the way, what shape are the rest of the canoes in?

asked the Colonel.

"Mine's all right," said Lacy. "I have overhauled and

repainted her thoroughly, and she is all ready to launch."

"Same here." said I. "I have not only overhauled and

repainted her thoroughly, but George's also; and the en-

tire fleet looks like new."
"That's good," the Colonel commented.
"By the way. Lacy, one of the best tricks in the entire

outfit I have at home in the mess chest in my work room,"

I continued.
"What is that?" he asked.

"A granite ware plate and cup for each man," I replied.

"We use them on our Greenbrier fishing trips and find

them much nicer to eat and drink from than the com-

mon tinware; besides being easier to clean after using."

"That certainly is a good trick," said Lacy, as he pulled

on his overcoat and overshoes, in which example we fol-

lowed him, and after the. Colonel had shut and locked his

work room door, we all wended our way down the snowy
path through the yard to the street, leaving the new
canoe, with its attractive, summery cruise suggestions, be-

hind us, and the little conclave broke up, each going his

separate way.
[to be continued.]

A. O A. Amendments.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Will you have the kindness to publish the following

names which have been added to the petition regarding

sailing rules of the A. C. A. since your last issue?: J. B.

Kelley, A. W. Brown, H. S. Bosson, A. W. Dodge, R.

D. Smith, Danl. S. Pratt, Jr., Oscar J. Gerd, Francis J.

Burrage, Edw. Lawrence, Jr., Jas. H. Law, Steadman

Smith, Walter E. Clark, Geo. S. Brazer. Robt. K. Rogers,

D A. Johnson. H. J. Conand, G. E. Fickett, H. G.

Chamberlain, J. E. Nold, W. A. Packard, Wm. V. For-

^aith Henry M. S. Aiken. Chas. T. Estabrook, W. C.

Billings. John B. May. Abbot S. Mitchell, C. J. Halpen,

W D. Cram. Alfred E. Collins, Fred. A. Sears, F. G.

Carter A W. Walls. W. K. Fowle, H. W. Cramphorse,

Wm T Ladd, Jack Howard, A. G. Mather. Wm. M.
Holbrook, H. V. Dimick, F, W. Fbwle, F. H. Sawyer,

O, M, ^' Bright, Cr Mi W,

A C A Membership.

Mr. Harry S. Maffitt, of Boston, Mass., has been pro-

posed for membership to the Eastern Division of the

A. C. A.

tHchting.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest amd Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and

not to any individual connected with the paper.

Our Boston Letter.

Boston, Feb. 25.—Many new wrinkles have been in-

stituted in the Belmont syndicate defender, now building

at Herreshoff's, which your correspondent has had the

opportunity of finding out and can now give to the

readers of Forest and Stream. It would be strange in-

deed if Herreshoff did not embody some new ideas in

construction, but the majority of yachtsmen have un-

doubtedly been unprepared to find so many startling

departures.
. , , . , ,

The lead is not secured to the keel plate m the usual

manner, but is held by over 800 screw bolts, §^in. in

diameter and 6in. long, which are screwed through the

lower streak of plating and into the lead._ There are

also 37 threaded bolts, lin. in diamter and loin. long, that

pass through the keel casting into the lead. The distance

from the bottom of the lead to the deck is 24ft. and the

beam is exactly 26ft. There are 77 frame spaces, the

same as in the Columbia.
The keel casting, which rests upon the top of the lead,

is J4in, thick, and has flanges 4in. high, running along

its length and transversely at the frame stations. This

takes the heels of the frames, and also the heels of the

floor plates. The upper edge of the lead is rabbetted to

take the bottom of the lower streak of plating, thus mak-

ing a smooth ioint. The plating is arranged on the

raised and sunken system up to the top of D plate, which

comes flush with plate C. From there up to the deck the

plating is flush. The plates at station 40 are from 49 to

48in. wide and from 8-32 to 6-32 in thickness.

There are belt plates which go around the inside of the

boat and form floor plates and deck beams. These are

Tsin. deep and 5-40 to 7-40 in thickness. At the outer

edge there is an angle bar on either side, which is riveted

through the plate, and to which the outer plating is se-

cured. From the plank sheer to the bottom of D plate,

the belt plate is cut in at different places. Through these

cut out places run bulbed angle bars and T bars, which

run the entire length of the boat. The angle bars come
at the middle of the outside plating, and the T bars conie

at the edges of the plates, to which they are fastened,

making flush joints.

These longitudinal braces, or really frames, are to take

the places of bulbed angle frames. The belt plates come
at every fourth frame space, except at the mast station,

where they double up. Between them there are bulbed

angle frames and plain angle frames, which do. not, how-

ever, go above the top of the third streak of plating. The
frame stations are spaced 2oin. on centers and the belt

plates, coming at every fourth station, are spaced 6ft and

Sin. Above the top of the third row of plating there is

nothing in the nature of frames except the belt plates, to

which the outer plates are fastened, and the longitudinal

angle bars and T bars.

The T bars are 4^ by 4%m. amidships, and tapering at

the ends. The bulbed angels are 3 by 2 amidships, taper-

ing at the ends. The short frames, which are bulbed an-

gles, are 3 by 2, except the one which comes in the middle

space, between' the belt plates, which is a plain angle, 154

by There are floor plates and tie bars above the lead

on the bulbed angle frames, and a solid floor plate run-

ning between the pair of plain angle frames. The stations

at which the belt plates come are as follows: 4, 8, 12, 16,

20. 24, 28, 30, 32, 36, 40. 44. 48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72 and 70.

The angle frames, which are called the intermediate

frames, are placed at the following stations: 10, 14, 17,

18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 38. 39.

Ai, 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, Si, 53. 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 01.

62 and 63. There are no intermediate frames aft of sta-

tion 63. At station 2 there is a bulkhead of steel plate.

No previous cuo defender has had a system of logitudi-

nal framing installed to take the places of the regular

angle frames. This principle of lightness seems to have

been Herreshoff's greatest aim in the new boat, for her

dimensions are not much different from the Columbias

except in the point of beam, in which he has given the

new boat 2ft. more. In the construction of the boat, the

plate plans of the Columbia have been used.

Another innovation is in the mast step. In former cup

defenders this was a solid metal casting, but m the new

boat it is formed of plates, 7-i6in. m thickness. The

mast will be stepped between stations 29 and 30, but the

arrangement of plates will extend from frame 23 to frame

32, the mast step plates engaging the frames. The step

itself is conical in shape.
, , , ,

Thomas W. Lawson has again startled the yachtsmen

by making the most generous offer of prizes to be raced

for after the international races are finished, that has

ever before been known. The prizes are offered for

yachts in the larger classes and for fishermen. The

following is the list which was given out by Mr. Lawson

to the press Saturday night:

For 90ft. sloops, a suitable cup; for all schooners, a

cup valued at about $1,000, with siutable second and third

prizes; for 70-footers, a cup valued at about $1,000; for

the Sift, rating class, a cup valued at about $500; also

cash prizes for all fishermen, $1,000 first, $500 second and

SsiiO third.

There sonriething VWf t^^*? W19\^
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cannot fail to be appreciated by all yachtsmen, and shows
remarkable keenness of foresight on the part of Thomas
W. Lawson. In the first place the races are to be
scheduled after the international races are over, this not
interfering with any regular dates. It is only natural lor
a man like Sir Thomas Lipton to recognize the value of
such enterprise by one man. Therefore, it is expected
that he will be perfectly willing to bring the Shamrock
II. to Massachusetts waters, that the people here may
have the pleasure of witnessing a race between 90-footers.
It is only natural, too, that the owners of the Belmont
syndicate defender, not wishing to be outdone in recog-
nizing the compliment implied, will bring their boat to
enter in the races. With such an interest started, it would
be surprising indeed if the whole racing fleet of the New-
York Y. C. did not come to Massachusetts waters to take
part in the races.

And here is another feature which means a great deal
for future yachting in these waters. The races are to be
given under the auspices of the Hull-Massachusetts Y.
C, of which Mr. Lawson is a member. This will place

.
this club in a position before all others in New England,
and will prove the starting point of making it the New
York Y. C, of Boston. The club has every natural
facility for maintaining this position, and is fortunate in
having a member like Mr. Lawson, who is able and willing
to take the initial means of making it possible.
But for the interest of the sport throughout the entire

New England district it means a boom which has been
long waited for. It means that the interest in the larger
classes will be revived, and that each succeeding year will
see_ a big fleet of large boats in these waters during the
racing season. Massachusetts yachtsmen own large
yachts which they cannot race here, as there are not
classes for them. If these first races prove successful, it
is likely that a series will be given each year, and Massa-
chusetts will take the position in the yachting world
which it should have before maintained through its
natural facilities, and this revival of interest will be wholly
credited to Thomas W. Lawson. John B. Killeen.

"

The alterations that have been made on the stem yach<-
Surf, which is owned by Mr. C. K. Billings, N. Y. Y. C,
were done under the supervision of Messrs. Tarns Le-
mome & Crane. Mr. Percy Chubb. N. Y. Y. C.', has
commissioned this firm to change the rig of his cutter
Vigilant to that of a yawl. This same firm has an order
for a sieain yacht for Mr. Edmund Randolph. N. Y. Y,
C. She will he 8sft long. iift. beam and 4ft. draft. Geo'
Lawlev Si Son Corp., of South Boston, will build her and

Increasing Interest in House-Boating.
""THE'la^ of house-boats, both large and. small,

that iave been built during the last few years, and the
many requests-- that the "publishers of Forest and Stream

- have received from its -readers for information on the sub-
ject, indicates a widespread interest in this novel, health-
ful and wholesome sport. The many uses to which house-
boats can be put appeal to almost all sportsmen. This is

clearly shown by the fact that some of the large railway
and hotel systems have introduced house-boats for the
use of sportsmen wherever game of any sort is to be
found,, either on salt or fresh water. At the Pan-Amer-
ican Exposition to be held in Buffalo this summer there
will be seen a house-boat that is practically a floating hotel.

This is intended for the use of those visitors who wish to
be near the exposition grounds and who prefer to live on
the water.
On cruising yachts the matter of living and sleeping ac-

commodations is always of secondary consideration to the
question of safety and seaworthiness. But in the case
of the house-boat, the all-important features are questions
of ease, comfort and luxurJ^ The designer works with far
more freedom in planning the vessel, and this would
naturally be the case, on account of thal.requirements be-
ing so entirely different. In the house-boat the designer
generally produces a craft of very shallow draft, so^ that
she may lie close to the shore and be used in very shoal
water, and that she shall be non-capsizable and able- to be
moved from place to place -either under sail or motor
power w^th reasonable speed and safety. It is the shape
of the hull and the high cabin structure which shows the
relationship of the entire craft to a house rather than to a
boat. Merely because there is a general impression that
the house-boat is a sort of a scow with a big dry goods
box on top of it, still there is no good reason why any
reputable naval architect should not be employed to make
the plans and, if possible, superintend the entire con-
struction of the boat. The small commission paid to the
architect for such services could easily be saved by him
in the cost of the boat, and eventually would prove a

wise investment. In conversation recently with one of
the best known naval architects in this country, he spoke
of a house-boat that he had designed for use in Florida
waters, and said that it was one of the most difficult prob-
lems he had ever tried to solve, for the reason that the
boat was to be used in very shallow water and that under
no circumstances w-as her draft to exceed 2ft. The boat
was built in Northern waters, and it was necessary that
she should be sufficiently staunch and seaworthy to en-
able her to make outside runs when going from one inside
route to another, on her trip to the South. The boat was
intended for use in rather a wild country where, of

"SQW^i \^
jrppssible to procure oil for the en^i^e, ^n^

it was therefore necessary to build tanks large enough to

carry a two months' supply. It was also necessary to

make extra proA'ision for a liberal supply of fresh water
and ample accommodations for ice and supplies. To cover
all these requirements and at the same time give the owner
all the living room he wanted, it became a difficult matter
to produce the results desired, and at the same time not
to increase the draft of the boat. When the boat was
built and turned over to her owner she was found to be
perfect in every way, and it was evident that had her de-
sign been in less skillful hands it is safe to assume that

there would have been danger of failure.

Through the kindness of Messrs. Tams, Lemoinc &
Crane, Mr. M. Hubbe, Messrs. Clay & Torbenson and
several of our correspondents, we are able to reproduce
this week quite a number of designs of house-boats. These
include, the most primitive as well as the elaborate, both
power and stationary, that have yet been built in this

country.

There is now being built by Messrs. T. S. Marvel &
Co., of Newburg, N. Y., a twin-screw steel house-boat for
Mr. Pierre Lorillard. This is not Mr. Lorillard's first

experience with house-boats, as this boat will replace Cai-
man, that was burned in Florida last year. The new boat
is i2Sft. long over all, 119ft. 6in. on the waterline, 22ft.

width of hull, 23ft. 4in. extreme width over guard rails,

8ft. 6in. depth of hull at lowest point and 2ft. 6in.

draft. Her displacement at 2ft. 6in. draft is 137
tons, and her displacement at 2ft. 3in. is 122
tons. She will have two decks, and on the upper
deck amidships will be an observatory 25ft. long and 13ft.

wide, from which the main deck is reached by a staircase.

The main deck is^^y;gri up to the living quarters of the
owner. Forward'^is a, front parlor i6ft. long and 20ft.

wide, which opens on to .a passageway leading aft. On
either side of this passageway are two large staterooms, a
toilet room on the starboard side and a gun room on the
port side._ The back parlor is also reached by a passage-
way. This room is 13ft. long and 20ft. wide. There is a
stateroom on either side of the after passageway, both of
which have connecting toilet and bath rooms. Below
the main deck the space has been utilized in the best man-
ner. Each room is of liberal size and careful attention has
been paid to the matter of ventilation. There is a good
sized forecastle with swinging berths for the men, from
which a passageway leads aft to the servants' sitting room.
On the starboard side of the passage are rooms for the
ship keeper, cooks and other servants; on the port side
are rooms for the pilot, waiters and steward. The ser-

vants' sitting room is 20ft. wide and 15ft. long, and aft of
this are to be found an ice house, which will hold five

tons; a pantry and another storeroom.. The kitchen
comes next and then the engine room is reached. The
greatest a^tentiot^ has beei| paid to the fittings ^4 a|)poj||tr
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ments of the boat, and they will be superb in every way. as
it is Mr. Lor.'llard's intention to live aboard her several
months of the year. The boat will be lighted throughout
with electricity, and she will carry four boats—a skiff, a
dinghy, a gig and a 3-horse-power motor launch. The
power of the boat will be furnished by two 25-horse-power
Murray & Tregur ha gasoline engine motors.
The motor house-boat Wateree was also designed by

Mr. M. Hubbe and built in 1900 by Mr. A. Hansen, of
Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, for Mr. L. G. B'llings. She is 52ft.

long, 15ft. beam, 4ft. deep and 2ft. 6in. draft. Forward
there is a storeroom and naphtha tank which has a capacity
of five barrels. The large stateroom forward is 13ft. wide
and 8ft. long, running the full width of the boat. In
this room there arc two sets of folding berths, the lower

the nursery another stateroom. Aft of the sleeping quar-

ters is the dining room, which is iift. long by 22ft. wide,

running the full width of ^he boat. Leading from the

d'ning room is a large pantry sft. wide and 13ft. long.

This connects w'ith a large galley, I2ft._ long and 9ft. wide,

which is on the port side of the engine space. A large

storeroom and ice box open from the galley. In the ex-

treme after end of the boat on the starboard side, is ihe

mess room, 6ft. by 14ft. ;
opening from the mess room

is a stateroom for the steward and cook and another for

the captain and engineer, also a toilet room for the crew.

There is good deck space both fore and aft. On he
promenade deck is the deck saloon, wh'ch is practically

the only obstruction. The promenade deck is 86ft. long

and 22ft. wide, all covered with an awning. The deck

BILLINGS.

the numbers are now out of print, we publish them agam
by request. These three designs are of the most prim.tive

sort, but will appeal to the house-boater of moderate

means.
The first letter is from a San Francisco yachtsman, and

a member of the house-boat colony of that city, his tiny

craft being the second one from the right in the picture,

with a yawl-rigged boat, the Muggamma Chuddee, beside

it. The letter:

Editor Forest and Stream:
While the Forest and Stream has turned its attent'on

to almost everything within its province with great im-

partility—barring, of course, a weakness for cutters

—

there is one class of vessel that I think has not received all

I'LAN-AIIXIL-IARY HOUSE-BOAT-DESIGNED BY MESSRS. CLAY & TORBENSEN.

one being 3oin. wide and the upper one 24in. wide. From
this room, leading aft to the living room, is a passage with

a storeroom, bathroom and a smaller stateroom 6ft. wide

and 6ft. 6in. long on ei her side. The saloon or livmg

room is 14ft. wide and 14ft. 6in. long, and has two sofa

and two folding berths ; aft of the saloon is the engme

room, adjoining which and on the port side is the galley.

On the starboard side, opposite the galley and leading from

the saloon, is the companionway which leads to the

promenade deck, which is entirely covered by an awnmg.

In the pilot house is a berth for the captam. In the

engine room are two berths—one for the engmeer and

one for the steward. In the drawmg, a motor is shown

for a single screw, but the owner decided to have t\vm

screws, and two 7-horse-power Coscob motors were in-

stalled,' which drive the boat at seven to seven and a half

miles an hour. Wateree has proved so roomy, compact

and convenient on such light draft that several other boats

have been built from the same plans.

The plans of the house-boat designed by Messrs. 1 ams.

Lemoine & Crane for Mr. J. B. MacDonough, former

owner of the 46ft. Fife cutter Jessica, show a very whole-

some type of house-boat. As she is to be used mostly on

Long Island Sound and in the vicinity of
.
New \ ork her

des-gner was not especially restricted as to draft and for

that reason he was able to turn out an ideal vessel She is

beino- built by Samuel xA-yers & Son, of Nyack N. Y. ihe

boat^is looft. over all, 23ft. beam and 6ft. draft. She is

fitted with a loo-horse-power engine that will drive her at

a speed of eight knots. Her cabins are splendidly ar-

ranged having been laid out with much care and study.

Forward is the owner's room. loft. 6in. long, running the

full w'd h of the boat; from the owner's room aft to the

dining room is a passage 3ft. wide with bath and state-

rooms on each side. On the starboard side next to the

owner's room is a good sized bathroom Sft. 6m. long and

sft wide and adjoining this room is the guest room. Sft.

6iil" wide and gft. long. Next aft is a smaller sta eroom

6ft by Sft. 6in.. and beyond that another room and the

compan=onway leading to the deck saloon or observatory.

On the port side aft of the owner's room is the owner s

bathroom. 6ft. by loft.; next aft is a stateroom 5ft. by

joft. ;
adjoiping Ihis il the pnrsery, loft, by 13ft. ; ait of

saloon is iSft. long and i6ft. wide in the clear; in the

after end are three bath houses and the staircase leading

to the ber.h deck. Companionways forward and aft lead

to the lower deck. The boat is lighted throughout with

electricity.

Messrs. Clay & Torbenseu were among the first to

realize the possibilities of the house-boat in American
waters. The boat of their design, which appears in this

week's issue, is 67ft. over all, i6ft. beam with twin screws,

the engines being in the extreme after end, leaving a

large amount of space in the body of the boat for the

saloon, staterooms, etc. The kitchen is fit.ed with a range

set in brick, and the ordinary appurtenances of a house

on shore. The e^^timated speed of this boat is from five to

six miles.

The two following letters, with photographs and

sketches that accompany ihem, were published in the

columns of Forest and Stream ?ome time ago. and as

the notice its merits entitle it to. The merits and de-

merits, advantages and faults of the "hundred-tonner"

and "half-rater," the canoe and the "sneak box" and the

punt have all been discussed at length in the columns of

Forest and Stream, but as far as my knowledge extends

the gentle, retiring and unobtrusive "ark" or "house-b:at"

has been singularly neglected. Being one of those who
go down to the seaside in arks, it occurs to me to put in

a small wee plea for this kind of aquatic property.

Some sort of description of the "house-boat" will, I

suppose, be the proper thing at this juncture. Firstly, it

consists of a float or fla boat from 16 to 60ft. long (this

and all other dimensions and details of this craft are gov-

erned by the length of the proprietor's purse) and from 8

to 40ft. wide, and from 17m. to 4ft. in depth. This is

built entirely with an eye to strength and durab'li-y. and
with no pretensions to model ; the sides straight, the ends

sloping at an angle and the deck perfectly flush and level

TrROUP OF HOUSP-BOATS, SAN FRANCISCO PAV.
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Upon this floating foundation is erected a struc'ure about
8ft. high at the eaves, and from 6in. to a foot higher in the
center. There should be no ridge, but the roof should
extend in an easy curve from side to side and be covered
with painted canvas like a steamer's deck. This will shed
water like a duck's back in the heaviest rain storms. The
eaves may be carried out over the sides and ends for
shelter if desired, and the deck should be so carried out

SECTH::V-AUXTLIARY HOUSE-BOAT^-DESIGNED BY
MESSRS. CLAY & TORBENSEN.

to give a promenade and lounging place all the way round.
From ihe roof at each end boat davits should extend to
allow the tenders to be hoisted up for the night, which
will prevent their getting alongside and making night
hideous by bumping. Note—An ark is a sort of big bass
drum and the slightest contact produces a sound in the
stillness of the night "fit to wake the dead."
Under the eaves there should be a tank to hold water

tor the cuhnary department and another for the wash-
stand, or one tank can easily be made to serve for both
These are filled by bringing a barrel of water alongside
and pump:ng the water up into the tanks. On rivers and
lakes, of course, this would be unnecessary. It is only on
salt water that the barrel is requisite as an intermediary

The interior may be fitted up as elaborately or as plainly

as fancy (or the purse) dictates. A good general plan is, a
large living, dining and smoking room. From this a

passage leads to the after gangway, having on one side the
kitchen and pantry, and on the other a small room for a
servant if one is kept. In some of our arks the "Jap" (all

the ark servants are Japanese) goes ashore after the dishes
are washed, and is seen no more until the nex: morning
in time to get breakfast. While the "arkonauts" are away,
swimming or boating, the Jap puts things to rights, ma-
king beds, sweeping out, etc. These beds usually consist
of a couple of bunks in each corner of the main room as
wide as an ordinary double bed, with spring mattresses
and all ihe modern improvements, curtained off and
affording accommodations for eight sleepers if necessary.

As to the cost of this affair, it, like the dimensions, is a

matter to be regulated by the financial ability of the

projector. I know one that cost, complete, considerably
less than $200. and ano.her whose owner didn't get off

much under $3,000. One of the best we have was built by

the owner and his friends (clerks in stores) in their
spare time. It took a good while to do it, and I'm not at
all sure her owner ever will stop work on it, but he and
his friends have been living in it all this season. An ark
can be just as simple and plain, and just as elabora e and
as orna;e as you please; so long as the "boat part" is well
built, tight and strong all is well; that is the sine qua non,
there must be no skimping of material there; the spikes,
must be long enough to hold the planks, and Jte planks
thick enough to hold the spikes and the caulking.
Now as to the uses of the ark, they are d'verse, but

governed, of course, largely by the environment; one' may
be towed up some quiet stream where the fishing is good,
or where milk and eggs are within call, and leftin charge
of madam and the young ones, who can amuse .hemselves;
rowing, swimming or doing nothing, while paterfamilias,
hies him to the neighbor'ng railway station on his way to
the city and slavery. As the headquarters of a hunting
party the ark may be moored in some quiet bay or creek,
or on some lake far enough from shore to avoid the blood-I

T'cttt.rt.citt.
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thirsty mosquito, but near enough to allow one to place

himself in touch with civilization through the medium of

the telegraph and railway whenever it becomes necessary.

My own ark is moored in a beautiful landlocked cove
about five miles from the city, half a mile from the ferry,

and a quarter of a mile or so from the yacht club house,

and under the shelter of a high promontory, which effectu-

ally protects us from the trade winds and the summer
fogs which roll in like a dense curtain through the Golden
Gate, almost every afternoon. This protecting

_
bluflf is

covered on its lee side with a dense growth of "tejon" and
scrub oak, from amidst which peep out dozens of more or

less pretentious villas ; anchored about me in all directions

are some twenty arks of various styles of architecture, but

no two of them alike. In the evening the air is vocal

with the twang of the mandolin or the plunk of the more
plebeian banjo, while the summer girl and her temporarily

best fellow tUne their voices in (more or less) melodious
concord. Big hanging lamps throw their light through

stained glass windows, and are reflected in the phos-
phorescent ripples as we row by on our way to visit a

friend or sit on the verandas idly blow'ing the after-dinner

cloud.

When one grows sleepy, the tender is hoisted up at the

davits, the lights put out, we tumble into our bunks, and,

lulled by the scarcely perceptible rocking of the ark, and
the gentle lapping of the wavelets alongside, sleep as if

that were our manifest destiny.

The accompanying plans show the sizes of the California

ark, and may be useful to intending house-boaters in other

localities.

I have not attempted to go very deeply into details of

construction, as that is a matter upon which any local

shipwright or even house carpenter can furnish all desired

information.
The smaller of these arks is calculated to accommodate

two with some degree of comfort. The float is 8 by i6ft.,

the house 8 by 8, the quarter-deck, where smoking is

allowed, 6 by 8.

If built of inch stuflf ift. wide with the seams covered

with ornamental battens 3in. wide, the house will require

only three roof timbers and a frame of 2 by 3 scantling

at deck and eaves to nail the top and bottom of the siding

to, and a piece tying the corner posts together to prevent

the roof over the quarter-deck from springing; the roof

covered with light canvas and well painted will not leak

in a deluge. This thing can be sculled at a respectable

'speed if it becomes necessary to move to avoid paying

"ground rent" or taxes, or meeting your creditors.

The other structure is intended for the use of any

number up to eight, being double the length and width

of the first. Her strength would have to be proportion-

ately increased, while the finish, appointments and cost

may be carried to any extreme prompted by your purse

or experience. Her framing would have to be much
more elaborate than in the case of the smaller one, being,

in fact, not unlike that of a small house.

I will not attempt to give any estimate of cost, as

figures based upon the market here would be of little or no

v,'alue to the majority of your readers. W. B.

Saw Francisco, Cal.

The following letter takes us from San Francisco to

Florida

:

Editor Forest and Stream:
I inclose sketch of a boat or scow that I used on Indian

River a few winters since. Of course it is quite different

from the house-boat seen on the Thames, about Kingston

and Richmond, but then the cost was no comparison.

On reaching Daytona, Fla., I at first thought of buying

or chartering some cabin boat and living on her through

the winter, but I remembered the sleepless nights and
contracted quarters on such a craft when in Florida

years before, and concluded to try a new plan.

Securing the services of a good house carpenter (boat

builders want their own way) I selected some well seasoned

hard pine at the local saw mill, and in a week's time we
had a scow 24 by 8ft., all caulked and bottom covered

with tar, and a house high enough for head room, 7ft., of

thin stuff plowed and matched, roof slightly crowned,

covered with drilling and two good coats of paint, making
it weather proof; windows and doors I bought ready

made at a small cost. I then purchased at the local

stores an outfit of bedstead (full size), mattress, cover-

ing, etc., togetherwith an oil stove and a few cooking uten-

sils' groceries, etc., and I was all ready to move into my
new quarters. Of course the boat was the subject of much
adverse criticism from the natives, and I was the re-

cipient of no end of advice, but I had built boats before

and was used to that sort of thing.

For a tender I bought a well-proportioned little' skiff

or "flattie" about 14ft." long. She was. easy to row, and
by putting in a small centerboard and rigging up a sprit-

sail, I found I had no occasion to use the oars when there

was a breeze, which was almost every day. The nights

were usually calm except during a norther. I was for-

tunate in securing an old mushroom or mud anchor and

some fathoms of chain, enough to hold the craft in any
situation I was likely to be anchored.
To abbreviate, I found the boat a great success, anchor-

ing far enough out in the river to insure quiet. I spent a

fe%v days at each town along the river, dropping down
with the tide gradually, as far as the Inlet, from this to

Mosquito, some twelve or fifteen miles. I was towed by

one of the small steamboats running between Daytona and
Titusville, at a moderate cost.

Mosquito Lagoon is pretty wide arid exposed, so I

worked down to the Haulover Canal with a favoring north

wind and through into Indian River and across to Titus-

ville. Here I anchored some two weeks, and securing an

old spar and piece of canvas I rigged up quite a respect-

able mast and square sail, and bolting a lee board on each

side, I found with any kind of fair or quartering wind my
house-boat was as manageable as some catboats. I steered

with a large oar on a pin over the stern.

From Titusville I cruised the entire river almost as far

as St. Lucie and Eden, stopping as long as I felt inclined

at the various places en route. I was obliged to return

Yacht a«b Notes.

There was a large attendance at the annual meeting
of the Larchmont Y. C, held at Delmonico's, Fifth ave-

nue and Forty-fourth street, on Feb. 20. The prizes won
during the past year were exhibited.

The secretary reported that there were 296 yachts in

the fleet; that during the year 72 new members were
elected and 5 were reinstated; there were 27 resignations

and II deaths.

The trustees reported that the club had 600 regular

members, 50 life members and 17 army and navy mem-
bers, making a full membership according to the con-
stitutional Hmit, and that there is now a waiting list.

Fifty-t-wo members have been elected since Jan. i.

Some amendments to the racing rules were made, and
it was announced that Commodore Adams will offer

prizes to be sailed for in the coming season, to be known
as the Adams Cups. The particular events for which
these prizes will be offered will be decided by the Board
of Trustees and the Regatta Committee.
The following officers for the coming year were unan-

imously elected: Com.. Frederick T. Adams, schooner
Sachem; Vice-Com., Wilson Marshall, schooner Atlantic;

Rear-Com., James Baird, sloop Hussar II.; Sec'y, A.
Bryan Alley; Treas., William Murray; Meas.. Jshn
Hyslop: Trustees, to serve three years, William B.
Jenkins and Edward J. Greacen

;
Trustee, to serve two

years, to fill vacancy, Edward S. Hatch.

, it It •!

At the annual meeting of the Yachtsmen's Club, held

at the club house,. 47 W. 47th street,, on Feb. 19, the follow-

ing officers were elected for the coming year : Pres.,

David Banks, Commodore of the Atlantic Y. C; Vice-

Pres., Frederick M. Hoyt, Commodore of the Stamford
Y. C. ; Sec'y. E. M. MacLellan, Secretary of the Manhas-
set Bay Y. C. ; Treas., Philip G. Sanford, Atlantic Y. C;
Trustees, C. Eckert, Cliff Haven Y. C. and C. T. Pierce,

Riverside Y._ C. The following new members were
elected: E. V. Sumner, New York Y. C; E. Hope Nor-
ton and George Hill, Atlantic Y. C; H. B. Yates, E. K.
Greene and H. M. Molson, Royal St. Lawrence Y. C,
and G. H. Chasmar, Norwalk Y. C.

at ts at

At a meeting of the Knickerbocker Y, C; held Feb.

20, at the Hotel Manhattan, it was decided to apply to

the Yacht Racing Union of Long Island Sound for the

first Saturday in June as the date of the annual regatta

of the club. It was stated that of the bond issue of $7,500
on account of the extension of the club house at College
Point, bonds to the value of $1,800 had been canceled in

the past year.

•5 It "6

The ''fitting out" dinner of the Manhasset Bay Y. C.

will be given on .Saturday evening, March 2, at 7 o'clock

at the Yachtsmen's Club, 47 West Forty-third street. The
purpose of this dinner is to encourage mutual intercourse

and a general and complete acquaintance among the old

and new members. More than double the number of men
have been admitted to membership this year than were
elected during the same period last year and it is re-

quested that each member will so far as possible bring as

his guest a friend or friends whom he can indorse for

membership. There will be no speechmaking, and it is

ii
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North unexpectedly and sold my entire outfit at alrnost

first cost to a man clearing a piece of land for pine-

apples, who, I learned afterward, hauled the boat on shore

and made it a permanent residence.

Regarding the cost, as near as I can. remember, boat all

complete, tender, anchor, sail, etc., cost about $150. I

am sure my expenses for groceries and other eatables were

not over $1.50 to $i.7S weekly. Fish, oysters, oranges,

etc., cost 'nothing, visitors being usually allowed to help

themselves to oranges lying on the ground in most of the

groves. Occasionally the mosquitoes were troublesome,

but I had a good net and never lost my sleep on their

account. I would add that the boat was divided mto two

rooms, forward being the reception and sleeping room,

and aft the kitchen and general repair shop.

Any one wintering on Indian River will get more com-

fort from this plan than living at a hotel or cramped up on

a sailboat or yacht. The scow drew but Sin. Perhaps

after a year or two she might have settled deeper in the

water, but not much. E. D.

The publishers of Forest anb Stream will be glad to

receive from designers, builders and all those interested in

house-boats plans, photographs and descriptive articles on

this subject,

probable that entertainment may be furnished during the

course of the evening.

The following proposals for membership are published

in pursuance of the constitution : Mr. Howard Gould, 824

Fifth avenue. New York citv; Mr. Clarence P. Wyckoff.

18 Wall street, New York city; Mr. Stanton Whitney,

103 West Fifty-fourth street. New York city; Mr. Glen-

worth D. Borden, 36 Broad street. New York city; Mr.

J Butler Wright, 42 West Ninth street. New York city;

Mr C. W. Scott, Port Washington. N. Y. ; Mr. Edwin
Stevens, 65 West Thirty-fifth street. New York city; Mr.

Stephen H. P. Pell, 542 Fifth avenue, New York cit>^

1^ 1^ 1^

Mr William Gardner, the designer, talked to tlie

members of the Yachtsmen's Club, 47 West Forty-third

street, on Wednesday evening, Feb. 20, on "The Racing

Yacht: Its History, Development and Design." Mr.

Gardner treated the subject in a niost interesting

comprehensive manner.

and

Emperor William has informed the HeHgoland Cup

Committee that in consequence of the death of Queen

Victoria the race for the cup will not be sailed this year.
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YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The 51-footer ordered by Mr. J. Rogers Maxwell frwm

the Herreshoffs will be ready by the time the season
opens. Mr. H. W. Maxwell has sold his raceabout
Snapper to Mr. A. Bryan Alley, who will put a larger sail

spread on her and race her in the 25ft. class for sloops.

Mr. Harry Maxwell has purchased the 36-footer Effort.

8^ 8^

Mrs. Herreshoff, mother of the yacht designer Mr.
Nat Herreshoff, died at her home in Bristol, R. I., on
Feb. 19.

1^

A contract for another new yacht has been placed with
the Gas Engine and Power Co. and Charles L. Seabury
& Co. The boat is to be an auxiliary yawl, 76ft., 6in.

over all, 52ft. long on the waterline, 17ft. beam and 7ft.

6in. draft. She will be a keel boat, and will have a flush

deck. Forward will be the crew's quarters, the galley

and sailing master's stateroom. Next aft are two state-

rooms, with a passage between them. The main cabin is

lift, long and runs the full width of the boat. The power

SteelTwin-Screw House Boat
Two 25 HP Motors

will consist of a 25 horse-power gasoline engine. The same
firm is also building a launch for Gen. J. R. Brooke,
Quartermaster's Department, Governor's Island. This

boat will be 45ft. long by loft. beam. She will have a speed

of 12 miles an hour.

Mr. Amzi L. Barber, N. Y. Y. C, has sold the steam
yacht Shemara to the New South Wales Government.
The yacht has arrived at Bermuda from Havana, and
there will be delivered to her new owners. The crew will

return to New York by steamer, and an English crew
will be put aboard to complete the voyage.

1^ 1^

The 2i-footer Cohasset knockabout Oriole has been
sold by Mr. John E. Wayland, through the agency of

Huntington & Seaman, to Mr. E. B. Pinckney.

Fixtures*

Feb.28—West Chester, Pa.—Eighth antiual live-bird shoot of the

West Chester Gun Club. F. H. Eachus, Sec'y-
March 2.—New York.—Two-week Roof Garden tournament of

the National Sportsmen's Association. Capt. J. A. H. Dressel,

Sec'y. ^
March 19-21.—Asheville, N. C—The Peters Cartridge Company s

two days' target tournament. Maj. E. P. McKisseck, Sec'y. John
Parker, Mgr.

.

March 21.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target and hve-bird

shoot. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Feb. 27.—Interstate Park.—Team race, a New York team vs. a

New Jersey team, at 1 o'clock. Sweepstake shooting commences at

10 o'clock.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds,
June —.—Interstate Park. Queens, L. I.—Forty-third annual

tournament of the New York State Association for the Protection
of Fish and Game.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap tournament at

live birds. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway, New York.
April 17-18.—Jacksonville, FJa.^The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. B.
W. Sperrv, Sec'y.
May 8-I6.—Memphis, Tenn.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Memphis Gun Club.
June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.

July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. (J., Can.—The Interstate Association's
tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.

H. Foss, Sec'y.
July 10-11.—^Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens. L. I.—The Interstate Asso-

ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
.fl.OOO added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7.-9.—Providence, R, I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.

Root. Sec'v.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker,
Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.

In the Carteret championship contest, a rather novel point came
up for adjudication. In the seventy-second round, Mr. Harold
Money at the score, the trap did not open in response to the

command "Pull." After an appreciable interval, Mr. Money
turned to the referee, at the same time breaking his gun, and in-

quired as to the cause of the delay. At that juncture the trap

was pulled and the bird escaped without being shot at. The
referee declared the bird lost. It was rather an exceptional^ hard-

ship to the plucky young shooter, since there was much to justify

a '"no bird,'' a little to justify a "lost bird." First of all the bird

had not been offered at the call of pull; second, an extreme delay
might easily be interpreted that the bird was not to be released

at call; third, the rule of the Carteret Gun Club on this point
reads as follows: "If in the opinion of the releree, the shooter is

balked by any antagonist or looker on, or by the trapper, whether
by design or otherwise, he may be allowed another bird." Let us
suppose that the shooter calls "Pull," and that the trap is not
opened there after for half a day, what is the shooter to do?
That reduces the matter to an absurdity, and shows that after a
reasonable time he may assume that the trap is not to be opened
and act accordingly.

m,

Admiral Courtney, imperturbable and dignified, as is his wont,
was a visitor in the gun colony of New York in the early part of

this week. While leaving the zephyr and sylphlike to the four-

hundred as a specialty, the Admiral is most successful as a man
of deeds. Witness his performance at the last G. A. H. ! Had the
shoot-oif been on the high seas, that brute of a bird, shot flatly

to the ground, would not have escaped beyond the boundless
ocean. A bird falling into the salt watei- -ivould have a more
serious problem than if falling on dry land. The Admiral killed

25 and some more straight any way in the last G. A. H.

In the high averages of the Hot Springs tournament, Mr. W.
R. Crosby led all the competitors with an average of .955. Gilbert

was second with .943. Heikes was third with .933. Fanning was
fourth with .925. On Thursday afternoon, in the ninth event, the
squad whose members were Messrs. Heikes, Gilbert, Fanning,
Burnside and Crosby broke 99 out of 100 targets. An account of

the shoot, interestingly reported by Mr. F. C. Riehl, will be
found elsewhere in our trap columns this week.

The victory of Mr. Harold Money in the contest for the cham-
pionship of the Carteret Gun Club, on Thursday and Friday of last

week, ranks in the first class. The conditions were 100 live birds,

$100 entrance, 30 yards boundary. The birds were extra good, the

weather conditions were favorable to the birds, and the competitors
were performers of known skill and ability. Mr. Money killed

88, and won the trophy and the honors.

K
Mr. John Popp. the President, writes us as follows: "The Michi-

gan ^tate Trap Shooters' League will hold its first annual tourna-

ment at Saginaw, Mich., on May 28, 29, 30, under the auspices

of the East Side Gun Club, of Saginaw. The tournament will be
under the management of Mr. John Parker, of Detroit, Mich., and
will be at both live birds and targets. It will be open to all, and
$300 in cash will be added to the purses.

The preparations for the Roof Garden Tournament are in an

advanced stage. Mr. Elmer E. Shaner arrived in town during

the latter part of last week, and found the preliminary work well

begui>. The installation of the magautrap, the completion of the

platform and back stop, etc., will be all done by Thursday of this

week, or Friday at the latest, so that the shooting may commence
at the appointed hour without any delay.

After winning the Carteret championship, Mr. Harold Money
engaged in a miss and out, and stood at the 33 yard mark, the
extreme back mark of the club. He killed 17 straight and won.
He shot in finished form. While all this proves that Mr. Money
is a great shot indeed, it also proves that the modern gun and
ammunition is not handicapped at 33 yards.

In a team shoot at Washington Park, Gloucester City, Pa.,
Feb. 22, S25 a side, 3 birds per man, • Huriingham rules,
the scores were as follows: Alexander Pierce killed 3; John
Pew. 2; J. Brown, 2; W. J. Thompson, Jr., 2; S. F. Fluegelman,
2. Total, 11. E. Butler, 3; J. Redfield, 2; James Smith, 2; Charles
Burdsall, 1; William Spencer, 1. Total, 9.

^Mr. Harry Kirkover, the skilful and poular shooter, of Batavia,
N. Y., made a visit to the gun colony section of New York, which
in the shooting world is the shooting axis of the effete East.
He was enthusiastic in his plans for the tournament to be held in
conjunction with the forthcoming Pan-American Exposition, at
Buffalo.

Mr. Gus Grieff, of Von Lengerke & Detmold, 318 Broadway,
informs us that an Eastern championship at live birds will be
inaugurated in the near future, at 25 or 50 bircjs, for a trophy,
entrance nominal. This should fill a field wnich at present is un-
occupied.

ai

Mr. C. M. Grimm, of Clear Lake, Iowa, suftered the misfortune
of a broken ankle recently, while engaged in his vocation. The
many friends of this eminent shooter will deeply Jeplore the
grievous occurrence, as we do. We wish him a speed) recovery.

*e

The match between Dr. A. A. Webber and Mr. S. M. Van
Allen, at one-hundred live birds each, at Interstate Park, on Feb.
19, was won by Mr. Van Allen, by a score of 94 to 88. He took
the lead in the fourth round and never was caught.

On Feb. 22, at Riverton, N. J., in a 10-bird race, with a large
number of contestants, Mr. J. G. N. Whittaker won in the shoot
off. On Feb. 19 Mr. Thomas Jenkins won a silver cup donated
by Mr. Alburger, at Riverton. He killed 30 straight.

In a learn contest, ten men on a side, between the AUentowu
Rod and Gun Club and the Keystone Gun Club, of Lebanon, at
the Duck Farm Hotel, Allentown, Pa., ten live birds per man.
Keystone won by a score of 74 to 67.

The regular contest of the Oceanic Rod and Gun Club, at
Rockaway Park, L. I., will be held on March 4. Trains leave
East Thirty-fourth street station and Flatbush avenue at 11 o'clock
A. M. Targets $1.50 per hundred.

The Peters Cartridge Company announces an amateur tourna-
ment at Binghamton, N. Y., April 24 and 25, to which will be
offered $150 added money. Mr. John Parker will manage it. Mr.
H. W. Brown is the secretary.

At the Peters Cartridge Company's Mardi Gras tournament, at
New Orleans, Feb. 15 and 16, Mr. Blunt, of Greensboro, Ala.,
won the trophy for the highest average, scoring 323 out of a
possible 350 targets shot at.

On the grounds of the Ambler Gun Club, Ambler, Pa., Feb. 22,
a target tournament was held. The prizes were mostly merchan-
dise. Messrs. Pfleger ana i.,onway were tne greatest winners.

There will be an interseting shoot of the Herron Hill Gun
Club, of Pittsburg, on the club's grounds on Davis Island, on

,

March 6, for a silver cup donated by Mr. G. E. Painter,
Beenahd Waters.

ON LONG ISLAND.

Shecpshead Bay Rod and Gun Club.

Sheepshead Bay, L. I., Feb. 22.—The club handicap of the
Sheepshead Bay Rod and Gun Club, held to-day, was won by
Dr. O'Connell, after shooting off the tie with Messrs. Ira McKane,
J. J. Pillion, Kronika and Dr. Wood. The scores follow:

W Van Pelt, 27 101202^-5 M J Rauscher, 25.. ... .0020002—

2

I McKane, 28 2220222—6 F Brown, 23 0011002—3
Dr O'Connell, 31 0222212--6 F Von Fricken, 25 2120020—1
R Smith, 25 2000222-4 G Morris. 26 0222202—5
J B Voorhies, 26 0010120—3 R Roderick, 25 0100000-1
G McKane, 27 122022*—a H Montanus 26 222*022—5
E Voorhies, 25 1002000—2 H Kronika, 26 1101111-6
J J PiUion, 28 1222220—6 H Koch, 26 2010202—4
G Tappan, 26 1220202—5 F Lundy. 25 ....0000020-1
A Saeler, 23 0222220—6 C Ferguson. Jr, 28 0202110—4
A Linder, 23 0102101—4 Dr Wood, 25 ..2222120—6
D J Heffner, 25 0221002—4 H Frevler, 25 ....0*11122—5
E Heffner, 26 1111010—5 Dr Hill, 25 0200000—1
E Baird, 26 0000220—2

Shoot-off, miss-and-out: McKane 0, O'Connell 2 Pillion 0
Kronika 1, Dr. Wood 0.

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, L. I., Feb. 22,—The holiday shoot of the
New Utrecht Gun Club to-dav was a great success. There was
an unusually large attendance of shooters. Mr. J. H. Jack made
a straight score alone in the club trophy event and won. Mr. D.
Deacon killed 48 birds without a miss.

No. 1, club trophy. 7 birds, $5:

J H Jack, 29 ...2222212—7 W F Sykes, 29 2*2*w
C W Brooks, 28 001111*—4 W L Losee, 28 lOlH'w
C A Ramapo. 29 122220\v

No. 2, 7 birds, club trophy, $5:

J H Jack, 29 2222200-5 G E Greiff, 29 21*2211-6
C W Brooks, 28 21211*0—5 B H Norton, 28 2221221—7
C A Ramapo, 29 21111*w D Deacon, 28 2211212—7W L Losee, 28 *21110*—4 E. Rasch, 28 211*1*0—1
C W Feigenspan, 30. . .2222222—

7

Ties on 7, miss-and-out: Feigenspan 1, B. H. Norton S, D.
Deacon 9. The latter won.
No. 9, Buffalo handicap, 20 birds, $5:

J H Jack, 29 22221222222122222222—20
C W Brooks, 28 2*12*02122*02*2*0202 ^12W F Sykes, 28 2122222222222*w
C W Feigenspan, 30 22222222222222222222—20W L Losee, 28, 2*221221022212w
G E Greiff, 28 21221212221222122222—20
B H Norton, 28 2122221*212220212212 IS
J B Jay, 28 21222212122222*w"
C M Lincoln, 29 2221221221221*w
D Deacon. 28 22122121221121211222—20
C F Dudley, 28 2111*211102111*20211—16
C A Ramapo, 28 1211212122211*w
J P Kay, 28 22122122122221122122—20
P Daly, Jr, 29 22212122212122221222—20

Shoot-off of tie, all at 30yds. :

Jack 2121212112222221221*
Feigenspan *

Greiff, 212222221222*
Deacon ..212221211121222112112
Kay 21121212222121221121*
Daly 212222222121222210
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No. 3, club trophy, $5:
C W Feigenspan, 30. . .22*2120—6" C A Ramapo. 27......
G E Greiff, 28 2222222—7 T H Tack, 29
B H Norton, 28. ..... ,.2122212—7 \V F" Svkes, 29......W L Losee, 28. 2112121—7 S B Tav. 29..........
C U Lincoln, 28 2*122)1 C F Oudlev, 29
C VV Brooks, 28. ...... .2**12*0-3 P Daly, Jr, 30 ,.

In the shoot-off at 3 pairs, Ramapo and Daly divided
The following events were at 5 birds, ^5:

No. 5. No. 6.W L Losee. 28 .1 *2]1—4 1110*—

3

C M LincoJn, 28 11211—5 21121—5
C A Ramapo, 28 12222—5 2*121—4
C W Brooks, 28 11122—5 21121—

H

No. 7.

21*12—4
22122—5
21121—5

, .2121212—7
.2*12201—5
..222*w
.2212212—7
.2212121—7

.. 222*0

w

on 4 kills.

No. S.

2*1*2—3
21211—5
2*120—

S

2**10—2

Van Allen vs. Wetber.

held at Inter-

No. 2.

2222222222—10
02220J2222— 7
2222221021— 9

2222212211—10
2222222022— 9

1212112012— 9
0212221212— 9
2122221122—10
2222222120— 9

.2220022222— 8

.1222101022— 8

.2122012022— 8

Interstate Park, L. I., Feb. 19.—The match between Dr. A. A.
Webber and Mr. S. M. Van Alien at Interstate Park to-day was
won by the latter by a margin of 6 birds, the scores being 91 and
•88. From the fourth round to the finish Van Allen held the lead,
•and won with something to spare. The scores follow

:

S M Van Allen, 30 2222222222222222222222222—25
222 "222222222212222202J22—22
222222222222222*222222222—24
202222222222222)222222222—23—94

Dr A A Webber 30 2022*22222222222222*22 22—21
2*22222222222222222222222—24
02222222222022*2222222222—22
2222220*2z22*2j2222222222—21—88

Fifteen-bird event:
Alorfey .'^O 222222222222022-14

P Daly, 29 ...220222112212212—14

Ramap'o, 27.. - „..122212000201011—lO
Van Allen, 30.v.... .'. 0222222222222-J2-U

Miller, 29. ". 01022221212212U—12

Webber, 29 00202222220w

W Hopkins, 28 100112120110121—11

Several 5-bird events followed.

Trap at Interstate Park.

Interstate Park, Queens. Feb. 22.—The open shoot
state Park to-day was well attended.

No. 1.

Van Allen, 30 2022222222— 9

Steffens, 29 2111110122— 9

Peabodv, 29 2102022122—8
'Cadv, 26 2112211112—10

Demorest, 27... 0022022211-7
Super, 26 1101221102— S

Wellbrock, 28 0122222020- 7

Norman (birds) 1111212211-10

Meyer, 28.^
Kastans, 27
Kroger, 27 •

J Bohling, 27
Wellbrock, 27 2222222022- 9

'^o. 3:

S M Van Allen, 30.2222222222—10 Demorest, 27

Peabodv, 29 ...2122022002— 7 Cady, 26

Tracy, 28 20i2112211— 9 Crogel, 27

Several other lO-bird events followed.

The Carteret Championship.

The Carteret championship, the great anntial event of the Cartexet

Gun Club, was shot on the grounds of the club at Garden City.

L I., on Feb. 21 and 22. Each year the honor has been earnestly

contested, this year being no e.xception.

The trophv was beautiful as a work of art, and intrinsically val-

uable. It was donated by Mr. William Payne Thompson, and was
valued at $400 by the club. It was probably worth much more
reallv.

The conditions were 100 live birds, ?100 entrance, money to be

.divided 40, 25, 15 and 10 per cent., and 10 per cent, to the club.

All shooters stood at 30yds. Each day each contestant was allowed

ione bye bird. In case of twelve entries or more the following rules

were announced to govern: "The shooter who misses 10 birds by
.the time the 50th i-ound was finished, and thereby becomes 10th

in place or lower, shall drop out without the privilege of re-entry.

The shooter who misses 16 birds bv the time the 75th round is

ilinished, and therebv becomes Sth in place or lower, shall drop

.out without privilege' of re-entrv. From the 75th round up to the

finish the referee shall retire, with privilege, those shooters who, m
his opinion, have no chance of sharing in the moneys. Entries will

be received up to the first round on the day of the shoot._ The

referee shall continue the first day's shooting as long as in_ his

estimation the light holds good, or as may be desirable to facilitate

i-ompieting the event."
, , j j .-u

The shooting on the first day, Thursday, was concluded at the

end of the 45th round. At that juncture Dr. T. C. Wilson, ot

Savannah, Ga., was 1 bird in the lead, having killed 41, with

Harold Money and C. A. Painter, of the Herron Hill Gun Uub,
but 1 bird less. '

. , j n,- 1 j
The birds were an excellent lot of special birds. Birds and

n-eather conditions combined to test the skill of the contestants to

the utmost, for there was a driving, strong, cold wind, which

helped the birds wonderfully, and they flitted out of the 30yd.

be -dsrv in a twinkling if not shot at promptly or accurately.

There were seventeen contestants. At the end of the 01 h round

the u.uspt^u-, lor good scores were small indeed, for but t\yo,

Messrs Harold Money and H. Kirkover, had killed o birds straight,

the others having missed from 1 to 4 of their first 5.

On the second day the weather conditions were more favorable

for good shooting, the wind blowing from 4 o'clock, not being so

'"^Trihe finish there was close work between Messrs. Harold B
Kirkover and Col Tom Martin. Mr. Money came out victor by 1

bird the other two above mentioned being but 1 bird less, ihe

win was an exceeding.y popular one. Considering the excellence ot

the birds the hard weaiher condiiions, and the narrow boundary,

the score was of a high order and deserving of much praise. Ihe

fact that so many seasoned and tried shots, 01 known ability, ia.iled

to do so well is the best testimonial to its merit.

Mr Walker Breese Smitli, of Tuxedo, acted as referee.

H M^ney, Carteret Gun Club ^^^^^^^S=l
222222j2222.,2222222z22222—23
2222222-'222222220ii2202a22—22—SS

.•-r L, -K-irk-nver Buflalo 22-.J;:22ii2^.;2,i2iU222:;z222u2—23
Id Kirkover, auttaio

20*20j22(i2222/222222z2222-20
22202222222U2z2.)z2j2jz222—20
222^22ji;^2i22ii2a2i22^22K2—24—87

. . .22.-2^2222^22222^2222-2^:22—24
2i2222JZ2zu22i2Jiii;i;Z2z202—21
2222202200222222220222022—20
2*22222220022222222222202—21—86

r \ Pointer Herron Hill Pittsburg.2.2*2^2,.1202z0220.222o212-20C A Fainter, uerron nin, x a
2^2z222l2222222z222222222—25
22o2u222222222222i)Z2220j2—20

iDr'F C Wilson, Savannah, Ga..,

D 1 Bradley, Carteret Gun Club.

Capt A W Money, Carteret G C.

G S McAlpin, Westminster K C.

W S Edey, Carteret Gun Club...

S H Vandergrift, Pittsburg

L T Duryea, Carteret Gun Club...

H Y Dolan, Philadelphia 00222222*2*2222*222022222—19
22020221222102220o22wW S Hill, Carteret Gun Club 0*2z2t220**O2022022222222—17
20222220220222202122W

IN NEW JEBISEY.
_____ *

Trenton Shouting Association.

Trenton. N. J., Feb. 22.—The holiday shoot of the Trenton
Shooting Association was a distinct success. I^inety entered in
the first event.
Wilson Harding won the $35 Colt's revolver in the shoot-off

with William Widman by 10 straight.
.Sixteen tied for the second prize, and in the shoot-off Mickel

won.
Seventeen tied with 8 targets for the third prize, and in the shoot-

off Widman won.
The booby prize was won by F. W. Thropp after a miss-and-out

of 20 targets.
.Secretary Ihomas badly injured his knee and was compelled to

limp around the grounds.
The scores were as follows :

First prize, Colt's automatic revolver, valued at ?35, 10 targets
per man: Tied with 10, Harding and Widman; tied with 9,

Thomas, Pickett, Albury, Harding, Mickel, Sinclair, Widman,
Taylor, J. Thropp and Emmons; tied with 8, Jaques, Vanarsdale,
Widman, Dale, Cartiidge, Taylor, Cole, Williams, Messier, Mack,
Thomas and T. Thropp; tied with 7, Mickel, Sinclair, Firth, Taylof,
Cole, Harding, Comp, Prickett, Thomas, Emmons, Wilson, Borden
and F. Thropp; tied with 6, Prickett, Jaques, Gaskill, Wilson, Em-
mons, Vialcovitch, Williams, P. Thropp, White, Maddock and
Mack; tied with 5, Albury, Cartiidge, Borden, J. Thropp, Coates,
Mack, Ginnelly, Prickett, Thomas, and P. Thropp ; tied with 4,

Bowers, White, P. Thropp and Wilson; tied with 3, Borden, Sin-
clair, F. Thropp and Jaques; tied with 1, Pettit, C. Maddock;
tied with 0, Cole and F. Thropp.

Shoot-off of ties for first prize, miss-and-out:
Harding Ill Widman 110

22-'22222itj22o222222222u22—21—86
2Z20*2j222 '2222z2Z222Zl22—21
2o222222220202*2222z22220—20
222Z2222u2222222UZ2Z220 2—21

22'>22*2*2222z22z222222 22—22—84
,

02*2*20222202022222*02222—17
222222220202o222122*u2200—18
2222220222222202222202222—22—57

^ Ti c 1 , riP^reland . . .
.02*22o*21022z22oZ*0z22222—17

C H Stanley, Lleveiana
202229222221*2222002o2u22—19
2222222222222202222z22i)21—23—59

.
.20u02202*z220222z222z2222—19
0202222202*2202t)2z222222O—18
22222222022222220222220*2—21—62

. . .022z2*2*2*2ZZ22*22o222220—IS
2202221*2*222120222100221—19
222222212222Z2U0W

. . .22O22u*22u02220O2222*2022—16

02i2ooa22220o222122222222—20

2202202222j22220w

. *200*2222 j020z22222222222—is
22*220202212*222222022222—19
2222222102000

w

-D
• Herron Hill Pittsburg. .02202222*O0..*222222220000-14

.tr Painter, Herron tiin, t iuj,ou s
ooij*222020021221022202222-17
220222222021020W

^ „ .17 1 I, r=.rteret Gun Club 2222022022221*2*2*2202222—19
It A Welch, Carteret uun ciuo..

g*2*2022222201*20002w

^ IT r ,tT,r,V Pittsburg 02*22222222222*2*20222122-20
C F Guthne, Pittsourg

oo*222222*2210002221w

I Thropp ..

Harding ...

Prickett ....

Cole .......
Mickel .....

.10

.10

.10

.11111110

.imiHll

Second prize, ?5 in gold

:

Albury 1111110
Thomas .11110
Emmons 0

Widman 111110
Messier 1111110
B Sinclair 111111110

Third prize, $2.50 in gold:
Jaques 0
Widman 111111
Vanarsdale 1110
Cartiidge 0
Taylor 110
Cole .....0
Widman 11110

Booby prize, gold cuff buttons:
Cole OOOIOOOOUOOOOOOOOOO
F Thropp 0001000010000000^)001

Cartiidge 0
Williams 0
Mack 1110
Messier 1110
Thomas 1110

T. Thropp IIIUO

Keystone Shooting League.

HoLMESBtjRG JUNCTION, Pa., Feb. 23.—Sixteen contested in the
club handicap. The birds were an exceptionally good lot, and the

day favored good work.
The mam event was the club handicap at 10 'oirds, in which

sixteen shooters took part. Vandergrift, Orth, Henry, McCoy
and Felix finished with straight scores. Geikler, Russell, Darby
and Francotte scored 9, Geifkler's miss being a dead out of bounds.
Club handicap, 10 birds, handicap rise, open sweepstake, en-

trance $2.50:

J Orth, 29 2221212122—10 W Francotte, 30. . .2022222222—

9

H Henrv, 30 2121111121—10 A Daly, 30 2202222*22— 8

F McCoy-, 30 2222222222—10 J Campbell, 29 02222*0122— 7

J Vandergrift, 30 ... 2222121122—10 F Van Loon, 30. . .12*1100202—

6

A Felix. 30.. 2222222222—10 F M Hobbs, 30. . . .2*2*2102ol—

6

C Geikler, 29 2Z212*2.222— 9 W Wilson, 29 1*20022001— 5
E Russell, 29 222o212221— 9 G Bell, 29 0101210200— 5

Dr Darby, 29 2220222222— 9 C Fitzgerald, 30.. . .1*2000*002— 4
;

sweepstake event at 8 birds followed, and Henry carried off

first money alone. Fitzgerald missed his last and McCoy's first

fell dead out of bounds. The next event was at 10 birds, and
Vandergrift and Daly killed all their birds. Hobbs lost his

second dead out, and Darby missed his last after killing 9 straight.

Geikler and Orth also killed all their birds in this event, but each
lost 1 dead out of bounds.
Two miss-and-out events w.ound up the day's sport. In these

the men shot from the 26yd. mark, gun below the elbow, and
one barrel. In the first Felix, V^andergrift and Henry divided first

money with 3 kills, and in the second Felix and Heno' divided
on 4 birds.

On Washington's Birthday there was an open handicap, 20

live birds, entrance $10. The scores:

A T Felix 29 22222222222211221222—20

C Fitzgerald, 30 12212111120110222221-18

H L Landis, 30 *2222222222212011122—18

I W Budd 30 12112121222212201201—18

E Russell '29 1222*220*11212212222—17

T Morris '29 021.11121222212010211—17

H Schultz, 30 1*221012222222221220-17

F M Ilobbs 29 222221222222222002*2—17

T W Orth 28 .
21201222221*22021102—16

C F Geikl'er 28' 2*22021*2221*0222222—15

H C Deanev 28 22200122110210U21121—15

T Schenck, 27'. 00020022022000222000— 8
" Miss-and'-out sweepstake, live birds, entrance $1; Hobbs7, Budd 7,

Russell 7, Orth 7, Morris 7, Schultz 7, Geikler 5, Wynn 4, Ridge 4,

Lcindis 3, Fitzgerald 2, Felix 2.

Forester Gon Club.

.\lbaniy, N. Y., Feb. 23.—The annual midwinter tournament of

the Forester Gun Club, held on Washington's Birthday, was a

success in every waj'. The attendance was larger than usual, and
the weather conditions were all that could be expected at this

season of the year. There was just enough breeze from the south

to give the targets an uncertain flight at times, and this kept the

boj's guessing. The programme called for ten 15-target events, with

a total entrance of ,?]2.50. The purses were divided in four moneys.

Tlic scores

'

Fvent=- 12 3 456789 10 Shot at. Broke.

Wagner IS 12 12 15 12 11 13 12 14 13

Levingston 13 13 10 11 . . 14 11 13 13 12

Valentine 13 13 13 14 13 12 13 12 11 13

Green
Wallburgh
Arnold ..

Plarris . .

.

Ha n cox

11 12 11 13 12 12 14 9 14 10

6 11 9 12 11 11 10 13 12 12

7 8 5 12 9 9 12 11 14 9

7 7 9 8 8 11 11 12 11 .

.

9 14 11 10 12 11 11 12 . . .

-

Ondawa 9 10 10 11 11 13 9 13

Commodore 8 8 7 10 4 10 12 8

Westover 9 8 9 9 6 9 8 9

Peck *i t! 11 9 11 13 10 .

.

De Land '
5 7 3 7 6 8 10..

Hull S 9 9 10 11 15 14 .

.

Smith '.' 10 11 11 11 7 12 9 ..

Huyck"' n 12 9 11 10 7 7 ..

I^^r^^:;:::::::lil2lll2l3^P'••
Bert' "

13 11 8 11 10 7
8 7Eigen ii *> 3

Mimson H 8 7 9

Venmont 10 10 14 10 ..

Mertching 4 5 4

Wolfred 9 4 '

McBride 6 10 12

St Charles. 7 12 9 --

Goggin 9 11

150 127
135 110
150 127
150 lis
150 107
150 96
135 84
120 90
120 86
120 64

120 67
105 66
105 46

105 76
105 71
105 67

105 60
90 73
90 60
90 36
60 35
60 44
45 13

45 20
45 28
45 28
30 20

H. Valentine.

Petets Cartyidge Co/s Tournament at New
Orleans.

The Mardi Gras shoots of the Peters Cartridge Company opened
up under very auspices circumstances as regards weather, at-
tendance, etc., on the grounds of the City Park Gun Club, New
Orleans, Friday, Feb. 15. Shooters were iii attendance from Penn-
sylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, Mississippi, Alabama, Texas
and Louisiana. The trade was represented bv Messrs. Kaufman,
King and Parker, of the Peters Cartridge Company, and King
Powder Company, of Cincinnati, and Mr. Faurote, of the Winches-
ter Repeating Arms Company.
The shoot was very ably managed by Mr. John Parker, of De-

troit, who was assisted by Mesrs. Kaufman and King, and gun
club members. Mr. Lilunt, of Greensboro, Ala., won the average
trophy donated by Peters Cartridge Company, making a total of
323 out of 350 targets shot at.

Mr. King, of l^eters Cartridge Company and King Powder Com-
pany, did himself proud in a shooting way; in fact, he was shooting
so strong that in a special race for a Greener gun at 25 targets he
was backed against the field by some gentlemen on the ground, and
made a score of 24 out of 25, dusting very hard the bird that was
scored lost.

Messrs. Faurote, Blunt and Parker broke 25 straight in same race
for gun. This shoot has created an impetus to trapshooting in
New Orlean.s. .

The local shooters—Messrs. Miller, Saucier, Stutte, Sinnot, Lee,
Pourseine, Jackson, Kaufman, McMurdo, Benedict, Tiblier, Will-
iams, and Lhote—were very much in evidence, shooting nearly
through the entire programme. About 8,000 targets were thrown.
Mr. Emil Werk and Fred Bader, of Cincinnati, visited the shoot

on the first day.
Maurice Kaufman, the genial and popular Southern representative

of Peters Cartridge Company, was here, there and everywhere,
making it pleasant for all the visiting shooters, making friends for
himself and company all the time.
The scores are appended:

First Day, Friday, Feb. J5.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15

McKay 12 14 16 13 13
Saucier 11 12 17 12 12
Blunt 13 13 17 15 14
King 11 10 18 12 12
Kaufman 13 14 17 13 13
Newman 8 12 15 12 12
Mack 9 11 15 12 10
Brown 12 13 16 13 14

Goodioad 13 14 19 15 13

Vincent 15 12 16 11 12

Pollard 10 14 17 11 11

Jones 11 12 16 11 8

Turpin 9 6 IS 11 10

13 14 20 14Faurote
Miller 10 8 10 10 10

Ingraham 13 12 IS 12 11

Wade 13 13 17 13 9

Welch • 13 14 16 13 8

Parker 14 13 18 14 14

Luckett
Lee
Pourseine .'

Nap
Crosbv
TibHer
Williams
Sinnot

6 7 8

20 15 15
15 13 12
17 13 14
20 14 14

17 12 11

15 14 14
14 11 .

.

15 9 ..

17 11 12
19 11 14
16 S 8

15 11 11

17 11 13
18 9 11
19 14 9
10 5 11

17 13 12
11 6 ..

14 11 12
16 13 13
13 12 13
.. 13 8

.. 9 11

.. 9 ..

9 10
20 25

16 21
17 22
19 24
20 23
17 23
19 ..

11 ..

17 21
18 22
18 21
16 23
17 22
15 ..

20 24
8 19

19 23

11 16
16 22

ii
12 ..

19 20
.. 22
.. 17
.. 24

11 13 12 13 18
7 16 13 15 15

12 18 13 15 19
13 18 13 14 18

Second Day, Sattirday, Feb.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20

Blunt 14 13 19 13 14 19
King 14 13 19 15 12 18
L Laude 14 9 15 . . 11 .

.

Kaufman 13 14 18 15 14 20
Brown 14
Nap 7
Tones 12
Pollard 14
Pinkston 13 10 16 12 12 16
Miller 8 7 10 9 9 13
McKav 13 13 20 15 15 16

Ingraham 11 13 16 13 14 19
Welch 11 9 16
Faurote 13 15 19 13 15 20
Saucier 14 15 20 14 15 19
Mack 11 13 19 11 . . .

.

Newman 11 9 15 11 14 18
Stutte 11 9 16 9 .. ..

Sinnot 10 11 17 7 10 16

Lee 10 8 16
E T P....... 8 10 .. 10 .. ..

Kuhlman „ 6 .. 8 7....
Parker 13 12. 17 14 18 ..

Wade 13 14 16 14 14 17

Luckett 14 .. 12 .. ..

Jackson 7 17 9 .- ..

Turpin 17 13 5 ..

McMurdo 14 13 16

Tiblier 14 15 19

Lhote 11 15

Ellis 13 18

Benedict 14 14

Williams 17

Lee 17

J6.

7 8
15 15
14 11

15 12
13 12
13 13
15 15

15 12

.. 12
12 13
13 8

9 10

11 13
12 14
13 ..

15 15
15 14

9 10
20 25
20 23
17 23
19 ..

17 23
19 22
20 '22

16 21
18 21
15 22
18 20

19 21
19 24

20 24
20 22

12 9

is

.. 19 24
14 18 21

15 14 19 23
15
9

11 14 15 ..

14 14 18 21
12 .. 15 17
13

Broke.
145
147
163
146
155
103
92
146
158
137
142
139
107
162
101
150
82

129
153
38
38
32
9
89
22
17
24

Broke.
160
158
93

160
152
142
138
154
137
113
156
153
36

169
168
54
99
45
84
34
28
21

117
141
26
33
35

114
63
35
71
95
61
30

Like Picking Up Money.

In everv city, town and village in the United States where there

is ^hooting or fishing or yachting we want agents to canvass for

subscriptions for Forest and Stream. Every sportsman is deeply

interested in its subjects, and every sportsman is glad to discuss

his doings afield and to hear of the adventures of other sportsmen.

Monev is to be made by canvassers for Forest and Stream,

and tho'^e who wish to take advantage of the opportunity we offer

should send for premium list and circular.—Forest and Stream

Publishing Company, 346 Broadway, New York.

Gottlieb—De Long Match.

Preliminary to the annual Hot Springs tournament, an indi-

vidual match was shot on the afternoon of Saturday, Feb. 16, be-

tvveen C. E. De Long, of Hot Springs, and Chris Gottlieb, of

Kansas City. The match as originally arranged was at 50 live birds
per man, for $50 a side. However, Mr. De Long labored under the
disadvantage of having a gun out of repair, so that it was not sure
of fire on the second barrel. He started in to shoot the race in

very good style, but woa^king under this difficulty lost 3 birds in the
first 25, and finally on the 31st round the contestants agreed to call

the match oft', Mr. De Long agreeing to pay for all birds shot_ at
by both parties, and another match was aranged to follow im-
mediately at 20 birds per inan, one barrel only, 30yds. rise. This
was a pretty stiff" contract—more so, perhaps, than either man
realized, for the birds were a fast lot, and most of them got away
without a moment's hesitation. Up to his 31st bird in the first

race Mr. Gottlieb shot in superb form, killing all his birds stone
dead without a scratch; but in the one-barrel contest both con-
testants found themselves compelled to shcot in different time, and
the black powder bushwhacker, in the person of the Arkansas
small boy, got a chance to show his hand up on the mountainside.
Mr. Gottlieb won with 2 birds to the good. The scores:
First match, both barrels:

Gottlieb 2222222212221222122222222222222' -31

De Long - .222220222122022221222112*221011 -27
Second match, one barrel only, 20 birds, 30yds. rise:

Gottlieb 101*1011111000111011 .1.:'

De Long - 01010011001010011111-11
F. C. 1<1£HL.

Frank ford Gtin Ctub.

Frankford, Pa., Feb. 23.—The first of a nev.' series, which calls

for a contest every two weeks, commencing Feb. 23; also on the
first and third Wednesdays of each month. At the known angles
Brown, George, Meyers, Smith and S. B. Coverdale were the high
men, each breaking 20. .\t unknown angles S. B. Coverda'e wa--

the high man with 22. The contest resulted in a tie Ijctwecn
Dr. Smith and Howard George with 40 out of .50. Newcomb and
Coverdale not being members of the club, were not eligible for the

prize. In the shoot-off of the tie at 10 targets Smith won by
breaking 8. George 5.

Twenty-five targets, known angles: Brown 20. George 20, Meyers
20 Smith 20, S. B. Coverdale 20, Redifer 19, Newcomb 19, Green
18, Krier 16. Baker 15, W. Coverdale 14, Bender 14, Riotte 10,

McMichael 15. E. Dawson 9, J. Dawson 6.

Twenty-five targets, unknown angles: S. B. Coverdale 22, New-
comb 21, Redifer 20. George 20, Smith 20, Green 19, Meyers 19,

Krier 19, ilcMichael 18, Brown 15, Baker 14, Bender 14, Riotte

10, E. Dawson 7.

Total of 60 targets for the prize: George 40, Smith 40, Redifer

39 Meyers 39, Green 37, Brown 35, Krier 3.5, McMichael 33,

Baker 29, Bender 28, Riotte 20, E. Dawson 16.
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Two score of the best known and most competent trap shots in

these broad United States have been spending the present week
in friendiv but determined contest for honors at both target and
hve bird 'shooting. This is the fourth time the boys have come
together here at these midwinter tourneys, and the time and
place has seemed so opportune and so fitting that this has about
come to be recognized as one of the features of the game, to be
anticipated with pleasure and figured in as an important factor in

the record of the year's work.
There was a departure from old arrangements this year in that

the local gun club ceded the entire management of the occasion
to the Whittington Park Association, of which Capt. H. O. Price

and his son, the genial R. E. Price, are the active heads. Quite
as a matter of course, gun club members, and in fact every one
in Hot Springs, worked together for the success of the occasion,

but to the Messrs. Price and Mr. C. E, De Long must be ascribed

most of the credit for the success of this week.
Nothing was left undone that might be acomplished to expedite

shooting or enhance the personal comfort and convenience of the

guests of the occasion. The target traps were arranged in two sets

on the Sergeant system, in the center of the race track arena and
squarely on the baseball track, at the famous park adjoinmg the
Price ostrich farm and deer park to the southwest of the city.

Targets were thrown from bluerock expert traps, the birds going
on a uniformly even flight strictly within the prescribed regula-

tion angles, to the distance of perhaps of 55yds., and doubtless

scores would have been even higher but for the unavoidable fact

that a target going sometimes toward a particularly shaded spot

on the mountain background defied certainty of aim. The live

bird circle, with King's ground traps, was no less carefully ar-

ranged, retrieving being nicely done by a well-trained corps of

colored boys.
In only one respect can it be said that the tournament proved

anything of a disappointment. This is with regard to the at-

tendance. Last year the total entry was not far from sixty, and this

year it was twenty short of that number. The cause of this seems
to have been purely local with the individual shooters, as the ad-

vance assurances would have guaranteed a much larger crowd.
But, to the credit of the AVhittington Park Association, be it said

that, although the programme was an expensive one, every promise
was carried out to the letter, and in a manner so cheerful as to win
the admiration and unstinted praise of every shooter present.

When such praise comes from the men who have campaigned on
the circuit professionally for years, it means something, and the
assurances given by Capt. Price and son that another and better

programme will be presented here next winter, is a warrant with
each of the boys of his personal indorsement of the Hot Springs'

brand of shooting tournaments.

Monday, Feb, J8.

A short preliminary programme was shot on Monday, incUiding
116 targets, but a good many of the boys who were tired from the
long ride on the cars did not get to the grounds until after noon.
Of the experts in this contest, W. R. Crosby made tlie best record,
losing but 3 in 85, Gilbert and Fanning coming next with 5 each
down. The weather was threatening for a time, but cleared toward
evening, and the targets flew very satisfactorily. Practice shooting
and extra events were continued until nearly sundown.

Tuesday, Feb. 19.

Tuesday morning dawned bright and line, but if any one
cherished fond dreams of phenomenal scores he was doomed to

disappointment. A stiff northeast wind was blowing up the valley,

which ever and snon was caught into a swirl by the jutting spurs
of the hills and played particular smash v.'ith the flight of the
targets. While the traps were working perfectly, it was simply
impossible to shoot with certainty of aim under these conditions,
and it was no common thing for even the best of them to fall

below the money. In the afternoon the wind was lighter and
scores correspondingly better. Bob Price handled the squads as
few other men in this country can do this sort of work, and the
I)rogramme was run through with such dispatch that there was
time for half a dozen extras, in which all participated. When the
smoke had cleared from the field in the regular events it was found
that Fred Gilbert had first honor, with 12 misses, while Heikes
and Crosby were respectively 1 and 2 birds behind.
The scores are appended:

Events: 123456789 10
Heikes 12 14 17 14 15 17 15 15 18 15
Fanning 12 14 18 12 13 1 6 13 14 20 14
Gilbert 13 12 18 14 14 18 14 15 20 15

Burnside 15 13 19 14 12 17 13 15 19 13
Crosby 13 13 19 13 15 18 14 14 20 12
Norton 14 13 13 12 14 15 13 9 18 11
Arnold 12 11 17 10 10 16 14 12 17 11
Allen 12 11 13 13 11 13 13 12 19 13
Vanquren 9 1215 19 11 8 12 9 16 9

O'Brien 13 14 17 14 12 18 13 11 17 9

Jap 13 11 16 13 13 17 12 14 17 U
Swinton 15 12 17 11 13 18 14 14 18 S

Gottlieb 14 15 18 12 15 17 14 14 15 12
Parmelee 13 12 15 13 14 20 13 14 19 15
Hodges 11 13 19 10 13 15 14 13 20 14

De Long 11 9 17 11 12 12 11 12 17 12

Kimball 15 12 17 10 13 20 12 13 20 14

Brady 10 S 15 10 10 13 13 13 15 13
Tramp 11 15 19 14 11 17 15 12 20 13

Ingraham 13 11 16 10 13 17 12 13 16 12

Gresham 12 8 18 13 12 14 14 15 14 10

Ward 15 13 19 13 14 17 13 11 17 14

Johnson 10 10 15 15 10 13 10 11 19 8

McCrea 10 12 16 11 12 15 12 15 15 10

Mackie 11 11 18 13 11 14 9 12 16 14
Sharkey 11 11 13 12 14 14
Riehl 12 12 16 12 13 11 13 12 17 11

Gilke 8 13 11 8 8
Little 10 9

Linderman 14 12 18 9 13 18 15 13 18 13

Erhardt 10 10
Peck « .. 11
Tatty 9 1116 14

Burns 9 13 14 12

Rube S .. ..

Norman 16 13

Wednesday, Feb. 20.

The weather was all that could be desired, the wind of the
previous day was no longer a factor in whipping the targets about
and the scores throughout were higher. W. R. Crosby came to the
front as high man. He shot in magnificent form and lost but 4

targets in the programm.e events. Fred Gilbert was second, Jack
Fanning third and Rolla Heikes fourth. Twenty-six men shot

through. The summarized scores are here given

:

Events: 123456789 10

De Long 7 4 13 13

Kimball ]B 13 17 13 14 18 14 15 IS 14

Brady 13 11 12 11 12 14 10 10 14 10

Tramp 15 13 17 14 13 17 13 14 16 14

Ingraham 10 14 17 13 13 19 12 14 18 13

I^awton 12 13 16 13 13 19 13 14 17 15

Arnold 11 13 17 15 15 16 12 14 IS 13

Allen , 10 14 15 12 13 17 12 14 15 14

O'Brien 12 13 14 13 11 13 9 9 18 13

Van Kueren. ,^ 12 15 14 12 11 15 11 14 13 12

Lawton 12 13 16 13 13 19 13 14 17 15

Jap 12 14 19 15 11 20 13 14 14 15

Slob 13 13 13 15 13 17 14 14 15 14

Parmelee 11 13 18 15 14 20 13 15 17 13

Heikes 15 15 17 14 15 19 13 12 19 15

Hodges 14 15 16 12 14 19 13 12 19 15

Fanning 12 13 19 15 13 19 14 15 20 15

Gilbert 14 13 19 15 12 19 12 15 19 15

Burnside 14 13 18 15 13 18 12 14 14 13

Crosby 15 15 19 14 15 19 1 4 15 20 15

Linderman 14 13 18 15 14 18 14 14 19 14

Johnson S 13 13 9 13 16 13 13 15 10

feiehl 14 11 14 IS 13 17 14 14 18 13

Ward 10 15 17 14 14 19 9 15 19 14

Mackie' 13 U 15 11 8 17 12 12 16 12

Taylor 9 11 16 13 13 15 13 14 14 12

Doty 12 14 .. 14

Little " " •• v
Parker r 10 10 .. 9

Pskridgp TT »• •• " Tf rr S .t

A contest at 10 live birds was subsequently pulled off, moneys
being divided on the high gun system. Scores:

Parmelee, 32 2222222222—10 Fanning, 32 1122211212-10
Slob, 31 2222212222—10 Ingraham, 29 1211022212— 9

Gilbert, 32 2222222222—10 Rube, 29 2212210220— 8
Burnside, 31 121222*122— 9 Lawton, 29. 2222222222—10
Heikes, 32 1111222212—10 Mackie, 29 2221202222— 9

Tramp, 30 2021231022— 8 Doty, 29 *222221222- 9

Crosby, 32 222*222212— 9 Pumphry, 29 12212*0211— S

Norton, 30 1122212212—10 Kimball, 30 2222222222—10
Taylor, 31 2110222221— 9 Johnson, 28 0111*w
Riehl, 30 02222*w 'Robertson, 29 02222221*2— S

Linderman, 30 1121221122-10 Parker, 31 2022122222— 9

Fanning .....1221111-7
Riehl 2212112-7
Parmelee 2212222—7
Slob 2222212—7
Linderman 22U220—

6

Burnside 2221121—7
Gilbert 21211U—

7

Crosby 2222222—7
Kimball 2222202-6
Mackie 2222222-7
Robertson 2112222—7
Heikes 1221212—7
Doty 1222220—6

Pumphrey 1221221-7

Little 1222101—6

Hodges 1111122-7

Norton 2220222-6

Arnold ........ 1221222-7

O'Brien 112220O-5
Thornton 2102102—5

Burns 2210210—5

Tramp 1222122-7

Tavlor 2000222— 4

Collins 2121222-7

Ward 0011220-^

Shot
at. Broke. Av.
165 152 .921

165 146 .884

165 153 .927

165 150 .909

165 151 .915

165 136 .824
165 130 .788

165 129 .781

165 120 .722

165 138 .836

165 137 .830

165 140 .849

165 146 .884

165 148 .899

165 142 .860

165 125 .759

165 146 .884

165 130 .788

165 147 .890

165 133 .806
165 120 .722

165 144 .872

165 110 .666

165 128 .775

165 129 .781
lOO
165 129 .'78i

80
30
165 i42 1860

30
30
65
65
15
35

Shot
at. Broke. Av.

ies isi '.m
165 122 .750

165 146 .890

165 143 .866

165 145 .878

165 144 .873

165 136 .764

165 125 .758

165 129 .781
16S 145 .878

165 147 .893

165 141 .853
165 149 .903

165 154 .930

165 144 .873
165 155 .939
165 156 .945
165 144 .873
165 161 .975

165 153 .927

165 128 .775
165 141 .853
165 146 .890
165 127 .769

165 130 .787

Thursday, Feb, 21.

The third and last day of the target programme was the best and
most pleasant of the week. The air was again warm and comfort-
able, and another marked improvement in scores was the natural
consequence. Crosby continued his great work, repeating his
record of the previous day in losing but 4 targets. Gilbert was 3,

Fanning 4, and Heikes 5 birds behind. Among the amateurs
Kimball and Linderman forged ahe.id noticeably, and finished with
a better than 90 per cent, average for the week. Scores follow:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Kimball 14 14 IS 14 13
Tavlor 12 13 17 12 ..

Ward 14 13 19 11 14
Tramp 12 13 19 13 13
Ingraham 11 14 19 11 14
Norton 13 14 IS 13 14
Arrold 13 13 19 13 13
Allen 12 12 17 11 13
O'Brien 11 12 17 12 15
Van Kueren 12 11 18 14 15
Lawton 14 11 16 11 15
Tap 14 15 IS 13 14
Slob 14 13 19 11 15
Parmelee 13 13 19 13 13
Hodges 12 12 17 13 14
Heikes 13 15 20 15 14
Fanning 15 12 20 13 15
Gilbert 15 15 18 14 15
Burnside 13 12 IS 12 14
Crosby 15 14 20 13 15
Linderman 15 13 18 14 13
Johnson 12 11 15 9 13
Mackie ....14 12 IS 12 12

Riehl 11 14 16 12 13
Sharkey 14 13 16 12 10
Parker 11 11 17 14 14
Doty 14 11 17 11 13

Shot
6 7 8 9 lo' at. Broke. Av.

19 15 14 20 13 1^65 154 .930

15 14 14 18 10 i65 i42 ".860

19 13 14 19 12 165 147 .893
19 15 12 18 13 165 146 .890
15 14 11 17 13 165 142 .S60
14 12 13 19 14 165 143 .866
18 12 9.19 14 165 137 .830
9 14 14 19 14 165 137 .830

17 14 13 20 13 1R5 147 .893
IS 13 10 19 13 165 140 .848
IS 15 13 14 12 165 151 .915
17 14 14 19 14 165 150 .909
17 15 13 19 15 165 150 .909
IS 13 14 20 15 165 148 .895
20 13 13 19 14 165 156 .940
18 15 15 20 14 165 157 .945
19 15 14 20 13 165 158 .950
19 11 14 20 11 165 144 .873
19 15 15 20 15 165 161 .975
19 15 14 19 11 165 151 .915
18 12 13 16 11 165 130 .757
18 13 10 17 11 165 137 .830
19 14 14 20 13 165 146 .890
17 .. 11 .. ..

14 11 11 17 11 165 isi !793
15 13 13 16 10 165 138 .835

After the close of the target programme a $2 miss-and-out, birds
extra, was pulled off, and it proved quite an interesting event.
Kimball and Arnold finally divided the pot, amounting to $38.
The scores:

Heikes 2222222212121220
Fanning 21112111110
Gilbert 2222222222222212*
Burnside 22222222222222222222*
Crosby 222222*
Parmelee 2222222220
Riehl 2*

Slob .• 2222222222122122*
Lawton 1220
Kimball 222222222222222222222
Norton 0
O'Brien 20
Linderman 1*

Arnold : 222222221222121222222
Rube ., 1211210
Parker i 222221221122*
Doty 2*

Tramp 2021
Norman 20
Mackie 22222220
Hodges 0

General Averages.

In considering the general averages of this tournament and the
individual work of the shooters, it must be remembered that, while
the management was perfect in every respect, the peculiar condi-
tions here^ prevailing militate against very high scores, and in
view of this fact some of the totals shown are much more than
ordinarily creditable.
W. R. Crosby won the first place with an average of .955, Gil-

bert Comes next with .943, Heikes third with .933, and Fanning
fourth with .925. Long runs were made by Crosby, S7; by Gilbert,
66; by Fanning, 68 and 57. and by Heikes, 79. The squad composed
of Heikes, Gilbert, Fanning, Burnside and Crosby m.ade a record
of 99 out of 100 in the ninth event, Thursday afternoon.
Of the twenty-three men who shot through the programme only

seven, namely, Crosby, Gilbert, Heikes, Fanning, Kimball, Parme-
lee and Linderman, finished with an average above 90 per cent.
Fifty average money donated by the Association was divided among
eight highest scores of amateurs, paid experts being ineligible to
compete.
General averages:

Tuesdaj'. Wednesday. Thursday. Total. Average.
Heikes 152 154 156 462 .933
Fanning 146 155 157 458 .925
Gilbert 153 156 158 ' 467 .943
Burnside 150 144 144 438 . 884
Crosby 151 161 161 473 .955
Norton 136 136 142' 414 .836
Arnold 130 144 143 417 .842
Allen 129 136 137 402 .812
Van Kueren 120 129 147 396 .800
O'Brien 138 125 1.37 400 . 808
Jap 137 147 151 435 .S78
Lawton 140 145 140 425 . 858
Gottlieb ..146 141 150 437 . 882
Parmelee 148 149 150 447 . 903
Hodges 142 144 148 434 . 876
De Long 125 ... ... ...

Kimball 146 151 15^1 451 .911
Bradv 130 122
Tranip 147 146 147 440 . 888
Ingraham 133 143 146 422 .853
Gresham 120

Ward 144 146 142 432 . 872
Johnson 110 128 130 368 . 743
McCrea 12S

Mackie 129 127 137 393 . 793
Riehl 129 141 146 416 . 840
Linderman 143 153 151 446 . 902

Friday, Feb. 22.

The big Hot Springs live-bird handicap was scheduled to be shot
to-day, but the weather was very unfavorable, a heavy snow falling
for several hours in the morning, and a late start Vas made. There
were three other races booked for die day, and these occupied the
time until after 5 o'clock, so that it was decided to defer the handi-
cap until Saturday.
In the first event, a $3 miss-and-out, there were sixteen entries.

The birds were a soft lot, with occasional exceptions, and 170 were
shot, when Fanning, Gottlieb, Gilbert and Heikes divided the
purse on the 16th round. They got $12 each for their work.
Next was a 7-bird race, entrance $7, birds included. There were

twenty-six entries, and of this number fifteen finished with straight
scores. Money in this event was divided according to the old
class svstem, 50, 30 and 20; the straights received $4.55 eacli, the
6s, $8.1.5, and the 5s, $9.10.

A 10-bird event, same conditions as the previous one, was
started directly after noon. By this time the atmosohere was
clearer, and the birds much better, averaging quite high. Many
drivers and cross-quarterers were trapped that kept even the best
shots busy. With an entry of twenty-three, only five finishing
with clean scores, eleven got 9 and two S. First money amounted
to $17.25. second to $4.70, and third to $17.25.

What would otherwise have been a cold, disagreeable day's ex-
perience was made pleasant and comfortable by the nicely heated
and electrically lighted club house, thoughtfully provided by the
management, and which had seemed almost a joke during the warm
days earlier in the week. The scores are fully shown below;
S?ven birds, |7, 30, 30 and 20 per cent.; _

Ten birds, $10, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:
Fanning .2212121111—10
Riehl ........^....*.2*121*2122—

8

Parmelee 11212222*2— 9
Slob 2221122221—10
Linderman 2202222222— 9

Burnside 2122211222—10
Gilbert 22112*1222— 9
Crosbv 2222222222—10
Mackie 2*22200w
Kimball 2222220222— 9
Robertson 221222**20— 7
Heikes 1021112222— 9

Pumphrey 2111222200— 8

Norton **2222220*—

6

Ingraham 2122222202— 9

O'Brien 200*w
Doty 21210**222—7
Norman 2222022222—9
Little 2222202222— 9

Collins 0222222122—9
Parker 122*212222—9
Tramp 2111222212—10
Bogardus 2*12221112— 9

Miss-and-out, $3, birds extra: Fanning 16, Riehl 4, Parmelee 10,

Slob 16, Thompson 6, Tramp 9, Norton 3, O'Brien 8, Burnside 0,

Gilbert 16, Crosby 12, Kimball 6, Heikes 16, Doty 8, Robertson 14,

Taylor 11.

Saturday, Feb. 23.

The annual Hot Springs live bird handicap was shot to-day
tmder conditions that would try the mettle of the best marksmen.
The weather was clear and cold, with the snow of the previous
day yet ranging on the hills and a hard wind blowing toward the
traps from up the valley. If some of the birds in the earlier events
were soft, that impeachment could not be brought against the
lot trapped to-day. There were twenty-six entries, and from the
first round it was apparent that this was to be a fast and furious
game. The birds went out as if shot from a catapult, and in the
fi_rst 10 rounds SS were scored lost. After noon the wind was
lighter, and the shooting somewhat easier, but by this time
many had "gone to the woods," while others had but a bird to
lose to fall below the money.
From the first it was aparent that a battle royal was on among

the experts. However, it was a situation in which no favorites
could be played with certainty, and this was demonstrated when
Parmelee lost his fourth bird, a driving right quarterer, just
outside; Crosby also lost his fourth, a driving twister from trap 2.

Heikes came to grief on a driver from No. 3, on the tenth round.
This narrowed the race down to Gilbert, Kimball and "Arkansaw
Traveler;" these three ran in splendid form to their twenty-second
birds, when both Kimball and the Traveler lost one dead out, the
former a twister from No. 2, and the latter a low driver from
No. 3. Gilbert kept on and finished with the only straight score,
winning the handicap and handsome medal donated by the Asso-
ciation.
Money was divided on the high gun plan, there being 13 places;

first gun received $70, and the 22 men, of whom there were six, got
a little over $18 each.
"Jap" Knoler ably refereed the event, R. E. Price pulled the

traps, Jake Buckler hustled up the shooters, while G. A. Newsalt
and A. T. McNabb handled the score and office work, as they
did throughout the week.
So closed a pleasant and successful tourney, amid mutjual good

feeling among all participants. Late in the afternoon a telegram
was read from the Peters Cartridge Company, announcing the
donation of a silver cup, to be contested for annually at the Hot
Spring tournaments, winner to take same home without bond,
three wins entitling to permanent possession.
In token of appreciation of the programme just completed, the

shooters before leaving the grounds drew up and signed the
following paper, which was presented to Capt. Price:

To Whom It May Concern.

The undersigned representatives of the shooting fraternity of
the L^nited States, whose privilege and pleasure it has been to
attend and participate in the fourth annual midwinter tournament
of the Whittington Park Association, of Hot Springs, Ark., take
this opportunity of testifying to the excellent manner in which
this tourney has been carried through.
Despite a disappointingly small attendance, every feature of an

expensive programme carrying $1,000 added rnoney, has been ful-
filled to the letter, and with a spirit of cheerfulness that merits
the fullest praise.
To Capt. H. O. Price and son, R. E. Price, the thanks of the

undersigned are extended for this week's entertainment; coupled
with the hope that these tournaments may necome a fixed annual
event in Western shooting annals, and with the pledge that the
same under such management shall always have our good will
and earnest support. Signed: Rolla O. Heikes, Guy Burnside,
Frank C. Riehl, J. S. Fanning, Fred Gilbert, W. R. Crosby, F.
S. Parmelee, Jack Parker, Chris Gottlieb, F. F. Norton, H. W.
Knoler, R. R. Kimball, Herbert Taylor, J. H. Mackie, A. J.
Lawton, C. D. Linderman. W. T. Irwdn, Frank Hodges, Max
Fleischman, "Robertson," Geo. C. Ingraham.
Hot Springs handicap, high guns, entrance $15, birds extra;

$200 added. Geo. A. Newsalt, scorer; Jap, referee:

Fanning, 32 1221222*22102212121121212—23
Kimball, 31 221222222222222222222*222—24
Heikes, 32 222222222022222222*11222*—22
Parmelee, 32 222*22222*22222222222!'222—23
Gilbert, 32 2222222222222222222222222—25
Burnside. 31 2222022022222222222222222—23
Crosbv. 32 222*222222222222222222222—24
-Mackie, 29 *22222222222222*202222222—22
Tavlor, 31 22022221122**2121220
Riehl, 30 1*222*0212*
Hodges, 29 11120201111**
Linderman, 31 222222202222222*222222222—23
Lawton, 29 220220012
Morton, 30 22*2222202002
O'Brien, 28 • 2222122222011222222122022—23
Tramp. 30 2021212221*2*222211112222-22
Slob, 31 • 22222222102222021222*2*22—21
Arnold, 29 2201220*220
Arkansaw Traveler, 30 222222222222222222222*222—24
Parker 2222*00122221220
Litt 1 e , 27 110121111*12211222122212*—22
Robertson, 29 22000
Ingraham, 27 22222221120122112*21112*2—22
Dotv. 28 22222*0122212212211220212—22
Pumphrev, 27 221212122202211*1112.201*1—21
Collins. 30 01*12202220

Notes of the Week.

Jake Boeckler, of the Cincinnati national baseball league team,
made an excellent referee, and the shooting fraternity will "holler"
for Jake whenever occasion offers.
A notable feature of the shoot was the constant intrusion of the

tame deer running at large in the park. The pretty little animals,
not the least alarmed by the sovmd of shooting, persistently came
down from the hills into dangerous proximity with the ii'ight of
the targets, and more than once a squad had to lay by on un-
finished scores while the deer were chased away. However, all
present were sportsmen, and it was an intrusion dear to the lieart
of each.
Capt. Price's famous ostrich farm also claimed at least one visit

from each, and was the subject of much interested inquiry.
Not many of the boys took the course of baths. This aggrega-

tion has few bodily ailments to complain of, and each had other
work than to follow the advertising dodgers of cure-alls for real or
imaginary ills.

The Kansas-Nebraska squad, composed of Kooler, Lawton, Gott-
lieb, Parmelee and Hodges, was dubbed by some wag of the
aggregation the "Carrie Nation squad," and the nam.e stuck to
them like a brother.
Rolla Heikes made a remarkable run of 70 odd, including three

programme events, two extra races of 5 pairs each, and one event
shot at 25yds. rise, use of both barrelSj but in which he did not
once use his second.
While there was practically no attendance of local anjateur shoot-

ers in the target tournament, the citizens generally sliowed a livelv
interest in the shoot, and there were from I'JJ to 300 paid admis-
sions daily.

Frank Parmelee, Guy Burnside and Herbert Taylor were some-
what handicapped in their shooting work by breaking partg of
their guns at the most inopportune tim?,
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It is conceded by all that Tramp Irwin simply outshot himself
at this tournament. His work was consistent throughout and far
above the average.

Rolla Heikes, Herbert Taylor, R. E. Price, C. E. De Long
arid the writer composed the handicapping committee for the live-
bird events. •

Chris Gottlieb, besides shooting a great pate,' also won the
local cocked hat championship during the ^^^eek. There are not
many things, by the way, that this genial Kansas Citian does not
know how to "make a hand at."
Ed Fulford, Tom Marshall, Ernie Tripp and Elmer Neal sent

personal regrets, each being unavoidably detained by pressing busi-
ness from attending this shoot.
Thanks to the liberal added money, this was a paying tournament,

and no one lost anything on the programme who shot consistently
S3 per cent, or over, although targets were charged for at the rate
of 3 cents each. The entry was at no time large enough for bird
money to cover the amount of the added purse.

Capt. A. H. Bogardus visited with the bovs on the grounds
several times, and talked over "the good old days."
Dr. Williams' trained retrievers did good work in several of the

live-bird events.
Mr. C. E. De Long was compelled by illness to give up shoot-

ing on Wednesday- He has his new single trigger action now
about perfected, and it was tested to good advantage on the
grounds- this week.

Killed a Carrier Pigeon.

In the accumulation of retrieved birds at the Indianapolis. Ind.,
shoot Mr. Fred Gilbert found one with the number and tag of a
homing pigeon on one foot. The reading was "1899-Y-120." Mr.
Gilbert has the tag in his possession, and will send same to the
owner of the bird if claimed.

F. C. RiEHL.

The Qeveland G«n CUsh Co.
Cleveland, O., Feb. 23.—Our president is a good shot when he

gets started, but he is a slow starter. He still thinks his new load
is a great winner.

J. I. C. attributes all his misses to his loose rib, but the rib
on his gun is very firm.
Lannert made the highest score in the 40-bird handicap race. He

walks vfery erect ever since; but, poor Henry, some one stole his
cap, and he started for home to tell his troubles, when some one
found it. He is happy now, and wears a Tom Johnson smile.

If Stevens wovild shoot more often he might learn how.
Red Wing lost his nerve in the 40-bird race after he lost 4. birds

in .the first 10. That is why he withdrew.
Harris, the prize winners are thankful you shot so poorly, but

some of us feel sorry for you.
Bob, if you don't shoot better Franklin will defeat you in the

live-bird tie.

Where was Forrester?

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 10 15 15 5p 15 Targets: 10 10 15 15 5p 15

Hopkins 8 5 7 11 5 10 W Tamblyn 7 5 7 11 8 10
Elliott 7 10 10 13 5 11 Robert 5 6 8 7 4 5
Harris 7 S1211 7 8 Egley 3 8 7 13 6 12
Franklin 7 S 9 12 4 13 Ward 5 7 8 5 7 7
Lannert 5 6 10 9 . . 10 Ashford 3 S 8 10 5 6
J I C 6 5 5 10 3 4 Stevens 6 5 7 4 .. 7
Talmage 3 0 1 1 0.. Vacker 10 11 8 10
Goss 9 9 Burton 7 12 1 7
Red Wing 10 7 12 12 9 12 Nutt 9 7 4 11
Bob 6 7 9 iO 8 13 Cleve 8 2 12

No. 7, handicap prize shoot:
Hopkins 1101110100110111110111111101111110011111—31
Elliott 1111101111110111010010010110100111001100—25
Harris 1110111111111011100111101101111101011011—31
Franklin .-..>.v. 1011111110011111111001110101111110001101—29
Lannert 1111111111101011111001111111111111011011—34
J I C 0011000001111111110110011111011111100111—27
Winters 1001010111001010101010001101011111101111—24
Gladden 0011101111001011011110110101110111000111—26
Red Wing lllOllOOlOw
Bob , 00110110111W3101110111100001011111110011—25W TambljTi 0110111111111010100111111111001010000001—25
Robert 1100110100100011110101100000100010111001—20
Egley 1100110101011100111110110111011110001001—25
Ward OlOOlOOlOUOOlOlOOlOllOOlOUOOw
Ashford OOlOlOOOlOOlllOOlOOOlOOOUlOOOw
Stevens 1111010001101001000100110110110100000001—18
Vacker 1111011001010011011000001010110100111000—20
Burton 0001001011100000010000100100001111011111—17
Nutt 0110110011110001111011001111101100011111—26
Cleve „... 1101001101111001110110101111101111111110—29
Wirls 0111101100111011110001101011000110100001—22
F C Harbaugh 0101010110111111011101 110000111111001100-25
Dott 0101011001001110110010111101111110000011—23
Brown 1101101100010011010101010111000010000011—19
Wall 1101111100101111101000010011101001101001—23
Hogcn 1110011001011110001111111111101011110101—28
M E B 1010011110111110000111110000111100000010—21W H S 1110011001001110011000101001100011010011—20
Payne 1011010100100010000000000111110001011111—18
Percell 0001001000011101010000110011010011110001—17
North 0011101011110100100111111101111011000000—23
White 1111100101011011101111110100110001100010—24

Lannert, Hopkins, F. C. Harbaugh and Nutt each won prizes.

The following are scores for the remaining prize; same was won
bv Payne:

J ' I C 11110010101111000100001 1 0011100000001011—19
Gladden 1100000110111111110111011001101111101110—27
Harris 101101100111111100100101111111111 1001101—28
Vacker 1110000111101100111001110000

w

Elliott , llllllllOmOOllOllOw
Winters 1001110111100000101000111101110110100011—22
M E B 0100101111010001001100101011101000001011—19
Wirls 0011000011001000110011100011110100001111—19
Percell 1110011010100001110011011001100111001011—22
Payne llOOlllOOOOlOllOlOlimillOlllOUOlOOlOl-25
Hogen 001011111 1111111111110111111111110101101—33
Burton lOlOOlOOOOOOOOOOOllOw
W H S 0010011011010000111100001001101000000010—25
Franklin 1101011001111001000110111111111000110011—25

W Tamblyn 0111010011110111100010001100011001111000—21

The English Challenge Match.

As THE active shooting season of the year draws on apace, interest
is revived and talk is live!}' on the circuit as to the prospects for the
success or failure of the project, first announced in the Forest
AND Stream last August, for the sending of an American team of

ten men to shoot a challenge match with a like English team, on
the grounds of the latter. The terms of this proposed match have
been fully explained heretofore and would not be changed in an im-
portant particular. The only point of doubt has been as to the
ability of the promoters to agree on details that would bring the
matter to a focus.
The writer has seen the proceedings of an informal meeting held

recently in New York, at which this subject was thoroughly dis-

ctissed. It was learned on inquiry that the companies employing
the men who would probably compose the American team are as a
V/hole favorable to the enterprise, and several firms have signified

their willingness and desire to back their representatives in every-
thing necessary for the trip. This is but natural, and was to have
been expected, but the matter has never until now progressed to

the point of such formal recognition. Mr. Paul North, of the
Cleveland Target Company, who was the original promoter of the
idea, is still working to bring about the match, and it is now
thought that within a few weeks at the most the question whether
to go or not will have been determined. An injustice seems to

have been done our English cousins in the presumption that they
were not anxious for the match. From latest reports it appears
that they are not one whit less confident of being able to win than
v/as indicated in their first informal proposal for a match; and it is

a matter of history that with the Americans the only question has

been from the start as to who would be the lucky ones chosen to

represent their country on the team. Among themselves, of

course, the boys realize that it must not be a matter of personal
predilection, but that the ten best men, most truly representing

the game in this broad land, must be selected. Yet even this is a
puzzling and extremely difficult task, when the land boasts hun-
dreds of shots any one of whom would perhaps be competent to

hold up his end in the big race.

But all these points can be disposed of, and will be adjusted

when the time comes. The match, if pulled off, will do more to

advprfise smj hfms into public favor the miinly sport of trap-

shooting than anything that has taken place on either side of the
water within the past decade. I have personally been informed by
half a score of individual shooters that if the thing is a go they
propo.se to be of the party, each on his own hook and at his own
expense, as a pure matter of national pride.

F, C. RiEHL.

National Gun Club.

Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 2.3.—Herewith are the scores of the
menthly live-bird shoot of the National Gun Club, held on the
22d inst., at National Park. It was a very cold, disagreeable day,
the birds lively, and the shooting far below the average, espe-
cially in the first event, as there was not a straight score made.
In the second event five contestants were more successful, J. L.
Scott, Uno, Rehfeld and Crane making straight scores. In the
miss-and-otit Clark, of Milwaukee, was the successful candidate.
_
Mr. Clark is a new member of the National Gun Club, and is

just beginning to shoot live birds, and is handicapped in his
shooting by reason of his being blind in his right eye; but his
scores show that it is a good thing for the other members of the
club that he is not blind in both eyes, or he would kill everything
shot at. He is one of the coming shooters of the National Gun
Club.
Geo. Crane, uf Racine, another new member, is one whose

shooting so far has been such that the crack shots of the
country will find him no mark should they run up against him.

I might mention many more in this gun club who are coming
to the front very rapidly as live-bird shooters. The scores:
Regular monthly prize shoot:

ColUns 1102211201—8 Bogart 0212220220—7
Thomas 2100211122—S Reed 1122211010—

S

Klapinski 1121101222—9 Clark 1220222220—8
Sherer- 1021110011—7 Case 1222121101—9
Deiter 0212222222—9 Bush 2201222202—8
Scott 2010205111—6 Johnson 1202202010—6
Stuth 0020222012—6 Crane ..; 1121012222—9
Weaver 0000002200—2 Uno 1022212112—9
Rehfeld 0010112222—7 Jay Ell 0022322122—8

Sweepstakes

:

Crane 2122221122—10 Scott 1222112111—10
Weaver 1112100220- 7 Klapinski 1201112122— 9
Thomas 1220220210— 7 Collins 1021112122— 9
Rice 2100000002— 3 Case 1221110201— 8
Clark 2221222021— 9 Uno 2211211112—10
Jay Ell 1122222222—10 Rehfeld 2211222211—1.0

Miss-and-out:
Scott 222122210 Thomas 1111122202
Clark 212121222 Worth ,....021100
Uno 0 Collins 1110
Weaver .,0 Rehfeld 2

Feb. 18.—On Feb. 15 H. S. Blake, of Racine, and L. Collins, of
Milwaukee, shot a second match of 25 live birds, the first one
having been shot in Januar\% at which time Mr. Collins defeated
Mr. Blake, who shot under the name of Scott in both matches.
At the same time E. E. Rogers, of Milwaukee, shot a match of
25 birds with Geo. Crane, of Racine. The result will be seen by the
score following.
Mr. Crane had some hard luck toward the last of the game and

did not shoot in his usual form, but taking it all in all the shooting
was very fair. After the matches there were sweeps, in which J.
I. Case scored 8 out of 10, Gumz 9, Clark 8, Klapinski 7, Johnson
7. Blake 8, Crane 8, Thomas 10, J. L. 9, Thomas carrying off first
money, Gumz second (J. L. shooting for the birds only), Case,
Clark, Blake and Crane dividing third money.
In first sweep of miss-and-out Reed and Gu/iiz divided money.

In the second sweep Clark took the money. Third sweep Reed
took the money. Fourth sweep Clark won, 'Reed missing his 11th
bird and Clark killing.
The regular monthly shoot takes place on the 22d inst., at

which time a large attendance is expected.
LiNDLEY Collins.

Boston Gisn duh*
Boston, Feb. 20.—The Boston Gun Club's sixth serial prize -

shoot was held on their grounds to-day at Wellington, and was
attended by shooters from Brockton, Pascoag and Lynn, as well
as the home contingent. The shooting was a decided improve-
ment over previous trials in the present series, and was an evi-
dence that the windy day practicing we have had lately had done
no harm. Leroy's shooting, all from the 31yd. mark, was a
feature, and though starting with a 5 and a 6, soon got down to
real business and broke 37 out of the last 40, incidentally breaking
28 out of the 30 in the prize match, the highest score made in
the present series. Griffiths was not so very far behind, having to
his credit a 25 in the match, and also securing high average for
the afternoon. The club's lady representative was a welcome vis-

itor, and shot in two or three of the events just to see whether the
16-gauge, with its .small ounce of shot, was as good as it used to
be. It evidently was all right, as some of the long shots that suc-
cum.bed to a well aimed charge could tell. \'Ve hope to be favored
wit'n her presence a good deal more at later dates, when the
weather will be just a little more comfortable for the sport of
trapshootmg. '

Scores below. Event 11, 5 pairs; all others, 10 unknown:
Events : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Baker, 17 9 6 7 5 7 7
Lerov, 21 5 6 9 9 10 9
Griffiths, 19 10 7 S 9 7 9 10
Worthing, 16 9 9 7 6 8 8 8 9 9 10 6 7 8
Leonard, 16 10 9 9 8 6 7 10 9

F H, 16 7 8 5 7 6 6 4 5 8 7
Sellman, 16 6 6 7 9 7
Nichols, 14 6 4

Benton, 14 6 2 3
Palmer, 16 1 1 3 4 1 0 4 .. 7 4

H J K, 1.4 3 5 4
Ford, 16 3366655456
Horace, 18 8 .. 8 7 6 8 8 9 S ..

Spencer, 18 S 7 9 6 6 8 7 10 ..

Henry, 16 2

Fredericks, 14 3

Prize match, 30 singles, unknown; distance handicap:
Leroy, 21 lOlllllllllllllllllllllllOim—28
G riffiths, 19 111110111101111011101110111111—25

Horace, 18 lllOUllOllOllllOllllllOlllOOl—23
Worth ing, 16 111110101111101111010000111111—22

Leonard, 16 111010111111110100011011111001—21

Spencer 18 111010010101101110101111111.1.00—20

Baker, 17 011101001010101101111101111010—19

Ford 16 000011001011000000100111100110—12 ^

Palmer, 16 000000100000000100000001110000— 5
Secretary.

Ossining Gun Club.

Sing .Sing, N. Y., Feb. 24.—Herewith find scores of the Wash-
ington's Birthday shoot of the Ossining Gun Club:
Match, 15 live birds; Blandford and Hall allowing 2 extra birds

and conceding 4yds.

:

I T VN'ashburn, 26 0122112100000012— 9

W P Hall, SO 221210002022020 — 9

Dr E B Sherwood. 26 .... .1022211202102200—

U

C G Blandford, 30., .200022022222222-11

Tie 5 birds; allowing 1 bird and standing at same mark:
Washburn 02210—3 Sherwood 010212—4
Blandford 22222—5 Hall 20000 —1
The match was won by the 1 bird allowance. The pair of goo-

goo eyes to Hall's credit in the shoot-off were the result of a badly
bruised arm.

No. 1. No. No. 3.

I TalliMan, 30 00120—2 22121—5 220 —2
A L Burns, 28 00120—2 22121—5 220 —2
W' S Smith, 26 02100—2
F Valentine, 26 .....00110—2 02212—4
E D Garnsey, 27 00111—3 20000—1
C Blandford, 30...... .... 22222—5 2222-4
R Kromer, 26 .... 22021—4

C Lent, 27 02202—3
I Washburn. 27 12020—3 0

W Clark, 26 21020—3
A Rohr, 26 0
Nos. 1 and 2 were 5 live birds. No. 3 was miss-and-out, re-entry.

Clay birds:
Events: 123456789 10 11 12

Tartrets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5p
I Washburn 6 5. 3 .. 7 7 6 .. 6

E N GitrnBey,,.,,,,.., 6 6,. .. 3 .. 6,.

A Burns 3 5 ., 6 6 5 5 .. 3 4 8 ..
I Tallman ^ 8 9 10 7 7 8
C Blandford 6 8 4 6 3ED Garnsey 4 7
F Valentine 5 4.. .. 4
IC Sherwood , 4
S Mullin 6
1/ Sherwood 8W Coleman . 5 4
K McAlpin 5 '7 .. 6 .. ..
I) Rrandreth 7.. 8.. .. 6
E Acker 4 .. 7 ..

\V Vilas 6 8.. 9 9 ..
S Macbeth 4W Clark 4W Fisher 5 5 .. ..
A .-Xtchison 4 1 ..W Huff 4 7.. 8.. 7.. 3
C Washburn 3.. 11
R Brandreth 7 .. 6
A Rohr 2 ..

C l.ewis 3 8 7 6.. ..

J Keenan 6 4..
!• Partelow .. 0 ..

C. G. B., Capt. O. G. Club.

Florists* Gun Club.

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 19.—Fair light and a strong wind were
the conditions as to weather which the contestants encountered to-
day at the Florists' Gun Club's shoot. There was a large entry for
the -Eisenlohr prizes, which are the most valuable ever shot for by
the members of this organization. Twenty targets, expert rule,
rapid fire, and 20 targets, unknown angles, and 5 pairs of doubles
were the shooting conditions.
At the expert rule, W. H. Wolstencroft made the high score,

breaking IS, Mrs. Park, W. K. Park, George Anderson and E.
.\. Massey scoring 17. At the unknown angles, Anderson and
Wolstencroft tied for first place with 19 breaks, Wolstencroft
m.issing his first target and then breaking 19 straight, Mrs. Park
coming into second place with 18. At the doubles, Park, Wol-
stencroft and Hallowell scored 9 out of 10. With the handicaps
added to the score, Park, .Anderson, Massey, Sheeler and Dr.
.Smith scored a possible 50, receiving 3 points each.
The feature of the tourney was the remarkably fine work by

Mrs. Park, making one run of 10 straight at expert rule, breaking
1.8 out of 20 unknown angles, and scoring a run of 15 straight
and breaking 8 out of 10 doubles.
The semi-monthlj' high gun contest for the club's champion-

ship medal at 50 targets resulted in a win for Wolstencroft with
the score of 46, Anderson second with 44. Among the visitors
were C. F. Gramlich, of the Allentown Shooting Association.
Mr. Gramlich was here looking after the interests of the State
Sportsmen's Association's next annual tourney. The scores follow:

Expert Un-
Rule. known. Doubles. Hdcp. Total. Points.

Dorp 10 9 3 16 38
Bell 12 13 7 14 46
Webster 11 9 6 19 45
Parsons 16 16 6 9 47 1
Umholtz 5 9 2 ..' 16
Clark 5 9 1 20 35
Mrs Park 17 18 8 .. 43
Park 17 17 9 10 53 3
Hull 12 16 6 .. 34
Anderson 17 19 8 9 53 3
W H W IS 19 9 3 49
Eisenlohr 10 16 6 11 43
Kramlich 13 12 9 .. 34
Pechin -.7 10 5 .. 22
Westcott 9 11 5 19 44
Massey 17 14 7 14 42' 3
Whitaker 10 14 6 14 44
Reichard ,.. 6 6 3 .. 15 ..

McKaraher 11 13 5 16 45

Barrett 13 14 7 13 47 1
Sheeler 13 14 4 20 51 3
Smith 15 17 7 14 53 3
Hanse 10 10 4 20 44

Hallowell 16 16 9 7 48 2

Westmount Gun Clue.

Montreal, Feb. 23.—The regular weekly shoot of the West-
mount Gun Club came off to-day on the club grounds. It was a
typical Canadian winter day—two feet of snow, bright and cold,

—with a strong cutting west wind that helped the flight of the
targets that flew, when untouched, at least 75yds. from the trap.

This kept the scores down below normal. The first event was
the most interesting one, as it was for the handicap trophy, and
between N. P. Leach and the Kynock expert, Hansen. The men
sold at even money. N. P. L. would have been the favorite but
for the fact that he had a new, untried gun.

.Niext Saturday, March 2, Cleghorn, the Parker crank, will have
a try for the trophy:

Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 20 10 20 10 Targets: 20 10 20 10

N P L 18 7 16 7 Cleghorn, 20 8 .. 8
Hansen 17 . . 13 . . Kennedy 6 17 .

,

Elliott 7 15 .. Hutcheson 6 13 8.

Lewis 7 .. .. Isles 6 9 3

W Galbraith 6.. 8 Hamilton 8 13 7
James 5 5 . . Routh 6 13 4
Nash, 18 8 16 8 Hall 8 11 ..

Galbraith, 20 6 .. 8 S.

Millbrook Gun Club.

MiLLBROOK, N. Y., Feb. 20,— gun club was organized liere

Feb. 6 with forty-two charter members. As soon as the club gets
control of the o'resent grounds they will erect a club house 12 by
20. and will shoot under the Sergeant system, bluerock expert traps.

The grounds have a sky background.
Tlie first monthly shoot took place on Feb. 16. The following

scores were made:
Events: 1 2 3 4 Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 25 25 25 25 Targets: 25 25 25 25

I Tallman 25 25 24 25 Lake 18 20 18 20
Sheldon 16 20 20 .. Allen 12 .. 15 ..

Kellev 19 21 23 28 Blinn 10
Foster 23 23 23 .. Gross .. 21
Baldwin 17 23 13 21 Tompkins 18
Hicks 16 17 . . . . Coon 3
Russell 14 14 18.. D Tallman 23
Sipperly 15 . . 13 . . A Tallman 14
Ollivet .- -.17

F. J. Tompkins, Sec'y.

Richmond Gun Club.

Silver Lake Park, S. I., Feb. 22.—The scores made to-day at

the shoot of the Richmond Gun Club are as follows:
Events: 123456789
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 25 10 10 15

G Bechtel 6 7 5 5 6 14 5 6 9

T Schoen 5 6 5 4 7 12 4 ^10
A A Schoverling 76667 13 568
F W Schovei-Hng 89675 16 558
J Fack 4 5 10

E Meurer 5

F Crystal 4 .. .. .. ..

A. A. Schoverling, Capt.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

The tubular fly, a new departure in die fly line, is the invention
of Dr. Cantrell, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who, in an announcement
elsewhere in these columns, says he wiU forward description cir-

cular on application.

—

Adv.

Messrs. William Mills & Son, whose announcement appears in

another column, have issued an extremely attractive catalogue of

their fishing tackle, which contains, besides the list of anglers'

necessities, many handsome fishing illustrations, hints on fly-

.^s^iing, flv-custing, etc. A copy may be had for the asking.—4cfv.
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It may occur to analytical minds that the amount of labor is

not commensurate with the utmost possible reward— i. e., a single

sliot at mallard.s—for a hard night's work, plus a cold breakfast on

beer, bread and cheese. I am not going to argue that the game

is worth the candle, but there is a period in life (past for some of

us) when hard work and endurance are ignored, when cost is not

counted, but adverse odds accepted, and no price deemed too high

if thereby can be achieved some result one's mind is set upon.

—

Abel Chapman.

NEW YORICS FORESTS, FISH AND GAME.

The views expressed in another column by Mr. W. A.

Wadsworth, President of the New York Forest. Fish and

GarmS" Commission, are extremely interesting, because

those of a sportsman who has had experience of the in-

side, as well as the outside, workings of New York's

laws on this su.bject. He calls attention to the anomalous

position of the Commission, and shows how, even with

the best will in the world, the most faithful officials are

liindered by laws—supposedly for the public advantage—
from doing those things most desirable for the State.

Our fish and game and, our f6rests, which ought to be a

source of revenue to the State which owns them, are in-

stead of this a great and growing expense, and year by

year are deteriorating. The forests, utterly neglected,

though in some places protected from destruction by the

axe, ripen, die, fall down and decay. The game of a

State containing 47.000 square miles, 60 counties and

7,000,000 inhabitants is looked, after by thirty game pro-

tectors—half a man for each county—with the result that

the game and fish are not protected, so that sportsmen

genuinely interested in its conservation are constantly

grumbling over violations of the law, expecting the game

pro.ectors to perform physical impossibilities.

Had it not been that the bill for the reorganization of

the Commission was pending before the New York
Legislature when Mr. Wadsworth's letter was written, he

might perhaps have spoken more fully than he has, and

might have expressed the view that the four interests in

control of the Commission—forest, fish, game and shell

fish—should be under the control of four indiA'iduals—

a

forester, a fishculturist, a chief protector and a shell fish

commissioner. Such a system is the one which has long

been urged in these columns as the one most business-

like and efficient. It has partial realization in the law just

enacted to create a new commission.

Those who have had the widest experience in the prac-

tical protection of game and those who have studied the

problem most carefully are agreed with Mr. Wadsworth
in attaching great importance to the trespass laws. As
he writes, the ultimate conservation of the game supply

must depend upon the protection of the birds and the

quadrupeds by tlie owner of the land on which they range,

and the effectiveness of the protection the land owner may
give is in turn dependent upon the extent to which he

may be enabled to prevent trespass. In America we are

passing through a period of far-reaching changes with

respect to the freedom of ranging over lands for shooting.

The growing tendenc}' is to regard shooting as a privilege

to be paid for, and the growing practice is to exact pay-

ment for the privilege. There is a more common recogni-

tion now than ever before on the part of the land owner
that for the right of shooting over his lands some com-
pensation should be made ; and as the columns of Forest
AND Stream will show, the sportsman on his part is ac-

cepting the new condition and for his shooting is looking

to farmers and other land owners who in return for such
payment can assure him game. The trespass laws, as a

rule, have proved inadequate to secure protection for the

land owner, and in some States the remedy for this has
been sought in the enactment of laws with dire penalties

for their infringement. Such statutes, however, are only
likely to defeat their purpose. Juries refuse to make them-
selves parties to the infliction of punishments which are

out of all reasonable prooortion to the offense. The

remedy for a lax observance of the trespass laws, we be-

lieve, is not to be found in increased severity of the

statutes. It is indeed something which is incapable of

immediate attainment.. It can come only, and it will come
only, when the course of education we are now going

through shall have advanced to a stage where the rights

of land owners in this regard shall have popular recogni-

tion, and the trespass laws shall in consec[uence be made
efficient by the power of public opinion.

It would perhaps have been difficult to find any one

likely to take a broader view of this .subject than Mr.

Wadsworth. He is a man of ripe experience, from his

youth up devoted to all the best out-door sports, a man of

means, a land owner and farmer, the President of the

Boone and Crockett Club.

Since Mr. Wadsworth's letter was received, the bill for

-

the reorganization of the Commission has passed the.

Legislature, and the newspapers haA'e announced the

names of certain individuals who are to be the paid and

unpaid Commissioners. The appointments, however, have

not lieen made.

L\r THE NEVADA SCHOOLS.
Wk have become accustomed to look to the West for

innovations and inventions in game protection methods.

The latest development is in a Nevada law, which Fish

Commissioner Geo. T. Mills sends us, just enacted by the

Nevada Legislature. It provides that every teacher in the

public schools shall give oral instruction, at least once a

month, to all children attending .such schools relative to

the preservation of song birds, fish and game, and read, or

cause to be read, to such children, at least twice during

each school year, the fish and game laws of the State of

Nevada. In case of failure to do this the teacher's pay
shall be withheld.

That is a sensible law. If the fish and the game and
bird life of Nevada are worth preserving, they are worth
teaching the school children about. In no other way may
the popular ignorance of and indifference to these great

native resources be so speedily and surely overcome as by
thus beginning with the children of to-day. who are to be

the men and women of to-morrow.

There are many things taught in the schools to-day of

less use to the pupils and of less benefit to the community
than the game laws. If Nevada shall pursue this system

of game law education for a decade the changed sentiment

in that State will be worth more than an army of game
and fish wardens.

"PHGRATORY."
That term "migratory'' stands in the way of the pro-

tection which wildfowl ought to have in New York. Wild
ducks are thought of as migratory, and spoken of as

migratory, and legislated for as migratory. The popular

conception of them and their practical treatment is of

migratory species, which pass across the State, south in

the autunm and north in the spring, and are not to be

classed as residents.

This is a great mistake. It is a mistake because while it

is of course true that the wild ducks are migratory, there

are yet some species of them which if given the oppor-

tu.nitv would not all go north in the spring, but would
in some number remain to nest in New York marshes.

But so firmly implanted in the popular mind is this

migratory nature of the birds that the task of persuading

the lawmakers to give the nesting birds a chance is an
extremely difficult one. If we could have a practical test

for a few years there is reason to believe that the actual

breeding of W'ildfowl in New York and the improved
shooting thus afforded would convince the public of the

utility of the prohibition of spring shooting.

SNAP SHOTS.

The bill to reorganize and combine the New York
Forestry Preserve Board and the Fisheries, Forest and

Game Commission was passed last week. It provides for

one salaried commissioner at $5,000 a year, who shall

serve for four years, and two consulting commissioners

without salary, to serve two years, at the end of which

term the salaried commissioner Avill serve alone. The
offices of State fishculturist, game protector and forester

are retained. The newspapers have announced that

Governor Odell would name for the new Commission De
Witt C. Middleton, of Watertown, a meniber of the old

Commission. At the present writing there has been no
official confirmation of this statement, but, as has already

been said in these columns, the appointment of Mr.
Middleton would be accepted with much satisfaction by

those who are conversant with his record in the old board.

It is also given out that Messrs. Woodruff and Babcock,

of the old Forestry Board, will be named for the new
Commission.

Mr. Hallock's letter on the ruination of the Denny

s

River is just what might have been looked for from one

who knew so well the stream in its prime. He voices the

indignation and protest all right minded men| must feel

who are familiar with the circumstances. We trust that

the people of Dennysville may find a way to abate the

nuisance of mill refuse which has overwhelmed them.

The Dennys River is a type of a vast number of waters

which have been ruined by the selfishness and greed and
brazen effrontery of individuals who have outraged the

conununity by their saw mills and tanneries and refineries

and rendering works. Tiverton, Rhode Island, is a case

in point. Set amid enchanting scenery, on a river teem-

ing with fish, and holding out manifold allurements to the

summer resident; Tiverton was in an evil hour chosen

as a site for a fish oil factory. The town's ruin as a

summer resort speedily followed. The infernal stench

from the fi-sh factory nauseated the summer boarder, and
packing his trunks he left incontinently. The refuse which
was spread abroad upon the waters killed the fish,

poisoned even the scallops and quahogs, and so defiled the

hulls of yachts that the vile harbor was given a wide
berth by yachtsmen. The place was converted from one

of the most inviting spots on the Atlantic coast into a

stench breeding nuisance, and for the personal advantage

of the fish oil renderers the rights of the community were

defied.

An unusual case was heard in Wilbraham, Mass., the

other day, when the owner of a dog was summoned to

answer the charge of being the keeper of a dog found
chasing deer. The extraordinary feature was the exist-

ence of the deer in Hampden county for dogs to chase.

Several deer have been reported of late in the roads of

Avestern Massachusetts, and it is no idle fanyc that if the

cleared country continues to revert to woodland at the

present rate, one of these days there may be deer hunting

in a region where it has been extinct for generations.

Two sportsmen's expositions are in progress in the

two great cities of New York and Chicago, and tens of

thousands of visitors are getting a sniff of woodsy scents

and a glimpse of the creatures of the forests and the out-

door life of the rod and gun folk. Just now then the

sportsman and his world hold a large place in the public

eye.

An effort is making in Connecticut to provide by

legislation for the opening of public highways to ponds

and lakes. The movement has been prompted by the

extraordinary growth of fishing and shooting preserves

in Connecticut. Syndicates and individuals have been

taking up lands and waters at a prodigious rate, and
many a community is finding itself shut out from
privileges which have been enjoyed from time imme-
morial. In some States, as in New Hampshire, the statute

provides that on application by the people the road com-
missioners may open a way, and maintain it, for public

access to waters which are entirely surrounded by posted

lands.

The introduction of Mongolian pheasants has been an
unsuccessful enterprise in Vermont. The capercailzie

which were imported from Sweden and put out in the

neighborhood of Dr. Seward Webb's estate at Shelburne

did not survive. The sharp-tailed grouse which were
brought from the West are believed to have fallen vic-

tims to the farmers' boys, who on sundry occasions have
reported the killing of strange pa'tridges. The only im-

ported game for the survival of which there appears to be

hope is the black game which came from Sweden. It is

known that the birds bred and hatched their broods. The
introduction of the capercailzie has not been abandoned as

an impossibility. With the experience already gained

those who are interested in the enterprise will avoid the

mistakes of the past, and the gaine may yet be established

in North America,
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Bees and Wasps.

Being a Careful, Accurate and Scientific Inquiry Concerning
Practical Points in Natural History,

A GENUINE Californian January storm raged outside.

The naked arms of the locust trees lining the sidewalks

swayed and clashed in the fierce blasts of the south wind.

The great rain drops splashed against the panes of the

office windows and ran down them in wavy streams.

Through these could be caught panoramic glimpses of our
storm-swept little city, clustered in the hills, each house
snuggled in its own individual greenery, with the quiver-

ing fronds of the palms and the green and gold of the

laden orange trees to tell us that this was still our be-

loved California.

A party of five had just finished a business meeting and
had fallen into a story telling mood, the weather outside

holding no inducements to counterbalance comfortable

.
armchairs, good cigars and a glowing grate within the

shelter of sound walls.

Dramatis Persons.—L. W. W., C. E. (a comical
cuss) ; W. S. G., C. E. (a dryly humorous cuss) ; J. S.

(taciturn, but all right when he gets a-going) ; T. J. N.
(strictly business, but can tell a good story when he has
time) ; Arefar (the truthful scribe).

Act I., Scene i : A room filled with fragrant blue smoke,
through which is seen at intervals five interested

persons. Enter First R. E. Loquitor.

lii. W. W. : Speaking about wasps reminds me of the

time when I was on the railway survey making a recon-

naissance through the Siskiyou Mountains for the C. & O.
road. Our camp was pitched in the Sacramento Canon,
and we had been six weeks in the same place. A short

'distance above the camp was a large oak tree, in whose
shade the boys would lie on a blanket and read in their

leisure moments. A large limb had been wrenched ot¥

in some storm and lay, dry and weather beaten, on the

sunny side of the tree, where no one wished to lie.

About the time we were to break camp and come out for

the winter, it had turned quite cold up there in the moun-
tains, wi.h sharp frosts every night. One evening one of

the party named Jim, and myself, reached camp ahead
of the others, and found the Chinese cook in a very

morose frame of mind and no preparations being made
for supper. It seems that the axeman, whose duty it was
to supply camp fuel, had ovei-looked his hand, and there

was no wood to cook with, and the Chinaman was sullen

and angry, and was sulking in his tent like Achilles.

Jim at once volun eered to go and cut wood enough
for the evening meal, being always a good natured fel-

low and ready to accommodate even a sulky Chinaman.
During our summer in the mountains, Jim had returned

to primeval ways. He had not shaved or cut his hair, nor

used a comb more than once a week. He wore a flannel

shirt, open at the neck, exposing a well-haired breast, with

sleeves rolled up to the shoulder. A pair of trousers

confined at the waist by a leather belt, with the legs tucked

into a pair of strong boots, had comprised his apparel

during the trip. Altogether he had become a wild and
weird figure.

Jim started out to cut some wood, and bethought him
of the large dry limb lying under our loafing tree as be-

ing suitable and handy to camp. I had washed myself and
lain down in my tent wi h an old illustrated paper to

while away the time, and had drawn a blanket over my-
self to keep out the evening chill. I heard Jim indus-

triously plying his axe for a moment, and then the strokes

ceased and there came some words of wild profanity from
the mountain side, followed by the sound of coming feet

and flying gravel. A second afterward Jim's face, dis-

torted and wild looking, was thrust through the tent

flaps, and in a voice almost inarticulate with pain and
rage, he yelled, "Pick 'em off ! Pick 'em off !

• 'em,

pick 'em off I"

I certainly thought the man had suddenly gone insane,

as in his unkempt condition he looked the part naturally.

Then he disappeared from the tent door and went shout-

ing, in a voice les.sening with the dislance, all kinds of

weird profanity, mingled with howls and cries to "Pick

'em of¥ ! Pick 'em off ! For God's sake pick 'em off
!"

At last there came to my ears one last shout and a

great splash as he landed in the river. I sprang to tlie

tent door and looked out in alarm in time to see Jim
emerge dripping from his plunge bath, and plucking

fran ically at his beard and hair. After a moment he

started for the cook, and in picturesque language com-

manded him to "Pick 'em off!" "Surely," I thought,

"poor Jim has gone mad," but on approaching the pair, I

found the cook busy in removing scores of yellowjackets

from the poor fellow's hair and beard.

Jim sat on a stool with his back to the fire during the

operation, as he was shivering with cold after his plunge in

the river, and all at once a new look of wildness came into

his eyes, and with another curse he sprang to his feet, threw

his hands over his head, and grasping his shirt in the

back, he tore it off with one motion and threw it from

him. As he did so a whole handful of the tormenting in-

sects fell from his person. These had been warmed back

into working condition by the heat of the fire and had

given him a few parting shots.

It seemed that the limb of the oak tree that he had

•started to chop had a lively colony of wasps in it, which

no one of us had discovered in all our loafing near jt, but

on his cutiing into the nest they attacked him furiously.

As the even'ng was so cold, they were not lively, and

stuck where they alighted and presented him with a few

practical points in natural history.

His head swelled up the following night like the

proverbial poisoned pup's, and he kept his bed till we
broke camp.

Scene 2 : Enter L. U. E. Loquitor.

W. S. G. : I will tell one on L. W. W. himself. We
were out on a survey in the Sierras, and had come to a

particularly bad bit of ground, where we could not set

3 tripod for owr instrument, I went on with the target

and W. took a pocket compass and worked out on the

cliff, and sat down to squint and level the best he could.

It came out afterward that he sat down squarely over the

entrance to a wasps' nest. The insects could not get out
to sting him, and all was serene for a moment. Presently

a few members of the colony who had been away came
home. Then there was trouble. W._ dropped his com-
pass, which rolled down the cliff with a jump and a

rattle, until it finally disappeared in the far beyond, and
began frantically beating the air with hat and hands and
using language. But he made one grand mistake! He
i-ose to his feet, thereby uncorking the nest, and the whole
community came out like a column of yellow smoke, and
attacked him front and rear. He was immediately

routed, horse, foot and artillery, and I stood roaring with
laughter to see him shambling over the rocks on all

fours, like a grizzly, slapping and saying his prayers back-

ward, until one of the maddened insects took me a crack

in the jaw, when "the subsequent proceedings interested

me no more."

Scene 3 : Enter R. U. E. Loquitor.

J. S. : When I was a boy on my father's farm in

Maine, I was spreading hay one summer day after the

mowers. This was before mowing machines had come
into general use, and boys were of some account in the

mowin' lot. 'Longside where I was workin' lay a bit of

wild pasture land, all grown up with rozberry bushes, bent

down with their first crop of fruit.

Mother had a big buxom Irish girl as a "help" that

summer, an' she was in the patch that mornin' a-plummin'.

I was workin' away a-spreadin' the hay for all that

was in me, when I heard a most infernal squallin' in the

rozberry patch, an' lookin' that way I could see two fat

legs a-wavin' in the air an' smothered yells comin' from the

bushes below them. Then the legs disappeared, an' our

"help's" face came up in their place, an' of all the hustlin'

you ever saw, that girl beat it a-gettin' out of there.

I thought sure it must be snakes, but 'twa'n't. She had
run foul ®f a ball hornets' nest, an' two o' the critters had
hit her to onst. One on 'em took her in the under lip an'

t'other hit her fair in the left breast, where 'twa'n't pro-

tected by anythin' but her shift an' a thin caliker dress,

an' they knocked her down fair an' square.

By the time she had reached the house her lip would
have made a leather hunting jacket, an' her breast had
swelled till it had burst the buttons off her dress, an' she

took to her bed an' staid there for nigh a week.

Scene 4: Enter First R. E. Loquitor.

T. J. N. : I was brought up on a farm in central New
York, and father had a churn that he ran by dog power.

He kept a great lazy dog for the purpose, because he was
so large and heavy that when he was put in the wheel

it had to go. We used to churn at first on Mondays and
Thursdays, but the dog got onto the daj-^s, so that he

would hide away, so we had to break days on him,

churning first one day and then another. Then he got

to lying around and watching household matters, and
whenever he saw any signs of touching the churn, he

would make a break for a retreat under the barn, or some
other out of the way place, from which he had to be

hauled out by the scruff of the neck, with language, and
then switched into the wheel. I guess if it had not be«n

for the fact that he was always hungry, he would only

have shown up at night.

Father kept a large apiary and protected his hives \yith

a thick hedge of shrubbery against the northwest wind.

One morning the dog saw symptoms of churning, and as

he had been detected in and hauled out of every other hid-

ing place about the premises, he this time sought sanc-

tuary behind a hive of bees that stood close to a particu-

larly thick portion of the hedge. This was all right, as

far as it went, and the dog might possibly have escaped

attention, had he kept still. But when he heard himself

called, he probably had tried to squeeze closer into cover,

and in doing so disturbed the bees.

"As bees bizz oot wi' angry fyke, when robber ban's

assail their byke," so did these. Then there was fun

for father and me, who were looking on. but serious busi-

ness far the dog. He came out of the bush with a rush,

whirling, snapping his teeth, ki-yi-ing and shaking his

ears till we could hear them snap. After a moment of

this he concluded that he had business in the next

county, and struck out like a gray streak across the neigh-

boring field, with his tail between his legs and ululating at

every jump. But his hair was long, and a good many
bees must have lodged in it, for he would whirl and

snap about every half-dozen jumps. When he was about

half-way across the field, the thought seemingly suggested

itself to him that this must be some new form of torture

devised by his oppressor, man, to make him churn, for

he made a sudden turn and made straight for the hated

wheel, into which he jumped, and began churning as he

had never churned before.

Scene 5 : Enter C. Loquitor.

The Truthful Scribe : When I first came to California

I stopped for a short time at the home of a wealthy

rancher, who owned a 3.000-acre place on the banks of the

Sacramento River. There was a man living there at the

time named Gee, who earned his way as a kind of Jack-of-

all-trades, and whom the other ranch hands had nick-

named Ah Gee, from the Chinese suggestiveness of his

patronymic.
. , ,. ,

One day Ah Gee discovered a colony of bees in the limb

of a great oak tree that stood a short distance from the

horse corral. One evening during my sojourn at the

place he went to the tree after dark and closed the open-

ing in the limb. The next morning he took ropes and a

saw, and accompanied by myself, started out to secure the

colony. He climbed the tree by means of a short ladder

which he had used the previous evening in closing the

entrance, and affixed the ropes to the limb and then threw

them over a higher branch and fastened the swinging ends

to the trunk of the tree below. It was his intention then

to cut off the extremity of the limb containing the bees,

then to cut it off close to the trunk of the tree and lower

the swinging segment carefully to the ground, where he

had placed a pile of straw to receive it, should it slip.

Lucky it was for Gee that he made provision for a soft

tumble, as the sequel showed, for his calculations as to

the extept of the hollow containing the nest were faulty.

He crawled out upon the branch and began to saw
vigorously, but as soon as he got through the bark and
began cutiing into the wood, the end fell with a crash,

being hollow to the extremity, and the angry bees came
out in a cloud and fairly smothered the poor devil. He
was blinded in an instant, and simply fell off his perch,

but the straw saved broken bones for him.
Scrambling to his feet, fighting and swearing like a

maniac, he started on a wild run for the corral, intending

to throw himself into the great horse trough to rid him-
self of his tormentors. Unfortunately, or perhaps other-

wise, as it turned out in the end, there was a hog wallow
between the tree and corral fence, caused by the overflow
from the pump of the windmill which supplied the horse
trough. This wallow was occupied at the time with fully

two dozen swine, all buried but their noses, and giving an
occasional "woof'to keep the filth out of them. Right
into the midst of these contented porkers poor Gee
plunged, lost his footing and went headlong into the

slime. The frightened swine, with protesting squeals,

hastened to vacate their pool, rolling him over and over as

they did so. Presently all were out excepting one fat old

boar and Gee. The latter had just regained his feet when
the boar slowly raised himself on his forefeet in time to

get a crack in the eye from a maddened bee. This started

him into action, and, hog-like, he dashed forward between
the man's legs and upset him once more in the slum-
gullion, which by this time had been thoroughly stirred

up and stank beyond description.

The poor fellow crawled out completely nauseated, but

safe. No self-respecting bee, however angry, coilld touch

such an odorous object as Ah Gee was at that moment.

Fellow correspondents of Forest and Stream, can't you
give us a few more points on this interesting subject, now
that the ball is set a-roUing?

Gentlemen, "It's up to you !" ArefAr.

Camp-Fire Stories from Canadian
Woods.—

L

Fishing on Stoco Lake.

The scene of the following storiei was laid on the

shores of a beautiful lake, noted for its fishing. Its

waters afford relaxation and pleasure to the thriving com-
munity composing the adjoining village of Tweed, on the

line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, between Toronto
and Montreal.

Stoco Lake is really an enlargement of the Moira, one_ of

the many rivers falling into the famed Bay of Quinte
and enriching its waters with many varieties of fish. On
the east, Stoco receives the waters of Qare River, on the

north the Moira, which is here a considerable stream, hav-
ing just been reinforced by the Scootamata and Black
Creek.
These streams are noted for their perennial and, as yet,

unexhausted supply of the highly prized white pine.

Their annual burdens, brought down by the great lum-
ber firms, the Rathbuns and the Gilmours, are still

almost worth a king's ransom. Follow up these waters

for thirty miles or so and you will come into well-pro-

tected timber limits, the land of the deer, the home of

the beaver and the otter and all the paradise of delights

that forests bring.

We had been fishing for pickerel that sultry afternoon

in the middle of one of the heated terms common to

our northern climate. Six of us—two in each boat—had
carefully drifted on a weed bed and dropped anchor.

My companion was catching minnows. After trying

in vain to get a bite—the other boats, only a few yards
away, were having great luck—I concluded I would make
myself useful by catching minnows also. I selected a
small trout hook with single gut, baited it carefully and
threw out. My bait seemed scarcely to have reached the

water when it was taken with a snap. Away went the

fish and whiz went my reel. I thought 1 had a 5-pound
pickerel. I played that fish for all I was worth; I handled
him with the skill and care of an Izaak Walton for about

ten to fifteen minutes. When I finally got him up to the

boat, lo! up turned a great red-finned sucker. The yell

that went up from the rest of the party and the chaffing

I got over that sucker made it more interesting than

agreeable. Disgusted with fishing in general, and for

pickerel in particular, I proposed we go to a point near by
and take a rest in the cool, inviting shade.

While enjoying our smoke under the benevolent

branches, one of our party, B.. who was the postmaster

at the village and champion fisherman of these waters,

remarked, "Yes; a man who goes for a number of years

fishing in our waters or tramps through our forests sees

many strange sights and goes through many an experience

which, when put in print or told, seem incredible. A
hunter or a fisherman is often alone ; he is necessarily the

hero and central figure of his story. There is no one on
hand to contradict him, and it is only human nature that

he should be tempted to put himself in the very best

light, particularly if he is an amateur or a tenderfoot.

Now, an old hand will take more delight in telling you
how he was fooled by a buck or how he hooked a big

fish and 'muffed' it than he does in telling of his success,

because his years of experience is a sufficient guarantee

of the fact.

"Now, to give you an example from the 'chamber of

curiosities' of my many years' experience. Suppose I

should tell you that some years ago in this water I caught

a large maskinonge with a minnow hook and about an
8-foot pole. No? Well, it was this way: I intended to

go fishing one day, and in early morning went to catch

minnows for bait. Had a small punt and pushed my-
self well up on a weed bed. I lay over the stern with the

line in my hand, the pole beside me. I was fishing in

about 3 feet of water with good success, until I saw a
large maskinonge swim up and take my bait. I had pres-

ence of mind to jerk on the line just enough to set the

hook and then let go. Away went Mr. 'Lunge with bait,

line, pole and all. I out with my punt and after him.

Sometimes the end of that pole was 6 feet out of water,

sometimes a foot, and at times it skipped along the sur-

face. Round and round the lake we went for about two
hours, I gave tb« fish no time to rest. At length he
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commenced to get tired, and I could begin to get quite

close to hira. I kept calling for some one to fetch a

spear (fishery laws were not very strict in those days).
The people of the village heard my shouting and thought
some one was drowning. They swarmed down to the

water, and when they saw me apparentlj- paddling about
aimlessly and yelling like a wild Indian, concluded I had
gone mad. At length one fellow took in the situation

and brought a spear. I got the fish, and he weighed 23
pounds, dressed."

B. continued, "1 don't want to draw upon your credulity

too much, but I will relate one more experience. In this

case I was a witness. One September morning I was out
duck shooting at the outlet of this lake. I had left my boat
somewhere down the channel and Avas walking along tlie

shore to get a shot at some wood ducks. I came upon
them, shot one and winged another, which started to

swim across to the other side. Now, if you wing a wood
duck and it gets to land a few minutes first—without a

dog—^j^ot: had better go look for another duck. I looked up
the lake and saw a man in a boat. I called to him to

come quickly and put me across. It turned out to be
Pat D., a shoemaker in the village, who was out in a dug-
out canoe trolling for 'lunge. He paddled toward me and
was taking in his line as he neared the shore. I called

out to him to be careful, as there were plenty of rocks.

He had taken up his line to within a few feet, and as he
threw the bait into the canoe, in jumped a good sized

maskinonge. He had evidently followed the bait. Pat
threw himself upon the fish, and I witnessed the tussle.

Pat conquered. The fish weighed over 20 pounds—but I

lost my duck."
The Avriter had nearly Pat's experience that same after-

noon. As the fierce rays of the sun cooled down toward
evenitig, our party went out trolling for 'lunge. My spoon
fouled in some weeds and I was drawing it in to clear it.

When the same was about 3 feet from the boat I gave the
line a jerk to throAV in the bait. As it came out of the
water a good sized 'lunge jumped after it, exposing about
two-thirds of his body out of water.

Edison B. Fraleck.

Caribou Shooting in Newfoundland.
To the lovers of sport who wish to go where game can

be obtained for a certainty, even by the most amateur,
Newfoundland will witliout doubt be found satisfactory.

Caribou are veiy abundant, but there are no other ani-
mals of the deer kind. Attempts have been made to in-

troduce moose, but up to date with no result.

For the benefit of those who care to go there, I have
thought it might be interesting to recount the experiences
of myself and part}- who were there last autumn. Be-
fore going we found it more or less difficult to get reliable

information about the place. What we secured was from
literature obtained from various railroads and steamboat
companies who wish to induce travel over their respective

lines, and places are usually overdescribed for this pur-
pose by some one who can depict scenery or extol the
game resources as a special inducement to tourists. What
I have to say will be a true account of what we saw and
experienced.
The party consisted besides myself of Messrs. W. S.

Kaulbock and H. I. Jenkiiis, of Maiden, Mass., and J. F.
Davenport, of Allston, Mass. Having secured a tent and
sleeping bags of Phelps, of Boston, we embarked on the
steamship Halifax, of the Plant Line, for Port Hawkesbury,
on the Strait of Canso. We encountered that night a very
severe storm, it being about the time of the Galveston
cyclone, and had a rough passage, all of us being seasick.

Arrived at Halifax a couple of hours late, and were glad
to go ashore and get something to eat where there was
a prospect that it would stay down. At last, until we
started again for Hawkesbury, we took in what we could
of the city, and about i o'clock that morning started
again, arriving at Hawkesbury the following afternoon
at about 4 o'clock. Here we found evidences of the storm
of the preceding night, the steamboat pier there being
damaged and two or three schooners and a steamer dis-

masted and ashore. The accommodations for passengers,
that day at any rate, were the worst I ever experienced.
We were piled into a little tug boat, bag and baggage, and
taken across to Point Tupper, one extremity of the rail-

road to Sydney. Arrived at the latter place about dark
and went aboard the steamship Bruce, en route to Port-
au-Basqtie. Newfoundland. In passing I should not for-

get to say a word of praise for this steamship. She is

owned bj^ Mr. Reid, of the Newfoundland Railway.
Her accommodations are excellent. She resembles a
steam yacht in her furnishings. We were surprised to
find so nice a boat up there.

Next morning found us at Port-au-Basque, where we
took the train up country for the game region. At the
custom house our baggage had to be examined, and at this

point I should mention the importance of taking out
licenses at the place when you land in the country, and
not from some game warden up near the sporting dis-

tricts. By buying licenses of the custom house officer

at the port of entrj^ you thereby show that you are bona
fide tourists, and as such your whole baggage goes
through without inspection or paying any deposit what-
ever.

We had promised to buy our licenses at the Bay of
Islands, and consequently were required to open up and
show our baggage and put up a deposit equal to the duty
on everything we had. The ride up country was very
pleasant. We made the acquaintance of Mr. Wilson, on
the parlor car, who proved a very agreeable companion
and gave us lots of useful information about the country.
Arrived at Bay of Islands late in the afternoon and
stopped over night. Here we met our guides, secured our
provisions and boats and went on in the morning to
Sandy River, arri\-ing there about 2 P. M. Our guides
were John Nichols and Edward Michaud, and our cook
Samuel Farnell. We liked these men very much, and
recommend them to others who can get them. Their
address is River Head, Bay of Islands. Having taken
our dinner we rowed down the river to Grand Lake and
along the eastern shore about fifteen miles, when night
coming on we landed and struck tent, for the weather
was threatening. While going doAvn the lake we en-
countered five caribou swimming across—one stag and

four does. We secured the former and allowed the rest
to get avvay. The stag had thirty-two points on his
horns, which is not considered extra up there. Next day
we went further down the lake opposite a high mountain
peak known as Mount Harrjr. Here we encamped at the
mouth of a small stream which comes down the side of
the mountain at that point. Next day we ascended the
mountain and camped a short distance from the summit.
Having rested and taken dinner, we strolled out, sur-
veyed the landscape round and saw nineteen caribou, some
singly or in pairs, the most we saw together being fojir.

Here we stayed four or five days, having bad weather all

the time—^fog, wind and rain. Plaving secured five stags
and one doe with horns, we returned to Sandy River
Crossing, then went further up the river to the second
rapids and camped a short distance below Little Deer
Pond. Here we shot the best stag that we secured. He
had very massive horns with thirty-two points. Before
leaving we got two other does with fairly good horns.
Had we gone up to the place at first we would have had a
mtich more easy and satisfactory trip.

After Oct. i the caribou begin to gather in herds for
the southern migration, but they do not all participate, for
our guides informed us that they can be found all over
the island any time of the year, only a considerable por-
tion of them migrating. I had my mind made up that
when we got them, all we should do would be to go
out, find a herd, shoot down our pick and that would
be the end of it. It proved to be a delusion in our
case, possibty because we were there too early. The
stories of monster herds of five hundred or so are absurd.
Our guides informed us that the most they had seen to-

gether was forty-eight, but that they had heard of some-
what larger flocks being seen. They informed us that
wolves were practically extinct, and that bears were very
scarce also. I had expected from what I had read that
there would be good ptarmigan shooting. These birds are
white in winter and are of two kinds, corresponding to

ovir so-called birch and spruce partridge. I did not see
any alive, but some of our party shot one or two. Other
men I met there said they were really plentiful in some
parts, and so tame that they could be killed with sticks.

I suspect this another story like the monster herds of
caribou we hear of but do not see. I should judge by
the looks of the streams there that trout and salmon ought
to be plentiful at the right season. I made a few casts in

some of the best pools and got a few rises, but the fish

were small and did not take a fly well. However, our
friends said that in the spring and early summer one can
get all he has a mind to catch.

A peculiarity of the_ island is the absence of reptiles.

Many of the small animals we find in Canada are also

absent, such as the woodchuck, mink, raccoon, porcupine
and skunk. There are muskrat, beaver and otter there,

also marten. We were told that there were two kinds of
rabbits there in abundance. Our party saw none of either

kind. Taking away the caribou, there is not much there

to go hunting for, and unless you see some of these you
may tramp all day over the barrens and see no signs of
animal life except an occasional mohawk. I saw plenty of
these when we pitched our tent, and they were so
audacious that they would almost steal food from our
tents. Perhaps what I have written is not an average
description of the game resources of the island, but it is

true so far as we observed.
In regard to licenses, one may get them for three

different prices. A forty-dollar license allows the holder
two stags and one doe; a fiftj-dollar license three stags

and one doe. and an eighty-dollar license five stags and
two does, and I think any one can buy as many licenses

as he wants and kill all the game he cares to pay for.

Our guides and cook charged us $2.50 a day for themselves
and boat. This is the average wages up there, but men
can be got for less if you want that kind. Some of the

more experienced guides get higher wages than this. I

would recommend that sportsmen going from the United
States take their provisions with them, as they cost more
up there and cannot be easily obtained unless ordered
before hand from St. Johns. If one buys his license at

the port of entry, no duties will be charged on such
supplies as the sportsman may require. The law is off

there after July 15 and up to Oct. I, then after Oct. 20
until the end of the year.

I was surprised by the absence of public roads in the
island. The people all live beside the water and travel

about in boats. I did not see much land fit for cultiva-

tion, but was informed that some parts were well suited

for agriculture. In the interior of the island are large

bogs and vast stretches of barrens, the latter covered with
moss and growing plenty of berries of various kinds.

Gulches of all dimensions run through these barrens with
streams at the bottom and small trees and bushes lining

the sides. These gulches afford excellent hiding places

for the caribou when pursued. One often cannot see these

gulches until almost upon them. On the large marshes
I saw paths as wide as a carriage road and quite deep
where the deer have been traveling for centuries. Smaller
paths lead from the marshes ever the barrens in all direc-

tions. From what I have learned the caribou of New-
foundland are larger than those of the mainland and
have better horns. In Nova Scotia, where I have hunted,
they are more difiicult to approach and of a much smaller
size.

The railroad is a narrow gauge, and is fairly well

equipped. The officials are very courteous to sportsmen
and will stop the train anywhere along the route to let

them oft' or take them on. The scenerjr along the road
is beautiful, particularly the A^alley of the Humber. Grand
Lake is sixty-five miles long and has an island twenty-
five miles in length, with an elevation of from 1,500 to 2,000

feet. The countrj^ is comparatively new to the sports-

man, and it is to be hoped that the game laws will be
strictly enforced to prevent the extermination of these

animals.

In closing I would recommend those who are fond of

shooting to give Newfoundland a trial, feeling sure that

they will be well repaid for their trip. A. C. Fales.
Malben, Mass., Jan, 9.
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latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.
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Experiences with Wild Animals,
Editor Forest and Stream:

It has been with pleasure 1 read your good editorials
and the letter from Mr. Wells on the dangers from wild
animals. They are identical with the conclusions drawn
from the experience I have had and observed during the
forty-five years I have put in on the frontier and in the
mountains. During that time I have killed a number of
bears, mountain lions (cougars I call them), wolves, and
in fact all the dangerous animals inhabiting the Rocky
Mountains. I have traveled alone through many different
wild sections of the mountains and plains, camped in some
of the most inaccessible places where tliere were plenty
of wild beast?, as they are called, and I have found but
two animals that tried to give me battle. One was an
otter, the other a wounded buck.

In 1861 I was hunting on one of the tributaries of the
Platte, about three miles from the South Park in Colorado
I had left camp early in the morning, and had kept along
the stream as near as the brush would admit. The sun
was shining very bright on the snowy range, but had not
got high enough to strike the bottom I was hunting in.

I saw tip to my right a very big buck. He had evidently
seen me first, as he was standing broadside and looking
at me. I raised my rifle and fired; at the crack of the
rifle the deer gave a jump, then stopped, and waited until
I was nearly ready to fire again ; then he started off, and 1

soon followed. There was no snow, so I had to track on
the bare ground, which sometimes is slow work. I soon
found blood on a dry log the deer had crossed, and by
examining close I saw there was chewed food mixed with
the blood. Then I knew I had shot the deer too far
back. I followed on, and soon came to where he had
been running,' quartering down the mountain, and soon
I came to what seemed to be the end of his tracks, and
was standing and taking a good look in all directions,
when all at once I heard a sniff, and on turning up the
mountain I saw the buck coming down at me. He was
so close I could not shoot with any certainty, but I

shot, and then dodged behind a small pine tree. The
deer passed as close to me as the tree would let him. He
Avas going with such force that he was at least twenty feet
below me when he stopped and turned half-way around.
I lost no time in reloading my rifle, and as the deer stood
watching me with his eyes as green as a mad dog's, I
slowly and carefully raised my rifle and shot him dead.
I reloaded my rifle and then as the deer did not move I

went to where he lay. He was a fine deer, and brought
$25.

I was busy drawing him when I was startled nearly as
much as I was when the deer charged. Another hunter
had come up the mountain from the other side, and hear-
ing my shots came over that way, and was just across on
another ridge when the buck charged at me, and he
told me that he had been in the mountains in California,
and in fact all over the West, and it was the first time he
ever saw an animal charge on a hunter. I told him I
had wounded it a short time before and was tracking
it, and had lost the tracks when the deer charged. He
helped me hang the deer up, then we hunted together for
a while, but got separated, and it was dark before we
got to camp.
The other wild animal that showed that he would

rather fight than retreat was an otter. I had got between
it and a stream, and instead of trying to get away and
go round, it wanted that I should do the getting out of
the way, while it was going to go straight for the stream,
but when it raised up to give me battle I shot it with my
revolver.

I will now speak of a few of the times I have tried to
get that wonderful animal, bear, to stand. In 1865 I was
coming out over the mountains from Clearwater Station,
in Idaho, to the Mountain House. I was on foot, and
had my blankets on my back and was traveling along at a
lively gait. On coming out .from a service thicket into
some openings, I saw not more than 50 yards away a large
black bear and four cubs cross the trail, I slipped out
from my pack and gave chase, for I wanted to see it the
old bear would fight or leave her cubs. I made the pace
so strong that soon three of the cubs turned down to the
left, and the old bear and the other cub kept quartering
around to the right. I soon made it so hot for them that
the cub ran up a large pine, and stopped on the first limb
it came to. But the old mother never stopped to see
what had become of her cubs. There was one thing
peculiar, two of the cubs were as black as cubs can be
and the other two were cinnamon. I sat down and
watched the cub in the tree, and soon I heard a bell, and I
had not long to wait till three men came along the trail, go-
ing over the mountain. I went up and took my blankets out
from the trail, and I told' the m.en that I had just chased
an old bear away from her cubs. Wiiile the men did not
say that I was a liar, they showed by their looks that they
took the story with a big grain of salt. I told them that
one of the cubs was up a tree a short distance down the
hiU. and they wanted I should show it to them. I did
so, and one proposed to go back and get a rifle out of the
pack to kill the cub with. I told them if they wanted
it I would kill it for them. One said "What would you
kill it with?" I said, "My revolver." I would like to
have a picture of that man when he looked at me.

I raised my revolver and was about to shoot when one
of the men said, "Hold on; let me get a club, so that if

you only wound it I can finish him." I waited till he got
his stick, then I shot, and out rolled the cub, but it was
so dead that it did not need any finishing strokes.
A number of years after, Ben Morris, Ezra Baird and I

were commg through the mountains from Boise to Mount
Idaho, and when we were passing through the Weiser
Meadows I was riding ahead, and soon I noticed a large
animal up to my left. At first I thought it was a small
dark colored cayuse, but soon I saw it was a large bear,
and there were four cubs running around her. I pro-
posed to Ben that we run her away from her cubs, and
he was willing we should try. Soon the bear saw us and
started on the run for the timber. As it happened, we
were on the opposite side of the creek from the bear, and
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we had some difficulty in finding a crossing, and when
we got across the bear was nearing the timber. We
urged our horses as much as we could, and when we
were about 50 yards from the bears they got to the
timber. The old bear turned partly around and growled,
but we let them go, as the logs were too thick for us to

run our horses over.

Another time I was hunting for a berry patch with a

friend, and we had hitched our horses and were walking
along talking, when I noticed not more than 100 yards
ahead a large cinnamon bear, sitting up looking at us. I

called the attention of my friend, and at the same time
reaching for my revolver, and when he saw what I was
going to do he grabbed me and begged me not to shoot, as

the bear might charge on us. I laughed at him. and soon
the bear ran and crossed the ridge we were going down.
I pulled loose from my friend and gave chase after the

bear with my revolver in my hand, and I kept in sight of

the bear, and it soon turned up the mountain to the

right and stopped about too yards away, "it had its feet

upon a log and afforded one of the best kind of shots. I

raised the revolver and fired, and over rolled the bear.

I ran up so that I could finish it if necessarj', but it was
not. I went back then to see what had become of my
friend, but I could not find him. Soon he came riding

his horse and leading mine, and when I told him I had
Idlled the bear, instead of praising me he gave me a good
lecture on my rashness, as he called it, and told me that

some day I would get killed by the bears. We went to the

bear, and I took the gall, which I sold to the Chinaman in

Mount Idaho for $5.

I was once plowing with three mules, one of which
was noted for his aversion to Indians. Often I have seen

Old John hold up his big ears and snort long before any
Indians would put in an appearance. Old John had been
looking and snorting for quite a while, and finally two
squaws rode up to the fence and gave me to understand
that they wanted me to get my rifle and go with them
over into the cafion a short distance. I drove down to the

house and, tying up the mules, took the rifle and the two
dogs and followed the Indians. When I got to the cation

I saw on the opposite side two more Indians, and from
their actions I knew there was some kind of an animal at

the carcass that lay in the canon, not more than 100 yards

from where I was. The Indians that had come after me
had stopped; I kept on, and when within less than 30
yards of the carcass I saw a very large panther jump from
the carcass and make off up tlie canon. I told the dogs
to catch it, and in less than 150 yards they treed it. I

went up within about 20 yards of the tree and whistled,

and when the panther looked toward me I shot it in the

eye. When it was dead the women came in and wanted
I should give it to them. I told them they could have
the meat, but I wanted the hide, which I agreed to give

them $2 to dress with the fur on.

One day while watching some deer feed in little Sheep
Cailon, I saw a panther .spring on a deer, and I think it

killed the deer as quick as a cat can kill a rat, and while I

did not measure the distance it sprang, it certainly was
more than 40 feet. I went around and crossed the caiion

and came up to within less than 30 yards of it, while it

was still eating. I whistled, and when the panther looked

up I shot it in the head. I could not see where the deer

had struggled to amount to anything. The panther had
bitten the deer through the back of the head. It had eaten

out the back of the neck down into its shoulders.

The largest panther I think I ever saw was the one
I killed with my revolver on the Clearwater. The boys

wanted to go to the house and get my rifle, but I told them
that I would kill it with the Navy, and I did so, much to

their pleasure. We weighed it and it tipped the scales

at 105 pounds. Lew Wilmot.

Oakmont, Pa., Feb. 24.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice that in your issue of Feb. 23 Mr. Ames cites in-

stances of dangerous panthers in Vermont, but as having

been seen in long past times. That suggests to me the

inqury of how much truth there may be in the old-time

theory that animals which were bold and ferocious when
their habitats ' were thinly settled by civilized man be-

came cowardly when man brought his exterminatory

processes to bear on them? When we were boys, the

grizzly, the alligator, the "painter" and the wolf were

painted as very dangerous beasts, and of later years we
got the information that they were all cowardly un-

less wounded or starved, as the result of man's merciless

warfare on them. Has anybody any facts bearing on this

question? Getting up plausible theories to explain almost

anything is as easy as rolling off a wet log in a mill pond,

and the fewer the facts the easier the theory manufacture.

What little I have known of him warranted me in be-

lieving that the wildcat is dangerous on half-provocation,

and he has hung round the fringes of man's settlings

almost as closely as the rabbit, and reports from Cali-

fornia at the time that that 18-pound fox terrier out there

killed that 42-pound wildcat, indicated that he was still

as dangerous a beast as ever, while the "painter"_ was a

ridiculous coward. Perhaps it is a matter of individuality

of breeds. Some may cow under man's warfare and

some may remain as they originally were. Anyhow, facts

will be interesting and perhaps valuable.

W. Wade.

Editor Forest and Stream;
I have been very much interested in the articles in

Forest and Stream about the "Wild Animal Fear" and

am glad to offer my experience.

I have been a hunter in the country west of the Mis-

souri River since 1856, and have killed most of the

various wild animals found there. I am familiar with

the case recently cited by you where an old man was

killed by a deer in Nebraska, and was one of the men
who found the body.

I have been in some tight places during my life, but I

think that I was never in such danger as I once was from

the unprovoked attack of a white-tailed deer.

I think it was in the autumn of 1877 that I was hunting

on the Dismal River in central Nebraska. I had just

come up over a hill and was looking over the country,

when, without any warning, a white-tail buck and two

does came over another hill, more than half a mile away.

I happened to see them as they topped the hill, and lay

down in the hope that they would work toward me, but

as I did so the buck must have seen me, for he left

the does and came toward me on a run. I was puzzled
at his actions, and as . he got near me it seemed evident
that he was going to attack me. When he was within
roo j^ards I stood up, thinking that the deer would
stop and T could then shoot him. He did not stop, but
came directly on, his head held low and hair on his back
standing up. The wind was bloAving so hard that I

was afraid to shoot for fear of missing him, and I

waited until he was within a few jumps of me and then
fired, and jumped to one side. I was not quick enough,
for as he passed me he threw out his head and struck me
on the arm with his antler, giving me so hard a blow
that the arm was numb, and I could not use it.

As soon as the deer could stop and turn, he came at

me again, but just before he reached me he fell dead.

If I had missed him, I think the chances are that he
would have killed me.
This was in the rutting season, and no doubt that was

the cause of the attack. On the other hand, while at first

the deer may have taken me for another deer, his error

must have been corrected when he saw me stand up.

I think that I .sent an accotint of this incident to Forest
AND Stream many years ago, but am not certain about
this. L. H. N.
MuNROE, Neb.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It was in the early summer of 18S4 that I was up on

the mountain back of the ranch, in Wyoming, looking

for some meat to kill. I had left my horse and was
hunting on foot near the edge of some timber, when, as I

passed over a little rise of ground, I saw at the foot of a

grotip of pine trees a large black mass on the ground. I

stopped to. look at it, and as I .stood there, the mass sepa-

rated itself and five bears that had been lying close to-

gether got on their feet and began to walk around,

snarling and growling at each other. This had not gone

on very long before the largest of them saw me and
started for me at a dead run. I did not know what to

do, and had very little time to think about it. My horse

was a long way off and no tree to climb was within reach.

Only one bear had charged; the other four were still

walking about the place where they had lain.

As there was nothing else to do, I stood fast, waiting

for the bear to come on, and when he had come close

within 15 or 20 feet of me, I fired, and then turned and
ran as hard as I could. I heard nothing behind me, and
after I had run 50 or 60 yards, on looking back I could see

nothing following. But I kept going at the best gait I

could keep up, until I reached my horse.

When I was on his back I felt better. I hunted up my
companion, who was off to the north, and with him
went back to the place where the bears had been. I

could see where the bear that had charged me had fallen

and the ground grow wet with a great pool of blood that

he had lost. He had finally got up and gone back to the

others, and the five had then started off across the moun-
tains. We followed them without difficulty, for they

made a broad trail, through open parks, open pine timber

and across snow drifts, which even then were 40 feet

deep or more. It was interesting to notice that on some of

these drifts where the snow was so hard that our horses'

hoofs did not sink in at all, the footprints of the bear which

I had shot, and which still bled a little, sank in from 6 to 8

inches. I guessed he was a big one.

At last the bears entered some heavy and low pine

brush, and there we left them. I confess that for my
part I was quite willing to let them go. W. H. R.

Seminole Mountains, Wyoming,

A Pair of Red-Tailed Hawks.
While I was living in Farmington, Me,, and while yet

a schoolboy, there was a pair of red-tailed hawks {Biiteo

borealis) that nested year after year in a large patch of

old growth situated on a steep side hill, known to the

residents thereabouts as Pick Hill. These birds were

often seen hunting for food in patches of woods and about

the farm houses for several miles around.

The farmers, many of them, tried to shoot the birds, be-

lieving they were trying to catch their poultry. All of

the depredations of the numerous sharp-shinned hawks
{Accipiter velox) and Cooper's hawks (Accipiter cooperi)

that caught a few chickens about the, locality, these red-

tails got the blame for. 'Tis true they caught an occa-

sional hare {Lepus americams), as I have sometimes

found bits of fur and bones of a hare in a patch of woods

thereabouts, left by these hawks, after making a meal on

them.
On two or three occasions I found the remains of a

Canada ruffed grouse {Bonasa umhelhis togata) which

they had captured. But at no time have I known of one

of this pair to catch any one's poultry. Though I have

often heard the farmers remark that probably those hawks

had caught a great many hens and chickens, yet none

had ever seen them take any poultry. Not one word was

ever remarked about the countless numbers of rodents,

snakes and frogs and such food that these hawks had

captured. It was a case similar to "poor dog Tray's" ex-

perience. They had rid the community of a great many
injurious rodents, yet not a particle of credit for good did

they get, but were blamed for the harm done by the

smaller hawks.
For several vears they nested in a very tall old-growth

yellow birch, on the steep side hill, each year returning

early in April and commencing their nesting about the

middle of Mav, using the same nest year after year, re-

fining it annually with a few twigs of green hemlock and
bits of birch bark. The nest soon became an enormous
structure, and could be seen for a long distance through

the woods. They seemed to know the significance of a

"boy with a gun," and if one approached would keep a

long distance off. I had no desire to shoot them, so they

became more accustomed to my frequent visits, and were
not so shy, yet when any one visited that woods with a

gun, he rarely got a glimpse of the birds, as they left for

another patch of woods across the stream, remaining until

the trespasser upon their domains had wearied of the

chase and retired.

No amount of trying to hide could be "worked" upon
them, as they were very wary and could not be fooled. I

have watched these birds for hours as they would fly

leisurely to a dead stub and quietly watch for food. When
disturbed they uttered a hoarse, prolonged cry, not so

shrill as the cry of their cousins, the red-shouldered hawks
(Buteo lineatus) ; a more hoarse, prolonged cry like k-a-i

!

uttered at intervals of several minutes apart, sounding as

if they had a "frog in their throat." For hours, too, have
I watched these birds as they gracefully soared with
wings outstretched in large circles, going higher and
higher, with scarcely a movement of the wings, soaring
aimlessly about with seemingly no other object than the

pleasure of cutting such aerial circles, far too high up
to be searching for food. The sensation derived from
skating and cutting circles on the ice and in riding a wheel
along a smooth, hard path or boulevard, even the pleasure
of spinning along with the automobile, cannot, I imagine,
be compared with the sensation of cutting such circles

through the air.

The tree in which these birds had nested for years had
been too high and large to try to climb, but in June, 1897,
my cousin and myself repaired to it with climbers, and he
volunteered to ascend to the nest. After a hard climb he
succeeded in reaching the fork on which the nest rested,

but the nest was so tall and broad he had great difficulty

in getting to a point from which he could see into the
nest. He found three young hawks covered with down,
about a week old. These he let down to me in his hat, with
a string tied to it. I took them home and fed them on
earth worms and bits of mice and frogs.

It was very interesting to watch them try to tear the
flesh I gave them, and to see them strike angrily at each
other, often catching each other by the beak, and a gen-
eral mix up would then follow. They made very interest-

ing pets, but I was only able to keep them until about
half-grown. Unlike my old red-shouldered hawks (see
Forest and Stream, July 28, 1900, page 65) , the old birds
did not lay another set of eggs after being disturbed, but
returned the next year and occupied the old nest.

Once afterward I took their first set, and they re-

mained about the nest, but made no attempt to rear young.
They returned the next spring and reoccupied the old
nest as usual.

In the fall of '98 the heavy winds blew their tree down,
and on their return the following spring they built a new
nest in a tall, leaning birch, a few rods from the old
site. This did not prove so satisfactory as the old nest, as
the following spring, instead of relining this nest, they
built a nest in a large basswood at the extreme end of
the woods, south of the old site. Here they resumed
their regular order of household duties. I visited this

nest the last of May last year and found my old friends
were still occupying it. But aweek later a young fellow by
a chance shot killed the female, and the male, which was
perched on a tall tree not far off, flew rapidly off, and
he was not seen about the place after that, though I made
several trips to the nest to see if he was to be seen. Sev-
eral days after the female was shot I climbed to the nest
and found that the crows had broken the two eggs and
eaten the contents, leaving the shells in the nest.

I shall look next spring, as I spend my vacation near
that locality, to see if the male will return, mated, and
occupy the same patch of woods that he has become so
much attached to, or if this is to be the last chapter I

am able to record of this interesting family of hawks. If

the woods is deserted by this remaining hawk and none of
their progeny come to occupy "the old homestead," there

will be a vacancy there. The winter wrens will sing on as

usual, the rose-breasted grosbeaks will nest on the hill-

side and the woods will ring with their beautiful songs.
The "nightingales of the North" will make the woods re-

sound with their mellow call on the dark and rainy days.

The hermit thrush will sing his evening songs, and the

many other species will make it a charming spot, yet it

will never again be complete without a pair of red-tailed

hawks to soar above the treetops and make the early

morning air ring with their hoarse cries. Their old
nest, unoccupied, will be appropriated by the gray squir-

rels, and will soon decay. The heavy snow and the fierce

wintry winds will soon break down the once happy home
of my old friends, the Buteos.

J. Merton Swain.
Portland, Me., Jan. 22.

The Labrador Dwck*

Editor Forest and Stream:
In a book entitled "Exploration de I'lle d'Anticosti,"

by M. Paul Combes, published in Paris in 1896, a state-

ment is made that the author recently saw the Labrador,
or pied, duck near that island.

I do not know that this statement of M. Combes' has
been seen by American ornithologists—^I have not seen

the work myself—but it is one which will interest them.
It is believed that the Labrador duck is extinct, and

this belief is expressed in the A. O. U. check list, and is

shared by American ornithologists generally, though Mr.
Ridgway (1887) says more cautiously, "Believed now
to be nearly if not quite extinct." Mr. Wm. Dutcher, who
has given especial attention to this bird, writes me: "I
have made every eft'ort to get information regarding the

Labrador duck in every portion of the northern part of

this continent, without any success whatever, and I there-

fore conclude it is extinct."

In an article published in Nature of Jan. 10, 1901, en-

titled "Some Animals Exterminated During the Nine-
teenth Century," R. L. Ydekker speaks of the Labrador
duck as extinct, adding, "the last known example having
been killed in 1852." This is an error, as American"
ornithologists will readily recognize. About the year

1871 or 1872 I saw more than one of these birds in process

of being prepared by a taxidermist, for the late George
A. Boardman. They had been purchased in the New
York markets.
While it is rather unsafe to venture a conjecture as to

what M. Combes' statement really means, the suggestion

may be hazarded that he mistook ducks of another species

for C. labradorius. G. B, G,

Oh ! was ever a man more happy,

Could ever more gleefully sing.

Than when buying trout in the market
And swearing he caught the whole string?

—Boston Courier.

Voice—Catching anything? Fisherman—Yes ; malaria,
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Notice.

All communications intended for Fokest and Stxkav should
always be addressed to tVe Forctt and Stream Fubliibinv Co., and
not to any individual co'inected with the paper.

New York Forest, Fish and Game
Interests.

Prestdent Wadsworth's Vicwst

Editor Forest and Stream:
In answer to your request for my views on the subject, I

beg leave to say that I think that the Forest, Fish and
Game Commission is an anomaly as at present constituted,

for reasons given under the following heads.

The Forests.

The Commission is supposed to have charge of the
State lands, amounting to hundreds of thousands of

acres (1,384,128), valued at over ten millions of dollars,

yet divided into nearly six thousand separate lots (5,974),
some covered by valuable timber, subject to forest fires,

decay and death; others miles away from the rest, sur-

rounded by hotels and settlements, useless for game,' tim-

ber or water supply, but of great value for lease, sale or

exchange.
But the Commission can make no rules regarding them

beyond the laws enacted. The Constitution prohibits the
leasing of land or even the giving away of dead timber,

and the Legislature allows but three foresters to look
after this property.

Fisheries.

These must in their nature be looked after by expert
specialists. The technical part is well provided for, but
it seems foolish for the State to spend money for putting
fish into streams to have them killed by acid or saw-
dust, and prevented from spawning by dams and nets ; or
to raise them in captivity until mature, and then put these

tame beasts where they are so easily captured that they
might as well have been shipped direct to the kitchens

instead of the pools of the "sportsmen."
If the Legislature would provide for keeping streams

pure, so that fish could live in them, free from obstruc-

tion from dams and nets, so that they could spawn in

them, and protected from molestation during that period,

a much smaller appropriation would be sufficient to look
after the valuable food fishes and for the care of such
large bodies of water as cannot be seen to by towns and
counties.

The men who fish for fun are amply able to take care
of themselves, and the communities which profit so much
by their presence can well afford to cater to their wants.

Shell Fish.

The Shellfish Office, which is a thing by itself and can
easily be made self-supporting, must be kept in New
York so long as the State adheres to its present policy of
leasing oyster rights, which experience, thus far, has
shown to be beneficial, owing to the magnitude of the in-

dustry, the complexity of the necessary surveys and the
local rivalries and jealousies of small communities.

Game.

The present force of thirty protectors cannot act as

private game keepers for every man in the sixty counties
of the State, and it is not desirable that they should. The
local police protection should be thrown on the towns or

counties which profit by it, and the State should confine

itself to general supervision, propagation, cold storage,

sale, transportation and such matters. The game laws
are so complex and change so often that they are ab-

solutely unknown to the bulk of the people, and it is

doubtful if there is any one man in the State who could
tell what they are to-day. They should be simplified, and
in each locality the season begin and end at fixed dates,

outside of which no one should be allowed to carry a gun
off his own premises without a license, or to catch, kill, seH
or transport game of any kind whatsoever. There should
be an express understanding that no fish or game should
be put out by the State where there were not efficient

local protectors, so that no locality whose inhabitants have
not sufficient intelligence to appreciate the money value of
good shooting and fishing should reap the advantage at
the expense of other taxpayers.

The Commission.

At such time as the people feel that they can trust their

officers and will withdraw the constitutional provision
regarding them, the State forests should be put in charge
of an unpaid Commission, not to exceed three members,
who should have absolute jurisdiction within their limits

on all matters pertaining to them, such as Avater supply
and pollution, game refuges and protection and the con-
trol of camping parties. They should also be empowered,
under proper restrictions, to exchange, lease or sell out-
lying lots, and to practice forestry in a proper and con-
servative manner under a well defined plan, and should
be allowed sufficient force under their own control to
do so.

And I earnestly hope that the Legislature, instead of
multiplying laws, restrictions and penalties beyond what
already seems excessive for a free country, will cut down
and simplify them, and increase the power of farmers
and land holders to keep intruders off their premises.
There are hundreds of thousands of farms in the State

whose owners never shoot and would gladly allow game
to breed on them if there were any effective way of keep-
ing the village loafer and pot-himter from tramping over
them and killing every living thing.

W. A. Wadsworth.

American Wildfowl and How to

Take Them.—XXV.
BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

ICon/inuedfrom page 164.]

Ruddy Duck.

Erismatura rubida (Wils.).

The adult male has the crown black, which color runs
down on the back of the neck; the side of head, including
cheeks and chin, pure white; the entire upper parts, red-
dish-chestnut, except the wing coverts; the middle of the
rump and lower back, greenish-brown, freckled with paler.
The quills of the wing and tail are brownish-black; the
under parts are silvery-whitish, something like the breast
color of some of the grebes. The long tail-coverts are
white; the bill and feet grayish-blue; length, 16 inches.
The female is much duller; the upper part of the

head is dark brown, paling on the sides of the head.
Often there is a white strip below the ej-^es, running
almost from the base of the bill to the back of the head.
The chin is white. The throat and. neck are brownish-

RUDDY DUCK.

gray, fading to silvery on the breast and belly. The upper
parts are grayish-brown, mottled and speckled with red-
dish. The wings and scapulars are dark brown; the tail

and wings as in the male; the bill is bluish, often blackish,
and the legs and feet, bluish-gray. The young male is

still duller.

The ruddy duck is found throughout North America,
and is one of the gentlest and most unsuspicious of our
birds. It is resident in northern South America and
yet it frequents the northern portions of the continent as
far as the 58th parallel. It is abundant in California, and
equally so on our south Atlantic coast, and occurs often
in Massachusetts during the spring migration.
The ruddy duck, although it takes a long time to rise

from the water, is a strong flier. It is, however, very
much at home on the water, a rapid swimmer and a
very good diver. The ruddy is a most gentle and unsus-
picious little bird, and appears to pay no attention to
the gunner, though he may be standing in plain sight, as
it darts down and splashes into the water among the
decoys. Until within a few years, gunners in our south
Atlantic waters never shot these birds, which were accus-
tomed to come to the decoys and feed among them and
then swim or fly away unmolested. Of late years, how-
ever, this has become a fashionable bird for the table,

and bringing good prices is eagerly sought after by
market-gunners. Great numbers are therefore killed each

MASKED DUCK.

season now where formerly they were almost unmplested,
and the result has been a very noticeable rediJction in the

numbers of these little birds.

The ruddy duck has a great number of common names,
most of which refer to its physical peculiarities or to its

great gentleness. Thus it is called sleepy Isroadbill, sleep}'-

head, sleepy duck, sleepy coot, sleepy brother, fool duck,
deaf duck, booby and booby coot, paddy and noddy.
From its tail it is called stiff-tail, spine-tail, quill-tail coot,

pin-tail, bristle-tail, heavy-tailed duck, stick-tail and dip-

tail diver. From its supposed toughness, or the difficulty

with which it is killed, come such names as hard-headed
broadbill, shot-pouch, stub and twist, hard-head, tough-
head, hickory-head, greaser, steel-head, light-wood knot
and perhaps hard tack. There are a great number of

other names, for which the reader must be referred to Mr.
Trumbull's excellent volume.

Masked Duck.

Nomonyx dominicus (Linn.).

The adult male, in full plumage, neck all around, back
and sides, dark cinnamon-brown, the back and sides with
the feathers broadly streaked with black; the front of

head, including chin, cheeks and crown, black, this color

extending nearly to the back of the head. The lower
parts are rusty, but the feathers of the side are streaked

with black. The wings are brownish-black, with a white
speculum. The under tail coverts are brownish, spotted

with black. The tail is dark brown; the bill blue, and
feet blackish; length about 15 inches.

The female has the head black, with one or two brown-
ish streaks running back from the bill. The chestnut is

paler, verging te yellowish and spotted with black; the
sexes. are thus much alike, but the female is very much
duller.

The masked duck is found in North America only as a
straggler, for it belongs in the tropics. It is a common
West Indian and South American species. It has been
taken on Lake Champlain, in New York, in Massachu-
setts, in Wisconsin, Texas and Mexico. It does not ap-
pear to be anywhere an abundant species, as is its rela-

tive, the ruddy duck. We are told that it does not seem
to be at all at home on the land, and that when it walks
it is in some degree supported by its long, stiff tail. Gun-
ners should be on the watch for this species.

Maine and Sportsmen.
Boston^ March 2.—There is an eleinent in the Maine

Legislature this winter that is bound to cause the Fish and
Game Commission all the trouble possible, and it is rea-
sonable to suppose that a good deal of the feeling comes
from the constituency of the members—the people.
Economy and relief from taxation is demanded by the
grangers, and they are ready to look for economy in any
direction. Representative Thornton, of Ashland, intro-
duced into the House on Friday an order that will make
work for the Fish and Game Commissioners at least. It

reads : "That the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and
Game furnish the Legislature with a full list of all acts
relating to inland fisheries and game that have been
enacted or are now pending in the present Legislature. Also
a list of all appropriations, with title and number, that
have passed or are now pending in the present Legislature,
for the purposes of fish and game. Also a statement in full

of the amount of fines and forfeitures under the fish and
game laws during the years 1899 and 1900, the same to
be classified by coimties." Another order put in reads:
"That the Committee on Taxation shall take under con-
sideration the matter of raising a larger revenue from
the wild lands in unincorporated places, and whether there
is any constitutional method whereby it can be done, ,and
report by bill or otherwise." It is well imderstood that
this last order is introduced for the sake of devising some
means of raising direct revenue from the sportsmen who
visit these wild lands and imincorporated townships. The
farming and lumbering elements claim that while sports-
men, according to the reports o£ the Commissioners on
Fisheries and Game, annually bring millions of dollars into
the State, none of it goes to the State, and the farmers are
not relieved in the least from taxation, but are annually
being assessed more and more for the support of fisheries
and game. It certainly looks as though the days of free
hunting and fishing in Maine were doomed, and that some
form of exaction from them other than what they have
always suffered from greedy camp keepers and ' trans-
portation companies, will hereafter be in vogue. Maine
law makers will do well to proceed carefully in the matter
of greater taxation and annoyance upon visiting sports-
men. It is a fact that as mzny people stay away from
Maine every year—many who have been there—as go
there, for the reason that it costs too much.

Special.

A March Afternoon.
The night after the "February Afternoon" the weather

dropped the mercury to 20 below zero, the wind blew
50 miles an hour for nearlj' thirty-six consecutive hours,
freezing ice a foot thick on all the streams, and all the
diicks were gone. There was no sign of a thaw till the
middle of March, and the man with the gun was shut in
the schoolhouse for a month. Then the weather got
warm and it rained for several days, and the ice in the
streams broke to pieces and went tumbling over the
mill dams, and ponds were open again, and long lines of
ducks and geese harrowed the skv, all going North for
the first few days, but after that there was a great flight

to the South from, three to five each afternoon, and to the
north from five till long after dark, the reason for these
flip^hts being that to the uorth oi the Coon Riiver "tim-
ber" lay a vast tract of prairie, dotted with innumerable
ponds and traced by many winding marslay sloughs.
To the south of the "timber" was "Quaker Ridge," a

high, dry prairie. There were no ponds there, but there
were thousands of acres of corn stalks, among which was
enough corn to make fine feed for the ducks, so they
went there to feed, and to the north prairie for water
and roosting grounds. Each afternoon when school was
out the man with a gun watched these great flights and
said to himself, "On Saturday I'll be with them, and there
will be roast duck at our house next Sunday."

It was a lon,g week, but Saturday came. The man
with a gun was eager to be using it, so it was not late in
the morning when he was tramping through the timber
on the way to the north prairie. A walk of seven miles
brought him to "Parker's," where he visited with the
folks till after dinner. Wayne Parker said there were
any number of mallards roosting in "the ponds" every
night, and there hadn't been a gun fired there this spring.
"Parker's Pond," as we called it, was half a mile long
and 200 to 500 yards wide, thickly covered with rushes or
reeds ten feet high, the water shallow and the bottom
soft deep mud. After dinner the man with a gun sat at
Parker's upstairs window and watched the ducks leave
the pond for the feeding grounds. They rose in flocks
of half a dozen, loy fifties and then by hundreds, so many
in all that it seemed as though they must have been piled
on top of each other in the pond. By 4 o'clock they
were all gone.
Then the man got a board six feet long and another

four feet long and made a cross of them, borrowed
Wayne's old overcoat, and took his way to the pond.
Abo,ut two-thirds of the way to the north end of the
pond was a place perhaps three hundred yards wide, and
there was an island pretty well over to the east side. He
knew this place very well, for he had' been there many a
time before. He stuck the cross iri'^fthe ground at the
west side of the pond and hung the dvercoat and an old
hat on it, then started to go roinid to the east side where
he could wade to the island. He had reached the high
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grass at the north end when he heard sandhill cranes just
over the knoll in front of him. They were not in sight,
but in hopes they were coming his way, he dropped in
the grass and waited. He had tried for years to get one
of these shy birds, but had -never bagged one. This time
fortune favored him, for they came squarely over him and
not thirty j^ards high. Selecting the biggest one, he fired,

fully expecting it to wilt. Then there was trumpeting
and wing flappinng and confusion in the flock that was
so orderly a moment before, but the one he had shot at
didn't wilt. It was hard hit and would no doubt have
come down before going far, but the shooter thought one
bird in hand worth two on the wing, and immediately
gave it the other load, and that time it wilted. This
and one other were the only sandhill cranes he killed in

three years of hunting in a region where they were to be
seen every day from August to December, and from
March to May.
Wading out to the island, which was surrounded by

thirty to forty yai'ds of open water, he set the box of
shells within easy reach and sat down on the old board
that had been there since last fall's shooting. He re-
gretted that he had no dog, for just then Flora was in-
terested in a litter of puppies that she thought were the
nicest puppies that ever were, and old Sinner was at
home whining with rheumatism and crying because he
could not go. However, the dead ducks would fall in
ihe open water, and it was not too deep to wade.
For half an hour after everything was ready, not a

duck came within a mile, and but few were to be seen.
One who didn't know the ways of the ducks would have
thought that the prospects were very slim, but this man
knew that he would get fifty shots that evening, and bdicd
his time in patience. Presently two brant came over,
flying high, and just for luck and to hear the gun crack
again he gave them a shot, and was surprised and greatly
pleased to see one of them turn over backward and
lumble to the ground almost at his feet. "Hit him in

the head," said the man to himself, and it was found that
one No. s shot had entered the throat and lodged in the
brain. This was a good beginning, and he was assured
of roast wild fowl for his Sunday dinner; but like Oliver
Twist, he wanted more. At 5 130 there w^ere still no ducks,
but a dozen prairie chickens came sailing over the pond
and lighted on a bare spot a litttle way out from the pond.
The man in the grass watched their antics with great
interest. The bare orange colored spot on the necks of
the cocks was distanced, their tails were spread out and
wings drooped, and they strutted around the hens with
all the pride of turkey gobblers, continually making that
booming sound that no one who has heard it will ever
forget, and which cannot be described in words. While
watching the chickens there came a sound of s-w-i-s-h,

s-p-l-a-s-h, and turning his head a little he saw a dozen
green winged teal right at the edge of the island. A shot
at the bunch while they were on the water and another
as they rose laid out four of them. A few bunches of

mallards now appeared, flying high and going to ponds
further north, but as yet none of the ducks that roosted
m Parker's Pond were coming, nor would they come till

nearly sundown, but that would not be long, and the
man was glad of it, for with the lowering of the sun the
air grew chilly, and by dark it would be freezing. From
now on the flocks came faster and faster, till there were
tens of thousands in sight, and an occasional flock
swooped down toward the pond, then soaring upward
passed on north. But now see that bunch drop from the
sky to the other end of the pond. Down they come;
wings outstretched and settling slowly till they are not
twenty feet above the rushes. But the man on the island

keeps low and quiet, for he knows they will not settle yet,

because they will not be satisfied till they have explored
the whole ground and that they will probably come within
gun shot. There, see them rise, as if they saw danger
in the water below them. Now they come straight to-

ward him, but swerve off to the northwest and he thinks
they have started to Pilot Lake, but now the old coat
and hat serve their turn, for the birds see it and shy off

from it toward the shooter. Now he feels sure of the shot,

but is doomed to disappointment, for they make another
turn and speed away for Butler's Pond.
Seeing they were gone he turned his head to see

whether more might be coming, and there saw about
thirty, so close that he could see their eyes. By the time
the gun could be swung into position they were past

him and an opportunity for a good shot lost, for neither

shot disturbed a feather. Looking again to the south he
saw five or six bunches of mallards circling over that end
of the pond, and after a few minutes of anxious waiting,

got an easy shot as one of the flock passed thirty yards
to one side and. pausing an instant, settled as if to drop
into the water. Selecting two drakes that were close to-

gether, he dropped both of them at the first shot, and
selecting another drake, dropped it with the second bar-
rel. By this time the sun was just sinking to rest in the
bosom of the prairie, and the sky appeared to be fairly

alive with the vast numbers of dticks returning to the
ponds.

From this time on there was more shooting than a

dozen guns could handle, and when full darkness
shroitded the land just one cartridge of the fifty brought
out remained. The dead birds were yet to be gathered,

but that was a short job, for they all lay in the open water
surrounding the little island. He was just laying the gun
down to begin gathering the dead, when he heard some
geese, which a moment later passed right overhead and
not twenty feet high. Firing the last cartridge at one of

the geese the charge cut off a wing, leaving it held to the

body by a few ligaments. The goose fell in the open
water but a few feet from the wall of rushes, and at once
made for their cover. It would never do to let a goose
get away, so the hunter rushed after it and caught it by
the broken wing as it was going to cover, and the way
that old gander splashed the water almost took the
shooter's breath. Then to make matters worse, as he
stepped backward his foot went into a muskrat hole, and
to keep from falling full length in the water he sat down,
getting wet to his waist. The water was cold and the

air was chilly, but he held to the old gander and getting

him by the neck dragged him ashore and killed him.
Then he grabbed the gun and started on a run for

Parker's, for it was too cold to be out any longer, and the

ducks could be gathered in the morning. After getting

warmed and dried and eating supper, he feit none the

worse for the wetting, and slept quite late next morning.
When he went to get the rest of the ducks that had

been killed, there were a good many hawks to be seen
flying over the place, and on arriving at the island there
was a thin skim of ice on the water where the ducks lay,

and eighteen of the dead mallards that lay breast upward
had their feathers torn off and scattered over the ice and
their breasts eaten by the hawks. The shooter had not
been in the habit of shooting hawks, but this was too
exasperating, so he established himself in the blind from
which he shot the ducks and when he left there, two
hours later, there were thirteen dead hawks lying around.
This did not put the meat and feathers back on the mal-
lards, it made them "never do it again." There were
plenty of ducks without the mutilated ones, so many that
rhey were too heavy to carry home, and were left for
Parker to bring down in the wagon next day. After
dinner the shooter trudged back to town, feeling at peace
and in a good humor with himself and all the world.

O. H. Hampton.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
The Chicago Sportsmen's Show.

Chicago, Feb. 27.—The so-called private view of the
first annual exposition of the International Forest, Fish
and Game Association was had last evening, Feb. 26.
So far from there being a small but exclusive crowd, the
attendance was a very large one, the use of a liberal
supply of personal invitations having been verj^ generous.
At half-past 9 o'clock in the evening the ticket office

reported over 13,000 admissions. The lines of carriages
practically blocked Wabash avenue, in front of the
Coliseum, and the street cars were over half an hour late
all along the thoroughfare. The crush of people in the
Coliseum was extreme. The crowd, however, was a typi-
cal Chicago assemblage, clever and good-natured, and it

need not be .said that the impression they carried away
was a good one. If the popular attendance be so liberal
and pleasing throughout the two weeks of the show, the
management certainly will have no occasion for regrets
of any nature.

A view of the interior furnishing of the Coliseum dis-
closes certain departures from the earlier exhibited ideas
in regard to sportsmen's shows, or rather, perhaps, a
development of the idea in the natural way of growth and
excellence attributable to a greater experience. The
trade feature is not emphasized to any great extent, but
upon the other hand, the scenic features, the out-door
idea and all the general appointments are suggestive of
a dignified handling of out-door topics. Various popular
games constitute a part of the varied programme. On
the whole the show can be called as justly a big popular
amusement enterprise as it can be called a sportsmen's
show, although the latter is certainly a fitting description
of the first entertainment of this kind that has ever come
to Chicago.
The primary credit for the success of this undertaking

is due to Mr. Richard E. Follett, who has certainly
labored faithfully as any man could and with great in-
telUgence and executive abilit3^ Mr. Follett has had
good assistants and strongest financial backing, but I

mean to say that, last summer he came here, unknown
and unsupported, hunted out his own capital, made his
own friends and passed through practically alone those
hard early stages which are the ones which count in any
undertaking. A better executive for this big enterprise
covild not have been found.

The scheme of decoration is the principal part of this

show, and that scheme is purely a Chicago one, and is

distinctive in its way. Mr. W. L. Wells deserves credit
for the original suggestion of the idea of a forest, lake,
marsh, etc., and of the flight of wild geese which aopears
in the upper air, as well as the many minor features, such
as the log cabin which incloses the entrance, the use of
natural objects in decoration,, etc. Mr, Wells' facile pen-
cil has been of great assistance in the daily papers of this

city. He was assisted nobly by Mr. George L. Schreiber,
who has been the executive artist in charge of the work.
Mr. Schreiber has done yeoman service and his artistic

taste is visible on every hand. Mr. H. G. Maratta is the
third Chicago man who made up the last member of the
board of artists. Mr. Maratta suggested the use ot

heroic plaster figures of wild animals, and also the old
Roman idea of oak leave garlands. Mr. Maratta per-
sonally executed for the Santa Fe Railroad the beautiful
panorama of the Grand Cafion of the Colorado, which is

one of the most brilliant and stirring attractions of the
exposition. These three men made a strong team, and
it may be said that they made the show.
In brief the scheme of the interior is that of the natural

forest. A giant tree rests in front of each girder of the
balcony, extending up into the vaguer regions of the air.

Norway pines were used in this scheme, their orange
colored bark blending hansomely with the decorations
of the Coliseum as well as with the oak leaf strands.

At the foot of these giant pines were grouped smaller
trees—white pines and spruces—so that the whole barn-
like interior of the Coliseum was made to resemble the
cloistered grove. At the point of intersection of each
giant tree with the balcony face a group of plaster figures

was erected. Between the arches were medallions carry-
ing the mounted heads of native game animals in great
abundance. From group to group of these heads and
medallions run long stream.ers of the cool green pine
boughs, blended with the autumn colors of the oak leaves.

The effect was superb, and was heightened by the clever

use of masses of foliage on the floor space.

At the right hand of the Coliseum, as one enters, are

grouped the very large numbers of wild animals in pens
erected by the Page Woven Wire Fence Company. Next
to this on the main floor comes the duck pond, erected

by Dr. Heber Bishop, of Boston. The whole pond was
railed in and was full of wild ducks, wild swans, wild
geese, etc. This was a favorite spot in the show.
Next toward the center, on the main floor, came the

group of trade exhibits, of which more will be said at a

later time. Across the aisle from these groups extends
a solid band of green forest, and just inside. of this rises

the mound upon which the Indian camps are pitched.

There are three tepees here, two held by the Winneba-
goes from Wisconsin, and one, a genuine fourteen robe
skin tepee of the old times, is occupied by Joe Kipp—dear
Joe Kipp—from the Blackfoot country, the quietest and
the wisest outdoor man that ever was. Joe brings with
him his little daughter Mary, who will please the white
ladies a great deal when she is rigged out in her full

buckskin and bead costume. On toward the center comes
the swimming tank. In this tank aquatic sports such as

water polo, fancy swimming, high diving and the like

are carried on. The water runs to the edge of the Indian
camp, and the two make the prettiest picture in the
entire show. On the left, further on the main floor, is

the athletic stage.

Next across the aisle from the athletic platform comes
the splendid pheasantry in charge of Mr. Samuel Evans,
of Oak Park. A-s in the case of the wild ducks no ex-
pense has been spared in getting these pheasants from
rhe old country, as much as $75 having been paid for a
single bird. Almost every known variety of pheasant is

shown here in splendid condition. Mr. Evans deserves
great credit, as does the management, for the pluck dis-

played in furnishing this expensive and beautiful attrac-

tion.

Beyond the pheasantry rises the approach to Maratta's •

Grand Canon. I cannot describe this panorama, but it

is worth going some distance to witness. The illusion

is perfect. The opening of the proscenium is about thirty

feet, but there is no sense of distance possible. One sees
the whole canon, and feels it is really 30 miles across.

The light is superb. This is as sterling and artistic an
attraction as has ever been seen in any city and under
any proposition whatever.
To the left of the Grand Caiion, and on the space oc-

cupied by the Santa Fe Railroad, is the Navajoe settle-

ment, showing the "hogans," the brush huts of that far

off people of the Southwest. There is a splendid speci-

men of the Navajoe, and two blanket weavers accompany
him, A magnificent collection of those grand fabrics,

the Navajoe blankets, is shown on the walls and draped
all about the space in this corner of the exposition. The
color effect when seen from well up toward the center of

the hall is simply superb.
It would be wrong to say that this is the largest sports-

men's show ever held, although I have so stated in ear-
lier mention. The Coliseum is not as large as Madison
Square Garden in New York, and indeed it does not lend
itself perfectly to the Chicago idea of this show. We
need more room, more breaking up of the interior, more
rooms for different exhibits and a better place for cafe

facilities. Yet it is questionable whether a better use
could be made of the space at hand than has been made
here, and Chicago claims with perfect pride that no
sportsmen's show ever yet brought off has compared with
this in the perfection of its detail and the general ex-
cellence of its ensemble.

As the trade side of the show is not too much em-
phasized, so also is the artistic side in the show weaker,
or rather smaller, than one would like to see. This is

not in the least to disparage the splendid show which is

made by the materials at hand, but it is too limited to
gratify the Chicago idea of doing things. There are
perhaps fifty paintings here, each a gem in its way.
Chicago would like to see five hundred or five thousand.
Mr. Alexander Pope, of Boston, has charge of the art

department, and he exhibits a number of his splendid
pieces, also displaying some of Mr, Walter Brackett's
superb salmon pictures. Mr. Pope creates the best im-
pression in the world among Chicago people, and he has
somewhat the reputation of a Herrmann or a Kellar. His
best painting is that of a large white swan, and it is so
conscientiously done that it absolutely deceives the eye
of the most suspicious. It looks like the real bird and
one can only persuade his eye that it is not until he has
run quite into the canvas and proved against his own
belief that the thing is not flesh and blood but simply
a creation of the artist's brush and brain. Mr. Pope
has made a magnificent showing, and he deserves the
greatest credit for coming to this country and offering
the public of this city the treat which he has. It may be
said of this display that it is .superb in its way, but all too
limited in its scope. If Mr. Pope can give us more things
as good as this, we would like more, very much more.
The gallery of the Coliseum is badly constructed, and

much cluttered up with beams and girders. It does not
lend itself naturally to those small and interesting side

exhibits which should be a part of any great sportsmen's
show. One end of the gallery is occupied by Mr. Pope's
department, and that is the only attempt made to utilize

the gallery space. At the opposite end of the gallery the

band stand has been erected, and forty musicians are
doing tlieir best to earn the union scale. On the main
floor, grouped around to the edges of the building, are
many exhibits of great interest, and it may perhaps be
as good a scheme of description as any to take this in

detail, beginning at the rjght hand of the log cabin

entrance.

Hence we find the first exhibit of interest to be that

of the White Pass & Yukon Railroad. Mr. J. Francis
Lee, General Passenger Agent for that far.off transporta-
tion line, has secured for the show here the magnificent
Craine Alaska collection, which is controlled by the
Alaska Geographical Society. This exhibit takes up
more than three carloads of space in transit, and a large

amount of floor room at the show. With it are Mr.
Richard Craine, the collector, a successftil Dawson miner,
and Oscar Jarvis, a dog train mail carrier, who has car-

ried the Government mails from Dawsion to tide water
and from Dawson down to Nome. This boy has with

him a superb team of huskies dogs, which have stood him
in such good stead in the icy north. These shrewd-
faced beasts constitute one of the most popular attrac-

tions of the show. They are a typical team, beautiful,

strong and sagacious. They have as vehicles several

native "cheechacks" sledges, all made withoi:t nails. Oscar
Jarvis can tell many a good story of his experiences in

the cold country of Alaska, and the only regret is that

space does not serve to tell all of these at present.

Mr Craine is a mighty hunter who has killed some of

the specimens shown witli his own rifle. Among these

grand trophies are several grizzlies and black bears, and
probably the finest specimen of polar bear ever taken out
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of the North. There is also a tremendous Kadiac bear-

skin, which he obtained from the Indians. I cannot get

the exact measurements of this skin, since it is hung up
high in the air, but it appears to be between eleven and
twelve feer. Joe Kipp says it is a third larger than any
bufTalo skin he ever saw. There are white sheep, bear

cubs, big-horns, as well as all sorts of fur bearing ani-

mals, all sorts of native weapons, tools and appliances,

all sorts of native boats, and some of the lightest and
handsomest long and narrow snowshoes that I have ever

seen. This exhibit is an education for any one who has

not lived in Alaska.

Just beyond the masterful Craine exhibit with its splen-

did collection of liides, horns, etc., comes the tasteful

space of the Page Woven Wire Fence Company.
Passing for a time the animal park, of which more ex-

tended notice will be made later, it may be well to begin
with the trade exhibits which occupy the semicircle

back of the Indian camp. A local wholesale firm, Hib-
bard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., occupy the first space, and
show a handsome collection of sporting goods. Next
comes the busy booth of Montgomery Ward & Co.,

whose name is literally a household word all over

America. The exhibit of Montgomery Ward & Co. is

small hut very select, and is confined to rod and gun
materials exclusively. It is well handled and creates a

good impression.

The next booth is that of a food company, and just

beyond this is the typical booth of A. G. Spaulding &
Bro., who have a small space well and tastefully provided
Avith the goods and furnishings dear to the sportman's

heart. It need not be said that the exhibit of this firm

is of high-class, and of a quality which has made the

Sporting name. Just beyond the Spaulding exhibit is

the booth of a local grocery house, which is interesting

to sportsmen by reason of the variety of tinned goods
ofi^ered in portable form.
Next in line is the exhibit of a local sporting paper,

and beyond this comes the brilliant little booth of George
B. Carpenter & Company, whose staples are known
wherever a tent is raised or a sail set. Binnacles, com-
passes, all sorts of cooking outfits, boat and canoe jew-
elry, little tents, cots—everytliing in canvas is shown as

this firm only in the West can show it.

Beyond the tidy and shipshape Carpenter exhibit comes
the display made by the Truscott Boat Manufacturing
Company, who have put in a couple of launches, and
Create a good impression. Just beyond them comes the

.^mall and low but attractive display of the Lake Shore
Engine Company, of Marquette, Mich., who show a

series of their gasoline engines.

Near the gallery, back of the above-named exhibits, is

a beautiful little room in which is shown the handsome
book "Brush, Sedge and Stubble," which has been done
by Mr. Dwight W. Huntington.
Under the gallery, bej'ond the last-named exhibit,

comes the grand collection of heads, horns and mounted
specimens shown by Periolat and Frieser. This is es-

pecially noteworthy in view of the superb Alaskan speci-

mens which are shown. To stand in front of the grand
Alaskan moose head, which is perhaps the finest feature

of this exhibit, is to witness a creature that is simply
appalling in the impression created. One can hardly
believe that so great a creature can fall to the tiny bullet

of the sportsman. The name of Periolat is well-known
in the fur trade of the West for many years.

Next beyond, under the gallery, is displayed the food
product of another company, and in the next booth are

shown lenses big and small for sportsmen and others.

A candy company near b}^ furnishes a booth much visited

by the ladies, and beyond that is shown a good supply
of sea shells in the booth of a local concern.
This brings us naturally to the splendid showing of

American fishes, under charge of Dr. S. P. Bartlett, of

the United States Fish Commission. I shall pass mention
of this collection to be taken up with the animal exhibit.

We g'O thence beyond the Grand Cafion, finding great

difficulty in passing without a long stop before the mag-
nificent Navajoe blanket and pottery exhibit shown by
Fred Harvey, one of the most sterling and unique at-

tractions of the show. Then we strike the handsome in-

terior of the booth of the Southern Pacific Railway
Company. It was the intention of this company to bring
on a number of Indians, but at the last moment the com-
panv was unable to secure the proper people on account
of the lack of time. It therefore simply hung up in the

space about twenty superb paintings done by master
artists, and on themes connected with the glorious West,
which is tributary to this transcontinental line. The
Yosemite and bisr trees are shown naturally, and so are

all the game fishes of the fresh waters, and of the salt

waters upon which this great line takes hold. The
paintings are superb, and this really should be called an
art exhibit rather than a railroad exhibit. It is highly
creditable. The next space is held by the same company,
and is handled in a somewhat different form, being given
over to photographs and to mounted fishes. Some of

the photographs are grand. California exuberant, un-
bounded and glorious is written in every line.

Adjoining the Southern Pacific spaces is the handsome
displajf made by William C. Kaempfer, the leading
Chicago taxidermist. Mr. Kaempfer has shown in taste-

ful arrangement nearly all of the greatest American,
trophies, as well as a splendid case of birds and many
mounted fishes, the latter difficult topic being handled
extremely well. Mr. William C. Kaempfer is the son of
Frederick Kaempfer, Sr., Chicago's oldest taxidermist.

The latter established a magnificent business, which has
been kept up by his Sons.

And nov/ we come to one of the ver>' coziest and sweet-
est corners of the entire show. The circuit has brought
us again up to the main entrance of the Coliseium, and
we are at the space of the New Brunswick Guides' Asso-
ciation. This company was really organized by Mr. W.
T. Chestnut, of the old house of R. C. Chestnut & Sons,
Fredericton, N. B. The party is composed of Mr. W.
T. Chestnut, Henry Braithwaite, Arthur Pringle, Harry
Allen, George Armstrong aitd Adam Moore, each a well-
known guide of his own district of that great country, so
full of game and so little known to the western sports-
men. New Brunswick by the sea. With the party is

Robert Allen, of the Tourists' Association. That these
men should come all the way out into the West shows
t^be pluck and enterprise of tiieir kind They have come

a long trail, and every Western sportsman is bidding them
a hearty welcome. They are a splendid looking lot of

men, hearty, powerful and of almost gigantic stature in

most instances. Mr. Braithwaite is not so big as his

contemporary, little Adam Moore, the latter weighing
two hundred and fifty pounds and standing six feet two
in his stocking feet, every ounce of him good, hard flesh.

There is not a more magnificent group of Americans to

be seen in this Coliseum than that at the New Bruns-
wick cabin. These men brought their own cabin with
them, as well as some of the most superb specimens of

moose and caribou trophies ever collected upon the east-

ern part of this continent. They have one grand moose
mounted full size. All their taxidermist work is done
in grand shape. They show photographs of their country
and they have the documents to back up everything they
say.' Among the photographs which they have is a
portrait of the late Frank H. Risteen, and every woods-
man lowers his voice when he speaks of poor Frank.
As I am one of the few men of Chicago who can boast
of being able to wear a pair of Pringle snowshoes, I

have the inside track at the New Brunswick cabin, and
after awhile am going to foregather with these folks from
the far Northeast. They are making a splendid impres-
sion here, and if all the inhabitants of New Bnunswick
are like these, we cannot annex New Brunswick too
quick. Furs, heads, hides, trophies, splendid photo-
graphs, a grand exhibit of native timbers, etc., are all

combined at the New Bnmswick exhibit, and the latter

is a credit to the men who sent it here. I shall get some
stories out of this camp a little later on.

E, Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

The New York Sportsmen's Show.
The seventh annual exhibition of the Sportsmen's As-

sociation in Madison Square Garden opened March 2 in

the usual state of unpreparedness which is a necessary

consequent of the short time given for arranging the ex-

hibits. For two weeks it will be the feature of the Gar-
den, and the most popular attraction in New York.
Artistically, the show is the best that has ever been
given, and in other respects it is probably the most in-

teresting and more nearly approaching the ideal of such

an exhibition that has been seen in New York.
The trade exhibits which formerly cumbered the floor

space to the detriment of other features have been moved
to the galleries, and aside from the exhibit of launches the

amphitheater is devoted to the essentials of sport other

than paraphernalia. There are Indians and guides galore,

and wild animals and fish and water, balsams and birches

and an outlook—painted though it be—of the sunset and
laughing water of the land of Hiawatha beyond the an-

cient Laurentian cliff^s.

The harsh lighting of the Garden has been softened by
the placing of filmy curtains under the big sk3rlight. The
crudeness and commercialism has been toned down. Div-
ing and water polo and similar contests, which belong

essentially to the city athlete, have been dropped. But
after all has been said vernal—Indians and guides and
game—it is much the same as the first Sportsmen's Show
—much the same, only old Tenny is gone.

A Land Mark Removed.

When Forest and Stream did so much in May, 1895, to

assure the success of the first Sportsmen's Show, one_ of

the features of its exhibit was a practical demonstration

of throwing the diamond bitch given by Billy Hofer and
members of the staff, with the assistance of a bronco that

had somehow drifted into a New- York livery stable. The
bronco was branded, which showed its genuineness, and
if further proof was wanted it was furnished by the

artistic bucking exhibit given on the second day of the

performance, when even the big Garden proved too small

to contain the beast, and it was only subdued after a final

plunge had landed it in a grocer's cellar across Fourth

avenue, one hind leg through the hatchway stairs and a

front leg in a barrel of eggs.

It was at this time that old Tenny, the big Irish door-

keeper, was hurt. Tenny was a product of the tenernent

and had never seen a bucking horse. He was scandalized

that any horse should carry on so on the floor of the

building he had come to regard as his own, and when
the horse came his way he protested, with the result that

he was picked up a moment later considerably the worse
for wear.
He was laid up several weeks in his home in a court

on the west side river front, where he was visited and
looked after by Forest and Stream, and then he came
back to his post, and for five successive shows his hercu-

lean frame stood between the ticketless and the fascina-

tions of the Garden like St. Peter at the door of Para-

dise. This year he is gone—-"gone from a worrld of toil

and torture," as his successor put it.

Bifdseye View of the Show.

Almost a third of the amphitheater is given up to the

artificial lake, which is stocked with 1,500 trout brought

on with the IMaine exhibit. Here also are beaver, which
Mr. N. E. Cormier encourages in a praiseworthy effort, to

dam a stream of Croton water from a two-inch pipe. The
beaver are fed on popple wood, with an occasional change

to birch and alder.

There is an island in the lake and an Indian camp at

the end, with half a dozen well-worn birch canoes drawn
up at the side. Interesting, though i^x cathedra, is the fact

that tlie lake is contained in a canvas bag. deftly sewed by

a firm of tent makers and brushed over with copal to make
it waterproof. As the main part of the lake is over 60

feet across and the water several feet in depth, it may be

seen that a considerable pressure is exerted on the sides

and bottom, but so far the canvas bag has proved fully

equal to its task, and its existence is not suspected by the

passing throng. The remaining floor space of the Garden
is largely devoted to exhibits of living game fish, birds

and animals.

Game Fish and Fry.

The exhibit of fish is from the New York State Forest,

Fish and Game Commission hatcheries at Cold Spring.

Saranac Inn, Caledonia and Constantia. It includes

brook trout fry and yearlings, as well as adult rainbow,

brown, lake, steelhead and red throat trout; black bass..

pike-perch, yellow perch, pike and pickerel. An interest-

ing feature is the tray hatchery of brook trout, and the

automatic hatchery jars for whitefish, shad and smelt, both
of which are shown in actual operation.

Game Birds and Water Fowl.

Mr. Verner de Guise has charge oi the exhibit of birds.

In one of the cages is a bevy of quail, suggestive of brown
stubble fields and eager dogs and the tingling call for

alertness on the part of the man behind the gun. There
are also California quail and wild turkeys and the various

pheasants of old world origin. Among the water fowl
the strongest showing is made in geese and swans.

Big Game.

The big-game animals are from Merrymeeting Park,
Brunswick, Me. The superintendent of the park, Mr. C.

H. Stuart, has the animals in charge. There are buffalo,

moose, elk, caribou, antelope and Virginia deer, beside

black bears, timber wolves, coyotes, porcupines and the

lesser animals.

The different species of deer are all fat and in the best

of condition, except for the fact that all are discounting

the season by shedding their coats for the spring pelage,

and the bull caribou has horns six inches long, that bid

fair to get their full development by May.
The reason for this unseasonable state of affairs is that

the animals spent a couple of months on exhibition in

Boston in the early winter instead of being outdoors as

usual. Confinement to a summer temperature has upset

their natural tendencies to a marked degree. When at

home in the park, though provided with comfortable

shelters, the deer prefer to lie out in the snow all during

the •wdnter.

Feed for Captive Animals.

Mr. Stuart gave some interesting particulars as to his

method of feeding the various animals. The moose are

given ground oats and cracked corn with hay morning
and night daily, only getting birch and balsam browse
three times a week. The elk have hay and grain, and are

fed just as a horse would be. The buffalo have nothing
but hay and grain. The antelope are given any kind of

ground food and hay. The caribou are more particular,

and eat little beside the white "caribou" moss from old

ledges and rocks, which is gathered for them by the ton

before snowfall. At times they will take a little clover

hay, but this is given them but sparingly. The porcu-
pines get bread with a few balsam boughs and sweet
potatoes as a special treat.

The secret of the perfect health the animals enjoy is

largely in the fact that in addition to the above regular

diet they are frequently given little extras to tempt their

taste. Roots, such as turnips, beets and carrots, are fre-

quently on their bill of fare, and also anything that they
like and will eat.

Tricks and Oddities.

A gruesome trophy, suggestive of the Klondike trail, is

a human skull with a raven mounted on it picking at the

empty eye socket. Howard McAdam, of Calais, Me., who
exhibited some interesting freaks in the animal world at

the Boston show last year, has a remarkable six-horned
buck's head. The deer was a mature six-year-old buck
in good condition, killed Oct. 6, 1900, near Calais. The
entire top of the head is crowned with a fungus growth
which is brown and, superficially, very similar to the

velvet on the new horn. From this cap-like covering six

imperfect horns take their start, five on one side and
one on the other." These horns are only about two
inches in length and are in the velvet. The effect is far

from being ugly.

Mr. McAdam also shows an albino porcupine and a deer
with a remarkably heavy set of antlers, which spread
twenty-eight inches and measure seven inches in cir-

cumference just above the burr.

There is a second white porcupine in the Garden, and
in the Aroostook exhibit F. R. Wilson has the mounted
head of a horned doe shot three years ago late in Decem-
ber. Despite the time of year, the horns, which are
spikes three inches long, are in the velvet.

In this exhibit may also be seen fine specimens of the

albino deer of which Maine is so prolific, and also a cow
caribou head with a finely developed set of antlers.

Maine, Canada and 'the Adirondacks.

Maine, Canada and the Adirondacks have by far the

largest exhibits. The Adirondack exhibit is in charge
of Mr. E. E. Sumner, who has just been elected Presi-

dent of the Guides' Association for the third time. C.

C. Nichols. State Game Warden, is in charge of the

Maine exhibit, which takes up a large part of the south

and west side of the amphitheater. Mr. L. O. Arm-
strong, of the C. P. R., is the moving genius of the

Canadian section, with his Ojibways and his Indian play

founded on the Hiawatha legend.

The Indian Play.

"Hiawatha." as performed by the Ojibway Indians,

lineal descendants of the men who gave Longfellow the

theme of his poem, is a novel and highly interesting

presentation. Unfortunately, however, for the majority
of spectators, the plaj- is a vaudeville performance. They
take it in with an amtised but not altogether edified ap-

proval. The average spectator knows absolutely nothing
of Longfellow's poem, and the play is taken as a com-
bination of kangaroo dance and war whoop. The artistic

and suggestive side is seen by those with rare percep-
tion.

The play opens with the assemblage of representatives
from the tribes of the wide scattered Indian nations in a
council of war. A war dance follows and then the dele-

gates- are addressed hy the Great Spirit, at whose in-

stance the council was called. The Great Spirit prays
that peace may descend upon the tribes, the war paint is

washed away and the pipe of peace brought out and
smoked.
In the second scene the boy Hiawatha makes his en-

trance. With Nokomis standing near, he receives in-

struction in the art of shooting at a mark on a skin held
by two of the Indians. The following scene shows Hia-
watha grown to maturer years. His joamey to the
Rockies and meeting with Minnehaha are introduced and
he maps the route and pictures his adventures on birch
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bark with a bit of charcoal for the edification of his
friends. The return of Minnehaha, the wooing and the
wedding, and the other various incidents of the story
are all given in turn, and finally the departure and last

farewell of Hiawatha. Mr. Armstrong has published a
libretto of the play, which may easily be obtained.

Asohafcgan to Log Cabin,

The shelters of the woodsmen and aborigines are an
interesting feature of the show. A primitive type is the
asohabgan, or winter lodge of the Northern Indians, made
from long sheets of birch bark—some measuring three by
twelve feet in size—wound spirally around a tripod ar-

rangement of poles. The turtle back tepee of the Ojib-
ways has the same birch bark roofing, but the lower, more
nearly vertical periphery is made of dried rushes, strung
on with wattup and the door protected by a mat of woven
basswood bark.

The birch bark roofs of both asohabgan and tepee are
arranged to be rolled in compact bundles for convenience
in carrying. The ends of the sheets are protected by
wooden strips, which prevent splitting, and the ordinarily
brittle and intractable bark seems to be almost as easily

handled as the moose hide coverings of other lodges or the
buffalo hides of the plains Indians.
There are canoes, tents and Adirondack lean-to camps

and shanties of various kinds and log cabins. One of the
cabins near tlie Madison avenue entrance was built by
three Maine guides, Messrs. Marr, Wilson and Mayo, of

Moosehead, in less than two days from the time the logs

were dumped on the floor of the Garden. It is a good
example of accomplishment by men skilled with the axe
and crosscut saw. The cabin has two windows and a
door, and is twelve by fourteen feet in size. Work was
commenced Friday morning, when the logs were felled,

and before night the four walls had taken shape, thirteen

logs high at the eves, and the roof was on, and a few
hours' time Saturday sufficed to saw out windows and
door and shingle the roof and complete the carnp ready
for occupancy.

Among the Guides and Hunters.

Billy Soule has a cozy corner and exhibit near the

Fourth avenue entrance on the south side of the Garden.
He says that there is at the present time about three and
a half feet of snow on the level in the Maine woods, and
that there has so far been no crust. There has been no
thaw since about Nov. 20. The deer are in good condi-

tion at present and wintering well.

E. L. Abercrombie, known as Uncle Ned, who is with
Bily Soule, was with parties in the Moosehead country in

Aroostook county who secured seventeen moose for twen-
ty-one men, a record that New Brunswick would find

hard to equal.

Uncle Ned was in a bear scrap last summer in company
with a man named Murphy. Mr. Murphy had never had
an argument with a bear, and it was not supposed that he
was on the lookout for trouble. He was carrying a pack
and perspiring and attending strictl}^ to his own busi-

ness, when, without warning, a bear appeared on the trail.

A red rag waved in a bull's face could have produced no
more electrical effect. Murphy dropped his pack, and
with a small hatchet he happened to have in his hand, gave
chase to the bear. The bear took refuge in a blow down,
from which he was dislodged by a pistol shot. He tried

to gain a swamp, bitt the strenuous Murphy drove him
into a mud hole, whence the bear emerged a moment
later in a badly battered condition.

The bear tried to escape by dodging around a ledge,

but on the other side he was headed by his implacable
pursuer and forced to make a stand, and it did not take
long to kill him when the man with the pistol came up.

Murphy's exploit was a surprise to those who knew
him, and who had not credited his being such a Philistine.

They aver that the bear was scared to death by his

ferocious onslaught.
Warren Wing, of Flagstaff, Me., makes a specialty of

guiding bear hunters. Last May he was instrumental in

securing Mr. Thos. B. Parker, of Lynn, Mass., a fine

bear. The three first days of his visit at Wing's camp it

rained and Mr. Parker waited in camp, but the fourth
day was fine, and the hunters started out, and within half

a mile of camp a bear was encountered, which Parker
downed the third shot. The hide measured 6 feet 4 inches
in length.

John Cushman, of Sherman, one of the best bear trappers
in Maine before the Game Commissioners refused him a
license, captured three cubs last June close to his camp on
Katahdin Lake. He had shot the old bear, and noting
that she was suckling cubs, he left her with the fur on,
knowing from previous experience that the cubs would
return and stay with the dead body until driven away by
starvation.

The next morning on his return the three cubs were
discovered hastily climbing nearby trees. One of the
cubs had chosen a comparatively low tree, and Cushman's
eompanion climbed after it, and as it was quite weak and
dispirited had little difficulty in catching it and dropping
it in a sack. The other two cubs were secured by
chopping down the tree in which they had taken refuge,
which happened to be a bad one to climb, and these two
made but little resistance. They were fed on condensed
milk, diluted to the consistency of cow's milk, and three
days later, to vise Cushman's expression, "You couldn't
touch 'em no more'n you could a tiger."

J. B. BURNHAM.

Peters Cartridge Co.

The generous space, Nos. 26 and 27, near the Fourth
avenue end of the Garden, occupied by the Peters Car-
tridge Co., of Cincinnati, O., is replete with matters of
interest to the sportsman. There are the great trophies of
world-wide fame, the American Centennial trophy
(Palma), the Wimbleton trophy, the Military and Naval
trophy, the Soldier of Marathon, all of which have a
wealth of historical significance. Then there are numer-
ous targets which offer material evidence of the skillful

deeds of great men with the rifle and its ammunition.
Also there are groun portraits of distinguished men of
the realm of sport. In the further cornerj over a desk, is

the sign "Secretary of the National Rifle Association."
(Philadelphia Rifle Association, New Jersey State Rifie
Association, Massachusetts Rifle Association, Zettler
Rifle Club.) The space also is furnished with a view to

jtjiaking a gathering plac^ fo^ the friends and p^trpns

of the company. The exhibit is in charge of the urbane
and popular sportsman, Mr. T. H. Keller.

Remington Arms Co.

Spaces 28, 29 and 30, occupied by the Remington Arms
Co., New York, contain a large display of various grades
of shotguns. One of them, a gem of the gunmaker's
art, listed at $750, and owned by Admiral Courtney, is a
rare exemplification of beauty and utility. A special
feature of the display is the Remington hammerless steel

barrel gun for trapshooters, listed at the moderate price
of $25. Also this gun with ejector will be ready for
manufacture July i, and will be sold at $35. The long,
inammoth case, extending the length of the space, con-
tains also a fine line of rifles and other products of the
Remington factory. The exhibit is in charge of Admiral
A. G. Courtney, who is affable and courteous always, and
pleased to explain the excellence of his company's prod-
ucts. The Colonel—that is, the Admiral—listens with
great interest to the Indian drama of "Hiawatha." ex-
plaining that this was not from mere curiosity, but from a
profound purpose to learn the Indian language and to add
it to his already extensive fund of linguistic accomplish-
ments before his flagship arrived.

Tatham Brothers,

Space No. 33 is occupied by Tatham Brothers, of New
York, in which is exhibited a full line of their many
sizes of shot. Their improved chilled shot is a special

feature. There are about forty kinds of their shot all

told, ranging from 24 pellets to 162,000 to the ounce. Their
new circular, setting forth the merits and peculiarities of
their manufacture, can be obtained on application to

them.

J. H, Lau & Co.

Messrs. J. H. Lau & Co., of New York, have a display
of Ballistite in Space 32, the merits of which they are
pleased to/explain to visitors.

Chamberlin Cartridge & Target Co,

Space 36 is devoted to the exhibit of the Chamberlin
Cartridge & Target Co., of Cleveland, O. The main
feature is a mautrap, whose workings and merits are
untiringly explained to visitors by Mr. Charles North, who
is in charge of this interesting exhibit. A glass case con-
tains many useful articles manufactured and owned by
this company—bluerock gun cleaners, Heikes hand holder,
Rowley cheek pad, etc.

Lefever Arms Co.

In space 38 is the exhibit of the Lefever Arms Co., of

Syracuse, N. Y., in charge of Uncle Dan Lefever. It con-
tains a most interesting display of shotguns, from the light

featherweight field gun to the heavier guns for trap-

shooting. Medium priced and high priced guns are in

.the exhibit, and the pigeon guns- are objects of special

interest to the trapshooter.

Union Metallic Cartridge Co,

The exhibit of the Union Metallic Cartridge Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn., in spaces 39 and 43, is much the same
as that of last year. The beautiful, mammoth arch-shaped
case contains articles by the thousand. There are all kinds
and sizes of rifle cartridges from the smallest to the
largest. Shotgun shells, primers, blocks showing the

penetration of different bullets, cannon ammunition, etc..

offer objects of unceasing interest for the information of

the visitor.

Schoverling^ Daly & Gales.

The great firm of Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales, of

New York, occupy spaces 11, 12 and 13. They display a

very complete line of sportsmen's equipment. Daly guns,

Marlin rifles, Mauser and Borchardt pistols, golf goods,
lawn tennis, canoes, fishing tackle, Bristol .steel rods,

etc., are shown in profusion. The whole are very
artistically grouped and arranged.

Brideeport Gun Implement Co.

Spaces 24 and 25 are occupied by the Bridgeport Gun
Implement Co., of Bridgeport, Conn. Their space is de-

voted to a display of golf goods, of which a very complete
line is exhibited.

Colt Fire Arms Co.

The pistol and revolver range is under the manage-
ment of the Colt Fire Arms Co., represented by C. F.

Small. He will make an effort during the week to hold a

meeting of pistol and revolver enthusiasts to promote
a general organization.

Other Exhibits.

Thos. W. Fraine, of Rochester, has his usual display of

highly artistic fish and other mounted specimens; and
Fred. Sauter, of William street, New York, shows some
heads and groups well worth seeing. Austin, Young &
Co., of Boston, show their well-known dog food. H. H.
Kiffe, the Truscott Boat Co. and other marine exhibits

will be noted in our yachting columns next week.
Among the other exhibitors are Messrs. J. Stevens

Arms & Tool Co., Francis Bannerman, Leroy Shot &
Lead Co.,G. W. Cole & Co., D. S. Abercrombie & Co.,

Indian Oldtown Canoe Co., N. Y. Marine Power Co.,

International Gas Engine Co., Standard Motor Mfg. Co.,

N. Y. Kerosene Oil Co., and the Scheckner Motor Co.

New York Spring Shootings
Editor Forest and Stream:
The situation at x^lbany on the spring duck shooting

question seems to be about this : Long Island don't want
to stop it, and she has generally had her own way in

the matter of game legislation. Oswego county, as repre-

sented by Judge Stowell, is willing to stop—that is, if

Long Island does. This means that the bill won't pass at

all. Why is it that the sportsmen of Oswego county re-

fuse to consent to a law that will give the rest of the

State good fall duk shooting? Simply because an island

in the Atlantic Ocean won't stop it? They might just as welt

say Connecticut won't stop it. Do the sportsmen realize

that our present law is a direct benefit to Long Lsland

3.nd that we arp driving bifds out of ^lie rest of t|ie.§t^tS

to breed birds for Lon^ Island shooters? Up here in

Jefferson county, which is separated from the Province of
Ontario by the grand St. Lawrence River, we are perhaps,
better situated than are the interior counties to see the
utter absurdity of the present law. Consider that it is a law
that prohibits the shooting of wildfowl for the four
months in a year when you couldn't possibly kill a duck
if you tried. A law that says to the mated wildfowl
which in the spring stop to rest and feed, or to stay with
us and nest and rear their young, "Get out or we'll kill

you" ; a law which permits the Canadian to help us shoot
and drive the birds from our waters into their own, where
protected by wise laws they are at last permitted to breed
undisturbed; a law which caused the Province of Ontario
to pass a law which forces a resident of this State to pay a
license fee of $25 before he can shoot one of these ducks
that we refuse to allow to nest in the State. Our Cana-
dian friend may wear a fur cap, but there is plenty of
gray matter inside. He comes over in the spring, has a
good time with the boys and helps them drive the birds
over to the Canadian side of the river, then puts his

gun away until Sept. i, and from that time until the
season closes on Dec. 15 he has such wildfowl shooting
as only those who have shot there can justly appreciate.

This means three months of good sport for our friends
across the border. What do we get? A week or ten
days, when it's cold enough to freeze the hair off a brass
monkey, and I don't believe there was a shooter in this

country that killed fifty ducks last fall, and I know of
two spring duck butchers who killed as many as that in

one day last spring. Now, why is the present law a direct

benefit to Long Island?
1st. We drive the birds out of this State into Canadian

waters to breed.
2d. The birds stay there until forced to leave by the

freezing of the waters.
3d. Our waters close at nearly the same time.

4th. The distance to the coast is so short that very few
birds stop to rest or feed on the way.

Sth. How can we prove this ? We don't have to ; you
can prove it yourself. Just find out when the first heavy
flight of ducks reached Long Island Sound last fall and
you will find that it was just before or at about the same
time that winter set in in Canada.
Will the ducks breed in this State? Tn 1892 a law was

passed making the close season March i to Sept. i, except-
ing Long Island. That one year convinced the sports-

men of this county that dttcks would breed here. Better
black duck, mallard, teal and wood duck shooting was
had that fall than we ever had before or since. Not
only this, but the fall ducks—^broadbill, bluebill, whistler,

redhead, etc.—came earlier and stayed longer. A gewtle-

man of the name of Angel, residing on the north shore
of Point Peninsular, has told me since, that a pair of blue-
bill ducks nested on his shore and that the next spring he
believed that these same ducks came back, as a small
flock of sixteen birds remained along his shore long after

the other birds had been driven out, but that finally a
hunter shot into the flock, killing three of them, and the

rest left. He said that if these birds had not been shot
at he believed they would have stayed there and nested
that year. But what is the use of trying to prove a self-

evident fact ? Every duck shooter, the men who are work-
ing for and the men who are working against this bill,

knows that ducks will, and do, breed in this State. If the

bill for the entire State is defeated Long Island sportsmen
are to blame if a bill for the State, excepting Long Island,

is defeated, Oswego county sportsmen are the guilty

ones, and if both these bills are defeated we hope to be
permitted to pass a bill for Jefferson county.
Assemblymen Bryan and Roberts, Senator Brown,

chairman of the Fish and Game Committee, and our
efficient and energetic Fish and Game Commissioner, De
Witt C. Middleton, are with us in this fight, and if we
don't win you can't blame Jefferson cotmty, for we hg.ve

all voted. How is it, brother sportsmen of Oswego
country? Have you all voted? If so, vote again, and ask
your representatives to support a bill excepting Long
Island if it becomes necessary to do so. I don't believe

you'll regret it, but if at the end of three years you
do, we'll help yoit repeal the bill and help you drive the

birds into Canada to breed ducks for Long Island and
Southern shooters.

W. H. Tallett, Pres. J. C. S. A.
Watertown, N. Y., March 1.

Quail Hiding.

Editor Forest and Stream:
We are all more or less inclined to dispute the unusual

incidents reported by observant brother sportsmen, and
if persuaded will excuse the bigotry shown by saying, "I

never saw any such thing." The claim has been made
that a quail will lay a dead leaf over its back when "lay-

ing close" in the woods, and this I have always thought

an appropriate extract from a pretty fairy tale, and pitied

any one who could be gulled by such a very transparent

fable.

Last week while hunting quail, a covey flushed wild and
scattered in the woods. My companion took the old dog
and I the pup, and we proceeded to beat up the cover.

The first point the pup made was at the foot of a small

tree where the trees stood thick, but where the ground
was stony and was covered with only thin patches of

dead leaves.

Taking the direction of the dog's eyes I passed close by

his head and, brushing by the tree at the foot of which

he stood, walked on 10 or 15 feet, but flushed nothing.

Going back to the dog, I carefully took the direction of

his eyes, and looking closely discovered sitting between

the roots of the tree within a span of my foot, the bird,

and lying well over its back was a large dead oak leaf,

placed in such a manner as to convince me beyond the

shadow of a doubt that the bird had placed it there.

My reputation for veracity is fairly good, but I wish

that pup could also make a statement in this case, for

he and I were the only witnesses of this—^to me—strange

and interesting incident. Lewis Hopkins.

P. S.—We got the bird. H.

The F0RK8I AHD StREAM js put to press each week on Tuesday-

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at tib;^
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Breeding of Wild Ducks in

New York
Editor Forest and Stream:

In 1899 ducks bred sixty miles from here at Patterson,
in Putnam county, this State, on the marshes of the
Croton River, within 500 rods of my home. In the par-
ticular place referred to one pair had a brood which were
more than once seen sneaking along in the tall grass and
among the branches of the trees that hang over the water.
At that time they were not full feathered./ Besides the
pair mentioned other broods were raised further down
the marshes.

Last year (1900) the birds were disturbed by gunners
and did not remain with us to breed. I am convinced
that if not shot in the spring these birds would nest and
rear broods with us regularly.

I inclose wing of one of these birds.

.Jacob Alvarez.
New York City, March 1.

[The wing of the bird inclosed is that of the male wood
duck.]

Orient, Suffolk County, N. Y., March 2.—Editor
Forest and Stream: For sixty years I have traversed the
marshes along the bays and creeks which belonged to my
great-grandfather, grandfather, father and now myself.
During this time I have never seen a nest of duck's eggs.
I did, about forty years ago, find two or three little black
ducks, six or eight inches long, which, of course, must
have come from a nest on the main land. Nine miles south
of us is Gardiner's Island—a preserve, a wild, undeveloped
place. Occasionally each summer the fishermen who
camp upon the beach find a nest of black duck eggs. I

have never heard of any other species of duck eggs being
found until my son read of it in your paper to-day in my
hearing. It is stated there that wood duck eggs were
found at Saj^alie.

We think it too bad for the people up State to restrict
us in our shooting, as we have little but the riff raff of
the ducks—coots and old squaws. We have very few
black ducks and broadbills, and a few sheldrakes sand-
wiched in. I never killed but one wood duck in my life.

Up State they have canvas ducks, mallards and black
ducks which are fit for a king's table. Here we are
isolated from the State, and we feel it is not neighborly
for them to shut down on us. Daniel T. Tuthill.

Utica, N. Y., March 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your editorial of March 2 you call for information
from "ornithologists and older readers of the Forest and
Stream-" as to the breeding of wild ducks in this State.
While I cannot claim the honor of the first title, I

certainly can the second, and I therefore venture to send
my little, hoping that it may help to swell a considerable
amount of testimony.
The black duck is a common summer resident through-

out the Adirondack region of Herkimer and Hamilton
counties. Wherever there are not too many cottagers
there is a brood on every piece of water, more especially
on the smaller ones. My journal shows that I found
nests containing eggs on June 21, 1874, in Hamilton
county, and on June 4, 1878, in Herkimer county, and I
have seen some other nests.

The Blue-Winged Teal—I have seen broods of this bird
at Utica, at Oneida Lake and at the Montezuma Marshes,
which seemed too young to have migrated from the north,
but I have never found a nest nor seen birds which could
not fly. You will, I think, have more positive information
from the Seneca River country.
The wood duck is a common summer resident through

the central part of the State. In the Montezuma Marshes,
down the Seneca River, up the Oneida and in the swamps
bordering Oneida Lake, I have observed these birds, and
though I have no record of a nest found, there is no
doubt as to their breeding. I saw a brood there the first
of last September, which had evidently been raised there.
The American Golden-Eye—Perhaps the most valuable

information which I have is of this bird. For several
.summers in the seventies I spent the month of June in
Hamilton county wilderness and found the whistlers
breeding on two little lakes for several years in succes-
sion. My journal records that on June 5, 1877, I found
broods of young just hatched, not over two or three days
old, on two different lakes, and that I captured one of
the little fellows alive. Well do I remember what a
beauty he was, covered with soft down, "all black and
white, just like his pa." He was so beautiful and cun-
ning that much as I wanted him as a specimen, I had not
the heart to put him to death, but released him and
watched him scuttle away to join his mother and his
brothers, who were waiting for him out in the lake.

This is all my personal knowledge, but without looking
far I find this additional information:
The blue-winged teal is given as breeding on Long

Island by Giraud.
The gadwall is given as breeding, in the State by De-

Kay.
The bald-pate as probably breeding, by the same

authority.
The American swan is given as breeding at Tupper

Lake, in Hamilton county, by the same authority,
Egbert Bagg.

The West Virginia Warden,
Eddor Forest and Stream:

I inclose in this letter a clipping from a paper in ref-
erence to the pollution of South Branch River and think
it is good enough for a place in your columns. Our last
Legislature gave to our State game warden a salary of
$1,200 per year and $300 for expenses. It also gave 'him
the power to appoint deputy game wardens for each
county, and refused to repeal the non-resident license
tax, so that law now stands as it w^as before, namely, a
fee of $25 for each non-resident hunter, the license good
only in the county where issued and for one year from
the time of the license is issued, and the Legislature
refused to put a license on fishermen. I think we will noAV
have suiBcient orotection on the game and fish in this
State, as_ the State game warden, Capt. E. F. Smith, of
Hinton, is a j^oung and active man, and will get around
among his deputies to see that they f^jfprce the law.

Wrhi7_ - _ , 1^. /• B. Brady.

100 Sportsmen's finds.

Some of the Qtieer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game of Fish.

45

A beautiful grotto, 300 yards deep by 130 yards wide,
has been discovered near Tapotitlan, Oaxaca. Mexico.
The walls are of a brilliant quartz and the stalactites are
very large and beautiful, most of them of the form of
giant pillars supporting the roof 90 feet above the floor.
The. grotto was discovered by a couple of hunters, who
found several skulls, evidences of human sacrifices, and
obsidian figures within, showing that the cave was known
to the Aztecs. The cave has in its center two pools of
beautiful, clear, cold water, which never vary in height
and have no visible supply or discharge places,

46

Some hunters in the forest of Drommling made a very
strange discoveiy. They began -to fell a venerable oak,
which they soon found to be quite hollow. Being half-
decayed, it speedily came to the ground with a crash,
disclosing^ a skeleton in excellent preservation ; even the
boots, which came above the knees, were perfect. By its

side were a powder horn, a porcelain pipe bowl and a
silver watch. The teeth were perfect. It would seem to
be the skeleton of a man between thirty and forty years
of age. It is conjectured that, while engaged in hunting,
he climbed the tree for some purpose and slipped into the
hollow trunk, from which there was no release, and he
probably died of starvation.

47

The members of a fishing party during a week's camp
on a portion of the battlefield of Antietam. on the spot
where_ the Philadelphia Corn Exchange Regiment met
with its heavy loss in the battle, found the complete
skeleton of a man, and bv its side the scabbard and blade
of an officers sword. The body was in the midst of a
thicket of j^oung ti-ees, which probably accounts for its

being overlooked for so long a time. There being no
clue as to the identity of the remains, the bones were
interred by the anglers near where they were found.

Notice.
All communications intended for Forsst ahd Stkiav should

alway? be addressed to the Forest and Stream PubUshinR Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Fishing Up and Down the Potomac^

Washington's Diary.

In giving some extracts from Washington's diary some
time ago,* it was, of course, in ignorance of the late

*FoREST AND Stream, Feb. 23.

George H. Moore's little book on "Washington as an
Angler," and due acknowledgments are cheerfully made
to the author's memory and to the Woodcraft Magazine
for April, 1900, kindly sent by the editor, and which con-
tains Mr. Moore's entire paper.
On continuing the examination of the diary, Mr.

Moore's book was found inserted as an annotation, pre-
sumably by Dr. Toner, in a later volume at July, 1787.

It turns out that there are two private diaries of Wash-
ington covering the period from which Mr. Moore quoted.
One of these volumes is in the Congressional Library, and
part of this has been printed, and another volume for
the same date in the custody of the State Department at
Washington. The two do not always correspond in

form, and the State Department copy is particularly in-

teresting, in that on at least two occasions it mentions
the kind of fish which the celebrated angler was after.

The citations in the book were from the copy in the
Congressional Library and the entries for corresponding
dates from both diaries are here given for comparison.

July, 1787. Monday, 30th,

(Library copy.)
"Tn companj^ with Mr. Gouverneur Morris went into

the neighborhood of the valley Forge to a Widow Moore's
fishing at whose house we lodged."

estate Department copy.)
"In company with Mr. Gov'r Morris and in his Phaeton

with my horses went up to one Jane Moore's in the
vicinity of Valley Forge to get Trout."
Tuesday, 31st.

(Library copy.)
"Before Breakfast I rode to the Valley Forge and over

the whole Cantonment & works of the American Army in

the winter of 1777-8 and on my return to the Widow
Moore's found Mr. and Mrs. Rob't Morris. Spent the
day there fishing &c. lodged at the same place."

(State Department copy.)
"While Mr. Morris was fishing I rid over the old

Cantonment of the American Army of the Winter 1777-8.
Visited all the works which were in Ruins ; and the in-

campments in woods where the grounds had not been
cultivated."

August, 1787. Friday, 3d.

(Library copy.)

"Went up to Trenton on a Fishing party with Mr. and
Mrs. Rob't Morris & Mr, Gov'r Morris. Dined and lodged
at Col. SamI Ogden's. In the evening fished."

(State Department copy.)
"In company with Mr. Rob't Morris and his Lady and

Mr. Gov'r Morris I went up to Trenton on another Fish-
ing party. Lodged at Col. Sam Ogden's at the Trenton
Works. In the Evening fished, not very successfully."

Saturday, 4th.

(Library copy.)
"In the morning and between breakfast and 4itiner

fished." "

'

(State Department copy.) ^ ^ ^ _ ^

"In the morning and between breakfast & dinner fished
again with more success (for Perch) than yesterday."

1788 was an unlucky year for his fishing landing. The
entries are as follows

:

April 28. "Few fish were caught in the forenoon of this

April 29. "No fish caught to-day of any consequence."
April 30. ; "Few or no fish caught to-day at the time I

was at the landing."
May 3, "FcAv or no fish being caught to-day I ordered

them to discontinue drawing the Sein after Monday un-
less they were more successful on that day,"
May 5. "No fish being caught to-day I ordered the

hogsheads and everything else to be secured and the
people to repair to their respective places and businesses."

In 1794 he went up about Harrisburg, and Oct. 3 has
this entry: "The Susquehanna at this place abounds in
the Rockfish of 12 or 15 inches in length & a fish which
they call Salmon." The latter was the wall-eyed pike or
yellow pike perch or jack-salmon.
This completes the references to fishing in his diary so

far as examined.
In November, 1789, he was making a tour of New Eng-

land, and the following entry is of interest in connection
with a former paper : Sunday, 8th, "It veing contrary to
law and disagreeable to the People of this State (Con-
necticut) to travel on the Sabbath day—and my horses,
after passing through such intolerable roads wanting
rest, I stayed at Perkin's tavern (which by the bye is not a
good one) all day—and a meeting house being within a
few rods of the door, I attended morning and evening
service, and heard very lame discourses from a Mr.
Pond."
He gives a vivid description of a storm at Mt, Vernon,

July 24, 1788 : "Thermometer at 70 in the morning, 71 at
noon and 74 at night. A very high N.E. wind all night
which this morning being accompanied with rain became a
hurricane driving the miniature ship Federalist from her
moorings and sinking her; blowing down some trees in
the groA'-es and about the houses, loosning the roots &
forcing many others to yield and dismantling most in a
greater or lesser degree of their Bows, and doing other
and great mischief to the grain, grass &c. and not a
little to my mill race; in a word it was violent and severe
more so than has happened for many years. About noon
the wind suddenly shifted from N.E. to S.W. and blew
the remaining part of the day as violently from that
quarter. The tide about this time rose near or quite 4
feet higher than it was ever known to do driving Boats
&c. into fields where no tide had ever been heard of be-
fore, and must it is apprehended have done infinite

damage on their Wharves at Alexandria, Norfolk, Balti-
more &c."

This century-old record is wonderfully interesting, and
voluminous as it is one cannot help hoping other frag-
ments of the journal may yet be unearthed.

Henry Talbott.

Winter Fishing atif Lafce ^Winni-
pesaukee*

Boston^ Feb. 27.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Early in

the month I received notice from my friend, Mr. Warren.
D. Huse, of Laconia, to be ready for a fishing trip to Lake
Winnipesaukee. Mr, Huse is a pretty business busy man
in the thriving city of Laconia, where, with his two sons,
Walter and Leon, he is engaged in the manufacture of
knitting and other machines. They are all more or less

addicted to the use of the rod and gun, and when either

of them wants to go fishing or shooting, why he simply
goes. On the i8th came word from Mr. Huse that he and
Mr. Edwin Stone were going to his cottage at the lake
that day and for me to join them as soon as possible. The
next day at 12:15 Conductor John Catneron pulled the
signal and I stepped from the train at the little flag station
of Spring Haven, where Mr. Huse gave me a cordial
greeting. I could not help contrasting the difference in

the aspect of the surroundiiigs from what they were in

August last when I closed the Seaver cottage, where Mrs.
Smart and myself had passed that month in good, solid

enjoyment. Then the wild flowers lined the highways and
were seen everywhere in the fields and pastures, while
berries abounded in all directions. Now how different

Plenty of snow, packed hard, making excellent sleighing;,

the lake frozen with from 16 to 18 inches of ice, with
excellent going over its smooth surface, the wind having
swept the snow in piles along the shores. A few minutes'
walk brought us to the cottage where a big coal fire

made the whole house warm and comfortable. The fish

house was out a short distance from the shore and a few
holes had been put in. After lunch I got into my fishing

rig and we went out to the house. Here was a good
fire, and 4 feet from the stove was a well hole in the floor,

into which a trout line was set in 40 feet of water. The wind
was blowing a moderate gale, and it was pretty cold work
bobbing the lines outside. Mr. Stone was over near the
Rattlesnake Island shore, and I walked over to fish with
him for a \vhile. He got one handsome trout over there.

It was a short afternoon, and before 5 o'clock we were
back in the cottage, where we were joined by Mr. William
Wallace, of Lacania. Among other things Stone knows
about is how to cook, and it was not long before he had a
smashing hot supper on the table. That over and the
necessary chores done, pipes were in order, and the short
evening was devoted to various topics, Mr. Huse told of
his early experiences with the gun—how he got his first

fox and how he blew his first partridge all to pieces, not
finding a piece big enough to pick up. Mr. Stone gave
us a very entertaining account of his eight months' so-
journ in Paris during the Exposition, where he was in
charge of an exhibit of machinery for making wire cork-
screws. He made them by the thousands every day. sell-

ing them almost as fast as they could be turned out.
Wallace and I told a few fish stories and the evening
passed quickly.

After breakfast next morning, farmer Batchelder vns
brought into the game, and we hitched the boh-hoii-,e be-
hind his horse step and toward it over to the broads be-
tween Rattlesnake Island and the Tuftanborough shoi-e,

where it remained two days. The wind blew straight
down the lake both days, strong and cold, and it was cx-
tretnely \i^r^ fis}iing, bwt Jsept at it, and occ^io?\-j
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ally brought to the surface a handsome trout. I have al-

ways thought myself a pretty enthusiastic fisherman, but
Stone and Wallace can give me cards and spades at the
game. They fish together quite often, and it came out
that after they have caught all they want they play a
game of pitch to see who shall clean the fish, the loser

doing the job, of course. Stone says Wallace is very
expert at the business. It's a great .scheme—for the
winner—but if I had a hundred or more big perch before
me, as Wallace did once this winter, taken over near
Long Island, I should feel like sub-letting the job if pos-
sible. Thursday the fish house was brought back to

our shore, where Mr. Huse and I fished Friday, while
Stone and Wallace put in some lines off Birch Point,
further down the lake toward Alton Bay. Altogether, the
fishing was not what it ought to have been. We tried what
are considered the best grounds in the lake, and we lost

but three fish after they had once taken the bait. We
called that pretty fortunate, for it must be borne in mind
that it requires good care and a steady nerve to pull a
good sized trout from 75 feet of water—the depth we
fished in on the broads. Our total string was seven trout,

three cusk and probably twenty shad waiters, some of
the latter quite sizable fish, while our biggest trout was
5 pounds. However, I had a most delightful outing, and
more than ever did I realize that it is not all of fishing

to fish. Wallace and Stone I found to be gentlemen and
sportsmen; Mr. HiTse I have known to be such for some
time, and I hope we shall meet at the Huse cottage next
winter, when the ice isn't so thick, the wind less furious
and the trout in a more biting mood. Saturday noon saw
trie home again with more than my regular share of the
trout, the biggest cusk and a whole lot of appreciation of
the kindness of my friends. Wm. B. Smart.

The Megantic Club.
At the annual meeting in Portland, Me., Feb. 26, of the

Megantic Fish and Game Corporation, the annual report
was presented, showing an addition to the membership
in exchanges and shares sold of 41.

During the year past, in addition to the regular run-
ning expenses of the club, five new camps were built, one
sleeping camp at I^orthwest and Big Island Ponds, two
at Arnold Pond, and a dining camp at Big Island Pond,
which for size and conveniences cannot be excelled in

the State. These improvements with some new trails cost

over $1,300. Three new private camps were built, and
there are five more in process for the coming season.

The Board and Supply Department was run at a profit

of a little over $2,400, all the camps showing- a balance on
the credit side of the ledger.

One hundred and sixteen members spent 2,709 days on
the preserve, and fiftj'-four guests were there 500 days.
Below is a summary of the report of the treasurer,

showing a cash balance with all expenses paid of

$1,336.35.

Quick Assets.
Cash, including: $310.65 in the Permanent Im-

provement Fund....,jjj^....,..,.i..,..,,,.j.,...|l,388 10
Accounts receivable. 218 70

Rentals due 125 00

Assessments for 1900 due 480 00
'$2,211 80

Invested Assets.
Re?l estate $5,000 00
Treasury stock 1,100 00

Unexpired insurance 112 90

Supplies on hand 650 48

Camps, furnishings and office fixtures 13,311 53
$20,174 91

$22,386 71

Amount We Owe.
Employees, balance withheld under contracts $51 75

Total assets $22,334 96

The directors chosen for the year are : Clarence A.

Barney, Boston; John W. Cutler, Binghamton, N. Y.;

L. Dana Chapman, Boston; L. O. Crane, Boston; Frank
Fallon. Medford, Mass.; A. W. Gleason, New York;
George A. Gibson, Boston; R. A. Griffing, Hartford;

S. F. Johnson, Boston; Dr. W. G. Kendall, Boston; F.

A. Niccols, Boston; George H. Payne, D.D.S., Boston;

D. C. Pierce, Boston; Jeremiah Richards, New York;
Arthur W. Robin-son, Boston; Henry W. Robinson,

Boston; Richard E. Traiser, Boston; L. Dana Chapman,
Boston; Dr. E. D. Robbins, Boston; Harry W. Sanborn.

Boston; clerk, Dr. George W. Way, Portland; assistant

clerk, H. W. Robinson, Boston.

The Dennys River.
Editor Forest and Sirearn:
Your editorial on the wane of the Dennys River of

Maine in Forest and Stream of March 2 is pathetic. It

must be so, especially to the scores of habitues who have

been wont to seek its delectable shores summer after

summer and enjoy for the nonce not only its scenic at-

tractions but the "privilege of fishing ad libitum without

license, fee or charge. It is the only absolutely free

entire river worth fishing that T know of in the United

States or Canada—that, is within striking distance. The
consciousness of this exceptional privilege is of itself as

ecstatic as a draff of pure air to a lifelong inmate of a

dungeon. And to blight the joys of a resident community

by destroying the beauty and resources of such a stream,

as well as by ignoring the prerogatives inherited from

their forefathers for generations by deliberately closing

the natural fishway around the dam, and turning loose a

perpetual output of sawdust and edgings, regardless of

protest or appeal, is truly an offense which may be classed

as criminal, more's the pity

!

The remedy which your editorial suggests of appeal to

the State Fish Commission and the Legislature ought to

have been invoked and applied three years ago. It might

be made efficacious now. If it is possible to keep mill

waste out of streams elsewhere, it can be done in Dennys-

ville, and the salmon will follow their propensity to seek

the spawning beds of the upper streams as soon as they

find the way clear. That they attempt the passage every

year is shown by the quantities of salmon caught in the

estuary.

It is a marvel to industrial economists that the mill

company cannot see that it is to their pecuniary profit to

iitUize their mil stuff by disposing of it to fqel yards, ic?

packers, upholsterers, canners, et al., instead of turning it

loose to pack knee deep on the bottom or find its way
out into the ocean. But at the present acute stage of the
complaint, it looks as if compulsory measures would
effect more than the argumentum ad hominem. For my
part, I declare I cannot understand how the manager and
resident members of the mill syndicate can have the
nerve to look their fellow citizens of Dennysville squarely
in the face. Oh, love of lucre! How it sours the milk
of human kindness ! Mind you, good Mr. Editor, I would
not save the Dennys River for monopolists to enjoy, while
those to the manor born stand helpless and forbidden to

fish. Better let the slabs and sidings continue to drift

with the tides which flow in and out of the estuar3^ But
if, by some happy chance or effort, the river is to be
restored to its old prestige, and the angling for salmon
become again what it was when Walter Brackett took his

dozen fish per day out of the pool above the present rail-

road bridge, I am thinking that a rod tax of $5 or less

would not be a bad idea, as it would enhance the fishing

privilege, on the theory that one values most whatever has
cost him most or been hard earned; and the income would
go to keeping the fishway. open and a vigilant guardian on
the river.

As you say, "It is an outrage that the conditions now
existing should go on unchecked," I hope that the mills

of the gods will eventually outdo the mills of the sawyers,
albeit they grind so slowly. Charles Hatxock.

On Lac San Claire.

The Detroit News chronicles in rhyme in the style of D.
Drummond Mr. Dan Davies' catching a big bass in Lake St.
Clair:

A fisherman on Lac San Claire,
'Bout six mile off from shore,

Fished hard for one, two, three, four hours;
By an' by he fished some more.

Some time he fish with old dry bait,

Some time he fish with wet—

•

He give the dry bait to the fish.

The wet bait—nit! you bet.

Long time some fish did never pome,
Then one, two, three passed by;

They smell of that old dead, dry bait
And wink the other eye.

By an' by one great hig bass come 'longf,

'Bout five, six, seven pound weight;
So old he neither smell nor see.

And ate that old, dry bait.

The fisherman stood very still

And reeled out yards of line

—

He worked that poor old blind black bass
So very, very fine.

By an' by the fish began to pull,

By an' by he pull some more;
And then was fun in Lac San Claire,

'Bout six mile off from shore.

The fish he plunge like one mad horse.
And then he pulled like ten

—

He towed that Ijoat nine miles an hour:

—

Big boat and four big men.

He pulled like bass 'bout six feet long,
May be he be 'bout seven;

May be, if not pulled out right quick,
He'll grow to be 'bout 'leven.

'

By an' by they pull that bass- half out,

By an' by they pull him more.
And Lac San Claire fell four, five feet,

'Bout six mile off from shore.

The Lime Kiln Crossing got so low
The boats they could not pass;

An' Dan he say the river fell

When he puUed out that bass.

Color in Differentiation*

Mr. Cheney says that he is convinced that very little

is known about the primal cause of color variation. "Only

this fall," he says, "I have been struck with the difference

in the coloring of breeding males in the same trout pond,

one individual being highly colored, others shading down
to a pink blush, and all fed on the same food and con-

fined in a small pond at a breeding station. There is

nothing uniform about them so far as coloring is con-

cerned. There will be light troitt and trout almost black,

the vermiculation pronounced and the vermiculation ob-

scured, and so on to the end of the chapter."

The best object lesson I know of is a goldfish pond, in

which one often discovers pink, white, black, red, yellow,

crimson and silvery specimens, with mottlings and com-
binations of these basic colors in puzzling variety, and all

from the same stock. In flowers the zinnia is one of the

most striking illustrations of vagary in coloration, ex-

hibiting quite frequently many different hues on the same
stems.

These studies in nature are interesting, but it is not easy

to explain or understand the "whyness of the what."
Charles Halloc ic.

Annual Dinner of the Lawrentian Club*

The Laurentian Club had its annual dinner at the Hol-

land House on Fiftli avenue last week. It was a success.

More than eighty members and guests were present. Mr.

Joseph W. Howe, the President of the club, presided.

On his right and left were seated Dr. William H. Drum-
mond, of Montreal, the author of "The Habitant and
Other Poems" and a director of the club; J. Bishop Put-

nam, Dr. A. A. Smith, Bayard Dominick, E. W. Cog-
geshall, Chas. P. Frame, J. W, Cromwell. Percival

Roberts, Jr., Wm. H. McCord, L. A. Bevin, Edward Hol-
brook, J. M. McCutcheon, Dr. George S. Huntington, of

Columbia University; Wm. H. Parker, of Montreal,

managing director of the club; F. C. Wagner, Dr. Chas.

T. Poor, Jos. E. Gay, Jos. Bushnell, David S. Cowles,

W. S. Cornell, Messrs. Phelps. Chas. P. Cowles. Among
others present were Geo. A. Weber, Emory Lyon, A. E.

Hart, of Hartford; Chas. H. Lane, Waldo K. Chase,

Howard Fuguet, J. P. Howe, J. H. Bailey, A. B. Miller,

J. B. Miller, R. W. Poor.
After a speech, welcoming members and guests, the

President called upon Dr. Drummond, who spoke and
recited in his inimitable way several of his poems.
Mr. Parker made a flattering report of the condition of

the club, Mr. J. Bishop Putnam was introduced as the

publisher of "The Habitant."

Mr. Weber read a letter written to the Dinner Com-
mittee by Hon. S. N. Parent, Premier of the Province of

Quebec, regretting in graceful terms his inability to be
present, as ihc Parliament of the Province opened on the
day of the dinner.

Mr. Chas. P. Cowles responded in a happy manner to

a vote of thanks to the committee.
The report of the club, just issued in paniplilet form,

shows that the club now has more than 250 members, with
ample space of water and forest land and fishing and
hunting privileges for all of them. Walton,
Fkb. 28.

A New Hampshire Lake Trout.

Newfound Lake, Bristol, N. H., March i.—^A large
lake trout (Gristivomer mamayctish) , taken from this

lake through the ice in 85 feet of water, has been on ex-
hibition in the rotunda of the State House at Concord, and
created quite a stir. Hundreds of people, including many
of our Granite State fishermen, have gone in to see so
large a fish from inland waters. It weighed 2S pounds,
measured 38 inches in length, girth 27 inches. The trout
has been sent to Boston to be mounted, and we under-
stand it is the intention of the State officials to have it

placed in Doric Hall at the State House. Perhaps it is

to be kept there as a reference guide to anglers that they
may explain to their friends what size fish it was that
got away when they lost that big one. This is the second
fish about that size the writer has seen taken from New
Hampshire waters. The previous one was caught with a
9-oimce rod while trolling in Maj'- by Sam Fay, of Wolf-
boro, about seventeen years ago at Lake Winnipiseogee.
At this writing a bill has just passed by both branches

of the Legislature prohibiting ice fishing in Newfound
Lake. S. H.

The South Branch of the Potomac,

A CORRESPONDENT writing to the Hampshire Review, at

Ronuiey, enters his protest against the polluiion of the
South Branch of the Potomac bj"- the proposed establish-

ment of a large tannery at Moorefield, and this protest

should be sanctioned and upheld by every good citizen

residing along this grand old stream. As the writer truly

states, it is about the only stream in the State whose
waters are limpid and pure, and it should remain so

forever. It is the angler's paradise, and along its grassy
banks in youthful days we have waited and watched
with eager expectancy for a "nibble" from a "sunny" or
"sucker," and in more matttre years we still love to visit

its verdant banks and angle for that gamiest of all the

piscatorial tribe, the black bass. Let no one raise a hand
toward its pollution in any way whatever, and the strong
arm of the law should be used to protect it from con-
tamination from any source whatever.—Piedmont Inde-
pendent.

Mmml

Fixtures*

BENCH SHOWS.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.
March 13-16.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Club's eleventh an-

nual show. John L~ Lincoln, Sec'y.

The Vindication of the Foxhounds*

"Well, your hounds were running in my woods, and I

found the dead sheep in the edge an hour after."

So said our friend the farmer, and though still uncon-
vinced, we settled, and entered it up, "Kennel account,

$3.50." The hounds had never been seen to notice sheep

in the least. Several times they had followed a fox
through a flock, which scattered and ran a short distance

and then stood watching the dogs out of sight. It was.
perhaps, unwise to admit responsibility, but we preferred

propitiation to having our dogs shot indiscriminately.
^ * ^ *

The first snow came unexpectedly in November, and
three fox men and two hounds were out early in the

morning. A fox was started opposite the gun club

grounds and made for a high hill a mile or so away, and
circled about its wooded top. Just before reaching their

runways the hunters came on a dog track and, as it led

their way, followed it. A short distance further, as they

were about to separate, they came upon a freshly killed

sheep. Their feelings can be appreciated, only by fox
hunters in a sheep country. That it was the work of one
of their own dogs they had not a doubt, and with hea"\^'

hearts the}"- took up the trail with the determination to

shoot on sight.

Ten minutes later they surprised a collie in the very

act of pulling down a'lamb. The dog started, and four

long shots resulted in slightly wounding him ; but the

chase was taken up with lighter he_arts and a grimmer
determination to deal justice. The fox and hounds were
left to enjoy the day as best they might.

From 9 A. M. to 5 P. M. that collie dog. led the three

fox hunters and a small army of farmers, recruited along

the route. He was seen several times and several long

shots were taken. No one recognized him. At last he

was seen to enter a barnyard, and in the watering shed

he was cornered and dispatched. The owner was after-

ward located nearly five miles from the scene of the

dog's depredations.

The hounds are vindicated! Fox hunters get the glad

hand and the open oat bin wherever they choose to put up.

Jos.

Sherbrookb, Quebec.

Black Bess.

That grand little bitch. Black Bess, the property of A.

E. Perry, of St. Paul, has met the fate that seems to over-

come a majority of our best dogs—a death by poison.

Black Bess was one of the best dogs that I ever had
the pleasure of shooting over. She was very active,

staunch and possessed of one of the. best of dispositions.
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It was Mr. Perry's intention to eflter her in a number
of the trials of this year, and I am positive she would
have given a good account of herself. The loss to her
owner is quite a severe one, as he paid me a good fee for
breaking, and had just refused $100 for her a very short
time ago.

Mr. Perry has offered a reward of $50 for information
that will lead to the conviction of the party who placed
the poison. Dr. Bill.

—$

—

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Pubhshmg Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

'Mid Reef and Rapid.
BY F. R. WEBB.

II.

"Now, by the great horn spoon, but that's too bad !" ex-

claimed George, as we scrambled aboard the train at the

Staunton station, all primed and eager for our long ex-

pected and much planned Harper's Ferry cruise one br'ght

Monday morning in August, our destination Mount Craw-
ford Staiion, on North River of the Shenandoah, where
our canoes were awaiting us.

"What's too bad ?" queried the Colonel.

"Why, I've walked right off and forgot my kodak,

and "

"The mischief you have!"
"You're a pretty blockhead to take along on a cruise

!"

"What's the use of possessing all that intellect if you
can't make better use of it?"

"You'll go oft' some day and forget your canoe !" were
some of the exclamations hurled at the luckless George
by the entire strength of the company, for George is

notoriously forgetful, and would go off and leave his head
if he wasn't reminded of it.

"Yes, that's all right," he replied, meekly and de-

jectedly; "at any rate I didn't start off on a cruise and
forget my paddle," at which inconsiderate remark I be-

came thoughtful and had no further comments to make.
"The main point is, what's to be done?" he con-

tinued. "I'd rather stay at home than make another cruise

without the kodak. Talk quick," as the engine bell began
to ring.

"There's another train down at noon," the Colonel re-

marked. "We might wait till then."

"I have it," cried Lacy, seized with a brilliant inspira-

tion—that boy is occasionally subject to them, although
you wouldn't suspect it to look at him—as he caught sight

of a friend on the platform. "Here, Dabney !" he cried,

thrusting himself half out of the open window, just as the

same idea occurred to me, as I caught sight of Frank,
my hopeful son and heir, standing wistfulW on the plat-

form gazing at the train, and wishing with all his boyish
heart that he was a few years older, that he, too, might
go on a cruise.

Dabney promptly responded, as did also Frank to my
hail, and the situation explained and the location of the

kodak described to them—in the middle of the floor in

Lacy's room, where George had carelessly placed it

temporarily, and then gone off and left it—and Frank in-

structed to do what "trotuing" Dabney might require of
him, and the train moved out, with assurances from both
Frank and Dabne}' that when we reached Port Republic, at

the head of the Shenandoah, to-morrow, we would find the

kodak awaiting tis in the express office, with which
assurance we were fain to content ourselves as we settled

comfortably back into our swaying seats to enjoy our
morning smoke, while the train rattled and jolted along
down the beautiful valley toward our chosen stream; al-

beit, we knew that in the day's cruise on North River be-

tween Mount Crawford and Port Republic that kodak
would be needed a score of times, of which fact, it is

hardly necessary to add, the luckless George was freely

reminded, as we rumbled along.

Reader, are you a canoeist or fisherman? If so, did you
ever, as your train dashed around a curve or around a
bluft' or rocky spur, or perchance thundered across a

bridge, and you noticed a stream (of course you noticed
it, else are yon no true fisherman or canoeist^ brawling
and foaming along beside the railroad track as you sped
along; I say, did you ever come upon such a stream with-
out at once taking note of all its points?
Perchance it is muddy and there is no hope of a

strike, or perhaps it is clear and in fine fishing condi-
tion, or at a good canoeing stage. There, just at the
foot of that little rapid or behind that rock, yoix are
sure to get a strike from a bass or a rise from a trout

;

or down that smooth, deep looking fall between those
two big boulders, and right down that line of big waves
below, is a splendid shoot for a canoe—perhaps if you
were actually in the canoe and at the head of that shoot
you would think twice before you took it, and it is not
unlikely that you would flunk and not take it at all; but
from the train window—with the usual tendency of an ele-

vated position to flatten the appearance of rough water-
it looks practicable, and you tell your companion with
careless self-confidence that that would make a fine, ex-
citing shoot, and you would love to have the opportunity
to try it.

Too rough? Oh, no. You have tackled lots worse
places than that—shoots compared to which this one is

but_ child's play; you run on, with the offhand men-
dacity of the practiced canoeist and fisherman, filling your
friend full of the most thrilling stories of adventure and
hairbreadth escape.

Here, where the water spreads out am.ong those reefs
and ledges and breaks into miniature cascades, with little

foaming curls trailing off into long lines of white water
at the foot of each one, you note that there would prob-
ably have to be some wading done to get a canoe through,
and that you would work along over and among those
reefs with a fly-rod to good advantage.
That was the way it looted to us, as our train broke

out of a deep cut and burled itself with a roar and a
rattle across the lofty iron' bridge over North River-^ur

chosen cruising stream—that bright Monday morning in

August, and the stream meandered alongside of the road
as we rushed along, now wiriding away, out of sight for a
brief space, behind the red clay screen of some deep
cut; or perchance a bold, bluff-like knoll crowned with a
dense growth of trees intervenes, arotmd whose cliff-

like base the river winds in serpentine curves from our
sight, again suddenly appearing in view, directly under
our car windows at the foot of some steep, high "fill" or
lofty trestle bridge, spanning a ravine or small side
stream, occasionally taking a header and coming up on
the other side of the road, or winding close alongside of

us, as our train shoots swiftly and boldly along the face

of the high cliffs that line the river, in a narrow little

terrace, cut high up above the water, with many a dizzying
swing and sudden lurch around some sharp curve.

"Great Scott ! isn't it low," exclaimed Lacy, as we
studied the stream.

"Yes; I expected to find it low after such a long, dry
sttmmer," said I, "but this beats my expectations."

"It's beautifully clear, though," said the Colonel, "and
the fi.shing will undoubtedly be good. Look! You can
.see every rock and ledge in the bottom."

"Yes, you can see entirely too many rocks and ledges
in the bottom," said George, discontentedly. "You can
see_ altogether too much bottom. In fact, "the bottom is

entirely too close to the top."

"Yes, there might be a little more space between the
bottom and the top," put in Lacy, as he knocked the ashes
out of his pipe and put it in his pocket.

"I'll tell you what, fellows! We'll never make it in the
world," George continued. "We'll have the canvas cut
clear off the bottoms of our canoes long before noon on
this water, or rather on this lack of water."
"Oh, I think not !" I replied. " We'll have to be careful

and will have a great deal of wading to do, and we'll

have to portage all the fish datns and falls, but we'll get

along all right after a fashion, and after Middle and South
rivers come in, we'll have water enough."

"Well, we'll soon find out. Here's our station!" ex-
claimed the Colonel, as the brakeman threw open the door
and—his voice half-drowned in the roar and rattle of the
train, the clang of the wheels on the joints of the rails

and the cyclone of dust, smoke and cinders that rushed in

with him through the open door—yelled, "All out for

Mount Crawford !"

The agent at Staunton had obligingly placed an empty'
car at our disposal on Saturday, in which the four canoes
had been placed, and the provisions, outfits, etc, duly
packed in each boat, after which the car was locked and
sealed and sent down to Mount Crawford, AVhere, on our
arrival, we found it, standing on the siding, so all we had
to do was to report our arrival to the station master, who
broke the seal and unlocked the car and disclosed the four
canoes, just as we had left them, ready packed for launch-
ing.

The inevitable little crowd of loungers and depot idlers

quickly gathered around and stared at us and our unique
little fleet of canoes disclosed in the open car with great
curiosity and interest, and readily lent us a helping hand
to get them down out of the car and onto the platform. It

i-s quite a long, tedious carry of some 200 or 300yds. down
the' long hill from the station to the river, and we were
quite glad to engage four of the before mentioned idlers

to do the carrying for us, and their quarter apiece was
well earned before the last of the canoes was deposited at

the water's edge.
George rigged up his large Anthony camera and took a

picture of the scene as they brought in the last canoe, after

which the boats were shoved into the shallow, pebbly pool
at the ford above the railroad bridge and led through it

by their respective crews—^the water being barely ankle
deep—to the steep, gravelly bar just below, down over
which the water rippled and trickled in a thin, flat sheet

an inch or so deep, and over which the canoes had to be
lifted and carried bodily to the deeper water below, where
we embarked, just above the huge iron railroad bridge
which towered high in the air above lis, and irpon which
the entire able bodied male population of the little station

had assembled to see us off. and at just 9 o'clock our
long, adventurous and exciting cruise of 172 miles and
eighteen days was begun.

[to be continued.]

Recently Cal Knapp, coming mto his chicken yard,

found a fox lying dead on the ground. The animal seemed
to have just died, and Knapp's first impulse was to take
him by the tail and throw him over the fence. He
finally concluded to take it in the house and show it to

his family and then skin it. His wife held it in her lap

a while, remarking that the body was still warm, and
the children played with it for some time. Suddenly som_e
one opened a window and like a flash the fox leaped from.

Mrs. Knapp's lap and bounded for the window. He fell

about an inch short and the window was closed. After
some lively chasing about the house, Reynard was caught,

and in an hour or so he became quite docile.—Carson
(Nev.) Appeal.

The increase of foxes along the Eastern Shore accounts
for the scarcity of diamond-back terrapin. The fox re-

gards terrapin eggs as a special delicacy, and during the
breeding season tracks the terrapin in the sand, scratches

up the freshly laid eggs and devours thetp.—'VVashington
National Republica,n,

Auditing*—®—

—

Our Boston Letter.

Boston, March 2,—At last the Boston Cup defender has

been christened, and the name is one that appeals to all.

She will be known as Independence, a name that has more
than one significance, especially in regard to the yacht and
the attitude of her owner. It is a name that is dear to

every American, and will make a beautiful combination
with Eagle, Eagle and Independence have always gone
hand in hand, but it is to be hoped that no one will regret

a friendly competition between the two during the coming
racing season.

It has generally been the custom among yachtsmen to

select a name for their yacht which contained seven
letters. All manner of out-of-the-way names have been
dug up, so that this combitiation might be maintained
without having a constant repetition of names. But this

feeling is now commencing to die out, and the yachts-
men are putting names on their yachts that have all num-
bers of letters. The number of letters is the only thing
that yachtsmen have questioned, many thinking that it is

too ponderous ; but the task of Independence will be
very ponderotis, and it seems only right that she should
have a name in proportion. B. B. Crowninshield is en-
thusiastic over the name, and this feeling can readily be
accounted for when one thinks of his own name and
ancestry.

Work on Independence is progressing rapidly now.
There have been times when the interested yachtsmen
thought that she was growing too slowly, and Capt. Haff
when he was in Boston recently expressed this opinion. It

may or may not be that it was on account of Capt. Haff's
remarks that greater efforts have been employed on the
yacht, but it is certain that since his visit there has been
great hustling to get the parts together. She is now al-

most entirely in frame and the lower streak of plating has
been started. There are two gangs of riveters at work
riveting the floor plates to the frames. Most of this work
on the fin has been completed.

It is proposed to have the greater part of the riveting
done by machines operated by compressed air, and the
steam pipes which will supply the power to the com-
pressors have been rtm in at the head of the shed. Rivet-
ing by machinery is fast taking the place of the old hand
method, and the results of the work are much more satis-

factory. The hammer of the riveting machines makes from
1,200 to 1,500 strokes per minute when operated by a
pressure of about 95 pounds to the square inch. It may be
imagined that under this rapid hammering the rivet is

headed up rather quickly. This is where the advantage
comes in. The rivet is completely headed up while the metal
is still red hot, and as it cools it contracts, thus making a

tighter joint than could be obtained by any system of
hand riveting.

There is enough of the boat now in ptisition to show
her general otttline, which, to say the least, is beautiful.
As one stands aft of frame 65 and looks forward, she
appears to be a perfect wedge. The lines are not perfectly
straight bj' any means, but the curves are so graceful and
so true that the appearance of straight lines is obtained
Looking aft from frame 8 the same effect is noticed, but in
a lesser degree. She will be a much better looking boat
when she is completed than she is on paj)er or in the
model. I have never seen a yacht which has such a com-
bination of speed producing lines. Those who have had an
opportunit}^ of seeing her at the Atlantic Works have been
enthusiastic in their praise.

Her overhangs lay very close to the waterline. and she
will get the maximum of that long, straight side of hers
in the water when she takes a heel. Those sharp bilges
will play an important part in such a case, too, for they
will give her a remarkably fine entrance. The run is the
prettiest ever seen on a racer. It does not rise as quickly
as Columbia's, and appears beautifully proportionate to the
general lines of the hull. It is in this harmony of lines
tliat the greatest speed is produced, and Independence
should certainly have a large amount of that necessary
article.

Frank P. Miller was at the Atlantic Works Friday and
Saturday. Mr. Miller is to be second mate of Inde-
pendence. He is very enthusiastic over the lines of the
boat, and says that it will be a wonderful yacht indeed
that will beat her.

_
Mr. Miller will probably be at' the

yard every day until the yacht is finished. Capt. Haff
lias every confidence in Mr. Miller, who is one of he best
light sail men in this country. He was with Haff on
Volunteer and on Vigilant, and went on Vigilant at Capt,
Haff's request wlien she went to England.

Rigger Billman had a talk with Geo. F. Lawley a few
days ago, with the result that when Independence is

ready to be rigged Billman will do the work. Billman is

to be on Eagle in all her races, but his foreman will be
on Independence, and the interests of the boat will be well
looked after. The fact that Billman is to rig the Herre-
schoff boat will have no eft'ect on Independence, for the
best men that can be obtained W'ill be put on her.

At the meeting of the South Boston Y. C. it was voted
to remain in the Yacht Racing Association ' of Massa
chusetts. This is a wise move on the part of the South
Boston Y. C, which it will see later. There are many
yachtsmen who do not realize the importance of their
membership in the Association. The Association is the
only means of protection that the smaller clubs have in

their open races. This has been proved in the past, and
there is no reason to believe that the same conditions do
not exist at present.

A peculiar condition confronts the Massachusetts
yachtsmen at present. Two of the clubs have arranged
championship dates for the season which conflict. These
championships are given principally in the 25-footers and
the 2i-footers, the popular classes of the Association. The
dates of one of these clubs is sure to conflict with some
of the open dates of the Association, bat the club is going
ahead_ nevertheless. The other club, which is an in-
fluential one, has made its dates only provisionally, and
is ready to change them so that they will not conflict with
the Association races.

This clitb is ready to consult other clubs In re-gard to
dates, so that general racing will not be, hurt, as the
majority of the members believe in interclub racing. It is

(\ well-loiown fact that th,e yachfsra^n will where h^^
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will get the biggest prizes, no matter what his means.

Now if the smaller club persists in holding to its schedule

it will simply become a matter of who gives the greatest

inducements. In such a case the outcome of the races

in the smaller club can be easily foretold. The larger

club will increase its racing fleet, but general racing in

Massachusetts Bay will suffer, and the popular classes will

die out instead of increasing. It has been distinctly proven

that attempts at confining racing to one small district are

rank failures and that the sport suffers in consequence.

At Lawley's, Illinois, the Pynchon syndicate defender

of the Canada cup, is about completed, and she is a

very slick looking craft. The men who have worked on

her are very enthusiastic and swear by her. The Sloane

85ft. schooner is all in frame, as is the Bar Harbor 25-

footer. The Parsons 46-footer is all planked. The Pea-

body 25-footer is nearly completed. An 85ft. steamer, de-

signed by C. H. Crane for Edmund Randolph, is ready

to be laid down. The frames will be set up on the Eno
i2oft. steamer this week. A 70ft. steamer and a 3S-footer,

of Binney design, will be started soon.

The Boston Y. C. will attempt to revive the racing

spirit of its members this year by giving an open Y. R. A.

race, which is to be held June 29. There will also be a

club cruise to Marblehead and Gloucester on June 15, 16

and 17. Twelve new yachts have been built during the

winter for members of this club, and there is a bunch of

Y. R. A. racers among them.
John B, Killeen.

Endymion and Ellida.

By courtesy of Mr. Clinton H. Crane, of the firm of

Tarns, Lemoine & Crane, we are able to reproduce in this

issue the cabin and sail plans of two highly successful

cruising boats that were designed by the above firm.

Although the designs represent wide extremes as
_
to

size, Endymion being looft. on the waterline, while Ellida

measures but 28ft., yet both the boats have been remark-

ably successful as cruisers.

Endymion was owned by the late George Lord Day, who
did not live to take many cruises in the vessel, but who
had the satisfaction of winning one of the greatest honors

that a cruising yacht could achieve, that of breaking the

ocean record for yachts. Endymion started on her first

cruise from New York at noon on Jan. 31, 1900, and
reached Bermuda on Feb. 3, the run being made in seven-

ty-one and a half hours. From Bermuda she touched at

Barbadoes on Feb. 16 (1,200 miles in five days) and ar-

rived at Trinidad the next day. The cruise was continued

all through the West Indies, the yacht finally returning to

New York on April 18. From Cape Charles Lightship to

Winter Quarter Shoal, about 61 nautical miles, Endytnion

sailed in four hours and eighteen minutes, making at times

fourteen knots an hour. Endymion made a remarkable

run on her outward voyage from Sandy Hook to South-

ampton. The following figures are taken _ from Endy-
mion's log for the passage across the Atlantic. The runs

given are from noon to noon, and as about one-half an

hour a day is lost on the eastward run across the Atlantic,

the runs were made in practically twenty-three and one-

half hours, and not twenty-four hours. The upper figures

are from the mate's log and the lower figures from the

skipper's. The lower figures are corrected for distances

through the water and are more nearly accurate than the

others

:

June 21, 3 :32, Sandy Hook Lightship abeam.

July

22, noon
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
I

2

3
4

218
222
214
264
222
200
226
270
144
215
268
291

259

3,013

40.38

40-54
41.23

41-55
42.3

43.22

44.24
45- 1

1

45.38
45.36
46.46

47-47
49-25

68.27

63-35

59.40
53-52

48.53

44-50

39-49

33-34
30.15
25-2

19.18

12.46

6.40

June 22

33
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
I

2

3

4

July

218
222
213
266
222
188

234
273
144
230
256
298
268

3,032

At 12:30 passed Scilly Island, twelve days sixteen

hours; at 4 P. M. passed Land's End, twelve days and
twenty hours; at 5:08 P. M., July 5, passed Needles; at

6:30 anchored at Cowes.
This works out a daily average for the whole distance

of 236 knots per day, or nearly ten knots an hour for the

whole distance. The greatest day's run showed an aver-

age of thirteen knots an hour for the twenty-four hours,

which is good as compared with any sailing vessel's daily

average ever made.
The largest figures shown in Crowninshield's account of

the privateer America are very much less than these. She

beat the record held by Mr. James Gordon Bennett's

schooner Henrietta by- nearly two hours. Endymion was
built at the yard of George Lawley & Son Corp., South
Boston, and' was launched on Nov. 18, 1899, and is a

splendid example of the fine work turned out by these

builders. The yacht is of composite construction, the

frames being of steel, the planking of yellow pine and the

deck fittings of teak. While in England she_ was hauled

out. recaulked and coppered. Her dimensions are as

follows

:

bo

s

c

tn

3

a

u

u
.9
o
B

V

a

o
Q

I

<

<

QM

w

Length

—

Over all 136ft.
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ELLIDA—SAIL PLAN. Designed by Messrs. Tarns, Lemoine & Crane for Mr. Austen F. Riggs.

Overhang

—

Bow 14ft.

Stern
, 22ft.

Freeboard

—

Bow lift.

Taffrail 8ft.

Least 7ft.

Beam—Extreme ; ; 24ft.

Draft—Extreme 14ft.

Depth 12ft. gin.

Unusual care was taken to make Endymion as complete
for cruising purposes as any vessel of her kind afloat. The
quarters for the owner and his guests consist of five, large
staterooms and two bath and dressing rooms. The own-
er's room extends the full width of the vessel and has a
dressing room adjoining. The cabin or saloon amidships
is richly furnished with a divan on one side, a sofa and
bookcase on the other, while a large sideboard is in the
middle of the forward end, faced on the ©pposite side by a
fireplace. There are four officers' rooms, and the officers

have their own mess room. The galley and pantry are of
good size, and opening from the galley is a large store
room, while in the hold are the water tanks, ice room,
bins for stores, sail locker and trunk room.

Ellida was built at the Jacob Yard, City Island, during
the winter of 1899 and 1900 for Mr. Austin F. Riggs, who
has cruised extensively in her. She has proved to be a
splendid sea boat, being easily handled at all times and
showing unusual speed, considering her sniall rig. Her
dimensions are as follows:

Length—

r

Over all 43ft.

L.W.L. 28ft.

Overhang

—

Bow 6ft. 6in.

Stern 8ft. 6in.

Freeboard

—

Bow 3ft. pin.

Taffrail 3ft. 3in.

Least 2ft. loin.

Beam—Extreme lift.

Draft—Extreme 6ft.

Sail area (ex. topsail) 1,110 sq. ft.

Considering the fact that the boat is only 28ft. long
on the waterline, she has an unusual amount of room be-
low. She has full headroom throughout. Under the for-

ward end of the cockpit are large drawers and lockers
which are reached from the cabin. On the port side of the
companionway is a chart table, back of which are racks
and shelves for the charts. Opposite on the starboard side
are lockers, racks and shelves to be used for general stow-
age purposes. The main cabin is 7ft. long and contains
a set berth on each side with extension transoms in front,

so that four can sleep comfortably in the cabin. A good
fjzefJ skylight yentilat^s and Hgl^tg the cabin, ppr>y?ird.

of the cabin is the lavatory, which extends the full width
of the boat. This compartment can be separated from
the galley and cabin by folding doors. On the port side

of the lavatory is a set marble wash basin, behind which
are the necessary lockers and racks for linen, etc. On_ the

starboard side opposite is the closet, behind which is a

large locker. Next forward is the galley, where there is

also full head room. The galley is completely fitted, hav-
ing ample shelf and locker room for dishes and pans, a

large ice box, a locker for daily stores, a pump that is

connected with the fresh-water tanks and a two-burner
stove. The lavatory and galley are lighted and ventilated

by a skylight. The forecastle contains a folding berth for

the paid hand. There are two fresh-water tanks, one aft

with a capacity of 150 gallons, and one in the lavatory
holding 30 gallons. The boat steers with a wheel. Her
narrow cabin house makes her practically a flush deck boat
and gives ample room to move about on deck.

Changes in Cup Conditions.
* The New York Y. C. has made public the correspond-

ence between its Secretary, Mr. J. V. S. Oddie, and
Mr. Hugh C. Kelly, Honorable Secretary of the Royal
Ulster Y. C, regarding the conditions that govern the

races for the America Cup. The Cup Committee declined

to grant the request for a flying start, but allows Sham-
rock n. three weeks for preparation on this side of the

Atlantic in the event of her being late in her arrival. Pro-
vision is made, however, that the races shall be begun not
later than Aug. 27. The matter of measuring the yachts
at the navy yard, it was pointed out, is a question of

courtesy resting . with the Secretary of the Navy, that

being Government property. The conditions governing
the coming races are very similar to those used during
the last contest. The details of the racing conditions and
the letters modifying the original agreement are as fol-

lows :

New Y;ork Y. C,
67 Madison Avenue.

New York, Nov. 28. 1900.

Conditions to govern the races for the America Cup, un-
der the challenge of the Royal Ulster Y. C, on behalf of
Sir Thomas Lipton, dated Oct. 2, 1900, as agreed upon by
the committee of the New York Y. C. and Royal Ulster
Y. C.

The match to be decided by the best three out of five

races.

Courses, Starting from Sandy Hook Lightship.—First
race—To windward or leeward and return. Second race

—

Equilateral triangle. Third race—Similar to the first race.
Fourth race—Similar to second race. Fifth race—Similar
to first race.

In every case the course from the starting line to be
Jplid to windward, if possible, from Sandy Hook Light-

ship.

The courses shall be, as nearly as possible, thirty (30)
nautical miles in length.

The starting signal shall be given, as nearl^r as prac-

ticable, at eleven (11) A. M., and this time shall not be
changed.
The preparatory signal shall be given fifteen (15) min-

utes before the starting signal, and a warning signal five

(S) minutes before the starting signal. In case of a

change in the time of starting, the same signals shall be
used.- At the starting signal a yacht may cross the line

;

the exact time at which a yacht crosses the line during
the succeeding two minutes to be taken as her start, and
the end of that period as the start of the one crossing
after its expiration. No race shall be started after i P. M.

If in any race neither yacht goes over the course within
five and a half (S^) hours, exclusive of time allowance,
such race shall not count and must be resailed.

The races shall be sailed on the following dates, until

the series be completed, viz. : Aug. 20, 22 and 24, 1901,
and on the following Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
An unfinished race of one kind shall be repeated until

finished.

In case a serious accident occurs to either vessel prior
to the preparatory signal, she shall have sufficient time to
effect repairs before being required to start, or if such
accident occurs during a race, before being required to
start in the next race.

Each yacht shall stand by the consequences of any acci-

dent happening to her after the preparatory signal, and
upon the occurrence of any such acddent disabling either

vessel, the other vessel shall sail outmhe race.

Distinct marks shall be placed at the lower water line

at the bow, and as far aft as possible on each vessel.
Signed : Lewis Case Ledyard, Com. ; August Belmont,
Vice-Corn. ; C. L. F. Robinson, Rear-Com.

; J. V. S.

Oddie, Sec'y; S. Nicholson Kane (chairman), E. D.
Morgan, E. M. Brown, J, P. Morgan, C. Oliver Iselin,

Regatta Committee.

Royal Ulster Y. C,
Mountpettinger Road,
Belfast. Jan. 30, 1901.

J. V. S. Oddie, Esq., Sec'y New York Y. C, New York.
Dear Sir: I have had a meeting of my committee upon

the subject of the conditions in above, received from you a
short time ago, and in reply we would like you to consider
and if possible agree to the following slight alterations,
viz.

:

Signals—In the second paragraph, for the purpose of
making the matter clear, we suggest the following words
should be added : "Either" between the words "which" and
"yacht," "first" between the words "yacht" and "crosses,"
"after the starting signal" between the words "line" and
"during," and the word "yacht" instead of the word
"one."

YfwH |)ot possible for your cofntnit^ee to agrfg
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to a flying start without any time allowance to either

yacht ? This is the rule upon our side of the water, and
we find it to work very well ;

besides, it makes the result

of the race more easily understood by the public.

New York Y. C. Rules to Govern—In the conditions

for the 1899 races Avere the words "Unless the Shamrock
be detained by stress of weather or other cause, in which
case three weeks shall be given her for fitting out after

her arrival at New York," and we would like those words
inserted in the second paragraph after the words "follow-

ing dates.
"

Measurements—We would further suggest that, if prac-

ticable, the measurement should take place at the Graving
Dock of the Brooklyn Navy Yard, as was done on the last

occasion.
All the other conditions are quite satisfactory, and if

you agree to our suggestions I can interline the words
referred to and forward you a copy duly signed.

Yours faithfully,

Hugh C. Kelly, Hon. Sec'y.

(copy.)

Secretary's Office New York Y. C.,

.37 West Forty-fourth Street, Feb. 18, 1901.

Dear Sir : I have the honor to acknovidedge the receipt

of your communication of Jan. 30, 1901, requesting, on
behalf of the committee of the Royal Ulster Y. C., the

consideration hy our committee of some slight alterations

in the conditions to govern the coming races for the

.'Vmerica Cup, which were forwarded to you on Dec. 10,

1900. Your letter was submitted to our comnrittee on Feb.

II. with the result that they cheerfully agree to the fol-

lowing changes, viz.

:

First—-That the clause entitled "Signals" be changed
to read as follows

:

"Signals—The preparatory signal shall be given fifteen

(15) minutes before the starting signal, and a warning
signal five (5) minutes before the time of starting signal.

In case of a change in the time of starting the same signals

shall be used.
"At the starting signal a yacht may cross the line; the

exact time at which either yacht first crosses the line after

the starting signal, during the suceeding two minutes, to

be taken as her start, and the end of that period as the

start of the yacht crossing after its expiration. No race

shall be started after i P. M."
Second—That there be inserted under the clause "New

York Y. C. Rules to Govern," a second paragraph, to

read

:

"The first race shall be sailed on Tuesday. Aug. 20, 1901.

unless the Shamrock II. should be detained hy sti-ess of

weather or other cause, in which case three (3) weeks
.shall be given her for fitting out after her arrival ; but the

first race shall not be started later than Aug. 27, 1901.

and the races shall be sailed on Tuesdays, Thur.sdays and
Saturdays, until completed."
This clause allows the same period after arrival as Avas

provided in the agreement for the last match. It was
einitted from the conditions sent you through inad-

A-ertence.

Third—I am instructed by the committee to answer the

suggestion of your committee that there be a "flying start"

Avithout any time allo\\^ance to either yacht, by sajang that

they see no reason for changing, in this respect, the con-
ditions governing ihe last match.
Fourth—I am also requested to state in reference to

the suggestion of your committee that the rules as to

measurem.ent be modified so as to provide for

measurement at the Graving Dock of the Brooklyn Navy
Yard, that our commiitee concurs in your opinion that

the Graving Dock is the best place to measure the yachts,

and Avill do all that they can to secure it, but in vicAV of

the fact that they have no control of it and cannot be
assured, in advance, of their ability tO' obtain its use, it is

deemed inexpedient to make this one of the conditions of

the match.
Will you kindly insert the changes herein agreed upon

in the copies of the conditions that you have, and forward
them to me, duly signed by your committee, that I may
return one to you signed by us? Yours sincerely.

(Signed) ' J. V. S. Oddie, Sec'y.

Hugh C. Kelly, Esq., Hon. Sec'y, R- U. Y. C.

How t e Commodore Made the

Run in the Fog.
PY C. G. DAVIS.

OR nine long, weary days the yacht

Pontoon lay fog bound in the har-

bor of Newport, R. I. Three times

.she had started out along with many
other yachts and a fleet of twenty-

eight Gloucester fishing boats, and

three times the fog came rolling in

from the sea, a white wall that sent

all hands scurrying back for the

anchorage.
Most of the yachts were on their

way to New London to see the

Yale-Harvard rowing race, and
sporty crews they carried. They it

Avas who got up rowing matches between the dories of

the fishermen and put up money prizes for them to race

for, thereby relieving the monotony that hung over the

fleet for one day at least. It Avas a regular gala day, that

day, and such rowing as those hardy dory fishermen ex-

hibited was worth going, to see.

The saloons along Thames street heard that race dis-

cussed from the standpoint of every individual fisherman

who could find room at the bar. And on every corner

where sea boots and oilskins glistened in the lamp light

we heard the if's and and's being discussed, as we made
our Avay back to the yacht with supplies that night.

W^hile it was principally a pleasure cruise, the cutter

Pontoon was now on, there was a certain amount of

business at the end of it, and the Avay I happened to be

one of the party was this: I had not been ashore two
Aveeks from a West India voyage in a schooner when, as

I was walking up Broadway one day, I ran across a pom-
potis youn^ fiifjnd of ipi^? vf^h^Q bore. \\i<^ iproud 4istinctiQ^

of having, at one time, been Commodore of a yacht club,

and Commodore he is to this day.

"Say! Charlie!" Avas his greeting, "you're just the man
I want," then he pulled at his small mustache for a
moment to think, and added : "You knoAv my ya'cht, don't

you—'the Pontoon? She used to be the flagship of this

and that club."
"Yes," I answered, "I knew her," but I didn't tell him

I knew her to be a deep, wall-sided tub.

"Well," continued the Commodore, somewhat puzzled,

"I've sold her to a chap up in Buzzards Bay, and I can't

get any one to go with me. Will you go? Say! It'll be
a bully trip!"

Having no work at that time, [ told him I would, and
that is how I came to be spending nine miserable fog-

bound days in Newport.
Every day Avhen the fog shut doAvn as it did regularly

about 8 o'clock, we, the Commodore, the Lieutenant and
myself, dressed up and were rowed ashore by Olsen, the
paid man, to spend the day playing pool in a place we
had found on the way uo to Truro Park.
The morning of our tenth day at Newport dawned on

a clear blue sky. and the few yachtsmen that remained

—

for all the Yale-Harvardmen had left their yachts deserted
at anchor and gone on to Ncav London by train—shouted
across the harbor to each other, "Thank heaven, the fog's

gone
Certainly it looked so, and after eating a hurried break-

fast, the Commodore, Olsen and I cast ofi: the stops and
hoisted the Pontoon's soaked sails, Avhile the Lieutenant
stow"ed things away below.
On all sides of us sails Avere being hoisted and anchors

hove up, as the fleet of fishermen, after their prolonged
spell of idleness, got under Avay for the fishing grounds.
Being away under the stern of one schooner, luffing past

the end of another's bowsprit, and then ranging along
side by side with a fisherman, the Pontoon bore out the

inlet, past Fort Adams, and all hands were happj'. A fresh

southerly breeze sent the yacht crushing through the

head seas off Beavertail, so that sometimes her bowsprit
end soared dripping heaA'cmvard, then doAvn it AA'ent, the

seas going clear o\'er the forward deck, but Pontoon
pushed on, her big tub-like hull boring into the Avater

so hard that she turned a sea off from either bow big
enough to swamp a good-sized roAvboat. Having been
one of the first to get under Avay, Ave Avere noAv given
the pleasure of seeing boat after boat Avalk past us as

though we were anchored. It made my blood boil to see

a little fishing schooner, loaded so deep that our yacht
should outweathcr her, go storming past us, splitting the

head seas that worried our old tub.

Out toward the horizon line, the Brenton Reef light-

ship was our goal, and Ave were nearly to it Avhen, far out
to sea, we saw that same gray wall of fog coming rolHng
in toward the shore that on three previous occasions
had sent us all back to NcAvport, but this time I was de-

termined. Go back? "No! Hanged if Ave will!" I got
out the chart and found the compass course from Brenton
Reef lightship to the Hen and Chickens was east half

north, so setting the compass box in place I told the

C^onnnodore to keep her to that course. I squared aAvay

Ihe main boom, Avhile Olsen eased out the head sails, and
when backstays Avere set up, I Avent aft and sat down
near the Commodore, in the cockpit, while the Swede lit

his pipe and sat Avith his legs in the forehatch.

The Commodore wanted to run in for Newport, and
while I Avas arguing Avith him not to do so the lightship

astern went out of sight and the fog euA^eloped tis in its

steamy folds, so our horizon narrowed doAvn to a circle

not a hundred yards across.

Now this Avas my first off-shore experience with the

Commodore, but having often heard him relate thrilling

experience.s he had gone through on the traing ship St.

Mary's, I supposed him to be a thoroughly seasoned deep-

Avater man
As I sat alongside of him now in the Pontoon's little

cockpit, with the old Lieutenant saying nothing, but
looking hard at the streams of vapor pouring through
our rigging, and the yacht pushing silently along through
the fog. I noticed he let her yaw about badly, some-
times two points oft" the compass course, so I remarked:
"Keep her steady, Commodore; we've got to run twenty

miles and pick up the Hen and Chickens lightship."

He made no reply, but got up and motioned me to take
the tiller. This caused me to look up at his face, and in-

stantly I realized he was seasick. Flat on the Avet deck
he threw himself, with his head over the lee rail, and when
he picked himself up a little later he was white as a

sheet and had undergone a wonderful transformation.
He was no longer the rosy-cheeked dandy. His pretty,

Avhite ducks were a sorry sight, and he looked as limp
as a wet wash rag. It took all the strength and dignity

at his command to sit up and explain his situation to me.
"You see, Charlie," and then the poor fellow gulped,

"it's queer hoAv I get sick"—another gulp—"every time
I go on deep Ava,ter. I always fret sick once^ and <;hen—

rm-^u right" .
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"Oh! I know lots of captains going to sea who get
seasick," I said, consolingly.
"One cleaning out and then I'm all right," he con-

tinued, ''and I feel much better for it, too, don't you
know."

"There isn't a better remedy going to clear a man's
stomach than a spell of seasickness," said I, although I

had never experienced it myself.

For a few moments he busied himself about, coiling
down the ends of the jib sheet, and I began to think he
was going to get over it; but no, poor devil, he soon
grew quiet again, and going below, threw himself down
on the transom, dead to the world.
The big Swede forward - could not suppi-ess a smile as

I caught his ej^e after watching our host go below.
When the fog set in, the wind came with it, and slowly,

but steadily, increased to a good hard breeze.
Pontoon originally was a cat yawl with one mast

stepped clear up in the eyes of her, and to accommodate
it she was built so full in the ends you could stand up
in the fo'castle with your hat on and put your hand
against the stern. While this made her as comfortable
as a Harlem flat below decks with her roomy galley, for-

ward and aft of this a saloon with swinging table and two
folding bunks above the transoms, it did not improve her
sailing or steering qualities any.

Several tons of lead held this high-sided plumb bob on
end, but so full and chunky was her model that running
before the wind, as we now were, the rudder was working
only in dead water. You had to put the helm hard over
to make her mind it at all, and then she would yaw about
so it would have broken an eel's back to have tried to
follow in her wake. From port to starboard her stern
swung with the regularity of clockwork, and from star-
board to port, just as regularly I pulled with all my
might on her short tiller, in vain endeavors to make her
go in a straight line.

The Pontoon yawed about and I tugged and swore
until tired out, and then called Olsen aft to take a trick
at it, for the Lieutenant was only a passenger, knowing
nothing whatever about a boat, yet unaffected, as her
owrrr was, by the motion.
Po( r little Commodore, he alternated between the lee

rail i.nd the cabin, and the fish between Newport and
New Bedford were better fed on that day than any day
in their recollection for many a long year. And when he
couldn't feed them longer, he lay and groaned in agony
on the transom. Sorry as I felt for the poor fellow, there
was nothing T could do for him, as all our attention was
needed on deck. Driving along through a dense fog
with a half a gale screeching aloft the Pontoon was kept
as near as possible to the course, and we kept careful
calculation as to about the speed she was going, and
made allowance for the tide.

Dinner time came and went, but out of pity for the
Commodore no one mentioned eating.
About 2 o'clock, according to our calculations, we

should begin to listen for the bell and horn that indicated
the Hen and Chickens lightship. But all hands listened
and listened in vain—not a sound save the swash of hurry-

ing water greeted our ears, and I grew uneasy lest some
unknown current had set us inshore so far we could not
hear the bell. If we failed to pick up the lightship, there
was nothing for us to do but heave to and wait for it to
clear up; if we kept on running we would only fetch up
on the mainland, or possibly somewhere around Cutty-
hunk, on the Martha's Vineyard shore.
Minutes merged into half hours, and no horn was

heard, until very faintly we all three heard far off to wind-
ward the sound of a fog horn.
"Heavens! we're not that far off our course, I hope,"

said I, as I luffed up, and we trimmed in sail to beat up
toward the sound. Blown into our faces by the wind, the
fog felt almost like rain, and the Commodore had to
shift into the lee bunk every time we tacked, for the old
Pontoon was staggering along under full sail.

From a faint moan, louder and louder grew the sound,
until just as we made a tack to starboard, and the canvas
stopped slapping, a roar so loud and deep that it startled
all hands greeted our ears, and out of the dripping fog
loomed the black hull of the Vineyard Sound lightship
of Cuttyhunk, several miles to windward of the Hen and
Chickens.

I swore when T saw the name in large letters along the
side of the lightship, and luffing around we bore away
before the wind and sea, and while Olsen steered I went
below and found the compass course from this lightship
to the one we wanted to find.

With the wind just abaft the beam so the headsails
stoods full, the yacht sailed a straight course, and when
we judged we were about where we were before we started
to beat up to the other lightship, there suddenly loomed
up right ahead of us the missing ship, but silent as the
grave. We stood on across her bows, then jibed over
and continued on the com.pass course for New Bedford.
When we were well astern of the lightship we saw the
dark figure of a man go forward along her leek, and then
born down wind on the fog came the heavy clang of her
fog bell, making our eardrums vibrate. "Dey never rung
dot bell, dot's vye we don't hear 'im before," said Olsen,
and I agreed with him.
We now had a thirteen mile run to Clark Point light-

house, but to us it was like a midnight sail for all we
could see. The fog shut us in completely. The first

thing we saw to indicate land after a couple of hours' sail

was a large three-masted schooner, that loomed up ahead
of us on a sudden. Running close under her stern we
asked her skipper, who w'as watching us. what the course
was to New Bedford, and sailed as he directed, with the
result that in a half an hour a red spar buoy loomed up
ahead, and sailing by this we made our way up to within
a mile of the town, although we did not know we were
so close until the Pontoon suddenly ran out of the fog,

and there before us, bathed in the red light of sunset, lay
the old romantic town of New Bedford, with the spars
of the dismantled old whaling ships standing up black
against the glow in the west.

Here the water was like a mill pond, the breeze had
gone down to a gentle air. and a feeling of thankfulness
and rest seemed to prevail with nature, as well as us.

Then it was the Commodore, who up to this time had
been forgotten, came up the companionway and said with
a resurrected smile:

"I'll take her in now, Charlie." I was only too willing

to surrender the tiller to him. But Avhen a week later,

bedecked in gold buttons and creased white ducks, the
Commodore related to an attentive audience on the club's

piazza how he sailed the Pontoon from Newport to New
Bedford, "in a howling gale and fog so thick you couldn't
see the bow of the yacht, and brought her right smack
up to the dock at New Bedford, b'gad!" and called on
me to confirm his statements, I thought of the figure he
cut on that run and turned away.

Yacht Cluh Notes*

The Entertainment Committee of the Yachtsmen's Club
has sent out the following announcement for the lectures
to be given during the month of March:
March 6—-"The Measurement Rule," John Hyslop, Esq.
March 13

—"Ocean Steam Vessels and Their Manage-
ment," Capt. P. C. Petrie, late Commodore Inman Steam-
ship Company.
March 20—"High Speed in Steam Vessels," Chas. D,

Mosher, Esq.
March 27

—"Methods of Determining Position at Sea,"
Commander Henry H. Barroll, U. S. N.

^ ^ ^
Several gentlemen interested in yachting a.tended a

meeting on Thursday, Feb. 28, and organized a club to be
known as the City Island Y. C. The following officers

were elected: Com., Howard Horton; Vice-Corn.. Dr.
Frederick C, Lawrence; Rear-Com., Piierre Wood;
Sec'y, Albert Wood; Treas., Franklin Smith; Official

Meas., Charles Herold; Board of Directors, - George Mil-
ler, James H. Rice and Dr. L. F. W. Seifert. A set of
by-laws, rules and regulations are to be drawn up and
adopted similar to the Knickerbocker Y. C.'s rules and
regulations. Five boats of Ai class, centerboard sleep
type, are now nearing completion, and it is expected six
or seven will mark the number for the first regatta.

^ ^
The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. met at Sherry's on

the evening of Feb. 26 and adopted the new rule of meas-
urement which special committees of the New York,
Larchmont and Seawanhaka Corin h'an yacht clubs
recommended for consideration and adoption. The rule
is to go into effect on Jan. i. 1902. Any boats bui't after
July I next will come under the new rating. The rule was
adopted by the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. indeoendent
of any action that the other clubs might take, but the
committee of the new rule was made permanent with
power to act, in order to modify the rule should a
change seem desirable.

The committee consists of John Hyslop. chairman
; T.

Fred Tams, A. Cass Canfield, C. H. Crane and Henry W.
Eaton.
The new rule, which taxes both beam and draft, is
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different from anything that has been proposed before. It

is as follows

:

"Yachts shall be rated for classification and time allowance by
racing measurement, which shall be determined by adding to half
the load waterline half the square root of the sail area and a
quantity determined as L. and by dividing the sum of these quan-
tities by 1.1.

i.L = ^' ^-

"The quantity L. is to be obtained in the following way:
"B. is breadth of load waterline plane at % of its length from fore

end.
"B. is breadth of load waterline plane at Ys from after end.
"B. is breadth (greatest) of L.W.L. plane.
"C. is (B.+B.')—B.".
"D. is draft at MS.+2-5 of any greater draft aft, and all of any

greater draft forward.
"E.=(B."-fD.)—3 1-3V MS. submerged.
"C.+E=L.

"On all yachts launched after July 1, 1901, there shall be placed,
by the owner or his agent, on every vessel to be entered for
racing, marks on each side of her to indicate the waterline, and
other marks vertical to and 3in. above the first named. These
shall be placed" immediately over the largest cross section of the
submerged part of the yacht.
"The owner shall furnish to the measurer a certificate of the draft

to the waterline as above indicated, and shall also include a state-
ment of any greater draft, whether the same is at a place or
places forward or aft of this point. The certificate shall also state
the measurement of the yacht's greatest breadth on the load
w-aterline and the area of the submerged section when measured
to the marks at the waterline, and also to the marks 3in. above it.

These marks shall be kept on hand at the club house, and sup-
plied to all who may require them; they shall be small disks of non-
corrosive metal, each having a hole in the center, through which it

may be secured to the side of the vessel by a pin, the center of
the latter to indicate the point measured to.

"In case of metal hulls a cross, such as can be made with a cold
chisel, may be used, the intersection of the lines to indicate the
point measured to. The measurements furnished by the owner to
be subject to verification by the club's measurer when called in

question by protest, or when required by the race committee.
"Any yacht launched before July 1, 1901, whose measurements,

made under the rule of the previous year, brought her within the
limits of a class, shall be eligible to race in such class, although
when measured under the rule 1901 she may exceed the limits of
such class, or may fall below it, and such yachts shall be rated
for time allowance at their actual measurements.
"Yachts launched after July 1, 1901, shall not be entitled to time

allowance except from yachts launched prior to that date whose
measurements may exceed the class limit. Such yachts shall allow
time to smaller vessels launched before the date named.
"When the measurer shall have to measurer, draw and com-

pute the area of midship section or other under body dimensions
of a yacht the charge for the same shall be for a cabin yacht $12,

and for an open yacht $6."

The committee of the Larchmont Club is John Hyslop, chair-

man; John F. Lovejoy, Philip T. Dodge and E. A. Willard. The
following extracts from its report explain the new rule:

"When the present rule was framed, and for some years after-

ward, the use of lead keels was practically unknown, and the few
instances of their use, partial or othewise, were to be found in

small vessels. Keels were formerly used to prevent leeway, not
as levers to hang lead upon. The draft taken was moderate and
proportionate to the bulk and accommodations of the vessel as-

sociated with it, and there were no flattened end frames, convex
bow waterlines and shovel-nosed bows. When ballast was used
inside the hull a fair amount of it had to be carried, and a cor-

responding extent of displacement and roominess in the yacht was
assured, without extravagance in draft or other dimensions; but a

time arrived when yachts having these characteristics and with
i-oomy cabins and good accommodations were found to be classed

in racing with vessels having little room and displacement, and
possessing sail carrying power through the agency of a short keel

of fin used as a lever on which to carry lead ballast. Another new
feature also appeared about the same time in very full and convex
waterlines, with correspondingly flattened and sharpened vertical

longitudinal section lines and lengthened over water ends.

"It is proposed to make practicable the building of any yacht

having a symmetrical and useful area of midship section propor-

tional to the breadth and draft associated with it. It is also pro-

posed that any yacht having a disproportionately small midship

section, with large dimensions of breadth or draft, or both—-pro-
viding only that the sum of the two is large—shall allow time

or its equivalent in the increase of other factors, to what may here

be called the normal yacht. It is further proposed to make prac-

ticable the building of any yacht with only a useful and normal
amount of fullness in the en'ds of the load water plane.

"It is also proposed that vessels with flat or extravagantly full

ends shall allow time or its equivalent to the more normal vessel:

It is not proposed to in any way affect vessels which have been

referred to as within normal limits, except to give to them such

allowances as they may become entitled to from vessels built or

to be built to which the new factors apply. From the time of the

America to and including Volunteer, Titania, Katnna, Minerva and

Lasca it would be difficult, if not impossible, to name a yacht

built for these waters with a midship section so small relative to

her draft and beam that the square root of its area when multiplied

by 3 1-3 would not be equal to the sum of beam added to draft,

it would be still more difficult to name one in which the sum of

the two dimensions of breadth of load waterline measured at one-

eighth of its length from each end would be equal to the greatest

width of the waterline. The area of the load waterline of such

yachts usually came under 65 per cent, of the parallelogram which

would include it. To-day, in the middle and m the larger sizes, the

roefficient of the load waterline may be found at 75 per cent, and

over and in smaller vessels it may run to the extreme of almost

the whole parallelogram. Such vessels not only lengthen out very

materially the waterlines to which they are measured, but gam for

racing under average conditions much in other ways, and it is due

to excesses of form of the kind indicated that great length of

overhang at bow and stern can be used with advantage.

"As under the rule proposed, all vessels recently built would

most likely have their measurements added to. No vessel racing

with a modern vessel would be called upon to give to another the

full extent due to the addition to her racing length, but only the

difference due to the varying additions to each. It is confidently

believed that if adopted the effect will not necessarily be to repress

any variety of form whatever, but to give a new encouragement to

vacht building, a new freedom in yacht designing, and to make

possible the introduction, in some variety, improved, and in the

view of many yachtsmen, more acceptable forms.
_ . .u u

The committee shows the working of the rule by giving the old

and proposed new racing lengths of the following well-known

yachts

:

Schooners—Class B, ^ .

Old Racing New Racing
Length. Length.
Feet. Feet.
91-W 83.35

Son! 93.07 .
se.is

Class D.
Amorita ^^•"^ 69.56

gSssetta 73.59 69.18

Sloops—Class G.

Vigilant
^. ^94-70 89-88

Defender 10" -36

Class H.
Katrina 7G.08 69.16

Mineola 76.54 loAo

Class J.

Gloriana 54.67 51.75

Wasp o-i-^^ =^2.48

Class K. . ^,

l^'":^.::::;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:8i

Class L.

Mira 42.83 41.00K W........ • 42.95 44.33

Class M.
^

M^n^ . .v.""v.:;;;" \v.;;v.'.".'.'.;*.'.:i:33 30:93

Class N,

p, ch-ica 25.00 27.21

Oiseau • 29.90 37.77

urtoon";;:;;:;:.: 30.00 38.75

FOREST ANiD STREAM.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Mr. G. Howland Leavitt, N. Y. Y. C, has commis-

sioned Mr. H. J. Gielow to design for him a naphtha
launch. The contract for the construction of the yacht has

been placed with the Townsend & Downey Shipbuilding

and Repair Co., of Shooters Island, S. I. The dimensions

are as follows: Length over all, 55ft. 4in.; length on
waterline, 55ft.; beam, 9ft., gin., and 3ft., 4in. draft. For-

ward there will be a pilot house, 6ft. long. Aft of the

pilot house is a low cabin trunk 26ft. long, with the

galley in the forward end. Next comes an engine room
containing a Craig gasoline engine, with a passage on
the -Starboard side and a captain's room on the port side.

The saloon, 12ft. long, follows and aft of this is a cock-

pit covered with an awning. All the joiner work will

be of mahogany. The naphtha tank in the bow will hold

a supply sufficient to run 360 miles at full speed or 630

miles at 10 miles an hour. The maximum speed will be

14 miles an hour.
^

Mr. Charles Billman, head of the well-known firm of

Charles Billman & Son, ship riggers, died at his home
in Boston, on Feb. 27, aged seventy-two years. Mr. Bill-

man had been prominently identified with yachting for

many years, his firm having rigged all the America Cup
defenders since 1876. Mr. Billman was born in Stock-

holm, Sweden, on Sept. 4, 1828. He stood at the head of

those in his business. It was he who was credited with

giving the late Edward Burgess his ideas about rigging

and when the original cup yacht America was altered

he refitted her. He leaves five sons and four daughters.

8^

The Gas Engine and Power Co. and the Charles L.

Seabury Co. have an order for a steel steam yacht that

will be" built at once for a yachtsman whose name is for

the present withheld. She is 140ft. on the waterline,

177ft. 6in. over all, is to make 18 knots an hour and will

be schooner rigged. The quarters for the owner are to

be aft of the engine space, and will consist of two large

double staterooms. Connecting with the owner's state-

room will be a large bathroom. There will be two single

and double staterooms for guests. These rooms and the

saloon are to be finished in mahogany. The dining saloon

and butler's pantry will be in the forward deck house,

which is to be built of mahogany. The galley will be

below decks, and connected with the butler's pantry by

dumb waiter. The officers' quarters and forecastle will be

in the forward part of the vessel. A music room will

be in the after deck house and entrance to the owner's

quarters will be by a companionway from this house.

Hi m n
Major Fred. Ackerman, of the A. Y. C, is having a

sloop built by William P. Kirk, at Toms River, N. J.,

from designs by Mr. H. J. Gielow. She is 41ft. over all,

26ft. gin. on the waterline, lift. 7in. beam, 3ft. draft, and

has 900 square feet sail area.

8^ 8^

Mr. A. E. Lazzoro, of Hartford, Conn., has purchased

the steam yacht Waiontha, formerly the Fra Diavolo.

n K
The steam yacht Margaret has been sold by Mr. J. H.

Rutherford, N. Y. Y. C, to Mr. George J. Smith, of New
York.

H at It

The Y'"achting World says: "It has frequently hap-

pened that ships have got out of their course at sea by

some unaccountable means, and a warning just issued

by the Admiraltv may perhaps have some bearing on the

matter. Their lordships say that their attention has been

called to the practice of seamen wearing steel stretchers

in their caps, and to the danger which may result from

these stretchers becoming strongly magnetized, and being

worn by men close to the ship's compasses. Instances

have been reported of compasses being considerably

deflected in this manner, and their lordships have now
directed that the use of steel stretchers in caps is to be

immediately discontinued."

at at >t

The steam yacht Augusta, formerly the Egret, has been

sold through Darner's agency to Mr. Paul Ames, of New
York.

at at at

Mr. Tames Seaman, of Boston, has purchased from Mr.

W. H.' Bromley, of Philadelphia, through Messrs. Gard-

ner & Cox, the steam yacht Telka.

at at at

Vice-Commodore William N. Bavier, New Rochelle

Y. C„ has purchased of Mr. E. Hope Norton, through

the agency of Messrs Huntington and Seaman, the fin

keel sloop Memory, built by the Herreshoffs in 1894.

at at 1^

The American auxiliary Genesee, owned by Mr. J. S.

Watson, 26 days out from New York, bound for Naples,

arrived at Gibraltar Feb. 28, with her steering gear de-

ranged, bulwarks stove and launch smashed. Plans and

description of Genesee appeared in Forest and Stream

of Dec. 22, 1900.
at at at

"The charterer of Mr. William Clark's steam yacht

Tucarora," says the Field, Feb. 16, "'is Mr. Ballantine, of

New York, and the charter will extend for four months

from the beginning of June. The Tuscarora is to cruise

in American waters, and will be at Sandy Hook for the

cup races." This yacht was built in 1896 by Scott & Co.,

of Greenock. Her dimensions are iBift. long, 26.8ft.

beam and 14.55ft. draft. She is a steel vessel of 540 gross

tonnage, and has triple-expansion engines.

at at at

The New York Herald has organized an excellent sys-

tem for reporting yachts when in foreign waters. The
following is taken from their announcement: By hoist-

ing the proper signals, as indicated in the international

code, when passing any Lloyds signal station, yachtsmen

will be reported by telegraph to the Herald in New York,

Paris or London, as they may direct. An arrangement

has been concluded by which Lloyds undertake to for-

ward to the Herald all such yacht movements signalled
to their stations, thus enabling yachtsmen, without any
other trouble than hoisting flags at the masthead under
their number, to have the passage of their yacht made
known to their friends throughout the w^hole world the
next morning. In the new international code, on page
266 of the General Vocabulary, under the heading "New
York," it will be found that by hoisting two flags, "U K,"
you signal "Send news of me to the HeraJd, ParivS."

II instead of "U K" the yacht owner hoists "U I," the
same news will be sent to the Herald, London. If he
hoists "U J," it is addressed to the Herald, New York.

at at at

Mr. Frank Bowne Jones recently sold to Mr.
Philip T. Dodge, a member of New York Y.
C. the English cutter Eelin. This yacht yas built

for the 65ft. linear rating class, by Summers &
Payne, of Southampton, from designs of Arthur E.
Payne, in 1899. This yacht is 84ft. over all, 59ft. waterline,

15.8ft. beam and 9.9ft. draft. The yacht is of composite
construction, and was built for Capt. J. Orr Ewing, and
is similar in design to Tutty, the fastest yacht in this

class. The yacht will be fitted out for the transatlantic

voyage at once, and will sail from Southampton about
the middle of March, arriving here in good time to be
put in commission for the following season.

The cutter Vencedore. lately sold through Mr. Jones, is

being prepared for transportation to Chicago, where she
will be raced by the new owner, Mr. F. A. Price, the
coming season. The yacht will be taken from the yard
at City Island, where she is now lying, on one of the
Merritt & Chapman lighters, and placed on a flat car for

shipment West. This will avoid launching the 5^acht until

she arrives in Chicago.
The new steel steam yacht that Mr. Jones is building

for Mr. Charles J. Canfield, at Wilmington, Del., will be
named Cangarda. It is expected that this yacht will be
completed in April, and she will immediately sail for the
owner's home, at Manistee, Mich., going from New York
to Halifax, and thence via the St. Lawrence River and
the Great Lakes to her destination.

Desigfns Recently Published in Potest and Stream.

25-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20.

2i-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27. 1

Minnesota, Nov. 17. '

J,

19ft. sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. i.

Cutter Isolde, Dec; 8.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dec. 15-22.

Raceabout Jolly Roger, Dec. 29.

Bald Eagle II. and ice boat, Jan. 26.

25-footer Brigand, Jan, 12.

Canadian ice boat and 14ft. cutter, Jan. ig,

38ft. cruising launch, Jan. 26.

25ft. shoal draft sloop, Feb. 2.
,

i8-fo"ter Broncho, Feb. g. !

25ft. cruising sloop, Feb. 16.

32-ft. fast cruiser, Feb. 23.

House-boat designs, March 2.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in otir

columns continuously for a quarter-century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here send a

notice like the following:

PixtutCS.

March 2-16.—Madison Square Garden, New Yorif.^Robi Garden
Tournament of the National Sportsmen's Association.
March 19-21.—Asheville, N. C.—The Peters Cartridge Company's

two days' target tournament. Maj. E. P. McKisseclc, Sec'y. John
Parker, Mgr.
March 21.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target and live-bird

shoot. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Eighth annual spring tournament

of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100
per day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. H. P. Collins,
Sec'y.
April 10.—St. Louis, Mo.—Contest for Dupont trophy at Dupont

Park.
April 12-13.—Newark, N. J.—Forester Gun Club's tournament.

J. T. Fleming, Sec'y.
April 16-lS.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas Sportsmen's Association. W. H. Koehler, Sec'y.
April 18.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target shoot. Henry

G. Hall, Sec'y.
April 24-25.—Binghamton, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the

Peters Cartridge Co.; $150 added money. H. W. Brown, Sec'y.

John Parker, Mgr.
May_ 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-18.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain. Sec'y.
May 14-17.—AUentown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.
Snaner, Mgr.
May 1-3.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's annual tournament^

targets and live birds. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.

May 14-16.—Ehvood, Ind.—Tournament of the Zoo Rod and Gun
Club.
May 14-17.—Newton, la.—Annual tournament of the Iowa State

Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the Newton Gun Club.

D. R. Tripp, Sec'y.

May 21-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament
and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.

Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y.

May 22-23.—Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of

the Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. W. Phellis, Sec'y.

May 28-30.—London, O.—Tournament of the London Gun Club.

May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-
shooters' League, under auspices of the East Side Gun Club.

John Parker, Mgr. ...
May 30.—Canajoharie, N. Y.—Tournament of the Canajoharie

Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'y.
, r. . ^ r> ^, ^

May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.

June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'

League, G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

June 11-12.—St. Marys, W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the

West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of

West Virginia Gun Ctub. Mallory Brrtbers, Mgrs.

June 11-13.—Sioux City, la.—Seveiuh annua amateur tournament

of the Soo Gun Club. W. F. Duncan, Sec'y,
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June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;
two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament

of the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,
Sec'y.

^

June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters
League of Wisconsin. First week in June.
July 23.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y-

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-
day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds. West Monroe street

at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's ninth annual GrancT American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds.
June — .—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Forty-third annual

tournament of the New York State Association for the Protection
of Fish and Game.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. 1.—Weekly shoot of the New

Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap tournament at
live birds. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 818 Broadway, New York,

April 17-18.—^Jacksonville, Fla.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. B.
W. Sperry, Sec'y.
May 8-10.—Memphis, Tenn.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Memphis Gun Club.
June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. (J., Can.-—The Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y.
July 10-11.—^Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y,
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens. L. I.—The Interstate Asso-

ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug, 7.-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.
Root, Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker,
Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invHed to send their scores for publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unless other-wise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Companv, 346 'Broad-

way, New Yorh.

The Roof Garden Tournament, under the management of Mr.
Elmer E. Shaner, is progressing with gratifying smoothness and
success. All the time allowed to it is filled with active competition,
and it has engaged the participation of many of America's most
renowned knights of the scatter gun. Amon.g the number are the
formidable Messrs. Heikes, Crosby, Fanning, Gilbert, Parmelee,
Leroy, Fox, Hull, Hallowell, Griffitli, Parks, Van Allen, Banks,
Taylor, Keller, and others. As the days pass the emulative struggle
will grow more and more intense, and great scores may justly be-
expected.

In respect to his live-bird shoot at Interstate Park, on March 13
Mr. John S. Wright announces that one of the programme events
will be at 10 live birds, $7.50, the main and first prize of which is

valued at $75, a beautiful painting of a trout by the well-known
artist, Mr. H. A. Driscoll. All the surplus above a certain num-
ber of entries will be divided into second, third and fourth
moneys, class shooting, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. There are other
events on the programme at 5 and 7 birds. Handicaps by distance
and misses as no birds and kills will be allowed the contestants of
lesser skill. ,

*l

Mr. J. S. Fanning, the eminent and skillful trapshooter, was the
recipient of an elegant and useful present on Thursday of last

week, a testimonial of esteem and appreciation from his com-
pany, in the form of a valuable heavy gold chronometer repealer,
which strikes the hours, quarter hours and minutes. The obverse
bears the monogi-am, "J. S, F.," while the reverse bears the date
1900. The inside cover bears the following inscription: "Pre-
sented to J. S. Fanning by the Laflin & Rand Powder Co., in
recognition of his securing the largest number of firsts in 1900."

Mr. Fanning deserved it all. - -

-

•I

On Monday of this week the very liberal contribution of $10

was received by Forest .^nd Stream from Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, as
a part of the fund toward defraying the expenses of the forthcoming
American team in the international team contest. The true way
in a patriotic matter of this kind is not to wait to see what others
do, but to show others, who are waiting, what you yourself do in

the matter.
ai

In the match between New York and New Jersej^ fifteen men
on a side, 25 live birds per man, at Interstate Park, L. I., Feb. 27,

New York won by a score of 303 to 302. The wind blew a half

gale at times, with a gustiness which was most disturbing to the
shooters and helpful to the birds. A return match will be ar-

ranged in the near future.

•5

Mr. John S. Wright discovered that he had made an error in

respect to the amounts due each of the four high guns in the
division of the surplus money at his recent shoot for a Francotte
gun, and sent a check on -Friday of last weelt to each of the parties

at interest, thus fully settling the matter.

A handicap live-bird shoot for a new. 12-gauge Francotte gun,
under the management of Mr. Herbert Alexander, Oxford, Pa., is

announced to take place on March 12. Entries close at -2 o'clock

P. M. Miss-and-out, $1 entrance. Shoot commences at 10 A. M.
Two sets of traps will be used.

Kx. Lawrencevillcj N. J., the Lawrenceville Gun Club was
organized on Feb. 27. The following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Herbert Van Zandt; Vice-President, N. C. Chambers;
Secretary-Treasurer, A. R. Scott; Manager, I. S. Kampmann.

After the team contest at Interstate Park on Feb. 27 Messrs.
G. W. Page and S. M. Van Allen shot a match at 25 live birds,

with the result that they tied on 22. They shot off the tie at 10
birds, and Mr. Page -vvon by a score of 9 to 8.

The contest for the Dewar trophy between Dr. A. A. Webber,
holder, and Mr, W. H. Sanders, challenger, at Interstate Park, on
Feb. 26, resulted in a victory for Dr. Webber by a score of 23 to

19. Dr. Webber stood at 31yds., Mr. Sanders at 27.

On Marcli 9, on the grounds of the Forester Gun Club, of

Newark, arrangements have been made between Messrs. Chas.
Smith and T. J. Fleming to shoot a match at 50 targets, for $10.

The contest for the H. C. Hirschy live-bird trophy at Intercity

Shooting Park, Minneapolis, Minn., Feb. 22, had eight contestants,

and of these, Mr. Kribbe proved to be the victor.

Mr. J. J. (U. M. C.) Hallowell defeated Mr. I. W. Budd, of
Pemberton, N. J., at Interstate Park, Feb. 26, in a match at 100
live birds, by a score of 93 to 82.

The_ address of Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate
Association, is now 111 Fourth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa., instead of
122 Diamond Market.

The eleventh trophy contest of the Garfield Gun Club, of Chicago,
was won by Mr. L. Thomas on Saturday of last week with a score
of 10 straight.

Bernard Waters.

Emerald Gua Club.

New York. Feb. 21.—The scores of the season of 1900-1901, made
by members of the Emerald Gun Club, are as follows:

ON LONG ISLAND.

New York vs. New Jersey.

Interstate Park, L. I., Feb. 27.—Few shoots of importance have
been held with so little surface manifestations as was the team
shcot between New York and New Jersey at Interstate Park
to-day. It was all arranged without any ostentatious preliminaries,
but there was the greatest array of .shooting gladiators and their
kindly, friendly rooters that have been seen around New York
in many a month or many a year past. There was the keenest
of friendly interest in the competition. It was more a spirit of
emulation than of rivalry. New York applauded heartily the good
work of the New Jersey contestant, as opportunity offered, and
New Jersey reciprocated with equal zest likewise.
The fortuiies of the day fluctuated greatly. New York took the

lead near the start and then New Jersej cut down the> lead till

the chances of the former waxed dim. Each had its strong men
up at the start and finish, with some of the weaker shooters sand-
wiched intermediately. The close of the contest was most ex-
citing, but finally New York won out by 1 bird.

The conditions were unusually severe as to weather. There was
a strong, gusty, driving wind, which swayed the shooters betimes
as they stood at the score.
The birds were a good lot, with now and then a demon which

at the third flop of its wings would be near the boundary; there-
fore, there were a great many dead out, and a great many in-

cidental hard-luck stories. New York went to the score first. The
race was shot man against man, as follows:

^

Webber vs. Feigenspan.
New York........Dr A A Webber 222222222222222222222*202—23
New Jersey .C W Feigenspan 2222022222022222222222222—23

Van Allen vs. Piercy.

New York S M Van Allen 22222*0222220222222222022—21

New Jersey G H Piercy *012221222021221122202102—20

Thompson vs. Sinnock.
New York W H Thompson 2222221222222222211202211—24
New Jersey F E Sinnock 2020200022222220220022220—16

Miller vs. Dalv.
New York Dr C E Miller .02*0112220222022220220222—18-
New Jersey Phil Daly 2022020U2020222222221222—20

Kav vs. Kuser.

.J. P. Kay 2*22212222021222212222122—23

.B C Kuser 222222*2*211121111*201121—21

Morfev vs. Ivins.

New York T W Morfey 2222200222222222222222022—22
New Jersey A L Ivins 212221220101022*222*11222—20

Fessenden vs. W'idmann.
New York H P Fessenden 022222202002*202202012022—16
New Jersey W B Widmann 222220222222222*202220222—21

Day vs. Koegel.
New York Prof Day 20220202022222*2012222202—18
New Jersey H C Koegel 22220*2222220222202222222—21

Fisher vs. Bunk.
New York C B Fisher 122*220220001100202202212—16
New Jersey Capt Bunk 2222200022222*222*2222202—19

Waters vs. Doty.
New York B Waters 2201202*10022222222212220—19
New Jersey A Doty 22202*2022222202222*22222—20

Hopkins vs. Page.
New York... J B Hopkins 2200211122222*01212101211—20

New Jersey G W Page 102*212201222221002210111—19

Greiff vs. Hoffman.
New York G E Greiff 1122222202122220022202212—21

New Jersey J W Hoffman 2220002020222*22022202222—17

Hopkins vs. Hassinger.
New York W Hopkins 2221211221022201122222222—23
New Jersey W Hassinger 2222122202222022222222222—23

Banks vs. Budd.
New York Ed Banks 2222222212222122201201211—23
New Jersey I W Budd 2112210112022222002201212—20

Keller vs. Outwater.
New York T H Keller 20222*02*2222222*0020222*—16
New Jersey J H Outwater 2122211222112220222*11102—22

The totals were as follows:

New York..
NeAV Jersey.

New York.
Webber 23
Van Allen , ....21

Thompson 24
Miller 18
Kay 23

Morfey 22
Fessenden 16
Day 18
Fisher 16
Waters 19
Hopkins 20
Greiff 21
Hopkins 23
Banks 23
Keller 16—303

New Jersey.
Feigenspan 23
Piercy 20
Sinnock 16
Daly 20

Kuser 21
Ivins 20
Widmann 21

Koegel 21
Bunk 19
Doty 20
Page 19
Hoffman 17
Hassinger 23
Budd 20
Outwater 22—302

Hallowell vs. Bodd.

Interstate Park, L. I., Feb. 26.—Mr. J. J. Hallowell, of Phila-

delphia, and Mr. I. W. Budd, of Pemberton, N. J., shot a match
at Interstate Park to-day at 100 live birds, $100 a side. The result

showed an easy victory for Mr. Hallowell by a score of 93 to 82.

The famous navigator. Admiral A. G. Courtney, acted efficiently

as referee. The scores:

I W Budd, 30 200010222221212110111*021—18
2*01212122122122122111222—23
01*12*1221212222*10112212—20
2*1121*111022122211201122—21—82

T J Hallowell. 30 1211211211122112112121212—25
121111*111122012112012122—22
22222222*2012111021111222—22
22212*2222222222222222222—24—93

Dewar Trophy.

Interstate Park, L. I., Feb. 26.—The contest for the Dewar trophy
at Interstate Park to-day between Dr. A. A. Webber, holder, and
Mr. W. H. Sanders, challenger, resulted in a victory for the
former. The scores were 23 to 19. This makes the fourth victory

of Dr. Webber for this trophy. Mr. S. M. Van Allen acted as

referee. The scores:

W H Sanders, 27 22201222222*1010102022221—19

Dr A A Webber, 31 ...222222222*2222222*2222222-23

Sheepshead Bay Rod and Gun Club.

Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., March 2.—The following scores were
made at live birds, handicap rise, American rules:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 1. No. 2.

200 H Kronika, 26-...
200 I McKane, 31
222 F Lundv, 26
002 E Garrison, 28....
001 R Smith, 25
222 F Brown, 25
000 A Soeller, Sr, 25.

010 A Soeller, Jr. 25.

.2102*

.20022

.20002

.2*022

.00001

.001*2

.22222

.02021

M Rauscher, 25 22022

J T Pillion, 28 22022

M "Van Pelt, 28 **120

D J Heftner, 25 01021

T Osborn, 25 11*2

H Koch, 26 10021

Hanlon, 25 00010

Snvder, 25 00012

Capt Emerick, 25 01000

I McKane 31.... 2222*^ T J Pillion, 28 22222—5

H Kronika, 26 12012-4 "E Samson, 28 21*02-3

H Van Pelt, 28 1110*—3 F Lundy, 26. 20012—3

R Smith 25.; .....22200—3 H Koch, 26 21002—3

T Osborne, 25. ' Omi—4 D J Heffner, 25 02222-4

A Soeller Sr, 25 01010—3 A Soeller, Jr, 25 00000—0

M Rauscher, 25 10121-4 E Comisky, 25

F Brown, 25.... 02002-2 Snyder. 25 00002-1

000 Comisky, 25 11100

012
222
022
022
202
100
*20

000
01

Per Cent.
.840

.662
B AmendW Amend
Anderson
Billings Resigned
Blaisdell
Breit .

.

Catton .

,

Clark 870
Doncourt

.811

,740

Points.
201/2

12
5

19
12
0

17
2oy2
9

0

Per Cent.
.711

Cone
Dressel
Fessenden . . . Resigned.
Gallin 8
Greiff 7
Groehl 580 16
Helgans ^4
Killers 855 16
Hilmer 666 10
Hudson 860 211/2

Joerger 820 22
Kail 710 17
Keenan 15
Kemble 875 18
Lincoln 6
Martin 2

Mohrmann. .

.

Moore ........ .860

O'Donohue
Pillion ....

Quimby . .

.

Quinn
Rathjen 832
Regan
Remsen
Roberts
Ruyl ..

Sands .

Scheubel 755
Schortemeier.
Schoverling. .

.

Short 73
Stuetzli Resigned.
Swan
Thomas
Van Allen
Warfield
Weigbtmann
Weiss 780
Woelfel ...... .787

Points.
11
21

.722

.712

.800

.930

.800

11
0
9^

19
8
0
10
10
17%
17
23
22
10

0
0
4
4
6

14
14

Errors should be reported to the secretary at once.

Oceanic Rod and Guq Club.
Rockaway Park, L. I., March 4.—The

Cuckoos to-day are appended:
Targets: 15 20 20 15 15 25 15

Dr Bill 12 17 15 12 13 19 ..

F Brown.... 5 10 10 8 8 14 &
L Muench... 10 13 14 14 12 17 ..

J Jones 7 10 14 12 12 20 ..

B Barlow.... 8 10 11 6 10 15 9
A Martens... 9 7 6 8 10 16 .

.

scores made by the

Targets: 15 20 20 15 15 25 15
.\ Anderson. 7 12 6 7 10 .. ..

Corolan... 5 5 4 7 5 7..
Bvrne 5 3 4 10 6
Martin 9 8 7....
Keim..... .... 13 12 8 .. ..

Bennett 7 8 .. ..

Plumer 13 9 10 . . ..A Schoverling 10 12 14 11 9

The Roof Garden Towrnament,
The Roof Garden Tournament opened on schedule time on Sat-

urday of last -week, and the ceaseless popping of the gun continues
through the hours devoted to the trapshooting contests. The in-
terest is keen and the competition progresses without flagging. As
will be noted on referring to the scores, there are many of the
famous experts present at this great shoot. There are so many
shooters present that in order to give every one an opportunity to
shoot, re-entries in the championship event will be prohibited or
restricted.
The manager, Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, informs us that the shoot is

progressing with the regularitj- of clock work.
The conditions of the sportsmen's Association championship are

100 targets, unknown angles, entrance 50 cents, in addition to
targets at \y-2 cents each. Re-entries unlimited. Competition in
this event from 12:30 to 5 P. M., excepting Wednesdays and Sat-
urdays, when it takes place from 10 A. M. to 1:30 P. M. The
scores on Saturday were as follows, the contestants in squads
shooting at 25 bluerocks:
Association Championship:

First

Targets: 25
A H Fox 20
P Daly, Jr 21

C C Brinton 19

J Hull 18
F S Parmelee.... 22W Crosby 21
F Gilbert 17
R O Heikes...... 24

J S Fanning 19

J J Hallowell 15
*E Banks 16
*P Daly, Jr 22

Day, Saturday, March 2.

25 25 25 Targets:
22 21 w H S Welles
20 18 15—74 .'\ E Barrv
20 18 16—73 *A H Fo'x

*Ed Banks
*J T Hallowell..
*J Hull
*F S Parmelee..
nV Crosby
*F Gilbert

*J S Fanning
*A H Fox...
B Le Roy

19 IS 19—74
22 22 20—86
21 25 23—90
23 24 20—S4
23 22 25—94
23 22 19—83
19 20 19—73
18 20 20—74
17 20 20—79

25 25 25
16 18 12
8 12 9

20 15 22
21 20 20
17 22 23
19 14 22
17 19 21
19 24 22
19 24 23
20 17 24
23 24 21
18 21 22

25
12—58
10—39
w
19—80
24—86
21—76
21—78
21—86
25—91
21—82
21—89
17—78

Second Day, Monday, March 4
Parmelee 20 22 24 21—87
Crosbv 24 23 24 23—94
Gilbert 24 22 24 22—92
Heikes 24 23 24 21—92
Fanning 24 23 25 24—96
Fox 21 21 19 23—84
Hallowell 22 19 22 19—82
Griffith 20 21 18 19—78
Le Roy 24 23 23 19—89
Hull 21 20 21 21—83
Daly, Jr..... 20 15 23 19—77
George 16 IS 20 15—69
Rex 21 17 22, 16—76
Martin 19 20 24 18—SI
Van Allen 16 16 23 w
Banks 23 20 18 w
Mrs Park IS 15 21 15—69W K Park 18 21 14 18—71
Ed Taylor 20 IS 23 w
*George 18 12 19 20—69
*Martin 20 19 20 16—75
*H C Scott 18 12 25 17—65
F B Stephenson,. 22 19 21 15—77

*Re-entries.
Continuous Match.—The Continuous

re-entries unlimited. Entrance 25 cents,
made on March 4 are as follows:W R Crosby.
F .S Parmelee
F Gilbert ....

J S

G G Stephenson. 21 19 22 21—83
Barry 12 12 12 10—46
Delaney 14 18 19 w
Fleming 22 17 15 15—69
Dudley ..; 22 21 IS 19—80
Keller, Jr 19 10 15 w
*Martin 22 21 20 20—83
*Da]y, Jr 20 20 16 22—78
*Van Allen 20 20 20 w
Skelly 20 10 w
Edgarton 20 21 19 20—80
Schwartz 11 15 11 .

.

Carlough 13 17 13 w
Rike 20 19 20 .

.

T H Keller 20 19 15 .

.

Welles 12 14 14 w
P H Brinton 21 18 11 13—03
*Fox 20 18 20 16—74
*Daly Jr 20 19 18 17—74
.\ L Burns 11 15 15 13—.54

*Fox 22 22 14 22—80
Schneider 18 22 19 14—73

Match is a miss-and-out,
targets extra. The scores

Le Roy....
H Norton.
C Griffith..
Martin . .

.

H Fox
E Barrv...

B
B
.•\

H
A
K
Hull
R O
H C
P Dalv,

J J ::

J E Hicks, Rex.
Franklin
S M Van Allen.

Jr.

.009 2 10 12 2 9 10 0 9 21

. 7 1 19 9 5 8

. 6 10 3 2 6 4 9 5 27 57

. .30 15 21 1 1 12 27 19 8 1 14 15 418 3 3 14 4 3 0.01..
, 1 27 4 0 7 0 9 13 20 . . . ;.002 0 1 0 18 3 15 2 2 2
.12 3 15 8 1 3 14 10 0 10 6 10 5 7 13 11

0 0 0 0 2 0 0 ..

17 0 13 4 2 7
. 19 17 .

.

11 13 0 3 1 0
6 2 3
4 2 0 1 3 4
0 0 4 5 5 0

0 1..
4 0 1 3 2
0 1

0 2 0 0

Knowlton 0

Bank's 6

West Chester Gun Club,

West Chester, Pa., Feb. 28.—The West Chester Gun Club held,
as advertised, its eighth annual live-bird shoot on its grounds to-
day, and it was a success throughout. There were 119 entries in
the main event. About 550 birds were trapped, and were a fine
lot, but two refusing to fly. The number of visitors was far be-
yond the club's expectations, and taxed the club house to its
utm.ost, as it was quite cold, and each was trying to keep in the
best possible condition in order to win. There was also a fine
lunch to be had, which I have noticed is a very pleasing feature
to the average shooter.
There was but one sweepstake event, twenty-one entries, $1 miss-

and-out, and it was divided by McKelvey and Jackson with 5 kills
each.
The main event was started promptly at 12 o'clock, and was con-

tinred until dark, when there were fourteen in with 7 kills, and
these agreed to divide. Those who figured in same were H.
Alexander, C. Mink, F. B, McCoy, A. B. Cartelege, Wm. Feiles,
H. B. Fisher, D. Dawson, J. Twaddell, Dr. Pepper, E. Emmers,
Geo. Williamson. Messrs. McCoy and Mink had two chances
shot up.
Several arrived too late to enter, as the entries closed at 2 P. M»
Among the visitors, and without showing anv favoritism, were

the following: J. J. Hallowell, of U. M. C. Co.; Chas. Mink, H. B.
Fisher, H. B. McCoy, Dr. Pepper, A. B. Cartilage; Alexander,
Barnes, of Oxford; Thomas Ambler, Buckwalter, of Royersford;
Feiles, of Christiana. I also wish on behalf of the club to extend
thanks to the shooters who attended and made the event one
of the most successful we have ever had, and hope next year to b^
able to give a still better one. F. H. Eachus. Sec'y.
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Trap at Guttenborg.

Guttenberg, I\, j., Geb. 23.—The follov.'ing are scores made in
a private match at Sullivan's Guttenberg race track to-dai'. A.
A. Schoverling was scorer

:

Fourteen live birds, 28yds. rise:

V Fink 11011011111011—11 Dr Griswold. .. .01110111010110—10
L Brenner 00111011111011—lU Dr Lordley OilllllOOlllOl—10
A Walters 11111001101011—10 Dr TerriU llllOOOllOOOll— 8

H C West 10111111101111—12 Dr Burns 11111110001110—10

J Garth 01110111001110—10
A. A. SCHO-VERLINfi.

Freehold Gon Club.

Freehold, N. J.—Inclosed please find scores made at the_ annual
aU-day shoot of the Freehold Gun Club on Washington's Birthday.
The day was a fine one for shooting, and a goodly number of shoot-
ers took advantage of it. Prominent among the visitors was Carl

Von Lengerke, Capt. Borland, Banta, and L. Cannitz, of New-
York city; Will Watts, of Kevport; Farr, of Princeton; Rue and
Hall, of Atlantic Highlands; Schenck, of .A.sbury Park; Height and
Bennett, of Spring Lake, and many more. The events were run
off principall}^ over the magautrap. but a few were decided on the
Sergeant system. In all about 3,000 targets were thrown. The
programme called for eight events, and two extras were added.
Event jNo. 3 was a merchandise, 10 targets, 50 cents entrance,

privilege of re-entry, four prizes. First prize, Winchester "Take-
down" shotgun; second, sole leather gun case; third, shell box;
fourth, fishing rod. In this event Vanderveer and R. A. Ellis,

of the home club, were the only ones to make the possible, so

took the gun, and the gun case was also landed by a member of

the home club, H. D. Hance, after shooting out all the 9-men in

a miss-and-out. Von Lengerke was the only m.an to stick to him,
and he dropped his 7th target. J. T. Laird, another Freeholder,

landed the shell box, and Schenck, of the Asbury Park Gun Club,

landed the fishing rod Following are the events:

Events: 123 45678
Targets: 10 15 10 * * * * 10 15 20 14 20

Winchester 5 12 9 6 7 10 14 8 14

Vanderveer 10 10 9 6 13 .... 14

Wooley 6 9 6

Hall 5 16 5 2 .... 3 ..

Rue -» 8 4 8 8 8 ..

Watts 9 13 6 8 8 9

Capt Borland 8 9 8 6 7 6 9 10 3 10

L Cannitz 6 7 1 2 6 7 5 5

C Von Lengerke 10 11 7 9 6 . . . . 7 10 12 7 16

C Banta... 10 12 8 5 6.; .. S 12 12 9 14

W B Ellis 7 11 4 6 7 .... 7 .... 7 ..

Schenck 6 13 8 7 6 13 13 7 13

Laird 6.. 8 6..
R A Ellis 8 11 9 8 .... 10 ..

Burtis 10 12 S 9 4 9 8 8 12 14 9 .

.

Muldoon 5 .. -
Hance 9 13 8 7 6 9.. 7 9

Haight -1 8 9 8 S 13 10 8 ..

Vandervort 12 4 8 .. 10 .. ..

Brown 11 6 2 8 .. .. 6 .. .. 5 ..

Talmage 7 ^ "A
• ••

"

J T Laird. 7 8 9

x> A Ellis 8 9 10

c c IS;r::;:::::::::::^..: s e e .. .. 4 .. 9 e ..

E Vanderveer -i^ » "

J H Bennett 6 •

Donahay = .. ..

Danser 6 7 < 5 ...... .. 3 ..

Walhng 5 8 6 .. .. 6 10

Stout 5 10

Garrison ...^.....r.. '2
Newman 7 o

Hever
9 4..
.. .. 5

^Indicates re-entries in No. 3.

R. A. Ellis, Asst. Sec'y.

Moonachie Gon Cltib.

Carlstadt X T Feb. 20.—In the match between Alessrs. Out-

water and 'Wright to-day at 25 birds the former won by a score

of 20 to 17. The shooting as a whole was not up to the nsual

form of the contestants. The scores follow:

r Wrinht 99 1222222020002022202222*2*—17

T H Outvvater; ' 291 ! ! l
2112*10100211211222122120-20

No. 1. No. 2.

r Srhoemaker 27 0222022220— 7 2202*-3

Dr Brooks 26 1020100102- 5

Mi^rke 27 1221111100- 8 20221-4

L H Matthews
'

' 29 ! ! ! • • 2222120222- 9 1*222-4

P T? Tracv 29 2201221201- 8
'

Demerest' 57 2220221220- 8 21210-4

^jVr^ZfW 0222222202- 8 22020-3

T W Ontwater
'29'

'

' '.ZW^^^ • • 1110012211- 8 11202-4

f wHght 29 :!!!*'"!T:^^:..t::: 2220222222- 9 02200-2

No 1 was io'ij'irds, $5.50 entrance, class shooting. No. 2 was o

birds', $3, 60 and 40.

Practice, 5 birds:
^^^^^^.^^

Dus^on . . . .
22121-5 Thowart 22012-^

Barbara 01112-4

Emerald Gun Club.

scores made at the shoot of the

club event are as follows:

D Mohrmann, 28. . .2222112121—10

W Sands, 30 022022222- 8

T Woelful, 28 221002*110- 6

"Dr Grohl, 25 0022201021— 6

A Warfield, 28 1200112012— 7

P Woelful, 28 2222220122— 9

E T Roberts, 28. . .,20*2210220—

6

Dr" O'Donohue, 25.0022222202— 7

H Quinn, 28 0200110202— 5

A Anderson, 25 2121001001— 6

Dr Hudson, 28 212**21202- 7

T Gallin, 25 1022220122- 8

"Dr Stillman. 30. .. .2221102102—

8

T P Kay 28 2202*22200— 6

Rathje'n, 25 0011011110— 6

Woods, 28 2022022202— 7
J
Dr

BrooUyn, L. I.. Feb. 19.—The
Emerald Gun Club to-day m the

o Weiss, 28 0012112222— 8

T Short, 28 1101222022- 8

Dr O'Connell, 30. .112*222202-

8

A Schoverhng, 28. .2212202222— 9

G E Greifi, 30 2*12221222- 9

R Regan, 28 2220222011- 8

B F Amend, 30. .. .2222*00222—

7

Dr Miller, 30 2222222222-10

W J Toeger, 28 2012122220— 8

1? I
Kelt 25 2222120102— 8

E T Clark, 30,. 2222222122-10

A "Duncort, 28. .... .2*00212202— 6

H Hillers, 28 2022121002- 7

J J Pillion, 28

2222021100-

7

t) N T 28 000201*020—3

M Weighman, 28. .0121111001— 7

J H Moore, 28 1110210211— 8

Hudson Gon Clob

Jersey City, March 3.—These are the scores made by the mem-
bers of the Hudson Gun Club and their guests. The day was cold,

and a strong wind was blowing. There was quite a crowd of

spectators, as the new draw of the bridge over the Hackensack

River of the D., L. & W. R. R. was put in place. Photographs

were taken of the bridge, shooters, etc., by several camera fiends.

The next shoot will be on March 10:

Fvents- 123456789
Targets- 20 10 20 20 10 5p 10 25 10

Bock .13 7 16 18 5 4 8 16 5

Dudlev 17 7 17 17 7 8 9 20 9

Bama 12 9 12 .. 6 8 4 18 4

rHughes-:::::::: is s lo .. is e

i^'^.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 'I :: 12 ::

E Heritage 8 .. 12 ..

O'Brien
Brown
Tommy
Lembeck
Dodd
Hansman
Mertens
Johnson
Whitley •• ••

No. 6 was at 5 pairs. No. 8 was the club shoot.

16 7
15 ..

.. 5

8 15 6

4 9 4 6.. 5 16 5

6 .. .. 6 ..

6 .. .. 5 -.

5 .. .. 4 4
4 10 .. 5 ..

9 16 17 8 .. 9 22 9

5 .. .. 11 ..

17 6
12 5

18 6

at 12:30 P. M. The target shoot started at 1:30 P. M. It was one
of the best shoots the club has ever run off. It threw about
2,000 targets up to 5:30 P. M. Six handicap events were run ofif

during the afternoon. H. E. Winans was scorer. J. J. Fleming
had charge of the handicapping, squad hustling and optional
sweepstake events. Chas. Smith looked after the work on the
ovitside and saw to it that every one was well satisfied with his
day's sport. The well-known and reliable trapper of the South
Side Gun Club trapped, and is always with us on our big shoots,
Whitehead and Hayes divided in event No. 3; Stanton won in

events Nos. 4 and 5; Belcher won in events Nos. 6 and 7; Tighe
won in events Nos. 8 and 9, and Weller in event No. lO. The
handicap was carried over the same after the second prize events.
The match between Wheeler and J. J. Fleming did not come oft",

as jXir. VV heeler wanted all the say after he had challenged and
was accepted. He wanted each to pay for his own birds, stand
at 21yds. rise, and to have an 80yd. boundarj'. He is not a
member of any club. On March 9 a match will be shot between
Mr. Chas. Smith and J. J. Fleming, 50 targets, Sergeant system, for
$10, loser to pay expenses.

Live birds, two moneys, $2.50 entrance:
Ferguson 22112—5 Aff 22002—3
Haves w 22122—5 Parker , 00122—3
Sinnock 2222*—4 Maier 00212—3
Weller 02222—4 Belcher 02000—1
D Fleming 10122—4

Targets

:

Sinnock 10 5 1-7 3-6 .. 8 6 7 8 6 9 7 6
Hayes 6 6 2-8 1-7.. 7 8 8 7 7 6 7 ..

D Fleming 8 3 3-5 5-7 2-9 7 7 7 5 2 4 5..
Whitehead 8 9 2-8 1-8 .. 9 7 ..

Dwight 7 7 5-3 6-6 3-6 8 4 4:,. ..

Winans 6 6 4-5 5-3 7
C Smith 6 7 ..4-7 2-5 .. .. 6-4.. 8
Belcher 8 7 4-5 5-8 2-8 6 7 5 3 4 3 6 5

J J Fleming 10 8 1-7 2-9 1-8 9 8 7 8 5 7....
Tighe 7 6 .. 4-6 2-9 4-7 5 7-6 9 8 ,. ..

J H Cummings 4 13-6 3 6-5 5 7 6 .. ..

Kipiey 6 5-8 2-7 .. 5 8 4 .. ..

Stanton S 6-4 2-8 5 6 6 4 .. ..

Weller 6 4-5 2-5 3 6 7 4 ....
Hooev 6-7 7 .. 6 ., ..

Sanders 0 ,8-3 4-1 3 4,
Homish 6-7 7 6 . , .

.

Otta 4 2 4.. ..

Ebie 2 2 6.. ..

l-'erguson , 4
Aff /....., 6
Jewell 3 .. ..

Alsop 2 3

Velger 3 4

Oshwald 0 1
Backus 2

John J. Flttming, Sec'y.

Belvidere Gun Clob.

Belvidei-e, N. J., Feb. 28.—Five birds, $2 entrance, two moneys,
A. A. rules:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 1. No. 2.

Rasener 12102—4 12120—4 Hayes ..12210^
Cole 10011—3 01120—3 Boardman 10010—2
Pearson 20111-4 01000—1 Eilenberg 12100—3
Hefife 21111—5 22210-4

Miss-and-out, $2 entrance:
Rasener 22 1010 12011 120
Cole 0 20220 21010 212
Boardman 20 10221 20 210
Eilenberg 0
Pearson 0

Wm. a. Rasener.

Trap Happenings at New Castle.

New Ca,stle, Pa., Feb. 25.—The contest for the bronze medal
emblematic of the inanimate target championship of western Penn-
sylvania took place Friday, Feb. 22, between Jack McNary, of
Greenville, Pa., challenger, and James T. Atkinson, holder, of New
Castle, Pa. Atkinson won by the narrow margin of 1 bird. This is

the fourth time Mr. Atkinson has successfully defended the trophy.
Plis scores in the preceding matches were much higher than this
last one. Jimmy is one of the steadiest, nerviest shooters in the
business, and the man who beats him has to shoofall the time;
any "bad half hours" will be fatal to him.
L. B. Fleming, of .Pittsburg, has challenged Mr. Atkinson for the

medal. The contest will occur some time in April next. The exact
date has not yet been set. This will be a battle royal, as these men
are evenly matched. Fleming is one of those fellows who

"Shoots for keeps.
And lays his victims out in heaps,"

to paraphrase the lines of some fellow who wrote about a famous
personage whose last name rhymed with Bill, and while he is a
team mate of Atkinson's, sentiment will not debar him from doing
liis level best to carry away the medal.
A number of shooters were present from Pittsburg, Oil City and

Greenville, and a dozen events of 10, 15 and 20 birds each were
pulled oflf.

The scores in the medal contest were: Atkinson 79, McNary 78.

Ihis may seem, and was, exceedingly low fcrr shooters of such abil-

ity as these two men, but when one considers the -fact that it was
shot during the worst weather we have had this winter—the ther-

mometer being nearly at zero, the wind blowing a gale, with plenty
of snow flurries—it was not so bad. About 80 per cent, was the
best any one could do during the day.
Howard Sergeant was present to help the boys out, and right

well he did his work. Standing out in the cold all day, acting as

referee or scorer, he was perfectly happy.
"Papa" McNary, as we j'oung fellows affectionately call him,

has a grievance, and it is -vvith real pleasure we take this oppor-
tunity to set him right before the shooting world and remove any
cause he may have for losing sleep nights. Some ignorant or

vicious-minded person circulated the report last spring at the

Chambersburg, Pa., shoot that he was the oldest shooter in the

world, that his age was bordering on seventy years, and that he
had learned to shoot with Scott, in Mexico, during our little tilt

with that country, more than half a century ago. We have made
careful search through his family Bible, "rolled back the billowy

ages of time," as it were, and find he is not near seventy years

old. In fact he will be only sixty-seven "come next Michaelmas."
VVe' also discovered he never was in the Mexican war, although

he did serve as scout and hunter for Fremont when that famous
man was making his explorations in the far West.
A full score of the events is not at present obtainable. We ap-

pend only the winners of each event, as follows:

No. 1, 10 birds: Fleming 10. Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5 were 15-bird

events, and the winners were Bates, Atkinson, Chlay, Fleming,

Alex, Pills, and Watson. Fleming and Shaner won in the 20-bird

events, ' Henry P. Shaner, Sec'y.

Trap at Dupont Park.

St Loui-s, Mo., Feb. 24.—The contest for the Dupont Park

medal to-day had forty entries. The birds were good and the

weather was clear and cool. Kenyon killed 43 in the shoot-ofi, and

won. The scores follow:

Dr Gaines 31 2222222221—10 T Cabanne, 30 2222222222-10

Soencer 31 2222122222-10 t) Cabanne, 30

2222220222-

9

Hill 28 1111112222-10 Weber. 28.... 11112111*1-9

^Jason 29 .2211122201- 9 Sandberg, 28 1201221*02— 7

Bowman 28 22222*2212- 9 Selzer, 29 2211112211—10
' " "• • — ...2002222222—8

. ..1122010100— G

. . .2222011222— 9

...22212.;2220— 9

...2121211111—10
292*22'^222— 9

\V.m*m'ni--

Secretary,

Forester Gun Club,

Trap Around ReacJingf.

Reading, Pa., Feb. 22.—The weather to-day was against the
shooters that visited the grounds of the South End Club of this
city, and in consequence tbey failed to put up anything like their
usual showing. The attendance was good, and every person seemed
to have an enjoyable afternoon's sport. The scores follow:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 25 10 10 10 10 10 10

^ Smith 4 7 6 4 1 17 3 6 6 8 5 5
Gicker 6 5 6 4 7 12 8 8 8 7 5 9
Yost 5 8 5 8 9 14 9 7 8 7 6 9
Miles 7 8 7 6 7 16 6 5 6..
^^ alters 5 7 8 8 4 9 8 7 6.. ., ,.
Essick 7 5 7 7 6 21 6 6 3
Matz 6 9 8 8 7 20 9 6 7
Schultze 4 7 5 4 3 6 6 5
Eshelman 6 10 6 4 6 19 6
Dietrich 7 6 5 7 7 16 6
Savior 8 6 6 7 7
Yeager 7 6 4 6 8 9W Miller 5 7 3 6 6
Jones 7 4 9 5 .. 17
High 4 5 6 6
Goodman 3 2 5 2
Rice 1 2 4 2
Gerhard 7 7 7 8 6 14
H Miller 2 1 3 .... 13
Texter 4 3 4 .. .. 16
Laird 5 5 8
"Larson 15 4.... S

Willson 5 4 7

Williams 3

Harrison 6 10

A new shooting organization was formed at John A. Esterly'f,
Farmers' Hotel, this city, Feb. 2, to be known as the Spring Valley
Shooting Association, Officers were elected as follows: President,
John A. Esterly; Vice-President, John A. Shaaber; Secretary,
Arthur A. Fink; Treasurer, Henrj' J. Seidel; Board of Governors,
John A. Shaaber, Chairman ; Arthur A. Fink, Lee J. Wertz, Harry
J. Coldren, Wilson Spatz; Captain, Lee Wertz. The new associa-
tion will lease the Spring Valley Shooting Park, a finely equipped
grotinds with high fence inclosing the entire grounds. A
fine club house is at one end of the park, where the shooters can
enjoy themselves when not shooting. Arrangements are now
tmder way to hold a three days' shoot during the coming spring—

-

two da}'s targets and one day live birds. Application will be made
for membership in the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association
at the annual meeting, to be held at Allentown in May.
The Independent Gun Club, of this city, held a target shoot on

the club's grounds on Feb. 22. The attendance was light, but
owing to the frigid weather many shooters who intended shooting
stayed indoors, hugging a .stove instead of freezing. The scores;

Events: 12 3 Events: 12 3
Targets: 10 15 25 Targets: 10 15 25

Moyer 9 . . 21 Trout 8 14 .

.

Larkan 7 13 22 East 8 13 23
Webbers 7 12 . . Schmidt 8 12 .

.

Weidman 7 12 . . Hufifert 9 13 23
Duster.

Boston Gun duh*
Boston, Feb. 27.—Ten shooters graced the platform of the Boston

Gun Club at their seventh serial prize shoot on their grounds at

W'ellington to-day and attempted to grind bluerocks to dust in the
best manner possible. Variable winds, at times lilowing a gale
and the next minute nothing, prevented them from carrying out
their intentions as they would have liked, but as these scores were
not expected to rank and be classed with roof garden participants
a little thing like a few misses did not injure good fellowship a
bit, only making every one wonder how the target could be so
mean as to be as tricky as it had been. Straight scores were fought
shy of by all except one, F, H., he thinking that there should be
at least one tabulated to some one, and nobody else seeming to
want the honor, kindly condescended to take it himself. In the
prize match Williams, Leroy, and .Spencer were running close all

through, the former coming in just 1 little lonely target in the
lead. Griffith was high in the average for afternoon.

Scores below, all events unknown, handicap distance, except
events 8, 9, 10, which were 16yds.

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Howe, 19 9 4 7 7 6 8 7 15
Leroy 21 7 7 6 7 8 8 8 21 8 22
Griffiths, 19 6 9 8 7 5 9 9 22 . . 22

Lambert, 19 6 2 8 6 6 9 8 19 . . 22

F PI, 16 6 5 4 7 6 8 5 .. 0 .. 10 8 5 7 7
Sellman, 16 4 S 8 0 5 6 4 .. 4

Williams, 16 9 8 7 5 .. 6 .. 4 5
Spencer, 18 6 19 7 9 7 .. ..

Henry, 16 ; 6 3 4 .. ..

Fredericks, 14 1

Prize match, 30 singles, unknown; handicap distance:

Williams 16. 011111111110111111101111010110—24

Leroy 21 010110111111011101111011101111—23

Spencer 18 110101111011011101101111011111—23

Howe 19 101111011011011100101101111101—21

Griffith 19 101110011101110101000111111111—21

Lambert 19 101001110110111100101111101111—21

F H 16 110110111010101101100011111111—21

Sellm'an 'i6 011010110110010001111001100111—17

Henry '
16 011111000100110010000010110001—13

Frederick, 14 OOOOOOOlOOw

Harrisburg Shooting Associaiion.

Harrhsbusg, Pa., Feb. 22.—The Harrisburg Shooting Associa-
tion's annual holiday shoot was held to-day with a good attendance,

and targets were shot in four squads up to 2 P. M., when 20 live

birds, $10, were started with nineteen entries. Two sets of traps were
used, and between snowing and blowing the match was shot out.

A miss-and-out with $10 entrance was shot to 7, when Conway and
Kreuger divided. Shooting was resumed next day, and a race be-

tween Conway and Disney was shot at 25 birds, $l0, and was won
by the latter,' 20 to 19. Over 600 birds were used, and everything

was carried along with promptness.
Twenty-live-bird handicap, 27 to 30yds. rise; entrance $10; Rose

system, 'four moneys:

Fil ies 29 .Ti-.. 22220012210220210222—15

Di'nev '•'9 22222222222212022222—19

Francisca's, 28 21021111112202212020—16

Wall 29 12201111210201112111—17

Rogers '8 12212010200021220011—13

Hull 29
'

"

' 12220012021112120101—15

Wilson 29 2222222*21*202222222—17

Stevenson,' '29:
.

0211012*222221202102-15

Dorimel 27 22221201002100201221—14

Seaboldt 11111120221200200112—IS

Kreu<rer' 29 11122012112011112122—18

Bvers"" f's
'

' 00202222220202222220—14

HofTman
"

28
" " 2112021*022022202220—14

c.", 28' 02022201120000200220—]0

Metz'e-er "27 022012201 0101001012] -13

Con wav' ''S
" " 12222220202221 001001-14

Ppiker "9" 20202210122222222021—16

Sinner' '^0 21121211011222122101—18

D oehn'e
"27

' ' '

'

" "
- - 22020100202022002200—10

Fresc'h"*'28 2012112012— 8 C Weber, 28..

Herbert 28 1220120012— 7 Clay, 28

Mason. 29 210120*112- 7 Fink, 28

Orvis 28 1122100210— 7 Baggerman, 29

Campbell, 28 2**212*221- 7 Wintrick 28

Turner 28 2201210121— 8 Dr Smith. 31.

Williams, 28 0120100112— 6 Kroell, 28. s.

Lee, 28.

Meier, 29....

Dr Clark, 29..

Kenyon. 28...

Nold, 30
Heiligenstein,
Prendergast, 31.

Schwarz, 28...

.0112011101— 7 Tonah, 28 2221012110— 8

1111*01221- 8 "Bugh, 31 1111121221—10
2*12222*2.1— 7 Johnson, 28 2102211102—8

... 2122212222—10 Burrows, 28 1110212221—9
2222222021— 9 Reed, 28 2221002120— 7

30...22221*1222- 9 Miller, 27 1012220020—6
*211122212— 9 Barker, 27 2222220021 - 8

2221222112-10 Courades, 28 ...... . .2212211222—10

Newark N T —The Washington's Birthday shoot of the Forester

Gun Club was" started at 10 A. M. at live birds. "The club was dis-

appointed in not getting enough birds. Each shot at 5, and all

-Stood at 28yds. rise. The birds were very fast. Lunch was served

Following was match between Chas. Bugh, holder, and W. R.

Nold for Alermod trophy, 25 birds. Birds were extra good. N-ild

stood at 30yds., Bugh at 3L Shot Feb. 24, 2:30 P. M.

:

ivr„ij 221102212120*122221222011—21

Bugli
' 222121 110221221112112*110—22

Standard Gun Club.

Standard, P. O., Pa., Feb. 23.—The following scores present the

re.-^ult of the competition in a 50-target event to-day:

T Kl in e .... 1 OlOllllOlOlOlOlOlllOUOlllOlOllOllOlllOlllOll ' Oil—3.>

C E Weaver . . .
.lOllOlOlOUOlllllOlllOllOlOllllllOlllllOllllOlUlll—37

T 1' Wellman . . .
.lOlOlOllOlOllOlOlOlOlOlJllllOlOlOlOlOllOlOlllOllOU—30

"V 1 Snyder ...10101101011011101011001011110011001101010010110111—30

H T'Erdman ... .11111111110111111101111011111011011011010101111011-40

C W Sehaffer 01101011010101101101100111010110110101010110111011—31
H. T. Erdman, See'y.

Tfae Cleveland Gun Club.

Cleveland O. Feb. 28.—Regular semi-monthly shoot at targets:

Scott 27 Lewis '32, Red Wing 39, Mack 34, Brock 34, Johns 32,

Harris 34, Franklin 33, Mist 21, J. F. W. 22, F. Silsby 23, Klint 13,

Hopkins 31, Tamblyn 23, Winter 26, Harbaugh 23, Hogen 35, North

^'no'T- Delker 33, Lewis 33, Harris 36, Mack 30, North 21, J. F,

W. 37, Brock 32, Red Wing 40j Alex 28, Hogen 37.
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Colorado State Shoot*

Colorado Springs, Colo.—The thirteenth annual tournament,
Feb. 22 and 23, of the Colorado State Fish and Game Protective
Association was well supported. It was held under the auspices
of the Colorado Springs Gun Club, at Bradmoor. About 20,000

targets were thrown. It was considered as being the most success-
ful shoot ever given by the Association.
The high average for both days was won by Mr. John W.

Garrett, the captain of the Colorado Springs Gun Club, he scoring
310 out of a possible 340, a fraction over 91 per cent.
The State individual championship, which was won by Mr. Gar-

rett at Florence in November last, with a clean score of 50 out of

50 birds, went this year to A. L. Bennett, of Pueblo, whose score

was 46 out of 50. W. W. Shemwell and D. L. Macaffree tied for

second honors in this match, their scores being 44 birds each.

John Garrett, who was expected by local shots to win this prize,

was very much out of form all Saturday afternoon, owing to the
fact that for thirty-six hours he had had no sleep whatever. After
finishing the shoot Friday, and making arrangements for yester-

day's tournament, Mr. Garrett spent the early part of Friday night
working on the score of the day, and then devoted an hour and a
half to fighting fire at the club house, after which he walked in

from the club house at Bradmoor to Colorado Springs and was so

busy arranging for yesterday's shoot that he did not go to bed
at all. . _
Had it not been for the prompt and long-continued efforts ot

three men, fire would have destroyed the building and would have
prevented the completition of the State shoot to-day.

From 10:10 P. M. until midnight Charles Mann, John Garrett and
one other man worked at extinguishing the flames. The means that

they used was such as they had at hand, and it required the ex-

ercise of a good deal of both muscle and brain to save the build-

ing. The damage that did occur amounts to about $50, the building

being fully protected bv insurance.
The first fire started from the fireplace in the main room of the

house. It burned through the wall, and when discovered had
burned a place 2ft. by 1ft. in size out of the back of the building.

There were in the club house two large milk cans filled with
water and a third which contained two gallons of coffee. The
water and the coffee were thrown upon the fire, but it did not suf-

fice, and a further supply was needed. The only water connection
in the building is a small pipe which furnishes water for the toilet

room. "This is the only tap within three or four blocks of the

building. The flow is steady and quite rapid. The discovery of the

fire made quick action necessary, and Garrett and Mann were not
long in deciding how to avail themselves of the water supply. The
pipe was cut so that the water w»uld flow as rapidly as possible.

The cut was made outside the building at a point not far distant

from the blaze. A hole was dug in the ground, into which the

water from the pipe would run, and the volunteer fire fighters

took the milk cans and dipped the water from this hole to throw
upon the fire. Had there been any wind the building would surely

have gone, but the fight that was made to save it finally proved
successful, and at midnight it was regarded as safe to leave the

building. '

, . , , ,

Besides the two milk cans the men had a pickaxe, a shovel

and a hatchet with which to fight the flames, and these were used
with good effect. A hole about 10ft. wide and as high as the men
could reach was cut in the back of the building.

Had the flames not been conquered by the men who were there

there would have been a decidedly interesting fire. There were in

the building about forty shotguns and about 15,000 rounds of am-
munition.

. r , ^ , J
At the Alamo Hotel Feb. 22 the annual meeting of the Colorado

State Game, Fish and Protective Association was held, and the

following officers were elected: President, R. A. Creek, Denver;
First Vice-President, W. W. Shemwell, Colorado Springs; Second
Vice-President, Dr. \V. M. Shultz, Florence; Secretary, John W.
Garrett, Colorado Springs; Treasurer, A. L. Bennett, Pueblo;
Directors, E. L. Deibert and A. F. Miller, of Florence, and John
M. Killen, of Pueblo.

First Day, Friday, Feb. 22.

The scores:
Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 15 20 15 20

Dr Shultz 12 19 14 16

Garrett 13 17 13 19

Shemwell 14 19 13 19

Sharon ,,...13 19 15 16

Wernecke 13 16 10 14

Ellis 12 17 13 17

Creek 13 16 12 19

Pickett 15 18 13 19

Arnold ,.. 12 16 15 15

Hendrickson 10 15 12 13

J Harms 7 12 13 14

Ruddick 9 16 12 17

Johnson 11 12 8 13

Miller 14 16 14 18

Ash 15 18 12 15

Take Harms 7 9 10 10

Lewis 15 15 15 19

Sprague • 7 16 6 17

McGowan 12 16 13 18

G Diebert >...„. 12 16 11 w
Tape
L E Smith 14 15 13 ..

W Daniels 12 .. 8 11
F E Stratton 10 9 .. ..

Collins 12 18 12 16

Chisholm 11 13 8 ..

Wood 19 12 . •

G Tritch 8 3 13

C L Tutt 14 H •

Nicolai 12 14

Arey
C H Adams v...r.r.^..

S Aldrich
King
Hobbs
Mrs Bennett , 11

West :. 13 17 11 12

Bulwer 15 18 15 16

Shaw 8 17 9 16

Bernhardt , 13 14 10 12

Clark 9 11 9 12

Newell 8 14 11 15

Holmes 9 13 11 18

E Diebert 12 20 12 17

Lege 13 17 13 18

Sanler 6 12 6 8

Shelden 10 15 12 13

Beynon 10 15 10 14

Tribble 11 16 8 12

Burns Will 14 16 14 17

A L Bennett 13 15 15 17

Rittenhouse 7 15 .
. 9

Boettger 8 17 12 13

Welch 13 14 14 14

McKiernan 13 14 9 12

R M Elliott 10 12 9 15

5 6

15 20
13 17

13 20
12 15
15 16
11 16
10 15
13 18
12 16
12 13
13 13
13 13
13 11

7 12

13 19

13 18

10 11
14 17
10 17
11 17

7 S
15 20
12 14
13 20
14 19
14 19

8 15
12 19
13 20
12 18
4 16
12 15
11 14
8 15
9 ..

13 18
10 15

9 15

13 19
11 13
12 13

9 10 11
15 20 25
13 17 21
14 18 24
15 16 23
9 15 18
13 17 22
12 15 21
13 17 24
12 13 23
10 11 14
13 13 19
8 16 19

14 14 IS
8 14 15

11 15 16
7 11 13

11 16 20
12 18 20
12 15 17
.. 11 23

10
10 16 14 15 10 18 16

15
14 13 14 15
12 12 .. ..

12 15 .. ..

14 15 5 13

11 14 18
.. .. 14
13 15 22
10 8 10

6 11
7 ..

.. 16

.. 13
U 13
13 18
9 13
9 ..

9 10
12 12
14 17
13 18
11 19
13 12
10 17
11 15
13 17

13 16
13 18

8 9
6 14

10 19

11 ..

10 ..

11 13
11 ..

13 IS
S 12
13 19
3 ..

11 16
10 17

15 17
12 18
12 ..

14 14
13 18
8 15

13 12
14 15
11 13
7 ..

11

.. 10
14 .. ..

14 16 20

13 19 22
8 4 12

11 15 12
10 16 21
11 18 22
13 15 23
.. 14
12 11 16
12 16 16
11 9 19
10 .. 22
13 10 24
.. 9 16

8 15 10 18
11 15

Second Day, Saturday, Feb. 23,

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S

Targets- 35 20 1 5 20 15 20 15 20

Garrett J2 19 14 20 15 17 11 18

Dr Shultz H 17 13 16 11 15 13 16

Shemwell H 19 8 16 12 20 13 17

Shl?^r...ii 12 18 12 17 12 17 14 18

Wood 12 18 14 17 14 .. ..18
Creek 12 17 12 20 12 14 9 14

Ellis 13 20 10 19 12 18 15 16

Pickett"" 12 19 14 16 12 .. .. 19

Ash 11 16 12 15 11 13 13 19

]fuiwer" ""i:::::::-!;!!!;!!!;-;!!.'.'." it is is u is a n w
Bennett 1 14 10 15 20 13 IS 13 18

Hotaes v. 12 10 8 16 12 12 12 ..

Col ins 12 19 9 18 12 17 11 14

Wernecke 9 18 l*! IS 13 16 12 9

lewis 12 16 14 18 10 16 12 15

E Diebert 12 13 14 17 10 17 14 19

Williams 7 16 9 14 12 13 10 13

RuddISc 11 14 7 14 6 16 13 17

Arnold 11 19 10 16 13 15 14 15

Montgomery
Sanger
Mrs Bennett
Rittenhouse ..

Maeafiree ....

• ft «-ft«*» r*

5
4 15 .. 11 6 .. .. 13
.. 11 10 13 7 10 6 14

14 9

17 12 J8 13 IS 78

Broke.
168
184
179
169
155
163
178
171
138
147
140
147
109
125
158
112
174
147
156
73
10
125
31
43

157
70
108
99
25
26
25
7
16
11
10
58

102
176
96

144
87

136
156
175
172
83

144
150
138
147
167
97
77
95
74
97

Broke.
126
112
119
120
93
120
123
73

110
33

121
130
82

112
109
113
121
94
98

113
5

49
71

Burns Will 15 . . 15
Sprague

,
14 12 13 18 11 14 13 14 119

McGowan

10

15 8 17 10 18 .. 14 92
Beynon 13 17 10 15 11 16 n 13 106

J Harms 12 16 14 15 8 12 14 16 107
Legg

13

12 11 15 13 ..15 79

G Clark

4

9 4 ...... ., .. 17
Shelden

13

15 11 14 11 l4 10 10 98

G Diebert , 12 13 11 15 13 18 9 16 107

Jake Harms 8
15 10 10 6 9 5 10 73

Newell i.... 12 12 8 10 11 12 9 10 84

Bernhardt 12 17 14 19 13 14 12 17 US
Tribble

9

19 10 13 6 14 10 17 98

L Smith

9

13 15 13 14 14 12 18 108

G Tritch 5 7 10 13 7 9 10 15 76

Dorsev

6

.. .. 9 8 3.... 26

Chisholm 11 12 7 30

Delany 10 W
T Shemwell 8 S

Sill

16

5 14 8 10 S 14 75

High average for Friday, out of a possible 200; Garrett 184,

Shemwell 179, Creek 178. Bulwer 176, Diebert 175.

High average for Saturday, out of a possible 140: Bennett 130,

Garrett 126. 'Ellis 123, Bulwer 121, E. Diebert 121, Sharpe 120,

Creek 120. '

H* C Hifschy Live-Bird Trophy.
Minneapolis, Minn., Feb. 22.-^The shoot for the Hirschy trophy

yesterday was pulled off under rather adverse circumstances. The
weather man turned on the cold wave valve and gave us a dose of

condensed air that soon put the mercury down to 22; in fact the day
was an ideal George Washington one in regard to figures—the
thermometer showed 22 degrees below, the day of the month was
the 22d, and the high score in the race was 22.

The weather no doubt kept away a number, but those present
had the pleasure of shooting at a class of birds that would be hard
to duplicate. The management had gone to quite an additional

expense to secure the best pigeons that were to be had in this

section of the country, and to say that we succeeded is putting it

mildhr. The birds were of that small, black variety that fly as

though the old man himself was after them.
In addition to the above there was a very_ strong northwest wind

blowing across the traps that gave the birds a great start, and
many of the scores will show that this wind also carried, or rather

helped carry, these hard-hit birds out of bounds.
French, in the race for the troph}% had things well in hand until

the 19th round, when he caught on to those flying rings that he tells

oi, and could not, or rather would not, let go. We never accuse
this fellow of being troubled with a yellow streak, but I must
admit that his complexion on this day (especially after the 19th

round in the race) looked to me as though he was troubled with a

severe case of jaundice. I trust that in the next e:vent of this kind
lis will have fully recovered from this dreaded affliction.

Hirschv thought he had discovered a new method of destroying
pigeons In the Association book, and I fear that the "both barrels

at once scheme" put him to the bad. Hirschy is of too small
stature to stand a deal with 7drms. back of it.

Some one cut the strings on Parker's balloon, and it is said in

these parts that he lost something.
Mulligan, a new shooter on these grounds, did very well, con-

sidering that he has not shot at live birds in some ten or twelve
years.
Morrison come out of that trance? He said he would, but when

you see him again it will no doubt be with that Winchester that

has put so many of us to the bad.
Kabo mav have been here to shoot, but I think he must have

been thinking of something in Eau Claire, for the way he shot at

his first 5 birds was something awful. From his 5th to his 25th he
was himself again and made a' great many very pretty kills. Now
iust to show you that he knows that he can beat that score he has
challenged the winner, Kribbe, of Grand Rapids, this State.

Kribbe, the winner of this trophy race, is a new one at live birds,

and a good one. He was somewhat handicapped by the position

he was in in this, as he was tie with the best shot in this neck of

the woods, and wanted that cup pretty badly. His shooting was of

high order, and he was called upon more than once to show what
was in him. In the shoot-off with Parker and Hirschy, his 2d and
.5th birds were corkers, and the way he put the second shot into

those birds drew rounds of applause from the crowd as well as

from the shooters:
All I can say for Brown is that he digs up the coin lor this

crowd, and they write after his name, "He also shot."

Practice, miss-and-out, §3:
Parker 22220-4
Brown 22222—5

Scherer 0002220011— 5

Norongerg 2222002222— 8

Gerber 2222200222—8
Morrison 2222222222—10

French 22222-5
Morrison 22222—

5

Hirschy 22222—5

Ten Birds:
Morrison 222*222222— 9

Brown .2222222222—10

Ten Birds:
Brice 2200222022—7
Tack 2222222200—8
'Steck 2222220021—8

Hirschy knows that he can't shoot live birds, but he does think
that he can shoot targets, so he made a race with Morrison for $5

a corner at 15 targets. Look at the result:

Morrison ......111111111111111—15 Sprague 111110011110111—12
Hirschy 101101111011110—11 Parker lUllOlOlOllUl—13
Brown 111110011011111—12

Kabo, of Eau Claire, has challenged Kribbe, of Grand Rapids,
for the Hirschy trophy, the race to take place on the grounds of

this park on March 2.

Trap score type—Copyright, /por, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

Parker.

43 2 8528525124444442288482
,.222 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 2 2- 22

Lowery.

Hirschy,

Kabo.

French,

Brown

,

Kribbe.

Mulligan,

2 5 4 4 14 5 8 12 6 5 18 2 4 2 18 5 3 5 3 5 2

. .2 202 2 222 2 *2222222^*2 * 222 *—20

8225583561585164444458485
/ST t Nr>.^ t \^ \ T -Tjr
..202 2 * 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—22

551851124521254 5 122112118
T \ T ^ «~>r><>,r>\ t

.0 01 2 *1122221222121222222 *—21
288222282215 8623856855522

..2 22222212222 2 222222***02 0—20

4142 2 46528425 8 45 2 21121848
,.2 22* 2 2 102*0202 2 222 2 2222* 2-19

1215424133 2 83485334213654
,.2 2 2 2 21211*10222121 2 22210 1—22

32243526 3 8451151455444282
..2 120 2 101122210120 2 222 2 2 0 2-20

Shoot-off:
Parker 22 22201^ Kribbe, 28 22222—5
Hirschy, 22 ...22202-4

The following match was shot at St. Paul on the 24th:
Morrison . . . , 2222222222222*22222222222—24
Perry 222222222222222222222*222—24

E V Y 2222202220222200222222020—19
Da. Bill.

"Chelsea Gon Club.

LiNOLEL-MViLLZ, S. I., March 2.—The shoot was at live birds and
targets. All the contestants stood at 28yds. Nos. 1 and 2 were at

5 live Isirds, ?2, birds extra. A. A. Schoverling was scorer;

No. 2.

20012—3
02011—3
10211-4
22020—3

No. 1.

G Ryerson 12010—3
E Rawson 01021—3
F Hadkins 11010—3
E Joline 12100—3

No. 2.

20120—3
11102—4
10200—3
10111-4

No. I.

G Lewis 21021-4
T Turner 20222—4
G Bechtel 02012—3
A Schoverling.. 22222-5

Miss-and-out, ?2: Lewis 3, Bechtel 3, Schoverling 3, Ryerson 2,

Rawson 3. Hadkins 2, Toline 2. Birds ran out, and 3s divided.
Ten targets. 50 cents, one money: Rawson 7, Pladkins 9, Joline

6, Ellis 4. Bechtel 8, Houghwout 6, Schoverling 7. Heffner 9.

Ten tkrgets, 50 cents, one money : Rawson 7, Hadkins S, Joline
ti, Ellis 6, Bechtel 9, Houg;hwout 7, Schoverling S, lleffner 5.

A, A. SCHOVEKHJJQ,

Altoona Rod and Gun CIt*fa»I

Altoona, Pa.—Trapshooting in midwinter, when the mercury is

hugging the zero mark, the wind blowing a perfect gale, and at

intervals a blinding snow veiling the targets, is not the most
fascinating sport. Such were the conditions that confronted the

Altoona Rod and Gun Club during its tournament of Feb. 22 and
23. The fact that a warm house, with every convenience of a home,
was within a few feet of the score helped matters considerably, but
even at that the longer races were too much for some of the
braves, and they packed their guns on the evening of the 22d and
did not remain for the lOO-target handicap event of the 23d.

The visiting shooters were Warren Smith, Osterburg, Pa.; J. A.
Holderbaum, Cessna, Pa.; H. B. Runibaugh, Greensburg, Pa.:

Robert Tash and Tustus Volk. South Fork, Pa.; C. Wenderoth,
Cresson, Pa.; P. J. 'Trego, D. D. Stinc and L. B. Blair, Tyrone, Pa
[. B. Holsinger, Henry Eichensehr and J. F. Nisley, TohnstMgn.
Pa,; C. H. McFeeley, Hooversville, Pa.; R. S. Denniker, T^ISs-
dale. Pa.; Leon Brownie, Abilene, Kan.; A. PL Fox, Baltimore,
representing the Winchester Repeating Arms Company, of New
Haven, Conn., and J. R. Hull, of Parker Brothers, Meriden, Conn.
The shooters began to arrive on the afternoon of the 21st, an im-

promptu live-bird sweep having been arranged for that date. The
birds for this event did not arrive until too late in the day, and the
latter part of the afternoon was devoted to target shooting.
The following scores are very good ones, considering the weather

conditions:

First Day, Feb. 21.

Events:
Targets

:

Holderbaum

1234 5 67S
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
8 10 .. 10 10 10 10 9

Dipner 7
Tash 2
Volk 4
Coon 6
Trego 7
Stine 8

Slingliff 6

Richey 4
Clover .f 6

Alex ...^ 4 7 ..

Kotty S
Zeth

9

7
7
10
6

6 8 8

Second Day, Feb. 22.

Events

:

Targets:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10 15 10 15 20 15 10
Trego 7 11 8 11 17 10 9
Stine 7 11 7 12 17 10 9
Blair 4 10 7 8 16 11 9
Holsinger 6 1$ 9 11 14 11 7
Eichensehr 5 10 7 12 14 5 9

Killitts 7 14 S 15 19 10 9
Richey 5 S 8 13 18 13 8
Fox 9 14 8 15 IS 14 10
Sands 6 8 7 13 10 6 5
Nisley , 6 12 9 10 18 11 6
McFeeley 6 11 6 11 19 2 6
Smith 10 14 19 12 10
Holderbaum 9 12 19 11 9
Slingliff 14 10 ..

Bender 9
McNaught
Derauker
Brownie
Hicnigan .....»,..
Ickes .. .. ..

Kotty
Clover
Bell

8 9

25 15
16 9
18 14
22 12
.. 9

20 12
21 10
23 ..

24 14
17 9

22 9
16 U.
21 11
22 13
18 11

10 11 12
10 15 20
6 11 17

10 13
9 14

13 14

10 10

8 15
9 17 9 7

17 ..

18 15
.. 10

10 10 19
6 11
9 12 17
9 12 18
9 14 19
6 12 16
9 11 15
4 .. ..

8 14 17
8 10 16
,. 5 ..

.. .. 16

8 6 3

'7
's

9 9
9 7

'5 '7

6 io

'4 '4

9 8
5 ..

3 ..

Third Day, Feb. 23.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Killitts 22 7 22 18 9
Hull 25 22 20 23 ..

Alex 15 16 10 19 17
Bender ....20 17 19 17 11
Kotty 24 23 19 18 10
McFeeley 19 20 21 23 5
Sands 22 24 20 22 6

Extra events:
Targets:

Kotty
Smith
Bender
Alex
Tornev 4
Killitts 6
Hull 13
McFeeley 7
Sands 9
Hinnigan
Slingliff"

Bell

Shot at. Broke.
110
100
125
115
110
107
107

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
8 10 7 5 5 7

10
7

88
90
77
84
94
88
94

10 10
10 7

8 7
6 ..

8 5 7

8 8

10
10

8 9

8 8
8 7

7 7
9 9
5 ..

Mississippi Valley Notes.

The Indians will shortly appear in a jaunty new shooting cos-
tume, which is to distinguish the braves of that tribe at the score.
There is a well-backed movement on foot to inaugurate a series

of intercity live-bird team shoots between St. Louis and Cincin-
nati. The arrangements are being quietly talked over by leading
shooters 0/ both cities, and it is believed that, unlike the lately
attempted match between St. Louis and Chicago, this enterprise
will succeed.

St. Louis is enjoying such a boom in trapshooting as the old
Mound Cit}' has not experienced in many years. The semi-monlhly
target and live-bird shoots arranged by Dave Elliott at Dupont
Park attract from forty to fifty shooters every fair day, and the
competition is close and spirited. If this keeps up—and there is

no likelihood of a relapse—the coming Missouri State tourney will
be the greatest shooting meet ever lield west of the Missiissippi
River.
The management of the Whittington Park Association, of Hot

Springs, Ark., announces that another big midwinter shooting meet
is to be held there next year. Capt. H. C. Price has chosen the
dates already and claims the week of Feb. 17 to 22 for that event.
The Magautrap Gun Club, of Alexis, 111., announces a one-day

open target shoot, March 14. Two hundred targets will be thrown
to the man, and $u is offered for the best score of the day.
Messrs. W. T. Irwin and J. J. Sumpter were to have shot a match

at 100 live birds on Feb. 26, but Mr. Irwin was called away from
Hot Springs by a telegram announcing the death of a relative.

The progromme for the annual meeting of the Illinois State
Sportsmen's Association is in preparation and will be announced
shortly.
Another open match for the Dupont trophy will be held at Du-

pont Park, St. Louis, April 10.

Trap at Grand Island.

Grand Island, Neb., Feb. 28.—On Washington's Birthday eleven
members of the North Platte Gun Club, of North Platte, Neb.,
came to this city to engage in a live-bird contest with our boys.
The weather was very cold, and a stiff wind blowing, which made
it very bad for the contestants. Some very good work was done
on both sides, and as the score was very close it was neither side's

victory until very near the finish.
,

This is the third match these two teams have had, Grand Island
winning all three. The first shoot took ptiice at Grand Island,
score 110 to 104. The second at North Platte, score 123 to 112.

Below will be found the full account oi the last shoot:

North Platte. Grand Island.
Dolson 220*222222— 8 G Sievers *0*202122O— 5
Oumette ,....220011*112— 7 Etting 11010211**—

6

Carter 2222222222—10 Nielsen ; i ..1122222212—lt»
Sawyer 22*2222222— 9 A A Glade 2222222222—10
Sharkey 2202122202— 8 Fleck *32221*11*— 7
Vroman 1*22111120— 8 Renick 1*20121112—8
T Costen 2112211211—10 Guendel 2120220212— S
M Costen 11*1100110— 6 Willard 22222112*2— 9
Rebhausen 2220122210— 8 Corcelius 22^*2112222—9
Graves 0210210102— 6 Revnard *122221200— 7
Wright 1022022012— 7 H "Sievci b 2222222222-^10

John Bigelovt,

>
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WESTERN TRAPS,

Aodofaon Gun Clab.

Wa(son"s Park, 111., Feb. 19.—The sun shone on snow-covered »

ground. The wind blew a gale, outgoing, making most all the
birds outgoers and very hard to stop in bounds. Von Lengerke
shot in fine form, scoring all but 1, which dropped dead just outside
the boundary.
Club contest, handicap allowance, extra birds to shoot at:

Felton, 3 ; 201122010220101012—12
Von Lengerke, 0 2222222222*2222 —14
C S Wilcox, 2 001*02022122010w
Wells, 1 221201002111*12w
Gillis, 1 1110202100000100 —7
Amb erg, 1 111102*0120*0*lw

Feb. 20.—Mr. R. E. Ward and N. E. W. Parker shot a 50-bird
match for price of birds. The weather conditions were the same
as above:

R K Ward 1020100000112222212112221—18
. 1011102020000000100121110—12—30NEW Parker .- 2020001012022221210201011—16

2001022022210002220201112—16—32
Ravelrigg.

Garden City Gun Clob

Watson's Park, 111., Feb. 23.—There were two sweeps in the one
shoot to-day, one the straight 15 score, and one with the handicap
added, $2 each, three moneys.

In the straight sweep Willard won first with 15 straight, and a
win on the Stone gun case also, Steck won second, 14 out of 15.
Comley, Gillis, White and Barto won third with 13 out of 15.
In the sweep with handicap added Willard won first with 15.

Comley, Steck, Gillis, Barto, White and Robertson won second
with 14. Oliphant and Levi won third with 13.

The day was clear, bright and sunshiny; ground covered with
snow. The wind from right to left across the traps. Birds very
fast, as the scores will show:
Oliphant, 3 201020012222112012—13
Comley, 1 1*111222*1111122 —14
O'Brien, 3 001121*2*121221012—12
Mack, 3 021011111201000212—12
Levi, 2 *2010211211022222 —13
Dr Miller, 0 *01102121110*11 —10
Rtist, 3 102021000012112110—11
Willard, 1 112221222212222 —15
Steck, 0 221221221220222 —14
Walters, 3 201010221202220*22—12
Bowles, 3 100022000200*10021— 7
Roll, 0 i.. 02112*222202222 —12
Rubo, 3 2*1011022200002220—10
Palmer, 0 020100202211222 —10
Huriter, 1 0110020001122021 — 9

Wells, 1 2210100211022222 —12
Long, 3 220020200101202020— 9
Gillis, 1 2222022221022122 —14
Rarto, 1 2022012211122212 —14
Day, 3 220202101202220000—10
Dr. Carson, 1.. 001201211121002w
M E White, 1 2202122211220212 —14
Amberg, 0 220222220222220 —12
Robertson, 3 022122222212100201—14

Ten birds, $5 entrance, three moneys, ties divided:
Comley 2221212111—10 Barto 2220222221— 9
Roll ..1211121211—10 M E White 01*2021221— 7
Willard , 1211221022— 9 Palmer 1121122222—10
Dr Miller 1201212210— 8 Hunter 1120222210— 8
Steck ...21*1222222— 9 Long 1022000110—5
O'Brien 220012&W .\mberg 1222221022— 9

Oliphant 1011221211— 9 Rust 1001212111—

S

Six birds, ?3 entrance, three moneys; ties divided:

Comley 101221—5 Palmer 220202—4
Roll 221122—6 Rust 222111—6
White 202222—5 Rubo 200212—4
Steck 022011—4 O'Brien 222220—5
Barto 222220—5 Miller 201111—5
Day 221022—5 Oliphant 222122—6
Willard 212222—6

The imfinished shoot of Feb. 9, as follows:
There were two sweeps—one on the straight scores and one on

the score with the handicap, making two sweeps in one shoot of
$2 each. Levi, Comley and Long are tie for the loving cup, count-
ing one win each. In the straight sweep Amberg won first with
24 out of 25. Comley and Roll

,
won second with 23 out of 25.

Willard, Alabaster, Odell, Irwin, Steck, Gillis and Pumphrej' won
third with 22 out of 25.

In sweep with handicap counting Levi, Comley and Long divided
first with 25. Alabaster, Odell, Gillis, Pumphrey, Amberg, Dr.
Carson, R. B. Mack and Day divided second with 24. Willard,
Oliphant, Palmer, Roll, Steck and Barto divided third with 23.

Ravelrtgg.

Garfield G«n Club.

Chicago, March 2.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the eleventh trophy shoot of
the season.

L. Thomas carried off the honors of the day, as well as the bulk
of the money, being the only one to go straight in the main
event. The daj' was fine for shooting, there being but little wind
and not too cold. The birds were a mixed lot, alternating be-
tween sitters, dawdlers and real screamers, thei-e being plenty
•of the latter to keep the boys guessing:

Thomas, 29 2212112212—10 220*21—4
Delano, 28 0*12121101— 7 212112—6
McDonald, 29 22121102**— 7 211101—5
Dorman, 29 21222*1221— 9 020222—4
Keck 28 1012220111— 8 22*100—3
GoodVich. 29 ...2211**2101— 7 121222-6

T Eldridge, 28 012212110*— 7 22*100—3
"Marshall, 27 0101121111— 8 111212-6
C Eldridge, 28 111002202*— 6 0*011*—

2

Dr Meek, 31 11*1201*11— 7 *11111—

5

Haggerty, 29 2012112211— 9 102021—4
T W Eaton, 30 2022121122— 9 22212*—

5

Bprnard, 30. 22*2202011— 7 2*0220—3

Dr Mathews, 29 21111120**— 7 12*102-4

Kaiser. 31. 2221*20222- 8
Dr. J. \V. Meek, Sec'y.

Wicnhester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich.—The annual meeting of the Winchester Gun Club
was held at the Cadillac Hotel, Feb. 11, at which it was voted to

change from the merchandise prize system to a trophy one, con-
sisting of a silver cup for best ten scores in each class for first

and a medal for second, the medal being also won and lost at each
shoot. The classfication was also changed to 60 and 80 per cent,

for C. B and A.
, , r ' , .

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent, Dr. Gibbes; Vice-President, Thos. Reid; Secretary, J. T.

Warner; Treasurer, H. H. Rackham; Captain, T. M. Brodie;

Sub. Captain, Geo.' Huntington; Member of Board of Directors,

H) .A Hitchcock
The first shoot of the season was held Saturday, Feb. 23, at the

club grounds, with fair attendance and scores, considering the

weather. The medal winners were Wood in Class A, Hitchcock

in Class B, and Gibbes in Class C. The scores:

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 25 Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 25

Gibbes 8 6 5 5 . . 14 Warner - 6 . . 7 8 15

Wood 8 7 7 7 .. 16 Brodie 7i,-.. 8.. 6 15

Rackham 6 8 .. 15 Hatashita 0 6

Hitchcock 5 16

Chicago Gun Club.

Burnside Crossing, 111., March 2.—At Watson's Park, Burnside
Crossing, the shoot of the Chicago Gun Club resulted as set forth

in the appended scores. Quite a nunniber of the members were
absent at Milwaukee to witness the contest between Garden City

Gun Club, of Chicago, and the National Gun Club, of Milwaukee.
The scores:

MUler lo""*" 010101101202001—

8

Mack' 28""' 120221111210010—11

Bowles, 28: 20211*122222120-12

M^iHe?'^^'^"'^^ ' 2201212111121120111112121 2221211222-33

Mack -V.V.'.V : 2000*200022*212 - 7

Bbflrles ^i., 20211*1222022*021110010011*12101 —21
Baker 11201001111021000 —10
Huff 02*1202122002022212022022 —17

Ravelrigg.

Providence Gun Club.

Providence, R. I.—The Providence Gun Club opened the shoot-
ing season on Feb. 22 at its grounds in East Providence by hold-
ing an open shoot, which was well attended and a successful event.
The weather conditions were hardl.v favorable for large scores, as
it was not only cold but the wind blew hard, causing the birds to
duck, and thus prevented any big averages.
The interior of the club house was warm and cozy, but was

not occupied any great length of time, as the shooters preferred to
he at the traps. During the afternoon something over l,.5O0 targets
were thrown, and the traps worked well, especially after being "idle
all winter.
Among the out-of-town visitors were McArdle, Moore, Gavitt, and

Rose from the Canochet Gun Club, of Narragansett Pier, where
the Interstate shoot was held last season, and \Vincliester, from
Carolina. Griffith, the State champion, and Phetterplace, from
Pascoag, were on hand and participated.
Some creditable scores were made by some of _ the twenty con-

testants. Bain made a run of 25 straight, killing" 10 straight in a
10-bird event, and then making 15 straight in tlie next, a 1.5-bird
event. Several lO-straights were scored, in spite of the wind.
The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 Targets: 10 15 10 15 10 15 10

F Arnold 5 10 8 12 S 11 6 Herbert 4 7 6
McArdle .... 8 9 S 12 7 8 6 Rose 5 9 4 « 7 6 ..

Johnson 5 8 111 5 14.. Budlong 8 9 5 10 5 4..
Rust 8 10 7 13 4 9 . . Reiner 4 13 3 11 5 11 .

.

Moore 8 7 5 9 8 10.. Francotte ... 8 12 .

Bain 8 13 6 10 10 15 8 Wheeler 6 6 11 5 3 .

.

Root 9 14 6 11 5 11 6 Griffith 10 13 9 13 9

Gavitt 8 10 7 9 10 10 . . Phetterplace 6 12 6 18 0
Greene 9 12 9 11 Surething .. 6 9
Winchester... 8 11 5 11 8 .. .. Thoene 12 10 9 7

R. C. Root, Sec'y.

Ossining Gun Club.

Herewith please find scores of the Ossining Gun Club, made
on the regular club days, Thursday, 28th ult., and Saturday, 2d,
inst.

:

Thursday : ,

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 Targets: 10 10 10 10 10

McAlpin 7 6 5.. 2 Heacock 2 .. .. 3 ..

Geist 1 0 Vilas 7 9.. 2
Peck 3 7 5 5 .. Mullen 6 .. fx ..

McDonald 5 2 4.. .. McBeth 8 .. 7 ..

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

San FrAnciisCo, Feb. 17.—Columbia Pistol and Rifie Club had a
range full of very active shooters to-day, and lots of fine average
work, for the weather conditions. Pape led with the rifle, closely
followed by W. G. Hoffman and Young. Mr. Hoffman is a new
member and recently from the East. He used to shoot in New
.rersey, and bids fair to be in with the best of the club, as he is de-

Saturday :

Events

:

Targets:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
C Blandford 8 7 8 7
E Garnsey 5 5 5 4
D Brandreth 6 6 6 4
S McBeth fi fi 4 4
W Henrv 9 7 9 7

S Mullen 5 5 7 6
I Washburn 8 6 5 5

7 9 7 8
4 9 4 8
6
7 15..
7 10 6 9

9 10 11
25 5p 10
21 4 ..

..4 6

.. 6 ..

15 .

.

C. G. B., Capt. O. G. Club.

Fixtures.

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.^—National Schuetzenbund of
North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Oflf-

hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund's annual festival and prize shoot.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

The following scores were made in regular competition by mem-
bers of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at Four-Mile House', Read-
ing road, Feb. 17. Conditions, 20Oyds., off-hand, at the standard
target. Weather, snow in the morning, clearing in the afternoon:
thermometer 43 degrees; wind fitful, 3 o'clock. Mr. Roberts dis-
tinguished himself to-day with the fine score of 96. He now holds
the record for the range, which was held all along by Mat Gindele.
who has scored 95 twice. In bis run of five 10s he had two that
were 25s. Unfortunately he pulled a 7 on the last shot. Had he
followed as he had been doing during the balance of the score he
would have claimed the record on the standard target, but it was
not to be. Gindele distinguished himself with three 90s to his
credit to-day.

Roberts 10 10 10 10 10 9 10 10 10 7—96
6 10 10 10 9 7 8 8 10 9-87
7 88 10 98984 10—81

Gindele

10

8 10 9 9 7 10 10 10 10—93
9 10 10 10 S 10 10 8 8 8—91
10 9 10 7 10 8 8 9 10 10—91

Payne 9 10 S 10 9 9 7 8 9 8—87
7 7 10 6 6 10 8 9 9 9—81
976 10 99966 10^81

Hasenzahl

9

6 9 9 10 10 9 7 7 10—86
.9 9 10 S 7 10 9 8 7 S—85
7 9 8 8 7 9 8 10 10 9-85

Nestler

8

9 9 9 6 10 9 10 7 9—S68987 10 10 977 6—81757977 10 7 10 6-75
Strickmeier 8 10 9 7 8 8 9 10 8 8—85

8 10 10 10 7 7 S 8 9 8—85
6 9 8 8 10 10 8 8 9 9—85

Lux

9

10 7 10 9 7 6 9 10 8-8598578 10 848 10—77
977 10 56788 10-77

Drube

10

8 7 8 9 7 9 8 10 5—8199758878 10 10—81
10 10 8756797 10—79

Jonscher 7 7 7 10 9 10 10 9 5 5—7974988 10 789 7—77
10 8 8 10 5 7 6 7 6 9—76

Bruns

6

9 6 9 6 10 S 6 7 10—77S9777 10 786 S—77787 10 87878 7—76
Fckotter 7 8 9 7 6 6 8 9 10 7—7789S8G5968 6—73

7 6 9 6 5 7 10 6 5 7—68
Weinheimer 8 6 7 6 7 8 7 9 8 8-74

75 10 776797 5—706766 10 4 10 56 8—68
Topf 6 9 8 6 7 8 9 5 6 5—69

8 4 5 10 5 10 4 5 7 10—68
7 9 6 9 5 7 5 6 7 4-65

On Monday of this week at No. 513 Sixth avenue. New York,
there was a special meeting of the Metropolitan Shooting Club
for the purpose of arranging a schedule of rifle, revolver and pistol

matches for members of the club. It was decided that the first of

the series would be held on March 4, at Conlin's rifle gallery, and
continue till midnight on April 1. The chief prize will be the

valuable Gastinne Renette medal. At 15yds., the standard
American target, l%in. bullseye will be used, and at 20yds. the

2%in. bullseye. Each contestant will have six shots at each target,

and the best three targets at each distance will count. Entrance
See $3. Send entrance to the secretars'-treasurer, Mr. James C.

Summers, 116 Nassau street. New York. The club will hold a

regular meeting on March 4.

"Sharpshooting for Sport and War" is the title of a work by Mr.
W. W. Greener, who is the author of several other standard works
pertaining to (he gun and its use. It covers every particular of its

subject. The importance of rifle shooting in its public significance

as it pertains to defense; to sport, recreation, competition and
afield, is fully set forth. There also is a large fund of valuable

instruction as to rules, position, manner, hints to beginners,

ballistics, atmospheric effects, mathematics, deeds of great rifle-

men ranges clubs, conditions, etc., which cover nearly every im-

aginable detail of rifle interests. It can be obtained of the Forest

and Stream Publishing Company.

, — . get
i oung doctored it up with a new bullet and King's semi and smoke-
less powders, which prevented him discarding the barrel. It is
strange that the factories don't get a man to test their ammuni-
tion f(u- off-hand shooting as well as rest, for rifles. We believe
they do for pistols and revolvers, which accounts for it shooting
better off-hand than their rifle ammunition does.

G. M. Barley was high with pistol, with Washburn close on
to him, while Daiss led with revolver with all his shots in the 5-
rmg but one, and this so close as to cause a question, which, if
settled in his favor, will give him the Cosgrove medal, which has
been up a year for the first possible in the 5-ring with revolver or
pistol.

Capt. Fred Kuhnle \vas first with the .22 rifle. He is going after
the fine rifle again, and is studying how to improve his sight so
he can see more clearly at 200yds. I recommend plain Lyman
or large peep hole, but he may also need some sort of a glass to
help him out. Dr. Twist burned his face badly and came near in-
jtn-ing liis eyes by accidentally igniting some loose powder about
two weeks ago. He was as glad to be with us as we were to see
him ag.nin, and we expect he will shoot as well as ever next time
we meet. Our new system at 50yds. gave good satisfaction, and
the he.st rcsult.s we ever obtained.

.\11 hands got all the shooting they wanted, and not a jar, there
benig over 25<J entries, 10-shot. Many visitors were in attendance
and new members were added. It is hard to please either old or
ycung rifle cranks, but we feel really pleased with the successful
results of to-day, after eight years of continued effort to make our
conditions at the range more modern and practical.

Scores, 10 shots, Columbia target, off-hand shooting. Rifle,
200yds.: A. H. Pape, 47, .W; F. O. Young, 50, 56. 56, 62, 67; W. G
Hcft'man, 50 , 50, 51, 60, 71; C. M. Daiss, 56, 69, 75; A. B. Dorrell,
64: G. Mannel, 64: P. A. Becker (Krag), 107, 111, 115: O. Feudner.
127: O. IT. Fiddes, 157, 180.

Pistol. 50yds.: G. M. Barley, 37, 47, 50, 57; F. S. Washburn, 40,
40, 41, 43, 50, 53; E. Hovey, 41, 45, 49, 55, 57; F. O. Young, 44, 44,
4.4, 45, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 45; Dr. J. F. Twist, 60, 67, 65, 62; Mrs. g!
Mannel, 60. 61. 72. 82, 94; O. Feudner, 61, 64, 67, 72, 73, 79, 81, 83,
84, 92; G. Mannel, 78, 79, SO, 91.

Revolver: C. M. Daiss, 39, 60, 63, 67, 69; P. A. Becker, 61; A. J.
Brannigan, 72, 8S; O. Feudner, 74, 78, 88; Treto, 90.

.22 rifle: Capt. Fred Kuhnle, 20, 20, 24, 25; G. Mannel, 26, 26.
Jan. 20.—Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club held its first shoot of

the season to-day. Its first regular day, Jan. 6, was so stormy
that it had to be postponed, the first time in eight 3'ears. It rained
to-day, but so many were on hand that the matches were opened.
Ten double sliding targets have been put in at the 50yd. range to
accommodate the growing conditions of the club, and the Walnut
Hill system of using 'scopes applied. This gives us twelve men
shooting at the same in.stant.

It cleared at noon, and we got four hours of good weather.
Daiss. Kuhnle, Mannel and Dorrell fought for first place with

rifle. Daiss fin.illy put up 57 and 56, which stood high until
"

Young made 53. then Dorrell went in at the last moment and
beat his own official rifle score by 3 points, making the splendid
score of 42, which is the average for the highest, bar this year.
It was thought that Washburn was high with pistol, but later it

was found that Barley beat him 4 points. Washburn weighs 300
and Dorrell 220, and these babies owned the range for the re-
mainder of the day. Daiss and Dorrell challenged Mannel and
Young to a 50-shot match for next shoot, and were taken on the
spot. Allen was high at 50vds., making 26 with his little Stevens
Favorite and Peters long rifle cartridges.
We have trouble here with rim-fire ammunition hanging fire, and

I believe it is due to their being old and probably being exposed
to dampness, which causes the powder to cake and deteriorate.
Scores, Columbia target, 200yds. with rifle and 50yds. with pistol

and .22 and .25cai. rifles, off-hand shooting:

Rifle, 10 shots:
A B Dorrell. Pope rifle 4 3 7 5 2 3 3 3 5 7—42 67

7 2 7 2 4 5 7 5 13 7—.59 72
5 1 3 8 5 11 4 9 8 6—60 69

F O Young 2 2 2 8 8 13 6 3 2 7—53 ..

C M Daiss 3 5 1 5 7 10 4 10 1 10—56 96813 10 24447 14—57 .

.

G Mannel 2 10 39 12 4255 9—61 80
7 15 2948 12 68 1—72 85
4 12 7 12 3 11 2 7 2 4—64 .

.

Capt. Fred Kuhnle, 92. 74, 85; G. Hoadley (Krag), 118, 151; P.
Becker (Krag), 136; Dr. J. F. Twist, 131; E. A. Allen. 154.

Pistol: G. M. Barley, 39, 50; F. S. Washburn, 43, 53, 54, 59; F.
O. Young, 44, 47, 46, 48, .50, 52, 53.

Revolver: P. O. Becker, 52, 56, 59, 69; Mrs. G. Mannel, 61, 71, 74:
F. O. Young, 50, 56, 58, 62.

.22 and .25 rifles:

E A Allen 142362222 2—26 48
Mrs G Mannel-...,,.. 444223 2 14 5—31 40
RiRe, 200yds., 3 shots:

F O Yopng 5 5 2—12 Capt F Kuhnle 6 5 8—19
Feb. 22.—Several members celebrated Washington's Birthday in

practice shooting. Young imbued our new Satyr, shooting, W. G.
Hoffman with the idea that he could shoot in expert form with a
pistol. He purchased a S. & W. pistol and demonstrated that he
really is a wonder with that weapon without any preliminary prac-
tice, and he is so taken with it that his first love, the rifle, is sitting
in the corner disconsolate and forlorn, while he is out practicing
on chipin'es. He shot 14 sparrows consecutively in coriipetition with
a friend, beating his friend, who used a .22 rifle, and to-day he
fired two consecutive scores at 50yds., counting 40 and 38, 9 of the
10 shots in his 38 being in the 4in. ring and eight of the
s.iir.e being in a 2in. group, a little low and to the
left. He shot these two scores with Peters long rifle cartridges
which Young gave him to try. The last lot of these cartridges is

giving great satisfaction with pistol, and the boys all want more
of tliein. Young took fifty cartridges loaded with King's semi
and smokeless powders and his bullet, which weighs about
2C0grs., and V. M. C. 7% primers, bullet crimped tight for service.
He fired two scores, Daiss one and Hoffman one, making the
following unprecedented shooting for 40 shots, three men using
Young's revolver, which is a S. &. W. .44 and recut by Young,
viz.: Revolver, 50yds., Columbia target, rings, Creedmoor:

F O Youug 3 5 5 4 8 3 4 2 4 3-^1 50
1 4 8554311 4—36 50

C M Dai.ss 235554262 6—40 50

W G Hoffman 896862563 8—61 49

This was Hoft'man's first score at a target with revolver, and he
only took one sighter. This revolver would not shoot well before
Young recut it, when he immediately beat the club record with it.

He did the job in three hours' time, including the making of the
tool, and he feels like a ten-year-old with a new toy.

After much experimenting covering a period of about three
years he has. settled down to using King's smokeless powder for

priming instead of Dupont's, as it seems to work more satisfac-

torily with semi-smokeless. The above shooting was done with
this combination after being loaded for some time and packed to

the range and back. We see no reason why the factory could not
load cartridges in this way. Young and others tried the same in

the Colt's new service revolver, and it shot out of sight. All

smokeless cartridges are more or less unreliable, but this seems
the ne plus ultra of the shooters' desires. To those who wish to -

try it in their revolvers I would say use about 8grs. No. 1 King's
srnokeless and 11 or 12grs. FFF semi-smokeless and about a 200gr.

bullet, crimping the same as for revolver. U. M. C. 7V2 primer

or Winchester No. 3 capper will also work well, and does not
blow out with Young's load. Bullet 1 to 40, about.

F S Washburn 123452593 3-37334435678 3—46

W G Hoffman 1 2234444 4 10-38122446666 3-40233344556 &-44223344553 10-45

G. W Hoadley, .50, 65, 66; Dr; Twist, 61.

Washburn and Hoffman used Peters long rifle cartridges.

Revolver: P. A. Becker, 59, 58, 62.

This morning's papers state that Shell Mound was destroyed by
fire last night, including range and dancing pavilion. This is the

olace chosen for the Bund's shoot.
F. O. YOPNG, Rec. Sec y-

Four French sportsmen fired simultaneously at a rabbit, but it

escaped; then they asked all together, "I wonder who missed that

time?"—Tit-5its,
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By the side of a pleasant river thou art otherwise pursuing thy

recreation. For the gliding of waters, the song of birds, the low-

ing of cattle, the view of delightful prospects, and the various

occupations of rural life, shall dispose thee to quiet reflection;

while the beauties of Nature, the power, wisdom, and goodness of

the Almighty in caring for all His creatures, the ordef and course

of His providence, the rewards of a good life, and the certainty of

thine end be thy subjects of mediation.—Charles Cotton.

ILLUSTRATION SUPPLEMENTS.
Continttingf the illusttation supplements which

have been an acceptable featwre of the Forest

and Stream, we have prepared a new series of

foar pictures which will be gfiven with the first

:nt(mber of the month, as follows:

Maj' 6—The Trapper's Camp. Drawn by E. W. Deming.

May 4—Rap Full. The schooner yacht Constellation in

a northeaster. From a photo by Stebbins.

June I—Between Casts. On a trout stream. Drawn by

W. P. Davison,

^futy 6—The Home of the Bass. Drawn by W. P.

-Davison.

DUCKS AND CABBAGES.

A CLAUSE which was contained in the general game bill

before the Indiana Legislature was in these words : "Tliat

it shall be lawful to hunt on swamp and overflow lands,

which have never been cultivated, or are not situated

within foi-ty rods of cultivated lands, without securing

the consent of the owner or tenant' of such lands." The

proAdsion was eventually stricken out, but had it been

retained it could have counted for nothing, since it mtist

have been declared null and void by the courts, as an in-

vasion of property rights.

The owner of a tract of land, whether the land be un-

cultivated or covered with a crop of cabbages, by the very

fact of his proprietorship has exclusive possession of

it and exclusive enjoyment of its use, whether for grow-

ing cabbages on it or shooting game over it. or fishing on

it or entering upon and being upon it. This sole and ex-

clusive right of occupation, use and enjoyment is wrapped

up in the ownership ; in short, the ownership consists in

just that and nothing more. To declare by statute that

the public may have free run of a person's land, whether

for shooting or for any other purpose, is to invade and

nullify the owner's exclusive right of occupancy and

use, and in efifect is to confiscate the land for public use.

That is precisely what this Indiana proposition would

have amounted to, and no such scheme of land confisca-

tion could have stood in the courts.

The Indiana Legislature may no more confer upon

shooters the right to trespass upon private lands for

shooting than they may give the right to squat upon pri-

vate lands for cabbage growing. There is a widespread

popular delusion in this country respecting the right to

invade lands for shooting,- but it might reasonably be

expected that legislatures should not share these mis-

taken notions.

ADIRONDACK GAME REFUGES.
An admirable measure has been introduced at Albany

to provide for game refuges in the Adirondacks. Mr.
Axtell is the author, and his bill empowers the Forest,

Fish and Game Commission by resolution to set aside

parts of the Forest Preserve, each not exceeding 10,000

acres in extent, and not exceeding in the aggregate one

twentj-fifth of the preserve, as places of refuge and propa-

gation for animals and birds. The boundaries of such

places are to be stated and to consist of water, highways,

railroads or townships, tract or lot lines. Provision is

made for publishing resolutions to this effect and for the

due posting of the limits thtis set apart ; and when these

conditions shall have been complied with, disturbing or

hunting game within the confines of the refuge is to

be punishable. The having in possession of hunting ap-

pliances within the preserved area is made an offense.

This would be an admirable innovation in Adirandack
game preservation, and Mr. Axtell's bill should have

warm, support. We have freqitentlj' pointed out the ad-

vantages of such refuges in a game country. The Yel-

lowstone National Park is on a large scale what we might

well have as protected areas, large or small, in many of

the States. The private preserves in the Adirondacks

are demonstrating from year to year, by the overflow of

the game from them into contiguous territory, the bene-

ficial effect they have on the game supply. There are

good hunting tracts in the North Woods to-day which

owe their game stock to the preserved lands adjoining

them. We see the principle demonstrated on a smaller

scale by the improved bird shooting in the neighborhood

of posted farms. The State as a landowner may well

adopt the game preserve system for a portion of its wild

land holdings in the Adirondacks. With game harbors

here and there through the North Woods, nature may be

depended upon to maintain the stock of deer indefinitely.

What is good for the Rocky Mountains and for the

Adirondacks is good for the rest of the country. Here

is an inexpensive and efiFective expedient for game con-

servation which should have general adoption.

SNAP SHOTS.

The Maine Legislature has enacted a law for the pro-

tection of wild birds which is a model of its kind. It

protects all wild birds, except the English sparrow, the

common crow, the hawks and owls and the game birds,

from being killed, caught or had in possession, living or

dead, or bought, sold, offered or exposed for sale. No
part of the plumage, skin or body of any bird protected

by the section may be sold, or had in possesison for sale,

nor shall the nest or eggs be taken or needlessly destroyed

or had in possession. The garne birds are defined accord-

ing to the terms of the act formulated many years ago by

the American Ornithologists' Luiion, as the anatidje, in-

cluding swans, geese and ducks ; the rallidse, rails, coots,

mud hens and gallinules ; the limicolse, shore birds,

plovers, snipe, woodcock, etc., and the gallinse, turkeys,

grouse and quail.

The chief purpose is evidently to protect the gulls and

terns of the Maine coast, whose shameful destruction in

recent years has been so often adverted to in these col-

umns. The form of the law is especially to be praised,

since instead of protecting a few species by their common
vernacular names, which to most people mean nothing,

it spreads the mantle of the State's protection over all

birds except certain named species, which are clearly

defined.

The credit for the initiation of this legislation in Maine
is chiefly due to Mr. Wm. Dutcher, representing the Bird

Protective Committee of the .A.merican Ornithologists'

Union,

The South Branch of the Potomac, to which public at-

tention has been drawn because of the threatened destruc-

tion of the fishing, is one of the notable examples of the

lasting benefits of fishculture, for the Potomac was not

by nature a black bass stream. The bass was introduced

into the Potomac Basin, at Cumberland, in the year

1853 by Gen. W. W. Schriner, of Wheeling. Soon there-

after the anglers began to take out noble specimens of the

small-mouth, and for almost a half-century the South

Branch has been counted among the best black bass waters

of the East. It has attracted hundreds of anglers from

Wheeling, Washington, Pittsbtirg and . many other points

more remote, and the commercial returns to the people of

the vicinity in the revenues derived from visiting fisher-

men have been in the aggregate large and important. It

would be stupid and foolish now to permit the fishing

resources of the South Branch to be ruined by a tannery,

as is threatened.

It is gratifjdng to note that the sentiment in favor of

shortening the season during which wild ducks may be

killed is growing. The bill passed at the last session of

the Legislature of Massachusetts forbids the killing after

March i of any ducks except the coots or scoters, a group

which furnishes much winter shooting along the Massa-

chusetts coast. These scoters, however, not being highly

vakted as food, are shot very little except on the coast of

New England, New York and New T^^sey. It may con-

fidently be predicted that in a short tim.e the State of

Connecticut will take her place in the ranks' of those who
are in favor of wildfowl protection. Meantime the sports-

men of the country will watch with interest the course of

the Empire State to see whether the selfish interests of the

few shall override the good of the many

INDIAN MAPLE SUGAR.
M.APLE sugar is something that is familiar to every

one, and a very large number of people in the northern

tier of States are not only familiar with the product it-

self, but with the way in which it is manufactured. In

old times, when the country was new, when there were no

means of rapid communication, and people lived far from

one another, the annual sugar making was an important

part of the year's work. In many places the maple tree

furnished the only sugar that was to be had, and the

faihire to gather a good sugar crop meant a failure to have

sugar in the settler's tea or coffee during a part of the

year.

To-day many millions of pounds of maple sugar and

millions of gallons of maple molasses are manufactured

each year in the United States and in Canada, so that the

industry of making sugar from these splendid trees is

one of some importance.

Very few of the people to whom maple sugar is an

entirely familiar and commonplace thing are aware of the

fact that the method of making sugar was taught to the

white people by the Indians, and that they made sugar

long before the discovery of America. This is only one

of the many things that the white people learned from

the Indians. Others were the weaving of cotton, the

cultivation of Indian corn and the use of tobacco.

Some of the early writers tell us that the French were

the first to make this sugar, and that they learned how
to make it from the Indian women. The sap was col-

lected in a rude way, a gash being cut in the tree and into

this a stick was thrust, down which the freely flowing

sap dripped into a vessel of birch bark, or a gourd, or into

wooden troughs hollowed out by fire or the axe. Then
into larger wooden troughs full of the sap, red-hot stones

were thrown—just as in old times they used to be thrown

into the water in which food was boiled—and by con-

stantly throwing in hot stones and taking out those that

had become cool the sap was boiled and evaporated, and

at length syrup was made, which later became sugar.

This manufacture of the sugar was not confined to any

one tribe, but was practiced by all Northern Indians, and

was known to those living as far south as Florida and

Texas. Among the sugar-making tribes a special festival

was held, which was called the maple dance, which was

undoubtedly a religious festival in the nature of a prayer

or propitiatory ceremony, asking for an abundant flow

of sap and for good fortune in collecting it.

In "Drake's Indian Captivity" Colonel Smith speaks of

the manufacture of sugar as follows : "In this month
[February] we began to make sugar. As some of the

elm bark will strip at this season, the squaws, after find-'

ing a tree that would do, cut it down, and with a crooked

stick, broad and sharp at the end, took the bark oflf the

tree, and of this bark made vessels in a curious man-
ner that would hold about two gallons each. They made
about one hundred of these kinds of vessels. In the sugar

tree they cut a notch sloping down, and at the end of the

notch stuck in a tomahawk; in the place where they stuck

the tomahawk they drove a long chip, in order to carry

the water out from the tree, and under this they set their

vessels to receive it. As sugar trees were plenty and

large here [on the southeast shore of Lake Erie], they

seldom, or never, notched a tree that was not two or three

feet or over. They also made bark vessels for carrying

water, that would hold about four gallons each. They
had two brass kettles that held about fifteen gallons each

and other small kettles in which they boiled the water.

But as they could not at times boil away the water as

fast as it was collected, they made vessels of bark that

would hold about one hundred gallons each for retaining

the water, and though the sugar trees did not run every

day, they had always a sufficient quantity of water to

keep them boiling during the whole sugar season.

"The way we commonly used our sugar while in camp
was by putting it in bear's fat until the fat was almost as

sweet as the sugar itself, and in this we dipped our roasted

venison." Speaking of an occasion when utensils for

boiling the sap were lacking, he gives an incident which

shows a clear knowledge on the part of the Indians of

certain properties of the maple sap. He says: "We
had no large kettles with us this year, and they n'ade the

frost, in some measure, supply the plj^ce of fire in making
sugar. The large bark vessels for holding the stock

water they made broad and shallow, and as the weather is

very cold here, it frequently freezes at night jn suga?

1.



time, and the ice they break and cast out of the vessela. I

asked them if they were not throwing away the sugar.

They said no, it was water they were casting away ; sugar

did not freeze, and there was scarcely any in that ice."

Among many if not all the Indians inhabiting the North-

ern United States, maple sugar was not merely a luxury

—something eaten because it was toothsome—but was

actually an important part of their support. Mixed with

pounded, parched corn, it was put tip in small quantities

and was a concentrated form of nutriment, not much less

valuable in respect to its quality of support than the

pemmican which was used almost down to &ax own
times.

Among all the older writers who had much familiarity

with the customs of the Indians, accounts are given of

the manufacture of sugar, and this custom was so general

that among many tribes the month in which the sap ran

best was called the sugar month. By the Iroquois the

name Ratirontaks, meaning tree eaters, was applied to the

Algonquin tribes, and an eminent authority, Dr. Brinton,

has suggested that they were probably "s® called from
their love of the product of the sugar maple." On the

other hand, Mr. A. F. Chamberlain has very plausibly

said "That it is hardly likely that the Iroquois dis-

tinguished other tribes by this term, if its origin be as

suggested, since they themselves were sugar makers and

eaters." A more probable origin of the word is that given

hy Schoolcraft, in substance as follows ; "Ratirontaks,

whence Adirondacks, was applied chiefly to the Montag-

nais tribes, north of the St. Lawrence, and was a derisive

term indicating a well-known habit of these tribes of eat-

ing the inner bark of trees in winter when food was

scarce, or when on war excursions." This habit of eating

the inner bark of trees was, as is well known, common to

many tribes of Indians, both those who inhabit the country

where the sugar maple grows and also those in other parts

of the country where the maple is unknown.

On the Western prairies sugar was made also from the

box elder, which trees were tapped by the Indians and the

sap boiled down for sugar, and to-day the Cheyenne In-

dians tell us that it was from this tree that they derived

all the sugar that they had until the arrival of the white

man on the plains, something more than fifty years ago.

It is interesting to observe that in many tribes to-day

the word for sugar is precisely the word which they ap-

plied to the product of the maple tree before they knew
the white man's sugar. It is interesting, also, to see that

among many tribes the general term for sugar means

wood or tree water—that is to say, tree sap. This is true

of the Omahas and Poncas, according to J. O. Dorsey, and

also of the Kansas, Osage and Iowa, Winnebago, Tus-

carora and Pawnee. The Cheyennes, on the other hand,

call it box elder water. Mr. A. F. Chamberlain, who has

gone with great care into the question of the meaning of

the words which designate the maple tree and its product,

is disposed to believe that the name of the maple means

the tree—in other words, the real or actual tree, or the

tree which stands above all others.

Another evidence of antiquity of sugar making among
the Indians is found in the fact that a great wealth of

myth and folk-lore has grown up about this tree. A story

is told by the Ojibwas concerning the change of a certain

Nishosha, who was a magician, into a maple tree, and

another Ojibwa story, quoted as having been told to

Dr. W. J. Hoffman some years ago, is as follows: "One
day Nokomis, the grandmother of Manabush, was in the

forest, and accidentally cut the bark of a tree. Seeing

that a thick syrup exuded from the cut, she put her finger

to the substance, and upon tasting it found it to be very

sweet and agreeable. She then gave some of it to her

grandson, Manabush. who liked it very much, but thought

if the syrup ran from the tree in such a state it would

cause idleness among the women. He then told Nokomis
that in order to give his aunts employment and keep

them from idleness, he would dilute the thick sap, where-

upon he took a vessel of water' and poured it over the

tops of the trees, and this reduced the sap to its present

consistency. This is why the women have to boil down
the sap to make syrup."

Mark Morrow*

RocHESTKR, N. H.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I see

in the issue dated Feb. 23 Mr. C. H. Ames makes an
inquiry for the name of a story. Some time ago he wanted
the source of a bear story, and I was fortunate enough to

remember it. The same luck again. The story he asks
for is named "Nick Whifiies," It was published years
ago in the New York Ledger and is to be had now in
book form—at least I have seen it within a year or two.
Mark Marrow was one of the characters; Chris Carrier,
Le Loup, a Delaware Indian and a fighting Quaker, whose
name I can't remember, were some more. The location
and time of the story was laid in the Northwest at the
time of the rivalry between the Hudson's Bay Comnany
and the Northwest Fur Company. He speaks of Dog-
Ribbed Tndigns. The authority I have names them Dog-
Rib, a family of the Athabascan tribe, or family of
tribes. I never have seen or read Hearne's Journey, but
have seen quotations and references to it, so can't say
that the Mark Morrow ig the s^me; but the one I do
}^Q^ is as above. E. C. Neae,

FOREST AND STREAM.

The Stone Whale of Safata.
In the declining years of the last century, while yet

Laupepa sat on the throne of his ancestors, the Malietoas,

whose scepter was destined to fall from the feeble hands
of his son and impermanent suscessor, Tanumafili. in this

posture of the affairs of the Samoan kingdom, it befell

that an embassy of the ruling lords of Safata toiled across

the mountain chain which accentuates the east and west
extent of the Island of Upolu, an embassy directed to the

representative of the United States, bearing gifts and
empowered to negotiate a matter which, while not political

in itself, would yet call for the exercise of the- not in-

considerable amount of diplomatic talent in the possession

of these embassadors.
It is not often that these narratives of jungle heights

and South Sea depths offend through any such attempt at

the grand style of historical prose. But it might have
been done ; only the saving grace of a keen sense of the
ridiculous has prevented. Taken seriously—^and that is

how Samoa has too often been taken—Samoa is a tragedy

;

it is the part of wisdom to see it for the farce that it

must ever continue to be so long as its chiefs are allowed
to think themselves a people of peculiar dignity and
free from any necessity to earn their living.- No little of

the troubles which Samoa has brought to civilized people
has arisen from the mistake of dealing with its petty

squabbles as though they were worthy the pen of the
historian.

Reduced to the verities of plain statement, the introduc-
tory period means no more solemn a matter than that

two chiefs of the Safata district on the south coast of

Upolu had come on a begging expedition to obtain funds
tward the completion of the new/ church which was to
replace the one that had been destroyed in the last war,
and was destined in its own turn to be destroyed in the
war about to come, that being the common fate of all the
Samoan churches. Incidentally, these two chiefs intended
to get any other benefit for themselves or their community
that could be acquired by the island arts of compliment
and cajolery. It being impossible to conceive of a Samoan
as ever informal, it should scarcely be necessary to add
that the two chiefs were attended by the proper allow-
ance of talking men to make their speeches and a number
of bearers who carried the presents of live stock and
vegetables which etiquette required them to offer us, and
for which the return presents of biscuits and cans of
corned beef would make payment at a somewhat ex-
oi-bitant rate, as is usually the case in such interchanges.

In the course of a few hours of making and hearing
long speeches, the two chiefs, Te'o and Tuia, managed to

obtain a satisfactory assurance that a sufficient contribu-
tion should be made toward the completion of their

church. This was a well recognized tax on the consular
corps, and was generally accounted for as an item of the
political corruption fund, it being certain that any village

to which had been denied the contribution for the building
or repair of its church would go over to the rebel side

Avithin a month. But of much more importance to Te'o
and Tuia was the acceptance of their invitation that we
should pay a formal visit to their village of Vaie'e—in

fact, a regular "malanga" with the fixed duration of three
days of entertainment. It was impossible for any of the
officials to go on malangas for less than $50 in wages
and the necessary presents, and when consuls were green
to the ways of the land the expense might far exceed that
figure. The presents amounted to a considerable item in

the village visited, and while they were religiously repaid
by return presents, the exchange was handicapped by the
fact that all Samoan presents were the products of the
soil, and cost the donors nothing, and the Papalangi
presents were such testimonials of esteem as kegs of salted

beef and tins of biscuit, which grow on no trees and cost
no small figure when bought of the traders on the Apia
beach. A village that was visited by a malanga of one or
other of the high officials was the envy of its whole dis-

trict, and was considered to have done very well indeed.
When Te'o and Tuia found their invitation accepted they
felt the glow of the utmost satisfaction. ICnowing the
possibilities of slips 'twixt cup and lip, they sent a runner
across the mountain with the joyful news and decided to
accept the hospitality of Vaiala for the few days which
must intervene before our departure to visit their village.

Thus they prevented our being side-tracked through the
scheming of any envious politician from some slighted
village, a thing that experience had shown was always
more or less possible.

This is not meant to be an account of the malanga; it

differed in no particular from other such trips already
sufficiently described. Its only point of difference lay in

the finding of a local legend and the proof of the same
lying at the bottom of the beautiful bay on whose shore
the days of the visit were spent.

It also discovered another trail across the Tuasivi, one
that was somewhat longer in point of actual distance^ and
rose to a higher altitude on the cone of Mount Suisenga,
but which had the great advantage that it skirted the
morass on the summit plateau into which the Ala Sopo
plunged for a mile of mud march. It was not on this

account that Te'o and Tuia guided us along the other
trail. They thought nothing at all of the mud or the
breakneck scramble that lay beyond where the trail found
its way down the center of the Papapapa cascade. But
they did mind Suatele, the head chief of the whole dis-

trict on the south coast. He had established himself as a"

planter on the very summit of the Tuasivi at the edge of
the morass, and the trail went by his door. He had the
most suave gentility imaginable, and he never asked any
questions, but he had the most observing eyes; nothing
escaped his vision that went over the mountain along his
trail, and when he saw anything that he thought he
could put to some use, a very polite message was received,
stating just what he fancied and claiming it by virtue of
his superior rank. It was the part of -wisdom for Te'o
and Tuia to wait our pleasure and guide us over the road
that was not under Suatele's very eyes. Kegs of beef are
hard enough for Samoan s to get, without having them
snatched away by the order of higher chiefs.

fhe Vaie'? frpm which the invitation ha:4 coma—
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Vaie'e-i-uta, that is Vaie'e inland as opposed to Vaie'e-i-

tai, which lay across the bay on the edge of the ocean—is

as beautifully situated as any place of human habitation in

the South Seas, Here was Safata Bay, a safe though
shallow harbor. On the east of the bay the beach stretched
away for glistening miles of clean sand, and offshore

nearly two miles away was the surf-marked line of the
barrier reef, and in the intervening space good channels
for such small craft as were likely to seek that still-water

sailing. On the west of the bay there was little reef, and
after the next point had been rounded there was nothing
but the iron-bound coast of Aana, which for mile after

mile offers no refuge for such boats as may be endangered
in the perils of the open ocean. Looking shoreward from
the sea there is nothing to cause one to suspect that behind
the bright sand beach which makes the eastern cape of
Safata Bay there lies a landlocked body of water. The
entrance cannot be seen even from the bay until one gets
fairly abreast of it. Except on just one bearing the en-
trance looks to be no more than a tide chaimel into

the muddy recesses of the mangrove swamp in which
there is nothing more interesting than the scrambling of
fighting crabs or the oysters growing in clusters on the
branches of the trees like some sort of marine grapes.
On that one bearing, however, and just for a fleeting

moment, the eye will be caught by the beauty of the placid

inner bay and the commanding site of a large Samoan
house set on the crest of a rocky bluff some thirty feet

above the \vater. If the beauty of this single glimpse
proves sufficient to attract the voyager to follow the chan-
nel before him, he will be well repaid when he has made
his way between the mangrove swamp on the one hand
and the cocoanut groves of the sand beach on the other.

Then for the first time he discovers that this entrance,
not much more than wide enough for two boats to pass
without tossing oars, leads to an inner bay extending for

nearly a mile on the left hand, for twice that on the right
hand and about half a mile across. As he rows across
it to the village that lies at the foot of the little bluff,

whose crowning edifice has attracted him at the first

glimpse, the village of Vaie'e-i-uta, he cannot fail to
remark the appearance here and there of pools in the
water of concentric ripples as though something were boil-

ing up from below. If he follow the example set by his

Samoan boatmen and 'scoop up the water to his mouth, he
will find that from the salt sea he is quaffing water as
fresh and clear and cold as from the highest mountain
spring. As he comes to land beneath the bluff of the
village he will see many springs issuing from the rocks
above high tide level or between the tides, thus showing
the existence of a very considerable underflow, which
here comes to the surface. A closer search will disclose
the fact that through these springs, both on the shore
and submarine, so much fresh water enters this inner
bay as to prevent the coral from growing. The bottom,
then, of this inner bay is of thick, black mud, with re-
curring patches of black volcanic pebbles. These facts
should be sufficient for any person at all skilled in the
physics which go to mold the earth's surface to enable
him to tell how this inner bay happened to be at this

particular spot, and ho-w long it will probably be before
the bay turns into flat areage of rich soil. But the
Samoans are not at all scientific observers ; their explana-
tion had nothing to do with physical geography, but it

was so satisfying to their own ideas of the supernatural
that it was only with difficulty that I was able to dig out
the story, the people professing the missionary religion in
fair weather, but at night or in the gale cherishing a
sneaking suspicion that the old gods have not left the
country or consented to the new ideas which seem to have
ousted them.

With every acknowledgment of the desire of Vaie'e to
make the visit enjoyable, it is fair to confess that there
is a most tiresome sameness about these set visits. Daily
for the three days there is the same formal drinking of
kava and the making of ceremonious speeches. Daily
there is the same underdone pig baked whole, proclaimed
to the guests and villagers with much loud shouting; the
same fish toasted in green leaves; the same sprinting
chickens stuffed with a cobble stone apiece, and from the
general flavor roasted with the feathers on. By day there
is the unflagging political conference with the village
elders that never leads to anything; by night the dreary
round of native dances. At the end of this visit the
pigeons had retreated so far toward the mountain summits
that it would have been an all-day affair to get near them.
At the upper end of the inner bay there was a fine grassy
marsh much affected in the proper season by the ducks,
but this was not the proper season. Along the shore
scurried any quantity of birds that seemed to promise
well. They looked like snipe, and good large snipe at
that; they were manifestly plump and in good condition
and clearly shootable. Their only unfavorable qualiiica-
tion was that after they had been beautifully broiled they
tasted like salt codfish that had fallen on evil days. Even
the Samoans, who have the most catholic taste in food,
after politely nibbling the birds, confessed that they were
too strong to be palatable. The only sport left was to go
outside and fish. The need of the boat for this purpose
brought me to my first knowledge that there was a special
Vaie'e story that was worth looking into.

Although the trip had been made afoot and across the
mountain, the boat's crew had gone along to carry the
precious kegs of beef and other presents. From the trader
across the bay they had borrowed a boat for my fishing;
and while it -was by no means so commodious or so clean
as our own trim craft, it served, and there were no good
clothes to think of. While they were rowing across the
inner water and toward the passage out into Safata
Bay, one of the boys (Tulifau, I imagine, since he was
the acknowledged poet of the crew) began to improvise a
song with local application. Now that is a very nice thing
to do in Samoa, and is very highly thought of by the per-
son or community thus honored, and any person who has
a laureate under wages who is capable of doing this spon-
taneous poetry is greatly to be congratulated. Well, one
verse passed off very well, and it was stuffed full of com-
plimentary things about the village. But the next verse
was suddenly chokM off by one of the Vaie'e men who
was in the boat with us, to give us the benefit of his local
experience in the choice of fishing grounds. He said
something to the improvisator, something which I could
not catch; and the poet stopped

,
in short order. Then

Vaepga up in tht bow started up some common boat song
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and all hands joined in. I could not imagine why the

Vaie'e man had choked off my poet when he seemed to be

doing so well, and I puzzled my memory to discover' what
could have been offensive in the unfinished verse; As
well as I could recall, he seemed to have dropped the

praise of the village by name and to be birsy with another

theme, which involved the praise of the "sacred fish, the

stone fish, the fish that leaped, the fish that broke tihe

earth." I had been too long on the lookout for such

things to pretend to take any notice of the incident at the

time. The boat load would have lied me out of my
face, and probably Tulifau would have had the effrontery

to compose for mc as being his interrupted song one of

much the same sound, but far different meaning. I gave

the matter no marked attention, but I knew that there

was some story aboiit the stone fish, and, as usual in^ such

cases, I made up my mind to know all about it, all the'

more particularly since it was an off season for the gun.

My first application was to. Simcle, who was at' that

time performing some of the duties of a major-domo,
others of a professor of the Samoan language and litera-

ture, and in general was imderstood to act as my tdking
man and make all iny speeches for me. Simele was a

mystery from first to'last. He used English quite well,

thanks to the teaching of Mrs. Bell at the mission school.

He wanted to save monej" and become a lawyer, and he did

succeed in saving as much as $15 on several occasions,

but he found that to be as high as he could -go, and he

reclaimed his deposit and blew it in. He was not tattooed,

and while he claimed that it was against his religion, his

enemies had no hesitation in saying that he did not' have

the sand to bear the pain of the operation. He had
rehgious scruples against war, but it was said that he

was afraid to fight. In this matter of the stone fish

Simele said that he felt it contrary to his religion to talk

about the idolatry of the heathen Samoans, now all hap-

pily converted, and furthermore it was never safe to talk

about the magic of the aitu in the place where they held

sway. He gently but positivelj^ declined to yield up the

story, but he made it clear that there was a story of a

pretty powerful god or devil of the old times if it had
the power to let Simele's heathenry appear through his

smug veneer of Christianity. As a sop to my disapopint-

ment, Simele was willing and ready to tell me once

more the story of the swimming Siamese sisters of Samoa,
of whom one found her name right off Safata Bay. That
is the one story that seems to be free from danger to the

teller; every Samoan seems willing and ready to tell

about those girls on their long swim, and I felt as com-
petent as Simele to tell that yarn.

Tonga was more pliant. Tonga had been to the

Chicago Fair, where she ornamented the Midway, and
she had been on a tour of the United States with Barnum's
circus, and had become a pronounced rationalist in all

such matters. She would express her profound dis-
'

belief in all the heathen powers and then slyly ask me if I

did not think that there might still be something in them,

at least for South Sea Islanders. In this instance Tonga
was really ignorant ; she bad never heard of the stone fish

;

she came from a distant part of the country and the story

had never come to her. But Tonga had relatives here—

I

never found the place in Samoa where Tonga was not able

to scare up some person in native authority and intro-

duce him as "my lashe," which is her English for "my
relation." So it was here. As being a relative, she in-

troduced to the guest house in which we were stopping an
old chief, one who had been the Te'o or the Tula of his

younger days, but now was known as Mailei. It was
altogether a very surreptitious narrative; the old man
refused to tell his story in the presence of any Samoans
but Tonga, and no person was to know that he had told

the story or even that he had visited us. Tonga at-

tended to the dispatch of all our party to a frolic in a

neighboring village, and when the coast was clear insinu-

ated Mailei into our house, which had no other light than

that of the moon. Sitting close to us, yet in a shadow
which prevented recognition of him by any chance passer,

he told the stoi-y of the way the inner bay was formed
and the part that was played in it by the holy fish, which
is now the stone fish. Like ail Samoan stories, it is so

filled with trivial and inconsequential details and frequent

repetitions that it can be told better without following

the old chief's own words.

In the times close to the beginning of things, the cuttle-

fish was the great power of all animal life. Because of his

wisdom all other animals obeyed him, and those which
disobeyed his orders soon learned^ to fear his power to

punish. At that time, indeed, imtil the white men came
to Samoa, the waters were filled with great sperm whales,

which sometimes stranded on the reefs and yielded rich

.store of teeth, and each tooth was worth the life of a man.
Now there are no more whales in the Samoan sea; the

white sailors have killed them all. But in the early

time when this bay was made there was one whale that

was larger than all other whales and stronger and more
clever, and this whale set at defiance the orders and
authority of the cuttlefish with scorn of a thing that

lived in the crevices of the coral. But the cuttlefish is

clever, even though he does not live in the coral. He got

the shore birds to go up into the bush for him and bring
down leaves of the nettle tree. These leaves the cuttle-

fish sprinkled over the water where the whale was feeding,

and he swallowed them with his food. Then he went wild
'pain. You knoAV how if you but graze it in passing

it is' as though you had been burned with a blazing bil-

let from the fire. This feeding of the whale was done
in the bay beyond there, for that bay was always full of

feeding whales before the Papalangi came to kill them. In
his agony the suffering whale ran his head ashore,, for

some of the nettle also had stung his eyes and blinded
him. Not being able to see his way, he made a mighty
spring and leaped high into the air, as I used to see them
do in play when I was a boy, and the whales were not
then all dead. Not being able to direct himself by reason
of his blindness, the whale, instead of falling back into the
sea, fell on the land. How great a whale he was you may
see by looking at our inner bay. That was his length and
his girth, for it was there he fell on the dry land and broke
it down beneath his weight. But the cuttlefish was not
yet done with the whale; the punishment for disdbedience

was not yet complete. When the cuttlefish saw that leap

into the air and where the while fell, he and his brothers
cut the shallow passage from Safata Bay into our'-bay and
let the water flow in aroimd the stranded -fl/hale,- bilt

they made the passage a shoal one to keep the whale a
prisoner. And at the passage there were always fish on
guard to prevent the things that whales eat from coming
through. All that the whale had to eat was the grass
and bananas and the cocoanuts that had grown on the
land that he had broken in. Really, the whale starved
there day after day, and as he starved he grew smaller
and smaller, until from being larger than all whales, he
became smaller than any. But every day when the
cuttlefish demanded if he would submit and become
obedient, the whale refused, and at last he died, and
the cuttlefish, being unforgiving, turned him to stone.
And now he lies at the bottom of this our bay, and
through the water you can see the stone which is his
body. But because he was once very powerful above' all

other aninaals, that is why we do not like to speak about
him here in Vaie'e, at least not since the missionaries in-
troduced the "lotu" and taught us that it was wicked to
think of our old gods since they were devils. '

Mallei's story can be confirmed in one particular. In
the bottom of the inner bay there is a black rock which
has about the size and shape of a sperm calf. That !

know, for Tonga paddled me out to the spot to which
Mailei directed us, and there we saw for ourselves.

Llewella Pierce Churchili..

In the Indian River Country.
Indian River, Brevard County, Fla.—Several' years

ago, when I first came to this place, I met Jim Hatten,
and he bore fresh scars received in a battle with a
panther and a mule, which I have always thought worthy
of being recorded. There came in a new boarder to-
day, and while it rained I had Jim tell him the incident,
and while it is again fresh I will record it for you, in
substance, the way he tells it.

"There were three panthers," Jim says, "that had been
prowling in my neighborhood, near the shore of Indian
River. Their hunting range was between two big hum-
mocks, about three miles apart, and as they cleaned up
the wild pigs and deer about each, they Avould change
their places. You remember old man Chancy, who was
a scout in the Indian wars and the last war, who was
always glad to get into some rough-and-tumble scr;ipe?
liim and me at one time and another killed two of them
and the third one seemed to go off, I thought, for good.
One day Jim Robinson and his brother came to my
house early in the morning and told me they saw panther
tracks in the sand in the road just outside of my orange
grove. I had an old hound and two young ones, and I

saddled my mule, took my gun and dogs, and Robinson
and me soon had the panther up. It run up the side of
a hickory tree, and Robinson shot it dead in the scrub
bushes. It was a whopping big one, and before we were
to tie it on my mule behind me, I helped Robinson to
shoulder it, to be carried into the road. Robinson kind
of hung it around his neck, and I followed on my mule
behind him. My mule was jist as gentle as a dog, and I

had tied many a bloody old buck on her. I noticed the
mule nosing the panther and laying back her ears, but I

never thought anything of that. AH at once she began
bellerin', and jumped on the panther, knocked Robinson
down and throwed me over her head in a pile with the
panther. Then she began to stomp and bite and paw
us, all the time bellerin' as I had never heard a mule be-
fore. Robinson was scared to death, and stood by like

a stump. I told him to shoot her, but he was too bad
scared, besides his gun, an old cap lock one, was in

the pile with me and the fjanther. Finally Robinson got
the mule off me some way, and you can see how my
face and ears are scarred up. 1 soon sold that mule, and
the skin of the panther was stuffed and set up on the
pilot house of the Sweeny, a steamboat that used to run
on Indian River. This happened about twelve years
ago, and was the last panther ever killed around here."

Did you ever see the Indian River? Do you not

think it and the country around is a most beautiful

spot of this earth? Just think, that in forty-eight hours
you can leave behind in your city the bleak wintry winds
and come here, where never a snow flake falls!

The fragments of the orange trees, left from the un-
precedented freezes of 1895, have sprung again into trees,

bearing the famous Indian River oranges. This narrow
peninsula one day gets the winds from the Atlantic, or,

better say, the next hour they are swapped for the breezes

of the Gulf. The}' tell us Ponce de Leon, in his "Island
of Florida," hunted for the spring to preserve eternal

youth. Was it the ozone from the Gulf Stream that

aroused his imagination? If this stream can warm por-

tions of this terrestrial globe, where the rays of the sun
themselves are powerless, old Ponce was not far wrong
if he hunted for its source.

Wlien I came here about the first of January I brought
my setter Dan with me. To avoid injury, I crated him
and saw him once only en route. About the time I landed
on the platform of my arrival station Dan burst through
the door of his crate, and came bounding to the baby.

He soon raised a quarrel with an old stump-tailed

])ointer, who rolled off a greasy goods box where he,

had been watching a side of bacon put there by the

merchant to air. Dan, however, contented himself by
rushing at and running over the old pointer; then, with-

out inquiring into the character of the country, ran into

scrulas and palmettos, got the scent of some doves, and
finally dashed into a sharp knot on a pine log and split

the siciu from his eye to his ear. Dogs, at least, have in-

dividual traits not unlike men. Put some of either \vher-

ever you may, and their courage and enthusiasrri are al-

ways with them. No wonder the world admires these

attributes. I will tell you something about Dan's ex-

perience in Florida directly.

Soon after my arrival my friend of many hunting

forays and myself started out for a camping expedition.

We didn't care where, for which ever way you turn your

head here you find sunshine and fat pine, all that is

needed for outdoor life. A native Floridian with his lit-

tle trick mule to a wagon; our hunting ponies harnessed

to another, both full of what a hunter can better im-

agine was in them than I can write, composed our hunt-

ing outfit, except a team of dogs made up of two deer-

hounds—one a veteran old lady, before whose relentless

trailing I have seen many a deer go doAvn, the other her

son, an obstreperous, untrained creature—and setter

Dan. .

y ou know there is a kind of superstition or pride which
a hunter has in not starting out with fresh meat,. We
expected to supply our first meal with quail, and our
horses' heads being turned toward Lake Winder on the
St. Johns River, this point became our destination
whereat to camp for the night.
Our guide led us a near route through the prairie,

which proved too wet for birds, and when camp was
reached a supper of bacon was expected, when our guide
told us not to worry, as the day before he had killed a
wild pig and had brought half of it along. This was
scarified, salted and peppered and spitted on palmetto
sticks, and its dark complexion from close contact with
fat pine coals did not prevent us from taking to our
cots well satisfied with our supper. Our guide, who
proved an excellent one, was then a stranger to us', and
old Ida seeming rather dignified the next morning, we
concluded to take both the hounds out. You know the
best way to hunt deer here is on horseback, with a dog
that does not "yelp," but which, while on the track, is

careful, noiseless and slow. In this manner, if the deer
are not hunted much, you may be led right up to their
beds, and can shoot them when they rise—when they
"rip," as it is called here. If the deer are up to this they
are trailed imtil their lying place is supposed to be not
far off, then you dismount and generally put a cord on
the dog to prevent too much speed or possible loss in

grass arid brush, and follow thence on foot. I have never
seen this mode practiced elsewhere, and no one could
make me believe it could be successfully done until I saw
it with my own eyes.

We had not gone far from our camp, when the trail of

two deer was found and followed to a likely looking
place for them to lie. We halted for a consultation, when
presently we heard a crashing in the scnib clump in the
pond, saw the water flying, then two white flags raised
iri the sedge grass beyond—and the hunter knows what
this means.
The afternoon was spent by my friend and myself

shooting quail. Dan started out with a long ranging
gallop, feeling that he was in the brown sedge and
blackjacks of historic old Appomattox, from whence
I purchased him. His points were high-headed from
wind scent, and as stylish as if he had found the close-
lying Virginia partridge in the stubble. On our ap-
proach to flush you ought to have seen his surprise—the
birds had gone on. This was repeated time and again
on the same covey, and he would pathetically look at me
as much as to say, "Master, I am still a dog of veracity;
these creeping things smell like partridges, but where
and what are they, really?"" Finally they would rise, and
then would come Dan's trouble in earnest—on the single
birds. These half the time have to be literally run up.

That evening Dan found a feeding covey among the
circular clum.ps of low palmettos, between which was
short grass. He pointed on first scent, then went to

roading the running covey. Round and round for ten
minutes at least they went and never a halt. Finally
they went into a palmetto bunch, and then continued to

run around, and Dan began to bark furiously, something
I never heard him do at birds, and I remarked to my
comrade that he must have run on a coon (of which there
were a number about), and I stooped and looked under
the fans in time to see Dan, who had grown tired of

such foolishness, jump into the birds. Dan finally

caught up with these tricks eft'ectually, as I will tell you
directly.

We now wanted to cross the St. Johns River, and sent
our guide to discover some way to get over for a "light-

er" to transport us. No one inhabits the vicinity we were
in and our guide found the camp of an otter hunter after a

long day's search in the swamp, and took him and
brought us the lighter. From our camp to the lake was
a drive of two miles through the prairie. Along the road
was the single aristocratic palm, its body hoary with age
and bleaching storms. Small clumps of these trees stood
about, whereunder sjiaded the little wild cattle, running-
like deer before our advent. The lowing of the cows for

their startled calves was like the music of the bugle. On
the shore of the lake was one high sand dune covered
with live oaks, palms, magnolias and oleanders. There
stood a large sweet berry tree, carved high up and all

over with names and dates, but, unlike the sturdy timber
of my native heath, this tree repelled these scars, and they

stood out excrescences, looking exactly as if pasted on.

and the oldest date I saw was 1889.

Lake AVinder is about three miles wide, a pretty

sheet of water, with bottom of white sand. We were
poled across, the water at deepest being less than 10 feet.

On the other side we emerged at once into the prairie,

unlike any other prairie you ever saw. Really here nature

seems to have grown tired of making peaks and moun-
tains and thundering torrents, grown lazy, and tried its

'prentice hand on landscape gardening. In this prairie

are narrow strands of pine and palmetto, and the low
saw palmetto in circle beds of from one hundred to three

hundred feet around; some beds as high as your head,,

others to your knee. Here Dan left the wagons and
swung out windward, of which I was glad, for did you
ever find it necessary to hunt for meat? Hungry camp-
ers and their dogs must eat. So I put together my little

bird gun and went out literally for meat. The Bible

people of old may have had more quail, but we had
enough for both men and dogs. They flew lazily and low.

Here Dan got up to their ways. Finding them, he would
point and hold till I came to him, then if they ran (as

they nearly always did) he would road them, swing far

around in front, getting them between me and him, and
point, and if they failed to stop, he would disregard all

his rtsual modes and jump on to them. What profes-

sional trainer could have put this reasoning into Dan's
brain? Whose whip would crack over such an intelli-

gent creature? ' The camp that night conferred on him
the degree of artium magister.

We made two parties for the next day's deer hunt, my
companion being our guide. Ida had followed for nearly
an hour the tracks of a feeding doe and her 3'earling,

when they were joined by a buck. Then there must have
been some moonlight acorn dances by these three, as

old Ida worked with all her skill to unravel the windings
of . these nocturnal orgies. I am sure the smell of the old
buck's track was more to her notion, for as I sat almost

.. ..hopeless on my pony, watching her circling wider and
wider, she trotted off and looked back as much as (d
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say, "Come on, I've got the buck now." And while I

was going to her she leisurely went into a pond, bathed

and drank, came out and took the track and led us

straight to the buck's lair. He must have been sleep-

ing soundly in the saw palmettos by the little clear pond,

for Ida led me within ten steps of him. I dropped my
bridle reins, and the pony went to nipping grass, while

Ida, with her ears raised, crept on to the deer, put him

up, and, although the "rip" from the rattling palmetto is

no tame noise, the pony never looked up while I was

sliooting, nor did he flinch when the buck was tied be-

hind my saddle. Neither men nor dogs wanted for fresh

venison from thence on.

In our attempts, to recross Lake Winder we had to

camp, on its shore for forty-eight hours on account of

hard winds before we made the attempt. This was not

unpleasant, as quail, turkey and ducks were near in

abundance. Near by our tent was a huge live oak, about

10 feet above the roots of which put out four large limbs,

themselves trees. Branching out with a great

stretch these limbs came together at the top, thus

forming a graceful and perfect globe, all tasselated

with long hanging gray moss. As our great fire of rich

pine illuminated this tree, how spooky and wierd its rays

appeared among the pendent moss! Now and then the

glinting leaves of the magnolia, which thrust its branches

among the moss, shone like a hundred little mirrors.

Well, well, this is a semi-savage life, but who of the

active among us wishes the lingering basic element of

maii—the savage—civilized out of him? The dazzling

sparkle of the electric chandelier has taken the place

of the camp-fire and the goblin moss strands, but I leave

it to the world to say which of the two inspires most

the stirring manhood that the world relies on.

S. C. Graham.

Welsh Indians.

Editor Forest and Stream: . ^, ,

In reference, but not in answer, to Mr.' Chapman s

query in Forest and Stream of Feb. 2, "What became of

these Welsh-speaking Indians, that they have not been

discovered by modern travelers?" I would refer him to

George Catlin's "North American Indians."

Catlin spent eight vears, 1832-9, among the Indians then

located west of the Mississippi and in the "hospitable and

gentlemanlv Mandans," to quote his words. He seemed

to feel quite sure that he had found the last relic of the

blood of Madoc. At the time he wrote they comprised

only some 2,000 souls in two villages, though their tradi-

tions all pointed to a former state of great numbers and

po^'er. They had apparently been gradually forced up

the Mississippi, until they had reached a point on the

Missouri near what is now the boundary between North

and South Dakota. • . •

Catlin laid great stress upon the difference in their

dwellings, manners, customs, and, I think, particularly

the variations in the color of the hair, comprising every

shade but red or auburn, and the fact of their having hazel

gray and blue eyes. His idea was that at some time

after the settlement of Madoc and his followers the Welsh

were all massacred, while the half-bloods had been al-

lowed to live, and that this Welsh blood still showed

faintly after the lapse of centuries in various ways m these

Mandans. They had no tradition of ever having seen

white men before' Lewis and Clark visited them, yet Clark

described them to Catlin as "a strange people and half-

white." , ^ ,. , i-r ^•

The tribe entirely disappeared during Catlm s life time,

but I do not remember that he states the cause.

San Francisco, Cal.

One Buck that Was Dangerous.

Camp R. S. Mackenzie, Near Puerto Principe, Cuba,

Feb ig—Editor Forest and Stream: You sometimes

have a column headed "That Reminds Me," and having

just completed the reading aloud to my little son Mr.

Wells' more than interesting article on the subject of

dangerous wild animals, together with your pertinent re-

marks on the same subject, I am moved to give my
personal experience to aid in the demonstration that a

deer is a dangerous animal, and that he doesn't have to

be so terriblv wild either.

A few years ago I was stationed at Fort Meade, m
South Dakota. One exceedingly cold day I had occasion

to go to the neighboring town, and as it was so unusually

cold, I concluded I would walk, for the distance was but

a few miles, and I thought I Avould be more comfortable

in going that way than by either riding or driving. I

was warmly dressed and wore German socks and enor-

mous arctics upon my feet. I was well enough adapted

to walking along, but as there was a few inches of snow

upon the ground, I was not exactly tricked out in the

best manner for a scuffle, as events proved. As I wa.s

leaving the house, my wife called out to me, askmg it

I couldn't bring her a few eggs, as she was entirely out

and could get none elsewhere such cold weather. I

told her I guessed I might probably bring a half-dozen m
my overcoat pockets. I attended to my affairs in town

in due season, purchased the eggs, putting three in each

pocket, and had gotten about half-way honje, \yhen I saw

coming toward me in the road a pretty fair sized white-

tailed buck. I had heard that one of the men had recently

gotten a tame deer, and I inferred at once that this was

the; one and that he had broken out of his yard, so I

walked along, paying no further attention to him. My set-

ter was with me, and as he trotted on ahead, of course he

couldn't resist the temptation to bark a little at the deer.

The deer apparently paid no attention to the dog, but as

I approached he made quite a semicircle in order to pass

me on the road, holding his head down and facing to-

ward me all the while in a most peculiar manner. In

fact, his threatening aspect as he passed me awakened my
suspicions, and I turned around to see what he was up

to. It was doubtless well for me that I did so, for I dis-

covered the rascal within a few feet of me, his head still

lowered, and in the act of charging me from the rear.

There appeared but one thing for me to do, and that was
to seize him by the antlers.

I lost no time in acting upon this inspiration, and as I

weigh about 175 pounds and am fairly vigorous, I had
no great difficulty in holding his head so close to the
ground that he was unable to use his forefeet upon me. as

he was evidently attempting to do. We scuffled and tore

around in the snow, my great arctics and German socks
preventing me from getting any foothold whatever, where-
by I could get tlie better of him, and though he bruised
me in good shape with the points of his antlers with every
rush that he made upon me, nevertheless I dared not let

go of them for fear I should be attacked in the face with
his sharp hoofs, so we kept up the struggle.

I have said that the day was cold when I started out,
but after a few minutes' engagement with this partner I

didn't find it cold at all; and even yet, after two years'
service iif Cuba, I can still remember how hot it was in

Dakota that February morning. I was also getting pretty
well out of breath, while the deer's courage appeared as
good as ever, and I was beninging to wonder how I was
going to excuse myself from so objectionable a partner.

In the story books the hunter's faithful dog frequently
rescued him from such perilous positions by bravely rush-
ing in and seizing the foe by the throat, but mine dis-

creetly kept at a distance, and though I believe he brought
the whole mischief on by barking at the deer in the first

place, instead of coming to my relief like a good story

book dog, he made matters worse by continuing to irritate

the deer by his barking. I had hitherto remained quiet to

preserve my strength, but I recalled seeing some men
cutting ice at no great distance away on my way to town,
though the pond was screened from my present view by a
fringe of bushes. I saw no prospect of getting the better

of the deer myself, and the only way out of it seemed the'

chance of making those men hear me if they were still

there. I called as lustily as I could, and in course of

time three men came and relieved me of my troublesome
antagonist. Perhaps it is needless to say that my wife
never made any cake out of those eggs.

I found upon subsequent inquiry that this buck had
been raised as a pet upon a large cattle ranch, and the

herders had constantly irritated him for the purpose of

making him show fight, until they had gotten him so cross
that it was dangerous to have him around, and the man-
ager had gotten rid of him on this account.

I trust no one will assume that I am discussing the
general question of the danger from wild animals. I am
merely writing for the columns of "That Reminds Me."

Wm. F. Flynn.

Another Maine Panther.
In our issue of Feb. 16 was printed a letter from Mr.

Gardiner Cram, of Brunswick, Me., relating the occur-

rence of a Maine panther, as within his personal experi-

ence. That letter Mr. Ames now supplements with the

subjoined one from another correspondent:
Skowhegan, Me.—Mr. C. H. Ames. Dear Sir: You

say that Mr. Gardiner Cram, of Brunswick, Me., tells you
that an animal that I saw near the Forks of the Kennebec
River last fall was a panther, or that it was my strong im-

pression that it was such. I am absolutely certain that I

saw a panther, or catamovint, which I understand to be

the same thing, the first of last June about four miles

above or north of the Forks of the Kennebec River,

I was coming from Parlin Pond toward Skowhegan,
my home, on the stage that runs from the Forks to Parlin

Pond on the only highway which leads from Skowhegan
through the forests of Maine and Canada to Quebec. The
highway leads generally north and south; we had ridden

or passed through a strip of forest ten miles from Parlin

Pond to the West Forks Hotel, and had^ssed the

hotel about a mile. No one -was on board thr'stage ex-

cepting Charles York, the driver, and myself. I was
looking into a field lately cleared and covered with grass

to get sight at a deer, with which the country abounded.
As we passed down by the field and struck the evergreen

bushes, with which the road on both sides was skirted^ the

driver, Mr. York, called my attention to the fact that he

saw a deer jump into the bushes on the east side of the

road. I immediately turned and looked carefully. I dis-

covered nothing in the bushes, but happening to look

down the road over which we were traveling, I saw an
animal trotting along ahead of us in the road. I could

see nothing but his rump as he was going from us. The
driver remarked that that was not the animal that he

saw, because that one had jumped into the bushes, but

that it looked just like it.

Both of us watched the animal with a great deal of

interest, for Mr. York was an old woodsman^ and I have

always had a great deal of interest in the wild animals of

our State^. We saw him for several rods plainly, and we
also approached nearer to him, as our horse was trotting

at a pretty smart gait. Finally the creature turned and
sprang into the woods. As he did that I saw him plainly

;

his neck and breast were much lighter in color and he had
the catamount head and form.

As near as I could estimate he was about 7 feet long

from the tip of his nose to the tip of his tail; his tail was
something less than half his length, and curved upward
toward the end exactly like that of a panther or cata-

mount. While I never saw a panther in the woods be-

fore, I have seen them in menageries, and I have no doubt

about this animal being a panther. It certainly could not

have been anything else. It appeared to have an enor-

mous development of the muscle in the hind leg and the

hip, and when it sprang into the woods it scarcely seemed
to make any effort. Mr. York, who has been a woodsman
all his life, remarked to me that he had seen all sorts of

wild animals in the woods, but had never seen anything

like that before, and he expressed the opinion that from
what he had heard of the appearance of such animals it

was a catamount. Evidently there was a pair of those

animals near together when we came down the road. One
of them sprang into the woods and the other trotted down
the road, as I have already stated. There was a school-

house a short distance below where we saw those aniinals,

where several small children attended summer school. I

requested the driver to notify the parents what we had
seen, so that they might protect their children, and he

promised to do so. When we reached the Forks, where

there is a small settlement, I notified every one that I

met what we had seen. We afterward ascertained that

the people at the West Forks Hotel that we had just

passed when we saw the animal had both seen and heard
these creatures. Mrs. Davis Purse, the landlandy, had
seen her husband's cattle running out of the woods chased
by some large animal, which she took to be of the cat

kind, although it was a long distance away. They had
also heard the cry of some animal, which in their way of

expressing it they called a "screech." The landlord had
also sent hi's little girl to school in the charge of one of
his men.

These people had said but little about this before we
saw these animals, for the reason that, even in that wild
country, any one who tells a story outside of ordinary
occurrences is accused of "drawing the long bow," or in

the words of your letter, they are "skeptical of the occur-

rence of a panther in Maine." There are no settlers in

this country except occasionally a woodsman or river

driver who lives along on the Canada road before men-
tioned. The country is full of deer, and I did not think
it at all strange that we should discover these animals as

we did. Any further information I can give you I vdll

cheerfully furnish. Very truly yours,
S. J. Walton.

til

jThe Fear of Snakes.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In a late number my attention was arrested by an

editorial paragraph in which I am called upon to ex-
plain the fear that manifests itself in -the minds of
children toward snakes at an age when such fear can
not have resulted either from teaching or experience. A
little further on in your pages I come upon an article from
the hand of my esteemed and gifted friend, Col. E. P.
Alexander, who, it seems, has been sharpening a knife
for me for a good while past, and who, while patting
me on the back with one hand, with the other impales me
upon the keen point of his logic, all unmindful of the
squirms and wriggles that must ensue from such an
ordeal.

Col. Alexanders adroit fencing demands my first atten-
tion, and I must even set my lance in rest to maintain
my side of the controversy, with such puissance as I may,
trusting to find some weak joints in the Colonel's armor.
As I understand Col. Alexander's argument, his scheme

of philosophy assigns to one domain various more or less

incongruous elements. The causes and activities that

combine to make variety of species—in other words, the
processes of organic evolution; organic functional proc-
esses, and that which lies back of all these, the great im-
penetrable mystery, the fundamental life principle—he
combines under the general designation "sub-ego," which
he holds as equivalent to my "mysterious tip."

Col. Alexander's bete noir appears to be the assumption
that the "variation of species" in the Darwinian scheme
of evolutionary development rests upon "blind chance" or
unguided accident. I believe this is a "straw man" that

the Colonel has set up for the satisfaction of exercising

his astute reasoning, powers in buffeting and discom-
fiting him.

In the language of one of Mark Twain's interesting

characters, "There is no such thing as accidents; it's a
special providence," with which doctrine the Colonel seems
fully in accord. But in the language of science also,

"There is no such thing as accidents." While the words
"accidental" or "by chance" may have been used in a
conventional sense, it is recognized as a basic principle of

scientific philosophy that no phenomenon can occur except
as the result of an adequate cause, and the two elements

—

cause and effect—are mutually interdependent for exist-

ence, and consequently inseparable, both causes and effects

being absolutely under the dominion of inexorable law.

So the "chance variations" in the development of species

result from the operation of natural law, the causes
being found in the environment. There are many such
so-called "chance variations," all caused by peculiarities

of environment. Some_ of these confer advantages on
individuals or races, giving them a superiority over their

less fortunate rivals in the struggle for existence, enabling
the better endowed to survive while those less favorably

equipped perish, according to the universal law of the

"survival of the fittest."

There does not appear to be any inscrutible mystery
about this process, and certainly no "chance" in the strict

meaning of that term; but all is in obedience to law, and
the relations of cause and effect are not difficult to per-

ceive. This gives an impetus to the further development
of such advantageous variations, thus giving rise to the

differentiation of species, all such phenomena being con-
trolled by natural law. This is the plain story that evolu-

tion tells.

But Col. Alexander's "blue print" scheme, as I appre-
hend it, makes his "guiding intelligence" play the role of

a yard master in an extensive railroad yard, who, sitting

in a tower, by the manipulation of levers directs the

movements of a multitude of cars, and having made a

"blue print" of the train he is making up, controls by
means of his system of levers the detailed movements of

each car in the process. According to this^ theory natural

laws are not self-operative, but must await the initiative

of the guiding intelligence."

If the stem of the apple is detached from the tree, the

"guiding intelligence" must release the law of gravity by
pulling a lever before the apple can descend to the

ground.
If I have misapprehended Col. Alexander's meaning as

to the role of his "guiding intelligence" in the work of

evolution, I must crave his pardon.

Organic Functions.

So far as human insight is able to penetrate, the

activities that are involved in the exercise of organic

functions present a mystery as unfathomable as that en^

shrouded in the life principle itself, of which, indeed, they

seem to be part and parcel.

The two little microscopic specks of matter that consti-

tute the germs of two distinct species of organic life,

while perhaps chemically identical in substance, embody
within their small compass potentialities of the life prin-

ciple, and functional differentiation^ of such stupendous

import as to cause the vast orbs of inorganic matter that

revolve in universal space, notwithstanding their mere
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physical magnitudes, to "pale their ineffectual fires" in
comparison.

In the field of functional activities, while their phenom-
ena are among the most common of our experiences and
observations, their cause and motive power is just as in-
scrutible to human perceptions as the life principle itself

of which they are inferentially merely attributes. We can
form no conception of the power nor process by which
oak germs make oak trees and chestnut germs make
chestnut trees out of the same chemical substances, nor
how hog germs produce hogs and human germs produce
men out of the same food. Neither can we know any-
thing of the functional workings of the stomach, of the
brain, the heart, the lungs, the liver and the whole en-
semble of the bodily organs ; nor of vegetable root "tips,"
nor the leaves, nor of the power that raises water from
the ground to the tops of trees. Then there is the force
we call "gravity" and "electricity" and "magnetism," of
molecular attraction and repulsion, to which we have
merely given meaningless names, knowing absolutely
nothing of their nature nor the processes of their activities.

Here is where science must stop and philosophic specu-
lation may revel ad libitum. In this mysterious domain
Col. Alexander is at liberty to enthrone his "guiding in-
telligence"—his "sub," "alter" or "anti," "ego." whose
awful mills shall continually grind out "blue prints" and
whose ready messengers shall constantly fly to the "utter-
most parts of the earth" and the realms of boundless
space, with fresh promptings to hawkdom to meet particu-
lar contingencies, etc., and there is none to say him nay.
But the necessity is not apparent of installing any of

the egos to manage the details of the processes of evolu-
tion, nor of investing organisms with "innate intelli-

gence" as a substitute for heredity, the operations of whose
laws are plainly discernible and the accepted theories con-
cerning which are based upon ascertained or clearly in-
ferential facts.

Heredity.

Col. Alexander makes war upon the law of heredity, and
cites the fact that corporeal mutilations, both of brutes and
human kind, for perhaps "a thousand generations," have
failed to leave their impress in hereditary transmission.
Well, a "thousand generations" is a very long term.
According to the conventional estimate of the length of a
generation it would extend over about 33,000 years, ex-
ceeding by five or six times any period coming within the
scope of human retrospection.

But there are two objections to this argument. One,
suggested above, is that any period of time that could
come within human contemplation as a basis of deduc-
tions upon the question of evolution would be but as a
drop of time in the great ocean of the ages that must have
elapsed since the process of organic evolution began.
The other objection is that hereditary transmissions

are, of inherent tendencies, the effect of long persisting
agencies of environment and not of individual peculiar-
ities resulting from extraneous agencies intermittently
applied. Thus, the dog in a cold climate might be shorn
of his hair for many consecutive generations, and yet the
effort of nature would be not to perpetuate a defect mili-

tating against the preservation of species, but to remedy it.

The remedial effort, not the defect, might acquire the
quality of hereditary transmission, under the compelling
influence of the demands of environment. But transplant
the dog to a tropical climate and in the course of time he
may become hairless, in obedience to the requirements of
a new environment, a modification that is transmitted by
heredity. Restore the hairless dog to his original cold
climate and for a time he will continye to transmit his

hairless feature to posterity, but by degrees he will resume
his former coat, more befitting the cold climate, through

,
the agency of natural evolution.
The inherent tendencies are responsive to demands of

environment; the extraneous agencies with destructive
tendency are antagonistic to such demands. The former
may become hereditary, the latter may not.

In combatting the idea of instinct transmitted by
heredity, Col. Alexander cites as a conclusive argument
the fact that_ children do not inherit fear of fire, though
the fact that it will burn has been known to their progeni-
tors for many generations. But neither do they inherit
fear of water, nor of the prick of a needle, though their

ancestors have long known that water will drown and the
needle prick produce pain.

In the first place it is unfair to assume that because
"children" do not manifest fear of certain evils there has
been no transmitted instinct in that direction; because
the childish mind is still in the formative stage and must
reach some certain stage of development before it acquires
all the furniture of the parent mind.
The distinction, however, is i>lain between that class

of experiences which implant hereditary instincts of more
or less strength, and the class above cited that do not.
For example, fire and water are not aggressive evils, con-
stituting a constant menace to the well being of man-
kind, and requiring unremitting assiduity in measures of
defense against them. On the contrary, they are familiar
objects of utility, that can do no harm except when their
own domain is invaded, a contingency that is generally
easily avoided.
As an example of the other class of experiences, let us

consider man's attitude toward the serpent tribe. The
repugnance and dread felt by mankind toward the whole
serpent family possesses a universality that stamps the
feeling as an inherited instinct, and it is probably true that
the instinct is more pronounced in the adult mind than
in the adolescent or infant stage.

The experiences that should implant such an instinctive
feeling of dread and repugnance toward all forms of snake
life would probably be something like the following : In
the earlier stages of man's development from the animal
state, or perhaps beginning at an earlier period in the
history of the race, long antedating the paleolithic, and
for innumerable generations thereafter, his dwelling was
in a climate and with surroundings where deadly ser-
pents abounded exceedingly and constituted his most for-
midable enemy as being most difficult to guard against.
The most prominent characteristic of the serpent habit is
that of lurking, lying in wait and eluding observation
until the victim unwittingly comes within reach. It is a
fact known to the writer from personal observation that
the rattlesnake possesses the power to so simulate in
colors the surrounding objects as to be invisible to the

eye of an observer at a short distance, and without ob-
struction to the view, and then suddenly to flash upon
the vision with startling distinctness.
This ever-present menace to the safety of the man-

animal, or animal-man, under aggravated conditions of
exposure with slight means of defense, requiring con-
stant vigilance as the price of immunity, and that but
partially effective, must have, with long persistence, left
the impress on his mental machinery, which we find still

present as an instinct, and bearing a close analogy to that
propensity so conspicuous in the horse, to shy away from
wayside objects that might have concealed his deadliest
foe, lying in wait to spring upon its defenseless prey.
The fear of man for harmless serpents, and the fear of

the horse toward innocent bushes thousands of years after
they have ceased to be legitimate objects of dread, cannot
be from the suggestion of a "sub-ego," nor from the
promptings of an "innate intelligence," but must be the
survivals of deeply implanted instincts, resulting from long
exposure to dangers that menaced racial existence. Col.
Alexander holds that each of his "sub-egos" is endowed
with just sufficient intelligence, "no more and no less." to
enable it to survive in the struggle for existence. But
what of the millions that failed to survive in that severe
struggle? Were they endowed with a little, less than
sufficient intelligence, and if so why were they so dis-
crirninated against? Col. Alexander says, "The strongest
instincts and passions, and those of most universal pos-
session and lifelong activity, seem to gain no increase of
strength in a thousand generations, while many very ob-
scure and subtle instincts, often entirely dormant through
many generations, still persist in unabated vigor."

It is not clear what bearing the above statement has
upon the questions at issue, but the first assumption in
the sentence may be challenged on the ground of a lack of
means of information by wliich to verify it. The process
of instinct formation must have been so exceedingly slow
that no duration of time coming within human observa-
tion would be sufficient to justify such a deduction.

In Mark Twain's "Innocents Abroad" he humorously
relates that he and his party took passage on a glacier
near the summit of Mont Blanc to ride down to the
valley below. After waiting an hour he inquired when the
glacier would start, and was informed that it moved at
the rate of eight inches a day. So they abandoned that
mode of conveyance. Birds and animals, if capable of
such a degree of ratiocination, would conclude that the
glacier did not progress. The application of this is

obvious.

As to the second statement quoted, it may be assumed
that the conditions that produced the dormant instincts
have long since ceased, and only upon the fitful recur-
rence of similar conditions are they again aroused, a kind
of atavism that may possibly account for the readiness
with which the red-shouldered hawks responded to un-
usual demands upon their procreative functions.

Blue Prints.

The "blue print" theory must assume not only a pre-
conception of ultimate types (for who can say when ulti-
mate types are to be reached?), but a blue print must
have been made of every momentary stage in the long
process of development of every organic form—a con-
ception that utterly beggars the powers of the human
mtellect to comprehend. Otherwise we must get back
to the yard master conception of lever pulling every in-
stant in the process, or the "mills of the gods" con-
stantly grinding out new "blue prints" with the rapidity
ot electro-photography. The "sub-ego" must have for
its guidance fresh patterns in endless variety, momentarily
supplied, for tlie multitudinous steps in the onward prog-
ress of evolution.

It is true that Col. Alexander hints at a sort of auton-
omy of the innumerable "sub-egoes" with which the
organs of plants and animals are supposed to be en-
dowed

; but they must either be supplied with "blue prints"
from a higher source or have blue print apparatus of their
own. This appears to me a narrower conception than
that embodied in the views I have endeavored to express
above—-that is. that all natural phenomena, even those
whose specific cause and character we cannot comprehend,
are under the control of well defined and unvarving law,
the source and authority of which we can never know
anything, however we may indulge in ingenious specula-
tions on these deep subjects; and the best we can hope to
do in relation thereto is for each individual who cares to
do so to frame for himself a "working hypothesis" which
best satisfies the demands of his own mind workings.

Since writing the foregoing, I have read Mr. Arthur
Erwin Brown's very interesting recital of experiments
with snakes upon monkeys, from which the instinctive fear
of snakes in monkeydom appears to be fully established.

Co.'\HOM-'V.

Albino Hawks.
Yuma, Ariz., March i.—Referring to the note of Mr.

Ruthven Deane, in Forest and Stream of Feb. 9, on
albinism in the red-tailed hawk (B. borealis), I have to
say that about ten years ago I had just such a bird. It had
been shot by a Mexican and slightly injured in the left
wing. It was an almost pure albino and a most mag-
nificent looking bird. I had it alive for several months,
and although I planned many times to kill it and make up
the .skin, I had not the heart to do so, and in the end I
lost it altogether. I foolishly allow^ed myself to be talked
out of it by a friend, by whom it was kept for nearly a
year. Eventually it escaped and was never again seen by
either of us. I spent much time and some money in
trying to again find it, for I much regretted the loss of
so beautiful a specimen. I hired a number of boys to
locate or kill it for me, and every man I saw with a gun
I told of my lost bird, but it seemed to have dropped
out of sight altogether. It had been taken on the Santa
Cruz, about twelve miles above Tucson. But for a
faint waving of red near the base of the tail and a few
flecks on the side just under the edge of the wing, the
bird was a pure white. Later I saw another in the foot-
hills of the Santa Gatalina Mountains, in the vicinity of
Tanque Verde, but it had a dirty yellowish appearance
and was very wild.^ Herbert Brown.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.

Wild Ducks Breeding in New York.
New Russia, N. Y., March 6.~Editor Forest and

Stream: I will briefly state what I have seen in regard
to the breeding of wild ducks in New York State at the
present time, and also twenty or more years ago.

Within the last ten years I have made it a practice to
visit Lake Champlain iii summer at least twice or more
times each month on fishing and boating excursions, and
also have been around certain streams and lakes of the
Adirondacks, my home being in the central part of Essex
county. In all this time I cannot recall the memory of
seeing a flock of young ducks in Lake Champlain or in
the Adirondacks, neither have I seen any nests. Before
this time the ducks bred plentifully in the Adirondacks
on almost every lake and small pond and on every stream
that had any still stretches of water having wooded or
bushy banks.

I have lately made some inquiries in regard to the
matter, and the answers have been about the same as the
above statement, although one man says that for the
last two years he has seen one or two broods of young
ducks on Lincoln Pond in Essex county. This pond is
mostly in the woods, and is associated with a great
marsh. I used to hunt ducks on this pond years ago.
Hundreds of ducks were there then. Now there is nothing
worth going for. I have visited and passed by the pond
many times in the past few years in the summer, but did
not see any ducks.
There is a trout stream near my home with a mill dam

on my farm which sets the water back and makes quite a
stretch of still water. Twenty years ago black and wood
ducks raised a brood or two every year. I have seen their
nests not fifty rods from my house. When trout fishing I
used to see young ducks in different places on this stream
(Boquet River), also on nearly every small pond or
lake throughout the North Woods.
To sum up, I would say that the use of a little cwn-

mon sense ought to settle the question of the evil of
spring shooting of ducks. The spring flight of ducks are
what IS left after the shooting of both North and South
throughout the preceding autumn and winter. They are
the only seed saved, or left, for tlie next year's crop.
These ducks come north in the spring for the purpose of
setting up housekeeping and raising a family. The prac-
tice of destroying them at this time is disastrous. This
ought to go without saying. For instance, what would
be the result of legalizing the catching of trout when
they first gathered on their spawning grounds, allowing
the public to destroy the only seed (for another crop)
that was left over from the last season's fishing? I cannot
but think that our Legislature has sense enough to settle
this question aright. Bainbridge Bishop.

Syracuse, N. Y., March S-—Editor Forest and Stream:
Seeing your request for information on the subject of
wild ducks breeding in this State, I offer the following:
Last summer while looking for some feathers suitable

for fly-tying, I found an English sparrow's nest in the
West Shore Railroad Station at Cazenovia, Madison coun-
ty, N. Y. On pulling it to pieces I found about twenty-
five or thirty feathers like the sample No, i inclosed.
These are very similar to the No. 2 breast feathers of a
mallard, only they are a trifle darker. The station is
situated about 100 yards from a large swamp and about
the same distance from Cazenovia Lake, which is about
four miles long and three-fourths of a mile wide. I do
not understand where ,the sparrows got these feathers
unless it was from a deserted nest. A wood duck is
known to have had a nest five years ago at the head of
the lake, about four miles from the station.

I believe in giving the ducks fair play, and hope the
law which you advocate will be passed. W. M. F.

[The feathers sent us by our Syracuse correspondent
are undoubtedly those of the male and female mallard,
but It would be difiicult for any one to say whether they
were from wild or domesticated birds. And even if from
wild birds, their presence would not be satisfactory evi-
dence of the breeding of the mallard near Syracuse, since
the feathers might have been shed by migrating birds on
the surface of the lake, blown ashore and later picked up
by the sparrows,]

The Gaming- of the Birds.

MiLHURST, N. J., March ^.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Saw a bluebird for the first time this year, Feb. 26;
on March 3, Sunday, saw a red-wing blackbird and two
robins for the first; also several bluebirds, and March 3
gathered several spathes of the swamp cabbage in a little
ravine having a southern exposure. I see by my journal
that I found a bunch of violets in bloom on Oct. 26 of
last year. This morning I have seen several red-wing
blackbirds, several bluebirds and quite a number of brown
hedge sparrows. A. L. Lyon.

Various explanations have been suggested for the fact
that most flat fish have the dorsal or upper surface col-
ored, and the ventral or lower surface white. It has
been said that the white ventral surface protects the fish,
for the surrounding water with the light shining through
it has about the same tint, and so an enemy floating
below and looking up could not distinguish him. Recent
interesting experiments to discover the influence of sun-
light on the color of flat fish are noted in the Revue
Scientifique. Having placed a few young fish in a glass
vessel, the experimenter covered the sides and top of the
vessel, placed it on a support, and beneath it so arranged
a mirror that the sunlight was reflected into the water
and illuminated the ventral faces of the fish, while the
dorsal faces were in darkness. The natural conditions
were thus reversed. The water was frequently changed
and the fish were well fed. At the same time similar fish
were placed m a glass vessel and exposed to the light in
the usual way. The result was that out of thirty fish
exposed to the sunlight from below, only three remained
like those in the ordinary glass vessel, and the others
developed greater or less quantities of pigment cells on
the ventral face. This indicates that light has an im-
portant influence on the color of animals, but it evidently
IS not the only influence to be considered, since some
animals whose habitat is dark have color.
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A Virginia Quail Hunt.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have enjoyed so many interesting letters on shooting

by your correspondents in nearly all parts of the United
States that I thought a short account of quail or par-

tridge shooting in this rather remote corner of southwest
Virginia might amuse some of your readers.

Quail give us our principal diversion, arid although
there are ruffed grouse (locally pheasants) and turkeys in

the woods^ .th^y ^^re few and far between, and nowhere
near us are they sufficiently numerous to insure a day's

sport. We have also the Lepus sylvaticus, commonly,'
though erroneousljf, called rabbits instead of hares; two
or three of these cottontails are generally bagged, espe-

cially in the early days of the season.

Our patron Saint Hubert has been good to this small

town, having brought together a brotherhood of true

sportsmen; and you know that this term implies gentle-

men in the best sense of the word. Our little band, about
six in number, are endowed with many lovable and ad-

mirable qualities, together with simple and refined tastes.

All like a nice horse, a good cigar and a quiet, sedate

game of whist, not extending later than 8 P. M. to ii.

But above all, they admire pointers and setters and guns
by first-class makers, and being constant readers of Forest
AND Stream they are well abreast of the times and up to

date in all matters relating to shooting and other gentle

sports. We use guns of the latest type. Our party are

divided as to the merits of pointers and setters. Having
been brought up with pointers, I have always preferred

this dog. Our rough country, however, would indicate

the setter as the dog for the work we have. Our ex-
perience is that the dog, whether pointer or setter, should
have plent}'- of white in his make up; this color assists

materially in locating the dog when ranging in stubble

with a heavy growth of ragweed.
Out sportsmen represent a variety of callings. One is

manager of a large manufacturing concern—an ardent
sportsman, naturalist and taxidermist; he also tells a

most excellent story; the children simply worship Grand-
pa W. Brother Billy, statesman and legislator, looks

after our game interests in Richmond ; no man' more thor-

oughly enjoys' a day's outing. H. and B. are lawyers;
both have served the commonwealth and are regarded
with much respect by the profession as well as by the

rest of the community; added to their many good qual-

ities, they each own a fine farm of several hundred acres

about three miles from town, and on these lands we do
much of our hunting. Next comes Frank, the bank presi-

dent, a good shot, with cultivated tastes for literature

and music, and a great love for nature; a most amiable
and accomplished companion. And last, but by no means
least, comes another Frank, our latest addition ; he also

owns a fine place about two miles beyond the farms I

have mentioned, and these lands, with two or three ad-
joining properties that we have leave to shoot over, afiford

ample territory for our sport.

The season for quail extends from Nov. i to Dec. 31

;

in the adjoining county to the west the season opens
Oct. IS and closes,*as with us, Dec. 31. We generally run
up to this western county and have a few days' sport
before our own season opens.

The fall of 1900 was extremely beautiful, and we had
many delightful days' sport. The beauty of the weather
was enhanced by the beauty of the scenery of the sur-

rounding country, the mountains having bold and fan-

tastic outlines, and all through November they exhibited

the most striking and gorgeous autumnal tints, often

sufifused with a blue haze that added an indescribable

charm to the prospect. The mornings and evenings were
somewhat cold, succeeded by a genial warmth during the
r-est of the day.
Toward the end of November I made an engagement

to go oiit with our bank president, and arranged to walk
down to his house at 8 next morning. Frank was anxious
to see two puppies in the field that I had amused myself
with during the summer and beginning of autumn, trying

my hand at training and bringing them up in the ways
they should follow—they are liver and white and rejoice

in the noble names of Rex and Duke. They are not by
any means "registered dogs," and one, Duke, is some-
what coarse in his lines and a little lighter about the

head and heavier at his stern than is quite desirable ; he
will never take a prize as a bench dog. His brother
Rex has much finer points, and doubtless throws back
to some noble ancestry. They both have fine, sound
constitutions, and have developed into large, handsome
dogs. On the day we went out they were seven months
old. Going down on the morning at the hour appointed, I

see the rig standing at the gate all ready to start. Jake,
with the light of battle in his eye—^all darkies love sport

—

was just putting a finishing touch to the harness, and
Frank soon appears, looking fit and smart in his khaki
shooting things, and quickly as possible the guns, am-
munition, lunch and puppies are put on board and we are

spinning' along the hard macadam road, through fields

white with hoar frost, the sharp air making our blood
circulate and ears tingle. As we have only six miles

to drive, and knowing the birds will not be out till the
sun has had time to warm things up and the hoar frost

disappears, we begin to drive more leisurely and exchange
a word or two and a little chaff with friends on their

way to town.
_
Our objective point is a long, narrow

stubble field lying between the railroad and the river that

winds through the valley a short distance from Frank
H.'s place. We are soon there, and giving Jake direc-

tions to drive on a mile further and wait for us, we equip
ourselves and strike across the railroad into the stubble,

now looking almost black with ragweed.
The puppies know very well what their duty is, and

begin ranging, with great zeal. After working through

the field without a sign of game, we come to the con-
clusion that we are too early, . and determine tp retrace
our step^s. and rejoin

'
Jake and gO' further on. As we

arriA^ed near the place we had entered the field the dogs
•suddenly came to a jpoint, and almost at the same instant
the birds flushed and darted into the woods fringing the
river. We each fired and scored two misses. The covey
liad crossed the river and our chances of another shot at

them were over till the afternoon. Not much elated by
oitr opening performance, we walk up the railroad and
taking a cross road, we soon come back to our wagon.
We proceed along the public road to a famous stubble
field on Brother H.'s land, which we reach after passing
through a narrow strip of woods. Jake is sent on with
instructions to wait for us "on the top of the hill about two
miles further on. Just after getting over the fence an
outlying solitary bird gets up on my side and goes off like

a little brown cannon ball, giving a beautiful quartering
shot. I cut him down at 40 yards and feel better for
the performance. Soon the puppies are trailing a hot
scent, "and after some good and careful Avork locate
their birds and come to a dead point. They seem trans-
fixed into marble. A fine large covey flushes, from which
we fire at two birds, each missing, 1 with my right, Frank
Avith the left. As they drop into thick woods close by, we
decide to leave them, hoping to find them on the same
feeding ground in the afternoon. On the further side
of the field "Rex came to a . sudden stop and was at once
backed by Duke. A large covey got up almost under our
feet, and Ave" managed to bring three to grass Avith four
empty shells in our guns.
We^ now descended into the little valley in the direction

the birds had taken. We soon came to the conclusion
that they had floAvn over to the woods and proceeded up
the valley, following a line of narrow- stubble fields. Get-
ting over the rail fence I nearly trod on a large covey.
We both fired and missed, remarking to each other that
out shooting the unlikely ahvays occurs. Our attention
Avas quickly draAvn to the dogs. They were evidently
either on the tracks of the birds we had just fired at or
had got in fresh game. Their zeal and perseverance soon
convinced us that it was another covey, and wo. had a
most beautiful illustration of roading and drawing. Rex,
with nose close to the ground, Avas Avorking on their
tracks, and Duke, with nose up, Avas carrying an air scent.

The birds ran about 250 yards and were located in a
clump of briers at the fence, where the dogs made a
beautiful point. Leaving Frank with the dogs, I hastily
crossed the fence; the birds refused to break cover, so
taking up a large stone I plumped it into the brush. The
eft'ect AA'as like taking the cover off a volcano. With a
great noisp and flutter the birds shot up into the air and
instantly dropped into the thick woods hard by. We
each got in a shot and picked up two birds. This was
the largest covey aa'c saAv during the day. From here we
Avqrked in toward the summit of the hill, having one or
two fields higher up that Ave Avished to look through. We
got two or three more birds, and at last came in view of
Jake and the trap. It Avas getting on toward i, and Ave

were admonished inwardly that lunch Avould be about the
right thing. We drove down to a clear, gushing cold
spring on the banks of the river, and spreading out the
good things Frank's wife had so thoughtfully provided, we
enjoyed a meal with an appetite that only shooters, fisher-

men and hunters and a few other honest men are per-
mitted to enjoy. I suppose all your readers haA'e not
tasted old Virginian ham. I can only say they have
lost something.
Our birds, when spread out, were not a great show;

hoAArever, Ave resolved we Avottld make up in the evening.
Nothing could exceed the delightful cigar after lunch.
The day Avas perfect. Rising abruptly and close to us
was a magnificent mountain; its sides, upon Avhich the
sun Avas shining, were a mass of scarlet and gold. The
day was an ideal one, and it had turned so warm that a

host of large yellow butterflies Avere skylarking over a
Avet place in the road. And so still Avas the atmosphere
that Ave could distinctly hear the voices of some children
half a mile away.

After an hour's rest we got to work again and had some
nice sport. The birds seemed more plentiful than in the
morning. We also shot better. Duke rather disgraced
himself by breaking his point on some running birds and
flushing thern before we got within shot. ToAvard even-
ing the dogs, after considerable Avork, located a covey in-

a circular depression in a stubble field. On our going
up a fine strong covey flushed, and Frink did Avhat I

had never seen before ; he killed three birds, one Avith his
right and two Avith his left. We noAV observed that the
sun was nearly down, and moreover we Avere tired, so it

being too dark, we rejoined Jake, took out our overcoats
and stOAA^ed aAvay our traps, remarking that our cartridge
bags were very much lighter than when we had started in

the morning. HoAvever, Ave had
,
some fine birds, and

lighting our cigars Avere soon spinning toAvard home,
where bright lights and dinner aAvaited us. L. C.

Maine Game Legislation.

Boston, March 9.—On the mild weather of a Aveek ago
some of the pickerel fishermen Avere out. C. H. Jones and
Henry Wilkins went up to Barratt's camp, on the Sud-
burj^ River, the other day. They took over a dozen,
though the size was rather small, the largest 20 inches.

Mr. Jones has made several trips the past season to the

same camp, Avith friends. On one trip a couple of weeks
ago tAvent5'-six pickerel was the score.

Probably the attempt to preA'cnt the carrying of guns
and rifles into Maine in the close season on game is

arrested for this session of the Legislature. The latest

reports from. Augusta sa.y that the Committee on Inland
Fisheries and Game has voted that it ought not to pass.

Reports suggest, that the bill Avas wanted only by the
OAvners of wild lands, who fear forest fires, but I am sure
that the measure had the support of some of the best
friends of game protection in the State. Doubtless the

influence of the resident hunter, added to that of the

hotel and camp proprietors, has killed the measure, and
sportsmen who niake August and September trips into

Maine, ostensibly for fishing and canoeing, will continue
to take their rifles along, just as much as their fishing

rods. The same committee is considering a law compelling
hunters to taLke out a $25 license to httnt.rmdose in that

State. I aslced a gentleman yesterday, who has hunted

moose seA'eral seasons in Maine, what he thought of such
a license laAV. He replied: "That Avill settle it with me.
Moose hunting is too uncertain in Maine any way. For
one or two seasons I have had it in mind to go to Canada
—New Britnswick or Nova Scotia—after moose, where
they are surely more plenty, but the license fee has
caused me to go to Maine again, each time without suc-

cess. I believe that a license fee of $25 for hunting
moose in Maine will drive about every non-resident hunter
to the Provinces instead of Maine. Then what moose
hunting there is left in that State Avill be left to the resi-

dent hunters, who are already getting to be too thick for

the outsider."

The general hunter's license for non-residents of Maine
has been killed again by the Committee on Fisheries and
Game. This measure Avas referred from the last Legis-
lature. The resolve appropriating $3 000 for scientific

investigation of the best methods of propagating fish has
been killed by the same committee. Leave to withdraw
has been reported by the same committee on the petition

of the marketmen of the State, that they be permitted to

sell game legally killed in the open season, by taking out
a license. The repeal of the September deer shooting
license law has not yet been decided, btit I learn that there
has been a revulsion of feeling and that the lumber land-

oAvners Avho want this laAV repealed do not stand in as

good favor as early in the. session. Special.

A Market Gunner^s Views.
CuREiTUCK County, N. C, Jan. 20.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: The day's shooting was over and Ave had picked

up and were on our way home The wind was fair, though
light, and three-quarters of an hour at most would see tis

at the house. I was sitting on the midships thwart of the

skiff, leaning back over the centerboard trunk, and
George, the boatman, Avas managing tiller and sheet, Avhile

the dog—just now receiving his. first lessons in the art of

retrieving wildfowl—lay at his feet.

The day's flight had been poor. Not but that we
would have had a good many more birds if I had shot

Avell, but at best a dozen or fifteen would have been the

Avhole bag, and often hours Avent by Avithout our seeing a

bird, let alone getting a shot at one. Naturally, then, we
fell to talking over the increasing scarcity of the ducks
and the causes. "It is not strange," I said, "that they are

scarce. The other day I came doAvn the sound, and it

seemed to me that every half-mile I saw a battery, and
where there wasn't a battery there was a bush blind, and
Avhere there Avas neither battery nor bush blind there was
a' sloop or a skiflf sailing up the birds to make them fly to

some gunner."
"That's right," said George. "It's the sailing that does

it. Ducks ain't fools, and if people keep chasing 'em
up all the time, the ducks are bound to get tired of it and
to go aAvay so far that the boats can't folloAv 'em. That's
the Avay we've drove all the ducks out of this part of the

sound, and 'most everybody's followed 'em down twelve
or fifteen miles below; where they Avas when I last heard
of them. People about here are getting orito this battery

shooting racket, and there's getting to be right smart of a

feeling against it. I Avish they'd stop it, but above all

stop sailing. Up in Back Bay, you know, north of the

line betAveen Virginia and North Carolina, they have a

law against sailing, just as we have herej only they en-

force it there and Ave don't enforce it here. There, a man
can take out his battery, put it overboard, rig it, and sail

back to the marsh or some nearby land. He can't put
sail on his sloop again until he is ready to take up his

battery, and if he does put sail on, he's got to take up. Up
there the canvas Weigh a pound to a pound and a half

more than they do doAvn here, and so they bring a better

price. We chase the fat of? ours down here. We never
did enforce the laAV against sailing in this county, but it's

got worse in the last few years, since people got crazy
about boobies, ye know—ruddy ducks. In old times there

Avere Avorlds of boobies, and they were no good on earth.

Nobody'd eat 'em or buy 'em, or shoot 'era. But after

the people got to Avanting them and paying for them, men
and small boys took to sailing them and ringing them, and
it's just got to be the fashion down here to chase the ducks
all the time. Why, them boobies brings $1.25 a pair now

—

half as much as canvas and nearly as much as redheads."
"Well," said I, "Avhat prospect i.s, there of anything

better? The sailing may correct itself in part by per-

manently driving the ducks away, but I do not see hoAV
that is likely to benefit you."

"They're pretty near driven away now," replied George.
"If I had my Avay," he went' one, "I'd fix it, I think, so
that the shooting Avouldn't be harmed so much, and so

that an honest man Avould have a chance to make a living.

Now you know I gun in winter, and I want to make
Avhat I can at it. At the same time, I don't Avant to kill

every liA'ing duck there is in the sound. I want some
left for next season. I ain't got much education and
mayhc 1 can't express mj'self very well, but I know what
I Avant.

"There's lots of men that guns for profit that don't

seem to look after their own interests. But if I had my
way, I Avould limit the decoys that a man could OAvn. ' He
could own fifty if he Avas a bush Talinder or a point shooter

—that's a great plenty. On these he'd have to pay $10
before he put them out the first of the season. A batterj'

man could have 150, instead of from 300 to 400 as they

have now, and on these he Avould have to pay $25. The
law against sailing Avotild be put in force. If all this Avere

done, it Avould pttt an end to this harrying of the ducks.

They would stay here and every responsible person would
have a chance at them."
"NoAV these taxes all going to the county would run-

up into hundreds of dollars, and Avould be enough to hire

three or four men during the season to patrol the sound
and see that the law was enforced. The men Avould have
to be deputy sheriffs or marshals—regular laAv officers Avho

had the poAver to arrest people Avho Avere doing things

that were against the laAV, and to call on citizens to help

them to make arrests or to give evidence. If they got
the right kind of men for the work it Avould take only a
short time to make people understand that the laAv meant
scrmething. The sailing and chasing foAvl about Avould,

stop, and when the ducks got here they Avould stay all

Aviiater instead of just stopping here and then
,
being

chased off to some other place Avhere. we Avho need them
can't get at them. . . _
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"I ain't sure but the best way would be for us to make a
county matter of it altogether, not to go to the State

Legislature at all, but just to make our county commis-
sioners order an election held about this here and let us
who are interested decide it for ourselves. If we did

that, 1 believe the law could not be changed until we
ourselves had voted 'on it again.

"The people who live in this county most all make
their livings by farming in summer and gunning in win-
ter, when the ducks are here, and we are the ones who
want plenty of ducks, for they are a good share of our
living. As it is now, the}' come and are chased away, and
we don't get a half a chance at them. Men go out to sail

ducks, and if they don't find ducks they sail geese, and
after they have driven the geese away they sail boobies and
blue peters. They don't make any money, themselves, and
they won't let no one else make any. It's all wrong, I

tell ye, and somehow, some time before long, it's got to be
stopped."

I give these remarks for what they are worth, as the
opinions of a professional gunner whose living during the
winter months is earned in this way. He belongs to a

class whose interest it is to have the duck crop each j'car

as large as possible.

I should say for the benefit of those ignorant of the
Ipcalitj'. that in this county the season. for wildfowd ex-
tends from Nov. lo to March 31. Shooting is permitted
on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday of each week.

M. M.

American Wildfowl and How
Take Them*—XXVL

to

^ . BY GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL.

[CoKiinued /rani page 186.]

Fish Ducks.

Sub-family Merginm.

The mergansers, or. as they are often called, the fish-

ing ducks, may be distinguished from all others of the
Anatidce by their narrow and round (not flattened) bills,

always provided with sharp, backward-directed, tooth-
like lamelke. Except for their bills, they are like the sea
ducks. They are birds of handsome plumage, always
provided with a crest, which in the male may be enor-
mously enlarged and very striking, as in the hooded
merganser, or merely puffy, with brilliant iridescent hues,
as in the goosander. The mergansers feed almost alto-
gether on

,
small fish, which tliey capture by diving, and

as a consequence their flesh is not at all desirable. -All

our species are widely distributed over North America.

American Merganser.

Merganser americanus (Cass.).

The adult has the head and upper neck greenish black,
with brilliant metallic reflections, the head being puffy
and the feathers slightb' longest on the back of the head.
The back is black, fading to ashy gray on the rump and
upper tail coverts. The primaries and secondaries are
black, but the rest of the wing is chiefly white, crossed
by a black bar. The under parts are white, tinged with
salmon color, rosy or pinkish, which does not last long
after death. In old skins, the breast feathers often be"
coriie barred with ashy. The tail is ashy gray,- with
bill, eyes and feet bright red. Length about 26 inches.
In the female the head and neck are reddish brown,

and there is a long crest on the back of the head, much
more marked than in the male. The chin and throat
are white, the upper parts gray.« Abdut' one-half of each
secondary feather is white, forming a speculum on the
wing. The primaries are black, the flanks and tail gray.
The lower parts are pinkish salmon color in life, fading
to white. "The bill and feet are red.

Valueless as food, the great merganser is certainly one
of our most beautiful and graceful birds. It is. a close
relative to the goosander of Europe, and was long con-

AMERICAN MERGANSER.

sSdered to be the same bird. The- differences on which
they are separated are; very slight. The merganser is a
resident of the extreme North in summer. It is found in

-\laska, though apparently not very common there; and
in fact it does not seem to be a very common bird any-
where, both the other species exceeding it in numbers.
It is one of our most hardy birds, and one of the last to

go South in autumn; and indeed it will remain about air

holes in the rivers, where it can fish, long after most other
ducks have taken their departure for the South.

It is well established that goosander breeds in the
hollows of trees, wherever trees are accessible, though
some observ'erss who have reported nests of this species
from, the far l^Torth, beyond where timber grows, state

that it builds its nest upon the ground in the ordinary
manner of many of the salt-water ducks.

Definite information as to the breeding habits of this

merganser were first given by Mr. Geo. A. Boardman,
,of Calais, Me., to whom ornithology owes so much. In
F9REST AND Stream he says:
" "Many years ago I was up at Grand Lake Stream
salmon fishing, when I saw a large duck fly into a hole
jbigh up jn 3 l.arge birch tree. The log drivers sai^ \%

was a sheldrake, and had nested there many, years. I

was anxious to see what kind of a merganser it was.
vVfter the log drivers' day's work was done one . of them
b}^ driving spikes managed to get up. The old bird flew
out, and he brought down one egg, and said there were
seven more. I then got the man to arrange a noose over
the hole, and the next morning we had the old bird
hung by the neck, and the eight eggs wei^e new to

science. The log drivers said they had seen the old bird
bring down the young in her bilk to the water. Several
years Utter Mr. John Krider, of Philadelphia, went with
me to the same tree and collected eggs. He was a well-
known collector. Mr. Audubon was mistaken in his

account of the nesting of this merganser, since he de-

scribes it as nesting on the ground among rushes, in

the manner of the senator, having a large nest raised

seven or eight inches above the surface."

Often, while,traveling along streams in uninhabited
parts of the country, one may come upon a mother mer-
ganser and her brood of tiny young and may drive them
before him for miles along the stream, the birds keeping
well out of his way, and tbe mother watching over them
with the tenderest care. It is a curious sight to see these
tiny creatures run, as it seems, over the surface of

the water, at the same time flapping their tiny featherless

wing, but making extraordinary progress the while.

The goosander, like others of its kind, feeds almost
exclusively on fish. It is said that' in the autumn its flesh

is not noticeably bad, but that in spring it is exceedingly
rank and oily.

Red-Breasted Merganser^ Sheldrake.

Merganser serrator (.Linn.).

The adult male has the head greenish black, with some
metallic reflections of violet and purple. The crest is a

ragged one, chiefly on the back of the head; the feathers

are irregular, but few of them being long. There is a

well-marked white collar around the upper neck beloAV

the black. The lower neck and breast are pale pinkish
brown, streaked with black from above downward. The
back and inner scapulars are black; the lower back and
rump grayish, waved with black and white; the tail, gray-
ish brown. The wing is chiefly white; crossed by two
black bars. The primaries are brownish black,- and the

outer webs of the inner secondaries edged ^ith the^same
color. On the side of the breast, in front of Hhe bend in

RED-BREASTED MERGAN,SER.

the wing, is a patch of white feathers, : margined with
black. The sides are barred with black, and' white, and
the rest' of the under parts white. The bill, eyes and
feet are bright red. Length about 22 inches. In this
species the nostrils are situated near to the base of the
bill, whereas in the goosander they are nearly half way
between the base and tip of the bill. This will enable the
observer to distinguish between the two species.
The adult female has the top of the head and crest

reddish brown; the sides of head and neck somewhat
paler, fading to white on the throat. The upper parts
are dark ashy gray; the sides almost the same, but some-
what paler. There is a wdiite patch on the wing, divided
by a black bar. The under parts are white, often with a
pinkish or salmon tinge in both seXes, but this is by no
means always present. The bill, legs and feet are like

those in the male, but perhaps a little duller.

Like the goosander, this species belongs to the North-
ern Hemisphere at large, and is found in Europe, China.
Japan and other islands of the Pacific. Mr. Shepherd
found it breeding in Iceland, in company with Barrow's
golden-eye, and Old World observers generally have
reported it as abundant in the North.' It occurs regu-
larly as a resident in Greenland, and of course in North
America is quite a common species. It has been reported
in summer from Alaska, and from Maine, and breeds
in both sections. Mr. MacFarlane found it also breeding
on the Anderson River, in the far North. The nest is

reported to be closely similar to that of the black duck,

and the parent often lines it with down plucked from her
breast.

Like the preceding species, the red-breasted merganser
is a tough and hardy bird, well fitted to endure our
Northern winters, and not proceeding s^'dthward so long'

as there are any open waters in which il can gaih a live-

lihood. It spends much of its time on the salt wat^;r and
associates more or less with the winter sea ducks of the

New England coast, but more perhaps with the whistlers

than with any others.

The red-breasted merganser feeds altogether on fish,

and for this reason has no value whatever as a table bird.

Dr. D. G. Elliot, in his excellent work on "North
American Wildfowl," gives a graphic description of their

fishing which is well worth reproducing. He says:

"When engaged in fishing, by their rapid diving and
maneuvering beneath the w^aters they cause the srriall

fish—if the schools are of any size—to become widely

scattered, and many rise close to, the surface. The gulls

take advantage of such opportunities and pounce upon
their luckless finny prey from above, and then, with

ducks diving into the depths and gulls plunging from
above, the scene is a very lively one. I remember on one

occasion watching a number of this merganser engaged

in fishing in a cove, when their movements attracted to

thern a i^rge flock of Bonapa'-te's gull (Larus philor

delphia), which hovered over the ducks for a moment and
then began to plunge head foremost into the water, one
after another, in rapid succession, emerging, frequently
with a small fish in the bill. The mergansers paid no
attention to their fellow fishermen, although at times a
plunging gull would come perilously near one of the
saw-billed gentry as he rose from the depths; and what
with the rising and disappearing mergansers and the air

above them filled with the forms of the darting gulls, ex-
ecuting all manner of swift and graceful evolutions, the
scene was very spirited and full of animation."
The red-breasted merganser is swift of wing, and, as

plight be imagined, an expert diver. It frequently comes
in very gently to decoys, dashing along at great speed,
until it reaches the point where it wishes to alight, and
then, without checking its flight, throwing itself breast
down upon the water and sliding over it for some dis-
tance. After alighting, it looks about for a moment,
alternately raising and depressing its crest, and if it sees
nothing to alarm it, goes to work fishing. There is no
reason for shooting it, as it is worthless for food. Among
the common names applied to this bird in different sec-
tions' of the country are sheldrake, saw-bill, fisherman,
pied sheldrake, shelduck and big saw-bill.

Hooded Merganser.

Lophodytes cucullatus (Linn.).

Adult , male has the head, neck, back and scapulars
black. The very long full crest is pure white, mar-
gined Avith black. The wing coverts arc gray, fading to

ash color behind, and the greater coverts are black at the
base and tipped with white, showing a distinct black and
white band across the wing. The secondaries are white,
the basal portion black, which gives the effect of two
wide white wing bars, bordered in front by two narrow
black wing bars. In front of the wing on the side of the

breast are two black and two white bars, crescent-
shaped. The sides and flanks are rusty brown or tawny,
growing darker toward the tail, and crossed by fine black
lines. The under parts generally are white; the under
tail coverts streaked with dusky. The bill is black, eye
bright yellow and the feet yellowish. Length about 18

inclies.

Jn the female the head and crest are reddish brown
and the upper parts are grayish brown. The chin and
throat are white; the flanks grayish brown. There is a

patch on the wing, white, crossed by a black bar, and the

under parts generally are white. The bill is yellowish,

darkening to brown on the margin and on the nail.

The hooded merganser is one of the most striking of

our North American ducks. It is exclusively a North
American species, and occurs in Europe only as a strag-

gler. Throughout the whole of North America, how-
ever, it is generally distributed, and seems to be no less

abundant, for example, in Nebraska than it is on the

Atlantic or: Pacific coasts.

The hooded merganser breeds over much of the

country in suitable localities. Mr. Boardman has found
it breeding abundantly in Maine, where its nests were
always found in the hollows of trees, the cavity being
usually lined with grass, leaves and down. He has re-

lated the following curious incident in regard to the

breeding of this bird:

"On one of my collecting trips my attention was called

by the log drivers to a singular contest between two
ducks—it proved to be a female wood duck and a female

hooded merganser—for the possession of a hollow tree.

Two birds had been observed for several days contestnig

for the nest, neither permitting the other to remain in

peaceful occupancy. The nest was found to contain eight-

een fresh eggs, of which one-third belonged to the mer-
ganser, and as the nest was lined with the down of the

merganser it appeared probable this bird was the right-

ful owner of the premises."
Audubon states that the hooded merganser bred

ill Kentucky, Ohio and Indiana; and Dr. Bachman be-

lieved- that it bred in South Carolina, It certainly

breeds, in Florida. During its migrations, the hairy-

HOODED MERGANSER.

head) as.dit, is often calledy is common in New Englaiid',

.

and generally all along the coast, at least as far as South'
Carolina. In the marshes of Currituck Sound I have
seen- them in great numbers, sometimes in flocks of over
one hundred individuals.

The hooded merganser is a bird of exceedingly swift
flight, and at a little distance may often be taken for

a canvasback or blackhead as it flies swiftly toward one.
Ic is an unsuspicious bird, coming up readily to decoys*
striking the water with a swift rush, and for a few mo-
ments after alighting, swimming about alertly, as if to
observe its surroundings. Usually it flies with great
directness, and is not easily frightened into changing
its course. The hooded merganser is an extremely ex-
pert swimmer and diver, and it is a beautiful sight to
watch a small body of them, as one sometimes may,
when they are feeding without knowledge of the presence
of an enemy. At such times the startling plumage of the
male is seen to very great advantage, and one is greatly
attracted by the beauty of his plumage and the grace of
his motions.
This bird rejoices in a varied of names, of which

water-pheasant, hairy-crown, hairy^head, saw-bill diver.

I
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little saw-bill, swamp sheldrake, spike-bill and cock-
robin are the most familiar.

Note.

The smew (Mergus albellus) was reported by Audubon
to have been taken in Louisiana, near New Orleans, in

1817. The bird was a female. Since that date no speci-

mens have been reported as taken within the United
States. If the bird ever occurs on this continent it is

only an accidental straggler. It is perhaps more likely

that in the case of the specimen taken by Audubon there
was some mistake of identification. However, the de-
scription is given here, taken from Dr. Elliot's "Wild
Fowl": "Adult male: General plumage white. A large

patch at base of the bill, including the lores and eyes,

lower portion of nuchal crest, middle of back and two
crescentic narrow lines on side of breast, outer edge of

scapulars and rump jet black. Upper tail coverts gray,

edges lighter. Middle wing coverts white, greater coverts

and secondaries black, tipped with white. Primaries
blackish brown. Tail dark gray. Sides and flanks un-
dulated with fine black lines on a gray ground. Bill

bluish, nail lighter. Iris bluish white. Legs and feet

bluish lead color; webs darker. Total length about 16^
inches; wing 76-10; culmen tarsus i^.
"Adult female: Head and nape chestnut brown, lores

and cheeks brownish black. Throat and sides of neck
white. Upper parts brownish gray, darkest on the

rump; some feathers on back, tipped with ashy gray.

Sides and flanks brownish gray. Under parts white. Tail

brown gray."

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Threatening ladiaaa Law.

Chicago, 111.
—

^There is a large threat against Chicago
sportsmen, and against reasonable game protection, in a

certain Indiana game bill, which bids fair to become a

law at this session of the Indiana Legislature. This is

the! Layman bill, Senate Bill No. 73. It has passed the

Senate and has been referred to the committee in the

House, and has passed that committee. The Indiana

Legislature adjourns a week from to-day, so there is a

very good chance that the bill may go up on the statute

books. A few of its startling measures may be men-
tioned:

It opens the chicken season Oct. i, and closes it

Nov. 10, and it carries the apparently contradictory

clause that no dog may be used on chickens from Oct. i

to Nov. 10. It brings forward the wise limitation of the

daily bag to 24 quail or 24 ducks daily. It also wisely

prohibits altogether the sale of quail. It opens the

duck season Oct. i, and closes it April 15. It proposes

no restriction whatever on snipe shooting.

So far as the above clauses are concerned it might be

tolerable, but this is but a part. No man may go upon
another man's farm with gun and dog without the con-

sent of the owner. Yet he may go upon any swamp land

without asking the consent of the owner. Hence it may
be seen that a Chicago man cannot hunt on a farm with-

out permission, yet the farmer may hunt upon the Chicago

man's duck preserve without any hindrance. This clause,

abolishing the common law of trespass, will perhaps

eventually knock out the law.

A $25 shooting Ucense is to be required of non-resi-

dents, though none of residents, and every hunter must

have his license on his person. A railroad company
carrying game out of the State can be fined $50 to $200.

No shooter can go out with his gun on Sunday. Lastly,

there are stiff fines and imprisonments provided for each

violation of the law, and on top of this fine, and assessable

upon the defendant, there is to be an additional fine, or

blood money, of $20 for each conviction, which $20 goes

to the State Game and Fi.sh Commission. Thus it may
be seen that Indiana also has caught the idea of "raising

a fund for game protection." Indiana will at least raise

a disturbance, if she does not raise a fund. with this law.

An emergency clause is attached to this bill, so the

law will go into effect in ten days, if It be passed.

Hearing of this sweeping measure and seeing its

evident animus, a number of sportsmen have altered

their plans in regard to Indiana game clubs. Several

members of the Tolleston club have given up their mem-
bership. Should the law actually be passed and enforced

it would make game abundant in Indiana. No one

dreams that it would be enforced against the local men.

It would porbably be enforced to some extent against the

city shooters who visit Indiana.

Chicago, 111., March 9—A telegram from the Secretary

of State of Indiana, bearing date of March 7, reads:

"Game bill has passed and now in the hands of Governor."

At this date the bill still remains in the hands of the

Governor of Indiana, though little doubt exists that it will

become a law. This law 'more nearly affects the shooters

of Chicago than any game law which has ever been passed

by any State adjoining Illinois. The test of these things

is the popular interest which they create, and every shooter

in Chicago is discussing this Indiana measure. It 'will

exact a $25 license from every member of the Tolleston,

Calumet Heights, Maksawba, English Lake, Cumberland,

Nickel Plate, Pittsburg, Lake George and many other

minor shooting clubs, whose membership is made up

mostly of non-residents. It will ask the same sum from

every one of the 300 or 400 Chicago shooters who each

week during the shooting season throng down to such

points as Shelby and Water Valley. There is going to

be trouble over this law just as sure as the^ world. It

may stick and it may not. None the less it will advertise

the question of game protection in a country where there

has been little enough protection. Some features of the

law are good.
The bill makes the close seasons as follows: Quatl,

ruffed grouse, prairie chickens, pinnated grouse, Jan. I to

Nov. 10. Squirrel, Jan. i to June i and Oct. i to Nov. 10.

Wildfowl, April IS to Sept. i and Oct. i to Nov. 10.

Dove, Jan. i to Jan. i and Oct. i to Nov. 10. Deer, wild

turkeys, pheasants, protected entirely. Squirrels and wild-

fowl may be killed from Oct. i to Nov. 10 by permit from

the Game Commissioner. Hunting on inclosed land with-

out written permission of owner forbidden, under penalty

of $10 to $35. Export of game is forbidden, except that

T|on-rf:sid.ent licensees may carry with then] tyv^ntj-foV^lf

birds. Lawful number of quail in a day is twenty-four.
Sale of quail is forbidden. The non-resident license:

sections read:
Sec. 13. It shall be unlawful for any person who is a non-

resident of the State of Indiana to hunt, anywhere within the State
of Indiana, any of the wild animals, fowls or birds that are pro-
tected during any part of the year without procuring a license to
do so, and then only during the respective periods of the year when
it shall be lawful to do so. Said license shall be procured in the
following manner, to wit: The applicant shall fill out a blank
application, to be furnished by the clerk of the Circuit Court of
any county of the State, stating the name, age, occupation and
place of residence of the applicant, which application shall be sworn
to before some person authorized to administer oaths in the State
of Indiana or the State in which the applicant resides. Upon the
presentation of such application to the clerk of the Circuit Court
of any county in the State, such clerk shall issue to applicant a
license to hunt anywhere in the State of Indiana. Such license
shall be good for one ,year. Before the issuance of any such
license the applicant shall pay to such clerk the sum of twenty-
five dollars and fifty cents, twenty-five dollars of which shall be
paid to the Treasurer of State as a part of the fish and game pro-
tective fund, as hereinafter provided, and fifty cents of which shall
be reserved by said clerk and disposed of as other fees of his office

are disposed of. Any licensee under the provisions of this section
hereby authorized to take from the State of Indiana twenty-four
game birds of all kinds, killed by himself, which shall be carried
openly for inspection, together with his or her license.

Sec. 14. No person to whom a license is issued imder the pro-
visions of the preceding section shall be entitled to hunt, pursue
or kill game in this State without at the time of such hunting,
pursuing or killing of game he has in his possession his license

ready to exhibit the same to the Commissioner of Fisheries and
Game or any of his deputies.

Chicago, March 11.—Governor Mount, of Indiana, has

vetoed the new game bill as too arbitrary and sweeping in

nature.

North Dakota Game Law.

The House of the North Dakota Legislature has passed
the bill prohibiting the sale of game—yet another West-
ern State to swing in line. North Dakota will probably

pass a wolf bounty law.

Still another new thing for the sportsman is a paper

fiber goose decoy. I saw it at Von Lengerke & An-
toine's to-day for the first time, and the thing commends
itself singularly to the goose hunter condemned to long

voyages across country. In brief, this false goose is

stamped out of a sheet of properly colored paper fiber.

the Blackfoot country to kill a bear this spring, and he
has sent out to his guide, J. W. Schultz, four bear traps.

Log Cabins and How to Build Them.

The log cabin reception room, which was one of the
features at the show just closing here in Chicago, at-

tracted considerable attention among sportsmen. Mr.
George Schreiber, the executive artist at the show, and
his able lieutenant, Charlie Norris, have taken orders for

six of these cabins, to be put up in and around Chicago
for sportsmen. Charlie Norris, by the way, was in charge
of the timber operations which had so mtich to do with
the success of the decoration scheme at the show. He
got the pine here in time—nineteen car loads of it—and
but for his ability as a hustler the decorations would
have been up in the air. Charlie Burton, who had
charge of the transportation facilities, was also mighty
useful in getting these goods on the floor in time.

Interesting Things at the Show.

The trade features at the Sportsmen's Show in Chicago
were, as earlier stated, made subordinate to the general
scheme. The big ammunition houses did not put in

booths, but were represented only by distributers. The
Peters Cartridge Company, among others, made a good
showing at the booth of their agents, Hibbard, Spencer,
Bartlett & Co., and deserve great credit for the pains
taken in the selection and arrangement of the goods.
Had the show continued a week longer the Peters target
gallery would have made a hit, as its attendance increased
daily. The arrangement furnished for this essential part
of the Sportsmen's Show were the best obtainable, though
not .so good as might be desired.

Toboggans and Saowshoes.

The New Brunswick cabin proved to be a very winning
feature. A toboggan which they showed is the result of the
genius and of the years of hard .study of Henry Braith-
waite, and it surely would seem hard to improve upon
it. The old flatbottom board is, of course, done away
with, that being impractical, as I have myself discovered

THE INDIAN CAMP AT THE CHICAGO SHOW.

and is bent on a curve and fastened across the lower
edge with a tin clip. The wooden neck and head are

fastened by a simple clip at the front end of this curved
body, which now presents the appearance not of a profile,

but of the full body of the bird. Legs can be made of

two clips of iron, which run up inside the hollow. The
wind passes freely through the interior of the bird, so

that it has no wobble. It has been tried by Western
shooters, and works perfectly as a decoy. Now if you
wish to pack your decoys, free the bottom clip, take off

the head and neck, and pile the paper bodies out flat, one

on top of the other. A dozen geese will not weigh a

dozen pounds complete, and the problem of transporta-

tion is solved at once. The only thing lacking in these

days of abundant devices for taking game is a little more
game to be taken.

Sheep and Elk.

Last night I met at the Sportsmen's Show my old

friend Jones, of Sandwich. 111. He ought to be hired as a

before-and-after sign betokening the virtues of sporting

journalism. Six months ago he was a wreck. Forest

AND Stream sent him out into the mountains, and to-day

he is fat and talks bass. Mr. Jones tells me, by the way,

that the elk- in the Jackson's Hole country seem to him

in danger of extinction, not so much from hunters as

from sheep. The sheepmen are threatening to invade the

winter range of the elk below the Park, and if they once

get in there it is good-by elk. The local men are trying

to keep out the sheep herders, but the result is still to

be determined.

Game Laws in New Brtmswicfc.

Arthur Pringle, of the New Brunswick guides ,
here at

the show, tells me that the. New Brunswick. Guides' As-

sociation has petitioned the Government to pass a law

prohibiting night shooting of moose. .
This ctits off the

popular form of night calling^ for moose, but in the opinion

of the guides it is a necessity. They are going to have

game in New Brunswick after we have killed all of ours

in the United States.

Needs a Bear.

Mr, pr^n ScQtteiJ, Qf Detroit; Mi^h,, js gQipg p^t mt<4

long ago, in spite of the sporting pictures which show
a sno.>vshoerj'aantily dragging behind him a moose on
a toboggam- .Braithwaite's toboggan has thin wooden
shoes about four inches wide, set about fifteen inches
apart. ' The sideboards of the runners are made out of

the .ro.ot end of the tree and retain the natural curve.
The runners xise aboVe in a long graceftd curve about
twenty inches from the foot of the sled to the top of the

curve. Their ends are lashed back to the frarae_ of the
sledge, which is made with light standards and cross bars,

all firmly lashed together. This sledge is not rigid, but
wiir twist; and give, though it cannot break. The curve
of thelruhners carries it clear of any little obstacle, and
big /'Adarn Moore proved to me last night that this

toboggan would go over anything that a man could step

over. Getting into the shafts, he stepped clear across the

table and the railing of the exhibit out into the aisle.

The toboggan rose by the leverage of the shafts, mounted
the table and was steadied down across the railing by
the same means of the shafts. This is the secret of the

tractability of the sledge. It is all in the shafts. From
the sides of the vertical runners, a little way back from,,

the front of the sledge, projects a loop of hide. Now
you have two long slender poles about as thick as the
little end of a broomstick, one going on each side of the

sledge. The ends of these poles are thrust through the

loops from behind, the hide engaging in a groove cut

around the lower end of the shaft. Now you throw the

shafts forward, and assume the position of the horse

between these shafts. A couple of feet from the front

end of the shafts is a ring of hide, fastened tightly. Be-

hind this ring you fasten the end of your neck strap.

You pass this neck strap back of your neck and out under

the arms, and you are hitched up. In front of you pro-

jects a couple "of feet of shaft, by means of which yo.u

rest your hands and guide your sledge. Now the wonder-
ful parts of these shafts is that they do away entirely

with all the side wabble, which makes a toboggan hard

to pull. The lower ends of the shafts press tightly enough
against the sides of the runners to be perfectly rigid so

far as side motion is concerned. The pulling on the neck

strsip binds the shafts against the side of the runners.

T|^f tobp^gat) is just w|4e snoygli <^(?m ^lo"^ ^
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snowshoe trail, and all these guides say you can walk
all day and never need to think of your toboggan. They
mention 100 pounds as being about the proper load, and
say that those people who can pull 200 pounds easily

dan't grow in their parts of the woods. This sledge is a

beauty,' and is one of the most ingenious specimens of

resourcefulness in the woods that was ever seen at any
show.

I had a good talk also with Arthur Pringle, the famous
snowshoe maker. I told hirri that when he sent me my
pair of snowshoes he left of¥ the straps. "They must
have got lost in the custom house," said he, "for I sent

them on the shoes, and had them tied just the way we all

tie our shoes up there." He took down a pair of shpes

and showed me the tie, and it is one of the prettiest

things I ever saw, and the only regret is that one cannot
describe it anj^ more than he can describe the diarnond

hitch, or shew it any better even in a picture. Briefly,

there is a permanent toe strap made out of moose hide.

Now take your thong, also of moose hide, double it. and
pass the free ends through the corner hole on each side.

The loop of the strap is now back on the body of the

shoe, and the ends hang down; below the shoe. Now
bring the ends up through the shoe, over the first bar

braces on each side of the toe hole. Cross the thongs.

Pass the left hand end under the toe strap and bring it

back. Pass the right hand end under the other strap and
over the toe strap. Now pull both ends free and straighten

them out back on the snowshoe. Now throw each end
forward, and take a half hitch over the crossed thong at

the front of the foot. Bring both the free ends back again

until they join the original loop of the thong, which you
left lying on the shoe. Tie them of the same length as

that loop. Now you have a double strap running back
behind the heel. You do not change this strap at all, but

kick your foot into it, or out it, when you are using the

shoe. You can tighten your straps by rolling them at the

heel.. Now the wonderful and indescribable part of this

tie is that on the toe of your foot you have something
which looks as though you had started to braid some
meshes with moose hide. You have not a single, thin,

biting strap, but a pad of braided
^
straps. Your foot

cannot slip sideways in the shoe, friction is reduced to

a minimum, and that great desideratum, firmness com-
bined with flexibility is attained. This snowshoe tie is

the ancient device of the Millicete Indians. The Micmac
tribe follow this same tie, except that after making the

half hitch or turn of the strap they do not bring it back

and tie it behind the heel, but pass the free ends through

a slit in the side strap, and confine it by a peg tied cross-

wise of the slit. They thus have only one heel strap

instead of two. There are all kinds of snowshoe ties, but

the fittest survive. There is every likelihood that this

ancient tie of the snowshoe Indians, which has come
down for so many generations, is the best, simply be-

cause it remains unchanged. Not even Henry Braith-

waite has been able to improve upon it, and everybody

from Mr. Armstrong and Harry Allen to Mr. Chestnut

says that that settles it.

Wadiog Boots and Casting Lines.

Mr. Norman Fletcher, of Louisville, Ky., wants some
information about fly-fishing outfits, which I am sure some
reader of the Forest and Stream .will be good enough to

give him. His letter follows:

"Can any of the readers of Forest and_ Stream tell

me in detail how to fasten leather soles with hob nails

on to the bottoms of mackintosh wading pants that have

boot feet so that there will not be any leak ? Until last

year I have always used the stocking feet waders with

Canvas shoes having hob nails in soles.. With this outfit

I could walk over clay or smooth stone bottom without

the slightest danger of slipping. With the usual boot

feet waders (the soles being of rubber) I find it impos-

sible to avoid slipping down occasionally. In 1899 and
1900 I had bad luck with enameled fly-lines. I bought
the most expensive lines from some of the most reliable

houses in the United States. The trouble was that the

enamel was too hard and cracked off in places, leaving

the h'nes in a limp condition. In one instance the line

had no strength. It seemed to be rotten. I usually use

E. & F. tapered lines. I never had any of this trouble

until the summer of 1899, although I have been using fly-

lines for qvdte a term of years."

Spring Game,

Under date of March 4 Mr. Emile Pragoff writes from
Louisville, Ky. : "The first snipe of the season was killed

here to-day."
Reports were received from Fred Allen, of Monmouth,

III., to-day, March 9, that there are a great many pintails

on the prairies at that point.

Ducks are reported to have appeared at the Maksawba
Club yesterday, March 8. I saw a large number of
bluebills in Lake Michigan to-day, March 9.

E. Hough.
Hartford BmLDiKG, Chicago, 111.

Ticondefogfa Gun Qub*
The Ticonderoga Gun Club, whose motto is K. W. Y.

A. A.—^"Know what you aim at"—held its first annual
dinner at the Yale Club, this city, on March 8.

' These
officers were elected for the year : Edward M. Bliven,
President; W. Bradford Smith, Alexander H. Weed,
Paris Scott Russell, Vice-Presidents; Peter Flint, Secre-
tary, and George Ketchum, Treasurer, 150 Nassau street,

New York city; Cass Pease, Ticonderoga, and Alanson
Moore, Eagle Lake, Local Secretaries; Robert Donohue,
J. E. Taylor, Herbert Moore, Committee on New Mem-
bers ; Edmund O. Luthy Herbert Smith, J. A. Paez, B. F.
Hibbard, David Abercombie, George Farrington, F. H.
Russell, Charles Hanft, Albert Weed, W. C. Witherbee,
Directors.

President Edward M. Bliven, of Yonkers, spoke on
the Vineyard, where he has hunted for several years.
He fully indorsed the purpose and liberal scope of the
organization, and favored rigid laws for the punishment
of the careless shooter. He said that K. W. Y. A. A.
was practiced at Bunker Hill when Old Put told his men
not to fire until they could see the whites of the Britishers'
eyes, and that the careful placing of h«llet,s should he
laujjlit to, .all young 0^ c:ar^Je§§ hunters^ '

'
'

Paris Scott Russell spoke enthusiastically about the
Ticonderoga hill country, and referred to the beauty of
Eagle Lake for fishing and hunting.
Mr. Robert Donohue, who has returned lately from a

trip up State, spoke of the popularity of the movement
among central New York hunters, and that similar bodies
are soon to be formed there.

W. Bradford Smith, of Newark, N. J., told of his

twenty years' experience in Ticonderoga hunting, and was
glad that Eagle Lake is to be the summer rendezvous of
the club, where its trout dinner will be held at Eagle
Lake Inn, Aug. 21, with a target shoot and boat races as
additional features. There is a new post-office at the
lake, which will be appreciated, Mr. Smith said that the
region extending from Eagle Lake to Schroon Lake,
through miles of virgin forest, was one of the most in-

teresting hunting localities in the Adirondacks, and was
imsurpassed for the beauty and number of its large and
small lakes.

A hearty vote of thanks was given to Mr. Peter Flint,

the new Secretary of the club, for his promptness in cap-
turing the sentiment K. W. Y. A. A., which has resulted
in the formation of so powerful an alliance for protection
to hunters.

Letters of regfet were received from Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor Timothy L. Woodrufif, Dr. Arthur Matthewson,
Charles T. Catlin. Brooklyn ; Edmund O. Luthy, Cin-
cinnati, and F. S. Russell, Chicago.

Houncis on the Northport Preserve.

At the annual meeting of the Northport Gun Club a

notable feature was the passing of a resolution prohibiting
the employment of hounds on club grounds during the
month of November, in order to improve bird hunting,
which certainly is the noblest part of the sport. There is

no doubt that the noisy hounds frighten every species of
game_ from the preserves, and the stand the club has taken
in this matter deserves the hearty approval of every true
sportsman. .

; f^^'^'f

Dttcfcs m New Jersey.

Eayville, N. J.. March 7.—There are lots of ducks on
their way up. The cold snap has stopped them here.
They will not stool, but stay in the middle of the bay.
They will leave the first fair day. Herb.

Sam Lovel^s Boy.*

The quaint Danvis Folk with whom the genius of Row-
land E. Robinson peopled the hills of Vermont have be-
come very real beings to thousands of readers of his
books. For*their sterling qualities and human foibles as
so truthfully and sympathetically depicted by Mr. Robin-
son, we long ago canfe to love them. Sam Lovel we
knew, and Hitldy we knew, and for the sake of such a
father and such; a mother we were prepared to take into
our hearts the boy Sam, and he speedily showed himself
worthy of our affection for his own sake. As was to have
been expected. Uncle 'Lisha assumed the delightful office

of mentor of the boy in woodcraft, and under the guidance
of the old man the j'-oung Sam soon showed himself a
true son of his woods loving father. The chapters which
describe Sam's initiation into the mysteries of fishing and
shooting and wilderness life are among the most charm-
ing in all the Danvis series. The book is filled with those
pen pictures of nature in which the author excelled, and
as in all the other works which came from Mr. Robinson's
pen. there is throughout a plav of the humor and of the
pathos which make up human life amid New England hills

as the world over. Keen as he was to have noted the
ways of nature, and marvelous as are his graphic pictures
of natural phenomena. Mr. Robinson was a searching
observer of human nature as well, and it is the human
nature in his inimitable books that will give them life.

*Sam Lovel'is Bo v. By Rowland E. Robinson. Clotli. 259 pages.
Price. $1.25. .Sent postpaid by the Forest and Stream Publishing
Company. ^ -

*—#—

.

The Beaverkill*
Editor Forest and Stream:
There is a stream the very name of which is music to

the ears of the veteran trout angler of this State, and that
stream is the Beaverkill. Its praises have often been
sung, but I am not sure that any history of it has ever
been written. Other trout streams have been visited and
are known to the present generation of anglers for trout,

but this one has a history, and was known before the
streams in the North Woods were ever heard of, and it

has been visited by the most expert and noted anglers
this State has ever produced.
The angler of to-day knows but little in his tramps,

either in the Catskills or the Adirondacks, of the wealth
of trout which abounded in some of our streams from a
half to three-quarters of a centry ago, and there are but
few living to-daj-- who can tell of it. None of the veteran
anglers who visited this stream in the forties are now
living, so far as I know, and but few are now living who
fished it fifty years ago.

It may be well to explain to those who have never
given the stibject any thought that there are two water-
sheds in the State of New York, one in the Adirondacks
north of the Mohawk River, with Mount Marcy some
5.400 feet high, and the other and perhaps the greater
of the two is in the Catskill region south of the Mohawk.
This lower watershed contains fifty-nine mountains

3,000 feet high, and upwards, twenty-five of which are

over 3,500 feet above tidewater, the highest, Slide Moun-
tan, being about 4,800 feet high.

About the year 1802 the State of New York conveyed
certain lands on this lower watershed, and among the

rest conveyed what is known as Great Lot No. 9, of the
Hardenburgh Patent, which contained 10,000 acres and
extended on the crest of the mountain from a point now
known as Lttmberville, 17 miles easterly tq a POiut ^bot^t

five miles east o£ Balsam Lake, !
.

The persons who were foolish enough to purchase this
tract committed greater folly in laying out a road from
the head of Dry Brook over the mountain; thence down
tlie Beaverkill some twelve or fifteen miles to Alder
Brook, and from thence over Cross Mountain to Luraber-
villc, and this made accessible the most noted trout
stream which ever existed in this State. From Alder
Brook a road soon extended down the stream through
Westfield Flats, and to its junction with the Delaware.
This stream has its source near the crest of the Catskill

mountain range, some 3,000 feet above tidewater, and is
from forty to forty-five miles in length.
For half a centuiy it furnished from twenty-five to

thirty miles of as fine fishing for bait or fly as any stream
in the State, and that largely because itwas so inaccessible.
It was difficult to reach it without a trip of a couple of
days hj private conveyance.
About 183s a gentleman in New York City found it

necessary to provide a mountain retreat for a near rela-
tive, and he selected for that purpose the most delightful
spot he could find on the Beaverkill, Avhere he erected a
beautiful Gothic cottage, in front of which was a charm-
ing lawn, extending to the stream.
James Murdock, then a young man, was engaged to

take care of the invalid, and he was given the privilege
of entertaining a hmited number of anglers.

After some years the invaHd died, and Murdock be-
came the owner of the property, and continued to owh
it until his death, a year or two ago. No fact is better
known t^' the angler than that the cooking of trout is
an art, and no one ever excelled Mrs. Murdock in this
art.

I presume that there is no angler now living who knows
more than the writer in regard to the condition of this
stream from forty to sixty years, or even longer. James
Murdock was a close friend of mine, and I also knew and
fished foi- many years with the most remarkable trio ot
anglers who ever lived in this State, and to the veteran
angler of to-day I need only mention the names of
"Fitch, Adams and Smedburgh." Judge Fitch lived in
Catskill, W.niiam Adams, a brother-in-law, in New York
atid John Smedburgh, another brother-in-law, in Pratis-
villc.

In 1838 this party took its first trip to Murdock's, start-
ing from Prattsville, with a team of three-year-old horses
beionging to Smedburgh, and repeated this trip with the
.same team for twenty-one years.
They always started as near the 24Th of May as they

could, without traveling on Sunday, and always spent
just ten days on the stream. Judge Fitch, who Survived
the others, died some years ago, at the age of eighty-four.

In 1858 I joined the party, making a fourth member;
for several ycar.-^ we fished together in the Beaverkill and
adjacent streams, and if I have to-day a correct idea of
what the true angler is and should be, and if I have ac-
quired any skill in throwing the fly, I owe it to tliem.
I knew them for years, and had a history of their early
trips from Murdock, and during all their visits to the
Beaverkill, none of them was ever known to utter a
grofane or coarse word, to fish on Sunday, to travel in
or out on Sunday, and although abundantly supplied
they were never known to offer a single drop of liquor
to any one, even a guest.

It is hardly necessary to say that they fished the
Beaverkill when at its best, but the angler "then as now
had sometimes a bairen trip, for the reason that forty or
fifty years ago^ we were almost sure to have a violent
northeast storm in the last week of May or the first week
in June, and in 1859 there were two, so that we had but
one day's fishing during our whole trip, but this was an
exception.
These gentlemem always carried a 24-pound basket (the

modern term creel, which generally applies to a little

basket, was not then in use), and it was an off day when
they did not bring in at least twenty pounds of good'
sized fish.

On one morning in the fifties they went out before
breakfast, and when they came in about ten o'clock, their
three baskets were full.

Early in the sixties, while I yet carried a 24-pound
basket, I went down the stream and soon had it a third'

full, which I gave to a friend who was on his way out,
and when I came in at the close of the day my basket
was full.

A year or two later, however, there came a great freshet,
and in a year or two it was followed by another, with
the result that from one-half to two-thirds of the trout,
which took refuge in the pockets on the banks, perished
when the waters receded and the stream has never rallied.

After the first of these freshets I counted over seventy
trout,_ many of them over half a pound in weight, lying
dead in one pocket, and I saw many others.

I will not undertake to give the names of the well-
known anglers who have visited this stream, but there
is one who could give a charming history of his visits

to it, enriched with sketches of his own. Mr. Joseph
Jefiierson has spent many days at Murdock's, and being
equally skillful with rod and pencil he often devoted a
part of the day to making sketches from nature, and
when the sun was low and the mountains on the west
of the stream cast over it their afternoon shadows, and
the late flies abounded, he would take his rod for an
evening fish. He has a portfolio full of sketches.
My story of the Beaverkill would not be complete if

I did not mention one or two singular facts.

When the trio of anglers to whom I have referred
went to Murdock's in 1838, there was not an angle worm
to be found on the place or in the neighborhood, and as
they had taken in a supply they planted what they had
left, with the result that in a few years there was an
abundance.
Another fact is this, that while many large trout were

taken with bait, neither they nor I ever took a trout in
the Beaverkill. nor in the Willewemoc, Neversink or
Rondout, which tipped the, scales at over 15 ounces.

In this respect the veteran anglers who fished our
streams when at their best seem to have had less success
than oiir modern ones, who find them almost depleted of
fish, and yet so often take trout weighing a pound or
upwards, perhaps—but why try explain?

' ' S, Van Ci,mf.
pQVGHKEEfStKJ K.-Vj

t
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Fishing Up and Down the Potomac.

Shepherd's Wharf.

When John Smith made his famous voyage of daring-

exploration up the Potomac he found an Indian town
" of Nacochtant, just below the mouth of the Eastern
Branch. The Rev. Edward D. Neill, writing on the

'Founders of Maryland," quotes from a manuscript in

the library of the Archbishop of Canterburj-, of the voy-
age of Capt. flenry Fleet, who spent several years among
the Indians here at an early date. He set sail from England
in 1631, on the 4th of July, of all days, and in the foUdw-
ing summer was doing business with the Nacostines or

Anacostans, a tribe living south of the Eastern Branch,
and whose name is still perpetuated in the suburb, Ana-
costia, that is nestled among the hills opposite Wash-
ington. Fleet said; "This place without all question is

the most pleasant and healthful place in all this countrj\

and most convenient for habitation ; the air temperate
in summer and not violent in winter. It aboundeth in

all manner of fish. The Indians in one night will catch
thirty sturgeons in a place where the river is not above
twelve fathoms broad."
The sturgeon continues to attract attention from the

later navigators and writers. Hugh Jones, Chaplain,

etc., writing "On the Present State of Virginia," in

1724, a pamphlet of 151 pages, printed ini London, for

J. Clarke, at the Bible under the Royal Exchange, said:

"As for carr>'ing on the Fishing Trade in Virginia,

though there be plenty of fish there, yet I believe other

countries where fisheries are established, and that have
little else to mind and depend upon, would outdo it in

this respect. Only more whales might be taken upon
the Eastern Shore and bring good gain to such people

as would make it their business; and I don't question but
the sturgeons (with the best of which the rivers abound)
might with good management and industry be made to

surpass all others, both for cheapness and goodness, for

they are large, fine and easily taken; nay, they frequently

leap, some ashoar and some in boats, as I have been
•credibly informed." And in a pamphlet of the same title,

printed for John Wyat, at the Rose in St. Paul's Church-
yard, in 1727, the triple authors say: "Here might be a

great trade for Sturgeon. Drums, Sheepsheads and sev-

eral other fi.sh, as also Whales."
The sturgeon attains a tremendous size, and Badham

in his Halieutic? tells of one in the Po, of 15 feet in

length and reaching 3000 pounds. But Faber, in his

Fisheries of the Adriatic, while claiming seven species

in. that locality, of which four are distinct and local, puts

the limit attained by the Po sturgeon at 7 feet and 100

pounds. A discrepancy so marked as this leaves one in

grave doubt as to anything except the unusual exaggera-
tion of the Badham account. But Houghton, always
reliable, is authority for the statement, and he gives con-

vincing details of one caught in English waters w*eighing

623 pounds.- Six or seven feet was not uncommon for

sturgeon in the Potomac up to a few years ago, but the

demand for caviare, and above all the enmity of tl#
fishermen, have so reduced them that they are now rarely

caught in the upper estuary. They proved so destructive

to the nets that they were destroyed whenever taken; if

too small to use or too far from market to handle they

were killed and thrown away. An establishment for the

gathering of roe was for some time maintained lower
down the river, the product of which was sent to. some
caviare manufactory. It has been calculated that the

noe of the largest sturgeons contain three million eggs.

The Caspian factories turn out or^ave produced as high
as a million and a half pounds of caviare in a year.

Most of our own product is exported. An excellent ac-

count of its history and manufacture is contained in the

Bulletin of the Fish Commission for 1898.
^ Shepherd's wharf, in the District of Columbia, is a

terminus of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, opposite

Alexandria, Va., where a car ferry connects it with
the Southern Railway, nearly a mile distant. The post-

office is Oxen Hill, and is an interesting instance of the

corruption of names. The mansion house here, a cen-

tury and a half ago was Oxon Hall, built by Col. John
Addison, and named in honor of Oxon, the ancient title

of Oxfordshire, where he had at Queen's College been
educated; he married Rachel Dulany, of Annapolis, was
a Tory impenitent, and went to England during the Rev-
qlution, but after the peace, came back and died at 72
in. 1789. Oxon Hall is forgotten, save to those who care

to. wander through the old records, and there is left Oxen
Hill for the postoffice, and Oxen Run, an insignificant

stream that makes into the flats just below Shepherd's

\yharf, near the dividing line between Prince George's

cbuhty and the District of Columbia.
From the great sturgeon so easily taken in the olden

days to the little .'^unfish or perch which are the fisher-

^^an's reward to-day of the natural inhabitants of the

river, is a long way down hill; from a hundredweight to

a few ounces. But it is true of other life as well. The
Canadians used to come to this region to trade for

buffalo skins, and to-day the squirrel and the muskrat are

the only fur bearing animals a hunter might be confident

of
,
finding. A bear has not been seen since the Revolu-

tion.' It does not take long to clear out game with fire-

ailns." Rey. Jos. Doddridge in "Notes on Settlements and
Indian Wars of Western Parts of Virginia and Penn-
sylvania, from 1763 to 1783," speaks of the disappearance

of the wild turkey, once so numerous, and says that while

woodpeckers were still plenty the large redheaded wood-
p.epker or, woodcock was already very scarce. This bird,

thfe ^xory-Wll^d woodpecker, called Indian heti in the

Vf|esf;.^,1y-as plenty enough thirt}^ years ago- on the lower
P.o&rnac and the heavy timber countrj^ of the Mississippi,

but is now rarely seen. So rarely, indeed, that even the

watchful Burroughs confesses he never heard one drum,
and it's worth a ten-mile tramp to catch his rataplan, on
the dry limb of a giant sycamore, in the still woods oj a

quiet morning, and. if the wind is toward you you need

only walk five.

-While the indigenous life is thus declining, the artificial

stocking of the woods and waters with suitable objects

of the chase would be easily possible, if only they were
protected by the laws and public seatiment; without the

sentiment laws are not very effectual. The bass from th^

West is thriving here as no native fish is doing, and there
are a good many other immigrants and their descend-
ants in the Potomac, not all valuable, but at least all

curious.

Among the fish often taken by the seines in this river,

but rarely in any great number, is the golden ide, now
called Idus idus by the Commission, from whose ponds
it escaped into the Potomac and has there bred. When
the fish was first introduced into England from Germany,
our Commission in describing it called it Idus melanotus,
or golden orfe, or golden tench, though the latter is a
very different fish. The golden ide is a fine aquarium
fish, the upper color a brilliant red, but reaching its best
development in domestication and sunlight. In the
deeper dark waters of the river as it runs wild, it goes
off in color to^ a pink tinted white, and even in the Irouse

tanks of the Commission the specimens are losing their

brilliancy. They are called sand perch by the fishermen
and a few are sold in the fish markets here. The gold
fish too have bred freely in the Potomac, and sometimes
crossed with the carp. These crosses too are called sand
perch and not easily distingtiished alwaj'S. It is odd to

notice that the red ide fades to a sickly pinkish-white,
while the red gold fish when run wild turns to the olive

brown of the carp. Thousands of these wild gold fish

are used for bass bait every year, and so exactly are they
like the carp that specimens submitted to the Fish Com-
mission experts were at once pronounced young carp, and
it was only on close examination they found to their

surprise that the bronze beauties were real gold fish.

The lack of barbels, arrangement of the teeth, with some
other slight distinguishing marks not apparent on a
cursory examination, decided the Chinese crimson cypri-

uoid had got back where he started from.
The ide grows about a foot in length, and as we have

very few bright colored fish in our waters, he always
creates a sensation when seen swimming about in clear

water. He is reputed good eating, but what is a good
fish is so much a matter oi taste, prejudice or habit that

it is a little itnsafe to call any fish good till it is eaten.

It is bony, like all the carps, and there are some people
so unreasonable as to insist that only one bony fish is

good to eat, the shad.

We took a skiff at the dock in Alexandria one hot day
in the late summer, and paddled across to the wharf, glad
of the shelter of its shadow. While the sun was high and
burning, vye found little desire to try the shallow flats,

already grown with grass, which is spreading in all the

bays along the river.

We made half a dozen short trips, at intervals, up and
down the shore, but there was more comfort and more
reward walking along the edge of the pier and whipping
the fly as far under as we could reach, or lounging in

the skiff in the shadow and making side casts about the

piles. Small fish were plenty, too plenty% more rises than
casts, and occasionally we had a glimpse, or an offer,

from rockfish or something worth while; enough to make
the day pleasant and interesting. There was litttle use
and little temptation to venture into the bay until even-

ing. Then the holes in the moss beds and the channel
through the grass, where Oxen Run creeps out to the

river, oiifer first rate sport with bass, especially late in

the season, when they make their fall run. They seem at

this season to haunt the mouths of the creeks, whether
haunting shallow waters for winter or only because they

find such abundance of feed where the smaller fish play

in the grasses or because the flies are thickest in these

gras.sy bays, is still a matter of conjecture to the layman.

At any rate the fishing is not to be despised here where

270 years ago the Nacostines were practicing for food

what we are only doing for fun. Henry Talbott.

A Hatchery for West Virginia*

RoMNEY, W, Va., March 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Since writing luy last letter we have been visited by the

coldest weather we have had this winter, preceded by
a rain and snow, which makes it bad for the small game.
I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Johnson, of Washing-
ton, D. C, who is here looking for a suitable site to

establish a hatchery for the propagation of bass and
other fish: He has examined a number of springs in

this vicinity, and says that he will return here in warrner

weather and investigate more carefully before deciding

upon a site for the hatchery, which was authorized by the

last Congress, through the efforts of Senator S. B.

Elkins and Hon. A. G. Dayton, our present Congressman.
We hope that a suitable site can be found here, as it

would be a help to otir county and also we would then

be able to restock the South Branch River with plenty

of the game black bass. Our efforts, with this place in

sight for a hatchery for fish, to prevent the covers or any

one else polluting this stream, will be redoubled and every

lover of sport will extend us his aid iii tliis fight against

the mercenary spirit -of this age, which would destroy

the good and pure of anything in its greed for gold.

Will write again soon.

Our weather has been fine hefe this winter for game,

and so far we have had little snow and the turkeys, par-

tridges and pheasants have had a show for their life. A
good many fish of the sucker species were killed under the

ice here in the early winter bv local fishermen.

J. B. Brady.

The Cumberland News says: The contemplated build-

ing of a tannery at Moorefield, W. Va., by Leonard &
Dayton and other parties at Winchester, Va., has called

forth many protests from the sportsmen who for many
years Iiave" eitjbyed angling in the South Branch of the

Potomac, which is regarded as one of the best fishing

grounds iit the cotintry. The recent announcement that

a wealthy Pennsylvania tanning company is also negotiat-

ing for a tannery site near Moorefield, the sewage from
which must go into the South Branch, has stimulated the

local lovers of piscatorial pursuits in opposition to the

pollution oi the stream. The hundreds of anglers from
Pittsburg and other points in western Pennsylvania who
annually camp on the historic stream have joined the

ranks of the local sportsmen and declare that it shall

be preserved from pollution at any cost.

Upon which the Hampshire Review conimentsr The
lleview agrees with the Hardy News tha[t it Is "busineses

before pleasure" and as much pleasure as is to be found
in angling for bass in the South Branch, if it was an ab-
solute necessity to dump filth in the streams and pollute

them, we would not, for the mere love of sport, protest
or attempt to hinder it. However, public health is at

stake in the pollution of the streams. It has been demon-
strated time and time again that disease has been con-
tracted by persons apd particularly bj' cattle and other
animals for miles down a stream below plants where hides
of diseased animals were tanned.
Cumberland's expensive but successful fight against the

ptilp mill's pollution of the Potomac has shown two things,

—first, that the law can be enforced
; second, that great

industries can be operated without endangering the health

of the people of a large section and destroying the beauty
and usefttlness of the water of the streams on which they
.are located.

The Review wants to see the South Branch Valley htiin-

ming with industries of every land. But it wants to see

the river remain pure as it now comes trickling from
the mountain sides. There is a law for the prevention
of the pollution of streams, and as long as that law
remains on the statute books we will stand for- its en-

forcement. This, "with charity for all and malice to-

ward none," bttt with earnestness, nevertheless.

ANGLING NOTES,

Planting Black Bass in Adirondack Waters.

A prominent lawyer in New York city, and a personal

friend of the writer, asked me a short time ago about the

advisability of planting black bass in a certain Adiron-
dack lake in which it is reported that pike, the fish com-
monly called pickerel, had made its appearance through
fair means or foul. Naturally I opposed the movement
to introduce black bass, for pike can be removed and
black bass cannot, and in small waiers black bass do
well, if at all, only for a few years. Furthermore, black

bass introduced with the best of intentions in a lake

surrotmded by trout water is dangerous, because the bass

may find their way through natural channels into trout

waters, and evil disposed persons have placed at their

disposal the means of doing much harm. My friend

has just written me again on the subject, and I quote a

paragraph from his letter: "Two points with respect to

'the bass: If you are clear that it is unwise to plant

them in those waters, you had better keep your eyes

pretty carefully out, for I had some intimation during

this. summer that somebody up there (I forget at this

moment who) had talked about putting them in the lake

on his own hook."
, . .

It may be well to call the attention of this somebody
to Section 70 of the Forest, Fish and Game Laws of New
York, which reads

:

"Fisli, or the fry, spawn or milt thereof, other than trout, lake,

trcut and Adirondack frost fish, shall not be placed in the waters
of tlie .Adirondack region except under the supervision of the
Conimis.sion and pursuant to a resolution thereof." The Commis-
sion means the Forest, Fish and Game Commission. Now as

to pen.-ilty. "A person who violates ^ny of the provisions of this

article is guilty of a misdemeanor, and in addition thereto is liable

as follows: For each violation of Section 70, in relation to placing

fish in the .\dirondacks, a penalty of five hundred dollars."

A man who, "on his'own hook," planted black bass in

Adirondack waters might find it an expensive experiment

in fish planting. There is a provision in the law which
reads: "The Commission may permit the taking or de-

struction of pickerel at any time in waters inhab'ted by
trout." I suggested this to my. lawyer friend, and he
replied: "I feel very much afraid that your suggestion

about netting pickerel will fail up there because nobody
will attend to it." I expect from past experience that that

is the cold truth, and no one will ever make the a.tempt,

for it is mtich easier when pickerel get into a water to ask

the State to furnish other fish that may destroy the

pickerel than it is to net out the pickerel and preserve the

water by so doing for trout that are native to it. The
first movement, since the planting of black trout in

Raquette Lake, to introduce the black bass into other

Adirondack waters, which are nattiral trout waters, was
begun by people interested in an Adirondack hotel, and
the old Fish and Game Commission defeated it. The next
was also by people interested in a hotel, and that was
defeated. It is true that it would require some labor and
an expenditure of money to remove the pickerel to assure

the safety of the trout to a reasonable degree, but it is

constantly done in Europe, where pike (pickerel) are in

very many trout waters and are kept down by netting.

Here it is easier to ask the State to do the work of

planting other fish on the blind chance that matters can

be no worse. Last summer I was one evening sitting on a

hotel piazza which overlooks the lake that some one pro-

poses to plant with black bass on his own hook. A guest

had been fishing and complained to a friend in my
hearing about his lack of fish. He advanced some vtry
original ideas about what should be done to make good
fishing in the lake, and I finally discovered that he was
talking at me, not to me, From his tackle and his speech I

thought the trouble was not so much with the fish as

with the fisherman, for in my opinion he would have
caught no fish had the water been stiff with them unless

some one put a fish on his hook and held it on. He
talked as I would expect the man to talk who once ap-

plied to the State for some black bass for fresh water, and
some black bass for salt water, and some lobster spawn.

It is a very easy m.atter to criticise tlie conditions that

one happens to find, without knowing what may have
brought the conditions about, or what may be necessary

to remedy the conditions which may operate against

good- fishing. If I should get a letter from someone who
proposed to undo what may have been done in the way
of poor fish stocking or unwise fish stocking, as a start-

ing point, it would surprise me; but when water has been
stocked with fish or found unsuitable, there is no effort

made to remove thetn, but at once, the people who dis-

cover this condiliori. say, "Why, put in something else,

tor whatever is put in, it cannot be any worse than it is

at present.'" '
. 1 : •

'

Here is a case^frofti th^i' records: An application was
made to the Sfite -for trotit for a certain lake in the

Adirondacks. The' person to whofn the application came
knew something of the waters., and had reason to beli^v^
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that black bass or pike had been planted or made their

way into the lake, and therefore tlie q.irestion was asked
of the applicant if the water did not already contain black
bass and the so-called pickerel. This is a literal copy
from the reply of the applicant:

"It appears that you must have misunderstood about
black bass being in Lake. Therefore. I will state

that I have no remembrance of black bas.s having been
caught in it. and am able to show that the lake has been
faithfully fished for manj' hoiU"s by several persons during
the last year, for pickerel, with little or no success, and
t cannot understand why it is not a profitable and safe

lake to stock with brook trout."

If this is not an evasive reply, I don't understand what
ct)nstiti;tes evasion. Tfie applicant has "no remembrance
of black bass being caught in the lake," but he does not
say that they are jiot in it, and people have fished for

pickerel in the lake. Why did they fish for pickerel if

there were none in it? But he admits that they had little

or no success. The letter concludes:
"As it is a natural trout water, my idea is that it is

not folly to plant brook trout," he having been told that

it would be folly to plant brook trout to feed black bass
and pickerel. A. N. Cheney.

The Tuna in Newfoundland.
St. Johns, Newfoundland, Feb. 28.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: In looking over the current number of Mun-
sey's Magazine I was greatly interested by an article on
the tuna fishing at Santa Calalina Island, California.

What magnificent sport it must be to hook or play such
enormous fis|i as those described, with rod and gear of

ordinary character. May I ask is the spojrt confined to

this locality, or to the Pacific coast only, as I have never
heard of it on our side? If such be the case I do not see

why it should be so, as the fish, so well known to our fish-

erraen as the horse mackerel, is •gurte abundant on our
island shores in summer time.

I have seen these agile marine acrobats disporting in

our bays and inlets scores of times, and have frequently

attempted to shoot them, but their movements were too
quick for me. It never occurred to me, nor to any here

I know of, that they would afford such noble sport with

rod and hook as that described in the article referred to.

Only last summer I was surrounded with these sportive

gentry while crossing the beautiful Humber Sound, Bay
of Islands, and for days together they could be both seen

and heand. dashing the water up like a miniature sub-

marine explosion. During this time the weather was
simply superb, and the surface of the water like a mirror,

especially in the early morning.
I have witnessed a similar scene many times before in

ilmost every one of our inland waters. On one occasion

in Placentia Bay, a shoal of these fish, numbering thou-

sands, was seen to advance toward our schooner, in a

line of a mile or more in length. Their advance could

be distinctly discerned for a long distance by the dis-

turbed line of water, but more particularly by the con-

tinuous and extraordinary acrobatic feats, in the air, of

the leaders of the van.

If hen these active deni?:ens of the deep afford such

unparalleled sport, here is the ideal locality for indulging

in it to the fullest extent, and I would wish to draw your

sportsmen's attention to the fact. I will be happy to

furnish any further information in my possession if re-

quired.

In connection with this matter it is rather curious to

find that the two places particularly alluded to in the

Munsey's article, vi?:., Avalon and St. Catalina, should

both be extant in Newfoundland, and dating back too,

especially the latter name, to 1500. Catalina or St.

Catherine's was supposed to be given to a harbor in Trinity

Bay, by Cortereal. Avalon was the name of Lord Balti-

more's' colony here, and the name now applies to the

whole peninsula, or easternmost projection of Newfound-
land. James P. Howley.

A Day with the Pickerel.

Boston, March 7.—Editor Forest and Stream: White-

hall Pond is quite an extensive body of water in the

pleasant little village of Woodville, in the town of Hop-
kinton, some thirty miles from this city. It is one of the

storage basins of Boston's water supply, and many years

ago, when Col. Horace T. Rockwell, ex-president of the

Alassachusetts Fish and Game Association, and myself

composed two-thirds of the Boston Water Board, we had

considerable dealings with the entire water supply of

that vicinity. The pond is liberally supplied with the

usual varieties of fish common to such waters. Wood-
ville boasts a first-class hotel, owned and managed by

Mr. Leroy S. Coolidge, where the comforts of this life

abound and where sportsmen are made to feel entirely

at their ease.

Our day with the pickerel came about this way. Mr.
CooHdge is a member of the House of Representatives

this year from his town, and Col. Rockwell meeting him
one day, referred to the fishing in Whitehall. He was
iaformed that it was still good and that if he would make
up a party, Coolidge would do his part to secure them a

pleasant outing. And he kept his word. Tuesday, 5th

inst., five enthusiastic fishermen—Col. Rockwell. William
S. Hinman, S. R. Raymond, F. N. Ganong and the writer

—after a pleasant ride by rail to Ashland, electrics to

Hopkinton and carriage to Woodville, arrived at the

Reservoir House at 6 o'clock. Supper over, the evening
was passed as is usually the case when a few good fel-

lows get together, and it didn't seem a 'great while be-

fore breakfast was ready. Shortly after 8 o'clock we were
on the pond, where upward of sixty holes had been cut

and most of the lines were in when we got there.

It had rained and snowed a little the night before, and
the walking was a little soft, but we had all seen the con-
ditions so much worse that we didn't mind it at all. For
a couple of hours there was lively work—the flags were
going up in all directions. Col. Rockwell and Billy Hin-
man might be termed heavy weights, and, of course,
couldn't sprint with some of the others, therefore they
took things leisurely, giving the fish plenty of time to
get a goo4 hoH of the b«tit before they took the line to

feel thenl out. They generally got their fish, however, as

the others did theirs. The frsh generally run small,

though we got several of good size. As usual, the biggest
fish got away. In this instance Mr. Raymond was
handling the hue, pulling a big fish into the hole, where
several of the party could see him, when he gave a .sudden

flop and away he Avent under the ice. At noon we counted
thirty-seven fish and stopped. Then to the hotel for
dinner, then a couple of liours go-as-you-please, then to

the city, all agreeing that though brief it was an occasion
full of genuine enjoyment, and that under favorable con-
ditions fishing is the best of sport; it is "not all of fishing

to fish." Wm. B. Smart.

Cold Storage Trout Culture.
VI ChsgAgo,- March y.^EdMof Forest and Stream: I

have read with a great deal of interest and still greater

surprise an article which appears in the Inter-Ocean of

this date, which is signed by George E. Oster. Here it is:

In 1S73 I ^vas residing at Junction City, a pretty little city

located in a romantic spot on the banks of Mill Creek, in central

Wisconsin. I remember the date because it was rny twenty-first

birthday. I had wjndered along the banks of the stream for a
distance of perhaps two miles, when I ran on to an old hunter
who had cut a hole in the ice, through which he was fishing for i

trout. He was meeting with great success, for scattered all around
him could be seen the speckled beauties, where he had thrown them
as he took them off his hook. T was invited to help myself, which
invitation T cheerfully accepted, and I proceeded to put a num-
lier of the fish in my game bag. •

It was just 4:47 o'clock when T returned home that afternoon,
tired and hungry, and after hanging up my rifle took one of the
largest of the trout and placed it out in a large cold-storage ware-
house that stood near my house, intending to present it to Uncle
Sam Carson for his breakfast the next morning. The fish was
forgotten, and as a result lay in that warehouse solidly frozen
until Tune 10, 1884.

On the night of the date last mentioned, just about eleven years

after this fish had been placed in the cold storage, the building

was totally destroyed by fire. During the process of the fire the

fire department, in the effort to save the property, had thrown
sufficient water to fill up the cellar, which, by the way, was walled

up in rock and cement, and was, therefore, water-tight. Three
years later it was decided to robuild the cold-storage warehouse
upon the site Originally occupied, and men were set to work pump-
ing the water out of" the cellar, which the rains had kept well

fileld. To our amazement 447 fair-sized speckled trout were taker

out, besides the old one, which had evidently fallen into the cellar

at the time the warehouse was destroyed, thawed out and
spawned. The original trout was easily identified, one of its eyes

having been accidentally knocked out and a part of its tail broken
ofl^ before it was placed in the warehouse.
Any one doubting the truthfulness of this story can easily

satisfy himself by writing to Frank Blood or Arthur Sturtevant,

of Stevens Poin^ Wis., or to Eugene Sheppard, of Rhinelander,

Wig. George E. Oster.

The article states as a cold fact, attested by three living

witnesses, that in February, 1873, he obtained a brook

trout, which was frozen solid. He further says that he

deposited the trout in a cold storage warehouse, where it

remained solidly congealed for a period of eleven years,

when the building was destroyed b/ fire. Deponent fur-

ther testifies that three years later the cemented cellar of

the former warehouse was found to be a veritable trout
• pond, from which were taken 447 "fair-sized" trout, as

well as the prolific mother of them all.

Of course there cannot be the slightest doubt of the

literal truth of this extraordinary sequence of circum-

stances; and the contemplation of the facts simply ex-

cites in the minds of all laymen the most utter conteinpt

for the addle-headed stupidity of modern pisciculturists

and their alleged scientific methods. What a solemn lot of

humlDUgs they must all be, with their array of hatching

troughs, screens, running waters, artificial food, etc.. to

say nothing of their ignorance of parthenogenesis in

trout.

A has the scientific pisciculturist—let his name be

anathema 1 Let the name of Seth Green be painted over

with blue mud and the United States Fish Commission be

forever abolished. Zero.

Fish in Wisconsin Waters.
La Crosse, Wis., Feb. iS.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Our beautiful country, one of the finest in the world and
keeping apace with if not outstripping many others

in its diversified and varied industries, finds problems

to meet and solve made so through the mistakes of others.

New species of fish which at the time were thought to

be valuable additions to our commonwealth hav^e proved

to be the greatest source of nuisance which cotild be em-
ployed for the destruction of fish a hundred times their

superior, which nature so plentifully provided homes for

in otir fine water courses.

The German carp is an evil worker in our finest streams,

where the bass, pike, perch and many other kinds of fish

have made such lucrative and pleasant enjoyment for the

angler. They were introduced some twenty years ago.

Advance representations were made of the wonderful

properties and wholesome use of this fish. Wiscoiisin

being for improvement, wa? able to secure fry at this time

which came from Washington, D. C. They were planted

in some of our finest streams and ponds—^tributaries of

the Mississippi River. Their woeful destruction of other

fish is now becoming apparent, and it is said that their

propensities for destroying the spawn of other fish are

alarming, while they are found to be of no use. either as

an edible fish or a sporting one, so they are left alone to

nniltiply and are fast becoming the preponderating fish in

the streams. What will be the outcome? We have no
prophets to foretell. In recent years they can be seen be-

low the hiany Governnient dams (for preserving the

channel for steamboats) in innumeralale numbers, rolling

and tumbling over each other, yet they are seldom caught

with a hook, as they are ilot a fish that bite, but are more
the nature of the sucker. They are more destructive to

spawn, being much larger and stronger. Tkey have very

coarse flesh.

In tlie spring of 1899, following a severe cold winter,

which gave great thickness to" the ice, a part of the water

of the Neshonoc Pond, on the La Crosse River, went
out, and this left the ice resting on the muddy bottom.

It remained so for some time, until finally thawed out by

the spring rains and warm weather. The fish which
were caught under the ice and smothered were 90 per cent,

carp, as other active fish had been in the channel and had
escaped. The wind drifted these dead fish to the shore

as they rose and came to the surface, and one could travel

for a mile or more and find the shore strewn with them
by the wagon load. And yet the strearps show no per-

ceptible falUnf of Qf these fish,

Our State made a great mistake in allowing their dis-

tribution in its waters. But now we have ^ot them, and
no one has a remedy for their disposal, while great fears

are entertained that their final destruction of other fish

will be the sequel.

We have many kinds of fish which are yet found in our
streams to entice the angler out for a holiday when con-

ditions are favorable. The speckled or brook trout may
be said to head the list in choice. These can yet be

found in the smaller streams in our county that are kept

stocked, but not in the quantities they were nearly fifty

years ago, when we first began to take them, with any
kind of an alder pole, wrapping-twine fish line, and salt

pork for bait, using this in the early season before grass-

hoppers hatched out. Grubs and angleworms' were not
fottnd in these early days, and fly-fishing was unknown.
The streams were quite alive with trout, and on favor-

able days one could secure a string of two dozen in an
hour's time which would satisfy any family of the pioneers
which was not very small (ours was eight).

The bass may be said to be the best sporting fish in our
streams, and when it is on the table is truly a treat to the
most delicate appetite. Last year there was little success
in fishing, owing to the continued high water, which kept
up all summer, though a few were caught above Winona,
where the water cleared up to some extent. Those not
previously caught are left for this year, and we hope to be

favored with better conditions when La Crosse will be one
of the best points on the river.

Wall-eyed pike and other varieties are also found in

our waters, and when one gets a 4 to lo pounder, as is

often done, he has something worthy of notice, not only
while landing him, but till the last bone is picked. The
meat is delicious. There are also the croppies, sunfish

of similar size, pickerel, catfish, and which are taken in

considerable quantities. The angler can pick his favorite

to fish for. I intended to say something about native game
Lefore I closed^ but can touch on the subject in a later

issue. O . S. SissoN.

Destrtjction of Spectacle Pond Fish*

Providence, R. I., March Editor Forest and Stream:
Where are the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries of

Rhode Island? Fish are being scooped out of holes cut

in the ice on Spectacle Pond in the town of Cranston by
the barrels full. An ale and lager beer brewery is said

to be the cause of all the trouble. It seems that a certain

brewing company was restrained from dumping refuse

into Tonque Pond some time ago on account of the pollu-

tion which it occasioned, and so got permission to run
their refuse over a farm. This refuse consists mostly of

ammonia, which has been used in the manufacture of

ice, and when the grotmd is not frozen is absorbed by
it : but since the ground has frozen up so hard it runs
over the top of the ground and into the pond, and the

pond being covered by ait exceptionally heavy crop of

ice, the fish are either dying or dead. This pond was
stocked with small-mouth black bass in 1897 or 1898, and
some had been taken from there last summer of 3 pounds
weight. Something should be done to stop such wanton
murdering of game fish put there by the Commissioners
of Inland Fisheries. Mr. Henry T. Root, one of the

Commissioners, told me last summer that Mashapang
Pond was stocked at the same time.

The close season on bass commenced March i, but I saw
two which came from Kingston, which were caught
through the ice Sunday, Mar^h 3 and which weighed 9V2

pounds. There does not seem to be much protection for

bass in this State; nobody seems to care whether they
are caught all the year round or not.

There "are two ponds in this State where there is no
close season on bass ; these are Moswansicut, in the town
of Scituate, and Sneach's Pond, in the towm of Cumber-
land. The trout law is lived up to very well ; one seldom
sees one out of season, and generally that is caught by
accident. The trotit season opens April i and closes

July 15. Seldom.

Maine Lakes Becomingf Adifondacfcized.

Boston, March 11.—The matter most discussed at

Bemis and the Rangeley lakes at present is what is known
as the Decker purchase. This is a strip of shore land
on the earterly side of Mooselucmaguntic Lake of about
three miles in length. It is situated south of Haines
Landing, and is backed by a high mountain. The lots

are for sale, and that fact makes them more desirable for

sportsmen, or rather summer cottagers, since no other

land can be purchased on that lake, or the Upper or Lower
Richardson, for that matter. The heirs of E. S. Coe own
all the rest of the land on the shores of these lakes, and
under the policy of Mr. Coe, when alive, they still decline

to sell an inch of land. The camps on Richardson and
Mooselticmaguntic lakes are all on leased land at a yearh-

rental of $50 for five acres. That the Decker land can be
owned will doubtless make it attractive to summer resi-

dents, though the seclusion that the sportsman so much
loves will all be gone when camps are constructed on
lots of only 100 feet lake frontage and 30 feet back. It is

reported that Capt. Fred C. Barker has secured ten lots

and will build camps on them similar to those at the

Birches. He will also put in a wharf before the ice goes
out this spring. John E. Stephens, of Rumford Falls, has
bought three lots and will build a cottage this season.

Clement R. Hooper, of Philadelphia, has bought two
lots, and R. E. Taylor, station agent at Bemis, and A. S.

Hinds, of Portland, one lot each. Alas ! for the seclusion
of Bald Mountain camps and Allerton Lodge ! They are
in danger of becoming .the center of a row of summer
cottages.

^

Special.

Editof Harmswofth Plays with Big- Game*
Mr. Alfred Harmsworth, the noted editor of the Lon-

don Globe and other English newspapers, who is fishing
at Boca Grande, is having much sport, taking big and
little fish. One day this week a monster porpoise was
harpooned, one end of the three-quarter-inch rope at-

tached to the harpoon being fastened on the steamer Belle
of Myers. For three hours tjie steamer was hauled
around by the porpoise, when it was completely tired

down and towed to the shore, where it took six hpurs to
get the fish up on the beach. The porpoise weighed fully
TjOoo pounds,—Fort Myers Press,
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A GtJjfe iot Nervous Pfosttation.

Tampa Bay Hotel^ March 4.—Mr. Marc Klaw, o£ New
York, with an 8-ounce rod and a silk braided line, went
out into the alligator precincts of the Hillsboro River
yesterda}^ afternoon trolling for sea trout. He had been
fishing about a half-hour and had laid down his pole for

a moment to take a camera snap shot of a grove of pal-

mettos, when there was a whizz of his reel and the line

began -paying out so rapidly that the boatman will rnake

affidavit that it actually smoked. Mr. Klaw, who is a
recent convalescent from grip, dropped Ms camera over-
board and went sprawling on his stomach in his effort to

get to the pole. His attendant was horror-stricken to

witness the struggle which now ensued between a man
recovering' from an attack of nervous exhaustion and a

big redfish just contracting that disease. Before Klaw
could say Ben Hur the fish had taken out enough of his

line to fly a kite, and had done it so rapidly that it wore a
blister on his thumb, which he was using as a brake. After
playing him for about twenty minutes the fish made a

dart under the boat, the line became tangled in the
rudder, and while tbe boatman kept the little craft waltzing
around in a vain effort to untangle, Mr. Redfish got a
taut line and broke it. Mr. Klaw preserves a sphinx-
like silence on the subject, but to his attendant he re-

marked that he would wager $100 that any man who can
go through the experience he had in that twenty minutes
will either be cured of nervous prostration or die in the
etfort. The nurse says his temperature was normal at

the end of the adventure, but that his pulse was about
J 10. The boatman, who is a reliable man, says that the
fish didn't weigh less than 15 pounds. H.. A. D.

Whitefish fof Lake Ontario.

Tk his monthly report to the Fish Commission for

September, 1900, State Fishculturist A. N. Cheney wrote :-

"I have inaugurated a new policy in whitefish work,
Avhich will result in the saving of at least $600 as com-
p'ared with the work of last year. I believe it should be
the policy of the Commission to plant the great bulk of
whitefish reared by the State in Lake Ontario. I am
utterly opposed to planting the Great Lake whitefish in

Adirondack trout lakes, where they simply consume the
food of . trout and serve no good purpose as food fish, as

the law does not permit the taking of whitefish in nets
from these lakes, netting being the only means of faking
them. Whitefish is a most delicious food fish, and people
should' be encouraged to net them in such lakes where
they are now found where licenses can be issued under
Section 64." <

In February of this year Mr. Cheney wrote us: "I
secured from the United States Fish Commission 25,000.-

000 eggs. The fry from these eggs will be planted in

Lake Ontario. Ten million of fry hatched from State
eggs will also be planted in Lake Ontario. My belief is

that, with one or two exceptions, all whitefish eggs taken
from State waters should be hatched and planted in a
lake where commercial fisheries are authorized. In our
case, it would be Lake Ontario that would receive the
benefit of whitefish eggs taken in interior waters."

—®

—

Fixtttfes.

BENCH SHOWS.
March 6-9.—Pittsburg, Pa.—Duquesne Kennel Club's annual

bench show. F. S. Stedman, Sec'y.
March 13-16.—Chicago.—Mascoutah Kennel Qub's eleventh an»

nual show. John L. Lincoln, Sec'y.

Training the Hunting Dog.

By B. Vatefs» Author of "Fetch and Carfy: A Treatise
on Retrieving."

Xni.—Ranging.
(Continued from fiage 92.)

To the novice the manner in which a dog seeks his

prey is a matter of but little consideration. So that the
dog gallops out in search of birds, or even gallops at all

if he will but continue galloping, it would seem that

nothing more was necessary or to be required. It, how-
ever, is far from being such a simple matter.
In practice the novice will sooner or later find that a

dog, though he be of great range and speed, may have
distinctly inferior finding abilities. Good heels require

good brains and noses to direct them.
The best ranger is the dog which "stays out at his

work," beating out the likely ground in front and on
both sides of the general course of the shooter, and all

this with such method and regularity as the nature of the

grounds best permits. His judgment should be so

.good that he forecasts the course of the shooter in a
general way, or determines it by wise observation, and
keeps it ever as a base of operations from which to work.

Let us assume that the dog is seeking quail. Bare or
unpromising country, such as bare ground, closely grazed
pasture, etc., he skirts or entirely avoids. He notes such

covers to the right and left as are likely to afford a habitat

for the birds, and he ranges from one of them to the

other, observing due economy in following his course so

that he will cover the most ground with the least gallop-

ing consistent with the work to be done. He goes
through cover when "in his wise judgment it is . necessary

for the best chances of success, or taking the wind to the

best advantage he gallops along other stretches of cover
v/hich are likely to be sought by the birds as a place of

refuge. Sometimes he skirts around an entire field to hit

off the trail of moving birds, while at other times he goes
through it, accordingly as the wind, scenting conditions,

•etc.; dictate. From experience he learns the kinds of

-ground which the birds most frequent, and the times of

day in which they are most likely to be found in them.
When the birds are plentiful he beats otit a much

-smaller area 9f J^roitnd than he d,0(^s \v|ien they ^re

Ill the broad, prairie, the chiclcen country where to tlie

untrained eye there is little difference of ground surface
appai-erit, the dog may not need to exercise so much
good judgment as in seeking quail, but he needs to
exercise good judgment nevertheless. The prairie, from
where the beholder stands to the horizon, has its lesser

an;d greater undulations, with their innumerable minia-
ture .water sheds, forming networks of hollows, in which
grow much coarser and ranker grasses than those of the
higher ground. They therein afford concealment and
shelter to the chickens during the night and the midday
hours. In the morning and evening, their favorite time
of food seeking, the chickens frequent the grain fields in

the season when the grain is fit for their food or the
higher ground, where the growth is shorter, and where
insect life is more abundant.
Of the dogs which range at high speed, a large per-

centage run faster than their noses and judgment war-
rant if we consider the best possible results. Indeed,
some run so fast and hurriedly that they do not take time
to dwell even for a moment in searching out the likely

places, although they have the general appearance of

earnest and good industry. They simply are high-class
pretenders.
A dog may be so intent in the use of his eyes to pick

out the easiest going that he gives no attention to the

practical use of his nose.
In a country known to contain birds he may work

over great areas withotit finding other than the birds

which he happens to run directly across. He on the other
hand may have the speed and good finding intention

which are shown by continuous industry and judgment,
and yet, from functional dullness of the nose as an
organ of scent, be incapacitated as a finder.

Before a dog can range in the best manner he must
have had sufficient experience to learn what sections of

ground and cover the birds prefer for a habitat and a food
supply, what are their general habits of life, and what
peculiar devices they exercise to evade pursuit. In a

manner it is much the same knowledge that the shooter
himself should possess.

Of two shooters, the one knowing at a glance what
section of certain grounds the birds seek for food and
shelter, the other ignorant or heedless oi tneir habitat,

habits, and the manner of working the ground to the best

advantage, no explanation is needed as to which of them
would be the most successful.

The intelligence and industry which the shooter must
exercise in bringing success to the use of gun are not
iinlike those which the dog must exercise similarly in

bringing success to the use of his nose.

As to working out the ground properly there is no
arbitrary method. What might be a thorough working
of it by one dog might not be so at all when done simi-

larly by some other dog. The one might have a very
keen nose, which would command a wide scope, and
therewith might take every intelligent advantage of wind
and grounds; the other, owing to a dull nose and its con-
sequent smaller scope, might be unable to work out
the ground properly if he followed the same lines set by
his keener nosed rival.

Local conditions also have their importance. In a

close country the range should not be so far that the dog
is out of sight for appreciable lengths of time, for then
the shooter cannot know what the dog is doing. If he
then gets on a point he is difficult to find, and if he
flushes and chases, the shooter is ignorant of it. If he
points a mile away on the prairie it is more of labor than

of pleasure to go so far to him for a shot.

The matter of pace is essential to consider in connec-
tion with ranging, and with it also the matter of en-

durance. As hinted at herein, a very fast dog, extended
to his utmost in speed, is rarely a thorough hunter. Being
over-extended, he has not the time. to consider or search

out the nooks and corners with the care and thorough-
ness necessary to the best finding results, nor time to

concentrate his mind on anything other than mere run-

ning. On the other hand, a dog may show, good speed

for a while, then slow down to a trot, worlcing a while

and loafing a while.

The best pace is a steady, swinging gallop, which is

easily within the dog's physical compass, and such as he
can "maintain all day long. If to this he has bird sense

and concentrates his powers on his work, remaining out

at it constantly, he as a success is in pleasing contrast to

the flashy, over-speeded dog, whose mind is concentrated

solely on picking out a clear course to run in. Too
much speed often denotes an ignorance of hunting
rather than a knowle-dge of it, as it relates to the service

of the gun.

Aside from the matter of pace, the most common
examples of bad ranging are as follows: When a dog
takes his casts, be they long or short, straight out in

an}' direction in which he firgt starts, generally up or

across wind, then turns and comes directly back to his

handler on nearly the same line which marked his course
in going out. On the return, in most instances, he for-

gets that he has a nose while using his. eye to watch his

handler as he hurries straight to him. In any event, it

is not then necessary that he should use his nose on
ground which he a moment before ran over.

A particularly annoying phase of this style of ranging
is the taking of a straight line directly ahead in the course
of the shooter. Thus, most of the time the shooter and
the dog are following the same Hne. More than half of

such dog's time and effort are wasted, for it takes him as

long to return as it does to go out. He necessarily is

a poor finder. He knows no difference between the best

and the worst ground. He may point birds when he hap-
pens to run across them, as he is sure to do sooner or

later in a' bird country, for even the shooter will himself

walk up a bevy now and then; but so far as any real

merit is concerned, such a dog has none.
Another faulty manner of ranging is when the dog

turns to the rear at the end of a cast and swings in be-

hind his handler or on to ground which he covered before

in his previous cast, thus repeatedly and uselessly cross-

ing his course. ,

Some dogs acquire the habit of .working entirely on one
side of the handler's course. If forced to cast on the

opposite side, they are intent on returning to" their favor-

rite position, and soon craftily return to it. Others have

the extremely objectionable fault of working behind their

)^a;^<i^ef§, §tiil Other§ ^orH Yfr^^ clg^e fpf wli^le; Re-

gardless of the character of the ground, then take an
extrernely long cast with little judgment or purpose to it,

returning after a time and resuming the pottering range.
The wind and its direction are important factors in

ranging; all dogs work best when the shooter is walking
against it. They can then beat across it to and fro, turn-
ing up wind at the end of their casts if they turn properly,
thus having the best advantages of catching scent of the
birds which are within range of their noses.

If the shooter is going down wind the dog, though he
can beat across wind as before, must necessarily turn
down wind at the end of his casts if he keeps best in
place relatively to the shooter. If the dog turns up wind
under these circumstances, he turns on to ground which
he has worked, making loops at the end of his casts, all

of which results in inferior effort.

In their ability to work out the ground regardless of
whether the shooter walks up, down or across wind,
dogs vary greatly in their powers. Some dogs, good
rangers up wind, seem to lose all ideas of intelligent

ranging when the shooter walks down wind; others per-
form well regardless of the course of the shooter.
When the shooter walks straight across wind he gives

the dog the most difficult proposition to range to, since,

if he then casts straight across the shooter, he must go
straight up and down wind. The wise - dog, of good
sense and good experience, works well regardless of his
handler's course, for he casts out and stays o«t far

enough to have a free fling according to the circum-
stances.

It is better to give the dog experience in- working out
the ground regardless of the wind, for many times it

happens in a day's shooting that owing to the nature of
the grounds and general course of the hunt, an up wind
course cannot be followed.
Quartering denotes that the dog crosses to and fro in

front of the shooter on lines as parallel and equidistant a.s

may be. It is an artificial method, and no doubt is of
use in a section where the ground is favorable to it and
where birds are likely to frequent all parts of the ground
indiscriminately. The English authorities emphasize its

importance. In America, where the grounds exhibit all

kinds of irregularities as to surface and covers, it is. much
better that the dog should beat out the ground intelli-

gently from one likely point to another. The habitats of

the birds are so irregularly placed, and "there is so much
barren ground mixed in with that which is fertile, that
a set form of quartering is neither taught nor desired by
the majority of shooters.

In quartering, the dog covers as rtittch ground as his

nose and speed will permit consistently with the size of
the field or ground to be worked, and at the same time
with keeping in front of the shooter. It is apparent that
if the dog makes his casts too wide he will not be able to
ciit out his parallels and at the same time keep in front
of the shooter. In sections where on the one hand the
intelligent ranger succeeds in finding birds in abundance,
they on the other might appear to be very scarce when
sought by a dog which hunted in parallel lines across his

handler's course,
A dog which does not range well naturally is capable

of but little improvement from the efforts of his handler.
If he comes in repeatedly as a habit, a crack or a cut of
the whip, as he comes in, will tend to keep him from
coming entirely in; but instead of going out to work
when so unpleasantly received he may stilk. At all

events, his imperfect judgment is not to be materially
mended by any efforts of his handler. Constant whistling
and signaling and directing may help the faulty dog to

a limited extent, but the handler then is furnishing all

the brains and doing the thinking for the dog which
the latter, if of the right grade as a worker, would do for

himself.

To teach the dog quartering, implicit obedience to the
whistle and signals of the hand must be taught as a pre-
requisite. The course is always up wind. Then when
the dog is ranging the handler walks to and fro from left

to right, keeping him on the correct parallels across
wind as near as he can, and turning him when at the
proper distance at the end of them. This is continued
day after day till the dog will from mere habit follow the

artificial range thus established. It requires a world of

labor and patience to teach it thoroughly. After it is

taught it has certain spectacular features which appeal
to the novice, but which to the expert suggest a worth-
less redundancy of effort.

The theory of brace work when the dogs quarter tTieii"

ground is that they work on wider parallels in their

casts, which alternate so that neither works on the

other's ground except when turning at the end of their

casts. They should cross in front of their handler at

about the same time, should cast about the same dis-

tance to the right and left, and should make their turns at

the ends of their casts at about the same moment. To
approximate, even remotely, to this degree of refine-

ment, the dogs must work independently, must be nearly

equal in pace and industry, and in general must have the

same ideas of quartering; in short, they must be fairly

well matched.
Dogs develop idiosyncrasies in quartering as they do

in free ranging. One may cast well on one side, tiirning

up wind properly, while at the end of his cast on the other

side he turns down wind; or he may cast irregularly

wide and close, or wide on one side and short on the

other, or come to his handler in the middle of his cast,

or cast to the rear of his handler betimes, etc., or be

working outside the boundaries which are most advan-

tageous to the shooter's success. A point made a half

mile or more away imposes a great loss of time and

extra walking or riding on the shooter, as do also the

long searches for the dog when he is lost on point, and

the latter is a frequent occurrence when the dog works
beyond bounds. The dog which so works is a semi-

self-hunter, and is a very laborious dog to handle.

"Hello, Bub! Is this a good place to hunt for reed

birds?"
"Y-e-s."
"Seen any round here?"
"No. Pop's been beatin' the marshes for over a week."

"Did he get any?"
"No; he didn't get none. That's why it's a good place

to hunt 'em—but as to finding 'em, it's m?an«st pl^ce,

in. Jarsfiy,''---Phi!84eipWa C^ll ,.
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Notice.

All communications intended for Forest akd STm»AM should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

'Mid Reef and Rapid.

r BY F. R. WEBB.

III.

We found nothing exciting "or adventurous in our first

day's cruise, however, for the water was so unusually low
that we were able to get our canoes down the river after

a fashion, and that was all: All day we worked slowly

along, most of the time not exceeding a mile an hour;

generally out in the water, lifting our canoes over the

ledges or off the rocks, and even when we had water

enough to float us in them it was still and currentless

and full of ledges which reached nearly to the surface, or

projected above, in long, irregular, parallel lines, and we
had to paddle slowly and cautiously along, weaving in

and out among the intricacies of the reefs, which fortu-

nately could be plainly seen everywhere through the clear

water. At all of the fish dams and at the numerous
rapids, where the ledgbs constituted natural falls of several

feet in height, we were obliged to portage the canoes by
lifting them carefully over and down the obstructions."

much as we would ordinarily portage a mill dam, and
there were no exciting shoots and jumps such as delight

the heart of the cruiser.

North River is a bold, swift stream, abounding in falls

and rapids, with high bluff-like banks, and with, here and
there, great masses of cliffs overhanging the water, and
with frequent curious, shell-like limestone reefs of gigantic

size, projecting their thin, knife-like edges from the sides

of the bluffs, far out beyond the-line of trees, or towering

aloft in fantastic, chimney-like spires, high up among the

tree-tops. The general trend of the river is directly

across the valley, toward the Blue Ridge; and although

some twelve or fifteen miles distant, these mountains

loomed up before us majestically, pretty much all day.,

their tree-cloth€*-buttresses and spurs gleaming brightly

in the sun, and thrown into relief in contrast with the

dark, shadowj* gorges between. The scenery along the

rivei?,:-with its wider pastoral and mountain views, is very

beautiful; which, taken with its rapids and falls, makes of

it an ideal cruising stream; for the falls and rapids, while

swift, rough and exciting, are entirely within the ability

of the average canoeist, and 'at an ordinary stage of water

this first day's cruise would have afforded us rare sport;

but at the present stage the water trickled through the

stones of the fish dams, leaving their entire crests bare,

and rippled in a thin, bright, transparent sheet down over

the faces of the reefs, or danced in miniature wavelets

down the slopes usually covered by the rapids, with an

occasional channel where a canoe, by good management,
and not a little rubbing and scraping and bumping, was
worked down without its crew being compelled to dis-

embark. ' '-^'t-jilSf

It by no means followed, however, that becatise we
were deprived of all our hoped-ior sport in shooting

these rapids and falls we found the cruising dull, or that

we didn't have any fun. On the contrary, the day's run,

was full of fun and enjoyment; and no party of school-

boys out for an afternoon's holiday could, have had a

better time or more sport than we got out of the day's

cruise: for the ludicrous mishaps and misadventures in-

cidental to the stage of water—none of them:in_the least

serious, or of a character to cause particular discomfort

or inconvenience—that were continually occurring, caused

constant merriment and furnished an endless amount of

amusement; and the cheerful jibe, the lightsbme chaff and

the encouraging badinage dropped harmlessly aroirifd and

enlivened the cruise; while the luckless George was a

score of times roundly berated for forgetting the Jcodak,

which would have been of inestimable value on this^day's

cruise.

Of course we were all the time wet, as to our feet and
lower limbs; but as the water was warm and the day was
hot. this, so far from being a source of discomfort, was a

positive luxury, and but added to our pleasure; and^as

our costumes—consisting as they, did of flannel shirts,

short woolen knee trousers or -knickerbockers, long

woolen stockings and canvas shoes,,, heavily hobnailed^ to

insure a firm footing among the rocks and on the slip-

pery edges of mill dams, the whole crowned with a light

straw helmet

—

were specially adapted for this work, no-

inconvenience or discomfort arose from it, beyond the

comparatively unimportant one of getting the floor-

boards of our canoes wet and more or less muddy from
the constant stepping in and out.

It., speaks well for the strength and durability of our

canvas canoes that none of them were in the least injured

hy the constant bumping and scraping they received; not-
' witfiStahding the fact that many of the reefs and detached

masses of rock with which the river bed was profusely

studded were so honeycombed that they looked like huge
petrified sponges, and their sharp edges and innumerable
points and corners were rough, raspy and cutting to the

last degree, and wounded and scarified the hands and
fingers if grasped even lightly.

We reached the Rockland Dam at i o'clock, and a

portage was quickly and easily made by sliding the canoes
ov-^er the crest o*^ the dam. which stood up, baked hard
and dry in the hot sun, a foot or more out of the water,

clear across the river. Lacy and I stood on the crest of

the dam and slid the boats OA'er, while George and the

Colonel stood on the apron below and let them down
and slid them into the currentless pool below. Most of

the water —all that did not find its way through the in-

terstices of the dam—went down the mill race; and the
short and usually swift and deep rapid below was all but
dry.

We beached our canoes on the gravel bar at the head
of this riffle and Avaded ashore, pulling the boats up after

us, after which the hatches were opened up and, taking
out our mattresses-, camp stools, pipes and tobacco, or
cigars—according to the taste and fancy of the smoker

—

^?]ff 6??!f* f° J^^% ^^^^ WM whicli pq^t^in?4

an ample lunch of cold boiled ham, tongue, hard-boiled
eggs, cheese, biscuits, butter, jelly, pickles, etc., we re-
paired to a shady bank not far from the mill; and after
Lacy had procured a bucket of water from a farmhouse
near by we proceeded to satisfy the somewhat clamorous
and insistent inner men of the party. After lunch an
hour or more was most comfortably and profitably spent,
^at on our backs, on our mattresses, our heads .ind
ghoulders supported by our air pillows and camp stools,
with books and smoking materials, the which more than
one of us forgot in a delicious little siesta.

1 use the word profitably advisedly, for nothing is more
refreshing and bea&fi^^l to the cruiser, after a hard
morning's work—particti,larly in a hot sun (and our sun
to-day was more than hot—it; Was broiling)—than a pro-
longed rest an<l:^iesta about the middle of the day, or
a little after; after which, particularly in very hot weather,
the evening run should be short and an early camp made.

After the ;canoes were packed, George rigged up his
5x8 Anthony camera and took a view of them and of
the river—or, rather, of what river there was to view;
after which^ each man picked up the stern of his canoe
and shoved her, bowfir.st, down over the rocky bar, into the
deeper water below, wading alongside until she was clear
of the. bar. and- welT- afloat, when he carefully disposed
himself after the usual manner in his seat with wet, drip-
ping feet htang one over each side of the canoe, to let the
water drip back into the river where it was needed, in-
stead of into the' canoe, where it was certainly not needed.

•. We Jiad good water on down to the Brubeck Dam, a
'jtiile and a half below, the one or two little rifts being
.'easily run, and had' a rather tedious portage over this

' i\s}y, raggedr^drift-cove'red dam; and the mile and a half
between here and theWnouth of Middle River was worked
-over with not a little difficulty, as the river spreads out
to -Considerabk- width, and is correspondingly shallow;
snd it is safeTo say that we walked over half the distance,
until we reached the broad, deep pool forming the beau-

" tiful .sheet of water at the confluence of the two rivers.
.A. quarter-of a mile below the union of the two streams

is a big, rough stone dam, built in accordance with the
curjcms custom of the natives to form a ford; although
just wliat the dam has to do with the ford we have never
yet be'en able to determine, beyond the fact that since
the road crosses above the dam it deepens the water, to
what purpose we are unable to discover. At any rate,

- .the_ dam .i,s. Tery-i^rtuch in evidence, with a rough fall of
several feet, and some two or three canoe lengths in
extent

- -3W&-.had considerable fun with Lacy at this dam. Lacy,
with commendable but mistaken originality, had not fol-
lowed the rest of us down the regular shoot over the
dam, but had tacjded it in a new place; and he was dis-
covered with HTs canoe hanging broadside on the verge
of the dam. while he was knee deep in the water on the
upper side, vainly tugging, pulling, lifting and swearing
agamst the flow of the water that held her there, his
equanimity in nowise enhanced by the advice, good, bad
and indifferent, which was liberally bestowed on him by
his comrades, rounded to below to see him through.

_ He finally got his bow pointed down stream over the dam
and succeeded in shoving and bitmping his unlucky canoe
down into deeper water below, where he soon joined us;
and after a little further advice, to the eft'ect that it is
a,lways easier to run a canoe over a dam where the water
was deepest, and that it was not as a rule successfully
.accomplished over the almost bare rocks, we let him off.

"This is the place where I used my sail, on our '86
cruise," said I, half a mile below, as we got ottt of our
canoes and took a walk, dragging the canoes after us,
over and among the flat reefs which here extend clear
across the river, with so little water over them that a
barefooted bov might easily have picked his way across
from bank to bank without wetting his ankles.

"It doesn't look much like sailing water along here,"
said the Colonel, stepping out of his canoe again, as she
slid gently up onto another reef and came to a stop,
whde the Colonel, with one foot on either side of the
canoe, and grasping his gunwales with both hands, man-
aged to. work;;:heF-over into deeper water below, with a
series of ludicrous, ungraceful jerks, bumps and shoves.
Lacy called it doing the bullfrog act, and more than once
took occasioii to assure the Colonel that it was lots more
work and trouble than to step clear out of the boat along-
•side^ once for all, and, picking it up by the stern, shove

-1^ .bow firsts gently and steadily over the obstruction;
while George had frequentiv, during the day, suffered
contumely and. abuse from botli Lacy,and myself for not
having that kodak just when the Colonel was particularlv
agile and graceful in his efforts.

"Well, no," I admitted; "I don't think a sail would be
- particularly usefutJiere. In fact, my experience leads
me to believe that both sails and rudders are superfluities
anywhere on the Shenandoah, and that they are simplym the way. You can easily imagine how long a rudder
would hang on a boat in such water as this; and even on
good water it would be sure to be knocked off in jump-
ing the reefs and fish dams. On the occasion I speak of,
however, there was not only good water, but you will
remember that the slack water from the Rippetoe Dam—
which is now broken nut—at that time covered all these
reefs, and backed up in a noble, lake-like sheet of water
clear over^ that dam back there, below Middle River.'
where Lacy hung up. It was the first and last time I
ever used a sail on the Shenandoah, and Hi'
What's that. Sonny? Cantaloups? Why, certainlyl"
said I, driving my canoe ashore, in answer to the hail of
a httle group of small boys, the guardian angels of an
adjacent melon patch, who were standing on the bank,
watching us pass, in open-mouthed astonishment and
admiration. A dime readily procured half a dozen nice
cantaloups, which were distributed around wherever was •

most convenient, in my canoe, until we should reach our
evening camping place, at the big spring at Rippetoes,
which was but a couple of miles below,

. [to be continued.]

A flintlock gun containing a load of irregularly cut
lead slugs was fished out of a lime water spring in Vir-
ginia last month in almost perfect preservation. It is
supposed to have been in the bottom of the spring for
at least fifty years, and to have been preserved by thfs

gheri^ic^l fctm of the |irn? y/^^y^
^

_

Our Boston Letter.

Boston^ March 9.—Thomas W. Lawson gave out a

statement to the press to-night in which he perfectly

defines his position with regard to the New York Y. G.
and his intentions in regard to the future sailing pos-
sibilities of Independence. His statement is very clear

and is of the straightforward kind that sportsmen like to
read. He makes no excuses whatever for building his

yacht, and allows that it is the right of any American
gentleman to build whatever kind of boat he likes and sail

her where he chooses.
He starts from the very beginning and tells the reasons

why he determined to build the Cup defender. Boston
yachtsmen wanted a Boston designed and built boat,

owned by Boston parties, and, as he had reason to believe
that the boat which Mr. Cfowninshield drew the lines

for would be one that every Bostonian would be proud
of, he felt no hesitancy in furnishing the necessary cash to
make her a reality. He said that he gave it to be under-
stood that all responsibility connected with the boat
was his alone, with the exception of the construction.
In regard to a certain feeling among some people that he
would be at a large expense for nothing, Mr. Lawson
pertinently quotes the old English proverb, "Never lose
sleep about the pepper in your neighbor's snuff box, it is

he who does the sneezing."
Mr. Lawson allows that he is not a member of the New

York Y. C, and also allows that there are a number of*
Americans, of more or less influence, who are not mem-
bers of any yacht club. He infers that the reason for his

not being a member is because he has not filed any such
application, a statement which is at variance with com-
mon reports that have been circulated. He says that at
the time when he ordered Independence built he did not
contemplate joining the New York Y. C.

In regard to the future possibilities of his boat, Mr.
Lawson makes the following statement, the sense of
which will appeal to all: "When my boat is finished I
will cause to be announced, in as pleasing language as
I am capable of using, that I am ready to race under any
fair conditions against any boat in American waters ; that
I prefer to race against Columbia and the new boat which
Mr. Herreshoff is building. If one or both of these
boats will meet Independence, I will be pleased. . I will

not quibble as to time, place or conditions—in fact^ will

agree to any conditions that the New York Y. C. or any
club or association composed of Am.erican sportsmen de-
cide to be fair. If Independence should lose, I will con-
gratulate the owners of the boat beating her; if she wins, I
will be happy, and I will ask that Independence be al-

lowed to defend the America Cup, and if it is decided by
those who have the right to decide that there is some
reason which makes it impossible to defend the Cup, 1
will cheerfully withdraw such request."

All kinds of rumors have been in circulation in regard
to certain possible ways in which Mr. Lawson might
overthrow the possibility of Independence not competing
in the trial races. It has been suggested that he could
enter her in the name of some friend who is a member of
the New York Y. C, and several statements have been
made to the effect that he would do this thing. Mr,
Lawson knocks all these calculations to the winds in
his statement. Touching on this point he shows that he
is made of the true kind of American stuff in the follow-
ing words

:

"In regard to the statements printed that, under certain
conditions, I would resort to the subterfuge of allowing
some one else, who had no ownership in my boat, to be
proclaimed her owner for the sake of being allowed to
race, I can only say I regret there is any one connected
•with yachting so unmanly as to think this possible. No
one has ever suggested such a thing to me, and perhaps
it is well no one has made that mistake. Of course T
want to have Independence race. If she does not I suppose
the tides_ will come in and go out, and all good Boston
sailors will go down to the sea in ships the same as hereto-
fore, but rather than resort to the method suggested to
obtain a race I would, without regret, sink Independence
on her launching day, turning her sternpost into a perma-
nent beacon for the guidance of future New England
sailor men."

In justice to Mr. Lawson, it must be stated that the
issuing of this statement was really forced upon him by
the various reports which have been circulated in regard
to the possible methods he would adopt. He has been
placed in a very unenviable position by these suggestions
and it would have been a very easy matter for many to
judge his intentions wrongly. It must be very surprising
to those who have put a false light on his motives to find
such a manlj-, straightforward statement coming from
him.
The Executive Committee of the Hull-Massachusetts

Y. C. has selected the committee which will conduct and
control the races for the 90- footers, 70-footers and other
large classes and fishermen for the cups and prizes offered
by Thomas W. Lawson, to be competed for under the
rules of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. These names were
suggested to the Executive Committee by Thomas W.
Lawson, and were immediately adopted. It is under-
stood that 'all of the men have signified their intentions to
serve. The following men have been selected ; James R.
Hooper, Louis M. Clark, Henry Bryant, E. V. R. Thaj^er!
William Otis Gay, George H. Richards, W. E. C. Eustisj
C. E. Hodge, Henry S. Grew, 2d, and Francis Gray.
These men comprise some of the best known yachtsmen

not only in Massachusetts, but in the country. They are
all men of wide experience, who are capable of conducting
races in the most approved manner. Some of them have
been identified with former Cup defenders and all are
thorough racing men. The Hull-Massachusetts is fortu-
nate in securing such a committee to take charge of the
races.

Mr. Lawson particularly specified that the proposed
races for the prizes which he has offered will not take
place until after the close of the regular racing season.
By doing this he has taken no chances in interfering with
other club dates, and leaves every opportunity for the
yachts to be present. The dates set will probably be soon
aft?r th.§ raping seasori closes, |)robably about the secop^
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week in September, so that it will not be very late and
will be in plenty of season before the hauling out time

comes.
The matter of courses has not yet been decided upon,

and this will undoubtedly be left to the committee. It is

very likely, though, that the races will be sailed over the

regular Hull-Massachusetts courses oH Boston light.

These courses are the finest in the country. They are

in every sense ocean courses, but the land formation is

such that the entire course can be seen from points of

vantage on the shore. There are a number of large yachts
—^in fact, nearly all of those that are racing at the present

time—which have not had an opportunity of trying these

courses, and the Boston yachtsmen are very anxious to

have their vahte thoroughly proved.

At Lawley's Illinois, the Chicago syndicate defender

for the Canada cup, is all completed, and will be launched

next week. Part of the planking is on the Sloane 8sft.

schooner. An i8-footer designed by C. H. Crane, of

Tams, Lemoine & Crane, for Buzzards Bay, is being con-
structed. The Lawley 2S-fo6ter for Buzzards Bay will be

laid down this week. The 120ft. steamer for W. P. Eno
is in frame. The Boreland 85ft. steamer is all planked.

The plating is being put on the 50ft. steamer Bostonia,

which has been lengthened out. The Parsons 46-footer

is planked. The Y. R. A. 21-footer for H. W. Wiggin
is set up.

The schooner Constellation is fitting out at Beverly.

She will go to Bermuda, where Mr. Skinner will join

her and cruise for a time in Southern waters, returning

some time in May. John B. Killeen.

A 20-Foot Cftiisingf Yawl.

Messrs. S. N. and J. F. Small, the well-known East-

ern yachtsmen and yacht designers, who have already

gained a splendid reputation, for turning out successful

boats, have formed a co-partnership under the name of

Small Brothers, and have opened an office in Boston.

Mass. It is the intention of the firm to make a specialty

of racing yachts and fast cruisers, and the fact that the

firm already has several orders on hand is ample evi-

dence that the venture will prove a prosperous one. Wc
publish this week one of their designs for a cruising

yawl, the plans showing a very handsome and roomy
I5bat, and she will undoubtedly be a fast one. She was
designed for Mr. F. B. Rawson, of Sandusky, O., and
is being built by the Wyandotte Pleasure Yacht Works.
She was designed to conform to the scantling restrictions

of the Yacht Racing Union of the Great Lakes, and was
intended more for afternoon sailing and cruising on Lake
Erie than for racing, as her accommodations and head-
room indicate.

Her dimensions are as follows

:

Length

—

Over all 35ft.

L.W.L 2oft. 3in.

Overhang

—

Bow . : . 6ft. iiin.

Stern 7ft. loin.

Beam

—

Extreme 9ft. 3in.

L.W.L 8ft. 6in.

Draft-
To rabbet ift. 8in.

Extreme 2ft. gin.

Board down 5ft. gin.

Freeboard

—

Bow 3ft. 2in.

TafTrail 2ft. 6in.

Least 2ft. 2in.

Sail Area

—

Mainsail 463 sq. ft.

Mizzen 148 sq. ft.

Jib 115 sq. ft.

Total 726 sq. ft.

Displacement 6,55olbs.

Ballast-
Outside 2,ooolbs.

Inside 6oolbs.

The Yachtsmen^s Club,

Mr, John Hyslop, the official measurer of the N. Y.
*

Y. C, lectured before a large number of members of the

Yachtsmen's Club at 47 West Forty-third street,^ on

Wednesday evening, March 6, the subject being "The
Measurement Rule." Mr. Hyslop has been identified with

yachting for many years and is probably more familiar

with its history than any other man in this country. In

consequence of this he has had ample opportunity to see

the effects of rating rules on yacht design and construc-

tion, and for this reason Mr. Hyslop was able to put

his subject before his audience in a particularly compre-

hensive manner. After going over the effect of the early

rating rules and formulas both in England and America,

he led up to the new rule recently adopted by the Seawan-
haka Corinthian Y. C, and illustrated it by drawings, ex-

plaining how boats would be measured in actual practice

under the new rule. The lecture was most interesting, and

the club members extended a vote of thanks to Mr.
Hyslop. ,^ ,.,

Designs Recently Published in Forest ani Stream.

25-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20.

21-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27. .

Minnesota, Nov. 17.

19ft. sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. i. i J

Cutter Isolde, Dec. 8.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dec. 15-22.

Raceabout Jolly Roger, Dec. 29.

Bald Eagle II. and ice boat, Jan. 26. •

25-footer Brigand, Jan. 12.

Canadian ice boat and 14ft. cutter, Jan. 19.

38ft. cruising launch. Jan. 26.

35ft. shoal draft sloop, Feb. 2.

i8-footer Bronco, Feb. 9.

25ft. cruising sloop, Feb. 16.

32-ft. fast cruiser, Feb. 23.

House-boat designs, March 2.

Schooner Endymion and yawl ElUda, March 9.
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The Marine Exhibits at the Show,

It is a matter of general regret that the Sportsmen's

Show, now being held at Madison Square Garden, con-

tains so few marine exhibits. No better opportunity to

display their products could be offered to the many manu-
facturers in all parts of the country, and yet less than a

dozen avail themselves of it. These few, however, make
up for lack of numbers by their exhibits, and they have

no doubt met with success.

The Snecker Motor Co.

One of the most interesting displays was made by the

Sneckner Motor Company, of Greenwich, Conn., who
build one of the most compact, powerful, economical and
absolutely safe gas motors on the m.arket. This firm

exhibited a launch that has been specially built for them
by Mr. L. D. Huntington, of New Rochelle.

The Troscott Boat Manafactoricg Co.

Perhaps the largest marine exhibit was that of the

Truscott Boat Manufacturing Company, of St. Joseph,
Mich. Two boats^ are shown, one an open launch i8ft.

long, and the other a cabin boat, 30ft. in length. Both
these boats were perfectly appointed in every way, and
were sold soon after the exhibition was opened. The New
York office of this firm is in charge of Mr. J. W. New-
bury, 471 West Twenty-second street.

The Standard Motor Manufacturing Co.

Another splendid exhibit is that of the Standard Motor
Manufacturing Company, of 148 East 129th street, New
York city. This firm manufactures 4-cycle gasoline en-

gines of 2, 3 and 4 cylinders from :o to 75 horse power, all

of which are equipped with automatic governors and
vaporizers, speed regulators and spark timing device and
reversing gear. The compactness of this engine especially

adapts it for auxiliary uses; the propeller revolves with-

out any drag when the boat is under sail. Some of the

boats already equipped with this type of motor are:

Trochilus, owned by Mr. Mayhew W. Bronson ; Meda,
owned by Dr. Morton R. Peck ; Toma, owned by Mr.
Bradley L. Eaton, and .Sea Bird, owned by Mr. J. O. L.

Wharton.

The Wolverine Motor Works.

Mr. A. V. Evans, the New York agent of the Wolverine
Motor Works, of Grand Rapids, Mich., has on exhibition

at space 37 a 6-horse power 2-cycle Wolverine motor.
This motor shows the high class work that this firm
turn out. Their 3-cylinder motor is self-starting and
reversing, and can be handled the same as a steam en-
gine; it is made in i, 2 or 3 cylinder types and from 2 to

60 horse power. It is an ideal engine for launches, yacht
tenders and auxiliaries ; can be used with solid propeller

or reversing screw
;
reversing screw can be set so that

blade does not drag when the boat is imder sail. Mr.
Evans will have one of these motors on exhibition at his

office, 105 Beekman street. New York city, and will be
pleased to explain its merits to prospective purchasers.
Over 1,000 Wolverine motors are now in operation, 175
of them being in working boats receiving almost con-
stant daily use, and many are in use in the fruit trade in

Central and South America. One of their boats is to be
taken on a North Pole expedition by Messrs. Baldwin
and Zeigler. It is an interesting fact that there are
Wolverine motors in use in every civilized country in the
world.

The D. M. Tuttle Co.

Still another exhibit that attracted much attention is

that of the D. M. Tuttle Company, of Canastota, N. Y.
This company manufactures gasoline engines, boats and
launches, and has already gained an enviable reputation.

The launch which is on exhibition is thoroughly con-
structed and is well finished ; it is i6ft. long 4ft. 2in. beam
and i6in. draft ; the decks are finished in oak. The boat
is fully equipped with a ij^-horse power Tuttle motor, an
interesting feature of which is the self-wiping sparker. A
written guarantee is given with each boat and a two
weeks' trial is permitted. It would appear that the
price asked for these boats ($200) is very reasonable. The
New York agents are H. H. Kiffc Company, 523 Broad-
way, who will send catalogues and any desired informa-
tion on request.

The Carlton Boat & Canoe Co.

The Carlton Boat & Canoe Company, of Oldtown, Me.,
make a creditable showing with their high grade canoes.

The International Gas Engine Co.

The International Gas Engine Company, of 26 Broad-
way, New York, has on exhibition a 22-horse power en-

gine. This is a durable motor of simple construction,

which occupies a small amount of floor space; it is self-

starting and very economical in fuel consumption. Be-
side the large number of these engine in use on yachts and
launches, many are used on the oyster and fishing boats
of Long Island Sound and Great South Bay.

The New York Kerosene Engine Co.

One of the few exhibitors who had a motor in full

operation was the New York Kerosene Engine Company,
of 31 Burling Slip, New York city. This concern manu-
factures the most successful kerosene oil motor on the

market, and those interested can see one of these engines
in operation at the firm's yard, 131st street arid Harlem
River.

The Craig Gasoline Eagine.

Mr. James Craig, Jr., of 556 West Thirty-fourth street,

has on exhibition a 3H-horse power 4-cycle engine. The
Craig engine is made with 3 and 4 cylinders, by means of

which they are arranged in correct balance and the ex-
plosions in the different cylinders occur in regular se-

quence. This provides smooth and quiet running and
permits of high speed with maximum power for minimum
weight. Mr. Edward F. Leeds, of Bridgeport, Conn., is

the sole agent for Connecticut and Long Island.

"White Star Motors.

Mr. W. R. Smith, of 868 Eighth avenue, has two White
Star motors on exhibition. Mi-. Smith manufactures
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marine and stationary gas engines from 2 to SO horse
power. Circulars aild all information sent on request.

The Indian Oldtown Canoe Co.

Spaces 14 and 15 are occupied by the Indian Oldtown
Canoe Company, of Oldtown, Me. They have a very
complete exhibit of canoes, paddles, etc.

The Mather Launch and Canoe Co.

The Mather Latmch & Canoe Company, of Atlantic,

Mass., occupying spaces 11, 12 and 13, in connection with

their New York agents, Shoverling, Daly & Gales, are ex-

hibiting canvas canoes and canvas-covered rowboats.

Clatette.

Clarette was designed by Mr. S. N. Small, of Small
Brothers, of Boston, and was built by Messrs. Higgins &
Gifford, of Gloucester, Mass., for Mr. Walter Burgess.

She was planned to conform to the cabin and scantling

restrictions of the Massachusetts Y. R. A. Clarette has a

large amount of accommodation, there being 6ft. of head-
room in the cabin. She has a large main cabin with two
berths on either side and wide transoms in front. For-
ward is the toilet room, galley and a good sized forecastle

;

there is also ample locker room. Her dimensions are as

follows

:

Length—
Over all ................ ............. 45ft.

L.W.L. ............. 28ft. 6in.

Overhang

—

....... . . 7ft. 6in.Bow
Stern ................... .............. 9ft.

Freeboard

—

Bow ................... .... 0 ....... . 3ft. 6in.

Taffrail ................ ............. 2ft. 6in.

Least .................. ............. 2ft. 3in.

Beam

—

Extreme ................ ............. 12ft. 2in.

L.W.L. ................ ............. lift. 4in.

Draft-
Extreme. ............... 3ft. 2in.

Board down .............. 7ft. 6in.

Sail area, total ............... ........ ..1,450 sq.ft.

Ballast . ................... 4.6solbs.

Yacht 0\ih Notes.

The Pelham Country Club has organized a yachting

department to be known as the Lark Cltrb, its object

being to promote boat racing and social intercourse among
its members. The club's headquarters during the summer
months will be at Pelham Bay. Races will be held every

Saturday afternoon in the bay off the club house, and

special open races ' will be held during the season. Some
twelve one-desi^ii|."larks are being built, and special at-

tention will bejgiy^n to this class. Ten of these boats are
being constructed at the ' yard of C. G. Downer, at College
Point, L. L Suitable prizes will be awarded to the win-
ners in all classes:] At a recent meeting of the club the
following officers were elected : Com., Paul R. Allen;
Vice-Com., M. St. G. Davies; Rear-Com., Frank Down-
ing; Secretary and Treasurer, H. S. Sayers, 218 West
131st street, New York city. A number of large boats
have been enrolled on the club's list, and the membership
is increasing rapidly.

^ fc^

At the anml^l meeting of the Columbia Y. C, held at

the Yachtsmerfs Club, the following officers were elected:

Com., Walther Liittgen; Vice-Com., W. C. Trageser;
Rear-Com., Alfred Garr; Secretary, T. S. Coale; Treas.,

J. A. Weaver ; Fleet Surgeon, :H. Griswold, M. D. ; Meas.,
Mansfield M. Doty. Trustees fo serve two years—George
R. Bidwell, W. M. K. Olcott, W. Dixon Ellis and W. T. -

Colbron. Nominating Committee—J. F. Hitchcock,
chairman ; W. H. Carpenter and T. S. Coale.

^ ^ ^
At the annual meeting of the Portland Y. C, held

Wednesday evening, March 6, the following officers were
elected : Com., C. W. Bray, steam yacht Maitland ; Vice-
Com., Edward Woodman, knockabout Banshee

;
Sec'y, J.

E. Butler; Treas., C. F. A. Weber; Meas., D. W. Fox;
Fleet Capt, P. S. Jones; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. W. H. Brad-
ford; Regatta Committee, N. Clifford, W. Noyer, F. S.

Vaill,, C. W. Small
;
Membership Committee, E. H. Rice,

F. S. Macomber, F. S. Bullard. The club has 260 mem-
bers, and there are eighty-three yachts enrolled. The
Treasurer reports the club free from debt, with a good
surplus with which to begin the year. A special smoker
will be held at the club house April 26 to celebrate the

thirty-second anniversary of the organization of the club;

K m
The Canarsie Y. C. has announced the following racing

dates for the coming season: .„ _ .,

Thursday, May 30—Opening of the season, parade and
review of the yachts in club's fleet; reception and review

at club house, Sands Point, Canarsie, L. L
Saturday, June &—Pennant championship race on

Jamaica Bay, over ten miles' triangular course.

Thursday, July 4—Dress parade, review and fireworks.

Saturday, July 22—Open regatta off club house on
Jamaica Bay.

Saturday, Aug. 17—Corinthian regatta off club house
at Sands Point, L. L
Monday, Sept. 2—Ladies' day regjatta, each boat in

contending fleet to be handled by ladies.

Saturday, Sept. 21—Commodore's cup races off the club

house, Sands Point, L. I.

At the annual meeting of the Greenville Y. C. of New
Jersey, at the club house, foot of Linden' avenue, Green-
ville, Upper New York Bay, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : Com., A. G. Roemer ; Vice-
Com., C. N. Pinkney; Rear-Com., O. Greiff; Sec'y, A. L.

Bogart; Treas., C. P. Boos; Meas., C. Johnson; Ser-
geant-at-Arms, F. Lange. The Trustees elected were A.
G. Roemer, C. N. Pinkney, O. Greiff, A. L. Bogart, C. P.
Boos, A. Renshaw, G. Ruffle and F. J. McMuUen. The
reading of the annual report showed an increase of 50 per
cent, in the membership of the club, a total of 100 mem-
bers, 40 of whom are boat owners. At the April meeting
a schedule of dates will be announced for the yachting
season.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The auxiliary sloop Massasoit, built at Smtih V. Rogers'

yard, Sayville, L. I., for Mr. W. M. Biaisdell, of Brook-
lyn, was launched a few days ago. She will be the flag-

ship of the Canarsie Y. C. The boat is 55ft. over all, 35ft.

on the waterline and 14ft. 6in. beam, and is equipped with
a 20-horse power engine.

Palmer Bros., of Miamus, Conn., are building for Mr.
J. S. Johnson, of Baltimore, Md., a 3Sft. cruising cabin
launch, the power to be furnished by a 12-horse power
Palmer gasoline motor. The boat will be used on Chesa-
peake Bay.

1^

The New York Y. C. realized about $1,500 on the sale

of the furniture that was left in the old club house at 67
Madison avenue.

I? •!

Dr. E. M. Culver, of Ne\v York, has purchased the

steam yacht Cero, which is now in Florida. He will make
an extended cruise on her with a party of friends through
the West Indies.

^ ^ ^
The yacht Laurea that won the Coupe de France is not

a total loss, as was at first reported. She has been raised

by a shipbuilder of Marseilles and will be repaired in

time to do some more racing before the Mediterranean
season closes.

The foreign-built steam yacht May, owned by Mr.
Alexander Van Rensselaer, has recently been admitted to

American registry. A bill was passed by the Senate and
the House- authorizing the Commissioner of Navigation
to classify the yacht as a vessel of the United States. The
May rendered the Government valuable services as a

relief ship during the Spanish-American war. In a letter

to Senator Frye, chairman of the Committee on Com-
merce, General Miles, speaks most highly of the usefulness
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of the yacht in carrying medicine and supplies to the

soldiers and sailors in Porto Rico. The May was
originaly owned by E. D. Morgan ; she was afterward
purchased by Mrs. Sarah D. Fell, and later was sold to

Mr. Alexander Van Rensselaer.

Work is being rushed on the Cup challenger, Shamrock
II. The Yachting World says: "Fresh gangs of men
were started last week on the construction of the new
challenger in Denny Bros.' yard at Dumbarton, and a

serious efYort is being made to try and have the shell ready
for launching on the tides which fall due in the last week
of March. AH the hands retained for the job have been
turned on, and the work goes on incessantly by day and
night. During the day the work is done entirely inside

the shed and the shaping and fitting of the heavier pieces,

which require the assistance of the ordinary machinery,
are done at night, when the 3'ard has been cleared of the

men on the day shift. Capital progress has been made,
but although much of the material for building her is

already shaped and ready, there seems to be little pros-

pect of the vessel being ready for launching at the time
originally named. A dredger has now started work in

the River Leven, opposite the yard, for the purpose of

dredging a launching berth and a channel right to the

Fairway of the Clyde."
K H K

The Spalding St. Lawrence Boat Company, of Ogdens-
burg, N. Y., have received from the Herreshoifs an order
for three topsail hollow spruce spars for the new Cup
defender being built at Bristol, R. I. These hollow spars,

of the special method of construction of the Spalding
Company, will be from 50 to 60 per cent, lighter weight
than if of solid wood of the same dimensions, and also
considerably lighter than steel tubing of sufficient weight
for the purpose. Such a saving in weight aloft on the
Herreshoff boat will be considerable and of immense ad-
vantage.

it H 8t

The following large steam yachts, among others, will

have new Roberts boilers next season : Steam yacht Ad-
miral, owned by Mr. Pliny Fish, of New York; new
steam yacht (formerly steamer City of Qtiincy), owned by
Mr. H. B. Anderson, of New^ York ,^ steam yacht ' Say
When, owned by Hon. W. J. White, Cleveland, O; ; new
steam yacht now being builf on the St. Lawrence River,
owned by Mr. W. H. Nichols, President of the General
Chemical Company, of New York; three steam yachts
now being built by the George Lawley & Sons Corp., South
Boston, Mass. ; steam yacht Venice, owned by L, G- Smith,
of Syracuse, N. Y.

; steam_,yacht Chetolah, owned by Mr.
A. J. Wise, of New York; new steam yacht (not yet
named), owned by Mr. James Averill, of Champlain,
N. Y.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be sddnessed to the Forest aiid Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the papet. •

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

K yoo want yoor shoot to be aiiaottaced here send a
notice like the following:

CLARETTE,
Designed by S. N. Small for Walter Btirgess. Pkoto by Jacksoo, Marblehead.

Fiztttres*

March 21.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target and live-bird
shoot. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Seventh annual spring tournament

of the Baltimore Shooting Association ; two days targets, $100
per day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. J. M.
Hawkins, Sec'y.
April 10.—St. Louis, Mo.—Contest for Dupont trophy at Dupont

Park.
,

April 12-13.—Newark, N. J.—Forester Gun Club's tournament
J. T. Fleming, Sec'y.
April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas Sportsmen's Association. W. H. Koehler, Sec'y.
April 18.—Newell. la.—Newell Gun Club's target shoot. Henry

G. Hall, Sec'y.
April 24-25.—Binghamton, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the

Peters Cartridge Co.; |150 added money. H. W. Brown, Sec'y.
John Parker, Mgr.
April 26-28.—Chicago.—Annual spring tournament of the Crescent

Gun Club. John S. Boa, Mgr.
May 7-9.—Peru, Ind.—Fifth annual amateur tournament of the

Peru Gun Club; two days at targets for amateurs; one day at
live birds. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln. Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament oif the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, See'y.
May 14-17.—Alleatown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.
Snaner, Mgr.
May 1-3.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's annual tournament;

targets and live birds. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
May 14-16.—Elwood, Ind.—Tournament of the Zoo Rod and Gun

Club.
May 14-17.—Newton, la.—Annual tournament of the Iowa State

Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the Newton Gun Club.
D. R. Tripp, Sec'y,
May 21-^.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament

and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.
Chas. T. Stickle Sec'y.
May 22-23.—Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of

the Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. W. Phellis, Sec'y.
May 28-30.—London, O.—Tournament of the London Gun Club.
May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-

shooters' League; under auspices of the East Side Gun Club.
John Parker, Mgr.
May 30.—Canaioharie, N. Y.—Tournament of the Canaioharie

Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.
June B-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
June 11-13.—Sioux City, la.—Seventh annual amateur touajament

of the Soo Gun • 'wb. W. F. Duncan. Sec'>.
Tune 13-14.—Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y. , r-
June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;

two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament

of the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,
Sec'y.
June —.-'Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters'

Leagm of Wisconsin. First week in Juq«^
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WTuly 17-18.—St Marys, W. Va.—Fiftli anmial tournameiit of the
^est Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of

VVest Virg-inia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
July 23.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. 1.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y-
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, in.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds. West Monroe street
at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
interstate Park, Queens, L, I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I,_ R. R. Trains direct t© grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafd and hotel accommodations.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Uueens. L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's ninth annual Grand^ American Handicap Tournament
at Live Birds.
June —.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Forty-third annual

tournament of the New York State Association for the Protection
of Fish and Game.
Monthl;r contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 hve birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New

Utrecht Guti Club—Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

_April^ 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation s ninth annual Grand American Handicap tournament at
live birds. Edward Banks Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway, New York.
April 17-18.—Jacksonville, Fla-—The Interstate Association's

touroainent, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. B.
W. Sperry, Sec'y.
May 8-10.—Memphis, Tenn.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Memphis Gun Club.
June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July l-2.--Sherbrooke, P. (J., Can.—The Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y.
July 10-11.—Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens L. I.—The Interstate Asso-

ciation s second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
H.OOO added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7.-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.
Root. Sec'v.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker.
Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these colwmns^ also any neivs notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company

^ 346 Broad-
way, New York.

h.. W. Tinker, of Providence, R. I., famous in the trapshooting
annals of a past school, died last week. He defeated both Ira
Paine and A. H. Bogardus when th?y held the center of the stage
in their zenith as shooting wonders, ilis favorite style of shooting
was according to the Rhode Island rules, gun below the elboNv.
His last conspicuous participation in a public contest at the traps
was at the Interstate shoot given under the auspices of the Provi-
dence Gun Club, July 19,-20, 3899, and although he was then well
along in years he broke 21 targets out of 30.

' Of him, in Fokest
AND Stream's report, A'lr. Edward Banks wrote as follows: "The
Old Guard was represented by Ned Tinker, one of the best-known
trap shots of Rhode Island in the days when gun below the
elbow and 21yds. rise were the thing, with live pigeons for targets.
Ira Paine and Mr. Tinker were giants in those days, and the
latter's scores in the first two events on the first day show that
Mr. Tinker's blue eyes have not forgotten how to look- along- a
gun barrel, although the sight may not he as clear as it was when
feathers flew. Mr. Tinker is well thought of by the Providence
Gun Club; he is its solitary honorary member."

It seems that the Indians, the new fraternity of the trapshooters,
htive a solemn ritual, and that all candidates are subjected to it to
the end that their worthiness and stanchness are properly tested
beiore they can properly be classed as braves. At Chicago, the
famous naval man behind the gun, Admiral A. G. Courtney, was
a candidate in searcli of membership, and was being just put
through the form where his socks were turned down over his
shoes and he was being led, blindfolded, round the tables and
through the doors and then seated. A glass of water was handed
to him. He was commanded to drink it and name it. At the
first taste he shivered and said in disgust, "I never was good
at naming these French drinks," whereupon he was elected to
full membership by popular acclamation.

The tournament programme of the Newell Gun Club, of Newell,
Ta., can be obtained of Mr. H. G. Hall, the club's secretary. It
tersely sets forth that the tournament date is March 21; strictly
amateur; targets 2 cents; live birds 12^2 cents; purses divided 40,

30, 20 and 10 per cent. ;
magautrap rules. Annual shoot May 1,

2 and 3. Eleven events are provided, of which seven are at targets,
four at live .birds. Two of the latter are at 10 birds, $5; one at

7, $3; one at 15, $7.50 entrance. The target events are one at 10,
four at 15, and two at 20, $1, $1.50 and $2 entrance.

The recent team shoot between New York and New Jersey has
demonstrated that a competition which has new features, when
properly backed, will have a strong and earnest support. The
same men facing the same proposition week after week and
™9hth after month do dot need to compete to learn the results.
W ith a new proposition and therewith the element of uncertaintiy
new interest and effort are evoked. There is more trapshooting
skill in America to-day than ever before, but, in a majority of
instances, they have nothing new offered in the way of competition.
At least, instead of offering the same events over and over again,
changes could be made, team shoots one week, sweepstakes the
next, trophy events the next, etc., much to the acti^^ty of the
sport.

On Saturday of last week, at Interstate Park, in the continuous
match, the crackerjack squad being at the score, there was ex-
traordinarily quick action. Heikes, Gilbert and Banks missed on
the first target; Fanning went out on his second, and Leroy
tarried but a moment longer, retiring on his third. Eight targets
were sufficient to put out the entire squad at that time, but the
scores will show that such a happening is rare enough to class
as an event.

I?

Mr. E. L. Greenin, of Westwood, N. J., informs us that the
Westwood Gun Club, of which he is secretary, has erected a new
club house on its grounds. It was decided at a meeting on
March 2 to hold its regular club shoot the third Saturday of each
month. Mr. V. Van Buskirk, was elected captain of the club.
The organization is in a very promising condition at present, new
members being constantly added to the roll.

Mr. John Watson, Grand Crossing, Chicago, HI., writes us as
follows: "To give the shooters from the West on their way to the
(irand American Handicap a chance for some jtraotice, I will give
a two days' shoot—March 28 and 29—commencing at 10 .\. M. each
day. I'rogramme: Ten birds, entrance $.'i, divided .W and -1.1 per
cent; 15 birds, entrance $8, divided 40, ;'.r. and 2.t per cent. Same
both days; Handicaps 28 to 31yds."

In our advertlsrtng_ columns, Mr. E. D. Fulford, of Utica, N. Y.,
calls attention to his celebrated live-bird traps, which have been
adopted bv many of the leading trapshooting Associations of
.-Kmerica. "Besides his celebrated automatic traps, he manufactures
portable traps, a set of which can be installed in five minutes.
Concerning them, for further particulars address Mr, Fulford,

The Carlstadt Gun Club, of Carlstadt, N. J., w'as organized on
March 7. Officers were elected as follows: President, Theo A.
(iemp; Vice-President, Chris Niederer; Secretary Henry Krug;
Treasurer, George Frank; Captain, Wm. Rasmus. There is a large
membership. The club shoot will be held every Saturday. The
club holds a meeting on the first Monday of every month.

No. 1 squad in the championship 100-target race on Saturday, at
Interstate Park, did a remarkable thing. It broke 124 out of

125 targets when up to shoot at the last 25 of the 100. The squad
consisted of Messrs. Crosby, Gilbert, Heikes, Fanning and Par-
melee, the latter missing his 19th target. It was very careless.

The following has been communicated to us: "Alexander Stein,

of the well-known firm of Conrad Stein Sons, has purchased a
battle axe of the firm of Schoverling, Daly & Gales at their ex-

hibit at Madison Square Garden, intending to send same to Mrs.
Carrie Nation, inviting her to come here and try same."

In the chamiiionship contest at 100 targets, on Monday of this

week, at Interstate Park, Messrs. Parmelee, Crosby, Gilbert,

Heikes and Fanning each broke his first 25 straight, making 125

for the squad without a miss. Gilbert continued as he began and
broke 100 straight, making thereby a perfect score.

Owing to the objections of residents whose domiciles -were ad-

jacent to Madison Square Garden, the Roof Garden tournament
was adjourned to Interstate Park on Friday of last week. No
shooting, further than a start, was done on Thursday, the shoot-

ing being stopped at 11 :15 A. M. .v

The Union Gun Club, of San Francisco, Cal., whose programme
for the year 1901 we publish elsewhere in our trap columns, re-

cently elected oiticers a? follows: President, Fritz VValpert; Vice-

President, M. J. Iverson; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Janssen;
Captain, C. M. Wollam.

H
Mr. J. L. Head, of Peru, Ind., writes us that the Peru Gun

Club's fifth annual amateur tournament will be held at Peru, Ind„
May 7, 8 and 9. Two days at targets for amateurs, and one day at

live birds, open to all. Mr. J. L. Head is the president, Mr.
Chas. Bruck, secretary.

•t

On Thursday of last week the return match between Messrs.

J. Stubbs, of Frenchtown, and J. Hagey, of Hellertown, took

place at Greisemersville, near Allentown, Pa. The first match re-

sulted in a tie. This match was at 47 birds. The scores were

.Stubbs 41, Hagey 38.

The California Wing Club recently elected officers as follows:

President, Dr. S. E. Knowles; Vice-President, Edw. Donohue;
Secretary, C, C. Nauman; Board of Directors, the officers, with
C, H. Shaw, O. Feudner and F. Vernon.

ON LQNG ISLAND.

New Utrecht Gan Club.

Interstate Park, L. 1-., March 9.—There was a good attendance
ot stiooters, and excellent shooting was the rule, as the scores
will show^
Event i\o. 1, birds, club prize *Indicates no bird allowance.

Tfndicates miss as kill:

T Shoot-ofl.
J P Brown*, 29 1222221—7 *

Dr Wynn* 29 2111112—7 121222211

1

Jack, 29 2122222—7 1*
H *-ryn* 28 2122211—7 2222211222G \\ Hagedorn* 28 1211221—7 111110
C A Ramapo*t, 27 1122022-6
E H Lott, 28 , .....2221111—7 1221121111
Event No. 2, 7 Jjirds^ for club iJrize. -^Indicates no bird allow-

ai-ce:

T Shoot-ofT.

4t t- 2121222—7 22120
1222111—7 12*

G W Hagedorn 2111111—7 1212111222
C A Ramapo 2222222—7 222222212*E H Lott 2111221—7 22211*

S ^'V^l"* 28 2222222-7 221120W F Sykes*, 29 2222222—7 2222*W H Hamilton*, 30 1121111—7
Mr. G. W- Hagedorn won G. W. H. medal.
Ten birds, for club prize. *Indicates no bird allowance, tln-

rlicates miss as kill

:

L Brown*, 30 1221w S B Jayt, 29 21222m0w
Dr Wynnr, 28 2122121121-10 W F Sykes*t, 29..222220w
T H Jack*, ZQ 2211212222-10 W Hamilton*, 30. .2112112211-10H Rrynt, 28 1122000120— 6

Five pairs: Dr. Wynn, 2.5yds., 6; J. H. Jack, 27yds., 7; H. Kryn,
25yds., 6; G. W. Hagedorn, 26yds., 8; S. B. Jay 26yds., 4- C A
Ramapo, 25yds., 4; E. H Lott, 26yds.. 7.

Crescent -Athletic Club.

Marcli 9.—The March cup had nine contestants to-day, and of
these G. G. Stephenson, Jr., scored the limit of 50, with the as
sistance of 3 of the 4 targets allowance, therefore actually scoring
47, a 94 per cent, gait, and a most excellent performance. The
scores:
March cup, 25 targets expert traps, 25 targets iriagautrap; handi-

cap allowances:

H B Martin.
C A Sykes...

Deft panel, 15 targets, expert traps; handicap allowances; D. C.
Hopkins, 4, 15; W. W. Marshall, 4, 15: G. Stephenson, Jr., 1, 14;
H. B. Martin, 1, 13; F. B. Stephenson,' 0, 13; H. C. Werleman. 5,
13: Dr. J. J. Keyes, 2, 11.

Shoot-oft", .'•.-ime conditions: Hopkins 13, Mar.shall 11,

—Expert— —Magautrap

—

Grand
Hdcp. Total. Hdcp.

u
Total. Total.

2 25 25 50
2 25 1 24 49
3 24 3 25 48
8 24 3 35 49
<i •2i S 24 48
4 25 2 23 48
1 23 1 20 43
6 18 5 25 43
7 18 6 20 38

Union Gun Club.

On the first Sunday of each month-^March 3 to Sept, 1, inclusive
—on the San Francisco Trapshooting As.sociation grounds. Ingle-
side, the following events will be shot. Take Mission street
electric cars:
Warm Up—Ten-Bird Match —High guns to win. Entrance to be

named by captain.
Club Shoot, 25 Birds.—Not more than one score to be made up

during the season of seven shoots. Club offers $S money, divided
into 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent; 20 breaks and over will constitute
first class; 16 to 19, inclusive, second class; 12 to 15, inclusive, third
class; below 12, fourth class. Ties to shoot off at 10 birds or
shooter's option.
Club Hanidacp Match.—Twenty-five to thirty Iiirds, entrance 50

cents. Handicap to be governed according to scores made m
club match. Winners of medals to wear same each month. Medals
to become the property of members winning same the greatest
number of times during the season. Gold medal, over 68 per
cent. ; silver medal, below 68 per cent. Ties to shoot off at 10
birds or shooter's option. Handicap to be done as follows: Give
11 and under 5 birds; give 12 to 15, inclusive, 3 birds; give 16 to
19, inclusiye, 1 bird.

Ability Handicap Medal.—Entratice 50 eent.s, 20 to 30 birds.
Shooters handicapped according to ability. Possible 20 birds.
Medal to become property of shooter winning same the greatest
number of times during season of seven shoots. Ties to shoot
off at 10 birds or shooter's option.
Special Medal at 10 Birds.—End of season, for shooters who fail

to win prize in club or handicap shoot. Shooters to enter this
match must take part in five club events.
Outsiders' and Members' Match.—Entrance ,50 cents. Handicaps

20 to 25 birds, 20 breaks or over being possible. Club will add
money at each shoot. Purse to be divided into 50, 30 and 20 per
cent. Other matches to be arranged by the captain. All shooters
are invited to participate in any club or other event for birds
at the rate of 2 cents a bird. Practice shooting from 9:30 to
10:30 A. M. Regular Club events at 10:.30 A. M.
On March 31, June 30 and Sept. 29 this club will have three live-

bird handicap shoots at 12 birds, on the San Francisco Trapshoot-
ing Association grounds, Ingleside.

Unioh Gun Club.

Mr. Franklin Stearns, of Richmond, Va., is steadily coming to

the front as a skillful and successful trap shot. On Thursday of

last week he shot two 50-bird races with Mr. W. A. Hammond, at
Richmond, the first for the championship of Virginia, the second
for the championship of Richmond city. In the first contest he
won by a score of 45 to 43, losing 3 dead out. In the second there
was a tie on 41, and in the shoot-off both had scored 10 when the
supply of pigeons gave out, and further competition was postponed
to Wednesday of this week.

In his "Century of Chinese Literature" H. A. Giles tells this:

"A general was hard pressed in battle and on the point of giving
way, when suddenly a spirit soldier came to his rescue and en-
ab'ed him to win a great victory. Prostrating himself on the
ground, he asked the spirit's name. "I am the God of the Target,"
rep.iuu itie spirit, "And how have I merited your godship's kind
assistance?" inquired the general. "I am grateful to you," an-
swered tlie spirit, "because in your days of practice you never once
hit me."

The New Utrecht Gun Club, of Newark, and the Riverton
Gun Club, of Philadelphia, have arranged a club team match,
fifteen men on a side, each man to shoot at 25 live birds from
the 29yd. mark. The match will take place at Riverton, March
22, to he followed by a return match at Interstate Park some time
in April. The difference between 29yds and 30yds. is so slight that
the latter, being a standard of the best performance, would seem
to be the more desirable from an outsider's point of view.

The Baltimore Shooting Association will be represented at the
Grand American Handicap by twelve or more of its members.
There is evidence on every hand that this great national event has
lost none of its keen interest to the shooting fraternity. In-
cidentally, those who are at the G. A. _H., who contemplate at-

tending the Baltimore shoot and desire information concerning it

will have a good opportunity to interview its representatives and
meet a fine lot of gentlemen sportsmen.

The programme of the Baltimore Shooting Association's annual
spring tournament will be issued about March 20. The dates, April
9 to 12, inclusive, follow conveniently after the Grand American
Handicap for the shooters who contest therein to attend the
Baltimore shoot, of which the first two days are at targets. $100

sdded "^ch dav. Also $500 are guaranteed in the Maryland Hawli-
Kap, The address o£ the secretary, Mr. J. M. Hawkins, is P. O.

ISox 454, Eaitimoje,- Md,

Mr. Ed Bergen, of Grand Rapids, Minn., won the H. C. Hirschy
trophy in the last shoot on March 2 at Intercity Park, Minneapolis,
Minn., with a score of 24 out of 25. The next contest for this

trophy will take place at Grand Rapids, Minn.

•t

We are informed thai on March 15 at Bunn's Hotel, .Singac,

N J., a match will be shot at 100 live birds each for a purse of

$200i between A. Doty, of Patcrson, N. J., and E. A. Dickson, of
Ntwburgh, N. Y., commencing at 1 P. M.

]\Ir. B. G. Cushman, the secretary, informs us that the Silver

Lake Gun Club, of Bellefontaine, O., will hold its fourth annual
tournament June 13 and 14, rain or shine, and that the preparations
are in charge of a hustling management.

it

The fifteen-men team match between the National Gun Club, of
Milwaukee, and the Garden City Gun Club, of Chicago, at .Mil-

waukee, March 2, was won by the former by a score of 190 to ITlj'

each contestant shooting at 15 birds. ^
.

The Crescent Gun Club, of Chicago, HI., announces its annual
spring tournament at targets to take place at its grounds, Cali-

fornia avenue and Forty-seventh street, April 36-28^ Mr. John
S. Boa is manager.

K
. if

On Tuesday of last week Dr. Geo. D. B. Darby defeated Mr.
C. E, Geikler in a lOO-bird race, 28yds., on the grounds of the
Keystone Shooting League, at Holmesburg Junction, Pa., by a
score of 90 to 85. -

'

»t

Mr. John S. Wright has postponed his shoot from March 4^ to
March 20, owing to the Roof Garden tournament liaving been
transfereed to fnterstate Park. .Shooting will commence at 10
o'clock.

•e

Mr. Louis Erhardt, at the shoot of the Metropolitan Gun {J-lub,

St. .Joseph, Mo., held recently, won high average with 170 out of
180 targets, ari average slightly over .944 per cent.

The Oceanic Rod and Gun Club will hold its regular club con-
test at targets on March 18. Targets $1..50 per 100. Mr. J. H. W.
Fleming (Johnnie Jones) is secretary,

Bernard Waters.

; Excellent Nerve.

An eScchange preserits the following:
"A Chicago daily contained a paragraph recently that awoke

mingled feelings of pity, disgust and sorrow. It was about a 'live-
bird shoot,' the reward being a certain cup. Two men shot 20O
live birds. The loser was a 'trifle nervous'; his opponent 'dis-
played excellent nerve.' Reverently, we wonder what God thinks
when he sees men made for His glory using their wondrous
powers thus—slaughtering His birds, wasting time, money and
life in ignoble contests and sowing the seeds of death in their
souls. 'A trifle nervous'! Strange that the delicate nerves, God-
strung, do not quiver and shrink and snap when called on to do
such acts of cruelty and debasement. But so fearfully and
wonderfully are we made that the murderer's hand obeys his will
and nerves consent to their own eternal undoing. May God
strengthen the nerves and hearts and hands of women everywhere
to such heroic resolve that they shall leave no task undone that
may tend to the restoration of man to his glory as the 'imaee
of god'!"
[When Robert Burns, the poet, tuned his voice lugubriously, riot

to say whiningly, and sang tnat "Man's inhumanity to man makes
countless thousands mourn," he, according to the more refined,
modern, thinkers, should have substituted the name of pigeon for
that of man. "Oh, it was pitiful!" And yet those pigeons no
doubt were made Into some very excellent potpie, and people of
sad features and somber thoughts have been known to eat pigeon
potpie with a reasonable degree of relish, without any over-cwrious
questions as to whether the contents therein were killed with a
shotgun or the firm grip and twist of the cook. It might be hinted
that in resperct to veal, mutton, beef, chickens, etc., the same
apathy is manifested as between the stomach and meat as food, or
even as between the meat and the killer. Also it may ' be
suggested as food for thought that the thousands of men who
acquire skill at the traps serve their country in good stead in

time of war,] -

The West "Virginia State Sportsmen^s Association,

..SlSTERSViLLE, W. Va., March 9.—At a meeting of the West Vir-
ginia State Sportsmen's Association, held at St. Marys to-day, it

was decided to change the dates for our fifth annual State tourna-
ment from June 11 and 12'"and July 17 and 18. The tournament will

be held at St, Marys, "W. Va., under the auspices of the West
Virginia Gun Club, on above dates, and programme telling all

about it will be ready for the mail in due time. Besides a number
of valuable merchandise prizes, there will be $250 in cash added
to the purses. j

If you will kindly give its ihs usual notice under coming events
we shall be greatly obliged, Ed O. Bower, Sec'y,
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National y&* Garden Qty.
Milwaukee March 6.—The long-talked-of match at live birds

between the National Gun Club, of Milwaukee, and tlie Garden
City Gun Club, of Chicago, took place at National Park, Milwaukee,
on March 2, and was one of the most interesting events in live-

bird shooting had in Milwaukee in some time.
There were fifteen men on each side, and each shot at 15 birds.

From the time this match was 6rst talked of, nearly a year
ago, the Milwatikce shooters seemed reticent to undertake any-
thing of the kind, knowing that the Garden City Club possessed
some of the best marksmen in the country, and that ten or twelve
of them were better than 90 per cent, men, so that the Nationals
went into the match feeling that the chances were against them.
Chicago was tmfortunate in not being able to send all of her best
men. Milwaukee was also unfortunate in not being able to produce
all of the men that were expected to shoot on the team, yet the
Nationals were on their mettle from start to finish, as will appear
from the score, no man on the team falling below 10 birds out of
the possible 15, and three men making straight scores—Rogers,
Crane and Williamson killing all of the birds.

It may seem a hard thing for the Nationals to treat their com-
pany in such a manner, but it was birds we were after from start
to finish.

Chicago took their defeat good-naturedly, as every man who
came here—not alone the shooters, but the visitors—was a gentle-
man, and knew how to take defeat, although it is something un-
common with them.

It is understood that a return match will be shot at Chicago
very soon, and Chicago has the same privileges to do up the
Nationals at that time.

It is possible that there may be some changes made in the
makeup of the respective teams, each endeavoring to strengthen
weak points, if there are any, but it will be substantially the same
as the one at Milwaukee. Should the Nationals be defeated at
Chicago, then it is proposed that a third match be shot on some
neutral groimds—prabalDly at Racine. The Nationals propose to

do their best, so that a third match will not be necessary.
Following are the scores:

Chicago.
.Trwin 212220222222222—14
Barto 022222212222222—14
Gillis 2221 22202220002—11
Alabaster 222221*22202222—13
Antoine *1*220100022*20— 7
Odell 222222202202022-12
Rice 000000220202200— 5
Willard 122112**1211111-13
Levi 222120000222201—10
Watson 222202000022120—9
Amberg 22212111222*222—14
O'Brien 222222221222021—14
Con!ey .', 122011211121221—14
TR oil .i 221 21 22020*2220—11

W ell s ... ..^ . . . i. 220222200202211—11—172

Milwaukee.
Rogers 112222222222222—15
Deiter 222222222*2222*—13
Meixner 2*22222*2222022—12

CantUlon - 2022212*22222*2—12

Blake 122211*120^/222—13
Klapinski 000222112222222—12

Reed .\ 112222022002210—11
Thomas 222222022122222—14
Crane - • • 222222222222222—15
Collins .120222112211221-14

Potter - 120112000122221-11

King , -.i.-i 22211122202*112—13

Sherer >.- ^ • - 121020100210211—10

Case ....2101110210»0111—10
Williamson 222222222222222—15—190

LiNDLEY Collins, Sec'y-

NEW JERSEY

Cannibal Gun Clob.

Trenton, N. J., March 6.—The shoot of the Cannibal Gun
Club, at Trenton Driving Park to-day, was well attended. The
Bechtel medal was won by Lanning. It was a handicap event at

25 targets, in which out of fourteen contestants but three qualified.

In the March shoot for the gold and 'silver medals, a club event,

C. Allen won the gold and J. R. Taylor won the silver medal. The
scores:
Bechtel medal shoot: Allen (5) 25, W. Talor (7) 26, Lanning (8)

25, Ruelius (6) 24, Williams (8) 24, Vialcovitch (5) 23, Dirk (10) 23,

Fell (7) 22, J. R. Taylor (5) 20, Williams (10) 19, Johnson (10) 18,

Emmons (61 17, Fox (6) 16, Garry (8) 12.

Shoot-off of tie, 15 targets: W. Taylor (3) 16, Lanning (4) 15,

Allen (2) 14.

Second shoot-off, 10 targets: Lanning (2) 10, W. Taylor (2) 9.

Lanning won medal and 50 per cent, of net purse.
Shoot-off for second money: Ruelius (2) 8, T. Hillman (2) 6.

Ruelius won second money, 40 per cent, of net purse.

Club event, for gold and silver club medals. None but club
memijers eligible to compete. Fifteen targets each. Ten or bet-

ter qualifies for gold medal. Under 10 for silver medal: Vialcovitch

15, Allen 12, Ruelius 11, W. Taylor 9, Howell 8, J. R. Taylor 8,

T. Hillman 8, Howell 8, Dirk 7, Johnson 6, Emmons 11, Vialcovitch

11, Allen 11, T. Hillman 10. Ruelius 10.

Shoot-off of tie, 10 targets: Allen 9, Vialcovitch 4,

For silver medal: J. R. Taylor 13, Dirk 10, W. Taylor ICHowell 6,

Johnson 5. J. R. Taylor won silver medal.

Trap at Gottenberg.

March 6.—At the Guttenberg race track to-day, the contestants

all stood at 28yds., and made the following scores, at 14 live birds:

H C West 11111110111111—13 Dr Griswold,,..10lOC001011010—

6

V Finck OOIOIOOUOIOIO— 6 Dr Terril lOOlOOOlOOOOll— 5

A Walters .....10111111101110—11 L Brenner 01100100001111—7

G W Garth lOlOlOUOllUO— 9

A. A. ScHOVERLiNG, Scorer.

Jersey City,
follows:

Events

:

Targets

Htidson Gun Club.

N. J., March 11.—Scores were made to-day as

Banta 8

Cannitz 7
Bock 6
Spitzel .- 4
Hughes 5

Fee
Altz

1 2 S 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
10 10 15 15 10 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

9 12
6 11

9 11

6 7
9 9
,. 8
,. 11

6 9 12 12

5 7 12 8
8 12 10 12 11 11 10

7
6 10 7
7 12 13

8

C V L .. .. 10 10 14 14 15 ..

A Schoverling 11 11 6 10 12 14 12 11 11 8 8

? P Kay..... 13 9 7 12 9 12 7

S Brown ^ ^ 5 § ^ ? •• -•

S Red 3 3 3 6 3 3.. ..

Dudley • . 13 12 14 15 14 11 12 14

Hansman 10 8 11 9 .8 10 13 10

Merten 86 11 7 5 10 10 10

Scborty 12 13 15 12 14 13 12

Dudley, I.... • • •• 1 •• ;• •• • •• ••

A. A. Schoverling, Asst. Sec y.

Intercity Shooting Park.

Minneapolis, Minn.—The shoot for the Hirschy trophy, on the

grounds of the Intercity Shooting Park, on the 2d inst., was the

largest event of the year, the number of entries being si.xteen.

The trophy was brought into competition by Fish, of Eau Claire,

challenging A. H. Kribbe, of Grand Rapids, Minn. This crowd
from Itasca county seem to have the proper thing tucked up their

sleeves Ed Bergen winning out in the race to-day. The shoot

began at 1:30, and at the end of the 16th round it was decided to

postpone the race until the following day at 10:30 A. M. Three

of the shooters could not stay over, so were permitted to shoot

out. This sort of thing sjiould never be permitted, as it is bound
to give some one the worst of the deal.

When the shooters reached the grounds on the following morn-

ing ihey discovered that they were up against the real thing, as

there was a gale blowing across the traps. The shooting on this

day was of the very hardest; some of the birds that were killed

in good time would be carried out by_ the wind. „^ „
"Hie good thing about the race lies m the fact that Ed Sergen,

of Grand Rapids, Minn., who won the trophy, had never shot at
live birds from a trap before; in fact he never saw a bird trapped
until a half hour before the race. His shooting was of the very
best, some of his second barrel kills being exceptionally good.
Fish, of Eau Claire (Kabo), made some very good kills, this

being especially true of his 10th and 21st birds. Bull was center-

ing his better than any of the shooters; his 21st and 24th were
corkers, both falling dead out. Parker missed a very easy one,

his 24th. The wind was too strong for Hirschy; he has not the

proper kind of steering gear for shooting in a gale. The balance
of the bunch also ran.
The next race for this cup will be pulled off at Grand Rapids,

Minn. I will make mention of the dates as soon as I can positively.

Kribbe, Grand Rapids 212221002021221222*222222—21

Kabo, Eau Claire 222221102122221212*322222—23

Moore, Minneapolis 0*21221212202202120221022—19

Hirschy, Minneapolis ..22222222222222222*2200222-22

Lowery, St Paul 2*1122121212221221212*222—23

Parker, Minneapolis 2222222211221222202222202—23

Powens, Grand Rapids 202212*011021221022121212-20

J C St. Paul 1001111211110111112111222-22

Soratley St. Paul 1222112222221020100122211—21

Hovt St Paul .........21222*12102202*2*21*00002-15

Bergen, Grand Rapids ....2111222112120122221122222-24

Brooks, Minneapolis , 22211221121212.2221222222-22

Brown ,
22222*222221*220222202220—20

Bull Minneanolis 1112222l212111222222u2202—23

Woodman St. Paul 1*2222*221201212*22022212—20

Wilks St. Paul 1222211210002*11011022102—18

Parmelee
Le Roy .

Crosby ..

Banks ...

Fox ......

4ft 15
0 1521- 0

65 20
0 5 4 24

29 11 .. ..

1 8 9 18

0 13 27

Association championsh
Parmelee ........ 20 23 24
Crosby .......... 25 25 24

Gilbert ............23 24 25

Heikes 24 24 24
Fanning 25 24 25
Norton 13 10 11

Waters 16 19 21

Banks
Le Roy ......

Fox
Hull ........

Re-entries.

24 25 25
24 23 24
24 23 25

23 24 23

ip:
24—91
25—99
25—97
25—97
25—99
15—49
23—79
25—99
24—95
23—95
24—94

W F Parker,..,. . 16 20 20

Fox 24 24 22

Watson .......... 25 24 25

C Dudley ........ 20 23 24

Miss Mackey..... 16 16 16

*Parmelee 25 23 25

E W Reynolds... 9 9 5

F F Wood....... 15 17 14

*Fox 25 21 20

Waters 20 18 17

20-76
w
22—9(5
25—92
9—57
24—97
3—26
w
w
16-71

Mondayt March il.

The weather was rainy and the light bad.
Continuous match:

The scores weret

Fanning 0
Parmelee
Gilbert ..

Heikes ..

Le Roy .

10
6

10
26

Roof Gafden Tournament.

Tuesday, March 5.

The weather was windy, and good scores were difficult to make.
The performances were good under the circumstances, as the fol-

lowing will .show:
Continuous match

:

Fanning
Parmelee
Dixey ..

Fox
Heikes ..

Rex
Gilbert

4 1

0 20

1 25
6 1

1 0
0 12
1 12

9

Griffith 33
^^'atson ....

Crosby ....

Stephenson.
Eastman. .

.

Le Roy
Banks ....

Hovey

3
. 2
0
0
5

12
0

0

2
2
3

14 12 22
2 .. ,.

2 .. ,.

7 11 4
0 .. ..

0
3
1
8 17
3 18
3 9

37 65
7 ..

1 1
7 3

0 1 12
8 14 0
1

2 3 6
0 10 38
1 1 18

7 30 35
10 2

Association championsh
Parmelee 25 22 23
Crosby .......... 25 24 24
Gilbert 25 25 25
Heikes 25 21 23
Fanning 25 24 22
Fox 21 24 19
Watson 25 23 22
Griffith 21 25 22
Le Roy 23 22 22
Van Allen 22 23 19
*Parmelee 20 25 21
*Re-entry.

74 40 .. .. Fox 0 18 30 ..
18 2 25 25 Crosby 61 45 100 4
14 19 16 ,. Griffith ...... 6 5 0 .,

22 4 ., .. Watson 1 22 ...

15 ,

' ip:
21— 91 Crosby 22 24 25 19— 90
25— 98 *Gilbert ........ ..23 25 24 25— 97
25—100 *Heikes 25 24 24 24— 97
24— 93 *Fanning ....... .25 24 25 22— 96
23— 94 *Fax ,25 24 22 21— 92
21— 85 *Griffilh ........ .21 21 20 19— 81
24— 94 V C Lockwood.. 17 16 17 16— 66
19— 87 ""Le Roy 25 20 24 24— 93
23— 90 Martin 23 23 22 19— 87
21—85 *Martin 21 19 w
25— 94

10 6

4 36 55
8 31 ..

0 .. ..

0 10 3 7 17 0 5

4 0 2 5 0 0 3

Association championship:

Parmelee 20 22 22 19—83
Crosby 18 21 23 24—86
Heikes ., 21 23 22 22—88
Gilbert , 24 24 23 23—94
Fanning 20 20 22 19-81
Rex , 18 17 19 18—72
Banks 22 22 22 23—89
Griffith 21 21 22 16—80
Le Roy 22 20 19 22—83
Fox 18 19 19 20-76
W T Taylor 14 8 15 16—53
C W Jaques 14 22 13 20—69
C H Allen 18 20 18 22—78
Watson 17 18 18 18—74
W M Hovey 12 17 15 16—60
Lincoln 15 15 19 11—60
F M Eastman.... 17 13 10 17—57
G G Stephenson.. 15 20 18 18—71
L Day 14 14 22 20—70
Maynard 6 14 19 12—51
*Fox 22 22 23 22—89
Dalv, Jr.......... 15 15 19 12—61
F B Stephenson... 18 13 19 19—69
*Parmelee_ 25 22 23 20—90
*Re-entries.

Wednesday, March 6,

The weather was again of the blustering kind. Crosby, Heikes
and Gilbert tied on 91, which in the following day's competition
was shot off, and was won by Gilbert.

W H Henry 20 17 14 w
Crosby 22 17 23 w
Banks 21 18 23 w
J Von L.......... 14 20 23 14—71
*Rex 19 14 IS 1.5—86
Griffith 14 U 16 w
T H Keller....... 20 15 14 w
H S Welles 10 18 20 w
T V Carlough.... 15 17 21 w
Heikes 25 24 14 21—94
L Candor 8 11 9 15—43
A Dietzel 14 11 15 15—55
E Steflfens 10 10 12 14—46
C North IS 20 16 16—70
E D Lentilhon... 19 15 19 20—73
Watson 19 21 21 19—80
E D Rike... 20 19 17 23—78
Dr Jim 17 17 wW H Sanders 10 12 wW J Simpson 22 22 15 18—78
H Valentine 15 13 11 11—50
*Fox 21 23 23 23—90
*Daly, Jr 20 18 23 22-83
E Arthur 20 18 19 17-74

Parmelee 23 22 20 19—82
Crosby 25 22 21 23—91
Heikes 22 22 25 22-91
Gilbert 23 22 23 25—93
Fanning 19 16 iS 24—77
Malone 15 19 21 22--77
Watson 20 15 19 22—76
Griffith 19 11 w
Le Roy 24 22 18 21—88
Fox 20 21 22 25- 88
H S Welles 17 18 w
Re-entries.

G Mott 15 20 17 11 -G3
Watson 20 20 19 16—75
*Fox 25 21 19 25—90
Malone ,.22 22 22 22—88
Gilbert 24 23 22 22—91
Crosby 21 25 23 21—90
Fox 22 23 22 21—88
G Mott 23 19 16 13—71
C Von L 23 23 18 24—.S3

Martin 18 20 21 23—82

Thursday, March 7,

The shooting was stopped at 11:15, and was resumed at Interstate
Park on the following day.
Continuous match:

8 11 33 3 11 .. .. Fox 3 0 41 5 7 5 14
3 11 4 4 0 4 .. McAlpin .... 0 5

Parmelee
Fanning
Gilbert 33 2
Heikes ...... 11 9
Crosby 5 14
Re-entries.

5 40 34 Le Roy 5
9 9 Vilas
1 9 0 27 .,

Friday, March 8.

There was a good attendance, considering the disturbing cir-

cumstances and sudden readjustments. Good scores were made by
several of the contestants. Fox being high man. The scores:

Fanning 5 25 46 19 10 3 1 20 18 12 5 12..
Heikes 71 25 25 56
Parmelee 1 2 4 1 16 2 10 1 1
Gilbert 8 23 81

Crosby 1 3 9 11 13 8 1 16 56 2 5 51 ..

Le Roy 2 4 0 7 30 1 11
Fox 21 0 22 11 18 18 15 0 6 5 16 48 24
Hull 11 3 4 4 33
F J Coe 0 0
L Willcox , , 0 0 0
Watson .,..„r....,i,.,i..i, ....... 7 0 7
Delaney 0 .. .. ., .,

Association championship:

*Fox 22 20 w
Crosby 25 24 23 23-95
Parmelee 23 22 24 22—!>1

H S Welles 21 20 23 20—S4
Heikes 25 23 25 22—95
Fox 24 22 25 25—96
Gilbert 23 24 25 22—94
Fanning 24 24 22 21—91
Le Roy 22 23 23 23—91
Smith 20 18 21 23—82
*H S Welles 19 20 18 17—74
Parmelee , 18 21 23 24—86
*Gilbert 22 24 23 22—91
Fanning 23 21 22 20—86
Smith 20 18 15 w
Van Allen 22 22 21 21—86

Parmelee ........ 24 23 23 20—90
Crosy 21 24 24 22—91
Gilbert 24 24 23 22—93
Heikes 22 24 20 25—91
Fanning 25 23 22 23—93
Hull 23 21 22 21—87
Watson 16 19 w
Delaney 22 18 15 16—71
Le Roy 22 24 21 22—.S9

Fox IS 23 23 I'l—X8

Keller, Jr 15 24 y.O 15—74
Wanda 18 14 12 16—60
Mrs Park 19 21 21 19-80
W K Park 23 19 20 12-74
P Brinton 19 21 21 23-83
T L Smith 19 19 21 20-79
Watson 21 23 19 19—82
Re-entries.

Saturday, March 9.

The weather was cloudy and foggy, with a stiff fiuky wind
blowing during the continuous match. In the afternoon the wind
subsided, the thin fog made a good background, and the con-
testants began to smash targets in earnest. Jack Fanning made
a run of 114, which looked like the pinnacle of the day, but Fred
Gilbert joined in the running and punched out 139, which proved
sufficient unto the day. In the championship shooting event
Crosby, Fanning and Banks tied on 99, The scores:

Heikes j.^p.,.,,n^i,r,. 25 0 35 46 12 .. ..

Gilbert ...,.....i.,.i.„u..>t 0 7 5 0 7 9 42 139

Fanning »•«.•• '?,•»»»•?'''?».-•••»?• 1 X 31 1 9 114 .. ..

Monte Carlo.
Friday, Feb. 15.—The contest for the seventh triennial cham-

pionship has occupied the best part of this week, and has brought
together more competitors than the Grand Prix du Casino, though'
this was due to the fact that none of the English competed for the
Jatter. Ihere were only eighty-three competitors for that, as
against ninety-three on the present occasion, and as will be seen,
the .linglish had the finish to themselves. The intention was that
the contest should be concluded in two days, but this never seemed
probable, as at the close of the first afternoon's shooting only four
rounds out of twenty-five had been completed. With a strong wind
blowing on the second day, rather more progress was made, but for
all that the contest was a long way from being finished. It is
true that only three—Messrs. Beresford, Robinson and M. Faure—
had Killed all their 8 birds, but seventeen others had accounted for
7 out of 8, while nineteen more had missed only 2. The shooting
on the second day was, however, a pretty clear indication as to how
It would end, for while Mr. Beresford, after two successive misses,
made 12 successive kills, and won first prize with 23 out of 25,
Mr. Robinson found himself on a level with Mr. Mackintosh and
•'^f'';,^^

himself, had accounted for 22 out
of 25. Mr. Harold Barker, Mr. Watson, Mr. Chase, Mr Hannam
Capt. Fielden, Mr, Hill and the Hon. F. Erskine also did credit to
the English division, and it was eminently satisfactory that
Messrs. Robinson and Mackintosh, who had behaved so well in
regard to shooting, or, rather, not shooting, for the Prix du
Casino, should have had their reward by sharing the place money
with Mr. Vernon Barker, who also shot in good form. Of the six
previous winners of this important prize, Mr, W. Blake, 1889, and
Signor Galetti, 1892, were alone in the field, the former not being
able to get beyond the seventh round, as he had made 5 misses to
2 kills, while the Italian, though he made a better score than this,
had to retire in the twelfth round. Another veteran of the Monte
Carlo stand, Signor Guidicini, the only man who has won the
Grand Prix du Casino three times, was in the field, but he did
not kill more than 3 birds, and he has not been shooting in his
customary form this season. Scores:
Prix du Grand Championship Triennal; £400 and a gold medal,

added to a sweepstakes of £4 each; second received 35 per cent, of
the entries; third, 25 per cent. ; fourth, 15 per cent.; 25 birds at
27 meters; previous winners of the championship to stand back a
meter; 5 misses to put out; 93 subs: Hon. R. Beresford, E C,
first of £474, 23; Mr. Vernon Barker, E C, divided second, third
and fourth of £277, 22; Mr. Robinson, L. C. Smith, Schultze,
divided second, third and fourth of £277, 22; Mr. Mackintosh,
Greener, Schultze, divided second, third and fourth of £277, 22;
M. Leon de Lunden IS, Signor Marconcini 17. Signor Fadini 17,
M. Postans 17, Mr. H. Barker 17, Mr. Watson l6, M. Paul Lunden
16, Count O'Brien 16, M. M. Faure 16, M. Riols 16. M. Stephana
1.5, Signor de la Torre 14, M. Chase 13, Signor Gallardo 13 Mr.
Hannam 13, Signor Pederzoli 13, Capt. Fielden 13, Mr. Hill 12,
Hon. F. Erskine 12, Signor Queirolo 12, Mr. Hodgson 12, Signor
Gregorini 11, Signor Carrara 11, M. Marghiloman 11, Mr. W.
Eales 11, Mr. Ker 10, Mr. Roberts 10, M. Thome 10, M. Teissiere
10, Signor de Paratico 10, M. Poizat 10, Count de Robiano 10,
Senor C. del Camino 10, Mr. Asplen 10, Herr Hans Marsch 10,
M. Van den Bosch 9, Herr Langhendonck 9, Count GajoH 8,
Sir John Willoughby 8, Signor Catenacci 8, M. Journu 8, Signor
J. Grasselli 8, M. Decauville 8, Mr. Green 8, Prince Potenziani 8,
Mr. Haydon 7, Capt. Dancourt 7, M. Stephane 7, Signor Galetti
7, Herr von Eisner 6, Mr. Liebert 6, M. de! Camino 5, M. Pellerin
5, M. Demonts 5, M. Paccard 5, M. de Maubenge 5, Signor For-
tunio 5, M. de Tiele 5, M. R. Gourgaud 5, M. VVilheredit 5, Prince
de Croy 5, Signor Sani ,5, Signor Radelli 5, M. de Pape 4, Signor
Fiachette 4, Mr. Harrison 4, Mr. R. Sievier 4, Baron de Langen 4,
Mr. Roth 4j Signor Faraselli 4, Signor C. Tassara 4, M. Lambert
3, Count Siersorff 3, Signor Guidicini 3, Signor Mossa 3, M. le
Bertre 3, Mr. W. Blake 2, Signor Benvenuti 2, Mr. Cross 2, the
Duke of Braganza 1, M. Luzzani 1, Prince Poniatowski 1, Mr.
Walters 1, M. Constantin 1, Tassara 1, Count Trutti 1, Mr. Chet-
wynd, Mr. Spalding, Signor Sozzi missed their first 5 birds.—Lon-
don. Field.

Mississippi Valley Notes.

East Amon boasts a new trapshooting club, self styled the
Novices, the members of which expect to do regular practice
work during the ensuing season. The first meet was held on the
afternoon of March 3, and while the scores in the main will befit
the club name, the degree of enthusiasm manifested is shown,
however, in the number of participants, there being just thirty
entries. The programme consisted of 60 targets per man, shot in
blocks of 5, with the exception that events 9 and 10 consisted of
5 pairs doubles. Summary follows:

Events : 1
James 1
White 2
Devaney 4
Murphy 4
Walter 2
Riehl 5
Starkey 2
Deem 4
H Crawford 2W Riehl 3
Ford 4W Schonerte 2
Earle 3
Spinner 4
G Williams 2
Trout 2
Ferris 1
Bcrcow 4
G Crawford • 4
Robinson 1
Welch 1
Rampenthal 3

J Crawford 3

H .Schonerte 1
H Williams 2

Hendricks 2

Haller 5
Walling 0

Powless . . .

Steer .

Rosenberg . » ,

3
0
3
2

1

3
5
3
1
4
3
0
2
2
4
2

0
4
1 2
3 2

2

4
1

4
3

3 2
3 3
3 3

2 2

8. 9
3 2
5
4

3
2
4
3
3
3
1
1

10 11 12
fi 4
1 1
3 1

2 1

3 2

1 ..

3 ..

3 ..

4

..2 3 3 2 ..

2 3 4 2 1 ,,

.. 2 12 3..
F. C RiBHi.
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WESTERN TRAPS.
Chicago, 111., March 5.—No one can be found in Chicago who

knows anything about the team race of last Saturday at Milwaukee
between Garden City Gun Club, of this city, and the National
Gun Club, of Milwaukee. The Cream Citv boys only beat the
Chicago representatives IS birds. One or two men on the Chicago
tesm fell down very hard, and it was an easv thing for Milwaukee
all along the line. The team total, fifteen men, each 15 live birds,
stood, Garden City 172, National Gun Club 190. There has been
so much talk about this race, and it has been pulled off after so
many difficulties, that it is to be regretted that the finish was no
closer.

Anglo-American Team Race.
Subscription books have been opened in Chicago for the fund

t.o send an American team of trapshooters to England. One such
book is placed at the booth of Montgomery Ward & Co. at the
sportsmen's show. A few contributions have been received, and it
is to be hoped that the outcome of this experiment will be satis-
factory. Capt. Tom. Marshall was in town this week and spent
considerable time at the show. He did not care to express himself
definitely as to the probability of success in the team arrangements
but was optimistic, as usual.

'

Illinois State Association.

President Van Cleave, of the State Association,- has appointed
his committees, including one on pulblicity and promotion, the
latter including representatives of the sporting press, v,'ith Mr.
John E. Vaughn, of the State Journal, Springfield, and Mr. M.
D. Hurle3', of the Peoria Star.

George Roll Looses the Race.

George Roll, the well-known Chicago trapshooter, caught a
burglar at his house Tuesday evening, chased him down the porch
pillar, and some distance up the street. He likewise fired a few
shots at him, but failed- to score, and lost the race as well as $210.

Grand Rapids Shoot.

March 9.—Away up at Grand Rapids, Minn., which is a splendid
place to go if one wants a moose or muscallunge, they go in for
trapshooting as ardently as they do anywhere, and the local
club bears the significant name of the Itasca gun. The Itasca
Gun Club will hold a rattling good shoot at live birds and targets
March 16-17, the second day being devoted to targets altogether.
The attractive part of the programme will be the race for the

Hirschy trophy, emblematic of the championship of the North-
west, at 25 live birds, ?10, birds extra. The target programme
will consist of ten events of 15 birds each, $1.50. The club has
added §60 for averages in the target programme.

Shooters of the Twin Cities who wish to make this trip are
referred to W. P. Brown for railroad rates, which will be at a
good reduction.
The committee on arrangements have planned a good time for

the shooters, and assure the best time ever had at any shoot of this
kind.
The hotel accommodations are equal to the best in the State.

"What more do you want?" asks A. E. Kribs, Sec'y.

Peters Amateur at Asheville.

The programme of the amateur tournament of the Peters Car-
tridge Companjf, at Asheville, N. C, is one of the prettiest pieces
of book making one is apt to see. A beautiful picture of the
valley of the French Broad River is shown, along with a bit of the
Savannah River, and there is art illustration of the Biltmore palace
of George Vanderbilt. This latter, I presume, is simply thrown
in to show the kind of house that everj' amateur trapshooter may
hope to own some time, if he is industrious enough. The pro-
gramme indicates magautrap, Rose system, $300 added, targets
2 cents, and manufacturers' agents entered for price of targets
only. Asheville is a nice place to go to, and it is worth the price
of admission to see the kind of house you can have if you are
industrious.

Calumet Heights Club.

Calumet Heights Club held its annual meeting at the Sherman
House, March 6, and elected the following officers: President,
Gcorg* S. Haskell; Vice-President, James R. Bruner; Secretary
and Treasurer, Walter Metcalfe; Directors, E. H. Gold, A. VV.

Harlan, J. H. Morgan and A. E. Coon. The club will hold weekly
target contests during the summer and occasional live-bird events,

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Garden City Gun Club.

Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111., March 9.—There were
tv/enty-nine entries in the club event of the Garden City Gun Club,
and high scores were the rule, though in some instances the
bird allowance in this respect was of material assistance. T'he

figures after the names denote extra birds to shoot at. The scores

:

Palmer 1.... • 1121002111210112 —13
Dr Miller, 1 21120221*1111211 —14
Ruct 3 121201022221202210—14
L C Willard, 0 201111110111121 —13
Bowles, 3 01*222011211221100—13

Levi 2 2*220210*22220212 —12
M E White, 1 221212221122121 —15
Odell 1 222212*22211222* —14
W alters 3 202220*20012220120—11

Roll 0.'. 1122220*0222211 —12
Leffinsjwell. 1 012012*002222222 —11
OHphant, 3 2222222*2*22211012-15

Steck 1 221*1221*2222112 —14
Youn'a- 3 2221022122112211 —15
Gillis 1 2111111121202212 —15
O'Brien 1 22112212*1*22222 —14
Wells 1 ' 12211111122*1*21 —14
Ambers' 0 122112222021222 —14
Dav 3"' 221*22201112120121—15

Dr Car'son," 1 112*112111122120 -14
,

Mack 3 22*022000211021201—11

Barto' 1" 20222*2022212*22 —12
Alabaster "l 112122111111111 —15
Sdlers 2 1102210*111222201 -13
R,,ho

'

S
" 1100002120021112W

Robinson
'

' 3.'. 11011*0*11222*100w

*Slebovean 2212221222122*1 —14
*r)nvis 001012010011001 — 7

*Mackie 222001*00220221 — 0

*Not members.

Seven birds, ?4, three moneys:
Steck 222*12*-5 Barto .....2202222-6

Leffingwell 1101121-6 Levi 1110002-4

Ron . 2222122-7 Day ...0012221-5

Willard 1222111-7 Rust 2000w

Palmer 2212212-7 Sellers *122111-6

Dr Miller 21*1111-6 Gillis 1102112-6

Head 2022222-6 O'Brien 0222022-5

Alabaster 2102221-6 Webber ....0012000-2

Oliphant ,
1211122-7 Robinson .002*222-^

Palmer^"*!!. !'.".""2"lk222222-10 Wilson ..1220022220-7

Oliphant 1212201101- 8 Rine 210002001w

March 6.—Match, 50 birds per man, for birds:

Thomnson .122220222202200222022010200*2020*10222222202022'*22—33

Von 'Lengerke . .
222022002222222222222*22222*20202002*2202222*22222—37

March 9.—Mr. Mackie, of Peters Cartridge Company; Mr. Head,

of Peru, Ind., and Mr. Zorge, of Sheboygan, Wis., were visitors

at the park to-day.
.

Weather cloudy, wind mild, from left to right across the traps.

Miss-and-outs, $2 entrance:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 1. No. .2.

Palmer

Miller
Head ......

Dr Carsoii

22220 22222 , 20
2220 0

22212 20 0
21211 10 Dav ........... 0

2120 21220 Sellers
2220 220 Rust ..........
T20

0

22212
12210

Ravelkigg.

Boston G«n Qub*
Boston, March 6.—At the Boston Gun Club's eighth serial prize

shcot on their grounds at Wellington to-day it Was unanimously
decided that whoever had the trapshooting fever enough to come
out to-day was indeed a great friend of the sport. Overhead it
was all that could be desired, but the wind at times, though not
as strong as at previous shoots, rendered some of the birds im-
possible breaks. Woodruff was a welcome visitor, it being his
fiist appearance on the grounds in the present series. Although
just now getting used to a new gun and loads, he handled it well, and
It certainly looks as though when thoroughly used to it the
number of breaks will be well up on his side of the ledger, as in
former series. Spencer secured high score in the prize match
with 25, though the redoubtable Baker pushed him to the limit,
forcing him to a straight score in the end to gain the coveted
position.
Scores below, all shooting being handicap distance, all events

10 unknown:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Bsker, 17 7 6 8 8 10 6
Michaels, 16 8 4 4 7 8 8 9
Lambert, 17 6 3 8 6 8 8 8 8 8
Woodrulf, 17 5 4 7 7 8 7 5 6 8 8 8..
Alley, 16 6 6 5 6 8 6 7 7 7
Velmah, 16 2 3 4 5 4 .. 2 5
E H, 16 6754947627....
Straw, 10 4 8 5 8 4 4
Horace, 18 8 6 8 7 6 7 7 9 7 6 9..
Spencer, IS 8 10 7 8 10 9
Henry, 16 4
Fredericks, 14 4

Prize match, 30 singles, unknown; distance handicap:
Spencer, 18 110111010110111111011111111111—25
Baker, 17 101111101111111111110011100111-24
Michaels, 16. 101110011111111011010111110111—23
AVoodruff . 17 101101111001111111101011110101—22
Lambert, 17 , 110010111000111111111110111101—22
Alley, 16. 011110101011011111100101101011—20
Horace, IS 110111101000111101011101101011—20
F H, 16 110000101011101111111010010001—17
Straw, 18 111111101001001100011100010010—16
Yelmah, 16 100001110101001011000010110000—12

Stearns vs. Hammond.
RiCHMOKD, Va., March 7.—Mr. W. A, Hammond and Franklin

Stearns faced the traps yesterday evening at Broad Street Ball
Park, in two live-pigeon races of 100 birds each. The first was for
the State live-bird medal, which has been successfully held by
Mr. Hammond for some time. A number of the boys "both from
this city and elsewhere through the State have endeavored to win
this medal from Mr. Hammond, but up to this time without suc-
cess. The day was perfect, and the birds took wing at the fall of
the traps. Mr. Hammond shot in good form, but drew some
corkers, v.hich preferred to get outside the boundary before stop-
ping. In the race for the city medal he made some "excellent kills
with his first barrel.
Mr. Stearns also shot in good form, and seemed to catch his

birds quick and in the center of the charge. In the match for
the State medal he made a run of 24 straight.
The match for the city medal was a tie, and will be shot off on

March 13.

Tlie birds were a good strong lot. Referee, T. M. Tignor.
Scorer, Mr. Odell.

First race, for State medal:
W A Hammond 222022222212222222*222*22—22

*222222*22222222222222*02—21-43
F Stearns *022*22222222222222*22222—21

0222221222122222222222222—24—45

Second race, for championship of Richmond city, of which a
gold medal is the emblem, which was held by Mr. Hammond
since 1899. Fifty pigeons each. As the supply of pigeons and
shells was exhausted, tlie shoot-oft was necessarily postponed:

W A Hammond 11111212212222*2222*20222—22
121202210210222*222022*22—19—41

F Stearns 220222202022222222202*222—20
202222*01222*222222222222—21—41

Shoot-oif of tie:

Stearns 2121222222 Hammond 2212121222

Fixtures,

July 14-23.-San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbund of
North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Oflf-

hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsvflle, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund's annual festival and prize shoot.

Cincinnati Rifle Association,

Cincinnati, O.—The following scores were made in regular com-
petition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at Four-
Mile House, Reading road, March 3. Conditions, 200yds., off-

band, at the standard tai-get. Strickmeier was declared champion
for the day with the good score of 86. Weather fair; thermometer
70 wind 2 to 7 o'clock, very strong:

Strickmeier 7 9 9 8 10 7 9 9 10 8—868999997 10 8 8—86897998889 8—83
Nestler 10 9 9 8 8 10 9 8 5 10—86

7 10 10 10 5 10 8 7 8 9—84
799 10 57887 8—78

Pavne 6 10 7 9 7 9 9 8 9 10—84
7 8 81/28 8 7 6 10 10 6—78

10 10 8 6 7 10 8 5 5 9—78
Gindele 10 8 8 9 10 7 6 10 6 9—837878896 10 10 10—83

10 8 7 8 8 7 10 9 7 8-«2
Lux 10 6 9 9 10 8 5 9 9 7—82

7 7 9 6 10 10 S 10 7 7—81
977 10 76967 5—73

Roberts 5 8 8 8 10 7 6 10 10 9—81
398 10 79 10 89 7—80
777 10 7778 10 8—78

Hasenzahl 6 8 9 10 4 9 10 6 9 10—81
7 10 10 10 5 10 5 8 7 7—79
97 10 8 10 6996 5—79

Trounstine 6 10 7 9 10 5 8 7 8 7—77
78 10 758857 9—749957 7" 6484 6—65

Uckotter 5 10 10 4 8 6 8 8 9 8—76
10 64987887 8—75775888585 6—67

Bruns 7 5 8 6 8 8 6 9 7 9—73567986689 7—71
Weinheimer 5 10 5 10 8 5 7 9 3 8-71

10 7 10 783675 3—66
797 10 67145 9—65

Toof 6 4 6 5 7 8 2 10 3 8—60966966553 2—57863657476 3—55
Surkamer • 6 6 5 5 8 6 10 8 4 3—61362477449 "7-53

4437667 10 4 1—52

The Forest astd Stream is put to press each week on Tue&day.

Correspondeacp intended for publication shpssld reach at the

te|e|| by M^adsiy Mid ^? much, earlier as practicable,

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

S'iN Francisco, March 3.—Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club en-

joyed the most beautiful day of the year. Lots of shooters were on

ha'nd and much shooting and good work was done by the

voupger element. Barley, Hoadley and Mannel each beat their

rifle records. Hoffman "took first honors, with Mannel close on

his heels. The light was too bright for the best work. Young
carght 36 on his first score, with pistol, making best group

('Sloin.') ever made in club on clean targets. Hovey was close

behind with 38. showing that the old shots are yet in the swim.

Both Hovey and Young had but- one shot out of the 5 ring, thus

losin-' the much-coveted Cosgrove medal, which was m their

gra^p but for one shot. Dorrell has been sick, but put up a

pood 22 score, and Capt. Kuhnle changed to a .?l run-fire an^

could not shoot as well as with the Winchester, .22-7-45. and usinK
Peters cartridges for that rifle.
„.Aniong the many visitors was Mr. C. C. Ford, of the Denver
Kitie Club, who enjoyed the sport keenly.
Best scores, 10 shots, Columbia target, re-entry matches:
Rifle, 200yds.: ..W G Tloffman, .38 Winchester 24 10 12 43335 2—48

r M , ,xr. . 7 1 13 8 3 6 1 5 6 3-53G Mannel, Winchester .32-40 42 10 356762 7—52

17 r> V ,
11 334697 13 8 7-71

F O Young, Pope, Winchester .33. . 5 2 2 4 2 8 9 9 4 12—5774564 12 571 &—57G W Hoadley, Winchester .32-40
G M Barley, Bal., Win. .32-40 . u <j u
C M Daiss, Winchester .32-40 3 12 3 11 6

E A Allen, repeater, 145, 149.

Pistol, .50yds.:

47943478 10 4r-606292 12 3964 7—60
3 12 3 11 68436 6—62

13 2 4 4 10 6 5 11 11 2—68

5 3 2 4 7 2 2 2 4—36
5 4 3 3 3 1 5 4 6—38
5 5 5 2 5 6 4 4 2—45
3 9 6 7 5 4 2 2 4-44
3 5 6 1 10 4 2 3 8—49
3 5 11 7 2 3 4 8 1—47
6 6 4 3 1 11 8 4 2—48
6 4 4 7 4 1 4 5 5—49
5 7 7 6 3 3 4 3 7—51
6 5 6 11 9 7 1 2 4—56
jes.

Mrs G Mannel, Stevens.

Dr. J. F. Twist, 53, 55, 55; W. G. Hoffman, 57, 61, 67; J. R.
Trego, 67; P. Becker, revolver, 69, 74; Miss Seiler, 89, 91; F. W
Page, revolver, 100, 101.

v
, .

,

o.V^I/'o^' f/'^^-'-
^- Dorrell, 18, 21, 22; Capt. Fred Kuhnle, 21,

The fire at Shell Mound range last week only burned the dancing
pavilion, which will be replaced.

F. O. Young, Rec. Sec'y.

New York Sportsmen's Show Revolver Contests.

The revolver contests at the sportsmen's show are attracting
much interest and active participation in the competition. As the
contests are of^a continuous character, no definite results will be
reached till the last day of the match, March 16. The scores up to
Saturday of last week follow:

Match No. 1, 100 consecutive shots; world's record is 905:W E Petty „ 45 47 47 45 43 47 48 44 48 43
42 42 43 43 45 44 43 45 42 45—891

J A Dietz, Jr 47 45 46 46 42 45 46 43 48 42
42 48 43 45 47 44 42 49 38 38—886

Dr R II Sayre 42 46 43 40 43 40 44 46 44 43
42 43 43 44 45 47 38 41 45 41—860

Match No. 2, revolver, re-entry; 5 best scores to count; standard
American; 50 is possible per target:

J A Dietz, Jr 49 49 48 48 48—242
J A Smith 49 48 48 48 47—240ALA Himmelwright 49 48 47 47 46—237
Dr R H Sayre 48 47 47 47 47—236
Dr W A Smith 48 46 45 45 45—229
J T Humphrey 47 46 44 45 43—225W E Petty 48 45 43 42 42—220W P Uhler 45 44 43 43 43—218
L R Piercy 45 44 44 40 40—213
H M Pope 45 44 43 41 39—212
E F M Wendelstadt 43 43 42 40 39—207
S Scott 39 38 38 38 38—191
A D Shepard, Jr 40 39 38 38 ..

Event No. 4, revolver or pistol, re-entry; Columbia target; 5 best
scores to count; lowest score is best:

J A Smith 7 8 8 8 9— 40

J A Dietz, Jr... 7 8 9 9 9— 42W E Petty 8 8 8 9 9— 42
Dr R H Savre 9 9 10 10 11— 49

J T Humphrey 9 11 13 14 15— 62
L Buss 12 12 13 13 13— 63
C 11 Chapman 12 12 13 13 14— 64
L K Piercy 13 13 13 13 13— 65
K R McAlpin 11 16 17 18 19—81
Dr W A Smith 13 17

T Keller. Jr i 19 21

Rifle at Shell Mound.

San Francisco, March 4.—Yesterday was an ideaJ day, and the
rifle ranges were crowded. The chief event at Shell Mound was
the annual opening of the park for picnic purposes. About 5,000
people were present. A few days ago the main dancing pavilion
was destroyed by fire; yet, notwithstanding, dancing space was
accorded the visitors. The riflemen were busy all day, as the
North German club held a public shoot. The main event was the
man target contest at 200yds. F. P. Schuster won first prize with
77 out of a possible 80.

At Schuetzen Park the regular club shoots were held, but no
scores of special note were made. The rifleman's atmosphere is

full of buzz and stir, as the approaching Schuetzen Bund festival

is not far away. ROEEI.,

A meeting of the United States Revolver Association was held
in Madison Square Garden on Monday of this week. Officers were
elected as follows: Dr. R. H. Sayre, New York, President; Dr.
W. G. Hudson, Manhattan Rifle and Revolver Association, New
York, Vice-President; A. L. A. Himmelwright, New York, Secre-
t&ry and Treasurer; E. L. Harpham, Chicago, and J. B. Crabtree,
Springfield, Mass, other members of the E.xecutive Committee. It
was decided that the annual championship contest for pistol, re-

volver and military revolver shooting would take place at Sea
Girt during the international tournament next fall. In the re-

volver contest an innovation will be introduced in the shape of
disappearing targets.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

Washington.

THREE-DAY PERSONALLY CONDUCTED TOUR VIA PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

Few short journeys are as interesting as a trip to Washington,
the Nation's Capital; and such a trip can be made most satis-

factorily by participating in the three-day personally conducted
tours of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The next tour of the season
leaves Thursday, March 21. Round-trip rate, covering railroad
transportation ior tlie round trip, meals en route, transfer of
passenger and ordinary baggage to hotel, hotel accommodations
and guides, services of experienced touist agent and chaperon, in
short every item of necessary expense, ?14.50 from New York,
$13 from Trenton, and $11.50 from Philadelphia, with proportionate
rates from other points. These rates cover accommodations for

two days at the Arlington, Normandie, Rig.gs, or Ebbit House.
]"or accommodations at Willard's, Regent, Metropolitan or National
Hotel, $2.50 less. Side trips to Mount Vernon, Richmond, Old
Point Comfort, and Norfolk at greatly reduced rates.

All tickets good for ten days, with special hoetl rates after ex-

piration of hotel coupons.
For itineraries and full information apply to ticket agents;

Tourist Agent, 1196 Broadway, New York; 4 Court street, Brook-
lyn; or address Geo. W. Boyd, Assistant General Passenger Agent,
Broad Street Station, Philadelphia.—/4rfw.

Dr. A. A. Webber won the Dewar trophy five consecutive times,

standing at 30 and 31yds., and making the following fine record:

First, open shoot, 30yds., 25 straight; second, open shoot, 30yds.,

24 (1 dead out); third, open shoot, SOyds., 24 (1 dead out); fourth,

challenge shoot, 31yds., 23 (2 dead out); fifth, challenge shoot,

30yds., 23 (2 dead out), with his Chas. Daly gun.

—

Adv.

Yachtsmen who have known the discom.fort of leaky decks and
bulkheads will be interested in a waterproof glue recently put on
the market by the Casein Company of America. This glue can
also be used to advantage in hollow spars, and in applying canvas
to boats' decks and bottoms.

Elsewhere in these columns will be found the announcement
of Augustus V. Evans, who offers a full line of launches and
motors, descriptive circular of which he will be pleased to send
oil request.

—

Adv.
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ILLUSTRATION SUPPLEMENTS.
Contxnwing: the illusttation s«ppiements which

have been an acceptable feature of the Forest

and Stream, we have prepared a new series of

four pictures which will be given with the first

number of the month, as follows:

April 6—The Trapper's Camp. Drawn by E. W. Dem-

May 4—Rap Full. Tlie schooner yaeht Constellation in

a northeaster. From a photo by Stebbitts.

June I—Between Casts. On a trout stream. Drawn by

W. P. Davison.

July 6—The Home of the Bass. Drawn by W. P.

Davison.

Cbe forest ana Stream's Platform PlanR.

"TAe sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasons

^

NAILS DRIVEN IN ipoi.—No. I.

INDIANA.
Act of riarch 15. 1901.—Sec. 2. Whoever sells, or offers for

sale, directly or indirectly, at any time, any quail, shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.

FOREST RESERVES AS GAME PRESERVES.

The letter from Mr. Wm. Wells, printed this week, is

an intelligent exposition of the conditions which prevail

south of the Yellowstone Park, in and near the two

forest reserves there. Mr. Wells is thoroughly familiar

with the region and states clearly the existing conditions.

One point, however, that he does not mention is that a

very large proportion of the elk killed for winter meat

are cows and heifers, since, after the month of Septem-

ber, no man in the mountains is likely to kill bulls to eat.

The country about the Yellowstone Park included in

the Teton and the Yellowstone Park Forest Reserves

is most of it high land and cannot serve for winter range.

If the former reservation were extended southward, as

suggested, it would take in a great deal of winter range

and would be of great benefit. On the other hand, a con-

siderable portion of that winter range having been fed

over by domestic stock during the previous summer, will

not support as much game now as formerly. The desert

to the southward, which used to be a. great winter range

for game, has, we are told, already been destroyed for

this purpose by the domestic sheep.

Such an extension of the reservation could be made

without injury to any interests, it being understood that

permanent settlers would retain their rights, and would

have the use of timber according to the regulations laid

down by the Department of the Interior. The hunting

on this and on other reservations would be governed by

State laws, and the forest rangers in the employ of the De-

partment of Agriculture should^ be commissioned as State

Game Wardens. On the other hand, the character of these

foresters—^and game wardens—needs to be carefully looked

after. The position offers great opportunities and tempta-

tions for the levying of blackmail, and not a few reports

have come to us recently showing that, in certain States,

wardens by threatening the arrest of hunters have obliged

them to pay sums of money for immunity, or in other

cases on receiving from visiting hunters a few dollars, to

which they were in no way entitled, have given such

visitors permission to kill all the game they wanted to,

promising that they should not be interfered with.

Mr. Wells' letter refers to one district only, and it

is not likely that identical conditions prevail near all, or

even many, of the other forest reservations. The charac-

ter of the country included in these reservations varies

greatl}', and rides suitable for one may not apply to all.

One thing, however, is clear. In each reservation there

should be a considerable area, where hunting should be

absolutely prohibited, which should be an actual and ab-

solute refuge for game, where it could never be disturbed.

To the country which surrounds them, such refuges would
be, in a less degree, what the Yellowstone Park is to the

forest reserves which adjoin it; th&y would be game
reservoirs which would annually pour forth a surplus of

wild animals to stock the surrounding territory.

These forest reservations, if wisely and reasonably ad-

ministered, would not only be attractive places of resort

to people from all parts of the country, but would be for

all time sources of considerable and growing revenue to

the States within which they lie, and to the communities

situated on their borders, and no class of people in the

whole country are so much interested in having the re-

servations made the most of as those who dwell nearest

to them. The difficulty of carrying through such a

wholesome change of policy is to make the very people

who are to be most benefited comprehend the advantages

that they will gain by a proper guardianship of the

reservations as to timber and game.

For the public at large does not usually take the

trouble to think for itself. No better example of this

has recently been seen than the hysterical talk and writ-

ing indulged in when the great forest reservations

were established b}'^ President Cleveland. For a time the

newspapers—and among them Forest and Stream—were

full of meanings, bowlings and denunciations from peo-

ple who feared something—they knew not what. But

the reservations were established, their purposes patiently

explained and the fears of the timid set at rest; and now
pi-actically everybody in the whole country believes in

forest preservation and the setting aside of forest reserves

as large as practicable.

Within comparatively few years we expect to see the

forest reserves set aside as game refuges on some such

plan as Forest and Stream has already outlined. Only

by such action can our North American big game be pre-

served from extinction.

MASSACHUSETTS WOLVES AND PARTRIDGES.
In his "New England Prospects," written in 1634,

William Wood relates of the wolves in Massachusetts,

'"They be the greatest inconveniency the Countrey hath,

both for matter of dammage to private men in particular,

and the whole Countrey in generall" ; and he thought that

though the wolves were "killed dayly in some place or

other, either by the English, or the Indian, who have a

certaine rate for every head, yet is there little hope of

their utter destruction, the Countrej' being so spacious,

and they so numerous, traveling in the swamps by Ken-

nels, sometimes ten or twelve are of a company." Those

were the days when the wild pigeons darkened the New
England sky; and when the wild turkey was found,

"forty, threescore, and a hundred of a flocke. sometimes

more and sometimes lesse," so that after a fall of snow
"some have killed ten or a dozen in halfe a day." Then,

too, heathcocks and partridges were so common that "he

that is a husband, and will be .stirring betime, may kill

halfe a dozen in a morning." And so of all the other

kinds of game of the uplands and the waters, he relates

the wonderful abundance—of the geese, of which some

have killed a hundred in a week, fifty ducks at a shot and

forty teal at another; of the shore birds "which one may
drive into a heape like so many sheepe, and seeing a fit

time shoote them—I my selfe have killed twelve score at

two shootes," he tells us.

Taking it all together, it was an enticing picture of a

well stocked game country, and the description is one

which we may well believe appealed very strongly to the

Englishmen whose thoughts were turning to America.

As for any one who might be disposed to question

whether the abundant game supply would continue. Wood
gives the reassuring testimony, "I have scene more living

and dead the last yeare than I have done in former yeares."

In his simplicity he believed that there was little hope of

the utter destruction of the wolves, and he had as little

fear of the disappearance of the game. He thought

it would last forever. This may readily enough be

forgiven the New Englander of 1634; he would have had

prevision beyond his day and generation who should have

dreamed otherwise. But the pity of it is that from that

mid-century to the last the people of New England went

along with the same simple confiding faith in the inex-

haustibleness of the game supply. The wolves they

banished long ago and no mourning attended the depar-

ture ; but the wild pigeon, the wild turkey and the

heathcock were killed off aS well, and they should not

have been. The partridge was fast following the others

to extinction, when the sportsmen of Massachusetts ral-

lied to its protection with the enactment of the law to

keep it out of the market stalls.

From the day of William Wood to the present the peo-

ple of New England an<J of thf rest of the country

appear to have acted upon the belief that they had only to

take as much game as they would—"to drive it in a

heape like so many- sheepe and seeing fit . time shoote

them"—and that with all the destruction, and in spite of

it all, they would, as did our ancient author, see more
living than dead the last year than , ever before. And
such, if we may judge from the common every-day

attitude and conduct of the community at large, is the

simple faith held to-day. It was the sportsman who
was first to realize the truth and to perceive that the

reckless and unthinking killing should not go on un-

checked, and could not so go on wnthout annihilation as

the result. It is to the sportsman with his intelligent

recognition of the need of protection that .we are in-

debted for the game which remains to us to-day.

There is profit in going back to the old chronicles of

things as they were in the primitive days, for in the"

review we learn of the advantages we have lost
,
arid are

led to value more highly those which have been preserved

to us. We should be prompted also to a wiser use of our

own resources of field and stream, and to
.
hand them

down unimpaired to those who shall follow us.

NON-GAME BIRD PROTECTION.

Governor Odell of New York signed last week the

non-game bird protective bill (Senate 222) which had

been introduced by Senator W. McKinney, of Suffolk.

This bill amends the game laws of New York in these

respects: In Sections 20 and 21 of Article II. the words

web-footed wildfowl are struck out, and for them are

substituted the words ducks, geese, brant and swan. This

amendment is merely carrying out the spirit of the law,

which was to protect what are universally understood as

wildfowl. A decision by the chief protector of this State

has been that as grebes and terns were wild and web-

footed, they had the same protection as the true wild-

fowl, and no more.

. Section 30 is amended by striking out the words grebe

and bittern. These are in no sense game birds,, and

shottld never have been included with plover, snipe, rails,

etc. This change relegates grebe and bittern to Section

33, certain wild birds protected, and includes them in the

list of protected species. The sections relating to wild-

fowl on Long Island are amended in like manner,

the changes being made in Sections 103 and

104, while from. Section 105 the word grebe is stricken

out, and from Section 108 the word bittern.

The effect of these amendments therefore is to protect

gulls, terns, grebes and bitterns, a most desirable result

to have attained.

In New Jersey, Senate Bill No. 7, which is really the

old bill of the Am.erican Ornithologist Union, defining

what are game birds, and fixing seasons for them and pro-

tecting all other birds, has passed the Senate, but is hung

up in the Assembly.

In the State of Delaware the old A. O. U. bill was

passed at 10:30 on the last night of the session.
^

In Michigan, a modification of the A. O. U. law -has

been attached as amendment to the new bill before the

Legislature, and there is hope that it will be favorably

acted on.

In New Flampshire the A. O. U. law has just passed

the Legislature. .

In all these cases it will be seen that the effort has

been made to have the law-making body define the terms

"game birds" and "water fowl," and then to throw all

the other birds into the protected.class. Legislation for

game birds and for water fowl is left to the sportsman,

while the ornithologists and the Audubon Society mem^
hers are caring for the other species.

The Audubon Society movement, which was the first

definite and concerted effort to protect our non-game
birds, was set on foot by Forest and Stream in i88(3t,

and much time, effort and money were expended 'in

educating the public—and especially the children—as to

the usefulness of birds. Within the last few years these

efforts have begun to bring forth an abundant fruit, and
the future looks bright.

The proposal to forbid carrying firearms into the Maine
woods in close time has not met with favor in tlie Maine
Legislature, The measure is considered to he tco radical

and its enforcement w<wl4 t>e difficulty
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Some Boyhood Memories*

I.—In Close Quarters.

It had been my first day's experience at one end of a
crosscut saw in the woods. The day had been a long
one. We were cutting beech timber. The party I was
working with '"had been there before" and had allowed
me to "push" as well as "draw" the saw all day, while he
was fairly "riding" and laughing inwardly.
By nightfall this would tire out almost any one, and

as for me, a sixteen-year-old boy—well, I was done up.
To make matters worse, I had poisoned myself with poison
ivy (Rhus toxicodendron) during the day and was suffer-
ing severely.

We were stopping at a log house, the owner of which,
an old bachelor, was away, leaving us two boys to do our
own cooking and run the place ourselves. Boy-like, we
lived on fried eggs, fried bacon and bread which the
bachelor had left.

Since my early childhood it had been my unfortunate
luck, whenever greatly overheated or exhausted, to break
out with nettle rash or Urticaria, as we doctors call it.

The day's work in the woods, the food we had eaten, the
poison ivy and all brought on me during the night the
worst attack I had ever had. F'ace, hands and entire
body were swollen and puffed up frightfully. Getting out
of bed in the middle of the night. I lighted our home-
made candle and awakened my friend, Saxon, by my
grunting and scratching.
He advised me to go down stairs and rub myself with

.flour, and, as I was ready for suggestions, I went at
once, dressed in nothing but an undershirt.
The house we were in consisted of but two rooms down

stairs—a sitting room and a kitchen; the stairs came down
between the two; to the right there was a door into the
sitting room, while to the left the stairway opened directly
into the kitchen. As I came down the stairs, candle in
hand, rather a spooky looking, long-legged and half-
naked boy, I glanced into the sitting room and saw. the
bachelor's bulldog lying on the floor. This dog was a
large white bulldog, covered with scars, one eye gone, no
ears, no tail and was the only dog I have ever met that I
did not make friends with. We had taken a dislike to
each other from the first, he growling and snapping, and I
kicking and abusing him at every opportunity.
As I saw him through the open door, however, having

no use for him in my then negligee attire T quietly
reached in and closed the door. All would have been
well had this door been secure. As it happened, however,
some one had kicked a lower panel out of the door, and
later had nailed a thin piece of board, such as cloth
comes wrapped around, vertically over the opening, leav-
ing a crack 2 inches wide on either side.

_The_ kitchen was one of those old-fashioned affairs
with big fireplace, barred door, overhead rafters and everj'-
thing imaginable hanging on the walls and ceiling. The
flour was kept in a large bin about 8 or 10 feet long by

wide and 3 deep, with a good lid, this lid being on
hinges and raising back against the wall.

I placed my candle on the floor opened the bin. secured
some flour, removed my shirt and had barely commenced
to rub the flour on my itching skin when I heard the
dog at the door. Having no idea he could get in, boy-
Jike. I commenced to "sic" him on. The more he growled
and bit at the edges of the crack, the more I angered him,
until finally, after he had worked himself into a fury. I
noticed that the board over the hole was not securely
fastened.

_
I quickly dec'ded to give a final rub and make

for upstairs. Grabbing up the candle, I saw the board
give way at the lower end, his ugly head' already through
the opening, his one red eye gleaming hatred at me, his
tongtte out, mouth frothing and already bleeding from
rough contact with the door.
Knowing that I must go right bv his door to get up-

stairs, I realized instantly that I could never make it. One
swift glance around the room and I likewi'^e realized that
I could not get out the door and window being barred.

There was nothing in the room that I could get on to
except where he could easily reach me. I might hang from
the ceiling from some of the plunder there, but the ceiling
was low. and it was a poor place at best. All this and
more went through my brain in a flash. There I was stark
naked, unable to get away and with nothing with which
to defend myself.
He was coming rapidly through the hole now, madder

than ever, and I saw in a moment he would be on me.
What was I to do? There was only one thing to do—
I jumped into the flour bin, and as he bounded across the
room T closed the lid down above me.
Mad ! Well, wasn't he mad

!

He evidently thought he had me in fine shape, too. He
fairly roared in his anger. He jumped on top of the
bin, and then, horrors of horrors, he began raising up
the lid by standing on the floor and pushing upward
against the overhanging: edge. Several times he raised it

up an jnch or two. I felt his hot breath on my face, and
say. didn't I get hot and cold by turns, until the perspira-
tion stood out all over me. As I floundered in the flour
I came across an iron hook about 18 inches long, which
had evidently been used for stirring up the flour. With
this I struck at him every time he raised up the lid. being
powerless to hold the lid down, as I had noth'ng to hold
on to. Every time I struck at him his fury increased, and
as his fury increased my terror became greater.

I gotii^ed him in the tnngne, tore his lins, prodded his
eye, and all T accomplished was to make him worse. He
was crazv—he was a devil incarnate

!

I called loiid'v for helo. b"t how could Saxon hear
when T wa« bur'Vd in a flour bm? The r.icket. however,
fina'lv awakened h'm. and when T heard him coming and
calline- to the dog mv terror was greater than ever. I
was afraid he wotild onen the bin.

v|^<r3;n T called a= loi'dlv as T could and vjh'-n he
reali^pd that I was in f>ie flour bin he fait-lv r'^'^ed on
th** floor an'^ vp'lpd hissinor flip ^q^^ on la"crhing and
lavrrh'ms fl-, though it was snmethinfr to h^i^rh at.

UTv cojnd't'^ bv thi^ time had become desrver^te.

What wilh close qu^rterSj, poor yentilatlon, perspiKt^

tion and flour, I was covered with dough and could
scarcely see or hear, and breathing was becoming almost
impossible.

Saxon finally drove the dog out of the house and helped
me out. I was covered with dough. Eyes, ears, nose and
mouth were all plugged, while a layer half an inch thick

was all over my body. Saxon scraped me with a shingle
and later used the broom on me as I lay under the pump.
There was dough in my hair for days.

I have never had nettle rash since! C. P. A.
AsHEVILLE, N. C.

n.—Old Sanger's Boat.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In taking a retrospect of one's life and calling to mind

some of the good times had in boyhood days, one cannot
help but observe what a deal of pleasure he derived from
sports then, even with very crude materials; and it some-
times seems to me that none of the modern appliances
used by sportsmen, which he may now use, will produce
near as much downright, first-class enjoyment for him
as did that old-fashioned rifle or shotgun, or that rough,
home-made boat which he used away back in the long ago.
And in looking over my own life I often think of the

good times had with three companions, all of us neighbors
and schoolmates then, in a boat owned by a man named
Sanger, and called by us as well as by many others, Old
Sanger, who lived near a pond nestled among the big hills

up in northeastern Connecticut. He was the owner of a
scow about half as Avide as it was long, built of rough
inch pine boards, unpainted, and the thwarts, or seats, as

we called them, nailed on the top of the sides, and pro-
pelled by paddJes worked out of chestnut planks and
having very thick blades. That craft was the only one
on the pond, consequently it was in great demand. The
whole boating affair was about as ungainly as any one
could imagine.
The price for the use of the whole business—scow,

paddles and rope with stone attached for anchor—was
12 cents per day; for half a day or less. 6 cents, and if

either of the paddles were lost or broken, which some-
times happened, 10 cents extra. Not much of a sum. but
it seemed b'g to us then, but by dividing up the expense
it made it quite light for each.

The pond, or lake, as it is now called, is a beautiful sheet
of water, having sandy or gravelly shores, then mostly
surrounded with forests of both hardwood and pine.
Along its western shore has been laid out an extensive
park, where, during summers past at popular gather-
ings, many noted men of the country did each his share
of the customary speech making and hand shaking.
Among the many notables that I have seen there dur-

ing my vacations were two of the Presidents ; the present
incumbent, then a United States Senator, was also there.

On the opposite or east shore of the lake, where there
used to be an almost unbroken wildwood, are now many
handsome and costly summer residences, with grounds to
match, and now on the lake, instead of Sanger's lone
scow, are to be seen many craft—yachts, rowboats and
canoes, the greater portion of them of the latest design:
also boathouses and bathing houses are there, thus ma-
king the place a well-known summer resort.

Although in recent years I have on several occasions got
good catches of bass from the lake with rod and reel, as
it was stocked with them several years ago and now
affords good bass fishing, somehow the sport, although of
a much higher order, didn't seem to bring such really

imalloyed enjoyment as that I had when, in company with
my three companions, without ceremony I yanked pouts,
kivers and perch out from among the lilypads and into

the scow with a worm-baited hook and a coarse line at-

tached to an alder pole.

Of our gang who nearly fifty years ago patronized that
boat and pond, one, George, is now a noted stock raiser,

an M. D., and is also surgeon-general in one of the East-
ern States; another, Jim. is an eminent divine in Paw-
tucket, R. I. ; another. Little John, is a capitalist in the
city of Providence, and the writer—well, he is down
in Jersey. But no doubt each of the others, as well as
myself, when taking a retrospect of life, will occasionally
call to mind the jolly good times we had together on
the pond away back in our bovhood days, while paddling
in or fishing from or diving off the seats of Old Sanger's
boat. A. L. L.
MlLLHORST, N, J.

Ill,—Another First Trout.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I ran across a pile of back numbers of Forest and

Stream a short time ago, and noticed several articles en-
titled "My First Trout." They reminded me of a youth-
ful experience of my own, which I think was extraordi-
nary. The first trout I killed was literally killed, and in

a way that I believe never was duplicated. He did not
die for want of water.

I have not told a fish story for many years. It is

painful for me to listen to the thrilling fancies that are
usually served up under this head, "The Grand Rush,"
"The Music of the Reel," "Giving Him the Butt," etc.

Nevertheless the spirit moves me to drop you a line.

At this harsh and inclement period of the }'ear, which
in our northern climate is a close season, without any
law to make it so, we will sometimes indulge in what
Ne'ghbor Cheney calls "winter fishing." Our thoughts
turn longingly to the time when

"The green grass grows all around,"

and nature with lavish hand spreads before us a thousand
charms.
Then we can be happy and grow strong in mind and

body, whether the fish will bite or not.

But T started to tell you of "my first trout," and you
are probably ready to call me to order for not talking to
the question.

More than fiftv years ago I was a small boy in New
England, and before it took two figures to indicate my
age I acquired the habit of following the brook and sittmg
on the grassy bank wa'ting for a bite. I guesc I was
born so and cou'dn't heln it. My ea'"n'est rec^llect'ons

are that I went to school and went fishing. You can
imagine which T en toyed mo^t.

I remember one occasion when I was instructed to come
right hopoe as soon as sclrool ^as out, but idtaa of the

boys were going fishing that afternoon and asked me to
go along. My- moral sense being very slightly developed, I

yielded to the temptation. Unfortunately I fell into the
brook, and if the water had been a little deeper perhaps
my brief career would have ended then and a modest
fisherman been lost to the world. About dusk I sneaked
home, went in the back way, told mother I didn't want
any supper, wasn't hungry, guess'd I'd go to bed. At
this moment my father laid down his pipe and took a
hand in the game. Can you imagine a more wretched
spectacle than I presented as I stood there with head
down, wet and dirty, before my stern parent? My cross
examination began. I made a very poor witness at that
time (and always have since). I had not heard of the
statute that protects a man from criminating himself, I

was convicted and sentenced in short order and the
penalty applied at once. Father took me by the hand, we
went upstairs over the woodshed, where I took my first

lesson as to respect for law, and it was a good one.
I used to think there were tyrants in those days,
I might relate many other incidents of my early days

of equal interest and importance if it were not for the fact
that I am fully determined to tell you about "ray first

trout."

Shortly after I gave up wearing of girls* clothes and
the dignity of pantaloons was on my mind, I was allowed
to fish in the shallow stream that ran through the meadow
a few rods back of our house, 1 did not commence with
a bent pin, a piece of sheep twine and an alder branch, as
niost all distinguished Waltonians have done. I got a
nice, straight birch pole in the woods (there were no
rods in our section then), trimmed it carefully and peeled
the bark half-way up from the butt. I secured a good
linen line, a real fish hook and a bit of tea lead for sinker.
My worms were not carried in a tomato can, as is the uni-
versal custom now. Tomatoes, as well as the cans, were
unknown so long ago. I had a flat tin box with a hinged
cover (old style tobacco box), that would slip in my
pocket, and to complete the outfit my mother presented
me with a small covered basket with a handle over the
top. My rig was rather neat for a boy in those ancient
days.

The denizens or aborigines of the little stream where I

began to learn the gentle art were dace, redfins. shiners
and occasionally a small rock bass. Twice a week during
the open season I carried home an assortment of brain
food for the family. I had s«mi trout that were caught
by the big boys who went away up in the mountains for
them, but my nerves had never danced with excitement
over the tug of a trout. Ambition, however, kept my
blood warm, and at last opportunity knocked at my door.
We usually had school every day in the week, but one

memorable Saturday there was no session, so I had the
whole day to myself. I started early and planned to fish

up the brook half the day and then turn and work to-

ward home.
About noon I was at least a mile and a half above

where I had ever fished before. My basket was two-thirds
full of the usual small fry, but no trout. I had hoped to
get one, but was disapopinted, I sat down and ate my
lunch and then resolved to try once more a little further
up. I soon came to a considerable pool that looked
promising. It had a sandy bottom, which shelved off
gradually into a deep, swift current toward the other
bank. I was about to cast into the deep water when I

noticed a small boulder about 2 feet from the shore and a
fish lying on the opposite side of it, head up stream, of
course. I could only see his head and tail where they
projected above and below the stone. I felt sure that
that was a trout. I put on a fresh worm, dropped in

above him and let it float slowly down. It almost touched
his head, when he made a rush for deep water. I fished
for him a long time, but it was no use—he would not
bite. I went up stream a few steps and then turned to-

ward home. When I came to the pool again there was
rny fish at his old place. I .said to myself if you won't
bite I will try another way. I wound my line around the
pole, put the butt over the stone about the middle, and
when I had it just right gave a grand shove. My fish

turned on his side and floated down stream, wiggling his
tail feebly. I dropped my pole, rushed into the water
and grabbed my prize. It was a half-pound trout. I

sat down on the bank and stud'ed him.
The supreme satisfaction of that moment I think has

never been equaled during my life.

Mr. Kipling, in the story of his "first salmon," in-

dulges in a fine frenzy. "His three feet of living silver

quivering in the air," and "The remorseless reel, gather-
ing in the thread of life, inch by inch." are in his choicest
vein, but the emotions of a young enthusiast with his first

trout are indescribable and cannot be communicated. No
more fishing for me that day. I made tracks for home by
the shortest cut.

When I dressed the fish I found his backbone broken
about two inches below the head. S. D. R.

IV,—A Hunt in the Backwoods of Tennessee.

It was a night in autumn; after the colored leaves had
fallen, all the trees were freshly bare, save the pines, which
stood in verdant splendor amidst the wreck of summer's
foliage. The moon shone brightly, outlining even the
frost on the long worm fence, and on the huge dead chest-

nut in the east.

The dogs were in trim for a raid, and the great wild-
cat of the laurel swamp was known to be stirring, for
his weird cry had been heard, just after nightfall, far

away on the pine-lined ridge which leads into the south
from the valley.

In our party of three, one carried an axe, one the old
oxhorn, and I the long rifle, freshly primed. We soon
left the valley and brgan to climb the ridge at the unper
end of the swamp. Then the dogs were urged to go. With
much excited waving of tails they took to the scrub oak
wh'ch covered the noint. After a few moments' suspense,
with wild and thrilling bay, the trail of the great cat was
found. It was warm, and soon the lonely pine-clad hills

were reverberating the thunderous notes from the thmats
of nine of the best cat hounds in all that region. With
the old hunting yell we drove them on. For the first

two miles they swept forward _ with the speed and roar
of an avalanche, then in a basin formed by surrounding
hills, the trail tumed backward, the hounds came round
like nine men-of-war at sea, and we cried frantically and
joyfully, "He's circling," Soon the baj-bapfc musii'C
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sounded through the laurel, where the wildcat made his

home, telling us that the giaiat had sought the winding
paths and darkness where it would be easier to elude the

agile dogs, but they were trained, and as pups had chased
the wily swamp rabbit, where now they followed fast

the monster cat.

The run was to be a long one, and we waited near the

border of the laurel for the miraveling of the many tor-

tuous stretches of the trail through the windings of

the stream and thorn-bordered paths. After a time the

whining notes of perplexity broke again into the blood-

thrilling battle cry of the hound, in close pursuit of the

game. While we listened to this renewing of the chase

there was a rustling in the laurel, and almost instantly

the great grim whiskered head of our forest monarch
peered from the bank of green where the moonlight fell,

not fifty yards away. The four-foot barrel of the long
rifle swept up to the range as if by instinct; the very
bullet in its grooved bed seemed trembling with eager-

ness, as with muscles tense as steel I "darkened" on the

gray brow between the e^'cs of fire. Just as I touclied

the trigger, the huge fiirrcd thing stepped out, with head
held high, into the brightness. The flash and sharp report
came too late. I had missed, and I was glad, for no man
could rejoice at the death of such a thing of forest glory
In everj' line of his lithe body could be seen a wilder-

ness of strength and a world of pride. In truth he was the

king of the valley. The curved rifle breech struck the

log by my side, and with nose in air and long swinging
trot the cat was gone on his old trail, over the hills to

the south. Then came the hounds with frantic leap and
cry, following the quarr}', with their brute hearts aflame.

A few moments gone and their voices mellowed by the

distance took on that strange, wild note known as the

"tree bay," telling us that the yellow-eyed king had
sought refuge amid the great limestone caves on the
river, miles away. Thus we listened, while the oxhorn's
braying broke the intervals of silence, echoing sadly
through the lonely gorges and the tall pine trees.

The hunt was over; yet, though it happened years
ago, my blood speeds faster from the memory of it.

'
B. M. S.

Frank Forester.
Ediior Forest and Stream :

The first copy of his "Field Sports" which I ever owned
was given to me thirty-one years ago. It was the 1868
edition. This has not, like many works on sport, been
laid aside, because I thought it old fashioned and not up
to date, for I own no sporting work in which I take
more solid comfort and satisfaction in reading over and
over again than these writings of Henry Wm. Herbert.
This dpes not only apply to the "Field Sports." but to his

"Sporting Scenes and Characters," "American Game in

Its Seasons." "Fish and Fishing" and "Fugitive Sport'ng
Sketchings," so ably edited by Fred E. Pond (Will Wild"-
wood). I have recently been investigating as to the like-

nesses which we know of Forester and find tliat very few
exist. There may be others which, some of your readers
know of, and if so I hope they will communicate through
your columns.

I have seen no works of Forester's which contain any
likeness except in the "Field Sports," but there was none
in the first edition of 1848. The 1858 edition contains the
profile wood cut, which also appears in later editions.

There seems to be a difference of opinion as to the accu-
racy of this likeness. Fred. E. Pond in his "Fugitive Sport-
ing Sketches of Frank Forester," published in 1879, says:
"The portrait of H. W. Herbert in the first column of his

'Field Sports of the United States and British Provinces'
is little better than a caricature. It has been pronounced by
his acquaintances a base libel upon his manly features, and
the gifted 'Acorn' asserts: 'It is no more like Herbert
than is_a horse to horse chestnut.' The most accurate
likeness of 'our Frank' is the photograph by Zimmerman
Bros., St. Paul, Minn—reproduced from a portrait by
Meade, the- last for which Mr. Herbert ever sat. This is

a faithful and finely executed likeness of Frank Forester,
a 'counterfeit presentment' which it is a delight to gaze
upon."
The likeness which Mr. Pond styles as a caricature ap-

peared in an illustrated article in the "International Mag-
azine," June I, 1851. Vol. 3, No. 3. and referring to the
cut, says: "We doubt whether the wood engravers of
this country have ever produced a finer portrait than the
above of the author of 'The Brothers,' 'Cromwell,' etc. It

is from one of the most successful daguerreotypes of
Brady." I have recently secured this same likeness, an
etching on velkmi, signed by S, Hollyer. For the Zim-
merman photograph from the Meade portrait I am in-

debted to Mr. Charles Hallock, who generously presented
tne with his only copy, and it was from this one that the
likeness appeared in his famous article on "Pioneer Amer-
ican Sportsman" in "Outing" for January, 1901. This ar-
ticle has been most enthusiastically received and made all

the more interesting and valuable by the twenty-one il-

lustrations of the old-time lovers of the rod and gun,
most of whom have now passed on. Mr. Henrj' Thorpe
of Brooklyn, N. Y., to whom I am indebted for informa-
tion regarding Forester's likeness, writes me. that there
are two portraits taken from oil paintings and that one of
the originals is in his possession. It was painted by an
artist named Roberts, who lived in Newark, N. J., and
was probably done during Forester's lifetime. It repre-
sents Herbert seated in his library, in shooting costume,
with shooting implements on the walls. Size of canvas
15 by 18 inches. A woodcut of this same portrait was
given in the New York Herald, Nov. 26, 1893, in con-
nection with an illustrated article on Herbert.
John H. Blackford gives his recollection of Herbert in

"Game Land." November, 1893, in these words: "His
appearance was remarkable. He stooped slightly; was
prematurely aged ; clothed in fustian or corduroy hunting
coat and breeches, with leather leggings buttoned up above
his knees; a heavy dark-gray shawl about his waist,
crossed behind and passing over his shoulders and under
the part in front, similar to the old Scotch fashion; an
odd cap (probably Scotch) on his head; eyes downcast,
oblivious to passers-by ; followed closely by a couple of
hounds. That is the picture of him in my mind as I saw
him often, over forty years ago."
Some months ago a very interesting letter of Forester's,

of early date, appeared in your paper, and under date of

Jan. 19, 1901, the Sportsmen's Review published another
in possession of Mr. Henry Thorpe, written in 1845 from
"The Cedars." If any of your readers are fortunate in
possessmg autograph letters of the "mentor and coach of
the Rising Sportsmen of America," I hope they will pub-
lish them. Any sportsman would read such literature
with a keen relish. I recently picked up in New York a
short autograph letter which reads as follows:
My Dear Colonel:

^ 1 ana_ .sick—neuralgia in the head. Get along with "The
Sachem" thi.s week. I will bring you two columns on .Saturday
for next week, and we wiJI then start fair. Ever yours,

„ - Henry Wm. Herbert.
The Cedars, Jan. 27, 1853.

Referring to the "Field Sports," edition of 1868, page
28 of the Memoirs, you will see : "In 1850 he gave much
time to a paper called The Sunday Era," and in i8.=;i to
another called The Sachem, both published in New
York." I have recently received from the family of the
late Jacob Pentz the following note of Forester's,
addressed to Col. Isaac Andrus, Jr., but not dated

:

Aiy Dear Colonel:
i cannot say how much I am distressed about this cursed mat-

ter. I was confident of getting it yesterday morning, but in vain.
I can only add that I have an article finished to send to the
Democratic Review on Monday morning, which always jjays me
re.ndy money, and that item I can certainly repav you.

JJver yours, Henry 'Wm. Herbert.

Some twenty editions of the "Field Sports" have been
published, but the early issues are now scarce. I secured
from the family of the late Jacob Pentz his copy, which
was the first edition presented to him by his father, Dec.
25. 1848. Also the "Fish and Fishing" first edition with
the supplement bound separately, presented to him by his
brother, Dec. 25, 1850.

''.\merican Game in Its Seasons" published in 1853, is

Avritten in his usual attractive style, nineteen chapters on
different game, most of which originally appeared in
"Grahaiii's Magazine." Each article is prefaced by an
illustration, and what gives it peculiar interest is the fact
that all of these, with the exception of two, were designed
and drawn on wood from nature by Herbert himself,
Fred. E. Pond says in his Memoirs that the most com-
plete record of Frank Forester's literary career is that
published tmder the title of "Foresterian Bibliography,"
by the late W. I. Faddis, who wrote under the nom cle

plume of "Toxophilus." This serial appeared in fourteen
numbers of volumes 6 and 7 of the "Chicago Field." Many
of us who have not the early files of this paper would like
to see this matter collected and reprinted in pamphlet
form. RuTHVEN Deane.

rose very high in the air and shot south, apparently in
the direction of his residence, and with one long, cat-like
shriek disappeared from sight. Mark O'Meaea.
QuBBEC, Feb. 19,

A Peculiar Incident.

A PECULIAR incident happened to me while hunting red
deer in the county of Beauce, about forty-five miles from
the city of Quebec. It was on a fine day toward the end
01 December, at about 5 in the afternoon, and the' sun
had just disappeared in the west, leaving a peculiar red-
dish twilight known only to the Canadian woods in win-
ter. We were very tired, as it was after a day of hard
tramping—the snow being very deep we were, of course,
obliged to wear snowshoes. We were homeward bound,
feeling rather blue, as our luck with the deer had not
been very good. We suddently came upon a large
clearing sloping toward the center, where ran a small
stream, now covered with 6 feet of snow, above which
appeared, like a tangled fisherman's net, a thick elder
bush. At about 100 yards ofl: I noticed something which
appeared to be either foxes or hares scufiiing in the
snow, when suddenly a large bird rose in the air, carrying
with it a struggling animal. The bird rose, only to fall

again, and the scuffling was renewed. I ran up to within
a few yards of the combatants, and then I saw that the
bird was a large owl, which had evidently captured a
hare, which was so heavy that the bird was only able to
fly a few yards with it, and the owl had its talons so
firmly gripped in the hare's skin that it was unable to re-
lease its hold.
At first i thought that I would end the fight by putting

a bullet into one of the combatants, but upon second
thought I said, "No, I may be able to capture the owl
alive." I accordingly inspected them as closely as the
owl would permit, for he was looking at me with very
wicked eyes, and hissing like a tomcat when a fox terrier

runs up to bid him good morning. The hare shoved his

head deep into the snow, as if he thought I could not
harm him so long as he could not see me, which I have
often noticed is a very common behavior among our
Northern hares.

I borrowed my companion's mits and put them on over
mine, grabbed the owl by the wings and the hare between
my knees, and was obliged to cut the hare's skin to re-

lease the owl's talons. As the poor hare could not live,

his injttries being too severe, I put an end to his suffer-

ings, and the next morning for breakfast we enjoyed
some very good fried hare with onions.

I tied up the owl's wings and got him safely to camp
and eventually to Quebec. One of the leading furriers

in the city, Messrs. Holt, Renfrew & Co., requested me to
loan them the bird to exhibit in their window, which I
did. He sat very stately in the window, eyeing the crowd
of spectators in the street, looking very wise, and now
and again giving a wink to a pretty girl who might
happen to be looking at him, and she woitld go away
quite flattered at such a compliment from the king of

the midnight forest. He created quite a sensation in tlie

window, as he was probably the largest Western horned
owl seen in this part of the country for a long time. He
had still his fall suit on, but had adopted a white collar

and white buttons to his waistcoat and also small dots
of white on the tips of his wings. Notwithstanding that

he was surrounded by some of the finest furs in the

dominion, I think he had quite a right to believe that he
was the central attraction, I brought him home, where
T kept him for a week, but as he would eat nothing and
had a fancy for settling on the back of Jack, my Irish set-

ter, and was very fond of trying to break into the parrot's

cage, which scared poor Polly nearly to death, I thotight

better to let him go; so one night I released him. Tie

Experience with Wild Animals.
YuMA^ Ariz.^

—

Editor Forest and Sfreom: My observa-
tions of "dangerous wild animals and others matters" are
to the end that no two men see such-, things alike. The
temper and- disposition of animals are in nowise diflferent
from those of men, I have seen some of the grandest
.specimens of "dangerous wild animals" scamper like
frightened sheep, and again ,some mangy looking brute
of the same breed stand his ground and tear the life out
of everything getatable. Based on an experience scat-
tered over a wide range of country, I have long believed
that dangerous wild animals are like Indians—bad till

their good character is proven, a something that occa-
sionally is a little slow in showing up. Although the most
ferocious brute on earth is liable to bolt on sight, there
is no beforehand assurance that it is going to do so.
Salvation comes more surely through steady nerves and
good guns than it does through the bolting qualities of
dangerous animals. It can never be foretold what the
individual animal is going to do, nor is it what the ma-
jority will do that concerns the average man, but it is

what the minority does do.
So far as my observations go, the common black bear

is the most harmless of all dangerous animals, but at
the same time the aphorism "a good Indian is a dead
Indian" is applicable to him and his kind.
A partner of mine in the long ago, by the name of

Leroy. while prospecting in British Columbia, saw a black
bear drop to the ground and deliberately lie in wait for
him. He was following ,3 trail through timber and at
some distance ahead he saw a black bear standing at
right angles with it, but looking along it in the opposite
direction. He walked on, expecting it to scamper the
moment it caught sight of him, but it did no such thing.
Apparently thinking itself unobserved, it dropped flat and
lay with its nose against the lower edge of the trail, evi-
dently intending to jump on him as he went by. The
would-be biter was bit with a pistol bullet in its head.
Now, I did not see this thing actually occur, but there
has never been a shadow of doubt in my mind as to the
absolute truth of this statement.

Again, I knew a prospector to he badly bitten and
scratched by a younger bear of the black kind. It was
lying behind a log and as the man stepped over it rose
up and tried to hug him. Of course there can be a doubt
as to this attack being premeditated, but that need hot
be argued here.

In the spring of 1872, in a logging camp on the Truckee
River, California, a couple of grizzly cubs afforded much
amusement. They were little fellows and could be held
at arm's length like kittens, if taken by the back of the
neck, but they were ever ready to get in a bite when the
opportunity offered, and this was given by nearly every
stranger that struck camp. They would cunningly stand
near the post to which they were fastened and pretend to
be looking elsewhere, but the moment a leg stood within
liinit of their chain it was not quick enough to get away
without being nipped. This trick was deliberately planned
and carried out. For some time it formed the standard
arnusement for both bystanders and bears. In my own
mind, I am fully convinced that bears will not only not run
at all times, but that they will deliberately lie in wait for
the unwary and unsuspecting.

I once saw an adult brown bear, or a young cinna-
mon, I could not then tell which, deliberately stalk a
man, but the moment it believed itself discovered it stood
still, and bolted the instant the man again turned his
head from it.

I know that many animal mothers will abandon their
young at the first scent of danger, but there is still that
uncertain minority t'o be considered. With a companion
I once chanced on an old grizzly with one cub. We were
on horseback and she saw us quite a distance away. She
made not the slightest attempt to escape, but sat up and
swung her head from tide to side, uttering "Whuf I Whuf !"

as she did so. It is possible that we could have ridden
off without interference had we wished, but it was plainly
evident that she held the right of way in her direction
and proposed to keep it. In the mixup that followed, the
cub would get between her legs for protection, but she
would knock it end over end without the least com-
punction. She was thin in flesh, but she was the longest
bodied brute of her kind I ever saw.
When employed at the Plumas Eureka Mine, in the

Sierra Nevadas, I knew of two miners finding a prize of
young cubs as they were crossing the country from one
mining camp to another. The mother shortly afterward
found them and mauled one of them so badly that for a
long time he was expected to die. Later another cub
was brought to camp, and the man who brought it in told
me that he had seen nothing of the mother, although he
had been expecting her with fear and trembling.
Early in the eighties two soldiers from Fort Huachuca

were hunting in the range south of the post. They found
two cubs of a brown bear and were returning with them
when they were overtaken and attacked by the mother.
The one nearest to her dropped cub and gun and headed
for a neighboring tree. As he was unable to climb he
spung around it with the old bear a close second. While
so engaged, his companion got in a lucky shot and killed
her.

Hon. A. F. Banta, well known throughout Arizona,
was. in days agone, in the employ of the Government as
an Indian scout. One day he chanced on an old cinna-
mon bear and cubs. Without a moment's hesitation she
i-ushed him and he killed her by discharging his gnn
down her open mouth. He stated to the writer that the
attack was wholly unprovoked and his call for a mauling
exceedingly close.

About ten years ago a Mexican returning to Tucson
from a placer cainp in the Santa Ritas met a bear on
the trail, and was instantly attacked. When the trouble
was over the bear was dead and the man nearlv so. The
former had twenty-nine knife wounds on its body and the
latter was minus one eye, had a broken arm and' shoulder
and was otherwise badly used up. When found the next
day. he was more dead than alive, but he eventuallv
recovered.
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Now one little story of a bear that did run and then 1

am done with Mr. Bear. Probably, if I did not have

to write of myself I could tell a better story. In 1877 I

was one of a party of prospectors in the mountains of

northern Mexico. At the time in question we were

camped near the mouth of a rather narrow and deep

canon, throvigh a portion of which ran a beautiful little

stream of water. It was during the rainy season, and

the country thereabouts was as pretty as a picture.

Turkey and deer were plentiful, and of bear sign there

was no end. Every foot of the cation was wild and

grand. The intersecting canons, of which there were

many, were nothing more than great cracks in the

earth,' through which the stars could be seen in mid-

day, and in which the shadows hung heavy and dark at all

times. Once, when exploring it alone, I was overtaken

by night while still several miles from camp. So long

as I held to the caiion I could not go astray, and by

keeping to the stream I was sure to strike camp. The
darkness of a deep canon on a stormy night can be felt

but not seen. It had been raining pretty much all after-

noon, and with the exception of short intervals it fell

steadily through the night. Considering the intense dark-

ness. I experienced but little difficulty till I reached a belt

of Cottonwood timber, every tree of which had been up-

rooted by a furious storm of apparently the year before.

Shortly after entering this I was obliged to leave the

water, and was slowly feeling my way over and between

the prostrate trees, when I was brought to a standstill

by the breaking of some sticks, apparently 15 or 20 feet

in front of me. I rightly surmised that I was facing a

bear, and, although I could not see it, I imagined the

spot in front of me to be a little darker than the sur-

rounding blackness. Just how long we stood and faced

each other I cannot say, bttt on a hasty sizing up of the

situation I decided to try the straight goods and go ahead.

I held the muzzle of my rifle (Sharps) well in froiit

of me, with the intention of discharging it the moment it

came in contact with the bear's body, and then trust to

my knife. I had, however, not taken more than a half-

dozen steps when with a frightened snort it broke and

ran. It was absolutely panic stricken, and in its frantic

efforts to get away it crashed through a dead tree top

with as much noise as a runaway team. Here, then, was
clearly a case of scare, but had I done differently it is

impossible to tell what the result would have been, but

it could not stand the pressure of being bumped into

by a stranger on a dark night. I have already been too

long winded on the one subject, but I wanted to show
that while the great majority of brutes will perhaps run

at the first sign of alarm, there are others.

Of Avolves I know but little. Although quite plenti-

fully scattered about the country, I never had the pleas-

ure of killing one. The theory of their pacific intentions

finds jio favor with Hon. M. F. Shaw, ex-sheriff of Pima
county. Some years since, when driving in a buckboard
between Pantano, on the Southern Pacific, and the Em-
pire ranch, he was attacked by a big timber Avolf. It

ran alongside of the wagon, snapping and snarling, and
but for the fact that he was driving a spirited pair of

animals it would, he thinks, have been in the wagon
with him.

Some three years ago I saw a fine litter of six wolf

whelps. They w-ere about a month or six weeks old, and
had been brought in by a scalp hunter. He told me that

although the mother was a large animal, she made no
attempt to defend her young, but got away.
Last summer a statement was published in the Phoenix

papers to the end that a young man of that place had
been badly bitten by a mountain lion. With a brother, he

was prospecting in the Superstition Mountains. One
evening, while they were sitting outside their tent, they

saw several large animals prowling about, and as they

came uncomfortably near, a stick was thrown in their

direction. Instantly one turned, sprang on the yottnger

brother and inflicted several ugly and dangerous wotmds
before it could be driven off.

About four months since a Mexican rancher near this

place reported that he had been attacked by a mountain
lion, but that he had killed it. The animal had, however,

been previously shot, the bullet having entered the left

eye, ranged downward and otit under the lower jaw
on the opposite side of the head. By whom this bullet

was fired is not known, but the animal was probably

more dead than alive when met with in the Gila bottom.

Dr. H. W. Cotter, a well-known physician and a

prominent citizen of this place, stated to the writer that

he had once been followed by a mountain lion. In com-
pany with another gentleman, he had been visiting a piece

of mining property a few ihiles up the Colorado, and
was returning in the dusk of the evening at the time the

attack w-as made, I do not now remember how he said

the affair started, but he told me that it bounded along-

side of the buggy, making one great leap after an-

other, but made no attempt to spring in. It finally fell

behind.
Once, when in the hills. I was conscious of being fol-

lowed by something, and presently saw the head of a

mountain lion rise from behind a rock. I walked to-

ward the place and it ran back, but when I stopped.it

stopped, and when I turned from it it ?tood for a time

and then came sneaking back. Not caring to be followed

by even so cowardly a brute, I chased it with rocks, and
it made no further attempt to follow me. It carried its

tail low to the ground, with something like a half-curl in

the end.

On another occasion, when camped in a sandy bottom,

one of these same individuals walked repeatedly around
us, but withotit daring to come in. The nearest approach,

as shown by the footprints in the sand, was to within

about 30 feet.

A shepherd dog we once had with us ran a lion up a

mesquite tree. When I first saw it it was lying on a

limb not more than 10 feet from the ground, contentedly

watching the dog and slowly waving its tail from side to

side. When shot it ran directly along the limb and then

sprang to the ground.
In the Santa Catalina Mountains I saw a man shoot at a

red lion as it stood with its head exposed from behind a

thicket of brush. The bullet cut too low and knocked
dirt in its face. It sprang forward and disappeared like

a flash among the rocks.

When a boy in West Virginia, we had for a neighbor a

very old lady by the name of Northumberland, Her
people had been among the early settlers of that sec-

tion of the country, and she spoke frequently of the
dangers that surrounded her early life. It appears that
then, as now, the natives thereabouts gathered ginseng
for the market, This ginseng, as many of your readers
well know, is indigenous to the woods of that State. It

is, or rather. used to be, gathered by women and girls, and
the act of going to collect it was known as "gauging."
For the purpose they used a small light hoe with a narrow
blade on one side and a sort of fork on the other. .\n
implement similar to this appears to have been long used,
for Mrs. Northumberland often told of going "sanging'"
with such hoe when a girl, and of being once overtaken
by darkness and of getting lost in the woods. As a pro-
tection against wild animals, she climbed a tree and took
her "'sang" hoe with her. In the night a panther came
and repeatedly climbed to where she was. and every time
it did so she struck it on the head with her hoe and
knocked it down. In the morning it lay dead at the foot
of the tree, with the skin of its head and face hacked into
ribbons.' It may have had pacific intentions when it

climbed the tree, but if it did she failed to appreciate
them.

I remember also her telling of a mare and colt that be-
longed to her father being driven from the woods, where
they were feeding, by a panther. The colt had been badly
torn by the animal. Her father and two brothers fol-

lowed the trail of blood and presently met the panther, en-
gaged in a like occupation and licking the blood frorn the
leaves as it came along. It was supposed that when it

sprang on the colt the mother attacked it and drove it

away. This class of animals have always liad a weakness
for colts, and T merely mention the above becau.se it is a
tale of the long ago. Among the mountains of West
Virginia these "varmints" were known by the name of
"painters."

Now for a couple of deer notes and then adios. Deer
are dangerous at both ends, I once received a kick in the
pit of the stomach from one. and "subseqitent proceedings
interested mc no more," so far as that deer was con-
cerned.
Two acquaintances of the writer—John Dowdle and

Jeff—were hunting deer near old Camp Cameron. They
were in a canon, and according to arrangements Jeff had
entered the canon lower down and was to drive the deer
in the direction of John, who stood behind a bush and
was to do the killing. The latter allowed two does to
pass unmole.sted, but the third deer, a handsome young
buck, he decided to kill, and stepped out for that purpose,
but was instantly knocked down by it. His gun went one
way. he another and the deer with him. He caught it

by the horns, but was unable to protect himself from the
horns and hoofs of the infuriated animal. Fortunately
his shouting apparattis was .in good condition, and it

brought Jeff to his assistance, otherwise he would most
sttreh^ have been killed.

One morning a Mexican vaquero was gathering cattle

almost in the neighborhood of the above occurrence. He
was attracted by the barking of his dog a short distance
away, and rode to see what the trouble was. The dog
had a white-tailed buck at bay, or rather the deer had the
dog in that predicament. Urging the dog on, he rode
up with the intention of roping the deer, but was charged
on sight. He saved himself by slipping from his horse
on the opposite side, and then to a tree a short distance
away. The deer struck the horse just back of the left

fore leg and dropped him dead. Although the skirt of
the saddle did much to protect the horse, it failed to save
him, as one prong struck it squarely on the heart. The
horse was subsequently opened, and although the heart it-

self had not been broken, the point of the horn had been
pressed deep into it. I was told by one of the parties
who examined it that the hole in the heart was more
than a half-inch deep. Kindly bear in mind that this is

no cock-and-bull story, but that of an actual occurrence.
P.APAGO.

Ducks Breeding in Maine.
Editor Forest and Stream:
On page 161 of Fore.st and Stream for March 2 you

ask for information about ducks breeding in the United
States. I will sa}' that they regularly breed in many of
the ponds in the settled portion of Maine. Lake Pennes-
seewassee, here at Norway, is in latitude 44° 13' to 44°
15', and in pleasant summer morning or evenings cot-

tagers and boating parties are frequently entertained by
the sight of wood ducks and their j'oung di-sporting

themselves in the water.
The lake is six miles long, has good shores partially

wooded. About half a hundred cottages or camps, one
small village and several farmhouses are close to the

water. The islands are inhabited during warm weather.
At the foot of the lake are two villages containing 3,500 in-

habitants.

A healthy public sentiment protects the birds till the
}-oung are fully grown and they have learned to come out
in sight of folks fearlessly. This is only one instance, and
there are plenty of others.

Quoting from Knight's "Birds of Maine," I find that of

the Order Anseres family Anatidse, that species of

this class of birds are known to breed in Maine. (The
numbers are those of the American Ornithological Union.)

129.—American merganser. Breeds in the lakes of the

great Northern forest.

130.—Red-breasted merganser. Breeds commonly along
the Eastern coast and some in the interior.

131.—Hooded merganser. Breeds in the lakes of the
great woods.
The three preceding species are called geese. The next

three are river ducks.
133-—Black duck. Known to breed in fifteeri 6f Maine's

sixteen counties.

140.—Blue-winged teal. Breeds in limited numbers in

eastern and northern Maine.
144.—Wood duck. Common summer resident in four-

teen counties and occasionally seen in the other two.
The next few are called sea ducks.
146.—Redhead. Breeds rarely.

151.—American golden-eye. Breeds in some of the

Northern lakes.

153.—Buffle-head. Breeds in the forests.

160.—American eider. Breeds in a few places on the

coast.

167.-—Ruddy duck. Breeds in limited numbers in

northeastern Maine.

Of these birds, No, 144 and several species ought to
breed quite commonly in New York State, especially in

the Adirondacks.
Mr. Ora W. Knight of Orono, Me., is the recognized

authority on Maine ornithology, and could doubtless give
you exhaustive information on the subject at issue.

Wishiiig you success in the campaign for bird protec-
tiQn. ^ D. C. Clark.

D«cfcs Breeding in Illinois.

Lnmanapolis, 111., March 16.—Just a thought—that my
information regarding the breeding of wild ducks might
be appreciated by you and your many readers, I will con-
tribute my limited experience.
From the spring of 1865 to the summer of 1870 I spent

on the prairies of central Illinois. During these years
ducks were very plentiful, especially in the spring season.
But with the prairies becoming more thickly settled, and
the draining and tiling of the lands, they are few now
compared with a third of a century ago.

In the early summer of 1865 I knew of three pair of
ducks that hatched on these prairies near a few small
ponds, and these ponds were not particularly isolated ones
either. I knew the location of two of these nests whUe
hatching.

Again, in the spring of 1870 I had occasion to pass a
pond daily, just at the edge where prairie and timber met,
and my passing often disturbed a male mallard. Occa-
sionally a female was with him and rising from the pond.
They together would fly away out on the prairie. To my
surprise one day there were not only one or two ducks on
this pond, but there were eleven. Nine of them I thought
the prettiest, downiest and sprightHest little ducks I ever
met. After seeing the young, I had no doubt but that
they were hatched in close proximity to this pond, but I
could not find the vacated nest. I saw these ducks al-
most daily for a period of three or four weeks, Avhen all

.suddenly disappeared.
Ducks have bred in this latitude, and if undisturbed

would do so again.^ J. C. L.

Birds and Ligftithouses*

A FEW years ago an official order was promulgated by
the Lighthouse Board calling for the assistance of light-
house keepers in the work of bird protection, and recently
an order to similar effect was sent out bv the General
Superintendent of the U. S. Life Saving Service as fol-
lows:

CONCERXING THE UNLAWFUL KILLING OF BIRDS.
Treasury Department.—Office of the General Superintendent

t- i'. Life Saving SerA'ice, Washington. D. C. Feb. 26.—To
Ofhcers and Crews of the United States Life Saving Service: The
attention of all officers and crews of this service is called to Section
3 of an Act of Congress, approved May 25, 1900, as follows:

Sec. 3. That it shall be unlawful for any person or persons to
deliver to any common carrier, or for any common carrier to trans-
port from one State or Territory to another State or Territoy, or
from the District of Columbia or Alaska to any State or Territory,
or from any State or Territory to the District of Columbia or
.Maska, any foreign animals or birds the importation of which is.

prohibited, or the dead bodies or parts thereof of any wild animals
or birds, where such animals or birds have been killed in violation
of the laws of the State, Territorj' or District in which the same
were killed: Provided, That nothing herein shall prevent the
transportation of any dead birds or animals killed during the
season when the same may be lawfully captured, and the export
of which is not prohibited by law in the State, Territorv or District
in which the same are killed.

It has been brought to the attention of this Department that a
great number of sea and shore birds that breed or live in the
vicinity of the several life saving stations of the United States are
being killed for various purposes, in many cases contrary to State
laws for the protection of birds.
The attention of keepers and crews of such stations is, there-

fore, called to the matter, and they are hereby cautioned against
killing birds in violation of the game laws "and the laws pro-
tecting birds w-hich have been enacted by the States having juris-
diction, and are still in force; also against aiding or abetting in
any way the killing of birds in violation of law. The keeper will
report to the General Superintendent of the life saving service
any member of a live saving crew whom he may know to be
guilty of killing birds thus protected, and all members of life-
saving crews, as far as they consistently can without interfering
with their other duties, will give information and aid to the local
authorities who are endeavoring to suppress such unlawful killing.

District officers will give their aid to the enforcement of the
foregoing instructions and promptly report to the General Su-
perintendent any neglect to comply therewith,

S, I. Kimball, General Superintendent,
Approved

:

L. J. Gage,. Secretary of the Treasury,

"Wolves Attacking Human Beings.

The remarks about wolves in your Natural History
column of Feb. g reminded me of an incident related by
a professional hunter in the bush of western Canada, with
Avhom I lived for nearly two months about 1865.
There were many Indians in the neighborhood, and the

hunter told me that one of them, when traveling alone
in winter, and armed only with a tomahawk, was at-

tacked by a pack of wolves. (I think he said nine in

number.) The Indian placed his back against a tree and
killed several, but one, in whose body the head of tiie

tomahawk was buried, made a spring, which snatched the
handle from the man's grasp. The other wolves then
killed and devoured him. All this was plainly dis-
cernible from the marks in the snow and the remains of
the carcasses lying about.

I cannot, of course, vouch for the truth of this narra-
tive, but the hunter always appeared to me to be very
truthful and without the slightest tendency to exaggera-
tion. J. J. Meyrick.
Devonshire, England.

St* Atfgttstine Mockingbirds.

The trees are alive to-day with mockingbirds, and the

air is filled with their happy caroling. Since the en-
forcement of the law for the protection of song birds, our
welcome little visitors are returning from the woods,
whither they were driven. The law cannot be too
rigidly enforced in this particular. We want the birds,

and they should be as sacred as the buzzards, if we ex-
pect to prevent their extermination.—St. Augustine Rec-
ord, March 9.

The hunting dagger which belonged to Col. James
Bowie, and which has served as the pattern of all subse-
quent bowie knives, is a formidable double-edged weapon,
with a horn handle and a curved blade 15 inches long and
1% inches wide at the hilt. Like Dr. Guillotin, Col. Bowie
unwittingly gave his name to an invention that has earned
for itself a rather unfortunate reputation.
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^rojjrietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Fokest and Stream.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co,, and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Forest Reserves as Game Preserves.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been asked to give my opinion on the question

of using the forest reserves as game preserves. This
question has already been brought out by Forest and
Stream.

It is very plain to all who are familiar with big-game
conditions in the Rocky Mountains that if sometliing is

not done to provide refuges for the elk, deer and ante-

lope still left, the greater part of these animals will soon
cease to exist. Passing protective laws by the States does
not protect the game. I have already in a previous letter

to Forest and Stream shown why this is so. I will in

this letter take up the situation here in northwest
Wyoming, which section now contains the last of the
great elk herds of the West, and also large numbers of

antelope, deer and mountain sheep.
In the Yellowstone Park, which takes up a tract of

;about fifty miles wide by seventy miles long, in the

aiorthwest corner of the State, the game finds a haven
wkere it is absolutely protected at all times. The Park
vproyides both summer and winter range for the deer,

.antelope and sheep within its boundary, and of them

.nothing more need be said.

With the elk it is different. I suppose that at least

jOjOOO elk stay in the Park summer and winter. But
.there are at least 60,000 elk in northwestern Wyoming,
iincluding the Park, and of these about half summer in

ithe Park, the rest outside, on the headwaters of the

;Snake, Green and Wind rivers, and all that cannot find

winter range in the Park come south to winter, prob-

ahly 50,000 in all.

The great problem is to find winter range for these

elk without interfering with the live stock interests of

the State. The increase of these herds must be at least

10,000 each year. The settlers who kill elk from the

herds for meat number less than 1,000 all told, and only
about 150 non-resident sportsmen hunt each year in the

State. Thus, if each settler—man, woman or child

—

used three elk a year, which is a fair average, and the

sportsmen killed their full allowance, the herds would
increase.

As a matter of fact, the herds are fully holding
their own, and I think are slowly increasing. I esti-

mate that fully as many elk are killed by wild animals
and die of starvation as are shot.

The deer outside of the Park are just about holding
their own. They are so wild and shy that they are not
much hunted for meat by the settlers, and sportsmen
only kill the bucks. Their main enemy is the cougar,

which kills great numbers. The same is true of the

mountain sheep. The antelope are slowly decreasing, more
through the killing of the young by coyotes than anj^-

thing else. The settlers kill very few and the sports-

men kill only bucks.

Thus, if present conditions could be maintained, game
would hold its own here forever. What is going to close

out the game is the settlement of the game ranges and
.the destruction will be from two causes—starvation dur-
;ing the winter from lack of food, and shooting by
J settlers and sportsmen. By a proper sj'^stem of forest

ireserves, it is possible to preserve the greater part of

ttlie elk herds, and to keep the deer and sheep at their

{present numbers.
Tfhie cloance for the antelope is practically hopeless.

'Their range is in the open country, and nothing can
jprevent their being counted out of existence by the herds
.ssaA flock's of cattle and sheep.

A few of the antelope even now take to the timber

tdMsring the summer, but an antelope is perfectly helpless

ffja snow that does not bother an elk or deer in the least,

and for this reason cannot winter in the mountains. And
wtiat game cannot winter in the high mountain valleys

must perish.

Now as regards using the forest reserves as game pre-

serves. In the first place, the present Teton Forest Re-
serve, which lies south of and adjoining the Yellowstone
Park Timber Reserve, should be extended eighteen miles

east and forty-eight miles south, thus taking in the great

bodies of timber on the Wind River, Gros Ventre and
Hoback mountains. All the agricultural land of any
value that woitld be inside of this reserve is already
settled upon, and it should be provided that no vested
rights held by settlers should be invaded. If this should
be done, the enlarged reserve properly patrolled and the

forest rangers, as at present, instructed to enforce the

State game laws, the future of the game in northwestern
W5'oming would be assured. Suitable regulations should
govern the grazing of stock on the reserve, and only
actual residents on the reserve should be allowed to

graze stock thereon.

It must be remembered that the altitude of north-
western Wyoming is such that hay is the only crop that
can be raised with certainty. The ranchmen are de-
pendent tipon stock growing, and without the use of the
outside range the ranches are valtieless, as enough stock
cannot be kept on 320 acres the year round to support a
family. The wild game can winter in much deeper snow
than can cattle, and the proposed reserve contains win-
ter range enough for all the game at present upon it, with-
.oul encroaching on the range needed for what stock
would belong to the ranchman upon the reserve. It is

the tramp herds of stock belonging to men who own not a
-dollar's worth of real estate that are destroying the pub-
lic range. The free range is.no longer large enough to

support all the stock upon it, and a distinction should
Ibe made in favor of the men who are improving ranches
:and building tip the countrj^

It would not be necessary to absolutel}^ protect the
game upon the reserve.

The Yellow.stone Park is a case in point. Neither in

the Park nor in the Yellowstone and Teton reserves can
the elk which summer in the Park find winter food.
Three-fourths of the elk in Wyoming are now south of
the Teton Reserve, on the tract which I propose should
be added to the reserve. On the Big Gros Ventre and
on. Green River for miles the foothills are black with
them, thousands being in sight at once. At Lloyd's cattle

ranch, on the Big Gros Ventre, which is in the center
of the winter range, it has been impossible to keep the
elk out of the hay corrals this winter, and a large quan-
tity of hay has been destroyed by them,
Northwestern Wyoming now contains as many head of

game as can possibly find food during the winter, and to

protect at all times the game, or to prohibit shooting on
the present forest reserves, or on any which may be
created hereafter, would only extend the conditions now
prevailing in the Yellowstone Park—viz., not enough win-
ter food within the resen'e for the game. If the east, west
and south boundaries of the Park were fenced and the
elk prevented from coming out to winter, three-fourths of
the elk that summer in the Park would starve the first

winter. The present Teton Forest Reserve contains very
little winter range, and the bulk of the elk winter oti the
tract which I suggest be added to it. A few elk go onto
the desert between Green River and Big Sandy to win-
ter, but less and less go every year, as the domestic sheep
are cleaning out the grass, and many of the elk starve.

The proposed reserve consists mainly of high, rough
country and lieavj'' bodies of timber, though there is mucli
park land and the valleys of the streams are more or
less open. The farming land lies, with a few excep-
tions, in three compact bodies. The largest is in Jack-
son's Hole, the next largest along the Green River, and
the smallest in the Hoback Basin. There would be a

dozen large lakes and numberless small ones within the

reserve ; the waters all swarm with trout, and as a camp-
ing ami pleasure groitnd the entire tract, including the

Teton Reserve, is fully equal to the Park. The main
sources of the Green River and the headwaters of some
important tributaries of the Snake and Wind rivers, and
the great forests which supply these streams, would be
within its boundary, and if it is to be the policy of the
Government to protect the forests at the heads of the
streams, this reserve should be established without delay.

The Teton Reserve covers comparatively little of the
forests of northwestern Wyoming, and the protection
of the game would be only a part of the benefit to be
derived from the establishment of this reserve.

To sum up, the forest reserves, as game preserves,
should not be absoltttely protected, as is the Yellowstone
Park, but only reasonable restrictions, such as the State

laws on shooting, shotild be enforced. When possible, the
reserves should be enlarged to take in all mountain coun-
try and bodies of timber lying on the headwaters of
streams. No restrictions should be placed on the reason-
able use of the range, or on ctttting timber for ranch
use by settlers. Any agricultural land within the re-

serve should be left open to settlement.

By so doing the object for which the reserves were
established, the protection of the timber and the streams,
would be fulfilled. And what is important, though in a
lesser degree, the protection of the game a:id fish would
also be accomplished, without interfering with the proper
development of the stock growing interests of the West.

Wm. Wells.
Wells, Wyo.

Mr. Tilden's Deer.
Schenectady, N. Y., March 13.—In your issue of

March 2 you were appealed to by Mr. S. W. Tilden to

concede him the privilege of a statement so that you
might have both sides of a question in which he was in-

terested. Inasmuch as the other side has not been given

you, and inasmuch as Mr. Tilden's statement so far is

entirely ex parte, would it not be well to publish the

other .^ide as viewed from Mr. Tilden's own statement

published with the very praiseworthy motive oi ""contra-

dicting and correcting the garbled reports that have ap-

peared in various new.spapers" ? This porticn of the

statement refers, of Course, to an event which fs known
iar and wide owing to the importance of the matter and
of the persons interested.

Statement.

Two gentlemen have a snccesshil expedition to Maine.
They bring home +0 Schenectady four deer obtained in

four days' hunting, shipping the same b.v American Ex-
press to Schenectad}'', where the deer arrived after Nov.
15. It not being clear that it is lawful to possess venison
after Nov. 15, the gentlemen consult two of the "best

lawyers"' in the city, who, with that intimate knowledge of

the law which two of the best lawyers of any city of the

size of Schenectady are supposed to possess, told them
that .such possession after Nov. 15 was not unlawful. Of
course, such advice ought to be an excuse for all viola-

tions of the law committed by the gentlemen in having

the venison in their possession.

They then generously distributed their game among
their friends.

Suddenly, without warning, they are called upon by the

Chief Gaitie Protector to explain, which they say they

did, but the benighted Protector evidently failed to un-
derstand that two of the '"best lawyers" in this city ought
to know the law better than himself. As a result, he
says that they were each fined $roo by the Protector, which
afterward was changed to $50, but fails to slate by whom

—

due, one would gather, from the statement, to their

threats to contest the case, which, of course, would have
jeopardized the existence of the commission and the se-

curity of the State. It is not often that one meets wuth

."^uch enthusiastic advocates of stringent game laws, with
"such various and sundry ideas" in regard to the phrase-

ology and enforcement thereof, so that the promise of an

explanation of their views awakens our curiosity and int-

terest and makes its anxious to have these views more
fully ventilated and set forth.

Under the new and economic administration of this

State, it seems that the retention in office of Protector

Scott with his avaricious and grasping methods could

easily be prevented,, with the facts as published by you in

Mr. Tilden's communication presented to the Governor.
One is led to inquire howcA^er, why a penalty which

could have been $100 per deer was reduced to $25 or $50
from each gentleman, and ask whether or not some kind
friend of the gentlemen did not make some representa-

tion to the Protector as to the circumstances, whether or
not some influence was not used before the judge who
imposed the fine by which extreme leniency was shown
to the gentlemen and not objected to by Protector Scott,

the author of and villain in the "legal holdup." Of
course, being a public servant, if S. W. Tilden is to be
believed the game protector cannot be honest and his

action in this case was prompted by spite and envy, it

not falling often to his lot to deal with such successful

sportsmen.
Let us all join in an attempt to secure the passage of a

law based on Mr. Tilden's ideas, abolishing the office of

game protector, taking away from all officials the discre-

tion to be lenient and rid this State of this disgraceful
system, which follows np and punishes those who have in

their possession game after the time prohibited by law.
And, yet, Mr. Editor, the members of the game pro-

tective associations here approve Protector Scott's posi-

tion in the matter, and that of the police justice who im-
posed the fine, while those who aided Mr. S. W. Tilden
in getting off so easily regret that they were induced to
help him, for his statement misleads as to the law and its

application and puts the State Game Commission in a
false light as well as others here to whom he appealed
for assistance.^ W. J. O.

Smooth Bore and Rifle.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent Sydney G. Fisher, whose letter ad-

vocating the use of .smooth bores for large game shoot-
ing appeared in your paper of Jan. 26, is not quite cor-
rect in thinking that Sir Samuel Baker was the first

to introduce rifles for African shooting.
That great hunter stated that when he first went to

Ceylon in 1845 he found smooth bores invariably used, and
he believed himself to have been the first to introduce
rifles into that island. In India they were used by some
British sportsmen as early, certainly, as 1836, and prob-
ah\y before then.

Gordon Cumming took rifles to South Africa in 1843,
and when starting on his first expedition to the interior
he had one single and three double barrels, besides three
double smooth bores which he stated were for rough work
on horseback when quick loading was required. He seems
to have rarely or never used these except for shooting •

feathered game. Sir Samuel Baker did not begin shoot-
ing in Africa till about 1861.

An Englishman named G. Nicholson (whose opinions
as to the best weapons I mentioned in a letter to Forest
ANh Stream last April) was personally acquainted with
Gordon Cumming. and attributed his want of success in
killing elephants with a few shots to the fact of his not
using smooth bores, because the rifles of that period had
such sharp twists in the grooves that charges of powder
giving sufficient penetration for efficiency against the
pachydermata could not be employed without causing the
bullets to strip.

It is remarkable that, although smooth bores of ordi-
nary caliber were habitually and very successfully loaded
with heavy charges for that special purpose, no one ap-
pears to have adopted rifles for such loads by the Amer-
ican plan of having a slower turn in the grooves, until
the late Captain Forsythe, conservator of forests in central
India, had a double muzzleloader made on that principle
about i860. It carried round balls fifteen to the pound,
was accurate Avith five drams of powder and as easy to
load as a smooth bore. The grooves had one turn in
8 feet 8 inches.

Some years before this Sir Samuel Baker had partially
solved the problem of combining accuracy with great
muzzle velocity. One of his rifles for Cej'lon shooting
was made to order, carrying a round belted ball of 3
ounces weight with i5 drams of powder. It had two
grooves, in which the belt fitted mechanically, and thus
prevented stripping, although they had the absurd rate of
twist of once in 3 feet.

Two grooved rifles were invented, I think, in Germany,
and. according to my experience, were equal in accuracy
to the very best of those which carried round balls.

Their only disadvantage was that loading was rather
slow, owing to the necessity of pushing the belt carefully
quite straight into the grooves.
The proper charge for the old-fashioned rifles was con-

sidered to be the bullet mould full of powder. This gave
only lyi drams for a i6-bore, 2 drams ior a 12 and 2%
drams for a lO-bore. They shot with great accuracy, but
had a very high trajectory and poor penetration in pro-
portion to the weight of lead. When of very large bore,
they acted well ttpon thin-skinned animals. For in-

stance. General Shakespear, in his book on Indian wild
sports, mentions that one of his rifles carrying ten balls

to the pound with 2yi drams of powder, penetrated com-
pletely through a bear at 250 yards.

On the other hand. Colonel Campbell, in his "Old
Forest Ranger." and also in his "Indian Journal." states
that a bullet from his 12-bore rifle flattened against the
forehead of a charging bison, only knocking down the ani-
mal for a moment.

Since then_ it has been proved that a ball of sixteen to
the pound, if driven by 3 drams of powder, will certainly
penetrate a bison's brain when striking the forehead at
any distance up to 40 yards.
One reason why the majority of African hunters, in the

first half of the nineteenth century, used smooth bores is

that they were far easier to load on horseback than rifles

before breechloading was adopted ; but it is also evi-
dent that individual weapons, specially made for ball
shooting, had a much longer accurate range than ordi-
Jtary shotguns.
An old African hunter writing some years ago to the

leading English sporting paper, after mentioning a large
number of rifles which he had used (including some by
the best London, Birmingham and Dublin makers, to-
gether with some by the Winchester and Remington com-
panies), added this remarkable statement: "For my own
part, I have followed the example of many of the first-

rate game shots I have seen at work, and have killed
most of my gaiiie with specially built smooth bore guns,
varjdng from 6 to 16 bore, and among these I cannot re-
member one which shot badly. I found I could account
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very well for the biggest game with a lo-bore double,
weighing I0j4 pounds, or even with a i2-bore weighing
8J4 pounds.
"The late Mr. Oswell was certainly one of the best

big-game shots who ever pulled a trigger in Africa, and
he always used a heavy smooth bore Purdey of lo bore,
and several of the verj"- best Boer hunters, whose per-
formances I have witnessed, more than held their own
with smooth bores at all sorts and sizes of game against
their comrades armed with rifles. One of these used an
old Manton duck gun cut down to convenient length.

Another, named Knootze, who was the best game shot I

ever saw, never carried any other weapon than oue com-
posed of a Brown Bess musket barrel of the 1845 issue,

fitted with a rough but well-bent home-made stock, and a
hair trigger. The accuracy of good smooth boreK seems
to depend very much on the fit and perfect rotundity of
the hardest possible bitllet. seated on a thick, soft wad.
With a soft lead, good shooting is unobtainable.
"Most sportsmen who ha^'e tried bustard stalking know

the difficulty of getting within 80 or 100 yards of them.
I have, however, killed a goodly number with my favorite
weapon, and in one month, some years ago, fifty-four
fell to bullets of my smooth bore, with much other and
bigger game to boot. When a miss occurred I believe T

was personally responsible, and not the gun."
I imagine that few, if any, of the specially built smooth

bores above alluded to wottld quite equal, in long range
accuracy, the guns built on what is generally called the
"Paradox" principle. Some of these are rifled for about
3 inches from the muzzle, and others have "invisible"
rifling the whole lengtli of the barrel. In the Badminton
Library work on "Shooting," a diagram is given of
targets made by one of these guns in 1886. Six shots
from a rest at 50 yards made a group 1J/2 inches wide by
2% inches deep; and six at 100 yards a group i^^ inches
deep by 4^^ inches wide, all in the center of the Isullseyes.

The patterns with small shot were evenly distributed and
equal to those of a modified choke bore.

Several makers in this country advertise guns on this

principle as equal to express rifles in accuracy at
lOo yards, and the reports of trials, made in presence of
the editors of our sporting papers, prove this to be cor-
rect. The only drawback they have is that when of ordi-
nary weight and 12 bore the trajectory is rather high, ow-
ing to the impossibility of using a sufficient quantity of
powder without violent recoil. This defect could be
remedied by increasing the weight of a 12-bore to 8j-'2 or
a i6-bore to 8 pounds. The latter would, I think, be a
delightful weapon for all-round sport in the American
bush.
One gunmaker in this country states that his rifled

shotguns perform as well with spherical as with conical
bullets. This would allow of an increased powder charge
and consequent flatter trajectory without extra recoil.

J. J. Meyrick.
Devonshire;, England.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Indiana Game Law.

Chicago, III., March 14.—There are dozens of Chicago
shooters anxiotisly inquiring to-day whether or not Gov.
Mount of Indiana has signed the game bill known as Sen-
ate Bill No. 73, which was printed in Forest and Stream
last week with the qualifying telegram sent late last Tues-
day, that the Governor had vetoed the bill. The confusion
is owing to diverse information sent out from the office of
the authorities of Indianapolis. I am in receipt of a
telegram from Secretary of State Hunt saying that the game
bill became law by Governor's signature March li. As
it has an emergency clause, it is a law which takes imme-
mediate effect. Hence if you are going shooting in In-

diana this spring go prepared to pay $25 license or to run
up against the stiffest penalties which have eA^er been at-

tached to any Western game law.
The ffect of this Indiana measure has been instanta-

neous so far as the Chicago shooters are concerned. A
number of members of shooting clubs with grounds in

Indiana to-day expressed their intention of forfeiting

their membership. Another evidence of the effect of the

law is in the drift of the spring shooting travel. The
time-honored trails to the Kankankee are to-day practically

abandoned, and every one is going to the Illinois River or

to Fox Lake. There is especially heavy travel this spring
to the Illinois River.

The Flight.

The spring shooters have something to induce them to

go afield this week. For the past four days there has
been a tremendous flight all over this latitude. The
Kankatikee marshes have been full of ducks and the flight

yesterday was in on Fox Lake and Grass Lake, following

up the Fox River Valley.

The heaviest shooting has been on the Illinois River

marshes, especially near Chillicothe. A railway conductor
who came through there this morning says he has never
in his life seen more ducks than he did on the cornfields

near the latter point. These birds were principally mal-

lards and pintails. One gun yesterday bagged thirty-

seven mallards near Chillicothe. and I have heard from
another bag of thirty-six ducks at that point. Yet an-

other man to meet good shooting there is Mr. W. G. Mc-
Carthy, who reports good sport, and says that on Tuesday
last a local gunner killed thirty-four big ducks.

There reports are sending numbers of shooters down
into the lucky country. One party to start to-night will

be a band of hardy newspaper men including Mr. W. L.

Wells of the Tribune, Mr. William Schmergten of the

Record, Mr. H. Billman of the News, and Mr. H. Field

of the Tribune. These gentlemen expect to wreak great

havoc ttpon the wastrel wildfowl of the Illinois marshes.

They have advices that a considerable body of birds are

in to-day on that country. Some numbers of shooters

will take the night train for Fox Lake to the north of

here.

The burning down of the Swan Lake Club house on
Lake Senachwine last week came at an inopportune time

for those of the club who wished spring shooting, and
who will have no accommodations at the old quarters for

a while. It is the intention to rebuild the club house at

an early date. The insurance only partially covered the

loss.

Cause of the Stir.

One iuunediate cause of this stir in the Indiana Legisla-
ture this spring was the activity shown by non-resident
shooters in acquiring leases on shooting properties. The
widely heralded action of the Tonti Club in attempting to

get hold of the John Brown tract on the Kankakee marsh
near .Shelby was perhaps the most immediate cause of the
Indiana revolt against shooting preserves. What the ac-

tion of the members of the proposed club may be, now
that there has been established a .$25 shooting license, is

something Avhich remains to be seen. The Tonti Club
option on this tract does not expire until July i, after

which date the club may or may not go on. The general
opinion seems to be that $25 is too mtich to pay for the
sort of shooting a city man can get in Indiana. It is not
a bad prophecy to predict that this gun license will be cut

down to $10 at the next session of the Legislature. The
non-resident license has come to stay, but $25 seems to be
considered too much for a bird license, when Wisconsin
asks only $10 for such license.

Minnesota Law*
Minnesota is also taking a heavy fall out of the game

laws this spring. A bill this week has passed both houses
of the Legislature which absolutely prohibits the sale of
all feathered game and requires that any game killed by
a shooter can only be taken out in actual company with
such shooter. Minnesota is getting tired of having her
game shipped to Chicago. This bill was not signed by
the Governor at last accotmts, but his signature was ex-
pected, and the result will be reported as soon as ac-

curately known.
All these complications in our Western game laws have

one very desirable cifect. They stir i*p, agitate and ad-
vertise the question of game protection. The old difii-

culty was simply one of apathy and indifference. Poke
tip these Western men and get them to thinking about the

matter, and they will wind up by passing sensible and
efficient game laws. One Chicago shooter wants the sport-

ing press to take up the question of getting a uniform non-
residence license law for all these Western States. This
would be a highly desirable thing, but the sporting press
is too wise to undertake any quest of that sort. We
may see uniform game laws when the millennium comes. A
wild rumor is out to-day that the Arkansas Legislature is

going to establish a $500 non-resident license. Doubtless
this is a canard, but it shows the tendency of legislation in

the West this year. At last it seems that our people are

waking up to the value of their game and they intend to

do something to preserve it. ' If they would, all of these

States, pass a law stopping spring shooting, and if Texas
would pass a law stopping shooting at Jan. i, we would
have abundance of wildfowl all over the United States,

and this might once more become a shooter's country.

Michigan's Attitude.

A well-known sportsman of Saginaw, Mich., takes up
the question of spring shooting in the following form,

writing in a personal communication:
"About this spring shooting business in Michigan, I

wish you would, right off, write me a letter that I can use,

giving just what the conditions are in adjoining States.

The argument that these pon-hunters use—and it is no ar-

gument at all—is that adjoining States allow shooting in

the spring, consequently Michigan should do the same.

It is the same old story that we have heard before. Most
of them admit that spring shooting ought to be stopped,

but their selfishness gets the better of them
;
they would be

willing to see spring shooting stopped if the other States

would do the same thing. I do not take much stock in

this, for as I understand it, an agreement was entered into

with Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan some four years

ago. Michigan kept her promise, and I think some of the

other States did, and two years ago went back on it and
repealed the law. I want to be sure I am right in this

thing. Now, I understand that the Ontario government
has recently passed a law prohibiting spring shooting;

New York State is making a strong fight to do the same
thing. What is the condition in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois

and Wisconsin? I hope you can give me something defi-

nite and encouraging quickly."

There was a quasi-agreement about four years ago at

the meeting held in Chicago by representatives of different

States for the purposes of drafting a uniform game law.

Tlie movement came to general grief, as such movements
seem always to do, though the result was on the whole
beneficial. Reference to the Game Laws in Brief shows
that the opening season on wildfowl in Ohio is March 10

to April 10, and Nov. 10 to Dec. i. Indiana's open season

is now Sept. I to Oct. i, and Nov. 10 to April 15.

Illinois has an open season about Sept. i to April 15.

Wisconsin's open season is from Sept. i to Jan. i, except

that' wild geese have no protection. Minnesota's open
season is Sept. I to Jan. i. It may be seen that Minnesota
and Wisconsin stand in line for good game laws._ Michi-

gan adways has this fight at every session of the Legisla-

ture. I hope she will keep in line with our two upper

States and ntario. Ohio does not make so much differ-

ence, but Indiana and Illinois are important States in the

wildfowl proposition, and they ought to be closed in the

spring. As to the old dog-in-the-manger idea, it is the

same idea so long entertained by Wisconsin, but now hap-

pily and intelligently abandoned by that progressive State.

It is no excuse for btirglary to argue that your neighbor

burgles.

Wishininne Entertains.

On last Tuesday evening the Wishininne Club of Chi-

cago sportsmen entertained some of the visitors at the

Sportsmen's Exnosition. The guests present were Joe
Kipp of Kipp, Mont., Billy Hofer of Gardiner, Mont.,

Jim Patil of New Brunswick, Henry Braithwaite, Adam
Moore, and Arthur Pringle of the New Brunswick guides,

who have been present at the Sportsmen's Show. Mr. W.
T. Chestnut of the latter party had already left for home
at the time of the meeting. The entertaining sportsmen
were Messrs. Hempstead Washburne. J. V. Clarke,

Graham H. Harris, W. L. Wells, C. S. Dennis, R. B. Or-
gan, H. G. Maratta, William Sheahan. Every hunter and
guide present was compelled by the president, Mr. Wells,

to tell a hunting story. The little dinner was one of the

pleasantest affairs connected with the Sportsmen's Show.

The Sportsmen's Show.

The popular inpression regarding the Sportsmen's Show
here is that it was on the whole successful. The at-

tendance ran jti^t back of loo.ooo. The ShoW; iva.s a very
expensive one. Barring inevitable little hitches in the
management due to short notice, hurry and occasional
inadequacies, the enterprise moved off well, and Chicago
is pleased enough with the aft'air to want another show
next year.

The Peace River Bulfalo Herd.

Mr. J. H. Mclllree, assistant commissioner of the North-
west Mounted Police, Regina, N. W. T.. writes entertain-
ingly and instructively in a personal communication dated
Atarch 7, regarding the Peace River buft'alo herd and other
matters in the for Northwest. It is enough to make an
American blush to see how they enforce the game laws in
that remote and trackless country. We are all the time
complaining that we cannot catch the violators of our law
in our little, thickly settled communities. They do things
better across the line in this respect. If we could get an
executive arm in some of our State governments similar
to those dinky-hatted, long-legged Northwest police, we
vvould not be putting up our hands and hollering all the
time about not being able to catch the law breakers. They
catch them up there, no matter where they go, just the
way our own United States marshalls used to catch the
bad men out in the Rockies. This is what Mr. Mclllree
says :

"I saw in issue of Forest and Stre/Vm, Feb. 23 last,

a mention by Mr. Macrea, who was up in the Peace River
country last summer, of the buffalo ranging in that sec-
tion, and I .sincerely trust that there are as many as he
states. We have a detachment stationed at Chippcnwyan
which visits the country as far north as Resolution. In
the winter of 1899-1900 Dr. McKay, in charge of
Hudson's Bay Company in the district in which
the buft"alo range, estimated their numbers at

400, and two well-known traders estimated their
numbers at 300 and 150 respectively. So you see
there is much tliversity of opinion. The increase has not
been great as the country is badly infested with wolves
which destroy the calves. The H. B. Co. turned out six
horses near Hay River to winter and the wolves gathered
them all in. From information received a few days ago
from Corporal Trotter, who had been up to Resolution and
returned to Chippenwyan, the buffalo have increased in

the past year, though the wolves are still very bad.
"The fur catch this winter has been very poor. Large

game, rabbits and fish plentiful. As you may know, the
buffalo are absolutely protected, but the Indians kill a
few, but our men hear of every sttch case and haul the of-
fenders up and have them punished. Our government
gave a permit to a man last year to capture two young
bulls to bring new blood into the small herd that is now
in the Banff Park and that came originally from Winni-
peg, but I have not heard of the capture.
"Two of the bulls in the Banff' Park some weeks ago

had a misunderstanding about something, with the result

that the herd lost one of its brightest ornaments and the
other chap was badly crippled. Sorry to see that the
herd in the Yellowstone Park has dwindled to such insig-

nificant mtmbers, and it appears queer to be keeping track
of the miserable reitmant after having seen the plains cov-
ered with them in former years. I send you this meager
information, as I know yoti are interested in the subject.
I am one of the early subscribers to Forest and Stream
and I have always taken a great interest in the paper."

Some Bear.

Arthur Pringle, of New Brunswick, told me this week
that he and two trapping companions, one. of whom I
think was Henry Braithwaite, got eighty-four bear in the
course of twenty-seven months up in New Brunswick,
This covered the best part of three seasons, and it is a
pretty good trapping record.

Henry Braithwaite—^"Uncle Henry," most of the boys
here got to calling him before he went away—^told us that
when he was out trapping bear he never bothered to take
along a gun, but always killed his bear with an axe. "The
best way to hold your bear," he said, "is to get a long pole,
and stick it through the jaws of the trap. If you get one
end of the pole fast in the brush or roots, you have your
bear practically helpless, and it is an easy thing to break
his skull if you hit him just between the ears." Adam
Moore says that he once tried to kill a big bear with a
chib in that way, but he found it a pretty hard proposition,
as the bear could take a good stiff whack on the side of
the head and always turned up his head in such a way
that a good blow could not be landed square.

I have as yet heard no better bear story than that told
by Joe Kipp of how he and an Indian once killed a
grizzly bear with rocks. This bear was old and nearly
toothless. Unable to kill anything to eat, it was prowling
round an Indian camp and had nearty swallowed a raw
hide rope. It was too helpless to run very much and Joe
and his friend actually stoned it too death.

No Home.
I saw Charlie Willard here this week and asked him

where he made his home. He said he didn't have any
home, and was out on the road pretty steadily now for the
H. &R. Arms Co. He is just in from an extended trip in

the South and is working East again.

From A;;teclan(i.

The long-time Forest and Stream contributor, Aztec,
writes me from Santone, Texas, regarding the pugilistic

habits of an antiquated bird which lives in the good old
smuggling town of Eagle Pass.

"Mrs. S., of Eagle Pass, Texas," he says, "has a pet
thrasher (//. longirostris sennetti?) which was captured
full grown by flying into the postoffice. then in charge of
her husband, over eighteen years ago. 'Tom' is a rather
crabbed old bachelor now. He rarely sings, though he
was once a famous vocalist. He is not amiable even with'

the mistress who has cared for him so long, btit nips her
fingers rudely. When a stranger comes about, he ruffles-

his feathers in a way he believes to be warlike, but which
is merely ridiculous. I thought he was sick, he looked sO'

woebegone. His plumage was unkempt, his tail droopedi,,

and he moved mopingly about the floor of his cage. But
he kept his head toward me, and from time to time picked
up imaginarj'' straws and grain, after the manner of a
fighting cock. When I found he was challenging me, 1

was greatly amused. He w^as the most lackadaisical look-

ing warrior I ever saw. Only ladies live in the house,
and in the role of protector of the fair, Tom is simply ir-

resistible." E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III, .
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To Save the Big Game,
Denver, Colo., March 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
To many of us in the West the game question is a sub-

ject of more than ordinary interest.

For years the Governor of Colorado has had more or

less complaint of the Indians, who were said to be
slaughtering the large game strch as elk and deer. When
the Ute Indians were removed from White River, the

treaty which was made with them provided tliat every

fall they were to be allowed ta hunt and kill game for a

winter food supply. The Indians use every part of an
animal, even to the entrails, which they roll on a stick

and eat with great relish. They leave the horns only.

They crack the bones, fpr the marrow, and make buckskin
from the hides.

There is more game destroyed by pot-hunters and men
who have the wherewithal to buy a repeating rifle than
by all the Indians on earth. Men such as I speak of

get into a band of elk or deer and blaze away right

and left, losing their heads completely. It is a wonder
to me^ they do not kill each other. The result is quan-
tities of game are wounded and hide away to die, thereby
feeding the wild beasts. Many a noble buck is left to

rot, the head and horns only being taken to grace some
gentleman's dining room or library.

In the years 1890-1895, at San Juan, Hinsdale county,
Colo., on the headwaters of the Rio Grande, the Texas
Club had its headquarters. Its members adopted a set

of rules and regulations, providing for the payment of a
heavy fine if more game or fish were killed than could
be eaten. The result was that they had plenty of sport
with no wantonness.
My friend, Mr. Chas. Christy, formerly a Government

scout of more than thirty years' experience, had a talk on
this question while at the Ute Indian agency with Ignacio,

Cervaro, Buckskin Charlie and Nanice. He spent Christ-

mas week of last year, 1900, with them. Mr. Christy
speaks their language fluently, and brought back some in-

teresting stories.

I do not wish to give the impression that the Indian is

above reproach, but he is not half as destructive to

game as many of these white so-called sportsmen I have
before mentioned. Now for the remedy. Form a national

game protective association that will come down to busi-

ness:

Allow ho rtian to go into a game country with anything
but a single loading rifle. He will then become a better

shot and liable to kill rather than wound the game.
Do away with pump guns and repeating rifles. They are

well enough for war, but not for a true sportsman.
Have men appointed game wardens who are interested

in game matters, with a salary large enough to warrant
men of ability accepting the position.

Have these men appointed by the Government on the
civil service plan, to hold the position during good be-
havior. Where men are appointed for two years only, or
during the term of a Governor, the temptation is too
great to make all the money they can, even to accepting
bribes.

Make it a penitentiary offense to accept a bribe. Now is

the time to strike or the history of the buffalo will be
repeated. Frank Dana Bartlett.

One Phase of Spring Shooting.
Editor Forest and Stream:
While this question of spring diick shooting is being

discussed, I believe that we ought to show to the sports-

men of the State, as clearly as possible, who are the most
formidable opponents to any bill stopping spring shooting
of wildfowl, I do not know the conditions prevailing in

the other counties of the State, but I can tell j^ou what
they are in Jefferson and Oswego counties. The strong-
est opposition in these counties comes not from the
sportsman or market-hunter, but from a few persons who
wield great political influence and who own or control by
lease certain waters in Jefferson and Oswego counties
that are open very early, or if the ice doesn't go out
quick enough it is cut and shoved under to make an
open water hole.

This is heavily baited, and when the ducks first come in

the spring they congregate at these places in immense
numbers. The sportsmen are wired and the so-called
sport begins, and continues until the last duck is killed

or driven from our waters, and four-fifths or more of the
ducks killed are the black ducks, which if unmolested
would stay and breed in this State. It seems incredible
that any persons owning a game preserve should be so
short-sighted as to refuse to allow the birds to remain and
rear their young, or that they should prefer an old, lean

and hungry duck in the spring to a young, fat and well
fed one in the fall. I had a short conversation with one of
the principal spring duck shooting sportsmen of Oswego
county last fall, and during our conversation suggested
that we compromise the matter and pass a law stopping
the shooting in the spring of such ducks as we knew would
breed in this State vs. black duck, mallard, teal and wood
duck. He very quickly informed me that the black duck
was the only duck he cared to kill in the spring, that
he could kill more of them in the spring and kill them
quicker at the open water hole than he could in the fall

* when they flew around so much ; and from what I have
learned since, I am inclined to believe that he can. Now
I may be entirely wrong in my theory, but I honestly be-
lieve that these gentlemen are opposing their own best in-

terests, and that' the passage of a law stopping spring
shooting in this State would be of greater benefit to them
than to the larger and less fortunate class of shooters
who have to depend upon the open waters for their shoot-
ing. And I believe also that if they would consent to

try the experiment and pass a law stopping the spring
shooting of wildfowl for three years, it would convince
them that three months of good shooting in the fall,

when the birds can be killed in a fair and sportsmanlike
' manner, are better than a few days in the spring, shooting
mated birds in an open water hole.

W. H, Tallett, Pres. J. C. S. A.
Watertown, N. Y.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I see in your editorial of March 2 you mention Massa-

chusetts as one of the States where spring shooting is

still allowed Our Legislature passed a law last year

prohibiting the shooting of wildfowl from March i to
Sept. I, thus adding another to those States already in

line on the right side of the fence.

This law will protect those ducks which frequent our
fresh-water ponds and streams for breeding purposes from
being molested in the spring. These include the black
duck, wood or summer duck and teal, all of which will
breed here if not disturbed during their breeding season.
Superintendent Brackett, of the Fish and Game Com-
mission, tells me that the wood and black ducks breed
near the ponds and streams in the State reservation,
where they have been protected for a number of years. I

know of the nesting places of both the wood and black
duck not very far away from Boston, where the birds
continued to breed imtil destroyed by the brute who
shoots in the spring the pair of ducks whose flesh is unfit

for food, and thus destroys what would, under natural
conditions, produce quite a flock of birds of great food
value in the fall.

I am glad to learn that New York has a bill before the
Legislature for the protection of these birds in their

breeding season, and sincerely hope it will pass and thus
add another State to those who have turned from bar-
barism to civilization. I would like to learn through
your correspondents how many States in the Union are
still slaughtering these valuable food birds in their breed-
ing season. Let us have the roll call and oblige,

G. L. B.
Boston, Mass., March i.

Ways of Fox Hunting.

I,—In West Virginia.

Albert^ W. Va.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I will try

to observe your advice and not sling mud at those who
do not agree with me, but I must say that I seriously

disapprove of the manner in which several contributors
to Forest and Stream do their fox hunting. I was much
surprised in reading an article entitled "The Wellman
Fox,'' a short time ago, to find that the author was hunt-
ing ifoxes with a gun. In Moorefield, Hardy county, this

State, where most of my fox hunting was done, one would
almost as soon think of shooting a man as a fox. I have
seen a good deal of fox hunting, and I never saw any

•one go out with a gun. Indeed, any one attempting it

would decidedly lose caste as a sportsman. I suppose
the Wellman incident was an isolated case, but in the last

two numbers of Forest and Stream I find several similar

ones.

Now I contend that this is not sportsmanlike. It re-

quires very little, if any, skill to shoot a fox by those
who understand fox hunting. I cannot help but think
that those who think otherwise are but amateur hunters.
Indeed, the author of the first mentioned article very
clearly showed that he was an amateur when he con-
fessed that he did not know that fox hunting could be
done at night. As a matter of fact, they run better by
night, do their ruiming over a smaller territory, and
during dry weather the dogs can scent them much better.

In our country we leave it all to the dogs. If the fox
gets away, well and good; he has shown his superiority
for the time, and we will chase him another day.

With some of our packs this happens very seldom when
the ground is in proper condition for running. Hiram
Kuykendall, for one, has a pack from which a fox very
seldom escapes. Old Hi knows fox hunting from Alpha
to Omega, and I have yet to see the man w^ho could give
him a point. If the fox happens to be a gray or a bastard
and he holes or trees near the home of the hunter, he is

often left to be chased another day. If a good distance
off, he is shaken off or dug out, given a start and the
dogs put on again. A red will seldom take to a hole, but
will generally die game on the ground.

I have given you my views of fox hunting; now I will

give you two celebrated fox hunts in Hardy county, and
my readers can judge as to which way is the more sports-

manlike. One is spoken of as the Old Fields' Hunt, and
the other as the Bunker Hill Hunt.
Some years ago in February in the Old Fields, Hardy

county, John Van Meter, Hiram Kuykendall, Will Har-
ness, Arthur Cunningham, Joseph Cunningham and John
Newhouse started a red fox about 7 A. M. Thirty
hounds entered. It was a beautiful chase, being almost
entirely through large upland pasture fields. Three times
the fox went to Patterson's Creek, a distance of twelve
miles. The dogs never lost him for an instant, and at 8
P. M. in the same field from which he had started

thirteen hours before, John Van Meter's bitch Flash
caught him. Eight hounds were in at the death—three of

John Van Meter's, three of Will Harness' and two of

Hiram Kuykendall's.
Now we come to the most celebrated hunt I know of—

one that has been told for the last fifty-three years in

Moorefield, and will be told as long as the town exists.

At daybreak one Saturday morning in 1848 John G.
Harness, Sr., started a red fox in Parson's Thicket, four
miles northeast of Moorefield. The pack consisted of
three hounds—a bitch and her two offspring. They ran
the entire day, and soon after dark went out of hearing.
The next day, Sunday, about sundown, three hunters at

Bunker Hill, Berkeley county, seventy-five miles away,
heard some hounds running. Knowing from their tongue
that they did not belong in that neighborhood, they agreed
to go out and meet them. They found them on their last

pegs. However, upon cheering, the dogs quickened up a
bit and caught the fox. All fell in a heap and could, not
be persuaded to move a step. The hunters picked them
up and carried them to a house. Now if any of my
readers wish to verify this, there are three, perhaps more,
men yet living in Moorefield who personally know the
facts—John Harness. Sr., Wm. Wirt Harness and Pat
Turley. A letter addressed to the sheriff or clerk of
Hardy county or any business man in Moorefield could
give you any information as to their veracity.

A, P. Butt.

n.—^In New Hampshire.

Dunbarton, N. H., March 9.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: While foxes are much scarcer in this section

than in years past, some seasons there are a fair num-
ber. It has been, however, during the present winter a

very poor time for hunting. During December there were

some good days ; since there has hardly been a day when
it was at all fit to run a dog—very cold, rough weather,
with a continuous crust, which would just bear up a fox.
During the first part of the winter I saw just six foxes,
which my dog was after, and I killed the six. My old
dog is the mo.st remarkable fox hound I ever owned. He
is thirteen years old and seems nearly as good as ever.
I have had him out three days in succession, and he would
run from four to six hours.

In years past when foxes were not hunted in this
vicinity as they arc now, I usually killed from twelve to
sixteen during the winter. I killed that number my-
self, not counting those killed by companions hunting with
me. In those days I killed fully two-thirds of my foxes in
the woods, usually in swamps or sprout land. Foxes then
with the dogs I used would play about in such places, keep-
ing a short distance ahead of the dog. Now I seldom get
one to run in such a manner. They keep a long dis-
tance ahead and seldom run over the same ground a
second time. Some of those I shot this winter were fully
half a mile ahead of the dog.

I was told recently by one of the Fisli and Game Com-
missioners that foxes in what we call the north country
(that is northern New Hampshire) were increasing, A
good many hounds in that region have been killed on
account of chasing deer, and the foxes, as my informant
said, were getting to be a nuisance. Usually in places in
the back woods, where I have been when hunting deer,
foxes, judging by tracks, have been scarce. Aroostook
county, Me., was an exception. From Patten to Atkins'
camps, above Oxbow, I saw a great many signs of foxes.
The dead waters around the above camps were covered
with fox tracks. Over on the other side of Maine, around
Parmachenee Lake, there were but few signs.

I have never tried to trap foxes, but I am told that it is
very hard to trap one in the woods. John Danforth, of
Parmachenee, told me that he could trap a fox pretty
well out on the ice or in a clearing, but that traps set in
the same manner in the woods were a failure. Foxes
would walk around such traps, but seldom, if ever, get
caught. I saw one fox, however, which he had caught
in the woods. We were following a line of sable traps
from Parmachenee to Arnold's Bog. A light sprinkle of
snow had fallen, just enough to see a track in the trail we
were on. A fox had gone along the line, springing every
trap he came to, and taking the bait. He kept this up
for some miles, but evidently grew careless, as in trying
to poke the trap out of the hole in the tree, he put his
foot in and we found him there. This was the only fox
track we had seen, and yet within half a mile of
where the fox was caught a second fox had taken the
trail and followed the line," springing every trap he
came to.

When hunting foxes I have seldom found it necessary
to be out of sight of the fox. Many a time have I stood
in plain sight (keeping perfectly still) in an open pasture
and had my dog drive a fox to within easy shooting dis-

tance. Also many a time have I called up a fox my dog
was after when the former was a long distance out of
gun shot by squeaking like a mouse. In doing so I had
to be behind something, entirely out of sight of the fox.
Recently I heard of an instance Avhere a fox was called
up in a peculiar manner. Two men were crossing a lake
on the ice, when they saw a fox come out a long dis-
tance away. The men stood perfectly still, and one of
them called. The fox started toward them, stopped and
turned to one side. The call was repeated and the fox
came on. This was kept up until the fox was near enough,
when he was shot. C. M, Stark.

III.—Still-Honling in Ohio.

Newark, O.—I read in Forest and Stream of Dr. E.
H, Niles and his partner shooting foxes in New England
with their hounds driving the fox to them. But this is my
way to shoot the fox: When the snow is good tracking
I go out, find a trail, follow this trail with care until I
find the fox lying; asleep, and a shot from the old gun
kills it where it lies. The gun I use is an old muzzle-
loader double barrel of fine material, 11 gauge, 8>2
pounds, 30-inch barrels. I also carry a Smith & Wesson
revolver, which sometimes is needed. I have shot a
great number of foxes in my time so far.

The first day I went out to shoot a fox the tracks
were so plentiful I could not follow one far till it was
mixed with others, so I gave that up. I walked down a
big hollow in the woods, watching carefully, and presently
I saw a nice fox lying on a log, and only 50 yards away.
I drew up the gun and took a look at it lying there. It

looked so pretty I hated to kill it. All at once it looked
up the way which it had come from. "The next glance
you will see me," and the trigger was pressed. Sharp and
loud cracked the gun. The fox dropped his head. It

was his only move. The BB's had done their work.
In all the Forest and Stream num.bers I have read so

far I don't see where any hunter hunts the fox as I do.

I love this sport above anything on earth.

This winter so far I have shot five large foxes. The
first was shot the 26th day of December. There was not
much snow, and this made the chances against me. It

lay in a bad place to get at; after I saw it I tried to get
close enough to kill it, but it was away down the hill, and
the hill was awfully steep. I stepped as quietly and easily

as possible, using my gun to help me walk. I come to a
stump and some brush ; it is 80 yards yet. Can't get closer.

I now think of a good rifle. According to the condition
of the ground, it is apt to come up the hill, the creek
being below it. so I held about a foot above the fo.x. The gun
was loaded with 4 drams of best black powder, 1% ounces
BB shot. At the crack of the gun the fox came up the
hill on time. It got about 40 yards from me. I covered it

and was pressing the trigger when it fell stone dead.
When I skinned jt I found one shot had entered back of
the short ribs, passed through and come out near the
shoulder.

On Jan. 25 I went out and hunted till nbon and didn't
see a track. After a while, heading for home, I crossed a
hog run on a walnut tree which had fallen across the creek.
Somewhere here I routed a fox. The trail showed it was
not much alarmed. I followed across a field, and it showed
signs of lying. I got ready, and soon I saw it l3dng. I

gave it the old reliable right barrel. This fox being an
extra nice one in every way and tipped with white, I
started to take it home, carcass and all, to make a fur
out of it for my girl to wear around her neck. T was
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lugging my fox and gun home through the big woods,
when I stopped to Hsten' to something (a bird, I guess).
I looked up the hill, and there lay a monster big fox
watching me. I dropped my dead fox, pulled off my
mittens, cocked the gun, took sight, and the thought that
came to me was, "Don't shoot; it is too far." We eyed
each other. I did not move. The fox got up and started
off on a walk. Now I skinned my dead fox, leaving the
skull in the skin (which the girl is wearing to-day; the
head looks as if it were alive, with its teeth and glass
eyes, and she is proud of it).

After giving the old fox some time to get settled, I

started on the trail. I routed it in a weed field, and here
a chance oft'ered for a long shot, and I would not chance
it. I then watched him till he lay down in a field. There
he could see far in all directions. "Now get him if you
can," thought I. I crept out of sight easy as possible and
went out around and came in on him on. the opposite side.
A bank protected me. I walked up within 40 yards of
him and gave him a dead shot while he lay asleep. He
was very old and large and awfully cunning. His weight
was 17 pounds; length, 4 feet from tip to tip; his tusks
were worn down to the jaw bone.
On the following Monday another fox hunt took place.

I went east in the hills and could not find a track where
I had shot three nice ones last winter and had left others.
At noon I ate my lunch and was about to turn for
home, when I saw a large fox cross a hollow. I followed
the trail slowly to give it time to lie down. Soon a big boy
came through the underbrush as though hunting cattle.
"Did you see him?" he called out, loud enough to be
heard a hundred yards. "Keep quiet. Are you after it?"
"Yes; I shot at it once, but did not hurt it much." "You
can't get it; you are following too close. It has to keep
going. Do you care if I help you get it?" "No, I don't
care, just so we get it."

We followed. Not far it stopped in a field and saw
us and went up the opposite hill. I thought when it had
come to the fence it would stop to look back; and I told
Mr. Loafman to sit down. We did; but when the fox
came to the fence it didn't look back, but leaped clear
over the top. My hope Avas poor for a shot. We followed
slowly two miles and came in a wood. The boy kept back
a distance. The fox slowed up and I turned to the boy.
"He is in rifle shot of here." "How can you tell? ' I
showed him the track on a log. "Now look out." Soon
I saw him go out of a thicket of briers and underbrush.
Turning to the boy, I said, "We can't get it this way."
"Well, any way, so we get it." Again I think I have it

located. "Now, boy, you follow the track and I will go
in the far end of that old orchard. Give me time to get
there." I got in the end of the orchard and watched
the boy come. I saw him throw up his hand to indicate
its coming.

_
Presently it came near to me. Again the

old gun did- its prompt work. I gave the boy a
dollar and took the fox, and he was satisfied.

On Saturday, Feb. 2, I took my last fox hunt. I soon
found a nice trail of a large dog fox. I saw him lying
asleep up on a hill, and I went around and came in be-
hind him. The first shot did not kill him. He came
toward me and the old left barrel did the work.

I will not kill the female fox if I can find a dog fox to
follow. This sort of hunting takes lots of skill and ex-
perience. F. W. Pherson.

rV.—Also the Trap.

Minneapolis, Minn., March 12.—Editor Forest and
Stream: For the benefit of Mr. Ames, who asks in your
issue of March 2 for information about fox scent, I will
say that the farmer was right to a certain extent, The
perfume from the skunk is good "medicine" for a fox if

nothing better is to be had. Mephitis himself is con-
sidered a great delicacy by the fox, and the scent not
only attracts the attention of Reynard to what may mean
a breakfast for himself, but it serves to cover "up the
human taint which may be on the trap. Of course, one
who is "up to fox" will leave no taint or smell of man
upon the trap; and I do not myself use any scent what-
ever on either trap or bait, but I carry in a closely corked
vial the musk from a female fox or dog (it matters very
little which), and a few drops of this is sprinkled near
the trap—in water if possible, as it is not desirable that
the fox should be able to exactly locate the (to him)
wonderful fragrance.
Many people suppose the fox depends for his living

upon the poultry yard; but such is far from being the
case. Br'er Fox will thankfuly accept a chicken or a
goose if opp9rtunity presents itself, but it is only an inci-
dent with him, his main dependence Deing the skunks,
woodchucks, rabbits, mice and feathered wild game. He
will also go to very great trouble to capture the family
cat (wild ones he has no use for), of which he is ex-
ceedingly fond. Many times have I found in a fox den
the remains of some poor tabby whose owner will re-
mark to her callers that she had a nice cat, "But she has
gone off somewhere." In fact, I always use the meat of
the house cat as bait when trapping foxes, and I may
add, at the risk of being considered boastful, that I nearly
always get the fox.

Yes, the fox walking into a bear trap was certainly
an accident (for the fox at least), and would not happen
often, although if the trap had been covered by a light
fall of snow after the trapper had left, it would not be a
strange occurrance.

If Mr. Ames has any foxes running loose that he really
wants to catch, he might Avrite me, and I will be pleased
to tell him a lot of things about trapping this wisest of
animals, or if Forest and Stream would care for it, I
would write up the result of my observations on the prince
of poachers. I have caught and shot hundreds of them,
and it is like most everything else—easy enough wheii
you know how. Trapper.

Death of Charles B* Lapham.

Canandaigua, N, Y., March 16.—Charles B. Lapham,
Esq., of this place, Chairman of the Law Committee of
the State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game
died suddenly last evening. Mr. Lapham was a son of
Hon. E. G. Lapham, formerly U. S. Senator, and has
been for years deeply interested in fish and game protec-
tion- He w]]\ be greatlv mi'^'^ed bv rrianv friends
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FOREST AND STREAM.

Mf, Fttllefton Seizes Some Baggfagfe*

Executive Agent Sam F. Fullerton made a seizure
of 100 wloite grouse yesterday morning at the Union
Depot. They were shipped as baggage and came from
the northern part of the State. The shipment was con-
fiscated and will be sold for the benefit of the State.
Mr. Fullerton was elated yesterday at the ease with

which the seizure was made. H'e received a message
early in the morning advising him to watch for a ship-
ment of grouse which had been checked as baggage. The
number of the check was given in the telegram, and
obviated all difficulty of identification.
The executive agent did not waste any time in hunting

up a deputy. He decided to have the job well done, and
went in person. Besides, there was no time to be wasted.
The box arrived at the depot on schedule time, shortly
before noon. It had evidently been timed so that it

would reach here on Sunday. It was thought that the
executive agent's deputies would not be on duty at that
time.

The grouse were packed away carefully in a pine box
with handles attached. The baggageman was informed
that it was contraband goods, and in order that there
might be no question, Mr. Fullerton tore the paper away
from a hole in the box and exposed the feathers of a
bird. The package was taken into the station and pried
open. It contained an even himdred white grouse in
splendid condition.
Mr. Fullerton left last night for* Crookston to be pres-

ent at the preliminary hearing of the men who were
arrested several days ago on the charge of killing deer
and caribou. He was unable to ascertain, before his
departure, the point from which the grouse were shipped,
but he will make further investigation.—St. Paul Pioneer
Press. March it, - •

The Man and the "Weapon*

A SICK man lay on a big brass bed in a beautiful room.
Between the two-hour intervals of the little white tablets
he mostly slept. When he awoke, his lung felt as if it

were in a bear-trap. Twice a day the doctor came, and
listened through a machine Hke a little telephone. Once
the man heard him tell the nurse that the infusion was
spreading. Everything seemed so far away. It was tire-
some to breathe. The bear-trap never let go.
The man's wife came noiselessly into the room, as

women come in dreams. The man opened his eyes and
smiled faintly.

^ "Dearie," said the woman, /'sfee'what has- come for you.
George Hcivens says you admired his iiew rifle so jnuch
that he ordered one just like it for you.'* "

'

And there it was. The man said nothing, but looked.
The fancy walnut stock seemed to shine of its own light,
and to give out little phosphorescent waves. The short
barrel looked dull and soft, and the man thought it re-
minded him of a tailor-made gown. The flat place on the
.'^ide was engraved with curly lines, framing an impudent
bear. The ivory fore-sight was hke a puppy'g tooth The
man put out his hand and patted the stock.

- The woman opened and shut the action a few times,
to show how smoothly it worked. She knew about rifles,

top, Placing a pillow by the man's side she laid the gun
where he could see it. Then she kissed the man, and
went away.

Fifteen minutes later she looked in. The man was
fast asleep with his hand lying on the walnut stock.

Frederic Irland.

Decf in Connecticut.

New Haven, Conn., March 16.—
A

'deer Was recently
captured within four iniles of the center of this city. It
was caught while swimming in the water, at Morris Cove
—a rendezvous of the yachts of the New York Yacht
Club, on their annual cruise through the Sound. The cap-
ture has occasioned considerable stir among .sportsmen;
as there have been rumors of an intention on the part of
the captors of compelling the State to prove its property
before they will release the deer'; but it is now said that
the captors will release it.

But, then, another question arises—what right had these
persons to capture the deer when the law distinctly pro-
tects deer until Oct. i, 1903? AVhy are they not liable to a
penalty of $100, which the law, if it amounts to anything
at all, is supposed to impose for hunting deer out of sea-
son?
The claim is made by some cranks who are antagonistic

to all game laws, and who can give no rational or faintly
mtelhgent reason for being so, that the deer mav be a
tame one, escaped from some preserve. On these grounds
they argue that the State has no right to interfere. Some
of us are looking on interestedly to sec whose argument
will prove the heaA'iest, that of people of such caliber or
that of the State. And we are banking our lucre on the
latter! William H. Avis.

Vancouver Island Notes.

Cumberland, B. C, March 6.—Editor Forest and
Stream: An effort is being made to induce Mr. Mounce,
our member of the provincial Parliament, to introduce
a game law amendment at this session to prohibit
the sale of a'l game birds. The prohibition of the sale
of ruffed grouse was a wise step, and has resulted in the
perceptible increase of these grand game birds. The
blue grouse, once so numerous on Denman and Hornby
islands, are now nearly exterminated on those islands,
owing to persistent shooting, for sale, in season and
out, bv a few loafers who are too lazy to work. The
amendment will meet with the approval of every fair
minded man, and will certainly be popular in this district.

Such few as would oppose it are those who make a prac-
tice of shooting game for sale, and are not worth con-
sidering—worthless plugs, lower than the Indians whose
ancient rights they are usurping.
The Cumberland Game Association have sent to

Wichita, Kan., for six dozen Virginia quail, which they
expect to arrive in a short time, and which, should they
do well, Avill prove a great acquisition to our game birds,
it is to be hoped that Mrs. Carrie Nation, wlH not take \\

into h?r licad tn nymV the crftl^"?-
^

Y^. B» A.

'

[March 23, igoi.

Weights of Game*
Editor Forest and Stream:
When camping at what was then Smiths Lake, now

Lake Lila, in the Adirondacks, during the fall of 1886, I
took a stroll to a bay where ducks could occasionally be
found, taking with me my Winchester .38, and accom-
panied by March, a favorite spaniel. As I neared the
shore I saw four black ducks on the water about thirty
rods away. Calling the dog to heel, I approached some-
what nearer, and selecting the largest as a target, aimed
at its head and cut loose. The others flew awaj', but
this one, having the top of its head shaved off, gyrated
about until captured by March, who, after its struggles
ceased, brought it to shore, and I at once cut its throat
to allow it to bleed freely. I was struck with its weight
as unusual, and having a spring scale in my pocket I

weighed it, and it was even 3^ pounds after having bled
profusely. I am sure that 4 to 4>^t pounds would
have been the "live weight."

I wi.sh to express my pleasure in the perusal of the
spicy articles from the pen of your correspondent,
Fayette Durlin, Jr. Long may he continue.

E. S. Whitaker.

'—•
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Camp-Fire Stories from Canadian

Woods.-n.

!
Scoop-Netting on the Trent.

Thk pickerel or saudre is one of our most valuable
food fish, and is only inferior to the lake trout on account
of its inferior numbers. It shares the habit of other
lacustrine species of retreating to deep waters in the
heat- of summer, but swarms to the rapids and shallow
water when it spawns. It is at this time of the year that
a great many are caught with scoop nets, in spite of the
fishery inspectors. In the lake or deep waters the trick is

to catch a female fish and trail her behind the boat. The
other fish follow and are easily picked up. Of course, a
good many are taken with the jacklight and spear, but this
is too conspicuous and therefore too risky business. But
in the rapids, in shallow water, in the rivers, are the
more favorite localities, because it is impossible for the
inspector to be almost everywhere, and, moreover, the
netting can be plied during the dark hours of night.
The River Trent is a large volume of water, draining

a large portion of central Ontario on the southern
watershed lying between Lake Ontario and the Ottawa
waters. From a mile above its junction with the Bay
of Quinte there is a continuous rapid for the distance of
.seven miles to Frankford. This river, affording un-
limited water power the year round, is the seat of many
large manufacturing interests.

A few years ago two farmer's sons, Marsh and Milton
v., 'along with one K., went one evening to the rapids
above mentioned to catch pickerel. They were just be-
low the raceway of a large mill. It was just dusk.
Marsh was handling the net in about two feet of water.
Suddenly the hoop of the net, as he supposed, caught on a
large log, and the force of the current was dragging him
out in the stream. He called to his brother, "Come
quick. A log is drawing me out." Milton rushed to his
brother's assistance, and by the time he got to him the
water was up to their armpits. (K. was only a specta-
tor, not daring to go into the water.) Both being sturdy
young men, they tugged the object in near shore and
found it to be a very lively log indeed. When in about
a foot and a half of water. Marsh grabbed him in the
gills. While Milton attempted to stand astride of him, and.
as he endeavored to raise him. Marsh pulled. Marsffs
hands were bleeding, but he never thought of letting go.
Their cries for help brought a dozen or so men out of
the mill, whose excitement was, perhaps, intensified when
they found the boys struggling with a monster fish in-
stead of the treacherous waters. But, with all this
help, the work was not easy. Four or five would throw
themselves on to grapple with the fish, no sooner than
to be thrown yards away, when their places were taken
by others, only to receive like treatment. The hoop of
the net just nicely fitted over the gills of the monster, and
this circumstance assisted to crown their efforts. They
finally landed him safely, high and dry upon the bank.
By this time a large crowd had gathered to swell the

excitement. After taking a long breath, and when
assured of their capture, a ringing cheer went up, which
was caught up and echoed and re-echoed from the sur-
rounding hills, such as was never heard here since the
days when the Indian war whoop disturbed the wild
solitudes of this river valley. The writer has^ often
thought what would he not give to have witnessed this
scene. The next day the monster sturgeon was ex-
hibited in Trenton and brought to the city of Belleville.
He measured over seven feet in length, and weighed
170 pounds—the king of all fish ever caught in the Bay
of Quinte waters.
The catching of this large sturgeon revived a .story re-

lated by the "oldest inhabitant," but discredited by the
younger generation. It appears that in the early days of
the settlement at the foot of the rapids lived an old
man named Simmons. The story goes that he was seen
one morning out in his canoe spearing fish, and shortly
afterward the settlers along the river were startled by the
old man's cries for help. He was floating down stre''m.
apparently astride of a log. while his canoe was glidTng
over the water some distance away. Parties went out to
his rescue and found the old man astride of a very large
fish. The old man had struck his spear into the back
of the fish. A sudden movement of the sturgeon threw
the old man off his balance and out of his canoe. Having
hold of the spear handle, there was nothing for it but to
jump on the fish's back. The fish having the spear into
him and the old man on his back could do nothing, and
they floated down with the current. The old man was
rescued and the. fish towed to the shore and captured.
This relation of the former generation, like all other
fish stories, whether true or false, was discredited, but the
sight of the large sturgeon, caught by the two farmer's
boys, afforded a reasoTi<\bk possibility of the truth of the
Sininioir^ nHrr;ilIvp,

]^VJf§9?| ^. ^RA^<B$t\'
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The Massachusetts Association.

The twenty-seventh annual dinner of the Massachusetts

Fish and Game Protective Association was held at the

New Algonquin Club in Boston on Thursday evening,

March 14. President James Russell Reed presided and

the members and guests present were:
Speaker James J. Myers, Col. Curtis Guild. Jr., Fish

and Game Commissioner Joseph W. Collins, Bird Commis-
sioner Alex. O'D. Taylor of Rhode Island, Representa-

tives H. D. Hunt and James E. Odlin, President A. B.

F. Kinney of the Central Committee, Secretary H. H.
Kimball. William M. Kimball, Charles E. Whiting,

Samuel M. Goodrich, Addison M. Thayer, S. F. Johnson,

Clarence A. Barney, A. P. Brown, Maurice H. Richard-

son, A. D. S. Bell, Louis K. Harlow. W. S. Hinman,

George S, Perry, James W. Hitchings, William A. Smith,

George Nichols, A. C. Risteen, Dr. H. H. Hartung, Dr.

Heber Bishop, Charles C. Williams, Dr. Charles W. Gal-

loupe, Charles E. Dresser. Edward W. Branigan, Will-

iam Ferguson, Waldon B. Hastings, Benjamin T. Hall,

Thomas H. Hall. G. R. C, Deane. Dr. M. J. Hall, Dr.

M. A. Morris, William L. Davis, Sewall W. Rich, John

H. Woodman, George J. Richmond. J. Otis Wardwell, F.

B. Rice. W. R. Batemati, H. L. Rice, A. O, Davidson,

William O. Blakt;. M. F. Whiton, Granville H. Norcross,

George A. Darv, Horace E. Ware, James H. Young, E. C.

Bumpus, H. t. Rockwell, E. B. Parker, D. T. Curtis,

William W. Morse, Horace S. Dodd, George

O. Sears, E. L. Osgood, H. W. Dodd, Robert

S. Gray, H. F. Colburn, J. N. Roberts, John

C Roberts. Isidore G. Sternberger,

Nathaniel LeRov, O. R. Dickey, C. W.
Dimick, Frederic L. Japp, F. H. Warner,

Charles W. Parker, Edmund M. Wood,
George's. Baker, William R. Randall, Will-

jam B. Phinney, C. J. H. Woodbury and

Charles B. Reynolds.

In his address following the dinner, Presi-

dent Reed said

:

"It is an ancient custom in our Associa-

tion that once each year we meet for pleas-

ure, not for busi»ess. At these annual meet-

ings we have some friends interested in our

cause who speak to us words of encourage-

ment and possibly of congratulation. It is,

however, a part of that ancient custom that

the president should give to our members
and our friends a resume of the work of the

past year.

"I doubt if many of our members, and I

am quite sure that few others, know how
much hard work is done by us. We work
sJmost entirely through committees, and at

our ordinary business meetings we hear and

usually indorse the reports of these com-

mittees without perhaps knowing how much
labor they have caused, so that it may be

well to specify here somewhat in detail what

we have done, and what we are doing now.

"We are, I believe, the oldest Association

of the kind in the whole country, and we
have been the largest factor in getting to-

gether all the various associations in this
.

State who are interested in open air life,

through whose help legislation suited to our

wishes has been attained.

"Since our last annual dinner we have

secured the passage of the bill which limits

the shooting season to the months of

October and November, and closes the

.narkets of this State to the sale of partridge

and woodcock at any time of the year. This

is the heaviest blow ever given to the

market and to the pot hunter. We have this

present season successfully resisted all at-

tempts to change this law, and it stands in

full force and effect. We have this year

caused to be enacted a law for the further

protection of gulls and tern. We have caused

to be passed a bill which gives Massachu-
setts the lead among civilized countries in

preventing the taking of shellfish from
waters contaminated by sewers or_ otherwise. A simi-

lar measure is under consideration in the British Parlia-

ment, and in the legislative chambers of France. It has

been mentioned in other countries and in other States in

the Union, but to Massachusetts, and to us, belongs the

credit of being the first community in the world to adopt

legislation on this most important subject. Under the

direction of our State Board of Health, and under the

charge of our State Commissioners of Fisheries and
Game, it will no longer be possible for typhoid-breeding

oysters, or for clams from the mouths of sewers, to be

sold in open market.

"Unfortunately, legislation does not always go our way.
A few benighted citizens of Marblehead have captured

the great sea serpent, tamed him and induced him to

bend his colossal energies to the extinction of the lobster.

A few antediluvian inhabitants of Martha's Vinej^ard

have brought sufficient pressure to bear upon their repre-

sentative to induce him to take similar grounds. This
latter gentleman is the chairman on the part of the House
of the Committee on Fisheries and Game. One might
.suppose that holding that position he would be interested

in protecting fish and game. Well, this good man,
through some mistaken notion, has himself introduced
this year three bills in the House—one of them to legalize

the robbing of birds' nests; another one to practically, as

we believe, exterminate the lobster, and the third one to

cut away from our Commissioners much of their power
to enforce any existing laws. Those Martha's Vine-
yard people are mighty nice, but they have always been a

little queer in their views about legislation, and as a

member from New Bedford once expressed it, 'The only
way to satisfy those fellows is to make Martha's Vine-
yard a separate State, with power to pass its own lav/s

and to tax anybody that lands upon it.'

'*As a club we are also very active workers in other
matters. During the past ten years we have purchased, at

our own expense and liberated in this commonwealth
some 4,000 live quail to restock our depleted covers. We
have now 500 promised us which we shall liberate in the

EOHf^f 9^ Pe^jt WPfHs- liaye s^m some tinie

and some money in experimenting with other game birds,
but with little success. The experiment, however, was
worth trying and we were the ones to do it. We were, I

think, the pioneers in this work, though others have since
taken it up somewhat. We print each year correct copies
of the existing game laws and circulate several thousand
of them throughout the State. We have at times also
taken an active part in the prosecution of offenders against
the game laws. At present, thanks to the energetic work of
our Commissioners and their deputies, that work is taken
up by them and no longer actively devolves upon us. We
are the volunteer forces who support these regulars. We
work to-day together. We stand behind them in the
fight. We trust that we give them the ammunition of
public support. We educate the people and form public
opinion.

"Brothers, we are practical men who love the brooks,
the streams, the lakes and rivers; we love the fields and
woods; we love the mountains and the sea, and all wild
creatures whom God has placed therein. We know full

well from our own experience the benefits given by open
air life to us and we realize the pleasure as well as the
profit we have derived therefrom. Let me quote a word
from our good friend, the Hon. John F. Lacey, of Iowa,
who has done more than any other Congressman in our
cause. He says, T have always been a lover of the birds,

and I have always been a hunter as well, for to-day there
is no friend that the birds have hke the true sportsman

—

the man who enjoys the legitimate sport.'

PRESIDENT JAMES RUSSELL REED..

"Brothers, we have enjoyed legitimate sport; it is our
aim that this legitimate sport may continue, and that for
generations to come, birds and fish may thrive in Massa-
chusetts and our people have the same pleasure, the same
health-giving rest, that we have had ourselves."
A quartette under the leadership of Mr. Thomas H.

Hall enlivened the evening with music, and this song, com-
posed by Mr. Hall for the occasion, was received with
great enthusiasm

:

Just One Bite.

I'll wager you've all been a-fishing,

Ev'ry one, ev'ry one, ' ' ""^^

And kept up your courage with wishing,

Ev'ry one, ev'ry one, • t

That something would rise every minute,
Something choice, solnething rare;

But sornehow you never were in it,

For nothing seemed swimming there.

<'horus:
Just one bite, only just one bite;

All day fishing, and only have just one bite:

But, alas! 'tis as sure as fate,

Fish won't rise to a man who has brought no bait.

There is nothing in sport so deceiving

—

Don't you know it is so?

—

As tp ever indulge in believing

Fish are slow, fish are slow.

For at knowing they're awfully clever,

'Mong us all, small and great,

The cranks and the kickers who never

Have even a drop of bait.

Col. Curtis Guild, Jr., having taken the company into

his confidence by protesting that he had never shot at

an3'thing but targets^ read some entertaining passages
from William Wood's "New En^l^nd Prospects." a book
published "in 03.!j setting forth th^ natural fesoi^rce^

and attractions of the Massachusetts of that day. By the
courtesy of Col. Guild the Forest and Stream is enabled
to give a transcript of some of the quaint descriptions.
"Concerning Lyons," writes Wood, "I will not say that

I ,ever saw any my selfe, but some affirme that they have
scene a Lyon at Cape Anne which is not above sixe
leagues from Boston; some likewise being lost in woods,
have heard such terrible roarings, as have made tliem
much agast ; which must eyther be Devills or Lyons

;

there being no other creatures which use to roare saving
Beares, which have not such a terrible kind of roaring^;
"The Beares never prey upon the English cattle or

offer to assault the person of any man, unless being vexed
with a shot, and a man run upon them before they be
dead, in which case they will stand in their own defence,
as rnay appeare by this in.stance. Two men going a
fowling appointed at evening to meete at a certaine pond
side, to share equally, and to returne home; one of these
Gunners having killed a Seale or Sea calfe,, brought it

to the side of the pond where hee was to meete his
comrade, afterwards returning to the Sea side for more
gaine; and having loaded himselfe with more Geese and
Duckes, he repaired to the pond. Avhere hee saw a great
Beare feeding on his Seale, which caused him to throw
downe his loade, and give the Beare a salute, which
though it was with but Goose shot, yet tumbled him
over and over, whereupon the man supposed him to be
in a manner dead, ran and beate him with the hand of
his Gunne; The Beare perceiving him to be such a

coward to strike him when he was down,
.scrambled up, standing at defiance with him,
scratching his legges, tearing his cloathes
and face, who' stood it out till his six foot
Gunne was broken in the middle, then being
deprived of his weapon, hee ran up to the
shoulders into the pond, where hee remained
till the Beare was gone, and his mate come
in, who accompanied him home.
"The beast called a Moose, is not much

unlike red Deare, this beast is as bigge as an
Oxe; slow of foote, headed like a Bucke,with.
a broade beame, some being two yards wide
in the head, their flesh is as good as Beefe,
their hides good for clothing. The English
have some thoughts of keeping them tame,
and to accustom them to the yoake. which
will be a great commoditie: First because
they are so fruitful, bringing forth three at
a time, being likewise A^ery ubcrous. Sec-
ondly, because they will live in winter with-
out any fodder. There be not many of these

- in the Massachusetts bay, hut forty miles to
the Northeast there be great store' of them.
"The Ounce, or the Wilde Cat, is as big as

a inungrell dogge, this creature is by nature
feirce, and more dangerous to bee met than
any other creature, not fearing eyther dogge
or man ; hee useth to kill Deare. which hee
thus effecteth : Knowing the Deare's tracts,
hee will lye lurking in long weedes, the Deare
passing by hee suddenly leapes upon his
backe, from thence gets to his necke, and
scratcheth out his throate ; he hath likewise -

a devise to Geese, for being much of the
colour of a Goose he will place himselfe close
to the water, holding up his bob laile, which
is like a Goose's neck ; the Geese seeing this

counterfeit Goose, approach nigh to visit

him, who with a Suddaine jerke apprehends
his raistrustlesse prey.
"The Woolves care no more for an ordi-

nary Mastiffe, than an ordinary Mastiffe
cares for a Currc; many good dogges have
been spoyled with them. Once a faire Gray-
hound hearing them at their bowlings run
out to chide them, who was torne in pieces
before he could be rescued. One of them
makes no more bones to runne away with a
Pigge, than a Dogge to runne away with a
Marrow bone. It is observed that they have
no joynts from the head to the tayle, which
prevents them from leaping, or suddaine
turning, as may appeare by what I shall shew
you. A certaine man having shot a Woolfe

as he was feeding upon a Swine, breaking his legge onely,

he knew not how to devise his death, on a suddaine, the

Woolfe being a blacke one, he was loath to spoyle his

furre with a second shot, his skinne being worth five or
six pounds Sterling; wherefore, hee resolved to get him
by the tayle, and thrust him into the River that was hard
by; which eifected, the Woolfe being not able to turne his

joyntlesse body to bite him, was taken."

Col. Guild spoke eloquently of the rod and the gun, not
as ends in themselves, but as means bv which men might
go back to nature, and, as the hero of old, by touch with
the earth renew their strength.

Speaker Myers declared his hearty sympathy with
the purposes and work of the Association, and pledged
his co-operation as Speaker of the House in every way
consistent with the proprieties of his position. No one, he
said, who had once come under the charm of the Maine
woods could fail to have a deep and abiding concern for

the preservation of the forests and streams and fish and
game. Fish and Game Commissioner J. W. Collins paid a

tribute to the influence and achievements of the Associa-
tion and the Central Committee, and deplored the back-
ward step just taken by the Legislature with respect to

lobster protection, by the reduction of the lawful length

of lobsters from 10% inches to 9 inches. Bird Com-
missioner Taylor, of Rhode Island, spoke of the bird
protective work of the Association. Representative James
E. Odlin, of Lynn, paid an eloquent tribute to the late

ex-President Harrison as a patriot, statesman and sports-
man. Hon. J. Otis Wardwell made a plea for the abroga-
tion of the law which forbids shooting on Stmday, and
declared his conviction that the statute forbidding the
sale of woodcock and partridge was the most efficient

protective measure ever adopted in Massachusetts. Col.
H. T. Rockwell spoke on the short lobster law, declaring
that Massachusetts by reducing the legal length of lob-
sters that might be taken was wantonly throwing away a
resource of great value. Then some quizzical remarks
by Judge Bumpus brought to a conclusion what had
proved to be one of th^p most enjoyable nf all the reunio^jr^,

{^i the Massachusetts ' ^gsoclation

,
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A Day^s Ice Fishing.

The first I knew anything about it was on the morning
of the day we took the trip. I was awakened about light

by a loud pounding on the door, and sticking my head
out of the window I found Fred there to see if Ned and
I didn't want to go fishing. And he wanted to know in

a hurry, too.

About 9 o'clock we were ready for the start. Fred had

his brother's horse, which animal, his brother assured

hini. was a good reader "if you would only ply him well

wifli the club," and Fred said that if that was the only

thiiig lacking for fast time, he'd guarantee to supply that.

But as it proved, this sort of talk was all nonsense.

The horse, we found, was right after his business, without

the need of any stimulus of the club. In twenty-five

minutes we were at Kezar Falls, 4>4 miles, where

-we stopped to get bait, and soon after 10 o'clock

had covered the g miles to the pond we had decided to

strike. Finding a chance for the team at a convenient

farmhouse, we were soon on the pond ready to begin cut-

ting the holes.

In this work—which is hardly the most enjoyable fea-

ture in winter—Fred went ahead with the chisel, I fol-

lowed dishing out the ice chips with the cover to the

lunch box, and Ned came behind sounding and setting

the lines. I thought it was kind of selfish in Fred, keep-

ing all the fun to himself of handling the chisel, but

being of a modest turn I kept niy thoughts to myself.

Five holes were cut and rigged, and then Fred and
Ned thought it best to go to another pond which they

knew of but a few rods distant, and set some lines there,

leaving me to look after those already in position. This

was agreeable to me, and after the boys' departure, I

began pacing expectantly up and down the line of holes,

wliich extended across the mouth of a small cove, seeing

that the lines were in working order, shaking up the

"tommies" occasionally, and all the time keeping a sharp

eye out for "flags."

There was one hole in particular that seemed somehow
to claim my closest atention—the last one cut, away Out

to one end of the line. I liked the location of that hole

from the lirst. It was offshore a little further than the

rest, the \\:\tcr was black and deep, and I could seem to

see the big fellows lying sleepily around down there in

the dark depths, waiting for their appetites to notify

them that they must be looking around for a raeak

"If a big one is caught to-day, it will be there," I said

to "nyself. and I spent the greater part of my time fussing

around at that end of the line. The flags were rising

quite briskly all along, but it generally proved to be the

work of perch, which haA^e a provoking way of dropping

the bait, and .^t the end of a half hour I had but two small

Xjickerel.

After a time a boy fame down from the house with .

his skates. He was a decidedly agreeable sort of boy.

-

who courteously replied to the numerous questions I

put to him, chiefly regarding the best fishing grounds

and the character of the shooting there in season; but

I didn't wholly enjoy his visit for fear he'd be where he

could grab hold and haul out that big fellow I was ex-

pecting every minute to have a scrap with, although by

.sharp maneuvering I managed to keep mj^self for the^

most part of the time between him and the favorite hole.

The perch were bothering some at the other lines all the

while, and meantime I caught another pickerel. It was
small, like the others, but I kept up courage by thinking

that when I heard from the u]ipcr end of the line it

would be dift'erent.

Well, it was soon after the boy left that the expected

happened. I was at the opposite end of the line, of

course, when the flag went up, but it took me only about

three seconds to get on the spot. My fingers trembled

as they grasped the line, which was running out rapidly,

and my heart Avas thumping loudly. I didn't let him have

it long—big ones are apt to spit out the hooks, you know,
if you do—^but as soon as I had my feet well settled

among the ice chips, began pulling in—slowly at first,

but as there was little resistance the idea seized me that

he was coming the old trick of following on with the

line, and fearing to give him slack I put more strength

into every pull. I felt as though T was exerting about

10 horse-power, Avhen suddenly something gave way, and
the rest of the line went flying over my shoulder. The
hook had lost hold, but he was still floundering around

in the hole, and into it I went, both arms to the elbows

and. fingers going like snapping turtles. I-don'tJ<now
how many times I closed on him and lost hold again, be-

fore T saw his actual size—not a bit over eight inches.

When I realized the fact, I discontinued operations in

a hurry, and it was so still round there for t)ie next few

minutes you could hear the squirrels chattering half a

mile avva3f.

Soon after this Ned came down, on his way to the

house for water. He and Fred had out nine lines, but

had caught nothing yet. I had caught nothing more at

noon, when Fred came down for more bait and the box
of dinner. He had pulled out a pretty good one just

before he left, and some of the other baits had been

chewed up badly, so I decided to leave my lines and go
up to eat dinner with them.

It was only about five minutes' walk. They had a fire

midway their line, and looked as cozy as could be. Fred's

pickerel was still flopping on the ice—a good 2-pounder,

and so plump and pretty that it just made me hanker

for more.
After getting all the lines in shape, Ave

_

piled more
wood on the fire, fixed up some seats round it, and drew

up for dinner. We didn't have anything very nice to

eat, but there was plenty of what we did have, and

somehow eA'-erything tasted terribly good, out there in

the onen air, and Avashed down by plenty of the Avater

Ned had brought from the house.

And rierht here I want to say to the uninitiated, "Don't

drink dirty pond water when you go fishipg." There's

not a bit of need of it, for plenty of drinking water can

always be had at the nearest house. And such water

—

AA'hv. it's alniost Avorth while .going fishing, even if you
don't cat-ch any fish—to get a few drinks of such water

as you find back here among these hills. In the case of

the housp we resorted to on this occasion, the well was

in the cellar, after a practice quite common In this sec-

tion, and tit* water must have flown througrh some sort

of mineral deposit at some stage, for it was of a slight

reddish tinge; but this did not detract from its quality

in the least, as all agreed that better water was never
drunk.
Of course, we kept watch of the lines as we ate. After

a few false alarms Fred landed a pickerel, and Ned got
a good one almost into the hole, but lost it. Then came
more unaccountables, and finally Ned captured a perch.

We were not getting many fish, but what with the fine

weather, the fire, the dinner—and the water—we were
enjoying ourselves hugely, especially Fred, who hadn't

had a day out before for months. I quite forgot about
the lines I had left, in the fun we Avere having, but it

Avas just as Avell, for on calling for them on the way bacl<

not a flag was up.

It was late when we finished dinner, and after two
hours' more fishing, during which Fred and Ned each
caught a pickerel, we packed up and started for home;
Fred beguiling the return trip with stories of certain

eccentric characters with Avhich he had become acquainted
in a sojourn in the great West.

It was dark when Ave reached home. We had but eight

pickerel and a perch, but all three declared that it had
been a great day's fishing. Templar.
Cornish, Me.

would be well if our streams could be rid of them.
In my boyhood days I had a large experience in spear-

ing eels and I know the skill required and the pleasure

this sport affords, and the only things we ever could take

were eels and suckers, water snakes and snapping turtles,

but the latter two are not protected by the humane pro-

visions of the Fish and Game law.

A section should be added to our present fish law sub-
stantially as follows^:

Eels and suckers.—Eels may be taken with a bob in

any of the Avaters of this State between the ist day of

May and the 30th day of .September, inclusive. Eels and
suckers may be taken with a spear in any of the streams
of this State not inhabited by trout between the ist day
of May and the ,30th day of September, inclusive.

J. S. Van Cleef,
PoUGHKEErSIE, N. Y.

On Eels.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Did you in the days of your older boyhood ever live

in the country near some stream full or ordinary fish the

very nearness of AA'hich made you unhappy unless you
could steal aAvay on Saturday afternoon for a half day's

sport, or unless you could try your luck at night after

the work of the day was over? And if so, do you re-

member that when you started out equipped with a bam-

Anglers^ Association of Onondaga.
Syracuse, N. Y., March 12.—A large number of en-

thusiastic anglers braved the unpleasant weather last

night and attended the annual meeting of the Anglers'

Association of Onondaga held at its rooms in the BettS

Block. The reports show the work of the Association
during the past year to have been very . successful and
satisfactory and indicate that it will be continued during
the coming season with all the interest and aggressive-

ness which has obtained for the Anglers' Association of

this city a reputation that is almost national.

The report of the treasurer shoAved the receipts dur-

ing the pa?t year to have been $764.09. The expenditures

were $717.80, leaving a balance on hand of $46.29. Of
the receipts $200 came from the county through the

Board of Supervisors, the balance from the members.
The expenditures were chiefly for salary and expenses
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boo pole, and a home-made line on Avhich you had put

a hook bought at the country store at the rate of two for

a cent and a piece of cork for a float, and then brought

home a string of fish on a long twig with a crotch at the

lower end, you were happier than you ever have been in

your more mature years as an angler?

To be sure you did not catch fish Avhich you would look

at to-day. They consisted of shiners, sun-fish, perhaps a

few 3'elloAv perch and chubs and possibly a pickerel or

two, and it may be you snared a fcAv slickers. And per-

haps at night you bobbed for eels or took them Avith a

spear or in a spirit of laziness fished for catfish.

And has it ever occurred to you that if you and I were

young again those happy days could never return? And
yet it is only too true.

There are very few streams now in this State in which

the native fish have not been largely or wholly destroyed

through the introdLictiom of black bass furnished by the

State, for as fish sharks they are tenfold worse than

pickerel.

There is only one fish which they do not and cannot

destroy—^that is the eel ; and now our fish law says to the

country lad that he .shall not even take an eel either with

a bob of worms or Avith a spear.

Is it not a little hard to destroy the fish natural to the

stream and then say to the country lad that he shall not

even take an eel from the stream Avhich perhaps runs

through his father's farm, except by angling with a hook?

Yet that is the law of this State to-day. '

_

There is not much pleasure, and certainly no skill, m
taking eels with a bob, but it is certain that no other

fish could be taken with it, but taking eels in running

water at night with a small spear by the aid of a torch

or a light held in the hand requires as much experience

and skill as taking trout with a fly, and it is quite as en-

joyable, and those Avho have never had the opportunity

to enjoy this sport have certainly missed a great pleasure.

In wading a stream of swift running water by the aid

of an artificial light, to be successful requires a very

quick eye. a steady hand and an accurate aim. In fact

it requires nights "of practice before success is assured.

Is there any reason why this privilege and sport should

not be restored to our farmers' boys in streams not

abounding in trout? And supposing that those trying to

spear eels should take a few suckers or carp, what hartn

could it possibly do? They are both spawn eaters and it

of the protectors and for planting fish and fry in the pub-

lic waters of the county.
The fact was emphasized that this Association is not a

private fishing club, has no preserved waters and does no

work on private streams. All of its labors are in public

waters and all of its money is expended for the benefit

of all the people, and the good that it has accomplished

IS almost incalculable.

It Avas also said that the provisions of the game laAvs

are better knoAvn and more, generally observed in this

vicinity than in almost any other portion of the State

;..nd the fishing in the waters of this county is second to

that of no other settled locality, and there is little doubt

that it is due to the work of the Anglers' Association of

Onondaga.
The following officers Avere elected for the coming

year: President, John H. Forey ; Vice-President, M. H.
Schwartz; Treasurer, Charles H. Mowry; Secretary, J. E.

Bierhardt; Members of the Executive Committee, Riley

V. Miller, De Forest Candee and S. T. Betts.
_

President Wood on retiring from office, said: "I am
proud to be the president of such a successful organiza-

tion as this one is, especially so on this its eleventh an-

niversary. From its birth in the year 1890 I have had

the pleasure of being in an executive capacity. We have

had our struggles, but have maintained our noble and

beneficent organization.

"Our labors the past year have been crowned Avith

greater results than ever before in our history. We
should at this period launch out and pull for the point

of increased membership, and Avith the encouraging as-

sistance received from so many sources retain our local

and national reputation and achieve still further progress,

"A constant supply of food fish for all the people can

only be maintained through the efforts of true anglers

like the members of this Association, yet it behooves

every person having an interest in such work to give

those Avho are in the front of the battle against fish

pirates and general indifi^erence to the preservation of

fish their earnest support. With the Anglers' Associa-

tion out of existence, how long would it be before ever\^

stream and lake in central New York would be barren?

.A part of our work should be to educate the public up to

its importance. The masses of the people are with us,

yet there are many good citizens Avhose support we
need, and which let m secure,"
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Wail-Eyed Perch?
Editor Forest and Stream:

In some of the very pleasant cliats which you and I

have had in the past few years, you have, as I recollect,

expressed a very strong wish that we should have a cor-

rect nomenclature of our fishes, but your hopes have never
been realized, and I fear that they never will be so long

as everybody who may be in a little brief authority under-
takes in his ignorance to classify our fishes, and yet it has

been done and is being done to a lamentable extent.

I refer particularly to the pike {Esox lucius), known to

pur ancestors over a hundred years . ago and known to

us.

I will refer to only two authorities. In 1770 R. Brooks,
M. D., published a book in which he refers to this fish as
being then known by the name of "pike," "luce" or
"pickerel," and Sir William Jardine in his book No. 3 on
fishes, published in 1854, referring to the Esox lucius,

simply calls it the common "pike," that is the generic
name, and whatever distinctions are sought to be made
a pike is a pike and nothing but a pike.

Last summer I received a circular from a noted fishing

resort in the upper part of the State, sa3'ing that there
was fine fishing for bass and pike; and when I reached
there I found that there were very few pike {Esox
lucius), and that the term pike meant wall-eyed pike,

which had to be fished for in water about 100 feet deep.
To me it made no difference, as I fished or\\y for bass, but
many others were sadly misled, as they hoped to catch tlie

common pike.

If you will turn to the reports of the Fish Commis-
sioners of this State, you will find that a large numbei' of
"pike-perch" have been, or will be, distributed in this

State.

Why this name should have been applied to this fish

can be ea,sily understood, for although according to the
United States authorities the wall-eyed pike is a pure
perch, yet the resemblance to the pike family is so great
that ignorant persons may have regarded it as belonging
to that family, but why our Fish Commissioners should
adopt the name of pike-perch is past comprehension.

In Lake Champlain this fish is called a pike, in the
St. Lawrence and in Canada a wall-eyed pike, on the
Ohio River a jack salmon, and by our Fish Commis-
sioners a pike-perch, a name by which it- has never been
known in many parts of this State or Canada. It would
not be a misnomer to call this fish a wall-eyed perch.

J. S. V. C,
PouGHKEEPSiE. N. Y., March 8,

The Sale of Fish in Close Season.
Canandaigua, N. Y., March i6.—Our Fish and Game

Protector showed me to-day three fish that he had pur-
chased in this village. They were exposed for sale at a
meat market. If I am not very much mistaken they were
small-mouth bass. They did not look to me precisely like

our small-mouths, but I have never been a close observer,
and as they were not in first class condition and as I have
never seen bass from other' waters, I dislike to be too
positive.

However, I feel safe in saying that thej' were black
bass. They were between ten and eleven inches long and
were evidently full of spawn.
The protector said that a large number of the fish were

on sale and that the dealer told him that they were sent
to him from Baltimore, Md., which statement we have ho
good reason to doubt.
But whether they came from Maryland or whether they

came from the waters of this State, it seems to me to be
the logical and inevitable result of the decision of our
Court of Appeals in the case of the People vs. Buffalo
Fish Co., in which the majority of a divided Court con-
strues the word "possessed" as referring only to fish taken
from the waters of this State.

If large numbers of these bass, full of spawn, are sent
from Baltimore into a village of this size, the numbers
that are being sent into- larger villages and cities can only
be guessed at. And what protection are our game fish to
derive from laws that malve our State a dumping gromid
for similar fish of another State, whether they be taken by
fair means or foul, and regardless of the approach of their
spawning season?
And what have the anglers of Baltimore and vicinity to

say about this wholesale sacrifice of this fine fish?
Or is it possible that these fish have been taken in near-

by waters of this State and that the aforesaid decision is

now bearing its fruit in this no less logical and inevitable
way? Who can sa}^?

Judge O'Brien's opinion, vigorous and admirable
though it be in many respects, and for anything I can say
in all respects,, has been, I believe, a blow to fish and
game protection here and elsewhere from which it can
never recover until the Legislature has passed a law
making the word "possessed," or Avhatever word is made
use of, refer to fish and game of certain kinds the world
over and until it has been decided once for all that such
a law does not in any way interfere with interstate com-
merce. F. A. C.

Pike and Pickerel,

Paterson, N. J., March 12.

—

Editor Forest and Stfeam:
Will you kindly decide the following question:
What is the difference between a pickerel and a pike?

A claims that one is overshot and the other is undershot.
B claims that they are one and the same fish. B. S.
[The claim made by A is wrong. Both fish are under-

shot. The claim made by B is wrong. The two fish are
distinct.

An unfailing method of determining whether a fish is

a pike or a pickerel is found in the scales on the gill

covers of the fish. The gill covers, of course, lie im-
mediately behind the head and over the gills of the fish.

In the pike, small scales are found on these gill covers
reaching about half-way down the uppermost and deepest
of them. In the pickerel, the whole of this uppermost
and deep gill cover and the whole of the narrow one
next below it is covered with scales. If you remember
this distinction you will never go wrong on the fish.

The pike sometimes grows to weigh about fifty pounds,
and often weigh? 7, 10. 12 or more. A pickerel is much

smaller, averaging perhaps from Ij^ to 2j4 pounds, and
one of 5 pounds is a large fish. If you refer to the first

annual report of the Commissioners of Fisheries, Game
and Forest of the State of New York, for the year end-
ing Sept. 30, 1895, you will find on page 121 an article

by A. N. Cheney, with figures, showing tlie differences

in the gill covers of mascalonge, pike and pickerel. See
also our next week's issue.]

MmmL

Training the Hunting Dog,

By B. Waters, Author of "Fetch and Carry: A Treatise

on Retrieving."

XIV.—Dropping to Shot and Wing.

DR0PPi>fG to shot or wing are terms which denote that,

at the rise of the bird or birds or the report of the gun.

the dog drops instantly to the ground. It is much more
ornamental than useful, and besides has some distinct

disadvantages. There are many sportsmen who set an
exaggerated value on what may be lernied the embellish-

ments of training; such as quartering, dropping to shot

and wing, toho, etc., and who profess to take more pleas-

ure from the manner in which the dog performs than

m the material results of his efforts. The main purpose
of the dog's service, however, is one of utility; the em-
bellishments, though desirable, hold a secondary place.

Living pictures, wliile not unpleasant to look upon, are

not the main purpose of a man with a gun. If, therefore,

the dog is a good and ixseful servant, and yet possessed

of little style, he is far superior to a stylish nonentity.

While it is a matter of constant recurrence that the

shooter finds it necessary to order the dog to lie down
on certain occasions in the hunting field or at home, so as

to prevent his interference, to stop his prowling, or to

make him cease hunting, yet it is not desirable that he
be made to drop in a machine-like manner when there

is no real occasion for if. The contention that it puts a

more artistic finish to the dog's work and is a deterrent

to breaking shot and chasing and breaking in is a matter

of pure fancy. It comes under the head of a trick per-

formance, much as if the dog were to turn a summer-
sault at the report of the gun, and is almost as irrelevant.

There is nothing in the rise of the bird or the report

of the gun that can be usefully supplemented by the drop
of the dog, nor is the act of special importance as a pre-

ventive of shot breaking, breaking in or chasing. If the

dog is unsteady, he does not drop to wing in practice,

whatever he may do in theory.

The enforcement of steadiness to shot and wind is one
of the easiest parts of the dog's training to compass, and
it is infinitely much easier to teach than it is to teach

the dog to drop to shot or wing.
The disadvantages encountered in teaching it and after

it is taught, are that, some punishment being necessary
in its enforcement, there is danger that the dog un-
wittingly may be taught to blink or to be gunshy, or

both.

The punishment, being directly associated with the

report of the gun and the rise of the bird, at a juncture
when the mind of tlie dog is intensely concentrated on
the birds and his every desire centered in their capture,

is by him lilcely to be interpreted erroneously. He may
consider that he has won the disapproval of his master,
and has been punished for meddling with the birds at

all.

If at the report of the gun he is punished for failing to

lie down, he is quite likely to consider the report as a
signal for punishment for some cause of which he is

entirely ignorant, or for no cause at all.

In cold rainy weather, when the ground is muddy oi'

saturated with cold water, or when there is ice and snow,
no sportsman who has a right heart would care to force
his dcg to lie down merely to gratify a fancy.

In briers and thorns it is often painful for the dog
to drop.
Sometimes, if the dog flushes in cover, or at a dis-

tance from the shooter, where he is out of sight, he will

lie a long time in the dropped position waiting for the
order to go on.

Not infrequently it happens that the dog, after a time
of rigid schooling to dropping to wing, anticipates the
rise of the bird from every noise which he happens to

hear, or from the act of the shooter in walking up to
flush, and therefore drops before the bird takes wing.
By degrees he becomes more deferential, dropping safely

before the bird rises at all, and in time dropping to
wing in anticipation degenerates into dropping on point,

a most, undesirable manner of pointing.
Dropping to point adds greatly to the difficulties of

the shooter in reference to the dog, for the latter must
then be watched unceasingly. If he happens to drop when
the shooter does not see him, a long search to find him
may thereby be entailed, and indeed he may not be found
on point at all, it being necessary to whistle or call him
from if. A little cover suffices to conceal a dog when
he is lying down.
When dropped to shot, it is impossible for a dog, lying

down, to mark the flight of live birds or the whereabouts
of dead birds with the precision that he can do so when
standing up. The marking of birds is an accomplish-
ment which all dogs do not possess, it is true, but never-
theless it is a most useful accomplishment, and much to
be desired.

The manner of teaching the dog to drop to shot and
wing must be governed much by his disposition. If he
is exceedingly timid, intelligent care should be exercised.
In any event, he should be taught to drop promptly and
cheerfully to order, apart from an}"- considerations of
dropping to wing or shot. The yard training in this
respect should be specially thorough when the trainer
contemplates making it a part of the work on game.
Dropping to shot should be made a part of the yard

training. It is taught in precisely the same manner that
the oral command and signal are taught. In teaching
the dog to drop to command, with the aid of the whip.

the trainer should observe the greatest care to hit the

clog in the same place each time, as on the shoulder.

When he feels his shoulder thus hit, he will drop in-

stantly, after he is schooled properly. Indeed, after a

time he will drop when his shoulder is merely touched.
It in its way is recognized as an imperative command, for'

the threat of the whip closely supplements it.

Heavy charges of powder arc unnecessary in the les-

sons. An old pistol^ using percussion caps is quite suffi-

cient. The trainer, with a checkcord five or six feet long,

leads the dog about, snaps a cap at a favorable juncture,

taps the dog on the shoulder as aforementiond, and en-

forces obedience to the report in the same manner as if

it were an oral order. This is repeated, lesson after

lesson, till the dog will drop promptly to the report. The
lesson should be given kindly and pleasantly. It can be
conducted without filling the do,g with terroi", and the
consequent desire to escape or fear of the gun. Common
sense on the part of the teacher is essential to determine
how the lessons should be conducted. Under no cir-

cumstances .should the trainer attempt this part of the
dog's education, if he shows the least degree of gun shy-
ness, nor is it wise to attempt enforcing it in the field, if

he has any faults which require punishment to correct
them.
Dropping to wing should be kept in abeyance till the

latter part of the dog's field education; in the early part
l:here are complications enough without importing any
unnecessary extra ones.

_
It is taught at first by ordering the dog to drop every

lime that a bird is flushed within his sight or hearing,
whether he pointed it or not. The trainer endeavors also
to take advantage of every opportunity which presents
itself in the furtherance of his purpose, such as, for in-
stance, walking up beside the dog when he is on point,
flushing the bird then, and at the same time giving him
a cut cn the shoulder w:ith the whip, as when teaching
him to drop in the yard lessons. The trainer, however,
should avoid the extreme of making himself too much
of a factor in the rise of the bird, else the dog will drop
when he is approached, in anticipation, of being forced
to drop a moment or two later. By many impressive
repetitions of the act in conjunction with the rise of the
bird,_ the dog in time comes to recognize the first sound
of wings as an order to drop.

Patience and careful progres should be observed in
giving these lessons. If there is too much hurry or
violence, it is quite an' easy matter to injure the dog's
work in other respect.

When a dog is over fatigued it is not wise to enforce
dropping to shot or wing too strictly. He may find it

such a comfortable position that it is to his liking. When
greatly fatigued, dogs, when standing on point for a long
while, learn to drop on their intitiative, and from this as
a beginning they may learn to drop on their points
habitually. Once acquired, there is no way of remedying
the fault.

100 Sportsmen's Tinas.

Some of the Queer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

48

A press dispatch from Shamokin, Pa., dated March 8,
jgoi, reports that hunters while returning home to Tre-
verton were jwssing Line Mountain when they saw a
half-naked man run into a cave. They tried to get him
out, but he would not leave his lair. The men pursued
their journey and notified a lot of farmers, who visited
the cave this morning and built a fire at the entrance to
smoke the stranger out. In a short time the man crawled
from the entrance. He was half naked. His face was
covered with a thick bunch of hair, making him look
n;ore like a beast than a human being. He is insane.
The Overseers of Washington Township took him in
charge and will send him to the DanvHle asylum. There
was nothing in the rave to indicate who he is. It is

thought that in crossing the mountains he lost his way
and grew insane from cold and hunger.

49
An old salt of N ew Bedford says that once when he

was one of the crew of the revenue cutter Dobbin,
stationed at Castine, Me., the Hon. Hannibal Hamlin,
widi a party of friends, was taken on a cod fishing trip
ofi- Mount Desert. The venerable Senator was inexperi-
enced in hauling the fish on board, and they invariably
jerked the hook out of their mouths before he could get
ihem over the side of the vessel. He complained to the
captain, who ordered the old salt to get a file of the
carpenter and put a better point on the hook. As the
sailor was returning aft, a large cod, which had just been
landed, opened wide its jaws, and the sailor stuck the file

in his mouth to see him bite. The cod closed his jaws
on the man's hand, who let go, and the file slipped into
the fish's stomach. Half an hour afterward the steward,
in cleaning the fish, brought to light the old file. His
exclamation of surprise sent Mr. Hamlin to his side, who
called his friends and all the officers to see what had
been discovered. ''That old file must have been there for
years," he said. "Plow much will you take for it?" he
inquired of the steward. Being assured that he was wel-
come ot it, he gave the steward a dollar for the curiosity.

50

While John Cronan and Joseph Flynn, of Belleville,
N. J., were hunting for 'possums in Crane's woods at
Forest Hill, they tracked one of the animals to a hollow
tree trunk._ They set to work to make the opening larger,
and in doing so pulled out a quantity of silverware. It
mcluded a solid silver, cake plate, a long-handled soup
ladle and ten teaspoons, all of which were wrapped in a
brown paper and rewrapped in a newspaper dated last
November. They took the articles to their homes and
notified the authorities. The hollow trunk lay near the
Morris Canal.

-> 5J

About an ounce of pure gold was found in the crop
of a quail killed near San Diego, Cal. It was in small
piece.s, mixed in with a lot of sand and gravel.
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Our Boston Letter.

Boston March i6.—There seems to be no end to the

troubles o\ the Boston cup defender, Independence. The

latest thing to confront her builders is the prospect of a

possible lawsuit over the hollow trough keel. It seems

that James Mclntyre, of Neponset, a prominent builder,

and the builder of patent skylights for yachts and other

,esse)s has a patent on a hollow keel cast in one piece, in

which lead is stowed. John A. Stetson, formerly Commo-

dore of the Boston Yacht Club, is a part owner m the

^^When it became known that the keel of Independence

was certainly to be a hollow one, in wMch the lead was

to be stowed or poured afterward, Mr. Mclntyre visited

the T.awlev plant, at City Point, and asked to see the

pattern of the casting, which was then being made ready

to be sent to the Victor Metal Works, at East Braiiitree.

After looking at the pattern he informed Mr. Lawley that

it was an infringement upon his patent. Notwithstanding

this claim, the pattern of the bottom of the keel was sent

to the foundry, and the casting is now on the bottom ot

From the time of Mr. Mclntyre' s visit to Lawley's

nothing further was heard of the claims of the keel

patent, until Friday, when there was a conference between

Geo F Lawley and Thomas Hibbard, of the Lawley

corporation, and Tames Mclntyre and John A. Stetson.

Nothing was settled to the satisfaction of either party at

that meeting, and there will be another one at Lawley s

Wednesday, March 20. _ , , ,

Tames Mclntvre and Geo. F. Lawley were both seen

by' your correspondent in regard to the matter. Mr.

Mclntyre said that the matter was now in the hands of

his lawyer, and that he had nothing to say m regard to

his claims. He did say that he did not want to do any-

thing that would hurt the chances of Independence, and

that he hoped she would be successful m the trial races

and also successfully ,
defend the cup. This thing, he

said, was simply a matter of business.
, , ,

Geo F Lawley did not seem to be much bothered

about the prospects of a possible lawsuit. Mr. Lawley

said that the Volunteer was built with a hollow keel m
which the lead was stowed, before the patent of Mr.

Mclntyre was issued. He said that there is no doubt

that many vesels were built with hollow keels before that

time. This, it is said, may have a serious effect upon the

strength of Mr. Mclntyre's claim.

The claim in question is one of three which were

issued under one patent to James Mclntyre and John

A. Stetson, half owner, on Aug. 9, 1888. The application

for the patent was filed on Feb. 8, 1887. It is claimed

that every separate clause in a patent is as much pro-

tected as the whole. The specifications of the mvention.

which is listed as claim No. 2 in the patent, is for a

hollow" keel in which lead can be stowed, cast m one

piece, in which there are cross pieces, cast with the keel

or in any other manner secured to it.

It is claimed that the casting on the bottom ot

Independence is an infringement on this patent, it being

cast in one piece. It is not likely that there will be any

delay in the construction of the boat on account of a

possible lawsuit, but it will be interesting to know what

the outcome will be, as it will affect all future yachts built

in this manner. The claim that the idea was old when

Mr. Mclntyre had it patented may count for something,

and there is another phase which may affect the issue.

It distinctly states in the patent that the claim is on a

hollow keel cast in one piece. Now the casting m ques-

tion is on the bottom of the keel of Independence, and

there are many plates above it that are riveted, and mside

of which the lead is stowed.

The work of constructing Independence is proceeding

quite smoothly at the Atlantic Works. There are over

60 plates now in position, many of which have been all

riveted. About thirty-five tons of lead have been put

into the keel up to date. When the boat was first laid

out it was arranged that the lead would be poured into

the hollow trough after sufficient plating had been put

in place. It was afterward thought that there would be

a strong probability of the molten metal causing the

plates and frames to become twisted out of shape, if this

were done. Geo. F. Lawley did not think it was best to

take any chances in this direction, and it was decided to

stow the lead instead of running it.

'
It was decided to stow the pigs as closely together as

possible and then run in fine shot around them, thus

filling up every crevice. The first attempt at stowing

proved a failure, the pigs being placed in every position.

They were all taken out, and the work started over again.

The pigs are now stowed lengthwise in the trough, while

many have been cut up to fill up as much of the space as

possible. Fine shot is poured in around the pigs and

the upper layers of the lead are hammered to make them

fit closely together.

Thirty tons of shot have arrived at the works for the

purpose of filling in. In the after part of the keel, where

the plating is on both sides of the boat, shot will be

used exclusively, it being the only thing that can be got

in there. The shot will be run through the holes in the

floor plates. A line has been drawn around the port side

of the boat, which shows the height to which the lead

will be stowed. This line, at its highest point, is 50 inches

from the bottom of the keel, and from it tapers to 44
inches.

All of the deck beams have been put in place, and the

deck stringers are being fitted. The plating of the deck

will be partly steel and the rest aluminum, the whole

covered with canvas. The brackets, bracing the frames

and deck beams, have commenced to go on. These are

3-16 of an inch thick and are 6 inches wide. There is a

2-inch flange on the under side. They will be perforated

for lightness. Several of the steel plates, the stringer

plates, have been put in position on the deck.

.A meeting of the Yacht Racing Association of Massa-
chusetts will be held at Young's hotel, Thursday even-

nig. March 2T, at 7:30. This will be the annual meeting

and the dates of the dififerent clubs for races to be held
under the nules of the Association will be given out.
There will also be two important amendments acted
upon.
The first of these is to add to the rules on scan-

tlings, that no adjustable or movable truss or other device
for shortening or changing the measurements of a boat
will be allowed. This law is sorely needed. It is well
known that there are many boats which have been
equipped with trusses, whose waterline length could be
.shortened or lengthened at will. There has been some
severe comment upon this condition, whether just or un-
just, and it seems that the only way to be sure that every-
thing will be all right is to frame a law which! will bar
such trusses. This lule will apply to the open classes as
well as to the restricted classes and on this account there
rnay be some opposition on the grounds that the asso-
ciation is putting restrictions upon classes which are
supposed to be unrestricted. This may be true, but the
law is needed, nevertheless.

Tlie other amendment will be in regaixl to protests, in

tended for day sailing and cruising, and not for racing.
Her dimensions are as follows;

Lnegth—
Over all 38ft. 2 in.

L.W.L 23ft. 7 in.

Overhang—
Bow 6ft. 7 in,

Stern ' 8ft.

Beam

—

Extreme loft. 7 in.

L.W.L 10ft.

Draft-
To rabbet ift. Syl'm.

Extreme 3ft. 6 in.

Board down 6ft. 6 in.

Freeboard

—

Bow • 3ft. 4 in-

Taft'rail 2ft. Si4in.

Least 2ft. 2^4in.

Sail Area

—

Mainsail 560 sq. ft.
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which it is proposed to raise the sum which a protesting
yachtsman who contests the length of another yacht de-

posits with the measurer, from $2 to $4. This is done to

decrease the number of unnecessary protests. -The As-
.sociation allows that any man has the right to protest,

but ofi^ers this law that the dissatisfied one will consider
well before he enters such a protest.

John B. Killeen.

A 23ft. Cruising Yawl.
The prejudice against yawl rig for both large and

small boats among yachtsmen in this country a few
years ago was decidedly strong, but the very general
adoption of the rig in cruising boats is quite noticeable.

With a yawl rig. sail can be shortened very readily and
boats can be handled with greater ease and comfort and
with a smaller crew without great loss of speed. Racing
between boats with yawl rig in the large and small classes

in England has had its efYect in Ame;rica, as is shown by
the importation of Ailsa and the change in Vigilant's and
Navahoe's rigs to that of a yawl. It is generally con-
ceded that the yawl rig is the best for cruising boats up
to 40 or 50ft. waterline length. The fnany requests that

the publishers have had from readers of Forest and
STRE.A.M for designs of small yawls have led them to se-

cure plans of this type of boat from well-known de-
signers. Last week we published plans of a 20ft. water-
line centerboard yawl that was designed by Small
Brothers. This week we reproduce plans of a 23ft. water-
line cruising yawl from designs by Mr. William H, Hand,
Jr. In a short time will appear plans of two 28ft, water-
line cruising yawls, one a keel boat from designs of Mr,
W. Starling Burgess, and the other a centerboard boat
from designs by Small Brothers.

The plans that appear this week show a very whole-
som.e little boat of comparatively shoal draft that should
be fast under ordinary conditions. Her small size and
large accommodations would recommend her to amateurs
who do not wish to carry a paid hand. The boat has
ample room for four persons in the cabin and there is

5ft. headroom under beams. The boat was designed by
Mr. William H. Hand, Jr., of New Bedford, Mass.. for

pr, W, C. Lambert, of Wyandotte. Mich,, and will re-

place a boat designed by Mr. Hand for Dr, Lambert in

Mizzen 140 sq. ft.

Jib 156 sq. ft.

Total .. ;• 856 sq. ft.

Di.splacement io,8oolbs.

Ballast outside ^ 3,5oolbs.
The entire frame is of white oak and the planking is of

^in. pine.

Vanckfbilt Wins a Lawswit.

Judge Bradford handed down an t)pinion affirming the
decision of Judge McPherson of the local District Court
in the admiralty suit brought by William K. Vanderbilt.
Jr., against Robert L. Forrest. The litigation involved
the ownership of a naphtha launch. In his libel Mr.
Vanderbilt said that he was formerly the owner of the
yacht Carmita, which he sold through his agents, Messrs.
Gardner & Cox, to Mr. Forrest for $4,000. The yacht
was at the Newport ship yard, Newport, R. I., and near
it in the custody of a man named Biven floated the
launch, also belonging to Mr. Vanderbilt. No mention
was made of the launch at the time the sale was con-
summated, but when Mr. Forrest took possession of the
yacht he claimed that the launch was appurtenant to it.

Mr. Forrest maintained that he had understood that the
launch went with the yacht and that it was included in

the receipt which he gave to Mr. Vanderbilt's agents.

Judge McFherson decided on June 31 last that Mr. Van-
derbilt was entitled to the launch, whereupon Mr. For-
rest appealed. After reviewing the testimon}^ in the
case, Judge Bradford concurs in the ruling of Judge Mc-
Pherson. The launch is 21ft. long and is built of cedar.
It was built in 1899 and is valued at $2,000.

Cartoon.

Cartoon wa.s designed for Mr. H. L. Parker by Messrs.
Gardner & Cox and built at Wood's yard, City Island,

during the winter of 1897-8. She is 25ft. on the waterline.
45ft, 3in. over all, loft. extreme beam and 7ft. draft. The
draft of the hull alone is i2in. Her overhang forward is

loft. gin. and 9ft. 6in. overhang aft. The least freeboard
is ift. gin., and she carries 1,065 sq. ft. of sail.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday,

porrespondence intended for publication should reach us a* thn

latest JiJonday and ^ticb earlier ^ |>raetic8>]f
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What Sailors Read,

"I RECEIVED a mighty queer present to-day," said a

newsdealer on lower Canal street, "and the story con-
nected with it is about as quaint as anything you would
run across in a month of Sundays. I make a specialty

of handling cheap fiction of the blood and thunder
variety," he continued, "and, being rather convenient to

the water front, I sell a good deal of the stuff to sailors

who want to lay in something to read before starting on
a long voyage. It's a curious fact that the fo'castles of

nine merchantmen out of ten are full of sentimental novels

and tales of the Old Sleuth brand, and when strange

sailormen happen to fall together in the shop I've noticed

that those dizzy romances form their only point of con-

tact. Instead of speaking about some of the wonderful
things they have both seen while voyaging around the

world, the chances are that one of them will scratch his

head and ask the other fellow whether he has ever read
'Demon Dick, the Terror of Dead Man's Gulch.' If he
has, both become instantly engrossed; they go over the

Yacht Ouh Notes,

The racing fixtures of the Seawanhaka Y. C. for the

coming season are as follows

:

Thursday, May 30 (Decoration Day)—Races for race-

abouts, Seawanhaka knockaboiits and club catboats
;
open

to club members only.

Saturday, June iS—First series race for the Centre
Island cup. The races in this series are open to Seawan-
haka knockabouts owned by club members.

Saturday, June 22—Second series race for the Centre

Island cup.

Thursday, June 27—First of three days open races;

classes to be announced later.

-Friday, June 28—Second of three days open races;

classes to be announced later.

Saturda3% June 29—Third of three days open races, an-
nual race for all classes ; the Leland Corinthian Challenge

cup will be sailed for by raceabouts owned by club mem^
bers.

*

Thursday, July 4—Special club races; classes to be

KATONAH. Designed by A. Cary Smith. Photo by Jackson, Marblehead,

yarn in detail, exchange opinions on this and that episode

and discuss the preposterous characters exactly as if they

were people they had met in real life. However, all this

is prefatory to what I set out to tell you, and I mention
it merely to show what an important role trashy fiction

plays in the life of the average seafaring man.
"About a year ago, to come to the point, a little English

sailor wandered into the shop and told me, with con-

siderable embarrassment, that he was looking for a novel
that a bunkmate had been reading aloud to him during
his last voj^age. Unluckily the bunkmate had deserted

at Rio and taken hi.s book with him, and the little Eng-
lishman, who was unable to read himself, was consumed
with curiosity to know how the tale ended. He had never
learned the title, but he had a very distinct recollection

of the plot, and thought possibly I might be familiar with
the work and give him a clue. 'The 'ero was Sir Rupert
Harden,' he remarked, mournfully, and, strange to say, I

at once recalled the exact piece of rubbish he had in mind.
I had been looking over it and chuckling at its absurdi-
ties only a few nights before, and I pulled it out imme-
diatel}'' from the stock of cheap fiction on the shelf. 'The
heroine is the beautiful Lady Claribel, isn't she?' I asked,
to cHnch the case. 'That's her!' said the little English-
man in great excitement, and when I put the book in his

hands he recognized it at once by the design on the cover.
He wanted me to allow him to pay a fancy price for the
treasure, and when I positively declined to accept more
than two bits he took my card and said I should hear
from him. This morning, much to my surprise, a big
Danish seaman came in with an inlaid workbox, which
my English friend had made with his own hands and
sent me clear from Durban, South Africa. On the inside
of the lid is a picture in colored ink of Sir Rupert Arden
and the beauteous Lady Claribel, copied from the title

page of the novel. It is a striking piece of work. Sir
Rupert resembles an Italian barber and Lady Claribel
looks like a vaudeville ballad mangier. All the same, I
prize the box highly. I shall preserve it as a unique sou-
venir of literature and art."—New Orleans Times-Demo-
crat.

Katonah.

Katonah was designed by Mr. A. Cary Smith, and
was built by the George Lawley & Sons Corp., of South
Boston, in 1896. She is 53ft. 6in. over all, 3sft. long on
the waterline, T3ft. beam and draws 8ft.

fleet a triangular flag with blue ground and large arrow;
head of white extending across the middle of the flag.

The Interlake Yacht Racing Association has been
strengthened by the admission of the Canandaigua Y. C.
As the Association races will take place on Cayuga Lake,
it will be necessary for the Canandaigua yachtsmen to
transport their boats by rail. The Seneca Lake Y. C.
is on the point of connecting itself with this Association.
Geneva yachts may be taken to Cayuga Lake via the
Erie Canal and the Seneca- River.

^ ^
The Stuyvesant Y. C. met March 13 - and elected the

following officers for the season: Com., W. J. Hoag ;;

Vice-Corn., A. VV. Strong; Rear-Com., S. Wright; Treas.,.

J. H. Smith ; Fleet Surgeon, F. L. Dowe, M. D.
; Sec'y,.

C. S. Ogden; Steward, G. Wagner; Sergeant-at-Arms; G..
Ligmger. The Board of Directors consists of ex-Com.-
G. W. Ritter, A. W. Smith, A, J. McKenzie and H..
Beach. On the House Committee are J, A. Miller, J..
Krauss, 11. P. Hough, T. Young, A. Ostinger, R. Start:
and Charles Yost. Com. Hoag owns the sloop Pirate
and the Vice-Commodore the sloop Yankee. A report
was received from a committee appointed to consider
plans for a new club house, which it is hoped to have
efected before the close of the season.

at H
The Gloucester Y. C. held its annual • meeting at

Gloucester City March 3. The following officers were
elected: Com., Benjamin Wilson; Vice-Com., John
Minihan; Rear-Com., Gilbert Taylor; Treas.,, John 'Cas-
net; Sec'y, Frank Smith; Ass't Sec'y, Americus Brinton;
Steward, George Benchert; Trustees, Robert Murray..
Robert McDonald, George Kurtz; Measurers, Robert
-Murray, George Kurtz and John Minihan. The club is in
a good financial condition and now has a membership of
nearly 100. The members are actively preparing for
their spring regatta on the lower Delaware. ';

^ ^ ^
At the regular meeting of the Pavonia Y.^ C. on Tues-

day evening, March 12, it was resolved formally to opera
the new club house at Bayonne with the annual planked-
shad dinner on May 5. ,.

•

. It was reported that the new building in piiocess of
erection there, containing lockers, workshop, sail and
spar lofts, would be ready for occupancy during the
coming week, and the club will take informal possession
before April i. Arrangements were completed for special!

races, open to club yachts only, over the new course on.

Metnorial Day.
The Regatta Committee was instructed to arrange the

annual regatta on June 17. Special . races for the Com-
modore and Mclnnes cups, July 4; fall regatta on Labor
Day. In addition to these there will be races for the
»smdller classes over the short course on each Saturdav.

Address all communications to tlie Forest nji^

announced later.

Saturday, July 6—Third series race for the Centre

Island cup.

Saturday, July 13—Roosevelt Memorial cups
;
open to

all yachts owned by club members in the 30ft. class and
under, sailing with arbitrary handicaps to be fixed by the

Race Committee.
Saturday, Julj'^ 20—Fourth series race for the Centre

Island cup.

Saturda}', Jul}^ 27—Fifth series race for the Centre
Island cup.

Saturday, Aug. 3—Robert Center Memorial prizes
;
open

to raceabouts and Seawanhaka knockabouts owned by
club members.

Saturday, Aug. 10—Sixth series race for the Centre
Island cup.

Saturday, Aug. 17—Seventh series Face for the Centre
Island cup.

Monday, Sept. 2 (Labor Day)—Special club races;

classes to be announced later.

Thursday, Sept. 5—Open races for special classes to be
announced later.

Friday, Sept. 6—Open races for special classes to be
announced later.

Saturday. Sept. 7—Annual fall races for all classes

;

races with Corinthian crews.
The Race Committee of the club is composed of C. W.

Wetmore, chairman; Walter C. Kerr, Charles A. Sher-
man, Clinton H. Crane and Johnston Dc Forest. Sec'y.

^ ^ ^
The Larchmont Y. C. held a special meeting at Del-

monico's, Fifth avenue and Forty-fourth street, March
13, to pass upon certain amendments to the club racing
rules. Com. Adams presided. The principal change
under consideration was that of measurement. The new
system proposed was the same that was recently adopted
by the Seawanhaka Y. C. The amendment passed
unanimously, but will not go into effect until Jan. i, 1902,
during which time the committee in charge of the matter
is continued. Changing the dates of "race week" was
also considered, and the proposition to begin the week's
racing of the season on Saturday, July 13. instead of
Saturday. July 20, met with no opposition.

»t »E Kl

The Ravenswood Boat Club, of Long Island City, at a
meeting held at .A.storia. appointed a committee for a
reception after Easter. The club has been in recent years
as much of a yachting club as a boating organization.
It has sixteen yachts, and a committee was appointed
at the above meeting to organize a yachting department
with separate officers to govern tlie y.vhting affairs of

Ij^e clul?. The dub f^dppted as jts burgee foi' tl^e yaichtin^

YACHTING NEWS NOTES,
The sloop yacht Shylock, owned by Mr. E. M. Mound,

of Jersey City, was damaged to the extent of $1,500, on
March 16, by the explosion of a gasoline stove, while in
her winter quarters at City Island. Capt. Dannigan, who
was in charge of the boat, was cooking his supper when
the explosion occurred; he was badly but not seriously
burned. Owing to the prompt work of the caretakers
on yachts lying close by, a bucket brigade was formed
and the fire extinguished. None of the other yachts in

the yard was damaged.
1^

Mr. P. M. Inglis, a prominent English yachtsman, is

having built from designs of Mr. C. F. Herreshoff, 2d., a

6sft. linear rater, at the yard of Mr. Inglis' cousins,
Messrs. A. & J. Inglis, Pointhouse, Glasgow. She was
designed under the English Y. R. A. measurement rule
and is S4ft. on the waterline and about 8sft. over all.

The midship is of moderate girth, and she will carry a
large sail plan. The frames are of nickel steel, and it is

said she is to be planked with mahogan}-. The sails will

be made by Lapthorn & Ratsey. Mr. Inglis has long
been a racing yachtsman. He built the cutter Astrild,
now in .'Vmerica, from designs by Mr. G. L. Watson, and
is the owner of the cutter Carina, designed by the same
man, while the yawl Caress, when a cutter, was his
property. William Hogarth, the brother of the skipper
of Shamrock I. w'hen she met -Columbia, will be the
captain of the new Inglis boat.

^ ^ ^
Mr. A. Howard Hinkle's 6sft. racing cutter Senta, from

Southampton, England, for Greenport, L, L, arrived at
Bermuda, March 15, after a passage of 41 days. When
Senta first sailed from Southampton for America, she
went ashore on Pennington Spit, in the Solent, and was
compelled to put back for examination. Her hull was
found to be uninjured, and she resumed her voyage on
Feb. 2. Mr. Hinkle purchased Senta in December. She
was designed by Mr. Fife, and was built at Fairlie in 1898.

8^ 8^

The contract for the construction of a large steel steam
yacht for Mr. LI. Clay Pierce, of St. Louis, from designs
by Messrs. Gardner & Cox. has been secured hy Mr.
Lewis Nixon, and will be built at the Crescent Shipyard,
Elizabetliport, N. J. _

She will have twin screws, and will
be fast. The yacht will be named Orizaba, and her dimen-
sions are—length over all, 2S6ft. ; beam, 30ft.; depth,
2oft. : and draft, J4ft.

»t *l

The London Yachtsman d&votes much space in its

current issue to "Notes from the States."

It is understood that the ex-owner of one of the ex-
ported 65-footers intends to build a new vessel of the
same class. Apropos of the export trade in yachts, we
have often expressed surprise at the ineffectiveness of
the Payne law. An explanation of this has been given
us by a citizen of the United States, who tells us tlia-t it

is technically known as a hayseed law. Hayseed laws are
the result of bills oromulgated bv representatives from
Cent ral and Western States, the interests of which sv^
a^riquUvftllj i\pd \v)]fi therefore try ^et th? gmte^l
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TWENTY-THREE-FOOT CRUISING YAWL—SAIL PLAN.

possible portion of the revenue out of the manufactur-
ing and shipping industries of the Eastern coast. These
bills are placidly allowed to pass by the Eastern repre-

sentatives when, as in the Payne case, they contain no
penalty or means of enforcement. That is the whole
secret—the Payne law is hayseed. Another coming hay-
seed law will enact that every auxiliary, a canoe yacht
even, shall have a certificated engineer to drive her. There
is no objection to this, because there will be no penalty
for infringement. It is a very simple way of managing
affairs.

There is now building at Messrs. T. A. Crane's Sons'
yard, Erie Basin, Brooklyn, a small steam yacht for Mr.
Edward M. Brown, formerly Commodore of the New
York Y. C. She will be 6oft. 7in. over all, 60ft. on the

waterline, loft. pin. beam, and 2ft. 4in. draft. The yacht
was designed by Mr. H. J. Gielow. The plans show a
comfortable cabin, toilet room, galley, etc., and a large

open cockpit aft. The power will be steam, consisting of

a triple- expansion engine, with cylinders 4^, 6J4 and
iiin. -in diameter, with a common stroke of piston of 7?/2in.

with a Roberts water-tube boiler. Being intended for

shoal water in the Great South Bay, the bottom of the

hull is concaved over the screw.

^ ^
Capt. A. M. Sheppard, U. S. N., stationed at Staten

Island, has assured Mr. David Barrie, who is looking

after the interests of Shamrock II. over here, that all the

courtesies extended to Sir. Thomas Lipton two years

ago will be willingly accorded him during his coming
visit. A number of buoys have have been placed at his

disposal, and the Shamrock, the steam yacht Erin and
attending craft will anchor off the- Government dock at

Sandy Hook.
^ ^ ^

John Harvard Biles, professor of naval architecture at

the University of Glasgow, in the course of a lecture,

said: "Great Britain has always been several years

behind America in yacht construction. The problem is

to reduce weight without reducing strength. The plea

that British yachts have to cross the Atlantic has done
duty as an excuse too long. Development has been

steadily in the direction of lighter hulls and more sail,

but we are yet behind the Americans. The veil of secrecy

surrounding the conception and construction oi British

challengers is perhaps necessary to prevent the abstrac-

tion of secrets, but they are secrets which, if another
knew them, he would only regard as things to avoid."

4^

Mr. R. H. McCormick has bought from Mr. Frederick
Conde, of Oswego, N. Y., the yacht Catherine C, which
was formerly owned by Mr. M. Cudahy, of Chicago. The
boat, which is now at Oswego, will be taken at once to

Toronto to be put in shape for salt water uses. Then
she will sail for Bar Harbor, Me.

^
The schooner yacht Nokomis is- being altered at the

foot of Twenty-third street. South Brooklyn. K 40 horse-

power engine is being put into her and a new wheel house
is being placed forward. The interior is also being over-

hauled, and when finished she will cruise in the West
Indies.

^
Mr. Frank Tilford's steam yacht Norman, which has

been lying at the docks of the W. & A. Fletcher Co., of

Hoboken, N. J., since January last, is having new en-

gines put in which are expected to give her a .speed of

eighteen knots an hour. She will return to Manning's
Basin next week for a general overhauling preparatory

to going into commission.
1^

Com. Frederick T. Adams' schooner yacht Sachem,
flagship of the Larchmont Y. C, which has been in winter

quarters at Port Jefferson, L. I., is now in the hands of

Messrs. Gardner & Cox for rninor changes in her cabins

and deck fittings.

^ it ^
The steam yacht Cosette, recently bought by Mr. W. S.

Compton, of New London, Conn., has begun overhauling

preparatoi-y to going into commission at the Jacob yard.

City Island. The "yacht will cruise in Southern waters in

the early spring.
^

Mr. Frederick G. Bourne's steam yacht Colonia is at

Tebo's Basin, South Brooklyn, being overhauled and
refitted for the coming season. Mr. Bourne is a member
of the syndicate that owns the Cup yacht building at

Bri-stol, R. I.

J?

Dr. E. M. Culver, New York, who now flies the Vice-

Commodore flag of the Biscayne Bay Y. C, the most
southerly yacht club in the United States, has just ordered
a still larger yacht from the Cero designer and builder,

Mr. Ralph M. Munroe,. formerly of Staten Island, N. Y.,

now of Biscayne Bay, Fla. The new boat will be larger

than the Cero, but like her in every other way.

"The steam yacht Lady Beatrice, formerly owned by
Lord Rendell," says the Field, Feb. 23, ''has been sold

to an American yachtsman. She has been docked by
Messrs. Hamilton & Co., Port Gla.sgow. and will have an
overhaul."

^ it

The Southampton correspondent of the Field says

:

"Ailsa, yawl, has been dry docked by Fay & Co., and is

now fitting out in the docks for her voyage across the

Atlantic." Ailsa is the propertv of !\Ir. Henrv S. Red-
mond, N. Y. Y. C.

'

*t ^ -

The question of mildew in sails is at present agitating

British yachtsmen to the full extent which this subject

should have aroused among yachtsmen in this country.

For some months the Yachtsman has given up its col-

umns to discussions and suggestions of yachtsmen
who have experimented with various compounds and
patent preparations intended to overcome this destructive

,nuisanceY:~l The latest suggestion, said to have proved
'

satisfactory, is composed and applied as fohows : Dis-

solve 2lbs. acetate of lead and 61bs. powdered alum in

10 or I2gal«. of warm water. An old-fashioned washtub
is sufficiently large to hold this amount of water and the

immersed mainsail of a small yacht (say up to 5 tons).

Do not, however, put the sail in until the water has

cooled. Keep it there for two or three hours, frequently

stirring the water. Afterward dry the sail in the open

air. I'he wind will soon blow the superfluous powdery
stuff off. The correspondent states that despite the fact

that it is claimed that the preparation will discolor sail,

his experience has been that the claim is groundless. The
experience is based on a suit of sails that were treated

three years ago, and are still white and free from the

mildew and sound in texture.

^ ^
If the cutter Iverna, owned by Mr. J. Jameson, is not

put afloat this season, the Field. Feb. 23, says, "C.
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Biffiin, who has been her mate for years, will go as

second hand in Sir Thomas Lipton's Cup challenger

Shamrock"'

Designs Recently Published in Forest and Stt«am.

25-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20.

2i-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27.

Minnesota, Nov. 17.

19ft, sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. i.

Cutter Isolde, Dec. 8.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dee. 15-22.

Raceabout Jolly Roger, Dec. 29.

Bald Eagle II, and ice boat, Jan. 5.

25-footer Brigand, Jan. 12.

Canadian ice boat and 14ft. cutter, Jan. 19.

38ft. cruising launch, Jan. 26.

25ft. shoal draft sloopj Feb, 2.

i8-footer Broncho, Feb, 9.

25ft. cruising sloop, Feb. 16.

32-ft. fast cruiser, Feb. 23.

House-boat designs, March 2.

Schooner Endymion and yawl Ellida, March 9.

20ft. cruising yawl, March 16.

—«

—

Notice.

AH communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Amefican^ Ganoe Association^ J900-J90J*

Commodore, C. E. Britton, Gananoque, Can.
Secretary-Treasurer, Herb Begg, 24 King street, West Toronto,

Canada.
Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Thirty-second street anu Avenue A,

Bayonne, N. J.

Division Officers.

ATLANTIC DIVISION,
Vice-Com., Henry M, Dater, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Rear-Com., H. D. Hewitt, Burlington, N. J.
Purser, Joseph F. Eastmond, 199 Madison street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Vice-Com., C. P. Forbush, Buffalo, N. Y,
Rear-Com., Dr. C. R, Henry, Perry, N. Y.

- Purser, Lyman P. Hubbell, Buffalo, N. Y.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Louis A. Hall, Newton, Mass.
Rear-Com., C. M. Lamprey. Lawrence, Mass.
Purser, A. E. Kimberly, Lawrence Experimental Station,

Lawrence, Mass.
NORTHERN DIVISION.

Vice-Com., G. A. Howell, Toronto, Can.
Rear-Com., R. Easton Burns, Kingston, Ontario, Can.
Purser, R. Norman Brown, Toronto, Can.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Vice-Com., Wm. C. Jupp, Detroit^ Mich.
Rear-Com., F. B. Huntington, Milwaukee, Wis.
Purser, Fred T. Barcroft, 408 Ferguson Building, Detroit, Mich.

•t
Official organ, Forest and Stream.

'Mid Reef and Rapid.—IV.
BY F. R. WEBB.

We slipped easily through the big break in the old

Rippetoe Dam—^now fast going to pieces, much to our
satisfaction, for it was always a particularly mean dam
to portage—and for the first time in our experience had
to wade down the two or three hundred yards of swift

rapids below it, with our canoes, lightened of our
weight, drifting ahead of us at the length of their stern

painters, and at about 5 o'clock in the evening we made
a landing at our old camp ground under the rocky bluff

at the big spring, half a mile below the dam, and never
were canoeists more glad to reach camp than were we.
for our imusually arduous day's cruise had about used
us up. The first day out on a cruise is generally fatigu-

ing; the unaccustomed exercise and the unusual ex-
posure to the hot sun are very exhausting to even the

most robust, and our day's cruise had been particularly

fatiguing, owing to the unusual amount of hard work
we had to do in order to cruise at all.

We all scrambled hastily ashore, dragging our canoes
after us half up on the rocks, and, taking off the

hatches, began removing their cargoes, which were piled

—each man's camp duffie^—near the spot he had selected

for his canoe.
The now nearlj^ empty canoes were easily carried up

the bank bj' the four of us and placed in position on
the beautiful, rocky shelf below the bluff for the night,

after which the last remaining drops of water in then]

were carefully sponged out, the rubber sheets spread in

them to keep all possible dampness from reaching the
bedding, the mattresses drawn from their oiled canvas
envelopes and placed in the canoes.
The Colonel, with his constitutional indisposition to-

ward anything in the nature of superfluous exertion, also

because it saved time—the Colonel is great on saving
time; he is always the first man to have his canoe ready
at night or packed in the morning—I say the Colonel
had last year insisted that it was a work of supererogation
to pull the matresses out of the bags, and that they slept

just as well in the bags as out, but two or three nights'

experience with the cold, rough, unsympathetic oiled

canvas between his blankets and the soft hair mattress
did more to convince him of the fallacy of his theory
than all tlie logic at my command—the Colonel has fre-

quent gleams of excellent sense—he can see a thing and
learn a fact or two, as well as anybody—when he bumps
his head against it real hard.
The beds of blankets were then made up on the

mattress and the air pillows inflated and placed at the
head, after which the tents were erected over the 8ft.

open cockpits, and the fore and aft hatches replaced and
folded back, leaving a little shelf some 12 or I4in. wide
at each end of the tent, upon which to place things, and
the camp was in order.
"Where will you have the camp stove, Commodore?"

said Lacy, as he approached with the sheet iron box
containing the culinary outfit of the expedition, which, in

cruising, is assigned to his canoe.

"Right by the spring there," said I, as I approached

with the mess chest which belonged to my canoe.

"Here's the mess table, too," said the Colonel, taking

from the Mary Lou two thin pieces of poplar 4ft. long

by I4in. wide, which in transit were carried flat on the

floor of his canoe.
"Well, it will go alongside of the camp stove by the

spring, also," I replied.

"You can't drive pins in this rock," objected the

Colonel, as he laid the boards down in the place in-

dicated.

"No; but you can pile i:p a few rocks and place the

table on them," I replied.

The well-regulated canoeist generally tries to make a

fairly early camp, and always makes it a point to first get

his bedding fixed and tent up for the night, with things

fixed snug and shipshape about his camp. His wet clothes

are then removed and dry ones put on. If the evening is

chilly and if he is particularly wet and fatigued, the

dry clothes matter is attended to first and the tent and

camp next, after which he sets about preparing supper.

Our camp being duly fixed, we proceeded to invest

ourselves in warm, dry clothing, the which being done

we set about our supper preparations in our usual sys-

tematic manner, each man having certain recognized duties

to perform. George took the axe and at once climbed the

bluff in search ®f firewood for the camp stove. Lacy

proceeded to fill the expeditionary tin pails and tea kettle

with water from the spring close by. and placed them
close to my hand. The Colonel spread out the table

and placed it securely at a convenient elevatiori on stones

gathered and piled for the purpose by himself and

Lacy, while I placed the camp stove in position and fitted

the pipe to it, measured the proper quantity of water

into the coffee pot and wetted up the spoonful of coffee

for each man, with one for the pot, in a tin cup, ready to

pour into the pot when the water should boil, prepared

the ham, and George having by this time returned with

an armful of wood, which he threw down alongside of

the stove and then went back for a further supply with

which to get breakfast, I started the fire in the camp
stove with the assistance of a little coal oil judiciously

applied, and put my coffee pot and tea kettle on to

boil, while I went on with my preparations for a bounti-

ful supper, assisted by the Colonel, who broke and beat

the eggs and chopped up the cheese for an omelette, while

I fried the ham, and in a short time, after a good, re-

freshing washing of our hands and faces and sousing of

our heads in the river, we were seated on our camp stools

around the board, doing justice to a royal supper, for we
were very hungr}} as well as tired.

Supper over, George and Lacy—whose duty it is to

"clean up"—took care of the supper utensils, while I put

things to rights around the camp for the night. Re-
turning the oiled canvas bread bag to my canoe and plac-

ing the mess chest, egg bucket and bags containing

vegetables high up on the rocks, well out of reach of

predatory pigs, with which we have had some experience

at this camp, T lighted the lanterns, which were placed

one at each end of the camp, after which our evening

smoke was in order.

The evening was a beautiful one as viewed from our

unusually beautiful camp. Seated itpon our camp stools

upon the solid rock floor with the river rippling placidly

in front of us, its gentle murmur as it caressingly played

around and over the big boulders of an old broken-down
fish dam a short distance above, falling on our ears in a

soothing lullaby, while the nearly full moon riding high

overhead in a cloudless sky shed a soft, silvery radiance

on all around, which was reflected in countless points of

light from the ripples below and fell in curious and beau-

tiful little patches of lights and shades on the rocks

around us, and on our tented canoes, through the leafy

boughs of the overhanging trees, which climbed in somber
wall of dense shadow high up on the side of the steep

bluff behind us. No sound broke the quiet of the night

but the musical murmur of the water and the gentle

rustle of the breeze.

We were tired out, however, and did not sit long to

enjoy the tranquil beauty of the night. We quietly and
without much conversation finished our smoke, and by
half past eight were all snugly ensconced in our little

cabins, and the only signs of life about the camp were
the dim gleams of light from the lanterns, placed on the

rocks at each end of the camp; the dull twinkle of the

coals of dying fire through the door of the camp stove

and the gentle sigh of the kettle on the stove.

[to be continued.]

There will be a meeting of the Executive Committee of

the Atlantic Division, A. C. A., at the Astor House, New
York city, on the evening of Saturday. March 23, 1901,

at 8 o'clock P. M.

Ducks and Geese in Patagfonia,

On either side of the long strag,gling settlement spreads

the uninhabitated desert—uninhabitable, in fact, for it is

waterless, with a sterile, gravelly soil that only produces

a thorny vegetation of drawf trees. It serves, however,
as a breeding place for myriads of winged creatures; and
never a season passes but it sends down its hungry
legions of one kind or another into the valley. During
my stay pigeons, ducks, and geese were the greatest foes

to the farmer. When the sowing season commenced the

pigeons came in myriads to devour the grain, which is

here sown broadcast. Shooting and poisoning them was
practiced on some farms, while on others dogs were
trained to hunt the birds from the ground; but notwith-

standing all these measures half the seed committed to

the eartii was devoured. ^^Hien the corn was fully ripe

and ready to be harvested then came the brown duck
m millions to feast on the grain. Early in winter the

arrival of the' migratory upland geese was dreaded. It

is scarcely possible to keep them from the fields when
the wheat is young or just beginning to sprout; and I

have frequently seen flocks of these birds quietly feeding

under the very shadow of the fluttering scarecrows set

up to frighten them. They do even greater injury to the

pasture lands, where they are often so numerous as to

denude the earth of the tender young clover, thus de-

priving the sheep of their only food. On some estates

mounted boys were kept scouring the plains and driving

up the flocks with loud shouts, but their labors were

quite profitless; fresh armies of geese on their way north
were continually pouring in, making a vast camping
ground of the valley, till scarcely a blade of grass re-

mained for the perishing cattle.—The Gentleman's
Magazine.

Near the south end of Lake Welokennebacook is a
sort of sea wall, built many years ago to facilitate the
operations of the lumber men. A Massachusetts lady
who came down to the lal^es on a fishing excursion went
home and told her friends that one of the most curious
things she saw was a wall in one of the lakes for the
purpose of keeping the bullfrogs from jumping out and
frightening the deer! Some wicked guide had imposed
on the dear.—Lewiston (Me.) Journak

—^

—

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

If yott want yoaf shoot to be announced here send a
notice like the following;

Fixtures.

March 21.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target and live-bird
shoot. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
March 25-26.—Ttinkhannock, Pa.—Two days' amateur tournament

of the Tunkhannock Rod and Gun Club; targets and live birds,
bpencer D. Reed, Sec'y.
April 1-2.—Houston, Tex.—Two days' tournament of the Peters

Cartridge Company.
April 1;—Cleveland, O.—April shoot of the Cleveland Gun Club

Company.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Seventh annual spring tournament

of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100
per day added; two days live birds, ?500 guaranteed. J. M.
Hawkins, Sec'y.
April 10.—St. Louis, Mo.—Contest for Dupont trophy at Dupont

Park.
April 12-13.—Newark, N. J.—Forester Gun Club's tournament.

J. T. Fleming, Sec'y.
April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—^Annual tournament of the

Kansas Sportsmen's Association. W. H. Koehler, Sec'y.
April 18.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target shoot. Henry

G. Hall, Sec'y.
April 23-25.—Spirit Lake, la.—Klein-Barmeister's third annual

target tournament; $50 added each da.y.
April 24-25.—Binghamton, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the

Peters Cartridge Co.; ?150 added money. H. W. Brown, Sec'y.
John Parker, Mgr.
April 26-28.—Chicago.—Annual spring tournament of the Crescent

Gun Club. John S. Boa, Mgr.
May 7-9.—Peru, Ind.—Fifth annual amateur tournament of the

Peru Gun Club; two days at targets for amateurs; one day at
live birds. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y,
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'y.
May 14-17.—Allentown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E,^
Shaner, Mgr.
May 1-3.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's annual tournament;

targets and live birds. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
May 14-16.—Elwood, Ind.—Tournament of the Zoo Rod and Gun

Club.
May 14-17.—Newton, la.—Annual tournament of the Iowa State

Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the Newton Gun Club.
D. R. Tripp, Sec'y.
May 21-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament

and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.
Chas. T. Stickle Sec'y.
May 22-23.—Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of

the Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. W. Phellis, Sec'y.
May 28-30.—London, O.—Tournament of the London Gun Club.
May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-

shooters' League, under auspices of the East Side Gun Club.
John Parker, Mgr.
May 28-June 1.—St. Louis, Mo.—Twenty-fourth annual tourna-

ment of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association,.
Herbert Taylor, Sec'y.

May 30.—Canajoharie^ N. Y.—Tournament of the Canajoharie;
Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club..
June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshootera"
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
June 11-13.—Siouy City, la.—Sei piith an; u. ' amateur tournament

of the Soo Gun <" ub. W. F. Duncan, Se<.'>.

June 13-14.—Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the
Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushnian, Sec'y.

June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;
two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament

of the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,
Sec'y.
June — .—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters*

League of Wisconsin. First week in June.
July 17-18.—St. Marys, W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the

West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under ahspices of
West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
July 30.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn. L. I.—Anntial clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds. West Monroe street
at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. L—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap TTournament
at Live Birds.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; -$5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, Im).
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New/

Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap tournament at
live birds. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway, New York,

April 17-18.—Jacksonville, Fla.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. B.
VV. Sperry, Sec'y.
May 8-10.—Memphis, Tenn.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Memphis Gun Club.
June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, I'. Q., Can.—^The Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y.
July 10-11.—Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.
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July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
Ciations second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
11,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7.-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.
Root. Sec'v.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker,
Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Cluh secretaries are invited to send their scores /or publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they tnay care to have printed. Ties

en all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Companv, 346 Broad-
way^ New York.

Under date of March 13 Mr. Herbert Taylor, of St. Louis, Mo.,
wites us as follows: "The Missouri State Game and Fish Preserve
Association will hold its twenty-fourth annual tournament in St.
Louis, on May 28, 29, 30, 31 and June 1." The following clipping
is taken from the Globe-Democrat of even date: "The St. Louis
Shooting Association held a meeting last night for the purpose of
discussing the coming tournament of the Missouri State Game
and Fish Protective Association, which is to be held under the
auspices of the former organization again this year. The most
important business transacted at the meeting was' the claiming of
the dates from May 28 to June 21, inclusive, for the tournament.
Outside of this, the plans for the tournament came in for a gen-
eral overhauling. The Association will make an attempt this
season to make the tournament more attractive to the purely
amateur shooters than has been the case hea*etofore, and less at-
tention will be paid to the professionals who represent the gun
and ammunition companies. If this plan is carried out, the
amateurs will get a chance and the number of shooters present
should be larger than ever before. The principal events to be
shot at the coming tournament are the Interstate, State and State
team shoots, all three of these being under the auspices of the
State Association. At least one other live-bird trophy shoot will
be held dvu'ing the week, atid probably two. A full programme
of target events will be provided. The added money in the events
will total about $1,000. This will be the third successive year in
which the State shoot has been held in St. Louis, and if the
indications go for anything it should be the most successful of
the lot. Another meeting will be held next Tuesday, at which a
programme will be arranged."

•I

Mr. J. L. Head, special passenger agent of the Wabash R, R.,
calls our attention to his purpose in respect to conducting a special
party to the forthcoming Grand American Handicap. He says:
"I have devoted considerable time for the past five or six months
in endeavoring to secure for every shooter in the United States,
regardless of his location or over what route he intends to travel,
a reduced rate for the Grand American Handicap of 1901, but this
is a thing which cannot be accomplished. However, if you con-
template going to New York, and will travel in my party, you will
be able to save something from the regular rate, as we will have
a party rate of $16.75 from Chicago to New York and vice versa.
Our train, the Continental, Limited, by way of the Wabash Line,
will leave Chicago at 11 A. M. Saturday, March 30, going, by way
of Detroit, Niagara Falls, Buffalo, Rochester and Utica, and will
reach New York Sunday afternoon at 3:30 P. M. This train, in
point of equipment, dining car service, etc., is imexcelled. I have
been connected with the Wabash Railroad Company for a number
of years, and have perhaps devoted as much time to shooting as
any amateur shooter in this country since I have taken up the
sport, and think I am in every way fitted to care for a party made
up of America's representative sportsmen. It is true I am a
member .of the handicap) committee, but this will in no wise in-

terfere with my party, as I expect to return to Chicago in time
to go with the train. While I am in New York on the 27th inst.,

I will be pleased to reserve any hotel accommodations you may
direct me to secure for yon, whether you travel via our line or not.
ft there is any further information or particulars in regard to this
trip you desire, please address me at Room 310, Marquette Build-
ing, Chicago; or Peru, Ind."

•«

The programme of the Binghamton Gun Club's amateur tourna-
ment, April 24 and 25, is ready for distribution. This tournament
is given with the assistance of the Peters Cartridge Company, of
Cincinnati and New York. There are ten events for each day, at
15, 20 and 23 targets, entrance based on 10 cents per target. Extra
events will be shot if time will permit. Added money, $1.50. The
following information is also contained in the .programme : "John
Parker, manager. A handsome gold charm will be given for high-
est average for two days' target shoot. Any profit accruing from
this tournament will be added to an extra event at dose of the sec-
ond day's programme for those who ha\'e shot the entire pro-
gramme. Targets will be thrown at 2 cents apiece. Two sets of
traps will be used—the magautrap and Sergeant system. All even
events will be shot over the magautrap, and the odd events over
the Sergeant system. - Target ptirses will be divided Rose system

—

5, 3 2 and 1 in the 15-bird races, 7, 5, 3, 2 and 1 in the 20 and 25-

bird races. The referee's decision will be final, except in case of
doubt, when he may appeal to contestants in squad. American
Association rules in connection with magautrap rules will govern
all target events. Manufacturers' agents barred from contesting
for the purses, but can shoot for price of targets. Guns and am-
munition shipped to H. W. Brown will be delivered to the grounds
free of charge." The grovmds are located at Exposition Park, only
five minutes from hotels. For programme or information, address
H. W. Brown, Binghamton, N. Y., or The Peters Cartridge
Corripany, 80 Chambers street. New York.

a:

The Cleveland Gun Club Company has issued its programme for
its shoot on April 1, to be held on its grounds on Kershaw street.

This shoot is the first of the kind it has ever given and it. will
strive to make the event specially agreeable to all. Every one is

invited; no one is barred. There are four events. Nos. 1 and 2 are
at 40 targets, 75 cents entrance, ten nierchandise prizes. No. 3 is at
40 targets, 75 cents entrance, ten prizes. Prizes and conditions re-

main secret, but the competitors are advised to shoot the best
they can. No. 4 is at 40 targets, 75 cents entrance, ten prizes for
handicap point winners. There are four general average prizes.
The programme presents further information as follows: "Any
kind of a gun may be used. Lunch for sale in the club house.
Targets will be thrown dead easy. Any kind of powder may be
used. Any amount of powder may be used. Ammunition for sale
on the grounds. Any amount and size of shot may be used.
No one shooter can win more than one ijrizc in any one event.
You may enter any time during the day if you have the price.
Shooting will commence at 9 A. M., and will continue until pro-
gramme is complete. You may stand at any distance you please,
provided it is considered safe by the captain. You may figure
average any way you please, provided you break one or more tar-

gets in any event. Any man making a perfect score will be fined
a suitable amount to fit the crime." For programme, address Mr.
J. L. Decker.

The recent contests at Interstate Pai^k, technically known as the
Roof Garden tournament, accentuate what has been repeatedly
demonstrated before, namely, that the 16yd. mark is too near the
traps for the modern ammunition, modern guns and modern
shooters. Scores of 100, 99, 98, etc., out of a possible 100 were so
common that anything less was looked upon with indifference.
But long habit governs most of us in our thought and action. It
is difficult to make new departures from the established order of
things, which has always been an explanation of why progress is

made slowly. It is likely that shooting will continue at the 16yd.
mark for a long time to come, if for no other reason than that
somebody's daddy stood at that mark, and thereby made it the
standard for all time.

On March 13 Mr. W. R. Crosby, in the continuous match, made
the sensational run of 345 breaks, thus surpassing all prior records
of the shotgun. His nearest competitior was Mr. J, S. Fanning,
who on March 15 scored 225, an excellent performance in itself.

The feat of either is a great test of skill as well as endurance, for

few men could handle a gun accurately after using the left arm
so continuously even if they had die skill. Mr. Crosby's record in
all probability will stand many a year before it is equaled. The
longest previous continuous run, 175, was made last year by Mr.
Fanning, on the roof of Madison Square Garden, on the thirteenth

day of the Roof Garden tournament.

The New York State shoot will be held in connectioii -with the
1 an-Amencan Exposition, at Buffalo. The present purpose is
to hold it with the tournament to be held under the auspices of
the Exposition. The committee in charge of the sporting in-
terests has guaranteed $2,000 in cash to be applied as added money.
This, in addition to other valuable prizes, will be of keen interest
to shooters. Under the advantages which will accrue to the As-
sociation ^by the change President W. A, Sykes, of the New
L^trecht Gun Club, will submit a proposition to the other mem-
bers, which will authorize him to make the change.

The Tunkhannock Rod and Gun Club, of Tunkhannock, Pa.,
has issued the programme for its tournament on March 25 and 26.
There are ten events each day, of which nine are at targets and
one at live birds. Each live bird event is at 5 birds, $5, birds extra.
The target events are at 10, 15 and 20, entrance based on 10 cents
per target. Bluerocks at 1^2 cents each. Purses divided 50, 30 and
20. Manufacturers' agents may shoot for targets. Gun and am-
munition shipped to the manager, Mr. Spencer D. Reed, will be
delivered on the grounds free of charge.

The Forester Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., desires that its friends
will endeavor to be present at its tournament April 12 and 13, as
it has made special arrangements to give its patrons an enjovablc
time. There will be no delays in the programme. A good lunch
and comfortable quarters will be provided, and good fellowship
will dominate. Programmes will be ready for distribution on
March 25, and can be obtained of the secretary, Mr. J. J. Fleming,
21 Waverly averiue, Newark, N. J.

The interesting letter of Mr. Paul North, which treats of the
International trapshooting team match, and which is published
elsewhere in our trap columns, is worthy of earnest consideration.
The preliminaries have been arranged to tlie stage where it is a
matter now of ways and means. If each shooter and each gun
club contributes his and its mite, there will be no delay. Do not
wait to see what the other fellow dees; set the example for the
other fellow by deeds.

Keep in mind that Saturday of this week is the day on which
the Grand American Handicap entries close. Send in your $10
forfeit to the secretary, Mr. Edward Banks, 318 Broadway, New
York^ if you intend to participate in America's greatest trap-
shooting event. Penalty entries may be made after March 23 and
before the last contestant fires at his second bird by the payment
of $10 extra, a total of $35.

Mr. C. C. Nauman, Jr., of San Francisco, Cal., who has shot
in previous Grand American Handicaps with all the grace of a
drum major, and with much more accuracy, and Mr. Tod Sloan,
who knows something about horse ballistics, will wend their
way hitherward from San Francisco in a few days to participate
in the greatest of America's scientific expositions, the Grand
American Handicap.

•6

On Wednesday of last week, at Philadelphia, James Cowan
defeated J. W. Orth in a match at 50 live birds bv a score of 43
to 37. Orth stood at 25yds., Cowan at 28. Orth shot at pigeons,
Cowan at sparrows. Orth was not in his u. g. f. On the 11th
in.st. he defeated C. Johnson in two 50-live-bird matches, winning
the first by a score of 44 to 39, and the second by a score of 46
to 40.

it

The amateur championship of North America, originally fixed to
be held under the auspices of the New Utrecht Gun Club at In-
terstate Park on March .30, has been postponed to some date after
the Grand American Handicap. The conditions are 25 live birds,
28yds.; entrance, price of birds; open to all e.xcept paid pro-
fessionals, for a valuable trophy, which is donated by the N. U.
G. C.

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner took flight to Pittsburg on Monday of this
week to take a much-needed rest after two weeks and more of
strenuous work managing the Roof Garden tournament. He will
return on Monday of ne.xt week to prepare the way for the Grand
American Handicap, which, under his thorough organization, is

as pleasing and consecutive as a panorama of beautiful pictures.

•t

The Trenton Shooting Association shot a team race with the
White Hill Gun Club, March 13, on the grounds of the former.
There were six men on a side, 25 targets per man. Score, 102 to
76 in favor of the Trenton team. A return match will Ise shot
March 23, on the White Hill Gun Club's grounds.

On Monday of this week at Interstate Park, L. I., a match, which
has been pending several weeks, between Messrs. T. W. Morfey
and C. W. Feigenspan, Jr., of Newark, was shot. The con-
ditions were 100 live birds each, $100 a side, 30yds. The scores
were Feigenspan 95, Morfey 90.

•I

Under date of March 16 Mr. L. H. Schortemeier informs us that
the annual inanimate merchandise handicap and clam bake of the
Hell Gate Gun Club will take place July 30 at Dexter Park,
Brooklyn, instead of July 23, the Interstate Association having
fixed upon the latter date also.

The fifteen-men team race between the New Utrecht Rod and
Gun Club and the Riverton Gun Club,, fixed to take place on
March 22, has been postponed for a few days.

at

The Ambler and Lansdale gun clubs shot a tfen-men team race
at Ambler, Pa., on March 13, 25 targets per man. Lansdale won
by a score of 169 to 156.

at

In an event at 17 live birds, eight contestants, at Fort Worth, re-
cently. Captain A. W. du Bray killed straight, his nearest com-
petitor being two less.

at

The programme of the Baltimore Shooting Association's tourna-
ment is published in full elsewhere in our trap columns this week.

Bernard Waters.

Florists' Gun Club.

- WiissiNOMiKG, Pa., March 12.—The final shoot for the Dorp prizes
took place to-day at the shoot of the Florists' Gun Club. The
fir.st prize was won by E. A. Massey; second by J. Burton. The
weather was pleasant, though windy. The scores:

Known. Unknown. Hdcp. Total.
Westcott 21 18 20 59
Massey 20 20 15 55
Whi taker ." 16 20 19 55
Anderson 22 22 8 52
McKaraher IS 16 18 52
Umholtz 13 16 20 49
Havwood 21 16 12 49
She'eler 16 13 19 48
Coleman 19 20 8 47
Pechin 13 14 20 47
Hallowell 20 22 4 46
Parsons " 19 16 10 45
Dorp 14 16 13 43
Bell 12 16 14 42
Brown 14 8 20 42
Mofi^ett 20 22 .. 42
Burton 16 14 9 39
Campbell 14 17 .. 31
Hause 7 3 20 30
Reichman 12 8 .. 20
Eisenlohr 23 21 9 53

The points scored in the series of shoots for the Dorp prizes:
Massej' 8, Burton 7, McKaraher 6, Westcott 6, Dorp 5, Anderson 5,

Sheeler 4, Coleman 3, Parsons 3, Barrett 3, Whitaker 3, Smith 3,

Eisenlohr 3, Haywood 2, Umholtz 2, Clark X,

ON LONG ISLa.

New Utfccht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, L. L, March 16.—Good weather and good sport
were enjoyed by the members of the New Utrecht Gun Club who
participated m the competition to-day
Sweepstakes 7 birds: Jack 7, Lockwood 7, Weightman 7, Feigen-

span 6, Edey 6, Henry 5, Reynolds 3, Hallowel! 3.
trophy event, 7 birds: Feigenspan 7, Weightman 7, Hallowell 7,Waters 7, Jack b, Lockwood 6, Edey 6, Henry 6, Reynolds 5,Jack 5, Hamilton 4. The ties in this event were shot off miss-and-

out as a part of the following event.
Club shoot 10 live birds: W. S. Edey 10, M. R. Weightman 10,

John J. Hallowell 10, Ben Waters 10, Cornelius Furgueson 10*
John Gaughen 10, J. P. Kay 10, C. W. Feigenspan 9, H, m!Bngham 9, F. B. Stephenson 9, W. T. Hamilton 9, Captain
Jack 8. The tie was then shot off between Hallowell and Waters,
miss-and-out, the latter winning.
Sweepstakes, 7 live birds: Furgueson 7, Brigham 7, Jack 7.

Gaughen 7, Stephenson 7, Brooks 7, Hallowell 7, Reynolds 7. Kav
6, Henry 5.

Shooi-oft, miss-and-out: Furgueson 6, Gaughen 5, Jack 2, Hallo-
well 2, Reynolds 1, Brigham 1, Brooks 0.

Sweepstake, 10 birds, $5 entrance: J. A. R. Elliott, 30yds., 10;
S. M. Van Allen, 30yds., ]0; F. Gilbert, 30yds., 10; J. S. FanAing
30yds., 10; E. C. Griffith, 30yds., 10; F. Parmelee, 30yds., 10; B Le
Roy, 28yds., 10; A. H. Fox, 30yds., 9, E. Banks, 29yds., 9: B.' H
Norton, 29yds., 9; Ralph Parker, 28yds., 8.; A. E. Hull, 28yds., 7,
withdrew; Watson, 29jfds., 6, withdrew; Root, 29yds. 6, withdrew
Sweepstake, 7 birds, .f2 entrance: Norton 7, Griffith 7, Banks 7.'

F"ox 6, Root 5.

Sweegstake, 10 birds, $5 entrance: Van Allen 10, Morfey 10
Crosby 9, Fanning 9, Hopkins 9, Gilbert 8, Parker 8, Wood 6*

\\'atson 5.
'

Sweepstake, miss-and-out: Morfey 7, Van Allen 7, Parker 6.

Richmond Pigeon Club.

Richmond, Va., March 1.5.—The Richmond Pigeon- Club held
their monthly handicap shoot at the baseball park on Wednesday,
March 13. There was a very fair attendance, and a goodly show
of spectators. The weather was fine, but a little warm for some
of the birds. The majority of them, however, were very good
ones.
Before the cluli shoot the tie for tlie city championship medal

between Messrs. W. A. Hammond and Franklin Stearns was de-
cided. This was held over from the previous week. Mr. Ham-
mond has been the holder for several years, but Mr. Stearns on
this occasion proved the victor by a score of 23 to 22:
Hammond v.s. Steams for city championship medal:

Trap score type—Copyright, 1901, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

412B8 2 5 411584 5 45322114112
Hammond 0 2 *222S22S!2lia22222 5J 20222 2—22

85S81421444B4225281154585
Steams 2 a 222220222 2 2 222222*22 2 2 2-28

In the club handicap the shooting was very good as a rule,
and the light was fast failing ere the last bird was trapped.
Club shoot, handicap, 20 pigeons per man:

Hammond, 30 22022222202222222222—18
Colquitt, 30. 0221222*222222111212—18
Harrison, 28 11002121012112110222—16
Deep Run, 28 „,..„,.. *2222220022220202201—14
Tignor, 28 . ., 2*012121002222222101—15
Powhatan (a), 28 22(J022222au2''0*Ozm—12
Powhatan (b), 28 *2221222222222100202—16
Forest Hill, 29 12200222202222222*02—15
Stearns, 30 22222222222022222222—19
Fairfield, 28 22121111211000222i02—16
Johnson, 28 22111122*222202002*2—15
W Green, 29 02221002012211002202—13

R. F. Banks.

Keystone Shooting League,

HoLMESBUHG JrJNCTiON, March 16.—The regular weekly shoot of
the Keystone Shooting League had fine weather and good birds to
favor the competition. Mr. F. B. McCoy distinguished himself by
some exceptionally skillful shooting. His first effort was a match
for $25 against specially trained birds, of which he had to kill 12
out of 15 to win. He scored 13 out of 15. The main events, scores,
etc., were as follows:

Challenge cup shoot, 10 birds, 29yds. rise, open sweepstake,
entrance $2.50:

Henry nil212111— 9 Morris 2101221002— 7
Anderson 2*22022022— 7 Schenck 0012021202-6
Hobbs 0202022220— 6 Russell 012120202*—

6

Harrison ..1101010*01—5 Orth 1212021222—9
Budd 100*222222— 7 Van Loon 1021202200— G
Sanford 2222222222—10 Fitzgerald 102221*110—7
Darby 2202222022— 8 Geikler 2222020022— 7
McCoy 2222222222—10

Club handicap, 10 birds, handicap rise, open sweepstake, $2.50
entrance:

Morris 1020100102— 5 Henry 1*22111121— 9
Schenck 2201002220— 6 Hobbs 0022002222—6
Russell -..2222012010— 7 Harrison 003 22111*0-6
Orth 0202222220— 7 Budd 2202222110— 8
Van Loon 2110221111— 9 Sanford 0022*2220*— 5
Fitzgerald 1221110022— 8 Darby 0222212222— 9
Geikler 2222002222— 8 McCoy 2222200222— 8
Anderson *022?21222— S Leedom 2202221012—8

Fort Worth Gun Club.

Fort Worth, Tex., March 9.—The Fort Worth Gun Club had a
shoot on the North Side grounds to-day. Among the guests of
the clul) who participated in the shoot were Messrs. Du Bray, of
New York, and Dargan, of Dallas. There were several intefl-esting

event.?, the results being as follows:

First event, 17 live birds:

V C 12201212211102222—15
Du Bray 22222222222222222—17
Starling 01102012102222222—13
Howe 101*2211U0*022 —10
McDowell 22*11221000122222—13
Pa cksad dl e 22202201021100122—13
Bicknell 220222222012*2012—13
Moore , . > 20111*111211**121—13

Second event, 17 live birds:
Bicknell 220222222012*2012—13
iMoore 20111*111211**121—13

Bluerock shoot, 20 targets: Vr- Ci 17, Starling 11, Moore 11,
McDowell IL

The International Trapshootiog lVI?tch.

Cleveland, O., March IS.—Editor Forest ar.d Stream: I have^
received word from the committee handling the London end of the
ter.m match that they will not be able to make the match for
$5,000 a side, but can make it at $2,500, and we are willing to accept
the match for the smaller sum in order to have a chance to com-
pare our shooters with theirs. They ' also write that the pigeon
shootei-s are all very anxious to have the American team come
oyer, and will arrange some individual and team matches at live
English bluerocks.
Every shooter in America is anxious to know how our best shots

will compare with the best in England on the famous English
bluerock pigeons, and while I did not have much opportunity to
see live pigeon shooting while in England, I saw enough of their
pigeons and of their best shots to feel that our best shots can
render the best possible account of themselves in a match at
anything that flies.

The shooting of live pigeons as well as targets on this trip will
m.ake it all the more interesting, and all that now remains is to
finance the American team as far as expenses are concerned.
There is no doubt but that the shooting public will come to the
rescue and make the popular subscription now being made up
fully large enough to cover the expenses of the team.

Paul North.
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The Roof Gatden^ To«fnament,
Wm-Lt. the change to Interstate Park from Madison Square

Garden stripped the title ot its significance as a shoot on the roof

of Madison Square Oarden, it ntverlheiess is its correct technical

designation. On the hitii day, Marcii ?, at 11:15, tUe snooung on
the root was stopped, and resumed at Interstate i^ark the next day,

Marcn S.
x? tt

itie competition was under the management of Mr, Elmer E.

Shaner, the emcient manager ot the interstate Association, and it

is haruiy necessary to and that it was conaucied witn me ease and
emooLhness wiiicn ace ciiaracierislic of his management, 'iue siarf

ot assistants were pre-eminently skiniui and emcient. Mr. J. K..

Starr, ol i'hilaaeipnia, was cashier, and managed his olhce with

periect efhciency. iur. h'. C. bnyder maue a most painstaking

and emcient reieree, and Mr. J. H. VV. Fleming kept his eye and
mind on tiie scoring, and therefore was accurate and trustworlhy.

The otner memotrs oi the stall were: Uiackboard man, Joiiu

Wright, ot Pittsburg; trap puller, Harry A. Kerr; trappers, Erank
Keating and max Uugaaj sueu man, Aiphonse La v igne. Mr.
Wrights writing was as i;iear and regular as print, ana ilieretore

easny read, in fact, as Air. ishaner remarKea, iiie siatf was ex-

cellent in every respect.
, ,

Tiie luiiowiug IS a list of the shooters who qualified for the

hnais: frea uaoert Itit', i. S. Parmeiee ItW, Eaward lianKs bi*,

\V. K. Crosdy \)\), J. S. l-anning 69, K. L. Grimth as, K. U. Heikes
9S, hi. C. vvalion'tia, H. iU. luartin tfi, J. A. K. timail yii, A. t±.

1-ox 96, ii. Ee Koy Bb, 11. b. Vv enes %, J. K. Hull J. ±1. Gorn-

•wail iit, f. iannion bi:, G. iJuo.ey ba, j. J. Hanoweu bz, E. M.

brauu "at, H. VV. ijaiu So, J:, vv . octcucii bh, J. K. Aiaione iS,

G. Von l^engerKe i). M. Van Allen ou, 1*'. l>. bteptienson bi.

"liie jouowing IS a list ot the loaas, guns, etc, tanen by the

mauageineut and used by iiie compcinurs vvinj suut in tue hnai:

Guns and Loads.

Gilbert, Parker, 38 Dupont, 1% 1%, Leader.
Htiivts, I'arKtr, iy*. E v,, 1-/4 I72, Mn^KcicaS.
>ox, vviiicjietitcr, A ijupuuw, i^eaacr.

CrusDy, bmmi, 11 E c, 174 »7a, l-%.«»a<:r.

tanning, amun, -lO E. U Jiv,., 174 t^/z, Acme and Leader.
Paime-Lc, rarKcr, id ii. <j. 1\., iV2, Acme.
Elliott, vvincufcsier, 40 llazaiQ, I74 172. J^cader.

biuiuu, laiKei, tu E. t£. K., x% i'/2, i-eadci.

bauii.s, vvuiciitbier, 3 E C iNo. Z, 17% liz, smokeless.
Martin, Uaiy, iroisdort, iy4 lYi, EtaQtr.

Le l\oy, ivcmington, i Uupont, 1^ (V2, smokeless.

\vatson, ScOLl, 074 JJuponl, 1% VV2, SmuKeiess.

P, H. unnton, rarKer, ^74 b^nunze, 1^4 '> Smokeless.

G. Eudley, Parker, KiheUe, I74 V-te, Leader.

J. J. Hai.oweii, Smitn E G, E. K. and Dupont, 1% 7%,
Smokeless and Acme.
F. B. Stephenson, Daly, Dupont, 1%, 7%, Smokeless.

H. S. Weiies, Winchester, 24 iialiistite, V-A 7Vi, Leader and Acme.

J. Hull, Parker. .

The general averages, date and scores, out of a possible 1,100 ot

the Continuous match follow;

March: 4 5 6 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16

F S Parmeiee 87 83 82 90 91 91 91 lUO 98 94 93—1000

F Gilbert 92 94 93 93 97 100 88 100 100 98 98-1053

W R Crosby 94 86 91 91 99 98 92 96 99 99 96—1041

R O Heikes. 92 88 91 91 97 93 88 98 96 93 90—1017

fS Fanning 96 81 77 93 99 94 90 93 98 96 97—1019

B Le Roy.t 89 83 88 89 95 90 86 96 96 93 9^ 997

March 12, Ninth Day.

Continuous Match.—The weather was windy, the wind being

about 12 o'clock. In this match no large runs were made:

Fannins; .............••.•..•.•^i-." 1 9 3 9 1 1 3

Crosby 3 63 19 1

Heike= 1 * 5

Parmeiee 7 3 2 18 19 16 11

Le Roy ......it 1 42 .. .. ..

Banks 17 3 10 ..

Griffith 7 12 1

Watson. « o •
Association championship: ... „„ ^„ „.

Parmeiee 23 25 21 22-91 J Delaney 15 23 22 16-76

Crosby 22 23 24 23—92 Slade 17 15 16 13—61

Gilbert " 21 23 20 24-88 *Fox 22 21 20 21—84

Heikes ....22 24 19 23—88 *Heikes .25 23 24 23—95

Fanning 23 23 22 22—90 ^Gilbert .24 24 25 24—97

Watson .20 20 21 22—83 *Crosby 22 25 24 25-96

Griffith 23 22 21 23-89 *Fanning 22 25 23 25—95

Banks 20 22 24 23—89 *Watson .21 23 22 23—89

Le Roy 22 20 21 23-86 *Griffith 2$ 21 24 22-87

Fox . 24 23 20 20—87 *Banks .....23 21 21 22—87

G G Stephenson. .20 18 19 18—75 *Le Roy 21 23 23 24-&1

F B Stephenson.. 19 22 23 20—84
"Re-entries.

March J3, Tenth Day.
The day was calm and perfect for good scores. The sensation

of the day was Crosby's run of 345

:

Continuous match:

Crosby 53 76 345 ..

Fox .\ 22421 50 0111
Parmeiee - • . 12 6 1 .

.

Martin »•.. 1 5 4

Heikes 40 44 2 68 12

Gilbert • 3u 158

Fanning 99 1 92 52

Watson 3 11 .. ..

Griffith 35 ,.

Le Roy 16 41

Association Championship.—^Parmeiee and Gilbert made the pos-

sible to-day, thus doing perfect shooting:

Parmeiee .........25 25 25 25—100 Martin 23 22 24 25— 94

Crosbv ........^..23 25 24 24— 96 Bain 23 20 22 23— 88

Gilbert 25 25 25 25—100 Brinton 24 23 23 22— 92

Heikes 24 25 24 25— 98 *Martin 24 25 23 2-3— 95

Fanning 25 24 25 24— 98 T W Morfey 17 21 w
Watson 24 24 25 23- 96 *Martin 25 23 24 22— 94

Hull 21 24 22 20— 87 *Fox 25 25 23 23— 96

Griffith 23 23 25 19— 90 L B Smull ..22 24 23 23— 92
T e Roy 23 23 25 25— 96 J H Carey 16 20 19 23— 78

Fox 23 25 24 21— 93

*Re-entries.

March 14, Eleventh Day,

Continuous Match.—Fox was high man with a run of 125. The
weather was calm, with bright sunshine:

Heikes 36 7 82 107

Fox 8 5 6 43 5 7 125

Parmeiee 4 36 3 28 60 .. ..

Fanning • 24 53 4 52 102 .. ..

Crosby 98 1

Gilbert -• 108 .. • ..

Griffith 32 58 ..

Keller 0 2

Le Roy 0 20

Hallowell 0 • .. ..

Association Championship.—Gilbert again scored the possible,

while Crosby and Banks were but 1 less, 99:

Parmeiee 25 25 25 23— 98 Everett 17 18 17 17— 69

Crosbv 25 25 24 25- 99 Keller, Jr 18 16 17 22— 73

Gilbert 25 25 25 25-100 Wanda 21 18 15 19- 73

-Heikes 24 23 25 24— 96 H S Welles 25 24 24 23- 96

Fannine 25 2-1 24 25— 98 H W" Blair 21 20 20 23— 84

Watson -.23 25 25 25- 98 F W Getchel. . . .23 22 23 20- 88

Banks 25 25 24 25— 99 Martin 23 24 25.25— 97

Griffith 25 25 23 25— 98 B Waters IS 21 22 20— 81
f e Rov 24 24 26 23— 96 *Banks 24 24 24 24— 96

Fox . 24 25 24 22— 95 *Halloweil 22 23 21 22— S8

Hallovvell 23 24 22 23— 92 *Dorp 20 21 19 20— 80

V V Dorp.......13 14 IS 19— 61 *Sheeler 2118 2121—81
T G McKaraher..21 20 22 19- 82 *McKaraher 23 23 21 16- 83

Sheeler 17 19 23 20- 79

•Re-entries.

March 15, Twclth Day,

Continuous Match.—Fanning made the extraordiriai^ Ttm of 225.

The weather was cold and raw, with spits of snow:

Fanning 25 225 Elliott 40 2 46 ...

.

Gilbert ..107 Parmeiee ....... 12 14 6 5 ..

Heikes 51 6 39 82 .. Le Roy 87 ..

Crosby 37 66 2 .. GriiBtb 19 g8 ..

Association Championshi

Parmeiee ,,...,,..24 24 21
Crosbv 24 25 25

Gilbert ..24 24 25
Heikes 24 22 24

Fanning 23 25 24

Watson 22 22 21
Elliott 23 25 24

Griffith 24 22 22
Le Roy 24 23 22
Fox 18 w
*Fox 19 23 w
Root 15 20 21
*Rc-entrjes.

p.—Crosby was high for the day with 99:

25-84
25—99
25—98
23-93
24—96
23—88
24—96
25—93
2'!^93

15—71

Brinton 19 23 21 22-85
G G Stephenson.. 23 20 22 16—81

J PI Carey. 20 21 18 20-79
T li Cornell....... 23 23 20 23- -85

L B Smull ..20 23 22 25-98
*Fox 21 31! 23 w
Hendrickson 20 10 18 16-34
G G Stephenson.l4 22 22 24—S2
*Smull 23 22 23 21—42
*Carev 19 23 21 21- S4

^•Cornwall 24 22 2.3 2E-S4

m NEW JEE^EY,

March 16, Thirteenth Day.

There was a large crowd present to witness the lliials in the

Association championship, and there was exceeding close com-
petition up to the last, as the appended scores will show. Gilbert
drew ahead at the finish and won. The scores:

Parmeiee .22 24 24 23-93 Fox .23 Si 25 22-91.

Crosby 24 23 25 24-06 Elliott 21 23 24 22-90
Gilbert 25 21 25 24-98
Heikc'^ : l ?4 23 22 -90

Fanning 25 24 34 84- 97
Watson 17 23 16 v/

Griffith 21 21 24 24—90
Banks 23 24 23 22—92

Martin .....22 19 19 17-77
F B Stephenson., 20 19 21 18—78
H S Welles 21 17 18 w
P Brinton 22 16 18 19—75
Hallowell 20 21 22 22—85
Hull 17 20 24 18—79

Le Roy 23 22 2t 23-S2 Dudley 20 20 19 17—76

The Cleveland Gtin Clob Co.

Cleveland, O., March 7.—Some of our members who go East
to fiad hot company will find it warm enough to take care of the
boys in their own town. Mr. Ralph Worthington, a man of 59

years of a^e, who always shoots under the name of Red Wing, is

the best pigeon and target shot in Cleveland. Any one thinking
to the contrary can pfove same by competing against Red Wing
in the regular club shoot where he can ahvaj's be found. We will

bet that nobody will find time to beat Red Wing, if you listen to
their tale of woe. He is a little man. He is an old man, but he
can give you all cards and spades. He is the daddy of them all

in this city. You can't beat him nohow.
Red Wing won fir.st prize. Hopkins won second prize.

Steele. 31 022000022222222—10 Red Wing, 31. .111122222122211—15
Tohns, 30 122110121222012—13 Drake, 28

202210010210101-

9
Latham, 30 22)202212221120-12 Johns, 30 122212202120222-13
Hopkins. 27. . . .1002120:'21]2102—13 Hopkins, 27. .12220202222202222—14
North, 29 112100121120212-12 Dale, 31 ...........22022—4
Franklin, 28. , ,122111000110020- 9 Red Wing, 31.......... .11222—

5

Dale, 31 .222222222222212—15

Hopkins allowed 2. Drake allowed 1.

March 14.—Regular semi-monthly club shoot of the Cleveland
Gun Club Company resulted as follows:

Brown , . . , 0000111110110110000011001111110101100010—21
Franklin 111110111011110011 111011110111110011 01 11—31
Winters .1011000111000001010010010101111000110111—20
Red Wing 1101111111111111011111110101011111111111—35
Klint 0001000000110001001000000000001000010011— 9
*Hopkins llllllllOllllllOOlllOlllOllllllOllllllOl—33
Tom .lOlllOOlOlOlOOOOlOllOfJOlOlOmOOlllllOll—22
T I C 1101111000110111111110111100111101001111—29
Long 110111101 1100011100001101011011001011111—25
Dale llllOnOlllllllllllllOllOllOmiOOllllll—33
Hogen 01100111111 11010001111110101011100111100—26
il ist 1101110011101110011010011011101100010111—25
Black lOOlOOlllllOOOlllOOlOlOOOOlOKMXiOlllOlll—20
*W Tamblyn .1111111111111111110110111111110111101011—35
Smith lllllllimilllllllllimilOllllllllllll—39

Indicates point winners.
The weather was not pleasant, and the targets were thrown very

hard, but our friend smith put up a score of 39 out of a possible
40, and the one he missed was dusted very hard.

Secretary.

Trap at St. Louis.

St. Louis, Md., March 11.—Dupont Park medal shoot, March
10, 24 entries; weather disagreeable, rain and snow and high
wind blowing from traps. W. D. Kenyon, who won at the last

.shoot, was again victor, killing 9 in the shoot-off.

White Rock, 27... .2222022*20— 7 C C Grossman. 28..20*2022012—

6

C Turner, 28 2210*01010— 5 Chas Bugh, 30. .. .2011211120—

8

Jess Lee, 28

0211212020—

7 Dute Cabanne, 29. .2222*21222—

9

A E Koch, 28 ....1211120020— 7 T M Selzer, 29 0*02112212—7
F E Arvis, 28 .222222**23—8 "W Baggerman, 29.22*2*01121—7
T W Bowman, 28 ...2222222202— 9 Fred Fink, 28 0111121221— 9

Dr Gaines, 31. . . . .
.2**22*212(}— 6 W E Barker, 27. .. .12*0021011—

6

W E Nason, 29. .. .22010*0202— 5 Johnson, 28 0122220122—8W D Kenyon, 28.. 2111011122— 9 John Cabanne, 30..*122212222—

9

Chas Spencer, 31. .2022202222— 8 P O Pfiel, 28 001*102*00—3
Joe Walker, 28. .. .1111100211— 8 Frank White, 28... 22*202*120—

6

Paul Davis, 27.,...012*112222—

8

Match for Mermod medal, March 10: Bowman, challenger,
stood 28 yards; Bugh at 31.

Bugh .2202212221221*22102122121—35
Bowman 2222222*02222201002120012—18

Team race, 10 birds, gun below elbow; 28 yards rise. Jute M.
Selzer, who was not on either team shot with them, under same
conditions, and killed 10 straight.

Dute Cabanne.. 2002220222— 7 Dr Gaines. ... ..2012222110—

8

Joe Walker,....1122221121—10-17 John Cabanne.. *022220112— 7—15
Team race, March 3, for price of birds. The Cabanne family

won.
Jchn Cabanne ....202222202*220022220211110—18
Dute Cabanne 22112122111122*121*220212—22—40
Dr Smith ...122222220222*022220022202—19
Dr Gaines .12222 0*022J20.0.02222222—17—36
Ten-bird sweep, ?5 entrance, Marrh 3, high man take all.

John Cabanne... ...12021*01**— 5 Dute Cabanne. ... .22211222*2—

9

Dr Smith .....22222020*0— 6 Dair Elliott. ..1111111112—10
Dr Gaines ...2220211222—9

Ten birds, practice, March 3.

Joe Walker. ...... .1111121102— 9 Nason 22122210*2— 8
Orvis 11121**1*2— 7 Barker ... ,1222020201— 7

Bowman 2222220202— 8 Davis 0021100*01—4
Leggett 2212*2*202— 7 Pfiel 1002012212—7
Hamilton 0121222220— 8

Aquidneck Gtin Clab.

Newport, R. I., March 11.—The Aquidneck Gun Club held its
initial shoot at its new club house in Middletown yesterday
afternoon. A cold rain and fog did not deter ten members from
coming out to try their hands, or, rather, their guns, showing that
we make up in enthusiasm what we lack in experience. No
regular programme of events was shot, simply a practice shoot at
50 targets. The scores:

Clarke 11001010001010011100110000010001010111000010000111—21W Champion . . . .0011010300000000000000010010.1110110011000001000000—12
G Champion . ,

. .OOllOlOOOOOlllOllOiiOlOOOlOOOlOOOOOlOOOllOlllOlllOO-'O
Plumer 110101001111100w —g
Dring llOllOlOllOllllOUllllllOOlOllOiniOOOOOOOOOlOlllll—30
Griffen OOOOOlOllOlOOlOOllOlllllllOllOlllOOlOOlOlOlOOlllH—28
Coggeshall 110001110011001001000111100101001011000011000011000—20
H ughes OOlOOOOOllOOlOllOJOllOlOOOlOlOOOlinOOOlOOlOlOOOOl—19
Gosling IIOOOIIOOIIIOOOIOIOIIIIOIOIIIOO^DOOIIIIOOOOOOOOIOII—24
Lawton OOlOOOOOOOw

J. S. CoggeshAli. 2d.

Ossining Gun Club.

SiNG SiNG, March 16.—The following scores were made at the
Ossining Gun Club's regular club shoot to-day

-

Events: 12S456789
T.argetsi 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5p 5

S Macbeth 1 3 4 3 5 3 2 6 ..
A Bedell 6 7 5 ........ 4 ..

George 2 4 3 3 2W Fisher , 5 5 3
C Blandford ,. = ...,..„.... 577 8 78755
E Garnsey. 7§6S58.. 6..
I Washbufn 6 8. C 6 .. 9 w 2
Mullen ..i.-iM. .... .. .. 2

Ci e, Bi, Capt. O. G, Qnb.

Forester Gun Club.

March 9,—Regular monthly shoot at bluerocks was held to-day.
Drizzling rain and a heavy fog; small attendance; 10-bird events;
sweeps could hardly see the targets, .is in the edge of the meadows
the fo'j vj, like a veil. The club has arranged to give every one
a good time April 12 and 13, with a warm club house; no delay
in shooting and a good lunch at noon. Programmes can be had
by jMarcti 25 by addressing J. J. Fleming, .seoretarv, 21 Waverly
avenue, Newark, N. J.

D. Fleming 88S7G4787S
Jarnson . 5646627 8 SS
Krohel 57678 4 765
J J Fleming 8 7 9 7 9 7...-
A Smith • 7 5 5 8......
Disbrow .. .. .. .. ..766 7
Ayes 3 9 5 ..

Match between'lA. Smith and J. J. Fleming; conditions, 50 blue-
rock targets; interstate rules for .$10 a side, losing man to pay ex-
penses;

A Smith ..limomOOlOOmillOlllO—18
1011011111110101110110110—18—36

J J Fleming 1111111111101101101111011—21
IHOOimilOlOlllllUOlOl—19—40

Trenton Shooting Association,

Trenton, N. J., March 13.—The attendance to-day was good, in
spite of the threatening weather. The morning broke in dull
tashion, but about 9 o'clock the sun came out in glorious splendor
and the indications promised fine weather; but before noon Old
bol hid his face behind a bank of clouds and refused to smile
for the rest of the day. Besides the regular badge shoot the
programme provided two merchandise sweeps with turkeys as th«
P"zes, and also a team race with members of the White iHill Gun
Club. Si.\ men on a side, 25 targets per man. The visiting team
made a plucky elTort, but circumstances were against them, and
they went down with the score of 76 to T. S. A.*s 102. A return
match will be shot on the White Hill grounds March 23. C
Jaques distinguished himself by winning both turkeys and the
gold badge in the medal shoot. Billie Widmann dropped in v/ith-
out bringing his gun and tried the experiment of making scores
with a borrowed gun. After it ivas all over Billie said either the
guns that he tried were no good or else his eyesight played him
tricks. He got satisfaction, however, in locking the door on
the crowd inside the house and regaling them with the tale of how
he won the piano at Freehold with 100 straight:
Turkey shoot:

Jaqnes ...111110111101110—12 J Thropp ,....111110110101101—11
Thomas ...... .100111011100000— 7 Cochran ...... .000000030100001— 2
Cole ........ . ..lOlOlllllOOnU—11 Cockerell .... .110100111011100— 9
Harding 010010100011010— 6 G Sinclair..... OOOlOOlOllOOOlO—

5

Mickel 101111111100110—11 Widmann ,...011100001110000—6
P Thropp 100010110100100- 5 Piatt lOOOOOOOUOOOOO-

3

F Thropp 001000111000100— 5 Gaskill OOOOOOOOOOOOOll— Z
Maddock . , , , ,.111000001101011— 8 Barwis ....... .010100011110001— 7H Sinclair ,...100011011001111—9

_
Those breaking 10 shot in the gold badge class, and those break-

ing less than 10 in the silver class.

Gold badge squad:
Cole ..........110001111110001- 9 Jaques 111101111111101—13
Mickel ........111101001110110—10 J Thropp .010101111111001—10
Silver badge squad:

Thomas ......110111100011111—11 H Sinclair ....10110111100101—10
Harding ......000111111010111—10 G Sinclair ..,0101000000010111—5
P Thropp ...,011000110000010— 5 Barwis 001100010010001—5
F Thropp .,.,111001011111011-11 Widmann ...,,101100011110111-10
Maddock .,...101010000110001—6

Tie for silver badge shot miss-and-out: F. Thropp 1, Thoftias 0.
learn race, Trenton Shooting Association vs. White Hill Gun

Club:
Return race to be shot on the White Hill Gun Cl«b grounds

March 23.

White Hill Team.
Piatt .0000000000111100100110010— 8
Begnell , .0100111000100001001101000— 9
Cochran .0111001110110100110101000—13
Cockrell 1101011110011100101011011—16
Ferth .1001101101110111101100100—15
Sadler ,1000010011111100111111100—15— 76

Trenton Shooting Association Team,
Widmann .1010110111011101010001110—15
Thropp 0010100111001101111111100—15
Jaques 1111011110110111011010011-18
Ml ckel 1111101011111110111010111—20
Cole . .1111010111111101001011111-19
Hardmg .1111001011010011011011100—15—102
Events 1, 2 and 5 in the following were cash sweepstakes. EvenSs

3 and 4 were for turkeys.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 Targets: 10 10 10 10 10Thomas .......... 9 7 5 7 9 Barwis 7

Jaques 7 8M 9 7 F Thropp .......... . 7 7*7"
Piatt 5 6 5 .. 5 H Sinclair .. 677
Cochran ............ 43.... 4 Gaskill ..241
Cockrell .......... 3 4 7 .. 3 Henry 4
Ferth ............. 5 7.... 5 Frank 4 ..

'.'

Hardmg 6 6 5.. 5 CM J............. . 6X Thropp 5 8 7 6 7 Widmann ,
"g

*'

UH'^ock 7 3 2., 4 Comp 5
Mickel 4 6 8 7 5 Cole 6G Sinclair 5 7 S 6 8 Duncan .

*6

P Thropp 6 8 4 5 5 F E T..„... ...... g

Baltimore Shooting Association.

Baltimore, Md., March 17.—We are expecting to have the
largest tournament yet given by our club, and hope those shooterswho can remain over week after the big handicap in New York
will stop over and give us a trial.
Our programme is as follows:
Tournament will be held on grounds of th? Baltimore Shooting

Association, on Pimlico road, opposite Halstead's Hotel and about
twenty-five mmutes' ride from center of the city. Take either the
Druid Hill avenue, Carey or Gilmor line of cars, and transfer to
Fikesville, or West Arlington cars at Fulton avenue.
No one barred. Shooting to commence at 9:30 A. M. sharp

All shooters will be handicapped by distance. Amateurs, 14yd^*
hemi-experts, 16yds. Experts, 18yds. The management reserves
the right to change handicaps at any time during tournament. In
the live-bird events, first and second event, high guns. All shoot-
ing from 30yd. mark. In the 15-bird race, Pimlico handicap all
shooters \vi!! be handicapped according to their records, from 25
to 32yds. Purse divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent., birds included
All target events will be at known traps, unknown angles Old system
ot four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Tournament will beunder the management of Messrs. James R. Malone, L. D, Thomas
and J. M. Hawkins. Ship your shells in care of Alford Sporting
Goods Company, 212 E. Baltimore street, who will see to delive^
ing them on the grounds. Black powder barred.
The first and second days, April 9 and 10, will' have $100 added

each day. Programme each day: Four 15-targets events, entrance
?l.nO; seven 20-f^arget events, entrance $2. Dropoing for place will
not be tolerated, and any one detected in so doing will have his
entrance money refunded and be debarred from remainder oftournament.
Third Day, April IL--Baltimore Introductory. 7 birds, $5 en-

trance, birds included; 30yds. nse; three moneys, 50, 30 and 20per cent.; high guns, not class shooting.
Suburban Sweepstakes, 10 birds, $7 entrance, birds included •

30yds. rise: three moneys, SO, 30 and .20 per cent.; high guns, not
class shooting.

,
.

> o a ,

Pimlico Handicap, 15 birds, $15 entrance, birds included: handi-
caps 25 to 32yds; three moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent • class
shooting.
Fourth Day, April 12.—Maryland

, Handicap, 25 birds $25 en-
trance, birds included; handicaps 25 to 32yds.; class shootinff-
three moneys, 60 30 and 20 per cent. A handsome gold medal'
suitably engraved, will be given the winner of this event $400
guaranteed and all surplus money added. Regular entries in this
race must be ijade an Thursday, April U, by 12 o'clock noon, atfcompanied by $5 forfeit. The remaining %20 may be paid up to the
time the last man fires at his thirtl bird. Post entries $5 additfoaaL
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Spirit Lake Shoot.

Chicago, 111., March 36.—Russell Klein and John Burmeister
claim April 23, 24 and 25 for their third annual target tournament at
Spirit Lake, la. There will be seven 15-target events at $1.50, and
five 20-bird events at $2. The first events are for amateurs, the
second events being open, $50 a day added money. This should be
a clinking little shoot.

Peters Shoot at Houston.

The Peters Cartridge Company will give a two days' tournament
at Houston, Tex., April 1. Particulars from C. L. and Theo.
Bering, Jr., 614 Mam street. Trapshooting is picking up a good
deal in Houston, and there will be a lively season. Mr, Bering
writes that there have been a great many visiting sportsmen in
Houston this season after snipe and ducks, and that snipe have
been especially abundant^ He says he can put any visitors on to
where the best shooting can be found in season. The South is a
good place to keep in mind all the time.
The most important live-bird race show at Houston recently

was that between Alf Gardner, of Brenham, Tex., and A. W.
Daniels, of Houston, a 100-bird event, which was conceded by
Daniels at the 87th round, the score being then 72 to 67 in favor
of Gardner. Mr. Gardner will be among the entries at the Grand
American Handicap.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Garfield Gan Chsh.

Chicago, March 16.—-The appended scores wore made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the twelfth trophy shoot of the
season. Dr. Shaw carried off the honors of the day and most of
the filthy lucre by going straight in the main event. The birds
were in the main a very fast lot, mostly left-quartering outgoers,
aided in their flight by a stiflf southvi'est wind:
R Kaiser, 31. 2220122222— 9 2*2212—5 122222—6
Dr Shaw, 31.. 2111122122—10 2202*0—5 222222—6
Franenholz, 30 2*21121112— 9 121112-6
Keck, 29 *022000212— 5 *21220~5
Sanbardo, 30

0002022200—

4 212000—3 121100—4
Dr Meek, 31 .21|{f201111— 8 *21212—5
T Eaton. 30 111102120*— 7 201211-5
Dorman, 28 *021120020— 5 011012-4
Delano, 27 1122222120— 9 1110*2—4
Davis, 27 ,

0220000211— 5 111210—5
Marshall, 28 ...........11121210*1—8 111210—5
Allen, 30 2102121*22— 8 012122—5
Dr HufJ, 28 220210*021— 6 10*102—3

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Trap at Watson's Park.

Chicago Gun Club.

Chicago, III., March 15.—Five participated in the club shoot
of the Chicago Gun Club at Watson's Park to-day. The scores:
No. 1 was club medal shoot. No. 2 was 7 birds, $3.

No. 1. No. 2.

Dr Carson, 30 112202101212222—13 0112211—6
Mitchell, 27 1202^32101212101—11 1201211—6
L Willard. 30 2201*211*122121—12 2112112—7
De Wolf, 28 000012121122001— 9
Morton, 30 022211210210123—12 1022212—6
Oliphant — 1022212—6

Miss-and-outs:
Carson 1* 120 .. Willard 11 121 1
Oliphant 10 110 0 Mitchell 20 ... ..

March 15.—Team race, 25 birds per man. ^Vhite and Odell, and
Amberg and Barto; $5 per man to high gun; losers pay for birds:

White i 0222222220*222022012012*0—17
O dell 022200222202222211202*102—18—35
Amberg 2*01201112021212212000212—18
Barto 2222222222202222222221222—24-^

Barto wins high gun.
Miss-and-out, $2 entrance, birds extra:

Amberg 22121122222 Barto ......21212210
Odell 11122111220 White 22220

^_ Ravelricg.

Boston G«n Q«b.
Boston, March 13.—While only twelve shooters attended the

ninth serial prize match of the Boston Gun Club to-day it did
not prevent some of those twelve from taking full advantage of as
good a trapshooting day as has been experienced in this vicinity
for some time. It was no use to make anything but 9s and 10s
or you were nowhere near in it. To be sure we had a welcome
tiitor in Mrs. Park, who had favored us with her presence for

this afternoon, some taking advantage of the tutoring and others
not, though one and all were more than pleased to again see her
on the old grounds in Ihe same position as in former shoots.
High totals were made in the prize match, Mrs, Park' and Spencer
placing a 27 to their credit, which comes within one of tieing
Leroy's high score of two weeks ago. Baker was a good second
with 26, though it needed a straight score in the end to get it.

Scores below, all shootmg handicap distance. All events 10
unknown except Nos. 9 and 13, w-hich were at 5 pairs:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Mrs Park, 18 8 10 9 7 7 10 9 8 7 10 7
Baker, 17 9 8 9 6 9 9 7 10 9 9 10
Woodruff, 17 6 7 8 6 9 8 8 6 6 7
Banks, 14. 7 4 4 4
Lane 16...., 577646753664
H J'K, J*.. 5

Williams. 16..... 7 .. 6 5 6 8 8 7 8.. 5 4 ....
Blake, 16 7 5 4 8 .. 4 5 4..
Spencer, IS 7 8 10 10 9 10 8 7 9 8

Fredericks, 14 .. 4
Henry, 16 5
Heilner, 16 1

Prize match, 30 singles, unknown; distance handicap:
Mrs Park, 18... 111111111111111110111110111101—27

Spencer, 18 UlOlllUllllllllllllllllOllOl—27
Baker 17 011111111111111100101111111111—26

Woodruff, 17 ; . . . 111110101111111101110101010011—22

Williams, 16. . . .-. 4-. 111010110010110111111101101111—22

Blake, 16 .111111000111010010010111111110—20

Lane 16 010111011000111101110001110110—IS

Banks 14 . . 011110111011000100011001110000—15

New Haven Gun Club.

5 6
10 10

4 3 6

New Haven, Conn., March 13.—Fine weather favored the regu-

lar monthly shoot of the New Haven Gun Club to-day.

The first 25-bird race was the club race, to which the club donates

$4, which is divided into five moneys. Capt. Bartlett, of the
Marlin Fire Arms Company, took first money alone with 24 kills.

During the shoot a monstrous hen hawk came floating over the
grounds, seemingly about 80yds. high. Mr. Frank Potter stepped
out just in time to get the first crack, and scored a most beautiful

kill. It is said that this hawk has ruined a number of hen families

and pigeon lofts, and a short time ago carried away a young pig.

The community is grateful to Mr. Potter.

Events: 12 3 4

Targets: 10 10 10 10

Orty 5 4 4

Bristol 9 9 7
Bartlett 8 9 9

Brown 5 9 8

Hooker 8 10 8

Kelley 9 9 10

Penn 7 8 .

.

Stevens ; •• 7 9 6

Potter 9 7 5

Whitney ..• 7 7 ..

Wilson 10 9

Robertsoa .«. •*.••>?•<'".....-.. 10 8 ..

Savage i>i.., 8 6 10

Link s 6 .. .... ... 5 .

Richardson < • 8 .. „. 12 .

Parker ., . ,..,.<Tjf
1 .. .. .. .

• B.

7 8 9 10
25 25 25 15

is 22
9 24 17 21
.. 21 22 ..

16 18
8 8 20 16

'i 22 ii
.. .. 17 17
.. 15 ..

ii 20
. . 8 23 19

13

Keystone Shooting League Programme.
_ HoLMESBURG JUNCTION, Philadelphia, Pa.—In presenting the
followmg programme, the Keystone Shooting League trusts it will
meet the approval of all shooters as well as the members of the
league. It is the desire of the league to encourage the sport of
manimate target shooting. By doing away with all entrance fees
and sweepstakes it hopes to bring out and develop new shooters,
as well as to stimulate to renewed activity those who now or
heretofore have derived pleasure from the sport. Intercity
matches in this branch of the sport, on a scale befitting our city,
are looked forward to. State championships, at Allentown, during
May, and National championships, at Interstate Park, Long
Island, during July, are to be battled for, and what better prepara-
tion could be had than is herein offeted? Come out prepared to
shoot, as we are sure you will have a pleasant afternoon's sport.
Programme—Three Series of Semi-monthly Inanimate Target

Contests.—Season of 1901:
First series: March 20, April 3 and 17, May 1 and 22, June 5.

Prize for series, handsome gun case to total highest number of
points for series.

Second series : June 19, July 10 and 31, Aug. 7 and 21, Sept. 4.
Prize for series, fine shell case and 100 hand-loaded shells to total
highest number of points for series.
Third series: Sept. 18, Oct. 2 and 16, Nov. 6 and 20, Dec. 4 and

18. Prize for series, fine dress suit case to total highest number
of points for series.

Additional prize: Total highest number of points for entire
season of three series, gold watch charm, emblematic of target
championship of Philadelphia, donated by A. B. Cartledge. Points
awarded as follows: High score, 5 points; next highest, 3 points;
third highest, 2 points. All contests will be at BO targets—20
known angles from expert traps, 20 unknown angles from magau-
trap, 5 pairs of doubles from magautrap. Contests and prizes
open to all members of organized gun clubs in Philadelphia. No
entrance fee. No sweeps. Targets V/2 cents. Members of
league 1 cent. Distance handicap system. Committee on handi-
caps: H. L. David, Howard Ridge, A. B. Cartledge. Shooting to
commence on arrival of li50 P. M. train from Broad Street Station.

Keystone Shooting League.

Union Gun Club.

San Francisco, Cal.—Grand open to all handicap live-bird
shoot, Sunday, March 31; Sunday, June 30, and Sunday Sept. 29;
to be held on the San Francisco Trapshooting Association grounds
at Ingleside. Take Mission street electric cars for Ingleside.
Shoot commences at 9 A. M. sharp. Six-bird race, high guns to
win; entrance $1.50, birds extra. Club shoot at 12 birds; handi-
caps from 26 to 33yds. Club cuff buttons for members only.
Gold cufi buttons, over 75 per cent; silver cuff buttons 75 per
cent, or less. Prizes awarded at final shoot, Sept. 29. Ties de-
cided by lot or shooters' option. Entrance ?3, including price of

birds. Side pool entrance $2. Three moneys, class shooting.
Six-bird race: Class shooting; entrance $1.50, birds extra.

On April 7, May 5, June 2, July 7, Aug. 4, Sept. 1, this club will
hold their regular bluerock shoots at Ingleside.

Union Gun Club.

Winchester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich., March 9.—Owing to a high head wind no vci-y

good scores were made in the Winchester Gun Club's shoot at
their Highland Park grounds yesterday, Dr. Gibbes, who used a
light charge, was especially handicapped. Reid and Shiell tied for

the medal in Class A, each making 20. In the shoot-off Reid won.
Lewis won Class B with 23 birds, and Dr. Gibbes took Class C with
8. The scores:

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 25 Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 25

Brodie 4 7 9 9 8 17 Shiell 6 . . 7 20

Gibbes 2 13 1.. 8 Lewis 6 .. 22

Reid 9 9 .. 6 9 20 Langdon 10 17

Warner 6 6 6,. 8 20 _

Imge mid ^^Ihrg.

Fixtures.

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbund of

North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Off-

hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund's annual festival and prize shoot.

r

Revolver and Pistol Tournament.
The revolver and pistol shooting tournament of the Sportsmen's

Association's show, Madison Square Garden, New York, March
2 to 16, given by the Colt's Patent Fire Arms Company and
represented by Mr. C. F. Small, who was manager, was a success
both in respect to the support and the excellence of the com-
petition.

Capt. W. E. Pettv broke the record with a score of 908, beating
the previous record of 905 points in the 100-shot indoor revolver
match, and won the gold medal. The minimum trigger pull on
pistol or revolver was 2%lbs. The gallery was open from 10 A. M.
to 11 P. M.
One-hundred-shot Indoor Record Revolver Match.—Conditions:

100 consecutive shots with any revolver; distance 20yds., standard
American target with bullseye (count 8, 9, 10) 2%in. in diameter.

To be shot in series of 5 shots on a target, the 20 targets counted in

order to constitute a score. Entrance $5, re-entries permitted.

Prizes: 1. The competitor scoring the highest count, if breaking
the present 100-shot record of 905 points, will receive a handsome
gold medal, suitably inscribed, to be held permanently; or, if

preferred, a Colt New Service target revolver, suitably engraved
and handsomely mounted. 2. A Colt New Service target revolver,

adjustable sights, checked stocks, etc., value $25. In case the

record is not broken the medal will not be awarded, but the re-

volver becomes the first prize, and is awarded to the competitor
making the highest score. In case of ties, each to receive the
prize above designated:

W E Petty 46 44 43 48 45 46 45 45 45 44
48 43 47 38 49 45 47 46 46 48—908

—Breaking the record of 905.

Dr R H Sayre 44 44 47 43 46 46 47 47 43 44
47 47 46 36 42 47 42 44 46 44—892

T A Dietz Jr 47 45 46 46 42 45 46 43 48 42
42 48 43 45 47 44 42 49 38 38—886

Revolver Re-entry Match.—Conditions : Revolver, target

and distance as in Match 1. Entrance 35 cents a target, 3 targets

for $1. Strings of 5 shots each; the best 5 strings to count. En-
tries unlimited; all ties divide. Prizes: First, $40; second, $30;

third, $20; fourth, $15; fifth, $10; sixth, $8; seventh, $7; eighth,

$6; ninth, $5; tenth, $4; eleventh, $3; twelfth, $2. Standard Ameri-
can target:

J A Smith ...49 49 48 49 48—244
Dr R H Sayre 50 49 48 48 48—243

J A. Dietz, Jr 49 49 48 48 48—242

J T Humphrey ....................50 49 48 47 47—241
W E Petty.... :

.' 49 48 48 48 47—240
ALA Himmelwright. ....49 48 47 47 47—238
Dr W A Smith... , 48 46 45 45 45-229
L'R Piercy .46 45 46 46 45—229
K K V Casey 47 45 45 44 42—223
W P Uhler... 45 45 44 43 43—220

H M Pope............ 45 44 43 42 42—216

E F M Wendelstadt 43 43 42 42 40-210

J B Crabtree...... .......45 41 41 41 40—208

L C Huntley..-.: .......42 42 41 41 41-207

A D Shepard, Jr 42 40 39 39 38-198

S Scott .........39 38 38 38 38—191

Revolver or Pistol Re-entry Match.—Conditions: Any pistol

or revolver within the rules; distance 20yd3.; Columbia target

(reducedl; bullseye (count 1, 2, 3) Sin. in diameter; entrance 35

cents a target, at which 5 shots may be fired, three targets^ for $1;

five targets to count as a score, not necaesarily consecutive; re-

entries permitted. Prizes! First, Colt New Service target revolver

or Colt automatic pistol, handsomely and suitably engraved;
second, Colt New Service target revolver; third Colt n«w Police

t&rget revolve; ... - .

JASmJth ..6 5 7 7 7-^ L R Piercy...... 9 9 10 10 11-49
T A Diets, Jr.... 6 7 7 7 7—34 W Rosenbaum. .8 1111 12 13-55
l.r^-rP'"!,^'^'"^^----'^ 7 7 7 7—35 C E Tayntor....ll 12 12 12 13-60W E Petty 6 7 7 7 8—35 C H Chapman.. 12 12 12 13 13-63ALA Him- L Buss.... 12 12 13 13 13—63
melwfight 6 7 8 8 9-38 T Keller, Jr.... 11 12 13 14 15-65

I Humphrey.,.. 6 8 8 8 9—39 K R McAlpin..ll 15 16 17 18—77
Dr R H Sayre.. 6 8 9 9 9—41
Indoor championship matches of the United States Revolver As-

sociation, under auspices of committee of this organization.
Indoor Revolver Championship, 190L—Conditions were: Any

revolver; 50 consecutive shots in series of 5 shots at a target;
distance 20yds., standard American target, with a 2%ia. bullseye;
entrance $5. Prizes: First, the championship and a championship

^ annually and a gold medal for the winner, to
be held permanently; second, a silver medal; third, a bronze
medal; also bronze medals for fourth and fifth prizes if sufficient
entries are received. Time limit, one hour:

t"^ a-^ t??"^"; *6 43 38 43 47 43 45 47 45 42-439
J A D,etz Jr 48 48 44 44 45 49 39 38 43 41-439
r'^T. H Sayre 40 43 47 44 34 49 40 46 41 49—433ALA Himmelwright .35 39 43 43 40 45 44 42 42 46-419
Indoor Pistol Championship, 1901.—Conditions : Fifty con-

secutive shots with any pistol, in series of 5 shots at a target; dis-
tance, 20yds.; standard American target with 2^in. bullseye;
entrance $5. Prizes; First, the championship and a championshib
cup to be shot for annually and a gold medal for the winner, to
be held permanently; second, a silver medal; third, a bronze medal,
lime limit, one hour: Dr. R. H. Sayre 433, J. A. Dietz, Jr., 429,
J. B. Crabtree 427, A. L. A. Himmelwright 426.

'

Perfect scores with revolver: J. T. Humphrey one of 60 (five
shots). Dr. R. H. Sayre one of 50 (five shots).
With pistol: J. B. Crabtree one of 50 (five shots).

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati O.—The following scores were made in regular
competition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at
i;o"5-Mile House and Reading road, March 17. Conditionst
^OOyds., off-hand, at the standard target. Strickmeier was de-cared diampion for the day with the fine score of 91. Weather
clear. Thermometer 72. Wind light 4 to 6 o'clock:
.Strickmeier 9 10 10 10 8 8 9 7 10 10—91

8 10 8 8 7 7 10 10 8 8-84
^. 89896698 10 9-82
*^»wele 10 6 10 10 8 9 10 7 10 8-«8

8 7 10 10 8 6 10 10 7 10—86
8 7 10 10 7 6 9 10 10 8—85

Nastier

8

10 9 7 8 g 7 10 10 9—86
6 9 10 9 10 9 6 7 9 8—83

- 7 10 798 10 798 8—83
10 9 10 7 7 10 8 7 10 7—85
9 10 6 998869 7—816659 10 57 10 8 7—73

Kobeils 9 5 10 8 9 10 9 10 6 8—84
10 98897S 10 7 8—S48987 8789 10 7-81

l^ayne 10 10 7 10 6 8 9 7 9 8—84
10 87895987 9—80

„, 889989749 8—79
Speth 6 10 8 7 8 9 7 S 10 10—83

10 7 10 8 7 10 8 9 8 5—83
^, 9 10 8 5 88898 7—80
Drube 10 7 8 8 10 6 S 9 7 7—SI

8 6 9 6 10 9 6 7 6 9—7675988 10 794 8—75
Bruns 8 6 10 9 7 10 7 9 10 6—82

8 7' 9766 10 89 8—78
^ . 8 5 7 8 5 10 7 10 S 9—77
Trounstine 9 10 6 10 8 4 9 8 7 8—79

8 10 6 10 6 7 8 9 8 5—77
10 7 7 6 5 8 9 9 10 8-78

Jonscher 10 8 8 '8 7 7 7 7 9 7—7896977 10 6 10 7 6—77
97 10 995758 7—76

Weinheinier . 10 8 9 8 8 10 6 8 3 3—73
69 10 656779 7—72

10 55985796 7—71
Topf 5 8 7 7 8 9 9 7 6 6—72

10 47679585 5—66
95 27 96 10 37 5-63

Surkamer 5 5 5 5 8 6 5 9 10 8—66387474 10 77 8-65
. 335763 10 77 5—56

At a recent meeting of the Schuetzenbund at San Francisco,
the committee reported that the burning of tne pavilion at Shell
Mound would n.ot in the least interfere with the forthcoming
bundesfest, to be held July 14 to 23. Numerous additional special
prizes have been received, notably a solid silver dinner service,
donated by Claus Spreckels. Many associations throughout the

^East and West have signified their intention to participate. The
San Jose sharpshooters recently joined the bund.

The Metropolitan Shooting Club has extended the Gastinne
Renette medal contest to midnight of April 11, to enable out-of-
town revolver shooters to compete for this prize. Additional prizes
have been added.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

Old Point Comfort, Richmond and Washington,

six-days tour via PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

The third of the present series of personally-conducted tours to
Old Point Comfort, Richmond and Washington, via the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, will leave New York and Philadelphia on Saturday,
March 23. Tourists will find these three places of great interest
and at the height of their Lenten season, Old Point Comfort
especially being sought by those wishing to enjoy the early Spring
season.
Tickets, including transportation, meals en route in both direc-

tions, transfers of passengers and baggage, hotel accommodations
at Old Point Comfort, Richmond and Washington, and carriage
ride about Richmond—in fact; every necessary expense for a
period of six days—^will be sold at rate of $34.00 from New York,
Brooklyn and Newark; $32.50 from Trenton; $3L00 from PhiladeU
phia, and proportionate rates from other stations.

OLD POINT COMFORT ONLY.

Tickets to Old Point Comfort only, including luncheon on going
trip, one and three-fourths days' board at that place, and good tol
return direct by regular trains within six days, will be sold in con-
nection with this tour at rate of $15.00 from New York; $13.50 from
Trenton; $12.50 from Philadelphia, and proportionate rates from
other points.
For itineraries and full information apply to ticket agents; Tour-

ist Agent, 1196 Broadway, New York; 4 Court street, Brooklyn; 78?!

Bioad street, Newark, N. J.; or George W. Boyd, Assistant Gen-
eral Passenger Agent, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia.

—

Adv.

Puttee Leggings have proved their usefulness in Europe, Asia,
.'\frica and America, and for riding, shooting and walking in,
general there is nothing better. Within the past few years these
leggings have been quite generally adopted in this country by up-
land shooters and golf flayers, as well as by riding men. and they
are likely to reach a wider popularity. Stohwasser & Winter de-

clare that their legging is the ideal one.

—

Adv.

Every one who has shot much knows what gun headache is.

When suffering from this, decent shooting cannot be done. Mr.

J. R. Winter's pneumatic recoil pad promises freedom from this

and otlier ills the gunner is heir to.

—

Adv.

This is the age of combinations, but the Conley Combination is

different from most others. It enables the camper to carry about
with him in a single piece a coat, vest, hammock, sleeping bag
and rain coat. Just what this is, and how it works, may be
learned by sending to the Conley Manufacturing Company for

their illustrated booklet describing it. Tkeir advertisement, with

a cut, is found in another column.

—

Adv.

Some people care more about the way in which they catch their

fish than about the fish timif catch. On the other hand most
anglers go fishing for fish. The "Expert" Wooden Minnow is

mid to be more attractive tp §sh than five hsiit.—Adv,
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'' The sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasons."

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1901.—No. II.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Act of narch 20, 1901.—Sec. 4. If any person shall at any

time within this State buy, sell, offer or expose for sale any

woodcock, partridge or ruffed grouse, he shall for each bird . . .

be fined ... or Imprisoned.

Atte ' the least the angler hath his wholesome waike, and is

mery at his ease; he hath a swete aiyre of the swete savoure of

the meede flowers that makyth him hungry; he hereth the

melodious armoury of fowles, swannes, duckes and cotes; surely

thenne no man is merier in his spryte than he.—Dame Juliana

Berners. .

NOT SO BLACK AS PAINTED.

Now that the snows have gone and the frost has left

the ground, and under the sodden brown herbage that

still clothes the fields is springing the tender verdure of

another summer, an active harbinger of spring thrusts

himself on our notice. From his hue we might take him

for a mourner still attendant on the death that for

months that has reigned over the landscape. Yet at this

season his actions are not that of a mute at a funeral, for

of all the creatures of early spring time none is more

noisy, boisterous and good humored than he.

Early in the morning, from their home in the' cedars

or in the thick dark wood that clothes some rough hill-

side, the crows sally forth by little companies to their

favorite feeding grounds, and there for hours forage

busily, keeping up meanwhile a constant flow of conversa-

tion, debate and oratory. Such a tumult is never heard in

a well-conducted American club, though from accounts

of the proceedings of certain legislative bodies of Europe

we may gain some idea of the order prevailing at one of

these crow assemblages.

A month or two ago, when the land was covered with

snow and the waters sealed by frost, the crows resorted

daily to the mud flats, where at low tide they lived on the

fish and clams and winkles and worms left bare by the

retreating waters; but now they are searching the still

neglected grain fields and grass lands. If the farmer has

failed to garner some part of his crop, or, overtaken by

the winter, has left a few shocks of corn in the field, we

may be sure that the crows have found it, have burrowed,

their way into the deepest recesses of the store and have

stripped the husks from the ears and the grains from the

cob. Rejected nubbins and ears dropped from the wagon

on its way to the barn have been detected and used. They

have found too the little patches of buckwheat which the

thoughtful sportsman, anxious for the well-being of the

quail and rulfed grouse which winter in his swamp, has

sowed along the fence rows and by the edges of the wood

and left standing as food for the game birds. To this

buckwheat the sable crew resort and glean with care the

three-cornered grains which tlie fall and winter winds

have shaken from their loose panicles.

After the first warm rains have come, removing the

last of the frost and tempting- surfaceward the thoughtless

angleworm, the crows are busy and happy. Full well

they know this storm, and what it means, and no matter

hoW' hard the rain may pour nor how blustering the

wind, the crow is early abroad and feeds fat on the

lucious worms which raslily emerge from among the

swelling grass roots.

After their hunger is satisfied the dark multitude resorts

to the topmost branches of some nearby piece of woods

and there holds a council, in which, no doubt, the oldest

and wisest of the crows give much good advice to their

younger brethren.. Before long now these conventions

will break up, the crows will pair and build their nests

and then suddenly it will appear to the casual observer as

if all the crows had disappeared. From being the noisiest

and most obtrusive of the dwellers in our fields, they be-

come shy and secretive, going quietly to and fro, with-

out calling or in any way attracting attention—^intent on

the safety of their nests.

His color and some of his habits have given our friend

the crow a bad name which he does not altogether de-

serve. He does not profess to be more perfect than the

rest of us, yet for him we may well have the same charity

that we should like others to feel for us. He wishes

to earn a livelihood, as honest as may be, and perhaps in

his way he does as little harm as most others. If he

eats a few quarts of grain during the year, they are not

worth much, and if he were not here, the increasing

horde of field mice, whose young he unearths from their

snug nests of dried grass, would eat as much or more.

Give the crow a chance ; he is not all bad.

ETHICS AND ORACLES.

While the ethics of sportsmanship have certain well-

defined principles which have been established by ex-

perience and common usage, there are certain interests

which, being debatable, are still in the realm of opinion.

As a general proposition, each man has a more or less

accurate knowledge of matters which directly concern his

vocation. He knows that certain causes will produce

certain effects. His theory and practice are in accord as

a result of long experience. All his fellow craftsmen

will in their vocation in the main agree on matters of

practice. But, on matters outside of their own knowledge,

there are many men who, with the merest superficial

knowledge, arrogate to themselves the full power of

censorship over their fellows and their fellows' doings.

Religion, politics, the justice or injustice of foreign or

domestic wars, etc., all come within their self-constituted

purview.

The ethics of sportsmanship to the ego authority is a

matter to be settled quickly out of hand. It consists chiefly

in denouncing the beliefs or doings of all who think differ-

ently or act differently. The arbitrary personal standard

of the self-constituted authority is paraded as the only

true ethical one, while all others are of the "game hog,"

the game butcher or the man who is other than a sports-

man. Even men, otherwise of sound judgment, are prone

to believe that, in matters of sportsmanship their opinions

are laws. They are not conscious that their ideas are

opinions ; they feel that they are in possession of knowl-

edge, and that their words flow therefrom. On the other

hand, they are keenly alive and assertive concerning that

the other fellows possess opinions only. For himself, the

self-constituted authority waives all consideration of his

personal prejudices, his different environment, his limited

point of view, his absence of experience or thorough in-

vestigation, while yet for others he lays down hard and

fast lines for the government of his fellows, with all the

abandon which comes from ideas based on superficial

examination and the freedom which comes from irrespon-

sibility. Sentiment, prejudices, personal idiosyncrasies

and theory are many times by the individual mistaken for

true ethics.

From this source many times come ex cathedra utter-

ances in respect to how much game one may kill in a

day. or whether one may justly kill any at all, or may kill

it in certain ways. The man who in his own community

may be a failure, an impertinent upstart, or an example

of worthlessness in general, feels free to anathematize men

whose doings are at variance with his opinions, or whose

doings are opposed to his own selfish interests. Often

it is a combination of the selfishness and demagogism.

At a distance of a few hundred miles, the man whose ex-

istence may be law in the social, business and mental

scale does not hesitate to hurl disapproval at the man who

may be infinitely his superior, and in whose presence he

would be overwhelmingly abashed.

It is not to be understood that there are not men who

are sound in their knowledge and their advocacy of sports-

manship, and who discuss all matters pertaining to it with

fairness. Such a class exists. But there is a class which

is intolerant in opinion and arrogant in its assertiveness,

which does not hesitate to denounce all who go contrary

to its opinions in matters of sportsmanship, while re-

serving to itself freedom to act for itself regardless of

the opinions of others.

The true principle of action should be tolerance and

consideration. The opinions which a man has to-day may

not be the opinions which he will have ten years hence,

nor may not be those which he had ten years ago. The
opinions which a man holds may be good for his own
environment, and utterly bad for the man who lives a

thousand miles away in another environment. Also in

matters of sportsmanship as in politics, law, etc., there are

men who like to hear their own voices, or see their names

in the public prints, or hold the center of the stage re-

gardless of the merits at issue if their egotistical craving

for notority can in any way be satisfied.

MOIETIES.

There is a well-defined prejudice against any police

system which rewards an officer by a part of the penalties

recovered for law violations. This prejudice sometimes

works against the prosecution in a game law case, where

half of the fine goes to the warden, and on occasion a jury

will feel so strongly on the subject that it will find for

the defendant when the evidence, no matter how strong

and clear it may be, rests upon the testimony of an

officer whose zeal they think to be prompted by a regard

for his pocket. AVe know of game protectors in New
York who have repeatedly found this prejudice a serious

obstacle to securing convictions which otherwise would

readily have been obtained, and they have declared that

they would gladly see the moiety system abolished. Such

protectors, however, are the exception; the average war-

den or protector or constable will work harder and

accomplish more because of the reward a successful prose-

cution will bring to him.

It is quite unlikely that the cases lost because of this

prejudice of juries against the moiety system amount to

enough to constitute an argument against its retention.

On the other hand, the fact that each specific piece of

detective work will be rewarded if successfully carried

through has a direct effect not only as a stimulus to the

warden but as a deterrent of the law violater. As Mr.

A. B. F. Kinney said the other day in a hearing before

the Massachusetts Legislature* under the moiety system

if a shooter who is potting partridge out of season sees a

game warden in the neighborhood, he will say to him-

"self, "That man will get something if he catches me^ and

he's going to catch me if he can." But, on the con-

trary, if there were no reward, a poacher would reason

that as there was nothing in it for the warden, he would

much rather take things easy and not bother to make an

arrest.

Considering the imperfections of human nature as con-

stituted in the twentieth century, a system of game law

enforcement which carries with it the moiety feature is

wise and expedient.

SNAP SHOTS.

Governor Odell of New York last week named De
Witt C. Middleton, of Watertown, as the Forest, Fish

and Game Commissioner, and appointed Messrs. Wood-
ruff and Babcock, of the old Forest Preserve Board, to

serve for two years as associate commissioners. At the

expiration of that term Mr. Middleton will be the single

commissioner; as a member of the former commission

he has proved himself capable and efficient, and his ap-

pointment to the new position is regarded with satisfac-

tion by those who are familiar with his record. In thus

reducing the two boards of eight members to what in

time will be a single-headed commission, Governor Odell

has performed a public service of very great value.

Among the unpublished manuscripts left by Rowland E,

Robinson was the chapter of Danvis life which we print

to-day. It is marked by-the clear and sympathetic insight

into human nature that marks all of Mr. Robinson's

writings, and it goes without saying that this new glimpse

of the Danvis folks will be extremely welcome.

They are making a strong fight in Michigan against

spring shooting. We are glad to print the letter from

Dr. MacCallum, of the Ontario Commission, correcting a

misapprehension of the attitude of that Province as to t&e

protection of wildfowl.

The Cincinnati Cuvier Qub is sending around to the

game dealers of that city a circular containing the full

text of the Lacey Act, and thus is adding to many wajrs it

has found for pronaoting the gam§ interests oi Ohio,
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The Buttles Gals.

of the Danvis Folks.

The failure of Bascom, the new store keeper at the
Forge Village, fell upon none of his victims more
heavily than those ripened spinsters who pronounced
their name as it was spelled—Buttolph—^but were known
to all their townfolk as the "Buttles gals." They were
tailoresses, who made the clothes of half the male in-

habitants of Danvis, sometimes at their own home and
sometimes at that of their employer, as was the declining
custom of the shoemakers.
A few Danvis people who had become tainted with

aristocratic ideas had their clothes made by a tailor in
Vergennes. A larger number, who were free from such
high notions, had theirs made entirely by their own
women folks, who treasured almost as heirlooms paper
patterns of trousers, waistcoats and coats, by which the
various garments were cut, with occasional variations to

conform somewhat to the changes of fashion.
When Mrs. Gove lost the pattern of her husband's

trousers she put him to that use, laying him down on the
cloth spread out on the floor and marking around his

legs with a bit of chalk, but the completed result was
not a sartorial triumph, and the innovation was not
tollowed.
Exclusive of the few who employed the fashionable

tailor and the many who employed no tailor, the But-
tolphs found customers enough to give them a comfort-
able living and something to lay by for a rainy day.
Now, through confidence in an unscrupulous adven-

turer, these savings were all gone as utterly and hope-
lessly as if consumed by fire.

It was two months or more since the blow had fallen

tut the two women still felt stunned by it. They went
mechanically about their work as if in a dream, with
a dull, hopeless expectancy of awakening to a less hard
reality.

*T don't see what makes folks want to be so wicked,"
said I>yddy, the elder sister, as she ran the hissing goose
along a seam. She was a thin little woman, so short of
stature that she had to stand on tiptoe to reach the
shoulders of her tall customers when she measured them.
The flush of youth had faded from her wrinkled cheeks,
but there was an afterglow of kindly light shining in her
gray eyes that warmed one's heart more than the brighter
glances of her sister's black eyes, though the embers of
youth still shone b«ide the corkscrew curls that dangled
from each of Nancy's temples.
"What makes folks want to be sech fools?" said

Nancy, tossing her curls and twitching at the needle
which came reluctantly through the stout full cloth.

"You mean us?" Lyddy asked.
"Yes, or anybody that'll go an' trus' anybody that they

don't know no more about 'an we did about that
Bascom."
Lyddy considered in silence while she moistened the

seam with a bit of sponge wet in a convenient cup of
water, and set the goose to, more vigorous hissing be-
fore she answered.

"I s'pose we was fools, but we hed comp'ny. There's
Samuel Lovel, which he'd ha' ben wus off 'an we be if

that ore bed hedn't turned up just as it did—I wish 't we
could find one in our garden—an' there's Mis' Purin't'n,

she trusted him some, she says, herself, an' has tewed
niore abaout it 'an what we hev, an' that 'ere Jones boy
put in nigh a hundred dollars, an' young Varney, he
owns up to losin' all his father left him in the bank, an

—

wal, I do' know who all, but the's enough of 'era

besides us."
"It don't make us aout no less fools 'cause other folks

was jest as big ones."
"An' he was a candid 'pearin' man, the' can't nobody

deny," Lyddy continued in extenuation of the fools and
their folly. "I do' know as I ever see a nicer 'pearin'

young man."
"Han'some is 'at han'some does, I say," Nancy declared,

with a desperate twitch at the reluctant needle. . "There!
There goes another o' his needles—jest as onreliable as
he is! I sh'd like tu feed 'em to him."
"Nancy Buttolph!" her sister exclaimed in mild re-

proof. "You know it'd kill him, an' we're tol' tu fugive
aour enemies."
"Scissors ! You can yourn if you're a min' tu ; I shan't."
"If your looks didn't deceive you, you didn't alius

feel so hard toward him," said Lyddy, bearing down on
the goose with both hands, while the steam wreathed
up about her face and intensified the odor of hot woolen
stuff that pervaded the room.
"Puh!" Nancy's scornful ejaculation rose above the

sound of her sister's implement, and she dropped the
broken needle into the black depths of a crack in the
window casing. "It's a pity if folks can't treat folks
'decent' 'thaout a-hevin' it flung in' the' face!"
"You can't deny 't he wa'n't more'n common takin'

tu you, Nancy."
"Is the' anythin' cur'us abaout that?" Nancy asked.

She did not finish threading the new needle before she
studied the effect of the black eyes and the curls in the
looking glass in the door of the Seth Thomas clock.
"No, indeed, the' hain't, Lyddy assented, heartily, paus-

ing a moment as she lugged the heavy goose to the
stove to let her eyes follow her sister's and glance at
her now unadorned image. She had given up the fight
against the inevitable conquerer of youth, and wore a
plain white cap like a flag of truce over her ihin grizzled
locks and time-scored cheeks, and her dark gown was
like a garment of mourning for hopes dead and de-
parted.

Nancy smoothed the hair upon her side combs with a
moistened needle-worn finger, and gazed out the window,
seeing only the visions of a day dream.
"Wal, that hain't neither here nor there," Lyddy

sighed, "but what I sh'd like to know is what's goin'
tu become of us?"

"I shan't go tu l^fiddlebury tu visit Cousin Seliny,

that's one thing 'at '11 become o' me," said Nancy, re-
suming her sewing.

"J'fn dreffle sorry," and Lyddy sighed again, "You'd

ha' seen so much s'ciety."

The younger woman looked in the glass again and
shut her lips tightly while the other continued:

"I was cal'latin' 'at we'd hev this floor painted an'

the walls whitewashed, now the flies is gone."_ She
looked over the yellow floor to the white wood in the
most exposed places, and sighed again.
The scrupulously neat room, warmed by a polished

cook stove, was kitchen, sewing room and sitting room.
In front of it was the bed room of the sisters and the

"square room," always dark in the day time, with its

green window curtains down not only for the full display

of the remarkable landscapes painted on them, beyond
comparison with anything in the outer world, but also

to keep the rag carpet from fading, for in those days a
rag carpet was an article of elegant luxury.

'T be turrible glad, though, 'at we got that carpet
done an' them curtains whilst we could afford tu,"

Lyddy said, looking at the door and speaking as if she
saw through it. "They make it pleasant for young
folks. It don't make much odds tu me, but it's diff'ent

with 3^ou." She took a snuf? box from her pocket and
regaled herself with a pinch, whereupon Nancy laid down
her work and retired to the bed room, whence she pres-

ently came forth returning a handkerchief to the pocket
of her apron and with her nostrils all a-bloom. Snuff
taking did not comport with youth.

"I do' know haow nor where we're a-goin' tu git aour
winter's wood, ner yet aour pertaters. since aour gardin
dried up so an' didn't du nothin'. I was cal'latin' on
the intres' money for your goin' tu Middlebury an' tu git

the wood an' pertaters; we c'n git along wi'aout much
meat. Oh, hum a day! The Lord giveth an' the 'Lord
taketh away."

"He took away more'n he give, seem 's if. Jest look
at Bascom an' aour money, an' the gardin a-failin' up
so, an' not skeerce any work a-comin' in; seems 's 'oi^gh

men folks hed gi'n up wearin' clo's," said Nancy, looking
out of the window to a world that at a casual glance
seemed clad in universal whiteness by the first available

snow of the season. But as the eye dwelt on it farm-
steads asserted their places in gray dots, roofed with
deeper blue of shadow and brighter silver of sunlight;

gray patches of deciduous woods bordered and jutted into

the white fields; thin gray lines of fences severed farm
from farm and field from field, and beyond all these rose
the mountain barrier of darker hue, with grizzled black
growth, rugged with ridges and ravines that leafy sum-
mer never revealed.

"If brother James hadn't acted so," said Lyddy, return-
ing to her troubles, "an' gone oflf. Bein' a man, he
wouldn't ha' be'n took in by that Bascom, nor yet ha'

let us. The fust Buttolph 'at ever took tu drinkin' as

fur as I ever heard—an' him as good a cooper as ever
drove a hoop. An' naow he's goin' back sailin' tu the
eend o' the airth on that turrible canawl, an' I can't sleep

o' nights fur thinkin' of liim a-perilin' his life on the

deep. An' he might be safe on land a-makin' pork ber-

rils an' cheese casks, which everybody is a-wantin,' for

they say 'at Uncle Rus'ell Raymond has got most past

duin' any sort of a job o' cooperin'."

"It's jest another case o' takin' awav," said Nancy, and
she made further expression of her rebellious thoughts
in the quick, spiteful jerks of her needle.

For a considerable time the sisters preserved a silence

that seemed the more intensified by the faint click of the
thimbles on the needles, the drawing of the thread
through the thick cloth, the tick of the clock and the
snapping of the fire in the stove.

At length Lyddy broke the long sifence by frugally

replenishing the fire, saying as she came from the shed
with a few sticks of wood, "When Darkter Stun pays
us for turnin' this 'ere overcoat, we shall hev tu git us
some wood; there hain't no tew ways abaout it." Then
glancing- out of the little window over the sink, she
exclaimed, "There's a snag o' teams a-comin' up the hill.

It looks like a percession."
"You don't s'pose the' 's a fun'al an' we hain't heard

on't?" asked Nancy. "It's jest what anybody might ex-
pect, holed up in the winter like woo'chucks."
The women fluttered to the bed room window, which

commanded a better view of the road.
" 'Tain't no fun'al," Nancy declared. "It's a string o'

wood teams a-goin' tu tlie village."

Relieved that a funeral had not escaped their attend-

ance, they returned to their work, which was hardly re-

sumed when they heard the creaking of the snow under
many pairs of feet, and heavy-laden runners and the

long drawn shout of five teamsters halting as many
yokes of oxen, each with its full sled load of stove wood
crowned by a plethoric two-bushel bag.
"What on airth !" exclaimed Lyddy, peeping out of the

small window with but one eye exposed to the outer

world, while Nancy took as guarded an observation at

the opposite side. "Why, it's all Danvis turned loose.

There's that gre't, awful John Dart 'mongst 'em. Be
they all crazy, or what ails 'em?"

"Come, go in, some of ye and find aout where the ol'

gals want these 'taters dumped and this wood on-
loaded," Dart called in a tone of cheerful impatience, as

he came up from the rear to join the group that stood
in bashful hesitation beside the front team. They looked
from one to another, each hoping that some one would
volunteer for the duty of spokesman.
"You go, Joel," Sam said, when it appeared that no

one would offer. "You're uster speakin' in meetin'."

Joel Bartlett slowly shook his head, crowned with a
broad-brimmed hat over a woolen cap of sanguinary and
most un-Quakerly hue.

"I don't feel clear, Samwel. It is thy place, seein' thee

was the fust tu stir in the matter."
"No, I only happened tu speak fust; you was all fast

enough tu come. Let Solon go in; he can' alius find

suthin' tu say."

"I hain't legible tu the ofBce," Solon objected; "but
here's Mr. Dart, he'd ort tu be oudagious enough not

tu be embarrasted."
"You don't ketch me in there alone," said the giant.

"I hain't acquainted an' I'm afraid of ol' maids, an'

more'n all that, Sary Ann's I'arnt me not tu speak tu

no-womern but her. We'll send in Jozeff. Come, Jozeff,

you hyper in."

After much urging and many excuses and an elaborate

clearing of his boots of snow upon the plank doorstep,
Joseph Hill knocked and was bidden to enter.

"Good mornin', gals," he said, with great volubility.

"Be ye well? An' the chil—I mean your fam'ly, be
they well?"
"We,are tol'able well, Mr. Hill," said Lyddy, hoping

he might be a customer, and while she spoke mentally
measuring the broad figure before her. "Take a cheer
an' set up tu the fire."

"I'm 'bleeged tu ye, I don't care 'baout settin' arter
ridin' all the way over here—that is to say, I might ha*
rid, only I'd ruther go afoot. I jest run in of an arrent.
The fact on't is—the way on't was, you see, Sam-
wel kinder thought mebby—we didn't know but
what you a-hevin' sech tormentin' luck wi' that 'er«
plagued Bascom, you might be kinder short on't for your
winter's wood^—not hev quite so much, you know, as you
might ha' hed if you'd hed a leetle mite more, you see,

an' so, as we-all happened tu be a-goin' over tu the
village, we jest, each on us, hove on a leetle jag, an'
whilst we was abaout it we kinder flung on a bag o'

'taters, jest tu stiddy the load, an' we don't want tu
kerry 'em back, 'cause we all got more'n we want, an'
naow if you'll show us where tu empty 'em we'll onload
the wood jist where you say."
When he stopped speaking for want of breath, he was

still morfe disconcerted to perceive that his message was
not received in a kindly spirit. Lyddy's mouth was
pressed so tightly that it was scarcely distinguishable
from the wrinkles which surrounded it, and she re-

garded him with a stare made colder by the glitter of
her spectacles, while Nancy's black eyes flashed and
each separate ringlet shook with indignation.
"We're turribly obleeged tu ye," Lyddy said, "but we

hain't objecks o' charity."

"When we be," Nancy interjected, "we'll send you
word. You can take your wood an' pertaters right stret

home ag'in."

Joseph was so taken back by these rebuffs that he
could not find a word to offer in apology, but made a
precipitate retreat, gasping in a frightened undertone as
he joined his companions:
"Sam Hill ! the 'tarnal critters is drif'I pudchiky

—

madder'n tew settin' hens! You can't tech 'em wi' a
ten-foot pole, not scarcely, an' they won't hev the wood
nor nothin, an' say we c'n take it hmn again! Think
we're insultin' of 'em. My land!"
"Dum their stinkin' pride," John Dart growled. "What

be we goin' tu do? We can't turn 'raound here loaded,
an' if we could I wouldn't haul my load back over these
cajullucks for it. Le's 's fling it off, an' if they don't like

it they can lump it."

"An' what'll we du with the 'taters?" Joseph queried.

"Jes' 's like 's not they'll let 'em stay aout here an'
freeze. Ait' anyways, they don't look 's if any one on
'em could wrestle tew bushel o' 'taters, nor both on 'em
tugether."
"Oh, we can take the 'taters back an' give 'em tu An-

twine. He won't turn up his nose at nothin' you give
him," said John Dart.
"Perhaps we can persuade Lyddy and Nancy to buy

the wood for a small consideration," Joel Bartlett sug-
gested. "They've got a worldly pride nat'ral tu the old
Adam, ag'in takin' charity, an' we've got tu consider it.

If you'll all fall in with the idea I feel free tu go in an'

talk with the gals."

"I've got the idee. See here," said Sam Lovel, "let's

go in an' git measured for some clo's 'at we're agoin' tu
hev made an' let the wood go toward the pay."

"It looks sort o' decaitful," said Joel, but I do' know
but it's kinder accordin' tu what was said by one for-

merly abaout not lettin' the left hand know what the
right hand dueth. Aour women folks do' know."

"If I was 'quainted with these 'ere idgits, I'd go in

an' spank 'em," John Dart declared. "But I don't know
'em. Go ahead, Lovel."

"I do' know what M'ri'll say," said Joseph. "I hain't

said nothin' tu her 'baout hevin' of me any clo's."

"We hain't got tu hev 'em cut till we git ready, only git

measured," Sam whispered loudly. Thereupon he made
for the door and entered without ceremony, followed by
the others crowding upon his heels, except Joseph, who
kept well in the rear.

"Good mornin', Lyddy. Good mornin', Nancy," Sam
said, heartily, and then without waiting for a return of
the salutation, "I'm afeared Jozeff here didn't du aour
arrent plain. The idee is, we all on us got tu hev us some
clo's, an' we hain't got no money, so we cal'lated you'd
be wantin' some wood an' 'taters, mebby, an' we could
pay ye, part in barter in advance, an' the rest on't bime-
by in cash or in barter, if that kind of a dicker will be
agreeable."
"Why, land sakes!" exclaimed Lyddy, her countenance

changing its severe expression to one of surprise. "He
never said one word abaout clo's. He kerried the idee

'at you was a-givin' it all tu us as if we was a couple o'

poppers."

"Well, ye see, it kinder slipped my mind. I tol'

M'ri 'fore I started 'at I'd got tu hev me some trowsers,
an' she said she'd lost the partem an' I'd hafter git

measured. Sam Hill ! I do' know haow I came tu fergit."

"I darsay we can use the wood an' the pertaters," said

Lydia, "if we can agree on the price. Haow much du
you gentlemen think they're wuth?"

"Wal, it's all body wood—beech an' maple—an' all

ready fer the stove, an' I cal'late it's wuth tew dollars

a cord, an' each on us has got a good half cord on,

shouldn't you think the' was?" he inquired of his com-
panions, while he winked very hard at them.
"Not no more'n that," said big John Dart, and Solon

thought "That was a estimatin' on't liberal," while Joel,

whose conscience wouldn't permit him to assent to such
a glaring deception, coughed and made his mouth so
round that it almost whistled a note of surprise.

"I shan't be able tu fetch ye the cloth for a hul suit

ontil I git my sheep shore nex' summer an' kerry the

wool tu the fact'ry an' git it made up; but if you're a min'
tu measure me naow, I guess I shan't grow no more,"
said Dart.

"An' I want thee to cut.me a plain coat," said Joel,

single-breasted an' stan'in' collar—thee knows, Nancy

—

an' skirts not tew full."

"You put crows' feet tu the comers of every pocket 0'

mine ^0' three pairs 0' buttons on the tjiils," resumed
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Darti 'W if yoti'rfe a-g^oin' tti measure me. yoii might
as well git out a cheer an' begin at the top, cr =;hal] t

gid daown on all fours?"
"While 3'ou're a-measiirin* him an' Joel. Jozeff an'

Solon an' nie'll fetch in the 'taters an' put 'eni in the
suller. They're Buckeyes an' Long Johns an* English
Mutes, an'U be ninepence a bushil. You light a light,.

Nancy, an' show us the way daown suller."
With that Sam went out, followed by Solon and

Joseph, while Lydia brought her tape line and book
and began the measurement of her huge customer, and
Nancy handed a lighted tallow candle in its shining
iron candlestick to Sam as he passed down the cellar
stairs.

"Wal, their 'tater bin's pooty nigh cleaned aOut," said
Joseph, as he carried his full bag down the narrow stairs
and emptied it on the bare boards.
'Some time we've got tu bring them gals some cloth

an' let 'em work it up. They'll feel 'n.ough better," said
Sam, laying a brown paper roll on top of the potatoes
and going up the stairs.

"I'm a'goin' tu see if this 'ere pork berril corroberates.
so to speak," said Solon, ^ hanging his emptied bag on his
left arm, taking of^ the damp cover and holding the
candle down inside the cask. "The' 's a leetle layer o'

salt left, but not no nutrigotious food tu eat. 'VVal, I

shall be killin' nex' week if it keeps col'."

"It 'most seems 'ough them ol' gals 'd ruther work
'an tu set still. What critters!" said Joseph.
"What was 't Saniwel depositoried here?" said Solon.
"Feels like sa'ssiges, er mebby it's lean meat fer fryin'

er suthin' else," said Joseph, trjnng the roll with his
thumb and finger. "They won't heave it awaj^ if tliey

hain't porpers. I don't scarcely 'b'lieve they will."
With the cellar somewhat replenished and ten cords

-of wood under the shed. Avhich Pelatiah had told Sam he
'Should like no better fun than to pile up in good shape
evenings, "bein" he couldn't be spared no other time."
:the kindly neighbors departed, leaving something bet-
;ter than food and fuel in the little brown house.

As the sisters watched the slow ox teams going down
the hill. Nancy admitted, "Arter all's said an' done, folks
hain't all Bascoms. an' it does seem 's if men folks 'ould
iiev 'em clo's a while longer."

R0WL.\ND E ROBTNSO?^.

The Appalachian Park.
Considering the fact that Congress has approved the

loili establishing the National Appalachian Park, and
that it is only a question of time when its formation will

Tie completed, it may be of interest to all concerned, who
are really every man, woman and child.

"Who loves to lie with me
Under the greenwood tree;

And tune his merry note

Unto the .sweet bird's throat;

to know something of this most interesting region. So
we may stand on the top of Satula Mountain, at the foot

of which, on the plain, lies the picturesque village of

Highlands; but this plain is 4,000 feet above sea level,

which gives a height of something under 5,000 feet to this

picturesque, even charming, mountain. And from its

top can be seen an almost uninterrupted ocean of verdure,
surging in colossal waves of forest, against the numerous
crests of other mountains, the w'hole view appearing to

one who has crossed the ocean very much like the lines

. of billows, with their intervening hollows, rolling in

vastness until sight reaches them no longer, and the blue
sky meets the horizon.
Rising from this imdulating ocean are seen the out-

lines of the highest points of the Blue Ridge and the

;
Smoky mountains, some of which tower over 6,000 feet

:above sea level, and many over 5,000 feet, while t!ie

plateau on which Highlands stands is something o\ er

.4,500 feet. In every direction from the point of view lie

•ithese rolling waves, on the south closed in by the blue
ihorizon, on which on a clear day the^snioke of the South-
cern Railroad is seen forty miles distant; on the other
sides by this undulating ocean, with here and there, only, a

small clearing on which the isolated settler has made a

solitary home, and lives and rears his numerous children

on the familiar sour-dough corn bread and the milk of

his cow, sometimes getting a feast of hog meat en-

livened by a string of speckled trout or a few of the

abundant pheasants, and in the season a turkey, which he
captures in the inwardly sloping rail pen baited with an
ear of corn. It is true that these men are numerously ad-
dicted to the so-called moonshine business, and the soli-

tary stranger is not always received with the traditionary
welcome, but is viewed with cold suspicion. These moun-
tains are covered with timber to the top. except in the
case of some of the highest "balds." as they are called,

the smooth tops of which are covered with rich black soil

and abundant grass, this being pastured by cattle ranged
in the woods by owners living at a distance or nearer, who
hire a resident to attend to the salting of the stock at

regular intervals. And this being done by each one at

some fixed place, the herds all become under easy control.
Of course, the fine timber of the region is as yet Avith-

out actual value, on account of the impossibility of getting
it out of the country. Every tree known to North
America on the East grows here, except the live oak, and
there are two specially indigenous here. These are a dis-

tinct variety of the hemlock, which is distinguished by its

doubled leaves, that grow in clusters, and not singly or
in pairs, as the leaves of the common hemlock do ; and
one other very rare^tree. only found naturally here, a
-variety of the camellia family, Stuartia pentagyna, a speci-
men of which is growing in Fairmount Park in Pliiladel-

•phia. and was carried from this locahty.

I send an illustration of this flower (Stiiarfia pen-
tagyna), which has thick fleshy cream-colored leaves, and
is three inches across. It much resembles the common
dogwood in habit, excepting that the flowers have five

petals, while the dogwood has only four. The dogwood
is exceedingly abundant, covering the hillsides in the
spring with its bloom, so that one might think he might
be viewing a dense orchard.
The rhododendron and all its tribe of evergreen shrubs

fill the woods; this shrub, or tree, as it is here, grows
35 feet high, and a specimen, of which I have a photo-

graph, h»d over two thousand of its targe conspicuous
panicles of flowers on it. The woods in June blaze Avith

the azalea blooms of all colors, from pale lemon yellow
lo the deepest scarlet; whole hillsides are thus cov-
ered quite frequently, while the beautiful kalmia (with
its six-sided cups and recurved stamens, each bent into a
small niche in the petal, and at maturity springing back
suddenly v>'ith a jerk, thus automatically scattering' the
pollen on the pistils) grows in equal abundance, in com-
pany with its more modest but exceedingly sweet-odored
azalea viscosa (the clammy azalea), so called from the
stickiness of its tubular, creamy-white bunched flowers.

This is a dwarfed variety of this family, and completely
covers whole acres under the towering forest over it. This
variety of azalea has the odor of the tuberose, and on the
calm summer evenings the sweet scent fills the air every-
where. Why it is not very common in gardens is a sur-

prise. The white fringe Chionaiifhus virginica is common
along river banks, which in places are wholly bordered
with this and the beautiful Pliiladclplius graiidiflarus,

both of which are popular flowering shrubs on Northern
lawns. Indeed, from the first appearance of the white
llowcrs of the service tree—here a timber tree—in the

spring, all through the year until the sotir wood hangs
its sweet flower clusters early in the fall, and the witch
hazel shows its curious blooms in November, after its

leaves have fallen, the woods are gorgeous with con-
tinual bloom. I should not forget the grand tulip tree

(Lyriodcndroit tulipifera) with its sweet cup-like flowers,

and the cucumber tree (Magnolia aciimhiata) . with its

conspictious creamy blossoms, followed by its scarlet fruit.

STU.'VKTIA PENTAGYNA.

shaped like a cucumber—whence its common name. These
two trees furnish the most valuable timber, commonly
called poplar, and grow to enormous size. The butt log

of some trees has at times cttt into a thousand feet of

boards. I have measured one tree over 7 feet in diam-
eter at the stump, and 132 feet to the first lim.b. where
the trunk was still 3 feet in diameter. The chestnut
grows to this size. I have measured sassafras trees 3 feet

through, and the common black cherry larger still. All

other trees are in equivalent proportion.

The mountain laurel, so called (the Kalmia latifolia.

botanicalhO. has enormovts roots, the grain of which is

gnarled, curled and colored in a beautiful manner, and
furnishes material for the finest finishing work for railroad

cars and houses; also for ornamental ttirned work: the

rhododendron also furnishes beautiful wood for similar

work. Indeed there is not a tree growing in these vast

woods but has a high value for use as soon as transporta-
tion is provided for its removal or manufacture.
Under scientific arborictilture these forests will be self-

sustaining from the first, and a reasonable estimate which
I venture to make, after nearly twenty years' residence
here, and during which I have been engaged in preserving
and improving the forests on my tract of 4,000 acres, is

that ten dollars an acre may be made from fully one-third
of this territory (which is nearly all virgin forest, such
as I have described) as a permanent income from the tim-

ber alone, most of which ma}^ be sold to manufacturers,
who will cut and remove the selected trees and preserve

the yonug growth for futtire use. And in the mean-
time, indeed for all time, these woods may remain in a

resting and breathing place for the overtired business

men who love to carry a rod or a gun and seek real and
actual recreation, either in the summer or the winter.

For while the summers are cool, averaging from 60 to 80
degrees at noonday, and under 60 at nights in the summer,
these being the extremes, the average in the winter rang-
ing from occasional drops for a few hours to zero, up to

60, with but little snow that lies on the ground, may tempt
strangers who would avoid the severity of the Northern
winters, but yet. too, the tOo warm more Southern lo-

calities, to seek here one of the most pleasant resorts be-

tween the two extremes, where the air is the purest pos-
sible, being above the reach of injurious genns, and the

water is as it is di.stilled from the clouds, and flows frotn

the clean subsoil in myriads of clear springs, pure and
fresh, forming innumerable rills, which grow into rivu-

lets, which supply the streams, and every drop is washed
and washed by the pure air as the water tumbles over the

innumerable rocks and cliffs, making beautiful views (and
music, too) everywhere as one rides along the roads, or to

be seen by glimpses through the woods.
There is nothing which may be called magnificent here.

It is all beauty—.scenery that charms one, that quiets the

worn, wear)' nerves and fills one up with restfulness. The
climate is a specific for all lung and throat diseases; the

poisonous mosquito is a rarity ; one rests during the cool

summer days, and sleeps under the needed blankets at

night, enjoying the rest of the satisfied mind and body.

This is a mere sketch of what this Appalachian park will

be. and may be easily so made to be. The whole must be
seen to be realized in full. Henry Stew.-vrt.

Highlands, N. C.

—•

—

Experience with Wild Animals.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It seems to me that Juvenal's letter in Forest AND
Stream of Feb. 23 requires an answer. It is not right

to ridicule a statement made in good faith, but there i.s

no reason why one should accept such statements without
question.

It is of course unsafe to generalize from a limited per-
sonal experience, but my acquaintance with Felis concolor
extends over so many 3'ears and covers so many hun-
dreds of instances that several volumes of Forest and
Stream would be required to publish them. '

'

Both the cougar and the big gray wolf are commbn
everyday animals to us here in the Rockies. How com-
mon and how destructive to stock the following items
from a State paper show : "Wolves are so thick on the

New Forks that all stock must be corraled at night."

"The bill for the destruction of predatory wild animals
which has just passed the legislature carries with it an
appropriation of $40,000."

For fifteen years I have made a close study of the

cougar. For two months each year for four years, Mr.
A. G. Wallihan and myself spent our entire time photo-
graphing cougars under all circumstances, and we have
a large collection of fine negatives. I have followed on
foot the trails in the snow of dozens of the animals where
every move, every step, that the cougar took for days
was as plain as ii I had walked alongside. I know how
the cqugar lives, Avhat he eats, how he catches his game,
and what he does with it after he catches, if. I followed
one big male cougar for seven days before coming up
with him. I have followed numbers for forty-eight hours,

and. I know cougar nature as wfell as I know my own.
Not only this, but I have talked with men who have

hunted the annnaf wherever he is found. All agreed
with me in what I had noticed as to the habits of the

brute.

North and South., East and West. Fclis concolor is the

same. . -

Let us take up the case of the man on horseback who
was chased by the panther. Nothing is more likely than
that a panther wou!d jump at a horse. Thousands of

horses are killed by them every year in the West, horse
flesh being a faA^oritc food. As to the chase and repeated
jumps, I do not 'believe it. The cougar can move with
wonderful speed for a hundred yards. On level ground
any horse can otitrttn one in a quarter of a mile.' The
cougar simply has not the lung-power to run any dis-

tance. Time after time I have jumped a cougar out of a
tree into the midst of the dogs. Before the dogs got
started the cougar would be fifty feet away. He would run
a hundred yards while the dogs ran twenty-five. If the
cougar was fat the dogs would have him before he was
two hundred yards from the starting place; if the animal
was thin it might go four hundred yards before being
overtaken. If the coitgar was lucky enough to get into
a tree before being pulled down its sides would be going
like a pair of bellows, and if promptly poked out of the
tree it could not get away from the dogs. We used to
iry to get a photograph of a tougar during the first dash.
As an illu.stration of the cougar's speed, the camera that
would show every detail of a horse or dog crossing at
full speed fifty feet away would show nothing but a
blurred object for the cougar. In the case referred to by
your correspondent, the panther probably jumped at the
horse. Finding a man on its back it let go and slid off,

scratching the horse's rump and tearing the man's coat.
No panther, after making its dash and leap, has wind
enough left to catch any animal as fast as a horse.

I have seen repeated instances where a cougar has
missed its rush, and it never attempted to pursue its prey,
but went on hunting something else.

xAs far as a cougar following a man is concerned, that
is a comtnon thing—the\' are forever at it. So is a wolf.-

a coyote or a fox. for that tnatter. A. number of times
I have trailed a cougar all day, and had it turn right
around and trail me back to camp after dark. When a
cougar is being closely followed it barely keeps out of
sight ahead of its pursuer, and will often, double around
and drop in behind. No one that .knows cougar nature
ever thinks twice of danger when being followed by one.
For instance, ten years ago I was staying alone at a

place I had in the mountains, looking after some cattle.-

I had a haystack and corral a mile and a half down the
creek from the cabin, and kept my saddle horses there,

walking back and forth morning and evening. One day-
it snowed a couple of inches, clearing up at sunset, and
as it happened it was after dark before I got my horses
taken care of. The next morning the snow showed the
following-; .A she cougar and three full-grown cubs came
down the creek early in the evening. They were very
hungry and were hunting. Coming to the cabin they
prowled around for some time, going into the stable, and
making quite an effort to get into the store house, where'
several deer were hanging. Failing in this they wetit on
down the creek, and met_me half a mile below. Going
off the trail thirly feet or so they crouched doAvn until I
had passed, then followed me home. Then they went
down the creek to a bunch of cattle, but the cattle were
nearly all big steers, and bunching up kept the cougars
off. At daylight the cougars left the cattle and went on
down the creek. A little way below they saw a deer up
in some scrub oak and went up and killed it. They were
so hungry that they nearly cleaned up the deer, a full-
grown doe. When I went down in the morning I saw
magpies and knew what was up-, as I had seen the cougar
tracks. Going a little closer I saAv that the cougars -vVere'^

still at the carcass, so went back, and getting a rifle

killed the old one, the cubs bolting into the brush. Then
I went back and got a lot of No. 4 traps, which I set all
aroimd what was left of the deer, and next morning had
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all three cubs. Now, why did not those four hungry
cougars tackle me when they had every chance in the

world? And this is only one of many like instances.

Is there a case on record of a grown man having been
killed by a panther? A panther is no bigger and no
stronger than a man, and what is there to be afraid of?
1 have killed several by cracking them over the head
with a six-shooter, and one blow did the business. An
active man with a club, a knife or even a stone in his

list can kill any panther or wolf that ever walked. One
heavy blow on the head, one dp with the knife, and the

job is done. I had a cougar hook his claws into my hand
once, and not having any weapon I kicked all his ribs loose

and made him let ,go. If the man told of by j^our corre-

spondent, who was a captain in rank, had gathered him
a club and gone after that panther he would not have
been followed any more that ni.ght.

Now as to the men who heard the wolves howl and
thought the horse saved them. Wolves like horse flesh,

they often follow people, and they are very fond of howl-
ing. If a pack of wolves were hungrj' they would follow

a horse and woiild howl like blazes. If they saw that a
man was with the horse, the}^ would howl some more, but
they would not think of taking hold of that horse as long
as a man was along. If the horse was alone it would
probably be good-by horse.

When a wolf is hungry and lean it is a pretty fast

animal. It takes a good fast greyhound to outrun a wolf
in that condition, though when a wolf is fat and gorged
with food a good horse can beat one. When the men
with the fleet horse ran away the wolves naturally fol-

lowed in the hope that the men would climb a tree or
otherwise desert the horse, and according to wolf nature
when hunting in packs they howled. If they had wanted
to catch the horse it is very likely that they could have
done so, because a hungry wolf can outrun a horse in

harness.
Whenever anyone brings forward an undoubted case

of a man in America being killed b.y either wolf or pan-
ther, I will believe that they will make an unprovoked
attack on man, not before.

The truth of the matter is, our forefathers came to this

country loaded up with all the old world tales of wolves
and were-wolvcs, and finding in the panther a sly, blood-
thirsty beast and a great killer of game and stock, they
at once concluded that the beast was a man-killer also.

And so the fireside tales, without any real foundation
in fact, went down from generation to generation, until

the bloodthirsty wolf and ferocious panther are so firmly

implanted in American folk-lore that they can never be
eradicated.

And all this in face of the fact that there is not on
record the death of a man by either one.
My people have fought Indians and wild animals on

the frontier for a hundred and fifty j^ears, and in all the
family tales there is not one that even indicates that
either wolf or panther is to be feared. Now let us hear
from the other side. Wm. Wells.
Wells, Wyo.

Monroe, Neb., March 13.—One day, while marching
in the Big Horn country, in 1865, one of our scouts
jumped of? his horse and ran into some chokecherry
bushes to get some of the cherries. He disappeared in the
bushes, but almost immediately reappeared, running,
with a big grizzly after him.
He came out of the brush on the edge of a steep

cafion, and just then the bear overtook him and made a
stroke at him with her paw. She caught the Indian on
the side of his head and took his ear off as clean as you
could cut it with a knife.

Both bear and Indian disappeared over the bank into

the cafion, and by the time we got to the edge of the
cafion the bear was climbing up the opposite side and
the Indian was lying at the bottom insensible, with the
muscles all torn out of one arm. He got well, but was
minus one ear and had a badly crippled arm.
He said the bear was about 40 feet from him when he

first saw it, and it immediately charged him without any
provocation.
We- killed the bear before it got out of the cafion. It

was a large female, and I think the editor of Forest and
Stream has seen the skin in my brother's (Maj. Frank
North) house. L. H. North.

A Singing Mottse*

Elverson, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: For more
than a month we have had a sing'ng mouse with us. Our
house is an old-fashioned stone building 108 years old, and
is not drummed, although it is, of course, plastered and
papered within. It has, however, the common wash-
board in all the rooms. Behind the washboard in the

north wall of the library lives our singing mouse. He
sings only at night and at rare intervals. This even-

ing while I was reading, one of the ladies called my atten-

tion to him. I am rather deaf, but easily heard the mouse
at least 10 feet away. Then several of us collected around
the place and the little fellow seemed to realize his

audience, for he gave us a selection of beautiful songs with
all manner of trills imaginable. Once by keeping my eyes

on the musical spot in the wall where there was a slight

opening between the washboard and paper. I got a bare
glimpse of him. Even then, when he was again out of

sight, the song kept up. A door was opened and we
walked around, but our fearless songster kept it tip for

some minutes longer. Octavius Bull.

There is a well attested story about Daniel Webster
and a Marshfield farmer. Mr. Webster was out shoot-

ing, and in his rambles came to a deep creek. Seeing a

skiff moored to a stake and the farmer cutting salt hay
near by, he begged to be paddled across. The farmer

dropped his scythe, unhitched the skif? and took Mr.
Webster over, and then, after declining a proffer of pay-

ment, lingered a moment to hold this dialogue: "This is

Daniel Webster, I believe." "That is my name," Mr.
Webster replied. "Well," said the farmer, "it seems to

me that if T could earn my living by pleading cases up
in Boston I wouldn't be trying to get it by wading
through these marshes in hot weather shooting little

birds." _

Ducks Breeding in New York.
Penn Yan, N. Y., March 23.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I have read with interest the articles lately

printed in Forest and Stream on the breeding of ducks
in the United States, and have thought that it might be
of interest to relate a little incident that I observed while
on a, trout fishing trip to the North Woods last season

—

1900. I think it was the 20th day of June that I was
fishing down the Jordan River, a very narrow and
tortuous stream that empties into the Raquette, at the
head of the Upper Hollywood Stillwater. I was fishing
from a canoe, as it is impossible, except in a very few
places, to fish from the shore or wade. The veteran Norm
La Roe was paddling me.
We had dropped down the river quite a distance, when,

rounding a bend, we ran on a brood of duck quite close to
us. Away they went, skittering down stream, and we
saw no more of them till we had drifted down perhaps a
half-mile further, when we came on them again. This
time they did not act nearly so shy, and only went down
stream a short distance and dropped in a little cove where
a stream from a spring opened in the river. The river at
that point was not six yards wide.
Paddling as close as we could to the opposite shore, we

kept as motionless as possible till we were nearly oppo-
site them, when Norm held the canoe stationary, and we
watched them for several minutes. It was a flock of red-
heads, the little ones on\y a little larger than a robin.
There were thirteen of them. I counted them over two
or three times to be sure. They scarcely acted more
shy than domestic ducks, and were the cunningest little

things I ever saw.
To me it was worth the trip there to see them. They

woidd dive, splash the water and play just like their tame
relatives, while we were but little more than a rod from
them. Oh, for a kodak I but none was at hand. It was a
beautiful sight and one that I shall not soon forget.

E. P. S.

Syracuse, N. Y., March 1%.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I have interviewed a sportsman of my acquaintance on

,
the subject of ducks breeding in this State. When I

told him that there was a question as to whether they
did breed in this State, he said, "Mallards, black duck,
teal and all that class of birds used to breed on the west
side of Onondaga Lake until a few years ago, when they
had to clear out on account of the advance of the city.

One day last spring when I was out snipe shooting west of

this city a big mallard flew up from under a bush, and
before I thought I let drive and dropped her. When I

went to pick her up I saw that under the bush there was a
nest with three eggs in it. In a tree near my cottage on
Lake Ontario a wood duck has bred for several 5'ears, and
tirrie and again I have seen these little wild ducks all cov-
ered with yellow down out around the islands, where no
one disturbs them.

"If Long Island wants spring duck shooting, let her
have it, but we want a law for the inland part of the State
to stop this spring duck shooting. I am decidedly of
the opinion that if the ducks are let alone they will breed
here in numbers and we will have an increase in the fall.

This everlasting banging is enough to drive anything to

the North Pole."
The gentleman who told me this is well known in this

vicinity, and anything that he savs mav be accepted as

the truth. J W. 11. F.

A Thrilling Experience.
State College, Pa., March 11.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: During the past three weeks the press of this

State has been giving prominence to the follow'ng hair-

raising story, with apparently no attempt to discover the

truth

:

Man has Thrilling Fight with Wildcat.—Belle-

fonte, Pa., Feb. 10.—O. H. Holmes, a young man of

State College, had a thrilling experience with a wildcat
recently, and it was only after a terrific fight that he suc-

ceeded in getting the better of the animal. Holmes was
attacked by the animal when he had nothing to defend
himself with and was badly bitten before he could secure

a club. Homes' flesh was badly lacerated, and when
speaking about the aflfair he said that he thought for a time
that he was done for. Pie is just now recovering from
the effects of his encounter.—Philadelphia Inquirer,

P'eb. 20.

With the above was published a photograph of O. H.
Homles, of this place, and of a man holding a gun and
of an animal in crouching attitude, wh'ch was doubtless

intended to convey to the mind of a reader the impression
of a wildcat, but as it more resembles a common raccoon
than a wildcat, we must conclude that either it was with
a coon with which Holmes had his "terrific fight" or that

the "newspaper artist" had never seen a wildcat, and to

him "all coons look alike."

It is the serious duty of all persons who are in position

to learn the truth in such circumstances to do what they

can to prevent such travesties on nature from going un-
challenged before the public. While naturalists are ear-

nestly striving to establish the truth concerning our native

animals, such published falsehoods as the above will do
much toward tearing down the work of years of careful

study and keeping us in the realm of darkness, superstition

and unnecessary fears.

As the undersigned lives at State College and has as-

certained the facts of the above occurrence, he feels it his

duty to make them known in order that nervous women
and timid children may not be afraid to go abroad in our
woods and fields and enjoy their beauties with the "sense

of ftill security, whether it be by day or by night.

The morning after this bloody (?) encounter Mr.
Plolmes came to the museum of the Pennsylvania State
College to have his wildcat mounted. He appeared as
"calm as a May morning " with no evidences of nervous
prostration and not a scratch upon his body. The element
of truth in the yarn from which the cloth was fabricated is

as follows:
On Feb. t6 Mr. Holmes was hunting, and although

that looks sttspicious in this State, as it is "out of season"

for all kinds of "game." he was "only after foxes and
wildcats, of course." He related the occurrence: "I was
hunting foxes, and my dogs treed something in a brush
pile. They went in under the brush from opposite sides

and soon commenced to fight some animal, I laid my gun

down in tbe snow and got dowii on ray hands and kees to
see what was going on. One of the dogs had a wildcat
by the back and was shakings it. As I was there in the
stooping position he threw it with force and it happened
that it struck me in the breast. As its back was broken
and it could not use its hind legs, and as 1 d d not have
time to pick up my gun, I grabbed it by the back of the
neck and pressed it down in the snow and choked it to
death."
The writer identified the animal as a fine specimen of

the American wildcat (Lynx rufus) , which is really not
very rare in central Pennsylvania. There have been many
instances reported of this animal attacking mankind, but
we have never seen it possible to find one authenticated,
andwe do not believe there is onetrue case on record where
either the wildcat or the lynx has attacked man, woman
or child, either in self-defense or through extreme hunger.
It is a shy retiring animal, and we recently saw one flee

away with all possible speed the moment it sighted a
person, even at some distance.

There is quite a difference between strangling a
wounded and consequently defenseless animal and being
attacked and forced into an open-handed encounter with
a bloodthirsty brute. We hope readers of this article will
help circulate the truth about similar misstatements con-
cerning our harmless animals—as are nearly all of those
Avhich are left in America.

H. A. Surface,
Professor of Zoology, the Pennsylvania State College.

—

—

<$>—
Profjrietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

tliem in Forest and Stream.

An Adirondack Deer Hunt.
It was on the afternoon of Nov. 6, 1900, that a party

of hunters, answering to the names of Ted, Fred, George,
Frank and the writer—five of us—packed up our camp
tackle, consisting of tents, sheet iron stoves, blankets and
eatables, such as bacon, beans, potatoes, onions, coffee,

milk and a dozen loaves of bread, and boarding a train on
the Auburn branch of the New York Central R. R., started
for a week's hunt among the deer of the Adirondacks.
At 4 o'clock in the moi-ning of the next day we reached
our destination, a point on the Adirondack division of
the New York Central R. R., about ninety miles north
of LUica. Arriving there in a cold drizzling rain storm,
securing a hand car. we pttshed our baggage up the track
about a mile, and at once proceeded to put up our tents
and make our camp comfortable for the week's stay. As
soon as the camp was completed we partook of a good
breakfast of fried bacon, potatoes and hot coffee, then
we were ready for hunting.

Ted, Frank, George and the writer were all armed with
Winchester rifles, model '92, .44-40, weight 6^ pounds.
Fred carried a Savage .30-30 of about 8 pounds. Ted,
Frank and George had never hunted deer before, nor had
they ever seen deer running in the woods. Fred and the
writer had hunted deer for several years in Michigan,
Pennsylvania and New York State, and we considered
"ourselves fairly successful as deer hunters. So much for
the personnel of our party. We employed no guides.
Each man carried a good compass, and no trouble was
experienced by getting lost.

It was about 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Nov. 7 when
we struck out in the woods for game, each man taking
the direction wh'ch he fancied was the best, and hunting
from a mile to five miles from camp. The first day all the
party saw from one to three deer, each getting running
shots at them. The writer succeeded in wounding two
deer, but failed to get them, as it came on to rain hard
soon after we got in the woods. I am satisfied that these
two deer were shot too far back, so as to fail of striking

a vital place, but the shots were difficult, and it would
have been better that I had not taken them. So the
day ended in a cold driving rain storm, with no deer
taken.

A good hot supper was eaten and then when the pipes
were filled we settled down to the hunter's happy hour,
and then filling our stoves up full of wood and wrapping
ourselves in our blankets, we fell into such sleep as only
the hunter knows about.
The next day was a bad day in the woods. Fred killed

a young buck—saw him as he got up otit of his bed and
put a .30-30 through his neck, which was instant death.
No other deer was seen by the party that day.
The morning of the 9th found it snowing hard, and it

continued to snow all day. Nothing seen.

The loth George shot a fine yearling buck—his first

deer. He saw him standing in a clump of bushes. Got
him through the neck.
The nth nothing was done.
The I2th was cold and clear, and found us in !he

woods at daylight. Frank got a nice young buck this

day. which was his first deer. Several others were seen
by the party and a few shots were fired, but without re-

sults.

The 13th was cold—9 degrees below zero. This was
Ted's day. He secured a large doe, which was his first

deer.

The writer also crawled up on to two deer lying down.
They were about three rods away when seen. Killed

one and the other was away before I could get a shot at

him, it being in a very thick swamp where the deer were,

All the party sighted game that day.

The T4th and last day of our hunt opened cold and
clear. George got a standing shot at a doe and killed her

instantly, The writer started a buck, which he did not
see until the deer was twenty rods away. He put in a

couple of shots in quick succession, one of them shntterinsc

the hind leg at the gambel joint. It was 9:30 when the

deer wa^ wounded, and I put the final '^hot into him at

11:30. This proved to be an eight-prong buck, weight 175
pounds. Fred got a stand-ng shot at a doe this day, but
made a clean mi^s, and so ended our hunt for the fall

of 1900. this having proved one of the most enjoyable

and successful hunts that the writer ever took part in.

It is needless to say that all parties voted to make our
next hunt on the same grounds in the fall of 1901.

Ezra G. Smith,

1
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
L- :

Excitement Over Indiana Game Law,

Chicago, 111., March 23.—According to the proverb it

IS a long lane which knows no turning, and the adage
?eems to be verified in the history of game laws in the
West. Ten or twelve years ago this part of the West
was practically lawless so far as the protection of game
was concerned. AVe had laws, but they were not ob-
served. The great bv.ik of the people were either abso-
lutely ignoratit or absolutely indififerent in regard to what
game laws might or ntight not be on the statute books.
In those days the sporting papers and the sportsmen's
associations were almost the only sources of- any protest
or agitation regarding better laws or better enforcement
of the laws. Puerile enough were the methods of those
da} s in the organized bodies of sportsmen. We "unani-
mously resolved," and we let it go at that. Wc passed
resolutions condemning spring shooting, and then we
went out and killed as many birds in the spring as we
knew how. We believed in protecting the game, but we
believed then, as a good many of us do now, that it was
fit and seemly for protection to begin with the other
felloM?. We wanted all the other States to agree to keep
their fingers out of the game pie before we would agree
to do so ourselves. • Tn short, we gave to the observant
world, so far as the observant world cared a copper about
i't, a very fine example of what human nature can do- when
it moveth itself aright.

That was ten years ago, and gaine protection then
surely seemed a forlorn hope. Yet the sporting press
kept dinging away at the matter, and naturally had a great
deal of influence, for 1 presume no sort of journal printed
has more influence among its readers than a good sport-
ing paper. No doubt the sporting press did, very much
to start the ball rolling, and perhaps even tlie sportsmen's
associations, with their solemn annual enactments of "We
do solemnly resolve," had a certain influence in their

way. Meantime there went on all over this VWestern
country the changes incident to continual^ spreading
.civilization, encroaching always ttpon the natural resorts
of the garne, and continually cutting down its numbers.
The people in general began to' take an interest in matters
which had before interested but a few. The leaven of

good principles began to work, the preachments of the
sporting press began to make converts. We heard more
and more about game laws, about localities for wild game,
about the scarcity of game where once it was abundant.
Then, a few years ago, there came up the idea that it

would be a good thing to protect this game, and to do
so at the expense of those who got the most, enjoyment
or benefit, ottt of it. Herein lay the origin of the idea,

fallacious, but very huinan, that it would be a good thing
to establish a shooting license for the purpose of raising

a fund for game protection. The .idea of charging a free

born American a sum of money to shoot in a country
where once every man had been at liberti' to shoot, ex-
cited first the surprise and then the anger of the Ameri-
can shooting public. Yet the efifect of this sentiment was
not to remove the non-resident license from the State
where it first got its hold, btit to establish other non--

resident licenses in adjoining States. Thus a system of
retaliation grew up among all the Western States, one
after the other putting on. a non-resident license as a
matter of self protection. It is yet to be proved that the
non-residence license has really come to staj', for a sys-

tem of mere retaliation may break down as rapidly as it

builds up. Yet it is no doubt true that the non-resident
license has come to stay at least for the time in practi-

cally all the Western States wl^ich have any game.
W'ith it has come a code of game-laws of increasing sever-
ity ii-^ all the Western States. ' The long lane has had its

turn^* We have been wanting protection, and now we
have got it—more of it thai*-, a good manir care to

have.

There is more excitement in .Chicago shooting circles

over this Indiana game law than has ever been seen here
over any qitestion pertaining to sportsmanship. Hereto-
fore we have always looked upon game laws as being
more or less vague and remote things, good for the other
fellow but really not coming very close home to ourselves.

Just to raise a fund for game protection, as the theory
goes, we put on a $10 non-resident license in Illinois at

the last session of Legislature. Wisconsin also -had a $10
license, and Michigan threatens one. In. order to show
that there was ho coldness, and to prove that she was
not behind the times., Indiana tucked on a $25 non-resi-
dent license. Hence these tears.

The immediate origin of the movement which led to
the passage of this Indiana law is differently assigned in

diflferent quarters. •' It' is stated that the members of a
couple of sporting clubs of Rensselaer, and of Indian-
apolis, which had grounds near the Kankakee River, were
the. first to raise the protest which led to the enactment
of this law by the Indiana Legislature. . Yet others say
that the first movement for the present law originated at

Oilman. Still others state that the story about the pre-
serving of the John Brown tract near Shelby was the
cause of the uprising across the line in Indiana. There
may be truth in each of these stories,\ but no one locality

can make a State law, and it is likely that the Illinois

statute asking a $10 non-resident license was the deter-
mining factor when 'the question "came up, before the
Indiana Lsgislature.

'

This week much confusion still existed In Illinois re-
garding the law, and regarding the question whether the

, authorities in Indiana intended to enforce the law. Some
Chicago men have been shooting in Jndiana without a
'license, ^nd yet others have taken

^ out their licenses,
though the latter are but few .>in number. . All
around Shelby. W'^ater Valley, Roselawn and other towns
near the Kankakee a number of Indiana wardens have
gathered in. They are watching each other, and in-
cidentally watching for Chicago shooters. Tolleston Qub
has been one of the early victims. The son-in-law of
Otto Young, a member,, is reported arrested for not hav-
ing 0. license. The old Lake George- Club, which had
quarters at Water Valley, on the Kankakee, ,has practi-
cally pulled up stakes and quit. Mr. Hempstead Wash-
burne^ who secured the lease from John Brown on ^the

big tract near Shelby with the intention of forming
. the

Tonti Shooting Club, this week surrendered his option

to Mn Brown. The grounds .near Shelby, therefore, re-
main open as before.
As before indicated, one immediate result ©f the Indiana

law has been the tuining of the tide of Chicago shooting
to Illinois points. All the shooting places along the
Illinois River and around Fox Lake to the north of here
are fuller of shooters than they have been in a dozen
years. The price of every share in an Illinois shooting club
has been marked up nearly double. Thus E. M. Steck, of
this city, who thisweekwent down to the Lone Tree Club on
the Illinois River, at once bought a share in that club.
He killed 30 birds one day, 15 on the next, and 17 on the
day following. A great many other Chicago men will take
up membership iif Illinois clubs and resign their In-
diana shouling.
One result, perhaps still some distance in the future, is

now nearer to being a possibility than ever before. This
throng of shooters crowded into the Illinois regions will

surely cut down J:he supply of game, so that eventually
self-iiiterest may look toward the stopping of spring-
shooting in 'this State. It would be unwise therefore to
decry this action of the Indiana Legislature, or to call it

anything but beneficial to the cause of game protection.
We have wanted game protection, and now we have got
it, and the probability is we are going to have still more
of it. It was stated confidently many years ago that the
West -would never protect its game until it had nearly
disappeared and hence attained great value. All this

question of more stringent game laws in the West simply
bases itself 'on the disappearance of our game.

(Great Abundance of Ducks.

And yet, in apparent contradiction of the latter state-
ment, .arises the fact that this spring, without any doubt
or question, we have more ducks in Indiana and Illinois

than w^e have had stop with us for the past ten years. We
hear again the old cry that there are "just as many ducks
as there ever were." The unthinking cannot realize that
we simply have a large proportion of the flight, stopping
with us for a little while, and that soon the flight will
pass on beyond us, compactly and not strung out. On the
face of the facts, however, every spring shooter of Chicago
is gnashing his teeth over the thought that the Kankakee
marshes are alive with ducks and that it costs $2'5 to
go and shoot them.
There can be no doubt as to the temporary abundance

of wildfowl in all our shooting country, for every shooter
conies back with practically the same story. Mr. T. A.
Hagerty on Thursday a week ago was down at Shelby,
and he sard that he saw what seemed to him literally mil-
lions ef ducks. They were all over the flats in such num-
bers that they literally blackened the air when they arose.
From Cumberland Club, Maksawlm Club and from

all the pushers around Water Valley come the same
stories of thousands of ducks all along the Kankakee. A
large proportion of these birds are mallards, with a good
many pintails, and they are feeding out on the cornfields
to a great extent.

Along the Illinois River the shooting has been superb.
Mr. Hempstead Washburne, who has just returned from
Swan Lake Club, got about forty birds in two- days, and
reports fine mallard shooting in the timber. At the Un-
derclifif, on Lake Senachwine, there are a number of
shooters • stopping now, and most of these are having
good sport. The best flight that can be located at this
writing is now in at Havana. Along the Mississippi
marshes and the lower Illinois River, near Monmouth,
New Boston, etc., there are still thousands of birds, but
it is thouhgt the flight is beginning to get past those
lower points.

At Fox Lake the ice is not yet out, but the river is

open and there is a heav}^ body of birds reported there to-
day. Billy Wells is at Fox Lake for a week, and should
meet this flight. His friend, Eddie Pope, may join him
within the next forty-eight hours. There will be some
heavy bags turn up from that locality this coming week.
On all the mashes west of here, at M'neral, Sheffield, etc.,

there is a heavy flight at present. Indeed, on every hand
one hears stories of good shooting.
Among bags reported this week are John Burmeister

and two sons, 75 mallards in two days, at Shelby, Ind.

;

John Hood, 50 in one day. at Havana. At Hennepin on
last Friday Frank Willard killed 57, and on the day fol-

lowing 33, and on the second day after that again 33. Mr.
Meine at the same club on three days of this week killed
respectively 8, 22 and 62; Mr. Warder on Monday. Tues-
day and Wednesday killed 26, 15 and 50. Mr. Trail killed

25 .dticks at Hennepin Club on last Wednesday. There
were 166 ducks killed at .Hennepin on last Wednesday, and
the shooting since then has probably been still better.
There will be a big exodus of shooters to-night for

different points in. Illinois. Mr. H. M. Van Hoesen has
left for Round Lake, III., with his friend, Mr. Buck-
meister. ' Mr. E. A. Bournlque goes to-day up to Fox
Lake. Mr. William Werner, who is just in from Knox,
Ind., says that the prairies, and marishes near that place
are literally alive with ducks; he wants friends to join
him.
Now, whether all this big flight is in because of the ad-

vanced attitude of game protection in Indiana may per-
haps be an open question, yet we surely have the Indiana
laAV and we have this unparalleled spring flight.

New Game Warden,

It was reported that Mr. A. J. Lovejoy, of Roscoe, is

slated for the oflScepf Game and Fish Commissioner, vice
Harry W. Loveday, who was appointed by Governor Tan-
ner. Governor Yates.has not yet sent any commission to
an appointee, but there is likelihood of a change in the
office.

Champion Pot Shots.

Mr. H. K. Kuhn. of Nevada, Mo., gives some interest-
ing stories about championship pot shots. which some of
his neighbors made in the early times. He says:

"I owned the first reel ever made by Mr. W. H. Talbot,
of Nevada. Mr. Talbot is a friend of mine, and very well
knows my hero, William Warden, a market shooter who
used to kill duck where the Union Depot of St. Louis now
stands. Mr. Warden was in the habit of crawling on a

bunch of ducks and discharging both barrels of ? No., 10
heavily loaded at. the . same time. At one tirhe he made
this performance, and by some means he broke^is collar-

bone, and to show you the nerve of the man, he gathered

all of his dticks off of the water—twenty-eight in num-
ber—mounted his horse, whicli he had tied in the timber,
and arrived home, some four miles distant, but he shot
no more for six weeks. At another time Mr. Warden, his
son, Arthur, and Jess Lowe were out. and they made the
sneak on to a vast flock of mallards. TheyJ fired five bar-
rels, three at them sitting and two as they rose—one oi

Arthur's barrels failed. Result: 148 dead mallards thai
they got,

"At another time Mr. Warden, his son, John, and Jess
Lowe were out one calm, beautiful November day,' and
had killed some ducks going from lake "vto lake, but it

was comparatively dull, and finally about 3 o'clock they
came to Back Bone Lake. At the' south end they saw a
small bunch of ducks in the north end. Mr. Warden
told John to make a wide circuit and see if he could not
get a pot shot, while he and Mr. Lowe would remain hid
and try to get a wing shot as they came by. John made
the rounds and the first Uhing he did, after getting as
qlose as he could, was to divest himself of all clothing.
There had been a heavy frost in" the morning and some
ice; the water was cold. It was shallow at the banks
aiid muddy. John crawled to the bank on his stomach
with his gun held in one hand above the water, keeping
some bushes between him'self and the ducks, and finally
got within forty yards of them. He was in about 3H feet
of water. With his first barrel he killed sixteen. One
flew, and,_ of course, he got it with the remaining charge.
You can imagine what the men at the other end thought.
I will state that Mr. Warden is now an earnest advocate
of game protection, and what laws we have (which are
too limited) he obeys strictly."

A New Sporting Country,

Mr. H. H. Marks, of Saiilt Ste. Marie, Mich., gives
me a tip on some new sporting country, regarding which
Forest and Stream is probably the first sporting paper to
print any notice. There is a new railroad now going
straight north from Sault Ste. Marie to the icy shores of
the Hudson Bay, the whole course of which will lie

through an ancient and untouched wilderness. Forty
miles of this road is now constructed out of the total
length of 490 miles. This road is the result of the energy
of Mr. F. H. Clerg, who promoted the enterprise in Eng-
land. The company will develop the copper and iron
mines and put up saw mills and pulp mills. In short, this
ancient country of the Indian woods tribes, over which
the early French made their perilous way more than
200 years ago to attack the feeble English trading posts
on Hudson Bay, will now be

,

put under the hammer and
axe and forced to conform to the ways of civilization.

Between that time and now there will be some splendid
hunting and fishing along the new line. If you wish to
find out about it, watch the columns of the Forest and
Stream. E. Hough.
Haktford Building, Chicago, 111.

Along the Rivers Ossipee and Saco.
Our sportsmen have been pretty quiet through the win-

ter, except for a little rabbit hunting and. fishing through
the ice. The latter sport has been actually good, nu-
inerous heavy strings of pickerel being taken, and not a
few handsome trout—our law allowing the taking of these
by citizens of the State after Feb. i. On a pond buf a
few miles from this village a man and his boy, in a few
hours' fishing, captured four speckled beauties that
weighed_ 8 pounds, and several 3-pounders have been
taken this season from the same pond.
Fox hunting, once so popular in this section, has been

practically ruined by the trappers' deadly work. Once
3'ou had only to step outside the village any day with
favoring conditions to hear the cry of the fox hound re-

sounding among the hills. Now one will rarely come
upon sly Reynard's footprints if he tramp across country
for miles. The former followers of the hounds bitterly
decry the trappers for robbing them of their favorite
sport, and in spite of all that has been said in these col-
umns in the latter's defense. I am emphatically of the
opinion that it is one of the most unsportsmanlike of prac-
tices (as relating to the fox), and should be promptly
stopped. Nothing is more absurd than the principal argu-
ment of the trapper, that the fox should be exterminated
for the war he wages on other game, for now, when his
numbers are so .sadly depleted that a specimen is rarely
to be seen, we find that the ruffed grou.'^e, among wh-'ch he
is alleged to make such havoc, instead of increasing are
actually scarcer than ever before, which shows clearly
that the gun and not Reynard is responsible for the de-
crease of this game.
And in relation to the alarming scarcity of grouse,

squirrels, etc., I may say that most of our sportsmen have
come to the conclusion that there is not enough of such
game left to make itrworth one's while to hunt for it, and
many- are exchanging their shotguns for rifles to take ad-
vantage of the bit of deer hunting afforded each season in

Oxford county, adjoining. There are probably a dozen
good repeaters owned right here in the village, and more-
over, the owners of these arms are trying to perfect them-
selves in their use by frequent work at the target. IVIuch
speculation has arisen as to the best shot in town, and I

should not be surprised to see a rifle club organized in
the near future.

As to the brook trout^we are all looking ahead with
considerable anxiety to the coming season because of the
terrible drought that prevailed last summer... Many of
our best brooks went cotnpletely ,dry for long distances
from their mouths. and_ in some cases, I- am informed,
hundreds of dead fingerlings were to be found on the dry
beds of these vanished streams. ' I saw nothing like
this, but on the other hand was encouraged to find a
goodly number of trout in brooks which T visited while
hunting in the fall, and which I knew to have gone dry
as above described ; so I am inclined to think that in such
cases instinct teacTies the fish to work up to the head of
the stream, where it is largely fed by unfailing springs,
and thus find enough pure water to tide the great majority
pf them over the. period. Of course theiqitality of the
fishing, when the-;time comes, will tell the story, but
meantime I should appreciate advices from any of '^your
readers who may have had experieinGe in the matter.

^ Templar.
CoRNisHi Me,, March 9.
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Spring Shooting.
Editor Forest and Stream

:

In my article in Forest aivtd Stream of Saturday. March
9, I made the statement that in 1892 a law was passed
making the close season March i to Sept. i, excepting
Long Island, and that one year convinced the sportsmen
of this county that ducks would breed here. Better black
•duck, mallard, teal and wood duck shooting was had
that fall than was ever had before or since. Not only
this, but the fall ducks—broadbills. bluebills. redhead,
whistler, etc—came earlier and staj^ed longer, etc. In
looking over Forest and Stream of that year, 1893. I find
in No. 25, Dec. 23, an article, entitled "Niagara County
Duck Shooting," by M. H.. which shows that in the
fall of the only year that the ducks were ever permitted
to pass through our State unmolested by the spring
butcher the sportsmen of Niagara county were also re-

paid for their self-denial in the .spi'ing.

Doubtless Long Island, Oswego. Erie and other counties
were benefited to the same extent. It would be interest-
ing at the present time to hear from the sportsmen of
these counties in regard to the shooting in the fall of

J893. I take the liberty to quote as follows

:

At 5 o'clock the hunters started for home, reaching the city of
Locks two hours later, tired, it is true, but with a happy weariness.
The day's sport had been uninterruptedly fine, and they felt well
repaid for their trip in every respect.

^f'-^ir a hearty dinner Metropolis took tip the New York p.ipers,
which had left the presses at 4:30 A. M. and reached the Stale s

remotest city twelve hours later, with a gratified air.

"Well," said he, "this is all like a fairy tale. 1 have spent tlic

day on a most romantic steamer, enjoyed the invigorating bvee.'.es

of the lake, and at the climax found myself surrounded witii as
many aquatic birds as the coasts of f_^abrador could afford, .\fter

a day of superior pleasure sitch as only a sportsman may know, 1

return to lind in my friend's house the iSTew York papers of the day
at my service. All this within twelve houri?' ride of iny home.
A.";tonishing!"
In a measure, old residents of the country this year, however,

can share the New Y'orker's astonishment at the plentifulness of

wild ducks and geese. They seem to visit this section this _ fall in

countless numbers. Burt Green, of Lockport, and Will VVijidsor,

United States plumber at Fort Niagara, one day this week secured
eleven large Canadian geese in Niagara Jiiver.

^
A VVilson hotel

keeper, whose place is charmingly located on AA'ilson Harbor and
overlooking the mouth of the creek and Lake Ontario, writes tiiat

on Monday morning of this week, rising at daj-break, he went out-

doors to attend to his chores. He looked out upon tlic stream and
rubbed his eyes with astonishment, lie could not believe what his

optics told him. The water as far as he could see was covered
with ducks. That day he and a local attorney secured fifty-seven

plump birds. The lawyer employed no legal entanglements with
which to ensnare the game, either, but he says he used a very
superior smokeless powder. No. 3 shot did the business.

A Wheatfield farmer sent word to a Lockport friend on
Tuesday that the ducks were so thick on Tonawanda Creek his

young boys were trying to knock them down with poles as they
flew back and forth to the lake. Never within the memory of

the pi-esent generation have the different varieties of waterfowl
been so plentiful in Niagara county. This section is happily lo-

cated any how as relates to the migratory game birds.

It's a kind of funny happening that in the only year

that we ever stopped spring shooting in New York State

Niagara and Jefferson should have had more ducks

than the oldest inhabitant ever saw or dreamed of, and
that Long Island, Oswego. Onondaga and the other coun-

ties shouldn't have noticed anything unusual. If you
want spring shooting stopped, get after your representa-

tives. If you don't want it stopped, just drive what
birds you don't kill up into Jefferson county. We want
them, for we are going to stop spring shooting of wild-

fowl in this county for three years, and I hope forever.

W. H. Tallett, Pres't J. C. S. A.

Watertow??, March 18.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I wish to say that I was somewhat surprised to read in

one of your late editorials that "Ontario has recently

passed an act prohibiting spring shooting," and then again

last week Mr. Hough, who ought also to be up in the

game laws of Ontario, allows a correspondent to make
the same statement without comment. If there is one
thing we in Ontario are proud of, it is the fair treatment

we give the migratory birds. We have had an act in

force continuously for the last ten or twelve_ years pro-

hibiting spring shooting of all migratory birds except

geese and swans, and it should include these. We give

Forest and Stream credit for advocating so ably the

prohibition of shooting birds when they are mated and
about to make their nests, for it is no credit to the

Americans to allow their de.struction then, especially as all

varieties of bird life are showing a marked decrease. It

is true that Quebec allows spring shooting of some birds,

but Quebec has always been slow to adopt improvements.
However, now she has a Premier in the Hon. Mr. Parent
who is thoroughly with us in this, and he will amend their

law and prevent spring shooting. I wish as much could

be said for New York and some other States-—wish they

were so advanced as Quebec.
Why, sir! the ducks themselves are beginning to take

the matter into their own hands and will not only not

stop to breed in such States, but thousands of them of

their own instinct did not go south at all last fall, but

stayed all winter on our open waters. .Such birds as

canvasbacks, bluebills and redheads could be seen any
day during the whole winter in tlie lake near Toronto.
Of course any one who has hunted these birds will give

them credit for knowing a thing or two, and no doubt
they have reasoned that if they went south among a

people who have no kindly feeling for them except when
roasted, it was to their interest to stay where they are

unmolested and treated decently.

It is true that we have in Ontario a class of men who
grumble against our law, which only allows wildfowl to

be taken between Sept. i and Dec. 15 in each year. They
say we are only protecting the birds for the Americans.-
especially such birds as wood duck and teal, which go
south in September, and are not protected at all by the
Americans, but the law is inexorable, for we cons'der that

these birds especially are fast becoming very scarce, and
possibly should be protected for a term of years. Instead
of doing this, however, our friends across the border
shoot them during at least eight months of the year, for
after they have killed all they can in their own neighbor-
hood, it is quite the proper thing to do to take a trip to

the birds' southern winter home and there continue the
slaughter until the birds come north again, shot at all the
way, until they reach the Canadian border, where the}'

are safe tmtil Sept. i. As soon as the birds reach our
southern border they begin to nest in all suitable places,

and in the southern tier of counties along Lake Erie may
be found breeding such birds as black duck, mallard, blue-

winged teal, wood duck, bluebills, shovelers, etc. It may
be safely said that all of these birds would breed in any
of the States on the way north if they were allowed to
do so. G. A. MacCallum.

Maine Legislation*
Boston. March 23.—The Maine September deer shoot-

ing license law is no more. It will be remembered that
the timljer land owners of that State bitterly assailed that
law earlj' in the session of the Legislature just closed, both
by petition and argument. They claimed that it sub-
jected their lands to great danger from forest fires. They
were much opposed to the letting loose of irresponsible
persons in the guise of hunters, to roam unrestrained
over their wild lands in the month of September, one of
the worst months in the year for forest fires. Their argu-
ments were met by the theory that hunters, in charge of

registered gitides, were a source of protection against
fires. But this did not satisfy them. The proposition to
repeal the September law- came before the Committee on
Fisheries and Game. That committee was equally divided
—five' for the repeal and five against it. Hence two
reports were made. The House on Tuesday voted to

repeal by a very large majority. Just before the matter
came to a final vote, Mr, Carleton. Chairman of the Fish
and Game Commission, also a member of the House, got
in the following amendipient to the liill to repeal the
September law :

.Section 2. It shall be unlawful for non-residents of

the State to enter upon the wild lands of the State with
intent to camp and kindle fires thereon, while engaged in

hunting or fishing, without being in charge of a registered
guide during the months of May, June, July, .'Vugust. Sep-
tember. October and November; provided, that the proA'i-

,sions of this section so far as entering ttpon the wild
lands in this State with intent to camp and kindle fires

thereon while engaged in hunting or fishing, stop at any
hunting or fishing camp which is owned or under the

control of any registered guide or registered camp owner.
WhoeA'er shall catch or kill any deer, or enter upon the

wild lands in this State with intent to camp and kindle
fires thereon Avhile engaged in hunting or fishing, with-
out being in charge of a registered guide during the

montlis of May. June. July. Aitgust, September. October
and November, in violation of the provisions herein con-
tained, shall be fined forty dollars and co.sts of prosecution
for each offense and be subject to imprisonment for thirty

days.
This amendment went through with the bill to repeal

the September law without dissension, and since the meas-
ure has passed both branches of the Legislature 'it is a

part of the statutes of the State. The reading of the

amendment, as above, may not be entirely correct, though
it is all the text I have at this writing, since there is

some obscurity concerning the meaning of words "Pro-
vided * * * stop at any hunting or fishing camp
which is owned or under the control of a registered guide
or canip owner." It is evidetit that the meaning of the
amendment is that hunters and fishermen stopping at

hunting camps, or the owners of such camps, are not
subject to the fines or other penalties of the law. I have
seen one of the Maine Fish and Gam - Commissioners to-

day, and he says that it is not the intention of the law
to interfere with camp owners or their guests, but to stop

transient hunters and fishermen from entering upon the

wild lands of the State without being accompanied by
registered guides. Several Boston sportsmen that I have
seen since the passage of the above bill are glad that the
September license law is repealed, and they fully agree
with the Commissioners that hunters and fishermen ought
to be in charge of careful guides when entering upon
the wild lands of Maine.
Boston, March 25.—The Maine Legislature has posi-

tively adjourned without date, and there is now no danger
of further fish and game legislation in that State for two
years. No license laws now exist there, the September
license law having been repealed at the last moments of

the session. The bill to make moose hunters take out a

license costin.g $25 passed through a good deal of dis-

cussion, the principal reason given for such a measure by
its friends, being revenue. But it was assailed by the in-

terests of the camp owners and guides, as Avell as hotel

and railroad interests. It was amended but finally re-

ferred to the next LegislatLu-e. The measure, referred

from the preceding Legislature, to make all non-resident
hunters going into Maine take out a license came up
several times, but was finally indefinitely postponed. The
resolve to establish a fish hatchery and nursery on a large

scale at Moosehead Lake failed of a final passage,

through a desire for great economy. The Fish and Gaitie

Commissioners were shorn of none of their powers, al-

though it was proposed early in the session to take away
their power to prevent any and all hunting and fishing

ini any part of the State, if they deem expedient. Neither
were the Fish and Game Commissioners reqitired to pre-

pare and forward to the Governor and Council an item-

ized statement of all that the Commission has cost the

State for a series of years, as was proposed early in the

session by the enemies of the Commission. They got no
extra appropriations, since the Legi.slature was "in for

economy."
The bill repealing the September law was finally passed

in a form, as far as I am able to learn at this writing, that

simply requires a non-resident to be accompanied by a

registered guide when entering upon the wild lands of

the State with intent to hunt, fish, camp and build fires.

Speciai,.

Scent to Attract Foxes.

Wei.ls. Wyo.—In the issue for March 2 Mr. C. H.
Ames asks about a scent for attracting foxes. In the
spring take the musk sacs of muskrat. the same of skunk,
and beaver castor

;
put them in a tightly corked bottle and

hang the botttle up in the sun until fall. When you want
to catch a fox dip a twig into the mixture and stick it

in the ground near the bait. If a fox gets wind of it

half a m.ile away he will come to investigate, but if the

trapper lives with other folks I advise him to change his

clothes before going home. Wm. Wells.

The Forest, and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday and as much earlier u practicable.

New York's Forests.

From the Poughkee^sie Eagles

One of the recommendations of Governor Odell in his
annual message was that a radical change should be made
in the State control of forests, fish and game, abolishing
the two present commissions and committing their duties
to a single head. A measure embodying this change has
just passed the Legislature, and in connection with it we
cop}^ a letter from President Wadsworth, of the present
Commission, to the Forest and Stream, which sets forth
his views as to the policy that should be adopted.

Undoubtedly, though it was put there for a praiseworthy
purpose, the constitutional provision which holds the
State forests in such a way that nothing can be done with
them whatever has already become a serious obstacle to
proper management, and will rapidly become still worse in
its effects as time goes on. Mr. Wadsworth states that
there are 5,974 separate lots of land owned by the State
covered by this provision of the Constitution. Many of
them are too small to be valuable for game, timber or
water supply, but are surrounded by hotels and settle-

ments, and valuable for lease, sale or exchange. The
Commission, or Commissioner, whichever it may be in

the future, should certainly have power to dispose of
these isolated lots, and to provide for the rational care
and culture of the big remaining tracts, including the
clearing away of all dead and decaying timber, and the
cutting and disposal of such mature and valuable trees as
can be removed without injury. Before this can be done,
liowever, there must be a constitutional amendment, which
will require four years to get through and put in opera-
tion. In our opinion, the Legislature ought to take the
first steps toward such amendment without delay.

Canvasbacks in Central New York.

Sayre, Pa., March 4.—Robins, bluebirds, song spar-
rows and numerous other varieties of migratory bird
life have returned. I hear bluebirds reported as return-
ing in larger numbers than usual, an item of information
especially pleasant to contemplate. The scarcity of blue-
birds has been remarked for several years, and it is to
be hoped that Forest and Stream contributors will make
particidar note of the presence of these inspiring migrants
and report accordingly.

Great ntimbers of wildfowl have been moving north-
ward over the central New York lake country during the
past fortnight. The presence of canvasback ducks upon
Cayuga Lake during the past fall and winter has been
the subject of lively discussion among sportsmen gener-
ally. In some instances canvasbacks were found to out-
number any other variety oti Cayuga Lake waters, a fact

all the more remarkable when it is remembered that for

a number of years canvasbacks were practically unheard
of as pausing even briefly upon these waters.

If spring shooting could be abolkshed for a term of
years, or. better .still, permanently, a good proportion of
the old-time wildfowl shooting might be in due tinje

restored.

Meantime the sportsman may put aside his breechloader
for the fly-rod and otherwise prepare to face the un-
relaxing business cares which must shortly prove the
white man's burden. M. Chill.

Ducks on Long Island.

East Quogue, L. I., March 23.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Never in years as at the present time have so

many ducks been in this bay. I have at present eleven
geese hanging under my piazza, and they weigh on an
average of 12 pounds each. And as for the black ducks, I

never knew them to be in better condition. They are as

fat as can be.

I certainly would like to have writers like Mr. W\ H.
Tallett give proof of the statements they make in regard
to the poor lean ducks. There are things that men who
write such pieces to the Forest and Stream do not know
what they are writing about. They have no knowledge of

the condition of ducks or they have a theory to advance,
and so eager are they to advance that theory that they are

willing to jump at a conclusion. Never are ducks in

better condition than they are in the spring, and I can
prove my statements at any time.

E. A. Jackson.

Deer in Orange County, New York.

It was reported on Sunday that a deer had been killed

by a West Shore train on Saturday near the New Wind-
sor brickyards. The report could not be verified. Rail-

road men said, however, that there had been a deer for

some time in the vicinit}^ of the brickyards. One day
last week it swam from the trestle of Hedges' brickyard
to Plum Point. There are quite a number of wild deer in

Orange county now. and any person who kills one is

sure of a good deal of troitble. The open season is

from Sept. i to Nov. 15. The penalty for killing a deer

is $100.

A week or two ago dogs dragged down a deer on the

farm of J. G. Holbert between Sugar Loaf and Wickham
Pond. The curs were driven off and the deer was taken

to Mr. Holbert" s barn, where it died of its injuries.

Game Protector Kidd was informed and has learned the

names of the owners of the dogs.—Newburgh Journal,

March 18.

Dr. Franklin used to observe that, of all the amuse-
ments which the ingenuity of man had ever devised for

the purpose of recreation, none required the exercise of

most patient attention so much as angling—a remark
which he frequently illustrated by the following:

"About 6 o'clock one fine morning in the summer,"
said the doctor, "I set out from Philadelphia, on a visit

to a friend, at the distance of fifteen _ mile s,_ and, passing
a brook where a gentleman was angling, I inquired if he
had caught anything. 'No, sir,' said he; 'I have not been
here long—only two hours.' I wished him a good morn-
ing, and pursued my journey. On my return in the even-
ing I found him fixed to the identical spot where I had
left him, and again inquired if he had had any sport.

'Very good, sir,' says he. 'Caught a great many fish?'

'None at all.' 'Had a great many bites, though, I sup-
pose?' 'Not one.' was the answer, 'but I had a most
glorious nibble!"*
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Projjrietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to adverti.sc

them in Forest and Stream.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Faf Rocfcaway.
i When spring revives frost-buried hopes,

And Arctic storms have fled our shores;

When beaming skies from fecund slopes

Coax forth the flow'rs the bee explores;

When swallows twit a glad return.

And bluebirds pipe their vernal lay,

Beyond the meadow road's brisk turn

1 see thee rise. Far Rockaway.

Enthroned upon a gentle swell.

The ocean hymning at thy feet,

Skirts into bays whose islets tell

Of secret nooks where shore birds meet.

From distant shores come finny tribes.

That cleave the seas to tribute pay
To waters mirroring thy skies

—

Thy glorious skies, Far Rockaway!

] TTow grand was once thy countr-y 'round!

j
Thy woods and fields a dream of dreams I

j
\\'here, now. like then, can there be found

} Such woods, and glades, and forest streams?

' Thy meadows, though, remain as when

[ I trod their mazes to the bay,

; In quest of hern and meadow hen.

In hopeful days, Far Rockaway.

Ala.s! that nature's face should hide.

And leave no trace save mcm'ry's shade!

The march of greed, of vice, and pride,

Has stormed thy fields, thy swamps invade!

Civilization's vandal hand

Shall shroud them in the nearby day-
May thy loss sorrow's tears command.

From me for aye, Far Rockaway 1

Abel Kontev.

The Striped Bass.
"A xWOphel is not without honor save in his own coitntry."

This is not a story of a prophet, nor is it a prophecy.

It but sings the praises of a noble fish, the king of the

North Atlantic coast. I think that outside a lim-'ted circle

of enthusiasts there is less general knowledge of the habits

and quahties of the Roccos lineatus than any game fish of

this part of the country.

Everybody is familiar with the beautiful brook trout and

the vigorous black or small-mouth bass : but the striped

bass, or rockfish. coasts along our rocky shores iii all his

beauty and strength, sought by comparativeh- few and

known more as an article of food than for his sterling

game qualities. We find in the "Natural History of the

State of New York" and "Commission of Fish and

Fisheries of the United States" some Interesting, if

rather antequated. accounts of this fish, from which a few-

brief extracts may not be out of place

:

"The striped bass occurs in all the waters of our coasts

from Florida to New Brunswick. In the North it is

called striped bass and in the South rockfish or rock.

Large sea-going individuals are sometimes known as

greenhead or squid-hound. They are not migratory, but

are found at ah seasons along our coasts. They are

voracious in their habits, preying upon small fish, and

frequent the rocky shores of the bays and sounds at

high tide in search of crabs, shrimps and squids, and
they are said to feed upon clams and mussels, which they

obtain by delving with their snouts.

"The largest striped bass on record is said to have

weighed 112 pounds. Fish taken in traps and seines fre-

quently weigh from 35 to 60 pounds. Twenty years ago

striped bass were taken in large numbers by heaving and
hauling with a hand line from rocks and steep beaches

all along the coast from the Delaware capes to Cape Cod.

In the early days of the colonies this fish formed a prin-

cipal source of food supply, being caught in great num-
bers and very large. Captain John Smith saw so many
in a river that he fancied he might have walked across on
their backs.

"Eight thousand fish were caught in less than a week
by three fishing gangs from Bridgehampton in 1874. One
man took on one set of a seine 1,672 bass, weighing

-three and one-half tons. They breed in fresh water in

the spring, and in the cold weather are believed to

hibernate in the mud when left in shallow tide ponds."

It has been my good fortune this summer for the first

time to know of and learn a sport which lies at my door,

and which has repaid a patient stud5^ Locating on the

shore of Long Island Sound not many miles from New
York city, I happened to fall in with a little coterie of

fishermen, amateur and professional, who excited my
interest with tales of monster fish taken trolling with rod

and line. Although it was early in the summer, I started

out one day to try my luck. AU. day long, until the

rising wind became too heavy for further attempts, I

pulled along the shores with no results, but a fisherman

who was also out showed me a 4-pounder.

Subsequent attempts brought fair returns in small

fish, until one day, after a slight thunder shower, while

pulling in rough water in a rocky cove, my wife had a

strike which set the reel singing with that shrill note

which sends the thrills through every nerve. Out went
the line, until, the click happening to slip on the reel, the

line overran and knotted, catching her thumb in the

crank. I at once took her rod, slacked off until the

line went free and began Avork in earnest. Meantime my
boatman had pulled directly off shore to clear all rocks,

and as the fish was well hooked I could feel reasonably

sure of success. For twenty minutes he bored and surged

about, but in this instance, probably because of the hot

weather, made few rushes. Meanwhile the problem pre-

?i?nted. itself tQ how \q g^ve him, q^r F^t \v^s too

small to be of any use, and we had no gaff; but neces-

sity suggested that we improvise a gaff by means of a

large cod hook, luckily in my kit, lashed to the handle of

an ancient umbrella.
As soon as the demand for quick work with the oars

was somewhat relaxed, Jerry deftly lashed the weapon,

and when by a steady rise and sweep I swung our beauty

toward the bow, a quick snatch set the hook into the

throat and a heave brought him aboard before a flap could

be made. He thrashed then all right, but was quickly

quieted. The scales showed just 12 pounds and the tape

31 inches in length and 17 inches girth. He was heavy

and fat and as handsome a fish as swims. Then came
days of non-success and small school bass. We knew
that big bass were about, for they were frequently seen

by the eel j ackers feeding in the coves at night.
' "Why, there's one old bumper that I seen twice last

moon ill Clam Cove that is more'n four foot long and

mtist weigh over 50 pounds," said Jim Stone, one of the

fraternity. "I was sheered to jab him with my spear."

So we fished after dark and in heavy weather, in sea-

son and out of season, with only moderate luck. Then
came a day when weeping skies combined with a light

fog to wrap the sea in a soft wet blanket. There was little

wind, and the constant drizzle called for rain coats and
rubbers. PuUing boldly out to the islands, not accessible

It was a noble fight. The rod was a light split bam-
boo trolling rod with a fine spring, the hook a 0000 and
an ordinary Skinner spoon. I had about 400 feet of line.

Bloodworms were used for bait.

This fish weighed 13 pounds and measured 32 inches in

length and 18 inches in girth, just I pound heavier and i

inch each way larger than our first.

Robert N. Curtis.

New York City.

STRIPED BASS.

Nineteen pounds. Length 32 inches, girth 18 inches.

in heavy weather; we got a few bass ofl: a sedgy point, but

they were small and not plenty. Then we went further on
to a lonely islet, and landed on a half-moon beach in a

quiet cove for luncheon. Just at top of tide we again

started, pulled around the rocky point and back into the

cove, when "Whir-r-r!" came the magic note, and this

time it was no sulker. He had my hook, so not a second

was lost.

Away went the boat for the open, dangerous rocks being

all abottt. First one way and then another went the bull-

dog rushes, every atom of resistance that I dared use

being held against him, but with it all the line con-

stantly escaped. Further and further from the shore we
moved, until good bottom was assured, and then we
slackened speed a bit. In a moment, nearly 200 feet away,

a big body surged into A'iew with a foaming splash and
again the reel sang. We began rowing slowly, as it was
evident that he must be tired out as rapidly as possible

or he might escape by a sudden rush or tackle parting.

And so began a fight as fierce and stubborn as can well

be conceived. For nearly an hour every attempt to get

him anywhere near the boat was met by sudden rushes

and powerful tugs, which kept the nerves on edge for

fear of accident.

We towed him and he towed us nearly two miles. Then
inch by inch I began to recover line, until he was within

40 feet. Here he balked and nothing could induce liim

to come closer. My arms w^ere getting tired with the

constant strain of the pole spring kept full on. I made a

bold try and raised him so wc could see that his mouth
was open. Then the wonder grew why he didn't drown-
but not he.

Inch by inch he came in. until he was only about 10

feet from the boat under water astern. Then I set to

"pumping" him. raising my rod at full spring as high as

my arms would go, then letting him settle. This is

ntoderately severe on both man and beast. As my wife

was wild with apprehension over the constant chance of a

breakaway and as I detected just a shade less ambition in

the captive. I determined to make one strong attempt to

bring him to gaff. »

Standing up and slowly but strongly lifting him. I got a

chance to swing hirn to the boatman, who gaffed him

nearly.

ANGLING NOTES.

Black Bass as Butchers.

A CORRESPONDENT writes to Forest and Stream as

follows: "I have been a reader of your paper, off and
on, for more than twenty-five years, and am an ardent ad-

vocate of the black bass as a game fish, a fish for the

multitudes, and have caught him in all legitimate ways
in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New Hamp-
shii-e and Maine. I have watched them early and late,

and I know they are game, pugnacious, etc.; but I have
heard so many stories about the black bass being regular

"saw bellies,' ripping pickerel fore and aft and letting

out their entrails as easily as if the pickerel were in a

vise, and the bass took his time to hack and cut away
as he chose with those terrible fins of his, that I have

lost sleep trying to think how it was done, unless on the

Christian Science principle of thought. Will you tell

us in Forest .and Stream if there is any record of a

black bass cutting a pickerel open in the way it has been
credited with doing?"

Perhaps the easiest way to answer this would be to

say, "No," and stop; but perhaps I ought to explain

why I say no.

More than one man has told me that a black bass

could rip a pickerel open with its dorsal spines, and
they had seen such circumstantial evidence of it that it

could not be questioned. One case always stands out

conspicuously in my mind, for the man saw the bass do

the ••^lashingj'and later caught the pickerel on his baited

hook with its entrails hanging out.

The reason I say no is because I have tried it myself

by holding a pike in one hand and trying to cut its belly

open with the spines of a black bass held in the other

hand, and this is something any man can try for himself

when he can secure the two fishes. A black bass will

fight a pickerel or pike by darting under it repeatedly,

and after one or two such attacks the pike seems to

realize that it cannot cope with the bass, but the only

marks that I have seen made by the dorsal of the bass

is a red line across the belly of the pike, as though the

blood had settled there, but the skin was not broken.

In the case of tlie man who caught the pickerel after the

bass had practically disemboweled it. cross examination

developed that he did not actually see the cutting done.

He did see the bass dash at the pickerel repeatedly and
later believed that he caught the identical pickerel as

described. Some 3'ears ago. after seemg a black bass

charge into a school of yellow perch of large size and
charge several times. I caught some of the perch with

the blood red line on the belly, as though the hne had been

made by the dorsal fin of the bass. I still think this

was a fact, but I cannot give positive evidence of it. Be-

fore and after I caught in the same lake yellow perch

with a similar blood line on the belly, and charged it to

the black bass, though it may have been done in the

ordinary course of securing a meal; but I never have seen

or known of a bass cutting another open, and am con-

^•inced from the experiment mentioned that it is a
physical impossibility, lor the dorsal fin of a black bass

to do the act with which it is charged. It requires a

.sharp knife and some force to slit the belly of a pickerel

in eviscerating it, and the spines in the dorsal of a bass

will not do the trick.

Trout Fry at Sportsmen's Show*

One of the tanks at the sportsmen's show in Madison
Square Garden contained 10,000 brook trout fry, and I

considered it one of the best exhibits in the fish tanks,

and yet it attracted far less attention generally than the

larger fish in the other tanks. On several occasions I

watched the people as they passed along the line of

tanks. The first tank contained brook trotit four years

old (one man. by the way, who was explaining to a

friend about the kinds of fish, Ipoked at the brook trout

and said they were rainbow trout, and the descriptive

card was wrong. What explanation he offered when
he came to the rainbows I did not hear), and they would
hold the attention of the people, but the fry in the next

tank evoked scarcely more than a glance. They were

well distributed through the water, and were strong and

in good condition, so that I did not discover a single

dead one in five days. Those which had completely

absorbed the yolk sac ".swanr up" and displayed them-

selves to best advantage, and those which still had traces

of the sac hung to the bottom, so that the characteristics

of the fish at this age were plainly marked, and once in

a while a fisherman apparently w'ould stop long enough
to examine them, while the great majority moved on
to bigger fish. In planting fish it is necessary to plant

more of fry than older, such as fingerlings or yearlings,

and this exhibit showed just what fry were, and how they

conducted themselves. In the next tank were yearling

trout, and the contrast was marked, though they were

not the largest of yearlings. If the people Who receive

trout for planting would take the trouble to plant fry

where they should be planted, good results would be

obtained; but too often they are turned into a stream at

the point most convenient to reach instead of taking

them to the very source of the stream it is desired to

stock, and all the labor savers naturally ask for finger-

ling fish, and it is impossible for lack of water and food

to rear all fry to fingerlings.

Planting Fry.

Fry are often sent out just before the yolk sac is com-
pletely absorbed, and sometimes an applicant objects to

this, thinking it injurious to the fish to be sent out in

this condition, while the reverse is true, and if it were
possible all fry wouI4 be sent to the waters for which they

are destined before the sac is entirely gone, as the young

hvsh feed throj^gh the jncjuth m part before th§ sag i^
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completely absorbed. They become accustomed to their

new homes and know where and how to seek food
vvhen the time conies, far better, in my opinion, than fish

that have been fed for a few weeks in the hatching
trouglis and then suddenly planted to shift for them-
selves. Some people object to planting fish fry when
there is ice in ^the streams. This is fact, not fancy. It

seems to be overlooked that trout hatched naturally in

a stream would suffer far more if cold water was in-

jurious, for the eggs are deposited in the autumn and
remain in the ice cold water all winter, and the

embryo does not appear until spirng. As a matter of

fact the water in the hatchery from which the young
trout are sent is fully as cold as the water in the brooks
in which the trout are planted, and cold, water does not
kill or injure trout, no matter how cold the water may
be. The great objection—and the only valid one—to

planting fry is that too often they are not properly
planted, but are turned into the main stream, where
other and larger fish may prey upon them, instead of

planting them in the tributary rivulets. Naturally fin-

ger! ing fish, are better than fry, for they are larger and
less likely to be eaten; but fry properly planted will

give good results.

Mascalonge.

The report of the State Fishculturist, made to the

Board of Forest, Fish and Game Commissioners, gives

the distribution of fish for the month of February as

17,698,600; 17,000,000 of this number were "whitefish fry,

distributed in Otsego Lake, Canandaigua and Hemlock
lakes and Lake Ontario. The balance are brook, brown
and rainbow trout, fingerlings and fry.

A number of letters and newspaper articles, which
complain of the injury that the spearing law is doing
to mascalonge in Chautauqua Lake, were embodied as

part of the report, and it was shown that the operations
at Chautauqua Lake in hatching mascalonge, which began
in 1896 at an expenditure of $670.34, had increased an-
nually until in igoo the expenditure was $1,034.72. The
increase of fry was from 1,248,000 in 1895 up to 4,860,000
in 1899.

In view of this exhibit instructions regarding the

future work of the- Commission ;it Chautauqua Lake
were asked for. The Commission, after discussing the
matter, passed the following resolution:

"Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Commission
that so long as the law allowing spearing of mascalonge
in Chautauqua Lake is in operation, it is not advisable
to continue the work of propagating mascalonge in

those waters."
The report further shows that contracts have been let

for building four fishways in Salmon River, at Pulaski,

where the salmon made their appearance last year and
the year before, in sufficient numbers to warrant con-
siderable outlay in opening the river for them.

A^ii. Cheney.

Talks to Boys.

Xni—Bass Fishing.

Approaching the subject of bass fishing, I would ask

my young readers to do just as they should do in enter-

ing any line of activity not familiar to them. I would
ask them first to sit down and think about it.

If you are going to undertake the capture of any animal,

bird or fish, and if you wish to do this in the most suc-

cessful way. the best thing you can do is to sit down
and study the habits of that particular animal. There-
fore, before you go out fibbing for bass, I would suggest

that you first study the habits of that fish.

Yoti will find that the black bass, known in pretty

much all the States east of the Rocky Mountains, com-
prises two species—the large-mouth and the small-mouth.

Generally speaking, the small-mouth bass will be found in

clear and cold waters, and over sand or rock bottom. It

is found in lakes as well as streams, but it prefers cold and
fresh water to water of high temperature and little move-
ment. The large-mouth bass, upon the other hand, will

live in warmer waters, is often found in the shallower

parts of lakes, and over muddy bottom. It lives much
among the bullrushes and we?ds. This species grows
heavier than the small-mouth bass, and weights of 6, 8,

10 and even 12 pounds have been reached in States north

of the Ohio River, and in some of the Southern States

it has been taken weighing as much as 20 pounds. Al-

though this speices grows larger than the others, it is

hardly so bold a fighter on the average. Sometimes both

species are taken in the same waters, as in the lakes and
streams of Illinois, Indiana, Mich'gan, Wisconsin, Iowa
and Minnesota. If both fishes are living under practically

the same conditions, the one species will fight pretty nearly

as well as the other, thotigh if you compare a warm-
water big-mouth with a cold-water small-mouth, or even

a cold-water big-mouth, you cannot fail to note a su-

periority in the gameness of the latter over the former.

Either fish is a grand game fish, and we have no better in

Arherica. Neither have we one more widely distributed

or easier to get at, hence we may call the black bass one

of our most valuable game fishes, and we may regard its

study as very well worth while.

Now this is where you will find the black bass, li

you i<now some clear deep strgam, tributary to the Mis-

sissippi waters, which runs full the year round, and which
is not cut off from the lower and larger waters by dams or

obstructions, you will probably find that it holds black

bass. There are thouasands of other waters not tributary

to the Mississippi or its branches which also hold bass,

but nearly all of the thousands streams which eventu-

ally run into the Mississippi havfi;. or have had, a supply

of black bass, if they offer food gpd water enough to hold

a stock of that fish. If a stream is too shallow or too

muddy or too small, the bass \vRll not' go into it. They
like a good bold water where can move around and
get plenty of food. Tjig, upp^ part of the ^fississippi

River is a favorite home of thel@ack bass of both species.

There are thousands of lakes in Minnesota and Wisconsin
which are, or have been, alive with these splendid fish.

Some of these lakes havg outlets, and some of them seem
to have been s>bocked by bass long ago. in some way un-

known to us, although they are landlocked, so that no
fish can run up into them irom streams.

,

If you are fishing a bass stream you should expect to

find, your fish, ordinarily speaking, in the deepest and

best .hidden parts of the stream. The bass is a very shy^
fish, and is fond of keeping out of sight. If there is a'

deep cut bank with a cave or hole in it, he will get back
into that hole where you could never see him. He will

push back into a washout under a root or a log, where he
will be quite out of sight. In the morning or evening you
might see him splashing around, but though you passed
his den a hundred times you might never know he was
there. In the spring, when the bass are moving up stream,
they are more often to be seen in shallow water, where the
bass of a pound or two in weight sometimes feed on flies.

Sometimes in the evening the bigger bass will also feed
on the riffles of the stream, but usually speaking the

biggest bass will be found in the deepest water, unless it

be during the spawning season, or in some good frog
country, where the bass are out chasing the frogs in the

edge of the shallow water.
If you will operi the gullet of a bass you will find that

he 'has been feeding on crawfish, minnows, frogs, perhaps
on little mice, sometimes on insects, sometimes on little

snakes, or perhaps on helgramites—indeed on almost any-
thing which moves and which he can swallow. This will

give you an idea as to the proper bait for him. The min-
now and the crawfish are very good baits for the small-

mouth bass. The frog or the minnow will be good for

the big-mouth bass, though either species will at times
feed on almost any of the baits above mentioned.

If you will watch the movements of a bass while itJs
feeding you will get a good notion of how to present'^a

bait to it. If a dead minnow comes floating through a

pool, a bass will move out and look at it, but perhaps will

never strike , it. If a crippled minnow or frog comes
through the same pool and all at once begins to move- or
struggle to get away, you will see the same bass rush
at it at once. The moral is plain. Always keep'' your
bait moving when you are fishing for bass. Never allow
it to be still for a moment. A bass will strike at almost
anything which is moving. Thus it is well known that

the bass can often be taken on an unbailed spoon hook.
In the fall of the year the bass drop back down stream
and all of them gather in the deep holes. Sometimes num-
bers of them can be taken out of one hole in that season
by a spoon hook, or on a live minnow moved through
the hole. In wild and little fished waters a piece of red

flannel will sometimes kill a bass. In the South a great

many bass are taken by means of what is called a bob.

The latter is nothing but a bunch of deer hair and red

flannel tied about three big hooks, yet when it is pulled

along the surface of the water at the end of a long pole

the bass will jump at it as though they could not get

along without it. This method of fishing is called skitter-

ing.

In stream fishing for bass you will do well to study

the feeding times of the fish. Usually this will "be In the

morning and in the evening, though as the weather grows
cooler the fish feed more in the middle of the day. If

you are fishing in May or June you will do better to fish

close to the bank, moving your bait up and down from
the bottom to near the surface. Use a frog or a minnow.
For stream fishing the minnow will probably be better.

A good chub is the best minnow. Bait it through the

lips, as you should also bait a frog. Imitate the swimming
movements of your bait as well as you can, and never

let it lie still. Raise it up and down, asd move it along in

front of any bank, and into any hole under a log or root

where you think an old bass may be lying. For this sort

of fishing you may use a rod of 10 ounces or more in

weight and 10 to 11 feet in length, as you are not going

to do much casting of the bait. You must not use any
, float or bob on your line, though probably you will find it

easier to handle the bait if you have a lead sinker on your

line heavy enough to pull the bait down into the water.

Your theory is here that the fish is lying deep and is

hid, and you want to take the bait to him so he can see

it. If you see a little deep and dark pocket among the

weeds, drop your bait down into that. In the evening, if

your stream is shallow, so that you can wade, get out into

the middle of it and let your bait swim down on a long Fne
ahead of you. A bass can see you further than you think,

and you will notice that you get most of your strikes after

your bait is out of sight. If your stream is too big to

wade, and you cannot fish it well from the shore, you will

want a boat and some one to row it. In boat fishing you
will need the short dasting rod, of which I will speak later

in describing lake fishing for bass.

Of course it is very nice to have good fishing tackle, but

not all boys can afford costly rods and reels for bait

casting. I would be far from discouraging any boy from
the use of the cane or bamboo rod. such as he can buy in

the country stores, but I would suggest that he try not to

get the biggest rod he can, but the smallest and slimmest.

A reel will cost him but little, and he can tie his own
guides on his rod. Thus rigged up, he can have a lot

of fun walking along the bank of a bass_ stream and
working his bait up and down the likely looking places. I

say that he should use the smallest rod he can get, meaning

by that that such a rod will give him the most pleasure

and be most apt to save him his fish. He should never

try to throw the fish out on the bank with the strength of

the rod. This will lose a great many bass.

When a bass strikes it does so with the savage rush, and
if you snub him up at once he is apt to break something.

When you feel a bite, do not strike at once, especially if

you are fishing with a frog bait. A bass will strike a

frog or sometimes a minnow and then move off with it

a little way before it swallows the bait. After this first

nm of 10 or 20 feet it will lie for a moment, and then

like a flash turn the bait in its mouth and swallow it._ head

first. Then is your time to strike, when the hook is inside

the bass' mouth, and not outside.

I have very often seen a big bass hold a frog by the

middle, both ends sticking out its mouth for some mo-
ments. This was when the fish was not very hungry. Yet

a bass has a kind of bulldog way of hanging on to a bait

sometimes. Shy as they are. I have often pulled them up
within a few feet of a boat, grimly holding on to the frog

and only letting go at the last moment. This happened,

too. at a time when the bass were not very hungry and
seemed to be striking more for fun than anything else.

You will observe this creature, as. indeed, any other

wild creature, doing strange things at times. At times

black bass will strike in plain sight and close to a boat,

apparently showing no fear whatever. For the most part,

however, he is one of the very shyest of fishes, I think

even more shy than U« brodt trout, end in going after

him yoii must remember the one great rule of keeping out
of his sight until after you have hooked him. There is no
fish which fights more boldly for liberty. A trout will

try to roll over on the line, but the favorite trick of. the
bass is to spring out of the water and try to shake' the
hook out of his mouth. I have known small-mouth bass
to jump six times in this way before they were brought
to the landing net. The big-mouth bass will also jump,
but not so often as the small-mouth. His favorite trick is

to bore down into the roots or weeds, where he can get
a wrap of the line about something and so tear free from
the hook.
-These fish show a surprising amount of strength, and

it takes careful handling to land them. Hence, I suggest
that you have a reel of some kind- on your rod, When
the bass makes a rush, let himvgo, and when you get a
chance^reel up your lihe again.' You will not be able to
do this with the reel as fast as you like sometimes. I

always play a bass with my left hand on the line, ^specially
if I am using a, fly-rod, and I do not try to recover the
line on the reel, but let it lie in folds on the ground or in
the water until I get time to reel it up. If a bass is

coming toward you, you want to keep the line tight on him
all the time, and you can recover the line faster by pulling
it through the guides with the left hand than you can
by the use of the reel, 'unless you have an automatic reel.

By all means have a reel of some kind, for you cannot en-
joy bass fishing without it. It enables you to lengthen
or shorten your 'line at will, when you are moving your
bait about, and -is of the utmost service. The general
idea^xjf the reel is that it is of most use in playing the
fish. Such is not the case. Indeed, as I will presently show
you, the greatest purpose of,^the reel in scientific bass
fishing is not to get your fish in to you, but to get your
bait out t© the fish.

'

You will learn this river fishing for yourself very easily,

always remembering that you must keep out of sight and
that you must keep your bait in motion, and that you
must expect to find your fish in the hard and tangled
places, and not in the open shallow water, unless they
are feeding there in the evening. Your frogs you can
carry in a little cheesecloth bag, even in an old stock-
ing, for a little while, if you have nothing better. If you
are using minnows, you must keep them alive, and hence
must change the water in your minnow pail as soon as

you see the minnows come up to the top for air.

I would advise you always to have a landing net with
you when you are bass fishing, and for river fishing, where
you are on a bank, sometimes several feet above the

water, I would advise using a net with a handle 2 or 3
feet long. Have a button sewed' at the back of your col-

lar, and a little loop at the end of the ring of your net.

Fasten the loop on the button, and the shaft of the net
will hang down your back and so be out of your way
while you are fishing. Let j'Our line swim down along
the bank and under the trees ahead of you. Keep on
fishing. Don't be discouraged. Fish all day if yon are

out for a fishing trip. Although bass bite best in the
morning and evening, you may pick up a nice one at any
moment, for a bass is naturally a hungry sort of crenttire,

and will eat even when his stomach is full.

Opening Day*

Boston. March 17.—As the season for trout draws near,

the local angler begins to feel a deepening interest in the

progress of spring.

It is taken for granted that he must he on the old brook,
April I. The day was set aside a month before, a sacred
day. to be used in no other way.
As he looks back at former fishing years, his mind calls

up his varied experiences of the opening day. He well
remembers the first sight of the stream, how springlike its

murmer sounded, of the long, long wade with never a fish

to reward him, and then at last in a favorite spot his line

has known for years, the thrill of the first bite, the short

sharp play and the netting of a beautiful quarter-pounder.
But it is usually no summer day. With waders well

lined with socks, heavy coat and sweater, and even gloves,

the fisherman may look more like a February eel-spearer

than an angler for trout, but he has been there before and
smiles at the scoff of outsiders. He has fished the open-
ing day with the thermometer at 28°, perhaps in a snow
flurry, when his line froze tight in the ferrules, and his

hand's refused to obey his v\^ill when he tried to put on a
livlier worm. For this is all bait fishing, and empty-
handed is the man who casts the fly.

Let us wish for a springlike day on April i.

J. C. Phillips.

A liighly original observation upon the behavior of

fish in deep water is attributed to a long-experienced
captain of a steam fishing .smack, so remarkable as to

deserve special notice. The fishing boats belonging to

the southern portion of the North Sea found in their

catch lately a disproportionately small quantity of cod-
fish. The captain maintained that he had foreseen this

for eight days, because most of the fish caught had sand
in their stomachs. He claims to have often observed that

just before the fish left the shallow water of the southern

banks they took sand into their stomachs, and soon after

fish caught in deeper northern waters show^ the same
peculiarit}'. Then when the time for migrating from
these deep waters came again, the fish disposed of the

sand. The theory has been advanced that the sand is

taken in as ballast, and is rejected when shallow water is

to be returned to. The sand often dift'ers in color and
grain from that of the bottom where the fish are found.

It is claimed that this sand may supply a guide for the

fishermen .—Han sa.

The pastor was calling at the house of Brother Billings,

and the small boy was entertaining him until the parents

came down,
"Do you ever go fishin'?" inquired the youngster, who

had inherited his father's fondness for the sport.

"I am a fisher of men," responded the good man.
"Do you carry your bait in a jug, like papa does?"

was the next question, just as Brother Billings appeared

with a seraphic smile lighting up his genial countenance.

—Detroit Free Press, _ .
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Massachusetts Game "^and Fish.
Boston, ATarch 25.—Although every lover of the suc-

culent lobster will regret the action of the Massachusetts
Legislature in passing a so-called "g-inch law." which
will practically take away all protection if the b^ll is signed
by Governor Crane, the fact must be conceded that, gen-
erally speaking, the fish and game laws of this State have
been much improved in some particulars this winter. It

is true that action on several bills yet remains to be
completed, but it seems opportune to invite attention to

those wh'ch have become laws, and to indicate the legisla-

tive status of others.

Among the first to become law was an amendment to

the act relative to taking or killing gray squirrels, hares
and rabbits, so that the season for hunting these opens on
Oct. I instead of on -Sept. 15, thereby preventing the prob-
able shooting of game birds by rabbit and squirrel hunters
before the opening of the bird shooting season. This is

an important step in the right direction, and will make it

easier to enforce the game laws.'

The next act in point of time, and perhaps second to

none in importance, received the Governor's signature

March 7, and becomes operative thirty days after that date.

Section i reads as follows:
"Whoever takes, catches or has in possession, at any

time, trout less than 6 inches in length, shall be fined ten
dollars for each and every such trout taken, caught or held
in possession: Provided, that this shall not apply to any
person engaged in breeding or rearing trout, or to any one
who. on taking such trout, immediately returns it alive

to the M'ater frorn which it was taken."
Section 2 provides that "this act shall not apply to the

county of Berkshire."
This exception is due to the fact that it is ctaimed that

the trout in the brooks on the mountains and hillsides of

Berkshire are small in size, and to prohibit the catching of

6-inch trout would materially limit fishing in that region.

It is the opinion of many sportsmen, however, that this

law will produce beneficial results in other sections of

the State, for it is well known that the unsportsmanlike
fish hog is found in Massachusetts as well as elsewhere,

and well-authenticated stories of "slaughtering the inno-

cents" are too common. When one hears of brooks being
depleted by the capture -of from 300 to 900 baby trout it

is difficult to feel otherwise than ind'gnant with the "hog"
who will thus rob the wa'ers, nullify the work the State is

doing and make impossible the fine sport which other-

wise might be enjoyed by anglers. The porcine fisher in

search of record strings of iijfant trout will get into

trouble th's year unless he observes the law.

By the repeal of Chapter 138. Acts of 1891. the open
season for trout is made uniform throughout the State

—

from Anril i to Sept. i.

The limitation of snaring of partridges, hares and rab-
bits by an owner unon his own land to the two months
of October and November, which constitute the open
shooting season, is of large consequence, ^^ince thereby
there is now no excuse for having partridges in possess'on
except during the open season, while hares and rabbits

are protected another month from the destructive influence

of snaring. This act was approved by the Governor
March 12.

On the same date Governor Crane signed the bill en-
titled "An act to prohibit the taking of shellfish from
contam'nated waters."

Con'^idered from several standpo'nts, it may perhaps
be said that the legislators of this State have seldom en-

acted a law relating to the commercial fisheries that is

more far-reaching than this, and it mav justly be a mat-
ter of pride that Massachusetts has led in this, as .she

has in many other imnortant matters intended tn benefit

the health and well-be^'ne: of the public at large. The full

text of the b'll is as follows:

Section 1. The Commissioners on Inland Fisheries and Game
shall, whenever so reauested in writing by the State Board of
TTealth. prohibit the talcing of ovsters, clams, quahaugs and scal-

lops from th^e tidal waters or flats of any part of the Common-
v/ealth, for such period of time as the said Board of Health may
determine.
Section 2. The State Board of Health shall have power to ex-

amine all complaints that mav be brought to its attention in re-

gard to contamination of tidal waters and flats by sewage or
other causes, to determine as near as may be the bounds of such
contamination, .ind mark the same when necessary, and to re-

quest the Commissioners on Inland Fisheries and Game to pro-
hibit the taking therefrom of any oysters, clams, quahaugs and
scallops, as provided in Section 1 of this act.

Section 3. Whoever takes any oj'sters, clams, quahaugs or scal-

lops from any part of the tidal waters or flats of the Common-
wealth from which the taking of the same is prohibited as above
provided shall forfeit not less than five nor more than ten dol-

lars for the first offense, and" not less than fifty tior more than
one hundred dollars for each subsequent offense: Provided,
That the Commissioners on Inland Fisheries and Game shall

cause notice of such prohibition, with a description or bounds
of the premises concerned, to be given by publication in some
newspaper published in the town or county in which or adjacent
to which are situated the tidal waters or flats from which the
taking of oysters, clams, quahaugs or scallops is prohibited as
above provided, at least one week before said penalty shall be
incurred.

The fact having been scientifically established that shell-

fish can be and are contaminated by sewage it becomes
of the highest consequence that public confidence in the

healthful condition of such articles of food should be

fully established. In no other way can the trade in such

food products—among the most delicious we have—be

promoted to the same extent. When once the fact is

fixed in the public m'nd that the public welfare is being

scrupulously looked after in this particular by the State

government, the shaken confidence of citizens will be re-

stored and thousands who have doubtingly shaken their

heads over clams and oysters and reftised to eat them will

gladly welcome them again to their bill of fare. Thus,
while the public health is the chief motire of this law. its

enforcement will incidentally be a blessing to the fish

trade.

An act prohibiting for a period of five years all fishing

in Lake Quinsigamond between Sept. i and April i, and
prohib'ting the sale of any fish taken in the lake, has

become a law.

Among the important bills that have passed both houses

is the following:
"Whoever takes or kills a plover, snipe, sandpiper, rail

or any of the so-called shore, marsh or beach birds be-

tween the 1st day of May and the 15th day of July, or a
wild or passenger pigeon, or a gull, or a tern, at any
time, shall be punished by a fine of ten dollars for every
hird so taken nr killed."

The black back gull and herring gull are exempted from
the provisions of this act, but the protection of the wild
pigeon, the tern and tlie laughing gull and the kittiwake
is complete.
The act relating to shooting or pursuing wildfowl in

Boston Harbor has been amended so as to define what is

meant by mechanical means, by specifying that any boat
or floating device propelled by steam, naphtha, gasoline,
electricity, compressed air or any other similar motive
power cannot be used. .This does not, however, exclude
rowboats or sailboats.

Fishing in Lewis Bay or its tributaries with drag nets
or se'nes is prohibited by a bill that recenth' passed the
Legislature and is now probably before the Governor. A
similar bill relating to fishing in Pleasant Bay has also
passed both houses.
The g-inch lohster bill is now before the Governor.

It passed by large majorities in both houses, and many
are_ on the anxious bench in anticipation of executive
action. Many hope he will follow Governor Wolcott and
veto the act, and these include lobster dealers and lobster
fishermen ; but others, of course, believe he will take the
opposite action.

The Fish and Game Commissioners hope to get through
an amendment to the law for the collection of statistics, so
that they can obtain figures of some pract'ca! value as
statistical data. The bill has passed its third reading in

the House, and as there seems to be no objection it will

probably reach the Governor before long.

Nothing of importance has yet been done with the
Sunday laws, but the bill relating to Sunday fishing, which
has been recommitted, will doubtless be soon brought
back in a new form.

I learn that Webster Hart, of Conway, who was before
the court last fall for killing a deer, and appealed, has
recently paid his fine without waiting for the decision
of the higher court. Killing deer in this State has become
rather too expensive for the average man to indulge in,

and the influence of the two convictions obtained last fall

within a few days of each other was far reaching and
effective. There can be no question about the increase of
deer in the Old Bay State, and in. some sections it is rea-
sonably numerous.
The North Adams Transcript of Jan. 14 makes the

foll-^wing statement:
"Deer are becoming remarkably frequent in this sec-

tion. A herd of eight was recently seen near the Vermont
line, and this noon passengers on a car from Williamstown
saw a large buck at the Braytonville crossing. The ani-
mal was frightened and ran rapidly into the woods to the
north."
The following extract from the North Adams Evening

Herald of Feb. 6 is also of interest in this connection:
"Ed. C. Barber, who lives on the outskirts of Pownal,

saw the other day a scene that has not been equaled in

the«e narts. A short distance from his home on a sloping
hillside, just as the sun was going down, he saw pass
along a short distance from him twenty-two deer, all

followinar in each other's tracks, varying in size from a

large buck down to the s'ze of a lamp, and were seem-
inglv tame and the scene was certainly a treat."

When occtirrences like these on or near the northwest
boundarv of the State are recorded a"d wild d-^er are
seen within view of the gilded dome on Beacon Hill, there
is convincing evidence of thp nossibilities of protection
even in a thickly populated State. Occasional.

The Salmon Angling Excursion*
New York, March 24.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I

have received inquiries concerning a projected salmon fish-

ing excursion to be furnished by the St. Lawrence Steam-
ship Company this summer. The trip will be a most at-

tractive one for men who have not been down on the
North Shore, and there will be abttndant fishing for brook
trout and sea trout. The excursionists will probably kill

a few bears and seals, and will enjoy the sight of the
great nesting grounds of wildfowl, but the salmon fishing

feature of the trip will not be very important. Let me say
a word or two about the rivers that are to be fished. The
Olomano is the best one of the lot and furnishes grand
salmon fishing for one or two rods during about fourteen
days of the run. It furnishes fair sport for one rod for
another week. Any more rods on the river would ruin

the sport for all. The salmon run into the Olomano about
the last week in June. The water is usually too high at

that time. During the first two weeks of Jtily the salmon
rest in two' pools near the sea. and if carefully fished will

furnish magnificent sport for not more than two fishermen.
After that time the salmon ascend the river and stop
again under the Smoky Falls, about two miles up stream.
There is only one small resting place a few yards in

extent behind an island on the eastern side of the falls, and
the salmon are very shy and not easily approached at that
sport. After they pass the Smoky Falls they will not
rise to the tly. There are very few brook trout in the
Olomano. There is a run of sea trout after the middle
of July.

The Wash-she-cootai is the next best river of the lot.

It is a cold river and salmon will not rise to the fly there
until after July 15. The salmon remain in the two pools
near the sea dur'ng July and August, and are very
capricious. It is a fine bit of salmon water for one rod, if

the fisherman is very expert, otherwise the river is of no
account Two fishermen on the Wash-she-cootai would
probably ruin the fishing a day or two, as the fish rest in

shallow water and are very shy—an odd lot of salmon
in that river. Salmon do not take the fly after they
have passed above the fall at the head of the upner pool.

Brook trout fishing is inexhaustible in the lakes above the
fall, and one can catch charrs in deep water in the lakes

with bait. There is fair sea trout fishing in the Wash-
she-cootai after the middle of July.

The Coacoacho is not a salmon river. It abounds in sea

trotit and would furni.sh sea trout fishing for a dozen
fishermen at some t'me during the July run. for a couple
of weeks. The Musquarro is not a salmon river to any
considerable extent. It is a clay river, and the fish do
not hke it much. The Etamamion has a h'gh fall about
two miles from the sea that prevents salmon from ascend-
ing. Salmon run in and out during the latter part of June
and early part of July, and one rod will sometimes get
good sport in a pool beneath the high fall, if the fi.sherman

is patient and contented with exploring while he is

waiting for a salmon day. There is a sea trout run in

July in the Etamamion.
The St. Augustin I have not fished, because my In-

dians told me that there was only one resting pool in the
west entrance, and that was so full of rocks that two
or three fishermen who had tried the river lost their lives
promptly. I intended getting a permit and ri.sking some
old lines there three years ago on my way down from
the north, but was told that no salmon remained in the
pool so late in the summer. RobERT T. Morris.

At the National Capital*
At the annual meeting of the Game and Fish Protective

Association of the District of Columbia, March 20, the
first steps were taken toward the holding in Washington
of a convention of representative men of the District,
Virginia, Maryland and West Virginia, the object of
vyhich will be to secure legislation to prevent the pollu-
tion of the waters of the Potomac.
The matter was brought before the meeting in the

annual report of Major 5^ichard Sylvester, chairman of the
Association Committee on Legislation, and was referred
to the Executive Committee to make the necessary ar-
rangements. The Executive Committee reported a plan
by which it is hoped to enlarge the Association's field
of vfork. It is proposed to have the officers of the Asso-
ciation consist of a president, secretary and treasurer, a
vice-president from the District and "from each of the
three States named, and an honorary vice-president from
each State and Territory in the Union. There is also
to be a large list of committees, the members of which,
numbering about sixty, with the officers, will constitute
the Executive Committee. The object of this proposed
reorganiza;ion is to actively enlist a large number in the
Association's work, instead of having it all fall on the
shoulders of a dozen or so, as has been ihe case here-
tofore.

The plan of proposed reorganization was offered in the
form of an amendment to the Constitution, and that it

niay be acted upon at once the meeting was ad-
journed for two weeks. In the meantime the proposed
amendment will be printed and circulated by the secre-
tary among the members. With this in view, the annual
election of officers was deferred until the next meeting.
Major Sylvester's report was the first business to come

before the meeting. He dealt first with the history of
early efforts to prevent the ruthless destruction of game
before the Association had been formed and secured the
enactment of penal laws. "Since the inception of this

Association," he said, "new game and fish laws have been
enacted, and it is a pleasure to note that they are gener-
ally respected. Now and then a seine is drawn in the Dis-
trict waters contrary to law, but not many examples of
the law's violation have been cited, and the education
carried on through your eflforts has had a most wonderful
and beneficial effect. You live to look upon the greatest
protected spawning grounds in the country. So it should
he. Here at the National Capital, with its headquarters
of the Fish Comm.ission, exists a wonderful basin wherein
hundreds of species are fostered. It was once said that
when you find a man with a rod on his shoulder, no
matter what his appearance may be, there's something
good in him. So in the fishermen who work for a living
along the lower Potomac. They love the work; they
appreciate any effort for improving and multiplying the
fish, and to-day they have joined in this laudable under-
taking of ours and condemn and reproach him who would
bring short fish into the market for sale.

"Here hard work'ng people send for copies of the laws
and give orders to have them respected. The common
carriers eagerly watch for the close of game and fish

seasons, in order to be within the scope of the legitimate.

The merchant dealers, with few exceptions, do not keep
game out of season.

"It is remarkable what an army of boys, youths, middle-
aged and old men and women prompted by the health,

recreation and skill which attach to use of the rod and
reel, has sprung into existence through the agitation due
to your Association, individually and collectively. They
study the weather, the water, the forests and mountains,
and have learned the Potomac. They know its beautiful
features and can intelligently talk of its pollution,
"Now we want Maryland, West Virginia and Virginia

to join us, that concerted action may be had which will

result in the condemnat'on and eradication of some of
the impure and disagreeable features of the Potomac which
filtration will not relieve. No clearer, more Ir^gical or
more scientific paper was ever presented on the subject
of the P'^tomac's n'-lhition than that read bv H' nr^- -<1-

bott, of this Association, which was authorized printed by
Congress.

"Dtiring the last session of that body I have to report
the amendments recommended by this Association, both
fish and game, became law. Up to the present time Con-
gress has granted every request made by your chairman
on legislation in the way of legislation, and as your war-
den I have endeavored to enforce these laws. I do not
care to multiply words on the subject. Members of the

Association who are not familiar with the laws as they
now prevail will obtain them in new books, which. I pre-
sume, will be authorized to be isstted at another meeting
of the Executive Committee.
"During the year there were sixteen cases prosecuted

for violation of the fish law and seven cases prosecuted
for violation of the game law, and in all except one con-
viction resulted. I have here the names of those who
were charged with such violations. As they have paid
their penalties, it is not necessary perhaps to make public
their names, but the list is with the secretary for perusal."
Following Major Sylvester's report. Mr. Henry Talbott

read a very able and scientific paper dealing with the
pollution of water in general and Potomac River water in

particular. He contended that the emptying of sewage
and the refuse of mills and factories into rivers is not
only a menace to public health but it is destructive of
fish. Although this pollution of water may not in all

cases be sufficient to kill the fish directly, he said it de-
stroys the smaller plant arid animal life in the water
and leaves the river uninhabitable for fish. The Assoc'a-
tion will have Mr. Talbott's paper printed for general
distribution.

As a concluding number on the evening's programtne,
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Prof. Charles H. Townsend, of the Fish Commission,
gave an illustrated talk on the cruise of the Albatross
through Southern Pacific waters. The Albatross took
soundsings and dredged a course of more than 3,000 miles,

and her crew made manj' interesting inland trips through
South Pacific islands. The results of the dredgings, Prof.

Townsend said, were not particularly interesting, as the

bottom of the Pacific is the most barren of any waters
where the Government experts have dredged. On the

islands, however, they found much of interest, and with

thes-; his lecture mainly dealt.—Washington Post.
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Training the Hunting Dog.

By B. Waters, Author of "Fetch and Carry: A TrcatL-e

on Retrieving."

XV.—Breaking Shot, Breaking In, Chasing.

The different manifestations of unsteadiness are termed
breaking shot, breaking in, and chasing, and all have their

origin in the desire of the dog to capture the bird. It

is all quite in keeping .with the dog's nature, and his

natural manner of acquiring possession of his prey.

Breaking shot is when the dog breaks away at the report
of the gun. Breaking in denotes that the dog, as the
term signifies, breaks in and flushes the birds, either be-

fore or after making a point, and chasing signifies ac-

cording to its common meaning.
The amateur, whose prejudgments are based on his

own purposes as being the true data for estimating the

dog's duties, is prone to consider the different forms of

unsteadiness as manifestations of perversity or mali-
cious harmfulness. From the dog's .standpoint, the handler
has no more relevancj- in the pursuit of game than he
vy'ould have in a bone which the dog might be gnawing.
While the dog takes a certain degree of pleasure itr the

pursuit of game, a material ptirpose, the capture of the

prey, dominates, and thus his eager pursuit has a basis

of self-interest. The latter must be preserved, there-

fore it is seldom good training to attempt to check his

unsteadiness too suddenly. It is better done by easy
degrees, even if the dog is distinctly hard headed in his

obstinacy.
It is one of the easiest parts of the training to enforce

when the trainer engages in it seriously, although it is

one of the most difficult for the average shooter to en-
force, on account of his failure to methodically control
the dog by mechanical means.
Some nice judgment should be exercised as to how

much freedom to give the dog, on the scere of timidity,

apathetic interest, natural indolence, etc. Some dogs,
whose self-interest is exceptionally assertive, will hunt
with the greatest enthusiasm for themselves, while ex-
erting themselves with half-heartedness for their masters.
Thus the matter of how nmch restraint shall be exercised
is one of expediency, which must be determined by the
good judgment of the trainer.

AVhile giving the puppy's unsteadiness serious con-
sideration, the amateur should avoid any exhibitions of

it himself. If he breaks shot to capture a wounded bird,

or manifests undue haste and excitement when in the
vicinity of birds, it is unreasonable to expect steadiness
under such circumstances on the part of the puppy, or
indeed on the part of a thoroughly trained dog. The
enormity of the offense as manifested by the puppy con-
sists not so much in the error itself as in spoiling a slaot

for the trainer. Most amateur trainers are more intent
on the pleasures of the sport than on the advancement ( \

the dog's schooling, and therefore the error of the puppj-
is in the nature of a personal injury to them.
Chasing rabbits should be corrected first. Viewed

from a schooling standpoint, the act may be a fault or not,
accordingly as the dog may or may not need an incentive
to effort. Timid dogs gain self-confidence and boldness,
while lazy dogs acqture more industry and enthusiasm
from indulging m it

When the trainer attempts to teach the dog to forbear
chasing, the theory is to make the act painful instead of
pleasurable. The trainer proceeds to establish in the
dog's mind an association of unpleasant ideas in refer-
ence to the rabbit. This is quickly done by shooting a
rabbit ahead of the dog, on favorable opportunity, of
which many present themselves when a dog is addicted
to the habit of chasing. The dog will manifest the great-
est elation. However, the trainer fastens a checkcord to
the dog's collar, and with the rabbit and whip in the
left hand a good whipping is administered to him. At
intervals, the rabbit is thrust in his face, the trainer at
the same time exclaiming Hi! Hi! Hi! with some cuts
of the whip sandwiched in. The dog credits all the hurts
of the Avhip to the rabbit, and learns to associate it with
pain accordingly. It is commonly held to be bad train-
ing to shoot a rabbit ahead of a dog. It is so if one in-

dulges in it with a thoroughly trained dog. Discrimina-
tion between what encourages a dog to chase and what
deters him from chasing should be considered. Shooting
a rabbit ahead of a dog in pursuit of it, and punishing
him for it, bring the act and the object indirect and pain-
ful association. After a time, if the dog at the first view
of a fleeing rabbit, forgets himself on the impulse of the
moment, and starts to chase, the warning cry Hi! Hi! Hi!
will check him, and on second thought he will desist.
The punishment must be persisted in till the dog ignores
the rabbit temptation reliably.

The correction for unsteadiness in respect to shot
and birds is also administered on the theory of associa-
ting the errors Avith

.
pain, but in practice much more

care needs to be exercised than in breaking the dog" of
rabbit chasing. By injudicious punishment, it is quite
as easy to teach the dog to forbear hunting birds at all as
it is to forbear chasin-g rabbits. There is a degree of
punishment which will deter the dog from chasing and
breaking in; there is a further degree which will deter
him from hunting at all, and there is still a further de-
gree which will cause him to blink. He nev^r 55hoi44

punished so severely or so persistently that he shows
hesitation or loss of confidence in himself or handler.
It is much better to make haste slowly, accomplishing
advancement safelj-, step by step, than it is to take the

chances of establishing all necessary steadiness in a

moment or ruining all at tlie same time.

Dogs of a sensitive, deferential disposition may be

.steadied by the warning cry. Hi! Hi! Hi! and words of

disapproval alone. On a dog of a bolder nature, the

check cord is put while he is pointing, and when the birds

rise he is permitted to dash forward fifteen or twenty
feet before being snubbed and brought back to the place
whence he started.

Aged, experienced dogs which have become coniirnl^ld

shot breakers may be dealt with still mote severely.

A spike collar is effective in making a prompt cure of one
of this kind. Place it upon his lleck when he is working.
Tie the choke with a piece of twine, so that it will not slip

backward and forward as a choke collar, tliiis resting on his

neck in manner similar to his ordinary kennel collar.

When he points, the trainer walks up to him quietly,

fastens the check cord into his collar, adjusts it so it

will uncoil freely, then shoots and permits the dog to

run into the collar when he breaks shot. The impetus
of the dog breaks the twine, and the collar theni hugs his
neck tightly. The trainer forces him back to place with
the collar and cord. Few dogs have the courage to
break shot after two or three experienices with the collar
applied in this manner. If the dog is self-willed and ob-
stinate aboA'e the ordinary, it is better to engage the as-

sistance of a clear-headed friend to do the shooting, while
the trainer devotes all his attention to the dog. Play to
give the dog every opportunity to break shot, and let

him go to the full length of the check cord as often as
he will do so. If he at length hesitates to break, the
trainer by feigning to break shot himself may encourage
him to do so, but at every offen,se he is brought back to

place with a pull of the collar, and if necessary he is still

further punished with the whip. The most resolute dog
will not persist in lawless breaking away under such
treatment, and it has the furtlter advantage of being-
lasting in its effects. Concerning the use of the spike
collar, the trainer will do well to read and heed the re-
marks vipon its use presented in another chapter.

100 Sportsmen's ?!na$.

Some of the Qtteer Discoveries Made fay Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish,

Carping writers may question the pi^oprietoy of includ-
ing here these fiends—§2 to 57—on the ground that they
relate to a period too remote and were hot the finds of
fisliermen. But as to the time of their happening, be it

said, for sttch incidents we must go back ji long way—out
age is too prosaic for their like; and as to their ttot beiltg

finds by sportsmen, what is there to show that the fisher-

men who caught the several fishes Were ttot-ail true sports-
men of the A'ery truest sOtt?

52

There are many legends paralleling the gospel story of
Peter's finding the piece of money in the fish's mouth.
Tims St. Cadoc, of Wales (sixth century), was walking
one day with Glides, the historian, and, pittting his Virgil
under his arm, began to weep at the thought that his

beloved poet was even then perhaps with Satan and the
lost. A gust of wind caused him to lift his arm, and, to
his great grief, his book was blown out to sea. Next
day a fisherman brought him a fine salmon for a present,
and in its stomach was the lost Virgil, uninjured.

53

St. Benno, Bishop of Meissen, in Saxony (June 16.

1106), left his see and went to Rome to avoid the perse-
cution of the Emperor Henry IV., and ordered that the
keys of his cathedral shotild be thrown into the sea when
Henry was excommunicated. When he returned he found
lliem in a fish. .

54

St. Egwin, Bishop of Worcester (Jan. 11. 720), wanted
to ptmish himself for his worldly life when a youth, and
put fetters on his feet, throwing the key into the sea. On
his way back from Rome the seamen caught a huge fish,

in whose stomach was the key, which the saint considered
a sign that his penance was abridged, and he released
himself.

55

St. Atilan, Bishop of Zamora (Oct. 5, loth century),
wanted to surrender his bishopric, and threw his Episcopal
ring into the Douro. But a fish brought it back to him.
and he concluded that he should continue to bear his

burden.

56

The salmon and the ring in the coat of arms of Scotland
are explained by a remarkable legend. A young Scotch
lady had dropped her ring into the Clyde, and her hits-

band suspected her of having given it to a lover. St.

Kenttgernor Alungo, Bishop, praj-ed for her on the river

bank, and a salmon came up with the ring in his mouth.
The BoUandists tell the story differently, not putting the
lad^' in as innocent a light, though they state that she re-

formed.

57

St. Maurillus, Bishop of Angers (Sept. 13, 5th century),
is represented holding a fish out of whose mouth or
gills keys protrude. The legend tells that he let a child
die without baptism (others say confirmation), and was
so convinced of his unworthiness as pastor that he fled

to England, where he worked as a gardener. On his

voyage he threw the keys of his cathedral (or of the
reliquaries) into the ocean, but people following him
caught a fish in whose stomach were the keys, and the
sight of thean convinced him that he should go back.
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'Mid Reef and Rapid ~V.
SY F.^ R. WEBB.

Nu two eruisers have Jiist tile &aMe Mefifi in fegafd tO
equipments, or go oUt with exactly the same olttfit. One
man scorns all stiperfluities and goes flying light in the
matter of baggag-e. He folli; iiimfeelf in a single blanket
and sleeps on tlie floor boards of his canoe; with a coat
for a pillow and a rubber sheet thrown over a paddle laid

lengthwise of the cockpit for a tent, perchance elevated
at one end by being lashed to a mast if he has one; if

not a couple of forked sticks will elevate it. He scorns
a camp stove as tiseless lumber, and boils his coffee and
fries nis bacon and eggs (upon which he chiefly lives

Avhile on his cruise, for eggs may be procured at any
farmhouse, and potatoes, onions, etc., are heavy and
bulky) on a little bed of coals.

He finds ample occupation on Sunday foreneorts in

washing out the extra shirt, pair of socks and the couple
of handkerchiefs he has burdened himself with, and in

sci;aping the mud bff and datning the holes in his one
pail' of tl-ottsei-84

Another goes to tlie othet e-xtrenie, and loads his

canoe down with superfluities. 1 have never actually

cruised with a man who took a dress suit along, although
1 have read of canoeintB Who did .§0; but l)'iled shirt.*^

have not been imknown ainong tile nlen 1 have Cruised

with, and umbrellas, silk hats and feather pillows have
1>een heard of in a canoeist's outfit
A happy medium is the best plan. Camping, evei1

under the most favorable circumstances, is roughing
it, and all the little comforts and conveniences to which
a man is accustomed at home are .§et aside for the tirtte

being, and it is not advisable to gb to ibo great an (tX-

treine and make too fadical a. change. Our party had
pethapS rather moi"e conveniences and even llixuties tliaii

most cruisers enjoy, but \ve had no trouble in finding
stowage room for everything, and we have found that

the carrying of them along With Us ttbt only entails no
special incbnvenienee upon us, bitt adds greatly tb OUf
Comfoi-t and pleasure; therefore we carry theM,
There are three points upon which we insist oh being

well provided. Thej'^ are, first, absolute protection from
the weather day and night; second, good, wholesome,-
abundant, Avell cooked food: third, good comfortable
sleeping accommodations.
In providing fot the fitst point We take plenty of

clothing along—woolen by all tneans—consisting of one
good stout Coat, two pairs of trousets, one of which
at least must be shott, or Knickerbockers, and two pairS

are better so that when making a morning start after a

night's camp a dry
.

pair may be at hand to pUt on in

case the pair worn the day before are wet.

These short trousers, with long stockings and hob-
nailed canvas shoes, are worn in the canoe while cruising.

Two medium-Weight flannel shifts, one light ditto or
pongee shirt to wear on the trip home or on occasion
where anything in the nature of "dress up" is required'

—

extra .shirts, ties, etc., ate best preserved from "mUssing
lip" or rumpling in the clothes bag when tightly rolled

up in paper, as when they ate received from the furnish-

ing store. I also carry an extra heavy flannel shirt to
sleep in. but this may be dispensed with.

Two changes of underwear in addition to the suit worn,
two pairs of long heavy bicycle stockings, three pairs of

socks (if a pair of long trousers be taken), and half a

dozen handkerchiefs complete the equipment of cloth-

mg. Ha^lf a dozen tow^els. a cake of soap in a tin box,
a brush, comb and tooth brush in a leather case, and a
small mirror make up the toilet articles. These latter,

including one of the towels, are carried in one of the side

pockets which are strung along under each side of the

cockpit coaming—four on each side. A small water-
proof bag will hold what stationery is required. Stamped
envelopes will be found more convenient than the other
kind, as loose stamps are apt to absorb moisture and stick

together.

A small muslin bag may be carried, in which is stowed
a miscellaneous collection of odds and ends, such as

needles, thread, thimble, pins, buttons, hooks and eyes,

safety pins (both the latter articles are quite handy and
useful for a variety of purposes), tape, small rubber
bottle of ink, fountain pen, dropper for filling, etc., while
in another small bag may be placed a stick or cake of

shaving soap, razor, shaving brush (one that is re-

versible, with brtish that can be screwed inside of handle
is best), and leather strop rolled up and tied.

All clothing-, towels, smoking materials (except a small

temporary supply for present use, that may be carried in

one of the cockpit pockets) and the two small bags just

mentioned are carried in a round-bottomed, well-oiled

bag of very light duck or heavy drilling 22in. long and
42in. in. circumference, with a stout double drawn-string,

in the top. This bag may be made by the canoeist him-
self at a cost of about 25 cents.

For Use in the canoe a helmet, either of straw or of

cork, is worn, while a soft felt hat or yachting cap for
shore use is a luxury which, once used, is appreciated.

An extra heavy pair of stout leather shoes for shore use

should be carried, and a light pair of low canvas rubber-

soled tennis shoes or heavy slippers for camp use will

be found well worth their slight weight and room.
SoiTie protection from the weather is of course neces-

sarjr. Some canoeists carry a suit of oiled muslin, con-

sisting of coat and pants and a heavy sou'wester liat;

and these are highly recommended by canoeing authori-

ties. I used a suit_ of them for several seasons, but did

not like them. Perhaps I may have been unfortunate in

my choice of goods, but I found them very heavv. bulky,

sticky and erenerally disagreeable; and I now use and
much prefer a long, heavy rifljber coat for shore use. and

a light cape of best quality heavy gossamer (which I had

made with special reference to carrying on all day trout

fi.sh-ing trips) for use in the canoe. An oiled caoc of
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heavy muslin or drilling will do as well, except that it is

much bulkier and heavier, and may be made by the
canoeist himself at an expense not exceeding 2$
cents; it should be from 30 to 32in. long from collar to
hem, and is the two-thirds segment of a circle. These
articles, with the before-mentioned sou'wester hat, give,

effectual proctection from the rain ashore or afloat.

As to the .second point—good, Avholesome, well cooked
food—the great standby of the average canoeist is bacon
and eg_gs. This i.< an excellent diet as far as it goes, but
when indulged in two or three times a day tor an entire
trruiSe it has a tendency to grow monotonous, and the
boai^dei-s around tile catnp-fite may well be excused if

they feel like the boarders immottaliz:ed in verse at the
celebrated boarding house where they had ham and eggs
tliree tiines a day, and should Avant to yell, too. Pota-
toes, onions, fish and fresh meats when proctlrable atll

give healthful variety to the bill of fare, and, although a
little bulky and heavy, are well worth their carrying, and
room may generally be found for them in some of the
other fellows' canoes.
There is a great deal of romance and poetry about a

camp-fire, but for good, quick, effective cooking a sheet
iron camp stove is infinitely preferable, and I would al-

most as soon cruise without iiiy fiahoe as without my
camp stove.

Our .stove, in connection with, the expeditionary tin-

ware and cooking utensils, has been fiilly described.
The club supplies consisted of bacon, eggs, potatoes',

onions, biscuits, cheese, pickles, olives, a boiled ham, a
boiled tongue, with canned goods, such as ham. tongue,
sardines, boned turkey and chicken; coffee, sugar, salt

lemons, pepper, corn meal, coal oil, candles and matches.
The coal oil was carried in. a flat-topped half-gallon

can with a brass cap over the spout, which was packed
ill the camp stove. There is a great deal of prejudice
in the minds of many canoeists against carrying coal oil,

but when packed as above described we have never yet
experienced any inconvenience from it, and we con-
siaer it indispensable for starting fires, especially on a
rainy day; also a lighted latitern or two around a camp
has a good effect in keeping off prowling "varmints."
Coal oil lanterns are, however, objeotionable foi- use in

the stnall canoe cabins, and we use candles in our tents.

The eggs are carried
,

in a couple of half-gallon lard
buckets; the potatoes, onions, biscuits, cheese, lemons,
etndlcs, etc., in bags of drilling or sheeting. We gen-
erally lay in a supply of four or five dozen biscuits at a

time, and the bag containing these, as well as the smaller
bags containing crackers, cakes, etc., are carried in a
large rotind-bottomed oiled canvas bag. The matches
are carried in large-mouthed bottles—one in each canoe-

—

secttrely corked and with a small brass screweyc in the
top of each cork, to which is attached a string, which is

lied around the neck of the bottle and is the means of

J)reventing much bad language and vexation of spirit.

The coffee, sugar, butter, lard, salt, pepper and corn
meal (in which to fry fish) are carried in small tin cans

—

generally of the square kin-d procured at any drug store.

The bacon is procured in coarse sacks, in which it re-

mains until used up. The ham and tongue are packed
iti muslin bags.
The mess chest is a small box, 12 by i8in., and 6 or yin.

deep, covered with oiled canvas. It contains one tin

can each of coffee, sugar, butter, lard, salt, corn meal
and peeper, a small bottle of pickles or olives, a small
bag of biscuits, one or two cans of potted goods or
sardines a piece of cheese, a couple of hard-boiled eggs,
some sliced ham or tongue or both, a couple of lemons
and whatever else is intended for each day's noonday
lunch, for it is our custom to get up a hot meal for

breakfast and supper only, and to have a midday lunch,
picnic fashion, instead of dinner, and everything neces-
sary for this lunch is prepared and stowed in the mess
chest by me, every morning after breakfast, so that all

the unpacking required for our midday meal is to get
out the mess chest. It also contains all the expedition-
ary gratiiteware plates, knives, forks and spoon.s—each
man carries his own drinking cup in his own canoe.
Extra cans of coffee and sugar were stowed in my canoe,
and the small mess chest cans replenished from time to

time as required. All the small canned goods are stowed
in a large oiled canvas bag, and the provisionary sup-
plies were distribttted around among the dift'crent canoes
as equitably as might be.

Our bacon, coffee, sugar and canned goods were laid

in at Staunton for the entire cruise, while but a small
supply of butter, lard, vegetables, eggs and biscuits were
laid in, as owing to the heat generated below decks they
will not remain in good condition longer than two or
three days, and arc easily replenished at almost any
farmhouse.

We are by this time quite well known along the river,

and generally make it a point to procure supplies at

certain houses on each cruise, where we know by ex-
perience that good butter, lard, bread, etc., can be had,
such as Rippetoe, Kygers, Bear Lithia Springs, Coff-
man's, Keyser, Fleming, the Kenner House, at River-
ton, and Osburn's.
The third point—good sleeping accommodations—

I

consider also a very important one, for after a hard day's
work a good refreshing night's rest is surely more bene-
ficial than a night passed in turning and twisting ai-ound
in the vain endeavor to find a softer spot on the pine
floor boards of the canoe; consequently our party carried
each a small foldin.g hair mattress, speciallj'- designed
and made to our order, which, when extended, spreads
over a floor space of 5ft. in length by i8in. wide, and
which, when folded for transportation, presents two
cushions 18 by 2oin., upon which to sit, which, with a
third cushion of the same size placed in an upright posi-
tion against the swinging back rest, forms a most com-
fortable seat, and the room it occupies is not noted. The
mattress is incased in an oiled canvas bag, which is

slipped off when preparing the bed for the night. A
small air pillow is slipped inside of the mattress bag
lor transportation and used at night.

A good thick pair of blankets incased in an oiled

canvas bag and a piece of rubber sheeting, such as is

used in carriage tops, about 5 by 7ft., complete the sleep-

ing arrangements.
A good serviceable teat is also to us at least a neces-

sity, fis the cnide shelter affordet| by the rubber sheet and
peddle arrangement 4acs not' cQ^^e mp to owr ideas pf

comfort. Olif tents are of the square of oblofig-topped
Mohican pattern, rnade of blue and white striped awning
cloth, with white duck tops. The tents are 5ft. long on
top and 8ft. long on the bottom, covering the entire
cockpit. The canvas roof extends a few inches beyond
each end of the tent, and these ends are looped to re-

ceive light spreaders of bamboo or pine, which are
slipped in when the tent is to be used. A light line h
rove into each end of the looped top, so as to pass the
bight of the line around the spreaders, and a metal hook
or snap similar to those used on hitch reins is rove into
the free ends of the lines to hook into the rings at bow
and stern of the canoes. Tents of this class are usually
erected by lashing the lines to tlae masts, but as our
canoes carry no masts we use a simple device in the
shape of a couple of standards. Each standard is made
of two pieces of light pine bolted together at one end,
the other ends being left free, so that they spread out
like^ the legs of a pair of compa,sses. They are about
3J/^ft. long—a little longer than the height of the tent.

To raise the tent in position for the night, throw it

loosely over the cockpit, insert the spreaders into the
loops at each end of the top, hook the hooks at the
ends of the lines into the bow and stern rings of the
canoe, spread and raise the standards one at each end of
the tent, with the lines passing through notches cut in

the tops, which also raises the tent; place the feet of the
standards (also notched) on cleats screwed on top of
the gunwales on each side of the canoe for this purpose:
fasten the tent all around at bottom and corners to stout
screweyes screwed under the gunwales or fenders by
means of loops of .stout fish line slipped through button
holes worked for this purpose, and there you are! It is

a much simpler and neater device than tying the tent
ropes to masts, atid there is no strain on the decks of the
canoes.
The advantages of the canoe tents over a shore tent for

a cruising party are obvious. Good smooth caitiphig
places affording room for a shore tent are not always
to be found when cainping tinje arrives, whereas when
canoe tents are used a camp may be made wherever
roont can be found for the canoes. We have not in-

frequently camped on the side of a high bank or placed
the canoes for the night on the rocks and reefs at the
water's edge, and I have even put up my tent and
slept with ray canoe afloat safely moored to the bank with
bow and .stern painters.'

(3ur mess' table^—two thin pieces of poplar 4ft. long
and I2in. broad—mounted tipon four buggy wheel spokes
driven into the ground, upon which they are sustained
side by side on cross-pieces fitted to the spokes at each
end of the table (in tran.sit the boards are laid flat qn
the floor boards of one of the canoes, and covered with
a piece of rubber sheeting to prevent soiling by muddy
shoes), and our diniitg fly of striped awning cloth of the
same material and pattern of which our tents are made
and erected on two of the li,ght bamboo pike poles car-
ried by each canoe, will doubtless be considered hy
most canoeists as superfluities that might be dispensed
with, but we have found both to be such conveniences
that they are worth more to us than their room and
weight in the canoes. On a rainy day in camp the flj'

comes out specially strong and proves to be a con-
venience that is well nigh indispensable. We each of
us also carried another superfluity in the shape of a
small light folding camp stool, which we" find such a
comfort and convenience that it could not well be dis-
pensed Avith. This, when folded flat and placed on the
floor of the canoe under the mattress, is entirely out of
the way, and its weight is but a trifle.

We carried two small coal oil lanterits for use around
the camp, but for use in the canoes each one was pro-
vided with an ingenious little candle lantern, con-
structed in my workshop out of a couple of blocks of
pine, a yard of stout wire, a piece of bent tin and a large
lamp chimney. The piece of tin was tacked to one side
of the wooden base of the lamp, and bent so as to hook
over the cockpit coaming, where, so placed as to come
between the eyes of the canoeist and his book as he lies

at full length in his blankets, its convenience for reading
purposes is mestimable.

[to be continued.]

The following men have been proposed for membership
to the Eastern Division of the A. C. A. : Arthur C.
Whittemore, West Medford, Mass.; Philip A. Hutchins,
West Medford. Mass.; F. B. Howard. Medford. Mass.;
Frank H. Hamilton, Medford, Mass.

Our Boston Letter*

Boston, March 23.—The annual meeting of the Yacht
Racing Association of Massachusetts has been held, the

dates for open races to be sailed under its rules selected,

and it now looks as though the season had commenced in

earnest. This will be a great yachting 3'ear in Massa-
chusetts, not only for the Association but for all kinds of

clitb racing. Many new boats have been built and the old

ones are not leaving the district in very large numbers, so

that there should be a very respectable racing fleet

throughout the entire season.

Several of the clubs will have more than one Y. R. A.
race day. The custom of having a series of races Jias

grown very popular in Massachusetts during the past few
years, and there is no doubt that it is a very good thing,

for it has been noted that when a series of races have been
given there have been more boats attending than if a

single race was held. This j^ear the Hull-Massachusetts
Club has taken fotxr dates, three of which will be for in-

vitation races. The American Y. C, of Newburyport. has

taken three dates, all of which will be for open races.

It is expected that the town will have an anniversary
celebration on June 25, and the American Y. C. is expected

to firrange an elaborate programme of races on that day.

Newburyport day will come on Aug. 13 this year, and tAvo

dftys' racing Avill be held. The Annisqu^m Y. C. started

in| last year giving series of raceSj a^^^. it will 4q ^he

same thing this year. The Burgess Y C. will have twx?

days' racing and the East Gloucester Y. €., which did'

not hold any Y. R. A. race last year, will this year give
two.
The folIoAving list of race dates was taken by lili'c"

different clubs

:

May 30, Thursday—South Boston, City Point.

Jinie 17, Monday—Hull-Massachusetts, for classes over'

iSft., Hull. Dorchester, clas,ses i8ft. and under. Dor-
chester,

June 25, Tuesday—American. NeA\'buryport.

June 29, Saturday—Boston, City Point.

July 3, Wednesday—Columbia, City Point.

July 4, Thursday—Citj"- of Boston, City Point.

July 6, Saturday—Mosquito Fleet, City Point.

July 20, Saturday—Winthrop, Winthrop.
July 25, 26 and 27, Thursday, Friday and Saturday

—

Hull-Massachusetts, invitation races, Hull.

July 29 and 30, Monday and Tuesday—Burgess, Marble-
head.

.'\ug. 5 and 6, Monday and Tuesday—Manchester, West
Manchester.
Aug. 7 and 8. Wednesday and Thursday—^East Glouces-

ter, Gloucester.

Aug. 9 and to, Friday and Saturday—Annisquam, An-
nisquam.
Aug. 12 and 13. Monday and Tuesday—American, Ncav-

buryport.
Aug. 17, Saturday—^Wollaston, Quincy Bay.
Aug. 26, Monday—Cape Cod. ProA'incetown.

Aug. 27, Tuesday—Well fleet. AVellfleet.

Aug. 29. Thursday—Plymouth. Plymouth. ^

Aug. 30, Friday—Kingston, Kingston.
Aug. 31, Saturday—Duxbury, Duxbury.
SepL 2, Labor Day—Lynn, off Nahant.

It has been decided by the Yacht Racing Association

that all movable trusses must go. The yachts which have
been built for the unrestricted classes have become lightel'

and lighter in construction with each succeeding year, un-
til they have reached the point where trusses are absolutely

necessary to hold up the long ends that are not sufficiently

strong to maintain their original form. The Yacht Racing
Association realizes that these trusses are necessary and
has no intention of attempting to bar them altogether,

but it does insist that, when they are used, they shall be
sealed by the ofiicial measurer in such a manner that they
Avill become immovable, and an official seal put on them.

This year there will be but one general circuit of races

to be held under the rules of the Association. Last year
the season's races AA'ere divided into three circtiits. It has
not been discovered that any good came of this change.
l)Ut. on the contrary, if persisted in, it might have proved
dangerous for the Association. One Association is al>
solutely necessary in these Avaters, and only one. If that

one Association AA'^ere to be divided into three districts, it

would be only a forerunner to the existence of three asso-
ciations. This would be a severe bloAV to yachting in

Massachusetts, for there Avould undoubtedly be scantHng
and classification rules which Avould conflict, the general!

classification that exists now would become a thing of the
past and the yachtsmen Avould not foel encouraged in

building new boats.

The present classification with its scantling restrictions

is a good thing for yachting. Fir.st of all it provides uni-
form classes, all of the boats for wdiich are built to the
limit of Avaterline length. The limit of waterline length
being maintained under the rules, permanent classes are
obtained—that is, a 25-footer is built to be a 25-footer,

with a Avaterline length between 24 and 25ft., and not a

22-footer or a 23-footer or a 24-footer. The scantling re-

strictions provide a boat that is staunch and seaAvorthy
and wdtich will not become useless after a few seasons of
racing. With the assurance of permanent classes and
restrictions that Avill insitre Avell-built boats, the yachts-
men have every inducement to build, for under these con-
ditions a yacht becomes marketable at any time and the

owner is not oft'ering for sale an obsolete type of boat.

But Avith all the good that the Association has done
atid all that it is possible for it to do in the future, there
are ahvays some Avho Avant constant changes Avhich will

firing things nearer their way of thinking, regardless of
the interests of others. These things have always had to

be met since the present Association Avas formed and in

similar associations before it. There is now a moArement
on foot to form another association that will directly con-
flict Avith the principles of the present one. Parties have
been to some of the clubs Avith the object of haA^ing them
leaA^e the present Association and join the neAv one. If

this moA'ement Avas started for the purpose of elevating
yachting it might receive the attention of reputable clubs,

but there is CA^ery reason to belicA'e that it has been started
because of purely personal gricA'ances and that the pro-
moters want to form an association in Avhich they will

haA^e their own sweet way. regardless of the harm it might
do yacht racing and without any thought of fairness to

others.

Independence is fast taking form at the Atlantic Works.
More than half the plating is already on her, and the
plates are being turned out every day. All of the plate.?

of the second strake from the bottom of the fin haA^e beern

put in place. As soon as these are all riveted the re-

mainder of the lead will be stowed. Nearly all of the
steel plating of the deck. Avith the exception of the
partner plate and those AA'hich go betAveen it and the
stringer plates, has been put in position. The brackets that
brace the deck beams and the frames have all been riveted
to place on the starboard side. The intercostal plates that
brace the floor plates are nearly all in and the steel bulk-
head, that strengthens the fitting around the mainsheet
traveler, has been bolted to place. It has been found
necessary to cast a ncAv frame for the balance rudder, as
the one already cast did not prove flexible enough ander
test. The ncAv one will be cast at the Bath Iron Works of
Hyde metal.
The committee aopointed to conduct the races for the

cups and prizes offered by Thomas W. LaAVson held a
meeting this Aveek and appointed a sub-committee to ar-
range all necessary details. It has been decided to hold
the races on Labor Day, Sept. 2, or one week from the
close of the America Cup races. If these races are finished
one Aveek or more before Sept. 2. the races for the Law-
son cups will be held on that date, but if they are not
finished until lessjhan a week before Sept. 2, the LaAvson
civps y^iji] tie hel^ one week from the tim^ ijliey-
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finished. For instance, if the America Cup races are

finished Sept. 2, the races for the Lawson cups will be

held on Sept. 9.

Hanley has an order for a Canada cup defender from
Detroit parties, and the keel of the boat is now set up in

the shop. He also is building a Y. R. A. 2S-footer for ex-

Com. A. W. Chesterton, who formerly owned the cham-
pion 25-footer Hermes. He has an order to build a Y. R.

A. 2S-footer from Crowninshield's design for T. B. Wales.
The i8-footer for Humphrey and Lauriat is well along.

Yachtsmen in the East will be glad that Hanley will have
a chance to show his work in the Canada cup races. It

was desired by those build'ng other defenders and by
B. B. Crowninshield that a Hanley boat should compete.
At Lawley's the Sloan 85ft. schooner is about half

planked. The Parsons 46-footer is being finished up in-

side and has been painted outside. The Binney 70ft.

steamer is partly planked and the 86ft. steamer of the

same design is having her house put on. The deck beams
are being laid on the Douglas i8-footer. The Bar Harbor
25-footer is all planked. The lead keel of a centerboard
25-footer will be set up this week. The frames of the

Eno i2oft. steamer are being set up.

Kiley's Marine Agency has sold the passenger steamer
Montvale to a syndicate, which will convert her into a

house-boat; al=o the naphtha yacht Gladys to Edward F.

Shumway, of Falmouth : the schooner Fiona to Elmer P.

Broadbent, of New Bedford, and the catboat Foam to

Frank Comer, of Fall River.
Crowninshield has sold the steam yacht Columbia,

formerly owned by Col. Albert B. Pope, to Montgomery
Rolling, and. in connection with F. Bowne Jones, the
yawl Scarpha to Mr. Fallett, of Brooklyn. He has an
order for a 21ft. cat for A. T. Brownell, to be used at

Newport.
Fentf^n has the Y. R. A. 25-footer designed by Crownin-

shield for F. B. Macomber all planked and the deck is

now being laid. He is bnilding a Y. R. A. 21-footer from
designs of W. Starling Burgess for T. K. Lothrop. New
topsides and deck are being put on the 25-footer Khalifa,

which was damaged by the recent fire.

John B. Killeen.

American Yachts and Yachting.

Lecture by Professor Biles.

There was a crowded attendance, including many well-

known yachting people, in one of the class rooms of the

Glasgow University on Monday evening, when Prof.

Biles lectured on "Amer'can Yachts and Yachting." To
all who have a love for the sea, said the Professor in his

introductory remarks, the subject of yachts is always an

interesting one and frequently an enchanting one. In

clear, bright weather, when the sea is smooth and the

winds are light, the yacht glides through the water with

an almost imperceptible motion. After patient watch-
ing, a breath steals over the water, develop 1 to a breeze,

and when the vessel responds, the cooling breath of air.

the swish of water on the bow and the heehng over of

the vessel all betoken the flight of the great b rd ship.

Later on the wind increases, and the sailors reluctantly

take in the lighter of the beautiful white wings, and with
a good anchorage not far aAvay ,the steersman prudently

makes for it. This is yacht'ng in its plea an^est aspect;

but the yacht must be made so that she can face the sea

if she cannot find' shelter or happens to belong to the

yachting enthusiast who detests fine weather and is only

happy when he is at sea in a gale of wind. Generally

strength can be added to a 'structure by putting in more
material, but the construction's problem is to get as much
strength as possible for a given weight. The problern of

development in yacht des"gn is one of reducing weight-

without strength. At any rate, in America the yacht de-

signing has been developed on the.se lines, the question be-

coming largely one of lightening construction and thereby

increasing the weight available for sails and ballast, or

reducing the displacement, and generally thereby increas-

ing the speed. The first American yacht was bu It, he

said in 1614, and the first English yacht ten years earlier.

In the eighteenth century there was little .yachting in

America, and it was not until the arrival of the schooner
America and the winn'ng of the Squadron cup that Brit-

ish yachtsmen began to take any interest in the doings of

the yachting men on the other side of the Atlantic. The
America was first in thai, historic race, with an Engli'^h

sloop. Aurora, second ; but as the America was 160 tons

and Aurora only 47, it looks, according to our up-to-date

ideas of t'me allowance, that Aurora should have been

awarded the cup. Up till about 1870. the America Cup
races which were sailed were very like our cruiser races,

except that they lacked the refinement of an offic'al handi-

capper. The racers were chosen from boats already in

existence, sometimes as much as thirteen years old, and
the American boats especially had usually been experi-

mented on by the fitting of different rigs at d fferent times.

How different was the present-day fashion of building a

yacht for international racing 1 A veiled secrecy sur-

rounds it in conception and construction. The news-

papers, in hushed, whispering paragraphs, print day by

day inviolable secrets, and when the vessel i^ launched

and completed she is to be seen by an interested and

wondering public only at a distance of m'les, for_ fea,r

some one might see her shape or material. Success justi-

fies almost anything, and these precautions are taken_ to

preserve the secrets which each de'=igner considers vital

to his own success, but which probably the other, if he

knew them, would only look upon as something to avo'd.

In 1881 the Americans began to build defenders specially

to meet our challengers, and the principle of light con-

struction began to be pushed to its limits. This was
seen particularly in the epoch-making Gloriana. and no

yacht designer can be successful until he has learned the

lessons which that boat helped to teach. L'ght construc-

tion is the essence of speed in yachts, but weakness; and
lightness were not synonymous any more than were heavi-

ness and strength. When amateur naval architects took

to fixing scantlings in order to insure strength to the

yacht they showed a belief that heavy scantlings meant
more strength. The Gloriana and other American b-^ats

have proved that when the different stresses which come
upon a yacht are taken as the guide to the scantling or

each individual part, lightness is more apt to give strength
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than weakness. A striking example of the possibilities of
light construction was shown in a small American yacht,
the work of one who was now among the students ©f
that university. She was 12ft. on the waterline and 6ft.
wide; iQj^ft. over all. She weighed only 225lbs., and
with two men weighing 40o!bs. aljoard she sailed eleven
m:Ies an hour and beat the 30-footers. He regarded that
boat as one of the most remarkable specimens of naval
architecture ever produced. [Applause.]
Touching briefly on steam yachting. Prof. Biles said

that the owners of steam yachts were not apparetitly
sufficiently well informed or sufficiently interested to care
whether their vessels obtained the maximum speed from
the amount of fuel burned. In cross-Channel steamers
the owners had an unhappy habit of wanting as much as
possible for their money, and for steamers of about the
same dimensions as some of the yachts they would not be
content to get 16 or 17 knots for 4.000 or 5 000 h. p., but
they wanted 19 or 20 knots, and had to get it. If they
only wanted 16 or 17 they expected to get it on about
half the power given to some of the yachts.

Reverting to the Cup races, the lecturer sa'd that the
result of the Shamrock races was a continuation of that
monotony of defeat to which we had grown so accus-
tomed, and for which so many reasons had been given.
There was only one real explanation, and that was that
the American boats had always been a little faster. The
plea that our yachts had to cross the Atlantic and must
therefore be heavier had nobly done its duty as an ex-
cuse, and it wa=; time it was relieved. There had never
been any regulation against the temporary strengthening
of a boat for the passage, and it was anoarent to anv me
who had considered the matter that the greatest strains
to be provided against came when racing and not when
at sea under snug jury rig. The development of our own
yachts had gone in the direction of lighter huHs. but we
had always been a little behind the Americans. Let us
hope, he concluded, that w'th the hanny combinat'on of
the best designer, our most scientific shipbuilder, ar>d our
most successful yachtsman, nobly supported by great pub-
lic spirit and a long nurse, we shall have better luck this
time.—Yachting World.

Clarke,
Mr. W. Starling Burgess, eldest son of the late Ed-

ward Btiraress, has opened an office in Boston, w'^ere he
will conduct a buslne«<; as a vacht designer and b'-oker.
Mr. Buraress is a member of the Class of tqot Harvard,
and duringf his course at Colles-e ranked l^igh in his
studie'?. He ha<: been a boat sailer all hi^;' I'fe, and his
had much practical exnerience as a yachtsman. Aside
from hh beine: a practical yachtsman, Mr. B'irffes« has
followed vachtinsr clo^elv for a number of yea^s r>a^t. and
has studied naval architecture under several ph^p m°n.
He has owned several boats, amnne them being- Sally and
Helene, and durinsf tl^e war with Snain he served on the
aitxiliary cru'ser Prairie. Owing to the unumal abi'ity
shown while in the service. Mr. Burgess was ' rated as
gunner'"? m.ate. He a^readv has a laree a»riO"nt of work
on hand including orders; for both hrcre and sma'1 boats.
Shortlv after starting in bu'^iness Mr. B^rores"? burned
out and lost several valuaMe models of ^nats designed by
his father and a number of drawings of his own.
The vawl. p'lans of whinh ann^ar t1iic -ivppl^. wa<5 de-

signed by Mr. Burgees for his un^-le Mr. Walter Burees=;.
and was bu'lt bv Embree. of 0"incy. She is a go'^d
looking boat with ex^pllent arpommoda<"ions. and al-
though she was intended Primarily for cru'^ing;. she was
designed to conform to th° rule? and restriction =? of the
Massachusetts Y. R. A. The line=; show h w°M-turned
boat, and she will und^pl^t-edly show considerable speed.
Her dimensions are as follows:

Length

—

Over all 44ft,

L.W.L 28ft. 6 in.

Overhang

—

Bow 8ft.

Stern 7ft. 6 in.

Beam

—

Extreme loft. 4 in.

L.W.L 9ft. 8 in.

Draft-
To rabbet 2ft. 5 in.

Extreme 6ft. 4 in.

Freeboard—

•

Bow 3ft. 6 in.

Taffrail 2ft. 5 in.

Least ^ 2ft. ij^in.
Sail Area

—

Mainsail 882 sq. ft.

Mizzen 171 sq. ft.

Jib , 17s sq. ft.

' Total 1,228 sq. ft.

Ballast-
Inside 40olbs.
Outside S,5oolbs.

The sail plan shows a large mainsail and a small jib

and mizzen. The cabin is large and is well arranged
and fitted. There is 6ft. of headroom under carlines.

Desigfns Recently Published in Forest and Sti i m.
25-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20."

2i-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27.

Minnesota, Nov. 17.

19ft. sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. i.

Cutter Isolde, Dec. 8.
|

.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dec. 15-22.
j

.

Raceabout Jolly Roger, Dec. 29. i

Bald Eagle II. and ice boat, Jan. 5.

25-footer Brigand, Jan. 12.

Canadian ice boat and 14ft. cutter, Jan. i^.

38ft. cruising launch. Jan. 26.

25ft. shoal draft sloop. Feb. 2. I

i8-footer Broncho, Feb. 9.

25ft. cruising sloop, Feb. 16. ' " ]'j

32-ft. fast cruiser, Feb. 23.

House-boat designs. March 2.

Schooner Endvniion and yawl Ellida, March 9.
20ft. cruising yawl, March 16.

23ft. cruising yawl, March 23.
_ ^
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The 35ft. schooner Redskin III. was built by Embree, of
Quincy Point, for the Sturtevant Brothers, and was
launched in May, 1900. She is a centerboard boat of the
new Skow type, and her original plans were made by
Gardner & Cox, but numerous changes were made during
the course of construction, and they do not lay any claim
now to the design. She is 6ift. over all, 34ft. on the water-
line, i6ft. beam, 4ft. 6in. draft and 3ft. least freeboard.
Bolted to the hull is a hollow fin 13ft. long on the bottom
and 3ft. deep. A centerboard 12ft. long and 3ft. wide
houses in the fin. It is a solid steel plate 4in. thick and
weighs about 2% tons. The rudder is hung on the after

end of the fin and the steering wheel is in the forward
end of the cockpit. The rudder fin centerboard and fittings

weigh nearly 7 tons. The centerboard is raised by a
powerful winch in the cabin. The hull is built with oak
keel and frames and double planking, the inner being of
cedar and the outer of yellow pine. The outer planking
is screwed to the inner from the inside, so that the boat
is free from all plugs that would cover fastenings. About
60,000 screws were used in this work. The cabin house is

24ft. long with over 6ft. headroom throughout its length.
There is a stateroom with two berths on the starboard
side of the companionway and a toilet room on the port
side opposite. The cabin has the usual berths, lockers,

etc., and is very roomy. Forward is the galle3^ reached
by a companionway in the forward end of the cabin house.
The pole mainmast is 71ft. and the foremast is 70ft. long.

The main boom is 42ft. and the gaff 27ft. long.

Yacht Qtfb Notes.

The members of the Rochester Y. C. have unanimously
accepted the invitation of the Buf¥alo Y. C. to attend the

rendezvous of the L. Y. R. A. at Buffalo during the Pan-
American Exposition next summer. The Buffalo Club
has offered $2,500 in prizes for the races which have been
pkmned.

1^ ^
The success of the contests carried on during the last

season of the Seawanhaka Y. C. for the Centre Island

cup has led the donor to offer a similar prize for com-
petition during the coming season. This cup will also

he known as the Centre Island cup, and will be open to

competition by Seawanhaka knockabouts owned by club

members. It will be awarded to the yacht having the

highest record in a series of seven races on June 15 and 22,

July 6, 20 and 27, and Aug. 10 and 17, based on the

following system of scoring

:

In each race each yacht shall be cr-edited with a number
of points equal tO' the number of yachts she defeats, with
one point added as a premium for entry. A yacht which
starts and does not finish, or is disqualified, will receive

no points, but will be counted as a defeated, yacht in

assigning points to her competitors. In order to qualify

for the series prize a yacht must start in at least five

of the seven races above sclieduled. No yacht shall be
counted in awarding points to others after it has become
impossible for her to qualify in this series.

The record of a yacht shall be the percentage which
t1ie total number of points to her credit at the end of

the series bears to the total number of points she would
have recei\^ed had she won every race in which she started.

Two yachts at least must start to constitute a race.

In addition to the cup to be awarded to the winner of

the series, the club will present a second prize to the

yacht finishing second on the same system of scoring, and
to the winner of each individual race the usual pewter
mug, provided no other prizes are arranged for.

Should the yacht winning the first or second prize in the

above series have been manned with a strictly Corinthian

crew in all her races the club will present individual

Corinthian prizes to each member of her crew.

Should the offer of the Centre Island cup result
_
in

arousing sufficient interest, the donor purposes continuing

the gift annually, for such classes as may be determined

upon, as long as the interest justifies it.

The Race Committee of the club will continue the

"Corinthian list" the coming season. Of it, the com-
mittee says

:

For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the

purposes of this list it may be well to say that it is in-

tended to be a record, or list, of amateurs who may desire'

to act as members of crews of racing yachts during the

coming season, and who will be willing to attend at races

and for practice purposes with as much regularity as may
be practicable'. The "Founder's Fund" has been estab-

lished, the income of which is to be applied for the pur-

pose of "encouraging racing in small yachts manned by
amateurs, and of encouraging attainment of proficiency in

all other matters relating to seamanship."

When the list is made up the committee will send a

copy to the owners of racing yachts and invite them to

organize their crews from the persons appearing on -the

list.

"The club," the committee says, "has had an enviable

record for amateur racing in the past, and we hope that

the junior members especially will co-operate with us in

this renewed efi^ort to revive the old spirit."

The general yachting fever due to the coming inter-

national races extended to Auburn, N. Y., on Monday,
March 18, when delegates from central and western New
York yacht clubs, representing a- membership of over

700, met at the Osborne House to form an association to

be known as the Interlake Yacht Racing Association.

The delegates were from the following clubs : The Syra-

cuse Y. C, the Lakeside Y. C, of Ithaca;

the Sheldrake Y. C, the Frontenac Y. C, of

Union Springs ; the Canandaigua Y. C, the Skaneateles

Y. C. the Seneca Falls Y. C. and the Owasco Lake Y. C.

The object of the Association is to promote amateur racing

and yachting and to systematize the racing plans for the

coming season. The first two weeks in August were
named for the first series of races on Cayuga Lake. On
Decoration Day a race will take place at Ithaca, and a

regatta, course to be decided upon, will occur on July 4.

1% J? i%

Mr. Charles D, Mosher lectured on "High Speed in

Steam Vessels" to a large number of the members ot the

YftelitsmeiV^ QVi% % "\Y^<ine§day evening-. Mar^^ f%
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yacht now being
vard, has been

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The Glasgow Exhibition Committee at a meeting held

on March 21, fixed June 7 and 8- as the dates for yacht

1 aces, open to the world, over the Royal Northern Y. C.

course, at Rothesay, for cups of the value of $2,500. One
of these cups will go to .the boat that crosses the finish

line first, irrespective of her rating, and another to the

yacht that wins on lime allowance. It was agreed to in-

vite American owners to participate.

1^

The Emperor of Germany's new racing

built at Oertz & Harden's Hamburg
named Samoa II.

*t m
Mr. D. M. .Armstrong, of Bridgeport. Conn., has sold

-the stea myacht Tide, through Messrs. Gardner & Cox. to

Mr. Clarkson Cowl, of the N. Y. Y. C.

tn H ^
The cutter Norota has been sold by Mr. D. B. Burn-

'ham. N. Y. Y. C. through Messrs. Gardner & Cox. to

Mr. C. F. Hofer. of Cincinnati. Mr. Hofer has a .summer

-place at Camden. Maine, and Norota will be used along

that coast. _
»l •{ H

Mr. Henry F. Noyes, N. Y. Y. C, has sold the steam

yacht' Katrina to Mr. L. F. Heublein, of Hartford. Conn.

H 16 •I

Mrs. Julia Curtis has sold the steam yacht Calypso to

Mr. E. M. Post, of New York.

*S •! >t

The auxiliary schooner yacht building at the Geo. Law-
ley &: Son Corp., South Boston, for Mr. Henry T. Sloans,

N. Y. Y. C. from designs by Messrs. Tarns, Lemoine &
Crane, will be named Idler.

tt at te

Mr, William H. Langley, the new owner of Mohawk,
has had that schooner practically rebuilt at Poillon's yard,

South Brooklyn. The interior of the yacht has been

greatly altered and her ballast has been taken from the

inside and put on the keel. Sawyer is making a new suit

o-f sails for her. and her color has been changed from black-

to white.
^ ^ ^

The schooner yacht Fortuna. now owned by ]\Ir. Henry
R. Wolcott. N. V. Y. C. is being overhauled and refitted

at New London. As soon as she is ready she will go
into commission, and will take a short cruise in Southern
waters.

The schooner yacht Ramona. now at Port TefYerson,

L. I., owned By Mr. B. 'M. Whit]ock._ N. Y. Y. C. is

being changed in her cabins and other improvements are

also being made.
PL H

The cutter Carmita, owned by Mr. R. K. Forrest, N.

Y. Y. C, is at Hawkins' j^ard. City Island, and will soon

be fitted out. She will sail for Old Point Comfort early

in April and return the latter part of May.

Mr. J. J. Hill's steam yacht Wacouta has sailed for

Baltimore, and will make a short cruise in Chesapeake
Bay and in the Potomac and James Rivers.

H n 1^

The 70-footer Virginia, owned by Mr. W. K. Vander-
bilt, Jr., N. Y. Y. C, is at Burlee's yard, Staten Island,

being strengthened and repairel under the direction of

Messrs. Tams. Lemoine & Crane.

Col. Francis L. Leland's schooner yacht Ariel is being-

overhauled and refitted at Port Jefferson, L. I.

Mr. Charles Hayden has sold Empress to Mr. August
Heckscher. of Huntington, L. I.

4^ 1^ 1^

Mr. -A.. Howard Hinkle's 65ft. cutter Senta sailed from

Bermuda a few days ago for Greenport, L. I, where she

will refit for the racing season. It is reported that she

arrived at Bermuda in a very good condition.

^ fi^

We have received from Mr. Edward M^. MacLellan. the

.secretary of the Yachtsmen's Club, a copy of the club

book for jgoi.

Alterations are being made on the steam yachts Neiara

and Elreba, at Tebo's, South Brooklyn, preparing to go
mto commission.

m. *L ».

Now that it has become almost a custom to equip

yachts, both large and small, with searchlights, it is in-

teresting to note the progress that has been made in the

direction of perfecting this most valuable invention.

There are a number of different makes on the market,

one of the best of which is the Baldwin acetylene search-

light, manufactured by A. H. Funke. One of the de-

sirable features of this splendid light is that the annoy-
ance of carrying a gas generator in the cabin is who'ly
avoided. In the case of the Baldwin searchlight the

generator is attached to the back of the lamp itself, no
pipes or tubes being used.

About fifty-five species of wild birds make themseU'es

at home in the city of Paris and find their living there.

All of the others, except perhaps the climbers are repre-

sented among them. One bird of pre^^ a pelerine falcon,

established himself on the towers of Notre Dame a few
years ago. whence he hunted the pigeons of the ciuarter.

and a fisher martin leaving the marshes he was accus-

tomed to frequent, when the water became too low for

him. came to hunt insects and little fi,shes in the midst
of the city near the Pont des Arts. A number of wocd-
cocks and rails, a season or two ago. haunted tlie ponds
of la Glaciere, and a few pairs of water fowl made tlicir

nests in the same place.

The huntsman who brings home the antlers proves that
he has been able to get a head of the game.—Elmira
Gazette.

V
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I The Cruise of the Tule Belle*

I WAS sitting in my room reading one lowering even-'ng

in November in the early '70's, when a Celestial visitant

(China boy in English) knocked at my door with a

note, which said, "Come and go sailing to-night."

"Where is the Captain?" I asked.

"Down factly."

"All right; tell him I'll come," and the messenger faded
away. I found the Captain at the "factory." and. three

of us with a lot of nondescript plunder squeezed into a

buggy and set out over our apology for a pavement for

Long Bridge. There were neither moon nor stars in

sight, and in those days the bridge was not lighted, and
the chance that the horse would put his foot in a hole

in the planking^bj^ no means unlikely ; but the cherub who
looks after real sailors d'dn't desert us amateur ones, and
we presently found ourselves in safety at our destination,

where the schooner Peerless w^as to be dimly discerned
pitching at a sea that already had some scend in it. The
wind was in the southeast (our storm quarter) and every-

thing looked decidedh' dubious.
Why we were starting at this hour I have no idea, but it

must have been about 10 P. M. when we reached the

land'ng. and there was a good deal to do before we were
under way. The purpose of the expedition was, I dis-

covered, to tow a hunting ark or house-boat which the

Captain had just built, about fifty miles up the bay and
San Joaquin River, where she was to be left as a hunter's

rendezvous for the winter. She was the first of her kind,

and better adapted for what she was intended for than for

what she had to go through. We had shipped one or

two extra hands—in the darkness I couldn't tell how
many—and about midnight got clear of the anchorage, and
with the Tule Belle sousing along beh'nd us like a grand
piano case, set out before a stiff S.E. gale.

Now the Belle had been designed with a single eye to

the comfort of her occupants, and her capabilities as a

.sea-going craft had never been inquired into. As there

was no rule prohibiting the shifting of ballast aboard arks

at an}' time, that matter had been left to take care of

itself, and the weight of the man at the helm had no per-

ceptible effect upon the cooking range, parlor stove and a

few other trifles stowed away forward of the center of

buoyancy. She was, in sea parlance "mightily down by the

head."

Running before the wind along the city front we man-
aged fairly well, but the sea was rising, and by the t'me

we had crossed the channel and were abreast of Angel
Island there came from out the darkness strenuous sounds
which plainly told that the crew of the Tule Belle was not

enjoying itself.

We had in our company another yacht, the staunch and
ever-faithful Lotus, commanded by The Anc'ent Mariner,

and a hasty conference was held by the two commanders,
who shouted their remarks to each other at the top of

their lungs "in the teeth of the booming gale," and it was
decided to run into Raccoon Straits and seek an anchor-

age for the n'ght before disaster befell us.

I had mj'self sought and found a refuge on- that side

of the island in a somewhat similar case, so I tried to

pilot our argosy into the cove I had in mind but as you
are probably aware, on a dark stormy n'ght the shore,

especially if a high one, looks much nearer than it really

it. As a result, the nerve of the Captain failed him and
he ordered the anchor let go long before, in my judgment,
it should have been. Now the bottom of Raccoon Straits

is composed of rocks solely—I don't think there i? any
mud—and it slopes from the island toward deep water
like the roof of a New England meeting house; added to

this, the Captain never used a heavy anchor if he had
a light one aboard. The result can be easily imagined:

the Peerless waltzed for deep water, and her tall spars

and top hamper catching the wind, carried her .slap aboard

the Belle. You ought to have heard the glas> in her

windows go, and you ought not to have heard her crew
swear

!

Meantime the Lotus luffing up to see how we were en-

joying ourselves, split her jib from top to bottom, and
squaring away faded into the darkness and we saw her no
more on that cru-'se.

The big anchor was now let go, which brought us up,

but well out in rough water instead of in the shelter I

had planned for, and we set about getting things a little

to rights. The Captain noticing that the skiff, which had

got between the two vessels, was half full of water,

promptly jumped into her to bale her out.and ^she as

promptly sank under him. I heard his cry for assistance,

and found him w'th his arms over the bulwarks, trying

vainly to raise himself. Although he stood in the skif¥,

she afforded him no base to spring from, as she was
awash, and evervbody was too busy to hear him, even if

the infernal hubbub of the slatting and banging of sails

and ropes and hulls had allowed anything else to be

heard.
The Captain was far from a featherweight, and I was

no Hercules added to which was the fact his clothes

fitted h'm "like the paper on the wall," and there wasn't

so much as a wrinkle to lay hold of. I couldn't reach a

leg, and I thought I had torn all my nails off in my en-

deavors to make an impression on his rotundity, but at

Hength the Peerless gave an extra big roll before the

skifT could get down, and I got hold of a leg and he

rolled himself over the bulwarks, pretty well blown, but

none the worse for his adventure otherwise—he was
drenched before he got into the skiff.

We got things clear at last, turned the Title Belle end

for end and lashed her tiller, converted the rudder into a

cutwater, then we veered her astern with a good scope,

had some coffee and a pine and turned in somewhere be-

tween 2 and 3 in the morning.

The storm blew over in the night, and the morning

showed bright and clear, and breakfast nut us all in nretty

good humor, though the crew of the Belle was evidently

not fiuite easy in its mind ; but when she proved to_ tow
excellently stern first and the crew found itself relieved

from the nece«sitv of even pretendine to steer it. smoked

its pipe and dozed the day away in placid contentment.

We traversed the length of San Pablo and Suisun bays

without accident or incident, but when we got Into the

San Joaquin River something happened—I can't remember

whether the tide turned against us, or we ran aground, or

what it was, but the Captain became firmly imbued with

the idea that he ought to be back in the city. Now it hap-

pened just at that time that it didn't make any particular
difference to anybody whether I was back in the city or
not—I had, if the truth were told, a good deal more time
than money on my hands—but if he wanted to get back I

had no objection to keeping him compa^}^ We filled a

pumpkin-seed-shaped affair we carried for a d:'nghy with
some things to eat and drink and smoke, and bidding
good-by to the fleet, set out for the next landing, where
we expected a steamer could be boarded.
My first discovery was that the sail which had been

made in the "trimming shop" of the factory was the
most ingeniously mal-contrived affair I have ever .seen,

was a good deal larger than it had any business to be,

could only be reefed by cutting away the upper stops

—

Avhich I promptly did—and set like a nightcap. However,
we started, and had got a mile or so on our way when
it began to rain. It was no "snizzle-snozzle drizzle-

drozzle, but a right down good pour," and we hastened to

run the boat among some tules, dowse the sail and spread
a rubber blanket over our heads and shoulders. Here we
sat and laughed and smoked while the rain beat down on
our rubber shelter, tmtil it got tired, and then we set out
again.

We reached the land'ng at last and boarded a schooner
to make some inquiries, but by some curious freak of

fortune—for it isn't the rule—we struck the most in-

hospitable gang of Souwegian Yahoos that I have ever
met in all my experience, and they almost put tj^pff. they

were so anxious to get rid of us. They plain?)/ took us
for a couple of shipwrecked greenhorns, who would ask
to be carried home, but we got enough out of them to

convince us that no steamer stopped at that landing, and
the next was too far off to make seeking it advisable in

that weather, and set out to return to the yacht.

When we got so far away that nothing they could throw
could reach us, we uncovered the basket and lunched
sttmptuou.sly in their sight, not forgetting to toast them
politely with every drink we took. Then waving them a

parting salute appropriate to the occasion, we hoisted our
ridiculous sail and sped away. It came on to rain aga'n

before we got back, and fearing the boats might set off

without us, we kept on, arriving in time, but drenched. A
good fire in the galley helped matters some, but as we
stood there divested of our outer garments and drying

those we had on in installments, a brilliant idea occurred

to me, which I lost no time in putting into execution.

Jumping into the small boat I boarded the Belle—we were
under way again—and with the least possible lose of time

had a roaring fire in the stove in the saloon. This was
not a very large apartment, and I soon had a fine glow
on the temperature, and pulling a rocking chair before

the genial blaze, got a magazine, and occasionally glancing

at the passing landscape, which was a little monotonous
just here whiled away the afternoon, got dry and en-

joyed myself hugely. I remember that I decided that if

i ever got rich I would have a boat which should be en-

tirely cab'n, staterooms and galley (this last at the ex-

treme stern) with a slave of a tug to drag me around. I

haven't ljuilt that craft yet. Several times the Captain

liailcd me to come aboard for various purposes, but I

only shook my outstretched fingers at him and answered

that he had better join me and be comfortable.

About dinner time, however, I surrendered and rejoined

him aboard the Peerless, and we spent the evening

amicably together, turning in rather early to make up

the lost sleep of the night before. We got the Belle

safely to her dest' nation next day and returned in the

Peerless without any more shipwrecks, and I believe the

Belle is somewhere up in those sloughs yet, though I

think she long since =ank from her high estate to the

position of storehouse for hunting boots and .such truck.

The genial Captain (who was Podgers) passed away a

few months ago. and the bones of the handsome Peerless

were long since laid on a reef on the coast of Australia;

the Ancient Mariner has gone, and the Lotus, or her

bones, is somewhere in the South Seas too. ***

A curious story is told of a fox that was bemg hunted

the other day by the Fitzwilliam hounds. He was found

at Wadworth Wood and gave a good run to a withy

bed, from which he was again driven, and on this he made

for a railway, "lay down in the permaneui way and re-

fused to budge." Whether he was acquainted with the

local time table or whether he heard a train approach-

ing, the chronicler of the incident does not sta.e; but he

infers that the fox knew it would be dangerous to the

hounds to venture on the line. The calculations of the

sagacious animal were right enough, as they very often

are. A train was approaching, the hun sman saw that

the hounds were likely to be cut to pieces if they ventured

on the line, and he whipped them off accordingly—with

some d^fficultv, it is said, for the hounds were less ex-

perienced in the matter of express trains than the fox.

Keenness in pursuit of his prey and obedience to the

huntsman are the two chief features of a fox hound, and

the two must have clashed considerably in the Fitzwilliam

pack when they actually saw their fox before them and

were not allowed to have him. "The fo-^ maintained his

position till the express got wi,hin a short distance, and

then quietly made off." Every one will congratulate him

on his escape.—London Standard.

The Duke of La Tremouille has a shooting preserve in

the forest of Rambouillet, and to protect it against

poachers has studded it with man-traps of his own in-

vention. The other day the game keepers heard the elec-

tric alarm jingle, and rushing to the designated poacher

trap found the Duke, who in roaming about his estate

had stepped into one of his own snares and found him-

self in the twinkling of an eye dumped into a deep narrow

pic, out of which he could not climb.

A curious cause of death has recently been recorded in

India. A na ive who was fishing in a stream caught a

flat, eel-like fish, about 15 to 16 inches in length. Being

desirous of killing it, he put it into his mouth in order to

bite off its head. The fish slipped through the man's

fingers into his mouth and conveyed itself partly down
his gullet. The situation now was bad for the fish, but

still 'worse for the man, for owing to the sharp fins on the

back of the fish it was not possible to withdraw it. The

man died in great agony within an hour.

Fixtttres*

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbund o4
North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Off-
hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund's annua] festival and prize shoot.

Zettlcf Rifle Clttb Totfrnament.
The rifle tournament given by the Zettler Rifle Club ended on

March 16, after seven days of keen and interesting competition.
Ihe range is 7-5ft. long as against 90ft. in the Garden, a dif-
ference of 15ft. All the winners in the tournament used Peter.s
.22 short, and no less than six men broke the indoor 75ft. record.
A large number of the contestants in tlie revolver and pistol
matches also used this ammunition.
One-hundred shot gallery match for the championship of 1901,

entrance $5; 100 shots, to be fired in 10 scores of 10 shots at any
time during the tournament; the regular 25 (^4in.) ring target,
In case of a tie for the championship the highest 10-shot score
of the contestants shall decide; all other ties divide. The winners
were as follows:

F C Ross, Brooklyn, Z R C, Stevens—
243 247 245 243 245 242 244 248 248 246—2451

L P Ittel, Allegheny, Pa., Iroquois R C, Stevens-Pope—
247 245 243 247 246 244 245 244 246 244—2451

H M Spencer, Dunniore, Pa., Electric City R C, Stevens—
246 243 243 242 241 244 241 243 246 249—2439

C Zettler, Jr. New York, Z R C, Ballard—
244 243 244 247 244 244 241 244 247 240—2438

L P Hansen, Jersey .City, Z R C, Stevens—
244 241 240 246 245 245 242 248 241 242—2434

Dr W G Hudson, New York, Manhattan, R & R A—
242 245 243 243 240 242 242 246 244 244—2431M Dorrler, Greenville, N J, Z R C, Ballaid—
244 240 244 245 245 243 242 241 244 243—2431

E S Pillard, New Britain, Conn., Z R C, Ballard-Pope—
244 236 241 241 247 245 247 241 245 243—2430

T R Geisel, Springfield, Mass, Springfield R & R A, Winchester—
243 241 240 235 248 242 245 246 245 243—2428

L C Buss, New York, Manhattan R & R A, Ballard—
241 245 244 240 236 242 239 247 247 246—2428

P J O'Hare, Jersey City, Cottage R C, Ballard, Winchester—
238 214 241 247 238 242 241 246 242 248—2428

Gottlob Worn, Brooklyn, Williamsburg S S, Ballard

—

244 241 240 244 245 242 240 245 243 243—2427W A Tewes, Jersey City, Cottage R C, Ballard—
240 245 245 246 246 236 240 244 239 245—2426

A Kronsberg, New York, Z R C, Ballard-Winchester—
245 245 246 240 240 242 238 244 239 243—2422

J T Humphrey, Boston, Mass., Massachusetts R A, Stevens

—

244 242 241 235 243 243 243 242 241 242—2417
Special target for the Gus Zimmerman trophy; re-entry match,

3 shots on a 4in, bullseye" with rings; entries 25 cents; best 3
shots on one bullseye to count. In case of a tie the second best
score 01 each man shall count, etc.: L. P. Ittel, 75, 75, 74, won the
trophy; other good scores were made by A. Kronsberg 74, H D
Miller 74. E. S. Pillard 73, M. Dorrler 72, R. Busse 71, W. Koch
70, Col. Keller 68, S. Buzzini 68, L. Maurer 67.

Ring target; target of 3 shots 35 cents, three for $1; re-entries
unlimited; the best 3 targets to count for the first five prizes;
tlie best 2 targets to count for the next five best prizes; one target
for the rest; the 25 (%in.) ring target; all ties divide. No fewer
than 38 men took part:

Best 3 targets:
H M Pope .75 73 74—224 C Zettler, Jr 75 74 74—223
W A Tewcs 75 75 71-224 T R Geisel 75 74 73—222
L P Ittel "lb 74 74—223
Best 2 targets:

L P Hansen .74 74—148 G Schlicht 74 73—147
L Flach 74 74—148 G Worn 74 73—147
E S Pillard 74 73—147 F C Ross 74 73—147
M Dorrler 74 73—1-47

Best sinffle targets:W A Hicks 74 T Rebhan , 73
R Goldwaite.... 74 P Kossek 73
1 T Humphrey 73 R Busse , 73
' <" "^'iss 73 H M Spencer 73
F Kost ..13 P Muth ...,".,.,....78

Premiums for the best 5 targets:
L P Ittel 75 74 74 74 74—371 $4 50
H M Pope 75 75 74 74 73—371 4 50W A Tewes 75 75 74 73 73—370 3 GO

Bullseye target; bullseye of 3 shots, 35 cents for each bullseye,
three for $1; re-entries unlimited; the best shot by measurement
to count for prizes, etc.; all ties divide. The number of entries
reached nearly fifty:

Degs. Degs.
L P Hansen I6V2 $25 00 C Bayer 21 $4 00
R Busse ...18 17 50 R Oute 21 4 00
M Dorrler IS 17 50 Gus Zimmerman 21% 3 00
Geo Zimmerman 18% 10 00 H D Miller 22 1 60
L P Ittel ISVa- 8 00 G D Weigman 22 160
L C Buss 20 6 50 T Schmitl ....22 1 t.O

J Kaufman 20 6 50 H M Pope 22 1 60
A Kronsberg 2OV2 5 00 H Mahlenbrock 22 1 60
T H Keller, Sr 20% 5 00

Premiums for most bullseyes:
Keller 204 $5 00 Miller 183 ?3 00
Zimmerman 189 4 00 ,

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

If you want your shoot to be announced here send a

notice like the following:

Fixtwes,

April 1.—Cleveland, O.—April shoot of the Cleveland Gun Club
Company.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Seventh annual spring luurnament

of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100

per day added; two days live birds, ?500 guaranteed. J. 14-

Hawkins, Sec'y-
t-,

April 10.—St. Louis, Mo.—Contest for Dupont trophy at Dupont
Park. „. . .

April 12-13.—Newark, N. J.—Forester Gun Club's tournament.

J. J. Fleming, Sec'y.
April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas Sportsmen's Association. W. H. Koehler, Sec'y.

April 18.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target shoot. Henry
G. flail, Sec'y. . , , . ^
April 23-25.—Spirit Lake, la.—Klein-Barmeister's third annual

target tournament; $50 added each day. -

April 26-28.—Chicago.—Annual spring tournament of the Crescent

Gun Club. John S. Boa, Mgr.
]y[ay 7.9.—Peru, Ind.—Fifth annual amateur tournament of the

Peru Gun Club;' two days at targets for amateurs; one day at

live birds. Chas. Bruck. Sec'y. ^, , „ „
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen *

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.

May 7-10 —Lincoln. NcB.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the autpioe» of the

Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, S«e'y. ^ ^
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May 14-17.—Allentown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State
Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.
Shaner, Mgr.
May 1-3.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's annual tournament;

targets and live birds, Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
May U-16.—Elwood, Ind.—Tournament of the Zoo Rod and Gun

Club.
May 14-17.—Newtott, la.—Aantial t01^f^ame^t of the Iowa State

Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the Newton Gun Club.
D. R. Tripp, Sec'y.
May 21-25.—Springfield, 111—Twenty-seventh annual tournament

and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.
Chas. T. Stickle Sec'y.
May 22-23.— Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of

the Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. VV. Pheilis, Sec'y.
May 28-30.—London, O.—Tournament of the London Gun Club.
May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-

shooters' League, under auspices of the East Side Gun Club.
John Parker, Mgr.
May 28-June 1.—St. Louis, Mo.—Twenty-fourth annual tourna-

ment of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association.
Herbert Taylor, Sec'y.
May 30.—Canajoharie, N. Y.—Tournament of the Canajoharie

Gun Club. C. Weelis, Sec'y.
May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.
June_ 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annua! tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Hasweil, Sec'y.
June 11-13.—Siouy City, la.—Se' pTirh am up" amateur tournament

of the Soo Gur> <" iib. W. F. Duncan. Set.'>.

June 13-14.— Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the
Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.
June 17-20.—Warm Sprmgs, Ga.—Suuihern Interstate tournament;

two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the Waterville

Gun Club; $75 added money, Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.
June 25-27.— V\ alia Walla, Wash.—.Seventh annual tournament

of the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. VV. G. Campbell,
Sec'y.
June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooteri'

LeaKue nf Wiscon-sin. Firs) week in lune
July 17-18.—St. Marys, W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the

West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of
'West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers. Mgrs.
July 30.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.
" Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-
day afternoon.
Chicago 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds. West Monroe street
at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. L R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Oueens, L. I.—The Interstate As-

sociation's ninth annual GrancT American Handicap 'Tournament
at Live Birds.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New

Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCL'VTION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

April 1-5.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's ninth annual Grand American Handicap tournament at
live birds. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway, New York.

April 17-18.—Jacksonville, Fla.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club. B.
W. Sperry, Sec'y.
May 8-10.—Memphis, Tenn.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Memphis Gun Club.
June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. (J., Can.—The Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y.
July 10-ll.-^Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson. Sec'y.
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens L. I.—The Interstate Asso-

ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
¥1,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7.-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R C
Root. Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's touma-

Tnent, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker
Sec'y. '

'

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
April 1-2.—Houston, Tex.—Two days' tournament of the Peters

Cartridge Compan.v.
April 23-24.—Olathe, Kans.—Peters Carti'idge Company's amateur

tournament, assisted by Mr. Frank Hodges.
April 24-25.—Binghamton, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the

Peters Cartridge Co.; |150 added money. H. W. Brown, Sec'y.
John Parker, Mgr.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores /or publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otheriuise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company

^ 346 Broad-
way,, Neni York.

Under date of March 23 Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the
Interstate Association, sends us the following communication:
"I desire to announce through the coliimns of Forest and Stream
that the ofifice of compiler of scores during the Grand American
Handicap live-bird tournament will be filled by Mr. Edward Banks,
)h„o.-«„cs ena-ao-pmen+s nreventine- Mr. John D. Regan from being
present as per schedule. While the announcement that Mr.
Uauiis will asam hii Ins old position will be pleasing news to in-
tending contestants, I know that it will be a very serious disap-
pointrnent to the gentleman personally, as he was counting on
'mingling with the boys' and having a good time generally at
this tournament. The system in vogue at the Grand American
Handicap is such as to require a man to be thoroughly familiar
•\vith the routine and all details in connection therewith, making
lit clearly out of the question to fill the position in a satisfactory
manner with a new man at this late date. However, Mr. Banks
has kindly consented to help out on this occasion, and his loyalty
IS fully appreciated by the Interstate Association."

The programme of the Interstate Association's trapshooting
target tournament, given for the Jacksonville Gun Club, Jack-
sonville, Fla., April 17 and 18, is now ready for distribution, and
•erm be obtained of Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, 111 Fourth avenue,
il'iltsburg, Pa;, or Mr. B. W. Sperry, secretary of the club,
Jacksonville, Fla. There are ten like events each da3', of which
>.even are at 15 and three at 20 targets, SLofJ and $2 entrance.
Sliooting commences at 9:30. To reach the shooting grounds take
the Main street cars at Baj' and Main streets. The club has
secured a rate of one and one-third fare for the round trip on all

railroads running into Jacksonville. The Rose system, ratios

5, 3, 2, 1, will govern. Guns and ammunition forwarded to
Mr. B. W. Sperry will be delivered at the shooting grounds. Tar-
gets 2 cents. Lunch ser^'ed on the grounds. Manufacturers'
agents for targets ox\\y. Duval House will bo headquarters.

The shooting interests of the Pan-American Exposition are
gradually taking organized shape. Mr. Harry D. Kirkover, who
has these interests in charge, is working most energetically and
successfully in arranging the details. It has been arranged that
this shoot will take place in July, in the week commencing on
the 15th of that month. A valuable list of merchandise prizes will

be offered for competition, and $2,000 in cash will be added. The
members of the executive committee are Messrs. H. D. Kirkover,
Buffalo, chairman; E. E. Shaner, Pittsburg; Edward Banks, New
York; Col. J. T- Anthony, Charlotte, N. C. ; G. W. Loomis,
Omaha, Neb.; Hon. T. A. Marshall, Keithsburf. III., and B.
Waters. The programme committee consists of Edward Banks,
Elmer E. Shaner and B. Waters.

Mr. Harold Money added new honors to his record at the
great annual tournament of the Riverton Gun Club, Philadelphia,
Pa., last Saturday by killing 98 pigeons out of 100, and beating
all competitors. This and his recent win of the Carteret Gun
Club championship, wherein, in each instance, he was competing
against the pick of America's best amateur shots, distinguishes him
as being the best amateur with the scatter gun.

Mr, Geo. R. Schneider, the secretary, writes us as follows: "At
a recent meeting of the Fulton Gun Club the following officers

were elected for the year: President, Patrick May; Vice-Presi-
dent, John Blake; Ireasurer, A. VV^oods; Secretary, Geo. R
Schneider; CaiJtain, Samuel Giles. The club decided to have a
regular club shoot every two weeks, the first day of the week, at
Dick Oseing's farm, Crescent street, near Old Mill, Brooklyn.
The first shoot will be held Marcli 31."

In our trap columns this week we publish an interesting letter

from Capt. A. W. du Bray (Gaucho), in which he narrates in a
charming manner some shooting incidents of his Southern travels.

He, in a personal letter to us, mentions the regrettable circum-
stances that, owing to the illness of his daughter, he may not be
able to attend the Grand American Handicap this year.

Keep in mind that the Baltimore live-bird tournament follows
the Grand American Handicap, the dates being April 9 to 12.

The shooters in attendance at the Grand American Handicap who
contemplate attending the aforementioned event v/ill have op-
portunity to learn all particulars from representatives on the
grounds, as a large delegation of the Baltimore Shooting Associa-
tion will be present at the G. A. H.

The E C cup, emblematic of the target championship of the
United States, and for that matter of the wond, since the com-
petition is open to all comers regardless of boundaries, will be
put in competition at the forthcoming great Pan-American tourna-
ment, it IS now held by a shooter of mighty deeds with the
shotgun, Mr. W. R. Crosby, of O'Fallon, 111.

.'\pril 23 and 24 are the dates announced for the Peters Car-
tridge Company's amateur tournament, at Olatha, Kan. - Mr.
Frank Hodges will assist in conducting the tournament. Also
April 1 and 2 at Houston. Tex., and April 24 and 25 at Bing-
hamton, N. Y., this company gives tournaments.

The secretary of the club, Mr. Dana P. Foster, writes us as fol-
lows: "The V/aterville, Me., Gun Club will hold its annual shoot
June 20. There will be $75 added money; eleven events—five at
15 targets, five at 20, one at 25. This will be the first shoot on the
club's new grounds."

•e

Six teams competed in the Boston Gun Club's shoot on March
20, namely, Portsmouth, Haverhill, Birch Brook, Fitchburg, Brock-
ton and Boston. Brockton won by a score of 105. There were
five men on a team, each shooting at 30 targets.

•e

Messrs. Clarence Mauman, of San Francisco; Mr. "Dick"
Merrill, of Milwaukee, and Mr. Tod Sloan, arrived in New
York in the early part of this week with a design on the posses-
sion of the G. A. H. trophy.

•I

In the second m_atch of the series between teams of the Trenton
Shooting Association and White Hill Gun Club the former scored
another victory by a score of 85 to 81. There were six men on a
team, 25 targets per man.

At Spring Valley, N. Y., a new trapshooting club has been
organized. Dr. W. S. Taylor, of that place, is actively working
in promoting its interests. The grounds will be in readiness as
soon as possible, and the club will then engage in active com-
petition.

On Tuesday of last week the Ambler Gun Club, of Ambler, N. J.,
and the Highland Club, of Germantown, held a twelve-men team
contest, each man shooting at 25 targets. The scores were
Ambler 206, Highland 212.

•6

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association, has
been engaged to manage the great Pan-American Exposition tour-
nament.

Messrs. S, M. Van Allen, of Jamaica, and Henry Koegel, of
Newark, N. J., contemplate shooting a 100-live-bird match at In-
terstate Park in the near future.

The Oceanic Rod and Gun Club holds its bi-monthly shoot at

Rockaway Park, L, I., on the first of next month.
Bernard Waters.

C W Feigenspan, 80, Newark, N J

C Stanley, 29, Cleveland, O.

Rivetton Gttn CIttt's Tottrnament*
PHiLADELrHiA,, Pa., March 23.—There were nineteen con-

testants in the eighth annual amateur handicap live-bird tourna-
ment of the Riverton Gun Club, the conditions of which were
100 birds per man, handicap rise, 27 to 30yds., 50yds. boundary,
$100 entrance. The championship cup and $760 to first, $475 to
second, $285 to third, and $190 to fourth.
Among the visitors presept were Messrs. T. H. Carstairs, W. R.

Ellison, W. C. Downey, F. T. Chandler, " J. M. Saule, Charles
Mc.Alister, Thomas E. Agnew, R. F. Harned, J. R. Painter, W*'.

C. Davis. H. E. Murphy, J. B. Ridge, Dr. G. D. B. Darby, C. F.
Moody, S. D. Stinson, J. F. Alburger, Dr. Shoemaker, Col. Frank
I'lcasanton, R. C. Harding, E. D. Showell, Stanley Hart, and
Walter Sterling.
At the end of the fiftieth round the race seemed to be narrowed

down to Messrs. H. D. Kirkover and H. Money, each having killed
49 out of 50, thereby leading all the other contestants. The scores:

H Money, 30, New York 2222222222212222222222222—25
2222222222220222222222222—24
2222212221122222222222222—25
2220222222222222222222222—24—98

D Bradlev, 30. New York 2220212222222221222222212—24
21*0122222222222222111221—23
1222222120222221122222222—24
22222222222222222222*2222—24—95

R S Peirce, 28, Richmond, Va 2220222022222222222222202—22
2022222222222222222222222—24
*222222222220222222222222—23
2221222222220221222222122—24—93

Capt A W Money, 29, New York. . .2122222020012122212222221—22
2222222222122212222222222—25
2222222122221120221222222—24
20212222*202222222222222*—21—92

F C Butler, 28, Riverton G C 2222222222222222*2222*222—23
222222222212222*222222*22—23
2222222222222222220222222—24 1

0222222222222*20222222222—22—92
Dr Wilson, 30, Savannah, Ga 2221222222222222222222222—25

222**22202222222222222222—22
202222222222222222222*222—23
222222*222220222222022222—24—92

H D Kirkover, 30, Buffalo, N Y.. . .2222222222222222222222222—25
2222222222222222222222*22—
0222222222222*02222220222—21
222*222222222*22222022022—21—91

H Carson, 29, Riverton G C 1022222212212102221211221—23
2222222102222222222221222—2

1

2122*222111221*2221221122—23
01222112*1222020222222222—21—91

J Davis, 27, Riverton G C ino-

2122222222222222222222202—24

112121111121 211*'i22222i *1—22—91
D K Upson, 30, Cleveland, 0 2''''9'>-'''09oo9oo')o*'^i"oo«^<>_9o

2221211122222222222022222—24

2221220222222022220222222—23—90

T R Hostetter, 2S, Pittsburg, Pa.

Geo Cliflford, 29, New Y"t(rk.

J T Douglass, 3Q, Riverton G C.

D Elliott, 28, Cleveland, O

W Wbitaker, 27, Riverton G C.

H Eckert, 2T, Reading. Pa.

I Eckert, 27, Reading, Pa..

.202222202222*2222222*0222—20
2222222222222222222222222—25
2222222222ij222222*2220u22—21
0222222012112221211111221—23—89

, . 22222:^222^222222222J22220—23
222222222222222022j2222*2—22
2*22222222*22222222222*22—22
0222220J22222222222121222—22—89

,
.202222222222*22202222220*—20
2022022222222222222222222—23
222u202222222222j2l|222222—21
22222220z2222z222/!2222222—24—88

. 22222;;2222222dll212222222—24
1221 222o222220222220*0102—19
2221202020112222222221221—22
12112222*1222012222222222—23—88

. 22222222202202222*2212200—20
2202222220222222222121201—22
222 122J 22U122*22222222202—22
222i222222122220120122222--23—87

. 0*2222J202222222122222222—21
0022222222122011221222222—22
2222*2022222022122222222*—21
221122022222222221222212*—23—87

. 2222202u22222202222222222—22
2202^222220j2222220022222—20
0002222202222220222*01222—18
2222112111211101211221112—24—84
.1221222102222222021222222—23
2222212212212222222202220—23
2002222210122022211222021—20
2*1 1.20w
.2201012022211221111111000—19
22122112112mi22000w

Boston Alhlelic Association.

Boston, March 25.—Our Association last spring decided to put
in a set of expert traps on our outdoor grounds at Riverside for
the purpose of encouraging trapshooting among its members.
The result is that in one year's trial the sport has become so
popular that we are no-.v going into it for fair, and started last
week to put in two sets of five traps, a set of three traps a'«o
for doubles and a magautrap, all fitted with electric pulls. W^e
are also erecting a large ciub house 50 bv 22 lor the use of our
gunners only, and when all is finished we think we will have the
finest shooting grounds in New Eng and.
A rnalch shoot at 250 inanimate birds between Harvard Uni-

versity and B. A. A. took place last Saturday afternoon, March
23, on the B. A. A. grounds at Riverside, and proved to be one
of the^most exciting matches held in this section for some time.
The Harvard team won by onljr 2 bu'ds.
Phelps, of Harvard, and Farmer, of B. A. A., did the best work,

each getting 48 of their possible 50. The scores:

Harvard. BAA
Blake .... 8 8 9 8 8—41 Farmer ... 10 10 10 10 8—48
Poore .... 9 10 8 9 10-46 Clark .... 9 10 8 9 10-4fi
Phelps ... 10 10 10 9 9—48 Baxter ... 10 7 10 10 10—40
Bancroft . 8 9 8 10 8-43 Hallett .. 7 9 9 10 7—42
Leonard . 8 10 8 10 9—45—223 Hill ...... 5 8 8 9 9—39—221
Above scores made over expert traps, all unknown angles.

Judges were Mr. C. H. North, of Chamberlin Cartridge Company,
Cleveland, O., and Leroy Woodward.
At the close of the match between Harvard and B. A, A., the

latter club held its regular weekly handicap shoot for the Hunter
cup. There were fourteen entries, and very good scores were made.
Mr. W. B. Farmer, an 85 man, was the leader with a total of 94,
and T. F. Baxter, another 85 man, was a close second with a total
of 92. The scores:

Hdcp. Total.
Farmer 8 9 9 10 10 10 10 S 5 15 94
Baxter 8 8 10 10 7 10 9 10 5 15 92
Hallett 8 9 9 7 9 9 40 91
White 9 7 9 9 8 8 40 90
Clark 9 7 9 9 10 8 9 10 3 15 89
Dewey ...... 7 8 8 8 7 10 40 88
Blake •...-„,.. 10 8 8 9 8 8 9 8 4 15 87
Moore 7 9 10 9 8 8 7 8 20 86
Strout 8 7 5 7 9 9 40 85
Hunter 7 7 8 7 9 9 7 4 25 83
Hill 7 6 8 5 8 8 9 9 2() 80
Warner 5 5 5 8 8 6 5 35 77
Howell 3 6 6 7 7 7 30 76
Clewley 4 3 6 7 5 5 40 70

Our method of handicapping is perhaps a little out of the ordi-
nary, but we find it to be as good as, u not beiier man, ai.. .ji„er
we have tried, excepting, of course, di.stance handicaps: 85 men
shoot at S5 birds and to their score add 15; -SO men shoOt at .^0

birds ,and to their score add 20; 75 men shoot at 75 birds and to
their score add 25; 70

, 65, 60, etc.
We would be pleased to have other clubs of amateurs try this

method and let us have their views through vour valued paper.
J. H. Daggett, Capt.

IN NEWJ JERSEY,

Trap at Guttenborg»

March 22.—At Guttenberg racetrack, in an event at 13 live birds,
all standing at 28yds., the following scores were made;

H C West 1102121210111-11 H Greenwal! ...2122020221101-10A Walters 1201111112001—10 Dr Terrell 0120122201001— 8V Fink 2220101122020- 9 L Brenner 2010111211110—10
A. A. SCHOVERLING.

Sooth Side Gon Cbb.
Newark, N. J., March 23.—Each of the events was at 10 targets

in the shoot of the South Side Gun Club to-day. The scores were
as follows:

Hayes 9 10 C 5 10W H Smith 7 8 10 6 9
Mihlon 5 5 7 6 10
Weller 8 5 7 8" 8
Terrill 10 8 .. .. 7
Sinnocl; 8 8
Dr Gardner , 6 6 5
Day 6 7
Lerov

9

9 ..

9 .. ..

9 9 5

6 9 8..

Event at 25 targets: Smith 24, Weller 21, Gardner 15, Leroy 22.

I. H. T.

Hodson Gun Club.

Jersey City, N. J., March 24.—The following scores were made
by the members of the Hudson Gun Club at its last shoot. The
day was bad, as it was raining and cloudy. Next shoot April 7:

Eyents: 12345678
Targets: 25 25 10 25 10 15 20 20

Schorty

24

22 10 21 9 15 17 15
Dudley

10

23 10 13 17 16
Banta

13

17 9 21 8 8 14 14
Bock

20

20 10 22 9 12 17
Hughes 12 20 G . . 7 12 .

.

Hansman

6

13 G 12 14 12
Caunitz

7

10 6 8 12 12
See ,.. 19 20 6 14 .. ..

Whitley ,,, , 17 .. , ]

No. 4 was the club shoot. No. 8 was at 21yds.

Mississippi Valley Notes.

Missouri State Shoot.

East Alton, 111., March 22.—Announcement is made this week
of^ the twenty-fourth annual tournament and conclave of the
Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association which will
be held at St. Louis during the week of Mav 28 to June 1, It is
stated by Secretary Herbert Taylor that llic amateur will be well
taken care of in this programme, which will carrv cash prizes and
added money to the amount of SI .000. Programmes can be had
by addressing Herbert Taylor or David Elliott, Chemical Build-
ing, St. Lotiis. Mo.

F. C. RlEHL.
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Cast-Off and Bend*
The following, treating of fitting the gun to the shooter, is

taken from "Experts on Guns and Shooting," by G. T. Teasdale-
Buckell:
Correspondence is frequently taking place on the question of

bend and cast-off, and it seems to be believed that the latter is a
new thing introduced by the try-guns. This is not so. Some be-
lieve because they can shoot without either of these that other
people can do so too. This is a very common mistake. It does
not argue a very great acquaintance with the world to believe that
what suits one must necessarily suit others. The late Sir Victor
Brook could kill rabbits shooting from the hip, but he did not
make the mistake of believing that therefore the hip was the best
l)iace to shoot from, either for other people or at other game.
The man who would abolish cast-ofif and cast-on might just as

•Well attempt to abolish bend of stock also. The only use of either
is to enable the eye to get in a straight line with the center of the
rib and the sight. Of couse, if any individual is so gifted that he
can shoot without getting the eye in this aligtiment, neither cast-
loff nor bend is of the smallest service to him. But a man who
attempted to do this could only shoot moderately well in any case.
Certainh' a stock can be so bent that the eye can align the barrel
without cast-oif or cast-on, but this can only be done by means
of a totally unnecessary bend.. Put it the other way: Cast-off might
be made so violent as to admit the eye into alignment without
any bend whatever. But the general consensus of opinion of
experts is for a little of both, for the reason that it makes a more
sightly gun, and an equally effective one.
We cannot discuss the question of cast-off or bend with any

one who shoots without getting his eye into alignment with the
center of the rib and the sight. He is unique, and disarms
criticism by placing himself outside the rules of the game. If,

however, any one desires to imitate that style of shooting, we
would suggest the following experiment before new guns are
ordered. Take a try-gun, make it as straight as it will go^—so
straight that it is mechancally impossible to align the eye with
its rib—and then load it and shoot at a bullseye target 40yds. away.

If this is a success—which it is 99 to 1 it will not be—then it

is not to be taken for granted that perpendicular and side shots
can be equally well taken; they must be actually tried and suc-
ceed before the gun can be called a success, and when they have
come off satisfactonlj', our advice is to discard such a straight
tool. The reason for this is that if a man can shoot well without
the power of alignment, he is in the most perfect health. Some day
it may happen that, like poor city men, he will go out with the
gun in search of health. Or, to do less violence to imagination, he
may be a bit off color, and then he will find that hand and eye do
not work with perfect agreement.
The reason why cast-off and bend were invented was probably

not to compel a man to take unnecessary aim, but to enable him
10 see his mistake when it arose. When bad shooting comes
on, confidence is shaken, and without confidence good shooting
carmot be restored. We believe that the ability to align the rib
is a ready means to the restoration of confidence. It has often
happened with our experiments in trying new guns for gunmakers
that we start by doing really good shooting with a gun that we
are unable to align. Then suddenly shooting goes off; and this

very inability to alight has always prevented us getting into form
again, whereas with our own guns nothing is easier than this re-

covery. The reason is that with a gun that can be aligned we
know what we are doing, and where we shoot, whereas with another
weapon we only know we miss, nothing more. Now we are not
going to fall into the mistake we condemn of judging others by
our own weaknesses. We prefer to take the majority as our own
guide when we can. In advocating bend and cast-ofl', we are

merely repeating the arguments that have influenced all experts
from Joe Manton, the father of gun making, to the makers of

to-day. We have frequently been told that our bend and cast-off

are abnormal, but we do not think so. The very straight-stocked

gxins—^the outcome of pigeon shooting—are abnormal, inasmuch
as they -^are special tools for special work. Some days ago we
were in a gun maker's place, when he gave us an old Joe Manton
gun, and upon putting it up we found it was precisely our bend
and cast-off, both at comb and heel. The gun has a particularly

low comb, very different from the majority of the guns made to-

day. Our opinion was challenged by the gun maker in question,

but on measurement it proved to be correct to within l-16in. of

bend at the comb, and to 1-lOin. at the heel, and if we shoot with
abnormal cast-off, one at least of Joe Manton's customers must
also have done so. \A'e have had precisely the same stock for

thirty-five years, and we got it, like everybody did in those days,

by trying several tmtil we foimd the right one. It is probable
that the country gun maker from whom we got this stock had
not designed himself, but copied from some weapon by Joe
Manton, for there are such a multitude of possibilities in the shape
of a gun stock that no two could ever be so near alike unless

they were copied, indirectly perhaps. Bend and cast-off then have
been considered a necessity from the days of Joe Manton at least.

To alter or even modify opinion will be found a very difficult

task," and one that does not appear to us worth the undertaking.

VVithout bend or cast-off, or some of both, it is mechanically ini-

possible to align the rib of a gun. The object of a perfect fit is

that the eye should not have to feel its way to this alignment, but

that the touch of the cheek upon the stock should insure the

correct position of the eye in respect to the line of the rib or of

the rib in respect to the eye. The advantage of this arrangement
can best be understood by those who have struggled to find a

peep sight on a rifle that does not fit while shooting at moving
deer. It is that, whether the shooter wants to align or not, he

sees by simply looking at the game or the point of aim, whether
the gun is pointing at it or not.

If a sharp pencil or a table knife, or any other pomted and
knife-edged object, be taken in hand it is easy to bring it up
quickly to cover an object just as if it were the sight of a gun.

Most people can do it with one hand or the other and with one

eye or the other. There are some who, using the right hand,

will make the right eye the aligning eye, and in using the left

hand will make the left eye do the aligning. This is an old test

for sight, and to discover which is the master eye. But when one

takes hold of a gun it is with two hands, not with one only, and
it seems therefore that in order to test sight for shooting, both

hands should be engaged. The simplest ^yay is the way of our

fathers—put up a gun and let some one tell you if it covers the

object. But, although this covers most of the ground, it caniiot

prove whether the man needs cast-off or cast-on naturally and in-

dependently of acquired habit. When a gun is put to the shoulder

there is a mechanical influence on alignment always more or less

present. This mechanical assistance must be got rid of if it is

desired actuallv to find out whether there is any advantage in "fit"

—that is, whether a perfectly straight weapon, made like a fishing

rod or a walking stick, could be used with accuracy to shoot from

the shoulder.
In order to test this it seems to be necessary to take two

sharp-edged pointers, and holding them in a vertical position, one

in either hand, to endeavor at the same moment to cover an object

with both of them. In the ordinary way of shooting the pointer

in the right hand will represent the breech end of the rib of the

gun and the pointer in the left will represent the fore sight. Put

them up smartly, and if the two points are m exact alignment

between the eye and the object looked at, without any after correc-

tion whatever, then it is possible that the fitting of a gun is all

lost labor in such a case. But we believe that there is absolutely

no individual who can bring these two points to bear exactly at the

same instant of time—that is, so that one should exactly cover the

other and both cover the object looked at. We have seen many
.shooters attempt the single point held in one hand, generally to

their own satisfaction. But this test, representing the foresight

and its alignment, is no use whatever unless it is presupposed that

the eye is brought mechanically into line with the breech end of

the gun. The pointers in both hands coming up at the same time

will show how much that time-honored phrase "hand and eye

working together" has been abused. The man who fancies hands

and eyes work together with extreme accuracy will on trial gener-

ally be as much disappointed as when he discovered how little lie

could hofd a rifle still on first looking through a telescopic sighr.

He will generally find himself neither able to keep the line or the

elevation either. And yet this ought to be easy tc a man who
can shoot with any bend or any cast-off or cast-on. It is a lesson

which proves just how much time is lost in correcting the "put

np" of a gun by sight alignment when that gun does not me-

chanically come into position with the eye at the breech end.

When it does come into mechanical position all the alignment

necessary is between the sight and the object; when it does not

tliere is the same trouble, only worse, as there is to find the true

alignment with a pointer in either hand. We say worse for two

reasons: First, it is optically impossible to get the breech of a

gun and the sight in alignment with the eye when the stock is

much too straight. Second, there will always be a mechanical

jnflttence in putting a gun up to the shoulder, and when that in-

fluence is not in the right direction it is obviously in the wrong.

So that it is not only a question of hand and eye going together,

but also one of hand and eye working together in spite of undue

interference or mechanical presstire in the wrong direction.

\\c are aware that people who have given but little time and
study to shooting matters will tell us that we know nothing of the
matter, that you should never look at the sights, but only at the
game. And they argue from this that neither sights nor ribs are
any good whatever, and that therefore bend and cast-off don't
matter. \\'e have had it pointed out to us that men have shot just
as well as ever when they have lost their sights by accident and
liave been unaware of the fact. We do not think that this proves
non-ahgnment. The flash of light down the rib. of the gun is
always more conspicuous than the sight itself, and is certainlv as
good a guide to correct alignment. As for not looking at' the
sight, nobody ever suggested looking at it, but it is impossible to
look at an object and then cover it with another object without
seeing the latter. We are quite willing to admit that almost any
shooter can hit a 6ft. target with almost any gun. But for good
game shooting it is necessary to hit a 6in. target, and there are 144
Gin. targets in one of 6ft.

Quickness is so absolutely the essence of good shooting, espe-
cially with driven game, that any gun that "comes up" in such
a manner as to require correction cannot be the best. So that
whether a shooter can bring up one pointer correctly or not, he
will always save time if the second pointer— i. e., the breech of
his gun—is mechanically and automatically brought up for him by
the perfect fit of his stock; by the cast-off' that allows the pressnr'e
of his cheek to tell him when his eye is opposite the breech in
respect to the horizontal, and by the bend which tells him that
when his cheek touches the stock his eye has the correct elevation
for the center of the rib.

Grand American Handicap Entries for J90I»

Alkire, F. D., Woodlyn, O.
Arno, Syracuse, N. Y.
Ahlers, L. F., Cincinnati, O.
Alabaster, J. L., Chicago, 111.

Angier, Clarence, Atlanta, Ga.
Buzby, Willis T., Chatsworth. N. T.

Bill. Thos. P., Middleton, Conn.
Bates, H. D., Ridgetown, Ont., Can.
Burk, Chas. A., Long Branch. N. T.

Budd, C. W., Des Moines, la.

Blarney, J. R., Holyoke, Mass.
Barto, T. B.. Chicago, 111.

Bond, "R. B., Jessups, Md.
Burnside. Guy, Knoxville, 111.

GRAND A.VI.ERrC.'\N HANDICAP TROPHY—I90I.

Budd, I. W., Pemberton, N. J.
Banks, Edward, New York.
Brownell, C. M., Stroudsburg, Pa.
Courtney, Col. A. G., Sj'racuse, N. Y.
Collins, PI. P. Baltimore, M:d.
Crosby, W. R., O'Fallon, 111.

Cartledge. Dr. A. M.. Louisville, Ky.
Canon, W. S., Newark. N. J.
Clay, T. PL, Jr., Austerlitz, Ky.
Cook, Myron PL, Dover, N. J.
Cella, Tony, Atlantic City, N. J.
Chapin, Brookfield, Mass.
Claridge, B. W., New Plaven, Conn.
Comstock, G. A. Racine, Wis.
Coe, E. B., Baltimore, Md.
Cooper, F. W., . Mahanoy City, Pa.
Darby Geo. D. B., Philadelphia, Pa.
Daly, Phil., Jr., New York.
De I^ong, C. L., Hot Springs, Ark-
Dickey, O. R., Wellington, Mass.
Duston, J. S., Jersey City, N. J.
Duncan, Dr. Ellis, Louisville, Ky.
Dover, A. B., Wilmington, Del.
Doc, Waterville, Me.
Desmond, T. J., Hagan, Ga.
Du Pont, P. F., Greenville, Del.
Du Bray, A. W., Avondale, Cincinnati, O.
Douglas, J., Springfield, Mass.
Doty, Aaron,, Haledon, N. J.
Davis, J. IL, Philadelphia, Pa.
Donley," Thos., St. Thomas, Ont.,, Can.
Casey, Dr., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Emmers, E., Royersford, Pa.
Elliott, J. A. R., Kansas City, Mo.
Edey, PL, New York.
Feigenspan, C. W., Newark, N. J.
Fanning, J. S., Jersey City, N. J.
Farmer Jones, Cincinnati, O.
Foster, Waterville, Me.
Fulford, E. D., Utica, N. Y.
Froeligh, P. D.. New York.
Fox, A. H., Baltimore, Md.
Fort, E. C, Fostoria. O.
Frazier, J. B., Fairmont, Minn.
Gardiner, Alf., Brenham, Tex.
Gieikler, C. E., Philadelphia, Pa.
Glover, Simon, i<-ochester, N. Y.
Gilbert, Fred, Spirit Lake, la.

Guild, Rupert, Vt.
Geoffrov, E. A,, Newark, N. J.

Gottlieb, Chris, Kansas City, Mo.
Greiff, C. E., New York.
Griflith, E. C, Pascoag,' R. I.

Gaughen, J., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hallock, John IT., New York.
Ilanlon, J. H., Ligonier, Pa.

Henry, H., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hallowell, John J., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ploward, L., Easton, Pa.

Heikes, Rolla O., Dayton, O.
Hopkins, W., Aqueduct, N. Y.
Henry, C, Newark, N. J.

Hughes, H., Easton, Pa.

Hunnewell, G. R., South Danville, Me.
Hickman, Ed., Kansas City, Mo.
Head, J. L., Peru Ind.

Hathaway. S. H., Madison, N. J.

Hood, Baltimore. Md.
Ilassinger W. H., Newark, N, T.
Hull, J. R„ Merid en, Conn.
Hawkins, J. M.. Baltimore, Md.
Hicks, John C, Baltimore, Md.
Hoffman, J. W.. .New Germantown, N. T.

J. R. P.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Johnson, E. S., Atlantic City, N. J.
Johnson, A. C, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kaufman. F., Two Rivers, Wis.
Keenan, Jas. P., New York.
Kommodore, Salem, N. Y.
Kno\\lton, J. G. New York.
Linderman, C. D., Lincoln,' Neb.
Langdon, C. E., Rockville Center, X. Y.
r^ockwood, C. A., Jamaica, N. V.
Lentilhon, Edw. D.. New York,
Lyons, H. J,, Louisville, Ky.
f^oomis. Geo. AV., Omaha, Neb.
I^^ambert. C. F. Lynn, Mass.
I^e" Roy, Campello, Mass.
Lincoln, C. M., New York.
Losee, W. h., New York.
Lillv, Tohn AL, Indianapolis, Ind.
Mink, "Chas. E., Philadelphia, Pa.
Merrill. R., Milwaukee, Wis.
.Morris, tieo. McG.. Cincinnati. < >.

.VlacWilcox, F., Atlanta, Ga.
Morris, John, Philadelpliia, Pa.
McCamev. Edwin W.. Buffalo, N, Y.
Marshall," "T. A., Keithsbnrg, 111.

Malone, Jas. R., Baltimore, Md,
Mitchell, Frank, Sarnia, Ont., Can.
Money. Capt. A. W., Oakland, N. L
Money. Harold B., Oakland, N. J."

.Morrison, T. L. D., St. Paul. Minn.
Maier, Frank R., Newark. N. J.
Mills, H. T„ Bristol, Conn.
Massey. \Vm., Wilmington, Del.
Mathewson. Frank, Wilmington, Del.
Morfey, T. W., Queens, N. Y.
Mack. J., New Yoi-k.
Munson, C. H., Jr., Dover, N. J.
-Vlosher, G. A., Syracuse, N. V.
Mingo, Itavenna, O.
Norton, B. IL, New York.
Nutting, Ralph, A\'ashington, D., C.
Nauman, C. C, San Francisco, Oal.
North, Paul. Cleveland, O.
O'Brien, J. A., Dover, N. J.
On-da-wa. .Salem, N. Y.
Outwater, J. PL, Carlstadt, N. J.
I'ophain, 15. F., Memphis, Tenn.
J'iercy, Geo. H,, Jersey City, N. J.
Parm'elee, F. S,, Omaha, Neb.
Puck, ]5oston, Mass. '

Phil, iMcchanicsburg, O.
Peirce, R. L., Wytheville, Va.
I'arker, W. F. Meridcn, Conn.
Page, Geo. W.. Trenton, N. J.
Parker, L. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
Parker, John, Detroit, Mich.
Oiiimby, W. Fred, Newark. N. J.
Rex, Columbus, O.
Rogers, M., New York.
Rogers, Jack, New York.
Ranger, Peru, Ind.
Rahn, R., Pittsburg, Pa.
Roll. Geo., J.. Blue-Island, 111.

Red AVing, Cleveland, O.
Robertson, J. T!.. New Haven, Conn.
Rhodes. Chas., E., Altoona, Pa.
Reed. .S. D , Tunkhannock, Pn.
R. t;. C, Philadelphia. Pa.
."-^tevens, M. D., Gtiilford, Conn.
Stephens. C, R., Moline, 111.

Scott. J. A.. Miami, Fla.
.Stearns, Franklin, Richmond, Va.
Spcrry, A. D., Rock lisland, III.

l^lubener, I'hilip, Washington, D. C.
.Steffens. Eniilc, New York.
Sloan, J. T., New York. -

-

.Simmonds, Marcy, N. Y.
Sen-Sen, Rochester, N, Y.
Snyder, Dr. PL. Allentown, Pa.
Schimmell, Howard, Easton, Pa.
Stroud, John, Hamilton, Can.
.Ravage, J. B,, Ne\v' Haven, Conn.
Sani])s<3n, Jas., Trenton, N. J.
Schwarz, Fred, Jr., Bridesburg, Pa.
Stroh, W. IL, Pittston, Pa.
Sherburne, J. A., Philadelphia. Pa.
Tramp. L. R., Ch icago. 111.

Tar Heel, Tarboro, N. C.
Thompson, Walter J., Savannah, Ga.
Trumhauer, TL, Royersford, Pa.
Tallman, Isaac, South Millbrook, N. Y.
Teal, Columbus, O.
Townsend, W. D.. Omaha, Neb,
Tripp, E. H., Indianapolis, Ind.
Trimble, R. .L., Covington, Ky.
13-27, Herman, Neb.
3.33, Buffalo, N. Y.
United, C. K., Schenectady, N. Y.
Von der Bosch, O. W., New York.
Van Allen, S. M., Jamaica, N. Y.
Voss, John PL, New Y'ork.
Voris, Ed, Crawfordsville, Ind.
Vermont, Rupert, Vt.
Von Lengerke, Carl, Jersey City,. N. j.
V^on Lengerke, J., Orange, N, J.
Von Lengerke, O., Chicago. 111.

Werk, Emil, Cincinnati, 0.
Woodruff. Aaron, Elizabeth, N. J.
Wellbrock, John T., New York.
A\'agner, W., Washington, D. C.
Ward, J. Ouincy, Paris, Ky.
Wolstencroft, W'. II.

.
Frankford, Philadelphia, Pa.

Weller, I. L., Rochester, N. Y.
Wheeler," F. G., Buffalo, N. Y.
White, K. G., St. Johns, Quebec, Can.
Young, C- A.J Springfield, O.

Chesapeake Gun Club.

Newport News, Va.—The Chesapeake Gun Club held an interest-
ing shoot on March 20. Mr. Franklin Stearns, of Richmond, Va.,
was a visitor. The scores were: T. F. Stearns 24, Franklin
Stearns 22 E. S. Robinson 22, R. Lee Robinson 21, B. B .Semmes
19, G. B. James 17, A. G. Fifer 16, H. J. Moyer 14, Frank
Latimer 13. W. K. Stow 13. E. W, Milstead 12, Joe HaUtz 12,

'

ILLUSTRATION SUPPLEMENTS.
Continuing: the illustration supplements which

have been an acceptable feature of the Forest

and Stream, -we have prepared a new series of

four pictures which will be §riven with the first

number of the month, as follows?

April 6—^The Trapper's Camp. Drawn by E. W. Deniv-

ing.

May 4—Rap Full. The schooner yacht Constellation m
a northeaster. From a photo by Stebbins.

' June I—Between Casts. On a trout stream. Drawn 'by

W. P. Davison.

July 6—The Home of the Bass. Drawn by W. P.

Davison.
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Boston Gttn Qob.
Boston, March 20.—Wednesday, March 20, the occasion of the

second annual team shoot, was not what could be called a good
day for a trap shoot, but nearly fifty shooters congregated on the

well-known platform to help make it one of the most enjoyable
and successful tournaments held in this vicinity for a long time.

The tournament was in charge of the usual Boston Gun Club
managers, with tlie addition of Mrs. Park, of Philadelphia, and
C. A. North, of Cleveland, and with their help it is needless to

say that nothing was wanting from that direction. The accom-
modation for trapping was most complete, two magautraps throw-
ing all the targets, one at the usual place and used for all handi-

cap events, and the other at a separate stand 40yds. to the left

with extra platform for all 16yd. events. The programme called

for 150 targets, 85 at 16yds. and 65 handicap distance. The shoot-

ing was exceedingly difficult, especially in the afternoon, when a
light rain was falling and was blown by the variable wind directly

into the faces of the shooters.
The club offered for a special prize a best leather cover to the

amateur shooter who had the highest average in the programme
events. This was evidently what Cutler was waiting for, as he
started in in the lead and held it to the end, coming under the

wire 8 birds in the lead over his nearest competitor. Leroy's
shooting was the feature of the day, and was^ easily high gun,
but could not enter into the amateur race. Shooting from the

21yd. mark one time, mixing in with the 16yd. mark, shooting
singles, doubles or anything that was called for, he averaged over
81 per cent., and thougli not the percentage that would carry

honors at roof gardens, taking in consideration everything, it

would more than compare with them.
The team match was the center of attraction this week, and was

entered into by six teams, representing the following clubs: Ports-

mouth, Haverhill, Birch Brook, Fitchburg, Brockton, and Boston.
After a spirited contest, in which there was amusement for every

one, it was found that the Shore City experts had done the same
trick as in last year's contest, and won by 8 targets. At the end
the winning team was presented with a sterling silver-mounted cut-

glass loving cup by the Boston Gun Club, which it hopes will

be the means of adding interest in their trapshooting on their

own grounds.
In the prize match of the Boston Gun Club's serial prize shoot

the winners of the honor position were Worthing and Cutler, who
tied on 25 out of the 30. Next in line were Michaels and Howe,
the latter from the 19yd. mark, with 23 each. Leroy from the 21yd.

mark, and North were third with 22.

Dinner was served up stairs in the club house, with the comph-
meuts of the club, and those who were unfortunate enough to

have missed a few targets in the morning's sport made straight

scores in that direction, .?,nd felt repaid for their hard work.

Extra events Nos. 2, 13, 14, 15 and IG. 10 unknown, 16yds.; extra

events Nos. 8, 9 and 10, 15 unknown, 16yds. ; extra event No. 12,

20 unknown, 16yds.; extra event No. 4, 5 pairs, unknown, 16yds.;

extra events Nos. 1, 5, 6 and 7, 10 unknown, distance handicap;

extra event No. 3, 15 unknown, distance handicap; extra events

No. 11, 5 pairs, unknown, distance handicap:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 G " 6 a 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Baker 17.... 9 9 S 10 5 9 Hi 10 10 .. 16

Mrs Park, 18 10 9 " ' ". ' ' S 11 11

Lerov, 21.... 9

Worthing, 16.. 7
Leonard, 16. 6
Michaels, 16. 7
Cutler, 16.... 7
Converse, 16.. 9
Wilder, 16... 5
Taylor, 16... 7
North, 16.... 7
Grant, 16.... 9
Bowen, 16... 6
Horace, 18... 6
H T K. 14... 1
G W, i7

o 8
7 10
V 11
7 7
7 10
4 10
4 12
C 9

6 5 10 4 8 .5

7 8 10 6 . . 7
2
V
9
6
6
5
5
5
6
5
3
2
5
4
3
6

15 .. 6 ..

S 13 12 11 6 17 8 9 9 8

6 9 10 10 .. 10 6 14
5 4 6 6 13 7 5 7.
6 8 9 13 12 11 5 16 5
8 9 S 14 11 13 7 17
5 5 5 9 10 11 4 11

2 5 5 9 5 7 .. 13
5 3 7 9 1 1 10 .. 12
7 S 7 12 7 13 .. 17

7 . .. 32 11 8
7 9 10 13 .. 17
. 12 10 11 6

.. 5 5
S 8 I'J 13 4 11 5

) 10 1 12

20
15

'I -T

7 7 5 10 3 12
9 8 12 11 3 17
9 9 11 9
9 11 9 14
5 12 8 10 4 11
1 5 6 10 . . 13
4 9 5 11 . . 12

7

13

6 8..

7 8 13 S
6 6 10 11
5 11 6 3

6 8 7 10
5 10 . . .

.

7 .. 9 7

. 14 .. ..

.86..
6 12 8 4
. 12 .. ..

10 9 5 13 5 .

,

8 11 .. 16 .. ..

9 3

2 2

.740

.693

.815

.606

.556

.711

.775

.662

.540

.593

.693

.723

.600

.691

.320

.613

.578

.513

.757

.716

.725

.546

.450

.516

.233

.541

.555

.40t»

.557

.633

.661

.623

.723

.380

,400
.585
.,527

.220

.542

.360

.420

.700

.300

.100

.400

.200

.100

.400

Tozier, 16 6 5 3 9 '( 5 i) 10 1 12 4

George, 16 8 2 4 6 7 7 5 10 3 12 7 6 ..

Tuck; 16.,,,. ...... 9 6 6 6 9 8 12 11 3 17 9

Howe, 19 9
Philbrick, 16 10
Cake, 16 2
Bailey, 16... 4
Frizzell, 16 6
Storer, 16 .. ., 3
Winn, 16 , .. ., 3
Goodwin, 16.... .. .. 8
Wild, 16 3 2

Lvman, 16... 5
Prouty, 16 6
Lambert. 17 8
Webster, 16. .. 5 6

Alton, 17 7 7
Hawkins, 16 3 4 .. ..

Mason, 16 5 ,, 5 6

Gonzales, 16 7 11 8 4 .. 5 6 .. ..

Graffam, 16 4 .. 11 .. 6 .. 2 6 ., ..

Merwin, 16 3 1 4 ., 3 0 .. ,.

nestings, 16 7 .. 10 8 5 ,. 4 4 ..

Zelmah, 16 5 ., 7 6 0
Straw, 16 7 ., 2 8 .. .. 4
Wood, 16 9 .. 9 10

Hodsdon, 16^ 3
Fairbanks, 16 1
Fredericks, 14 4
Svlvcster, 16... -. .. 2
Wallace, 16
Henry, 16... , 4

Team match, 30 unknown singles per man, 5 men per team; all

shooting 16yds.:
Brockton Gun CInb.

Leroy : 110101111111101111111011100101—23

Grant 111111110110011000111110111111—23

Baker 101101100111101010010111111110—20

Leonard 110111111011111110000010111010—20

Wood OlllOOOUOlllOlOllOlllOOlllOU—19—105
Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club.

100111011101111100111111111111—24
,

.010100111111101110010110111111—21
. . . .100110111111101101111010011110—21

. . . .100110111010100110111101101110—19

Wilder 001000110100100100001001101110—12— 97

Portsmouth Gun Club.
Philbrick 110101101101010111011111111111—23

Goodwin llOlOlllOOlOimOlOOlOllllim—21
Winn 101101111111111101011001101001—21

Frizzell 0000(X)011010101011111111101100—16
Bailey 001000001011110110011111010110—16— 97

Boston Gun Club.
G W lllllllOllllllOlOllllllllOOUl—25
Mrs Park ...... i . 010110111110111101111110001111—22
Horace OOllOlllOUOlUllllOlOlOllllOl—21
North 101101001000011111111011011111—20
Wild lOUOOOOlOOUOOOOOOOOOOlOOOUO— 9— 97

Haverhill Gxm Club.
Tuck 111011101011111110110111111100-23

Tozier 101111111000100111111000111010^19

Gonzales lOOlOllllllllOniOOOlOlOMllll—19
Webster 000011111011111011110100101110—19

George 011000000100011011100101111011—15— 95

Birch Brook Gun Club.
Ha-stings 110001111110101010110010100111-1

8

Lambert 110011101111000011110010100010—16

Zelmah 000010111101010000001010111100-13

Mason OlOOOOlllOOlOOOUOOOlllOOOOOlO—11
Straw 010010000000000100001111000111—10— 68

Merchandise prize matchj 30 singles, unknown; distance handi-
cap:

Worthing, 16 001101011111111110111111111111—25

Cutler. 16 . .111011101111111011111111100111—25

Howe' 19 111101111101101110001111110111—23

Michaels. 16 001111100111110101111111111101-23

Leroy 21 101111100110111101100111110111—22

North 16 110101101101111101110110110111—22

Tuck 16 1001111 10011100100111111101111—21

Philbrick 16 011101110110100011100111111111—21

Bowen, 16 - • -
. ..llllOOllllOHMOllOlOllOlllllO—20

Baker, 17 .OlUOOlOlOluBOllOlOllllllllllO—19
Tozier 16 000100110011111110111001111101—19

Mrs Park, IS. . . . .... ... OOOllOOOllllOllOlllOOllOlllllO—IS

G W 17 • 001110000011001111011011111011—18

Prouty, 16 10101011011111010001000] 100111—17
George, 16 101110000011011001100111101101—17

Cake, 16 > • OlOOllllllHOOOOllOllllOOlOOOl—17

Cutler . .

.

Converse
Taylor ..

Alton

Leonard, 16 - . . ,.0010111010001001 1 1000101 110110-15

Converse, 16 111010001001010011101101000101-15
Taylor, 16 100001011 10 1 ,10000001 100111 1 ) 01—15
Winn, 16 .01 10111100100001 OOOOOIIIIOU] 11-15
Lyman, 16 110001(X)1101001(X)1(X)0001101111-14

Wilder, 16. ...... ...».,*,-.;;, O0OOO011001UO10O10110010O11U11—12

Frizzell. 16..i...i,...M.-.» = ,., 0010001001110000101 100000011 11 -12
Bailey, ' 16..;...i^..,»;i..i.».......;<*.<....O100OO101l11001011O10O100Ol)0()O-11

Wild, 15. , .000000101010100110000111100001—11

Storer, .16 OOOOOOOOOOOOIIOOOOOIOOOOIIOOOO— 5

Peters Cartridgfe Co. Tournament at Asheville.

AsnEVJXLE, C, March 21.—To-day saw the closing of the
three days' shoot given by the Peters Cartridge Company, of

Cincinnati, under the auspices of the Battery Park Hotel.
The morning of the 19th saw quite a number of shooters gath-

ered upon the club grounds, which are situated in the bounds of
the driving park, which faces the far-famed French Broad River.

Owing to tlie programme getting out late many telegrams of

regret were received hy the management from shooters who
would have attended.
The conditions for the first and second days were anything but

agreeable. The first day a .stiff, strong breeze blevv off the river

directly in the faces of the shooters, accompanied by clouds of

dust. The second day the wind held from the same ciuarter, and
with a steady downpoiu" of rain. Many shooters quit and went
up to the city. This in itself was a great drawback, hut the
shooters one and all were unanimous in their praise of the smooth
management of the shoot by that genial and popular manager
Tack Parker, of the Peters Cartridge Company, assisted by Harry
Lemckc.
The third day saw a much larger attendance' than on the second

day, as the sun came out bright and warm, ar.c the wind shifted
to the backs of the shooters. The day was most delightful, and
scores increa.sed accordingly.
The veteran. Col. J. T. Anthony, of Charlotte. N ( , won the

hand.some .'flOO silver loving cup, which was prestui' hy Maj.
McKissick, of the Battery Park Hotel, for the amalf • laking the
highest average for the three days.
The Colonel used Peters Ideals, and at once b' l>. t to forge

ahead, and he landed a winner. The Colonel sayi 'le load is

what the name implies—an ideal.

Maj. McKissick was' a close second; and if his g.' 1 had not
broken down he would have given the Colonel a cliij^e race.
Mr. John Avery, of the Peters Cartridge Company, M'as also

in attendance, and shot a good race. Mr. John Parker was high
gun, but as he was not eligible for added money or prizes, he was
out of it.

Harry Lemcke shot in good form, and he is fast coming baclf
to his old form, as before his late illness, but a severe bruise on
his face caused by his gun put hint out of the game. He shot
some after the first day, but left-handed.
Jim Carrier, of Asheville, has got a new gun, as has also French

Coxe, and these boys M-ill make it hot for the amateurs of this
section before long, as both are promising young shooters.
The las-t .day saw many ladies present to witness the shooting, as

the beautiful weather brought them down from the hotels. This
must have had something to do with the boys being on their
metal. Every one of the participants shot Peters Ideals, and they
are all enthusiastic over the same. The very quiak action of the
shells was noted in a miss-and-out by Anthonv, McKissick, Avery
and Parker, on the last day, from the 32yd. rriai-k.

In August Maj. McKissick and Col. Anthony will give a shoot
here, open to the world, dates to be selected later on, and the
writer will say right here to all shooters: "Don't miss it, or fail
to come to the 'City in the Sky.' "

First Day, March J9,

Events: 12 3
Targets: 15 15 20

Anthony 10 6 8
McKissick 10 7
Avery 6 .12

Carrier 11 12
Coxe 10 7
Parker 12
Lusk 8
Maltbv 6
Lemcke 11 12 15
O Rutledge ..

Leife! ... ..

McCloskey I........ .. ;.
Rayner
F Rutledge
Atkinson
Dr Cheesboro
P Clayton
F Cox

11
8

11
14

12 13
7 15
7

4 5
15 25
11 20
5 19
9 22
8 17

12 15
13 17
9 16
..13
9 16
6 15
3 ..

9
.. 17
.. 13

6 7 8
15 20 15
12 17 13
10 13 13
14 15 11
10 15 10
8 15 S

10 15 13
8 15 9
..9 8
11 16 U
.. .. 1

9 10
20 25
17 21
12 15
15 21
14 17
11 15
15 21

14 17
.. 9
15 19

Second Day, March 20.

5

3
2
4

12

Events:
Targets:

123456789 10
15 15 20 15 25 15 20 15 20 25

McKissick 8 10 12 11 19 12 13 9 13 16
Coxe ... 10 9 10 9 17 12 13 10 13 15
Avery 11 10 13 6 21 9 18 13 17 16
Anthony 13 13 16 13 21 13 15 10 14 21
Parker 10 13 18 10 20 12 16 12 16 23
Carrier 10 10 16 12 16 9 15 11 11 16
Lusk 8 11 15 13 16 6 12 10 12 15
Lemcke , , 9 13 ,

Third Day, March 21.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 15 15 20 15 25 15

McKissick 6 12 17 13 20 13
Avery ..^ 10 10 17 13 19 10
Anthony 10 11 15 11 23 14
Carrier 12 9 10 11 20 12
Lusk 14 10 13 11 17 13
Parker U 8 17 13 IS 13
Coxe 9 .. 10 11 16 6
Lemcke 12
Reynolds 9
CS-FS •••<*» 4 •«<<• a a-ft'il Mviin*!* •« « « ga •« •« 8
Hungerford ....i. 45
Atkinson ,

Jordan
"Maltbv

7- 8
20 15
17 14
15 9
14 12
17 11
17 12
12 11

9 10
20 25
15 20
17 17
17 16
19 21

17 16
17 21
12 18

aL4> 4ji

• tm mm

8 6 3 6
16 14
9 ..

.. 12

Broke.
135
105
133
125
115
144
118
61

135
22
3
9

17
18
12
3
o

Broke.
123
118
134
149
150
126
118
21

Broke.
147
137
143
142
140
MI-
SS
]"

9
8
3^

30
9

13

Trap at Dupont Park,

St. Louis, Mo,—Match between Tramp Irwin, of Chicago and
Dr. Gaines, of St. Louis, at Dupont Park, March 17. Birds good
dav fair and warm, with no wind: '

Tramp Irwin .21211211112112122112*1201—23
1122120122212201121211111—2.3^6

Dr Gaines 2211211212112122121202222—23
22222211*2222211222122212—24—47

Match between Joe Walker, of Carlyle, 111., challenger, against
Chas. Bugh, for Mermod championship medal, on March 17
Both stood at 31yds.

:

Walker , 2222211 211111122112111111—25
Bugh .i i^r^^^ 2222212021101212001*11301—19

Practice event at Dupont Park, March 17.

Jesse Lee 0122100111— 7 Dr Gaines 11012'>1222—
White Rock 1222010122- 8 Dr O Smith 2121201122^ 9A E Koch... .0211211112-9 C C Carson 0111100111-7
C Turner 1012111111— 9 W E Nold 222W20— S
F E Arvis 2201110112— S A A Schwarz 2''.22212il"-10
J Walker 2222210111- 9 Johnson 121211919]_To
Campbell 2200121112— 8 Dr Sims 2fi020'0li0- fi

Williams 202221111*- 8 T M Selzer 11021]%11_ 9
Meier 2011121211— 9 W E Barker "llUll-'lll-io
F Whiter. 210m0111-7 H S Tavlor. 0210111212- 8
P Davis 0212211111- 9 W B Scott 121110111^- 9

Concord Gon Club.

Concord, N. H., March 15.—The scores made by the Concord
Gun Club to-day at 50 targets were: Tuttle 42, Nardi'ni 40, King 44
Martin 44, Morris 46, Sanbon 45.

'

Shootmgf Notes in the Sowth.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As another year comes and goes, thfe sportsman of an observing

turn of mind is given opportunities of adding to his store of gun,
dog and game lore and thereby to his fund of general information
on kindred subjects.
The .season of 1900-1901 has in most places been a good one, added

to which the weather, favorable in most Southern States, ha8
afforded those so inclined many bright and cheerful days afield

—

days ,so short as hours go, yet so replete of nerve-stirring events
that many of them dwell in our memory for all time.
The writer enjoyed, while at Greensboro, N. C, a few afternoons'

c(uail shooting with that incomparable sportsman, Mr. J. F,
Jordan, than whom no greater niinrod or more amiable companion
can be found. To tell the truth, we did not have much sport, owing
to a combination of causes which seemed to thwart us on every
occasion. When the -dogs were at their best the wind was so high
that they could not show off to advantage, and when we had what
might have been a good day, it rained up to noon, and our best
dog turned out lame and quite unfit for service. So, all in all, we
may be said to have had many of the fates against us, which, as
every true sportsman knows, will happen in best regulated kennels
and in best timed afl'airs generallv. Fact is, the jniddle of Janu-
ary in North Carolina is a bit late for great bags, but splendid for
gmod hard shooting.
In this connection I wish to relate what in my humble opinion

IS the very finest and most brilliant shooting done afield by any
man that has ever come under my observation. Mr. Jordan has
always been a great advocate of and believer in small-bore guns,
and as soon as he knew he could obtain one of reputable American
make of 28 gauge he immediately ordered it. So now he is using
exclusively a 2Gin. barrel, 28 gauge, Parker gun, right barrel im-
proved cylinder, left modified choke; and to see him perform with
this little toy of a weapon is nothing short of a marvelous fpat.
He^ gets his ammunition loaded by that most skillful sportsman
aiid ^careful of gunsmiths, Mr. William Wagner, of Washington,
D. t., using fi/zdrs. of powder and V2OZ. No. 8 Tatham's chilled
shot. Mr. Wagner, himself a staunch and firm believer in small
bores, has probably had more experience in hand loading small
gauge ammunition than any one else in America, so that to say
his loads are perfect is merely to paint the lily. At any rate, one
must see Mr. Jordan chop birds down in doubles and singles, far
and near, and hardly ever miss, to fully appreciate what such ap'
parently insignificant loads can do in a well bored gun with such
an artist behind it.

I will say this, and make as simple a statement ef the absolute
facts as I can knowing fully well dozens of other men have been
afield with Mr. Jordan this past season, and feeling absolutely
certain any one of them would frankly and freely indorse all t
will say and go far beyond what I would dare tell.

In^ the first place, we shot together part of three days, and in
one instance only did Mr. Jordan fail to get his pair out of a covey
rise, and then the bird that escaped went off badly wounded, and
had we taken more time I have no doubt the dogs would have
found It in the dense thicket into which it flew. 1 saw him kill
and gather birds in such close and tangled places that nothing but
a glimpse of fast fading brown could be seen for a single instant,
some being killed at less than a dozen paces. On the other
hand, wc saw him kill some at distances which I cannot bring
myself to give, knowing full well that such would certainly in-
validate my whole statement, for after all there is a limit to the
credulity of even one's own personal friends and admirers, and in
all modesty, I trust I may claim to have some of both.
Mr. Jordan candidly admits that he never in his whole shooting

experience of twenty-seven years has had so handy, serviceable and
deadly a little gun, and to realize the truth and correctness of
this statement one has but to see him handle it. It was such a
revelation to me that all great scores at the traps fade into in-
significance by comparison—really there can be no comparison,
lo say that a man seldom misses simply conveys no informa-
tion whatever, because a man may pick his shots and poke about
and yet not do anything worthy of mention. But when a man
takes every offer, fair or foul, and then seldom misses—why that is
quite another thing, and stamps him a past master in the art of
shooting, raising him to a plane seldom reached by any one and
never topped by living mortal—and all this with IVadrs. of powder
ana %oz. ot shot. Think of it, gentlemen who use a handful of
ammunition to bag a bird not as big as your fist, and then
ponder which of the two is really the more sport.
Of course, we had no such dog as our dear old lamented dog

Dash, nor will we again, have. The man who owns one such dog ismore than fortunate; to ever have two would make the rest of
mankind_ envious. To shoot with a man like Mr. Jordan has an
exhilarating and yet depressing effect. It just makes one warm
all over to see a man cut down bird after bird anywhere, anyhow,
at any rate of speed, angle or from any position, and one feels a
glow 01 pride in knowing such a man, especially when you knoxv
him well^ enough to quite thoroughly appreciate his modesty. But
then again comes the reaction when you yourself bungle along and
miss shamefully, and suddenly hear a pistol-like report and see
a browm ball of feathers and stuflP come tumbling down away off
through tree tops—ever so far and in never so tangled a place

-

f'}.,
so. it^, goes from morning to night—the little gun cracks, the

Jittle birdie collapses, nothing is said, but a great deal is done.
Jiravo, Jordan! We all think we can shoot, but when with vou.
why, we get another think.

^ Leaving Greensboro with regret, I ' wended mv way on my
Southern trip, and soon reached Macon, Ga., where with my
friend, Mr, F. C. Etheridge, I had a morning's dove shooting
t^nfortunately birds were very scarce, so we had verv little sportAU the same, I hugely enjoyed the company of the men withwhom we spent the evening and following morning. A day ortwo spent with so thorough a sportsman as Mr. Etheridge is
always delightful, game or no game. The companionship of such
a man is always a treat, so I look forward to another jaunt toward
Macon.
At Jacksonville, Fla., I lodged with mine host B. W. Sperry

proprietor of the Hotel Duval. Mr. Sperry has the knack without
showing It ot making his guests feel comfortable and instantly athome. Cat) one say more of any hotel man?
Here we had a little trapshooting, and also one day afield during

which we bagged a few quail and doves, and had a splendid walkand good long chat, if not very much game in our bags Butgame is cheap, any one knows that; a good chummy fellow is
scarce, so give me Sperry.

,„,''V,V
New Orleans I ran up to my old chum, Mr. John W.

L hillips, and together we went on our annual snipe shooting trip
to Beaumont, Tex. There we found Mr. Geo. Oliver, ready as of
yore to pilot us and this year to show us his young pointer dog
George work on snipe.
Regarding this dog as a game finder I can safely say I have

never seen his superior, and perhaps might add, his equal. At
any rate, he is a most promising yooung dog of tremendous
courage and endurance, and possessing a really wonderful nose.
Some two or three' years ago I wrote a full account of our shooting
at Beaumont over Dr. Oliver's dog Bill. Well, George is a half
brother to Bill, and lor me, give me George all the time. He is
more tractable and has quite as good or even better nose, and most
certainly will make a better dog.
This yeai-, owing to high winds and finding -the snipe princi-

pally on burns bare of corn, which of course made them wild as
hawks, we could not make as big a bag as usual. Still we -got
plenty—i. e., seventy, eighty and seventy in three days' shootini?
two guns—barring a few birds bagged by Mr. Oliver, say a dozen
or so.

The snipe shooting was nearly all at extreme ranges, and never
could one have a better opportunity for trying out to fullest extent
the quality of ammunition or range of gun. Gaucho

The FoRiST AHD Stkkam is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at

Ifffft by Mondfjr and u mucb etrlier p^cfb{^

Statinton Gon Club.

Staumon Va., March 22.--In the two 25-target events to-day in

made-
*"

SvaunEon Gun Club the following scores ware

Event No. 1:

1111101110111111110001110-19
•Sillings

. .
.
- 1111111110011011111111111—22

Kiracofe 10111011011111WlllllHlO—20
""t." 0000111111110111011111111-19

""^'f, 1110101101111110111010101—18
Mernken 1011.111.111111110101111111—22

Event No. 2:
Garter .0101011111110111111111111—21

• • • • -
. llllHllllllimOlUlllll—24

|-"".acofe 1111111111111101101101111-22
• • 0110011111011011111111111-20

Pav'?, • .0100111101011101101011110—16
MerDk^n , , , , UllllllllllllUUiiinoi-34
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Trap at latefstate Park.—John 'Wrigtit's Shoot.

Interstate Park, L. I., March 20.—A rainy morning was in-

auspicious for a good day, but, while there was drizzling rain be-
times and heavy, dull sk}', the conditions of the weather did not
seriously affect the competition. There was a good attendance of
shooters. Mr. Dona'd Deacon, of the New Utrecht Gun Club, acted
efficiently as referee. The scores:
Extra event No. 1, 10 birds, handicap; Rose system; three

moneys. Gilbert (31), 10, Crosby (31) 10, Piercy (28) 10, Fanning
(30) 9, Dr. Shaw (27) 9, C. E. Cady (26) 9, Van Allen (29) 9, Morfey
(30) 8, Dr. Martin (27) 7.

Extra event No. 2, same conditions as No. 1: Crosby (31) 10,

Fanning (30) 10,-Gilbert (31) 10, Shaw (27) 10, Daly (28) 10, Morris
(27) 10. Cramer (26) 9, Piercy (28) 8, C. E. Cady (26) 8, Dr. Miller
(28) 8, Van Allen (29) 7, Martin (27) 7.

Regular event No. 1, 5 birds, handicap; two moneys, class shoot-
ing: Morris (28) 5, Piercy (2S) 5, Shaw (27) 5, Fanning (32) 5,

Crosby (33) 5, Anderson (26) 5. Daly (30) 5, Kay (28) 5, Cramer
(27) 4, Miller (28) 5, Cady (27) 4, Gilbert (33) 4, James (27) 4,

Martin (27) 4.

Regular event No. 2, 7 birds, $5, was shot as No. 3: -Miller (28) 7,

Piercy (28) 7, Langdon (26) 7, Crosby (31) 7, J. P. Kay (28) 6,

Rogers (27) 6, Gilbert (31) 6, Fanning (30) 6, J. 6. E. (27) 5, Lock-
wood (26) 5. Daly (29) a, Gardner (26) 2.

After deducting $75 for the price of the painting, there was $25
left. After deducting 50 per cent, of this sum, there was ?12.50

to be divided among the winners of second and third, so that the
values were $87.50 to first, $7.50 to second and $5 to third. The
share of third was 70 cents. Instead of a miss-aud-out the ties

were shot off under the same conditions as the main event. Fol-
lowing are the scores:

Morris, 28 1221221222—10
Martin, 26 1112221221—10
McManus, 27 2222122212—10
Gilbert, 33 2022212222— 9

Cramer, 27 2121012112— 9

Shaw, 27 2211111210- 9
Rogers, 27 1110121211—9
Lockwood, 27

2222222202—

9

Fanning, 32 0220111121— 8
Miller, 28 1111002222— 8

Crosby, 33.... 12222*1210—8
Waters, 28 1210022222— 8

Kay, 28 2212220022— 8

T G E. 26.... 2222220021— 8

Cady, 27 ..2022120221— 8
Daly, 30 2222220210— 8

Piercy. 28 1202220100— 6

Blauvelt, 27 0220022022— 6

Anderson. 26.. 1202022100— 6

Hyde, 26 02202200*0— 4

First Tie. Second Tie.

Morris, 28. 2122112222 212*222222—9

Martin, 26 2211111121 2120110121—8

McManus, 27 1112010w

Event No. 3 of the programme was shot as No. 2, and was the

main event, the prize being a painting of a trout. The pro-

gramme was arranged very awkwardly, as follows

:

"First prize will be a $75 oil painting and 50 per cent, of en-

trance money over and above fifteen entries. Second prize, 30 per

cent.; third prize. 20 per cent, above fifteen entries. Class shooting,

handicap rises. All 25 and 26yd. men one lost bird as dead. All

27 and 2Syd. men one lost bird as no bird. Ties, miss-and-out,

but any contestant can draw his share pro rata before shooting ties

if desired."
A fair forecast of the number of shooters would have been

twentj% the number which actually participated. After deducting

the price of the liirdsj there was $100 left.

Jeannette Gun Club.

Dexter Park, Brooklyn, March 15.—In the club shoot Job Lolt

won the medal in Class A, C Bohling in Class B.

Challenge medal

:

C Meyer 201222212222211—14 G E Leoble. ..222021010012112—11

Club shoot:
F Ehlen, 28 22220*22*1— 7

Job Lott. 30 1121222222—10

C Meyer; 28 2211120212— 9

J Bohling, Jr, 28. . .0022220220— 6

fcd Pete/s, 28 222*211221- 9

T Hainhorst, 28 *011211121- 8

N Brunie. 28 2202221210— 8

J Vagts, 28 2221222020— 8

G E Leoble,. 28.... 2*0*111122—

7

Team race:
Myer 21222-5
Hainhorst 02211-4
Bohling, Jr 22200-3
Brunie 22221—5
Karstens ...01212-4
Peters 02002—2
Meyerdicks ......02001—2
Rinckkoff ...J 01122-^
Shumacker 02211-^—33

C Bohling, 25...... 2220221202— 8

M Rush, 25 0*20000120— 3

J Mohrmann, 28. .. .2222020000— 5

P I<:ar,stens, 28 0112100121- 7

W Rolphs 28 0211202002— 6

C Meyerdicks, 25. . .20000020*2— 3

H Shumacker, 25. . .2000011100— 4

T Kroeger, 28 2120010112— 7

W Rinckkoff, 28....0*01111001—

5

Lott 12010—3
Leoble .....20101-3

Ehlen 22012-4
Vagts ..^i...... 02020—

2

Mohrmann ......... 1*211—4
Kroeger 11*26—

3

Rolphs 20221—4

C Bohling 01112-^
Rush 00010-1-28

Emerald Gun Club.

Dexter Park, Brooklyn, March 19.—As usual there was a good
turnout of the club members. The handicaps and points are given

with the names of the contestants. Messrs. A, Schoverling and
M. Rogers killed their 10 birds straight. Following are the scores:

Points.

R Regan, 25 1*2202010*— 5 6

Dr G V Hudson, 28 2221201121- 9 7

Wm Joerger, 28 1*21*10222— 7 7

A Schoverling, 28 2222222222-10 7

F T Kali 25 0*00202220— 4 6

J C Henry, 28 121**0*120- 5 6%
G B HiUers, 28 1010100222- 6 6V2

0 N T 28 202202012*— 6 6V2

G K Br'eit, 25 1020001112- 6 6

J J Pillion, 28 0212222000— 6 . 61/2

1 McKane 28

2202202220-

7 61/2

A Doncort, 25 0222202212- 8 6

E J Clark, 30

21*220*2*2-

6 7

B Amend, 30

2220102222—

8 7

W Catton 28 2021020012- 6 6

G E Greiff, 30,.

•

.2222212022- 9 7

r H Cone 28 0021*20020— 4 6

M Roo-ers '28
'

'. "
- 1211111111—10 6

T Short?'2S .
0122212221- 9 6%

T H Moore 28 0010122102— 6 7

H Ouinn 28 0000121220- 5 6

Dr Stillmkn, 28 21*2002122- 7 7

Wm Sands, 28 00022202*0- 4 7

C F Wash 28 2002222022- 7 7

A G Roberts 28 ..010*202102- 5 6

H Rathi en 28 10*0210120- 5 6

o BroSV'::;::::.::::::: 'l'']f'm- 1 fD Mohrmann, 28 - • .21112*2012— 8 6

Dr Miller, 30 • • 0222*02022- 6 7

Dr O'Dokohue, 28 12212*0020- 6 6

F Hansman 25 .
1000100000- 2 6

Dr Grohris. . .V.V. ..11*1012202- 7 5

J Woelfui, 25
IW T Amend, 25: .. .1022112**2— 7 b

Dr O'Connell 31 ...2000212222- 7 7

J P Kay, 28. . .
2*22002220- 6 7

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.

Interstate Park, L. I., March 23.—A balmy day clear and bright,

with a touch of springtime to gladden it, favored the shoot of the

New Utrecht Gun Club to-day. There was a gathering of shooters,

club men and visitors of mighty fame with the shotgun. All the

visitors were scratch men, while many of the club members had a

lost bird as a no bird or a kill. The result shows that the handi-

capping was excellent. There was no wind, but it was not an

easy matter to make full scores, for the birds were a mixed lot,

with now and then a three-flap bird, one which goes out of the

boundary in three flaps of its wings or mere.
r ^i. i

Mr Walter F. Sykes managed the shoot. A number of the club

members further honored and dignified the event by bringing

their wives. To the club members the day had an added sig-

nificance inasmuch as the club rooms in the Casino were officially

opened for the use of the members—and elegant rooms they are.

The reception room is elegantly furnished with a view both to

the comfortable and the beautiful. Pictures and mounted^ ^1^^
grace the walls, a cabinet contains articles all m keeping with the

theme of soort, while elegant furniture and furnishing satisfy the

taste of the most critical. The second room is equipped with

lockers and things useful in respect to the members shooting

paraphernalia,
, , • • ^ , . , , ,

The prizes in the 20-bird event, of which the scores are here-

with appended, were furnished by the club. The entrance was

price of birds. There were prizes of mounted heads of different

944 pioimted birdsr^five prizes for members and avc^

prizes for guests. The scores as a whole were excellent. There
were thirty-six entries, and of these thirteen scored the limit.

F A Thompson. 29... 220202122112*22*2022—15
Dr Wynn, 28..... .11212221222112112122—20
J A Bennet, 28. , .22122222222221221222—20
B H Norton, 29 12222222122222121212—20
J H Jack. 30 V 22222222222022221212—19
B Waters, 28 11221122112112112222—20
A A Hegeman, 29 r---'-- 22111221221212212222—20
C M Lincoln, 29 22222221221111122022—19

J P Kay, 30 ' 22222200222*02222220—15
C A Ramapo, 27 22222222111121222211—20
P Daly, 30 11121122222222121222—20
H P Fessenden, 29 .222222*2222222220222—18W L Losee, 28 00011*w
G H Piercy, 29 *12020212222202012*2—14
T W Morfey, 30 22222222022222222222—19

J T Hallowell, 30 22222211011211222221—19
C Furgueson, 29 222222222222222222*2—19
Buckskin Jack, 28 ' 22202211210121022221—17W H Hamilton, 28 11112111111221101010—17
C Furgueson. Jr, 28 2222202002**2222*222—14
M Rogers, 28 12212222221001112202—17
E H Howard, 28 12112222222212122212—20
S B Jay, 29 22222121010011202112—16
C W Chapman, 29 22212212121212221220—19
Edey, 28 21222212211221122212-20
E Banks, 29 2222102111*211012210—16

J R Gaughen. 30 22222222221222222222—20
Dr Shepard, 28 .2222102*012222210112—16
D Swiveller, 28 22221012010*122011*2—14

J Fanning, 30 22201122222111221111—19
Crosby, 30 ,. . .22222111101222222222—19
Parmelee, 30 22222222122221222222—20
Gilbert. 30 22222222222222222222—20
Hull, 30 20001222112102122221—16
Reynolds, 28 01211 221 20*1002021*0—12
Elliott, 30 - . . .11222211112212222222—20

Shoot-olT:
Ramapo 112121221121211211—18
Dr Wvnn 111212221121121210—17

T R Gaughen 222122222222210 —14
"A A Hegeman 2122222222110 -12
Dalv 22221220

Howard 2122120

Waters 121U0
J A Bennet 0

B H Norton 0

Gilbert 22122222211122 -14
Elliott . .22222222211220 —13
*Parmelee 2222210 — 6

*Guests. ...
Fanning and Crosby with 19 each in main event Wm fourth and

fifth.

Crescent Athletic Club.

Bay Ridge, L. I. March 23.—The honors in the March cup event

were captured by Mr. Louis C. Hopkins, who scored 48 out of a

possible 50. The scores:
Shoot for March cup, 25 targets, expert traps; 25 targets, magau-

trap; handicap allowances added:

—Expert— —Magautrap—
Hdcp. Total. Hdcp. Total.

WESTERN TRAPS*

L C Hopkins 6 23 5 25

H M Brigham 2 23 1 24

C A Sykes 3 20 3 24

F B Stephenson 1 19 1 24

G .Stephenson, Jr 2 20 2 23

G Stephenson, Sr 10 20 8 23

Dr J T Keyes 3 20 3 23

W G'McConvill 7 19 6 23

H C Werleman 7 17 6 21

W W Marshall 6 16 5 19

Grand
Total.

48

47
44
43
43
43
43

42
38
35

Shoot-off for the Werleman trophy, same conditions: Rasmus
28. Brigham 27. .

Shoot for trophy, 15 targets, e.xpert traps: 15 targets, magautrap:

handicap: —Expert

—

Hdcp. Total.
—Magautrap

—

Hdcp. Total.
15
14
15
12
11
13
13
11
10
8

Grand
Total.

29
29

SS

26
25
24
24
21
20
18

T W Borland 3 14 3

L C Hopkins 4 15 3

G Stephenson, Sr.. 6 13 5

G Stephenson, Jr 1 H iW W Marshall 4 14' 3

H M Brigham 1 U 1
T W Stake 2 11 2

F P. Stephenson 0 10 0

Dr H L O'Brien 3 10 2

C H Chapman 4 10 4

Shoot-off, 15 targets, magautrap: Borland 15, Hopkins 14.
Sweepstake, 10 targets, expert: Brigham 10, F. B. Stephenson

9, Townsend 8, Hopkinson 6, Keyes 5, Marshall 5, McConvill 4
Werleman 3.

'

Sweepstake, same conditions: Sykes 9. G. .Stephenson Tr S
Brigham 7. McConvill 4.

• j - .

Sweepstake, same conditions: Brigham 7, Stephenson, Tr 7
F. B. Stephenson, Sr., 5. McConvill 4.

j j •. .

Sweepstake, same conditions: F. B. Stephenson 9. G. Stephen-
son, Jr., 8, Brigham 8, McConvill 5, G. Stephenson, Sr., 5.

Sheepshead Bay Rod and Gun Club.

Sheepshead Bay, L. I., March
I"". Taylor—succeeded in making
out of the twenty-five conte-stants

7 birds, a handicap

:

R T Smith, 25 2122222—7

F Tyler, 25 1122221-7
G E Greiff, 30 2221022-6

G McKane, 27..... 1222*22—6
H Koch. 26 2202222-6

H T Montanus. 26 .222121*—

6

L E Allen, 25. 1021111—6
T McKane. 28... ..•...2222020—

5

D Sloan. 28. .-.v.'.1201201—

5

W Van Pelt. 27.. .- 1022120—5
G Morris, 26 0202121—5
D Heffner, 25 1022210—5
F Brown, 25 0212022—5

23.—Two—Messrs. R. Smith and
straight scores in the club event
who entered. The event was at

M J Rauscher, 25 1020222—5
J J Pillion, 28 0221010—4
F Lundy, 25 2022020—4
E Heffner, 26 0020221-4
H Kronika, 26 0210012—4
T Osborn, 25 1000211—4
H W Lepke, 25 12*0120—4
E Garrison, 30 0220002—.3

I Hyde, 26 1001001—3
A Goeller, 25 2100100—3
F Von Fricken, 25 2010200—

S

Dr Wood, 25 .0210100—3

Sweepstake, 3 birds: Garrison 3, I. McKane 3. Montanus 3.

Tyler 3, Kronika 3. Koch 3, .Greiff 3, Brown 2, Sloan 2, Pillion 2,

Georffc McKane 1, Rauscher 1, Allen 1, Van Pelt 1, Morris 1, Dr.
Wood 1, Lundy 1, Hyde 1, Von Fricken 0, Smith 0.

Trap at Dexter Pari:,

Brooklyn, L. I., March 20.—The shoot at Dexter Park to-day
for the benefit of J. L. Brewer started at 2 P. M., a»fter the rain
ceased. The scores follow:

Ten live birds:
Dr O'Connell. 31. . .2021012222— 8 C Meyer. 30 2221112221—10
S Van Allen, 31..... 2222202222— 9 J Brewer, 33 1222222221—10

Miss-and-outs, $2:
0 O'Connell : .0 2 2122
0 Kay 20
nil Lebohner 2220

Van Allen.... 22 2

Dietzel ....0 0
Meyer 21 *

Seven birds, $5; 6, 3, 1:

R Parker. 28 2220222—6 Dr O'Connell, 30 2222112—7
S Van Allen, 30 2222222—7 Dr Miller, 28 2222222—7
W Hopkins, 28 0211212—6 T P Kav. 28 2222220—6
C Mever, 30 0201112—5 W Sanders. 27 2222122—7
R Packard, 27 2200100—3 C Matzen. 28 2121221—7

Merchandise event, $2 entrance, birds extra:

S M Van Allen, 30...... 22222222?""°°'"5!^2222222222222—30
W Hookins, 28 122121112121121111211121212112—30

C Meyer, 30 22111212212111121221112211112*—29
R Packard, 27 , 22222220

Dr O'Connell, 30...... 122222*

Dr Miller, 28 1222120

T P Kav, 28 ,, 2203

W Sanders, 27 2*20

r Matzen, 28 ..2220

F Hansman, 28 2220

F Lebohner, 28 020

Five birds, $4: „
Van Allen fH^-S
O'Connell •

J??23-4
Matzen IHxSi
Miller *2202-3

Dietzel • M222-4
Hansman ..wsas—

*

— 7— 6— 6— 3— 2— 3— 3— 1

22222222—8
12*13112—7

Butte Rod and Gun Club, of Montana.

Chicago, 111., March 2.3.—The annual meeting of the Butte- Rod
and Gun Club was held last week in the Owsley block, with a
good attendance. The treasurer's report showed $1,022.23 on hand,
and other assets are a house and lot at the range and 22,000 blue-
rocks. The secretary's report showed nine members, including
those elected during the last year. Carl Engle was elected to
m.embership last night. For non-resident members annual dues
were reduced from $6 to $1. The election of officers resulted in
practically a reinstallment of the present board as follows: Presi-
dent, J, M. Steward; Vice-President, J. M. Spargo; Treasurer, A.
Wehl; Secretary, C. H. Smith; Captain, A. J. Walker; Trustees,
Gus Bird, Joe Slemons, P. A. Allen, J. E. O'Brien and G. W.
Morse.
The new magautrap was discussed, and it was said that the

yVnaconda men will attend the installation ceremonies on the
24th of this month. A large number of the club members will go
to Great Falls |o attend the State tournament, which is to open
on May 19,

Garden City Gun Club.

Chicago, 111., March 23.—The regular monthly handicap shoot
of the Garden City Gun Club took place at Watson's Park, Burn-
side Crossing, to-day. Several of the competitors scored the limit
in the club shoot, as the following scores will show:
Dr R B Miller, 0 12202110222U21 —13
J Pumphrey, 1... 1*01221201111121 —13
Martin,3 2222121100*1110222—14
Oliphan t, 3 1122102212*1010001—12
Rust, 3 ..*01011012112111021—IS
White, 1 -. 22210202*20*2222 —11
Roll, 0 212212202221112 —14
Odell, 1 2011121111110112 —14
Gillis, 1 0112121222111111 —15
Young, 2 11021121110101*00 —11
Alabaster. 0 .222012221011102 —12
Dr Carson, 1 001110221021012w
.Steck, 0 220212*02212122 —12
Barto, 1 222222221*222222 —15
Mack, 3 .2*00*1110*12110012-10
Amberg, 0 222212112212211 —15
.lay, 2 ,., .....11102101012112222 —14
Card, 3 : . 222112210022122000—13
Knickerbocker, 3 202221102202111122—15
Wiggins, 1 2221211221202211 —15
Long, 3 0201*011 2012002w
Upham, 3 121*22022212212222—15
O'Brien, 1 201122221202102 —12
Ten-bird sweep, entrance $5:

Roll 2212222211—10 Barto 2022222020— 7
Alabaster 2222212201— 9 Pumphrey 2211021222— 9
Martin ,...2222202121— 9 Oliphant 2202110101—7
Clempson 1202211222— 9 Rust 110121112*— 8
Steck 1020102222—7

Miss-and-out, entrance $2: Roll 3, Pumphrey 3, Clempson 3
Alabaster 0, Oliphant 1, Rust 2, Martin 0.

Portsmouth Gun CI«b.

Portsmouth, Va., March 22.—Here find scores made at a live-
bird shoot of the Portsmouth Gun Club March 21. Seven hun-
dred birds were trapped, all good, fast birds. Among the visitors
were some crack shots from Baltimore, Md., and Richmond, Va.;
also "Jolly Jack," of U. M. C. fame. The shoot was ahly
refereed by L. D. Thomas, and everything passed off quietly and
enjoyably to all

:

Event No. 1, 5 birds, $5, 30yds. rise, two moneys, high guns:
Shuttiz 21210-4 Dr Foster 22220—4
Hazard 22222—5 Winslow 20012—3
Malone 11122—5 Thomas ...

, 21102 4
Leland 22020-3

Event No. 2, 7 birds, $7, three moneys, high. guns;-
Malone 2121211—7 Hallowell .1111102-6
Hazard 2*22122—6 Garritt 2110221—6
Shuttiz 2221202—6 Phil 2020002—3
Dr Foster 20*2222—5 Stearns .............. ..2222222—

7

Thomas 0120210—4 Leland ,..,1122102—6
Winslow *120220—4 Hurst 2122222—7
Event No. 3, 10 birds, $10, handicap, two monevs, class shootincr:

Malone 1101111220— 8 Hallowell 1211211111—10
Hazard 2*222122*2— 8 Hurst 221011*222— 8
Winslow ...........22022*2020— 6 Stewart 1211112221—10
Dr Foster 0022222222— 8 Garritt 1222222202-9
Shuttiz 2122222222—10 Phil 2222222222—10
Dr Hudgins 0011112101—7 Stearns .....0122212222—9
Leland .2110112121— 9 Noel 0022120220— 6

Event No. i, 7 birds, $7, three moneys, high guns, handicap:
Malone .....21*2121—6 Phil 2222022-6
Hazard 2022222-6 Stearns ....1202222—6
Winslow 2022222—6 Noel .201001*—

3

Dr Foster ,2222222—7 Thomas 0012020—3
Shuttiz 2222122—7 Lindsay 0100211—4
Dr Hudgins 0000200—1 Fisher^ 1102001—4
Leland 1102120—5 Ridd .........^.,.;,.„..*022*22—

4

Miller 0*22*22—4 Grant';.,.... 0012012-^
Hallowell 1112212—7 Stewart 22*1202-5
Hurst ...2020222-5

Event No. 5, miss-and-out:
Hallowell 20
.Stearns ,.22210-4
Hazard 22222—5
Malone 12122-5

Event No. 6, 5 birds, $5, high
Hallowell 11122—5
Stearns 01122—4
Malone 11112—5
Hazard **222—

3

Dr Foster 22220—4
Shuttiz 22222—5
Leland 12122-5
Phil 22102^
Garritt 22222—5
Miller 21120—4

Event No. 7, same as No. 6:

Hallowell 21212—5
Stearns 20222—4
Leland 22210-^
Hazard ..22220—4
Shuttiz 22222—5

Dr Foster 2220
Shuttiz 12112—5
Phil 22220—4
Garritt 20

guns, handicap:
See 10112-4
Dr Hudgins 10112—

1

Lindsay 12220—4
Stewart .....»122*—

3

Hurst , 221*0—3
Fisher ..22000—2
Parker .....21110—4
Ridd 22220—4
Hunn 01222—4

Dr Foster 02000—1
Malone 12211—5
Gamtt 20220—3
Phil .....22212—5

G. P. Grant, Cor. Sec'y,

"What makes you so sure that Wrighter is going into fiction?
Has he ever done anything in that line?" "No, but he's planning
to spend two weeks on a fishing trip."—Buffalo Commercial.

•'Captain, will you kindly tell me what time it is?" asked
Junesby from the cabin of his yacht. "Six bells, sir," returned
'the captain. "Oh, hang the bells!" said Jonesby. "What time is

it on shore?"—Harper's Bazaar.

PUBLISHHIS* DEPARTMENT*

The quaintly worded advertisement of Jos. A. Marks & Co.
shows that the wants of sportsmen can be provided for in
Detroit, and it might well enough be to the advantage of each one
whose vacation is likely to be spent in the Northwest to send
for their free catalogue.

—

Adv.

Acetylene gas has come to stay, and when its brilliancy is

considered it is not strange that it should have been applied to

searchlights. Yacht and launch owners interested in such mat-
ters will be inclined to investigate; the Baldwin Acetylene Search-
light.

—

Adv.

The camper who has been in the habit of lumbering up his

tent with a choice collection of wood as a precaution against rainy

weather will appreciate the com.fort, convenience and compact-

ness of the Kho'tal Camp Stove, whose advertisement we carry-

in another colv,mxx—Adv,
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If we are content with an ungainly fly, we will be satisfied with

inferiority of rod and tackle; and although the fish may not see

the difference, the angler may become from neglecting one point

slovenly in all. A well-made fly is a beautiful object, an ill-made

one an eyesore and annoyance; and it is a great satisfaction both

to exhibit and examine a well-filled book of handsomely tied flies.—

R. B. Roosevelt.

THE REAL THING IN MINNESOTA.
The Hallock, Minn., Enterprise reports that the

poachers of Beltrami county have discovered that in their

conflict with the game wardens they have "run up against

the real thing." That is to say that they are now dealing

witji an executive agent who means business. And this

means that the Minnesota interregnum of make-believe

protection for political purposes only has come to a sud-

den end.

For two years politics ruled. The deputy game war-

dens were appointed with a view to the votes they could

control. The game protection force was a part of the

political machine. The result was precisely what it has

been everywhere else and always will be. The poachers

had things prettj"- much all their own way. Game was

killed out of season, and was shipped to market in viola-

tion of the law, and the illicit destruction was proceeding

on a scale and at a rate that promised extermination.

The change came with the appointment of a new com-

mission and of a new executive agent. The commission

is composed of Messrs. Uri L. Lamprey, W. P. Hill,

D. W. Meeker. H. G. Smith and Samuel F. Fullerton,

Executive Agent. Mr. Fullerton, it will be remembered,

was the very efficient agent of two years ago. During

his former term he did most excellent service and had

acquired a thorough knowledge of the ways of offenders

and the means of enforcing the law. He had, in fact, so

well demonstrated his fitness for the plaoe and his use-

fulness in it tliat there existed not an iota of justification

for dismissing him from office. Had the public bMsiness

of Minnesota at that time been conducted on the principle

by which individual business is controlled, Executive

Agent Fullerton would have been retained to carry on the

good work he was doing. Now that he has been reap-

pointed, the citizens of Minnesota have the right man in

the right place doing the right work in the right way.

As the Beltrami poachers put it, game law enforcement is

now "the real thing."

Some of Executive Agent Fullerton' s acts are startling

in the light they throw upon the conditions which prevailed

under the old regime. For instance, his predecessor had

been told of a tannery established in the wilds of Itasca

county for the tanning of moose and deer hides; but the

story met only official pooh-poohing as a fake concocted

for political purposes. Within ten days after taking office

Mr. Fullerton discovered the tannery, raided it, seized

137 deer skins and fourteen moose hides and nineteeri

sacks of hair collected from other skins; arrested the

proprietor, took him before a magistrate and had him
roundly fined. This Itasca county tanner had employed a

gang of hunters to kill moose and deer for him, and had
sold the meat to lumber camps. Agent Fullerton ar-

rested the lumbermen, haled them into court and col-

lected the penalties. Another lumberman, one of the most
prominent in the State, at latest accounts was dodging
arrest and trying to arrange a compromise. Another
seizure was of a taxidermy establishnient some seventy

miles from Thief River Falls, whose proprietor had three

men killing deer and moose for the heads, which were
mounted for sale, the meat being sold to lumber camps.

The man was fined and his business was broken up. Both
taxidermist and tanner averred that they had been run-

ning full time for two years and never before this had
they been "'up against the real thing."

The lawbreakers in the cities are "up against it" too.

Last Saturday the steward of the Minneapolis Club was
ftn?4 $.50 for ha-^apg venison in possessiofj. In St, Paul,

Carling and Magee, two of the principal restaurant

keepers, and R. E. Cobb, a commission man, have just

been made to pay $70 each for game unlawfuly in posses-

sion. These are but examples of numerous convictions

of game law violators secured by Executive Agent Fuller-

ton in the first weeks of his new term of office. He may
be relied upon to carry on the work in the same vigorous

way. The new administration means business; it is show-
ing itself to be "the real thing." We congratulate Minne-
sota upon the change and upon the outlook.

THE GUN IN CLOSE SEASON.
On£ consideration which was strongly urged in opposi-

tion to the' Maine bill to forbid the carrying of guns into

the woods in close season was the use made of firearms for

signaling purposes by those traveling in the forest. There

are men of experience and a good degree of woodcraft who
are tievertheless unwilling to trust themselves to go from
camp without a gun to fire as a signal in the event of

their getting lost, Another argument advanced was that

shooting at a mark is one of the common diversions of

camp life, and it would be felt as a hardship by many
visitors to be deprived of this.

Whatever may be the cogency of these considerations

in their application to the wilderness, they may not rea-

sonably be urged with respect ta the common practice of

carrying firearms into the home game covers in the close

season. On the contrary, there are good reasons for keep-

ing firearms out of the woods and fields in the close

season.

For one thing, it would simplify the enforcement of

the game laws. A game protector would not be obliged to

discover the actual killing of game ; it would be enough

for him to find firearms in possession.

Another reason is that to keep the guns out of the

game co\'ers would secure to the game the conditions of

peace and quiet essential to their breeding and well being.

From the last day of the open season to the first day of

the lawful shooting again the game country should be

unaffrighted by the sound of shooting.

The system would be welcomed as a decided relief by
the farmer, for it would in a large measure lessen the

nuisance of trespass and invasion of lawless strangers.

It would stop the hordes of wanton shooters who swarm
out from the large towns at times when there is no legiti-

mate game to shoot. The farmer would have greater

security for his fences, crops and cattle. The law would
go far to solve the problem of the armed hoodlum.

By exempting from^ the prohibition the landowner

—

that is, by reserving to a person the right to carry guns on
his own lands—^no possible hardship would be entailed by
the adoption and enforcement of such a law. It would
cut oif no legitimate privilege now enjoyed by any one
as to the carrying of arms in the field.

If we assent to the premises that guns should be used

to kill only game, and not chippy birds, and that game
should be killed only in its season, we may adopt the

conclusion that guns should be carried in the game fields

only in the time when game shooting is permissible, and
that at all other times they should be forbidden.

Why should we not adopt the absolute prohibition of

firearms from the game covers as an essential feature

of game protective legislation? Why may we not make
it another platform plank?

THE TRAPPER'S CAMP.
When the days begin to lengthen and the cold to

strengthen, when January winds send snow whirling

through bare branches until it is piled deep in the woods;
when quiet waters everywhere are locked in ice and only

the swiftest brooks and rivers are open, then the trapper

puts out his line of traps and gathers his harvest. In

this time of hard cold, when the ground is snow covered,

food is scarce. The carnivorous woods dwellers have a

hard time to make both ends meet, for, of the creatures

which are their prey in summer and autumn, many are

now safely enjoying their long winter sleep, and fox and
marten and mink are forced to work double tides to keep

life in body. But now their fur is prime, and will

be so until the snow is gone.

If about to start in on new ground, the trapper built

his camps in the autumn and gathered for himself a good

wood pile. He looked over his steel traps, of which he

had no great store, prepared the material for his dead-

falls, and also the boards on which to stretch his small

skins, Then, when the time to start h?i4 conie, he sta(rte4

out from one cabin and set his traps to the other, and then

perhaps put out a second line by another route back to

his starting point. Over these lines he moved back and
forth, collecting his fur, resetting and baiting his traps,

always busy and often happy. There is pleasure, excite-

ment and health in the life, even if to-day there is much
hard work, frequent disappointment and little or no
money.

For in these days—except in the furthest north—the

progress of civilization and the energy of earlier genera-

tions of his kind have so reduced the supply of fur

bearers that to-day the trapper's harvest is but a slender

one. No longer may he hope to see hanging about his

cabin, drying on their frames of green willows, great

circular beaver skins, beautifully glossy brown on one

side and smootWy dark on the other; rarely .may he secure

an otter, such as is seen lying in the snow before this

camp; and he who may kill a deer and so have fresh

meat for weeks may think himself fortunate. ,

Nowadays most trappers must be content to skin the

casual mink, the humble muskrat or the occasional fox or

wildcat, for the day of trapping is past. Yet it was
not many years ago that one in three weeks from the

settlements secured twenty-seven beaver and one hun-

dred and forty good mink; but he was a trapper and his

like is hardly to be seen to-day.

Trapping grounds in the United States are. few. Michi-

gan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and one or two other States

..along the border offer a little fur, but not enough to pay

the trapper day's wages. Yet he who can endure the

winter's cold and loves an outdoor life may well enough, if

he has time, put out a line of traps and for a little time

live as did the pioneers.

ELK AND SHEEP.

Judge J. L. Smith, of the Missouri Court of Appeals,

whose experience in the Rocky Mountains has made him
familiar with the game conditions there prevailing, has

published in the. Kansas City Journal a stirring appeal for

immediate action by the Secretary of the Interior to stay

the threatened invasion of the Snake River Basin by the

sheep men. We reprint Judge Smith's letter in another

column. It bears out the representations of the elk situa-

tion already given in our columns by Mr. Wells and
others. The facts are familiar. The elk driven

from the high ranges by the snows depend upon
the pasturage of the low country for their winter

subsistence. Of this winter range they have been in a

measure deprived by the inroads of settlers. They have

been menaced, and now are threatened again by the sheep

men, who have attempted and will attempt again to pas-

ture their immense flocks on the public lands. Such an

invasion will mean inevitably the destruction of the feed-

ing grounds of the game and the starvation of the elk.

If there were no recourse, if to state these facts were to

describe a situation for which no remedy were possible,

to bring it thus to public attention would be without pur-

pose. Judge Smith suggests that the Secretary of the

Interior could by an order forbid the pasturage of sheep

on public lands. Congress has authorized the Secretary

to make regulations governing the forest reserves, but

the constitutionality of the statute has been questioned.

Congress should at the very earliest opportunity remove

any such question now existing by enacting specific regu-

lations for the forest reserves on the lines of those already

enacted and in force for the National Park. The con-

ditions described by Judge Smith give new force to the

Forest and Stream's proposition that the national forest

reserves shall be made game preserves.

THE ARGUMENT FOR SPRING SHOOTING.
The common contention, and the chief argument in

defense of spring shooting, is expressed in a sentence

—

"Because others do we must." You may consume hours

in talk and use up reams of good stationery to discuss

the economic phases of the question, to show the foolish-

ness of killing birds in the breeding season, to demon-
strate that the stock cannot stand the drafts made upon
it by the spring shooter, and to all your talk and writing

the one all-sufficient and conclusive and unanswerable re-

tort is, "Because others do we must."

If spring shooting of game on the way to its breeding

grounds, or on grounds where it would stop to nest if it

were given a chance—if this shooting has any good and
sufficient reason for continuance, it is not foupd in th§
plea, "Because others do we must"
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Glimpses of Seminole Life.

The Seminoles of Florida occupy a unique position

with respect to the United States Government, as being

unconquered and unsubdued, having no legal existence nor
allegiance to our nation—in short, so far as the United
States are concerned officially, there are no Indians in

Florida. The tribe to-day numbers over 600 souls, living

at peace with all mankind, independent but suspicious of

Washington officials and only asking to be let alone, re-

fusing all Government assistance—a homeless people in a

free land, ever pushing on as the white man approaches.
Many of the tribe have never be»n outside the confines

of the Florida swamps; they hold to the belief that this

land is theirs—theirs by right of the pledge made to the
"gallant Worth," who was the first of the eight generals
who had not disastrously failed in fighting the daring
and wily Seminole.
Two years ago Tom Tiger, chieftain, reached Kissim-

mee after a ride of 160 miles. Dressed in the regalia of

a chief and mounted on a rawboned horse, he might have
been mistaken for a sheik of the Arabian desert. He
had come on a friendly visit, incidentally, but to tell the
white friend his trouble over a horse which had been
stolen by a white rascal. The story is a long one, but
suffice it to say proceedings were instituted, and with
the result that Tom Tiger, Seminole chief, was the first

Indian who had ever stood up in a white man's court, ma-
king, as spectators remarked, the most imposing picture

they had ever witnessed. The tall, magnificent looking

savage, with uplifted hand, took the oath on the holy

Book of God, and with a perfect understanding of the

act. It was told that the State attorney made the most
thrilling speech of his life as he pleaded for the barbarian
of the swamp.
The case was lost to the Indian on a simple technicality

aiid the white man escaped penitentiar3^

On this wonderful visit of Tom's, which was lived

over and over again around the camp-fires, traditions and
heart thoughts were revealed, as the chief sat evening after

evening, putting forth his best efforts to entertain.

Tom had a love for wyomee (whisky) and was not
averse to taking it, and in speaking of a friend whom he
admired much, he would say, "Captain good man;
five Indians go in saloon, five drinks give 'em. No money
take. Five white men go in, money take." But when
Tom was asked to not take whisky in Kissiramee, he
promised ungah, "all right."

A day or two after, when the white friend stepped out
of his office, and looking back saw the tall form just pass-

ing into the saloon, headed by three cowboys, his spirits

•fell. Tom returned to the office, and his friend chided him
for going to the saloon. Whisky, me no take 'em ; lemon-
ade me take; cowboys, whisky." The white man's trust

had not been betrayed.

In this Indian's visit many chapters were revealed of
the character and home life of this tribe. Savages, 'tis

true, but honor, justice and religion shine forth in their

tribal life. During his absence, his squaw and piccaninnies
were attending to the corn patch and caring for the hogs.
Tom came as an ambassador to the white friend's home.
"Martha Tiger tell me old too much. Kissimmee city too
far; want to see white squaw; want white squaw to
come to Seminole camp."
A few months after the long promised and anticipated

visit was made. Preparations in the Seminole village

were going on for the green corn dance ; the hunters
were out for game ; the corn was ripening and an air of
festivity was all around. Dogs barked as the white
guests approached, but a commanding Seminole repri-

mand soon drove them away; piccaninnies came around
with timid advances and squaws greeted with hand-
shaking. A wigwam was built at once by hospitable
hands, and the visitors were assigned to this point in
the camp.
What a world of interest, both romantic and tragic,

hovers around the wigwams of a Seminole family ! Talla-
hassee is the patriarch of the Cow Creek tribe, and every
deference is shown him by members of the band. To
Tallahassee was left much of the entertaining, he direct-
ing the movements that would add to the pleasure of the
white guests. Without giving thought to it, we hitched
to a pole that stood in the open. It proved to be the
festal pole for the dance, and the spot was sacred for
that occasion; but the innate courtesy of the old chief
prevented his showing any offense, and in the morning
he waved his hand in the direction of the horses and
asked, "Horses, you want 'em there?" Learning what
the pole was for, we were the ones to beg pardon and
feel chagrin.

Then came the attention to us, in showing around
the little fields, telling the names and kinship of
the various members as they came into camp. This de-
volved upon Tallahassee, and the honor was two-fold.
As the shadows fell and the camp-fire flickered, it was
the old chief who regaled the company with history dating
-back over 150 years. "My grandfather tell me, old, old
man ; me tell my boys," and so history and tradition is

kept and handed down from generation to generation.
The old patriarch rambled in low monotone, living over

again in dreamy reminiscence his hunting days, and, with
a record of seventy bears, to say nothing of panthers,
deer, coons, possums and turkeys, how the mind of the
nineteenth-century hunter was put on fire. As the old
chief drew closer his tunic, we asked, "Tallahassee, last
winter cold much; Kissimmee city ice come; what you
do?" A young brave spoke up, "Tallahassee old, get
cold heap ; blankets put on him and big log fire make."
Then came the jokes, as told by one member on another;

and how these children of the forest would laugh, as the
tales were recounted. They are children only in mind,
yet are full of discernment and strong in character. A
present of a book conta'ning Tallahassee's picture had
been sent to the old chief the year before, and this must
now be brought out to show to the visitors. Spelling and
copy books were the occasion of much comment and much
praise from the white friends. The older Indians said,
"Me no write; old too much. Little Tiger make letters
ijy tiy? lyrjje good; keep store/' ^hp ghall say

there is not hope for their civilization and a bright future

for this picturesque tribe?

The utensils hanging around the wigwams would do
credit to many a white family; there were buckets and
pans of agateware, also a sewing machine or two, and
well-made wagons, purchased in Jacksonville.

In the past they have lived a happy, care-free life, tni-

grating from place to place, taking squaws and piccanin-

nies with them, the men hunting alligators, deer and coon,

while the women would gather the koontie (cassava).

With the depletion of the game their livelihood is being

taken from them, and they are becoming a helpless people,

but still proud as the old race.

A purse of $10 was once made up for one family when
the husband had died; but the cowboys, ever ready to

alarm the Indians, had told them thai the money was

graphed on the plate, and proud was the owner to possess
so good a likeness of Uncle Sam's one and only unfreed
slave. Minnie Moore-Willson.
Kissimmee, Fla.

HANNAH.
A slave owned by the Seminole Indians. In TaUahassee's Camp,

making sof-ka for dinner.

from the Government, and the older rnembefs hfeld a
talk, with the result, "Money no take 'exti) sijlxaw no
want 'em." With mouth-watering glances the little ones
at the same time refused candy and sweet cakes ; they had
been forbidden to accept what the old Indians believed
was from Washington, the home of the "big white chief."

A character holding a position unparalleled in Uncle
Sam's domain is Hannah, the negro slave belonging to
Tallahassee's family. She is a full-blood negress, with
thick lips, broad, flat nose and kinky hair, which may or
may not have been combed in the last quarter-centufy.
Hannah is the last vestige of Seminole slavefy, the one

CHIEF TALLAHASSEE.

Indiantown, Fla., June, 1899.

great subject of warfare seventy-five years ago between
the Seminoles and the Southern planters, and upon
which, truly speaking, was based the seven years' war.

_

Hannah does the work of the family, and though she is

kindly treated, yet a certain contempt is felt for her, for

Hannah is an "este lustee" (a negro), and to the haughty
Seminole a negro is the lowest of human creatures.

The occasion when Hannah's picture was kodaked is

fresh in memory. All preparations were being made
for the feast, but Billy Ham, Tallahassee's son, had not
been able to get a deer, and so had purchased beef from
a market thirty miles away. With pots and kettles in

readiness, Hannah was preparing the beef, when the

little box-like instrument was gently rested on a rail

near by, Hannah's eye detected the object and she
turned away and began busying herself aroimd the boiling

kettle on the ground. The camera was adjusted, finger

on button ready to snap and a masked indifYerence affected

and an animated conversation begun with one of the In-

dians near by, when Hannah again retured to her work
about the table. Snap ! went the button, and Hannah's
^bony face 3Ij4 twisted, string-tied loclfs were photo^

The Fort Myers Press of March 21 reports: Mr. and
Mrs. Austin H. Hart, who have spent the last five or
six weeks at Fort Myers, have had an experienee that
falls to few, and, in fact, Mrs. Hart has the unique ex-
perience of penetrating into the very heart of the Indian
camps in the Everglades, going further into the glades
than any lady has hitherto ventured. They started out
from Thompson about two weeks ago, with Mr. Geo. M,
Hendry as guide. The Devil's Garden was visited, but
not content with a visit to this famous spot, they pushed
on further to the southeast, until they reached the main
camp of Charlie Osceola and his band of Seminoles. A
new camp was made every day as they moved about from
place to place. Mr. Hart shot three catamounts and one
wildcat, while Mrs. Hart brought down a fine turkey
weighing 15 pounds. Game was seen in great abun-
dance on every hand, the turkeys being so tame that Mrs.
Hart succeeded in photographing one in front of their
tent. Her description of the peculiarities of the Indians is

very graphic. She says the Indians were engaged in
building seven canoes or dugouts out of great cypress
logs, one of these dugouts being intended to carry eighteen
persons. The food is all cooked in one large pot, and
when ready all take turns in eating out of this pot with
one spoon to go around. Had not their provisions run
short they would probably have succeeded in going
through to Miami. As it was, they traveled twenty-five
miles south of Wilson's store in the Everglades.

Some Boyhood Memories*

v.—An Agfil Aitefiiobii.

This afternoon was more than fiftv yedrs ago. and tMman with a gun was four and onfe-half yfeairfe old. tife
Had been shut up in the hoUSfe all winter, and was so
tired of It that He Wondered if there would pyer be sum-
mer again. But as all things come to an end, so did that
long and dreary winter, and one morning in the first
week of April he was awakened by the sun shiiiing in his
tace, and it actually felt Wafm. All oUt doors seemed to
have been awakened too, foir the blliebirds >Veire twitter-
ing, and there was actiially a i-obin in tile bid apple tfefe
that stood at the kitchen dobr tiding liis best to tell the
whole neighboi-hbod that spring was come. The little
bby fcoiild hardly wait to get his breakfast, foi- he thought
surely mother would let him get out of dooi's flow, and
his disappointment was gfeEitei- when mother said it was
still too cold fot- boys that had just got over the measles,
and theh the little fellow's patience was at an end, and
he took it so to heart that his father promised to take
him to the sugar camp in the afternoon if the weather still

got warmer. Afternoon was a long tlttie toihing, but it

came, and when fathef Game to dinner he said it was
warm enough for the boy to go, and after the dinner the
tW'o Set out together, the little fellow holding his father's
hand, the hand that for many years did its best to guide
him into all the ways that led to good, but tod often
they were ways the boy would not wklk in after he grew
older and became Wise in his own conceit. As the little

fellow walked with his father he rejoiced exceedingly,
for he was not weighed down with the cares and re-
sponsibilities that beset men in later life, and sUpnle linibs
and robust health made it a Joy just to bfe alive, and at
every step the world unfolded sohiething new before him.
Through the sugar camp there ran a clear babbling

brook, in which were many chubs and suckers. The fish
in this brook were all the youngster thought of, and so
soon as the camp was reached he broke for a certain big
log that lay across the stream with drift piled against
its upper side and a deep hole under and below it.

Lying flat on the big log he peered over its side, and in
the limpid water below saw hundreds of suckers froM
four to eight inches long. He Watched theltl fof art

hour, then ran to his father and begged for hook atid
line, and after much importuning the indulgent father left

his work and went to the hoUse for the Coveted tackle.
The hook was big enough for the largest bass that ever
swallowed a minnow; the line was a carpenter's chalk
line, and the rod a beech limb. Some worms were dug
and then the father took the boy up the brook into the
thick woods, where another log lay across the stream

—

a big old oak log three or four feet through and coa'-

cred with beautiful bright green moss. In the deep
water under and just below this log there were scores
of chubs, mostly small, but there were a few that were
five to six inches long. In a few minutes tlie happiest
boy in the world was on the log, eagerly watching the
rushes of the small fry to get the worm, but there soon
came disappointment, for the little fellows stripped the
hook and were not caught, for the hook was too big.

The big fellows were too shy to come out from under
the log. For more than an hour he baited and rebaited
the hook, only to see it stripped and no fish caught. So
intent was he about the fishing that he gave only a
glance at a mink that started to cross on the log. The
only thing he did pay any attention to was the startling
whimper of a screech owl that came out of its hole with
the lengthening shadows and quavered its greeting to
the approaching night.

Finally patience and <;lose attention to business were
rewarded, for one of the big fellows made a rush from
under the log and was caught.

_
Then the youngster

stood on the log and let out a series of childish whoops
that brought the father in quick haste, for he thought
the boy had surely fallen into the water. When he arrived

the boy was still dangling his prize over the water and
was told to bring it ashore at once for fear it might drop
off and be lost. Father took it of? the hook, and put in

a pail of water it was carried alive to the spring, where,
as it could not get out, it lived for several years, but
never grew any. At last there came a freshet that over-

flowed the spring, and when the water subsided the fish

was gone. It was only a little chub, but it was the boy's

first fish, and he was one of the proudest boys that ever

lived. For weeks afterward he watched the road to teU

passers by that he had caught a fish. It was more than

fifty years ago. The big logs that lay across the bmok
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are gone; the big trees that shaded the water are gone;
the fish are gone, for the brook is no longer a brook, ex-
cept for a few hours after heavy rains have fallen; but'
that boy has not forgotten that first fish he caught. Its
capture, to the minutest detail, is remembered more
"•'ividly than the taking of four-pound small-mouth from
a Michigan lake one delicious morning last June.

O. H. Hampton.

VI.—Gray Squirrel in a School Hoose.

If the grown-up people would retain in their memory
the keen suffering and pathos of sensitive childhood they
would have more sympathy for the little ones about.
When I was a kid a neighbor told me he was looking

lor some fice puppies at his house pretty soon, and that
he would give me choice. I heard of their arrival at
once, and I scarcely waited for their eyes to open before
I went to get mine. I chose a tawny one, with a white
rmg around his neck, white breast, blaze in his face,
w;hite feet and a white tip on his tail. He was about the
size then of a half-grown rat. My two little cousins,
Sam and Arch, went with me. and I snuggled the wee
thing in my bosom and we struck for home. On our
way we named him Tip. Along the road lived a neigh-
bor who had five or six pet deer, which we met. and
die old doe came up scenting about us, and I pulled
Tip out and stuck his nose to the deer's, and he began
to wiggle and whine, whereupon we pronounced that Tip
would be a great deer dog. The prophecy came true.
I have since owned as good hounds as ever loped the
red brush after a buck, and as good bird dogs as Vir-
ginia afforded, but none of them has ever filled just the
place of that great little fice. How many ground squir-
rels that little dog would put to hole that I would dig
out, or run out by pouring in water; how many rabbits
I would cut out of hollow trees or tear down rock piles
to get; hoAv many gray squirrels would 1 throw rocks
at half a day and worry until they would jump out of the
tree and Tip would catch them. Our darky playmate
taught him all manner of tricks and used to paint the
white places on him with poke berriers or indigo and
call him his show dog.
Of course now and then we had to go to school. An

old school teacher by the name of DjDnald McDonald
took up with my daddy, and for years made his home at
our house. He was the Scotchiest old Scotchman you
ever saw. He had had a mail contract in some of the
Southwestern States and got lost in a swamp and cane-
break, and the hardship had wrecked his heahh. He
was a stern and pious old Presbyterian, and my cousins
and myself, who were far from being pious, made life
miserable to that good old man. His school house was
a log cabin, out of which, at the rear end, a log was cut
and a row of window pane glass was put in the place.
The benches were made of split log^ the fiat side up
and wooden pegs for legs, and no backs. We boys would
never go around the road with old Donald to school, but
preferred a new way, as we claimed,' across a steep ridge
and through the woods. One morning Tip treed a gray
squirrel in a hickory and we set the dinner bucket in
the weeds, and the other two boys agreed to carry the
unhulled hickory nuts to me by hatfuls if I would knock
the squirrel out. I threw many a nut before I brought
it down, but when I did Tip gathered it, and I ran and
caught it by the back of the neck, still alive. With it

we ran for school, of course leaving our dinner bucket
We put on a bold front and went into the school house,
and there sat old Donald McDonald upon his plank
pedestal, mad as a hornet, his white, palsied head shaking
and- a switch about eight feet long trembling in his
hands. We went to the ash trough (which was a sugar
trough) and turned it over our squirrel, and Tip curled
up on top of it. We got our books and went to spelling
aloud with the others, swinging our bodies as we pro-
nounced the syllables. Toward noon, when Donald had
turned his back, I whispered to my cousins that we
ought to look after our squirrel. We went over and
raised the edge of the trough, and Tip turned his alert
little head to one side, made a dash for the squirrel,
turned over the trough, and through the door to the
fence went squirrel and dog and every one of the thirty
boys and girls in the house. Old Donald followed with
his switch, and from some cause Sam hung up On the
fence, and Donald gave him a furious lick on the right
place, whereupon Sam, rubbing the stinging skin, made
the air blue for a while with words shocking to a Pres-
bj'terian. For three hundred yards along the fence we
chased that squirrel until it finally took refuge into a
barn near by, and we tore hay and at least fifty dozen
bundles of oats to pieces before the old lady of the house
drove us all out.

Poor old Donald was prostrated when we returned
and dismissed us early that day and went home. We
went after -our dinner bucket, and accusing Arch of
losing it ran off and left him. In trying to overtake
us down the steep hill he ran headlong against a shel-
bark hickory and nearly knocked his brains out. We
were in no hurry getting home that evening, and
although Donald had summoned our daddies to hear
his charges against us, he had, with the Scotch love of
fairness, disclosed nothing.
The escapade of the morning and Arch's bloody head

made an ugly looking case for us. As soon as we were
in Donald began his narration, telling the scrupulous
and exact truth, and his vivid picture served more to
amuse than to anger our daddies, for in their feeble at-

tempt to reprimand us each kept his back turned; but
they could not keep their sides from shaking. In the
meantime we had fixed Arch so as his tale would not
go hard with us.

Tip would run about of a night now and then, and he
was not particular as to whether the company he kept
was with big or little dogs; so he fell into a disorderly
gang of the large size, and one night was killed by a

big blue bull dog belonging to a near neighbor. His
fate was promptly reported to us by our darky play-

mate (for it seems that he and Tip had been prowling
together that night), and the day was a sad one for us.

The stern old folks about the house seemed to have
lost something, too, and looked very thoughtful.

We dug a grave in which to bury Tip; we would put
him in and take him out and cry over him. Although
Arch lisped badly, still he could sing like a bird, and

he sang "Lily Dale," while the tears streamed down his
cheeks; then he prayed that Tip might go to heaven,
and we covered our brave little dog up.
We had, however, scarcely performed these sad rites

until we began to plan how we might kill old Ring, the
bull dog that had murdered Tip. We had recently and
clandestinely procured a cheap single-barrel shotgun, so
we beat a bullet out of some bar lead and loaded this
gun, with a solemn promise never to shoot it again until
we had shot Ring. Ring himself was given to nocturnal
perambulations, but many was the moonlight nights we
laid in the corners of the lane fence before we put an
end to Ring; but we did, and then we got into sure
enough trouble. Graeme.
Virginia.

—»

An Outing in Acadia*
BY EDWARD A. SAMUELS.

My description of the aphides and their peculiarities in-

terested the Murrays very much, and Phcebe declared
that she would avail herself of the first opportunity for
watching the curious little insects while they were being
milked.

"Yes," added Mrs. Murray, "and I hope also to have a
chance to see the operation. The ants are singular little

creatures. I have read somewhere that some species are
very quarrelsome and they fight with their neighbors and
make slaves of them; is that true?"
"Oh, yes," I replied; "the battles of the ants have

been witnessed by a number of good observers, and there
is no doubt whatever of the slave-making proclivities of
some species."

"What horrid little wretches the red ants are!" ex-
claimed Phoebe. "I have been bitten several times by
them in the woods; they are very savage when, they are
molested."
"But what do the ants need of slaves?" asked- Mrs.

Murray. "I always supposed they were among the most
industrious of insects."

"Yes." added Phoebe; "their industry has passed into a
proverb."
"We can only conjecture as to the cause or the origin

of the habit," I replied ; "but it is now so thoroughly
established that some species depend absolutely on their
slaves to do .all their work."
This slave-making habit is one of the most curious

phases of ant. life, and it has been carefully studied by
many prominent naturalists,

_
Pierre Hiiber was one of the earlier students of this

singular trait, and to his observations have been added
those of Darwin and many of the later entomologists.
The account given by Darwin is most interesting. He

states that the species known as the Formica rufescens,
which Huber studied in Switzerland, is absolutely de-
pendent on its slaves.- "Without their aid," he says,

"the species would certainly become extinct in a s'ngle
year. The males and fertile females do no work of any
kind, and the workers, or sterile females, though most
energetic and courageous in capturing slaves, do no other
work. They are incapable even of making their own
nests or of feeding their own larvae.

"When the old nest is found inconvenient and they have
to migrate, it is the slaves which determine the migration
and actually carry their masters in their jaws. So utterly

helpless are the masters that when Huber shut up thirty

of them without a slave, but with plenty of the food
which they like best, and with their own larvse and pupEe
to stimulate them to work, they did nothing; they could
not even feed themselves, and many perished of hunger.
Huber then introduced a single slave (F. fusca), and she
instantly set to work, fed and saved the survivors ; made
some cells and tended the larvse, and put all to rights."

Darwin also describes another slave-making species
found in England called the Formica sanguinea, and in

comparing their habits with those of the other species
says: "Let it be observed what a contrast the instinctive

habits of F. sanguinea present with those of the Conti-
nental F. rufescens. The latter does not build its own
nest, does not determine its own migrations, does not col-

lect food for itself or its young, and cannot even feed
itself—it is absolutely dependent on its numerous slaves,

Formica sauguinea, on the other hand, possesses much
fewer slaves, and in the early part of summer extremely
few. The masters determine when and where a new
nest shall be formed, and when they migrate the masters
carry the slaves. Both in Switzerland and England the
slaves seem to have the exclusive care of the larvse, and
the masters alone go on slave-making expeditions. In
Switzerland the slaves and masters work together, making
and bringing materials for the nest; both, but chiefly the
slaves, tend and milk, as it may be called, their aphides,

and thus both collect food for the community."
"Well, but does nothing prey upon the ants?" asked

Mrs. Murray. "Surely they must have their enemies."
"Yes, indeed, many of them, too. Some of the birds

devour them greedily, as, for example, your golden-
winged woodpecker, that handsome species that the boys
call the highholder, flicker, pigeon woodpecker, etc.

"The toad also loves to take his position on an ant
hill, and thrusting out his tongue, with the quickness of a
flash picks off great numbers of them ; the bear is also very
fond of ants, and we often find dismantled nests that he
has destroyed."
Among the insect tribes the ant appears to have but

few enem:es. One of the most interesting of these is the
so-called ant lion, which in the larvse form catches and
eats a considerable number. This curious larva is fur-

nished with long formidable toothed jaws; it excavates
a funnel-shaped hole in sandy soil and buries itself in the
sand at the bottom with its expanded mandibles scarcely

appear"ng above the surface. In this position, according
to Sanborn, the entomologist, it awaits the approach of
ants or other small insects, which losing their foothold
on the loose sand fall easily into its open jaws ; if. how-
ever, one of these should be warned of its danger and
endeavor to escape, the ant lion is said to come forth

from its concealment and by means of its broad, flattened
head to throw quantities of sand from the bottom or
sides of the cavity toward its victim; this has not only
the effect of deepening the hole and making its sides
steeper, but also of striking and overwhelming its prey,
causing it to tumble within reach of the ant lion.

The ants of our American species do not as a rule molest
the larger animals unless they are attacked, but there
are some species in tropical countries which cause all

animated beings to flee from their approach. An officer
who was engaged in a Government survey in Honduras
recently published an account of the movements of an

LARVA OF ANT LION.

army of warrior ants, which is very interesting. He was
sitting in his hammock one intensely hot afternoon under'
the thatched roof of his bamboo hut, when a native came
running in, and with excited gestures bade him follow
him. He did so, knowing that something important was
transpiring or he would not have acted so excitedly. The
native pointed to an open place. There on the rolling
savanna stretched a wide black belt extending far back
into the deep shadows of the adjacent forest. It rose and
fell with every formation of the ground, and like a huge
snake slowly crept toward the village. "The warrior
ants," exclaimed the native. "They will soon be here;

ANT LION—ADtTLT. %
you had -better untie your dogs or the ants vdll kill them."

,
Acting upon his advice the officer loosed his dogs, and

retiring to a safe distance watched the approach of the
warriors. In cojintless. multitudes they swarmed over the
plain, marching in compact order, like a well-drilled
army. Before them scurried a heterogeneous mass of
lizards, grasshoppers, frogs, beetles and other reptiles and

,
insects in a wild scamper to reach a place of safety.
Soon the advance guard reached his hut and disappeared

within, then the main column appeared, and in a few
moments tlie floor, roof, wails arid rafters were black with
them. Like the soft rustle of dried grass stirred by a
gentle breeze, came the sound of their presence in the

LARVA OF ANT LION IN ITS PIT AWAITING ITS PREY.

leaves of the thatched roof. The sounds increased in

loudness as the rats, mice, lizards, .cockroaches, centi-
pedes and others of their ilk who had long made the
roof their home tried vainly to escape. Some succeeded
in getting away from the house, but only to fall victims to
the surrounding hordes without. One large cockroach
made a plucky fight, but overpowered by numbers, he
gradually relaxed his efforts and was soon dismembered,
each ant carrying off a portion of his body as a trophy."
The most exciting battle was with a snake about three

feet in length that tried to slip away unseen. The ants
quick! J' surrounded him, however, land fought with ter-
rible ferocity. With every switch of his tail the snake
killed a score of his tormentors, but their places were soon

'ft

iii

-

NEST OF A COLONY OF TERMITES.

filled by the black swar-m which swept unceasingly on.
Finally the writhings of the snalce became fainter and
fainter, and at last ceased entirely, and then, and not
until then, d"d the ants relinquish their attack. All day
long they marched through the house until at sundown
the end of the column had passed and was lost to view in
the thickness of the forest.

Another interesting group of ants, usually called the
white ants, are the Termitidce, They are not true ants,
however, as they belong in the great order Neuroptera, or
nerve-winged insects, in which occur the dragon flies, etc.,

while the ants proper belong to the Hymenoptera, in which
are included the wasps, bees, etc.

The termites of Africa live, like the ants, in large
colonies, and the structures that they sometimes rear are
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/mmense. An observer in writing of these insects states

that "Each termite colony is founded by a fruitful pair,

called the king and the queen, who are placed in a cham-
ber devoted to their sole use and from which they never
stir when once inclosed. These insects produce a vast

quantity of eggs, from which are hatched remaining mem-
bers of the colony, consisting of neuters of both sexes,

the females being termed 'workers' and the males 'sol-

diers,' the latter being distinguished by their enormous
heads and powerful jaws; of larvje of two forms, some
of which will be fully developed and others pass all

their lives in the worker or soldier condition; of purpse
of two forms, and, lastly, of male and female perfect in-

sects, which are destined to found fresh colonies.

"The neuters of either sex are without wings; the

king and queen are chosen from a large number of perfect

insects, and when the selection is made they are im-
prisoned in a cell, from which they are not permitted to

escape, although an aperture is left which is sufficiently

wide to permit the ingress and egress of the other termites.

After a short time the body of the female increases pro-
digiously in size, becoming three or four inches in length

and nearly two inches in diameter; all this while the

head, thorax and legs retain their natural size.

"One can imagine how strange the form becomes as

she progres.ses in maturity. At length she begins to de-

posit the eggs, which are dropped at the rate of eighty

"How do you know that?" was asked.
"I will show you," he replied, moving on, In a few

minutes they came to a precipitous rock, where there was
a large bronze hook or bolt in the rock. "There is where
the Romans made fast their galleys in the old times," said

the guide.

"No better illustration of the evil effects upon rivers

of cutting down the forests as they have been cut down
in Spain, where hills have been denuded of them, could
be given," was Mr. Saltonstall's comment on this inter-

esting incident.

As I have already stated, the Te?£tent of the injuries that
are annually inflicted by insects upon agriculture is enor-
mous.
Many years ago this damage was estimated by compe-

tent authorities to be over $20,000,000 in the United States,

and it undoubtedly is now at least doirble that amount.
Every crop suffers in greater or less -degree, and it is

unquestionably the fact that the products of the farm
are lessened in value every year at least one-tenth by the
pests which destroy them.

Fortunately, as I said before, nature has provided agents
to keep the pests in subjection, and it is, therefore, of

great importance that the farmer should be able to recog-
nize them and learn to appreciate the work they are doing
for his benefit. Among these active agents are included a

number of species of mammals, most of our birds, many

COMMON BROWN BAT (VespertiHo carolinensis)

.

Three-fifths natural size.

thousand a day. These are at once removed by the

workers and placed in suitable places in the nest, where
they are looked after until the larvae are hatched."
The termites are sometimes a sad pest; it has been

stated that nothing, unless cased in metal, can resist their

jaws, and they have been known to destroy the whole
woodwork of a house in a single season, and this with-
out the mischief being discovered until it was too late

to remedy it. They work in darkness and out of sight.

Instances are numerous of their boring through the boards
of a floor and tunneHng the legs of tables, chairs, etc.,

leaving nothing but a mere shell no thicker than paper,

which crumbles to pieces. A householder has on more
than one occasion had his chair fall to pieces beneath
him, or his staircase crumble to dust as he tried to

ascend it.

Sometimes the nests of the termites in the forest are
so numerous and so large in size, their height being
often from ten to twenty feet, that they have the ap-
pearance of a native village, the nest being covered with a

triple roofed dome, which is strong enough to support
the weight of an ox.

"There is one thing to be said in favor of the ants,"

said Phoebe, after a short pause; "they do no injury to

the farmer—at least I never heard that they do."

"No," I replied ; "on the contrary they are beneficial to

a considerable extent, for they often overpower and kill

some of the more noxious species. And it is well that this

is the case, for the ants are very numerous, and if they
were inclined to be mischievous they could do consider-

able damage. The farmer has a hard struggle at the

best, and his crops become less profitable and his enemies
increase as the years roll on."

"Yes," said Mrs. Murray; "it seems to me that the
injurious insects are increasing every yeaT, and the far-

mer is obliged to fight them all the time,"
"Yes," I responded; "the aggregate of injury done by

insects in direct money loss is enormous, and if it were
not for the beneficial species of birds, mammals and
predacious insects man could not exist."

The multiplication of injurious insects is traceable far

back and to the action of man himself. Humboldt has
said that wherever man appears on the earth he provides
the conditions for his own extinction in the destruction

of forests. The wisdom of this statement is not generally

appreciated, but the great scientist was right, and we
already find as some of the results which have followed
that destruction the drying up of rivers, droughts with
their attendant failure of crops, the loss of fertility of

lands and, as before stated, the enormous increase of

insects, which, "deprived of their natural food by the

removal of forest trees and shru1)s and the other indigenous
plants that once covered the soil, have now no other re-

sources than the cultivated plants that have taken the

place of the original vegetation," (Dr. Harris.)

The superficial observer cannot readily see why cutting

down the forests causes the rivers to dry up, but that such
is the case has been' noted time and again, and it is now
a well-recognized fact.

A most interesting example of the effect on the volume
of rivers and rainfall by the destruction of forests has
been recorded by the late Hon. Leverett Saltonstall, of
Boston. He was riding on horseback through Andalusia
in

.
Spain, accompanied by a very intelligent peasant, who

had been Washington Irving's guide when he was writ-

ing his books, "The Alhambra" and "The Conquest of

Granada." He was an old man, and as they were riding
along the bed of a brook, which was perfectly dry. Mr.
Saltonstall said, "Does water ever flow here, Manuel?"
"No," he replied, "except in winter, and then it is a

torrent. It used to be a river in old times, as long ago as

when the Romans were here."

of our familiar reptiles and myriads of rapacious insects;
the efficiency of all these is increased by the manner in

which each, while working in its own sphere, supplements
the labors of the others.

Among our insectivorous mammals none are more
familiar to all than the bats. These interesting little ani-
mals destroy immense numbers of moths and other in-

jurious insects, and, subsisting as they do upon nocturnal
species, which would probably elude the birds, they are
of the greatest value to the agriculturi t.

They are constantly busy every night, darting about in
all directions in pursuit of their prey, and this work is

continued through the summer, as long as there are in-

sects on the wing. Now, manifestly, in such a climate
as ours for half the year, at least,, the food supply of

FLYING FOX OR VLOvss-ETTE (Pterapus ntbrkolHs)

.

these insect-eaters fails. Are they then to starve? Cer-
tainly not. Nature has provided against that contingency,
for when cold weather approaches they conceal themselves
in old buildings, caves and hollow trees, where they
hibernate through the winter.
These animals occasionally fly into dwelling houses,

where they sometimes cause no little alarm. They are
harmless, however, and far from deserving the rough
reception that is often given them.

Occasionally a female bat is captured in one of ;these
visits with a young one clinging to its body. This habit
is common to all the species, the young being carried about
by the mother, clinging to her breast until they are old^
enough to wean. -

,

- -

We cannot but admire this example of nattlre's Svise
provision for the continuance of the species, fbr' oiir

bats, as a rule, have no permanent home, and they lodge,
during the day wherever they may chance to be. Now, in

such a wandering life if some such provision for the
care of the young were not made, they would starve, for
the chances would be against the parent returning to the
place where the young were born. She therefore carries
them about with her, and they are thus protected against
all chance of being lost or destroyed. There- are over
four hundred species of bats known to science, and they
vary in size from the enormous flying foxes or roussettes,

which are as large as a small dog and which subsist on
fruits, to the little red bat of America which is not much
larger than a wren. '

Bats are not uninteresting as pets ; on several occa"
sions I have kept them in confinement, and they afforded
me good opportunities for studying their habits. During
the day time they remained perfectly still, their little eyes
shut, their wings folded, hanging head downward from
their perch, suspended by the sharp claws of their hind
feet.

If they were disturbed during the day, they opened
their mouths, which bristled with fine teeth and emitted
a chattering melancholy little shriek. If a fly or other
insect or small piece of meat was put in their mouth, they
quickly swallowed it, after masticating it a little. If much
disturbed they left their perch, and, after flying about the
room for a few moments, again alighted on another con-
venient resting place. The vision of these animals is, in

daylight, very defective; they are almost entirely nocturnal
in their habits; but when flying about the room, though
there were many objects hanging from the walls and
chairs and tables and other pieces of furniture were
scattered around, not once have I Icnown a bat to strike

against them or against the walls or ceiling; they were
guided entirely by their exquisite sense of hearing and
by that touch in the sensitive membrane of their wings.
When twilight commenced my pets were all activity, and

through the greater part of the night seemed busily en-

,
gaged in catching the flies that were on the ceiling and
walls of the room. If a lamp were lighted they generally,

after a few moments of nervous flight, reoccupied their

perches, but if all was still they soon resumed their hunt
for insects.

Notwithstanding I have had several of these animals at

different times, and have kept them through a period of
five or six weeks, I have never been able to detect any
considerable amount 'of intelligence in them. After a
while they became accustomed to being handled, and would
lie passively in my hand. I think that they were able to

recognize me from a stranger, as they seemed less un-
easy when handled by myself; but as for affection, they
seemed entirely devoid of it. Other animals when fed
and cared for will in time recognize their keeper and
seem pleased at his company. I have known a gray
squirrel to really pine for my company after having been
in my possession but a few days, and have known a flying

squirrel to recognize its keeper and approach him with
manifestations of pleasure at the fifth or sixth day after

its capture ; btit the bats seem to have no desire to make
friends, and are as well contented td be in the possession
of one person as another. .

-

Another beneficial animal on the farm is the mole, Of
which we have two species—the common and the star-'

nosed mole. Although it is generally believed that earth
worms are almost their exclusive diet, there is no doubt
that they eat great numbers of cut worms and the larvEe

of the destructive beetle known as the June beetle or Dor
beetle, that familiar insect which enters our lighted rooms
in the evening and startles every one with its noisy buzzing
as it flies around. The grub of this beetle, a fat yellowish-

white grub that is often turned up by. the plough, is

among the worst pests of the farm, destroying as it some-
times does whole fields of mowing lands by eating the

roots of the grasses.

It has been stated that a mole can dig through the

ground much faster than a man can shovel after it, and
I have no doubt of the correctness of the statement, for

its strong forepaws, armed as they are with long, sharp
chisel-shaped claws, enable it to burrow very rapidly.

The home nest of the mole is a curious affair, being
constructed with two galleries or sections, which are

connected by a number of passages. The star-nosed mole
is an odd looking little animal, its nose or proboscis being
surrounded by a fringe of tentacles or rays which ft can
expand or contract at will.

The moles are pugnacious little creatures', and when two
males meet, the fight which is almost sure to ensue usu-
ally ends in the death of one or both of the combatants.
The opinion is often expressed that these animals have

no eyes, but this is an error; they have eyes, very small

ones, of course, and they are buried in the dense fur on
their head, for in the subterranean life they lead their

organs of -vision need to be but poorly developed; their

sense of hearing is, however, very acute. There are other
mammals which are insectivorous, among which are the
weasel, raccoon, skunk, etc., but their unfortunate pro-
pensity for devouring birds and their eggs and young
neutralizes in a great measure the benefits they confer.

Among birds there are a great many insect-destroying

species, and as a class they are nearly all beneficial. So
valuable is their work that it has been saSj of them that

had they not been created man could not exist. Different
species seem to have been formed expressly for destroying
insects at different points, and in different stages of ex-

istence. For example, the thrushes prey upon the larvae

and imagos of insects that are found on the ground : the
flycatchers and sylvias or warblers seize the species which
hover in the lower air; the woodpeckers kill the grubs of
boring beetles in the bark and wood of trees ; the creepers
and titmice eat the eggs and small insects that hide in the
bark and foliage of shrubs and trees, and the swallows
and swifts flying in the upper air seize the moths and
other injurious species which have escaped these other
enemies, and at night the night hawks, Avhippoorwills and
small owls capture the large moths which are abroad only
in the nocturnal hours.

There are a great many species of insects' which destroy
the Injurious varieties. Among these the dragon flies are

constantly at work through the summer, and as the in-

sects they kill are among the most noxious species they
should be spared by the farmer on all occasions instead

of being killed at every opportunity. These insects are
popularly known as the "devil's darning needles," and
are regarded by country people as injurious, but they

are among the best friends that nature has given the

farmer.
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My old friend, the late F. G. Sanborn, who was one
of the best observers I ever met, says of these insects:

"'The dragon flies are to be seen during the whole sum-
mer, swiftly darting and circling through the air, seizing

and devouring the moths and butterflies that cross their

path. In passing a pool or brook the sharp rattle of their

thin, crisp wings strikes on the ear and calls the attention
to the sportive flight of these terrible destroyers. Moths
and butterflies laden with eggs, that venture from the

security^ of the foliage to wing their sluggish flight to

some appropriate place to deposit their burden, are quickly
snapped up by the watchful dragon fly, who tears off the

appearance, but are generally much smaller m size; the

work done by them is of the most interesting and im
portant character.
They are named from the fabled little creature which

was said to enter the throat of the crocodile and prey upon
the vitals of its huge enemy; their mission is to deposit
one or more eggs in the bodies of the caterpillars by punc-
turing the skin and thrusting the eggs in the orifices. The
ichneumon hover^ about the body of the caterpillar and at

a favorable moment darts against it and pierces its body
with her ovipositer, which is a bristle-shaped little organ
at the extremity of her abdomen, and with this the egg is

very mdustrious in its pursuit of insects and sometms*
enters dwellings in quest of its prey. The spiders afc

also well-known insect eaters, and the services they render

are very important, but they are generally regarded with
antipathy by the unthinking, who, forgetting the valu-

able work that is done by them, destroy them when-
ever they meet them.
My descriptions of insect life interested my listeners

and the evening passed very quickly.

"Bless my soul !" exclaimed Mrs. Murray as the cloek

struck II ; '.'we are keeping late hours, indeed."

CATERPILLAR VlTH' COCOON'S OF ICHNEUMONS ON ITS BACK.

"Yes," I respotided, taking my night lamp, which she
hghted for me; "our natural history discussion made the
tirne fly rapidly. I hope I have not tired you."

"No, indeed," was the reply; "I have enjoyed it more
than you can imagine."
Good nights were soon exchanged, and in a short time

the occupants- of the cottage were wrapped in the quiet,
refreshmg slumber which is always found in a Nova
Scotia farmhouse. Edward A. Samuels.

STAR-NOSED MOLE (Condylura cristata, Harlan).
a. Front view of nose.

lean and useless wings and makes a rich repast on the
plump body of his victim. It would be perhaps considered
unnecessary to advert to the childish tradition of the
terrific effects of the dragon fly on the human system

—

namely, its alleged powers of sewing up the eyes and of
stringing men and animals—we should rather consider
them as benefactors, knowing that they are incapable of
injuring ourselves of our domestic animals, and that
the powerful mandibles and sharp claws with which they
are armed are only terrible to our enemies—the moths and
butterflies. It may be here stated as a well-ascertained and
authenticated fact that there is not one of our native moths
or butterflies but what is more or less injurious to the

DRAGON FLY.

agriculturist. The thousands of species known to science

* subsist on vegetable food with scarce a dozen excep-
tions;, and these destroy furs, woolen clothing and other

household property. To return to the dragon flies : their

eggs, which are laid near the surface beneath the water,

hatch, not into winged insects like the parent, but into

oddly shaped animals, which are chiefly remarkable for

their masked mouth and the power of moving hy means of

a jet of water expelled from the tail. They pass most of

their lives during the larva stage in crawling about upon
the bottom and feeding upon other aquatic insects or even
small fish; after some months they become full grown,
having changed their skin many times, and now are in

the pupa state, appearing with short wing cases ; now

PUPA OF DRAGON FLY.

emerging from the water, they cling firmly to some stone
or other substance a few inches above the surface, and, the

skin on 'the back splitting open, the insect slowly disen-

gages itself and works its way out, having now wings and
other organs like its parent; these at first are moist and
crumpled, but in a few hours become expanded and
hardened, and the brilliant colors gradually become ap-
parent. The larva can in its earlier stages be distinguished
from the pupa by the absence of the four wing cases of a

long, triangular form just behind the bases of the posterior
feet."

In addition to the dragon flies there are many other
rapacious insects such as the tiger beetles, etc., and sup-
plementing their work are the ichneumon flies, those little

insects which somewhat resemble wasps in their general

deposited in the wound. The larvfe when hatched _from

those eggs which have been deposited devour the fleshy

parts of the victim until fully grown, when, emergmg
from their succulent home, they each spin a cocoon on

the skin of the caterpillar in which they remain until

they become perfect insects, and this transformation being

completed they are ready to lay their eggs m other

caterpillars. Sometimes the egg is laid on the outside of

ICHNEUMON FLY.

the body and the larva, when it hatches, penetrates the
skin and does its allotted work.
"There are many species of ichneumons ; it has been

estimated that there are at least two thousand kinds in

America alone, and were it not for them we would be
overrun with insect pests—in fact, the services they render
to man are of inestimable value."
An example of their great value lately came to my

Tragedies of the Woods,
Editor Forest and Stream: :

One day in the fall' of 1888, in the mountains of north-
ern Colorado, while engaged about the ranch, I saw up
at the head of the meadow a half mile away a bunch of
a dozen antelope coming. down from the hills- at full
speed, closely pursued by some black animal. I khew
that it must be a black wolf, since an -occasional one
had been seen, and nothing else that I could think of
could run as this/.was running. AH who are familiar
with antelope knOw how wonderful is their speed; there
are a very very few animals which can equal them.
When I first saw them the wolf was perhaps five or six

rods behind, and during the distance I could see them
(possibly eighty rods) it was gaining steadily but
surely, and as they went out of sight into the hills on the
other side of the meadow it was seemingly only about
two jumps behind, and th^-y began to scatter as it was
closing in on them.

I was so intensely interested that I was fairly riveted
to the spot, and not until they had disappeared did I
waken to action.' I ran to the bunk house, got my guri
and ran up a steep timbered hillside for a near cut to
an open valley, for which they were headed, believing
it would catch one within a short distance. When I got
to the edge of the timber on top of the hill I saw the
antelope all huddled together and stannding still, just
as sheep do after being chased or scared. The antelope
would have offered a good shot if it had been meat I
was after, but I cared nothing for getting an antelope,
but did want a shot at the wolf.
Judging from the actions of the others, I felt certain

it had" caught one, but the surrounding country was
composed of ridges, ravines and patches of timber, and

YELLOW SPOTTED PIMPLA.

knowledge. An entomologist wished to raise from the
caterpillars a number of the so-called potato-vine moths,
which are large, green caterpillars, often found on potato
and tomato vines. He collected a number of dozens of
them, but not a single moth did he succeed in obtaining
from them, for every caterpillar bore in its fat body
one or more eggs which the ichneumons had deposited
there; the parasites hatched and the caterpillars died a
lingering death. Singularly enough there seems to be a
special species of ichneumon for each noxious insect. For
instance, the tobacco worm has its ichneumon, which de-
posits its eggs so abundantly that, according to the late

POTATO OR TOMATO CATERPILLAR.

New York State Entomologist, Dr. Fitch, there are
enough of the parasites hatched to destroy 2,500 other
tobacco worms.

"There are some species which bore their ovipositors
through solid wood to reach their victims, one of them
the yellow spotted p'impla, carrying an ovipostor five inches
in length, with which it reaches the larvae of boring beetles
deep in the wood."
There are other rapacious insects which prey upon

noxious species such as the wasps, hornets, etc. Many of
these subsist entirely on flies, and a large proportion of
them upon the caterpillars of various lepedoptera. The
white-faced hornet is a well-known species, its great paper
nest often being found in the woods and orchards. It is

notwithstanding nfy careful search I failed to find any
trace of the wolf and its prey.
As I trudged back home after my fruitless chase I

meditated, as I have often done since, on the long un-
written, history of wild animal life in regions where
man has not broken in upon the natural conditions; of
the contests and conquests among nature's wild crea-
tures, from the smallest up to the monarchs of the forest,
all unknown and unrecorded, save on rare occasions
when we by chance see for ourselves or see the evidence
thereof, terminating of course in the "survival of the
fittest."

At one time I was passing along the edge of the woods
in winter when there was snow. I saw the track of a
lynx where it had been leisurely traveling along, when
the tracks showed where it had stopped behind a pine
bush and squatted down in the snow, then made a
tremendous leap out into the open field and run a few
rods, evidently at its best pace.
There was the track of a jack rabbit coming down at

right angles with the course the lynx was going, until
directly opposite where the lynx was crouching behind
the bush and about fifteen feet away, then a sudden turn
and their tracks were mixed together in the race for life

or a meal; but soon the tracks showed where jack had
left his pursuer behind, and the lynx went on his way
at his regular gait, but, we will suppose, net rejoicing,
thus showing t?ie "survival of the 'swiftest,':"

Had jack failed to get out of reach and the Ijmx had
made the proposed connections there would have been
a bloody, trampled spot on the snow, a few patches of
white fur, and only the lynx track leading thither. Writ-
ten on the snow like the great white pages of a book
the observer may read most interesting tales as he passes
along, and learn the life and habits of nature's wild
creatures. Emerson Carney.
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Telegfony*

Editor Forest and Stream:
Without meddling in the discussion between Col. Alex-

ander and Coahoma, I would suggest that conclusions
as to heredity must be qualified by consideration of em-
bryologj'-, as twists from the -latter sadly mar fine theories
on the former. Telegony is dead in the face of heredity,
and pestiferous rot as the idea is of its being an in-
variable result of mesalliances, that it docs occur in rare
cases seems well established. The confusion and contra-
dictions of inheritance of abnormalities which are com-
monly seen in certain breeds is another upsetter; bob
tails as a case in point: The offspring of a pair of natu-
rally long tailed "bobtail sheep dogs" mated together
have produced a born tailless dog, so potent that his get
were invariably deformed in tail, no matter what the breed
of the dam of such offspring might be. The grandam of
this very potent dog uniformly had full-tailed puppies
until she passed her seventh year; from that time on she
never had a litter that did not include some tailless or half-
tailed puppies, and, as in the case of her grandson, it

mattered not what the breed of her mate was—^bull terrier,

mongrel collie or black and tan terrier was as. efficient

in begetting deformed tails as a very potent natural bob-
tail. These cases came under my own observation, and 1

saw accotints of the same vagaries of heredity, mentioned
in connection with the Manx cats, in the London Stock-
keeper, and something on the same general lines in the
American Naturalist. Mr. H. T. Payne, editor of
Field Sports, had some very clear accounts of the
Mexican hairless dog in his native country, showing just
the eccentricity of heredity that I cite as to bobtailed
anirnals, and, as far as that particular breed goes, he de-
molished Coahoma's hypothetical case on why dogs are
hairless. I cannot remember Mr. Payne's statements ex-
actly, as they were published long since, but if any-
body has a file of that paper, Mr. Payne's demolition
of the theory of "maternal impressions" and his exposi-
tion of heredity of hairlessness will be found well worth
reading. W. Wade.
Oakmont, Pa., March 15;

Two Kinds of Crows.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In reading your article on the crows, it reminded me of
Dr. John Burnham, my father's family physician when I

was a little boy. The old doctor was exceedingly bright
and sharp, and was known all over Hancock county and
a large part of eastern Maine for his shrewdness. One
year he concluded he would like to go to the State Legis-
lature. There was a war on the crows among some of
the farmers. They declared they destroyed their corn and
others declared they were a great benefit by picking up
the grub worms fliat always cut down the young, tender
corn as soon as it came out of the ground. There was a
bounty of eight cents on each head. As soon as the
doctor was nominated and commenced his canvass, the
fanners met him with a petition to have the botmty taken
off and a petition to have the bounty remain. To keep
friendly with all sides, the doctor signed both petitions.
He was elected, and- when the Legislature met both peti-

tions came up, and those that knew him best thought they
had him in a tight place. One of the members made a
grand speech on the bills, and said : "I see the member
from Hancock county has signed both of these petitions,
and I would be pleased to have him explain his position."
The old doctor got up quietly, with every member watch-
ing him and wondering how he was going to get out of
the dilemma he was placed in, and said: "Mr. Speaker, I
signed a petition to have the boimty taken off of these
little pasture crows that do no harm. I signed a petition
to have the bounty remain on these great island crows that
will stand and pick a man's eyes out of his head."

W. O. Blaisdell.

Experiences with Wild Animals.

^
MoRGANTOWN, W. Va., March 28.—Editor Forest and

Stream: We have been properly admonished by you not
to "sling mud" or say hard things about those whose
views do not harmonize with ours along certain lines.

I have just read Mr. Wells' article in this week's Forest
AND Stream on the fear of animals in general and the
panther, or mountain lion, in particular.

With all respect for those who may differ with Mr.
Weils, I just felt like throwing up my hat and saying
"Bully for Wells !" Coining from a man with his sur-
roundings_ and opportunities, who devotes so much time
to observing, that ought to be a "clincher" in this dis-
cussion. Emerson Carney.

The Snake and the Jug*,
A party of Jacksonville mechanics were at work on the

Ma.anzas River ^ome months ago rais'ng a sunken dredge
boat. They lived on board of the big lighter on which
they worked in a small house on the deck. One noon
their bill of fare was somewhat strengthened by some wild
turkey eggs which had been found by some of the party
while hunting on shore. After the hungry engineers had
destroyed a heavy dinner they left their dining room and
returned to work. The doors and windows were all open,
and-the_ cook did not clear off the table for some time.

In this interval a large water moccasin of near 6 feet
crawled on board the lighter, and wriggled into the dining
room through the open door. In his prospecting tour he
climbed the table leg, and here, with a snake's fondness
for eggs, he went in for a feast. One of the turkey eggs
lay alone by a plate, and the rest were in a dish on the
other side of the table. In the center stood a large water
jug. and right here the wily serpent slipped up. After
swallowing the lonesopie egg. he started for the main
supper, and in his artless manner crawled through the
handle of the jug. It was a rather tight fit, and he had
to stop about half-way throvigh on account of the egg,
which enlarged him somewhat. So stretching forward he
bolted another egg. and thereby fastened himself.
On each side of the jug handle was an egg on his inside,

and he could move neither backward nor forward, practi-
cally riveted in position. He was soon found in this pecu-
liar situation by the cook, who speedily killed him.
The reporter was shown the skin of the snake with a

crease still in the middle from the tremendous pressure,
and he was also permitted to gaze on the jug whose
handle proved so fatal.—Florida Times-Union.

The Linnaean Society.

Reuulak meetings of the Society will be held in the
American Museum of Natural History, Seventy-seventh
street and Eighth avenue, on Tuesday evenings, April
9 and 23 at 8 o'clock.

April 9.—C. William Beebe: "A Summer's Study of
Nova Scotian Biolog}'." Illustrated by lantern slides.

(Postponed from meeting of March 26.)
April 23.—Louis B. Bishop: "The Summer Birds of

Warren, Conn.," and "The Winter Birds of Pea Island,
North Carolina. Walter W. Granger,

Secretary American Musuem of Natural History,

—
Profirietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

Spring Shooting.
Watertown, N. Y., March 29.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I fear that I have already presumed too much
upon the good nature of Forest and Stream and the
many readers who are not directly interested in th^s ques-
tion of spring shooting in New York State. But while
looking at a map of New York State and admiring the
new duck preserve of Jefferson, which we hope to annex
to the old and well-stocked preserve of Ontario, my eye
happened to rest on the little county of Oswego, the
county which is willing to stop spring shooting—that is, if

Long Island does. What a great county this must be for
black ducks—the only kind the Oswego county gentle-
man cares to shoot. My map shows one small river, two
little creeks and the canal. But then they are so centrally
located, bounded by six counties, and most of them seem
to have plenty of lakes and small ponds, and they are so
easy to get to from Oswego. It is such a short distance
up to Woodville Pond in Jefferson, and it's dollars to
doughnuts that he has killed more black duck at Wood-
ville than he ever could in Oswego county, and such a
nice easy trip to his little preserve at Black Lake, near
Cayuga Lake. Oh, yes ! Oswego county is a great place
for black duck with such a lot of nice lakes and ponds
all around it. Of course she don't want to stop spring
shooting, and if Long Island is excepted we have got
to except Oswego county. It seems to me that this bluff
has been worked plenty long enough, and Jefferson is

going to call Oswego's hand and make her show down
what she's got.

Now the black duck is the only duck this gentleman
from Oswego cares to shoot in the spring, and I would
like to have him show me the place on the map of Oswego
county where he ever killed a black duck at any time
of year. I wonder how many black ducks the Oswego
gentleman would kill next spring if we should call his
bhiff and put a protection fence that he couldn't climb
over or crawl under around his little patch of sand.

Jefferson is going to put up a section of that fence this
year. Why won't the other five counties join in and put
up the rest of it? The Oswego spring shooter is not
the only one that is liable to get tangled up in this
fence. There are several duck shooters in_ New York
city who are not satisfied until they have followed the
spring flight through the State to the St. Lawrence
River and taken a parting shot at them as they leave
our hospitable shores for Ontario. Syracuse. Rome,
Utica and Rochester are also represented; even Boston,
Mass., sends a delegate- every spring. Boys, we like to
have you visit us, but we should like to have you arrange
your business so as to do it in the fall. We hope that
the rest of the State won't object to our extend'ng the
duck preserve of Ontario down into Jefferson, for we
believe that we can then have just as good fall duck
shooting as they have in Ontario and we won't tax you
twenty-five dollars to come up and try it.

W. H. Tallett.

Mr. W. B. Mershon writes in the Saginaw Courier-
Herald of the Michigan situation:
"Those shooters here in Saginaw who have advocated

spring shooting of ducks and water fowl have, as
a rule, made the argument that they should be allowed
to shoot these birds in the spring when they are ready
to nest and breed again and destroy the seed for another
crop, because other States permitted it; but if other
States wotild stop spring shooting they would be willing
to have it stopped in Michigan. Now here is a chance
to test their sincerity: The following are the facts in
relation to our neighboring States: It is true that as yet
Ohio does permit the shooting of water fowl between
Nov. 10 and Dec. i, and again between March 10 and
April 10. I believe, in some portions of the State, how-
ever, it is allowed during open season but three days in
the week.
"Indiana and Illinois season opens Sept. i to April 15.

But our next neighbor, on the west, Wisconsin, does
not allow spring shooting, the open season being from
Sept. I to Jan. i, and the State of Minnesota, next ad-
joining to the northwest, has identically the same laws
as Wisconsin. Our neighbors of the north, Ontario, have
just passed a law prohibiting spring shooting. A strong
effort is being made in the State of New York to pass
a law at this session to prohibit spring shooting, and the
indications for success are excellent. Massachusetts has
put a stop to spring shooting, and Connectictit is ex-
pected to follow. Now here is a line of territory from
the Atlantic coast to the margin of Dakota with only two
black spots in it so far—Michigan and New York. The
gap above us is filled in with the good work of Ontario,
a natural breeding ground for water fowl. It is absolutely
necessary to shorten the season, or the birds will become
extinct. Is there a better way to shorten it than by
stopping spring shooting? Ten years ago these stringent
measures were tmnecessary, and almost anyone could go
out and get all the ducks necessary. , Twenty years ago
this was true of the buffalo and wild pigeon. But there
are more hunters to-day and there are better guns and
better ammunition and less woodland cover and marsh
feeding and breeding' ground for the birds, so that strin-
gent measures are -necessary to orevent the annihilation

entirely of not only \yater fowl but other game and fish.

"With the showing of our neighboring States, will not
our spring shooting friends turn in and help pass a
measure that will put a stop to the slaughering of water
fowl at this unnatural season? W. B. Mershon."

An Appeal for the Wapiti.
From ihe Kansas City Journal,

During my summer vacations I have at one time and
another visited various places along the chain of the
Rocky Mountains between the Spanish peaks and Targee
pass in pursuit of "fur, fin and feather." I have had the
pleasure of successfully fly fishing in the head waters of
the Columbia for the black speckled trout {SalveUnus
purpurattis) and then crossing the chain, and there with
equal success taking from the head waters of the Mis-
souri the wary grayling {Thymallus sigmfer).

Early in August, after the frost king has exhaled his
icy breath and paralyzed the myriads of blood-sncking
insects which swarmed along the streams during the pre-
ceding month, the angler may unmolested cast his fly

in the dashing and foaming waters for Salvelinus or
Thymallus with results that will fill his heart with glad-
ness; but by the end of the month he will find his heart
surfeited on this invigorating and delightful sport. How-
ever, the open season on "fur and feathers" begins with
September and he may now transfer his camp from the
mountain stream on to the high ranges in quest of both.

In this latter location he will have more than one kind
of sport. Mounted on his hardy and sure-footed cayuse
and armed with his deadly Savage he may ride forth in

search of big game, sometimes found lying high up on
the mountain sides, or quietly grazing in the little se-
cluded, grass-covered glades, surrounded by a perfect
chevaux de frise of fallen timber, or by a seemingly
impenetrable hedge of standing forest trees, or at other
times hidden in the deepest woody solitude or darkest
and narrowest canon reces.ses. Here are found the wapiti
—commonly though errtneously called the elk—the b ack
and white tail deer, moose, sheep, bear, puma—or Rocky
Mountain lion—lynx and wolf, the himting of which in
season affords the most exciting sport.

While moose are not common in the Rocky Moun-
tains, they are found in Wyoming around the Tetons,
up near the snow line and in the high mountains north-
west of there, near the sources of the Yellowstone and
Buffalo rivers.

The black-tail deer, though found everywhere along
the Rockies, are perhaps more numerous than anywhere
else in those mountains that are situated in that part of
Colorado that lies between Hahn's Peak and the head
waters of the White and Bear rivers. In October these
animals migrate southwest into the basin of the Colorado
River, and there remain until the following spring, when
they return, greatly reduced in flesh and numbers.

During the rnigratory season, while camping for a
couple of weeks near the base of old Sleepy Gap, I had
the pleastire of seeing as many as 100 of them a day.
And while their numlsers are being gradually reduced,
still under the restrictive laws of the State, which are
fairly well enforced, it will be many years yet before they
become extinct
The wapiti, though found in various localities along

the Rockies, are far more numerous in Wyoming than
elsewhere. During the summer months the habitat of
most of these animals is in the Yellowstone National
Park. There they find abundant pasturage and fine

water, and under the protecting care of the United States
authorities enjoy absolute immunity from molestation;
there, too, they bring forth their young.
As to the number in the National Park and its im-

mediate vicinity, various estimates have been made.
Mr. S. E. Osborne, a deputy game warden of Wyoming,
who has faithfully served the State in that capacity for
many years, and who has followed every wapiti trail from
the south boundary of the National Park to Hoback's
River, and whose opinion on the subject is, I think, en-
titled to more weight than that of any other person, puts
the present number at 25,000. And while the opinions of
others professing to have some knowledge on the sub-
ject differ, some estimating the number above and others
below that named by Mr. Osborne, I am inclined to
think the latter's figures are approximately correct.

Last summer Avhilc in camp with two other hunters
on the head of Thoroughfare Creek, a few miles south
and west of the southeast corner of the National Park, a
snow fell to. the depth of r2 inches and remained for

several days. Dijring the prevalence of this storm great
numbers of wapiti abandoned their summer pastures on
the high mountains in the National Park and directed

their course toward the low-lying buttes situated in and
along the basin of Snake River.

In going about we here met small bands of old bucks,
numbering from three to a dozen, and larger ones com-
posed of bucks, cows and calves, sometimes numbering
hundreds, all heading south. They were often quite gen-
tle, allowing us to approach within less than 10 yards of

them. Many of them had doubtless never before seen a
man nor heard the crack of a rifle. It is safe to say that

in three davs more than 1,000 were seen by us within
easy range of our rifles; but notwithstanding this not a
shot was fired by any of our party, we having previously

each killed as many as our license authorized. Then,
too, we had as much meat and as many heads as any
true sportsman would care for dtiring any one hunt._

The wapiti have learned by sad experience that during
the winter in the high mountains in the National Park
and its vicinity the snow falls to a depth of froin 3 to 7
feet, and that during this time they cannot remain there,

or if they do they must perish. Hence, as soon as the

snow begins to fall they leave these mountain ranges,

gradually moving southward, many of them going as far

as Hoback's River, where they find excellent winter pas-

turage in the basin of Snake River and its confluents.

They remain at this latter place until the snow disappears;

in the National Park, when they return to their summer
breeding grounds.
They cannot exist in the National Park during the

winter, ;ind but for the pasturage afforded them in the

Snake River Basin they must perish, for they can find

it nowhere else. They cannot go west on account of

tite population covering the Madison and Henry's Fork
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basins. Nor can they find winter pasturage among the
barren snow-clad mountains to the east and southeast,
Pierre's Hole, sometimes called the Teton Basin, which
was once a part of their favorite pasture grounds, is

now densely populated, and they can no longer go there.
And so they are now restricted for winter pasturage to
the Snake River Basin.
On my last trip through Jackson's Hole and the

country lying south of the National Park. I discovered
that a new peril threatens them. Sheep graze upon the
same grasses and herbs and browse upon the same kind
of twigs as the wapiti; and an expanding and profitable
sheep industry is demanding the right to enter and oc-
cupy that part of the basin of the Snake which now
affords winter pasturage for the wapiti.

Last summer thousands of sheep were driven to the
southern rim of the basin of Hoback's River, and other
thousands from the Idaho side were driven to the top of
the Teton range overlooking the basin of the Snake from
the west, where they were stopped by the show of armed
resistance offered by the irate people of the Snake River
Basin.
The sheep men threaten to invade the basin during

the coming summer with their great herds, and the
Snake River Basin people have pledged themselves to

resist such invasion, if needs be with force of arms. A
serious conflict therefore seems to be impending, and
unless the sheep men are restrained by the Secretary of

the Interior many lives may be lost and much property
destroyed. If this threatened invasion shall be success-
ful the inevitable consequence will be that the wapiti will

next winter find their pastures barren, with no alternative

left but to there die of starvation.

These noble animals, which, under the protection af-

forded them by the laws of the United States and of the
State of Wyoming, have thus far been preserved, must
at last be sacrificed in the interests of the sheep industry.

One of the most attractive features of the National Park
is its magnificent fauna. To protect this against a wanton
destruction, prohibitory laws have been enacted and en-

forced at much public expense. Shall a few sheep men,
to enrich themselves, be allowed to render the National
Park practically a barren game preserve? Will the

United States Government permit the noble wapiti, the

property' and pride of the peoplfe of the whole country,

to be thus destroyed?
The winter pastures of these animals are almost ex-

clusively on the public domain. Not one acre covers

private land. The Secretary of the Interior could, with-

out doubt, by an order forbid the pastuarge of sheep
within the well-known pasture ground of these animals.

Such an order, to be of any avail, should include all the

public domain lying south of the National Park between
the longitude of no and m and extending_ to the 44th

parallel. This would give these animals a winter pasture

in area about equal to that of the National Park—their

summer pasture.

Has neither Wyoming nor any other State a Senator

,

of Representative at Washington who will champion
the cause of the poor, dumb, helpless wapiti and invoke

the interposition of the National Government in its be-

half, to the end that this threatened catastrophe which
is about to overtake it may be averted?

Will the sportsmen of the United States and others

interested in the preservation of these game animals

stand idly by and permit this great public wrong to be

committed without entering even as much as a protest

against it?

The wanton and needless destruction of buf¥alo which
was permitted to take place is a standing reproach to the

people of the United States, and one which will last for-

ever; and to allow the threatened and inexcusable de-

struction of the wapiti (next in importance and number
to the buffalo) to take place will constitute a "mea culpa,

mea maxima culpa" that ought to cause our people to

hang their heads with shame. X. X. X.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Duck Flight Still On.

Chicago, III, March 30.—The unprecedentedly heavy

flight of ducks which has excited so much interest this

spring still continues in unabated numbers, although

already a good body of the birds has passed on to the

northward. The usual amount of mystery attends the

actions of the wildfowl, and no one at this wr'ting is

exactly certain whether the best of the shooting is to

come or whether it is all going to end suddenly by a

general north-bound exodus.
Any duck shooter knows that it takes water to bring

ducks, and the reason that we have more ducks in In-

diana and Illinois this spring than we have had for fifteen

years is that we have more water than we have had
for fifteen years. The Mississippi River is reaching

high-water stage, the Illinois River is away out of its

banks and all the tributaries in this latitude are boiling

full. Instead of dwindling, trickling streams, our rivers

and marshes are vast lakes, and our lakes are seas. The
north-bound fowl coming over such stretches of water

naturally drop down to stay a while. It is the common
report that the extremely high water is affording a good
protection to ducks. They band up far out in the open
water and hence are practically safe. This is the report

from Savanna in the western part of Illinois, where there

are a great many ducks, but where the shoot'ng has not

been of the best, although some very creditable bags are

reported.

Millions of ducks still remain in Indiana and the ex-

traordinarily good shooting has been a good th-ng for the

new Indiana game law. The Tolleston marshes are full

of birds and the members have generally taken out
licenses. Nor is the general public behind the club mem-
bers, and scores of shooters who go to Wate'r Valley and
Shelby go with licenses in the'r pockets, Dick Turtle,

who is just back to-day from Water Valley, say? that this

is the second shoot he has had on hh licence. He reports
literally thousands of ducks in on the overflowed flats of
that point. He says he did not see many mallards, but
mostly pintails, and says the latter could hardly be worked
to any advantage at all. They were out in the open in

the shallow water, and when put up would go away in a
vast body, their wings making a roar that could be heard
for half a mile. They showed the usual pintail perversity

and refused to work to decoys. Some birds wti'en killed
showed crops full of corn. It is likely that they go
out very early in the morning and feed on the cornfields
and.spend the rest of the day taking care of themselves on
the marshes. There has been fine mallard shooting in the
timber along the Illinois River this spring; but just now
there does not seem to be very many mallards along the
Kankakee near Water Valley.

Reports from the lower Illinois River country are con-
fusing. Mr. Hempstead Washburne, of the Swan Lake
Club, and Mr. J. V. Clarke, of the Hennepin Club, were
yesterday expecting telegrams advising them to start, but
at last accounts had received no word. The country
around Swan Lake. Lake Senachwine and Hennepin Club
is literally afloat, and there is any quantity of water for
the ducks to choose from. It is possible that the birds
are working a little further north than these points.
The ice began to move in Fox Lake, 111., this week.

Shooters who have spent the past week at that point' re-
ported no sport worth mentioning. The general supposi-
tion IS that the flight is not yet up to Fox Lake yet Eddie
Pope, who returned from there the middlde of the week,
said that when out on the wet prair-es he saw thousands
of birds going over very high and headed north. Kosh-
konong. Lake Poygan, Winneconne and the Horicon
mar.shes would be strong tips this coming week were Wis-
consin an open State, but it should be remembered that
sprmg shooting is not now permitted in Wisconsin.
Hence there will be a splendid body of birds well used to
the Wi^con^in marshes this spring, and in all Hkelihood
the fall shooting will be fine. Fox Lake is just south of
the Wisconsin line.

The Indiana Law. *

Shooters should not go down to Indiana on the sup-
positiori that the new law is not going to be enforced.
It U being enforced against non-residents, the wardens not
siding in with the hotel keepers in their beliefs. Mr.
R. B. Stiles, of Chicago, comments upon the workings of
the law as below

:

"The people around Rose Lawn are very much onposed
to th's law. and it being a typical Indiana swamp village, a
very considerable portion of the people's money is now
cut off. I was informed that 'deouty game wardens' were
'selling' licenses at Shelby, and as the law authorizes
clerks of the Circuit Courts that authority only. I pre-
sume these 'licenses' are very valuable, and perhaps sold
below market price of twenty-five bones.
"The vigilance of the game warden at Shelby is very

hkely toward collecting fees above all other restrictions
of the law. a=; I met a traveling pot-hunter who had come
through Shelby. Thayer and all along the river, having
ooenly in his wagon two sink-tubs, boat and live decoys
Shelby is notoriou.sly the field for the sink-tub, and it is
used by almost all the market-shooters.

"I have shot on the Kankakee River for fourteen years
and naturally feel a pang of regret that I will have to
look elsewhere in future—not that I can't 'raise' the
twenty-five, but look upon the act as bending to a de-
liberate and legalized case of hold-up."

^
Mr. Stile? calls attention to the fact that there is nothing

in this Indiana law which prohibits non-residents from
shooting jackcnipe and rabbits. It will seem that the in-
dustrious legislator exner'ences difficulty in the avoidance
of loopholes in his handiwork.

No New Illinois Warden.

As stated last week, no commission has yet been issued
by Governor Yates for a new State Game and Fish Com-
missioner, and advice from Governor Yates to-day states
that no new warden has as yet been appointed. State
Warden Harry Loveday is exerting himself to retain the
office. I do not hear of any organized effort on the part
of any other candidate, and indeed do not know of any
other Chicago man who is in the field for the office.

'Chinese'" Quail.

The heathen Chinese still seems to retain his reputation
for ways that are dark. Moy Ung, a South Clark street
Chinese restaurant keeper, this week sprung a trick which
was vain. He was caught selling quail, which on the bill
of fare were called Chinese quail. Inquiry proved that
they came from Kokomo, Ind., and as it is just a little late
for Kokomo quail, Moy Ung contributed $25 of American
money with a view to supporting the dignity of our in-
stitutions. He said he thought Kokomo was in China, but
he knows different now.

Wisconsin Acclimatization,

Mr. Howard Bosworth, of Milwaukee, paid this office

a visit during the week. Mr. Bosworth, as will be -re-

membered, was one of the first and most successful
breeders of Mongolian pheasants in the State of Wiscon-
sin. His pheasantry was located at his summer place, on
P'ne Lake, and his superintendent there occasionally took
a hand at fish protection, with the result that he got some
local fishermen fined for illegal net fishing. These local
men resolved to get even, and one night not very long
ago paid a visit to Mr. Bosworth's pheasant pens. " They
hammered off the lock of the gate and left it opeii.
About 300 out of the 500 birds escaped, or, at least, were
missing on the following morning. There is a bunch of
about forty of these birds at the head of Pine" Lake and
another of about twenty-five lives near Mr. Bosworth's
place. They are at the tender m.ercy of the people, and it

is up to the birds to prove that they are able to survive
and hold their own. Every once in a while some farmer
kills some of them, but there are other farmers who be-
lieve in protecting them. Mr. Bosworth's experiment in
acclimatization was somewhat involuntary and a little

expensive, but it bids fair to solve the question as to the
game qualities of the Mongolian pheasant.

Indiana Building a Railroad,

In Wyoming the Burlington Railroad Co. is building a
line into the Big Horn country, and the contractors have
engaged a number of Indians from the Crow reservation
near by. These Indians were put at handling scrapers, and
at first they thought the scraper was a good vehicle for a
chariot race. It took some time for the bosses to settle
them down, but they are said to make fairly good work-
men now.
Another instance of progress in the wild West was in

evidence here last ^vtek. There is a nfeil ctontrataor otrt

at Depuyer, Mont., who has a sixty-mile stage route.
He has taken a notion in his head that an automobile
would beat a buckboard to death on this run. and he
commissioned his friend, Joe Kipp, who just left here last
week, to look into the automobile business for him while
he was here. I should not be surprised if we should see
a horseless carriage carrying mail on the Blackfoot reser-
vation before very long, and ffom that it is only an easy
stage to equip each cowboy with his own automobile.

Grofa List for a Mountain Trip,

That is going to be what my friend Warren Powell, of
Taylorville, would call a "historical old bear hunt" when
Joe Kipp and Old Man Brown and Billy Hofer and I. aiid
maybe Jack Monroe, and certainly a cook or horse wran-
gler or so meet on the Blackfoot reservation some time
this month and head into the hills after my long lost
grizzly. Billy Hofer doesn't belong up in that country,
and we will probably lose him. but Joe Kipp wants him
to come up and see what a really feood hunting country
IS, so Billy has agreed to join us. This is going to be a
lodge trip. We may allow one little wall tent, but the
cooking and story-telling is all going to be done in an
Indian lodge, which is the only kind of a house fit to be
occupied when one is after his long lost grizzly. We may
go up Badger Creek, may try 01c Creek, may go to the
Two Medicine—I don't know where, so only that it is

away from Chicago. We would rather get far to the
northwest of the St. Mary's lakes, but that is more than
100 miles from the base of supplies, and I fear we shall
not have time.

Billy Hofer. having nothing but time on his hands, has
been elected commissary-general. The grub list has been
placed in his hands, and if it runs short we shall know
whorn to dislike. He figures on a party of six for twelve
days in camp the following supplies: 30 pounds pressed
bacon. 30 pounds side meat. 50 pounds flour. 2 pounds
cream baking powder, five 3-pound tins of butter. 5 pounds
of table salt, 5 pounds of coarse salt, 18 cans of St.
Charles condensed milk, 6 pounds Eagle brand con-
densed milk. 18 pounds sugar. 10 pounds maple sugar, i

pound best black tea in four tins, 3 pounds evaporated
apricots, 5 pounds evaporated apples, 5 pounds evaporated
peaches, 10 pounds of coffee 20 pounds onions, 80 pounds
potatoes, 12 cans baked beans, 10 tins i pound each corned
beef, s pounds navy beans, 12 cans tomatoes, 12 cans jams,
J4 pound pepper, 5 pounds Graham flour, 4 pounds Petti-
john's breakfast food, 4 pounds rolled oats. 4 pounds
farina_, 3 pounds lard, 5 pounds cheese, 4 pounds mac-
caroni, 4 pounds of rice. 4 bars Ivory soap, 5 yards mus-
bn. 12 cans succotash. He insists on having a steam
cooker for the oatmeal, and has itemized several other
frills, which I have edited out of the scheme. The above
list may be useful to some one else going into the moun-
tains, since Billy Hofer has had a long experience in out-
fitting parties for the mountains.
Meantime Joe Kipp is out on the reservation putting up

flags of all the bear dens and getting things ready for
a sudden start when the rest of us hit the reservation. If
we had a full month out there it is far more than even
betting that we would get our bear in the game sack, and
as it is, we may be lucky enough to run across him. Joe
says all his bears are trained to fight at the drop of the
hat. and any grizzly that fails to start to the gun is a
d sgrace to his tribe. I have hunted grizzlies over one
hundred days all told one place or another and never was
lucky enough to see one yet. Maybe Joe is going to de-
liver the goods—at least, we all hope so. George Thorne.
of Montgomery. Ward & Co., may go with us, the party
dividing and meeting at the Summit Station now and
then just at the crown of the Rockies. It is a lovely
country, and maybe we will never^ come back, but just
go on living chiefly by hunting and fishing, as they do
in the geography.

What Shall We Do with Them?
What shall we do with the dog trainer who takes fifty-

seven dogs to train, who sells a good dog now and then
and reports it dead to its owner, who returns a dog
mangy and so're-eyed, and only takes a dog out for exer-
cise when its owner sends word he is coming to have a
look at it? What shall we do with such a man as that?
What shall we do, also, with the sportsman who is a

bar; who goes into the woods, for instance, and buys a
big moose which some lumbermen have killed, but whjch
he never saw until the day after it was shot; who comes
home and spins a long story of his adventure and his
steady nerve, posing as that which he is not? What shall
we do with such a man as that?

Oddsfish! and also zounds! what a lot of little fakes
and frauds there are in this sinful world. I wish we
didn't hear of such things.

Pretly Slow.

Mr. F. B. Davidson, the holder of the long-distance
bait-casting championship of the world, is now, and for
some months has been, a citizen of New York, his busi-
ness having been removed from Chicago to the latter
city. Frank was out here last week, and expressed him-
self glad to see old friends again. He says New York
is a nice place, though a trifle slow, and think? it may
grow if times continue good.

First Tarpon,

The first tarpon of the season at the Tarpon • Club, off
Rockport, Tex., fell to the rod of a Chicago man, Mr.
Hobart, a fish measuring 6 feet 2 inches.

Going West.

Mr. Edward Kemeys, the sculptor of wild animals, has
owing to failing health, decided this spring to give up
his Chicago residence for a little while and go out to the
mounta:ns to live. He will reside at Taos. N. M.. for the
coming summer.

Spring Shoofiog Sifoation Good,

Advice from headquarters of the Michigan anti-spring
shooting movement, at Saginaw, says that they are peg-
ging away and hope to succeed in abolishing spring shoot-
ing for keeps in that State. E. Hough.
Hartfoed BiraLDiNe, Chicaigo, 111.

The Forest ahd Stkeau is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication shoald reach us at the
latest by Mondar and as mwsh earlier aa tnmctieable.
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A Turkey Httntar^s Bull Luck*

Raleigh, N. C. March 25.—A suit in the Superior
Court here against the Seaboard Air Line Railway has
developed one of the most novel accidents known to the
annals of jurisprudence.
A vestibuled passenger train from Atlanta was bowling

along toward Raleigh on a down grade at the rate of fifty

miles per hour at 10 o'clock in the morning. William
AVatlington was on his way to a wild turkey blind which
he had baited, and had his double-barreled breechloading
shotgun on his shoulder, two cartridges being in the
chamber.s. On reaching the railroad track, which was
on an embankment about 10 feet high at this place, Mr.
Watlington heard the train in the distance and stopped
on the side of the track about 50 feet away to view the
train as it swept by. He could not see over the em-
bankment to the other side of the track.

Alongside the embankment, on both sides of the track,
are the usual ditches, which were filled with water. Mr.
Watlington was standing between the embankment and
one of these ditches on the north side of the track with
his gun on his right shoulder. On the other side of the
track Avere a number of cattle nipping grass, which Mr.
Watlington could not see. A few seconds before the
train passed these cattle commenced to straggle across
the track to the side on which Mr. Watlington was
standing. The bovines all got safely across except one
small Jersey bull, Avhich was caught on the cow-catcher
and hurled away with terrible velocity.

As misfortune and luck both would have it, the animal
struck Mr. Watlington about amidships, knocked him
down into the ditch, and landed on top of him. The
bull was stunned, and struggled, but could not get up, and
the water was drowning both man and beast. The en-
gineer was watching the cattle and had not seen Mr. Wat-
hngton. When the fireman told him what had happened
he stopped the train, hurried back and got there in time
to pull Watl'ngton and the bovine out of the ditch before
they were drowned.

Striking Mr. Watlington and knocking him into the
water saved the life of the bull, and the water prevented
the blow by the bull from killing Watlington. Further
examination showed that when the bull struck Mr. Wat-
lington, the shock knocked the guii some distance away,
and when it struck the ground it was discharged and
killed one of the cows and wounded another so badly that
it had to be kUled. The gun was not injured.
On these facts Judge Brown held that the railroad com-

pany Avas not liable in damages to Mr. Watlington.
Since the trial the owner of the two cows has sued Mr.
Watlington and recoA-ered $roo in full of damages for
their killing.

Since all this happened Mr. Watlington has had a great
piece of good luck. He has been working for H. N.
SnoAV at High Point, in the furniture business, and the
latter, Avho is getting- old and tired of the business, re-
tired and ^ave the Avhole plant and business, worth $20,000,
to Mr. Watlington, who was of no kin to, him, but simply a
faithful employee.—New York Times.

Minnesota Game.
Minneapolis, Minn.—About Oct. 21, 1898, a party of

four of us went to Devils Lake, N. D., for a short hunt,
principally after geese, but Avere unfortimate enough to en-
counter a heaA'}' snow storm, Avhich lasted a great part
of the tAvo days that we were to hunt, and we were dis-

appointed as far as geese were concerned, only securing
four. The birds did not fly in and out of the lake during
the storm.

There were quite a number of mallards flying. gd.'-'w-e

turned our attention to them and succeeded in bagging
eighty-one, including a fcAV redheads and gray ducks.
The mallards Avere the largest I have ever seen, and

out of curiosity I weighed three males out of my bunch
on return to Minneapolis, or about forty-qight hours
after being shot. They Aveighed 14?^. pounds. One 01

them weighed a trifle over 5 pounds and the other two
very near 5 pounds each.

Our shooting last fall Avas very poor, the duck flight

being very irregular and not very heavy. I heard of a

fcAv good bags being made, but not so good as former
years.

On account of the favorable season, prairie chickens
were strong when the season opened, and I regret to say
the law had not been observed.

I find the bicycle to be quite an important factor in

the violation of the game laws, as it is a A^ery easy matter
to jump on a wheel Avith gun strapped to it (it is not
alwajrs necessary to have a dog Avhen the coveys are once
located), take a run of three or four miles out of the
small towns near which the chickens abound, start say
about 6 P. M., get half a dozen or more birds and re-
turn just after sundown. It Avas the experience of a good
many hunters as well as ours to fiud the coA^eys broken
up and very wild, and this as early as Sept. i. It has
always seemed to me that we can always hear from good
authority how the game laws are violated,, but the deputy
warden who liA'^es, as you might say, on the grounds is

usual!}' blind and deaf to such violations. I am glad
Ave have our former game warden back Avith us again—

I

mean Mr. Fullerton, He has done more for the pro-
tection of game the last month than his , predecessor did
in two years. "

K.

Th.e Platform Plank of Forest and Stream*

DuNCARTOisr, N- H., March 25.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: At last New Hampshire has to a certain ex-
tent adopted the Plank of Forest and Stream, as I am
told that it is now illegal to sell at any time or to offer
for sale Avithin the State any ruffed grouse and wood-
cock. For some time the sale of brook trout has been
illegal.

It Avas intended_ to include deer, lake trout and salmon
in the laAV prohibiting the sale of Avoodcock and grouse;
but as there Ava.s considerable opposition from the north
country (the home of the deer and lake trout), it was
considered best tojeave the laAv on them as noAv in force.
Thi,s has 'been a Avise movement on the part of New Hamp-
shire. . With the open market in Massachusetts closed, the
market shooters of the above State have come into New
Hainpshirf. md hunted steadily through the season, fir\^ -

mg a ready sale at pretty good prices in our local markets.
A prominent market man when talking about the law
now in force said to me : 'T am not sorry I had to keep
a supply of woodcock and partridges on hand, as my
customers wanted them. There was very little profit in

handling them at the prices I had to pay." New Hamp-
shire should have had such a law earlier, but it is better
late than later. Great credit is due to Forest and Stream
inasmuch as it has shown clearly that other States were
realizing the absolute necessity of the Plank.
The ruffed grouse is ,the bird we count on in New

Hampshire, and with its extermination our bird shooting
would practically end. So far as I can see or hear from
reliable sources, the attempt to introduce foreign game
birds has not proved a success. Under the law just
passed, our grouse possibly may fail to increase to any
extent. If they can hold their OAvn, which I am sure
they have not been doing, there will be enough for those
who can kill them to get all they need or should have.

C. M. Stark.

Bob White in British Columbia.

Cumberland, V. I., B. C, March 9.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: This Aveek the .Cumberland Game Association
received a shipment of six dozen Virginia qus.il from
Wichita, Kan. The birds were liberated the same even-
ing between this place and Courtney. Most of them were
quite lively, there being but tAVO which showed any sign
of weakness. The loss en route Avas sixteen. HoAvever,
as eight extra birds had been shipped by the dealer
gratuitously to cover losses, the actual loss was eight
birds. It is to be hoped that people will unite in protecting
the little fellows for some years, when they will afford
grand sport. It is the intention of the Association to
attempt the importation of the English partridge next sea-
son, if suitable arrangements can be made.

California quail turned out on the southern end of Van-
couver Island have done Avell, and there is no reason Avhy
Bob White should not flourish and increase.

; W. B. A.

Ducks Breeding: in Vermont.
North Ferrisburg, Vt., March 29.—I very much hope

you will all be successful in putting a stop tO' spring
shooting. Here on Little Otter, teal, wood and black
ducks have nested for years, and I am quite sure that
some seasons the mallard nests here, as on several occa-
sions I .have seen them on opening- day, Sept. i. and I
hardly think they would come in from other places so
early. This is the condition of things on the Otter, and
only half a mile to the north is Long Point, on which
are nearly fifty camps, and with from one to twenty-five
boats going up the stream each day. Why should the
ducks nest here unless protection in the spring is respon-
sible for it?

I have thought an honest sportsman did not need a law
to protect the game in the mating season, but I must be
in the wrong or they are not all honest.

H. B. Chase.

Trout on Long Island.

The trout season opened on Long Island Friday last:

The day was cold and blustering. The wind was so
strong from tlie northwest that it was almost impossible
to keep a fly in the water.

Mr. Rhinelander, of Manhattan, is credited with having
landed the first fish, at the Southside Sportsmen's Club.

Col. Wagstaff and some others returned from the
Southside preserA^e, Friday afternoon, Avith a fair basket
of fish/ Many of the other sportsmen there and to the
eastern end of the island remained over until Monday.
Green Creek and Brown Creek, at Sayville, were not

fished on account of the wind. The favorite fly for the
windy days was a big fat Lumbricus terrestris.

Markets and Game.
Sauk Centre, Minn.—The markets here have been

closed against prairie chickens for a. year. That is all

right; I was in favor of it years ago. This Avinter a laAv

has been passed prohibiting the sale of ducks ; that would
be all right if the markets in all the States Avere closed.
Noav Ave will raise and feed the young ones for some one
else to kill and sell. There are quite a few quail here this

winter. They, as well as chickens, are wintering well.
The chickens, however, are getting more scarce every
year; if they would only close the season two or three
years it would give them a start again. C. W. V.

Massachusetts Game.
Danvers, Mass., March 21,—Game has wintered Aveil.

I never saAv less snoAv. Saw first spring birds to-day-
bluebirds, robin and meadowlark. We are having good
rains, and the trout will run up the brooks. The new
law that cuts off a month shooting on black ducks will

not be welcome to the duck shooters, who have their
best shooting in April. Many muskrats are being trapped
on the river. Usually they are flooded out of their abodes
by the spring freshets and boat loads killed. This Avin-

ter. Avithout snow, Avill be in their laA'or.

John W. Babbitt.

Ducks Wintering in Ontario.

Toronto, Canada, March 25.—A month ago a gentle-
man Avhile ice-boating on the bay caught a live canvas-
back duck; its feet were frozen to the ice. Thousands
of wild ducks stayed all Avinter in the AVestern Gap and
the open lake. As far as I could distinguish, they con-
sisted of at least four varieties. They all seemed to know
that the law would protect them near large cities, for they
loved to swim around the mouth of the sewers Avhen the
water Avas warm. G. H. Corsan.

Long Island Ducking.

New York, April i.—While down at East Quogue, L. I.,

last week, Mr. E. A. Jackson (guide), of above place, and
myself killed eighteen black ducks, seventeen sprigtails,

four geese and a few other ducks, The ducks Avei^e all

A-ery fat,, an^ the geese f^Y§r?ig<?d 12 pounds.

—$

—

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Talks to Boys,—XIV.
.

;

Bait Casting for Bass.

Now we come to another sort of bass iishing—that is,
lake fishing—and it is here that you will need all your wits,
as well as a long experience, before you may become
perfect, or get to be what we call a scientific bass fisher.
In your roying along the streams you have had some ad-
vahtages on your side, and you have only been doing such
fishing as almost any one might do. When you come
to catching bass in the open water of a lake, where you
have to fish from a boat, where there is uo concealment,
and where the bass can see you for a long ways, the whole
question takes a different form. Again I am going to
ask you to sit down and study the matter before you go
to fishing.

You will observe that in the spring time the black bass
makes its spawning bed out in the shallow water close
to the shore. It feeds in this shallow water also, all day
long in cloudy weather, though usually only for an hotir
or two in the eA^ening of a warmish day. It follows these
habits up till late June or early July, Avhen its habits un-
dergo a change. It leaves the shallow water and goes
to the deeper part of the lake, where it' feeds on min-
nows, small fish or craAvfish. In late summer you can
therefore catch it by still-fishing in deep water, or better
speaking, along the face of some bar Avhich drops off
into deep water. This form of bass fishing sometimes will
do. when there is nothing better going, but it is not
the sort which will give you the most sport, and not the
sort of which I wish now to speak.
The best form of this lake fishing for bass is known as

bait casting, and the bait commonly used is the frog. I
would not counsel you beginning to fish for bass in these
lakes until they are Avell through their spawning season,
as that is a time Avhen no fish should be disturbed. If
we killed the setting hens we vi^ould never have any
chickens, and it is the same way with fish. We must give
them a time lo rear their little ones. There is ample
time for this, and also for bait casting, in the early sum-
mer, along the shores of our bass lakes. -

You will get the theory of this thing when yovi Avill
observe that a bass can see you in this bright, clear, shal-
low water, and Avill dart away like a flash Avhile you are
still 40 or so feet away from him. You will note also

' that in the evening the bass will come and feeed right
up at the edge of the grass, and in among the rushes and
lily pads Avhere the frogs live. I have often seen bass
with their backs out of water, chasing frogs almost
up on to the dry land. If a frog drops off of a lily pad
and tries to swim, a bass will nab him in a rush so swift
that it can hardly be followed by the eye. New, there
ought to be room here for you to make a litttle argument
for yourself. If you can get a frog to that bass without
his seemg you, and if you can have a hook in that frog,
and if you can make the frog move as though it were
alive, you are sure to get a strike from that bass
if he sees the frog. He is sure to strike it on the surface
of the water, and to strike it mighty hard and swiftly,
since he will be afraid it is going to get away from him.
That is sport, and that is your problem in this sport.
You will find that you cannot get at your bass from

the bank, because a bank Avhere there are frogs is too soft
and marshy for you to walk upon, even if the bass could
not see you there. You therefore get into a boat, and you
approach your bass not from the shore side, as you did
in your river fishing, but from the open water side.
Now the problem is hoAV to get your frog out to the
bass Avithout his. seeing 3'ou.

As a boy you have often thrown a crab apple off a stick.
Well, now you are going to learn to throw a frog off.

a

rod. Your rod is short, slight and stiffish, and in its

best form is not over seven feet in length. It would be a
beautiful thing for throwing a crab apple, but it costs you"
$10 or more, and it is to be devoted to throwing frogs
and not crab apples. Your old bamboo pole Avill not do
m this game. Your rod must be made for this purpose
and for uo other purpose. Your old linen line will net
do, but you must have a fine braided raAv silk line, which
will slip through the upright guides of the rod with per-
fect ease. The line is very thin and firie, and though it

is strong enough for your purposes it Avill only wear a
feAV days if you use it steadily.

But though you have your rod and your line, you have
not yet got control over your frog. Here is where the'
casting reel comes in. The perfect casting- reel is a'
quadruple multiplier, and it runs as smooth^' as a watch.
It is an expensive reel, but it aa^II Avear a long time • if

you take good care of it. It will run so easily that you"
can give the handle a twirl and it will keep moA'ing for

15, 20 or even 30 seconds.
You will at once observe that if you give your frog

a good pitch off the end of your rod,' it Avill pull this little

line off this smooth running reel vtry easilj^ indeed.
Now practice SAveeping the rod from a point half way
down your bod}^ and opposite your elbow, upward and
forward over your shoulder. Hold the rod Avith the three
lower fingers of the hand. - Let the pressure come on the
side and base of your forefinger. Your thumb will rest
gently against the spool of the reel, and you must feel

the line all the time lightly with your thumb, but you
must be strictly careful not to push Avith your thumb.
You must learn to think with that thumb.
As your rod tip goes up and over, your frdg makes a

long shoot out ahead of you, just as your crab apple did
off the stick, only it does not go quite so high. As the
frog goes out and down, follow it with the tip of the rod.
so that as the frog lands, the tip of the rod will point
directly toward it. This Avill allow the Hne to 'fee pulled out
straight through the guides, and will enable you to cast

mi\ch i^^th^V t^?:i} you qthenvise coi^^, ^t^^ it vf^U ^sfj
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keep your reel from tangling so much as it will if the
line does not run out smoothly and evenly.

Now remember this one thing absolutely. Think of it

over arid over again before^ you begin to cast, and sit

down and think over it again after you have made fail-

ures in casting. Remember this, your thumb is your
trigger finger. You do not grip with it, you do not push
with it; 3'ou only regulate the reel by it. The push of the
side of your forefinger will come on the side of the rod
parallel with the face of the reel, and the reel, as you
deliver your cast, will be standing on its end, the handle
revolving on top of the reel, so that your thumb will be
turned in toward your body. This will seem to you a
most awkward sort of position, and so it will be for a
long time,- but it is the position which has been deter-

mined to be the best and most scientific one for bait

casting with the reel.

It will be advisable for you to take lessons in the use
of the casting reel of some man who knows how to cast.

It is no use trying to get a good style without good tools

for this kind of sport. Do not try to get a cheap casting
outfit, but save your money and wait until you can get
a good one, for you can never learn to do it properly
with a bad outfit. Your rod can be bought for as low
as $5 or $6, but see that it is selected by a man who
knows what a casting rod is. .Your reel will probably
cost you not less tban $io, and the best casting reels run
from $20 to $30. Such a reel will last you all your life.

Ybu may take lessons with your outfit after you get
it, casting with a lead bullet which weighs a half ounce
Or so. You will at once observe that your reel has a
most frightful facultj^ of tangling up the line. You start

out a cast splendidly, and your bait goes over your head
and flies on as though it would never stop. Then all at

once it jerks and drops down. You look at your reel,

and there is yOur line all bunched up and tangled, so that

it may take you several mimttes to get it straight again.

The troixble was in that thumb. You forgot to think in

your thumb. You pressed a little too hard, or let the line

run a little too freely, instead of using just a gentle easy
pressure all the time. Perhaps you were guilty of the
verj? common fault of using too much force with your
arm, The way to do is to make the rod do most of the
work. Don't swing your arm too hard, but use your wrist

and make the rod switch steadily from your wrist clear

to the tip. This will give the bait all the force it needs
and leave you a little more room to think of that thumb
and to think with it.

Some men who have taken up bait casting late in life,

have never been able to master it. It is far better to begin
this, as all other manly sports, in youth. A boy will

get the hang of this sort of thing before a man will. The
art of bait casting, properly practiced, is one of the most
skillful and beautiful forms of angling. It is very much
more diflicult to learn than fly casting. - When you have
'learned how to cast a bait for bass, you may call your-
self a bass fisherman, and you will then be able to take

more bass thaji cao be done in any other way with rod
and reel.

Now we will suppose that we are in our boat, rowing
along the edge of the lake some time of a summer after-

noon. AH around the edge of the lake there is a fringe

of rushes, and we know that where these rushes cease

and the open water begins, there is apt to be a drop off

into deep water. At the edge of this bar the bass are apt

to lie during the day. When they get hungry and want
to go frog himting, they move in among the rushes, and
lie around keeping a sharp eye out for their food.

We will keep our boat 50 feet outside the line of the

'•ushes as we begin our work. A good bait caster can
cast 75 to xco feet without any trouble, and at that distance

can hit within eight or ten feet of his mark with fair regu-

laritj'. Now, since you have learned to cast a bait, you
begin at this sport.

Your frog makes a long, low flight, and lands in among
the rushes. As he hghts. the tip of 3'our rod flies up just,

a- little, .so that he seems to make a little jump in the

water. At the very instant that the frog drops and you
twitch your rod, you transfer your rod to your left hand
and begin' to reel up with the right, not very fast, but

just fast enough to make the frog move nicely in the

water. As you reek up, you give the tip of the rod little

bobs up and down, which jerk the frog a little in the

water and make him look as though he were swimming.
Yqu cannot see all this, for your frog is away out there

30 or 60 feet away, and all you can see is the little

ripple he makes on the water as he comes in toward you
among the rushes. Then all at once you see a tremendous

splash in the water right where the ripple of your frog

was showing! With a jerk your line runs out under your

thumb. You see the rushes bend where the great fish

is dragging the line across them.
D not try to stop him. Do not get up and shout. Do

not move your rod at all. Just gently feel the spool of

the reel with your thunab, and let the line run on out.

The' old bass has caught your frog, but he has not swal-

lowed it. For 10, 20, 30, 40 feet he runs, as swift as an
arrow. Then your reel stops turning. Then your rod

tip' twitches gently, two or three times. Wait then, just

a '.moment yet. Don't be in a hurry. That bass has

never seen ycu, he does not see the line, and he does not

care .for the- hook. If you leave him alone, he is going
to' swkllow that frog, hook and all. I have sat and waited

two minutes by 'the Svatch for a bass to swallw the frog

before I would strike him. If after this little wait he

starts oft' again, you will know that he is on his second
run, and that he has probably swallowed the bait. Now
strike hard! Don't remember any foolishness about

hooking a fish with a fly rod with a 'turn of the wrist.

This is an altogether different thing. Your fish is far

away arid your line may be bowed over the rushes. Reel

up. quickly until the line is as nearly tight as possible,

then 'fake a stiff, strong sweep of the rod upward with

yOtti" whole arm, so that you will strike the hook home,
deet) into the hard mouth of the fish.

The instant you strike you feel the blood bound in

your veins. The fish now knows that he has been the

victim of a trap. The wit of man has outwitted him!

He feels fright, terror, surprise' and anger all in one

—

sometimes you will think more anger than anything else.

He is not.-'hurt verj-^ much by the hook, for he is used

to the sharp fins of the perch and other fish, and his

jaws are n'ot sensitive,- Yet he wants to get away from

|,hat restraininsr.hOQK and^ine' He nishe^ |pr the weeds,

springs into the air, shakes his head, and is all over the
place in an instant. Keep a steady line on; him, but do
not try to hold him yet. When he is well hooked, back
him out into the open water, if you can, and then let him
swing on the rod. He will get enough of it after a while,

and then you can reel him in slowly. When he sees the

boat he will probably run again two or three times, but

at last he will stick his mouth out of the water, and that

means he is whipped. Now reel him in and pass the

landing net gentl}' under him.
Kill your bass at once with the thrust of a shaii> knife

through the back of the neck. If the day is warm, re-

move the gills and entrails and throw your fish on top of

a chunk of ice, if you have any ice along. If you want
to keep the fish alive on a string, pass the stringing needle

through both lips of the fish, and never through the

gills, as that will kill it almost at once. A nice string of

these grand game fish following along by the side of the

boat as you come into camp at night will seem a prize

worth having, and you will even think it repays you for

all the trouble you had in learning to cast the bait.

A Pair of Bass.
I WA.s heels ove^ head in work at my desk one Satur-

day morning, when Lou, my angling chum, came in with

a cheery smile, which I knew boded good fish news.
"I received word from Joe this morning and he wishes

us to come down to the station to-night, as there is a

school of bass outside."

Joe was one of the crew of the life-saving sta-

tion, who had few equals as a boatman, and who was
above all a thorough sportsman and angler. Under his

guidance we had enjoyed many a day's good sport.

We packed our traps that evening, and arrived at the

Beach about ten o'clock; the hotels were closed for the

season, and the watchman on beat was the only mortal
we met as we left the train.

It was a bri.ght moonlight night in October, and as we
walked along the beach toward the station we speculated

about oitr chances for the morrow, and reminiscences of

our last successful trip were gone over again.
- As we neared the house Joe's dog Pepper announced
our arrival, and after a cursory examination, having
recognized us as old friends, led the way to the house.

Alost of the crew were enjoying their pipes and read-

ing, while a party of four, including Joe, were engaged
in a partner game of pinochle, in which Joe and the

cook seemed to be getting the worst of it.

After the custom arjr greetings we saw to it that our
traps were carefully stowed away, and then we sat down
to a chat regarding the luck during the week past, and
were told that weather conditions had beeen such as to

make trolling impossible. Joe promised good weather
for the morning, and Lou and I had learned to have great

confidence in his predictions.

After a good night's sleep we were awakened by Joe
about six o'clock, and were soon sitting down to a break-

fast of bacon and eggs and steaming hot coffee. Joe in

the meantime had gotten everything ready, and putting

our traps in the boat were were soon off for the grounds.

The day for fishing was all that could be desired, bright,

crisp and clear, and hardly any swell on. By the time

Joe had reached the grounds Lou and I had rigged up,

and each putting a couple of large sand worms in our

gang hooks we dropped them over, working the line out

.slowly until we had reached the lOO-foot mark.

Joe headed for the first row of spiles, and in a few

minutes I had the first strike, and soon landed a bass of

about two pounds weight.

We went over the same ground again several times, but

it seems it was the only bass in that locality.

Joe then started for the broken jetty, which as a rule

turned out some nice bass.

Here we caught four, Lou getting one weighing 2j4

pounds, and although we went over this ground again a

half-dozen times, we failed to get another strike.

The bracing air had again sharpened our appetites, and
when I proposed a little lunch with a smoke afterward the

others agreed willingly.

"There were quite a number of bass at that jetty," re-

marked Joe, "and if something hadn't scared them away
we would probably have caught a dozen more."

"There they are now," suddenly said Joe, pointing

toward the old jettty. Lou and I couldn't see anything,

but Joe's practiced eye had caught sight of the school, and
hurriedly arranging our baits, Joe rowed silently toward
the spot.

"I've got one," I cried, suddenly. "So have I," an^

swered Lou. "and he's bigger than any we've got." Mine
being a small bass, was soon in the boat, and Joe then

turned his attention to Lou, w-ho was having his hands
full with his i2-punce rod. Several times he brought

him close to the boat, only to let him go again, when
he became "contrary," as Joe caHed it. When finally

brought to the net and safe in the boat Joe estimated

his weight at a little over five pounds, but from the way
he fought Lou and I expected him to be larger.

We were still talking about his game fight, when Joe.

admoni.shed. us to hurry, having no time lose, as in

another hour t.h^ tide would be flood and the fishing

over.

On the way back it was the same story over again, two
strikes and two bass; Lou again getting the larger one
of about four pounds. We now had nine, and as they

lay in the bottom of the boat they were a pretty sight with

their beautiful striped sides.

As we had plenty of worms, Joe urged us to put on
nice fresh baits, and on the next troll I hooked one,

which from the strike he gave rather disappointed me,

as I was now anxious to also catch a large one. Suddenly
he started to run out my hne at a liveb^ rate, and I made
up my mind he wasn't so> small after all. I tried to turn

him several times, but it was no use, and before I knew
it he had over 300 feet of my line out.

"Careful now, don't hurry him," warned Joe, and as-

he rowed .slowly toward him I commenced to reel in

and gradually worked him to within about fifty feet of

the boat. Then he made another run, and after this he

was rather easy, and slowly but surely he was coming

toward the boat..

Lqu was ot) hjs knees, on the stern seat, ready to land

him when the opportunity came. "Be careful," cried

Lou, suddenly; "yot|V§ got a ^m" sure 6TlQligt|

there were two bass, which Lou netted skillfully, and
were soon safe in the boat. One was a mate to Lou's
largest one, and the other was about two and a half

pounds.
It seem,s I had first hooked the smaller one on theunper hook, and the larger one had then taken the trail-ing worms on the lower hook, and he it was that hadsuddenly run my h„e out after I had the first strike.
irJefore the change of tide we caught three more all of

'-'L >° ^"^5 ^""^ ^ ^'^'f Po^-^s, and Joe then hoisted
his spilt sail and we started for the station. We arrived

"V"^ down to a dinner of roast beef,aked potatoes and cranberries, and which was enjoyed

Th. ^"1
^"o^'^than any dinner we have since eaten.The scales were then brought out and the catch wasfound to weigh 38 pounds.

After bidding the crew good-by, Lou and I wendedour way back to the railroad, where we took the traintor home, but agreeing that for ma.iy days to come wewould remember that day in October with Joe
. Argus.

Camp-Fire Storks from Canadian
Woods.—in.

The Commodore and the Judge.
MoiRA Lake, as its name implies, is an enlargement of^le river of that name, but some distance norfhwest oStoco Lying m the northern part of the second tier oftownships from the Bay of Quinte, it expends aboi^f ten

o two nirwid? 't?'-'"^
^'^^^^ ^ -''^ " hS10 two miles wide. It is a picturesque sheet of waterhere and there studded with islands and bo?d roJkvshores. It possesses some geological imnortanremarks the boundary in this l?calitrbetrfn the T;entonhmestone and the Archaean or older formations On thenoith shore lies a valuable bed of talc and of marh^

Ci-os? hflak^ind
hematite Ind magnath'ir^^

^suK^^'^^s^' -^-r^s
The shores of this lake are dotted with summer cot-

alf'the"re n.lllir'^'''''""
^""^ Comfortably supplied withall the lequisites for summer outing, belonging to theprosperous and well-to-do families of the towS of M^doclying about two miles to the north. In summer the wSaffords excellent fishing for black bass, pickerel andmaskmonge, and is enlivened by steam ykchts launchesand various other craft.

y ^ launcnes

Coming by rail from the south, as you emerge from
a rocky cut and skirt the western sho^e ofTbfy hy^high grade you observe a point of rock away to the

iSv rS' lont^'rT
the shore. At low water this soli-

iJt^.r
''^^

t his ease in awater hole. The early settlers, practical in everything.

%Z f ""^P^li^''"^
of that boulder, gave this beautiful

sheet of water the unromantic name of Hog Lake, and it
is so laid down in the early maps of the country

Ihe island in the center, which is crossed by the rail-way as well as by the public road, was settled by onetiobert Perry, who at one time kept a tavern here; the oldbuilding still stands at the end of the first bridge and
this property is still owned by some of his children
-t-erry when a young man, while traveling through thethen Indian woods, now the township of Tyendinagawas set upon by some drunken Indians, beaten, robbed
thrown over a log by the wayside and left for dead Hewas shortly afterward discovered, taken by friendly
hands to the nearest house and cared for. He recovered
from his wounds, but was never the same man From
the beating about the head his mind was affected, which
made him somewhat eccentric. From this, and from
his dwelling by the lake, he was facetiously called theCommodore—no doubt after that other Commodore
Lake Lne fame. I am not aware that he ever dis-
closed a taste for music, or any weakness for the higher
i-ealm of poetic fancy, but his labors were enlivened and
his peaceful slumbers soothed by the loudest chorus of
bullfrogs. The aquatic minstrels were therefore known
to the Madoc boys as "the Commodore's band." Perry,
notwithstanding his eccentricities, was no fool. The
loudest man at a logging bee or a raising, and the noisi-
est at a political meeting. Many a good story is related
of Perry and among the rest is the following:
Years ago old Judge S., who was then county judge,

being a skillful angler, whenever he had a short court at
Madoc frequently enlisted the old Commodore to assist
him in his favorite sport. - In a certain circuit the court
was unexpectedly short, and it was arranged that the
two should spend the balance of the day upon the lake.
The lunch basket was filled and every convenience sup-
plied which forethought could suggest for a successful
day's fishing. A horse and wagon was in requisition,
a;nd they found themselves at the shores of the lake.

^
Now, it so happened that the Commodore's favorite

fishing ground was on a bar which ran out from this
very porcine rock from which the lake had received its

unsavory name. Thither they rowed, and cautiously
making fast the boat commenced to fish with encoura-
ging success. After a time, in looking through the lunch
basket, however, it was discovered that the one thing
most needful to a successful day's fishing, alas, was lack-
ing, being an oversight of mine host at the hotel—there
was nothing to "grease the rod," and besides, it being dog
days, dring lake water was not conducive to health
without diluting by a little of Corby's "family proof."

It was arranged that the Judge should remain upon the
rock fishing while the Commodore should row over to
land, go to the village and return with the needful, as
fast as his legs could carry him. With strict injunctions
as to celerity, he started on his errand. When he ar-
rived at the hotel, Jjeing of convivial habits, the Com-
u.'Odore found a lot of his boon companions going in for
a "good time," Of course, he joined in, forgetting his
mission, and in a short time forgot everything else. He
was soon overcome, and lay. down on a bench to sleep
off the fumes of the whisky. After hours of slumber,
and when the sun was away down in the west, he
awakened, and it hegar\ to dawn upon him there was
something wrong. He thought it could hardly be pos-

sible thjit he ha^ Ifft thg Judff an that roclq aU ^s^y
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the blazing sun, without a leaf of shade, and only decent
standing room for one. He imagined it must be a

dream. However, he made his way to the lake, and
there, sure enough, was the Judge, like Prometheus of

old, bound fast to the rock oi fate. When he arrived to

relieve the Judge, the scene that ensued is more easily

imagined than described, and I shall not attempt it.

Suffice it to say, in after years, whenever the old Judge
related his experience, he could not enter into the joke

so heartily as his hearers.
Edison B. Fraleck.

New England Fishing. I

Boston, April i.—The legal open season for trout in

this State began to-day. Considerable preparation had

been made early last week by the anglers, but the hard

freeze of Friday and Saturday took away their en-

thusiasm. Ice formed of nearly an inch in thickness both

mornings, with the mercury below freezing Sunday morn-
ing; not favorable condiaons for outdoor trout fishing.

.Still some of tlie Boston anglers are off for the streams

and preserves on the Cape, and in that part of the State.

Some of the members of the Tihonet Club started

Saturday evening, and others went down j^esterday. Gen.

Stevenson has planned to be one of the first at the Monu-
ment Club. F. G. Simpson goes down early to fish a

stream of his own, though the cold weather may delay

him for a couple of days. The cranberry bog streams

in the vicinity of Dennis will be thoroughly fished early.

Most of these srreams are either controUed by leases or

agreements to private parties, or the owners charge a fee

for fishing a given length of time. The streams in the

northern and western portions of' the State are still too

foil of ice and ice water for trout fishing.

A display of trout in Appleton & Basset's window, on
Washingion street, has attracted considerable attention

for some days. Even friends have walked into the store,

with indignation depicted on their faces, and asked the

proprietors: "Don't you know that it is close time?"
"Are you not aware that you are liable to prosecution

" for showing trout before the first of April?" In response
the firm have answered quietly, and called for the

trout to be brought from the window. Behold, tliey are
' china; a good imitation of half of a brook trout, and a.

part of the plate. So well is the painting and firing done
that, with the aid of a little parsley laid around the

pseudo fish, even some of the more ancient anglers have
hedn deceived. In the same window a couple of mounted
albino wild, or Canada, geese were shown for some days
recently. They were grayish-white all oyer, except a
black spot on each side of the head. They are the prop-

' erty of Mr. C. H. Munroe, and were shot at Silver Lake,
late in February. - Mr. Munroe is proprietor of a fine

hunting lodge at that lake.
' It is too early for prognos'tications as to the departure
•of the ice from the Maine fishing lakes, but great prepara-
tioris for guests are being made by hotel and camp pro-
prietors. Improvements are in progress at nearly every
important point. The Kineo House and surroundings, at

Moosehead, are being much improved. At ihe Rangeleys
great preparations are being made. Capt. F. C. Barker
is making repairs and improvements. It is understood
that 'he will have a number of new cottages at Haine.s'

Landing, or just below, on the Decker lots, whh a land-
ing of liis own. The steamer Capt. Farrar, sunk at the
Upper Dam, will be raised and again run on Mooseluc-
rnaguntic Lake. Steam launches are growing to be more
and more a feature at both the Rangeleys and Moose-
head, and a number of new ones are to be put in for
renting to sportsmen and camping parties. The same
is true of Sebago Lake and Lake Auburn. One or two
Boston parties are already planned for Sebago as soon as
the ice is out. The ice sometimes goes out of that lake
in April, but oftener early in May. Speciat..

The Scarlet Ibis*

Canandaigua, N. Y.j March 29.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: A list of bass flies is before me. and 1 find in-

cluded therein both red ibis and scarlet ibis. Is there a

difference, and, if so, wherein does it lie? Up to last

August I was, to put it mildly, quite indifferent to the
fly i have known as the scarlet ibis.

It came about in this way. Some years age we formed
a fly-fishing club here, with a membership of nine impe-
cunious and irresponsible souls. We have fished to-

gether upon every possible occasion for ten or twelve
years. Our fishing has been almost exclusively with the

fly, and. has been confined, with few exceptions, to the
waters of the outlet of Canandaigua Lake, where occa-
sionally a good small-mouth bass is taken. Our knowl-
edge of the art has been acquired wholly from one another
and from individual experience, and T doubt if any one
of us ever saw a fiy-rod in the hand of an expert. So
that a, great deal of our work is necessarily crude, and
some of 't perhaps grotesque.

. Nevertheless, we all mean to live up to and encourage
the laws for the protection of fish and game, and we have
by degrees estab'ished an unwritten code of ethics of

our own which we in most instances respect and apply.
And one of the propositions that has become axiomatic
among us is that it would be a lasting disgrace to our or-

ganization for one of its members to use or to be pos-
sessed of a scarlet ibis fly. And it was formally resolved
that if a prototype of the said scarlet ibis fly ever did
actually exist it was the unanimous opinion of the club
that it never had any valid excuse for it.

I remember that two of us once met an angler of some
repute from a neighboring countv. We heartily ac-
corded htm the hero-worship which we considered bis
due. until he exhibited to us his fly-book, which contained
one wh'te miller, one Gov. Alvord. one dark Montreal
and eleven husre and s-orgeous soecimens of the scarlet
ibis. He informed us that he often fished with three of
these ®n his leader at the same time, and the disenchant-
ment was comnlete. We hurried home and reported to
the inner circle, and we unanimously and without dis-

cussion classed the gentleman as a savaee.
But time went on and some of us devoted six days

of ihe last week of August, ipoo, to fly-fishing for bass.
Before going T had been reading of the virtues of the

scarlet ibis, and in a spirit of lawlessness, and forgetful
oLtf^e solemnity of my unsworn vow, I surreptitiously
and feloniously tied up a couple of misshapen and hideous
imitations of that unearthly fly, and in the darkness of
thd night secreted them in my book.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday I fished

faithfully and le^timately, using the old tried and re-
spected flies, but did not take a single fish which I could
put in my basket.
Then, on Friday afternoon, with a feeling of guilt in

my bosom and a frightened look over my shoulder, I
attached one of my flaming monstrosities to the leader.
After a few terrible minittes, observing that the bottom
still remained in the stream and that no hills had fallen
on me, my confidence returned, and inside of two hours
I had taken four good bass, and, wonderful to relate, the
largest three, including two two-pounders, had succumbed
to the charm of the ibis.

The^ next afternoon I went back to the old flies. I
worked hard, but could get nothing. Then I put on the
remaining ibis, and within a half hour I had taken on
that fly a bass that weighed 2 pounds and 15 ounces
several hours afterward.

I did not make another cast. Perfect happiness was
mine. I felt no remorse because such a noble bass met
so Ignominious a death at my hands. It was plain that
I had fallen in the estimation of my, brethren, but I bore
it cheerfully and manfully.
Henceforth that scariet ibis (or is it the red ibis) shall

have a peg in my fly-book, and at times a loop on my
leader.

But, oh my! oh my! I wish its color could be tampered
^^''f'l- F. A. C.

At Mississquoi.
Ovid, N. Y March 23.—Editor Forest and Stream:

in the ?prmg of 1899 I went to Mississquoi Bay Vt for
a day s pike fishing, leaving the train at Alburg on the
western side of the bay. My experiences on that day
vvere varied and as thought of now were extremely
pleasant, although some of them did not so impress me
at the time. Shortly after the ice leaves the bay the
H^a l-eyes go in procession up one side of this arm of
Laice Lhamplain and down the other side, biting stead-
ily at everything biteable, although small tender min-
nows are preferred. In clear water the schools can be
seen moving easily along near shore. This continues for
a few days and then the run is over, the pike having re-
tired. It is beheved, into the deep waters of the lake
While the peregrination lasts, school doesn't keep on the
shores of Mississquoi Bay. Old graybeards, strong men
and tender striplings have but one duty—to take as many
as possible.

I reached Alburg at 8 A. M., with ^ bucket of lively
minnows caught by my own hands in the cool waters
of the Chazy River. Who would be able to take more
pike than I with my old bass rod, fine silk line and
leader? W^ould it be difficult for so skilled a fisherman as
myself to show these plebeians how to do it? "Pride
goeth" .

As I left the train the baggagemen were lifting large
strings of pike into the car. There were fifty or seventy-
five fish on each string, and there were six or seven
strings. At least half a ton of pike was loaded. You
can imagine the rise in my expectations.
The landlord gave me his only remaining boat. I

soon knew why it was his remaining boat. Throwing
out the anchor a iew rods from the railroad bridge, I
baited the hook with nervous fingers and—the boat was
half full. She was a beautiful creation, built on the St.
Lawrence model, but she leaked in bow, stern, middle
and_ both sides. I barely reached shore. After such a
beginning, I should have considered myself a victim of
the gods and quit for the day. But when my head be-
came cool—my feet were already so—I went out on the
bridge with the crowd and cast in with them.
Soon there was a sharp tug, the old rod did its ac-

customed work, and a 4-pound pike came to surface
thrashing around. I, 8 feet above him, watched him
thrash. No landing net, no gaff, no spear, no gun, no
•way to kill him. After a time he departed, and was prob-
ably caught a few minutes later by some boy with a pork
hook, a clothesline and a tamarack tree. Fall No. 2.

After this my eye fell on a boat nearby not entirely
filled with men. I tried with offers of liberal stakes to
secure a place in it. The owner was a callous man, and
he calrnly, suavely refused. Then I fell from grace, being
much irritated by his manner, and assured him of my
belief in several flaws in his ancestry. Feeling safe by
position, I was very candid with him. When I finished
ray estimate, his countenance was no longer serene, nor
liis tones suave. This was my only successful operation
during the day.
Then some good Samaritans appeared. Two gentle-

men from St. Albans pulled up to the pile on which T

was sitting and thanked me for the able manner in which
I had risen to the occasion just past, and gave me a
place in their boat. How they did catch pike! I saw
them lift eighty fish from 2 to 5 pounds weight, while I

could not, and did not, catch one that day.
After a time I became resigned, and took pleasure

watching the rest do it. There were a dozen boats
within a few rods, and I was kept busy. One old gentle-
man of ministerial garb and bearing, dubbed "Grandpa"
by the crowd, tried to play the pike as one does bass.
He usually lost the fish and caught the ha-ha!
Soon a rustic called to him, "Say, Grandpa, you want

to do it like this!" He explained by a mighty lift on
the long lever in his hands, whereupon a huge pike hur-
riedly left the water some 16 feet away and described
a parabola toward and into the boat, Rusticus adroitly

ducking to avoid the blow.
Then Grandpa tried it. His fish left the water just as

hurriedly, but instead of falling into the boat it swung
lik(p a pendulum to the extremity of its arc. came back,
struck Grandpa on the shoulder and caromed away into

the water. The laugh which went up set those calves of

Lake Champlain, the bullfrogs, a-bellowtng.

When train time came, I went ashore, had some small

dealings with a smafl boy, took m.y string of fifteen pike

and went proudly, on the exterior, back to my home,
explaining how wonderfully the fish bit.

Bent. E. BinGE.

Newfotind Lake.

Newfound Lake, Bristol, N. H., March 30.—The re-

sources of our New Hampshire lakes will be in evidence-
to visitors at the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo, as
the State will have an exhibit of game fish. Among them
will be lake trout from this lake and Sunapee trout from
Lake Sunapee, and other fish, it being the intention of
Gen. Crofts, New Hampshire's commissioner to the ex-
position, to see that we have a good representat'on of our
inland lakes. Seven lake trout have been taken from
here and under the supervision of Mr. Ed Rike- taken
to the U. S. hatchery at Nashua, there to be kept in

tanks, fed and cared for by Waldo F. Hubbard, U. S.

Superintendent, until the exposition shall open.
Fish Commissioners Wentworth and Hughes, accom-

panied by Mr. Waldo F. Hubbard were at this lake
March 26. and thought they would try their luck at

bobbing through the ice for the elusive trout. The Com-
missioners drew a blank, but Mr. Hubbard hooked on to a
big (?) one, but the U. S. official did not have "pull"
enough to land that trout in Buffalo.
The trolling season is expected to commence about

April 20, as tlie ice is not so thick this year, and signs
are of an early breaking up. As the lake is kept well
stocked by the Commiss-oners, there is every indication
of the season being beneficial and in.structive to fi-her-

men who annually visit these waters for trout and salmon.

,
S. H.

Chfcagfo Fly-Casting CI«b.

The last indoor meeting of the Chicago Fly-Casting
Club for the season was held on the evening of March
21 at the Hotel Bismarck. In view of the interest

shown last season in team contests, it was decided to

devote three of the six contest days the coming season to

team contests, to divide the club into three teams, under
the direction and instruction of Messrs. Bellows, Has-
call and Peet. The advantage claimed was that the
members wovfld thus receive the benefit of the experience
of their respective captains and mutually assist each other.

Club action was also taken in the direction of raising

the plane of lure-casting nearer to that of fly-casting in

scientific angling by instituting an event in practice con-
tests, in which a ^-ounce rubber frog is to be used in-

stead of the iJ/2-ounce. The innovation met the approval
of all members present.

Instructions were given to the Executive Committee to
prepare suitable resolutions relative to the departure of
the Rev. C. A. Lippincott to Flint, Mich., and charter
member J. M. Clark to Kansas City, Mo.
During the evening the members were entertained with

a rousing song by Mr. Perce; an interesting description
of a'winter fishing trip by Mr. Orr, who has just returned
from the South; a sketch of the development of bait-cast-

ing rod, from the old 16-foot bamboo to the present
5-ounce 6j^-foot gem of rod construction, by J. M.
Clark, and also the speech of the season on "The Lottery
of Scientific Angling," by President W. T. Church,

Carp m Toronto Bay.

Toronto, Canada, March 25.—Toronto Bay is now full

of carp of from 4 to 8 pounds in weight. They may eat

all the wild celery and rice from the ducks, but the}' arc
better than no fish at all. I have much fun spearing them
in the summer time. Taking a spear about 15 feet long
and donning a bathing suit, I enter the water at any oM
place. Then thrusting the spear in the water ahead of
me and drawing it back without splashing, I soon see
a single file of carp on the way to investigate. I hit

one, and you would laugh to see the rest of them get.

They never come back after once smelling blood. They
are cunning, bramy beggars. Hit them hard, for their
scales are large and hard. The leather species are those
which have had their scales injured; they then shed
the remaining scales, and the skin is a little tougher.
What do I do with the carp I spear? Why, as a joke. I

give them to those who ask me for them. As the song
goes, "They never ask again." Have you ever eaten
flannel ?

Here is a German recipe for cooking boarding-housf
carp : Boil in one quart of lager beer, in which is dropped
a bit of cheese; the carp will emerge white, firm and free
from bitterness. But the liquid will be so bitter that it

would be rejected by the thirstiest bunco-steerer that ever
roamed the plains. Another receipe is Jewish : Stuff
with bread crumbs and egg, onions and garlic, salt, pepper,
etc, and bake in the oven. G. H, Corsan.

Not Too Dangfetous.

Editor Forest and Stream:
On page 249 of Forest and Stream for March 30 your

compositor makes me say that the salmon pool at the west
entrance of the St. Augustin River is so full of rocks
that two or three fishermen who had tried the river lost

their lives promptly. I have fished some pretty dan-
gerous waters but none that is quite so bad as that. If

your compositor at work with my simple handwriting
makes "lives" out of "lines" it makes me skeptical about
the accuracy of archaeologists' translations from more
ancient hieroglyphics. . Robert T. Morris.
New York, March 28.

Striped Bass in the Htjdson.

. Ossining, N. Y., March 28.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: They are soaking the striped bass up here, the
several nets catching a ton a day. There have been three
caught that tipped the scales at 38, 39^/2 and 40 pounds.
As soon as the silt gets down on the bottom where it be-
longs—first warm spell—the hook and line fisherman will

have some rare sport. C. G. B.

**The Striped Bass."

The paper under this title in our issue of March 30
should have had the signature Herbert N. Curtis, instead

of Robert N. Curtis, as printed.

Thomas A. Edison is tarpon fishing in Florida,
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Notice.

An communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

For the Dog- on Chain.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I find in the Hampshire Gazette note of a tragedy at

Forest Park, in Springfield, Mass. It is related that
"Dinah, the black bear which was brought to the park
over seven years ago, when a cub, had two cubs born
about the first of last month. Dinah was separated from
the other bears and given the den, runway and cage to
herself. When the young bears were little over a week
old the keeper noticed that the mother bear had ap-
peared in the cage connected with the den, while before
she had kept closely within the den. This aroused his
suspicions, and he dropped the grating, shutting her into
the cage. A thorough search was then made of the den,
but the cubs had disappeared, and no trace of them could
be found. It is supposed that Dinah yielded to what ap-
pears to be a common impulse among bears in captivity,
and devoured her offspring. She had been treated with
the iitmost care, and every precaution taken against dis-
turbing her. The only person allowed near the den was
the keeper that brought the animal's food once a day.
The park authorities very much regret the occurrence.
It is rare to have cubs born in captivity, and these were
the first youngsters that had ever been at the park.
People are always asking, "Have you any cubs out
there?" In a few days more the cubs would probably
have been taken from their mother and brought up by
hand in a separate cage."
One thing is certain, that the keeper could have saved

the cubs if he had not starved the dam! One meal a day
is not near enough for the nursing mother of two cubs.
The old bear should have had plenty of meat, besides
cereals, fruit, nuts, or any odd thing to vary her diet and
amuse her. Animals want playthings, especially dogs
which are on chain. An old shoe, old hat or rag baby
will keep them from whining and barking. After snow
passes, the best hygiene for a hunting dog is to tie him
to the springy limb of an apple tree, with not enough
scope of rope or chain to allow him to get snarled up
in it. It is like one of those children's baby jumpers.

Charles Hallock.

Mascoutah Kennel Club*

The list of judges, with the breeds assigned to each, in
respect to the forthcoming show of the Mascoutah Ken-
nel Club, follow: James Mortimer, Hempstead, L. I.

—

St Bernards, Newfoundlands, mastiffs, Russian wolf-
hounds, deerhounds, greyhounds, bloodhounds, English
fox hounds. Chesapeake Bay dogs, Dalmatians, poodles,
bidl dogs, Boston terriers, French bull dogs, Schip-
perkes. Chihuahuas, Italian greyhounds, pugs, Yorkshire
terriers, toy terriers, Pomeranians, .Griffons, King
Charles spaniels, Blenheim spaniels, ruby spaniels, Prince
Charles spaniels, Japanese spaniels, American fox hounds
and miscellaneous.

T. S. Ballin, Minneapolis—Bull terriers, smooth fox
terriers, wire fox terriers, Airedale terriers, Welsh
terriers, Bedlington terriers, black and tan terriers. Skye
terriers, Dandie Dinmont terriers and Scotch terriers.

Dr. J. .S. Niven, London, Ont.—Great Danes, Clumber
spaniels, field spaniels, cocker spaniels and Irish terriers

J. A. Graham, St. Louis—English setters, Irish setters
and Gordon setters,

T. Donoghue, La Salle, III.—Pointers aiid Irish water
spaniels.

John A. Long, St. Louis—Collies and Old English
sheepdogs.
Arthur Froembliiig, Chicago—Dachshunds.

'

Mrs. E. Oughton Giles, Stockenchurch, Bucks, Eng.

—

Beagles.

Points and Flushes.

The celebrated veterinarian, Mr. H. Clay Glover, of

New York, has for some time been residing on Long
Island, where he enjoys the freedom and advantages of
countrj' life while still being within touch of his business
at 1293 Broadway, New York. His dog remedies have
won their way to the front and have long since been
recognized throughout this country as standard. They
are specially prepared for all the ills to which the dog
is subject.

Rush to the Hot Springs of Arkansas.

It is probably due to the influences of the many cam-
paigns in which the United States troops have been en-

gaged in the last year or so ip. foreign climes, and the
extremely arduous duties which they have performed
with such distinction that the number of applications

for treatment at the American Carlsbad—the Hot Springs
of Arkansas—has increased to such an extent that from
the present indications it looks as if the applicants could
not be taken care of. Our Uncle Samuel keeps a great
hospital there for the exclusive use of the officers and
men of the regular and volunteer army—the Government
Army and Navy Hospital is the way it is called, for the

navy has a share of the benefits, too, and in the last few
years it has become an immensely popular place.

The world-wide reputation which this resort bears for
the prompt and permanent^ alleviation and relief of such
ills as service in the semi-tropic regions involves, and
that in connection with its remarkable climate and health-
fulness of location—its altitude is just right—and its

easy accessibility combine to make it a spot much sought
after by officers and men.
The surgeon in charge of the Government Hospital esti-

mates that the applications for admittance this year will

be much in excess of the capacity of the hospital to care
for them, although it has been extensively improved and
everything done that could be done in anticipation of
just such a rush. It looks as if at least a few of the
applicants would be disappointod by their failure to get
there.

»—
American" Canoe Association, 1900-1901.

Commodore, C. E. Britton, Gananoque, Can.
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'Mid Reef and Rapid —VI.
BY F. R. WEBB. »

Five o'clock of a summer morning in camp seems fully

as late as 7 o'clock at home in a darkened bedroom; so
when we turned out next morning at this seemingly
early hour, after a good, sound, refreshing night's sleep, it

did not seem much if any earlier to us than our usual

hour. To the habitually late riser, the exquisite charm
of early day—particularly in the summer—is lost. The
rising sun; 'the fresh, dewy atmosphere; the delicious
quiet; the feeling that all nature has been refreshed and
purified by the night's rest—all combine to make this the
most attractive and enjoyable part of the day. I pre-

sume that, as a rule, the members of our party were fully

as little accustomed, when at home, as most people are, to

viewing and enjoying tiature at this early hour; therefore
when we turned ont this morning in the delicious, fresh

purity of the new-born day, and had plunged our heads,
faces and hands in the clear, refreshing water of the
river, from whose smooth surface the mists were rising;

drifting away in delicate httle wreaths, and melting into

the translucent atmosphere, just tinged by the sun's
slanting rays, and washed the night's sleep out of our
systems, it was with a keen sense of enjoyment that we
took in all the beauties of the fresh, cool morning; and
we sat down to our 6 o'clock breakfast of bacon," fried

potatoes, soft boiled eggs and coffee with a much keener
appetite than usually attends us at our matutinal meal at

home iuWy two hours later.

;

The Colonel is a quick packer, and, naturally, his tent
was struck and his canoe packed and ready for launch-
ing before it had occurred to the rest of us that our
canoes were to be packed at all. While I was preparing
breakfast, George and Lacy packed their canoes, and
while they were washing up the breakfast things I

packed mine,, and by 8 ofclock everything was again
afloat.

The tljree miles from here to the Shenandoah^ at Port
Republic, is a bea,utiful and interesting run. For the first

mile and a half the water is still and deep, with hardly
a ripple to break the surface. It is a beautiful sheet of

water, flowing between soft, velvety, green banks, whose
overhanging trees are reflected again from the mirror-like
.surface of the water, while the long, down-stream vista
is closed by the towering peaks of the southern end of

the Massanutton range of mountains, which loom squarely
across the vista and are reproduced faithfully, bottom
upward, in the river.

The river turns sharply to the right at the end of this

long still reach, and an enormous fish dam, right in the
elbow, or bend, straggles across the breadth of the river;

which is here considerable. I am not aware that there is

any particular advantage in this method of construction,
but we meet with a number of dams in this river, built
in this particular location—right in the angle of a sharp
bend; the dam continuing across the river in a stra ght
line with the inner bank. We usally shoot this dam near
the right bank, where it is not more than a foot high, but
at the present stage we were unable to find water enough
flowing over the dam to do this, and the canoes were
easily slid over by hand into the still water below.
The remaining mile and a half presents a formidable

series of rapids or falls, as the long stretches of reefs and
ledges, with considerable drop or fall, are not inaptly
termed in local parlance—by far the worst we have yet
experienced, and quite as extensive and rough as most
of those to be found in the Shenandoah below. The first

half mile is a wilderness of reefs, extending, particularly
for the first 200 yards below the dam, in long, regular
parallel lines, clear across the river, slanting away con-
siderably down-stream as they cross. At the present low
stage inost of these reefs stood, baked hard, white and
dry in the siin, considerably above the surface of the
water, and as viewed from the dam the river bed pre-
sented a bewildering conglomeration of rocks with no ap-
parent thoroughfare. The water between each line of
reefs is still and deep, and we easily threaded our way
along these little terraces! taking advantage of the fre-

quent little gaps or chance channels through the "saw-
tooth" ledges, to drop over each ledge into the terrace
below. Our progres's was thus quite slow, but we
worked our way along the mazes qui^e successfully. Be-
low the reefs_ the channel shoots swiftly to the left of a
flat, grassy island, narrowing as it proceeds, until it

finally ends in a nasty, crooked little pitch over a ledge,

some three or four feet in height, with an equally nasty,
crooked, rocky little channel below it, and we were all

liberally thumped and banged about in here, before we
succeeded in makinsr our escape into quiet water beIo\v,

The next half mile is a majestic still reach of river, im-
posing and lake-like in its dimensions; flowing between
high, tree-clad banks on either side—a most lovely and
impressive reach, with here and there masses of reefs
large and small, exposing their white lime-encrusted sur-
faces above the water, and adding picturesqueness to the
scene. This is followed by half a mile of falls similar
to those above, bitt steeper and rougher.
We paddled slowly and cau iously over the calm surface

of this lake-like reach; breaking the water into ripples
and little furrows, as our paddles disturbed the surface
and our sharp bows cut their way along through the
water, which furrowed away in two long slanting Unes
far towaixl either shore from the bow of each canoe—the
furrows broken into confused masses of little wavelets
where the long diverging lines chanced to cross each
other. A sharp lookout was necessary, as great masses
of reefs, reaching nearly to the top of the water from the
depths below, were plentiful, and the currentless surface
showed no indications of their presence save where the
little furrows from the bows of the canoes broke over a
crest but just beneath the surface, and reuniting beyond
passed on, leaving a series of little rings of water dancing
and lapping round it.

A low wall of reefs and matted bush covered islands
stretched clear across the river like a dam, below this
reach, and marked the beginning of the last half mile of
falls above Port Republic and the Shenandoah, down
which the whitened waters tumbled and foamed; spark-
ling lightly in the rays of the morning sun among the
masses of black, ugly, grinning reefs, which everywhere
darkened the water and obstructed its passage, while the
dull, threatening roar sounded ominously in our ears
as we approached, wi.h the long iron bridge at
Port Republic stretched lightly across the end of the
vista, outlining its slender fi aments in faint, dark tracery
against the great green background of the Blue Ridge.
We slipped into the narrow little boat channel between

the two flat, grassy little islands in the middle of the
river, and wound our way in and out among the rocks
and ledges, along the winding Iit:le canal among the
reefs, without touching a rock, until we passed through
this chain; below which the water rests in a still terrace,
100 yards in extent, before foaming and tumbling down
a reallly formidable series of ledges and reefs. A narrow
little boat channel, close to the right bank, two or three
hund:'ed yards long, affords a tolerably safe passage
through, although plentifully sprinkled with loose rocks,
especiallly at the lower end. where it divides into two
passage over the inevitable fall into the deep water
below. Through this shore, still reach we now paddled,
directing our course toward .the channel at the right,

while George took occasion to produce his bugle and
bray forth most unmelodious bias s thereon, with a
view of arousing the sleepy inhabitants of Port Republic
and notifying them of our approach. His mus'cal efforts

were speedily rewarded by the appearance of a litttle

crowd of men and boys, who gathered in a curious little

group on the bridge to see us come down over the falls,

and doubtless hoping to see some of us score a capsize
in the attempt.

"Now look out! This shoot is no child's play on this

water, and we are all likely to strike at the last pitch
down at the bottom. If any of you strike, jump out
promptly, or there will probably be a canoe to repair!"
said I. as we approached the head of the boat channel,
and the long narrow lane of water could be seen, .straight

away down hill before us, with the big waves glit ering
and tossing their shaggy manes in the bright sunlight.
"Hold back a little, and let each man get half way

down the rapid before the next man enters the shoot!"
was my parting injunction, as my canoe was caught in
the powerful suction over the verge of the rapid, and shot
swiftly down the race. It was a rat.ling plunge and
headlong rush down, while my canoe rode the big waves
like a duck. The run was made without a mishap until

I reached the shallow foot of the shoot, when in spite

of skill and alertness I was swept broadside over a flat

mass of reefs, where there was not water enough to float

me, and mj^ canoe careened helplessly over, high and dry
on the rocks.

Of course all that there was left for me to do was to '

open my 'midship hatch and step out and lift her off and
then scramble aboard again as nimbly as I could, with the
whirl of waters tugging at my canoe, which I succeeded
in doing, just in time to close my hatch again with a snap,
and Avithout waiting to see whether it was properly ad-
justed or not, hastily jerked the waterproof apron up to my
chin, when my canoe dived head first over the finaJ

four-ioot fall, and was buried in the yeasty suds below.
I paddled leisurely across the reach of still water below

this fall toward the next and final fall of the serief,

keeping a careful lookout for the sunken reefs which
everywhere abounded, and which were the more difficult

to avoid because the still surface of the river gave no
rippling indications of their presence, and looking back
from time to time to enjoy the predicament in which the
other fellows were finding themselves—all in a bunch, and
stuck on the rocks, and all in the water; finally freeing
themselves and getting aboard their canoes again as they
best could, in time to make the final plunge over the fall.

Pretty well over to the left bank a channel some 50 or

75 yards long afforded us a straight, easy shoot through
the last of the reefs just above and under the bridge,
which (after a final sharp dodge to the right to avoid the
reefs just below the bridge, which lie directly in line with
the channel and are not easy to dodge, owing to the
swift water which sets squarely across them—the Colonel
broke a paddle here last year, merely in sweeping the
water, in an unsuccessful attempt to swing his canoe
around them) brought us into the still, deep pool in front
of the village of Port Republic, into which South iRiver
pours its rippling wafers, and the falls were run.
We stepped ashore, cup in hand, at the spring in the

bank, at the foot of the main street of the village, which
consisted of a bottomless barrel sunk in the ground, close
to the river margin, and full to top with clear, cold water,
which could be seen welling up in little eruptions of
golden sands all over the bottom of the spring.
After a .eood drink, we closed and locked our hatches

to protect the contents of the canoes from the swarm of
little darkies of all a.ges, sizes, sexes

_
and conditions,

previous and present, wh9 appeared to spring up out of the
ground, sn pmtr^ptly oirh&Tid were they ^vhen we latilii^,
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and were swarming over the fences and high banks, and

from whose pilfering little fingers nothing exposed was

safe. After locking our hatches our canoes were made
fast to the rickety fence which straggled down the steep,

high, clay bank into the river, and the paddles stacked

against the bushes, and a good-sized darky boy subsidized

to watch the outfit. All being made secure we separated

for an hour. George and Lacy making as straight a course

as possible for the railroad station and express office, half

a mile aAvav, across South River, to get the kodak, while

the Colonel and I made our way to the village store to

replenish our supplies and mail our letters and cards.

[to be continued.]

Canoeing in California.

Canoeing in California is widely different sport from

canoeing in any other place in the world. In England, on

the Continent and in the East it is taken up to pass away

the few idle hours that are not used m the pursuit ot

the "miorht dollar." Men and women paddle around or

hoist a bit of a sail in a slight zephyr that would hardly

be a cat's-paw to an ordinary yacht. But m this btate

all the canoeing is done on the waters of the bay or its

tributaries. The wind is never less than six mdes an

hour enough to pull oft an international race, and up to

fifty 'miles. All the canoes have the hyking board, and

the" skippers spend most of their time when sailing out

some 5ft. on the end of this contrivance. It is constant

work of the most exhilarating kind. Slovenly sailing

means a dip in the cold water. The canoes go over on

the slightest provocation. There is no great danger, how-

ever, from such accidents, as the modern canoe is so built

that it cannot sink, and it is a matter of but a few seconds

to right it and go on sailing. In sorne of the races the

leading boat has capsized and, before it has been righted

has lost the position, but by hard sailing has managed to

win out.
. , . „ •

1

The only canoeing organization in Cautornia is the Ualc-

land C. C.. which has its club house on Sessions' Basm on

the San Antonio Estuarv. The club was started on Jan.

23 1886, with but a hand'ful of enthusiasts. The first club

house Avas at the foot of Alice street. In a short time

the club grew to such a size that the quarters had to be

enlarged." Everything seemed to favor its existence, un-

til they began "to improve Oakland Harbor, when the

club was forced to move to its present quarters. This

was a hard blow, for it moved the club out of the way and

the membership decreased until there were but some

twenty left. For a few years it had a hard time to keep

alive, At last the tide began to turn, and now the club

is one of the best supported organizations on the coast.

Indirectly the club has been responsible for a large num-

ber of the expert yachtsmen on the bay. It was through

tlie Oakland C. C. that the Oakland Navy was started

some seven years ago. This association was a purely

racing organization and for two years some of the best

sport on the bay was had in its races. It finally gave way
to the California Y. C, which put up a club house on the

estuary below the bridges. When the scheme oi the Navy
ceased to exist its workings were taken out into the bay

and the Pacific Interclub Yacht Association was formed.

This latter body is part of the present history of the

sport of yachting on the bay. So it may be claimed that

from the Oakland C. C. the present success in the "sport

of.,kings" on the bay originated.

pThe 'officers of the Canoe Club are: Com., Philip

Ca^uc;,' Vice-Com., Howard S. Byxbee; Sec'y-Treas.,

Charles Stewart. Com. Caduc owns the sloops Annie and

Zephyr. Annie is the noted craft in which Bill Tweed, the

New York politician, escaped from that city years ago.

Zephyr belongs to the mosquito fleet. Vice-Corn. Byxbee

owns the canoe Whim and a half interest in the ralf-rater

Ninette. Sec'y Stewart owns Beatrice, the smallest cruis-

ing sloop on the bay. Besides these boats there are some

twenty-five others on the club roll.—San Francisco

Chronicle.

Correspondence.

San FRAN-GtsCOj March 6—Editor Forest and Stream:

At the annual meeting of the Oakland C. C, recently

held,' the officers of the past year were re-elected—Com.,

Philip Cadue. of the sloop Annie ; Vice-Corn., Howard S.

Byxbee, canoe Whim; Sec'y-Treas., Chas. Stewart, sloop

Beatrice;, Membership Committee, S. A. Hackett and

Chas. L. Taylor, Jr.

With us .in Cahfornia our season is without a definite

beginning or an end, every month, winter included, lend-

ing some days that add to our round of sport. The regu-

lar trade winds, however, that make our sailing so full of

exhilaration, generally begin in March and last through

September and October, November to March being marked

with but light zephyrs during pleasant weather, and as

these trades can be depended on an average to give us a

breeze of fifteen to eightjeen miles an hour, with the com-

bination of large expanse of open waters, canoeing is al-

most entirely confined to the sailing mode!, paddling hav-

ing found but little vogue about our bay.

During 1900 our club held but few regattas or races, its

energies being devoted to remodeling and renovating our

quarters, recruiting strength and inducing new members
to take out some of the older boats that had not seen much
service for. the past two or three years, so that now we
have a roll of twenty-two active members regularly in

attendance—six life, eight honorary and some six or eight

members on the absentee list—with an enrollment of

twelve racing and cruising sailing canoes, one_ paddler

and two. Eskimo skin paddlers in the house, which, with

six open and four cabin sloops at moorings, make up our'

mosquito fleet.

The club house, a comfortable old rambling home, is

situated on Session's Basin, a small arm of Oakland
Esttiary; some three miles distant from the bay proper,

and irf easy access of Oakland Basin, from the sailing

canoeist's \dew point, an ideal body o£ salt water about

two and one-half miles long and a mile wide, confined

w:ithi'n low surrounding land that offers no impediment to

a clean, , free sweep of the westerly winds. Here racing

courses are staked out, and this j^ear bids fair to .see a

dedr of activity, regattas and various races and cruises

being- well dispersed throughout the months froni

J-'ebni^.ry t9 Def?©!?^^^ Cjias, Taylor,, T^.

.

Monrovia, Cal.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Cart
you refer me to persons or literature on the navigable-
ness by canoe of tfie Missouri and Yellowstone rivers
from their sources to their mouths, also on the lower
parts of the Snake and Columbia rivers? I would be-

greatly obliged for such information, for I am arranging
for a long cruise on these rivers. I would also be
obliged for the name and address of the present secretary

of the American Canoe Association.
What are the best maps covering these rivers? I was

referred to you by Mr. N. H. Bishop, who is spending the:

winter here. This service will greatly oblige.

N. C. Staatz.

Troy, N. Y., March 27.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I write to ask for advice and information regarding a
proposed canoe trip which a friend and myself have been
contemplating. We want to know if it is possible and
feasible to travel through the Adirondacks by canoe from
Old Forge through the Fulton Chain, Raquette, Forked
and Long lakes ; then Raquette River to a point where we
could carry to the Saranac lakes, through them to the

Saranac River, thence to Plattsburg.

How much of this waterway is unvavigable for canoe.s

and which part of it? We expect to go unaccompanied
except by map and compass, and about how long would it

take to accomplish this trip ? Or if others have made the
same trip, can you tell me who and where they are, that

I may write them? You may answer through your much
valued paper, Forest and Stream. A. S. Johnson.

A LETTER received by Mr. Joseph F. Eastmond, Purser
Atlantic Division A. C. A., from Mr. H. Garrett Rolt,

A. C. A. No. 3269, and member of the Royal C. C. of Eng-
land, 16 Eastbury Road, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey,
England *
Purser Atlantic Division, A. C. A.
Dear Sir : If any of your members are coming over

to England this summer and would let me know at the

above address, I would fix things up for them so that

they could come down and see some of our races and in-

.spect our new boats, which are marvelous little crafts, and
if they were in England during our fortnight's outing,

which is to be held at Hayling Island in salt water, close

to the Isle of Wight, I feel sure they would never regret

spending a few days down here. Our cruisers carry two
comfortably, so they would get plenty of sailing, and also

witness some close racing, as even after a four-mile race

it frequently happens that only a few seconds divide the

winning boats. There is capital accommodation down
there, either . in rooms or hotels, and excellent golf

links, and a good many of our members take their wives
and children down, so they would be sure of a good
time. H. Garrett Rolt,

Toronto Canoe Club*

The Toronto C. C. held their annual dinner at the club

house on Friday evening, March 8. The ev^nt was a
most successful one and was participated in by over 200
canoeists. The interior of the large club room upstairs

was a mass of bunting, flags and canoe trophies, which
looked very pretty and spoke well for the racing element
of the club, Among those seated at the head table were
Cora. Howell, of the Toronto C. C. ; A. P. Gait. Presi-

dent of the Argonaut Rowing Club: Herb Begg, Secre-

tary-Treasurer of the American Canoe As.sociation ; Al-

derman London, of the Queen City Y. C. ; Vice-Com.
Forbush, of the Central Division ; W. Evv'art, of the

Toronto Rowing Club, and W. E. Rimdie, President of

the Canadian Club.
After a most excellent menu had been disposed of. Com,

Howell, who acted as toast master, propo?,ed a toast in

memoiT of the late Queen. "The King" was responded
to by the singing of the national anthem. "Canada" was
proposed by G. R. Wilkie, past Commodore, and re-

sponded to by President W. E. Rundle, of the Canadian
Club. "Our Club," proposed by G. A. Howell, was re-

sponded to by Dr. Powell. "Canoeing" was proposed by
Vice-Com. R. N. Brown and responded to by Harry Ford.
"The A. C. A." was proposed by Sec'y-Treas. Herb
Begg and replied to by C. P. Forbush. of Buffalo, in

the absence of Com. Britton. "Kindred Sports" was pro-

posed by W. G. MacKendrick and responded to by the
representatives of the other clubs present. "The Ladies"
was proposed by Com. Howell and replied- to by Dr.

Fowler.
The foHowing talent contributed to the pleasur.e .of the

evening : J. Clegg. Master Clegg, Adam Dockraj^. Percy
Hood, the Canoe Club quartette and P. C. SmealL

Prospects for a successful racing season at the T. C. C.

appear very bright. Gymnasium classes start on April i

and will continue for a month. The Regatta Committee-
have ordered a new four racing boat, which will be ready
about May i. Dean, of Toronto, will build same.

Atlantic Division Meet*

The Executive Committee of the Atlantic Division of
the A. C. A. met on Saturday evening, March 23. at the

Astor House, New York, and decided to hold the Division
meet at the Lime Kiln on the Hudson River, May 30 and
31 and June i. The camp dues were fixed at 50 cents.

The Camp Site Committee were authorized to proceed
to get the site ready for the meet and to prepare material'

for a circular to be issued later.

A. C A. Membership,

Mr. Henry A. Bodwell, of Andover, Mass.. has been
proposed for membership to the Eastern Division of the

A. C. A.
Mr. E. T. Keyser, 27 Park place. New York city, has'

applied for membership to the Atlantic Division of the

A- C. A.
The following have applied for membership in the

Northern Division of the A. C. A. : John Morris, Kiligs-

lon, Ont. ; Fred J. Skinner and C. H. Bird, Gananoqile,
ont. .

'

The Forest and Stre.^m is put to press each week-04 Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reac]i .^t th^

latest if MftfJflaT ^ WV>^h pftcticsbtej'"" '
'

International Canoe Race.

Another international race on the water is in prospect.
It is to be for canoes, and the Winchester Boat Club, of
Winchester, Mass., will be the challenger, the prize being
the international challenge cup offered by the Royal C. C.
of England for a sailing ?ace' of ten miles. The race has
been an annual affair for about ten years past, and occurs
in August in Langston Harbor. The prime mover iff the
plan for American participation is Herman D. Murphy, of
Winchester.
The tropliy can be won with two races out of t4iree, upon

which plan it would be brought over to this country.
But the following summer, as Mr. Murphy understands
it, it would have to be taken back to England to be raced
for there. T. W. Lawson will pay all the expenses for
the building of the canoe and the trip of the challenger.
The boat is to be designed by B B. Crowninshield, and
will be, roughly speaking, 17ft. over all, with a 15ft. water-
line.

Mr. Murphy is a skillful canoeist, having participated
in many races with Paul Butler, Dr. J. Arthur Gage and
Howard Gray, of the Vesper Club, Lowell, who for years
won most of the sailing honors at American Canoe Asso-
ciation meets.

Around the World in a Canoct

Fr.-^nk Saxby, a prospector of Victoria, B.. C, who has
been in this vicinity for about a year, is having a large
Indian war canoe decked over, and in company with a
companion will attempt to encircle the globe in it, going
first to liong Kong, via the Pacific Islands. The canoe
is a very large one, such as the British Columbia Indians
use in their travels up and down the coast, and when prop-
erly handled can withstand almost any kind of weather.

Atlantic Division Dinner*

New York, April i.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: There
will be an informal dinner of the Atlantic Division A. C.
A. at the Arena. Thirty-first street, near Broadway, New
York city, on Saturday evening. April 13. at 7 o'clock
P. M. The price per plate will be $t.50. Members desir-
ing to attend should notify Vice-Com. Henry M. Dater,
No. 68 Broad street. New York city, not later than April
II, inclosing price for plate. Henry M. Dater.

Vice-Commodore Atlantic Division A. C. A.

—^—
The secretaries of all yacht clubs not belonging to the

Massachusetts Y. R. A. or the Y, R. A. of Long Island

Sound in the United States and Canada are kindly re-

quested to forward to the publishers of Forest and
Stre.\m a list of all their racing dates for the season of
1901 at their earliest convenience.

Our Boston Letter.

Boston, March 30.—Active preparations are being
made by the clubs throughout New England for the sea-

son's racing. Many of the clubs have made up their lists

of events, while others are expected to be heard from
long before the racing season opens. This will probably

be the greatest yachting year in the history of the sport,

and regatta and other committees are taking time by the

forelock.

At Marblehead the: Corinthian Y. C. has already made
up its list of dates. The club house will be opened on
April I, informally. This is to enable the yachtsmen who
wish to make an early start to obtain their meals and to

have a landing place. The opening of the club at such
an early date speaks for itself in regard to the amount
of yachting that is expected for the coming season. The
Corinthian Y. C. is essentially a summer club, the ma-
jority of its active members being summer residents at

the Neck and on the Marblehead shore. It is usually the

custom to open the club house informally on May i and
to have the formal opening of the season on May 30.

This year the formal opening will be on May i.

The Eastern Y. C. is making immense alterations in

its already spacious quarters. Recently the property of

the Samoset House, which adjoins the club house, was
purchased with a view of enlarging the club quarters. The
present club house i? also to be enlarged. From this it

may be expected that the Eastern Y. C, is again to go
into racing extensively. For a number of years racing in

this club has fallen off. There have been plenty of boats
owned hy members of the club, but there have not been
many classes for them. The result has been that in order
to race they have had to join the classes of the New
York Y. C' either on its cruise or in the races off New-
port. With the prospect of a racing visit of Sir Thomas
Lipton, it may be possible that interest in the larger

classes ^^dll be renewed and that big races will once mpre^
be the feature of Massachusetts Bay.

"

At present the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. seems -to b&
the most active racing club in New England. It has not,

yet made provisions for any of the very large classes, but'
the instituting of these classes is sure to become a feature-

of the club. The first boom in this direction will be the-

races for the cups and prizes offered by Thomas W. Law-
son, which will be held under the auspices of this club. •

With this feature once started, there is no doubt that
races for the larger classes will be permanent annual'
events in the future. The prospects of the club are im-
mense. In coming up to its present magnitude it has
not jumped into conditions which the size and prestige of
the club do not warrant, but the growth has been steady
and strong, . and the gain made will never be lost. The
club is liberal- in its policy while stilL maintaining the
dignity that becomes the leading yacht club of Boston .

and vicinity, if it does not, indeed, become the leading

.

club of Massachusetts Bay, - -

_

It is expected that the classes in the Yacht Racing
Association of Massachusetts will be larger this year
than in any previous year since 1896. There have been
many ne\y boats byilt.for the restricted classes, which is ~

the best possible proof that these classes are finding favor V

with the reasonable yachtsman. While the classes have
fallen off during the past five years, it has been something .-

which might oi^ly lie expected und^r the circumst^,iiQe.s,
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A change was made in the rules in regard to racing length,

time allowance : was abolished and restrictions were put

upon certain classes.

Whei^radical change is made in the racing rules of any

club or t^ociation of clubs it takes considerable time for

the majority of the yachtsmen to become accustomed to

them. There was no more to be expected from the

changes made by the Massachusetts Association than

from those of any other association. When once a per-

manent change is made yachtsmen are always suspicious

that others are to follow of a like nature, and conse-

quently they are not very anxious to build new boats.

In this case it has been found out that the general rules

with regard to sailing length and scantling restrictions

will not be changed and the yachtsmen are now confident

of protection in building new boats.

Ovttside of these permanent rules, thei-e are many things

to be perfected in the Association. This is admitted by

all, and its strongest supporters do not claim that the

Association is perfect. The sliding scale of restrictions in

regard to the ratio of sail area to ballast and waterline

beam is one of the hardest problems that any association

or regatta .committee has to face. This, has been the

point that -hag- been most discussed by the enemies of the

Association.' The Association has tried to make rules in

this respect that Vilkbe fair for all, for it is by this means

that the racing chances of air yachts in a class, are ex-

pected to be made equal. Sx> far it appears to have done

all that is required in the only class wbere a fair compari-

son between different types of boats ,
could be obtained.

But if it should prove to be wrong, so that one boat would

have a decided advantage over another, the Association is

ready to make the necessary clianges, provided, of course,

that the present system of measurettfent and the scajitling

restrictions are not int£rfered with.,,. ^

The South Boston Y, C. wiU, give the opening Y. R. A.

race of the season, on Memorial Day, May 30. Tt has

been the custom of this club for the past twenty-four years

to open the racing season in Massachusetts Bay. This

year an elaborate programme is to be given. For the

first time in the general circuit there will be a class for

the i.8ft. knockabouts which cori.form to th| ' restrictions

of the Eighteen-foot KnockabouK^Association; Qne of

the members of the Association has*guaranteed the pres=

ence of at least a dozen of these boats, and one of the

members of the Duxbtiry Y. C, has said that he will send

his boat up and as many more as he can get. There will

^ls9 |e classes foir f^lin| tendersj wbipk hay? feecptr^g

CRUISING YAWL—SAIL PLAN.

very popular in Dorchester Bay during the past three

years. The following schedule has been made up by the

South Boston Y. C. for the season:

May 30, Y. R. A., open; June 8, club handicap; June 15,

16 and 17, club cruise; July 6, ladies' day;: July 20, club

handicap
;
Aug. 17, club handicap ; Aug. 24, ladies' day.

Work on Independence is progressing srnoothly. Abotit

two-thirds of her - plating is now in position, and it is

expected that another week will see her sides entirely cov-

ered in. Some of the plates have not been:put on because

of the non-arrival of those which go at the tuck. These

have now been received and have been "tlifned out. They
will be put in place the first of the week, and the others,

which have been cut out and bored, will soon follow.

Most of the steel plates have been put on the deck, and

the plate for the mast step is now in position. Another

coupon was cut from the balance rudder frame and sent

to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for testing.

This time the metal showed a tensile strength of sB.ooolbs.

to the square inch and an elongation of 38^2 per cent.

This is considered strong enough and no new frame will

be cast. One complete suit of sails has been turned otit by

Wilson & Silsby. ' ^ H

W. Starling Burgess has another order for a Y.^R: A:

2 1 -footer. She will be a centerboard with about; gHft

beam and an over all length of 35ft- She is for Boston

parties, who do not want their .names mentioned just yet.

Fred Lawley has an order for a i6-footer for ;Marble-

head parties. He. is als.Q
.

working on the lines, of a 153

footer-for Pawiucket parties, and a 46ft. schooner. t

Crowninshield, in connection, with F. Bowne Jones, has

sold the Bar Harbor 2S-footer Dickey to C. V. Brokaw;,

of New York. John B. Killeen. ^

A Cruising YawL t |
In bur issue of last weak thjere appeared complete plan's

and description of a crufsing }^awl designed by'fVIr. W.
Starling Burgess, of Boston, Mass. This week we repr%

duce plans of a cruising yawl designed by Small Brothers;-

also of Boston, Mass., for Mr. Joshua M. Dill, of New-
ton Center, Mass. The Burgess design is for a keel

boat, while the Small design is for a centerboard boat, and

as both are of exactly the same \y.aterline (28ft, 6in.), it

may be interesting to^ note the different points shown in

the designing of modern . centerboard a^id keel boats hy

representative men,
' The plans the boat fgr Mr, Dill sl^g^ a very roomy

and comfortable craft with good beam, shallow draft aiid

moderate overhang. She will make a fine cruiser and

will undoubtedly be fast.

Her dimensions are as follows

:

Length

—

Over all - 42ft. 3m.

L.W.L. .
28ft. 6m.

Overhang— " ^. .

Bow 6tt. gm.

. Stern • • • • • • • •
7ft.

Beam— .

Extreme i^it. 3in.

L.W.L. • lift. 4in.

Draft— ^ .

. To rabbet 2ft. 2in.

Extreme ..... 2ft. 8m.

Board down • • 8ft- Sm.

Freeboard

—

Bow -

• 4ft.
.

Taffrail 2ft. 7in,.

. Least • • • • •
2ft. 3in.

Sail Area—'
Mainsail 869 sq. ft,

Mizzen • •. 236 sq. ft,

Jib 224sq. ft.

Total sail area . 1,329 sq. ft

Ballast-
Inside . . • i,ooolbs.

Outside 5,;5oolbs.

Total ballast 6,50olbs.
"

Displacement iS,ooolbs.

The boat is well constructed and her cabin accommoda-
tion is very spacious for this size of boat. The center-

board trunk is short and does not project much above

the cabin floor, so that this usually objectionable^ feature

of centerboard boats is in this case reduced to a minimum.
There are two large berths.on each side of the cabin with

wide transoms in front. The partition between

the after berth and the transom may be removed,'

thus giving a very wide double berth. The toilet

room, with a folding, wash basin and closet, is on,

the port side of the companionway, while opposite on the

starboard is a large clothes press. Forward is a light and

roomy galley with' a large ice 'box, sink, lockers,- dish

racks, etc.
' Ttierp i§ 6ft. . h5ftdroQ|ii^ fM^t
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Yacht Ouh Notes.

Commodore Cass Ledyard presided at the second gen-
eral meeting of the New York Y. C, which was held at

the club house, on West Forty-founh street, on Thursday
evening, March 28.

The committee on the new club house made its final

report, and received a vote of thanks for the dil gence
and ability which it had shown in carrying out its work.
Upon the suggestion of Secretary Oddie the date of issue

of the club book was postponed from June i to July i, so
that the many changes occurring in the fleet and other-

wise may be correctly given. In the future the private

signals of the non-yacht owners will be omitted from the

book, but provision will be made for the permanent dis-

play at the club house.
Owing to the Cup races being set to begin on Aug.

20, it was decided that the fleet should rendezvous for the
annual cruise on Monday, July 22. The place was not
announced, but it will probably be at Glen Cove, as usual.

The constitution was amended so that the price of life

membership will be $500. The amended article now reads

:

"Article VIII.—Life members—Any member whose
name shall have been upon the role of the club, and who
shall have paid annual dues for fifteen consecutive' years,
shall be en'itled to become a life member on the payment
of $500, which shall be in lieu of any further annual dues."
Changes in the racing rules were ratified by the club.

These chiefly are as follows:
"Rule I., section 7, page 180—^.^.fter 'halyard block,'

in line 13, add 'if in the judgment of the measurer there
is any question as to the location of the hounds, the lower
point of measurement for the toomast will be the upper
side of the sheave in the upper throat i halyard block."
"Page 181—Insert after first paragraph a new para-

graph, to read: 'In pole-masted yachts and those not
carrying topmasts, the distance between the under side

of the sheave in throat halyard block and the under side

of the sheave in the uppermost halyard block or sheave
in the mast shall be used for determining the length of
the base line, in the same way as is the topmast, when
one is carried.'

"

- "Page 181—Strike out last paragraph and substitute:
'When in any case, owing to peculiarity of rig, the sail

area of a yacht cannot, in the judgment of the measurer,
be fairly measured in the cutomary way, he may, wi;.h

the sanction of the Regatta Committee, take such meas-
urements as will enable him to compute the actual area
of sail carried or that, may be carried on the spars used.'

"

"Rule XVII.. Section 3, Page 193—Alter the present
section to read: 'Should a yacht, after having been
ofificially measured, take on board any dead weight as
ballast, or make alterations in her sail plan by lengthen-
ing any of the dimensions which have been measured,
and start in a race without a remeasurement, or without
notifying the Regatta Committee, in writing, that such
changes have been made, together with a request for re-
measurement, she shall be disqualified.'

"

Secretary of the Navy J. D. Long was elected an
honorary member of the club. He was proposed by Com-
modore Lewis Cass Ledyard, and seconded by former
Commodore J. Pierpont Morgan. Honorary members
have to be elected at two meetings. This was the second,
election of Secretary Long.

^ ^ ^
The Yacht Racing Association of Long Island Sound

held its general meeting at the Yachtsmen's Club, West
Forty-third street, on Tuesday evening. March 26. Mr.
Charles T. Pierce, of the Execu ive Committee, was in

the chair. Slight amendments to the racing rules were
made: One was to provide for the measurement of yachts
rigged like the AltaT and the Shark, and another amend-
ment was that a yacht after having been measured must
not take in ballast without being remeasured, and a re-

quest for remeasurement must be majde before a yacht
may start in a race.

The following Executive Committee was elec'-ed:

Charles T. Pierce, Chairman; Frank Bowne Jones, Rob-
ert C. Mitchell, C. H. Crane, E. M. MacLellan, T. H.
Macdonald and Charles P. Tower, Secretary.
The following schedule of races for the season was

adopted:
Saturdav, May 18, Huguenot Y. C.

;
Saturday, May 25,

New Rochelle Y. C; Thursday, May 30, Harlem Y. C,
Indian Harbor Y. C. and Bridgeport Y. C. ;

Saturday,
June I, Knickerbocker Y. C. ; Saturday, June 8, Man-
hasset Bay Y. C; Saturday, June 15, Norwalk Y. C;
Saturday. June 22, New Rochelle Y. C.

; Thursday, Fri-
day and Saturday, June 27. 28 and 29, Seawanhaka Y. C.;
Tuesday, July 2, Indian Harbor Y. C.; Thursday, July 4,
Hartford Y. C; Saturday, July 6, Riverside Y. C; Mon-
day. July 8, Norwalk Y. C: Saturday, July 20, Corinthian
Y. C, of Stamford: Saturday, July 27, Sea Cliff Y. C. and
Northport Y. C. ; Saturday, Aug. 3, Hempstead Harbor
Y. C.

;
Saturday, Aug. 10. Bridgeport Y. C. and Horse-

shoe Harbor Y. C. ;
Saturday, Aug. 17, Indian Harbor

Y. C. ; Saturday, Aug. 24, Huguenot Y. C. ;
Saturday,

Aug. 31, Hartford Y. C. and Huntington Y. C; Monday,
Sept. 2, Norwalk Y. C. and Sachem's Head Y. C; Thurs-
day. Friday and Saturday, Sept. 5, 6 and 7, Seawanhaka
Y. C; Saturday, Sept. T4, Indian Harbor Y. C. ; Satur-
day, Sept. 21, Manhasset Bay Y. C; Saturday, Sept. 28,
Riverside Y. C.
The_ racing circuit begins on June 22 and ends July 6,

Including the New Rochelle, Seawanhaka, Indian Harbor,
Hartford and Riverside clubs.

8^

Owing to the difficulty the several clubs having their
anchorages and races in Gravesend Bay have had during
the past few years it is probable that there will be an
association formed for the mutual protection of the clubs
in that vicinity, to be known as the Gravesend Bay Yacht
Racing Association. Last season it was not unusual for
two or three of the clubs to hold races on the same days
and over the same courses, and unfortunate complications
arose owing to the confusion that was bound to exist.
As the interest in yachting is steadily increasing in that
vicinity it is essentia] that steps should be taken at once
to avoid further friction. At no time since the decline of
the former organization has there been the same interest
and rivalry that exists in the other waters of Long
Island Sound at the present time.

Thie clubs so far intferested in the moVemfent are the
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Marine and Field Club, the Brooklyn Yacht Club, the
New York Canoe Club, The Royal Arcanum Shore and
Royal Arcanum Outing Clubs, and possibly the Atlantic
Yacht Club. A preliminary me.eting of -delegates from
all but the Atlantic Y. C. was hHd at the; Brooklyn Y; C.

house, in Bensonhurst, a few dai^^iigo^-fo talk over the
advisability of forming a local league. The matter was
thoroughl}' discussed, and each representative pledged
the support of his club to the proposed association. Tt
was decided not to take final action in the matter until

the Atlantic Y. C, which is the largest on the. bay, could
be heard from. >

^
At the first annual meeting of the Bergen Beach Y.

C. the following officers were elected for the ensuing
3'ear: Com., Robert E. Stillson; Vice-Com., George E.
Fitzmaurice; Treas., Edward Chapman; Sec'y, Edward
Wells; Measurer, L. Miller. Yachtsmen who are inter-

ested in furthering yachting interests at and around Ber-
gen Beach are invited to communicate with A. Mac-
Dougal, 455 Broadway, who will be pleased to give any
information regarding the club.

^ ^ ^
The Larchmont Y. C. announced its racing fixtures for

the coming season. A spring regatta, open to all classes,

will open the season on June 15. On Thursday, July 4,

the twentieth annual regatta, open to all classes, will take
place, and on Saturday, July 13, will begin the club's race

week. Exclusive of the Sunday intervening, there will be
races' all that week, beginning on the 13th and ending on
Saturday, July 20. During race week, series races will be
given in class D of schooners and classes I, K, the

Larchmont 25-footers and the 21ft. raceabouts. First

and second prizes will be given for each race in each
class. In addition thereto. Com. F. T. Adams offers

to the winners of the greatest number of points in classes

I, K, the Larchmont 25-footers and 21ft. raceabouts dur-

ing the- week, prizes to be- known as "The Adams' Cups,"
and to the winners of the next greatest number of points
in each class the club will award second prizes, also a

prize to the winner of the greatest number of points in

class D. Points to count as follows:

The winner is credited with twice the number of the

second yacht, the second yacht with twice the number of

the third, the third with twice the number of the fourth,

etc., the last yacht being credited' with one point.

During race week, should the owners of two or more
yachts in any one class not provided for desire' to race,

the Regatta Committee will, upon application, provide for

same, and suitable prizes will be awarded.
On Aug. 31 there will be a regatta open to Class D of

schooners and for Class I, 70ft. R. L., and for Class K.
51ft. R. L., and for Class L, 43ft. R. L. The fall reg^atta

will take place on Monday, Sept. 2, Labor Day, and will

be open to all classes. The last regatta scheduled for the

season will take place on Saturday, Sept. 14. This will

include the race for the Larchmont cup for schooners;
race for Class G yawls; race for Class I, 70ft. R. L.; race
for Class K, 51ft. R. L, and race for Class
L, 43ft. R. L. In all_ classes where two or more
yachts start in a race with full intention of completing
the course, a prize will be awarded. When three or more
yachts start with like intention, a second prize will be
awarded, and where five or more start with like intention,

a third prize will be awarded.
1% ^ ^

The Newport Yacht Racing Association is arranging

for next summer's races off that place, and has already
decided upon two series, one on July 18, 20, and 23, and
the other during the week succeeding the New York Y.
C. cruise. There will also be the usual contests between
the thirties and seventies, and a new series for the forty-

fives.

^ ^ ^
Commander Henry H. Barroll, U. S. N., talked to

members of the Yachtsmen's Club, New York city, on
Wednesday evening, March 27, on "Methods of Deter-
mining Position at Sea."

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
At Huntington's yard, at New Rochelle, the 5i-footer

Huguenot is nearing completion. The outside planking
is all on and the second layer of the deck is in place.

Joiners will soon begin work on the cabins. The boat
will be launched shortly and taken to City Island to have
her fin put on. It is the designer's intention to have the
boat in commission as early in the season as possible, and
there is a possibility of her being tried out with Hussar
II., now that that boat has been altered and improved.
It is thought that she will do far better work to windward
than she did last year, and will make a good showing in

her class.

4^

The publishers of Forest and Stream have received
a copy of the book containing the signal code adopted
by the Yokohama yachting clubs for their uses. The book
is carefully compiled, and is of considerable interest.

4^

At Abram's y3,rd, Cold Spring Harbor, L. I., the fol-

lowing boats are hauled up: Dagmar, Lapwing, Scimi-
jfar, Clara, Penguin, Humming Bird, Lazana, Sea Gull,

Loyalty, Corsair, Dovite, Oceonda, Nina and Gracie.

Myerra, Guide and Idelwild are lying in mud berths.

The bad weather that has prevailed for the past few
weeks has greatly delayed the ' work of fitting out all

these boats. The well-known sloop Penguin, recently
purchased by Mr. A. Holland Forbes, N. Y. Y. C, is

being entirely refitted; she is to have hew decks and the

sides of the cockpit and cabin house will be of

mahogany. Below decks she is to be completely mod-
ernized and newly upholstered and carpeted throughout.
Plumbing of the most improved make is being put in.

A new gig has been made for this boat by Huntington, of

New Rochelle.
^ 1^

The cutter Lotowana has been sold by Mr. T. O'Con-
nor Sloane, through the agency of Mr. A. J. Mcintosh, to

Mr. John M. Knapp. Her rig will be changed from that

of a emitter to that of a yawl.

•I « •!

The Herreshoff Mfg, Co. are completing three race-

abouts for Massachusetts yachtsmen.

^ ^ ^
Mr. Joseph Fallert. of the New Rochelle Y. C, has

purchased the yawl Scalpha from Mr. T. W. King, of

Boston, Mass.
1^

The Spaulding St. Lawrence Boat Co., of Ogdens-
burg, N. Y., have received an order from Mr. C. L.

Watson, for a number of hollow spruce spars, to be used
on the club topsail for Shamrock II.

There will be still another boat built to sail in the trial

races for the defense of the Canada cup. She will be
turned out by the Michigan Yacht & Power Co., from
designs made by Capt.- Wilds, of Toledo. The boat will

be 47ft. over all^ 25ft. on the waterline and lift. 6in.

beam.
^ ^ ^

Mr. Percy Chubb has ordered a new suit of sails for

Vigilant from .Ratsey & Lapthorn, of Cowes, England.

Mr. Henry C. Rouse, former Commodore of the Sea-
wanhaka Corinthian Y. C, has bought the English built

brigantine rigged steam yacht Rosabel!. Mr. Rouse for-

merly owned the schooner yacht Iroquis.

Mr. Flarrison I. Drummond, N. Y. Y. C, has pur-

chased through the agency of Mr. A. J. Mcintosh the

English built bark rigged auxiliary yacht White
Heather, and she is about to leave Cowes, England, for

New York. White Heather is built of steel, and is i8oft.

long on the waterline, 220ft. over all, 28ft. 6in. beam and
i6ft. 6in. draft. She was designed and built by Messrs.

John Reid & Co., of Port Glasgow, Scotland, iri 1890.

White Heather has been around the world and is well

known as an ocean cruiser. Mr. Drummond formerly
owned the steam yacht Sapphire.

8^

Lord Reudel, of Newcastle, England, has sold through
Manning's yacht agency his steam yacht Lady Beatrice,

to Mr. E. V. Douglas, of Philadelphia. Lady Beatrice

was designed by Mr. W. C. Storey, and was built by
Messrs. Ramage & Ferguson, at Leith. She is 175ft.

long over all, 22ft. 6in. beam and 12ft. 6in. deep. Mr. Doug-
las will change the boat's name to Aroc. She is now at

Tyne, fitting out for the voyage across.
^

^ ^ ^
Mr. J. R. DeLamar, former owner of the famous

schooner Fleetwing, has purchased the English built

steam yacht Sagitta. She was built by Messrs. W. Ham-
ilton & Co., of Glasgow, Scotland, and is 191ft. long over
all, 177ft. long on the waterline, 25ft. beam and draws
-13ft. 6in.

* ^
Mr. H. A. Hutchins, former^p-stner of the steam yacht

Jathneil, has chartered the English st|sam yacht Gunilda.

She was built by Messrs. Ramag^ ;& rgueson, at Leith,

m 1897, from designs made byiMelksrs. Cox & Kmg.
She is 177ft. over all, i66ft. 6in.!^lQ'up on the waterline,

24ft. 6in. beam and 14ft. 2in. dr&^t.l^

' Dr. C. H. Ward-Humphries, thj^ iiVvell-known British

yachtsman, has purchased froni 1^- Howard Gould the

20-rater Niagara, and she willj be put in commission at

once. She will be renamed J^onica.^, Niagara was de-

signed and built by the Her/jreshoffi: in 1895 for Mr.
Gould, and was shipped to ^^glandjgpn the deck of a

steamer. She was raced with- great 'success in English
'waters.

1^ 8^

The large English yawl Brynhild, which has raced so

-successfully in the handicap classes in England, has been
purchased by a New^ York yachtsman, whose name is

withheld for the present. She was designed by Mr. C.

E. Nicholson, and was built at Gosport by Mesgrs.
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Roberts ...77 83 80 79 79 80 76

Nestler ,.,......75 79 76 79 S3 75 80

Payne 77 77 72 81 77 78 71

Tonscher 65 70 80 75 70 73 66

Drube „..71 75 64 77 69 70 78

Lux ..........73 76 74 74 66 89 62

Uckotter »,.71 54 62 65 71 69 54

Topf 67 67 65 62 66 57 67

Surkamer 60 46 52 56 62 55 CO

Speth , 73 78 73 79 78 75 ..

Trounstine ...64 63 73 74 72 .. ..

REDSKIN III.

Photo by Jackston, Marblehead.

Camper & Nicholson for the late Mr. J. Selwj'n Caverly,

of Portsmouth, England. She is 83ft. on the waterline,

20ft. beam and 12ft. gin. draft: In her first season the
Brynhild won eleven firsts and four prizes out of twenty-
three starts, the total value being £530. Last year she
started forty times, won fourteen firsts and nine other
prizes valued at £785. Brynhild will meet Ailsa, Navahoe
and Vigilant during the coming season.

Messrs. W. S. and J. T. Spaulding, former owners of

the steam yacht Avenel, have" commissioned Mr. J.

Beaver Webb to design for thetn a steam yacht 200ft.

long over all, 24ft. 6in. beam and lift. 6in. draft. The
vessel will be ready for delivery to her owners May i,

igo2.

. »S It

It is said that Captain Skeats, former master of the
cutter Bona, will command in American waters during
the coming season the yawl Ailsa, which Mr. H. S. Red-
mond, N. Y. Y. C, purchased from Mr. F. B, Jarneson,
of Glasgow.

Mr. C. M. Bush, of New York, is having a steam launch
built by the Michigan Yacht & Power Co. The boat is

being built for speed, and will have a 60 horse-power
engine. She is 6sft. long and 8ft. 6in, beam. The same
firm has completed a power launch for Mr. George Hill,

measurer of the Atlantic Y. C. She is 30ft. long on the
waterline, and will have a 12 horse-power motor.

Jl^

Manning's Yacht Agenc}' has sold for Mr. Charles A.
Tatuni the steam yacht Cosette to Mr. "George H. Kim-
ball, of Worcester. Mass. The same agency has chartered
for Mr. James C. Hamlen, of Portland, Maine, his
schooner yacht Beatrice to Mr. F. B. Hussey, of Pitts-
burg., Pa. The yawl Polly has been sold for Mr. Gustav
E. Kissell, bv the same agency, to Messrs. C. S. & E. A.
Randall, of Portland, Maine.

Redskin III.

Owing to lack of space the photograph of the schooner
Redskin III. was unavoidably held over until this week.
A complete description of the boat appeared in last week's
issue.

—^—
Columtia Pistol and Rille Clob.

San. Francisco, JNtarch 17.—Coltiinbia Pistol and Rifle Glub did
itself proud Qti St. Patrick's day, more shooting being done than
on any'other day in the club's history—about 4,000 shots were fired.
Pape made the fine score of 37, and was expected to break the rifle

record wlien he had his first 6 shots in the 4-ring, but it was too
close work to stand, \'oung, also with pistol, should have broken
the record, but only succeeded in tieing Tiis own record of 32.

Hovey had a remarkably fine target, 8. of hi's shots being inside the
SV^in. ring, with two high 9s. This target counted 41. Strange to
say, these two scores j.32 and 41), if measured by the standard
American, would have tied Otto Fuedner, who is one of America's
greatest shots with the shotgun, and is also a convert to pistol,

and to-day demonstrated that he can wield it with the sharp-

shooters. After firing 200 shots and gaining 93 points on his 10

best scores for a bar, which is only 9 points short of the sharp-

shooters' average, he declared that he had enjoyed it intensely.

He has ordered a Winchester rifle, .32-40, and will try his jsand

with that also. Fuedner had a new handle on his S. & W. pistol,

which is longer and Iar.?er than the regular one. A. J. Brannigan
did some fine revolver shooting; in fact, it is most remarkable for

a beginner, being expert work. He uses the new .38 S. & W.
Capt. Fred Kuhnle went back to his .22-7-45 and Peters car-

tridges, and led in that contest with 17, only one point behind the

club record. J. R. Trego made a pistol out of the new .22 rifle

action of the Winchester's latest model. It was too heavy at first,

but he lightened it and got Young to try it to-day, and on his

first trial Young made 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 1, 1, 2, 6, 2—24, which is withm
one point of Mr. Partridge's great run. Trego had Partridge s

style of sights. The pull of trigger was about l%lbs., which is

under the limit (21bs.), and the score was made in practice.

Young followed it with a 43 and 45. The Winchester Company
should make one after this model. Young will test it further, and
find out its actual merits, with proper pull of trigger.

Scores, Columbia target, 10 shots, oft-hand shooting:

Rifle, 200yds.: A. H. Pape (Pope rifle), 37, 66, 61; F. O. Young
(Pope rifle), 53, 65, 54, 54; W. G. Hoffman (Winchester .38). ol, bl;

G. M. Barley, 62, 71, 84, 85; G. Mannel, 77, 79; G. W. Hoadley,

90, 108.
, .fl

Pistol, 50yds.: F. O. Young (Stevens pistol, Peters long rifle

cartridges), 32, 44, 46, 46, 38, 43; E. Hovey (S. & W. pistol), 38,

45, 47, 49, 41; C. M. Daiss, 46, 48, 56, 56, 61; Dr. J. F. Twist, 51,

63, 65, 70, 72, 72, 75, 75; G. W. Hoadley, 53, 64, 71; O. Fuedner,

54 57, 58, 60, 61, 63, 64, 68, 67, 69; Mrs. G. Mannel, 58, 60, 70, 82, 82;

G. Mannel, 80, 82, 89; E. A. Allen, 79, 92, 96, 99; W. G. Hoffman,

83; Mrs. Waltham, 97.
-r, * t, ,

Revolver, 50yds.: A. J. Brannigan, 60, 66, 52, 45, 47; P. A. Becker

60, 64, 65, 66, 72, 71; J. R, Trego, 75, 86. Brannigan had 43 out of

50 Sin. bullseyes, consecutive shooting. „ . „ on
.22 rifle, 50yds.: Capt. Fred Kuhnle, 17, 22; A. B. Dorrell, 20;

O. Fuedner, 30, 39; E. A. Allen, 31, 32; Mrs. C. F. Waltham 32, 38.

F. O. Young, Kec. bee y.

Cincinaati Rifle Association.

The following scores were made in regular competition by mem-
bers of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at iour-Mile House,

Reading road, March 31. Conditions: 2U0yds., off-hand, at the

standard target. Gindele was declared champion for the day with

the fine score of 91. Weather cloudy, thermofneter 40, wind un-

steady, 7 to 8 o'clock. _ , . , .
,

The day was devoted to a 100-shot individual championship match.

The weather conditions were not very favorable for making good
scores, the wind letting up at times, and at others requiring 1 to

1% points windage: _ ^„ „ „ „
(iindele ......10 10 9 7 10 9 10 10 9 7—91

9 9 8 10 10 9 9 10 8 7—89
Strickmeier 8 8 8 8 10 9 10 10 10 8—89stncKmeier

10 7 10 9 9 9 8 7 8 9-86
Roberts 9 10 7 10 8 10 8 9 8 7—86

8 10 8 9 10 6 7 7 9 9—83
Nestler .

8

10 8 9 9 8 9 8 6 10—85
9 8 10 7 10 10 10 6 6 9—85

Pavne

8

7 10 10 8 8 10 10 9 8—83
8 10 10 9 6 9 10 10 10 5—87

Tonscher

9

9 7 9 5 10 8 9 9 8—83
6 7 7 10 5 10 9 9 10 10—83

Drube - 5 8 10 9 8 7 10 6 10 7—80
" 7 7 10 10 9 10 6 4 8 7—78

T ux

8

8 7 9 9 7 8 8 5 8—79
98 10 698766 7—76

Uckotter.

7

5 10 8 10 4 4 10 9 8—75
10 674 10 8686 7—72

Toof

9

6 710 6 6 8 7 5 7—71
^ -" 8 9 6 5 4 8 8 7 7 8—70

Surkamer - 5 4 9 9 5 4 9 8 8 7-68
47 10 965767 6-66

Stjeth

6

9 6 9 9 8 7 10 9 10—83^ 10 7 7 8 8 5 9 8 9 9-«0

Trounstine 10 10 4.6 10 7 10 9 8 6—80irounstme
6 6 10 9 10 6 10 9 8 5-79

Gindele ........80 87 85 T7 76 84 85 89-S43

Strickmeier ...78 84 75 86 81 85 79 75-818

78-801
81—798
SO—794
09—734
68-730
71—720
67-600
61—652
59—574
. .—619
..—505

As the kinds of revolvers which were used in the tournament
during the week of the sportsmen's show are of interest lo our
readers, we present the following information' concerning them.
In the 100-shot indoor championship Sergt. Petty, Dr. R. H.
Sayre, John A. Dietz, Jr., and J. A. Smith used Colts; J, E. Stone-
man used Smith & Wesson.
In the revolver re-entry match Smith, Sayre, Dietz, Jr., Petty,

L. R. Piercy, H. M. Pope. E. F. M. VVendclstadt, A. D, Shepard,
Jr., and S. Scott used Colts; Dr. W. A. Smith and VV. P. Uhler
used Colts and Smith and Wesson; J. T. Humphrey, A. L., A,
Himmelwright, K. K. V. Casey, J. B. Crabtree and L. C.
Hundley used Smith & Wesson. In the revolver or pistol re-
entry match Smith, Dietz, Jr., Petty, Sayre and Piercy used
Colt revolvers; Crabtree and K. R. McAIpin, Smith & Wesson .22

pistol; Himmelwright and Humphrey, Smith and Wesson revo.lver.
In the indoor championship of the U. S. Revolver Association

Colt revolvers were used by Petty, Dietz, Jr., Sayre and Smith, and
Smith & Wesson by Himmelwright.

The revolver contests held in connection with the sportsmen's
show, in Madison Square Garden recently, 'demonstrated that for
accuracy the revolver can hold its own with the single shot to a'

degree heretofore considered impossible. In the 100-shot indoor
re-entry match Sergt. W. E. Petty made 908 points, using a Colt
New Service revolver, as did also Dr. Sayre, who won second.
The Colt revolver took first, second and third in each one of the
four events in which revolvers were eligible.

The Brewers' Protective Association of San Francisco, Gal.,
voted $1,500 in prizes, to be given at the third national bundes
shooting festival. Shell Mound Park, July 14 to 23.

Fixtures*

April 6.—Bulls Head, S. I., N. Y.—A live-bird shoot for the
championship of Richmond county, S. I., at Chelsea Heights
Gun C;iub grounds. John S. Lewis, Sec'y.
April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Seventh annual spring tournament

of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100
per day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. J. M.
Hawkins, Sec'y.

p April 10.—St. Louis, Mo.—Contest for Dupont trophy at Dupont

April 12-13.—Newark, N. J.—Forester Gun Club's tournament.
J. J. Fleming, Sec'y.
April 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas Sportsmen's Association. W. H. Koehler, Sec'y.
April 16-18.—Pella, la.—^Jim Sheehy's amateur target shoot.

^'^P/'l^^o^^^ws^'* la.—Ne\yell Gun Club's target shoot. Henry
G. Hall, Sec y.
April 23-25.—Spirit Lake, la.—Klein-Barmeister's third annual

target tournament; $50 added each day.
April 26-28.—Chicago.—Annual spring tournament of the Crescent

Gun Club. John S. Boa, Mgr.
May 1-2.—Toledo, O.—First annual handicap shoot of the Edge-

water Gun Club. F. W. Dyar, Sec'y.
.

May 7-9.—Peru, Ind.—Fifth annual amateur tournament ol the
Peru Gun Club; two days at targets for amateurs; one day at
live birds. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, tinder the anspices of the
Lincoln Gun Cluh. VV D Bain. .Sec'v
May 14-17.—Allentown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.
Shaner, Mgr.
May 1-3.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's annual tournament;

targets and live birds. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
May 14-16.—Elwood, Ind.—Tournament of the Zoo Rod and Gun

Club.
May 14-17.—Newton, la.—Annual tournament of the Iowa State

Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the Newton Gun Club.
D. R. Tripp, Sec'y.
May 21-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament

and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.
Chas. T. Stickle Sec'y.
May 22-23.—Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of

the Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. W. Phellis, Sec'y. -

May 28-30.—London, O.—Tournament of the London Gun Club.
May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-

shooters' League, under auspices of the East Side Gun Club.
John Parker, Mgr.
May 28-June 1.—St. Louis, Mo.—Twenty-fourth annual tourna-

ment of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association.
Herbert Taylor, Sec'y.
May 30.—Dansville, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the Dans-

vilie Gun Club, on Decoration Day. Norman Tompkins, Sec'y.
May 30.—Canajoharie, N. Y.—Tournament of the Canajoharie

Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.
June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y;.

June 11-13.—Siouy City, la.—Scfirh an; uo' amateur tournament
of the Soo Gun <" nb. W. F. Dutican. Sec'>.
June 13-14.—Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.
June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Soutliern Interstate tournament;

two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the Waterville

Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament

of the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. (Campbell,
Sec'y.
June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshootera'

League of Wisconsin. Fivsi v*eek in June:
June 12-13.—St. Marys. W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the

West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of
West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
July 15-20.— Buffalo, N, Y.—Pan-American Exposition tourna-

ment. Elmer E. Shaner, Mgr.
. July 30.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—^Annual clambake and
handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.
Newark, N, J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds. West Monroe street

at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1%Q.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New

Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays,

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

April 17-18.—Jacksonville, Fla.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gtin Cluh. B.
W. Sperry, Sec'y.
May 8-10.—Memphis, Tenn.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Memphis Gun (Tlub,

June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. (J., Can.—The Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. G
H. Foss, Sec'y.
July 10-11.—Jamestown, N. Y,—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr,
C. Rawson, Sec'y.
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July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens. L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciatton s second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
WjOW added money. Kdward Banks, Sec'y-i'reas., 31S Broadway,
Wew York.
Aug. 7.-9.—Providence, R. 1.—The Interstate Association's to»ir-

nament under the auspices of the Providence Uun Club. R. C
Kool, Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.-—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's touma-

jnent, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A, Barker,
Sec'y.

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
April 23-24.—Olathe, Kans.—Peters Cartridge Company's amateur

tournament, assisted by Mr. Frank Hodges.
April 24-25.—bmghamton, JS. Y.—Amateur tournament of the

Peters Cartridge Co.; $150 added money. H. W. Brown, Sec'y.

John Parker, Mgr.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Concerning the recent roof garden target tournament, the New-

Yorker Staats-Zeitung, a German newspaper pubiislied in New
York, dignified its pages with tlie following, which inversely
bristles with wisdom and accurate knowledge. It may be con-
sidered as settling nothing turther than the lact that the Zeitung
didn't know the ditterence between bluerock targets and Uve
birds, and that all shooters know that it didn't know the dif-

ference. The excerpt is as follows: "it has been resolved by
the board of directors of the sporting exhibition to stop pigeon
shooting. This is a very laudabje purpose, stiU we cannot repress
the remark that this cruel and aimiess sport shou.d not have been
permitted from the start • Merely to shoot at animals which have
even been maimed to serve the purpose in order to break again
a cursed record is to be considered as distant from the true mean-
ing of the word 'sport' as is the numerous killing of birds while
migrating." Lai

In appreciation and recognition of Mr. W. R. Crosby's great
bluerock feat, Capi. A. VV. iVioney, in behalf of his company, pre-

sented to Mr. Crosby last Saturday a beautiful gold repeater, in-

trinsically valuable m itselt, and a perrect encyclopedia on all

matters concerning time, lor on pushing a button or something
of that sort it chimes off the hours, quarters and minutes, etc.

The obverse side bears, in beautiluUy engraved letters, the initials

W. R. C, while on the reverse in drop hgures is engraved the
number of the great run, 345. The inner case bears the inscrip-

tion: "Presented to \V. R. Crosby by the American E. C. &
Schultze Gunpowder Co., Ltd., in recognition of his record-

breaking run of 3i5 straight at Interstate Park, Queens,- N. Y.,

March 13, 1901."

Mr. E. Macdonald, of New York, writes us as follows: "I beg
to advise you that on Dec. 14 of last year the Aschenbroedel Gun
Club was organized with the following othcers: President, Robert
\V. Iverson; Vice-President, Robert Ruhlender; Secretary, E,

Macdonaid; Treasurer, Paul Grunert. The regular club shoots

will begin Friday, April 5, and will take place every other Friday
thereaiter. This club is composed of members of the Aschen-
broedel Verein only, which in its turn is composed of tlie leading

musicians of New York city. Iherelore every member of the gun
club is a musician, and a solpist, and if they will only shoot half

as good as they play, they will soon be the champions of the

metropolitan district."

•s

Three officers of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals were at Interstate Park on Monday of this week, u) their

official capacity. In deference to their wishes, courteously ex-

pressed. Manager Shaner suspended shooting a half hour shortly

after midday and sent the force ol trappers to gather the dead or

wounded birds that were out of bounds. Thirteen were found, ihe

space within the boundaries is kept clear ol dead and wounded
birds at ail times, as each bird is gathered as killed. Manager
Shaner will suspend the shooting at intervals each day, to clear up

the outlying grounds.

The Edgewater Shooting Club, Toledo, O., announces its first

annual handicap bluerock shoot, open to all, to take place May .1

and 2. The events are at IB, 20 and 25 bluerocks, entrance based

on 10 cents per target. Event No. 8, the first day, has the Peters

Cartridge Companv s trophy for a prize. Handicaps 14 to 21yds.

Targets 2 cents. Shells sent in care of the secretary, Mr. F. W.
Dyar, will be delivered on the grounds. One cent for each target

thrown will be deducted for average money.

Mr. John Barker, of the Peters Cartridge Company, has a busy
season ahead. Besides his other duties, he is engaged to manage
the Peru, Ind., Gun Club's shoot, May 7-9; the Zoo Gun Clubs
shoot at Sioux City, June 11-13; Binghamton, N. Y., April 24-25;

Warm Springs, Ga., Southern intersiaie tournament, June 17-20;

the Michigan State Trapshooters' League, Saginaw, Mich., May
28-30, and a prospective shoot at Bristol, Tenn, June 24 and 25.

K
The prizes at the New Utrecht Gun Club's shoot last Saturday

were miniature cups, six in all, of which three were for members
and three for the visiting shooters who participated in the shoot

at 25 live birds, handicaps 27 to 33yds. The cups have the follow-

ing inscription: "Preliminary G. A. Handicap, interstate Park,

March 30, 1891. New Utrecht Gun Club. Won by ."

The number of men of the 208 entered standing at each of the

handicap distances in the G. A. H. is as follows: 25yds., 1; 26yds.,

36; 27yds., 84; 28yds., 5d; 29yds., 15; 3Uyds., 10; 31yds., 5; 32yds., 3.

It will thus be noted that at 27yds. and less there ere 121 shooters;

back of 27yds., 87. Back of the 28yd. mark, the skill dwindles

rapidly, as shown by the numbers, 15, 10, 5 and 3.

Parker Brothers, Meriden, Conn., will mail, free of charge, a

copy ol their calendar tor 1901 to the secretary of any gun club

who will send them his name and address. Also a copy to any
one remitting 10 cents to them to pay mailing expenses, it con-

tains puiiraiis ot many eminent shooters who use Parker guns,

with their most recent records, etc.

After the shoot of the New Utreclit Gun Club, on Saturday,

march 23. Mr. Frank Parmelee presented to the club the deer

head which he won. In appreciation of his generosity, the cmb
through its president, Mr. Walter F. Sykes, on last Saturday pre-

sented Mr. Parmeiee a calendar watch.

Over 200 entries were in the Nitro Powder Handicap, an event

at 16 birds-, on Tuesday of this week. There was but little wind,

and the conditions were therefore better for good scores than were
those of the preceding day,

m
Capt, Money and Messrs. Denny, Vandegrift and Harold Money,

members of the Carteret Gun Club, have entered the Grand
American Handicap this year. Several of them have resigned from
that club.

»l

Mr. J. L. Head and party arrived safely last Sunday, after a
pleasant trip. The number of Western shooters in attendance tliis

year exceeds that of last year,

A novel and useful suggestion concerning the utility of pro-

fessionals as squad captains at tournaments appears elsewhere in

our trap colurnns this week.

The Dansville, N. Y,, Gun Club, announces a Decoration Day
dtnateur tournattietiti Mr. Norman Tompkins is secretary.

Mr. Fred Wliitney informs us that Jim Sheehy's amateur target

shoot will be held on April 23 and 24, at Pella, la.

Beenard Waters.

Grand American Handicap,
April 1.—The preliminaries to the Grand American Handicap

commenced to-day. The weather was ideal for pigeon shooting—
a clear light, good birds and a stiff northwest wind, which as to
the traps was about from 7 o'clock. There was a good number of
contestantsm the events to-day, No. 1, the Interstate Park In-
troductory, had 136 entries, and of this number 31 killed straight
and each received $21.90. This event was at 8 birds, 30yds. rise,

|5 entrance, birds extra, four monevs, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per' cent.
High guns, ties divided. The scores;

JAR Elliott.. ...... .22022222—7 T H Clay 2022222^-7
C R Stephens 21222112—S J Q Ward 12002001—4
A D Sperry 20211122—7 B Xeroy 22222222—8H P ColHns 20220222—6 Parmelee .22222222—8
Hood 12020222—6 F Stearns 22202222—7
Popham 02222222—7 A B Dover. ......... .22202222—

7

E C Fort 22222022—7 Han Ion 022220*2—5
Farmer Jones 22002221—6 A W du Bray.....:... 22012222—

7

Tramp 20220011—5 L E Parker.... 20222222—7
Hallowel! 12221212-8 H C Hirschy 22200222-6
F D Alkire 2101w J M Hawkins 02221112-7
HofTman 2 22i'222—8 J R Malone 11121222—8
Ondawa 02021111—6 Nutting 22222122—8
Vermont 22210122—7 A H Fox 22222222—

S

Kommodore 01100110—4 R S Teal 22222022—7
Mosher 21101010—5 J E Rex 02222220—6
Guild,.. 22201222—7 P F Dupont. .12122u22—

7

Arno 22222222—8 W Massey ....02222220—6
Simmonds 00222022—5 C K United 21222222—8
A S White 22*01120—5 Ed Voris 02222222—7
Von der Bosch 020]2'>11—5 Ed Hickman 22220222—7
Tallman 22011222-7 E H Tripp 00222022-5
C A Young 21022200—5 H Henrv- 20122020—5
Phil 12222222—S G D B "Darby 20022222-6
G McG Morris 02*22220—5 Tim Jones 21112220—7
J R P 02202222—6 Mink 22222010-6W D Tow^nsend..,. ..22012221—7 W S Allen 22222202—7
C D Linderman 012 '2222—6 Ranger 11020112—6
B-27 20222222—7 J L Head 21222222—8
G Burnside .222222*2—7 W H Wolstencroft. . . .22222''20—

7

T Marshall 22222222—8 T Gaughan 22202222-7
J R PIull 02H1222—7 t T Desmond 02222202—6
C F Lambert 22222222—S Red Wing >.01012121—

6

R L Trimble 22222222—8 R B Bond...,. ..12122222—8
J L Alabaster 22022222—7 E B Coe 20222210—6
G Roll 22222.22-S B Claridge 02122122-7
T E McKay 21012222-7 Puck 21101100-5
J L D Morrison 2'J202221—5 O R Dickev ...22222022—

7

Dr W P Brown 02222222—7
"

)r W P Brown
Crosby
Gilbert
Merrill 03*11220—5

Kaufman 222222(12-7
22222222-8 W M Haves 2222220^7

...02222222—7 W M Smith .22210101-6
E Duncan 12220222—7

Werk ,....12020222—6 J A Scott ,.11020002-4
Sloane 21200021-5 McPherson 22222222—8
Naumann 12210120—6 W Hopkins 02022222—6
Heikes 02221222—7 J B Hopkins 12222222-S
Lilly -.22001212—6 Ed Bajiks 0211110WH C Burtell. 11002200—4 Herbert 21212201-7
C E Rhodes 02220222—6 A Gardner 22222202—

7

Doc 20222222—7 E Johnson 202202'»2—

6

S M Van Allen 22222222—8 Knevels 22020222—6
C Budd 02222211—7 W F Parker 22220220—6
J P Kay 22220020—5 Wagner 12210111—7

20222222—7 Stubener ...01202211—6
^ ,22222222—8

333

J Mack 20110201—5 H D Bates
Gottlieb 12222222—S B H Norton 00222222—6
S Glover 12222222—8 Cella 21010012—5

P "North 22221010—6
Hamilton 22200222—6

122222'22—

S

02222022—6
GeofTroy 02222002—5
FeigenFpan 22222222—8
I W Budd 22220022—6
A L Ivins 20002021—4
D P Foster O120012O-4

J C Hicks 22220202—6
Schimmel ..202 '2 20—6
C Angier 221*2221—7 T O'Rourkc
Fanning 22222021—7 G A Ccmstock
Pierce 22022022—6
Tar Heel 12222222—8
Laflin 22221221—8
Sen Sen 111*2221—7
T B Barto 22222222
E C GrifTith....

D Lefever ......
:-111202O—6 Rahm 22222222—

S

.OOOOw Fulford 22222222—8

No. 2 was the Borough of Queens Sweepstakes. In this event
the conditions were 12 birds, |'7 entrance, birds extra, 30yds. rise,
high guns, ties divided. The number of moneys into which the
purse was divided was determined by the number of entries re-
ceived. Twenty killed straight, and each received -$40.70. Thirty-
two killed 11 each, and each received $4.30, The scores:JAR Elliott....2*2211201222—10 O R Dickey 202222222201—10
C Stephens 2*1222222100- 9 F Kaufman 222022*2w-
A D Sperry 101222122211—11 E Duncan 220220222222-10
H P Collins 222022022202— 9 J A Scott 211101122222-11
Hood 222122222022—11 McPher.son 222222222220—11
Popham 022 2.20 2 2— 8 W Hopkins 222220122220—10
E C Foot 202220222222—10 7 B Hopkins 222022222112—11
Farmer Jones... .UOOjIOOw Ed Banks 021121221112—11
F D Alkire...... 220220222102— 9 Herbert 100'20w
Tramp 222222*22022—10 S Van Allen 222222222222—12
Hallowell 102222222211—11 C W Budd 212202222221—11

J HoflFman 222222222222—12 333 222ii202()w

Ondawa 02201022w Gottlieb 222212202220—10
Vermont 122222202012—10 S Glover 21012220w
Kommodore 20202202w J C Hicks 2022222O2022— 9
Mosher 222202*0w C Angier 2002ll00w
Guild 021011121121—10 Fanning 021212120201— 9
Arno 222222222222—12 Pierce 202022222222^10
Simmons 222222222222—12 Tar Heel ....... .11121ii22222i—12
A S White, 00201221w Laflin 22*11201 w
C A Young 222222022222-11 Sen Sen 221212112020—10
Phil 222222122022—11 E C Griffith, 2122n2122'l2-ll
G McG Morris,. 202222202022— 9 J B Barto. 022202222220—9
T H Clay ..220222222222—11 D Lefever ..01ul220w

J Q Ward 220222222222-11 Geoffrey 220202210120— 8
B Leroy 222222222222—12 Feigenspan 2220U2220222— 9
Parmelee 222222222222—12 I W Budd 122222212222—12
F Stearns 20202220w A L Ivins .Il0l2222u212—10
A B Dover 222222220202—10 D B Foster 12020020w
Hanlon 20202220w Rahm 22*220222222—10
A W du Brav...2222J002w Fulford 220222220222—10
L E Parker., '....222022222222—11 W F Parker 222022222220—10
H C Hirschy 222222222202—11 Wagner 111211112100—10

J M Hawkins... .220212222222—11 Stubener ........202112210222—10

J R Malone 212222111211—12 H D Bates. 222222222222—13
Nutting 222222220222—11 B H Norton 222220222222—11
A H Fox 222221222222—12 J P Kay 22000222w
E Teal ^ 2222222-.2222—12 J Gaughan 222220222220—10
T E ReK 222022222220—10 J Mack 2u221220220l—

9

C K United 211122222212—12 Dr Miller 022222220222—10
Ed Voris 222201122212—11 S iJsthaway 2022200liw

E H Tripp 222222222000— 9 W Massey 222222222022—

U

Ed Hickman 202202332022— 9 P F Dupont 00002022w
H Henry 111112222012—11 Von der Bosch ..112120011112—10
Darby 02222020w G C Palmer. .0222j2222002— 8
Jim Jones 222220222222—11 R L Trimble 222222222202—11
W Townsend ....212222222220—11 E W Bird 222220022222—10
C Linderman 222222202222—11 Woodruff 222222222222—12
T R P 222220222222-11 Tallman 121220212120—10
B-27 222211021222—11 C F Lambert. .. .222222222220—11
G Burnside 222222220220—10 J J Drake 20220022w
T Marshall 222222020222—10 J Stoud 222022020222—9
T R Hull 222202202222—10 J Pastorms. .222022220202— 9

J L Alabaster... 02202002W G Greiff 0022w
G Roll ...022222222222—11 W M Hayes 221022220022—9
F E McKay 221022221220—10 W M Smith. .221102102022-

9

J L Morrison....222222222200—10 H Money 222222222222—12
Dr W P Brown..0222222222*2—10 A Gardner 221212222020—10
Crosby 222222222222—12 Ed Johnson 220202222022— 9
Gilbert 222222222222—12 Doc 202220222222—10
Merrill 222212222222—12 C E Mink 00221202w
Werk ..,20002012w Comstock 2022^2^20222—10
Bloan .10102220W Schimmell 2222220j2j22— 9
Naumann 022221222220—10 A C^lla ; 110122010210-

S

Heikes 0222222^2202—10 W Thompson. .. .21001202

w

T O'Rourke 21112201w
20222000WW H Stork 222022220022— 9

J Parker 212.J22202222—10

Lilly 220222200U02— 7

W Sallen 222222022222—11 S D Reed
Ranger 202122120U00— 7

J L Head 221220w ^ ^„W Wolstencroft.. 222122220222—11 T Keller 022022222220- 9

T J Desmond....222222222220—11 M Rodgers 20201021w
Red \V.ne.......222r;r2;ii;212—12 Capt Money ......221222220222—11

R B Bond 12122000w Courtney 20220220w
E B Coe 2iJ2^:i22ij2.222—10 G Loomis 202222220202— 9
B Claridge. 122222222222-12 J S Weller. ...... ,232220222012—10
Puck 31101020w .

,

Trenton Shooting Association.

Trenton, N. J.—The main feature of the shoot was the returu

^^^T??"?
teams of the Trenton Shooting Association and

the White Hill Gun Club, six men per team, 25 targets per man.
the result was as follows:
Trenton Shooting Association. White Hill Gun. Club
Taylor 17 Hill 17
Thomas 17 Sadler ....16
Harper 16 Rossell 14
Wilson 15 Griffith 9
Cochran 10 J Hessley ........10
Bignall ....10—85 Cottrell 15—81
The White Hill Club is a young organization and has been

making rapid strides in shooting circles lately.
The local team had to secure two White Hill team club shooters

morderto make up its squad. Two of the local team could not get off.
Chickens, ducks, cigars and cash sweepstakes were held during

the afternoon, and the local contingent had a good share of tbe
prizes when it reached this city Saturday night.
The prizes made many of the Sunday dinners yesterday.
The "lobster" match between P. E. Wurfflein, of the True Amer-

ican, and Frank Thompson, of the State Gazette, finished in a
defeat for the Gazette man by 1 target.
One dressed chicken to first: Thomas 2, Wilson 1, J. Taylor S,

J. Hessley 4, Harper 3, Hill 3, Piatt 3, Kelly 0, Cottrell 4. Hess-
ley won tie shoot-off.
One dressed chicken to first: Taylor 3, Wilson 4, Firth 3, Grif-

fith 2, Rossell S, Sadler 2, Cottrell 5, Taylor 2, Hessley 3, Thomas
4, Kelly 1, Griffith 2. Cottrell won.
Cash sweepstake, 5 pairs doubles: Taylor 6. Thomas 4, Wilson

4, Hill 4, Matthews 5, Cochran 5, Sadler 5. J. R. Taylor won.
Cash sweepstake, 5 pairs doubles: Taylor 6, Thomas 6, Mat-

thews 4, Cochran 5, Taylor and Thomas divided.
Box of 50 cigars to first: Cochran 2, Thomas 5, Taylor 0, G.

Hessley 1, Harper 5, Piatt 3, Kelly 1, Griffith 1. Cottrell 3, Ros-
sell 3, Hill 3, Hessley 3. Shoot-off of tie won by Thomas.
One dressed chicken to first: Thomas 2, Taylor 4, Harper 3.

Piatt 5, Hill 1, Cochran 3, Sadler .3. Won by Piatt.
One dressed chicken to first: Taylor 2, Wilson 4, Thomas 3,

Harper 4, Ta:ylor 2, Hill 4, Hessley 3, Shoot-off of tie won by
Taylor.
One dressed chicken to first: Thomas 5, Taylor 2, Cochran 4,

Stanton 2, Hessley 1, Harper 4, Wilson 4, Cottrell 4. Dr. Thomas
won the bird.
One chicken to first: Griffith 5, McHugh 0, Sadler 3, Kelly 0,

Hill 4, Bignal! 4, Taylor 1. Shoot-off of tie won by Cottrell
breaking 15 straight to Harper's 14.

Pair of black wild ducks to first and mallard to second:
Thomas 3, Harper 5, Taylor 2, Rossell 1, Stanton 3, Wilson 4,
Griffith 4, Hessley 3, Hill 4, Bignall 4, Sadler 3, Kelly 2, Cottrell
3, McHugh 1. Won by Harper. Bignall won mallard in tie.
Pair of wild ducks to first: Taylor 1, Thomas 3, Wilson 4, Hess-

ley 3, Harper 4, Hill 5) Sadie:- 5, Griffith 2, Stanton 2, Cottrell 2.
Shoot-off of tie, miss-and-out, Sadler won.
Match race'^for lobsters: WurfHein 1, Thompson 0.

Boston G«n Qofa*

Boston, March 27,—The eleventh weekly prize shoot of the
Boston Gun Club was but lightly attended, though the weather was
a little bit in our favor. .Straight scores were few and far be-
tween, though Leroy managed to secure two, one at 21yds. and
one at 16yds., with the use of two barrels, and Woodruff one from
the 17yd. mai;k. The interest has again been aroused and is now
up at the highest notch, due to the fact that Leroy put in a nice
big 25 in to-day's score and jumped up 5 points, now being in first

position tied with Spencer at 145. As there are now only four more
shoots in the series, it will necessitate considerable hustling for
either to make a decided gain. Baker, who is at present second,
may have something to say yet, as he is only 5 points behind, and
has a low score to throw out. Howe and 5. VV. were second in
to-day's matph, and, though as yet they have not put in enough
scores to quklify, a couple of good scores would do them a world
of good on points. Scores below:
Events Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 10 unknown, handicap distance;

all others 16yds.; event No. 8, 5 pairs:

Events: 1 2 3-4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Howe, 19. ,i 7 S 5 8 7 8 8 7 9
Leroy, 21 7 7 7 7 8 10 7 8 10
G W, 17 r.......,,i 7855 10 875896....
Lane, 16 ......ii.. 63953755272....
Barry, 16 5354278447
Spencer, IS .... 57778498757
Williams, 16 .t;-. iv 7 8 2 7
Fredericks, 14 , .. .. 3
Henry, 16 4

Prize match, 30 singles, unknown; distance handicap:
Leroy, 21., 11 111101 00101111110111 linilll—25
Howe, 19. ,.,,.„,: .101101111111110011101110011111—23
G W, 17 lOOOlllOOlllllllllllllolllOlll—23
Spencer, 18.....:.:;i,i;, lOllOllllUlllOlOllOlllUlJUlUl—22
Williams, .lllOlloOlimOlOll 110010010000—17
Lane, 16 10100001 11000lX)110011011 101110-15
Barry, 16 OllOOOOlOlOOOOOllOOOOllUOOlU—13

Aquidnick Gun Club.
Newport, R. I.—The Aquidnick Gun Club held its regular shoot

on Wednesday of last week. Eight members participated and
three events were shot—a 15 unknown and a 15 and 20 at known
angles. The small number of events and targets is explained by
the fact that for the present we are shooting one man up, with
a single expert trap, but expect to soon make better arrange-
ments for trapping. The scores are as follows:

Known. Unknown. ' Known.
Plumer

—

010100100001000— 4 11000010001110— 6 lOlOlOOOOOlOOlOOlllO— &-18
Dring

—

110111111111010—13 001011011100001— 7 10010010100111010100— 9—28
Coggeshall

—

111011110010011—10 011101111011001—10 iiuoioomiioomio—14-34
G Champion

—

111000101000100— 6 100100111100110— 8 lOOOOlOOOOOOlOOOlOOO— 4-18
Griffin

—

100101011001011— 8 0000001 00001100— 3 10110101001011111111—14—25
Manchester

—

OlllOiXlOOOllOlO— 6 00101001011lOU— S OIOOOUIOOUOIOOIIOO— 9—23
Openshaw

—

100000100000000— 2 001001000100001— 4 lOOOlOOOOOOlOOOOHOl— 6—12
Mason

—

000100010100000- 3 OlllOOllOOllOU— 9 11010110000101111001—11—23

J. S. Coggeshall, 2d, Sec'y.

Oceanic Rod and Gun Club.
RocKAWAY Park, L. I., April 1.—The scores made at the

Oceanic Rod and Gun Club's shoot under Jiigh wind conditions
were as follows:
Johnnie Jones..^.. 20 20 20 25 20 20
F Brown ., 17 19 14 19 18 13
Dr Bill 16 18 16 25 16 ..

J Hughes 11 10 10 15 11 ..
S Charles 14 11 10 20 11 ..H Clifton 15 15 IS .. 17 12
A Harris 13 9 12 14 .. ..

B Mull 8 II 10 16 .. ..H Bock IS IT U
F Tommy 8
F Coleman Jl

J Brewer 23 , . ,

.

IN NEW JERSEY

Soutti Side Gun Club.
Newark, N. J., March 30.—Nos. 1 tp 6 were.at 10 targets; Nos.

7 to 10 were at 25 targets;
Events: 123456789 10

Hayes .• 8 7 9 9 6 7 21 .. ..
Wilson 10 9 18 .. .. ..

L W C 8 6 9 9 7 10 17 22 21 2ffW Smith 9 7 9 10 7 8 21 23 19 ..

Mihlon 8 9 8 5 8 6 18
Terrill 6 9 8 7 9 7 20
Whitehead 8 6 9 S 10 10 21
Geoffery 8 8 10 8 8 5 21 20 18 17
Weller 6 20 22 19
Dr Gardner 8 7 6 6 5 18 15 20 20

_^ _ . I. H. T.
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Crescent Athletic Club.

Brooklyn, March 30.—To-day's slioot of the Crescent Athletic
Club was the final shoot of the season. Mr. H. W. Brigham won
the March cup, and Dr. J. J. Keyes the annual trophy. Scores:
Shoot for March cup, 25 targets expert traps, 25 targets niagati-

trap; handicap allowances added;

—Expert— . —Magautrap— Grand
Hdcp. Total. Hdcp. Total. Total.,

Dr H L O'Brien ,.. 5 25 4 25 50

G Stephenson, Jr 2 24 2 22 46
W W Marshall 6 2l 5 24 45

H W Brigham 2 22 1 23 45

G Stephenson, Sr .10 21 8 22 . 43

F B Stephenson.. 0 23 0 19 48

Dr J J Keyes. 3 19 3 22 41

L C Hopkins......^,;*^.. 6 21-5 10 37

C G Rasmus i.^ 0 20 0 16 36

H C Werleman 0 14 0 16 30

Shoot for panel, 25 targets, expert traps: F. B. Stephenson (1)

23, G. Stephenson, Jr. (2) 23, Dr. H. U O'Brien (5) 22. C. G.
Rasmus (6) 16, \V. W. Marshall (6) SI, L. G> Hopkins (6) 20, H. C.
Werleman (7) 19, II. C. Chapman (6) 13. Shoot-off! Fi B,
Stephenson 23, G. Stephenson, Jr., 20.

^

Shoot for trophy, 25 targets, expert traps: H. W. Brigham (a)

25, L. C. Hopkins (6) 25, F. B. Stephenson (1) 25, Dr. IT. L;
O'Brien (5) 2], W. W. Marshall (6) 20, G; Stephenson, Tn (2) 20,

Dr. J. J. Keyes (3) 20, C. G. Rasmus (6) 18, "H. C^ Chapman (6) 18;

Shoot-off: Brigham 25, Hopkins 24, F, B. Stephenson 23.

Sweep, 5 pairs, magautrap: F. B. Stephenson S, Towflsend 7,

Keyes 6, Rasmus 5, G. Stephenson, Jr., 4, Chapman 2.

Sweep, same: G. Stephenson, Jr:, 9, F. B. Stephenson S. To>vn-
sepd 7, Brigham 6) O'Brien 6^ G. Stephenson, Sr., 4, Hopkins 3.''

Sweep, 15 targets, e.xpert: F. B. Stenhenson 1,S, G. btephensoii,
Jr., 12, Marshall 11, Brigham 11, Towlisend 11, Ilopkms Hi

Sweep, 10 targets, expert: G. Stephenson, Jr. 10, F. B. Stephen-
son 9, Marshall 9, Brigham 9, G. Stephenson, 'Sr., 3.

Fulton Gun Clah,

The following scores were made at the Fulioh (jiin SltJlti^s sHoo't

at the Old Mill grounds on March 30:

Events : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Targets: 10 10 10 15 15 15 10 10 10 15 10 15 10 10 10

A AVoods 4 6 5 7 5 6 7 6

Hansman 5 4 3 9 13.. .. 5 6

!• May 6 5 7 7 7 8 4.. 6 8 2

S Giles; ; g 3 n 2, 11 .«

Maysfcr .: 3 H Q
Snyder ; 8 8 13
Merten 4 9-8 7 10

Schmidt 3 6 7 8 9
Ely 1 .. 6 4
W Woods 4 7
Kessell 4 5
Schubel 9
Schading 2 .. ..

Lammers .< .. 7 6
Wilhart ,..*4f..i,j:AJi > * H 8 .. .. 4 7 S 8 .. ..

Burns <...(ii..>ii'«i <• 8 ..

Ai A. ScHOVERLiNG, Scorer.

Ne^ iJtfecht Rod &ad dun Cluh,

Interstate Park, March 30.—The 25-live-bird shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club held to-day was a distinct success, as the
scores will show:

S M Van Allen, 30 0222222222222222222222202—23
C M Lincoln, 27 1122221202111212121120222—23
Deck, 27 0212120002211000102221201—17
D F Foster, 27.....;;...:;; 1222011221222222122222121—24
Tramp, 28. .:.;;..;;.......;...;..... 1212212122112202222222211—24
Chapman, 27. .2022300101222202102222311—19
Parkeri 29 ; 2010221022122222222222222—22
Wanda, 26. ...;...;....;....;.::.;... ; 00102112020020*1221011130—14
Norton, 28. ...... ; .1222222202021122002122202—20
Glover, 30 , 222202m220w
Collins, 28 ; ; 2222202022202222220222222—21
Lambert, 29 . ; ; 2020200220222220*22202222—17
Jack, 28. ; 2210022010222022122220*11—18
Rogers, 28 > i. .211210222000*012201010000—13
Goodwin, SS. i ......... i 1 .1 ... j .... 4 .... . .0222202202222020222000222—17
Losee. 27. (r< ^ . t.iw . . ; ; i - . . . . .2010121222122120001232011—19
Johnson, 29 .......,..;;.. i ; i ...;.;.. 2222212221121222222212222—25
333, 28 2202200221022202202222202—18
Fanning, 31 0110222211222022121212232—22
Schoonmaker, 28 1222121211110122000121212—21
S B Jay. 28 222220020002120222***002w
Reynolds, 27 0200022222202020222*22010—15
Hyde, 27 .j ,

1120020120220100221000101—14
Gardiner, 28 0222012012222012121122212—21
Capt Money, 28 1212012222220222022222122—22
R O Heikes, 30 0222222222222222122122221—24
Parmelee, 30 2222222222222222222222220—24
Keller, 28 2222222022022222222202222—22
Annie Oakley, 27 ; 2220110121221102101111111—21
C C Naumann, 28. 2221221121211122222122101—24
E D Fulford, 30...l.7.Z^i.ij^j. 20022222200202222*2222022—18

J Von Lengerke, 28. . ....................... .22220222222U22222222222*2—22
Le Roy, 29 22222222220222222*2222222—23
Phil Daly, 30 2222222222221212202222120—23
Tod Sloan, 28 12221121210*2211211202220—21
G H Piercy, 28 222222222212221222222222*—24
Crosby, 32 2222022220222222222222222—23
Gilbert, 32 222221122102222*222211122—23
Budd, 30 - 2002222221022122222222222-22
Feigenspan, 30 2222220222222222202222222—23
Fort, 28 .2122022211222220112220122—22
Buckskin Jack, 27 012222022200120*2H10w
Kay, 28. , 2022222000202222222220220—18
Greiff, 29 .22222220222222202*1222222—22
Belden, 28 2212220222222022220222222—22
Lockwood, 27 02202222222222202021**220—18
Creamer, 27 0120100121010212210012201—16
Shevlin, 27 ., , 220200111012221210*21**11-17
Laschelle, 28 111211002001222000*011100—14
MacPherson, 28 222022222222222222222*222-23
Edey, 28 2012122120101110110112122—21
Cattus, 28 00012111212020220112200*1—16
Brooks, 27 1112112010110111111101010—19
Gaughen, 28 , 2222222020222222202220222—21
Col Martin, 30 2222022202222202211222220—21
Bates, 31 »

' 2202202222222222202222222—22
Donley, 29 2220222221201012111111121—22
E. S. Johnson first prize to visitors.

Ties on 24:

Heikes 2222222 Tramp 22220
Foster 2111212 Parmelee 210
Naumann 221211*

Heikes second, Foster third.
Members

:

G. H. Piercy first

Ties on 23:

Feigenspan 22w Daly 21
Lincoln 21

Lincoln second, Daly third.

Vatson's Pfeparalofy Slioot.

Tunfchannock Rod and Gun Club,

TuNKHANNOCK, Pa.—The amateur tomnament of the Tunkhan-
nock Rod and Gim Club, March 25. Following acft the «fq$es at
targets

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 R 7
Targets: 10 10 10 10 15 20 5 Targets: 1010 10 10 15 20 5

Hull 9 10 8 10 15 17 , . Wright 7 7 4 611.. 4
Fanning .... 10 9 10 S 15 19 .. Graham 9 10 9 7 12 ..

Stroh 9 10 6 9 11 14 5 Cleveland.... 6 8 8 8 9 11 ..

Wells 3 7 10 8 9 11 4 Reed 8 8 8 10 13 13 4
Williams .... 9 9 9 8 10 13 4

No. 6 was at 10 pairs. No. 7 was at 5 live birds.
The weather being bad prevented the attendiuice being very

large. Mr. Hull, representing the Parker gun, and Mr. Fanning
had tteir vt^v^l good nat«f§ with tjigw? " S. D. Reed.

CfiiCAGO, In,. March 30.—John Watson gave a little e.xcrciae

shoot for a couple of days this week for the Western men who
drifted into Chicago en route to the Grand American Handicap

—

a score of good men and true who all expect to win the big prize

down 6ast, and who have as good a right to hope so as anybody
who will be therci The programme for Thursday and Friday was
at 10 birds, $6, and at 15 birds, |8. The little meeting was Very
pleasant for all, and it served to time up a man or two who needed
only the finishing touches.

^

To-day saw most of the pilgrims off on theif wSjf t"? New York.
Mr. J. L. Head has about a dozen in his party in all, sfeveft. er
eight going by different routes; among these Messrs. E. S. Rice,

J. L. ALubaster, Geo. Roll, Oswald Von Lcngerke, etc. Gilbert,

Hirschy; Neal, Ernie Fish, of Eau Claire; C. R. Stephens, of

Moline; Jim Busli, of Milwaukee; J. S. Morrison, of St. Paul;

W. P. Brown, of Minneapolis; W, D. Townsend and Frank Baird,

of Omaha; H. P. Sperry, of Rock Island; Frank Kaufmann, of

Two River.s, Minn., and qite a lot of other well-known Western
trap shots were at Watson's one time or another tliiS *eeki
Mr. Bush will not go on to the big shoot, but ran down to have
a little fun with the boys, and to see whether Garden City Club
wovild like a pigeon race with anybody up in Milwaukee. All

these ^food fellows .deserve to win, but not all can, no matter how
wisely the ijur?eS hk ditided. In a few weeks they be stringing

back through here, and eaeh otife will be telling just what kept
him from taking the bakery home with hiift. The Grand American
Handicap is a bigger gamble each year as to the winner, in these
times of many .fine shooters. Take the field against any dozen
shooters anybody \yi\\ pick and yoti will have the best of the bat-

ting. Piciv a dark horse, and pick him from the West.

Important if 'ffuc.

"torn MfflCshall did not seem dead sure that the team race fat-"

tAveen Americi aiit} England would be brought off this summer, but
maybe Tom doesn't know as Ritith Shout^ it as some of the daily
newspapers. Here is what a Chicago paper J^fints as news from
London, and it is a good sample of daily paper sfi'oofin^; news;
"London, March 27.—The inanimate bird shooting clubs WeTe

delighted to'day by a dispatch from the United States announcing
that the AmcfJCEiU clubs agree to their challenge to meet the
English clubs in this country during^ the coming summer. A
meeting will be held in London to-hiof-fow Evening to discuss the
arrangements. Interest in the contest is effnafitfed by. the fact that
the American team is confirmed to the use of al gifigle-bafreled

gun, which employs a larger charge, while the English teaiii will

use the national double-barreled gun. The result is expected to
deternrine which is the better weapon, and it may lead to a
revolution in the English gun trade."

Thi.'? is impoTtarlt if true. Gread shades! where are those Ameri-
caii single-barreled gUrlS? Most ©f us laid- them, away when we
were boyS !

'

Sportsman ini Editof.

Hon. Jas. R. B. \ an Cleave, president of the IlH.riois , §tate
Sportsmen's Association, will on May 1 retire from hi^ dtfieti &s
State Irxsurance Inspector and take up the editorship of a morriirig

paper at Springfield. All the really good men are in the newspaper
business, or are getting there.

Hksehy Trophy Race at Grand Rapids, Minn.

The Hirschy trophy, live-bird shoot, was pulled off on the
grotinds of the local club oh March 16 tmder the most favorable
conditioris. The weather for the three days of the tournament
was all that the mosf exacting could have wished for, and the birds
were fine, healthy fellows, that kept the contestants gtjessing.
Many of the twenty shooters for the trophy were in the best of
form, and until the last three or four birds were shot at it looked .

as though quite a number would have to take part in the shoot-off.
The fun began prom.ptly at 1:30 P. M. Saturday, but Bergett, the
holder of the trophy, made a clean miss of the first bird liberated,
which tended to handicap him for the rest of the event. At the
close of the 16th round, when an adjournment was taken until the
following morning, Wilkinson, of St. Paul; Morrison, of St. Paul;
Kribs, of Grand Rapids, and Wells, of Grand Forks N. D., had
each a clean scofe, and Hirschy and Parker, of Minneapolis;
Fulton, of West Superior; Brown, of St. Paul, and Powers, of
Grand Rapids, had each 15 birds to their credit. At 9:30 Sunday
morning the trap was again sprung, and Kribs and Wells each
fell down on the first bird, the latter much chagrined to see
his fall dead just over the line. This left Wilkinson and Morrison
in the lead, but Morrison's 18th^ got over the line, and he missed
his 19th and 25th. Wilkinson failed to weight down his 24th suiSr
ciently, and it got oyer the line, tieing him with Fulton, of West
Superior, who let his 10th get out of bounds, but scored the
balance of the string. The scores:

Bergen 02211121111111*011111111*—21
W'ilkinson 11111221121111211222222*1—24
Hirschy 2222221222202222222202222—23
Morrison .11222222222221222*0222220—22
Parker '. 2121122*122222122222*2222—23
Kribs 222222222212222202122222*—23
Fulton 211121212*222111121222122—24
Bi own 22222222222*2222220222*22—22
Novotny 2222011121022120210012212—20
Powers 2202121222212121202022211—22
Kremer 111120120110101111222*112—20
Warren 1220212*21 221221122102222—22
Ezymony 02221*0120*010110112202*0—15
Wells 1221222211212222*22220120—22
Chanlplin 111120*221111222212021222—22
Haner *222120210100*22202201w
Robinson 001000020222w
Morrisey 210*01201200w
Bueneman 0111010212021121101222221—20
Clair 020021*10000w

In the shoot-off Wilkinson missed 2 in his first 5, and Fulton
scored 4 straight, giving him the match and the cup.
Immediately following the live-bird event a clay-pigeon event of

15i3 to the man was pulled off with the following result: Hirschy
148, Parker 141, Morrison 139, Wilkinson 128, Warren 126, Powers
127, Brown 121, Bergen and Kremer each 115 Kribs 113, Wells 111.
On Monday morning a 10-live-bird match was shot; entrance

$7.50, including birds, divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. The
scores were as follows:

Morrison 2222222222—10 Bergen ...2210210221—8
Hirschy 2222212222—10 Brown 2220122222— 9
Wilkinson 2202202202— 7 A Kremer 1222U1120— 9
Kribs 2222222222—10 Parker 2221112121—10
Powers 2202222121— 9

This closed the tournament, the most successful one ever pulled
off here. The local club entertained their visitors at a banquet
given at the Hotel Pokegama Saturday evening and the sportsmen
from out of town were profuse in their compliments to the man-
agement of the Grand Rapids Club for the royal manner in which
they were entertained.

.„ E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Ttap at "Watson's Park.
March 26.—Practice:

Dr Parker 21121*1222122210111002111—21
020*1212122101222f)2102121—19—40

Dr Shallenberger 1121102001010011210001121—16
011021010101*001101122211—16-36

Palmer 1012221112011222212021120 —21

White vs. CantilHon,. 25- bird*, fpf birds:W liite 2222222020202*2222*222222—90
Cantillion 202222222221212212*022222—22

March 29.—Oliver and W^hite vs. Barto and Bergam, 25 birds, for
birds:
Oliver *O*22*12220n2200***2*1121—13
White 22222222222*0002222222202—20—33
Barto 222022222*222201222221222—22
Bergam 2021102222*11222222222022—22—44

Oliphant vs. Jones, for birds:
Oliphant 0212212101101200012022201—17
Jones , 2010110110021102212?0g20i—17

No. 1.

Alaba.s(er, 29. 222212222122211—15
Roll, 30 211212211122021—14
McKay, 28 222022022011112—12
Kabo, 28 ..212122012122112^14
Stephens, 29 02221*201112212—12
Neal, 30 222222221120222—14
Gillis, 28 n22111 21121 002—12
Dr Parker, 28 122102220221211—13
Dr Shaw, 29 n2112112122221—14
Barto, 39 *22221202022222—1

2

H irscli v, 29 , *22222022222002—11
M E White, 29 222020221100221—11
George, 28 010021001 010020— 6
L E Parker, 28 211222222220220—13
Bush* 29 1220120222*2222—12

No. 4.

Roll 2022*21011—7
McKay , .2222222220— 9
Kabo 2122200112—8
Stephens ..0211202212— 8
Alabaster , . , . . .103 2121222— 9
Bush 2222211102— 9

22220—4
22122—5
02202—3
01212—4

No. A

^-213—

9

202210—Si

22022—4
221*2—4

21202—4 2122Z—

S

No. 5.

1011121111— 9
2222012022— 8
222*110022— 7
2222*22222— 9
2222221222—10
2222122001— «

No. 6. No. 7.

McKay 222222200*— 7 0202221122— S
Kabo 1221111201— 9 28*1*22220- 1
Stephens 2022111111- 9 10222D221.2—

g

Roll ,,. *222221222— 9 22212112a—IfJ

Alabaster

.....

.2112112020— S 2020112122— J?

Dr Parker 2012221112- 9 2121220211— 9
Neal 2222152222—10 2221222222—10*
Dr Shaw imilOia.— 9
B«sh 1211122100— 3
Barto .,,.^,„^.,^„,.^ 4.iAj* 2222222223^30'

March 29.—Second day of practice shooting. No. 1, 1& birdS;
entrance $8;
McKay, 28 , 212222220212221-=t4!
iillabaster, 29. i i 222221012221111—14
jarken 28 .- 1201 22211211222—14
Rolf, SO 211011221101222—14
Willard, 29........ - , 111122110111110—13
Kaufman, 28 - 02122122212121*—13
Head, 28 122322122221122—15
Stephens, 28 111120210201120—11
Qpem, 28 111111110121222—14
Hirschy, as, 121221221212221—151
Kabo, 28 - 121110120112212—1?
Neal, 30 222210*2221211*—12!

J R Graham, 29 220222222222222—14
E S Graham, 29 2222*2222222222—1.?

Di- Shaw, 29 02221212122211*—13!

J M Gillis. 28 ......212200002122211-131

J B Brartd,- 29., ,^2222201121221—14

J H A-mberg, 29..... 1(1^32122201022—13
M E White, 28 222ii2g2122122*—14
Morrison, 29 222222222222222—15

No. 2, 10 birds, entrance $5:
McKay, 28 2121112122—10
Parker, 28 2111212222—10
Kanfman, 28 ...2122222221—10
Willard, 29..^ 1112121211—10
Koll, 30...,. 2211222120— 9

iiahoi 28. 1211122022—9

No. 3:

Alabaster, 29 ..1122312021—9
Stephens, 28 .1020202211— 7
Kabo, 28 2222202212— 9
Hirschy, 28 222*122222— 9
Sperry, 29 1021111002— 7

No. 4:

McKay 2012012222— 8
Alabaster *222101212— 8
Parker 22222212*2— 9
Roll 2222012211— 9
Willard 2011212222— 9
Kabo .1220121212— 9
Hirschy , 2222222222—10
Kaufman 1021102220— 7
Dr Bill , 1222222222—10
Dr Shaw 2122222100- 8

Hirschy, 2S 2222222122—10^
Dr Bill, gg..-.. 2222220222—9
Neal, 30 2211112122—10'
E S Graham, 29. ..22:22222229— 91

J R Graham, 29. 2^2:222222—

W

Sperry, 28 .....2111^11^117

Parker, 29 12221220*2— 8
McKay, 28 2222200*22— 7
Head, 29 *222120221— 8
Kaufman^ 29 2202022120— 7

Neal 2211121212—19
Stephens 1021012121— B
Sperry 1122212211—IE)
J R Graham 2220222202— R
E S Graham 2202222222— ?
Barto 220*222222— &
Amberg 2112011222— 9
White 02022222222— 8
Morrison 2222222222—10

Trap at Richmond.

.
Richmond Va., March 23.—Members of the various gun clubs

in this, city had a snoot this afternoon at the baseball park, and
disposed of about 300 English sparrows and some pigeons. Thiswas the second sparrow shoot ever held in this State, the first hav-ing taken place about a month ago, and the sport of sparrow shoot-
ing seems to have exched a good deal of interest, but oWisg to
the great difficulty experienced in catching the little feathsred
aliens It is doubtful if it will ever become a permanent institution,Un this occasion sparrows had to be imported from Indianapolis—
^"•Ar'

l^nowS' there are plenty in Richmond and vicinity!
_
Mr. vy. C. Lynham, the expert in pigeon matters, has succeeded

in making a set of five traps suited to the size of the occupant,which appears to be an adaptation of the old three-sided conicalpigeon trap, and which, with a Ihtle alteration, will answer thepurpose admirably.
What a capital target these plucky little pests make! Certainly

the still warm afternoon did not tend to make them hard but
occasionally the breeze blew freshly across the ground, and' thenthe ciphers began to show up pretty livelv. Some of the boys
did some real y good work, notably Mr. Stearns, who, after missing
his tlin-d and fourth sparrows, killed 36 straight, and also went
straight m the next event, which was at 10 pigeons, making a run
01 4b. Scores: '

No. 1.
^tearns 1100122212— SHammond .22229'2222 ^10
P"mp 0121212111—9
Buckner 1101121012— 8
^;reen 2110210111—8
Hawes 1001212212— 8
y ounger

„, 'No.T
Stearns 1122111111—10
Hammond 121.1101101— 8Pump 1111012111— 9
<^i'een 2100011121— 7
Vfundy 2001101102—6
Hawes , ioi:l UlUOO— 6
Johnson 0111011022— 7
Younger 2010111101— 7
Hart
Buckner
Ten pigeons:

Stearn s .2222222222—10
Hammond 222*222222— 9
Hawes 0102201220— 6
Green 2*2*211202—7
Wood 2122222021— 9

No. 2.

2222211212—10
1111011111— 9
1211121112—10
1211212111—10
0220010010— 4
2012211011— 8
0110201011— 6

No. 4.

2212121111—10
1221021221— 9

21020
1110021100— e
0111110111— 8
111010222
01112

1101122212— 9
1211221111—10

Grundy .0022022110— 6
Johnson *1**001*11 4
Buckner 0202*22222— 7
Lakeside 200*121010—5

R. F. Banks.

Gardner Rod and Gun Club.

West Gardner, Mass., March 23.-The traps of the Gardner Rodand Gun Club were opened up this afternoon, for the first timesince Chrtstmas. Outside of being muddy, it was a very pleasant

^nly eight of a membership of thirty took part in the shoot
Aliout 600 pigeons were thrown, and as this is the first time theboys have been out for some time the scores are exceedinglv smaF

Will show you something warmer later on:
Shot at. Broke. Shot- of TJi-r.t.oD W Garwin 110 87 W Pratt fiO 9

J H Knight 105 68 H shatttick.;;;;;:;:; 45 25F Lenoir..... 105 ?,8 C L Leland .(0 28
J L Paine 85 58 C J Crabtree. . .". 35 23

J. L. Paine, Sec'y.

The "West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association.

SisTERsviLt-E, W- Ya,, March 2<i.—nd{for Forest and Stream: - In
order to avoid having our dates conflict with those on which the
Pan-American tournament is to be held, we have decided upon an-
other change, going back to our old dates, June 12 and 13. Please
correct our notice to read as follows and oblige: The fifth annual
tournament of the West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association
will be held at St. Marys, June 12 and 13, under auspices of the
West Virginia Gur* Clwb; ??50 added money, and merchandise
P'^'^e?. Ed O. Bo-vy??, Sec'y-Treas,
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Gfand American Handicap Entries.

On Wednesday of last week the Handicap Committee met at the
Astor House, New York, immediately after a session of the
Tournament Committee, at which said committee passed upon the
list of entries. Mr. J. L. Head, of Peru, Ind., was unanimously
elected chairman. Owing to busin-ess reasons Mr. T. A. Divine,
of Memphis, Tenn., was unable to attend. The other members
were Messrs. C. W. Budd, of Des Moines, la.; Elmer E. Shaner^
Pittsburg; Will K. Park, Philadelphia; W. R- Hobart, Newark;,
Bernard Waters, New York. The committee completed its labors,
expeditiously and pleasantly, as usual. Suitable resolutions were
passed concerning the death of Jacob Pentz, an esteemed member
of the Handicap Committee.
The order of shooting, addresses of the contestants and the ofiiciall

handicaps are appended herewith:
No. Name. Address. Yards.,

1. T. B. Robertson, New Haven, Conn 26
2. J, L, Weller, Rochester. N. Y; .; 26
3. O. W. Page, Trenton, N. J 27
4. M. D. Stevens, Guilford, Conn ..26
5. L. F. Ahlers, Cincinnati, O , ; Zt
6. Dr. Casey, Brooklyn, N. Y 30
7. J. B. Savage, New Haven, Conn... 28
8. R. L. Trimble, Covington, Kv 28.

9. C. A. Burke, Long Branch, N. T 27
10. C. M. Brownell, Stroudsburg. Pa 26:

IL E. Werk, Cincinnati, 0 26
12. Franklin Stearns, Richmond, Va 28.

13. Phil Daly, Jr., New York city 30
14. G. H. Piercy, Jersey City. N. J 28:

15. Dr. A. M. Cartledge, Louisville, Ky 27
16. Doc, Waterville. Me 26
17. B. H. Norton, New York city 27
18. Ed Voris, Crawfordsville, Ind 28
19. C. Von Lengerke, Jersey City, N. J 28
20. Col. A. G. Courtney, Syracuse, N. Y...........^..... 29
21. C. C. Naumann, San Francisco, Cal.... 28'

22. J. Stroud, Hamilton, Ont., Can ". 29
23. J. H. Hanlon, Ligonier, Pa 26:

24. C. W. Budd, Des Moines, la 29
25. C. A. Tuttle, Anaconda, Mont 28
26. P. F. Dupont, Greenville, Del 2T
27. F. Kaufman, Two Rivers, Wis 26
28. Alf. Gardiner, Brenham, Tex 28
29. J. G. Knowlton, New York eity 29
30. C. McG. Morris. Cincinnati, O 2T
3L J. R. Hull, Meriden, Conn 28.

32. Tod Sloan, New York citv 27
33. W. R. Crosby, O'Fallon, 111 32
34. A. H. Fox, Baltimore, Md 30'

35. John C. Hicks, Baltimore, Md 28
36. Frank Maier. Newark. N. J..' 27
37. B. W. Claridge, New Haven, Conn 28
38. J. A. Scott, Miami, Fla '...26.

39. S. M. Van Allen, Jamaica, L. 1 30
40. W. Hopkins, Aqueduct, L. 1 27
41. E. D. Lentilhon, New York city 26:

42. J. S. Duston. Jersey City, N. J.. 26
43. Jim Jones, Philadelphia, Pa 27
44. E. G. White. St. John's. P. O., Can 28.

45. W. F. Parker, Meriden, Conn 27
46. R. Nutting, Washington, D. C 27
47. Teal. Columbus, 0 2«
48. R. L. Peirce, Vv'vtheville, Va 29
49. L. Howard, Easton, Pa 27
50. E. Steffens, New York city 26
51. T. P. Keenan, New York city 27
52. J. M. Hawkins. Baltimore, Md 29i

53. A. B. Dover, Wilmington, Del 27
54. C. E. Mink, Philadelphia.' Pa.. 27
55. Sim Glover, Rochester, N. Y 29'

56. Ranger, Peru, Ind 26:

57. 13-27, Herman, Neb 28;

58. S. D. Reed. Tunkhannock, Pa 26:

59. M. H. Cook, Dover, N. J 27
60. Dr. E. Duncan, Louisville, Ky 26;

6L W. H. Wolstencroft, Frankfort, Pa... 28

62. 333, Buffalo, N. Y 27
63. C. E. De Long. Hot Springs, Ark.' 28:

64. W. W. Hassinger, Newark, N. J 27
65. W. L. Lossee, New York city 2ff.

66. I. Tallman. South Millbrook, N.- Y 27
67 F. W. Cooper. Mahanoy City, Pa 29
68. Fred Gilbert, Spirit Lake, la 32
69. Simmonds, Marcy, N. Y. 27

70. R. B. Bond, Jessups, Md 27
71. O. R. Dickey. Wellington. Mass .'.29

72. Arno, Syracuse, N. Y ^ 28
73. J. H. Voss, New Ywk city...... 27
74. Thomas Donley. St. Thomas, Ont, Can 27

75. A. D. Sparry, Rock Island, 111 27
76. E. Emmers, Royersford, Pa 27

77. J. L. D. Morrison. St. Paul, Minn 29

78. Sherburne, Philadelphia, Pa 27
79. H. Hughes, Easton. Pa 27
80. A. W. du Bray, Ciricinnati, O 28
81. F. Matthewson, Wilmington, Del .......i 27

82. O. Von Lengerke. Chicago. 111... 28

83. D. P. Foster, Waterville, Me 26
84. A. C. Johnson, Grand Rapids, Mich... 27

85. Clarence Angier, Atlanta, Ga 27

86. J. Douglas, Springfield, Mass 27

87. C. D, Linderman, Lincoln, Neb 28

88. G. D. B. Darbv, Philadelphia, Pa ...........26

89. W. D. Townsend, Omaha, Neb 27

90. L. R. Tramp, Chicago, 111 28

91. J. Mack, New York city 27
92. R. Rahm, Pittsburg, Pa 27
93. G. W. Loomis, Omaha, Neb...-. ,.. 28
94. C. F. Lambert, Lynn, Mass.... 27
95. F. MacWilcox, Atlanta, Ga. . 27

96. F. Mitchell, Sarnia, Ont., Can 27

97. R. O. Heikes, Dayton, O -. 30

9S. S. H. Hathaway, Madison, N. J 26

99. Edward Banks, New York city 27

100. T. H. Clay, Jr., Austerlitz, Ky 28

lOL C. A. Young, Springfield, O 29
102. Henrv C, Newark, N. J 28

103. Aaron Dotv, - Haledon, N. J 28
104. Chris Gottlieb, Kansas City, Mo. . i-.-.-.* ...... ..-i,..., 29

105. L. E. Parker, Minneapolis, Minn 28

106. Jack Rogers, New York city 26

107. I. W. Budd, Pemberton, N. J 27

108. Philip Steubener, Washincrton, D. C 27

109. G. R. Hunnewell, South Danville, Me 27
110. Jack Parker, Detroit, Mich 28

m. O. W. Von der Bosch, New York city 27

112. J. J. Hallowell, Philadelphia, Pa 29

113. M. Rogers, New York city .......26

114. J. H. Hallock, New York city -. 26

115. J..Gaughen, Brooklyn, N. Y 27
116. John Morris, Philadelphia, Pa 27

117. F. E. McKay, Minneapolis, Minn 27
118. Herbert, Boston, Mass 28
119. T. L. Head, Peru, Ind .28

120. Leroy, Campello, Mass 28

m. C. R. Stephens, Moline, 111 27

122. J. W. Bramhall, Kansas City, Mo............... 28
123. G. J. Roll, Blue Island, III 30

124. R. G. C, Philadelphia, Pa 26

125. C. E. Rhodes, Altoona. Pa. 27
126. W. F. Quimby, Newark. N. J 27

127. C. H. Munson, Dover, N. J 27
128. G. A. Mosher, Syracuse, N, Y, 27
129. C. M. Lincoln, New York city 26

130. Chapin, Brookfield, Mass 27

131. E. H.- Tripp, Indianapolis, Ind 28

132. J, R. Blarney, Holyoke, Mass 26

133. W. J. Buzby, Chatsworth, N. J , 27

134. John M. Lilly, Indianapolis, Ind .....27

135. J. L. Alabaster, Chicago, III 27

136. R. R. Merrill, Milwaukee, Wis 29

137. Capt. A. W. Monej', Oakland, N. J... 28

138. H. Schimmell, Easton, Pa 27

139. On-Da-Wa, Salem, N. Y 27

140. T. W. Morfey, Queens, L. I 30

14L Hood, Baltimore, Md 29

142. Harold Money, Oakland, N. T , ...31

143. E. S. Johnson, Atlantic, City, N. J... .....28

144. J. W, Hoffman, New Germantown, N. J...,.,, .,,,...27

145. J. R. Malone, Baltimore, Md 31

147.

148.
149.

150.

151.

152.

153.

154.

155.

156.

157.

158.

159.

160.

161.

162.

163.

164.

165.

166.

167.

168.

169.

170.

171.

172.

173.

174.

175.

176.

177
178.

179.

180.

181.

182.

183.

184.

185.

186.

187.

188,

189.

190.

191.

192,

193.

194.

195.

196.

197.

198.

199.

200.

201.

202.

203.

204.

205.

206.

207.

208.

209.

Tony Cella, Atlantic City, N. J......... .27
P. D. Froeligh, New York city. 26
T. P. Bill, Middletown, Conn 27
G. A. Comstock, Racine, Wis 27
F. S. Parmelee, Omaha, Neb 30
F. D. Alkire, Woodlyn, O 28
E. C. Fort, Fostoria, O 28
J. A. O'Brien, Dover, N. J 27
B. F. Popham, Memphis, Tenn 26
Mingo, Ravenna, 0 26
Rex, Columbus, O.. 26
Puck, Boston, Mass 26
C. W. Feigenspan, Newark, N. J. 30
W, S. Cannon, Newark, N. Ji.\ 25
Vermont, Ruppert, Vt 4 27
H. J, Mills, Bristol, Conn 26
H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, Ont., Can 31
James Sampson. Trenton, N. J , 27
W. H. Stroh, Pittston, Pa 27
Wm. Wagner, Washington, D. C 27
J. T. Wellbrock, New York city 27
E. D. Fulford, Utica, N. Y 30
A. Woodruff, Elizabeth, N. J 28
H. Henry, Philadelphia, Pa , 25
J. H. Outwater, Carlstadt, N. J 29
C. E. Langdon, Rockville, Center, N. Y 27
J. R. P., Philadelphia, Pa 26
Wm. Massey Wilmington, Del ..27
Tarheel, Tarboro, N. C ....28
W. J. Thompson, Savannah, Ga ..^v.... 27
A. L. Ivins, Red Bank, N. J 28
C. A. Lockwood, Jamaica, L. 1 26
C. K. United, Schenectady. N. Y ,27
E. N. McCarney, Buffalo, N. Y 27
J. B. Frazier, Fairmont, Minn 27
J. Q. Ward, Paris, Ky 28
Paul North, Cleveland, 0 27
T. J. Desmond, Hagan, Ga 27
P. Schwarz, Jr., Bridesburg, Pa .27
J. S. Fanning, Jersey City, N. J -. :. ......81
H. Trumbauer, Royersford, Pa 28
Phil, Mechanicsburg, O ..27

J. A. R. Elliott, Kansas City, Mo 32
Dr. H. Synder, Allentown, Pa 27
Red Wing, Cleveland, 0 28
Guy Burnside, Knoxville, 111 28
H, P. Collins, Baltimore, Md 26
H. Edey, New York city 26
F. G. Wheeler, Buffalo, N. Y 28
Guild, Ruppert, Vt 27
Kommodore, Salem, N. Y 26
G. Greiff, New York city 28
C. E. Geikler, Philadelphia, Pa 26
Sen Sen, Rochester, N. Y 26
H. J. Lyons, Louisville, Ky 28
E. B. Coe. Baltimore, Md 28
E. A. Geoffroy, Newark, N. J 27
E. C. Griffith, Pascoag, R. 1 28
Farmer Jones, Cincinnati, 0 27
T. A. Marshall, Keithsburg, III ....31
Ed Hickman, Kansas City, Mo 28

J. Von Lengerke, Orange, N. J ........27
E. W. Bird, Fairmont, Minn .' 27

Professionals as Sq«ad Captains*
The following appeared in the Republic, of St. Louis, March 24:
A great many of our local sportsmen have shown a decided in-

terest in the coming St. Louis shooting tournament, which is to
be held at Dupont Prak the week of May 28, 29, 30, 31 and June 1.

The prominent feature of this tournament will be the final con-
test for the Republic cup, which is now held by Jim Elliott, who is

the recognized champion of the United States, with no one to
challenge him. He has held undisputed possession of the Republic
cup for almost a year, and no one has come forward^to claim his
title. However, Mr. Elliott will relinquish the cup to the Missouri
State Association, and a contest will be given to decide a new
ov:r.:er. The winner, whoever he may be, will not wear his honors
long, for immediately after the open shoot is decided the winners
of the cup in former years and those who have held it by winning
it by challeng'e will meet in a 25-bird race to decide the final
owj: ership.
The target races are a departure from previous tournaments.

The St. Louis shoot has been famous for the liberality of the
purses in the target events.
"We are going to be just as liberal this year, only in a dif-

ferent way," says Herbert Taylor. "The professional shooter

—

that is, the man who shoots at the traps representing a manu-
facturer—will not compete with the amateurs at this tournament in
the target events. He will be here to display his skill and meet
the boys from Salt River, but will shoot for exhibition only. The
Association v/ill ask Messrs. Gilbert, Elliott, Heikes, Fanning,
Crosby, Parker and others to become captains of different squads,
composed of amateurs, with no two professionals allowed in any
one squad. The professionals will have the same incentive to make
high scores as before, and it will break up the Indiam squad busi-
ness which is such a terror to the heart of the amateur.

"This, by the way, is only a suggestion to these gentlemen. The
Association does not presume to dictate to them how they shall
shoot, but they will come here with the understanding that the
Association would like to see this experiment tried and to give
the amateur the chance to become intimately acquainted with the
famous shots of the country.
"Another point which will arouse interest in the heart of the

amateur is the merchandise events. There will be 15-bird races in
which everybody will get a prize. These prizes will be donated to
the Association and shot for under the regular rules—a man can
win a fine hammerless shotgun or a pair of socks, a silver tea set
or a clock. All he has to do is to shoot for it and win it.

"The cost of attending this shoot will be very much less than
at any other tournament. The target entries will cost only a
dollar for the 15-bird races and a dollar and a half for the 20-

bird races. This is a material reduction from last year. It will
enable the amateur who shoots in hard luck to shoot longer for
the same amount of money, and will also enable him to win as
much as before, because first and second moneys will not be cut
up by the professionals."
The Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association is

twenty-four years old. It has done its share to promote the noble
sport of shooting, and also by influencing legislation and the dis-

tribution of literature to preserve game and fish and prevent the
killing of game out of season.
Trapshooting provides a means for the sportsman to work off

his enthusiasm when the closed season is at hand. It also makes
him an expert with the gun in the field.

'

A trapshooter always makes a good soldier; a goo^ soldier
makes a good citizenj and a good citizen makes this country worth
living in.

The tournament is given to promote a better feeling among
sportsmen and to give them an opportunity to try their skill

with men of their own kind.

]\ B.' Barto, ^cago, lU.

Ossiniag Gun Chht

OissiNiNG, March 30.—Herewith find scores of the regular Satur-

day shoot of the Ossining Gun Club. A gusty wind pulled the
averages down somewhat. Events 1 to 10 (exclusive of No. 9, which
was at 5 pairs) were at 10 targets each; No. 11, at 5 targets;

Events: 123456789 10 11
W Smith 4 4 0
C Blandford 6 7 8 6 7 7 7 7 5 7 4
S Macbeth 435 4 382.. 3.. 3
E Garnsey 9768958995..
I Washburn 5 6 7 8 9 6 .. 3
A Bedell 4 2 5 4 4 .. 2
S Mullen 2 3

C Barlow 4 5 9 8 7 .. ..

W Burdick 1
C. G. B., Capt. O. Gun Club.

Chesapeake Gaa CItib.

Newport News, Va., March 27.—The Chesapeake Gun Club had
a shoot to-day, and in the club event Mr. Thomas F. Stearns
won the medal, with a score of 23 out of 25. The scores follow:
T. F. Stearns 23. W. K. Stowe 21, E. S. Robinson 21, C. B.
James 19, E. F. Milstead 17, Dr. C. Perkins 16, B. B. Semmes 15,

F. K. Latimer 13.

In the second event, at 25 targets, Mr. Steams again scored 23,

and in shooting at doubles he made the excellent scor? of 23 targets

opt of a possible

The Clevelaod Gun Cloh Co.
Cleveland, O., March 28.—The regular semi-monthJy club shoot

at targets to-day resulted as follows:

w ^S'^w- • • 1101010110100011111011111110111110111111—29
Ked Wmg 0111111111111111011110011111100111001101—31
S-t^^'.e • 1101111001101101001111111011111110101011—29

• 1111101101110100101110010101111011101111—28
I ^ f- 1101111111010011001101111011010010011101—27
i-^^''^ • 0001101110011101111001100111111010101110—25

1101110011011111111111111100111111111111—34
.S'''=^^'ster OOlllllOOllOlOllOOlOlllllllOllUOlOOlOll-26

;.• .OOOlOOOOlOOlOOOlOOOllllOimoiOllOlOOlll—19
franklin , . .1111101111111111011100101001111111111011-32

f^'}}" 1111111111101010111111101111111111111111-36
0011101001100001100101011001111101010010-20

*i'st 1011111010111000001001010010010011010111—21
Hopkins 1101111100101100001111111101101111011111-29
lamblyn .1010011000110110011101010101101111101101—26

lOOllOOOOOlOlOOuOOllOllOOllllOOOlOOllOlO-17
-: 0101100000000011001001000000111110110010—15

Goodwin 1101011011100000001001111111101111011101-25
^^le«^fel 1100011100001001001110111000101110010110—20

0010100101100010000011000101010001111010—16
i'^^ajris llOlllllOmilOlOlOllllOllOlOllllOOOlOOO-26
J°?ns. 1100110111101001101101100101101111001101—25
i^.jr • .1001101110111011111100101111011010111001-27

1111110111111111111111111111111111111111—29
1001101011011111111011011001101101101101—27

fJ°Pk\ns 1101011010110111101100110110101110010100—24
Iranklin 1101101100101001101011010111111101111010-26

^ifd 0111111111110111101111111111101111111110-35
Stanford OOlOOlllllOUOlOOllOlOlUlOllllllOlllOOO-25
|I''».'"s .1111001011111110011010001101001110111111-27
^^"•^ 1111111110111111101110001111111110111111-34
pecker 0000011111101111111011110110011101011000-25
*Ieekel 1000000100100010011011111001001110111011-20
J 1 C 1101101111011011100010011011101000111111—26

Trap at Dupont Park,

Ar''''^'i,''l,'i'^'it'-
-^lo-—The 10-bird handicap for Dupont Park medal.March 24, thirty-seven entries; birds good; weather bad:

?r^'"''^''''oo^^
212*222222- 9 Wintrick, 30 1112112211-10Mason, 28 11*0011211- 7 Dr Sims 28 0120002**2- 4Koeb, 28. 0012212221- 8 Pfiel, 27. . 020101010*-

4

h'^^^'^'J^V • • An- • • 211202120-'- 7 Horton, 27 0202202100- 5White. Rock 28.... 1012211202-8 Dr Johnson, 28..:..22010li IeI^ 8Gaines, 31 2211121221-10 Heiligenstein, 30....2210222122-

9

Dr Bond 28 101221*122- 8 Cummings, 28 *11012«2al 5Nason, 29 322211*122- 9 Barker, 27 1022111102-8
Arvis, 30. 2222212211-10 J Cabanne So! ! ::22miTl2-10Bowman, 28.. 2222U22*2'>- 7 E Prendergast 31 *011220222—

7

Meier, 29 1222221021- 9- Sandberg! Is! .:4l2ii21- IKenyon, 28 2111211211-10 Spicer 28 00101*2901 e
Campbell 28 1111212222-10 BlgleVman,' 29!

! i ! -.2211 2ip2= 9\Vhite, 28 220202^201- 6 F Fink, 28..... . 122**202*1-6
Walker, 28.... 1201211110- 8 G Prendergast 28 ! 12222122211 9L D Cabanne, 29... 2212*22222- 9 P Weber 28 202212ni9 u
Rock, 30 2121121111-11 C Weber 28 2122102102II XSpencer, 31 ..2222222222-10 Jonah, 2^7 ::::;:::ni2*2110~ 7
In the shoot-off Kenyon missed his 2d, Arvis his 4th Soencerhis nth, Cabanne his 19th, Dr. Gaines his 21st' wintick hfs 5thw^i. e Campbell and Rock both missed their SOth.^nd Ompbell h^3ith, leaving Rock winner, ^

Joe Walker, hplder, and W. D. Kenyon, chal-

clafs
'

Mermod championship trophy, March 24. Birds first

h ^X^'^'"'' • on 122112121**212112122*2102-21
V\ D Kenyon, 30 112111121221*01*122112212-22
Team race, -below elbow; 10 birds; for price of birds:

' Walker 120**20110- 5 Dr Gaines.; 11202*0012— 6
ute Cabanne.. 1121210*00— 6—11 F Meier ...1202111101—8—14

Winchester Gon Cltib.

^uF-'''T^^^"^,~?P""f day favored the regular bi-monthly

fel, H P ^} '"<^h«ster Gun Club baturday, the 23d inst, at theirHighland Park grounds. A good attendance and a very pleasanttime were the result. Although some good shooting was done, theclub event scores show a lack of form. The Class B men are very
ffrateful to Mr. S. G. Lewis, who, as the true sportsman and g-eni^lellow that he is, voluntarily surrendered his place in Class B, where
this years classification put him, to take his chance among the
Class A men. ^

T. Reid successfully defended his right to wear the A medal
another two weeks. ^ •.

Hitchcock and Lane tied for the B honors, Hitchcock winning
out in the shoot-off by 19 to 16. and the C medal was again won
by Dr. Gibbes. The scores:

Targets: 10 10 IQ
Lane 7 4
Black 8 6 7
Hitchcock 5 .

.

T Reid 7
Dr Gibbes 5 .

.

Brodie 9 .

.

Warner 6
Randall 7
Rackham 4
McCiintock .

.

Cdx 7 7 ..

Lewis .a., 8 6 ..

Marks 8 9 ..

A Reid 9 9 ..

10 10 10 10 10 10 25
6 16

's 's C 19
4 7

"5
'e 16

8 9 23
2 10 6 5 8

9 8 ,9
9

16
5 7. 8 8 14

"2
5

'3
3 15
5 8 3 14'7

10 10 9 209
8 18

8 5 19
10 8

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
The Vartray Water Company, of Buffalo, N. Y., is to be con-

gratulated on its exceptional victory at the Paris E.xposition of
1900. In competition with the leading manufacturers of the world,
in a class numbering 611 exhibitors, it was awarded the gold medal,
the only and highest award for the superior excellence of its

Vartray Ginger Ale.

—

Adv.

With the warm weather and the preparation for the season's
outing comes the inquiry as to where camp outfits, sleeping bags,
tents and sails for yachts and canoes may best be had. 'The
National Tent and Awning Works, of Lockport, N. Y., will send
catalogue of the goods they can supply.

—

Adv.

The Alligator brand of fishing tackle is familiar to Forest and
Stream readers through long advertising, It now appears in our
columns again, and Mr. James L. Van Uxem offers to send a cata-
logue of his goods.

—

Adv. '

Within easy reach of Chicago there is a splendid area of fishing
ground used by sportsmen of the middle West in summer. The
L. S. Wilkinson Company, whose goods are made especially for
this region, will send their catalogue on receipt of a 2-cent stamp.

—

Adv.

No portion of an angler's outfit is more important than his
landing net, which must be light, strong and easily handled. The
Harrimac landing net, advertised by A. F. Meisselbach & Bro., will

bear comparison with any other.

—

Adv.

The ice is going out of the Canadian lakes, and before long
anglers will be visiting the Northern fishing ground. Many of
them will go by the Quebec & Lake St. John Railwajf to the home
of the ouananiche and the far-famed Sagueney River, through
what has been called the Canadian Adirondacks. This railway
sends out a beautifully illustrated guide book to those who apply
for it.

—

Adv.

The name J. F. Marsters, of Brooklyn, is familiar to Eastern
anglers, and Mr. Marsters is putting himself in closer touch with
his patrons by offering to send for 3 cents in stamps a colored
plate of 88 trout and bass &ies.-rrAdv.

The familiar name of S. Hemmenway & Son, the old established,

firm of sail and tent makers, again appears in our advertising
columns. Messrs. Hemmenway offer tents, camp furniture and
yacht and canoe sails, and the prospective purchaser of any of
these articles would do well to send fo^- ^ catalogue to this old,

Uable Sxm.—Adv.
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Cbe forest ana Stream's Platform PlanR.
"T/ie sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasovs."

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1901.—No. III.

MISSOURI.
It is declared unlawful for any person to sell or offer to sell, buy

or offer to buy any quail, pinnated grouse, prairie chicken, wild

deer or wild turkey in this State for a period of five years from the

passage of this act: Provided, this section shall not apply to game
shipped into this State from any other State or Territory.

IT WILL PREVAIL.
The Forest and Stream's Platform Plank, that the

sale of game should be prohibited at all seasons, declares

a principle which is coming to have universal recognition.

To forbid the sale of game is accepted as a necessity.

It is conceded to be an essential component feature of

any efficient scheme of game protection.

Seven years ago, when the proposition was first made

in these columns, the plan was warmly indorsed, but by

many was regarded as Utopian.

To-day it is a familiar, established, practical part of

the protective systems of many States.

Every year adds to the list of Legislatures which abso-

lutely forbid the sale of game.

No extraordinary prescience is needed nor unduly

sanguine faith in the principle required to predict the early

coming of a day when the wild game of America shall not

anywhere be a market commodity.

Even in those States which refuse it now, it is bound to

come. The defeat of the principle in 1901 is' only a

temporary check. A check, not a final rejection. The

actual- working of the system wherever it is in operation

is so conclusively for good, that its results carry their

own argument. And against such an argument not even

the corrupting lobby of the game dealers can always

prevail. Just so soon as the people of a State shall come

to a full understanding of the demonstrated fact that an

anti-sale game law protects the game, they are going to

have the system for themselves, Pennsylvania among the

rest. The game bill introduced at Harrisburg by Hon.

Frank G. Harris, by request of the State Board of Game

Commissioners, contained a prohibition of the sale of

deer or any feathered upland game killed within the

Conunonwealth, but allowed the sale of game killed else-

where. The measure was fought by the cold storage in-

terests, and they corrupted votes enough to defeat it.

That is the record for the Legislature of 1901. It will be

different in 1903. If not then, there will be another

session in 1905. The principle is right. Temporary

checks may be regarded with complacency. They do not

in the least impair confidence in the final result. The

sale of game will be "forbidden at all seasons" in

Pennsylvania. Because, we repeat, the experience of the

States which have made proof of the working of an anti-

market law is uniformly and overwhelmingly in support

of the wisdom and utility of the system. No other re-

strictive expedient has accomplished so much. To cut

off the market solves the problem of abating the partridge

snare. 'SVhen Massachusetts stopped the sale of ruffed

grouse and closied the Boston market, the bird strangler

went out of business. That is precisely what will happen

in every State, including New York, when the New York

city market is closed to snared partridges, as it shall

|?e 5ome day.

THE MICHIGAN GRAYLING.
In the current biennial report of the Michigan State

Game and Fish Warden the fishery interests are divided

into two classes—that of commercial fishes and another

of "'sentimental fishes." Sentimental fishes, we assume,

are not such as are given to sentimentality in themselves,

but such as provoke and promote it in the human breast.

In this class the report includes the brook trout and the

grayling, and by implication, though not specifically

named, the landlocked salmon. Another category of

'"semi-sentimental fishes" is provided for "the sunfish and

perch family." The black bass is not placed, nor the

pickerel, nor the Johnny Grindle; we are all at liberty to

class them according to individual estimation.

The Michigan fish to which most sentiment attaches is

the grayling, for it is an example of a rare species of

exquisite beauty which is doomed to an early disappear-

ance unless the conditions now affecting it shall be

changed. The grayling of Michigan is reduced to an

extremity not unlike that of the heath hen of Massachu-

setts. Whether the heath hen is to be spoken of as in

the present or the past tense is uncertain ; it is known
that a few lingering birds on Martha's Vineyard were

alive last summer, but whether there are any living to-

day is a grave question. The Michigan grayling is now
said to be represented only b}^ a remnant in the upper

waters of the Manistee River, and unless it can there be

given absolute protection its early extinction is inevitable.

Michigan should not permit this destruction of a form

of life to come to pass. It need not come to pass if the

preventive shall be applied. The grayling may be given

new lease of life by stopping the fishing for it. Put an

all-the-year-round . close time on grayling and close the

upper waters of the Manistee to all fishing. This is the

simple expedient proposed by Mr. W. B. Mershon. of

East Saginaw, who is thoroughly conversant with the

Michigan grajding problem in all its bearings, and whose

counsel in such an affair should be heeded by the Legisla-

ture. Opportunity has not gone by for action at the cur-

rent session. There should be sentiment enough in the

Legislature to provide for the preservation of this most

"sentimental" of all Michigan fishes.

BITS OF TALK.

THE MAN TARGET IN THE MAINE WOODS.

It was in Boston, and they were sitting about a large

round table, after the meeting had broken up and the

early birds had gone home. The talk was of Maine.

When a knot of Boston sportsmen get together the talk

is always of the Maine woods or of the Cape. They all

go to the one or the other, and many to both. All have

at one time or another been over the same grounds, made
the same carries and camps, fished the same pools, lost

the same big fish and missed the same old monster moose

with the rocking chair on his head. So now it was Maine.

"And a moose would be vastly more frightened." said

the Cambridge man. "if he knew just what it meant when

the rifle cracked and the bullet whistled by him."

"Well, if he did know all about it, he couldn't get away

any more quickly than that fellow disappeared after my
shot." said the Back Bay member, who had been telling

how he had missed the big moose he had been hunting

for for five years.

"That is a nice point in moose psychology," suggested

the President. "My moose have invariably taken _ such

immediate and expeditious leave, and have kept on leav-

ing for so long, that \ have always considered them

frightened to the limit of their capacity."

"No moose was ever so scared at a shot as I was last

October," testified the man from Haverhill, "I had my
boy with me, and a fool with a gun took him for game

and blazed away."

"No man who loves his son will ever take him into the

Maine woods in the hunting season," said the man with

the trout prese"ve on the Cape.

"What did you do to the fool shooter?" asked the

President.

"Do? I didn't do anything: he w^as scared too, and

ran like a moose himself—and I forgot I had a gun."

"I'll tell you a little experience of my own down in

3taine last season," said the President. "Two of us were

deer hunting. A third man saw the motion of the scrub

where we were forcing our way through and fired at us.

The ball went between my companion and tnyself. We

yelled, and the fellow instead of running away, as your
man did, came to us. He said in a frivolous manner that

he was sorry; he had seen the motion of the bushes, and
had thought it was a deer. Then he grinned at the joke

on himself and on us.

'"We did not see it that way. We had been getting

madder and madder, and it took us just about a minute
and a half to give that fellow a jury trial and to make
believe we were in Dover, Delaware. We undressed him_

and tied him to a big tree, face side to the bark; cut two
good birch switches

"

"Is this a true story?" interrupted the Cambridge man.
"Every word of it; I am telling j'ou precisely what

happened. We laid on what We thought the Delaware
code would give an idiot who shot at a motion made by

a man ; then we made him dress himself, bound his hands

behind him, tied his gun on his back and told him to get.

And he got."

"He also got what he deserved," observed the Secre-

tary', "and is the first fool shooter I ever heard of who
did."

"There would be others," said the man from Haver-

hill, "if Maine would borrow the Delaware whipping poat

and set it up on some convenient and central carry where

the birch flourishes. Then these shooting at a noise or a

motion idiots could be 'whipt into their senses,' as the

Earl of Strafford said of Hampden."

The Cape man was right ; a wise father will not take

his son into the Maine woods in the hunting season. In

fact, the prudent man will not betake himself there. The
risk is too great. If the fool shooters m.ultiply in some

parts of the Maine woods for a few years more at the

rate of the few past seasons, it will be impossible for a

sane person to go there and avoid the charge of intending

suicide.

The Maine Legislature has at length been moved to take

long-needed action against the careless shooter. Chapter

263 of the Laws of 1901 provides that "Whoever, while

on a himting trip or in the pursuit of wild game or game
birds, negligently or carelessly shoots and wounds or kills

any human being, shall be punished by imprisonment not

exceeding ten years, or by fine not exceeding one thousand

dollars."

This law should be posted at every, railway station and

boat landing and tacked up on every carry and dis-

plaj^ed in every camp in the hunting region. It should be

so impressed upon the mind of every shooter that the

thought of it may be with him constantly to restrain his

hand from the "careless" or "accidental" shooting which

is now an ever-present menace to human life.

SNAP SHOTS.

Senator Malby's bill to extend the term during which

deer hovrnding shall be forbidden in the Adirondacks has

passed the Senate and gone to the Assembly. There it is

encountering opposition by certain interests in the North

Woods. And our old friend appears once more upon

the scene, the genius who argues that hounding really

tends to increase the stock because it makes the deer wild

and hard to get. If this were not so utterly foolish on the

face of it, abundant evidence of the exact contrary.

namely, that the deer increase immediately the hounds are

barred, would be afforded by conditions prevailing in the

Adirondacks, where the great abundance of deer has in

part resulted from the operation of the law forbidding

the itse of hounds. Contributing also to this increased

stock is the admirable law which forbids shipping venison

from the woods except that an owner may bring out one

carcass. The anti-hounding law has another year to run

;

it will not expire until August of next year. It should not

expire then. Of deer hdimding in the Adirondacks we
should be permitted to say, as was written in one of the

death notices in a Washington paper the other day

—

My darling daughter has gone away, I

She has gone for good and gone to stay.
'

The new Indiana game law forbids the use of field dogs

for hunting. The law reads: "Whoever hunts with dog

or dogs, or whoever hunts or shoots with any kind of

firearms upon any inclosed land without first securing the

written consent of the owner or tenant thereof, shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction

thereof shall be fined not less than ten nor more thaT>

twenty-five ^o'lars
"
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Lost.

Were you ever lost in the woods?
By this question I do not mean were you ever lost in

some ten-acre woods lot back of a village farm.
What I do mean is this: Let us suppose that on some

beautiful morning you set out from camp or settlement
into the vast forest, in which you could roam for days
and days without coming in contact with any civilization,
when suddenly the sun becomes obscured, or in the ex-
citement of the hunt you lose your reckoning and simply
will not believe your compass. Then to my mind unless
you have the homing instinct of the pigeon you are in-
deed lost.

As a hunter and scaler in the Maine woods for twenty-
five years, I have been asked the question many, many
times, "Were you ever lost?" But on account of never
having been bewildered to this extent I have not been
able to give a very satisfactory answer to those seeking
a story. But my ability to reach camp at night, be the
day rainy or cloudy, has always been perfectly satis-
factory to myself.
When I was a young boy, however, there was one ex-

ception which is the excuse for the story; but to this day
I have never conclusively made up my mind whether it

was my companion or myself who was the lost one.
The wild lands of the State of Maine are laid out into

townships. All these townships originally were six miles
square, and the greater part of them remain to this day
as they were originally located. The limits of these town-
ships are defined by spots or blazes on the trees from
5 to 6 feet from the ground. A succession of spots
constitutes a line, and is called either the north, east,
south or west line of the town as the case may be.
Beginning at the eastern limit of the State between

Maine and New Brunswick, and running north and
south, is a series of lines or spotted trees just six miles
apart and running parallel with each other. These lines
of spotted trees define what are known as ranges.

Intersecting these lines at right angles, and also just six
"miles apart, is another series of parallel lines; thus by
the intersection of these parallel lines or spotted trees we
have townships laid out just six miles square and con-
taining each thirty-six square miles.
The corners of each town are plainly marked by a cedar

post about 6 feet long, hewed square like an ordinary
piece of timber, marked with a gouge or marking chisel,

indicating the number of the township, as well as the
range in which it is, and driven well into the ground;
so that instead of a name for every six miles of space in
our wild lands we have Township 7, Range 9; or Town-
ship 3, Range 4, according to location.

It often happens that these range lines become very
obscure, owing to age and the bark of the tree lipping
or growing over the spots. This condition sometimes
makes respotting necessary, and worldly wise is the
timberland owner who not only keeps his lines plain
and well defined but also has a trusty man go over the
lines once or twice ever year to see that no one has
trespassed.
The lumberman or operator who takes out a permit

on one town often gets across the line on an adjoining
town. This is called a trespass, and is either willful

owing to a superior chance for getting fine lumber and
a plentiful supply of it or unintentional owing to ob-
scure lines. Be the case willful or not, if discovered,
competent men are sent in after the snow is gone, who
count the stumps, measure the distance from the stump
to the top of the tree which is left lying on the ground
where it fell when the log was hauled away, take the
diameter of the top, and the scale rule will give the
board measure of the log which has been taken. In this

way they ascertain the scale of the trespass.

It was on just such an errand as this that Sylvester,

the scaler, and I went many years ago. Poor lines and a

willingness to take advantage of the fine timber just

across the limit and a hope that because the region was
so remote they would never be found out, caused the
operators to "jump the line."

I was a young boy then, and my woods experience
was very limited. My companion was at that time in

the prime of life and was considered one of the best ex-
plorers and general all round woodsmen in the State

of Miane. But unfortunately he was very deaf

Driving from Bangor to the town of Carrol, we here

left our team. In order to reach the trespass which
had been described to us by the explorer who had found
it we were obliged to cross a part of the town of Carrol

and then cross the dreaded Baskahegan Bog. This
Baskahegan Bog was almost limitless in extent and was
very treacherous. As we walked over it the bog water

often reached our ankles. Hackmatack trees covered the

bog, all apparently of the same height and shape. One
locality looked exactly like every other on that bog. As
I was young and not particularly strong my heavy pack,

each moment made heavier by my increasing weakness
and the fast-falling rain, caused me often to stop for rest,

but I had succeeded so far in keeping my companion in

sight, although his strong, vigorous strides set me a
pace that was fast telling on me; but not a complaint did

I make.

At last, thoroughly tired out, I lay down to get a

drink at a little bog brook. I must have stayed there

longer than I realized, for on getting up I could see

nothing of Sylvester. I immediately began to halloa,

but remembering that Sylvester was as deaf as a post I

decided not to waste my. breath in that manner. "I can't

follow him on this trackless bog in the fog and rain.

He is much more capable of finding me," I said to

myself, and seating myself by the brook I patiently

awaited results.

Now I had in my pack, besides the greater part of the

food, .Sylvester's tobacco—and what a luxury this was to

him 'no one knew better than I; so I made up my mind
'

that, taking everything into consideration, my best place

to put in the night was right there by that little brook,

and trust to luck that he would look me up the next day.

In tiie dmiUng rain I took my supper of hardtack,

a slice of raw pork and bog water—a fire was out of the
question.
To say that that night, alone, in the rain, on that

dreary bog, without a shelter of any kind, without com-
panionship of even a dog or a star, was pleasant would
hardly be correct; but ray condition was infinitely bet-

ter than that of Sylvester, for he had no food. To try

and describe the long sleepless night would be im-
possible. During the seemingly endless hours I tramped
back and forth in the darkness by the side of the brook
in order to keep my blood circulating, and when at last

daylight appeared I eagerly watched and listened for

the approach of my companion.
Starting at break of day, Sylvester had retraced his

route step by step hallooing as he came, and when at

last we caught sight of each other great was the re-

joicing.

"Had you attempted to follow me," said he, "I doubt"
if I ever could have found you. It was almost dark be-

fore I discovered that you were not following me.
Something caused me to glance behind, when to my
"surprise you were nowhere in sight. No use for me to

do anything till daylight. Then I remembered that the

last time I saw you was at this little brook, and my only
hope was that you would be woodsman enough to stay

there and not attempt to follow me. Please can I have
something to eat? Is my tobacco dry? But it's all

right, son; I have put in a worse night than you."
Resuming our journey we crossed the bog without fur-

ther adventure, and located the trespass.

Was I really lost?

I certainly have never been able to answer the question

to my own satisfaction. Had Sylvester not returned

I should have followed the brook down to Baskahegan
Lake, followed the outlet of the lake to the river, and so

have reached civilization. I planned this all out during

the lonely hours of the night. I can truthfully say that I

was neither excited, turned about nor hungry, and as

long as my food lasted I was all right; but to stand

alone on that bog in the rain, without fire or shelter,

another night—never!
A few years later I was destined to meet a man in a

very wild and remote part of the State who neither then

nor since has ever had a shadow of doubt as to whether

he was lost or not.

My Story.

It was late in the summer of '79 that I was at my camp
on the beautiful Ebeeme Lake, entirely alone, making
preparations for my fall hunting and trapping, mean-
while awaiting the arrival of my hunting companion,
Joseph Rollins. I spent the great part of my time in

filing the teeth of the massive bear traps, looking for

signs of bear and occasionally catching a string of brook
trout.

On the last day of August I decided to follow Babel
Brook away upon old Ebeeme Mountain, and besides

catching some brook trout, look for sign of bear. Put-

ting a luncheon in my pocket and a notice on the door
of the camp, written on birch bark with a small piece of

charred wood from the fireplace, notifying any hunter

or woodsman who happened that way that I would be

back at night, and launching my canoe, I paddled up
the lake, singing as I went.

How little did I realize what an experience was to

come to me that day, and how different would be the

conditions of my return!

Arriving at the outlet of the brook, and drawing the

canoe out of the water, I slung my. carbine on my
shoulder and cut a small alder pole for fishing. I re-

member distinctly looking back over the pond as I ad-

justed my fishing line, and thought what a glorious day

it was, and how beautiful to be alone with nature. There

was a man within five miles of me who did not think as

I did that day. Fishing the brook, pool after pool, I

soon caught my string of fish.

Hanging them to a low bow of a tree, as I expected

to return that way, I struck off up the mountain, looking

about for a chance to set a bear trap later.

About four miles from the canoe, and in one of the most

inaccessible parts of the mountain, I heard a faint halloo.

As the halloo of the bear is almost identical with the

halloo of man my only thought was, "Perhaps, old fellow,

later on I'll have your pelt."

"Hall-o-a!"
"Holler away, old fellow."

"Hall-o-a!" again comes floating to me through the

clear air.

"Can that call be that of a bear, so very human m
its sound? I almost fear not; and if by chance any one

should be lost in this wild place I pity him!"

Unslinging my carbine, I shoot.

"Halloa !—Halloa !—Halloa
!"

No bear would call after hearing a rifle; so advancing

and shooting occasionally after traveling a long distance

I catch sight of a white object away up on the moun-
tain. Behind a tree I remain perfectly silent and watch.

Can that man possibly be sane? Coatless, hatless, vest-

less, he looked, as his eye-f bulged out of his head, like a

raving maniac, and so weak that he could walk with

difficulty. On my approaching him he broke down com-
pletely and cried like a child.

His Story.

"Stopping at the Katahdin' Iron Works for a few days

to recuperate my tired body and mind, and hearing that

you were in this locality, I engaged a man and team to

take me to the Prairie, a settlement seven miles this side

of the iron works. Here my man and team left me and

I started to try to find your camp, much to the regret

and notwithstanding the remonstrance of the two men
who lived near by.

"'You will never ih this, world find that camp

—

never! There is no road leading to it—no trail. -He gets

there by canoe as well as by land. It is a blind trip for

a stranger, and you better let one of us guide you.'

"Thinking they were after the money more than any-

thing else, and in order to obtain the job were perhaps

trying to scare me a bit, I decided that I was com-

petent to find you myself. So bidding the men good-by

and getting the general course to your camp, I started.

Traveling for a while on an open ridge on horseback, as

they had directed. I looked off to the left and saw a

f)ody of water, which I took to be Ebeeme thoroughfare,

so leaving the ridge I struck out for it. No sooner had
I got down into this low, boggy land than I was com-
pletely turned around. My reasoning faculties left me.
I shouted. I hallooed. All to no purpose. I was terri-

fied. Starting on with no fixed point in view I would
travel on a while and then stop and halloo. To add to
the horror of the situation I had only a small luncheon;
no gun, no axe.

"I traveled on in this manner till dark. The night was
not very cold, but oh! the lonesomeness of it! Alone,
and with the fear of so remaining as long as my strength
might hold out, and then starving to death. The morn-
ing found me weaker from exposure, loss of sleep and
lack of nourishing food, but I felt as though I must
keep on. About an hour ago I reached the climax, and
in sheer desperation I threw away my coat, my vest, my
hat and ran I knew not whither, hallooing as I ran,"

For a long time I cauld not convince him that I

knew the way out myself. Traveling short distances at

a time and resting often we finally reached the canoe.
Placing him carefully in the bottom of the canoe, I

paddled out into the lake, well pleased with my day's
work, if my string of fish was left hanging on the tree.

Before I got to camp my man was sound asleep

—

completely worn out. For two days he did not leave his

bunk, and in two weeks he had hardly regained his

equilibrium. Night after night he would moan and
halloo in his dreams. During the day he was my
shadow, and when at last he was well enough to return

home he begged me to come out of the woods, for fear

that some time I might meet with an experience similar

to his own.
He has never been in the woods since then.

Joseph A. Thompson,
Bangor, Me.

A Good Friday.

Who does not like occasionally to leave the turmoU
of the town, go to the woods and there lean up against

a great tree and listen?

Shuddering drums, trumpets hailing.

Woodwinds moaning, strings weird wailing.

Harps and viols rising, failing

—

All these are heard and more than these

When wild winds wake with blast and breeze

The music of the forest trees.

Gone were the merrymakers; hushed the music. Under
the spreading elms the wide verandas of the great hotels

echoed no longer to the tread of throngs on pleasure

bent. The rustle and color which made gay the pave-
ments during the floral fete had flitted to the treetops

where the autumn cradle song was making drowsy the
"Queen of the Spas."
The Colonel, sated with the social whirl, glanced from

his paper to his wife sipping her coffee and remarked,
"What's this dull town to me? Quail are ripe in Michi-
gan; we better be moving."
And so it came about that one day when Jack and the

Doctor had gone after a setter, the like of which never
was on land or sea, the ladies declared their intention

to drive out with us and witness the antics of men and
dogs hunting quail. With guns and a brace of setters

under the seats we were soon speeding northward, the
crisp air and bright sunshine being pleasantly exhil-

arating. What is there in the ride to the shooting
grounds which makes it an unmixed pleasure to sports-

men? Probably chief among conspiring elements may be
mentioned good-fellowship, then pleasant anticipations

and the imagination which endows every bushy pasture

and wide stubble with a wealth of feathered possibilities.

Looking across an old meadow with here and there a

clump of bushes. Lady J. remarked, "That looks like a
good place," and in less time than it takes to tell it. Cap
and Boy were beating up wind, the guns following leis-

urely, and the ladies keeping an eye on us from the car-

riage. Cap soon winded a bevy and roaded to a point.

A glimpse of rushing wings and two sharp reports were
productive of noise, nothing more. Fortunately we were
not visible from the carriage; they did not come to see

how not to do it. Fortunately, also, one or two of the

bevy dropped in a brush pile, in full view of the ladies, and
they so advised us. The dogs were worked up to the

place, and did their part handsomely, amid many ex-
clamations of appreciation. At the flush the Colonel with
deliberate promptness pressed the trigger and the quail

pitched upward and then onward and downward to the
tall grass, whence Boy retrieved and delivered him to his

master's hand. Quoth Lady B: "That was worth com-
ing out to see; now I know how it is done."
About five miles from Alma is a place pleasant to the

eye of a sportsman, about a hundred acres of lowland
through which a little stream winds its sluggish way.
Stretching back from its western bank, majestic swamp
elms rise with occasional patches of willow between. Its

east side is deeply fringed with alders having a deeper
backing of deciduous trees merging into the cool, green
gloom of hemlock and tamarack.

If such you find, go, mark it well.

For there ruffed grouse and woodcock dwell;

There may be heard the plaintive pipe

Of quail, and scaipe of Wilson's snipe.

Just as we emerged from the woods into the alders

a grouse flushed unexpectedly, and at the crack of the

gun another went away, only to be cut down instanter.

Was the first one hit? After picking up the second,

shaking out the loose feathers and admiring that blend-*

ing of gray and brown which is the despair of artists

—

there was Cap staunchly standing, and before him slowly

crossing an opening in the bushes was a wing-tipped

grouse, head erect and tail spread, as proud as a pea-

cock. O for a Wizard! There are times when "the lens

is better than the gun."
Dropping the bird in the hand I rushed for the bird

in the bush, and the next instant stretched my length

over a trailing vine. Truly, "Evil communications cor-

rupt good manners," for Cap went by my prostrate form
lik« a flash, and caught what I could not. The value

of a dog depends upon his master, and severe correctioj^
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for chasing would come with bad grace after such an
example. As I took the struggling bird from under his

paws ^nd confronted the necessity of taking a life in cold
blood, shadows of sadness followed twinges of regret.

But when one considers freedom from cares of business
and professional life, the refreshment of body and mind
incident to field sports, and the privilege of layinfj a
trophy at the ladies' feet, of leaving a plump brace at

the door of an invalid friend, the accusing voice is hushed
and one is easily persuaded that "the end justifies the
means."
From a short distance the Colonel called out, "What

are you shooting at?"
Crrouse.

"What luck?"
"Great luck.; a brace of grouse."
And them, "Mark! mark!" Bang!
"What was it?"

"Woodcock."
"Get him?"
"Sure, and a grcundkeeper, too."
The woodcock is not the least among the prizes ofifered

by woodlands to sportsmen. What mystery envelops
his career! Solitude is his joy and gloom his chosen
habitation. Swift as a ghost he wings the moonlit space
on long vernal and autumnal flights—here to-day; to-

morrow, where? What music in the whistle of his
wings! What light in those Madonna eyes, deep, dark
and fathomless!
The Colonel meets the rhapsody with, "Yes, in cover

or under cover, he's all right; and now if we could only
pick up a snipe what a varied bag we should have."
Joining the carriage a little later the ladies held the dogs
in leash, while we tried to stalk a wisp of ring-necked
plover, which settled in an open field near by. They
were wary and took wing, their cries growing faint and
fainter, but we waited motionless, confident of their re-

turn. Back they came and wheeled just near enough to

draw an ineffectual volley, and then away on swifter wing
to pastures new. Plover are grub, not game, anyway.
Who cares for plover!

Just as we came to the rushy intersection of two open
ditches, up jumped the fellow we were looking for, and
with a 'scaipe, 'scaipe, was away on erratic wing. The
first shot ser\^ed only to change his flight to due west, but
at the second, he wilted in mid air, done to death at 60
yards by a featherweight Daly. A fine shot that, and
rewarded by a salvo of applause from the carriage.
Beating across the field a few quail were added to the

bag. and then some calves gave chase to the dogs, but
they could easily beat three of a kine. The shadows
lengthened; top coats were donned, and bowling home-
ward, Lady J. declared, "I have seen it done; I can do it.

And when Jack gets back I will do it." And she did.

And when the contents of the bag, from the lordly
grouse to the slender "shad-spirit," were laid in state
on the center-table that evening, we were all of one mind:
For variety of wings and comfort of sportsmen and dogs
a day with the upland game birds of Michigan is easily

first. Alma.
'

—
A Herald of Spring.

BY J. HOBAET EGBERT^ A.M., M.D., PH.D., WITH ILLUSTRATIONS
BY FREDERIC KNAB.

The returning birds are commonly regarded as the
first indication of the approach of spring. True it is that

some of them make their appearance when cold winds
still prevail and the landscape is yet bleak and covered
with snow. Hence Mallet tells us that with the dawn of
spring:

"The birds of passage transmigrating come,

Unnumbered colonies of foreign wing,

At nature's summons."

Hence Savage wrote:

"Now various birds in melting concert sing,

And hail the beauty of the op'ning spring."

However, it is not the present purpose of the writer

to discuss what species of birds are the first to arrive with
us, nor, in fact, to treat of our feathered friends at all.

The creature we are about to describe shows itself before

VANESSA ANTIOPA.

even the very earliest avian arrival from the South, and
many will be surprised to learn that it is a frail - insect.

Even in our cold New England, winter is brightened
and cheered by occasional days of warming sunshine,
especially as the days begin to lengthen. On such days
the outdoor world irresistibly attracts the lover of nature
and he sallies forth to drink in the beauties of air. of sky
and of landscape, and to look for the first signs of return-
ing spring. After the bitter cold and raging wind of the
storm just past, the peace and quiet are indeed most en-
joyable. As yet there is little indication of the awakening

of animal life from its winter's sleep, or evidence of new
arriv^als from warmer climes. A flock of the ever busy
little chickadees ilit about among the leafless bushes, a
woodpecker darts across our path and perhaps a squirrel
is seen, lured out of his retreat by the warmmg sunshine.
At length we come to an open glade in the woods;
sheltered, and the temperature noticably warmer than
elsewhere. Suddenly, almost from under our feet, a
butterfly starts up and darts away into the air. A butter-
fly? In the dead of winter? Yes, and by no means the
onlj* 'one for, as he mounts above the treetops, he is

joined by another—either mate or rival—and the two
whirl about in rapid, constantly ascending flight till at
last they separate, and each darts back to its favorite
resort.

The butterfly in question is a common species with us.
Its scientific name is Vanessa antiopa, and popularly it

is known as the "mourning cloak." In England, where

VANESSA ANTIOPA—CATERPILLAR AND CHRYSAUS.

it is extremely rare, it is called "Camberwell beauty,"i and
specimens which have actually been captured there are
valued very highly by collectors. Unlike most species

of the great insect order Lepidoptera, to which it belongs,
it is distributed very widely and is not only found over
the greater part of North America but also in Europe
and many parts of Asia. It is one of our handsomest
butterflies, and measures about three inches across the
extended wings, the outline of which is notched and ir-

regular. .A,bove, the ground color of the wings is a rich

purplish-brown, shading into black toward the body, and
on the outer edge is a broad border of pale yellow. A
row of blue spots on the purplish ground follows the
border around. Beneath the colors are dark grav and brown
with irregular black lines and mottlings. When at rest,

with the wings closed, it closely resembles a chip of bark,
and is then very difficult to detect, especially when perched
on the trimk of a tree, as is often the case. However,
the specimens found in winter and early spring have quite

a different appearance, having suffered considerably from
exposure to intense cold and stormy weather. The
ground color becomes a faded reddish-brown, the border
3 dirty white, and the spots fade to palest blue. The
wings are more or less tattered and worn, and no wonder,
for he has lived all through the long winter in such poor
shelter as he could find in some crevice or under a stone,

and must have been frozen quite solid during the severe
cold.

The Antiopa is one of the few butterflies which hiber-

nate as fully developed insects. The others which are known
to do so are close allies, such as Vanessa J. album, Vanessa
niilberti and the species of Pyrameis and Grapta. How-
ever, these others are much more rarely met with than
the Antiopa, which one can count on finding with cer-

tainty during the first calm days of approaching spring.

They prefer wooded tracts, and are generally seated on
some damp spot sipping the inoisture or on the side of

a tree trunk, from which sap exudes. Like many of their

tribe they seem to be much attached to a chosen spot,

and often when pursued for some considerable .distance

will again return to it. This habit is, of course, taken
advantage of by the experienced collectors of Lepidop-
tera.

These butterflies evidently enjoy the balmy days of

returning spring, but their pleasure is short-lived, for by
the first of May the most of them have disappeared, and
only occasionally a female can be seen feebly- flit-

tering about in search of a proper place to deposit her
eggs. These eggs, about two hundred in number, are laid

on a twig of the caterpillar's food-plant, usually the willow
or eliTi. but also the poplar, birch, and some others. The
caterpillars are gregarious and voracious feeders.

Branches and even small trees may often be seen com-
pletely defoliated by them, and the black masses of cater-

pillars are then verv conspicuous. When full grown these

caterpillars are nearly two inches long and black, with

a row of brick-red spots along the back. All except the
first of its twelve body-rings are armed with long stout
spines, which are beset with small spikes, and arranged
oyer the body in seven longitudinal rows. The head is

bifid and beset with many short spikes. Through the
black ground-color of the caterpillar's body are irregu-
larly scattered very small wh^te spots, from which rise
fine long hairs. In persons with delicate skin, contact
with the spines is said to occasion itching, as from'neilles,
but personally we have never suffered discomfort from
handling the larvae.

When the caterpillars have attained their full growth
they become restless and wander about in search of a
suitable place to assume the pupa state. As-the chrysalis
hangs downward, suspended by the tail only, the under
surface of a projecting branch or similar situation is pre-
ferred, in order that it may swing clear. In color, the
chrysalis varies in different individuals from yellow-brown
to gray, is sometimes almost black, and is more or less
mottled, so that it assimilates well with its surroundings
and is not easily detected. Such protection is quite
necessary, since in its horny case it is quite helpless and
incapable of any motion except a wriggle by means of
the abdominal segments. The head of the chrysalis—if
we may speak of such, for the creature is now merged
into one continuous whole without specialized external
organs—ends in a couple of pointed projections, while
on the sides there are other elevations, and along the
back there is a double row of spines. On the flat and
smooth side of the chrysalis, which corresponds with the
under surface of the future butterfly, the legs, proboscis,
antennae and wings—all folded flat against the body-
can already be traced. When reversed and viewed from
the side, a. superficial resemblance to a human profile
can be discerned, and this has, in olden times, given rise
to some curious notions and superstitions, jvhich may be
found scattered through various ancient learned works.
In Massachusetts the Antiopa, being double-brooded,

may be seen on the wing nearly all through the warmer
weather. The caterpillars of the first brood reach matur-
ity by the middle of June, and early in July the butterflies
appear. These give rise to a second brood from which
the imagos emerge in September, and it is these that
sleep through the winter and fly forth at the first sign
of spring.

But these butterflies are by no means the only insects
of early spring. A multitude of different species hiber-
nate and come forth from their hiding places as soon as
the sun's warming influence is felt. Indeed, it seems that
a number of species, like our Antiopa, though matured
in the fall do not until spring provide for the increase
of their kind.
A number of peculiar species of insects find in the

first days of early spring the conditions suitable to com-
plete their development, and can be found at no other
time. Among these may be mentioned Boreus, the
snow insect; certain Podurids, or spring-tails, and some
Neuroptera, as well as many species of Diptera. to which
latter order belong the swarms of midgets which many
have doubtless seen dancing in the sunshine on a quiet
winter's day. Among the Lepidoptera, a considerable
number of species, belonging to many different families,
appear very early in the season. Even in Massachusetts
newly-emerged moths may be found as early as January
and Fberuary. The adults of the well-known destructive
canker worm (Anisopferyx vernata) begin to leave the
ground as soon as the snow melts. The beautiful little

Brephos infans is found only in the earlv spring when the
ground is still partly covered with snow." Still, on account
of its size, its beauty, and its habits, the Antiopa remains
the most notable of our insects of early spring.
HoLYOKE,*Mass.

'*,The' Woodpeckers.
Among the books on nature study, about which it is

hard to say whether they are more useful or more at-
tractive, Mrs. Fannie Hardy Eckstorm's "The Wood-
peckers," published by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., easily
stands in the first rank. It is devoted to a considera-
tion of the North American members of the family, and
thotigh only five species are carefully considered as to their
habits, the volume affords the means of identifying each
one of the many species and subspecies ' scattered over the
continent. Moreover, those chosen for special study—
the downy, j'ellow-bellied sapsucker, California wood-
pecker, the red-head and the flicker—are so widely dis-
tributed, that it is quite certain that any one wishing to
observe these interesting birds can find two or three at
least in the locality wdiere his observations will be made.
The woodpeckers are among the easiest' of birds to

recognize, and from ancient times have been highly re-
garded. They take their name from Virgil's character
Picus, who was skilled in augury, and the birds them-
selves were used in divination. Mrs. Eckstorm's fore-
word seems to carry out his idea, and she suggests a great
variety of questions to be asked about the birds—as in-
deed there are about many others—and in the happily
written chapters of the book she answers many of them.
Some of the things which she explains are how to

know a woodpecker, how the woodpecker earns his liv-

ing, courts his mate and makes his house, and also how a
flicker feeds her young. We are told much about the
friendly downy, the wicked sapsuckei; and the indus-
trious carpenter of California, as well as of the provi-
dent—but sometimes criminal—redhead woodpecker found
as far West as the Rocky Mountains. Some of the ex-
traordinary changes of habit acquired by the woodpecker
through his association with civilized man are described,
and then Mrs. Eckstorm passes to the woodpecker's tools
—his bill, his foot, his tail and his tongue. The last two
chapters treat of how each woodpecker is fitted for his
own kind of life and the argument from design. This is

followed by an Appendix, containing a Key to the Wood-
peckers of - North America and Descriptions of Them.
Although the woodpeckers are so generally useful, they

are, like most other people, not without some faults, and
about some of these we learn not only in reading the
chapter on the sapsucker. but also in Mrs. Eckstorm's
chapter on acquired habits.

Concerning the redhead, she says: "There is positive
proof that sometimes the redhead has been guilty of
crimes which would give a man a^full column in the'^ews-
papers with staring headlines. If such deeds were not a
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thousand times less common among woodpeckers than
they are among men, the redhead would be declared an
outlaw. He has been proved to be a hen roost robber, a

murderer and a cannibal. In Florida he has sucked hen's

eggs. In Iowa he has been seen to kill a duckling. There
is a record in Ohio that he pecked holes in the walls of

the eaves to swallows' nests and stole all the eggs, and
that he was finally killed in the act of robbing & setting

hen's nest. Within the space of fifteen years, from Mon-
tana, Georgia, Colorado, New York and Ontario, in

addition to the records mentioned already from Florida.

Ohio and Iowa, come accounts of his stealing bird eggs
and murdering and eating other birds. The evidence is in-

disputable.

"It is charity to suppose that this is the work of

natural criminals, or of degenerate, underwitted or de-
mented woodpeckers. Why should there not be such in-

dividuals among birds? One point is certain; so notable a

habit could not long escape detection, since it is a barnyard
crime. He who robs hens' nests gets caught—if he is a
bird. Either these occurrences are ven- rare, not seen
because of their extreme rarity, or they indicate a new
custom just coming in. And the same is true of the
habit of boarding food. It is rare, or it is new.
"The frequency of such occurrences can be determined

only by observation, but the time of their origin might
be approximated in another waj^. If we could fix the

date when the bird could not have done what he is now
doing for simple lack of opportunity, we might say that

the habit has been acquired since a certain date—as we
said of the English sparrow eating maize, of the chimney
swift nesting in chimneys, and the cliff swallow building
under the eaves. But Ave have no such help in the case
of the redhead, which has never been without opportunities
to get birds' eggs and to kill other birds.

'"But there is a parallel case in another species, where
the date of an acquired habit can be proved. In Florida
the redbellied woodpecker has earned the name Orange
Borer and Orange Sapsucker, because he eats oranges.
It is true that he is not chargSd with doing damage, be-
cause he attacks only the overripe and unmarketable
fruit; it is known that the habit is not general yet, for
even where the birds are abundant only a single bu'd or a
pair will be found eating oranges, and always the same
pair, proving that it is a habit not yet learned by all of
the species. Close observers declare, too, that it is but
a few years since the bird took up the habit; and finally

we know that this must be the case, for, though the
wild orange was introduced by the Spaniards, the sweet
fruit was not extensively cultivated until recently. Here
is a habit which undoubtedly has been acquired witWn
twenty years or so, which will in all probability increase
until, instead of being the exception, it is the rule.

"Why may not the redhead's occasional cannibalism,
unless this is mere individual degeneracy, and his more
common custom of hoarding, be habits which he is

acquiring? Why, indeed, may not the California wood-
pecker's distinguishing trait be a habit which began like

these among a few b:rds here and there, wiser or more
progressive than the rest, and which in time became gen-
eral and established? Why may not the two observed in-

stances of the Lewis' woodpecker be examples of a

similar habit just beginning? The very differences in

their methods point to that explanation. The Lewis'
woodpecker that had seen the Carpenter's work tried to
imitate him ; the one that lived outside his range adopted
a way of his own, unnoticed before among woodpeckers,
and shelled and quartered his nuts before he stored them."
The volum.e is charmingly illustrated by five full-page

colored plates drawn by Louis Agassiz Fuertes, as life-

like and as true to nature as his drawings always are, and
by many cuts in the text by Mr. Jno. L. Ridgeway. The
colored plates appear to be made by the so-called three-

color process, and the colors are not quite as successful

as one might wish.
Mrs. Eckstorm requires no introduction to readers

of Forest and- Stream, for, as Fannie Hardy,
before her marriage, she contributed to these col-

umns many delightful letters of life and travel,

in the Elaine woods. The daughter of Manly Hardy, and
brought up under the tuition of that keen woodsman and
ardent naturalist, her early training was such as to
especially fit her for the work, to which, it may be hoped,,
ishe has now definitely set her hand—the writing of na-
ture books.

The Bird Book*
"The Bird Book:," by Mrs. Famiie Hardy Eckstoms, hsts

just been issued by Messrs. D. C. Heath & Co. as one of
their supplementary readers. It appears at a happy time,,

just before the coming of the birds, and should be a most;

useful introduction to field study, which it is especiany
designed to encourage. The ends which Mr.s-. Eckstorm;
has held in view in arranging the books aste twoi She
has striven to adapt its study to the school year, and sO'

to present it that when the pupil begins field work he shall

be able to do this with some general i^fea of what i's' wonfllV

observing.

The volume is planned quite differently from most of
the bird books with which of late years we have become
so familiar. It is divided into four parts, of which Fart I.

treats of "Water Bird? in Their Homes," Part II. of
"Structure and Comparison," Part III. of "Problems of
Bird Life," and Part IV. of "Some Common Land Birds."

Of these the first and the fourth have to do with living

birds, their surroundings and their modes of life, while.
Parts 11. and HI. deal w-ith questions of structure and
with certain broader principles of zoology.
The method of the book is a happy one. The reader is

introduced first to the bird living its life, and is told

how the grebe, the loon, the gull, the petrel and many
other birds pass their days and nights ; how they gather
their food, rear their young and avoid their enemies.
And these accounts take us to many different lands

—

New England and Alaska, Florida and Labrador, Cali-

fornia and the Great Plains.

Having become interested in what these birds do and sc
r.a the birds themselves, we are naturally interested in

jeir characteristics, and wish to find out how one dilTers.

ixom another, but first_ of all how birds differ from all

other animals. Following this come the questions why-
are all these things as they are, on what is classification in

birds founded, how do birds receive their Latin names.

together with the answer to the three great questions—
which the birds care far inore about than they do about
the names which men give them—the problems of food, of

safety and of reproduction. Following these come brief

but pregnant chapters on protection by color, distribution

and migration.
The fourth part treats of certain habits of many oi

the land birds, but does not profess to give life histories

nearly so full as those given in Part I. Finally, in the

appendices arc very short divisions on the zoogeographical
divisions of the world, migration, hints on observing
birds and on identifying living birds that are strange to

the observer. Then the book closes with a list of useful

bird books.
It is quite impossible in the limits of such a notice

to do justice to this admirable volume. From title page
to finis it is packed full of information, given in short

chapters and in such extremely attractive fashion that it

cannot fail to interest any one who may read it. Much
of the matter also is original, much of it novel, and all

of it so happily ptit—often from an entirely new and un-
expected standpoint—that the volume is certain to be very
effective and to do a great deal of good. It may truly

be said that it is likely to be as interesting to the prac-

tical ornithologist as to the boy or girl who. knowing
nothing about birds, would like to know about them.

Our older readers must still have a warm jiersonal in-

terest in the writer who, as Fann'e Hardy, a few years

ago contributed to the Forest and Stream a notable series,

of papers on the Maine woods. Her vivacious letters de-

scriptive of canoeing excursions with her father, Manly
Hardy, were characterized by a rare knowledge of wood-
craft; and when she wrote of the vexed and perplexing

problems of Maine game protection, there was shown
throughout such a sympathetic insight into actual condi-

tions as to conimand respect. The man of the Maine

MRS. KANNIE HARDY ECKSTORM.

woods—^the httater, trapper, guide, who was confronted
by a fastcoonsfog changed order of things, who found it

hard to gixe .u,^ the old ways and to face the new, who
held stoutly to what he believed were his natural and
inalienable rights, who was misunderstood or perhaps
willfully slandered by the outside world—this man who
could not speak for himself, found a friend and an advo-
cate and champion of Fannie Hardy. No one may know
the real history of those times who shall not 'have read
her letters then published.

It is because of this interest in one so well known to

Forest and Stream readers that we have asked permis-
sion to print the following personal notes written by Mrs.
Eckstorm at the request of her publishers, Messrs. Hough-
ton, Mifflin & Co.

I was born in Maine some thirty-five years ago, and
remained here on intimate terms with all outdoors until
I went to school and college. From Smith College I

carried away with my degree some of the rewards of hard
work and some of the satisfaction of profitable leisure.

Among the latter are to be numbered long and usually
solitary walks in the woods and over the mountains; the
organizing of the Smith College Audubon Society with
Miss Florence Merriam, as recently related by her in

"Bird Lore," when John Burroughs came to help us, and
the rummaging of all of the old historical collections and
old French narrations that were accessible.

Returning home, I acted two years as superintendent
of schools, and then went into a publishing house to see
what it was like. And in the course of timq I went to the
Pacific coast and was married.
As a clergyman's wife in the far West and later in the

East again, I had little leisure for any of my old avoca-
tions, though my husband enjoyed them all and en-
couraged the preparation of the books about to be issued.

He was an excellent Eaturalist, and our few outings were
spent in woods and fields, trout fishing and watching the

birds. Since his death, I have once more come back to

ray old haunts in Maine.
Yet it is the first period of my life that accounts for

my tastes. As I recall it, it seems to me that few could

;iiave enjoyed a childhood so nearly ideal. It was all

fairy land and romance, out of school hours. Most of
the people I knew had met adventures or done large
things—sea captains, hunters, trappers, missionaries,
travelers to all lands. Each one told his story and .went
his way. The books on the shelves were books of ad-
venture—Capt. Cook, Moffat, Livingstone, Sir Samuel
Baker, Kane, Hall, and every other notable Northern
voyage and African exploration as it appeared. And be-
fore I could read, Virgil was a nursery tale and Homer
a fairy story. All the time a world as wild as theirs lay
just outside, and men built on these large epic Hues

—

trappers, moose htmters, deer stalkers, scalers, lumber-
men, river drivers, crack watermen—were coming and
going and breaking bread with us. When I teased for a .

stor}^ I got, it might be, the "Trojan Horse," or Ulysses
bending his great bow, or Thoreau's guide, Joe Aitteon,
going to his own death in the rush and welter of Island
Falls to save his boat's crew. Everything was of heroic
size. King Arthur and Jack Mann, Robin Hood and
Jock Darling were names of about equal weight and
vividness, with the odds somewhat in favor of the one
who could walk in to dinner and speak for himself as
an abler man than the one who, for all his valiant deeds,
had yielded and become a ghost.

It was my father's business that brought such a di-

versity of woods life to our doors. He and his father

before him had dealt in all the products of the woods;
had hunted, fished and trapped all over the Maine forests

and knew most intimately everything that lived in the
woods. With sixty years of such life behind me, it was
impossible not to appreciate all the fine points of a bear
skin a moose hide, a snowshoe or a canoe. Such
knowledge was my inheritance. And I was taught as
Avell the tricks of woodcraft that all hunters use; to know
how to tell who caught a lot of fur by the way the skins
were stretched and handled; and something of the dif-

ferences almost" inconceivablj' fine, but which my father

could tell with all but magical correctness, the very
section of cotrntrj' where a given mink or sable skin was
taken.
Then there were the Indians, who came constantly,

•often a score of them in a day. They told me stories,

brought me baskets and little birch bark or carved cedar
canoes, and made a pet and plaything of me. I lovied

them all, without regard to comeliness, though perhaps
ray favorite was one of a scarred countenance, who ex-

plained that "She 'n' I 'n 'nother fellow we b'en fight; she
bit it my nose off," meaning thereby that only two had
joined battle, and that the nose was still in evidence,
though very much damaged. With all the white hunters
I was the daughter of the regiment. I levied tribute of

spruce gum, and if my doll needed furs some lonely

trapper far in the wilderness was sure to remember to

save the skins of the weasels that entered his traps for

a gift to me.
When I played school it was with fox skins stuffed with

hay for my pupils. I remember how their black legs

used to hang down and their pointed noses would stick

ttp as they were ranged in line. I was permitted to play

with all the skins except the black and silver foxes.

Mink, sable with orange throats, otter, fisher, beaver,

lynx and bear, I could roll and tumble among them as

much as I desired, though the best fun was to sHde
down a great pile of foxes—a thousand or tnore in a heap
sometimes—as they lay waiting the sem.i-annual ship-

ment to London. And in all the packing, pressing and
finishing of the bales I was permitted to help.

So my earliest associations were chiefly with the mam-
mals. Birds came later. It was not till I was ten years

old or so that my father began to collect and study birds.

As I was his inseparable companion and adoring fol-

lower, it was inevitable that I should do as he did. For
many years we worked together, making a representative

collection of North American birds, doing most of the

taxiderrnal work ourselves. And continually we were
driving, walking or canoeing all through the woods near

home and in the deep woods gathering notes of their

habits. To grow up with a science under the tutelage

of an accomplished naturalist and in surroundings adapted

to one's pursuits is a good fortune that comes to few.

So I had a childhood rarely happy and complete, nor

can I think of anything more likely to gratify that

"healthy curiosity" of which you speak than an account

of these earlier years.

A Pest of Band-Tailed Pijeons*

Sheboygan Falxs, Wis., March ig.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I inclose a clipping from the Milwaukee Daily

News of an article copied from the San Francisco Bulletin

regarding a pest of pigeons

:

"Immense flocks of wild pigeons have made, their ap-

pearance in Santa Barbara county. The birds have never

before been known to come down into the valleys.
_
In

former years they have always inhabited the mountains.

They are so plentiful in the farming districts that they

have proved a nuisance, and on many ranches poisoned

wheat has been thrown out to them.

"In many sections of the country the birds have entirely

destroyed newly planted fields of grain, and in some in-

stances the farmers have been compelled to replant their

fields, as the birds come down in large flocks and devour

the seed before it can be harrowed into the ground. The
birds have furnished great sport for local sportsmen,, who
are after the pests in large numbers."

I would like to ask if you know anything about the

authenticity of this story, and whether they are the sarne

kind of wild pigeons that were so plentiful about this

part of the country twenty or twenty-five years ago.

Bluish gray in color, some parts pale gray, green reflec-

tions on sides of neck, and breast purplish red. Over
twenty years ago they were so thick here that at times

they would obscure the sun from view when large flocks

were flying over, but for matiy years they have been ex-

tinct through the country, as far as I have learned, except

an occasional mention in Forest and Stream of a stray

few in some remote section.

W. C. Thomas.

[These California birds are the band-tailed pigeon

(Calumba fascieta), found from the Rocky Mountains tg>

the Pacific coast. They are not the same bird that was
formerly so abundant east of the Mississippi—the pas-

senger pigeon (Ectopistes migratorius).]
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Experience with Wild Animals*
Editor Forest and Stream:
As the talk concerning wild animals and their nature

grows apace, it brings out more reliable information and
becomes in turn more intersting. When the stories of

our grandfathers' days began to appear again 1 thought
the subject had as well be dropped if a rehash of tradition

was to be the entire result.

In those days we had witches and goblins, but they
have receded before the glare of the torch of reason, even
as the panther that was chasing a man on horseback
was abashed by the glare of light through the open door.

We all have our traditions which are dear to us because
grandmother told them. And what grandmother told

"was so, whether it was so or not," but tradition and
histoTy have two separate and distinct places in literature.

Let us be in earnest in matters of history.

To clear up the fog that has gathered round the" sub-
ject of animal nature, as well as many others, is a field

by no means overworked. It is a ripe subject, and
fakism is crowding into it from all sides. Fakism is even
more insistent than tradition. The leading magazines of

the country are nearly all dabbling in it more or less.

Only last night I read a review which stated that some
magazine had sent an eminent writer into the wilds to
WTite up the beaver in his native haunts. This had been
sxipplemented by sending an eminent artist to illustrate

him. The article, which was to appear in a current num-
ber,' was expected to be a stunner, and I can readily
imagine it will be, if the reader chances to know any-
thing of the subject.

A good many years ago X spent three winters in a
country where beaver were fairly plentiful. I learned to

know their workings very well. One winter I caught
thirty in steel traps. I spent much time prying about
the;r dens and trying to pry into their secrets, but* the
results were meager. About the only thing I learned was
to doubt the assertion that they plaste.-cd up their houses
with their tail. I do not believe a beaver uses its tail

as a trowel othfer than as the tail drags in the mud as
rhey move about.
In three years I never saw but one beaver alive that

had not been trapped, and he would have made a poor
subject for illustration, as he lay far back in a dark den
under the river bank, or as he shot, through the water
like a fish. Yet these men are expected to go from the
land of the effete East and find out all about beaver in a
tew days. In my beaver experience they were quite
plenty; now they are a rarity. I doubt if any great num-
ber of beaver are congregated in any part of the United
States.

If the men had gone to some city park where beaver
are kept they might have found out a Httle; in the wilds
they can only vivify their imagination. The trouble is

that what we don't know is so much more wonderful than
what we do, that what we do know is lost in the shuffle.

The greater part of what there is to learn of wild animals
is how much of what we already know is false and with-
out foundation in fact.

Forest and Stream, with the aid of such correspond-
ents as Wm. Wells, is in a position to advance the cause
of truth in the matter. It is an unfought field. Let the
good work go on.
The grimace made by some of the sportsmen in swal-

lowing recent game protective laws reminds me of one
of Capt. Hurd's favorite yarns: A party went out for a
camp hunt, and decided to draw lots to see which should
do the cooking. Whoever drew the prize was to officiate
until some one found faujt, and then the fault finder was
to step in and do the work. The first dish at the first

meal was soup. The first man to taste it looked blank
and said, "well, if that ain't the dashety dashed mess I

ever—but^^ but—er, I lik^ it first rate."

E. P. Jaques.
£lmo, Kan.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The efforts Forest and Stream is making, backed by

the personal experiences of many practical hunters, to do-

away with the old yarns of men being wantonly attacked
by wild animals should meet with the success it deserves.
I think, however, human nature likes to be harrowed by
the blood curdling tales of furious combats between men.
and panthers, wolves, snakes or even eagles and hawks.
(For further particulars, see Philadelphia Sunday Times,
of any date.) For my part, I think almost any animal
will fight when wounded or cornered, but if given half a
chance it will put as many miles of country between itself

and the genus homo as possible. And this seems to be the-

general opinion, though sometimes there are exceptions.
Personally, I believe I've been in considerably more dan-
ger from a savage old sow or cross-grained bull than I

ever was from any other animal, though it's only fair to
say that I have hunted more feathered than fur game.
I had an adventure with an alligator, however, some
eighteen years ago. which, for a few minutes, Avas rather
exciting.

I was in Florida at the time, and one morning a neigh-
bor rode over to ask me to go out on the lake and shoot a
couple of alligators in order to get their oil for rheu-
matism or something of the kind. My boat was a small!

double-ended alTair, just about capable of carrying two
men. and in that we paddled out on the lake. I soon had
a shot at a rather big fellow, hitting him in the back
of the head and killing him, as I thought, as he turned
over and waved one foot in the air. We ran the boat
up to him, and leaning over the bow I was in the act of
passing a line around him, when he came to life very
unexpectedly, made a vicious sweep with his tail, just

missing my head, and dove. My friend promptly backed
water and the boat was some little distance from where
he had gone down, when lie came to the surface and
rushed at us, mouth wide open and displaying a fine set

of teeth.

I had picked up my rifle,, so fired directly into his mouth
at six or eight feet. This shot laid him out again, and we
got the line around him and towed him into shallow
water, but when he touched bottom he came to life, for

the second time, and before we could do anything to
prevent he was half in our cranky boat. We would have
been willing to get out. but the saw grass was full of
snakes, and T couldn't shoot for fear of hitting Jim, but

he ended the excitement by splitting the 'gator's head
with his hatchet. That time he stayed dead, and we
towed him down to the landing.

I had shot lots of them before, and also aiter that

adventure, but never knew one to show fight. And I

don't know that that partictilar alligator knew what he
was doing. He was doubtless stunned by the bullet and
may or may not have charged with evil intent.

I had a tamish episode with a mountain lion in the

Sierra Madres four years ago. We had gone part of the

way up Wilson's trail and were camping for a couple of

weeks. There was a small, two-roomed frame house
with a gallery along the front, and at one end I put up
my tent, in which two of us slept, while my daughter and
little five-year-old boy had- cots in the living room of the

house. The weather was very warm and as the windows
were covered (except one) with heavy wire netting, she

only closed the doors at night, while we slept with the

tent flaps open.
I had been told that a pair of lions had been recently

seen near there, but that didn't trouble any of us. Oiie

day my daughter went down to the village to be gone till

the following afternoon, leaving the little fellow to_ sleep

in the house alone. Somehow that unguarded window
was left open, and I was awakened by a crash of falling

tinware in the kitchen. I dashed into the house, and all

I could find was some tin plates and cups on the floor.

I had no light except some matches, so couldn't see very

well, but fearing the youngster might be frightened_ if

he found himself alone, I gathered him up and carried

him into the tent, where I soon fell asleep.

Before long I heard another rattle-to-bang in the

kitchen, and made a rush, catching up my hunting knife,

and that time I heard a soft thump as an animal of some
kind jiunped out of the window. Procuring a light from
a candle in the tent. I discovered, as before, tin things

all over the floor, and a leg of mutton gone from the

kitchen, that had just been sent up. I at once surmised

that a lion had been there, but in making his exit the

first time he must almost have jumped over the baby.

Fortunately he preferred dead mutton to live kid, or

there would have been serious trouble in the camp.

The next day When my daughter came back I told

her of our visitor, and she expressed some objection to

sleeping in the shack by herself, but as I closed up the

open window and told her the beast could get in no

other way, she was at length satisfied. Besides, I didn't

believe it would come back, and wasn't sure that it was a

lion anvhow.
Wellj that night was dark as pitch, but I laid my rifle

handy and would have stayed awake had it been possible

to see. About midnight I heard a scream and rushed

out, but a frightened girl was all I found. She said that

she had been unable to sleep, and lay on her cot for

hours. All at once she heard tlie floor of the gallery

creak, and some heavy, soft-footed animal walking up

and down, occasionally giving a snif¥; she lay still, hoping

I was awake and would hear it, but when it presently

reared up and putting its paws on the wire netting, looked

in the room, her nerves gave way and she screamed. She

had a good look at it, as its head was against the sky, and

it was undoubtedly a m'ountain lion. I afterward made a

pointer dog stand up on her hind legs under the window,

but a person inside could not see her head over the win-

dow sill.

The next night I was resolved to get a shot. There

was no moon, so we all moved into the house, and before

tuning in I fried a bit of bacon and carried the pan out-

side the house in order that the smell might float around,

then spilled a trail of hot grease along the gallery up to

the window, and hung what was left of the meat inside

the netting. I then made a bed for myself on the floor so

I could see the head of any animal against the sky. Well,

I did this for three nights, and thought it a good scheme,

but—the cat didn't come back, and I lost the best part of

a good story. Clifford Morris.

Easton, Md., April S,

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your discussion of the wolf and man subject remmds

me of a verv effective painting which I saw in the art gal-

lery of the World's Fair at Chicago. It pictured a winter

night scene. In the distance was a cottage, the door

open, and in the doorway, through which the light was

StreaiTting. stood a woman looking out and watching, as if

for the return of some one. And in the foreground was a

wolf devouring the some one. It was all very gruesome

and effective, but as the scene was laid in a foreign

land we may not cite the artist's canvas as any evidence

that in this country the wolves eat up the good man of

the house when night overtakes him abroad from homt.
Sarcel.

Southern California Notes.

Nordhoff, Cal., April 2.—Southern California, after

passing through three excessively dry years, has been

restored to previous condilions by heavy rains this winter,

and now the surface of the country is covered everywhere

'with luxuriant verdure and rich with pretty streams of

ithe clearest water, thus insuring a good crop of -quail and

plenty of trout in the near future. The first heavy rain-

fall occurred about Nov. i8, a deluge of nearly half a foot,

and ever since there have been spells of wet weather.

My sleeping tent was leveled by a hard storm, and living

in Ihe house since has been almost a new experience to

me, for I had lived chiefly in the open air for twenty

months. iBut one grows accustomed to the change.

Outdoor air, sent up from the sea and mixed with moun-
tain sparkle, had been an elixir quite wholesome.
The first downpour was nuts to pupils of the Thacher

Schools in th,e Ojai, our valley. Every boy up there has

-a pony. .Ml the creeks were dangerously flooded. Boys
at Nordhoff were ambitious to get to the schools, and

those at the schools just had to get to Nordhoff. There

was a fine mix-up. Many had to go around Robin Hood's
barn to make the trip. In a few instances horses accom-
plished deep fords only by swimming. Then the head

of the schools, at the end of a telephone, assumed charge,

and some of the pupils were housed at the hotel near

town ; others no doubt were closeted up there. Much to

the joy of the valley people, who take great interest in

the schools, an unusual sentiment, there were no mishaps

except a few deliglitfuT duckings, a phase of the sport

that makes this item strictly suitable for your paper.
" For a week this winter the sprouting grain in the valley

suffered from the presence of thousands of ban-tailed or
collared pigeons, a"' variety not unlike blue Antwerps,
specimens averaging a pound, and I crossed the creek
one day to guard a piece of barley on the mesa beyond,
only to find every tree, bush or ditch occupied by a gun.
It was a wearisome wait then. Toward evening, flocks

began to drop into the field from a nearby range of hills;

but these assaults were warmly received by every man
doing his duty. No large bags were made, yet it was
lots of fun—for us. Perhaps those millions of passenger
pigeons that used to visit the East in the "good old days"
were something of a nuisance in spite of all the senti-

mental regret we read in the papers; perhaps the good
old farmer shed a tear or two with a better thought in

mind when he saw the sprouting grain destroyed.
California has just passed a new set of game laws.

One feature of them is that they cannot be modified by
county regulations. The open season for deer now begins
Aug. I instead of July 15. If a dog chase or destroy
game out of season his owner becomes liable. I have
seen, only a brief synopsis of what has been done, but
hope to get ftiller information. Ventura county, so far

as I know, has not a game club. Santa Barbara and
Los Angeles counties, though, have live associations of

this kind, and these by rewards are doing a great deal
to prevent illegal himting. Public sentiment everywhere
favors rigid measures to protect sport.

H. R. Steiger.

A Bit of Buffalo Histoiy*

Yuma, Ariz., April 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The following curious item appeared in the Citizen, a

newspaper published in Tucson, Ariz., June 17. 1871

:

"Time's wonderful changes never realized a more
marked illustration than by the introduction of a bill in

the House of Representatives prohibiting the indiscrimi-

nate slaughter of buffaloes along the line of the Pacific

Railroad, and providing for the preservation of the bison,

which, under the present system of wanton destruction,

would soon be exterminated. The author of this game
preserving article, Mr. McCormick, of Arizona, informed
the House that in passing over the Kansas Pacific Rail-

road last winter he was snowed in, and for ten days the

on\y food for about one hundred passengers was buffalo

meat, and had this not been at hand they must all have
starved. It is in view of the probable recurrence of cir-

cumstances of the same character for years to come that,

as a measure to preserve those animals, the bill was sug-

gested and will be supported. When the idea of a Pacific

railroad was first broached in Congress a quarter of a

century ago, the opponents of the 'improvement' insisted

that no railroad could ever be maintained on the plains

for a single week, because of the herds of buffaloes that

would trample the tracks and sleepers out of place and
deep into the soil, and now, before the Pacific Railroad
has been an actual fact for tlxree years, it is deemed
necessa.ry to protect the buffalo that he may serve as

food to the passengers crossing the continent over the

very roads that his vast and roaming herds were to render
an impossibility."

The Mr. McCormick referred to is the Hon. Richard
McCormick, then delegate to Congress from Arizona, but
more recently delegate to Congress from the First Dis-
trict, New York city. To Arizona then belongs the honor
of having first introduced a bill in Congress for the

preservation of the buffalo. Notwithstanding the fears of

Mr. McCormick, Congress could not be induced to take

action and prevent the total annihilation of the vast herds
it was feared would trample a railroad out of existence,

and which were themselves trodden out of existence by the

iron hoofs of the very thing it was feared they would
destroy. Pima.

The Elk and the Sheep*

Albany, N. Y., April 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Upon reading Judge Smith's "Appeal for the Wapiti,"
published in Forest and Stream of April 6, I am con-
strained to join my voice in the protest which I hope
may be effectually raised against the invasion of the Snake
River Basin by those bleating besoms of destruction, the
domestic sheep, and the consequent annihilation of the

noble wapiti.

While my acquaintance with the West is not as varied
and intimate as that of many others, yet I have had some
opportunities there to observe the results of the invasion
of the game ranges by large bands of sheep. In my
opinion Judge Smith's statement of the case is not ex-
aggerated, and if the sheep come in, the wapiti and the

ranchmen's cattle as well must go. In feeding over a

range the sheep utterly destroy for that year the food
resources of every acre they scarify with their cloven
hoofs, and they also defile the country to such an extent
that all game as well as other animals will avoid it for

the season.

Last auttimn, after traveling for several days into the
game ranges of the Hoback's (or Fall) River Basin in
northwestern Wyoming and encamping late one evening
in what was known to be an excellent country for wapiti,

we awakened the next morning to the discordant bleating
of thousands of domestic sheep, which before our arrival

had been bedded for the night within less than a mile from
us. During our absence on a hunt our camp was over-
run by the advancing horde. Upon our return the feed
for our horses was gone and about all that remained of
vegetation after the passage of the destroyers were the
ashes of the camp-fire, and even those were polluted. It is

scarcely necessary to say that no wapiti were found in

that region. T had previously seen large tracts of coun-
try which had been devastated by 'sheep, but this ex-
perience impressed more deeplyiithan ever before upon my
mind their destructive qualities. Small wonder that the
Jackson's Hole settlers are fepdy to expel the woolly
invaders vi et armis. If the combined action of sportsmen
can accomplish anything toward preventing the sacrifice

of the last small remnant of our noble wapiti to the sheep
industry, I for one am ready to lend a hand.

Chauncey P. WiluamSj
]
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fr»prietoT9 of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
theai in Forest and Stream.

Black Duck on the North Shore*
The well-known ring of the alarm clock wakes us. It

is II P. M., and we have been snoozing for some hours.
We get up, yawning and reluctant, for it is February, and
somehow ducks don't seem as important as they did
over the pipes a while ago.

Stepping outside the door, we find ourselves in the
full beauty of a midwinter moon, lighting up for miles
the long stretches of ice-coated marsh and glistening
tidal creeks. There is hardly a breath of wind, the tide
is nearly full, and altogether the prospect for a success-
ful night in the float is so good that we take heart and
disregard the warning mercury, which has dropped to
12 degrees.
In a few moments we have assembled our outfit, •on-

sisting of two horse blankets, a skulling oar and an
8-gauge and 12-gauge gun. Observe that the 8 has an
enormous drop, and when we come to "take a sitting
shot while lying nearly flat the advantage of this is

readily seen.

Dressed in white from head to waist, we hasten to the
float, which is lying well above the water mark on the
great blocks of ice along the shore. It is painted as
white as its surroundings, and when seen from the front
looks almost exactly like the ice itself.

We embark with as little noise as possible, for there
is no telling how near the crafty old black ducks may be
lurking. I take my place in the bow, lying flat on my
back, with my head elevated just enough to enable me
to see ov^er the rail. T. is furnishing the means of pro-
pulsion. His feet are on each side of my head, and he,

too, is flat on his back. I wrap a blanket carefully about
my feet, cock the 8-gauge and lay it across me with the
stock almost in shooting position and the muzzle in

tlie bow.
Once off, I have a chance to recall the fascination of a

winter night in the marsh. The clear air, the silent and
mysterious motion, and the Arctic surroundings, are

such a change from the city I have left only twenty-five

miles away that it seems hard to realize it is the same
world. We glide ahead just as the ice cakes are floating

up the creeks, only we gain on these and slip by them
silently. To the east the snow-covered dunes of Plum
Island loom like a mountain range along the horizon
and shut out the ocean, while on either side the frozen

creek banks rise strangely tall and shine like marble.

Nothing can be heard save an occasional gurgle as the

ripple from the passing float strikes the hollowed edges

of the ice. But what is that whitish mass ahead? It

is slush ice forming, and we can do nothing but try to

make through it. With a slight hissing sound the bow
of our craft pushes in, and a quack, a roar of wings, a

dozen shadows in the air bring me up like a jack-in-the-

box. A warning from T. and I lie flat again, for the

ducks are too far, and we never take a shot unless it

is a good one, for the noise will stir up many birds

which otherwise might give us a chance.

We push through the slush, and soon see three ducks

in a sCreak of white water ahead. They must be over

200 yards away, but so wonderful is the light that they

loom as big as geese. Now the utmost science of the

skuller is brought into play. We creep ahead without the

slightest ripple or sound, our bow pointed exactly at the

ducks, whichever way they swim. The moon is ahead,

there is floating ice enough to make our deception per-

fect, and we are pretty sure to get a shot. I have pulled

my hands from under the
.
blanket, and now they are

freezing against the cold steel. In a few moments I feel

they will be too cold to pull the trigger. Fifty yards!

My eyes are glued to the water, and when I see one

long neck stretch up I know I must shoot, and do it

quickly. I push the butt under my arm, rise very slowly

f©r a few inches, and then catching two together, pull

on them and see only one rise.

By the way. it is very strange how plainly you can

often see these ducks a long way off, and then when it

comes time to shoot and you raise your gun all trace ot

them vanishes, or at best a shadowy sort of blur re-

mains. ... u A
We pick up our pair, one of which gives us a chase, and

then skull still further northward. We see ducks con-

tinually and hear now an^ then the whistle of wings

as a bunch changes its feeding grounds, but something

always prevents our getting near enough for a shot.

Perhaps the moon or wind is wrong, or perhaps the

birds are sitting where it is impossible to skull a float,

or again the surroundings may be so dark that the shy

old fellows stretch their long necks at fully 150 yards, and

then with a parting quack disappear in the gloom.
_

We are now ascending the Rowley River against a

searching westerly breeze which has just risen and is

fast penetrating to the innermost parts of my body. 1 he

beauty of the night fails to impress me any jnore, and

all mv senses are on the alert for ducks. Another hour

of this and even the ducks will fail to interest as I he

shivering in the bow, counting the minutes till we can

reach the stove side.
^1. • „ -k^^i,

A whisper from T., and as I peep over the ice bank

to our right I catch sight of a black mass on the thatch.

They are ducks, a large bunch, and carefully the float is

worked up till its side touches the bank. We discuss the

advisability of a shot, for it is a long way. and then i

decide to trv it. Carefully slipping m a BB sheU, i

point the gun, elevate it some inches, and shoot, stopping

°"we'disembark. pull the float across a piece of mud,

and while T. paddles after the duck I dance frantically

up arid down the bank in a vain attempt to start the

^^°B°y this"fime the tide is ebbing fast and we drift

toward home, keeping along close to the mnA hznks

which, newly arisen from the water, and scraped clean

by passing ice. offer a good feeding ground. A pair

whirl up not 15 yards from the bow, but before I have

brought the gun to bear on them they are 80 yards away

and I lie down, muttering a few adjectives. Buz! Whiz!

and two more shadows are hurled into the sky. This
time I am a httle better, and in the blur of the distance
I can just see a falling shape. I get out on to the marsh
and look around everywhere, and after narrowly escaping
a ducking in a salt hole, I see about 2 inches of the tail

of my bird projecting above the snow.
Our cruise is again continued with varying success.

We hear the wheezing of drakes and soft chatter of
ducks, and soon see a bunch of nearly one hundred
lying like a great black raft ahead of us. Just as we
think we may get a shot the ever troublesome slush ice

intervenes, and with a roar the flock rises like a great
fan, shooting into the sky.

I succeed in making another wing shot on a single,

and then as we swing round the corner of a high mud
bank I catch sight of a small flock just in time to pull

on them before they scatter. We pick up four ducks, and
well satisfied give it up for the night, and start for home.
I seize an extra paddle, and soon the exercise has warmed
me so that when at last our bow grates on the pebbles
I can scarcely believe that I have been suffering from
cold.

We find it is 3 :30 A. M. We have been out four and a
half hours, and have eight black ducks to show for it.

Not a large bag, but one to be proud of when it is taken
into account that of all the wildfowl race the old blacks
that use off the New England coast in winter have de-

veloped the highest intellect. From constant persecu-
tion, these birds have become practically nocturnal,

spending the day in the open ocean and resorting to the

creeks and marshes after dark, or in daytime only under
great stress of weather.
The time-honored custom of "creeking" after sunset,

which is practiced almost everywhere along the shore, is

not nearly so successful as it used to be, and the above
is a sport which has been to me one of the most ex-

citing forms of duck shooting. Floating at night is

sometimes quite successful; at other times only fairly so,

and more often not successful at all. It can only be
used on calm, bright nights, so that sometimes during

a whole moon there may be only one or two really

favorable opportunities. "

J. C. Phillips.

New Jersey Deer and Flickers.

Mr. Charles A. Shriner, ex-game protector of New
Jersey, writes in the Paterson Chronicle of the game
law blundering by the last Legislature

:

Croake James in his "Curiosities of Law and Lawyers"
quotes a high English authority as saying that laws would
be a great deal better if lawyers had no hand in framing

them. If the same authority had lived in New Jersey at

the present day there is no doubt that he would have

amended his remark by advising the people of thi.s State

in future to elect none but farmers and blacksmiths to

the Legislature of New Jersey. Lawyers are supposed to

know a great deal about law, but they evidently never

passed through a school in which the framing of laws

was taught. Only a few pages of the laws passed by the

last Legislature have been printed, but there is already

enough to indicate the methods pursued in making these

laws. A glance at one kind of laws, those pertaining to

fish and game, will show some amusing errors.

Deer have never been extinct in the southern tier of

counties in this State, and by reason of legislation and
enforcing the laws the deer were permitted to exist. In

order to keep up the breed, the laws provided that they

should not be killed excepting for ten days in each year,

from Oct. 25 to Nov. 5, or some such period. For a num-
ber of years between fifty or sixty deer annually were

killed until two j'ears ago, when the Legislature passed a

law providing that no deer should be killed for three

years. This law was enforced for two years, and recently

a complaint was heard from some deer hunters that the

deer had increased in such numbers that a limited amount
of gunning would do no harm. The State Board of Fish

and Game Commissioners accordingly provided in their

bill that deer might be killed every Wednesday in Novein-

ber, a law something similar to that which obtains in

Long Island. In the last clause of the b-11, of course, there

was a repeal of the law prohibiting the killing of deer

for three years. The bill passed the House as drafted by

the Commission, the assemblymen believing that the Com-
missioners ought to know what was wanted. But the

Senators had to do some tinkering. It was there argued

that if the law were left as it was the deer would increase

a great deal more and that there would be glorious sport

if the hunters would wait only another year. So the section

permitting the killing of deer in November was stricken

out. but the Senators forgot to strike out the clause re-

pealing the three-year limit law. Of course any black-

smith or farmer would have seen the result, that by such

legislation all protection would be removed from deer, but

the wise lawyers in the Senate and those in the House, for

the amended bill passed the House, fajled to see it and so

New Jersey now enjoys the unenviable distinction of

being the only State in the Union which does not protect

deer.

Another section in the same law is calculated to excite

laughter at the ignorance of the lawyers. Some one

wanted to shoot flickers and so amended the section pro-

viding for open and close seasons by declarng that flickers

might be shot in September and October, but neglected to

impose any penalty for shooting these birds at any other

time of the year. Of course, any farmer or blacksmith

would have known that permittijig the killing of flickers

in September or October would mean license to all the

pot-hunters and bird-killers to pursue their alleged sport

and that every other kind of game would also be killed

oflf. but the wise lawyers did not see this. Any farmer

or blacksmith would also have known that the bird known
as flicker devotes his whole life to killing the insects and

that there is perhaps no bird more deserving of livmg

than the flicker. But this is not the end of this chapter.

In the very next section the law just pas.sed imposes a

penalty of $20 for every woodpecker killed or had in

possession. Now a flicker is a woodpecker every day in

the year, the word "flicker" being merely a provincial

term common to the southern part of the State, where ^he

bird is also frequently called a clape. So in one section

of a law killing flickers is made legitimate and in the next

a crime. But this is not all. Immediately after the pas-

sage of this bill the Legislature passed Senator Cross'

bird act, which is a very extreme measure. It mentions a

number of game birds and then declares that no person
shall ever kill or have in possession any other bird or part

thereof. The act is aimed at the women who insist on
adorning themselves with the feathers of birds. ^ So the

Legislature provided that the murderous bird-killers might
go on, but that the women who wear feathers shall be
subjected to the rigors of the law. Of course any black-

smith or farmer would have known better, but unfortu-
nately the Legislature was composed principally of

lawyers.
Then the Legislature provided that $750 should be ai

once spent in improving the sturgeon fishing in the De!a
ware, but not a cent was appropriated for that purpose.

In this way the laws might be dissected, showing somi-

astounding ignorance or carelessness. Such might be
expected from the Governor who signed the bills and thus
made them laws, but it is certainly a pity that there was
not at least one farmer or blacksmith in the Legislature

to teach a little law to the lawyers.

Perils of Fashion.
Under this heading the London St. James Gazette re-

cently printed these remarks : "An incident pregnant with
moral lessons for society leaders has occurred to a young
lady in Berlin, who wore a fox's head at the end of her

boa. A dog. which seemed strangely well informed for a

German dog was seized with the delusion that he was 'up

against a good thing,' got into full cry at once, and, after

an exciting run, made a good kill of the dead fox, the

young lady being so much mauled that she was nearly jn

at her own death. At the flower garden period of mil-

linery not long ago cab horses used constantly to browse
on fashionable hats in Bond street, with the intention of

stealing a march on the cab proprietor and securing un-

authorized fodder. Some day a lady wear'ng an up-to-

date farmyard bonnet in the country will get shot by a

sportsman who mistakes her mounted collection of poultry

for a covey of birds. Conversely, a newly arrived Yeo-
man at the Cape is said to have mistaken a sleeping

ostrich for a tree the other day, and tried to pick the

feathers of it. The shrub, when awakened, nearly mur-
dered him."
Almost precisely ' what the Gazette predicted actually

occurred not long ago in Colorado, as was noticed at the

time. A man, who was wearing his sweetheart's feather-

trimmed hat to shade his eyes while focusing a camera,

was shot in the head and killed by a gunner who saw
the hat moving over a bank behind which the couple were
concealed from him, and took it for a bird. It might be

advanced as an argument against the authenticity of this

statement that the feather trimming worn on women's hats

within the last few years resembles no bird that ever was
on land or sea, but this is really no argument at all, since

there are gunners who would rather than not shoot at an

unrecognizable object in the hope that it may prove either

some rare species never seen before in his locality, or the

last individual of some extinct and vanishing form.

There are some who would rather shoot the last dodo,

great auk, pied duck, wild pigeon or buffalo than kill

many canvasbacks or lions, so singular a thing is that

human nature which we all share.

There has been much discussion as to whether these

shootings of human beings for game should be classed as

accidents. In this particular case it was so considered, for

the General Acc'dent Assurance Compan- of Perth. Scot-

land, paid the heirs of the man who \vas killed the amount
of the insurance that he was carrying.

Spring Shooting.
Toronto, Ont., April 2.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The good work of education—thanks to Forest and
Stream—in game and fish protection matters is becoming

a live issue. The prospect of inducing spring shooters

to repent of their unwise and destructive system and con-

form to the laws of nature and common sense is be-

coming more hopeful. AH that is required for the con-

version of reasonable advocates of shooting birds when
breeding—if there are any such—is for them to let the

birds pass to the breeding grounds unmolested for a season

or two. I often wish your versatile Western corre-

spondent would refrain from reporting the doings of those

who glory in their shame by making public the amount
of birds shot by them, full of eggs and unfit for food.

When reading these reports I am apt to become very un-

charitable, and conclude that it would be in the interest of

the public at large and certainly to the benefit of pos-

terity if a special gun were invented for spring shooters

that would have a simultaneous discharge from both ends.

There is no possible excuse for such vandalism now.
Many years ago we were met with the excuse that spring

shooting was done for practice. This was before the

advent of glass balls and clay targets, which for some

years has enabled shooters to have all the practice they

require during nature's close season for game.

There is at the present time far more urgency in having

spring shooting abolished than heretofore, in consequence

of the immense increase of wing shots the trap shooting

has developed.

It is a fair inference, if we desire to perpetuate the

love of manly field sports and a fair supply of game that we.
must meet the constantly increasing destructive facilities

with corresponding legislative restrictions. How can

this be accomplished ? By having wise and well-considered

laws enacted and honestly enforced in the interest of the

general public irrespective of party exigency. No matter

how perfect game .laws may be. there will always be a

number of chronic grumblers, men who have such an

exaggerated opinion of their own abilit"es that they fondly

believe that if the work of creating this world of ours

had been left to them they could have made a better job

of it. This class are sometimes annoying, but not dan-

gerous ; the' result of their efforts are similar to those of

pig-shearing—more noise than wool.

There has been cons'derable discussion during the past

year of gun licenses. Such action would be unpopular in

consequence of guns being private property. But game
being the property of the State, there should be few ob-

lections to a reasonable general Hcense fee, covering the

^ --"-f-^
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killing of all kinds of game during the respective open
seasons for same.
The non-sale and license clauses of the game laws will

be the principal factors in game protection. These meas-
ures will have a tendency to prevent the boy with the gun
killing everything in sight during the close season. It is

a source of gratification to those who have for many years
fought for game protection, to have the increased interest

taken by the better class of true sportsmen, as evinced
by the attendance of leading men from many of the

States and Provinces at the recent meeting of the North
American Fish and Game Protective Association in Mont-
real, all intent in doing all possible to assist in the good
work of perpetuating and preventing the extermination
of the game and fish of this vast continent.

One of the most pleasing features at that meeting—to

me an Englishman, and all that the word implies—was the
eloquent tributes of respect paid to the memory and
character of our beloved Queen by the gentlemen from
Maine, Vermont, etc., in terms eloquent and sincere, in-

suring them for all time a warm place in the heart of
Ranger.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Westera Ducks Si til Coming.

Chigaco. 111., April 6.—The unprecedentedly good duck
shooting of this spring still holds on. We have not had
such shooting in this part of the country in any spring

that I can remember, and it is like the old times come
back aga'n. The mallards and pintails made the bulk
of the first flight, as was reported at the time. There
are still large numbers of the marsh ducks at the better

localities on the Kankakee and the Illinois rivers, but
the likelihood is that the bulk of this marsh duck fliglit

has now swept on past and is well up across Wisconsin or

even further north. Singularly enough, the season seems
to have been even earlier in the far West than 't has been

in the Mississippi Valley. The geese and duck^ were as

far north as the Blackfoot reservation in Montana a

month ago. and by this time may have left even that far

northern latitude.

It is the bluebills, redheads and other deep-water ducks
which are making this second flight and prolonging the

sprng shooting season in this region. Ten days ago
the bluebiU flight struck in at Lake Senochwine. and the

shrooting has been good around Putnam ever since. They
have also landed in the Shelby, Cumberland and lake

regions of the Kankakee Valley, and every one who has

been at those places this week reports very heavy shooting.

Still further north, at the Fox Lake and Grass Lake
country, just below the northern edge of Illinois, clouds

of bluebills appeared this week. Billy Wells and Eddie
Pope left there at just about the time the best flight was
com'ng in. Mr. Wells killed eighteen on his last day. and
might have gotten many more the day following. Charlie

Grubbs returned last week from the Illinois River, near

Putnam. He and a friend bagged between seventy and
eighty ducks in two half-days, mostly bluebills. The
weather continues very capricious, one fair day being

followed by a day of rain and half-snow and overcast

skies. It has been an ideal spring for ducks and for

duck shooters. There is every likelihood that the last

week of the spring season of 1901 will furnish the best

shooting on deep-water ducks that we have known here

for a very long time.

As stated earlier, this wonderful flight of ducks has

called out the Ch-cago shooters across the Indiana line in

spite of the non-resident license tax. Nearly all the

members of the leading clubs have taken out their licenses

and consider that they are getting their shooting cheap.

It is rather amusing that this unusual duck supply should

follow close upon the enactment of this non-resident law.

The explanation of the heavy flight, as previously men-
tioned, is simply that we are having ari unusual amount
of water all over this country. I can remember that out

in Iowa, where I did my boyhood shooting, whenever the

old Skunk River bottoms were overflowed we always

had lots of ducks. A dry year meant poor duck shooting.

Duck Flight in Nebraska.

• Mr. John W. Carpenter, of Whitman, Neb., who is an

experienced hunter and knows what he is writing about,

states that this spring has shown the biggest flight of

wildfowl known in Nebraska for years. There has been

good shooting on all the adjacent lakes. He says- a party

of hunters went out with his son George to a point forty

miles north of Whitman, were gone about a week and

killed 150 ducks and four geese, about half the ducks

canvasbacks and mallards. Mr. Carpenter says that the

hunters in his part of the hills are worked up over the

stopping of market-shooting, but he "thinks they will

get over their mad spell." "If we can stop spring shoot-

ing," says Mr. Carpenter, "we shall have plenty of ducks

and geese. They breed in this country if not bothered,

and do not need to go to Alaska to nest." Curlew and all

kinds of snipe are now near^ Whitman, Neb., and Mr.
Carpenter thinks there will be no more cold weather in

his part of the country this spring.

Italian Joe.

Our old-time Italian Joe came in from his place at

Summit, at the southwest edge of Chicago, this week, in

order to get his spring supplies of ammunition. He was
buying shells loaded with No. 2 shot. "I killa the duck
sure." said he, "when I hitta him with the bigga shot. I

not lika to hit duck four, five times witha the shot and

no getta the duck." Joe's theory of loading is not quite

that of the average duck shooter, but as a matter of

fact, when he goes out he nearly alwaj'S manages to "getta

the duck." big shot or not. Joe openly bewails the clause

of the Illinois law which stops plover shooting April 25 as

he says that is just about the time the plocer flight is on in

this countr}'. He says next week he will go down to Gil-

man, HI., and he hopes there to get a little of his favorite

decoy shooting on golden plover. He says mysteriously

that if I Avill join him he can put me on to some very
fipp jacksjiipe shooting next week. I do not think I would
Wk£ for any spring shooting, unless it were (jg carp. Roll

Oi%an and I have been figuring out for two or three

years that coirtd takfe a bow anfl arrc^wrs anij haVe mtste

fun shooting carp on the Kankakee Marsh than we could
doing anything else in the wide, wide world. I do not
know what the Game Commission of Indiana would think
about our project, but at least presume they would not
bar us from shooting jacksnipe or cottontail rabbits with
the bow and arrow.

In W^tsconsin.

Mri D. J. Hotchkiss, of Fox Lake, Wis., seems to live

in a rather arctic region, the ice at the time of his
writing, April 2, not having left the lakes in his vicinity.

He writes : "I took a walk up on the ice in the lake to-

day. It is still quite firm, but beginning to soften up. and
will be out in a week or ten days probably. A big flock
of geese were sitting out on the ice about a mile away.
I walked up to within about 100 rods of them and turned
the old Mauser loose at them as they got up, but did not
manage to connect with one. Lots of Bucks here in pond
holes and the country boys, and some town boys, too, are
shooting a little, but there is not much of it done. An
effort is being made to kill our law prohibiting spring
shooting, but we do not think it will succeed—hope not,
any way."
Mr. Hotchkiss states on April 5 that the ice is still in

Fox Lake, Wis., and that numbers of geese and swan
were to be seen on the ice. One gunner by the name of
Dooley killed five wild geese near Portage this week.

Wisconsin Quail.

Mr. Howard Bosworth, of Milwaukee, advises me that
the Legislature has established a five-years' close season
on quail. This, in the opinion of most Wisconsin shooters,
was an altogether unnecessary measure, for quail have not
been so abundant at any time in the history of that State
as they were last fall. The northward march of this bird
is one of the most distinct changes of the fauna of the
West. Mr. Bosworth says that he has shot all over
Illinois and Indiana, and indeed in some of the best quail
covers of America, yet he knew of no place where he
could get so good quail shooting as he could at one or
two points in the Wisconsin River valley. He said that
he could easily kHl seventy-five birds a day if he had
care.d to do so. Under such circumstances the five-years
close season would seem to be unnecessary. At the end
of the five years' term, as many, perhaps more-and per-
haps less, might be in that State as there are to-day.
A country will only stand about so much of a stock of
game of any kind. This, however, only goes to cor-
roborate earlier statements regarding the peculiarly pro-
gressive, not to say aggressive, methods of Western pro-
tective legislation within the past year. We are surely
waking up in game law matters out here, not only in the
way of enacting statutes, but in enforcing them.

Chief Thunder Dead. I

Chief, or more properly speaking, Doctor, John Thun-
der, medicine man of the Winnebago tribe of Wisconsin,
died at Black River Falls this week. This I take to be
the same Doctor John Thunder who was here with the
Tom Roddy Indians at the Sportsmen's Show last month.
He d'd something of a business as a doctor while here.
There was very much sickness among all the people who
were obliged to be at the Coliseum a great deal during
the show, and it is quite likely that Chief Thunder did
not long survive his visit here. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

Iowa Fields, Marshes and Waters.
Marshalltown, la.—The slaughter has been great

among the ducks this spring. Press dispatches from all

over the northern and central part of the State arc full

of the bags made by the various parties of sportsmen.
The Wapsipinicon bottoms, the northern lakes and
sloughs have been alive with ducks and hunters this
spring, and if there is any shooting for the fall it will not
be because the shooters were merciful. Bags of 100 are
reported by single parties.

From Clinton a reliable correspondent of the Marshall-
town Times-Republican stated that the people of his city
were unable to rest by reason of the clamor of the ducks
and geese that filled the reaches of the Mississippi and
its bayous. Ducks and geese were so plentiful in the
markets of that city as to be sold for 15 cents each, and a
drag on the market at that. It is certainly time for con-
certed action against spring shooting. Over on the Wapsi-
pinicon River the farmers turned out and slaughtered
and sold ducks until the markets of Clinton and neigh-
boring towns were glutted, and mallards sold at $1.50 per
dozen. This is an unusual thing for farmers to do, and
shows how plentiful the genus anser was in Iowa this

spring.

They are not all gone from the northern lakes, and a
party of Marshalltown sportsmen are at Lost Island Lake
near Rutliven, where U. S. Consul S. C. McFarlane, of
Nottingham, England, and Congressman Robert G.
Cousins will be guests of a bunch of Marshalltown field

and trap shooters at their shack on the banks of this very
good body of shooting water. Charley Cook, Pete Den^el,
Chas. Hull, Sam Abbott, P. S. Balch, C. J. Lander and
Dr. W. B. Kebbey are among the party. All are good
shots and carry good guns.
From appearances fislrng will be good this year. The

old gang are waiting patiently for the season to open, and
the new' ones are fairly frothing in their anxiety. One
of the more recent converts here keeps his reel in a
burglar-proof safe and worries over every burglary re-

ported in press dispatches.

Iowa people on the Coast are having good luck fish-

ing. As a letter from Paadena says: "Marvin Gates, of
Clinton, in company with some Chicago gentlemen, had
fine luck fishing at Coronado. So line a string of fish has
but seldom been caught in so short a space of time, even
at Coronado. It consisted of thirty-two Spanish mackerel,
weighing in all 320 pounds, one yellowtail of 27 pounds,
and eighty-seven barracuda which tipped the beam at 696
pounds; i,043_pounds of fish for the time devoted to the
sport was quite enough to make the members of the
little party particularly happy."
Game Warden Delavan, who has lately been succeeded

by Lincoln, of Cedar Rapids, did some, elegant work em
m&rkfeS: slibtrteTs and t^eppe^rs during thte last flays his

incumbency. He captured poachers at Webster City,

Union and other points in the State by watching tne
Chicago express offices and pinching consignments of
game, The poachers paid for a number ®f quail and
chickens trapped and shot since Jan. i. Advices from
Sioux City tell of the capture of seiners and the con-
fiscation of .seines. It may be that the game laws are going
to be strictly enforced, but a wager that Sept. i will find

ninety-nine coveys out of one himdred broken would be a
reasonably safe one.

There is talk of a fishermen's club at this place. It is

needed, and might be made extremely effective toward
the conservation of the game fish in the Iowa River.
Much seining goes on and a club might do what in-

dividuals neglect. Moscrip.

The Quebec Association,
Quebec, April 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Every
sportsman who comes to Canada, and especially every
member of a fish and game club in the Province of Que-
bec, is deeply interested in the matter of fish and game
protection, and -consequently in the work of the newly
established Sportsmen's Fish and Game ProtecHive Asso-
ciation of the Province of Quebec. Portions of tliis

Province may aptly be termed the poacher's paradise. As
many as twenty-eight moose have been known to have
been butchered by one Indian in a single season. Cari-
bou have been snared by the hundred and partridges by
the tens of thousands. A local newspaper reported only
a few weeks ago that one tannery not very far from
Quebec, had three to four hundred deer skins in process
of tanning, which had been obtained from poachers,
though investigation showed this report to have been
somewhat exaggerated. The spearing and netting of sal-

mon in rivers leased for angling purposes was carried on
as a regular business, while trout were caught in large

quantities through the ice in winter for commercial pur-
poses, and netted in such enormous lots in summer that

over thirty tons were exported last summer from Mont-
real to the United States. It is of course absolutely cer-

tain that no country, no matter what its supply of fish

and game can long withstand this constant drain, and
consequently the initiative in the formation of a practical,

working fish and game protective association ha.s been
undertaken by a number of sportsmen in* the city and
district of Quebec, in the confident belief that they would
receive the moral and material support of every sportsman
who comes to this Province for his fishing or hunting.

Although very little has yet been noised abroad concern-
ing the new Association and its work. I am glad to say

that most of the members of two of the fish and game
clubs holding preserves in this Province have already
joined us in a body. We hope to obtain a membership
of several hundred sportsmen, which, we trust, will en-

able us, if not to entirely prevent poaching throughout the

Province, at least to very materially restrict it. We are

incorporated under the laws of the Province of Quebec
and are assured of Government assistance and support.

Our influence with the Government has already proved
to be very great. Upon our representation, the Prime
Minister of the Province, who is also Minister of Lands,
Mines and Fisheries, has appointed an additional guardian
for a portion of the territory traversed by the Quebec &
Lake St. John Railway. It is our intention to appoint

and employ fish and game guardians of our own, as soon
as our means will permit, and knowing that there is

plenty of work for any number of them to do, I make
this special appeal to all sportsmen who are interested in

the work of protection in this Province, to forward me
their subscriptions and applications for membership with-

out delay. In the meantime we are far from resting upon
our oars. Until we can afford to employ our own
guardians, we are, with Hon. Mr. Parent's kind permis-

sion, utilizing those of the Government.
Early in March three prominent young men about town

left for the woods by Quebec & Lake St. John R. R.

with guns and other paraphernalia. One of our officers

heard of the expedition, and feeling sure that the guns
had not beeen taken to the woods for the sole purpose of

firing at wooden targets, he telephoned the Department
of Fish and Game, asking that an officer meet them at the

station on their return to town. His request was at once

acceded to, buj: Mr. Joncas, instead of waiting for their

return home, sent the detective up the line to meet them.

His presence on the train was quite unknown to the

returning party, and when they reached the city and comr
plained to the baggageman that two large pieces of bag-

gage were missing, the officer stepped forward to assure

them that they had not been lost, but were quite safe in

his possession. One package consisted of a part of the

carcass of a caribou and the other of a quantity of brook

trout The gentleman who claimed the baggage was pro-

ceeded against in the courts, pleaded guilty and paid the

fine and costs, amounting in all to quite a round sum. He
is a well-known physician of this city, and the facts that

neither his high social and professional stand'ng nor yet

the powerful influences that were employed in his be-

half could succeed in preventing his prosecution and
punishment will have a splendid effect in strengthening

the hands of our Association when it comes to deal with

professional and other poachers in the country districts.

We are interesting ourselves with the improvement of

the laws as well as in their maintenance and enforcsjment,

and consider that we have every reason to be proud of

the work which we have already accomplished in this

direction. At the sole request of our Association, Mr.
Parent has amended the game laws 90 that lessees of hunt-

ing territories from the Government can now prosecute

trespassers upon such territories and recover damages
from them if they invade any of their rights. Heretofore

this right was reserved by the Government. In company
with a delegation from a sister club in Montreal, which

has done much excellent work, several of our members
waited upon Mr. Parent some days ago in connection

•mth. suggested .amendments to the fish and game laws.

The delegation urged upon the Minister most of the'

recommendations made by the North American Fish- and
Game Association at its recent meeting in Montreal, and

it is gratifying to note how many of them were accepted

by the Minister and are now the law of tlje land. The
sale of partridges has bten prohibited up to Oet 1903.
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and three deer in one season, a hunter can now only kill

one moose, two caribou and two deer. While the Minister
could not see his way clear to entirelj'' prohibit the spring
shooting of ducks, the season has been materially short-
ened, so that now ducks can only be killed up to March
I, instead of April 15, with the exception of the bufflehead
ducks, commonly known as pied ducks or divers. We
have gained much, but not all that we want. For the
balance we shall continue to agitate and to struggle. Mr.
Parent is doing all that he reasonably can to aid us in our
work, and we are looking to him for financial assistance
as well..

I have only to add tliat we look for similar aid from
all sportsmen interested in this work, that the annual
subscription of members has been fixed at the low figure

of two dollars a year, in order that all angling and
hunting visitors to the Province of Quebec may be in-

duced to join us, and that I shall be glad to I'eceive their

subscriptions and applications for membership.
E. T. D, Chambers^

Secretary Sportsmen's Fish and Game Protective Associa-
tion of the Province of Quebec.

to be on the shooting grounds this week and next, and
they are hopeful of great success. The parties that have
already been shooting at the preserve have not had the
greatest of luck, but have had a good deal of cold weather
and high winds to contend with. A great many brant
have been seen flying, but they have been far out, and
have not come well to the decoys. Special.

No Spring Shooting in Jefferson.

Watertown, N. Y., April 5.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: We have finished that protection fence around
Jefferson. Governor Odell drove the last nail on April

4 when he signed the bill prohibiting spring shooting in

Jefferson for three years. It is perhaps needless to say
that we are proud of our job and that nothing would
please us better than to have the gentleman from Os-vvego
try to sneak under that fence and let us catch h'm at it.

Up here in Jefferson we think just as much of the fellow

that, shoots a hen grouse on her nest and then sucks the

eggs as we do of the spring duck shooter. Now, boys,

you who want spring shooting stopped, pull off your coats

and get to work and stop it. If Long Island wants to

shoot in the spring, let her. If Oswego wants to shoot in

the spring, put a protection fence arovmd her and she

can't. I am talking to you, Lewis, Oneida, Madison,
Onondaga and Cayuga. Oswego will never consent to

stop as long as you permit her to kill ducks in j-oitr

count:es in the spring. She's a great county for ducks,

and the black duck is her favorite, but she would get

mighty few of them on her own side of that fence. What
a splendid duck preserve those five counties would make.
Almost as good as Jeft'erson. If the other counties want
to come in let them, but if I had my way about it I

wouldn't let Oswego in if she wanted to. Just thinl-c of it,

boys, every year since 1894 we have had a bill at Albany
to stop spring sliooting, and every year Oswego has bluffed

us to a standstill with this same old gag. "We won't stop

unless Long Island does." Let Long Island shoot; we
can't stop her. But we can atke Oswego by the neck and
expel her, and stop it in the rest of the State, and if you
want Jefferson to help you to do it next winter, and if you
more than willing.

And now before I close this article, which is probably

tlie last I shall be permitted to inflict upon you, I wish to

express our sincere thanks, ist, to Forest and Stream
for their kind and courteous treatment, and for their

earnest fight in our cause, for which we hoped so much
and secured so little; 2d. our new Commissioner, Mr,
De Witt C. Middleton, who has given all our bills his

earnest support. I have known Mr. Middleton for over
twenty years, and if honesty, good executive ability and a

determination to enforce the game laws are what you
want, you have got it in your new Commissioner. 3d,

Senator Brown and Assemblymen Bryan and Roberts for

their earnest and persistent fight for the State, as well as

the county bill. (By the way, have you noticed that since

Senator Brown has been chairman of the Senate Fish

and Game Committee, no bad bills have ever come
out of that committee?) 4th, Governor Robert B. Odell,

who signed the bill that started the fence we are going to

put up around Oswego county.

W. H. Tallett,
_

President Jefferson County Sportsmen's Association.

Michigan Q«ail*

Alma, Mich.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: March has
been hard-on our little friend Bob White. Sunday,
March 10, ushered in a long storm of high winds, rain

and sleet that fro7.e as it fell, so that by Monday morning
forest trees as well as the grasses and weeds of the field

were ice coated. It moderated by the 13th, so weed seeds
were available then ; then we had a heavy snow storm

—

the severest of the season. The i6th and 17th were sweet
and mild as one could desire, then another storm of wind
and snow set in, until Wednesday night, when everythin.g

was again in crystal mail, which held till the 21st idt. I

have heard of no dead quail being found since the storms,

and as there were many left over for seed, should think
the prospects were good for next autumn. Alma.

New Brunswick Moose*

Perth Centre, N. B., April 6.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I just returned from the hunting grounds of
tlie headwaters of the Tobique and Miramichi rivers,

wliere I have been looking after my camps. I found
game very plentiful, especially moose and caribou. The
moose are looking fine, as they have had a good winter.
The snow is not very deep this year—about half as much
as last year—so the moose and deer have had no trouble
to get all the feed they wanted.
This spring is much earlier than last spring here.

Geo. E. Aiaistrong.

Moncmoy Efant Cluh*

Boston, April 5—The "Boys' Party" of the Monomoy
Brant Club held its annual d nner at the Boston Tavern
on Saturday evening. Thirteen sat down to table, and
though the number is considered unlucky, the "Boys""
are ready to pin their faith on excellent luck in "the
boxes" next week. There were present James Wright,
Edward Cray. William Colbnrn, Benjamin Dorr, Joseph
Dorr, Edward Bigelovv', George Hopkins, H. R. Burbick

P, §Rd George H n The plan of the party
}.|

Narrows Island Qub Meeting:*

The annual meeting of the Narrows Island Club was.
held Monday, April 8, at the Hoffman House, New York
city, at 8:30 P. M. There were present Messrs. F. B.
Austin, W. J, Boardman, B, Dominick, Chas. Greer, G.
B, Grinnell, E. N. Lawrence, J, B, Lawrence, Dr, F. H.
Markoe, C, R. Purdy, R. H. Robertson, Henry Sampson,
Norman Schulfz, Wm. Trotter and T. S. Young, Jr.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing

year: President, J. B. Lawrence; Vice-President, Henry
Sampson; Secretary and Treasurer, Wm. Trotter; Execu-
tive Committee, R. PI, Robertson, T, S, Young, Jr., G.
B, Grinnell and the officers.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream,

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

ANGLING NOTES.

The Aflalo Pad.

Any ohe who has the pleasure of knowing Mr. Fred-
erick G. Aflalo would probably gitess that any pad with
which his name was associated' would be either a writing
pad or a fishing pad, for he is one of the best known
of English angling writers, and he who guessed the last

would guess right the very first time. Mr. Aflalo has
sent me one of the pads from London, and it is designed
to hold a fish with spines, like a black bass or a fish

covered with slime, like an eel, while it is taken from
the hook. One who has tried to hold an eel in one hand
while trying to remove the hook with the other will

appreciate the Aflalo pad. In shape the pad is very
like the palm side of a mitten, solid from wrist to tips of
finger, with a projecting thumb piece. This is of canvas-
like material and to this is attached What I tnight call a
wire brush that is very flexible, the ends of the wires
being so close together that they hold rather than pierce.
On the pad are tw'O loops, one for the hand and one for
the thumb, and the hand and thumb slip into them
easily. The pad is made for ttse on the left hand, and
once it is wrapped around an eel with a man's hand in

the loops, the eel will stay put until its captor desires to
release it. It strikes me that the Aflalo pad is a most
convenient invention, and its use will obviate lacerated
fingers and strong language when an angler is fishing for
the kinds of fish that it is designed to be used upon.

Supplement to "BibUotheca Piscatotia.**

The first edition of "Bibliotheca Piscatoria" was printed
in 1861, and the second in '883. by Westwood & Satchell.

The preface of the second edition states that "The Wal-
tonian Library of Dr. Bethune, the able, erudite and sym-
pathetic editor of the American edition of 'The Complete
Angler', * * * contains about threee hundred entries,
* * * The new 'Bibliotheca Piscatoria' included six

hundred and fifty distinct works on the sport."
In a postcrlpt, Messrs, Westwood & Satchell say:

"There are 3,158 editions and reprints of 2,148 distinct

\vorks here registered.**

Mr, MarstDtl has tiow issued a sttpplement to the
"Bibliotheca Piscatoria" of Westwood & Satchell, and I

find that he gives 869 titles of what may properly be styled

books upon angling, sixty-nine titles of books on fish-

ctilture and 118 titlfes of books on fisheries, or a total of

1,056 titles. Who can say in the face of this evidence
that the interest in angling, fishculture and the fisheries

is not advancing with mighty strides? I have had no
time to analyze Mr, Marston's list, but a glance shows
that there are just forty titles relating to Walton, or
Walton and Calton.

I will note here but otie omission, Marstott gives*
'Garlick (Theodotus, M, D.). A treatise on the Artificial

Propagation of Fish. 2d ed. 8 vo. New York; A. O.
Moore, '58;

["Bibliotheca Piscatoria'' does not mention this, but
gives the third edition, which it refers to as the second.]

_
Just before the death of Dr. Garlick (who spelled his

first name Theodotus) he sent me six copies of the first

edition of his book, which bears the imprint: "Cleveland:
Tho. Brown, publisher. Ohio Farmer Office, 1857."

What I have hitherto called the second edition was
presented to me by Dr. Elisha Sterling, a classmate of
Garlick's, and the only American to witness the experi-
ments of Remey in Paris, when under Prof, Coste he
hatched trout artificially. This edition declares on the
title page: "Second Edition (enlarged), published by the
Kirtland Society of Natural Sciences. Cleveland, Ohio.
J: B. Savage, printer, Frankfort street, 1880."

Dr. Sterling wrote on the title page, "This, second
edition, has been published by the Kirtland Society at
the expense of R. K. Winslow, its president."
Dr. Garlick, "the father of fishculture in America,"

read a paper before the Cleveland Academy of Natural
Sciences on Feb. 17, 1854. in which he described how he
artificially hatched the first trout in this country. The
Cleveland Academy subsequently changed its name to
the Kirtland Society, as Prof. Jared Potter Kirtland was
its founder, and to him Dr. Garlich dedicated what I
have called the second edition of Garlick's book, the same
that Westwood & Satchell called the secgnd, and which
Marston proves to be the third.

Only last week I mcj g paper before the Buffalo So

ciety of
_
Natural Sciences on the "Development of Fish-

culture," in which I tried to correct some errors and in-
cidentally show that Garlick was really the first to hatch
trout artificially in this country in spite of the claim of
another, and now I shall ask Brother Marston to in-
clude Garlick's first edition, it being the first publication on
the subject in America, Marston's list can be obtained in
this country at the office of the Publishers' Weekly, 59
Duane street, New York city, the cost being nominal. The
editor's note in the list concludes: "I shall be greatly
obliged to collectors of angling books and others who will
send me a note of any corrections in or omissions from
this list which they may notice. They should be addressed
to R, B, Marston, Editor Fishing Gazette, St. Dunstan's
House, Fetter lane, London," Mr. Marston credits the
Hon, D, B. Fearing, of Newport, R. I,, with many of the
entries m his list, and Mr. Fearing is said to have one
of the most complete angling libraries in the world.

Fishes of Porto Rico.

Dr. Barton W. Evermann's report on the investigations
m Porto Rico of the United States Fish Commission
steamer Fish Hawk in 1899 is a sumptuous volume, con-
taining, as it does, plates of forty-nine fishes in colors.
The fishes are drawn in colors by C, B. Hudson and A.
H. Baldwin, and are remarkable for accuracy in drawing
and coloring. The reports of the Forest, Fish and Game
Commission of New York have never contained more than
sixteen colored plates in one year, but here are forty-nine,
every one striking in coloration. The New York reports
have been almost universally commended at home and
abroad, I say almost, for I have seen one adverse
criticism, and while it is not now before me, the chief
objection seemed to be that a report should not be issued
that a taxpayer could not obtain, and some taxpayers
could not obta'n the New York report. As there are
seven thousand New York reports printed by law, and as
there are more than seven thousand taxpayers in the
State, and as public libraries and school libraries and
fishery commissions at home and abroad are supplied with
copies, it is quite certain that some taxpayers have to go
without a report. If reports of other State commissions
would serve, I th:nk all taxpayers could be supplied, for
I think I saw five cords of the reports of one commission
carted off to the paper mills. The true solution- of the
matter is to prepare a report that no one, taxpayers or
otherwise, will accept, and there will be no trouble. Now
I am curious to know how the United States Fish Com-
mission will come outjn supplying all the taxpayers with
copies of the Porto Rico report. A, N. Cheney,

District of Columbia.
The Game and Fish Protective Association of the Dis-

trict of Columbia held its adjourned annual meeting on
April 3 in the parlors of the Ebbitt House. Dr. Walter S.
Harban presiding, A scheme of reorganisation was
adopted broadening the proposed field of operations and
adding to the officials and committees. The following
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
.

Presideiit, Admiral Roblev D, Evans; Vice-President
District of Columbia, Dr. Walter S. Harban; Vice-Presi-
dent Maryland, George Dobbin Penniman; Vice-Presi-
dent Virginia, Capt. Joseph E. Willard; Vice-Pfesidettt
West A'^irginia, John J, Cornwell; Secretary-Treasuref

,

Dr, W. P. Young; Warden, Major Richard Sylvester;
Chairman of Executive Committee, Harrison Dingman,
Chairmen of Committees—Membership, John Breen;
Press, H. L, West; Ways and Means, George W. Rouzer;
Auditing, Rudolph Kauffmann; State Laws, I. W. Sharp;
Fish Stocking, Frank B. Curtis ; Fish Places, Jesse Mid-
dleton ; Game. Stocking and Hunting Grounds, Dr. George
Henderson; Library and Literature, Dr. Thomas S. Pal-
mer; Entertainment, E, H. Neumeyer; Pollution, Henfy
Talhott; Foreign Relations, Charles A. Neale; Head-
quarters, J. Robert Sutton; Transportation/ W. S. Bron-
son.

In line with the new purpose of the Association, the
followittg resolution was offered by Major Sylvester, and
adopted:
"Whereas the neighboring States of Maryland, Virginia

and \Vest Virginia, with attractive resorts that are a
perennial delight to nature-loving citizens with camera,
rod and gun, and from whose wooded slopes and pretty
valleys come the streams which fiirnish the District with
its water supply, have an interest commotl with oUr own
in their preservation ; and
"Whereas the health and pleasure resorts, hotels, board-

irig houses, boatmen, liverymen, merchants, railroads and
various other interests derive a large financial support
from the tourist sportsmen and temporary sojourners
from the cities, all of whom are interested in clear and
pure water; and
"Whereas the streams in these States are being rapidly

despoiled of their beauty and their fish and rendered ilil-

fit for human use by their abuse as sewers for corpora-
tions and sluices for factories; therefore, be it

"Resolved, That this Association invite every interested
organization and individual in these States, ofhcials, legis-

lators, municipalities, protective associations, scientific

and educational institutions, the press and citizens, to co-
operate with us to save the streams which j'et remain un-
contam'nated and in redeeming those alread}' polluted."

Hon. John J, Cornwell, of Romney, W, Va., editor of
the Hampshire Review, and Vice-President of the Asso-
ciation for West Virginia, addressed the Association on^
the subject of the impending ruin of the South Branch of
the Potomac, and a further threat to the already polluted
water supply of Washington by the proposed establishment
ai new tanneries on the only pure stream left in West
Virginia.

Mr. Wm. Cornwell, County Attorney from the same
locality, spoke briefly of the legal aspects of the case, an-
nouncing that the laws of West Virginia were ample to
prevent such outrages if they could be enforced.

On motion of Major Sylvester, the Chairman of=-the

Committee on Pollution was directed by the Association
10 confer with the presidents of the Board of Trade and
Business Men's Association of the city of Washington,
looking to a more general organization in defense af the
city's water supply and incidentally the famotts anxl levftd

fishing plficeg in the Uj)j)e[ ^iyftr
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Talks [to] Boys,—XV.
Trout Fishing.

In approaching the subject of fishing for brook trout, I

must first of all ask you, as I did when we were speaking
of the question of bass fishing, to use your judgment and
your reason. In order to be successful in the pursuit of
any wild creature, it is necessary for one to know the
habits of that creature, and in order to know those habits
it is essential that one be familiar with the surroundings of
the creature itself. Now, when we come to study the
country in which the brook trout is found, we find that it

lives, not in deep, quiet and rather warm streams, or in

broad and shallow lakes, as does the black bass, but, on
the_ contrary, it is always found in rapid and cool streams
or in deep and cold lakes. The best of our trout country
is situated in the northern part of the United States, or
across the line in the British possessions, or high up in the
mountains which cross this country in the eastern or
western parts of the United States. The brook trout can-
not live in shallow or muddy waters. It is a creature of
the wilderness, and goes with the forests of pine, spruce
and balsam, with the granite rocks of the mountains and
with the cold, and spring-fed streams which issue from
the floor of the ancient forest. You will find bass in the
eddies of deep and sluggish rivers, and you will some-
times find big trout in the eddies of the rivers which they
inhabit; but the trout stream is apt to be flat, shallow,
wide, uneasy and turbulent, and its deepest holes will

perhaps not exceed a few feet in depth. One would think
it impossible for a fish to live in so heavy and turbulent
a water. Yet the trout finds himself quite at home there
and is able to make his living under what would at first

.seem to be very hai-d conditions.
Now your reason will readily teach you that an animal

that has survived in these peculiar surroundings must
be one of great vigor and of great shrewdness and alert-

ness. These qualities fit perfectly in the description of the
brook trout. It is not a very large fish. The heaviest
specimens, taken from deep and still waters, where there
is abundant food, rarely go over eight or ten pounds, and
the average trout of the forest stream rarely attain a
weight of over a pound or a pound and a half. Yet it is a
fish of great muscular vigor for its size, its combat with
the waters having given it a firm muscular condition.
Moreover, being obliged to seek its food amid the foam-
flecked, rushing waters of rapid streams, it has long been
necessary for this fish to be possessed of great quickness
of sight and of great rapidity of motion. The little half-
drowned insect which is floating down a trout brook is

hardly visible to the eye of the angler. Yet the trout
must not only be able to detect it among all the drift

wood of the streams, but able also to grasp it as quick as
a flash, without any hesitancy or any delay in making up
its mind about it.

Now, if you have used your reason you will see that
these very peculiarities of the brook trout make it desirable
as prey for the angler who uses the artificial fly. There
is no creature, no matter how shrewd it be, which cannot
be outwitted by man and his superior mental acuteness. A
long time ago, no one knows just how long, some man
discovered that even the quick vision of the trout could
be deceived, and that it could be induced to strike at an
artificial fly which more or less resembled the natural
insect upon which the trout sometimes feeds. From this
ancient discovery all the modern- evolution in fly-fishing
and fly-fishing tackle has come. Of all the sports of the
field or the stream, this fly-fishing for trout has perhaps
the most distinct fascination for those who follow it per-
sistently. One may always learn something about fly-fish-

ing, and there never was a man who knew it all. It would,
therefore, clearly be of no avail for us to try to tell you
all about fly-fishing, for that is something which no one
has ever done or ever will do. The main thing for you
is to learn a few of the broad principles of the art, and
then to do your own experimenting and your own thinking
afterward.

We will say that you and I are on the banks of a
typical trout stream, situated in the far north woods of
Canada, or Maine, or Michigan, or Wisconsin. Perhaps
the stream is so large that we are obliged to use a
boat, in which case each angler must have a boatman to
handle the canoe or the boat as it slips down stream while
the fly-fisher is plying his rod along the likely places. In
so large a stream as this we may expect to take larger
fish than in the little brooks, for there seems to be a
rule that big waters produce big feed, and that big feed
means big fish. Perhaps, for our purposes, however, since
we intend to study rather the first principles of fly-fishing

for trout, we may do better to conduct our experiments
in the smaller streams, one shallow enough for wading.
Here our first question is one of proper preparation for
the sport. If you are young and vigorous, you may per-
haps be able to stand exposure to the cold weather all

day long if you are provided simply with heavy woolen
clothing and with heavy shoes to protect your feet in the
wading. For myself, I have grown too old for that sort
of thing, and I usually provide myself with a pair of
wading socks, which may be bought at the sporting goods
houses. Over these water-proof wading socks, which
come up to the hips, or perhaps about the waist, I draw on
a pair of light canvas overalls to protect the mackintosh
against snags and sharp stones. Over the feet of the
waders and over the bottoms also of the overalls I pull
on a pair' of very heavy wool stockings, and over these
stockings use a pair of stout shoes provided with plenty
of hob nails on the soles. This sort of an outfit you will
find gives you a good footing on the bottom of even the
most slippery and rock-strewn stream. If you use only
the ordinary rubber-soled boot-foot of the mackintosh
wading trousers, you will find that j'ou are not secure upon
a slippery bottom and are especially in danger if you are
wading in a deep bold stream where, once in a while, you
strike a streak of slippery clay along the bottom. In
such case you might, perhaps, take a rapid slide and get a
bad ducking in a deep hole at the end of the riffle. It is

unpleasant to be_ submerged when you are wearing a
high pair of wading trousers. In some streams, such ss
the bolder rivers of lower Michigan, anglers sometimes use
a wading staff to help them against the heavy current.

fs">x the rest nf your costume I wo),j1{| advise plenty

of heavy woolen underwear, a short jacket with pockets
in which you can put your fly-books, your lunch, etc., and
almost any kind of light hat, into which you can stick
your spare flies when not in use. If it is in midisummer
and you are in a country much infested with black flies or
mosquitoes, you may need perhaps to wear a netting over
your head, dropping the net inside the collar of your coat.
I find it well to wear soft gauntlet gloves with fingers
cut out. This protects the hands against the flies. Per-
sonally, I never wear a net, but sometimes tie a handker-
chief over the back of the head and neck, protecting the
face by using a "fly dope" made of vaseline, tar and penny-
royal. The mosquitoes will bite you sometimes through
this unless you keep it constantly renewed; but I would
not advise you to be what is known as a dude or tender-
foot fisherman. Learn to take a little punishment along
with your sport and you will be all the better sports-
man for it.

For rod I should counsel about a five or six pound split

bamboo as a practical tool. It will cost you some money,
but it will wear you for many years. You may save
money by getting a lancewood or a Bethabara, but some
do not fancy these latter materials so much. Some use a
heavier rod than that above suggested, and others go to
so light a weight as four ounces. A four and a half ounce
rod may be a very deadly tool, provided that its length
do not exceed about eight feet. I fancy these .shorter
rods more than the extremely long ones, as they are
much handier in getting about Oii the trout streams and
quite powerful enough to subdue everl a heavy fish when
properly handled.
For your line, you will use a heavy, smoothly finished

enameled line, just the opposite from the soft, raw silk
line which you employed in your bass fishing. This heavy
line is tapered at both ends, and is so smooth that it slips
readily through the guides of your rod. With it you
may cast 40 or 50 feet. Some experts are able to cast 100,
J 10 and even 125 feet, with a heaA'^^ rod and heavy line.

Do not concern your mind about such things, for they
have nothing to do with practical fishing. On the trout
stream you will not need to cast more than -30 feet on the
average, and you may perhaps catch a great many of your
trout at distances of less than 20 feet, contrarj'- to the
general belief of most anglers, who have firmly fixed in
their minds the old ideas about casting a long line and a
light fly.

Your leaders, made, as of course you know, from the
gut of the Spanish silk worm, should be of the best
qualit}^, drawn fine and neither too light nor too heavy
for the purpose in hand. You must remember that the
eye of the trout is very keen, and that he looks up and
sees the latter between the eye and the background of the
sky. Some anglers prefer their leaders stained a light
blue or mist color, but it is questionable whether the color
makes so much difi'erence. The main thing is to have the
gut as fine as is consistent with strength, and then to lay
it out straight and not allow it to sag or belly in going
down stream, so that the leader shows to the trout in
advance of the fly. Of course, after j'our first day's trout
fishing you will know that you should soak three or four
leaders in a wet pad of flannel before you go on the stream
to fish. This delicate gut when dry breaks almost like
glass, but when wet it grows very must stronger. It is

well enough to soak your leaders in your leader pad
over night before going out on the stream.
As to the flies which you are to use, I shall not attempt

to tell j^ou anything, nor try to settle all the infinite con-
troversies which have arisen over the question of the
artificial fly since the first days when anglers went after
trout. In general, there are two schools of fly-fishermen—those who believe in imitating the natural insect, and
those \vho believe that the trout does not strike at the
artificial fly because it takes it to be a real insect. No
one can settle the ancient difficulty between these two
schools. There is no law under which the trout of all

< streams can be classified. Sometimes on one stream and
for an entire season, a bright, gaudy fly, unlike any
wmged insect on earth, will prove most killing, and on the
same stream_ during the next year this same fly will not
prove effective. Sometimes the same will be true in
regard to the small and dark-colored fly. It is the com-
mon belief that in bright, clear streams, in meadow brooks
and in waters very much fished, a small and dark colored
fly is the best to use; this is, however, merely theory, and
I have seen it entirely controA^erted in actual experiments
on more than one much fished stream. I shall not attempt
to give you specific directions in regard to the choice of
your fly, but will advise you only in a general way to
use, on the ordinary Northern stream of the United
States, a fly not larger than No. 8, with perhaps a brown
body and scanty hackle and wings of white, brown or
gray. I would not counsel gaudy flies. You yourself
will find that on one stream a certain fly will do which
will not do on another, and you will also learn in your ex-
perience that at difi'erent times of day on the same stream
the trout will want diiferent flies. Thus you see the
infinite range which is before you in the way of theory
and experiment.
Suppose you use for your first fly (the stretcher or the

one furtherest from the rod) a coachman, which is a
white-winged fly having a peacock body. Your leader
should not be over six feet, for you cannot handle your
flies well with too long a leader, since sometimes you
want to get at your last fly and you do not want the
leader knot to strike the guide at the tip of the rod. Now
you will find that by pressing on the leader on each side
of the knots which fasten its links of gut together, you
can nearly always open this knot, so that it shows a' little
slit between the two ties of the knot. I would suggest that
you cut off the loop attached to the snell of your fly and
poke the head of the snell between the two strands of
the knot thus opened. Now pull them tight again and you
have j'our fly fastened to your leader, perhaps a couple of
feet above your stretcher fly, in such way that the knot
shows but very little in the water and much less than the
double strand of the loop would show. You will see that
we are trying to fool the sharpest witted fish that swims,
and we do not want him to see any commotion on the
surface of the water.
Suppose we are contented with two flies to start. I am

sure you will cast much better with two than with three
flies. Personally, I rarely fish with more tfiai? one fly, and
I do rioi: pare to gast foo long a line.

'

It is about 9 o'clock in the morning. The sky is a little

overcast and there is a light wind blowing. The surface
of the water is all broken up into ripples and swirls, So
that one would think that no fish could see through the
water any distance. Yet I must asshre you that the trout
can see you at a considerable distance, and if he does
see you, he is not apt to take your fly. This, however,
must be said with certain qualifications. Personally, I

have very often taken trout which, it seems to me. must
have seen me. The great secret of successful trout fishing

is to move along quietly in the water, putting the feet

down gently on the bottom and making as little dis-

turbance at the bottom of the stream and on the surface of
the water as can possibly be made. Go along slowly.
Keep your eyes alert as the Indian does who is hunting for
game. Watch every little log and every dark place under
the overhanging bushes, every pocket under the roots of
the trees which overhang the waters. Early in the sum-
mer the trout may be out in the shallows in mid-stream,
but these are not apt to be big trout. The old fellows
lie down under the bank, and if you go splashing down
stream you would never know there were any big trout
near you. Go slowly, and do not be in any hurry. Some
think it is better to fish up stream, and for the skillful

angler on a much-fished stream this is no doubt true; yet,

as we are beginning. I will take you down stream, as that
is the pleasantest and most successful way for the be-
ginner to do his angling.

You see a little winged fly struggling across the water
ahead of you. It dips into the water now and again, un-
able to keep on further in its flight. In an instant there
is a little flash and you do not see the fly any more. A
trout has seen it and has made it part of his morning meal.
Again and aga^n, if you watch closely, you will see these
little splashes along the edges of the water, most often at

the tail of some pool which lies at the bottom of the
stretch of fast and shallow water. You will hardly ever
strike the trout at the upper part of the pool, but as your
fly goes drowning down in the middle of the fast water,
until it gets into the deep water at the tail of the pool,

then you will see that the trout knows what is going on.

You have learned to cast, of course, before you have
gone upon the trout stream. I must counsel you not to

try to let out too much I'ne. Run out your line to 25 or 30
feet. Your rod will handle it perfectly and keep it straight

all the time. Take plenty of time in your back cast, al-

ways looking around to see what is behind you. A long
line is always apt to be tangled in the tree tops. There
are, however, trout streams in the upper part of the United
States where one can wade and cast nicely with a long
line. Having seen your way clear both in front and be-

hind and taken plenty of time with your back cast, as you
have been so often told before, you will not whip off your
fly. Just the instant your line straightens out behind,

pitch it forward with a turn of the wrist. Your fly will

go forward the full length of the line in front. Aim at

some point just a little above the water. This will make
j'Our fly light upon the water more delicately. Pick along
in this way at all the likely spots next to the bank as you
go down stream, and allow your fly to drift out into mid-
current, moving it all the time with a gentle twitch'ng of
the wrist. This is the common or conventional way of
fishing for trout in a rapid stream, and it will kill trout.

Ordinarily it will take the most trout just about the time

the line straightens out in midstream. You may also let

your fly drift on ahead of you in the pools which lie be-

tween the riflSes. The water will give it a certain motion
and you must give it a little different motion with this

same tremulous twitching of the wri<;t.

iPresently you feel a sharp twitching tug. You do noti

know where it came from, for it has been done so

quickly you could not tell. Perhaps you saw the flash of

the fish as it turned and struck your fly. Perhaps you
hooked the fish, and, again, yerj likely you did not. In

regard to striking the fish as it rises to the fly. I can only

s&y, do so as quickly as you possibly can. for the trout, un-

less it hooks itself, will at once leave the fly, if it finds it

is the real article. It is not an unusual thing for a trout

to hook itself. Do not jerk back with your arm as you
strike, but just strike with a little motion of the hand
and wrist. It will not take much to hook the fish.

Once having hooked your trout keep the top of your
rod up and let him swing. He will be up. down and all

over the stream, all in a flash, as quick as a bird in the

air, but if you keep a tight line on him he cannot very-

well break away from the spring of the rod. After awhile

he will try to get down to the bottom or undertake to

get under some root or snag. Swing him away from that

if 3^ou can without breaking your tackle. It is in such

times that the biggest fish usually break away, for as quick

as they get resistance enough from the rod they tear

away or break the gut. The rod is just to give the fish

all the strain that the tackle will stand and so keep him
plunging until he becomes tired out. Then you may reel

him up and pass the landing net under him. Break his

neck gently and place him in your basket, already lined

with grass or green leaves. Before you put him in the

basket, hold him out in your hand and look at him. for

he is the loveliest creature you will find in all the wild

wilderness, as sweet as a violet, as handsome as a rose,

as clean as the clear blue sky,

W. G. De Groot,

Food Fish, and Fettilhefs.

A BILL now in the New Jersey Legislature provides that

it shall be unlawful to catch by the use of pound nets of
in any other manner, "for the purpose of converting or
manufacturing, or attempting to convert or m.^nufacture,

or by disnosing of the same in any manner for the purpose
of manufacture or converting into oil or fert'H^'ng ma^
terial of anv kind whatsoever, by any kind of chemical or
manufacturing process, any of the following food fish:

Shad, bluefish, weakfi=h. .ctrip-'d bass, sea bn«s, porsry. sea
trout, salmon or kingfish." The measure is needed, and
the bill should not fail to be made a law.

Dr. George P. Powell and Qint. Totrn returned Satur-
day from a hunting trip into the Devil's Garden, where
they had a wonderful experience, seeing great quantities
of all kinds of game, including thirty-five deer.—Fof*;
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Notes from Quebec.
The arrival of the crows and the dwindling of the

snowdrifts are not the only indications of the near ap-

proach of another fishing season. The letter carrier's

burden grows heavigr, and almost every day I find among
my mail matter one or more letters on matters connected

with fishing. I am asked all kinds of questions concern-
ing the fishing season of 1901, and the probable date of

its practical opening, of which, so far, I am totally igno-

rant. The season in which trout may be legally taken

commences, of course, on May i. But the leopard of the

Ijrook sets all State and Federal fish laws at defiance, and
may not be taken by fair and legitimate angdng at any
fixed date or season. Upon this point I can only say

that we have winter stUl with us. We are no longer, it

is true., rubbing our ears to keep them from freezing, but
some people are still to be seen on the streets wearing
fur caps, and though wheeled vehicles have commenced
to appear upon the principal city thoroughfares, four to

live feet of snow is still piled up upon many of the country
roads. The winter has been unusually severe so far as

frost is concerned, though the snowfall was lighter than,

that of last winter. No rain fell from November till

March and there was no thaw during that period. Con-
sequently there is no ice on the ground under the snow,
and the thaw is likely to be rapid and to cause heavy
freshets, In rivers where logs are to be floated there is

therefore reason to hope that they will be driven out be-

fore the best fishing of the season commences.
The prospects for northern travel during the coming

summer are said to be very promising, the number of

inquiries for accommodation at the various angling re-

sorts being in excess of those of former years. Never
were there so few salmon pools offered for lease or so
many disappointed anglers seeking for salmon fishing.

Salmon rivers in Canada are safer investments than gold
mines.

Several American parties of anglers from the New
England States are expected upon their preserves in

the country due north of' Quebec during the third and
fourth weeks of May, and some of them write that they

are bringing guests with them. Lake Edward has booked
a n.uinber of angling guests, who are to come north as

soon as notified that the ice is out. The hotel at the

Grande Decharge will not be opened until the month of

June, but there will undoubtedly be good ouananiche
fishing from soon after the middle of May around the

shores of Lake St. John, though it is astonishing how
very few lake advantage of this earliest spring fishing.

Among the fish and game clubs which will be repre-

sented in the first angling arrivals from the United States

are the Triton, the Metabetchouan, the Tourilli and the
Amabalish. Some members of the Nonantum Club may
also be here early in the season. I shall endeavor, as

usual, to keep you posted as to the progress of the season.

A most determined effort is now being made to put
an end to the poaching that has so long been indulged
in upon the limits of the different clubs in the Lake St.

John district. The story of the good work now being done
in this direction finds a more appropriate place in another
letter which Lam sending the editor, but the remark
may fitiinglv be made here that everjr member of a fish

and game club in the Province of Quebec and every
sportsman who comes to Canada should extend a helping

hand to the newly establi.shed Sportsmen's Fish and Game
Protective Association of the Province of Quebec, which
lias its headquarters in this city. E. T. D. Chamber.s.
Quebec City, April fi.

Trout Waters.

Some Good Tfotit Streams in the States of New York
and Pennsylvania.

We will first take a few first-class streams on the line

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & W^estern Railroad, be-

cause the waters on this line have never been advertised,

consequently are not generally known and overfished.

We will select to start with the country surrounding
the Utica Branch, as the waters are central to the large

inland towns of New York State. First and foremost
among these streams is the Geneganset Creek, which is

the outlet of the lake bearing the same name. For twenty
miles from Geneganset Lake it winds in and out among
rolling hills until it reaches and empties into the Che-
nango River, five miles below Greene's Station. Through-
out its whole length it is a perfect trout stream; dozens

of fish are annually taken that weigh from 2 to

pounds each, while occasionally one of even 4 pounds
IS recorded.

• If there is one part of this stream better than ano*^her

It is Smithville Flats, and up to the lake the biggest

fish are most likely to be found in the mill dam at Smith-
ville, Several small streams empty into the Geneganset,

all of which contain trout.

In this stream and its tributaries is enough good water
for a hundred sportsmen to fish at the same time. No
angler worthy of the name can come away from Gene-
ganset Creek after a few days' acquaintance without feel-

ing satisfied with the result, and a determination to nay
it another visit as soon as time and opnortunity offer.

At Green's Station we find Wheeler Brook. It is a

first-class piece of water, yielding some good large fish,

and ii thoroughly fished will always yield an ordinary
sized creel of trout. Below the dam the stream is full

of bass, therefore has but few attractions for the trout

fisherman.
At Hubbardsville we come across the headwaters of the

Chenanoro River, which are well stocked wi'h trout, and
Bome of the best trout fishing in New York State is to

be found in the Chenango above Hubbardsville. At
Chenango Brids^e we corne across the Thomas Brook, an
excellent little trout water.

For the trout fishennan who enjoys a good scramble
over rocks and through the woods, and a healthful walk
after his speckled friends, we can recommend ihe streams
in the Pocono Mountains: there are plenty of them, and
all have trout. Get off at any stat'on from Stroudsburg
to the too of the mountains, and_ the angler wt'I find

good streams within reasonable di.qtances. At Henry-
ville especially there arc some excellent ones. Passi.ng

to the opposite side of the mountains we find a pretty

little stream running alongside of the railroad track.

Moscow is the station of this stream. Walk up the track

a couple of miles, strike' the stream and fish down to a
couple of miles below Moscow. There are two magnifi-^
cent streams about ten miles from Moscow, in an east-

erly direction; two years ago it was an easy matter to
catch a hundred in a day in either stream.
We will now take a few streams on the line of the

Erie Railroad, which have been advertised, and are there-

fore known.
Mongaup River, reached from Port Jervis, 6 to 10 miles.

It is a large open water, and after the first week in may
excellent for fly-fishing. It contains, many large trout

that can only be tempted with minnows.
Carpenter's Brook is reached from Pond Eddy. Go

back 3 miles and fish down to the Delaware. It is a
first-class early stream for bass fishing.

Shohola Brook is reached from Shohola Station. Drive
back to the falls 10 miles distant, and fish down. About
two miles below the falls are a series or 20 or 30 lai"ge, deep
pools. These pools all contain some enormous trout, but
they can only be taken with either minnows or spoons

—

they will not rise to a fly, and but seldom can be tempted
with worms.
About a mile below these pools a stream runs into the

Shohola on the left, about half a mile above the
farmhouses. The pool where this feeder joins Shohola
is very deep under the bank. On a fine day if one ap-
proaches carefully he can generally count from 30 to 40
trout lying out in the pool, any one of which would reach

54 to ij4 pounds.
If the readers of Forest and Stream want another

Hst of trout streams, we shall be glad to give them, but
as all fishernten know, trout want catching. As an old
Maine guide once said to the writer, "Tre-out be the most
cussedest of fish. Always a-biting at what you haven't
got." Still the pleasure of seeing a fair catch beautifying
one's creel more than repays for the hard trudging,
bramble scratches and torn gorments that are generally
the accessories of a trouting expedition.

J. Ctiurchward,
New Yorjc, April 8.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Tarpon Clafa of Texas.

Chicago, 111., April 6.—Mr. Ralph H. Hobart, briefly

mentioned as having taken the first tarpon of the season at
Aransas Pass, Texas, has been good enough to forward a
little account of the doings at the Tarpon Club this spring,
writing interestingly last week as follows

:

"Tarpon Club, Texas, April i.—The first tarpon of
the season to be caught off the coast of Texas were taken
from the waters of Aransas Pass on March 24. Two
were landed on that date by guests of the Tarpon Club.
Charles P. Frame, of New York, took the first fish, a
large one, measuring 6 feet 3 inches. The second, meas-
uring 4 feet 10 inches, was landed b5'^ myself. Although in

previous years tarpon have been taken at the Pass as
early as the middle of Marclv, the month just past has
been an unusually poor one for fishing, owing to the'
prevalence of high winds,, which have kept the water
rauddj'. During the last few days conditions have im-
proved materially. Several fish have been taken, and from
the large number seen jumping it is anticipated that the
season will be a good one.
"Within the last half-dozen years the attention of

fishermen from all parts of the country has been directed
toward the magnificent sport to be had at Aransas Pass,
and many who had heretofore been going to Florida
waters for tarpon have of late been visiting Texas. The
method of fishing at Aransas Pass differs materially from
that generallv followed in Florida. At the Pass trolling

with rod and reel, some 300 feet of line being carried, is

followed exclusively. The bait, a live mullet, hooked
through the mouth, is kept near the surface of the water,
generally not more than four feet below. This means
that the boat must be kept in constant motion except when
a strong tide is running. 1

"The Aransas Pass is a channel of water from two to

four hundred yards wide, and perhaps half a mile in

length, which separates two long islands and connects the
Gulf of Mexico with Aransas Bay. Practically all the
tarpon that are taken in the locality are caught in this

limited area of water. Both the Tarpon Club, located on
the island to the north, and the town of Tarpon, on the

island to the south, are within a few minutes' row of the
Pass, and it is in the town of Tarpon that the men who
pull the boats live. A hotel is run at Tarpon for the

accommodation of sportsmen not members or guests of

the club.

"The Tai-pon Club, now entering its third year, and
having a membership of 330. is an organization somewhat
unique and certainly one which appeals to the man who
has ever felt the thrill that comes when the gamy tarpon
makes his strike. The club owns and keeps open through-

out the year a large and well-appointed chib house. The
building, wharf, etc.. are lighted by electricity, the loung-

ing room is provided with a most entertaining electric

piano, and a naphtha launch is at hand when an excur-

sion to some other point is desired. The club house is

of comparatively easy access to the mainland, it being a

matter of a twelve-mile sail in the mail boat, or if time

is an object, a more speedy trip in the naphtha to the

town of Rockport, located on the mainland.
"Rockport is 160 miles from San Antonio, and is

reached in an afternoon's ride on the San Antonio &
Aransas Pass Railway. Rockport is located in the heart of

one of the fi.nest duckshootinglocalities in the country, and
it is doubtful whether better redhead and canvasback shoot-

ing can be found than was had in this vicinity last November.
As the tarpon are not caught at Aransas Pass later than

October, some members of the club put in the winter

months at duck shooting, and many are the good bags

made. . ••

"A glance at the roster of theTarponClub is interesting.

Some fifteen States are represented, and while Texas
naturally has a large preponderance, there are fifty-four

members who hail from St. Louis, twenty-four from
Denver and fourteen from New York. Among the New
York members are found the nar^f of Edwin Gould,

Henry C. Rouse, the late ColHs P. Huntmgton, John W.
Gates and several others of prommence, Araong the

Chicago contingent are T. H. Wickes, vice-president of
the Pullman Company, and Dr. Nicholas Senn, Mr. E.
H. R. Green, of Terrell, Texas, known before he came
to the Lone Star State and made a name for himself as

president of the Texas Midland Railway, as the son of
Hetty Green, is president of the Tarpon Club, and it is

largely owing to Mr. Green's efforts that the club was
established."

The Spring Run.

The first of the Western fishes to begin the spring, run
are the pickerel, suckers and wall-eyed pike. Most anglers

are unaware of the numbers of these fish in the streams
or the destruction to which they are subjected, for the

reason that the regular angling season does not begin

until- May or June, whereas the first run of the fish in

the little creeks and overflows begins in March and April.

In the neighborhood of Beaver Dam and Fox Lake, Wis.,

the carp and suckers have been ruiining for a week, and
the residents of the farming precincts thereabout have
been spearing them by wagon loads. The pickerel in that

vicinity are also being speared in very large numbers over
all the marshes. A good many parties are thought to be

spearing for the market. Of course, in this blind spring

run of the spawning fishes they are altogether careless

and practically helpless.^ While seining for minnows
in a little creek running into the Fox Rixer, I have more
than once taken twenty or thirty pounds of big suckers

which had crowded up into the little run, seeking to get

as far up as they could into the shallow water. With a

spear one could have done a great amount of destruction

in such a place, and there are many such places visited

by many men who have no scruples about spearing the

most fish they can. Were it only c^rp and suckers which
got killed, the matter would not be so bad, but the better

class of fishes also suffer. Of course, there are laws

against it, but what would you have? Is not this Amer-
ica, the land of the free? " E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, HI.

New England Fishing.

Boston, April S-—According to his usual custom the

president of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective

Association opened the trout season, at the preserve of

the Tihonet Club, His first trout was one of a pound and
a quarter, a good one for Massachusetts wafers. One
or two others were about as large, with several of smaller

caliber. Secretary Kimball took a good one (?) weigh-

ing several ounces. The weather was very cold, with need

of fur coats and mittens. Some fourteen miles of stream

was covered on Monday, by the shore fishermen of the

party, while others tried' to fish from boats, but the wind
blew and the water was very rough. Altogether it was a

cold and rough opening of the trout season. Only a

few trout were taken by the Monument Club members
who went down for the opening. The weather was so

severe that members of the party fished but little, some
not at all. Mr. George N. Talbot and F. H. Warner
have gone to their Connecticut trout preserve for the

openiiig of the season. There are no reports of success

there yet. Mr. Charles Sias, who is a member of the

same club, and is usually there at the opening of the

season, is still in the South with Mrs. Sias.

.A Bangor, Me. report of Thursday says that the first

salmon of the season has been taken at the Big Pool, and
that a lady was the captor. The fish weighed 18 pounds,
and sold for $1.25 per pound. The first salmon of the

season there is usuall-y purchased and donated to the

Governor of the State or the Mayor of the city. It has
been several times proposed to send this first fish to the
President, but I am not sure it has ever been done.
Boston, April 8.—Now it seems to be likely that the

entire Rangeley region is to be opened up by a further
extension of the Portland & Rumford Falls Road. It

has long been understood by sportsmen that there is a
region of fish and game country above the Rangeleys and
to the north and west that has been visited but little, be-

cause not easy of access. This region lies between the

Rangeleys and Megantic region. A crew of surveyors and
prospectors will commence looking out the route from
Bemis to Haines' Landing as soon as the snow is out of

the way, and that part of the road is soon to be built.

It is also reported that the Canadian Pacific is desirious

of a more direct connection with Portland, and is plan-

ning a connection with the Portland & Rumford Falls

line at Haines' Landing or Indian Rock. It is not known
what the course will be from the Megantic country to

Indian Rock, but it will follow one of the water course?,

either of them good fish and game sections. Thus a large

section of country will be made easier of access to the

sportsmen.
A handsome string of brook trout was shown in

Faneuil Hall Marekt Thursday, and the captor claimed

that they were wild trout. He is mum as to where he

caught them, however. Some of the brooks to the north-

east of Boston were fished early in the week, but the

weather was too cold and the water too high. The fisher-

men brought back nothing. Fish Commissioner L. T.

Carleton. of Maine, is in receiot of several communica-
tions asking as to the probabilities of the departure of

the ice from Lake Cobbosseecontee. The writers desire

to be first at the opening, pince some good salmon are

usually taken at that time. The lake is easily reached by
rail to Gardiner.

The measure for an appropriation of $S.ooo for a fish

hatchery at Moosehead Lake, Me., was not defeated after

all. This hatcher}'- is to be arranged to fum'sh as many
young fish as all four of the other hatcheries of the

State, and should give superior propagating and restock-

ing facilities. Special.

Four mftes west of Thomaston, Conn., on an unfrequented

i-oad, stands a house which shows evident signs of age. In front,

beneath a shady maple, are two tombstones of persons who died

in 1776 and 1778. A long, lank individual named Worrell lives a

sort of hermit life in the house, which is reached by a long pair

of stairs. The house within is a veritable curiosity shop, the v^alls

being covered with huge hornet nests, wreaths made from potato

bugs, all. grasses of the field, besides Innumerable butterflies and
insects fastened to the walls with pins. A shelf room in the

rear is a museum in itself—cases of stuffed birds and snakes,

frogs owls hawks, pigeons, minerals, a chair 120 yeers old, a

wreath of snake skins, another of potatoes, a third of_ eggs, a

whisky bottle 160 years old, lizards of all species, a frame inclosing

a wreath made of the claws of anima.Is. 4,800 in all, and all sorts

of odd thiuK* frwW vroods..
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San Francisco Fly-Casting CIuf>*

Medal contests, series 1901, contest No. 2, held at

Stow Lake, March 30. Wind, light, southwest; weather
beautiful

:

Event Event
No. 1, No. 2,

Distance, Accuracy,
Feet Per cent. Acq %

90
88
88
80.4
85.4
88
82.2
93.8
87

82.8

Battu

;

Event No. 8,-

Dcl. fi

70.10
71.8
7.S.10

75.10
72.6
76.8
75.10
81.8
72.6

,79.2

referee,

Net*
80.5
79.10
81.11
78.1
79
82.4
79
87.8
79.9

80.11

Muller

;

Event
No. 4,

Lure
Casting!(

clerk.

Wind,

86.8 87 72.6 79.9
68 60.4 91.4 74.2 82.9
91 92 S3'.4 75.10 79.7
87 91.4 89.4 68.4 78.10
86

'

88 91.8 66.8 79.2
67 47.8 76 69.2 72.7
72.6 90.4 90.4 75 82.8

. 95
•

87 95.8 75.10 85.9
77 82.8 92.4 71.8 80
105' 90 95 67.6 81.3
91 90 91.4 69.2 80.3
72 90.8 87 60 73.6

93.4 97 77.6 87.3
95 90.8 81.4 69.2 75.3
96.6 94 91.8 74.2 82.11
71 90 86.4 71.8 79

Battu 81 80.8
Brooks 84 81.4
Brotherton .... 95 88.4
Golcher 110 88
Grant 92 78.4
Mocker 88 63.10
Muller 92 93
Mansfield 92
Edwards 92 87.8
Babcock 91
Smyth ... 68.8

Judges, Mocker and
Smyth.

Contest No. 2, held at Stow Lake, March 31.

southwest ; weather, beautiful

:

Smyth
Kierulff ...

Battu
Roos ......

Heller
Daverkosen
Turner ....

Golcher . .

.

Reed
Blade
Mansfield ..

Grant ......

Brotherton

Judges, Mansfield and Grant; referee, Muller; clerk,
Smyth.

Rhode Island Notes,

Providence, R. L, April 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The trout law went off at midnight Sunday last, and at
that hour there were many anxious anglers ready to throw
their lines into the brooks in every section of the State.
The best trout fishing in Rhode Island is down through
the central part of the State, and the trolley cars which
now invade these sections have carried many a fisherman
to these destinations during the week. The catches re-
ported indicate that there is plenty of fish to be caught.

Dr. Arthur C. Pierce, author of "The Man for Corpus
Christi," is seriously ill at his home in Riverside, R. L
The Providence Telegram of March 31 published the

following in its OIneyville correspondence: "Since the
ice has thawed on the small ponds a great number of fish

has been found dead and the lovers of sport greatly de-
plore this. This condition is noticeable in the small ponds
near Hartford avenue. At these places the late Fred
French stocked the ponds with pout and pickerel. Dur-
ing the past winter the ponds were frozen solid and the
fish killed. The shores are now I'ned with the dead
fish, some of which weigh one and two pounds."

Large flocks of geese going north have been reported
from various parts of the State the past fortnight. One
flock estimated at containing thousands of birds was re-

ported as flying northward over Pawtucket Valley.
Flatfish are commencing to bite in Narragansett Baj^

and good catches are reported.

Most of the early birds have arrived and from the
numbers already in evidence it is apparent that the song
birds will be more numerous this year than in .several

years past. Ospreys are reported as unusually plentiful

this spring at Bristol. W. H. M.

Mmnet

Notice.

All cotnmunications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing' Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Training the Hunting Dog.

By B, "W&iexs, Author of "Fetch and Cafry: A Treatise
on Retrieving."

XVI.—Refrieving,

Ali^ough in America retrieving is made a part of the
dog's field work, it is not a natural quality in the sense that
pointing, reading, etc., are so. There are those, how-
ever, who maintain that it is instinctive, and moreover
that it is so implanted in the dog's nature for the es-
pecial benefit of man. The fact that an exceptional puppy
will grasp a bird in his m.outh on opportunity in his first

' experiences afield and carry it with more or less direct-
ness to his master is cited as proof of its natural origin.
The fact that the puppy will grasp the bird on his own
account, even if his master is absent, is entirely ignored.
Whether in a wild or domestic state, if his prey is of

.a size which permits of his doing so the dog frequently
carries it to his home-. That he should attempt to carry
it when in the presence of his master has therefore no
special significance as an instinct whose purpose is the
furtherance of his master's interests.

Whe«n the puppy first grasps the bird and makes what
is termed a natural retrieve his every expression and pur-
pose denote that the act has an entire reference to him-
self. His eyes srlare with the triumph of possession; he
grasps the bird with unnecessary firmness, oftentimes
rolling and crushing it in his m.outh, and he goes near to
where his master stands as being the most secure and
restful place under the circumstances. He would do
precisely the same thing when he ceased work and
wished to rest. At the juncture when the dog is near
to him the trainer interposes, and by intimidation and
restraint robs him. as it were, of his prey. If he is of a
mild or timid disposition he may yield his prize to his

trainer at the first stern word or act in reference to it.

Under siwilar circumstances he wbiild in like manner

desist from any other purpose or act in which he was
engaged. But if the puppy is left to his own pleasure
in the matter he retains possession of the bird, lies down
in a place to his liking and proceeds to devour it.

The mere picking up of the bird in the presence of

the trainer and the success of the latter in plundering
the 'dog of his prey are exceedingly limited data on
which to found a theorj^ that the act of retrieving is

instinctive. Intelligent retrieving in the service of the

gun is the result of education.
If the dog retrieved naturally for the benefit of man he

would exhibit and maintain a consistent purpose of doing
so, instead of a consistent purpose to possess and eat the

bird. Furthermore, it would seem that if the dog re-

trieved naturally for man the latter would know instinc-

tively why the dog pointed and retrieved, but man has to

be taught these things before he knows them.
Some dogs, it is true, learn to retrieve much more

quickly than others, and take a great interest and delight

in it. But this may be said of any other work imposed
on the dog by tnan.

The average dog is exceeditigly susceptible to praise

or flattery, and if he is skillfully handled in this respect he
will do many things of no special interest or benefit to

himself other than the vain gratification which he feels

from evoking the approbation of his master. His keen-
ness of observation and discrimination in determining
what acts are pleading and what are displeasing to the

latter are purely matters of mental discernment.
The fact that almost any dog, whether he be cur or

well bred, may be taught to retrieve indicates that the act

is not a matter of instinct peculiar to setters and pointers.

When done with any degreeof finish and intelligent purpose
it is an educational act quite as much as is the act of

shooting the bird when displayed by his master. In-

cidentally, is it not strange that the dog should in-

stinctively retrieve the bird which his master has learned

to shoot, not instinctively, but by skill derived from
education? It would seem that inbtinct would work
alike in respect to both man and dog.
Dogs, as individuals, whether pointers or setters, vary

greatly in their aptness for retrieving. Some manifest

the greatest delight in it, and in fact in any other act

within their compass which wins the approval of their

masters ; others perform in an indifferent or perfunctory

manner, while still others detest and rebel against it

heartily.

As a general proposition, by far the greater/ number
of pointers and setters may be taught to retrieve with
some degree of satisfactory ability. However, dull nose,

weak intellect or constitutional indolence will affect the

dog's performance adversely in this respect as they will

in all the other parts of his field work.
As a matter of good training it is much better to defer

all attempts to teach retriveing till the dog's second
season. When the teacher attempts to combine retriev-

ing with the dog's other field schooling he retards in-

stead of advances it.

The disadvantages consequent to retrieving are as fol-

lows: Nearly all puppies—and indeed many old dogs

—

take' an unbounded pleasure in capturing their prey.

Each one has a keen desire to have individual possession

of it. In their own eagerness to be the first to the dead
bird and gain possession of it they forget or disregard

their training or obedience, so far as it refers to steadi-

ness to the gun. The desire to retrieve incites the dog
to break shot; to be riotous when drawing on birds in-

stead of being careful, and to lawless casting about after

the gun is fired in search of a real or imaginary dead
bird, the report of the gun having to him but that one
significance. The energetic efforts of the trainer at such
junctures avail but little. The dog furiously charges about

to find the bird. When at length the trainer gets con-

trol of him, his mind is still filled with the ardent desire

and purpose to find the bird, and if freed he again begins

his riotous search. If at length the trainer, by energetic

effort, gets control of him and leads him away a quarter

of a mile, more or less, from the place where the dead
bird is supposed to be, when released the puppy returns

and persistently searches for it till he is pleased to desist,

regardless of his handler's whistling and ordering in the

meantime. At every report of the gun the puppy's mis-

behavior is amplified or modified, accordingly as the cir-

cumstances permit. If there are scattered birds about,

his riotous charging is sure to flush them all, while he,

heedless or oblivious of them, is absorbed in the one idea

and effort to possess the dead bird.

This lawlessness, incorporated as a part of his field

work, complicates matters seriously and harmfully. It

lowers the standard of all his work as it relates to the

service of the gun. The idea of possession incites^ him
to lawless alertness. The real or imaginary dead bird is

a constant inducement to independent and lawless effort.

If the dog has been properly schooled the first season,

he is steady to shot and wing, besides having acquired an

interest in working for the success of the gun. In the

second season retrieving may be taught as a special

branch, the dog having a preparatory goo'i schooling

to steadiness in his work to the gun as a finder. It re-

quires no argument to prove that it is easier and better

to perfect the dog first as a finding dog one season and
secondasaretrievertheensuing season than it is to attempt

to perfect him in both branches at the same time.

Nevertheless, some dogs will exhibit all the undesirable

traits enumerated; other dogs one or more of them,

while others again may engage in retrieving with dis-

couraging indifference. As a general proposition the

majority of dogs may be educated into being good re-

trievers, while a part may be educated into excellent ones.

Dogs of superior "bird sense" learn to engage in all

the details of field work with an intelligent compre-
hension of what constitute proper effort and action in

every part of it.

Notwithstanding the disadvantages which are likely to

accrue when the dog is used both as a finder and re-

triever, the demands of sport as conducted in America
require that the dog be so used. The average American
sportsman owns but one or two dogs, and he desires that

they serve him as finders. He has neither the time nor

inclination to bother with a dog whose sole specialty is

retrieving, and as a matter of economy some sportsmen

would not consider that his services counterbalanced the

extra expense.
. -\ , .

The average Amenc^n sportsman has but a few da^r?

of shooting in each season, and therefore his one dog in

his service 'must be broadly proficient. While the dog
may not be so good a finder if he retrieves, nor so good
a retriever if he finds, a compromise may be established
which will insure at least passable performance in both
finding and retrieving, thus affording to the shooter the
advantages of both. Moreover, two dogs, the one a
finder, the other a retriever, could not be handled at the

same time by the average American sportsman, who, as

a rule, finds quite enough difficulty in handling one dog
at a time.

Without a retriever the success and pleasure of a day's

shooting is materially impaired. Birds which fall in

heavy weeds or grass or bushes are extremely difficult

to find, and such as fall in mud or marshes, though in

plain sight, are gathered with much difficulty and dis-

comfort. When the shooter does his own retrieving a
large percentage of dead and wounded birds and much
time are lost.

As to the specific injuries to the work of the dog
employed as a finder-retriever, they are as folloys: The
best manner of seeking live birds, in respect to the

manner in which the dog uses his nose, is distinctly

different from the best manner of using it in retrieving.

The best manner of finding is with a high nose, and
therewith the dog cannot go to the birds too quickly

cotisistently with steady performance. His work then
is on both bevies and single birds. As a retriever his

work is entirely on single birds. He has a puzzling

single trail to follow if the bird is wounded, and none
at all if the bird is dead. To best find the wounded or

dead bird it is essential that he carry his nose close to

tiie ground and trail slowly, and this manner of retrieving

the average dog soon learns. Unfortunately, this manner
may be used after a time by the dog when seeking live

bircis, thus using the one manner whether seeking or

finding.

It is comporatively easy to mar the best manner m
vv'hich the dog uses his nose in finding, and when so

marred it is beyond the power of the trainer to correct it.
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^Mid Reef and Rapid —VH.
BY F. R. WEBB.

The eariy settlers of the valley and mountain regions

of the Virginias seem to have been blessed with a singu-

lar paucity of invention when it came to naming their

rivers. The scarcity of Indian names is readily accounted

for when we recall the fact that, numerous as they were

in the lower countries and along the seas and bays, no

Indian tribes dwelt in the valley or in the mountain

regions, only visiting these regions from time to time

when on hunting or other expeditions, and affixing their

names to but few streams besides the Shenandoah and

Potomac among the mountain streams; hence the settlers

were called on to name the streams themselves, and the

numerous North forks. South forks, North rivers. South

rivers, etc., bear testimony to their lack of ideas in this

respect. There is the North Fork and South Fork of the

Potomac; the North Branch of the South Fork and the

South Branch of the South Fork. There is also the North

Fork and the South Fork of the Shenandoah, besides

the North River of the Shenandoah, also the North River

of the James, both of which latter streams are in Augusta

county.
There are two South rivers of the Shenatidoah—the

South Fork, as the larger stream or main river, upon

which we were now cruising, is termed, above Front

Royal, where the North Fork unites with it,_ and the

smaller South River of Augusta county, which, with North
and Middle rivers, unite to form the South Fork or

main stream of the Shenandoah, and there are also two
North rivers of the Shenandoah—the North Fork, which,

emerging from the mountains through Brock's Gap, in

Rockingham county, meanders down the beautiful Shenan-
doah Valley and unites with the South Fork, the main
stream, at Riverton, near Front Royal, and the smaller

North River of Augusta county, which, rising in the

Alleghany Mountains, flows out into the valley through
the wild and picturesque North River Gap, its bold, swift,

cold waters affording fine trout fishing among these fast-

nesses, and meanders directly across the valley and the

county until, just at the Rockingham line and almost

at the foot of the Blue Ridge, it receives the waters of

Middle River, which zigzags across the middle of the

county in a remarkably sinuous course, to become merged
into its sister stream. Five miles further down the

third and smallest stream—South River—comes in, after

pursuing a more direct and rapid course along the base
of the Blue Ridge in the eastern part of Augusta.. At
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this point of junctioii in Rockingham county, with the

dilapidated little village of Port Republic nestled in the

forks, with a river on either side, the three crystal-pure

mountain streams lose their individuality and become the

bright, sparkling Shenandoah (South Fork), the "Beauti-

ful Daughter of the Stars" of the Indians, which winds its

sinuoits. silvery way along dowiT the base of the Blue

Ridge for lOO miles, vainly seeking an outlet to the sea,

until, mingling it? waters with those of the Potomac, the

two united streams burst their way through the mighty
barrier at the point of junction in the world-famous gorge

at Harper's Ferry.
These streams are all navigable for canoes, even at the

lowest stages, excepting, perhaps, the Augusta South

River. The waters are usually clear and of a slaty blue

tint, but are apt to get very muddy after heavy rains, the

color then being of an ugly brick red from the Virginia

red clay soil.

As is natural in a mountain stream of this character, the

entire bed of the river from the sources of its triple head
streams to its final swift, glad union with the Potomac is

literally ribbed and seamed with great limestone reefs or

"saw-tooth" ledgeSi Owing to its very considerable de-

scent, the river abounds in rapids and falls, some of which
are several miles in extent, and in all of which, the ledges

and reefs play a particularly prominent part. They seem
to generally run in a course parallel with the moun-
tains, or directlj^ up and down the valley; consequently

wlien the rapids occur in reaches of the river that lie hi

the general line of the valley, they are bold, open, swift

rushes of water, always liberally bestrewn with rocks and
reefs, of course, but as these occur in more or less regu-

lar lines, which run with the stream, they form but little

obstruction and are not difficult to avoid. Where, how-
ever, the rapids occur—as is frequently the case, particu-

larly in that part of the river between Massanutton and
Riverton—in the reaches that lie directly across the val-

ley, they then present peculiar difficulties, as the reefs and
ledges appear in innumerable parallel lines directly across

the river, more or less regular in their formation, and the

falls or rapids, instead of being bold and open, become
simply so many little pools and falls, the river being liter-

ally terraced. It would be impossible to safely navigate

many of these places were it not for the boat channel

—

an artificial relic of the days before the Shenandoah Val-

ley Railroad was built along the river and down the

valley, when all the products of the numerous mills and
mines of this fertile region found their only outlet to a.

market by means of the river, being carried down in

gondolas (or "Gunaloes," as the common fiatboats are

termed in local parlance) to Front Royal or Harper's

Ferry, where railroads were reached, and at which point

the boats were sold for lumber, while the crews returned

home overland.

The Blue Ridge section of the Appalachian system

presents a curious feature in that being a part of this gen-

eral system of mountains, and presenting the same parallel

chain^ yet it stands so far off from the other mountain
ranges as to present a separate range by itself. It pre-

serves a general average distance of about twenty to thirty

miles from the nearest parallel range on the west, and the

broad, beautiful, fertile valley lying between is designated

in different sections by various names, as north of the

Potomac and across Pennsylvania it is called the Cum-
berland Valley, while south of thp James and across the

Carolinas it is known as the Valley.

Nowhere in its whole extent, however, is it so beauti-

ful, so fertile and so salubrious as in that portion which
lies across the Virginias from the Augusta county high-

lands to the Potomac, which is designated as the Shenan-

doah Valley, or in local State parlance "the Valley."

With an elevation averaging throughout its extent con-

siderably over I Gooft., its climate is pleasant and salu-

brious. Malaria is unknown, its atmosphere is always

bracing, even in the hottest weather, while, protected by

its massive mountain walls, its winters are mild, and
severe and destructive storms are warded off. With its

rolling floor and general downward trend toward the

Potomac, its drainage is perfect, the considerable fall of

the risers and streams quickly carrying off all surplus

waters.

The valley is drained by the two Shenandoahs and

their tributaries, which, owing to the close proximity of

the mountains on either side, while numerous, are all

small, there being no room to develop length or size.

A peculiar geological feature is presented in the Mas-
sanutton Mountains—a complete, isolated range, standing

out in the valley and dividing it into two unequal parts.

This range rises abruptly from the valley in the south-

ern part of Rockingham, and extends in bold, rugged
peaks and parallel ranges some fifty or sixty miles down
toward the Potomac, where it sinks into tlie plain again

as abruptly as it rises, the peaks at either end looking

remarkably alike.

The great strategist, Stonewall Jackson, was thoroughly

familiar with this topographical feature, and made effect-

ive use of it in his memorable and remarkable valley cam-
pa'gns. and played hide and seek around and among
thfir fastnesses in a thanner both bewildering and detri-

mental to the Northern invaders. The Confederate signal

"stations on the peaks at the ends of the range were
familiar institutions at intervals throughout the war.

Although, as a rule, not so lofty as the neighboring

peaks and domes of the Blue Ridge, from which they

are seoarated by the narrow Page, or Luray. Valley, not

over from three to six miles in width, the Massanutton
Moitntains are much more rugged, precipitous and wdld,

and add much to the picturesque beauty of the land-

scapes. The beautiful and diversified panorama of rich,

green forests, rolling fields, sparkling, rippling rivers and
bold, rugged mountain peaks, with the gentle, soft blue

background of the more distant ranges anxi ridges, the

prospect changing with every elevation or from every

point of view, make un a re.gion unsurpassed for exquisite

beauty of scenery, perhans, in America.

As before stated, the North Fork ri-es among the moun-
tains west of Rockingham, and winds down through the

broader Shenandoah Valley west of and along the base of

the Massanutton Mountains and passed close around the

base of its northern peaks to unite at Riverton with the

South Fork, Or main stream, which, after drawing its

primary supplies in Augusta county from the entire

breadth of the valley, from the pastoral slopes of tlje
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Alleghanies on the west, and draining pretty much the
entire broad surface of the county through its triple head
streams, takes its sinuous course down the narrow defile

between the Blue Ridge and the Massanutton Mouiitains,
descending more than 500ft. in its fifty miles' extent.
The entire fall of the river proper, from Port Republic

to Harper's Ferry, a distance of ninety miles in an air
line, but in which distance the river develops a length of
156 miles, is 797ft. The river may be divided into three
nearly equal lengths or sections, for convenience in de-
scribing. From Port Republic to Massanutton, opposite
Luray, which lies three miles inland, a distance of forty-
nine miles, the fall is 304ft., and except for the backsets
from the numerous mill dams and an occasional eddy, the
river is practically one continuous rapid. In this section
of the river jt is, while very winding, not so tortuous in

its course as it becomes lower down, and as the trend of
the river is more lengthwise of the valley, without so
much zigzagging back and forth across it, it happens that
the reefs are more generally to be found running length-
wise with the river instead of across it, consequently these
upper rapids are more bold, free and open than those
further down.
The next section of the river, from Massanutton to

Riverton, is fifty-two miles in length with a slightly
diminished fall of 282ft.

In this section the character of the river materially
changes. It is remarkably crooked, the entire length be-
ing a never-ending succession of great letter S loops back
and forth across the narrow valley. The rapids or, more
properly speaking, falls occur entirely in the long cross
reaches of the river, with deep, still pools or eddies in the
angles or bends, and, as a consequence, these rapids, in-
stead of the bold, swift, down-hill rush of the upper
rapids, present a bewildering' succession of long lines of
saw-tooth ledges, which stretch across the river from
shore to shore in more or less regular parallel lines, form-
ing little cascades or falls of from i to 3 or 4ft. in height.
In some few instances a single line will form a fall of
several feet, but more generally they occur in innumer-
able parallel lines several miles in extent. Frequent large
masses of stone, some of them of considerable size and
more or less overgrown with scrubby bushes and grasses,
rise from the bed of the river and add a savage wildness
and picturesqueness to the prospect. The boat channel,
which is an artificial channel, blasted out through these
reefs and ledges, is generally found close up against one
bank or the other—so close that the passing fiatboats
would freqiiently brush along under the overhanging trees
—and provides a tolerably safe and very interesting run .

down through these troublesome and often formidable
falls, which could otherwise be navigated only at some
ri.sk to canoe and canoeist, if at all.

This portion of the valley does not seem to be so rich,
prosperous and well settled as the upper portion; only
occasional mills and houses are seen—the latter, with
some few creditable exceptions, generally poor and small,
and occupied chiefly by the mountaineers, and the gen-
eral impression made by the river on the mind of the
canoeist is one of solitude and loneliness—sometimes no
sign of human habitation will be seen for hours at a time,
and the constant procession of forest trees marching
solemnly by up-stream—with the imposing, towering
mountain walls shutting in the view at either end of the
long reaches, and the wildness of the long falls and
rapids, with their rugged masses of reefs and rocks
studding- the waters, create an oppressive feeling of awe
in the mind of the cruiser as he communes face to face
with nature in her most beautiful but impressive aspect;
while the only sounds that break the Sabbath-like still-

ness are the occasional scream of a fish hawk, the far
off cry of the loon, the rustling murmur of the breeze
through the trcetops, and the ever present, hoarse com-
plaint of the river, as it frets and stumbles in foam-
crested waves over and among the illimitable ledges and
reefs that perpetually obstruct its course.
The third section, from Riverton to Harper's Ferry,

between the mouth of the North Fork and the Potomac,
comprises the Shanandoah River proper, both forks hav-
ing now united, and embraces a length of 55 miles, with
a fall of 211 feet, more than 100 feet of which is found in
the lower six miles of the river, between BlOomery and
Harper's Ferry. This short section is highly dangerous
to any but the most expert boatmen and canoeists. The
river is a perfect chaotic wilderness of reefs and rocks,
and in many places becomes absolutely lost to sight
among the huge masses of limestone—water-worn and
gullied to an inconceivable degree—that completely fill

its bed- around and among which the water rushes and
roars through a labyrinth of crevices and channels, worn
and gullied deep in the heart of the solid rock; as it cuts
its way deep down to the ver>' foundation sills of the
mountains—which tower aloft close at hand, on either
side—in its irresistible course down to the bottom of the
gorge, through which the Potomac has eaten its way
out to the sea.

.

Above this chaotic section—from Bloomery back up to
Riverton—the river flows broad, stately and majestic,
broken by frequent long, beautiful rapids, most of which
are quite rough, but owing to the boat channels, present
no special difficulty to the practiced canoeist.
The broadest and most beautiful, historic and interest-

nig portion of the valley lies in this section also. The
Massanutton Mountains have long ago ceased to divide
the vall'iy, -ivhich here sweeps in beautiful undulations, in
an unbroken expanse of fertile fields and beautiful wood-
lands from the Blue Ridge to the Alleghanies; dotted
with thrifty farmhouses and imposing old mansions, some
of which date back to the Colonial period. Here too, at

a later day. the contending armies of a divided nation
swayed back and forth in a death grapple upon which
the world looked with interest; and the battle-scarred
towns of Strasburg, Harper's Ferry and Winchester are
all close at hand.
The entire stream, from Port Republic to Harper's

Feri-}\ is exceedingly beautiful; with its bold, blufflike
banks and rocky headlands, its grand and imposing
mountain scenery, and its sparkling, limpid, slaty-blue
waters, reflecting the bright rays of the sun from their
foam-crested waves and surges. In places the river in
its gigantic letter S loops, impinges squarely agginst the
base of the Massanutton Mountains, whose rugged,
rocky sides, their jiarsjiness tpned down |jy ^ dense

growth of scrubby, hardy oak, pine, hemlock and other
trees, tower aloft almost perpendicularly from the water
to the summit of the range, from one to two thousand
feet above, and in many places long lines of perpendicular
or overhanging cliffs rear their beetling, tree-clad brows
a couple of hundred feet or so above. the dark, still water
at their bases; and in whose black, reflective depths they
are faithfully pictured in an inverted position, suggesting
mj^sterious. unfathomable depths to the beholder.

Fierce, gamy bass abound in the entire river, clear up
into the remote headwaters of the Augusta county forks,

and as they usually rise readily to the fly, fine sport is

afforded all along the river when the water is clear.

The people living along the river are uniformly kind,
hospitable and obliging, and supplies can readily be ob-
tained at any farmhouse at reasonable prices, and a small
party of canoeists might easily run the river without any
camping outfit, by stopping at farmhouses. My first cruise

on this stream was made alone, some years ago. It was
a short cruise of five or six days, and during this cruise
I only camped one night; the other nights were passed
m farmhouses; the night's lodging, with supper and
breakfast, being freely and cordially given me for the
asking, with a tnie old Virginia hospitality, and on ray
tendering payment it was in no instance accepted.
The oldest inhabitant has no recollection of ever see-

ing the river so low as it was on this cruise, and in all

our experience we never found it so low; jet after enter-
ing the Shenandoah, at Port Republic, we experienced
but little difficulty on account of low water, although with
from six to twelve inches more water than we had

—

which is about the usual low water stage—the cruising
would have been much better and safer. I cannot say
that, as a rule, we ran any very great personal risks; for

where the water is swift and studded with rocks, it is

correspondingly shallow, and in case of disaster we could
doubtless have easily waded ashore, but it required great
care and patience to preserve our frail canoes from dam-
age, which would entail inconvenience and delay, and
which might easity terminate the cruise.

The river never gets so low but what it can be cruised
without special difficult}', in a light draft canoe, handled
by an experienced canoeist. It is, in fact, an ideal cruis-

ing stream for the experienced canoeist, but the novice
should, perhaps, acquire a little experience on a more
placid stream before attempting the Shenandoah. Dame
Nature presents a smiling face in this favored region, but
she is stern and relentless, and is no respecter ofjiersons,
and therefore one not skilled in the management of

canoes or not versed in the vagaries of rough, rocky
streams had best be cautious about courting the good
dame under such circumstances, or he will be pretty apt
to come to grief.

Above all let no one attempt this stream in an ordi-
nary open skiff or rowboat. • Nearly every year parties

from various points along or near the river, attempt to
run it in such boats: and I have never yet heard of such
an attempt that did not end in disaster, and in some of
them lives have been lost. Open canoes can no doubt
be used by those accustomed to their management, but
when I recall how our canoes are completely buried in

the big waves of the numerous falls and rapids—their

decks and closed hatches alone preventing them from
swamping—I am strongly of the opinion that the only
suitable boat for this swift, rocky stream is a light, flat-

bottomed, decked canoe, well rounded away at both ends,
and without keel (other than a broad, flat, oak strip half

an inch thick by three or four inches broad), centerboard,
rudder or other projection on the bottom, and with die
bottom and sides well protected with bilge keels.

An experienced canoeist in such a canoe may safely

and comfortably run this beautiful mountain stream on
any water, high or low, with the exception of the few
miles immediately above the Potomac. This should be
avoided in high water, as it can then be run only at the
risk of life.

[to be continued.]
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Mr. F. H. Whiton, of Wollaston, Mass., has been pro-
posed for membership to the Eastern Di-vdsion of the
A. C. A.
Mr. Frank Declinch, of New York, has been proposed

for membership in the Atlantic Division of the A. C. A,

ffuchting,—®

—

Mr. VV. B. Duncan, Jr., has announced that the name
of the Cup defender now being built at Herreshoff's for

the syndicate composed of Vice-Commodore August Bel-

mont, James Stillman, Frederick G. Bourne, Col. Oliver
H. Payne and Henry Walters is to be Constitution,

The Boston Globe of Sunday, April 7, in speaking of
lUinois, says:

The Chicago Cup defender Illinois was launched yester-

day at Lawley's yard, and also had her first tryout under
sail. No further trial is necessary to convince the Chicago
men that they have the fastest boat of her inches in the
countrjr^ but she will go out again to-day to get her rig-

ging in easy running order.

On board the Illinois were B. B. Crowninshield, the

designer; George M. Pynchon, head of the syndicate that

built the boat: Benjamin Carpenter, who made her sails;

Morrill Dunn, one of the members of the syndicate, and
Albert de W. Erskine and Stewart G. Shepard, Chicago
amateurs, who will make, up the crew.

Mr. Pynchon had the tiller, and headed his boat down
the bay in a light southeaster, under which the water lay

as smooth as glass. But the Illinois slid along as if she
had auxiliary power, her speed surprising those on board
and the large crowd of yachtsmen who were watching
her from the shore.

She was tried all around in the light air of the upper
harbor, and every hitch brought out some new strong

point. Close hanled; she stood up as squarely as when
dinning free and ^lipped alon| f^^^, |g stays she
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the quickest thing in the keel type ever seen in these

waters, and that is saying a great deal.

After this maneuvering Skipper Pynchon steered for

tlie open sea, looking for more wind and rougher water,

and his search was rewarded. The wind was blowing a

good capful, but the IlHnois only bent into it a little more
and began to run through a fleet of fishermen. She left

them with ease, although one of the fastest, the Edna
Perry, spread every kite and tried to hold the saucy little

wonder, which carried four-fifths less sail. The fisher-

men were not downcast at being vanquished by such a

diminutive opponent, for with cheers,- horns and bells they
gave her a sailor's welcome that also carried warm wishes
for success.

The Illinois remained outside about four hours, going
through every point of sailing on and of¥ the wind, and
gave the same satisfaction as in the lighter air. She re-

turned to her mooring at Lawley's, where Mr. Crown-
iiishield and Mr. Pynchon had a consultation over a few
minor changes in arrangement of rigging, which were
made very easil}"-. The boat was then formally accepted.

It was remarked by many who have seen the boats that

the Illinois is a miniature Independence. She has the
flattest of flat floors. If the big one only shows as great
superiority over the 90-footers as the Illinois promises
to develop in her contests, the America Cup will again
be defended by a Boston boat.

'

Mr. Pynchon can hardly find words to express his

gratification at the showing made by the Illinois. He ex-
pected a fast boat, as Boston men designed and built

her, but she is far superior to his anticipations, he said:

If she does not win he will be the most surprised man
in Chicago. He, of course, does not say that it is a

"cinch" for the Illinois, but it is beyond his comprehen-
sion what kind of a boat can be built to defeat her. He
is sure the club which he represents will be proud of the

Illinois.

The Cruise of the Foam.
In our latitude the weather in May is generally so un-

reliable that few owners of power boats care to go in

commission before the first days of June.
Should there be, however, any desirous of making an

early start, this short account of a cruise of the Foam to

Annapolis, Md., where May is usually very pleasant, and
her return later to Shelter Island, may prove of interest.

Annapolis ?Iarbor has already^ become the resort of

steam yachts during the graduating exercises at the U. S.

Naval Academy. If my yarn induces some power boat

owner to take the same trip, I believe he will be amply
repa'd.

The Foam is a 42ft. cabin naphtha launch of the regular

Gas Engine and Power Company type, with a 12-h.p. en-

gine, She was put overboard at Morris- Heights at the

beginning of May, and after several preliminary trials to

ascertain whether all was in order, was provisioned and
prepared for her contemplated trip.

The crew consisted of the Skipper, a seasoned sea

dog; of Billy, who was unseasoned and had no great

fondness for the water, and of Edward, styled Ed for

short, who filled the billets of engineer and cook.

On the morning of Saturday, May 8, Billy and the

Skipper arrived at Morris Heights with their traps and
found the Foam ready for the start. The valises were
stowed away, the naphtha and water tanks filled up, the

remaining stores and also the many little odds and ends

that seem to be always omitted until the last minute-were
taken on board; then at 10:40 A. M. the Foam left the

dock and stood to the northward through the Harlem
River, a hand from the shops acting as pilot as far as

Spuyten Duyvil, On reaching that point we found the

bridge down,' so ran up to the trestle, landed our_ pilot, and,

after waiting some time for a. belated train, passed

through the draw and into the Hudson River,, bound
south.

Everything promised a fair trip, the barometer being

steady at 30.28, the sky clear though hazy, and a gentle

breeze blowing from the N.N.E. Tide, flood.

At noon the Foam was oflf io6th street, keeping as much
out of the tide as possible, dodging tugs, tows, steamers

and ferry boats as the need presented itself. The Battery

was reached just at the turn of the tide. As the sea was

smooth, the Skipper steered for the Narrows, deeming it

better to pass outside of Staten Island, under the cir-

cumstances, rather than through the Kills.

Past the Statue of Liberty went the Foam, then by Bay
Ridge (at this season without its usual complement of

yachts) . close around the end of the wharf at Fort Tomp-
kins and along the shore of Staten Island. As the engme
was running smoothly and well, Ed started up a fire and

soon had a piping hot bowl of ox-tail soup on the table,

with Gold roast beef, baked potatoes, bread, butter and

crackers, for our dinner. Ed then relieved the wheel

while the Skipper and Billy set to with fine appetites to

do justice to the fare.

At 4:11 P. M. the Foam was abreast of the Great Beds

Light, standing for the mouth of the Raritan, and at

4:40 passed under the railroad bridge and up the river,

fighting a strong ebb.
.

This being new ground to the whole party, the Skipper

was obliged to trust entirely to the chart, the study of

which, the steering and the desire to take in the landscape

kept hands and eyes quite busy. After many a twist and

turn, at 7 we locked into the Delaware & Raritan Canal

at New Brunswick.
Though late, the Skipper decided to seek a more quiet

berth to tie up, for canal boatmen are not always pleasant

neighbors, especially of a Saturday night, so he ran on

to Lock No. 12. and in tlie stretch above, near Bridge No.

25. at 8 P. M. the Foam was m.ade fast to the bank.

Barometer 30.18.

SUNDAY^ MAY Q.

Clear, cool and pleasant; barometer at 8 A. M- 30.10.

That so fi-ne a day could not be utilized seemed a pity, but

both Delaware & Raritan and Delaware & Chesapeake

canals are closed to traffic from Saturday at midnight

until 12 of the following night.

The Skipper and Billy spent the mornmg quietly on

board, and toward noon walked up the tow path about a

mile and a half into Bound Brook. They had a look

around the town and finally sat down to dinner at the

best hotel the place afforded, but ftfterward regretted

m they hfi4 mi diii^d 90 bo^j-d

The barometer continued to fall slowly during the day

;

the sky also clouded over slightly.

MONDAY, MAY 10.

The day opened calm and pleasant, but hazy, cirro-

cumulus and cirro-stratus clouds with hard, oily looking

edges showing on the western horizon. Barometer at

5 A. M. 29,78.

At S:io the Foam's head was shoved of¥ from the

bank; Ed had been stationed aft with a boat hook to

push her stern well out, but was so taken up with a pretty

girl in a market wagon that he neglected to do so. On
starting the engine a propeller blade struck a projecting

stone; the jar aroused Ed, who then, to the great amuse-
ment of the girl, shoved oflf so vigorously that he nearly

fell overboard.
The Foam was passing Trenton at noon, it being then

very hazy and the barometer still marking 29.78. Reach-
ing Bordentown at i P. M., we locked out of the canal

into the Delaware.
A telegram was sent to the home folks to apprise them

of our whereabouts, and then the launch started down
the river with a fair tide. Wind, W.S.W., blowing in

squalls that were at times quite fresh, the weather warm
with a great deal of haze, while the clouds banking to

the westward looked threatening. As we worked down
stream the squalls increased in frequency and force, they

and the tide being contrary, causing a short, ugly cross

sea, in which the boat at times pounded heavily.

The strong tide and rougli sea made an attempt to land

just below Torresdale dangerous. Notwithstanding all

our care, the boat struk the wharf, but fortunately with-

out injury. Billy found it impossible to hold on unaided,

yet both engine and wheel required our constant atten-

tion to prevent accident. The Skipper therefore gaA^e it

up, backed off and continued down the river.

The barometer had not marked 29.78 all day for nothing.

The clouds that had banked to the westward were now
rising rapidly, and it was evident that we were to have a

heavy squall. Being then north of the railway bridge, the

skipper decided to run in, anchor among some j^achts near
shore and ride out the blow. Fortunately he noted their

bearing per compass and the set of the tide, for before

the Foam could reach her berth the squall struck her.

coming very heavy and with blinding rain. Thanks to

the precautions noted above, the launch fetched in among
the yachts, where, dropping our heaviest anchor, we
veered our line almost to the bitter end.

The downpour of rain completely killed the sea, and the

river was soon as smooth as a mill pond. About an hour
later it began to clear, and the tide changed to flood.

During the slack water, on account of the long scope at

which we were riding, while the other yachts were
moored, it required care to avoid fouling our neighbors.

At 5:15, though still drizzling, we got under way and
continued down the river, passing Philadelphia and the

League Island Navy Yard, where could be seen the battle-

ship Iowa lying at the wharf.
Here we were made the victims of a practical joke

that might have entailed serious consequences. The river

being nearly clear of shipping and perfectly smooth, Ed
put dinner 011 the table ; not far from us was a large

tug, crossing the river from Red Bank, and apparently

bound into the SchuA'lkill.

This tug, if she kept her course, wottid pass well astern

of the Foam, so no further attention was paid her, and
Ed went forward to relieve the wheel. After taking a

look at the chart, the Skipper and Billy sat down to a

bowl of scalding hot soup, which they were unable to eat

immediately. The next instant, above the noise of the

engine, was heard the rush of water. Through the after

doorway we caught a glimpse of a tug close astern. Jump-
ing up, the Skipper rushed into the pilot house and
grabbed the wheel ;

Billy hurried aft. With the whole
river before her, that tug had altered her course so as to

cross not 5ft. from us, her bow wave tossing our stern

high in air and making us roll deeply, the engine racing
badly. This upset the table, threw tlie scalding soup over
the seat we had vacated but a few seconds before, smashed
some dishes, while the tender on the roof broke adrift

and went sliding down to leeward. With a jeer from her
crew the tug ported her helm and stood away for the
Schuylkill, having lost half a mile for the sake of per-
petrating that jobe.

Had the Foam not been an excellent sea boat she might
have swamped or upset and the lives of her crew been
endangered, all for a senseless joke.

We righted matters, opened a new can of soup, and, a.s

soon as it was hot, finished our meal in not the best of

tempers.
The Foam passed Chester in the twilight, Wilmington

and New Castie during the night. Finally at 11 :i5 P. M.,
having made a long day of it, we dropped anchor on the

Bulkhead Shoal, north of Pea Patch Island, within the

red sector of Finn's Point rear light, and just south of
the line of the New Castle range.

Having thus secured quite a safe berth, we hoisted our
riding light, made all snug for the night and turned in.

TUESDAY^ MAY II.

The day dawned clear and pleasant, with a light breeze

from the N.W, At 5 A. M. called all hands ; the barom-
eter was then 29.90 and rising. Got under wa}^ at 5 :40

and stood for Delaware City, which was reached at 7
A. M., where the Foam locked into the Delaware &
Chesapeake Canal. We landed at this quaint old town to

purchase fresh bread and a few other necessaries, starting

awajr at 7:30.

At 8 we entered St. George's lock. From this point

the scenery is wild and bold—for a canal, that is, all

things in life being relative. Reached Chesapeake City

at 9 :4s, where we locked out into Back Creek. The
channel of this creek being changeable and the chart un-
reliable, the Skipper thought it advisable to take a pilot,

especially as it was dead low water. A boatman was
soon found, and under his guidance we started of? at 10

A. M. The weather was then partly cloudj'- and hazy, with

light airs from the S.E. ; barometer 29.98. At 10 :40

dropped our pilot at Bohemia Manor Avharf and stood

down the Elk River, Turkey Point Light bore abeam at

11:35, and we then entered the Chesapeake, standing to

the southward against a flood tide.

Spesutie Island, with its gun club, was left t<^ the

Ofl past S^ssi^f^^s p.i¥f;i|-. fQcle's Island. ''Tgl-

chester Beach (then getting ready for its summer visitors)

and the mouth of the Patapsco went the Foam.
During the afternoon we had southerly airs ; the weather

was warm and sultry, with an occasional sprinkle of rain.

At 4 P. M. sighted Sandy Point Light ahead. An
hour's run brought the State House dome, Annapolis, to

view. Soon the Foam was passing close to the bug light

off Greenbury's Point, and after saluting the keeper, made
for Spa Creek. At 5 :4s, after tooting awlnile with the fog-
horn, the draw was opened, and five minutes later we
dropped anchor off Boucher's boathouse.
The Dinghy was soon lowered, Billy and the Skipper

stepped in and Ed rowed them ashore.
The ladies of the party, who shirked the discomforts

of a long trip when possible, were already in Annapohs •

to the Skipper it was familiar and oft-trodden ground.
The reader might a.sk, Has Annapolis anything to offer

a prospective visitor during the latter part of May which
he could not find in any other town of like size?

Yes ; it has. There is the U. S. Naval Academy with
its park^Hke grounds, monuments and buildings, also new
buildings now in process of erection that will be a credit
to the nation; morning and evening concerts by a fine
band; 'practice ships and others, one of which, the
Gloucester, won for herself and commander undying fame
ofif Santiago de Cuba; other relics are also there of that
Spanish-American war which was not even dreamt of at
the time of our visit. A State Capitol that saw many
scenes of the American Revolution, and in which Wash-
ington resigned his commission ; St. John's College ; also
luaiiy old colonial residences, the counterparts of some of
those mentioned in "Richard' Carvel."
Then the surrounding scenery is fine. There are beauti-

ful stretches of water for the yachtsman ; the harbor itself,

the Severn River with Round Bay at its head, the Chesa-
peake, South and West rivers, the Magothy and Patapsco
rivers to the north, and many points of interest on the
Eastern Shore can also be visited from Annapolis as a

base. .

In the afternoons the drilis at the U. S. N. A., both
ashore and afloat, occupy> ft^td deserve a large share of
attention.

I would warn possible visitors, however, that as gradua-
tion day approaches the town fills up with friends and
relatives of the cadets. He who comes late and without
having pre-empted a lodging may find himself without a
place wherein to lay his head.
The programme of exercises during the annual ex-

amination of 1897 is here given:

Monday
J
May 31.

10:4s A. M.—Reception of the Board of Visitors.

3:00 P. M.—Seamanship drill (Monongahela)

,

6:30 P. M.—Dress parade.

Tuesday, June i.

9:00 A. M.—Battle drill afloat (Standish and boats).
10:30 A. M.—Target practice (Standish).

3 :oo P. M.—Machine-shop drill.

6:30 P. M.—^Dress parade.

Wednesday, June 2.

9:00 A. M.—Battalion of artillery.

3:00 P. M.—Boat drill.

6:30 P. M.—Dress parade.

Thursday, June 3.

9:00 A. M.—Battalion of infantry.

3 :oo P. M.—Fencing, setting up and gymnastics.
6 :30 P. M.—Dress parade.

In the evening the dinner of the U. S. N. A. graduates.
Around those tables met manj'' officers and ex-officers,

some gray-headed and venerable, others middle aged, but
the majority men in the prime of life, full of promise and
enthusiasm. The President of the Association (also the
oldest graduate) had worn the gray, others were busi-

ness men of standing and ability, who were delighted to
meet old class and ship mates of former years; others
again there were whose names, all unwitting to them,
would shortly be borne on the nation's roll of honor. The
speech-making and toasts carried the thing well on into

the night.

I'riday, June 4:

10:30 A. M.—Graduation ceremonies.
And that night the ball.

During the week there were three promenade concerts,

the Academj' grounds being lighted by Chinese lanterns,

and also a serenade to the Board of Visitors.

After the graduation ball the town empties rapidly.

Some few parents remain with their boys until the prac-
tice ships sail, and then Annapolis resumes its wonted
aspect.

As for ourselves, we saw all that was to be seen ; en-
joyed the music, the drills, the concerts, also meetings
with old friends and acquaintances. The Foam took
many sailing parties up the Severn, round the harbor and
across to Kent Island, besides following the drills afloat,

but was carefully kept from interfering in anj- way with
the maneuvers.
After all was over, the engine was OA'erhauIed, the hull

outside given a touch of paint and the tender was re-

varnished. These preparations for our return trip and a

rainy spell kept us in port until June 12.

T.VBLE OF DISTANCES SAILED,

Miles.

In the Harlem River , . . 2.5

In the Hudson River and to Great Beds Light. .... 36.0
Raritan River

.....

13.0

Delaware & Raritan Canal 44.0
Delaware River 68.0

Delaware & Chesapeake Canal 14.0

Chesapeake Bay and tributaries , 57.5

Total 235.0
Wm. p. Clason.

[to be continued.]

Mr. A. C. Aborn. of New York City, is having Messrs.
.Rogers and Baker, of Bay Shore, L. I., build for him,
from Mr, Mower's design, a 20ft. knockabout. This boat
will have a summer cabin and a large cockpit. She will

pot be fitted with a bowsprit. She is 31ft. 6in. over all,

igjt, m the wateriinCj y^iL bf^l^i and aoiR, ^f^f^,
^
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A Higfh Speed Sea-Going: Laanch.

The accompanying design is for a high-speed day boat

for use on rivers or inland waters, although having

sufficient metacentric height for sea-going cruising. The
launch would be diagonally built of cedar to insure light-

ness combined with the necessary strength, although

watertight bulkheads, boiler, deck casings and bunkers

would be constructed of about 17-gauge galvanized nickel

steel plating. The dimensions are : Length on load water-

line plane, 6oft. ; beam, moulded, gft. 6'n.; depth, moulded,

5ft. 6in, with a gin. bulwark all round. The maximum
draft of water to bottom of propeller in cruising condition

is Sft. The long, graceful counter stern permits of build-

ing a roomy, raised quarter deck, giving a freer space

for deck lounging than the cockpit, which itself is quite a

spacious one.

The dwarf deck house has the panels arranged for

two windows each, the upper and smaller ones being

made to hinge inboard at top for ventilation. An addi-

tional panel has been fitted to after end of house to form

a wind shelter for corners of cockpit. This deck house

incloses the owner's accommodation, comprising cabin,

pantry and toilet. The forward part of vessel has been

arranged as crew's quarters—that is for skipper, engi-

neer and deck hand. The launch is steered from the pilot

house right forward, and the steering leads tiller, etc.,

are fitted below deck. Although designed with a clipper

stem, a straight or a ram bow could readily be substituted,

as in some recently built high-speed launches by the same

designer, without in any way militating against the speed

estimated—viz., 23 statute miles.

The propelling machinery would consist of a set of com-

pound surface condensing engines with a large ratio L. P.

cylinder. Steam to be generated by water tube boiler at

working pressure of 25olbs.. making engine revolutions

of about 700 per minute. The launch was des gned by

Geo. Simpson, M. I. N. A., of 116 North Sixth street,

Camden, N. J., who has designed a number of the fastest

launches and yachts on the other side, including Scud,

205^ knots; Orel, i8>4 knots; Zaida, Xarifa, etc.

Yacht Club Notes.

The Ocean Y. C, of Stapleton, S. I., has elected the

following officers: Com., Herman Seimer; Vice-Com.,

Fred Rierson; Rear-Com., Theodore Tompkins; Fin.

Sec'y, John H. Schron; Cor. Sec'y, Otto E. Schroeder;

Treas., Charles H. Robinson; Meas., James_^ A. Dunn.

Com. A. Curtis James, of the^ Seawanhaka Y. C, has

appointed Mr. D. Le Roy Dresser Fleet Capta n. The

third reo-ular meeting of the Seawanhakas for the year

will be held at Delmonico's, Forty-fourth street and Fifth

avenue, on Wednesday, April 10. at 8:30 o'clock in the

evening. Supper will be served after the meeting.

9^

Com. David Banks, of the Atlantic Y. C. has appointed

Mr. George Hill Fleet Captain, and Dr. Robert Millbank

Fleet Surgeon.
•5 «

Com. Frederick T. Adams, of the Larchmont Y. C, has

appointed Mr. Joseph H. Sterling Fleet Captain.

•t »l

' The annual meeting of the Hempstead Bay Y. C. will

be held on Wednesday evening, April 17.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The racing sloop Ashumet has been sold by Mr. Richard

C. Kipp to Mr. Gouverneur Paulding through the agency

of F. Bowne Jones. This yacht will be raced by Mr.

Paulding in the 36ft. class on Long Island Sound, and

will probably be taken to Buffalo for the Exposition races

there.
, _

•S « «t

The raceabout Jolly Roger, owned by Mr. B^ B. Crown-

inshield, was sold to some members of the Northport Y.

C, who will race the boat throughout the season in her

class. This sale was made through the agency of F.

Bowne Jones.
•I is »t

Mr F Bowne Jones has sold one of the Bar Harbor

25ft. knockabouts to Mr. Clifford V. Brokaw, lately owner

of Queen Mab, and the raceabout Spindrift to Mr. Samuel

Comly, of the Indian Harbor Y. C.

The steam yacht Rapidan, owned by Mr. R. Hall Mc-

Cormick, has been chartered through the agency of F.

Bowne Jones to Mr. H. P. Shippy for a part of the com-

ing season.
^ ^ 9i

Capt. Howard Blackburn, the Gloucester navigator who

last year crossed the Atlantic alone in a 2Sft. sloop from

Gloucester, Mass., to Gloucester, England, in sixty-two

days, and who now wants to race Capt. Andrews or any

other man in the world a similar race for $500, has a

unique plan for visiting the Pan-American Exposition in

his famous sloop.
, „ „ , „

Capt. Blackburn's idea is to go to the Buffalo Exposi-

tion by an all-water route and return home to Gloucester

by water. His idea is to sail from Gloucester in August

upon his return from his trip to Lisbon Portugal, to New
York, up the Hudson River, via the Erie Canal into the

lake to Buffalo. After taking in the sights of the Exposi-

tion ~ioT several weeks. Capt. Blackburn will continue

through the lakes to the St. Lawrence River, down by the

Thousand Islands, stopping at all the prmcipal cities to

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and down the Atlantic coast,

putting into Halifax, St. John and other principal ports,

until he arrives home in Gloucester.—New York Sun.

^ ^ ^
The steam yacht Tide has been purchased by Messrs.

Thomas & Post. The new owners will change her name

from Tide to Taro. owing to the confusion arising from

having two steam yachts in this part of the country of the

same name. Tan? is the ocean lily of the Pacific and the

name is also apPed to a food produtt of Polynesia.
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Mr. George J. Gould has chartered the English steam
yacht Sybarite, owned by Mr. Whittaker Wright, through
the agency of Messrs. Gardner & Cox. Ever since Mr.
Gould sold his steam yacht Atalanta to the Venezuelan
Government he has been looking for a suitable vessel for

the commg season. Sybarite is a steel steam yacht
schooner ngged and 924 tons Thames measurement. She
is 22oft. long on the waterline, 29.15ft. beam and 18.9ft.

depth. She was built by the Naval Construction and
Armaments Company, of Barrow (now Messrs. Vicker's
Sons & Maxim), m 1893 for Lord Ashburton, and was
named Venetia. She was bought in 1897 by Mr. Whit-
taker Wright.

ft^ 1^ ft^

Mr. Howard Gould has ordered from the Herreshoffs
a steam yacht Soft. long. She will be similar to Scout
and Mirage, the tenders to the 70-footers that were built

by the Herreshoffs last season.

Mr. Charles D. Mower has a number of new orders for

cruising and racing yachts, both large and small. A
prominent artist has commissioned Mr. Mower to design
for him a motor house-boat. She will be 6oft. over ail,

i6ft. beam and 2ft. draft, and will be fitted with a 20-

horse-power motor that will drive her about eight miles

an hour. The accommodations are spacious and well

arranged. Forward is the owner's stateroom, 7ft. long
and running the full width of the boat. Aft from the

owner's i-oom to the main saloon is a passage 3ft. wide.

On the starboard side of the passage is a smaller state-

room 7 ft. long; opposite on the port side is a bathroom
fitted with a porcelain tub, set marble wash basin and
patent closet. Next aft comes the main saloon, which is

17ft. long, extend.ng the full width of the boat. The
room is fitted with sideboards, bookcases and transoms.
Aft of the main cabin is the engine room, with a large

and well-fitted galley, lift long on the port side, and on
the starboard side is a stateroom for the engineer and
steward. There is 7ft. headroom under the cabin house,

and the top of the cabin house will be protected by an
awning, and used for a promenade deck.

Mr. Benjamin Carpenter, of Chicago, 111., has ordered
a racing boat to be built from designs made by Mr.
Mower. This boat will race in class A of the Inland Lake
Yacht Racing Association. She is 25ft. 6in. on the water-
line, 38ft. over all, 8ft. beam and 6in. draft of hull. She
will have a metal dagger centerboard, and will carry 500
sq. ft. of sail.

The American Y. ,C. have selected a design made by
Mr. Mower for a small one-design class. Eight of these

boats are being built by E. G. Emmonds, of Swampscott,
Mass. These boats are intended for afternoon sailing, and
are 19ft. 8in. over all, 15ft. on the waterline, 6ft. beam and
Sin. draft. They have a jib and mainsail rig, which con-
tains about 200 square feet of canvas. These boats are

decked over forward, and have a roomy cockpit aft.

Mr. Mower has gotten out plans for a single-handed
centerboard yawl for Mr. Thomas F. Day. She will be
built by Huntington, of New Rochelle. She is 20ft. on
the waterline, 25ft. bin. over all, 8ft. beam and draws 2ft.

She will have a small compact rig.

The 25-footer building at Thomas Fearon's yard, at

Yonkers, for Commodore Gabriel Reeves, of the Yonkers
Y. C, was designed by Mr. Mower. The boat is now in

frame, and the work of planking will soon commence.
9t n

Mr. Adrian Iselin, Jr., N. Y. Y. C, has chartered the

English steam yacht Chnstabel, through Messrs. Tams,
Lemoine & Crane, for the coming season. She will sail

for New York about June i. The same firm has char-
tered to Mr. William Salomon, N. Y. Y. C, the English
steam yacht Clementina, who will join her at Gibralter
for a short cruise in foreign waters. Upon the expira-
tion of Mr. Salomon's charter the Clementina wiil sail

for New York, as she has been chartered for the balance
of the season to Mr. Waller Jennings, N. Y. Y. C.

The Royal Canadian Y. C, has received definite word
from Captain J. H. Fearnside, of Hamilton, Ontario, that

he has under construction a 35-footer for the trial races
for the Canada cup challenger under way. The keel of

the boat was laid some six weeks ago.

8%

The steam yacht Alcedo, Mr. George W. Childs Drexel,
N. Y. Y. C, has been chartered for the coming season
to Mr. Daniel R. Reid.

4^ ^ ^
The twin screw steam yacht Franeda has been sold

through the Gas Engine & Power Co. and Charles L.
Seabury Co. to Mr. J. H. Oliphant. The same cor-

poration has sold the steam yacht AUegra to Mr.'Alex-
ander Stein. >'^>

8^

The steam yacht building at Morris Heights for Mr.
Guy Norman, of Boston, from Arthur Binney's designs,

is to be named Hope.
*l »5 Hi

Mr. A. L. Pope, of Hartford, Conn., bas sold- the steam
yacht Columbia to Mr. Montgomery Rowlands, of
Boston.

Mr. Winthrop Rutherford has bought from Mr.
.Mmerich Paget the 30-footer Poll^-wog.

^ I? 1^

Mr.. Oscar Lipton has sold his yacht Lawrena to Mr,
j;imes Harkness, of Burlington, Vt.

^ ^ ^
.\Ir. F. N. Smith, owner of ihe 36-footer Effort, has

placed another order with the Herreshoiifs for -a boat to
race in the 43ft. class. She will be named Effort II.

^ Fixtures.

April 9-12.—Baltimore, Md.—Seventh annual spring tournament
of the Baltimore Shooting Association; two days targets, $100

Ser day added; two days live birds, $500 guaranteed. J. M.
[awkins, Sec'y.
April 10.—St. Louis, Mo.—Contest for Dupont trophy at DuponI

Park.
April 12-13.—Newark, N, J.—Forester Gun Club's tournament.

J. J. Fleming, Sec'y.
April 1.5.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn.—Henry Koegel vs. S. M.

Van Allen, 50 live birds, for $100.
April Iti-lS.—Leaven vkorth, Ivan.—Annual tournament of the

Kansas Sportsmen's Association. W. H. Koehler, Sec'y.
April 16-18.—Pella, la.—^Jim Sheehy's amateur target shoot.
April 18.—Newell, la.—Newell Cjuh Club's target shoot. Henry

G. Hall, Sec'y.
April 19,—Ilaverhill, Mass.—Patriots' Day open handicap shoot.

S. G. Miller,_ Sec'y.
April i!a-"<io.—spirit Lake. la.—Klein-Barmeister's third annual

target tournament; $50 added each day.
April 26.—Owego, N. Y.—Amateur shoot of the Owego Gun

' Club. John Parker, Mgr.
April iJti-as.—ciiitago.—Annual spring tournament of the Crescent

Gun Club. John S. Boa, Mgr.
May 1-2,—Toledo, O.— First annual handicap shoot of the Edge-

water Gun Club. F. W. Dyar, Sec'y.
May 7-9.—Peru, Ind.—l^iuh annual amateur tournament of the

Peru Gun Club; two days at targets for amateurs; one day at
live birds. Chas. Bruck, Sec'j'.

May 7-10.—Tournament ot the New Jersey State Sportsmen's
Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Cluh VV D Bain. Spr'v
May 12.—Brooklyn, L. I.—All-day shoot of the Fulton Gun Club,

East New York. Team race: Oceanics vs. Fultons. Address Bob
Schneider or A. A. Schoverling, P. O. Box 475.
May 14-17.—Alleniown, Pa.—state shoui oi Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.
Shaner, Mgr.
May 1-3.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's annual tournament;

targets and live birds. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
May 14-16.—Elwood, Ind.—Tournament of the Zoo Rod and Gun

Club.
May 14-17.—Newton, la.—Annual tournament of J:he Iowa State

Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the Newton Gun Club.
D. R. Tripp, Sec'y.
May 21-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament

and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.
Chas. T. Stickle Sec'y.
May 22-23.—Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of

the Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. W. Phellis, Sec'y.
May 28-30.—London, O.—Tournament of the London Gun Club.
May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-

shooters' League, under auspices of the East Side Gun Club,
John Parker, Mgr.
May 28-June 1.—St. Louis, Mo.—Twenty-fourth annual tourna

ment of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association
Herbert Taylor, Sec'y.
May 30.—Dansville, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the Dans

ville Gun Club, on Decoration Day. Norman Tompkins, Sec'y.
May 30.—Canajoharie, N. Y.—Tournament of the Canajohari

Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'y. •

May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.
June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshootera'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
June 11-13.—Sioux City, la.-Sevf>tth am Uf' amateur tournament

of the Soo Gun '' ub. W. F Duncan, Sec'>.
June 13-14.—Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.
June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—isuuthern Interstate tournament;

two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the Watervillf

Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament

of the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,
Sec'y.
June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshootera'

League of Wisconsin. First week in June
June 12-13.-^St. Marys, W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the

West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of
'V\''est Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
July 15-20.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Pan-American Exposition tourna-

ment. Elmer E. Shaner, Mgr.
July 3U.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—^Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon,
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds. West Monroe street

at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First' contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—^Weekly shoot of the New

Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays/ • ".

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. ' Shaner, Manajger.

April 17-18.—Jacksony tile, Fla.—-The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club.- B.
W. Sperry, Sec'y.
May 8-10.—Memphis, Tenn.-The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the- auspices of the Memphis Gun Club.
June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment under' the auspices of t"he Cleveland Gun Club.
July '1-2.—Sherbrooke, ,P. (J., Can.—Jhe Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss,'Sejc'y.

July 10-11.—Jamestown, _ N. Y.-;-The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
ip-^Raw^nn. SefV. .

July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
Lciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
15.000 added" money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7.-9.—Proviidence, R. I.—The Interst?(te Association's tour-

nament .under tUje auspices of the Providence Gun Club. P..^ C.
Root, Sec'v. .:r, .,

Aug. ' 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker
Sec'y. . ,

•PETERS CARTRIDGE'COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
April 23-24.—Chattanooga, Tenn.—The Peters Cartridge Com-

pany amateur tournament, under the auspices of the Chattanooga
Trapshooters' Club. Dr. Robert S. Henry, Capt.
April 23-24.—Olathe, Kans.—Peters Cartridge Compariy's amateur

tournament, assisted by Mr. Frank Hodges.
April 24-25.—Binghamton, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the

Peters Cartridge Co.; $150 added money. H. W. Brown, Sec'y.
John Parker, Mgr.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Mrs.. Nancy McKinney, who died recently near Cadiz,
O., at the age of one hundred, had the un-que experience
in her infancy of being carried off by a bear. The in-

cident occurred in the fall of i8oo. After several hours'
scouring of the woods the crying of an infant directed
the searchers to some underbrush, where the child was
discovered. The bear ran away when the party ap-
proached it, leaving the infant unhurt.—New York World.

FoKEST AND Stream'iS graphic trap score type in the report of the

G. A. H. gives a condensed history of America's greatest shooting
event, such as no other journal can have, because Forest and
Stream years ago appreciated the importance of trapshooting and
made and copyrighted a trapshooters* sign language.

The programme of the second annual trophy tournament of the
Zoo Rod and Gun Club, May 14 to 16, Elwood, Ind., can be ob-
tained of the secretary, Mr. J. M. Livingston. Mr. John Parker
will manage the shoot. The first day there are fourteen events at

10 and 15 targets, $1 and $1.50 entrance. The programme has the

same number of events for the second day, each at 15 targets, $1.50

entrance. Live-bird shooting is provided for the third day. Th«
first event is at 5 birds, $3, three moneys; the second is for the
live-bird championship of the State of Indiana and the Leiber
trophy, at 25 birds, $20 entrance, birds included. Only residents
of the State are eligible to compete for this. Manufacturers' agents
may shoot for targets only. Live-bird events open to all. All
events are at 30yds. rise. Pigeons 25 cents; targets 2 cents. Shoot-
ing commences at 9 each day. Ship guns, shells, etc., to the
secretary.

The Haverhill (Mass.) Gun Club will observe Patriots' Day,
April 19, with a target shoot, which will be held on its grounds.
It will be an open handicap shoot. There will be fifteen events,
each at 10 targets, with a uniform entrance of $1. Handicaps:
Shooters whose average is 60 per cent, or under, 15yds. ; 70 or
under, 16yds.; 80 or under, 17yds.; 85 or under, 18yds.; 90 or
under, 19yds.; over 90, 21yds. The amateur breaking the greatest
number of targets in events 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 will receive a sole
leather gun case; second, a Powers cleaning rod; third, a Tomlin-
son cleaner. Money divided by the Rose system. Targets included
in entrance at 1% cents each. Sweepstakes optional. Loaded shells
for sale. Lunch served free. Take Main street cars for Dustin
square. S. G. Miller, Secretary.

H
The amateur shoot of the Owego Gun Club, Owego, N. Y.,

April 26, has a programme of twelve events, 15 targets to each
event, 180 in all, with a total of $18 entrance and $36 in added
money. Bluerocks, 2 cents. A magautrap will be used. Class
shooting, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Manufacturers' agents may
shoot for targets only. Guns and ammunition shipped to Frank
B. Tracy will be delivered on the grounds free of charge. This
shoot takes place the next day after the Binghamton shoot. Owego
is only one and one-half hours' ride from that place. The famous
expert, Mr. John Parker, will manage both shoots.

The programme of Jim Sheehy's three-day amateur shoot, April
16. 17 and 18, at Pella, la., provides twelve events on each of the
first two days, at 15 and 20 targets, $1.50 and $2 entrance. The
third day will be devoted to sweepstakes and private matches at
live birds. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. Black powder and
10-bores barred. Targets 2 cents. A smoker will be given on
Wednesday evening. Ship shells to Jim Sheehy. Mr. C. W.
Budd and F. C. Whitney, of Des Moines, will manage.

The Frankford (Pa.) Gun Club announces an all-day shoot to
take place May 4, on its grounds, at Summerdale Station, on the
Fr.ankford branch of the P. & R. R. R. The conditions of the
main event are twelve-men teams, 25 bluerocks from a magautrap
per man, for a challenge trophy. Targets 1 cent. Optional 50-
cent sweep. Rose system. Shooting commences at 10 o'clock.
Team match at 2 o'clock. The programme has twelve events, at
10, 15, 20 antl 25 targets, optional sweeps.

Mr. H. D. Kirkover, of Fredonia, N. Y., who is actively engaged'
in furthering the interests of the Pan-American shooting tourna-
ment was energetic in presenting its claims to recognition during
the G. A. PI. at Interstate Park, and he succeeded admirably in
his efforts. The dates are July 15 to 20. There will be $2,000 added
money, The E C cup will be put up for competition.

The Peters Cartridge Company, of Cincinnati, through its sec-
retary, Mr. J. H. .McKibben, announces that on April 23-24 the
Peters Cartridge Company amateur tournament will be held at
Chattanooga, Tenn., under the auspices of the Chattanooga Trap-
shooters' Club. Dr. Robert S. Henry, captain.

We have a query, dated at Jamaica, L. I., in respect to whether
a certain shooter is a professional or not. If the party in question
receives free ammunition or a free gun in consideration of his
shooting, he would be classed as a professional. Otherwise, he
would not.

•I

The first bird or the last bird? A shooter is due to miss at any
nioment. Therefore, whether the miss is the first or the last or
intermediate, it is not necessarily a question of nerve. If a conr
testant's miss is not the first nor the last it is purely a question
of chance.

A return match will be shot between Mr. Henry Koegel, of the
East Side Gun Club, of Newark, and Mr. S. M. Van Allen, of
the Emerald Gun Club, 50 birds per man, for $100 the afternoon
of April 5 at Defter Park, Brooklyn, N. Y.

On Friday of this week there will be a match between Mr.
Charles Meyer, of the Jeannette Gun Club, and Mr, John T.
Wellbrock, of the New York German Gun Club, lOO live birds
per man, for $100, at Interstate Park.

«?

Messrs. L. Duryea and T. W. Morfey have arranged a match
for $100, at 50 live birds, 33yds,, 8-gauge Francotte guns, each to
weigh over 121bs., at Interstate Park, if the Carteret Gun Club
wall permit Mr. Duryea to shoot.

H
On April 13, the Spring Valley Shooting Association, of Reading,

Pa., will hold a target tournament. Besides sweepstakes, there will
be merchandise shoots and a contest for the individual target
championship of Berks county.

•5

John S, Wright, manager of the Brooklyn Gun Club, announces
that he will hold a target shoot each Saturday of this year, com-
mencing April 13, and will throw targets at 1^ cents each.

n
There will be a team contest between the Oceanic Rod and Gun

Club and the Fulton Gun Club, Crescent street. East New Yor-k,
May 12. Shooting commences at 10 o'clock.

A large contingent of the G. A. H. contestants started thither-
ward for Baltimore, to be present and participate in the great
shoot which there obtains this week.

_ For the last tVa^'ineetings Col. J. H. Voss was the only member
who responded to the call.

Bernard W.iters.

The F. Van Dyke Memorial Furd,

MR.-J., Htr.DRETH, of the Winchester Repeating Arras Company,
was present at the G. A. H. last week, and called the attention
of the shooters present to the Van Dyke Memorial Fund, with a
result that $152 was subscribed toward it. There now is a total of

- abcut $300 in the fund. Mr. Hildreth desired that his thanks be
expressed to the stenographer at Interstate Park lor gratuitous
work in making copies of the list of subscribers, as follows:
R. O. Heikes, F. E. McKav, Fred Gilbert, R. L. Trimble S M.

Van Allen, H. C. Hirschy, J. R. Painter, C, W. Budd' Wm,
Wolstencroft, J. M. Lilly, E. H. Tripp, Wi!bur Parker, 'T A.
Marshall, J. B. Mosby, A. L. Ivins, E. D. Fulford, C. F. Ayling,
C- A. Young, Tramp Irwin, Leroy Woodard, H. P. Collins, F. §.
Parraelee, J. C. Timmons, J. Hathaway, Dan Lefever A. H. Fox,
Ed Hickman, E. C. Griffith, W. L. Townsend, C. 'F. Lambert
J. J. Drake, C. R. Stephens, H. D. Bates, Chas. North, C c!
Naumann, T. H. Keller, Jack Parkei", C. W. Phellis, Guy Burnside
W. C. Beers, W. P. Brown, Allan Willey, T. H. Clay Jr., T B.
Savage, J. W. Hoffman, F. D. Creamer. E. S. Johnson, 'W S.
Cannon, C. Angier. H. W. Lempke, Haro'd Monev Murray
Ballou, W. Sherer, Phil Daly, Jr., J. Tod Sloan, J. O'H. Denny,
G. R. Hunnewell, J. S. -Fanning, R. E. Merrill, F. D .'\lkire W
R. Crosby, R. S. Rhoads, G. D. Darby, R. L. Peirce, Emil Werk,
O. R. Dickey. C. Gottlieb. J. A. R. Elliott, Paul North, H. C
Bridgers, H. H. Stevens, M. M. Mavhew, B. F. Popham, W. S.
Allen, F. Stearns, Hood Waters, Tom Laflin, C. M. Lincoln, A.
^^•„*^H,?'?7' ^- B"'^'^' J- K. Malone, J. B, Barto, J. J. Hallo-
well Ed Voris, P. F. Dupont, J. L. D. Morrison, A. Woodruff,
B. H, Norton, C. W. Feigenspan. Geo. Roll, R. S. Waddell, U. F
Bender, F. P. O'Leary, J. B. Ward. A. G. Courtnev, H. B. Wal-

"

lack, C. R. Hooker, G. H. Piercy, Henry Koegel, J. M. Williams,
J. M Bramhall, J. A. Ross, J. L. Weller, Dr. Hudson, Ralph
Worthmgton, B, W. Claridge, U. M. C. Thomas, J. A. H. Dressel
Irby Bennett, L. J. Gaines, T. W. Morfev, Mingo, Will K, Park,

'
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Intefstate Association Totimament.
The Grand American Handicap for 1901, with its incidental

events, like its predecessors, was a distinct success in every particu-
lar, and thereby justified the confidence of its friends in its pres«tit
and future greatness.
The ruling of the Carteret Gun Club In respect to its own mem-

bers who shot on other grounds with professionals no doubt caused
the loss of a few- entries, but such loss was more than counter-
balanced by an increased number of new contestants. The Western
shooters were present in greater numbers than they were last year,
although there was not the same organized effort in the "West to
induce their attendance. Notwithstanding the few but important
seemingly adverse conditions, the entries numbered 222. As the total
number of entries last year was 224, that of this vear was but two
less. Last year 13 forfeited; this year 21 forfeited, so that the
actual number of contestants this year was 201. Of the total num-
ber of entries, New York and the New England States furnished
over 30 per cent. If therewith are included New Jersey, Penn-

E, C. GRIFFITH—WINNER OF G. A. H., IpOI.

Copyright, 1901, by Joseph Hall.

sylvania, Delaware, Maryland, North and South Carolina, the sec-
tions producing over 60 per cent, of the entries are accounted for,
leaving less than 40 per cent, of the entries for all other sources.
In respect to the weather, the greatest shooting event was dis-

tinctly unfortunate. As a week, it was one of rain, with little

wind, during the days on which the handicap was contested.
Therefore, while these conditions were much against the comfort
of the shooters, they, on the other hand, were much in their favor
as against the birds. The latter were a remarkably good lot, and
had there been any wind to help them the scores in general would
have been much lower than they were.
The social features of the gathering were novel in respect to this

shoot, and pleasingly diverting to the participants. Of these
features the initiation of Mr. C. C. Naumann, of .San Francisco,
into the Modern Order of Buffaloes, on Tuesday, was the event
of the evening, and was well attended. Capt. J. A. H. Dressel,
Hon. T. A. Marshall and Mr. F. S. Parmelee were the masters of
ceremonies, and they presided in due and modern form. A goat
was purchased for the occasion, but as the ritual of the order is

recent nothing is known to tlie unitiated other than that now
Mr. Naumann is a Buffalo in good standing, tried and proved
worthy. On Thursday evening the management provided a
vaudeville entertainment, artistic and pleasing, which was much
appreciated by the audience present. Professional and amateur
talent rendered vocal and instrumental music of a high order.
There are four sets of traps, which last year were numbered from

1 to 4 in regular order, but this year No. 1 is what was No. 2 last

year. The shooters started in at No. 1, thence went to Nos. 2 and 3,

then returned back to No. 4, which was No. 1 last year. This
change in the numbering was found necessary for several reasons.

It brought the commencement of the competition on the set of
traps in front of the Casino, where it could be seen by the spec-
tators; it was nearer to the large assembly room and lockers, where
the contestants congregated, hence it saved time in getting them
hi readiness and to the scores. The arduous labor of the squad
liUEtlers was much lessened thereby.
The scoring of the G. A. H. was kept in double form—that is,

one set on sheets which went to the office of the compiler of scores,
the other on large sheets on the outer wall of the shooting boxes,
where they were in plain view of the contestants. Thus each con-
testant had ample opportunity to observe precisely what he was
scored at each set of traps.
At No. 1 set of traps the veteran expert referee, Mr. Harold

Wallack, of Long Branch, N. J., presided. No 2 this year was in
charge of Mr. Geo. S. Mott, manager of the shooting grounds of
the W estminster Kennel Clxib at Babylon, L. I., who is a gentle-
man of vast experience as referee, and who acquitted himself with

,
skill and satisfaction in this great event. No. 3 was in charge of
Mr. Charles North, of Cleveland, O., who was one of the referees
last year, and who also presided with ease and grace, and who had
some of the most important problems of the event to decide,
notably in the matter of misfires and opening of guns thereafter
by the contestants. No. 4 was in charge of Mr. J. Frank Kleintz,
of Philadelphia, also a gentleman of thorough " experience as a
referee. Though this was the first appearance of Messrs. Kleintz
and Mott as referees in the Interstate Association's competitions,
they were fully qualified from thorough prior experience. Messrs.
Ed Taylor, T. H. Keller, W. R. Hobart and B. Waters acted as
assistant referees whenever their services were required.
The programme for money had two events, the Interstate Park

Introd-.ictoiy and the Borough of Queens Sweepstakes, the scorf^
of which were published in ftilt in FoRESf and Stream of last
week.

Second Day, April 2, Tuesday—Nilfo Powder Handicap.

The second day was ideal as to weather. There was a spring-
time balminess in the air, while the sun was lightly obscured be-
times in a manner which mellowed the light to the advantage of
the shooter. There was hardly any wind.
The event of the day was the Nitro Powder Handicap, in which

the shooters stood at the marks allotted to them in the G. A. II.

Tiiere were 199 contestants. The conditions were 16 birds, $10
entrance, birds extra; 2.5 to 33yds.; high guns. The number of
moneys into which the purse was divided was determined by tim
nvmber of entries. As there were over ISO entries there were thirty
monevs. divided as follows, 3OV2. 9, 7, 6, (i, 5V^, 5'^, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3,

2, 2, 2. 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, IV2. IV2, 1, 1. 1, 1 and 1 per cent. The
conditions further- stated that "This event cannot be carried over,
and it must be finished the same day; therefore should the entries
be so numerous that it will be impossible to finish by adhering to
the 'three misses out,' the Association reserves tlie right to change
the tmle for this event at any time it may be deemed necessary to
do so, and drop all who have missed one or more birds."
There was much surprise manifested by those who had missed

but one bird, .ind to avoid the constant answering of the same
tjuestion concerning what the 15s would have, a notice was put up
in the compiler of scores' office, as follows: "The 1.5s get nothing.
See?'' The preliminary event.'; are really miss-and-outs, so far as
those who miss are concerned.
Thirty-one tied with straight scores, and the purse, $1,990, wa.s

divided, each receiving $64.20. J. J. Drake's gun burst during the
afternoon, from an overload of powder, loaded differently from
the plain direction of the manufacturers, but fortunately he and
the referee, Mr. Wallack, were not injured. The scores:

J. A. R. Elliott (32) 16, G. E. Mink (27) 16, A. S. Teal. (28) 16.

Dr. Ellis Duncan (26) 16, R. L. Trimble (28) 16, A. H. Fox (30) 16,

I. W. Budd (27) 16, A. B. Dover (27) 16, F. M. Bird (27) 16, E. S.
Johnson (28) 16, George B. Dai'by (26) 16, A. D. Sperry (27) 16,
E. Rahm (27) 16, H. D. Bates (31) 16, GeorgeJ. Roll (30) 16, J. L.
Alabaster (27) 16, W. R. Crosby (32) 16, Fred Gilbert (32) 16,
P. Steubener (27) 16, H. C. Hirschy (28) 16, J. Von Lengerke (27)
16, F. Emmers (27) 16, C. Gottlieb (29) 16, L. Howard (27) 16,
D. B. Foster (26) 16, Col. Tom Martin (28) 16, O. W. Von der
Busch (27) 16, J. S. Fanning (31) 16, G. H. Piercy (28) 16, W. F.
Parker (27) 16, H. M. Herbert (28) 16, S. U. Van Allen (30) 15,
Simeon Glover (29) 15. J. Quincv Ward (28) 15, T. H. Clav, Jr.
(28) 15, George McG, Moms (27) 15, F. D. Alkire (28) 15, A. W.
du Brav (28) 15, Edward Voris (28) 15, C. W. Feigenspan (30) 15,

J. W. Hoffman (27) 15, A. S. White (27) 15, B, Leroy (28) 15, F. S.
Parmelee (30) 16, L. P. Tramp (28) 15, O. R. Dickey (29) 15, E. B
Puck (26) 15, J. R. Prince (26) 15, A. L. Ivins (28) 15, Alfred
Gardner (28) 15, E. B. Coe (28) 15, James R. Malone (31) 15, R. B.
Bond (27) 15, W. Massey (27) 15, J. Gaughan (27) 15, J. L. Head
(28) 15, Frank Matthewson (27) 15, R. L. Pierce (29) 15, M. M.
Simmons (27) 15, G. C. Naumann (28) 15, Guy Burnside (28) 15,
M. H. Cook (27) 1.5, R. Merrill (29) 15, C. Angier (27) 15, B.
Claridge (27) 15, T. Laflin (28) 15, J. B. Hopkins (27) 15, W. M,
Hayes (27) 15, C. A. Tuttle (28) 15, J. S. Senn (26) 15, C. D. Linder-
man (28) 15, J. Bennett (28) 15, Fred Swartz (27) 15, G. R. Hunne-
wdl (27) 15, ft. B. Ondawa (27) 15, S. D. Reed (28) 15, J. W, Bram-
hall (27) 15, W. D. Townsend (28) 15, W. C. Clark (27) 14, C. H.
Munson (27) 14, E. C. Griffith (28) 14. E. D. Fulford (31) 14, W.
J. Thompson (28) 14, John Parker (29)' 14, J, F. Wellbrook (27) 14,

R. O. Heikes (30) 14, Howard Schimmell (27) 14, G. A. Geoffroy
(27) 14, Col, A. G. Courtney (29) 14, Aaron Woodruff (28) 14, C. A.
Lockwood (26) 14, W. S. Cannon (25) 14, J. W. Orth (26) 14,

W. L. Ferguson (27) 14, G. A. Comstock (27) 14, H. Trumbauer
(28) 14, Edward Hickman (28) 14, Edward Banks (27) 14, B. F.
Popham (26) 14, W. Chapin (27) 14, P, F. Dupont (27) 14, C. A.
Young (29) 14, W. Wagner (27) 14. Fred E. McKay (27) 14. J. L.
D. Morrison (29) 14, W. P. Brown (27) 14, R. G. Cook (26) 14,

S. McPherson (28) 14, Harold Money (81) 14, J. W. Knevels (27)
14, E. H. Tripp (28) 14, R. Wing (28) 14. Edward Leek (28) 14,
W. Wolstencroft (28) 14, J. J. ifallowell (29) 14, F. MacWilcox
(27) 14, J. E. Rex (26) 14, J. A, Scott (26) 13, f. Mack (27) IS,
T. S. Desmond (27) 13, T. A. Marshall (31) 7, C- R. Stephens (27)

I, J. Schleeman (27) 5, C. W. Phillis (27) 12, F. Jones (27) 5,
H. J. Lyons (28) 9. C. K United (27) 1, H. P. Collins (26) 5.

J, Mingo (26) 6, Ralph Nutting (27) 6, Hood Waters (29) 10, P,
North (27) 9. C. Y, Arno (28) 6. Willis T. Busby (27) 8, I. Tall-
man (27) 0, I). Swiveller (27) 13, H. H. Hcnrv (28) 12, H. C. Heel
(28) 10, T. Stroud (29) 7. C. F. Lambert (27) 9] J. B. Frazier (27) 8,

J. O. Hanlon (26) 13, J. R. Hull (28) 4, Capt. Money (28) 13, C.
M. Brownell (26) 13. J. M. Hawkins (29) 10, S. H. Hathaway
(26) 12, J. J. Drake (27) 9, J. A. Sherburne (27) 13, E. C. Fort
(28) 13, F. Kaufman (26) 10, T. P. Kav (27) 12, J. S. Dustan (26) 8,
L. E. Parker (28) 12. O. Von Lengerke (28) 13. John Morris (27)
5, F. Stearns (28) 12, J. Donlev (27) 8, J. B. Robertson (26) 8,
L. Savage (28) 13, W. S. Allen (28) 13, P, D. Freehligh (26) 12,
F. W. Cooper (29) 13, C. E. Rhodes (27) 13, T. P, Bill (27) 13,

GRAND AMERICAN HANJDICAl' TROPHY.

J. Hamilton (28) S, I. W. Budd (29) 12, George W. Loomis (28)
13, J. A. O'Brien (27) 5, J. Jones (27) 12, T. Ranger (26) 11, W.
Hopkins (27) 13. W. M. Smith (26) 2, John M. Lillv (27) 11, Allen
Willey (27) 13, H. Hughes (27) 3, Henry Court (28)' 13, L B. Barto
(28) 13, Dr. Weller (26) 13, M, F. Vermont (27) 7, E. C. Guild
(27) ~1.3, Dr. Miller (27) 13, W. H. Stroh (26) 13, E. B. Pastoriou
(28) 8, J. C. Hicks (29) 9, Emil Werk (29) 1, W, West (30) 3,
C. E. Geikler (29) 13, A. Cella (27) 11, H. D. Kirkover (29) 13
F. G. Wheeler (27) 13, E. StefFens (26) 12. J. H. Voss (27) 13,
Tod Sloan (27) 6.

^ /
>

Third Day, April 3, Wednesday.

The weather was exceedingly tempestuous. An easterly gale of
wind and a downpour of rain prevented all shooting. Hopes were
entertained that the main event might be commenced according to
programme, but as there was no sign of good weather, and some
of the shooters becoming impatient at the irksome delay and ex-
pressing a wish to return to New York between 1 and 2 o'clock.
-Manager Shaner announced that shooting for the day was de-
calred off, and that these who wished to might shoot at the traps.
Soon thereafter the weather cleared up nicely, and with such a
peaceful atmosphere that one could know only as a matter of
memory that a short time before the sky was heavily overcast and
a gale and -driving rain prevailed instead of sunshine. As the pro-
gramme had set forth th.at the G. A. H. would begin on this
day, there were a few who could not find it convenient to continue.
It was set forth that, as the shoot had been set for to-day without
any reservation, and that as it had not been begun according to
agreement, those who desired to do so had a right to cancel Uieir
entries entirely. The point was considered as being well taken.
Their forfeit was returned to them, and also to all the others who
did not fill their entrance, whether they cpnteaiplated eoniJ>*tit;oa

£. Johnson. R. R, Bennett. R. L. Peirce. R. B. Bond. G. E. Greiff. F. E. McKay. J. L. D. Morrison. Dr. J. G. Knowlton. F. S. Parmelee, -C. C. Naumann. R. R. Merrill. C. Gottlieb. E. C.' GrifStli

= 5 H, C Koeeel. C. W. Feigenspan. H. Trumbaur. A. H. Pox. W. D. Townsend. J. B, Barto. J. L. Alabaster. Ed. Hickman. C, A. Lockwood.
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or not. This action cleared tip the record fully, but the incident

calls attention to the need of having the conditions properly
qualified to safeguard the great event when unforseen- circumstances
arise for which the Association is in no wise to blame.
However, while the storm was raging without, all was not idle

within doors. The matter of the international shoot was much
discussed, and it was thought advisable to take some public action

then and there. Mr. Justus Von Lengerke mounted a chair in the

large assembly hall and made a sound speech, in which the merits
of the match were set fortli. The need of money to pay the ex-

penses was mentioned as the question of the present.
There was a popular call for Capt. Money, and in response he

made a short speech, in closing which he hoped that the shooters
would have a good time.
Expressing the sentiment of the West, Mr. J. M. Lilly, of

Indianapolis, Ind., made a witty speech, but he assured his

audience that the people of the West would do their part toward
the expense, and closed with the advice to his hearers, "Don't be
show to put up money, and put up plenty."

Col. T. Martin, of Bluffton, S. C, speaking for the South, deliv-

ered an exceedingly sensible and diplomatic address, which was
marked by an absence of announcing any victories before they were
won.
Mr. Paul North next had the floor, and he gave an interesting

resume of how the contemplated match originated. He mentioned
that the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company would con-
tribute $1,000 to the expenses of the shoot.

There seemed to be a general consensus of opinion that the
match would be an easy one for the American team, the use of

one barrel against the use of two on the part of the English team,
but in these matters it is always best to win the match by com-
petition rather than by assertion.

The Grand American Handicap.
The weather again was unfavorable. The sky was overcast, and

there was rain ail day, which betimes was a drizzle or a good com-
monplace rain. There was no wind of importance, hence the con-
ditions were decidedly against the birds and in favor of the shoot-
ers. After noon the light became better for a while, when it again
darkened and the rain fell persistently. Nevertheless, the shooting
was not easy to a certainty, for, while the birds were good as a
whole, an occasional bird w-ould spring from the traps and dart
toward the horizon with a swiftness which taxed the skill of the
best, and drew forth a pathetic gaze, full of broken hopes, from
him who, looking backward at the bird as he himself walked in

from the score, saw with it trophies and cups gone a-glimmering
for a twelvemonth at least.

The shooting was kept actively going all day, and by this ener-
getic management the 20th round was iinished by evening. A re-
view of the scores showed that there were forty straights, and
about fifty who had missed but 1 bird, so that there were pros-
pects that there would be a record-breaking number in moneys.
Quite a number shot below their form, and either retired or with-
drew in the 8th, 12th and 16th roimds, as will be noted on reference
to the scores. Fred Gilbert was the only man still in the straight
scores at the 20th round out of those whose mark was back of
30yds., Elliott, Bates, Fanning, Malone, Crosby, Marshall and
Harold Money having lost one or more. Of the 30yd. men only
Fox^ Parmelee and Feigenspan remained at the end of this round.
While the handicapping was recefxxd well as a whole, there

were a few individuals here and there who, according to their best
belief and their best information, cotild have done it in whole or
in" part much better. The results in many instances did not
vindicate their wisdom. It is an easy matter to have brave opin-
ions when there is an entire absence of responsibility. The average
mushroom handicapper bases his estimates on a 25-bird race being
a race like all other 25-bird races. That is his data. All races of
that number are alike. He knows that a certain man has shown a
a form so and so in shooting at 25 birds, and therefore he should
be placed at a mark so and so. It is an easy problem for the ir-

responsible mushroom handicapper. But the official handicappers
look upon the matter from an entirely different point of view. The
records show that only men of the very highest class skill are
likely to hold their competitive form through the contest. There
is no opportunity to get keyed up to the proper tension. The con-
testant shoots one bird at one set of traps, then walks 100yds. to
the next set of traps, etc. After shooting 4 birds, there is a long
wait. The nervous shooter gets still more nervous; the phlegmatic
shooter loses in part his power of concentration. At each set of
traps there is a difference of background, a difference of slope of
the ground, probably a difference in the force of the wind—all of
which is quite different from shooting 25 birds at one set of traps
with relatively short intervals of waiting, as in ordinary shooting;
yet all of which is quite sufficient to make differences in the
handicapping.
The fact that such a majority of the shooters were bunched up

so closely at the end of the 20th round speaks volumes for the
accuracy of the handicapping.
There were twelve post entries, which raised the total number of

entries to 222. The post entries were Messrs. "S. McPherson."
Pittsburg; J. W. Orth, Philadelphia; W. C. Clark, Atlantic High-
lands, N. J.; VV. P. Brown and H. C. Hirschy, Minneapolis; A. S.
White, Syracuse: J. Thompson, Granville, N. Y. ; J. W Knevels'
Orange, N. J.; T. P. Laflin, Rock Island, 111.; H. Kirkover^
Fredonia, N. Y.; J. B. Hopkins, Jamaica, L. I., and Col. T Mar-
tin, Bluffton, S. C.
Arno, G. A. Comstock, A. B. Dover, Doc, J. Douglas Jim Jones,

Dr. Casey, Farmer Jones, J. H. Hanlon, H. Henry, L. Howard,
C. Henry. Herbert, Hood, J. R. P., Kommodore, Le Roy, Losee
F. MacVV ilcox, VVm. Massey, J. Hack, Mingo, On-da-wa, Puck
Phil, Rex, M. Rogers, Jack Rogers, Ranger, R. Rahm, Red Wing'
R. G. C, J. A. Scott, Simmonds, Sen Sen, Dr. H. Snyder J. A.
Sherburne, L. R. Tramp, Tar Heel, Teal, 13-27, 333, G. K. United,
Vermont, and S. McPherson are shooting names.
Those who forfeited were Ahlers, Casey, Mitchell, Jack Rogers,

A. C. Johnson, Mosher, On-da-wa, J. H. O'Brien, Guild, Kommo-
dore, Tripp, E. G. White, Vermont, Massey, Tar Heel, Bramhall.
Edey, Arno, De Long, J. C. Hicks, A. Cella and W. J. Thompson.
The officers of the S. P. C. A. were in evidence on the grounds.'

and while they asserted that the shooting was properly conducted,
they were rather inclined to super-oflficiousness in the discharge of
their duties. The shoot was stopped betimes and all outlying birds
gathered far out in the grounds. Mr. Ralph Waldo Trine, a mem-
ber of the Boston Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani-
mals, was quite a conspicuous personage in the interests of anti-
cruelty, and while he admitted that the whole shooting proceeding
was legal, he deplored the existence of the law which made it soHe talked a great deal during several visits, and then went awayl

Fifth Day, April 5, Friday.

The weather conditions were again favorable for good scores.
A damp and cloudy morning gradually changed to clear weather!
so that by the middle of tlie forenoon the day was pleasant.

Still, though there were but five rounds to go, what with the high
grade of the birds and the strain of the competition, eighteen fell

out of the straight scores in these rounds. Mr. J. Von Lengerke
was unfortunate at No. 3 in having a misfire, whereupon, without
thinking, he opened his gun, and the referee declared "it a lost
bird. Mr. C. VV, Budd had a similar bit of ill luck on the previous
day. Under the Interstate Association's rules the referee has no
discretion whatever in such cases. It is then mandatory upon him
to declare the bird lost.

There was no d.vision of the money this year among the straight.^.
So far as is known they shot it out to a finish. E. C. Griffith, win-
ner of the trophy, received $600; Mr. J. L. Morrison, the runner
up, received $500, and Mr. R. R. Bennett (R. Rahm) received
$400. The remaining amounts were: T. B. Barto, .$255.15; C Gott
lieb. $218.70; Dr. J. G. Knowlton, .$182,25: Messrs. R. R. Merrill
and H. Trumbaur, $127.55 each; Messrs. C. W. Feigenspan, R. B
Bond, Ed Hickman, and C. C. Naumann, $109.35 each; Messrs
Fox, Pierce, Townsend, Henry C, McKay, Alabaster, E. S. John-
son, Parmelee, Lockwood and Greiff, $72.90 each.

THE TWENTY-FIVES.
Trap score type—Copyright, igoi, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co;

5 3 12 3 5 5 5 13 5 13 3 3 15 2 14 3 5 5 12
21 CNaumann,28, 'St \<- J-S->i^i^'N-»/'\T;"

San Francisco. ..2 11121212221112211222222 2—25

5 115 13 14 5 13 5 2 2 2 4 2 5 3 15 5 14 4

29 J Knowlton, 29, W^'N/^'vN T «-\ 1 1/^ NSr*\'s\+V 4.\
New York 2 22222222222222222222222 2—25;

3123152531432 5 15531522111.
S4 AH Fox, 31), *-t^*—w^r^/' i k^i t^l^/'' "^jT-^NiT-^^T li'T

Baltimore, Md.. 2 22222222222222222222222 2—^
2255343523111225211333225

4S R L Peirce, 29, t.rK-\,?^ i T-> i i/^/^S< T i 'i'/^ T^""^ T T
VVytheville, Va..2 22222222222222222222222 2—2S

2 1-5 1 3 3 2 4 2 6 3 4 4 2 S 2 5 1 3 3 4 2 1 4 2

70 RB Bond, 27 -^r*^;»r*;^r^^*>\"tr^y^^-*>^*^^^^y!'i ^'^''^

Jessups. Md. -.,2 22222221112112222112222 2—25

13 114 4 14 3 12 3 5 5 5 2 4 15 15 2 113
77 J Morrison, 29, ^S*^^^/* iSi/ N 1 4.^* N^"/ N
St. Paul, Minn.. 2 22222222222222222222222 2—25

5126225523212414242245243
89 W Towsend,27.^«;;«<-<-/i;"NT\t^t i"^'^'^4-t.^->-^/^\

Omaha, Neb 2 22222222222222221222222 2—25

25212545115 12315535143535
92 R Rahm, 27, \4.7"'^^^^<-4- \t/^/" i^t 4- 4-

Pittsburg, Pa. ..2 22222222222222222222222 2—25
2 15 5 2 5 5 5 2 2 3 5 4 3 5 4 2 3 5 4 2 2 5 3 3

102 Henry C. 28, it^^r^\t >^r*<^>^'\^^tJ^X^
Newark, N. J... 2 22222222222222222222222 2—25

3551232123213 522152133241
104 C Gottlieb, 29, <r-^ \/^<-\\r^^t^ \^^^ r^t-*/" •C's

Kansas City, Mo.l 22111122212212222222112 2-25

421115133511352 4122432325
117 F E McKay, 27,/\t\i/i i/J. T->^"^

Minneapolis ....2 22222222222222222222222 2—25

12143354341115 44413232233
185 J .\labaster, 27, Si w^T/' /->'^/^t.7<N f->\/'\At \ t

Chicago, 111 2 22 2 222 2 1122221222222222 2—25

235114 2 1245422213 55121141
136 RR Merrill 29, t.i+^t t/'><-i^N^/" ^N'^^^T"^/^ 4- \ 4- t-N"^

Milwaukee, Wis. 2 2222222222 2 222222222222 2—25

43144 3 5124213311153 4, 13232
148 E S Johnson, 28,^/^V,^-;^-I—>^it?^^'i//^<-'^t^^->4./^^

Atlantic City.. ..2 2 222222222222222 2 222222 2-25

3454311113111154455433 2 33
146 J B Barto, 28, ^/^\\y/r^\*-\-^r*r^^^'^^ i'^ w^Wt

Chicago, 111 2 2222222222222222 2 222222 2—25

332255252 5 551545335225143
1.51 F Parmelee, 30, K4. ii'w'/^-^\<-'^^r>r**>t'^^t'^ '^t/^'^r^i-^'

Omaha, Neb. ...2 222222222222 2-2222222222 2—25

2225453415541221223152245
359 Feigenspan,' 80, <-4.<-<-// 4- 4- v^7» T->4- T/" N^s^ t

Newark, N. J... 2 22222222222222222222 2 22 2—25

453544452551223415 2 124142
178 CU>c\i\vood,i6,\^\\/^)^/'\*>/'7''\)/tr*^'^.^-^-^^-^X<^'^

Jamaica, N. Y.. 2 22222222222222222222222 2—25

2525 2 4 41324132152 2 341413 5

187 Trumbauer, 28, i^r>'^^i'tTr>^*-t'SN<-K/' \<-t
Royersford, Pa.. 2 2222222222222222222 2 222 2—25

214351242514 3 2333153 3 2132
198 GE Greiff, 28, r\>^/^ \r*\X' X*^^ -Cy^ \'^\^\*^
New York 2 22222222222222222222222 2—25

3132452142444124435425325
394 EC Griffith, 28, \\\\\ /\\-»4~r*/'/'^N r^i/\/'/' \N/ i^t

Pascoag, R. I...1212212112121 2*2 212222222 2-25

11553114 12442431124333114
207 E Hickman, 28, \/\\^ t/"/ "^^T "^"^ T \t \v^<-i t

Kansas City,Mo.2 22222222222222222222 2 22 2—25
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151141132525144345 2 313233

j12 F Stearns, 29, ^ '^Z' ^./^ i 's'^t

\

Richmond, Va..2 22222222222022222222222 2—24

112 5 3 4 4 5 5 4 14 3 5 2 3 13 2 2 5 3 2 3 3

28 A Gardiner, 28, t/^T"*-/^ IX/^^J? iy^*^^ '\f

Brenham, Tex.. 2 22222222222222022222222 2—24

3 4 12 4 1115 4 3 2 2 15 12 2 3 5 5 2 5 14
-30 GMorris,27, ir'N./^-^ f^"^/ J" T t T^^"^ N/'^'^
Cincinnati 2 22222022222222222222222 2—24

4422432155523321522315 241
83 W R Crosby,B-2,^ i/hT ^^-^^/^/^ 1 1 l'-i'<~/'i-^<^<-/'\

O'Fallon, 111. ...2 2222222222221202222222 2 2—24

15 23551122212514 221525133
40 W Hopkins, 27, \ iw>>it^ >^^\r*-^^'\/^'^^t^r*\l '^<^^

Aqueduct, L. I..1 1 2 112212221222112202111 2—24

24 2 4432454141325243142543
42 JSDuston, 26, \\N>y^ T/' .r-»/''/'r*"^'N'^->.'^<-?/^'^ t/^^/
Jersey City 1 11212 2 0 1211211122212222 1—24

3251341151522424214353423
43 Jim Jones, 27, ti^'t W/".^/"^/" <^/^-^ S^^"*—>'lS'N\'tT\
Philadelphia ....222222222222222222222202 2—24

5112411153241551242252342
47 Teal, 28, 7'^t.4•T^^^*^•^4-r>/^

T

Columbus, O.... 2 22222222222222222202222 2—24

114 2 4 5 4 5 5 4 2 2 3 5 115 3 3 5 3 2 14 2

f5« A B Dover, 27, \^r*t'^'^/^ i/^ v^t 4- \\*-r^i-/'

Wilmington 2 22222222222222202222222 2—24

252451243122124 5 5 51423515
Ii54 C E Mink, 27, ^ 't"^'^\W\'\\\/ti<-

\

Philadelphia ....2 22 2 22122220222222222222 2—24

4 2 5 3 5 5 15 3 5 12 2 3 2 4 12 2 2 4 5 2 3 5

•55 Sim Glover, 29. St;"-^"^ \ 4 i t-^<-/'/' Nr+'i'.:^ 4-/

Rochester, N. Y.2 2 1 2 2 2-2 2 0 2 1 1 2 2 2 S 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—24
34342344 3 21225 2 55 2 43 5 3222

fi7 18-27, 28, ^Si/^-^-Vf-/- ur'i^T*-^^\t \i" i^Vr^K^t
Herman, Neb. .2 1 2 2110 22212222112121222 2—24

1542145144122251424 525 2 13
60 Dr. Duncan, 'iS,w^>/r*^\ty^\-^^ /'K^ I
Louisville, Ky.. 2 2222222222222222 2 222 * 22 2-24

221412 143424135533 5422221
ti W Hassinger, •2X,'t jgs^WsX^ ^r>'[ T ^ i/^ /"W^t^t
Newark, N. J. ..2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 22 022122222 2—24

4151331245542112 425 3 22541
67 F WCooper,29,/^/<-»<-tS'i.^'^'^/''\N*''N\<^'^'^i<^T\^'^N

Malianoy City. . .2 22122212222221120211221 2-24
5444355142212343 3 33413322

63 Fred Gilbert, 82,*>,*>,/-»iv\;^ \T\ i 1 1 T x<r^\-*iS\
Spirit Lake.' Ia..2 2222 2 222222222222 2 2 2 2 2 2 0-24

3213124545231554355153132
78 J H Voss, 27, l,r^Si\\\/^\;^-4<-\\-4j,r>\/^

New- Y'ork 2 21222222 222222 2* 22222220 1—24

324425454451531414342 5T4 4

76 E Emmers,27, F/'/^/'''^^/ i t^'/" ^r+z^/^-T's.^li

Royersford, Pa..2 22122222222222222212220 2—2t
5 3 2 4 3 3 5 5 5 2 5 12 3 5 3 5 2 2 4 2 5 5 4 1

82 O vLengerke, 28,-+\/^ i 4- \+v^4- T i 4-->\T/^^"^HT ^
Chicago 2 22222222222222222220222 2-24

2324212445432525332423335
87 Linderman.28, /tS'/yV\\\T<-/'*>'* Si^N.^-*

Lincoln, Neb.. . .2 12222222220222222222222 2—24

5121313553434322152123245
.«9 E Banks, 27, r^'^^\'\\*r-\/^/^ lT\Wr*\r*\r^\'\r^-^
New York 2 21212122212122222222202 2-24

^^7

4121245534252113523544122
105 LE Parker, 28. t i/' \/ i «-t '^'z'-^/" 4- N v;"^ i/\t.

Minneapolis ....2 22222222220221212222222 Z-Zi

4 12 5 2 5 2 12 5 3 115 14 3 13 12 3 2 5 1

!14 J H Hallock, 26,;^SiS\t.\i\i M<^/4.r»/<-\'-*^/t/''^f
New York 2 22122222222222222022222 2-2S4

5152455323 4453211554132S8
120 Leroy, 28, +>,\-rt/->\ i^'i/Z-f-'t 'sT J"<-t 4- \ t vj'^-'^ T
Campello, Mass. 2 2202222222222222222 2 222 2—24

3525522431215113323135141
121 C Stephens, 27, \ i/^^ t ^-^i'lL'^i'^t \>^-*t w:'t \ '^'T/' T<-Xt

Moline, HI 2 20211211112211222111122 2—24

135424255 4 115315332325313
126 W Quimby,27, 4./\t-*^'/'.^ /'r* ^^ t^"^/" i '^>'<-<r''\t

Newark, N, J... 2 22222222222112222222222 0—24

5152245152123212453313242
133 M'JBuzby,2T, 71 T N"^ t w^.Tr**-//' '^'^t./-*
Chatsworth, N.J.2 02222222222222222222222 2—24

5425251512213353 222523134
387 Capt. Money. 23,^t^.^ 4-/^ v^/»<-i Tr+T t 4- t-C\^^t\<^^ \

Oakland, N J... 1 12222222012122121222222 2—24
2525 3 2444314 1 4 2 4 3: 52522522

138 Schimmell, 27, \\^w^ v:' l-^ ^ir-'Xs i<r-\^\ ^/Z' /• </Hi/'

^

Easton, Pa.,,. ,.2 2 2222222222222222222202 2—24
44 5 15125515425514312 4 514 2

144 J Hoffman, 27, x^/N T ^tr>/^->/' ^Xt->^/^>'T t./'->S''>^r>
New Germantown.2 2222222222222222222 2 2 2 * 2—24

412535 2433213223345352514
145 J R Malone, 81, t:<-t r>N ^i^-f r*/^

Baltimore. Md. .2 21121222 2 22221*12222211 2—24
1454412 1335133 13423113 2 12

150 G Comstock, 27, J. \-> 4/^ S" w;''s 4 S//^ '\<-t/X 1^/^ /''->r>S-*
Racine. Wis 2 2 222222222222222222222* 2—24

3 4 2 1 5 1 2 4 2 3 2 4 1 a 1 2 2 5 2 3 5 2 5 1 2 .

152 F D Alkire, 28, Sf/-»T<-\r*Vt T^'^^^tr+4.«-tT^ iiW
Wondlyn, O.... 2 22222222222222222220222 2—24

2 1 2 4 3 5 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 3' 2 5 3 2 2 5 5 3 2 3 4

153 EC Fort, 28, W \/^ S /<-Ti'<^/iX\j»<--I- / t 1 1 //^
Fostoria. O 2 2222222222222 2 2 2 2222222 0—24

5 355552145313221313242245
166 WmWagner.27,/^,^'^l/^^it^*-^^'^<^^^^4,^t<-/'
Washington, DC.2 1221221 2112211222122121 0—24

112441153 3 252343534124345
169 A Woodruff, 28,t N't t<-N>^i<"^-^\*>-»<-/' i/\*--*\->-» i^t 4-

Elizabeth, N J.. 1 2211221 2222112122101211 2—24
522124115 2 2112 12225222133

188 Phil, 28, /''/'tS^^N\-^Tt4.Tt-S\N'4\\4 4.^4.TN
Mechanicsburg. .2 221222222*22222 2 2222222 2—24

5423 5 5 2122 5 12524 2 53432544
199 GGeikler,26. Nr+\'KT«-r»'Hi/4- <-nNH: ^ N 4./» T

Philadelphia ....222222222222222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 2—24
24244 5 25432 53524523134415

200 Sen Sen, 26, '£,7'NS4.t.iN'-»t 1/ ~C ^Z' W\-^-*\
Rochester, N Y.2 1 1 222212212122120121211 1—24

1122512415 5 514531113133 42
208 E Geoffrey, 27, / \/^/' i/J. NjM.N*-/^
Newark, N J. ...2 22222222222222222202222 2—24

4133 3 45113513341232424333
208 J vLengerke, 27,;^ \T ^ \*^Z^\«-,ri t T ^ \ t tz' t T
Orange. N J. ...2 22222222222222322222202 2—24

21 5 5.̂ 5 2413121252422212541
214 W P Brown, 27,\ XT' N t / 4- \t \^ 1W /i^^W^
Minneapolis ....22222222222*222222222222 2—24

.2 42422312453232 1 132133214
215 H Hirschy, 28, k'4.<-'^ i 4- Tz'/" ^ t-^y?<
Minneapolis ....2 0222 2.2 22222222222222222 2—24

41542 4 14 4 3 1 1'5 224113423142
21s J Knevels, 27, ^1^^,^ it^^ \-CX\t
Orange, N J. ...2 21023] 22222222 2 22222222 2—24

11451325341 5 2134552 3,3 55 1 3

222 Col Martin 28, t.T t^^",^ t 4.<—^H'Si'v i T T "^^x \/ \<-\^ \
Bluffton, SC.. ..2 2 01222222222222 2. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2—24

THE TWENTY-THREES.
54422151413 14255 132444252

4 M Stevens, 26, ^r^J'/' \ ^ -> t.'^ I" <-h—

»

Guilford, Conn, .2 21122222211222112220222 0-23
1523212444212531541313522

8 RTrimble,28, /r><-^\^<-i^' i \/ J. ^ v \
Covington, Ky..2 222222222 * 1222222022222 2—23

3125355432242i2452 1433344
1.3 P Daly Jr., 80, Ni/J" i^'/*/' Kr'\.Z'«-t TX<-T ^ i^r>/" nNS-
New York 2 22222222222022222220222 2—23

242 4 24215 3111421535122141
UGH Piercy, 28, \/;^*^\ \t \' /'y^^/^ W\%^ \/

Jersey City 2 22222222222222222222202 0—23
3-1 54211 .5^555554351523 2 3212

15 Dr Cartledge,27,p'\Ni/'\\\-*/;^-*i//"i^^^S,,/i^-{-4. ..^p;^;;*

Louisville, Ky. .2 212212232121)22012 122 2 22 2-23
512155444 234 422 2252 3 5 314 3

19 CvLengerke, 28,/'4,/'/:i..;^^\N\^S/7 J \ ->^«_

Jersey City 2 2222 2 0222223 0 322 2. 223223 2—23
3 I 5 4 5_ 2 a 4 4 :i 2. 5 2 2 2 4 4 5 ^ ,2 5 2: 13 2

32 Tod Sloan, 27, / ^ ^ ^t- is,/! k,^ t ^'i "i/-»l/r^^ 4- 1 \\N
New Vork .3 1322312 1 2122202 2 2220121 2—23

341 2 251 1322 1 ] 3 441 1 2253334
87 B Cla. idge. 28, r*t f 'K\>^ ^ /• r>\^
New Haven 2 2222 3 2 2 2222223 0 22222222 0—23

54213255 11152422235 132445
38 J A Scott, 26, \'[W.f/'J^\r^-¥ ' \ '\\vrlt-^'^^^\;^\
Miami. Fla 2 22 0 021122 1. 1222.X 212212 1 2 1-23

1 1 5 4 4 3.3 4 1 ^ 4 4 4 1 2 3 J! 5 2 3 2 3 2 1 5

89 SVan Allen, 30,7'r*^t/'/"v/' t N f K
Jamaica, N Y. . .2 3 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 '2 2 3 0 2 2 2—23

3 3 2 2 2 1 2 4 1 5 3 5 3 5 ] 3 3 1 4 3 5 1 3 5

49 L Howard, 2T, \ t .TA/^S/^ T ^/"r^^-^ 4- ^><^^t N.N-z'

Easton, Pa 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 Q 2 2 3 2, 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 -23

4 3 4 1 5 4 5 4 1 2 5 2 1 5 2 2: 1 3 2 3 4 2 5 4 1

56 Ranger, 26, / \^ i^-^r^t t>/^\^*^\
Peru, Ind 2^2 220222222 2 22 12 2-3 221210 '—23

2 2 4 2 4 4 2 5 5 4 4 5 13 2 112 5 2 5 5 13 5

BSSDReed, 26, f-^f>'/^K^/(^/V.t/ i^K)^ ^ t /-t\ \Tz' N V
Tunkhannock ...2 22-* 222222222222222 2 2 022 2-22

3 115 5 114 5 5 2 4 5 5 14 2 5 3 13 2 5 4 3

59 M H Cook, 27, *-\^W^*^^/^^i^>^^\P"\<^r>i\-~^/^ 4" 'z»KtT
Dover, N J 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2—

42515145 3 1152514245125 2 33
69 Simmonds, 27, \ i/N^-i \ k/\->^

Marcy, NY. ...2 222 22222 022 1 22222202222 2—23
55 14 5531115233515334 5 3 521

71 O R Dickey, 29,Si^/^;'>ii/ kZf>,7'4-^«-N 4 ^>-''\^^\/^\\%
Wellington 2 222222*0222222222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2-28

115343521 3 1 241434325135 4-2

75 A D Sperry,27, ^v^^//^ i<-\ \\N\^->.Z'f-,/^->^;" <-\;!(i^

Rock Island, Ill.l 22222110222222212102122 2—^



£08 FOREST AND STREAM. [April 13, 1301.

25 3 42121551432413 55 5S 5 535
T8 J Sherburne, 27,\/ Z/' ^ T i-> i N ^"^ i t.^ T -^^

Philadelphia ...2 2022222 2 222222222222202 2-23

145555 2 43323552 2 33 4 2 32211
80 AWduBray,28,tti^i-^N'^' T tr*' t ^-'^N^-*-*-'^^

Cincinnati, O... 2 02222222222222220222222 2-23

2115541415554464342355245
98 G WLoomis, '.8,j'^\->/ T w^"^/^ ^ /^r^"^-^ i ^/^

Omaha, Neb 0 22222222222222202222222 2-23

215411222511251512432512 3

101 CAyoung,29, N \/»/'/' T ^ \7'<-r'<-t ^

Springfield, 0...2 2222 2222022222202222222 2-23

311225553255142532135153 3

109 Hunnewell, 27, \^^<-VT^-> ^/"r/' -r*^ >^ V/'

T

So. Danville, Me..l 022212*1222 1 22222222222 2-Z3

2514123552553252155344243
116 J Gauhgen, 27, i^-^ t.r*->^NV, ^ ^/ t ^ \ J'

Brooklyn N Y.,2 22*22122222 2 22222222222 0-23

2114535121211554233522522
123 G J Roll, 80, ^\l\Tt/'\l\/^r^l.'^^'^'^
Blue Island, 111.2 2222222222202 2222222222 0-23

2 551242513231552155433235
124 RGC,26, \\*>,t.N/'«i'/''«-^*>T->i/"tt^«^/'\-^^^

Philadelphia ....2 20222222222220222222222 2-23

1224331112352111242253233
149 T W Morfey.80,'K,rr>TS-*tT<-*-'/^T\«-";'/'\-^^^ J-'^t*-

Queens, N V... .2 22220022222212222222222 2-23

3123112413234254223522511
142 HMoney,81, t ^- T T >^N^1^\^-^ T T^\N->i i

Oakland, N J. . .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0-23

2115333453544255443132541
156 Mingo,26, r^/" ^-^"K-^ \ f\
Ravenna, O 2 2 U 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2-23

521424412421 '5 342313313221
157 Rex, 23, N . /</"sT T T/'/'/' T "^Jf" l.^ T T T •

Columbus, O... .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2-23

4551112521153522351425532
158 Puck, 26, ;^\^\-^\/'^'[ <^/^'^i-^J''\^>^i^ ^-N't^^^+A

Boston, Mass. ...2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.2 2 2 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2-23

1223252135521151421143533
168 H D Bates, 31, s/'r'T T \/>->w^T »NN-^/"s

Ridgetown. Ont.2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0-23

15244324132415 45355411212
1C8 E D Fulford, S)y^r>^~CT N< -^N^/" •^i ^^^-/'J''^

Utica, NY 0 12222222222222222222220 2-23

5121412122545543344515212
171 J Cutwater, 29, 4- i. t T ^'^^'^^ it r-^ ir i*-^ t ' ^<r-rr^

Caristadt, N J.. .1 1 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 2-23

522141252431525 3 244141333
181 J B Frazier, 27, T<-i I '\/'->r+'H+>t-<^wi' ^ '^^:^<-t<-^T

Fairmont, Minn.2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2-23

5155 4 53421554343352315311
182 JQWard,28, / ^\ I ^ i^<r->-^'t^ll 'KT

Paris. Ky 2 22022222222222222220222 2-23

1224312225543424242422231
1«8 Paul North, Si7, J-/^ W/*/'/' T *—^J'r^*^t\^ ^/'^'^'^'^'^^^^

Cleveland, O.... 2 21122122222220022221222 2-23

343421434325 42 5 3241225213
19S F Wheeler, 29, <^r» T/ i ^ i T l.>^ \<A*-\^r+r> ^'^^

Buffalo, N Y. .. .2 21 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 0 1 1 2 2 2 2-23

2 12 1342524153321532133141
185 Schwarz, Jr., 27,\-»^<^/'<-«-\-*\>^'3. \.+>,/'r^-^*-i/ ? «—>t.T i

Bridesburg, Pa.O 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 2 1 1-23

4411452135151322554252242
m T Marshall, 81, t Xt.^ ^' >lT^^/-+^-> T/^ N/' <-t.S/'

Keithsburg, 111. .2 22222222222222202222202 2-23

3 4 3 113 4 3 3 3 2 4 5 5 3 2 16 5 4 3 3 13 3

213 WC Clark, 28, i/N,^ T t.T->/^i^'^<^N-^^ '^-^>^/<-'^4-

At. Highlands. .1 12202222222220212222211 2-23

2113234531444533441524233
216 A S White, 27, <-T i <^r*\^ TM i/T i t N"* x^N'Kr+'s

Syracuse, N Y.. 2 02222222 2 2 2222222222222 0—23

THE TWENTY-TWOS.

3 12 4 2 4 2 3 5 4 4 4 13 2 4 2 3 2 14 114 2

7 J B Savage, 28, ^ \\ ' (-i i T -^z' T^N'^ r*1 '^i/'J-^r- ^^i^

New Haven ....0 22222220222222222222222 0—22

3455242555254544333145232
18 Ed. Voris, 28, ^^^/'^J-/' S «- X.\^^ \T(^^<^/ ^-^AiT^
CrawfordsviUe. ..2 22022212222220221222022 1-22

1424255163214352512422514
57 F Kaufman, 26, it t T-^^^-t+a/' ^^^^r^r^A

Two Rivers, Wis.l 12220222222222022221102 2—22

112 5 14 5 5 3 3 2 3 3 2 5 13 3 5 4 2 1112
41 E Lentilhon,26, /4. L4-\"~^r^*-*-*--^^t 4- i" \T T T \ i/'

t

New York 2 12202222222022222222122 0—22

5344515525435351252355131
45 W Parker, 27, tS 4- 1 r^/" l^1^^J^^ i^"/" \
Menden, Conn. .2 22222222202220212220222 2—22

3151242111231423253123553
50 E Steffens, 26, ^i^^^A^ AW^i"^ AAr* 4/" T/ / \«f T.^'h<-

New York 2 21220122222021212221220 1—22

4252221535444124223145241
51 J Keenan, 27, \\/ /^t '^NSN/'r*^ \/ ^ Ai-^^i

New York 2 0 2 220222222221212222220 2—22

2 Tl 1112413132424151135132
66 ITallman, 27, ^^ir-A / AAA r^r* I AX.^^'\r*r^"[At \X
So. Millbrook...! 21222111010221111102121 2-22

5121244445232524433334541
68 D P Foster, 26, P'r^r*^ '^/i\A'^'\'\\-^^'Xt'^<r-4^^^'^<r^^

Waterville, Me.2 2021121202112212211212* 2—22

5 4 3 5 2 4 5 5 5 15 12 3 5 3 4 4 2 5 2 12 14

Springfiefd, 'Mass..2 1111222221111202222 2!) 2^ 0—22

5434532454233452412354542
90 LRTranip,5S,^/7'->^/'N.;^^T/ ' i^;}- i tA-^XAt
Chicago 2 22122222222222022022202 2-22

114 4 2 2 5 4 2 12 4 2 114 2 3 3 4 3 3 2 4 2

110 J Parker, 28, / /^iNi" i i^-v w^'i^-v-^w^r^t.^Nj?" T N*?' i'^

Detroit 2 22221220122222222222202 0-22

3421132115122552355145 123
111 VonderBosch,?7,S./<\-^-^ Tk'^'K'^'Si rt-^ il'f-NNNr*-^ Nt.T T
New York 1 02210120222221112222222 2-22

15 2 12 4 15 2 4 15 15 112 3 5 4 5 5 15 3
155 B Popham, 26. \\i^;^<-y^i/Si\\i^'<—>tr>t.-«--'^''tt/'^/" wi'

Memphis, Tenn.2 22020222012222221222212 2—22

2 5 2 5 15 2 4 4 2 15 4 3 5 13 3 4 15 3 5 4 2

170' H Henry, 28, is/->/i s^r^/^i i/r*-/^t T*-*^*-/^ \'3''^/^->/^ ^
Philadelphia ....1 21122222220222222002222 2—22

4151144133244513334441142
180 E McCarney, 27, / K.r*/' N/'/' ^^'\'^Ar^t \Ht.T iA ^A x^t/^N

Buffalo, N Y.... 2 22222220222222222220222 0—22

5445131435542515352341312
188 J Fanning. 81, WWN T t 4- . At.-^
Jersey City, NJ.2 1120*122*22221112221222 2-22

4452345535443421152355211
189 J A R Elliott,8?,>s^N^^4./« . ^y^^Xj"'^
Kansas City, Mo.2 22220122221212111212120 0—22

3221531542233111222552134

Cleveland, O... .122110112121121112121101 0-22

2 3 15 3 5 3 4 15 4 4 2 3 3 12 3 2 4 3 3 3 4 5

Knoxville, 111. ..2 0222222222 0 220222222222 2—22

5425522121111531243221433
202 EBCoe,28, TaI"^ IlT \N T Tr>T N ^ N 4-^+^

Baltimore, Md. .2 21222112022 2 22202222220 2—22

3 12 2 5 2 2 15 2 2 4 3 2 3 5 4 2 114 4 3 4 2

210 W S Allen, 28, \\;^ ;>^i-i-;A/iXA^\'X->r^^</\X\'\AW^
Kansas City, Mo.O 22222222222022222202222 2—22

2124523125252334332341244
212 JWOrth, 26, -^lA^T \AAT^r*X' \'^^\i-*r^A\vrr*r*
Philadelphia ....2 22222222002220222222222 2—22

THE TWENTY-ONES.
3112232153211331431445314

New Y'ork 2 2002202022222222222 2 222 2—21

2542232525252555333133243
22 J Stroud, 29, \N\e't IJ*^/" i/^i^\-^r*J- iA-> ^\\A\
Hamilton, Ont. .2 12222202222222022220220 2—21

5 14 13 5 2 5 5 5 15 2 5 2 5 5 3 114 3 2 3 4

Anaconda, Mont.2 0 2 2 02222022222222222022 2—21

31535555424125452334322 3 5

81 J R Hull, 28, iwT:/'\At^^<^>'<r-\\r*\/^Ar'A>'r>-^i^
iVIeriden, Conn. .1 21220222222222220220202 2—21

512522214514121215234 1132
81 Matthewson, 27, r*\ </r^\.-' t^f^^A —> ? lA^~C^\
Wilmington, Del.O 22022222222222220222220 2—21

2134345115141421555422125

New Y'ork 2 00222102112220222121 1 22 1—21

4425215122244221125211145
125 C E Rhodes, i1,A\AA\'^^^<^>'Xj^A 4^'v-)•Tt.^^l^'^l^/^

Altoona, Pa 2 22222222002222022*22221 2—21

2514153415133524435322231
182 J Blarney, 26, N+^'^N ^'r^r^^^^AAXt-^^s^-^X'^A
Holyoke, Mass..2 20212002221222222 2.2 2222 0—21

252331252354331144342 5 525

Indianapolis ....2 22200221121121220222022 2—21

1121135552552551342225145
148 P Froeligh, 26, /J^->l^'r^+^^ >^'\-(r->W*N
New York 1 01222221012012212111210 1—21

2 3 4 4 4 2 5 5 5 2 2 5 2 3 4 5 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 4 1

. Trenton, N J...2 11100122220222022222122 2—21

3121532411142525244433214

Pittston, Pa 2 22222220220222*22222 2 02 2—21

411414254245 3' 311235332253
167 J WellbrocV, ll, /-^\A r^^^r^AA \AAX'^W^i'At KX.'^X.'XX.
New York 2 22202222222022222222202 0—21

23113 2 1434155321212422233
173 JRP, 26, <-T'^\«^/'>^S-/^TX^lL/^S'*iN/'/-»\^/«^<T

Philadelphia ....2 022222222220222222222 0 2 0—21

THE TWENTIES.
5222141 4.4 4541214323325142

26 P VD\x^oxlX.,Vl,A^^A^X^'r-r^A\/^-'AA^^^A1l^Ar*^A'^
Greenville, Del..0 10222202221222222222002 2—20

15 3 5 4 4 4 4 2 2 14 2 2 2 14 3 3 3 5 2 5 2 3

119 T P Bill, 27, r+Z/ lA l'\<\i^Ar^A'^^\\A\.
Middletown, Conn.2 2 2. 2 20220222222020120222 2—20

THE NINETEENS.
5221341415143551352542235

Trenton, N J... .2 222220211021010121 2*^ 202 2—19

THE WITHDRAWALS.
2 5 5 4 5 3 4 5 2 2 5 12 3 2 5 12 2 4 4 5 2 4

79 H Hughes, 27, '^t ^si^^v^T/^ $ -T"* i^r+i^'^^-

Easton, Pa .2 0222122222222012222111*
241132115414321144411221

Atlantf, Ga.'....2 2222222222220 2'2 1

341154452321332135113112
95 Mac Wilcox, 27,//' t.t.N ^ i^^A ^>\r^-^A\J-^\^r^AAt'^
Atlanta, Ga 2 02022222220222022222202

435541244411351342534551
97 RO Heikes,8n,r+t<-/^'^<-'^'^ ^Ai^r**r-vfr^t^^\'^i/'<:-<r-

Dayton, O 2 22201212202212201211211
444454112151315423543223

98 S Hathaway,26\^-^/^'^^r>-><--^^'^f^r**-T*^/"\4^^K/^4.\<r

Madison, N J... 2 22222222220220200220102
2 4 5 3 4 4 2 5 4 2 3 3 3 15 2 2 2 5 3 4 2 3 1

112 J Haliowell, 29,VN»t.^->\\N^T*-'\'^-»->\\N->i->\->t
Philadelphia ....1 22212221122202022220202

442215552 3 24455351213514
141 Hood, 29, S./t.e't^'V/\<^^^^\i/--^N^-/'Nti»i

Baltimore, Md. .2 22222222222222220 2 22002
5 5 5 2 3 3 2 5 4 3 14 3 4 5 2 2 5 4 4 5 5 11

^^ristol, Conil. . .2 21222222222 020222 2^ o'o 2'o

414451442225131242355 3 31
179 C K United, 27, ->iJ'N/'NTi*-'^t.4.<>'t^'NNTj«\''Nt.->

Schenectady ....1 0212 2 212222022102200*01

S5444351542452425 12432 2
94 C Lambert, 27, r>/^-^/ f ^ t/Z'r^t ^A T \k^'->

Lynn, Mass 2 222222*222202222222022
2231343143253525321435

9 C A Burke, 2T, 'K^'^'s.A ^AA\'i^%'\ '^.A g'^KK.A-^

A

Long Branch. . ..2 22222222222222010220*
545 5 255431243244353312

.28 J H Hanlon, 26, \r+ . N^-^/ r+ T K'^A 'r^iXT'AAA J-AW
Ligonia, Pa 2 222022122122102221220

44143444512421245321

New Haven ....1 221012022222222202*
3245 3421412 125521351

Cincinnati, O....2 0222022220122220120
25212121512113412224

24CWBudd, 29, ' A<^A^^Xir^^^ ^'kA
Des Moines, la. 2 2122221220220102112

54212124 5 52432353434

Newark, N J. . ..2 2220 2 202222222020 10

22212324242424212255 .

74 T Donley, 27, /" \ i^'i^N -"r*S<

—

>^r*X*-—
St. Thomas, Ont.2 0222202022211102220

44351124511421544344
L)T I WBudd,27. t/^/^>" ^ l^J^y-+<-<-T 4 ^4- TSN/"r>

Pemberton, N J. 0 122222222222012222*
22252311353125515312

108 P Steubener, 27, / \. J.->-»f-\t
Washington, D C.2 2222222202221210202

21153134 3 334182 3 4454
118 M Rogers, 26, -> VN, — \A Air-li"^ 'r^/<-
New York 0 2122201122202121222

534542 5 4 425522523211
118 Herbert, 28, T t N^N^'^HN^-.Ti S i^i^N e'S/''

Boston, Mass. ..2 2222220221222220220
14412114335555342424

127 C HMunson,?7,\/'i:v;r7'/'\-+/i»//'\ 'iNiTt.^
Dover, NJ 2 22022222202 2 2222000

1454244112212 3 153353
160 WS Canon, 25, N/ -Ti T \ ' Tj»^

Newark, N J.. ..11222*21121121211100
14551331235434435322

177 A L Ivins, 28, Xr^'^'^A t ^Ai-'\A/' T N-KN/^/r+r+
Red Bank, N J. 0 2 211111222222012222

31213424222422141344
201 H J Lyons, 28, \/ jTN ^\ t.\ 4, ^\4-^^t^T

Louisville, Ky. .2 2222022222*1212202 2

12213152355533211342
219 T P Laflin, 28, i^r^/i '^<-<_4.

Rock Island, 111.2 11*2121212*11111221
412141252214414533

130 Chapin,27, f-t r>";'^<-/'->^ T \"^/<-T i^H:/^

Brookfield, Mass.2 20002220122121220
442423442525251545

209 E W Bird, 27, tA^^T'^'^^'^^r^.ClxX'^A-*
Fairmont, Minn.2 22222202202202200

3 5 5 4 2 I-504 241 3 3 4
10 C Brownell, 26, J^\<-A 'vSAj'A
Stroudsburg, Pa.l 222222210010201

342131544124213 4
16 Doc, 26, \ltr* \\r*A ^^\^ 4rAA
Waterville, Me..O 222011022*20000

1515254455243521
100 T Clay Jr., 28,

Austerlitz, Ky..

. 116 J Morris, 27,

Philadelphia .

.2 222 220222202002
345423428 3 242 3 23

.0 01222210121221*
2125353144422231

129 C M Lincoln. 26,/ i^'jTw^ '\AtA^X\<^r*
New York ..2 022222*22222020

3424252514214242
172 C E Langdon,27, t / '^J^<-"V/^ ^4r^\ti^'/t<-
Rockville Center.. 2 022112110122011

1422253142212134
184 T Desmond. 27,r*1^.fj"\/^\ ^ ti"
Hagan, Ga......l 2 00222202222022

2425152315341413
220 H Kirkover, 28. ^ / w^',^// t « t/ wT'-t^/ \\t

Fredonia, N Y.. 2 220222222222000
51435524535 3

62 833, 27, t \/ ^ T ti^r*
Hot Springs, Ark..2 *2222220102

224123443121
65 W L Losee, 26, t tJ''^\i^r*
New York 2 2220100211*

4431151152 2 4

88 G Darby, 26, *>,<\TJ'\^^ A\it
Philadelphia ....0 20222222022

34243 4 243354
103ADoty,28, i^X^i' /"\*-A \
Haledon, N J. ..0 22202022220

454511211222
109 Dr. Snyder, 27, ^Ar^'^t^A j/'XAA t

Allentown, Pa. .2 0222211*111
113422523211

193 H P Collins, 26,A T ^' ^<-f-T N
Baltimore, Md..2 01222220220

212241541521
205 Farmer Jones.27,iir'/'t.X'' k^/'->\t ? ?

Cincinnati, O...1 22020110000
142153141321

211 McPherson, 27, ^ '«-vN// N/v>»

Pittsburg, Pa. . ..2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0

434424244421
221 J B Hopkins, 27,W\r*'s.-' >i'^/'r>-N\

Jamaica, N Y. . .2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 0 2 0

513 3 1121
8 J L Weller, 26, \i^A ^^X^A
Rochester, NY".02022202

5425S211
20 Col Courtney,29,N/t."i4>'t<->

"Syrcacuse, N Y.2 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 1

,
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51235424
46 R Nutting, 2T,

Washington, D C.2 2 1 0 1 2 0 *

42135335
32 J M Hawkins,29,'V-M^<-t.tr+t

Baltimore, Md..2 2 01 0 2 0 2

2 2 114 14 5

61 Wolstenctoft.28,^^<-<-r^.^l:^

Frankfort, Pa...2 0 2 2 0 2 1 *

54341321
119 Head, 28, N^wf'/W^^i

Peru, Ind. 0 1 2 0 2 0 2 1

5 4 2 2 4

aiT I Thompson, 2T,'V\i
Grandville, N Y.2 2 0 0 2

The Shoot-off.

The main event was finished about noon. As soon as score

sheets could be adjusted in the office of the compiler of scores to

prepare for the shoot-off, with the other incidental details to be
rearranged, the shoot-off was begun. There was a great crowd of

gentlemen and ladies present to witness the closing scene of the

great competition. A great mass of them were on the balcony of

the Casino. Some of the more enthusiastic shooters were massed
around the No. 1 set of traps, where the shoot-off took place.

Mr. Shaner at length walked up and down the dead line and
notified all those who were not contestants or their handlers or

members of the press that they would have to retire. After some
delay the space was cleared. Mr. Harold Wallack was the referee.

So far as exteriors were concerned, the contestants were cool

and steady of nerve, yet each one had a serious look of earnest

purpose. Mr, Shaner announced at about 12:45 that the shoot-off

of the tie should begin. Soon after the shooting commenced Mr.
Shaner stopped it while he requested some of the S. P. C. A. officers

to withdraw from within the boundary line. This they refused to

do. Under the threat that an officer would be immediately ordered
to arrest them if they did not comply they reluctantly obeyed.
Their egotistical personal desire to be conspicttous seemed to

excite their zeal greater than did their official duties. The shoot
was then resumed and concluded without further interference.

The contestants shot in the order of their numbers. Of the

twenty-two, five went out on the first round. Fox, Pierce and
Townsend, respectiveljf caught swift straight drivers, which were
out of the boundary in a twinkling, while McKay from No. 5

and Lockwood from" No. 2 drew right-quartering incomers. Ap-
parently the five birds escaped untouched. Alabaster was the
only contestant to lose in the second round, his bird, a straightaway
from No. 3, dying out not far away from the boundary.
The third round was disastrous for Johnson, the expert from

Atlantic City. He caught a twisting driver from No. 2, which
went away faster than Johnson could negotiate, and escaped un-
touched.
The fourth round was an evil one for Henry C. (Henry C.

Koegel), one of Newark's steadiest shots, as it also was for the
Indian from Omaha, Frank Parraelee, the former retiring in good
order on a left driver from No. 1, while Parmelee gathered a
cipher from a hot left driver from No. 3.

The fifth and sixth rounds abounded with good shooting. Greiff

retired in the latter round on a circling right driver from No. 1,

seemingly a bit over-careful with his second, thereby letting the
bird get started for a through trip.

The seventh round was gloomy in spots. Naumann drew a
leathern right driver from No. 3, which, though hit with deadly
aim, lived till it got out of the boundary. It was a tough bird.

Bond drew a left driver from No. 2, and though it was hard hit it

winged its way strongly into the ambient ether. Feigenspan, one
of New Jersey's greatest shots, was shooting in fine form. He
was the object of much friendly applause after each kill. A right-

quartering incomer detached him from further participation. Hick-
man, eminent in the shooting annals of Kansas City and the West,
drew an assertive bird, which circled boldly but hurriedly as a
right driver, and roamed away as free as a_ bird.

There were still eight left in when the eighth round began, but
two tarried by the wayside before the finish. Merrill drew a left

driver from No. 2, which went like a rocket, and it dropped dead
out. Trumbaur drew a right-twisting driver from No. 5, and as the
load did not twist accordingly as the bird did, the latter did not
tarry.
There were six men left in, all of whom were shooting in fine

form. Dr. Knowlton drew a warm right-circling driver from No. 1
and missed it with precision. Two rounds afterward Gottlieb, of
Kansas City, drew a lively driver from No. 2, and waiting on it too
long with his second, there then was a narrowing of the competi-
tion to three contestants.

Barto, of Chicago, dropped out in the 12th round on a hot bird
which started from No. 2 as a right driver, and finished merrily
at the coops unhurt.

It was now narrowed down to three, Minnesota, Pennsylvania
and Rhode Island, each against the others, and each performing
magnificently. Morrison was shooting his Winchester repeating
shotgun in masterly style. He was catching his birds quickly, put-
ting in his shots in excellent time, without a hitch or readjustment,
and it was rarely that each load did not center the bird. His gun
failed to extract properly once, but it was, after examination, de-
clared a no bird by the referee, after which he killed his next
neatly.
"Rahm," of Pittsburg, was doing some good work, though he

was quite a bit slower in time than were his two competitors, and
therefore now and then having harder birds in consequence. In
the 15th round he drew a hot driver from No. 5, and then there
were two competitors left. "Rahm" is Mr. R. R. Bennett, of the
Herron Hill Gun Club.

It now seemed a very close race between Morrison and Griffith.
Each was shooting in admirable time and with admirable precision.
The preference seemed to lean toward Morrison, for he lived in
Minnesota, a large State, and had a fame as a pigeon shooter, while
Griffith came from Rhode Island, wherein pigeon shooting is pro-
hibited by law, even though its boundaries did not prohibit it as
a matter of space. However, Griffith was shooting pigeons as a
fact. He was negotiating all kinds of birds freely right and left,

but so was Morrison. The latter, however, seemed to be showing
up slightly in his time. In the 18th round he drew a good bird, a
left driver from No. 1, which he missed entirely, apparently, and
then it was left to Griffith to win if he could kill his next bird. At
such a juncture one might quite reasonably expect to see some
signs of nervousness or determination or anxiety, but Griffith went
to the score with the calm and stolidly beneficent expression of an
Indian cigar sign, killed his bird in the same manner that
he had killed the others, and the cup and first money were his.
Then there were doings. Hearty applause greeted the victor.

The winning bird was captured, and handed to the victor hero.
Mr. Irby Bennett bore on his shoulders the giant victor oil the
grounds, with a man holding him steadily on each side as he
lurched to larboard and starboard, yet keeping carefully the dead
bird from further injury. Congratulations and handshakings
came from all points, and for a while it was a bewilderment. After
a time, amid the great assemblage in front of the Casino, Capt.
J. A. H. Dressel presented the cup to Mr. Griffith m well 'chosen
words, much to the rejoicing of those who were directly interested
and those who were onlookers. The account of the finish is set
forth in more condensed form as follows:

Shoot-off, miss-and-out. Commenced about 12:45 and ended at
1:52 o'clock:

Trap score type—Copyright, igor, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

2 4 2 3 5 5 3

21 C C Naumann, 28 2 2 2 2 2 2 *

453133221

29 J G Knowlton, 29 2 22222220
3

T
34 A H Fox, 30. ,..,-0

t
48 R L Pierce, 2& 0

6 3 2 4 112
^

70 R B Bond, 27 2 2 2 1 1 2 0 .

321542342534331241

77 J L P Morrieon, 29 2 22222222222222220
2

89 W D Townsend, 27 .0

452551254133225
^ / Si 7

92 R Rahm, 27 2 22222222222220
3 3 3 1

102 Henrj' C, 28 2 2 2 0

22213341342

104 C Gottlieb, 29 ........2 222222222 0'

C
\

117 F E McKay, 27 ....0

3 3

Tt
135 J L Alabastci-, 27. 2 0

22322253

136 R R Merrill, 29 , 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 *

14 2

^/^ ?

143 E S Johnson, 28 2 2 0

255555151522

146 J B Barto, 28 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

4 3 13

151 F S Parmelee, 30 2 2 2 0

3 2 2 13 6 2

^T.^tt/'S'
159 C W Feigenspan, 30 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

2

i'

178 C A Lockwood, 26 0

25322355

187 H Trurabauer. 28 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

3 12 5 51

198 G E Greiff, 28 2 2 2 2 2 0

252134332222223 3 54

204 E C Griffith, 28 2 22222222221122222
2 13 2 2 5 1

207 Ed Hickman, 28 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

Gonst Loads, Shells, Etc.

The guns weighed under 81bs._ The following gives the equip-

ment of the winners, those who tied on 25 and 24:

What the 25s Used.

C. C. Nauman used Clabrough gun. Trap shells, 3% Dupont
powder and 1*4 No. 7 shot.

J. G. Knowlton—Greener, Leader, 38 Rifleite, VA No. 7.

A. H. Fox—Winchester, Leader, 46% Dupont, VA No. Th^.

R. L. Peirce—Purdy, Trap, Z^A Schultze, 154 No. 7.

R B. Bond—Baltimore Arms Co., Leader, 3%, Dupont, VA
No. 7l^

J. L. D. Morrison—Winchester, Smokeless, 3% Schultze, VA
No. 7.

W. D. Townsend—Parker, Trap, ZV2 Schultze, VA No. 7.

R. Rahm—Parker, Trap, 42 Dupont, 1% Nos. 7% and 7.

Henry C—Smith, Acme, 43 L. & R., VA No. 7.

Chris. Gottlieb—Smith, Trap, 3% Schultze, VA No. 7%.
F. E. McKay—Smith, Pigeon, 3% Hazard, 1%, No. 7.

T. L. Alabaster—Greener, Smokeless, 3% Dupont, 1% No. 7.

R. R. Merrill—Cashmore, Leader, 43 Dupont, VA No. 7.

E. S. Johnson—Greener, Acme, 45 L. & R., VA No. 7.

J. B. Barto—Parker, Smokeless, 44 Dupont, I14 No. 7.

F. S Parmelee—Parker, Acme, 45 L. & R., VA No. 7.

C. W. Feigenspan—Parker, Trap, ZVz E C, 1% No. 7.

C A. Lockwood—Riley, Smokeless, 3 E C, 1% Nos. 7% and 7.

H. Trumbauer—Parker, Smokeless and Trap, 3% and SYz Du-
pont, VA Nos. 7 and IVz-

E. C. Griffith—Parker, Leader, 45 L. % R., VA No. 7.

G. E. Greiff—Francotte, V. L. & D., 3^2 Schultze, VA No. 7.

Ed Hickman—Smith, Trap, 3% Schultze, 1^4 No. 8.

What the 24s Used.

Franklin Stearns—Parker, Acme, 42 L. & R., VA No. 7.

AH. Gardiner—Smith, Leader, 45 Hazard, 1% No. 7.

G. McG. Morris—Parker, Leader, 2V2 Dupont, 1^4 Nos. V/2 and 7.

W. R. Crosby—Smith, Leader, 48 E C, VA Nos. T'/2 and 7.

W. Hopkins—Parker, Acme, 45 L. & R., 1% No. 7.

J. S. Duston—Smith, Trap, 48 Schultze, 1% Nos. 8 and 7.

Jim Jones—Scott, Acme, 28 Ballistite, 1 3-16 No. 7,

Teal—Parker, Smokeless, 3% Dupont, 1% No. 7.

C. E. Mink—Winchester, Leader and Pigeon, 42 Dupont, 1*4

No. 7.

Sim Glover—Parker, Trap, 3% Schultze, VA Nos. l^i and 7.

13-27—Smith, Smokeless and Trap, Sh^ Schultze, 1% Nos. S and 7.

W. W. Hassinger—Smith, Acme, 49 L. & R., VA No. 7%.
F. W. Cooper—Smith, Peters, 314 Kings, 1^4 No. 7.

Fred Gilbert—Parker, Leader, 3^ Dupont, VA No. 7.

J. H. Voss—W. Richards, Smokeless, 3% Dupont, VA No. 7.

E. Emmers—Parker, Leader, 29 Ballistite, 1^4 No. 7^^.

O. Von Lengerke—Francotte, Trap and Leader, 3^4 and 3?^
Schultze, VA Nos. 1% and 7.

C. D. Linderman—Parker, Smokeless^ 3% Schultze, 1^4 No. 7.

Edward Banks—Winchester, U. M. C., V. L. & D. and Leader,
3% E C and 29 S. G. R., 1% No. 7.

L. E. Parker—Parker, Leader, 3% Hazard, VA No. 7.

T. H. Jack—Daly, Acme, ZVz. E C, No. 7.

Leroy—Remington, Trap, SYi Dupont, VA No. 7.

W. iF. Quimby—Smith, Smokeless and Leader, 3^^ Schultze,
VA No. 7%.
W. J, Buzby—Smith, Smokeless, 3% Schultze, 1% No. 7.

Capt. A. W. Money—Parker, Trap and Leader, 3% Schultze, VA
No. 7.

H. Schimmell—Francotte, Smokeless, 26 Ballistite, 314 Schultze,
VA Nos. 8 and 7.

J. W. Hoffman—Francotte, Smokeless, 3^ E C No. 1, I14 No. 7,

J. R. Malone—Parker, Trap, 8% Schultze, VA Nos. 7^2 and 7.

G. A. Comstock—Francotte, Trap, 3% E C, Nos. 1% and 7.

F. D. Alkire—Parker, Smokeless, SV2 Dupont, VA No. 7.

E. C. Fort—Cashmore, Robin Hood, 314 Robin Hood. VA No. 7.

Wm. Wagner—Parker, Trap, 3^ E C. IV* No. 7.

A. Woodruff—Parker, Trap, 31^ Schultze, 1% No. 7.

Phil—Parker, Leader, 43 Hazard, VA Nos. 7% and 7.

C, E. Geikler—Smith, Leader, 44 L. & R., I14 No. 7.

Sen Sen—Smith, Trap and Smokeless, 314 and Schidtze, 1^
Nos. 8 and 7.

E. A. Geoffroy—Greener, V. L. and D., 48 Schultze. VA Nos.
1^ and 7. „

J. Von Lengerke—Francotte, V, L. and D. Lightning, 3^4
Schuluc, 114 3Sfo. 7%.

-

W. P. Brown—Parker, Trap, 3% Schultze and E C, VA Nos. 8

and 7.
, « '

H. C. Hirschy—Smith, Pigeon, 3% Hazard, VA No. 7.

J. W. Knevels—Remington, Acme, 44 L. & R„ VA Nos. IVi and 7.

Col. Martin—Parker, Smokeless, 3% Schultze, I14 No. 7.

The Tie on 24.

Immediately after the ties on 25 were shot off, Mr. Shaner called

out through the megaphone an inquiry in respect to what the Z4s

wished to do, whether to shoot off or divide. There were numer-
ous calls for a divide, and the tie was divided, each of the con-

testants in this tie receiving $34.05.

The Consolation Handicap, a 16-bird event, $10 entrance, birds

extra, high guns, followed the Grand American Handicap irn-

raediately. All winners of money in the G. A. H. went back 1yd.

Naumann. Bates, Brown, Sperry, Parmelee, Gottlieb, H. Money,
Griffith, Col. Martin, Tramp, Greiff, Merrill, Lilly and Steubner
killed straight. Each received $55. There were sixteen m the

Second ties, each of whom received $4.20.

Previous Winners.

The previous winners were: 1893, R. A, Welch, Dexter Park;

1894, T. W. Morfey, Dexter Park; 1895, J. G. Messner, Willard

Park; 1896, O. R. Dickey, Elkwood Park; 1897, T. A. Marshall,

Elkwood Park; 1898, E. D. Fulford, Elkwood Park; 1899, T. A.

Marshall, Elkwood Park; 1900, H. D. Bates, Interstate Park. All

the previous winners were participants this year with the excep-

tion of Mr. Welch, who was restrained by the ruling of his club

from contesting, and Mr. Messner.

The Staff Personnel.

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner managed the tournament. He had all the

departments fully organized before the shoot began, and as each

man was an expert in his special branch the shoot proceeded with-

out any friction. The office of compiler of scores was in charge

of Mr. Edward Banks, and he had for assistants Messrs. J. K.
Starr, H. H. Stevens, J. Mockridge and F. Young, Mr. A. Myer-
hoff was cashier, assisted by Mr. L. Lautenslager. The scorers

were: No. 1, Mr. J. H. W. Fleming; No. 3, H. Kerr; No. 4, Walter
P. Everhard. Squad hustler, Mr. G. Schneider. Messengers,
Messrs. J. Purcell and F. Keating.

Saturday, April 6,

The competition of this day was under the management of the

Interstate Park Association. There were two great events on the
day's programme. The first was the Gilman-Barnes international

trophy, which was placed in competition through the kindness
of Mr. John Parker, of Detroit. The conditions governing it

were 25 live birds, $15 entrance, birds extra; handicaps 25 to

32yds.; class shooting; four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

When won three times by a contestant it becomes his property.
Those who had scored wins on it were Mr. H. D, Bates^ who had
two wins. The following had one each: Messrs. L. T. Duryea,
R. O. Heikes, A. H. King, R. Merrill, Clarence Lane, J. H.
Bortle, Jacob Klein, Thomas W. Latham, W. R. Ellison and Jas.
Coffey.
The second event was the Sportsmen's Association's trophy at 25

live birds, $15 entrance, class shooting; handicaps 25 to 33yds;
four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. In addition to first money
the winner received a trophy presented by the National Sports-
men's Association.
The weather was consistently rainy. The wind was about 12

o'clock, blowing in the face of the shooter when at the score. The
conditions were such that the event was changed to 15 birds instead
of 25. It was near midday when the shoot began.

Gilman-Barnes Trophy.

In the Gilman-Barnes trophy contest there were forty-one com-
petitors. There were a number of ties, and it was agreed among
fhem that they draw for the prizes. Mr. J. L. D. Morrison won
the cup. The shooting of the latteB was admirable, he having
missed but one bird in the whole programme events. The scores:

Gottlieb, 29 222202212222122—14
Hickman, 28 ,...^,...>:....i. 222212211110222-14
H Money, 31 120022220112222-12
Cavanaugh, 26 221210222212222—14
Capt Money, 28 .221222222222022—14
Allen, 28 222202222222202—13
Townsend, 27 .120220220121121—12
Naumann, 28 .111111111 111111—15
Sloan, 27 101222222222122—14
E Pierce, 29 222222222222222—15
Fort, 28 222222012002222—12
L E Parker, 28 222222022222222—14
Bird, 27 222222012220222—13
Murrill, 29 202222121122222—14
Geo Roll. 30 222122202221222—14
McKay, 27 220220222222222—13
Bates, 31 222022222222222—14
Hoffman, 27 ..>..;.....,.... . . .222222200220222—12
Alabaster, 27 222222222222222—15
F Stearns, 28 222202222222222—14
Marshall, 31 202222222202222—13
B-27, 28 .022121221001122—12
Le Roy, 28 ....222222222222222—15
Tramp, 28 .201221222222222—14
Gilbert, 32 222222222221122—15
Crosbv, 32 .222222222202220—13
Parmelee, 30 222222222221222—15
Budd, 29 111122021221112—14
Loomis, 28 202222222021212—13
Van Allen, 30 - 222222222222200—13'
Morrison, 29 222222222222222—15
Brown, 27 222022212122120—13
Linderman, 28 222222222222222—15
Fanning, 31 .022012221201212—12

J L Head, 28 0120102122010
Heikes, 30 ' 222222222222222—15
Col Martin, 28 222011112122211—14
D P Foster, 26 ; 112022222222112—14
E C Griffith, 28 222202022222210—12
J M Thompson, 29 222222122202112—14
John Parker, 28... 222222200222222—13

The Sportsmen's Association Trophy.

This event also, on account of the inclemency of the weather,
was reduced to 15 birds. There were thirty-six contestants. The
ties were decided in this event as in the other—by chance—and
Mr. F. S. Parmelee won it. His shooting was admirable. He
missed but one bird in all the programme events. The scores:

Gottlieb, 29 .101121112212101—13
Hickman, 28 212101222202222—13
H Money, 31 .222222222222222—15
Cavanaugh, 26 122021022220222—12
Capt Money, 28. , . , . . .122222222222222—15
Allen, 28 221221222222222—15
Townsend, 27 222212121222222—15
Naumann, 28 120122121211122—14
Sloan, 27 202222222022102—12
Pierce, 29 222222022222222—14
Fort, 28 220221202022001—10
Merrill, 29 .222222222222222—15
Geo Roll, 30 .222021222122102—13
McKay, 27 222222222222222—15
Hoffman, 27 222222202222222—14
Alabaster, 27. 222222222222222—15
Stearns 28 222222220222222—14
Alarshall, 31 222222202222022r-13
B-27 28. .. 220122221222212-14
Le Roy, 28...... 222002202222222—12
Tramp, 28 ....

, , , . . . 222122212222112—15
Glib ert, 32 .- 211122211222222—15
Crosb>', 32 022202222222222—13
Parineree, 30 222222222222221—14
Budd, 29. 221112221221222—15
Loomis, 28 ...202222222222222—14
Van Allen, 30 222222222222222—15
Morrison 29 222222212222222—15
Brown, 27 , 220100112112222—12
Linderman 28. . , , . ; . . . .222222222212222—15
Fanning, 31 .122121020202222—12
Heikes, 30 .212222212222222—15
Lol Martin, 28, , , , .122201222221112—14
L E Parker 28 , .

, .222222222222288-15
E C Griffith, 28 122221122222212—15
D P Foster. 26 012121212222112—1^
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IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Shooting A^ociation.

Trenton, N. J., March 30—The last two shoots of March 27 and
30, in spite of the disagreeable weather, were well attended, and
every one, shooters and visitors, enjoyed himself immensely.
Of the many different plans that have been tried from time to time
which had for their object the awakening o£ more enthusiasm and
interest among the members, none have succeeded so well as the
"capon sweeps" that were provided for in all the programmes
for visiting different shooting organizations for the purpose of
noting how they ran things. I observed carefully and inquired
into the methods and plans that were used to hold the interest
and keep up the attendance of the members. After experimenting
with various plans, we found that until we began offering some-
thing good to eat in the shape of turkeys and capons we had
not hit the correct combination. We ran 5 targets, entrance 25
cents, targets included. Scores:

March 27:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets : 25 15 20 10 10 10

Thomas 21 12 14 7 9
F Thropp 17 10 15 5
Maddock . 11 9 12 6

Lutes , 10 17 8
Farlie 8
C Brokaw . . 6
Applegate . . 5
T Thropp 5
Widmann - 3
Kirby 1W K 0

Sprague 2
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, cash sweeps; Nos. 7 and 8 for capons; No.

9, for capons and added purse; Nos. 10 to 16, cash sweeps, with
tie shoot-off.

March 30:

WESTERN TRAPS*
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Sinclair . . .
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6 4 .. ..

2 3 1 2 2 .. 15 .. ..

4 3 3 3 .. 6 .. .. .... 5 9 ..

0 1
4 3 4 . 5 3 ..

2 .. .. .. 8

1 2 6 .. .. .. .. 1
Jones ,.

Nos. 1 and 2, sweeps; Nos. 3, 4, 5, and
7 and 8, tie shoot-off; Nos. 9 and 10, capon
Nos. 11 and 13, cash sweeps; Nos. 12, 13,

2 .. 1 .. 4 7

6, capon sweeps; Nos.
sweep and tie shoot-ofi;
14 and 15, tie shoot-off.

Secretary.

April 6.—In the teeth of a fierce northeast storm and a driving
rain nine members and one visitor shot through a programme o£

fifteen events, and Messrs. Thomas, J. R. Taylor, J. E. Thropp, Jr.,

Frank Wilkes and Harry Smith will partake of roast capon for

Sunday dinner. Our magautrap again broke down just at the
time we did not wish it to, and after pottering around it for an
hour we closed it up, and finished the programine on the five-trap

battery. The scores are away below par, but the man that won
in either the capon or cash events certainly earned all that came
his way, for old Jupiter Pluvius outdid himself in the way of
handing out a sample of his stock of a cold spring rain. In spite

of the discomfort of wet feet and clothing, every one was in the
best of humor and enjoyed himself immensely. It is proposed
to hold Saturday afternoon shoots from now until fall, in addition
to our regular monthly badge contests, which are fixtures for each
second W ednesday in each month.

Events: 12 3

5
3
2
4
3
2

4 5
5 10
3 ..

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
5 5 5555555
12 4 1
4 4 4 4
31 4 3'

0 2 4 2'

4 4 3 3

3 14 2

13 2 3
0 0 2 2

Targets: 10 10
Thomas 4 .

.

J R Taylor 5 ..

Thropp 6 5
Wilkes 7 ..

Duncan 3

Hinckley 0 .. .. 0
Barlow 2 .. .. 0 .. 0 0 11
Gaskill 2 .. .. 4 0.;..
Tom 1
Smith .: 3 .. 13
Events 1 and 2, cash sweeps; events 3 and 4, capon sweeps;

event 5, capon and purse sweep; event 6, capon sweep; events 7 to
15, cash sweeps.

Hudson Gun Club.

Jersey City, April 8.—The scores made to-day at the Hudson
Gun Club's shoot follow:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 25 15 15

L Shorty 14 14 13 13 14 23 15 15
H Bock 12 8 8 11 11.. 9.. 90 59
F C Brown ...^ . 7 6 8 8 7 15 8 .. 115 59
A A Schoverling...<.-.v........ 12 13 10 13 12 15 13 .. 115 88

J Hughes 10 7 9 .. .. 16 .. .. 70 42
F Hansman 12 10 12 10 8 21 . . . . 100 73
H Fee

8

13 9 8 .. .. 10 .. 75 48

J P Kay

11

8 11 10 18 11 .. 100 69
A. A. ScHOVERLiNG, Ass't Sec'y.

Shot
at. Broke.
130 121

Boston Gttti Club*

Boston, April 3.—Wednesday, .April 3, the date for the Boston
Gun Club's twelfth weekly prize shoot, was a corker of a day, as
the five trapshooters present are willing to testify. After once
reaching the grounds no one thought of improving their scores
and one went so far as to say he did not want to shoot. But
when two of the five began to shoot and burn up powder and
shot with very little success, his enthusiastic gun nature cropped
out, and when his turn to shoot came he was in his place and on
both feet. Only in the match events did any one care to take ad-
vantage of their handicap, and then only two, Howe and Horace,
and as the youngest member present stated for just a few shat-
tered targets got a good soaking. Scores below; All shot from
the 28yd. mark, except events 5, 6 and 7, where Abbott shot 28yds.
and the rest at handicap distances:'

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Abbott, 17 16 112 4 6

Howe, 19........... 3 6 4 6 6 5 5
Horace, 18..... 3 2 2 1 8 7 6
Frederick, 14.. .. .. 3

Henry, 16 . . . . . . . . 1

Prize match, 30 singles, unknown; distance handicap:
Horace, 18. .111111101010110010111010110101—20
Howe, 19. OOlllOlOllOOOOllOlllOOllUOOlO—16
Abbott, 17 100000100010100011001010111001—12

Brockton vs. Harvard.

Brockton, Mass., March 30.—The Brockton Gun Club to-day
defeated the Harvard Gun Club in a five-men team match by 2
targets. The weather was cold and very windy, and the shooting
was difficult. Scores:

Harvard.
Blake .010011101111110101101111011111—22
Dana 111011110011101100110110010000—17
Williams 001000011110110111100100000101—14
Bancroft 100111010010111100110001101111—18
Phelps .OOlOlOllOOOllllOOOlOUimmi—19—90

Brockton.
Worthing 111011010110111111111111011100-^23

Grant .101011011101011000101011110011—18
Woodard .101011010011011001110110010000—15
Leonard . 101101110110010001110111101011—19

Stock , i - .loooioiooioiioiouiomiomoo—17—92

Audubon Gun Club.

Chicago, 111., March 30.—The Audubon Gun Club held its regu-
lar monthly shoot here to-day. The weather was very bad; there
was snow and rain, and the birds were hard to see. The bad
weather kept most of the members from coming out. Scores:

C E Felton, 2 2*022210221011220—12

J M Gillis, 1 2002120*11*12011 —10

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, 111, April 6.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the thirteenth trophy shoot of
the series. R. Kuss was handling his new Greener in a very kill-

ing style; so much so as to go straight in the main event, and
being the only one to do so. The birds were an excellent lot, being
extremely fast and erratic in their flight. A strong and very chilly
northeast wind blew directly across the traps, and a very large
majority _ of the birds took advantage of it and started promptly
for Peoria, and, for all we know, many of them went there. One
more shoot closes our pigeon series, and then for the bluerocks.
The annua! meeting of the club was held on Wednesday, April 3.

The secretary reported the club in fine condition, all bills paid
and the membership full to the limit, with eleven applicants on the
waiting list. The treasurer reported about $225 in the treasury.
Three new directors were elected, viz.. \V. A. Jones, A. D. Dor-
man and A. Hellman. Election of officers resulted as follows:
President, W. A. Jones; Vice-President, A, Hellman; Secretary,
Dr. J. W. Meek; Treasurer, Thos. W. Eaton; Captain, A. D.
Dorman.

Classification of shooters remains same as before, viz.. A. B
and C. The club has glowing prospects for a prosperous and active
year ahead. The scores:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Kuss, 31 2212222222—10 1222110202— 8 *12122—

5

Dr Shaw, 31 1*11211212— 9 22201*2222— 8 111111—6
T Eaton, 30 .....1212*01012— 7 2002*02*11— 5 2211]1—6
Dr, Meek, 31 011*12*220— 6 *llin—

5

Marshall, 27 *2*2011**2— 5 1200212121— 8 210121—5
McDonald, 29 02101*0101— 5 11122*2001— 7 2110=^*—

3

A McGowan, 28 1112120*21— 8 021110^
Thomas, 28 1011100012— 6 1210010110— 6 000121—3
Keck, 28...... 211*111012—8
Midgley, 28 220122222*— 8

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Minneapolis Gun Club,

Minneapolis, Minn., April 1.—The following scores were made
at Intercity Park to-day. The live-bird event was for the Review
cup, and should have been at 25 birds, but the express company
failed to deliver the birds till late in the day, and this made the
25-bird event impossible. The strong wind made the live birds
a good lot and the targets very erratic. Scores:
No. 1, 10 live birds:

Perry 1212022221— 9 Johnston 0111*20*11— 6

Earl 1212*21101—8 Mrs Johnston 2222122222—10
Wilkinson 2222220222— 9 French 2121212212—10

No. 2, 25 targets, magautrap: Perry 17, Earf 21, Wilkinson 19,

Johnston 21, Mrs. Johnston 19.

No, 3, 25 targets: Perry 16, Earl 21, Wilkinson 20, Johnston 23,
Mrs. Johnston 21, French 22.

Secretary.

Mississippi Valley Notes.

The Twin City Gun Club, of Pekin and Peoria, has claimed May
16 and 17 as dates for its annual spring target tournament. The
boys will operate two sets of expert traps, and the shoot coming
thus just ahead of the Illinois State meet will be sure of a good
attendance. This club has twenty members entered to contest for
honors in the State tourney.
The programme of the twenty-seventh annual tournament aiid

convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association will be
issued next week, and it will present to the trap shots of Illinois

and the middle West one of the best all-week entertainments of

the year. The splendid grounds of the Illinois Gun Club have been
turned over in toto to the State Association for this event. There
is not a better ground anywhere in the West for a big gathering
of this kind, and it seems as if nothing can bar this being the
finest meeting in the history of the sport in Illinois. There will

be a full target programme for six days, besides live-bird sweeps,
the various State trophy contests and the big match for the Dupont
trophy, which the Messrs. Dupont de Nemours & Co. have re-

deemed and offer in competition here as a special feature.
The programme of the twelfth annual tournament of the Kansas

State Sportsmen's Association, to be held at Leavenworth, April
16, 17 and 18, presents a very tempting layout to the shooters of

the West. The Kansas boys are noted among the best of the host
of good fellows who make up the shooting aggregation of this

big basin, and three of the merriest and most popular of them all.

—

to wit, Jim Sexton, Harry (Jap) Kooler and Louis Erhardt—^are

the guiding spirits in this big event. Their introductory address
to the shooters, while not exactly suited to be classed as an epic,

will appeal with keen humor to every reader and prepare him for
the good time coming if he attends this shoot. The regular pro-
gramme carries sixteen 15-target events daily; $5 added in each.
Besides, there will be the Kansas State championship and Roches-
ter Brewing Company interstate championship cups to be con-
tested for. Targets will be thrown at 2 cents each. Money
divided on the Rose system, 4, 3, 2, 1; and manufacturers' agents
will be permitted to shoot in programme for targets only, at a
charge of 1 cent for targets.
And the St. Louis boys are still whooping things up as never

before for the State meet the last week in May. There are from
thirty to forty entries whenever manager Dave Elliott hangs up a
programme at Dupont Park.
The genial Chas. Spencer is winning success and friends in his

new capacity as the local representative of the King Powder Com-
pany, while Alex Mermod is creditably filling the position formerly
held by Mr. Spencer, with the Rawlings Sporting Goods Company.

F. C. RiEHL.

The International Team Match,
A MEETING of influential trapshooters was held in New York city

on Monday of this week. Hon. T. A. Marshall in the chair, Mr.
R. O. Heikes secretary.
The following resolution was passed:
That Paul North be authorized, on behalf of of the American

team, to send to A. H. Gale, representing the English team, a
challenge accompanied by a forfeit of $500,. to bind a match at
inanimate targets for $2,500 a side, such a match to commence on
or about Aug. 12 next.
Matters of further interest are as follows:

The International luanimate Target Team Match,

In behalf of the trapshooters of the United States, this challenge
is sent to trapshooters of England, Ireland and Scotland for a
series of contests to be shot under the following rules and con-
ditions, and as an earnest of good intentions, inclosed find New
York draft for $500 to bind the match. Paul North.

Rules and Conditions Governing International Match.

Match to consist of a series of contests for a stake of $2,500 a
side and the winner of the best three in five contests to be declared
as winner of the match and stakes.
A forfeit of $500 to be deposited with A. If. Gale, honorable

secretary of the Middlese-x Gun Club, on the sending of the clial-

lenge, and the balance of the stake, $2,000, on or before July 15.

Match to be shot between Aug 10 and 20. Exact dale to be
mutually agreed upon and shot upon the grounds most suuab'.e,
and the American team to have the privilege of a week's practice
on the grounds selected for the match.
Match to be play or pay.
All gate receipts to be equally divided between the teams.

Teams to consist of ten men on a side, and to be composed of any
ten men from the United States and any ten men from England,
Ireland or Scotland.
Each team to lia e the privilege of usi«g an unlimited number

of substitutes in tha "series of contests, but ng change to be made
during any oae contesf.. ' " '

"

Contest to consist of 100 targets per man, thrown from Ely
traps, or 1,000 per team, and to be shot on as many successive days
as IS necessary to decide the match.

I. B. S. A. rules to govern, with following exceptions: Targets
to be thrown not less than 40 nor more than 60yds. Targets to be
throv/n not lower than 6ft., nor higher than 10ft. at a point lOyds.
from the trap.
One judge to be selected by each team, and these two to select

a referee, and in the case the judges disagree, the referee to decide,
and ]iis_ decision to be final.
Shooting to be in squads of six men, and composed of three from

each team. This would leave last team with one man each, and
team can be filled up with substitutes, whose scores will not count,
American team to use one barrel only, and to be allowed I'Aoz.

shot, struck measure, 1106 Dixon's or American Shooting Asso-
ciation measure,
English team to use both barrels, And I. B. S. A. rules to govern

as to charge of shot. Any length of shell, and any charge of
powder allowable. Twelve-gauge guns only,

Aschenbroedel Gun Club,

New York, April 6.—The following scores were made, at our
first regular club shoot, Friday, April 5:

Events: 1.2 3 4 5 6
T.irgets: 10 lO 10 10 5 5 Total,

R Rublendcr 7 6 8 7 3 3 34

P Grunert 2 3 5 6 1 3 20
II Heiser 5 2 2 3 2 1 15

J Kniltal i. 2 1 1 2 2 0 8
K Macdona d 7 7 7 6 2 2 31
E Wagner 6 6 4 7 2 3 28
C Waters ... 4 3 1 .. 8

J Siemers .. 7 2 1 .. ]:!

J Sprague 0 0 0 .. 0

These scores are not as good I hey will be IiiIit nn. Hi'? Iitins;

the first time in many months ih:il >everiil o( iiiir ini-tul)irs h/md f\
a gun. This was proven when ilic fiun iff iiiie nl- ihn'c whiini v.

call "Splinters" for short, went olT anil lih-u ;i liii't- it) I lie ^'ilv >

our shooting box. (He was called Sl)i^!cr^ la'furv l|0 iilifilo ll. a

break.) When asked how it happenid l o -!v:<\ lit in I luaj-
ticing. We will hereafter furnish hini w'nh \i'.ix\\)< c:,:\:n\iivb iur

that purpose.

J. Sprague's score of duck eggs was not made In the ap-
proach of Easter, but was caused by that gentleman luoiiiing upon
wearing a Prince Albert coat while shooting, tlic tails of which
being blown up by the wind rather spoiled his aim. At least this
is the most charitable explanation we can find for his performance.
Our next shoot will take place Friday, April 19.

E. Macdonai,!!, Sec'y.

Crawford Gun Clutp,

Altoona, Pa., April 5.—The following scores at clay targets
were made by members and visitors of the Crawford Gun Club on
Good Friday afternoon:
Events: 1
Targets: 10

Selwitz 5
Epright 6

Waite 4
Shatzer 5
Peters
Kelly
Martin
Wright 6
Shoenfelt 4
Hurley 1
Burkholdcr ..

Rampling a . . ......... .. . .

Bastain
Nos. 5 and 7, walking match; No. 6, 10 pairs,

F. C. Wright, Sec'y.
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Fixtures.

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbund of

North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park._ Off-

hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund's annual festival and prize shoot.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

San Francisco, March 31.—Several members of Columbia Pistol

and Rifle Club went to the range for a 50-shot revolver match
to-day. Brannigan carried ofi: the honors with a fine score, beat-
ing his own record, and it was expected that he would beat the
Coast record on his fourth score, wliich he spoiled by ending with
a 9. He uses a .-38 Smith & Wesson.
Mr. J. B. Bradley, of Wyoming, was present and shot well witb

this weapon, expressing himself well pleased with his day's spc
and a desire to be with us.

Daiss' shooting was experimental, and not up to his average
Scores, revolver, 50yds., Columbia target:

A J Brannigan . 663729356 3—50
10 6 4 10 11 4 6 6 6 3-66549644337 3—48221366542 9-40
5 6 8 5 5 5 6 9 7 4—59—263

F O Young 65 61 58 57 49-279
G M Barley 54 50 52 76 68—300
C M Daiss.. 83 56 55 60-308

J B Bradley ..; 70 99 89 72 89—419

Brannigan had 43 shots out of 50 in Sin. ring. Young had 42 and
Barley and Daiss each 41; E. Hovey 64, 70; S. Carr 77, A. J,

Brannigan 53, 55.

With pistol Young made 40 and 48.

Dr. J. F. Twist, who had just got the powder burns cured from
his recent accident, and who was looking rather improved in his
facial appearance over his former, self because of the ruddy glo
of youth being imparted to the new skin, took a spin on his whee
for a change to-day. He was thrown from his wheel and cam
home with the right eye blackened and that side of his face badi
lacerated, several stitches being needed over the eye. He an
Young are trying to think up a new sport where accidents hav
no place.

F. O. YOTJNG.

The
and Engl

contemplated international rifle contest between American
j:.uglish teams was definitely abandoned recently. The English-

men declined to challenge the National Rifle Association, on the
ground that they had not a sufficient number of skilled men
available for the contest.

A post card, dated at Hanover, March 22, bearing the portral

of Cooke and Clinton, American rifle and pistol shots, bears x:

following kindly inscription, for which we thank the fair e.xpei l

who sent it: "Compliments and best wishes to Forest an
Stream, from Cooke and Clinton, Wintergarten, Berlin,. Mohl
of April."

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Mr. A. G. Cmhbert, who comes into the colimins of Ihc Fori-?
AND Stream fcr llie first !i<iie this " cek, is one of (lie lew yai !

and boat builders of this vicinity. Hi-; p'ac'e. on an i>';md in i

Calumet River, is a picturciiue and happy one. In his tii'i

slructible metal skiffs Mr. Cullibert has; a new idea. Tht'sc :>.

wonderfully easy running boat.-;, and it seem.s hlerally true lli:

you cannot sink them and cannot hurl ihcnl.

—

Adv.

In Mr. J. H. Rushton's new catalogue of rowhoat.<: an 1 ciuo^
may be found almost everything in the way of jileasTre I>'>,tis—

power boats—that the sunimer outer could desire. Mr. Rushld
boats have won high praise on many waters, and ilmse who -r

considering the purchase of a boat or canoe, or anything cc
pected witSi either, would do well to see this catalogue.—/Idv.
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In his many sided nature were an infinite gentleness witli weak
tilings, a vigorous hatred for those who inflicted suffering un-

necessarily on man or beast, that came from a sympathy which
made him feel the extent of that suffering. This may seem a

strange claim to make for a man who was so keen a sportsman,

but it is an essential part of the true sportsman. There is as

fundamental a diiTerence between a true sportsman and a man. wlio

loves inflicting death or suffering from sheer love of cruelty as

there is between either of these and the nervous lady Who shrieks

at an earwig and takes to the table top when mouse or beetle

claims the ffpor.—Slary'^ tt. Kingsley's Memoir of George Henry
Kingsley.

-MANY MEN OF MANY MINDS.
A West Virginia correspondent wrote the other day'

in criticism of the New England mode of ^ox hunting,

which is to drive the fox by dogs within gun range and
"then to shoot it. The West Virginia yiew, was that this

was not sportsmanlike, but that the better way was the, one

pursued in the South, of driving the fox with hounds
until it is overtaken and killed by dog or huntsman. And
in illustration of truly sportsfnanlike fox huritlfig, ' two
famous cases were cited. In one thirty hounds started, a

fox in the morning and kept him going all day, until, eight

dogs having stayed in to the finish, at the end of thirteen

hours the fox was overtaken and killed. In the other

case cited three hounds having started a fox on a Satur-

day morning went out of hearing of the hunters who had
put them out, and ran the fox until sundown of the

Sunday following, when, at a point seventy-five miles

from the start, being cheered on by three men who had
been attracted by the cries of the chase, "the dogs quick-

ened tip a bit and caught the fox. All fell in a heap and
could not be persuaded to move a step." Whether the

fox died of exhaustion or not is not told. In this case

it appears that the sportsmanship consisted in starting

the dogs on the trail of the fox and leaving them to do
the rest; to keep up the hunt through the night while the

htintsman was asleep in his bed at home, and during Sun-
day while he was in church, and enjoying his Sunday
dinner and his siesta. It would be more nearly accurate

to say, however, that while this incident affords an illus-

tration of the extraordinary staying power's of fox and
hound, it is not a typical Southern fox hunt, in which
the hounds are followed by mounted huntsmen and the

enchantment of the sport is found in the glorious cross

country riding.

When a fox hunter, by which is meant the rider to

hounds, contemplates the New England mode of hunting
the game with dogs and gun—where the hunter concealed

behind the stone wall shoots the fox when it comes within

range—he very naturally decries and condemns the sport

because it is in all resp«cts so different from his own
hunting. And on the other hand the fox hunter of the

New England hills, where riding to hounds is unknown
and for many reasons impracticable, makes an equally

strong argument in advocating his methods as the one
best adapted to local conditions and affording abundant
satisfaction in its successful, or on occasion unsuccessful,

pursuit.

But "sportsmanship" is so much a matter of individual

training, custom, prejudice and partiality, and these in

turn are so largely or so wholly determined by local

conditions of opportunity and restriction, that instead of

the followers of one practice denouncing those of another

as unsportsmanlike, it is much 'thore sensible for each to

consider that the other, though diiferent from his own,
tnay yet be quite as correct and defensible and commend-

able. Certainly no person may justly set himself up as an""

oracle to, pass judgment in condemnation of either, until

he shall have made test for himself of both, the exultation

of the gallop and the satisfaction of the shot. -

It is in our modes of recreation, as in many other phases

of life, we are given to disapprove certain things just be-

cause they are different from what we are accustomed to

for ourselves. We have a notion that our own way is the

right way, and aay other, ,way 4s- tHejVroiig, way. In-

tolerance of fox hunting methods is only another expres-

sion of that human nature .which- makes us.- intolerant: iii
,

politics and art,^ and lias caused ^tlie history of religion

to be in large measure a record of persecution. , .We ridi-

cule the foreigner who does not dress or walk or eat or

smoke as we do, and we persist in making shirts for the

heathen and insist upon their .wearing them, when the

heathen thmk that the more sportsmanlike way is to go^

about clothed only in their pristine purity. In sport, as in

religion, we '.'lengthen the creed" even if we do not

"shorten the decalogue."

The accepted ethics of sport are for the most part

purely artificial in origin and development, although they

may not be for that reason any the less deserving of

recognition nor any the less binding. For instance, the

rule that a sportsman should not sell his game is ac-

cepted only because , of lively appreciation of the game
depleting effects of market hunting. The rule that for-

bids .shooting at birds on the ground is accepted because

of the recognition of the higher skill required for wing
shooting and the satisfaction one finds in the attainment

and practice of that skill. The rule that one must not

kill an excessive amount of game is based upon economic

grounds and considerations of justice to others—namely,

that the parent stock must not be unwisely reduced, that

wanton waste is wicked and that other shooters have a

right to their share of the game. Aside from these con-

siderations, there is no wrong in the making of a big

bag of game, for if on other grounds there is nothing

censurable in the killing of one quail, there can be

nothing censurable in the killing of a hundred quail, since

one hundred times nothing is nothing, and a thousand

times nothing remains nothing still.

The restrictions provided in our game codes are based

upon economical considerations and not upon ethical

whimsies. The statute which forbids certain modes of

capturing game, .such as deer crusting, partridge snaring,

shooting ducks with swivel guns, netting quail or game
fish, taking garne and fish at certain seasons, or taking

more than prescribed numbers—all these are concerned
only with ^sO; limiting the destruction as not to imperil

the perpetuity of the breeding stock.

The' whole purpose and theory of game protection as

embodied in the statutes is the application to wild game
of the principles which govern us with respect to domestic

animals—^namely, to breed for use, deer as sheep, moose
as cattle, prairie chickens as domestic poultry, wild ducks

and geese as barnyard fowl, wild turkeys as domestic

turkeys. The severaV species are protected and conserved

and kept in existence, that successive generations of thein-

may be hunted and killed and eaten by .successive genera-

tions of mankind. This purpose aside, we would have no
game protection to-day nor any game.

The conditions which affecl: the supply of a game species

may differ in different localities or in different countries,

and with the varying conditions there will be found a

corresponding variation both of ethics arid Of what are

regarded as necessary laws. An example in point is one
to which we have more than once alluded, that of the

big bags of game which are common in European coun-

tries and there approved and warranted on economic

groitnds because the game is artificially bred and the

supply may be kept up equal to the demand, but which

are not sanctioned in America because here the condi-

tions as to supply and demand are quite different.

Again, in America we anathematize the big gunner who
steals upon the wild ducks in the night and rakes them
with a pound of swan shot, and our feeling against the

poacher and our laws which forbid it are amply justified

by the ruinous effect night ducking and the use of big

guns have upon the local shooting. But in the waters of

Great Britain the punt gun is an approved appliance of

the wildfowler's art, and the most decided satisfaction is

experienced by the fowlef who by arduous toil and con- •

summate craft succeeds at last in training his cannon on
the fowl. Here is a paragraph from a chapter on the

art of wildfowling as set forth by an authority

:

Another hour passes; it is 3 o'clock, and we can now begin to

gauge the chances of the night. So far, everything points to this

being our "night out," the lucky one in a hundred (mostly blanks).

To-night the fowl are setting in toward the mussel beds of the

highest bank, the last to be covered by the tide; hence the most
favorable for a shot,, since the big gun is at least twice as

effective on fowl ashore as on fowl afloat. Yes; we are indeed in

luck to-night, for, as the punt draws in to the final advance, we
just clear the point of the high land with its dark loom; and
now, full in the bright water and the horizontal rays of the sink-

ing moon, we at length perceive our friends. They are still in

full "flock"; but anxious moments remain ere that last hundred
yards is made good. In no other sport within my knowledge is

there more concentration of excitement, more prolonged suspense,

than is experienced during these critical moments of yet un-

decided, fate, with the noisy masses of wildfowl already almost in

shot, and the trigger lanyard tightly twisted around one's fingers

—

no,, not even when at length, for the first time, the fore sight of

the rifle dwells in thrice-refined aim on the shoulder of pome
grand beast one has sought out in his haunts, hunted or stalked,

perhaps for days, it may be for weeks on end; or when the rod

bends to the first mad rush of a 30-pounder. There before us are

the ducks we have worked for all night—aye, for a score of nights;

there they sit, «fi.^e hundred of them, all crowding in the moon-
light on to that last low mussel scaup that in five more minutes
will be submerged. What a spectacle of animation they preseiit

during those, few seconds while the punt shoots silently forward.

The dark outline .keeps altering as outsiders., spring on wing and
attempt to wedge themselves into the center "of the crowd. All is

life and movement, while a torrent of sibilant voices, of purrs and
growls, rolls along in undulating waves of sound. A record shot

now seems a certainty. Yet well we know that a score of mis-

chances may ruin the game at the last moment—one untoward
noise of man, boat, gun or gear; the touch of the iron-shod setting

pole on a stpne; the boat taking th6 ground forward, and swing-

ing round with the racing tide; straggling ducks springing and
giving the alarm. A cruel mischance -is a distant shot from an-

other gunner; -but crudest luck of all, a misfire; and one may
have to pull homeward wiHj an empty, boat and a deadly sick-

ness about the heart. Buts luck is not always bad. In all thifigs,

even in wildfowling, the hardestrand most precarious sport of

all, one occasionally- has""a lilO?ne"rit of bliss, and this serves to

leaven the rest.. And pf.tbose happy hours, none exceeds in sense

of true triumph that glorious moment when one sees the wary ':

widgeon at last out-maneuvered, and' their ranks well raked at close

quarters by a pound of No. 2. The man who has done this has

done somelhing of which he may be proud for life, for he has sur-

mounted one of nature's stiffest barriers, and that at no gap or

gateway, but precisely at that' point where she has made the

handicap the most severe.

What with the growing number and ubiquity of tramps,

it is strange that the gentle angler pursuing his art re-

moved from the protection of the propinquity of the

crowd does not more often fall victim to thieves. We
have chronicled from time to time highway or stream-

side robberies of fishermen by muscular hoboes, but such

cases are after all extremely rare. A new and ingenious

mode of robbery in the woods has been devised. The per-

petrators are, in given cases, game wardens, real or

pretended, who find their victim in the unhappy fisherman

or shooter who by an infraction of the law has made
himself amenable to the attack. The non-resident shooter

afield without a license is the favorite prey of these gentry.

The warden, or pretended warden, appears in camp and

demands that the stranger shall accompany him to head-r

quarters, it may be forty or a hundred miles away by

arduous trail. If the victim scares, as he is likely to

do, he begs for a compromise. The warden compromises.

Usually he takes all there is in sight. Then he tells his

victim that he may now kill game, when, where and as

much as he will, without regard to the law. When a war-

den gives such license as this, the man who has paid the

money may be sure that the warden is a thief who has

put the money into his own pocket.

From the peaks and glaciers of British Columbia to the

sand dunes of Long Island the outdoor world is for the

enjoyment and delight of the sportsman tourist. Whether
one follows Mr. Frisbie on a far journey into a strange

country, or with Mr. Moonan finds interest in familiar

nearby scenes, there is abundant reward for going afield.

The world is very beautiful all about us if only we would

give ourselves the opportunity and privilege of looking

upon it.

Mr. J. von Lengerke's account of beaver exi.=ttng in a

wild state within fifty miles of New York city is one o{

the most interesting natural history records we have ever

printed. It is ap excellent illustration of the persiitence

pf wild life if only immunity be assured, and we Uust
that these enterprising ciolonists maj^ be jealously guarde4
by Mr, von ^xngerke-that-their stay may be pernaanep^,

'
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Sailing Amid the Peaks and Clouds

of British Columbia.

I

In Two Parts.—Part I.

Aniid the peaks so dark and high,

With rugrged sides that mist enshroud;

Along the lakes with rock-bound shores

That mirror back each passing cloud;

Down streams that rage thro' canons deep.

Thro' riven mountains, that strive in vain ,

To hold the rushing waters of the North,

And keep them from the distant main.

We sail along 'mid cloud and peak so grand.

In this the enchanted Western land.

It was my good fortune in 1894 to make a tour of tlie

Canadian Northwest via the Canadian Paciiic Railway, a

full account of which was published in the Forest and
Stream of July 6, 1895, and subsequent numbers.
So charmed with this country did we become that it

has been one of the desires of our hearts to visit again the

"enchanted land." But the years have passed on "wings
so swift" that no time seemed to be opportune. The
summer of 1900 was nearly gone before the "signs were
right," and it was decided on the spur of the moment
to round up a few missing wonders of the British Colum-
bia land. Our former trip was very satisfactory, but
we had missed a few things, and we wanted to "fill in the

chinks."

As the descriptive article* referred to is quite com-
plete, we will ask any reader who would like to know all

about the journey to read the back files of the Forest and

9
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Stream. We might say more about it here, for each

journey to the far West unfolds new wonders and charms,
but it is not our intention to rewrite old matter, but to

describe the new points visited, and which were only

mentioned in the last article.

Banff, the beautiful, was" our first stop, and the six

years that had rolled past had not detracted from the

charms of this paradise of the Rockies. Neither had the

years added many new attractions worthy of note, except-

ing the game park, which the Canadian Government has
made a prominent feature. Here, in as near a primitive

state as possible, are confined in a very extensive area a
herd of about twenty-five buffalo and a number of

antelope. As the buffalo are fast becoming a great curi-

osity, to see them in and among such wild surroundings

is worth a long journey. The territory over which they

roam is of such great extent that they do not seem to

be in confinement, and the sight brought back vividly to

the writer the old days when, on his first trip West, he
hunted these great bison of the plains. Then there were
thousands, and instead of making snap shots with a
camera he made snap shots with a six-shooter and pot

shots with a Sharps' old reliable. The buffalo at Banff

are in good condition and include some large bulls in

,the herd. The herd bids fair to increase, and it is to be

hoped that the Canadian Government will continue to

take good care of them. The herd was purchased near

Winnipeg from a private party, and it was a very wise

move to preserve them.
The antelope in the park were not doing as well as the

buffalo. They were mostly young ones, and any one who
is posted knows that it is hard to raise young antelope.

However, there are hundreds of antelope in the Canadian
Northwest to-day ti^here there is not one buffalo, and the

stock can be renewed.
The Canadian Government has also completed its mu-

seum in the national park, and many things of interest to

the sportsman and tourist are being added every year.

The fishing at Banff has neither improved nor become
much poorer. One has to get away from the vicinity of

the hotels if he wants good sport, though a few fish of

good size can be taken by the persevering angler right be-

low the C. P. R. Hotel.

Banff of to-day is still the beautiful spot of six_ years

ago, and man can never change the face of nature in this

garden spot. Old Cascade, Rundle and the others of the

great family will continue to look down into this charm-
ing vall&y when he who pens these lines has ceased

to be and when the countless thousands who will come
after him to gaze upon the wonders of the Rockies have

also crossed the dark river, for, as Ruskin says, "Moun-
tains are the beginning and ending of all things."

On to the west, and this time we _give more than a

passing glance and notice to the Lakes in the Clouds. At
Laggan, thirty-four miles from Banff, we leave- the. train,

and°in a rain storm start for the chalet at Lake Louise.

•See Forest .^nd Str^au. VoL ^LV., I^o, 1 to No, 6, July § tf)

Aug. 10, |f?§i_
'

•

" .

The conveyance was an open buckboard, and it was all

the sturdy team of bays wanted to do to pull the oUtfil
up the mountain road. We were offered the option of
riding a pony up the trail, but as it was decidedly wet we
conckided that the buckboard, even if open, would give
us a better chance to keep dry. The ride of th.fee miles is

a pleasant one—on a pleasant day—and is a climb from
the start. We follow up through the dense forest the creek
that comes dashing down the mountain side-^Louise Creek
it is called, a mountain torrent fed by the tnelting snow
and ice of the great glaciers aboye. It looks very fishy,

and no doubt rnany a trout lies hidden under the rocks
and logs that fill the bed of the ice-cold streAm. One
does not see Lake Louise until right at thfe chalet, and
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then such a vision bursts upon our sight as is not often
given to mortal to behold.
Here nestling amid dark green forests flanked by high

snow-capped peaks and bounded by an immense ice field

lies a lake of crystal—. "Blue, did you say?" "Or
green ?" cries the other. An, indescribable color, either
blue or green, or both, or neither, ever changing, ever
beautiful. Mirror-like at times, its placid bosom gives
back to the clouds and peaks their counterparts, only en-
hanced in beauty. Ruffled with gentle breezes it changes
from a splendid mirror to a dancing lakelet. A mile and
one-half long, did you say? Never! Why, it is not a
stone's throw to yon ice field. So clear is the rarified air
of this home of the ice king, that distance is annihilated.
On the shores of this enchanted lake has been built by the
sacriligious hand of man a hotel. It seems out of place, but
mortals must live and the best has been done that could
be not to destroy the primitive wildness of the primeval
forest, just enough of which has been cut down to make
room for a little chalet, the exterior of which is sur-
rounded by broad porches from which the beautiful vista

may be seen. The interior is a pleasing combination of
the primitive and the modern. The main room of the
building is a combined lounging place and dining room.
At one end is an immense fireplace, in which a huge fire of
four-foot wood is burning all the time. The side toward
the lake is one immense window, or more properly a
series of windows, out of which one may gaze while dining
and see across the shining waters, the sun gleaming on
the glistening blue ice, or watch some cloud hover lower
and lo\yer, until the white crest of Victoria Peak is hidden
from view.
We must not be selfish and try to keep all the good

things of this world to one's self, but part of the great charm
of this spot will be lost when people flock in as they are
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beginning to do. This year it was necessary to engage
accommodations several days ahead, and to meet the de-

mand the chalet has been enlarged to double its former
capacity. The fly-fisherman can have some sport here,

which if not of a very exciting nature, serves to pass

many hours if he becomes tired of the beauties of the

mountains and lake. The trout taken are of the beauti-

ful rainbow variety, and average small, but they rise nicely

to the fly and are fine in the pan.

There are numerous trips to be taken from Lake Louise,

and ponies can be hired or one can climb the trails. The
altitude is about 6,000 feet, and one gets up some 500 to

800 feet more at various points without going , on to the

peaks. A climb of two miles takes us to the second lake,

Mirror Lake, which lies on a bench 550 feet above Lake
Louise, into which its waters flow underground. About
300 feet higher up lies the third lake, Avhich forms the

group known as the Lakes in the Clouds. This Lake
Agnes is fed by the everlasting snows and ice of the high

peaks back of it, and its waters run down the steep side of

j:he roountain into Mirror Lake, From a point back of

Lkke Agnes all three of the likes lie belo^V one and
present a scene of beauty seldom rivaled. From the
steep trail between Mirror and Agnes a grahd view is
hM of Hazel Peak and Glacier. As ybii stand above
Lake Agnes you look down OVfet the three likes and see
the little chalet fat beloW you, just peeping above the
dark^feen forest, the light blue smoke ciirlitlg laziiy
above the red chinlney and floating Upward into the darkei-
blue of the clotld flecked sky, arid still on your gaze wan-
ders down,.doWh, into the valley, and here you can jilst

trace thfe Silvery Bow, beyond which again rise the rugged
peaks of the Rocky Range. No fairer vieW mortal eye has
gazed upon, and no description or photograph will evfer
tell or show its grandeur and charm.
Another day and we are off in jtist the opposite direc-

tion to climb the Saddleback for a peep into Paradise Val-
ley. Little shelter chalets haVe beeh built at Ldke Aghfes
and at Saddleback, Where orie could cattip if desii-ed,

StOi'nis ate frequeht in this locality, and clouds hang loW
for a large portion of the tinie; but these clOUds tfehd to
enhahce rather than detract ffotii the eharrrls .of the filaQ?.

No more ehtrahciHg effects cah he iniagihed than the i-oll-

ing dowil. As if Of sortie iihniehse curtain, of a vapor laden
mass of clouds over the snow-white crests and darker
sides of these peaks that surround Lake Louise and its

sisters. Then as they break into various forms and give
the . god of day an opportunity to send his shafts of
light down to play with the glistening ice and dance over
the white snow fields, just disclosing glimpses of the
blue ether beyond, one stands in awe. silent and enrap-
tured, and if moved to speak can only say, "Great are
thy works, 0 Nattlfe-.'' All whb visit L9tiise yield to
her charhls and iriahy litlger weeks beside the crystal
waters of this lakelet in the dlonds.

One old English gentleman with his wife, who were
trotting round the world, went up with us on the buck-
board and remained with us while there, and have since
written, "That of

_
all the spots visited on their long

journey. Lake Louise was the gem." Oh, that vacations
could run on like the brook, forever, but time and tide

HAZEL PEAK AND GLACIER FROM THE TRAIL,

wait for no man, and though loth to do so, we journey on
toward the setting sun, leaving behind us

The three sisters of this upper world,

That 'mid the snow and ice of ages hide,

And from unrufiSed bosoms reflect the giant peakh,
Adown whose sides the avalanches glide,

With dark green forests encircled round,

With rocky shores and ice-bound bay,

Around thy feet the mossy ferns abound,

And o'er thy depths the flying clouds doth play.

Back at Laggan we catch the west-bound and once
more enjoy one of the grandest rides that can be found
op this or any other continent. I am almost tempted to
risk the censure of the editor and again tell of the grand
thrilling ride through the Klicking Horse Pass and Canon,
and I know that no matter how much I might write, jiot

half of the beauties of this trip could be told. How-
ever, the reader is once more asked to see the back num-.
bers of Forest and Stream referred to.

Fifty-one miles soon are ' left behind, when each mile
one passes over has new charms and excitements. So ere
we know it, we are in Golden, and here the Kicking Horse
pours its flood into the Columbia, the great river

Which thro' continents pushes its pathway forever

To fling its fond heart in the sea.

On our former tour we were obliged to pass Golden
and could not take the trip up to the source of this mighty
river of the West, but this time it was our intention not
to miss what we had been told was one of the finest of all

the side trips. So we left our good friends on the train

and were soon established at the Columbia House in

Golden. The town of Golden is a thriving little place and
a good point to outfit for the mountains round about. The
British Columbian Government has a mining district

recorder here and a very interesting museum, where one
can see specimens of all the rich ore of this and other
districts. No one who has not been in British Columbia
has any idea of the great mineral wealth of the country,
but as I have no mines to sell, it is not my intention to

go into details. Suffice it to say that Golden has a
future, and it is a "golden" one, too.

We had arranged our plans so as to reach Golden on
the day the steamer for the up-river trip departed, so
we could make close connections, and in the evening we
went aboard the Duchess (as she left before or just at

daylight the next morning, and every one was supposed to

be on board). The very pleasant and accommodating
general manager of the line did the best he could for

us, but we had to take a berth in the main saloon, the

staterooms having all been taken, as a number of gentle-

men were going up to some new mines. The Duchess
was a typical Western river steamer, about 100 feet long
and built to run in a heavy dew. She was a "pusher"-^
that is, she was propelled bv a great wheel in. .the stern.

All these light draft boats of the West are of this type.

The next morning we were up betimes to see the won-
ders of this great riyfr, and found most of owr fellow
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passengers out. We were a very cosmopolitan crowd

—

miners, prospectors, capitalists, a minister and some lady
tourists, a mining promoter and his two boys, who were
enjoying the novelty of the trip irito this wild Western
country, and last but not least, the Yankee tourist. What
a ride it was up this swift flowing stream! The river here
comes down through the great ranges of the Rockies and
the Selkirks, over which hang low great banks of clouds,
while the bare and jagged peaks of the well-named
Rockies rear their heads into the sky above us.
Twisting and turning through the rocks and the low-

lying thickly wooded shores, the steamer struggles up the
swift current. Now and again it seems as if all further
progress is barred, but our skillful pilot gives the wheel a
quick turn and we run into some little channel nearly
hidden by the thick underbrush that grows to the water's
edge. Then we come into quiet reaches, where the smooth
water reflects baclc the mountains, clouds, trees and bush

LAKE AGNES.

in marvelous distinctness. Next we pass high straight
cBffs of a peculiar formation thai take the^ form of spires,

monuments and pillars. The rolling table lands stretch
away until they blend with the mo^ntains beyond. On
wide sand bars flocks of geese are seen, as we come
quickly round some bend and go off with a great flapping
of wings. Ducks are startled from their hiding places
-by the pufiing steamer and sometimes, fly along with her
for some di'?tance. A great trip for the sportsman would
be to ship a boat or boats upon the steamer and then
lazily drift down with the current. I^arge game can be
found back in the- mountains, and one or two points are
pointed out as being. the home of the white goat. As we
get up the ' river, beautiful park-like expanses are seen,
dotted here and there by clumps of piiieS and other tim-
ber. The- evening shades are- with us before we get into
Columbia lakes, and we run on to a gravel bar, but by
twisting, backing, turning and steaming ahead again, we
work Ovefs C '. i;

At the mouth of the river proper we pass over the sal-
mon beds. Here before the days of the net, the fish

wheel and the canneries the salmon used to come in

VIEW FROM SADDLEBACK TRAIL.

schools and vvork the gravel up into ridges, where they
would deposit their eggs. Here ended the great struggle
of the game fish. For 1,200 or 1,300 miles this noble fish

of the sea would fight its way up one falls, through rapids
and whirlpools, through shallows and cascades, up, up, un-
til worn, weary and spent it reached this haven of rest and
after depositing its eggs, probably gave up its life. It

literally gave its life that the species might live. These
beds are yet plainly to be seen, though the countless num-
bers of fish are no more. So perish before the advance of
civilization all wild things; as the old Indian said, "White
tnan he comes, kill all the deer, catch all the fish, cut
down all the trees and then Avear plug hat."
A very short, concise way of expressing the ambition of

the white man to make way with everything in his pur-
suit of wealth.

It is dark when the Duchess ties up alongside her dock
at Windemere, the town of the Columbia lakes. But
early the next day we are out sight-seeing. Here we
are at the headwaters of the great Columbia, that is the
main source. The real source, it is claimed, where the
first water that starts

,
the ball rolling, as it were, is a

spring at the head of the lakes. Just above the Fiftieth
Parallel lie the two Columbia lakes, and from these the
river

_
flows northward between the Selkirks and the

Rockies, until it can get round the Selkirks; it then
turns to the south, and with a sharp bend starts down
IjetAveen the Gold Range and the Selkirks. It comes back
to the Forty-ninth Parallel and goes into the United
States, and then down through Washington into Oregon
and then westward into the Pacific. The first discovery
of this river was in 1792, and it was first called the Origon

or Oregon by the natives and old fur hunters. Captain
Robert Gray, of Boston, was the first real discoverer, and
he named it the Columbia, for his ship, the Columbia
Rediviva. The river has only been navigated about 100
years. It is now navigated in spots, there being many
falls and dalles which are insurmountable, and which
make the river unnavigable through its entire length. The
first stretch is from the lakes to Golden, 100 miles; then
from Rcvelstoke to Northport, 200 miles. After the river
get? into the United States there are other stretches of
good water. It drains a great extent of territory, about
245,000 square miles, or, to make it plainer, a territory
larger than New England, the Middle States, Maryland
with Virginia and West Virginia thrown in. The lakes
at Windemere are very beautiful, the immediate shore be-
ing a high rolling table land, and this runs back into, the
mountains. When the; lakes are calm the reflections from
the crystal-hke surface are marvelous. The water is

clear and remains so after it flows into the river, until
some of the creeks that come down from the mountains
join it.

^ A freak of nafure;:is to be found in this part of British
Columbia in the .Columbia and Kootenay rivers. The
Kootenay rises a,way up near Papallel Fifty-one and flows
to the south. At the Columbia lakes it is only a mile
away from them, and a canal has been cut through con-
necting the two bodies of water. But the Kootenay flows
on to, the south, entering the State of Montana. It then
turns to the north and flows back into British Columbia,
forming with other feeders what is known as the Kootenay
Lake. From this lake the river flows westward, and 350
miles from where it passed the Columbia on its journey
south it pours its flood into its mightier brother, so that
nian with his little pickaxe comes along and by cutting a
ditch of a mile can save some of the water of the
Kootenay a journey of 350 miles on its trip to join its

brother. Frank F. Frisbie.

The Sand Dunes of Long Island.
For miles and miles they stretch along the coast—those

lonely sand dunes, cut oft" from the mainland by the broad
waters of the Great South Bay. To the casual observer
they have but one aspect, that of barren and drear
monotony, but to him who observes closely and has withal
a little imagination they present variety enough.

Rising in their highest part to not more than fifty or
sixty feet, they, run along generally in a single row, but
sometimes in rows of two or three. Among these latter
the wind makes a tremendous commotion—rushing and
whirling and eddying—the result being that their out-
liiies are constantly changing. After a severe storm you
will often see one-half blown away, while its neighbors
have grown perceptibly higher. For the most part they
are covered with spear grass, thick in the more sheltered
spots, but sparse and ragged in the exposed. On the
inner side there is an occasional growth of bayberry
bushes or other scrub, and more rarely a stunted cedar;
beyond this wide sedgy marshes stretch down to the bay.
On . the outer side a shelving strand runs along, very
sniooth and clean, but with blackened timbers of ships
sticking out of it at irregular intervals, gruesome re-
minders of the tragic fury of the ocean.
The best season in which to visit the dunes is the spring.

Then there is a charm about them that is very potent.
The grass has taken on its vernal tint, as have the con-
tiguous marshes. Here and there, even amid the sand,
little wild flowers bloom, or a marsh mallow puts forth
its passionate emblem. The redwings and the wrens
and the meadow larks have returned and the air is musical
with their chorusing. Old Ocean has changed his murky
coinplexion for one of azure, and is now wreathed in
smiles. And the south wind blows, laden with ozone, and
happy he who can be there to taste of the exhilaration
of it all. -

The spring melts into summer and Old Sol takes com-
plete possession of the scene. The grasses begin to
droop and the sand grows white in the fervid heat. Red-
wing and wren and meadow lark have lapsed into silence
and nothing is now audible but the drowsj^ murmur of
the waves on the beach. Overhead the gulls hover more
lazily than is their wont, and a ship on the horizon seems
to stand still. The air is bathed in peace and sunshine
and the long day is like a lotus eater's dream.
Then comes autumn with its mists and wailing winds, or

its long spells of amber sunshine. The dunes and the
marshes grow graj^er day by day, hardly relieved by the
flaming of a leaf or a weed here and there, and a melan-
choly atmosphere broods upon them. Instead of tlie soifgs
of the spring visitants, now is heard the honk of the wild
goose or the quack of the wild duck frequenting the
waters of the bay. But the cricket lifts up its cheery
voice and tries to dissipate the gathering gloom. In -vain.

The march of the season is inexorable. At length the
cricket falls silent and then the tide takes a moaning
note, full of fearpul presage of what is at hand. '

Winter! Now indeed can it be said truly that the
dunes present a picture of barren and drear rnonotony.-
But there is variety still. It is, however, in the way of a
further accentuation of the chilling aspect of the scene.
For when the blizzard has swept over it all is cold and
somber desolation. Like great marble tombs the dunes
stretch along, while the hungry ocean seems to be de-
manding of them to give up their dead—now in hoarse
and sullen tones, and again in wild and thundering ac-
cents. No conception of the terror of this, especially at
night, can be formed by one who has not been there to
see and hear.

*

It will hardly excite wonder that around these dunes, so
invested with solitude and an air of mystery, as it were,
legends should have gathered by the score. Some of
these date back to the aboriginal Indians, but for the
most part they are connected with Capt. Kidd or other
congenerous sea rovers. It is not so very loitg 3ince the
legends found a ready credence among the good people
who inhabit the adjacent mainland, and indeed there are
not a few there still, at least among the older generation,
who have more than a lingering faith 'in the bizarre or
uncanny legends. Let two or mor6 graybeards be
gathered together, with their pipes going and the weather
at all suggestive, and the chances are ten to one that some
allusion will be made to the traditional associations of

the dunes. And at such times it is most interesting to

note the lowering of the. speaker's voice, or the manifesta-
tion of awe which steals over him.
Perhaps the legend which most appeals to the popu

lar fancy is that of the old sea captain, the treasure seeker.
This worthy, so the legend, goes, was of the belief that the
beach was a veritable gold mine, and despite years of
fruitless search and keen disappointment he did not lose
his faith. It does. not appear that he placed any reliance
on the mineral or sounding rod, an instrument held in

such favor by others of his ilk. His method was to walk
the beach after every storm, when,- owing to the washing
away or displacement of the sand, he hoped to discover
some clue to the dear object of his search. At length
fate relented in his regard, or perhaps it would be more
correct to say seemed to relent.

It was in the fall of the year, and the first equinoctial
storm had come up. The old captain, all excitement; lay
awake through the night listening to the whistling of
the wind and the booming of the surf on the distant
beach, .speculating the while on Avhat the morrow would
bring him. The morrow came at length and the captain
lost no time in reaching liis boat, and having trimmed his
sail he shot across the bay. Arrived at the beach he
shouldered his old flintlock (without which he never ven-
tured thither, and, indeed, always carried a few silver
bullets for special emergencies) and set out on his patrol.

The storm had completely passed, and the sea, subsided
to a long, even swell, was shimmering in the bright sun-
light. Along the beach our gold seeker pursued his way,
observing closely the base of the dunes, where the fury
of the tide had left its greatest mark. Albeit so eager in

his search, the captain had a way of falling into a revery
anent what he should do after he had made his find, and
he now fell to planning his ship and fitting her out for
sea, that being his favorite scheme. So intent wa.s he
on this that he only half observed something bright or
glistening which stuck out of the sand at a certain point,

biit he remembered it, and hadn't gone very far before he
came to a halt and turning romrd said: "I b'lieve I'll

go back and just see what that was." As he approached
the object he could plainly see that it was part of a jar,

and immediately his heart began to thump against his side

at a fearful rate, while a feeling of superstitions dread
took possession of him. For some moments he stx>od

transfixed, gazing at the object and then up and down the
beach. The supreme moment had come—he felt " it—he
knew it—and yet after all perliaps that piece of earthen-
ware was only

—

—.. .The doubt nerved him, and- calling

himself a "Darn old fool!" he stooped down and hegan
to dig away the sand from the jar with a trowel which
he had taken from his hip pocket. Suddenly he stopped;
fearing he might be surprised, and- pulling off his coat he
threw it over the jar and rushed to the top of the dunes.
Up and doAvn the beach and then across the marshes and-
the bay he peered, but no! human shape was visible. Draw-
ing a sigh of relief he returned to; his find. . In a little

while he had exposed the jar* completely: to view.' It lay

on its . side and its- openiilg appeared to ^be corked : and
sealed.. Taking it up with trembling hands the captain
found it was heavy-^heavy as gold. Such was his' agrta-

tion that he let it fall from his hands involuntarily. Once
more fearing surprise he: rushed to the top of the dunes,
peered about afe before, but finding ' the coast clear, ' re-

turned to his work. Then sitting down he took the jar

upon his Icnees and producing a jackknife proceeded to

cut away the seal. But suddenly he stopped, and throw-
ing the jar from him with an exclamation of' fear, sprang
to his feet. What if it contained a genie such as he
had read about when a boy in "The Arabian Nights" !

With eyes bulging from his head he gazed about him in a
.genuine panic of superstitious fear and awe. The day
seemed to him unnaturally still and bright and this added
to his panic. He was on 'the point of picking up his
gun and taking to his heels when—his intense desire to

have the wherewithal to build the ship sobered him. For
the second time he apostrophized himself, only in some-
what more emphatic terms than before, and sitting down
resumed his labor of opening the jar. The seal being cut
away he attacked^the cork, and in this attack his knife
broke, which he took for a bad omen, and his panic was
about to return. But conjuring up the vision of that
ship he was able to resume his attack on the cork with'
all of the blade that remained. Presently the cork was
cut away and the captain, putting his eye to the opening
of the' jar, saw something white, which for the moment
he took to be smoke about to issue forth, preparatory to
the appearance of the genie, and gave himself up for lost;

but no smoke appeared, and the captain taking heart in-

serted his finger and found that the white substance was
nothing more harmful than cotton. Seizing it between his
fingers, he pulled it out, and then applying his eye again to
the opening of the jar, lo ! there was the glitter of gold!
Oh, the ecstacy of that moment! Our old salt jumped
up and danced and cut capers about the beach in such a
manner as must have convinced' any one observing him
that he had gone stark mad. But in the middle of his

antics he stopped short and flew back to the jar. Turning
it upside down he shook it and out poured a stream of
golden coins. They had an odd, foreign look, with
strange inscriptions upon them, but what of that since
they were gold? Gloatinglj'- the captain took some of
them up, one by one, and examined them. All he could
make out was "Hispan-et-Ind," and this, of course, was
Greek to him; but he concluded that the coins were
Spanish doubloons, and he was right. From examining
them singly he took to lifting a handful at a time and
allowing it to fall back among the glittering heap—the
jingle being to his ears the sweetest music he ever heard.
While thus engaged the sun passed behind a cloud, cast-
ing a shadow over the captain. He started as if shot, and
excitedly pulled his coat over the gold. Then observing
the cause of his alarm, he dealt himself an uppercut with
his clenched fist, while apostrophizing himself for the
third time that day.

"But I'll take no more chances," he added. "This 'ere
dust has got to be carted away, and that pretty quick!"

Suiting the action to the word, he proceeded feverishly
to refill the jar, and this done he wrapped his coat about
it, tucked it under his arm, and picking up his gun flew
rather than ran for his boat. He reached home in safety
and deposited his find under the floor of his cabin. In
course of time the ship was built and then upon a day
when the wind was fair the captain sailed proudly out of
Fire Island Inlet—and never came back

!
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Such is a sample of the legends that have gathered
about the dunes, and which lend them a romantic in-

terest more fascinating perhaps than the splendor of a
sange of mountains. However this may be, it is sad to

think that these famous little sand hills, which have so

long ol¥ei-ed to the voyager his first and last glimpse of

America, may some day be a thing of the past, for the

encroachments of the ocean vipon them never cease, and it

would seem but a question of time when the waves will

roll over them and picturesque charm, legends and all will

be forgotten.
"

F. Moonan.

Some Boyhood Memories.

VII.—A First Visit to the Adirondacfcs

Not long ago I read a very interesting letter from a
middle-aged sportsman in which he said that his first

visit to the wilds of Pennsjdvania, made in his youth, left

such a profound and lasting impression that every in-

cident and detail was indelibly fixed in his memory. It

could not have been more indelibly fixed upon his
memory than is my own first visit to the Adii'ondacks
fixed in mine, for at the time I had a vague idea that

one incident of that visit was seared into my vitals. It

was with me sleeping and with me waking, for nights
and days after, and for weeks the rustling of the bushes
in the wind or the snapping of a twig brought it to

my mind's eye in a flash. My first visit was made to the
Adirondacks when I had arrived at the mature age of

twelve years, and I accompanied my father's superm-
tendent to a lumber camp on the Cedar River, near the

line which separates Hamilton from Essex county. There
were no tourists in the woods in those days; no hotek
worth mentioning; no roads nor bridges that were
spoken about except with a big D to impress upon the
hearer the fact that they were poor. Stage coaches and
the modern buckboards would have been as nnich f.ut

of place on the roads and bridges as a Waterloo cup
winner in a dog-churn. At Roots, now North River,

where we entered the wilderness, a pair of heavy horses

that were used in lumbering operations and consequently
familiar with the roads, or the lack of them, were har-

nessed to a heavy wagon to take us into the camp or
lumber shanty. I thought the drive from Roots to Indian
River was the roughest pleasure jaunt of my short life,

and this opinion held good until we left Indian River on
a winter log road for the camp. A winter log road is

not intended for summer travel, except as the gallant

soldier of the story returned from the war. He went on
horseback, and came on foot, back. The nature of my
relation to the builder of the road from Indian to Cedar
River made it impossible for me to find fault with it,

even when both horses went through the first bridge we
came to. The horses were used to that kind of sleddin'

evidently, for they made no protest whatever, but re-

mained as quiet as wooden horses until the harness was
removed and they were fished out of the dry bed of the

stream under the rotten bridge. By the way, these

horses, young, powerful beasts, were broken to pile logs,

and were used single, without bit or rein, and obeyed

the command to "haw" or ''gee" more quickly than

well broken oxen, and they were named Buck and Bright.

I had often heard of the exploits of these wonderful ani-

mals that "knew as much as a man" and were always

kept "up in the wood," and I knew that my father valued

them for tkeir intelligence and training, and when they

went down through another bridge I protested for them.

The men said that my father never had seen his private

road in summer, and I resolved that if I lived to get

home he should have such an account of it as to cause

him to appoint a committee of means to fix his ways.

My fondness for sport was developed some years be-

fore the time of which I write, for I was a precocious

youth in this direction, and it led to my entering into a

compact with my father that on my part I would not

monkey with firearms until I arrived at a certain age, and

that on his part he would buy me a rifle when I arrived

at that fixed age. This compact was faithfully kept on

both sides, but as I walked along ahead of the wagon

during that eventful journey I sincerely wished that the

time had arrived for me to have a gun, if only for,- per-

sonal protection. Darkness had fallen when we arrived

at the camp, and I could see little of the lay
_
of the

land- but the next morning I found that it consisted ot

two log houses, built side by side, with several log barns

and sheds for horses, cattle and forage, and storehouses

for provisions and lumbering implements. The buildings

were in a small clearing on the river bank, with the

finest crop of tree stumps that I had seen up to that date.

I wasted little time after breakfast, m examining the

place from a commercial point of view, for I had gone

there to fish for trout, and the fishing demanded n-jy

chief attention. When my rod, reel, line, leader and

flies were joined I asked Antoine Robbius, the camp

keeper to show me the way to tlie rapids m the river,

which, during the previous evening and at breaklHst, He

had assured me were stift with large, delicious

trout From the camp door he pointed out a path which

led into the woods on the west of the clearing, only a

pistol shot away, and told me that a continuance (M" it

led straight to the rapids, which were about a lurirccr

of a mill up stream. I walked along that patch and

entered the woods with my rod oyer my shoulder, big

with expectations of new and glorious sport that I had

dreamed of for months previously. The path ^ya3 none

too conspicuous after 1 left the clearing for in places

the bushes on either side met in the middle, and I pro-

ceeded cautiously, that I might make no mistake. Sud-

denly, in front of me. I saw a huge black moving ob-

ject and quicker than thought it raised itself up into a

bear, to the best of my judgment at the time, abon 2..

feet high and 15 feet wide, and shut off travel, m tha

direction. As the bear elongated hiniself up into the

See tops his appearance and his solitary remark o

!;'yoof"--at least that is all I heard him say-^paralyzcd

mv limbs, froze my marrow and stopped my circulaaon.

S only or the subdivision of a second of time, for be-

fore he was fairly done rearing up on his hinder egs I

had tlirned and was sprinting for the clearing with n)y

rod in my hand and my heart in my throat Not once

a?d I look back, but every instant I expected ic feel lie

hir^s claws fall upon my unprotected rear. Once m the

Sfng I glanced over my shoulder without slacking

•j^cod, and to my 'intense relief found that I had escaped.

Sitting down on a log close to the shanty, I waited for

my heart to stop beating like a pump out of tepair, and
for my viscera generally to settle back into its norrrial

P'is'tion. When my mouth got moist enough for me to

talk intelligibly, and I had repaired some ravages in my
tackle, I went to the shanty and took from the Av.ill a

sheath knife I had noticed hanging there, and secreted

it upon my person', and then sought out Antnine and
stormed at him for sending me off on a path that lost

itself in the woods. I told him he must go with me, and
stay with me, so I could be sure of getting back again.

If any one thinks that I went into those woods again,

Antoine ahead of me, without a desperate struggle with

myself to face the music, even as a reserve, it is a mis-

take, for I did nothing of the sort. When we got to the

place where I had met ttic bear Antoine discovered his

tiacks. I might have discovered them if I had been in

advance, but I happened to be in the rear, so the glory

of the discovery of the tracks was not mine. In places

in the path water from a recent rain had stood, and

finally soaked into the earth, leaving a glossy black

deposit of mud. After an examination of the tracks for

a little distance, Antoine announced to me that the bear

had been walking .along the path, and probably heard

me and turned and ran at full speed on his back track,

and that if T had not made a noise to frighten him I

might have seen him. Seen him! Great Scott! I can

see him to this day, and it is over thirty years since 1

met him. 1 am not entirely sure, but I think i laughed

at Antoine's suggestion that I frightened the bear. I

also made a mental note of the fact that it wa.s the noise

that I made that caused tlie bear to dig his claws so

deeply into the muddv places as he performed his des-

perate retreat, and I resolved that in the future, in a

bear countrj,', I would be accompanied on my fishing

excursions with a fife and drum, and carry a tin horn in

my fish ba.sket. As we waUced on to the river I became

very 'much interested in the natural history of certain

animals and their relations to man, particularly the bear

of the Adirondack region. I asked if it was not danger-

ous for Antoine, for instance, to go roaming around the

woods unarmed, as I noticed that he was. He smiled

at the idea, and said that the black bears of that precinct

would run every time at the approach of man. I wished

for data from personal experience on the subject, and 1

got all I asked for. Only once had Antoine met a bear

that did not turn out promptly and give him all the path,

and on that solitary occasion the time was evening and

Antoine was loaded with a saddle of venison on his

shoiUders. returning to camp, and the bear was hungry

for venison. I asked if bears were fond of fish—so fond

that if a man with a full fish basket should meet a bear

the man would feel called upon to divide the contents

of the fish basket. Antoine thought not, but^ if such a

thing should happen one had only to "shoo the bear

out of the path. While I was storing my mind with in-

formation about bears I was also fishing and trying to

think of questions to put to my instructor that would

keep him sitting on the bank. The fishing was good- the

trout were plentiful and of good size, and little by little

I worked away from my guardian, absorbed m my sport.

Once I looked up and Antoine was gone—gone beyond

the reach of my voice. I had some fine fish, and there

were more to be had for the catching, but I was surfeited

sooner than I had expected, and concluded to return to

the shanty. To do this there were t\vo ways open to

me—one through the woods by a fairly good path, the

other by wading, climbing, floundering down the bank

throuo-h the water and over rocks and dead timber, and

after duly considering both avenues 1 chose the latter,

taking my sheath knife with me.

Beaver in New Jersey.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Very few of the millions of people in and around New

York city have any idea of the natural romantic beauty

and varied fauna of many square miles of country vvhich

begins almost within sight of the tall sky-scrapers ot the

metropolis. Even among those classes of people vvho

spend their summer vacation somewhere among the

highlands of northern New Jersey, or whose love lor

shooting, fishing or wheeling has brought them within

the boundaries of this bit of God's country, are very few

who appreciate the grand and wild character of this

region, and who have a correct knowledge of its tarma.

Nor do many of the natives living withm its borders.

I refer to parts of the counties of Passaic Morris and

Sussex, especially in New Jersey, as well as Rockland and

Orange counties in New York State.

If I should tell my readers that I can take them to

places within twenty-five miles, in direct line, of Greater

New York, and show them abundant wild deer signs; or

that I have personally run across the fresh tracks of a

full-grown black bear, while grouse shooting withm a

few vears and this within 30 miles of Greater New York;

and 'that 'some wildcats are being killed annually within

the same distance from New York city, I am afraid that

either my veracity or sanity would be questioned by a

good manv well meaning persons.

Of course, red and gray foxes, otters, raccoons, opos-

sums and many of the otker smaller mammals are more

or less common and numerous throughout the region I

But it will be news and of interest to most of even those

men who intimatelv know this whole wild mountain

country who have shot over much of it and who, like

myseli
'

have fished in many of the sixty or eighty moun-

tain lakes, that the beaver {Castor canadensis) i.s thriving

in a perfectly wild state within less than fifty miles from

the New York Citv Hall. I, myself, was a doubting

Thomas when I observed for the first time the strange

tracks in the snow and heard one of the mountaineers

describe some work which in his opinion could have been

done only by big muskrats or otters.
, y-, ,

Ever since I was a boy big enough to read Cooper s

Leatherstockings and similar works of fiction or natural

history, the beaver appealed to me as one of the most
interesting animals in our whole fauna. As the great

Audubon wrote, fifty years ago, the sagacity and instinct

of the beaver have from time immemorial been the sub-

ject of admiration and wonder, and be-aver stories have
been part of every boy's education.

Judging by the general interest shown in the beaver
exhibits at our late sportsmen's shows—and I believe no
single exhibit was watched with keener appreciation—the

general public, like myself, looked upon these few speci-

mens as of a race of animals practically extinct within

the limits of modern civilization, and certainly within

many hundred miles of the city of New York. Yet I

was mistaken, and I take pleasure in presenting to the

readers of Forest and Stream a few photos of

some of the beaver workings taken by me on the spot.

While the home of these animals is not_ on a property

which I acquired last year by purchase, it is within a mile

TREES CUT BY BEAVER AND DROPPED INTO THE LAKE.
Photo March 24, 190L

or two of it, and that some of their more venturesome
spirits have ascended to my own waters, some 200 feet

higher up, I have good proofs.

I had my first experience with my new friends about
I o'clock one dark night last summer, when I had my
brother-in-law waiting in a nearby field with a team, while

I crawled on hands and knees through the underbrush
along the edge of the pond by the light of an old lantern

looking for an old boat to take the same to another pond
where we intended to try the fishing in the morning. I

was then repeatedly startled by a succession of sharp
whistling sounds and the plunging into the water of some
animal which, judging by the noise, sounded to me to be

as big as a Newfoundland dog. At the time I put down
the noise as the doings of some scared muskrats. Still, I

had never heard rats make such a splash and commotion
before.

This was right along a part of shore where there are

now numerous old and fresh workings, where I also by

TREE CUT BY BEAVER WHICH FELL THE WRONG WAY.
Photo March 24, 1901.

chance found a beaver burrow and store house. This had

a broad entrance under water and ran some dozen feet

upon the bank. The frost was just leaving the ground

and one of my companions noticing a small cave-in, put his

foot through it and discovered the store room, nearly

three feet in diameter, filled with a great mass of willow

twigs, roots and pieces of split sticks from about 4 to 8

inches in length. As this was underground, it was im-

possible to take any photograph of it, which I regret, for

it was very interesting.
. , ,

I have never seen any of the animals themselves, and

have no idea of their probable number. However, they

are there, and I mean to have a look at them some time, in

either moon or day light. There are hundreds of big sticks

and trees up to a foot in diameter which have

been cut. The biggest tree attacked is more_ than

12 inches in diameter, and was gnawed about 4 inches

deep. It was marked at upper and lower limits and at

the center, where it is to break. This was fresh work, and

the white chips are deposited all around the tree.

The only house or hut which I found had evidently been

partly, destroyed by men on the ice last winter, but bad

t
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been patched up by the animals, as the photos show. No
doubt there are others. As the ice was thoroughly soft

and rotten and no boat covild be brought near, it was dan-
gerous work to get into position for a picture. I had to

jump from partly frozen tussock to tussock, while a
lo-foot pole could be put out of sight between them.

I also discovered the remnants of two beaver dams
across the inlet brook. They, however, were made during
the low state of water. One or both, I understand, were
partly opened by a native, and the rush of w'ater from
recent rains has flooded and partly destroyed them.
Whether these beaver are any old* original stock or

where they came from I do not know, but they have evi-

dently been here several seasons and are doing well, and I

learn upon further inquiry that there are other places

within a few miles in this same region where beaver are

at home.
These highlands of northern New Jersey are easily

reached by the Lackawanna and Susquehanna railroads and
are about as good a natural upland game country as can be
found anywhere in this part of the country. Ruffed grouse
are quite numerous in many places. No better woodcock
covers can be found, and while some of this country, much
of which is between 1,000 and 2,000 feet above tide water,

is rather rough and severe in winter for quail, these can
be made to do better with a little artificial care. Sussex
county holds the health record for the State, and it alone

has nearly fifty lakes, and most of them teem with fish.

The time will come when with proper game laws and
their enforcement, and more preservation and propagation,

this whole region will again be a paradise for the sports-

man. Justus von Lengerke,

Experience with Wild Animals.
Scotch Lake, N. B., March 29.

—

Editor Forest and

Stream : In Forest and Stream of Feb. g is an article on
dangerous wild animals, by Wm, Wells, that is very in-

teresting to me. I had always supposed that there were

sonie dangerous wild animals in the West, but not dan-

gerous to any great extent : but it seems by this article by

Mr. VVelfs that there are none, and 1 don't doubt it in the

least, as it is just my experience with big game in the

East. The greater part of my time is spent in the wnldcst

and most remote parts of the New Brunswick forest, and
right in the home of the moose, caribou and black bear,

and I. have yet to .see the first dangerous animal. If a

little caution" is used in approaching wounded animals, if

they are not very badly W'ounded, they will, as in every

case that I have "seen, use all their strength to get away.

We hear a .great many stories about dangerous bull

moose, and are told of many hairbreadth escapes from
them by getting up a 'tree in the nick of time, and being

kept there for hotirs until nearly frozen ; but I believe

it to be ''all rot." I have seen, hundreds of bull moose at

all times of the year and in all kinds of places, and never

yet saw one that wanted to put up a fight.

About twenty-five years ago I was working in the lum-

ber woods, and one of our party came in to camp on
Saturday night with a wonderful story about a narrow
escape from a bull moose that afternoon. He had been

away alone cruising for lumber and had come on a bUnch
of moose—a bull, two cows and a calf. The bull had

charged him ori sight, and to escape he had cravi^led under
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a big windfall that lay up some two feet from the ground,

.md by doing a lot of dodging from one side to the other

he had managed to escape with his life, after being kept

in there for hours. This happened in December, and there

was a good tracking snow. The next day. Sunday. I

took my gun and started to investigate. I found where
he had started the moose all right, and where he had
cr'awled under the windfall, but I failed to find any tracks

near the windfall to show that the moose had tried to

get at him. The fact was that the tracks all pointed in

the opposite direction, and that the bull was not the last

one to go, also that they had lost no time in going.

Now this man was a good, reliable fellow, with more in-

telligence than the ordinary woodsman, and every man in

the crew believed him, and I have no doubt that he be-

lieved himself that the moose ^yas after him when he
went under -the log. But the snow the next day told the

whole story and told the truth. I was alone that day, and
what I saw I kept to myself, and there was not a man
in that crew but believed it was a narrow escape, and
that a btill moose was a dangerous animal to meet.

Again last December I stayed all night at a lumber
camp far up on the headwaters of the Tobique River.

About dark the foreman came in with his rifle and re-
lated some wonderful yarns about a big bull moose that
chased every one who went out on a certain ridge, and had
treed several men, but all had so far escaped with their

lives. That day he had been out cruising in that locality,

but had not dared to go without a rifle to protect himself.
But I came to the conclusion that he had no license to

htmt, as the law requires, but that there were some big
moose tracks out there, and that he carried his rifle in

hope of meeting the moose, and told these stories to

justify himself in kiUing the moose without a license if he
got a chance. All the men in that crew believed him, and
so d:d a young fellow who was with me. I didn't con-
tradict the story,- why should I? Let them believe it if

they wanted to, but the foreman never got the moose and
it is not likely that he ever will.

These are two of the reasons why such stories are
told—one from imagination and fear, the other from
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mercenary motives. I know of a great many such stories
as told by others, but these two cases cover the ground
pretty well.

On June 20, 1898, I was paddling through a shoal lake
with one of my men 'in the bow of the canoe, and we saw
a two-year-old cow moose feeding right ahead of us. I

paddled directly toward it, facing the wind. It saw us
when about eighty yards distant and stood still, facing
us. while 1 paddled slowly directly, toward it, until

witliin about five yards, when the man m the bow seized a
pole and .shoved the canoe back, as he didn't want to

get any closer. W^e did that three different times, and the
imoose never flinched. The last time the canoe was within
ten feet. Then we went round it and left it standing
there, and it was there w^hen Ave went out of sight
around a bend. Three different times since I have paddled
up to a young moose till the bow of the canoe struck it.

but it didn't want to fight, nor was it in the least dan-
gerous ; it was simply the curiosity of a young animal
that had never seen a man before.

T see every summer. many cow moose with their calves;
they generally have two. and I have passed the calves
with a canoe close enough to touch them w'ith a canoe
pole, and the cow;- always run _away and leave them. I

never even saw i.ue make 'a blutt at showing fight, but as
they n,in, away they nearly always call their calves after
them.

Last spring- 1 was crossing a lake in a canoe with two
friends h nr days after the ice went out. W^e saw a cow
moose and calf swimming the lake, and when they got
to the shore the calf was so chilled with the cold w^ater
that it could not get out on the bank. We helped it out,
rubbed it dry and left- it on a 'mossy knoll after taking
some photographs of it. It could nnt have been more than
one day old: its mother went slowly into the bushes when
we were working with the calf, but returned as soon as
we left it. and took it with her. yet she showed no signs
whatever of being dangerous.
An old moose in the rutting season wants to know

what he is running from before he starts, and his curiosity
often gels him into trouble, but when he finds out that
it is a man he does not wait to do any fighting. Caribou
have a whole lot of curiosity, bttt it takes a lively im,agina-
tion to consider them dangerous if a reasonable amount of
care is taken in approaching a badly wounded animal.
My experience with the black bear is that he is the

.greatest coward of theni all. Even when caught in a

steel trap he will rarely show as much fight as a musk-
rat. I have killed a good many and son^e big ones, but
have not met a dangerous one yet. I make a business of
hunting and trapping bears, and I go into the wildest and
most remote wilderness after them, right into the home
and breeding ground of all kinds of Eastern big game, and
I have never yet seen the need of carrying firearms for
protection against dangerous wild animals.
Two years ago Charlie Cremin and I were trapping

bears on the headwaters of Nepisiquit River, We went
part way over our line of traps with a canoe, and walked
part of it. We started Monday, May 29, by canoe down
the river; we took five bears going down, and on
Wednesday, as we were coming back up, we found a
big one that had just got into a light but powerful trap.

I proposed shooting him at once, but Charlie said, "No

;

let us see how much fight is in him." and as we were
feeling pretty good over our success in taking six bears
on one run, we agreed to see what this big fellow would
do. So we cleared away the brush from round him to

give him a chance to fight if he wanted to ; but he didn't

want to and didn't. The only thing he would do to try

and defend himself was to catch the blows on the pad of

muscle on top of his head. Trapping bears will seem
cruel to most sportsmen, and it certainly is, but if they
have seen caribou and moose torn by bears as I have and

consider how very hard it is to get a chance to shoot
the cowardly brutes, they will say there is some excuse
for it.

We have no wolves in New Brunswick and_ no panthers,

but we have the Canada lynx and the bay lynx, or bobcat.
They kill deer and caribou and young moose, and some-
times they act very independent about getting out of a

man's way; but they can't be called dangerous, though
they are large enough to be so if they wanted to be.

There are comparatively few readers who will believe

this, as their information has generally been got from the

Sunday papers and from story tellers such as I have writ-

ten about, and not from actual experience. Occasionally
a writer for the daily papers will strike us old hunters
for a story, but when it comes out in the paper we
would scarcely know it for what we had told them, and
if any experienced sportsman should happen to see it he
would say, "That man is an awful liar," and they would
be right if we had told the story as it is generally printed.

Adam Moore.

Heredity and Telegony.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Permit me a few words in reply to Mr. W, Wade in

your last number. I quote Mr. Wade as follows : "Teleg-
ony is dead in the face of heredity, as pestiferous rot as

the idea is of its being an invariable result of mesalli-

ances, that it does occur in rare cases seems well estab-

lished,"

The above sentence is somewhat obscure as to the

meaning intended to be conveyed, but Mr. Wade makes
his po-sition clearer in his subsequent remarks, from which
I gather that he sets up "rare cases" of "abnormalities"
as grounds for overthrowing the palpable and all-prevail-

ing course of normal transmission by heredity. Indeed, he
overshoots his mark, and disproves his allegations by the
examples cited, as, for instance, the potency for hereditary
transmission of his "born tailless dog."
The interruption of the regular course of heredity by

occasional but rare departures from the normal type of the
parents, together with "freaks of nature" and deformities,

may be attributed in many cases to atavism or "telegony,"

as Mr. Wade prefers to call it, which is in itself very
strong proof of the persistence of heredity. Parents hav-
ing light hair and bltte eyes as a rule bear children of

the same type, and when there is an occasional departtire

to black eyes and hair the persistent influence of a former
ancestor asserts itself. Many of the more radical ab-
normalities may perhaps be attributable to "twists from
embryolog5V' as Mr, Wade suggests, which expression I

interpret to mean the results of certain abnormal agencies,

physical or psychological, exerted upon the sensitive em-
bryo which may in their tiirn become sources of hered-
itary characteristics.

As to the Mexican hairless dog, I used him for the pur-

pose of a general illustration, with very little specific

knowledge of the creature. Having seen quite a number
of them, however, and heard or read something more
of them, I have the impression that the hairless dog of

Mexico constitutes a type in which hairless parents usu-

ally give birth to hairless progeny by hereditary trans-

mission, and that the type developed in response to the

do'-nands of environment. Certain it is that no thin
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haired dogs are to be found in the Arctic regions, and
none with thick fur in the tropics. It is equally certain
that Arctic furry animals produce furry offspring, and
that the proximate cause of the furry characteristic of the
offspring is its existence in the parents. The same prin-
ciple controls in tropical types, and this we call heredity.

Coahoma.

An Albmo Ha-wk.

Editor Forest and Stream: —;^
I recently saw a discussion in Forest and Stream

relating to albino hawks, Mr. Samuel Nixon, whose ad-
dress is Eldora. W. Va., has now a very fine specimen of
albino haw-k in his possession, it is of the redtail species,
and save for a few feathers is pure white. Its plumage is

in good condition and would make any naturalist a fine
specimen. I have no doubt that it could be pro-
cured of Mr. Nixon for a vety reasonable sum. The bird
was caught uninjured in a trap, and I should guess- it ta
measure 4 feet from tip to tip of wings.

C. L. Shaves, •
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Toads in the Howse*

The toad spends the winter in the ground in a dormant
condition. The warm days of Api-il soon wake him up,

and the first business of the year is attention to the eggs
which are destined to maintain the supply of toads. For
this purpose toads of a given viciniti^ betake themselves
to" the nearest pond. Though silent the rest of the year,

their piping soou fills the air. It is thus when they
come down to the water to lay their eggs that the mis-
chieivous boy "lays" for them and kills by dozens, often

destroying together with the mother the thousands of

eggs which are needed to keep up the number of the
species. The eggs are laid in the water, and if the weather
is warm they hatch out in a few days into tiny black
tadpoles. When freshly laid, the eggs resemble strings

of black beads embedded in a clean gelatinous matter.
It is a fascinating study for a child to watch the trans-

formations from egg to tadpole and from tadpole to toad.
To arrange for this the eggs should be placed in a rather
shallow dish of water two or three inches deep with mud
from a pond sufficient to cover the bottom and come up
to the surface of the water on one side. A little green
slime and a few aquatic plants will afford the tadpoles
their natural food and keep the water fresh if it is allowed
to stand in a sunny window. These plants obviate the
necessity of changing the water, and the only attention
required is to keep it from drying up. In doing this, many
children are apt to put in too many eggs and try to raise

too many tadpoles. The result is that all are weak and
half-starved and are soon killed by fungus or other
diseases. Neglect to provide mud, plants and sunshine is

also a frequent error which frustrates the experiment. Ten
eggs are often enough for a dish six inches in diameter,
and not more than three or four tadpoles should be al-

lowed to grow up in it. The rest should be put back into

their pond soon after they hatch. If plenty of aquatic
plants are kept in the dish, the tadpoles will require no
further feeding. Solid food left in the water kills the
inhabitants of the receptacle. Their natural food at this

stage is usually stated to be exclusively vegetable, and
consists of the microscopical plants which form the slime
on the stems and leaves of water weeds. The "tads" can
easily be seen scraping this off with their little horny
jaws. As this slime is swarming with microscopical ani-

mals, their food must contain considerable animal matter
as well, and if water plants are not obtainable tadpoles
may be fed on bits of bread, with now and then a piece of

raw meat to suck at. All pieces of bread or meat should
be carefully removed, however, before they become sour.

—

Springfield Republican.

Proi)rietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream,

New Game in Ameiica.

^
The muskox of Greenland and the northeastern por-

tion of this continent known as Ellesmere Land and
Grinnell Land has been discovered to be a different ani-

mal from the muskox of the Barren Grounds,^ which is

the form with which we are most familiar, if the average
man can be said to be familiar with any form of muskox.
In a recent publication of the American Museum of

Natural History, Dr. J. A. Allen, curator of birds and
mammals of that institution, describes at considerable
length the differences between the Barren Grounds musk-
ox and this new form, which he calls Peary's muskox,
after the well-known explorer. It was this form which
Peary" found in northern Greenland, and which, many
years ago, formed a portion of the food of the unfortunate
Greely expedition.
From the far Southwest, in the Province of Chihuahua,

Mexico, Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of the Biological

Survey, Washington, describes a new mountain sheep^ or
big-horn, under the name Ovis mexicanus. The species

is based on specimens obtained by Mr. E. W. Nelson in

the barren desert region about Lake Santa Maria. It

is closely related to the Northern mountain sheep, but is

somewhat paler, has the hoofs and molar teeth larger than
in that species, while the ears are very large.

Dr. Merriam finds also that the mountain sheep of the

bad land and prairie country east of the Rocky Moun-
tains differs subspecifically from the type which came
from the Roclqr Mountains and Alberta. The chief differ-

ences are the great size of the molar teeth and the mas-
siveness and depth of the lower jaw. The new form is

called Ovis canadensis auduboni.
From the same region in Mexico which furnished the

new mountain sheep, Mr. Nelson brought eleven prong-
horned antelopes, differing from the antelope of the

North, and called by Dr. Merriam Anfilocapra americana
mexicana. This form is characterized by paler color and
some slight differences in the head markings.

A Lost Type.
Oh,, for a glimpse of a natural boy—
A boy with freckled face,

With forehead white 'neath tangled hair

And limbs devoid of grace;

Whose feet toe in, while his elbows flare;

Whose knees are patched all ways;
Who turns as red as a lobster when
You give him a word of praise.

A boy who's born with an appetite;

Who seeks the pantry shelf

To eat his "piece" with resounding smack-
Who isn't gone on himself;

A "Robinson Crusoe" reading boy.
Whose pockets bulge with trash;

Who knows the use of rod and gun,
And where the brook trout splash.

It's true he'll sit in the easiest chair.

With his hat on his tousled head;
That his hands and feet are everywhere,
For youth njust have room to spread.

But he doesn't dub his father "old man,"
Nor deny his mother's call.

Nor ridicule what his elders say,

Or think that he knows it all.

I' A rough and wholesome natural boy \.

Of a good old-fashioned clay;

God bless him, if he's still on earth, -

For he'll make a man some day.
—Detroit Free Press.

rWhV did the man who wrote that entitle it "A Lost Type"?

The- type is not. lost. That boy is still on earth.]

Reminiscences and Things.
I HAVE an uncle who very much resembles the charac-

teristic portrait of Uncle Sam. As a pioneer of_ eastern

Indiana he was one of the hunters and was a fine shot

and knew the habits of game. He had a brolher-in-law

of Pennsylvania descent, who likewise had ways of his

own, as most men have; but the twain were companion-
able, and ver-y successful, considering their facilities.

They usually hunted together, the Pennsylvaniaii, whose
name was Shaneyfelt, astride an old mare, and Cunning-
ham, the taller of the two, afoot. Their larger and most
destructive rifle was a walnut-stocked flintlock, running
some twenty balls to the pound. This the man on horse-

back carried, leaving a lighter gun for the one on foot.

Deer were plentiful. However, the custom of following

the trail often led the hunters some miles from home.
When deer were sighted the old flintlock was brought
into action, and a click-fiz-z-z-z-bang ! was followed by a

commotion among the deer that usually were found in

herds. One day while crossing a small prairie in the

southern part of Adams county they saw two deer-—

a

doe and a buck. The doe was standing broadside, while

the buck was looking at the hunters over the doe's back.

Shaneyfelt, who was on horseback and carrying the old

flintlock, said, "Here, Bill, take my gun—she shoots

furder as yours—^and draw on the buck's head; if she don't

carry up you'll hit the doe." Bill took the big bore and
aiming at the buck's forehead pulled the trigger. Shaney-
felt sat on the old mare with his eyes riveted on the spot

he had advised his companion to aim at. The old gun
clicked, then fizzed, then roared, and the buck dropped in

his tracks. The strain was too great for the Dutchman.
As he saw the ball hit the mark he dug his heels into the

old mare's sides, starting her at a gallop across the

prairie and yelling at every breath, "She's down. Bill

!

She's down. Bill !" About half-way across the prairie the

old mare stumbled and Shaneyfelt went rolling over her

head on the ground. Quickly regaining liis feet and pay-
ing no attention to the mishap, he went on as fast as his

legs would carry him, shouting, "She's down, Bill ! She's

down. Bill 1"

While camped at Witbeck, in the upper peninsula of

Michigan in '92, I took a walk one Sabbath to the Michi-
gamme River in company with Messrs. Bishop and
Proper. After loitering a couple of hours among the

rocks that line the stream, we started campward through
the forest. We climbed a hiU and were in the midst of a

thick growth of sugar, the boys something like fifty yards

to my right, when a large buck got up directly in front of

me and ran by the boys. He had been lying there, prob-

ably watching my approach, and concluded that - if he
remained I would run over him, for he was just eight

steps from me when he flushed. Of course he saw that I

did not have a gun.
In the year '78 my father and I were footing it to the

home of a friend at the southwest edge of the Cranberry
Prairie, in Mercer county, Ohio. When within a couple

of miles of our destination we saw where two deer had
crossed the road going north. As we wished to go north

of east, we followed their trail in that direction. I don't

know how far we had gone, but it was woods everywhere
—fine open woods, and some of the largest trees that

grew in the middle West. "Look out, now! They have
separated here and have lain dpwn not far away," said

father. There was a fallen elm about 200 yards away,

and I think yet it was the pioneer of all the elms. It was
east of us, and had fallen to the south. It lay about two
feet otT the ground, and when one of those deer sprang

up between us and the log and taking a few preparatory

bounds cleared the log like a bird, I stood in open-

moutked amazement. That was the first deer I had
seen, and hoping for another glimpse I ran to the fallen

tree, and stepping on a limb near the lower part of the

trunk tried to see over, but my head did not come to a

level with the top of the log, though I was a man in

stature.

The next day while passing betweeen the reed-covered

prairie and willow and prickly ash thickets, a terrible

commotion among the snow-covered willows brought me
to a sudden halt. I saw the bushes s\yaying for a few
seconds, then the diminishing sounds of a fleeing animal

told me that I was neither in danger nor likely to see

any game to shoot.

Curiosity prompted me to investigate, and I found the

fresh beds of a large buck under a thick growth of willows

that had been bent over by an accumulation of snow until

their tops almost touched the ground. The buck fright-

ened at my approach had made tracks, and when I parted

the torn and shredded willows and stepped the dis-

tance, I found he had cleared 21 feet the first jump. A
railroad passes by where our host's house stood. A fine

gravelled road crosses the outlet to the prairie. The
prairie is a cornfield.

Six of us were" camped by the side of a mud road in

the southeast part of Paulding county, Ohio. We had a

mule team and wagon, but no tent. We made a bark

shelter by a large log with a log fire a few feet away.

One morning I seated myself on the root of a large up-

turned tree near a ditch in the woods, where deer had a

crossing. I had a muzzleloading rifle, and up to that

day had had no opportunity to try it. I sat at my look-

out from about 8 until 10 A. M., at which time I concluded

to give it up. I walked to the crossing to see if any

deer had used it in the night, then went on up the ditch

some fifty j-^ards and returned as I heard a shot at carnp.

I started to go back, when a dark object seemed to glide

through the brus4i and stop behind a large tree. It seemed

to me like a half-hour that I stood there with gun in

left hand, my right grasping the grip, thumb on cock and

finger on trigger, tnen a deer's nose was pushed past the

tree and a deer's eye took in the situation.

Slowly I began to raise the gun, and had the breech

nearly to my shoulder when one leap of the deer cleared

the ditch and a second bound hid it from view behind

the root on which I had spent the morning.

While twisting and winding between cedar and tama-

rack swamps last fall within a couple of miles of Witbeck
Station, Mich., I heard a faint sound of man and saw. It

was swamp and hill and hill and swamp, some of the

swamp open and covered with a coarse grass, but mostly
with dense cedar or tamarack. Finally I struck a wagon
road that for crookedness would hold its own with any
politician of the age. When I struck the chopped-out road
I was west of the man and saw. After tramping awhile
I was north of them, and presently I found myself east of

them, so fearing that I had started toward the wrong
eiad of the road, I left it and went up hill to a small

chopping that shortly came to view. Here I found an old

man, grizzled and'feeble, trying to cut and split cordwood.
Neither his strength nor his tools were able to accom-
plish much. He worked mostly while on his knees or on
one knee, and seemed to be so stiff and sore as to be able

to move only by a great physical effort. I trid to engage
him in conversation, but he could not converse in Eng-
lish, so after satisfying myself that the old man was
being offered as a sacrifice, without concluding a theory
as to its being voluntary or not, I walked out into the
clearing, which at best did not exceed one and a half

acres. Before I crossed it I discovered that the ground
was literally cut up with deer tracks. Then I stopped and
looked back at the old man down on his knees sawing a

black birch limb, and then my mind went 500 miles

south and dwelt on books, notes, walls and things, where
deer come not to cut up the earth, and I wondered if he
knew. Yes, I wondered if the old man knew what a

city man bred from a race of hunters found to enjoy in

the woods.
What he would give to be allowed to remain, in the

woods an indefinite period !

To ignore business and wander about, figuring out the

weight of the deer that made this track or that, noting the

great Northern woodpecker as it drummed the stubs in

search of worms or in answer to its mate, watching the

saucy little squirrel make an evening meal from the ker-

nels of a pine cone, or a partridge picking buds from the

topmost branches of a hard maple. To-daj' the little

clearing stands out in relief. I see the deer tracks, I hear

the trickling and bubbling of the water among the cedar

roots. The walk to camp is realistic. The greeting of

comrades genuine.
It is not a dream—it's memory.

G. W. Cunningham.

After the Woodchuck*
The hunting of the woodchuck furnishes the inveterate

powder-burner with sport outside of game seasons, and
so enables him to go shooting well nigh the year round.

By the time the law ends his shotgun practice on duck
and snipe in the spring, if he has been so unwise as to

persecute them at that season, the woodchuck is abroad,

foraging in the new grass of meadow and pasture and
presenting a tempting target for the sportsman's rifle.

The judicious shooter, however, looking to the chances

of future sport, Avill no more kill the quadruped in the

spring than the bird. He needs in his business the crop

of young and reckless chucks now being produced. They
will help out his scores later in the season, when the wary
old ones hunt their holes at sight of the prowling marks-
man. Furthermore, a proper humanity will restrain him
from killing the mother of the family while the chucklets

are still too young to live on grass, as they are until

pretty well through the spring. I have found them in

the middle of May none too well able to dispense with
their original nourishment. Unfortunately, about this

date grass and weeds get so high as to hide the animals

more or less and materially interfere with the shooting,

and the best of it comes after haying.

So woodchuck hunting is essentially a stammer sport,

for the lazy creature, having got fat on the meadow's
second growth, generally takes to his nest by the time the

fall game shooting has fairly begun, thereby losing one

or two of the months when, if he only knew it, it is best

worth while to be above groimd. Hunting gains as well

as loses some charms by being done in the summer. The
air, if not exhilarating, is balmy. The woodchuck hunter

misses the stimulating hint of frost that goes with an
autumn morning or evening, but he escapes the bleakness

of the duck hunter's favorite days, and travels over grass

rather than snow. He sees nature at her loveliest. No
one knows better than he how the glory of the summer
broods over our Northern hills, even before the calendar

calls for it. He follows the cow paths to the springs and
rests with the cattle in the shade of green trees. He
walks among the daisies and sneaks through the rank

corn to some advantageous firing point. He sniffs the

new-mown hay and marks the billows that travel with

the breeze across the oats. The crow and the meadow-
lark know him. The marsh hawk is out hunting with

him, and the jolly jingle of the bobolink is in his ears.

If he lifts his gaze from the little sand heap which he

is momentarily expecting to see crowned with a wood-
chuck's head, he may watch the cottony clouds drifting

across a blue sky and trailing their refreshing shadows
over some near-by wheat fields or perhaps some great

upland far away. It is not all of hunting woodchucks to

hunt.
Yet there is good hunting needed if one is to score

high on old chucks that have been hunted before, and
this gives zest to the sport and makes it worthy of pur-

suit. One must often do some very respectable stalking

to get a fair shot at a gray clover-fed veteran that knows
what it means when the rifle snaps out yonder and the

gravel jumps close beside him. Nor will it do to be

shaky or careless in the shooting. The top of a wood-
cluick's head is a small mark, and to hit it at a fair

distance is a trick worthy of the marksman's steel.

While the woodchuck is often stupid or foolhardy, he is

sometimes wild as a hawk, and chases himself to his hole

when his enemy is yet a long way off. His most fatal

weakness is to underestimate the speed of bullets and to

fancy he can get from the mouth to the bottom of his

burrow any moment he pleases, and that he is therefore

safe in looking out from his sand heap or "peek .hole," no

matter what he sees. Curiosity brings many a chuck to

grief by luring him to his sally-port when he ought to-

have stayed down in his bomb-proof. Generally old

woodchucks in a hunted region are pretty well able to

take care of themselves. In my neighborhood some of
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tliem live in the embankment under a railroad track, and
they show their discrimination between a real though
innocent looking danger and a harmless though threaten-
ing disturbance, by skipping, when the hunter appears, into

their burrows, where every passing train must make a

tremendous roar and jar.

Other things being equal, the ablest walker will get the

most woodchucks. Yet this is a kind of hunting which a

ntian can continue when too old or otherwise infirm for

long tramps. In favorable grounds he may scat himself
in a shady spot commanding a number of burrows, and
the occasional appearance of a Avoodchuck, or even the
chance of it, will sustain his interest for hours. Or he
may drive slowly along the country roads, looking out
fo] the crawling speck in the hillside pasture or the little

brown pillar that suddenly rears itself amid the meadow
grass. When this is spied there come the stalk, the shot
and the return to the carriage, elate or disgusted, as the
case may be. Hunters of this game have the same pro-
pensity as fishermen to forget the number of their victims,

and it has been found necessary to lay down the rule

that, in determining the results of a hunt, it is the tail,

not the tale, that counts.
The woodchuck hunter from town has the satisfaction

of being welcome on the farms where he operates, so
long as he respects the crops and fences and minds where
his bullets are going. The farmer does not care to

preserve his woodchucks unless for his own Inmting, and
he is not usually a hunter. He begrudges the gai'den

"sass" which the sassy chuck sometimes appropriates.

He has better uses for grass than to pave woodchucks'
runways with it or line their insides. He does not like

to have four or five bushels of gravel thrown up here and
there in a smooth meadow, necessitating a "balk" in

mowing, or to have a horse step into a wOodchuck hole,

with the chance of a broken leg. So he speaks the gentle-

manly hunter fairly, and merely asks him if the minister

is coming. The hunter feels, or should feel, himself the

more justified in killing woodchucks on account of their

being troublesome vermin.
It is hardly necessary to say that they should be hunted

only with the rifle. If they can be brought within range
of a shotgun, the hitting with such a weapon is too easy
for a man's sport, while the killing is too uncertain for the

humane sportsman to attempt it. Much of the time the
animal is only Avounded, and often it can hardly be reached
at all with the scatter gun when within fair rifle range.
Shooting woodchucks with shot is the next thing to

pinching their legs all night in a steel trap and pounding
their heads with a club in the morning. They can be
killed with any rifle, but the .22-caliber bullet has not the

size to make sure work unless placed just right, which
cannot be done infallibljr. The .25 is usually quick death
to them, but the larger calibers are still more certain,

especially at the longer ranges. Many sportsmen find

that their rifles throw round bullets, patched with linen or
muslin, with great accuracy at woodchuck distances, and
this style of loading avoids the bother of lubricating. The
round bullet of .30 or larger is very killing as well as

accurate Avithin its range, and is all the better for use in

settled places for having a comparatively light weight and
short flight.

Almost any one who has lived or hunted on an Eastern
farm can write, or at least tell, reminiscences under some
such head as "Woodchucks I Have Met." There Avas the

one that I saw feeding in cloA^er scA^eral inches high and
undertook to approach as nearly as possible in plain sight.

While down on all fours, he could not see about him, and
in those moments I Avalked straight tOAvard him. When
he had snipped off a mouthful of clover he would stand

on his hind feet Avhile chcAving it, staring at me where I

stood motionless, having stopped the instant he rose. This
maneuver Avas repeated until. Avhen he at last bolted for

his hole, it was but fourteen steps to Avhere he had stood.

He showed no alarm at the mere sight of me, enlarged as

I must have seemed after each advance. Perhaps he
finally scented me. Some hunters think woodchuclcs
haA'e this power, and it certainly is likely enough. That
would account for the failure of my first demonstrations
against them. Near my home, Avhen I was a boy, there

were in a pasture some huge stone heaps, under which
woodchucks lived. Seeing one now and then at some dis-

tance from his castle, I fancied I could steal quietly up
at such a time on the opposite side of the stone pile and
rush around quickly enough to cut him off from his burrow.
But, no matter how slyly I approached, or how smartly 1

charged at last, Avhen I got to where the woodchuck
Avas, he never Avas there. If he did not see or hear me
he may have scented me. I have carefully gone with the

Avind to the top of a knoll and found one missing, which
was feeding but a moment before on the other side. Most
wild animals are protected by their scenting power, and
it Avould be only natural that woodchucks should have this

gift. So far as I Icnow, however, little or no attention is

paid to it in hunting them.
The first of these animals that I killed Avere trapped,

after the barbarous manner of boys. One of them was
entirely black, and I afterAvard saw a black one with a

brown face. The combination hoodooed me so that I

missed him beautifully at close range White ones are

more rare, but two or three have been killed in my neigh-

borhood. I remember well the first chuck I Avent for Avith

my rifle on the home farm. He Avas dozing on a big

stump fifty or sixty yards out in a meadow. The first

shot did not even wake him up. At the next he went
sailing off the stump, and I had no doubt of finding him
dead where he landed. To my surprise, he Avas nowhere
to be seen ; but in due time the horse rake gathered in a

dried-up woodchuck skin and skeleton just about there,

and I credited myself with a hit. In the same meadoAV
there liA'ed one Avhich I missed so many times in ray early

days of marksmanship that we called him the Invulner-
able. In an evil day I boAvled him over, at the eleventh

shot, and had to look elscAvhere for practice. In that

field there Avas a smooth-topped stump that bore a V-
shaped mark made by tAVO bullets fired from different

directions at a woodchuck that used to pose there. Close
by Avas one of those stump fences Avhich may still be seen

in regions that have been timbered Avith pine. The stumps
of these trees are so fortified against decay by their filling

of turpentine that they outlast the farmers who dig them
up. A row of them, somewhat trimmed and stood on
edge> makes a formidable fence. It takes room, however,
and harbors briers, weeds and vfermin, Jt makes a

veritable citadel for hunted woodchucks. Peering out
among roots and briers they can see without being seen,

and they find cover at any point of such a fence when
scared out of the neighboring grass ground. I plotted in

vain against the woodchucks that stuck to the stump
fence. The present owner has burnt it up, reclaimed the
ground from the brambles, and left the woodchucks to

such shelter as they can find. Thus does life become a
harder and harder grind for the more "feeble folk" that

inhabit this world.
It was years after I began observing woodchucks that I

first heard one use its voice, if it may be so called. At
the edge of a bit of woods a shrill staccato whistle chal-

lenged me. It is a queer sound to come from a quadruped,
but from descriptions I suspected what it was, and looked
about upon the ground for the whistler. Under the edge
of a big log sat an old and a young woodchuck, at the

mouth of their burrow. The whistle seemed intended for

the young one's benefit, as at each repetition it dodged
down into the "hole, only to reappear immediately and get
another Avarning. It was a pretty glimpse of wild life, and
I should not have felt like shooting if my rifle had been
in hand.

In shooting at woodchucks the misses are disgusting at

the time, but rather amusing to think of afterward. I

remember crawling scientifically to the top of a knoll with
one of my few remaining cartridges devoted to the certain

death of a chuck known to be out on the other side.

With a good elbow rest, that should have insured a perfect

shot, I missed the intended victim, and Avas so rattled

that with the other cartridges I could not so much as

drive him into his burrow. He seemed tO' know my
ammunition was gone, and took a very deliberate header
only when I had walked up close to him. This recalls

another time when the elbow rest failed me. Climbing
part way up a railroad embankment, I saw a woodchuck
in the field beyond. Not hoping to shoot well off-hand
hanging on my my toenails, I planted my elbows in the
ballast at the end of the ties and aimed just over the
further rail. In the moment of pulling trigger one elboAV

settled a bit in its soft resting place, the barrel sagged a
trifle, the bullet spread itself on the rail a fcAv inches
from the muzzle and the iron-clad Avoodchuck hunted his

hole. With some such experiences, and having .scratched

my rifle barrel by resting it across a perfectly smooth-
looking boulder, I concluded one season to shoot strictly

off-hand, no matter Avhat happened. This is a good rule

if one Avants to improve his marksmanship ; but it takes
considerable virtue to live up to it, and the entertainers of

the traditional minister might remain "out of meat" if it

depended on accurate shooting in this style. My resolu-

tion was sorely tried by a rapid series of five or six

shots at a rather distant Avoodchuck, Avhich only pro-
duced some frolicsome capers like those of a tenderfoot
with a hilarious cowboy shooting at his toes.

But along with such reminiscences of failure the hunter
of the meadows and pastures can usually recall shots to

be proud of, to which the luckless animal could only re-

spond with that languid motion of the tail with Avhich a
woodchuck waves a farcAvell to life. When the sportsman
intends taking to the woods for a deer hunt, he will hardly
find better practice in tramping, stalking or shooting than
is afforded by woodchuck hunting, and the rifleman who
cannot get beyond the farms has in this sport the best

aA'ailable substitute for an expedition after big game.
Bristoi, Hill.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

"Western Snipe.

Chicago, III., April 13.—Six days ago, or on April 7, the

first jacksnipe of the season were killed. Dr. C. W, Car-
son, of this city, got four birds, but they Avere extremely
thin and very Avild. There has been no word received
from the better shooting grounds below here to the effect

that any considerable amount of birds has appeared, but
there is little doubt that during the coming week we shall

hear of them in good numbers, for spring seems at last

to haA^e come to this region, and the appearance of the
green grassland the breaking of the buds On the trees

gives proof that winter is at last leaAdng us. The jack-

snipe come in here just about the time the grass begins to

spring up and shoAV green across the marshes and
meadows.
The name of Indiana causes every shooter in this

vicinity this spring to thrill as with threat of sudden death.

While the restrictions of the new In(Mana law seem not to

apply to jacksnipe as to ducks, there are very few who
are including Indiana in their snipe shooting for the com-
ing week, and nearly everybody is looking out for Illinois

snipe shooting ground. Of the latter there seems to be a

fair supply this spring, for the high Avater has left a

good deal of wet ground all to the west and southAvest of
this city, which is just now drying out sufficiently to

make good feeding grounds for the birds. I heard of
some gentlemen Avho Avent in near Mineral, 111., last

spring and had very good luck Avith the jacksnipe. There
is quite a bit of marsh of the spring bog sort on the

high prairies back of that point, and some very good bags
Avere made there last year. This Avould seem a good place

to keep in mind for this spring.

Italian Joe says that he can put somebody on to some
good jacksnipe shooting, and as he rarely hunts very far

away from Summit, it is reasonable to suppose that his

grounds are not very far from that point. In this time
of very high Avater the big marshes are very apt to remain
sour for some time, and I should rather suggest that one
try the smaller sloughs and dryer uplands back in the
hills aAvay from the big marshes. This at least for the

earlier part of the snipe shooting.

Italian Joe aviII hardly be able to do much at his favor-

ite sport of plover shooting before the close of the sea-

son He says that he has not heard of any birds yet, but

thev mav come up with a rush if we get settled Avarm
Aveather. It is all a guess at this writing.

Indiana Fish Law.

The Indiana fish law. whether through intent or through
lack of wisdom, remains about as lax as the game law
.is strict. Jt is legal to go fishing in the lakes of Indiana
as early as April I, and a good many Ghicago anglers are

taking advantage of this fact this wmc. Mr, W. H. Eng-

lish leaves to-day for a trial trip to Cedar Lake, Ind., and
he will be followed a Aveek from to-day by several mem-
bers of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club, who are in the
habit of opening the season on that water, the earliest bass
water situated anywhere near Chicago.
The Indiana fish law limits the daily catch of bass to

twenty for each rod, or thirty-two to one boat, if there
be two rods in the boat. This provision does not cut
much figure one way or the other, as it is rarely that one
crowds that limit very close nowadays.

I am afraid that Roll Organ and I may not be able to
go boAv and arroAv shooting for carp this spring as we
had intended. The new Indiana fish law says that one
may not shoot at any sort of fish. It also forbids spear-
ing, and I suppose that between the clauses forbidding
spearing and shooting the bow and arrow would be in-
cluded. It looks like a poor man has no chance in these
times out here.

Wisconsin Law.

Our trout law begins April 15 in Wisconsin. The same
provision which prohibits taking out of the State more
than 20 pounds of game fish obtains under the new Wis-
consin law. Wisconsin also retains her law prohibiting
spring shooting of ducks, though goose shooting is still

allowed in the spring. The deer season in Wisconsin will
be Nov. ID to Nov. 30, and each deer must be tagged as
soon as shot. The daily bag on ducks is set at fifty, and
only tAventy-five partridges may be killed in a single day
by any one man. The closed season on quail will be made
to end at 1903, and not set for five years, as was originally
embodied in the n^easure. I ought to say that these facts
are a little in advance of the actual records of the Wis-
consin Legislature, but they are taken from the bill which
Avas reported for passage this Aveek and which is con-
sidered sure to pass and to be signed by the Governor.
In these days of rapidly shifting game laws, th.e only safe
thing to do is to buy a copy of the Woodcraft Magazine
and Game Laws in Brief.

^

In Minnesota.

The friends of the Minnesota National Park have scored
what seems to be at least a good move in the passage
by both houses of the Legislature of Minnesota of a
legislative memorial to Congress asking that all the lands
in the several Indian reservations of Minnesota which are
unfit for agriculture be set apart for park, sanitarium
and forest reservation purposes. The success of this
memorial is due largely to the able efforts of Mrs. W. E.
Brarnhall, of the State Federation of Women's Clubs.
Originally there was considerable opposition in the Min-
nesota Legislature to the idea of a national park, hence
the passage of the memorial,, as above indicated, would
indicate a certain change of sentiment. The measure is

made conditional on the favorable result of the investiga-
tion Avhich has been ordered by Congress, and it will
perhaps hasten or make surer the appointment by Con-
gress of the proper commission. It was always the idea
of all the earnest friends of the Minnesota park that if an
unbiased committee from Congress could be gotten Up
into that country and could see the actual conditions which
obtained, there would be little doubt of speedy action on
the lines desired. At least it was decided that, if such a
commission did not agree with the original proposition
for the park, nothing more would ever be said of it.

There was never any desire to dictate to Congress or urge
any selfish claims, but only to have Congress learn the
actual and unbiased facts.

Sand Hill Cranes on the Calumet.

Among the lucky bags made by Chicago shooters this

spring may be classified that of Mr. R. C. Head, Avho at

the Calumet Heights Club tAvo weeks ago succeeded in

killing an entire flock of three sand hill cranes which came
in over his blind while he Avas out duck shooting. Mr.
Head had drawn what is known as the Second Bend
blind, the one behind the big black stump. He was sitting

behind the stump when he heard a hoarse croaking sound
and looking up saw the cranes coming to him. They
passed his blind at long range, and he succeeded in break-
ing the wing of the leader. The other birds were con-
fused, and as Mr, " Head did his best to imitate their
calls, one came close to him and he dropped it at 20 yards
from the blind. The third bird seemed still more con
fused, and circled over the timber, coming to Mr. Head
as he resumed his calling. He dropped this one on the

hard ground back of the blind. The three birds Avhen
taken to the club house and stretched out on the piazza,

end to end, measured a little over 16 feet. Another
shooter at the same club was lucky enough to kill two
Canada geese on one day, and several other decent bags
of ducks have been made.
This spring has shoAvn an unusual abundance of deep-

water ducks in Lake Michigan, and the fly up from the

big lake to the marshes southwest of Calumet Heights
has been sometimes a very heavy one. On one CA ening
the flight of birds coming in to Lake Michigan was almost
continuous past a given point near the club house for an
hour and a half. Every one is commenting on the unusual
number of ducks which have come to this vicinity this

spring.

Lake Michigan is not so slow as a sporting resort in

Itself these days, and there has been quite a lot of shooting
done off the piers. A gentleman living in Evanston says
that this Aveek he saAV a splendid flight of ducks off the
Dempster street pier, and he believed that a bunch of
decoys at that point would have been good for a hundred
birds to the gun in a few hours. There was a tremen-
dous body of birds, mostly bluebills, in the lake not very
far off shore. The same is true all along the city front.

Off .Sixty-fourth street water works there has been pretty
good shooting at different times this week, and as far

south as Chicago. The numbers of ducks haA^e been
enough to attract the serious attention of all shooters.

Fox Lake Dacfcs.

A stiff flight of bluebills and redheads still contimies
at Fox Lake, but the birds are highly educated now and
decline to work satisfactorily. In two more days the
season will end for the spring shooting. It has been
altogether the most remarkable spring for . wildfowl seen
here for the last ten or fifteen years. There have baen
thousands of ducks killed ovzr the shooting grounds of
Illinois and Indiana, just how many tho-HSaiids no om
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will ever know. The best o£ the big ducks in Chicago
markets have brought at times not over $2.75 per dozen.

The Return of the Birds.

Master Clarke Washburne, a young sportsman of the
mature age of twelve years, is good enough to send to
Forest and Stream his observations on the song birds
and game birds of this locality. Master Washburne is

growing up in the right way as a sportsman, and in the
company of his father, Mr. Hempstead Washburne, has
already attained considerable proficiency with the rod and

The birds are returning from their long winter migra-
tion. Many varieties can be found any morning in the

parks in this city, while in the country they are eveiy-
where, I am-glad to see that others have noticed the in-

crease of the bluebirds this spring, I have seen several

large flocks this spring, whereas in past years I saw
only a few single ones. I have seen the following birds

so far this spring: Bluebird, song sparraw. junco, fox
sparrow, meadow lark. Bonaparte's gull, ringbill gull,

crow, phoebe. robin, blackbird, bluejay, pintail duck,
mallard, blue and green wing teal, chickadee, redwinged
blackbird, white-bellied nuthatch, blackheads, bluebills

and canvasbacks. That is about the order in which I

saw them. I do not doubt that many other people have
seen more birds than I have, as I have only been out
looking for birds a few times so far.

The great flight of mallards, pintails and other earlj^

ducks is almost over, as they will soon be moving north
in the warm weather. Soon we will have the blackheads,
bluebills, canvasbacks, etc., here and I expect to go and
meet them at the Swan Lake Shooting Qub next week.

1 will attempt to give you a description "of the shoot as

soon as I get back from it.

I look forward to good times with rod and reel next
summer and I hope that each and every reader of For-
est AND Stream shall have a pleasant summer.

An Alarm^ for Safety.

The^paradox of an alarming device for increasing the

safety of the sportsman is sprung by Mr. W. T. Baggett,

of San Francisco, who has devised an electric battery to

be located in the stock of the rifle, which continually ad-

vises the hunter of the fact that his gun is cocked. This

is accomplished, according to reports, by means of a

small dry battery and buzzer located in the stock of the

gun. Directly underneath the hammer on top of the grip

a spring-controlled push-button is placed, the motion of

the hammer when being cocked pressing the button

downward until the electric circuit is closed, which starts

the buzzer in the end of the stock. This little device

keeps up a continual clicking, which may be felt rather

than heard, if desired, the vibrations being
_

plainly

noticeable to any one carrying the gun. When it is de-

sired to stop the vibrations, as when the gun is in action,

the thumb of the shooter is pressed against a second

spring button, which acts as an interrupter and breaks

the current.

Learning the Diamond Hitch.

It will pain a great many friends of Capt. R. E. Bobo,

of Bobo, Miss., to hear that the operation performed on

his eye last fall proved unsuccessful so far as the future

use of his eye was concerned. With a brave man's de-

cision, Bobo determined that, rather than have an in-

efficient eye, more or less motionless in the socket and a

source of considerable annoyance, he would have the

entire eye taken out. Last week he came to Chicago

and had this heroic operation performed, and_ at this

time he is lying in a hospital, declaring that he is better

in his mind again, can see much better out of his good

eye, and that all he needs is a little exercise! The doctors

say that Bobo is a wonderful man physically, and con-

fidently express the belief that his head could be cut off

and that it would grow out again in the course of a

couple of weeks. It is pretty sad for the old bear hunter

to lose his shooting eye. and it is sad for his friends to

know of this fact, but it is a matter of very great con-

gratulation that he is recovering so nicely from so serious

Pending his ultimate release from the hospital Bobo
sits up and tells bear stories to his friends. Billy Hofer,

who is still in town, has spent some time with him during

the past week, and the two have been together studying

the intriciacics of the "diamond hitch," which Billy has

been endeavoring to explain to the bear hunter. Bpbo
declares now that he can throw the "diamond hitch" as

well as anybody, and says that, when he goes home, he

is going to get a pack saddle or so, and after this will

hunt bears the same way they do in the Rock Mountains.

"I can put a little tent and a couple of weeks' grub on

the back of a mule," said he, "and take one or two men
and just go flying anwhere we want to, and we don't need

bother'^about where we are going to stop. If we run out

of corn or grub, I can send a man and a mule back with

the pack saddle. I am just going to kill all the bears

there are left in Mississippi this spring, and this is how
I am going to do it."

I don't think there is much doubt that Bobo will

wreak a horrible revenge on the bear family when he gets

turned loose again in good shape,

Whether to Hunt or to Fish.

I presume every outdoor man has had occasion to

answer more than once the question "Would you rather

go hunting or go fishing?" and I presume he has often

a difficulty in his own mind in regard to answering. This

is how Mr. George K. Andrews, of St. Louis, figures it

out

:

"You are right about us spending our time after we
are rich at fishing, instead of hunting. It is so much
easier—so much more a philosopher's resource. Here

I am just in from the duck club. I got up at 1:30 this

A. M. rode 5 miles to take the train, slept 70 miles, and

then staggered out with a lot of heavy ducks to another

suburban train. Last night, up the "wet" prairie my
pusher and I started to the club house, landing against a

heavy swell and a head wind, he poling and I paddling

and "the water splashing in on us. It was a constant

struggle for over an hour. The two hen tame decoys

when we released them flew up into the boat, while the

three mallard drakes swam alsongside, but the wind soon

put them f^r astern, and the hens c|ille<! Iu,sti!y all the v^ay

down to guide them. Once one of the mallards flew into
the boat and rested a few moments
"Then, too, when I go home after awhile I must pack

ducks around to the neighbors. Hereafter I fish—unless
the fever seizes me again—^just once.

"I was wading in a water covered bottom where mal-
lards were dropping in, and a fox squirrel came down her
tree to drink at the unusual water lapping at the trunk.
I barked at her. and she ran up the tree and sized me
up, and presently began to bark back at me. I told her
in bark talk what a fool she was to get water bound
down there in the bottom, and oh but she swore at me.
She told me I wasn't respectable; and she came down on
the lowest limb, no thicker than your finger, and shook
her tail over her head and used language I'm ^shamed to
repeat. And then another one, on a tree nearer to me
than she was, came down and joined in. This one threat-
ened to "jump" me. One was about fifteen feet from me
and the other_ about six. Finally I abandoned squirrel
talk and said in my own tongue, "You both know per-
fectly well you have a nest full of children up there, so
what's the use of denying it ?" Scampered.

E. Hough
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

Brant at Monomoy.
Boston, April 13.—There are reports of an abundance

of brant at Monomoy. A gentleman came up from Chat-
ham Wednesday and volunteers the information that the
"hay is full of brant." He says that a couple of guru-

ners, belonging to one of the Monomoy Brant Club
shooting parties, came over to Chatham early in the
week with over thirty brant. They reported that their

party had over 100 brant in camp and ready to bring
home. This naturally set the members of the "boys' party"
that started for that shooting ground yesterdaj'^ "wild
with enthusiasm." They are to remain till the 20th. There
are also great reports of duck shooting at several points
along the coast, and those who indulge in spring shooting-

are reaping a harvest. A gunner came up Tuesday from
Chatham, or thereabouts, with a big string of black ducks,
which he probabb^ landed in Faneuil Hall Market, since
he was headed that way. He says that the continued
dull weather and deep fogs have made the ducks and brant
pause in their northward flight. The local gunners seem
to be getting a good many, as mentioned in reports from
several locations along the Cape. I learn from dealers
that the markets here have received over a hundred
Canada geese within a few days. They sell hard. The
marketmen say that they are "good for nothing." being
poor and thin. From 50 to 75 cents a pair is all they
have brought. Even the marketmen say that it is a pity

to shoot them in the spring. Massachusetts game laws
do not protect geese at all, and brant are reckoned as

geese. But ducks of all kinds are protected from April

15 to Sept. I. Special.

Spring Shooting;.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I saw an article in my last Forest and Stream (April

13) which rather surprised me. It said, "This winter a

law has been passed stopping the sale of ducks; that

would be all right if all the markets in all the States were
clo.sed. Now we raise and feed the young ones for some
one else to kill and sell." This was signed by C. W. V..
but I think the writer made a mistake when he said "for
others to kill and sell." For this reason, as soon as the

ducks learn that they are not going to be banged at and
shot, and that they can come to a place and stay there in

peace (ducks soon learn), they are going to come to that

place, and, of course, when the law permits there will be
good shooting in that place, so the good work will benefit

the ones who protect the birds in spring and hurt those

who do not follow a good example. Ducks are not going
to stay in a place where they are shot to death every
spring, week after week, providing they can find a place

where they will not be harmed. So C. W. V. will benefit

and have good sport, while others who have no law will

lose. I think in course of time spring duck shooting will

have to stop, because if the law does not stop it it will

stop itself—there will be no more ducks.
C. K. W. Byrne.

Dttcfcs Breeding- in Michigan.

Hartford, Mich., April g.—Editor Forest and Stream:
We are having very cold weather for this time of the

year; but the robins and bluebirds came back from the

sunny South, and we have not had as many bluebirds for

twenty years as we have' this spring, and they are a most
welcome visitor.

As to ducks breeding here in Michigan, twenty years

ago every cove or bayou on the river had its flock of

young wood ducks or mallards or teal; every fall our
stubble fields were visited every evening in September by
hundreds of ducks. But with spring shooting we hardly
ever see any ducks till the fall flight brings them down
from the North. I was in hopes our Legislature would
pass a gun license bill, and that would stop the irrepres-

sible boy who bangs away at every bird he sees and does
not know a duck from a mud hen. Every duck killed in

March or April means ten or twelve less in September.
Sullivan Cook.

An Adirondack Deer Snarer Convicted.

Canton, N. Y. April 11.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
A lumber jobber named Bonno was convicted here yes-

terday of snaring deer and fined $100 and costs. The
offense was committed in December, in the township of

Clare, some fifteen miles from here, I believe. At the

first trial the jury disagreed. J. H. R.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

ANGLING NOTES.

The April Woodcraft.

The April number of the Game Laws in Brief and
Woodcraft Magazine has been delayed by the great JViass

pf tardy legislatioii in numeraqs States,

Suggestion for Fly-Books.

This is the season when anglers get out their fly-books,
even though they live in the land of frost and snow and
the time for rising trout is yet some distance off, while
the fishing season, as provided by law, is close at hand.
It may not be a general custom to get the fly-books out
before the snelled hooks are examined or provided, but it

was called to my attention ©ne night late when I was
going to bed very tired and very sleepy by noticing my
tackle trunk in which I kept rods and things. This
trunk, by the way, is upholstered and has a spring top to
disguise it as a small couch, but as my eyes fell upon
it I opened it and then forgot to go to bed, for in one of
the top_ trays was a fly-book brought to me by a dear
friend from London, and as I turned over its leaves sleep
fled from my eyelids. When first it came to me I intended
to write- a note about it, or rather a feature of it, but it

was not in the fishing season, and it passed from my
mind until I was seated on the spring top of the box, held
up by the fly-book on my way to bed.
Salmon anglers in speaking of killing salmon are prone

to give the number of the hook of the fly on which some
particular fish was killed, and this is because salmon
anglers are given to knowing the size of their flies as they
use them. Trout fishermen do this to a more limited
extent because there are more trout than salmon fisher-
men, and as a rule it is not a matter of pride with them
to know just the size of the fly they use, and often they
cannot tell the size if asked the question, for they are
not familiar enough with the sizes to carry them in their
memory, and they have no other means of telling if the
package in which the flies were received from the maker
or dealer happen to be lost. My particular fly-book solved
thi.s difficult}'. It is a book from Farlaws, and a parch-
ment leaf is put in to protect the flies in the first leaf of
pockets from injury by the pigskin cover. On this pro-
tecting leaf is stamped two rows of hooks with their
numbers. There is a row of sneck bend hooks and a
row of_old Limerick or O'Shaughnessy hooks of sizes
most affected by English fly-fishers. If the angler is in
doubt as to the size of the fly he is about to mount on
his cast and desires to know it, he has but to put the
fly on the stamped row and find its counterpart in size
and the number brushes away the doubt from his mind.
This, of course, can be done just as well after the trout
is killed and it is necessary to know whether the 2-pounder
was killed on a No. 8 or No. 12 hook, for in telling the
story to round it out the number of the hook must be
given to the elect. Then, in addition, if one makes to
order a particular size by number, the comparison is re-

sorted to.

If this idea is to be carried out to its nicest point, I

would advise American makers of fly-books to use two'
series of numbers, the old style and the new, or the

,

Redditch or Pennell styles of numbering. Ever .since

'

Cholmondeley Pennell revolutionized the numbering of
hooks there has been some confvision in ordering flies by
number, as an old style No. 12 is a new style No. 3, and
an old No. i is a new No. 14. They do not come together
at any point, the nearest being that an old No. 8 is a new
No. 7, and an old No. 7 is a ne-w No. 8. In preparing a
cut it will be an easy matter to give the old and new
numbers, and in doing a thing of this kind it should be
done to the limit.

Lampreys.

When the State of New York began some experiments
ostensibly to destroy lake lampreys in Cayuga Lake, but
at the same time to study their habits and the habits of
other fishes that might be captured with them, it was npt
unusual to hear that the lamprey did no particular harm
to so-called game fishes, and that it was the bullhead
which suffered chiefly from the attacks of the lamprey^
Admitting this to be true, the bullhead is one of our
most valuable of the fresh-water fishes from a commercial
standpoint, and if this excellent food fish was the only
one to suffer it would be unnecessary to look for other
reasons for destroying the lamprey. The argument is

that the lamprey could attach itself only to sluggish fishes

like the bullhead, and that the trout would be too active

and the scales of the black bass would shield it from
attack.

Mr. Dean Sage read the article on the lake lamprey in

the fourth annual report of the Forest, Fish and Game
Commission, and wrote me a lettfer, from which I make
the following extract: "The article on the lamprey at-

tracted me, as I have never seen anything on that subject
approaching it in information, I caught, on a fly, in the

Ristigouche River a few years ago, a fresh-run salmon
with sea lice on him and a good-sized lamprey clinging-

to him just behind the right pectoral fin. I do not think
the fish could have been out of salt water ten hours, and
the lamprey looked just like one of the kind common ta

Cayuga Lake when I made my first acquaintance with the

brutes when a hoy." There are more than a dozen
species of lampreys, from the great sea lamprey to the

little brook lamprey, and very likely the lamprey which
Mr. Sage found on his salmon was a sea lamprey, but it

was a lamprey, and it was found on the king of game
fishes, and about as active a fish as swims, and what
one lamprey can do others may do, so it is not safe to say

bullheads are the only fish which the lampreys attack

and destroy.

Fish Rising at Night.

It is safe to say that a score of times each year I am
asked how to lure fish of some kind that refuse all kinds

of natural and artificial baits, and almost always I reply

^o try the fish fit night. In the case of the brown trout
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they require finer fishing, smaller flies and titinner leaders

than our native brook trout at any time of the day, but
some large brook trout and black bass that turn up their

noses, figuratively, in scorn in the day, will take a fly at

night as though they had been waiting all day for it to

appear. A gentleman wrote to Mr. Archibald Mitchell in

regard to several things of interest to anglers, and Mr.
Mitchell sent me the letter and I quote a part of it now.
leaving another part to be used later. The letter is dated
in Connecticut : "At present what little fishing I can
get is confined to the small-mouth black bass here in our
little lake. This season" (the letter was written last fall)

"has proven very poor indeed. I don't know why, unless

the extreme lowness of the water has something to do
with it. Even at the best of times they are very diffi-

cult to get here, although of splendid proportions when
captured. On July 4 I landed my first and best,

scaling exactly 6 pounds. Since then I have retained in

all perhaps a dozen of 3 pounds and over. I invariably re-

turn all black bass under 2 pounds in weight to the water.

Last Friday night I was tempted by the glorious moon
to try a cast by moonlight, and got one of 4 pounds at

11:30 P. M. on a Parmachenee-belle. I never can get

them to rise to a fly lure except at night. It may appear
rather like poaching, but to me there is a certain glamour
and attraction about the lake by moonlight, and playing

a heavy bass in and out of shadow, steering him clear of

pads and obstructions, is by long odds a more difficult

task than to capture the same fish in the broad glare of

day. Last year I landed my largest bass in this way. He
weighed pounds. I hooked him at il'<?o, and slipped

the landing net under him at 12, after a magnificent

battle." I doubt if many will indorse the ethics of return-

ing all black bass under 2 pounds to the water, com-
mendable a5 it i-s, but let those who have not, try fly-fish-

ing, at night. A. N. Cheney.

Talks to Boys.—XVI.
K

Ttoot FisWag.

(CoKtinued from page 289.)

Now as we step down stream we find many things of

interest, and we learn more and more about the habits of

the beautiful fish that we are pursuing. We shall still

adhere to the old-time, or conventional, methods of fishing

for trout, and I shall only counsel you, as you gain

confidence in your own casting, to go closer and closer with

your fly up to the banks of the stream and along the black

water which runs under the overhanging limbs or roots.

The big trout are always hidden back under these re-

cesses, and in order to get them you will have to go close

in to them with the fly, for they are too shy to come
out unless they can get something to eat with a verj' little

run, or unless they think they will get a big piece of

food without very much exertion. I must tell you of the

way in which I Iiave seen a few anglers fish, which has

proved successful in their hands and which has certain

merits to recommend it. These men claim that by slap-

ping the fly down pretty hard on the water in front of the

hiding place of the big trout, the fish is deceived into

believing that there is a big insect near by quite worth
his wh:le to seize. Others think that the trout will rush

out at this time because it is angry or annoyed or teased.

I do not pretend to say, but I can only reiterate that I

have seen many large trout taken in this way by men
who were never able to take Ihem by means of a long line

and a lightly landed fly. There seem to be no universal

rules in trout fishing, or at least no rules without their

exceptions, and this is one of the most curious ex-

ceptions that I have ever noted in trout fishing.

As the sun grows brighter and warmer on the water you
will perhaps notice that the trout do not leap so much for

their food, and that you do not have so many strikes as

you go down stream. Perhaps at the middle of the day

the sport will nearly have stopped. We might then as

well go out on the banlc, find a nice place to rest up a

little, eat a little luncheon and think things over. We
can now change our flies, draw off our boots to rest our

feet and make ourselves comfortable as we may until later

hi the afternoon. At 2 o'clock I shall want you to take

the stream. At 4 o'clock the sport will be pretty good
again, and Just before evening, especially the evening of a

warm day, when the flies are beginning to appear on the

surface of the water in good numbers, we ought to have

our best sport. If we have taken a dozen trout each

during the day, we shall now be apt to take two dozen in

the course of a comparatively short time in the evening.

Should we get a couple of dozen nice trout in a day, we
ought to feel satisfied. Certainly you will have spent a

day among pleasant surroundings, and if you are as ob-

servant as I hope you are, you will have learned some-

thing which I hope you will never forget. A few days

more of this and you will think that you have learned

all there is about trout fishing. This is the wisdom of in-

experience. Follow this art for five years, ten years, fifty

years, and then you will find that you do not know all

about trout fishing, but, on the other hand,, know but

very little. It is an art that is the embodiment of

science and which does not adjust itself to any scientific

restrictions or to any hard and fast rules.
_
I can only

advise that you go out as often as possible with some one

who is skillful in trout fishing and that you follow his

ideas in regard to tackle. You need not ruin yourself in

the purchase of expensive material. Do not stock up with

dozens of bright and gaudy flies, Take_ a few of each

pattern, and when you find that a certain fly is useful,

renew your stock as you need it If you are fishing in a

certain locality, you will be apt to find that half a dozen

flies, and very much more likely two or three flies, cover

all the range you need in pattern. Your reel in trout

fishing is simple and inexpensive. Your greatest outlay

should be for a rod. Trout fishing is not a delight unless

you have the proper tools, and a good rod is an essential

part of your equipment.

Much the same advice as above applies in case you are

running a deep river in a boat. In this case as much
depends upon your boatman as upon yourself. He must
drop dowm stream quietly and be careful to keep you
from getting spilled out int® the cold and deep water.

You use your line just as you do in wading, perhaps

availing yourself rather more of the drift of the stream

in carrying dov?n your fly. Do not allow the belly of the
line to precede die fly, and remember always to keep your
fly in motion with that little tremulous twitching of the
tip of the rod. When you strike a trout, do not be in a

hurry. He will go out of the water and roll and tumble
in his endeavors to free himself from the hook. Do
not pay much attention to this, but keep your rod up, as
I have before told you. If you are fishing with a small
click reel, you cannot recover your line very rapidly. I

use this sort of a reel, but I always handle the line with
my left hand. When I am wading in the water and strike

a fish, I play him with the rod held in my right hand and
the line held in my left hand. Then if the fish wants to

run away, I let him pull the line out through the guides
and through the fingers of my left hand, always playing
him carefully. If he starts to me very fast, I pull the

line down through the rings and allow the bight to float

down the water ahead of me. Some anglers call this

niethod clumsy, and perhaps it is, but I have always found
it effective. You may try it if you like, or you may try

to play a fast trout with the use of the reel alone, if you
prefer that sort of thing. Each angler has methods and
peculiarities of his own, and if I should attempt to debar
you from this privilege I should be shutting you out from
one of the greatest joys of angling.
Now it may happen that in your trout fishing journeys

you very often fall upon some stream where it is impos-
sible to fish with the fly. Out of ten streams which you
will find in the northern part of our angling country, you
will scarcely find one where the proper use of the fly is

possible. Yet the brushy streams, covered with inter-

spaced boughs and filled with interlocked logs and brush
heaps and piles of stone, are very often the homes of the

best sort of trout. Then springs up the ancient question

of whether it is ever correct to fish for trout with bait. I

unhesitatingly say that it is sometimes permissible, though
I should not ask you to depend upon bait-fishing or to

practice it where you find fly-fishing a possible thing.

In bait-fishing you do not use your fly rod, but take a
short, stiff rod, suitable almost for bass casting, but per-

haps a trifle longer and a bit more flexible. Sometimes
you will wish to drop your hook into a deep hollow which
lies between some log jam or under some pile of drift-

wood or overhanging brush. You may, therefore, need a
good heavy sinker to carry down your bait. You could
not handle this sinker on a light and whippy fly-rod. Use
a good-sized hook if you fee! obliged to do bait-fishing,

and on this hook string your bait or angleworms, for you
will find angleworms about the best all-round bait that you
can discover for the trout stream. When you come to

some open water where you can let your line run out ahead
of you, let it drop down stream under the banks and through
the deep pools. Draw it as closely as you may to the
roots of the overhanging trees, always remembering to

keep your bait in motion and never making any more dis-

turbance than you can help. In this way you will take
large trout. You will not feel the same strike that you
feel when the trout hits the artificial fly, for he knows
that the worm is not so fast as the insect, and hence he
is apt to strike at it a bit gingerly and delicately at

first. As quick as you feel him run, strike him well and
firmly, and then play him just as I told you before when
speaking of the artificial fly. Do not get in a hurry.
Never try to throw your fish out on the bank, and never
crowd him too much. Just keep him firm and free from
snags and let him run about in the middle of the stream
all he can. Of course, if you are fishing through a log
jam or some obstruction of that sort, you may have to

lift your fish out bodily. This is not very much fun,

though sometimes one takes trout in that way. I would
not counsel you to go bait-fishing tod often or too hard,

A stream can be entirely depopulated by bait-fishing. Sup-
pose that you find a wild stream where you cannot use
the fly, but where bait is a. most killing way of fishing.

Suppose you can catch a hundred fish a day there if you
like. By no means should you feel yourself justified in doing
this. Content yourself with a dozen or a couple of dozen
nice fish daily. Then when you come back there next
year with your friends, you will still have some fish left to

offer you sport. A trout stream is not a large water, and
it is never populated by any overwhelming numbers of
trout, so that it can, without a great deal of difficulty, be
fished out. Trout streams which lie near railroads and
which are much visited never oft'er very good fishing

for more than one or two seasons unless they are con-
tinually stocked and carefully watched. By no means
allow yourself to join that vast number of persons who
go out to catch all they can and in any way they can.

I should not care to waste my time in telling you about
these things if I thought I were only turning out a fish

butcher or a selfish person who had no regard for the

rights of living creatures and no consideration for the

claims of other men.

Sometimes j^ou may discover that there are some
large trout in a stream which you are unable to raise by
any means, no matter how steadily and carefully you use
the artificial fly. If you be on a preserved stream, one
much fished or one where you do not absolutely need any
fish, I should advise you to take these fish on the fly or
not to take them at all. If you are in a wild country
where you need something to eat and cannot take the trout

in any other way, then you will very often find that a
small minnow will very often raise a good-sized trout

where nothing else will tempt him. You can hook your
minnow through the lips or pass a hook through the gills

and then under the back fin. Do not mutilate the bait

any more than possible and allow it to swim down stream
gently in as nearli^ the natural position as possible. Some-
times a very large trout will strike even a good minnow
bait in a very delicate and gingerly way. Wait until you
feel that you have something on the end of your line, and
then strike hard and firm. You will be very apt to take
the largest trout on minnow bait. As to the use of the

spoon hook, I counsel you to avoid it absolutely. If you
cannot take trout in any other way than by the use of

the spoon, then let them alone. The spoon hook is

legitimate for certain sorts of game fishes, but we have
not enough trout in this country to warrant the emplo}'-

ment of a device like this. There are certain things which
seem fit and proper. I cannot classify the use of the

spoon hook in trout fishing as a sportsmanlike thing, and
I would advise you to keep free of it, and also free from
those who resort to these devices. If it is a possible thing.

stick to the fly. If the fly is impossible, use bait only to
the extent of taking a reasonable amount of decent fish.

Do not allow yourself to deceive yourself. Learn a bit

of self-denial. It is the fault of the student and of the
beginning, as well as of the selfish and improvident man,
to want to use any kind of device to take the fish if he
finds they are not coming easily to the fly. You will find that
the really scientific fly-fishermen, the high class gentlemen
anglers of the old country and of this country, will stick

to the_ fly absolutely and will not use any other artifice.

Now, if such a gentleman as this strikes a bad day, when
the sun is too bright or the water too clear, the insects
too stupid or any other condition obtaining which pre-
vents the fish from .rising, and if he passes the entire
day without taking more than two or three fish, he will

none the less go home contented and feel that he has had
his share of pleasure, even though he did not outw'l the
trout. That sort of gentleman will go again the ne.Kt

day, and again the next ,day after that, and so keep on
until he finds a bit of that sport which to him means
everything in trout fishing. He_ l<nows, as I wish you
would learn to feel also, that it is not a necessary thing
that you take fish. It is not essential that you go home
arid hold up a large string of fish and boast to your
friends that you have done thus and so. It is not neces-
sary that you should take more fish than your neighbor
did when he went fishing. Learn to set aside all this
sort of thing, which is only the vulgar part of angling.
Learn that the main result in fly-fishing for trout is not
the taking of a lot of fish, but the learning of a great
many pleasant and enjoyable things. I am called a sports-
man, and I have all of the sportsman's eagerness to ob-
tain some results when I go fishing. I do not ask you
to take your sole pleasure either in looking at the sky or
the forest. I want you to take some fish and to believe
that that is why you are out fishing. Yet I do not want
you to feel discouraged or cast down if you do not catch
a great many fish. If you will read the stories of army
campaigns, you will see that there is a great deal done in

preparation, that there are many marches and counter
marches before there are any great and decisive battles

fought. Therefore, believe me when I tell you that in

trout fishing you must expect many unsatisfactory days.
You must make many marches and counter marches before
you come to the day of battle when you can feel that you
are entirely satisfied and victorious over the handsomest
and most alert creature of the wilderness.

In fishing for the mountain trout of the Rocky Moun-
tains, much the same advice applies as I have given you
in regard to fishing for the brook trout of the more
Eastern States. These mountain trout average larger, and
the mountain streams are bolder and stronger than the
brooks of the Eastern forests. The Dolly Varden trout,
the rainbow trout, the Mount Shasta trout, the cut-
throat trout are all species which are native to the West-
ern States and which are not found in the East, except as
they have been transplanted there. Each of these fishes,

in its' way. ofl^ers good sport, and any time after you
have finished your apprenticeship among "the brook trout of
the East, I should advise you by all means to see some of
the noble streams of the Rockies. Perhaps after that
you may some time aspire to visit the grand angling
streams of the Canadian Provinces, where you may take
sea trout, and even the magnificent salmon. Do not be"

impatient, and remember that there is as much solid pleas-
ure in catching a dozen lo-inch trout on an Eastern
stream as there is in killing a brace of salmon in the
best pool of Canada. Everything is relative, and every-
thing depends upon j'-ourseif and upon your own view
point. Angling is called by some a selfish art, since it is

a solitary one. Others more justly call it the most un-
selfish of all sports. I have been giving you some ad-
vice, and this is the final advice which I wish to give you
in regard to fly-fishing: Learn to be unselfish. That
means to learn self-denial, and self-denial is the price of
all success in this world, and quite as much of all suc-
cess upon the trout stream. W. G. De Groox.

The Maine Ice*

Boston, April 15.—The interest begins to increase among
Boston sportsmen as to the time of the departure of the
ice from the Maine trout and salmon lakes. Prospects
are discussed in the tackle stores, as the rods are being
brought in to be put in order. Somehow the impression
is genera! that the season is to be an early one. Late
reports from Sebago say that there has been a good deal
of water on the ice which still binds that lake in the
sleep of winter. This water soon works to the edges and
under the ice, with the action of melting it more rapidly.
Hence the clearing of the lake is expected to be early.
The recent rain lasted for ten or twelve days with more
or less severity all over Maine, raising the rivers to a
tremendous pitch, and clearing them of ice. In the
more northerly lake regions, however, the rain fell with
the mercury anywhere from 32 to 36 degrees. This melted
the snow but little, and only covered the ice with a deep
slush, Elliot Russell, a well-known Rangeley guide of
many years' experience, was in Boston Saturday, having
left Rangeley the preceding day. He says that there is

not a bit of bare ground there yet, with the snow (|uite

deep on the lakes. His idea is that the slush of the late

rain will take all the snow off the ice, leaving it exposed
to the sun's rays, which will quickly melt the clear, blue
ice that covers the lake. He claims that snow on top
of the ice constitutes a covering that protects the solid

ice from the rays of the sun. He expects an earl}' clear-

ing of the ice and an early season. Reports from Lake
Auburn predict an early clearing of that lake, as well as
the Winthrop and Monmouth lakes. Cobbosseecontee is

expected to clear early. At Belgrade they are planning for
the lakes to be clear of ice earlier than usual. All this

early clearing is based, however, on the fact of the long
continued rain having taken the snow; off the ice and
raised the ice up to high-water pitch.

Mitskrat shooting has been the prevailing sport along
the lines of the swollen rivers and smaller streams dur-
ing the recent stormy weather. The water has evidently
washed out the muskrat holes and set these animals to
swimming for a living. Along the Concord River the gun-
ners have had great sport shooting muskrats. Early in

the week a couple of Boston gunners went up to a camp
on the Concord and stayed over night. They fqajird the

\
t
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stream swollen to full banks and a good many muslcrats
swimming. There was a gun or two at the camp, and
they were soon brought into requisition. One of the
gunners—he may be called James, for short, since his

name is not to be mentioned—thought he would go out
in the canoe, while his friend John took the safer boat.

He did not want John to get a ducking, and the canoe is

very cranky. The gun had been loaded for some time, or
at least the shells had. James saw a rat swimming in the

dim twilight. Sitting in the canoe, for he could not stand
in it, he shot crosswise. There was a tremendous ex-

plosion and a splash. John saw his shooting companion
feet up and overboard. He started to fish him out with
the boat, but James had seized the canoe and soon rolled

the water out of it, after the method of the experts at

the Boston Sportsmen's Show. He climbed into the canoe
and pulled for the shore. The water was ice cold, but

they soon had a good fire in the camp and James is now
all right. The gun is in the bottom of the river, and no
effort will be made to recover it till the water svtbsides.

The muskrat was killed, and the pelt will ornament the

camp in memory of the good ducking James got. He says

that he shall not attempt to shoot from that canoe again
with shells loaded for deer—about two years ago.

Special.

^mailing.—*

—

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individvial connected with the paper.

'Mid Reef and Rapid —VIA.
BY F. R. WEBB.

"Well, there's George with the kodak," remarked the

Colonel, as we scrambled down the steep clay bank to

the water's edge where our canoes lay, their painted can-

vas decks blistering in the burning rays of the sun,

and scorching our fingers as we unbuttoned the aprons
from over the well, readjusted our back rests and mat-
tresses, preparatory to stepping aboard and rejoining

George, who was observed approaching the river bank,

where his canoe lay moored under the spreading

branches of a gigantic oak tree a quarter of a mile away
below the mouth of South River.

"Where's Lacy. I wonder?" I asked, as I picked up

my paddle out of the bushes where it had lain con-

cealed with the others while we were gone up into the

village; gave the colored youth a dime for watching
them, and stepped aboard my canoe.

"If you'll untie his canoe and make her fast to the

stern ring in my boat I'll tow her down there; I expect

he is not far behind George," I continued, as I settled

myself comfortably in my seat, aTanged the open hatch

and apron in front of me and grasped my paddle pre-

paratory to shoving out from the bank.
"No; there he comes now across the South River

bridge," replied the Colonel as he settled himself in his

own canoe.
We pushed out into the stream without waiting for

Lacy, and paddled gently across the mouth of South
river and into the Shenandoah, while George experi-

mented on us at long range with the recovered kodak
as we approached to ascertain if it was in good working
order, the experiment appearing to prove satisfactory,

as he said nothing to the contrary when we joined him
a few minutes later to wait for Lacy; the Colonel im-
proving the opportunity to load and light his perennial

P'pe- ...
As Lacy approached we re-embarked and joined him,

turning our bows down stream and beginning the de-

scent of the most beautiful Shenandoah, whose bright,

sparkling waters stretched away before us invitingly the

full length of the river, as with steadily moving paddles,

their dripping blades flashing mirror-like in the sun as

thej' rose and fell on alternate sides of the canoes, with

the water falling in a spray of living diamonds at each

stroke and furrowing away in snowy little ripples from
our bows, we gladly and with light hearts responded to

the invitation.

The landscape at the head of the Shenandoah is a

lovely one. On the right, clos-e at hand, tower the

domes and walls of the Blue Ridge, clothed in living

green to their summits. On the left the bluff-like banks
rise steeply from the water, while behind them, and al-

most in our front, as the river winds a little to the left,

the towering peak at the southern end of Massanutton.
some six or seven miles away, rises in a grand, sweep-
ing slope from the trees near the river to the sharply
pointed summit a couple of thousand feet or so above;
with the long, wall-like crest of the range sloping away
behind the peak in a diminishing blue haze down the

valley in a converging line with the wave-like slopes of

the Blue Ridge, until the two .ranges melt away in a
faint blue haze and sink into the nearer tree tops before
apparently uniting and closing the narrow valley into

which our rippling stream boldly plunges.

We easily portaged the loose stone dam a mile and
a half below Port Republic by lifting and sliding the

canoes over its crest and down its sloping face into the
swift water below.
We found a mile or two of splendid rapids between

here and the Lewis dam, the entire distance being one
more or less continuous down hill shoot, the river being
quite narrow and the shoots down the steep and short
gravelly pitches consequently deep, and the water strong,
rough and rolling in spite of the unusually low stage:
and shout after shout went up from the lungs and throats
of the party as the canoes pitched over the verges and
down the rough, foaming slopes of the .successive shoots,
testifying to the delightful and exhilarating character of
the sport.

"rommodore. wasn't the battle of Pnrf Rrpnblic
fotight along here somewhere ?" asked Lary a-; we
landed on the broad, fiat crest of the massive four foot
log and stone dam above the Lewis mill. and. seeking a
shady spot, sat down to enjoy a rest and a smoke before
portasring the dam.
"Yes," I replied, as I applied a match to the end of

my cig3T and ptiffed it into a good li^ht. "We ^re right

opposite the battle field. The fight was thickest and hot-

test all along out there in the fields and over toward
the mountains. The mill race below there was full of

Federal soldiers at 'one time, and they made it very hot
for Jackson's men. Lewistgn, the old Lewis mansion
over near the mountains, was in the very thick of the
fight. A Federal battery of artillery was stationed in

the dooryard and did deadly execution among Jack-
son's troops before it was finally captured and held
after a desperate hand to hand struggle which followed
a flank movement along the mountain side in which it

was taken and retaken several times, being finally held

by the Confederates, which terminated the battle, the

Federal forces being utterly routed."
"It was a pretty hot little battle, I have always heard,"

the Colonel rem.arked, as, having finished his pipe, he,

according to his usual custom, lit a cigar "to take the

taste out of his mouth," Lacy always declared, as that
pipe of the Colonel's was strong and rank to a degree
that not the bravest and most inveterate smoker in our
party—barring the Colonel—would have had the courage
to tackle it.

"It was a hot fight," I replied. "It was not a great
battle, Uke Gettysburg or Malvern Hill, with a hundred
thousand men on a side. I think there were not more
than twelve or fifteen thousand men on either side in

this fight, but, considering its size, there was not a
bloodier or more deadly battle in the entire war. Gen-
eral Jackson is said to have remarked at its close that
the dead outnumbered the living."

"Jackson shut Fremont out by burning the bridge over
North River at Pork Republic, didn't he?" asked George.

"Yes," I replied, as I lit a fresh cigar. "He had de-
feated Fremont at Cross Keys, a few miles away on the
other side of the river, a day or so before, and then,
withdrawing his army across North River, or to the
Port Republic side, he burned the bridge and thus cut
Fremont oi¥ from, rallying and coming to the assistance
of Shields."

"Couldn't they ford?" asked George,
"No; the river was high and could not be forded. I

met a gentleman a few years ago who was in the fight

AFTER SLIDING OUR CANOES OVER THE DAM.

with Jackson's army, and in speaking about it he told

me a thrilling account of how he saw a young Con-
federate officer drowned right before his eyes in attempt-
ing to swim the river on his horse. In company with a
few others, who remained on Fremont's side on some de-
tail or other, he was cut off by the burning of the bridge,
and to avoid capture he attempted to swim the river

just below the bridge—you know how full of reefs that
pool is. Well, his horse became entangled in the reefs

in some manner, and both horse and rider were
drowned."

"Couldn't anybody help them in any way, I wonder?"
queried the Colonel.

"I suppose not," I answered. "My friend said there

were no boats at hand, and no one dared ride or swim
out into the river after him for fear of sharing the same
fate."

"I can readily understand that." said George, "for in

high water this is not a stream to lake any liberties

with."

"I should think not," I replied.

"How about the rest of the party? Were they also
frowned?" George asked.
"Fle did not say," I replied, as I threw away my cigar

stump and walked over toward my canoe, "but I sup-
pose not. We might as well portage the dam and go
on; its getting toward lunch time, and we want to make
Walker'.s^ for lunch."

"Yes. I am gettin,g hungry already." Lacy said. "How
did Jackson's troops cross Soitth River to reach the
battle field, I wonder?" he added, as the others rose and
followed me to the canoes. "There was no bridge over
that stream at that time, and the battle field is this side
of it, so they must have crossed it."

"Jackson extemporized a bridge by running wagons
out across the stream, the water being a little over axle
deep in that small stream. A plank was laid down across
the running gear and a narrow little bridge thus formed,
wide enough for one man at a time, and the troops
hustled over in single file on the run."
"That must have been a tedious operation," said the

Colonel.
"Yes. and it would have been a snap for Shields'

troops if they had been at hand to receive them," said
George.
"Yes, it would indeed," I replied, "but the battle was

fought a couple of miles or so down the river, and
there were no Union troops at hand to obstruct the
crossing." as I pulled my canoe up out of the water,
half her length nn to the broad, flat, road-like crest of
the dam. " and while it was tedious work, Jackson's men
got there just the same."

[to be continued.]

A. C A, Membefship,
The following names have been proposed for mem-

bership to the Eastern Division of the A. C. A. : Ed^vard
Johnson, Willis F. Burkman and Frefl K- loathe, all of
Woburn. Mass,

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Sir Thomas Lipton has cabled his American rep-
resentative, Mr. David Barre, that Shamrock 11. would
be launched on Saturday, April 20, and that the boat
would be christened by the Marchioness of Dufferin.
The alterations that have been made on Shamrock I.

have been completed, and the first race between the two
boats is scheduled for Ma.y 4. Shamrock II. will con-
tinue to race in English waters until about the 'second
week in June, sailing her last races during the Glasgow
exhibition on June 8 and g. She will then be disr
mantled and prepared for the ocean voyage. Shamrock
II. will come across under the same rig that was used
on Shamrock I. in 1899. It is expected that she will ar-
rive in American waters early in July.

History of the Development of the

Racing Yacht.
Mb. Thomas H. Macdonald, of the Bridgeport Y. C,

delivered the following lecture at the Yachtsmen's Club,
47 West Forty-third street. New York city, on Wednes-
day evening, April 3, 1901. The lecture was illustrated by
stereopticon views:
The history of yachting is the history of the develop-

ment of the racing yacht. Just as speed contests among
horses have served to develop the thoroughbred, so have
the rivalries engendered among boat owners contributed
to improve the "going" qualities of racing yachts.
The_ origin of the sailing vessel is lost in the gloom of

antiquity. Ages before the dawn of histor}', perchance,
some primeval savage ferried himself across from shore
.to shore upon a simple log of wood. True to the same
instinct that taught him to point his stone arrow, he
sharpened one end of the log, and thus mayhap contrived
the first vessel's bow. It may have been that the first

sail was nothing more than the branch of a tree, held
aloft, that favoring breezes might aid his short passage.
When this occurred we have no means of knowing. Cer-

tain it is that it was a period so remote that the mind
falters in attempting to grasp the immense space of time
that must have elapsed since then. Records of the Stone
Age, as revealed in the Swiss debris and the Irish bogs,
have preserved for us many types of the primitive boat.
These were, for the most part, logs hollowed out. Many
of them present evidences of no mean degree of skill on
the part_ of our ancient brother mariners. This style of
boat building exists even to the present day. In the
National Museum in Washington is a boat of this descrip-
tion, and a remarkable craft she is; over 6oft. in length
and of 8ft. beam, she was hewn by the natives of
Noothan for Moquilla, one of their chiefs. The immense
log was hollowed out, then filled with water. Bark fires

were lit near the sides, sufficient to heat the log, but not
to burn it. By this means was formed what experts have
decided to be a well-modeled boat, and one whose lines
are said to resen\ble those of the American Line steamer
New York.
Probably the oldest type of sailing vessel in existence

to-day is the Chinese junk. The Chinese, as a race, have
practically stood, still for 2,000 years. It is little wonder,
therefore, that the Mongolian boat of to-day should differ

scarcely at all from its prototype of twenty centuries
agone. The Chinese vessels present the germ of many
points of merit in design, but, like all things Chinese, they
seemed to have been stopped in their development in some
past age, and to never have progressed beyond that point.

The Chinese junk is a fairly good sea boat, and in running
with Avind free makes fair speed, but in a thresh to wind-
ward is hardly to be considered with our fin-keelers of
the present time.

About the most progressive, or at least aggressive, of
the nations of Europe of 1,000 years ago were the
Norsemen, or Vikings, of what is now Norway and
Sweden. Those fierce sea rovers, half pirate and half

trader, covered the bleak northern seas with their swift

ships, and placed all contiguous countries under tribute.

A viking ship was exhibited in Chicago in the World's
Fair of 1893. In many respects the lines of the hull of

this vessel closely resemble those of the best modeled
yachts of to-day. She was built in exact duplicate of the
hull of a viking ship that was dug up in Norway a few
years ago, and that had lain in its grave for over 1,000

years. The original was undoubtedly the property of
some famous leader of those old freebooters, as it was the
custom to inter the ship with the dead body of such as

those who by unexampled bravery or ferocity had made
their mark as leaders among their fellows.

Tradition says that the Dutch galliott was an evolution

01 the viking ship. This vessel has the high after deck
so familiar in the ships of Columbus, models of which
were seen in this country during the Chicago Fair.

They were for their time fairly good sea-going ves-

sels, and when down wind or with sheets well started

pretty fair sailers.

There is little or no evidence to be found, however, in

the meager data at hand, that would lead us to believe

that pleasure vessels were in use much before the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century. It is true that the

word "yacht" had entered into our language at a much
earlier date, but it is also probable that it was used to

designate merely a fast boat.

The word "yacht" means speed. It is a Dutch word
and. literally translated, means "to hasten" or "to hurry."
It found its way into the English language in 1660. In

that year the Dutch East India Company presented

Charles 11. of England with a boat named Mary, and
which they designated a "yacht." meaning thereby a fast

vessel. Charles was pleased with the present, and in the

follovging year designed for himself a vessel of 25 tons,

which he also called a "yacht." The name was then

taken up and has become a part of the language. Ac-
coants state that Charles , matched this vessel against one
owned by the I>tike of Yorl? for one hun'drfey pounds.
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The course was laid from Greenwich to Gravesend and
return. Charles II. steered his own Vessel and won the

race—the first record of a match race beftween yachts, and
also of an amateur helmsman.

The First Regularly Organized Yacht Club.

The first regularly organized yacht club was the Cork
Harbor Water Club, now the Royal Cork Y. C, and
which was organized in 1720 in Cork Harbor. Ireland.

Available records tell us little of interest about the num-
ber, size or character of the boats of their fleet, and it

is probable that they were for the most part simply row-
boats.

The present Royal Yacht Squadron, the premier yacht-
ing Organization of England, was organized in 1812 at

Cowes, Isle of Wight. There were no boats of ipore
than 35 tons enrolled; all were heavily built, and it is

likely that they were, for the greater part, merely modi-
fied revenue cutters. It is with the organization of the

Yacht Squadron, however, that the true yachting age
begins. Prior to this time the interest had been but
spasmodic, and there was no organized movement looking
to the promotion of this truljf^ roj^al sport.

About this time there had been developed—one in Eng-
land and one in America—two distinctive t}^ts of one-
masted vessels of comparatively small size. The English
vessel was known as a "cutter," and the American type as

the "sloop." The cutter derived its name from the work
that it was principally used for, that is the cutting out of
smugglers and other vessels engaged in unlawful traffic

by the customs authorities of England. The cutter was a

vessel that was obliged to go to sea at all times, and in all

conditions of weather, and consequently a rig was devised
that would admit of the greatest degree of safety at all

times and still give a maximum of efficiency in speed, as

a vessel that was not fast w'ould be of little use in chasing
the fleet smuggling craft that abounded in English waters
in that day. The cutter rig consists of a mainsail, fore

staysail, topsail, jib and flying jib. The peculiarities of

the cutter rig consisted in the fact that the jib was set

flying, and the bowsprit was so made that it could be
"housed"—that is, taken inboard in heavy weather. This
enabled them to reduce sail in a very complete and
expeditious manner. The cutter rig is a very graceful

and well proportioned sail plan.

In the sloop rig there were but two principal sails—the

mainsail and the jib. The mainsail was an immense affair,

laced to the boom; the jib was almost as big and was also

laced to a boom. Sometimes a sloop carried a gaff topsail

and sometimes a flying jib, but these sails were really

auxiliary, and onl}^ used under favorable conditions. This
rig was found to be all right for sailing in inland waters
or in well-protected roads and waterways, but was not a
very manageable one for outside, deep-water sailing, where
heavier seas and winds were to be met with. The great

amount of canvas, especially in the jib, rendered quick
handling somewhat difficult.

As far as I have been able to discover, the first yacht
designed for specific purpose, namelj', that of defeating a
rival who had been rather too successful, was the case of

Pearl, designed by Philip Sainty for the Marquis of

Angelsey, some time between the j-ears 1820 and 1830.

Capt. Kenealy, the yachting editor of Outing, states that

Philip and his brother Robert were originally b'feat

builders of Wivenhoe, England. Finding, however, that
building and sailing smugglers was more remunerative, if

more hazardous, than constructing and selling fishing

smacks, they engaged in this illicit occupation. Philip's

skill in designing and their combined skill in handling
their boats soon made their name a terror to the revenue
officers. Many a fine cargo of rum, silks, tobacco and
other highly dutiable goods did these bold sea rovers run
into some sheltered cove on the English coast. It is said

that when very hard pressed they wotild seek some sure
retreat with their vessel, and after disposing of the cargo
would burn the boat for the purpose of obtaining the

copper fastenings in her. Philip Sainty would then
design another and faster craft, and with this new law
evader the}' would continue their profitable smugglings.
The longest lane must have a turning, however, and in

the fullness of time these bold smugglers Avere caught
and ignominiously jailed. King George, however, is said

to have had a soft spot in his heart for smugglers, re-

membering the work they had done on the English sliips

in. Napoleonic wars, and so the brothers Sainty were not
submitted to any indignity in prison.

About this time Pearl, the Marquis of Angelsey's fine

cutter yacht, was getting some unceremonious drubbings
from the Duke of York's Phoebe. This was more than a

hero of Waterloo could reasonably stand, especially as the

Duke of York began to croAV over his victories in a raost
provoking manner. The Marquis knew that the only
man that could build a boat which would lower the colors
of York was Philip Sainty, and he was in jail in Chelms-
ford Prison. The Marquis arranged for an interview with
Sainty. He asked him if he would build him a boat that
could beat the Duke of York's craft, provided he obtained
a pardon. Sainty thought that he could, and is said to

have replied that he would do so. provided that he could
also get a gun brig to build at the same time. The
Marquis obtained a pardon for the brothers and the new
yacht was built. She was also named Pearl, and it is on
record that she lowered the colors of the Duke's yacht in

such a decisive manner that she soon found no com-
petitor to race against,

The next time Pearl was heard of was in Bermuda
Harbor in the first international race on record. In
1849 the old cutter put into Bermuda on a cruise. Brenda,
an American schooner, flying the burgee of the New
York Y. C, which was then just organized, happened to

touch at the same point for stores. A match was arranged,
and the American won the race by about 55 seconds, the
length of the course not being stated. Pearl was the
first yacht with the distinctive cutter rig. Her owner, the
Marquis of Angelsea. may be said to be the father of
British yachting, and all his descendants have been patrons
of the sport in its best form-

In this country the first yacht, in the modern sense, « qs
one built for and owned by Capt. George W. Crownin-
shield, of Salem_, Mass.. in 1808. She was of 22 tons bur-
den, and said to be very fast. In 1812 she was made a
privaiiEr, and is said to have captrtred three prizes. In
her old^days she became a Gloucester fishing boat. In 181
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was b'ullt in Salem Cleopatra's Barge for Benjamin W,
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Crowninshield, another of the famous family of Crownin-
shiclds, and direct ancestor of B. B. Crowninshield. the
young Boston designer who is building Independence for
Mr. Thomas W. Lawson. This vessel was magnificently
fitted up, and is said to have cost $50,000. She was said
to have been almost the exact dimensions of the sloop
Mayflower, but, of course, very different in appearance
and lines.

In 1839 came the centerboard schooner Sylph, Martin
Van Buren, Gladiator, Petrel, Rapids, John C. Stevens,
Mary Taylor, and finally, in 1846, Maria, of which more
later, for here dawns the world-famous America, and
with her advent rises the glorious sun of the golden age
of yachting.

The New York Y. C. Organized.

The New York Y. C. was organized in 1844 on board
the famous old schooner Gimcrack in New York Harbor.
Com. Stevens undertook the management of the helm

of this newly born organization, and right well he cared
for his trust. As in England, there were few yachts even
in the cruising sense, and but one that could be called a

racing yacht, that just mentioned, Maria, from the design
of Robert Livingstone Stevens, and was built by William
Capes, of Hoboken, in 1844. Maria was a scientific racing
machine, and in many particulars may be said to have
been the prototype of the modern racing yacht of to-daJ^

She was iioft. over all, 26ft. Sin. beam, with a draft of

water 6in. under the forefoot, and increasing to 5ft. 3in.

aft. Eler bow was long, hollow and verj' sharp. She
carried her great beam well aft, and tapered but moder-
ately to the stern. Her boom was looft. long and built

hollow. She carried outside and bolted to her bottom
about 20 tons of lead ballast, and was provided with two
centerboards, the forward one lowering about 20ft. She
was provided with the ordinary sloop rig of that day—
that is. the jib and mainsail. The foot of the mainsail
was 98ft., and that of the jib 70ft. Maria's speed is

said to have been marvelous. Authentic records state

that she logged 17 nautical miles per hour in a smooth sea

and a strong wind. She was beaten but twice, once by
the schooner Coquette and once by the far-famed America.-

Both races were sailed outside in strong winds and a

jump of a sea, conditions under which Maria was at her

worst.
About this time there was in the city of New York a

shipbuilder named William H. Brown, who had made a
national and, in fact, an international reputation on
account of the advanced, scientific work turned out by
his shipyard at the foot of Twelfth street. New York. In
the year 1850 had taken place what was then and would be
now a most remarkable event. This was the triple launch
of three ocean-going steamers, in one of which all of

the machinery was set up and steam made in the boilers

so that the vessel started immediately on her trial trip

under her own steam. Her paddle wheels began to re-

volve the instant she touched the water. This occasion

was graced by a number of the most distinguished names
in the history of this country. Among those who sat

down to a banquet in the moulding loft immediately .suc-

ceeding the triple launch were Daniel Webster, Horace
Greeley. Cornelius Vanderbilt, William K. Collins, James
T. Brady and many others. Daniel Webster made the

first address, and in concluding said '

"Among the names that were not born to die there will

be none in the history of America more entitled to honor-
able mention than that of William H. Brown. He is

worthy of his noble Scotch ancestors. He has impressed
this age in finance and mechanics, as they shook their own
hills by their eloquence and their works more than a

century agone. I greet you, sir, as a worthy successor of

Hamilton and Cobden—giants of genius, who have made
the world better for their lives—and T am proud to have
the honor of proposing your health."

A Remarkable Prophecy.

Mr. Brown in his reply, among other things, said

:

"I came to this city twenty-five years ago on a visit to

my Uncle Noah, then engaged in shipbuilding. He
launched a vessel or two every year, ami persons came
miles to see the event. After a time I felt interested in

his work. I walked along the wharves and. noticed the

vessels as they arrived from foreign ports. I got the idea

that ships to sail well ought to be sharp enough to cut the

water easily, and those that I saw would go either way.
You could hardly tell the bow from the stern. I asked

my Uncle Noah to let me make a model. He laughed
at my first attempt, and nothing I could say would con-

vince him that such a boat, as I favored Avould sail at

all or be seaworthy. After that I got tired of being
ridiculed, and worked along for three years without any
encouragement for my ideas of the proper shape for a

vessel. One day I branched out for myself. It was hard
pushing, but I was determined, and though unknown. I

would not give up. I shall never forget those years.

First I built a sloop, then a schooner, then a brig, and last

a ship. All this in three years. My black days were
over and success had crowned my efforts.

"My vessels sailed well and were popular. I made one

rule from which I never deviated; that was to use the

best timber to be had without regard to the cost, and
always to combine strength with speed. I have done that

by using hollow lines. I have altered all models gradu-

ally, just a fraction, these twenty years, but never to

sacrifice strength. Some of my first vessels are as good
to-day as when first launched. Greater speed can only

be gotten now by increasing the size of the ship, not the

shape of the model.
"The Arctic, just launched, will cross the water in

nine days. I will guarantee to build a steamer of 6,000

tons to go over in seven.

"I have built to date over 300 vessels, and not one has

yet been condemned or rejected.

"Gentlemen, the day of wooden ships is nearly over

for the present Iron will take its place. The paddle m.ust

gave way to the screw propeller for ocean traffic, as the

?cre-" will yield more profit, but not com.fort.
' We are living in a wonderful age. In less than fifty

years, before this century closes, we shall astonish the

world, and then if we don't lead the age we shall drop
away from the spirit of it.

"I have a few thoughts to offer: First, we must have
Qur canal? worked by steam or we may lose our promi-
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nence through our trade being diverted by railroads in"

years to come.
"Next, we must have a railroad-across the continent to

California, to bring China to our doors. You can promote
both of these enterprises, and who is more capable of
doing it than the gentlemen of Wall street that I see
before me to-day?
"We need and will have an ocean telegraph. In this I

can aid you. I shall lay the keels to-morrow for three
steamers for my own use. If you, gentlemen, will formi
a company and make the wire, I will put in one of those
vessels, to be done when you are ready to lay it in the'

ocean, and Ave Avill have a telegraph in one year. I ask
your serious thought to this matter. We can break-
fast Avith the morning ncAvs from London just as well
as Avait ten days for it, and what a gain that Avfll be for
the world and for yourselves ! I would like to join you
in other enterprises, and Avould take some stock in steami
canal boats, but my hands are noAv nearly full.

"The steamers I am now building are the pioneers of
a line that Avill go around the world. They shall be
vessels that for speed, safety and comfort shall make our
people proud. My route is to AspiuAvall, rail across the
Isthmus, Panama to San Francisco, thence across the
Pacific to the SandAvich Islands, Hong Kong, Calcutta,
Bombay, Suez—Ave Avill rail or cut a canal across here—
Marseilles, Liverpool and then home. My steamers will
run to Liverpool in five days. They Avill be finally 1,200ft.
long, I20ft. beam and will make 25 miles per hour. You
look surprised, gentlemen, but there's no trouble about
doing it. My steamers are braced diagonally, and the
larger they are to a certain point, with proper' depth, the
better sea boats they are : the more Avaves they can
cut, and the faster they Avill go. The plan is entirely
feasible, but it will take me ten or fifteen years to get
around as far as Liverpool, and by that time I expect Mr.
Collins to join me, that the two lines may not conflict.
You see, gentlemen, that this will prevent me from
taking very prominent part in other enterprises."
What a remarkable series of prophecies ! Remember

that all this Avas said over fifty-one years ago ! The tele-

graph Avas then just six years old. At that time only the
most progressive regarded steam ocean-going vessels as
little more than an experiment. Over fifteen years later,

when a number of California capitalists proposed to build
the A'ery road prophesied by Mr. Brown, they Avere ridi-

culed the length and breadth of the country as impos-
sible dreamers. Many of my hearers are familiar Avith the
reception of the proposition to build the first ocean tele-

graph cable met with in this country and England. Here
we have the prediction of the five-day steamer to Liver-
pool, a prophesy that has been practically realized to-
day. Mr. BroAvn stated the length of the steamer Avould
•be i,20oft.—Ave have reached tAvo-thirds of that already.
He noted the passing of Avooden ships, the substitution of
the scrcAv propefler for the paddle Avheel, the building of
the Suez Canal and the 25-mile an hour steamer. Truly, a
Avonderful series of prophesies.
There is one statement in Mr. BroAvn's remarkable

series to Avhich I Avish to call particular attention, as it

is of peculiar interest from the j^achting standpoint, and
that is Avhere he says he obtained the normal lines by
abolishing the bluff-boAved A'essels and substituting the
holloAV lines that were afterward made so famous in
America.
That Mr. BroAvn built America in his yard on East

River, NcAV York, of course cannot be doubted, and from
a careful examination of such data as I have been able to
obtain, I am forced to the belief that to Mr. W. H.
BroAvn should also go much of the credit for the design of
this truly Avonderful and epoch-making boat.

Who but a man that kncAv exactly Avhat he proposed to
do AA'ould write such a letter as this ?

:

Dated in 1850. the same year that the prophecies I iiave

cited Avere made, every expression it contains sIioavs the
confidence of the man in Avhat he proposed to do

:

New York, Nov. 15, 1850.—George L. Schuyler, Esq.
Dear Sir : I propose to build for you a yacht of not less

than 140 tons custom house measurement on the following
terms

:

The yacht to- be built in the best manner, coppered,
rigged, equipped with joiner's work, cabin and kitchen
furniture, table furniture, Avater closets, etc., ready for sea.

You are to designate the plan of the interior of the
vessel and select the furniture.

The model, plan and rig of the vessel to be entirely at

my discretion, it being understood. ho\vever, that she is

to be a strong, sea-going A'essel and rigged for ocean
sailing.

For this vessel complete and ready for sea you are
to pay me $30,000 upon the following conditions

:

When the A-essel is ready, she is to be placed at the
disposal of Hamilton Wilkes, Esq., as umpire, Avho, after

making such trials as are satisfactory to him for the
space of twenty days, shall decide Avhether or not she is

faster than any vessel in the Lhiited States brought to

compete Avith her.

Tlie expense of these trials to be borne by you.

If it is decided by the umpire that she is not faster

than CA-ery vessel brought against her. it shall not be
binding upon you to accept her and pay for her at all.

In addition to this, if the umpire decides that she is

faster than any A-essel in the United States, you are to

haA'e the right instead of accepting her at that time to

send her to England, match her against anything of her
size built there, and if beaten, still to reject her alto-

gether.

The expense of the voyage out and home to be borne hy
you. The test of speed in England to be decided by any
mode acceptable to you and consented to by you in

writing. . Respectfulh'' A'ours,

W. H. Bkown.
HoAv many builders to-day would undertake such a

task? HoAV many eA'en of our best naA^al architects Avould
care to design and build a boat under such a guarantee?

English Press Comments 00 America.

In the issue of the Illustrated London Ncavs of March
IS, 185 1, appeared tliis description in the news columns
of the paper

:

"The yacht, of Avhich Ave have engraved a sketch, is

nOAv building at New York to compete with the English
yachts next summer at Co'wes.
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"The buiSder, Mr. William H. Brown, is to receive

about one-third more than her value (say 24 pounds a
ton) if she succeeds in outsailing any competitors of the

same tonnage in England. Her construction is on a novel
principle. Drawing loft. of water aft, she tapers away
forward to but half that draft, and is totally without any
gripe.

"Aft, her keel is about 3oin. deep, diminishing in depth
forward and gradually ascending in a graceful curve into

cut-water and stem. Her tonnage is to be 175; length

over all, 94ft. ; extreme breadth, 23ft. 6in., and depth of

hold, 9ft. Her timbers are spaced a foot apart, and filled

in on both sides with 18 pigs, or bars, of iron, which
weigh i,20olbs. each and have small projections or shoul-

ders which let into the timbers and prevent any contact

with outside planking.

"In addition, 18 pigs of i,200lbs. each are placed on
the main keel, fitting exactly between the timbers. She
has, therefore, upward of 21 tons of ballast, built and
tightly wedged into her sides. As she only requires about

as much more ballast, it is easily calculated that she will

be able to stow it and leave plentj' of room inside.

"She IS cross-braced inside with long iron bands, well

secured to the timbers.

"The intelligent foreman, Mr. Steers, as well as the

American gentlemen who are to own her if she succeeds,

are verj^ sanguine of success.

"This is an original and spirited undertaking, and
will, if successful, completely alter the present system of

yacht architecture.

"We do not, however, think she can compete with the

sharp and deep English yachts.

"Whatever the result may be, it cannot fail "of
_
being

extremely interesting and valuable for both countries.

"As a "model she is artistic, though rather of a depar-

ture from old-established ideas of naval architecture."

In this account there are two or three things that are of

great interest at this time as bearing on the real origi-

nators of this famous craft. You will note that the first

paragraph states that her builder is Mr. William H.
Brown. In another paragraph Mr. Steers is spoken of as

the foreman of the yard. And again mention is made of

the "American gentlemen who are to own her if she suc-

ceeds,'" leaving "the inference that if she is not a success

they are not to accept her.

I am aware that most of the yachting authorities of

to-day give to Mr. George Steers the entire credit of the

design and construction of the America. And I am also

aware that the iournal I have just quoted, the lUustated

London News, in a later article, says that America was
designed and constructed solely by George Steers and his

brother Henry.
It seems to me that there can be little doubt as to

where the vessel was built. That this credit should go

to Mr. Brown, I cannot question. That he was the sole

author of her lines. I, of course, cannot say. Mr. Arthur

Brown, late of Fairfield. Conn., a son of Mr. W. H.

Brown, states in a letter signed by him that Mr. Steers

was a foreman in the moulding loft, and that he cut the

model of America after Mr. W. H. Brown's immediate

direction.

In any event, America- was completed in the spring

of itS^r. " She was tried out in a couple of races jn New
York harbor, against the Maria, in one of which she

was beaten by the sloop, and the other of which she won.

The latter was outside the Hook and in a jump of a sea.

She was then fittted up- for the ocean voyage^ and sent

across the Atlantic to Havre, where she shipped her

racing rig. and, taking her owner, Com. J. C. Stevens,

aboard, she sailed for Cowes, then as now the yachting

center of Britain.

The English yachtsmen hardly knew how to take her.

Her rig was somev;hat of a surprise, the absence of a

jib-boom and a foretopmast being comparatively notice-

able. Then, too, her hull w-as such as they had never

seen before.

The London News said of her as she lay just outside

Cowes: "Accustomed as we have been to witness the

symmetrical models of our own yachts, we confess our

opinion falters when a model of an entirely different

construction, so contrary in every respect, both in build

and rig, is presented to us. In our former remarks we
termed America to be a departure from established

ideas of naval archhecture. which all must candidly con-

fess to be the case. In lieu of straight lines we have

curved and hollow lines; instead of spars loaded with rig-

ging, top ham.per and numberless small sails, we have

stately masts with scarcely a rope to support them; the

propelling power being in substance rather than in sum.

In fact we have before us. instead of 'the phantom ship,'

a 'rakish, piratical-looking craft, whose appearance in

bygone days would have struck terror into the soul of

many a 'homeward-bounder.'
"

America carried on this occasion a crew of seven men
before the mast, and thirteen all told. -A lucky number.

The fast new English cutter Laverock had come out

of Cowes to America's anchorage to courteously show

her up and incidentally have a scrub race with her and

get an inkling of her quality, as far as speed was con-

cerned. Capt. Kenealy says that the racing fever was

hot in Com. Stevens' veins. As soon as he saw

Lave'rock tack and lie to with her jib sheets to wind-

ward he could not. for the life of him, resist having a

brush with the Britisher. Quoting_ here from Com.
Stevens' own words as reported on his return:

"The news had spread like wildfire that the Yankee

clipper had arrived and that the Laverock had gone down
to show her the way up. The yachts and vessels in the

harbor, the wharves and even the windows of houses were

filled with spectators watching with eager eyes the event-

ful trial. They saw we could not escape, for the Laverock

stuck to us, sometimes lying to and then tacking around

us, "evidently showing she had no intention _ of quitting

us. We were loaded with extra sails and with beef and

pork enough for an East India voyage, and were 4 of sin.

too deep in the -water. We got up sail with heavy hearts

;

the .
wind had increased to a six-knot breeze, and after

letting Laverock go for about 200yds., we were ashamed

TO wait longer, and started in her wake.

"I have seen and have been engaged in many exciting

trials on sea and shore. I made the match with the horse

Eclipse against Sir Henry, and had heavy sums both for

myself and friends on the result. I saw Eclipse lose the

first heat, and four-fifths of the second without feeling

pne-hundredth part of the responsibility or trepidatiop I

felt at the thought of being beaten in this eventful trial

by Laverock. During the first five minutes not a sound
was heard, save, perhaps, the beating of our anxious
hearts or the ripple of the waters upon her sword-like
stem. The captain was crouched down upon the floor of
the cockpit, one hand upon the tiller and his stern, un-
altering gaze upon the vessel ahead. The men were mo-
tionless as statues, with their eager eyes fastened upon
Laverock with a fixity almost supernatural. Over us
swelled the beautiful curves of her sails. It could not and
it did not last long. Slowly but surely we crept upon her.

Inch by inch we moved to windward of her wake, and
in a few tacks fairly weathered her. The agony was
over, and we came to anchor fully a quarter of a mile
ahead of her."

This little scrub race is said to have destroyed all the
plans which Com. Stevens and his friends had in view.
None of the English j-achts seemed particularly anxious
to try conclusions with the speedy Yankee.
After many offers to sail a match race with any schooner

in the English fleet, and then with any cutter, Com.
Stevens found it practically impossible to make a match.
He then determined to enter his boat in the regatta for a
$500 cup arranged by the Royal Yacht Squadron, to be
sailed on Aug. 20, round the Isle of Wight, and without
time allowance. From the yachtfng point of view, this

was the most momentous decision ever made by a yachts-
man. For that comparatively insignificant cup, costing
less than an ordinary 21ft. catboat, that piece of metal,
neither particularly well designed nor executed, has be-
come the most famous and most coveted sporting trophy
the world has ever known, the blue ribbon of the seas,

the America Cup.

America's First Race in England,

To-day this one-time humble trophy stands at the head
of everj'thing yachting; won in a most unusual and un-
expected manner, and successfully defended against every
and all challengers for a full fifty years. A record to be
proud of for all our days.
The interest shown in the race was something enor-

mous. It was unprecedented in quiet, rather stolid Eng-
land. Again quoting from the Illustrated London News:

The race of Fridaj- furnished our j'achtsmen with an
opportunity of 'realizing,' as our transatlantic cousins
would sa}', what those same dwellers beyond the sea can
do when afloat and in competition with ourselves. None
doubted that America was a very fast sailer, but her
prowess had not been measured heretofore.

When it became known tliat she was entered for Fri-

day's cont-est for the Cup. the most intense interest w^as

developed b}'- all classes, and even Her Majesty and the
court felt the influence of the universal curiosity to see

how the stranger, of whom such wonderful things were
said, would acquit herself.

Eighteen vessels were scheduled to start, ranging from
Brilliant, a three-masted schooner of 392 tons, down to

A'olante, a cutter of 48 tons. Fifteen actually started.

The preparatory gun was fired at 9:55 and the starting

gun at 10 o'clock.

America had provided herself with a new jib topsail

and spread it to the breeze for the first time. A thing of

life and beauty she was as she moved off in tlie great

procession.
The beauty of the cut and set of her sails attracted

universal attention. She seemed in no disposition to

hmvy, however. Gypsy Queen, which had the full

strength of the tide, took the lead and kept it for some
time, with Beatrice, Volante, Constance and Arrow hunt-^

ing her in the order named.
The smallness of America's rig, as compared with the

others, also attracted attention. Her gaff topsail, for

instance, hoisted to the short and slender main topmast,

looked insignificant indeed. The flying jib, hoisted to the

foremast head (she had no fore topmast), seemed neither

of use nor ornament.
Steamers, shore boats, yachts and craft of all descrip-

tions buzzed along each side of the course and stretched

away for miles over the sea.

It" was a sight such as the Adriatic never beheld in all

the pride of Venice. Such a sight as, beaten though v/e

were, no cotmtrj' on earth else could oft"er, and confessedly

was never seen here before. America gradually forged

ahead, and at No Man's Land buoy was fifth boat. Here
a fresher breeze struck her, and careening gracefulh- to

it. she soon began to drop one after another of the leaders,

till within a half hour she had the entire fleet behind her.

From this point to the finish it was simplj^ a procession,

with America a sure winner, barring accidents. There
w-as a time in the race when she ^^as fully six miles ahead
of the nearest boat. After she rounded St. Catherine's

Point she had only Aurora in sight behind her. and as

the weather grew thick shortly afterward she too was
lost to view.

At the Needles America passed and saluted the ruyal

yacht Victoria and Albert, with the Queen and Prince

Consort on board. The Queen waited till Aurora reached

the Needles and then put back to Osborne, passing Arner-

ica in the Solent. ' At 6 o'clock Aurora, still the second

boat, was six miles astern. As victory was now assured'

to America, all the excursion vessels returned to Cowes.
Thousands of people fringed the southern shore from

West Cowes to the castle, eagerly awaiting the result, in

spite of the gathering gloom and the threatening rain

clouds that loomed up black along the northern shore of

the strait. Just as darkness was settling down over the

sea the well-known rig of the Yankee schooner was ob-

served, and a few minutes later the boom of a gun from

the flagship announced that the race was over, that the

pride of the English yachts had been laid low, that the

Cup was lost and won, and that the name of America

had taken its place among the immortals.
_

_ - ,

Aurora vras the second boat in, her time being 8:58.

It appears that while America was bucking the tide near

the finish and almost becalmed, Aurora got a lucky streak

of wind and came in a comparatively good second.

There were three points in the race that Mr. George

Schuyler thought were worthy of attention ; they were :

"
First. That starting with a light westerly wind at 10'

o'clock, the yachts turned No Man's Latid btipy about,

11:30, and while beating to the westward the wind fresh-

ened 'to a good six-knot breeze for a short time, at the

end of which America'.^ position was two miles tp the

windward of the nearest yacht. The wind then died away
and the yachts beat slowly against a head tide, America
constantly widening the distance. At 3 o'clock the wind
again freshened, and when America rounded the Needles
Aurora, the nearest yacht, was, by all English account,
fully eight miles astern, and the "rest of the squadron
were not to be seen.

Second. That the wind again becoming light, the tide
being ahead, America anchored winner of the Cup at

8:34 and Aurora at 8:58. Had there been an allowance
for time, according to Acker's scale, in use at that time,
America would still have been a winner by two minutes.

Third. That the ov/ner of Brilliant sent in a protest
the next day against awarding the Cup to America on
account of her turning one buoy from the wrong side.

As the instructions, however, were not explicit on this

point, the protest was not allowed.
The day after the race America sailed for Osborne, as

the_ Queen had expressed a desire to see her. Her
Majesty, with the iPrince Consort and suite, spent over
half an hour on board, and had a thoroughly good look at

the vessel, whose praises were being simg by all the
papers.

The Race for the Queen's Cop.
On the following Monday a race took place at Ryde

' for a cup presented by the Queen, in the expectation that
America would start. As there wasn't a six-knot breeze
America would not start, but as the Illustrated London
News said the next day: "Just before the vessels got in

the rakish looking America was seen making her way
round the Nab Light, and with a most extraordinary
movement, made one reach from the light to Stroke Bay,
and by another tack rounded Brilliant in grand style. To
accomplish the same task that America had just per-

formed, Alarm took ten tacks and Volante at least twenty.
She had started one hour and five minutes after the fleet

and finished but twenty minutes behind the winner. She
thus gained forty-five minutes on the entire fleet. Had
she started in the race the same fortunate result would
have greeted her as at Cowes."
There were three important features in America which

account for her success. In my opinion the first and most
important of these was her sail plan. Her sails were
made in Port Jefferson by a Mr. Wilson, the father of

the Adrian Wilson who is the senior member of the

well-known sailmakers of Boston at the present time.

Her sails were laced to the boom, and they were flat. Not
flat like a piece of board, but flat as it is understood to-

day by the best yachtsmen. There was draft in the sails

near the luff, but the after part was very flat. Another
feature of the sails that, in my opinion, influenced her
windward work very materially, was the exceedingly long

luff in each sail. They were very long on the mast This
is a very important feature in windward work.
The second was the marvelously well-moulded midship

section. So well was this designed that to-day, in Co-
lumbia, admittedly the fastest yacht yet afloat, the same
outlines are practically preserved.

The third was the handling of the yacht in the race.

The sailing master. Old Dick Brown, a well-known Sandy
Hook pilot was one of the best sailors of his day in

this style of craft, and there is no doubt that his magic-

touch upon the tiller was a very important factor in the

final result.

The subsequent history of America is very interesting.

She was sold in England by her owners to Lord Blaquire,

who finally took her on a long cruise to the Mediterranean,

and there sold her to Lord Templeton. He cruised in

her one summer and then laid her up at Cowes, where
she remained some time. She was then sold to Mr.
Pitcher, a boat builder of Northfieet who practically re-

built her. The lines were, however, carefully preserved,

and when she left the yard she was in practically the same
condition as when launched.

In i860 she was again sold to a Mr. Decie and taken

to the West Indies. She was rechristened Camilla. Just

before starting on her cruise she defeated the schooners

Wildfire and Galatea in a race arranged by the Royal
Western Y. C, of Plymouth.
She returned from the West Ind'es in 1861 and in that

year she sailed a few races with indifferent success, which

is- not to be wondered at. as she was then over ten years

old and was in anything but good condition for racing.

Mr. Decie then changed the name back to America, and
.

in the following year sailed for Mobile, Ala., with her.

Here she became a blockade runner in the War of the-

Rebellion, having been sold by Mr. Decie to a gentleman

who for good reasons preferred to remain unknown.
In April of i85i she arrived off Savannah, Ga., as the

blockade runner Memphis, her name again being changed.

She was chased by the U. S. gunboat Wabash, and to

avoid capture was scuttled and sunk in the St John's

River, Fla.

She now rested quietly in her watery bed_ for nearly

five years. After the war the Government raised her, as

she was an obstruction to navigation. She was found to

be sound and seaworthy, and instead of breaking her up,

as might have been done with a less famous vessel, the

Government repaired her and fitted her put for a prac-

tice ship for the naval cadets at Annapohs.
[to be continued.]

A contract for a cabin launch has been awarded to the

Gas Engine Co. and Charles L. Seabury Co. by Mr.

Frank Bement, of Tom.s River, N. J. She will be 6oft

long lott beam, 32in. draft. There will be cabins fore

and aft with deck space all around the houses. Between
the two the deck will be flush, and at the after end of the

forward house the wheel will be fitted. In the stern o£

the boat there will be a roomy cockpit. The machinery

will consist of a 25 horse-power motor, which will be

placed in the center of the boat A stack will be placed

over the engine room so as to give the launch the ap-

pearance of being driven by steam-. The funnel will be

used for ventilating the engine room. She will be named
Franeda. ^ ^

I? •! »t

Former Com. Henry C. Rouse, of the Seawanhaka
Y. C. has chartered through Messrs. Tams, Lemoine &
Crane of this city the English built steam yacht Lady
Godiva. She is an auxiliary screw schooner, and was
built by the Laird Brothers at Birkenhead in 1890 fro^t

designs by Mn St. Clare Byrne, She ^ 150ft long and
25fti beam,.
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Our Boston Letter*

Boston^, April 13.—Everything now points to the com-
ing yachting season being the greatest in the history of

the sport in Massachusetts. All of the clubs are making
great efforts in the racing line, and those who are looking
for this kind of sport will have no occasion at the end
of the season to find fault with the inducements offered

by the regatta committees of the different clubs. Nearly
all of the clubs of any prominence have made up their

list of racing dates and from a glance at the total, when it

shall have been compiled, it will be seen that all of the

clubs are alive to the occasion and realize that this is

the year for Massachusetts, when it is possible to create

a lasting interest in the sport, much greater than has
ever been shown in this State, which has always been
noted for its aquatic sports.

On the North Shore, at Annisquam, Gloucester and
Newburyport, an unusually successful season is expected.
The Annisquam Y. C. has already been heard from, and
news of the racing dates of the American Y. C. is ex-
pected every day. It is known that this club is making
great efforts and that it will present more than its usual
number of open events. This, of course, will mean that
the interest in local yachting, in the events which are
confined to club members, will increase accordingly. For
a yacht club is most favorably known by its races. The
social conditions of a club may attract a few, but the
majority of the men who become members of yacht
clubs always keep in mind the distinct purpose for which
these clubs were founded.
The East Gloucester Y. C. is one of the North Shore

clubs which is preparing for a great season. In fact yacht-
ing generally around Cape Ann is taking a sudden impetus
which bids fair to become permanent. The East Glouces-
ter Y, C. is now well housed, and is attracting a large
membership. There are now about 250 members en-
rolled, and it has a fleet of more than fifty yachts. This
may not seem a great number to some of the clubs that

have a great membership, those which are wealthy and
have fleets of yachts accordingly. But when it is con-
sidered that many of the members of this club are from
the summer colony, the membership seems to be very
creditable.

For a- number of seasons past the club has made a

feature of evening races, which have become very popu-
lar. _ The cottrses for these are not very long, but there
is an element of danger connectd witli a race in the dark
which becomes exhilarating without the uncertainty^ of
dire results. It makes a good school for the yachtsman,
too, for it teaches him to sail by bearings and to find

marks which he cannot see, even when close to them.
The first of these evening races will be sailed on June
5 and every succeeding Wednesday evening they will be
continued up. to and including Aug. 7. There will

be a club championship in every class, the prizes, as in

previous years, being pennants. The fixtures for the other
races are as follows:
May 30—Opening club race.

June 17—Club race.

July 4—Open race for all Cape Ann boats.

Aug. 7 and 8—Y. R. A. open races.

Aug. 31—Club race.

Club cruise will be called at the option of the Com-
modore. The principal event in this line will be sailed

immediately after the race on Aug. 31. The fleet will

proceed to Marblehead and Nahant, to participate in the
Lynn Y. C.'s Y. R. A. open race, and afterward will sail

across the bay to witness the races of the big yachts and
fishing vessels for the Lawson cups.

On the South Shore the clubs are no less active. The
Duxbury is probably the most active of any of these

clubs, and has laid out a good season's racing. This
club, like many of those on the North Shore, is made up
principally of members of the summer colony. Great
interest is manifested in the i8ft. knockabouts by mem-
bers of this club, so great, in fact, that they were called

last year the "Duxbury i8-footers." Commencing June
22. there will be races every Saturday for these boats
until the close of the season. The schedule of the other
races is as follows:

June 17, Monday—Club race.

July 4, Thursday—Club race.

July 20, Saturday—Club race.

.Aug. 3, Saturday—Club race.

Aug. 31, Saturday—^Y. R. A. open,
Sept. 2, Monday—Ladies' day.
The great interest which has been aroitsed in yachting

in New England is not confined, by any means, to the
Massachusetts coast. At Bar Harbor there is growing
up a fine, healthy fleet of yachts, and Islesboro and vicinity
bids fair to become one of the greatest Eastern yachting
centers. The Maine coast has long been known as a
summer resort, but within the past few years its popu-
larity has grown wonderfully. With the coming of
greater numbers of summer visitors, it is not to be won-
dered that 3'achting should become the principal sport. At
Bar Harbor there is a fine fleet of 2S-footers, which have
furnished sport for the past three seasons. It started with
a one-design class which was organized b}' a Boston man.
and the fleet has grown steadily since. The interest in

yachting is not confined to Bar Harbor, but has ex-
tended all along the Maine coast.

The House Committee of the LIuU-Massachusetts Y. C.
has adopted a novel manner of placing interesting club
matters before its members. A little paper called the Log
has recently been issued which gives a prospectus of the
coming season's features and calls upon its members to
send in any interesting news of the club for publication.
It is suspected that the editor-in-chief of the little paper is

John L. Amory. but he, being a modest man, will prob-
ably deny it. At all events the enterprise is a good
one for the club, and is a credit to its organizers. The
column in Avhich the news notes will be printed will go
by the inspiring title of "Slivers."

It is announced that the club house at Hull will be in-

formally opened on April 19. The landing stages will be
put in place there on that date and also at the town house
on Rowe's Wharf and at the Dorchester clitb house at

Commercial Point. The Hull club house will be opened
for the season on June 8, and the Dorchester house will

be opened April 18. The dormitories at the Hull club
house have been thoroughly renovated and improvements
jiave been made in the bathing departrae;;t,

Hanley has started on the Canada cup defender Cadillac,
which is being built for a syndicate of Chicago yachts-
men headed by Mr. John C. Shaw. During the past
week the moulds have been put up and from now on the
work of construction will be rushed. It is Mr. Hanley's
intention to have her all ready soon after the middle of
next month. As might have been expected, Cadillac will

be an improved Genesee. As Hanley has had great ex-
perience and much success in building certerboard boats
of her size, there is every reason to expect that she will

give a good account of herself in the trial races.

At a meeting of the Executive Committed of the Yacht
Racing Association of Massachusetts a rule was framed
that every yacht competing in an Association race shall

carry a racing flag at the peak of the mainsail, which shall

be hauled down immediately after the race. The flag will

be i8in. square, having a blue ground with a white star in

the center, the size of the star to be one-third of the
length of the flag. This rule will commend itself readily

to any yachtsman who has been deceived by yachts carry-
ing the racing numbers throughout the entire season,
which have hung around the starting line with no intention
of racing. The official measurer was instructed in case of
protest to measure the protested yacht immediately, if pos-
sible, and, if not possible at the "time, to inspect the yacht
and take a complete inventory of everything on board and
to measure as soon afterward as possible. The fact that
sails are wet shall be no reason for not, measttring. This
is sort of legislation that has been awaited from the As-
sociation, and it will do much to strengthen its cause
among yachtsmen.
The readers of Forest and Stre.iim are probably by this

time familiar with the details of Independence's sail plan,

which is a very large one indeed. Several yachtsmen have
expressed the opinion that it is too large and will be a

drawback to the boat, but this is a thing that can only be
proved in practice. But the giving out of the sail plan, so
that Herreshoff and Watson, who are already familiar
with the lines and construction, can put the two together
and draw comparisons, seems to be rather indiscreet, to

say the least. It does not seem reasonable that the de-
signer of the Boston boat can give all of his powder to

the two greatest yacht designers living and not have them
beat him. A certain amount of publicity makes a yacht
popular, but there is a limit to all things. In this case it is

the opinion of many yachtsmen here that Crowninshield
has made the mistake of his life. ' • *

Illinois, which has had several trials, has not proved
the success which first reports would lead people to be-
lieve. It has been found that she carries a strong lee

helm, which is not as it should be if the yacht is to have
any great success. Many changes were made, but all to no
avail. It has been finally decided to give her a new main-
sail and to shift the center of effort aft. This will be
done by shortening the jib and giving greater area to the
mainsail. About 20olbs, of lead have been cut from the
fin. It is expected that she will be put on the flat car and
shipped West Monday.
The work on Independence is progressing smoothly.

Her deck is nearly all laid and many of the plates for
the steel mast have been turned out. The sternpost rud-
der is now being plated.

Fred Lawley has an order for a centerboard i8-footer,

which will be built by Shiverick, of Kingston. ' He is also

hard at work on a 15ft. racer, which he hopes to have
ready to enter in the opening race May 30.

Mclntyre, of Neponset, has three of the i8-footers of
Starling Burgess design well along, and a fourth has been
started.

MacConnell Bros, have made the following sales:

Knockabout Agnes to P. S. Estes, of Harvard College;

J. and M. Praline to F. W. Bird, of Wnithrop; cutter
Tomboy to Joseph Battles, of Lawrence; sloop Nokomis
to Dr. W. B. Osgood, of Boston, and the cutter Ouida to

a member of the Boston Y. C.

Embree, of Quincy Point, has launched the 25ft. rating

yawl, designed by Starling Burgess for his Uncle, Vice-
Com. Walter Burgess, of the Boston Y. C. She will take
her maiden sail Wednesday.

Smith, of Quincy Point, has the 25-footer for Oscar B.
Webber, of New York, and the 25-footer for W, D. Tur-
ner, of the Boston Y. C. ready for launching. They will

go into the water next week.
At Lawley's the Sloane 85ft. schooner is all planked.

The Parsons 46-footer and the Gibson 25-footer are about
ready to go overboard. The Douglas i8-footer has been
painted and her deck has been caulked. The deck is being
laid on the Binney 70ft. steamer, and the house is being
finished up on the 86ft. steamer of the same design. The
Hurter 35-footer and the Lowell 25-footer are all planked.
In the west shop the plating is going on the Eno 120ft.

steamer, and the frames are out for the Crane 70ft.

steamer. John B. Killeen.

Senta.

The English-built cutter Senta arrived safely at Green-
port, L. I., on the morning of April 10. Senta crossed

the- Atlantic in the worst season of the year and met with
head winds and severe gales throughout the entire trip.

She was the lightest built boat in her class in England and
was constructed solely for racing, and it is really remark-
able that she made an ocean passage with less injury to

herself and those on board than large schooners have
met with of twice her size that have been built for cruising.

Senta was purchased by Mr. A, Howard Hinkle, of
New York city, last December. Soon after she was
bought work was begun on her to prepare the boat for

the trip to America. Misfortnne followed Senta from
the beginning ; first she went ashore in the Solent, and
then put back for repairs. After being hauled out and
surveyed she was found to be uninjured. On Feb. i she

again started for Bermuda, and for fortj'-two days nothing
was heard from her, and it. was feared that she had been
lost, but on March 16 she reached Hamilton, Bermuda,
after encountering revolving winds and heavy seas nearlj'

all the way. and being struck in mid-ocean by a hurricane.

The boat behaved admirably, but the great strain was
too much for her main rigging, and it parted. Temporary
gear was rigged to save the mast from going over the

side. A steamer nearly ran them down one morning about

4 o'clock. In spite of the signals from the yacht the

steamer did not change her course until she was almost

aboard the y^cljt. The steamer was painted ^ drab color.

and in the dim light of fhe early morning it was impos-
sible to read her name.

After spending several days at Bermuda getting the
yacht in shape for the balance of the trip, Senta left for
Greenport on March 19, but she ran into heavy weather
and was obliged to put back, starting again the follow'ng
day, March 20. She had been out from Bermuda a week
before the first of the gales was met. Nothing but the
smallest bit of a square sail could be used to keep the
yacht from broaching to. For three days she rode in

this \va.y, and was blown 254 miles to the south southeast..

In spite of the oil bags heavy seas ?jroke over the yacht.
The starboard shrouds parted and the sail came down on
the run at the same time. Temporary stays were used.
About 250 miles from Montauk Point another gale was
struck, and she was again driven oft' her course. Before
she left England a temporary bulwark of planks heavily
braced and fastened was built up around the sides of the
yacht to protect the crew and support the life lines. One
of the seas stove in this bulwark on the starboard quarter,
Capt Esson's mate left him at Berihuda, owing to a
misunderstanding. All of the crew were made up of deep-
water sailors, and air agreed with Capt. Esson that it was
the worst weather they had ever encountered.

At the Gty Island Yards.

The bad weather that has prevailed up to last week has
greatly delayed the work of fitting out yachts everywhere.
In all the yachts at City Island rapid progress is now
being made on nearly all of the boats laid up there.

Hawkins' yard looks rather empty now that Columbia has
been launched. She is lying in the stream getting her
spars and rigging in place ; her mast was stepped w.'th the

aid of a large wrecking tug. Carmita is also lying at an
anchorage; she is fully rigged, and her crew is aboard
awaiting orders. Some work has been done on the 70-

footer Rainbow ; her bottom is in much better condition

than last year. The 70-footer Mineola has not been
touched as yet. Work has begun on Emerald and Co-
lonia.

At the Jacob yard the schooner Amorita has been put
overboard, and is lying in the basin; during the winter

her lead has been lowered and a metal centerboard sub-

stituted for the wooden one. The handsome cutter Queen
Mab has been painted white, but the change is hardly an
improvement. The ctitter Hester will receive a new mast.

The sloop design by Messrs. Gardner & Cox for Mr. Otto
Lohrke is practically finished, and has been run out of

the shop ready for launching; she is a good look'ng boat

with very fair accommodation in her cabin and a large

cockpit. 'Mr. John Hyslop's keel yawl is nearing comple-
tion; her cabin work is being put in place. She has a

large amount of room below and a small cockpit. Her
narrow cabin house gives ample deck room. The launch

that was designed by Messrs. A. Gary Smith & Barbey for

Mr. E. Wetherbee is planked and the deck beams are in

place. The centerboard knockabout, also designed
_
by

the same firm for Mr. Wetherbee, is ready for launching.

At Wood's yard the 43-footer designed by Mes^-rs. Gard-
ner & Cox is being planked; she is an extrem.ely handsome
boat in every particular. Her frames and floors all through

the center of the boat are of steel, as' are her deck beams,

while the frames and deck beams in the ends are of wood;
she is double planked. Wood has done remarkably fine

work on her throughout. This boat bids fair to ?urpass

in good looks any boat yet turned out by Messrs. Gardner

& Cox. The Fife cutter Jessica is ready for lauiich ng.

The raceabout designed by Mr. Clinton H. Crane, of the

firm of Messrs. Tarns, Lemoine & Crane, has been

launched and is now anchored in the harbor. This boat is

built of mahogany and looks very well as she lies at her

mooring.
At Byle's yard the centerboard sloop Wacondah is un-

dergoing a number of changes, and a gasoline engine is

being installed.

Yacht Club Notes.

The annual meeting and election of officers of the'^

Southern Y. C. New Orleans, La., took place Thurs-

day, April 4. The following ofiicers were elected for the

season of 1901-2: Com., A. Baldwin; Vice-Corn., Theo.

Grunewald: Rear Com.. A. M. Cooke; Sec'y. L. D.

Sampsell; Treas.. James Buckley. Governing Commit-
tee, Charles Janvier. Thomas Sully, Fritz Jancke, J. B.

Campbell P. S. Schneidau. House Committee, H. A.

Hamilton, C. W. Smith, T. G. Stehle. W. M._ Stout,

Dudley Selph. Regatta Committee, Emile J. O'Brien,

H. L. Burton, A. M. Aucoin. Fleet Surgeon. Dr. R. L.

Riley; Meas., Holmes Harrison.

^ J^,

The New Rochelle Y. C. met April 12. at the"

Yachtsmen's Club and decided to lease Harrison's

Island in Echo Bav for club purposes. The island is

owned by Adrian Iselin, Jr. Cora. Edward Kelly pre-

sided, and after the meeting entertained the members at

The Columbia Y. C. on the Hudson river "will have a

new house at the opening of the season. It has been

erected on the site of the former club hottse at the foot

of West Ei.crhty-sixth street, and contains a number of

fine rooms, including a club room, dining room and lad'es'

room. A spacious balcony skirts the front of the house,

fnini which an excellent view of the Hudson is afforded.

•t *S

.VIr. Irving Cox will deliver the last lecture of the

series at the Yachtsmen's Club, 47 West Forty-third

street. New York city, on April 24. "The Steam Yacht.

Its History, Design and Development." will be the sub-

ject. ' ^ "
,

The Spaulding St. Lawrence Boat Co., of Ogdensbur.g.

N. Y., has recently issued a handsome catalogue which
contains descriputions. illustrations and prices of alco-

vapor. naphtha, gas, gasoline and electric launches in

.all sizes from t6ft. upwar<ls. This firm will gladly for-

ward to any address thi§ catalogue on th.e t^ceipt of ap^
plication,
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Fifteen Years* Development of the

90ft. Racing Yacht.

In pursuance of their commendable policy of satisfying

the very natural and perfectly proper public curiosity as
to what manner of yachts are being put afloat for the
defense of the America Cup this year, Messrs, Lawson
and Crowninshield, the owner and the designer of Inde-
pendence, have furnished the Scientific American with
the sail plan of Independence, which is herewith repro-

duced from the original blue-prints. At the same time, by
the courtesy of J. Beaver Webb, the designer of the famous
old Genesta and Galatea, we are enabled to present the

sail, sheer and deck plans and midship section of the latter

yacht, these plans being also reproduced from the original

working drawings.
It will be fifteen years ago this summer since the 90ft.

cutter Galatea (her actual waterline length was 87ft., but
she classes with the 90ft. Independence) came across the
Atlantic to make the second attempt on the part of the
typical English cutter to secure the America Cup. She
and her sister, Genesta, may be said to have opened the

latest period of the Cup contests, a period which has been
far the most brilliant in the history of this memorable and
long-drawn-out struggle. Although her genial owner,
Lieut. Henn, one of the most thorough English yachts-

men that ever crossed the water, sailed Galatea, not
merely in the Cup races, but throughout the yachting
season of the following 3'ear, she did little to add to the

prestige of her predecessor, Genesta, whose performance
stands to-day as the most creditable among the many
English yachts that have competed for the Cup. We have
chosen Galatea, however, for this comparison, because on
the basis of waterline length, by which the modern racing

yacht is classed, she lends herself admirably to compari-
son with the 90ft. Independence of 1901. In our drawing
the cutter of 1886 is thrown in shadow upon the cutter-

sloop of IQOI, and the two drawings being exactly to the

same scale, they tell the story of the development which
has been taking place during the past decade and a half

better than would a whole volume of verbal description.

Speaking in a general way, it may be said that among
the many conditions surrounding the Cup contests there

is only one, at least as regards the dimensions of the

yachts, that is strictly negative, and this is the rule that

neither yacht must exceed 90ft. in length on the water-

line. They may be as deep, as broad, as long on deck, as

their respective designers may care to make them, but

in length, while they may be many feet less than they

must not be a fraction of an inch over 90ft. Subject to

this restriction, then, the problem is to design a yacht

which shall carry a maximum amount of sail upon a

hull that shall have the smallest possible displacement and
wetted surface, and shall present the easiest form to drive

through the water. At the time of Galatea-Mayflower

races, the American and English yachts were widely

different in form, the English cutter being of narrow
beam and considerable depth of body, the American sloop

being of shallow draft and great beam, and depending

upon the movable centerboard to give her the proper

lateral plane when sailing by the wmd. The initial stabil-

ity of the sloop was large, the center of buoyancy moving
out rapidly to leeward as the vessel heeled, and thus

automatically, as it were, maintaining the margin of

stability. In the narrow cutter, the initial stability was
small, the center of buoyancy moving to leeward but little

as she listed, although the righting moment increased

rapidly with every increase in the angle of heel. On
equal displacements, the greater initial stability of the

sloop enabled her to carry a considerably larger sail plan,

and hence in light winds she was invariably faster than

the cutter. At higher speeds, however, the finer form of

the cutter showed to advantage against the bluffer lines of

the sloop: there was less w^ave-making resistance, and

hence in the second race between Genesta and Puritan,

which was sailed in a piping breeze, the cutter was prac-

tically a match for her shallower-bodied competitor.

The narrow beam of the cutter was due to an English

rule of measurement which put a heavy tax upon beam,

but none upon draft. As soon as this was removed, and

a rule of measurement based on waterline length and sail

area- substituted, the English designers reverted to the

more generous breadth of the original cutter type, Thistle

having a beam of 20ft. .3in. to a length of 86ft. 6in , as

against Galatea's beam of 15ft. on a length of 87ft. Val-

kvrie IL of 1893, which, with her sister. Britannia, rnay

justly be termed the type from Avhich the modern racmg

craft has sprung, showed on a waterline length of 85ft. a

beam of 22ft. 6in., and a depth of 17ft. 6in. Simuhaneous-

ly with this lowering of the lead and widening of the

beam, the forefoot was cut away, the sternpost and rudder

brought well forward of the after end of the waterline,

Avith the result that the wetted surface and. therefore, the

frictional resistance of the j-acht was considerably re-

duced.

On the American side, development had been in the

direction of deeper draft and a lowering of the center of

gravity, until in Vigilant, the competitor of Valkyrie, we
see a boat with the enormous beam of 26ft. and the deep

draft, for a sloop, of 13ft. 6m. With such a draft it

was evident that the days of the centerboard were over,

and in the next 3^acht, Defender. Herreshoff produced a

keel boat of similar contour to Valkyrie, but with even

2ft. greater draft than that yacht. It was at the time of

the Valkyrie-Vigilant races that the forward and after

overhangs of the racing yacht began to be carried out

far beyond the load Avaterline, and so great has been the

development in this direction that in Independence we have

a forw^ard overhang of 27ft. S^in. and an after overhang

of 23ft. sin. These exaggerated overhangs have the ad-

vantage of compensating for the increase in beam (com-

pare the deck plans of Galatea and Independence) by per-

mitting the fore and aft lines to be practically as fair and

easy as those of the old cutter type

It will be seen in the comparison of the midship sections

that the modern yacht embodies two points of excellence

of the cutter arid sloop, for it has the low center of

gravity of the otie and the high center of buoyancy of

the other. The bottom of the lead of Independence is 6ft.

6in. lower tl.ian that of Galatea, and her beam is 8ft. sin.

greater. Thanks to her great length, her lines are at

least as easy; and by carrying the flat floor of the hull well

out into the overhangrs, Iftr. CrbSvninshield has s'ettired

the unmistakable advantage that when the yacht is heeled,

even in a moderate sailing breeze, she lengthens her
waterline from 00 to losft. The cutter, on the other hand,
lengthens but little; as will be seen by comparing the
listed waterline of both yachts. The comparison is not
made on the same degree of inclination, for the reason
that the relative tenderness of the cutter would cause
her to heel about 30 degrees in a breeze which would
only incline the cutter-sloop by 20 degrees. With her
straight stem the cutter, of course, gains nothing when
heeled forward and her gain aft, at the given inclination, is

not more than a couple of feet.

In considering the form of Independence, as shown
from the midship section, we must bear in mind not only
that she possesses all the initial stability of the sloop type
due, as we have seen, to great beam and shallow
body, but that the height of the center of buoyancy, when
the yacht is heeled, is increased by the great lengthening
of the waterline and consequent submersion of the full

ends of the yacht, as shown in the plan of the listed load
waterline. Under 20 degrees of heel, the center of

buoyancy of the submerged portion of the hull moves out
to leeward until it is 2.75ft. from the vertical axis of the

boat and only 2.83ft. below the normal waterline. Com-
pared even with Columbia, she shows in this respect a

remarkable gain ; and it is probable, moreover, that the

center of gravity of the boat is lower than that of the last

Cup defender. That this is the case is suggested by the

fact that Independence will spread 1,476 sq. ft., or 11 per

cent., more sail than Columbia, although the displace-

ment of the latter vessel is greater.

The increased power of the cutter-sloop over the cutter

is not, however, to be all attributed to form and disposi-

tion of weights ; for a corresponding gain has been made
both in the materials and methods of construction. Look-
ing at the hulls of the two boats, as .shown in outline and
in shadow, it is seen that although her displacement is less,

in bulk or cubical capacity Independence is enormously
larger than Galatea. She is 39ft. longer on the deck, 8^ft.
greater in beam, her deck area alone being two and one-
quarter times as great as that of Galatea. .A.lthough nomi-
nally in the same class by virtue of her waterline length,

Independence, measured by her actual superficial area, is

a vastly bigger boat. The same disparity is present in

the spars and sails. Nevertheless, as will be seen from
our comparative table of dimensions, the total weight of

the hull, spars, rigging, sails, etc, of the bigger boat is

less than that of the cutter by 8.9 tons, or 11 per cent.

—

a structural paradox which tells more eloquently than
words the story of the advance which has been made dur-

ing the past fifteen years, not merely in the quality of the

materials themselves, but in their scientific adaptation to

the problem in hand. Doubtless Galatea, as designed by
Webb, embodied the latest ideas in the way of lightness

of construction known at that date to the naval archi-

tect. Her hull was of steel, but the deck was wood
planked, and the spars w-ere solid throughout. Although
she was lightly constructed, as things went in those days,

nothing was sacrificed to the determination to make her a

perfectly .staunch and sea\\jorthy vessel, and doubtless to-

day she could snug down and thrash her way, without
starting a rivet or loosening a spar, through a gale that

would send Independence or, in fact, any of this year's

90-footers to the bottom. Still, the America Cup con-

tests are not supposed to be, or, at any rate, have had
the luck never as yet to be, sailed in a gale of wind.

Therefore Independence is a perfectly proper and legiti-

mate craft for the work she is called upon to do. Allow-
ing then that staunchness has been somewhat sacrificed

to lightness, as compared with the cutter, we may still

attribute the remarkable lightness of Independence, both
in hull, spars and sails, to the far greater strength per

unit of weight of her materials of construction, and to

the great care which has been exercised to dispose this ma-
terial to the best structural advantage. To particularize,

we may mention the substitution of nickel-steel framing

and Tobin bronze plating for the mild steel frames and
plating of Galatea; the substitution of steel and aluminium
plating for the heavy wood deck, and the use of plow

steel, having a strength that runs pretty close to 100 tons

to the square inch, for the standing rigging, and the sub-

stitution of hollow steel and hollow wooden spars for

the solid pine sticks w'hich were used on the earlier boat.

It must be confessed that the sail plan of Independence
is very impressive. We were prepared for an increase

over that of the last contestants, but not for such an in-

crease as this. The ring or cap of the mainmast is io8f(,

and the topmast is 150ft. above the deck, while the head of

the topsail will be r72ft. 7in. above the same level. What
these dimensions are can best be realized when it is stated

that were Independence to range alongside the center of

the Brooklyn Bridge, the topmast would be level with the

passenger foot walk, while the peak of the club topsail

w-ould tower 20ft. above the top of the chord of the

trusses. Compared with Shamrock and Columbia, it will

be noticed that the gain in sail area has been in the direc-

tion of greater height. The ba>^c line from end of bow-
sprit to end of boom is only 3' jft, greater than that of

Columbia, and is. indeed, 4ft. le^^-^ than that of Shamrock.

In height, however, there is a gain of lift, over Columbia

and not less than lyVzit over Shamrock. The English

yachting journals are crediting Shamrock II. with a base

line of i8sft., which is exactly that of Independence, and a

mast measurement of 148ft. It is not stated whether this

m.easurement is over all or whether it is from the deck.

Shamrock's boom is given as 112ft., or sVzit. longer than

that of Independence, but as the measurement from the

forward side of the mast to end of bowsprit of Shamrock
is said to be 71ft., as against 74.5ft. in Independence, it is

evident that the mast of Shamrock is to be placed several

feet further forward and that she will probably show a

larger area in her mainsail.—Scientific American.

Lysistrata.

James Gordon Bennett's new- steam yacht Lysistrata.

designed by George L. Watson, and built bv W Denny &
Bros., has just completed her triab, and is said to have

given great satisfaction to her owner, designer and

builders. Over an 8o-knot course on the Clyde Lysistrata

showed a mean speed of igyz knots, and without forced

draft -i6^A laiots. The yacht handles admirably, has

twin screws and 6,500 horse-power. In her high speed

trial the machinery acted faultlessly. There was no heat-

ing or cbmplicafion of any kind, and so cool were th^

bearings at the end of the trial that the chief engineer
said he was prepared to drive her another 300 miles at

the same speed without fear of the results.

Lysistrata is of 2,800 tons, has a perfectly straight stem,
has a storm deck fore and aft, a single huge funnel, with
one mast abaft it, and one square yard for signaling pur-
poses. The interior arrangements are novel, and, gen-
erally speaking, she is unlike any yacht built. She has no
bowsprit, but features at the stern and bow are large owds,

with electric eyes, amid a scroll work of mistletoe.^ More
striking than all else in the yacht are the anchors, which
are stockless, like those used on board warships, the

shaft being drawn into the side of the ship. The hull has
the appearance of being made out of a solid piece of metal,

so highly is it polished and finished.

Harbingfer*

The catboat Harbinger, owned by Mr.' William W.
Genet, was destroyed by fire at i o'clock on the morning
of April 9. She was hauled out on the grounds of the

Knickerbocker Athletic Club at Bayonne Citj^ N. J. All

that remains of the once famous Harbinger, built in 1889

by Hanley, at Monument Beach, is a charred keel with
stumps of frames sticking up and stem and part of her

transom and deadwood. Her entire cabin, planking, deck

and frame were so completely consumed that the ashes

were carried away hj the strong northwest wind that

was blowing at the time. Her iron work is intact, and
bolts and galvanized nails strew the ground. The brass

screws of her planking must have melted. The galvanized

rods that ran through her centerboard stand out all

twisted. Her rudder was burned off, but the quadrant
of her steering gear was saved. Her iron traveler lies on
the sand on the beach. She was blocked up on the cradle

of a .'^mall set of marine railways; this cradle was burned
and the heat caused the rails of the track to bulge badly.

Another catboat owned by Mr. Thomas J. Parker, called

Tiche, was also completely gutted and her stern burned
off. The fire is thought to be of incendiary origin, Ilar-

binger was valued at $1,500 and Tiche at $1,000.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
The boat being built by Capt. Fearnside for the

Canada cup trial races is from a design made by Father
O'Brion, of St. Johns, Newfoundland.

^ 1^

The. yawl Ailsa, owned by Mr. H. S. Redmond, N. Y.

Y. C.. sailed from Southampton for New York on April

5. The 65ft. cutter Eelin, owned by Mr. P. T. Dodge,
has also left England for America,

«^ *•=

The steam yacht Neckan which was burned last fall

while in winter quarters at Rockland, Maine, has been

rebuilt and now measures about 125ft. over all; her orig-

inal length w^as 109 feet. She is owned by Mr. H. C.

Baxter, of Brunswick, Maine.
4^ 4^

Manning's yacht agency has sold for Mr. Edward S.

Renwick his "steam yacht Giralda to Mr. Charles G,

Conn,, of Elkhart, Ind.

The 70-footer Virginia, owned by Mr. W. K. Vander-

hilt, Jr.. i.s being strengthened at Burlee's yard, Staten

Island, under the direction of Tarns, Lemoine & Crane.

Yankee and Rainbow were practically rebuilt at the;

llereshoffs".
8ft

The schooner yacht Clarctle which was reported off

Highland Light in distress on April i, was towed to

Boston by the fishing schooner Tecumseh. Capt.

Coonicy. of the fishing schooner Tecumseh, received

$300 from the owner of the yacht.

8ft 8ft 8ft

Com. Pvobert L, Stilson, of the Bergen Beach Y. C'.,,,

IS having a 38ft. naphtha launch built at College Point,

L. I. She will be completed about May i.

8ft 8ft 8ft

The steam yacht Radha has been chartered by Messrs.

Tarns, Lemoine & Crane to Mr. W. L, Bull for the

coming season.
IS K

The steam yacht building at Lawley's for Mr. W. P.

Eno, N. Y. Y. C, from designs by Messrs. Tarns, Le-

moine & Crane, will be named Aquilo.

It t«

The following sales have been made through the

agency of Huntington & Seaman: Seawanhaka Senta

sold to R. C. Mitchell, Sachem's Head Y. C; Sewanhaka
Ruby sold to George E. Edwards, of New Rochelle;

Sewanhaka Vagrant sold to Messrs. Brown & Low, of

Brooklyn; Marine Field Club Sweetheart sold to Stephen

H P. Peil, of New York; knockabout Wideawake sold

to R. I. Carter, of Baltimore, Md.
;
sloop Adelaide sold

to W. C. Sutherland, of Pittston, Pa.; yawl Dulwich

sold to George C. Kirkpatrick, of Philadelphia, Pai;

auxiliary yawl Qntiora sold to J. Murray Watts, of Phila-

delphia, Pa.; alco-vap©r hunting launch Zolfo sold to F.

B. Van Doon, of Brooklyn.
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FIFTEEN YEAES DEVELOPMENT OF THE 90 FOOT RACING YACHT.

As Shown by a comparison of "Galatea" (cutter, 1886) and "Independence" (cutter-sloop, 1901),

(Reproduced by fhe courtesy of the deeignors, J Beavor Webb and B. B. Crownioshield, from the original working drawings.)



FOREST AND STREAM.

May 30.—Pohlmann's Pavilion, Jersey City Heights.—Tourna-
ment of Our Own Shooting Society,
July H-iiS.—San l-rancisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbtind of

Nonli America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Off-

hanil. 2U0y<is.

Autr. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-
btind's annual festival and prize shoot.

The Gastinne—Renette Medal.

The great revolver tournament of the Metropolitan Revolver
CIuD, at Lonhn's gallery, ^^ew York, was concluded at midnight
of April 11. It was a very close competition, and excited a great
deal of interest. The winner was the oft-victorious Police Sergeant
W. E. Petty, who captured the Gastine-Renette medal, the trophy,
with 0 score of 179 at 15yds., and 180 at 20yds., making a grand
total of 3511 O'at of a possible 360.

J. \V. Christiansen was second with 358. J. A. Dietz, Jr^ was
third with 3-56, and A. L. A, Himmelwright fourth, 347; Dr. J.

A. llicks fifth, 329, and J. C. Summers sixth, 252.

Mr, Thomas Anderton, of Boston, Mass., April 13, at Walnut
Hill, with a Colt's new service target revolver made 915 at 50yds.,

the previous amateur record being 903, also held by Mr, Anderton.

Fixtures.

theApril 16-18.—Leavenworth, Kan.—^Annual tournament of

iCansas Sportsmen's Association. W. H. Koehler, Sec'y-
April 16-18.—Pella, la.—Jim Sheehy's amateur target shoot.
April 18.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's target shoot. Henry

G. Hall, Sec'y.
April 19.—Springfield, Mass.—Shoot of the Massachusetts Ama-

teur Shooting Association. Dr. Keith, Sec'y.
April 19.—Haverhill, Mass.—Patriots' Day open handicap shoot.

S. G. Miller, Sec'y.
April 23-25.—Spirit Lake, la.—Klein-Barmeister's third annual

target tournament; $50 added each day.
April 2G.—()wego, N. y.—Amateur shoot of the Owego Gua

Club. John Parker, Mgr.
April 2tJ-28.—Chicago.—Annual spring tournament of the Crescent

Gun Club. John S. Boa, Mgr.
May 1-2.—Toledo, O.—First annual handicap shoot of the Edge-

water Gun Club. F. W. Dyar, Sec'y.
May 1-3.—Aeweli, la.—iNeweU Uun Club's annual tournament;

targets and live birds. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
May 4.—.Stimmerdalc Station, Pa.—All-day shoot of the Frank-

ford Gun Club. Main event, twelve-men team contest. T). D.
Mercer, Secy, 4461 Frandford avenue, Frankford, Pa-
May 7-9.—Peru, Ind.—Fifth annual amateur tournament of the

Peru Gun Club; two days at targets for amateurs; one day at

live birds. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Tournament ot the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. VV. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.— Lincoln, Neb-

—
'1 wenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmerl's Association, under the auspices of the

Lincoln Gun Clnh. W D. Bain. .Sec'v

May 12.—Brooklyn, L, 1.—Ail-day shoot of the Fulton Gun Club,
East Kew York. Team race: Oceanics vs. Fultons. Address Bob
Schneider or A. A. Schoverling, P. O. Box 475.

Iviay 14.—Brooklyn, L. I.—Shoot for naphtha launch; 10 live

birds, $10 entrance, bird.s extra; surplus divided; seventeen entries

to fill. F. Lebohner, Mgr.
Alay 14-17.—Aiieniuwn, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.
Shaher, Mgr.

iVIay 14-lt).—^Elwood, Ind.^Tournament of the Zoo Rod and Gun
Club.
May 14-17.—Newton, la.—Annual tournament of the Iowa State

Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the Newton Gun Club.

D. K. Tripp, Sec'y.
May IS lti.—Zanesville, 0.—Spring tournament ot the Zanesville

Gun Club. L. A. Moore, Sec'y.

May 21-25.—Springtield, 111.— Twenty-seventh annual tournainent

and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.

Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y.

May 22-23.—Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of

the Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. 'W. Phellis, Sec'y.

May 28-30.—London, O.—Tournament of the London Gun Club.

May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of th.e Michigan Trap-

shooters' League, under auspices of the East Side Gun Club.

John Parker, Mgr.
May 28-June 1.—St. Louis, Mo.—Twenty-fourth annual tourna

ment of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association

Herbert Taylor, Sec'y.

May 30.—Dansville, N. Y'.—Amateur tournament of the Dans
ville Gun Club, on Decoration Day. Norman Tompkins, Sec'y.

May 30.—Canajohane, iSI. Y.—Tournament of the Canajohari

Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'y.
, . » . ^, x.

May 30.—Auburn. Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.

June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'

League. G. K. Haswell, Sec'y.

June 11-13.—Siouj' City, la.—Seventh annua, amateur tournament
of"^ the Soo Gun nb. W. F. Duncan. bec'>.

June 13-14.— Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual totjrnameot of the

Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.

June 17-20.-Warm springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate totjmament;

two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 20.— W'aterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the Watervilli

Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.

June 25-27.— Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament

of the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,

^Yurie —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooters'

LeaKiie "f W'isconiiin.' First week in June.

June 12-18.-St. Marys, W. "Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the

West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of

"West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.

July 15-20.- Bliffalo, ;-N. Y.—Pan-American Exposition tourna-

ment. Elmer E. Shaner, Mgr.
^ t x a , 1 ki a

July 30 —Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot ,at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.

Newark, N. j.—South Sidd Gua Club target shoot every Satur-

^^(^hfcag^o,° in.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds. West Monroe street

at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed

shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

i.—Weekly shoot of the New
25 . ,

Interstate Park, Queens, L.

Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

April 17-18.—Jacksonville, .

pia-—The Interstate Association's
tournament, undef the auspices of the Jacksonville Gttp Club. B.

W. Sperry.^Sec'y. . ,

May 8-10.—MenipK'i's, Tehn.—The Interstate Association s tournar

ment, under the auspices of the Mernpbis Gun Club.

June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gup Clt^b.

July 1-2'.—Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.—The Interstate Association's

tournainent under the auspipes of the Sherhrooke Gun Club. C.

I**oss Sec J

July io-11.—Jamestowp, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.

C. Rawmn. Sec'v.

July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens. L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;

J1,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.

Aug. 7.-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-
nament under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. E. C.
Root, Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker,
Sec'y.

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
April - 23-24.—Chattanooga, Tenn.—The Peters Cartridge Com-

pany amateur tournament, under the auspices of the Chattanooga
Trapshooters' Club. Dr. Robert S, Henry, Capt.
April 23-24.—Olathe, Kans.—Peters Cartridge Company's amateur

tournament, assisted by Mr. Frank Hodges.
April 24-25.—Binghamton, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the

Peters Cartridge Co.; $150 added money, H. W. Brown, Sec'y.
John Parker, Mgr.
May 21-23.—Henderson, Ky.—Amateur tournament given by the

Peters Cartridge Company; two days targets; one day live birds.
John H. Mackie, Mgr.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Pigeons for shooting. Private matches a specialty. Antwerps for

breeding.—L. M. Gilbert, 1128 Palmer St., Philadelphia, Fa.—Adv.

The programme of the Peters Cartridge Company's amateur
tournament at Chattanooga, April 23 and 24. under the auspices of
the Chattanooga Trapshooters' League, can be obtained of the
Peters Cartridge Company, Cincinnati; Dr. R. S. Henry, Chat-
tanooga, or J. H. Mackie, Cincinnati. Targets will be thrown at
2 cents apiece. The Rose' system will govern. The Peters Car-
tridge Company will give a handsome gold trophy for the highest
average of the two days. The profits of the .shoot will be placed
in an extra event at the close of the second day. Manufacturers'
agents may shoot for p. o. t. o. Lunch served on the grounds.
Shooting begins at 9 o'clock. Reduced rates on railroads. Plead-
quarters, Read House. The programme is alike for each day

—

T.HE ROBIN MOOD TROPHY.
Emblematic of International Team Championship,

six at 15, three at 20 and one event at 25 targets, euiraace based on
10 cents per target, and $5, I^IO and $15 being ad (fed to the events
in the order mentioned. The Peters Cartridge 'Company's tourna-
ment, at Olathe, Kan., April :23; aad 24, T. *F. Norton, manager,
has a similar programrne.,- - .'.- s

rr:r

Our Own Shooting .Society, whose headquarters are at 110 Grand
street, Hoboken, N. J., announces the following: "Cash prize
tournaments for cash prizes is the event now being arranged for

by the popular Our Own Shooting Society, of Hoboken. The
tournaments will be held at Pohlmann's Pavilion, Jersey City
Heights, Thursday, May 30, Decoration Day, from 10 A. M. on.
The shooting conditions and programme are as follows: Tickets
35 cents; three for .$1. Two best tickets to count. Any .22cal.

•'ion c-Ttridgf^ ond rifles allowed. Prizes: .$18, .$12, $10, $8, $6,

$4. $3, $3, $2, $2, .$2. The bowling rules and programme are sub-

joined: Tickets 25 cents: three best to count. Prizes $18, $12,

$10, $8, .$7, $6, $5, $4, $3, $3, $2, $2. There are premiums o- both
the shooting and bowling of $5, $3 and $2, which will go to the
marksmen and bowlers turning out the five best tickets in the
several tournaments."

Mr. L. H. Schortemeier, captain of the New York team, 201

Pearl street, New York, writes us as follows: "The return match
between New Jersey and New York teams will be held on the East
Side Gun Club grounds. Foundry and Ferry streets, Newark, on
the last day of -the New Jersey State tournament, Friday, May 10.

Conditions ten to fifteen men on a team; 25 live birds per man.
This should be a corking race, as New Y^ork won by only 1 bird

in the first race, the score being New York 303, New Jersey 302."

Under date of April 13 Mr. F. Lebohner, of Dexter Park,

Brooklyn, L. I., writes us as follows: "On Tuesday, May 14, at

liexter Park, a naphtha launch will be offered as a prize to be

shot for, under my management. Seventeen entries to fill. Con-
ditions: 'Ten live birds, $10 entrance, birds extra; handicap rises;

surplus divided among winning scores; launch to be shot for

miss-and-out ,as to ties. Winner of launch not entitled to division

of surplus."

The programme of the third annual tournameat of the Newell
Gun Club, May 1, 2 and 3, Newell, la., provides open and ama-
teur events each day, the first two days at targets, the third at live

birds. Targets 2 cents; live birds 15 cents. There is $2.50 added for

high average each day, $3 for general high average, and $1 for sec-

ond general high average. Magautrap rules. Moneys divided, 40^

30, 20 and 10 per cent. Mr. H. G. Hall is the secretary.

,
Mr. H. W. Brown, Binghamton, N. Y., writes us as follows:
Every indication points to our having one of the largest tourna-

ments of the season.. We are well equipped to handle ours. We
have a set of expert traps and a magautrap. Scores are covered.
It appears in our programme that the tournament- was to be held
at Exposition Park, but the high water prevents. We shall use
the Chenango street grounds, reached by street car every fifteen
minutes."

as

In our columns elsewhere is presented a cut of the Robin Hood
Powder Company's trophy, emblematic of the international team
championship at inanimate targets^ which was won July 5, 1900, at
Swanton, Vt., by the Union Gun Club, and is subject to challenge-
.VI r. Geo. B. Watson is the secretarv.

Mr. Oswald Von Lengerke, of Von Lengerke & Antoine,
Chicago, lett for his home on TThursday of last week, after a
pleasant visit with old friends. Mr. Von Lengerke was of the
number who killed 24 in the Grand American Handicap in the
first week of the month.

•S

Mr. John H, Mackie. of the Peters Cartridge Company, writes
as that the Peters Cartridge Company will give an amateur tourna-
ment at Henderson, Ky., on Alay 21, 22, and 23, two days at targets,
one day at live birds. Mr. Mackie will manage it.

The match between John H. Welbrock and ChSrles Meyer, at 100
live birds, at Interstate Park on Friday of last week, resulted in a
victory for tlie latter. At the end of the seventieth round the score
was 64 to 51, and Welbrock then withdrew.

Mr. F. T. .Sherwood, secretary-treasifrer, informs us that the
Trapshooters' League of Indiana on April 10 granted to the Peru
Gun Club sanction for a tournament on May 7, 8 and 9. Mr.
Chas. Bruck i.s the secretary

The Zanes\ille Gun Club, of Zanesville. U., will hold its spring
tournament May 15 and 16. Mr. D. D. Gross, of Urbana, O.,
will manage it. The club has adopted the equitable .syitem for
file division of the moneys.

Mr. Franklin Stearns, of Richmond. Va., now hold.s the medals
emblematic of the championship of the State of Virginia and the
City of Richmond. 11 i^ shooting of the season has been of a very
iiigh order of merit.

_
In our account of the shoot-otf of the ties in the report of ih^

G. A. H. last week it was erroneously stated that Mr, Morrison's
gun failed to extract properly once." The cause of the incident
was a misfire.

The Trenton Shooting Association and the Freehold (Jun Club
ha,ve fixed on Wednesday of this week for the third and last con-
test of the series of team races.

Mr. Edward Banks will be present at the interstate shoot at
Jacksonville, Fla., this week. He started last .Sunday.-for tht
land of the cypress and myrtle.

Mr. Elmer 1£. Shaner and wife made a short stay in New York
last Saturday while en route to Jacksonville, Fla., wlicrt- Mr. Shaner
manages an Interstate shoot.

The match between the South Side Gun Club, of .Newaik, and
the Boiling Springs (iun Club, of Rutherford. N. J., has been post-
poned to .April 27.

The opening shoot of the Massachusetts Amateur Shooting
-Association will be held at Springfield, Mass., on April 19.

Bernard Waters.

Richmond Pigeon Club.

RicHMONU, V'a., April 10.—The Richmond Pigeon Club finished
the first season of its existence this afternoon witn a very successful
shoot. Tlie scores must not be taken as a criterion of the shooting,
as Lynham, as usual, had got together a clipping lot of birds,
which, with the aid of a gale of wind dead in tne shooters' teeth,
gave a whole lot of trouble. Many birds that under normal con-
ditions would have been scored to the shooter were whirled over
the dead line and had to be marked with an asterisk, while others
simply corkscrewed out of everything. To-<lay's shoot decided the
ownership of the ciub medal, given to the shooter making the high-
est aggregate score for the season, and this, like the State and city
championship medals, now rests in the possession of Mr, Franklin
Stearns. Messrs, Hammond and Wood were respectively second
and third. Scores:

Wood, 29 12II1202221IOI22202*—16
Colquitt, 30 W2MZ:i>l2ZWZZMlL2(i—Xl
F Stearns, 30 2a222222*22Z2;;22222*—IS
Ho vd, 2S -. UU2i.2-'ilj2UUu2-12ii2*—11

T F Stearns, 28... 000JZ0222iiJzu2-'0i2zO—10
Harrison, 28 .' 2''t»au2ul2Uu2i22ii;iU—14
Vaughan, 29 20222ijl22012'222r2'2-2—16
Hammond, 30. *2;Ju0u22222222z>jij<;22a—15

Buckncr, 28 ' 2i2:222i:0-'02azu3o^i:*i—13 .

J C Tignor, 2S 22j«0202*i2amill2—15.
(Jreene, 29 2U22.)i:0j2i::Jlo2t22i)aj—14

Johnston, 28 ^, . . . , 1222022jUi2,)l'2*2112—14
Wood, 29 2*021*1122122211101^16
Ellyson , 30 Ul0iij2n:iiuuiaZiiiiaia—14

A sweep at 10 birds was afterward shot off at 30yds,_ rise, $2
entrance, but the rapidly waning light made the shooting very'
erratic. .Scores

:

Ellyson 2221221012-9

Stearns 2u2zz2n20-7
Hammond 12224102*12—7

Buckner 2:^1012220-8

Harrison 1011210102—1
Johnston 1222J222ol—it

Wood ijuO*lw

Anderson U*102w
R. F. Banks.

Trap at Dupont Park,

St. Louis, Mo.—The Dupont Park medal shoot

fair dav. Birds mixed. No wind. Baggerman
on the eleventh round. The scores:

C Fresch, 30 2111111212-10 N Crosby, 30

Dr Gaines, 31 22122222l2-10
llX2122:il2—10F White, 28.

F Fink, 28 1120021110— .

White Rock, 28....0112211210-

8

J Bowman, 28 2212112212-10

P Davis, 27 *U1122*22- 8

W Thompson, 28. . .0122220221— 8

W Barker, 30 1*1221122*— S

L Page, 28 212112*2Jl— 8

C Spencer, 31 2222222222-10

C Reck, 30 2111122221-10

F Orvis, 30 1111212*11- 9

H Collins, 30 1221221212—10

J Wintrick, 30 110U212212— 8

Dr Sims, 28 22i2.j2vi221— 8

C HeiUgenstein, 30.2220222013— S

W Baggerman, 29
G Prenciergast, 28
C Carson, 28

J Selzer, 29
C Sandberg, 28...
W Kenj'on, 2-8 ..

.

Campbell, 28
Dr J Smith, 31...
A Schwarz, 28....
A Candle, 28

J Cabanne, 3i)....

L Cabanne, 29. . .

.

Mrs Cabanne, 27.
Taylor, 30
Dr'Bond, 28

April 7 had a
won shoot-off

011.11112*1— S
..I:i2ii2:i2a22—10
. .12-ti;;222il22—10
..Il2-:i221u2— 8

..12021Z2122— 9

. .2221022122— 9

. .1211121111—10
..2111222102— 9
..2222222222—10
..11212111*1— 9
..2202001111— 7
. .2222222222—10
..2221210102— 8
..0221121210— 8
. .2022222222— 9
-.1012221112— 9

Trap at Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, Pa., April 13.—The Athletic Gun Clab, of Phila-

delphia, and the Florists' Gun Club shot a team contest at Essing-
toh to-day, twelve men on a side, 50 targets per man. The Florists

won by 436 to 375. The scores:

Florists' Gun Club—Dorp 39, Haywood 26, Parsons 43, Massey
42, Hause 18, Burton 42, Hallowell 46, Bell 36, Anderson 45, West-
cott 33, Whitaker 33, Pechin 33; total 436.

A C of P. Gun Club—l^errine 36, Muller 28, Barrett 33, Mc-
Karaher 32, Carlisle 33, Sheeler 29, Eisenlohr 30, Edson 20, Dare-

22, Suttle 30, Purviance 40. Edwards 42: total 375.
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ON LONG ISLAND*

Sfaeepshead Bay Rod and Gua Club.

Sheepshead Bay, L.
by Robert Smitn.

W Van Pelt, 27......
I McKane, 2S.

J Pillion, 28
D Heffner, 25
F Osborn, 25

E Garrison, 30.;.....
A Loeller, 25.........
G McKane, 27
D Sloan 28.

F Brown, 23
F Lundy, 25. .,

H Koch, 26....,.,-,-,.,

Rauscher, 25
•Quests.

I., May 21.—The main event to-day was won

,.1022125-5 7 Lubclce, 23 ...12*0210-4

..2222020-5 *H Tyler, 25 ,.,..1122221-7

. .0221010-4 F Von Fricken, 25......2ul0.00—

3

..1022210—5 E Heffner, 26..........002U221—

4

. .1000211-4 G Morris, 26. ......... . .0202121—6

..0220002-3 R Smith. 25.,,,........2122222-7

..2100100—3 *G Greiff, 3J.,.. 2221022—6

..]22?*22—6 Mr Hyde, 27. ...1001001—3

.,1201201—5 H Kronika, 26 0210012—1
..0i!i-Ai22—5 H Montanus, 26... 22212i0—

6

,..2*22020-4 L E Allen, 25..... 1021111—6

. .2202222-6 Dr Wood, 25. .0210100—

3

...Iu2a222—

5

Ira McKane, Sec'y.

Brooklyn Gua Club.

Brooklyn, April 13.—There was a small band of busy shooters
at the grounds of the Brooklyn Gun Club to-day, and the follow-

ing- events were shot

;

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5

Targets : 25 25 25 25 30 Target.s : 25 25 25 25 30

H H Blauvelt.... 23 IS 22 .. 30v Griffith . 20 22 . .
..

P O'Day 16 17 15 24 Green . 19 18 29

Shepard 15 15 .... 22 Dr Miller .. 16 23
Wright ....i...... 17 17 16 19 25 Chambers -.- 8 ..

Osterhout 20 .. 20 25

No. 5 was at 15 singles and 10 pairs.

IN NEW JERSEY,

Cannibal Gun Club.

Trenton, N. J., April 4.—Nos. 1 and 2, 10 targets, practice;

No. 3, 15 targets, club gold and silver medals, for members only;
No. 4, 15 targets, for gofd medal; No. 5, 15 targets, shoot-off of tie;

No. 6, 15 targets for silver medal; No. 7, 5 targets, tie for silver

medal; No. S, 25 targets, for Bechtel medal, handicap, three
prizes; medal and first money to high gun, second tor next
highest; three ties; No. 9, 10 targets, shoot-off of tie; Nos. 10 and
11, 5 pairs, cash sweep; No. 12, 25 targets, .special match race.

Owing to the inclemency of the weather but few shooters turned
out at the regnlar monthly shoot of the Cannibal Gun Club. But
what was lacking in nu.niber.s was made up in enthusiasm. We
had Dr. Thomas, of the Trenton Shooting Association, as a visitor.

You will see by the Doctor's scores that he had his eyes on the
targets.

It is very likely that the Cannibals will organize a team of

seven men for a team shoot with the Trenton Shooting Association
in the near future

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 S 6 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: 10 10 15 15 10 10 Targets: 10 10 15 15 10 10

Dr Thomas 6 7 13 .. 5 8 Williams 6

T Hillman , 7. .12. Dirk 8 7.. 5..

J R Taylor 8 .. 7 3 9 T Hillman..... 10 .. 3 ..

Vealkovitch .... 4 .. 9 3 .. Dr Mickel 13 11 7 7

Vanarsdale 5 .. 12 7 6 Lanning 10 .. 6 5

Emaan 6 11 12 5 6 Brook , .. .. 6
Dr Mathews ..... 4 10 4 . . .

.

Handicap at 25 targets:
Vealkovitch, 5 1111100011111111010101001—22
T R Tavlor, 5 , llOluOllliOlOlllllOllOOOl—21
Dr Thomas, 5,,....... 1111110101111111111101111—27
Emaan , 5. OOullUllllOlllllOllOlllll—23
Dr Mickel, 5..... llimilllllOniOlllUllll—27
Vanarsdale, 4 1111011111111111111110111—27
Dirk, 6 0001001011000101010100110—16
T Hillman, 6.......... llllllOOluOullOjOUUllllO—20
Lanning, 5 ... .1111110110010111101101111—24

Match

;

T R Taylor - : 1111111000011111101111101—19
Dr Thomas 1111111111111110010011111—21

MiNCH.

New Jersey State Sporfcmcn's Associalion,

The New Jersey State Sportsmen's Association has issued the
following circular letter:

"It is the desire of the N. J. S. S. Association to secure a ten
or fifteen men team from New Jersey to shoot against a similar
team from New York State and wipe out the defeat wc su.tiercd

by the narrow margin of one bird.

"For this purpose the Association has decided to set the last day
of the tournament which is to be held May 7-10, at Smith Brothers'
grounds, corner Ferry and Foundry streets, Newark, N. J._

"It is not the intention to select a team at the present time, but
to draw the men present at the tournament.
"A very attractive programme has been prepared, but not as yet

ready for distribution. Several medals and cups for team races and
ii>dividual championships, also high averages at clay and live birds,
will be contested for,

"\'ou are earnestly requested to be present.
"New Jersey Slate. Sportsmen's AsstJciatioa."

South Side Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., April 13.—Nos. 1 to 7 were at 10 targets; Nos.
8 to 12 were at 25 targets. The scores:

Events: 1 3 -3 4 S 6 7 8 .0 10 11 12

L W C 6 7 8 g 7 9 9 23 24 16 22 22

Feigensoan 7 7 8 8 9 10 9 23 20 21 22 21
Heinish" 6 5 5 6 7 8 18 14 14 ..

Van Rensselaer 4 9 5 S 10 8 5 23 12
Babcock 4 5 . . . . 6 5 . . 14

TerriU 8 9 .... S 9 21

Housman 3 8 7 5 20

Bereough 6 6 6 7 20 13

Althouse .. .. -. 16 19 21 18
Dr Gardner 8 ., 20 18 19 18

1. H, T.

"Wincbester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich., April 6.—By breaking 23 targets out of a pos-
silile 25, in spite of a cold head wind, Lewis carried away nigh
honors in Class A at the regular club shoot. Warner came out
first in Class B, while Kaudail was the best man in Class C. The
scores:
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 25
Events: 12345678

Brodie - S .. ». 9 8 20
T Reid J " .. S ^. 6 .. 19
Randall .. 2 4 .. 4 .. 10
Warner u>.^»rr.>-p.>. 6 .. .. 5 7 19

McClintock ... .- .- 3 14

Hitchcock 8 10 .. 5 9 .. 5 17

A Reid S 6
Shiell ... 7 0 .- 8 17

Lewis 9 -. .- e 23

John F. 'Weiler Gun Club.

Allektown, Pa., April 4.—The monthly shoot of the John F.
Weiler Gun Club to dav resulted as follows:
N 1 ev-^nr a' 25 farsrptp: J. Rehrig 19, O. Acker 14, Dandt 16,

McHugh 9, C. Trexler 17, C. Miller 17. Mauser 17, C. Bladen 15,

E. Aiorrow 16, Berk 14, Franch 14, Griesemer 19. C. Trexler 17,

Dandt 17, Rehrie 18, i. Benaer 17. McHugh 9, O. Acker 16, Kram-
lich 21, Weiler lo.

No. 2, at 25 targets: Weston 15, Grove 17, Zellner 10, Franch 16,

W. Luawig 19, B, Keiser 5, C. Miller 20, Berk 10. Weiler 9, Stxaub
11, Murry 13, E, Morrow 15, Bladen 16, Acker 17, Dandt 20.

Ten live birds, $2 entrance, for birds only:

Keiser 2101010010—5 Dandt ...0010222011—6
Franch Ill2202001— 7 Weston . 2201020002—5
Berkemeyer 22I12U0112— 8 I Benner 1222210122—9
2ellner 0210122111—8 Trexler „,,„ 0022102200—5
Mauser 22202U2013— 7 McHugh 2101000100— 4
Acker 0101220110- 6 Rehrig 2122222222—10
Bladen .I]0ini221— 9 Kramlich 1021212211—9
Flickinger 0112102UU— 7 S Weiler 1131220112— 9

C MiUer 222202UU— 9 -

Boston Gun Qttb*

EostOH, April 10.—The closing weeks of the Boston Gun Club's
spring serial prize shoots do not seem to be on the good books
of the weather- clerk, if Wednesday, April 10, is any criterion.

The last three weeks have all been very poor days for trapshooting,
and improving scores has been out of the question. The shooting
to-day was extremely difticult, caused by the fact of our magautrap
being on the sick list for about an hour. It is the first real illness

it has encountered since its arrival here two years' ago, so we
can easily forgive it. The shooting for the first hour was over a

single expert trap, which was keyed up to a good strong target,

and accounts for not a few of the misses which found their way into

the scores. After shooting on that for a while and then going-

back to the magautrap made another change, and taken all in all

the conditions were too much of a handicap. In the prize match
Howe secured first place with 24, G. W. second with 20, and
Spencer third with 19. Scores as follows:

Events* 123456789 10

Howe, 19..... 98767879 10 8

G W, 17... 5 6 8 3 7 7 5 8 .. ..

Abbott, 17......... 7 66G48564 ..

Spencer, 18 6537858687
Williams, 16 3 .. 9 ..

Horace, 18 •• 3 .. ..

Frederick, 14........... - 4 ..

Henry, 16 2 ..

Match score, 30 bluerocks, unknown angles:
T Howe .....110011111100111110111111110111—24

G W ..lOUOlllOlllOllOOUOlHHllllOO-20

Spencer 1000110011110111011111001.11100—19

A bbott ----- .OlllOllOlOtDOOOOllllO

Williams 0000110] 001110111111
Secretary.

St. Louis Shooting Association.

St. LoDiiS, April 13.—A great many trapshooters have written to

the secretary of this Association asking for programmes, which
indicates at this early day a decidedly strong interest.

We are going to give a good shoot, and if we have fine weather
the twenty-fourth annual tournament will go down in history as a

record-breaker.
A synopsis of the programme is about like this; Un Monday,

May, 27, will be a preliminary practice day, to give the amateurs
the opportunity of shooting over the live-bird traps and getting

the range, 'i he target traps will be in operation all day long, so

that those who prefer bluerocks can take their measure.
Dave Elliott has made Dupont Park more attractive than ever

before. The regular weekly shoots which are held there are so

large that his lorce of trappers, puller'; and live-bird boys are

trainerl perfectly. This comuetent help will add greatly to the en-

joyiiient iif the sportsmen. In the box office Mr. Whitney, who is

the best that ever was, will pi^obably officiate.

To the gentlemen of the press wc can only say that we will

treat you as well as last year in the matter of scores, and will

•j.ive E Hough, Frank Riehl enA Fred Pride, and any other that

comes this way, a glad hand.
The magautraps will run all the time. Something will be doing

ing willi the State Association team shoot.

•On the second day the Republic cup will be the attraction. Tliis

cup is a .^IjOOO guaranteed purse. It is a bona fide championship
vviin no strings, anU we iJiace it in this prominent position so that

everybody can enter and shoot for it.

The magautrap will run all the time. Something w'ill he doing
at the targets, eitlier in the regular events or practice.

A 'few words about the target events: They are short, 15 and 20

bird races. Most of them carry liberal added money, and those
that don't will have a string of prizes, like a eucher party. Every
article will be of value to a shooter. They have been donated to

the St. Louis Association, and we can afford to be liberal. The
prizes range in value trom a shotgun down to a pair of sus-

penders. A case of Mumin's extra dry has been offered through
Mr. Henry Griesedieck.
Blake Collins and Frank Orvis have sold stocks and bonds in

order to make money for the shoot.
George Kawlings, a-s chairman of the prize committee, has writ-

ten to the manufacturers delightful letters, which no doubt they
were glad to receive, as most of them have sent their contribu-

tion, realizing uiat tne Missouri State shoot is of such importance
that they will derive material benefit.

Our president. Dr. Starkloff, is the champion of Carondelet. He
will take care of your health when you come to St. Louis, and at

the present time is looking after the interests of the toiunament ii>

a careful manner.
lo our squad captains we wish to say that therp will be specif

prizes of a substantial nature for you, and we want you one and
all to help make this tournament a greater success than ever before.

IIeebebt Tavilok, Sec'y.

Auburn Gun Club.

The annual meeting of the Auburn Gun Club was held March
30, and the following officers were elected: President, O. L. Barker;*
Vice-President. H. A. Fletcher; Trtasurer, C.^E. Conner; Secretary,
L. A. Barker; Assistant Secretary, H. L. Snow. The club is in
a good financial condition, with a membership of about fifty, and
everything looks favorable for a prosperous year. The club has
good grounds, with a set of five expert traps, a magautrap and a

Hne two-story club house. They will shoot every Saturday after-

noon, beginning the first Saturday in May and ending the last

Satttrday in September.
There will be a programme of four events every Saturday, con-

sisting of 10 known angles, 25 known, 10 unknown and 25

unknown, over the magautrap, making 70 targets in all. The 25
known will be the club championship lor a handsome gold badge,
and in this event the same handicap will be used a.s in the past
two years, nameiy, 90 per cent, men on the scratch, 85 per cent,

men one dead bird, 80 per cent, men, two dead birds, and so on
do%vn to 60 per cent. The score is kept by points, 25 counting 10
points; 24, 9 points, and so ori. The system has been very success-
full, as shown last year, when four men scored as follows: 140, 139,

13i!, 13/, wiih a dozen men oose up. The 2o-target, unknown angle,
event will be for four fine prizes, and will be shot un.der a distance
handicap from 16 to 21yas., with handicap revised every four
shoots, same as other events.
The club has made a contract with one of the st.ables ip town

and will have a buckboard run to the grounds from Post Office
square, Auburn, once an hour every Saiurday, commencing at 2

0 clock. 'Ihis will enable shooters to ride direct to the grounds
for 10 cents, any time irom 3 P. M. until 5 P. M.
The Auburn Gun Club boasts of sojnc of the best shots in the

State. Among them are G. R. Hunneweli, who won the in-

dividual championship of Maine last summer, and L. M. Norton,
who held the champ'ionship in 1^99. In lSb8 the club held the
team championship of the State, having won it from the
Waterville Club, the team consisting of Hunneweli, Norton, Con-
ner, Coib, and Berry, Mr. O. L. Barker won the gold badge
presented by the Club last year, it being won in 1899 by G. R.
Hunneweli. in 1S98 by L. A. Barker, and in 1897, the first year of

the club's organization, by Mr. U. L. Barker. Then they shot
over one trap and had five members. To-day the club is one of the
rtiost prosperous gun clubs in the State, with the best of fitted up
grounds and house. The members take a lively interest in the
welfare of the club, and visitors are always welcome. Aug. 21 and
22 there will be an Interstate tournament held at the Auburn Gun
Club grounds, under the management of Elmer E, Shaner. This
will give people an opportunity of seeing many of the profes-

sionals shoot, among whom will be some of the crack trap shots
of the United States. The club also will hold an annual tourna-
ment on Decoration Day. L. B.

Ossining Gun Club.

OssiNiKG, N- y., April 13.—The scores made at the regular
y.feekly shoot of the Ossining Gun Club, Saturday, April 13, were
as follows. All events at 10 singles except No. 6, which was at

5 pairs:
Events: 123456789 10 1112

E Garnsey ......................... 58886655
C Biandford 9 9 8 9 .. 7 7 9 8 .... ..

D Brandreth 8 6 9 10.. 6 7 7

1 Washburn 10 85978676864
Floyd 4 2 6 9 6 . ..

A Bedell 7 6 4 10 8 ..

S Macbeth , 3 4 2 5 4 B 3 ,. ..

C Barlow - • .. 6 7 8 3 0 6 .. ..

J Jones 6 6 8 6 5 8

G Jones 5 6 4 5 4 5

Dr E Sherwoo.(i 4 7 6
C. G. B., Capt. O, G. Club.

Pigfcon Shooting at the Trajps*

The Selling of Newspapers.

For a few wteks before the recent Grand Amefifcan Handicap
the class of newspapers of New York city which are commonly
known as the "yellow journals" devoted much space to setting
forth the cruelties of pigeon shooting at the traps. Furthermore,
in the week of April 1, coincident with the commencement, con-
tinuance and conclusion of the Grand .American Handicap,
America's greatest shooting event, the press, yellow and otherwise,
of New York city abounded with editorials, special articles and
letters from contributors in which pigeon shooting at the traps was
denounced, not for its unlawfulness, but for its cruelty.
The newspapers catering to class sentiment set forth the cruel

features, as they were assumed or imagined to be; the event as a
whole was classed as a slaughter; but the letters from corre-
spondents were consequent to the false information which was
published.
Much of what was written against the contest was from the

standpoint of the demagogue, the professional notoriety seeker, and
the men who endeavor to manufacture highly sensational litera-
ture to the end that a market may be secured for it.

There
_
was no fairness in the discussion. The question was

begged in its parts and as a whole. Everything advanced as data
was assumed to be proven. To all who had a personal knowledge
of it, exaggeration, perversion of fact, and ex parte purpose were
evident in every line. To all others, the recountals portrayed
cruelty indeed, as the following, which is presented as a fair
sample of what was published, will show;

"MANY BIRDS SLAUGHTERED.
"Gvei" Three Thousand Pigeons Shot at the Interstate Park Traps.

''women watch the butchery.
"Maimed Winged Targets Allowed to Suffer in Full View of

Sportsmen and Spectators at Queens.

"Pigeon slaughter—and maiming—was continued yesterday at
the trapshooting tournament at Interstate Park, Long Island, and
there was no official action taken to mitigate the sufferings of the
birds. Agents of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
•Animals were on the grounds; so were uniformed policemen. The
spectators and crack shots numbered 400. More women viewed the
butcher- than on Monday. Conditions were about the same as
on the first day. A show of gathering in the 'cripples' outside the
50yd. boundaries of the four sets of traps was made several times
in the day. At the best, it was perfunctory, as maimed birds were
allowed to suffer in several places during the entire day, especially
near the house at the road entrance to the park. The lads in the
pits were more merciful as a rule to the pigeons they gathered
within the boundaries, as they wrung their necks before casting
thtm into the pits under the traps,"
So much for the picture of the wounded birds, Now for a picture

of the shooter and doings. The same journal stated that "The
pigeon that furnishes a living target finds itself, just before its
s.-crificc, in a small box 90ft. from a deadly arm loaded with nitro
jiiiwder and No. 7 shot. At a signal the winged prisoner finds itself
in naked liberty through a contrivance in the trap box, which
exposes it free to fly, J^efore this chance for life—one in thirty on
an avera.g-e—is given it the shooter has announced himself as ready
to shoot. He has also leveled his gun in the direction of the line
of trap boxes, .^o th.it in many instances his sigjit along its rib is
in the line of the released bird, an advantage in favor of the man
not had in wild birds' haunts, where the game may spring in the
air from any point of the grass or brush, and the bird target is
exposed when he cries 'Pull.' In the majoritv of 'kills' the
bird falls dead, a bag of riddled skin and broken bo'nes, or mortally .

stricken before it has flown—the man with the gun must not shoot
until the target has begun to fly—1,5ft. from where, to its amaze-
ment, it found itself unencompassed by prison walls."
The wise reader will note that the writer of the foregoing had

imagined plenty of crippled birds to show that the sport was cruel,
but when it came to dealing with the shooter, in an effort to show
the absence of skill in the sport and that it was a mere slaughter,
the bird 90ft. away from a deadly arm has on an average, as per
above, only one chance in thirty for its life. That would be but
three and one-third wounded and lost birds in a hundred, a small
margin for cruelty indeed. In other words, the writer of the fore-
going imagined plenty of crippled birds to prove cruelty on the
one hand, and, on the other, to belittle the prowess of the shooters,
he imagined the odds were so great against the birds that practi-
cally none could get away.

The Law.

TJip Ijaw ofi thp subjept was qtioted and discussed in the daily
press, and it was conceded that pigeon shooting was entirely legal
under Seption 1, Chapter 107, Laws of 1875, as follows: "None of
the provisions of la\r heretofore enacted for the prevention of
cruelty to aniipals within this Stafe shall be construed to prohibit
or interfere with the shooting, by members of sportsmen's clutjs'
or incorporated societies, of pigeons; Provided, That in each
case, as soon as they can be captured or taken after being shot,
such pigeons, if living, shall be immediately killed."
Thus the law provides that a man may shoot pigeons if he

wishes to do so, but it does not say that he must shoot them if he
does not want to._ Under the law, the man who feels that he
should not shoot is free to follow his inclination. No one need
visit a shoot if he or .she does not want to.

The Facts.

Let us now consider the facts. Each set of traps was attended
by four boys, three at the traps and one at the score. After each
shooter had shot, his bird was promptly gathered if it fell within the
boundary or near the boundary without. The wounded birds were
killed promptly as gathered. A pigeon would now and then fall
far away, dead or wounded. Most of the wounded died in a few-
moments. A few birds escaped untouched. A relatively trifling
percentage of the wounded went beyond bounds. The Grand
American Handicap in this respect did not differ materially from
other similar events except as to size and importance.

Th,e management enfirply prohibitefl any irregular shooting;
also the referees were instructed to prohibit it. Several hundred
ladies and gentlemefi were present about the Casino, and therefore
it was neither thp tipie nor place to permit shootij-ig at wounded
birds whiph had lo.dged oij the buildings, nor any other irregular
shooting whatever. Nor did any one deem thaf the law was beipg
violated by the management when it did not require any of its
employees to jeopardize life or limb in climbing to risky places
for wounded birds. The letter and spirit of the law require that
due diligence concerning it shall be observed; but it does not re-
quire the observance of the frivolous, the freakish or the impos-
sible.

The contestants as a body were men of wealth, culture, and high
standing in the social and business world. The Grand American
Handicap has had lawyers, doctors, millionaires, business men, and
even clergymen among its contestants.
As pigeon shooting is an expensive sport, it is patrofiized mostly

by men of means. Their knowledge of practical humanity is as
much better than that of the speculative professional humanitarian
or mushroom sensationalist as their general knowledge of life and
affairs exceeds that of the isolated theorist or him of intolerant or
narrow mentality.
The facts of the sport as they really exist are commonplace and

harmless as compared with the exaggerations of the press. This
might suggest a consideration of the wrong of studied falsification
The usefulness of the sport to the participants, its benefits to

society, its honesty, its freedom from all harm to any one, were
all ignored by the press.

If such a policy of opposition is admitted as being good, then
there is no institution, dear to the human heart or useful to' man-
kind, but what, on similar lines, can be proved to be baneful and
fit only to be abolished.
But there are classes of classes If the professional and ama-

teur humanitarian sanctions the killing of animals, pigeons in-
cluded, but opposes only the manner of their death, there is a clas.s
again which opposes the killing of any animals at all, and the
eating of their fiesh. TThus, following o«t the humanitarian ex-
tremist's theory to its logical conclusion, the humanitarian might:
find himself living on an exclusive vegetable diet.
The anarchist opposes all established law; the social crank op-

poses dancing, bicycling, etc. ; the moneyless class opposes capital,
etc.; the sympathetic oppose capital punishtrient; in s^ort, the
speculative reformer of grpmbler is jealous" eyer 'in d'estfoying or
obstructing what the labor and genius of the other fellow l^as
created. Fortunately, however, the law of the Ignf}, wl;ich repre-
sents the mature conviction and will of the people as to what
confers the greatest good to the greatest number, bars the way of
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ih!t iconoclast. If it were not so, chaos would quickly supervene.
The weakly sentimental, the' unscrupulous selk-seeker, and the
ieg-otistically emotional would- take the place of the men who main-
tain the reasonable and the necessary. Not that all sentiment ids

badi but that much of it, visionary, intolerant and arrogant, repre-

sents only the personal idiosyncrasy or idea and is unfit for th,e rule

of actioin of all.

The same daily press which bestawed' so many tearful words
over the cruelty of pigeon shooting did not, and does not, liesitate

to publish columns of matter giving the revolting details of prize

fights. More yet, on large bulletin boards on the outer walls of

the buildings of those papers were mai-ked, on occasion, tele-

graphic reports of the fights during their progress from their be-

.ginning in the evening till their end near the midnight hour, all

to paiider to the morbid appetite of the thousands of their readers

.and onlookers. And yet prize fighting in New York was stopped,
mot for its cruelty, but for its dishonesty.

It is a penitentiary offense to crop a dog's ears or to dock his

tail; it is a penitentiary offense to dock a horse's tail; it is unlaw-
ful to kill the song birds and the beautiful birds of the land, and
it is accessory to their killing to wear their plumage; yet cropped
dogs, docked horses and bird skins aie numerous. In fact, so

great is the destruction of birds that they are in danger of ex-

termination.
Even the birds of the ocean had no immunity, till laws were

passed for their protection. How much these laws protect may
be learned by inspecting the stock of any fashionable millinery
store.
Concerning the docking of horses, the cropping of dogs, and

the destruction of the song birds, all of which is done to .satisfy

a vain taste, and all of which is unlawful, the professional humani-
tarian observes an apathetic silent attitude. Concerning pigeon
shooting, which is lawful, which adds to the food supply, but
which affords the reformers more opportimities for stagy, spec-

tacular effects, there are accordingly more opportunities for noto-
riety, and an increase of permanency of stipend.
There is nothing in the foregoing wluch proves that pigeon

shooting is right. There is no need to prove that it is right, for

that is already proven—the law of the land sanctions it.

The foregoing, however, is presented to show that its detractors
indulge m a widespread straining at gnats and swallowing of

camels.

The Nafare of Mankind.

By nature man is a hunter. Primitive man became a shepherd
as game became scarcer, or his incumbrances checked his
nomadic habits. As population increased he was forced to adapt
bimself to the changed conditions therewith, so he added agri-

culture to his means of livelihood. However, he reverts easily to

his primitive instincts and pleasures.
The man with the hoe has been on earth many centuries, but he

drops the hoe easily and intelligently when he sallies forth to
settle a new country, or to repel an invading army, or to squelch
the Indian, or to take some wholesome recreation. He then takes
•up the rifle and shotgun.
Man has carnivorous instincts. To denounce him for them is to

rebuke the omnipotence which created him. They are a part of
his being and a necessity of it. The man of courage, of agres-
siveness, of physical power and mental strength is he who best
succeeds in the struggle for existence. But his powers of mind
and body, offensive and defensive, must be developed- and schooled
by practice.
The play of carnivorous or herbi-carnivorous animals is a close

imitation of battle, of attack and defense. The boy delights to
wrestle, to box, and if need be to fight. The calf and the lamb
delight to frolic about merely to exercise their muscles. They are
not carnivorous.

_ ,

The play of the dog is almost entirely made up of attaekj de-
fense and strategic warfare.
The bow and arrow or blow gun or pi.Hlol is the small boy's

delight. Little birds, frogs, etc., are his prey. As he reaches the
years of maturity, reason tempers his actions in respect to killing,

but his instincts remain unchanged. However, the schooling of
the boy serves to the full development of the man.
The life of man is a contimiance of unceasing competitive strug-

gle. Whether in social life or political life or business life inces-
sant effort is a necessity. If a mail is weak in body or mind, or
lacking in physical and mental schooling, his success is impaired
accordingly. His best development is according to the needs of
nature and nature's laws, and to this end he must engage in

contests.

All normal men are fond of sport, as it is their nature to be.

It may have different forms of expression, according to personal
inclination or the accident of environment. Some may hunt the
grizzly, the tiger, the lion, the wolf; course rabbits, stick pigs,

shcot quail, etc., while others delight in the sport of rod and reel.

To deny man these things is to cramp his nature, and his best
development. To find fault with his nature is to rebuke Him who
gave man dominion over all the animals of the earth. The
dominant nations are those whose men are sportsmen,
Man is a social animal. He needs to be able to protect himself

and to join forces with his fellows to protect his people. He must
needs know how to defend as well as how to attack. A good
soldier is not tlie product of an idle moment. He must te a good
marksman to be valiant.

To be proficient in the knowledge and use of guns a man must
be accustomed to them, during a long time, preferably from boy-
hood. A nation of marksmen is a most formidable people to

attack. Witness the doings in the Revoltitionary War, our Civil

War, or the war in South Africa.
While individuals may differ greatly in their preference for sport,

there is generally some one form of sport which predominates and
which therefore may be termed national. England has its fox
ihunters and pigeon shooters, and America has much the same.
However, whatever may be the manner of its expression, the

craving for something which is in accord with man's combative
nature is a race characteristic. It may be replied that in civilized

life the primitive instincts are unnecessary and harmful. This can-

not be maintained in argument. The standing armies of the world;
the passing away of the weaker and more defenseless nations, and
the ascendency of the stronger ones; the necessity of courage and
strength in the individual, and the permanency of the race

_
in-

stinct, even though not exercised for generations, are all against

a mere idea of a bloodless world.
In the older civilizations, where the eccentricities of Coxey

armies, blue glass craze and sporadic moralists are not so much in

evidence, pigeon shooting is and has been from time immemorial
recognized as a gentleman's sport. It is therein on account of

its cost chiefly confined to a class of wealth and refinement. In
the United States most of the pigeon shooters "are also men of

liberal means and refinement. It is an expensive sport, therefore

a fair source or revenue is necessary to participate in it.

In New York and other large cities the pressure of business and
the matter of environment prohibit most men from the sport of

field and stream. Much of the surrounding country is preserved,,

and much more of it has been stripped of its game supply years

ago. Yet, as becomes his nature, the man of proper instinct craves

to test his skill against the birds of the air. Being in the highest
degree human, he eschews bull fights, etc., and engages in a sport
which has received the sanction of the most humane and con-
servative peoples of the world, the English, German, French, and
American, all of whom have an instinct for sport dating from the
time of the creation.

As a Recreation.

There are thousands of business men in the^ great cities who
need relaxation. Any recreation which is beneficial to a large class

of people as a wholesome recreation is beneficial to a whole people.

The good of the individual as a unit of society is a benefit to

mankind.
_ ,

There is a large and ever increasing class of brain workers who
become worn and weary with office woi^k. The professional man
may have neither the time nor the opportunity to hunt or fish.

A day or a half day at the traps is much in its effects like an out-

ing afield. It "brings a feeling of rest, of rejuvenation, of re-

awakened interest and ability in the affairs of life, a reinvigorating

of bodily and mental powers. •

^
_ _

-

As a recreation and test of skill, pigeon shooting is a most
merciful sport. Civilized man refines his methods so that the

element of skill is dominant. The bean pole and clothes line of the

small boy will jerk the fish out of the water with quickness and
certainty, but the element of skill in such method is absent. The
sportsman, however, uses the lightest of tackle, and his method of

casting for the fish, and playing it when caught, is admirably
scientific and artful. The fish has much freedom of playr for its

life, and it may fight minutes or hours, according to its kind, size

and endurance, for the pleasure of the sportsman. When it is at

length brought to hand he kills it mercifully.

A 4-bore or an 8-bore would kill a bird more surely than a 28-

bore, yet the sportsman of refinement Btanchly advocates the use
of the smaller arms for the field, and the shooting of birds only
whe^i on the wing. He who shoots birds on the ground or with a
weapon which is unseemly as to size is denounced as a pot-hunter.
\ et as a mere question of painless and ceitain. capture the net
would catch the bird or fish quickly and certainly. It is, how-
ever, an incongruity in sport. Therein it has no place. The law
prohibits it and all true sportsmen denounce it. Yet pigeon
shooting, while a test of skill, provides a painless and instan-
taneous death to all but the most insignificant percentage of its
victims. The welfare and needs of mankind far outweigh the in-
significant ideas of inhumanity.
Pigeon shoots are held in retired places. They are for those

who wish to attend them. Those whq dp not wish to see them
need not do so.

Its Benelicencc to Mankind.
Anything which adds to the material comfort and prosperity of

a people is a material beneficence. Pigeon shooting adds to the
food supply, one of the most essential sources of the comfort and
prosperity of a people. It stimulates the production of pigeons
and enlarges immeasurably the market for pigeon growers. It
increases the profit of the grower and cheapens the price to the
consumer. How? Let us assume, by way of illustration, that the
grower is paid 10 cents for a pigeon. The profits of middlemen,
cost of transportation, etc., have raised the price to 25 or 30 cents
when it is finally trapped for the sportsman to shoot at. It is next
sold to the marketman for 5 or 10 cents, all tlie intermediate
charges having been paid by the sportsman who used it as«a test
of skill.

All the thousands of dollars distributed to the farmer and the
farmer's boy throughout the broad land contribute materially to
the general welfare . It therefore enables more people to buy and
to sell. All the pigeons which are killed add just so much more
to' the supply of good and wholesome food.
In relation to the pigeon's progress from the egg to the dinner

pot the intervention of the sportsman is a most beneficent incident
to all concerned, and hai-mless to society at large. The factories
which rnake guns, and powder, and shot, and sportsmen's goods
and their thousands of workmen are also dependent upon the
money of the sportsman. The improvements in firearms and gun-
powders owe much to the practical trapshooter.

As to the Slaughter.

There Were 17,500 pigeons killed during the week of the Grand
American Handicap. The term selected to designate the killing
is immaterial. What of it? Call it slaughter, killing or anything
else; it is all one. The true significance is that 17,500 meals were
added to the food supply of the market, and that the growers and
middlemen were paid accordingly by sportsmen.
The mawkish sentiment promulgated in favor of the pigeon

many times displays an ignorance of the fact that the pigeon is

foredoomed to death for the benefit of man. It is an article of food,
as are chickens, ducks, geese, hogs, sheep, cattle, game, etc.
Shooting it at the traps is a mere Incident of the general purpose.
The pigeons are raised for the market, and have their value as

a commodity, as have the other animals hereinbefore enumerated.
The fact that they have beautiful coloring, beautiful forms, and
that they are considered as typifj'ing emblems of peace in no wise
disturbs this statement- Beauty of form and color is possessed
by all animals, but the necessities of man permit of no distinctions
concerning them in his obtaining of a food supply. Therefore, we
repeat, the kUHng of the 17,500 pigeons as a test of skill was a
mere incident in their journey toward potpie. Their death as a
whole was merciful and instantaneous.

Similarly, all the pigeons killed at the traps throughput the
country are a public benefit, for money and an abundance of food
are essential to the hapijiness and prosperity of a people.

As to the Cruelty.

As aforementioned, the pigeon is foredoomed to death. It is

raised for food. The manner in which it is killed is of no conse-
quence, as it concerns the ultimate purpose, so that death occurs
as quickly and painlessly as possible. If it offends the sensibili-

ties of any one to see a pigeon's neck wrung by the cook, such
an one need not be present at the wringing. Similarly in respect
to shooting the bird or killing the innoceiit sheep or the fatted
calf, etc. If slaughter is offensive, one need not visit a slaughter
house, nor a trap shoot; yet that is no reason why great packing
houses and trap shoots should be abolished.
That the Grand American Handicap was solely a test of skill is

borne out by every word in the programme and the manner in
which the great contest was conducted. In it there was nothing
mentioned as a sport, but there were conditions and prizes for the
contestants. Those who at any stage of it had missed 5 birds were
subject to withdrawal from it. Had the purpose been sport as
commonly understood—that is to say, killing in mere wantonness

—

there then would not have been any rea.son to retire any one.'
Of the 200 contestants in the Grand American Plandicap, 148 shot

at 25 birds, the full number of the event. The remainder of the
contestants either withdrew voluntarily or were retired by the

• manager. Therefore the 148 contestants shot at 3,700 pigeons,
They missed 268, about 7 per cent., and of these a large part w'ere

only teclvnically missed—that is to say, they were killed, but died
outside of the 50yd. boundary.
Why were the contestants who missed 2, 3, 4 artd 5 barred from

further competition? Simply because they had not shown sufficient

skill to win in tliat competition.
The term "sport" has a technical meaning and a common

meaning. As it relates to irapshooting, the unfortunate misunder-
standing of the term on the part of the general public, no doubt, is

largely responsible for a false belief as to the purposes of trap-

shooting competition and its cruelty. In respect to this term
Webster presents seven different meanings. The fifth is as follows:
Diversions of the field, as fowling, himting, fishing, racing, games
and the like, especially when money is staked."
As used at the traps, sport signifies a contest of skill, and there-

fore has an entirely different signific-ance from that given to it by
the public at large.
There cannot be any cruelty where there is good intention, iJseftil'

training, and the absence of torment and pain. Instead of weak
birds which can be easily killed, the pigeon shooter wants only
the best. His abhorrence is birds which cannot fly fast and strong,

for the weak birds furnish no standards of skill. Therefore the

birds, to be up to requirements, need to be extra well fed, watered
and cared for. If the shooter had a craving for mere slaughter the

matter of skill would not then enter into the question, and any
bird would do,
A reputation for fast, strong birds adds to the good fame of a

shooting ground; on the contrary, poor birds detract from its fame
and its patronage. If the mere killing constituted the pleasure and
purpose much greater degrees of killing could be witnessed at any
of the great abattoirs of the country, and at an incomparably
cheaper rate.

Trapshooting and Field Shooting.

In the essentials of the sport, trapshooting does not differ from
field shooting. But, says the humanitarian, pigeon shooting is

distinctly unlike field shooting, since m the former instance the
bird is domesticated and already in possession, while in the latter

instance it is not; and therefore to shoot the pigeon for sport is

inhuman, as it is not essential that they be so killed for food.

The position abounds with fallacy. Why is it inhuman to .shoot

the pigeon for sport, and not inhuman to shoot the quail, the
duck, the rufled grouse, the deer, etc., for sport?
Wherein lies the nice distinction? The humanitarian answei'S

that the pigeon is already in possession, and that, though it is to

be killed for food, he objects to all useful advantages being derived
from the killing. It must be killed in the family kitchen or cellar,

and thereby imbrue more hands in its blood in the aggregate than
could possibly be at a trap shoot. Un the other hand, he declares

that to get possession of the game birds it is necessary to shoot
them with a gun, and that tlie wounding of a few, more or less, is

an unavoidable incident, to be excused accordingly. What gross
fallacy! What unprejudiced man will have patience with such-

argument? It tlien is a question of stomach. The- gun is not at

all essential to the getting possession of the wild game, though
it is essential to man's best sport. By common consent, it is the

approved means. The net will catch quail, a whole bevy at a time,

without wounding a single one or alarming them much. The
snare will strangle the partridge so surely and quickly that, after

it is caught, death is but a matter of a few moments. The net

again will make , a clean sweep of all the fish within its area of

action. But such and similar .
methods are justly and necessarily

prohibited by law, and are the detestation of all true sportsmen.
There is no test of skill in the capture of game under such cir-

cumstances. Furthermore, if such . methods were allowed the ex-,

termipatioa of game fish and. game birds would soon follow. But

to shoot wild game properly, one must havp had a fair preliminary
trammg; otherwise much of it will be wounded and crippled.
In held shooting the test of skill is between the man and the

game bird. In trapshooting the test of skill is among the com-
petitive contestants. Much the same ability with the shotgun,
however, is essential in either instance. The ethics of each branch
are appropriate to it. As applied to trapshooting the reader Will
agam note that the term sport designates a competitive test ol
skill,

But, further says the humanitarian, the pigeons are domestic
birds, and therefore do not aft'ord a test of skill. A man stands
with a gun, heavily loaded and trained from his shoulder on the
traps, and then when the trap is sprung there is no chance for the
bird to get away. Indeed 1 The purpose of the contest is not to
determine how many birds can get away, but to determine how
many the shooter can kill. Likewise so in the field. The shooter
does not go about to determine how many birds can escape from
his aim.
In the field many birds rise 2 or 3 yards froni the shooter, and

oftentimes he finds it necessary to root them out" of the grass
with his foot. What chance has a quail or prairie chicken at such
a rise? With a skillful shooter a wild bird in the open has but
an extremely remote chance for its life. But with the gun, the
shooter's killing is limited. Many birds will reach cover or safety
where he cannot find them or reach them, and enough are left to
bleed. The trapshooter alwas^s gives a stated rise to the birds,
generally from 25 to 33yds., a much better chance than prairie
chickens have. If the trapshooter kills the entire lot there is no
question as to leaving enovigh to breed. They are domestic birds,
and there will be enough left to insure a further supply as certainly
as there are enough chickens or sheep left to breed for the
ensuing year.
Though it is the purpose of the shooter to kill the bird, it some-

times escapes nevertheless, in spite of gun, heavy load and all,

as the scores in the Grand American Handicap or any other pigeon
shoot will show.

Novice vs. Expert.

PIoweveTi let a novice Stand at the score and attempt to shoot
birds liberated from the traps, and he will soon learn that it has
its special difficulties, as has any other specialty which requires
training and skill. The killing of a pigeon may look like an easy
feat when done by a skillful shooter at the traps, but it looks
quite as easy for a skilled violinist to draw music from a violin.
Nevertheless, either one requires knowledge and skill.

It has also been objected that the pigeon shooter fires his second
barrel into the bird as it lies on the ground, and further thereby
detracts from the event as a test of skill. The field shooter fires at
the bird again in the air, if he wounds it with his first barrel. The
pigeon shooter often fires the second barrel to kill the wounded
bird instantly. Pigeon shooters do not enter a contest to inflict
pain or kill for fun. Being quite as humane as other classes of
the best men, they guard against inflicting pain which can be
avoided.
As an abstract proposition it Tirobably is all one to the pigeon

whether it is shot as a test of skill or has its neck wrung as a pre-
lude to a potjiie, if die it must.

Gunshot Wounds.

The scientific investigation of the effect of gunshot wounds has
a bearing on this question. The average man or woman knows of
the commonplace injuries and of the pain they cause. The sight
of blood is hence associated with suffering. Greater injuries, if

blood flows therewith, are supposed lo have correspondingly
greater painfulncss. As a matter of fact, the records concerning the
wounded in battles go to show that oftentimes the man is en-
tirely unconscious that he is hit at all. The wound causes no
pain till inflammation sets in several hours after its infliction.
Pigeons not infrequently, after being hit, walk about picking up

food from the ground, without any show of pain or knowledge of
being injured. There is a shock to the part which so bentimbs it

that no pain is possible. When the bird is hit squarely death is

instantaneous.

Target and Pigeon Shooting,

Target shooting does not afford the tesit of skill that pigeon
shooting does. More yet, it does not test the shooter's nerve as
does the latter, Many a trapshooter and rifleman can perform
well at targets, and yet lose their nerve when it comes to a test
of shooting at live animals.
At targets there are in a general way only three angles—to the

right, to the left, and straightaway. At any of these angles the
target may fly- high or low. At pigeons the flight may be anything
which the mind may imagine. There are live traps, which very
nearly fill the full angle of vision, and out of any one of them a
bird may be sprung which will tax the skill . of the most accom-
plished shooter on earth. If a shooter succeeds in killing them
all it does not follow as a consequence that his task was easy, but
rather that he was a man of phenomenal skill and nerve, who ae-
complished a feat that but few of his fellows could.
To shoot pigeons well requires a degree of skill, alertness and

quick execution that few men possess, yet the skill and discipline
of nerve are those which serve well to the people as a whole
when they join issue at such places as Santiago, Manila, Pekin,
etc., and which will be equally serviceable when occasion arises
for it in the future.

Some Precedents.

The following will give some of the judicial light which is con-
sidered good precedent and good law on the matter in question.
It will be noted, however, that the trial was under a general law
in respect to cruelty, and that in respect to it there was no special
law legalizing trapshooting, such as now exists in the State of
New York. We quote:
"There has been, more or less agitation in the matter of cruelty

in pigeon shooting, chiefly by members of prevention of cruelty
societies, and in view of this the following decisions, rendered
by able jurists, may be of interest and value to those who suffer
from the mistaken zeal of such men as imagine that their personal
whims and vagaries are true standards of what is cruel and what
is not. .

.

"The first case is from the records of the Quarter Sessions Court
of Allegheny county. Pa., 1892, and was quite an important one,
being the Commonwealth vs. Denny et al. The defendants were
acquitted. The judge's charge was as follows:

" 'Gentlemen: Each of these defendants is separately indicted
for cruelty to animals, in that he did unlawfully and wantonly
shoot, wound, abuse, and ill-treat one pigeon each, belonging to
said J, O'H, Denny and E, H, McWhorter. This was on the
21st day of April last. The pigeon shooting was out in the
Eighteenth or Nineteenth Ward of this city, in the rural part of
the city. The case is founded on the Act of Assembly passed in
1869, which I do not Uiink very greatly differs from the one of
1860, that "Any person who shall within this commonwealth
wantonly or cruelly ill-treat, overload, beat or otherwise abtise any
animal, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor." It is a statvite law
providing against evils tliat are supposed to exist. A rule in the
interpretation of statutes, and an old one, well established, is that
in order to determine what a statute means you must know what
the law was prior to the passage of the statute, and then see what
evil was to be cured. Our common law is modified by the statute
law very largely. There is a common law in regard to animals
and their treatment by man that is very old, and it is of record
in one of the oldest books that we have, and one of the best law
books that we have. It was promulgated at the Garden of Eden to
Adam and Eve.

" ' "God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful and
multiply and replenish the earth, and subdue it, and have dominion
over the fish of the sea, over the fowl of the air, and over every
living thing that moves upon the earth."
" 'There are passages of the same general import that have been

governing mankind ever since. The fish of the sea and the fowl
of the air and the beasts of the earth are for man, rather than
man for the beasts. They are to be used for his sustenance, to

aid him, for his comfort and his pleasure. Now in using them
he must not unnecessarily cruelly treat them. The Act of As-
sembly is intended to prevent brutal men and women from un-
necessarily and wantonly causing pain where it is not necessary, in

the using of animals for legitimate purposes.
" 'These defendants are sportsmen, belonging, as I understand,

to an association; and at this particular time tliey were shooting,
as a test of skill, to see who could kill the most birds, each
having 50 shots at 50 birds. That was a legitimate, lawful use
of the birds. The pigeons were put in a trap one at a time, and le(

out, and they would shoot them on the wing. If there were need
of an authority—and I do not think it ought even to have-required
one—the Supreme Court has decided that that is a legitimate use
of pigeons; that it is not cruel: to shoot them fpr -sport or as a
test of skill. The Commonwealth concedes that the defendants
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canitot be convicted simply because they shot the pigeons in this
way for this purpose, but alleges that they were guilty of cruelty
m tliis case because certain birds, or a bird shot by each of these
defendants separately, did not tell before it got beyond the limits
of their bounds of 50 or 60vdSi avyav, and that it was cruelty not
ia have it brought ih kt oiicfe .Shd KilibU; fht dsfetidatits allegeim the other hand, that viAs donfe, .fiiid thjlt. e^efv ^fcaSbii^^Ife Ai-

tarigeinefat was made for gettiiig the .wouhdcd. tJittiS Snd kilHti^
them, and they even killed some birds that they tould riot tell

whether they were wounded or not, to a certainty. The birds
wfete brought in and were intended to be used for food. But
assuming for the purposes of this case that Mr. O'Brien's in-

ferences were all correct,, that there was no such provision as the
aefendants testiiietii to, 1 am disposed to think, and so instruct
yoUi that it is not the cfUhliy thfit h intended iii the get of As-
SteiHuly, fof them to neglect to kill these birds that liail cscatfefl-

J know that a ^rcat many humanitarians, and especially profes-
sional humanitarians, regard it as their duty to kill a woimded
animal at once. If a horse gets a leg broken, it is to have no
chance of being cured, but must be shot; and if a bird is

wounded it must be killed immediately! I have never yet heard
any weil-authetiticated case of a man or association having com-
Jhutticatioil wLlh bo^ses. of pigcotis or chickfetis to know whether
til' nut they desire io oe shot at once; and I find myself ciftcU

vlbndcrihg wheh 1 see afccohnts of these summary proceedings,
anil the maftrlcr in which, as a matter of humanity, animals are
riut out of the uaj when injured, whether the horse could not sit

in jtidgment oyei- a wounded or crippled man, or an old man thdt
lias become ihlirm and mcapacitated from doing anything and
taking care of hirtiseif, and decide that he should be killed! I arri

rather inclined to think that, when a bird has gotten awfty a
reasonable distance, it is not necessary to assume that it will, as
a matter of course, die^ and it is a great relief to it and a great
advantage to it and a piece of humanity to at once put it out of its

pain. \Ve do not know whether a wounded bird wants to be put
out of its pain and existence or not, I do not think it does, but
I do not Know; neither do these gentlemen know. The niattcr
depends a great deal on sentimentality, on whim, on education, and
ofl wh&t wfe helve been accustomed to.

' '1 iiistriict ^oh, gentlelheti, that yoUr verdict in each of these
eases should be for the defendanls. It is a iUisdemedrtofj and you
have the right to sH:^ whb shall pay the costs. It 16 yohr duty to

say who shall {jay the costs, and you will ueterhiine Whether the
cOuiity, the iiVoaecutor oi- the defendants shall pay therh, or the
prosecutor and defendants, and in what pfroplortioii. I rilight sttg-

gest this to you iii this case, which has beeii brdtlght as a test
case, I have no doubt the prosecutor and those around hiiri, arid

those whom he represents, honestly think that this is crtielty; 1
do not. I do not think you would if I were to submit the niattet
to vou; but it was brought as a test case, and upon good motives,
and I suggest to you that the costs should not be put on the
prosecutor; and I do not think they ought to be put on the de-
fendants, because they have not been guilty of anything that was
unusual or anything that has been declared a crime, and I suggest
that in this case you put the cost; upon the county. It is able
to bear them.'

"The following is a reprint front FoheSST and Stream of Feb.
26, 1891, and as the matter will show, it deals with a case of special
impuriance and significanccj as follows:
" 'In 18S7, at which tinie A. Nelson Lewis,. a member of the Phila-

delphia Gun Club, was indicted before the Bufefes County Court
under the act of March 29, 1869, which ihakes it a Inisdeflieanor to
V antonly or cruelly kill or ill-treat, overload, beat or otherwise
abtisfg any anitnal.

•• On ijfcc. it, 1887, the Philadelphia Gun Club held a pigeofl
shooting match at Iheir grounds on the "Old Brinkley Ilolrie-
stead," Andalusia, the- other contestahts being the Tuxedo Guil
Club, the Westminster Kennel Club, and the Kivcrton Gun Clrib.
The club members and their friends went to the grounds by way
of lire Pennsylvania Railroad. Upon the same train from Broad
Street .Station were two uniformed offcers of the VVoman's Branch
of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, who openly
avowed their intention of making arrests if the match should take
place.

" 'The grounds were filled with iSeol^le, the cioritest became very
exciting, and a large amount wis staked oh thfe fesdlt; Shortly
after the shooting began the officers of the woman's society ap-
proached the gate and were met by members of the clutj, who
stated that they had intended to meet the issue, and would allbw
an arrest to be made. They did not raise any question as to the
right of the officers to enter the grounds, because it would not be
agreeable had any of the visitors or members of the club been ar-
rested. In that case, as far as all present were concerned, the day
would have ended in disappointment.

" 'Then came the question of who would allow himself to be ar-
rested. None cared to cotMe Up to the scratch, although several
were approached. Finally General Grubb, the president of the
club, expressed his determination to throw himself into the
breach if no one else could be found courageous enough to do so.
This, for several reasons, was undesirable, and A. Nelson Lewis
was appealed to. Without a moment's hesitation he gave his
consent, resolving to be sacrificed in friendship to his club mem-
bers, and that the purpose and pleasure of the guests might not
be marred.
" |Mr. Lewis was then technically arrested and taken before &

justice of the peace. He was defended by General Dechert. Sub-
sequently the club presented him with a resolution of thanks,
1 '-r-h'- ext--lIi"EC him for the way in which he had stood up for the
Interetts of the club.

ii.c laLc l^ewis C. Cassidy was to have defended Mr. Lewis,
but died before the case came to trial. On the trial the jury re-
turned a special verdict, in which they found that it was the cus-
tom of the Association to hold matches for skill in marksmanship,
that Mr. Lewis participated in the match in December, 1887, and
"for the purpose aforesaid fired with a gun upon certain pigeons,
liberated from a trap, killing one and wounding another. The bird
so wounded alighted upon a tree, and as soon as its wounded
9ondition was discovered it was killed by a member of said club,
fr- Tifi nn behalf nf said defendant, according to the custom of
aaid club in regard to wounded birds. The bird so killed was
immediately sold for food, accoirding to the rule and custom of
said cjub."

' 'Judgment was entered in favor of the Commonwealth and a
fine of fo imposed on Mr, Lewis. From this came the present ap-
peal. *

" 'Judge Paxton, as Chief Justice, delivered the opinion of the
Supreme Court, which is as follows: "The specific charge in the
indictment was that the defendant did unlawfully, wantonly and
cruelly shoot, wound, torture, abuse and ill-treat a certain pigeon,'
etc. The jury found a special verdict, upon which the court below
entered judgment for the Commonwealth. We are, therefore,
limited to the facts as found. From the verdict we learn "that
the defendant was a member of the association called the Phila-
delphia Gun Club; that on Dec. 14, 1887, he attended a pigeon
shooting match and fired with a gun upon certain pigeons
liberated from a trap, killing one and wounding another. The
bird so woundfed alighted upon a tree, and as soon as its wounded
condition was discovered it was killed by a member of said club
for and on behalf of said defendant, according to the custom of
said club in regard to wounded birds. The birds so killed were
immediately sold for food, according to the rule and custom of
said club,'

" ' "We have thus the finding of the jury that the object of this
Association was to test the skill of its members in marksmanship.
In other words, it was a training school for sportsmen, in which
they could acquire skill in shooting on the wing. This being the
object of the association, the jury further found that the de-
fendant attended for the purposes aforesaid. It was conceded
that had he killed his bird he would not have been liable under
the act of 1869. But having merely wounded it, he was guilty of
cruelty under said act. So that the crime consisted, not in the
fact of the shooting, but in wounding instead of instantly killing it.

from the facts found by the jury, the defendant has merely been
punished for \\anl of skill.
" ' "It is doubtless true that much pain and suffering is often

caused to diit'erent kinds of game by this unskillfulness of sports-
men. A squirrel badly wounded may yet crawl to its hole and
suffer for many hours and days, and die. It was not pretended that
the act applied to such cases. The sportsman in the woods is not
responsible for the accuracy of his aim under the act of 1869. At
the same time, it is manifest that much suiiering would be spared
wild game if sportsmen were better trained. Skill in shooting
upon the wing can only be gained by practice. It is not so with
inanimate objects. There accuracy of aim can be acquired by
shooting at a mark. It is conceded that the sportsman in the
woods may test his skill by shooting at wild birds. Why, then,
may he not do the same mth. a bird confined in a cage, and let out
for that purpose? Is the bird in the cage any better or has it any
higher rights than the bird in the woods? Both were placed here
by the Almighty for the use of man. They wpre not given to him
fo be needlessly an^ cniglly tortured, and were there snytbiag ii^

the ilndifig of tJife jUtf id show tiat the ofcject of this AssotiSafioii

was to torture pigeons 'i't'fe w£?f<ld not hesitate to sustain the judg-
ment of the court below. But fit* stteh purpose appears, nor is

there any finding that the defendant was gs^lty of needless and
wanton cruelty. The bird was immediately killed sis eoeji ass its

condition was discovered.
" ' "A distinction was pressed upon the argument between tne

casfe of a eaptiVfe bii-d and one at large in the woods. In the latter

iriStaticfe thetfe is a rtecessity to shoot it in order to capture it for
food ot pthei^ lawful purpose; and if woHnding results, it is an
unavoidable ihcideht, while in the case of a captive bird, no
necessitj' exists for putting it to death in this way- Some foree
rinay be cohceded to this as an abstract proposition, but we do isot

.see its applitation to the facfs in this case. The right to kill the
pigeon was and inusi be concederi; and there is no finding of the
jury that its ^5<lf^e^ing was greater because of the manner of its

death thah if i.t had been killed in some other way. This is A
scientific questioh \Vhich A do not feel myself competent to pass
upon. Nor do I think the average Jttryman is any better qualified
to do so. It may be that science in the fnture will discover the
method of killing a pigeon with the least possible pain; So far as
other animals are concerned, it is, perhaps, an open quesWpftV and
the attempt of well-meaning humanitarians in a sister State to
teAhtk the sufferings of condemned criminals by putting them to
death by felectticitjf instead of by hanging has produced a long
conttoVei'sSr whidi can be hardly "regarded as settled. An attempt
has been trialle, so far nnsUccessfnlly, to show it is unconstitu-
tionjtl bfccalisfe of its Grtielty.

,

" ' "We do riot sjly th.ere might not be a violation of the act of
1869 dt a shHotiri^ ihatch, but in our view the facts found by the
jtify do riot brlrig this case within it. The judgment is re-

versed."'.' "

In ;187S the' ctritUy of pigeon shooting wis ffesbe between the
sportsmen and the huinanitarians, the latter represented by Mr,
Bergh, On very good authority it is stated that if lie succeeded
in making pigeon shooting illegal, his next step would be to
make field shooting illegal also. They are so Closely allied that
one is a complement of the other on the issue as tsised. The
bill, now before the Legislature of New York, was introduced at
the request of a resident of Boston. It is hardly to
be assumed that the people of New York need to import advice
on questions of humanity. The bill offered for Nev\- York's
hulnanity is as follows;
"An act lo prevent the shooting of live pigeons, fowl or other

birds, for amusement or as a test of skill in marksmanship,
"The people of the ."state of New York, represented in Senate

and Asseiiibly, do eliact tis fflllowsi

"Section 1, Any person who keeps or uses a live pigeon, fowl
or other bird for the purpose of a target, oi* to be shot at either
for ah'uiseiiient or as a test of skill in frfartsinariship, or shoots at
a bird kept or used as- aforesaid, or is a jparty to such shooting, or
leases any building, room, field or premises, or knowingly perrtJits

the use thereof, for the purpose of such shooting, shall be guilty
of a misdcmeaiTor, and shall be liable to a penalty of ?60 for eacla
violation of this act, and to an additional penalty of $25 for each
pigeon, fowl or other bird shot at or killed in violation thereof.
Nothing in this act shall apply to the shooting of wild game.
"Sec

_
3. Chapter 107 of the laws of 1875, entitled .'An act

in r^elation to the treatment of animals,' is hereby repealed.
"Sec. 3. This act shall take effect immediately."
To sum up. the training at the trans and in the field qualifies

a man to defend the home when it is in danger, the community
in time of riot and turbulence, the nation in time of war. It gives
him discipline in skill and nerve, and recuperation of mind and
body. It is in accord with his nature, which has been the nature
of all meri from the dawn of creation, when he was tpld that be
had dominion over all the earth's creatures.

In Fw^therancg of Handicappingf*
Boston, Mass., April Vi^Editor Forest and Stream: Having re-

cently attended an inanimate target tournament on the grotinds
of one of Boston's best-known gun clubs, if was my great pleasure
to see congregated there shooters of all degrees of skill, varying
from the amateur of 50 per cent, to the expert of 9S per cent., all
shooting side by side, and evidently being put on an equality, and
each and every shooter seemingly enjoying himself, as all trap-
shooters should do, to the top notch.
The tournament in qtiestion was one of the most enjoyable that

has graced the grounds of any dub in this vicinity for a long
time, and in no small WHf was it due to the matter of handicap-
ping. The handicap used was by distance, whieh has been in use
on their grounds for over twelve yeafs, and which, now that the
Interstate Association has seen fit to give it a well deserved trial,
is sure to work its way up to its proper place in handicaps.
Whils it was plainly evident that the club was doing its level

best to place each shooter on his proper mark, it seemed that it
should have been afforded a little help and support from the vari-
ous trapshooting clubs near by. It was the regret of . the club
officials that they had no standard to go by, and simply had to
judge the best they could, aided not a little by the outside help of
one or two of the secretaries of some of the dubs attending.
After noting how nicely the events were run off where the 16yd.

ahooter was holding his own with the 21yd. man, though not
making the latter get a possible each time, it occurred to me why
was it that all the trapshooting clubs of near by should not com-
bine to try this handicap at their own shoots and see if it did not
do just what the originators claim for it?
At first it looked as though it would be necessary to form an

association with headquarters where all scores should be tabu-
lated and kept track of, and periodical handicap sheets be given
out to each club, but as this would necessitate quite a little outlay
and expense for the clubs who Were members, it did not seem
quite feasible.
A better plan to my thinking would be for each club to con-

tribute toward a fund to cover the expenses of some individual, to
be known as official handicapper; he to tabulate all scores 'for-
warded to him by the secretaries of the clubs and keep each club
posted on all shooters, so that when an out of town shooter at-
tended a tournament other than on his own grounds he could be
placed on a proper mark with the s.urety of it being done on a
proper basis. The amount necessary for such a project would be
very slight, as all the outlay would be for stationery and postage
expenses, and a small ^compensation for his time spent on such
work.

It seems to the writer that there are a lot of shooters who are
only too willing to help a good cause along, and by their efforts
it would be possible to still further advance the art of trapshooting
as a leading pastime.
I hope that this may be the means of hearing other shooters'

opinions on this subject, and trust that each one interested will
be only too pleased to give his views.

.
Secretary.

Trap Shooting and War,
SwANTON, Vt., April 12.—£(fttor Forest and Stream: It is an un-

deniable fact that the marksmanship of those capable to bear arms
has much to do with the military strength of a country, though it
is not by any means the truth that the winner on the rifle range is
the most deadly soldier on the battlefield, as shooting in a cool, de-
liberate manner at a stationary inanimate target is totally differ-
ent frsm shooting amid the roar and tumult of a battle at a moving
target that can and is shooting back with deadly effect. With the
exception of work on the skirmish time, shooting during a battle is
what may be rightly called snap shooting, without deliberate aim.
The correct training for this kind of work is not taught on the

rifle range, but is learned at trapshooting, where the gunner is
taught to become an accurate off-hand snap shot at a quick-flying
target. His eye, trigger finger and extended arm that supports the
gun are trained to act in sympathy with each other. Wherever he
looks he has a sure aim. The thought flashes through his mind
to the right, to the left, over or under, as the occasion may re-
quire, and his shot seldom fails to strike its target.
Combine this training with enough work on the rifle range to

enable him to become familiar with his rifle, also to judge dis-
tances, so as to allow for the trajectory and the drift of the bullet
by the wind, and you have a soldier that, even in the intense e.xcite-
ment of a battle, will place his buUets among the enemy with
the accuracy of a machine gun.
There are trap shots who, with a magazine rifle, can fire ten shots

inside of the same number of seconds on a 300yds. range, and
place the greater percentage of the bullets near enough the center
of the target to knock a man out of action. A good snap shot re-
quires no changing of sights for elevation. A quick glance give's
him an estimate of the distance, and the elevation to aim to
allow for the trajectory'; then he will proceed to drop in his shots
with a rapidity and accuracy that will have a demoralizing effect
upon his opponents.
^very milit^rjr ri^e range sboul^ h^vc either f set of traps or a

iriagaitiit: trap for throwing targets, and every encouragement pos-

sible shouW be given to have gun clubs formed m every town
thfottgfhowt otif country, Government patronage should be given

through prices ana trophies to be competed for under conditions

favorable to the develfTp.ment of this work.

Trapshooting as a pasttn.ig is a very fascinating sport, and is

jia*tlf fcecofriing popular aftJOHM tbe ladies, as well as gentlemen,

and we expect to soon, see iti every town one ^or^rnore well

equipped gtllj cltib groiimds. N, P. Leach.

Hamanitarianisai a!» a **Gfaft,

T^m York, April IZ—Editor Forest and Stream: ."the cause 0/
htifflanity is worthy of the most profound consideration of all'
matikmd. But do all who assume the cloak of Iiijttatfity set
for humatiity'.s sake? I believe not.
At rnters^ate Park, in the week of the Grand American SJattdi''

cap, there were three officers of the S. P. C. A. present each astf'
It IS riotorioris that, although the society receives large subscrip-
•tions and permanent revenue from the city in the form of licenses
of dogs, etc.. it performs the duties it assumes to fill most in-
cfficieiitly and inadequately. Large areas of the great city of New
^otk afe l(;ft tmcovered, so far as humanity is concerned, and
overloaded h'orSes, crippled and galled horses are so common on
broadway, uridei- the society's nose, as it were, that, from the
society s standpoint of ^iiihumariity, inhumanity is the rule rather
than the exception. With so mari'jl^ important duties to engage the
attention of its officers, why wefe three of them at Interstate Park?
If any were needed at all, one was quite sufficient, for three cotrld
do no more than one. They admitted that the shoot was perfectly
legal. As for stopping it on account of wotmded birds, they
GOtild not do so, for the management arranged for the gathering oi
the wounded and dead birds as soon as they were shot As to sj

display of fofce, (hree officers as a force were no more thari a
haiidful of chaflf in a gale of wiml. There was a squad of regnkf
police officer's, who were there to enforce the laws of the State and
city, not the ftiftherance of a graft.
About the graft. One would think that there was the most

strained relations between the humane officers and the manage-
riieiit and the shooters. There was not. The officers accepted free
refreshriient in the barroom, free dinners, free entrance, free
privileges everywhere with the most benign expression of coun-
tenance and accurate crook of elbow. They were assiduous in
swallowing things. The graft was so good that the wonder is that
not more than three were present. There was so much that was
good in the way of free graft that it was too bad to see the pigeoji
shooters pay for what they took themselves, when it could be oh-
tamed for nothing in the sacred cause of humanity.
Next the professional humanitarian from Boston appeared on the

scene. His graft was of the mind more than of the body, for he
held an office which professed to be in the cause of humanity, and
he wrote books from which the. public could learn many good
things, if it had the price of the books, for, strange to say, the
humanitarian with a graft can sec cruelty with one eye and the
almighty dollar with the other. No doubt the gentleman from

,

Boston had entirely eliminated all cruelty from his bailiwick. No
doubt the New York S. P, C. Aj was incompetent in the manage-
ment of its affairs in its own territory, and that the gentleman
with the Bostonian graft would set them right in a trice. But if
it were not so, books nevertheless need advertising, and the
Bostonese graft secured it in large quantities.
The New York S. P. C. A. has never been tolerant of competition

in the cause of humanity, if there was danger of encroachment uponi
its revenues. Notwithstanding the widespread cruelty to animals;
in the way of overloaded cart horses, crippled draught animals,
docked horses, cropped dogs, etc., a sum total of aggregate cruelty
which exceeds every day the sum total of the pain at the' traps in
ten years, the mere attendance to routine and necessary duty does
not afford the sensational advertising which accrues from an at-
tack sn a national institution.
The S. P. C. A. is ensconced in a costly marble building, which

may be termed a palace. One would think that the funds would
be devoted to the active purposes of the society in the cause of
humanity rather than as an investmett.t in real estate.

.

"

Fair Play,

Modern Traps.

During the recent G. A. H. shooting and accompanying events
1 was gradually mmpressed with the perfect workings of the Ful-
ford traps and the system involved that saves time, labor and ex-
pense. From the old shooter's standpoint, the celerity with which
these traps were served, causing no waits at the score was
marvelous. ' '

I figured the time taken to prepare these traps for the "nextman at score" as against the old system, a saving of fully 33 1-3
per cent. The retrieving is quickly accomplished, being doneby the boys, who are in the pit, and therefore nearer the dead
birds than by the old system. In watching the fine operation of
these traps I wondered how many of the younger generation of
shooters appreciated them,,
As compared with the old methods of handling, trapping and

retrieving, there is no argument.
The Fulford traps and system are simply an advance with the

times, m line with the modern hammerless and its smokeless
powder load. Mr. Fulford deserves the thanks and patronage of
sportsmen. Dick Swivelles,

Guelpfa Trap and Game Club,
GuELPH, Ont April 9.—Herewith is an account of our Good

f riday shoot, also list of officers elected at the annual meeting of
the. Guelph Trap and Gun Club, hdd last Monday evening, as
follows: Hon. President, Judge Chadwick; President. Mr. R.Cunningham; First Vice-President, Mr. R. S. Cull; Second Vice-
President, E C. O'Brien; Executive Committee, L, H. Cooling-ndge, Jas Johnson, A. L. Harnilton; Auditors. Harry Cull, TalJohnson; G. Frank, Secretary; W. G, Mitchell, Treasurer.

three valuable trophies were put up. Class A was won by H.
Cull, Class B by R. S Cull, and Class C by H,, Hanwdl. In
w *?-"\r- • Pi",'"" f"^ Cull tied. In Class B, A. L. Hamilton.

• *^'tchdl and R. b. Cull tied, and in Class C, H. Hanwdlwas high man alene. This was one of the most successful shootsthe club has ever held. The interest was kept up from 10 o'clock
> .^'i'^

.niorning until 6 in the afternoon, and onlv one event was
? ,

'^^^^ ^ dectric magautrap worke'd well, and over
i,500 bluerocks were trapped, which could not have been accom-pbshed under the old system of spring traps.
_
President Cunningham and staff Were out in full force, and made

it pleasant for visitors and shooters. After the shooting was fin-
ished the president presented the trophies in the club house to the
successful competitors,

^•t?-,?"'^
acted as referee; H. Johns, scorer; G, Frank, puller,

and R. Grant, cashier, G. Fkank. Sec'y,

Aqoidnecfc Gun Club,

Newport, R. I., April 10.—The Aquidneck Gun Club held itsweekly shoot to-day in typical April weather. Rain squalls inter'-
spersed with attempts at sunshine, made shooting condilioris anv-
thing but the best. This shoot was the first in the first series for
the Hughes medal, presented by Mr. Wm. M. Hughes, a member ofthe club. Eight shoots will be hdd for it, partidpation in six to
qualify. The highest average for the series to win and three wins
to determine possession. Three events were shot, 20 and lliknown, and 15 unknown.
Event 1 30 targets: Dring 14, Coggeshall 5, Griffin 13, Plumer- 8.Gosling II, Mason 4. •

•

Event 2, 15 targets: Dring 8, Coggeshall 6, Griffin 9, Plumer 9Gosling 9, Mason 5.
,

cSif^ i: iLlonT'-
""""^ e. I'lumer S.

J. S. CoGGESHALi., 2d, Sec'y

Frankford Gun Club.

fli^Fr^nVw/r' K^?;l^^^^"?"''="''^^l^
Station, on its grounds,the Frankford Gun Club held its shoot to-day for a hammerless gunA large number of contestants participated. Nine men were tiedfor first honons namely, Fischer, King, Tliles. Meckle7 TwinesSmith. George Re, d and Wostercroft. In shooting off the tie themen were divided into two squads, shooting at 10 targets. Ridgewas the only one to break- clean in the first squad, while King did

'

i^uJ^T 'l^^^'.^^l*- ,

'^^ shoot-oft- between the two bo b.

nn ?f
straight until the last target was thrown. King was the firstup for the last round, and took a quick aim and pulled the triggerThe shot, however, was too high. Ridge soon settled all doubtas to w-ho was the winner by cracking the target into smithereens

incidentally capturmg the gun after one of the best shoots that hagbeen 4?cidetl on the Fvankforders' groun4s '
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The Baltimote \ Tournament*
The tournament of the Baltimore Shooting Association tdOk

place on April 9 to 12, on its grounds, on Pimlico road. Shoot-
ers were hapdicapped by distance, 14, 16 and 18yds., in the target
events. There were four 15-target events, entrance $1.50, and
seven 20-target events, entrance $2; JlOO added.

Tuesday^ April % Fitst Day.

There was a very high wind, which made target shooting difficult.

There were forty-three contestants who participated. Of the local

shooters, Mr. J. R. Malone was high with 167, while high average
for the day was won by Mr. Fred Gilbert with 175 out of a possible
200. The total number of targets in the programme was 200. The
scores:

Events : 1

Targets : 15
Crosby 13
Elliott 10
Gilbert 12
Fanning 11
Leroy 13
Hood 9

Lupus 11

F Stearns 11
Pierce 10
German 10
Fox 10
George 9

T F Stearns 7

Courtney 13
Keller- 9

Glover 10
Hull 12
Fulford 13
Malone - 12
Hawkins 11
Hershey 6

Sloan 9

Nauman '. 10
Coe 9

Parker 10
Brown 10
DuBray 9

Steubener 12
Leland 10
Pocomoke 11
Duvall 10
Twenty-eight 7

Wagrier 12

Johnson \.. 7
Hill 8
Thomas 9

Collins .

.

Snow
Dupont
R E Parker
Bond ......

Burham . .

.

Billie

3 4

20 15
14 12
14 15
16 10
15 12
13 10
12 12
13 12
10 10
14 13
17 13
18 11
8 5

14 8

18 11
10 8

16 13
16 12
15 15
18 12
14 10

13 10

10 14
10 14
12 12
14 13
10 ..

15 15
19 12

5 6
20 20
16 18
18 18
19 17
18 18
17 16
16 16
14 15
16 15
12 15
14 19

17 15
13 16
14 12
17 16
13 12
17 20

14 12
18 15
16 16
13 15
18 17
15 17
18 19

17 15
13 13
.. 15
16 14
13 16

7 8 9 10 11
20 15 20 20 15 Broke.
16 14 13 16 9 155
19 12 19 18 9 167
17 15 18 20 13 175
15 14 20 17 14 167
15 14 15 18 12 161
13 13 15 18 13 158
14 11 16 15 13 149
16 13 15 16 8 141
13 12 15 18 13 143
15 12 13 15 9 145
15 12 17 17 13 165
13 11 14 8 11 138
16 S 11 13 9 122
13 15 16 18 12 162
8 11 14 10 7 102
18 15 17 18 14 171
14 12 14 19 9 147
18 12 18 15 12 170
18 14 14 16 14 167
17 14 15 15 10 146
18 12 18 17 14 137
13 15 12 16 12 147
17 14 17 17 14 171
16 14 17 15 11 141
15 13 15 15 6 142

15 12 11 13 .

.

19 13 16 18 13

13
U 8 14 8

11 9 11
19 13 15 17 15 15 18 16 10
.. 12 14
12 9
14 9 15

9 10 14 . . 12 10 14 17 11

15 ib '.y.iv.'
12 10 15 20 16 . . 17 17 9
.. .. 12 14 16

: 15 8 15 14 11
9 .. 11

166

164

Wedoesday, April I0> Second Day.

The programme was a repetition of that of the first day. The
wind again blew strong and steady. Messrs. Fred Gilbert and C.
Nauman, of Spirit Lake, la., and San Francisco respectively, tied
on 166 for the day's highest average. Hood was next with 160.
The scores:

Events •

Targets

:

Crosby
Elliott
Gilbert
Fanning
Leroy
Fox
Hull
Nauman
Hershey
Sloan
Courtney
Pierce
Glover ,

Malone
Hawkins
Fulford
Hood
Lupus
DuBray
Parker
Storr
Coe
Collins
Pensy
Brown
Johnson
Steubener
Hill
Thomas
Reif
Leland
Burheim
Cartledge
Sparks
Seitz
Smith
George

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
15 20 20 15 20 20 20 15 20 20 15 Broke
12 13 16 14 11 14 14 11 S 13 13 139
14 16 15 10 17 14 16 8 14 13 8 145
13 18 17 13 15 16 15 13 18 18 9 166
11 17 18 12 17 19 16 11 12 16 8 158
5 14 15 9 16 13 13 11 10 10 9 135

10 13 15 14 20 16 14 12 13 10 11 148
9 12 16 9 16 15 12 9 11 20 9 138

13 15 18 12 17 17 17 11 16 19 11 166
14 16 12 12 17 11 18 11 18 15 11 155
8 13 6 9 11 12 11 6 14 12 9 111

11 14 14 12 12 12 15 11 15 16 10 142
11 17 15 9 10 15 11 11 15 19 14 147
11 14 13 14 18 15 15 13 12 19 12 157
10 16 13 14 13 15 16 11 17 16 13 151
9 18 12 14 17 12 10 9 12 11 8 132
9 13 15 9 16 14 12 13 15 14 10 131

13 17 18 13 17 16 1'!- 11 11 17 10 160
9 11 13 10 17 15 11 11 12 14 10 132
9 14 13 9 10 11 11 9

11 15 13 7 16 15 11 9 11 13 11 132
10 14 10 9 13 12 17 10 15 15 11 136
10 8 15 9 13
6 11 11 9 11 12 9 11 12 13 9 114
6 8 -7 6 2 13 5 8 5 11 4 74

11 9
13 10 15 .. 11
12 io 13 10 11 17 10 .- 9 12
11 12 6 8 9 13 9
12 16 ..

. . 11 12

. . 16 14 . . .

.

. . 11 15 9 8

. . 9 15 12 11

10 7 16 8 7 9 5

10 8 8 4 9
15 12 14 14 11
13 9 9 10 13
.. 5 9 4 6

.. .. 13 .. 9

.. ...8 6

Thursday, April Third Day.

10

There were three live-bird events on the programme for this day—
the Baltimore Introductory, the Suburban Sweepstakes, and the
Pimlico Handicap.
There was a stiff wind, which greatly aided the birds in their

flight. The birds were of excellent quality.
The first event was the Baltimore Introductory, 7 bii'ds, $5, birds

included, SOj'ds., high guns, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. No. 2 was the
Suburban Sweepstakes, 10 birds, $7, birds included, 30yds., high
guns, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. The scores:

No. 1.

Capt Money ..2222221—7
Courtney ...2200012—4
Fanning 1102022—5
Hershev 2222222—7
Halloweli 2222222—7
Leroy 2222222—7
Fulford Ow
Sloan 2122221—7
Gilbert 2121222—7
Crosby 2222222—7
Van Allen 2222222-7
Seitz 2022020—4
Nauman 1111212-7
Hull 2220022-5
Hood Ow
Malone 2122122-7
Bond 022122W
Pierce - - . - 1222222—7
Elliott - Ow
Hawkins .Ow
Keller ..2222202—6
Coe ..1102w
Parker 2220222—6
DuBtay ...2022222—6
Darlmg 2102112—6
Collins 0022220—4
Burham 1220220—5
German ......2202222—6

Johnson .....2111112—7
Massey 0222002—4
Steele' 0011222-5
Wagner 1201101—5
Green .....0112001-4

Stuebener 0121120-5
George ,.. .....0101102-4

Pensy • 2022212—6
Smith 2112122—7
Reif .....1012212—6

Baughman .2201213—6

Dupont ,
OOlw m2H'

No. 2.

1222222222
Ow
2222222222—10
2222222222—10
1022222112— 9

2222220200— 8

2210222202— 8
2222222222—10
12222220w
2222222022— 9
2220220020— 6

2111100222— 8
Ow
2220122122— 9

2222121022— !)

2222120221— 9

2222222222—10
221120W

2222222222—10

2102202022— 7
2222222222—10

20w
w
2202011222— 8
1112112012— 9
2220220202— 7
2220220000— 5
1112222222—10
1222112222—10
1222222210— 9

Ow

The Pimhco Handicap, the third event, was at 15 live birds, $15,
birds mcluded; handicaps 25 to 32yds.; three moneys, 50, 30 and
20 per cent.; class shooting. The scores:

Capt Money, 30 212222212222022—14
Elliott, 31....... ...222211120212111—14
Fannmg, 30 112021110022121—12
Leroy, 29 220220022222222—12
Halloweli, 30 , .221121221111112—15
Sloan

,
28 ...... 4 . V 202122122222222—14

Gilbert, 31. . 222222221222222—15
Crosby, 31 222220222202220—12
Van Allen, 30 202222222222222—14
^^eiu, 26 220120012111111—12
Nauman

, 29 010222201112221—12
Hood, 28 r ..220210122222220—12
Malone, 30 212201221021222--13
Hull, 28 , ; 021220210211222—12
-Bond, 28 , .v.., 110112122222122—14
Pierce, 29 222222022222222—14
Burham, 29 122222221102022—13
Smith, 29 112211101222212—14
Dupon, 2St 112212122221211—15
Fulford, 29 222211122012112—14
Coe, 28 , 202212222222222—14
J Reif, 26 210211221112222—14
Johnson, 29 221111221122122—15
Collins, 28 ... i, .i.

. .2222221 22222202—14
De BuUett, 25... . •. 122012212212122—14
Steubener, 27 012122222121012—13
Wagner, 28 ; .011222002121

w

DuBray, 28 222022202222222—13
Leland, 26 011101120002122—10
West, 26 212211011222012—13
German, 27 222220121222021—13
Tydings, 25 .221111212220100—12

Friday, April 12, Foarth Day.
The main event of the tournament was reserved for the last day.

This was the Maryland Handicap, at 25 live birds, $25 entrance,
birds included; handicaps 25 to 32yds.; class shooting; three
moneys, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. The trophy was a handsome gold
medal. Four hundred dollars- was guaranteed, and all surplus
Avas added. Mr. B. Leroy Woodard proved to be the winner.
He and Fred Gilbert killed straight, and In the shoot-off Leroy
won in the eighth round. Gilbert, however, was shooting from the
32yd. mark. Fox was ill and shooting badly in conseciuence. The
scores:

Seitz, 26 2222002222122222022012210—20
Maione, 30 22222012222110201112120

w

Burham, 27 2211121220212221202122222—23
Pierce, 30 2022222222222222012302202—21
Dupont. 29 201121112222100

w

Money, 30 2222221222201222222020222—22
Leroy, 28 2222222222222222222222222—25
Johnson, 29' 221221 122120211 1012111122—23
Nauman , 29 2212211122211122022222222—24
Elliott, 31 .2221112112101111121121211—24
Gilbert, 32 2222222222222212222222222—25
DuBray, 28.- .2222222312222222222220222—24
United, 26 012000w -
Fanning, 30 .1212221211102222212222121—24
Bond, 28 .0122221222212122222021222—23
Sloan, 28 2020122211111112022202010—19
Cro sby, -31 1222222222122222222202222—24
Smith, 29 .1220212222121221222222212—24
Fox, 31 - 20222200W
Collins, 26 22202222222222000W
Van Allen, 29 2222220022222222200w
Halloweli, 30 .1210121122120222222222222—23
Hood, 28 : , . 201220221212222120W
Fulford, 29 2201212222222222022222222—23
Leland, 27 .22212222110120100221w

WESTERN TRAPS.

Interaational Team Race.

Chicago, 111., April 13.—Nothing but extreme satisfaction is ex-
pressed by Western shooters over the announcement that the inter-
national target race between American and English teams is now
to be called an assured fact. There is little doubt that the challenge
of the Americans will be accepted by the Middlesex Club men, and
if this be the case the rest is a matter of detail. It still remains a
singular fact that this team of American shooters might more
properly be called a Western team than an American one. Every
man of the team—Heikes, Parmelee, Gilbert, Budd, Crosby,
Powers, Elliott, Fanning and Merrill— is a Western man, although
Fanning claims Jersey City now as his home. Even the sub-
stitutes—E. E. Tripp, of Indianapolis; O. Von Lengerke, of
Chicago, and Clarence Nauman, of San Francisco—are Western
men. Moreover, the enterprise was originated and has been carried
to a success by a Western man, Paul North, of Cleveland. Tom
Marshall, captain of the team, is strictly a Western man. There
will be a large bunch of Western money go behind this Western
outfit when they meet the English shooters. On the whole, the
Mississippi Valley may feel that she has a pretty fair representa-
tion in this matter.

Garden City.

Garden City Gun Club holds its regular shoot this afternoon, and
the bright weather is taking out quite a number of the boys. This
is the pleasantest Saturday we have had here for a long time.

Spirit Lake Shoot.

The Klein and Burmeister shoot at Spirit Lake, la., promises
to be a good one. There is |150 added. Fred Whitney, of Des
Moines, manages, and from the way the consignments of shells and
letters of inquiry are coming in this week at Spirit Lake there
seems to be a great deal of interest taken by the boys and a
determination, to be on hand in full force. E. HotJGH.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Chicago Gon Club.

Chicago, 111., April 6.—The scores of the Chicago Gun Club's
ojiening shoot are given below. The weather being bad, there
were only fourteen entries in the main event, but those that did
come out had a good time. In No. 2, the handicap event, four
went straight. The third tie was a toss-up. Dr. Morton winning
Among the visitors were Boa, Brown, Pollard and O'Neil. Boa
Broke 97 out of a possible 100. If Johji keeps up that clip long
we will have to send him out on the road with the Indians.
Dr. Carson won the monthly handicap rise trophy, ^t the 18yd.
mai-k, 14 straight.
This club shoots every Saturday afternoon on their grounds at

Seventy-night street and Vincennes avenue. All are sure of a good
time if they visit the Chicagos. Shells for sale on the grounds.
Event 1, at 10 targets, resulted as follows: Steck 6, Mrs.

Carson 5, Jones 5, Lovell 4, Borroff 6, Dr. Carson 10, Balmer 8,

Sprague 8, Boa 10, Pollard 7, Brown 6, A. W, Morton 8, Dr.
Morton 7, O'Neil 7.

No 2 is a trophy event at 25 targets, handicap allowance. The
scores

:

Steck. 3 0111110111101111111111111111 —25
Mrs Carson, 10 01111011010111111111100000101000110 —21
J L Jones, 10 .11110111111101011101111101011010000 —24
J G Lovell, 8 00101110010101001010011100000010011 —15
A C Borroff,. 10 .111010110000111110111101101110101 '

—22
Dr Carson, 3 lllHllOllllllOlllllllllOHl —25
R Balmer, 10 00101011011001010101100111001111111 —21
W Sprague, 12. 111001001111100011001111111111110011 —25

—25
—21
—11
—25
—25
—21

J S Boa 111111 1111111111111111111
Pollard .11010111101111 11111111110

B rov/u 0000001011011010110000111

A W Morton, 10 00111111111111001111110111110111

Dr Morton, 8 .....1101111101111110110111011111111

O'Neil 1111101101100110111111111

Ties:
Dr Carson, 1.... 111000

A W Morton, 4.11immi01
Dr Morton, 3. . ..111111111101

Steck, 1 ....11111111111 —10
-10 Sprague, 5....... 1111110001111—10
10

Monthly distance trophy, 15 targets:

Mrs Carson, 16..... 101110110011100—9
Tones 16. 111010031111 101-10
Lovell, 16....i*,.,,,v.*H-n.-....^w .IIOUIUOUOOOO— 9
Boroff, 16 011011011111010—10
Balmer, 16 110000000011111— 7
Sprague, 16 011100001111011—9
Boa. 16.. 111011111111111—14
Steck, 18 111001111101111—12
Dr Carson, 18.... 011111111111111—14
Dr Morton, 18........ 101001101111111—11
A W Morton, 18...,.^.,,....; 111110111100111—12
Ppllard, 18. 111101011111101-12
O'Neil, 18. 011111101110111-12
In No. 2 trophy event Boa broke 25 straight.

Garden City Gon Club.

Chicago, 111., April 13.—The scores made in the shoot of the
Garden City Gun Club to-day at Watson's Park, are as follows:
Roll, • 211011122221211 —14
Bowles 101 2001 02022201210—11
?^'^i?^,r^•.• 2021111211221212 —15
M. E White..... 2112212212120222 —15
Alabaster 222222222222222 —15
l^eeves ,. 11021211122121021 —15
Steck *2r2202] 21212222 —14
^fillis 1110012221211121 —14
^V^t ..010021221021112001-12
O Brien 221121102021210W
& Young , 21210211010120211 —13
Upham 22022222*01212222 —14
Knickerbocker

, .22122122222200222 —15
J^ard .110111002120012111—13
T Hunter ; , 01010211 2220111*2 —12
Barto 2022222022202*22 —12
Amberg 220122221121211 —14
Day

: .000222022012220022-11
*Harnson 122211121211112 —15
*Visitor.

Trap at Wateon's Park.

Burnside Crossing, 111., April 11.—Two matches at 25 birds each
were shot to-day at Watson's Park, as follows:
Twenty-five-bird match, for birds:

J B Griesbeck.,..:->.i. 2222222222222222222222220—24
J O Bertran........ ....2*200002020222221212222*2—17

Twenty-five-bird match, for birds:
J B Griesbeck 2222222222222222222222222—25
E T Grobmeyer 2222220200022222222022222—20
April 8.—Match at 50 birds:

Smith 2211121120121222202112121—23
101211112100112221 1 :;21 012—21-^

Wilson ... 2200221012221220211102110—19
2112022220022222011201012—19—38

Moore 1100101220122222202212203—19
2112201221121202200221222—21—40

Match at 25 birds:
Wilker 1222211120111111221222212—24
Smythe 0221210210210122111011201—19
Leeds 202102110122111222l220lil—21
April 13;—Ten-bird sweep, $5 entrance, two moneys:

Alabaster 2212102222—9 Thompson 1122201111— 9
Roll 1022121120-8 Steck 1111010212-

S

-8 Barto 2222222222—10Miller 1012212022
Amberg 2022122202—8

Miss-and-outs:
No. 1

Barto 2222222
Miller , 211212*
Alabaster 2221121
Roll 0
Steck 1222120

Twenty-five-bird match, $25 a side. Harding vs. Gackle:
Harding 2120021001112121010001011—16
Gackle .0101201000U1102222200101—15
Five-bird sweep, one money:

No.
220
0
212
221
220

2. No. 3.

220
1121111110
1120
2222112122120
2112222111122

No. 4.

22ii6'
222212
111112
1210

Reeves 21111-5 22111—

5

Harding 111*1—5 11110—4
Gackler 11211—5 21211—5
Schlosser ......10220—3 10102—3
Cunningham ..21012—4 11001—3

Bowles 10002—2 21110—4
Steck 22022-
G Roll 21022—4
White 30221—4

11221—5

Peters Cartridge Co's.' Tournament at Olalhc.

Olathe Kan., April 10.—Inclosed please find programme of the
Peters Cartridge Company's tournament at Olathe, April 23 and 24.
Ihis tournament occurs at a time when Kansas is at its best. The
prairie and meadows are getting the first bright green of spring.
The cherry and plum trees are masses of snow white blossoms, and
the red bud and peach trees are bursting into bloom, and the whole
air is laden with the heavy perfume of plum blossoms.A visit to Kansas at this time of the year will pay any lover of
nature. The shoot will be a good one, and it will form a very nice
little Western circuit, which is as follows: Leavenworth, Kan
April 16 to 18; Olathe, April 23 and 24; Lincoln. Neb., May 7*10
10, and two or three smaller shoots to fill in. These shoots will
all be good ones, and we anticipate an entry close to one hundred.

Frank Hooges.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT

To Washington,

THREE-DAY PERSONALLY CONDUCTED TOUR VIA PENNSYLVANIA BAILROAB.
On April 25 the Pennsylvania Railroad Company will run the

sixth tour of the season to Washington. Tourist Agent and
Chaperon will accompany the party.
Round-trip rate, covering railroad transportation for the round

trip, hetel accommodations, and transfer in Washington, station,
to hotel, $14.50 from New York, $13 from Trenton, and $11,50 from
Philadelphia. These rates include accommodations for two days
at the Arlington, Normandia, Riggs, or Ebbitt House, For ac-
commodations at Willard's, Regent, Metropolitan, or National
Hotel, $2.50 less. Side trips to Mount Vernon, Richmond, Old
Point Comfort, and Norfolk at greatly reduced rates.
All tickets good for ten days, with special hotel rates after ex-

piration of hotel coupons.
For itineraries and full information apply to ticket agents;

Tourist Agent, 1196 Broadway, New York; 4 Court street, Brook-
lyn; or address Geo. W. Boyd, Assistant General Passenger Agent,
Broad Street Station, Philadelphia.

—

Adv.

Shotgun shells used in the Grand American Handicap were of
the following makes: U. M. C, 114; Winchester Repeating Arms
Co., 64; U. M. C. & Winchester R. A. Co., 13; P^ers Cartridge
Co., 5; U. S. Cartridge Co., 2; Robin Hood, ?—Sporting Life.

—

Adv.

The Burlington Basket Co., of Burlington, la., makes a refrig-
erator basket by which one can bring home his fish from any dis-
tance as fresh as the day they were caught, or can keep his lunch
cool no matter how warm the day. Some of our very best sports-
men need them, and one of them says of it, "It is genuine and
genuinely useful."

—

Adv..

Second tie:

A W Morton, 4.111011110111 —10 Steck, 1 lllllIlOlll —10
Pr Morton, 3. . ..lOlllllOllll —10 Sprague, 5 11011110100<H— 9

Third tie: A. W. Morton 4, Dr. Morton 3, Steck L

A very beautiful and interesting catalogue is that of W. H.
MuUins, the Salem, O,, boat builder, which is just out. The
splendid half-tone pictures alone in catalogue No. 6 are most in-
teresting to whoever likes shooting or fishing.

—

Adv.

The advertisement of The Fair, which appears in the Forest
AND Stream this week, calls attention to standard goods, not the
original hit or miss department store stocks of years ago. These
goods are good goods, and this house is going to build up a
big sporting department.

—

Adv.

The Savage rifle is well known to all big-game hunters, and re-
ports of its elSciency are frequently heard. The Savage coiryjany
has issued a new, beautiful and instructive catalogue, which they
are glad to forward to all applicants. It may be imagined that
they w-ill have many c^lls for it.

—

Adv.
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Whefefofe, Site, methinfcs that the best knowl-
edge which one can have (after the fear of God)
is to keep as and each man his neig-hbof in cheer-

fulness by the practice of honorable pastimes,

among" which I have found none nobler or more
to be commended than the art of venery.—Jaq«es
d« Fouilloax (J56J) to King Charles DC

Oe forest ana Stream's Platform Plank.

"Tj^e sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasons."

NAILS DRIVEN IN ipoi.—No. V.

MINNESOTA.
Chap. 3s, Laws 1901 —The sale of any quail, ruffled or sharps

tailed grouse, prairie chicken, or ruffled grouse, sometimes known
as partridge, or pheasant, wild duck of any variety, or any variety

of wild goose, brant, any variety of aqu-itic fowl whatever, fs

hereby prohibited and made unlawful.

Chap. 229, Laws 1901.—No buck, doe, deer or fawn sha'l be

o ffered for sale or sold at any time.

THE ROYAL BUCKHOUNDS. '

The Royal Buckhounds have been an institution of

British sport for nearly a century, having been estab-

lished in the year 1812, when the Goodwood fox hovmds

were presented to the Prince RoA'al. An antiquity yet

more extended has been claimed for them, and un-

doubtedly there were royal packs long before this one;

for, as every one knows, stag hunting has been a chosen

form of the diversion of kings from time immemorial.

The royal pack, which during the life of Queen Victoria

was maintained at Windsor, consisted of forty couples of

hounds, and the hunts were chases after a carted stag—

that is a tame stag which was carried out in a cart and

turned loose for the hounds to follow. Because of this

mode of hunting the royal pack has long been an object

of opposition to the Humanitarian League, which based its

attacks upon the ground of cruelty to the stag. By those

who defended the hunting, it was contended, on the other

hand, that the stag enjoyed the run as much as did the

hounds and the huntsmen, and stories are told of one ex-

perienced deer named Volunteer, which, on occasion, when

inadvertently he was liberated from the cart near a pea

field, would obstinately refuse to do his stunt until he had

devastated the pea patch, for all the world like one of

those crop-raiding Vermont deer the Blue Mountain

farmers complain of. After the stag and hounds and hunts-

men had had their run, and the stag had taken to water,

it was the practice to capture the stag, put him in his cart

and haul him back home to his paddock. The meets of

the Royal Buckhounds being open to the public were

participated in by a heterogenous company, who followed

on horseback across country and along the roads in chaises

and in various styles of vehicles after the manner of

earlier times, as '.old m this Httle story of a hunt in the

year 1728:

Between Ten and Eleven in the Morning, their Majesties, to-

gether with his Royal Highness the Duke, and their Royal High-
nesses the Princesses, came to. New Park by Richmond, from

Hampton Court, and diverted themselves with hunting a Stag,

which ran from Eleven to One, when he took to the great Pond,
and defended himself for about half an Hour, when being kill'd,

and brought out by the Help of a goat, the Huntsmen sounded the

French Horns. The Skin was taken off, and the Carcass given to

the Dogs. His Majesty, the Duke, and the Princess Royal hunted
on Horseback; her Majesty and the Priticess Amelia hunted in a

Four-wheel'd Chaise; and the Princess Carolina in a Two-wheel'd
Chaise; and the Pricesses Mary and Louisa were in a coach. Severfil

of the Nobility attended, and among them Sir Robert Walpole,

clothed in green, as Ranger. When the Diversion was over,

their Majesties, the Duke, and the Princesses, refreshed them-

selves on the Spot with a Cold Collatiofi (as did the nobility at

same Distance of Time after), and soon after Two in the After-

noon return'd for Hampton Court.

But the Royal Buckhounds are flow- to be spoken of only

as in the past, 'for among^^ the changes which have come

vnth the succession of E<iwar4 VII. is the abojitioq of

the pack. The committee on the King's civil list has

recommended that the pack, with the Master of the Buck-

hounds and other functionaries connected therewith, shall

be dispensed with, and the £6,200, or $31,000, hitherto

appropriated to their support shall be devoted to other

purposes.

ALASKA SALMON.
Within the last few years attention has frequently

been called to the wanton and wasteful destnxction of.

salmon in Alaska, and to the fact that in many localities

the canners tiow have to be satisfied with putting up only a

portion of the capacity of their factories, because a full

supply of fish cannot be secured. On the other hand, at

times when there is an unusual run of fish, vastly more
are taken than can be used, and no matter how hard the

canners may work, a part of the catch turns soft and

must be thrown away. We have been told that in the

summer of 1900 a cannery on Prince William's Sound on

one occasion threw overboard 60,000 fish, and at another

time 10,000 fish.

The report of the Special Agent of the Treasury on

the Salmon Fisheries of Alaska, which has just appeared,

indicates that the evils so long recognized still prevail.

The Government professes to protect the salmon fisheries

of Alaska, but its care of them is purely perfunctory.

Officials make journeys over considerable portions of the

fishing grounds and report on what they see, but they

have no power to do anything more than report, and it

is inevitable that weeks and more often months or a year

elapse before these reports are received or can be acted

on. By that time the damage for the season is done, the

offenders against the laws have scattered and gone no one

knows where, and any legal remedy against them is im-

possible.

It is, of course, a pleasant thing for the agents of the

Treasury Department to make a summer cruise on a

Government vessel through Alaska waters—under pay

—

but until the legislative and the executive departments of

the Government reach a point where they will do sorrie-

thing, instead of talking about doing something, the short-

sighted and wasteful methods now practiced will not

change and the salmon fisheries will continue to grow
less valuable.

It is illegal to obstruct the rivers of Alaska by dams,

traps or other barricades, yet this is constantly done. The
people who make money by catching the fish wish to

secure the fish as easily and quickly as possible. Wash-
ington and the Government are a long way off. The law
is something vague and intangible, and above all has never

been enforced. Very naturally the lawbreakers believe

that it never will be enforced. If the fair weather agents

of the Treasury Department had authority to remove the

obstructions which they find and to arrest persons violat-

ing the law, and were provided with, a force of men to

do this work, the Alaska canners and others would very

speedily learn that the laws with regard to the fishing

were not mere abstractions, and would govern' them-

selves accordingly.

As if the methods pursued on the free streams of

Alaska were not bad enough, the whites have practically

taken possession of the Island of Afognak—a Government

reservation—and fish its streams in the calmest defiance

of the Executive order which provides that no fishing shall

be done on the island except by the natives for their own
food. The Executive order forbidding fishing is thus an

object of ridicule and contempt, and such feeble efforts as

may be made by Government officials to enforce it are

derided. From time to time we are told that the fishing

on this Government reservation has been stopped, but

such statements are untrue. Eye witnesses who spent

some time on Afognak -Island in the summer of 1900 de-

clare that during the season the canneries took fish from

the island for their pack.

The truth is that as yet there is Httle or no law in.

Alaska, and it is due more to the good common ssnse of

the American settler than to the efforts of the Govern-

ment that conditibtts the^e are not much worse than they

are. There is an old nearly forgotten saying to the effect

that ''There's neither a law of God nor man runs north

of fifty-four," and practically that is true to-day.

The remedy for the wrong and wasteful practices which

prevail in the Alaska salmon fisheries is to be found in

Government control of the fishing and in a systematic re-

placement by artificial propagation' of the annual Joss due

to the cofflicnerci^! fisheries,

Practically every stream in Alaska that is six inches

deep is a salmon river, and nowhere can salmon be propa-

gated so cheaply and easily as .here. In due time this

work will no doubt be undertaken on a large scale, pref-

erably under the auspices of the United States Fish Com-
mission, which should have general charge not only of the

public hatcheries, but also of those which will undoubtedly

be established by private individuals or concerns. The
great value of the salmon pack of Alaska emphasizes the

importance of prompt and efficient action by the Govern^

ment to end the abuses which prevail there.

SNAP SHOTS.

Governor Crane of Massachusetts has vetoed two meas-

ures designed to reduce the lawful length of lobsters that

might be taken, and to permit the mutilation of lobsters,

which is resorted to in order to conceal the actual length,

The perpetually recurring discussion of the lobster law

affords an interesting and instructive illustration of the

characteristic short-sightedness of the fisherman. The
perpetuation of the lobster depends upon its having such

protection as to insure the pos ibiiity of its reproducing its

kind. This is the whole purpbse of the law, and the lob-

ster fisherman should be of all men the one most ready to

observe the conditions essential to preserving the stock.

As a matter of fact, he resents control, and if unrestrained

would speedily destroy the lobster supply and his own
livelihood along with it.

Investigation by the United States Fish Commission in

the waters of New England has established beyond ques-

tion certain facts concerning the life history of the lobster.

Among the ascertained data are these : That the female

lobtser attains maturity when from eight to twelve inches

in length ; that comparatively few lobsters under nine

inches in length lay eggs (of one thousand egg-bearing

lobsters collected at Woods Holl, less than two per cent,

were under nine inches), and that by the time they have

reached a length of ten and one-half inches most lobsters

will have produced eggs. This length then it is concluded

should be the minimum size permitted in the markets.

Based upon these well-established facts of lobster life,

the lawful limit of those which may be caught has been

made in Massachusetts ten and one-half inches; in other

words, the statute declares that no lobster may be caught

until it shall have had a chance to Breed. The lobster

fishermen have rebelled against this restriction of their

industry; they have claimed persistently that ever3fthing

should be fish that came into their traps, and it has been

only by the exercise of vigilance on the part of the author-

ities that the destruction of short lobsters has been in any

degree prevented. As the stock has become less and less,

the fishermen have demanded the right to take lobsters of

smaller size, and their representatives in Boston this year

put through a bill to reduce the lawful length to nine and
one-half inches. The measure was most unwise, and the

Governor has done a public service in .vetoing it. He
could not well have taken any other course. Chairman

Collins of. the Fish Commission and the members of the

Massachusetts Association deserve great credit for the in-

telligent and vigorous opposition with which they have

fought the measure.

Mr. N. M. George, of Danbury, Conn., has made a

Florida tarpon record which goes beyond Mr. Edward
vom Hofe's 310-pound fish, by the capture of a specimen

weighing 213 pounds. The fish was taken at Bahea

Honda, one of the kfeys lying south of Cape Sable. That

tarpon fishing has a lasting attraction for those who fol-

low it is demonstrated by the fact that the same names

are found ye^r after ye^r on the lists of Flori4a fishern^ei^.

The Cuvi^r Club of Cincinnati h^s promoted a very snp-r

cessful cornpetitiop iri b'rd study amopg the pupils of the

public schools of the city. Prizes were giveii \}y %he plub

for essays on the t»hree subjects; Birds i^ the Cuvicf

Club's coUeetien ;
Why sjipul4 our song, insectivorous and

game birds he protected? and the life study of our com-

mon native birds. Widespread interest was taken in the

competition, and i}o Ipss than 312 essays were subhiitted

to the club's committee, the prize papers being published

the daily press. _ ...
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The Old West.

Editor Forest and Stream: '

Thirty-five years ago the great plains west of the

Missouri River were spread out as they lie to-day.

Thirty-five years ago the grand mountains of the main
range stood firm and unchangeable, watching and wait-

ing, as we see them now. Yet in those thirty-five j'-ears

an absolute transformation has taken place in the West-

ern country. Then, wherever he journeyed, the traveler

saw nature and nothing elsq. The rolling prairie

swarmed with brown buffalo or was dotted by groups

of red and white antelope, while along ravines and river

valleys fed herds of elk and deer, and not far from the

broken buttcs that rose here and there above the land

grazed the mountain sheep ready at an instant's warn-

ing to take refuge on the heights above. The conical

lodges of Indian camps were seen by the streams, their

hunting parties pursued the buffalo, and little companies

of fierce warriors made war journeys against the camps
of other tribes or swooped down without warning oil

little parties of the white invaders. The fine thin line of

iron was pushing its way east and west across the con-

tinent, the first of the many lines that now gridiron it

in all directions, and along this line here and there stood

a white canvas tent, or a little sod house, pathetic in its

loneliness.

Thirty-five years ago there were scattered over this

"Western countr}'', from the Missouri River to the Pacific

coast and from Mexico to the ftarthest North, a

thousand unconscious heroes who had pushed out into

the wilderness far in advance of civilization, and here

were living their lives, supporting themselves, loving

their wives and their children, and passing to and fro

over the land; each one of them as worthy a subject

for song and story as otff heroes, Daniel Boone and
David Crockett.

Thirti''-five years have gone, and with the passing of

each year the number of these early pioneers has grown
smaller. Long since their sun has set, their day ended;

there is no longer a place for them in the civilization

of the West. The few that the years have left have

hidden themselves in little valleys in the mountains, far

from the towns and the railroads, trying to escape the

new conditions which are so strange to them, and so

painful.

In the newspapers the other day I saw a statement

that John Baker was dead at the Wyoming General

Hospital in Cheyenne, and the item called up to my
mind a hundred memories of the early West, for it was
more than thirty years ago that, with a friend, as beard-

less boy I camped for a time with John Baker and his

friends on Henry's Fork of the Green River.

It was my first introduction to the West, and certainly

never was boy set down amid new surroundings which

more strongly appealed to his imagination. There, near

the beautiful stream, shaded by cottonwoods, now
turning paler and slowly dropping their frondage, stood

the j^ellow skin lodges of the little camp. Near by was

a light corral made of crooked cottonwood poles; sad-

dles and parfieches lay about the camp or hung on low

branches of the trees; a few hides were pegged out

drying on the ground; in the shade of the bushes hung
circular beaver skins drying on their frames. The In-

dian women worked and the little children plaved about

the camp, while the men, John Baker, Ike Edwards,

Phil Maas and Dick Sun, provided for their wants. Each

man had a good bunch of horses. There were a few

cows feeding in the valley, little regarded except for

their milk—which, I remember well, always tasted

strongly of the sage brush.

In his way each of the four men was a type. John

Baker was short and sturdy, and although he had only

one leg, was absolutely at home on a horse. Instead of

a stirrup on the side of his wooden leg, there was a

block with a socket to hold its point. He was a wonder-

ful rifle shot, and a most skillful trapper, so that he had

earned the name "Beaver" from his success in their

pursuit.

Ike Edwards—a descendant of the great divine—was

very different physically. Several inches over 6 feet in

height, slim and straight as an Indian, with a keen,

shrewd New England face, made longer by the goatee

which he wore, he seemed to me the handsomest—and

physically the most perfect—man I had ever seen. When
astride his Indian pony of ordinary size, his long legs

hung down until they swept the tops of the sage brush.

Philip Maas was as tall as Edwards, but much broader.

He was a Mexican, black-haired and beardel, but his

English was marred by only the slightest of accent.

Dick Sun was much younger than the other men, more

jolly and far less dignified. He was entirely willing to

talk to the open-mouthed guests of the wonders of the

Rocky Mountain country, and of the things that he had

seen, Th© othfr V^^^ were of more oW-fashioned type.

They would answer a direct questlonj but as a rule were
silent and did not discourse freely on general topics.

Each morning soon after the sun was tip the men went
out to visit their traps, and I usually accompanied John
or Ike, and then first saw beaver and beaver trapping.

Not a few fine furs were brought in to the camp while I

stayed there. It was here, too, that I saw my first wild

beaver in daylight. Sitting on the bank of a little

stream in the bright antumn sunshine, I was pondering

this wild life and its delights, when a wave in the water

drew my attention, and a beaver was seen swimming
just beneath the surface only a few feet from me. A
quick shot through the head brought the little animal

tol the surface, for it was a kitten weighing hardly 20

pounds. Here, too, for the first time I slept in a lodge,

wrapped in warm buffalo robes, and dreamily watched

the fire die down and the lodge grow dark, until the only

points of light to be seen were the stars that peeped in

at the smoke hole. Here I learned to skin a beaver,

and for the first time atC' beaver tail. Here, too, I re-

ceived from my Indian hostesses the unvarying kindness

and hospitality that the guest always received in an

Indian camp.

The days went by, and the time for my leaving drew
near. In all the mental struggles of my life I can recall

none so severe as to decide whether I should give up
tlie East, 'Where I was born and had been reared, and
where all my connections were, and settle down as a

Western trapper, or should do what I felt was my duty

and return to my home. Reluctantly I tore myself

away, and from that day to this have seen none of those

men; yet in a rough way T have kept in touch with them

for many years, and even to the present time.

A few years after my visit, Ike Edwards was lost in a

winter storm. His dog came in. but his horse and he

were never seen again. No doubt together their bones

bleached in some little ravine whose Avaters poured into

the Green River, and ere now have returned to Mother
Earth. Now John Baker, too, is dead.

Many years ago Dick Sun married Baker's daughter,

whom I remember as a little girl twelve or fourteen years

old, taking care of her younger sister in the camp. It

was a love match and an elopment, so they said, and

Dick took advantage of John's absence to load up a

pack horse or two and start with the girl down Henry's

Fork to go and get married. John had no objection to

Dick as a son-in-law. but he thought his daughter too

young to marry, and had said so with great positiveness.

When he learned that the couple had fled, he saddled a

fresh horse and set out to overtake them and bring back

his daughter. The fleeing pair, encumbered by pack

horses, could not travel rapidly, and at length, just as

they were passing out of one of the beautiful parks in

the valley of Henry's Fork. John emerged from the

timber at the other end. Dick told the girl to hurry

on with the pack horses, while he returned to argue the

point with his prospective father-in-law. The park

made a beautiful arena, and they circled about each

other with all the grace and skill of perfect horseman-

ship. John was positive on one side, and Dick on the

other, and the older man took the first shot, but before

the revolvers were emptj', a ball had passed through

John's arm, luckily not breaking the bone, and he ac-

knowledged the force of Dick's logic and returned to

camp, while the young couple went on their way and no

doubt at last reached a parson. Such was the story of

the elopement that came to us here in the East,

Later the differences of opinion between his father-in-

law and Dick were healed, and for many years -they

have lived together on Snake River, Colo., where Dick

is said now to be a prosperous cattleman.

Philip Maas still lives, I believe, in this little settle-

ment on Snake River, where two years ago old Jim

Baker died.

As I recall it, though I cannot feel sure about it. John

Baker came to the mountains about 1839 or '40 with a

party of trappers sent out by one of the early fur com-

panies. With him were his brother Jim, James Bridger,

Kit Carson, Jack Robinson and others, the party num-

bering eight in all. They camped on Henry's Fork of

the Green River, and it was not until some time after

their arrival that old Fort Bridger was established.

Uncle Jack Robinson, who died a great many years

ago, was, as he has often told me. the man who found

Friday—named for the day on which he was found

—

the Arapahoe baby, who was reared by the whites,

sent back East, educated for a minister, and then re-

turned to his tribe to civilize them. The process of

civilization did not go very far.

It was about Friday and the late Professor Marsh, of

Yale, that a rather amusing story was told, which was

printed some years ago in Forest and Stream. I cut

it out and offer it here: '

"To his intimates the late Professor Marsh was known '

not only as a scientific man of great ability and world-

wide reputation, but also as a delightful companion,

quick and witty, with a keen appreciation of humor, and

a narrator of capital stories. One of these, which he

used to tell of himself vnth great effect, dealt with a

small adventure had many years ago in the Rocky
Mountains.

^ "The first month or two of the trip had been spent on
the plains of Nebraska and Wyoming, at that time the
hunting ground of Sioux and Cheyennes, who were
bitterly hostile, and signs of whose presence near the
command were often seen. The whole party- realized
that they were in a dangerous country, and all hands
were constantly on the watch for enemies -and were care-
ful not to wander far from the command; or, if 'two or
three fossil gatherers did go off from the main body,
they took with them a number of soldters to stand guard
while they worked. After leaving this dangerous region
the expedition moved on to the bad lands near Fort
Bridger, where there were but few Indians, and those
friendly ones, and the work of gathering fossils went on.
"One day Professor Marsh was hard at work on his

knees in the bottom of the narrow ravine, digging away
the soil fi-om a bone which stuck out of the bank. He
was entirely absorbed in his task, and noticed nothing of
what was going on about him, until the brilliant sim-
light which poured down on him was cut off by a dark
shadow, and he looked up to see standing above him
a great grim Indian warrior, holding his rifle at a ready.
The Professor's heart leaped into his throat. He forgot
where he was. He strove to utter a propitiatory 'How,'
but his dry lips refused to form the word, and he could
only swallow trying to get rid of the lump in his throat.
Suddenly the savage bent toward him and spoke: 'Have
I the honor of addressing Professor Othneil Charles
Marsh, the eminent paleontologist of Yale College?' he
inquired. The revulsion of feeling was almost too much
for the Professor, who was now even less able to speak
than he had been before.

"It developed that the Indian, as a small boy, had been
sent East, Christianized, educated, taught the elements
of theology, and sent back to the West to civilize his
tribe; but he had not carried the civilization very far."

I could ramble on, sir, through a number of your
columns, telling a story which would have neither be-
ginning, end nor middle; just a lot of recollections of
those old times, which I call good; but let this suffice.

Yo.

Sailing Amid the Peaks and Clouds
of British Columbia,

In Two Parts.—Part II.

If one does not want to return to Golden, a nice trip
can be taken from Windemere to Fort Steele, and thea
to Fort Steele Junction on the Crow's Nest Pass divi-
sion of the C. P. R. This takes one through a beauti-
ful country and one where the chances for sport are
excellent. However, we did not want to leave the
-Duchess, so elected to return down the river. The morn-
ing we left Windemere we were up betimes, and a beauti-
ful sight rewarded us. The sun was just showing his
hery face over the crests of the Rocky Mountains, driv-
ing before him the light fleecy clouds that had hung
low on the mountain tops, and causing the mists to rise
from the valley.

On the surface of the crystal lake was reflected the
mountains, clouds and trees in such a manner that it was
like gazmg at another original, only softened and beai*-
tifted. Darting rays of light flew across the lake and
touched with a golden gleam the distant shore. The
camera made a vain attempt to catch some of these fleet-mg beauties, but, alas, the attempt was but that.
The return trip was very enjoyable, as it enabled us

to see what we had missed in the darkness. A camp of
two or three weeks at Windemere would give one an
opportunity to see more of this mountain paradise, and
there are some very fine mineral (hot water) springs
where nature cures "many ills that flesh is heir to."
From Golden and our trip through the peaks and

clouds of this section we pass on into the Sclkirks.
Again we musf refer the reader to the back files for a
description of this ever memorable ride. We will only
say it is just as grand and satisfying as ever, if not more
so. It really seems to improve on acquaintance.
At Revelstoke we find that great improvements have

been made in six years, and the one that appealed to us
most was the new hotel of the C. P. R., very near the
depot, and managed in a way that makes one feel con-
tent to remain a while in Revelstoke.
We are now ready for another sail, but instead of

taking the steamer right at Revelstoke, as in the past,
wc take the train down to Arrowhead, twenty-eight miles,
and here we board a fine new boat, the Rossland. A
change had also been made here since our last visit.
At that time the steamers were run by an outside com-
pany. Now they are part of the great C. P. R. system.
The boats now running down the Columbia and through
the Arrow Lakes are as fine steamers as one would
wish for; they are large, with every modern convenience,
electric lights, steam heat and in fact all that makes
travel a luxury. Another new feature was the fine hotel
at the Halcyon Hot Springs, one hour's sail from
Arrowhead. Here on the mountain side, overlooking
Upper Arrow Lake, is a fine sanitarium, where many go
to be treated for rheumatic and other pains. The quan-
tity of lithium in these waters is very large and exceeds
many much advertised foreign resorts. This is a beauti-
ful spot to visit, and there are a good many advantages
for the sportsman. Back of the Halcyon in the moun-
tains, round Trout Lake and from Lardeau, has been a
good country for goats and some caribou. It is a very
rough country, and we would not advise any very deli^
cate person to attempt to explore it. But any invalid
able to travel at all can reach the Halcyon,"
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Two hours after leaving Halcyon, and after a charm-
ing sail through the cloud-covered mountains—^which in
the distance look soft and hazy, but when we near them,
as we do often, rise like palisades from the water's edge,
and we find they are of the most rugged description

—

we arrive at Nakusp, where six years before we came
down frorn Revelstoke. Our steamer towed a barge, on
which were some passenger cars for the new railroad
then being built into the Slocan county. We now have
the pleasure of riding in one of these cars, and in it

climb up from Arrow Lake* to the divide, on the other
side of which lies the Slocan country. As we wind slowly
along up the steep ascent, we get into the same mist and
clouds that we saw from the lower level, and now we
look down on them and see stretching away into the
distance the great Columbia until it is lost like a silver
thread among the dark green mountains to the south.

It- is only twenty-eight miles from Nakusp to Rose-
bery, about half up and half down, and part of the way
along the shores of Summit Lake and brawling moun-
tain streams, that make one want to get out and try for a
trout; and they are there, too, for the brakeman gave
us some "pointers." We run a short distance along
the upper end of Slocan- Lake, before we reach Rose-
bery, where the steamer lands. We arrived" first and saw
the Slocan City come puffing up the lake out of the mist.
Slocan Lake is one of the most beautiful bodies of water
in British Columbia, and ''their name is legion." Here
at an altitude of 1,850 feet is a lake about thirty miles
long, surrounded by high mountains on every side, of
the roughest and wildest description. Dense timber
covers the mountains to the summits. The country in
many places is practically unexplored, as it is nearly im-
possible to travel over some of it. Within a reasonable
distance of water transportation the miner and prospec-
tor has been over the territory, but very little has been
yet done to open up the immense wealth stored in these
mountains. When the steamer came in we found an-
other of the C. P. R.'s fine boats, with everything that
one could wish, and it seemed very strange here in the
midst of one of the roughest and wildest countries
in the world, and which a few years ago was a wilder-
ness, that no human being had ventured into, to find the
luxuries of civilization. It is a strange experience for
any one who traveled west in earl3'- days to find such
rapid and marked changes.
The sail down to Slocan City is one that can never be

forgotten. The steamer skirts the mountain sides, cov-
ered this day and often by misty clouds, that rise from
the water's edge until their tops are hidden by the vapor
laden masses. To the eye the effect is magical, and
tnore than beautiful, but when we try to catch some of
the fleeting effects with the camera we are tioomed to
disappointment, for a camera will not take all that the
eye sees.

At the lower end of the lake lies Slocan City, the
metropolis of the Slocan country, a typical mountain
mining town. There is a fairly good hotel, and we re-
main a day. The Slocan River flows from the lake and
runs south into the Kootenay. There is good trout fish-

ing here.

The mining interests are all in all to this country, as
there is not enough level ground for a good garden.
From Slocan City it is only thirty-two miles to the
Kootenay River at Clocan Junction, and then we follow
the Kootenay thirteen miles to Nelson, the metropolis
of all this section, which really takes in the entire
eastern part of British Columbia.
Nelson is beautifully situated on the Kootenay River

just below where the lake narrows into the river, and
it is a fine little town. It has good hotels, stores and
everything needed to make a visit pleasant—electric
lights, good water works and other city improvements.
Nelson has a gun club, and we went out to see them
"kill clay pigeons." One of the best shots in the club-
was a young boy about fourteen or fifteen, who could
"down his bird with the best."

Every one goes fishing in Nelson, and Saturday and
Sunday afternoons you will see every fellow with "his
best girl" with rods and nets on the way to the boat
houses.
The Kootenay has long been famous for its fine trout

Pishing, and if one wants to go fishing where it is "easy"
let him go to Nelson.
The trout are mostly of the beautiful rainbow variety.

While down on the dock one day we saw one of the
railroad men, who had a moment to spare, take a hand
line with a brown hackle fly on it and cast in out into
the stream. In a moment he had a pound and a half fish

fighting for life. A boat was passing with two anglers
in it. They rowed up. loaned their landing net, and
we netted the trout. That's easy trout fishing.

A day or two in Nelson and we were ready for an-
other sail " 'mid clouds and peaks." So we took the
C. P. R. steamer Kokawee for the Upper Kootenay
Lake. We thought Slocan Lake beautiful—and it is

—

'

but after all we think it must in a way yield the palm
to Kootenay. It may be the mountains do not rise as
high right from the lake shore, but there are more deep
indentations, more islands and rocky points, that lend
picturesqueness. The upper end of the lake is a great
hunting country for goats and bears. The C. P. R.
have had built a number of house-boats for the use of
the sportsmen tourist, and which can be leased for long
or short periods ; and they will tow them to any point on
the lake or river that is desired, at a charge of only
'four bits," as Capt. Gore expressed it, per mile.
The boat itself costs $5 per day. Man in charge, $2.
Cook, $2. Each boat is furnished with good linen,
bedding and table sersdce. The saloon is furnished, as
well as the kitchen, which has a good range and all the
necessary cooking appliances. You buy your own sup-
plies and can have anything you wish, as Nelson has
excellent markets. There are two sizes of these boats.
One has four staterooms, with two berths each, accom-
modating eight people (or at a pinch a few more). A
baggage room, two toilet rooms, store room, pantry,
kitchen, combined dining room and saloon. On the
roof is a promenade deck. What more could any one
ask? and just think of the joys of a trip on a floating
cabin of this kind. You can "have your boat towed to
any desirable hunting or fishing place you wish, and

*The Arrow Lakes, TJppef and tower, are widenings of the
Columbia River which have been dignified by name into lakes.

then with all the comforts and some of the luxuries of
a good hotel, be in the wilderness of this great Western
land. And as to many cost is a great obstacle to tlieir

going where they want, think of how cheap a party of
ten can have a month's sport and an outing such as
falls to the lot of few mortals. Taking it for granted
that they do not go over 100 miles from Nelson, and
this would take them to the upper end of Kootenay
Lake, thirty days could be put in for $500, or $50 each,
or less than the usual cost of a second-class summer
resort. Of course in figuring on this basis, there is no
account taken of wines or fancy living, as the individual
who wants such things can generally do as he likes

without counting cost. We are only figuring for the
plain everyday sportsman, who loves to be out of doors
and loves sport of nature's kind; not some of mankind's
notion of sport.

Up above Kasto, forty-five miles from Nelson, the
scenery on Kootenay Lake is very fine, and north of
Lardo is a good game country, but very rough.
On the lower end of Kootenay Lake are marshes where

in season the duck shooting is fine. The house-boat can
be towed, if one wishes, up the Kootenay River to

SUNRISE ON THE ROCKIES AT COLUMBIA LAKE.

Idaho. The service on the steamers which the C. P. Ry.
run on these mountain lakes and rivers is so good that
we cannot forbear mentioning it. Of course he who
goes into the mountains to "rough it" doesn't care if he
to do it, but it is a very agreeable surprise to find ac-
commodations that are equal if not superior to those
he finds in the efltete East
No one need stay at home now and fail to see the

grandeur of the wild West because, forsooth, they might
have to rough it.

We won't tell about all the great mining country north
of Nelson, nor how "Yankee prospectors" have flocked
into this land and opened up nature's store houses of
wealth, for their British cousins to come in and reap
a benefit, but they have, and as the Irishman says, "More
power to 'em."

Back at Nelson, and a day or two is spent knocking
about the hills and at the park, etc., and then we take
the train for Rossland, that wonderful mining camp that

WE TAKE THE KOKAWEE FOR 'EHE UPPER KOOTENAY LAKE.

sprang, as magic cities were supposed to in olden time,
into existence in a day. The road follows the Kootenay
River down to the Columbia, passing the falls, where
great turbines are at work generating power, which
is turned into electricity and sent speeding over moun-
tain and valley to light the streets of Nelson and far away
Trail and Rossland. Many parties of anglers drop off

the train at various points, for here is some of the best
fishing water in the world.
At Robson we cross the river on an old friend, the

steamer Lytton, that took us down the Columbia from
Revelstoke six years ago. The advent of finer boats
has turned the old craft into a ferry. From Robson
we climb back from the river into the mountains, and
winding back and forth get higher and higher, until we
reach Rossland, thirty-three miles way. Here is one of

the wonders of the West, and if the West was not a
land of wonders it would be accounted more wonderful
than it is. A city perched upon the mountain tops, witli

fine hotels, electric lights and other conveniences, and
all this came into being in two years. Six years before,

when we passed through this country a few prospectors
were digging "gopher holes" in the mountain sides. At
Trail was one frame building just being erected. Now
immense smelters and a town are there.

Back to Robson and then up the Columbia by rail,

where six years before we had to go in a rowboat (see
back files), on past our old camp at Deer Park, climbing
along the mountain side, looking down upon the great
view hundreds of feet below us, our minds reverted back
to the day when, in our little boat laden deep with camp
equipage, we'braved the storm of lower Arrow Lake and
looked up at the rough and jagged rocks above us as we
sped by on the crests of the white capped waves, little

thinking that six years later we would be riding in a fine

car along the face of these stupendous cliffs—crossing
the deep canons on spindle-like trestles and crossing ra-

vines that seemed at that time to be impossible for any'
thing that did not possess wings.

This ride along the Columbia is a very fine one. As the
train twists and turns along the" mountain side, ever get

• ting higher and higher, one catches glimpses of the great
river, here widened into the lower Arrow Lake, as it loses
itself in the great mountains beyond. And you look across
at the opposite shore, which from the great height you
look down upon, and there spread out before you is a
panorama of forest and mountain stretching away into
the blue distance, until' one range joins the other and the
Slocan Mountains rise dim and misty upon the horizon.
At Deer Park, our old camping ground, the railroad

' turns to the westward, and we climb up the divide to-

ward the Kettle River country, passing over the summit
and down to Christina Lake, We are now in what was
only a few years ago one of the finest game countries of
British Columbia, and where yet the sportsman can get
good shooting. Right across the lake from the railroad
deer still roam in abundance.
From Christina Lake the road follows the Kettle River

through a beautiful country to Grand Forks. In all the
water courses we see plenty of ducks which have not yet
gone south. The pine forests through this section are
fine, and a good wagon trail follows the river. Westward
to Greenwood, which was at this time (August, 1900) the
terminus of the C. P. Ry., we travel. This is called
the "Boundary Country," as the mining region here is

adjacent to the United States line. Greenwood, built up
by the miners in this section, had been booming, but was
rather quiet when we arrived, but a very good hotel made
up for any lack of excitement, and our wait was a
pleasant one. A trip from Greenwood up through the
Kettle River country would take the sportsman through
a beautiful rolling country, and one well stocked with
grouse, but from which the game is fast disappearing.
When the prospectors first go into a country they usually
find game; when the miner follows, game begins to be-
come scarce, and when rancher and miner both get into a
country, game soon becomes a thing of the past. The
ranchers have begun to settle in the Kettle River coun-
try, and it will not be long before another great game
section will be missing.

It is the intention of the C. P' Ry. to build on up to
Penticton at the foot of Okanogan Lake,* and then to
the coast, thus opening up to easy excess another fine

game country. The trouble is, however, that as soon
as the country becomes easy to get into, then there is no
object in going into it, from the sportsman's standpoint.
However, the country is a beautiful one, game or no
game, and well worth seeing.
From Greenwood we return to Nelson and take a trip

down into the United States to Spokane Falls and note
the rapid strides' civilization has made in the six years
since we rode over this section. On the train out from
Nelson in the morning we had the society of a number of
anglers who were going up into the mountains and on to

Salmon River for a day's sport, and as it was Sept. i

there were a number of shooters going out for a try
at the grouse. Nelson has a large number of Englishmen
in its population, and they have brought their love of
sport from home into the new country. As was noted
before. Nelson is a good point for the sportsman. Spo-
kane, with its surroundings, was written of before, and
suffice it to say that there has been no loss of prestige in

this live city.

As we had been tjver all of .the C. P. Ry. excepting the
new "Crow's Nest Pass" route, we determined to go home
that way. So we return to Nelson and take the steamer
to Kootenay Landing, which takes us to the lower end
of the lake and gives us another "sail wind, clouds and
peaks." The distance is only 55 miles, but the C. P. Ry.
prefers to run steamers and tranship cars to building the
connecting link of railroad through these rugged moun
tains. So one can imagine that the scenery is not "tame."
Of course the railway is bound to come, and when com-
pleted through it will be a fine winter route, as there is

not as much snow in this section as on the main line
north.

From Kootenay Landing eastward through a fine tim-
bered country we climb upward toward the Rockies.
There is rnuch fine scenery, but it must be confessed that
the main line is superior. At Goat River, just as the sun
gilds the crests of the distant peaks, the train pauses long
enough for the passengers to walk out on the platform
and gaze down into the depths of Goat River Cafion.
Way down below us in a deep and terrible gorge, with
vertical walls and pine crested sides, flows Goat River, a

dashing, turbulent stream, foaming over rocks and whirl-
ing its spray high into the air. It is one of the sights of
the road, and the complaint of all is that one does not
have time enough to enjoA^ the wonderful sight.

Winding in and out among the jack pines, crossing huge
trestles, and skirting great deep cations, we pass little

moimtain lakes, and at Moyie a larger body of water
called Moyie Lake, which is skirted by the railroad for
some distance. At Fort Steele Junction we again ap-
proach the Kootenay River, which we left at Nelson, and
later cross it as it flows southerly on its way down into
the United States. We came cross lots, the river has to
go round. When we get to Fernie wc are in the Rockies
again, and the scenery is fine and of a more rugged char-
acter than we had been traveling through. The peaks rise
high and bare, their sharp outlines marked distinctly
against the blue sky.

We are no^y nearing the pass, and the range stretches
away on all sides. It seems at times as if we were in a
cul-de-sac, and that the huge mountain in front barred
our passage, and much speculation was indulged in as to
which way the road would turn to reach the plains below.
At last we turn, and through a narrow valley catch a

*See back numbers.
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glimpse of the foothills beyond the rocky walls, and then

to our left rises the high bare peaks of Crow's Nest Moun-
tain, for which the pass is named. Now our train rolls

through grass covered foothills and detached masses of

rocks, and just before getting out from the rocks it

pauses a moment for us to view another freak of nature.

Here out of a cave in the face of the massive rock of the

mountain side gushes a living spring of great volume,

that fails in a smail waterfall on to the rocks below,

and forming a dashing stream, goes dancing merrily

down the mountain side. This spring is the main source

of the Old Man River.

It would hardly be fitting to omit saying a few words

in regard to the great coal industry which the building

of this branch of the C. P. Ry- has opened up in the

mountains we have just traveled through. The Leth-

bridge coal fields are wonderful in their extent, and the

quality of coal for steam purposes and for coking it is

claimed cannot be excelled, if equaled, anywhere in the

world. Near Fernie, mentioned above, is the center of

this carboniferous district. We have reached an eleva-

tion of 4,427 feet in passing from British Columbia into

Alberta, a very low pass and an easy one in a way.

The Crow's Nest Mountain, ten miles away from us,

seems just at hand, with its pillar-Hke peaks, and we look

back at it as we wind in and out through rocky glens and

stunted tree covered hills into the plains with deep coulees

and grassy knolls, following the St Mary's River into the

plain and crossing a trestle 80 feet liigh. Winding along

the breaks, marked with old buffalo rails, we glide on to

the east. Looking back, the sharp and jagged peaks of

the Rockies stand forth in startling distinctness against

the evening sky, and the setting sun gilds their " tops,

clothing them m a halo of gold, as we catch farewell

glimpses of these mighty monarchs of the ages that haye

passed.
Oh, ye mighty kings of earth,

With jagged peaks and summits high,

With rough and riven sides,

That rise so far into the azure sky,

On thee we gaze with pure delight;

With thee we fain would linger more,

To thee we cannot say farwell.

But whisper gently, "Au revoir."

The evening shades gather round us as we enter upon

the great plains and leave the Rockies behind, and dark-

ness closes the view, but we sit at the window still and

gaze out upon the fleeting landscape and once more live

the life of the past, where we first knew the great plains

of the West. Visions of the herds of buffalo and antelope

that once were as numerous as the sands on the seashore

are with us, and the whoop of the red man, now fast go-

ing the way of all the inhabitants of these boundless

wastes, is in our ears. No—it is the shriek of the steam

whistle and the roaring of the train that rouses us from

our reverie, and instead of the cry of "grub pile" we hear

"Dinner is now ready in the diner." There may be more

luxury, more style, and in a way more comfort crossing

the plains to-day, but as the small boy says, "There am't

haf the fun."

The opening of the Crow's Nest Pass route has made
it possible for the sportsman to reach new fields easily,

and to-day there is probably no better country for deer

and antelope. South from Medicine Hat and east there

are yet great bands of antelope, and in conclusion I will-

quote from a letter just received from a cowboy frietid

with whom we spent some days this summer. He says in

part :
, ,

"I received the photos a few days smce, and they are

all right. Thank you ever so much, I shall always keep

them as a memento of our pleasant sojourn in the

Rockies. I hope you enjoyed your trip further West. I

would have given anything to have had you with the

camera here a couple of days ago. My partner and a

neighbor went out on a deer hunt one morning and
jumped up five deer about three miles from home, and

they killed the lot. We had them hung up behind the

cabin. They would have made a fine picture. My part-

ner is a fine shot and hunter ; he has killed six deer this

season, and never has been out more than half a day at a

time. We did not get home early enough to go on an

antelope hunt this fall, but we saw lots when riding the

ranges. A couple of 'Breeds' went out two weeks ago

about 50 miles east of here and got over 20 deer and an-

telope down in the country I was telling you about. We
had some bad weather the last part of the month and it

drove big bands of antelope down from the north. The
trains killed a lot of them. They hung up along the rail-

road. The passenger train went through Crane Lake

with one on the cow catcher the other day."

From the above we can say there is still some game
left on the plains.

The plains have great attractions for me, and I al-

ways feel a sense of freedom from care—a don't-care-

ativeness that is indescribable. Let him who does not be-

lieve this go away to the great West and he will then sing

with the cowboy and the hunter of the plains

:

Wild and free, wild and free,

Like the billows of the deep green sea,

The plains are stretching far and wide,

As over their boundless space I ride.

Not a care have I as I urge along

My half-tamed steed, so true and strong;

What care we for grief or sorrow—

We live to-day, with no thought of the morrow.

For us all day the sun shines bright,

And when he is gone the moon gives light;

For us, when the shadows of night draw nigh,

Our home is the greensward, otir tool the sky.

Oh, boundless and great are the plains of the West,

And here with my steed I safely can rest.

What care we for grief or sorrow

—

We live to-day, with no thought of the morrow.

Frank F. Frisbie.

"In winter time, when it's cold," said Bobbie, "I wish

I was a polar bear with a white robe growin' all oyer

me; but in summer, when the baseball season's on, bein'

a g'iraffe 'd suit me."

"Why a giraffe, Bobbie?"

"He kin see over the fence," said Bobbie.—Harper s

Bazaf. _ _ ^ -

Frank Forester.

Since my remarks on this subject in your issue of

March 23, 1901, I have gathered more material which will

be of interest to admirers of this true sportsman.
Another oil portrait of Herbert has turned up, and I

am very much indebted to its proud owner, Mr. R. W.
Mathews, of St. Paul, Minn., for the little history con-
nected with it. Mr. Mathews writes me that it is an
original life-size portrait and that good judges pro-

nounce it finely executed. It was presented to Mr.
Mathews some eighteen years ago by the Hon. C. D.
O'Brien, the prominent attorney of St. Paul, who in turn

had received it from the artist himself. The name of this

artist cannot now be recalled. He went to Minnesota
on account of poor health and became acquainted with
Herbert, who taught him how to shoot. Mr. Mathews
writes that the late Gen. H. H. Sibley, one of the first

settlers in Minnesota, who knew Herbert well and often

hunted with him in New Jersey, stated that this portrait

was an excellent likeness.

Gen. Sibley, who wrote in early days for Porter's

Spirit of the Times, under the pseudonym of "Hal a
Dacotah," used to relate a little story at the expense of

his friend Herbert. After the General moved to Minne-
sota he used to meet Herbert often while on his trips

to Newark, N. J., and tell him about the good shooting
in his State. Herbert declared that Sibley was mistaken
in regard to his getting canvasbacks in Minnesota, and
they had many arguments in regard to it. On one of the

General's trips to New York he took with him three

brace of canvasbacks, and on his arrival carried them
over to Herbert's office, but finding him otit left them on
his desk. A little later on tliey met at lunch at the As-
tor House and the first remark Herbert made was, "Now.
General, after lunch if you will come around to my of-

fice I will show j'ou some canvasbacks that some one
has left there for me." probably inferring that Sibley

was not acquainted with that species of duck.

Under the portrait of Herbert, Mr. Mathews has

framed an autograph letter presented to him by his

friend, Chas. Hallock, and of which he has kindly made
for me the following copy:

"New York, April 4, 1841.

"Dear Sir: Though long delayed, I write at length to

redeem my promise by sending you a little piece of

poetry for the Nation. How the sentiments may agree
with yours, I hardly know, but I suppose poetry is priv-

ileged. The only request I have to make is that if pub-
lished it may be without any comment. If not, that you
will return me the MS. at your earliest convenience.

I have transcribed it carefully, and do not imagine that

there will be any difficulty about the printers decipher-

ing it. May I, however, beg you to be very careful about
the connecting of the punctuation, as the whole point of

the lines depends upon their ruiming and reading fluently.

I remain faithfully vours.

"Henry Wm. Herbert,
"65 Murray Street.

"Geo. Robert.?, Esq., Boston."
Mr. Chas Hallock has recently sent for my inspection

a photograph, cabinet size, representing Herbert in shoot-

ing costume on the woodcock grounds at Warwick, N,
Y. It is an extremely odd though very interesting pic-

ture. It was presented to him forty-one years ago by the

late Genio C. Scott, the famous angler. Mr. Fred E.

Pond informs me that this photograph is a copy from a

painting. If it is still in existence perhaps some of your
readers may locate it for us. Ruthven Deane.
Chicago.

Intelligence of the Wild Things.
BY HERMIT.

The Red Sqoiftel.

[Continuedfrom page 604.]

The red squirrel, or chickaree, leads all the wild things

in the woodlands of Cape Ann for intelligence and the

ability to maintain an existence under adverse circum-
stances.

His life during the spring and summer months is a

grand hurrah, but in the fall he sobers down and plods

and toils in his harvest fields like a thrifty farmer.

Right or wrong, it is a fact that the red squirrel bears

a disreputable character. He is called a thief because he

takes the farmers' corn, and a bloodthirsty wretch for

robbing birds' nests. From my experience with the

chickaree I am led to believe that he is not so black as

painted. I used to think that he spared neither eggs nor
young, but savagely robbed every bird's nest which he
chanced to find. I certainly got this idea from books, for

I cannot recall an instance where a bird's nest was robbed
by a red squirrel. For years I thought a squirrel was
seeking food when he chased the birds in my dooryard.

Now my eyes are open, and I am heartily ashamed of

myself. I awoke from my trance to find that the red
squirrel was simply chasing the birds out of the door-

yard and away from the food, which he claimed as his

own.
Twice last summer I saw a red squirrel pounce ori a

young towhee bunting, but both times he let the bird

go without the loss of a feather. It was evident that he
did not intend to injure the bird, but merely desired to

frighten it away. The intention was so evident that I

could not ignore it, and it led me to do a lot of thinkirig.

I carefully examined my notes for proof of the squir-

rel's guilt, and found no record against him. The guilty

ones were the hawk, the owl, the snake, the stoat, the

crow, the cat, the irrepressible boy and the white footed

mouse. For fifteen years birds have nested around my
cabin unmolested by the red squirrel.

It was always a mystery to me why the birds were not

afraid of the red squirrel. Let a hawk, an owl, a weazel,

a cat, a snake or any of the animals known to_ prey on
birds, enter rny dooryard while birds were rearing their

young, and the wildest alarm would prevail so long as the

intruder was in sight. The red squirrel can come and go

without a protest, which proves that the birds do not re-
gard him as an enemy,

'

Whenever I have detected a squirrel investigating a
bird's nest it has turned out that curiosity was the
motive,

A pair of chickadees nested in a box that I had placed
in an oak tree, and a squirrel that spent the most of his

time in the dooryard made it a duty to investigate the
nest several times a day. He did not harm the young
birds, and the old birds did not fear him.
while I was watching a red eyed viero's nest last sea-

son, I saw a red squirrel run out to the nest, stretch his
full length on the limb (it was a very warm day) and
look down on to the young birds, that were squirming
about in their confined quarters. I counted ninety-six
before he left, and I did not begin at first. I think he
was on the limb fully two mmutes. These yoiing vireos
were not molested, for I saw them leave the nest when
full fledged.

I have a record of an oven bird that nested at the foot
of a pine tree which contained a red sqtnrrel's nest. Four
young squirrels were reared in a leafy nest in the top of
the pine, and three young oven birds in a domed nest on
the ground.
My experience with the red squirrel has caused me to

change my mind, and hereafter I shall hold him innocent
tintil he is proved guilty.

The red squirrel in this locality is about seven and a
half inches in length, measuring from the nose to the
base of the tail. The tail is about six and a half inches
in length, and is carried in a number of ways to suit the
convenience of its owner. As to color, it seems as if there
are two species, but it is only the difference between the
young and the very old. Young squirrels are bright red
on the back and sides, with the under parts usually a pure
white. Old squirrels are red along the back bone, gray on
the sides and a dirty white below. Some specimens are
shot that are nearly all gray. Gunners claim that such
squirrels are a cross between the red and the gray, but
they are simply old red squirrels.

Dame Nature has been unusually kind to the red squir-
rel. She has provided him with powerful weapons of of-
fense and defense. She has set in his muscular jaws long
cruel teeth, which are whet to a keen edge on the hard
shelled nuts. She has conferred upon him claws sharp as
needles, and a" muscular system which seemingly is con-
trolled by an electric current. There is a wicked wild fire

in his bright eye that stamps him the bravest wild thing
of the forest. He will fight to the death. He whips his
great cousin, the gray squirrel, without effort, and is a
match for the large stoat.

When pursued by a dog he makes a dash for the nearest
tree, which he mounts, calling out "chickaree" as soon as
he is out of danger. He does not, like the gray squirrel,

seek a hiding place in the top of the tree. No, he is far
too bold to hide from a dog. He stops on a low limb,
just out of reach, and fairly boils over with rage and
fury. He barks, spits and sputters; he makes furious
rushes as if he intended to come right down the tree
and "whip that dog." He violently jerks his tail and
pounds the limb with his hind feet, a picture of impu-
dent, fiery energy.
Every movement of this little squirrel is accomplished

without apparent muscular energy. He seems to float

up a tree. If you are near enough you may hear the
pricking of his claws on the bark, but you cannot de-
tect a muscular effort. He flashes along the limbs in some
mysterious way, never stopping, like the gray squirrel, to
measure distances before a leap. If he misses and falls,

he usually catches by a claw to some twig, thus saving
himself. If he falls to the ground, it does not harm or
disconcert him. He is up the tree in a jiffy, spitefully

saying things that sound t© the listener very much like
swearing.

From the middle of April to the first of September the
male squirrel leads a jolly, rollicking life. He is as rest-

less and noisy as a schoolboy and as full of fun. He will

hang head down, holding on by his liind claws, just for
the fun of the thing. In the tree tops he is king. He
rules the bluejays and crows, and races them out of the
pine trees whenever he feels disposed. He hazes the gray
squirrel, but does not unsex him as alleged. This silly

tale is on a par with snakes' stingers and hoop snakes.
Any one that has had the opportunity to observe squir-
rels the year round, knows that chipmunks, red squirrels

and gray squirrels show the same appearance of being
tmsexed, except in the molting season.
The gray is no match for the red in a tree top in a trial

of speed. He usually keeps to the ground, where his long
leaps give him the advantage over his firy little foe.

Many a sprinting match of this kind takes place in my
dooryard. If a red surprises a gray squirrel stealing

food, he soimds his war cry, and in a mad rush is on to

the gray before he can make off with the bit of food wliich
he has appropriated. The gray, finding that he is hard
pressed, runs around the cabin with the red hot at his

heels. Rotmd and round they go, the gray silent, the
red yelling like a little demon. When the gray has had
several narrow escapes he drops the food and retreats

unmolested. The red picks up the food and takes it to a
favorite limb where he devours it, talking to himself,
meanwhile, about "that gray thief."

In all my years of observation, once only have I known
a gray squirrel to fight a red. I think it was hunger and
desperation that induces the gray to fight. The gray
was an old male, certainly three times as large as the red.

The latter was an old male and had held the dooryard
for several years against all comers. He was a sagacious,

grizzled old warrior, and I named him Bismarck. The
fight took place in my dooryard. It was a bloody battle

for bread on a cold, drizzly day in mid-winter. The gray
was whipped inside of three minutes. The snow was
crimsoned with his blood, and when he fled he left a
bloody trail behind. At no time was there a ghost of a
chance for him to win. The muscular energy of the red
was astounding. His movements were too quick for the
eye. While the fight lasted all I could see was a bound-
ing mass of red and gray. The red squirrel did not ap-

pear to be severely wounded,_any way he remained out in

the cold and rain to lick his wounds. Perhaps it was
squirrel surgery to prefer the cold to a warm nest.

From my observations I find that the reds seldom chase
the grays, unless the latter enter territory which the reds
claim the right to hold and protects
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Four-footed wild animals, with a few exceptions, own

farms, gardens or house-lots. That is, they hold exclu-
sive control over a limited area around their nesting sites.

You seldom see two woodchuck holes near each other,
or two rabbit burrows. The red squirrel runs a fruit

farm. He owns and controls trees that bear nuts or
cones, and other reds respect his rights, and do not invade
his territory unless there is a famine. A red squirrel will
fight savagely for his home and property, and usually
drives all intruders from his domain.
Young squirrels remain with their parents through the

first winter, but in April the female turns the family over
to the male, and makes another nest of mOss, leaves and
dry grass in the top of a tall pine or hemlock tree,

While she is engaged by new duties, the male looks after

the young squirrels that are now full grown. He finishes

their education and locates the j^oung males on territory

which they ever after hold. The young females, later

on, are mated and remove to the locality inhabited by
their mates. Whether the parents have anything to do in

selecting son-in-laws is beyond my knowledge. I have
known an old male to fly into a' passion when a smart
yotmg red tried to flirt with his daughter. The flirta-

tion was cut short by the angry father, who run the
young dandy off his territory. Kicked him out of doors,

so to speak. Another young red that courted the daugh-
ter was tolerated, if not welcomed, by the father. He
was the choice of the old fellow beyond doubt, but I do
not know how the young lady decided the matter. Per-
haps she eloped with the smart young red.

Bismarck, the grizzled old warrior, held my dooryard
for several years. One winter, when there was a famine
in the land because the nut crop had failed, a muscular
young red thought he could drive Bismarck away. A
fierce battle was the consequence, and Bismarck killed

his antagonist, but was disfigured for life by the loss of

the end of his tail.

While Bismarck reigned, the only squirrel that gained
a foothold in the dooryard without his consent was
his wife. He chased her away time after time, but like

some human wives, she persisted and won the day. Bis-

marck gave in when, instead of running away, his wife
adopted the plan of running spirally up and down the
tree trunks. Mrs. Bismarck's favorite tree was a large

hemlock, which was about eighteen inches in diameter.
The trunk of the tree was very short, not o\'er eight

feet in length from the ground to the lower limbs. The
squirrels made two turns in either going up or down the
tree, and their speed was too swift for the human eye.

A brown band seemed for a moment wound about the
tree, shifting as the squirrels ascended or descended. It

was two weeks before Bismarck would allow his mate
to remain in the dooryard. When peace was declared
the two would eat side by side, but with Bismarck al-

ways scolding and growling, while his wife^ discreetly

remained silent.

Bismarck was my schoolmaster. He taught me that
squirrels think, plan and reason just as human beings do.

Every time I threw to him a nut or bit of bread, I would
see him do the thinking act. He would take the food to

a boulder, where he would stop, hold up one foot ready
to start again, and think out a good hiding place. When
he had thought out a spot, he would run directly to it

and conceal the food under leaves or pine needles and
return to the dooryard for more. No two nuts or bits

of bread were concealed in the same place. Several times
I experimented to find out how many trips Bismarck
would make. The greatest number was fifty-one. While
the experiment was going on I noted each hiding place,

as well as I could, and afterwards saw the squirrel go to

many. He certainly remembered each spot, and his keen
scent did the rest.

Bismarck was a thrifty squirrel. He did not disturb
his hidden store while the food held out in the door-
yard. He would call around early in the morning, and if

he found me eating breakfast under the trees, he would
run to a limb just over my head and look down in a cute
way that meant "breakfast for two." If I did not respond
he would probably say to himself, "the hermit don't mean
to feed me to-day. I must fall back on the food that I

hid away yesterday. Let me see, that first nut is under
the edge of a boulder just back of the cabin." Off he
goes straight to the spot. He noses out the nut, which
he eats on the limb over my head, scattering the bits of

shell onto the breakfast tabl^. He is very sociable while
eating, for he stops now and then to say something to me.
I do not understand his exact language, but I know by the
tone that he means to be friendly.

[to be continued.]

Hei«(Jfty and Telegfony*
Editor Forest and Stream:

I confess that my statement about telegony (in your
13th) was obscure. Please let me recast it. "While it is

utterly incorrect that telegony is an invariable following
of a mesalliance, still it seems well proven that there are
occurrences of it, although such are very rare,, and a case
of telegony will probably upset all theories of heredity
that may be drawn froin it, because the telegonous in-

fluence may be unknown."
But I am puzzled by Coahoma's statement—ativism,

or "telegony," as Mr. Wade prefers to call it. Does not'
Coahoma know that the two subjects are totally un-
connected? Ativism is reversion to an actual, legitimate
ancestor, what we commonly call "throwing back"

;
teleg-

ony is where one sire fixes the character of the skin and
hair, and a subsequent sire fixes all other characteristics,

what we commonly call "the influence of a preceding
sire." The ovum is impregnated only partially by the
first sire, and the succeeding, and life-giving, sire de-
termines its actual form and life.

The dog, born of full tailed parents, who was tailless

himself, and who never begot full tailed progeny, does not
support the tight theory of heredity, for he departed
from all heredity, his begetting pups, like himself, came
from individual potenc}', and not from heredity, and
every experienced breeder knows how individual potenc}^
often upsets the general rule that "like begets like." As
Coahoma's misunderstanding of the broad difference
between ativism and telegony leaves me in doubt of just
what he meant in his communication, I cannot follow him
further at present. Yours truly,

W- Wade.
Oakmont, Pa.» April 20.

Skunks and Hydrophobia*
Arizona has somewhat of an unsavory reputation in

the way of Gila monsters, rattlesnakes, and tarantulas,
but no word has been said of the hydrophobia skunk.
This pestiferous Httle wretch causes more trouble and
more deaths result from its bite than from all other
causes of like character combined. But for the Pasteur
Institute, in Chicago, the death rate from skunk bites
would be appallingly large. The little brute is generally
distributed from one end of the Territory to the other.
On the great desert plains it has no home, but it more
than makes up for any shortcoming in that direction by
being extra plentiful elsewhere. It can safely be said
that it is the only animal in the Territory affected by
rabies. Dogs, wolves and coyotes go mad and bite
everything within reach, but so far as known no serious
results have ever followed. Under the personal knowl-
edge of the writer animals have repeatedly been bitten
by dogs having every indication of suffering with rabies
without being similarly affected. When such animal
runs mad much excitement is created, but as nothing
more is heard of it the excitement soon dies away. Dr.
George Martin, of Tucson, once told the writer that
during the early occupation of old Fort Yuma a "mad"
coyote ran amuck on the Arizona side of the Colorado,
tli£n swam the river, entered the post and bit some eight
or ten people before it could be killed. As the Ameri-
cans were comparatively new comers to the country,
the most dreadful consequences were anticipated and
feared, but in no one instance did they materialize. With
Mr. Skunk, however, it is different, as a bite from him
means either an expensive trip to the Pasteur Institute
or an even less desirable one to the graveyard. Numer-
ous cases could be shown to that end and the following
may be taken as a fair illustration.
March 23, 1899, Mrs. C. M. Clay, of Tucson, died from

the effects of such bite. About six weeks previously,
when outing with her husband in the Santa Rita Moun-
tains, near Greaterville, a skunk entered the tent one
night where they were sleeping and bit her on the nose.
The wound soon healed, and as they did not under-
stand the nature of the case no further attention was
paid to It. Later she was taken with a severe cold and
returned to Tucson for treatment. Poison symptoms
then developed and several physicians were called to
attend the case. Some relief was had, and she did not
appear -to suffer greatly until a few days before her
death, when violent paroxysms of pain and convulsions
set m. When so suffering she had to be forcibly held
by her attendants, whom she strove to bite. Death
finally came in the midst of her sufferings. She was a
most estimable lady, and her death was greatly regretted.

Last February a man by the name of D. C. Gregory,
a mnier working on Cave Creek, about forty miles north
of Phoenix, was bitten on the toe of one foot. To avoid
such visitors his tent had been tightly pegged down,
but the skunk had dug its way under, and not satisfied
with one bite it jumped on the bed and for fully five
minutes tried to get at the man, who had secreted himself
under the covers. The noise aroused the occupant of
an adjoining tent, who went in and killed it. The next
day Gregory went to Phcenix, and on the morning fol-
lowing left for the Pasteur Institute, at Chicago. Al-
though he could not. well bear the expense of the trip
and treatment, he was, as he said, "too voung and healthy
a man to sit still and die of skunk bite." He returned in
about a month thoroughly cured.

Silas Carson, a cowboy, living in'the Sulphur Springs
Valley, was bitten in the face on the night of July 25,
1900. while asleep in his camp. As the bite was not a
severe on. and being accustomed to a rough life he
thought but little of the occurrence for several weeks,
when he was taken ill and showed symptoms of hydro-
phobia. He went at once to Wilcox and was taken by
Dr. Alton to the Sisters Hospital in El Paso, Texas'.
Several of the leading physicians of that city were calledm for consultation, but their efforts were of no avail, and
he died after enduring horrible convulsions. His body
was shipped to Blanco City for burial. Pima.

'

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

YuM', Ariz.

Fannin's BItie Heron*
In a recent paper, published in the Bulletin of the

American Museum of Natural History, Mr. Frank N.
Chapman describes a new subspecies of the widely dis-
tributed great blue heron, under the name Ardea herodias
fannini. This form was first brought to the author's at-
tention by Mr. John Fannin, well known as the Curator
of the Provincial Museum at Victoria, V. L, who in igoo
presented the x\merican Museum with an adult great
blue heron from Vancouver Island. Other material has
since been received from Queen Charlotte's Island and
the whole shows that the great blue heron of the north-
west coast from A'ancouver Island northward is en-
titled to a sub specific name. The subspecies is well
named after the most enthusiastic ornithologist of the
northwest coast.

The bird has a shorter tarsus, has the plumage through-
out much darker, the upper parts being bluish slate
black instead of bluish gray. The tibis are more feath-
ered.

In the same paper Mr. Chapman expresses the opinion
based on a considerable amount of material, that the
great blue heron of Florida known as Ardea wardi is not
entitled to specific rank. He regards it as a southern race
of the typical blue heron with which it intergrades Its
range extends west at least as far as Corpus Cliristi
Texas. '

'I once had .t cat which always sat up to the dinner table withme and had his napkin round his neck and his plate and some fishHe used his paw, of course; but he was very particular and be'-haved with extraordmarj- decorum. When he had finished his
fish I sometimes gave him a piece of mine. One day he was not
to be found when the dinner bell rang. Just as the plates were
beingr put around for the entree, puss came rushing upstairs and
sprang into his chair, with two mice in his mouth. Before he
could be stopped he dropped a mouse onto his own plate and then
one onto mme. He divided his dinner with me as I divided mine
with him. —St. James Gazette.

The Forest ahd Stieam is put to presi each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest hy Monday and aa mnch earlier aa praedcable.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Mix Up of Game Laws.

Chicago, 111., April 20.—The Indiana Game law con-
tinues to cut its wide swath of discontent and desolation
among the Chicago shooters. Just now it is about the
jacksnipe clause. The duck season is over, and every-
body knows that, and everybody knows that it costs $25
to shoot ducks in Indiana and that you are mighty apt
to get arrested if you don't dig out the $25. Under the
peculiar wording of the law, however, jacksnipe, cotton-
tail rabbits and two or three other things which might
perhaps be flying or running targets, are not specified,
unless both jacksnipe and cottontail rabbit are included
under the head of "water fowl," which is not altogether
clearly to be allowed in the case of either the jacksnipe
or the rabbit. Now if the jacksnipe be not included
under the name wildfowl, it does not come within the
scope of the clause, which states that a license must be
taken out for any of the above-mentioned birds or ani-
mals. Hence if one does not need a license nor a closing
date on jacksnipe, it would seem he could go afield with
his gun on the Indiana marshes, after all, with a certain
amount of his erstwhile independence. There has been-
no practical way of deciding this question, and the mat-
ter has been discussed very warmly in Chicago all
through this week. It is reported that Mr. Howe has
word from the Secretary of State -of Indiana that jack-
snipe are not considered wildfowl and that no one will
be bothered for hunting them, A local wise man says
that there is a decision in the Indiana Supreme Court,
jacksnipe to be wildfowl. I do not recollect ever hear-
ing of such a decision. The same question was what
was once mooted in this State, where jacksnipe were in-
tentionally excepted from the intention of the law.
Under the circumstances, since it is practically sure

thata these Indiana wardens will arrest a man on sight or
suspicion, and since they have a right to do this in spite
of the dictum of the Attorney-General or Secretary of
State, and to take a case to the courts where only it can
be determined, the safest thing would seem to be to let
tiie jacksnipe of Indiana alone this spring. Wait till we
have a test case. If this test case when taken to the
courts shows that any one can hunt jacksnipe at any
time and without a license in Indiana, then it is pretty
plain that the loophole has at last been found, without
which no Western game law is entitled to move in good
society. It was the evident intention of our good In-
diana friends to wipe Chicago off the shooting map, but
next year it may appear that she has not yet quite done so.
The_ effect of this Indiana law on sporting goods trade

of Chicago has been very aoparent, and has indeed cut
off a week or so of the shooting trade. Most of our
snipe shooters used to go to Indiana, and not many of
them know good grounds in Illinois.
The jacks are in now at Fox Lake, 111., in some num-

bers. One bag. which I much misdoubt to be apocry-
phal, IS reported' of sixty-five snipe early this week near
Fox Lake. Oswald Von Lergerke starts to-day for the
marsh near Momence, 111. Mr. Phil Woodford and Mr.
W. L. Wells a.re figuring on the Skokie marsh, north of
Chicago, for next Tuesday. No very good jacksnipe
shooting is reported, though no doubt there are a great
many birds in on the lower marshes.

No New Illinois "Warden.

On April 17, Governor Yates, in reply to an inquiry,
stated that there had been no change made in the office
of State Game Commissioner. This would seem to quiet
rumors to the effect that present incumbent. Mr. H. W.
Loveday. has been removed.

Visitors.

Mr George A. Clarke and Mr. F. W. Willard, both of
iopeka, Kan., are m town to-day buying fishing tackle.
J hese gentlemen belong to the Lake View Fishing and
Hunting Club, whose lake lies between Topeka and
Lawrence. They have very god fly-fishing for bass on
Lawrence Ihey have very good fly-fishing for bass on
tavorite Kansas waters, the Cottonwood and the little
^mnescaih, are both splendid bass waters to-day, nota-
bl.v the Ninnescah, along its lower reaches, where are
Jittle bayous and pockets making back from the stream
I used to have very good bass fishing out in Kansas
more than a dozen years ago.
Mr. Clarke has spent many years rambling over the

Western States, and has fished for trout all over Colo-
rado and Wyoming. He says that the prettiest trout
stream he ever tackled is the Tongue River, of Wyoming
which IS best reached via Ranchester, on the Burling-
ton road. Thence one goes overland to Dayton near
the toot of the mountains. There is a tie camp in the
mountains up the Tongue, and it is only due to this tiecamp that one is able to get up to the best .fishing
waters. I he lumbermen have built a long flume some
six or eight miles long, which is trestled up along the
face of the cliff's, sometimes go feet sheer above the
ground. One has to climb up the flume, for it is im-
possible to ascend the canon of the Tongue River other-
wise. Once m the canon, one fishes down stream, and
there is a fall of water 3 to 4 feet broken up into
pools 30 to 60 teet m extent and 4 to 12 feet in depth.Mr. Clarke says that he has sometimes looked downfrom the high trestle of the flume above such a pool and
seen it almost packed with trout running in weight from% pound to 3K pounds.
Mr. Arthur Goshorn, editor and owner of the Winter-

set News, of Winterset, la., paid this ofiice a visit during
the week. Mr. Goshprn was one of my classmates in
college, seventy or eightj^ years ago. and I have not
seen him since we bore our collegiate honors thick upon
us He has turned out to be not only a newspaper man
J-'^^.

.hunter and fisherman, so there is littledoubt that he is entitled to be called a successful manHe IS expecting some good snipe shooting near his city
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this spring, and after that he will go into the Rocky
Mountains for a fishing trip. I find that he hunts elk
and deer out near Kalispel, Mont., where he has a

brother living, and they go out with a guide who has
killed eighty-seven grizzlies along what is known as Coal
Creek, which I think runs up toward the Blackfoot
reservation on the west coast of the Rockies.
Mr. W. H. Cornwell, one of the directors of the

Chicago Gun Club, is about this week looking pretty

badly, but better than he was some months ago. On
Feb. 9, while Mr. Cornwell was experimenting with
some flash light powders, an explosion tobk place

which blew his right hand to pieces. The best the doctors
could do was to leave him the little finger and the next
finger, the first two fingers and the thumb being entirely

removed. The hand is at last healing, and Mr. Corn-
well begins to figure how he is going to do his shooting.
He is hopeful and cheerful, and willing to begin all over
again, and learn to shoot from his left shoulder if that

be necessary. For the consolation of Mr. Cornwell and
others who may thus unfortunately be deprived of the
use of the right hand, it may be stated that scientists de-
clare that the use of the left hand in any special function

is much more quickly gained than one would suppose.
The education of one hand unconsciously educates the

other. Thus a man experimenting for a term of weeks
in lifting weights with his right arm, found that while
his left arm had not increased in strength so much as

the right, it still was very much stronger than before the

right arm was used in this way. It takes a long while

to learn to write with the right hand, but after one has
learned to use the right hand in that way he can learn

to write with his left hand very much more quickly.

There are a great many shooters who have changed late

in life to shooting from the left shoulder. Thus our
friend Bobo, who has lost his left eye, is going to shift

and learn how to shoot from his right shoulder, he being
•formerly a left-handed shooter. By the way, Bobo goes
home to-day, as well as one could be after so sad a

misfortune as his.

Sighting a. Rifle.

Billy Hofer and I have this week been doing some
work in sighting a couple or rifles, and our experiments
may have a certain interest for others who buy rifles

out of stock. In the first place, I wanted to get a higti

power gun, with the deliberate intention of mussing up
my grizzly bear as badly as possible when we came to
shake hands out in the mountain this spring. Pop
Hirth, over at Spalding's, had a second-hand .30-40

which was as good as new, but whiph the owner was
willing to alienate for a consideration. We spent three

days in trying to get a group with this rifle, and we never
did it. We found that the original factory sights had
been taken from this gun, and tliat an ivory bead Lyman
had been put on. We could not do much with this

sight and the hind sight, which had been put on the rifle,

hence we put on a new hind sight and the original

factory fore sight. Still we could not get the group we
wanted. Then we filed down the rear sight and put on
a still higher fore sight. Result, instead of shooting 6
inches high, as had been the case, the gun shot about
8 inches low at 75 yards. As we still could not get a

decent group, Billy and I gave it up, and concluded we
did not want this gun at all. It probablw has a bit of

rust or lead in it. Then, as I expected to leave town in

a few days, we got Pop Hirth to wire the_ Winchester
factory to send out a brand new .30-40 with shotgun
butt, ivory fore sight and with a platinum line Winches-
ter express sight, which has a flat top and three leaves.

This was the sight which Billy Hofer says he had on
his rifle, and which he said was very satisfactory. We
also wired the factory to test this rifle with a point

blank of 100 yards. The rifle came promptly and in

time, and with it a target of seven shots, all in the 6-

inch bullseye at 100 yards, one of them plumb center,

and only two wild ones. "This begins to look like a

gun," said Billy, and we immediately took it out to try

it. This time we found we had our gun. The only diffi-

culty is that oAving to the rapid taper of the .30-40 barrel

this express sight sits almost too low to enable one to

draw a real fine sight. We cannot tell whether our tests

at the factory were with the So-yard leaf or the lOO-yard

leaf. When we drew down as fine as we could see the

front bead with the 50-yard leaf we got a splendid

group, but it was just below the edge of the bullseye.

With this fine draw we found that there was a little glim-

mer from the middle part of the band which goes across

the breech of the barrel.

"We will take some salt and water," said Billy, "and
we'll kill that little glare off the bluing. Then we'll

have a gun that will cut the head of a grouse or the heart

of a bear at any distance you want, from nothing up to

200 yards. I have tried my gun with those sights and
I never monkey with the last sight at all, but just turn

her loose, and I always get what I want."

I don't think any man can shoot a given rifle per-

fectly until he has gotten a little bit used to it. My
.30-30 I found a very sweet shooting gun, and I am
loath to give it up for the .30-40, which I do not believe

is as accurate an arm in any specimen of the breed as is

it as accurate an arm in any specimen of tlie breed as the

.30-30; yet I want something which will work havoc

and devastation. The Winchester people sent out at

Billy's suggestion some of their hollow-pointed .30-40

bullets. These I do not believe are on the market
regularly, but Billy says he saw them tried by some of

the gentlemen of the firm on elk (Mr. Hooper and Mr.
Winchester Bennett) last fall, and they smashed the

back bone of an elk plumb in two. We confidently be-

lieve that we have got a bear gun this time.

Now for the gentler member of the party it was
necessary to get a .22. and we took a Marl in out of

stock. It has a rear sight of the pronghorn. stair step

pattern, which used to be common on all our rifles, along

with the very coarse metal fore sight. We tried these

sights and found that the little gun put the bullets in

one place, but too high. Hence we took a hammer and

a chisel and smashed all the sights off of this gun also.

We put on the same platinum line express sights for the

rear sight and picked out a little low ivory bead front

sight. Then we went to work on a i-inch bullseye at a

distance of 20 or 30 feet. We thought we were missing

the whole target, but when we came to check up we

found we were getting in the black practically all the
time. We quit monkeying with that gun then.

Billy Hofer tells me that the reason rifles are sent out
sighted as they are is that the factory is unable to hit

upon any one sight which will please everybody. Hence
they send out a good, fair working sight and let every
fellow do his own tinkering afterward. The result of

such amateur tinkering in the case of a .30-40 or .30-30

is nearly always disastrous, and I have heard of many
fellows who changed their fore sight and then wondered
why they could not get a good pattern with these high-

power rifles. I went through this sort of thing with my
30-30, and at last went back to the factory sights, which
pleased me better in that gun than anything I have ever

found in my experiments. Personally, I like to have a

sight which I can draw very fine, and I have a front sight

on my .30-30 which permits this. When I want to go up
in the 200 yards business, I just draw it a little fuller, and
it gets in among the proper spots without any ftirther

bother. As to the extension rear sight, I do not see

what earthly use there is for one on one of these small-

bore rifles, and I would just as soon have a plain flat

bar, close to the barrel, with a small notch in it, as a $14
sight with pink frills.

Indeed I believe the very perfection in rifle sighting

was that which itsed to be put on the old squirrel rifl;s.

My father told me it took him many days to sight his

squirrel rifle, and I imagine it might surprise a go^d
many to learn how he cut the notch in the rear sight. He
did not use any file or saw, but went down in the notch
little by little, simply wearing away the soft steel by rhe

diligent use of a soft-pointed pin, such as is ordinarily

found on a lady's dressing table. Thus, hair by hair, he
got the rear sight just deep enough, un*til eventually the

old rifle would put five shots at 80 yards into almost
the same hole, showing only a little ragged edge which
could almost be covered by a silver dime. I still have
this old gun, and I must say that I would not part Avith

It for all the other rifles T know of or have ever owned.
But that is the way to sight a rifle. Take time and do
not take chances. I wish I had these squirrel sights

on all my high-power rifles. They are good enough.
The repeater notion did a great deal toward killing

accurate sighting and accurate shooting among riflemen

of America. Too many of us are willing to blaze away
at a bunch of hair, forgetting the sage counsel of Joe
Kipp, who says he would rather have a weak rifle aaIiicIi

would shoot just where he wanted to, than a bigger gun
in which he had no confidence. Bobo, when consulted,

snorted at the idea that I needed any better bun than
my .45-70, with which I blew a big hole through a black

bear in his country. But Bobo's idea of a rifle is one
that will stand hard knocks and never needs cleaning.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, IlL

J* £ Overton to Be Reinstated.

The removal of State Fish and Game Protector John
E. Overton, of Port Jefferson, and the appointment of

Capt. Selah T. Clock (who formerly held the position)

to be his successor, has created a great deal of comment
in the newspapers and considerable activity among the

friends of Mr. Overton, and indeed among those who
hitherto have not always been looked upon as his friends.'

There was a general feeling that Mr. Overton was a good
official and had done more than any of his predecessors

to secure enforcement of the laAvs relating to fisheries

and game. The only charge against him was that he had
gone to Albany to appear against the McKeown bill,

which was detrimental to the interests of the baymen and
net fishermen of the county. He angered some of the

members of the Fish, Forest and Game Commission who
favored the bill, but considered that he was doing right

in fighting it as the people of Suffolk county were prac-

tically a unit against it.

When Overton was summarily removed Senator Mc-
Kinney named. Mr. Clock as his successor, but took no
part in the fight against Mr. Overton. The latter at

once appealed to the Civil Service Commission and re-

tained counsel to fight the matter in the courts. He se-

cured the backing of some of the most influental men
in Suffolk county, who considered the move ill advised

and likely to stir up factional feeling which had been:

allayed.

The News is just in receipt of a telegram from Albany
annotmcing upon the atithority of Lieut.-Gov. Wood-
ruff, President of the State Fish, Forest and Game
Commission, that the charges against Mr. Overton will

be dismissed and that he will be reinstated.—Suffolk

County News, Sayville, N. Y., April 19.

The Htfntingf License.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read in your columns about hunting licenses. I

think it is all right to tax non-resident hunters $25, and
citizens of the State $5, and of the cotmty $1. But my
idea is that this will not last long. I think the next move
will be from $5 to $25 and that will bar the poor man
out, and some -day it may be that the highest bidder

takes the ear.h, as they have in some places across the

pond. Who is doing all the slaughter of game? It is

not the poor man. I see all the best duck marshes and
shooting grounds are owned or leased by some club, so

the slaughter must be in such places. If there are any
vacations for hunters, it will surely be in the shooting

season, and they will spend their time at their shooting

ground if club members and will not stop shooting when
they have enough for their table, but will take all they

can get. I don't say they will all do this, but nine out of

every ten wi'J. I have seen enough in eighteen years

when shooting was good, but' never took more than I

could carry; but I have seen some who would ship what
they couldn't carry.

Speaking about saving our game, the only way is to

prohibit the sale of game at all times, and to stop shoot-

ing over a dog, say for about two years; that will mul-

tiply game. It is only the rich man that can afford to

buy a dog for about $150, and it is not so hard to get

game when you have a high-bred dog trained by a pro-

fessional to point the birds for you. This is one way.

The other way is, if the rich man wants it all, to put a

$50 license for hunting, and you will surely have it all.

Don't worry; we can't go hunting next fall on account
of not working full time this winter ; that is how we have
to do. On the other hand, the rich man owns all the

best duck marshes, high-grade guns, the dog, has the

money and the time, and can hire men to push him
around the lake or as a guide for big game. What more
do they want? If there is not enough game around for

them, let them leave the dog home for two years and
they will have all they want.
The $5 license is a good move and ought to be pushed

along, for the reason that it will keep the boy hunter

from killing song birds. If the license requirement in-

cludes farmers, who do quite a little hunting, we will see

that we will have a hard time getting permission to hunt,

for the license farmers will want the game themselves,

and will not let you hunt on their grounds.
Wm. Horn.

A Springf Swan.

-A LARGE trumpeter swan, on exhibition at The Sports-

man, is attracting much attention. The bird was shot

on the Chemung River by Ralph Sartor.—Gazette.

Why was the "bird" shot? We do not know; but we
make the following conjecture: Chiefly because it was
a stranger and was alive. Possibly it may be eaten.

Probably not. Perhaps some taxidermist may make a
more or less satisfactory "stuffing" of the fowl, and then

being "set up" it will add another object to some home
for some housekeeper to "dust" and move about and
wish a thousand times it were out of her way. But this

is an aside from the theme that held my mind and led

me to put pen to paper. My tliought was of spring

shooting. I am informed that recently some of the

generous-minded sportsmen of this county (I hope none
of them are "spring shooters") have at considerable cost

purchased and released in various parts of the county a

quantity of quail. This I am very glad to learn. But
how sad it would be if just at this mating and nest-

building season the desire to "kill something" should

lead some impulsive young man to destroy these quail.

Every death of bird or fowl in the spring cuts off the

hope of increase in the autumn and is a step toward the

extermination of our feathered friends. The spring

migration toward breeding grounds and nests should be
sacredly protected by a public sentiment which should

frown upon and even punish the use of firearms against

any migrant.
The successful shot at that swan cuts off the hope of

how many well-grown young cygnets for next Novem-
ber? Says Rowland Robinson, than whom no truer

sportsman ever lived: "Farmers do not kill their breed-

ing ewes in March nor butcher cows that are to calve in

a month; it does not pay. Why should sportsmen be less

provident of the stock they prize so dearly; stock that

has so few care-takers, so many enemies? Certainly it

does not pay in the long run." May the day soon come
when the tired swan, or goose, or <iuck, stopping a mo-
ment in its long flight to bathe its tired wings in the

cool water of the river; to drink and perchance to nibble

a little at some early springing greenness, shall be left

in peace, to be admired in the gracefulness of its aUve,

alert, personality, and wished a hearty godspeed when it

lifts itself again for the long flight to its boreal nesting

place.—T. A. W. in Elmira (N, Y.) Advertiser, March
29. —

'Tittle Bat.**

MoRGANTOwN, W. Va.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Announcement was made in your colums of the shooting

of "Little Bat" at Crawford, Neb., in December, by
Haguewood.
The trial of Haguewood has just taken place, and he

has been acquitted.

Discussion as to the justice or injustice of the case

would be out of place here, but there is at least some
righteous indignation at the result.

Although a Sioux Indian "Bat" was a true friend of

the white man, being actively employed in the service

of the Government ever since he was "old enough to eat

beans," to use the expression of one of his army friends.

He had served many years as chief of scouts, in which
capacity he had rendered invaluable service to the Gov-
ernment.
He was held in high esteem by Generals Miles, Crook,

Brooke and many others who personally knew him and
his achievements. He was among the few who were left

of the "old boys" of Indian fame, and to think of his

being "wiped out" in such an ignominious way, after

facing so many perils, seems hard. Possibly few men.

living to-day have as interesting a history as he, when
we refer to frontier life and adventure. When I saw him
and hunted with him in 1893 he had a record of eighty-

four bears, all of the big Rocky Mountain type, and he
told me he hoped to round up his hundred before he
went "over the range." He was of medium stature, but

very heavily built, weighing perhaps 180 pounds. His
feats with the rifle among game and of trailing were
wonderful. Although killed in a saloon row, he was
buried- with all the honors of a military officer.

Emerson Carney,

The Plank and the Ptess.

J'rom the Cumberland {British Columbia) N'&ivs,

The various game associations in the Province, and
sportsmen generally, are awakening to the fact that our
game must have better protection if there is to be any
sport for the future. Various remedies are suggested,

and one issue is the taxing of all guns, the money thus

collected to be applied in paying some wardens in dif-

ferent sections. There is a diversity of opinion regard-

ing the wisdom of this step, as it is urged that certain

people, such as prospectors and others who may have
to depend on the gun at times for a meal, would be
unjustly taxed. However, this perhaps could be ar-

ranged. The News some time ago advised the prohibit-

ing the sale of all game. Gallinaceous game birds

should certainly have this protection. The Victoria

Times and other papers reprinted some of our articles

and commended our suggestions. Our neighbors in the

United States, and especially in the East, have long since
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awakened to the fact that market hunters are responsible
for the, rapid depletion of their fields and forests of

game birds, and have in most States formed very strong
and influential bodies for the better protection of the

birds, and their standard is "Stop the sale of game."
The Forest and Stream, the leading paper on sport

in America, has long advocated the non sale of game,
and has been largely instrmnental in bringing about this

change of sentiment from the old one of "Kill all and
by any means." The great plank in that paper's plat-

form to-day is "Stop the sale of game." If there is to

be an amendment to the act, let that clause be inserted.

Residents of Hornby and Denman islands are complain-
ing bitterly of the destruction of the blue grouse on
those islands by pot-hunters for sale. The respectable

class all say, "Stop the sale of game."

"Whete Is the Long Island Protector?

Long Island, N. Y., April 17.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: A few days ago' I happened to get hold of one
of your papers, and I found in it some of the best read-
ing matter or sporting events that I have ever read, and
was also surprised to hear of so much agitation and dis-

cussions on spring shooting. Now I live on a meadow
in Jamaica Bay, and if there is a place in this world that

needs the game laws enforced more than this bay does,

then I will 'give it up. I have killed about 100 black
ducks and geese this past season, all shot according to
law; and I safely predict that if the three evils of dusking
ducks, jacking geese and spring shooting were abolished
there would be no trouble to get a mess of birds most
any day. It seems to me that there are no game war-
dens in this bay. because the violators of the game laws
are constantly dusking ducks and jacking geese.

It would be no trouble to catch these men, and I would
like to have your paper give the matter a little considera-'
tion, as I, for one. even though a bay man, would like

to continue gunning in a legitimate way, but if things
continue, I suppose I will have to get in line and violate
too in order to get a bird or so.

One week last fall three men went jacking geese twice
a night, and got 23 for the week's shooting, and then
the birds disappeared and did not show up again until

this spring.

Now I will go further and name the places where the
men can be caught. Jacking geese is done all along the
meadow shore, principally West bay, Grassy bay, narrow
bays and head of bay. Dusking ducks is done on Spring-
field meadows by about 20 men each night, and on the
other meadows of the bay by about three or four men on
each. It would be a happy evening for me in the fall if

I could go to bed knowing that on the morrow I would
have a chance at the geese and ducks as of old. Hoping
I have made no enemies. A Bayman.

Docks in Massachusetts.

BrooKLINE, Mass., April 19.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I was much surprised in reading Special's
article, dated April 13, at the statement "ducks of all

kinds are protected from April 15 to September i," and
I would like to call attention to the fact that in the State
of Massachusetts black ducks, wood ducks and teal are
protected from March i to September i.

This is a new law, and I fear many people are in ig-
norance of it, and many more people, I grieve to say,
do not care.

A great many black ducks have been killed on Cape
Cod since the first of March this year, and yet I have
heard of no one being called to account. Laws that are
not enforced are precious little good, and game wardens
(if there are any on Cape Cod) seem to have the same
pleasing characteristic. Whistler.

That Court Document*
St. Augustine, Fla.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
"court document" concerning the case of the Marlin
Arms Co. versus G. O. Shields, ex-game and plume bird
exterminator par excellence of the South and West, fell

somehow into my hands a few days ago, and as a sample
of ingenious bamboozling and hoodwinking by the party of
the second part, I found it as amusing as one of David
Harum's horse trades. No one is likely to swear that the
letter from Washington, D. C, and that by "Coyote"
from Montana were written for a special purpose by Mr.
Shields, but no one can be debarred the privilege of
thinking, and I think that a man with one eye can see
through the little game even in the dark, though he may
not know a Marlin rifle from a marlinspike.

DlDYMUS.

New Bern, N* C, Notes.

The house boat Nirohda, which has been lying in port
here for the last three months, has left in tow of the tug
Virginia. The owner of the house boat is Col. Sheffield
Phelps, son of Ex-Minister Phelps. Col. Phelps came
here a month ago and has entertained a number of New
Bern friends on his boat. The craft is bound for its

summer quarters at Englewood, N. J.
Visiting sportsmen have had great luck with ducks,

snipe and quail during the season just closed. Snipe
have been abundant all winter, but are scarce now. The
hook and line fishermen are beginning their spring cam-
paign, while the shad supply has fallen off. Cold weather
has retarded but not injured the truck. J. L. K.

Bttckshot and Ballet.

Harrisburg, Pa., April 16.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The bill introduced in the Legislature provides that it

shall be unlawful to hunt or destroy any buck, doe or
fawn at any time "with any weapon containing or loaded
with more than one bullet shot or missile for each load in-
tended to be fired."

There is little hope that it will pass, for it is op-
posed by the selfish clique who assume to regulate and
make all our game laws. This bill was created by J. G.
Dillin, of Radnor, Pa., who has given almost his entire
life to the study of forest and game conditions. About
75 per cent, of the Pennsylvania hunters use buckshot
;n deer hunting, which means three cripples to one kill.

Btn,LET.

The Horse AccotintediFor.

Prince Bay, N. Y., April 12.

—

Editoi" Forest and
Stream': In this week's issue of your paper under head-

ing of "Sportsman Tourist" I read "Lost," and when I

read his story in "Lost," found a horse was in the scrape.

I have just enough Yankee curiosity left in me to want
to know what became of that horse; he must have been

lost and really forgotten. H. L. Allen.

Bangor, April 15.—Your favor in hand. Open ridges

are called in Maine "horse backs." Your typesetter

made a mistake. The word preceding horse back in

my manuscript is or should be or, reading thus : "Trav-

eling for a while on an open ridge or horse back." We
discovered the mistake ourselves and were sorry. Hoping
that this will relieve the anxiety of H. L. Allen, I remain,

yours, J. A. Thompson.
p. s.—^Unfortunately by the premature discharge of a

gun years ago, my writing is awful, so I depend on

others to copy my stories.

American Quails for Sweden.

Under date of March 14, 1901, Consul Nelson, of Ber-

gen, reports to the State Department that "the import of

American quails into Sweden by Coimt Claes Lewen-
haupt, of Fosstorjo, has awakened lively interest. More
than 5,000 quails, representing a sum of about $3,500,

have been ordered for the spring, and still more orders

are expected. The birds will- be sent in cages—fifty in

each cage—constructed especially for this purpose, and
the best hopes are entertaiiied as to successful trans-

portation. The small lot of American quails which were
set free in Count Lewenhaupt's estate at Claestorp last

spring have endured the winter very well, and it appears

that Sweden has good prospects of an increase in its game
birds.

Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

Notice.

AH communications intended for Forest ako Stbeam should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Any Old Fly.

Editor Forest and Stream:
There appeared on the editorial page of your issue of

April 6th a quotation which has since continued to dis-

turb my usual serenity. And at the risk of making a

nuisance of myself, I venture to register a mild protest.

The quotation itself I first noticed some years ago in

a fishing tackle catalogue, where it served to enhance the

value of a list of flies which surrounded it, and where
were other quotations of a sentimental nature, equally

well calculated to precipitate an estrangement between a

fool and his money.
I take the liberty to repeat the portion of your quota-

tion which has troubled me:
"A well-made fly is a beautiful object, an ill-made one

an eyesore and annoyance; and it is a great satisfaction

both to exhibit and examine a well-filled book of hand-

somely tied flies. R. B. Roosevelt."

Admirable as is this sentiment and true as it undoubt-

edly is as a generol proposition, one portion of it seems

quite objectionable if it is to be taken without qualifica-

tion. With the assertion "a well-made fly is a beautiful

object" no one can quarrel, but would it be fair to say

that under all circumstances an ill-made one is an eye-

sore and annoyance?
Well-made bass flies are expensive, costing from $2 to

$4 a dozen. After the first bass has toyed with one a

short time it is often difficult to determine whether the

fly was originally a beautiful object or an eyesore. And
under such circumstances "a well-filled book of hand-

somely tied flies" is a luxury and often beyond the reach

of the man to whom the struggle for his life and for the

life of others is no dream.
Now, any one, with a few instructions and a little prac-

tice, can tie his own bass flies at an expense of not to

exceed 25 cents a dozen. Ill-tied and ungainly they may
be, yet as effective as the best, and the better attempts

are a source of justifiable pride. What if the product

falls upon the water like a geological specimen, rather

than a native of flydom. Noise is as apt to pass for merit

among fish as among men.
Even in my limited experience I have known several

honest flybooks to be filled with the home-made article,

to the niutual satisfaction to the makers and the fish.

And who would have the heart to call them eyesores

and annoyances, knowing that they represent the best

efforts of a good fellow with a love of angling in his

heart, and one to whom these products of his clumsy
fingers are treasures no less dear than are the finest works
of the most skillful workmen to his more prosperous
brethern.

Besides, who will have the a,ssurance to deny that this

very thing is a necessary step in the universal evolution?

And will any one willingly, by discouraging this inter-

mediate development, prevent or delay the final appear-
ance of the perfect fly—nay, even the perfect fly fish-

erman ?

Yes, a well-made fly is a beautiful object, and by all

means let each one keep in stock as many as he can pos-
sibly afford, and a few more, but let us not allow a sen-

timental fancy to cause us to belittle the respectable, if

humble, relative. Let due allowance be made for its

heredity and environment. No fly (artificial) should be
condemned as an eyesore and annoyance if it has made
the very best of its opportunities.

So far as clothes go to make the man, so far feathers

go to make the fly; no further. Self-sacrifice can trans-

form and beautify a shabby garment. Why not an un-
tidy hackle? Under its magic any old fly b«:omes to me
a "beautiful object." Hence these tesirs. * F. A= C

CUT.1.

Tackle for Keuka Lake.
Landlocked Salmon.—We would suggest the same

tackle for these waters as we have found to be the best

for Maine waters.
Flies for Casting—Silver-doctor and Jock-Scott (regu-

lar salmon flies of No. 20 or 30 hooks), brown-hackle,
cowdung, Montreal and Parmachenee-belle on No. ro

hooks.

_
Trolling Rigs—Delaware-belle (both light and dark),

live minnows and small minnows with Skinner's No. 2
silver casting spoon.
Great Lake Trout.—Owing to the great depth of

water in Lake Keuka and the uncertainty of what depth
the fish are feeding, also the variety of trout and salmon
(all of which prefer different depths and temperatures),
the most successful and only satisfactorj'^ way of fishing
for them is with a hand line (hereafter described), using
minnows on gangs and spoons.
Nothing can be done with live minnows on single

hooks and rod and reel in this deep water, where 250 feet

of line is only an ordinary length to have out. The weight
of this line will counterbalance the strike of the fish, so
that a bite will not be felt, and if felt the fish cannot be
struck, as the bait will have been torn from the hook
before the line can be drawn tight enough to strike the
fish and embed the hook.

'

Local fishermen use the ordinary Seth Green gang and
succeed in hooking about 30 per cent, of the fish that
strike; we use a gang of our own pattern, and hook about
90 per cent, of the fish that strike. We give cuts and

explanations of the two gangs
later on. The ordinary spin-
ning spoon with a gang of
hooks is also useless; the only
one of value is a wobbler,
which we also give a cut of
tOAvard the end of this article.

Rainbow Trout.—Rainbow
trout are taken on bass baits

and tackle, also on the lake
trout rigs.

Black Bass.—U.se regular
flies for casting. For troll 'ng,

Delaware-belles (light and
dark). ' Live baits, minnows,
chickets. worm'^. gras'^hoppers
and above all. helgramites—the
last mentioned is out and out
the best live bait for Keuka.
Pickerel.—Troll with Skin-

tier's No. 2 casting spoons
(silver and brass), put a piece
of the white belly of another
fish on the hook for bait. Live
bait, minnows.

Perch.—Same as for bass,
given above.

How to Make a Trolling Line
for Lake Ketjfca or Any
Other Deep Water.

Commence at the bottom^
with a loop 3 inches long (B,
cut i), on which is to be fast-

ened swivel sinker (A) ; both
ends of the line forming
this loop should be securely
fastened in the lower eye of
swivel C. Between swivel C
and whippletree D should be a
piece of line about a foot loitg

—between each whippletree D,
E, F, G and H a piece of line

20 feet long, thus making the
upper whippletree H about 80
feet above the bottom. Be-
tween whippletree H and
swivel J another piece of line

SO feet long ; above swivel J
a piece of line 150 feet long.

For minnow fishing the best
line to use is G silk enameled
from swivel J down to loop
B, and E silk enameled line

above swivel J.

Leaders for Minnows

—

Single gut 9 feet long—swivel
on One end and loop on the
other.

For spoon fishing a line two
sizes larger is best—E below
swivel J and F above. Leaders
for spoons should be made of
E line, 9 feet long, having a
good sized loop at one end, to
which the spoon is fastened
and a swivel at the other to
fasten to the whippletree.

Spoons.—The only good
spoons for Keuka's deep troll-

ing is a silver wobbler, which
is shown in cut 2. As will
be seen, it has a single hook
only, which is inserted through
the end and then soldered to
the inside of the spoon.

Gangs.—In fishing very
deep water where lines of 250
to 300 feet are out, we found
that we seldom hooked more
than one fish out of four or
five that struck on the ordi
nary Seth Green gang. Upon
comparing our experience with
other anglers, we found their
experience to be the same as
ours. Invariably the minnow
was taken. After reasoning
over the matter we came to
the conclusion that lake trout

generally strike the
minnow crosswise,

rU^CT and also on the out-
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side of the bend (which is put on for trolling). With-
out this curvature the minnow would be simply dragged
through the water without any semblance of life; with
it the minnow swerves and lunges about just like a
maimed fish. Also the hooks used on the Seth Green
gang were far too coarse.
Cut 3.— is the ordinary Seth Green gang, B is one

of our own design, C the minnow curved on a Seth
Green gang, D the minnow curved on our own gang, E
(in dotted lines) is the mouth of a lake trout seizing a
minnow on a Seth Green gang without touching a hook,
F is the same fish seizing a minnow on our gang and
getting hooks G into its mouth. Our experience has been
a little tug, scarcely perceptible, on a Seth Green gang
and the minnow and fish are gone; on ours, the same
little tug and the fish is securely hooked.
Hook G should always be fastened into the dorsal fin

of the minnow; it is then pretty sure to be taken well

We give a cut herewith of the one we use. They are
simple and easily made.
Cut 6.—The Reel. AA are two pieces of plain pine

wood, 14 inches long, 2 inches wide and Vs of an inch
thick, shaped as shown in cut. BB are two round smooth
bars of wood an inch in diameter, fastened at each end
with a couple of screws. CC are two pieces of brass wire
I inch from bars BB and fastened at the end with nuts
or turned into the wood. The upper end of the line
should be securely fastened to this bar in case the line
has to be thrown overboard temporarily for any purpose.
The reel acts as a buoy to mark the line.

James Churchward.
New York City.

Fishing in Lake Keuka.
Lake Keuka is one of the liquid gems that adorn the

map of central New York, and is one of the most pleas-
ing and beautiful lakes in the State. Its form is Y-shaped;
the upper end lies in Steuben county and the two arms
in Yates county. . The level of the lake is about 800 feet
above the sea; its length from Hammondsport through
the East Branch to Penn Yan is 22 miles, and from Ham-
mondsport through the West Branch to Branchport 18
miles. The country surrounding this lake is the cham-
pagne district of America

; here, as in no other part of the
United States, does grape growing and wine making en-

froni the eastern part of the State?" We have carefully
studied the question, and from conversations we have
had with anglers and pleasure seekers, get but one an-
swer, "It is an out-of-the-way place and takes a week
to get there." This is correct, although two of our
leading trunk roads run within half a dozen miles of the
lake. Although it is only 300 miles distant from N»w
York, it takes almost half as long again to reach it as it

does to get to Chautauqua, which is nearly 450 miles
from New York.
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. runs

first-class, fast trains to Bath—the transfer station to the
lake. Here the traveler takes the Bath & Hammonds-
port R. R. to the shores of Keuka Lake—eight miles
distant by rail. The connections are such that the
traveler has to wait anywhere from half an hour to four
hours before he can get out of Bath again ; when he does
eventually reach the lake, he has to wait another hour
before the steamboat starts. This hour's wait is in a dirty,
ill-kept depot or on a dock bestrewn with rubbish. It
takes nearly half as long to get from Bath to Gibson's or
Keuka on the lake, a distance of 20 miles only, as it does
from New York to Bath, a distance of 300 miles.

It is no wonder that the traveler or fisherma:n becomes
disgusted and will neither pay this water a second visit
nor advise any of his friends to undergo the same im-
positions. If those in control of these loaal connections—the Bath & Hammondsport R. R. and the Keuka
Navigatioii Company—tried to devise a plan whereby

into the fish's mouth. Seventy-five per cent, of the lake
trout we catch get this hook into their mouth some-
where; fully 60 per cent, this hook and no other. We
very much doubt whether the other hooks of our gang
could not be advantageously discarded. Certainly the
center one on the other gut could. We would be willing
to put up a wager that if the dorsal fin hook only were
used and the minnow bent with a piece of silk thread,
more fish would be taken on this hook than on a Seth
Green gang fully equipped.
As there is no possible chance of striking a fish on

300 feet of line, only the finest of hooks should be used.
We make our gangs of Nos. 8, 10 and 12 hooks. No. 10
we fancy are the best; with these sharp, fine hooks the'

fish easily hooks itself.

.

The Whippletree.—This is also a device of our own

—

there are many others, but all have their disadvantages.
What is required is a device where the fastening is ab-
solutely secure and yet at the same time a leader can be
taken ofif or put on it in a second. The advantage of a
whippletree is that if a fish works around the main line

the leader turns the whippletree, thus preventing the fish

from winding the leader around the line.

The necessity of being able to take off a leader quickly
is: You hook a fish on one of the lower leaders and
work your fish gradually in until you come to a leader;

. if this leadeV is taken into the boat and remains attached
to the main line, and the fish makes a run on you, you
have either to let go of the line altogether or run the
chance of getting a gang of hooks into your hand (as we
have often done before designing our whippletree).
The long, deep trolling line of Keuka is only an ex-

aggerated Paternoster which was in vogue as far back as
the immortal Walton, and was used commonly in his
time for perch fishing.

Instead of simply illustrating this whippletree, we give
a series of cuts and sections showing how any one who
can hold a pair of pliers in his hand can make one. The
necessary tools are three pairs of pliers (flat and round
nosed), cutters and a file. The material, one piece of
14-gauge hard brass wire, 8 or 10 inches long (this is the
bar on which the device is made), three pieces of mer-
chant brass wire, i8-gauge, 6 inches long each. Mer-
chant wire is not so hard and brittle as regular spring
wire, and not so soft as to not have any spring in it.

Cut 4.—Section i. A is a piece of 14-gauge wire ; B
is one of the pieces of i8-gauge wire wound around A
from right to left half a dozen times ; C is another piece
of i8-gauge wire wound around A in an opposite direction
to B.

Section 2. Draw B and C close together on the bar
A, then make two or three twists around themselves, as
shown in D, leaving two ends E and F.

Section 3. Turn end E (in section 2) up at right
angles to bar A; then cut it off about 5^ of an inch from
the twist. With a pair of round-nosed pliers turn the
loop F—straighten out end F (in section 2) and then
about ^ of an inch from the twist turn the eye G—cut off
the end of the wire ^ of an inch beyond the loop F and
turn the extreme point up, as shown in H.
Now take the whippletree off of bar A, cut off the two

ends B2 and C2 and with a file smooth off all ragged
edges and points, also the points of F and EC.

Section 4. Turn an eye K in the third piece of 18-

gauge wire, winding the end around the bar two or three
times L.

Section 5. On the wire of section 4 string a glass
beam M, then follow it with whippletree BB, finish off
with turning an eye K2 on the top similar to the eye Ki
on the bottom. The device is now ready for use. To
attach a leader, pass the eye of swivel N (section 5) over
the point H and down into the eye G, as shown in sec-
tion 3; then spring down the arm under the loop F. If
properly made, this light device will stand a strain of 30
to 35 pounds.
O (in section 5) is a g-foot single gut leader with

gang P attached ready for a minnow.
The following swivel sinkers should be carried for this

line : 2-ounce, 4-ounce, 6-ounce and 8-ounce. The heavy
ones are required for very deep water or where two lines
are being used.
Cut 5.—With two lines, weighted with two sinkers, say

3 ounces and 6 ounces, two anglers can fish from the same
boat, for' the set of leaders on line A will be from 20 to
40 feet behind the leaders on line B, so that they will not
get tangled, but should the long line A get a fish on
it, the short one B_ should be taken in, otherwise occa-
sionally the fish will run around the short line when
nearing the boat.

On account of the number of breaks, whippletrees,

swivels, etc., on this, line, ^ sp^gial reel is necessary fo|- i\]

CUT.S,

^
A.

gross the entire population. It is also a region rich in In-
dian traditions. Red Jacket's summer and winter resorts

are pointed out to the tourist and stranger sojourning in

this delightful spot. Tradition says that here Red Jacket
rested, fished and hunted, but that no heartrending, re-

sounding war-whoops echoed o'er this happy scene, for

here he laid aside his tomahawk and other weapons of

war ; here now, as of old, is peace and repose. But we are
diverging from our subject, which is:

Owing principally to the late Seth Green, Lake Keuka
is one of the best stocked open fishing waters on this

continent. The public, generally, know but little about
the grand, exceptional fishing to be found in this lake.

The question has often been put to us by hotel-

keepers and residents along the lake, "Why is not the
lake more frequented by New Yorkers and fishermen

B

they could keep the public away from this lake, they
could do nothing better than follow their present methods
of taking care of through passengers from the trunk
lines.

The lake nevertheless abounds in game fishes, and it

well repays the angler who can afford the extra time that
is required to get there tO' pay it a visit.

Lake Keuka contains landlocked salmon or ouananiche,
great lake trout or togue, California or rainbow trout,

small-mouth black bass, wall-eyed pike, pickerel (East-
ern pond), yellow perch, etc., etc., muscallonge (recently

planted.)

We herewith give a birdseye view of Lake Keuka,
which we have drawn especially for the readers of For-
est AND Stream^ marking what we have found to be ex-
ceptionally good spots. ]^o doubt there are many others

equally as good, but we have never fished them, as we
could always catch all the fish we wanted on the grounds
which we have marked.
Grounds marked thus, - are where we

fish for landlocked salmon, great lake trout, rainbow
trout and w^all-eyed pike.

Markings thus, x x x x: x x x, are bass, pickerel and
perch waters.
We will now give a little information pertaining to

these marked waters.

Landlocked Salmon,

The best grounds for this fish are yet unknown, only
two specimens having been recorded—both taken during
the summer of 1900. One was taken in -Hammondsport
Bay and weighed 4 pounds; the other, the first one, was
taken half way between Gibsons and the Bluff—just above
t.j]e center of the mouth of the West Brancl^-^
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this one scaled pounds and was taken July 18,

1900. This fish was taken in 150 feet of water on a silver

spoon and 60 feet below the surface. From its shape and
markings one would say it was quite an old fish. The one
taken at Hammondsport was a much younger looking fish.

As both were in fine condition and well grown, and as-

suredly of different ages, it stands to reason that they have
been successfully breeding in Lake Keuka, and that the

lake is well stocked with this king of game fishes.

We noticed several times during our last trip fish rising

in water 150 feet deep, in which we were catching lake

trout at the same spot within a foot or two from the bot-

tom. Asking our guide what these rising fish were, his

answer was "Trout." They certainly were not lake trout,

as lake trout at that time were close to bottom. We
never took a lake trout on a fly, and have never heard of

Hotel and about a raile up into the West Branch,
This deep water is an exceptionally good piece of

ground, and when the trout are not biting on the Flat the

angler can often come here and make a good catch. If we
were going to fish exclusively for landlocked salmon we
should select this deep water and run our baits pretty

near the surface.

Rainbow Trout,

These trout during 1900 were taken all over the lake,

sometimes on the Flat and again in some water 30 or 40
feet deep near the shore. They appear to be on the in-

crease both as regards numbers and size. During 1900
many were taken (trolling with minnows). They scaled

6, 8 or 9 pounds.

Hauling Gear'* on the SouVest
Ledge*

The most doleful tooting that ever startled the ear of
man awoke me. I't was pitch dark outside, for the sky
was overcast and the earth but one degree blacker than
the arch above. I lay perhaps half a minute (it seemed
much longer) trying to imagine what had broken in

upon my sound slumber.
"Too-te-too-to-o-ot

!"

I bounded out of bed and thinist my head out of the
open window. Was this a new kind of serenade, or was
it Gabriel's warning trump? If the latter, why had he
chosen Block Island as the scene of hi? first operations
in raising the dead and the sleeping?

"f. TlVC SPOTS VyKERS LflM!3"L{jCK Salmon «AV€. ftEtN TAKt

X ^ K j< SAis. Pickerel Ceroh w-atiks-
B i t LAKE KEUKA. N.Y. SHOWINe Al. FISHING SROUNDS.

one being taken in this manner; the fish we saw were
rising to flies or bugs of some sort. We therefore came
to the conclusion that they were landlocked salmon, and
regretted that we had not the proper tackle wherewith to

tempt them.

Great Lake Trout.

During the early part of the season, just after the ice

has gone out, two exceptionally good spots for lake trout
are Branchport'Bay, off the mouth of the inlet in 100 feet

of water, and Hammondsport Bay, off the mouth of

Black BaS

Black bass are found all along the different shores. Our
favorite grounds are: The western shore of the lake
from Urbana to Branchport, the eastern shore from Grove
Springs Hotel down to Keuka Point. An exceptionally
good spot in this run is just off the dock below the Club
House, Out and out the best spot in the lake is around
Bluff Point in water running from 15 to 40 feet deep over
a clean, hard, rocky bottom. The limit of this water is

from the dock on the eastern side of the Point to the
dock on the western side, a little less than half a mile.

Pleasant Valley Brook in 60 feet of water. But during

this season of the year the fish are near the surface, say

from 6 to 30 feet below the surface only. During

the latter part of July and through August our favorite

spot is the Flat - in 70 feet of water. The Flat is

about two miles long and about one mile wide, and is

bounded on the west by the Bluff, on the east by Keuka
village, on the south by the Bar, and on the north by the

points jutting out into the lake below Keuka. In other

words, the Flat commences at the mouth of the East

Branch and extends up into the Branch for a distance

of two miles. The bottom of the Flat is composed of

streaks of sand and mud, with here and there a few
small boulders. The Bar, above mentioned, is composed
of a sand bank in about 75 feet of water, and runs from
the Bluff to the point above Keuka. From the Bar the

water drops to 100 to 200 feet—this deep water extends

from tl^e Bar to -a point a little above tb| Grove Spring?

Bass act differently in Keuka from any other waters we
have ever fished. They bite 'well from the opening of the

season up to the middle of July, then they disappear but
come on again with renewed vigor about the first of
September. From this time on the grandest of catches
can be made. It is nothing uncommon to get a big string
running from 2 to 5 pounds each, the latter- not at all un-
common.

Pickerel and Perch.

Pickerel and perch are found along the shores, es-

pecially where it is weedy. A first-class spot for these

fish is along the eastern shore from the point above the

Grove Springs Hotel to Keuka Point, and again in the

little bay just around Keuka Point. It is not at all un-
common to get perch scaling 2 pounds, and even those

^Y^ighing 3 pounds have b?en taken.
" ' " /ame;§ Churchward,

Suddenly 'way out upon what would have been the
horizon, had it been defined, a light flashed out. It was
old Montauk" and I began to get my bearings. Imme-
diately a voice reached me out of the chaotic blackness
below the chamber window.

"Mornin', sir! Th' old man said you wanted to go
out an' see us haul th' gear to-day an' he sent me on
ahead to wake ye."

" 'Morning!' " I repeated, with considerable empha-
sis. "What time do you call it?"

' 'Bout ha'f after one. We gotter hurry. There'll be
a breeze b'fore sun i:p. The elder goin'?"
"So he said last night." Then with a wicked desire to

have company in the misery of being awakened at such
an ungodly hour, and by such an ungodly instrument
as a battered fishhorn, I added: "Go around and toot
under his window, Phil. I'll dress."

The mournful notes of the horn sounded at the other
end of the house while I groped for my garments, and
when I descended to the kitchen the Elder was getting into

his most disreputable coat. He looked a good deal as I
felt. We glowered surlily, each blaming the other in his

heart for ever expressing any interest in the lobster in-

dustry, but neither had the pluck to back out of the trip.

Young Phil gave an admonitory toot on his horn, and
we pulled on our rubber boots and went out. I never
remembered seeing such an utterly black night There
had been a heavy fog earlier and this had now risen
and blanketed the sky, so that not a star was visible.

As we set out in single file to cross the higher shoulder
of Beacon Hill (I simply knew by intuition where we
were going, for the path we followed was invisible to
my eyes—I could but see the outline of the Elder's figure
ahead). I noticed lights in the windows of several houses
on the island. The fishermen were rising in expectation
of the breeze which Young Phil declared was due, though
there was no warning of it to a landsman's mind.
Montauk light blazed regularly, and as my eye swept

the half circle, I noted the beacons on Fisher's Island,
Watch Hill, Sand Point (the upper extremity of Block
Island itself), and Point Judith at the entrance to Nar-
ragansett Bay. But these lights simply twinkled through
an otherwise impenetrable gloom; even the sea was in-

visible, though its voice sobbed quietly where the gentle
swells washed the west beaches.
"John-Ed. 's been hillm' up his potatoes," Young Phil

remarked; as we tumbled over a fence into a mysterious
place which, as far as I could see, was as likely to be a
bottomless pit as a potato field.

"Where's your boat lying, Phil?" the Elder asked,
and I hoped he would back out even at the eleventh hour.
But if it was in his thought he did not suggest it, when
Young Phil replied:

"Cormorant Cove. We'll hafter to stop for Cap and.
Lawyer. They'd never git up if the old man 'n' I didn't
wake 'em."

He strode on tirelessly. For a breed of short-legged
men these fishermen are the most wonderful walkers I
ever met. Pounding away through plowed ground
in heavy gum boots seemed nothing to Young Phil; but
I was getting winded when we struck into the New Har-
bor road. Down this, and across other planted fields,

and through pastures where the sheep, huddled together,
were just visible as we passed, and finally into a door-
yard littered with broken pots, a drying seine, and other
maritime lumber. Our guide routed out the skipper and
the fourth member of the crew, Levi (pronounced "Law-
yer" by the islanders), and we all descended la^^
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the shore of the cove, where old Phil waited for us at the

tishhouse door. -'

"Come, come, boys!, the breeze is comin'," old Phil

said. "Bundle right into the boat, Elder. That was a

good discourse ye give us last Sunday, sir. Pull away,

Lawyer! Everybody. '11 be out o' the breach ahead of us

if ye ain't lively. I ain't lookin' for anybody to haul our

gear to-day."
Voices and the creaking of blocks echoed across the

cove. How the various crews found their boats was a

mystery. Lawyer rowed the skiff unswervingly to the

side of the twenty-four foot cat. Young Phil held her

alongside while we hopped aboard, and then the skiff's

painter was tied to the anchor biioy and the heavy sail

went up into the darkness slowly.

Cap took the tiller the instant we were aboard and
Old Phil was too busy hauling on the sail. to scold.

"Cast off, there!" was the command. "Here she
comes !"

A faint breath of air fanned my cheek as 1 tried to

peer across the cove.

"Got your 'scare', Phil?" demanded the skipper.

Young Phil answered from the head of the boat with

a mighty blast upon the horn. The catboat, lumberingly,

at first, began to move. The water—smooth as oil else-

where—rippled at the bows, and I hung over the rail

and watched our phosphorescent wake.
Old Phil came back into the standing room evidently

improved in temper.
"Light up down there, Lawyer, an' put some water on.

There's some 'shorts' in the well, an' the Elder an' the

doctor here'U have an appetite in no time."

wasn't altogether sure of that, but I said nothing.

.\ fishing smack isn't expected to smell like the perfumed
boudoir of a duchess; but there was something about the

odor which pervaded this boat that laid over anything
I ever before experienced, and I once resided for a brief

time between a soap house and a fertilizer manufactory

—

which ever direction the wind blew, it was always strong.

They tell about one fastidious old lady on the island who,
during the lobster season, made her husband sleep in the

barn, and I don't blame her.

The luscious criistacean (which is most extensively

canned and then served to us in our Broadwaj' restau-

rants in beautifully manufactured paper-mache shells) is

not a beast of cleanly tastes. Like the oyster and the

clam he is a scavenger—whether from taste and desire

or because of a partial paralysis of the olfactory nerves

T am not prepared to say. Certain it is that nothing at-

tracts him to the pot but bait in an advanced state of

decay. Perhaps, as he is largely a native of the New-
England coast, he may be troubled with the universal

catarrhal difficulties of that region.

However, there was a good sized bait tub with us and
before we got through the breach and out where the

morning breeze was chopping the sea nastily. I began
to feel as though I'd have saved money and effort by
skipping my several previous meals. But those "shorts"

steaming hot from the pot, were delicious!

. "Get enough of 'em down ye, an' j^e can't be seasick,"

declared old Phil, and I have faith yet that he was right,

only—I couldn't get enough downl I am not naturally

a garrulous individual and I can usually keep a secret all

right, but after the catboat was by the end of the break-

water and heeled over before the gale, I positively could
keep nothing to myself!

But day was cftning now with a rush. There was a

broad band of light in the east and a flash of blue over-

head as the breeze swept the fog blanket away to sea-

ward. The sand hills loomed up on the island—great

yellow patches against the darker background; and soon
the isle in its entirety, all hills and vales, with scattering

trees and clustering, weather-beaten dwellings, lay as

prett}' a picture as God ever made under the beams of the

rising sun.

The boats swept by the fish pounds, the piles which
held the long strihgs of twine (the fisherman's term for

nets), casting monster shadows across the tumbling
Avaves. The crews hailed each other and the tooting of

the "scares" was stilled. It was a pretty race past the

rock-strewn shore, and stretches of smooth beach where
rhe boats lay above the reach of the tide. The tw'o sturdy

figures, approaching the life saving station from opposite

directions were the surfmen coming in from their last

"beat."

The boats drew apart now, for although the sea is so

trackless to the landsman, it is like the stree.ts of a city

to these fishermen. They know the shortest course to

their gear, and take it, for it will soon be low tide, and
the pot buoys float too far below the surface to be picked

up at any other time.

"In a line nor' nor'west from the kam buoy—twenty-
two pots," the skipper mutters, and although there isn't

.such a thing as a compass aboard he rounds the catboat

to directly over the first yellow-striped pot buoy.
The boat lays there with her big sail all shaking and

Young Phil, hanging far over the rail, catches the buoy
with the boathook and haiils' it in. A big, black "i"
painted on one side of the four by four strip of timber,
proves that Cap has made no mistake in his calcula-

tions. Everybody but the helmsman lays hold of the
rope and the pot, weighted heavily with ballast rock,
comes in slowly.

The pot is a home-made cage of laths with a two part

net inside in which the foolish lobster is led astray. The
bait is in the inner net and Mr. Lobster never knows
enough to get out the way he came in. If the gear lies

too long without being pulled, however, the An'ctim may
cut the twine and get clear—a costly proceeding for the
lobsterman, for each of these pots cost a dollar and fif-

teen- cents to manufacture and the profits from the busi-

ness is not what it once Avas.

"Tliere's a 12 inch one," Lawyer observes, with .sat-

isfaction, plunging his hand in and grabbing the angry
crustacean, whose clashing nippers have no fear for him.
•The tAVO others, however, are 'shorts'—under the legal

lens-th—but all are taken. The fishery laAvs are not A'ery

faithfully enforced on the Sou'west Ledge. There are
several deep sea crabs lunching on the lobsters' dinner,
too, but these are flung back as not being worth market-
ing;, The bait is renewed, the heavy pot raised to the
rail_ and tipped over, and with a revert^erating' splash
it -sinks %gam into the sea. '

^

"Boom!" shouts the Cap at the tiller, the sail sweeps
round, catches the breeze again, and we are off for the
next pot.

"When we used to find two and three good lobsters

in a pot every mornin' there was money in it," Old Phil
remarks. "But they're scarce—have been for several

seasons. The papers say we kill off all the small ones
and that's what's the matter, but we gotter live. The
hotels '11 take all the 'shorts' we get at three or four
cents apiece, so why shouldn't we take 'em? Noav we
only haul gear every other day, an' the season is short at

the best. Just as soon as the bluefish strike on, you bet
we don't fool away our time at this heavy work."
And it is back-breaking work to haul the heavy gear.

The men are saved from saturation by their long boots;
but their hands are cut and parboiled, and it is disheart-

ening to sometimes haul pot after pot to find nothing in

them but crabs and sea-spiders, which devour the bait

and are worth nothing.
Every time the bait tub is uncovered we get a stronger

whif of its odorous contents and finally I give up the
fight again and cross over to the other rail to "coi-ipL-

mune with Neptune" once again. I am disgusted to see
that the Elder is a better sailor than myself, and am
doubly disgusted that I cannot" follow Old Phil's pre-
scription and eat enough of the hot boiled lobsters to

cure my well developed case of mal de rner.

"You can see how little there is in it for us, sir," Old
Phil says. Oracularly. "We've got to invest more 'n a
hundred dollars every season for new gear, for what
pots the sea don't pound to pieces, the brick barges and
such like pick up, and those chaps don't stop for a poor
fisherman's lobster pot."

I have sufiicient interest, despite niy perturbation of

soul, to ask a question oh this point.

"HoAv do they pick 'em up? - On their haAvsers. The
barges drift along behind the tug with their hawsers
hangin' slack most of the time. The hawser catches
under one of the pot-buoys and the whole gear is drag-
ged off the bottom. It makes them barge men so mad
to get tangled up that way that they just slash in with
a knife and let the pot go to the bottom and the buoy
go floatin' ashore. There ain't many of 'em like a barge
captain, that run afoul of some gear off the Old Harbor
last season."
"What did he do?" asked the Elder.
"M^hy," and Old Phil bit off a "chaAv'^ apologetically

behind his hand, Avhich act the Elder carefully refrained
from noticing, "his tow picked up a pot and he carried it

along Avith him to Boston. The feller what set the gear
put it down to profit 'n' loss, same 's we all do, but a
couple of weeks later he found the lost gear set right
in line Avith the other pots an' only two or three numbers
out of the Avay. There was a shingle nailed to the buoy
tellin' where it had been an' how the barge captain had
brought it back with him. an' dropped it as near home
as possible."

There was a strained silence after that lasting several
minutes. The Elder confided to me later that our friends
restrained themselves very well, indeed; it is hard for
sailors not to play somewhat upon the credulity of

landsmen.
The first string of gear was finished and the 'Cat ran

over to the second, and then a third. The last Avas scarce-
ly under run before the tide rose too high to make such
work impossible. The other boats Avere beating up the
island toward home and we folloAved with them. The
gale had not clianged its direction and there was a spat-
ter of rain occasionally which drove the passengers
under coA^er. But the cabin was strongly impregnated
with the effluvia from the bait tub, and I quickly prefer-
red a wetting to its hospitality.

A long leg out into Block Island Sound and a short
leg toward the shore brought us up to the breach. I be-
lieve the sea began to grow smoother then; at least I

was more used to its pitching, and by the time we scut-
tled through the narrow passage into the New Harbor
I felt (like Jerome K. Jerome's brother-in-laAV who went
on a sea voyage for his health) that if I had only a little

more time I could have gotten square with those hot
lobsters.

For a man with no olfactory appreciation of bait a lob-
ster boat is the place on Avhich to eat the succulent crus-
tacean. If he has ever eaten them steaming hot out of

boiling salt water, he will forever deny the "stiffs" of-

fered him along Broadway, no matter how fancifully they
may be served.

But between the reckless breaking of the law by the
fishermen, and the greediness of hotel keepers who would
rather buy "shorts" for a cent or tAvo less per pound
than pay the proper price for lobsters of legal length,
that course will soon have to be cut out of our menus al-

together. There are a few lobster nurseries along the
coast, but yoiing lobsters are harder to raise than Jersey
cattle, and it is rather discouraging for any private indi-

vidual to spend money, care and much time in hatching
and feeding the youngsters while somebody else reaps the
financial benefit. W. Bert Foster.

• Spring: in the Aditondacks*

Essex, N. Y., April 18.—A sign of spring more potent
than the first robin Avas the arrival of the steamboat
Chateaugay at the Essex dock this morning on her
maiden trip for the season. The ice broke in the head
lake a week ago, but there are still miniature icebergs
and floes in abundance.
Essex enjoyed just one-third of a year of consecutive

sleighing during the past winter. There are places in the
woods Avhere runners are still being itsed. The snow in

the basin at Dix last week Avas from six to eight feet deep,
while at the base of the mountain, though soaked and set-

tled considerably, it was from tAvo to three feet deep, with
no bare ground to be seen. The deer have had one of the
hardest winters in this section for many years. The snow
water will not be entirely out of the brooks till late in

May, and good brook trout fishing cannot be counted on
before June i.

In the_ ponds, of course, the season will be earlier, the
best fishing being immediately after the ice goes out, or
about May i for this section. J. B. B.

The Forest ahd Stream is put to i)re8s each week on ^Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at thf
latest by Monday and as i^w^ eariier af prseticabte.

-

NewHEngIand]fFishing.
Boston, April 20.—The ice is out of Sebago Lake,

Me., and that opens the landlocked salmon season there.
On Tuesday the telegraph announced that the lake was
practically clear of ice, one day earlier than last year,
Avhen die Big Bay was clear April 16, though the ice
hung in the Lower Bay for several days. Boston fish-

ermen were hardly ready to be off. the ice going earlier
than was anticipated, but some of them have started.
Mr. John G. Wright, Avho has fished that lake almost
every spring for a long time, will not be there this spring,
for he is in Europe. The Sebago Club members have
lost their interest there, having disposed of their camp,
Camp Sebago, last year. They Avill seek another location
somcAvhere in Maine—^liave several fishing places in
vicAV. J. L. Peters started for Sebago on Wednesday.
J. P. Kendrick and a fishing friend are all ready to start,

but are hoping for warmer weather. Mr. Farrington, of
Lewiston, with Elliott Russel, of Rangeley, for guide,
will fish Sebago next week. It is a new feature for a
Rangeley guide at Sebago. A Portland dispatch of
Wednesday evening gives a glowing account of fishing
at Sebago. A party of Portland fishermen returned that
evening from the lake, where they had been since Satur-
day, having gone up as soon as word came that the ice
had started at all. They brought home twenty-four
salmon, ranging in weight from 4^4 to 7 pounds. Mr;
Edward C. Walker, of Portland, also took, in three days,
seven salmon, the united weight of which was 27 pounds.
G .Fred Murch landed a salmon yesterday that weighed
754 pounds.
The ice is not out of Grand Lake at this writing,

though expected to go very soon. A number of Boston
fishermen are anxious for the report that the ice has
gone. The ice is out of Cobbosseecontee, Gardiner, and
fishermen are flocking there. Of late years the early fish-

ing there has been excellent, many fine salmon being
taken. Lake Auburn is not yet clear of ice, and Lewis-
ton and Auburn fishermen are all ready for the event.
Almost every day some one of the more experienced of
them goes up to the lake and reports on the condition
of the ice. The last report suggested that it might be
the 2Sth before the lake would be clear. The weather is

very cold in that part of the country. Snow has fallen
in some parts of northern Maine several times during this
week. Most of the nights have been very cold, with
hard freezes. The i* is not yet out of Varnum and
Clearwater ponds, Farmington, and it is likely to remain
in some days longer. Reports from the camp and hotel
people there say that several Boston and New York
sportsmen are expected as soon as the ice goes out.

As for the Rangeleys, the ice is likely to linger for a
couple of weeks longer, at the very shortest. Following
the lead of Sebago, the ice will not leave the Rangeleys
till about May 10 or 11, since Mooselucmaguntic was
not clear till the 12th last year, and Rangeley till a couple
of days later. But Capt. Fred C. Barker, of Bemis and
the Birches, is reported to have written a Lewiston
party that they could come about the first of May and
bring their fishing rods. Still it must not be forgotten
tliat a numbef of sportsmen were stranded at Bemis last

year for three or four days, waiting for the ice to go
out.

NoAV it looks like the putting up of a lot of camps and
summer cottages in the vicinity of Sunday Cove, Um-
bagog Lake, the lower lake of the Rangeley chain. Mr.
F. N. Saunders, of Lewiston, and Mr. Estes, of Auburn,
have purchased a large tract of timber land in that
vicinity, including a long strip of shore, and will sell

such lots, along the line of the lake, as may be desired.
These lots will front directly opposite Metalluc Island,
on which Mr. Harry Dutton, of Boston, erected a sum-
mer home last year costing about $100,000. A great
many years ago somebody did the foolish thing to put
pickerel into Umbagog Lake, always a Avonderfully good
trout lake before. But soon the trout fishing begun to
decline, till finally nobody thought of going to that lake
for trout, though there Avas good pickerel fishing for

several years. But finally that began to decline also.

The Maine Fish and Game Commissioners have stocked
Umbagog with black bass, and a good many landlocked
salmon have found their way down the Rapid River,
five miles, from Richardson Lake and the Middle Dam,
till noAV trout and salmon fishing begins to be good in

Umbagog itself. The theory is that the pickerel are de-
stroyed, or at least cannot thrive where there are black
bass, and this has certainly proved true in Maranacook
and the other Winthrop lakes, as well as Cobbos-
seecontee at Gardiner. Those most interested hope to

see Umbagog restored to its former prestige of furnish-

ing the giant trout of the Rangeleys, while salmon fish-

ing is very likely to be good there. Rapid River shows
a wonderful number of these fish in the spawning season.

Massachusetts lovers of the lobster, and particularly

the Fish and Game Protective Association, are greatly

pleased that Gov. Crane has A^etoed the bill to repeal the

laAv against the mutilation of lobsters, as Avell as the bill

reducing the size of lobsters that may be legally taken

to 9 inches. The Governor is flatly against both meas-
vires. He set forth in his veto message to the House,
concerning the bUl that Avas designed to permit of the

mutilation of lobsters, that if such a measure were passed

all protection of the lobster would be lost; since it is so

easy for the, lobster fishermen to tear lobsters to pieces

that are under the legal length, and then sell them as

lobster meat. The bill reducing the legal length the

Governor did not believe to be either reasonable or ex-

pedient, since there is great danger of the utter destruc-

tion of this noble crustacean along the Massachusetts

coast. Maine has a law preventing the selling of rnutilat-

ed lobsters.

Boston, April 22.—The ice is going out of the Maine
fishing waters early, after all. A dispatch from Lewiston
Saturday stated that the ice had gone from Lake Au-
burn, and that local fishermen were on the lake, al-

though the Aveather was cold with a dense mist, This

clearing is six days earlier than last year. Mr. Henry
Hanson, a local fisherman, has a record of the departure

of the ice from Lake Auburn for the past ten years, as

follows: In 1890, April 26; 1891, April 27: 1892, April

21; 1893, May 5; 1894, April 24; 1895, April 23; 1896.

April 25; 1897, April 26; 1898, April 18; 1899, April 30;

1900, April i6. It will !?e -seen that April 20th. the 4a.p?
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of the clearing this year, is the earliest in eleven years,

with one exception.
A Saturday's Augusta, Me., dispatch also says that

Lake Cobbosseecontee is clear of ice, with a number of

the Gardiner and Augusta fishermen trying for salmon
and trout. Three or four Boston fishermen started for

that lake this i^aorning. Lake Auburn is well inland, and
it may be expected that the Rangeleys will follow in

clearing early, unless the weather should change from
wet and raining to freezing. Moosehead may also be
expected to clear early. Late reports say that the Moose-
head ice is covered with water and becoming very rot-

ten. A large number of horses were drowned on that

lake Friday, and Samrday. The teamsters say that the

water over the ice has dissolved it much sooner than
they had expected. If the Rangeleys should follow the

pace set by Lake Auburn, they may be expected to be
clear of ice by the 5th or 6th of May. A record of the

clearing of these lakes, from the Forest and Stream,
will be of interest: In 1882 the ice went 'out May 12;

1883, May 14; 1884, May 13; 1885, May 15; 1886, May 3;

1887, May 16; 1888, May 21; 1889, April 30; 1890, May
9; 1891, May 10; 1892, May 4; 1893, May 20; 1894. May 2;

1895, May 7; 1896, May 9; 1897, May 12; 1898, May i;

1899, May 9; 1900, May 12.

Moosehead Lake usually clears two or three days ear-

lier than the Rangeleys, though fully as far north. But
the body of water is much larger. The dates of the ice

going out are appended: In 1881 the ice went out May
9; 1882, May 19; 1883, May 13; 1884, May 16; 1885, May
16; 1886, May 2; 1887, May 12; 1888, May 21; 1889, April

29; 1890, May 8; 1891, May 14; 1892, May 4; 1893, May
19; 1894, April 29; 1895, May 8; 1896, May 9; 1897,'May
ro; 1898, May 3; 1899, May 6; 1900, May 11.

Maranacook, and the other Winthrop and Belgrade
lakes are yet to be heard from, though the ice is doubt-
less about ready to depart. No reports have yet been re-

ceived of the clearing of Grand Lake, Me., while Sebec
and the other lakes of Piscataquis County are net yet

clear. New Hampshire waters are still closed, with the
exception of Winnipisaukee and Winnfsquam, which are

mainly open. A dispatch of Saturday evening said that

the lake was clearing rapidly, and that the advance
guard of the fishermen are at the lake. New Found and
Sunapee waters are closed at this writing. A report from
Winnisquam says that the ice was out early in the week,
and good catches of trout and salmon have been made.
Frankhn fishermen have secured two salmon weighing
35^ and 43^ pounds, and a lake trout of pounds.
Over thirty trout and salmon of good size have been
taken since the ice went out. Boston parties intended
to have been there over Sunday, but the cold storm kept
them at home.
"Old Sebago is doing herself proud," says a sportsman

from that lake Saturday, "though I did not get a fish."

Portland fishermen seem to be having great luck. Friday
W. L, Jones, of that city,, brought out seven salmon,
caught in a single day at Sebago. The two largest

weighed ten pounds each. The other five run from 4^4
to yYz pounds weight. He is very proud of his success.

The fish were all caught on the east side of the lake in

the vicinity of Kettle Cove. But the biggest salmon of

the season, if not for several seasons, has come from the
skill of William H. Babb, of Cumberland Mills. The fish

was caught Saturday. It measured 32 inches in length,

and weighed 15 pounds. Mr. Babb, with Henry J.

Hanscom and Seth C. Morton, all of Cumberland Mills,

have been camping at the lake since the ice went out.

The big fish was caught near the gate of the water works,
and within half a mile of Sebago Lake station. The
three men were trolling from Mr. Hausconi's steam
launch, when Mr. Babb got a tremendous strike. The
salmon was very gamy and kept the angler busy, with
a 10 ounce rod, for half an hour before he could be landed.
Trolling from power launches is becoming the popular
thing with fishermen in Sebago waters. The claim is

that very much more ground can be covered than by
means of a guide with a rowboat. It is also claimed
that instead of frightening the fish away, as might at

first be supposed, a power launch really stirs up the idle,

well-fed fish, and causes them to bite, when they might
pay no attention to a rowboat. SPEcrAi..

San Francisco Fly-Castmgf Qub.
Medal contests, series 1901, Saturday, contest No. 3.

held at Stow Lake, April 13. Wind, strong west;
weather, pleasant

:

Event Event Event
No. 1, No. 2 No. 4,

Distance, Accuracy, . Event No. 8, , Lure
Feet. Per cent. Acc. J< Del. ^ Net % Casting^

Smvth 81.4 87.8 79.2 83.5
Battu 89 86 90.8 64.2 77.5
Edwards 95 89 86 75.10 SO. 11

Mocker 87 72.4 93.8 77.6 85.7
Brotherton 1121/^ 94 92.4 76.8 84.6
Brooks 94 72.4 85.8 70 77.10
Grant lU4i/i 88 86.4 75 80.8
MuUer 98 88.4 87.4 74.2 80.9

Skinner SO 88.4 87.4 75.10 81.7
Golcher 117 92.4 92 77.6 84.10

Everett 105 87.8 93.8 75.10 84.9

Judges, Grant and Battu ; referee, Botherton ; clerk,

Smyth.
Sunday, contest No. 3, held at Stow Lake, April 14,

Wind, light southwest; weather, beautiful:

Battu . , 81 90.4 92 76.8 84.4
Blade , 78 73.8 82.

S

71.8 77.2
. 96 92.

S

90.4 68.4 79.4
113 88.4 92 74.2 83.1

.. 74 SO.

8

90 62.6 76.3
, 107 93.4 93.8 76.8 85.2

Foulks 90 86 87.8 74.2 80.11

Golcher ., 126 93.8 81.4 71.8 81.6
. 108 92 88.4 71.8 80

Haight 75 90.4 88.4 66.8 77.6
84 91.8 91 69.2 80.1

B Kenniff.... .. 76 78 85.4 65.10 75.7

R Kenniff ... ,. 77 84.8 84.8 70.10 77.9

W Kierulff 69 91.8 91 67.6 79.3

F Kierulff.... 62 35 47. S 59.2 53.5

Mansfield , .

.

93.8 93 79.2 86.1
'.'

88 83.4 93.4 72.6 82.11

Muller . 104 92.8 81.8 77.6 79.1
89.4 88 74.2 81.1

Judges, R. Kenniff and Mocker; referee, Muller; clerk,

Smyth.

—®

—

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Shamrock IL, Sir Thomas Lipton's new challenger for

the America Cup, was successfully launched from the yard
of Denny Brothers, Dumbarton, Scotland, shortly after

noon on Saturday, April 20. The yacht was christened

by the Marchioness of Dufferin. The weather was de-

lightful and a large and enthusiastic crowd was present.

Owing to the shallow water that fronts the yard where
Shamrock II. was built, it was necessary to launch the

boat on a pontoon. Shamrock II. is said to greatly re-

semble Columbia, but has longer overhangs, is flatter on
the floor, with more rounded section forward. The trough

keel contains about 95 tons of lead. The mast and main
boom are of steel, and there will be a topmast of pine

that will telescope into the lower mast. The hull frames
are of steel, and she is plated with manganese bronze.

The deck is of steel with a thin layer of yellow pine.

History of the Development of the

Racing Yacht.
(Continued from jf^age 812.)

When the first challenge for tlie Cup was received in

1870 from Mr. James Ashbury, ptiblic sentiment ran high.

It was the first challenge for the trophy, and it was the

wish of the public that the yacht which had won it so

gallantly .should have an opportunity of defending it. The
Government gracefully yielded, and America was fitted

out as a yacht at the Brooklyn Navy Yard at a cost of

$25,000, The Navy Department does not pretend to

know anything about fitting out racing yachts. Handi-
capped as she was by navy cut sails and navy rigging, it

is a wonder she sailed as well as she did. The result,

however, showed that much of the great speed she had
shown . when, in the glory of her day, she had astonished

the world, was still hers. She came in fourth in a fleet

of twenty-five yachts, beating the English challenger Cam-
bria over the course, and, of course, had she been the

only defender the Cup would have been saved by her.

America Ptorchased by Gen. B. F. Butler.

Shortly after this race the Government offered her at

public auction, and she was bought by Gen. Benjamin F.

Butler, of Boston. And here her wanderings cease, for

she has remained in the family of Gen. Butler ever since,

and is to-day safely laid up at Chelsea, Mass. She is

still hale and seaworthy, and at the last Cup race in 1899
was one of the most observed of all the many craft that

clustered about the starting line.

Long may she continue to exist and be an inspiration

to those interested in the noblest sport ever invented by
the fertile mind of man. Her influence has been more
strongly felt than any yacht ever built. Had it not been
for her adventurous trip to England in 1851 in search of

cups and glory, those magnificent racers Mayflower, Vol-
unteer, Thistle, Valkyrie, Vigilant, Defender and Co-
lumbia would never have been built, and the sport of

yachting would never have received the fillip it has, and
would be on a much more restricted basis than it is to-

day.

The America Cup, as it has been called since that

eventful Friday fifty years ago, was presented to the New
York Y, C. as a perpetual challenge cup by the owners
in 1857. It was stipulated in the deed of gift that it

should be kept as a perpetual challenge cup for friendly

competition between foreign nations, and that any yacht
owned and built in a foreign country should always have
the right to sail a match for it, provided proper challenge

was made, as therein provided.

Yachting in the United States at this time, notwith-
standing the remarkable success of America, was in its

infancy. There were few events of any note in the early

fifties, and the Civil War succeeding in 1861 prevented
much further development for many years. The period

between 1850 and 1870, however, is made notable in this

country from the development of the use of the center-

board in American yachts. There is much misconcep-
tion in the popular mind about this device. Many Amer-
icans seem to regard the centerboard as a part of the

Monroe Doctrine. They imagine that it is an old, time-

honored American invention that should be used in all

.A.merican yachts, from patriotic motives, if for no better

reason. This idea is, however, entirely erroneous. The
centerboard is not an American device at all. It was used
for a hundred years before it became a factor in the

American skimming dish. In 1809 Capt. Shuldam, of the

English Navy, patented a centerboard that is almost a

counterpart of that used to-day on our centerboard boats.

He made a working model of this, and it is to-day filed

in the British Museum in Kensington.
The centerboard is simply a makeshift. It is used so

that yachts may enter our shallow harbors. Boats were
made shallow, and in this condition, of course, did not

have sufficient lateral place to "hold on," as it is called,

when beating to windward. To remedy this the center-

board was adopted. Were American harbors, as a rule,

of as great depth as those in England, we would never

have heard of the centerboard. It is true that in very
small boats a centerboard may be used_ with good ad-

vantage, as far as speed is concerned, but it is an awkward
contrivance at best.

In my opinion a centerboard boat could not be built

that w^ould compare in^ speed with the great fin-keelers

that are now being constructed for the challenging and
defending the America Cup. To place a centerboard in a

craft as large as Columbia would be a herculean task to

any builder. It would need be at least 60ft. long and
20ft. wide, a size that is practically impossible.

Tbe First Challesge for the America Cup.

The next event of note in yachting history was the

^h^llfnge for the America Cup in 1871, by Mr. James

Ashbury. This was the first challenge received, and
naturally attrafcted eonsiderable attention among the

rather lunited nnmber of enthusiasts then in this country.

This challenge was undoubtedly brought about by the

trip of the American schooner Sappho to England m
1868. Sappho was built by Messrs. C. & R. Poillon, of
Brooklyn, in 1867. Her designer was William Town-
send, then employed by them as foreman. She was, upi

to that time, the largest American pleasure vessel ever-

constructed. She was 134ft. over all, 120ft. on the water-
line, 24ft. 9in. beam and loft. depth of hold. Her lines

were very fine—so fine, indeed, that she did not have
sufiicient stability to carry her rig until she was hipped

some time later. She was given some tuning up races on

this side by her builders and owners, and then sent over

to England to sell. Capt. T. P. Baldwin, a retired ship

master and merchant, took her over in July, 1868. Her
crew consisted of two mates and six men before the mast,

•none of whom were yacht sailers. She made a remarkable
passage to Falmouth, crossing in fourteen days, and it

was the opinion of her captain that she could have crossed

it in thirteen if she had been provided \yith a square sail.

Capt. Baldwin had been instructed not to race her

there, but that if in his judgment 3t became necessary to

test her speed in order to obtain a more remunerative

price for her, he should notify the owners by cable and a

racing crew would be sent over.

Being much elated by the quick passage he had made,,

however, Capt, Baldwin disregarded these instructions,

and entered the yacht in a race around the Isle of Wight
on Aug. 25, 1868. Sappho was beaten by the entire fleet of

four boats, Cambria beating her one hour and forty min-

utes and Condor, the nearest boat, by one hour and thirty

minutes.
It was unquestionably this defeat of Sappho by Cam-

bria that induced her owner, Mr. James Ashbury, to

challenge for the Cup, and thus start that long line of

unsuccessful efforts to recover that famous trophy, whose
end is not yet.

Of course after thus being sharpefully defeated it was
practically impossible to find a purchaser for the yacht in

England. The papers ridiculed her and the Cowes boat-

men laughed at her pretentions to speed. Her owners,

therefore, ordered her back to America as soon as they

heard the drubbing to which she had beeen subjected.

It was their intention to refit her and send her over

again the following year in charge of a conipetent_ skipper

and crew and in racing fettle to vvipe out, if possible, the

stain she had received on her racing honor.

Before this was done, however, she was sold to Mr.
William P. Douglas. Her new owner decided to hip her.

This process consists in building out the sides of the

vessel to give her greater beam and thus increase her

stability. Sappho was widened about I4in. amidship

and this was tapered gradually 30ft. in each direction.

She was then thoroughly fitted up in the best possible

racing condition and with a racing skipper and selected

crew sailed away for England.
Mr. Douglas arranged a match with Cambria, to be

decided in three contests. The first was to be sixty miles

to windward and return; the second to be the same, and
the third over a triangular course of the same distance.

After Cambria had gone half over the course in the

first race she realized that Sappho was too far ahead to

be overtaken, so she put up her helm and ran back to

Cowes.
There was some dispute over the second race and Cam-

bria did not start. Sappho sailed over the course alone

and was awarded the race by the committee.

In the third (triangular) race Sappho won by nearly

two hours. After this demonstration of her speed, Mr.

Douglas found it impossible to arrange any more races

and so returned to the United States with his now vic-

torious boat.

Mr. Ashbury was not satisfied with the result of the

match, and still believed that Cambria \vas the fastest

yacht afloat, and so he forwarded the first challenge for

the America Cup.
I will not weary you with the details of the match, but

let it suffice to say that, after considerable correspond-

ence and' parleying, it was decided that the challenger

should sail a race as near as possible like that in which

America won the Cup. That is, all the boats of the Amer-
ican fleet were to be pitted against the English challenger.

The race was set for the morning of Aug. 8, 1870. All

the yachts were drawn up in line with anchors down.
Cambria was given the post of honor, on the windward
side of the line. Next to her was the now famous
America, as I have before stated, fitted out by the Gov-
ernment at an expense of $25,000, to sail against the

Englishman. In addition to America were twenty-three

others—six keel schooners and seventeen centerboarders.

At the sound of the gun all was bustle. It was up anchor

and hoist sail. Magic, one of the centerboarders, was the

fir.st to get away. Cambria was next and America last.

The course was laid from a start off the Narrows out to

Sandy Hook Lightship and return. Magic secured a

good lead by very capable handling and America lost any

favors she might have had by exactly the reverse. The
immense fleet worked their way down the bay and out to

the Hook, \vith Magic well in the lead. All eyes were on

the old favorite, America, and it gladdened many a heart

to see her gradually forge ahead from the very last boat

at the start, working her way through the fleet, passing

boat after boat, till at the flagship she was fourth boat,

having put no less than twenty yachts behind her. Magic
was the first to turn at 2:03:16, quickly followed by

Idler and Dauntless in the order named. America turned

at 2:15:25, and Cambria, the eighth boat, at 2:27:17.

America maintained her position as fourth boat to the

finish. Magic won the 'race and Cambria could do no
better than tenth.

The Second Challenge for the America Cup.

Thus ended the first attempt to capture the Cup. Mr.
Ashbury took his defeat in good part, and the next year

forwarded a second challenge.

His new boat was called Livonia, and she was an im-
proved Cambria.
An important modification had been made in the rules

for the Cup during the year, and the new challenger was
to be called upon to sail against but one antagonist at a

time—a much fairer proposition, and one conducing tQ
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test the capabilities of each in a much more satisfactory

manner. The fact that Mr. Ashbury was building a new
vessel created no alarm in this country. There was a
quiet confidence in the capabilities of our yachts to hold
their own against all the other side could produce.

Considerable discussion arose over the terms and con-
ditions of the new match. Mr. Ashbury advanced the
rather startling proposition that as he was a member of
twelve clubs in England he should be given twelve differ-

ent races on as many days, and if Livonia were fortu-

nate enough to win one of them, the match should cease
at that point and the Cup be awarded to him as the win-
ner of a race for whichever club he happened to be repre-
senting on that particular day.
The New York Y. C. would not agree to any such

proposition as this, and for a time it looked as though the
whole match would fall through.

Finally Mr. Ashbury agreed to a series of seven races,

the winner of four to take the Cup.
The American schooner yacht Columbia was chosen to

defend, and the first race was set for Oct. i6, 1871. The
start was from the quarantine anchorage in the lower
-harbor to and around Sandy Hook Lightship and return.

Columbia took the lead at the start and Livonia never
had a ghost of a show to win, Columbia taking the race by
a margin of over twenty-five minutes.
The second race was from the Lightship twenty miles

to leeward and return. The wind was strong, and in the
run out to the mark Livonia led and turned first. Colum-
bia picked her up in a beat home and won by ten minutes
and thirty-three seconds.
The third race was sailed in a strong southwest wind.

Columbia lost three minutes at the start, and at the South-
west Spit she carried away her flying jib stay. Later in

the race she also carried away her steering gear, and
Livonia won the race by fifteen minutes and ten seconds.

This was the only instance since the Cup racing began
where an English challenger won a heat.

For the fourth race Sappho was substituted for the

disabled Columbia. The race was outside, similar to the

second. The wind was strong and dead ahead. Sappho
beat Livonia twenty-seven minutes and thirty-five seconds
in the thresh out, added about three minutes more to her

score on the run home, winning the race by thirty min-
utes and twenty-one seconds.

The fifth and deciding race was sailed on Oct. 23, and
was a repetition of the preceding. Sappho took the lead

early in the day and won as she pleased by twenty-five

minutes and twentj^-seven seconds.

Mr. Ashbury did not admit that he was defeated, and
asked for a continuation of the match. This the com-
mittee would not agree to, as they had decided that the

Cup had been saved by the American boats. Mr. Ash-
bury made a private match with Dauntless for the_ next

day after the last race and was beaten by ten minutes

and thirty-one seconds.

Thus ended the second attempt to take back the Cup.

Just about this time there was designed in England a

yacht that in the light of future years should be men-
tioned. This was the yawl Jullanar.

Jullanar was one of the largest yawls ever constructed,

her over all length being iioft. 6in., beam i6ft. lOin., depth

of hold 12ft., draft forward ift. 6in.. aft 13ft. 6in. She
was very fast and defeated many of the schooners that

carried double her canvas. The lines of thi3 vessel bear

a close resemblance in many respects to those made
famous by Fife in Minerva, and Herreshofif in Gloriana,

many years afterward.

She was designed and built by E. H. Bentall in 1875.

Mr. Bentall has become noted as the original designer of

the fin-keeler. or what I may call the "fixed keel." That
is, a keel built down to a considerable distance below the

boat, and then having a large piece of lead bolted to the

bottom and constituting the ballast of the boat.

This craft he called Evolution, and though she was
not a success, still the idea was a sound one. and one

that is to-day the recognized method of building fast

boats.

The Thkd Challenge fof the America Cap.

The next notable event was the third challenge for the

America Cup. This time it came from Canada, and the

Roval Canadian Y. C. forwarded it. The challenge was

on behalf of the schooner yacht Countess of Dufferin.

Countess of Dufferin was owned, so it was stated, by a

syndicate of club members, of which the controlling spirit

was that sterling yachtsman, Charles Gilford, Vice-Com-
modore of the club, and was designed and built by Mr.
Alexander Cuthbert, of Ontario.

The New York Y, C. accepted the challenge and named
the schooner yacht Madeleine as the defender.

The rules were now definitely changed, and one de-

fender in case to be matched against the challenger. Made-
leine was io6ft. over all, 95ft. waterline and 24ft. beam.

The Canadian- boat was 107ft. over all, 24ft. beam and

94ft. waterline. They were practically of the same size.

The contest was to be decided in three races, the win-

ner of two to take the Cup. The first race was sailed on

Aug. II, and Madeleine won easily by ten minutes and
fifty-nine seconds.

The second and deciding race was sailed the next day

over tlie outside course, starting from Sandy Hook, twen-

ty miles to windward and return. Gen. Benjamin F. But-

ler, owner of America, asked the Regatta Conjmittee to

take her time, as he desired to see what chance she

would have against the new Canadian boat. This was
accordingly done. The wind was light and the yachts

made slow progress to the outer mark, which they finally

turned in the following order : Madeleine at 5 :or :S2

;

'America at 5104:53, and Coimtess of Dufferein at 5:13:41.

Madeleine thus beat the Canadian eleven minutes and forty-

eight seconds. In the run home both Madeleine and Amer-
ica constantly increased their lead, Madeleine finishing a

winner twenty-seven minutes and fourteen seconds ahead

of the Canadian, and America nineteen minutes and nine

seconds to the good, thus proving that although twenty-

five years old. America was still a much faster vessel than

any of. the three challengers yet brought to contest for

the Cup, and that had the entire defense been left to her

she could easily have held it alone for oyer a quarter of a

centtirj^ Surely a Avonderful record,

After the defeat of Countess of Dufferin yachting was
rather quiet in this country. The only distinctive thi^ig

probably the most vicious tj^e of boat that the mind of
the sailor man ever evolved, and which was a direct out-
growth of the centerboard. That was the sandbagger.
The sandbagger was a wide, shallow, square stern boat,

usually with very little freeboard or height of side. Her
beam was generally about half her length. Rival was one
of the crack boats of this class in Bridgeport waters a
dozen years ago. She carried an enormous rig, being
fairly smothered in canvas. It was no uncommon thing
to see one of these boats 21ft. long staggering under a
sail plan that was over 60ft. from the forward to after
point—a sail plan three times the length of the boat.
The only way she could be kept afloat was by piling an
enormous weight on the weather rail. This, of course,
had to be shifted every time the boat went about. They
were allowed to carry one man for every 3ft. of racing
length, which was the waterline, in addition to the steers-
man. A 2ift. boat thus carried eight men. In addition
to this, each man was provided with as many sacks of
sand as he could possibly handle. Whenever the boat
went about it was the business of the "ballast lubbers" to
get themselves and their sandbags over to the weather
side as quickly as was necessary to keep the cockle shell

right side up, which in some cases was "instanter." Hap-
pily, this type has gone away never to return.
The next event which attracted attention in nautical

matters was the fourth challenge for the America Cup.
This, like the preceding, came from the Canadian Yacht
Club. This time, however, they decided to try their for-

times with a sloop instead of a schooner, and accordingly
named the sloop Atalanta as the challenger. She was the
smallest vessel that has ever sailed for the Cup, being but
64ft. on the waterline. The challenge was sent and
accepted in the spring of 1881.

This year also marked a new departure in choosing a
defending vessel. The New York Y. C. decided to hold
a series of trial races, to select the American representa-
tive. Four sloops entered these trials—Gracie, Hildegard,
Mischief and Pocahontas. After the series had been
sailed the committee decided that Mischief should be
chosen as the defender of the Cup.
The first race was sailed over the inside course of the

New York Y. C, from Staten Island to Sandy Hook
Lightship and return. It was hardly to be called a race,

being little more than a farce. The Canadian sloop was
beaten by over forty-five minutes.
The second race was sailed the next day over the out-

side course, and was simply a repetition of the preceding
day, the Canadian being again beaten by about forty
minutes.

Capt. Cuthbert, designer of Atalanta, announced that
it was his intention to alter the sloop and try again. It

was this determination that caused the New York Y. C.
to alter the deed of gift of the Cup. It was returned to

Mr. George L. Schuyler, the only surviving member of
the syndicate of gentlemen that had owned and sailed

America when it was won.
Mr. Schuyler again presented the Cup to the club with a

new deed of gift that contained a number of important
changes. Among these was the provision that a defeated
vessel could not again challenge until a race with some
other vessel had intervened. Another was that chal-

lenges could only be received from yacht clubs holding
their races and having an ocean waterway for their

course.

These two provisions of course barred out our enter-

prising neighbors, and they have challenged no more.

The Success of the English Cutter Madge.

The year following, 1882, saw the advent of the Scotch
cutter Madge in our waters. She was from the design of
Mr. George L. Watson,,the designer of a number of fast

vessels then in English waters. Madge was something
new in these waters. She was the first of the famous
"plank-on-edge" type of fast English cutters to visit us.

Madge sailed in eight races in 1882. Six of these she
won against all competitors, the seventh was a sail over
and the eighth she lost to Herreshoff sloop Shadow. In
all her races her victories were complete. She demon-
strated beyond question that she was a great advance on
anything of her size tliat we then had.
Madge was 47ft. over all, 38ft. 6in. on the -waterline,

7ft. gin. beam and a draft of 8ft. 3in. She carried 10 tons
of outside lead bolted on her keel.

There is little doubt that if the English had sent over
a cutter of this type of Madge at this time they would
have carried off the Cup, But they waited till 1885, and
by that time we were ready for them. The lessons of

Madge had been learned.

The next great event in yachting matters was the fifth

challenge for the America Cup. This was received in

1885. The challenger was Sir Richard Sutton, the chal-

lenging vessel Genesta, and the challenge came through
the Royal Yacht Squadcon. At the same time it was
received the New York Y. C. was informed by Mr. J.

Beaver Webb, the designer of Genesta, that Lieut. Hcnn,
owner of Galatea, another of Mr. Webb's designs, in-

tended, in the event of the failure of Genesta, to chal-

lenge the following year.

The ease with which Genesta had defeated the two
crack English cutters, Marjorie and Vanduara, both of

which had been mentioned as possible challengers, opened
the eyes of the Americans to the situation and warned
them that if the Cup was to be retained on this side

it would be necessary to meet Genesta with something
better than anything then afloat in our waters.

Accordingly, two syndicates were formed—one in Bos-
ton and one in New York. The Boston syndicate com-
missioned Edward Burgess to design for them a yacht
that would uphold the honor of America afloat in a
creditable manner. Mr, Burgess turned out Puritan. She
'was the largest single-stick yacht ever built in this coun-
try—at least since the days of Maria, and in some ways
she was a larger yacht than Maria. Mr. Burgess un-
doubtedly had the lesson of Madge well in mind, and
while retaining the centerboard, he made a radical depar-

ture from the then accepted American tj'pe of boat, Puri-

tan had about 8ft. draft, was provided with about 50
tons of outside lead ballast and was of good form in her

midship section. Taken all in all, she was a wholesome
find creditable design.

The New York syndicate commisidned Ai Cary Smith

to design Priscilla. Mr. Smith was then a welUknown
designer in New York, and it is to hi§ geni«§,wain-

ly, that the old-fashioned manner of whittling out a block
of wood until it looked "good," and building a vessel
from it, was abandoned. He held that the proper way to
work out the elements of a boat's design was upon the
drawing board in the same manner that architectural and
engineering problems are solved. He demonstrated this
theory in the design of Vindex, built for Mr. Robert
Center in 1870. From the fact that no model was made,
she was known as the "paper" boat. She was a very suc-
cessful boat, however, and the new theory took root, and
it was not lorig before there was an army of yacht de-
signers following the same lines.

The trial races between Puritan and Priscilla were very
interesting. Puritan was chosen as the defender by the
Cup committee, as she demonstrated her superiority
unmistakably.
The date of the first race was set for Sept. 7. The race

was to be twenty miles to windward or leeward. The
weather was unfavorable, the wind being very light. After
ionr or five hours of drifting the race was called off on
accoimt of lack of wind. This was the first time that this
had happened in the contests for the Cup. Puritan had
a little the better of the argument in the very light
wind that prevailed.

The second attempt was made on Sept. 8. In jockeying
about for position this day Puritan fouled Genesta and
was ruled out by the committee. Sir Richard Sutton
was informed that he could sail over the course and take
the race. True sportsman that he was, however, he re-

plied that he had come over for a contest and did not
seek to win races in that manner. Of course, the com-
mittee and all concerned were much pleased at this

decision.

Both yachts were duly repaired, and on the iith they
met again for the ocean race. Puritan obtained the best
of the start and crossed the line at 11:35:41, and Genesta
crossed at 11 :35 :48.

The Englishman seemed to gain rapidly at the start,

and it was but a little while until he tacked across Puri-
tan's bow and planted himself on her weather quarter.
The hearts of the attendant patriots went down into

their boots, as patriots' hearts are wont to do with little

provocation sometimes. The talent on Puritan, however,
still had a tiling or two up their sleeves. Giving the
Boston sloop a good full, they quickly drove her through
the lee of the challenger. She continued to gain, and in a
short time had reversed the conditions. The wind now
began to show signs of dropping out, and it soon became
evident that they were doomed to another failure. "The
race was finally called off at 5 o'clock for lack of wind.
The third trial was made on Sept. 14, over the New

York Y. C. course. Puritan got the better of the start,

which was made after considerable jockeying for posi-

tion. The wind was light, and it was a beat out to the
lightship, The breeze freshened considerably before the
yachts reached the turning point, and a good scupper
wind was blowing when they finally turned. Puritan
beat Genesta about four minutes on the beat out, and in

the freshening wind increased this to sixteen minutes
and thirty-five seconds on the run home. Genesta was
beaten by nearly a mile. And so the first race was won.
The next and decisive trial was made on Sept. 16, and the

finest contest that has marked the annals of the Cup racing
was the result. The wind was strong, and the course was
twenty miles down wind and return. The yachts made
splendid time to the outer mark, but Genesta proved a
little better than the American in the running, and turned
fully an eighth of a mile ahead of her. They then hauled
their sheets flat along for the long thresh of twenty miles
to windward, the real fight of the day. Here the excel-

lent lines and perfect balance of Puritan began to tell.

Slowly but surely she overhauled the flying Englishman,
working to windward of her all the time. The wind was
constantly increasing in force, and both vessels were stag-

gering in a smother of foam. At five minutes after three

the two yachts were beam and beam just off Long
Beach, and it was still anybody's race, Puritan had a
little the better of it, as she had the weather berth. The
finish of the race was a most exciting one. Puritan had
overstood the mark somewhat and was obliged to ease

sheets to make it, Down she came rap full. The water
flew from her forefoot like the spray from the cut-

water of a steamboat. They were now converging rapidly

with the mark in plain sight ahead, and the entire fleet

of excursion boats and yachts gathered around it. Who
would cross first? This was the question on every lip.

The Englishman was coming straight for the line with
the speed of a torpedo boat. Just on his weather beam
was Puritan, coming a little faster. Now they were but

half a mile away from the finish. It was clearly seen that

Puritan was ahead, but was the margin sufficient to give

Genesta her half-minute time allowance? In a smother
of foam the Boston sloop swept across the finish, and
just two minutes and nine seconds later Genesta fol-

lowed. Puritan thus won by the narrow margin of one
minute and thirty-eight seconds corrected time. Truly a
close finish for a forty-mile race.

There is hardly a doubt that Genesta would have taken

the Cup back to England had the genius of Mr. Burgess
not given tis Puritan, It is hardly possible that Priscilla

could have stopped her.

Sir Richard Sutton was a most chivalrous enemy, and
his visit will long be remembered by all yachtsmen in

this country. This match was the first that aroused the

real enthusiasm over the Cup races and started us in on
that remarkable series of victories of which the end is

not yet.

Genesta Wins the Cape May and Brenton's Reef Cops.

Before leaving for England Genesta challenged for and
won both Cape" May and Brenton's Reef cups. Puritan

did not start in these races.

During the ten years that had just elapsed yacht racing

had received quite art impetus in this country, especially

in the smaller classes. The Larchmont and Seawanhaka
clubs had been organized and devoted their attention

principally to this form of the sport.-

Yacht designers began to multiply. Up to and about

this period there could hardly be said to be a profes-

sional designer in the country. A few gave it some atten-

tion as a side issue, but the usual method was still to

whittle out a block of wood and build a vessel as near

like thi§ possible. Of course this hit or miss plan
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frequently produced results very different from that which
the prospective owner had reason to expect. Designing
under these conditions was really more of an art than a
science. A good model maker would produce a model
which he would claim to be of a very fast type, his only
reason for this belief- being that it looked right.

The modern design is carried on in a much more
scientific manner, and to-day many of the greatest speed
producing factors in a boat are well known quantities and
capable of scientific demonstration.
The next challenge for the Cup came as expected in

the year 1886. The challenger was Galatea, also designed
by Beaver Webb, and the vessel selected as the de-
fender was Mayflower, designed by Mr. Burgess.
The Atlantic Y. C. took a hand in the defense of the

Cup this year, and a syndicate of those yachtsmen built

the sloop Atlantic, from the designs of Capt. Joe Els-

worth. The races for choosing a defender this year
were, therefore, very interesting, as the '85 champion,
Puritan, was met by two new sloops—Mayflower and
Atlantic. MayfloAver proved her right to the honor of
defending the Cup in a series of races held off Sandy
Hook. Atlantic was afterward sold to Mr. Wilson
Marshall, of this city. She was changed into a schooner,
and is to-day one of the well-known vessels of the Bridge-
port Y. C.

The races between Mayflower and Galatea did not
prove as interesting as those of the previous year. May-
flower defeated Galatea with ease in two straight races,

and the Cup was safe for another year. Galatea
remained for about a year in American waters, and her
owner, Lieut. Henn, made many friends among the yachts-
men on this side.

Immediately on the conclusion of the match between
Galatea and Mayflower, it was announced that there
would be a challenge from a Scotch syndicate for the

following year, and that the designer of the vessel would
be Mr. George L. Watson, the well-known designer of
the cutter Madge, which I have mentioned as playing such
havoc in our smaller classes a few years before.

This challenge was forwarded in due course and ac-

cepted. The challenging vessel named was Thistle.

Thistle proved very fast in English waters, and had no
difficulty in defeating everything brought against her on
the other side. She was brought over early in 1887, and
excited much favorable comment from well-posted yachts-
men.

Mr. Burgess liad gained so much prestige by his suc-

cessful designs of Puritan and Mayflower that he found
no competitor this year. The only boat built, therefore, as

a defender 'was Volunteer.
Volunteer was a pronounced success from the start.

She was the first vessel with a metal hull in the Cup
races. She also made a departure, or rather a return, in

that her bow was of the well-known clipper type, similar

to that used in America. Volunteer's sheer plan was very
similar to America.
Her keel was made hollow, and into the trough thus

formed was poured about fifty-five tons of lead. Her
lines were extremely fine and her shape was that of a

normal boat of the most advanced type for the day. how-
ever.

The first race was set for Tuesday, Sept. 27. The start

was to be in the lower bay, as usual, and the course was
inside to Sandy Hook Lightship and return. The wind
was very light and in the preliminary centers about the

starting line Thistle gave a wonderful exhibition of light-

weather sailing. She seemed to move as though by magic.
The wind was hardly sufficient to lift the dog vanes at

the mast head, and yet this graceful cutter slipped

through the water in a truly wonderful manner.
Her owners and their hardy Scotch sympathizers were

gathered on .the steam yacht Mohican. From her decks
could be heard the strains of bagpipes playing the pibroch.
They were wonderfully elated at the witch-like manner
in which the pride of rugged Scotia glided hither and
thither over the surface of the bay, that was smoother
than the traditional mill pond.
"No wonder she beat Irex and Genesta; why, she will

simply have a walk over," said one enthusiastic partisan

of the cutter. "Surely there never was a yacht that

could sail in such light wind as Thistle."

And where was Volunteer all this time that her stock

was being forced down and the hearts of the patriots

were being made heavy as lead by the marvelous exhibi-

tion Thistle was giving? She was jogging along quietly

in the ruck of the fleet, giving no foretaste of her quality.

Gen. Paine, her owner, and Mr. Burgess, her designer,

stood quietly alongside Capt. Haff, who grasped the
wheel in the old stolid manner, and none of the three gave
any indication of elation or depression at Thistle's

maneuvers. It was easy to discover, however sluggish
her movements seemed, that everything on board was in

spick and span condition for the contest. It was the
opinion of those who had seen Volunteer so many times
victorious in Eastern waters that she was being sailed with
sheets trimmed flat as boards. She seemed at least to

sail hardly 2ft. to her rival's 3. It was with heavy
hearts, therefore, that the patriots heard the sharp crack
of the starting gun from the bridge of the Electra. Thistle

was first to cross at 12 :33 :o6, and Volunteer followed at

12 :34 :58.

The Electra's gun had galvanized Volunteer into life

;

she seemed to start forward like a high mettled horse
under the whip. In a few minutes she had weathered
Thistle and assumed the lead, which slie never sur-
rendered. The yachts glided through the Narrows like

phantoms. Volunteer increasing her distance all the time.

At 1 :20 she was fully a mile ahead of the fleet Scotch-
man. The wind was growing steadier and a little stronger
as the day wore away. ^

All the tugs, excursion steamers and yachts had now
gathered aroimd tlie lightship, waiting for the turn. Vol-
imteer, now careening gracefully to a good fresh breeze,

approached it like a thing of life. She luft'ed around the
mark in fine style, and- was greeted with such a din of
guns, whistles, gongs and shouts as was never heard on
sea before.

Meanwhile Thistle pursued her lonely way. She
rounded the lightship at 4:01:15 and began to hunt Vol-
unteer. Her hunting was a forlorn hope, and she never
came near the American champion. Volunteer finished at

^;28;i6, and Thistle ft §45:52^ Yo'u"teer therefore y^on

by nineteen minutes and twenty-four seconds corrected
time.

The second race of the series was sailed from Scotland
Lightship in a fine whole-sail breeze. The starting gun
was fired at 10:40, and with lee rail awash, Thistle rushed
across the line. Volunteer flew after her, and thus was
begun the long thresh of twenty miles into the eye of the
wind. The gain of Vohinteer was steady. She gave a
most wonderful exhibition of windward work. She
seemed to move bodily to windward, and easily outfooted
Thistle. It was merely a procession to the outer mark,
and never at any time did Thistle have a ghost of a show.
Volunteer rounded foui-teen minutes ahead of the Scotch-
man. The run from the mark back to the lightship was
only notable from the gain of Thistle, which amounted
to nearly three minutes. This was easily accounted for by
the wind increasing much in force toward the close of

the day. Volunteer won the race by eleven minutes and
forty-nine seconds.

. Tlaus ended the seventh attempt to capture the Cup.

' A New Deed of Gift.

Some friction had arisen when Thistle was measured,
from the fact that the Scotch boat was i8in. over meas-
urement specified on the waterline. The New York Y. C.

thought that it would be well hereafter to have this point
fully covered, and so the Cup was again returned to Mr.
George L. Schuyler, the only surviving member of the

original America syndicate. He then returned it to the

club with a new deed of gift.

This deed was regularly drawn up, and its provisions

made similar to other legal documents.
The gist of its provisions is as follows:
1. The Cup is to be a perpetual challenge Cup.
2. Sloops, to sail for it, to be not less than 65 nor over

90ft. waterline.

3. Schooners to be from 80 to risft. on waterline.

4. Ten months' notice to be given.

5. Challenge must specify rig, name, owner's name,
length on waterline, beam at waterline, extreme beam and
draft of water. These dimensions not to be exceeded.

6. Centerboard vessels allowed.

7. Mtitital consent to waive conditions herein provided.
8. All races to be on ocean courses free from head-

lands.

9. Courses must provide for 22ft. of water.
ID. A defeated vessel not allowed to challenge until

race has intervened or two years elapsed.

II. No challenge to be received while one is pending.
In these provisions, the fifth clause, calling for the

dimensions, provoked the most acrimonious discussion.

The English yachting papers took tlie matter up, and
claimed that the provision was unfair as it would reveal

the lines of the vessel. The New^ York Y. C. defended
its position as vigorously, and the disagreement grew.
Through this and other causes no challenge was re-

ceived for the Cup again for six years, or until 1893.

Meanwhile there had been made perhaps the greatest

advance in the building of yachts that had been seen
since the dawn of the ai't of boat building. In fact so

great was the advance that at the time of the next chal-

lenge, in 1893, the boats of 1887 had become practically

obsolete.

One of the strongest factors in this advance was the
Scotch cutter Minerva. Minerva was designed by William
Fife for C. H. Tweed, of New York. . She was S7ft. over
all, 39ft. waterline and sailed in what was known at that
time as the "40ft. class."

One of the strange things about her was that she was
not designed for a racing boat, but for a cruiser—at least

that' was the statement of her owner and designer. If

this was true she was the luckiest accident that ever
happened. She began her racing career in a very modest
way. Mr. Gardner, the well-known New York designer,

was to sail in one of the races of the 40's in a vessel

named Liris. Liris broke down at the last minute and
Mr. Gardner borrowed Minerva from Mr. Tweed, trans-
ferred his crew to her and won the race with ease, to the
astonishment of the vessels, as well as the owner of
Minerva. After this she was regularly entered in every
race, and as regularly won them. She was the champion
forty for 1888, and 1889, and it was not until 1890 when
Burgess finally laid her colors with Gossoon, an out and
out racing machine. Over twenty boats had been built

to defeat her, and Gossoon was the first to accomplish
the feat.

It was unquestionably the success of Min(!rva that

roused Herreshoff in 1891. Her stor^^ following the les-

sons of Madge, told in unmistakable terms that the days
of the wide, shallow, skimming dish type of centerboarder
were passed forever. The genius of Nathaniel Herreshoff
was the first to recognize the handwriting on the wall.

He discarded once and forever the rule of thumb and
whittled block method, and set about his task in a prop-
erly directed manner, and liis labors produced Gloriana.
She was new. In almost every particular she showed

evidences of the most advanced thought. Especially her
bow, and her immense overhangs, attracted universal
attention. As becomes the fate of most things new, she
was universally condemned. Her success, however, was
pronounced and emphatic from the start. She was one
of a fleet of nine new 46-footers, seven of them from the

designs of the famous Burgess, builder of the last three
successful Cup defenders, and one from the design of

William Fife, the builder of Minerva. There were eight
races sailed in 1891, and Gloriana won the entire series.

She defeated all her opponents so decisively as to make
her appear in a class by herself, which she really was.
The old had gone, the new had come, and again the

3'^acht designing of the world was revolutionized, Her
first race was off Sandy Hook, and she won it by a
margin of over thirty-two minutes. She was truly an
epoch-making vessel.

The lines embodied so successfully in Gloriana were
not entirely unknown, however, and designers in this

country and in England had been tending in her direction

for some time.

In the year 1892 Mr. Herreshoff accepted an order to

build a boat that would beat Gloriana, and he turned
out Wasp.
His prediction was fulfilled, and Wasp proved as much

.superior to Gloriana as the latter had been to the other

46-foQt?rs, y/asp defeate4 comers, and, I believe, los^

but one race, and' that in a light air and practically a
drift.

The year 1893 was a very memorable one in yachting
circles. In addition to the first challenge of Lord Dun-
raven for the eighth contest for the America Cup, the
large Herreshoff sloop Navahoe was built for racing in

English waters.
Lord Dunraven's challenge named Valkyrie II. as the

contesting vessel,

Valkyrie was, of course, of the new type, with long,
graceful overhangs and deep keel. She carried about
70 tons of lead, 17ft. below the waterline. and spread
some lo.oooft. of sail. She was from the design of Mr.
George L. Wat.=on, who also turned out for the Prince of
Wales the cutter Britannia in the same year.

^
For the defense of the Cup four vessels were built.

Two were by the HerreshofTs, Vigilant and Colonia; one
by Gen. Paine, of Boston, Jubilee, and one by a Boston
designer, Mr. George Stewart, called Pilgrim. Vigilant
had a centerboard, Colonia was a keel. Pilgrim was an
out and out fin-keel and Jubilee was a combination of
fin-keel and centerboird.
The trial races among these vessels were very interest-

ing, but I will not weary you with an account of them,
but let it suffice to say that Vigilant proved her right to
defend the Cup by defeating all the others.

Vigilant was the most expensive vessel of her type
that had ever been built up to that time. Her under-
water body was composed of an expensive non-corosive
metal called Tobin bronze. She was rigged with the best
that could be obtained, and no expense was spared to
make her a winner.

She was a very powerful vessel, and carried nearly
11,000 sq. ft. of sail.

[to be continued.]

Our Boston Letter.

Boston, April 20.—It is now thought that Independence
will take the water about May 15. It is expected that
next week the work of burnishing her plating will be
started. To-day all of the rivets were tested and the
heads smoothed up. The caulking was carefully gone
over by one of the foremen to see that everything was all

right. There will be no difficulty in launching her at

any time that she is ready, for there is 2Sft. of water
just outside of the shop in which she is building, at or-
dinary tides.

There is considerable doubt at present as to whether
or not Capt. Nate Watson will be on Independence
during her races. It was reported here within a few
days that Mr. Francis Skinner. Jr., had made all his
plans for the season's yachting, and that he considered it

necessary that Capt. Watson should be on board
Constellation. It is said that Mr. Skinner's refusal to re-

lease his captain is due to the social feud which exists be-
tween Thomas W. Lawson and Mrs. Jack Gardner, At
the time when Independence was started it was desired
that Capt. AVatson should take charge of her, and it was
said that Mr. Skinner would be willing to release him.
But Mr. Skinner's desire to have the captain on board
Constellation has probably no connection with any social

feud. Mr. Skinner is a very enthusiastic yachtsman and,
as this will probably be the greatest year in the history of
the sport, it is only natural that he should wish to have
the captain of his yacht where he can put his hands on
him at any time.

It was originally intended to have the wooden mast and
topmast of Independence form practically one pole mast,
the topmast bur3'ing into a socket at the mast head, but
this plan has been altered. The wooden topmast will be
held on end in the usual manner. It will have a fid but
will not be housed. It will be secured to the mast head
with loft. doublings. It is expected that the work of
finishing up the hollow spars will be started at Lawley's
early in the week. There was some question as to
whether Lawley could find the space to do the work, but
it was stated to-day that it would be done at the City
Point yard.
The first race of the season has been sailed in Dor-

chester Bay. It was between the little one-design 12-

footers which have been built for members of the Savin
Hill Y. C. The boats were built by A. O. Giflford, of Co-
hasset, and were only delivered to their owners about an
hour before the start of the race. The race was given on
Patriots' Day by the city of Boston, and 14 of the little

fellows lined up at the start. They had a very lively tilt

around the bay, and the boat owned by J. H. Will was
capsized. As the boats have not yet received names, they
are known by the names of their owners given in the
following summary:.

Owner. Act. time.

J. E. Robinson 1.23.40

1.25.15

G. W. Goodwin 1.27.00

W. F. Scott
Louis Hoag 1.27.50

C. A. J. Smith

It will be noticed that the finishes of these little boats
were ver}' close indeed, there being less than six minutes
between the first and the last boat. It is expected that the
racing of these boats will furnish a great amount of sport
for the members of the Savin Hill Y. ^C. during the
.season. It is considered likely that they will all" be over
to the opening race of the South Boston Y. C. on
Memorial Day. The club is making great efforts to per-
petuate the interest in small-boat racing.

The special committee of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C.
has issued a preliminary circular of the Lawson cup races.

The classes are as follows

:

First—To all single-masted sailing yachts measuring
over Soft, and not over 90ft. in length on the I6ad*water-
line; prize, silver cup appropriate for this class.

Second—To all ya^yl-rigged yachts; pri/.e, cilvfir gup
valued at ^i,ooq, " '
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Third—To all schooner-rigged sailing yachts ;
prize, sil-

ver cup valued at $1,000.

Fourth—To all single-masted sailing yachts measuring
not over 7sft. in length on the load waterline ; prize, silver

cup valued at $750.
Fifth—To all single-masted sailing yachts measuring not

over 65ft. in length on the load waterline; prize, silver

cup valued at $750.
Sixth—To all single-masted sailing yachts measuring

not over 51ft. sailing length under the rules of the New-
York Y. C. ; prize, silver cup valued at $500.
Seventh—To all schooner-rie-aed fishing vessels, to be

sailed for without time allowance; prizes, $1,000, $500
and $250.
The courses for yachts will be triangular, clear df all

headlands, about 30 miles in length, with, starting line off

Boston Lightship.

As most of the yachts which are likely to compete in

these races were built under the rules of the New York
Y, C, time allowance and measurement for time allow-
ance will be based upon these rules.

The racing rules of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. will

govern except as otherwise specified.

Entries may be sent to Charles E. Hodges, secretary of

the committee, 40 Water street, Boston, and should specify

the length on the load waterline and racing length.

The start of the race will be so arranged that the fisher-

men and yachts will not interfere.

David Barrie, Sir Thomas Lipton's American repre-

sentative, was in Boston this week for the purpose of
' securing a tender for Shamrock II. He looked over the

Bay Line steamer Cape Cod, and had a conference with
the directors of the company that owns her in regard
to chartering. When Mr. Barrie left for New York
Thursday night nothing definite had been settled. He will

return to Boston on Monday, when it is expected the busi-

ness will be finished up. It is thought that Mr. Barrie
will take the Cape Cod.
Work in the yards is still on the boom. Lawley has all

that he can attend to. The keel of the Y, R. A. 21-

footer for Starling Burgess was laid this week, and the

keel of the Y. R. A. 21-footer for H. H. Wiggin, of the

Annisquam Y. C, will be set up next week. Mclntyre, of

Neponset, is busy with the four i8-footers designed by
Starling Burgess. Hanley, of Quincy Point has all he
can attend to in the Canada cup defender and two Y. R.
A. 25-footers. Smith launched two boats last week.

John B. PCilleen.

required by the proposed rule.

This summer we will have some foreign naval architects
with us. Cannot we get them together in consultation
with our designers here and an international rule be sug-
gested that will be acceptable to everybody?

Modification of the English rule to suit American con-
ditions ;

C. L. -1- v57A. -f .6B -i- .6C. G. -f G. D.

The New Measurement Rule.
The following interesting letter has been received

from one of the best known yachtsmen in America. His
comments on the new rule, adopted by the Seawanhaka
Corinthian and Larchmont yacht clubs, clearly indicates

that he has given the subject careful consideration. Any
of the three modified rules suggested by him are thought
to be superior by many yachtsmen to the rule recently

adopted

:

The same old question involved Ln all yacht measure-
ment rules is presented as to how the fully developed
racer can be handicapped and penalized to enable the

family cruiser of slow speed to beat her in the races and
take away from her all the prizes.

A rule may be all right, as applied to existing boats, and
may accomplish the results desired of putting the racing

yacht, so to speak, out of it and bringing into prominence
as a mug winner the steady old family wagon of the fleet

;

but, if when the problem involved in the building of new
boats to meet the new conditions is undertaken, and the

designer finds that, as the expression is, "he is able to

drive a horse and cart through the rule," and a boat of the

most pronounced freak t3'pe is the only possible product of

the remedial legislation, one can understand how im-

portant it is for clubs to act in these matters deliberately

and advisedly in arriving at a conclusion.

The important point, therefore, in any rule, is not so

much how it will affect existing boats, but what kind of

yachts will have to be built to take all the advantage pos-

sible of its limitations.

It is not assuming a great deal to say that among the

American designers who have given the rule any con-

sideration, there would be few who would not undertake

to produce designs which would show the restrictions of

the rule to be entirety ineffectual to accomplish the ob-

jects desired.

The normal boat, the ignis' fatuus of the cruising, and
would-be, at the same time, racing yacht, will never

materialize in successful form in the yacht racing fleet.

Normal dimensions do not prevent abnormal features.

Any rule which brings racers in the regular classes back

to the level of cruisers checks progress in designing.

It is a very dangerous thing to make rules which limit

the development of speed in racing yachts. It may be

proper to limit sail area to length, or to displacement, but

imposing penalties and limitations on form or design is a

dangerous departure to make in j^acht measurement.
The measurement rule for the regular classes should

leave the designer as free as possible, and limitations of

dimensions and form should be made applicable to special

design classes only.

One of the most notable defects apparent in the rule is

the dropping down much below the limits of the class of

boats heretofore at the upper limits of their class.

This is noticeable in the 75ft. class of schooners.

There will be this season in the racing four schooners

built to the top of the present class, which, under the new
rule, would measure some 5ft. below their class limit.

The opportunities that would be afforded the designer of a

new boat to put these four schooners entirely out of the

racing must be apparent to even the most inexperienced,

racing man.
The same may be said of the operation of the rule in

the 51ft. class of sloops.

The advantage of taking the area of the submerged
midship section, overtaking the measurements of the

outline of the same, is not apparent. The English system

of taking the midship section measurements is in every

respect simpler and_ better.

The outline or girth of the submerged midship section

affords a suggestion of an easy solution of the problem
of effectually and equitably penalizing abnormal propor-

tions of the midship section without the necessity of in-

yokijjg the involved measurements and calculations of area

2.5

C. L'. = L. Y. C. rule corrected length.

S. A. = sail area.

B. = extreme beam.
C. G. = chain girth.

D. G. = difference between chain and skin girth.

Modification of the Larchmont rule I.

C. L. 4- \'S7a. + G. D.

2.1
.Syce 50.8

C. L. = corrected length as in L. Y. C. R.
G. D. = girth difference between skin and chain girth.

Modification of the Larchmont rule II.

^ . . 7^
—

T , ^ ( Amorita 73'73
C. L.4- VS. A. -f-M.S. M . j -Wasp r,o.50

2.1
I
Syce 49.85

C. L. = corrected length = length of L.W.L. + beam
at L.W.L. taken at one-eighth of its length from fore

end + beam at L.W.L. taken at one-eighth of its length

from after end — greatest beam at L.W.L.
S. A. = sail area = taken as heretofore.

M. S. M. = midship section measurement = .9 of skin

girth of submerged midship section, less the sum of the

extreme L.W.L. beam and the extreme draft.

Design for an Open Launch*

Owners are beginning to realize the many advantages

to be had by using power boats for tenders to their yachts.

The additional comfort derived and the time saved com-

pensate for the additional expense put into such a boat.

The launch plans which appear in this issue were de-

signed for Mr. W. C. Allison, of Philadelphia, Pa. He
will use her as a tender to his 32ft. cruising cutter, plans

of which were reproduced in Forest and Stream Feb. 23,

1901. Both of these boats were designed by Mr. B. B.

Crowninshield, and were built this winter by the Geo.

Lawley & Son Corp., of South Boston, Mass. The Allison

launch is a handsome boat with a square transom and full

waterlines forward. She will make a fast and dry boat in

all weather. The cockpit, which is forward, is large and

roomy. Her dimensions are as follows:

Length-
Over all 23 ft. 4 in.

L.W.L 2ift 10 m.
Overhang

—

Forward S^-gin.

Aft 9Hin.

Beam

—

Extreme 5ft. 7^in.

L.W.L 5ft. S^in.

Freeboard-
Bow ^ft. 6S4in.

Taffrail ift gVs'm.

Least ift. 5 m-

Draft-
Extreme ift. 10 m.

To rabbet ift. 3 in.

Displacement 3,727lbs.

She will be driven by a 2-horse-power Gas Engine and

Power Co. and Chas. L. Seabury Co. engine.

Gren, Bwtlef and the Yacht America.

In the article entitled the "History of the Develop-
ment of the Racing Yacht" which appears in these

columns this week, mention is made of the yacht Amer-
ica during the time she was owned by Gen. Benjamin

F. Butler. In this connection the following iriteresting

note from a contemporary issue of the N. Y. Sun dem-
onstrates that the boat was in the hands of an owner
who was a thorough yachtsman;

Gen. Butler's hobby is his yacht America. She lies

now in Boston harbor, with a crew aboard, and some
day soon, when the notion takes him and a big storm
threatens, he will take a cab, drive at full tilt for her

wharf, and start for some place beyond the reach of tele-

grams. When he took his Southern trip in his yacht

from Fortress Monroe last spring, he waited before going
to sea- until he could get a good northwest storm. When
Gen. Hazen of the Weather Bureau, in response to his

telegrams, sent him word that a northwest wind was
coming, and that it was probably strong enough to suit

him. Gen. Butler crowded on all the sail he could, set-

tled himself in the cockpit, planted his arms akimbo and
audaciously faced the storm. The America skimmed the

waves with such speed that Gen. Butler declared that he
would yet sail into some European port with her and
astonish the timid yachtsmen. He puffs away all care

at the end of his finger tips when he treads the deck of

the America, eats four meals a day, has a game of penny
ante with his guests at night, and is up early the next
day looking out for a storm. If there could be found a

sea of perpetual storms. Gen. Butler would probably
make for it. There are enough amusing stories told of

his adventures at sea to fill a summer book of fun. It is

said that his yacht never yet carried enough sail for him,

and that he has not yet met a storm that has even dis-

turbed him. Sometimes his sturdy old captain (Mr.
Reed"), who is as strong-minded in his way as Gen. But-
ler is in his. has a wordy encounter with the General
about the chances the latter seems to have to take, and
once he is said "to have told Gen. Butler to take his "

old yacht," and run it as he pleased, when in face of the
trepidation of the crew and the prudence of the Captain,

the General wanted to crowd on more sail. Mr. Reed
tells of several hairbreadth escapes, as well as amusing
adventures, he has had with Gen. Butler at sea, and some
of his crew have predicted that if Gen. Butler dies at all.

he will become food for whales. When the storm runs
so high as to make every one on board seasick except
the captain and the owner. Gen. Butler is sure to be
found seated in the cockpit, with his old, mysterious
smile curving about his face.

Yacht Guh Notes.

The Indian Harbor Y. C, whose house is near Green-
wich, Conn., is first in the field of the Sound clubs, with a
cup valued at $500 for a race of the 90-footers, to

windward and leeward, seven and a half miles each way,
to be sailed over twice, making a total distance of thirty

miles. This race will take place probably in the last

week of June.
K K ^

The yacht clubs on Gravesend Bay have formed an
association which is called the Gi-avesend Bay Yacht
Racing Association. The clubs in the Association are the
Atlantic, Marine and Field and Brooklyn Yacht Clubs
and New York C. C.

At the meeting to complete the organization, which
was held at the Yachtmen's Club, Manhattan, on Mon-
day evenmg, April 1 5, the organizing clubs were repre-
sented by delegates, as follows: Atlantic Y. C, George
Hill; Brooklyn Y. C, John R. Brophy and P. H. Jean-
not; Marine and Field Club, Arthur Clapp; New York
C. C, Capt. Speer and Barron Fredricks.
George Hill acted as chairman and Arthur P, Clapp

as secretary. The rules of the Long Island Sound were
adopted and it was agreed that handicap races should be
arranged, the handicaps being figured on past perform-
ances. The following schedule was arranged:
June I, Atlantic Y. C, all classes; 8, Brooklyn Y. C,

open regatta; 15, New York C. C, annual regatta; 22,

Marine and Field Club, open regatta; 29, Atlantic Y. C,
regatta; July 4, Gravesend Bay Yacht Racing Associa-
tion, first open regatta, all classes open to yachts en-
rolled in club fleets; Aug. 3, Atlantic Y. C. ; 10, Brook-
lyn Y. C; 17, New York C. C, midsummer regatta; 31,

Marine and Field Club, regatta; Sept. 2, Gravesend Bay
Yacht Racing Association, second series of races; 7, At-
lantic Y. C, races; 14. Brooklyn Y. C, fall races; 21,

New York C. C, fall regatta.

It is announced that King Edward will resign the post
of Commodore of the Royal Yacht Squadron. He will

become, instead, its patron, in the place of the late Queen
Victoria.

The annual meeting and election of officers of the Amer-
ican Model Y. C. was held at the Liberty Hotel, Fulton
street, near Clark street, Brooklyn. The election resulted
as follows: Com., James H. Lane; Vice-Com., John C.
Meyer; Sec'y. George F. Pigott; Treas., George W.
Townley; Meas., William Heme; Board of Trustees,
Michael Ondosko, John C. Meyers and Edward Antenen.

1^ ^
Mr. James Baird, of the Larchmont Y, C, has resigned

as Rear-Commodore of the club, and Cora. Adams has ap-
pointed in his place Mr, Fred Hoyt, the owner of Isolde.

^
The Cohasset Y. C. has elected the following-named

officers and committees for 1901

:

Com., Dr. John Bryant; Vice-Corn., Daniel H. Tower ;-

Sec'y and Treas, Charles H. Cousens; Executive Com-
mittee, William H. Crane, Charles W. Gammons, Amos
A. Lawrence, Lyman D. Willcutt, George W. Collier;

House Committee, Samuel C. Bates, Russell B. Tower,
Paul J. Bates; Membership Committee, Harold B. Cou-
sens. William C. Appleton, Burgess C. Tower, Sheldon
N. Ripley, F. R. Pegram, H. E. Mapes, E. F. Willcutt;

Regatta Committee. Ralph B. Williams, Arthur O. Hig-
gins, Francis J. Moore, Frederick H. Piatt, James Dean.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Mr. Robert P. Doremus, N. Y. Y. C, has purchased

from- Mr. N. C. Nash, of Boston, through' the agency of

Mr. Frank Bowne Jones, the schooner yacht Loyal.

1^

The Taunton Yacht Works is building a Crowninshield-
designed yawl for Mr. Sanford, of New' York cit}^ She
is Sift, over all, 30ft. waterline, lift, beam and draws
6ft. 6in. Work has begun on a 27ft. racing boat for Mr.
Gilpin, of Philadelphia.

4^ 4^

Mr. R. D. Evans, N. Y. Y. C, has .sold his auxiliary

schooner yacht Lesbia to Mr. W. H. Bromley, Philadel-
phia, through the agency of Messrs. Gardner & Cox.

•? •? H
Mr. A. B. Hart, of St. Louis, has bought from Mr, John

H. Cromwell, of Newark, N. J., through the agency of

Messrs. Tams, Lemoine & Crane, the schooner yacht
Scimitar.

^ ^
The schooner yacht Wayward has been sold by Mr.

Charles Smithers, N. Y. Y. C, through the agency of Mr.
A. J. Mcintosh, to Mr. Frank W. Duryea, N. Y. Y. C.

*^ K *i

The steam j'acht Wanda has been chartered by Mr. G.
Searing Wilson, N, Y. Y, C, through the agency of Mr.
A. J. Mcintosh, to the Associated Press for the races to

be held by the New York Y. C.

J?i

Mr. A. P. Bliven has sold the following boats through
his agency: Schooner yacht Woodmansie. by Edward F.

Cole, to Dr. B. F. Curtis; sloop Flora, by Mr. H, H. Lan
don to Mr. James N. Norris, of Brooklyn. N. Y.

»t •? It

Mr. William C. Whitney has chartered the twin screw
steam yacht Artemis from Mr. Frederick G. Bourne,
N. Y. Y. C.

4^

The fast steam yacht Kanawha has been sold through
•the Gas Engine and Power Co. & Charles Seabury & Co.
The name of the buyer has not been announced.

9^

The schooner yacht Southern Cross, owned by Mr.
Edward F. Cole, N. Y. Y. C., is having new spars and
sails and a general overhauling at Bridgeport, Conn.

8%

The steam yacht Mayita, which hfi? been purchased by
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FOREST AND STREAM.

Messrs. Uhlmann ahd Schaefer, N. V. V. C, through Sea-

bury & Co.. and has been taken from Mcintosh's Basin,

South Brooklyn, to Morris Heights, where she will fit oUt.

*i K ^
Mr. Frank Tilford, owner of the steam yacht Norman,

is having extensive improvements made on the boat at

Manning's Basin, South Brooklyn.

8^

Word has been received from Southampton, England,

that L'Esperance, one of the boats built by the Stevenses as

a challenger for the Seawanhaka cup, has been launched

and showed considerable speed when under sail. Gray
Friar, another boat being built by the same firm for the

same purpose, will be ready to launch shortly.

The steam yacht Cherokee, designed and built by Sea-

bury & Co., at Morris Heights, for Mr. S. H. Vandergrift,

of Pittsburg, Pa., was launched on April 17 Cherokee

is 8sft. over all, 72ft. waterline, 14ft. beam and draws S^t.

>l

Messrs. Huntington & Seaman have sold through their

agency the yawl Themis II. for Mr. W. Fisher to Mr.

C. Stein, of New York city. They have also sold the

high speed launch Item to Mr. Henri B. Lothrop, of De-
troit, Mich.

8^ 9g

The steam yacht Baracouta is being fitted out at Morris

Heights.
It K

At Tebo's Basin, South Brooklyn, the schooner yachts

Latona and Carlotta, the cutter Ilderim, the auxiliary

Aloha and the steam yachts Virginia, Jathneil, Vedette,

Juanita and Kismet are fitting out. At Manning's Basin,

South Brooklyn, work is being rushed on the steam yachts

Corsair and Aphrodite. The sloop Isolt is being put m
commission at Mcintosh's Basin.

•6 »l

The auxiliary schooner yacht Tekla, owned by Mr. A.

Fabbri, has been sold through the agency of Messrs. A,

Cary Smith & Barbey to Mr. Richard Wainwright, N. Y.

Y. C.
at n

Elmina is the name selected for the 75ft. racing

schooner building at Shooters' Island, S. I., for Mr.

Frederick K. Brewster, N. Y. Y. C, from designs by

Messrs. A. Cary Smith & Barbey.

m Wi 9!,

The iioft. waterline cruising schooner now being built

at Shooters' Island, S. I., from designs by Mr. .H. C.

Wintringham for Mr. Robert E. Tod, N. Y. Y. C, will

be called Thistle.
tt n *t

The launches Delia, Lavina, Rebecca, Francis, Embla,

Ethelen and Fleur de Lis have been sold through the

agency of Mr. A. J. Mcintosh.

8^ ^
The 51-footer Altair, owned by Mr. Cord Meyer, N. Y.

Y. C, has been thoroughly overhauled at Bristol, and is

now at City Island, where she will be fitted out for the

racing season.
•6 *t •!

The auxiliary schooner yacht Oonas, designed by

Messrs. A. Cary Smith & Barbey, was launched at the

yard of Messrs. C. & R. Poillion, South Brooklyn, on

April 22. Oonas is a centerboard boat with 35 tons of

lead ballast. She is QSft. over all, 75it. on the waterline,

2oft. 6in. beam and draws loft. She will be fitted with a .

2S-horse-power motor.
5 »6 it

The 50ft. launch Thetis, owned by Mr. J. W. Brough-

ton, of Chicago, has been sold through Manning's yacht

agency to Mr. H. B. Wittaker, of New York city.

A. C A. Membeifship*

Mr. A. W. Lang, of Lawrence, Mass., has been proposed

for membership to the Eastern Division of the A. C. A.

The following gentlemen have been proposed for mem-
bership to the Central Division of the A. C. A.: C. A.

Baird, Rochester, N. Y., Irondequoit C. C. ; A. P. H.
Warren, Buffalo, N. Y., Buffalo C. C; Ellicott R. Col-

son, Buffalo, N. Y., Buffalo C. C; Norman S. Jarvis,

Buffalo, N. Y., Buffalo C. C.

Oar Own Shooting Society.

HOBOKEN, N. J.—The Our Own Shooting Society, of Hoboken,
•which is regarded as the largest and most successful organization
of its kind in New Jersey, thanks to its membership of 165 marks-
men and bowlers, had a regular weekly practice meeting at head-
quarters, Gallenkamp's Hall, 110 Grand street, Wednesday even-

ing, April 17. A great throng of members attended, but only
twenty-one of the Our Owns utilized the ranges and allej^s, the

others finding interest in other amusements. The society's three

ranges and two alleys were kept busy from S o'clock until after

midnight, and some interesting struggles for supremacy were
witnessed.
Shooting Master Adam Schmitt excelled both in shooting and

bowling. He placed a string of ten shots in the black for a total

of 244 out of the possible 250. He received the bowling medal
by scoring 71 out of 100 pins at the headpin game. Ex-Captain
William F. Dilger was second best on the ranges. The shooting
scores follow: Capt. Louis Christ 227. Wm. F. Dilger 234, Wm,
Pfeiffer 232. Adam Schmitt 244, Chris Brincker 226, Andrew Mare
202, John Spinck 230, Lesser L. Levy 224, Gus Jaeger 201, Wm.
Rosenthal 201, Fred Hunger 229, W. J. Scott 203, Lieut. Herman
Wamken 209, Fred Buehler 200, Wm. Welz 208, H. Jacobsen 207,

Owen Smith 231, Wm. C. Schmidt 209, John Kroll 212, Wm. Hoag
201, Henry Hohn 220. "

National Rifle Association.

The tournament of the National Rifle Association and New
Jersey State Rifle Association, at Sea Girt, N. J., next September
promises to be of exceptional international interest. The Ulster
Rifle Association, of Belfast, Ireland, will send a team which will

shoot a special match. The secretary, Mr. John McKenna, of

Belfast, sent the following official letter on this subject:

"Belfast, Ireland, A5)ril 6.—Lieut. Albert S. Jones, Assistant
Secretary New Jersey State Rifle Association, Passaic, N. J.: My
dear sir—I cabled you yesterday, 'Ulster accepts, caliber .315,'

which I trust reached you in due course. I am very pleased, in-

deed, that the match is now arranged, and it is most agreeable to

me to confirm the cable.

'We had a. very large meetmg of the Ulster Rifle Association, and
on the propo3ition of Maj. Millner, who shot on the Irish team in

1S80 against you, it was unanimously agreed that your challenge

1^ accepted by our Association, independent of whether the Irish

Rifle Association accepts the challenge of your National RiAe
Asspciation for the old America vs, Ireland tnatcli or not.

' However, we will be over in August, and hope to have a pleas-
ant titnc with you. Your conditions are perfectly agreeable to us,
except that .45 bores being relics of the past we cannot admit;
.315 is the maximum now in use here, so this will amply cover
your modern caliber. Then so many of our juveniles wish to have
a look in that we should desire it left an open matter on our
arrival in the United States, to name number of men in team, not
exceeding eight or less than five. We fancy this will be quite
agreeable to you, having so many capable shots to select from.
All other conditions are perfectly satisfactory. In fact, we go to
meet Americans, our real brother riflemen. Victors or vanquished,
we shall return happy.
"The captain of our team will be Mr. James Wilson, an old-

time rifleman. With renewed good wishes, and hoping to find you
all in tip top fettle (after the match), I am, dear sir, yours very
truly John McKenna, Secretary Ulster Rifle Association Team."
Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, New York

and the District of Columbia have already signified their intention
to be represented by State teams.

Cincinnati Gan Ciofa vs. Blae Grass Gun Club.

Cincinnati, O., April 17.—There was a most interesting sixteen-
men team contest between the Cincinnati Gun Club and the Blue
Grass Gun Club, of Paris, Ky., at Cincinnati to-day. The former
club won by a score of 667 to 625. Mr. J. O. Ward was high with
48. Messrs. Gambell and Clay were tied for second to Mr. Ward
with 47 out of 50, a 94 per cent. gait.

The r.Tce was shot in one hour and fifty-five minutes in windy
weather. The judges were Messrs. J. Hirsch, of Aurora, Ind.,
and C. H. Bateman, of Cincinnati, while Mr. John Faulk, of Cin-
cinnati, acted as referee. The scores:

Cincinnati Gun Club's Team.
R Trimble 24 21—45
Squier 16 17—33
Phil 2124—45
Ahlers 22 19-^1
Gambell 23 24—47
Heyl 21 22—43
Richmond 21 22—43
Maynard 22 22—44
Mackie 22 2.3—45
See 21 17—38
King 23 22—45
Sullivan 19 22—41
Jay Bee 19 16—35
E Trimble 22 16—38
Goo'dman 20 22—42
Dick 20 22—42—667

Blue Grass Gun' Club's Team.
T H Clay 24 23—47
V Ferguson 19 19—38
Nye 19 18—37
Crawford 19 19—38
Spears 23 22-45
Buckner 16 23—39
J Ferguson 21 22—43
F Clay 23 21—44
E Ferguson 20 13 33

James IS 22—40
Smith 20 21—41
McLaughlin 15 16—31
B Clay 22 20—42
E Turney 8 15—23
Brennan 18 18—36

J Q Ward 24 24—48-625

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

The following scores were made in regular competition by
members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association at Four-Mile House,
Reading road, on April 14. Conditions: 200yds., off-hand, at the
German ring target. Gindcle was declared champion for the day
with the good score of 222. Weather, cloudy; thermometer, 62;
wind, light, from 8 o'clock:

Union.
Gindele 222 217 216 212 212—1079 19 23 23—65
Payne ,.,..,.,.220 217 212 211 211—1071 21 24 20—65
Speth • 217 217 214 208 204—1060 24 19 24—67
Lux 216 202 201 191 191—1001 23 22 14^59
Strickraeier 215 214 213 211 205—1058 22 21 19—62
Roberts 214 210 207 205 202—1038 23 22 20—65
Nestler 214 208 207 204 203—1036 25 19 20-64
Weinheimer 212 194 193 1S3 179— 961 20 19 20—59
Trounstine 209 205 203 193 185— 995 21 25 20—66
Drube 202 197 195 191 183— 969
Jonscher 200 194 185 184 183— 946
Uckotter 192 191 189 189 185— 946 22 20 15—57
Surkamer 179 164 162 154 129— 788 22 20 22—64
Topf 176 173 170 164 163— 846 20 14 22—56

Elite Rifle CIuD.
Brooklvn, L. L, April 20—The Elite Rifle Club's meeting to-day

was marked by the excellence of the shooting. The conditions
were 10 shots per man, 75ft. range, ring target, off-hand shooting.
Champion Fred Ross made the top score of 247 out of a possible
250 points. The scores: F. C. Ross 247, Theo. P. Fritz 245, John
Kaufmann 244, Ignatz Martin 241, G. Kiauss 240, Dr. F. A. Schlitz
238, Charles Kanuofsky 230, Louis 2oellner 236, John Zimmermann
226, Otto Spangenberg 225.

—*

—

Fixtures*

April 23-25.—Spirit Lake, la.—Klein-Barmeister's third annual
target tournament; $50 added each day.
April 26.—Owego, N. Y.—Amateur shoot of the Owego Gun

Club. John Parker, Mgr.
April 26-28.—Chicago.—Annual spring tournament of the Crescent

Gun Club. John S. Boa, Mgr.
May 1-2.

—
'Toledo, O.—First annual handicap shoot of the Edge-

water Gun Club. F. W. Dyar, Sec'y,
May 1-3.—Newell, la.—Newell Gun Club's annual tournament;

targets and live birds. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
Alay 2-3.—Beatrice, Neb.—Tournament of the Beatrice Gun Club.
May 4.—Summerdale Station, Pa.—All-day shoot of the Frank-

ford Gun Club. Main event, twelve-men team contest. D. D.
Mercer, Secy, 4461 Frandford avenue, Frankford, Pa.
May 5.—Chicago, 111.—Universal Gun Club's tournament.
May 6-7.—Bowling Green, Ky.—Bowling Green Gun Club's tour-

nament.
May 7-9.—Peru, Ind.—Fifth annual amateur tournament of the

Peru Gun Club; two days at targets for amateurs; one day at
live birds. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y.
May_ 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—^Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain. Sec'y.
May 8-9.—Chicago, O.—Deer Lick Gun Club's tournament.
May 9-10.—Marion, O.—Marion Gun Club's tournament.
May 10-11.—Johnstown, Pa,—Jghnstown Rod and Gun Club's tour-

nament.
May 12.—Brooklyn, L. I.—All-day shoot of the Fulton Gun Club,

East New York. Team race: Oceanics vs. Ftiltons. Address Bob
Schneider or A. A. Schoverlin^, P. O. Box 475.

May 14.—Brooklyn, L. I.—Shoot for naphtha launch; 10 live
birds, $10 entrance, birds extra; surplus divided; seventeen entries
to fill. F. Lebobner, Mgr.
May 14rl7.—Allentown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.
Shaner, Mgr.
May 14-16.—^Elwood, Ind.—Tournament of the Zoo Rod and Gun

Club.
May 14-17.—Newton, la,—^Annual tournament of the Iowa State

Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the Newton Gun Club.
D. R. Tripp, Sec'y.
May 15-16.—Luverne, Minn,—Tom-nament of Lviverne Gun Club.
May 15-16.—Elgin, 111.—Tournament of Elgin National Gun Club.
May 15-16.—Zanesville, O.—Spring tournament of the ZanesviUe

Gun Club. L. A. Moore, Sec'y.

May 16-17.—Pekin, 111.—Twin City Gun Club's tournament.
May 20-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament

and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.

Charles T. Stickle, Sec'y.

May 21-22.—Greenville, O.—^Annual shoot of the Greenville Gun
Club. F. C. Brehm, Sec'y.

May 21-22.—Greenville, O.—Greenville Giin Club's totirnament.

May 22-23,—Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of

the Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. W. Phellis, Sec'y.

May 23-24.—Cedar Rapids, la.—Cedar Rapids Gun Club's tourna-

ment.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The programme of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion, to be held May 7 to 10 inclusive, provides eleven events on

^ch day at 15 targets, «.30 entrance, excepting the Nos. 6.

of ih^ =^t«t^ m r individual target championshit*

tf
targets, Unknown rngles, entrance price of targets",tor the E C cup, which is subject to challenge. No. 6 on thesecond day is the three-men team championship of the State 30targets per man unknown angles, price of targets. All members

rLllVZ ""a"' i*""*?,^
members of the teams which theyrepresent. A medal will be given for the two days in the regularU. get events, t ive per cent, will be deduced from the net pursecacli day to be added to the Association's fund for the propagation

hJtT ^^'^
^l''-

^^"^ i^''^ days are live-bird^ even?s
\i r i'T^I four programme events, of which No. 1 is

'i-
'

, '^r^
follows: "Individual championship of the

pitl \j J'^S^'l^- entrance .$7.50, birds included

,

1-1^'"''^^^ Sportsmen's Association individualchampionship gold medal; winner of the previous contest to re-ceive the net purse in this. One miss out, with privilege. Thewinner of this match will receive a special gold badge, which willbecome his personal property. Event Na 3, th?ee-men teTmchampionship of the State Ten live birds per man; entrance $Sper team, birds extra Net purse to the winning team at last

XZ^'^T- ^^T' ^A- *-'n^?
"'^'^ ^'^d^' entranci $5, birds in-

1

special medal will be given for high average in regularve-bird events. Only those who have shot through the refularive-bird programme events (New York and New Jersey team con-tes excepted) will be eligible for this prize. Five per cent, will bededucted from the net purses each day, to be added to the Asso-ciation s fund for the propagation of game and fish. On the '

^i, . fl??'
^ amateur team contest, between teams often to fifteen men each, representing the States of New York and

M''hve''& '1ft A^""
^^'""^ Conditions: Each man to shoot at2o live birds, 30yds. rise. Entrance cost of birds, each man topay for his own birds only. Prize, honor of winning. Extra events

will be .shot It time permit."
events

Mr. Geo. C. Lebohner has sent out invitations to shooters, in-

Vur.^uTn^T E'ectro-Vapor launch contest, which takesplace at Dexter Park, Jamaica avenue and Enfield street, Brook-
in^™!:'

\^"'^^y°^ this week. The event is at 10 hve birds, $10entrance birds extra, at 25 cents, 25 to 33yds. rise. All entrancemoney above seventeen entries will be divided 50, 30 and 20 nercent
,

class .shooting. Ties miss-and-out. The shooter winningthe aunch will not be entitled to any of the money. SweepstX!
at 10 o clock. Launch event at 1 o'clock. Entries may be made upTO the beginning of the third round. The launch is valued at $175and may be seen at Von Lengerke & Detmold's, 318 Broadway!
The programme of the Glen Rock, Pa.. Gun Club, May 3 and 4..rovides one day at targets, one at live birds. There are ten tar*

enir^nc^%9'\t\^"'
day a total of 180 targets, with a total

S4 nn^i K- / '^^ ^^^""^ """^ ^^'^""^ ^t 7 birds.M, one at lo, birds, $10, and miss-and-outs if time permits TheRose system, ratios 4, 3, 2 and 1, will govern. To highest gen-eral average, $3; to second, $2. The committee is Messrs. W HBurn ham, E. T. Eyster, Allen M. Seitz and Dr. C. G. Wilev to

cent=°'birds 20 c°ents^'""'^
^'^^"^ "^^^ shipped. Targets 2

The daily press, which in its entirety is a most eminent authorityon ethical matters, quotes Mr. Tohn P. Haines, president of the
;!). 1

.
C. A. as an eminent verbal authority on trapshooting. in-asmuch as he asserts that "clay pigeons, so called, satisfy allthe demands of the real sportsmen who wish in this way to test

their marksmanship, and they are harder to hit," etc Did anyone ever hear of a target shooter who had buck fever shooting atclay pigeons or bluerocks? There is a matter of nerve as well'
as of skill to be tested.

Mr. W. Fred Ouimby, who has for many years been eminent insporting matters in America, has resigned his position with theAmerican E C & Schultze Gunpowder Company to take a positionwith the Western Cartridge Company, of St. Louis, as general
sales agent. Mr. Harold Money, famous as an expert shot, willbe associated with him. Mr, Quimby, in mentioning the matter
to us, said that he looked back with much pleasure on his friendlv
relations with all the officers of the E C & Schultze company,
i-te resigns solely for business advancement.
Mr M. S Brey, of Zionsville Station, Pa., announces an all-day

shoot on Ihursday of this week, commencing at 10 o'clock There
are fifteen events on the programme, at 10, 15 and 20 targets en-
trance 50 and 75 cents and $1, $1.25 and $1.50. Class shooting. Also
there wiU be a special match between J. G. Kuerstner, of Reading
and M. b. Brey, of Zionsville, at bluerocks, for a purse. If the
weather is unfavorable the shoot will be postponed to the follow-
ing day.

Under date of April 19 Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the
Interstate Association, writes us as follows: "Kindly announce
to the readers of Forest and Stream the cancellation of the dates
of the Memphis tournament, viz., May 8-10. 1 have received a
telegram from Mr. Irby Bennett stating that the Memphis Gun
Club is not in a position to conduct the tournament in a manner
that would prove satisfactory to it or to the Interstate Association."
The Trenton Shooting Association six-men team at Freehold,

N. J., defeated the Freehold team by a score of 234 to 229, each
man shooting at 50 targets. Also in a State championship team
shoot, six men to a team, 30 targets per man, $6 entrance the
Trenton team came out first, the scores being: Trenton Shooting
Association 140, Freehold Gun Club 135, Asbury Park Gun Club
117, New Brunswick Gun Club 109.

The novel match, at 50 live birds each, shot at Interstate Park
Saturdaj; between Messrs. L. T. Duryea and T. W. Morfey, for
$100 a side, was won by the former by a score of 46 to 43. 'The
contestants used 8-gauge guns and shot from the 33yd. mark,
facing a driving rain storm, the wind blowing in their faces. The
birds were an excellent lot. Under the circumstances the scores
were very superior.

, The next shoot of the Oceanic Rod and Gun Club will take
place at Rockav.-ay Beach, L. I., on the first day of next week.
This is the last shoot of the season, and will have as a matter of
special interest a team shoot with the Fulton Gun Club. Trains
leave East Thirty-fourth street and Flatbush avenue at 9 and 11
o'clock A. M.
The live-pigeon series of shoots held by the Garfield Gun Club

of Chicago, were concluded on last Saturday. Dr. Shaw won first
prize. Dr. Meek second, Mr. T. W. Eaton third. Dr. Mathews
fourth. The competition was exceedingly close, there being but
a narrow margin between the leaders in the scores.

Mr. J. W. Berger, secretary of the Arlington, Minn., Gun Club,
writes us, April 12, that his club reorganized with a membership
of fourteen. The following officers were elected for the ensuing
year: Captain, H. McGovern; President, Wm. Timm; Secretary
J. W. Berger; Treasurer, Robert Iten.

Mr. E. C. Griffith, of Pascoag, R. I., who made his State famous
in addition to a national fame for himself by collogating the G-
A. H. trophy, recently, was a participant in the shoot of the Boston
Gun Club last Saturday, and scored first in the prize match, 26
out of 30 from the 19yd. mark.

In the Patriots' Day tournament of the Haverhill, Mass., Gun
Club, the prize event resulted in a tie between Messrs. Wi'lliams
and Lambert on a score of 44 each out of .50. Mr, Lambert won in
the shoot-off. Mr. Merritt was second with 43. Mr. Rule won
the shoot-off for third.

The Lynn, Mass., Gun Club is arranging for a summer series of
Saturday afternoon shoots for merchandise prizes, a Winchester
shotgun going to first, and other prizes to twelfth place, the latter
having a Heikes hand holder. The series will close on Sept. 2.

At the maeting of the Kansas State Sportsmen's Association, at
Leavenworth, Kan., on April 17, it was determined that the next
State shoot of the Association would be held at Olathe, Kan.,
not later than May 30, 1902.

The Illinois State Sportsmen's Association announces that it

adds $100 in the State team shoot. May 22, which corrects an
omission in the regular programme. The latter we will publish in
full in our next issue.

In a contest between sixteen men teams of the Cincinnati Gun
Club and the Blue Grass Gun Club, of Paris, Ky,, the former
won. Each man shot at 50 targets. The score was 667 to 625.

The Fitchburg, Mass., Rifle and Gun Club opened its season
on Patriots' Day with an all-day shoot. On May 1 the club starts

a handicap shoot for the season.

Three tied for high average on targets at J. Sheehy's shoot, at

Pella, la., April 16 and 17, Messrs Burnside, Klein and Bently
averaging 86 per cent.

At th tournament of the Valley Stream Association Reading,
Pa., the Eagle challenge trophy was won by Mr. Lee Wcrtz, by a
score of 39 out of 50.

The Greenville, O., Gun Club will hold its annual shoot on
May 21 and 22, at the club's grounds. Mr. F. C. Brehm is the
secretary. ...
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As 3 sign of pros-perityj it may be noted, on ifeference to Mr.
Banks' interesting report of the Interstate Association's tourna->

rnent, at Jacksonville, that said Association is now the' owner of a
new tent.

Bernard Waters.

Pigeons for shooting. Private matches a specialty. Aritwerps for

breeding.—L. M. Gilbert, 1128 Palmer St., Philadelphia, :Pa.—Adv.

The Clevclaiid Gun CIttb Co.

Clevelanb, O., April 11.—The semi-monthly shoot of the Cleve-

land Gun Club at targets resulted as follows:

Dale ,..4 1111011111111111101111101011101111110100—32
Fi-anklin UOllllllll01000111011011111111111001110—30
Page 1000111010101011000001110111110111010000—21
Klint 1000000111 000001001001001011000010110101—15
Hogan .................... 0101111110111111001111111011111111111110—33
T I C .llllUllllllllllllOllllllllllUllllllOll—38
Grim OllllllUOlOllOllOlHOOOllOllimillOOOl—28
Harris 1111111001111111010001111111111111111111—34
Lewis mOlllllllOOlOlllllOlllOllllOOlllOllUl—31
Redwing ... 1110111111101011111111010101001111111111—32
Hopkins iioiinioioiiiiiiiioioioiiiiomoiiiiioo-30
Decker - 0111110111110111111111111111011011100111—33

W Tamblin 1100010010111000101111001100000000100100—15

Black 1110010111011011111010010110011110110011—26

Petors 0001001001000000110011111001001110001000—15

Smith 1101111100101111111111111110111111111111-35

Warren 1100001011111000011111011101111101011001—25

Worth looiioomiooiiuoooiiooooooioiioooioioi—19
North Kent OlOlOOlOOlOOOOOlOllOOOOOlOlOOOOOlOOOOOOO—10

J. I. C, high score, 38 out of a possible 40.

April 1,—Smitli won cup for breaking the greatest number of
targets; score 151 out of a possible 160. J. 1. C. won cup for

winning the greatest number of points; score 4 points out of a
possible 4. J. I. C. broke the second greatest number of targets

—

143 out of a possible 160. Forty oUier prizes were awarded during
the day. The small attendance was due to its being held on
election day.
Events: 12 3 4
Targets : 40 40 40 40

TIC 35 37 33 3S

Johnson 31 35 30 .

.

W Upson .33 35 35 31

Dawson 29 38 35 37
Decker 34 34 36 37
Tamblin 35 37 27 34
Smith 36 38 38 39
Brewster 35 35 35 35
Vacker 29

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 40 40 40 40

Burton 26 28 29 28
Winters .. 34 34 31
Ifan-is , 36 31 37
Bob 38 30 32
Hopkins 31 . . .

.

Lewis 33 . . .

.

Alex 31 36 37
Linde 23 .. 23
Harbaugh 38 33

April 6.—Annual smoker. Each man shot at 50 targets: Hill 38,
Maygo 43. Lewis 36, Harris 43, Decker 45, Harvey 45, Steele 37,

Talmage 22, Dawson 44, Cathau 39, Dallas 41, Scott 34, Smith 44,
Wallace 35, Hogan 41, Hopkins 40, Johnson 34, Allen 32.

Harvey and Decker tied for first with 45 out of a possible 50, very
fair for a couple of young men. Stevens, you did fine. Come
again. Owing to the rain, the attendance was not as large as we
would otherwise have had. Some of our members are sugar-
coated and cannot come out in the rain. The only way tliey can
prove to the contrary is to attend more regularly.

Secretary.

The Anti-Rccreatiooists Defeated.

The anti-pigeon shooting legisaltion attempted by the S. P. C.
A. and by individuals whose hearts are larger than and as tender
as their heads, was finally disposed of by the New York Legislature
on Monday of this week, the Assembly then relegating it to the
realm of innocuous desuetude by a vote of 70 to 64.

The first bill, a copy of which was published in Forest and
Stre.am last week, was so framed that, should one grow or sell a
pigeon whicli was used at the traps, he was a principal in the eyes
of the contemplated anti-pigeon:shooting law, which, nevertheless,
passed the Senate by a vote of 26 to 13. Further discovery of its

far-reaching significance, however, was strongly against its suc-
cess. The antis then presented a simple bill for the repeal of the
law of 1875, a copy of which was also given in our issue of last

week.
Charges of unfair lobbying were freely made by the anti-pigeon-

shooting supporters, \vhich meant that the sportsmen were rep-
resented simply on their merits. However, on Monday, Assembly-
man Sullivan is quoted as presenting the following, which is taken
from the New York Times, an anti-shooting organ:
"Mr. Speaker: In view of what has heretofore been said about

lobbying on the floor of this House, I desire to call attention to
the fact that the Superintendent of the society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals has been on the floor of this House all day,
going from member to member, lobbying in behalf of this bill. I

do not think that this should be permitted."
Speaker Nixon said that the rules of the House relative to lob-

bying should be enforced.
Other papers stated more definitely than the last paragraph that

Speaker Nixon intimated that Mr. Haines would perforce need to

withdraw.

The International Trapshooters.

Cleveland, O., -A^pril 20.—Have just received a copy of the
Peru Gun Club's programme, and am pleased to note a feature in
the programme that must have originated in the fertile brain of

J. L. Head.
The Peru Club allow manufacttirers' agents and- experts to 'shoot

for targets only, and offer to give one-half of the money so re-

ceived to the fund being raised to send the American team to

England this summer.
Now if every gun club would do this, and in addition have one

extra 10-bird event some time during the tournament, with $1

entrance, and deduct 50 per cent, of the purse for the team fund
there would soon be a fund raised that would be amply sufficient

to send the team in a short time.

We would then have a representative American team sent by
the trapshooters of America to compete with a team representing
a nation that has always claimed the supremacy in everything
pertaining to the shotgun.
This would give thousands of trap shots throughout the country

a chance to show their interest in the matter, and there is no
question but that the team would far rather represent thousands
of men each contributing a little than to represent a few giving
large amounts.

I am sure the Peru Chih •will have an event of this kind, and
that the examole set by them will be followed by hundreds of

clubs. ' Pa-dl North.

Providence Gun Club,

Providence, R. I., April 18.—At
scores were made:
Targets: 10

Rust 3

Campbell 8

Root ... S
Getchell 8

F Ainold 9
Cranston 8
Grifiith 10
Coffin 7

Bain 9

Francotte 7

Rose 6
Budlong .... 3

Moore 8

Smith 5

Rodgers
Cook - •

Thoene
Parker ...l. .•

Harris .,.,.;.(,,.>..•

the opening shoot the following

15 20
9 10

13 17
U 18
rL17
10 16
12 15
n 19
11 11
13 18
13 11
8 18
7 9

10 11
13 9
5 13

15 15 15
11 8 10
12 12 11
14 12 14

12 13 11
12 14 11
11 11 12
13 13 12
7 11 13
14 10 12
12 12 11
14 11
9 10 9
9
8

5
9
9

16 10 20 15
11 . 7 14 12
10
13
9

9
13
14
14
14
10

8 IS 12
7 16 7

'S 17 14
8 16 13
8 1713
9 18 13

Broke.
95

125
111

m
130
llg
130

10 .. 15 8

5 9 4-

12 11
5 4
8 S
R.

10

C. Root, Sec'y-

Mississippi Valley Notes,

Programmes are at hand for the first annual target handicap
shoot of the Edgewater, O., Gun Club, May 1 and 2, The pro-

gramme carries 190 targets per day. Targets wdll be 2 cents, and
division of monej's under class system. All are invited, and a good
time is assured.
Over forty shooters competed in target and live-bird events at

Dupont Park, St. Louis, on the 21st, As a trapshooting community
St, Louis is certainly very much alive these days.

F. C, RiebIm

Interstate Association at Jaeksonville*

The Interstate Association opened its target season at ttie

furthest point South to which it has as yet ever carried its trap-

shooting paraphernalia (as Elmer Shaner likes to call his belong-
ings). Its first shoot for tlie inanimate target season of 1901 was, in

short, held at Jacksonville, Fla., Wednesday and Thursday, April
17 and 18, under the auspices of the Jacksonville Gun Club.
In poitit of number of shooters present the tournament was not

remarkable; but in figuring up the success of a trapshooting gath-

ering there are other things to reckon with besides a large entry
list. And all those "other things" were to be found at Jacksonville
during the two days that the shoot lasted. There was the usual
Southern geniality, hospitality and sociability; there were no
kickers; the shoot moved along smoothly and easily, for very
nearly everybody did his best to help Mr. Elmer Shaner at one
time or another. Secretary B, W. Sperry was conspicuous in that

respect. The sun, too, was warm enough to thaw out some of the

Northerners, who had become muscle-bound, owing to the chilly

times that had been their lot since winter first set in. The new
tent—emphasis on the word "new," please—of the Interstate Asso-
ciation was extremely useful, providing a cool and shady retreat

when the sun's rays became a little too warm. On the first day
the wind was quite strong enough to make the shooting somewhat
difficult, but on the second day it blew very hard, making the

tareets take all kinds of queer jumps, and sending the loose par-

ticles of sand disturbed by the feet of the shooters right into the

eyes, ears and noses of the spectators. It was a rough and boister-

out breeze for a fact.

The shoot was held out at the driving park. A line of trolley

cars, that ran the greater part of the distance through a boulevard
lined on each side with palm trees, landed the shooters within three

o' four minutes' walk of the gruonds. That three or four minutes'

walk, added to the fact that the cars did not run very frequently

and that walking was not much relished either before or after

shooting, caused most of the contestants to take a hack and drive

out in style. On the second day Jack Fanning and L. Z. Lawrence
rose even to the dignity of a landau, swinging in at the gates of

the park in a cloud of Jacksonville dust, which completely obscured
the halo which most of us thought ought to be somewhere above
the former hat after his great shooting on the previous day.

As to the Arrangements.

Members of gun clubs under whose auspices the Interstate
Association has given tournaments during the seasons of 1899 and
1900 will appreciate Elmer Shaner's smile of satisfaction as he sur-
veyed his ne>v tent, the new blackboard and the complete outfit of

new boxes for his "paraphernalia," when everything was ready for

the starting of the tournament on the morning of April 17. The
tent is a dandy, something like 50 by 30, without a single peep hole
ni its roof or a taint of mildew on its canvas.
A magautrap threw bluerocks against a background that would be

easy were it not for an odd pine or two that the Jacksonvillians
h?,ve been too busy or too tired to cut down at present. There
are half a dozen such old pines to the left, but the whole lot of
them did not do so much in the way of producing goose eggs as a
solitary old fellow exactly in line with a straightaway when one
stood at No. 3 score. Dr. Vincent found left-quarterers hard to
connect with, but he did not say much about the pines; most
people, however, abused the lonesome one in front of the score
most effusively.

As to the scoring, that department was in the hands of W. T.
Morris, who did his work so well that it was the subject of much
favorable comment. He used up a whole lot of chalk, as it takes
more of that article to make round Os than it does to mark up Is.

Look at the scores, and you will readily realize that there was
somethin' doin' on the score board most of the time.
The cashier's department was in charge of Roy IngersoU, who

quickly caught on to Mr. Shaner's system and kept things running
all the time with the precision of an oldtimer. The pulling was
mostly done by Secretary B. W. Sperry, his assistants being several
of the visitors, whilQ. occasionally Elmer Shaner would pull and
referee at the same time, thus economizing help and adding grace
to the scene.

First Day, April J7.

Clear, bright and warm, with a strong breeze to temper things
in the shade, was the weather dealt out for the first day of the
shoot. It was fully 9:30 before the first squad was called to the
score and told to stand at ease, while the Interstate Association's
manager delivered for the first time this season his interesting
remarks anent the official score being that which was marked up
on the blackboard, cautioning the shooters to watch the bqard
closely, and also to observe with due respect the rulings of the
referee, etc. Seriously speaking, Mr. Shaner's remarks at the open-
ing of every Interstate tournament, while brief, are to the point
and save a possible amount of trouble that might arise were he to
be silent on the points touched upon.
Trade representatives who were present were A. W. du Bray, of

Parker Bros. ; H. P. Collins, of the Dupont and Hazard powder
companies; J. S. Fanning and L. Z. Lawrence, of theLaflin & Rand
Powder Company; H. B. Lemcke and J. E. Avery, of the Peters
Cartridge Company; Edward Banks, of the E. C. & Schultze
Gunpowder Company.
Am.ong the amateurs who took part were Dr. F. C. Wilson, of

Savannah, Ga. ; W. J. Jeffords, Jr., A. A. Lynah and B. H.
Worthen, of Charleston, S. C; Col. J. T. Anthony, Charlotte, N.
C; F. G. Ronald, Cocoa, Fla.; H. A. Ford, Ocala, Fla., the re-

mainder of the contestants being Jacksonville residents. -Aimong
the latter was John, son of Mr. F. Gray, of the S. H. Hubbard Co., of
Jacksonville, a boy of less than fourteen years, who, with the
aid of a 16-gauge gun, broke more targets than some of those
who could give him cards and spades in the matter of years and
gray hairs. Johnny is a born shooter, and the pride of the Jack-
sonville Gun Club.
Jack Fanning was easily high for the day, breaking 98 out of

his first 100, but losing 7 of his last 65. Banks came next with 147,
while Dr. Wilson, Jeffords and Worthen were tied for third with
140. As the local club had offered a gold medal for competition
among the amateurs, the contest between the three above-named
was watched- with much interest, and at no time during the day
were any of them far apart in the matter of breaks, closing the
programme on the first day tied on equal scores, leaving the issue
to the 165 targets on the second day's programme.

Scores of April 17,

Events : 1
Targets : 15

J S Fanning 15
E Banks 13
F C Wilson 14

W J Jeffords 15
B H Worthen 12
L Z Lawrence 12

Col Anthony 13

A W du Bray 14

Dr Vincent 12

T E Avery 12
A A Lyr.ah 11
H B Lemcke....... 13

J V Fairhead 9

F G Ronald 1^
H P Collins , 11

H A Ford 7
W B Sperry....,,.. 13

J T Stripling

A Stowe
E C Long ..

J Gray ..

W A Bours...

J T Hall

2 3
15 20
15 18
15 16
12 18
13 13
12 17
13 16
13 19
14 18
13 18

13 18
12 17
11 16

12 15
10 10
10 13
7 5
n 16

4 5 6
15 15 20
15 15 20
14 14 17
13 14 14
13 14 20
15 13 15
12 13 18
13 12 16
9 15 15
10 8 14
10 8 14
13 11 14
9 9 18

10 11 16
11 12 14
6 10 12

.. .. 6

U 13 12
9 6 6
7 4..
.. .. 13

7 8

15 15
12 14
11 14
13 13
12 13
15 14
15 11
9 12

12 11
13 13
13 13
11 11
15 9

7 8

8 8

9 13

9 10
20 15
18 14
18 15
18 11
14 13
14 13
15 13
18 12
16 12
15 12
15 12
15 12
15 12
15 12
10 9
15 9

Shot
at.

160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160

Broke.
156
147
140
140
140
138
137
136
131
128
127
127
115m
106

Av.
.945

.890

.848

.848

.848

.836

.830

.824

.794

.775

.769

.769

.797

.672

.642

.. 13 11
7 10 ..

8 .. 10
9 10 13
8 6..
,. .. 15

As it was yet early when the programme was shot out, a team
race, 20 targets per man, losing team to pay for the targets, was
proposed. Mr. Sperry and Dr. Vincent were chosen captains, the
first-named seeming to have the best judgment, if results prove
anything. Scores in the race were:

Sperry's Team—Sperry 17, Banks 18, Worthen 16, Du Bray 16,

Anthony 15, Lemcke 14, Collins 12, Ronald 13, Avery 16; total 137.

Vincent's Team—Vincent 18, Fanning 17, Wilson 16, Jeffords 17,

Lawrence 14, Lynah 14, Fairhead 12, Long 9, Stripling 11; total 128.

Second Day, April 18.

The wind was much stronger to-day, rising at times almost to

the dignity of a gale. The sand was blown into the shooters' and
spectators' eyes, making it altogether a fierce combination to

defeat when at the score, and doing one's best to make a straight.

Several new faces appeared on the grounds, chief among thent
being Mr. W. A, Battle, of Birmingham, Ala., representing the
W. R, A. Companv. Waycross, Ga, sent a whole sqliad, made
up as follows: W.'J. Swain, C. I. Allen, G. W. Barnes, S. T.
Holtzendorf and J. W. Newton. Philadelphia had a representative
present in the person of Mr. P. Laurant.
The competition for the amateur medal was keen and most inter-

esting, the trophy being in dispute until the very last event was
decided. Dr. Wilson eventually winning out by 1 target. The
Waycross squad rooted for Jeffords, the latter being, if I remember
correctly, the daddy of the club in days lately gone by. Barney
Worthen was not in his u. g, f., shooting much below his average
gait, but nevertheless he gave both Dr. Wilson and Jeffords a good
scare when he broke 14 out of 15, and 20 straight in the eighth
and ninth events.
Banks was high for the day with liiO out of 165, Fanning and

Dr. Wilson tieing for second place with 142 each; Jeffords was
next with 141, Barney Worthen scoring 140, the same total that he
made on the first day.

Scores of April 18,

Events: 1
Targets : 15

E Banks 15

J S Fanning 13
F C Wilson 13W J Jeffords 14
B H Worthen 15
Dr Vincent 12
L Z Lawrence 12
Col Anthony 11
A A Lynah 10

J E Avery 10
A W du Bray 10
II B Lemcke 11
H P Collins 9

P Laurants 9

J Gray 10
B W Sperry 10

W J Swain 11
C I Allen U
G W Barnes 9

S T Holtzendorf. . . 13

J W Newton 9

F G Yerkes.,...
W A Battle
L Wyley
N A Williams
A Hull
Dixie
E C Long.....
G Crawford
J D Holmes
J V Fairhead

2 3
15 20
13 19
12 19
14 19

13 17
13 19

12 17
13 17

13 19
12 17
13 13
9 15
10 13
10 10
.. 10
8 15
8 15

12 17
11 15
7 14
13 12
11 13
.. 11
.. 10

4 5 6
15 15 20

13 15 16

14 14 16
14 9 17

11 13 19
11 12 15
13 11 16
12 12 15
11 12 17
12 13 15

7 11 15

10 13 13
13 12 10
7 9 12

.. 10 .,

"9 12 ie
12 14 18
14 10 14
8 13 10
5 8 12

11 10 12
7 6..
9 8..
7 7..
8 .. ..

4 3 3

7 8

15 15
13 14
15 12
12 15
14 13
10 14
13 14
11 12
8 12
13 12
13 12
13 10
10 11
9 8

11
5 10
11 10
11 13
12 9

11 ..

7 7

9 10
20 15
18 14
16 11
17 12
15 12

20 11
17 13
17 9

13 13
12 8

17 12
15 9

11 n
17 8
7 ..

13 ..

is
12 ..

12 ..

Shot
at.

165
165
165
165
165
165

165
165
165
165
165
165
165

Broke.
150
142
142
141
140
138
130
129
124
123
117
112
99

Av.
.909

.860

.860

.854

.848

.836

.787

.781

.751

.745

.709

.678

.600'

10

11

"7

7
10

.. 5
11 12

General Averagges,

1st day. 2d day. Shot at. Broke. Av.
J S Fanning 156 142 330 298 , 903
E Banks 147 150 330 297 . 900
Dr F C Wilson 140 142 .330 282 .854W J Jeffords 140 141 330 281 .851
B H Worthen 140 140 330 280 .848
Dr W T Vincent 131 138 ,330 269 .815
L Z Lawrence 138 130 330 268 .812
Col Anthony 137 129 330 266 . 806
A W du Bray 136 117 330 253 . 766

J E Avery 128 123 330 251 .760
A A Lynah 127 124 330 251 .760
H B Lemcke 127 112 330 239 . 724
H J Collins 106 99 330 205 . 621

Jacksonvilliana.

Col. Chas. L. Davis, of W'arm Springs, Ga., dropped into Jack-
sonville the night of the 16th, and was out at the shoot all the
next day. He told the boys what he was going to do for them at
his shoot, which is scheduled for June 17-20, and added that the
swimming pool with its toboggan slide would again be at their
service. Colonels Anthony and Thos. Martin found the toboggan
slide most amusing last summer at the Warm Springs first annual
tournament.
In pointing out the beauties of his new tent, Manager Shaner

remarked that "the boys at Providence, R. I., and at Newport,
Vt., would be tickled to death if they could only see itl"
The accuracy of the scoring done by the blackboard keeper, W.

T. Morris, was easily explained when once I had learned thae he
came from some place in Illinois, not far from O'Fallon, the home
of Billy Crosby.
"Fairhead" was the nom de fusil of a member of the Jackson-

ville Gun Club, who did not dare to kick at anything; he had
recently been vaccinated most thoroughly in the calf of his left leg.
The lunch which was served in one corner of the tent was just

about as right as it could be. Prices were moderate and the
articles Al.

Drifting sand caused some trouble with the electric pull on the
first day, but when the wire pull was installed, targets came and
went with a regularity that satisfied all.

The Seminole Club, of Jacksonville, made the visiting shooters
its guests, an honor that was duly appreciated.
That pine tree will be cut down some day, and then

—

Edward Banks,

Providence Gun Club.

Providence, R. I.—^The annual meeting of the Providence Gun
Club, had a double significance to the members, as a reception was
given to our captain, E. C. Griffith, who won the Grand American
Handicap, at New York last week, incidentally a silver cup and
first money, consisting of 1600. After the meeting a special car
conveyed the party to the Casino at Roger W'illiams Park, where
a banquet was given in honor of the Rhode Island winner.
The meeting, which was the third annual, was held at the office

of the secretary, R. C. Root, on Weybosset street. Vice-President
E. N. Cook presided.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved. The

treasurer's report by R. C. Root, who is also secretary, showed
a handsome balance in the treasury. The election of officers re-
sulted in E. N. Cook being chosen President; Frank W. Arnold,
Vice-President, and R. C. Root was re-elected Secretary-Treasnrer.
The latter was also appointed a prize committee for the Interstate
shoot, which will be held at the grounds of the club three days
in August.
The party then boarded the special car and arrived at the Casino,

where Caterer Betts had plates laid for twenty-two, also an
elaborate menu arranged.
President E. N. Cook sat at the head of the table, with Capt.

E. C. Griffith occupying the place of honor on the right.

."^fter the cigars were lighted toasts were in order, the first of
which was as follows:

"Here's t© the Wooden Indian from Pascoag,
Who shoots a Parker gun and the Winchester load;
He killed his last bird from number four trap.

And won the Grand American Handicap,"

Brother Small wished to know why Griff was a greater shot
than Noah, and pertly informed us that Noah let one dove go.
The event of the evening was the presentation to Griff of a gold

plate set in the stock of the gun with which he won the shoot, and
inscribed as follows: "1901. Grand American Handicap. 43
straight, E. C. Grifiith,"

The presentation speech was made by Philip L. Voelker, and
was a complete surprise to Mr. Griffith, from whom the gun had
been borrowed under the pretense that some ambitious shooter
wanted to purchase one like it.

Mr. Grifhth responded modestly, and *it was evident that the
captain of the Providence Gun Club is not affected with what in
slang is called a "swelled head."
At this stage of the meeting the peace, sleep and time anni-

hilators took charge of the gathering, and right here I will state
that the motto of this society is: "Silence is golden."
Many of the shooters who were in Providence at the last Inter-

state shoot will remember this society. They have a mania for
steamboats, clam dinners, etc., and usually help themselves to
what they want, R, C. Root, Sec'y.

Pressure upon our columns has prevented the publication of a
number of news contributions this week. They will appear in ouv
next issue,



FOREST AND STREAM.

A Sang-wmarsr Muse*
Wk SBwd in the. Springfield Republican, where they are printed

with editorial indorsement, some verses by John Paul, oj: Charles
Henry Webb (for this was a bit of poesy too choice and too rare
to give to the world without both of his names), inspired liiy yellow
journal stories of vifhat did not happen the other day at t((ie Grand
American Handicap. Mr. Webb tells us that the white-jpluroaged
mates of the Interstate Park pigeon

—

Once the golden car drew
Of the fair Queen of Love;

and while they were heathens and cruel pagans who w^ote "the
imythic sweet story of Venus of old," as for himself, Charles
4Ienry Webb—

sooner with them
)_

I'd Eternity share I

Than with Christians who reek \
Of powder and prayer

—

dt being expressly agreed by both parties to this contract that the
Christians who reek as aforesaid are trapshooters. The »declara-
tion of a preference for a permanent domicile with the shades of
Anacreon and Catullus in the Elysium beyond the Styx is x\ot to
(be taken as evidence that our twentieth century pofrt is idly
'dreaming in any remote and pagan Venus' dove stage of tho^ught
..and sentiment. On the contrary, he is altogether modern and
istrictly up to date" in virile and strenuous convictions and the
forcible expression of them in verse. In ferociousness he o 'ut-

IKipliags Kipling, and is more truculent than Alfred Austin wh» en
(the Laureate concerns himself with the Boers; indeed we are 4*1-

iclined to retire Kipling and Austin as celebrators of powder ai*'i
iihat ito .a jilace in the ranks some distance in the rear of Webhk
oFor hfaiT liini in his appeal to "the heavens above":

Oh, let some high arm f

For a match, 1 implore.
Pigeon shooters "provide"—

I
Twenty thousand or more .

;
To further fair sport— . , . ^

: Or slaughter of these— , ,

No Hurlingham rules,

I
But load as you please.

1
And that none may escape,

I
By any mishap.

Put Death at the score

—

And let me pull the trap!

'iRhyme omitted and verse reduced to prose Mr. Webb here gives-
ms to understand that he breathes a prayer to the Almighty to deliver
into his hands twenty-thousand human beings for the slaughter;
and he would have the killing of them made so certain that
"none may escape by any mishap." There is nothing small about_
Mr. Webb when it comes to riot and revel of slaughter. He wants
blood, and he wants lots of it. He is like the minister who in
praying for rain stipulated that the people were not asking for a
mere drizzle-drazzle drizzle, but for a good, hard freshet.
As to the general proposition that heaven should give him a

job of killing, there can of course be no quarrel with Mr. Webb; and
if he wants blood it would manifestly be tar better for him to con-
;fine himself to some one class of his fellow beings than to shoot
iup the town—men, women and children, dogs, cats and cab horses
)promiscuously. But, if we may venture to make a suggestion, in
)praying for "twenty thousand" or more our poet asks too much.
Could not Mr. Charles Webb be prevailed upon to restrain
tfihe exuberance of his ambition for slaughter, restrict the ex-

ipraaisiveness of his purpose to kill, and modify the magnitude of

Ms demand upon the Almighty? To satisfy his bloodiness, would
Ihe -cojisent to nothing less? Would he not fewer victims take, if

Ikffi icould burn them ar the stake? Would not his thirst for shoot-
are' sotff fee sated with but twenty score? Or must he all these
t&ousaajis kill, to drink of human blood his fill?

We will all cheerfully concede that if a person does not like

trapshooting he should have license to kill trapshooters—-that is,

within reasonable number—but Mr. Webb's aspiration to butcher
hi^ fellow beings by the thousand goes beyond the limit which
existing public sentiment would be likely to sanction, or the

heavens above to grant. If Mr. Charles Henry Webb will only
look at it in this way we are confident that when he calms down
he will consent to compromise on fewer buckets of blood.

Still, the situation is not without its possible perils; for if we
assume that Mr. Charles Henry Webb has spattered the blood and
mangled remains of 20,000 trapshooters over the universe, men
whose oflense consists in holding an opinion different from that

of Mr. Charles Henry Webb, then we must concede that Monsieur
Webb is subject to spectacular externiination for the delectation of

some other fellow from whom Webb differs; and granting all

this to Webb, he has arrived centuries back in the dark ag^s.

Pettt Gttti Qttb,

The Peru Gun Cliib, of Peru, Ind., has issued an announ^cement
and programme. The first and second days, May 7 and 8, are
devoted to targets, twelve events, at 10, 15 and 20 targrets, entrance
based on 10 cents per target, a total of 185 targets the first day,

$18.50 entrance, and 200 on the second day, with a toMil entrance ot
120.

Following is the announcement:
"In announcing our fifth annual tournament to the amateurs of

Indiana and the .surrounding States, we feel that it is liiardly neces-

sary to say anything beyond the fact that we are to have a shoot-

ing match on May 7, 8 and 9. There is hardly an amateur in the
middle West that has not been with us at least once, and a number
ihave been with us in all our tournaments. To those we will simply
say come again. The management will be the same as before, and
could be in no better hands than Mr. Parker's. The division of

moneys and general arrangements will be the same as in the past,

and from the encouragement already received we look for a larger

attendance than ever before.

"To the amateur who has never been with us we will say, if you
Want to attend the best amateur shoot in the country, come to

•teru. The gentlemen comprising this club will guarantee the

feirest of treatment. No shooter ever left the Peru Gun Club
grotinds complaining of unfair treatment. Nor is that all. No
sportsman will ever be treated unfairly on these grounds by either

^micipant or spectator. We won't have it. There is no dropping
for place, for the reason that the shoot is too big for any man,
no matter how astute, to watch the place. There is no standing

ground on the part of the home shooters until after the best shots

have competed in an event that they may then enter and drop in

to the unfilled places. Our boys are stayers, make their entries

from the start and take what is coming to them. If you don't

believe all this get your little gun, come along, and we will show
you.
"Five dollars will be paid to the two high guns shootmg- mrough.

entire programme both days.

"Five dollars will be paid to the two low guns shooting through
the entire programme both days. One gun cannot win both higlx.

and low average prize.

"The programme on Thursday, May 9, live birds, open to all,.

; handicaps 26 to 32yds., provides as follows:

"Event No. 1, 7 live birds, $5 entrance, two moneys, 55 and 45'

per cent. ; event No. 2, 10 live birds, $7 entrance, three moneys 40,

.

'
35 and 25 per cent. ; event No. 3, 10 live birds, $7 entrance, three

, moneys, 40, 35 and 25 per cent. ; event No. 4, 15 live birds, $10

'

. entrance, four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Other events •

-. to suit the shooters. Live birds 25 eents, which will be deducted
Utom the purses in all events. We guarantee the best of country

Ipigeons, and the boys who have shot live birds on our grounds
lean assure you that you need have no fear of killing too many.
'The retrieving will be done by Mr. Fred Erb's celebrated re-

trievers, and handled by Mr. Erb in person. Don't forget our

annual autumn tournament next October. All live birds, open
to all. AH handicap, and all high guns.
"Rules and conditions: Revised Interstate Association rules tO'

govern. Magautrap and one set of Sergeant system traps. Ten-
bird events, three moneys, 40, 35 and 25 per cent. ; 15-bird events,

four moneys, 35, 30, 20 and 15 per cent.; 20-bird events, five moneys,,

30 25, 20, 15 and 10 per cent. Refreshments and substantial meals-

will be served on the grounds. Plent)' of machine loaded shells

for sale on the grounds. Plenty ef shelter for all shooters except

-

the Indians; these will be compelled to take all the weather and:

water than can be forced upon them. (Chief Rio Grande ex-

cepted.) This may seem like discrimination, but they deserve it.

Manufacturers' agents may shoot for targets only, but will be;

welcome to attend and show their products. Shells shipped to the:

secretary will be delivered upon the grounds. One-half of all-

moneys paid by manufacturers' agents and experts for targets in,

this tournament will be subscribed by the Peru Gun Club toward
defraying the expenses of the American team to England,"

IN NEW JERSEY.
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Forester Gon Club.
Newatk, N. J.—The two days' tournament of the Forester Gun

Club had events and scores as follows:
April 12, first day:

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Mihlon 4 5 7 9 5 6 8 7 6 8
Merrill 5 7 6 8 7 5.. .. 5 4
D Fleming 6575566586
T J Fleming 8 9 9
WhiteW Smith .,...,^...„... 7 9 3 10 9 1 10

AprU 13, second day.
Targets : 10

Mihlon 8
Merrill 8
D Fleming 7
T J Fleming 7
W Smith 9
Terrill 8
Colquitt 9
*Allowance, which follows the event to which it refers and

precedes the total.

Events ,Nos. 10 and 11, merchandise; event No, 8, big event on
programme.
Class shooting, 25 targets:

S * T S * T SW Smith 21 6 25 10 2 10 Terrill 19 8 25
D Fleming 13 9 22 T J Fleming.... 18 6 24
Merrill 14 10 24 6 5 11 Lewis 17 9 25
Mihlon 13 8 21

S, score; allowance; T, total.

Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 10 * T 10 * T 15 T
Hayes 9 9 8 7 8 9 11 7

8 6 9 14 9

7 6 8 6 4
7 10 5 12 6 .....

.

8 6 5 12 8 4 10 9
6

8 0

* T S
7
7
5

* T
3 10
2 9
4 9

0 7 12 2 14
1 10 7 1 8 12 0 12
4 8 10 4 14

2 10 11 4 15
7 15 8 2 10 8 1 9 8 4 12
5.. 6 3 9. 9 4 13
. 12 7 3 10 5 1 6 12 4 15

>t(Gardener 8 9
jtJthouse 7 10 5
»£tttern 8 .. 2
'Afeller 6 7
iKeller 5
DSSmith ; 9
LD .'Eieming . . . . :

*Ariowance.
"

lEveats Nos. 3, i, 5, 6, 7, and 8 were merchandise events.

J. J. Fleming, Secy.

Trenton Shooting Association.

'l^renton, Jj«;. J.—The last two shoots, April 10 and 13, were well
.attended. The scores made on the 10th suffered a drop in the
:usual average .percentages, due to the high winds that prevailed,
;and on the l3th cloudy weather, with the usual accompaniment
'Of mixed lights, gauged s, number of miscues.

All of .the .jv.oijc fif .the latter date was done on the Sergeant
••system.

Our Tinagautrap iha« been giving considerable trouble for some
tiirre past, and it is now varying the monotony of breaking down in
itoe middle or latter end of the programme by refusing to work
alt all.

The interest in the poultry sweep remains unabated. Some of
Ihiie newly acquired members are improving steadily in their work,
.-and are giving some trouble to the older hands and "past grands"
imrthe art.

vV'e send a team to Freehold on the 17th to contest in the third
aiBld last race of the series of team matches. We expect to go
learjy and stay all day, as the Freehold Club will run their annual
it?prSi§.? tournament on the same date.

TJae scores of April 10 follow:

iEyeats: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 10 10 10 15 15

7 8 10
7 1111
7 11 11
6 8 7
8 12 11
7 9 9

9 7 8

7 8 6
7 11 9

6 7

11100—3

ooiii—

3

Mloddaclc 6
JLutes 7
Miokel 7
\Wilkes 5
Ylhi©,p,p 8
'ilfeaanas 9
\V L C.olvfle 5
B/okar-v ...» 4
Vatiartdale ...-—j-., 8
Aipplegate ........ ...i .j i 6
(Hecman 7 10 10
^Bol^4e^ < 9 3
Siiiiitlh J^ , 6
Jcncs .«•-.<<•<•<•.'. ..

Shoot-off of tie in erent No. 6:
Thropp lOm—

4

Lutes 11100—

3

Mickel ./v— —^^.'.ii.i-.llOll—

4

Mickle won on tlhird tie.

Shoot-off of tie in events Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4,

Thomas 3 4 4 4 Thropp ....

Events Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 -were cash sweeps;
contest, first 15 to qualify for gojd badge class
11 capon sweeps.
The scores of April 13 follow:

Events: 12 3
^Targets: 10 10 15

fSaS^erthwaite 1 0 ,

.

nVi&es :2 7
;Sampson S .

.

.Duncan 7 7
'Thropp J8 7
Thomas 7 5

IFarlie S 7
Stanly 4 ...

Banks 3 3

Blitz 4 «
James -4

Maddock
Widmann 3 3 5

Borden 4

Charco 4 4

Harrison
Kay •

9 10 11
5

4 3

11000—2

ioiol—

3

miss-and-out:

3 4 4 3

Nos 5 and 6, badge
; Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10 and

8 81A 9 10 11 12 13 14
5 5 10 10 10 10 10 25

10

i2
12
13

3 4 5 4 5 6 5

5 5 8 4
4 .. 8 8 5
4 .. 7 9 8 7 20
. .. 10 9 8 .. ,. 22
4 .. 7 4 .. 7 7 13
. ,. 6

10
5 2
3 .. 6 9 7
4 .. 8 6 ..

1

53 .. 7 .. 1 3 17
9 8..
..2 3

ON LONG ISLAND.

Oceanic Rod and Gun Club.
r

Rockaway Park, L. I., April 15.—The weather was clear, but
very windy. There was a good attendance. The scores:

Targets

:

Dr Bill
\ A Schoverling

L T Muench.

J H Voss.
Jos Selg ..

T J Diffley

20 20 20 20 20 20 25
11 15 16 19 17 15 18
10 13 14 15 10 15 14
11 15 12 16 17 15 20
9 • 7 11 10 8
8 10 12 17 12

'9

7 8 7 12 13 6
10 15 14 17 14
6 4 8 8 8
12 11 14 13 15
S

'7
13

ii ii 14

Duryea vs. Morfcy,

Interstate Park, Queens, April 20.—There was much interest
manifested in the match between Messrs. L. T. Duryea and T. W.
Morfey, at 50 live birds each, 8-bores, 33yds., for $100 a side. Each
shot an exceedingly heavy load, said to be 6drs. of powder and
2oz. of shot. Early in the contest Morfey began to show the
effects of piunishment on his face. It was noticeable that each
was rather frugal with the second barrel. Mr. Duryea killed 15

out of the 50 with one barrel; Mr. Morfey killed 18 in a similar

manner. Mr. Duryea shot in much more regular and quicker time
than JSlr. Morfey, the extra five or six pounds apparently being
inappreciable as extra weight.

On the other hand Mr. Morfey's time changed appreciably, and
he shot behind several of his birds. Every one of the birds which
he missed was a right-quarterer or right-incomer. The birds were
a good lot. There was a driving downpour of rain in the faces of

-the shooters, and the scores, under the circumstances, were eora-

mendably excellent. In the first 25 Mr. Duryea missed 3 in a
bunch, the 22d, 23d and 24th, owing to the heavy drive of rain in
his face, all these birds going to the right as drivers" or incomers.
His fifth bird in the second 25 was also a right incoming quarterer,
which died out of bounds. The scores:
L T Duryea, 33...... 221222122222221212221**01—22

,^ 2111212102121222222221221—24-^6
r W Morfey, 33 211120022112021111*121220—20

1212*21212222122222012211—23—43

Sheepshead Bay Rod and Gun Club.

Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., April 18.—There were twenty-three
shooters in the handicap club event of the Sheepshead Bay Rod
and Gun Club to-day, and of these Dr. Wood and P. Suss killed
straight. In the shoot-off, miss-and-out, for the medal Dr. Wood
won in the first round. The scores:

J Pillion 2*22020-4 J Dooley 102U0O-4
McKane , 1012222-6 A Soeller 0021002—3

M Rauscher 0020021—3
T Von Fricken 001*002—2
H Montanus 2*20222—6
Dr O'Connell 2210222—6

G Tappan 2001020—3
G McKane 2222200—5
D J Heffner 2212201—6
R Smith 2222200—5 „
J B Voorhies ...1212100—5 S J Berry..., 0221111—6
G Greiff .,..2122201—6 Dr Wood 1121212—7^ " - g^g^ 2211222—7

S E Allen 2020022-4
*Paul Suss 102U20—

5

G Morris ...2200221—5
H Kronika 1002021-4
H Koch 2202221—

6

J Lubeke 0121111—6
*Guest.

Shoot-off: Ph. Suss 0, Dr. Wood 1.

I. McKane, Sec'y-

lEmerald Gun Club.

Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I., April 16.—There were thirty-seven
participants in the shoot of the Emerald Gun Club to-day. Mr
Gus E. Greiff and A. Duncort killed straight. Following are the
scores:

R Regan, 25

2222120101—

8
Dr Miller, 30 122222*022— 8
Dr O'Connell, 31.. 12022*2110—

7

T Short, 28 *222112222— 9
S Van Allen, 30....2222u222*2—

8

Dr Hudson, 28 12H2ul*22— 8W Joeger, 28 1002021202— 6

J C Henry, 28 2110112211— 9
G Greiff, 30 1121122111—10
A Schoverling, 28. .2222022222— 9
O N T, 28 0222212201— 8
G Hillers, 28 1000222002— 5H Quinn, 28 2000010200— 3
Dr Stillman, 28. . ..0101222011—

7

Dr Creamer, 28....2002:i02202—

6

F Kali, 25....; 2202211211—9
J Moore, 28 OOlllllOU— 7
L Clarke, 30 2222220220— 8M Rogers, 28 20*2122112— 8

F Sheriff, 28 2202222202— 8
Dr O'Donohue, 28.0000222012— 5W Catton, 28 0122212222— 9

J Kay, 2S.... .-.012Z122222—

9

G Breit, 28...-. 212112U20—

9

W Sands, -28 2222020222— 8
A Duncort, 25. ... .1222221212—10
O Hilmer, 25 2011201200— 6
Rathjen, 25 ,.2222112*20—8
Mohrman, 28 1222022202— 8
Werfield, 25 01002122*2— 6
B Amend, 30.......0222222*22—

8

J Woelfel, 28 2210111100— 7
Dr Grohl, 25 OOOlOOlOOl— 3
Sheriff, 28 ,.2222222202—9W Amend, 25......11020202*1—

6

Hansman, 25 1000022220— 5
Roberts, 25 221222U222— 9

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., April 20.—There was a good
attendance of shooters, considering the weather, which was of the
wet, -wettest. The rain fell in a steady downpour, with a driving
incoming wind, which v.'as most obstructive to good work. There
were three who qualified in the club event tor April, Messrs.
Creamer, "Ramapo" and Capt. Money. Dan Bradley, a visitor,
also killed straight.

No. 1, 7 birds:
Dr Martin, 28 2120020—4 *F J Nevens.. 1220120—5
G Stephenson, 28 1212122—7 J Gaughen, 29 0122122—6
G B Ritchie, 28 2220222—6 E W Reynolds, 28 22021*1—5
F D Creamer, 28 2222222—7
*Guest. ' ' ~

No. 2, 7 birds:
Dr Martin, 28 2212222—7
G Stephenson, 28 112-2222—7
G B Ritchie, 28........2222202—

6

Shoot-off No. 2:
Martin
Stephenson
Gaughen
Ten birds. Club event:

Welsh, 29 022*

w

^T J Nevens 0220000001— 3
Creamer, 28 2222222222—10
B Waters, 28 1112110210— 8
Capt Money, 30....2122221222—10
Ramapo, 28 2122222221—10
*Guest

T Gaughen, 29 2221222—7
E W Reynolds, 28 10212*0—1

.122222121111222212*—18

. 2112222221212121222—19
.222122222222212221*—18

G B Ritchie 2122022200— 7
Bradley 2222122222—10
E W Reynolds, 28.2122212*22— 9
L Hopkins, 27

2122212022—

9
Losee 0*2220*0

WESTERN TRAPS.

Hdcp. TotaL

Chicago Gun Club.

Chicago, April 13.—The scores of the second weekly shoot of the
Chicago Gun Club are appended. The weather was fine, and
those who came out had all the shooting they wanted. In the
weekly trophy handicap, dead birds, Dr. C. W. Carson won high
gun, with R. B. Mack winner of the handicap trophy after a lively
shoot-off with Turck and Borroff:

r, T> ,r ,
Hdcp. Total.RBMack 1111111101111011111111110-22 4 25

Mrs Carson 1011110011111110111110111—20 6 25
C P Richards 1111111011101011111110111—21 0 21R Balmer 1101110111100101110000111—17 7 24
De Wollf 1011100011111011010010101—15 7 22
Dr Shaw 1111101100011100110101111—17 0 17
Dr Turck 1101111101111111011100011—19 6 25
Mrs Shaw OOlllOlOlOlUOlOOmoiQOl-14 0 14R Kuss 1101111111111111110111111—23 0 23
Dr Carson 1111111111111111111111111—25 2 25
Pollard 0111011111111111111111101—22 0 22
P Medley 1110011101111111111111111—22 0 22
Stannard 1001111111111111111011111—22 2 24
Artheston 1111110011110111111111101—21 0 21
Dr Morton 1100111011111001111001111—18 5 23
Borroff 1111101111111 1111 11111110—23 5 25

First, second and third ties, R. B. Mack won:

Mack llllUOm— 9 1' 10
Turck 1111011101— 8 2 10
Borroff 0111110011— 7 2 9
Mack 1111001011—718
Dr Turck rOllOHlOOl- 6 2 8
Mack 1111111111—10 1 10
Turck 1100111100— 6 2 8

Fifteen targets, handicap rise;
R B Mack, 16 111110111111111—14
Mrs Carson, 16 101100011010100—8
Balmer, 16 100111111111011—12
De Wollf, 16 10010110 '11101— 8
Dr Turck, 16 1101111 iWiiiiOll—10
Borroff, 16 111111111111111—15
Dr Morton, 18 101101110011110—10
Richards, 18 ..111111111111111—15
Dr Shaw, 18 111010010011111—10
Kuss, 18 111111001101110—11
Atherton, 18 110111111110110—12
Dr Carson, 20 lUlOOlOOllOUO— 9
Stannard, 20 111111111111110—14
Pollard, 20 111101110101111—12
Kuss, 20 110011101011101—10
Dr Shaw, 20 110111111011110—12

Borroff went straight in the monthly handicap in rise, with W.
D. Stannard close second at the 20yd. rise. Mr. Stannard lost his
last target, which was badly dusted, but not broken. Mr.
Richards, who was a visitor, broke straight. The shooters are
getting, in form for State shoot in May.

Blub Jeans.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Mosdajr and «• much earlier as practicable
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Kansas State Sportsmeii*s Asscxriation Totjfna-

ment.
Leavenworth, Kan.—It has been heralded abroad for many

moons that the Kansas State totirnament for 1901 would be held in
Leavenworth, and after the following introduction, which was
printed iu the programme, do you think it was any wonder that
there were one hinidred shooters present?
"To our shooting friends:
"You arc cordially invited to Join us in a shooting toum&illcttt

April 16, 17 and 18, to be managed by Aire Lue Saft, one of the
most competent, capable and best fellows in tlie great West.
"We will have a private detective on the grounds to protect kW

from crooked work of all kinds. No betting or books to be thade
by Chris Gottlieb unless he shows a toll befofe he opeUs up* As
to hotel comforts we would kindly refer yoti to Frdnk Parrrtelee,
of Omaha, and Chas. Btidd, of Des Moines, who Will tiiake Sr-
langemenis for you without charge.
"This will be a reunion of amateurs, aiid two sets of traps and

plenty of targets. Come and have the best time of your life,

Wednesday evening. The National Hotel and the management
will give a smoker. Don't miss it. Bring your jokes and stories
with you. Everything goes, and the town is yoxirs. Mrs. Nation
will iDury the hatchet for three days. Signed, J. W. Sexton,
President; H. ,W. Koohler, Secretary; Louis Erhart, Manager."

Rules and Regulations,

"American Shooting Association rules. Sergeant system, with two
sets of traps. All ties divide. ' Money divided by the Rose system,
4, 3, 2, 1. Targets at 2 cents. Manufacturers' agents will not be
ellowed to compete for the money except in extras,
"Convention to be held Wednesday evening. After that a smoker

to be given at the National Hotel. Songs, music and speeches
will be indulged in. Come, on, boys, eat, drjnk and be merry
with tjs, and enjoy a good time, because there is no telling where
we may be next year." '

. _
Is it any surprise, then, after such an invitation that about

seventy-five shooters were present on the first day?
A canvass brought out the following names present: O. K.

Stout, Severance, Kan.; A. Fulton, Bendena, Kan.; G. W. Lindsey,
Leavenworth, Kan.; M. P, Creager, Atchinson, Kan.; J. H. Cox,
Detroit, Mich.; R. T. Guy, Le Loup, Kan.; G. Hicks, Stafford,
Kan,; Ed O'Brien, Florence, Kan.; Torry Moore, Lincoln, Neb.;
Frank Parnielee, Omaha Neb.; Chris Gottlieb, Kansas City, Mo.;
C. B. Clapp, Moberly, Mo,; B. Johnson, Le Loup, Kan.'; A. C.
Holmes. Kansas Citv, Mo.; C. E. Wright, Kansas City, Mo.;
W. H. Heer, Concordia, Kan.; M. M. Patton, Platte City, Mo.;
C. B. Cockrill, Platte City, Mo.; J. E. Mcllrevy, Kansas City, Mo.;
H. E. Sherman, Kansas Citv, Mo. : W. J. " Baldwin, Atchison,
Ean. ; Herbert Taylor, St. Louis, Mo.; \V. M. Howe, Kansas City,
Mo.; T. J. Hearn, Kansas City, Mo. ; F. E. Rogers, St. Toe, Mo.;
Chas. Spencer, St. Louis, Mo.; W. H. Allen, Pleasant Hill, Mo.;
Lill Scott, Sheflield, Mo,; W. A. Smith, Greenwood, Mo.; W. A.
Waddingtom Beatrice, Neb.; G. O. Raines, Beatrice, Neb.; G. B.
Simpkins, Lincoln, Neb.; J. E. .Johnson, Atchison, Kan.; G.
W. Gof?, Leaveriworth, Kan.; Wm. Krall, Pamell, Kan., and W.
Tramp Irwin, Chicago.
The day opened bright, but the sun was soon behind a cloud, and

a cold wind^ came from the north, and before night quite a lot of
raiiv fell. The background was a dark one, and the targets hard
to see, yet very good scores were made, and everything passed
off in good shape. But the shooters got "cold feet in reality, and
sorne will not come up in good shape to-morrow. Sunny Kansas
has gone back on the Leavenworth crowd this time "for sure."

If everybody was as big and stout and used to out of door life

as "Buffalo Hump," of Omaha, or Dick Linderman, of Lincoln,
the weather would not be of such importance; but many a business
man plans for weeks to take an outing with the boys, and when
such weather is met with they stand a fair chance of getting
diseases, such as colds and pneumonia. Most of the shooters,
however, kept right after the "mud pies," and did not stop until
the programme was finished.
The programme was too long; including the two-men team slioot

it meant 250 shots. It is no wonder some of the boys had lame
shoulders and headaches, especially when many of them present
were using shells with more powder and shot tban was necessary
to burst a clay bird.
The highest scores for the day, omitting the team shoot, were

Koohler and Rogers 216; Linderman 216; Spencer, Moore, Parmelee
and Arnold were close up.
The most interest was centered in the team shoot, open to

any two amateurs in the United States, which resulted in the prize
going to western Kansas. It is strange that shooters do not shoot
so well in team races as they do in regular events, some of the best
shots entered going down to 21 and lower. Ed O'Brien and Gott-
lieb made a straight, while O'Brien's partner lost 3 and Gottlieb's
lost 4. They were paired as follows: Sexton and Koohler 44,

Guy and Johnson 37, Clapp and Gottlieb 46, Linderman and
Moore 44j Waddington and Raines 46, Cunningham and Rogers 42,
Goff and Lindsey 45, Herr and Arnold 46, O'Brien and Hicks 47.

The boys did not lack for amusements at night. There was no
time for the little Indian games that Charley Budd runs. We were
all out to a vaudeville show and a sparring exhibition and a
smoker and' free refreshments, and did not get in until 12 o'clock.
Mrs. Nation had a little trouble at Kansas City, and did not show
up as yet. What Koohler says goes, and his word is out.

First Day, April 16.

Events:
Targets:

Tramp
Spencer
Oox
Sexton
Arnold
E O'Brien
B Johnson
G Hicks
R T Gray
Herr
Parmelee

,

Koohler
Gottlieb ,

Clapp ,

Cunnnigham ,

Linderman
Moore
Raines ,

Simpkins
Waddington
Stout
Moine
LytUe
Jones
Creager
Lendgy
C Cockrill
Furgesou
I^csll •

Fulton
Baldwin
H Taylor
Sherman
Mcllrevy
Johnson
Lindsay
L W Scott
A Holmes
C E Wright...
Simms
Hill
Rogers
Brownie
Tom Norton
F N Cockrill..,.,,,.,,,,W A Smith
Allen
Patten
Taylor
GoflE
Renfrew
Howard
Coombs .

McGee

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
15 15 15 15 15 15 15 la 15 25 15 15 15 15 15 15
15 13 14 15 12 1112 13 13 . . 13 11 13 13 14 14
14 14 14 15 15 14 14 15 14 25 13 15 15 12 14 15
12 13 14 14 14 13 14 14 13 . . 13 14 11 12 13 12
12 15 14 14 12 15 11 11 12 21 13 12 14 11 12 13
12 13 14 14 15 14 14 13 14 23 15 15 15 14 14 14
14 14 14 14 15 15 il 14 14 25 15 15 14 14 13 13
14 14 13 13 11 15 13 11 13 20 14 11 U 11 13 12
14 13 12 15 14 8 14 12 13 22 13 12
11 11 12 14 12 13 14 11 15 17 S 14 11 11 9 13
11 11 15 14 15 14 15 15 14 23 14 13 15 12 15 12
14 15 14 13 15 14 15 15 15 22 13 14 15 13 13 12
14 14 14 14 15 15 15 14 14 23 15 15 15 14 14 14
13 15 12 12 15 14 15 15 13 25 13 12 15 15 14 13
14 12 13 13 13 15 14 14 15 21 15 12 15 14 14 12
13 12 14 12 14 13 15 13 14 21 13 12 14 15 14 12
15 15 14 13 15 15 15 15 14 21 14 13 14 14 14 15
13 13 15 12 15 14 14 15 14 23 13 14 15 15 15 14
14 14 14 13 14 14 14 13 15 23 14 13 13 12 14 15
12 12 12 13 14 9 12 13 13 . . 15 14 14 13 13 13
14 13 14 11 14 15 14 14 13 23 14 14 15 13 14 12
6 11 13 9 11 14 9 9 9

12 13 13 13 11 14 12 11 11
12 13 13 13 12 13 13 14 14
13 13 14 13 12 14 14 9 12
12 13 15 12 9 12 12 12 14

22

5 . . 13 11
14 13 13 11 . . .

.

14 13 15 13 . . ,

.

14
13 U 12 8 ..

15 8
13 14 10 12 13 13 12 11 13 .. 14 8 14 12 13 ..

9 9 6

13 14 13 9 14 11 10
10 11 10 13 14 13 14 13 12 ..

12 12 14 12 14 12 12 10 14 14 11 12 10 14 ..

12 14 12 13 11 13 15 10 12 .. 12 10
12 13 14 11 13 12 14
12 13 13 13 15 13 12

14 9

13 15 15 14 14 11
11

. 11 12

12 15 14 11 15 13 13 14 12
15 12 14 13 15 14 15 11 13
15 15 15 13 14 14 12 12 14
10 12 11 13 13 11 13 11 11
10 9 13 15 14 13 11 13 15
12 9 14 14 13 14 8 11 12
15 9 14 12 13 13 14 15 13
15 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 14 21 14 13 15 15 13 13
9 12 15 13 12 12 13 12 11

14 14 13 12 13 15 15 13 12 .. 13 14 13 10 9 13
10 9 8 7 8 6 ;

.. .. 14 7 10 8 12 7 13 11 U 7

. . . . IS 13 14 14 10 15 12 1110 12
9 10 13 11 7
12

13 13 10 14 23 15 11
11 14

°° i>> •14: 1^ 13 ^% mf m tf«

13 12 U . . 13 11 is 14 11 .

.

10 .. .. 8 .. 10 .. ..

Second Day^ .April J 7.

Gettins on the gronad? a lit(Jp Iste, I found the scores w?rg not

as good as yesterday. Wind was blowing across the traps and the
flight was irregular and puzzling. No two set of traps were send-
ing the saucers out further than yesterday, and after about tivc to

ten events had been shot through many of the amateurs put theil'

guns aside and put on their overcoats, and proceeded to amuse
themselves by looking on.
We had new men to-day, viz,, C. C, Herman and Guy Little, of

Kansas City, Mo.; G. W. Jenkins, Wamego, Kan.; Frank Hodges,
Olathe. Kan.; C. F. Clay, Perry, Okla.; D. B. Jenkins, White
City. Kan; F, M, Berkev, Kansas City, Mo.; M. H. McGee,
Kansas City, Mo.; F. W. Tyson, Oloburg. Kan,, and W. PI.

HoWai^d, Half Mound, K&n,
There wete altogether forty-eight participants, yet but twenty-

three shot the entire plogrHtnme. Of these, four were trade
represehtatives.
In explaining the fallihg oil, t wlU mention that the wMther

conditions were bad, yet the matifier of trapping was somewhat
responsible for it. The flight was rathct swiftj and the unknown
angles rather puzzling in a wind alld bad light,

The attraction was the Rochester Brewing Company challenge
trophy, the conditions of which were 50 targets per man, entrance

$3; money divided first high gun, trophy; second, 40 per cent.;

third, 30 per cent.; fourth, 20 per cent.; fifth, 10 per cent. Open
to any resident amateur shooter of Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska
and Oklahoma, and shall be emblematic of the target championship
ot these States, and shall be competed for at annual tournaments
of this Association. The holder of trophy to receive $15 for the
delivery of trophy to the club holding the next tournament.
Winner of trophy is subject to challenge from any resident of

the four States. Challenger shall deposit ?10. Winner to take
money and cup after paying for the targets. Challenger to p\ace
forfeit in the hands of the sporting editor of the Kansas City Star,

who shall notify the holder, etc.

There were sixteen entries, and some good scores were made,
but none phenomenal. Strange things generally happen in a
shooting match. Moore made 40 straight, then lost 4 out of the
last 10, landing him in fourth place alone. Goff broke 25 straight

and lost 6 in the last string. O'Brien lost but one in the first

string, and yet fell down in the second.
The most steady fellows were Linderman, Herr and Arnold.

Each has a hard luck story, and will tell their grandchildren how
they lost that "one." But the tie furnished excitement, and much
pleasure was evinced by the large crowd of shooters and visitors

present, among whom were a great many old.G. A. R. boys who
are now living at the Soldiers' Home. Some of them were over-

heard to remark that they did tiot have smokeless powder at the
battle of Bull Run, etc.

The result proved a popular one, as the trophy stays in Kansas
and goes to Arnold, of the short grass country.
The tie was shot oft" at 25 targets. Result, Arnold 24, Linderman

23, Herr 21. Mr. Arnold is about the only live-bird shooter in the
State, and living on a large farm in the great Arkansas Valley, has
great opportunity to practice on game. The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1.5 16

Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 50 15 15 15 15 15 15
L Scott 12 11 11 15 14
Wright 14 14 12 13 13 12 13 15 13 . . 10 11 14 13 14 14
Moine 13 12 9 9 12 12 11 12 14 . . 12 12 12 7 15 12
Rogers 14 14 14 15 15 13 13 14 14 45 13 13 13 13 13 13
Sexton 14 13 15 14 14 12 10 10 14 . . 12 15 12 13 13 13
O'Brien 11 15 14 13 14 14 13 12 14 45 14 14 14 11 13 14
B Johnson V. 12 12 13 12 10 9 9 8 12 41 12 12 12 12 14 9

Hodges 13 13 12 14 15 9 13 13 13 .. 13 10 14 15 13 13

C F Clay 7 9 11 12 11 10 9 11 13 .. 12 12 12 9 13 U
Herr 15 14 14 13 15 13 14 15 14 47 14 13 13 14 14 12
Parmelee 14 12 14 13 14 13 14 14 13 45 15 13 13 14 12 13
Koohler 14 13 15 14 14 13 15 14 13 42 15 13 13 12 12 14
Gottlieb 13 14 15 15 15 11 13 14 15 42 15 13 13 15 15 13
Clapp 14 13 15 11 14 12 13 13 15 45 12 11 14 13 14 12
Cunningham 14 15 12 13 14 14 15 13 15 43 14 14 15 13 14 14
Lmderman ' 15 14 12 15 14 15 15 15 15 47 14 14 14 15 14 14
F Moore 14 14 14 12 14 11 14 14 15 46 15 15 14 13 13 14
Raines 12 13 15 13 15 13 13 14 12 40 15 8 12 14 14 13

Simpkins 15 U 13 12 15 9 9 15 13 38 12 12 11 13 12 13
Waddington 15 14 14 11 12 13 13 12 13 45 12 11 15 14 12 15
Stout ; 11 11 15 12 12 11 11 12 11 .. ,. 8
Furgeson 12 13 14 13 13 11 13 11 13

Brownie 12 10 15 10 12 11 14 12
Lindsav 15 10 14 15 14 11 15 13 .. .. i3 11
Lyons ' „,.... 12 12 13 9 . . 13 . . 13 14 . . . . 12
Fulton 12 14 12 10 13 .8
Baldwin 14 11 13 9 13 12 15 12 .. ,.10"

Smith 8 10 11 S 11 9
Allen 12 12 9 9 13 11
Spencer 15 13 14 13 15 14 15 14 15 .. 15 15 12 15 13 13
Cox 15 13 15 14 13 12 13 15 14 ., 14 14 12 15 13 14
Norton 12 14 15 10 13 13 12 14 13 . . 13 8 15 10 10 12
Arnold 14 13 14 11 13 14 14 14 14 47 14 13 14 12 13 13
Gray 12 12 12 13 12 10 12 13 .. .. 12
Little 10 10 ..

Holmes 9 13 13 11 U 11
Herman 14 11 15 14 13 13 .. 15 7
Jenkins 12 13 7 10 .

.

Creager 13 12 13 11
Tavlor 11 9 14 8 14 10
Hill 13 12 15 12 14 14 .. 13 9
G W Jenkins. 10 13 10 11 . . U . . . .

Berkey .. .. .. 14 13 11 14 11
Mcllrevy 11 11 12 . . 10 15
Combs 13 11 15 ..12 12 .. 13 11 ..

Slav 12 13 .. .. 10 .. 13 12 ..

Goff 15 44 14 . . . . 11 14 11

Annual Meeting.

At 9 P. M. the meeting was called to order, with J. W. Sexton,
president, in the chair, and H. W. Koohler secretary.
The minutes of last year's meeting were dispensed with, as

none were on hand. Mr. Koohler explained that his predecessor
had not favored him with a report of the last meeting. He ex-
plained how this year's meeting was held at Leavenworth. As the
constitution and by-laws were misplaced or lost, and with no
criterion to go by the Leavenworth Gun Club made their own
rules for the championship this year, viz. : Any Kansas man can
become a member and contest by paying a fee of 25 cents. Some-
thing must be done to bring the State Association to the fore
once more, and should now be reorganized.

Selecting the place for the next meeting was brought up. and
Mr. Herr, of Concordia, stated that if no one else wanted the
shoot next year it could be pulled off at his town, but could not
guarantee much added money. Mr. Frank Hodges, the genial
mayor of Olathe, was called to say som.ething for his city. He
thought that if it came there he would be compelled to see to all

the work, and he might not have time, etc. The sentiment of the
old officers and most of those present seemed to favor Olathe. and
after electing Mr, Hodges President for the coming year, W. H.
Herr, of Concordia, Vice-President, and H. W. Koohler Secretarj',
Olathe was selected, and dates chosen not later than May 30. It
was carried that the chair appoint a committee of three to draft
a constitution and by-laws for the Kansas State Sportsmen's As-
sociation, to report at the next meeting, at Olathe. The follow-
ing were selected: Ed O'Brien, of Florence; H. W. Koohler, of
Leavenworth, and Frank Hodges, of Olathe.
Meeting adjourned.

The Smoker.

All were invited to the dining room, where a royal spread was
in waiting and some elegant music was being furnished by the
Kansas City Colored Mandolin Club. Here again Mr. Koohler
appeared to be as much at home as on the shooting ground, and
acted as toast master in a masterly manner. His first attempt was
in welcoming the boys and friends, and stating that Leavenworth
had the reputation of being a very hospitable city and receiving
her guests with open arms. It has been known that no matter
what gathering was being held at Leavenworth the mayor of
the town could always be found at the depot ready to lead tjiein
to some place where a banquet was ready for them.
The first speaker, after the many good things, such as frog legs

and several courses, had been indulged in, until everybody was
more than satisfied, was Mr. Van Trump, of the Rochester Brew-
ing Company. He said that he was pleased to be able to add
something for the encouragement of shooting, and yet was selfish
enough to wish that it might stay in Leavenworth.
Mr. Koohler then unveiled the cup and called up Mr. Arnold,

presenting him with same. Mr. Arnold responded, saying he was
glad to have been hero and be so royally treated, and that should
any of the Leavenworth sliooters come after the cup by challenge
he surely would endeavor to give them a hot time.
Mr, Taylor was called on and invited everybody to St. Louis'

State toumamwt..

Remarks were made by Tom Norton,
C. D. Linderman and Mr. Shindley.

Dr. Clapp, Mr. Sexton,

Third Day, April ,

The shooters were slow in getting out, and started late, though
the weather was perfect—vety little wind, and sun shining brightly,
the way the boys were treated and the late hours of going to
bed were good excuses for coming out tardy. When the squads
had been made up it was found that there would not be above
fciur of them, thus a falling off of about half that of the day before.
Two hundred and twenty-five targets on the regular programme
and then an extra event bringing the number of shots up to 275, jg
just about 100 too many for tliree days in succession. Good scores
were made.
Only one set of traps was necessary for the day. A good

lunch was served on the grounds during each day, which was the
proper thing, as the shooting ground was a long way from the city.

c ,
P/"i^'P3l event for to-day was the State trophy, property

of the Association, and put up for competition each year. It is
,
emblematic of the Kansas State target championship.

Conditions, 30 targets, unknown angles; entrance ?2.50. The
winner of the cup receives 40 per cent, of entrance money next
year upon return of the trophy in good order to the gun club
giving the next Association tournament.
There were eleven entries, and competition was close. Rogers, of

Hiawatha, made the only straight, and won, but the margin was
narrow, as Goff, Sexton and Johnson made 29, Arnold and
Koohler 28, O'Brien and Herr 27, George and Erhart 26, and
Hodges 25.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 IS
Targets: 15 15 15 15,15 15 15 15 15 30 15 15 15 15 15 15O Bnen 15 14 14 13 14 14 14 15 15 27 14 15 15 13 14 13

Lindsay 14 12 13 13 15 11 14 12 13 .. 11
Moine 13 13 13 11 11 13 14 14 13 . . 12 14
f^eorge 15 13 14 13 15 14 15 14 14 26 15 15 13 13 15 12
Erhart 15 11 15 14 15 13 14 14 13 26 14 13 12 13 13 14
Parmelee 15 14 14 15 15 14 15 15 14 . . 14 14 15 11 13 14
Jj-oohler 14 12 15 15 15 13 15 14 14 28 15 15 15 15 13 14
Gottlieb 14 14 14 14 12 15 14 14 15 . . 15 14 15 15 15 14
CI^PP V 12 14 12 14 14 15 15 15 15 .. 15 13 15 13 14 13
Cunningham It 15 15 13 15 13 13 13 14 13 15 13 11 12 13
Linderman 15 15 14 15 15 14 15 14 15 . . 14 14 15 14 14 15
.Simpkins 13 15 15 12 13 13 12 10 13 . . 14 12 10 13 15 l4
Herr 13 15 15 11 14 14 14 15 11 27 11 15 15 15 15 14
Rogers 13 15 15 14 14 15 14 15 15 30 15 14 14 15 14 14
Sexton 12 12 11 15 14 13 13 14 14 29 13 14 14 14 13 14
.Spencer 14 12 12 13 12 15 14 12 11 .. 13 14 14 15 15 14
Arnold 12 12 15 14 15 14 12 13 14 28 15 15 14 14 14 14
Cox 15 14 10 13 11 15 11 .. .. ,

Hodges .iiiiii, .. 13 15 14 14 15 13 25 14 13 13 14 15 15
Goft

,
* .. .. .. 15 13 29 11 .. 13 14 13B Johnson 29

Tramp 13 12 U 13 13 13 13 13 .. 15 12 i3 15 i2 12
Dk. Spook.

International Team Contest Subscriptions.
'

Keithsburg, hi, April 15.~Edilor Forest and Stream: I note
below moneys received to date on account of Anglo-American team
races. In case I have reported to your paper any of the above
amounts prior to this time eliminate Bame:
Paul North, Cleveland, O... «5>t; no
Dallas EHiott, Cleveland, O WW:.]'". 100F G Hogan, Cleveland, O. ,..„,..-,, i

^ Adams, Dayton, O
, 1 ooA Wroe,_ Dayton, O

. 1 00
/- A Craig, Dayton, O

, , 1 nn
Andy Mumma, Dayton, O " ""

1 no
^

^r^*'^^^^'
o ::::::::::: 106

1 Wilson, Dayton, O... j oqH Protsman, Dayton, O "
1 mH M Aitick, Dayton, o.. i.::::::::;;:;:;: Im

J Glaser, Dayton, O „, ... , 1 00Harry M Aitick, Dayton, O
-

Wm Stannard, Chicago, 111 2 00George McCartney, Des Moines, la 25 00Chas Dumbaugh, Burlington, la , 25 00
Stark & Weckesser, Dayton, O 25(10G F Brucker, Omaha. Neb..,. 25 00Chas H. Copley, Spirit Lake, la...... ....].."!.*!.',*,,,"„!! 25 00James Holliday, O'Fallon. Ill iiT'*"!! 25 00C C Naumann, San Francisco, Cal

"""
at; on

Ben Olcott, Keithsburg, 111 25 00Dave Elliott, St. Louis, Mo .. 9^ nn
C B Wiggins, Homer, 111........ 1 XX
Albert W Money, New York city 100 00
^h'^ }'^^^ ^ ^ Johnston, Minneapolis, Minn......,....,.,:" 20 00
r.„R Weightman, Kingsbridge, New York. GOO
Bill McCrickett, Pittsburg, Pa. 100John M. Lilly, Indianapolis, Ind 10 00Edward Banks, New York city , 10 00
"W F Parker, Meriden, Conn... '

10 no
Geo S Mott, Chicago, 111........ 5 00Tod Sloan, New York city ,

"

qq,
Irby Bennett, Memphis, Tenn 10 OftW K Park, Philadelphia, Pa......... i:::::::: 5 05
J B Barto, Chicago. 111.. 5 aa
Eugeiie Dupont, Wilmington, Del ..v-I;;":"/:^!!!! 10 00Francis G. Dupont, Wilmington, Del 10 00
Alexis I. Dupont, Wilmington, Del... 10 00
Col. H. A. Dupont, Wilmington, Del ...... jo 00
Charles I Dupont, Wilginton, Del...... 10 00
Alfred I Dupont, Wilmington, Del 10 00
Francis I Dupont, Wilmington, Del...
A I Dupont Wilmington, Del [["[Ill]" 10 00E b Rice, Chicago, 111 10 00

Tom a. Marshall.

Pucfcle's Repeater.

From the New \''ork Times Saturday Review.rycKLE was the inventor of Buckle's machine, a formidableengine of destruction that was tested on the artillery grounds atFinsbury in 1722 Concerning this novel piece of oVdnance, Mr.Dobson says: Judging by the contemporary description, it must
fiave been a sort of

_
exaggerated revolver, mounted on a tripodand expellmg its missiles through a single long barrel from abreech of six or more chambers. This breech could be removedand another substituted for it, containing, according to the tasteand fancy of the artillerist, either round bullets for Christians orsquare bullets for unbelievers. The apparatus was also available

lor Grenado shells. Its performance, from the account givenm the London Journal for Saturday, March 31, 1722, must havebeen highly satisfactory. " "Tis reported for certain," says this
veracious print, "that one man discharged it 63 times in 7 minutesthough all the while raining; and that it throws off either one
large pr 16 musquet bullets at every discharge, with very great
force. Letters patent were taken out covering the machine and
a joint stock company was formed to put it on the market for
those were the hopeful days of South Sea Bubbies and Mississippi'
companies. But Puckle was before Ins time, the Briti'^h war officewas as slow and unenterprising 200 years ago as it is believed bvman5' to be now, the machine was laughed at. and Mr. Dobson
has been unable to find any other account of it or trace its sUbsequent history. A South Sea squib, "The Bublers Mirrour

"

characterizes it as: '

A rare invention to Destroy the Crowd.
Of Fools at Home instead of Foes Abroad-
Fear not, my Friends, this Terrible Machine
They re only Wounded that have Shares therein

Trap at St. Louis.

St. Louis, Mo.—Match between L, D Cabannp ,-liaiio„,,„..

T.^7u''-n^r^°''\
holder, for Mermod' cLtpionshi^"'^^^^^^^^

April 14. Birds only fai^r; day. clear; light wind blowing inKenyon. SOyas., Cabanne 31yds.:
w vwiug m.

Kenyon
1202122212221121*2M1020—20
221011212211012022*222122^21

Cabanne
Ten birds, practice, April 14:

Herbert 2011112022— 8
Bowman 1111112221—10
Orvis 0211012221— 8
Turner 1112112011— 9
Lee ......1*02210110— 6

Gnesedieck ..2112111212—10
Mrs Cabanne ..1020211111— 8Dr Gaines 2221222222—10
F White 2222122122—11)
Dr Sims 0*21222211— 8

jvoQU 4ii4J-LlU04— 8 C Spicer „,.,,,.., .1212122211—la
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J* Sheehy^s Shoot.
Event No. 4, 10 live birds, entrance fT, divided 50, 30 and 20

per cent.

Pella, Ta., April 16.—Jim Sheehy's first annual tournament com-
menced this morning with sixteen entries in the first event.
The weather was rainy and cold, with a strong wind from the

southeast. The shooting was done from one set of three bluerock
traps, Sergeant sj'stera. Targets were thrown about 55yds., and
the shooting was quite difficult, owing to the erratic flight of the
targets.
The programme consisted of eight 15 and four 20 target

events for to-day, $2.50 added to each 15 and $3 added to each 20

target event.
Mt. F, C. Whitney had charge of the cashier's office, and C. W.

Budd managed the tournament, and kept things moving.
This being the first tournament of the season in this locality, the

boys wxre anxious to shoot, and by 4 P. M. the programme was
completed, with a few extras on the side. Bentley, of Des iloines,

was high man to-day with 90 per cent- Hughes, of Wisconsin, was
second, Burnside third and Kline fourth. About 4,090 targets were
thrown to-day. Rain commenced to fall about 5 o'clock, and to-

night at 11 rain was still falling, and the prospects for to-morroW
are very gloomy. The scores:

First Day, April 16.

Events: 1
Targets : 15

Kline 12
Burnside 12
Mitchell 13
Milner 13
Bentley 14

Crisman 10
Brown 14
Stege 13
Coleman ..^Jit.i>.,. 1-5

Ploover S
Bottger 7

De Gooyer 9

Mattox 12

Dotv 14
Marshall 10
McKelvey 10

Grier 10

Sheehy .....^ji. ....... 7
Ruckman 10
Sears 12
Giese 13
Silbher 11
Harrison 10

Grant 11
Massdam 13
Hines
Tripp
Joe K

2 3

15 20
13 IS
13 17
15 17
13 16
13 13
14 IS

14 12
12 13
13 17
12 16
11 15
13 15
13 15
11 17

12 12
9 IS

10 16
7 U
7 10
12 7

11 15
8 14
8 4

10 13
10 5

4 5
15 15
14 13
14 12
13 15
11 10

13 12
13 12
14 8

15 11
11 12
13 13
8 11
9 12

13 13
13 10
13 13
13 11
9 8

10 13
11 12
7 12

11 11
14 10
9 7

11 11
6 ..

6 7

20 15
13 14
19 13
16 10

18 14
14 13
15 13
17 12
9 13

13 12
13 12
17 13
13 13
16 9

11 12
15 12
11 S

17 10
11 13
10 11
14 7
16 ..

15 ..

10 ..

13 ,.

8 9

15 20
12 19
11 17
14 17
10 19
14 18
13 15
13 16
12 17
8 15

11 16
13 19
12 12
G 13

12 17
9 9

9 14
8 12

10 15
7 11

11 15

10 11 12
15 15 20
14 13 17
13 14 17
12 14 15
15 11 16
12 12 16
13 8 15
13 11 17
14 11 17
14 11 15
12 11 16
12 10 16
13 14 15
13 12 14
10 11 5

11 11 13
12 11 13
12 12 10
14 7 14
10 9 8

11 9 ..

Broke.
172
172
171
165
161
159
15S
157
156
153
152
150

149
143
140
139
134
132
116

Av.
.860

.860

.855

.825

.820

.795

.790

.785

.780

.765

.760

.750

.745

.715

.700

.695

.670

.660

.580

6
9

13

14 13 12 11 18
10 10 9 5 .

.

8

Second Day, April J7.

The sun shines brightly this morning, and prospects are good
for a fine day, with the exception of a high, cold wind from the

north. ... r

Quite a large delegation of sportsmen came m this mommg from
Oskaloosa and other points, and twenty-eight took part in to-day's

programme, which was the same as yesterday in the events and
added money. There w^ere 5,300 targets thrown to-day. The
shooting was very difficult, only five straight scores being made,

and these were in the 15-target events. Nineteen was made but

three times in the 20-target events, once by Burnside and once

each by Kline and Bottger, 18 and 17 being high in the other two
20-target events. .

Burnside and Kline tied to-day for high average with 86 per

cent., Mitchell second average with 85 per cent., Milner third with

82 per cent., and Bentley fourth with 82 per cent. The high

averages for the two days w-ere Burnside, with E C powder and

U. M. C. shells, .861 per cent.; Kline and Bentley second, with

86 per cent. To-night Mr. Sheehy gives the visiting sportsmen

a smoker at the Opera House, which means many tilings pleasant

to the sportsmen besides using the scatter gun will take place,

and should the smoker prove as erratic as the targets were to-day

the scores will not be high.

Events: 12345 6789 10 11 12

Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 Broke.

Bentley 13 14 20 11 13 19 12 14 IS 15 14 17 ISO

Hughes 13 12 16 14 13 17 14 14 18 15 13 19 178

Burnside • 13 13 16 12 13 19 14 12 18 12 14 17 173

Kline 14 11 17 13 12 19 12 13 19 13 11 18 172

Mitchell 13' 14 19 14 12 17 13 11 17 13 12 17 171

Stege 12 12 17 13 14 11 13 13 18 11 15 20 168

Sheehy U 13 17 12 12 18 12 14 17 15 11 15 167

Doty 13 13 16 11 13 17 13 13 17 12 13 16 167

Crisman 11 10 15 11 7 18 14 13 15 13 11 19 157

Mott .; 12 12 19 10 10 17 13 1112 13 13 14 156

Milner 10 10 11 12 10 15 11 9 14 12 11 IS 143

Toe K 10 9 14 11 10 7 8 10 15 13 11 15 133

*Mattox 11 11 11 10 8 14 11 11 8 7 11 15 128

Hines 11 12 18 .. 14 14 14 12 14 12 13 18 ...

De Gooyer : .. .. .. 13 10 13 14 13 17 ...

Tripp 9 8 11

Marshall 10 8 12 ..

Reno 6

Ten Hagen "

Higli Averages on Targets,

The following are the averages for the two days:

Av.
.900

.890

.865

.860

.855

.840

.835

.835

.785

.780

.715

.665

.640

Av.
.861

.860

.860

.855

.770

.790

.691

.772

.811

.743

1st Day. 2d Day. Total.

Burnside 173 172 345

Kline 172 172 344

Bentley 180 164 344

Mitchell 171 171 342

Milner 143 165 308

Crisman 157 159 316

Mattox .128 149 277

Dotv 167 143 310

Stege .157 168 325

Sheehy ...-167 132 299

Third Day, April 18.

Mr. Sheehy's smoker was a grand success, about fifty sportsmen

being in attendance. Several straights were made, while one

gentleman had four 10s without a miss. The weather is fine

to-day. The shooting will be at live birds from five traps. No
regular programme. Three 10-bird events, $7 entrance; four 7-

bird events, $5, and three miss-and-out events, $1 entrance, birds

extra were shot. In the 10 and 7 bird events the purses were

divided 50 30 and 20 per cent. The birds were a good lot, and

the shooting of a high order. About 850 birds were used.

This is Mr. Sheehy's first attempt at holding a shooting tourna-

ment. Every one went home well pleased, and will be on hand

when Jim, as the boys call him, holds his next annual.

Event No. 1, 7 live birds, entrance $5, divided 50, 30 and 20 per

cent.

:

Dotv . 1212222—7 Mitchell 2121011—6

Crisman 2211202—6 Sheehy 1112202—6

Guv B 2102212—6 Milner 2220013—5

Kline
' ......2222222—7 Hughes 1210212—6

Bentley . .....2212111—7 O'Brien 2212210-6

Mattox 1220212-6

Event No. 2, 10 live birds, entrance $7, divided, 50, 30 and 20 per

cent.

:

rrisman ..2000102212— 6 Hughes 2110120112—8

Guv B..... 2222221222—10 O'Brien 0200220210—5

Dotv • • • .1220121022— 8 Tripp ............. .2222010211— 8

Sheehv • • .2202222222— S Mattox .2011011220— 7

Milner 2222002220— 7 Bottger 2122222220—9

Kline 2222222222—10 McKelvey 1222222211—10

Bentlev". 1111111211—10 Selbher 2211222201—9

Mitchell ....1222112111—10 Marshall ....1021110010—6

Event No. 3, 7 live birds, entrance $5, divided 50, 30 and 20 per

O'^Brien ....1112011—6 Mitchell ......2222212—7

Crisman
'

......... .2222201—6 Bottger .: 2222312—

7

Mikier ......... .2221220-6 McKelvey .....2011121-6

Sheehv .

Doty ...

Kline -1

Bentley

.......2220221—6 Mattox ................2011121—6
.2221220—6 De Bryan ....2002121—5
222222a—7 Tripp ,...0221201—5

,..1111111—7 Marshall ......1111011—6

Guy B 1212211212—10
Kline .2211022022— 8
Bottger .....2212112111—10
Crisman 1222202012— 8
O'Brien .......... . .1101021120— 7
Sheehv 0111111111— 9
Bentley 1111111111—10

Event No. 5, 7 live birds, entrance 55, divided 50, 30 and*
cent.

:

Crisman ....1022102—5
Guy B 2222222—7
Mattox 0210101^
Bottger 2122121—7
De Gooyer 0222220—5

Pertsmo«th Gun Club.
Milner 1011100111—7
McKelvey 1011100111— 7

Mitchell 1111011110— 8
Tripp 0001002212— 5

Selbher .......... . .0220112002- 6

Marshall 1110201101— 7

per

O'Brien 0010122—4
Marshall 0111111—6
McKelvey 2210011—5
De Bryan 0210000—2
Sheehy 1120022—5

Event No. 6, miss-and-out, $1, birds extra:
Crisman 1122
Guv B 120
Bottger 10
Sheehy 0

Event No, 7, miss-and-out, birds e,xtra

Mattox 0
Marshall 2120
O'Brien 10

Sheehy 2220
Crisman 22222212222
O'Brien 0
Bottger 112U212220
Guy B i.........0
Mattox ........12110

A Reno 110
Donai 22110
De Gooyer 0
Marshall 1111112210
Ten Hagen 0
McKelvey 121112110

Event N. 8, 10 live birds, entrance $7, 50,^ 30 and 20 per cent.

:

Guy B 1122122222—10
Sheehy , 2221220022— S
Crisman 2121122222—10
O'Brien 2012010121—7

Mattox 1021211110— S
Bottger 1311221111—0
McKelvey 12H111201— 9

Marshall 1101111211— 9

Event No. 9, 7 live birds, entrance $5, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.

:

O'Brien 1000001—2
De Goover , 2212222—7
Marshall 0001021—3
Guy B 2111202—6

Crisman 2201202—5
Bottger 1222222—7
Sheehy 2122122—7
Mattox 1222022—6
McKelvey 0211101—5

Event No. 10, miss-and-out, entrance $1, birds extra:
Marshall , 111110 Guy B ; 11211221
Bottger .22212221
Bottger and Guy B divided. Hawkeye.

Fitchfcurg Rifle and Gun Clufa.

FiTCHBURG, Mass., April 20.—We opened the season yesterday.
Patriots' Day, with an all-day shoot, commencing at 9:30 A. M.
It almost rained in the morning, but burned off about noon and
made a fine afternoon for shooting. Twenty-eight shooters showed
up, among them quite a number of new men, which showed that
we have got some good new material to develop.
As we have not shot since last September all hands were a little

rusty. The club served dinner free to all shoote-rs, arid th-us made
it a nice social occasion during the noon hour.
During the day eighteen men shot at 50 birds for a record. They

v/ill do the same at the next two shoots. On May 1 we start a
handicap prize shoot for the season. Each man will be handi-
capped on his record for the first three shoots, and this handicap
will be revised the first of each month, In this match shoot every
one entered will shoot a race of 50 birds with every other man.
The following are the scores. It is fair to state that Wildcr's

first 80 shots were with a 16-gauge brush gun

:

Events: 12 3 45678 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5p 10 10

s i

8 6

6 8

6 .. ..

7 10 10
7

5 9

7 8 8

9 5 8 9 7

7 4
8 10
5 ..

Convers ... 7 9 8 7 7 10 10
Cutler 9 7 10 7 8 9 8
Taylor 7 8 6 6 8 6

Bean .. 5 6 6 3 9
Wilder 8 7 6 5 6 4
Pratt 5 4 6 5 7 8
Dwighf .... 1 5 7 9 7 8 8
Russell 8 7 6 10 6
Dix 7 7 6 5 5 5 8 8 2 8 5 7
Roby 8843524664677 5 67
Donovan .. S44478766586 S685
Walton 2 3 2 3 5 3 3 4 4 7 ,. ;; .; .. ..

Ashton 3 5 2 5 4 4
Burbank 8 10 8 S 9

P H 7 8 9 8 8

Housen , 8 9 9 7 8 7 7

Rob 7 .. 9
Upton 2 5 4 6 6 6 2

Hawkins 5 24 5

Field 4 5 4 5 2 2
Lamb 5 4 2

Ellis

Curly
Esty 6 6 5

Tessier 4 5 13 3
Andrews •• .. 6
Albert 1 1 3
Barnes .' . •• ....

7 .. 10
8 8 8

6 5

2 6 6
2 8 4
6 9 8

5 6 6

1 1

Miss-and-out:
Ctitler Umil
Converse ..1111110

Dwight IIUIO

Dix 111110
Pratt 10

I. O. Converse, Sec'y.

Illinois Gun Club.

Springfield, 111., April 18.—Nine members of the Illinois Gun
Club were present to-day and contested for tlie class medals in the
trophy contest. G. T. Hall, Chas. T. Stickle and Frank Workman
tied in Class A with the possible 25, and they were followed closely

by A. H. Bogardus, Jr., with a score of 24. Richardson, the
scratch man in Class B, landed the B medal.
A strong wind was in evidence during the entire afternoon, and

this caused several of the shooters to make comparatively poor
scores. As soon is the weather moderates, it will see an increased
number facing the traps at our weekly shoots, as few care to par-

ticipate until sweaters and overcoats can be laid aside.

Appended are the scores, with class handicap allowance, etc.

:

Class A
G T Hall 0 iiiiuiiiiiiiiiimiiim —25
Chas T Stickle, 2.... lllllOmilllllllllllllOlU —25
F Workman, 3 llllllllllllOllOllllOmiUl —25

.\ H Bogardus, Jr, 1 .11111011111111101111111111 —24
t R B Van Cleave, 1.... 11111111110110011111101011 -21
Capt H M Smith, 1 UOimUllOllOlllOimOlll —21

Class B.

Richardson 0 lOlllOOOOlllOOOllOOlllOll —14
p Lamereaux 2 OOOOIOIOOIOIIQIOOOIOOOIIOOO — 9

J R Tanner, 4 .10001011010000000000111110000—10
Chas. T. Stickle, Sec'y.

Chelsea Heights Gua Club,

4 was at 10 targets, 50
Bechtel and G, Seawood

Linoleumville, S. I., April 13.—No.
cents entrance. J.- Lewis, E. Rawson, G.

broke 10; P. Heffernan 9.

In a match at 10 targets between Bechtel and Heffernan the

former won by the score of 10 to 9.

"1, 10 live birds, 29yds. all, silver cup, $5.50, birds

.12002212*0— 6

.0001201200— 4

.2101010200— 5

T Weir -.2221210*00—6
E Rawson *120110112— 7
G Bechtel 2222112011— 9

Event No.
included

:

G Seawood
S Worth
J Lewis .

.

Event No. 1 was for championship of Richmond county and
cup. Won by Geo. Bechtel, of the Richmond Gun Club..

No. 2, 5 birds, all 29yds., 12.25, birds included:

G Seawood .02122-4 J Weir 01110—3

E Rawson .....02112-4 Murray 22010-3
C Wallers, Jr 01000—1

1220^1^-6 Selbher ..2111111—7

Lewis ....02111-4

G Bechtel ..,1201?-4

Miss-and-out, $2, birds extra:

J Lewis 1113

G Seawood 10

E Rawson 10

G Bechtel 110

No. 4, 10 targets, BO cents: J. Lewis 10, E. Rawson 10, G. Bechtel

10. P. Heffernan 9, G. Seawood 10.

No. 5, match at 10 targets; Bechtel vs. Heffernan: Bechtel 10,

Heffernan 9.

A,. A. SchoYe^^in^ was scor«-,

J Weir 2112
Murray .,. 0
C Wallers, Jr 0
S Wortli 20

Portsmouth., N. H., April 20.—The Fast Day shoot of the Ports-
mouth Gun Club, April 18, proved a most successful opening of the
trapshootmg season. Although rather a cold, raw day, the at-
tendance was excellent, and the occasion a very pleasant one to all.A programme of 100 targets was thrown, divided into 10-target
events. Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were for cash prizes, to which several
merchandise prizes were added. Events 4 to 7 inclusive were for
merchandise prizes, with several special prizes for best average
scores for the entire programme.
So generously and well had the merchants contributed that of the

twenty-five shooters every one drew a prize. All the way from
hunting knives, boxes of cigars and handsome umbrellas down the
list of fancy and useful articles to neckties, sleeve armlets, pocket
knives, etc., the list was a long one, and contained many fine
prizes; among them a handsome consolation prize. President W.
E. Storer worked hard for the success of the shoot, and is a
hustler in club events. The club expect before holding their next
shoot to be established on their new grounds with a magautrap.
At the recent annual meeting the officers for the previous ytat

were re-elected: President, W. E. Storer; Vice-President, H E
Philbnck; Secretary and Treasurer, W. I, Philbrick; Field Captain.
E. P, Merwin.
The s,cores for the day were as follows

;

Events: 123456789 10
Targets: lo lo 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

5 5 4

H E Philbrick... 7M E Goodwin 5
Weston 1
Emery 5
Storer 3
Fernald 8W I Philbrick 9
Frizzell 7
Drew , 2
Lewis ' 7
Manson , 7
White 7
Merwin 5
R H Winn 8
S Winn 6
A Goodwin 9
Charlsen 3
Prince ^. 5
Holman 4 4 3
Bailey 7 6 7 2 7 5 7.. .,
Kieling 4 Q 4 4 .. ..
Stimson .,, 2 7 8 7 .. ..

W. I. Philbrick, Sec'y-Treas,

7
6
7

5

6
6

8
7
5

5
6
6

2
5

6
8 10

3 3

5 7 7 10

Aschenbroedel Gun Club.

New York, April 20.—Herewith are the scores made by our club
at the second regular shoot, held Friday, Aoril 19. Two events
were shot at 25 targets each:

Heidelberg 9 11—20
Baier 9 7—16
Buhlender 14 9—23
Grunert 15 13—28
Moeslein 8 11—19

Siemers 14 13-^27
Spargur 0 9—9
Heiser 7 5—12
Knittel 2 4—6
Iverson 9 11—20

The expectations expressed in my last report, that the shooting
ot our members would improve, has not been realized, with one
or two exceptions. But there were several good reasons for the
many misses made. Not that the weather was against us; to the
contrary, the weather was ideal for shooting. The fault lies else-
where.
In the first place one of us (I do not wish to mention his name,

for reasons which you will appreciate) used cartridges loaded with
what I believe to be a mixture of soft coal and dynamite. The
report was terrific, and the smoke so dense that it formed a solid
curtain between the score and the traps, and when he did bit a
target, which was not often, it was blown into atoms.
Then our friend Spargur (whom your printer designated in your

issue of .A.pril 13 as "Sprague," and who shot the last time, as
you will remember, wearing a Prince Albert coat), having taken
our criticisms to heart, came attired in an outfit well worth de-
scribing. He wore this time a light green sweater, over which he
had a tan shooting vest bristling -with cartridges. A pair of very
loud checked trousers turned up at the bottom revealed light blue
silk embroidered socks. He also wore patent leather dancing
pun ps. But it seems that this outfit suited him, for once he got
used to it, which was after he had shot his first 25 cartridges, and
thus had delivered himself of part of his ballast, he hit 9 out of
25, at one time hitting 3 straight. So we think there is still hope
for him.
But the combination of soft coal cartridges on the one hand, and

the gorgeous clothes on the other, proved too powerful for the rest
of us, with the exception of our worthy treasurer, Grunert, whose
nerves were apparently not affected by it, as he parried away the
honors of the day, to his great satisfaction, as his smiling coun-
tenance sufficiently showed. This is all the more to his honor
when it is known that he always insists upon shooting scientifically.
He scorns holding his gun in readiness against his shoulder, but
holds it at rest until the target is well out of the trap, when with
a quick movement he brings his gun to his shoulder, fires, and

—

generally misses.
I have made application to the Board of Health for an injunction

against the sale and use of soft coal cartridges.
E. Macdonald, Sec'y.

Aquidneck Gun Club.

Newport, R. I,, April 20.—The weekly shoot of the Aquidneck
Gun Club, the second for the Hughes medal, was held last Wednes-
day afternoon in a raw easterly wind, which made shooting any-
thing but a pleasure. Since last week a circular cross platform has
been built, enabling members to shoot squad system, which was
tried for the first time. Four events were shot, three at known
and one at unknown angles. The scores

Events 1 2 3 4 Events 12 3 4
Targets 15 10 15 10 Targets 15 10 15 10

Manchester .. .... 8 5 4 2 Griffin 8 3 6 6
Coggeshall 6 2 7 6 Mason 4 3 7 5
Dring- 9 6 12 8

J. S. Coggeshall, 2d, Sec'y.

The Pickaway Rod and Gun Club.

Circleville, O., April 15.—^We feel like we were going to have
a good, big shoot, and would ask all our friends to be with us.
We will add between ?250 and $300 to the different events, which,
with the different cup events, will make a good three days' shoot,
with not so much shooting either.

We think our programme will come as near suiting everybody as
one could possibly make it, and it will be mailed to any one for
the asking. If cne can't make good scores on our grounds, it's

no use to try any place, for we are second to none. Eight acres
of sod, level, with a sky background—what more could you ask?

G. R. Haswell.

Gardner Rod and Gun Club.

Gardner, Mass., April 12.—^At the shoot of the Gardner Rod and
Gun Club to-day, Le Noir shot at 164, broke 129; Morse at 78,

broke 29; Knowlton at 20, broke 8; Paine at 70, broke 61; Turney
at 25, broke 11; Leland at 102, broke 70; Spaulding at 10, broke 6.

PUBUSHEE^* DEPARTMENT.

Over running by multiplying reels has proved • thorn in the
flesh of many an angler. This, together with other troubles which
arise from it, is said to be overcome by the Anti-Tangle Reel
attachment, which is advertised in another column by the Anglers'
Outfitting Company, of Chicago.—^dj/.

From childhood we have been taught that the perfect fishing

rod was spliced, not put together with ferrules, yet how many
of us have ever used a spliced rod- To read the advertisement of
the Kenyon Silldefi Rod, ma4e in Toledo, is to desire to i^se 0^^,-5
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THE AWAKENING OF THE MARSH.
Silence still broods over the marsh. Under the depress-

ing chill of heavy fog, the sluggish waterways respond
slowly to the quickening pulses of the spring. The air

lacks resonance; none of the quick flying echoes we heard
last autumn are now abroad. Every sound seems but a dull

jolt, at once choked, as it were, into stillness. Yet nature
is at work. We know that her artists are busy over all

the sweep of the marshland. Hidden under the low-hang-
ing fog, they are blocking out with delicate touch the

teirder green of reed and rush, and all the varying growths
tliat will greet our delighted eyes a few weeks hence
T\'hen they throb with living color in the sunlight that is

.'urely coming.

Soon there is a day when the winds are still, the air

warmer.' Under some imseen impulse the enshrouding
fog in deadly quiet, begins to heave and writhe. Slowly
it drifts away toward the northeast, where it packs in

masses along the horizon. Then we know that the south
wiml is the magic that disperses the mists, for we feel

its gentle caress as it breathes about us. Shadows chase
across the levels, as the clouds recede, till at last—sun-
shine ! The now distant fog banks ^re dazzling to look
upon ; there is snap and glitter to the waters so lately

sluggish and dead. Life is renewed. After many days
the marsh has awakened.

Debris of broken reeds, twigs and odds and ends of

small wreckage from winter storms, set afloat by the

swelling tides, are rafted hither and yon wherever the

waters flow, now circling aimlessly about some little

pool, changing course with every puff of wandering
breezes till left by the subsiding flood to dot the meadows
with irregular patches of dun, in pleasing contrast with
the fresh green of the springing reeds and grass.

Soon there, comes a soft, dark night, mysterious with
curious sound of bird noises, and morning finds the recent

solitude peopled with returned families of meadow hen
and willet. From dawn to dusk the echoes are busy with
cackle and call, and the sunlight is reflected prettily from
hundreds of white-barred wings as the willet touches
them above his head for an instant after alighting.

Beneath the cover of the patches of stranded debris the

birds make clever little runways leading to and from their

nests so called ; though the shallow depression "which
serves to hold their eggs hardly deserves the name. With
the laying of the eggs, the always hungry crow, buzzard,

grackle, the wandering pigs and. alas, even man himself,

sally forth to gather them. Over all the marshland the

destruction goes on, yet somehow the meadow hen and
willet seem numerous as ever each returning season.

Now perchanc'e for a day or two an easterly storm may
rage. Then once more a soft balmy night shuts in, with
all its suggestion of mystery. Hung low in the south-

west a thin crescent moon gleams white against the sky.

Phe-oo-e ! a marvelously clear, far-reaching call comes
from the zenith to the sleeping marsh folk below. It

startles the prowling fox, who answers with a questioning
Yap! Yap! Phe-oo-e! musical—wild arid free as the

creature that utters it—this voice in the darkness rings

out its challenge, telling us that a plover is on his way
north ; a blackbreast, the avmit courier of hurrying hosts

far in the inky void behind. Presently we hear them
coming; soon the vanguard is overhead. They do not
make a silent advance; the darkness is musical with many
voices as they pass.

Our craft is anchored close to the meadow bank and
from its deck we hear the smooth, soft rush of wings, as

bunch after bunch of migrants plunge to the meadows
around us. All night long they pour into the marsh, and
morning finds them still arriving, while thousands speck
the blue sky above with hurrying forms as they push
steadily northward oh the favoring breeze.

The marsh, its long slumber ended, is full of excite-

ment for the next fortnight, and when these whirling

myriads of feathered people again sail away north under
the stars, it will once more settle down to its summer
routine with the meadow hen a-nd willet for company.

"PICTURES FROM FOREST AND STREAM."
Thirty-two of the full-page pictures printed from time

to time as illustration supplements to Forest and Stream
have been selected for publication in book form under the

above title. A preliminary announcement of this has

already been sent out, and the response has been such as

to indicate that the projected volume will be given cordial

welcome.

The scope of the collection is fairly comprehensive; the

subjects include the reproductions of Audubon's bird por-

traits
;

big-game pictures by Rungilis, field scenes by
Osthaus, hunting pictures by Deming, shooting and fish-

ing pictures by Davison, and yachting scenes, one of

which is the supplement of to-day. Every care will be
taken to insure for the volume the highest artistic excel-

lence, and to make it in paper, presswork and binding a

creditable contribution to the literature of the field. A
list of the plates will be found on another page.

THE TIME OF BIRDS.

Hear ye ! Hear ye ! Hear ye ! Fathers and mothers,

big brothers and sisters and all small children. The great

wave of bird migration is on. Husbands, tell your wives
about it

; mothers, tell your little children to look out for

the passing birds
;
big brothers and sisters, polish up your

opera glasses, and for the next ten days spend all the

time you can abroad in the open air, watching for the

tiny travelers which in the same way will not be seen

for another year. True it is that when the fields have
grown dry and bare, and the parched plants along the

dusty highway begin to shrivel with the first frosts of

autumn, these wanderers will return, but they will do it

stealthily, in part by night, and most of them will be
clad in a garb far more modest than the gala dress of

spring.

Many of the birds have long been here, The robins

came a month ago, telling us that the time was at hand.^

With puffed out red breasts and bills straw colored, except
at the very tip, they hopped boldly about on the changing
grass, and whistled defiantly at one another and had
their mimic battles. Then came the mating and the
building of the nests-; the blue eggs appeared—and many
a one was washed out of its shelter and broken in the
rains of the past few weeks. Many others of our more
hardy birds are with us. The redheaded woodpecker
drums persistently on the dead limb far tq) in the oak
tree, while the flicker sitting crosswise on a branch un-
tiringly utters his monotonous song.

But now, during the next ten days, will come the

horde of more delicate and more beautiful birds, some of
which will spend the summer with us, while others will

pass on to more northern climes, -where in the deep pine

and hemlock woods they will rear broods- that will make
up a part of the noiseless throng of autumn migrants.

To-morrow morning, then, if it be fair, take your field

glasses and some friend who knows the birds, or, if you
have no such friend, the bird book which you should
have purchased long ago, and go out into the fields. In

the bushes and along the fences and hedgerows, in the

apple trees in the orchard or hovering amid the topmost
branches of giant oak or chestnut, are a multitude of
friends whom you should know, and whom once know-
ing you will welcome year after year with joy and glad-
ness. At the end of each twig an opening bud is offering

sweet food to tiny insects, and among the twigs, attracted

by these insects, are the warblers and flycatchers and
vireos that you wish to see. >

There are many of them, and of many kinds. Black-
capped and brown-vested and green-coated, they dart

hither and thither, never for a moment keeping quiet, and
puzzling the novice by their swift movements and ever-

changing combinations of color. Yet each species has its

own peculiar ways, and if interest and patience in the

novel sight do not fail, before long the observer will be

able to pick out one from another, and from the manner
in which a bird moves along a' branch or darts from its

perch in pursuit of a flying insect, or balances itself as

it stretches out for one almost beyond its reach, he will

be able to identify approximately the birds of one group
and another.

This is the time of the birds' greatest abundance, and
those who wish to study the passers by should do it now.
Teachers should take out their classes into the open air

and study this broad page of the book of nature. Above
all, parents should see that this spring their children are

introduced to the passing birds.

Happy are they who live in the country and have, with-

in easy reach, this page unblotted by great edifices of brick

and stone and mortar. Let them make the most of this

beautiful season. But even those less happy—who dwell

in the cities—can either get out into the country for a

day, or by going into one of the large parks can there

see some of the busy wanderers. The day has come for a
widespread appreciation of the importance of learning

something of nature, and now for a few days there is the

opportunity to study her directly and not through the

medium of books.

Go forth, then, to field and copse and woodland ; take

the children with you and make the most of your brief

opportunity.

SNAP SHOTS.
We have often urged the establishment by the individual

States of game parks on the plan of the Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, where the game might have a permanent
refuge for breeding and stocking the adjacent country.

It will be recalled that Mr. Willard G. Van Name, of

Connecticut, has suggested that the National Government
should set apart such reservations for the migratory
species. Just now the scheme of public game preserves

promises to have recognition in the Legislature of Mr.
Van Name's own State. The Fish and Game Committee
has reported with approval a bill to empower the Fish and
Game Commission to establish preserves by leasing tracts

of from fifty to three hundred acres for terms of twenty-
five or fifty years. The land thus set apart may be used
by the owner for other purposes. The value of such
small game preserves has been demonstrated again and
again by the posting of farms and other private holdings,

from which as a source of supply the surrounding terri-

tory has been stocked. We trust that the Connecticut

plan of public reservations may be put into operation and
that the system may be extended to other States.

The Forest and Stream has more than once discussed

the question as to how women should ride a horse, and
expressed its opinion that the correct way is riding astride.

Gradually the view which we have held seems to be gain-

ing ground. In Boston and in other cities more and more
women are riding astride, and it is said that the practice

is gaining ground in England, where already some women
ride to hounds in the novel and reasonable method. It

is quite possible that the day may not be distant when
there will be a revolution of public opinion on this sub-
ject. It is well remembered that when the bicycle first

became popular, women for a long time held back from
riding it, very much on the same grounds that now are

urged against riding horseback astride, yet after a time
they yielded, and almost at once women were seen riding

bicycles as frequently as men. Safety, comfort and grace
are the three principal things to be gained by a change in

women's custom in this respect.
'

Work on a large scale is soon to begin on the roads in

the Yellowstone National Park. The work will be in

charge of Col. Chittenden, of the LT. S. Corps of Engi-
neers, who has previously been stationed in the Park
on the same duty and is extremely familiar with it. Col.

Chittenden's interest in the Park is very great, and he
is well known as the author of an admirable history of it.

It is stated that the system of roadway when completed
wiir include 390 miles, of which 162 miles are now in use.

The system will Consist of a belt line or circuit of the

Park, to pass through all the important centers of interest,

approaches by which the belt line may be reached from the

boundaries of the Park, and cross roads, side roads and
trails, connecting different roads or giving access to special

~

individual objects. The length of the belt line, including

some of the cross roads, will be over 150 miles, while the
total length of the approaches, entering from the north,

east, south and west, will be 132 miles. Of these about
100 miles is in the Park and tl^ remainder outside of thf
Park in the forest reserve,
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Gens Des Bois.

X.—Joseph McGoife.

Joseph McGuirEj or Jomaguire (with the accent on
the first syllable), as he is familiarly called by the de-
scendants of the Canadian French charcoal burners who
are his neighbors, lives in a walled-in valley between Poke-
o-Moonshine Mountain and Baldface, in a half-forgotten
corner of the Adirondacks. Here in a modest way he
fills the place of a feudal lord, and though he does not
sally down from his eyrie on the blueberry hucksters, and
chance travelers who pass along the highway crossing
the foot of his valley, he is practical monarch and has
no rival from Buckstand to the country lying beyond
But'nut Pond.

This territory is not so popular as it once was. From
Jim Lesperance's north on the Albany Post Road there
is not an occupied house for at least four miles. There
are half a dozen deserted places, and it was only last

winter that old man Duclow gave up the battle, when his

boy ran away, and the weeds have not yet choked the
path leading to the little whitewashed cabin among the
rocks. Beyond Duclow's the mountain turns, an un-
broken wall of rock to the road for two miles, except
that back of some ruined cabins, unsavory with the
story of a murdered peddler, there is a wooded ravine and
a path once used by berry pickers leading to the top.

Where this wall of rock ends is the Entrance to Jo Mc-
Guire's domain.

The Discovery.

I had followed deer in the snow completely around the
place, but its discovery is due to a certain person of the
gentler sex who loves berries and berrying so much that
she picks them in her dreams, and who by a secret intui-

tion devined that blueberries were ripe and waiting to be
gathered in this particular locality one day late in July.
We left the main road just at dark and turning up

the valley came presently to a birch sapling laid across
the road, and a minute later to a gap of fifteen feet deep
and about the same distance across, where there should
have been a bridge spanning the brookr Masons' tools

and shovels were lying about on the level top, and above
the steep banks of the stream had been gashed and trees

cut right and left. A broken stringer of the old bridge
was still there to show, if evidence were needed, the story
of the break down of a time-honored servant of tht
public.

We made a long detour by a dark passage tunneled
through the woods and climbed a steep hill and then
followed along the edge of the brook so close that my
companion more than once clutched my arm and insisted
that the wheels on her side were over the edge before at
length an opening appeared and we emerged into a daisy-
dotted intervale. A cow bell tinkled somewhere in the
distance through the crisp, almost frosty night air, and a
glow-worm point of light indicated the presence of a
house in this little oasis surrounded by the dark rampart
of rugged mountains.
My companion said something about a; Swiss farm, and

the next moment Toby and Guess were barking at the
horses' heads, and Jo McGuire himself Tiad made us
welcome, and we were no longer strangers and wan-
derers. .-:

Mrs. B. and I spent the night in the barn, despite Jo
McGuire's protestations, for it was the particular and not
to be gainsaid wish of the important member of the party
that we should sleep on new-mown hay, and it did not
matter that the other member was enough- of a. farmer
to have lost the gilt edge of his reverence for "herds' grass
and clover, and had no moral scruples against the ordi-

nary bed of civilization. Once in the night the bell cow
in the barnyard rubbed her horns against the door of our
quarters as if she were determined to come in too, but
Toby settled her, and after he had nipped her heels and
spoken in no uncertain terms, the cow went off and we
were not again disturbed.

The Dogs.

It did not take long in the morning for Mrs. B. to gain
the friendship of the dogs, and soon she knew their his-

tory as well. ' •

,

"Toby is a full-blooded collie," she announced. "He
is a splendid dog and understands everything you say, and
he won't allow any chickens in the garden. Mr. McGuire
says he 'regulates' the cows. He stays awake all night to

look after them, and he is so eager to keep them out of
mischief that he has to be shut up in the. day time to get
any rest

"Guess is a fox terrier. He killed three rats yester-

day, and kills a woodchuck regularly every day in the
week. He has helped kill ten porcupines this year, arid he
has a sore throat, poor doggy, because he swallowed some
quills." —

Bltteberryfog.

Parts of two days were spent on the "mountainside
above McGuire's, during which time we succeeded in

gathering a bushel of berries. Our arithmetic was re-

freshed to the extent of realizing graphically that there

are thirty-two quarts, or six-four pints, or between two
and three hundred saucers of blueberries M a busTiel, and
we concluded that the individual berries raust-mount in

numbers well up to the million mark, thot^h this latter

result was reached without resorting to mc^tjiematics. It

was a poor season, and berries were rithef 'scafc'e, but if

we had been laboring for the cash return we- could easily

have succeeded better. - :'x-'~C,i Z' '
\

'

A part of our reward—the major partT^w,as derived
from the prospect at our feet as we gained each nevy ledge
on the side of old Baldface. Butternut Pond, Auger
Lake, Warm Pond and other sheets Of -^yater lay close

by, while over Bigelow and Rattlesnake and Sugar Loaf
in a trough bounded beyond by Mansfield and Gomell's
Hump and other peaks of the Green Mountain range,

stretched the steely blue of Lake Champlain, the old war
route of many fighters. _

"I don't think there'll be many blueberries here a week
from now," said Mrs. B., alluding to the fact that they
were already beginning to drop from the stems.
"Not at this particular spot," I assented. "You have

cleaned them out too effectually." The frau laughed.
"You know. Jack, there is such a fascination in picking

these berries, every last one of them, that I don't know
how to stop," she said. "When it comes time to leave you
will have to blindfold me and drag me off by sheer force."
The larger and finer berries grew in partially shaded

spots, or else in places where the soil was deeper and
better adapted to conserve the moisture than the aver-
age on the ledges. The very best of all were found under
the scattering jack pines, seeming to gain vitality from
the heavy mulch of needles. Along with the blueberries
from time to time under the pines we found beds of scarlet

bunch berries, while a very highly colored kind of choke
cherry was quite common, as well as the purplish shad
berry.

A find which gave me keen delight was a shed deer's
antlers, colored a delicate green and brown by contact
with the matted berry undergrowth. It was from a cun-
ning old buck, its age being certified by ten points, one
hollowed and another thin and fluted, and all odd and
distinctive. Somehow I had an idea that the horn was a
message from a deer I had followed the year before almost
to this very spot, a gauntlet thrown doAvn to meet in the
lists when the leaves are off and snow flies again in No-
vember.

A Lost Deer.

That evening we sat upon the porch and talked with
the family.

"We're all bachelors or old maids except my sister that's

a widow," said McGuire. "We don't kill ourselves with
work and we have all we need to live on, and though
it's a little out of the world up here, we have a lot of
friends and visitors. We're satisfied with it and haven't
time to be lonely.

"There's trout in the brook and game on the moun-
tains—often we see deer feeding on those bare ledges right

in front of the house, and last fall -one came almost
through our yard. I grabbed my rifle and started for the
door, pushing cartridges into the magazine as fast as I
could, but just as I got there our little dog started to

get by me to go for the deer. I tried to keep him back
with my leg, but he jumped and pushed, and the first thing
I knew the old gun went off and blew a hole in the stoop
floor and lost me my chance at the deer.

" 'Tain't the first time I've had a gun go off by accident,

either. The best man that ever shot a gun will have the
same thing happen. The only safe way is to have the
gun always pointed some way so that when she breaks
loose there won't be anybody killed."

Jo McGwire.

Jo is a smallish man with a good-natured, kindly face.

If he has any failing it must be that, from his sisters'

standpoint, he is over-hospitable. He looks to be about
sixty years of age. He came into the Poke-o-Moonshine
country as a boy with his father, and saw the forest shorn
for miles around to supply the charcoal kilns and the

forges. One of the forges was located in his valley.

There may or may not have been an ore bed near; in

those days an abundant supply of wood was the chief

factor influencing the location of the forges, and the ore

was often hauled long distances to them.
The country was booming, and every one was pros-

perous. Hundreds and thousands of wagon loads of

limiber, charcoal and iron rolled down the long grade
to Lake Champlain, and was shipped in barges to the

outer world. Little farms sprang up wherever there was
an available patch of level ground, and the coal burners
pushed back still further and built their cabins among
the ledges, sometimes on perches that would have satisfied

an eagle's heart. There are two of these primitive cabins

at the edge of a crater-like basin near the summit of

the mountain, one of them io tiny that a large man can
reach from side to side with his outstretched arms, while
his head touches the overlays. A rude ladder leads to an
upper floor, where it is impossible to get around except on
one's hands and knees. The walls are of stone, laid with
clay, and the main part of the house is practically a
cellar, for only the roof projects above the surrounding
level.

The place has beeii deserted for years, yet there can
be no doubt it was once occupied as a human habitation,

for there is an old bedstead still there and little odds and
ends, indicating the presence of a woman and children.

Jo McGuire first learned to love hunting in the com-
pany of one of these coal burners, who was an ingrained
woods character. Though the country was much more
thickly settled than it is at present, the game was abun-
dant and less wary. There was so much to do in sub-

jugating the wilderness that few men could afford to

take the time for hunting, and the game was not nearly^

so persistently pursued as it is now.

The Cave on Pofce-o'-Mooashioe,

Once in company with his friend Jo McGuire visited

a famous cave on Poke-o-Moonshine. "You know that

place at the top of the mountain where it's like a road?"
asked Jo, referring to a great groove riven a mile or

more along the, summit. "It was among the ledges north

of that—the third ledge up, I think—that the cave is

located. It was a Sunday afternoon when I was about

nine years old that we went up there. The cave was sixty

or seventy feet deep and cold enough to freeze a nigger

inside. At the back end was an opening from above that

let in the light, so that you could see. There were some
queer things there that I don't remerhber much about, and
the only thing that I can tell for sure- is that the names
of the men who first.came into this country as much as a

hundred years before were scratched on the rock.

"I've never been to the cave of late years, though I've

been near it often enough. It was no great distance from
there that I got two deer once on a ledge on the front of

the mountain in a way that's not apt to be duplicated,

Trapped ia a Ledge,

"1 had been following the trail of four deer in the

snow one afternoon, and night overtook me before I

couId_ come up with them and get a shot. The next
morning I took the trail again. The deer were working
east toward the precipice over the State Road, and
presently they separated and two turned back. I kept
the trail of the two going east, for I judged one of them
to be a good big buck, though as a matter of fact I was
mistaken in this,

"The pair kept right on, further than I had any idea
they would go, and by and by they turned on to a kind
of shelf that swung around the northeast corner of the
mountain. Then I knew that I had them, for that shelf
ran along the side of the precipice a good 200 feet above
the bottom, and gradually petered out till it ended in

nothing.

"I was a little too sure, though, and I came near being
disappointed, for at one place water had trickled down
and frozen and made an ice hill with about the slant of
one of these flat roofs. I didn't want to be shot off into
kingdom come, but I wanted those deer, and finally I
compromised the matter by crawling along the upper
edge, holding on to some bushes that grew there.

"When I got near the end of the ledge I saw one of
the deer's heads pop up over a rise in front, but before I

could shoot it had ducked. The deer had run back on
the trail toward mc. which showed she knew she was in a
tight place. The next minute I saw both deer. They
were standing at the very end of the shelf where there
was hardly footing for a squirrel, and one deer was trying
to crowd by the other.

"I had my rifle ready for fear they would try to rush
past me on the ledge,^ and the minute I saw them I fired.

Both deer'went off into space, one of them dead and the
other hard hit with the ball, which had gone into its

shoulder.

"It took mc an hour to work around below the precipice
to where the deer lay on the rocks below. Their hides
weren't broken, but when I came to dress them there
wasn't a whole bone in their bodies, and a good part of
the meat was so bruised it wasn't fit to eat.

'A good many years ago some men who were hound-
ing jumped two deer on top of the mountain, and the
dogs and deer all went over the precipice and were killed.

The dogs were running by sight and had almost caught
up with the deer, when the edge suddenly opened up in
front and over they went in a bunch.

A Sore-Footed Deer,

"The deer hereabouts are wonderful climbers and can
go over places that a man" or dog couldn't attempt. I

was off one time on the snow with La Mountain, and
we followed a big doe over the top of Baldface down to

the head of the steepest slide on the whole front of the
mountain. The slide is smooth rock, nearly quarter of
a mile long, and it rounds over like the edge of a bowl,
growing worse every foot of the descent.

"Just as we got to the top of the slide La Mountain
said, 'There goes the deer.' I wheeled and saw her on
the jump, going straight out of sight. I let her have
one, but I think I overshot, as I most generally do. on
those down-hill quick chances.

"I was perfectly sure we'd find her dead at the foot
of the slide, for at the speed she started she would hit

the bottom like a cannon ball, and I was confident she'd

be in pretty much the shape of those other deer I was
telling you of. I was mistaken, though.
"We had to go around the best part of a mile to reach

the end of the slide, and when we got there our deer had
disappeared, carried off by her own legs, too.

"The slide above us was a good part ice, and I could no
more have gone up it, even in summer, than I could fly,

yet that deer had only missed her footing once, when
she was almost down, and she had gotten her feet right
off again, though she slipped and sprawled consider-
able doing it. We left the trail then and there and went
home. That deer certainly had earned her life, and besides
it was an almighty hard climb back again to the top of
the mountain where she'd gone.

Infrequent Bears,

"Bears somehow are not very common on this range,
I have never seen one alive in the woods, and I've seen
very few trails. I lost fifty sheep one year—all the in-

crease of my flock—^but I believe it was a two-footed thief
carried them off. Over on Arnold Hill, which is a good
deal more out of the woods than this, bears are thick, and
there and on Hale Hill the farmers are losing sheep all

the time on account of the bears, and Black Mountain,
just across the Clintonville Road, is a great place for
them. They have some reason for not hking Poke-o-
Moonshine, though what it is I can't say."

An Impractical Inventor.

McGuire relapsed into a reminiscent mood, and talked
of the country as it had been in the days of its pros-
perity.

_
Incidentally he discoursed on the impracticablness

of the inventor of the machine for cutting horseshoe nails

who had been a friend of his and not very distant neigh-
bor. "The man could invent machines all right, and yet
he wasn't practical enough to do what any snipe of a
nailer could do and run them. Two of the hands they
had running machines at Keeseville wanted to go off to

Rhode Island one time to get a better job, and he said
to let them go and he'd keep the machines in shape. Well,
sir, he didn't run them over two hours before they were
cutting the worst shaped nails you ever saw, and do
what he could he couldn't get them to working right, be-
cause he didn't know enough to keep his dies properly
sharpened. According to his theory they shouldn't have
needed attention, though any boss nailer knew it was
necessary. The man who told me about it was just a
common, uneducated nailer, but he must have had what
the man who had invented the machines didn't have, for
the company sent him over to Ireland to set up machines
and teach them how to use them, and he got four dollars
a day and found for the two years he was gone.

History of a Kaolin Find.

"This Dr. Pollard who found the kaolin on the west
line of my farm was something the same kind of a man.
He'd been to Californy and made a strike, and came back
here and began practicing medicine in Westport. They
were working a gold mine back on the mountain—^it
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hasn't been long since the tunnel they got tieir quartz

from filled in—and either their road had uncovered the

kaolin or else the coal burners had. Any way, Dr. Pol-

lard found it, and he was educated enough to know what
it was and all about it. . ,

"He came to father and asked him to buy the land west

'of his line, knowing that if he bought it himself he would
have to pay a fancy price, and father got it for him at the

value of the wood, and turned over the deed to him. Dr.
Pollard got a partner, and together they set to, work put-

ting up buildings for refining the kaolin.

"The first year their tanks wouldn't hold, and the thing

was a failure. The tanks had to be strong enough to

stland a pressure of 400 pounds to the square inch, and
they used just common lumber. The next year they

hired a better superintendent, and he said he would make
the tanks hold if the pressure was 400 tons to tiie square

inch. He got first growth Canada pine that cost him
with the high prices there were then just after the war
over $50 a thousand at the mine. It was spring, and the

roads were soft, and the teams he hired at $5 a day

couldn't haul much over half a thousand to a load. They
put in lo-inch round sills and then lo-inch cross sills, and

made the tanks narrower and longer than before and
braced them with good oak knees and cross braces, and
when they were done they were as good as could be—only

the Doctor had lost a year getting ready and his money
was coming harder than it had at first.

"They built bleaching shelves in buildings 16 feet,across,

a good deal like pantry shefves with a space down the

middle to wheel a wheelbarrow. First the decomposed
feldspar was washed in their puddlers, something the way
they used to wash gold, the Doctor said, and after the

quartz sand had "been gotten rid of it was dried and

shoveled out on the shelves 4 inches thick or so and left

there till it was ready for market.
"After a while they sent off a lot, and word came that

it was first-class quality, and you can bet the Doctor was
pleased. But he had made another of his mistakes, for

when he was ready to go ahead and get some return for

all the money he'd spent, summer had come on, and the

brook was so low that he couldn't get enough water to

keep the mill going. If he'd built a little lower down
he'd have had plenty of water, but he' was so full of the

finer points—figuring how porcelain was made and all

that—that he overlooked the other matter that a practical

man would have thought of first of all.

"The partner that was with him got discouraged, and

one day while Dr. Pollard was away the buildings took

fire and burned down. I am not saying that they were

set on fire, but the insurance companies threatened the

man with suits, and very little money was ever collected

from them.
"When Dr. Pollard got back he hunted for the man

to kill him, but the fellow got away. Old Sherman, down
at Port Henry, that had shaved some of the Doctor's

notes, took the mine, and that was the end of it, as far

as any development went. I was up there the other day

to get some samples for a man who wants to use the

kaolin for filling printing paper, and the side of the moun-

tain has been slipping down till it has covered all the

part they had stripped. The paper makers may give this

country a new lease of life. They want kaolin, and they

say too they want peat for making paper, and there is

p'enly of both in Essex county."

Making the Home.

Jo McGuire's farm is interesting as exhibiting the extent

to which a particularly unfavorable wilderness may be

subjugated by two generations of resolute pioneers. Mc-

Guire's father was the first permanent settler at this place.

He found a cold upland valley with an eastern exposure

at an elevation where killing frosts might be expected in

the height of summer. Only the brook bottom was fit

for cultivation, and elsewhere were perpendicular ledges

or broken slide rock that will remain the same inhos-

pitable waste at the Judgment Day—a delight to berry

pickers and hunters, but th& despair of the agriculturist's

heart.

The two AIcGuires, father and son, cleared and burned

the tillable land and sowed oats and herds' grass and

planted potatoes among the stumps, and by and by the

stumps rotted and mouldered away and the mounds that

marked the graves of forest trees were dragged and cross

dragged and smoothed over, and fine level meadows with

a tough sward of exotic grasses were created.

For pasture, the cattle were turned into the woods and

let browse on the leaves and shoots.

Then came improved roads, over which the provident

builders would let no heavy loads be drawn on wheels to

rut the surface, but waited for the winter snow to do their

heavy teaming, enlarged barns and outbuildings, and built

a new clapboarded house in place of the original log struc-

ture. The flocks and herds had increased along with those

improvements to pay the interest on the investment of

brawn and labor, and so the home was wrested from

the rocks and the wilderness made to blossom and become
productive. J. B. Burnham.

Qtfail on Toast*

When the Western packer who wanted to enter the

Four Himdred offered Ward McAllister $1,000 to teach

him the society way of eating quail on toast, he did not

know the chances were dollars to doughnuts that the

meat he was to experiment on was Wisconsin pigeon,

instead ot Nebraska quail. That the shipment of these

"quail" is an industry peculiar to Watertown of alj Wis-
consin towns would be a surprise to even most Mil-

waukeeans, .who, as a rule, are unaware that about 30,000

pigeons are kept in cotes in that city to breed and sell

to game dealers.

As a matter of fact, Watertown's "quail" industry is

one which would astonish the average Wisconsin person
by its magnitude. Thousands of birds are killed there

and shipped to Chicago and the East annually, but in

Milwaukee, only a few miles away, there is almost no
market for the birds. This is probably because the game
laws in this State forbid the sale or killing of the real

bird, so any placing of the substitute delicac}'' on a menu
card Avould bring the game wardens around in cove3's.-

The occasional pigeon pie, however, may be a W^ater-

town exportation.—Milwaukee Sentinel.

Some Boyhood Memories*

Vni.-The Hollow Tfee.

Sweet iiiemory, wafted by thy gentle gale,

Oft up the stream of Time I turn my sail.

To view the fairy haunts of long lost hour.s,

.Blest with far greener shades, far fresher iiajKers.

One of the most pleasing pictures hanging on tny

memory's walls is that of a great tree standing on the

bank of Huron River in Ohio.
This tree was a .sycamore of enormous girth, and hol-

low. Leaning at an angle of about 45 degrees, its great
arms nearly spanned the stream, which at this point was
sonte fifteen yards in width. The hollow tree, as it was
called, was a fit trysting place for a crowd of some half-

dozen boys, ranging in age from eight to ten, for its roots

were washed by the waters of a broad, deep pool, from
which were taken many a dace and chub and shiner—fish

as dear to our little hearts as the larger ones that filled our
strings in after years. One day one of the boys, by a

stroke of good luck, caught a fine rock bass, and he was
at once voted the leader of the crowd and the boss
fisherman. But he couldn't keep the pace, and never
duplicated the catch. No expensive outfit was ours. A
pole cut in the woods, a line having more or less knots in

it, a cork bobber, two or three hooks and a box of worms
and we were prepared to crowd more enjoyment into an
hour than comes to our middle age in a week.
Two of the crowd, on .their solemn promise to keep

quiet, were one day allowed to accompany their paters on

KAn Outing in Acadia.—IV*
BY EDVVAR& U. SAMUELS.

{Continuedfrom page 265.)

For four days T divided my time pretty equally between
fly-fishing at the mouths of the small streams which
emptied into the river and in collecting specimens of

insects, small mammals, fishes, etc. I made no long ex-

cursioits, however, which necessitated my being from the

house at night, for I expected to be joined by my friend

Doctor —
,

who, in consequence of having some
critical cases on his hand, was unable to leave the city

at the time I did, but who promised to meet me as soon as

he possibly could.

It is no wonder, therefore, that I looked impatiently
for his arrival every evening when the stage passed
throttgh the settlement and that I was more than pleased

when it at length stopped in front of the house and he
alighted. The Doctor and I have been close friends for

many years ; our tastes are entirely congenial and both
of us are enthusiasts in the use of the rod and gun.
Every season has found us together on a Canadian salmon
stream or in the forests of the North in pursuit of the

moose and other large game, or upon the shores and
marshes of the sea coast, where the bay birds and water
fowl are wont to congregate. Comrades we are, and
many have been "the hair-breadth 'scapes and moving

'haw, bkown ! HAW, beauty!"

a trip to the river to sec how grown up men caught the

big fish. .And tliey cattght them,- too—a big basket full.

.\mong the catch was an ornery looking thing, but whether
fish, animal or reptile we knew not. It had a long tail, a

leg at eacli corner of its body and a very open counte-

nance. We boys took turns in carrying the critter home,
and before the next night had gathered in pins enough
from the boys of the town who came to see the curiosity

to nearly answer the problem of what becomes of the

pins.

The hollow tree was the rendezvous of the crowd for

several sunmiers, and no trip was made to the woods
without making the tree a call. Its massive bole was
carved with the names of the boys, traced in rough bttt

legible characters, and the year when we took possession

of the property.

Ah, those happy, care-free days, never more to come
again.

That was forty years ago. The forest with its odors
sweet—far sweeter than was ever distilled by man—the

woodland path, the hollow tree, are long since gone, the

pool is filled up and naught remains of the seemingly far

off time but a memory, and the music of the rippling

waters of old Huron, singing a requiem for four of the

crowd who have crossed over the river to rest in the shade

of the old hollow tree. Fall Leaf.
' NORWALK, Ohio.

The champion pike fisherman (Mr. A. Jardine), who
has been lecturing at Leeds, related the following, says

the Fishing Gazette: "Francis Francis was fishing on
Loch Tay, and the Duke of Breadalbane was having a

dinner party, for which he was anxious to place a fresh-

run salmon on the table. His fisherman had been unable
to catch one, but Francis had been more successful, and
hearing how matters were he sent his fish to- the Duke,
with his compliments. An Irish priest was present at

the dinner, and improvised the following grace:
" 'God bless Loch' Tay,
Which I've heard say
The region of romance is,

God bless the Duke of Breadalba"ne,

And God bless Francis Francis.

And bless his rod, his reel, his line.

Also his phantom spinner,

And bless this fish

Who left his "Tay"
To come up to our. dinner.'

"

accidents by flood and field" we have shared in our various
outings.

Our intimacy has not, however, been restricted to these
periods of recreation, for we are neighbors in the saiue
city, and we have generally found opportunities for pass-
ing two or three evenings together every week, and as
often as we cotild manage to drop our work for a day or
two we have taken short runs into the country, some-
times in pursuit of game or fish, but as often in the study
of natttral history.

The Doctor stands high in his profession, his skill as
a surgeon, anatomist and microscopist having earned
for him a wide reputation; in addition to these attain-
ments he is a scientist of no mean repute, his studies in all

branches of zoology having been varied and extensive.
He is always an interesting arid instructive conversation-
alist, and I have never yet passed an hour with him in

which I did not learn something new and A^aluable con-
cerning_ the great phenomena in which we both feel an
engrossing interest.

Of course the welcome I gave him as he. came to the
house was a hearty one, and the Murrays were not a whit
behind me in the cordiality of their greetings. -

While he was at supper I entertained him with an
account of what I had done, and what the prospects were
for sport, and the evening was passed in the cozy sitting

room in reading the magazines and late newspapers which
he had brought with him from the city. We sought our
beds at an early hour, however, for the rough ride the
Doctor had taken and my day's long tramp had tired us
both pretty effectually.

"I propose that we give tlje trout a rest for a day or
two," said I to John, when he made his appearance on
the following morning. "There ought to be a few wood-
cock within reach, judging by some of the coverts we
passed yesterday."

"Yes," was the reply; "there's good woodcock cover
within a rnile of the hou.se, and we can, it's likely,, find
some partridges, too."

"It's a pity we hav'n't a good dog," I remarked, as I
took my gun from its case and adjusted its parts for use.

"Yes," added the Doctor, following my example; "one
of my greatest pleasures in shooting is found in the in-
telligent work of a ^vell-trained setter or pointer."

"I can't get a setter or pointer for ye," answered the
guide, "but our old brown water spaniel Dash is not a
bad bird dog. He will_ not point the game, it is true, but
he knows how to find it, and we can tell by his bark and
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actions when game is near; lie's a grand retriever, also,

and I've no doubt he will give a good account of himself

if we take him along."
"Good," I replied, "We'll take him along, and be glad

10 have his company; but how shall we arrange for lunch?

VVe may be out all day."

'.'If you would like to have me bring your lunch to the

ialis at noon," said Phoebe, who had been watching our

preparations for the day's hunt, "I shall be glad to. One
of our neighbors, Miss Freeman, has invited me to accom-

pany her to the old clearing down there to pick black-

berries for preserving
;
they are very abundant there, and

we propose to spend the entire day in the work. We can

carry lunch for all, join you at noon and we can take the

rneal together."

"That will be jolly, indeed!" I exclaimed. "We shall

ctiftainly expect you.

'

"Yes." added the guide; "we can work through the

cover all along down the river to the falls, and that

will use up the whole forenoon; we'll reach the pine

grove below the upper falls by noon without any doubt."

''I see that Uncle Bob is starting in on his fall plow-
ing." said the guide, point'ng to a man who was busily

engaged, with the aid of a pair of oxen, in turning over

the green sward in an adjoining field. "We might cut

across to where he is at work and ask him if he has -seen

any woodcock lately; he owns a piece of swamp back of

yonder hill that has always been a famous place for 'em,"

"Ail r ght," replied the Doctor; "it is nothing more
than courtesy to ask his consent to shoot in his coverts;

we win interview him."
We soon traversed the distance between the meadow

and the farmer, and pausing beside him we watched his

operations. The plowman stopped his team at the end of

the furrow, and wdpmg his head with a huge bandanna
handkerch'ef. he greeted us with a "Good mornin'. gentle-

men : good mornin', John. I heered ye've had great luck

among the trout lately. Tm glad on't. Yes; glad on't.

I wi^h more of your American sportsmen would come
among us; as the preacher says, 'We need ye every hour.'

"

"I see you believe in fall plowing." said I, after the

introductions had been made.
"Yes," replied the farmer; "the.se cold, clay lands need

a winter's opening with the frost to ripen 'em up, and
even at the best they're poor crop bearers. I find that

medder muck is no good on 'em, and barn manure, even,

isn't much better. The land's too poor, but what's the

odds?—even if we had big crops there's no market for

'em. We're too far inland, and so we keep on farming in

about the same way the darky took a contract to do a

certain piece of work."
"How was that?" asked the Doctor, becoming interested

in the old man.
"Didn't ye ever hear about it? Lord! I thought every

one had heered the story, Y'e see. the darky took a con-

tract to build a piece of wall for fifty dollars. He didn't

figger clost enough, and whgn they came to settle up he
discovered that he had to pay out for help and haulin'

stone and sich, fifty-seven dollars. Some one joked him
about it afterward, when he grinned and said, 'Yes, sah,

there wan't much money in it, suah, but by golly 'twas

wuff something to boss de job.' That's about all the satis-

faction we're gittin' nowadays in farmin'."

"Ha, ha! Uncle Bob," exclaimed the guide "You're

always irrepressible
!"

"I'm what?" said the other. "Who says I'm irrespon-

sible?" - '

"You're all right," replied John. "Have you seen any

.

woodcock lately?"

"Woodcock? Yes; I started up three or four last night

when I wa-s driving my cows up from pasture; they were
down near the brook crossing in the swamp. But I don't

b'lieve you'll git a chance at 'em, fpr they fly up mighty
lively. You can't see 'em on the ground, for they're just

the color of the dead leaves."

"These gentlemen don't want to s6e them on the

ground ;
they shoot their birds on the wing," said John.

"Oh 1" exclaimed the farmer, glancing at us with a

somewhat skeptical expression on his face; "they're all

right, then. I've seen pa'tridges shot on the wing, but it

takes a good hunter to do it. I say. squire," he added,

addressing the Doctor, "that's a mighty nice lookin' gun
you've got there; two-barrelled, I see. and a breech-

loader. I reckon that gun must 'a' cost a lot er money."
"Yes," answered the Doctor ; "I paid fwo hundred and

fifty dollars for it; but that was a number of years ago.

The same kind of gim can now be bought at a much
less price."

"Whew 1" whistled Uncle Bob ; "two hundred and fifty

dollars! Why, by gum! that's twicet what my steers afc

worth,"
"We came to ask you if you have any objections to our

hunting for woodcock in your swamp," said the Doctor.

"Of "course not; shoot all ye can. and welcome, only

take care and not hit any of my cows. Two hundred and

fifty dollars for a gun! That gits me! Shoot all the

birds ye can and welcome. Haw, Brown! Haw, Beauty!"

he shouted to his oxen, and flourishing his whip, added,

"Git up there, ye lazy critter's," and then to the Doctor

and me, "Git all the birds ye can, but don't hit the cows,"

and the plow again began its slow course through the

sward.
"Ha. ha !" laughed the Doctor, as we climbed the h'll

and descended to the swamp on the other side "the old

man is quite a character; a rough diamond, but inter-

esting."

"Yes; old Uncle Bob is quite interesting in many
ways," said the guide. "He is a hard worker, and his

farin is not very profitable, but he keeps right along the

same old steady jog year in and year out, and will to the

end of the chapter."

It is not my intention to follow in detail the sport we
obtained during the forenoon's tramp through the coverts

in pursuit of the long-billed beauties; suffice it to ^ay

we bagged^three more.

"I enjoy woodcock shooting very mvch'' remarked the

Doctor as he smoothed the plumage of his last bird ; "to

my m'nd there is no bird in .America mil '

.
'

^

rate, the ruffed grouse, that can compare with a flight

woodcock, and on the table he is incomparable. But,

John," he exclaimed, as he consulted his watch, "it is

almost noon, and we promised to be at the falls at 12

o'clock. Are we far from them?"

"No," replied the guide; "listen a moment and you
will hear their roar." As he spoke the murmur of falling

water was heard apparently at no great distance. "We
have been steadily working along toward them for the

la=t hour. I did not forget your promise to Miss Freeman
and Phcebe."

"Well, we will go there withotit delay. W^e have had a

good forenoon's sport, and I confess I long for a little

luncheon."
Our steps were now hastened in the direction of the

falls, and it was not long before the sheet of brown and
white foam.ng water was visible. As we clambered down
the ledge that flanked the falls and entered the large
clearing which lay between them and the grove of great
pines and spruces that Phcebe had mentioned, we beheld
the two girls running toward us hatless and with di-

sheveled hair, screaming and gesticulating, apparently in

great terror.

"Oh. John!" ejaculated Miss Freeman, a slightly built

blonde of apparently sixteen or seventeen years of age,

"we've had an awful fright. There's an animal down in

the grove like an enormous great cat. Oh, he has such
savage great green and yellow eyes and long pointed
ears, and he is eating another animal, and I gave such a

scream when I saw him ! I got within six feet of him
before I saw him, and when he jumped up I thought I

should faint, I was so frightened. Ha, ha! Isn't it too
funny ?"

At this point the frightened girl began to grow hyster-
ical, and it was several jninutes before we could reas.sure

her.

"Have no fear, young ladies," said the Doctor, "we
are \vith 5^ou and the animal cannot touch you. I have no
doubt it ran away from you as rapidly as you fled from it."

"Did you see it. Phcebe?" asked the guide.
"Yes; I got just a glimpse of it. Edna was ahead of

me, and she almost stumbled over it before she saw it.

It was a large lucivee (Loicpcevier)
."

"Yes ; I thought so. It was a Canada! lynx," he added,
turning to the Doctor and me.

"Well, we'll put your dog on his trail," said the Doctor,
substituting for the cartridges in his gun two loaded with
buckshot. "We cannot have bobcats frightening young
ladies in this manner. Come on !" he exclaimed, hurry-
ing toward the grove ; "the lynx will be cmt of our reach
if we delay."

Following the Doctor, we hastened to the pine grove.
At the spot where the girls had discovered the lynx we
found the remains of a porcupine that the animal had
killed and eaten.

"Ha, -ha! Poor old quill pig!" exclaimed the Doctor.
"Your race is run ! Now, John, let us see if your dog
can find large game."
The guide motioned to Dash and pointed to the spot

where the porcupine lay. The dog began to scent over the

ground around the spot, and in a moment he gave a growl,
his hair stood erect on his back and he darted away with

' his nose down, evidently in pursuit of the marauder, and
uttering at the same time fierce barks, quite different from
those he had emitted when in search of birds. Fainter

and fainter grew the sounds as he followed the track

further away; theii for a few moments they ceased, and
then they were renewed, but in a different key.

"Treed at last," ejaculated the guide. "We'll get that

lynx without a doubt, and its skin will make a handsome
rug for him who shoots it."

"Well, we had better attend to the beast without delay,"

said the Doctor, moving rapidly in the direction from
which the sounds came, "or your spaniel may meet with
reverses."

"I'm not alarmed on his account," replied John; "he
can take care of himself."

"Don't hurry so, please," exclaimed Edna ; "I can't keep
up with you."
"Hadn't you better wait here until we return?" asked

the Doctor.
"Not for worlds," she replied. "One experience with

a lynx is enough for to-day."

And so scrambling over rocks and windfalls and among
the underbriish, we followed the Doctor and joined him
just as he was about to aim at something high up in a

towering old spruce, at the foot of which Dash was bark-

ing with the greatest vigor.

"I can see hiiu !" exclaimed Phoebe, pointing to an ani-

mal that was perched on a high fork of the tree. "And
see those ej'es; they are as big as saucers!"

"The heavy report of the gun at that moment broke the

stillness of the forest and echoed back and forth until its

reverberations were lost in the distance. The lynx for an

instant seemed paralyzed, then throwing out its huge
forepaws it clung to the bough and endeavored to hold

it'^elf in position. The gun again was discharged, when
the animal loosened its hold, and crashing through the

dry limbs of the tree fell to the ground, where, after a

few struggles, which Dash watched with the keenest in-

terest, it stretched itself out dead.

"Upon my word," said the Doctor, "I do not wonder
much at your being frightened; it's the largest Canada
lynx I ever saw."

"Yes," added the guide; "he's an exceptionally big

brute. I don't see how it happens he was here, though;

probably not in ten years has there been any out here so

near the settlement. Well. Doctor," he added, lifting the

animal by its hind legs and throwing it over his shoulder,

"as T told you before, his skin will make a handsome
rug for you,"

.
' » •

"Now that we have disposed of the wildcat, said the

Doctor. "I think it would be a good plan to partake of

our lunch—that is, if we can find it."

"Oh! yes," replied Phcebe; "I know just where I

dropped it when Miss Freeman gave her first scream."

"In that ca^e." said he, "we will return to the spot and

recover it, and then find a comfortable place in the grove

and have our mpal."

The lunch basket was soon found and a delightful spot

was chosen for a re=t-ng place, vi^here the ground was
covered with long, soft moss and pine needles. The Ijmx

was laid upon the ground near by. and close to it the

dog reclined, evidently determined that it should not

again escape.

"Really, this is not half bad." said the Doctor, as he

took a recumbent position against the gnarled and lichen-

covered trunk of a tree. "Mrs. Murray has given us a

capital lunch," he added, as the viands were spread out
on a couple of_ large napkins, "and we have had exercise
and excitement enough to make it thoroughly acceptable."^

"Yes, Doctor," said Edna, "but if you had not arrived
just as you did perhaps the lynx would have made a lunch
off Phoebe or me."

''Not a bit of it," he replied, helping himself to a sand-
wich; "the animal was, no doubt, as frightened as you
were."
The lynx that was stretched out on the moss beside

us was a remarkably fine specimen of the Canada lynx
(L. canadensis) , and was much larger than the ordinary
bay lynx or bobcat (L, rufus) that is so often killed in

Maine and some of the other New England States.

The Canada lynx is pretty generally distributed through-
out northern New England and Canada, and it is very
destructive to game birds and animals. It prefers the
solitude of the wilderness, and, unlike the bay Ijmx, sel-

dom robs the farmer of his poultry, although occasionally

the loss of a sheep or lamb is charged to his account. It is

very powerful and active, making when pursued prodi-
gious leaps, but generally if hard pressed it takes to a
tree. It captures its prey by stealing on it until it is

quite near, and then with a leap strikes it down. Its

principal food is the Northern hare, but it will kill and
eat almost any animal it can conquer. It often captures
the fawns of the common deer by dropping on them from a

tree that overhangs their path—in fact the mother deer
sometimes falls a victim to its rapacity, she being un-
able to shake off^ the relentless assailant. .

Young moose are also captured in the same manner, but
the cow moose is a hard fighter in defense of her young,
and usually beats oft' the marauder. The porcupine also

often falls a victim to the rapacious beast, and the facility

with which the quill-covered rodent is flayed is wonderful.

I have often found^the skin of one of these unfortunates
that had been taken fron its body by a lynx, and a more
perfect piece of work tJuld not be done by the sharp
knife of a trapper.

"What do you suppose the porcupine was created for.

Doctor?" asked Phcebe, who was busily engaged in pluck-
ing some of the longest quills or spines from the skin that

lay before us. "We are told that every created thing has
its mission, but I cannot see what this animal was sent

here to accomplish."
"It is not very apparent, I admit," he replied, "but no

dotibt it has its place in .the great economy of nature for

some wise purpose ; possibly it was designed as one of the

food animals for the carnivora, its meager intelligence and
peculiar habits rendering it an easy prey for the ma-
rauders."
The Canadian porcupine is almost exclusively an in-

habitant of trees, being very rarely seen on the ground,
and when it is found there it seems 'to be entirely out of

its element, for it moves so slowly that it appears to

almost lack the power of locomotion. It is chiefly diurnal

in its habits, although it moves about sometimes in the

night, particidarly in the mating season, at which period
its dismal shrieks and quavering cries are often heard in

the Northern forests. On many occasions the writer has
when tenting in the wilderness been awakened at night

by the wailing love notes of the "fretful porcupine." and
the serenades have been so persistent sometimes that a

resumption of sleep has been impossible.

Its food consists of the bark, buds and smaller twigs and
branches of trees, the hemlock, spruce, basswood and
elm constituting its favorite diet. For an animal of its

size, it is a gross feeder, the trees it attacks often being
killed by being denuded of their bark.

The quills of the Canadian porcupine are but slightly

attached at their roots; they are sharp pointed and readily

enter the flesh of an enemy, in which they remain, for

they readily become detached from the porcupine's skin.

"They are very finely barbed, and having entered living

flesh every movement of the muscles of the victim causes

them to penetrate deeper. So sl5w is the porcupine in its

movements that it seems to regard all attempts at flight as

useless, and when pursued it curls itself up on the

ground, drawing its head and feet under its body and
presenting to its assailant a mass of sharp and dangerous
spines. If an opportunity oft'ers, it strikes severe blows

with its tail, which is armed with the strongest quills, and
is, in fact, the animal's chief weapon. A well-placed blow
from the tail fills its opponent with the sharp-barbed

spines, and these have been known to cause death in ani-

mals that have molested them.
"See, Doctor," exclaimed Phoebe, in a low voice, point-

ing to a large heron that was standing on -the shore of

the river a few rods from where we were sitting, "there is

a newcomer; he has not seen us yet. What a beauty

he is!"

"Yes," replied the Doctor: "it is the great blue heron;

if we keep quiet he will not discover us, and we can watch
him feeding."

Not a word was spoken nor a motion made that would
attract the attention of the bird, and we were thus en-

abled to watch his movements, which we did with the

keenest interest.

It was a large adult bird in perfect plumage, its long

crest of delicate, tapering feathers showing plainly as it

raised or depressed it in rnoving about. Out into the

shallow water it waded, and for a fe^v moments it stood

as motionless as a statue, then with a dart as quick as a

flash its long, sharp bill w^as thrust into the water, and a

small fish was seized and quickly swallowed. The bird

again became motionless, and in a few moments another

fish was captured and eaten.

"Shoot him!" whispered John. "He'll depopulate the

river."

"No, no; don't kill the handsome creature," said Phosbe;

"he is entitled to a dinner, surely."

"No; I'll not shoot hira," replied the Doctor"' in a low

tone. "He has a perfect right here, given him by the

Creator, and the few fish he eats are as nothing compared
with those that the minks and fisher. cats and otters and

sheldrakes destroy."

"He's off!" exclaimed Phoebe, as the bird opened his

wide wings and flew away. "His keen eyes must have dis-

covered us."

"Yes," said the Doctor; "his senses are very acute.

This is the largest of our herons, and in my opinion the

handsomest."
"An interesting fact in relation to this heron has been
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recorded," lie continued. "According to several ob-
servers it has been established that it has been the agent
by which various aquatic plants have been diffused in

waters that did not before contain them."
"But. Doctor," I exclaimed, "the heron does not eat

plants; its diet is restricted to fish, frogs ahd other living
things."

"Yes, I know." was the reply; "but it was through
eating the fishes that the work was done. Audubon, the
naturalist, states that he found the seeds of the great
Southern water lily in a heron's stomach, and we know
that seeds retain their powers of germination even after
they have been ejected from birds that swallowed them."
Darwin in commenting on this fact says that fresh-

water fish eat some kind of seeds; eveji small fish swal-
low seeds of moderate .size, as of the yellow water lily,

etc. Herons eat these fish and must often have flown
with their stomachs thus well stocked to di.stant ponds,
where they rejected the seeds in pellets in a fit state for
germination. Darwin enlarges on this topic in a very
interesting manner. He believes that herons and other
wading birds distribute the seeds of aquatic plants by
carrying the mud which sometimes adheres to their feet
from places where they have been feeding. He proved
that the sediment in ponds was charged with seeds by
taking three tablespoonfuls of mud from three different
points, beneath water, on the edge of a little pond; this
mud he kept covered up in his study for six months,
pulling up and counting each plant as it grew ; the plants
were of many kinds, and were altogether 537 in nutnber

—

an astonishing degree of fecundity in such^a small amount
of soil.

"I must confess, Doctor," said I, "that I never thought

"Yes," answered the Doctor; "although there are many
oaks and beeches here, the partridges, or more properly
speaking, the ruffed grouse, seem to prefer such a growth
as you name. A little later, when the mast is on the
ground, they will find their way here, for they are fond
of it. and I have shot birds with their crops so distended
with acorns that it almost seemed as if they would
burst."

At this moment the dog uttered a series of quick, eager
barks, which were instantly followed by the thundering
whirr of a number of grouse which flushed from a neigh-
boring thicket and sped away. The gun was at the
Doctor's shoulder in an instant, but the birds gave him no
opportunity for a shot.

•'That's bad," he exclaimed; "they flushed very wild."
"Yes," replied the guide; "uncommonly so for the sea-

son of the year; probably the lynx has been making a
raid on them, or perhaps a fox has captured one."

'Tossiblj'," was the response. "We will find more, no
doubt. It's capital cover and if we move more cautiously
we'll get a shot or two, I'm sure."
John whistled to the dog and signaled him to keep

closer to us in his ranging, which command the spanieL
obeyed, and we moved among the birches silently and on
the qui vive for a flushing bird.

In a few minutes the dog gave a low, querulous whim-
per, which was followed by his short, nervous bark, and a
number of grouse sprang into the air before us.
Both barrels of the gun were discharged in an instant,

and two of the birds dropped to the ground.
"Good!" exclaimed the guide. "Two of them are

stopped in their flight, sure. Seek them. Dash," he con-
tinued. "Find dead bird,"

"brown and white foaming water."

of such a thing as the spreading of plant life in such a

manner. I can see now that various aquatic plants can
thus be carried into waters that did not contain them
before, and very likely minute animals are scattered in

the same way."
"There is no doubt of it," was the reply, "and there is

no question that seeds are also transported in earth ad-
hering to the feet of land birds. Darwin also establishes

this fact. In one instance he removed sixty-one grains
of dry earth from the foot of a partridge, and from an-
other twentj^-two grains. In another example the leg of

a woodcock was sent to him with a little cake of dry
earth attached to the shank, weighing only nine grains,

and this contained a seed of the toad rush, which germi-
nated and flowered, The leg of a partridge was sent to

him with a ball of hard earth adhering to it. The earth
had been kept for three years, but when broken, watered
and placed under a bell glass, no less than eighty-two
plants sprang from it; these consisted of twelve mono-
cotyledons or such plants as common grasses and the
oat, and of seventy dicotyledons of at least three distinct

species."

"It is perfectly wonderful, Doctor," said Phoebe, "but
what patience it must have taken to find out all this."

"Yes," he replied; "patience is certainly requisite in

scientific investigation, and also the most scrupulous at-

tention must be given to even the most minute details.

But we must now resume our hunt for birds. Shall you
remain here?" he asked, addressing the young ladies.

"If so, we will come here for you in three or four hours
and we'll return home together."

"Yes," replied Edna; "if there are no more lynxes to

trouble us."

"No ; I'll guarantee that," said John. "You'll be un-
ni.ole.sted by anything larger than a mosquito."
"Then we'll continue our blackberry picking," said

Phoebe, "and wait for 5'ou here."

"All right, then," I responded ; "we'll return by 4 o'clock

for vou, and in the meantime we'll leave the lynx where it

lies."

Dash uttered a joyous bark as we moved across the
clearing and thence into the hardwood growth beyond, and
he resumed his hunt with renewed energy. As we had
done in the forenoon, we walked through the covert in

Indian file, the Doctor taking the lead until a bird should
fall to his gun.

"There's a tract of young birches on a hillside iie;iT

here in which we ought to find some partridges." said

John, as we passed through the larger hardwood forest.

"At this season the birds keep in less open cover than
this." • .

The dog sprang into the thicket and in a few moments
returned with a large grouse in his mouth, which he
dropped at the feet of the sportsman.
"Seek again, good dog," said John, pointing in the

direction in which the other bird had fallen. "Find dead."
The retriever again rushed into the thicket, b.ut instead of

returning with a bird as he had done before, he began
circling around, uttering at the same time a peculiar

whimper, as if lie were at fault.

"I think the other bird is only wing-tipped," said the

Doctor, "and nO' doubt it is running away. Dash will

probably be on its track very soon."
The Doctor was right in his conjecture, for the bird,

which was uninjured except on one of its wings, and like

all its tribe, was a rapid runner, gave the spaniel a long
chase 'oefore it was overtaken.
"He's found it!" at length exclaimed the guide, as the

dog uttered a joyful bark, which was followed by a loud
fluttering of the grouse's wings as the spaniel captured it.

"Good dog; bring it here," he shouted. The spaniel for a

moment or two was unable to conquer the struggling bird,

but at length he appeared, bringing the grouse, which was
still endeavoring to escape.

"Your spaniel is, I repeat, one of the best retrievers I

ever saw," said the Doctor, taking the bird and putting an
end to its struggles. "A wounded grouse is not always
captured; many a bird, have I lost, even with a good dog
to assist me."
Our tramp was again resumed, I leading the way, but

although we hitnted the covert thoroughly for over an
hour, a single bird only fell to mj'' gun.

"Well," exclaimed the Doctor, "we have evidently lost

the grouse. It is possible there were but the two broods
here. I think we had better try elsewhere."

"All right," answered the guide. "There's another tract

of young growth about a half-mile from here that ought
to contain one or tw^o coveys."

"We'll give it a thorough searching, at all events," said
the Doctor, "and when we have done so it will be time to

return to the young ladies ; but there goes an enemy," he
exclaimed, and as he spoke he took a quick aim at a

large brown bird that sprang out of a tall spruce near by
and flew away. The discharge of the gun was follow-ed

by the fall of the bird, which, when it was found, proved
to be a large specimen of the great horned owl. "I always
shoot one of those fllows," added the Doctor, "when I

have an opportunity, for "they destroy game birds almost
without number."
"Yes ; and rabbits, too,", said John. "I have on many

occasions foimd the spot where an unfortunate bunny
had fallen a victim to one of these marauders."

Whether or not the Doctor did right in killing the owl
there is no doubt that he was correct in his statement that
the species is very destructive to game birds.. The great
horned owl is one of the largest of American birds of
prey, and is widely distributed throughout North Amer
ica. It is most common in stretches of large forest, and
in some localities is rather abundant, so much so that I

have heard several of them at the same time making night
hideous with their discordant, mournful cries of "Waugh,
hoo, hoo, hoo," or as the Western traveler understood
it, "Who cooks for you?"
The flight of this owl is rapid, noiseless and vigorous;

he passes through the mazes of the forest with great
dexterity and ease, and, when flying above the trees, fre-
quently soars in the maner of the hawks. He is often
very destructive to the domestic poultry of outlying
farms, pouncing on fowls that are roosting on trees in the
night, and bearing them off in his powerful grasp. He is

very destructive to game, rabbits, grouse an^ other birds
falling victims to his rapacity. '

When a flock of crows discover the presence of one of
these owls, they immediately collect from all quarters and
attack liim on every side, uttering their harsh, "dis-

cordant cries ; the owl is kept dancing and dodging on the
limb, his_ perch, in a ludicrous maimer; if he takes to
flight he is pursued by his enemies, and is soon forced to
alight again.

The writer has had several .specimens of the great
horned owl in captivity, and found them rather interesting
pets

;
they fed on raw meat or fish when thrown into their

cage. They seem to be able to see very well by daylight,
for if a living animal- is introduced into their cage they
instantly seize it.

"There is one animal'that this species of owl kills which
destroys as much game as any other marauder that prowls
the woods," said the Doctor. "I have shot a number of
these birds whose plumage was strongly scented with the
unmistakable oder of the skunk."
"The skunk !" exclaimed John. "I should hardly think

an owl could master it."

"Oh, yes, indeed," was the reply. "The sharp talons,
over an inch in length, are thrust into the animal's body
with fatal effect. The skunk, like the owl, is nocturaal
in its habits, and as it moves leisurely and noisily about
with no apparent attempt at concealment, it quickly at-
tracts the attention of one of these birds if it is near, and
falls a victim to its rapacity."

"Yes," said I, following the Doctor and John as they
turned into the thicker growth again; "I dislike a skunk
beyond all expression, and never spare one if I meet it."
"The skunk destroj^s a great many noxious insects," said

John, forcing his way through a thicket of alders.
"Yes; no doubt," was the reply; "but not enough to

begin to offset the injury it does by killing hundreds of
birds in a season."
The opinion that the Doctor expressed is undoubtedly

shared by many good observers, and the animal's thor-
oughly wicked character and peculiar weapon of defense
have caused it to be universally detested, its destruction
being generally regarded as an act meriting the highest
approbation. Its only recommendation is that it destroys
quantities of insects, both in the larvae and perfect stages.
Its habits are almost entirely nocturnal, although it is

often seen in the day time, especially in spring. Unless one
Ks provided with a gun, it is always best to give it -a wide
Ijertli, an encounter in any other case resulting in a total
and inglorious defeat. On one's coming suddenly on it, it

immediately faces the intruder with its tail erect or lying
along the back, its little black eyes sparkling maliciously.
Woe to the comer unless he stands perfctly still until the
animal walks leisurely away, the least movement being
surely followed by an ejection, often in one's face and
eyes—its aim being very accurate—of a liquid with a
most intensely and disgustingly nauseating odor, which, if

it reaches the eye, produces an inflammation and partial
bliiidness, and causes the skin to becbme inflamed and
vesiculated. The glands in which this liquid is secreted
are situated near the base of the tail

;
they are very muscu-

lar, being capable, by contraction, of throwing the liquid
twelve or fourteen feet. This liquid is of a yellowish
color, is very acrid and at night is said to be luminous.
The skunk when ejecting it lays its tail flat on its back,
throwing little jets of a few drops at a time with great
precision.

In addition to its destro3dng great numbers of game and
other birds, the skunk is^a great nuisance to the farmer,
often doing considerable 'damage in the poultry yard. In
seizing its prey it throw^s itself over and around it like the
weasels, usually biting it at the nape of the neck, or
through the skull into the brain. In a lot of eleven fowls
that were examined by the writer, which were killed by a
skunk in one night, none were found to have been bitten
anywhere except on the head ; in some cases the head was
eaten off entirely.

It often trails animals like a dog, and though compara-
tively clumsy and slow in its movements, will persever-
ingly follow the object of its pursuit until it has driven
it to its burrow, where following it in, the whole family is

sacrificed to its rapacitj^

The skunk breeds but once in a year, and has from three
to seven at a birth. In early winter it usually retires to
its burrow, where it remains sleeping until early in the
spring,

Beaver m Minnesota.

Sauk Centre, Minn., April 23.—Mr. von Lengerke's
article in your issue of April 20, regarding beaver in New
Jersey, was very interesting to me. The last beaver that
I remember was caught here twenty-five years ago. Their
old dams indicate that they were thick here some day. I
have often thought that beaver farming would pay; they
raise skunks for their pelts and make it pay; why could
not one raise beaver and make it pay? The cost of
keeping a colony would be nothing here in this country,
where popple and wallow are plenty. Two things always
prevented me from putting the plan into execution—-
scarcity of beaver and of money. V.

The Forest ahd Stbeam is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest hj Uonday and at much earlier as practicable.
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Cutting: the Rattles Off a Live Snake.

Editor Foresl and Stream: ^
"Experiences with Wild Animals" reminds me. It was

on a hot August day, and we were driving up the side

of a Blue Ridge mountain. It was a long, hot, dusty
pull, and we were giving the horses their own way, and
they were making haste slowly with their heads well

down.
A short distance ahead at the side of the road I espied

a rattlesnake, fully grown and stretched as straight as a
ruler upon the dusty roadside, its head being covered by
some leaves. As we neared the reptile it did not move or

show any signs of life, although the horses stepped within
a few inches of its numerously buttoned tail. Coming to

the conclusion that the snake had been perhaps stoned by
some previous passer by, I was seized with the desire to

secure the rattles as a trophy, and reaching for my jack-
knife, expressed my intention of jumping out then and
there and securing them. My older companion refused
to pull up the horses, and held me in the seat, advising

that I leave the rattles alone until we returned along the

road later in the afternoon. I carefully marked the spot

by a dead and fallen chestnut tree.

In due course we on our return journey reached the

spot. We pulled up the horses at what we were certain

was the place whsre the snake lay dead, but nothing was
tliere. I jumped from the wagon and walked a few feet

ahead, and there sure enough was the trail of the serpent

in the dust as he had crossed the road after his nap and
glided down the ravine. A momentary chill went down
my back as I .stepped into the Wagon, and then I pictured

myself grabbing for the buttons on the snake's tail and
those rattles springing suddenly into life, an instantaneous

coiling of a, mottled bidy, an uplifted ugly head from
within the coiled body and—a wild race to town for

whisky. Charles Cristadoro.

St. Paul, Minn.

The Red Squirrel*

The red squirrel is popularly credited with a taste for

bird eggs and nestlings, and is for that reason regarded

as a nuisance. In our issue of last week Hermit com-
bated this view, and related incidents which had come
under his own observation tending to show that the squir-

rel was harmless in its relation to the birds. In com-
ment on this a correspondent writes : I have carefully

read Hermit's article. He is usually a close observer, but

I wonder that he gives a red squirrel such a good char-

acter. A red squirrel is much worse than a weasel, as he

destroys more young birds and eggs, and does no good
catching mice as a weasel does. I know surely that a

squirrel will take large young robins from the nest, taking

one after another till all are taken. I have seen one rob-

bing the nest of a chipping sparrow close to the window
of a house in a large village. Very often in June red

squirrels come in numbers into our villages for no other

reason which I can think of except to rob the birds' nests,

which are more plentiful close to houses than in the

w^oods. They are cannibals, as they will eat each other.

I have dozens of times had one eat another which had
got into traps set for game. They are a perfect nuisance

in sable lines or among mink traps, as they will come
to a meat bait much quicker than a weasel, as the weasel

prefers to catch his own food. It is nice to have a weasel

around a camp, as he will drive off the mice and squirrels

;

but a squirrel will destroy your provisions and eat holes

in every bag, and even in one's clothes. I have studied

them carefully, and consider them the most bloodthirsty

villains we have in the woods, not excepting a mink. I

like to see them, and never hunt them, but lots of things

laid to crows are their work.

^ug Httd ^nn*

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

Experience with Wild Animals.
Grand Rapids, Mich., April 22—Editor Forest and

Stream: I have been much interested in the articles

regarding dangerous wild animals, and send the follow-

ing incident as additional evidence of the fact that bears,

at least, are not so black as they are painted. The story

is a sort of tradition in the family, and for personal

reasons I do not wish my name to appear in connection

with it, but I am willing to vouch for its accuracy.

It was when the Tonawanda Creek country in the

northwestern part of New York State was mostly a

wilderness. My great-grandmother was the wife of_ a

pioneer there, and among other belongings they had a nice

young pig confined in a log pen near the house. Early

one evening, before the men had returned from their

day's work in the woods, the good woman heard a terrible

squealing, and what was her surprise, on going to the

door, to see a large black bear attempting to get the pig

out of the pen. Without thinking of danger and intent

only on "saving her bacon," she seized a small fire shovel

and charged the bear, which immediately dropped the pig

and made for the woods at his best pace. The bear in

this case was evidently hungry, and I have always been

quite proud of this evidence of courage in the family, but

the outcome shows that the element of danger was entirely

wanting. A. J. S.

Boston, Mass., April 23.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

Reading Mr. Adam Moore's letter in last week's Forest

AND Stream moves me to remark that there are excep-

tions to all rules, and here is one of them

:

One quiet Sunday morning in December about twenty-

seven years ago I was crossing a tamarack swamp in the

Province of Quebec. About a foot of snow had fallen the

day before, and I was driving a quiet old horse hitched

to the forward half of a bob sleigh, on which I sat with a

buffalo robe for cushion and covering. Ahead of me I

saw a big caribou cross the wood road and stop in the

open. I drove up, and when opposite the caribou stopped
at about 30 yards distance and looked him over. As the
beast stood perfectly undisturbed and seeming to be much
interested in my team and myself, I got off the bob and
walked toward him. He did not budge, and when I got

to within about ten or fifteen yards 1 stopped and threw a

snowball at him to see him run-. I saw him all right. He
ran, but the wrong way, for with two or three snorts and
after pawing the snow like an angry bull, he trotted right

at me, and I ran, too, for mj^^ sleigh, and called "Get up"
to my old horse. After we got started the caribou ran

alongside the horse for nearly a quarter of a mile, until

the road entered some big woods, when I lost sight of

him.
Now I had no weapons, not even a pocket knife or

whip, and perhaps the caribou knew it, or he may have
been attracted by the horse, or the fact that it was Sun-
day may have encouraged him, but any way he did not

act as he ought to have done according to the rule of Mr.
Adam Moore.

I will add that it was a very large caribou, without
horns, fat and in fine condition, and as my horse was a

sleepy, slow fellow and would only just jog in the snow, I

had a chance to admire the clean, active steps of the

caribou as he slowly trotted alongside, distant about 20

feet in the frozen swamp. The snow did not bother
him in the least. M.-\ttapan.

CHICAGO AND THE WE: T.

Snipe Season a Fai'ure.

Chicago, 111,, April 27.—The snipe season in this part

of the country is by all accounts a complete failure, and
in fact there has not been one decent bag reported which
one can believe to be of authentic nature. Upon the

other hand there are a great many shooters who have
been out and who bring back stories of little or no suc-

'cess. The birds seem to be well below this latitude, if

indeed there is to be any flight at all this spring. Last
Thursday settled the matter for this State, and although
there is a general belief that one cannot be prosecuted
in Indiana for killing snipe, under the terms of the new
law. there are only a few who care to change it. Between
the non-resident license law, the involved construction
of the new statute, and the strict Sunday law which the

average Jndiana warden this spring has no hesitation

about enforcing, it requires a certain amount of hardi-

hood to enable a Chicago shooter to go out after the

elusive jack snipe within the confines of the dark and
mysterious State of Indiana. The average Chicago shoot-
er is this week consoling himself with the fact that the

birds are lean and wild and not very good to eat anyhow.
It has been the best spring for ducks in fifteen years,

and thus far about the poorest for jack snipe, although
this latter phase of the shooting season is contrary to

reason and expectation.
,

There has been no golden plover flight of any conse-
quence, according to the reports of those who have been
out west and northwest of the city. Hon. Hempstead
Washburne spent the last day of the season on the

marshes west of Evanston with a team, four dogs and
two companions, and he saw absolutely not one single

jack snipe, although he found the ground good and
passed over a wide strip of country. He met two young
men who said that they had been out all day and had
seen just three snipe, or three apparitions which they
took to be snipe. The season ended very dismally for

this part of the country. E Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

Non-Resident Licenses,

Portland, Ind.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It seems
that the State of Indiana has put her foot down hard on
Chicago sportsmen. Well, what is sauce for goose should

be sauce for gander. For some years now Indiana lovers

of the, chase have been practically shut out of the deer
range. A sportsman who does not like a scatter gun can
sit at home and nurse his grievance, realizing at the same
time that the law that would not hesitate to lay' a heavy
hand on him winks at all rnanner of transgressions by
resident shooters. I have no ill-feeling for Chicago sports-

men, though in the past they took many of our wildfowl
and hooked our finest bass; but wouldn't I like to get a
grip on Milwaukee! I wouldn't do a thing to those fel-

lows 1 Oh, no ! Come over, gentlemen, and get some
of our birds and bass. Be neighborly.

The last time I was in Wisconsin I killed one deer and
a few grouse and rabbits, and was then advised that a

non-resident license law would be enacted. The parties

Avho thus informed me that they intended to protect their

game against non-residents were hounding deer every day
in violation of law, and they were prominent citizens of
Milwaukee, too.

Well, they gave it to us good and strong—a $30 license

for two deer. Then Michigan followed, and if she had
put it $10 for two deer instead of $25 for five, she would
have received our blessing. No hunter should kill five

deer in a season, and it is the opinion of the undersigned
that no hunter should be deprived of the God-given
privilege of hunting in season, nor restricted beyond
reason. G. W. Cunningham.

Bigf-Gttns.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I was much interested in your quotation in the Forest

and Stream of an account of shooting ducks with a punt
gun.
That is strange reading to one who knows the big-gun

fowl shooter only as the outlaw of the Chesapeake. And
yet from the standpoint of true sportsmanship, if we take

into account the arduous nature of the pursuit, the

physical exertion, the caution, patience and self-control

requisite, we may readily concede that as an achievement
successful punt gun shooting ranks quite as high as the

art of lying hid in a blind and potting decoyed fowl. And
there is good reason to believe that if our coast shooting

conditions were like those of Great Britain, and the con-

ditions of the game supply similar, the use of the swivel

giin would be as legitimate here as there. Battery,

Jefferson Cottnty Association.

The Jefferson County Sportsmen's Association, of
Watertown, N. Y., is bound that the game laws shall be
lived up to, and with that end in view at a recent meet-
ing a resolution was adopted offering a reward of $25
for information which might lead to the conviction of any
person violating the amended game law relative to the
shooting of web-footed fowl during the close season.
The law as amended provides that no web-footed fowl
shall be taken in any manner between the first day of
February and the first day of September. Before being
amended the season for shooting or taking of this kind of
fowl game was extended from Sept. i to May i.

Another resolution was adopted offering a reward of

$10 for information which might lead to the arrest and
conviction of any person shooting pickerel at any time.

In years past it has been customary for many persons to

frequent Black River Bay and shoot large numbers of
these fish in a single day, and few years have passed when
arrests have not been made.
This move by the Association will doubtless cause the

slaughter of pickerel to be stopped.

Water Killing Deer in Ontario*

MiLTON, Ont., April 2Z.—^Though the Game Commis-
sioners in their report recommended the prohibition of
killing deer in the lakes, which meant the forbidding of
hounding also, no action was taken. I am afraid the
slaughter next season will be heavy.

Wm. Panton.

100 $pomitten'$ find$.

Some of the Qtieer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

58

Cornelius Evans, while fishing near Easton, Md.,
caught an unbroken and uncorked jug, which had
small oysters and barnacles attached to the outside. When
Mr. Evans poured the water out he found there was
something alive inside the jug and too big to be got out
through the jug's neck and mouth. The only way to
find out certainly what was the live thing was to break
the jug, and when this was done a large, fat, and healthy
toadfish, or dowdy, or miller's thumb, as it is variously
called, tumbled out. The fish had evidently slipped into
the open mouth of the jug when young and small, either
when looking for food or as a place of refuge when pur-
sued by an enemy. Finding comfortable quarters it was
content to stay there. A current would naturally flow
past and into the jug's mouth, bringing an abundance of
fish food.—Baltimore Sun.

59

"Some of the richest gold mineS' in Colorado were •

stumbled upon in the most accidental way," said a miner.
''When the gold fever was at its height several years ago,
a party of prospectors traveling through the mountains
came upon the dead body of a man lying beside the trail.

'Poor fellow,^ said one of the men, 'he has passed in his

checks; let's give him a decent burial.' They accordingly
began to dig a grave. Three feet below the surface they
discovered signs of gold. The stranger was buried in

another place, and where they had located a grave a gold
mine was opened up which turned out to be one of the
richest claims in that section of the country. The mine
was named '.Dead Man's Claim.' Another instance is

where an adventurer who drifted into Leadville awoke
one morning without food or money. He went up into

the mountains and shot a deer, which in its dying strug-
gles kicked up the dirt and disclosed signs of gold. The
poor man staked out a 'claim' and opened one of the
most profitable mines ever worked in Colorado."—St. '

Louis Globe-Democrat.

Norton*s Barn.

It was long^ and dark as a winter's night,
And the old roof arched to a lofty height; (

Like tawny ribs the rafters loomed
In the high old top where the swallows roomed ;

While down below was the mow and bay,
In summer void, but filled with hay
When the chilly days of winter fell

—

The winter days that we loved so well!

The square old beams with their coats of dust,
The gray barn doors with their reddish rust
On hasp and hinges, quaintly wrought,
By the village smith from iron brought
In English ,ships of the long ago

—

Do you remember how we'd go
To Norton's barn on a rainy day
And hide and seek in the tons of hay?

We walked the beams in the dusky loft,

Or jumped to the depths of the haymow soft.

And burrowed deep m the yielding straw
Till the frightened cattle thought they saw
The robbers come from their caverns deep,
And phantom ghosts from the roof-tree leap!
We dug us holes in the rustling hay.
Where the hired men fell in sad dismay.

And the fussing hen who hid her nest
And thought us a bothering childish pest I

How proud she was when at last she found
A nest that 'scaped our searching round!
The lame old horse with the hungry maw.
We fed him to oats when no one saw

—

How we pick'd the lock on the grain box tight -i

And call'd it "Robbing at dead o* night 1" j I

O Nortdh's barn I I see thee still.

Homely and quaint on the side m the hill,

With weather stains, and knotholes shot,

A rickety, cranky, queer old lot— S
But to my boyish mind of old
A castle fit for a baron boldl
And the boys and girls who used to play
At hide and seek—oh, where are they?

—J. Otis Swift in Springfield Republican.

Address all communications to th& Forest and
Stream Publishing Company.
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Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Foeest and Stream,

Fishing Up and Down the Potomac,

The Ethics of Nomenclaiure.

It has long been a general rule among scientific writers
where a fish has received two or three specific names, by
various authors, to preserve that first used, thus reducing
to a minimum the confusion bound to arise from the
Use of a multitude of names and yet give credit to the
first discoverer or describer. The rule has worked well
enough, though it has not been universally applied, but it

has been by consent of a comparatively limited circle of
scientists who are all laboring to the same end of cer-
tainty; all students who desire the adoption of the best
single name, and the elimination of confusing and mean-
ingless terms.
The situation is very different where the same fish is

distinguished in many parts of the country by a different
local name, and any attempt is made at harmonizing the
situation by adopting a single name to the exclusion of
the others.

_
As aii instance, the big-mouth black bass

now swarming in the lower Potomac is trout in some of
the Southern States, and chub in Virginia.

It is all very well for official reports and reading anglers
to always call it black bass, but the inhabitants of distant
localities who do not see the reports, and do not read,
the periodicals, who have learned in childhood to dis-
tinguish the fish by its local name, will be very slow to
take up with, what is to them, an innovation of the
ignorant who do not know a chub when they see it.

It will hardly be questioned, however, that it is desir-
able that such a change should be made, and that it will
be better for science when the same fish is known every-
where by the same name.
This difficulty is suggested by the fact that the latest

official reports of the fisheries of the Potomac River do
not rnention the herring fishery, the most important of
^his river, and indeed of any river on the Atlantic coast.

It is true one may find a record in these statistics of
alewives caught in this river, but as alewives are men-
haden here and not herring, the omission gives rise to
serious confusion and error.

The fact is, it is doubtful if among the thousands of
men engaged in the catching, curing, marketing and con-
sumption of Potomac herring, a single man may be found
who applies the term alewife to this fish, or a half-dozen
who even sitspect it is an alternative name. Of course
the authorities have a plausible reason for thus designat-
ing* the fish; in the first place, the real or sea herring
fishery is a business of such vast importance not only
on our own coasts, but all the North Atlantic, that the
name herring cannot be taken away from it, even if tlaat

were desirable, and it only confuses to apply the same term
to both fish, different as they are in characteristics, habi-
tat and capture.

Besides this, the herring of the fresh waters is called
alewife throughout the most of New England, and it is

thus easily distinguished from the herring of the sea; so
alewife is applied to all river herring, though it is so
loiown in none of the streams of the middle and southern
coasts.

It is particularly embarrassing to apply the name ale-

wife to the herring in the Potomac, since in this region,
where the menhaden industry assumes such importance,
the menhaden has been so long known by the name of ale-
wife, and it is simply impossible to swap names among
those who handle the fish every day and do not see the
books at all. What adds to the difficulty is that our
official reports have only in recent years, taken to the new
name alewife exclusively for this fresh-water herring.
For instance, in the Fish Commission Bulletin No. VI.
for i88s, the statistics are given at page 202 for the "Shad
and Herring Fisheries of the Potomac," and to have the
latest figures entirelv omit the word "herring" leads to
the impression among the uninitiated that the fish has
disappeared from these waters, though last year 300,000
were taken at a single haul. Browne Goode's "Fishery
Industries of the U. S. (Geographical Section)," page 428,
speaking of the Maryland fishery, says, "For a number
of years menhaden (B. tyrannus), locally known as ell-

wives, alewives and oldwives, have been taken in con-
siderable numbers by the farmers of the region, who have
used small haul seines for catching a supply with which
to manure their land," and at page 458, on Virginia
fisheries, the tables give, "The herrings (C, vernalis and
cEStivalis)

The name alewife' does not help, since there are two
of these river herrings, the branch herring and the glut
herring, not easily distinguished by the fishermen them-
selves in the net; alewife, which has no descriptive mean-
ing, only makes the situation worse. If, however, the
name must be used for the sake of uniformity, and maybe
it is best, it is only fair to use some term by which the
fish can be recognized in the reports, at least until such
time as the rest of us may get accustomed to the change.
Fresh-water herring, or river herring or Southern her-

ring, any old name that preserves the word herring. It
would be easy to have it "river herring or alewives," as it

is in many of the reports, and this enables one to identify
the industry in the upner as well as the lower rivers, and
at the same time reconciles the last reports with those of
former years. It is not defense enough to say the De-
partment has taken the trouble to explain this in former
publications, because nobody gets the opportunity, or
takes it, to read all the former publications.

In endeavoring to find the opinion of the authorities as
to the relative value of this food fish, called here when
salted and smoked the Potomac robin, one runs across a
startling contradiction.

In Section i of the Fishery Industry of the United
States, page 587, Marshall McDonald, quoting and ap-
parently indorsing Professor Baird's second report as'
Commissioner of Fisheries, says, and it will be noticed
that both names are U5^d for the herring or alewife : "\

am inclined to triink for various reasons that too little hag

been done in our waters toward the restoration to their

primitive abundance of the alewife (Pomolobis medi-
ocris), the herring of our Southern and Middle States,

not to be confounded with the sea herring (Clupea
elongata). The alewife in many respects Is superior, in

commercial and economical value, to the herring, being a
mitch larger and sweeter fish, and more like the true shad
in this respect."

In the Bulletin for 1898, Vol. XVIII., page 450, occurs
the following, and still the alternative terms are used:
"At various points along the Atlantic coast more or less

alewives or river herring are brine salted each year. They
are prepared in greatest abundance in the tributaries of

Chesapeake Bay and the coastal waters of North Carolina,

where they are known only as herring, and also to a less

extent in Maine and Massachusetts. The methods of

pickling river herring or alewives do not differ greatly

from those applied to the sea herring on the New Eng-
land coast, except that the market price being lower neces-
sitates that they should be prepared in a cheaper manner.
The flavor of the alewife does not equal that of the sea

herring, consequently there is little need for the nice dis-

crimination required in the case of the latter."

Now if a court overrules one of its decisions, it is usual
to cite the former case, and to give the reasons which lead
to a change of opinion, though in this case both parties

to the controversy may have the satisfaction of having its

contention sustained by the highest authority and the
champion of the Potomac River herring may still con-
sole himself with the names of McDonald and Baird as
evidence that it is a "larger and sweeter fish and more
like the true shad" than its rival of the .sea; but it will

be long before the fish known here for two of three hun-
dred years as herring will be called alewife, and until

then statistics are useless that do not mention the "river

herring" as part of the fishing industry of the Potomac
River. Henry Talbott,

Early Spring in Canada,
A LETTER has just reached me from Lake St. John inti-

mating an early opening of the fishing season. In fact
there is little doubt that the residents generally about
the lake will be catching ouananiche before this letter ap-
pears in print. On Thursday, the 25th inst., the date
upon which -the communication from Lake St. John was
written, there was but little ice remaining upon the sur-
face of the lake, and as this was well covered with water,
which was rapidly rising, its total disappearance was
looked for from hour to hour. This is therefore going to
be one of the earliest fishing seasons seen in Canada for
many years past. The rivers tributary to Lake St. John
have long been clear of their winter covering. Strange
as it may appear, the weather is milder and the spring
thaw earlier in the vicinity of Lake St. John, which is

sheltered from cold east winds, than in the neighborhood
of Quebec, which is so much further south. The little

steamboat on the Mistassini River made its first trip on
April 9, and since that date has been running regularly
between the mouth of the river and the foot of the first

falls, where there is a small farming settlement. In a
few days from this date the steamers will be running on
Lake St. John, though the summer hotels at Roberval,
Lake St. John, will not be opened until the first week of
June. In the meantime there is plenty of accommodation
to be had in the village of Roberval, opposite to which
the earliest fishing for ouananiche may be had, which often

continues well into the summer. Along the southern side

of the great lake, where the ice is already away from the
shore, I have no doubt that the early native bait fisher-

man is alread}'' catching the fresh-water salmon, and that

the famous game fish of the north will be rising to the fly

off the mouths of the Metabetchouan and Ouiatchouan
rivers before the end of the first week of May.

I have already written so often of the lures that are

the most killing for this fish that repetition may seem
monotonous; but I have so many inquiries by letter rela-

tive to this subject, sorne of which I may not be able to
answer very early, that I would fain trespass a little

further upon your space, especially as I have no doubt that
Forest and Stream is continually increasing the sphere
of its useful influence and coming to the hands of new
generations of intelligent and studious anglers. In the
first place, let me urge that none but the very best and
strongest of casting lines be risked in the encounter with
this fish, and that larger and more showy flies are ad-
visable for use in the early spring, when the water is high
and dark, than m the hot months of summer. All the
well-known salmon flies make good lures in May and early

June for the ouananiche, especially the Jock-Scott, silver-

doctor. Durham-ranger, and in very bright weather the
dark-fairy and even the black-dose. Thej' maj' be used
too with good effect in the ordinary salmon sizes, though
some smaller ones should also be carried, and, of course,

as the season advances, the size of the flies used must be
reduced. In addition to the flies already mentioned, the
brown-hackle, professor, coachman and other of the more
showy trout flies will often be found useful. Other and
smaller atid less showy flies will be required later, but of
these I need not speak now.
My Lake St. John correspondent teUs me that for forty

years past the water of the lake has not been so high as it

is at the present time. From tliis I am led to believe
that the spring fishing there will not only open extremely
early, but that it will continue somewhat longer than
usual, for it lasts in_ the lake itself, as well as in the
Grande Dechargc, until the water falls to a certain level.

To-day I learn that the ice has left all the lakes and
rivers in the vicinity of Lakes St. Joseph and St. Gabriel.
Nothing has yet come to hand from Lake Edward, which
is usually one of the last lakes to be freed from its icy
fetters. No doubt, however, that by the end of next
week, if not sooner, there will be clear water at Lake
Edward. As the trout are taken freely there almost as
soon as the ice disappears, there ought to be good fishing
there this spring by May lo or 12 at the latest.

E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, April 27,

All comrounications intended for Forest and Stream should
Always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
pot to ap.y individtial connected with the paper,

"
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Mascallongc Fishing.

The muscallunge is the largest of our American game
fishes, unless we except the salmon of the North Atlantic

seaboard, which sometimes attain weights similar to

those of the large muscallunge. The salmon, however,
is not so generally distributed as the muscallunge, and
cannot be so justly called one of the popular game fishes.

The muscallunge ordinarily taken by anglers runs in

weight from 5 to 50 pounds. It is said the specimens have
been taken weighing 75 and 80 pounds, these giants having
been captured in the St. Lawrence River in the earlier

days. Weights of 50 to 55 puonds were not unusual in

the early days of the muscallunge waters of Wisconsin '

and Minnesota. By this I would not seek too much to

excite your imagination, for to-day, if you go muscal-
lunge fishing, the probabilities are that you will rarely get

a fish weighing over 20 pounds. To-day a 15 or 18 pound
muscallunge is a good fish, and at this weight he is apt

to give you as long and hard a fight as though he weighed
twice as much, the older fish sometimes being more heavy
and sluggish in their habits. It is likely that in the much-
fished waters of the muscallunge country the weights of

the fishes do not run so great as they did ten or twenty
years ago. Some think that this is because the fish is

becoming extinct, and no doubt its numbers are, being cut
down very much. Yet the fish commissioners 6f certain

States who have set their nets in waters supposed to be
nearly fished out, have in some instances taken giant

muscallunge of 40 and 50 pounds weight, where it was
supposed no such fish had lived for many years.

There are two great waterways for the muscallunge in

this country—^the Mississippi River and the St. Lawrence
River. This fish was formerly found all through the

Great Lakes, as far north as the Sault Ste. Marie. It is

even yet taken in the nets of the lake fishermen on Lake
Erie, and within ten years has been known to be cap-

tured in this way in the lower part of Lake Michigan,
though now it is rarely heard of in any of the Great
Lakes. It still remains in the St. Lawrence River and in

some Canadian streams. It is, or was, common to most
of the bolder rivers of the Mississippi system. It prefers

the clear streams, and is not commonly found in the

Missouri River or in the Ohio River, though, on the

other hand, it has been taken in certain streams of Ken-
tucky and Ohio which are tributary to the Ohio River.

In early days it was not uncommon in the Skunk and
Des Moines rivers of Iowa. These streams are in the

middle part of the Mississippi system. The great home
of the muscallunge is further up toward the head of the

Father of Waters. There are two great inland mus-
callunge regions, those of Wisconsin and Minnesota, and
both of these are tributary to the Mississippi River. The
Wisconsin country lies tributary to the head of the Wis-
consin,Xhippewa and Flambeau rivers, all ©f which drain

into the Mississippi. There are literally thousands of
little lakes in this country, connected by tiny creeks or
thoroughfares, in all of which the muscallunge is or was
native. These lakes or streams

_
run quite up to the

divide which separates the Mississippi waters from those

which run into Lake Superior. Across this divide and
in the streams which flow into Lake Superior you will

not find any muscallunge at all. So the cold waters of

Lake Superior seem to separate these two great muscal-
lunge districts, the St. Lawrence and the Mississippi

rivers. On the left bank of the Mississippi, as you go up,

there are many streams which carry the muscallunge.

These lead into a magnificent system of lakes, which even
to-da}^ hold fine specimens of this great game fish. Again,
if you push on further north until you strike the waters
which drain into the Lake of the Woods, you will find no
muscalkmge at all, though you will meet its giant cousin,

the Great Northern pike, almost as hard a fighter as

itself. In advising you where to go fishing for muscal-
lunge, the lesson need be but very short; perhaps to the

St. Lawrence River, but better yet to the less fished

country of upper Wisconsin and upper Minnesota, though
even in these latter localities you must remember that

civil iztion has done much to cut down the once wonderful
supply of this greatest of all American pikes.

Some think that the muscallunge is the same as the

overgrown pike or -pickerel, but you will disabuse your
mind of any such inaccuracy. It is as easy to tell a
muscallunge from a pike as it is to tell it from a bass. Its

shape is not so snaky and sway-backed. Its upper jaw
is shorter and more gamy looking. Its body is full and
thick. Its cheeks and gill covers are naked and do not
show the scales which mark the lower half of the cheeks
of the Great Northern pike. Moreover, the body color

of the muscallunge does not in the least resemble that of
the pike or pickerel. The latter shows oblong white

spots on a dark green background. The muscallunge may
be either of a solid yellowish green color, or, if it be
marked with dark color at all, it is in splotches or spots

of black or darkish color upon the lighter background.
If you have once caught a muscallunge, you will never
need any further description regarding it.

Now, in pursuing this noble game fish, you will leave

quite behind you the centers of civilization and get you
to the wilderness, just as you did while after the brook
trout. Indeed the brook trout and the muscallunge are

often found in practically the same country, and some
little stream running into the muscallunge lake may per-

haps carry its share of trout, which, however, will do
very well to keep to their stream and not venture out
into the home of this voracious and gigantic fish, which
never seems to know when it has enough to eat.

Study the habits of this fish as you have those of the
other fishes which you have been pursuing. You will

find that in the early spring, just as the ice gets out of
the lakes, the largest specimens of this fish come out
along the edges of the lakes and in the shallow waters.
This is their spawning season, and it is then that you
may see the biggest fish. It is not likely that you will

venture into the cold woods so early as this for muscal-
lunge fishing. It will be a month or so later before you
go out for your trip. By that time the fish will have left

the shallow water and have dropped back into the deep
water, which js theiy natural home. Yet you will pot
find these fisb similar in habits to the Great Lake trotit.

^hich !i^5 p fhe jaottorti pf \\\^ (3§epest part of thp
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during the summer months. On the contrary, the mus-
callunge naturally makes its home along the bars which
sometimes rise up in the lake, forming a deep cut bank or
a drop off into the greater depths. On these bars a certain
amount of fish food grows among weeds, lilies, water
plants, etc., and in this gfirowth there swim the bass,

wall-eyed pike, suckers, etc., upon which the muscallunge
regularly preys. It is a habit of nearly all fishes, when
approaching some obstruction, to swim around or along
it for some distance rather than to try to surmount it.

The muscallunge knows that when a school of smaller
fishes strikes the face of this bar, they will not try to
cross the bar or to avoid it, but will swim along the
face of it. He simply lies there, with his two yellow,
cold and cruel eyes looking steadilj- out for what may
come along. He is making his living in the easiest pos-
sible way, which is just what any wild animal or wild
man always does. It is this habit of the muscallunge
of lying hidden on the bar and looking out upon the
deeper water which should give you a clue to the easiest
method of making him your prey.
There are two ways of angling for the muscallunge—by

trolling with the spoon hook and by casting with the
spoon hook or with large bait. The method of trolling is

-the most common one, and for a long time was the most
successful one, though to-day there are many skillful mus-
ealhinge anglers who do not troll at all., but prefer to
cast a large spoon, -or sometimes a spoon with a baited
hook below it. In either case the fishing is done along
the edges of the bars where the muscallunge are supposed
to lie.

We will suppose that you wish to follow the customary
fashion of trolling for the muscallunge. You will use a
No. 8 fluted spoon, silver and red or copper and red.
Below this hook there may be a triple gang and a tuft
of colored feathers, or, if you wish to be very modern
in your not'ons of muscallunge fishing, you may perhaps
have a single large hook wired below the spoon. Upon
this hook you may use a piece of bait made of the gullet
of a" wall-eyed pike or of a pickerel, of you may use
preferably as a bait a very large minnow or a small
sucker. Some anglers prefer the unbaited spoon, as they
say they are then less troubled by wall-eyed pike, which
are so apt to strike at a small bait trolling behind a
spoon. Personally, I like to cast for muscallunge with a
single large hook and a large bait, but sometimes I

use a spoon above this hook. You may use your own
judgment in these matters, as I do not wish to lay down
any hard and fast rules for you, but simply to put you
in the way of exercising your own intelligence.

It IS necessary that either you or your guide, if you
have one, should possess a knowledge of the location of
the bars in the lake where you propose to fish. The stock
in trade of any guide is simply his knowledge of this sort
of country. Perhaps, to begin with, wc will do better to
employ a guide and let him row us about the country, at
least until we have learned the location of the bars. When
he tells you to begin fishing, you drop overboard your
spoon and let it troll 30 to 40 feet 1>ehind the boat, the
motion of the boat compelling the spoon to revolve rapidly
in the water a few inches below the surface. Your reel
should be a large barreled double multiplier. Your line
should be a braided silk line very much larger than you
employed in bass fishing. Your rod should be one weigh-
ing 8 or 10 ounces, and it should be stiff and springy, not
over 8 or feet in length. The strain on the rod is

considerable when you drag a big spoon through the
water, and should you strike your fish, you need to have"
a rod springy enough to stand very stubborn and heavy
rushes. Two can fish from a trolling boat as well as one.
I Avill give you the inside position, or the one nearest to
the bar. You will notice that I let my line out much
longer than yours, so that my spoon is 50 or 60 feet, or
even more, back of the boat. You would think that my
spoon would be the one most apt to catch the fish, yet this
does not seem to be ordinarily the case. The shorter
line and the spoon closer to the boat is the one which
ordinarily produces the most fish. The theory of the
guides is that as the boat passes along the bar the mus-
callunge is frightened and starts down for deeper water,
trying to get behind the boat. As he does so, he sees
this small, glittering object following along after the
boat. Why he strikes the spoon, whether in anger or in
hunger, is something not yet answered of human wis-
dom. Yet it is true that, if he starts to go behind the
boat, he will first see the spoon which is closest to the
boat. Hence, as a matter of courtesy, I give j'ou this

choicer position, just as after awhile I would expect you
to give it to any stranger or any guest whom you might
have out with you in the boat.

Do not let your line troll out too far behind the boat.
You will find plenty of little weeds sticking up beyond the
water, and if you have out too long a line the least little

variation in the course of the boat will allow your spoon
to sag, so that you will be continually afoul. Moreover,
if you should raise a 'fish at that great distance, it would
he hard for you to .strike and play him successfully.

There is no set rule about the length of line. Experi-
ment in this regard, but always keep a line short enough
to give you control over your bait. This is a good rule

to follow in every kind of fishing.

Now we run along, and all at once you feel the tip of
your rod suddenly jerked down. It felt as though you
had struck a snag or a weed, but you have a wrench and
a tug which shows it is a fish. You are very much ex-
cited, for any strike on a trolling rod seems heavy at first.

Not so with your guide. He knows that things would
he more serious had it been a muscallunge that struck.

"Only a wall-eye," he says, and barely stops the boat to

allow you to recover your line and shake off the unfor-
tunate wall-eye into the water. The wall-eyed pike is very
numerous in these Northern muscallunge waters, and
constitutes a great nuisance to the man who is fishing

for the greater game fish. Still worse is the little pickerel,

.so called, a fish rarely attaining over 3 pounds weight, yet
exceedinly ambitious in the matter of spoon hooks. These
"snakes," as the guides call them, are always the abomi-
nation of muscallunge fishermen.

Sometimes we strike three or four of these %vall-eyes,

or "snakes," or bass, before we get into the serious busi-
ness of the day. Then all at once you feel a tremendous
smashing pull at your tackle, as though you had run
afoul of a steamship or something o| ^hat kind. There is

no mistakinor it this time, and you and the guide exclaim
at once, "It s a 'lunge!" You need no one to advise you
in the matter, for the way in which your line goes through
the water and the manner in which your rod tip is drawn
dowii below the surface is proof enough of that. I hope
that in trolling you have been careful to keep your rod out
over the side of the boat, close down to the water and par-
allel with the water. If so, you now have a much better
chance to strike and play your fish than you would have
had the rod been held up with the tip above your head.
In the latter case the fish in jumping would be apt to
get a slack in the line. On the other hand, if the rod
be kept with the tip close down to the water, the fish will
not jump so high, and he- is more easily pulled down
again flat upon the water and prevented from either fall-

ing upon the line or shaking out the hook.
The tactics of the muscalhmge in fighting the rod and

spoon will very soon be obvious to you. You are fast
into a good fish, as your guide informs you, and by the
way he pulls at the rod j^ou are satisfied that he will
weigh at least 40 pounds. Perhaps he weighs 15. He
makes away in a long, straight line, and then, all at
once, you see your line begin to go up. The guide in-
forms you that the fish is going to jump, and at the same
instant you see a great form hurled high into the air far
to the rear of the boat. Now is the time, as I said, to
keep your lie taut and to pull the head of the fish down
upon the water just as fast as you can. He wants to
throw the spoon out of his jaws, and if he jumps on a
loose line he will shake his head so savagely that he is

very apt to throw the spoon hook far away from his jaws.
I have seen a spoon hook thrown in this way more than
20 feet by a milscallunge, and once saw a spoon hook
cast directly into the boat from the mouth of a fish

which rose close up and shook himself free. .

You will see your fish rise once, twice, three times—per-
haps four times—quickly and savagely in his natural
maneuver in the attempt to cast out the spoon. If you
stop him in this and get his head down on the water pretty
soon after each jumpi your fish will change his tactics,

and instead of making these savage runs upward will
take a long, steady run downward as deep into the water
as he can. Your guide, if you leave the matter to him,
will probably start at once for the middle of the lake,
roNving rapidly and endeavoring to tow the fish after you.
This is a favorite maneuver of the guides, and they think
that they thus tire out the fish and drown it, as they call

it, niore rapidly than it can be done in any other way.
It is perhaps a safe proposition that it is desirable to
get the fish free.from the bars as soon as possible, but this

is as far as I can go in the way of indorsing this custom
of towing a muscallunge out into deep water. On the
contrary, so far from attempting to drag a muscallunge
behind the boat, I counsel you, as soon as your fish has
sounded, or gone down into deep water, to have your
guide row directly to him, picking up all your line as you
go, and keeping a smart strain all the time upon the line.

Your fish is big and heavy, and perhaps has imbedded
himself in the coarse growth at the bottom of the lake, so
he will stand quite a strong strain. Get close to him, per-
haps nearly over him, and then, by striking on the butt of
the rod or by twitching on the line, try to drag him up
again. When he finds that you have come directly to
him and are forcing the fighting, he will get into a kind
of panic. At first the embodiment of ferocious rage, he
will now show that he is susceptible of fear like any other
fish. His runs will be shorter and more nervous. His
leaps will not be so high nor so frequent. At last he will
turn up the side of his head as he comes to the surface
and you will be able to get his head started to the boat.
Slip the boat down to him slowly and at the same time
reel the fish toward the 'boat carefully and delicately,
seeing that your line is free both in guides and on the
reel, and keeping always ready for a quick rush. As soon
as the fish comes alongside the boat you may look for
trouble. He may lie and glare at you with his cold yel4ow
eye, looking as savage as you like, and yet lying as still

as a log. Then quick as a flash he may change ends and
roll over, going away in a long, steady run, which very
often proves fatal to your chances if you are not looking
for it. Keep your line free now and see that the reel

does not clog. Just touch the barrel with your thumb and
let it run free if the fish so desires. His run will not
be very long and the strain on the rod will soon bring
him around. Two or three times he may do this, until at
last you have him close to the boat and fairly whipped.
Then the guide reaches out with the gaff hook, strikes him
either through the shoulders or through the gills, and
with one long, sweeping motion pulls him up into the boat.
Sonaetimes the guide carries a pistol, and as the fish lies

alongside, shoots it through the' head near the eyes, thus
stimning it, so that it can be brought into the boat with-
out any trouble. Some consider this latter method brutal,

though really it is more humane than impaling the fish

upon the steel gaff. Yet other anglers prefer to stun the
fish by a blow from a club dealt upon the head as it lies

swinging at the mercy of the rod. This blow sometimes
throws the spoon hook out, and it is a more risky way
of administering the coup de grace than either of the
ways above mentioned, After the fish is in the boat, look
out, for it is very apt to begin its fight anew and to

thrash about violently. A muscallunge has a nasty mouth-
ful of teeth, and it is not safe to approach its head with
the naked hand until one is sure that both teeth and
head are quieted for good.
You will observe that in killing a muscalhmge on your

rod, which does not weigh over 8 or 10 ounces, you will

probably occupy the best part of an hour. A 30-pound
fish will ordinarily take from an hour to an hour and
three-quarters to subdue, perhaps much less if you go
directly to him and fight him savagely. It is not wise to
urge the matter too much; but, on the other hand, the
fight is much longer if you stay away from your fish

and try to work him on a long line. A fish of 10 or 12

pounds weight can be brought to boat in less than half an
hour, sometimes in less than five minutes under proper
circumstances. There is much difference in the fighting
qualities of different specimens of the muscallunge. A
fish in good flesh and good condition will, of course, put
up a more vigorous battle than one which is lean or in

ill sorts.

As for the method of casting for muscallunge, you will

oliserve that it is mwh the same as casting bait for

bass, excepting that your reel is a little bit larger and
your tackle a little bit heavier, the line especially being
stronger. You row slowly along "the face of the bar and
sweep the rod just as you do in casting for bass. Place
your bait or your baited spoon along the edge of the bar,
reeling it rapidly toward the boat as soon as it has struck
the water. As you are thus fishing with a shorter line

than that actually used in trolling, and as you therefore
very often see the rush of the fish in striking the lure,

you will find this form of fishing the muscallunge far
more exciting than that of trolling. For trolling I can-
not say that I have ever had very much favor, though it

is a very killing way of taking the fish. Casting with
the spoon may be called more difficult, more scientific

and more exciting. The playing of the fish in either case
should be the same. Keep your rod close to the water
so long as your fish is fresh and strong. If he jumps, see
that he does not fall on the line, and do all you can to keep
him from shaking his head free on a slack line. If he
starts straight for the boat, your reel cannot take in the
line rapidly enough, and your boatman must aid you in

keeping a tight line. In either case, just get free enough
of the bar to afford you good fighting room. Then do
not be afraid of your fish, but go to him and fight him
out boldly.

'

Muscallunge are sometimes taken by putting out large
floats near the edge of the bars and fastening to these
floats lines baited with good sized wall-eyed pike, suckers
or bass. This method of set fishing once in a while will
produce_ a big muscallunge. I cannot recommend it to
you, as it is not properly to be classified within the limits
of sport.

It is probable that muscallunge in these later days have
become more or less accustomed to the sight of the
artificial spoon hook. At best this is a small bait, or
would if it were alive be a small bit of food for so large a
fish as the muscallunge. Perhaps the constant trolling
nround the lakes has taken half the attraction from this
sort of lure. Really, if the muscallunge wishes to do
so, he can take very large bait. A 20 or 30 pound mus-
callunge can swallow a 3 or 4 pound bass if he likes.

Very fine bass, wall-eyed pike or Great Northern pike
have been taken, showing on their .shoulders and sides the
deep scars made by the teeth of the muscallunge. ' It

is probable that the largest muscallunge could be taken
by using very large bait, fishes weighing perhaps 2 or 3
pounds at least._ Of course, in trolling or in casting, such
large baits are impracticable. In casting one must use a
minnow weighing at most only a few ounces. Yet this

minnow, when arranged back of a spoon hook, makes the
appearance, on the whole, of a rather large bait, and as
stich it appeals to the appetite of this insatiable fish. He
rushes at it perhaps purely in anger, and perhaps be-
cause he wishes something to eat. The rest of it depends
upon your own coolness and steadiness.

I want to counsel you, while fishing for muscallunge,
not to get excited and fall out of the boat, for such a
mishap might be serious to yourself and to your friendb..

It is the part of the sportsman to keep his nerve with him,
to be always steady and not excited. The rush and the
spring of the muscallunge are things calculated to try
the nerves of the nervous. It is this excitement, this

eleinent of chance, which gives you the sport. I would not
have you impassive or apethetic, if that were possible, but
I would counsel you in this line of fishing, as in all others,
to be master of yourself, and in this way you will best
"learn to be master of the creature which you are pursuing.

In the summer time the lakes of Wisconsin and Minne-
sota become impregnated with a light milky substance
known as the "bloom," which is no doubt composed of
the pollen of certain aquatic plants. When the water is

in this condition fish commonly do not bite very well.
Most people think that this "bloom" is the reason why
muscallunge do not rise to the spoon. Other fishermen
point out, with much greater likelihood of truth, that the
reason the muscallunge does not rise freely in midsummer
is that at that season of the year he sheds his teeth.
That he does so shed his teeth is certainly the case, and
it is natural to suppose that during the shedding season
he would be somewhat off his feed. This is perhaps the
greatest reason why the midsummer months are the
poorest for muscallunge fishing. June is perhaps the best
month, or at least the one which is the most popular. Late
in the fall—in October or even early in November—is a
very good time to fish for muscallunge, and it is in the
fall that often the largest specimens are taken. The
weather is not so pleasant then, but the fish seem to strike

the spoon better than they do during the warmer times of
the late spring.

I have only one parting word of advice to you, as you-
set out for yoiSr adventures with the giant pike of Amer-
ica—that is, when you go muscallunge fishing, leave your
gun at home. There are deer in the summer time along
nearly all the better muscallunge lakes of our Northern
States. The temptation to shoot a deer out of season
should not be allowed to overcome you. You do not need
a gun to kill muscallunge, nor do you need it to kill a
deer. Leave it at home. Take an extra rod, an extra
line or so, and a dozen spoons ranging in size from No, 6
to No. 8. Learn your own angling grounds as soon as,

you can and do not leave everything to your guide, a.s

is the habit of, a great many sportsmen. The guide is in

the business not purely as a matter of pleasure. The
best feature of sport is that it develops one's own re-

sources and cultivates his own self-reliance. I must
ask you,' therefore, in your investigations of the mus-
callunge, to get your knowledge at first hand, and to
apply it then as advantageously as you are able.

^ W. G. De Groot.

Massachttsetts Lobstet Veto Stands.
Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Associa-

tion, Boston, April 23.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Your
readers Avill be glad to be inform.ed that both the 9-inch
lobster bill and the other to permit mutilation of lobsters

have been defeated by the interposition of Governor
Crane. The attempt made yesterday to pass the bills over
the • Governor's veto was unsuccessful. In the House
the vote was 50 in favor of passing the bill over the veto
to 127 against, and in the Senate it was 8 to 19.

The Massachusetts Association has won another vic-

tory. In 1896 the 9-iilch lobster bill was vetoed by Gov-
ernor Wol^ott- Henry 1^, Kis^ball,
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New England Fishing.
Boston, April 21.—The ice is not out of the Range-

le\'s nor Moosehead, but may go from either at any time,

if the stormy weather and rain continues. Still, if the

weather should turn cold and freezing, it might remain
fast for a week longer. A couple of Rangeley guides

were here on Wednesday and Thursday, and they, were
for hurrying back, believing that the ice might go at

any moment, and their work begin. The Brackett and
Clark veteran angler part3', made up each year of W. D.
Brackett, W. P. Clark, S. Henry Emery and Rufus
Brown, is all ready to go to the Upper Dam as soon as

the ice is out. Mr. Clark has fished those waters reg-

ularly every year for about forty years, and he and Mr.
Brackett have been there together almost as many sea-

sons. Mr. C. P. Stevens, of Camp Vive Vale, Richard-

son Lake Narrows, is always one of the first to be off.

Going to the Rangeleys is to include a new feature this

year. Two parlor cars are to be put on from Portland

to Bemis. The cars are named the Rangeley and the

Bemis, running as follows: Leave Portland at 8:30 a. m.

and 12:55 P- M., and Bemis at 7:55 A. M. and 1:25 P. M.

The service will commence May 13. On the other route

parlor car service will be made between Portland and
Farmington, broad gauge; with a new parlor car on the

narrow gauge from Farmington to Rangeley.
Grand Lake waters are clear of ice. They cleared

early this week. Mr. Jacob P; Bates, C. A. Hopkins and
Rev. C. A. Slack are off for their spring salmon fishing.

They go to their own camp, in the Grand Lake region.

Dr. Heber Bishop, W. S. Hinnan, Mr. Whitmg and Mr.
Perry have started for Clearwater Pond, Fannington,
Me. There are good reports of salmon and togue fishing

in that pond, as well as in Varnum pond, near by. At
Lake Auburn fishing has been greatly hindered by the

cold rain and northeasterly gales. But a few- salmon have
been taken. On Tuesday Fred Lemaire, of Lewiston,

caught a salmon of 8 pounds and a trout of 3 pounds.

The" ice is out- of Newfound Lake, New Hampshire,
and some Boston sportsmen have gone up there. The
weather has been too bad for any sort of success, thovigh

one or two salmon are reported; one to P. H. Smith,

weighing 4 pounds. Air. T. J. McDonald, of Lowell,

with Mrs. McDonald started for Newfound Lake Friday.

They fish this lake every spring, and then go to the Upper
Dam. With some fishing friends, they have built a camp
at Black Point, Mooselucmaguntic, the past winter. Mrs.
McDonald is a good deal of an angler, and well up to her

husband in that direction, though his record is one that

would make the novice stare. She has been in California

a part of the winter, and has been fishing for sea bass

in Pacific waters. She caught one of 10 pounds weight,

and told her husband of her success with a great deal of

pride; and how she landed the big fish all herself. "And
did it really weight 10 pounds?" he asked. "Well, what's

the harm if it weighed a pound or two more or a pound
'ess?'' was the reply. There the- matter was dropped.

Winnipisaukee fishermen have been having a rather hard

time since the ice went out. The wind has blown a gale

almost every day, with a cold rain. Mr. D. W. Teimey,

of Methuen, and George Tenney are there, but they send

only reports of the lake being too rough for fishing. The
ice still lingers in Lake Sunapee.

April 29.—At last a couple of bright, sunny days, fol-

lowing the continued cold storm and gales, have given

the fishing season a start. New England waters are,

many of them, open very early, but the weather has kept

back the fishing. An Augusta, Me., report of Saturday

says that fishin.g at Cobbosseecontee has been retarded

by the cold rains. E. H. Langston was the first fisher-

man to report any success, including a trout weighing
pounds. Stanley Hawkins has taken three fine trout,

one weighing 5 pounds. Charlie Kinsman caught one fish-

ing from the steps of his cottage. R. W. Soule has taken

three trout, the united weight of which was 10 pounds.

Milo McLinch has caught a trout measuring 22 inches

in length. Among the other good fishing lakes in that

vicinity may be noted the Belgrade chain, Annabessa-
cook and Maranacook, at Winthrop, Pleasant Pond in

Litchfield, and China Lake at China. These waters

have all been receiving the attention of the Fish and
Game Commission in restocking for several years, and
all of them are beginning to show good results in both

trout and salmon." Catches at Lake Auburn have been

kept back by the cold winds and rain, but Saturday

brought out "a lot of fishermen, with more or less of suc-

cess. A Skowhegan report says that the lakes and ponds

in that vicinity are all open, with something doing on

the trout brooks, though the water is still too high for

the best results. At Lake George E. Richardson and
George Averill have the honor of taking the first land-

locked salmon of the season. At Alton Bay, New Hamp-
shire, the fishermen have been gathering since the end

of the storm. Nearly all the fishing camps at Alton Bay
and Glendale are occupied, and good weather will bring

strings of trout. Horace Pope, of Brockton, Mass., .has

already taken one salmon and two trout; H. L. Sargent,

Haverhill, a trout of 4 pounds and a salmon of 6 pounds.

A Meredith, N. H., dispatch says that despite the

bad weather more trout and salmon have been taken

at that point than for several years. All of the local

guides are very busy, with new parties arriving since

the storm. Bristol. N. H., reports say that Newfound
Lake is starting in well. Gen. Paul Lang, of Oxford,

has taken a salmon of 7^ pounds, and Gen. Rufus N.
Elwell, of Exeter, two salmon of good size. William and
Frank George have taken a lake trout weighing 12

pounds, the largest fish of the season, thus far. They
have also caught two or three sa'mon. Mr. and Mrs.

Eben Phillips, of Swampscott. Mass.. have been at New-
found the past week, and Mr. Phillips has caught a irout

of 6 pounds and two salmon of 3 pounds and 4 pounds
weight. Mrs, Phillips has taken a handsome laker of 4
pounds. Local sportsmen are still in the lead at that

lake, having t-aken last week more than a dozen salmon,

from 3 to 8 pounds weight, and a number of trout. Bos-

ton anglers are gathering there. A report from The
Weirs, New Hampshire, mentions cold weather and high

winds, with a downpour of rain. Fishing has not been
mdulged in to the extent that is usual on the ice first

leaving Winnipisaukee. At Laconia women anglers have

been taking trout and salmon from Winnesquam, and
good weather promises to bfing good fishing.

The big salmon pool at Bangor, Me., has not been
panning out to the fishermen very well the past week,
by reason of the rains-and freshet in the river. Still one
or two good ones have been landed; George Willey, a

24-pound salmon: Samuel Drinkwater, 22-pound. Be-

yond Bangor there are numerous trout and salmon lakes

and rivers, many of which are open, and all promising
ample room and good sport for the lovers of the angle.

From Square Lake, Aroostook county, some good
catches of trout are already reported, such as 50 pounds
of trout and salmon in one day by P. N. Burleigh and
O. N. Smith. In northern Aroostook waters the ice

still lingers, but it will soon be out, and great catches of

trout may be looked for. Most of these waters are new,

and generally they are well supplied with brook trout.

Stream fishing in that part of the county is all that could

be asked. Happy is the lover of the rod and reel who can

spend his vacation on the right spot in Aroostook coun-

ty. Washington county is also coming to the front in

the way of trout and salmon fishing. The Union Salmon
Pool, at Calais, is expccled to show good results this

season. At Pcnnesseewassee Lake, Norway, Me., the

early fishermen have got into some trouble. As 'soon

as the ice went out they begun to assemb'e and to fish.

A warden soon appeared and warned them, that under
special provision of the statu' es that lake was not legally

open till May i. Some of the sportsmen ceased fishing,

while others continued. Some of the anglers who per-

sisted in fishing were leading citizens of the surrounding

towns and legal complications arc expected. Special.

ANGLING NOTES.

Scap Net.

A GENTLEMAN much interested in fish and game protec-

tion and president of a society that is very active in this

direction, writes me a letter which I will g've nearly in

full

:

"Will you tell me what a scap net is? It appears in

the game law, but it is new to me. and undefinab'e by

any man in this section of the State, as far as I am able

to find.

"Our gams protector seized a number of fyke nets in

the river a few days ago, and took from the docks where

they were in use four squat nets, or, at least the men
under hirri seized them. The owners of the squat nets

swore out warrants for the game protector's men beforr a

justice of the peace, and yesterday the case was tried.

The game protector was well defended by an able lawyer,

and our society had two lawyers in attendance as his

counsel. An ex-assemblyman represented the pirates and

made a pretty stifif case for them. He claimed that the

'scap net,' so called, was a squat net, which they were

using, and that the use of these nets is permissible under

the law for the purpose of catching minnows for bait but

upon our production of the nets, showing that the m_e=:h

was too large to catch minnows, the tide turned against

them, and the protector's men were acquitted.

"The case stirred up an immense amount of interest. A
large court room was packed, three or four hundred men,

mostly interested in fish piracy, being present. The lives

of our protectors have been threatened, and there \yas

blood on the moon, but nothing came of it ; all was quiet.

Still, we are all anxious to know what a scap net is. My
thought is that a scoop net was referred to in the law, and
through typographical error it was made 'scap.' I sup-

posed I was familiar wnth all sorts of nets, but scap is

beyond me."
It is safe to believe that scap is a corruption of scoop,

but a scap net has been a scap net as long as I can remem-
ber, and it means a small hand net used for lifting fish

fry out of a trough in a hatchery, or minnows out of a

bait bucket, and I have often heard the term applied to a

landing net. The Century Dictionary recognizes a scap

net thus : "Scap net. A net used by anglers to catch min-

nows, shrimp, etc., for bait. See scoop net."

"Scoop net. A form of net used to bail out fish col-

lected in a pound ; also a small hand net, used for catching

bait; a scap net."

The expression scap net occurs in the Forest, Fish and
Game Law of New York in Section 65, as follows : "Nets
other than scap nets, dip nets and minnow nets, when
permitted, shall not be set or used without a license

granted by the Commission.''

The context indicates that a scap net is not to be used

for taking food fish, but belongs to a class of nets used
in taking- minnows.

Large versus Small Troat.

"Massachusetts has a nevvr trout law which forbids

taking trout under six inches in length. The Hartford
Times says that this law will bear hard on fishermen in

the mountain streams in Berkshire County which are much
like those of New Hampshire, where the limit is wisely

placed at five inches. This matter has been often dis-

cussed, and the six-inch limit in Connecticut works the

same hardship in small streams. Dr. Pyme, an excellent

authority on fi.shing, niaintains that 'if the purpose is to

prevent the depletion of streams the proper way is to for-

bid the taking of large fish instead of small. One of the

large fish will produce thousands of young where a small

one produces scores.'
"

The quoted matter is a marked editorial from the Al-

bany Argus of recent date which I received this evening

in my mail, and I as.sume that I am exiected to say some-
thing on the subject in this column of Forest and Stream.
The first thing I desire to say is that the Hartford

Times' man has a good mcmorv. for I answered this same
heresy more than a ucz-^'r. years ago, when Dr. Pr'me
first uttered it, for it was Dr. W. C. Prime who advanced

it, and not Dr. Pyrne, as "the types now make the name.

Just one week ago to-night I was at the Suffolk Ch'b on

Long Island and something that was said by one of the

members recalled Dr. Prime'5 article and my crit'cism

upon it, and I then determined to look for the art'cle and

my comments, and now this editorial comef as a further

reminder. First, I will quote a part of the original article

as it appeared in the New Y6t<< Journal of Commerce un-

der the head lines "Stop Killing Large Trout." "Useless

Fish Commissions," "Absurd Game Laws." I had hoped

that the argument in favor of killing small trout and pre-

serving the large ones was forgotten, and its teachings

unheeded, for if followed it is bound to work great injury

to the trout fishing of the country, and for_ this reason it

is well to discuss the matter once more, as it has come to

the fore again after all these years.

The Original Complaint.

The following quoted mattfer appeared over the old-Eng-

lish W. used by Dr. Prime in his contributions to the

Journal of Commerce:
"Do I intend to keep this small fish ? Of course I shall

keep him. You have the common notion that small troiit

should be put back and only large fish taken home. This
notion is one of the absurdities of angling literature and
angling legislation. It is just possible that continued com-
bating may in time educate the people, so that what is

called 'fishculture' may proceed on correct principles.

"The best w'ay to combat it would probably be to take

the boldest course, and advocate statute law forbidding the

capture of any trout weighing over a pound. Better
still, for a few years at least, would be the preservation, in

some waters, of all weighing over a half-pound.

"The indignation with which the city sportsman has
met this proposition when I have heretofore made it has
been very amusing. But no one ventures to answer the

common sense argument—namely, that if you wi.sh to

breed for food or market purposes any animals, ca'tie,

sheep, chickens, trout, you are very ignorant indeed if

you adopt the practice of killing off your old breeders
every spring and depending on future increase on the

young an mals. Take, for example a farm through which
runs a good stream. The owner desires to restore ihe

trout fishing which was once good, and which supplied

his family with many luxurious meals. They eat lamb,
chicken, veal, various meats. They consider the question
of adding fish to their home supply. The farmer pur-

chases a ict of trout and stocks the streams. Then he
consults books, anglers and statute law. for instruction

how to secure a steady supply of trout in h s brook. He
is told never to kill small fish, but when they grow large

to kill and eat them. He tries the experiment, catches

all the trout he can over five inches long and expects a

lot more from year to year. He find^ his experiment i.- a
dead failure as ninety-nine out of a hundred have found
it of late years. Then he tries again on common .sen.se

principles. He treats trout as he treats his hens and his

sheep, keeping the well-grown for breeders and killing

each year more or less of his lambs, chickens and young
trout. This time he is successful. In his stream are a

goodly number of large trout. They grow to weigh from
one to three or four pounds each. He would no more kill

one of those large trout than he would kill his breeding

sheep. From each pair of them he expects and has many
thousands of young fish. He preserves them two years, by
which time they are good little food fish. The stream
swarms with them. * * * I have no doubt that the

total disappearance of trout from very many streams is

due to the fact that the large trout haxe been killed out-
H * * Repeal the ridiculous statutes which forbid kill

ing and eating the trout chickens, and enact and enforce

statutes forbidding the taking of any breeders—in short, of

all which weigh over a pound. Each pound trout, if left

to live, will be ancestor of a hundred thousand trout, and
the breeders will live ten or twenty years continually pro

ducing."
There is more of it, but I have quoted a fair sample-

enough to show that the author had scarcely any knowl-
edge of the habits of trout from the standpoint of a

breeder. He says no one ventures to answer the common
sense argument he advances, but I did have the hardihood
to answer it, and I will quote from what I said.

Comments Twelve Years Old.

"The letter, printed in another column, is sent to us

by a subscriber in New York city who writes, 'Read it

carefully; there is much room for thought in it, and it

has common sense in it—at least, I think so.' The letter

is sighed with an old-English W., the sign manual of no
less an authority on angling than Dr. Wm. C. Prime.

"We are a great admirer of Dr. Prime's writings, and
we have read this particular letter carefully, as advised

to do, and in our opinion it is weak in argument, wrong in

assumption of facts and utterly lacking in that for which
it Avas commended to us—common sense. We say it with

regret, but the author appears to have given no heed to

the results derived from years of practical fishculture, and
little thought to the habits of the fishes themselves, other-

Wise he would have chosen comparisons in breeding with

surrounding conditions more similar than those of farm
cattle and wild fishes.

"Trout are cannibals. They eat the eggs of one an-

other a's they are deposited, if they are not securely cov-

ered, and the eggs that are covered are eaten by the next
pair of trout that uncover them to make their own spawn-
ing bed. They eat the fry that escape destruction at an

earlier stage, and then they eat one another so long as

life lasts. How would sheep and cattle thrive under such

conditions? Is it not an absurd comparison?
. "Trout Ixeeders—those who raise trout for market or

breeding fish for sale, men who do this for bread and
butter—will say, and they judge from practical experience,

that the ponds and streams must be watched for old fish

—

!)ig fellows that prey upon everything in sight smaller

than they are—that they may be removed. It will be

difficult to catch them, for they are wary from long ex-"

per'ence w-ith the lures of men, but fish breeders will

tell you if you would preserve your stock to remove them
with net snare or spear if other means fail. Protect the

big trout and permit the small ones to be taken, and be-

tween the trout and the fisherman there would soon be
nothing but big ones, and then, in a short lime more, when
big ones, if any. would have to be caught, there would be
none left worth mentioning.

"Nearly twenty years ago the writer obtained permis-
sion to fi-h a small pond wh'ch for ten years or so pre-

vious had been closed to all fishing. The owner Y;'ould

not fish it nor permit any one else to do so; but when
the property was inherited by his son. the permit was
obtained. The fi.sh were nearly all of uniform size, as if

they had been screened as coal is screened to obtain lumps
of equal size. They were gaunt, ferocious looking fish, and
far from inviting in appenmnoe; There was absolutely bo
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j'-oung stock in the pond ; it had been eaten as soon as

born. The reason that tlie farmer's trout brook now
contains no trout is because the farmer and others has had
the same mistaken idea about trout that the author of the
letter gives expression to. He thought he could catch all

the baby trout as thej'- came to be of fingerling size and
the stock would be kept up in some mj^sterious manner by
a merciful providence.

"Kill the big trout and let the little ones grow to six

inches by statute law (not five) and the brook will be
replenished. The trout will spawn at least once before
they can be captured legally, and with each recurring sea-

son there will be a stock of young fish to grow to breeding
age and size before they can be lawfully caught.
"There never was a more mischievous, misleading letter

written upon the subject of fishculture than the one we
refer to. The author thinks fish commissions useless, yet
fish commissions hatch from 95 to 98 per cent, of the eggs
they take- from trout and nature hatches less than one per
cent. Cut off the supply of young, vigorous breeders and
the fish commissions could not hatch fry fast enough to

feed trout over one-half or one pound in weight protected
from capture by law. * * *

"If all male trout could have rings in their noses and
be led with leading sticks and the female trout hatched in

box stalls, and the fry herded in pastures by watchful
men, then Dr, Prime's plan might work ; but until trout

are taught to eat hay and oats and stay on a farm with-

out jumping fences and escaping, we will have to continue

to breed fish in water
;
strengthen our excellent fish com-

missions, protect young, healthy, breeding fish ; kill the

old cannibals and fine or send to jail the netter and finger-

ling hunter for non-compliance with just and reasonable

laws.

"There is not a stream, other conditions, such as food,

temperature and due observance of law, being favorable,

where the six-inch law is enforced but the trout are in-

creasing. The farmer does not eat his chickens the mo-
ment they break the shells, nor his calves before they are

six weeks old, and a thoroughbred fisherman does not
kill baby trout under six inches and feel that he is enjoy-

ing manly sport. * * * We can charge the letter only

to lamentable ignorance of the life and habits of our
trout, but coming from such a source it might work in-

jury if it were passed by unnoticed, as it would be if

written by another pen. We have attempted to write

mildly upon this subject in face of the fact that a grievous

wrong is done to our fish commissions bygone whom we
feel would uphold them if he understood better the ad-

mirable work they have accomplished and are accomplish-

ing, but such changes as are advocated in the letter, if

followed, would surely be the means of destroying our
trout fishing,"

Except to cut out a good part of letter and 'comments, I

can, after a lapse of years, see no changes to be made.
I feel now what I said then, only more so.

Commeats To-day.

The big trout which would be protected under the pro-

posed plan would not be the best breeding fish. The let-

ter states : "Each pound trout, if left to live, will be

ancestor to a hundred thousand trout, and the breeders

will live ten or twenty years, continually producing." This
is a most unfortunate error to put in circulation. A year-

ling trout, if well grown, will produce eggs, but a trout

that is called a yearling Avill really be eighteen or twenty
months, old. They are born in the spring and spawn in

the fall, so that a "yearling" at the spawning season may
be twenty months old, and a two-year-old may be over

two and a half years. Eggs have been taken froni a year-

ling trout that was four inches long, but in a hatchery it

. is not customary to take eggs from yearlings, although in

exceptional cases it has been done when the fish are well

grown. At two and three years of age trout produce
strong, plump, healthy eggs. One establishment in this

country breeds from two-year-old fish and never from
older fish. One of the most successful of the English

establishments breeds from two and three year old fish ;

but remember that the two and three year olds are really

nearer three and fours years respectively, and these, I

think, are the best fish for breeders. Four and five year

old fish may be used as breeders, but after that, while

they may produce a greater number of eggs, they are

apt to be small relatively and the resulting fry is less

strong and vigorous than the fry from younger fish. As
an example : Last autumn there were a lot of six, seven

and eight year old fish in a breeding pond, but few, how-
ever, of the latter age. At first it Avas determined not to

take spawn from them, but for certain reasons they were
finally spawned and the eggs were kept separate from the

eggs of younger fish. The impregnation of the eggs of

the old fish was imperfect as compared with the eggs of

young fish, and the fry were weak. A flood came, wash-
ing surface water into the pond feeding the hatchery, and
with the surface water was mud, and the hatchery troughs

were so thick with it that it was impossible to see the

fry. Of course the fry were all removed at once, and no
harm came to the fry from the eggs of the young fish.

The fry from the eggs of the old fish died, the gills be-

coming inflamed and distended until death ensued.

Just here it occurred to rne to look at a book written

by Fredefic M. Halford (Detached Badger, of the Lon-
don Field), author of "Floating Flies and How to Dress
Them" and "Dry Fly-Fishing," etc., one of the best

known of English anglers. The book is entitled "Making
a Fisher}'," which is the English for improving the fish-

ing in an English stream—keeping down weeds and the

enemies of trout, and keeping up the stock of trout for

angling purposes. -There are two things which struck

me at once as bearing on the point of this note. , First, a

rule under "Limits," which reads, "No trout or grayling

to be killed under thirteen inches in length. Any under
this length to be at once carefully returned to the water."

Second, under "Netting," to remove anything that may
injure the fishing. "When a net is once on a bank all

• trout-.-aad grayling should be promptly taken out; old or
ill-conditioned specimens should be knocked on the head
and the remainder deposited in bait cans or carriers."

Under "Poachers" there is this, "Among fish, chub, perch

and eels are certainly destructive; and overgrown trout,

especially old male fish, are dreadful sharks, Wherever

mi whenever, in.pl^in^ nPU or P|ther Jfie^^s of catching

fish, any of the above are secured, it is hardly necessary to

say that they should not be returned to the water."
Here is a book of over 200 pages devoted exclusively to

the care of a stream to maintain trout fishing in it at its

best, written by one of the most ad.vanced anglers of this

day who treats the subject from a business standpoint,
considering pounds, shillings and pence, in a desire to
obtain the best possible fishing now and in the future, and
the whole tenor of the book is to preserve the small
trout and kill off the large ones.
"But it is an English book !" Yes, I know that, but

it is the only one I know of in the English language de-
voted exclusively to this subject, and what is good for
an English troi^t stream can be applied with profit to an
American trout stream, for the principles are the same on
both sides of the water. A trout 6^2 inches long, measur-
ing to end of tail, weights ounces—at least one that I

weighed did, A trout of Mr. Halford's limit in good
condition would weigh a pound. The 6-inch fish would
produce from fifty to one hundred eggs, and the 13-inch
fish from 1,000 to 1,200. If trout cannot be caught under
6 inches, and the law is enforced, there must be some
natural increase, though the eggs from the yearlings are
not as good as from the two-year-old; but preserve the
6-inch fish and some will escape capture the second year
and produce better eggs and more of them. If big fish

only are protected, the stock must deteriorate for breed-
ing, and weaklings be the ultimate result, aside from the
fact that the old breeders are cannibals.

As I am writing the Forest axd Stream for April 27
comes in and I find an editorial article in it regarding the
breeding of the lobster, and desire to call attention to one
paragraph: "Based upon these well-established facts

(that lobsters do not, as a rule, produce eggs until they
have reached a length of loYz inches) of lobster life, the
lawful limit of those which may be caught has been made
in Massachusetts 10V2 inches; in other words, the statute

declares that no lobster may be caught until it shall have
had a chance to breed."

Now the question is, if it is desirable, in order 10 keep
up the stock of lobsters in the sea, that they should be
allowed to grow to a size that will allow of their spawn-
ing before capture, will not the same principle apply to

brook trout in a stream that can be netted and otherwise
poached in season and out in spite of protectors and
statutes?—for it would seem that a lobster in the s^ has a

better chance for life under prevailing conditions than a
brook trout in a mountain brook.

Seeing Is Believing.

On more than one occasion I have said that so many
remarkable things have occurred in the fish world that

were absolutely true, that I had reached a condition of

mind that I never disputed a fish story, however im-
probable it might appear on its face. My friend. Col,

William Cary Sanger, Assistant Secretary of War, in a
personal letter makes a suggestion to me tliat will here-
after enable me to listen to any kind of a story aboUt
fish. He says of a certain story (which I will not tell

here) : "It reminds me of the man who told of the
most extraordinary and improbable event and ended by
saying, 'I would not have believed it if I had not seen
it, to which the listener replied, T hope you will allow me
the same privilege.' "

Now I am ready to listen to any kind of a fish story
that any man in America or elsewhere would not have
believed if he had not seen it himself, and Col. Sanger
has my profound thanks. A. N. Cheney.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Beginning of Bass Season.

Chtcago, III., April 27,—Bass fishing has begun in this

part of the world, more especially by those .good folk

who wouldn't kill a spring chicken until all~the shell

w^as off its back. As usual Cedar Lake, Ind., is the first

water near here to report returns. N. B. Soper sent up
word to-day that on yesterday he caught the legal limit,

twenty bass, at Cedar Lake. This h^is started up several
of our fi.sherman who have gone to Cedar Lake to-day.

We should hear of bass fishing within the next two weeks
in the many lakes of the Fox Lake chain north of here.

Troat,

The trout season has begun in the earlier streams of

Wisconsin. I received a very pleasant invitation from
Mr. John B. McLeod, of Milwaukee, to join him and
Mr. Miller on their preserved stream for a few days.
Tlieir party left Milwaukee yesterday, and it is with cer-

tain heart burnings that one must stay behind, because
a week ago Mr. McLeod was out for three hours and
took thirty "sweethearts," as he expresses it. If this

warm weather extends as far north as Waupaca, these

gentlemen will have nice sport. This is the same stream
upon which Mayor Harrison and his friend, Mr. Wash-
burne, have promised to spend a day or two later in the

season, and it is doubtful if they could do much better in

Wisconsin.

The Washfaurne Combination,

By the way, mentioning Mayor Harrison and Mr.
Washburne recalls the ancient friendship which exists

between these two. They have both been mayors of

Chicago, and perhaps it is this common experience in

grief which draws them so close together, and which
leads them now and again to take to the woods to hide
their sorrows. Mayor Harrison does not deny that Air.

Washburne is a successful trout fisherman, but he depre-
cates the methods employed by the latter gentleman.
The following is the formula, as given by Mayor Harri-
son, for the celebrated Washburne combination, which
is warranted to cause any old trout to- leave its happy
home. The list-begins at the hand fly, or that nea.rest to

the tip of rod,- and reads in order as follows: One artifi-

cial fly, any color so it is red; one large gob of garden
hackles; one number one spinner; one artificial frog; one
artificial mouse; one phantom minnow; one artificial

grub. In the opinion of Mayor Harrison and others

this combination is npt' strictly orthodox for a fly-fisher-

jTifin, As to Mr. Wasfjbwrne, }ie pimply smiles ancj gsks

his friends to come up to his office aiid see the S-p6und
trout which now adorns the wall.

'

Wonder if He Counted Them All.

A St. Paul newspaper states that the hustling executive
agent S. F. Fullerton, is going to put in 100,000,000 wall
eyed pike in Cass Lake this summer.

The Saginaw Crowd.

The good car W. B. Mershon will go into commission
at Saginaw next week, and at midnight of the 8th of May
its long, low, piratical form will be seen counting the ties

north of Saginaw to some mysterious stream regarding
which no better information is obtainable than it is "up
north." The party will consist of ten. This is one more
chance I had to decline. Sometimes I think it is tough
to be a newspaper man, and think I could -enjoy a job
similiar to that of the lily of the field, which toileth not,
neither does it .spin. There will be some lilies on that
car.

Fly-Fishing on the Evergreen.

Any open stream suitable for fly-fishing in the State
of Wisconsin is apt soon to be fished out. It is with
great pleasure, therefore, that I print the following kind
and brotherly advice from Mr. Sam J. Ryan, of the
Evening Crescent, Appleton, Wis. It is not every one
who will tell about good trout fishing when he finds it,

and Mr. Ryan deserves the thanks of all good anglers.
His letter reads as below:

"I have discovered something that may be of interest
to some of your readers. Since the Evergreen has been
logged, the lower end of the stream no longer affords
the trout of i, lYz and 2 pounds it once did. The Oconto
streams just north and east of the Menominee reservation
yield only small fish, but in large quantities. Another
field has been opened, op will be this spring. It is in
Langlade county on the upper stretches of the Oconto
streams, where there are also a few little lakes. To get
there, go by rail to Aatigo, then east twenty-eight miles
to Markton, Langlade county, and drive to A. M. Maed-
er's sheep farm. At the latter place there is some fish-

ing, by walking one mile, but the best is several miles
nortli in the wilderness, where last summer one string
of thirty brook trout was caught, weighing 74 pounds. To
get up there guide and tents are necessary, which Maeder
has for small parties of -three and four people. On one
of the streams up in this wilderness a raft has been built
and affords excellent, fly-fishing; there the big ones are
taken. Mr. Maeder is not in the resort business, but
can in a pinch take care of four or five fishermen (no
more) and can furnish tents and guides. He is an ardent
angler and from his residence in this city for several
years, we can say he is O. K. in every respect.

"It seems 4o me this is the best chance (outside of

Prairie River) for fly-casting with some hope of reward
in this State.

"Please understand I do not write this to give Mr.
Maeder any free resort advertising, for he does not need
the money he might charge boarders, but to put all ven-
turous trout anglers in way of new grounds."

I have referred to this new locality on the Evergreen
Mr. Geo. M. Eckels, of Chicago, who wants to go some-
where about June i. I hope he will do well.

To-day I was talking with Dr. Boyesen, of Black River
Falls, Wis., and he told me as a piece of exceptional
valuable angling news that the best place he knew of in

Wisconsin to fish for trout was a place called Dudley, on
the Prairie River. This was hardly any secret, as I have
before now told about many delightful experiences on
that charming little river.

The Wisconsin anglers get action a little earlier in

the season than the average Chicago fisherman. This
is what the Appleton paper says regarding certain streams
and certain persons of the delightful sporting grounds of

upper Wisconsin:
"Many parties go to Shawano and thence to the Oconto

streams north and west twenty or thirty miles. Otto
Kuehmsted swears by the Oconto, and says nothing can
be better. It is certainly a fact that in numbers the trout
in the Oconto outshine those of any other stream, but
they are not so much when it comes to size. The old
tales of 1,000, 1,200 and 1,500 trout brought down by
parties of three or four from the Oconto River are hap-
pily no more told."

Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Meeker are planning an early

May trip to Wild Rose in Waushara county, where they
had good success last year. Messrs. Will Stoppenbach,
P. M. Conke3' and S J. Ryan will probably have a few
days in May on a Michigan stream near Floodwood,
where there is room enough to cast a fly without catch-

ing a tag-alder branch every time the line goes out.

E. Hough.
Hartford Btni,DiNG, Chicago, 111,

Jib Mmnet

Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have adveitised in our
columns continuously for a quarter-century.

Points and Flushes.

The American Kennel Club Stud Book, the official stud

book of the American dog world, for the year 1900 is now
ready for distribution. It is the seventeenth volume. Be-

sides the registrations, which number from 54,328 to 59,-

208, there is a vast fund of general information, such as

a list of the active members, associate members, bench
shows and bench show winnings of 1900, cancellations,

champions of record, corrections. Executive. Board 1900,

fox hound and beagle trials 1900, kennel names, prefixes

and affixes, officers American Kennel Club and associate

members 1900, Pacific Advisory Committee 1900, re-regis-

trations, standing committees 1900, transfers, etc. Address
Mr. A. P. Vrendenburgh, Secretary A. K. C. 55 Liberty

street, New York.
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The Field commenting on the challenge received by
the Royal C, C. from the Winchester Boat Club, says:

The challenger intends to race in a racing-machine
type of canoe, with sliding seat. If it is true that the

canoe is to be designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield, we
may expect a very perfect model; and we can only regret

that that very able designer of extremely fast and pretty

yachts is not called upon to produce a canoe of the R.

C. C. cruising class, instead of a skimmer plank-balanced
machine.
The slackness of the R. C. C. in not taking .advantage

of opportunities will now be driven home with real effect

in that club. It has been admitted by almost every canoe
sailor in England that the racing machine, with its slid-

ing seat and chronic capsizing habits, was the direct

cause of the late downfall of canoe sailing; that the

machine transformed canoe sailing into an acrobatic per-

formance, absolutely confining success in the races to the

acrobat against the sailor. The racing of canoes has been
resuscitated in the cruising canoe class, and racing canoes
have died down to one or two old boats which occa-

sionally put in an appearance. All that was said when it

was some two years ago proposed to cut the class out,

and to substitute a class of useful little "traveling"

canoes. "Let them alone, they will die out." And so

they would were it not for cup challenges. The danger
is that the best racing men are now in the cruiser class,

and it may be that, in order to meet the American chal-

lenger, some of them will be drawn back into building

new racing machines, and thus revive the craft which
nearly killed canoeing. On the other hand, if the sailing

men stick to the cruising class canoe, there maj' be in

the cup races wind and circumstances giving a certainty

to the machine.
The best policy for the club, in the interests for future

sailing, is to decide and to publily state, before anything
is known of the American racer, that this shall be the

last year in which machines will be admitted to the cup
races. It will be too late to do so after the event, even

if the cup remains in England, as it would' scarcely be

fair to thus dictate that any future challenge must be in

an English cruiser class canoe. The Quincy cup of the

R. C. C. is confined to the cruising class, and therefore it

seenis odd that the challenger should have elected to come
in with a canoe which is only eligible to compete for the

one cup.

Two Days* Race Meet at the Pan-Amefican
Exposition*

The Committee on Sports of the Pan-American Ex-
position have included in their schedule a two days' race

meet for canoeists. The races are to be held Jtine 24 and
25, and are to be under the auspices of the Central Division

of the American Carvoe Association. The following well-

known canoeists have been appointed- to act as an ad-

visory committee on canoeing : C. P. Forbush, chairman

;

G. A. Howell, E. E. Coatsworth and J. S. Wright.
The events are open to all members of the American

Canoe Association.
The following is a list of the races

:

June 24.

1. Tandem, single blade, J4 mile with turn.

2. Single, double blade, ^ mile with turn.

3. Relay, single blade. % mile, over triangle course.

4. Tail-end, single blade, % mile, over triangle course.

5. Club fours, single blade, mile with turn.

6. War canoe, 3^ mile with turn.

7. Single, single blade, j4 mile with turn.

8. Tandem overboard, single blade, J4 mile with turn.

9. Hurrj'-scurry, looyds. run, looyds. swim, 200yds.
paddle.

ID. Tilting, heats,

June 25.

1 r. Single, single blade, i mile with turn.

12. Single, double blade, i mile with turn.

13. War canoe tug of Avar.

14. Tandem, single blade, i mile with turn.

15. Pursuit races, fours, i mile with turn.

16. Novice race, single blade, mile with turn. _
17. War fanoe, Pan-Arnerican Championship, i mile

jyith turn,
'
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18. Combination (lady and gentleman), single blade, i

mile with turn.

19. Upset, gentleman, ^'mile,
20. Tilting, gentleman, trial.

First and second prizes will be awarded to each mem-
ber of first two crews in all races having three entries or

more.
Event 6, individual prizes to first and second canoe.

Event 13, two flags to winning boat.

Event 17, trophy cups to first and second boats.

Entry list will close June 15 for war canoes and fours.

Captains must include name of each member of crew.

Entry blanks can be obtained from the chairman of the

Advisory Committee on Canoeing; Chas. P. Forbush,

Vice-Commodore Central Division A. C. A., 164 Crescent

avenue, Buffalo, N. Y., who will gladly answer any ques-

tions relative to the races or conditions.

All prizes will be carefully selected and will be em-
blematic of the Pan-American Exposition. It is the inten-

tion to make this the best and largest canoe race meet
held.

The races will be on the Park Lake, within the Exposi-

tion grounds, on a quarter-mile course which will be

carefully laid out and buoyed.
A. C. A. rules and limits to govern.

A typical canoe camp will be arranged and tents erected

for the cotrvenience of the contesting canoeists. In addi-

tion to the races, an illuminated parade will be held Mon-
day evening, 'June 24. followed by a regulation camp-fire

at the camp.

International Canoe Race*

The plans for Sn international canoe race between boats

representing the Ro3'al C. C. of England and the Win-
chester Boat Club, of Winchester, took definite shape

when the following challenge was mailed:
To the Honorable Secretary of the Royal C. C.

Sir : At a meeting of the directors of the Winchester
Boat Club, of Winchester, Mass., held on March 29, 1901,

it was voted to challenge the Royal C. C. to sail a series

of races for the sailing challenge cup of said Royal C. C,
subject to the rules and conditions governing such con-

tests, in the year book of 1900 of said Royal C. C. At the

same meeting it was further voted that the Winchester
Boat Club be. represented in this series of races by Her-
mann Dtidley Murphy, member of said Winchester Boat
Club. Therefore, .1 hereby make such challenge in be-

half of the Winchester Boat Club. I have the honor to

remain, very truly yours,

C. F. A. SlEDHOF,
Secretary Winchester Boat Club.

Winchester, Mass., April 2, 1901.

Thomas W. Lawson has ordered another canoe to be
built for Hermann Dudley Murphy, the challenger for the

Royal C. C. cup, to be sailed at Langsdon Harbor, Eng-
land, next August. The boat will be turned out by W. F.

Stevens, of Bath, Me., the builder of the noted Fleet,

owned by Paul Butler. The second boat will have more of

a dead rise, without the fullness of lines of the first boat,

now building at the Atlantic Works. Both canoes will be
ready by the first of May. Paul Butler will bring his

fleet of canoes here from the Vesper Country Club at

Lowell and trial races will be held on Mystic Lake. But-
ler is the most noted sailer of canoes in this part of the

country, and Murphy's two boats will thus receive a fine

trying out.

Brooklyn C. C*

The Race Meet Committee of the Brooklyn C. C. has
mapped out an interesting programme for the coming
season. The feattire of the season will be the novelty
race, under what the committee terms "get there" rules.

These will be three in number, any canoe, any trim of sails,

starting at signal and going one mile to windward and
return. Contestants can use sail or paddle.

The following is the schedule

:

May II, Paddling Races—Paddling and sailing com-
" petitions.

May ,30 to June 2—Spring cruise up the Hudson River
with Atlantic Division of the American Canoe Associa-
tion.

June 8—Sailing trophy races off club house, Gravesend
Bay, L. I., over club courses.

July 3 to 8—Annual cruise to Huntington Harbor, L. I.,

and contest for the Pagan Cruising Trophy, three miles

triangular, sailing a mile to a leg.

Julv 27—Club competitions off club house, Gravesend
Bay, "L. I.

Aug. 2 to 16—American Canoe Association meet, Thou-
sand Islands. St. Lawrence River.

Sept. I to 4—Fall cruise to Huntington, L. I.

Sept. 7—Open races given by club, sailing and paddling,

off club house on Gravesend Bay, L. I.

Sept. 21—Closing races of the season off the club house,

Gravesend Bay; sailing and paddling, tandem paddling
and clitb fours, the latter invitation events.

Knickerbocfcef C* C»

Thk Knickerbocker C. C. at a meeting held April 11 at

its club house at West Fifty-second street and Hudson
River, decided to hold a meet on Decoration Day at some
place on the Hudson River to be selected by the Regatta
Committee. Egg Beach, the- regular camping ground of

the club, which is almost opposite Mount St. Vincent, will

probably be chosen. The Atlantic Division of the Amer-
ican Canoe Association will also hold a meet on the Hud-
son at Lime Point on the same date.

A* C. A* Membership.

The following gentlemen have been proposed for mem-
bership to the Central Division of the A. C. A. : Irving

V. Earle, Syracuse, N. Y. ; James P. Watson. Buffalo.

N. Y. ; Stttart A. Lansing, Buffalo, N. Y.; Arthur R.
Gregory. Buffalo. 1^. Y. ; Geo. H. Voss, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Yachting Fixtures, t90t.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the future.

MAY.
18. Huguenot, special. New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
25. New Rochelle, special, New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
.30. South Boston, club race. City Point, Boston Harbor.
.30. East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Massachusetts Bay;
.30. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
30. Harlem, annual regatta. City Island, Long Island Sound.
30. Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Long Island Sound. '

.30. Bridgeport, special, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.
30. Canarsie, opening and parade, Carnarsie, Jamaica Bay.
30. Brooklyn, opening, Gravesend Bay.
30. Staten Island, Stapleton, S. I.

SO. American, opening, Milton Point, Long Island Sound.
30. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
30. Seawanhaka Corinthian, races for raceabouts, Seawanhaka

knockabouts and club catboats. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
JUNE.

1. Knickerbocker, annual. College Point, Long Island Sound,
1. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
5. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
8. Canarsie, pennant championship, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
8. Manhasset, annual, Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
5. Brooklyn, open, Gravesend Bay.
8. South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Elarbor.

12. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
15. South Boston, club cruise. City Point. Boston Harbor.
15. New York C. C, annual, Gravesend Bay.
1.5. Larchmont, spring regatta, Larchm^ont, Long Island Sound.
15. Seawanhaka Corinthian, first race. Center Island cvp, Oyster

Bay, Long Island .Sound.
15. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
15-17. Boston, cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
16. South Boston, cruise, City Point. Boston Harbor.
17. Duxbury, club race, Duxbury, Mass.
17 ITulI-Massachusetls, classes over ISft., Hull, Boston Harbor.
17. T)orchester, classes 18ft. and under, Dorchester, Boston Harbor.
17. Corinthian, first club championship, Marblehead, Mass.
17. East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Mass.
17. Brooklyn, annual regatta, Gravesend Baj'.
17, Pavonia, annual, Bayonne, Ne'vark Bay.
17 Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
18 Atlantic, annual. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
19. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
20. New York, annual. New York Bay.
20. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
22. Marine and Field, open, Gravesend Bay.
22. New Rochelle, annual. New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
22. Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
22. Seawanhaka Corinthian, second race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
25. American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
25. New York, Glen Cove_ cups. Long Island Sound.
26. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
27-28. Seawanliaka Corinthian, special. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
29. Boston, City Point, Boston Harbor.
29. Atlantic, annual. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
29. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
29. Seawanhaka Corinthian, annual race for Leland challenge cup

for raceabouts. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound. '

JULY.

2, 4, 6. Newport, Y. R. A., cup defender class, Newport.
2. Indian Harbor, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
3. Cokimbia, City Point, Boston Harbor.
3. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass,
3-S. Brooklyn C. C, cruise, Gravesend Baj'.
4. Duxbtiry, club race, Duxbury,. Mass.
4. Boston City, City Point, Boston Harbor.
4. Corinthian, second club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
4. East Gloucester, open, Gloucester, Mass.
4. Gravesend Bay Y. R. A., first open regatta, Gravesend Bay.
4. Larchmont, annual regatta and schooner races for' Colt cupj

Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
4. Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
4. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay Long Island Sound.
4. Pavonia, Mclnnis cup, Bayonne, Newark Bay.
4. Canarsie, parade, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
4. Penataquit Corinthian, annual, Bay Shore, L. I.

4. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
4. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
5-11. Atlantic, cruise. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
6. Shinnecock Bay, club. Shinnecock Bay.
6. Mosquito Fleet, City Point, Boston Harbor. -
6. Riverside, annual. Riverside, Long Island Sound.
6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, third race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
6. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
6. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.
8. Norwalk, annual. South Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
9, 10, 11. New York, Newport series, Newport.

10. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
13. Moriches, club.
13. Corinthian, third club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bav,
13. Larchmont, open, first day of race' week, Larchmont, Long

Island Sound.
13. Seawanhaka Corinthian, race for Roosevelt memorial cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
13. Manhasset, special. Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
13-20. Larchmont, race week, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
17. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Slass.
18, 20, 23. Newport Y. R. A., special races, Newport.
20, Westhampton C. C, club.
20. Winthrop, Winthrop, Mass." .

2C. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
20. South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
20. Stamford, annual, Stamford, Long Island Sound.
20. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fourth race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
20. Trial race to select Canada cup defender, Chicago, Lake

Michigan.
20. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
22 New York, cruise, rendezvous. Glen Cove.'
22. Harvard, cruise, rendezvous, Morris Cove, L. I. Sound.
22. Canarsie, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
23. New York, cruise to the eastward.
24. Seawanhaka, cup race. Lake St. Louis.
24. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass. »-

25, 26, 27. Hull-Massachusetts, invitation races, Hull, Mass.
27. Corinthian, fourth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
27, Shinnecock Bay, special, Shinnecock Bay.
27. Sea Cliff, annual, Sea Cliff, Long Island Soimd.
27. Northport, annual, Northport, Long Island Sound.
27. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fifth race for Center Island cup, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
27. .Manhasset, special. Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
29. New York, Astor cup races, Newport.
29- .30. Burgess, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bpy.
30-31. New York, trial races to select America Cup defender,

Nevvport.
31. Corinthian, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
31. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

AUGUST.
1-3. Corinthian, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
1. New York, trial race to select cup defender," Newport.
3. Du.xbury, club, Duxbury, Mass.
3. Moriches, association regatta.
3. .-Xtlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
3. Hempstead Harbor, annual, Hempstead Harbor, L. I. Sound,
3. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Robert Center memorial cup races,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
3 Manhasset Bay, special, Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
5. C. Manchester, West Manchester, Massachusetts Bay.
7. Misery Island, Salem Bay, Alass.
7, S. East Gloucester, Gloucester, Mass.
7. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mas§,'

9, JO, f^ppisquam, Ipswich Bay. Msgs,
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10. Westhampton C. C, association regatta.
10. Brooklyn, Gravesend Bay.
10. Horsehoe Harbor, annual, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
10. Bridgeport, special, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.
10. Seawanhaka Corinthian, sixth race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
10-15. Chicago, races for the Canada cup, Chicago, Lake Michigan.-
12, 13. American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
17. Moriches, open.
17. Wollaston, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
17. Corinthian, tifth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
17. South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
17. New York, New York Bay.
17. Indian Harbor, annual. Greenwich; Long Island Sound.
17. Seawanhaka Corinthian, seventh race {or Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
17. Canarsie, Corinthian regatta, Jamaica Bay..

17. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
20, 22, 24, 27, 29. American cup races, Sandy Hook.
24. Shinnecock Bay, association regatta, Shinnecock Bay.

, 24. Corinthian, sixth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
24. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.
26. Cape Cod, Provincetown, Mass.
'27. Wellfleet, Wellfleet, Mass.
29. Plymouth, Plj-mouth, Mass.
30. Kingstown, Ivingstown, Mass.
31. Duxliury, Duxbury, Mass.
31 Westhampton C. C.. open.
31. East Gloucester, club, Gloucester, Mass.
31 Marine and Field. Gravesend Bay.
31. Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.-
31. Huntington, special, Huntington, Long Island Sound.
31. Larchmont, special, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.

SEPTEMBER.

2. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
2, 3. Corinthian, cruise, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
3. Lynn, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Gravesend Y. R. A., all classes, Gravesend Bay.
2. Norwalk, special. South Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
2. Sachem's Head, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
2. Larchmont, fall regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
2. Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
2. Pavonia, special, Bayonne, Newark Bay.
2, Canarsie, ladies' day, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
2. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
2. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Baj'.

2 Chicago, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
3 Shinnecock Bay, open, Shinnecock Bay. ^ ^ ^
5, 6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, open special. Oyster Bay, L. I.

Sound. _ _ _ ,

7. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fall regatta, Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound,
7. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
7. Lvnn, Y. R. A., rendezvous.

14. Brooklyn, fall regatta, Gravesend Bay, New York Bay.
14. Larchmont, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
14. Indian Harbor, fall regatta, Greenwich, Conn.
14. Atlantic, fall regatta. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
21 New York C. C, fall regatta, Gravesend Bay.

,

21. Manhasset Bay, fall regatta. Port Washington, L. I. Sound.
21. Canarsie, commodore's cup races, Canarsie,. Jamaica Bay.

The list of iixtltres which appear in this week's issue is

still far from complete. This is easily accounted for. as

some of the clubs have not decided on their racing dates,

and from a lutmber of others we have not heard. The
publishers of Forest and Stream are anxious to have the

list of racing dates as complete as possible, and kindly

reqtiest those secretaries and chairmen of regatta com-

mittees of the clubs whose fixtures are not given, to send

them in at their early convenience.

Incomplete as the list of racing fixtures is, still there are

far more dates given than ever before at the opening of a

season, and this indicates that a large amount of racing

mav be looked forward to all over the cotmtry. The
inland and Canadian dates are not included in the hst

except in one or two instances, and there is a great deal

of keen racing to be done by these fresh-water yachts-

men. The yacht clubs, both large and small, all along the

coast have showm greater interest than ever before, offer-

ing handsomer and more costly prizes in all the classes.

Aside from the great interest that is centered in the three

international races, there has always been a feeling among
many yachtsmen that an international race between the

go-footers tended to divert interest from the smaller

classes, and in that way was not a benefit to yachting in

general, but there is no indication that this is to be the

case this vear. The tmprecedented interest in yachting

this year is accounted for by the natural growth of the

.sport, and partially by the prosperous condition of the

country at large.

English yachting is in rather a stagnant condition, due

'to various causes, and in consequence.^ many desirable

yachts, both steam and sail, are on the sale list. Amer-
ican buyers have taken advantage of this situation, and

both the sail and steam fleet of English yachts in Amer-

ican waters will be greatly increased this year. The im-

portation of the big yawl Ailsa ought to make some fine

racing in the large class, now that Vigilant and Navahoe

will both appear in vawl rigs. Virginia, Yankee and Rain^

bow will be raced in the 70ft. class. The 65ft. linear rac.na?

class will have at least two additions. One is Senta, which

has already arrived from England, and the other is Eelin,

which is on her way over. These two boats, with Queen

Mab, Isolde, Astrild and Hester, will make a total of

six boats in this class, and there should be some splendid

racing among them. The schooners Amorita and Quisetta

will have two new rivals, both of which boats were de-

signed by Messrs. A. Gary Smith & Barbey. Amorita

has been altered and will be in better shape than ever

before. In the 51ft. class there will also be two new

boats, one designed by Herreshoff and the other by Hunt-

ington. Hussar II. will probably be out of the racing this

year, as she has been sold, and her new owner will change

her rig to that of a yawl. The 43, 36, 30 and 25ft. classes

will all be strengthened by the addition of new boats, and

the raceabout class will have at least ten boats, both new

and old. so, there will be as great interest and as much
sporty racing in this as well as in the larger classes.

The Boston Herald's foreign correspondent in speak-

ing of Mr. Clark's new cutter, Kariad. says: On Satur-

day there was launched at Meadowside the first-class rac-

ing cutter Kariad, now owned by Kenneth M. Clark, of

Paisley. She was designed by G. L. Watson and built

last year for G. Day Rose, under the name of Distant

Shore. Owing to family bereavements, Mr. Rose with-

drew from the sport and she was never launched. A
few months ago she was purchased by Mr. Clark, who has

renamed her Kariad, and placed Capt. Archie Hogarth in

charge. She has now been fitted out for first-class racing.

In size she is practically the same as Britannia. She is

85ft. on the waterline, by about 20ft. beam, and floats to

about 17ft. draft. The hull is fuller than we have been

accustomed to see in racing boats in recent years, but it is

beautifully modeled, and she gives every promise of being

fast. Her R, A, ratmg will work to about 97 or

98ft.

History of the Development of the

Racing Yacht.
{Concluded from j>age 883.)

The first race for the Gup was set for Sept. 27. The
fleet of excursion boats that gathered about the line at

the start wks so large as to call out expressions of aston-
ishment from all who saw it. The conditions of the
match agreed upon with Lord Dunraven were three races
in five, all to be sailed outside of headlands, and time
allowance according to the rules of the New York Y. C.

to be given. Vigilant allowed Valkyrie one minute and
thirty-three seconds.
The first race was a failure on account of a lack of

wind. Vigilant at one time being entirely becalmed—so
much so, in fact, that she lost steerage way and turned
entirely round.
The boats met again 011 Sept. 29 in an effort to sail the

first race of fifteen miles to windward and return. This
time they were more fortunate. Vigilant obtained a lead

in the first leg of the course, and turned the outer mark
eight minutes and si.x; seconds ahead. In the run home
Valkyrie gained thirty second', and so Vigilant was an
easy winner by five minutes and forty-eight seconds, cor-

rected time.

The second attempt at a race was also a failure on
account of lack of wind.
The third race was to be over a triangle of thirty miles,

ten miles to a leg.

A good whole-sail breeze was blowing that gave the

yachts a splendid test on this point of .sailing. Vigilant
again demonstrated that she vi^as the master, as she won
the race in a clean cut way by ten minutes and thirty-five

seconds, corrected time. This race was one of the most
exciting ever sailed. The din that greeted the great white
sloop as she swept past the red lightship and the black
flagship was something marvelous. The race was won
on its merits and without flukes or flaws.

The fourth race was sailed on Oct. 13. It was similar

to the first—that is, fifteen miles to windward and return.

The wind blew great guns, and both contestants were
reefed. The patriots were given a painful surprise in this

race. Valkyrie obtained a weather position on Vigilant

at the start, and to the amazement of every one held it.

The wind kept increasing in strength, and it gave the

partisans of the American boat great chunks of pain to

sec the cutter gradually forging to the front. Valkyrie
turned the outer mark one minute and fifty-five seconds
ahead of the sloop.

But the day was Friday, and it was the 13th of the

month, and so all hope was not lost. As soon as Vigilant

had turned she shook out her reef and sent up her largest

c'ub topsail. Under this tremendous spread of sail the

great white sloop fairly seemed to fly. The spume flew

from under her forefeet, and her tremendous speed majr be

known when it is said she ran the fifteen nautical miles

(about seventeen and one-quarter land miles) in one
hour and sitxeen minutes, or about fourteen land miles

per hour.

Even at this tiiire it was almost certain that she would
have lost the race had not Valkyrie carried away two
spinakers, and finally finished the race under a balloon

jib used as a spinaker. As it was. Vigilant crossed the

finish line two minutes and thirteen seconds ahead of

Valkyrie, w^hich gave her the race by forty seconds, cor-

rected time. Vigilant gained four minutes and eight sec-

onds in the run home.
The year 1894 is interesting in the small boat sense, as

that year saw the birth of what is to-day one of the most
popular of the small classes—namely, the knockabout.

This little ves.sel was 21ft. on the waterline and carried

500ft. of sail. They were intended for a handy, safe

iacat for two persons, and in their original form they

fulfilled that position admirably. They have somewhat
deteriorated, however, at the present time, and have im-

bibed more of the racing machine than is well for com-
fort sometimes.
The year 1894 Avas also memorable from the visit of

Vigilant to England under her new owner, Mr. George
Gould. Her success in EngHsh waters was not as pro-

nounced as most patriots would have liked to see it. Out
of seventeen races which she sailed with Britannia she

lost eleven and won five. Some comfort was taken though

from the fact that whenever the wind blew fresh Vigilant

was a winner. All the races she lost were in light weather.

Much disappointment was felt that Valkyrie II. could not

meet her. She was unfortunately sunk by Satanita in a

cc-Uision during the first race of the season, and was not

raised.

Lord Donfaven's Second Challenge.

A second challenge was received from Lord Dunraven
late in the fall of 1894 for the ninth contest for the Cup.

The conditions caused some parleying, but were finally ar-

ranged satisfactorily. Lord Dunraven named Valkyrie

in. as the challenger. She was thoroughly tried out W'ith

Bruannia, and after some alterations had been made was
sent across under jury rig, as her predecessors had been.

She was a much more pronounced type than the pre-

vious challenger, her keel being much deeper, her lead in-

creased and her beam for the first time greater than that

of the American boat. She was 27ft. wide, and her body

was very shallow. Her overhangs were long and graceful.

Taken altogether, she was a very promising vessel, and

the hopes of her designer and owner were very high, and

there was a general feeling of expectation of great re-

sults from her.

Nor was the New York Y. C, idle. The syndicate was
formed and Herreshoff was comm'ssioned to build De-
fender. Defender was a keel beat and was a great ad-

vance on Vigilant. She was also deeper, carried more
lead and was of a more powerful body than her

predecessor.
Her overhangs were the best that had yet been put on a

Herreshoff craft, and her profile showed unmistakably

the hand of a master of his craft.

The excitement over the racing for the Cup had gradu-

ally grown with each succeeding year, and this year saw

a still greater fl:eet around the starting line than ever

before.

The American craft had been carefully tuned up in a

number of races with Vigilant, and she had beaten the old

craft with great ease, although the old champiopi, as well

as Jubilee, which had also been fitted up, showed remark-
able speed in many of their encounters.

Valkyrie had also been given a thorough tuning up, and
\vas in good shape when the day for the first race ar-
rived, which was set for Oct. 5.

The wind was very light, and the comriiittiee in order to

get a windward and leeward course were obliged to

move the starting point from Sandy Hook Lightship sev-
eral miles -down the Jersey coast. At the outset, Capt.
Hafl", who was handling the wheel on Defender, obtained
slightly the best position. As the race advanced, however,
it seemed that Valkyrie was leaving Defender rapidly.
They split tack^, and the Englishman stood out to open
ocean, while the American stood in toward the Jersey
coast. All the while Valkyrie apparently was increasing
her lead. This went on for about an hour, and then the
boats were three miles apart on opposite tacks. Finally
up went the Englishman's tiller and round he spun on
his heel and headed in to cross Defender's bow. The
excitement was now intense. Much speculation was in-

diilged in as to how far he could cross by. All agreed
that he would cross Defender. Closer and closer he
came, and down went the hearts of the majority, but they
were reckoning without the host. Defender was ghosting
along in a wonderful manner. Nearer and nearer they
came. Valkyrie was pinching all she could to make eVery
possible inch count to windward. Now they were not
more than 200yds. apart. Suddenly up goes the helm of

the Englishman and round he goes again. He had failed,

and was obliged to go under the lee of Defender. And
what a din of whistles greeted the failure. From this

point the race became a procession, with Defender con-
stantly drawling away. She turned the outer mark well

ahead, and setting her spinaker swept down to the finish-

ing line into the arms of the mighty fleet awaiting her
there, a winner by about eight minutes.

The second race was made memorable by the famous
foul. In the jockeying for the start, Valkyrie turned too

close on the weather side of Defender and the end of

her main boom swept around caught the back stay, tore it

from the spreader and allowed her topmast to fall over to

leeward, breaking it nearly in two.

Defender, of course, protected the foul. She was prac-

tically disab'rd a- she could not u^e her jib topsail, and
the topma.st sagged over .so much that her club topsail was
of little use on the wind.
She went on in the race, however, and with all these

disadvantages she was only beaten by forty-seven seconds.

After the race the committee took up the matter of the

protest on the fouls and awarded the race to Defender on
that account.

This, of course, ca'.i^ed some bitter words, and set up
much friction. Lord Dunraven also protested on account
of the crowding of the course by the excursion steamers.

He also sent in a request that the remaining races be

sailed off Newport or Marblehead. This the committee
would not agree to, and ordered the third race to be

sailed.

Valkyrie appeared at the starting line, but with only

mainsail and jib set, and it was apparent to all that she

did not intend to start. She merely crossed the line and
then turned back and was taken in tow by her tug.

Defender went on and sailed over the course and was
awarded the race.

Lord Dunraven brought down a great deal of censure

on himself by making charges of swindling against the

owners of Defender when he returned to England. He
charged that ballast had been added to Defender after she

had been measured, and that she had been dishonestly

sailed, etc.

During the years from 1895 to 1899 the yachting in-

terest is principally attracted to the number of freak boats

that have been developed. One of the most prominent

of these is Cartoon, designed by Mr. William Gardiner, of

New York. She is 25ft. on the waterline and 48ft. over

all. Her beam is 12ft. and she draws but loin. of water.

Her bilges are very long and hard and when heeled over
'

she sails on her side for nearly her entire length. This is

what sailors sometimes , call sailing on her ear. The
object of such a construction is to have them do just this

thing—that is. to sail on their sides. When such a boat

is heeled in this manner, she becomes practically a long,

narrow canoe, and hence goes very fast comparatively.

In Boston waters there has been quite a development
of this tj'pe of vessel.

Hostess is one of a large number that were built to

defend the Quincy cup. She is 21ft. on the waterline,

40ft, over all, loft. beam, draws 6in. of water and carries

about 1,000ft. of sail. A fi'eak in every sense.

The same freakish ideas have taken root in England,

though not to the same extent as here.

Yacht Racing in Aostralia,

Yacht racing in Australia is confined almost exclusively

to the small classes. In this, however, they have de-

veloped some strange and wonderful things.

Woonga, an Australian yacht, is but 23ft, long and

about 10ft. beam. There is no deck. Her rig is some-

thing immense, and she carries a crew of eighteen men.

AVhile she looks somewhat peculiar in this shape, it is

only when she starts home before the wand and spreads

all her clothes that you realize the marvelous thing that

she is. Her spread of sail seems almost large enough for

an America Cup defender. That these boats can carry

such immense rigs in this manner in Australia is explained

from the fact that the trade winds there are almost con-

stant during their racing season. A skipper may depend to

a certainty, almost, on exactly the direction and force of

the \v*nd at all times.

During the last ten years the yawl classes have been

greatly developed, and to-day this is a popular and grow-

ing type of boat.

A yawl is a type of two-masted vessel that differs from

the schooner in that the after mast is set abaft the

rudder and carries but a small sail. The main mast

carries the principal sail of the boat. The rig is a very

easy one to handle, and also a very
^
safe one in heavy

weather It is for these reasons^ principally, that it is

growing in favor,

Satanita is one of the largest English yawls. Shp was

formerly a sloop, and gained some notoriety from the

fact that she sank Valkyrie \l. in 1894 in a coUsion on the
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Clyde. She is quite fast as a yawl, and has many prizes

to her credit.

Sybarita is one of Mr. Geotge L, Watson's best crea-

tions. She was new last year, and made an enviable

record in English waters, defeating not only all yawls, but

also all sloops that came against her. She is 90ft. on the

waterline, the same size as the Cup defenders.

During the last ten or fifteen years the sport of yacht

racing has made immense strides all over this country, and

in no place more than in Long Island Sound, especially

among the small classes. This is owing to the fact that

the Sound presents one of the best racing grounds in the

world. Singularly enough, also, the best course on the

Sound is that of the Bridgeport Y. C. There is no
question that they have here the premier waterway in

this country. Twenty natitical miles wide and with over

30ft. of water over the entire course with no headlands
• and very small tidesj we present a course that is almost

ideal.

In 1880 there were but two yacht clubs on the sound
with a membership of perhaps 500. Now there are twenty-

six clubs, with a meinbership of nearly S,ooo.

The years 1S97 and 1898 were good years for the sport,

and those who followed it closely were delighted in the

latter year to hear that another contest for the America
Cup was assured. Sir Thomas Lipton, through the Royal
Ulster Y. C, forwarded a challenge in due form.

Sir Thomas named Shamrock as the challenger, de-

signer William Fife, length on the waterline 90ft.

William Fife will be remembered as the designer of the

very successful Minerva, Ailsa, Calluna, etc., and a large

number of very successful boats in these smaller classes.

The New York Y. C. promptly accepted the challenge,

all the details for the match were quickly and smoothly
arranged and a tenth contest, for the time-honored "blue

ribbon of the seas" Avas thus inaugurated.

A syndicate of American yachtsmen gave the Herres-

hoffs an order for Columbia, and in due time she was
launched from the Herreshoff works.
She was given a thorough tn^ming up with the old Cup

champion Defender, which proved to he a most excellent

trial horse. - Many and exciting Avere the contests between
the two great sloops during the summer of 1899, but the

honors always lay with Columbia, proving again the ability

of the Herreshoffs to outbuild themselves.

Columbia was much of an improvement on Defender in

many ways and her underwater body was a thing of

beauty. Her lines were as fine as those of the finest

canoe. The workmanship on her was a great improve-

ment over anything that we had yet seen in a Cup cham-
pion. Her sails spread were something enormous, being

quite 13,000 sq. ft. •

Shamrock 'proved also to be a great advance on any-

thing that had been sent over for the Cup. The most
notable departure in her was the design below the water.

In model she resembled the defender much more than

she did any of the preAnous English challengers. She
was also similar to Columbia in many ways, and the two
were much closer in design than any tAVO previous con-

- testants for the Cup.
Columbia and Shamrock each carried a chunk of lead

bolted to the bottom of the keel weighing in the neigh-

borhood of 90 tons. You will better appreciate tJiis enor-

mous Aveight Avhen you knoAV that it is practically the

Aveight of the largest mogul locomotive and its tender

noAv used on the consolidated roads running through

toAvn. And Avhen you imagine a boat but 90ft. on the

water and 22ft. wide carrying a 90-ton locomotive hung
2oft. under the Avater. you Avill have some idea of the

enormous stability of these vessels. Then when we think

of a sail plan rising nearly 200ft. into the air and i8oft.

from the after end to the forward points, and comprising

some 13,000 sq. ft. of sail, you Avill realize something of

the terrific problems imposed upon the designer of a

modern Cup racer.

The eventful Oct 5, 1899, at last arrived. Columbia
and Shamrock, tuned to concert pitch, met at Sandy
Hook Lightship for their first tussle for the time-honored
trophy. Shamrock certainly seemed fit to make the fight

of a lifetime. Everything Avas spick and span about her,

and her immense spread of canvas fitted her most beauti-

fully. The contests betAveen Columbia and Shamrock
.are too recent to warrant my going into detail with regard

to the earlier attempts at a race. For the first seven

attempts only failure resulted. The winds were light and
baffling, and as the race had a time limit of five and one-

half hours for the thirty miles, the yachts Avere unable to

finish Avithin the limit. In these earlier attempts Sham-
rock showed to such good advantage that, as usual with

the patriots, a great many lost heart. Bets were freely

made that Shamrock Avould Avin the Cup in three straight

heats. Unmerited criticism by the cheaper class of ncAvs-

paper writers Avas heaped upon Columbia, her manager,

Mr. Isdin, and all connected Avith her. It was freely said

that Mr. Herreshoft' had played himself out and that

Columbia was a failure, and that the Cup was certainly

lost. HoAV unAvarranted these predictions were A\>as clearly

.shown when the Avind finally consented to allow them to

finish Avithin the specified time. It is my opinion and the

opinion of nearly every one familiar Avith yacht racing

and yacht handling that there never was a time in light

winds or heavy Avhen Shamrock had even a forlorn hope
of Avinning the Cup. I saw every one of the trials and
believed every moment of them, and believe now, that

Columbia was the master of Shamrock on every point of

sailing and every weight of Avind. The first race occurred

on Monday; the Avind AA'^as light but held fairly steady,

with every appearance of sufficient weight to finish the

race Avithin the limit. As soon as this condition Avas fully

known aboard Coljimbia a great change seemed to pass

over the big white sloop. She drew aAvay from Sham-
rock immediately after the starting gun, and tack after

tack placed herself further and further ahead, and finally

swung round the turning mark, fifteen miles to Avind-

ward, nearly ten minutes, a distance of fully a mile and a

half ahead of Shamrock, and in the run home she in-

creased this lead to over ten minutes, winning the race

with perfect ease.

Some of the croakers began to hedge very rapidly after

this exhibition. The abuse of the amategrs aboard Co-
lumbia grew very small, and there seemed to be a disposi-

tion to at least give our representatives fair play.

Jhe secGttd race, which was tq have been oyer ?i triangle

of thirty miles, was unfortunately marred by a break

down of Shamrock. She carried away her topmast shortly

after the race started, and, of course, was obliged to give

it up. Columbia was Avell up to windward of her when
the accident happened, and unquestionably Avould have

repeated her great success of the preceding Monday had

the race been carried to the finish. Under the agreement
Avhich had been entered into at Sir Thomas Lipton' s sug-

gestion, Columbia was obliged* to go on and finish the

race and, of course, be declared the winner.

The Last Race Between Colombia and Shamrock.

The last and deciding race Avas again fifteen miles to

windward and return. A fresh southerly breeze was blow-

ing and both yachts had all they could stagger under with

mainsail, jib and staysail, and without any ballooners or

flying kites. The race down to the outer mark was most
exciting. Shamrock started one minute and thirteen sec-

onds ahead of Columbia and squared away for her fifteen-

mile run down Avind. She broke out her spinaker prompt-

ly and dropping into a fifteen-mile-an-hour gait spread

away for the distant mark. Columbia swung across the

line after her, also with spinaker doing its best. The run

to the outer mark Avas only remarkable for the steady

gain of Columbia. The excursion fleet raced along on

either side, and only the fleetest of the excursion steamers

could keep Avithin hailing distance of the beautiful fabrics

Avhich were speeding down that northerly Avind like great

frightened sea birds. About half a mile from the turning

mark, Avhich Avas then plainly in sight, Columbia swung up

on the port beam of Shamrock, and side by side they rushed

along. The skipper of Shamrock did everything in his

pOAver to hold the beautiful Herreshoff creation, but .there

Avas no magic or witchery in his command which could

enable him to succeed. SIoAvly but surely Columbia drew
ahead, and when the mark was but a short 300yds. away
she Avas about one length to the good. The mark had to

be left on the starboard or right hand, hoAvever, and as

Columbia Avas on the port, or left hand, of Shamrock the

latter had the inside of the course, and the advantage of

Columbia Avas more apparent than real, as to turn first

she was obliged to cross Shamrock's bow. It did not

seem possible that she could do this, but within about

looyds. of the mark Ave saAV her spinaker disappear, down
Avent her helm, and Avith a sweep like a frightened gull

she fairly leaped across Shamrock's boAv, scarcely a hun-

dred feet behind her. and spinning on her heel swept round

the mark and pointed her beautiful prow for home.
Shamrock was but a few seconds behind her. Both ves-

sels gave a sharp luff up into the wind, their crews rattled

in the main sheet, as rapidly as trained sailor men could

possibly do, in a short space of time everything Avas

sheeted home, and the great contestants dashed their bows
into the noAV Avhite-capped Avaves as they began the real

contest in their thresh to Avindward of fifteen miles. The
wind was now bloAving at least twenty-five miles an

hour ; both yachts were heeling doAvn to it at a tremen-

dous angle. Shamrock attempted to carry a working top-

sail, but it did her no good, and she Avas obliged to take

it in, and both vessels were under the same sail—mainsail,

staysail and jib. In less than five minutes after the turn

the marvelous superiority of Columbia in windward work
Avas apparent to the veriest novice. She not only put

it faster through the Avater, but she seemed to move
bodily to windward, as compared with Shamrock. Her
sails set very much better than those of Shamrock, due,

unquestionably, to very mUch stiffer spars. Tack after

tack Avas taken, and each told the same story—steady and
progressive gain for the white sloop. About half Avay

home Columbia was fully a mile to windAvard and ahead
of Shamrock. At this point Shamrock determined to

risk all in a forlorn hope, and luffing up for a moment sent

up an immense ckib topsail. This did her no good, hoAv-

ever. and Columbia now being eased and sailed very care-

fully, crossed the line an easy winner, fully three-quarters

of a mile ahead and nearly seven minutes to the good.

And so ended the gallant attempt of Sir Thomas Lipton to

lift the Cup. No fairer sportsman and no more worthy
antagonist has ever appeared to contest for this trophy.

And it seems to be the sentiment throughout yachting
circles that if the Cup must go to the other side, it could

not go in better hands than his.

Columbia is one of the most beautiful yachts that has

ever been turned out in this or any other country. In hull

and sail plan she is the perfection of grace, and no one.

even those who have not the slightest technical knowl-
edge of the sea, can vieAv her beautiful proportions Avith-

out being Avarmed into admii^ation at the sight of this

perfect creation of the genius of the most advanced yacht
designer the world has cA^er known. There is. in my
opinion, no question as to the position that Nathaniel

Herreshoff holds in the yacht designing Avorld. His is un-

doubtedly the most original and finished genius that Ave

have ever seen. He combines Avith a perfect knowledge
of form the true instincts of the capable engineer. He is

hampered by no traditions, and prejudice plays no part in

his calculations. His results are scientific, and capable

of scientific analysis in all their parts, with the conclu-

sion, inevitably, that here is the master hand.

Rap Full

At this season of the year, Avhen all yachtsmen are look-

ing forward to the time Avhen they Avill get their first sail,

and are chafing under the delays that prevent their boat

from being put in the Avater, the splendid photograph of

the schooner Constellation that forms the subject of oiu'

supplement this Aveek cannot help but appeal to all of

them.
The picture was taken off Marblehead during one of

the Eastern -Y. C. races last summer. It Avas blowing
hard from the northeast, and there was a big sea on at

the time. It was just Constellation's Aveather, and thrash-

ing through the big Avaves Avith everything "rap full,"- she

made a most inspiring picture.

Mr. Everett W. Burdett,^of Boston, has purchased
through the agency of Mr. Frank Bowne Jones from
Mr. W. F. Mayo the 25ft. knockabout Isis. The boat

will be used during the coming sum.mer on Buzzard's

Bay, where MTi ?V!Tdett has a country place.

Yacht Bttilding: and Rigfg-mgf.

By arrangement with our English contemporary, the

Yachtsman, a series of articles on yacht building and

rigging, written by Mr. Linton Hope, the well-knoAvn

English yacht designer, will appear iix otir columns, tom-

mencing with the next number. The subject will be

treated in a most comprehensive and thorough manner,

and will be profusely illustr^ited by draAving^ made by

the author, whose articles will carry the intending builder

from the first stage of buying the necessary tools up to

the time the boat is ready for the first sail, coA'^ering each

point in detail.

Mr. Hope is too Avell known both in England and

America to need any introduction at our hands. Besides

being a very capable yacht designer, he is an expert on

yacht construction. Among the A^ery successful boats

which he has designed are Kismet, Sorceress, Wind.spie!

and Colebri (both winners of Emperor's cup, Kiel), Tiger

Cat (winner of Queen's cup), Linton, Scotia, Flying

Sciid, Schelm and LotuSi He has ailsO turned out many
.successful cruising boats. Mr. Lorne C. Currie,.Avho has

challenged for the Seawanhaka cup, will in all probability

bring over a boat from Mr. Hope's design. Mr. Hope is

one of the first living authorities on the designing, con-

structing and sailing of small racing and cruising yachts.

Our Boston Letter.

Boston, April 27.—It has been announced that both W.
Butler Duncan and Thomas W. LaAvson have signified

their willingness to race in the series offered by the New-
port Yacht Racing Association during the first week in

July, so there seems now good possibilities of testing the
merits of the Boston candidate for Cup defender honors.
There is one thing, however, that may tend to make In-

dependence shoAV up at a disadvantage. It is not expected
that she Avill be launched until after May 15. May 18 has
been said to be about the time she will take the water, and
it does not seem likely that this will be far from correct.

One man, who has watched her construction almost
daily, said to me last week that he did not expect to see

her take her first trial spin nmch before June 15. If this

should prove to be the case, she Avould have but a short
time in which to get into proper condition for a series of

races with the Bristol boat. But chances or no chances,-"

Boston yachtsmen are glad that there is to be a contest
betAveen the tAvo yachts, and there is no doubt that there
will be a large party of Boston people Avho will witness
the races off Newport.
There seems to be no more light throAvn upon the sub-

ject of the possibilities of Shamrock II. racing in Boston
waters than there was Avhen the project of the LaAvson
cup races was first started. The committee appointed by
the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. to take charge of the races
recently received an answer to their cable message, in-

viting Sir Thomas Lipton to race. C. E. Hodges, secre-

tary of the committee, would not give out the exact
wording of the cable, but said that its contents were to

the effect that Sir Thomas expressed his pleasure at

being invited to take part in the races, and that he would
be glad to visit Boston. This leaves the matter in just

the same state as it Avas several Aveeks ago. This was
just the same statement that Sir Thomas made to a

Boston newspaper man who interviewed him. He has not
said yet that he Avould or would not race Shamrock II. in

Boston Avaters, but it is expected that his ansAver to the
letter sent by the committee confirming the cable may
settle the matter.

There has been considerable talk recently about the
^ launching of Independence, and it has been said that
Thomas W. LaAVSon's daughter, Marion, Avould christen
her. It has been stated in contradiction to this, by parties

who stand very close to Thomas W. LaAvson, and who
have more than an ordinary interest in Independence,
that the rumor Avas entirely unfounded, and that it had not
yet been decided Avho Avould christen the yacht.
Perhaps it may seem a bit inconsistent, in view of the

opinions expressed, that Independence will not be in the
water as soon as expected, to say that work on her is now
being pushed, but such is the case, nevertheless. The
work of burnishing the bronze plates has been started, and
about three strakes have now been treated. The Avork is

being done with emery wheels and buffers, operated by
compressed air. It may be that a final polishing may
shoAV a very glassy surface, but at present the plates that

have been operated on have not nearly so much luster as

when they first came to the Atlantic Works.
About 20ft. of the steel mast has been put together and

set up Avith bolts or rivets. As only one man can AVork
inside of the mast at one time, the AVork is necessarily

somewhat slow. The mast is being built from the heel

up. _ As the holes in the diaphragm plates are but Sin. in

diameter, the man inside has to finish up his Avork as he
goes along. His position, to say the least, is not an
enviable one. As each angle steel rib and diaphragm plate

is fitted, he has to set the rivets, whith are red hot, and
hold a maul against the heads while the men outside rivet

them up. If one has ever been in a boiler shop and
heard the deafening noise of the hammers as the rivets are
being headed up, one can imagine the position of this man
inside of a 22in. steel tube Avith a couple of men on the
outside banging aAvay for dear life A\'hile the rivet is hot.

Both rudders for Independence are about ready to be
hung. The brass sleeve of the balance rudder is in place
and it is expected that the rudder Avill be hung this Aveek.

The plating of the balance rudder is of the first-class

order. BetAveen the plates there is a liner of spruce to

prevent the water that will necessarily get inside from.

SAvashing around and ripping the plates off. The plating
is smooth and true. The chain plates were bolted to

place Friday. There are seven of them, which indicates

that if bracing counts for anything. Independence will

carry her big sail spread without accident.

It is expected that the first race of the rS-footers, con-
forming to the restriptions of the Eighteen-foot KnocI^-
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about Association, will take place next Saturday. A
match race has been arranged between Bacchante, owned
by John Taylor Humphrey and C. E. Lauriat, Jr.,

and 'Oriana,_ owned by Alfred Douglas. A race between
these two boats will be of great significance, as they are

of two distinct types. Bacchante was designed and bdilt

by Hanley. She is an out-and-out centerboard, without a

pound of inside ballast. Oriana was designed by Fred D.
Lawley and built by the Lawley corporation. She is a

keel boat with a lead shoe, placed as low as possible.

As all of the parties are members of the Hull-Massachu-
setts Y. C, it is likely that the race will be sailed in Hull
Bay, over the regular club course for this class. Oriana
has been launched at Lawley' s. For some time she laid

outside of the shop, Avhere a good idea of her lines could
be had. She is a very slick looking craft, with long over-

hangs and a very flat floor. She has a good entrance and
a clean run aft. She should prove very fast. Bacchante
has also taken her maiden dip. She shows the charac-
teristic lines of all of Hanley's boats. She is very flat .

and has hard bilges, and has considerably more beam than
Oriana. Some say that this beam is too great to com-
pete with boats having the same sail plan, but this has to

be proved. Mr. Humphrey has great confidence in the

Hanley idea, and is anxious to see its value thoroughly
proved.
At Lawley's the Sloane 8s-footer is having her cabin put

in. The cabin is being put iri the 25-footer for Judge
Lowell. The Parsons 46-footer and the Gibson Bar
Harbor 25-footer have both been completed. The deck
frames are being put in the 35-footer designed by Binney
for C. E. Herter, and the 70ft. steamer from the same
designer is having her house put on. The 86ft. steamer
designed by Binney for C. H. Borland is nearly finished.

The 2i-footer, Eaglet, designed by Starling Burgess is

all planked. The steam vacTit Aquilo. for W. P. E'no, is

all plated. The Y. R. A^ 21-footer for H. H. Wiggin is

set up. The 15-footer for S. Willard Thayer is nearly all

planked.
Fred D. Lawley has an order for a steam yacht irom

C. H. Fuller, of Pawtucket, R. I. She will be 128ft. over
all, 103ft. waterline and 6ft. 6in. draft. She will be used
for cruising in Southern waters.

Fenton, of Manchester, has the Macomber 25-footer, de-

signed by Crowninshield, nearly finished. It is expected

that the Burgess 21ft. raceabout will be ready to go over-

board about the middle of Ma}^ Last year's champion
25-footer Flirt is being fitted out at this 3'ard.

Hanley has the Canada cup defender Cadillac in frame,

and the work of planking her will commence this week.
D. C. Percival's knockabout Sally V. has been launched.

The Y. R. A. 25-footer for A. W. Chesterton is all

planked. She will be called Calypso. The moulds are up
on the 25-footer for T. B. Wales.

John B. Killeen.

^*The New Measurement Rule/*

Editor Forest and Stream:
If your remarks under this heading in the last number

of Forest and Stream were allowed to go without some
answer, the impression might get abroad to some extent

among yachtsmen who have not read either of the reports

made recently by committees of two clubs on the meas-
urem.ent question, that these committees had dealt with

the matters undertaken in a very short sighted and
incompetent way—that they had sought to effect purposes

which it would be at once both foolish and impracticable

to seek—and that they required the aid of some Solomon
outside their own membership to define to them the

true limits and just purposes of a good measurement rule.

To an3rone who is himself a competent and unprejudiced
judge of the present needs of yachting interests and who
has carefully read either of the reports which have been
referred to, the remarks made in your last issue, in so

far as these apply to the work of these committees, either

as to the purposes they had in view or as to the effect

which may warrantably be expected from their proposi-

tions, must appear to be wholly irrelative or misapplied.

It is not, however, for the purpose of refuting in detail

the statements and inferences alluded to, nor yet to ex-

hibit the fallacy of the expectation that some one of the

various modifications which may be made of the girth

rule, or otherwise some combination of one of these rules

with a factor borrowed from the new formula proposed
for S. C. Y. C. and L. Y. C. will fitly meet conditions

in these waters that I now write. This would severely

tax your space and my time. It cannot be contended
that formulas affecting results so widely different are

all equally good; indeed itl is intimated that something
different may result from a conference with foreign naval

designers this summer and become an international rule;

but it is not explained how this can apply to any modifi-

cation of British rules, as these have been adopted for

continuance through a term of years. A& one who has

participated in the work recently done to provide a

remedy for the very commonly admitted insufficiences

of the existing rules of measurement, I may be permitted

to say that the adaptability of girth measurements to

compass the requirements of American yachting have
been duly considered, and the conclusion arrived at that

such measurements have a limited range of application

and effect, restrict features which equity would require

should receive encouragement^ and manifestly curb that

liberty of design which, contrary to the inferences of

your criticisms, it was the cherished purpose of the

framers of the rules recently adopted to conserve.

If the suggested formulas for girth measurements or

any others lead to a selection of one or more to be pro-

posed for practical action in any of our yacht clubs, it

will be time enough for a thorough examination of its

character, and if anj'thing better is brought forward than

has been yet acted upon I for one shall not withhold free

commendation. I can, however, see little hope for this

through any of the many varieties of girth measurement.
Some of the defects in the methods proposed are so

easily made conspicuous that worse results would appear

to be inevitable than those arrived at by the rule so short

lived here, and more recently abandoned in Great Britain.

There is some denunciation in your article_, of attempts

to limit elements of speed and to make racing yachts of

ernigers, whiclj rep^grJfS appar to be §(^nally infpnse-

quental as applied to efforts at amendment, whether these
be by girth measurement or by other means. If there
are features in a yacht which are as commonly recognized
as elements of advantage to speed as are other features,

present in the formulas used, why not include them or
else be consistent and abandon all attempts at measure-
ment. By inclusion it is not necessary, if only an equita-
ble charge is made, to exclude even the most extreme
form of vessel, but on the other hand some liberty in
design is obtained, and the less extreme vessel has some
opportunity preserved to her. To the features of advan-
tage for speed the new rule has a mort direct, intimate
and measurable relation than any girth rule which has
been brought forward. It is firmer in its grasp, less
evasive, and wider in its comprehensiveness and applica-
tion. In regard to form and choice of dimensions, beam,
draft, and contour of midship section, it affords to the
designer a choice and liberty not allowed by any girth
rule which has come under observation, and one not to-

be easily conceived of. To anyone who will study the
matter these things should become apparent, and they
should prove superior and determinate over any question
of the measurer's convenience, which is not very seriously
involved, very little indeed beyond what is connected
with a girth measurement.

It is perhaps not necessary to say that in the framing
of a rule the adaptation of it to two or three yachts, or the
adaptation of the same number of yachts to a rule, has
practically no valuable significance.

John Hyslop.

Yankee.
It is now stated that some nine boats will enter in the

trial races for the defense of the Canada cup. The best

known yacht designers in America have been employed to

turn out boats, but perhaps none of them is better fitted

to cope with the situation than Mr. Charles G. Davis, the

designer of Yankee, plans of which boat appear in this

week's issue. Mr. Davis was associated with Mr. Hanley
at the time he built Genesee, the boat that successfully

defended the Canada cup in the summer of 1899, and Mr.
Davis handled the boat in all the races, at which time he
had an excellent opportunity to see the weak points in

Genesee's design. Knowing what conditions of weather
he had to deal with, Mr. Davis has turned out a boat that

is an improvement on Genesee both in looks and design.

She is slightly narrower with a little more depth, giving
more displacement. All the ballast will be inside, and
she will be steered with a balance rudder,

The Thompson-Lytton-Price-Griffiths syndicate is the
owner, and the boat is being built by the Racine Boat Com-
panj', of Racine, Wis. The sails will be furnished by
Messrs. Geo. Carpenter & Co., of Chicago, and the Spalding
St. Lawrence Company will furnish a complete set of hol-

low spars.

Yankee's dimensions are as follows:

Length

—

Over all 44ft. 6in.

L.W.L 28ft.

Overhang

—

Forward 8ft. 6in.

Aft 8ft.

Beam lift

Draft of hull ift. pin.

Freeboard

—

Bow 3ft- 6in.

Stern .
2ft. lin.

Least ift. 8in.

Sail area by rule 1,585 sq- ft.

Ballast inside , . ,6,ooolbs.

Her racing measurement under the Canada cup condi-

tions are as fQllows

:

L.W.L 28 Perp ,42..^

Base 58 Topmast,... 10.5-

Gaff 25 Beam .......U.

L.W.L.-f-Gfl-th-l-C.B.

28 + 11.7 -f- 2.5 = 14.2

L.W.L. -f B. -f- .75 Girtti 4- .5 ySail Area.

28 -t- 11 -1- 10.65 -I- 19.9 ^
34;f-f r l

2

Yankee is flush decked with a long, narrow cockpit

amidships, while aft is a small steering well for the

helmsman. Aside from the general design of the boat, Mr.
Davis has shown many ingenious features in the boat's

rigging. The main sheet has two deck travelers, and
there are two jib stays with the working jib bent on one,

while the balloon jib is bent on the other. The halyards
are all of steel wire with single parts and tackles. The
standing rigging is of galvanized steel wire. The dolphin

striker is of the tripod pattern, which will prevent its

carrying away when there is a side strain on the bow-
sprit.

Yacht Qub Notes*

The Excelsior Y, C, of Brooklyn, have elected the fol-

lowing officers: Com., Michael Watson; Vice-Com., Olaff

Harrison; Rear-Com., A. J. Grasse; Fin. Sec'y, William
A. Dwinell; Treas, George W. Daniels. The Fleet Cap-
tain and Regatta Committee are to be appointed by the
Commodore.

8^ 8^

The Pavonia Y. C. has moved from its old quarters at

Communipaw to a new house at the foot of East Fifty-

first street, Bayonne The officers of the club are: Com.,
D. F. Kohn; Vice-Com., Alexander F. Roe;- Sec'y. L. T.
Haeuptner, and Treas., L. Mittelsdorf.

The Harvard Y. C. has made plans- for an ex-

tended club cruise next summer along the New England
coast. Quite a number of the club members have signi-

fied their intention of .
going for a short time, while others

will participate in the full cruise. Arrangements have
been made whereby the fleet will start from New Haven
on July 22 and will .sail eastward to Newport, R. I. The
fleet will disband at Newport the day before the arrival

of the N. Y. Y. C.'s annual cruise to the eastward. Later

in the summer the members of the H. Y. C. living or
summering north of Cape Cod will rendezvous at Marble^

head and crujse to the east>\'ard t9 Islejjorp, }/[^,

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
Manning's yacht agency has sold for Mr. Richard P.

Hart, N. Y. Y. C, his auxiliary yawl Natka to Mr.
George C, Thomas, Jr., of Philadelphia. This agency
has sold for Mr. James Baird, formerly Rear-Commodore
of the Larchmont Y. C., his sloop Hussar 11. to Mr.
Frank A. Wilmot, of Bridgeport, Conn, The boat's rig
will be changed to that of a yawl.

^ ^ H
The following steam yachts are being put into com-

mission at Manning's basin at South Brooklyn: Seneca,
Marion, Zara, Whisper, Anita, Stella and Conqueror
and the schooner yacht Nearra.

^ ^
The Gas Engine and Power Co. and Chas. L. Seabury

& Co., of Morris Heights, are building a 25ft. water-
line knockabout for Mr. J. Montgomery Sears, of Boston.
Mr. S. H. Vandergrift's new steam yacht Cherokee,
which was launched at Morris Heights a short time ago,
has had her official trial trio on the Hudson River. She
developed 14J/2 miles against a strong head wind and
tide. The guaranteed speed was 13 miles.

^ ^ ^
At Tebo's basin. South Brooklyn, the following steam

yachts are being put in commission: Thetis, Virginia,
Sapphire, El Placita and Jathniel.

The 53ft. cruising launch Alberta, owned by Mr. Will-
iam A, Hamilton, of the Riverside Y. C, was totally

destroyed by fire on April 27 in Cos Cob Harbor. The
boat was valued at $6,000.

«e le ae

Mr. Oscar Lipton, of the Jamaica Bay Y. C, who re-
cently sold his launch Laurena to Mr. James Harkness,
is having a smaller boat built by the Daimler Company.
She will be 65ft. long, 13ft. 6in. beam and 4ft. 6in.

draft and will be driven by two 25 horse-power motors.
The guaranteed speed will be 12 miles an hour, Below
decks there will be two large staterooms forward. Aft
of these will come the engine space followed by the
galley. Aft Avill be a large saloon. On deck there will

be a house forward and aft will be the owner's stateroom.
The yacht will be named Leonora and she will be ready
for delivery by June 15.

1^ 1%

It is reported that Mr. Horace A. Hutchins, N. Y. Y.
C, has chartered the 'English steam yacht Gunilda.

^ 1^

Messrs. A. Cary Smith and Barbey have chartered with
the option of purchase the schooner j'acht Uncas owned
by Mr. C. P. Buchanan, Mr. W. H. Russell is the pros-
pective buver.

*t 1% •?

The purchaser of the steam yacht Kanawha, which he-
longed to the late John P. Duncan, is Mr. Henry H.
Rogers, N. Y. Y. C.

*L ^
The new 75-ft racing schooner building at Shooter's

Island, S. I., for Mr. Chas Shithers, N. Y. Y. C, will

be named Muriel. Mr. Frederick K. Brewster's sister

boat building at the same yard, which has already been
announced in Forest .\nd Stream, will be named El-
mina.

Gen. F. V. Greene will have his yawl Gavoita brought
from Boston to New York in a few days.

The steel steam yacht Cangarda, which was built by
the Pusey & Jones Co. for Mr. Charles J, Canfield, of
Manistee, Mich., was launched on April 22. The yacht
is to be schooner rigged and will be completed and ready
for delivery to her owner in June.

•6 tt •t

The new steam yacht Orienta, owned by Mr. Edward
R. Ladew, N. Y. Y. C, was launched on April 25 from
Mr. Lewis Nixon's shipyard, Elizabethport, N. J.

' The
yacht is loift. 6in, long, 12ft. beam and draws 5ft.

Forward she has a large forecastle and aft of this is a

room for the captain and the engineer. Then comes the
galley, aft of which are the fire room, coal bunkers and
engine space. Abaft of these are the owner's quarters,
which consist of a large double stateroom extending
across the vessel with a bathroom adjoining. There is

a large saloon and toilet room with two staterooms fur-
ther aft. All the woodwork is of African mahogany
with panels of silk and tapestry. She has over 7ft.

headroom. On deck there is the dining room forward
in the deck house with the pantry in the after end. The
after deck is unobstructed. The yacht will be propelled
Dy a triple expansion engine with cylinders loin., I sin.

and 25in. in diameter by i5in. stroke and of 600 horse-
power. She has the very latest impromed Mosher water
tube boiler with 40 sq, ft. of grate surface. A large blower
will provide fresh air in the fire room. An electric plant
and a fresh-water plant will make the boat most com-
plete.

K K K
At the yards of the Greenport Basin and Construction

Co., Greenport, L; I., the greatest activity is shown in

putting the seventy yachts that are laid up there into
commission, The sloop Grayling, built from designs
made by Messrs. Gardner & Cox, by the above firm, for

Mr. Robert Toland, of Philadelphia, was completed a
short time ago. She is S4ft. over all, 30ft. waterline, 13ft.

4in. beam and draws 4ft. She is a centerboard boat.
The same company has also completed a 36ft. sloop from
a design made by Mr. F. M. Somel. She will be named
Marion and is 39ft. oyer all, 25ft. 6in, on the waterline,
loft. beam and 6ft. 3in. draft. The steam yachts Ver-
gana and Orienta are being put in commission at this
vard.

«e *6 «
A cablegram has been received by the Spalding St.

Lawrence Boat Company, of Ogdensburg, N. Y., fron?

Q. U Watson, designer of Sir Thomag Upton's Shanj-
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rock II., ordering them to reserves long stick of spruce

,for Shamrock's spinaker boom. Mr. Fraser, man-

ager of the company, commenting on this order, states

that it will be the longest and largest hollow spruce wood
spar- ever attempted, and thai it will be lighter by several

hundred pounds than any spinaker boom used on any

America Cup boat smce the modern large spinaker has

been carried.

Two books havfe been received this week tor review.

One of them, written by the well-known designer. Mr.

Charles D. Mower entitled, "How to Build a Motor
Launch," will appeal to those yachtsmen who intend

building a small boat, either power or sail. The other

book is by Mr. Thomas Fleming Day '-'On Yachts and

Yacht Handling." There is probably no writer more
thoroughly qualified to deal with this subject than Mr.

Day. for besides being a yachtsman he is also a deep

sea sailor. Both these books are published by the Rud-

der Publishing Co., 9 Murray street, New York City.

A Schooner With a History.

We understand that the schooner Lily White, now
owned by Capt. W. H. Tow^les, will soon go to Tampa to

be entirely rebuilt. Lily White has been a staunch vessel,

and has gone through enough to destroy several vessels.

In a heavy West Indian hurricane, while on a trip between

Punta Rassa and Key West with a load of beef cattle,

her sails and masts were carried away by the gale. She

drifted around the Florida Keys and out into the Atlantic.

The t^rew ran out of water and the no cattle on board

nearlv all perished from thirst. She turned up at St.

Augiistine after being out for eighteen days and given

up for lost, and had about twenty live cattle when she

reached that port.

In July, 1897, Lily White was struck by a squall and

capsized in the Gulf, on her way from Key West to

Punta Rassa, Mr. Nathan Swain and a sailor losing their

lives and other passengers and crew having a narrow

escape from death after a terrible experience of twenty-

four hours. The vessel again drifted around the Florida

Keys, this time bottom upward, and how she ever escaped

being smashed on the reefs is a mystery ; but she did, and

•was picked up three weeks after the accident at Key
Largo, ninety miles east of Key West. Hendry & Lang-

ford brought her to Key West and again fitted her up for

the cattle business, -

Some months ago she become the property of Capt.

Towles, but her troubles were not yet over, for the crew

were caught in the act of smuggling dutiable goods from

Cuba in January last, with the result that the vessel was

confiscated by the Government, but again bought back by

Mr. Towles. Now she is to be rebuilt, and is likely to

figure for many years in the Gulf trade.—Fort Myers

(Fla.) Press.

Designs Recently Pttblished in Forest and .Stream.

25-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20.

21-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27.

Minnesota, Nov. 17.

19ft. sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. I.

Cutter Isolde, Dec. 8.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dec. 15-22.

Raceabout Jolly Roger, Dec. 29.

Bald Eagle II. and ice boat, Jan. 5.

2S-footer Brigand, Jan. 12.

Canadian ice boat and 14ft. cutter, Jan, 1^.

38ft. cruising launch. Jan. 26.

2Sft. shoal draft sloop, Feb. 2.

i8-footer Broncho, Feb. 9.

25ft, cruising sloop, Feb. 16. '

32-ft fast cruiser, Feb. 23.

Hous6-boat desigiis, March 2,

Schooner Endymion and yawl EUida, March g.

20ft. cruising yawl, March 16.

a.'^ft. cruising yawl. March 23.

28ft. cruising yawl, March 30.

Fixtttres.

May 30.—Pohlttiann's Pavilion, Jersey City Heights.—Tourna-
ment of Our Own Slaooting Society.

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbund of

North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Off-

hand. 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund's annual festival and prize shoot.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club.

San Francisco, April 7.—The Columbia Pistol and Rifle Club's
shooting, stands were overcrowded to-day. The weather was fine.

Many visitors were in attendance, among them Mr. J, B. Bradley,

of Wyoming; Mr. J. B. Saunders, of Seattle, and Mr. J. H. Allen,

of Chico, Cal., who tried their hands at our sport. Otto Feudner,
the shotgun champion, took the wind from the experts' sails to-

day with his S &. W. pistol, and proved that a man can excel

with two weapons when he is made of the right stuff. His 34 is

within 2 points of the best club score that has been shot for two
years, and only 5 points away from club pistol record (29). It is

!the more remarkable that he has been shooting this weapon but a
few months. His ten best scores to-day averaged 49.9. Geo.
Mannel, our president, beat his best previous efforts with the fine

rifle, making 49. It bothered Champion Page to beat it, but he
linally succeeded in making a 46. Dorrell felt particularly good,
as his average for the day beat Pape's. Capt. Kuhnle found that

his .22-7-45 was best at 50yds., his 17 being 1 point away from club

record. Hoffman, Brannigan and Feudner have purchased a .22

rifle and will be out for the captain's scalp, which is getting gray.

It might be safe to predict that these youngsters will be gray be-

fore thev catch Fred; any way, they will know they have had a

match when they do hang his gray locks on their girdle. The
bone that was broken in Young's right arm groaned and squeaked,

but he banged away with pistol and revolver, and forgot the pain

in the excitement of the sport, thankful to have his left or shooting
hand unharmed. Dr. Twist is well over his last accident with his

bike, and felt that the range was the safest place among sports,

it is' well to add that in our long experience here, covering a period
of nearly sixteen years no accident has ever occurred at any club

shoot that we remember, which is a remarkable record, when com-
pared with other sports, and reflects great credit upon the care-

fulness of our shooting fraternity.

Scores, 10 shots, Columbia target, off-hand;

Rifle, 200yds.

:

A H Pane 4636 10 2452 4—46^' 5257665 51 7-49535427752 10—50
23 10 2151274 5-51

r, Mannel ,.., 5 5 3 8 8 7 7 1 1 4r-49
5 48 10 3 17 4 3 6 4—64
8 39695786 7—68
5 11 4 4 14 12 4 6 5 4—69

A B Dorrell 3 3 4 9 11 4 1 4 3 11—53976486234 5—54
3 13 3 51244 1'5 4^54736573 10 13 10—55448548216 17—59

M Barley 5 5 4 10 13 3 4 4 3 4—55
519311385 3 12—60

W. G. Hoflfraan, S7, 67, 77, 74, 79; C. M. Daiss, 74, 90; J. H.
Allen, repeater, 148; E. A. Allen, repeater, 157, 158, 165; F. L.
Pape 196.

Pistol, 50yds.: Otto Feudner. 48, .34, 42, 60—consecutive, and a
run of 29 in 10 shots, with 7 in the 2in. ring; F. O. Young, 38,

44, 44, 46, 42, 49, 49, 42; E. Hovey, 41; C. M. Daiss, 47, 49, 51, 55;

J. B. Bradley, 58, 59, 73, 76; G. M. Barley, 59; G. W. Hoadlev'.
59. 64; Mrs. G. Mannel, 63. 75, 80, 81, 84, 81; G. Mannel, 87.

Revolver. 50vds. : F. O. Young, 51, 52, 54, 58; P. Becker, 55, 66,

69; C. B. Sauhders, 71, 74; Dr. J. F. Twist, 78; J. B. Bradlev, 92.

.22 rifle, 50vds.: Capt. Fred Kuhnle, 17, 20, 21. 21, 19, 22, 19;
W. G. Hoffman, 20, 24, 26, 27, 29, 30; E. A. Allen, ,33; O. Feudner.
36; W. L. Brvant, 45.

April 21.—A. J. Brannigan beat our club records on average
work with his .38 Smith & Wesson revolver, and his 38 score is

1 point behind the club's 10-shot record. Ilis 39 is the best group
(3%in. ring) ever made in the club. The heavy wind alone pre-
vented him beating the record on points in the latter score. • In
ten entries he made 479, consecutive shooting, barring one score,
and that his fourth. Some idea of his remarkable work can be
gained by comparing this with the ten best in past years. Gor-
man won in 1898 with 503, Young in 1899 with 582, and Daiss in
1900 with 454. In just twenty entries and in two club .shoots he
has to his credit 465 points, only 11 points behind Daiss' club
record, and only three months ago we showed him how to load
his revolver for his first shooting. Without doubt this is the best
shooting ever done at 50yds. with a .38cal., and is a surprise to the
.44cal. adherents. It also speaks well for the new .S. & W. His
bullet was 1 to 20, from the Ideal mould, and crimped in a nitro
.shell, which has a ring to prevent bullet from pressing upon
powder. Dr. Twist beat his record with pistol, making 44, and
Mannel astonished us all by scoring 6 and 12 in his only two
entries in the 3-shot match with rifle. He realized that these two
scores, if made in the coming bund shoot, would win a small
fortune.
A hew lady shooter appeared, and with Allen's little Stevens

favorite, came within 4 points of the ladies' record, 20.

Scores, Columbia target, off-hand:
Rifle, 10 shots. 200yds.: G. Mannel 65, 69; Ed Hovey 66; J. B.

Bradley 106, E. A. Allen 117, 160. Three shots: G. Mannel 3, 1, 2-
6, and 2, 5, 5—12.

Pistol, 50vds.: C. M. Daiss 39; Dr. J. F. Twist 44, 48, 58, 59, 61,

65, 67, 74; W. G. Hoffman 47, 49, 51, 54; E. Hovey 48; G. Mannel
62, 67; F. O. Young 62; J. B. Bradley 66; Mrs. G. Mannel 68,

70. 74, 79. 80; E. A. Allen 82, 90, 94, 95; H. A. Carroll 92, 102.

Revolver, 50yds.:
A J Brannigan 10 72377333 3—187325843 5 8 6—514742 10 2234 8-^6511254485 3—38232474526 14—49445472584 12—53

3 5 5 'G- 3 1 6 5 2 3-39557142 11 74 6-52169 6 5243 10 7—53
29 5 2645 12 2 3—50'

I". O. Young 49, 56. 59.

.22 rifle, 50yds.: Miss Howard 24, 32, ,32, 35, 36, 40; G. Manuel 29:
E. A. Allen 32, 33. 53; F. Ilansman 37, 45. 46.

F. O. Young, Rec. Sec'y.

Rifle at Shell Mourd
San Franciisco, April 15.—Yesterday was a clear but windy day

at Shell Mound range. Scores of shooters were on the range. The
Red Men's Schuetzen Club held their annual king shoot. The
high honor went to their captain, H. Grieb. The rest of the
prizes were secured in the following order: Crown. J. Meichsner;
scepter, John Feldmann; apple, Lieut. C. Stein; ring, Capt.
Henry Grieb; head, John Oldag; neck, Carl Koeberer; right wing,
H. Schult; left wing, J. Minks; right talon, J. A. Mohr; left talon,
M. Dieckert; tail, C. Oldag.
The militia were out in force, and several clubs held buUseye

shoots.
The Golden Gate and Germania clubs scored as follows on the

25-ring target, with rifle.

Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club, handicap shoot; rifle scores;
M. F. Blasse 191, 195; O. A. Bremer 217, 214, 206, 218, 217; Dr.
Rogers 220, 220. 227; A. B. Dorrell 221; A. Gehret 213, 218; JD, W.
McLaughlin 225, 225, 218.

Pistol scores—Gold medal: J. F. Bridges 215, 221: B. Jonas 203.
Silver medal: G. Tammeyer 203, 219, 202: M. J. White 194, 182;
C. Scheble 185, 169; O. Feudner 94, 93, 92, 91, 89, 89, 89, S7, S5. S5,
85 84, 83..

Handicap—Revolver scores: Paul Becker 84. 81.

Pistol scores: C. Scheble 70, 82; Otto Feudner 92 95, 92, 88, 88.

German Schuetzen Club, monthly medal shoot: First champion
class, F. P. Schuster 219; second champion class, F. Rust 205;
first class, John Gefken 205; second class, L. N. Ritzau 209; third
class, J, Beuttler 179; best first shot, D. Salfield, 24; best last
shot, F. P. Schuster, 25.

ROEEL.

Fixtures*

May 1-2.—Toledo, O.—First annual handicap shoot of the Edge-
water Gun Club. F. W. Dyar, Sec'y.
May 1-3.—Newell, la.—JNewell Gun Club's annual tournament;

targets and live birds. Henry G. Hall, Sec'y.
May 2-3.—Beatrice, Neb.—Tournament of the Beatrice Gun Club,
May 4.—Summerdale Station, Pa.—All-day shoot of the Frank-

ford Gun Club. Main event, twelve-men team contest. D. D.
Mercer, Secy, 4461 Frandford avenue, Frankford, Pa.
May 5.—Chicago, 111.—Universal Gun Club's tournament.
May 6-7.—Bowling Green, Ky.—Bowlirig Green Gun Club's tour-

nament.
May 7-9.—Peru, Ind.—Fifth annual amateur tournament of the

Peru Gun Club; two days at targets for amateurs; one day at

live birds. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, imder the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W D Bain. Sec'v.

May 8-9.—Chicago, O.—Deer Lick Gun Club's tournament.
May 9-10.—Marion, O.^—Marion Gun Club's tournament-
May 10-11.—Johnstown, Pa.—Johnstown Rod and Gun Club's tour-

nament.
May 12.—Brooklyn, L. T.—All-day shoot of the Fulton Gun Club,

East New York. Team race: Oceanics vs. Fultons. Address Bob
Schneider or A. A. Schoverling. P. O. Box 475.

May 14.—Brooklyn, L. I.—Shoot for naphtha launch; 10 live

birds, $10 entrance, birds extra; surplus divided; seventeen entries

to fill. F. Lebohner, Mgr.
May 14-17.—AUentown, Pa.—State shoot of Pennsylvania State

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.
Shaner, Mgr.
May 14-16.—Elwood, Ind.—Tournament of the Zoo Rod and Gun

Club.
May 14-17.—Newton, la.—^Annual tournament of the Iowa State

Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the Newton.Gun Club,

D. R. Tripp, Sec'y.

May 15-16.—Luverne, Minn.—Tournament of Luverne Gun Club.

May 15-15.—Elgin, 111.—Tournament of Elgin National Gun Club.

May 15-16.—Zanesville, O.—Spring tournament of the Zanesville

Gun Club. L, A. Moore, Sec'y.

May 16-17.—Pekin, 111.—Twin City Gun Club's tournament.

May 17-19.—Great Falls, Mont.—Eighth annual tournament of

the Montana State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of

the Great I-'alls Rod and Gun Clu^, of which Mr. Hugo Nalbach
is secretary.
May 20-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournament

and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.

Charles T. Stickle, Sec'y.

May 21-22.—Greenville, O.—Annual shoot of the Greenville Gun
Club. F. C. Brehm, Sec'y.
May 21-22,—Greenville, O.—Greenville Gun Club's tournament.
May 22-23.—Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of

the Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. W. Phellis. Sec'y.
May 23-24.—Cedar Raprds, la.—Cedar Rapids Gun Club's tourna-

ment.
May 28-30.—London, O.—Tournament of the London Gun Club-
May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-

shooters' League, under auspices of the East Side Gtm Club.
John Parker, Mgr.
May 28-June 1.—St. Louis, Mo.—Twenty-fourth annual tourna.

ment of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association
Herbert Taylor, Sec'y.
,May 2S-29.—Wheaton, Minn.-Wheaton Gun Club's target tourna-

ment.
May 28-29.—Dubuque, la.—Dubtique Gun Club's second amateur

tournament.
May 28-30.—Xenia. C).—Xenia Gun Club's tournament.
May 30.—Pittston, Pa.—Nitro Gun Club's tournament.
May 30.—Norristown, Pa.—Tournament of the Penn Gun Club,

J. R. Yost, Sec'y.
,May 30.—Dans.ville, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the Dans,

ville Gun Club, on Decoration Day. Norman Tompkins, Sec'y._
May 30.—Canajoharie, N. Y.—Tournament ol itie Lanajohari

Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.
June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices oi the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
June 11-13.—Siou^ City, la.—Seventh an. amateur tournament

of the Soo Gun Ttub. W. F. Duncan, Sec'y.
June 13-14.—Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.
June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;

two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the Watervill*

Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament

of the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,
Sec'y.
June —.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Trapshooter*'

LeaiTue of Wisconsin. Firtt week in lune.
Tune 12-13.—St. Marys. W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the

West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of
West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
July 15-20.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Pan-American Exposition tourna-

ment. Elmer E. Shaner, Mgr.
Jul^ 30.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Satur-

day afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street

at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—^Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Caf6 and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds; $5 entrance. First contest took place June 19w.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. L—Weekly shoot of the New

Utrffcht Gun Club—Saturdays.
May 22.—Interstate Park, L. I.—John S, Wright's live-bird

shoot; prize a naphtha launch, value $175.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July 1 2.—Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.—The Interstate Association's

tournament under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y.
July 10-11.—Jamestown. N. Y.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr,
C. Rawson. Sec'y.
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-

ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
H.OOO added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7.-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's totir-

nament under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.
Root, Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club.- L, A. Barker,
Sec'y.

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
May 21-23.—Henderson, Ky.—^Amateur tournament given by the

Peters Cartridge Company; two days targets; one day live birds.
John H. Mackie, Mgr.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
A meeting of the promoters of the international team race was

held in New York on Mondaj' of this week and many of the details
concerning it were definitely settled. The series of international
matches will be shot on the grounds of the Middlesex Gun Club,
which are situated near Hendon. Also matches as teams and as
individuals will be arranged to take place at Glasgow, Scotland,
Belfast, Ireland, and other points as are under consideration, such
as Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester, etc. The stakes of the team
race will be $2,500 a side. Mr. EdM'ard Banks, who has been one
of the active promoters of the team race, has been very busy, as
representative of the team in the matter of transportation, in ar-
ranging passage for it. He secured passage on the steamer
Canadian, of the Leyland lAnt. There will be ten men on the
team, with two substitutes in reserve. The team will leave
England June 29, on its return trip, reaching New York about
July 8, which will give them time and opportunity to participate
in the Pan-.A^merican tournament at Buffalo, July 15 to 20. The
personnel of the team is as follows: Thomas A. Marshall, Keiths-
burg, 111., captain; William R. Crosby, O'Fallon, 111.; R. R.
Merrill, Milwaukee; Charles W. Budd, Des Moines, la.; Fred-
erick B. Gilbert, Spirit Lake, la.; C. M. Powers, Decatur, III.;

John S. Fanning, Jersey City; Rolla O. Heikes, Dayton, O.;
James A. R. Elliott, Kansas City; Frank S. Parmelee, Omaha, and
"E. H. Tripp. Indianapolis.

•6

The programme of the Montana State Sportsmen's Association's
eighth annual tournament, at Great Falls, Mont., May 17 to 19,
under the auspices of the Great Falls, Mont. Gun Club, can be
obtained of Mr. Hugo Nalbach, secretary. This tournament is

open to all amateur shooters, excepting the prize events, which
are for members of the M. S. S. A. Professionals and manu-
facturers' agents may shoot for targets. Shooting begins at 9:30.

Five cents each for bluerocks, ,30 cents for pigeons. "The grounds
will be open for practice on May 16. The annual meeting will

take place on May 17, at 8 P. M. A fare of one and one-third
for the round trip has been secured from all points on the Great
Northern, Montana Central, and Great Falls & Canada railways.
There will be contests for the bluerock championship, three-"

man team fhamnionship. Butte Rod and Gun Cub medal, chal-

lenge medal, and championship live-bird shoot. There is a liberal

sum of added monev.
m,

The team shoot. New York vs. New Jersey, 'starts at 9 o'clock

Friday, May 10, the last day of the New Jersey State Association's
tournament. Each contestant shoots at 25 birds, 30yds. rise. En-
trance cost of birds. To reach Smith Brothers' grounds, where
the tournament takes place May 7 to 10, inclusive, from Jersey City

or Newark, take the Plank road trolleys to Ferry and Foundry
streets. Ship guns and shells to Smith Brothers, Ferry and
Foundry streets, Newark, lu the N. Y.-N. J. team shoot the
contestants will be paired to shoot against each other, thus pre-

senting a series of individual matches as well as an aggregated
team competition. Mr. C. W, Feigenspan, the famous expert, of

Newark, is in charge of the New Jersey team arrangements, while

Mr L. H. Shortemeier fills a like office for the New York team.

It is probable tliat each team will be the best that can be gotten.

Mr. J. L. Head, with Tiis hattUual energy and enteiTJrise, is

earnest in fjromoting the interests of shooters. He now purposes

to raise a subscription as a conspicuous incident of the Peru,

Ind., Gun Club's forthcoming tournament, May 7, 8 and 9, the

particulars of which are set forth in a communication from Mr,
Head, published elsewhere in our columns.
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Mr. R. A. Welch, of the Carteret Gun Club, as to membership,
and of the United States as to national fame and citizenship, will

sail this week for the shores of Merrie England, He purposes to

be present at the Anglo-American or American-Anglo target con-

test. He will go to Paris, and will shoot at ihe grounds ot the

Cercle des Patineurs, and then go to London and shoot at

Hurlingham and also at the London Gun Club. He expects to

be on hand in London to welcome the American team, and will

be one of the rooters at the international matches, the first of

which will be shot on or about June 11. Several other of America's
crack amateurs contemplate visiting abroad at the time the great

team contest takes place,

•i

Concerning the matter of pigeon shooting much has been done
by the daily press, both inadvertently and with purpose afore-

thought, to give the general public an idea and behef that pigeon

shooting is synonvmous with wanton slaughter. Many clubs con-

tribute to the belief by furnishing the scores to the daily press for

publication. The results as to the killing are thus given to the

public, entirely dissociated from the main purpose of the com-
petition—that is, a test of skill. Some clubs about Kew York
refuse to give tlieir scores to the daily press, which as a whole has

declared itself to be their enemies. Is il not timely and proper

for all other clubs to do likewise?

The programme of the Penn Gun Club, to be held at Oakview
Park, Norristown, Pa., May 30, presents a list of fourteen target

events. Also a special feature is ihe six-man team shoot, entrance

$5 per team; 25 targets per man; entries close at 1:30 P. M.
May 30. SweepstaTce events commence at 10 A. M.; team shoot

at 1:30. Traps magautrap-and Sergeant system; targets IV2 cents.

Class shooting. Lunch and loaded shells can be obtained on the

grounds. J. E. Yost, Norristown, Pa., is the secretary.

Mr. Paul North, of the Chamberlin Cartridge & Target Co.,

Cleveland, O., is one of the most enthusiastic workers in the fur-

therance of the An^lo-American trapshooters' forthcoming con-

test. He was present at a meeting of the Interstate Association,

New York, on Mondai' of this week, and mentioned incidentally

that he would endeavor to sail for England as near the middle of

May as possible. He desired to arrive in England before the

American team arrives, to arrange many preliminary details.

The Staunton, Va., Gun Club, April 28, engaged in a seven-men
team race with the Charlottesville Gun Club, and won by :i score

of 155 to 129 each contestant shooting at 25 targets. After this

contest Mr. F. M. Merriken and Mr. H. A. George, of the

Charlottesville team, contested for the State charapiousnip cup,

emblematic of the target championship of V^irginia. Air. Merriken
won by a score of 45 to 40. This is his fourth consecutive win in

respect to this trophy.

At Watson's Park, Chicago, April 27, the fifteen-men team con-

test between the National Gun Club, of Milwaukee, and the

Garden City Gun Club, of Chicago, was close and interesting, the

victorious team succeeding by but 2 birds, the scores being:

Gardner 190 National Gun Club 1S8. Out of the thirty contestants

Mr. M. E. White was the only one to make a straight score.

at

The Trenton Shooting Association mentions that it is ready to

shoot any six or twelve men team of clubs within the State of

New Jersey, for a consideration or for price of targets. It would
"seem as if there were a good opening thereby for some club or

clubs to get busy.
aft

Mr, John S. Wright announces a live-bird shoot at Interstate

Park, Queens, L. I., on May 22, for a naphtha launch, value $175,

The number of birds, entrance, etc., whl be announced in the

near future. It is probable, however, the event will be at 10 or 15

birds.

The summer series of the Boston Gun Club begins on Wednes-
day of this week on the club's grounds at Wellington, Mass. It

is open to all shooters. The winter series, which was finished last

Saturday, evoked keen competition and constant interest.

At Richmond, Va., April 20, Messrs. Stearns and Hammond
contested for- the Richmond championship medal, the latter win-

ning by a score of 44 to 43—a very close race. Each contestant

shot at 50 pigeons. „ „,Bernard Waters.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Shooting Association*

Trenton, N. J., April 20.—The same old story-brainy weather and
a sick magautrap. While standing at the score wondering if it

was November or April, and waiting for the trap to get in a

good humor again, so that we could finish the squad work, and
regain the shelter of the club house, the thought chased itself

through our think-tank if things were really aa they seemed. We
were awakened from a dark brown study on the subject when the

brim of our soft felt hat collapsed and gently dumped its accumula-

tion of rain water inside our collar. We. were satisfied then that

things were not onlv what they seemed, but actually were.

The third and last race of the team shoot series with Freehold

has been shot and won. Thank heaven that is off my mind!
T. S. A. 2, Freehold 1.

, , , - , c-We also won the open team shoot for any club in the btate, and
intend to send a twelve-men team to Frankford May 4 to take part

in tlie tournament of the Franlcford Gun Club. Some of our

members are improving rapidly in their work, which is ver>-

encouraging. Soup is very scarce in this locality.

Events: 1 2 2% 3 3V^ 4 4V2 5 6 7
5 5 5 5 5 5 5

3
5

4

5 10
.. 3

9 10
5 5

7 10 10 5 5
7 8

9 11 10 4 .

.

3 b

7 9

7 11 10
5 7..

3

4 7 11 10

Targets: 10

Duncan 7 5 3 3 . . 3 . . 3

Thropp 9 5 4 5 4 4.. 3

Comp 10 2 .. 4 .. 5 4 ..

Maddock 3 4.. 5 3 3.. 2

Thomas 7 3 . . 4 . . 5 5 .

.

Applegate
E 1

"
i ' T "i" tBaker 6 1.. 3.. 1 1 3

Charles 4 .. ..

Hingelly 1 0.. 0... 0,. 0 2 2

H Smith 2 .. 5 2 3 .. 5 3

Brokaw 'J • - * • • •

George 1 0

GaskiU 4 .. 2

CostellO •• 2 1

Kay
Braker -

Event No. 1, cash sweep; Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 6, capon sweeps, open
to all; Nos. 5 and 7, capon sweeps, Class B on.y; No. 8, turkey

handicap sweep. ^ , , , ^ ^, , , • , ,

Trenton Shooting Association -^'s. Freeho d Gun Club: third and
last race of the series, shot at Freehold, N. J., April 17.; six men
to a team 50 targets per man: Trenton Shooting Association 234,

Freehold Gun Club 229.

Open team race for New Jersey, six men, 30 targets per man:
Trtnron Shooting Association 140, first; Freehold Gun Club 1.35.

«icond; Asbury Park Gun Club 117, third; New Brunswick Gun
Club 109, fourth.

the Trenton Shooting Association is open to shoot any six or

Iv. elveinen team in the State for a consideration or targets only.

3.-2
3 2 1
1 - ,.

2 0 0
..2 1

The Ottawa Tooraameot.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Ottawa, Ont, Easter trapshooting tourna-

ment came oS as advertised here to-day, April S. It has been a

most dismal day—a fine drizzling rain from above, with mud and
water underfoot. A small cabin, with a smaller open shed, fur-

nished shelter for the thirty-two shooters who faced the traps.

In this progressive age, to make trapshootmg p-imi1ar even

locally, there must be good, weU-kept grounds, with a roomy
and comfortable club house, and all arrangements run right up to

date. That which was good enough ten years ago is now buried

among the things that were.
Mr. N. P. Leach acted as referee, squad hustler, etc. Messrs,

W, H. Hayes and James Paton were official scorers,

The second event was a team race of five men each, from the

St. Hubert and W'estmonnt, Montreal, clubs, for a trophy. Con-
ditions: One man up, 5 targets from unknown traps The
total scores were: St Hubert 45, Westmount 42.

Klinc-Bttfrneistet Tournament.
Spirit Lake, Id., April 25,—Kline and Burmeister's tourna-

ment commenced Tuesday morning with twenty-five entries. The
weather was warm and pleasant, with but little wind. The shooting
was done from three traps. Sergeant system. Targets were
thrown about 70yds.
The programme for each day was seven 15 and five 20 target

events, with $4 added to each event. The five 20-target events
were open to all, and the 15-target events open to amateurs only.

Gilbert and Budd were the only two manufacturers' agents ih

attendance. Gilbert shot in all the events, while Budd shot only in

the open events. Mr. Miller, of Spirit Lake, gave three special

prizes to the amateurs making the highest average in the three

days. Lowest average was won by Hughes; second by Kline and
third by Shear.
Quite a number of the shooters will attend the Newell tourna-

ment next week, and go from there to Lincoln, Neb., to attend

the State shoot.
Mr. F. C Whitney came up from Des Moines and had charge

of the office, and kept things moving without a hitch. Burmeister
was squad hustler, and Kline had charge of the traps.

April 23, First Day.

Events : 1

Targets: 15
Budd
Gilbert 13
Hughes 15

Kline 13

Duncan 13
Shear .12
Mitchell 9

Blasdell . . . . : 15
Smith 12
Hinshaw 12

Bird 13

Patch 11
Lee 11
Schwartz 11
^^ilsoll 12
McGrew ... 13

10

8
10

12

Burmc
Bevin ,.

Cain
Dean , .

.

Miller ,.

Winter .

Doty . .

.

Kirshland
White ..

2 3

15 20
.. 20
13 19
12 19
12 18
15 16

13 18
14 19
12 ..

13 18
14 io

13 17
12 16
13 17

14 14
12 ..

11 10
12 15
10 12
3 3

12 16

4 5

15 20
.. 19

15 20
10 16
13 17
12 17
n 10
12 18
13 ..

13 17
14 15

V, 19

10 16
13 17
10 18
10 ..

13 15
9 17

11 16
11 10
13 15
9 15
9 15

0 7
15 20
.. 20
14 18
14 20

15 15
13 20

14 18

15 17
12 ..

11 16

13 IS

11 18

15 12

12 15

12 19
14 ..

11 13

10 10
6 12
8 12

11 ..

11 ..

11 ..

.. 18

8 9

15 20

.. 17
15 19
13 16

14 17

14 ir-

13 19
13 17

12 ...

13 19

11 16
10 16
15 19

13 16
11 14
10 .,

11 17

9 17

7 12

2 11

10 11 12
15 20 15
.. 19 ..

15 18 15

14 IS 15

15 19 14
12 19, 13
\ 17 12

1. 16 14

11 . 15
13 l^.' 12

13 19 12
12 16 12
12 17 14
11 1 J 10

11 17 13
12 10
13 13 11
13 IS 10

7 8 8
10 6 t)

Broke
100
194

182
182
181
181
179
90

• 173
173
172
169
167
163
80
157
150
116

86

Av.
.950

.946

.881

.881

.886

.886

.876

.857

.846

.846

.831

.'829

.819

.791

.762

.762

.733

.561

14 17 14 14 8

13 .. 11 .. 11

14 , 15 ,. 14

April 24, Secoi d Day,

Events! 1

Targets: 15
Gilbert 15

Hughes 12

Budd
Shear 13
Kline 11

Duncan 15

White 14
Bird 11
Patch 12
Mitchell 12

Hinshaw H
Bevan : 11

Schwartz 13
Grav 12

Lee' 9

Burmeister 9

Blasdell 12

Cam -

Doty 11

Peck 9

Baird ..

Miller -

Winter
Kirsland

2 3

15 20

15 20
14 20

.. 17

14 19

11 19

13 18
12 '18

13 17

15 18
13 18
13 16
13 16

14 16
14 11
10 9
10 9

12 17

10 17
7 -.

4 5

15 20
16, 20
13 19
.. 18
14 17

14 19

14 15

15 16
12 17

12 19
14 18
10 15

13 18
12 .18

9 15
12 13
12 13
13 .,

3 9

10
10

6 7 8

15 20 15

13 19 15
14 18 15
.. 17 ,.

13 .17 14
13 14 14
13 14 13

14 17 10
13 18 11

12 14 12

7 16 14
11 16 12
1315 9

10 17 11
13 18 13
9 13 8

9 13 8
12 .. 12
6 15 11

. . 19 14
7 .. 10

9 10

20 15
20 13
19 11

19 ..

18 12
19 14

16 14

17 11
17 10

13 12
14 13
19 11
15 12
14 11
14 8
14 11
14 11
16 9
13 9
17 12

11 12

20 15
IS 15
17 15
IS ..

17 13
17 11
15 12

16 13
18 13
15 12

14 12

18 11

16 12

16 8
14 10
14 5
14 5
10 14
9 4

18 8

Broke.
198
187
89

181
176
173

173
170
166
165
163
163

160
151
134
127

Av.
.968
.912

.890

.882

.858

.843

.843

.829

.809

.804

.794

.794

.781

.736

.653

.619

13 ..

13 ..

6 .. 4 3
13 9 .. ..

April 25, Third Day.

Events: 123456789 10 11 12

Targets: 15 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15
Gilbert 15 13 18 14 19 14 18 15 18 13 19 15

Hinshaw 14 13 20 15 18 11 16 13 18 15 16 13

Kline 14 12 17 13 19 13 19 14 15 13 19 13

Hughes 13 13 18 13 20 12 15 12 19 14 17 12

Duncan 12 12 18 14 16 13 18 13 16 10 18 13

Shear 14 13 18 12 16 12 14 14 14 13 19 14

Ward 13 13 16 13 17 13 16 14 16 12 18 11

Patch 13 10 15 14 18 14 IS 11 17 12 16 10

Schwartz 13 12 16 13 14 10 15 10 16 11 18 13

Bevan 9 9 15 13 18 13 16 13 16 10 12 9

Burmeister 12 7 11 3 11 9 12 12 12 9 12 6

White 13 12 .- 12 .. 13 .. 14 .. 11 .. 14
Blasdell 14 12 . . 12 . . 13 . . 14 16 12 17 12

Kirsland 10 13

Cain 10 .. 11

Broke.
191
182
181
178
173
173
172
168
161
153
116

Av.
.931

.888

.882

.868

.843

.843

.839

.81!!

.785

.746

.565

General Averages,

Total
1st day. 2d day. 3d day. Broke. Av.

Gilbert 194 198 191 583 .945
182 187 178 547 .889

Kline 182 176 181 539 .876
..181 181 173 535 .869
..181 173 173 527 .856
173 163 182 518 .842
169 166 168 503 .817
163 160 161 484 .786
150 127 116 393 .639

Hawkeye.

"Winchester Gon Club.

Detroit, Mich.—The regular shoot of the Winchester Club,
April 20, wasn't what might be calted a gala day, although the
single squad that had the pluck and ammunition to waste man-
laged to get a bit of., fun and a large amount of fresh air out of it.

It was cold and the wind blew, right in our faces, a heavy gale
all of the time, with heavj' gusts most of the time. Where the
V,^H went nobody knew, and the targets didn't know what to do.
Springborn said, "Just wait and they will come back."
Brodie managed to beat Springborn for the A medal, and Warner

had only 10 to beat to keep the B medal. Class C took a day oil.

We acknowledge the score:

Events

:

Targets

:

Warner
Lane ..

1, a 3 4 5 6 7
10, 10 10 10 10 10 25
5 5 7 6 4 14
7 5

3
3 6 3 9

7 6 8 6 8 5 11
4 4 8 5 14

5
'5

2 10

American Team to England.

Peru, Ind., April 27.—Referring to the communication of Mr.
Paul North in your last issue, in which he commen'ds the idea of
the Peru Gun Club, of creating a sum to be subscribed toward de-
fraying the expenses of our team_ of world beaters to the British
Isles, allow me to say to Mr. North I plead guilty. However,
let me assure Mr. North that my object in having our club make
this small provision was purely from a motive of having other
clubs, who may agree with my idea, take up something of this kind,
as it has been my belief since the contest was first sussrest-ed that
the tournaments given by the gun clubs of the country between
this time and the date of tlie departure ol the American team could
and should contribute a considerable sum toward defraying these
expenses.

i am much obliged to Mr. North for his further suggestion as
to a race for this same purpose, and wish to announce here that
upon the first day of our tournament we will have a race upon
the lines as suggested by him, and that the Peru Gun Club will

contribute the targets for this race.

And speaking of our tournament of May 7, 8 and 9, I wish to

say to the amateurs of this and surrounding States that if you
wish to attend a tournament where the amateurs are wont to as-

semble, come to Peru. We will have a large entry list, and if you
can shoot a little bit your chances of being a winner are good.

Our tournaments arc usually run very smoothly under the man-
agement of Mr. Parker.
Peru has a squad of amateurs who will shoot the programme

through, not only at targets but at the pigeons. Mr, Fred
LrD, jr., will look after the retrieving with his string of splendid
dogs.
To the expert, if you want an opportunity to show the effective-

ness of your powder, .shells, guns, etc., to the largest gathering
of the purchasers of your proiiucts that you will probably meet
this season, come along. They will likely be here, and while you
won't have the opportunity to win their money, you will meet a
lot of good fellows who want to meet you and see you shoot,
and your firm will get the money you might have won.

J. L. Head.

Hammond vs. Stearns.

KtcHMOND, Va., April 20.—At the Deep Run Hunt Club's
ground to-day Stearns and Hammond met again to trp conclusions
in a 50-bird race for the city championship medal. Hammond, after
hoi dine this for several years, lost it to Stearns about a month
ago. To-day he regained possession of it by the following score:

Trap score type—Copyright, igoi, by Forest and Stream Pub. Co.

Hammond,,.... 2 2222*22222020 a a 2iS2i222;J 2—22

2222220222222222022 2 2220 2—22—44

Stearn.s. .220222222022200222222222 2—21

20222222222121222 2 220022 2-22—13

After this Wood and Vaughan shot at 25 birds. Wood was giv-
ing Vaughan 3 birds, but failed in the attempt, as the following
figures will show;

Wood - 222221222220*1210100*2001—17
Vaughan 222200022**22122012222222—19

Ed Banks, of New York, and H. P. Collins and L. A. Thomas,
of Baltimore, were visitors, and tookepart in the remainder of the
proceedings. One 5-bird sweep was shot, and then the supply of
pigeons gave out, but Lynham had obtained a' plentiful supply of
English sparrows, and they afforded good sport till dark. The sky
was dull and cloudy, and the background none of the best, so that
a goodly number escaped.

First event: Johnson 7, Stearns 9, Richmond 9, Younger 5,
Tignor 6, Grundy 8, Thomas 8, Banks 8, Powhatan 7, Harrison 7,
Collins .5, :\lc.Pherson 3, Anderson 5.

Second event: Johnson 9, Stearns 10, Richmond 9, Grun<fy 6,
Thomas 5, Banks 10, Powhatan 10, Harrison 9, Anderson 7.

^

R. F. Banks.

Staunton Gun Club.

Staunton, Va., April 28.—A team from the Charlottesville Gun
Club paid us a visit on the 28lh, and shot the Staunton Gun Club a
seven-men team race for the intercity cup, which the Staunton
Club held. The conditions were 25 targets per man, unknown
angles. The Staunton team won with a score of 155 to 129. This
makes the fourth time this cup has been shot for by the two
clubs. Charlottesville won it the fist time, and Staunton won it
the last three. After the team shoot Mr. H. A. George, of the
Charlottesville team, and Mr. F. M, Merriken, shot a match for
the State championship cup, emblematic of the target champion-
ship of Virginia, which Mr. Merriken held. The conditions were 50
targets each, 38 singles and 6 pairs. Merriken won with a score
of 45 to 40, which makes the fourth consecutive time he has won
this cup. Mr. T. H. .Keller, Jr., of the Peters Cartridge Company,
kindly consented to act as referee in both matches, and gave en-
tire satisfaction to all parties. There were several other 10 and 25
target events, of which no official record was kept. The scores;

Staunton Team.
S i 1 1 ings 1111111111111111110111011—23
Merriken 1101011111011111111111111—22
McDaniel 1111011110101111111111101—21
E Wayman 1111111111111101111111111—24
Argenbright 0111011111111111111111101—22
Kiracofe .1111100111111111111001111—21
J Wayman 1111111111110111101111011—22—155

- Charlottesville Team.
Bruffey • 0111111011111111111111111—23
Goff 1010111011001110111101111—18
Snow 1111110111000000001100100—12
George .1111101111110011011111111—21
Morrow 0001111111111111000011111—18
Miller 111111101101000100111110—17
Loyd 1010011100111111111111111—20—129

Target championship of Virginia, Merriken vs. George; 38
singles and 6 pairs:
Merriken.. 11111111011111111111111111111111101111 11 00 lO 11 11 11—45
George lOlinOlllOllllllllllOlOllllllllUlllO 11 11 10 10 10 10-40

F, M. Merriken.

Millbroofc Gun Club.

MiLT,BKOOK, N. Y., April 21.—Fifteen members turned out for
the regular monthly shoot of the Millbrook Gun Club on Saturday
last. The new magautrap was used for the first time. But two o£
our shooters. Tallman and Foster, had ever seen the magautrap
before, A large crowd was present to see it work. Tallman
equaled his great score of February, again scoring 99 out of his
first 100, making a' run of 94 straight.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Tallman 24 25 25 25 22 23
Kelley 17 15 17 16 16 ,

,

Foster 20 18 15 17 20 22

Sheldon ....... 12 18 .. 14 11 IS
Carman 8 14 10 14 . . .

.

Sipperly .12 9 10 12 . . .

.

Hall 6 6 .. . ., ,,

Allen 10 13 , . 17 13 .

.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Hicks 9 16 11 ......
Russell 16 18 U
Haight 10
Tompkins 21 12 .

.

Baldwin 12 11 .. 17 18 13
Lake 14 11
Gross 14 21

F. J. Thompson, Sec'y.

Gardner Gun Club.

CiARDrvER, Mass,, April 20.— .'\t all-day shoot of the Gardner .Rod
and (lUn Club to-day nearly
weather was favorable. .About
witli mtiLli interest:

Shot at. Broke.
Leland 125 91
Knowlton 96 66
Paine 234 176
Knights 266 171
Tuller 290 244
Sawin 201 193

1,700 targets were thrown. The
30 visitors watched the shooting

Shot at. Broke.
Turney , , . , , . 60 44
Derby 50 30
Crab tree 145 119
Morse 116 73
Gilson 10 3
Baker 30 6

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the game was a mi.ss-
aiid-out, which started with, six shooters and simmered down to
.Sawin and Fuller, tlie latter winning bv 24 to 23.

J, L. Paine. Sec'y.

A Flock.

The EngHsh language must appear wonderfully and fearfully
made to a foreigner. C)ne of them looking at a picture of a num-
ber of vessels said, "See what a flock of ships." He was told that
a flock of ships was called a fleet, and that a fleet of sheep was
called a flock, .^nd it was added, for his guidance, in mastering
the intricacies of our language, that a flock of girls is called a
bevy, that a bevy of wolves is called a drove, and a drove of
thieves is called a gang, and a gang of angels is called a host, and
a host of porpoises is called a shoal, and a shoal of buffalo is called
a herd, and a herd of children is called a troop, and a troop of
partridges is called a pack, and a pack of swans is called a white-
ness, and a whiteness of geese is called a gaggle, and a gaggle
of brant is called a gang, and a gang of ducks is called a team, and
a team of widgeon is called a company Cor trip), and a company of
teal is called a flock, and a flock of snipe is called a whisp, and
a whisp of bitterns and herons is called a sege, and a sege o£
plover is called a flock, and a fl..ock of larks is called an exaltation,
and an exaltation of beauties is called a galaxy, and a galaxy of
ruffians is called a horde, and . a horde of rubbish is called a heap,
and a heap of oxen is called a drove, and a drove of blackguards
is called a mob, and a mob of whales is called a school, and a
school of worshipers is called a congregeation, and a congrega-
tion of soldiers is called a corps, and a corps of sailors is called
a crew, and a cryew of robbers is called a band, and a band of
bees is called a swarm, and a swarm of people is called a crowd,
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WESTERN TRAPS.

A Shoot to a Fifiish at Last.

Chicago, III., April 20—There was formed in the city of Chicago

this week a trapshooting club, made up of shooters who are out

to shoot, who are not afraid of each other, and who really intend

to shoot to a finish. When you come to thmk of it, this is about

as big a piece of trapshooting news as has happened anywhere m
the country for lo! these many years. Just stop and count upon
your fingers—and it will take less than one finger to do it—how
many actual finishes in club or tournament shoots you have seen

in the last five years. Not one finish, except in individual matches

where only two shoot, and maybe you were not sometimes sure
• about it then. Certainly you never saw a finish at the Grand
Atnerican Handicap, which, big as it is. and important as it is,

is scaled down so a good many can get into the money. J ohn
Watson gave a championship trophy one time. Ihere was no

finish, for three men divided before the tie was shot out. Ihe

trophy meant nothing. Follow out the history of all the cham-

pionship trophies that you know anything aoout, and see now
many really mean a high gun finish, one man out of the whole

field. It is likely that you cannot count very many such, if you

knew all the history of them. As to the average semi-social trap

club, the high gun idea is more or less impractical for obvious

reasons. Yet it would seem that somewhere in America one ought

to be able to find a shoot-off match which is a shoot-ott, a nnish

which is a finish, and a high gun which is a high gun. John
Watson and I will go a great many miles to see such a fanislv

If the idea developed, so that eventually we might have a (jrancl

Prix here in America, just as we have a Grand American Handicap,

methinks a good many would go a good way to see it, and it would

be something curious enough to be put under a glass case, and be

worthy of gate money.

The Nonpareil Gon Clob.

The name of this new Chicago shooting club is the Nonpareil

Gun Club. It starts off with twenty-one members and a lirnit set •

at twenty-five. The first intention was to limit the membership to

twenty. The matter was suggested by Charlie Antome, and has

been under discussion for some time. The meeting of organiza-

tion was held yesterday at the store of Von Lengerke & Antoine,

J, H. Amberg in the chair, J. L. Alabaster secretary. Mr.

Antoine read a letter which he had sent out to different gentlemen,

most of the recommendations of which were embodied, in the rules

adopted by the club. A committee of three was appointed by the

chair to draft by-laws along such lines, and to report at the next

meeting, Messrs. J. L. Alabaster, S. Shaw and R. Kuss being ap-

pointed as such committee. It was decided to hold the first shoot

on the first Saturday in May, and thereafter to take up the date of

the last Saturday in each month, the shoots to be at Watson s

Park, which could not be secured for the ensuing week, ihe tol-

lowing officers were elected by acclamation: President, J.

Alabaster; Secretary-Treasurer, E. L. Harpham; Directors, Ala-

baster and Harpham ex-officio, and L. WiUard, S. Palmer, O.

^There'^mlyXe some extra sweeps beside the capital event of

each monthly meeting, but these sweeps will be shot high guns

strictly. The main slate for each month ts scheduled as follows.

Each member shall pay $10 a year, making a total pool of ?/0U.

which $200 shall be shot for in quarterly prizes of $50 per quarter,

all shoots to be held monthly at 15 live birds per jnan, two scores

of the quarter only to count, this allowing the absence from one

shoot during the quarter. The quarterly prizes of $50 to be

divided, $25 to first, $15 to second, $10 to third.. Shootmg to be

strictly high guns. Ties to be shot off to a finish, miss-and-out.

All events of this club to be high guns and shot to a finish.^

The little purse of $50 does not mean a whole lot of money to

anybody, especially since it means two or three afternoons but

it does signiV a great deal. We have gone through the handicap

dea JrettI thoroughly out here, and have tried almost everything

else in order to stimulate the lagging Chicago "^'"^st in trap

matters. We have no pigeon matches here,.and our club shoots

have resolved themselves into pleasant social shooting schools

rather than red hot shooting matches. This new idea of a/^if

"

gun club, therefore, is certainly a very appeahng one,, and the

format on of the Nonpareil club is one of tfie most promismg and

interesting bits of news we have had for many and many a

moon out here. It certainly does look as though we were to hnd

out who is our best Chicago pigeon shooter. . „„„„
There has been a little talk started about gettmg some manu-

facturer to contribute a cup or trophy for this club. N.o .doubt

there would be a good many manufacturers eager and willing to

do thil but it is fo be hoped that nothing ,kind will be

introduced into the Spartan-iike rules of this club^n^ Uiat w^l

stick to the self-respecting and high grade course which it na.

mapped out for itsel?. ThI old idea of the merchandise prize was

a Hnlerine remnant of the old idea that a trapshooter was dif-

facnt'Trom other mortals, and that everybody ' ° ^^'^^P^"!]^

to touch his form and to do him honoi by ^^ay of R'^te. silk

umbrellas, bread tickets, and quarter pounds of tea Ihe sport

in America is old enough to be beyond that sort of thing, t-et

us hope that we shall have one club in which no man asks cups or

bre'id tickets or odds of anybody else, where everybody shoots for

U rother fellow's money a^ well as his own, shoots at the same

score and shoots plumb down to a finish. If .this be the case, ana

U H shall con tiniie to be the case, then Will it indeed appear that

theSSicient dreams of John Watson and mysel have come true.

Inciden aUy we shill se'e a little ginger injected into a sport which

of late vears has in this vicinity been all too gmgerless.
°

It was determined to limit the membership first year to twen^y^

five members. Out-of-town shooters are not tarred The foUovnng

is the membership at date: R. Kuss, L. WiUard, bUas raimer,

H O Stone O Von Lengerke, Charles Comley, T. L Alabaster,

Geo Roll, J B. Barto. D. E.'Shaw, M. E, White, Milwaukee,

wis'- W B. Leffingwel, E. L. Harpham, E. S. Graham F. W.

Mvrick C R. Stephens, Moline, 111.; J. E. Pumphrey Columbus.

H.' S: Blake!^Racine, Wis.'; J. A. Amberg. J. k. Graham,

Long Lake, IlL

Milwaukee—Garden JZity.

The Milwaukee Gun Club will send a. team of fifteen men to

meet a Garden City Gun Club team of like number at Watson s

Park I week From to-day. When the. Chicago team went to Mil-

waukee it got everlastingly trimmed up, and the Chicago boys

are a swearing horrible revenge this time.

April 27.—At this writing the team contest between fifteen of the

best trap shots in Milwaukee and a like number, chosen from the

belt talent of the Garden City Gun Club, of this city, is u? progress

at Watson's Park. At 3 o'clock nothing definite had come m re-

garding the race, though the local sentiment runs to the effect that

'^As^was^'Lticip^ed, the Chicago learn succeeded in defeating

their Milwaukee brethren in the fifteen-men team race, but it was

by so small a margin that it left no glory for the local nien and

proved that the final race between the team of the Milwaukee Gun
Club and that of the Garden City Gun Club, of Chicago, which is

to be shot at Racine, Wis., some time in May, is apt to be a very

close thing, with the odds, if anything, in favor of the Cream City

boys. The defeat the latter sustained here to-day is by no com-

parison so decisive as that they gave the Garden. City boys when

they were the visitors at Milwaukee. The showing made by the

Milwaukee team to-day was unexpectedly strong and they well

nigh overcame the advantage the Chicago men had from being

acquainted with the Watson grounds.

There was only one straight made out of the thirty sh09ters,

bv M E. White, of Garden City. Low score of 10 was made by

O'Brien, of Chicago, and Sayle, of Milwaukee. The birds were

brisk, and shooting conditions very pleasant.

Great Carson Day.

The Carson family was strictly in it at the weekly contest of the

Chicago Gun Club to-day. Dr. C. W. Carson took the medal in

the 15-target handicap, and his father, "old Doctor Carson, as he

is sometimes called in contradistinction from his son, won m the

25-bird event, with added handicap. The weather to-day was simply

ideal, the first pleasarit Saturday for an age.

.

TenlYcars.

To-day is the tenth anniversary in business of the firm of Von
Lengerke & Antoine. It hardly seems so long ago as that that

these two young men came to Chicago. They have surely pros-

pered, as do all good persons in this glorious climate.

Garfield Averages.-

The regular target season of Garfield Gun Club opens a week
from to-day, the first Saturday in May. The club has printed a list

of percentages for the season of 1900-1901 in the trophy events

only, the record reading as below:

Shot .Shot

^ ^ at. Killed. Av. at. Killed. Av.

5 I^HSs- 60 56 .933 Mrs Dr Shaw... 60 44 . 733
Dr Liddy 10 9 . 900 A E Midgley.. 40 29 . 721
Dr O'Byme ... 10 9 .900 H N Delano... 60 43 .716
Von Lengerke.. 30 27 . 900 C P Richards.. 10 7 . 700
Dr Shaw 1,30 115 .884 J Workman.... 10 7 .700
T P Hicks 70 59 .842 W A McHic... 10 7 .700
Dr Mathews....100 84 . 840 M H Shaw 10 7 .700
Dr Meek 140 112 . 800 W A Stuchlik. 10 7 .700

I Wolff 10 8 .800 P McGowan..., 10 7 . 700
S Palmer 60 ^ 48 . 800 L Wolff 40 27 .075
L Thomas 60 4S ,800 A Marshall 40 26 ,650

•L%?/''i'"8' 10 8 .800 A McGowan.,. 40 32 . 640M M Nusly.... 40 32 . 800 E W Eaton, ... 60 31 .020
J McDonald.... 60 48 .SOO Dr Graves 10 6 .600

j;
G §.^™^'"''-''l*'0 79 , 790 E W Cook 10 6 .600

A
^ion 140 110 .785 C T Keck 80 47 .587A D Dorman...70 54 . 771 J Gardner. 40 53 . 575W P Northcott.20 15 .7.50 C H Kehl 70 39 Ml

Dr Huff 30 22 . 733 C J Wolff .30 16 .533
First prize, Dr. Shaw, 93 per cent.; second prize, Dr. J. W.

Meek, 92 per cent.; third prize, T. W. Eaton, 90 per cent.; fourth
prize. Dr. A. A. Mathews, 87 per cent.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Garfield Gun Chh,
Chicago, April 20.—The fourteenth and last live-pigeon shoot of

the series was held on our grounds to-dav. Dr. Meek, from the
31yd. mark, and F. G. Barnard, 30yd. mark, tied for first honors,
both going straight.
The birds were a mixed lot; not enough real screamers among

them to keep a shooter guessing and wide awake all the time.
The series ends with Dr. Shaw winner of first prize. Dr. Meek
second, T. W. Eaton third, Dr, Mathews fourth. There was a
difference of but 5 birds between high man and fourth man.

No. 1. No. 2.

Dr Shaw, 31 2122222101— 9 2*2120—4
Sanford, 28 0101122100— 6 020200—2
Dr Keck, 27 20100100*2— 4
Dr Kehl, 26 2002111010— 6 *O*O0O—

0

P McGowan, 28 21110021*1— 7 210112—5
A McGowan, 28 21100122*0— 6 100102—3
Dr T Eaton, 30 2*11201112— 8 110*11—4

Ten-bird sweeji:
Barto 0222202222— 8 Rust 0211010211—7
Amberg 2112022222— 9 Gillis 10120*1101— 6
I^evi 0102202222— 7 Felton 1212022112— 9

Five • birds

:

Barto 22222—5 Rust ....11111—5
Amberg 11121—5

Williamson vs. Graham.
April 15.—Dr. Williamson and J. R. Graham shot a match at

100 live birds per man, for .$200 a side, losing man to pay for.
tlie birds. The day was clear; light wind from left to right, out-
going:

Dr Winiam.son .2202211212212211221122211—24
2022111212122221222102022—22
2222*22221122222221220222—23
2202122222222222022220222—22—91

.1 R Gi-.ih.nm.. 222222222222222222*222222^-24 -

, 2222222222222222222222220—24
0222222222222*22222202222—22 -

222222222222222222222222*—24—94
Ten birds, $5 entrance: two moneys, 60 and 40 per cent.:

F Gilbert 2222222222—10 Clark 0222000222— G
Rogers 0212210112— 8 Williamson 2222222220— 9
Alabaster 00210w E S Graham 2022022222—8
Thomson 1111120210— 8 J R Graham 2220222122—9
Roll 2222202202— 8, Scott 1101102022—7
Bush 2020122220— 7 Clemp.son .....2222222222—10

Gilbert and Clempson divided first; Williamson aAd J. R. Graham
divided second.
April 18.—Lipham vs. Hill, 35 birds per man:

,

Upham 11121111011112111120112111122111121—33
Hill 112022112021.11112221111210120121121—31

Ravelrigg.

April 27.—The fifteen-men team shoot between the Garden City
Gun Club, of Chicago, and the National Gun Club, of Milwaukee,
was shot at Watson's Park, Chicago, to-day, and resulted in a
victory for the former. Each man shot at 15 birds. The scores:

Milwaukee.
"

Rogers 011222110220102—11
Crane ^ 202222222022222—13
Meixner .201222221121221—14
Potter 022221222222120—13

bird's eye view of th£ finish, g. a. h., 1901.

Photo, by Hebrert Dressel.

Dr Meek, 31 .1211122111—10 1122*1—5
Dr Kuss, 31 2*22222222— 9 222222—6
W Northcott, 28 2012100022— 6 022202—4
Dr Mathews, 29 1122012012— 8 212221—6
Dr Huff 28 221002222*— 8

Dr Barnard, 30 2112111222—10
No. 1 was the trophy event. No. 2, 6 birds.

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Chicago Gun Club.

Chicago, April 20.—The Chicago Gun Club held its third regular

weekly shoot to-day, and talk about wind! The heavy-weights were
the only ones that could stand to the score.

^

Seven events were shot, of which Nos. 2 and 4 were the main
events of the day. Lem Willard won high gun trophy, and A.
Walters second trophy in weeklj' bird handicap.
Trophy event at 25 targets:

Broke. Hdcp. lotal.

Willard 1111111110111111111110111—23 1 . 24

Dr Carson....-;.. 0111001110101110111111011—18 1 19

Dr Miller 1101011111111101011101111—20 2 22

R B Mack 1100111111110101011010110—17 5 22

A Walters 1111001011111010101101101—17 6 23

*G Roll..... 1111111101111111111111111—24 .. 24

T L Tones .1111001000000111111000000—11 7 18

Airs Carson 1100110110011100111001000—13 7 20

*C P Richards 1101001111111110111101111-20 .. 20

Shelly ....1110001010011000110001011—12 7 19

*Pollard llOOllUlOOnOOOllOOOllOl-14 .. 14

*Visitors.

Lem Willard high gun trophy: A. Walters wins, with handicap.

Handicap distance trophy, 15 targets:

Willard 18.. imillOllllOlO-12

Dr Carson, 18. . . . .•
111110100001011- 9

Roll 18 111111111111111—lo

Dr Miller 'ik '.
•

110111111111101-13

Mack 16 111111101111111-14

Walters 16'
""

• milllOlOlllll—13

Tones 16 111110100010011- 9

Mrs Carson,' "ie". IIOOIOOM^^
Shpllv 16 ...... 1 110110110101111—11

Richards
'

ih , 111101111111111-14

Pollard, 16. .: :::::::::: oiiiiiioiiiim-is
Blue Jeans.

Tfap at Watson^s Patk.

Audubon Gun Club.

Burnside Crossing, 111., April 20.—The club event had four con-

testants. Amberg, the only scratch man present, was high with

11 out of 15.

aiiHs 1 001201022220*100 - 8

B sseil 2.V." , 2100200002200*2 - 6

Fulton ^ " 10120101*11012*001-10

Amberg d 21222220*212020 —11

Cantillion ; 222020222222202-12
Hunniwell 122012122210211—13
T I Case 2121011*2222221-13
'Sayle : 120120002202222—10
Kaplinski 122*22222222022—13
Blake ..212220212222222—14
Rehfield ". 001201121122022—11
Busch 222022202222222—13
Thomas 222202022222222—13
Schushirt 2112111021222*2—13
Collins 211011211102022—12—188

Garden City.

'

Comley 212222222122021—14
Adams 102222210221211—13
Dr Miller 011211202m*ll—12
Pumphrey 121121221102111—14
O'Brien 02*102202212220—10
L C Willard 22122122U22210—14
M E White 222222222222222—15
Barto 222202202202220—11
Amberg 222022222222222—14
Alabaster 2*022222*212222—12
Palmer 0222*0022222112—11
Wells 202022011222222—12
Steck 222222022222122—14
Roll 2022*2222220222—12
A Kleinman 120220222122012—12—190

Ten-bird sweep, entrance $5, three moneys:
Palmer 2020022211— 7 Alabaster 2202202221— 8

1011222212— 9 Roll ...2222020122—8
2022000022— 5 Cantillion 2222212222—10

Blake 0221222220— 8
Martin 1212202202— 8

..2021120021— 7 Levi *212221220—

8

-. 0200w

,...0220122112—
1021102011— 7

Willard
Barto ..f,.,
3Iiller
Pumphrey
Steck ....

Case 0022000202— 4 Rust
Rogers 0120110221—7

No. 1 was 7 birds, $3; Nos. 2 and 3, miss-and-outs, $3:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Palmer 2222222—7 0 220
Cantillion 0222222-6 22222* 22222220
Willard 01111*1—5 12121111 12222221
Roll ....2121202—6 22122211 1211120
Alabaster 22*2222—6 22112220 11121111

Ten birds, for birds:
Cantillion 2221111112—10 Palmer 2221*22220- 8

Wollaslon Trap Club.

WoLLASTON, Mass., April 27.—The weekly shoot of the Wollaston
Trap Club was held this afternoon.
Events 1, 2. 3 and 5 were 10 targets, at unknown angles. Events

4, 8 and 9 were 5 pairs. Event 6, 10 targets, reversed, and event 7,

unknown traps and angles. The scores:

Events: 123458789
Elwell 5 7 6 8 8'.. 4 5..
Whitmarsh 7 8 5 7 10 7 3 4 4
Baker 8 7 9 3 8

Barry 656567386
Muldown • 2 4 5 .. .,
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Ptogffamme Illinois State Shoot.

The following extracts present the main featxires of the Illinois

State Sportsmen's Association's programme for its tournament,
May 20 to 25 inclusive:
Dupont Smokeless Powder Championship Trophy—Open to all;

$ljOOO guaranteed in the purse by E. I. Dupont De Nemours &
Co
The Governor's Cup—Open to any lady trap shot in America. A

solid silver cup.
The Board of Trade Diamond Badge—Embleihatie tif the live-

bird championship of Illinois.

The Illinois Gun Club's Five-Men Target Team Cup;—Emblematic
of the team target championship of Illinois. A solid silver cup.
The L. C. Smith Cup—Emblematic of the individual cham-

pionship at inanimate targets.

A fine Parker gun. donated by Parker Brothers, Meriden, Conn.,
will be awarded to trie amateur shooter making the combined high-
est average in the State team shoot and in the Board of Trade
diamond oadge event.
A handsome gold medal, donated by the Association, will be

awarded the amateur shooter making the longest continuous lun
on targets during tournament.
A handsome gold medal, donated by the Association, will be

awarded the amateur shooter making tlie longest continuous run
on live birds during tournament.
An Ideal ejector gun, donated by the Lefever Arms Conipany,

Syracuse, N. Y., to the- amateur shooter participating in all

open target events on any one day of the tournament and having
the best general average of the amateurs for any day of the
tournament.
The State Game Commissioner's Trophy—^A handsome silver

,vater set, valued at $50, presented by State Game Commissioner
H. W. Loveday, to tlie second high team in the State team shoot

'

at live birds.
The twenty-seventh annual convention of the Illinois State

Sportsmen's Association will be called to order at 8 P. M.
VVednesday evening, May 22, at the Leland Hotel, Springfield, 111.

Each club in the Association is entitled to the delegates named in
the by-laws, but all members of clubs in the Association in good
standing are given a cordial invitation to be present. The elec-

tion of a president, first vice-president, second vice-president and
a secretary-treasurer will be held, and other important business
will be brought before the convention, and it is desired that a
full representation of all the clubs will be made.
Shooting will begin each day promptly at 9 A. M. Guns, am-

munition, etc., forwarded by express must be prepaid and Isilled

to Springfield Transfer Company. Ammunition sent by freight

to same address and duplicate bill of lading forwarded to them.
Live birds will be trapped at 25 cents. Shooters calling "no

bird" before seven balls have been thrown at birds slow to start

will be charged for same; after .seven balls it is "no bird" at the
expense of the management. Targets will be thrown at 2 cents
each. Refusing a difficult bird is not allowed, and the referee's

decision on this point is iinal.

To assist the management, please make entry for the day, and
if for any reason you wish to withdraw, the casHier will refvmd
your money in the events not shot.
The official score will be summarized on a score board in plain

view of the shooter. If any protest or correction is to be made
the contestant must attend to it with the scorer before the score
is sent to the compiler, as no appeal will be allowed after the
score has been sent to the office.

All events on the programme announced "open to all sports-

men" will be recognized as such, and may be competed in by
any visiting shooter. The State eVsnts are open only to members
in good standing of clubs belonging to the Illinois State Sports-
men's Association.
In the State team shoot entries will be recognized from teams of

four men, members of a club in good standing in the Association.
A club can enter as many teams as it chooses in this event.
Dropping for place will not be permitted, and any shooter de-

tected in it will be positively barred and requested to leave the
grotinds.
All retrieving will be done by arrangement of the management,

and the retriever will be released the instant the bird touches the
ground, and the rule allowing shooter or substitute to gather the
bird will not be allowed.
Black powder and guns of larger caliber than 12-bore will not be

permitted.
The ground rules of the Illinois Gun Club relating to careless

handling of firearms will be strictly enforced.
The management reserve the privilege of canceling any open

to all" event which, in their judgment, might interfere with any
of the State events scheduled on the programme.

_

If upon receipt of this programme you ascertain your club is

not a member of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association call

the attention of your secretary to the matter, and urge him to for-

ward $5 to the secretary of the State Association at once, and a
membership certificate can be issued prior to the May tournament.
This will entitle any "of your club members to participate in any
event oti the programme. Any regularly organized gun club in

the State of Illinois is entitled to membership upon payment of

?5. Individual shooters cannot participate in State events unless
the club of which they are members is in good standing in the
State Association.
First Day, Monday, May 20.—Ladies' Contest for the Governor s

Cup, 20 live birds; entrance, the price of the birds; handicap rise,

from 26 to 30yds.; handicap announced by official scorer on day
of shoot at the score. Any lady trap shot in America is eligible

to enter this contest, and the winner will be presented with a
sterling silver cup, which becomes the winner's property, and is

not open to challenge. This shoot will be called at 2:30 P. M.,
and entries will be received up to the time of firing gun on
opening bird. Also on this day and on the second, third and
fourth days there are ten target events at 15 and 20 targets, $2
and ?2.50 entrance. High averages, $20, $10 and $5. To the ama-
teur shooter participating in every open event on targets on any
one day of the tournament, and having the best general average
of the amateurs for any day of the tournament, the Lefever Arms
Company, of Syracuse, N. Y., will present one of their Ideal ejector

guns.
On the second day there also are two live-bird events—one

at 7 birds. $5, and one at 10 birds, $10. The first, 60 and 40 per
cent.; the second, high guns. Both are at 30yds. rise.- Also, open
to members of the State Association only, the Board of Trade
diamond badge, emblematic of the individual championship of

Illinois at live birds, will be contested for. The winner of the
bodge this year to receive the proceeds of next year's entries for

the same prize. Conditions, 10 live birds, entrance $10. including

birds. First prize, the diamond badge, cash value $500; second
prize, $100 cash; third prize, $50 cash. To the amateur shooter

making the combined highest average in this event and the State

team shoot at live birds on the 22d, Parker Brothers, of Meriden,
Conn., will give one of their fine hanimerless guns. If any ties

on this gun, to be shot oK miss-and-out. _
Contest icf L. C. Smith, emblematic of the individual State

championship at inanimate targets, and permission having been
obtained from the donors, the Hunters Arms Company, to modify
the rules governing this contest, the same will be posted on the

bulletin board at the club grounds on the day of the shoot. First

prize the L. C. Smith cup; second prize, $50 cash; third prize,

$25 cash; fourth prize, $15 cash; fifth prize, $10 cash.

On the third day, May 22, the State team shoot, open to mem-
bers of State Association only, will be shot; four shooters to

constitute a team; 10 birds per man and $10 entrance per team,

including birds. Participants must be residents of State and
members of a club in good standing in the Association. The
Association will present four very beautiful medals to the four

individuals comprising the winning team, and these become the

personal property of the winners. First high team, 40 per cent;

second high team, 30 per cent.; third high team, 20 per cent.;

fourth high team, 10 pet cent.
, , . ,

To the amateur shooter makmg the combined highest average

in this event and the Board of Trade diamond badge event on
the 21st, Parker Brothers, of Meriden, Conn., will give one of their

fine hammcrless guns. State Game Commissioner H. W. .Love-

day will present a silver water set to second high team m the

above .event. Value, $50.
, , ,

On the fourth dav, at 9 A. M., the Dupont smokeless powder
i-hampionship trophy wll be contested for; open to tlie world;

S1,000 guaranteed. E. I. Dupont De Nemours & Co., Wilmington,
Del., offer for contest their magnificent trophy.

Each man will shoot at 25 live pigeons, entrance $25, birds

extra; handicaps, 28 to 31yds., inclusive; high guns, based on
number of entries.

. , .

E I. Dupont De Nemours & Lo., through their representative,

Mr. E. S. Rice, of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association,

gauartee a ourse of $1,000.
. •,•

The following gentlemen have been selected as a handicapping

committee for this event: Hon. Thos, A. Marshall, Keithsburg;

Chauncey M. Powers, Decatur; J. L. Alabaster, Chicago; Jas.

R B. Van Cleave, Springfield; John Watson, Chicago.

First high gun, $400; second high gun, $300; third high gun,

S200- fourth high gun, $100. In addition to first money, the win-

ner of same is declared the winner of the sterling trophy, and will

hold same subject to the rules governing holder and future in-

dividual contests. Number of entries at $25 each in excess ot

forty, will create gun places and increase number of moneys,
afl'ording four additional moneys for each ten entries. The
division of moneys in the Dupont smokeless powder handicap for

1901 will be high guns.
The fourth day is devoted to targets.

On the fifth day is the State team shoot"^ targets; open to

members ef the State Association only; five shooters to constitute

a team; 20 targets per man and $5 entrance per team. Participants

must be residents of State and members of the club they repre-

sent in the team. For this event the Illinois Gun Club will pre-

sent to the winning team a silver cup, emblematic ot the five-

men team target championship of Illinois.
. ,. 1

The Atsociation will present each of the five individuals com-

prising the winning team with a handsome medal.

Any club in good standing in the Association can enter as many
teams as they wish, but each team must be composed of dif-

ferent members. First, second, third and fourth high teams,

•W, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.
. , „ , «.r m j

There also are three open live-bird events^? birds, *5; 10 birds,

$10, and a miss-and-out, $5.
, , , .1 i- 1

• j
"fhe sixth day is open to all shooters, and has both live-bud

and largct events on the programme.

Havethill Gttn Q«b.
Haverhili., Mass., April 20.—We opened our shddting season

on Patriots' Dav. April 19, with an all-day shoot that was a success

from start to finish. The weather was fair and the shooting con-

ditions simply perfect. Forty-five hundred and forty targets were

thrown from '10:30 A. M. to 5:15 P. M.—a pretty fair showing for

a country club. Visitors were present from Dover and Exeter,

N H.; Newburyport, Lynn, Boston, Lowell, Brockton, Campello

and Hingluam, Mass. In all, forty shooters participated. Some
very good scores w-ere made, Leroy being high average with

.873, and making a straight of 50 targets from the 21yd. mark,

including regular, unknown and reversed angles. „ _ „ ^ ,

Events 1, 1, 7. 10, and 13, regular angles; evtiits 2, 5, s, 11 and

14, unknown angles: events 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15, reversed. .

In the prize events William and Lambert tied for first on -Ij,

out of 50, Lambert winning in the shoot-off. Merritt was second

with 43. Howe, Rule and Spofford tied for third on 41, Rule

winning in the shoot-off. Nos. 7 to 11, inclusive, were the prize

event. Below find summary:
Events

:

Targets; K
Rule, 18 i

Baker, 18.

William, 17.

Burton, 16...

Simpson, 18.

Fisher, 16.

Bowen, 18.

Follansbee,
Tozin. 18..

Miller, 18.

Graffam, 16.

10 10 10 10 10 10 10

9 9 9 9 8 9 8

5 8 8 6 6 7 7
7 10 9 7 9 9 8
5 5 3 7 5 4 4
9 8 9 9 9 7 9
4 7 8 8 4 5 7
8 10 9 8 8 9 6
8 6 5 7 6 6 5

7 6 8 8 7 9 8

3 8 ,7 6 3 8 7
9 10 8 9 8 8 9

7 7 7 9 8 8 6

8 6 8 8 7 9 8

5 10 8 7 8 10 7

5 5 5 6 3 5 6

7 5 10 7 8 6 5

6 9 6 6 8 9
7 8 8 8 1 7 6

8 6 8 5 7 7 7
5 9 6 6
8 5 6 6 8 7 6
8 8 7 7 7 8 1
8 5 6 7 7
3 7 7 'e 4 7 2
2 2 2 2 1 3 1

, 8 5 7 6 5 8

e 8 9 8 9 9 66979-89887967

6 7 8 9 87 887 10 8 9
7 6 8 8 8 5 8 ....
2 5 4 3 4 7 7
,. 8 6 6 9 6 9 7 .. 4 .. ..

6 6 6 6 7

Orne, 16... - - _ „ „ „ „ „

:::::: v.llilH
MeS'ie!:::;: :. .

°
» « ° »

rhiids'''i6' li r. ;: 8 9 5 8 8 9 6 7 8 ? ..

S?eau!i7;:::::: 8 9 8 9 7 6 4

George, 19
Griggs, 16........

Farrington, lb.... -

Brown, 16
Goodwin, 16 k a o a
frfirlfrpv 16 • • •• •• ° " ° "

WelDster Y!,..... - « « « 7 10 9 9 8 10 5

nnrHplla' 16 8 6 5 3

Events'- 19 20 21 Events: 19 20 21

Ge^r|e. i3,-" ^ » ^ Webster. 17.. 5 8 10

Shot .
Shot ,

'

at. Broke. Av. at. Broke. Av.

Rule 150 123 . 820 Miller 150 91 .606

Herbert' HO 74 .672 Grieves ........150 103 . 686

T^rov .....150 131 .873 Graffam 150 94 . 626

ThomDSon 100 42 . 420 Lewis 100 46 .460

Lambert .......150 124 . 826 Granigan 100 18 .180

Baker ;;:i40 96 . 685 Orne. 80 47 . 587

Howe '
150 125 . 833 Dr Gurish 60 47 .708

T-Xe 150 106 . 706 Tenney 60 36 .600

Stevens" ....HO 78 .709 Merritt 70 55 . 785

Horace 130 84 .646 Tuck 120 93 . 775

William 120 99 . 825 Childs 100 75 .750

•Rurton 150 112 .746 Crapeau 70 51 .728

Spofford 150 115 .766 George 155 121 .780

Simpson 150 108 . 720 Griggs 70 50 .714

Fisher 100 51 .510 Farrington .... 70 32 .457

Bowen 150 105 . 700 Brown 80 55 .687

Allen 150 110 . 733 Goodwin 50 31 .620

Lockwood 150 110 . 733 Godfrey 50 37 . 740

Follansbee 150 113 . 753 Webster 135 105 .777

Tozin 60 44 .733 Cordelia 50 29 .580
Secretary.

Trap at Dupont Park.

St. Louis, Mo., April 2L—^The medal shoot at Dupont Park to-

day resulted as follows:

F White 28 2222*22212— 9 W Reichert, 29 1122112121—10

F Orvis, 28 2212021202— 8 Dr Sims, 28 2222122200— 8

T Bowman, 28......2121221222—10 G Prendergast, 28. .0102112212—

8

Jl Collins, 30 2122122202- 9 S Le Page, 29 1122121*21— 9

Dr Bond, 28 2212001221— 8 F Payeur, 28........1211011200— 7

Carrie Nation, 29..2212212202— 9 Griesedieck, 31 2121221222—10

Dr Gaines, 31 2212211222—10 P Weber, 28 2221222112—10

C Turner, 28 21202*0221— 7 Spicer, 28 020121220*— 6

C Pfiel, 28 02*22*2202— 6 T Selzer, 29 1220000222— 6

T Wintrick, 28.....2220111111— 9 F Fink, 28 *222200022—

6

Herbert, 28 2201122112— 9 Baggerman, 29 0222212012— 8

Page 28 1222012101— 8 W Clay, 28 2120100020— 5

Dute' Cabanne, 29..2220211112— 9 A Candle, 28 0220212200—6
W Barker, 28 212*202211— 8 Schneider, 28 1122222012— 9

T Wood, 28 2212201000— 6 Dodge, 28 2100210122— 7

IVIrs Cabanne, 28...2021220201— 7 Lewis, 29 2222220211—9
C Rock 30 2221222212—10 Dr Smith, 31 0121222222— 9
F Meier, 29 ...2222112120— 9 Horton, 27 212**12222— 8

Heiligenstein, 30. . .222211*222— 9 J Cabanne, 30 212**12222— S

Reichert won medal on 11th round of shoot-off.

Match for Mermod championship trophy, J. D. Woods, chal-
lenger. Wood stood at 30yds., Cabanne at 31yds. Birds extra fast:

J D Woods 1222*220222222202120122*2—20

L D Cabanne 22012U012110111121120222-21

Ten-bird sweep, $5 entrance, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.

:

Dr Gaines 2021222222— 9 D Elliott 2122122211-10
Griesedieck 1222212223-10 Barker 2120220020- 6
Collins 220010w Bowman 22212»2220 - 8
Heiligenstein 2020102201— 6 Miss King. ..... . . . .02100100J')— 4
Meier 0210*2w T Cabanne 2122:!::'3202— 9
White 2022222212— 9 Bagsrermaa 22222002«- S
Orvis 1110022112— 8 P Weber 221220 12;:2 - 0
Lewis 2001232213- 8 W Reichert 1122212231-10
Dr Smith 1222222222-10 C Dodge l'2»in;.'2lUL'-

6

Indiana boasts of one of the few goldfish farms in the United
States. It is located in Shelby county, and the proprietors are
the original propagators of goldfish in the United States. There _

are two tracts of land, widely separated. One contains ten and the
other sixteen acres. There are 200,000 goldfish on the two tracts.
The breeding ponds are protected from the cold winds by high
embankments, this being the only shelter required, as the fish are
hardy, except when handled. The fish are hatched on one tract,
and as they grow are transferred to the other. They are fed alike",

oeing given toasted bread crumbs two or three times a week. "The
sun and water da the rest.

Boston Gtfn Club*

Boston, April 17.—Thirteen shooters assembled at the grounds

of the Boston Gun Club to-day and were favored with just the

kind of a day trapshooters delight in. Good light and very little

wind made the targets just a little easier for some, as the scores

prove, and the great majority were more than sure that it waa
their own look out if the targets did not succumb to the l^oz-

of shot. Clean scores were indulged in by Leroy and Abbott
with two each, Griffith and G. W. 1 each. Abbott's score m the

prize match was easily the real honor of the day, and now places

him in the lead on the total score. It certainly looks as though
he wishes another vard tacked on to his handicap, which will

have to be done if he keeps up his present gait. Second place was
taken care of by Griffith, just fresh from his well-earned laurels at

Interstate Park, and securing a 26 in the prize match goes to

show that his Uve-bird shooting had not been the least harm. Leroy
took third place with 25, standing on the 21yd. mark. All events

10 unknown, except No. 7, which was at 5 pairs. Nos. 7, 8, 9. lU

and 11, 16yds.; all others handicap distance:

Events: 123456789 10 1113
Abbott, 17.... 7 8 8 9 10 8 7 7 10 7 ..

Leroy 21.......... 6 7 8 8 9 8 7 7 7 10 10 ..,

Griffith 19 7 8 7 9 8 9 9 10 7 9 6

F H, ie, ; ;. 4.,.,. 578978B777.. ..

(> VV, 17 » 8687766 10 78. . ..

Grieves, 16 7644572645....
Andres, 16 3456476466 ....

Nichols, 14 3 6 4 2

Bf.ncroft, 16 8 7 6 7 9 -
Horace, 18 ' ^ 8 6 7 8 ..... 9 6

.Spencer, 18 ^ ^llgZIS^®
Samuel, 16 •• I I I I t
Webster. 16 8666 367757
Frederick, 14 • •• *
Henry, 16..,., ••• <•

Prize match, 30 unknown; distance handicap: „^.,„ „„
Abbott. 17. .111011111111111111111111110110-27

Griffini 19. 111011111111101111011110111111-26

1 e-ov 2L lllOlllOllOlimmillllllOlOl-25

F H 16 .... - » . . . .101111111101111110101111011101-24

Sot-ncer 18 ' .......101111010111110101100111111111—23

Hor-ice
'

18 .001011101101110111100111110111-21

G VV 17 ionuooiioiiiooiiimoooioiii-20
-Andres 16 .

,.,,.110110011001000101101101001111—17

Greives, 16. !
.,,111000000101101100011011110110-16

April 24.—The Boston Gun Club's last serial prize shoot of the

spring series was held on their grounds at Wellington, to-day, and
the weather was again against us. As the new series, which begins

next Wednesday, looms up before us we are in hopes tliat we may
be favored with an article of better quality from the weather
bureau than has been the case in this series.

,
, , , ,

The final shoot was looked upon with a good deal of pleasure

by all, as the number of targets between the three topnotchers

being only 2, there promised to be some lively shooting; but the

rain prevented all but one of the leaders coming, and he only

after bringing a rubber suit, which was the only way to keep
dry. As some one remarked, "The only thing needed to make
his outfit complete would be a boat." And it was indeed almost

a necessity, as there was no let up in the downpour all the after-

noon.
The series which ended to-day was one of the most mteresting

the club has experienced, and was not decided till the last day,

when first honors were secured by Baker, who has made a strong;

fight from the first, but only succeeded in reaching first by
getting a good score last Wednesday. Second position was
secured by the occupant of the 21yd. mark, who, though at a
longer distance mark than his competitors, seems to use his gentle

persuasive powers on the targets just good enough to come in

with the top bunch most of the time. Third place was taken care

of by Spencer, who held the lead from the beginning, only to lose

it at the end. Fourth went to Howe, though he did not avail him-
self of any chance to throw away low scores. Fifth place belongs

to G. W., who as yet is not used to a new weapon, which gives

a little trouble in loads, which, once overcome, will bring lots of

trouble to the leaders in the next series. Sixth prize was won by
Horace.
Scores below. All shooting handicap distance; all events 10

unknown

:

Baker, 17 8 7 7 6 7 5
F H, 16 8 7 6 7 9
Horace, 18 4 6 8 8 810 6 8 6 7
G. W, 17 7 8 7
Frederick, 14 3
Henry, 16 .. 3

Prize match, 30 unknown; distance handicap;
H orace, 18 101011111111111011011111111111—26

G W, 17 ..111011010111101111011110110110—22

F H 16 i 001011111011011111000111111111—22

Baker, 17 .101011101010110011111101010010—18

Following are the winners of the spring prize series. ' Con-
ditions: Six best scores out of the fifteen to count; 30 singles,
unknown; distance handicap:

Baker, 17.. 27 26 26 25 24 20—148
Leroy, 21........ 28 25 25 23 23 23—147
Spencer, 18 27 25 25 23 23 23—146
Howe, 19 24 23 23 22 21 17—130
G W, 17 23 22 22 22 20 20—129
Horace, 18 26 23 21 20 20 17—127
Next Wednesday, May 1, begins the regular summer series,

which is open to all shooters. Secretahy.

The Cleveland Gun Clafa Co.

Cleveland, O., April 18.—Live-bird handicap, 15 birds per man,
50yds. boundary:
Franklin 26. ..... . 212102202111211—13
Black, 2S. 222222222222222—16
Hopkins, 27. ... .i ..220222222020121—12
Dawson, 31. .122220222221120—13
Red Wing 31 , ......122002221121211—13
Greener 30.... 221212120122220—13
Johns, 30 202000101010120—7
Smith, 31 222022022222200—11
Black won the first cup with 15 straight:
Ties for second cup, as follows, same shot miss-and-out. It was

won by Franklin with 5 straight:

Franklin, 26 11121—5 Red Wing, 31 2120—3
Dawson, 31 22220-4 Greener. 30 2210 -I
The birds were a selected lot.
Mr. Black is to be congratulated on his fine score. He shot in.

fine form from start to finish.
Johns, whose score is 7 out of a pos-sible 15, had better retire tosome woods and learn to shoot before trying his luck with the

crackerjacks.
April 25.—The semi-monthly club shoot' at targets of the Cleve-

land Gun Club resulted as follows:

Hogen 1111111111111011111111111101111111111111—38
Franklin lOlOllllOlimilllllOlllllllUlllllllllO—32
Page llllOlOOOOllllllllllOlllllllOlllllUlOlO—31
Alex 1110011111110011111111111111110110111100-32
J I C 1111111011011111110111101111101111111111-35
Gladden IIOOOIOIOOOOOIOIIOIIIOIIOOOIOIOOIOUOOIII—18
Roberts 11111110mil01111001101111lillll0imil_33
Smith iiiiiiimoiiiiioioomiioniiiiimiiii—35
Black oioiiimiuiiioioioiooiuouimionui—31
Scott ooinoioioiooooiooimoioooooooioimiii—19P North oioiooooioiiiioiiioiimoiiioiiiiimuo-28
C North 1110111111101010111111111111001011101111-32

Make-up score;
l^.obertj I lllliniimil0111010lllllllllll0111Hl_3e
Alex nimiHUlOllllllllllOllOOllllllllllOl-,35

Poor Shooter.

Ossiniiig GtiQ Club.

<3ssiKiNG, N. Y., April 20.—Herewith please find scores of the
Ossining Gun Club, made Saturday, the 20th inst., at the regular
weekly oi.Qot. In spite of a heav-y wind and drenching ram six
of the boys showed up, and in spite of the weather conditionsmade a good showing. All events at 10 singles, except iNu uwhich was at 5 pajcs^- aftd. No, :8, whicli was at 5 singles

:

Mf-^w'^l*' '
123456789 10 11W Hal! . 7986569338 ..

^ \\f'°Vi .
.

6 2 .
. 8 .

. 7 1 4 3 5 7

^tr^i.?'l''^°'''^
•

^ S 5 5 I 7 5 5 7 9W Fisher k
S Mullen ;.. ..

'' '' " '/ "
r S

"
u Vail "

;; , 4
•

C. G. B., Capt'd' G. CJub."
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Peters Cartfidgfe Company Tottrnament at

Olathe, Kan.
It is not an uncommon thing for the shooters to meet at various

places throughout the' United Stales, there to proceed tp murder
the "mud pies" under the auspices of the Peters Cartridge Com-
pany. It is their rule to have one of the traveling men as man-
ager, and they selected for this event the genial Tom Norton.
Now Tom has been camjjing around these ere ,diggin's for several
moons, and his long residence in Kansas City cavises him to be
well known. He was therefore the proper mart for the place.
Then, as he felt the need of a lieutenant, he selected Frank Hodges,
who had lately been re-elected mayor—and a great team they made.
The programme called for the good thing of $150 added money,

open only to amateurs; traveling salesmen barred; purses divided
Rose system; five moneys; gold medal to the highest average for
both days.
With such a showing open it is hardly neciessary to call th, mind

that a good crowd of the best amateurs were found on the club
ground south of the city at 9 A. M. Tuesday morning. The weather
conditibns were perfect—Sun bright, and just a little wind slightly
across the score—so this made good scores obtainable without
great effort.

Two sets of expert traps were used, Sergeant system, witli traps
set to known angles, and as the maker of the targets and the
electric pull was present and assisted the manageinent, everything
passed off in the best of style and withotit a hitch.
The writer has seen so many target tournaments Where there

were complaints of unfairness that he pauses here long enough to
point out that tlie known angle is the best yet tried. This means
to set the tliree traps stationary and keep the same angle and
height all day without change. This all shoot as the nearest
possible to an equal change in flights.
Those present came from several States, and many of the names

herewith are often seen in print; yet the most of them were
probably never before mentioned, viz.: From Kansas Citv Mo.—
H. E. Sherman, W. M. Howe, J. E. Mcllrevy, C. D. 'Snyder,
C. E. Wright, Chris Gottlieb, Tom Norton; from Gardner, Kan.

—

H. B. Foster, E. E. Armstrong, J. A. Marshall; from Faola—
Thos. J. Curamings, A. D. Taylor; from Olathe—G. D. Hendrix,
Charles Randall, Ed Collins, Mert. Newhart, Sam Ferguson, Wm.
Walter, Hare Dent, Lone Theile, Lon Thompson, Wm. Lem-
mpn, Frank Hodges, L. D. Thompson, C. H. Blackburn; from
Lincoln, Neb.—C. D. Linderman, J. Morse Rau, J. E. Kilbrick;
Rich Hill, Mo.—W. C. Gresham; Concordia, Kan.—W, H. Heer;
Panama, Mo.—J. D. Gilkay; Lamar, Mo.—A. M. McCrea; Fair-
play, Mo.—J. W. Akard: Omaha—Hump Parmelee; St. Louis

—

Chas. Spencer; Chicago—Tramp Irwin.
There is generally something about a shooting tournament that

a writer for the press may mention as a matter of education and
enlightenment- to the readers. In this connection I will note
that the traps were set to throw rfouth. Considering that the whole
State of Kansas is good country, and nothing to prevent setting
traps to face as desired there, I say shooters have a right to insist
that targets on all occasions be thrown north, northeast or east.
After the programme had been finished. Mayor Hodges had

carriages in waiting to carry the shooters about town, and nearly
all in attendance availed themselves of the opportunity. An hour
was spent whirling along the beautiful streets, made n^t>re lovely
by the aroma from the peach blossoms fioating on the gentle
breezes.
Mr. Hodges is already setting his plans for the next year's State

shoot, and will purchase some ground facing north, and before the
year end's will hang up .fSOO, open to the world, for a distance
handicap target tournament.
The shooting fraternity should at once get their heads set on

coming here, as this shoot will be the real thing.

9 1612
. 10
9 ..

First Day, ApfU 23.

Events: 12
Targets: 15 15

Linderman 15 15
Spencer 15 14
Parmelee 12 14
Slob 14 13

Jap .J 15 14
O'Brien 13 12
Cox 13 14
Scott 13 13
Mills 13 13
Erhardt 14 13

Hodges 14 14
Van Kuren ..i....' 14 14
Heer 13 13
Tramp 12 15
Sherman 12 14
Cummings 12 10
Thompson 5 4
McKi trick 9 8
Theile 6 8
Hendricks 8 10
Gresham 13 14
McCrea 10 13
Gilkey 11 12
Blackburn 8 12
Ackard 10 11
Taylor ; 7
Marshall 12
Foster 11

Armstrong 11
Wright 10 11

Snyder 12 11

Smith .'

Lemmon
Collins
Ferguson
Bloomer
Dent U

3 4
20 15
19 13
17 14
20 15
IS 14
15 14-

20 15
18 12
17 14
17 14
18 14
17 15
17 15
19 13
19 13
14 13
16 7

9 10
.. 12

15 10
16 14
15 12
18 13
11 13
15 10
15 11
.. 10
17 11
16 12
18 12
.. 7

5 6 7
15 20 15
15 18 15
14 17 15
15 15 15
11,17 14
15 16 15
13 IS 14
13 16 14
12 19 13
14 18 14
14 17 13
13 19 14
13 19 14
14 19 14
12 18 12
11 16 13
13 11 10
S 14 13

12 .. 9
. . . . 10
.. .. 5
14 19 15
14 18 13
13 16 ..

. . 11 14
13 19 14
11 15 12
13 .. 12
10 12 5
13 14 11
13 15 12

13 18 13
8 .. ..

10 15 10
14 6 ..

. . 15 10

8 9 10
20 15 25
15 15 24
16 13 23
19 14 23
19 12 20
16 14 25
19 11 22
20 13 23
IS 11 22
18 11 23
39 13 19
17 13 24
17 13 24
20 13 23
19 9 23
17 15 19
13 11 23
10 7 ..

.. 11 ..

16 14 18
17 14 17

18 15 25
15 .. ..

14 10 .

.

12
16 14 23
18 12 20

Shot
at.

175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175
150
90
45
45

175
175
100
100
175
120
115
80
115
175
175
30
70
50
35
15
45

Broke.
167
158
162
152
162
157
156
152
155
154
160
151
161
ISS
154

158
148

149

147
147

Second Day, Aptil 24.

The morning sun came out in all his glory, but by 10 o'clock
hazy clouds were beginning to rise, and before noon a few drops
of rain fell; but it was our good fortune to have the rain pass
by, and the day was a fairly good one for

^
target shooting—

although there was something wrong with the light, as the scores
made to-day were for the most part not up to the average. As
is usually the case, there were not so many shooters present as on
the first day. Most of those present, though, shot through all

the events.
Taking Linderman's score yesterday, he missed only 8, and to-

day 18, making a total of 26 lost in two da\'s' shooting, 350 targets.

He won the gold medal for the highest average.
He was very closely pressed by Harry Koohler. At the start of

the last event of 25 targets they were tied. Koohler dropped 2

out of his first 4 and then ran out straight. But there was old
steady Dick, pegging away, and he never did miss, and Jap
went 25 straight. Jap made such a great struggle that it was a
pity that there was not a second prize of some kind. Lou
Erhardt and Frank Parmelee were going neck and neck, and
landed in the same hole with 16 goose eggs each. O'Brien fell

only 1 short, and was just 1 ahead of Spencer. Pleer came along
pretty regularly, and lost but 20.

Altogether the shoot was a great suecess-j-not financially, how-
ever, but the shooters appreciate the grace with which Mr. Norton
went down in his pocket and put up the $150 added money.
The traps worked good to-day, and the targets' were harder than

yesterday, having more speed and consequently a more steady
flight.

Everybody made Tom Norton and Mayor Hodges understand
that he appreciated their efforts put forth on this occasion. The
Peters people made many friends, the only regret being that
there were not enough shooters present to run two sets of traps.

Events: 123456789 10 Shot
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 20 15 25 at. Broke.

Linderman

11

13 IS 14 13 19 14 18 12 25 175 157
Spencer

15

12 19 13 14 19 14 17 14 20 ' 175 157

Parmelee

15

13 17 13 14 17 15 20 14 21 175 159

Slob 12 13 14 13 12 17 13 17 13 17 175 146

Tap

13

11 20 15 13 IS 13 19 15 23 175 160

O'Brien

13

15 19 13 13 18 12 17 15 23 175 158

Cox

14

9 IS 12 11 15 13 17 14 21 175 149

Scott

11

13 17 13 12 17 14 16 11 23 175 147

Mills

13

13 18 11 14 20 11 18 12 21 175 151

Erhardt

14

14 20 14 12 16 13 19 13 24 175 159

Kod'-e'?

15

13 15 15 13 17 13 17 13 22 175 153

Van Kuren 13 12 14 13 13 15 9 17 12 18 175 136

Snvder 9 12 15 13 13 16 12 14 10 23 175 136

Wright 11 11 17 14 11 15 13 14 14 22 175 142.

Heer

13

14 16 15 12 20 12 17 13 23 175 165
"

Akard ..l,-,...- 14 12 16 12 15 17 10 19 13 20 175 149

Sheman ,.'„.„,.,. U 10 9 14 10 12 10 16 U 22 175 ...

Sheridan 9 10 . . 11 HIS
C E Taylor 11 11 12 10 .. . .

Cummings 13 8 13 11 13 15
Hart 8 .. 14
Dent 12 8 .. 8 10 .. 9 ..

• Marshall . . 13 9 12 . . 11 .

.

Collins , .. .. 7 12 .. .. ..

Campbell 1 9 U
Lemmon S

7 ..

12 20
10 ..

11 ..

11 ..

13B
75
U5
30

By Jing.

Bauman
Croll
Longraffe .. 11

7 10 13 9 7

Peters Czttxidge Company Tournament at
Chattanooga, Tenn*

Chattanooga, Tenn.—The tournament given here by the Peters
Cartridge Company April 23 and 24, under the auspices of the
Chattanooga Trapshooters' Club was a success when you consider
the weather to be contended with. On preliminary day it rained
ah day, and for a week before the shoot it rained and snowed all
around the country. This fact, no doubt, kept a good many away,
but those who were here enjoyed themselves and seemed very well
satisfied. Mackie is surely a man that can run a shoot, as there
was not a kick or squabble, except from the magautrap; it of
course kicked once in a while.
The first day opened up cloudy, and then toward noon cleared

off, endmg up with a fine and an ideal shooting day.
Walter VV. Cureton, of Chattanooga, was in the lead by 3

bn-ds; Leglcr, of Nashville, second, with Baker, of Griffin, Ga..
thn-d, 6 birds behind.
The second day was a beautiful one, and more of the boys showed

up, due to the conditions of the weather. Cureton still stayedm the lead, winning the gold charm donated by the Peters Car-
tridge Company. Legler and Baker tied for second average.
Jk. L. Trimble, of Covington, won first average, but of course,
being a manufacturers' representative, shot for targets only.
John E. Avery, of Atlanta, the company's representative, was here
and shot a good race, ending with fourth average.
After presenting the medal to the winner, Mr. Mackie thanked

those m attendance for coming; also Caption for his assistance.
The tournament was a success in every way but attendance, and

the sportsmen who took part seemed to be very much pleased with
the result. It was strictly an amateur shoot, and some very fine
records w^re made in the two days. The scores:

First Day, April 23.

Events: 12345678
Targets:

, 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 20
Trimble 15 14 19 14 14 19 15 18
Livingston 12 12 17 12 12 16 15 15
O'Connell 14 12 17 9 14 16 15 18
Legler 15 13 15 14 12 19 12 19
Cureton 15 13 20 15 13 18 14 14
Baker 12 13 20 13 U 19 12 19
Avery 12 14 17 14 13 16 12 17
Cleveland 11 14 16 8 12 15 12 15
Henry 13 9 16 9 10 10 10 13
R C Sauls 10 13 16 14 9 17 12 15
Eaton 8 7 11 13 8 . . 13 .

.

Du Bray 11 11 13 10 11 13 13 17
Woodworth 14 12 18 9 12 12 6 11
Cannon 9 11 11
Weatherlv 12 ..

McLemore .....1112 17 12 13 17 6 12
D J O'Connell 12 15

9 10
15 25
15 24
15 20
11 22
13 24
14 23
13 21

13 21
10 16
15 21

15 21

is 22
12 22
6 ..

io 20.
10 ..

Broke.
167
146
148
156
159
153
149
129
126

142

i34
128

130

Second Day, April 24.

- Events: 123456789 10
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 20 15 25

Trimble 13 15 20 15 14 19 14 20 14 23
Livingston 12 12 16 12 12 18 13 19 14 20O Connell ' 12 12 15 14 12 15 15 18 10 19
Legler 14 12 19 13 13 19 14 20 13 20
Cureton 14 11 20 14 14 17 15 19 IS 22
Sauls .- 14 13 17 12 15 16 14 1.6 14 23
Henry 12 14 16 12 13 16 10 17 12 22
Cleveland 9 8 11 9 12 14 7 12 8 14
McLemore 14 11 14 13 14 15 10 15 11 19
Du Bray 13 13 18 11 12 19 12 19 13 22
Woodworth 10 8 18 13 12 19 14 18 14 20
Baker 11 13 19 15 14 18 14 20 15 21

^""T^.A.- 11 13 19 11 14 17 10 16 15 23D J O'Connell '. 11 12 16 12 14
McCartney 8 8 9 9 10 15 15 11 12 14
Eaton 6 9 16 8 U 14 11 14 13 18
Sutton 9 9 16 12 11 16 9 15 10 22
Chichester , 7 8 10 6 8 13 11 11 11 17
Marshall 7 6 12 9 15 12 18
Mosdale 8 . . ,-

Phillips i5 ii !!!!
Dobbs 9 8 16 8 18 .

.'.

Smallman 9
Cureton won amateur average and g-old watch charm, donated by

Peters Cartridge Co.
Legler, of Nashville, and Baker, of GrifiSn, Ga., tied for second

average.

Broke.
167
148
142
157
161
154
144
104
136
152
146
160
149

iii
120
lU
102

Trap Around Reading:*

Reading, Pa., April 13.—Nearly 3,000 targets were thrown to-
day in the target shoot held under the auspices of the Spring
Valley Shooting Association, of this city. Sportsmen were" present
from all parts of this section of the State, and an enjoyable day
was had by all. The tournament was the first ever held by this
association, and the tournament committee deserve great credit
for their earnest work in making the shoot a success. Secretary
A. A. Fink had charge of the shoot, and kept hustling from
10 A. M. until 6 P. M., when darkness set in and put an end to all

shooting. The shoot was a grand success, and the attendance of
out-of-town shooters very large, while the local shooters were
fairly well represented. The principal event of the day was the
shoot for the individual target championship of Berks county, and
the Reading Eagle challenge trophy, valued at $75. Lee Wertz,
captain of the Spring Valley Association, won by breaking 39 out
of 50 targets, while Jack Shaaber, of the same association, was
second with 38 to his credit.

In the sweepstake events the scores were very good, and all
events were very exciting.
In the merchandise event. No. 3, Tack won the leather gun case

donated by J, H. Obold & Co.; R. E. Parker, of Carlisle, Pa.,
won the leather shell case donated by HufT Brothers; Geo. Ritter
won the Schultze powder donated by Von Lengerke & Detmold,
of New York, and Benner wort a fine bottle of whi.sky donated by
John A. Esterly.
The scores in the individual championship and Reading E^gle

trophv event, 50 targets per man, were as follows: Wertz 39, Jack
3S, Irwin 37, Dietrich 34, Ball 34, Murphy 33, Schmidt 29, Ritter
35, Kerr 30, and Osborn 3L

Events: 1

Targets: 10

Dietrich 9
Brey / 5
Hartman 7
Tack 7
Parker 9
Ritter 7
Buhle 8

Wertz 10
Baghenstose 5
Livengpod 7
Spatz 5
Coldren 7

J Horner 7
Geo Horner 8
Esterly 8
Barto 6
Leroy 8
Haman
De Long 8
Bright 8
Murphy
Osborn rrrr,,.

Centers ..>........ .

.

Benner .

.

Irwin
Schmidt
Hoverter
Hartz
Cleaver ..•

Hipton

3 4
15 10
10 9
11 5
8 8

13 9
12
11
9

5 6
15 10
11 9
7 5
9 8

12 8

7 7
11 8

7 8
15 20
12 16
10 15
9 10

12 13
13 17
11

9 10
15 25
13 12
12 20
10 12
8 20

12 ..

11 17

11 12 13 14
10 10 10 .10

15
10

16
4

11 8
9 5

10 8 4
13
8

7 11 8

14
9

11

7

7 6

7 8
8 6
8 8
8 6
6 6

8 10 7
8 ..

12
11 14

10 17

10 10 10 8
6
7 .. 7 7

8 4
6 7
7 6

7 ,.

8 6
8 6
8 ..

7 ..

12
10
9

10
9
7
8
6
9
10

10 8 9 15
8 5 10 .

.

9 7 10 :t2

'8 ''7 is ie
10 7 . . .

.

io "7 12

.! *7 9

9 ..

10 ..

8 12
9 ..

12 15
11 ..

10 ..

U ..

.. is
8 ..

6 9
7 7

Kerr
McJames
Dengler

10 12 14 11 .. ..

.. 9 9 R 11 7

.... 10 7 14 .

8 5

Duster.

lalernafional Team Contest SufcECtfplion,

KErTHSBt:Rc, llh, April ^d.—Editor Fon-si a,nl Surniii.- T inclose
you list of subscribers lo Anglo-American ti^ani to date. Kindly
publish same and obhge.
Adolph Cropper, Milwaukee, Wis $2 00
Wra. S. Colvin, New York city ]ij 00
Geo. VVeightman, New York city... , ..10 00
John L. Lequin, New York citv JO 00
John J. Hallowell, Philadelphia', I'a 10 00
Edward S. Lentilhon, New York city JO 00
Elmer E. Shaner, Pittsburg, Pa ^ lu 00
B. H. Norton, New York city i... 10 OO
Florists' Gun Club, Philadelphia, Pa. 6 00
Will K. Park, Philadelphia, Pa I,,.,. ^ 4 00

'Toir A. ^Iahshall.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.^

Low-Rate Summer Tours to the Pacific Coast and Moun-
tains of the Canadian Northwest, via the

Pennsylvania Railroad.

Ik view of the extremely Io\y rates authorized by the various
transcontinental lines on account of the International Conference
of the Epworth League at San Francisco in July next, the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company announces a thirty-day tour
across the Continent, leaving New York, Newark, Philadelphia,
baltimore, Washington, and other stations on its lines east of
Pittsburg, on Monday, July 8, returning to New York Tuesday,
Aug. 6.

- J J

The route will include stops at all the really important points for
rest and sightseeing, among them being Chicago, Omaha, Denver,
Colorado Springs, Glenwood Springs (with a daylight ride through
the Rocky Mountains, including the Royal Gorge and Grand
Canon of the Arkansas), and at Salt Lake City, arriving at San
Francisco 10 A. M., Tuesdavj July 16, before the convention opens,
bix days will be allotted to San Francisco, for which time no hotel
accommodations or other features will be included in the tickets.
Leaving San Francisco Monday morning, July 22. Monterey, Santa
Barbara, and Los Angeles will be visited, all traveling over the
new Coast Line of the Southern Pacific Company being done by
daylight, in order to view what is reputed to be the most attractive
scenery in California. Leaving Los Angeles, San Jose will be
visited, thence Portland, with two days' stop, after which will come
the crowning feature of the tour, the journey homeward via the
Canadian Pacific Railway through the unrivaled mountains of
British Columbia.
The schedule over the Canadian Pacific Railway will be pre-

pared with especial care, and the train sidetracked at nights where
necessarj', in order that no part of this delightful feature may
be missed by night traveling. This in itself is a rare opportunity.
In addition, stops will be made at Banff Hot Springs and St.
Paul.
The tourists will travel in the highest grade of Pullman equip-

ment, and the special train will be composed of vestibuled dining
car, sleeping cars, and an observation car. The latter car will be
similar to those used on the famous Pennsylvania Limited.
With the exception of the time devoted to San Francisco, pas-

sengers will be located on the special train during the entire tour.
Breakfast, luncheon and dinner will be provided in the dining
car while en route, and when sidetracked at the various places
visited. Our patrons will therefore avoid the expense of high-
priced hostelries, the hurry and annoyance of meal stations, and
the unsatisfactory accommodations afforded by inferior hotels.
A thoioughly experienced tourist agent and a chaperon will

accompany the party, and in fact the entire tour will be conducted
under the same careful management that has made the "Pennsyl-
vania Tours" world famous.
The total rate for entire trip as outlined above, covering one

double berth and all meals in dining car, from New York, Phila-
delphia, Baltimore, Washington, Harrisburg, Altoona, and points
on the Pennsylvania Railroad east of Pittsburg, will be $188.50;
two persons in a berth, each $168.50.

Rate, going with the main party, with Pullman berth and meals
up to arrival at San Francisco, returning from San Francisco
independently by any direct route, with transportation only on
return trip, $118.10; two persons in a berth, each $108.10.
Rate, transportation, Pullman berth, and meals on special train

to San Francisco, with transportation only returning indepen-
dently via Portland and Northern Pacific Railway, or Canadian
Pacific Railway and St. Paul, until Aug. 31, $127.10; two in a
berth, each $117.10. This route will especially appeal to those who
desire to visit Yellowstone Park on their return journey. The
tickets admit of stop over at Livingston, at which point a ticket
covering five and one-half days' hotel accomniodations, with stage
transportation through Yellowstone Park, may be purchased for
$49.50.

Rate, covering same as preceding trip up to San Francisco, with
transportation only returning independently via Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Portland, and Canadian Pacific or Northern Pacific and
St. Paul, $131.60; two in a berth, each $121.60.
Rates from Pittsburg, $5 less than above figures.
For the information of those who desire to travel independently

after arrival at San Francisco, it should be noted that tickets
permit stop off within limit of Aug. 31, at and west of Denver,
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Colo., and west of St. Paul. Stop-over
will also be allowed until Aung. 31, at Niagara Falls and Buffalo,
for Pan-American Exposition, on tickets reading through those
points.
Descriptive booklet will shortly be issued, giving the schedule

and further details. Diagrams are now open, and as the number
who can be accommodated will be strictly limited, names should
be registered immediately.
For further information apply to Tourist Agent, 1196 Broadway,

New York; Thos. Purdy, Passenger Agent, Long Branch District,
789 Broad street, Newark, N. J.; J. K. Shoemaker, Passenger
Agent Middle District, 1411 Chestnut street, Philadelphia; B.
Courlaender, Jr., Passenger Agent Baltimore District, Baltimore
and Calvert streets, Baltimore, Md. ; C. Studds, Passenger Agent
Southeastern District, Fifteenth and G streets N. W., Washing-
ton, D. C; or address Geo. W. Boyd, Assistant General Passenger
Agent, Broad Street Station, Philadelphia.

—

Adv.

The very handsome catalogue of more than 150 pages describing
the goods sold by Mr. W. J. Cummings, liishup Autkl.-iiul,
England, is likely to interest all anglers. Besides the gMmls
described, a great deal of useful information, illustrated by ad-
mirable cuts and half-tones, appears in it, together imh an ab-
Lstract of the Norway Fishing i..aws, and nuieh eise of inierest.
The catalogue is sent free. lilr. Cummings ulfei's lo Antcricaiis
ordering his goods a discount of 10 per ceni, 011 all orders
amounting to £1 and over, which will part;y'i)ay llie duty, lie
already has a large trade in America.—.-/[/;;.

It is more and more the fashion for well-to-do .Amcric.Tiis to rent
or purchase estates in Britain, which they occupy loi (urlions of
the year. The Kylemore Castle estate. County Ga.uay, Ireland,
presents attractions to those who can afford such lu.xuries which
ought to appeal to many rich Americans. Pheasant, grouse and
wild duck shooting, and salmon, trout and deep sea fishing, are
among the advjantages of this beautiful place.

—

Adv,

10 5 10 15
11 6101110 11

The widespread tendency of the present day to send boys off into
camp for the summer lends especial interest to the advertisement
for a party of boys to be made up for a fishing and shooting trip
in the Rocky Mountains. Were it not for the expense of such a
trip many parents would have their boys make it, and we do not
doubt that the advertiser will receive many inquiries as to his
plans.

—

Adv.

To vacht builders—and especially to those interested in small
craft for inside waters—the name of Thomas Clapham, Roslyn,
L. I., is familiar. Mr. Clapham is well known as a high authority
on sharpies and other yachts. He has several specialties well
worthy of investigation,

—

Adv.

Motor launches are coming more and more into use both for

practical work and for pleasure purposes. The "Recreation
Launch," manufactured by the Western Gas Engine Company, is

said to have speed combined with safe and reliable power. Those
who are interested should write for circular M.—Adv.
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Mt. Francis Cttrle told me howe one Dr. Bullein,

the Queenes kinsman, had a dogge which he doted

on see mttch that the Qtieene understanding of it

requested he wowld graunt hir one desyre, and he
shottid have whatsoever he would asfce. She de-

ma«nded his dogge; he gave it, and "Nowe
Madam/* qwoth he, "jois promised to give me
my desyre.** "I will," qttothe she. "Then I pray

yotf give me my dogge againe.**—Manning-
ham*s Diary, J 603.

the Torest ana Stream's Platform PlanK.

The sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasons."

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1901.—No. VI.

ARIZONA.
Chap. 57, Laws 1901.—Sec. 17. Every cold storage company, or person

keeping a cold storage warehouse, or tavern or hotel keeper, restaurant or

eating house keeper, market man, or any other person who shall at any

time sell, or expose for sale in this Territory, any hide, head, horns, or

meat of any male or female deer, antelope, elk, mountain sheep or moun-
tain goat, or any carcass of any wild turkey, dove, quail, bob-white, par-

tridge, pheasant or grouse, or of any wild duck, goose, brant, snipe or rail,

or any brook, mountain or rainbow trout, or any black bass, strawberry

bass or crappie, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Sec. 19. Provided, however, that nothing in this act shall be construed

to prohibit the importation and sale of fish and game from other States

and Territories.
,

"PICTURES FROM FOREST AND STREAM."

Thiety-two of the full-page pictures printed from time

to time as illustration supplements to Forest and Stream

have been selected for publication in book form under the

above title. A preliminary announcement of this has

already been sent ont, and the response has been such as

to indicate that the projected volume will be given cor-

dial welcome.

The scope of the collection is fairly comprehensive; the

subjects include the reproductions of Audubon's bird por-

traits; big-game pictures by Rungius, field scenes by

Osthaus, hunting pictures by Deming, shooting and fish-

ing pictures by Davison, and yachting scenes. Every care

will be taken to insure for the volume the highest artistic

excellence, and to make it in paper, presswork and bind-

ing a creditable contribution to the literature of the field.

A list of the plates will be found on another page.

SNAP SHOTS.

Mr. Mooney's paper xcontrasting the difference in con-

ditions surrounding the field naturalist in the day of

Wilson and our own time is supplemented by the note of

Mr. Manly Hardy, who points out the yet more marvelous

changes in the conditions of woods life which have been

developed within his own personal experience. Hunting

and -fishing exploration, the collecting of natural history^

specimens, and every phase of travel, work and life in the

wilderness, has been ameliorated by the develop-

ment and perfection of equipment. The sports-

man of the twentieth century is by no means of necessity,

nor indeed often voluntarily, the Spartan that his sports-

man father was before him. To go camping is not now
necessarily to go roughing. Life in the wilds has shared

the softening influences which have made modern living

in so many material ways more luxurious and less strenu-

ous than in the old days. Whether we of the present with

all our conveniences get any more satisfaction out of it

than did our fathers in their cruder way is an open ques-

tion. The old-timer, who regards with indulgence the

ease and comfort of these later days, would be apt to

maintain that with all the hardship of the woods life as

he knew it, there were rewards quite as full in their com-

pensation as any we may find.

We are constantly talking of the rapid advance of

civilization and the lessening of the wilderness on this

continent, but there yet remains and will remain for

many years to come an immense area of unsettled country

to the north of the United States. The director of the

Canadian Geological Survey says in his latest report that

there are more than 1,250,000 square miles of unexplored

land in Canada, or in other words, a territory comp^'ising

one-third of the entire Dominion. Here the sportsman

will long be assured a hunting ground wide enough in

its game resources to tempt exploration and exploitation.

In the early future extensive areas of this Canadian

wilderness, which are now practically inaccessible, will be

opened up by railway enterprises, and new and rich

fields will be made accessible to the hunter and fisherman.

One of these roads, the Algoma Central, is now building

north from Sault Ste. Marie, and will have for its terminus

Moose Factory, on the shore of Hudson's Bay. The

purpose of the projectors is to develop the rich mineral and

forest and agricultural resources of the country ;
awaiting

the coming of the rails there are immense deposits of iron

and copper and forests of valuable timber. ' Much of the

country to be opened to travel is stocked with game. Elk

and caribou abound, with wild geese and wild ducks, and

fishing waters; and the man of rod and gun may com-

placently regard the new road as one in part projected for

his own special benefit. These new opportunities come at

a time when the game resources of other regions have

been destroyed—resources which once appeared to be as

abundant and as inexhaustible as these. Profiting by the

example of the United States, which has permitted its

game to be destroyed, the Canadian authorities may well

take measures to prevent the reckless killing of game in

these newly opened regions. Properly husbanded the

stock will last for generations.

Governor Odell has vetoed the appropriation made by

the Legislature this year for the purchase of Adirondack

lands to be added to the State forest holdings. As a

reason he submits that no settled programme has been

adopted for the comprehensive -treatment of New York's

forest land problem, and until such a plan shall have been

determined upon the Governor disapproves the further

expenditure of public funds in this field. This conclusion

doubtless is based upon a careful consideration of the

subject, and it will be accepted as sound, in particular

by those people who have knowledge of certain very

questionable transactions on the part of the forestry board

in the past. But the acquisition of forest lands and the

conservation of the water supply are two interests of

transcendent public importance, and interests which de-

mand and should be given immediate attention.

Senator Malby's bill to prohibit hounding in the

Adirondacks for another term of five years Has become a

law. The actual operation of the anti-hounding system

has abundantly demonstrated its wisdom. We have ex-

pressed the opinion that by the end of the new five-year

term local sentiment in the North Woods will be in sup-

port of a perpetual prohibition of hounding. Despite

the active opposition of guides and other residents now
existing, the gradual growth of a feeling in favor of

the law may not be questioned.

In the several seasons of the y^ar there comes now and

again some one day, which by reason of the air or the

sky or the clouds, or by a subtle, indefinable and indeter-

minable something, carries one in thought to some far-

away scene and fills him with a longing for it. Some-

times fancy thus is led in autumn to a mountain, from

whose brow one has looked out upon a wide stretching

landscape of wondrous beauty, and again the suggestion

coming in the spring time is of a camp site by the lake,

with the soughing of the pines overhead and in front a

vista of water and distant shore. Whatever the picture

that rises thus unbidden, and though it be as fleeting as

it is abrupt, we are grateful for it; and happy is he who
can resolve on the instant to make good in actual seeing

once again the reality.

For many years Mr. T. Southwell, of Norwich, Eng-

land, has annually given to the public notes on the seal

and whale fisheries of Great Britain, and the twentieth an-

nual installment appears in a recent number of the

Zoologist. He reports that the season's catch for igoo

included 17 whales, 632 walruses, 3,453 seals and 145

bears. The total value of this catch is estimated as $150,-

000, as against $190,000 in 1899. The animals of the

northern sea are being exterminated. The right whale

has practically disappeared from the Greenland seas, and

the seals are disappearing as well. The author adds

:

"The destruction year after year of a very large propor-

tion, often virtually of the whole brood and of a large

number of old seals in addition, congregated in a limited

area, must inevitably tell in course of time, and sooner or

later reduce the breeding pack to such an extent that

they would be no longer worth pursuing, and even lead

to their final extermination. This has doubtless, to a very

large extent, been the case. The British vessels have

quite abandoned the pursuit, and what there is left of

the Greenland sealing is now quite in the hands of the

Scandinavians, whose more economical outfits enable them

to continue the struggle long , after we have been driven

from the field."

We recorci to-day the sixth nail for 1901 driven into the

Forest and Stream's Platform Plank, and other States

are to be heard from. The principle of stopping the sale

of game is receiving recognition everywhere. In the

not remote future it will be the all-prevailing rule.

A common stock argument with advocates of an open

game market is that invalids hanker for grouse and quail

and should not be compelled to depend upon the chance

generosity of sportsmen to satisfy their longing for game.

It is true that there are . invalids whose finical appetite

may be tempted with game; but where one marketed quail

goes to an invalid's room, a- thousand go to game , eaters

who are healthy and robust. The consumption of game
b}'- invalids is so small as to be a negligible factor in the

consideration of the subject. The invalid as a game con-

sumer has been overworked; it would be graceful, not to

say merciful, on the part of the market advocates to give

him a rest.

Opposition to an anti-sale game law on the ground that

it is class legislation in the interest of sportsmen as a

class against the rest of the community is silly. It is of a

piece with all the other opposition to game laws

which is based on the "class legislation" pretense. The
whole scheme of game protection has been assailed from

time to time as class legislation, but in this country there

is not the slightest reason to justify the charge. Sports-

men who use the rod or the gun are not from a class dis-

tinct from the rest of the community any more than are

ihe players of golf or the young men who take red-headed

girls driving behind white horses. .Game laws are en-

acted and enforced to preserve the game stock, that it may
not perish from the land, and if a law forbidding the sale

of grouse and pheasants and venison is essential to accom-

plish the end, then such a law is in the public interest.

Perhaps no sportsman in America has ever been so

well known as the Englishman, Henry Wm. Herbert,

whose pen name was Frank Forester. Mr. Ruthven

Deane, of Chicago, has devoted much time and effort to

gathering up information about Forester, and relics b£

him and the notes which he has recently printed in Forest

and Stream are very interesting. It is hoped that any

one possessing data concerning Forester, pr any letters

or other manuscript from his pen, or knowing of the

existence of any portraits of him, will make them public,

either through the Forest and Stream or by communicat-

ing with Mr. Deane.

At the instance of the Acting Superintendent of the

Yellowstone National Park, Montana has made a close

time for a term of years on antelope. As was set forth

in these columns some weeks ago, the chief purpose of the

law is to afford winter protection for the Park antelope,

which gather on the Gardiner Flats, on the southern edge

of the Park, and thenec stray over into Montana, where

many have in past years been killed. Arizona and Nevada
have also just adopted a long term of protection for the

antelope.

Mr. Charles Hallock has republished from the Forest

and Stream, as a brochure dedicated to the National

Geographical Society, his biographical notice of Dr.

Robert BeU, of the Geological Survey of Canada. It is a
record of achievement and high public service, and well

deserves this separate and permanent form.
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BOS AMERICANUS.
Erstwhile, where Wyomingfs unclouded Sun
Athwart her arid plains imperious rode.

Of an innumerable phalanx one.

Uncouth, with lowering front, I stalwart strode.

Still gflarcs the Sun upon the herbage pale,

Where looms the miragfe o'er her desert agones;

But fled the Herdj beside th' untrodden trail

Behold, unsepulturcd, my bleaching bones!

Theo. F. C* Demarest.

In Old Virginia.

X.—On and OH a Deer Stand.

When a boy a friend of mine wrote what we both be-

lieved to be a very beautiful poem, the first two lines of
which were as follows

:

"All things are transient and must pass

Coats, hats, shoes and pants won't last"

I have long since recognized the error of our judgment in

poetry, but the sentiment has become even more firmly

fixed as time passes on as one of truth and verity.

It was the last day but one before that set for my depar-

ture from the delightful home that had afforded so many
pleasures and furnished such ideal hospitality. My
hostess came out on the front porch as I sat enjoying my
after-breakfast cigar, holding in either hand a missive^ and
said, "I have here two invitations for you, and you_ may
take your choice, as the messages were delivered simul-

taneously, and both invitations come to you at one and
the same time. Cousin Tom, my fox hunting cousin, in-

vites you to a fox hunt, and Cousin Rand invites you to

come on a deer hunt. The two boys, bearers of these

invitations, await your reply, but there is no hurry, as I

have sent them to the kitchen for their breakfast. I

suppose, of course, you will go on the deer hunt, as the

fox hunt will not be according to the style that you. have
innovated, and perhaps you may be persuaded to hunt
deer on horseback. Seriously, however, I would advise

you to accept Cousin Rand's invitation and go after deer,

as he is a famous deer hunter, has a fine pack of dogs and
will probably succeed in giving you a shot, as I know
he will make every effort to do.

'

I took her advice and accepted the invitation to hunt
deen
The next morning, a beautiful, bright, frosty day, after

an early breakfast, the cousin made his appearance, accom-
panied by two friends, and bringing with him three of
his justly celebrated deer hounds. He had selected for our
hunt a piece of timber a few miles distant that had been
culled many years before and had grown up in under-
brush, making a dense and in some places almost im-
penetrable thicket It was his intention to hunt out this

cover with his dogs with the expectation of starting a

deer, which he hoped some of us on our several stands
would have an opportunity of killing. A road led down
about midway through the hunting ground, and this road
we followed until well into the woods ; then with his

dogs the master of the hunt turned off at right angles
to work through the north half of the cover and back
again, provided nothing was started, while we rode leisure-

ly along toward the positions assigned us, which were
stands known to my two companions at the further end
of the south side of the strip of timber. We had only
gone a short distance when the dogs gave tongue, and in

a moment all was excitement. It sounded as though the

trail was fresh, and it took but a moment for us to dis-

cover that they were heading back our way. Thinking it

possible that they had jumped a deer, which had not yet

crossed the road back into the cover on the south side, we
immediately rode a short distance, when one of my com-
panions dismounted, led his horse back into the brush and
took a position on the edge of the road; my other com-
panion and I rode on a little further, and following in-

structions. I concealed my horse and took a stand, while'

the third member of our party rode on to a like distance

from where I was posted and took his stand. The dogs, as

well as I could tell, were working through very thick cover
and steadily in my direction. And as it was still, sound
carried well, and those three eager hounds with their

deep-toned voices, multiplied their yelpings until it

sounded like a pack of at least twenty.

On they came steadily toward my stand, and from
moderate excitement I rapidly progressed, first to great
excitement and then to greater excitement, and then to

suffocation. I had dropped on one knee behind a low
bush, through which I could watch the directipn of the

dogs' approach, and by the time they had gotten almost in

sight and still coming toward me, my heart was beating

with throbs that I could distinctly hear, and I found it

necessary to stand up in order to get my breath. I ex-

pected every moment that the deer would break cover, as

the dogs were on a hot trail, and showing evidences of

being close on. I think I should have fainted, although
no amateur, had those dogs been thirty seconds later com-
ing in sight, but fortunately just as I seemed to have
reached the limit of human endurance the dogs broke
cover, came dashing through a h"ttle open space and
crossed the road within thirty steps of me, disappearing in

the woods beyond, showing conclusively that the game
they were trailing had already passed by. I was just won-
dering what would be the liext move, when hearing a
thunder of hoofs, I turned to see my first companion, who
had been stationed below me, a great long-legged fellow,

coming up the road with his horse on a dead run, which
he was trying to increase the speed of by pounding him
with his heels_. He motioned to me as soon as he dis-

covered that I observed him, and I, understanding his

sign, ran back, moimted my horse as speedily as possible

and' came out Into the road just as he swept past with the

^%on% "Come on as qni?k as ym can; we phall hav? to
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run if we get to our stands by the time that deer crosses."

Settling myself in the saddle and putting my knees well

under my horse's shoulders, I leaned forward and gave
him a rake with the spur, realizing the fact that if I was
expected, on an ordinary horse, to go around by the road
and head off a deer running straight through, I needed to

get all the speed out of my mount that was in him. The
road was crooked, and I had but an occasional glimpse of
my companion whom I was following; but every time I

did see him he was pounding away at a tremendous rate

of speed, making his long legs work like a pair of flails as

he rattled his heels on his horse's sides. I finally turned
into a straight stretch and found that I was gaining on
him, which surprised me until I got a fair view and found
that he was pulling his horse up. He allowed me to over-

take him and hurriedly pointed out my stand, which had
before been described to me as the "rail pile and leaning
tree stand."
As soon as he saw that I understood, he redoubled his

efforts to get more speed out of his horse, and in a mo-
ment was out of sight around a bend of road. Checking
my horse at the spot indicated, I dashed into the woods
by the side of a tree and throwing my bridle over a limb
ran back to the edge of the road. Crowding a couple of
shells into my gun, I scanned the road carefully for tracks
that would indicate that the deer had passed.

I found nothing in the way of tracks that looked at all

fresh, although there was one track, evidently made by a
tremendous buck, two or three days old. Listening a
moment, I discovered that the dogs had turned and gone
to the far side of the woods from where my stand was
situated, the tract of timber being very wide at this point.

They now seemed to be at least a mile and a half or two
miles away, and as the sound of the chase was growing
gradually fainter, I soon made up my mind that the deer
was running directly from my stand and that my chance
for a shot was very slim, unless the dogs succeeded in

turning him. I thereupon left my cover, went out and
carefully inspected the" road at a distance of a hundred
yards up and down each way, to make sure that he had
not already passed, and satisfied myself that no new track
was to be found.

I then went back to the position which had been as-

signed me, which was at a point half-way between a
small rail pile on one side and the famous old leaning tree

on the other side of the road. The cousin who had ar-

ranged the hunt had on the way out told me the history of
the leaning tree, and I now inspected that curiosity with a
great deal of interest.

It was a large white oak fully as thick as a man's body,
growing out of a bank on one side of the road and curving
over almost in a half-circle until its top pointed toward
the ground on the outer side. The history of the tree

was given me as follows:
"My father told me that his grandfather told him that

coming to this country as a young man and settling near
here on a plantation, which lies on the Meherrin River, he
and a companion camped one night by this tree, which
was then a sapling, and when about to pitch their camp
they discovered and killed a fine buck, which they
butchered and hung on this tree, which by uniting their

strength they bent to the ground. And from that day
to the present time the tree has grown in the shape that

the heavy deer, weighing it down, pulled it in. Another
illustration, as father told me, and his father told him, of
'As the twig is inclined, the tree is bent.'

"

The sound of the chase had grown fainter and fainter,

until I could only hear an occasional distant bugle-like

tone of one of the dogs, and had about resigned myself to

a long, tedious wait, without any anticipation of sport.

Filling my pipe and shouldering my gun, I began to

pace up and down the side of the road, enjoying the
beauties of nature and grumbling at my luck. In a few
moments it became apparent that I was hearing the dogs
more distinctly, and listening carefully I soon discovered
they had turned and were coming back in my direction.

Whether they would run my stand or not was an open
question, but in any event I was in the line of possibilities.

Laying aside my pipe and carefully selecting a position, I
waited, listening to the now rapidly approaching musical
chorus, the three dogs running a hot trail. Nearer and
nearer they came, apparently directly toward me, until I

began to feel the assurance that mine was to be the lucky
stand.

Determined not to repeat the foolish flurry of excite-

ment gone through in the morning, I braced every nerve
and succeeded fairly well in exercising self-control. Just
as I was congratulating myself on the fact that my nerves
were steady, I heard a distinct crash in the direction the

dogs were approaching, indicating that the deer had
dashed through a very thick bit of brush, and immediately
my heart set up a vicious pounding, causing me to gasp
for breath. The stages were short then from excitement
to more excitement, and then, hastened by another crash
in the brush, much closer, to another attack of suffocation.

A deer was close upon me, coming fast, and I could dis-

tinctly hear his leaps through the brush, although the
thick growth, and young timber prevented my seeing him.
My excitement was something terrible, in spite of the
determined efforts to control myself. It is more than
probable that I would have missed had I gotten a shot, but
I was unquestionably very eager to try^—even with the
possibility of the humiliation of missing a deer at short
range with a shotgun loaded with buckshot. Just as I was
expecting every moment to see him burst through the
remaining short distance of thicket and brush and bound
into the road, a yellow streak dashed by me and took the
fence immediately in front in the line of where the deer
was approaching, giving me a faint glimpse of a long,
lank, yellow dog, and a moment later I heard the deer—checked and turned back'—dash off at a right angle to

the course he had been pursuing, followed by the yellow
cur in full and eager cry.

One of the great metropolitan dailies has for its motto,
''All the news that is fit to print" ; that is good morals and
good logic, and shall be the principle governing this narra-
tion. The low, subdued, earnest and intense soliloquy
which followed the appearance and disappearance of that
miserable yellow cur can be left to the imagination of the
reader. It sufficeth to say had that dog run the deer by
me a moment later, I should have shot the dog first, if I

got no shot at all at the deer. The chase had continued
but a few moments back through the timber when I heard
the report 9f a gun, followed by » shout from fie waster
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of the hunt which announced game to bag, and I knew
that although I had been disappointed, some one else havi
scored. My two companions occupying the stands beyond
me on the road soon rode up, and mounting my horse we
made our way through the thicket to the successful
hunter, and found him with his dogs seated by a fine deer
which he had just killed. The deer turned back by the
stray cur had run directly by our friend as he sat on his
horse, giving him the opportunity for a fair shot, which he
improved as related.

Loading the game on a horse, we made our way out to
the road, where we were fortunate enough to meet an old
darky going toward the house with his wagon, who
agreed to take the deer in for us.

"I sho will try to git him dah fo' you, Mas' Randolph,"
he said. "But he is such a fine fat deah dat hit mos' mak'
a pusson furgit de way to de hous', at least wid paht of
him

; say des a ham or so."

"Well," said one of my companions, "you may forget
the way with that deer. Uncle Zeke, or a part of him, as
you suggest, but if you do, just bear in mind we won't
have forgotten how to shoot, and Aunt Mandy will make
a very gay widow,"
"Nem-min', sah ; nem-mia' ; ef I daz furgit de way, de ol'

mule she ain't, and wc all will git it dah safe, sho."
A consultation was now held as to the advisability of

continuing the hunt, as it was not later than lo o'clock and
the day perfect. The main argument urged against con-
tinuing was the fact that we had no lunch with us. and
had eaten a very early breakfast. Not expecting to be out
later than noon, we had not encumbered ourselves with the
now very much desired accompaniment—a substantial
luncheon. After a short discussion we conchided to go
to another excellent cover near by and try that, at least for
a short time, before going home.
_We were soon well located on our respective stands,

mine being just over the brow of a ridge near the road
again, with the top of the ridge on my left hand, and a
piece of low ground gradually sloping down on the right.
Nothing was heard from Rand and the dogs for nearly an
hour after we reached our stands. It had become verv
monotonous waiting on the stand, and every moment the
regret grew that no lunch had been provided. I felt
sure that I was a long way from any farmhouse, and yet
imagined that I could smell a good dinner cooking in two
or three directions, and a farm bell ringing for the noon
repast so far off I could barely hear its faint tinkle, made
me positively long for an opportunity to get something
to eat.

A diversion offered, however, to take my thoughts from
the .severe arraignment being made by my department of
the interior, as the dogs were again heard opening upon
a trail. They were a good way off, and it was impossible
for me to tell which way they were running; all I could
do was to get in the exact position ordered to stand and
hope for the best. I shortly discovered, however, that the
dogs were not coming my way, but, on the contrary, judg-
ing by the sound, were working off in the opposite direc-
tion. Fainter and fainter their voices sounded, until they
finally died out in the distance, and all was again silence.
The temporary excitement had been just sufficient to whet
my already very sharp appetite, and just then looking
down the road I spied a large persimmon tree, loaded
with lucious fruit. I made up my mind at once that I
would have to go down and get some persimmons or sure-
ly starve to death. As I was about to yield to this
temptation I remembered how my companions had en-
joined upon me that under no circumstances was I to
leaVe my stand, telling me that in every case when a deer
ran a man's stand it sought the opportunity when he had
wandered off. And I also remembered how I had
promised my friends that nothing could tempt me to so far
forget myself as to desert my post of duty and not at
least make an honest effort to stop any deer that came niy
way. Sitting down on a log I turned resolutelv away
from the tempting persimmon tree and tried to forget how
hungry I was, but it was no use ; I could see the tree in
spite of turning my back to it and almost taste the fruit.
Fifteen, twenty, thirty minutes I sat resisting the awful
temptation, and then, hearing nothing of the dogs and feel-
ing sure there would be no danger of missing a shot in the
few minutes that it would take me to run down to the
persimmon tree and fill my hat, I sprang into the road and
made for the tree at my best speed, feeling like the guilty
deserter that I was. Leaning my gun against the fence. I
shook the tree, bringing down a plentiful supply of the
sweet, frost-cured fruit, and pulling off my hat I gathered
as fast as I could, while keeping my mouth well filled.

With my hat two-thirds full of persimmons, I was work-
ing around the outer edge of the circle of fruit, when I
heard a piercing yell some distance up the road, and a mo-
ment later a magnificent buck sailed over the bank and
into the road and out on the other side, so close to my
stand that had I remained where I should have been I
could have touched him with tiie muzzle of my gun as he
passed by. Dropping the hat, I dashed for my gun with
feverish energy, and running as hard as I could—in a sort
of foolish desperation—made haste back to my st-and, ar-
riving there only to realize that the deer was probably two
or three miles away. I had not collected my thoughts
nor recovered my breath fully when Rand rode out from
the woods in the track of the deer, and catching sight of
me, asked excitedly, "Didn't you see that deer that I just
jumped and ran this way?"

I should have liked very much to talk about something
else about that time, but hardly knew what subject, other
than the one he had mentioned, would interest him. I felt
perfectly willing to have him get down oft" his horse and
kick me to his heart's content, and thought of inviting him
to do so, but to face the ordeal of explaining to him my
very foolish conduct I certainly did not relish. Hesitat-
ingly and very much embarrassed, I answered his question,
telling him frankly that I had seen the deer,
"Why didn't you shoot?" was his next question.
"I wasn't within gun shot," I answered,
"Why," said he, "that's strange ; I rode up and jumped

him in a thick place, not 500 yards back in the woods, and
he came like a shot from a gun for this stand, and 1

shouted that you might be put on notice." He then turned
his horse back into the road, and a moment later was
looking down on the track of the deer left in the loose
dirt of the road. Scanning it closely and attentively for
a moment, he then turqe4 and looked at me in the most
puzzled mamier,

I
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"Did he mn over you and knock you down?"
"No," said I; "he didn't."

"Where is your hat?" he then asked.

Summoning up my courage, I replied, "It is down the

road yonder, ' pointing to the persimmon tree, "and is

full of very nice persimmons, which I am going down to

eat."

"Oh !" said he, with a look of deep disgUst. "I under-

stand now, and 1 guess you don't care very much about

hunting deer anyhow, and if you will fire your gun to call

up our friends we will go home."
My companions were not rude to me during the return

trip ; on the contrary, they were polite, profoundly and
painfully polite, but there was an air of concealed dis-

gust that was not dissipated by my earnest assurance that

I had never been in all my life so hungry as I had been

that morning when L deserted my deer stand.

Lewis Hopkins.

i-Fire Stories from Canadian
Woods—IV.

Hunting in the Great Massinao and the Hidden Cave.

Leaving Toronto by morning C. P. R. train east you

will arrive at Kaladar Station, a few miles beyond Tweed,
about 3 o'clock P. M., and thence thirteen miles by stage

TO Cloyne, in early evening. This place is noted more
from what it is not than for what it is or might be. Its

negative qualities predominate. Unlike most villages, it

has no pest and, in prospect, no future prosperity. A
tavern, two or three stores and a blacksmith shop, with a

few dwelling houses without paint scattered along about

a mile of sandy, dusty road, comprise the place. On the

east side is the county of Frontenac and on the west the

county of Addington.
The soil is a coarse, barren sand, and plants and crops

look pinched and stan^ed, even in a year of exuberant

growth in other localities, and farmers do not prosper.

It is, however, the entrepot to the great lumber region

beyond, being only three miles from the depot of a

large lumber company at the foot of the Great Massinau.

It Is the center of a lacustrine district, swarming with

lake and brook trout, and in the fall of the year is the

starting point of numerous hunting parties for the forests

i)eyond. The Perry road runs northerly along the Mas-
sinau Lake. Deserted homes here and there denote the

failure of some settler who, after years of toil in clearing

the pine lands and rearing substantial buildings, has left

in disgust for a more genial locality and a more generous

soil. About seven miles from Cloyne the traveler obtains

a fair view of the Massinau, a fine sheet of water ten

miles long, running in a southwesterly direction. Here
he stands upon the height of land. The waters of this

lake flow to the south and east. Over and behind the

big rock He Dyer Lake and Buck Lake. To the south of

them, Little Buck Lake, Marble Lake, Massinogon and

Long Lake (Massinogon seven miles and Long Lake
twenty miles long). To the east there is Campbell Lake
and McClintoc Lake, and to the north of McClintoc the

Brule Lakes, which empty into the Madawaska. To
the south and west the waters of Loon Lake find their

way to the Bay of Quinte, while to the north and west

the West-la-ma-coon runs to York River, a tributary of

the Madawaska. This is a land of forest, lake and stream

—a sportsman's paradise. Here the .scenery is worthy of

our artist's pencil. From Tapping Mountain, which rises

about 900 feet from the waters of the lake, looking west-

ward, the illimitable green rises billow upon billow clear

across the counties of Addington and Hastings, a distance

of about fifty miles, while to the north and east the

rnountains around the Brule Lakes and the Madawaska
break the horizon, or upon a clear day over the waters of

the lake in the upper regions of the air the empyreal

reg.lm of the eagle, that majestic bird, perhaps, may be

seen extending its immense wing=! and wheeling slowly

and majestically to and fro, seemingly without exerting a

tpuscle or fluttering a feather, but moving by mere voli-

tion and sai'ing on the bosom of the air as a ship upon the

ocean. Directly in front of you to the east rises the

famous rock of the Massinau. This rock is apparently

the half of a high mountain split in two by some terrestrial

convulsion ages ago, the west half having disappeared,

leaving the east half a sheer precipice, rising perpendicu-

larly from the waters of the lake hundreds of feet and
extending north and south about a mile and a half. In the

clear atmosphere objects at a distance seem surprisingly

near. When on the lake you imagine you are only a

half-mile or so from the rock, and are disgusted when
.told you have to row two or three miles to get to it.

Whether from its echoes or from its gruesome .appear-

ance while passing underneath in a boat, this rock in-

spired the Indians with reverential awe. Forty or fifty

years ago pa'ntings could be seen—Indian hieroglyphics

—

but are now obliterated b}' the action of the water and
frosts. A curious legend is connected with this rock, and
one which invested it with more than local interest. Like
the buried treasures- of Captain Kidd and similar

chestnuts which used to interest the past generation, it

was currently believed that a cave surpassingly rich in

native silver existed within' its adamatine bosom. Won-
drous stories were told, and currently believed, how the

walls were studded with pure silver. Stalactites of the

solid metal hung from the roof, while all around was
scattered wealth equal to a king's ransom. Here was a

veritable "King Solomon's Mines," without the old hag
Gagool to close the stone door upon the intruder. Like
all other such fables, the truth of its existence lay in the

impossibility of finding it. Its locality was known to the

chief medicine man of the tribe, and the secret had been
handed .down from generation to generation and sacredly

kept. The Indians said it was the abode of the Great
Spirit, and no one (but the medicine man) dare enter, for

he could not come out alive. The breath (poisonous
gases) of the Great Spirit would cause him to die.

The name of Meyers is so closely connected with this

cave that its history would not be complete without a
word or two about those people.

Settled in early times on the shores of the Bay of
Quinte, near Trenton, the Meyerses were a hardy and
jiumerous family with an inclination to hunt as thoroughly
ingrained as that propensity was possessed by an Indian.

A Meyers was as adept as an Indian in following a trail

or tracking a deer or a bear, and as expert at trapping

and all manner of woodcraft. Without a compassv no
tract was too lonely for him to explore, no forest jungle

too dense or too vast for him to penetrate. The man-
agement of the camp was second nature to him, and the

trackless forest was as plain and open as the streets and
alleys to the dwellers in the cities. He loved the forest

and its associations. To him the singing of the pines was
sweet music, trees and rocks his companions. He was a

true son of nature and in touch with her ever-changing
mood.
A rifle—flintlock, of course—powder horn, a few patches

and bullets with hatchet and knife composed his hunting
outfit, while a blanket, pannikin, a few pounds of pork
and flour, a little salt and tea by way of luxury, and
the ever-present flint, steel and tinder box, completed his

kit. Thus equipped for the woods, he would start out. No
matter wherever night overtook him, with a wigwam of

evergreens and a bed of the same material on top of the

snow, and a fire at the root of a large tree, rock or log

which would retain the heat and refract it back into his

snug quarters, he would enjoy his night's rest with the

ease of a commercial traA'eler in a palace hotel, and with a

sound and reflresh'ug sleep which downy pillows and
spring mattresses fail to bring. While deer roamed around
his own fields and fallow, his favorite hunting grounds
were on the tributaries of the Moira, about thirty miles

north of where Tweed is now situated. Here deer were
as plentiful as sheep in a farm yard, and still continue to

be very numerous to this day.
At the earliest snows the Meyerses repaired to this favor-

ite hunting ground, where they built a rude cabin as a
sort of depot for their hunting excursions, and remained
until about the latter end of January. Some of their

sons, now old, gray-headed men. still tell of their accom-
panying their fathers in their annual hunts, and of the
sleigh loads of deer and the bales of fur garnered in dur-
ing their sylvan harvest, fth^se were the happy days of

muzzleloaders and of plenteous game, with no statute to

limit the season or prescribe the number. From this

place proceeding a short distance to the north and east

through what is now known as the township of Anglesea,
they would find themselves near the large waters of Loon
Lake, which lie only a mile and a half from those of the
Massinau.

B}'- placing a canoe in the water at Corbyville, four
miles from the motith of the Moira, Loon Lake may be
easily reached, there being only short portages to be
overcome. These Vkjaters being of easy access to the
voyageur, the Meyerses and their friends became acquainted
with them, long before any settlement was dreamed
of, and years before the lumberman's axe resounded
throughout the woods.
About eighty years ago John Meyers, the veritable nim-

rod of the family, hunted in this locality. Every fall he
repaired to this locality and hunted weeks and months at

a time with the Indians. Whether by joining or becoming
one of the tribe and going through the initiation pre-

scribed for becoming a medicine man, or by influence over
the chief, he gained access to the cave, and from his de-
scription it surpassed in richness everything said or
imagined about it. But like all other stories of this kind,
something happens to keep them on foot. Meyers on his

journey homeward was overtaken by a storm on the lake,

his canoe upset and he lost his rifle and effects, and the
specimens of silver went along with the rest. Not long
after his return home he was taken sick and never recov-
ered. Before he- died, however, he left as a legacy the
important secret of the cave, and to a trusty friend gave
directions, which were written down on paper, as to the
locality. Whether from tlie bungling or careless manner
in W'hich the precious information was written down, or
from the feeble and clouded state of Meyers' mind, weak-
ened by disease, the description was as ambiguous as the
answers of the Delphic oracle.

The story of Mej'^ers' discovery was soon widely circu-

lated. Many v.'cre the searchers after the hidden treasure,

and among the rest were Meyers' confidants, who to the
pleasures of expectation added the exultation of absolute
certainty. But all their explorations were in vain, the
Great Spirit was not generous; they might as well have
searched for the amphitheater in the Kaats-kills, where
Rip Van Winkle played ninepins with the crew of Hen-
drik Hudson. As the search began to become fruitless,

those who possessed the precious document grew gener-
ous, and its contents were imparted to others. The writ-
ing stated that the cave was situated about half a mile
from the "mouth" of the lake. Learned disquisitions
took place as to what was the mouth of the lake. Some
held that the mouth was where the waters of the lake
flowed into the Mississippi, while others contended that
it was where the waters received those of the river at its

head. The story of Meyers' Cave gradually died away
into fable, to be revived from time to time as the fluctua-

tion of mining interests increased or waned in this locality.

E. B. Fraleck.
[to be continued.]

Some Boyhood Memories.

IX.—A Boy, a Man and a Memory.

It was Saturday afternoon and you were husking corn
out in the barn alone—it's you I am speaking to—and the

late October simshine streamed in through the open door
and flickered yellow on the husks.

There was a woodpecker rapping away on the old tree

by the well, and a partridge had been drumming down in

the woods back of the house all the afternoon. You just

naturally can't stand it, and you kick away the corn
husks and go out around the back way, and up into th'e

woodshed chamber, and take down the old gun from its

pegs on the beam. You have been allowed to use that gun
a few times, mostly to kill crows in the cornfield, and you
know how to load her and where the powder and shot is

kept on the top shelf in the cupboard.
A charge of powder poured in the palm of your hand

(no fine distinction here between 3% and 3}^ drams), a

wad of newspaper rammed down till the iron ramrod
fairly bounded from the barrel, about the same bulk of

shot—no. 4's—another light wad, tap it gently this time, a

G. D. cap shoved down over the nipple—and there you
are.

Then you went down through the orchard to the

corner where the woods and the orchard joined and the

Spitzenberg blushed to the nodding of the pine cone. Then
you crawled through the fence and walked carefully—oh!
so carefully—down the old woods road, for you did not
catch your partridge on the wing in those days. My I how
still the woods was. Then you worked your way in

through the underbrush and sat down on an old hollow
log and laid the gun across your knees and wondered what
made you breathe so fast.

Then after awhile a red squirrel chattered in a big
pine and a dog barked away off somewhere, Harki Some-
thing is rustling the dead leaves. Don't turn your head
now; just look. Ah! a big cock partridge walks gravely,

suspiciously, from behind the top of that fallen hemlock.
Wait now I Wait till his head is behind that second
growth beech. Pull her up. There he comes—bang ! A
flurry of leaves, a cloud of smoke from the old gun and
a trembling hand is pressing the fluttering bird to the
ground.
The tragedy is over. Tragedy did I say? No, no 1 It is

a law; nature's law; inexorable, immutable; the law that
the fittest shall survive.
You took that partridge up with trembling fingers and

sat down on that old log, and laying him on your knees
smoothed the ruffled leathers, gently and Now, hon-
estly, did you feel quite that way when years later you
shot your first deer?
You are older now—quite a bit older—and you come

back to the old homestead one afternoon and walk down
the old woods road.
There is a boy with you—your boy—^and' you see an old

rotten log covered with green moss that looks like the
same Whir-r- ! went a partridge from behind that

stump. "Oh, papa! why didn't you bring your giui?

When can I have a gun?" Then you sit down on the old
log, and as the shadows grow darker on the russet leaves
you tell the laddie how you shot a partridge—^your first

partridge—just over yonder under that little hemlock
when you were a boy.
And years after, when that boy is a father, will he for-

get it? No, indeed' And some time, mayhaps, he may
take his boy down an old road through the woods—and it

all comes back. Then he will laugh quietly to himself
and say. ".See here, Bubby, your grandpa told me that

he shot a partridge once right over by that tree some-
where." "Tell me about it, poppy." And he will, briefly

perhaps, and with a paucity of detail.

But will that boy forget that incident, or will not that
very locality in every detail meld iilto his retina so that
in a day to come, as he sits alone on a runway, watching,
waiting, the half-forgotten picture will unroll before him
as a mental panorama? He does not remember his grand-
father very well except as a tall, gray, silent tnan, who
stooped a little, and whose eyes always seemed to look, not
at you, but at something far beyond you.

iBut he could sketch that woods roads down to the last

knot on the dead pine. And yet we wonder why tradi-

tions never perish.

Ah! yes. Hiawatha could well afford to wait a thou-
sand years for Longfellow, and the Lorelei will live when
the Rhine is but a memory.

Dr. F. J. Tompkins.
Troy, N. Y.

Then and Now.
In reading the list of camp outfit which Mr. Hough is

to carry, all of which it may be very nice to have. I could
not help comparing it with the outfit we used to have a

few years ago. The fall I was twenty-one I was hunting
all the fall. Our provisions consisted of hard bread (and
very hard bread, too), pork, potatoes and a little molasses.
In 1858 my partner and myself for a month had nothing
but very sour flour and salt, except what we killed, and
that had either to be roasted on a stick or boiled in salt

and water. We had swamped and wet our flour, and no
dog, unless very hungry, would have eaten such bread as

it would make. We had no tea nor coffee nor even pepper.
In 1859 the provision for two for our three months

was: 125 pounds of flour, 50 pounds of sugar (we car-
ried an extra quantity of this, as we expected to find cran-
berries), 30 pounds clear pork, 2^^ bushels of potatoes, 10

pounds of rice, 2 cakes of chocolate, a little tea, a peck of

beans and one salt codfish and a barrel of hard bread
(about 80 pounds), and this outfit was luxury compared
with what I used to see the hunters start with when I

was a boy.
I have often seen two Indians start about the first of

February, when the snow was from two to three feet

deep, with all their outfit on a wide one-runnered tobofr-

gan. Besides a gun, hatchet, pair of snowshoes and single
blanket for each man, they had about 25 pounds of flour, a

few pounds of pork and a little tea. Before leaving the
settlements they would get some settler's \*'ife to boil some
potatoes which they would peel and mash and tie up in

a cloth, as in this way they would not be injured by
freezing. They had flintlock guns, and carried flint, steel

and punk for lighting a fire. They had not a rag of spare
clothing, and were very lightly dressed, as like the Cree
guide whom Robinson tells of in his "Great Far Land."
They had leggings which reached up a certain distance, and
a breech cloth which reached down a certain distance,
leaving a large space for that providence which "tempers
the wind to the shorn lamb" to experiment upon. Clothed
in this way. they went on foot and hauled their outfit from
75 to 100 miles, camped in such camps as they could
make with their hatchets, always sleeping side to the fire,,

as in this way the extra warmth thus obtained helped
make up for scanty bedding. They saved and dried their
spare moose and beaver meat, and would return the last of
May in a canoe, which they had mad.^; either of birch bark
or the hides of three moose, shaved, sev/ed together witli
lap seams and stretched over a cedar frame.
Now people go to those same grounds in cars, sleep on

spring beds, have hotel fare and call it hunting, and (ell

of the hardships of roughing it. M. H.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.
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The American Ornithologist a

Hundred Years Ago and
Now.

When the ornithologist nowadays decides upon an ex-

pedition to any remote or outlying section of the country

he gets up comfortably at 8 o'clock, takes a hansom to the

railway station and boards a luxurious train which whisks

him at the rate of fifty or sixty miles an hour to his

destination. Arrived there, if he have not a well-ap-

pointed inn to put up at (and the chances are he will), he
(with the aid of one or more henchmen) pitches a tent

proof against wind or weather and spreads out his equip-

ment, including a sleeping bag, a repeating shotgun, a

binocular iield glass, a tele-photo camera, an ornithological

"key," a specimen case, a stylographic pen, a barometer, a

compass, and last, but not least, a miscelleanous collection

of tin cans and boxes. Having inspected all these and put

them in order, he sits down in a calm and pleasantly an-

ticipatory frame of mind to smoke his pipe. At night he

gets into his sleeping bag and woos Morpheus as success-

fully as he might in a feather bed. When morning comes
he goes forth appropriately clad for the season and accom-
panied by an experienced guide. Safely he wanders over

the country, nothing occurring to mar the pleasure of his

pursuit except a possible shower. When the day begiris

to decline he strolls back leisurely to camp, changes his

clothes, refreshes himself with a Martini (ready made)
and then sits down to a meal which would have caused

epicurus to wonder. Finally, when he returns to town, he
sends his specimens to a taxidermist to have them set up
and then to an artist, who draws and colors them. The
only thing that remains for him to do is to dictate to a

stenographer the story of his experiences.

Contrast this with the ordeal of Alexander Wilson, that

pioneer of American ornithology, a hundred years ago.

With practically a virgin field to explore, he lacked, we
may say, every aid or adjunct of those we have enu-

merated. Even if he had money he would have lacked

them, but he had no money, at least as we understand the

phrase. A poor schoolmaster, his whole possession may
be summed up in this: Mens sana in corpore sano—
a sound mind in a sound body. We say "a sound mind,"

but it may not be amiss to mention that in his day there

were' many of those who knew him—the great majority

perhaps—who considered him downright crazy. And
why? Because he loved birds. Had he set his heart upon
good, fat swine he would have passed for a man of sense

;

but birds !—clearly the man who loved anything so useless

must be crazy. Heigh ho ! Is the world so very much
different to-day? But no matter. The man devoted to

science or an ideal cares little for the opinion of the world.

So it was with Wilson. He gave himself up to the love

and study of the feathered tribe perfectly regardless of

what his neighbors thought or said. In the hours before

or after school he would stroll out through the fields and
woods and there use his eyes and ears with unalloyed

delight. But he aspired to be more than a mere amateur
ornithologist, and at length fortune favored his aspiration.

Falling in with a publisher in Philadelphia who was bring-

ing out a natural history, Wilson suggested that it be
made as complete as possible in the ornithological depart-

ment, and offered to make expeditions through the coun-
try in search of knowledge. The publisher agreed vnth his

suggestion and accepted his offer, but he does not appear
to have advanced poor Wilson much money, for we find

him setting out on his first expedition with hardly more
in the way of equipment than a horse, a shotgun, a couple

of blankets and a little provision of dried meat and
biscuit.

Think of this man, equipped in the manner stated, set-

ting out to penetrate the wilderness of North America!
Not to speak of the danger from wild beasts and wilder

men, there were the mysterious hazards of the unknown
facing him—and there was solitude, with possible hunger
and sickness ; but he faced all with a light heart from
sheer enthusiasm or devotion to his ideal.

We can picture him, then, making his way laboriously

through the trackless wilds, but always on the alert to

seize whatever knowledge presented itself in connection

with his beloved quest. Let us hear himself speak of

some of his experiences

:

"This day I passed through the most horrid swamps I

had ever seen. These are covered with a prodigious

growth of canes and high woods, which, together, shut out

almost the whole light of day for miles. The banks of

the steep and sluggish creeks that occupy the center are

precipitous, where I had often to plunge my horse seven

feet down into a bed of deep clay up to his belly, from
which nothing but great strength and exertion could have
rescued him; the opposite shore was equally bad and
beggars all description. For an extent of several miles on
both sides of these creeks the darkness of night obscures

every object around.

"From Portland, Me., I directed my course across the

country among dreary, savage glens and mountains cov-

ered with pines and hemlocks, amid whose black and half-

burnt trunks the everlasting rocks and stones that cover

this country 'grinned horribly.'

"The general features of North Carolina where I

crossed it are immense solitary pine savannahs, through
which the rojad winds among stagnant pools, swarming
with alligators; dark sluggish creeks, of the color of

brandy, over which are thrown high wooden bridges with-

out railings, and so crazy and rotten as not only to alarm
one's horse but also the rider, and to make it a matter of

thanksgiving with both when they- are fairly over without

going through; enormous cypress swamps, which to a

stranger have a strikingly desolate and ruinous appear-

ance.

the water to allay the burning thirst, and putting on my
hat without wiping, received considerable relief from it.

The wa,ter in these cane swamps is little better than
poison, and under the heat of a burning sun and the

fatigues of traveling, it is difficult to repress the urgent
calls of thirst."

After describing his voyage down the Ohio, he writes:
"In this lonesome manner, exposed to hardships all day
and hard berths all night, to storms of hail, rain and
snow—for it froze severely almost every night—I perse-
vered from Feb. 24 to Sunday evening, March 17, when I

moored my skiff safely in Bear Grass Creek at the rapids
of the Ohio, after a voyage of 720 miles."

In others of liis letters he describes his nightly bivouacs.
It would be well worth while to quote these descriptions,

but the limitations of space forbid. It will be easy for

the reader, however, to imagine the outlines at least of
some of them—the lone figure by the fire in the gloomy
recesses of the forest, alive with prowling beasts and
echoing with dismal or hideous sounds; or again, a circle

of sinister painted savages, with one white man among
them, and that Wilson, not knowing how soon he might
be the object of treachery, but knowing only too well
what that meant.
However, it must not be supposed that the ornitholo-

gist's journeyings we're one series of laborious or painful
experiences. Far from it. Possessed as he was of an
adventurous spirit and an intense love of nature, we may
reasonably conclude that his moments of pleasure, if they
did not outnumber, certainly counterbalanced his mo-
ments of pain. The joy of the miner on discovering a
diamond or a nugget of gold is keen, but we fancy it

hardly deserves the name of joy when compared with
Wilson's sensation on discovering a new species.

At length, having amassed a great store (3f knowledge,
he ceased his wanderings and devoted himself to the com-
pletion of his history—doing all his own drawing and
coloring, as well as writing. As he had proved himself an
enterprising collector, so he no\vj proved himself an ex-
cellent artist. Especially in his writing did he prove this.

It is true that much of his nomenclature or classification

was faulty (as was indeed inevitable), but the grace and
sympathy of his descriptions have rarely been equaled and
never surpassed.
Like many another unselfish worker, he did not live long

to enjoy his well-earned fame. Hardy as he was, the
hardships and privations he had endured were too much
for him, and in less than two years after the completion of
his history he set out, alas ! to explore a country "from
whose bourne no traveler returns." As we contemplate
this son of old Scotia (for to the latter belongs the honor
of his birth), the figure takes heroic proportions. To an
undoubted 'faculty of genius he added a tireless energy,
an indomitable perseverance and an intrepid courage, and
to this again he added a constant and unselfish devotion
to science as rare as it is admirable. For that beloved
mistress he was ready to suifer any and everything. There
is many a general who has a statue erected to him that
less deserves one than he. But the wor'd takes small
account of the soldier of science as compared with him
whose business is carnage. However, W'lson needs no
statue. In his history he has left a memorial which, while
sufficient to his fame, is more honorable than any mere
erection of bronze or stone. F. Moonan.

"On Saturday I passed a number of most execrable

swamps ; the weather was extremely warm and I had been

attacked by something like the dysentry, which occasioned

a constant burning thirst and weakened me greatly. I

stopped this day frequently to wash my head and throat in

Experience with Wild Animals.
Alma^ Ark.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In a recent

number of Forest and Stream one of your contributors
takes the ground that the wildcat of our forests will not

. under any circumstances attack a human being.

While I have no personal knowledge to the -contrary, I

had from T. A. Wood, now deceased an account of an
instance when they did attack persons, and I am morally
certain that both accounts were true, Mr. Wood was
raised on what is known as Big Piney in Pope coun.y,
Ark., and in one of the most fertile valleys in the State,

but one surrounded by mountains wild and rugged to a

degree, and which even at this late day are the home
of many wild animals, and the base of operations for some
of the boldest moonshiners who ever defied Uncle Sam
in Arkansas. But to the cat story.

Mr. Wood told me that in his young days, some time in

the period prior to 1849, one of the old citizens of that

section died, and the body was taken some fifteen miles
across the mountains to a cemetery for burial ; and that

as the party proceeded along a dark ravine a large bob-
cat, or catamount, as' they are called in this country,
leaped from a tree upon the back of a lady on horseback
and knocked her to the ground. The screams of the
woman frightened it away. She remounted and had only
gone a short distance when this was repeated, and again
ihe cat ran away. Then Bert Doolin, who was the father
of Bill Doolin, the famous train robber who was killed in

Oklahoma recently by Heck Thomas, placed himself in

advance of the corpe with a good knife, and the cat sprang
on to Doolin, who fell to the ground and succeeded in

killing the cat with the knife.

At another time, Mr. Wood said, some hogs belonging
to Ben Howard (who married a sister of Mr. Wood and
lived in the valley of the Big Piney), just after dark be-
,gan to make a noise in an-unusual way, and when Howard
and his two sons went out to see what the matter was
with the hogs, leaving Mrs. Howard standing in the door-
way, a large catamount leaped upon her, fastening its teeth
in her shoulder, and held on until Mr.,Howard killed it

with a club.

Mr. Wood was for many years a resident of Alrna, and
died here in 1899 at the age of seventy-seven years, and
I am sure these incidents are true.

And again, Mr. L. B. Byars, one of our best citizens,

tells me that a neighbor of his in the State of Mississippi,
where Mr. Byars was raised, found a large catamount
trying to catch a young pig from a litter on his farm, and
that when it saw him it crawled under some brush in a
pile near the pigs, and that the gentleman got a pole and
pushed it, when it came out and jumped on his head,
knocking him down and holding on until a negro ran up
and caught the cat and pressed it to the ground and
choked it to death.

At another time I'll tell your readers about a famous
encounter with a panther by a man nanied Hudson.

J. E. London.

The Florida Ra^orback.
St. Augustine, Flar.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

inclosed is from a speech delivered in Jacksonville at the
Marshall banquet by Mr. Fildes, and it certainly ought to
become the classic description of the "razorback." Put
it into Forest and Stream for preservation.

I ani of the opinion that the wild pig is a descendant
of animals brought over by the very earliest Spanish set-
tlers, and that it has reverted to the wild type both in
color (red or black) and in speed and s'hape and-.JB dis-
position.

The marsh ponies, or "tackiesi," as they are called, have
been pronounced by a New York horseman to be without
doubt of Arabian stock, and the ancestors of the present
razorbacks may'^also have an equal long line of ancestry.

DeWitt Webb.

This is Mr. Fildes' description

:

"The 'Florida razorback' is the hog indigenous to this
climate and soil. He is usually large of limb and fleet of
foot, being the only known porker that can outrun a darky.
He has a tail of wondrous length, which, while he is in
active motion, he twists into the tightest corkscrew, but
with which v/hile quietly feeding he raps his leathery sides
much in the same maner that the docile cow uses her tail."

He_ is self-supporting. He earns his own living, and
thrives equally well in the highwoods, in the flatwoods, in
the hummocks and in the marshes. He subsists upon any-
thing he can find above the earth or underneath its sur-
face. He has a clear, far-seeing eye, and is very sensitive
of hearing. Nature has equipped him with a snout almost
as long as the beak of the wild pelican of Borneo, with
which he can penetrate the earth many inches in quest of
worms, snakes and insects. He is the most intelligent
of all the hogs, and is likewise the most courageous.
He has been known to engage in mortal combat with a
coon for the possession of a watermelon, and to rend
asunder a barbed-wire fence.

"He is so intelligent that when he lives in the towns
he becomes as familiar with the railroad schedules as are
the train dispatchers themselves, and plies his vocation
in great numbers about the railroad stations, and yet no
train ever ran over a 'razorback.' Whenever the railroad
companies are forced to pay for killing a hog, it always
proves to be a Berkshire, a Guinea, or some other fine
breed—never a 'razorback.' He is too active and alert to
be caught even by a locomotive. He is nervous, restless,
energetic, and hence does not thrive well in pens. Con-
fined, he loses rather than gains flesh. He is always ripe
for market, as his condition is as good in August as it is
in January. His owner respects his intelligence, admires
his nerve and is fond of him as food, for he may always
be depended upon to afford the proverbial 'streak of lean'
with a very small 'streak of fat.' He is the king of
hogs. He can be grown more profitably than any other
known variety, since, as has been observed, he is energetic
and intelligent enorgh to feed and clothe himself."

Great Fligfht of Hawks,
Saturday. May 4, and Sunday, May 5, were great days

for hawks in southern New York and Connecticut. A
stiff wind was blowing from the northwest, and there
was a great flight, all working north.
A Connecticut farmer reports to us that he believes that

during the day he saw over 1,000 and perhaps nearly 2,000
hawks, Several species were represented, and it "is said
that many tried to pick up chickens and robins, and
chased pigeons. A sharp-shinned hawk shot by a farmer
and fluttering to the ground was seized by another hawk
and carried up to a fence post, where the uninjured bird
stopped until it was shot. The gentleman who reports
to us speaks of the killing on his farm of three sharp
shins, one Cooper's hawk and one broad-winged hawk,
and declares that during the day there was a continuous
procession of hawks over his farm buildings. On Sunday
rnorning a reader who was looking out of the window of
his house on upper Manhattan Island saw a sharp-shinned
hawk fly close by the window with an English sparrow in
its talons.

'

Telegfony,

Editor Forest and Stream:
I must acknowledge Mr. Wade's superior information

upon the technical application of the word "telegony," my
own being only a dictionary acquaintance. Indeed, the
word is not to be found in the Century, and I could only
derive its meaning by piecing together its components.

I must also acknowledge Mr. Wade's kindness in ex-
plaining so clearly the nice distinction in the application
of the two words telegony and atavism, a distinction
that appears to be most fit and proper for technical pur-
poses, though hardly to be discerned from their deriva-
tions.

Having already said as much as seems profitable on the
general subject of "heredity," I will now leave that field
of discussion to Mr. Wade and others.

I must confess to a feeling of trepidation in the antici-
pation of a broadside from Col. Alexander when he gets
"good and ready" that will "blow me out of the water."

Coahoma.

Starlingfs in New York City.

The increase in the number of starlings about New
York is very noticeable, and the birds are pretty objects,
walking about on the bright green lawns searching for
insects- They .seem very gentle, manifesting little fear
of man. One may walk close enough to them to see verv
clearly the spots upon them.

In certain localities not too thickly settled they are
quite abundant, breeding in church steeples and holes in
the trees, and in nooks in the gables of old wooden houses.
A nest recently seen was quite firmly woven of hay.
straw and rags, and contained three beautiful unspotted
eggs, slightly larger than robin's eggs, and of precisely the
same color.

The starling is one of the importations from Europe
against whom as yet nothing has been said. He is a busy
bird and should prove very useful as an insect destroyer.
Whether or rio he will develop bad qualities remains to
be seen.
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The Linnaean Society of New Yoi^.

Regular meetings of the Society will be held in the

American Museum of Natural History, Seventy-sev-
enth street and Eightl: avenue, on Tuesday evenings.
May 14 and 28, at S o'clock.

May 14,—J, D. Figgins. "Some Food Birds of the
bskimos oi Eastern Greenland."
W S. Wallace —"Notes on the Snakes of Rockland

County, N. Y."
Alay 28.-—Frank M. Chapman. "Methods in Bird Pho-
graphy, with an Exhibition of Apparatus and Lantern
iirle>^." Walter W. Granger,

Secretary American Museum of Natural History.

Supposed Wild Pigfeons.

Brooklyn, N. Y., May 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Saw this afternoon on Cropsey avenue a flock of about
jirty that had the appearance to me of being wild
i'geons. As I have seen them in former years, I do not

think 1 am mistaken, as I had a good view of them
twice, and they were 'not more than 200 feet from me. I

thought when I saw them they were starlings, but they
were too large and were not spotted as starlings are. I

know you are interested in what has become of the wild
j3igeon.s and so write you. John Bateman.

—^—
proprietor.'; of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise

pm ill Fob EST and Stream.

lome Dogs That I Have Owned.
My interest in wing shooting began in 1883 in a some-

what singular way. I was out hunting for gray squirr-els

feje afternoon with a squirrel dog, when I almost stepped

W5on a partridge in an oak thicket. I snapped my gun to

my shoulder, or, at least, attempted to do so, but did not

.succeed, for when it was w"aist high, in my excitement I

pulled^ the trigger and the gun went oi¥. Imagine my
astonishment when I heard a partridge fluttering in the

hrusli not over five rods awaj^ The dog heard the noise,

too, for he pounced upon the bird and would have torn

her to pieces if I had not released his hold. In my pride

at shooting a partridge on the wing I imagined that the

art of wing shooting was not such a very difficult one

after all, and at once made up my mind that my way to

becoming a proficient wang shot was easy: In the years of

apprenticeship that I served afterward I learned diifer-

ently. I brought my bird home in triumph, had it stuffed

and roasted, and never before nor since has a partridge

tasted half so sweet. The only partridge I had ever before

killed was in the Dunlap woods while still-hunting. The
bird had been pruning and was shaking the dust from
herself when I fired. She fell, and although she was ap-

parently mortally wounded, she fluttered so hard that I

felt sure she would get away, so I gave her the second
barrel at a distance of not over six rods.

Max.

But to return to the subject of wing shooting. My first

bird dog was Max. He was seven or eight years old

when I got' him. He came from Springfield, Mass., and
was a descendant of Ethan Allen's famous strain of blue

beltons. He was a medium sized black and white setter,

well ticked, with a good feathered tail and fairly large

silky ears, much like those of a spaniel. Indeed, his pedi-

gree showed away back a spaniel cross. He had rather a

pointed head and a sharp nose, yet in the quality of scent

his nose was as good as anybody's dog's. He was sturdily

built and in his prime could hunt from daylight to dark-

ness and repeat day after day. He was a tireless worker,

extremely ambitious, and as staunch as a rock on a point.

Partridges were his favorite game. He worked well on
woodcock and quail, but was happiest when on the trail

of an old partridge. So fond was he of trailing one of

these birds that I frequently had to call him off, especially

in the season of woodcock, as he was liable to pass by
birds in his desire to work out a trail.

I never knew him to flush a bird intentionally. He
had one fault that I practically broke him of, yet I always
had to keep close watch to see that he did not commit it.

When I first got him he would "break at shot" and chase.

After various reprimands he got over this mean notion,

though, as I have before said, it was not safe to always
let him haye his Own way, for he was a very headstrong
dog and sometimes a trifle willful. Another habit he had
that he would indulge in in spite of all I could do was

at of squeezing his birds in retrieving them. He had
hard mouth, and though he received many corrections

ar using it, I could not wholly cure him of the habit, but
'pt around it by compelling him for the most part to

bint dead birds. After one full season's hunting I had
xned his ways and he mine, and we got along first rate

ether. He was a good bird finder, and as I was lucky
lUgh to be one of a party that included some first-class

tSj a lot of birds were killed over Max.
\t his best, after w^e had hunted together a few years,

IX was a good enough dog for anybody. He found
is well, pointed them staunchly, and was true and
idy on a trail. He never quit whether those behind
I shot poorly or well. He always did his part, generally

i icr than I did, for he was my first bird dog, and his
rvperience and knowledge of the game was vastly su-
pf rior to mine. I allowed him to teach me at the begin-
Ining, and I tried to profit by my early lessons. I have
[seen Max pick a live woodcock off from a sunken log in
k dried-up brook and again lift a live partridge from a

!iion near the tnmk of a tree where he had pointed her
close that she was afraid to fly. He was naturally a
; dog, and kept the man working him and the man" on

- J outside busy when birds were plenty. At this writing,
December. 1899, when I am on the lookout for a bird dog

I next season's shooting, I am free to say that I would
satisfied with a dog as good and serviceable as was
X in his prime,
his old age Max became quite cross toward strangers.

and had to be carefully guarded. He was naturally a
sharp watch dog, and for a setter of his potmds could put
up a good stiff scrap. He always managed to take care
of himself whether in the city or country. If he was
possessed of much affection he seldom showed it, and for
this reason was rather an unsociable companion, except
when engaged in hunting. In this respect he was not
unlike many hounds.

In the fall of 1887 I thoiight Max was going back on
rne, and I took steps toward securing a new dog. Ira
Moore and I went out Sept. i, and about the middle of
the afternoon Max showed such unmistakable signs of
playing out that although we were in a good woodcock
cover where there were birds left, Ira and I decided that
it was good judgment to let up on the dog, so we stopped
hunting with eight birds in our basket, with the prospect
of increasing the string to an even dozen if the dog had
been able to go on. I felt a good deal disappointed as
I drove home, for I had believed that Max would Cer-
tainly last another season. Ira said he might come
around all right when the weather got cooler, but I felt

that having hunted birds for three (?) years I knew
more than did Ira, who had been following them for
twenty-five (?) years.

Burke.

The upshot of the whole matter was that I got a new
dog, once more through the recommendation of my former
teacher, William W. Colburn, of Springfield, Mass. This
time Mr. Colburn took somebody's "say so," and while he
sent me a beautiful individual, I got a dog that knew
scarcely more than a pup about partridges, and nothing
at all about woodcock. Burke, for that was the dog's
name, was a dark, rich, handsome red Irish setter, a son of
Dr. Jarvis' noted show dog and field trial winner, Elcho,
Jr. He was a dog of marked intelligence, perfect man-
ners, and had I desired a canine companion only I could
scarcely have found a more lovable, or congenial one than
Burke. But I wanted a hunting dog that I could kill

game over, and as Burke was not that kind of a dog I
sold him the following year.

Sept. 21 Gil Moore and I left by wagon for the north.
At first I intended to take the new dog only, but after
talking with Gil we both thought it good judgment to
put Max in the wagon, too, and we did, most happily for
us as it turned out. On the first day out we started in
with Max, and he worked as slick as a whistle. After
lunch I felt that I wanted to see the new dog work, so
Max was tied in the barn and the aristocratic Burke was
cut loose. And he did cut loose with a vengeance. He
smashed into a flock of partridges like a line bucker on a
football eleven the first crack out of the box, sending
the birds belter skelter in all directions, and not until he
had chased them out of the county did he come back to me.
"What kind of a dog have you got there?" exclaimed

Gil.

"A treer, 1 guess," I replied. Well, after a little more
experimenting with the "red cuss" he was exchanged for
Max, and we began doing business at the old stand again.
We killed that day twelve birds—ten partridges and two
woodcock—and during the three days we were away we
shot thirty-two birds—twenty-two partridges and ten
woodcock—all over old reliable Max, that, after getting
seasoned up, worked as fine as silk and all day long.

After returning home I gave Burke a few more trials,

on which I killed some birds, but he was erratic and un-
reliable, and made hunting very unsatisfactory. The first

woodcock I shot with him I flushed, and he did not know
what kind of a bird it was Avhen I brought him to it; I
don't think he had ever seen a woodcock before. Cer-
tainly he never would point one for me. Burke had a
defective nose, and I might add that I never hunted with a
red Irish setter bird dog that had a true nose.

Belle.

It was apparent when September of 1888 came in that
Max would not be able to do my hunting. He had become
very deaf and was fast going by, so I began looking for
a younger dog to take his place.- I inspected several, and
finally on Sept. 12 bought of Nathaniel Wentworth, of
Hudson Center, N. H., the liver and white pointer bitch
Belle, then four years old. No sweeter piece of canine
flesh ever lived than Belle, and we had manv a good day
together, until her untimely death on Feb. 15,' 1890.

Belle was small in body and light in limb, and her style
was the embodiment of beauty and grace. When she
walked, trotted or ran it was as if her little legs were
treading upon cushions. She had the most expressive and
human-like pleading eyes that I ever saw set in a dog's
head. She was timid almost to a fatdt, and one had to be
extremely careful in correcting her foi; a wrong. Wher-
ever I went with her she attracted the attention of every
lover of a dog by reason of her marked beauty and
grace.

Belle was not of a bench show type. Her nose was
rather too pointed for that; otherwise she would have
stood criticism. She had a fine, slim, straight tail and a
sleek coat. Indeed her coat was too fine for rough hunt-
ing, and she herself was almost too fine in her make-up to
stand some kinds of hunting late in the fall, when the
weather was very bleak. And to add to her other qualities
of fineness, her nose was fine, "almost too fine," as her
former owrter often expressed himself to me. She did not
exactly "potter" on scent, but she was so afraid of making
a mistake that she frequently halted on old trails. Her
nose was by no means poor, yet it was not always as true
a nose as that Max had. She was a fair retriever, yet she
was sometimes guilty of pinching her birds, especially a
wing-tipped partridge. Belle was the easiest dog to work
I ever hunted with. She kept in close, obeyed a call or a
low whistle instantly, and made as delightful a companion
in the brush as any man would wish for.

A lot of birds were killed over her in the two seasons I
was permitted to hunt her. She was a member of a party
that bagged nineteen partridges out from Maiichester, Oct.
25, 1888, and on several other occasions she did her part
in securing some big strings of birds. On account of her
small size she was very handy to carry in a wagon. She
was a perfect house dog, and was loved by every member
of the family. Her sex did not give rne the" slightest
trouble, yet it was her sex that ultimately was the cause of
her death. It was my intention to breed her to Sime
Young's pointer Prince, but I never got the chance. The
cross would have produced some first-class stock.

Sweet little Belle lies Jburied at the farm beneath an
overhanging apple tree whose white blossoms fall softly

upon her grave every springtime Beside her sleeps dear
Mattie, the sweetest and loveliest piece of horseflesh that

it has ever been my lot to see. Strangely enough, each
met a sudden death at a time when her true value was
being so much enjoyed and appreciated.

Prince.

I now approach with some misgivings concerning aiy
ability to properly describe what in my opinion was the
greatest bird dog I ever saw. Of course my friends know
I refer to Prince, "the noblest Roman of them all." In
rny mind he was a monarch among dogs. What other
bird dogs could do he accomplished, only, as a rule, bet
ter. If there ever lived a perfect partridge, quail and
woodcock dog, that dog was Prince. Such old and experi-
enced bird hunters as Gil Moore, Sime Young and Walter
Leach have said that he would find more birds than any
dog they ever saw. His ability as a bird finder was won-
derful. He was a very fast dog when I got him—too fast

for comfortable hunting—yet with his great speed he rarely
flushed a bird, and never with the intention of doing so.

On account of his speed and marvelous nose we were
enabled to cover an immense amount of ground in a day's
hunting. When he struck a cover containing no birds he
was not long finding it out and telling us so. This made
it possible for us to hunt many covers in a day. When
he found birds he worked slowly and carefully. So ab-
solutely true was he when he came to a rigid point thai
I can truthfully say that I never knew him to make a

sirigle mistake, nor did I ever see him make a false point.
This, 1 know, is a strong statement to make, and one that
some, sportsmen might be inclined to doubt, but none of
the men who have hunted with Prince and who knew him
thoroughly will doubt the truth of it one moment.

Prince had a habit, when he got a strong whiff of
scent, of stopping, chiefly, I think, as a warning to the
man behind him to be on the lookout, and for the purpose
of waiting until his handler had got within easy distance
of him. At .such times there was a slight wiggle of the
tail, indicating that he was suspicious of game ahead.
When he went op if he stopped again and that wiggle of
the tail had ceased, it was a dollar to a cent piece that he
had a bird nailed. When he "froze up" it meant business.
So implicit was my confidence in Prince that had he come
to a point in the paved streets of Manchester I should
have expected a bird to rise. He never deceived me, and
after I had hunted him one season I knew just what to
expect from liis every action.

His style on the three kinds of game birds found in our
Northern covers was entirely different—so different that I
always knew what kind of game he was following or
pointing. Prince #as the only dog I ever hunted with ex-
cept Dick Lynch' s setter Dash, that put up his own birds
at the command, "Go on." As a rule he did all of the
bouncing, which, of course, was a big advantage to me in
my shooting. When he had a stiff point on a bird it was
my practice to select the best possible opening and then
send him on. He worked entirely for the man behind
him, with no thought of any outsider. So tactful was
he that I have seen him repeatedly, when in a bad place
for me to shoot, back away from his point and approach
the bird on the opposite side so that he might drive her
my way.

I hunted with Prince a lot alone, and whenever he
pointed a bird near the outside of a cover I always circled
around and got on to the outside so as to get a lietter
shot. At such times I either clucked to him (meaning
for him to go on) or tossed a small object (generally an
apple or a stone, or when hard pressed a cartridge)
directly in front of him. The latter method never failed
to start^him, while when very close to a bird the words
"Go on'' sometimes failed to make him move. Any birds
that Prince bounced came out of the cover; they never
had a chance to "skin" back over his head. He did this
kmd of work as he did everything, in a practical and
business-like fashion. He would hold a point as long as
any dog I ever knew. In fact he would hold one as
long as a bird would lie for him.

I remember before I bought him having Sime call
Gill and me up from a run to a side hill to surround an
old partridge that he had pointed under' a thick, heavy
hemlock with big overhanging branches. It was at least
fifteen minutes before Gil and I reached the spot, for we
had to thread our way through a pile oi thick slash where
there had been a cut off. When we got to Sime we
found him sitting on a rock smoking his pipe, while the
end of Prince's tail could just be seen under a hemlock
branch. Sime positioned us around the tree, and then told
the old dog to go on. And he did go on, and out boiled
the partridge to Gil, who killed her. Sime from his
position never saw her at all, but I did, and should have
fired had not Gil dropped the bird.

Instances without number of Prince's cunning and
woodcraft might be related. I think I am justified in
saying that on the whole he could outwit and outgeneral
more birds than were clble to deceive him. He delighted
in following up a wild old partridge that would not lie
for him. Then he was in his element, and so sure was
he of eventually making such a bird stay for a point that
It was a sure thing in the end if the bird kept out of a
tree. When we got on to one of these "wild devils" I
used frequently to send a charge of shot after the bird
often out of gun range, for the purpose of making the
bird he, and the experiment generally worked success-
fully. When Prince got his mouth on to one of these
birds he was immensely pleased. Ordinarily he mani-
fested no especial pleasure in bringing in a dead bird He
retrieved, as he did other things, in a matter of fact
way, but when he secured one of his old favorites he
would circle around me two or three times as proud as a
peacock, and if I reached for the bird he would turn hin
head the other way and avoid my hand. After about the
third strut he would yield the bird up and start hunting
again. He knew well enough that he had done his part
toward capturing an old "skinner," for on no other occa-
sion did he hesitate about giving up a dead bird
After Prince had hunted a cover a few times he knew

exactly where birds in it were usually to be found and
his generalship m working them to the best advantage
for good shots was remarkable. If he was sent into an
edge while I was following along on the outside, he in-
variably entered the cover at the further side so ^ \q
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keep any bird that might be there between him and me.
These tactics frequently resulted in some excellent easy
outside shots. Pages might be written about Prince and
what he had accomplished, but I w:ll not add more, for

many of his life deeds are firmly fixed
;
they will last as

long as memory holds, and will be recalled in after years
as I read again the diary of events contained in this un-
pretentious volume, compiled from data that I kept and
entered after each hunt in a scrap book.
After Prince died in February, 1896, I gave up hunting,

not resuming it until the fall of 1899, when I went out for
a few times. It Was pitiful to me to see Prince try to
hunt in the fall of 1895. when he was so badly used up with
rheumatism, lameness and a blood disorder that he could
scarcely get around. His nose remained true to the last,

but the Prince of old as I shall always remember him, had
departed. That grand dog that seemed to rise supreme
to our greatest of Northern game birds, the ruffed grouse,
whose masterful ability in every departemnt of the sport
of bird hunting known to dog kind was a revelation, at
last failed under increasing years, and the covers of New
Hampshire and Massachusetts in which he achieved his
great triumphs will know him no more. Good-by, old
man! You were always faithful, honest, loyal, tender
and true, and no master ever had a better friend.

In appearance Prince was a rugged type of an old-
fashioned English pointer. He looked the grand old hero

, that he was. Everything about him denoted great strength.
He weighed in usual Resh 73 pounds; in hunting time he got
down around 60 pounds. His legs were massive, his body
powerful and his head large and square cut at the nose.
He had a long, coarse tail, his only defect. His color
was liver and white in about equal porportions. A strip

of white ran down between his eyes, spreading out at the
nose, which was finely ticked. He had very expressive,
intelligent eyes. Prince, while a very affectionate dog,
rarely displayed his affection in a lavish manner. He
was content with a quiet devotion. To his credit when
he died. Prince had a record of very close to 2,500 wood-
cock, quail and partridges, W. C. Clarke.
MANCHESTeK, N. H.

About Home-Made Wire Cartridges.

The reference to Frank Forester in one of your recent

issues carries me back nearly forty years to my boyhood
days. In his book, written for beginners with the gun, the

title of which I now forget, he mentions in a number of

places the use of the old-fashioned Ely wire cartridge
and the wonderful results produced by them when prop-
erly directed at a fast disappearing partridge 60 yards
away.

In our village store they did not keep Ely's wire car-
tridges, and having been invited to spend a day at Barne-
gat with the ducks and geese, I decided to prepare my own
wire cartridges. I had never shot either a duck or a
goose, and reasoned that I never could reach them with
my 14-bore muzzleloader unless I had wire cartridges to
fall back upon.
Having laid in a generous supply of powder, shot, wads

and caps, I proceeded to supplement my outfit with some
home-made wire cartridges.

I first secured a square foot or two of wire window
screening. This I cut into strips 3 inches wide and 2]4
inches in length. I then took the butt of my cleaning
rod and found that Avhen the wire was closely formed
around this it would easily pass into the muzzle of the
gun. The wire screening carefully wound around the
wooden form I no\y covered with two or three windings
of thin but very strong manila paper, securing the edges
with strong glue.

Removing the form from the mould I carefully bent in

one end of the wire and, measuring out the proper quan-
tity of shot, closed the remaining end.

I was a little dubious at the time as to the cartridges
giving forth their contents at the proper moment, but
completed a score or more and carefully stowed them
away.
The more I thought about the matter the more was I

inclined to test them before I started, so taking my
gun, loaded with a wire cartridge in each barrel, snugly
placed over the usual charge of powder, I visited my
chum down the road. He was older than I, and I relied

greatly upon his superior judgment.. I told him of my
experiment, and asked him the best way to test it. He at

once suggested the side of the barn at sixty paces. A
mark in the form of a flaring knot showing through the

paint on the closed door was selected, and I blazed away.
There was no scattering of shot visible on the barn

door, but about a foot from the knot was a round, freshly

made hole through which you could easily poke your
finger. It was evident that the cartridge had not broken.

We opened the door, and in a direct line from the original

point of entry we saw a hole very similar to the one made
through the door. Out of curiosity I walked close to the

hole, looked out and upon the meadow peacefully grazing
was a herd of cows well in line with the flight of the

unbroken wire cartridge. I gazed intently until satisfied

that the cattle were unharmed, drew a long breath and
then making a target of.a horse pond some distance away
discharged the remaining cartridge.

Nevertheless I took some of my wire concentrators

with me on the trip.

On the sailboat from Toms River to the beach a diving

, duck was marked on the water perhaps a hundred 3'-ards

ahead of us. My com.panions, thinking to get a little fun
out of me, urged me to pot it on the water. I had kept

my cartridges to myself, and when I loaded my gun
slipped one in. Crawling well out to the bowsprit and
making due allowance, the duck bfeing now perhaps 60 to

80 yards away, I fired. The duck was in the act of diving

when the shot reached him, ploughing its way
through what remained of the duck's tail above water,

cutting out a feather or two and splashing up the water.

The duck did not finish his dive, but immediately arose

from the water and flew off, badly scared. The laugh was
turned on my older companions, one and all expressing
great wonder at the close execution of my gun. They
made many guesse.s, from a bullet to a genuine Ely wire
cartridge, but I kept my secret to myself.

Our shooting was unsatisfactory. The day was still and
the sun shone bright, and those birds we did see were
high in tlie air. 1 liad the satisfaction of noticing how

the flocks well up in the air out of ordinary gun shot
seemed to wince and notice when I shot my wire car-

tridge shots into them, proving conclusively that 1 had
built better than I knew.
We hear no raore nowadays of the Ely wire cartridges,

and I presume it would be difficult to find them in any
first-class gun store. The smokeless powder, choke bore
and chilled shot have long since made obsolete Frank
Forester's standby for a long shot.

Charles Cristadoro.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Jacksnipe Are Wifdfowl.

At last the Attorney-Genera! of Indiana has given his

decision upon the much mooted question whether or not
the new Indiana law protests jacksnipe, and whether a
Hcense must be taken out for the purpose of shooting
jacksnipe. Under date of April 29, Z. T, Sweeney, State

Game Commissioner, answered a well-known Chicago
sportsman who had inquired about this matter, to the

effect that the Attorney-General had just referred to the

Game Commission the Chicago gentleman's inquiry, bear-

ing date of April 20. "In answer thereto," said Mr.
Sweeney, "I beg to say that snipe come under Section S
of the law and hunters' hcense will be required." It

will, therefore, be seen that it costs $25 to hunt jacksnipe
in Indiana, and that the legal season for shooting such
birds closed April 15.

Is It?

A number of Chicago shooters have taken the position

that the jacksnipe is not a wildfoAA'l, and they have been
shooting them all through the past week 'n Indiana. Per-

haps a good many of these shooters will believe the new
law unconstitutional because it does not permit them to

do what they like. Yet the question involved herein is

one which has never been adjudicated so far as memory
serves at present. It has been discussed at different times,

but T do not recall any decision of any supreme court on
the question whether or not a jacksnipe is to be called a

water fowl. I ha>ve been asked by several Chicago sports-

men to inquire in these columns whether any reader of

Forest .\nd Stream knows of any such deaision. The in-

formation will be very thankfully received.

Law or no law, the snipe season of this spring has been
a practical failure, not only in Indiana but in Illinois. No
one knows where the birds are. but they are probably
scattered over a great extent of countrj', the prevailing

high water having created a great many feeding grounds.

Bears Are Out.

Dr. H. H. Frothingham, of this city, left last week for a

bear hunt. He has gone to the Salmon River country of

Idaho, taking with him Ben Sheffield, of Livingstone,
Mont, as guide.

I got a telegram to-day from Joe Kipp, on the Black-
foot reservation of Montana. It was brief but inspiring.

It said, "Bears are out. Get a move on you." . I shall get

a rnove on me to-morrow n'ght. and only hope that I may
at last find my long lost grizzly. It would seem liint at

last spring had broken on the east slope of the Rockies.
Billy Hofer wrote four days ago that he and Collins, one
of the reservation men, had been up in the Two Medicine
country to put out a bait, but found two feet of snow and
the ice not out of Two Medicine Lake. They saw wliat

they thought was the track of one black bear. John Mon-
roe left five days ago for the mountains to hunt bear, and
he thought then they would soon be out, his guess ap-
parently being verified by Mr. Kipp's telegram.
We have had so many scouting parties out that it surely

looks as though we ought to g>et a bear, and if we do
not it will be simply owing to the disobliging character of
the bear himself.

Change in Itlinois Game 'Warden*

Although Governor Yates has been non-committal in

regard to it, it is none the less the faxrt that there goes
into eft'ect to-day a change in the office of State Fish and
Game Commissioner. iHarry W. Loveday. of Chicago,
retires, and A. J. Lovejoy, of Roscoe, takes the office.

Mr. Lovejoy is general superintendent of the State Fair
grounds, and is well known by different members of the
State Board of Agriculture. He does not claim to be able
to be present in Chicago much of the time, hence the
important duties of the warden's work here must be dele-

gated. Warden Lovejoy has been making inquiries in cer-

tain directions here, but has not yet selected a deputy.
For his benefit it may be stated that of al! the game war-
dens we ever had in Chicago, the one most cordially hated
by South Water street was M. R. Bortree. Mr. Bortree
was unanimously called a "crank" by the dealers. It

would seem a good enough tip to Mr. Lovejoy that he
could not get a better warden here than a man who is

called a crank by the game dealers. The commission
merchants were never able to "handle" him, and there is

no record against him. If it is the wish of Mr. Lovejoy
to actually prohibit the illegal selling of game in Chicago
and not merely to make a bluff at it, he could not get a
better man than Mr. Bortree.

The Lacey Law in Chicago,

State Commissioner Harry W. Loveday and his depu-
ties have brought during the past season forty-eight
cases against violators of the Lacey law prohibiting
shipment of game out of season from one State to an-
other. Deputy Marshal M. H. Edinboro left on Satur-
day last under subpcsna of the United States Court of
Oklahoma, where he will testify as deputy marshal in

five cases involving the seizure o.f illegal game shipped
from Oklahoma and caught here in Chicago under the
Lacey law.

Mr. George W. Clark, another efficient deputy U. S.
marshal, leaves on May 15 for the Indian Territory to

testify in similar cases. Commissioner Loveday reports
that at present there is almost no illegal game coming
through. The result of these cases brought under the
U. S. law will surely have a most discouraging effect

upon the illegal shipment of Western game. il^Ir, Lacey
of Iowa, who introduced this measure in Congress, as

well as those who supported it, are li>eartily to be con-
gratulated on its success. They probaWy builded better

than they knew.

During the nine months of the Season last past, one
hundred and forty-eight violators have been convicted
under the Illinois law and have suffered fines aggregat-
ing $2,131.50. There have been confiscated 22,401 game
birds shipped illegally. Of these there were 21,618 quail,

704 prairie chickens, 30 partridges and 49 ducks. The
sales of this game have amounted to ^,6gg.
These facts anp. figures show large i2ifi,anges between

the game law situation here now and 'ten years ago.
Reviewing them in connection with the rapidly increas-
ing strictness of the game laws of the Western States,
there would certainly seem reason to think that there is

hope for the Western game.
At this date. May 2, Governor Yates has ijot yet

asked for Warden Loveday's resignation, nor given the
new appointee, Mr. Lovejoy, his commission, yet it is

generally understood that iMr. Lovejoy will hold th«
office and appoint a Chicago deputy.

Death of Liver-Eating Johnson.

We used to hear from time to time of that unique
Western character known as Liver-Eating Johnson, an
old plainsman who spent the closing years of his life as
deputy sheriff at Red Lodge, Mont. Liver-Eating John-
son was a g'ant in stature, and in his prime as rugged as
a bear. He had failed in health tor the last few years, and
ilast fall died at a soldiers' home in California, as I have
just learned through a friend from the West. The oid-
time men of the West are passing away one by one.

Queer Finds of Sportsmen,

They are crazy now over the new oil fields near Bea*!-
mont, Tex. In 1892, while hunting snipe on the sea
marsh not far from that point, I remember to have seen
a scum somewhat like oil floating on one or two portions
of the marsh. No doubt others also saw it and to better
eft'ect. If I had shot a few o'l wells instead of jacksnipe
at the time, I might have been better fixed to-day.

„ „ E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, IlL

Still-Hunting a Moose.
After several weeks of preparation and happy antici-

pation, which is by no means the least of the pleasures
of a hunting trip. I boarded the train for Mpntreal with
that contented feeling which one experiences when he
sees his carefully laid plans carried into execution. A
tedious railroad ride of thirty-six hours gave me ample
opportunity to recall the numerous articles necessary for
my trip, and to wonder if I had left out any of them.
On the morning of the gth day of November last I

stepped from the train at Newcastle, New Brunswfck,
without knowing a single person in the town, except
that I had had some correspondence with Mr. iRobert iH.

Armstrong of that place, who had very kindly assisted
me in making the necessary arrangements for the trip.

When I registered at the hotel he came forward and in-
troduced himself; directed me to a store where I could
purcliase ray provnsions, and sent for Mr. John Robin-
son, Jr., the game warden, from whom I procured my
license.

The first stage of my journey into the woods was a
drive to the house of Air. James Foran, twenty-five miles
up the portage road that leads to the lum'ber camps on
the waters of the Little Sou'west Miramichi. iMr. iForan
enjoys the distinction of having the last house oxt this
road. From his house the road extends about thirty-
five miles into the unbroken forest.

The horses were soon ready for the start, and as the
road as far as Foran's house is good, we reached there
in the afternoon.
That evening Mr. Foran and his sons entertained me

with accounts of the adventures of moose hunters who
had traveled this way before me, and gave me an inter-
esting sketch of the manner in which John Wambolt,
the trapper who was to be my guide, lived alone in his
little cabin at the outlet of Guagus Lake. It seemed to
be generally conceded both at Newcastle and at Foran's
that Wambolt was the best hunter in that part of New
Brunswick, and that my chances of success with him for
guide were almost cenain.
The following morning my provisions and outfit were

securely packed in a lumber wagon. As soon as it was
light enough to see, the horses were harnessed and Mr.
Foran and I started for Guagus Lake, twenty-five miles
further up the portage road.

Any one who has traveled on a New Brunswick portage
road has learned from experience that the only com-
fortable or safe means of locomotion is on foot From
the time we left Foran's the road got rapidly worse,
and soon I was glad to leave the wagon and walk ahead.
The recent rains had filled all the hollows with mud and
water up to the wagon hubs, and on the hills the road
would remind one of a trout brook. We had intended
reaching the Guagus Lake that night, but the road was
in such a condition that we soon found this would be
impossible. Late in the afternoon we camped by the

roadside at a spot a little more than half way to the
lake.

The next morning we started early, and as I walked
ahead of the team I began to get some idea of the great

game country I was entering. At frequent intervals

could be seen the fresh tracks of moose and caribou
plainly imprinted in the mud, and in some places the

roily water, stirred up by their feet, had not had time
to clear. In the afternoon we reached Wambolt's camp.
It was a log cabin about fifteen feet by twenty feet. In-
side there was a good stove. A shelf six feet wide ex-
tending across one end, about half way between the floor

and roof, formed the bed. The cracks between the logs

were all tightly filled with moss, and the whole interior

had a snug, comfortable appearance. We could see that

no one had been there for several days. I was beginning
to get a little anxious about the prospect of finding my
guide, when he put in an appearance. He explained that

he had wished to look over a line of traps before my
a^rrivai, and had just returned from the trip.

That evening we laid plans for my two weeks' stay in

the woods. Wambolt had the utmost confidence in

the game supply on his territory and his ability to get

me shot3 at good specimens of both moose and cariboo.
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He inforried me that it was rather late in the season for

good caribou heads, as caribou shed their horns about

the first of November, and tlie large ones shed theirs

first. He was sure that we could still find a good head,

but it was best to lose no time in getting to the hunting

ground. So the next morning, after starting Mr. Foran
ofT for home with instructions to return for me in two
weeks, we took a trail to the "burned woods" or "bar-

rens" that extend for miles along the north branch of

the Little Sou'west Miramichi, where Wambolt has

another one of his camps exactly like the one at Guagus
Lake, but snip Her.

At this lime of year the caribou leave the woods and
come out on these barren lands in herds, to feed upon
the gray moss, which covers the ground until the snow
gets so deep that they can no longer dig it out.

Our fears with reference to the caribou lioms were
fully realized, for we saw thirty-three caribou m the next

five' days, a large number of which were fine .bulls with

their horns off. It was the afternoon of the fifth day

before I saw a head that I cared to shoot.

During that week the weather had become very cold

and about a foot of snow had fallen.

Sunda\^, Ivovember i8th, found us again at Guagns'

Lake camp with a fine caribou head. We were now
ready to try the moose and I confess, I felt a little un-

easy about the chances of securing a good one in a week.

But Wambolt was as confident as ever. His only answer

to my anxious questions was: "There are plenty of

moose," and so it proved.

In New Brunswick at this time of year it snows nearly

every nipht, and frequently during the day, too. It was
our fortune to meet with just such conditions, so that

every morning the tracks made the day before would
be buried in the new fallen snow.

On Wednesday the thermometer went up to 34 de-

grees, and it rained gently all day. That morning we
took a liail that went north from the Guagus Lake
toward the Bald Mountain. We had gone about five

miles when we came on the tracks of a tremendous

moose that had crossed the trail the night before, going

in a norrheastt-rly direction. We followed him at once^

At first I expected to see him ahead of me at any mo-
ment, and kept a sharp lookout. This soon became tire^^

some ard I amused myself measuring the length of his

giant strides by pacing along in his footprints. I found

that he took a step from 3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet in

length. From time to time I could see the branches

broken bv his horns where he had gone between two

trees, and 1 tried to estimate from this hovtf wide the

spread would be.

Neither c f us spoke a word till noon, when we stopped

tor lundi. The guide then informed me that we were

probably nowhere near the moose. He was evidently

an old bull looking for a place to yard for the winter.

He had kept a straight northeast course and had not

once stopped to feed. As long as he kept walking he

was increasing his lead on us, for his great strides would

carry him through the brush and fallen tree tops much
faster than we could follow. My spirits fell, for I had

pictured myself shooting this particular moose, and I

knew if we gave him up the chance of my finding as

large a one would be very slim.

After lunch v;e took up the track again and soon came
to a place where five oiher moose had joined him or

followed his track. About three miles further on the five

separated from the big bull and took a more northerly

course,

Wambolt was in favor cf following the five, for he

reasoned that five moose, two of which were evidently

calves, would stop to feed or yard sooner than one trav-

eUng alone. I argued that, for all we knew the old bull

might have already come a long distajice and was not at

or near his destination.

Our discussion took a practical turn by the guide call-

ing my attention to the fact that we had eaten up all

our provisions, and if we would reach camp before dark

we must start back at once. We accordingly took the

compass and set out in a westerly direction for the trail

we had left in the morning, leaving undecided the ques-

tion as to which tracks we should follow. After about

an hour's rapid walking we struck the trail at a point

several miles north of the place where we had taken the

track of the big moose, and by making all possible haste

reached camp before dark.

We decided that on the following morning we_ would

take three days' provisions on our backs and again take

up the track of our moose unless we should find fresh

tracks before we reached his.

Before daylight we were up and ready to start. The
temperature had dropped to 20 degrees in the night.

The wind was blowing a gale and occasionally a blind-

ing snow squall would come driving through the woods.

The old snow, soaked with the rain of the day before,

was frozen hard, making it impossible to walk quietly.

Our only consolation was that the roar of the wind
through the trees drowned all other sounds, save now
and then the crash of an uprooted tree.

We had not gone up the trail more than two miles

when we came upon the tracks of three moose that had
crossed after we had passed the afternoon before. They
were going southwest, directly toward the head of Gua-
gus Lake. As the chances of finding these were so much
better, and they w^ere so much nearer our camp, we gave
up the old bull and took these fresh tracks. They took
us down into a swamp, through some of the worst thick-

ets and bog holes I have ever seen. After an hour or
more of this, we came to the tracks of a very large

moose going in a northeasterly direction and apparently

headed for higher ground, where the traveling would be
better.

By this time considerable snow had fallen and the
tracks were all partly filled. The guide suggested that

we leave the three and follow the big one, whose track
appeared to be as fresh as the others, although the old
snow had frozen since both were made, rendering it

impossible to tell. I ventured the suggestion that this

might be the track of the big bull we were follow'ng the
previous day. before he had reached the place where we
had started on his track. Wambolt did not think so, al-

though he admitted the nnssibility of such a thing.

This moose went up hill and down, never varying the
length of his step, no matter how steep the a«cent. He
W0U14 (ollow ap old lumber rond if it ran uorlhe^st,

the moment it changed its direction lie would leave it.

He would go through a (alien tree top where he could

easily have walked around it, never seeming to notice

the obstiuction.

We had followed him for some time when my guide,

who was always ahead, suddenly stopped and gave vent

to some adjectives which I will omit from these pages.

Stepping up quickly I saw our footprints of the day
before, at the exact spot where we had first taken up the

trail of the big moose. With prophetic wisdom my
guide said: "I thought it was the same one." I

knew he had thought nothing of the kind, and could not
restrain a hearty laugh.

As we had already lost several hours on this back
track, we started at a brisk walk for the spot where we
had left it and the tracks of the five other moose the

previous afternoon.
When we reached the place, Wambolt was inclined to

take up the tracks of the five, but this time I insited on
following the big one,' since we had already tracked

him so far. And we were off again with those big prints

constantly stretching away further and further ahead of

us th'ough the woods.
At noon v/e. stopped for lunch, but were soon at it

again. Shortly after this we came to a large stream
which my guide informed me was the north branch
of the Big Savogel. He felled a tree across it for a

bridge, and we got over safely.

We continued for some time in silence. I was think-

ing of a story I had read once, of a man who had walked
down a moose in five days, and was wondering if he
would have ever lived to write that article if he had
been on the track of this particular moose, when my
guide stopped and motioned me to come forward. "He's
right here!" he whispered. I looked around but could
see nothing to indicate it. The tracks were still two
da3's old, but I noticed that the moose had turned off

to the right and was traveling southeast. "He's stopped
to feed, and he's in this yard s mewhere. Don't break
no sticks," my guide whispered again as he cautiously

stepped back from the tracks and looked up at the clouds
to get the exact direction of the wind, which was still

blowing a gale from the northwest.
The moose had done exactly as Wambolt had phophe-

sied, lie had evidently been a long distance from this

plfice when he had made up his mind to yard, and for

some reason', probably because he had spent the winter
here the year before, started in a direct line for his old
feeding ground.

In the early winter, as the snow begins to get deep,

the moose select some place where feed is abundant, usu-
ally the top of a ridge where there is a thick growth of

young hardwood trees, and stay in this locality till

spring. This is called yarding. Before the snow gets

too deep to travel, the moose will wander over the entire

length of the ridge, and feed on the bark and twigs of

the hardwood trees. At this time the yard may extend
for two or three miles in length, or as far as the growth
of hardwood is plentiful. As the snow gets deeper they
work closer together, and late in the winter it is not
uncommon to find five or six moose standing together
with the snOw nearly to the top of their backs, almost
unable to move.
The guide shook his head dubiously as he saw that

the moose had gone directly down wind. This adverse
circumstance only spurred him to greater efforts. We
cautiously retraced our steps and began to move in a
circle toward the southeast, gradually working around
till we were again walking toward the northwest. W'e
soon came to the big track again, still going southeast,
and quickly retreated and made another loop, coming
up in the same manner ,as before, until we could see the
big track. This maneuver was repeated several times.

We were constantly on the a,lert scanning the woods
m every direction as' far as we could see through the
trees. We found the tracks of several other moose,
and could see by the young twigs freshly broken from the
bushes, and small trees entirely stripped of their bark,
that they had been feeding recently and were not far

off.

A-t last, coming up on one of our circles, we saw the
spot where the old fellow had spent the night. After
that the signs were very fresh and the work extremely
interesting..

We continued our circles for perhaps another half

hour, and v^-ere just working up wind nearly to the
place where we would expect to come upon the track,
when I saw through the trees, about sixty-five yards
ahead, a huge black object which quickly took the shape
of a great moose. He was lying down and looking
straight at me. At the same instant Wambolt said in

a low voice, "There's your moose!" I dropped on one
knee in order to get a better shot under the intervening
limbs. As I did so the moose arose to his feet, and
in doing so placed his fore shoulder exactly behind a
large tree. I aimed far enough back to miss the tree,

and fired at his ribs. He made a tremendous jump and
started to run. Just then Wambolt grunted, imitating
the grunt of a moose. At this he stopped for a second
and again looked at us.

After the first shot I had worked the lever of my
rifle to throw a second cartridge from the magazine into
the chamber, but in the excitement I had not thrown the
lever far enough forward to eject the exploded shell,

and in closing the action had pushed this shell back in
the gun. At the click of the hammer on the empty shell
the moose started again. By this accident I lost a shot
that would have saved us much worry and hard work.
As he disappeared I fired two more shots through the

trees without any idea of stopping him. In a few seconds
the woods was as quiet. as before.

W'e went up to the place where he had started and
were gratified to find considerable blood on. the snow.
"You have hit him hard, and we'll get him, but may be
not till to-morrow or ne.xt day," Wambolt said assur-
ingly. "There are only two things that will stop us from
getting that moose. One is, if he knows we are follow-
ing him he will take to the water, and the other is, it

may snow and fill up his tracks."
It is alwai-s wise to give wounded game plenty of time

to lie down if it will, so we sat down on a log and Wam-
bolt lit his pipe.

In about tw-enty minutes we took up his track once
more. After,be had run a short distance he had stt-

\\^^ down to a steady walk. I noticed tlwt he was

taking much shorter steps than before being hit. He
was bleeding freely and harl shopped once, where the

blood had Howed in sufficient quantity to melt a large

hole through the snow.
We kept on, and at the end of the first mile the blood

had diminished so there was seldom a drop. My hopes

of getting him had gone down correspondingly. Wam-
bolt was still confident.
Another mile had passed with no sign of blood in the

tracks. We were advancing cautiously and keeping a

good lookout ahead. Suddenly I saw that black object-

through the trees. In a moment I caught a glimpse of

the horns, and knew it was mv moose. At the same time

Wambolt whispered, "That's him!" I fired. The moose
rolled over on his side and lay perfectly still.

He had been lying down, and was so near dead that I

doubt if he had seen us. My first shot had passed through

the lungs about six inches back of the shoulder blade.

He was a very large moose. His hoofs were much
worn, showing great age. I measured from the top of

his fore shoulder to the bottom of his fore foot, to get

as nearly as possible his exact height at the fore shoul-

der. I found it just eighty inches. His horns were

heavy, but of peculiar shape. The blades were narrow,

extending out from the side of the head with a spread o£

fifty-one inches, then turning they went straight up
twenty-eight inches.

Our troubles had only just commenced, for we still

had to get his head and horns out of the woods. This

was the'^most difficult task of all.

The next night, however, found us safe in camp
with our trophy. On the way back we came upon a

cow and a calf moose. They were very tame and stood

and looked at us as we went by.

My last dav in camp was spent resting and preparing

the moose head for the taxidermist. Mr. Foran reached

our camp that night, and the next morning we were off

for Newcastle.
It was with true feel'ngs of regret that I said good-

by to Wambolt. He had proved himself a hunter

worthy of the name. At my request he did not carry

a gun during the entire trip. He was anxious that I

should secure good specimens of both moose and cari-

bou, and was constantly rau'ioning me against shooting

at one with a pooi set of horns.

For the benefit of anv of my fellow sportsmen who
contemplate taking a huntins- trip in this region. I might

add that Wambolt's postnffice address is Littleton,

Northumberland county. N. B. He will be glad to

correspond with any one olanning a trip to his terri-

°I^found every one with whom T had dealings kind and

obliging and above all interested in serur-ng the ©atron-

age "of American sportsmen. J. Bradley Scott.

Game Protective Societies Invited.

Toronto, Ont., May 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

Will you kindly, through the medium of Forest and
Stream. reaue=t the secretaries of the game protective as-

sociations of the following State« to pond their names and

addresses to me?: States of New York, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, Michigan. Indiana, etc.

I want the=e addresses to enable me to correspond with

the executive officers of their respective assorations, with

the intention of taking concerted action for the better

protection of wood duck and woodcock, two grand species

of game birds, that unless concerted action is taken will

in a few years be exterminated.

By so doing you will confer an esteemed favor on
yours truly,

^ E. Tjnslpv,

Chief Game Warden of Ontario, Parliament Building,

Toronto.

Bay Bkds,

The Forest anu Stream has had good rennrts of bay
bird shootine at the following points. Intending visitors

would do well to communicate m advance with the parties

named re^necting the r>resent sunplv and prospects:

L. M. Tavlor, Jr.—Cherrystone, Va.
Tos. H. Si-even=—Wachprrague, Accomac county, Va.

E, B. Cobb—Cherreton.^ Va.
L, Lucius Cohh—Cherriton. Va.
L. R. White—Carolla. N. C.

^'

Harvev's Cedars. N. T.

Holletier's Inner Beach Hotel—Long Beach, 11. I.

Euff^ne .A.. Tackson—East Ouogue, L. I.

S. W. Everett—IVTanteo. N, C.

Crunnot Bros.—Cherriton, Va.

Long: Island Game PfotectofS*

WHtTEHALL. N. Y.. Anril ?,o.—P.dUor Forest and
Stream: Tn reading over your issne of April 27. an art'cle

entitled "Where i= the Long Island Came Protector?" at-

tracted mv attention. If its author reallv desires to see

the law enforced whv doesn't he communicate with Chief

Protector Pond pnd let h'm 1-now the facts? Besides, if

he had any sand he would collect evidence against these

violators or call the nearest game nrotector's attention to

these violations and personally help him to uphold the law.
Wm. KocHj Jr.

Woodcock Cover Burned.

BAri'TT.t.E. N. J.. May 2—The fowl have left the bay.

There ha" been very few killed this spring.

A fire has just gone through here which has burned at
least fifty snuare mites of our best woodcock and grouse
cover, and has killed large numbers of both birds, also a
good many rabbits, etc., and has burned the woodcock
nests. Herb.

Forest and Stream is an excellent paper; it has sup-
ported many good causes, especially in relation to the
protection of game, and it has always been credited with
an intelligent svmnathy with snorts and sportsmen of
the best sort. * * * it needs and deserves the help
of the rest of us in behalf of its camnaign for a law to
prevent the sale of dead game.—New York Times, April
IS-
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Proprietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
ihem in Forest and Stream.

ANGLING NOTES.

Great Sea Lamprey.i

Mr. W. L. Hoskins sends me another letter upon the
subject of the lamprey or lamprey eel, which I give in
full.

Since my first letter to you asking about the lamprey
tel as a table food, I have received your remarks regard-

.
ing it in the Forest and Stream of Dec. 15, 1900, and
April 20, 1901. In my reply permit me to say that I am
a living witness for the lamprey as regards its table quali-
ties. Sixty years ago, while living in Connecticut, my
father and his neighbors were in the habit of making
a trip every year, to the Agawam River, in Massachu-
setts, for the purpose of taking this fish. The lamprey
i.s properly a salt water fish and ascends the fresh water
streams in advance of the shad to spawn and then returns
to the sea. At the time I write of the mode of capture
was by hand. During the day time these fish lie in the
deep water, but after dark they run up in the rapids
and there attach themselves to the stones or rocks,
swaying back and forth like eel grass. During this
period it was the custom for one man to carry a tofch,
and two men with lines, each with a bag on his shoul-
ders and a woolen mitten on his right hand. They would
commence at the foot of the rapids and pick the lampreys
off, one at a time, until each had a load, then go
on shore and dump them into their wagons. This was
followed up until they were satisfied with their catch.
My father has told me of their catching as high as 3,000
in a night. What is very peculiar is that if any one
attempted, to catch them by going to the head of the
riflfs, the entire school would become alarmed and drop
back into deep water and there would be no more fish-

ing that night. This fish is so popular in the cities along
the Connecticut River that I have known them to com-
mand a price of one dollar each for the early run. For
twenty years I have been in receipt of a box of these fish

from Hartford, Conn., and I know of ho article for the
table that excels them.
To-day these fish are an article of commerce in New

England markets. Instead of the old method of capture
they are now caught in weirs. While their looks are
repulsive, I think that if you were served with a dish of
them, nicely broiled, properly seasoned with salt and
pepper, and a good liberal supply of melted butter
poured over them, you would pronounce them good.
I prefer them to the famous Connecticut River shad.
Regarding thoir destructive qualfties I think they are
not to be compared to the fresh water eel. I am living
-on lampreys and have been for a week."

The remarks I have quoted are of interest, but they
relate to the great sea lamprey I feel sure, while the notes
I wrote in Forest and Stream had reference to a dwarfed
form called the lake lamprey and particularly the lamprey

. found in Cayuga Lake, except that I quoted Mr. Dean.
Sage, who fotind a sea lamprey or river lamprey fast to
a fresh run salmon, for there are a number of species
of lampreys, about fifteen in this country, though some
of them are very scarce; and there are several in Europe,
specifically mentioned. The great sea (Petromyson
marinus) lamprey is common to the Atlantic coasts of
Europe and North America and is highly esteemed as
food, and grows to over three feet in length, while the
lake lamprey averages but little over one foot in length.
Pennant records "that it is an ancient custom for the
city of Gloucester annually to present the sovereign with
a lamprey pie covered with a raised crust; and at Rod-
neys, in Gloucester, a rent called 'pride gavel' is paid
by certain tenants to the lord of the -manor for the lib-

ert}' of fishing for lampreys in the River Severn."
Pennell says "The food of the lamprey consists gen-

erally of animal matter; and in the sea it will attack fish

greatly superior to itself in size, fastening pertinaciously
upon them, and practically eating its way to the very
bone." * * *

"The laiuprey spawns in May, and its food consists of

insects, worms, small live fish, and the flesh of dead
Tines."

This, however, all relates to the great sea lamprey
about which there is no question as to its food qualities.

What I wrote in the issue of Forest and Stream, which
Mr. Hoskins mentions, is not before me at this moment,
but I assumed he asked about the lake lamprey as I now
recall the matter, for this was the fish which Prof. Sur-
face had written exhaustively about in one of the reports
of the Forest, Fish and Game Cases about that time.

Prof. Surface says: "We wish to state here for the sake
of exposing some bits of folk lore (based, as is most
folk lore, upon ignorance), that they (the lake lamprey)
contain no venom whatever, and can inflict no injury

whatever upon man. neither by bite nor sting; neither

is the flesh poison to man in eating it. except after the
alimentary canal has long been atrophied at spawning
times and the bile and catabolic products being unable
to escape become .spread throughout the entire system
of the lamprey and cause all the flesh to assume a green
co]6r. *• * * It is thought by many persons that

they will attack people while in the water, and that a

new hole comes in the side of the neck each year, as
rattles are supposed to come on a rattler's tail, or as the
wrinkles come on a cow's horn, but these suppositions
are, of course, false. The holes in the sides of neck are
openings into the gill pouches through which the water
flows to carry its dissolved air to the gills to purify the
blood, and their number is always seven. Lampreys have
no means 'whatever of inflicting any injury upon man,
neither directly nor indirectly, except through their
economic effect in destroying the fishes he would use as
food. This destruction, however, is great."
This is rather non-committal, but should not discour-

age one who has a desire to try the lake lamprey as a
table relish. Now as to the lamprey being a fish, as it

is generally termed. I think it is Jordan who says it

i<? t^e lowest form of a^pimal with a Ijackfeon?, ^nd that

back bone is gristle, and not bone. But Surface is more
explicit: "Lampreys are not fishes, but fish-like vere-
brates with no paired fins, and neither spines nor bony
rays in the fins which they dt) possess; no scales, no
jointed appendages, and, in fact, no external appendages
of any. kind but the vertical fins of the back and tail,

with only one nostril, and that found on the middle line
of the head; adults with a large circular suctorial mouth
armed with a great number of sharp chitinous teeth, but
with no true jaws; mouth surrounded by a fleshy mem-
brane which insures perfect suction and is fringed around
the entire margin with a close-set row of numerous
fimbriae; tongues rasp-like, containing many sharp chitin-
ous teeth."

At the time the bill to appropriate money to destroy
the lampreys in Cayuga Lake was in the Senate a Sena-
tor, a personal friend, asked me about it and what it

was intended to do. I took from my pocket a dried sec-
tion of a lamprey's head, making a fine display of its

open moiith, described above, and said it was to appro-
priate jnoney to destroy things like that. He frowned
and said, "I would be in favor of voting more money
for the purpose than is asked for in the bill."

Trout Parasites.

In the report of the Forest, Fish and Game Commis-
sioner for 1898 there is a paper by Dr. Gary N. Calkins
on a parasite Avhich made its appearance in the trout of
a private trout farm on Long Island and killed all the
fish, young and old, in the, ponds. I now learn with

Trouting in California.
San Francisco, Cal., April 13.—^With our intimate

knowledge of the subject we have never been able to

account for the fact that the best fishing on the opening
day of the season, April ist, within easy reach of San,
Francisco is to be had in the tidewater of Paper Mill
Creek, which empties into Tomales Bay in Marin county.
City anglers (now numbered by hundreds) were out in

full force all over the State, but the Paper Mill Creek

,

seemed to have the preference. Here the angler is always
sure of a few good-sized fish on the opening day and fair

.

catches are made well on in the season by those most
familiar with its many pools and riffles. Heretofore when
the season opened on a week day only a few of the more
fortunate anglers could visit this popular stream, but dur-
ing the past few years fishermen have sprung" up like

mushrooms and out of the many quite a number availed

themselves of the pleasure of wetting their lines. Those
who fished in the tide-water were much moi^e successful

than those who whipped the headwaters. The White
House Pool, near the mouth of this lovely stream, has
always been recognized as a loitering place for the incom-
ing steelheads on their way to the headwaters for spawn-
ing and also on their return to old ocean. The run of

large fish during the winter months has been much
greater than for several years past and has afforded the
anglers much sport during the close season. A law, how-
ever, has just been passed prohibiting the taking of steel-

heads in tidewater during the months of February and

ANDY LEGASKE AND HIS STEELHEAD.

regret that what is undoubtedly the same parasite, from
what I can hear, made its appearance in the trout of two
private fishery clubs on Long Island and destroyed over
thirty thousand trout. This is greatly to be deplored.

Dr. Calkins unfortunately did not arrive definitely at the

cause of the parasite, nor did he discover a certain and
sure remedy. Thus far this parasite has appeared only in

fish confined in ponds at clubs or fish farms and no wild
trout are reported as affected. I have believed, and I

think Dr. Calkins considered the belief tenable that in-

breeding had something to do with this disease, as in this

way the fish might have been weakened and less able to

resist it, and something I have heard in connection with
the later cases tends to confirm the belief as at least one
of the causes.

Another cause has been suggested. I was lately dining

on a railroad dining car with Mr. Dean Sage, of Albany,
and he told me that once when fishing in Labrador he
and his friends caught a number of sea trout and put
them in a pond made in the rocks by the side of the river,

and in a few days tliey developed a disease similar to if

not the same, as that which has visited Long Island, and
he has seen the Long Island trout that were affected.

He attributes the disease to overcrowding in the pool.

A. N, Cheney.

[San Ffancisco Fly-Casting Club.

Medal contests, series 1901, Saturday, contest No. 4,

held at Stow Lake, April 27. Wind, gusty; weather, clear

and very cold.

Event Event Event
No. 1, No. 2 No. 4,

Distance, Accuracy, , Event No. 8, . Lure
Feet Per cent. Acc. % Del. Net % Casting^

Battu 89 86 92 72.6 82.3

Brotherton . . . . Ul 89 88 75.10 81.11

Brooks 97 86.8 85.4 65 75.2
Edwards 100.6 89 90 75.10 82.11
Everett 110 91.4 88.4 75 81.8
Heller 83.8 85 69.2 77.1
Mansfield 90 90.8 78.4 86.4

Mocker 87 83.8 83.4 68.4 75.10
Muller 94 90.4 86.8 76.8 81.8

Reed 91 87.4 82 65 73.6
Skinner 88 87.4 82 71.8 76.8

Smyth 91 84 77.6 80.9

Judges, Battu and Mocker; referee, Brooks; clerk,

Smyth.

Thirty-nine deer were cotinted in a single herd feed-
ing near SaTville, I., the other d^j.

March, which will be much appreciated by sportsmen
who believe in allowing the fish ample opportunity to
reach the headwaters and tributaries. The spring run of
small fish has been quite late this season, hence the grand
sport aft'orded anglers who were fortimate enough to
visit this tidewater pool on April i,

On April 2 there appeared in the sporting columns
of the daily newspapers glowing accounts of the large
catches made at White House Pool, which enthused
so many that the' following Sunday the majority
of those visiting the Paper Mill Creek wended their way
to this pool and it was estimated that there were at least
fifty, but sad to relate the fish taken did not average one
fish to a rod. This poor luck the fishermen attributed
to the weather, high winds, etc. Quite a number of
them could not understand why the fish did not mater-
ialize, as it was positively known that the pool was alive
with fish only a few days before. We think it may be
easily accounted for—fifty anglers fishing in one pool
and not a large pool either, the majority of whom wer<-
using bait, through the disturbance made by their inces
sant casting and the heavy sinkers, used to combat the
outgoing tide, so disturbed the equanimity of the wary
trout that they persistently refused to take any kind of
lure presented to them, which included such well-known
baits as angleworms (barnyard hackle), shrimps and

,
salmon roe (the Butler fly). The anglers who fished
further up the stream were quite successful, as was evi-

denced by a few well-filled c!reels wHich were exhibited on
the return trip.

Andy Legaspe, probably the best tidewater fisherman
in San Francisco and a most expert gaffer, was high hook
of the day. During the afternoon a large fish was seen
floating down with the tide, evidently much used up,
Legaspe reached for his gaff and waited patiently for the
opportunity which soon came; he made the strike and
gaffed the steelhead amidships. The roll of the fish after
being gaffed loosened Andy's hold, but he luckily re-
gained himself and landed an 8-pound steelhead trout.

My friend Mr. E. W. Currier has favored me with a
sketch of the incident. James Watt.

[M^. Currier has some Chinatown paintings on exhi-
bition at the Currier Art Gallery, No, 15 West Twenty-
ninth street, New York city.]

In Quest of Big Ones.
Mr. Edward vom Hofe, of this city, left on May 7

for an extended trip in Florida fishing for tarpon. Leav-
ing there about June i he goes direct to Avalon, Santa
Catalina Island, Cal,, where ^le ydll spend a month or
more huntiog up the tuna, ^. vom Kqfs, ]z.
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The Rod and the Pole.

Ocular corroboration of oft repeated statements of

the natives of that region was afforded me on a bright

May day.
"Ther's trouts in thet 'ere brook, ef ye know whar to

fin' 'em," was what I had been told by the farmer lads

in the vicinity.

The brook, a typical New England stream, skirted

what is known as "The Old Plain." occupying the bound-

ary between the townships of Middlebury and Oxford,

Conn. Tradition had it that the Pomperaug and
Wangaum Indians utilized this as their burying ground
in pre-Pilgrim days; the spade Of the ditch and well dig-

ger bore out the legend in the curious primitive fiirtt

arrowheads, hatchets and other articles usually buried

with the dead brave for use in the hunting grounds be-

yond the big divide, that they often brought to light.

Emerging from the dark fastnesses of the "Derry
Woods," the stream leaped into the sun-lit meadows with

rippling songs of gladness. There were places in the

rocky pasture where one could step across it without ef-

fort, and here the waters were deep and dark, cutting

broad sluices underneath the banks, ideal lurking places

for the wary trout. But though I had often inspected

these places with critical eye, naught but shiners, with

an occasional sucker, rewarded my search.

On the day in question, however, I was walking

through a meadov/, where the brook fretted and com-
plained over the pebbles of a broad shallow. A loud

splashing arrested my attention and, lokking toward

the stream, I discovered the cause of the commotion in

the presence of as fine a fourteen-ounce trout as ever

tickled the visual nerves of an enthusiatic fisherman. The
big fellow was making a sort of semi-portage over the

shallows: every few seconds he would reach a point

where the depth o'f water was insufficient to maintain

his verticality and he would flounder and flop, sending

showers of spray high into the air for the sun to weave
rainbows with. Though enough of a sportsman to re-

frain from taking a mean advantage of the fish, I must
confess to a strong temptation to have a bit of fun with

him.
During the late season of protracted aquaousness,

when Jupiter Pluvius seemed to have mislaid his rain-'

stopper, I had oft-recurring visions of that embarrassed

trout in the sunny Yankee meadow brook; finally they

Ijecame irresistible and I yielded. One morning when
the milkmen were monopolizing city traffic a rubber

clad mortal might have been, seen to take an elevated

train at Eighty- first street and Columbus avenue, ham-
pered with a fishing kit. That was I. At I55th street

I took a train on the Northern Railway for Brewster,

where by the skin of m.y teeth and a forty-rod run I man-
aged to get hold of the hand-rail of the last car of a train

on the New England Division of the Consolidated Road.
The ride of seventy-five miles, getting a "rig" at Oat-

man's livery at Southford and a four-mile ride in the

rain over roads heaved by frost with frequent sloughs

and hummocks, was all quite strenuous but uninter-

esting.

Once more I stand by the brookside in the "Old
Plain" meadow and I realize the effect of varying condi-

tions. The picture engraved upon the tablets of inner

consciousness and the one which I now behold are as

dissimilar as night and da}^. In place of a grassy, flow-

ery mead, bordered by the limpid waters of a tnerrily

singing streamlet, glistening in the soft warm • light of

a May-day sun. is a brown, soggy, cheerless field,

through which roars a chocolate colored torrent that

escapes its bounds at the base of the field, spreading out

into a broad, muddy pond, a background of leaden

cloud and the ever present drenching rain.

It is depressing to the last degree, but I speedily corne

to my senses and, remembering that I am not out in

quest of nature's beauties (speckled ones instead), un-
limber rod and line, adjust an imitation fly, whose colors

rival nature's most extravagant efforts, and make a

cast. For a half hour I devote myself wi.h most con-

scientious assiduity but unavalingly to the sport (?). I

substitute a beetle for tlic fly and am in the act of dis-

carding bcth in favor of an embryo frog, when I chance
to glance up stream. I am confronted by a spectacle

that, while most interesting, is confoundedly exasperat-

ing. A scion of indigenous habitat, aged about twelve

years; he stands in rubber boots whose tops threaten

to bisect him: a coat evidently a relic of a remo'e ances-

tor and a slouch hat. This is the boy. An alder pole,

short, knotty and crooked, with two yards of common
twine tied at the smaller end. This the outfit. A forked
willow Slick with upward of a dozen of the finest trout I

have ever seen. This is his "luck" and my aggravation.
Even while indulging my astonishment I was further

tantalized by seeing another fine trout of a pound weight
come thrashing out of the muddy torrent at the end of

that homely tackle.

"Hello!" I ventured.

"HeUo yeou!" was the response.

"You've had fine luck."

"Nuthin extry: jest cum eout," and with this he
landed another magnificent fish.

"What yeou got?" he queried as he removed the trout.

For the sake of appearances I was momentarily glad
that a well-filled lunch box gave my fish bag a corpulent
aspect: but it ser\'ed no purpose, however, for, without
waiting for an answer, the boy walked up and demanded
a view of results. I could conjure up no valid reason
for refusing his demand and was compelled to admit the
truth.

"Whachye bait with, them things?" as he caught sight
of a fly and bug hanging to my bag buttin. "Huh!
"Taint no wonder't yeou don't ketch nuthin; theyn't
no flies ner bugs 'raoun' this time o' year," and with a
look of mingled pity and disgust he turned to his fishing.
[ ventured to inquire what sort of bait he employed
and received the laconic reply, "Wums."
Following a few more ineffectual casts, during which

time my companion landed several handsome fish, I cast
my self-confidence to the winds (and rain), swallowed
my pride and humbly asked the youngster if he would
sell me a few "wums." He spurned the cash but gener-
ously offered to share his supply of bait, a portion of
which I accepted.

Looking up after some minutes' futile fishing, I found
my boy regarding me with an expression in which dis-

gust and sympathy seemed struggling for a mastery.
"What is it?" T asked.
Shak-.ng his head in a deprecating manner the boy

walked close up to me and looked at me quizzically for

a few seconds, then this: "Does things float up-stream?
Gosh ter mity I I never seen sech er fule."

I asked him to explain, both nettled and amused by
his strictures on my intelligence.

"Yeou was fishin' up stream, wa'nt ye?"
I admitied that such was the case.

"Wal, yeou was hitchin' yer hair flies an' leather bugs

THE BAREFOOT BOY.

Courtesy of Wm. Mills & Son.

an' then ther wum all on 'em right up stream agin the
water, wa'nt yeou?"
Again I w^as forced to admit the correctness of his

deductions, and ventured to demand what of it.

"What on't! Wal, if yeou aint the alfii-edest t'ick-

skull I ever seen then I'll, give up. Trouts knows a
whole lot, trouts does, a dum sight more'n sum folks
(giving me a significant look), an' when a trout sees a
fly er a wum a-comin' up stream he gits leary an'
wouldn't tech 'em in a month er Sundays. Theys got
some sense, '.routs hez."
During the recital of this homely proposition upon

gravity, a great light dawned upon me. Of course it was

MORE OF THE SORT.

Courtesy of Wm. Mills & Son.

contrary to the natural order of things for a fly, worm
or other seductive fish tid-bit to swim against the cur-
rent of a stream, and I had wholly ignored this fact while
wondering why the trout did not respond to my over-
tures.

"Jest flip yer hook out back o' thet bog an' foller it

along down," advised my instructor.
Humbly I followed instructions, and ere the hook had

floated ten feet down the current there was a swish, a
tug at the line and the next instant I landed a splendid,
fifteen-ouce trout. That was the beginning of a fine run
of luck, no less than eleven following my initial catch
in quick succession, Samuel Mansfied Stone.

Nets Are Nuisances.
Sauk Centre, Minn., April 23.—While out looking for

coon sign on a fresh snow one day early this spring I
wandered off about six miles from home and came to the
outlet of Long Lake into Lily Lake, a ver^^ slow current
six feet deep. There I saw a string of lilypads that
reached straight across the run. They proved to be the
floats of a gill net. I gave it a "jank" (it was a Nor-
wegian net), and the answer came back that it was loaded.
How to get it out was the next thing. The cord was
tied to a willow on the other side, a distance of 40 feet.
I had a gun with me. The first shot cut the cord and
tore that willow right out by the roots. Then I pulled
the net out. And such a mess. They were twisted in all
shapes; I didn't stop to untwist them either. I would
take one by the middle, then with my knife I would
start at his head and slit the twine to his tail, then roll
him back into the water. There were nine pickerel and
twelve pike, all alive but three, and some nice ones, too.
After getting them out I doubled the net up in 4-foot
loops, then cut each loop and pitched the whole thing out
into the middle. I then went back into the woods, sat
down and waited two hours. No one came. I took two
fish (thought I was entitled to them) and went home.
The next day I went back; the net had been pulled out on
shore, but no one in sight v.

New England Waters.
Boston, May 4.—^The Rangsleys are clear, Moosehead

was clear Thursday, morning, May 2, nine days earlier

than last year. In the forenoon Capt. F. C. Barker tele-

graphed that the ice was breaking up and would be out of

Mooselucmaguntic before night. This clearing was ten
days earlier than last year. Richardson Lake was clear a
day or two before, and Rangeley ^ake has since cleared.
This opens the season at the Rangeleys and Moosehead.
and many fishermen have already gone to these resorts. I

Great catches are expected, though much will depend upon
the weather, especially since the titjie is so early.

A number of Boston lovers of the angle have gone to

Lake Cobbosseecontee, in Maine. T. Ralph Parrs and
wife, A. W. Wheeler and wife, of Arlington, and John
Robinson and wife, of Hallowell, are at that lake on a
fishing trip, Some catches are reported, including sev-
eral salmon, to Lewiston, Auburn and Augusta fishermen
But there comes a good deal of complaint about "too many
smelt," and that the trout and salmon decline to bite, be-
cause too well fed with smelt. Indeed, every fish caught
seems to be gorged with these little smelt. Now the
same is- true of the early fishing at the Rangeleys, at
Sebago and at all the lakes that arc stocked with smelt,
for salmon food. Still Cobbosseecontee sportsmen are
objecting to the smelt, and suggest that the law protect-
ing smelt at spawning time be repealed, in order that the
supply be diminished, and hence the anglers be able to
take trout at. every turn.

Good reports are coming from Clearwater Pond, Farm-
ington. Me. There is a Boston party there consisting of
Dr. Heber Bishop, W. S. Hinman, C. F. Perry, Fred E.
Whiting, J. M. Grovner, Jr., and G. F. Andrews. Mr.
Llinman had the good fortune to take the first fish of any
size for the season at those waters—a trout of 5^ pounds.
Mr. Whiting has caught a salmon weighing 5 pounds.
Both fish are good ones for that lake, and especially so
when it is remembered that .salmon have been in there
but a few years.

Stream fishing has not yet been very satisfactory in
Maine. Reports all mention streams full to overflowing,
the result of the continued rains. A few days of dry
weather will certainly be followed with good results.
High water is always favorable to good catches of trout in
New England streams, but the angler must wait till the
water begins to fall. A Bennington, Vt., report says that
the legal open season on trout began there May i, and
though the streams are still very high the fishermen are
looking for good catches as soon as the water begins to
fall. Reports exactly the same come from the New
Hampshire streams. Richard O. Harding and C. F Dan-
forth are looking toward Dan Hole Pond, N. H., for
salmon fishing. They will be off as soon as business per-
mits. It will be remembered that Mr. Danforth took a
salmon there last year that weighed over 14 pounds. He
and Harding are satisfied that there are more of the same
sort there. Doubtless Fish and Game Commissioner Nat
Wentworth will fish there with them. Fishing is still slow
at Lake Auburn, Me., for which cold weather and con-
tinued rains are supposed to be to blame.
BosTQN, May 6.—The New England fishing season

has certainly started with unusual interest, it we are to
beHeve the newspaper reports. These reports are numer-
ous and long-drawn-out, and bristle with adjectives con-
cerning what is going to be done in the wav of catches,
or what was done last year. A large number of sports-
men have gone to the hundred and one resorts north and
east of the Hub, but not many catches are yet reported.
The fact is that the season is yet very early, the water
is high, and most of the Maine and New Hampshire lakes
and ponds are alive with smelt. These smelt have just
returned from spawning, up the brooks and inlets, and a
great many of them are dead and dying. The trout and
salmon only have to float under them, as they rise to
the surface, to gorge themselves to overflowing. A fish-
erman writes of a small salmon he finally succeeded in
getting at Sebago Wednesday. He shook more than
twenty little smelt out of the salmon's mouth and throat.
The angler says that it is a wonder the fish bite at all.
but he was tempted to "fight a Rangelev spinner."
Catches have been slim at Sebago for several' days.
A Wolfsboro, New Hampshire, special says that there

has been great fiishing at that point of late. A salmon
weighing eight pounds was taken right off the Hobb-is-
Inn wharf on Tuesday. The fish was photographed and
sent to Boston, where it is shown in the window of a
railway office. At the same point twenty-seven pounds
of trout and salmon were taken by a fisherman in one
and a half hours. The largest fish weighed ten and one-
half pounds. A Boston sportsman is also having great
luck at the same place. Lake Winnipisaukee has been
fairly alive with fishermen at Alton Bay and Lake Shore
Park, and hundreds of pounds of trout and salmon are
reported taken. Of course the lakers predominate, but
landlocked salmon are showing up well. At Laconia
Capt. T. R. Tarrant, Richard McGee and L. P. Bennett,
of Boston, have made a string of twenty-five pounds of
trout and salmon in only a few hours' fishing. A Weirs
dispatch says that the trout and salmon season there is

surpassing all previous records. Good reports are com-
ing from Newfound Lake. Fish Commissioner Nat.
Wentworth and Frank L. Hughes, who have been attend-
ing to the restocking and hatching works at Bristol, have
also landed several good trout and salmon with the rod
and reel They have over 1,700,000 fry in the tanks, to
be distributed in Newfound and adjacent waters as soon
as sufficiently grown. C. W. Cplburn, J. C. Stott and
Frank L. Fames are some of the Massachusetts sports-
men who have been having fair luck at Newfound At
the head of the lake H. H. Clark, C. C. Cushman. H. E.
Buckmmster, and Samuel Wax, Boston: Mr. and Mrs.
T. J_ McDonald, Lowell: F. H. Bayard, Maplewood: A.
L. Dame, Methuen; J. D. Morehouse, Lawrence, have
been fiishmg for several days. They write of fierce winds
and cold weather, but of fish biting well when it is possi-
ble to be out.
At the Big Bangor, Me., salmon pool the fishermen

have been having better sport of late. A report of Sat-
urday says that over twenty fish have been taken for the
week,_ weighing from seventeen to twenty-seven pounds
The ice is out of Sebec Lake. Me., and Scoodic. though
a little late, compared with the clearing of other Maine
waters. Great fishing is expected there. Reports from
Grand Lake mention cold weather and high winds, con-
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ditions unfavorable to good fishing. At Cobbosseecontee

there is good bass fishing, although it is early for that

sport. The biggest catch of bass has been made by

George Palmer, of Manchester;, ten, weighing from two

to five pounds. Prof. Thieman, of Togus, took a salmon

weighing fourteen pounds there last week. Fish Com-
missioner L. T. Carieton and H. L. Pishon, of Augusta,

have been fishing at Maranacook the past week, and are

reported to have brought home good strings of trout.

It is all too early for many reports of catches at the

Rangeleys and Moosehead, although a great many fish-

ermen have gone to their usual haunts on. those waters.

From the Rangeleys reports continue to mention "too

many smelts" by far. When the smelts have been done
running for a few days the trout fishing is sure to be

excellent. Special.

On Old Back Creek Again,
I NEVER think about writing up a camping trip until,

sometimes, while sitting smoking in my "den," sur-

rounded by fishing rods, flies, camping scenes, etc., my
imagination carries me back to the dear old banks of my
favorite fishing grounds, old Back Creek, where, to

use the late Fred Mather's words, "Bass are jumping
crazy for the fly."

Back Creek is a favorite fishing resort for Winchester
people, and in bass fishing season along Beaver Dam
may be seen followers of Izaak Walton, patiently wait-

ing to hear the musical click of the reel. There are a

listen with pleasure to the sad notes of the whipporwiU

and the plaintive cry of the catamount. All of these

things go to make camp life pleasant and something out

of the ordinary.

The nearby farmer strolls in at night a,nd amuses you

with some of his experiences about these parts. He tells

you of a rattlesnake swallowing a deer and of a man see-

ing two immense carp basking in the sun and jumping

in and catching one under each arm, and many other

miraculous things which we all take in and apparently

believe. Bidding our good-natured friends good night

we roll into our bed of straw and blankets and soon are

dreaming of placid waters, the splash of the gamy bass

and of skill pots.

There is something tugging at my arm; ah! I say to

myself in my dreamings, I have a strike; it feels like a

big one; '

it keeps on tugging; I raise myself upon my
elbows; I am reeling him in. Ah! it is only my friend

"Snappj-" trying to wake me up. The morning sun is

streaming in between the folds of the canvas and tells

us it is time to be up, and then breakfast is the next thing

on, the programme, '

-fjiy one who has been camping knows how good
everything tastes on these trips; even fat bacon, which
wc would not think of eating in town, is relished as

much as a quail on toast. After satisfying our appetites

, iWe strike out down the stream, with a pair of old shoes

fon and very little elSe. casting here and there and every-

where, and now and then having the satisfaction of see-

ing the line go out and hearing the sweet music of the

reel. In his frantic and game effort to free himself of

Budd*s Lake, New Jersey,

Budd's Lake is situated in the Schooley Mountains,

Sussex county, N. J. The most direct way to reach it

is by the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western Railroad to

Stanhope Station, thence stage to the lake, three miles,

three miles.

Budd's Lake is not one of the most picturesque pieces

of water that we know of. It is oblong, being about one

mile across by nearly a mile and a half long, surrounded
mostly by flat lands, rising a little distance back to rolling

hills. But it is a good fishing ground, containing small-

mouth black bass, large-mouth black bass, pickerel, etc..

We give a birdseye view of the lake, from which the

fisherman can easily locate what fishing he wants.

Small-Mouth Black Bass Grounds.—Small-mouth bass

are taken more or less all over the lake, but the best spots

are the deep water, 75 feet out from the Forest House
dock, and extending from the point above down to the

upper end of the bay. From the end of the deep water
down to the point at the lower end of the bay is a sand
bar in about 10 feet of water ; some nice small-mouths are

often taken from this bar. Then around the reef off the

lower point some are often taken. A very good spot, in-

deed, is over and around the reef in the center of the

lake. This reef can be located by following straight out
from the reef just mentioned, until you are in a direct line

between ihe Forest House dock and Smith's House,
shown in map. The reef is about 6 feet under water. The
best bait in Budd's Lake for the large fellows, and there

are many of them that will run to 5 and 6 pounds, is

BIRDS-EYE VIEW OF Rlin nQ I A K M f
Delaware Laoka WANNA ^'W.R.f?.UUMUQ ImM 11 b JV.U. STANHOPE STATiON 3'MIL£S.

good many people who can't see much pleasure in cast-

ing a fly, but that is because the love of the sport was
never born in them. When a man can lie flat upon the

ground in the broiling hot sun in July, waiting for a

bass to take his minnow, he is a true lover of sport, and
gets more out of life than a great many people do.

After hooking a big fish one experiences a sensation

that is so exciting and intoxicating that sometimes after

landing his prize he is attacked with a voilent headache;
but he is perfectly willing to stand all that.

But to go on with my story. I was accompanied on
this trip, as I have been on all former ones, by my old

friend Stiemman Snapp, who would rather wade all day
in the creek enticing the bass than make love to a pretty

girl.

We left old Winchester at 12 o'clock at night and
arrived at the creek about daylight. IJow familiar every-

tliing looked. Even the crudely constructed table we had
put up the summer before was still there, and served

us again on which to eat our meals.

The scenery around this section is beautiful. The \yater

is as clear as crj'stal and as smooth as glass. To follow

the windings of this stream is a strangely fascinating

pastime. Sometimes it slips away beneath the low hang-
ing branches of glossy green ivy and is as dark as ink
among the dense shadows, and moans and sobs among
the gnarled roots and shelving rocks that try to hold it

captive. When you tire of rniu-muring streams you can
climb the high cliffs near by and look afar to lands that

seem fairer than this; where the soft fleece-like clouds
bend down to kiss the slopes of the distant Blue Ridge;
where the wind comes straight over the hills to tell you
strange stories of what it saw and heard before it came
to sob and moan among the dense pines around you.

At night those who Ipye s©Utw<l? the w^ir4 ca"!

the hook he throws himself clear out of the water only
to plunge again into the water out of sight; now he is

zigzagging; now he takes a straight shoot, but the hook
is still fast, and my friend commences to slow him up;
there is not as much line out as there was five minutes
ago, and finally a quivering object is chucked into the
fish basket. We continue on our way, now and then add-
ing to our number. By noon we have caught enough to

satisfy us and retrace our steps toward camp.
We made arrangements to have the Winchester News-

Item sent to us before leaving town, and reading it in

the afternoon was one of the greatest pleasures of the
trip. Before leaving town it was rumored that Mr.
Charles Broadway Rouss, the blind millionaire mer-
chant prince of New York., and Winchester's benefactor,
was going to give $30,000 toward an opera house to be
erected in the city, and on the day before leaving for
home we received the news that it was really a fact,

and to-day there stands in Winchester one of the finest

buildings in the State, costing nearly $100,00, which
but for the great generosity of Mr. Rouss might never
have been erected. This man has done a great deal for
Winchester and there is not a man, woman or child
in the city who does not love him.
Bidding farewell, but hoping to return again, we leave

the rippling, musical waters of Old Back behind us and
are soon going up hill and down hill toward home.

Al Cltne.

Notice.

All communications intended for Fobest and Stream should

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., qqH

r\<)\ to individual connected with the paper-

crickets and grasshoppers during the warm evenings of

July and August. Crickets used in the deep water off

the Forest House dock will generally bring three or four
of the big ones to the net.

Large-mouth black bass—and there are some old
bouncers—are more plentiful than the small-mouth vari-

ety. Their principal grounds are among the lifypads,

skirting the western shore, and around the lower end.
They are mostly taken by casting in holes among the
pads with minnows and frogs. Frogs are a particularly

good bait for them in Budd's Lake.
Pickerel are all over the lake, but average smaller than

most of the lakes in this section, but they are numerous.
In other lakes, which we shall mention hereafter, one
generally gets a fair percentage of 3, 4 and S pound fish,

but here a 5-pound pickerel is quite a novelty. The best

grounds for pickerel are : Starting from the Forest House
dock take a bee-line for the point on the western shore
shown in map, then down to Smith's boat house, keeping
just clear of the lilypads. After passing Smith's boat
house it is all good ground all over the bottom of the

lake, either for still fishing or trolling. The best trolling

rigs for Budd's Lake are Skinner's No. 2 silver and brass

casting spoons, with a piece of white belly from another
fish for bait. We have taken as high as 120 in a day with
these rigs. J. Churchward.

Like Picking Up Money.
In every city, town and village in the United States where there

is shooting or fishing or yachting we want agents to canvass for

subscriptions for Forest and Stream. Every sportsman is deeply
interested in its subjects, and every sportsman is glad to discuss
his doings afield and to hear of the adventures of other sportsmen.
Money is to be made by canvassers for Forest and Stream,

and those who wish to take advantage of the opportunity we offer

should send for premium list and circular.—Fore§t sfld^ S^^esit^i

I'ublishin^ Company, 346 Broadway, New Yo^fc.
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Some Fishing Points.

We have had favorable reports of the following fishing

points as affording fishing worth going for. The name of

hotel or person giving accommodations to sportsmen is

added. Correspondence should be had in advance as to

present conditions of water, etc.

:

. ' Trout.

Orchard Lake House—Emmonsville. Sullivan county,
N. Y.

P. A. Purdy—Smithville Flats, N. Y.
Maple Grove House—^Long Eddy. Sullivan county,

N. Y.
Money's—Lake Pleasant, Hamilton county, N. Y.
W. R. Bishop—Hammond. St. Lawrence county, N. Y.
H. M. Sacey—White Lake, N. Y.
Nat Locke—Indian Lake, N. Y.
Mrs. E. Mead—Indian Lake, N. Y.
American Hotel—Hackettstown, N. J.
W. S. Emery—Eustis, Me.
G. H. Gleason—Portage Lake, Me.
W. L. Parsons—^Dead River, Me.
Billy Soule—Rangeley, Me.
Debsconeag Fish and Game Club—Debsconeag, Me.
Price Bros.—Canadensis, Monroe county, Pa.
D. M. Crane—Canadensis. Monroe county, Pa.
G. C. McKearn—Greely, Pike county, Pa.
S. O. Cest—Spragueville, Pa.
Caleb Ticknor & Son—Great Barrington. Mass.
Hotel Weirs—The Weirs, N. Y.
Geo. E. Armstrong—Perth, N. B.

Black Bass.

W. H. Leavitt—Charleston, Ont., Can.
D. J. Dawson—Wolfe Island, Ont., Can.
H. H. Gill—Henderson Harbor, N. Y.
Silver Bay House—^Silver Bay, N. Y,
HenryfCbx—Maftituck, 'L: L'
F. P. Terr.y—South Salett, WeStCttester county, N. Y.
Beaman's Hotel—Poultney, Vt.
S. R. Searey—Harbor, Me.
D. Corkey—Harwockl, Ont., Can.
Forrest House—Budd's Lake, N. J.
C. J. Coon—Woodruff, Wis.
John, Waterstowe—Greenwood Lake, N. Y.

Salmon. i

,
W. H. Leavitt—Charleston, Ont., Can.

' C. E. Dood—Spruce Brook, George Pond, Newfound-
land.

Norman Jenkins—Burnt Land Brook, N. B., Can.

The Tuna Club.
AvALON, Santa Citalina, Cal., May i.

—

Editor Forest
and Stream: In consequence of the unqualified success
of the rod and reel tournaments of the Tuna Club in

former years, in the interest of a higher standard of sport
and the protection of the game fishes of southern Cali-

fornia, the club will give an open tovtrnament at Santa
Catalina Island, Cal., from May i to Oct. i, 1901, inclu-

sive. The object is to encourage the use of the rod
and light tackle in taking the large game fishes of these
waters, and in every way to elevate the sport to the highest
standard. '

^

The prizes are open to all men not professionals, special
prizes being arranged for ladies.

The only restrictions are the rules of the Tuna Cluhi
that rods and reels must be- used and that rods must not
be less than 6 feet 9 inches in length, the tip of which
must weigh not more than 16 ounces. By the word tip is

meant all that portion of the rod from reel seat to end of
rod; the line must not exceed twenty-four thread or
strand, and be capable of sustaining a dead weight of not
more than 48 pounds. The drag known as the Rabbeth
drag is barred. Each angler must bring his fish to gaff
unaided, and the fish must be reeled in, a broken rod either
before .or after gafiing the fish disqualifying the angler.
The tournament is open to aKiateurs only

; professional
fishermen, those engaged in allied industries, and mem-
bers of their families being debarred, except as stated
in special class I.

Present Holders of Caps and Records.

Lragest tuna: Col. C. P. Morehouse, 251 pounds, first; C. F.
Holder, 183 pounds, second; H, St. A. Earlscliff, 180 pounds, third;
F. V. Rider, 175 pounds, fourth.
Black sea bass: F. S. Schenck, 384 pounds, first; T. S. Manning,

370 pounds, second; T. S. Manning, 330 pounds, third; F. V. Rider,
327 pounds, fourth.
White sea bass: E. M. Boggs, 58 pounds, first; F. F. Garish, 56

pounds, second; Mrs. F. V. Rider, 50 pounds, third.
Yellowtail: F. V. Rider, 41 pounds, first; F. F. Garish, 37 pounds,

second; Mrs. H. W. Hoyt, 31% pounds, third.

Prizes.

Class A—Leaping Tuna.
1. For exceeding the club record. Tuna Club gold medal and

Banning cup.
2. For the largest tuna of the season, presidency of the club

and extra silver-mounted rod.
3. For second largest tuna, silver-mounted rod, offered by James

McDonald, Deposit, New York.
4. For the smallest tuna, booby prize.
5. To the angler taking first tuna of the season, silver-mounted

rod.
6. Special prize to angler taking first tuna between Jan. 1 and

.\pril 31, silver-mounted rod.
7. Special prize for largest tuna taken by a lady, silver-mounted

ti:na rod.
Class B—Black Sea Bass.

1. For exceeding the club record, 384 pounds, Tufts-Lyon silver
cup, Rider-Macomber gold medal and extra silver-mounted rod.

2. For the largest black sea bass other than the above, silver-
mounted rod.

3. For smallest black sea bass of the season, booby prize.
4. Special prize for largest black sea bass taken by a lady, silver-

mounted rod.

Class C—Open to Ladies—White Sea Bass.

1. For the largest of the season, silver-mounted rod.
2. For the second largest, gaff.

Class D—Open to Ladies—Yellowtail.

1. For largest fish of the season, John F. Francis gold medal
and silver-mounted rod.

2. For second largest fish, gaff.

Class E—Open to Ladies—Albacore.
1. For largest fish of the season, silver-mounted rod.

Class F—Rock Bass.

1. For the largest fish of the season, Vom HofQ Uije d(ry«.
Class G—Sheepshead.

3- For largest fish ot season, angler's pipe.

Class H—Whitefish.

1. For the largest fish of the season, gaff,

Class I—Professional Boatmen.

1. For the best equipped launch, three horse-power or oyer, for

fishing purposes; rods, reels, lines and gaffs to be considered;
silver-mounted rod.

2. For the best equipped fishing boat, under three horse-power,
or without engines; rods, reels, Imes and gaffs and general com-
fort to be considered: silver-mounted rod .

3. For the boatman of the angler taking the first tuna of the
tournament season, silver-mounted rod.

All catches made with a view of competing for prizes must be
reported at once to some member of the weighing committee, and
weighed in his presence and posted. No allowance will be made
for shrinkage. Club scales must be used.
Weighing Committee—F. S. Schenck, R. A. Eddy, E. L. Doran,

T S. Manning, Frank V. Rider.
During the tournament of the Tuna Club there will be exhibited

by the Santa Catalina Aquarium and Zoological Station as com-
plete a collection of the living game fishes of this region as
possible, so that contesting anglers may see and observe the fish

before taking them. The rock bass seen here are particularly com-
mended to lovers of 8 and 10 ounce sglit bamboo rods. There will

be shown also, if possible, all the ditterent live baits used bjf the
members of the Tuna Club, including sardine, smelt, mackerel,
crayfish, octopus, clams, sea worms, abalone, flyingfish, squid, etc.

Seasons.

Seasons fluctuate according to local conditions, wind, weather
and food supply.

,

Leaping tuna (Thunnus thyunus). 22 to 250 pounds. May 15 to

Aug. 15. Have been hooked in February.
,

Black sea bass (Stereolepis gigas), 20 to 400 pounds. March to

December. Sometimes all the year.

Albacore (Germo alalunga), 10 to 70 pounds. Nearly all the year.

Yellowtail (Seriola dorsalis), 15 to 60 pounds. March to January.
Often all the year.

and careful study to the work and proved a highly desira-

ble official. His appointment is a good one.
Deputy Game Warden James Latherman, of Wyoming,

has found a waterfall 300 feet high in the Yellowstone
Park. It is located in Box Canon, two and a half miles

northwest of Hell's Half Acre. A heavy growth of tim-

ber conceals the falls, which have been there all these

years without being suspected. E. Hough.
Hartford BuiLDtNG, Chicago, 111.

Bonito (Scr'da chllieti~sjs)j 5 to 16 pounds. March to January.
Cynoscion nobile), average 50 pounds. May 1 toWhite sea bass (Cy

Julv 35.

IJarracuda (Sphyrmna argentea), Sip- to 15 pounds. Spring and
summer. ' '.

Bhie perch (Medialuna) (Scorpis californiensis). All the year.

Sheepshead (Trochocopus pulcher). AH the year.

Rock bass, several kinds, 2 to 12 pounds. All the year.

Halibut and flounder, all the year, .
'

.

Mackerel and swordfish. spring, atid summer.
Whitefish all the year.

, /

He Took the Card.
Editor Eorest and Stream :

I was once presented with a card which made me an
honored but unworthy member of a club of anglers which
can probably boast of a larger membership than any club

in this country; but I lost my membership, and this .is

how I lost it

:

In the latter part of August some years ago a small

part}' of us took the little steamer Varuna at Clayton on
our way up the Bay of Quinte to Trenton. With our
boats and oarsman we naturally attracted some notice, and
received an immense amount of gratuitous information as

to the best fishing grounds in the whole region. At last

one person, who claimed to be an expert angler, strongly
insisted that we should give up our trip to the Bay of

Quinte and visit a lake some eight or ten miles from
Trenton, and assured us that if we did so we would have
the trip of our lives, and to convince us he told us the
following storA'. in which he was corroborated by his two
companions

:

He stated that the week before they had all visited this

lake and that in just eighteen minittes from the time they
began to fish they had caught three bass, weighing together
18 pounds,
"How long a time," I asked, "were you obliged to take

in hooking and landing each fish?"
"Exactly six minutes bj^ the watch."
"And you landed them ?" -

1

"In just eighteen' minutes."
"And they weighed?"
"Exactly 6 poimds each h\ the scales."

"Large or small mouthed bass?"
"Small, ,of course, and they are seldom taken in this

lake weighing less than 6 pounds, although larger ones
are -very often caught." ',

I turned to my friend and said, '"Your story about' this
wonderful lake has made this the saddest day of my life.

I am one of the members of the largest club of anglers in
this country, but I joined on the express condition that if

at any time I met a person whose qualifications for mem-
bership were sitperior to mine I would immediately trans-
fer to him niy token of membership. From this moment
my connection with this club ceases, and I now hand to
you this card, which entitles you to full membership in
my place."

It read as follows : "This card entitles the holder to full

membership in the Ananias Club."
At first he was angry and his face flushed, but his com-

panions jeered at him, and in a moment or two he dis-
appeared and kept out of sight during the rest of the trip.

J. S. Van Cleef.
PouGHKEEPSiE, N. Y., May 1.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Two men this week caught twenty-five fine bass one

day on Cedar Lake, Indiana. Harry Gobel, of this city;
George Murrell, of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club, and
others of our Chicago anglers, have made trips to this
early bass water or others adjacent to Chicago, and they
report fairly decent success. Mr. Murrell was on the Fox
River this week, but did not have very good luck there.
The trout season is a little late in Wisconsin, but some

parties are going out this week, and a few very decent
takes are reported from the lower portions of the State.

I was talking with Mr. Mayer, of this city, who told
me that last fall when he was out at the Sixty-fourth
street pier he saw several bass caught by perch fishers
along the pier. Investigation proved that there is a body
of shallow water in the big lake there between the old
World's Fair pier where the moving sidewalk was and the
short pier south of there, in which space the bottom of
the lake is covered with grass and weeds, making a very
good lying ground for bass. He saw a good many bass
jumping in this place, and thinks he could go out there
and catch a nice string. It is near the mouth of the park
lagoons, and it is known that there are a great many
bass in these lagoons where they have been protected.
These fish were seen last fall, and I have a notion to
keep an eye on that bit of water myself for this summer's
fishing.

Governor Yates has reappointed Nat H. Cohen, of
Urbana, to succeed himself as a member of the Illoinois
State Fis^ Conijnissioii, Cohen has ^ven entliusiasn^

Minfc and Tro«t.

In their latest report the New Hampshire Fish Cr^m-

missioners discuss a phase of droughts in relation to trout

which has not been given the attention it deserves. They
say:
So far as relates to the propagation of food fish, and

particularly those that furnish the best sport for the rod
and reel—namely, the brook trout and landlocked sal-

mon—we have had as great a degree of success as we
could have asked for under the circumstances. Both of

the two summers last passed have been seasons of un-
paralleled drought, and trout streams all over the State,

which had never before been known to fail, went en-
tirely dry. The north part of the State, where the
streams have their rise among the hills and mountains,
and their headwaters fairly well protected by a growth of
timber, suffered far less than the central and southern
portions. Probably many, thousands of trout perished
for want of living water, and in some of the brooks which
did not run dry the fish were all driven into a very few
pools, and became an easy prey to the boy or man who
sE^w fit to drop them a line. Trappers say that mink nevef
were so fat and slick , as they have been this fall, which
is easily, accounted- for by the condition of the streams,
which, were so nearly dried as to render every fish left

alive in them by the drou.ght an easy prey to this hiost
voracious little animal. The mink is the only fish eater

( four-footed) that will take more fish than he needs. He
will fish industriously all day. eating what fish his stomach
will hold, and dragging away and hiding the balance. And
he never was known to go near the dead ones he has
deposited around under various logs and stones, but re-

peats to-day his work of yesterday. So that given such a

season as the two last passed, and the number of fish

destroyed by mink throughout the State is incalcuia!)!e.

There would, in our opinion, be much greater sense shou-n
in estabHshing a fair bounty on that most thorough little

poacher than in keeping it on bears and wolves. Not-
withstanding the reverses we have met with by rea 'on

of the drought, we have had no disposition to abandon
those streams which have in times past furnished so
much good trout fishing. Last spring we restocked ih m
with more fry than we had ever before put into them., and
we propose to k;eep at them, hoping that the summers to

come may not be so disastrous to our work as the two
last passed.

An Adirondack Troot String.

Johnstown, N. Y., May 2.—I inclose clipping from
Johnstown Republican of this date

;

"Charles W. Rowles returned home from Canada Lake
and vicinity last evening with a string of fish whicli has
been looked upon with much admiration by the local

anglers. He pulled seven trout from the Canada Lake
Inlet which tipped the scales at 15 pounds, repre entiiig

the largest sized trout that has been brought to this city

in a long time."
I saw the catch and can verify the statement as to size

and weight. . They were all speckled brook trout, seven in

number, and taken in an afternoon's fishing, and com-
prised the whole catch and are the largest average that
ever came in to our city for one afternoon's fishing. The
season is backward and this is the first catch reported.

C. M. P.

Lobster Claws*

Horse Cave, Ky.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Some
time since I chanced to find in a junk shop the claw of a
lobster which measured 12^4 inches in a straight hne from
point to heel, and about 5 inches broad in the widest part,

it is in perfect condition and has the small claw attached
with a string. I have not been able to get its history, and
would be glad to know if any of your readers has ever
seen a lobster claw to equal this one in size. E. C. H.

[This is by no means a record claw. A 19-pound lob-
ster from Eastport, Maine, had claws measuring 18 inches
in length and 8 inches across ; and the lobster of 30 to 40
pounds m.ust have had claws much larger. For years, ow-
ing to overfishing, the size of lobsters has decreased.]

The Boy with the Pole.

We all know of the barefooted boy with the pole, and
many of us have been so fortunate as to meet him. Mr.
Stone writes of him appreciatively. For more than one
amateur fisherman the boy has come to the rescue from
utter defeat with some suggestion, or, in dire extrem'ty,
with fish. We found the other day in the tackle cata-
logue of Messrs. Wm. Mills & Son, of this city, two 1 itle

pictures of the barefoot boy, which were so unstudied and
true to nature that we asked permission to print them, and
they come in very fith' with Mr. Stone's story.

In the early days of Illinois a gentleman prospecting
through the cottntr}^ found himself at nightfall near a
little two-story log cabin. Having been granted the
privilege of staying all night, he was shown to the attic,

where he found a couple of hounds, who, as his host ex-
plained, always slept there. As he was disrobing he gave
a mighty sneeze, whereupon the two hounds gazed in-
tently at each other a moment and then with one accord
bolted out of the single window the room contained. The
hostess, hearing the racket, appeared above and inquired
the cause. "Why," said the guest, "I sneezed, and the
hounds looked at each other a moment and then flew out
the window."
"Oh! that's it, is it? I'll tell you the reason they did

that. I always whale 'em for sneezing aroitnd the house,
so when you sneezed each thought the other one was the
culprit and jumped out of the window to escape p^nislj-
ment,"—St, Louis Post-Dispatch.
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Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our

columns continuously for a quarter-century.

California Coursing*

Coursing is evidently rapidly increasing in popularity

on the Pacific coast. The coming season promises to be

an exceptionally interesting one in California in the

number of events and entries at the various courses.

More dogs and better ones are being constantly brought

forward and those most familiar with the sport say that

California now has as good dogs as are to be found

ani'where.
Perhaps the plentiful supply of hares has much to do

with the growth and popularity of the sport. The west-

ern jack rabbit is an unfailing product and a good reli-

able sprinter. History does not tell how long he has

held his own against the hordes of coyotes that have

chased him over every acre from the Rockies to the Pa-

cific. Certain it is that the coyote is a natural born

rabbit chaser, and he has about the readiest means of

rapid transit of any creature with four feet to manipu-

late. The hungrier and thinner he is the less resistance

air and space can offer to govern him. The lighter his

plumage becomes, in his contention with his fleas,—

when he gets so thin that the sun shines through him

and leaves no shadow—the more the alacrity he exhibits

in his efforts to annihilate space and encompass jack

rabbits. He has obliterated so many of them that there

are, at this time, but a few billion of them left.

In Nevada a few years a<?o Ihe. stock raisers tampered

with natural conditions by introducing a theoretical inno-

vation. They offered a reward for the extermination of

coyotes, and' it worked. So many coyotes were wiped

out that, it is alleged, the rabbits thrived so well they

not only ate up all the grass, but had begun to obstruct

the railroad. A reward was then offered for rabbit

scalps, a penalty threatened for any person who injured

a coyote, and, at the time my informant came away, rab-

bit scalps and ammunition were the only things to be

seen in Nevada except the landscape.

It seems to me the jack-rabbit does not do himself

the credit with a brace of hounds after him that he does

on his native heath with a pack of ki-yi-ing coyotes in

his wake. The dogs do not make noise enough for him

to think there is anything doinp^. Even when he does

unlimber and wake up to the reality of things he seems

to think he can dodge the hounds, and he always appears

to be surprised that they pick him up while he is doing

.some of his curves. A hotuid's nose is about three inches

longer than a covote's. and the jack has not yet learned

to make the allowance. After a while he will perceive

that two or three inches on the forward end of a hound

may have considerable to do with his personal affairs.

However this may be, I have seen many a rabbit on the

sage-brush plains give a pack of coyotes a longer and

harder run than any I have seen made for the dogs.

At the Open Stake Coursing at Union Coursing Park,

San Mateo county, on x^pril 27 and 28, there were 112

entries and the entire 56 brace of dogs were m form

and participated in the event. The total of the purse

was $875. First monev, $110, was won by Frank Jones'

dog. Wedgewood, with F. A. McComb's Little Sister

winning second money, $70. The remainder of the purse

was awarded in smaller amounts.

The first day was bright, with rather a strong wmd.

A drizzling rain fell during most of the second day.

while a stiff wind made it cold and disagreeable for the

men and dogs in the field. The entire programme was

carried out in a very satisfactory manner. Considering

the number of events and the disagreeable weather of

the second dav the management deserves much credit

for the good work of its fielders, particularly for that of

the judge. John Grace, and the slipper, James Grace.

The "meeting was under the direction of the California

Coursing Committee, which has announced the follow-

ing events for May: 4th and 5th, Sapling and Open
Stake; nth and 12th, Pitppy and Open Stake; iBth and

19th Open Stake; 25th and 26th, California Coursmg
Committee Stake. R.^ns.^cker.

Sajt Francisco, April 29.

Points and Fitjshes*

Mr. 'M. T. Mason, of Chatham, N. Y., writes us as fol-

lows : "There will be a bench show the week following

the Pan-American event at Chatham, N. Y. It will be

under A. K. C. rules, and will be the first annual show
held by the Columbia County Agricultural Society. As
Chatham is only tAventy-five miles from Albany, on B. &
A. R. R., New York and Eastern exhibitors from the

Pan-American will doubtless stop off at this show, espe-

cially as a small entry, good premiums and Hberal classifi-

cation will be a feature of this event."

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and StreAjJ should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing' Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Burley—Hello, Hurley ! Where did you get the dog?
It isn't full-blooded, is it?

Hurley—Well, no; not exactly. I call him Heintz—
fifty-seven varieties, you know.—Town Topics.

The Manitoba Field Trials Club, through its secretary-

treasurer, Mr. Eric Hamber, has issued a circular letter

giving much valuable information to those who contem-

plate attending or participating in its trials. The matter

concerning the customs arrangements is specially note-

worthy. Derby entries close on July 1. All-Age entries

close Aug. I.
' Champion Stake nominations are to be

made on or before Aug. i. Mr. S. C. Bradley has again

consented to act as one of the judges.

Take inventory of the good things in this issue

of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was

given last week. Count on what is to come next

week. Was there ever in all the world a more

abundant weekly store of sportsmen's readingf

*Mid Reef and Rapid —IX.
BY r. R. AVEBB.

The Lewis dam is btiilt at the head of a conglomera-
tion of small islands, located in a sharp turn of the river

to the left, so that the dam seems to be simply a con-

tinuation of the left bank in a straight line, until the

.other bank curves around and meets it; and, to the

canoeist descending the stream, all that appears to re-

main of the diniinishing river disappears through a tall,

massive head gate of hewn timbers into the race—the

mill itself not being visible from the dam, as it is lo-

cated half a mile below. On landing on the dam, how-
ever, the canoeist discovers several little channels lead-

ing down among the islands, no one of which appears
larger than a good sized creek. The most direct and
practical one is the old boat channel, the one nearest the

left end of the dam, and down this narrow, shallow little

stream—after easily sliding our canoes over the dam

—

we now made our way, alternately wading and floating

on the swift, rare-like shoot for a quarter of a mile
until the open river was again reached, and with it

plenty of water.

A fine stretch of river is presented below this place;

the river, flowing broad, swift and deep between low
banks overhung on either side by giant sycamores which
cast their grateful shade far out over the water, behind
which lie broad stretches of rich, well tilled fields—

a

lovely pastoral reach—until it ends at the Lewis mill half

a mile below in a steep, gravelly rapid, down which we
shot with exhilarating speed, successfully avoiding the

numerous big rocks strewn around in careless confusion

at the foot of the rapid.

A mile or so below, a ledge juts out from the right

bank and extends in a long, slanting, down-stream line

clear across the river. One or two small, grass-grown
islands are strung along it, and a gravel bar breaks the

otherwise three or four foot fall into a short, steep rapid.

In fair water the shoot down this short bar is a fine one,

and a passage is ea.sily found almost anywhere along its

length, but at the present stage the bar is impassable,

and the old boat channel at the extreme left must be
taken. It winds around over the end of the ledge next
to the bank, and turns sharply to the right out into the

river again, while right in the turn, just over the verge
of the shoot, in the swiftest water at the most awkward
place imaginable, is a pectiliarly ugly, jagged mass of

honeycombed limestone. It is partictilarly hard to dodge
without running the canoe ashore on the rocks which
line the sides of the narrow shoot, yet it must be dodged,
as a sharp blow and rub against its vile, petrified, sponge-
like edges is more than the stoutest canvas—or cedar

either, for the matter of that—can stand.

We knew this nasty little shoot well, and therefore

approached it with great circumspection, the more neces-

sary because, as we were well aware, places of this char-

acter are at their worst in the lowest water.

George was in the lead, and, after backing and filling

around a few minutes for position, he let go and shot

OA'er the verge and down the shoot. He succeeded in

dodging the ledge in mid-stream, but was swept heavily

ashore on the rocks at the side of tlie shoot below, where,

after vigorous shoving, pushing, poling and swearing, he

succeeded in freeing himself, and passed out into the

deep, still pool below, where he floated idly, his paddle
across his lap, intent on seeing the fun as the rest of

us negotiated the shoot, while I lay up in the shade

under the bank above for the same purpose and to profit

by the other fellows' mishaps.
Lacy went next,- and his experience was quite similar

to George's. The Colonel then essayed the shoot, and
smashed up against the reef squarely amidships with a

crash that made the stout timbers of his big, heavy canoe
fairly crack and groan. Considering his quite respect-

able' avoirdupois, the blow was a terrible one, and I was
really surprised to see him shove off from the rocks and
go bumping and dragging down the remainder of the

channel into the still water below, apparently unharmed;
and my respect for the toughness and strength of a well

made canvas canoe—already well founded

—

was most ma-
terially strengthened by the incident.

It was my turn next; so, cautiously drawing my canoe
out from under the bank, stern first, into position, back

paddling carefully as I drifted down into the powerful

suction of the shoot, I approached.
In order to avoid beaching on the rocks below, as

George and Lacy had done, it was necessary to lay close

to the reefs in 'mid channel, so I steered as closely as

I dared—a fatal mistake, for I saw in an instant that I

was to share the Colonel's fate.

Hastily shoving my paddle out to port, however, with

a vigorous jab I caught the reef firmly with my paddle

blade and eased my canoe gently down against it, hold-

ing the boat off all I could.

In spite of all my efforts, however, the harsh, coral-

like finger tips rasped horribly along my side as I gently

dropped down away from the dangerous proximity. I

made the remainder of the shoot at the expense of a

few thumps from the rocks at the bottom and speedily

rejoined the others, who had turned their bows down
stream again and were lazily paddling along.

"Did you strike hard, Colonel?" Lacy was saying as

I came up alongside.

"Oh, no," replied the Colonel carelessly, as he struck

a match on the hatch framing which lay inverted in front

of him and lit his pipe again. ''I just bumped and scraped
a little as I came down; that's all."

''The Colonel never strikes hard or sticks fast," said

George. "When he gets out into the water he does it

because he likes to wade."
"How did you get that little hole in the side of your

canoe, then ?" Lacy continued. "Why, I can crawl aboard
through it!"

"Great fish hooks, Colonel!" exclaimed George, "the
whole side of your canoe is busted in!"

"Oh, get out I what are you giving us !" exclaimed the
Colonel. "Why, I haven't shipped a drop of water!"

"Well, I advise you not to lean too far over to port, or
you'll speedily ship a boatful of it," I put in.

"Put your hand down, man, and see for yourself,"
added George. "The break's just above the water line."

"Jeem—sis cousin ! why, I can shake hands with my-
self, right through her side!" exclaimed the Colonel in

consternation, as he took this simple advice, and reach-
ing down along the side of his canoe, discovered a
ghastly rent in the canvas along the freeboard just above
the water line, a foot and a half long.
"The fram.e timbers are smashed, too! the whole side

of the boat's smashed in!" he continued, in utter dismay,
as he investigated the break from the inside.

"Yes, you touched a little bit heavily, I'm afraid," said
Lacy drily, as he lit his little brierwood.
"That had better be attended to at once," I said

"Yonder is the old Governor Walker place," as the
fine old mansion opened up to view, around a wooded
point. Embowered in stately trees, its well kept grounds
sloping gently down to the river in front from the little

eminence on which it stood, it presented a stately ap-
pearance as we dropped down toward it. "We'll land
there for lunch and then repair damages'."

"I expect that would be best," replied the Colonel;
"the rent is above water and I expect I could easily run
to our camp at Three Springs, which is only three or
four miles below, but I might hang up on a rock or fish

dam on the way, and the boat careen and fill with water
before I could get off."

' "Yes, and there's plenty of rough water before we
get there, with reefs ad infinitum, not to mention a fish

dani or two, and you will be quite likely to ship some
water before we get there," said George.
"Oh, I don't think I would take any water in the

rapids," replied the Colonel. "My boat is a dry boat,

and rides the waves like a duck."
"You will have an opportunity to try the experiment

fight here," George continued, as we approached the
head of a long half mile shoot, down along whose surface
the surges ran pretty high, while at the foot of the
rapid, even at that distance, the big "white houses"
could be seen gamboling and throwing their shaggy
white manes high in the air, the bright foam-crests glit-

tering and sparkHng in the sun as we closed our hatches
and drew up our aprons before dipping—one at a time
—down over the crest, and beginning the long, exhil-

arating shoot.
"Well, did you take any water?" I exclaimed, as I

joined the others at the bank below the foot of the
rapid and just above the Walker place, where they had
arrived before me. As I spoke, I threw up my apron,
throwing overboard as I did so a bucketful or so of

water reposing in a pellucid little pool in the hollow of

my apron in my lap; while my wet, shining decks, from
which the water was still running and dripping over the
gunwales, like rain from the roof of a house, bore ad-
ditional testimony as to the size and weight of the
aforementioned "white horses," no^^' gamboling and
tossing a hundred yards astern of us up the river.

"Yes, I believe a little did dash in as I came down
that last pitch," he replied, as he stepped ashore, "but
none to amount to anything. I expect, though, it had
better be fixed after lunch," he continued, drawing his

wounded canoe well up cn the bank after him.
"I think myself it will be the safest plan," I replied,

as I opened up my hatches and lifted out the mess-
chest, upon which I placed my folded camp stool, and
then on the top of both folded the three cushions of my
mattress, having previously drawn my boat well up
ashore, where the entire fleet now lay stranded.
"Look at that scratch on the side of your own canoe.

Commodore," said Lacy. "It is exactly like the cut in

the Colonel's boat."
An investigation revealed a long line of paint scratched

and rubbed off the side of the Frankie on the freeboard,
above the water line, in exactly the same place as the
Colonel's break, the line being quite similar in outline
to the rent in his boat. As, however, the canvas was un-
injured, no harm was done, but it conclusively illustrated

what a narrow escape I had from sharing the Colonel's
fate.

My plunder was carried up the bank to a nice turfy

spot under the trees, where—Lacy having by this time
returned from Walker's with a bucket of water—we
gathered around the convenient little mess chest, and did
ample justice to an ample lunch of cold sliced ham, sar-

dines, pickles, bread and butter and cheese, with a hard
boiled egg apiece by way of relish, after which our mat-
tresses were brought into- play, and our after-dinner
smoke accomplished in lu.xury, flat on our backs, our
heads and shoulders supported by our upturned camp-
stools, over which one cushion of the mattresses was
thrown, and our feet and lower limbs extending over
the matresses and down the sloping bank.
Another convenient feature of the oiled mattress bags

is that in addition to the protection afforded the mat-
tresses in the canoe from the water and weather, they
can be thrown carelessly down anywhere—even where the
ground or grass is damp—without fear of soiling or
dampening the mattress inside—a great convenience, for

our after-lunch smoke and siesta is quite an institution

of our cruises.

After our lunch and smoke—in the interim the Colonel's

boat having thoroughly dried out, while he hauled it

further up on the bank and turned it tip on one side so as

to get the wound uppermost and in good position for

operating upon—I went to my own canoe, and from one
of those inestimable pockets which hang up under the

washboard along each side of the cockpit I drew out a
small roll of stout duck and a little muslin bag of resin,

while from another I procured a bottle of alcohol and a
small brass alcohol lamp, or stove (if so small an article

could be called a stove). Lacy in the meanwhile procuring

the malleable iron ladle packed in the expeditionary camp
stove in his canoe, and carried for this purpose (as well

as for the supplementary purpose of refreshing the fire in

the stove with a small dash of coal oil now and then, when
the wood is wet, or when the fire dies down at some
critical juncture, as it occasionally does, the popular ser-

vant-girl method of pouring directly from the can upon
the fire not being much in vogue in our party), and while I

placed the lamp on a flat stone in a sheltered place from

the breeze under the bilge of the Colonel's canoe and
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filled it witli akdhol, the Colonel cut three pieces of can-

vas from the roll of duck of a size sufficient to cover the

hole—one single piece being too large to quickly and con-

veniently handle. In the meantime George, liaving con-

tributed his share to the process by preparing a couple of

little chisels or scalpels cut from a yi'm. limb from the

nearest sycamore and flattened at one end to a knife-kke

blade, with which to plaster on the patch, made ready with

the kodak to catch us in the act.

All being ready, I lighted the alcohol lamp, and, holding

the ladle, in which I had placed two or three table-

spoonfuls of resin, over the blaze, I soon had the resin

reduced to a seething liquid, whose fragrant, aromatic

odor diffused itself in the air around. I then took about
half a teaspoonful of lard from the lard can in the mess
chest and dropped it in the melted resin, stirring it in

with one of the flattened sticks. When it was thoroughly
melted in, I poured a few drops of the mixture into a

cup of river water which Lacy held for me, kneading the

cooled drops between my fingers to test its consistency. A
little more lard was added, and the water test again ap-

plied, until the compound had lost its brittleness and was
about the consistency of fairly pliable shoemaker's wax,
when it was pronounced ready to use.

A piece of the canvas was immersed in the boiling com-
pound until thoroughlj'^ coated and saturated, when it was
lifted out between the two flattened sticks and quickly

placed over one end of the break and plastered smoothly
down. The other end of the break was next fixed in the

same- manner, after which a patch was placed over the

remaining open space in the middle, a little hot compound
poured over the completed patch and quickly plastered

over the entire surface (rapid work is necessary, as the

mixture cools and hardens rapidly), and the job was
done, and the Mary Lou—her beauty considerably dis-

figured by the big resin-colored patch on her cheek—was
again waterproof. An examination of her frarrie inside

revealed less damage than the Colonel had at first sup-

posed. One of her stout inch-pine cross sections, or

moulds, was shattered, however, but we could not con-

veniently repair this, and as it did not materially impair

her efficiency, we did nothing to it.

The river makes a great ox-bow bend to the right and
background to the left again of several miles in ex-
tent; clear around the front of the Walker

_
place, and

coming back below to a point considerably in the rear

of the place, before again bending sharply to the right and
resuming its course down the valley.

We found the first reach, of a mile or so around the

bend to the right, full of reefs. The river was wide, swift

and very shallow, and great patience and care were re-

quired in order to safely negotiate this reach, particularly

in the upper part, and hang-ups were by no means in-

frequent. At the bottom of the reach, in the great crescent

to the left, is a mile or so of eddy, as the still reaches are

incorrectly termed, in local parlance, and at the present
stage of water we found this reach as currentless as a mill

pool, and a tedious half an hour's paddling was required in

order to work our way through it. The river impinges
against the base of the outlying spurs of the Blue Ridge
along here, and the right bank rose to a considerable

height, densely clothed with trees and broken by the

longitudinal straight line of the Norfolk & Western Rail-

road, as it lay in an ugly, red clay gash, high up above
the water.
A couple of gentlemen fishing from a big white skiff

about half way down this reach proved to be Dr. Tom-
kins and Mr. Avis, of Charleston, W. Va., who were
spending a few summer weeks at the Walker place." They
showed us a fine catch, among which was a huge 5lb.

bass. It was the biggest one I had ever seen, and I took it

up and handled it with great interest and respect, specu-
lating meanwhile with the Colonel as to how he would
feel at the business end of our light flv tackle.

We told the fishermen that we would camp at Three
Springs, some three miles or so below, and invited them
to visit us in the evening, which, a,s it was not over a
mile across the country from their stopping place, they
readily agreed to do, and the Colonel and I paddled on
after George and Lacy, who were by now some little dis-

tance ahead.

We finally worked through this mile or more of eddy,
which ends in a broad flat bar, which stretches across
the breadth of the river in a gravelly beach, mostly above
water, until the lower end of the eddy looks more like

the bottom of a long, narrow lake or pond than the con-
tinuation of a river. At the left a deep, narrow channel,
not more than a few boats' lengths in width, carries all

the water iu the river over the bar in a strong, deep
stream, which then pitches away down hill in a glorious

tapid, a quarter of a mile long, with the usual long, semi-
circular fringe of stones, boulders, etc., piled up across the
lower end. We plunged swiftly in a shouting procession
down this surging shoot and pitched head first and one
at a time over the rockj' fringe at the bottotn, escaping
with a few thumps apiece, and were buried in the suds
below, which rolled in sheets from our decks, leaving them
glistening and shining, mirror-like, ni the sun.

From here on down to where the river flows deep, still

and lake-like in the broad expanse of the Shaver mill

pool, some three or four miles below, is one continuous
rapid. We have had fine sport in running this stretch of
river on former cruises, but on the present phenomenally
low water we had all we could do to get througl7 it at all,

for it is literally ribbed and seamed with reefs, huge
sections of which project in great masses, high out of the
water, scattered here and there over the surface of the
river in picturesque confusion, and as might be ex-
pected, great caution was required in order to navigate
this water at all, and many and frequent were the bumps,
thumps and hang-ups scored by each and every one, al-

though all succeeded in getting through without having
.• to get out.

The scenery down along this reach is vfery beautiful.

We had turned our backs upon the ugly red scar upon
the mountainside in which lay the railroad tracks, and in

front of us, as the river wound to the left, the banks on
the right rose in a high bluff, upon which, and command-
ing a fine river prospect, stood a large, fine looking brick
farmhouse, the massive white columns supporting the
porch in true Southern style standing out conspicuously
against the red brick background. To the left the banks
were low, and we looked out over pleasant, well-tilled

fields, with the handsome brick Weaver residence in the
forcfTQuad, while immediately behind it rose the majestic

peak in which the Southern end of the Massanutton range
springs from the valley, whose portals we were just en-

tering, the grand, imposing slope of the peak being strik-

ingly beautiful, while every tree and bush on the mnuntain-
sidc stood out in distinctness in the clear, pure atmos-
phere, while the picturesque masses of rock scattered

freely around in the river bed, around and ariiong which
the swift, clear waters rippled caressingly, breaking into

pearly foam, made up a foreground charming in its

beauty.
I had a clumsy, troublesome time of it getting over the

big fish dam opposite Weaver's, and half a mile above
our camp at Three Springs. I had lagged some distance

behind the others, and they had slipped over the dam, ap-

parently without trouble or delay, some little time before I

even reached the couple of hundred yards or so of slack

water above it. I was familiar with the location of the

shoot, and merely noting that each canOe, as it approached,
turned to the left and disappeared over the dam with a

parting glimpse of the shoulders and helmet of the occu-

pant, and the uplifted, sharply pointed stern of the

canoe, I paid no special attention to the exact spot, but
drove my canoe swiftly through the slack water above
down upon the dam, intent only on getting over and catch-

ing up as quickly as possible. Approaching the dam I

gave a glance down the usual place, then, closing my
Iia.tches and pulling up my apron^—^for the shoot was
about a boat's length long, with a drop of 3 or 4ft., and
quite rough—I drove my canoe briskly over.

In my careless haste I went over a yard too far to the
left, and my bow brought up with a crash on a sunken
rock just below the crest of the dam and held fast. The
swift rush of water caught the stern of my canoe in its

relentless^ grasp and swung it resistlessly round and
hurled the canoe down over the dam sidewise. As soon
as the bow hung I threw off my apron and hatch in anti-

cipation of the inevitable capsize, and prepared to jump.
The stern crashed down on the rocks and hung- up like-

wise, leaving the canoe broadside on, across the full flow
of water over the dam, and over she went.

[to be continued.]
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MAY.

11. Manhasset, Bay, first series race for Jacob cup, Port Washing-
ton, Long Island Sound.

18. Huguenot, special, New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
25. New Rochelle, special, New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
,30. South Boston, club race, City Point, Boston Harbor.
30. East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Massachusetts Bay.
SO. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
30. Harlem, annual regatta, City Island, Long Island Sound.
30. Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
30. Bridgeport, special, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.
30. Canarste, opening and parade, Carnarsie, Jamaica Bay.
30. Brooklyn, opening, Gravesend Bay.
30. Staten Island, Stapleton, S. I.

30. American, opening, Milton Point, Long Island Sound.
30. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
30. Manhasset Bay, second series race for Jacob cup. Port Wash-

ington, Long Island Sound.
30. Seawanhaka Corinthian, races for raceabouts, Seawanhaka

knockabouts and club catboats. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
JUNE.

1. Knickerbocker, annual, College Point, Long Island Sound.
1. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
5. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
8. Canarsie, pennant championship, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
8. Manhasset, annual. Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
8. Brooklyn, open, Gravesend Bay.
8. South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.

12. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
15. South Boston, club cruise, City Point, Boston Harbor.
15. Beverly, club. Monument Beach.
15. New York C. C, annual, Gravesend Bay.
15. Larchmont, spring regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
15. Seawanhaka Corinthian, iirst race, Center Island cup, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
15. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
15-17. Boston, cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
16. South Boston, cruise, City Point, Boston Harbor.
17. Beverly, open sweepstake. Monument Beach.
17. Duxbury, club race, Duxbury, Mass.
17. Hull-Massachusetts, classes over 18ft^ Hull, Boston Harbor.
17. Dorchester, classes 18ft. and under, Dorchester, Boston Harbor.
17. Corinthian, first club championship, Marblehead, Mass.
17. East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Mass.
17. Brooklyn, annual regatta, Gravesend I?ay.
17. Pavonia, annual, Bayonne, Newark Bay.
17. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
18 Atlantic, annual, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
19. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
20. New York, annual. New York Bay.
20. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
22. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
22. Marine and Field, open, Gravesend Bay.
22. Manhasset Bay, third series race for Jacob cup, Port Washing-

ington, Long Island Sound.
22. New Rochelle, annual. New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
22. Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
22. Seawanhaka Corinthian, second race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
25. American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
25. New York, Glen Cove cups, Long Island Sound.
26. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
27-28. Seawanhaka Corinthian, special, Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
29. Boston, City Point, Boston Harbor.
29. Atlantic, annual. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
29. Burgess, Marblehaed, Massachusetts Bay.
29. Seawanhaka Corinthian, annua! race for Leland challenge cup

for raceabouts. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
JtJI-Y.

2, 4, 6. Newport, Y. R. A., cup defender class, Newport.
2. Indian Harbor, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
3. Columbia, City Point, Boston Harbor.
3. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
3-8, Brooklyn C. C., cruise, Gravesend Bav.
4 Beverly, open sweepstake. Monument Beach,
4. DuxburVj^ club race, Dttxbury, Mass.
4. Boston City, City Point, Boston Harbor.
4. Corinthian, second club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay,
4. East Gloucester, open, Gloucester, Mass.
4. GF»vfi$^4 Bay V. K, first opcii regatta. Graves^d Jay,

4. Larchmont, annual regatta and schooner races for Gblt cup,
Larchmont, Long Island Sound.

4. Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long island Sound.
4. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
4. Pavonia, Mclnnis cup, Bayoone, Newark Bay.
4. Canarsie, parade, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
4. Penataquit Corinthian, annual, Bay Shore, L. I.

4. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
4. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
5-11. Atlantic, cruise. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
6. Shinnecock Bay, club. Shinnecock Bay.
6. Mosquito Fleet, City Point, Boston Harbor.
6. Riverside, annual. Riverside, Long Island Sound.
6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, third race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
6. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
6. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.
8. Norwalk, annual, South Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
9. 10, 11. New York, Newport series. Newport.

10. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
13. Moriches, club.
13. Corinthian, third club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
13. Beverly, club, Monument Beach.
13. Larchmont, open, first day of race week, Larchmont, Long

Island Sound.
13. Seawanhaka Corinthian, race for Roosevelt memorial cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
13. Manhasset, special, Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
13-20. Larchmont. race week, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
17. Beverly, Buzzards Bay.
17. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
18, 20, 23. Newport Y. R. A., special races, Newport.
20. Westhampton C. C, club.
20. Winthrop, Winthrop, Mass.
2C. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
20. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
20. South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
20. Stamford, annual, Stamford, Long Island Sound.
20. .Seawanhaka Corinthian, fourth race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
20. Trial race to select Canada cup defender, Chicago, Lake

Michigan.
20. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
22. New York, cruise, rendezvous. Glen Cove.
22. Harvard, cruise, rendezvous, Morris Cove, L. I. Sound.
22. Canarsie, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
23. New York, cruise to the eastward.
24. Seawanhaka, cup race. Lake St. Louis.
24. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
25. 26, 27. Hull-Massachusetts, invitation races, Hull, Mass,
27. Beverly, open sweepstake. Monument Beach.

'

27. Corinthian, fourth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay,
27. Shinnecock Bay, special, Shinnecock Bay.
27. Sea Cliff, annual. Sea Cliff, Long Island Sound.
27. Northport, annual, Northport, Long Island Sound.
27. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fifth race for Center Island cup, Oyster

Bay. Long Island Sound.
27. Manhasset, fourth series race for Jacob cup. Port Washing-

ington. Long Island Sound,
29. New York, Astor cup races, Newport.
29-30. Busgess, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
30-31. New York, trial races to select America Cup defender,

Newport.
31. Corinthian, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
31. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

AUGUST.
1-3. Corinthian, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
1. New York, trial race to select cup defender, Newport.
3. Duxbury, club, Duxbury, Mass.
3. Beverly. Corinthian, Monument Beach.
5. Moriches, association regatta.
3. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
3. Hempstead Harbor, annual, Hempstead Harbor, L. I. Sound.
3. Seawanhaka Corinthiari, Robert Center memorial cup races,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
3 Manhasset Bay, special. Port Washington, Long Island Sound,
5, 6. Manchester, West Manchester, Massachusetts Bay.
7. Misery Island, Salem Bay, Mass.
7, 8. East Gloucester, Gloucester, Mass.
7, East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
9. 10. Annisouam. Ipswich Bav, Mas.s.

10. Beverly, Van Rensselaer cup, open. Monument Beach,
10. Westhampton C. C, association regatta.
10. Brooklyn, Gravesend Bay.
10. Horsehoe Harbor, annual, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
10. Bridgeport, special, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.
10. Seawanhaka Corinthian, sixth race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
10-15. Chicago, races for the Canada cup, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
12, 13. American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
17. Manhasset Bay, club series races for points; open to knock-

abouts (21 and 18ft.), cabin and open catboats, bay boats,
Manhasset raceabouts and sailing dories, Port Washing-
ington. Long Island Sound.

17. Moriches, open.
17. Wollaston, Ouincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
17. Corinthian, Bfth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
17. South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
17. New York, New York Bay.
17. Indian Harbor, annual, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
17. Seawanhaka Corinthian, seventh race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
17. Canarsie, Corinthian regatta, Jamaica Bay.
17. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
30, 22, 24, 27, 29. American cup races, Sandy Hook.
24. Shinnecock Bay, association regatta, Shinnecock Bay.
24. Corinthian, sixth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Ba>.
24. South Boston, ladies* day. City Point, Boston Harbor.
26. Cape Cod, Provincetown, Mass.
27. Wellfleet, Wellfleet, Mass.
29. Plymouth, Plymouth, Mass.
30. Kingstown, Kingstown, Mass.
31. Duxbury, Duxbury, Mass.
31. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
31 Westhampton C. C, open.
31. East Gloucester, club, Gloucester, Mass.
31 Marine and Field, Gravesend Bay.
31. Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound,
31. Huntington, special, Huntington, Long Island Sound.
31. Manhasset Bay, club series races for points; open to knock-

abouts (21 and 18ft.), cabin and open catboats, bay boats,
Manhasset raceabouts and sailing dories. Port Washing-
ton, Long Island Sound.

31. Larchmont, special, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
ISEPTEMBER.

2. Beverly, open. Monument Beach.
2. Dux:bury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
2, 3. Corinthian, cruise, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Lynn, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Gravesend Y. R. A., all classes, Gravesend Bay.
2. Norwalk, special, South Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
2. Sachem's Head, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound,
2. Larchmont, fall regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
2. Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
2. Pavonia, special, Bayonne, Newark Bay.
2. Canarsie, ladies' day, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
2. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
2. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
2 Chicago, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
3. Shinnecock Bay, open, Shinnecock Bay.
5, 6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, open special, Oyster Bay, L, I.

Sound.
7. Beverly, open. Mattapoisett.
7. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fall regatta. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
7. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
7. Lynn, Y. R. A., rendezvous.

14. Brooklyn, fall regatta, Gravesend Bay, New York Bay.
14. Larchmont, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
14. Indian Harbor, fall regatta, Greenwich, Conn.
14. Manhasset Bay, club series races for points; open to knock-

abouts (21 and 18ft.), cabin and open catboats, bay boats.
Manhasset raceabouts and sailing dorses. Port Washing-
ton, Long Island Sound.

14. Atlantic, fall regatta, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
21. New York C. C., fall regatta, Gravesend Bay.
21. Manhasset Bay, fall regatta, Port V/ashington, L. I. Sound.
21. Canarsie, commodore's cup races, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
28. Manhasset Bay, fifth series race for Jacob cup. Port Washing-

ton, Long Island Sound.

The Forest and Streak is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should, reach, us at the
latest by Monday and a» moch earlier aa practicable.
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The Boston Herald's foreign correspondent in speaking

of Shamrock II. in the trial on last Saturday, says:

"Shamrock II. had her first trial off Southampton to-day,

and certainly did well. There was fine weather for the

te t, the water being smooth and the wind varying from
four to ten knots. The results suggest that Watson has

done well by his tank experiments, for the challenger goes
through the water cleaner and sweeter than any yacht
of her size ever seen on this side of the water. However,
at t mes she gives one the impression of going down by the

head when hard pressed, but whether this is really so or

is simply an impression produced by the manner in which
the line of white paint is drawn on her bronze is yet de-

batable.
_ ,

_

Her canvas looked good, but it was a heavy stiit, that

will not be used in the Cup races. It is cut fuller than the
sa Is of Shamrock I.

She is unmistakably tender, for a ten-knot breeze was
sufiicient to put her lee rail under.

She sailed alongside Shamrock I. for a short distance

—

too short to give any reHable comparison. The old boat
is clearly incapable of holding her own, however, as she
was drawing a big quarter wash, while the' challenger was
going clean, and overhauled and passed her with the

greatest ease. Under these conditions she could give

the first Shamrock a minute a mile.
'

The new boat took the bottom off Ryde, but was pulled

off by a launch uninjured.

Our Boston Letter.

Boston, May 6.—A question which has been bothering

the yachtsmen around Boston for some time seems now
to be practically settled. A recent dispatch from Eng-
land states on 'reliable authority that Sir Thomas Lip-

ten has said he W'Ould bring Shamrock II. around to

Boston after the close of the Cup races and that she would
take part in the races for the cups and prizes offered by
Thomas W. Lawson. The success'^^f these races de-

pended largeV on the decision of Sif Thomas, but up to

the present time he has been very conservative in regard

to h.s possible future action in the matter. With the

entry of Shamrock II. it is expected that many of the

large racers of the New York Y. C. will enter the races

and that all three of the 90-footers will take part.

Within the past few days a rum.or has been floated that

Thom.as W. Lawson may turn his back on 90-footers and
Cup race=; to accompany his wife on a trip to Europe in

his beautiful steam yacht the Dreamer. At Mr. Law- '

son's ofiice the rumor has not been confirmed, but enough
has been gleaned to show that the rumor was not with-

out foundation, and that it would not be surprising in

tlie least if Mr. Lawson should make the proposed trip.

I\Irs. Lawson has been quite ill, and her physician has

advised that she go abroad. If she should go it is more
than likely that Mr. Lawson will accompany her. Nothing
has been definitely decided yet. and it may be that Mr.
Lawson will strll see the efforts of Independence as an
aspirant fcr Cup defender honors.

It ha; been stated that the launching of Independence
has been definitely decided, and that she will take the

water on May 18. Work has been progressing well on her

during the rast week, and there is no doubt that she can

be got ready by that time. The work of riveting the

alrm num deck plating has proceeded very rapidly. The'
alum, num rivets are driven cold and they are headed iip

about cne-half the time it takes to perform the same
operation on heated bronze or steel rivets. Her steel

m.ast is being constructed inside the boiler shop. About
30ft. of it has now been assembled. There are eight

long'tudinal angle irons, the same number that Herres-
hoff is using. The diaphragm plates are cut in to fit over

the ang'e irons, and there is a flange at the circumference

of the plates on which the o^^ter plating of the mast is

butted. Work on the steel gaff has been started, eight or
trn plates having now been bored and rolled. At Lawley's
the hol'-ow wooden boom is being finished up and the

hollow gaff was glued last week.

/ The first race of the season for Hull-Massachusetts Y.
C. boat= was sailed Saturday. As might have been ex-

pected the race was between the i8-footers conforming
tn the restrictions of the Eighteen-Foot Kno.ckabout Asso-
ciatirn. Four of these boats were launched last week, and
it wa'; between these that the race was sailed. The match
was the result of the usual pride each owner had in his

cnm'ng boat. They sailed for $10 a corner, the winner
taking $30 and the second boat $10.

This first race had more than the usual interest, be-

cause among the competitors three entirely different types

of boats were represented. The four which competed
were Ayaya, owned by W. P. Keyes

;
Aspinquid, Oriana

and Bal:chante. Ayaya, which won the race, was designed

by her owner and built by a house carpenter named
Knight at Hull. Aspinquid was designed and built by
Shiverick, of Kingston; Oriana was designed by Fred
Lawley and built by the Lawley Company; Bacchante was
des gned and built by Hanley, -of Quincy Point.

Ayaya is one of the semi-keel boats, drawing about 2ft.

6'n. of water and carrying a centerboard. Asqinpuid is

one of the same type. Oriana is a keel boat drawing the

limit of the class, and looks as if she had more speed in

her than was shown Saturday. Bacchante is an out-and-
out centerboard, without a pound of outside ballast. She
is a typical Hanley boat, resembling much the famous
H. O. 25-footers of last season.

The four lined up for the start in a piping northwester,
which made double reefs the order of the day. The breeze
held true as far as direction was concerned, but was as

fickle as to strength as mmt northwesters are. At times

it would blow steadily with little or no sea, and the little

fellows would skim along as though possessed of life

;

again, a puff would come down across the bay which
would bring them all up shaking.
Ayaya got the best of the start, with Asqinquid second.

Oriana third and Bacchante last. The first leg, to the

spar buoy off Sheep Island, was a broad reach. Ayaya
kept the lead she established at the start and turned the
buoy first. Both Ayaya and Bacchante overstood the

mark and went for it with sheets broad off. On the
reach across Oriana came up and took second place from
Aspinquid.
On the ^xt leg to Strawberry Hill, which was also a

reach, the order remained the same. Ayaya turiiing first,

followed by Oriana, Aspinquid and Bacchante. On the

Uiro to windward Orifin^, the feed bo^L ^pok a su44f?

spurt, and it looked as though she would be first to reach
the line on the first round. Ayaya, however, was piling
along steadily, and her owner was keeping her looking
closer to. tlife wind and making her go there. When
they made the last tack for the line it was seen that Ayaya
was in far the weather position and also ahead. She
turned the stake boat with a good margin and romped
away for the Sheep Island mark a winner, barring
accidents.
No accidents occurred, and she steadily increased her

lead to the finish, although there was less than a minute
between her and the second boat. On the last round
both Aspinquid and Bacchante shook out their reefs, but
even then Ayaya proved too much for them. The finish
between Aspinquid and Oriana was the most exciting in-

cident of the race. From the first mark Oriana had led
Aspinquid around the course. After the Strawberry Hill
ms.s passed for the last time and they were headed for the
3iime, Aspinquid commenced to crawl up. Oriana was con-
stantly luffed, so much so that

, she lost headway. The
skipper of Aspinquid saw this and he forced his boat.
They were constantly splitting tacks, and just before the
line was reached Aspinquid crossed Oriana' s bow and
"headed her over the line by eighteen seconds. The follow-
ing is the summary :

'

Name and Owner. Act. Time.
Ayaya, W. P. Keyes 1:30:43
Aspinquid. C. A. Comey 1:31:12
Oriana, Alfred Douglas 1:31:30
Eacchaate. Humphrey and Lauriat 1:35:56
The Regatta Committee of the Savin Hill Y. C. has

Small Yacht Constrttction and i

Rigging*
BY LINTON HOPE.

Introduction—Types of Boats.

PART I.—BUILDING.
1. Tools.
2. Materials.
3. Laying off, making moulds, and setting tip in frame
4. The rabbet, ribbands, and fairing.
5. Timbering and planking.
6. Floors, shelf, and deck beams.
7. The rudder and trunk, and center cage
8. Laying the deck, coamings, etc.

^

9. Caulking, stopping and painting.
10. Lead keels and centcrplates.
11. Spars.
12. Deck fittings and iron work.
13. Cabin fittings.

PART II.—RIGGINa
1. Rope, blocks and fitting rigging.
2. Bending and setting sails.

3. Varinus rigs.

4. Roller head sails and reef gears.
Design of 22ft. C. B. sailing boat.
Design of 24ft. L. R. fast cruiser.

Introduction,

So many amateurs nowadays understand the use of carpenters'
tools, and have some knowledge of yacht designing, thanks to the
late Dixon Kemp's admirable books, that I feel sure a few hints
on practical boat and small yacht building will interest yachtsmen
generally, and I hope be of some assistance to those who wish to

QUI VIVE-DESIGNED BY JOHN B. HERRESHOFF IN 1862.

sent in the list of events for the season, among which is

a Y. R. A. race, thus adding to the already long Hst of

Association races. The fixtures of the club are as fol-

lows :

June 22, Saturday—Y. R. A. open.

July 6, Saturday—Club race.

July 20, Saturday—Club race.

Aug. 3, Saturday—Club race.

Aug. 17, Saturday—Club race.

At Lawley's the interior work and engine are being put
in the Sloane auxiliary 85-footer. The Burgess Y. R. A.
2i-footer is all planked. The interior work is being put
in the Herter 35-footer, the Lowell 25-footer and the
Binney 70-footer. The Boreland 86ft. steamer will be
launched very soon. The Y. R. A. 21-footer for H. H.
Wiggin is in frame. The 15-footer designed by Fred
Lawley is planked. She is a small Hostess and looks as

though she would develop speed proportionate to that

of the Quincy boat. John B. Killeen-.

YACHTING ISfEWS NOTES.
Wyckofif Brothers & Taylor, of Clinton, Conn., have

completed three of the Larchmont one-design boats, and
the other two are being planked. These boats were de-'

signed by Messrs. Gardner & Cox, and they are handsome
craft that should show a good turn of speed. Mr. R. W.
Bainbridge, of Brooklyn, has had a house-boat built by
Wyckoff Brothers & Taylor. She is 70ft. over all. 63ft.

on the waterline, 21ft. beam and 2ft. draft. The boat will

be rigged as a yawl, with a leg-of-mutton mainsail and
jib. This firm has built a i6ft. power tender for Mr.
Bainbridge.

8^

Mr. R. C. Robbins has sold the raceabout Pirate to Mr.
George Bird.

9^ 8^

Mr. A. H. Hagemeyer has sold the knockabout Lorelei

to Mr. J. M. Ellsworth.

4^ 1^

The Si-footer Huguenot has been run out of the shop
at Huntington's yard at New Rochelle. She will be
taken to South Brooklyn shortly, where she will be put
in the dry dock and have her fin put in place. As soon as

this is done, she will Ije rigged ?nd put in con4ition for

^he racing seasoa.

try their hands at building their own boats. Boat building is one
of the most fascinating hobbies a man can take up, although it is

scarcely likely that any amateur wou'd care about spending several
years acquiring the requisite skill to enable him to turn out the
very highest class of rater work. If, however, he hat some natural
talent, patience and common sense, there is no reason why, with a
little practice, he should not be able to build a vessel which will be
a credit to him, and probably better than many of the so-called
"cheap" boats which are turned out by some small firms. He must
not, however, be discouruaged if at the beginning he only spoils
wood, and has to do the work over and over again till he can make
a good job, and he should therefore before starting make up his
mind that he will do it right even if he has to make half a dozen
fruitless attempts.
The chief maxims to be borne in mind in boat/ building are:

(1) Be sure that all your measurements are correct. (2) Always
work to a level L.W.L., and be sure the moulds are both square
and plumb to this line. (3) Shore and stay your keel and moulds
so that they cannot possibly move while the boat is being built.

(4) Keep your tools sharp, and keep your wood dry.
There are two general types of sm.al! craft now in use, which

may be classified as round-bottomed and hollow-bottomed boats.
The first comprises the modern centerplate and bulb-fin boats
(many of which are nearly or quite flat); and the second class con-
sists of the deeoer bodied sea-going cruisers, and the linear raters
built to the new Y. R. A. rules for 1901.

The first type will be the easiest for the beginner to tackle, owing
to the simpler form of the keel and sections, and also because the
weights of the various parts are much less in proportion to the size
of the boat.
Under this head will come the 22ft. C. B. sailing boat (design No.

1), which will be the best to start with, as she has far less work
in her than boats of the other type, and will make a good, useful
sailing boat, either for the coast or river, and can also be used as a
yacht's sailing cutter.
The 24 L. R. fast cruiser (design No. 2) complies with the new

Y. R. A. rules. She will be more difficult to build, and should not
be attempted at first.

All the round or flat bottomed centerplate boats should be built
bottom up, as it is much easier to get at the work, and you can
see at once if ycu are making a good job of your seams, besides
being able to fair the moulds better when setting up the frame.
The second type, or hollow-bottomed, boats are a bit more

troublesome, as the keel, stem and stern frame have a good deal of
work in them. The planking, too, especially about the garboards
and just at the tuck of the counter, is rather trying to one's
patience at first.

These boats are usuallj^ build in the old-fashioned way, right side
up, the bottom being easier to get at when this way up than that of
a round-bottomed boat. They would also be very awkward to turn
over when they get larger, both as to shape and weight. The
24 L. R. fast cruiser, fc- instance, would require ten or a dozen
men to turn her over safely.

The designs shown are taken not so much as being ideal boats in
any way. but chiefly as representing popular types of sailing boats
and small yachts now in general use and suitable for an amateur
to l uild.

T iey will also be sufficiently typical to illustrate the methods
used for most carvel built boats up to ten tons.

The first tliree chapters will apply to all sorts of carvel building,
but in tlie subsequent chapters I shall endeavor X» explaia the
construction oi a boat of each type side bjr side.
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Part I —Buildiog.

CHAPTER I.—TOOLS.

To turn out good work it is absolutely essential to have a set of

good tools, which must always be kept in proper order, though I

Snow by my own experience that one does not care about the

drudgery of sharpening them the moment they gel the least bit

blunt. If, however, they are allowed to get blunt and gapped it is

quite impossible to make a good job.

A common fault with amateurs tools is that they are sharpened
only on an oil stone long alter they shruld have been ground, and
the consequence is that the cutting angle gets steeper, and though
the actual edge is sharp, yet it is so sleep that it will not make a
clean cut. Ihe following diagrams sho>v a section of the edge of a

chisel, A as it should be, and JLJ as it should not be, but often is:

z

A B
1 do not propose to teach the use of the tools, as there are

many excellent books on the subject; but I will give a list of the

various tools requisite for the work before us, and also some extra

tools which, though not absolutely necessary, are exceedingly use-

ivX if the expense is not too great; these are marked with a *.

that very long stuff may be held in bolli. A flush rising and fatline

planing Uop should be fixed in the top at the left-hand end, and
some tool racks and drawers will be very handy; also a nail box or
two.
Note.—The steam chest can be made of four 9in. by l%m. fir

planks rabbeted at joints and well screwed together, with one end
permanently blocked up and the other end fitted with a loose plug
or door. The boiler may be any sort of kitchen copper or even a
large kettle capable of holding two or three gallons. The lid must
be made steam tight, and a pipe fitted from the boiler to the steam
chest, A good pian is to fit one or two small bars across the steam
chest inside about half way up, so as to keep the wood to be
steamed off the bottom and let the steam get all around it. All the
joints can be made sufficiently steam tight with red lead and
canvas. A couple of good stout saw horses or trestles must
also be made.

[to be continued.]

Qui Vive*
In the summer of 1862, when on a cruise in my little

sloop yacht Jerry Bryant, a jolly crew consisting of four

Derby, Conn., boys and the writer found themselves flying

high and dry on a sand bar in the lagoon at Holmes Hole
—since then renamed Vinyard Haven. We had run on

down to the sand bar and feeling along and arotmd ami
under Jerry Bryant from stem to rudder.

After again coming aboard he quietly remarked th.nt

Kelpie could beat us to windward, though po>.s!l) y our
greater length might enable us to run a trifle fa-iter s:i;iing

free. Well, the next day the race was sailed and Kflp.e

won handsomely, much to our astonishment, for up to

that time we had found nothing of our sizevlhat could
sail with us.

Just before bidding us good-by, HerreshofT remarked
to me, "I'm intending to commence a yacht buikling busi-

ness." "All right," I replied; "make me a mrdJ for a

40ft. sloop yacht and if it suits I will let you build from
it." The model did suil. Johnnie, as we had learned to

call him, btiilt the yacht, and duBing the twelve years that

I owned and sailed Qui Vive we never met a boat of any
size or kind that could sail as close to the w'nd wli le

very few were able to hold her with the wind from any
direction.

Most of Qui Vive's racing was done in New York and
Connecticut waters, and to her remarkable speed vvas l!"je

the first fame of the Herreshoffs.

The total oo»t of all the tools which are really necessary will come
to about £5, not including the cost of a bench.

List of Tools.

1 half rip saw.
*1 fine panel saw.
1 turning saw, with 2 extra blades of different sizee.

*1 small compass saw, with half a dozen spare blades.

1 medium-sized tenon saw, with fine teeth.

1 jack plane.
1 smoothing plane (wood).

*1 small plane (iron), with various adjustment*.
1 rabbet plane.
1 %in. round plane, for working hollow for gold liae.

*1 3fn. circle, spar makers' hollow plane.
*1 IMiiu- firmer chisel.

1 lin. firmer chisel.
*1 %i'n. firmer chisel.

1 %in. firmer chisel. (This may be a dovetail cluadL)
1 ^in. firmer chisel.
1 %in. inside bevel gouge medium swaep.
1 small shipwright's adze.
1 draw knife.

1 spokeshave, with adjustable mouth.
1 ratchet stock and set of bits.

*1 set of pat twist bits, 3-16in. to liji.

1 Archemed'an stock and set of boat builder*' pieroer*.

1 set of 4 gimlets.
1 set of 4 bradawls.
2 screwdrivers, large and smpll.

2 hammers—a 21b. engyineei's ball paned hammer «nd a light

boat builders' riveting hammer.
*1 "holder on" or small maul head.
1 rooving punch.
1 carpenter's punch.

*1 pair stout pliers.

1 pair cutters.
1 pair pincers.
1 large vise.
•1 hack saw.
1 cold chisel. "i^

1 llhn. bastard file (flat safe edge).
*1 lOin, bastard file (half round).
1 Gin. saw file.

*1 Sin. round or rat tail file.

*1 lOin. smooth file (half round). I

*1 bre?<-t drill and set of Morse twist drills.

*1 small anvil.
*1 hand vise. i

1 12in. square. l.

1.2ft. two-fold rule, with slida *

1 bevel.
1 spirit level.

1 marking gauge.
*1 pair dividers with set screw.
2 plumb lines.

1 chalk line,

1 good sized oil stone and a slip for the gouge, etc
1 grindstone and stand, etc., for foot power.
*1 30ft. steel tape (if possible marked in incbe« oa one side and

decimals of a foot on the other).
2 12in. stout iron cramps.
4 9in. light iron cramps.
2 or 3 paint and varnish brushes and a putty knife.
2 small caulking irons.

1 caulking mallet. _
1 steam chest and boiler.
In addition to these tools, a really good firm bench should be

made, long enough to take the, longest planks which will be used,
say 25ft. long and 2ft. wide, with the top not less than l%in.
fir, and quite flat. A wooden bench vise should be fitted at "the
kft-band end, and the large iron vise fitt«d at the otliuer end, so

_ SHAMROCK II.

From the Yachtsman. "
T "i

the bar for the purpose of scrubbing our boat. While so
occupied a trim yacht somewhat smaller than ours sailed

up the harbor and anchored a few hundred feet distant.

Her sails were no sooner furled than a yawl containing
two men put off from her and ran up under our stern, and
one of the men hailed us with the query, "Is that the fast

sloop from New York?"
We told thein it was, then invited them aboard. The

man who had hailed introduced himself as Dexter Stone
and presented his companion as John B. Herreshoff, from
Bristol, R. I. After talking boat for awhile with Herres-

SHAMROCK n.
From the Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News.

hoff, who was wearing dark blue spectacles, I was in-

formed that he was totally blind. He told me that his
yacht was named Kelpie, that he had designed and built
her, and having heard that my boat was very fast had
come all the way from New Bedford to ask if I would sail

a race with him just to test the speed of his Kelpie. I

said we would be happy to do so, but thought we could
easily win, because our boat was much larger than his
and had been built by David Kirby. He then very coolly
informed me he would "let me know as to that after he
had looked at the shape of my boat." Naturally, we boys
wondered how a blind man proposed to see anything. But
he soon settled matters by taking off his boots, chmbing

5
J

John Herreshoff, I believe, can to-day take a block of

wood and with a jackknife whittle out a model that won d
equal in speed the best boat yet prodixced by any of the

merely "scientific designers," so called, with .heir eyes
wide open. Tlie photograph of Qui Vive, shown herewith,
illustrates what a Herreshoff yacht of nearly forty years
ago looked like. Her dimensions were: Length over all,

42ft.; length waterline, 37ft. 6in.; beam, 15ft. 2in.; draft

with centerboard up. 3ft.; length of mast, 5olt.
;
length of

boom, 50ft.; foot of jib, 26ft. Her cabin contained four
full-sized berths with cushioned transoms in front of

them. She had a stateroom with double s ze berth, two
berths in forecastle, a large butler's pantry, arid every
convenience for comfortable cruising.

Thomas Clapham.
RosLVN, N. Y., Feb. 21.

Orizaba.
Mr. Henry C. Pierce, of St. Louis, has ordered from

Messrs, Gardner & Cox the largest steam yacht yet turned
out by an American yacht designer. Orizaba, as she is to

be named, will be built at Mr. Lewis Nixon's Cre-cent
Shipyard, Elizabethport, N. J., and she is intended for

deep-sea cruising; her speed will be fourteen knots, and
she will have bunker capacity sufBcient for her to <;team

6,000 miles without recoaling. The designers will have
entire charge of the vessel from the designing of boilers

and engines down to the furnishings and decorations. Her
dimensions are'as follows: 258ft. over a'l, 195'^t. on the
waterline, 30ft. beam 14ft. draft. 20ft. depth of ln!d. and
she will be about 1,000 tons displacement. The freeboard
fonvard is i8ft. Her large single ftinnel, together with her
simple rig and high freebroard, gives her a most dignified
and powerfitl appearance. Orizaba is fitted w'th twin
screws, and her engines consist of two four-cylinder triiile

expansion engines of 2,400 horse-power. The two Scotch
boilers have a working pressure of 20olbs. Much time has
been spent by the architects in laying out the cab'n nlans
for the owner and the crew. To obtain the amount of
accommodation made necessary by the requireiU'Mits. the
type of the later English steam yachts, such as Mr. H-g-
gins' Varuna, has been adopted with the bulwark ^ car-
ried up to the hurricane deck. In following this method
the usual deck houses and gangways on the main deck are
done away with, and the great gain in space gives ro-^tn

for large and airy quarters on the main deck in additi-n
to those below. The forecastle is in the forward [lart

of the vessel, occtipying part of the main and jiart

of tiie lower decks; the^ deck crew are housed
on the main deck, while the firemen and the oilers
are directly below on the lower deck. Aft of the crew's
quarters come the officers' .staterooms. These include
six staterooms, messroom and two bathrooms, which are
fitted with hot and cold shower baths; a separate galley
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is also furnished ^for the officers. On the main deck for-

ward of the engine space is the dining room, 26 by 25ft.,

paneled in teak, elaborately carved. The dining room
connects with the pantry and owner's galley, and is

reached from the deck and below through a small ante-

room, which is also finished in teak. In the after end of

the machinery space on this deck is the laundrj- and dry-

ing room. These rooms are fitted with the most approved

laundry machinery. Adjoining this is a bath and dressmg

room intended for the use of those who want to take a

swim alongside, and in returning to the vessel the wet

bathing suits may be removed there and 'a fresh-water

shower may be enjoyed. Bath rooms, laundry, galleys and

pantries will have tiled walls and floors. Aft of the en-

gine space on the main deck is the library, which will

be finished in Circassian walnut; the chairs, bookcases

and tables will be made of the same material. Aft of the

library is a small room from which stairs lead to the

lower' deck, and further aft is a music room 26ft. long,

finished in white mahogany and satin wood. Forward of

the machinery space on the lower deck are located the

owner's quarters; they include the owner's stateroom, 13

by 12ft,, with a bath room adjoining on the port side and
a sitting room 10 by 12ft. on the starboard side ; these

rooms are finished in mahogany. Forward' to starboard is

a large room 14 by lOft., for the owner's sons, and ad-

joining this is a room for the tutor and secretary. On
the port side are rooms for the doctor, valet and a bath

room. The floors and walls of the bath rooms are tiled,

with the exception of the owner's, which is of marble ; ah
are fitted with hot and cold, fresh and salt water, as well

as shower and needle baths. There is 8ft. of headroom
throughout. Aft of the engine space there are four large

staterooms finished in white mahogany and two bath

rooms and a large apartment 28 by i4fL, to be used as a

sitting room ; still further aft are other staterooms for

the children, maids and nurses, as well as bath rooms,

linen closets and sewing room. On the hurricane deck,

which extends the entire length of the vessel, and from
side to side, is a deck house fitted up as a smoking room
and a study for the owner's sons. Above this deck house
is the bridge, which runs the full width of the ship, fitted

with steam steering gear, search light, engine room tele-

graph, and telephone to all parts of the vessel. The elec-

tric equipment of the yacht will include electric curling

irons in staterooms, electric irons in the laundry and .

electric fans for ventilation. The closets will be fitted with

automatic lights, which will light when the doors are

opened. The electric plant includes two dynamos and a

storage battery, furnishing a current for 700 lamps. The
yacht will be constructed of steel and will be schooner
rigged. At the davits she will carry two power launches,

a sailing boat, cutter and dinghy. Orizaba will be com-
pleted for the season of 1902.

Launch of Constitution*

Bristol, R. I., May 6.—The successful launching of

Constitution took place to-night at 8:30 at high water,

and as the boat started on her short journey down the

waves Mrs. W. B. Duncan, Jr., broke a bottle of wine
over the bows and named her. The launch was wit-

nessed by a large number of people, among whom either

then or during the day were J. Rogers Maxwell, August
Belmont, Mr. and Mrs. C. Oliver Iselin, Mr. and Mrs.
Royal Phelps Carroll, Johnston de Forest, Newbury D.
Lawton, S. Nicholson Kane, Jas. A. Stillman, J. V. S.

Oddie, Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Bourne, Mr. Henry Walters,

and many others.

It was, of course, entirely dark at the time when the

launching took place and the electric lights did little

more than to make the darkness visible. No satisfactory

\aew could be had of the operation. At the same time
photographers were busy, during the vessel's course down
the ways, taking flashlight pictures, some of which are

likely to give satisfactory views of the launch.

A detailed description of the boat as seen must be
postponed until later. '

From the time Constitution began to move until

it reached deep water the time was a little over fourteen

minutes. After the launch she was towed back to the

wharf and moored ttiere, and preparations were made
for stepping the mast on Tuesday and at once going
on with the rigging. Her mast and spars are said to

be larger than those of Columbia, with which Con-
stitution has usually been compared, and the sail area

will be greater .

'

Southetn Gulf Yachtingf Association.

New Orleans, La., April 30.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: The Southern Gulf Yachting Association was
organized at New Orleans, April 28. It embraces all

the yacht clubs on the, Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama
coasts, and the objects are to encourage uniform, rules and
to establish a racing circuit along that stretch of the

waters of the Gulf of Mexico. The club's embraced in

the organization so far are the Southern Y. C, New
Orleans, La./,; the Bay-Waveland Y. C, Bay St. Louis,
Miss.; the Pass Christian (Miss.) Y. C, the Biloxi

(Miss.) Y. C, and the Mobile (Ala.) Y. C.

•The ofiicers elected were : A. Baldwin, Southern Y.
C, President, and S. D. Sampsell, Southern Y. C, Secre-
tary, and a Vice-President from each of the other clubs

on the circuit, as follows : J. C. Bush, Jr., Mobile Y. C.

;

Walter Gautier, Pascagoula-Scranton Y. C. ; T. P. Dulion,
Biloxi Y. C. ; J. H. Menge, Jr., Pass Christian Y. C, and
E. J. Bowers, Bay-Waveland Y. C. Racing dates were
fixed as follows for this year: Biloxi, July 4, 5 and 6;
Mobile, July 13 and 14; Pass Christian, July 20; Bay-
Waveland, July 27 ; New Orleans, Aug. 6 and 7.

S. D. Sampsell, Sec'y Southern Y. C.

Yacht Qub Notes*

Recent amendments to the, racing rules will, it is said

by certain members of the New York Y. C, throw the 51-
footers out of their present class. These yachts had many
interesting races last year, but it seems that many of them
will this year have to pass up into the Wasp or 6oft. class.

One of the amendments has changed the point of measure-
ment for the length of the topmast from the heel of the
spar to the upper throat halyard block. This, in the case

of the 51-footers, causes them to overrun the class. This

will possibly include the new Maxwell craft being finished
by the Herreshoffs. When these amendments were made
there was no suggestion of an intention to legislate the
51-footers into another class. There still remains a
remedy, for the Regatta Committee of the New York
Y. C, with the approval of the Commodore, may hold
special races for any set of boats, making them a special
class.

K K K
Com. Hoyt announces the appointment of Wm, G. New-

man as Fleet Captain, the Rev. Chas. L. Newbold as Fleet
Chaplain, and W. I. Cocke, M. D., as Fleet Surgeon. The
Board of Trustees announce the following appointments:
Regatta Committee—Edw. M. MacLelian, chairman;

Charles D. Mower and Robert Jacob.
House Committee—Wm. W. Phillips, chairman; W.

Forbes Morgan, Jr., and Clendenin Eckert.
Delegates to the Yacht Racing Association of Long

Island Sound—E. M. MacLelian and Robert Jacob.
Library and Art Committee—Guy Standing, chairman;

Jvdian Rix and Clendenin Eckert.
The club house will be opened for the season on Satur-

day, May II.

Designs Recently Published in Forest and Stteam,

25-footer Flirt, Oct. 13-20.

2i-footer Tattoo, Oct. 27.

Minnesota, Nov, 17,

19ft. sailboat, Nov. 24 and Dec. i.

Cutter Isolde, Dec. 8.

Catboat Lazy Jack, Dec. 15-22.

Raceabout Jolly Roger, Dec. 29.
Bald Eagle XL and ice boat, Jan. 5.

25-footer Brigand, Jan. 12.

Canadian ice boat and 14ft. cutter, Jan. i^.

38ft. cruising launch, Jan. 26.

25ft. shoal draft sloop, Feb. 2.

i8-footer Broncho, Feb. 9.

25ft. cruising sloop, Feb. 16. j

32-ft fast cruiser, Feb. 23.
House-boat designs, March 2.

Schooner Endymion and yawl Ellida, March 9.
20ft. cruising yawl, March 16.

23ft. cruising yawl, March 23.

28ft. cruising yawl, March 30.

-—^—
"The Love of Sport/'

"The Joys of Sport," by W. Y. Stevenson, illustrated by G. R.
Brill, is the title of a work which within its 226 pages contains a
series of kindly satires on the diversions of civilized mankind.
Thirty-one kinds of sport are succinctly treated as to foibles and
fallacy, namely: Salt-water fishing, fencing, sailing, pigeon shoot-
ing, boxing, track athletics, polo, bear hunting, automobiling,
fresh-water fishing, fox hunting, basket ball, cricket, tennis, bi-
cycling, baseball, deer hunting, pool and billards, rowing, skating,
golf, swimming, football, duck shooting, handball, crabbing, hunt-
ing mudhens, coasting, horse racing, croquet and bowling. There
is a proficiency of the mental phase of the subject which com-
passes the special mental and physical. As an illustration of the
humor of the talented author, the following excerpt concerning
pigeon shooting, is presented for the edification of the gentle
reader: "The peculiarity of pigeon shooting is the peculiarity of
the rnen who do the shooting. Each man has his own especial lit-

tle tricks, by means of which he thinks his marksmanship is im-
proved. I knew a man once, a really fine shot, who would never
stand on the raised platform leading to the traps, but, rain or
shine, snow or wind, he would invariably take his position on the
grass beside the mark, and if through any unforseen cause he
could not stand on this spot his shooting was of the poorest de-
scription. Another well-known wing shot cannot bring his birds
down unless he wiggles his right thumb just before he fires. As
to the wearing of certain coats and hats or the using of a certain
make of shells, the majority of pigeon shooters are absolutely help-
less, unless these various ajjpurtenances are at hand. Singularly
enough, this does not prevail to so great an extent as one might
suppose in regard to guns. I know one man in particular who
doesn't care a rap as to what make of gun he uses, provided he
can have his shells loaded with his favorite brand of powder.

"If you ever care to find out how cheap and small you can
be made to feel just go to some popular gun club and stand at the
traps before forty or fifty enthusiasts, and after posing for a
moment or two in the most approved stvle, fire both barrels, and
then hear the dreary cry of the referee, 'Lost bird.*
"Some men never seem fully to get over the nervousness caused

by having their actions watched by so many people, and even old
hands at the game fall down at times.
"A dead bird is one which 'is gathered within the 50-yard circle

or boundary. A lost bird is one which breaks all family ties
and strays from the home circle, never to return. An easy bird
may be either a young lady whose acquaintance j'ou make quickly
or a pigeon whose obsequies are easily attended to. A bird is

considered as half shot when it staggers drunkenly around in the
air, sho^ying that the load has gone to its head. While if you speak
of 'drivers,' 'quarterers,' "towerers,' and 'incomers,' you refer to the
direction of their flight, and not to golf clpbs, 25-ccnt pieces, the
Williani Penn statue or Andrew Carnegie.

"It is amusing to watch the way the different mai-ksmen walk
out to the traps. Each man h^s his own method, and nothiiig can
make him alter it in the .smallest degree, for he firmly believes that
if anything should be changed his chances to win are gone. Some
of them hand in their bird tickets before they shoot, and some
after. Others will hand in bunches of ten or twenty, while others
invariably forget them, and have to go back for one each time.
Some men walk out in a hurry, while others stroll down the plat-
form trying hard to appear unconcerned, and the expression of
most of their faces would cause you to believe they were on the
wav to be guillotined. For pigeon shooting is a very serious thing
and must be treated with becoming gravity and respect, and the
lengthy discussions after the match as to the direction of a certain
bird's flight, or the drift of No, 6 shot, as compared with No. 7%,
wotild make you think that the laws governing the universe were
being discussed instead of merely the day's sport."
Concerning sailing, , the humorist turns philosophic, and con-

cludes with the remark that "The proper way to go about learning
to sail is to be taught to swim, to never lose your temper, to get
used to staying in wet clothes for hours, to be quick with your
feet and hands, to have a rhinoceros-like hide all over your body,
and to carry an accident policy."
All the other subjects are treated in a similar breezy, original

manner. ^
"Tell me a story, papa."
"No; go to bed."

"No, sir ! Tell me a story."

"If I do will you go to bed?"
"Yes."
"Well, once upon a time there was a great big bear

that caught a hunter in the woods and started to hug him
to death."

"In what woods?"
"Oh, I don't know—some woods.*'

"Did the bear hug him to death?"
"No; just then two big tiger policemen came along and

run the bear in for violating the game laws. Now go to

bed."—Indianapolis Sun.

Fixtures.

May SO.—Pohlmann's Pavilion, Jersey City Heights—Tourna-
ment of Our Own Shooting Society.
July 14-23.—San Erancisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbund of

North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. OfiE-

hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schueticn-

bund's annual festival and prize shoot.

Our Own Shooting Society.

HoBOKEN, N. J.—The Our Own Shooting Society elected offieers
Wednesday, May 1, at its semi-annual meeting, held at head-
quarters, 110 Grand street, Hoboken. Many of the society's officers
were re-elected. The men who will conduct the affairs of the or-
ganization during the ensuing six months are: Captain, Louis
Christ; First Lieutenant, Herman Warnken; Second Lieutenant,
Frederick Lohman; Third Lieutenant, Robert B. J. Olbeter;
Financial Secretary Adam Schmitt; Recording Secretarj', J. H.
Kruse; Treasurer, Lesser L. Levy; First Shooting Master, Her-
man Bahn; Second Shooting Master, John Spinck; Marshal, Her-
man Ehrlich; Adjutants, Julius Holm and Chas Drees; Board of
Trustees, August Jacobsen Chairman; Owen Smith, W. F. Dilger,
John Chartrand and Dr. F. C. Wolff; Finance Committee, Fred
Bunger, Chairman; Charles Bischoff and C. G. Paul.
Robert Goldthwaite, Charles Bischoff and Albert Stahmann were

elected to membership. This brings the total up to 168.
At the conclusion of the meeting the members returned to the

society's shooting ranges and bowling alleys. Excellent scores
were made on the targets, as these records will show: Capt. Louis
Christ 232, H. D. Hencken 224, Wm. F. Dilger 235, Fred Bungei
233, Gus Ising 216, J. H. Kruse 239, Jere Kennedy 219 Charles
Drees 228, John Spmck 228, Lieut. Fred Lohmann 224, Max Pfund-
heller 228, A. Jacobsen 219, J. Clair 217, Lieut. Herman Warnken
222, L. L. Levy 214, A. Meyns 235, Henry Hohn 214, Lieut. Robert
B. J. Olbeter 222, Dr. F. C. Wolff 224, Capt. Aug. Rentzing 221,
Herman Ehrlich 217, Wm. C. Schmidt 226, R. Goldthwaite 243,
H. A. Mohrmann 217, John Schreier 224, Herman Bachmann 206,
Wm. Haag 214, Wm. Donald 214, T. Meehan 322, H. Peyenmhoff
214, Herman Bahn 236, Julius Holm 212, Fred Bunger 239, C. C.
Paul 219, H. C. Streckfuss 212, Charles Bischoff 241. Geo. Neuner
224, Owen Smith 232, Walter Travis 232.

Rifle at Shell Moond
San Francisco, April 29.—Marksmen spent yesterday at Shell

Mound in a driving rain. A large attendance was present. F. E.
Mason and Dr. Rodgers in the Golden Gate handicap shoot did
some good work. Most of the clubs held buUseye shoots. Scores
of^the day:
Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club, rifle score, handicap, 10 shots:

Dr. L. O. Rodgers 230, 225; M. F. Blasse 209, 191: D. W. Mc-
Laughlin 223; F. E. Mason 232, 221, 211; C. M, Henderson 213 210.
Gold medal: C. M. Henderson 217, 224; M. F. Blasse 170,' 192-

J. Kullman ISO, 194. Silver medal: W. F. Blasse 166, 166, 189, 179.
Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club montlily medal shoot, pistol

range, handicap: J. E. Gorman 96, 94. Silver medal; W. F. Blasse
79, 81, 78, 76; G. Tammeyer 71, 63; M. F. Blasse 77; J. Kullman 69.
Red Men Schuetzen Company, monthly medal shoot: First

champion class, W. Dressier, 373; first class, Capt. Henry Grieb,
401; second class, Schuetzen Meister George Wagner, 396,- third
class, Herman Schujt, 330; fourth class, E. Tamke, 338; best first
shot, Capt. Henry Grieb, 23; best last shot, W- Dressier, 21.
Norddeutscher Schuetzen Club, monthly medal shoot: First and

second champion classes and first class, not won; second class,
Henry Huppert, 367; third class, William Doell, 383; fourth class,
John Woebcke, 301; best first shot, D. Salfield, 24; best last shot,
A. Hohmann, 24.

German Schuetzen Club, monthly bullseye shoot: H. Hellberg
247, F. E. Mason 352, C. M. Henderson 681, L. N. Ritzau 793
John Utschig 841, John Gefken 922, E. H. Goetze .943, Williani
Doell 970, and A.Jungblut 1105.

ROEEL.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati^ O.—The following scores were made in regular
competition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at
Four-Mile House, Reading road, April 28. Conditions, 200yds., off-
hand, at the German ring target. Payne was declared champion
for the day with the good score of 224. Weather, clear; ther-
mometer, 80; wind, head on, from 10 to 3 o'clock:

„ Honor.
Payne 224 220 219 214 210—1087 21 19 22—62
Hasenzahl 221 217 216 212 209—1075 16 21 19-56
Speth 220 209 200 197 1&9—1015 21 21 21—63
Gindele 217 215 214 212 210—1068 17 20 22—59
Strickmeier 217 214 212 204 203—ItgO 18 24 21—63
Nestler 213 213 205 203 200—lOS4 24 17 23—64
Roberts 212 205 204 199 197—1017 23 23 12—58
Lux 207 200 195 186 184— 972 15 18 13—46
Drube 200 191 190 182 ... 19 20 25—64
Uckotter 199 196 192 191 187— 965 17 10 21—48
Topf 189 185 177 176 174— 901 14 23 12-^9
Jonscher .,..-...196 186 186 177 175— 915 18 18 23—59
Weinheimer .185 177 173 172 170— 877 23 23 20—66
Surkamer 183 167 149 143 189— 781
Trounstine 192 177 ... ..

'ympshaating.

If you want your shoot to be announced here send a

notice like the following:

Fixtures.

May 7-9.—Peru, Ind.—Fifth annual am.ateur tournament of the
Peru Gun Club;' two days at targets; for amateurs only; one day
at live birds. Chas. Bruck, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Tournament of the New Jersey State Sportsmen's

Association. C. W. Feigenspan, Sec'y.
May 7-10.—Lincoln, Neb.—Twenty-fifth annual tournament of the

Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, under the auspices of the
Lincoln Gun Club. W. D. Bain, Sec'}'.

May 8-9.—Chicago, O.—Deer Lick Gun Club's tournament.
May 9-10.—Marion, O.—Marion Gim Club's tournament.
May 10-11.—Johnstown, Pa.—Johnstown Rod and Gun Club's

tournament.
May 12.—Brooklyn, L. I.—All-day shoot of the Fulton Gun Club,

East New York. Team race: Oceanics vs. Fultons, Address Bob
Schneider or A. A. Schoverling, P. O. Box 475.

May 14.—Brooklyn, L. I.—Shoot for naphtha launch; HI live
birds, 110 entrance, birds extra; surplus divided; seventeen c^iilnes
to fill. F. Lebohner, Mgr.
May 14-17.—Allentown. Pa.—Stale shoot of Pennsylvania Slate

Sportsmen's Association. C. F. Kamlich, Cor. Sec'y. Elmer E.
Slianer, Mgr.
May 14-16.—Elwood, Ind.—Tournament of the Zoo Rod and Gun

Club. J. M. Livingston, Sec'y; John Parker, Mgr. J

May 14-17.—Nev/ton. la.—Annual towrnament ol the Iowa Stale
Sportsmen's Association, under auspices o£ the Newton Gun Club
D. R- Tripp, Sec'y.
May 15.—Paris, Ky.—^First annual amateur target tournament

under auspices of the Blue Grass Gun Ckrb.
May 1-5-16.—Luverne, Minn.—Tournament of Luverne Gun Glnb.
May 15-16.—Elgin, 111.—Tournament of Elgin National Gun Club.
May 15-16.—Zanesville, O,—Spring tournament of the Zanesviile

Gun Club. L. A. Moore, Sec'y.
May 16-17.—Guthrie, Oklahoma.—Oklahoma Territorial Gvaa. and

Sportsmen Club second annual tournament.
May 16-17.—Pekin, 111.—Twin City Gun Club's tournament.
May 17-19.—Great Falls, Mont.—Eighth annual tournament of the

Montana State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the
Great Falls Rod and Gun Club, of which Mr. Hugo Nalbacli is

secretary.
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May 20-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twetity-sevetith annual tournament
and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.

CThsrlcs T Stickle Scc'y
May 21-22—Greenville, 6—Annual shoot of the Greenville Gun

Club. P. C. Brehm, Sec'y.
May 22-23.—Mechanicsburg-, O.—Ninth annual tournament of the

Mechanicsbxjrg^ Gun Club. C. W. Phellis, Sec'y-
May 23-24.—Cedar Rapids, la.—Cedar Kapids Gun Club's tourna-

ment.
May 28-30.—London, O.—Tournament of^'the London" Gun Club.

May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-
shooters' League, under auspices of the East Side Gun Club.

John Parker, Mgr.
May 28-June 1.—Si. Louis, Mo.—Twenty-fourth annual tourna-

ment of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association.

Herbert Taylor, Sec'y.
May 28-29.—VVheaton, Minn.—Wheaton Gfun Club's target tourna-

ment.
May 28-29.—Dttbuque, la.—Dubuque Gun Club's second amateur

tournament.
May 28-30.—Xenia, O.—Xenia Gun Club's tournament.
May 30.—Pittston, Pa.—Nitro Gun Club's tournament.
May 30.—Norristown, Pa.—Tournament of the Penn GUn Club.

J. R: Yost, Sec'y.
May 30.—Dansville, INT. Y.—Amateur tournament of the Dans-

ville Gun Club, on Decoration Day. Norman Tompkins, Sec'y.

May 30.—Canajoharie,^ N. Y.—Tournament of the Canajoharie
Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'}'.

May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.

May 30-31.—Waukegan, 111.—Spring tournament of the Waukegan
Gun Club. S. H. Kennedy, Pres.
June 5-6.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Wisconsin Trap-

shooters' League. G. V. Dering, Sec'y.

June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
June 11-13.—Sioux City, la.—Seventh annual amateur tournament

of the Soo Gun Club. W. F. Duncan, Sec'y.

June 12-13.—St. Marys, W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the
West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of
West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
June 13-14.—Pensacola, Fla.—Peters Cartridge Company's Atna-

teur tournament, under auspices of the Pensacola Gun Club.
June 13-14.—Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.

Jvme 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;
two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis. Mgr.
June 20.—Waterville, Me.—^Amateur target shoot of. the Waterville

Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,
Sec'y.
July 15-20.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Pan-American Exposition tourna-

ment. Elmer E. Shaner, Mgr.
July 30.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Anmial clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.
Newark, N. J.—.South Side Gun Quh target shoot every Sat-

urday afternoon.
Chicago; 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street
at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, (Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always readj' for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds, §5 entrance. First contest took place Jime 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club—J?aturdays.

May 22.—Interstate Park, L. I.—John S. Wright's live-bird
shoot; prize a naphtha launch, value $175.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—^The Interstate Association's tourna-
ment, under the au.spices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y.

July lO-ll.—Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of tlie Jamestown Giin Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. L—The Interstate Asso-

ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.
Root, Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Mef.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the aiuspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker,
Sec'y.

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
May 21-23.—Henderson, Ky.—Amateur tournament given by the

Peters Cartridge Company; two days targets; one day live birds.
John H. Mackie, Mgr.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clwb secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
allsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Com^anv, 346 Broad-
way, New York.

The Birch Brook Gun Club, of. Lynn, Mass., announces its fourth
annual prize series, commencing June 1 and ending Aug. 31. Con-
cerning the subject the club presents the following information:
"List of prizes: First, Winchester repeating shotgun; second,
sole leather gun case; third, pair of rubber hip boots; fourth,
shell carrying case; fifth, 6%lbs. nitro powder; sixth, Thurman
shooting blouse; seventh, 251bs. chilled shot; eighth. Powers clean-
ing rod; ninth, loading block; tenth, 100 Smokeless shells; eleventh,
Tomlinson cleaner; twelfth, Heikes holder. Conditions: Thirty
targets, thrown from ma^autrap, to constitute the prize event.
Prize event begins each Saturday at 3 P. M. Open to all; no
entrance fee. Targets, V/2 cents each. Distance handicap—sub-
ject to readjustment at any time. Eight scores must be shot to
qualify for prizes. Contestants shooting the full series may select
their eight best scores. Ties, shovild there be any, will be decided
by shooting the regular prize event between the hours of 2 and
4 P. M., Labor Day, Sept. 2, when there will be an all-day shoot,
and high guns will win. The club does not officially encourage
sweepstake shooting, but those desiring to indulge will be fur-
nished all facilities. Practice shooting before and after prize event.
No postponement on account of weather. No provision made for
late comers in prize event. Wakefield & Lowell cars leave Central
square for Elm street, Lyndhurst, at 12:07 P. M., and every thirty
minutes. Ammunition tor sale on the grounds. Wm. Wetherbee,
J. Walter Hay, Chas. F. Lambert, committee."

Mr. Clias. T. Stickle, secretary of the Springfield (111.) Sports-
men's .Association, writes us as follows: "Owing to the fact that
II 1 .American team that will visit Europe finds it necessary to leave
Springfield on Thursday morning. May 23, at 9 A. M., in order to
'\'\- li the steamer sailing from New York on Saturday, and as
• oil member of the team expressed a desire to participate in the
iHipont Smokeless powder championship trophy event, it has been
decided to shift tlie above-named event forward to Tuesday, May
21, and schedule the Board of Trade Diamond badge event for
Thursday, May 33. This arrangement will bring the Dupont Smoke-
less trophy for Tuesday, May 21; the State team shoot at live birds
for Wednesday, May 22; the diamond badge shoot for Thursday,
May 23, and the State target team shoot, Friday, May 24. The only
change in programme is shifting the Dupont and diamond badge
events into each other's place as given in the programme, and
Illinois shooters should take particular notice 50 that the team
representatives in the State events can make the necessary ar-
rangements to be present on the days now selected for the team
faces.

"

The Peters Cartridge Company will give 'an amateur tournament
on June 13 and 14 at Pensacola, Fla., under the auspices of the
Pensacola Gun Qub,

The second annual tournament of the Oklahoma Territorial Gun
and Sportsmen's Club, to be held at Guthrie, Oklahoma, May 16

and 17, has eight target events on the programme each day.

Entrance $1, $1.30, $1.50 and $2; added money in each event. Shoot-
ing commences at 9 o'clock. Magautrap rules govern. No. 6

on the first day is a team shoot of five men, 15 birds per man,
for the team championship of Oklahoma. Open only to clubs

belonging to the Association, The members of a club must live

in or near the city they represent. Each club may enter one or

more teams. One money. No. 6 on the second day is for the

championship of Oklahoma. Open only to members of the Associa-

tion. One dollar of the entrance goes to help pay for the cham-
pionship cup.

K
Tlie first annual amateur championship target tournament of the

Blue Grass legion of Kentucky, to be held at Paris, Ky., May 15,

under the auspices of the Blue Grass Gun Club, has seven 15-

target events, $1.50 entrance, for the forenoon competition, and
three similar events in the afternoon, besides, at 2 o'clock P. M.,

sharp, the championship event at 50 targets, $2.50 entrance. The
winner to receive as his absolute property a handsorne sterling

silver loving cup, emblematic of the amateur championship at

targets of the Blue Grass region of Kentucky, for the year 1901,

and 40 per cent, of the purse. To second 30 per cent., to third 20

per cent., and to fourth 10 per cent, of the purse.

The Lincoln, 111., Daily News-Herald of April 29 contains the

following concerning one of America's greatest shots of .years now
past, but yet not so long ago. It states: "Capt. A. H. Bogardus,
the old champion wing shot of the world, has just returned from
Hot Springs, Ark., where he has been running a .shooting school

and gallery, with good success. He has used 73,500 .22 cartridges

in the last two and a half months, and in the last year he has
used 181,000. At the Ferris Wheel Park and at Hot Springs he
has taught at least 1,000 ladies and gentlemen how to shoot. He
will open his gallery at the Lincoln House May 4 for a, couple of

weeks before he goes to Chicago."

It has been published that the Carteret Gun Club rescinded its

recent ruling concerning its members shooting with professionals.

It would be more coi-rcct to state that the ruling was nodified

so that it applied to members shooting on grounds where gale

money is charged. A daily paper of New York calls attention to
the fact that at the Gun Club of London an admission fee of about
%\ is charged to any one who desires to enter to see the com-
petition. As all the Carteret members are eligible to shoot in the

Gun Club events, and do so when abroad, the question now
naturally arises: Where are they at under the ruling?

The Central Gun Club, of Duluth, Minn., at its annual meeting,
held recently, elected a list of officers as follows: President, Paul
Sharvy; Vice-President, F. E. Berry; Secretary and Treasurer,

J.
W. Nelson; Field Captain, D. H. Day; Lieutenant, Thomas

Storey; Official Referee, A. B. Thomas. The dug now has about
forty active members and about one himdred and twenty-five all

together. Eight new members were admitted at the meeting.
There will be a two days' tournament the coming summer, the
dates to be decided upon later. The grounds arc open for practice
and shoots on Saturdays and Wednesdays.

The Waukegan, HI., Gun Club annoimces the programme of its

spring tournament. May 30 and 31, each day being at twelve target
events, 10, 15 and 20 targets, entrance based on 10 cents per target.

The total entrance for each day is $17. Shooting commences at
10 o'clock. Interstate rules govern, excepting that "no bang, no
bird," though all fair targets must be shot at. Rose system
governs the moneys. Targets 2 cents. Magautrap. Mr. S. H.
Kennedy is president of the club; Mr. James Van Deusen is the
secretary.

Those who are desirous of keeping a record of their scores in a
concise and convenient form will find the vest-pocket score book
of Forest .\nd Stream equal to all requirements. It contains
Interstate rules, besides being rviled and spaced for all the trap-
shooters' data in respect to a full record of doings with the shot-
gun at the traps. Price 50 cents. The Anglo-American team and
the shooters who will accompany it will find this little book well
worthy of their attention.

Mr. Will K. Park, in his interesting news notes, writes as follows
concerning the trapshooting interests of Philadelphia: "Flying
target shooting in Philadelphia is certainly booming at the pres-
ent time. There are over fifteen active shooting clubs in this city,

all having their own grounds, and up-to-date arrangemetUs. A
new club was opened last week, the Athletic Club of Philadelphiia
starting a magautrap in operation at their summer home, near
Essington, Pa."

In Von Lengerke & Detmold's, at 318 Broadway, is a hawkish
sight this week. Mr. J. Applegate, of Freneau, N. J., took a day
off with his Francotte gun and killed about a bushel of hawks,
mostly of the smaller kinds, which are so destructive to the game
birds. He sent the bunch to the above address, where they are on
exhibition as a lesson of what a game protector can practically do
over and above the orthodox "Whereas" and "Be it resolved."

Mr. G. V. Dering, secretary W. L. of G. C, Columbus, Wis.,
writes us as follows: "Kindly announce through the columns of-
FoREST AND STREAM the datcs for the Wisconsin Trapshooters'
League tournament as June 5 and 6, to be held on the grovmds of
the Columbus Gun Club. Professionals and manufacturers' agents
are welcome to shoot for birds only. This will be the banner
shoot of Wisconsin. Programmes out May 19."

Mr. Tohn Wright announces that the conditions of his launch
shoot at Interstate Park, May 22, will be at 10 live birds, $10 en-
trance, birds extra; handicaps 25 to 33yds.; class shooting; boat
to first; CO per cent, of surplus to second; 40 per cent, to third;
seventeen entries to fill. Competition in this event to begin on
the arrival of the 1:54 train from New York. Sweepstake shooting
commences at 10 o'clock.

At a meeting of Enterprise Gun Club, of McKeesport, Pa.,
held May 4, the following officers were elected for the year: Presi-
dent, Fred Stephan; Vice-President, Leroy W. Cannon; Secretary,
Geo. W. j\Iains; Treasurer, J. F. Calhoun; Captain, Chas. I'l.

Baird; Executive Board, Fred Stephan, Geo. W. Mains, Chas. H
Baird, Robert Knight, H. V. Bradshaw.

Mr. H. E. Getchell, of Woonsockct, R. I., will accompany the
American team of ti-apshooters to England, as an independent vis-
itor, yet as a patriotic rooter. It is possible that several more will
cross the herring pond to witness the great match. A dress suit
case with each individual will serve to carry a dress suit over and
the winnings on the return trip.

After a very satisfactory visit to New York, where he spent
several days energetically furthering the interests of the Auglor
American trapshooting match, in which he was most pleasingly
successful, Mr. Paul North returned to Cleveland, O., on Thurs-
day of last week. He has arranged to sail for England on the
18th in St.

Messrs. W. Fred Quimby and Harold Money arranged to leave
for St. Louis, Mp., on Monday of this week, for their new field
of business activity in the interest of the Western Cartridge
Company.

Mr. S. M. Van Allen, of Jamaica, L. I., and Mr. Sim Glover,
of New York, both of whom are highly expert with the shotgun,
have arranged to shoot a match at live birds in the near future.

The opening target shoot of the Garfield (Chicago) Gun Club's
season was well attended. There were nineteen contestants in the
trophy event at 25 targets. Mr. J. S. Boa led in Class A with 24,

Dr. Meek, J. Wolf and Midgley tied on 21 in Class B, H. N.,

Delano was alone with 19 in Class C.

The match between Messrs. T. W. Morfey, of Interstate Park,
and James F. Somers, of Easton, Pa., at 50 live birds, $100 a side,
each man standing at 29yds., Morfey allowing Somers 5 kills, is

probably off, as Mr. Morfey can learn nothing as to the date aUd
place Of it.

Mr. C. E. Willard, after a long trip through the United States
in the interest of his company, spent a few days in New York,
whence he departed for Chicago about the middle of this week.
He was in most excellent health, and reported a successful trip.

it

Concerning the scores and percentages of the Garfield Gun Club
members, published in our columns last week, the secretary of the
club, Dr. J. W. Meek, sends in the following corrections: J.
Gardner, 40—23—.575. C. J. Wolff, 30-20—666.

In the contest for the medal emblematic of the championship of
western Pennsylvania, at New Castle, May 2, between Messrs.
Atkinson and Fleming, the latter won by a score of 90 to 86. Mr.
Atkinson had held the medal for a year past.

Bernard Waters.

Amatettf Trapshooters' Tournament.
Lamar, Mo.—The fourth semi-annual target tournament of tlie

amateur trapshooters of southwest Missouri and southeastern
Kansas began here bright and early Monday morning, April 29
The Lamar Club claim to have the best grounds in the State, and
having two lines of railroad, the matter of transportation is soHed
satisfactorily.

Shooters began to arrive on Sunday, and by 9 A. M. there was
a fairly average number present at the opening.
The programme consisted of twelve events and a team shoot.

The side issue had $15 as high average, divided $5, $4, $3, $2, $1.
Those present during the day were as follows: W. A. Vivian,

Columbia, Mo.; J. M. McMillan. Carthage, Mo.; Thomas Norton.
Kansas City, Mo.; H. £. Sherman, Kansas City^ Mo.; H. C..
Johns, Carthage, Mo.; A. Dixon, Joplin, Mo.; Geo. Hickman,
Carthage, Mo.; L. Art, Kenomo, Mo.; Joe Leggett, Carthage, Mo.;
J. D. Gilkey, Rich Hill, Mo.; R. B. Peebles, Carthage, Mo.; W.
C. Greshani, Panama, Mo,; C. B. Piatt, Carthage, Mo.; E. M.
Graven, Gravitt, Ark.; J. H. Cox, Detroit; Joe Clinkenbeard,
Lamar, Mo.; H. T. McDaniels, Gavitt, Ark.; Count Smyth,
Lamar, Mo.; R. E. Sister, Carthage, Mo.; A. McCrea, Lamar, Mo.;
r,. D. Lp.'trett. Carthage, Mo,; W, 1. Sprague, Sedalia, Mo.; L.
E. Day, Nevada, Mo.
Then there was Joe Spicer, of St. Louis, and Tramp Irwin, of

Chicago, together with Tom Norton and Harry Sherman shooting
the programme through just for targets.
I'hc weather was hne; quite warm, considering the backward

spring. During the afternoon the wind blew strong directly in
the shooters' faces, causing the targets to go rather high. As the
trap faced a public road, many stops were necessary to permit
teams to pass.
The first average was won by W. A. Vivian, of Columbia, Mo.,

who made the excellent score of 142 out of 150. He was shooting
a strange gun and two or more different shells, and the boys are
wondermg where he "blew in from" or what he would have done
under more favorable circum.stances. The veteran. Tramp Irwin,
was an easy second, as by losing 15 he was exactlv 90 per cent.
This is good, for he does not claim to be a target shot. .Second
and third averages were won by A. Dixon, of Joplin, and A. Mc-
Crea, of Lamar, with 17, the next highest being that of H. C.
Johns, of C-arthage, Mo., closely followed by W. C. Gresham, of
Panama, Mo., with 21, who was also tied by J. Leggett, of
Carthage, Mo.
The five-man team championship brought out only two teams,

Lt mar and Carthage, shooting at 75 targets, or 15 each man. 'The
Lamar boys were successful, winning by 2 birds, score 61 to 59.

First Day, April 29.

Events

:

Targets

:

Cox

G Leggett

McCrea
Gravett

Dixon
Arft
Vivian
J Liggett
Clinkenbeard
Piatt

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
It) 10 15 10 10 15 10 10 15 15 10 20 15 Broke.
9 9 13 7 9 10 6 9 10 14 8 17 .

.

121
S 10 14 9 9 12 10 9 14 12 9 19 .

.

135
7 9 13 8 8 11 9 7 10 10 6 13 .

.

m
9 7 12 10 9 11 9 8 15 10 10 16 .

.

126
6 8 11 7 8 11 7 9 8 11 7 14 .

.

107
10 9 13 10 7 11 9 9 10 15 10 17 13 130
S S 12 8 9 15 9 8 13 11 9 19 .. 129
9 9 14 9 7 12 7 10 9 12 8 14 14 125
S 8 8 6 6 10 7 5 14 15 7 17 10 111
8 8 11 7 8 13 9 9 11 14 9 17 .

.

124
10 9 13 10 9 14 9 9 11 13 10 16 14 133
2 5 6 6 6 5 4 3
8 6 10 6 8 13 8 9 15 14 7 15 .

.

m
7 7 10 7 6 5 .. ..

10 9 12 9 9 15 9 9 13 14 8 16 .

.

133
8 8 13 9 9 13 8 9 10 11 .... 11

10 10 14 9 10 15 10 8 13 14 10 19 .

.

i42
8 8 12 6 8 14 7 10 15 14 8 19 14 129
8 8 10 8 7 9 5 5 . . 11 5 14 10

12 9 6 12 10 8 . . 8
14 9 7 13 15 8 17 14

. . 6 12 11 6 17 .

.

Day : 5 14 11
McMillan 12 14
Anderson
No. 13 was a team shoot between Carthage and

16 ..

.. .. 12
Lamar.

Second Day, April 30.

The sun came forth this morning, and the longer it shone the
hotter it got, until the shooters were compelled to don negligee
shirts and to seek shade. It has not been many days since there
was snow falling, and to-day it is about 90 in the shade; but.it
rnaketh the heart o£ the farmer glad, and the shooters are glad to
welcome it.

There was a falling off in names when the entries were gotten
this morning, as some had gone home during- the night. The ad-
ditions were from the city by the Ozark, Springfield. The delega-
tion was composed of A. Elos, B. L. Routt, Dug and J. F.
Dunckel. They shot in all events, and made very good average
scores.
Yesterday we were surprised by Vivian, and to-day by Mc-

Daniels, the gentleman from Arkansas. Losing 31 targets the first
day, it seemed strange to see him drop but 3 out of his first 80,
and then wind up with a total of 15 goose eggs. It shows what
confidence in one's loads has to do with it. He started out and
ran up to 80 with the same load, and then changed, and using
several different, loads, fell off, not making a str.anght after the
change.
There was the Tramp trying to break

, them all, but by
"fudging!' did not get to making any straight until late in the day.
Mr. Folger, of Carthage, was shooting splendidly, smashing out

his last 40 straight, and tieing with Tramp and McDaniels for first
honors. McCrea, besides managing the shoot and. working all the
time, made the good score of 17 lost ones,, and; .was. hard pressed
by Johns and Leggett with 18 and 19 respect.iy.e.ly. The full
scores hereto annexed will show what the others .did;.:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 • d 10 11 12
Targets : 10 15 15 10 15 15 10 15 16 10 15 15

Cox 8 13 12 8 12 12 7 15 11 8 12 13
Tramp 8 13 J3 9 14 13 9 14 13 10 14 15
Sherman 6 10 12 8 12
Norton 9 12 12 - 8 15 14 7 12 10 8 12 12
Spicer 8 11 11 5 10 8 8 12 11 6 11 10
Routt 7 14 11 9 13 14 9 10 13 7 12 12
Dug - 8 14 12 10 13 13 7 13 8 8 10 14
Dunckel 7 11 14 9 12 12 5 9 13 8 14 12
Clas 10 11 13 8 12 12

Dixon 8 12 13 9 14 14

Johns - S 14 12 10 12 12 10 12 14, 9 14 15
Folger - 8 13 U 10 13 13 9 14 14 10 15 15
Leggett 8 14 13 8 13 13 7 15 14 9 12 15
Lister 10 12 14 9 13 13 8 14 13 7 14 12
Gravett 4 7 6 4
Clinkenbeard 8 11 10 8 10 .

.

McCrea 8 12 15 9 12 13
McDaniels 9 14 15 10 14 15
Sprague 7 11 7 10 12 10

Arft 8 .. 9 8 ; .:.
Drake 7 12 5 5 . . . . 6 11
Wiard 12 7 .. ..

Anderson 14 7

Johnnie Sawbs,

9 13 13 10 12 15
9 13 11 8 14 11

4 .. ..

9 14 15 9 14 13
7 13 14 8 14 12

Broke.
133
145

132

i36
135
131
138
136
142
145
141
138

143
145
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ON LONG ISLAND.

Oceanic Rod and Gan Club.

Ror-kaway Park, L. I., April 30.—The Oceanic Rod and Gun
Clul) held its final shoot of the season on the first day of this week,

Fvents- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Taru-ets- \ 20 20 20 20 20 25 10

nr Bill
' -• • 18 17 16 19 17 .. 9

A A Dukes' "... 15 17 16 19 15 19

Juhnnie Jones. ...... 13 13 18 15 17 21 7

il F Scott

13

18 17 15 15 .. ..

1. T Muench...... 13 13 U 15 .. ..

r Schoverling 15 10 14 lo 14 .. 8

II S Clifton......... ........ 8 11 11 9 11 .. ..

<-!int ISarlow....

10

8 15 11 8 .. ..

]l SmTth

12

14 12 14 12 .. ..

T T Diffley.

14

10 15 17 14 .. 6

1 R Falco..

8

13 11 15 10 .. 6

1 Klenk U H 13 10 10 .. 6

j (I Voss

11

n 18 18 13 14 ..

1 Selg v. --^ 8 8 6 7 8 .. ..

1 Tiernan .-.^ .... 8 10 15 .. ..

J Corolan 12 ..

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, L. I., April 27.—There was a large attendance
at the New Utrecht Gun Club's shoot to-day, which, in addition

to other events, determined the winner of the monthly cup.

Event 4 was the monthly cup final contest, in which Messrs.
E. W. Reynolds, H. M. Brig^ham, G. Stevenson and F. B. Steven-

son killed straight. Mr. G. btevenson won in event 1. Mr. H. M.
Ilrigham won in event 2, killing 22 straight. The monthly cup
event was won by Mr. G. Stevenson, who killed 20 straight, shoot-

ing out three others in the ties.

The birds were an extra good lot as a whole.

B Waters.

J H Jack, 29.

S B Jay, 29.

T R Chapman, 28.

C W Brooks, 28. .

.

\V L Losee, 28...

No. 1. No. 2.

,22200*2—4 2222222—7
,02220*2-^ 212212*—

6

12*1112-6 220121*—

5

*2w
2222211—7 2222222—7
1120112—6 02w
2222222—7 2222212—7

. 222*1*

w

2121122—7
.*0w *222122—

6

2220222—6 0*w
,20*w 0*w
21*2222—6 2222220—6
0102021—4 1212221—7
1212110—6 1212*22—6
*122212—

6

1211212—7
11221*2—6

Shoot-ofT of No. 1, miss-and-out: G. Stevenson 2, F. B. Steven-,
son 0.

Shoot-off of No. 2, miss-and-out:
F D Creamer 20 G W Hagedorn. . .21222212*

G Stevenson 211122122112110 H M Brigham 111222112222212

F B Stevenson.... 2220

Event No. 3, 10 birds; qualification shoot for monthly prize:
'

' " — H Fessenden, 29.2222220w
*Buckley 1112020w
Robinson 0222*2wW L Losee, '28 21*01w
P Daly, Jr, 29 Ow
*De Long 10200w

E Banks, 29.. 222202

J Gaughen, 30 2222222220—9
B Waters, 28 20w
S B Jay, 29 22*1022w
Ritchie, 28 2**222w
C W iJrooks, 28.... 2211122*21—

9

*Guests.
Event No. 4, shoot-ofif for monthly event; 10 birds, miss-and-out:

E W Reynolds, 28 12222221221222*
T H Jack. 30 1222*220

H M Brigham, 28 22212222212222212221120

J Shevlin, 28 21*1001

F D Creamer, 28 222222*20

G Stevenson, 28 ' 22221222222222222222222
F B Stevenson, 28 2222222222122222220
T R Chapman, 29 2221121120
T J Keyes, 28 22202*
C A Ramapo, 28 221*20

Interstate Park, L. I., May 4.—^The weather was pleasant, the
conditions being of the spring time. A stiff wind blew acroBs the
traps. There was a good attendance of shooters.
Event No. 1 was at 7 birds for a trophy

:

J H Jack, 29 ...1200w
C W Brooks, 28.. 22 2110—6
T Riley, 28..". 2010210—4
Dr Wynn, 29 1221222—7
B Waters, 28.. 2210101—5
E Banks, 29 ..21122*0—5
H M Brigham, 29......2222222—

7

A Eddy, 28 ......1*10022-4

H M Brigham, 29. .22211220

G E Greiff, 28.. 221*221-6
T W Morfey, 30 .2*2*02w
M Weightman, 28 20*0222—4

J Shevlin. 28.......... .1211*2*—

5

F D Creamer, 28 1221222—7
C A Ramapo, 28 22*2*00—3
Capt Money, 28 2221022—6
S Van Allen, 30........0222022—

5

Shoot-off

:

F D Creamer, 28
Dr Wynn, 29.. 11111222

Ten live birds, qualification event, for the monthly cup:
*Capt Money, 30...Ow C W Brooks, 28....2212111221—10
*1 H Jack, 29 Ow *G E Greiff, 29 110222210w
t- Riley, 28 .12*220w Dr Wynn, 28 1212112211—10
»F D Creamer, 28. .21 2211222—10 *C A Ramapo, 28. .2222222212—10
*J Shevlin, 28.......2*11*00120— 5 S Van Allen. 30....2222222222—10
E Banks, 29 Ow
'One mifes as a no bird.

No. 3, 7 birds; C. A. Ramapo won:
C A Ramapo, 28...... 2222 22—7 Dr Wynn, 28..... *021111—

6

F D Creamer, 28 20w S Van Allen, 30 2222222—7
C W /Brooks, 28 2121ie2-« T Riley, 28 2220w

Trap at EIHngville.

Eltingville, Staten Island, May 3.—The Jeannette Gun Club
and the Columbia Fishing Club held a shoot to-day on the beauti-
ful grounds of the latter organization. The contest was at live
birds. Mr. L. H. .Schortemeier won first with 10 straight. H.
Noble was second, C. Steffens third, Thomford fourth, N. Brunie
fifth and J. H. Kroger sixth. An eleven-man team race at 4 live
birds was won by Schortemeier's team, whose score was 30 to
Steffens' team's 29:

H Noble, 25 1120221212— 9 121
N Brunie, 29 0002211210— 6
M Rust, 25. 121*211001— 7
J Bohling, Jr, 29 2222220 02
C Meyer, 31.. .2221102212— 9
Kid Peters, 28 , 2210102220—7
C Steffens, 31 02220 1212—8
F rahlen, 28. *122221102— 8
C Heilshorn, 26 0012*10021—5W P Rottman, 28................. .....0*02000220—3
Schortemeier, 31 2212222222—10

J Mohrmann, 29........... .0022101122—7
Kattenhorn, 25 2202220000—5
G E Leoble, 31.... 01122*2212—8
F Barr, 25......... OlOlIOll**—

5

J H Kroger, 28 12*02*2200—5
Thomford, 28 .0*11112120— 7
F Karstens, 29 0112121122—9
C Bohlings, 25

, 0002002222—5
J H Hainhorst, 29..-. ..12101 2010—7
J Vagts, 27....... ..2121200 01—7
Team shoot:

Schortemeier 2212—4
Meyer 2020-2
T Bohling............. 22*2-3
Hainhorst ........... .0121—

3

K Peters .21*1—3
Kroger ....1101-3
N Noble 1020—2
T Vagts 1*21—3
Rophlfs .1210-3
Heilshorn 0 l*-2
Hottmann 0202—2—30

J Meyer .12122-5

20
20
12*

222210
2212211
0
0

210
0
1112220
1 22220
2112212
2212122
0
0
122210
20

Steffens ....2020—2
Leoble 1222—

4

Brunie ....*100—

1

Ehlen 2000-^1

J Mohrmann ..........201F^3
Karstens ............ .1221—

4

Thomford ...2111—4
F Barr ....1021—

S

Rust ...1102—3
Kattenhorn ......0100—1
C Bohling ............1101-3—29

H S Weller .............12121—5

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Shooting Association.

Trenton, N. J., April 27.—Joyful notes! Thank heaven for the
hne weather that we had on the day of the shoot; that we had a
big crowd; that all the boys were in good humor; that 1 have a
twelve-man team for the Frankford shoot; that it is going to win
by the same token; and finally that I made a good score for the
brst time with a pump gun.
Feeling somewhat indisposed on the day of the shoot, Mr. J. R.

laylor very kindly took the job of opening up and running things

'ri
place, and I did not get down until late in the afternoon.

1 he banging of the rainmaking squad set my blood to gurgatating.
and It was impossible to keep out of it, all of my work being done
with Mr. Taylor's pump.
The boys were shooting in very good form, that oi the recently

acquired members being especially creditable. After Frankford,
the N. J. S. S. A. shoot at Newark will claim our attention Mem-
bers of the White Hill Club were visitors, and enioved themselves
at the traps:

Events: i 2
Targets: 25 10

Mickie 14 6
Maddock 20 8
J R Taylor 16 ..
Wilson 14 7
Satterthwate 14 ..

Duncan 5
Thropp 6
Kirby
Thomas ,', ][ [[
George 3 ,', [[
Gaskill 6 3..
Farlie 5

"4

Rowan ; 3 4
Worthington '. 4 5
Hingley 0
Hill 2 . „
Reynolds , o

Firth
; ;; 4

Johnson 2
Kelly 1

Shaffer ;.' ;.' ;.' ;."

Widmann '[

Hendrickson [[
'[

Charles
\ \ [ [

Laird

9 10 11 12 13 14
5 10 10 10 10 25 15

9

7

8 8
7 7
6 8
4 9
7 10
2 ..

8 10

6 23 13
8 20
9 21 ..

6 .. ..

6 .. n
5 .. ..

6 23 12
3 .. ..

10 .. ..

5 9.. 9 17 ..

7 10 9 9 .. ..

8 7.. 5 .. 14

8 6

3
1 ..

2 2
5

4

7 6

4 10 10 8 ..

5 7 10 10
2 7 4 . . 5 15 11
3

5 6
15 15
7 10

10 12
. 9
8 8

9 10 11
15 15 25
.. 9 ..

.. 11 ..

Hudson Gun Club.

Jersey City, N J., May 6.—The appended scores indicate a suc-
cesslul shoot. Schorty' was high with a fraction under 93 per
r"l^-,

'^"^'^^ ^-^S targets thrown. The weather was de-
lightfully pleasant, though there was much wind, which made
ilirficult shooting. The scores:

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 15 15 15 15
H C Koegel 12 13 12 12
Hassinger 9 12 13 11
Fisher 8 8 .

C Banta 10 11 10 12
.1 Hughes 8 7 7
G Hughes 10 .. 7 9 6 6
H Fee 7 9 8 7 9 7
F Altz 10 10 . . 9 10
H Bock . 8 8 8 9 10
Caunitz 8 6 8 8
C Dudley 12 9 14 7 11 13 9 13 14
L H Schorty 15 12 14 14 14 .. 15 23A A Schoverling 9 10 13 10 14 11 .. 11 18
Van Dyne 6 4 5
Dr De Long 9 7
Wild 5.. 6 6
F Hansmann 10

7 8
15 15
10 10
9 11

"7 "8

7 ..

12 10
7 10'

12 ..

9 7
8 9

13 9

14 14
14 11

17

11

9 ..

3 5
10 12

A.
. . 11 17
A. S

Shot
at.

135
135
45

135
100
120
150
75
105
105
135
115
130
45
45
75
85

Broke.
95
98
25
83
53
68
80
51
59
53

102
107
96
15
25
25
60

Ass't Sec'y.

Missouri State Shoot.

bT. LoDis, May 4.—The time is now at hand to say a few words
in reference to the Missouri State shoot, which takes place in St.
Louis during the last week in May,
Our programme will be in the mail long before this is printed,

and the sportsmen of the country will have an opportunity of look-
ing It over.
Most of the trapshooters can go to only one tournament a year,

and they like to go where the best attractions are offered. We draw
our shooters not only from Missouri but Kansas, Illinois, Arkansas,
Tennessee, Oklahoma and Texas; each sends large delegations
The reason of this large attendance is the liberal character of the
programmes in former years. The management does not take a
cent from the ptages, beyond the price of the targets or live birds;
in fact, it has added to them. Added money is a great drawing
card, and to each target event the St. Louis Shooting Association
has added $10 to the 15-target races and_$15 to the 20-target races,
except the prize events.
In the team race we guarantee $100. We add $25 to the State

championship, and a like amount to the Interstate contest. The
prize events carry valuable prizes, such as a Parker gun, an Ithaca
gun, a Stevens rifle, a case of Mumm's champagne, and many
other articles of value and usefulness.
The number of targets has been reduced to 140 per day, so that

it will be a saving of both shells and money, and sportsmen will
have time for becoming better acquainted with each other, also
time to see something of St. Louis.
The tournament will be managed by Dave Elliott, who has entire

charge of Dupont Park.
Two magautraps and Fulford's live-bird underground traps are

competent to trap 8,000 targets a day and 1,000 birds. If we do
that it will be satisfactory.
The Republic cup and the Lemp trophy make two events of

national importance, each one being worth a good deal to win.
If you are going to a shoot this year, come to St. Louis, for the

following reasons:
First—You will be in good company, and will know a lot of the

other shooters.
Second—The programme is attracti\'e;

Third—The Rose system of division of moneys g:uarantees you a
just percentage of the purse.
Fourth—You man win the Republic cup.
Fifth—If you don't win the Republic cup you still have a

chance to win the Lemp medal.
And finally—You will become a better shot by shooting here a

week with some of the best marksmen in the country, and you
will be able to compare yourself with them.

If you have not received your programme write to Herbert
Taylor, Sec'y.

Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Qufa.

FiTCHBUKG, Mass., April 29.—The scores of the Fitchburg Rifle
and Gun Club, made to-day, are as follows:

Events

:

Targets

:

P H

Esty .

Don(gv
Roby
EUiB
Dwigl
Cole

Russell
Dix
Rob ,

Hill ....i.:.... 3 2 4
Bell 0 6 6 6 4
Harold 12 8....
Hawkins 4
Lamb 4 B 5 3 6

All unknown angles from magautrap.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
9 9 9 7 6 10 10 9 10 10 ...

.

9 9 9 7 10 9 8 7 9 8
3 8 7 9 7 9 8 8 8 6 io

"7

9 9 7 8 9 10 10 IJ
10 9 7 7 8 9 8 10 7 7 .. ..

8 8 8 8 7 6, . 9
7 7 8 7 8 4 7 8
6 8 5 7 3
5 6 7 8 5 7 8 7 9 9 .. ..

8 8 6 4 4 7 7 6 6 4 .. ..

8 3 6 9 8 3 7 6 6 8 ..

1 5 7 3 8 7 6 5 6 6 4
7 3 4
1 1 2 1 3 4 3 2 4 6..,.

8 8 7 7 9
6 7 S 6 5 3

8 8
4 4
5 ..

6 6 4 6 6

New Castle Noter.
New CaASle, Pa., May 4.—Herewith inclosed find scores of a

shoot held May 2. In the contest for the bronze medal, which
carries- with it the championship of western Pennsylvania, L, B.
iteming, challenger, won from Atkinson, holder, by the score of
90 to 86. Mr. Atkinson held the medal for more than a year
against all, and gives it up to the winner with the best feelings
imaginable It is very probable that some of the experts of the
Herron Hill Gun Club, of Pittsburg, will challenge FlemingA high wind prevailed during the day, making the flight of the
rocks very erratic, but giving us all a much-wanted excuse for our
poor shooting.

'J^'^^n's: 123456789 10 11 12
Iargets :

,
10 15 16 20 15 20 15 15 15 15 15 15

Atkinson 10- 12 15 15 12 19 14 13 14 14 7 13
r;ye 8 14 12 13 11 le 12 9 14 11 9 ..
armer 8 14 12 16 13 12 11 12 12 9 13 10

Alexander 9 13 14 17 12 13 12 11 13 14 12 14
planer

8. 12 13 17 12 15 13 11 14 12 13 13
^^y^or 4 11 13 15 12 16 14 11 11 15 15 14
g.aiper ...... -6 12 13 17 15 19 8 14 13 11 .. ..

• 9 14 15 17 14 18 13 14 15 12 14 13§o™ 9 13 12 15 13 18 6 10 14 9 12..
Bess 9 14 U 16 12 18 12 11 10 U .. ..
F'^i?}ing 9 13 11 19 13 20 14 12 12 14 14 14Cochran 8 12 12 16 15 16 13 12 13 14 .. ..
^^atson 7 12 12 18 15 17 10 14 11 12 13 13
^^"•^ey 14 11 13 10 6 IS 12Hennon 16 8 7 10 8 ..

^^f^y 9.-76Tobey 14 11 12 14 .. .. ..
^""s'^ 13 .. 19 12 11 12 10 .. ..Asnew .... 17 11 9
Perkins 12 11 10Rhodes .. _ _ 9Young

^ _
Henry P. Shaneh.

Ossining Gun Club.

OissiNiNG, N. Y., May 4.—Herewith find scores of the Ossining
i!""c ' ^' the regular weekly shoot. May 4. This was
the first trial over the new magautrap. A strong cross wind made
the targets do stunts, and goose eggs were in plenty. All events
at 10 singles except No. 5, which was at 5 pairs:
Events: 12 3 4D Brandreth 9

Peters 5W Smith 3
C Blandford 6
A Bedell , 4 . „ „R Kromer 7A Rohr

.
. " " 3 _ 4

J Chadeayne ... ..
"

5
J Keenan 's !! 3C Barlow g [] g

Prize contest:

6 8
.. 9
4 6
6 9
7 6

7

'6

'9

'7

5
6
6
6

8

"5

°5

"4

4
3
3
7

9

Shot at. Broke.
Smith

13

4
Blandford 10 5
Blandford 10 5
Brandreth 11 4
Brandreth U 8

Shot at.

Rohe 15
Kromer 13
Chadeayne 15
Chadeayne 15
Bedell 12

C.

Broke.
7
9
7
7
8

G. B,

Wollaston Trap dub.
.,^\^^^^'^ton, Mass., May 4.—The regular weekly shoot of the
VVollaston Trap Club was held this afternoon.
A brisk northwest wind blew across the traps, but it did not

prevent some very good work. Barry was easily high man withM pej- cent.
Events 1 and 3 were straightaway; events 2, 4, 9 and 10 wereunknown angles;^ event 6 regular angles; event 5 reversed, and

events 7 and 8 pairs. All events 10 targets. The scores:
Events:' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Barry 9
Whitmarsh 9
Bowen g
Baker

.

Elwell 7
Bixby
Whiton 3
Muldown

10
8
6

8 9

10
4
6
4
3

10
7
4

5 6

The Proposed Anglo-American Clay Pigeon Match.
We are informed that the arrangements in connection with the

proposed match between teams of American and British inanimate
bird shooters are taking a definite form. It has been decided to
nominate a team of twenty shooters, selected from the best-known
shots m this branch of sport. Each member of the team will de-
posit his own proportion of the £500 of stake money required. The
actual shooters in the match will be selected from this team of
twenty, the remainder acting as reserve' men to take the place of
any who may be displaced on account of illness or other causes.
The whole of the team of twenty will be considered as members
of the British team shotild the home representatives prove the
winners. So far twelve shooters out of the twenty selected have
accepted nomination under the conditions above outlined and
there is every likelihood that the list will be completed within the
next few days. It is intended that the match shall take plac^ at
the grounds of the Middlesex Gun Club, Hendon but the time
has not yet been definitely settled. It is, however, to be hoped that
a more convenient date than that at present mooted will be fixed,
since the first week of August would find London empty and most
shooting men more keenly interested in the early approach of the
twelfth than in a competitive match of this description.—London
Field of April 20.

Admonished by the G)«rt.

The venerable Judge Allen, of the United States Circuit
Court, at Springfield, 111., was hearing a case a few years
ago, in which James C. Courtney was one of the attorneys.
The counsel on the opposite side had asked a question
of a witness, and Courtney had objected. The point was
argued by both sides, and the objection was overruled.
The opposite lawyer asked the same question of the next
witness, and Courtney again objected, and began to argue
it over again. Judge Allen interrupted him with this
observation: "'Mr. Courtney, you remind me of a dog
that keeps barking up the tree after the 'coon is gone.
Mr. Courtney subsided.—Argonaut.

The Hon. F. D. Allen possesses a unique souvenir of
his college days at Yale of which he is justly proud and
which he treasures very carefully. It is only a plain bit
of cardboard with a hole in the center, but it has a history,
for it is a memorial of the expert marksmanship of Prof.
Loomis, the famous mathematician.
One day in the class room Prof. Loomis, in illustrating

the principle of the air gun, shot at the card as a target
across the room. The old gentleman was a bit proud of
his skill, and the boys knew it. Were he ever to miss his
aim, they would be extremely delighted, and on this
occasion they thought they had caught him at last, for the
second time he shot at the card it was apparent that no
<*her hole had been made in it. The class had, of course,
assumed that the card had not been hit, and laughed very
mirthfully at the professor. But the latter quickly picked
up the little target and called attention to the fact that
the original perforation was now enlarged, the second
missile having struck the edge of the hole first made.
There was never any doubt after that about Prof.

Loomis being a crack shot, and Frank Allen esteemed him-
self lucky in securing the card. That was over twenty
years ago, and he has the card yet.—Boston Evening
Recca-d.
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Peters Cartrid8:e Company^s Tcwmament at

Bingfhamton.
The Peters Cartridge Company's tournament at Binghamton,

N. Y., April 24 and 25, was a ver> successful affair. The shoot was
given for the purpose of reviving interest in trapshooting, which
had been somewhat lagging.
Over fifty different shooters competed in the tournament, and

outside of the State shoot there has not been a more successful one
held in years. The trade was represented by Messrs. Thomas H.
Keller, manager of the JEastern agency of Peters Cartridge Com-
pany, and John Parker, also representing the Peters Cartridge
Companv, from Detroit, Mich., and Messrs. A. G. Courtney and
Leroy Woodward, of the Remington Arms Company; W. L.
Colville, of Dupont Powder Company; E. C. Fort, of the Robin
Hood Powder Company; J. R. Hull, of Parker Brothers, and A.
H. Fox, of W, R. A. Company.
The purses all paid remarkably well, and anybody shooting 80

per cent, or better would receive more than his entrance back.
The race for high average between W. H. Stroh, of Pittston, Pa„

and Windsor Morris, of Baldwinsville, N. Y., was a very interest-

ing one, Stroh bagging 25 in last event, and Morris 22; but Morris
won by 3 targets the handsome trophy presented by the Peters Car-
tridge Company for high average. Thomas H. Keller, in a very
neatly worded and appropriate speech, presented the trophy to
Mr. Morris immediately after the last shot was fired in the last

event.
The shoot was very ably managed by Mr. John Parker, of De-

troit, Mich., and complimentary remarks were heard on all sides
regarding the successful issue of the tournament and the liberality

of the Peters Cartridge Company in giving the shoot.
Mrs. M. F. Lindsley, shooting tinder the name of Wanda,

graced the tournament by her presence, and shot ia three dif-

ferent events the last day.
Mr. Windsor Morris, winner of the trophy, is, comparatively

speaking, a new shooter, and under the circtim stances as regards
weather, background, etc., made remarkably high average.
Considering the weather, the attendance was more than could be

expected, as it rained continually both days; but ample and
plenty protection by tents and club house was afforded the shoot-
ers, and the working force was a very complete and efficient

one. Mr. W. H. Brown, of Binghamton, was untiring in his
efforts to help the management in making the shoot a decided
success, and shot remarkably well, considering the amount of work
he had to do,
Messrs. Tracy and Pumpelly, of Owego, advertised their shoot,

which was to take place the following day.

First Day, Wednesday, April 24.

Events: 1
Targets: 15

Courtney ...,,,.,,<,. 12
Keller 13
Watson 8
Stevens 7
Hull 11
Winchester 13
Swiveller 12
Dally 12
Morris .....•..•>.>........-4>(.-. 15
Leroy 14
Lewis 13
Wheeler 11
Stroh 13
Catawba 13
Byer 5
Escrich 11

Knapp 12
Bailey 9
La Boteaux 14
Rail 12
Graham '. 12
Peed 12
Brown 11
Dr Weller 11
Wride 11

McCarney 15
Hobbie 14
Harrington 11

Borst 11

Kendall 12
Mayhew , 13
Tracy 9
Pumpelly
PprlH'eford „ 14

Palmiter 13
Merrill 9
McCormick 11

Day 12
Knox ;...Ji 9
Snowden ......i.

Weisabroke ..

Bittenbender 4.

Fort
Dennis
Moffat

2 3 4
15 20 15
14 19 12
11 19 11
10 17 6

8 11 9
15 17 11
14 18 13
15 18 13
14 19 13
14 20 15
11 IS 15
14 19 14
13 15 11
13 IS 15
13 16 12
14 18 11
13 17 12
19 19 8

10 16 10
10 14 9
15 16 12
14 16 13
12 18 11
14 19 12
10 15 10
8 19 13
9 13 8

11 18 14
10 14 10
11 15 ..

15 16 10
13 14 15
14 18 15
14 14 13
14 16 12

10 14 11
10 13 13
11 11 ..

13 15 13
.. 11 ..

.. ,. 10

5 6
15 20
11 17
10 IS
11 13
9 8

11 13
14 19
15 14
12 13
14 18
12 19
12 18
34 16

15 2b
13 20
11 20
13 14

13 15
.. 13
11 13
12 15
10 17
14 16
U 19
12 11
30 17
13 14
12 19

7 8 9 10
15 15 20 25
14 10 17 .

.

11 13 18 .

.

12 12
15 15
13 13
14 14
13 14
15 14
13 12
11 14
15 14
11 14
14 13
13 14
13 13

16 ..

17 24
18 ..

20 23
20 25
18 23
18 21
19 23
17 23
20 20
19 23

12

12 13 18 ..

13 11 17 .

.

13 14 12 21
14 15 19 21
10 13 14 ..

14 15 19 21
11 10 35 .

.

14 12 19 21

12 12
14 17 35 13 17 22
34 36 13 15 15 ..

31 34 38 9 19 15
33 35 33 32 15 ..

33 30 32 11 20 ..

11 16 14 13 ..

12

.. 11 .. 7 .. ..

..32 7 9 33 ..

11 13 10 12 14 ..

. . 19 14 14 15 23

.. 10 11

.. .. 11

11

Second Day, Thursday,'^April 25.

Events: 1
Targets: 35

Courtney , 35
333 12
Winchester 15
Leroy 13
Hull .....i......^ 32
Stroh 34
Lewis 13

Byef i,, 14

Wride 33
Catawba 15
Palmiter , 14
Paddleford 32
Brown 13
Pumpelly 13
Wheeler 35
Mavhew 14
Rail 32
Fort , 14
Spencer . 12

McCarney .,.,......».... 33
Hobbie .m. ft •'••>"• ^5
Dally 12

Morris 14

Knapp 10
Graham 15

Reed ...,„,,,,... 10
Merrill 10
Knox ......................4.... 8

Parker 13
Keller „, 11
Kendall .a^.... 12
Tracy ....iv.....
Snell . m ». n'.i • . a'^ i

Dennis
Wanda

2 3 4

15 20 35
11 20 14
32 35 12

15 15 34
13 20 35
33 37 32
35 18 12
31 34 9
12 36 33
12 16 32
33 19 13
11 16 14

32 19 32
35 38 34

34 18 12
33 36 8
31 39 13
32 37 34
33 34 34

33 38 34
30 12 33
13 09 35
34 35 32
33 39 14
11 17 ..

5 6 7 8 9 10
35 20 35 35 20 25
34 39 32 30 37 25
11 18 15 12 10 19
19 14 35 19 20 26
14 16 14 13 18 21
32 35 13 19 18 19
12 19 12 15 18 25

15 19
33 34
12 14

35 19
14 16
14 18

34 24
33 35
33 39
33 36
14 39
32 35
10 38
34 20
33 38
17 18

12
14
34 9 12 13
14 13 . . .

.

33 34 .. ..

34 14 20 25
14 12 20 22
33 13 17 18
15 31 .. ..

32 15 19 22
32 13 18 24
12 14 17 22

12 13 36 2i
12 12 17 20
13 13 20 22
.. 12 ..

13 18 10
13 15 10
30 15 .

.

14 17 33
34 16 14
14 13 13

10 18 12 11 17 18
8

33 20 13 is 16 24
32 16 .. .. 17 ..

14 14 12 15 17 19
.. 19 9 12 17 24

16 .. 10 .. '..

8 6 ..

.. ..311114

Broke.
126
124
65
52
120
162
131
154
168
159
154,

147
163
152
148
107
114
58
71

125
141
143
155
106
149
108
154
45
37
77

153
128
135
124
114
104
33
65
20
28
49
71
85
21
11

Broke.
157
136
169
157
138
160
45
101
94
134
116
112
165
160
137
113
150
155
147
76

158
148
158
50
23

137
56
33
156
100
143
81
26
14
36

TowDseod vs. McEIrecvy.

O-MAHA, Neb.. April 27.—W, D. Townsend, of Omaha, shot J. E.
McElreevy, of Nebraska City, a race of 100 targets at the gun club
grounds to-day for the State championship and the Dickeybird
trophy—an elaborate sterling silver cup. A strong wind was blow-
ing right in the faces of the shooters, so the scores were very poor
and not near up to the capacity of either shooter. McElreevy won
the cup for the second time by a good lead. During the day
there were a number of other shoots both at live birds and targets,
scores of all of which are given below.
The Dickeybird trophy will be shot for in open competition at

the Nebraska State shoot at Lincoln early next month. Following
are the conditions governing contests for this trophy;
For Nebraska amateur championship; 100 targets at unknown

angle?., nnder A. S. A. rules, except at open competition, which
shall be 25 targets per man. Challenger to deposit the sum of ?5
at the time of making challenge, with the W. S. Dickey Clay
Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo., who will notify holder, which amouilt
goes to present holder of the trophy; loser of match to pay for
targets. Holder of trophy to name place and time of shoot, which
shall be vathin thirty days from date of challenge. In open com-
petition, 25 targets per mran, $2 entrance, amount less price of
targets to go to holdes' of trophy. The wiii»er of the trophy bin4-

No. 2.

2iiii22i2i—10

2232223030— 8
2222221212—10
2121222222—10
22212**120— 7
2232021222— 9
0222222212- 9

ing himself to the Dickey Clay Mfg. Co. to comply with all con-
ditions of the competition.
The nominal sum of $5 charged contestants is put so low as

to make the event a popular one, and it is hoped that there will

be a large number of entries at the coming State shoot.

Event 1, 15 birds, $7 entrance; 40, 30 and 20 per cent.; handicap.
No. 2, 10 live birds. $3; 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:

No. 1.

Brucker, 28 023222023132222—13
Watson, 29 02222220*121012—11

TerrV 27 232222222220322—14
Kimbell, 30 22*222222202222—13

Loomis, 30 222222222211212-15

Parmelee, 31 222222*22222201-13

Simpkins 2S 222220222220220-12

Townsend, 29 2222222*2121212—14

Lewis, 28 2102021''1122220-11

Smead
Nebraska amateur championship race for Dickeybird trophy, at

targets
Tow-ns^d 1111330111011130003003000—15

1111100100031111111001011—17
0101011113131331110001011—18
1001100101101003010030300—11—61

McEh-eew 1111110101113110311113331—22
1311101111111101110101111—21
11131013110101 11111000311—19
1113011111011101111101110—20—82

Fifteen targets, $1.50 entrance", 50, 30 and 20 per cent. : Watson 13,

Loomis 13 Parmelee 14, McElreevy 10, Morrill 15, Simpkms 15,

Townsend 8, McDonald 13, Metz 5.
, ^

Same as above: Simpkins 12, McElreevy 11, Parmelee 12, Lucas
3, Loomis 14, Watson 7, Morrill 14, McDonald 13, Townsend 13,

Metz 4, Marsh 6. H. S. McDonai-d.

Garden City—National Gun Club*

Milwaukee, April 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: Some time the

first part of this year arrangements were made between the Garden
City Gun Club, of Chicago, and the National Gun Club, of Mil-

waukee, for a live-bird contest, fifteen men on each side, at 15

birds each, making a total of 225 birds on a side to be shot at.

The first match took place the first part of March at Milwaukee,
at which time the National Gun Club carried off the plum with

190 birds killed, to the Garden City Gun Club's 172.

At that time it was arranged that a return match should be shot

at Chicago under the same conditions, the same nurnber of birds

and the same number of men, and if the Garden City Gun Club
were successful at that time a third match should be shot on some

' neutral ground.
The match at Chicago took pla^e on the 27th inst., at Watson s

Park. The Milwaukee team was very much crippled, owing to the

fact that four of its best men—Dr. Williamson, Geo. L, Deiter,

Richard Merrill and L. J. Petit—were unable to attend, and we
went there with somewhat of a feeling that the game was against

us. Nevertheless, all the boys, except your humble servant, were
full of vinegar.
There was consideraWe wrangling after we reached the grounds

over a matter that we stipposed was settled long ago, and that was
the distance. At Milwaukee we shot at 28yds. rise, and we sup-

posed, as we had been informed, that the shoot at Chicago was
under the same conditions; but we finally compromised on 29yds.,

and at about 1 o'clock got down to business.
There was quite a strong wind blowing from the left quarter

across the field, which made the riglit-quarter_ birds very difficult.

E. E. Rogers, captain of the Milwaukee team for the day, won the
toss and was the first man to faoe the traps. The shooting was in

pairs, one Milwaukee man against a Chicago man; 8 birds at the
first set of traps, then passing over and finishing his score at

the second set, while the second shooters took the first set again,
and so on through to the finish. Rogers was very unfortunate in

his shooting, losing 4 birds, his opponent, Mr. Cumley, losing 1
bird, thus giving the Garden City a lead of 3 birds on the start.

The next pair, Mr. Crane, of the Milwaukee, and Mr. Adanr^s, of
tlie Garden City, cut even with 13 birds each. Mr. Meixner, of
Milwaukee, in the next pair, killed 14 to Mr. Miller's 12, giving
our opponent but 1 bird the lead. In the next Mr. Potter killed
13 to Mr. Pumphrey's 14, giving our opponents 2 in the lead. In
the fifth Mr. Cantillon killed 12 and Mr. O'Brien 10, tieing our
opponents, and thus it went, with the score very close, to the
finish.

Mr. Case did well with his shooting, bringing down 13 birds to
Mr. White's 15, who was fortunate enough to be the only man to
kill out straight.
Mr. Meixner and Mr. Blake were the only men on the Milwaukee

team who killed 14 each, while our opponents had five 14s.

Your humble servant was the last Milwaukee man to face the
traps, and I must confess now that he had several slight attacks
of what is called up in the wooJs "buck fever." Just before being
called he was informed that $10 was bet on him, which was not very
encouraging, as he has always been opposed to being the means
of losing anybody's money, and on top of that, another member
of the club cautioned him to keep his nerve; that there was a
chance for him to pull the team out, as they were but 2 behind at
that time; all of which tended to shatter his nervous system.
While he has been abje all through the Spanish-American war and
the Filipino troubles and the troubles with China to retain his
nerve (he being too old to enlist) and shoot fairly well, he
was completely unstrung at this time, and lost 3 birds, thus losing
the game. He has talked with the members of his own club, and
has been forgiven on condition tliat he never do so again.
There was not a minute from the time the first man faced the

traps until the last bird was shot at that the Garden City Club did
not know we were there, and I think they realized that it was a
pretty close call for them.
At the time of shooting the neturn match, which will probably

be on May 18, at Racine, we hope to regain our lost' laurels.
Our treatment by the Garden City Gun Club and the Chicago

people in general was of the best, and not one thing during the day
came up to mar the harmony and good feeling that existed between
the two clubs. Lindley Collins,

Sec'y Nat. Gun Club.

Itbaca Gun Club.

Ithaca, N. Y., April 27.—The opening matinee shoot of the
Ithaca Gun Club was held under very auspicious circumstances
at Ithaca, N. Y., to-day.
The shoot was very well patronized by local shooters and also

by trade representatives, who had come from Binghamton and
Owego. The trade was represented by Messrs. Keller and
Parker, of the Peters Cartridge Company; Colville, of Dupont
Powder Co.; Messrs. Louis and Claude Smith, of the Ithaca Gun
Company. The Ithaca gun was very much in evidence, nearly
every local shooter using an Ithaca gun.
The shoot was managed by Mr. John Parker, of Detroit. Every-

thing passed off pleasantly, and the shoot will have a tendency
to boom trapshooting in this locality. The opening of the base-
ball season kept many of the students away, as there was a game
between Cornell and Columbia.
Events

:

Targets

:

1 2 3 4 5
10 15 10 15 25

6 10 38
8 10 19
7 8 16
7 11 20
8 12 18

11 ..

7 13
U 20

Merrill 6 12
Stroh 6 14
Bobs 5 31
Swiveller 4 11
L Smith 6 11
Crandall 5 11
Burns 6 8
Hughes 6 12
Bostwick ., .. 7
Keller 6 11
C Smith 5 12
Moller 4 5
Tisdel 11
Tubbs 7
Parker 12
L Merrill 7
Rumsey , 4 ...

Moses 4 ..

Hanford 4 ..

McCormick 7 11 18
Egbert 4 8 ..

Schutt - 7 17
Speed. .. 9 12
Puff , .. .. 8

9

6
6
7
9
4
7
4
9 12 21
4 5..
8 9..
6 6..
6 8 14

6 7 8
10 15 25
7 10 38
6 32 20
6 10 17
6 10 19
6 11 18
7 7..
4 .. ..

7 9 16

31 18
11 16
7 13
9 ..

8 12 18

4 7

9 12 18
3 5 ..

4 7..
.. 10 ..

4 ..

3 12 ..

5 5..
.. 9 ..

Broke.
87
95
80
88
89
41
47
87
12
91
53
44
27
11
93
24
21
15
48
46
16
39
31
17

The Forest and Stream is put to press each weelc on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at th^
latest: by Monday and as much earlier aa practicable.

Pigfeon Shooting:,

California,—£rft7<j»' Forest and Stream: I read with satisfaction

your exhaustive treatise, "Pigeon Shooting at the Traps,"_ in

Forest and Stream of April 20. You have collected and put into
concise, logical form a great deal of sound information that is the
very best kind of reading for any one, and particularly for the well

meaning btit notoriously incompetent contingent that is always and
everywhere preaching the prevention of many evils, but that rather
encourages than prevents, because it is mainly made up of
impostors—impostors because they pretend to knowledge they do
not possess, or undertake duties they do not perform.
Our land is full of societies for the prevention of all sorts of

things, and notably for the prevention of cruelty to childen and
animals. The land groans with the evils that they volunteer to
correct, but how seldom do we bear of any great good accom-
plished or of systematic effort made? When such impostors go
afield to teach humanity to sportsmen they usually present a
pitiable picture of incompetency and ignorance.

Is not every city full of inhumanity to men, women, children
and animals to which these societies and philanthropic individuals
may well devote themselves if they are sincere? Ii by concerted
effort they establish a reformatory that really reforms, endow a
charitable institution really charitable, or it they look to the
welfare of homeless cats and wandering dogs, or if they would
only abolish the barbarous and senseless check reins that torture
thousands of horses throughout the years, they should be worthy
of recognition and praise.
While reading the treatise I hoped it would touch more ex-

plicitly upon the subject of propagation—a theme that is doubt-
less treated of in books, but that is not often considered in general
discussion. It would perh.ips simmer to the old, old problem, the
survival of the fittest; but the old problem has not been settled.
It is a good one for preventionists and reformers to study pro-
foundly. Is it nobler to propagate children for whom we do not
provide, or pigeons for which we do?.- The science of propagation,
in my opinion, from frog farming to the expansion of empires
and the mission of flags and constitutions has been neglected.

I witnessed a pigeon shoot on the grounds at Ingleside, San
Francisco, a few days ago. I was never fond of trapshooting, and
do not like to see creatures killed. I have for various reasons,
nevertheless, killed a great many wild birds and animals. The in-
cident, death, is the shadow over sport with the rifle, gun and
rod, but it is the shadow over all the life of the world, and who
shall say that our dread of death is not more a perverted notion
than a natural instinct? Pain is another matter. Neither gentle-
man nor sportsman ever finds pleasure in the torture of any
creature.

Several club members, gentlemen, participated in the shoot at
Ingleside, where 75 pigeons were snot in a couple of hours, the
largest number I have seen killed at the trap. I did not enjoy
looking on because the birds were being killed; but I did enjoy
the methodical, skillful and clean process of the shoot.
The grounds are beautiful, overlooking the Ingleside race course,

pavilions and stables, and to the southwest the broad green fields
sloping to the ocean. The afternoon was bright and breezy. The
five traps were complete with the latest improvements, opening
from_ a roomy, covered trench, in which the trappers and supply
of birds were invisible from the stand. The traps were spi-ung by
the ingenious contrivance by the use of which no one knows
which of the five will be sprung for the shooter. The bii*ds ap-
parently flushed from the grass, and were m the main quick and
hardy.
The three shooters were men who could afford to pay about $60

for their couple of hours' shooting, and they were as decent,
methodical, quiet and graceful in their art as the dancing or fencing
master is in his. Nearly all the birds were killed instantly and re-
trieved by a pointer dog that did his work as cleanly as the gun-
ners did theirs. If a bird was not killed by the shot it was so
quickly retrieved by the dog and laid at the feet of his master
that its neck was wrung before it could have possibly recovered
from the shock of the shot. 1 do not conceive how the same num-
ber of birds could have been killed in a more humane manner.
They were afterward drawn and crated for the market.
The deportment of the shooters, the beauty of the surroundings,

the complete equipment of the grounds, the elegant, well kept
guns used, and the wonderful work of the dog rnade up a com-
bination that was truly complimentary to the best kind of sports-
manship. Pigeons doomed to die could scarcely do it in a more
fitting manner. They doubtless owed their existence to sportsmen
and they paid the debt unwittingly and without suffering. Seven
or eight birds that flew straight away and escaped beyond
boundaries nearly all circled about until shot bv the keeper of the
grounds. These I thought should have been allowed to live. The
shooting was more satisfactory from a humane point of view than
cculd be the shooting of the same number of wild birds, because
the latter would be shot under differing conditions and many
cripples would surely escape to suffer.

I left the grounds feeling that 1 should like to be a member
of the rijght kind of a gun club and participate in such shooting
as that which I have described. I believe 1 would rather be such
a shooter than be president of some of the prevention societies
that neither seem to know what to prevent nor how to go about
it if they do. Humanity is rarely served by good intentions
ignorantly or affectedly professed. So much for a snap shot.

Ransacker.

Tracy—Pumpelly Tournament.
Owego, N. Y,, April 26.—The tournament given by Messrs.

Iracy and Pumpelly. at Owego, N. Y., under the auspices of theUwego Gun Club, the day following the tournament at Bingham-
ton, was a very successful affair. Tlie grounds are beautifully sit-
uated on the top of a high hill commanding a beautiful view of the
village and the Susquehanna River.
The shoot consisted of twelve 15-bird races, and was a strictly

amateur affair. John Parker, of Detroit, managed same in hia
usual effective manner, and taken all together it was a very
pleasant affair.

Messrs. Tracy and Pumpelly were complimented on their
cordial and courteous treatment of the visiting shooters. The
shoot was finished early in the afternoon, and visiting shooters
left for home, some going to Ithaca to take part in a tournament
there Saturday, the 27th.
The trade was represented by Messrs. Thomas H. Keller and

a
Parker, of the Peters Cartridge Companv, of Cincinnati;

A. G. Courtney and Leroy Woodward, of the Remington Arms
Company.; J R. Hull, of Parker Brothers; W. L. Colville, ofDupont Powder Company, and A. H. Fox, of the Winchester
K. A. Company. Ihe scores:

Events: 1 23456789 10 11 12„ targets: 15 15 15 15 35 35 15 15 15 15 15 15 Broke.
Hull 9 12 12 10 10 9 13 11 33 9 15 12 133
Courtney 33 33 13 15 13 11 13 11 13 13 14 15 158
Leroy 14 15 13 15 15 13 15 15 32 15 12 14 368
Winchester 14 35 34 14 35 15 15 14 15 15 15 15
Swiveller 13 33 13 13 9 9 12 13 13 12 32 12
Kendall 13 13 12 12 32 15 10 15 10 11 11 10
Parker 14 11 13 12 13 12 13 14 34 13 35 14
Brown .'. 30 34 12 10 14 34 14 31 30 12 IS 14
Dally ,,. 33 15 14 15 35 32 13 33 32 13 11 15
Morns ...t.,., , 11 14 13 11 15 13 32 13 31 12 10 15
-Hobbie 10 13 14 11 34 12 10 33 12 15 7 12
Stroh 10 14 11 9 14 34 12 33 13 9 12 13
Reed 9 12 13 31 9 30 10 30 .. 32 33 11
Pumpelly 11 14 34 33 32 12 14 15 13 33 11 13
Rail 10 12 35 9 14 12 32 10 11 32 9 11
Ward i... 12 .. 13 10 .. 9 9 34 .. 11 8
Montayne 10 11 33 11 9 .. 13 13 .. 6 9 6
Knapp 9 8 8 10 .. 12 15 9
Knox 32 32 10 10 .. .. 8 11 ..
Tracy 11 14 13 13 13 12 13 13 32 JO ii 12
Keller 13 14 12 12 13 12 13 12 12 32 10 14
Day 9 .. 13 1 11 .. 14 13 9 14 ..32
Hewett 11 11 11 12 11 10 12 12 13 9
Ripley .10 .... 6 .. ..
Smith 5 8 6 8

."

T Smith -: 6 ..
Barton 10 13 's

"
".i

176
342
344
158
148
161
150
142
144
318
353
337
84

101
71
63

345
149
96

132
36
27
6

31

Richmond Gun Club.
Silver LAXE. Staten Island, May 4.—Following are themade to-day at the shoot of the Richmond Gun Club:
Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5A A Schoverling...lO 9

8"--

scores

G Bechtel... ....... 976
F Schoverling. . . . . 9 6 5
Duke 10 9 8
Fredericks ,„,,,,. 9 6 5

8 8 8
6 6 6 6
8 9 6 6
8 8 8 8

9 6 6

Shot
at. Broke.
115 93
115 75
115 80
115 92
115 81

A- A. S., Captain jR. Q, C
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WESTERN TRAPS.

Chicago Gun Club,

Chicago, April 27.-Herewitli find scores of those who partici-

pated in the shoot held at the Chicago Gun Club grounds to-day-

The weather was favorable, but only a small number attended

because of the contest held at Watson's Park. Dr. Carson won
iwo trophies, and R. B. Mfiek the -other one:

R T, ivr..ck imiuoioioimiiii 01111—21

Tir rpT^nn iiiiooiniiiioniiiimii—22

'Mrs Carbon
•' lOlllOlOOOlllOllOOlUlllll-16

T)r Shaw iimiiiuiiimimiiiio-24
Mrs Shaw •

1011111011101101111111111—21

P^rllifd
•

' (1011111110011101111101111-20

ia'z ODiiioooioooooiiiooooooio— 8

Midllev' 1111110101000110111110010-16

UattoS 0111111111111101110110111—21

Dr Morton 101001111101111 -U
l-wenty-fiv^ targets, handicap:

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

R B Mack 1111111111111100111111111—23 5 25

Dr Carson 1011111111111111111111111—24 1 25

Mrs Carson ...1110110111011011111101000—17 G 23

Mrs Shaw .0110101111111101011011111-19 0 19

Dr Shaw 1111111100110111110111011—20 0 £0

Pollard 1111111111110111111101111—23 0 23

Kins lllllllOOOlOlOllDaiUOlOl—16 8 24

Midelev 0110011111111101100111101—18 0 18

Borroff 1110101011101110001101010-15 5 20

Morton . . ..^. ..v . . - • 1110111111100011111001111—19 5 24

Dr. Carson yfon high gun ; R. B. Mack handicap trophy.

Distance handicap, 15 targets:

R B Mack IS 011110101111111—12

Dr Carson 18 111011011111111-13

Borroff is' . •
222222000000011- 8

Mrs Carson,- IG.-.- llOllOim
Dr Shaw 16 111111110100100—10

Pollard 16 .010111111111010-11

KiniT 16 OOllOOOOlUOlOl—

7

Dr Alorton; " i6. UOlOlllOllim -12

Dr. Carson wins trophy distance rise handicap. In event No. 5,

at 15 targets, Mrs. Carson was victor with 15 straight.
Blue Jeans.

Nonpareil Gun Club,

Chicago, May 4.—The first regular- shoot of the Nonpareil Gun
Club took place to-day at John Watson's. It was a beautiful day,

with a good wind blowing from No. 1 trap over to No. 5. Al-

though the club numbers but twenty-three members, an idea of

the feeling and enthusiasm that the style of trapshootmg adopted

by this club has engendered may be conceived when it is seen that

twenty shooters faced the traps. All at scratch, 30yds., no handi-

cap and a fight to a finish.
,

Before the club shooting there was a meeting held to ratify the

rules adopted by the special committee appointed for that purpose.

At this meeting the Interstate Association rules were adopted, with

exception of weight of gun, which was left imlimited. It was also

decided that in addition to regular club prizes there should be a

$2 sweep included in the cltib event of 15 live birds. The
secretary was instructed to enter the club in the State Association,

and the following team named: Lem Willard, Chas. Comley, J. L.

Alabaster,- O. Von Lengerke. This is a pretty warm team, and it

should be pretty near the top.

Four men tied in the regular event, with straight sc9res of 15—

J. R. Graham, C. R. Stevens, E. S. Graham, Chas. Comley.
In the shoot-ofi Comley won first, Stevens second and J. R.

Graham third.

After the regular event, several inifes-'and-out sweepstakes were

indule-ed in. All expressed themselves as more than pleased with

this the first shoot, and the feeling is that this club bids fair to

become the leadins; club of the West. It is hoped others will follow

suit, as there is no question at all but that the only way to satisfy

all shooters and prevent continual growling is to form clubs for

novices and clubs for the more expert.

Immediately preceding the club shoot there was a friendly race

at 25 birds per man between Mr. W. W. Bonson and Mr. O.

Von Lengerke, the latter winning by a score of 24 to IS. The
scores of this match are as follows:

Bonaon 1002221022010021102222212—18

O Von Lengerke 2222222022222222222222222—24

Nonpareil club, shoot. May 4:

Head 002222200002201— 8

Wade 220211001112101—11

Clempson 222022S22222222-14
Pumphrey ....101282011110111—11

Dr Miller. . . . .2111021211222110—13

T R Graham. . .222222222222222—15

b r Shaw 222222022222100—12

Von Lengerke.222222222222220—14
Stevens 212222212211222—15

W Leffingwell. 220210222121100—11

Ties on 15, miss-and-out-

J R Graham 22220

Stevens 2222222*

Miss-and-out:
Alabaster 22121112220
Clempson 2222222220

J R Graham 222210

C S Graham...' • 2222220

G Roll - 122122221121 22122 1

Stephens 0
L Willard 20

Blake 22222220

Healey 22222220

Barto ...J 20

Comley 22212211221221211112

Amberg 0

Pumphrey 210

Dr Miller 10

Practice before main shoot:
Shelly - 2*11*11 01100102212001112—17

Dr Miller / 1102111111101111011211122—28

Bonson 1002221022010021102222212—18

Von Lengerke ..222222202222222222 22222—24

Fifteen-bird match:
Healy ,

220222**0222*0— 8
Levi 101222121112120—13

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, May 4.—The appended scores were made to-day -pn thc

occasioii of the opening of the season's target trophy series. The
day was an ideal one for target shooting, and twenty members
came out to enjoy it. The -warm sunshine and gentle breeze were
delightful. In the trophy event J. S. Boa carried off the honors,
breaking 24, Class A. Class B trophy was tied tor by John Wolff,
E. A. Midgley and Dr. M eek on scores of 21, -while Class C w'as

won by H. N. Delano on a score of 19. Everything passed off

without friction, and all were hapjiy:

H N Delano '. 0111110111101011111001111-19

J M Donald 0001011010011100011011100—12
A D Dorman IIOIIOOOIOOUOUIIOIOOOOI—13
Dr Meek 0111101111101111101111111—21
L Thomas 1011000110011111011100100—14
A McGowan 1011011100010000010111111—14
P McGowan 0011011111110110111101110—18

j D Pollard 1011111111111111111011111—23
"C T Keck , lOlOOOlOOOOOOOUUlOUlllOO-

9

. Eaton 1001011101111111110111101—19

J S Boa 1111111111110111111111111—24
Richards 1111111110111101011111011—21

J Wolff 1111101111101111111111001—21
Barnard 1011111101111111110011110-^20
Midglev 1011111011111111110101110—21
Dr Hoff 0010111111110111100111110-18
F E Adams... 1111110101100101111111110—19
A Hellman 0111111111111111011111100—21
W A Jones 1110111010100111011110111—18

A team race was shot as follows:

Boa 14. Pollard 11, Eaton 14, Barnard 9, Delano 10, Hoff 12,

Thomas 10, McDonald 9, Adams 11, R. H. Trail 41/2: total lOWz-
Midgley 12, Richards 13, Dr. Meek 9, J. Wolfi II, Hellman 13,

P. McGowan 10, Dorman 5, Jones 8, A. McGowan 11, R. H. Trail

41/2; total soya,
" _

pa. J. Meek, Sec'y,

Blake 202022222222222—13
Sturtevant . . . .222020222222222—13
Amberg 22222222212222*—14
E S Rice 011220210100212—10
E S Graham...222222222222222—15
Comley 222111122111222—15

T L Alabaster.222221221022212—14
Barto 2222222*2201212—13
Roll 222122222100201—12
L Willard 101200112222221—12

E S Graham 20

Comley 11211222

May 4.—The Chicago Gun Club's weekly shoot this afternoon
was a great day for the Carsons; they all made good scores. Dr.
Carson won the high gun trophy in the weekly shoot, also broke
15 straight in the monthly handicap, distance 20yds. rise, also 10
straight, same rise, in shoot-off with R. B. Carson, his father
(R. B. Mack). The second prize went to Dr. Morton in the weekly
shoot. The weekly prizes are of the same value, only difference
being the honor. Visitors are welcome, and we assure them a
warm reception at the traps. Shells for sale on the grounds.
Trophy event, 25 targets;

Broke. Hdcp. Total.
R B Mack 1111111011111111111111011—23 2 25
Dr Carson 1111111111111111111110111—24 0 24
Mrs Carson; 1111111110111111101111111—23 6 25
Dr Friend 1111111101011100011101111—19 0 19
Dunbar 0111111110011101110111111—21 7 25
M L 1011011111111110111111111—22 0 22
Dr Turck 1101101111110100001100101—15 5 20
Lovell 1110000111001011001111111—17 6 23
Dr Morton 1011110111101111111111110—22 7 25
Mrs Howard OlllllOllOllOOlOlllOllOlO—16 10 25

Second tic

:

R B Mack 1110111110— 8 0 8

Dunbar 1110111101— 8 2 10
Dr Morton 1111110011— S 2 10

Third tie:

Dunbar 1010111100— 6 2 8
Dr Morton 1011111110— S 2 10

Dr. Carson high gun trophy; Dr. Morton handicap trophy.
Distance handicap, 15 birds:

Mrs. Carson, 16' 111111111111111—15
Dunbar, 16 111101101101101—11
Dr Turck, 16 ,. 011111111110101—12
Lovell, 16 111001111111010—11
Mrs Howard, 16 000010100101100—5
R B Mack, 18 111111111111111—15
Dr Morton, 18 110111101101001—10
Dr Carson, 20 111111111111111-15
M L, 20 111111010111111—13

Tie:
R B Mack, 18 1111111011— 9 Dr Carson, 20 1111111111—10

Targets: 24 15 10 15 10 25 Targets: 24 15 10 15 10 25
R B Mack 21 .. 10 14 .. .. Dr Turck 14 8

Dr Carson 23 .. 9 Lovell 12 .. .. 8 ..

Mrs Carson 2 .. 10 14 9 .. Dr Morton 14
Dr Friend 21 13 .. .. 9 22 Mrs Howard 6 12 7 ..

Dunbar 9 7 Boltman 8 21
M L 13 8 14 .. 23 Knit 2 ..

Boston Gun Q«b.
Boston, May 1.—The initial shoot of the Boston Gun Club's

summer series for 1901 was held on their grounds at Wellington
to-day and fifteen shooters gathered to make it as auspicious an
opening as could be wished for. Among the welcome visitors was
Mr. Mitchell, of Dover, who was in town for the day, and not
knowing of any more enjos'able way of passing a few hours than
on the trapshooting grounds, journeyed to the grounds for a try in

three or four of the events. Though shooting a strange gun and
load, the majority of the targets had to give in that a well placed
charge of shot was more than they calculate to stand. The after-

noon was replete with good scpres, among which were Griffith's

five straights and a 24 out of 25 in the prize match, and Leroy's
straight of 5 pairs. The latter, being from the 19yd. mark, was as
'pretty an exhibition of skill as has been seen on the grounds
lately. The club's lady representative -n'as again present after a

protracted absence, and showed no signs of having forgotten
where the gun should be placed to secure a merit mark. Con-
siderable amusement was afforded all by two of the regulars taking
up thi 16-gauge gun, with 2%drs. powder and %oz. shot; but after

14 out of the 20 had been grassed in as neat a style as could be
asked for by the most fastidious, the 16-gauge came in for a
good deal of well deserved praise. The scores in the prize match
were: Griffith, 19yds., 24; Leroy, 21vds., 21; Frank, 16yds., 21;

Baker, 18yds., 17; P. B., 16vds., 17; Spencer, 18yds., 17; Horace,
18yds., 17; Woodruff, 17yds., 16; Lane, 16yds., 15; Arthur, 16^ds., 14.

Uther scores below. Events 3, 6, 9, 5 pairs; events, o, 8, 15
unknown; all other events 10 unknown; distance handicap:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12 13
Baker, 18 5 8 6 8 12 5 9 12 7 9 -
Leroy 21 7 8 6 7 11 10 7 10 6
Griffith, 19 9 8 7 5 15 9 7 15 8 lO-' 9 10 10
Woodruff, 17 9 6 4 6 11 5 9 12 5

Frank, 16 4 7 4 6 13 8 8 14 . . 8
P B, 16 4766 12 56 10 95 10 87
Arthur, 16 656395443776..
Lane 16 6 5 4 6 10 5.
H J K, 14 3 4 .. 3
Mitchell. 16....... ,.v ^6. 5 4 7
Churchill, 16..,. • 3
Spencer, 18 12 .4 6 12 5 8 8 10

Blair, 16 .. 6 11 9 .. 9 6 ..

Horace, 18 4 10 12 5 9 11 7.. 9 7 7
Henry, 16 9
Frederick, 14 3

Prize match, 15 singles unknown, 5 pairs; distance handicap:
Griffith 19.... 111111111111111 11111110 11—24
Leroy, '21 111011110010111 11 11 11 11 11—21
Frank 16 011101111111111 01 11 10 11 11—21
Baker,' IS 111101111101101 01 01 11 00 10—17
p B 16 ' 111101101111101 10 10 10 10 10—17
Spencer 18 lllOOOUlllllll 00 10 11 10 10—17
Horace, 18 101101110111111 10 01 10 10 10—17
Woodruff', 17 ...010111010111111 10 11 01 10 00—16
L,ane 16. 110101010101111 11 10 00 11 00—15
Arthur 16 .111010011010011 00 11 01 10 10—14

The American Team.

The American team will sail from New York Saturday, May 25,

on the steamship Canadian, of the Leyland Line, which is expected
to arrive in Liverpool either June 3 or June 4. The Canadian is a
four-masted steamer of 10,000 tons burden, and is one of the new
transatlantic steamships which combine freight and traffic pas-

sage; she carries only saloon passengers, and has accommodation
for between sixty and seventj^ all the quarters being on the saloon

and main decks, and 'all ami'dships. According to measurements,
there is nearly 200ft. between the bow and the staterooms nearest

the bow, and the same distance between the stern and the state-

rooms nearest the stern.

The team, landing in Liverpool on June 3 or 4, will have time to

get rid of their sea legs before taking part in the first of the series

of five shoots, which will be decided on Tuesday, June 11, most
probably on the grounds of the Middlesex Gun Club, Hendon,
just outside of London. The conditions call for the best out of

five 100-target races, each race to be shot on consecutive days. In
addition to shooting the matches in London, it is expected that

matches will also be shot at Glasgow, Belfast and Dublin, and
possibly one in Paris.
The team is booked to return on the Steamship Cestrian, of the

same line, which sails from Liverpool June 29, and should reach
Boston nine or ten days later, in plenty of time for preliminary
practice prior to the opening of the Pan-American shoot, the third
week in July.
Paul North leaves Saturday, May 18, on the Cunard Line, which

will give him nearly two weeks in which to prepare for the coming
of the team.
As at present decided upon, the team is made up as follows:

T, A. Marshall, captain; R. O. Heikes, W. R. Crosbj', C. W.
Budd, J. S. Fanning, J. A. R. Elliott, Fred Gilbert, Frank
Parnielee, C. M. Powers.
This leaves a vacancy or two to be filled up, but the vacancies

will not probably be filled until the Indians meet at the Iowa State
shcot at Newton, la.

.\mGng those who will go along with the team are E. H. Tripp
and wife, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Emil Werk and F. D. Pride, of Cin-
cinnati, O.; B. Leroy Woodard, Campello, Mass.; Louis Erhardt,
Atchison, Kan. ; and probably others.

All arrangements for transportation, etc., have been left in the
hands of Mr. Edward Banks, to whom application should be made
for passage on the steamer. Stateroom accommodation at this

time of year is extremely limited, and if anybody wishes to go with
the team he should lose no opportunity in notifying Mr. Banks
at his office, 318 Broad-way, New York, although this is no guar-
antee that there will be accommodation on the boat in question.

Zanesville Gun Club.

Zanbsville, O., May 2.—A perusal of the pages of the pro-
gramme of the Zanesville (O.) Gun Club's spiring tournament will
disclose a new and novel method for the division of the money

—

surely an equitable one.
The handicap is by distance. The first event in which each par-

ticipates the management -will place each where in its judgment
each properly belongs. Should it be found that any one be im-
properly placed, he will advance or recede 1yd. at a time, until
his proper place be thus ascertained, and there he will remain
for the balance of the day.
By this programme the strictly pure amateur should be satisfied,

as he breaks into the money if he only breaks 1 target, while if he
breaks 2 or more he gets paid according to the number he breaks.

This should be sufficient inducement for him to shoot the entire
programme.
The expert amateur should be more than satisfied, as he not only

participates in the money under the Moore system but has a
purse created for his special benefit divided under the Rose system;
besides, fhe club adds money to each event, and charges as an
entrance 20 cents per target, thus making a large purse, and as
their worst competitors, the professionals, are permitted to shoot
for targets only here should be surely a programme to his liking.
From mail before us we feel this tourney is going to be largely

attended. L. A. Moore, Sec'y Z. G. C.

[Mr. Moore, on investigation, will learn that the system which
he honors with his name is not new. It is known to fame and
practice as the equitable system. He further, on analysis, will
note that 20 cents per target is a pretty stiff proposition. If an
amateur pays, in a 15-target event, ?3 entrance and breaks 10
targets, drawing back a stated sum for each target, a sadness will
steal over his spirit as he notes the difference between income
and expenditure, and also he might find that the professional
might not shoot as a raw professor.]

Mississippi Valley Notes.

The Progressive Gun Club, of East St. Louis, 111., held its first
medal shoot for the season on April 28. There were twenty-two
shooters in attendance, which is certainly good for the initial meet
after the winter's rest. W. Baggerman won the medal, Riehl being
ineligible to compete, as a non-member of the club. An informal
programme was also shot, and much interest manifested, indicating
a lively shooting season to follow. The scores are appended:

Events: ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Miss King , 5 6 7 7 8 10 4
Corey 5 8 4 5 6 15 9
T Ruff 8 7 7 10 9 15 8
Riehl 8 10 8 10 9 18 9
Deletine 10 9 9 8 7 18 8W Baggerman , 8 8 9 7 8 16 7
Daley 8 8 9 7 7 14 8
Chaplin „ 7 9 9 6 5 11 5
Free 8 6 9 7 7 9 5
P Baggerman 8 9 7 9 9 38 9
Hall 6 7 7 9
Hume 9 9 6 8 9 15 10
Payeur 10 10 13 ..
P Weber 7 9 10 16 ..
Ekstedt 9 9 7 15 ..

Fink 9 8 9 16 9
Stroh , % 9 10 9 17 6
J Ruff ..4. 9 9 10 18 8
Grcoby 4 7 4 6 ..
Montgomery , g .. ..
Sandberg 15 g

.

F. C. Riehl.

National Gun Club^ Milwaukee,

MiLWAiTKEE, Wis., April 26.—The following is the result of the
regular monthly prize snoot of the National Gun Club:
Gumz 0200122220— 6 Bogart 0100222203— 6
Case 2200022122— 7 Clark 1022222201— 8
Weaver 2220022102— 7 Rehfeld.... 0111111202—8
Klapinski 1012002121— 7 Himelstein 1121122012— 9
Uno 1012211221— 9 Becker 2020010211— 6
Potter 2010120122— 7 Schuchardt ...2111022122—9
Stuth 1011022210— 7 Reed 1000012110— 5
Bush 0222220222— 8 Wood 0200220200—4
Collins 1021111111— 9 Fuller 1102101220— 7
Sherer 1202200210— 6 Thomas 0112211222— 9
Deiter 2222222222—10 Jay Ell 1222222202— 9
Scott 2202222212— 9 Sayle 22211120
Crane 2002222223—8

LiNDLEY Collins, Sec'y.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT,

Pennsylvania Railroad Summer Excursion Tickets to
Buffalo, Niagara Falls and Other Summer Resorts.

On April 30, 1901, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company will place
on sale summer excursion tickets to Buffalo on account of the
Pan-American Exposition, and to Niagara Falls.

On May 1, 1901, the regular summer excursion tickets to all the
principal summer resorts east of Pittsburg and Buffalo will be
placed on sale at ticket offices of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany.
These tickets will bear the usual summer excursion limit of Oct.

13. 1901, except that the Niagara Falls tickets will be good to
return until Nov. 30, 190L
The Pennsylvania Railroad Summer Excursion Route Book for

1901 will be issued, as heretofore, on June 1.

—

Adv.

Summer Homes.

In the Lake Country of Northern Illinois, Wisconsin, Min-
nesota and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, on the line of the
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, are hundreds of most
charming summer resorts. Among the list are: Fox Lake, Dela-
van Lake, Lake Geneva, the Lauderdale Lakes Waukesha, Ocono-
mowoc, Palmyra, the Dells at Kilbourn, Elkhart Lake and Madi-
son, Minocqua, Star Lake, Frontenac. White Bear, Minnetonka,
Marquette, Spirit Lake, Okoboji, Big Stone Lake, etc., etc.
For illustrated booklets "Summer Homes for 1901," and "In

the Lake Country," send address with 6 cents in postage to F. A.
Miller, General Passenger Agent, Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Railway, Chicago, III.

—

Adv.

Spratts Patent (America) Limited, Newark, N. J., have published
an instructive booklet, whose title is "Spratts Dog Culture; with a
Chapter on Cats," which contains useful information as a cata-
logue of the sterling goods manufactured by that company, besides
describing symptoms of many diseases and the best manner of
caring for and conditioning dogs for work afield or for the show
bench or for everyday life. It will be sent by Spratts Patent to
tl.'ose who apply to them for it.

—

Adv.

The desirability of good lights, which shall be reliable, safe and
give little trouble, will be acknowledged by all country dwellers,
whether in cottage or in camp. These are some of the advantages
claimed by the "Nulite" lamps, which are advertised in another
column.

—

Adv.

All campers will agree that there is nothing more iinportant
than good coffee to one's comfort while in the field. The In-
stantaneous Coffee, advertised by the National Food Co., of
Camden, N. J., is said to be prepared at once, and to be the real
thing. It is certain to appear strongly to all coffee drinkers. A
very .small investment will tell just what it is.—Adv.^

The Forest amd Stssam is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach ^a at tb«

letp^t by ^0!t^ W# W v^rnih e^lier h practicably.

The National Projectile Works, of Grand Rapids, Mich,, ad-
vertise lubricated wire patched bullets, which, tliey tell us, prevent
fouling and leading of the rifle, and clean and lubricate the barrel
with every shot. All big-game hunters and marksmen will be
interested in this new device, and they can easily see what it is by
sending for a catalogue and for sample bullets.

—

Adv.

Protection from the weather has a very great deal to do with
the comfort of every man who goes into camp. Messrs. Geo. B.
Carpenter & Co., ship chandlers, of Chicago, not only furnish
tents and oil clothing but camp furniture as well. Besides this, they
are sail makers, and the growth of Chicago as a yachting center
piakes this an important part of their business.—.4<^v.
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Koro it is called, and the fathers say that when the sea for days

rose steadily and steadily, and drowned the men and washed their

plantations hito waste and gave their homes to fishes, the last

spot of earth that anywhere arose above the waste of waters was

the rocky summit of that mountain, and on it sat a little bird. But

the water higher rose and higher, and covered even that last

resting place, and the little bird flew sadly round and round, and

wept over Koro,' for that it was lost. Yet it came again to light

as the waters slowly sank, but the bird has never learned to

change its mourning note, and ever wails in the woods of Koro.

—

IVilliam Churchill: A Princess of Fiji.

Cbc forest and Stream's Platform PlanK,

*'TAe sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasons."

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1901.—No. VII.

CALIFORNIA.
Penal Code, Sec. 626k, enacted 1901.—Every person who buys, sells,

I offers or exposes for sale, barter or trade, any quail, partridge, pheasant,

grouse, sage hen, ibis, or plover, or any deer meat, whether taken or killed

in the State of California, or shipped into the State from any other State,

Territory, or foreign country, is guilty of a misdemeanor.

'THE.ARTAND PLEASURE OF HARE-HUNTING."

Or all the professions none have greater uncertainties

than has that of authorship. It is uncertain from first to

last. No author can fathom the depths of his own mental

powers, nor can any one forecast the verdict of the public

on any literary work. Manuscripts have been condemned

as unworthy of merit, which when published have been

awarded a place in the classics, while others of which

much was expected hardly made a beginning in public

favor.

But of the incessant output of literature, much general

good is accomplished, for much of the current publications

of the day makes the progress which is lost in the sum

total of progress of the passing year as the literature of

the year is lost in the lapse of ages. It would indeed" be

an ill inference Avhich would visit disapproval on all litera-

ture that did not bear the visible marks of immortality.

Much of it is necessarily identified with the struggles of

the moment, with the needs of mental diversion, and with

the evolution of civilization. And the making of books is

not without pathos, for in futui-e many an hour of work

with its bright hope is lost; many a rosy dream of fame

and honor is rudely dispelled
;
many a heartache is the

only return for hard wrought prose and poem, and often

with failure, saddest of all, the wolf comes nearer to the

door. Thus, like all else in civilization, authorship has its

bright and dark side.

The vicissitudes of authorship during the centuries are

well exemplified in the miscellaneous collections which

make up the stock of the dealer in old books ; and here

we find that the sporting authors of the past are not in-

frequently represented. Among the old books in a New
York shop is one entitled "The Art and Pleasure of Hare-

Hunting, in Six Letters, to a Person of Quality. By
John Smallman Gardiner, Gent. Printed for R. Griffiths

at the Dunciad in St. Paul's Churchyard, MDCCL." The
title page frankly informs the reader that the price of

the work is one shilling. Its price to-day is $70. It is a

modest octavo numbering fifty-four pages, bound in quiet

elegance in levant morocco with a delicate tracing of

gilt on the inner edge of the covers by way of ornament.

The paper and ink are of a qualitj^ which would be no dis-

credit if made at the present dzy. The diction is in the

quaint old idiom of 150 years ago. In his preface the

author earnestly cautioned his reader that he had learned

that some other author had treated on the same subject

some time prior to his own writing thereon, but that he

had never seen the writings of his predecessor, and that

therefore an\i;hing that he wrote was not appropriated

from him, however much it might be the same in idea.

,Thus this old work had still an earlier one, and inferen-

tially the older one had still an older one to contend

against. Matters which were debated then as contem-
porary in interest are still debate4 to-day as feeing of

modern thought and interest. Of these are the wide or

narrow range of setters and pointers, the relative capa-

bilities of each, mental impressions and their influence on

the progeny, etc. John Smallman Gardiner, Gent., was

particularly conscientious in his treatment of the art of

hare-hunting. In quaint old English with its piquant

idioms he minutely describes the habits and wiles of the

hare, the manner of hunting it. the dogs most approved

for that work and many delightful speculations on their

senses and insimcts. Treating of their powers of vision

he iays : "Some maintain Hares to be of the tribe of

Nocturnal Animals that cannot see zvell in the Day, their

eyes being much like Cats or Owls, and of a Contexture

susceptible of far nicer touches of the rays of light than

Creatures more Habituated to Daylight."

From one shilling to $70 is no mean appreciation, though

the tmie required is necessarily discouraging to those who
wait. And these old books of a far age of the past show

that the element of favorable circutnstance, the element of

luck, was not without its force in preserving some authors

from cbli\ioii, for many of the old books owe their

preservation to their association with a past age contem-

poraneous with great historical events; to the ancient

style- of type with which they were printed, or to the

rich and beautiful bindings, the binder's art having been

brought to an extraordinary degree of perfection. That

some of the ancient books should owe their preservation

to their covers differs in a way from some modern
books, in whose covers is concealed their chief value. But

in the vicissitudes of aitthorship there is little that can

justly be called new. In every age the author encountered

the author who had wrillen before on his favorite subject;

he encountered the public which ignored his writings, his

disappointments were the same disappointments of his

predecessors, and he could not fail to note that many
works were preserved by the guarding of good covers.

Thus there need be nothing discouraging in the fact that

there is nothing new under the sun, for while the facts

of the world's knowledge may be old, they are ever new to

those who have them yet to learn. In the matter of

sporting literature, both ancient and modern, the good

showing is ground for just pride, as it portrays the esteem

in which the healthful and pleasing sports of field and

stream were held, and the talent of the writers who gave

these sports their attention.

THE LOADED GUN TN THE HOUSE.
A LOADED gun in the house is an instrument of harm. It

is ever waiting for some one to set it off and. do the

injury. Sometimes it goes off by itself. The house of a

Long Island clergyman was destroyed by fire not long

ago, and the fire was caused by the falling of a loaded gun

from its rack on the wall and the consequent explosion.

In a murder trial in the South the accused was acquitted

when his counsel demonstrated this combination of cir-

cumstances ; the person 'killed had been at the time of

his death lying on a lounge. A muzzle-loading rifle had

hung on the wall so disposed that it was aimed directly

at the lounge, and this rifle had been kept loaded. A
mirror had reflected the sunlight and concentrated it as

a burning glass upon the priming cap of the rifle and had

caused the discharge which had killed the victim. The
thing was proved possible by an actual experimental test,

in which the discharge of the arm was brought about in

the manner described.

If loaded firearms in the house are dangerous when
let alone, they are a hundred times more dangerous be^

cause of the meddling propensities of human nature. The
combination of gun and charge is always ready for the

chance handler who did not- know.it was loaded. In a

village in western New York the other day a five-year-old

child and her uncle were in a room together, when the

itncle took up a gun which he did not know was loaded,

and in handling discharged it, .shooting the child's legs

off and killing her. The incident belongs to a type which

is so common that its relation here would be without

purpose, did it not give an opportunity to direct atten-

tion to the responsibility of those unthinking persons who
•provide the ineans for the didn't-know-it-was-Ioaded

shooters to do their fell work. The immediate active

agent in blotting out the life of a beloved child stands not

alone in the responsibility for the distressing casualty.

Another must share with him the awful burden. That

other one is the person who kept the loaded gun, who
maintained the engine of destruction ever ready to work

its disaster. If the owner of the gun had adopted the

simple precaution of taking out the charge before standing

the arm in the corner, his home would not have been

darkened with this great sorrow. The teaching of the

incident is this : If you have a loaded gun standing in the

corner or hanging on the rack, take out the charge.

Remove from your own home at least the possibility of a

disaster for which you would have to share with the

didn't-know-it-was-loaded shooter the responsibility.

In the old days when loading a gun was a complicated

operation of measitred powder and shot charges, wadding

and ramrod, there may have been some excuse for keeping

a charge in a gun ; but under present conditions, when to

load is the work df a second, and to remove the charge

is equally simple and expeditious, there can be absolutely

no excuse for the loaded gun in the home.

SNAP SHOTS.

The Smithsonian Institution has ju.st published as one

of the series of reports devoted to the National Museum
a memorial of George Brown Goode, together with a

selection of his papers on the museums and the history of

science in America. There are given here in permanent

forni the tributes paid to Dr. Goode by his associates, at

the memorial meeting held in Washington in 1897. These

comprise a memoir by Prof. A. P. Langley, Secretary of

the Smithsonian Institution, and estimates of Dr. Goode

as a historian and citizen, by Pres. W. L. Wilson, of

Washington and Lee University; as a naturalist, by Prof.

Henry F. Osborn, of Columbia LTniversity, and of his

activities in relation to American science, by Dr. W. H.

Dall, of the United States Geological Survey. The papers

of Dr. Goode relate to museums and rtiuseum history and

administration, and the beginnings of natural history and

sciences in America ; and these are followed
,

by a full

bibliography of Dr. Goode's published writings, by Ran-

dolph I. Geare. The volume of over 500 pages is made
the more valuable by a series of no fewer than 109 por-

traits of scientists, natttralists, explorers and others who
have contributed to the advancement of science in Amer-

ica. The noble volume is a fitting recognition of Dr.

Goode's life and character and public services. Another

memorial of the man is the National Museum itself, for

as it is to-day in large measure he made it.

The Massachusetts Legislature rejected last week a

bill to permit shooting and fishing on Sunday. The advo-

cates of making shooting lawful upon that day base their

argument upon the fact that many 'shooters who are con-

fined to their work through the week have no time to go

shooting on any day but Sunday, and the opportunity to

shoot on that day should not in fairness be denied thetti.

As was inevitable, the debate in the House was a combina-

tion of Sabbath observance and game protection argu-

ments, and the two together were strong enough to defeat

the proposed amendment by a vote of 61 to 17.

The Appalachian National Park may be regarded as a

thing accomplished. Dr. Ambler tells us as much as this

in the report printed to-day on the present standing of

the scheme. The favorable action taken by the legisla-

tures of the States immediately concerned, and the atti-

tude of Congress,, as shown in the last session, are such as

to give fullest confidence that the Government will acquire

the territory and maintain it as a perpetual forest reserve

and pleasuring ground for the people. Some hint of the

attractiveness of this Appalachian country and its pos-

sibilities from a sportsman's standpoint is contained in

Dr. Waldo's description of it.

Mr. C. H. Ames asks for the origin of the name Poke-o-

Moonshine as applied to a mountain or stream. There is

much of romance and history in place-names. We have

in hand and shall print next week an interesting paper on
the subject of Adirondack names.

That story of a cabin on the shore of a Massachusetts

lake is full of suggestion. There are just such sites with-

out number for summer camps, and the shelter may be

put up by any one who has the gumption -to drive a nail

and push a saw. The cost is practically nothing. ' The
enjoyment and solid comfort possible are beyond compute.

We shall be much mistakep if the account of the Massa-
chusetts camp shall not prompt cither fishermen to make
Uke provision for cheap, handy and sensible near honnj

>iitings.
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Two Scares*
"Talking about scares, I don't mind one once in a

while—a long while; but two in twenty-four hours are
more than a decent man is called upon to bear with
enough patience to put in tea."
The Judge had his pipe going well before he resumed,

our ha-ving tempted him to a refill.

The tins were washed, plenty of wood handy, darkness
had come, and we were squatted pretty close to the fire
in front of the lean-to, for it was cold.
This is to be read slowly, as the Judge spoke that way.
"You boys know that it is a long time since I hunted

with another gun. I gave up taking chances with another
man when my friend was caiTied out of the woods shot
by his careless friend. You know I don't allow even my
guide to carry a rifle when I'm out for big game.

"Well, it was about this time of the year. I had a
feeling that I had lost something, and when I seriously
analyzed it, I found it was a moose. I dropped a card
to Louis Noel, the Indian, telling where and when to
meet me, and in a couple of days started for Guys-
borough, county.

"It was pretty late in the day before I found Louis

—

too late to strike into the tepee—so we made for a house
known to him kept by a widow; and a long way it was.
We reached it, hoAvever, just before dark, climbed up the
hill and banged at the door. The woman came at once,
and I haven't seen a more worried one since. Before I

could say a word she let out a torrent of them as long
as the Moral Code. What I could make of it was that
a tramp had applied for something to eat that morning,
she had given him a good meal, and he liking it, and find-

ing no man around, proposed to annext the whole outfit.

Of coiirse, she was very much frightened, and coaxed
and threatened him; but there he styed, and while she
was speaking a door in the hall opened and his Joblots
slouched up to the front.

"He was a pretty hard looking specimen, and the
meals he had eaten that day gave him an impudent air

that killed sympathy at once.
"The widow had said there was only one available

room in the house, and he had pre-empted it.

" 'Look here,' says I to him, mildly, 'you asked this

woman for .something to eat this morning, and she gave
it to you. Is that correct?'

" 'Yas,' he growled.
" 'And you stayed and ate some more?'
" 'Wall, it's none o' your d business, is it?'

" 'And you propose now to take the only room with
which she can earn a little money?'

" That's wot.'

"'Well, my friend,' says I, 'you are f'ealiy making a
mistake. I want that room, and if you don't want to

sleep in the woods jog along, quick.'
" 'I guess not,' he said.

"I stood my gun against the side of the house and
began to put off my pack. He stepped outside, and
.stood a couple of j^ards off and slowly took in my 72
inches, turned around, and with a lot of fancy cusses
started for the village we had passed through. We
watched him out of sight, and went in.

"The widow was a grateful little soul, and hustled

around to maks us comfortable, and succeeded first rate.

She told me more about the tramp; how the cuss

wouldn't even get a little wood for the fire to make his

own meals, and so on, until 9 or 10, when we went to

bed in the spare room.
"It wasn't much of a room to fight about. We got

to it by a sort of ladder that landed right in it, an, by
Jove! it was cold. There was a small window that let

in more air than light, and I saw by the candle only
one little cot, and mighty little on it. We undid our
packs and got out the blankets. I took off my boots
and hat, and rolled up on the cot, while Louis did the

same in the corner on the floor, and it wasn't long before

we slept.

"I don't know how long I slept—an hour or two,
maybe—but the next thing I knew I was standing in the

middle of the room, my hair standing too, and the awful-

lest scream ringing in my ears that ever man heard. My
blanket was wound around me like a fly paper, but I

got it off in a hurry, seeing mental pictures of cut-

throats, outrages and all the rest of it. I grabbed the

rifle, told Louis to follow, and slid down the ladder

without touching a rung^ I think.

"We stood a few seconds to listen—not a sound. I

called out, 'Anything wrong?'—no answer. I tried a

door or two—locked. I unlocked the front door and
stepped out. It was almost light as day. The moon was
up big, but it showed nothing wrong to me.

"I said, 'Come along' to Louis, and we climbed a fence

and went entirely around the house. Everything was
quiet and orderly, and the window^s were all shut. I

stood and shivered in my stocking feet, completely

mystified.

"Louis grunted out in an inqtjiring tone, 'Dream?'
" 'Dream be ,' I was about to answer, when I

jumped about 3 feet with this terrible scream ringing out

again. No dream this time, anyway. I looked up
from whence it came, and to my intense disgust, there^

on the ridge of the house, sat an owl that looked as big

as a prize turkey.

"Well, maybe I wasn't mad! I didn't see a bit of

humor in it then. I jammed a cartridge in the. gun,

and in a couple of seconds blew that owl into such bits

that no ornithologist could identify it. We then sneaked

back to the room and tried to get some more sleep,

but I didn't succeed very well. Louis asked before I

got settled down, 'Mister scared?' I told him to go to

blazes, and pulled the-blanket over my head.

"All the same, boys, it was a scare.

"We were out at daylight, the widow making us a good
breakfast. She had heard the rifle, but not the owl. Was
used to it, I s'pose.

"We were off early; had a long tramp before us, and
it seemed to be getting warmer. Louis shook his head

at the sky, and I didn't like the looks of it myself. He
%Qok the lead on Ibe trail—and a tough one it was, I tell

you. About II we had a bite and eased our backs of the
duffle. The weather looked gloomy, and was getting too
warm for snow or comfort. We didn't rest long, as I
saw Louis was anxious to be moving.
"To cut it short, we made the tepee about 5 that even-

ing, and a great relief it was, too. The tepee was of
poles and bark, you know, one he had put up some time
before, and a pretty good one it looked.
"Louis cut firewood, while I went for spruce to make

new beds. It was dark by the time everything was made
snug and the tea going, and the wind came up easterly,

too, and I knew that meant a wet day unless it changed.
"We fmished tea and sat around to smoke, Louis being

more silent than usual, I thought, although I didn't try
to make him talk, being tired and thoughtful myself.
Anyway, I don't feel much like talking in the woods
except on an occasion like this.

"We smoked a couple of pipes, and while Louis built

a fire in the middle of the teepee I strolled down to get
a tin of water, nearly breaking my neck in the darkness
getting it, Things looked so cozy inside. that I decided
to turn in. I fussed around a little, and he, too, rolled up
in his blanket.

"Well, I slept; and this time I was not awakened by a
scream, but by a cold 'spat' on the temple. I was really

only half awake, wondering what it was, when it came
again, hitting me in the same spot, Then I knew. It

was raining hard, and a drop, running down a pole, let

go right over my head. I moved my head slightly, just

in time to catch it on the nose. As I moved a little

again. I opened my eyes and saw, on the other side of the
fire, the Indian slowly rising. I wondered if he had
found a cold drop, too, and \vondered some more when
I saw him on his feet and the firelight flash on a knife
in his hand.
"Without a sound he stepped over the fire toward me.

Another drop fell, broke on a spruce twig and spattered
in my eyes, making me close them for an instant. I

thought. Had I offended him, or had I shown more
money than was wise when paying the widow? I had
been out with him before, and alwaj^s found him trust-

worthy, if not exactly cheerful.

"I opened my eyes quickly, and found him leaning over
me, and away at the end of his uplifted arm was that

wicked, glittering knife.

"Boys, I was paralyzed for a second; then, just as I

was about to roll aside to avoid the blow, he gave one
long sweep of the knife , sliced the bark off the

dripping pole, quietly stepped back, and rolled up again
in his blanket." H. M. Rosenberg.
Halifax, N. S.

A Dog that Thought He Could Fight
"Speakin' o' fightin' dorgs," Old Hogarth drawled, in

his quiet voice, breaking the painful silence that had fol-

lowed Jack's latest effort—one of those wuld flights of

fancy which he was wont to term "a true personal ex-
perience," and which always had a subduing effect upon
our own vain ambitions to- shine in a like capacity

—

"Speakin' o' fightin' dorgs, I've seed a hull lot o' sech
critters, oft' 'n' on, in my life, of all sorts an' sizes, but I

never seed one what could come up to Jim Simpson's
brindle bull. Fight? Why, that wa'n't no name fer it.

He just na'terly wallered in a good scrap, an' he didn't

give a cuss fer odds. He'd fight any number o' dorgs
an' come out on top every dern time. 'Twas as bad as

havin'.a painter 'round loose when he was out on the

warpath, an' ef Jim hadn't live so fur away I wouldn't
'a' had a dorg left by the end o' the year, 'ceptin' Sooner,
who was too cute fer him.
"Waal, naterly, Ave didn't none of us zactly hanker arter

that dorg's company, an' from dislikin' the dorg 'twarn't

onusual dif'cult t' git t' sorter not bavin' much time fer

his owner. When Ave hinted purty plain like to Jim that

we wa'n't all-fired in love with his brindle bull an' that his

days of usefulness as a dorg, 's far as avc Avas consarned,

was over, ef he'd ever had any sech days 'tall, Jim he
bristled up like a porcupine an' sez, sorter sassy-like, as

how he guessed he'd keep any dorg he dum wanted to,

an' Avould lick any man Avhat had any more objections

t' make. Seein' as he had the brindle bull 'long with him
at the time, we didn't try t' find out how much in arnest

he Avas.

"Y' see, 'sociatin' with that thar fightin' bull dorg had
got Jim t' thinkin' he was 'baout as good a fighter as the

dorg was, an' as the two on 'em was allers together we
wa'n't bustin' our gizzards t' dispute the title, as the

laAvyers say. 'Twas a case o' 'like master like dorg'

turned hind sight foremost, an' bimeby Jim got t' be as

onpopular as the brindle bull. I allers notice tliat Avhen

a man begins t' think he's bigger'n smarter'n anybody
else, right thar's Avhere he gits ketched in his OAvn b'ar

trap, an' he has t' begin an' learn all over again. An' it's

the same Avith dorgs as men.
"Waal, one day me' n' Bill here Avas out sorter seein'

Avhat they Avas t' see, Avhen all t' onct Ave run on to a she

b'ar an' her cub. They Ava'n't nothin' t' do but shoot the

b'ar or git chawed up, so we let her have it an' knocked
her over, an' Bill he ketched the cub, a cute, fuzzy leettle

cuss, an' brung him home fer t' tame him fer a pet. But
that thar cub Ava'n't what y' might call sociable, an' Bill

couldn't do nothin' Avith the leettle devul. He growed
fast 'nuff, an' the bigger he got the crosser he got, an'

by the time he was six months old he'd made hisself so

dcrned onpopular the old woman SAvore she'd shoot him
ef I didn't.

"Things was gittin' sorter oncomf'table 'baout the

house, an' the old woman was ripsnortin' 'round avus-

ser'n the cub b'ar, Avhen Avho sh'd come sa'nterin' 'long

one day but Jim Simpson an' his brindle bull. He had

the dorg tied to a chain, an' both on 'cm Avas a-hankeriiV

arter a fight, 'tAvas easy t' see that. Jim spied the b'ar

right awav.
" 'Hello!' sez he. 'Whar'd y' git that thar scart, onery

lookin' critter?'
" 'Caught him when I Avas fishin' fer trout,' sez I, not

admirin' his- style o' talk. 'Better not monkey with him,

'cause he's purty cross,' sez I.

" 'Y' don't say,' sez he, with a mean grin. 'Do y' keep

him fer protection? Ain't y' glad he's tied up, ^Tige?'

,sez he lookin' doAAm at the brindle bull an' laffin'/

'' 'WafvV sez I, beginnin' f §it xny dander up, 'next

t' your infarnel bull dorg thar he's 'baout the ugliest-
tempered critter I ever met up with,' sez I.

" 'Oh, Tige ain't cross,' sez he, laffin' more. 'Tige's
gentle as a lamb, ain't y' Tige? I guess,' sez he, sorter
contemptuous like, 'I guess that sickly lookin' cub could
chaw Tige into mincemeat.'

" 'Shouldn't Avonder,' sez I, more t' rile him than any-
thin' else.'

" 'We might git up a fight,' sez he, purtendin' t' be in
arnest.

"Now I knoAved I'd have t' shoot the b'ar sooner or
later, an' I thought I'd give the critter a chanct fer his
life. He might make it interestin' fer the brindle bull, an'
anyAvays I Avas mad clean through by that time, an'
Avanted t' make Jim madder'n me. He was a mean cuss
ef they ever was one.

" 'How much'll y' bet?' sez I.

" 'I ain't got nuthin' 'long but my rifle/ sez he, some
s'prised.

" 'Oh, that'll do^' sez I; 'I'll hold it fer seciu-ity.'
" 'What'll y' bet?' sez he.
" "Baout ten dollars,' sez I.

" 'I'll take it,' sez he, thinkin' he had me beat, an'
jumpin' at the chanct. 'Let's see yer money.'

"I put up the money an' then he sez:
" 'Onchain yonder terrible critter,' sez he. But^ that

cub knoAved somethin' AVas up consamin' hisself, so he
planted his back ag'in the tree, an' sot thar lookin'
wicked an' darin' us t' come on, an' I fer one Ava'n't

special eager t' take the dare.
" 'He'll have t' fight jest as he is,' sez I. 'Turn the

dorg loose.'
'

'Just as you say,' sez he. 'Go fer him Tige! Eat him
up!' sc/. he, slifpin' the chain from the dorg.

"Tige didn'l need no coaxin', but sailed in t' do up
the cub b'ar.

_
The b'ar didn't seem much consarned, but

sot thar waitin', an' I begun t' feel glad I wa'n't Tige.
The brindle bidl walked up to the cub, sparrin' fer an
openin', as the laAvyers say, Avhen afore he knoAved Avhat
had happened he got a SAvipe on the side o' the head that
knocked him endAvnse. He got up madder'n he ever was
afore, I reckon, an' made a rush, aimin' t' git the cub
by the throat. An' right thar's Avhar he Ava'n't so allfired

smart as he thought he was, 'cause the cub b'ar jest

opened his lovin' arms an' took him 'round the neck an'
begun a-huggin' the Avind out'n him. An' Avhile he was
a-huggin' he was a-clawin' an' a-diggin' Avith his hind
feet up an' down the brindle bull's sides an' belly, an'

'twarn't long afore that dorg was a sight. The dorg
had had a nuff an' so had Jim, but the cub b'ar hadn't,

an' he kept right on a-clawin' an' a-huggin'.
" "Take off yer b'ar!' Jim began yellin', dancin' up an'

doAvn. 'Take "him off!' sez he, 'or he'll kill my dorg!'
" 'i hope he does,' sez I, laffin'. 'Take him off yerself.'

"Waal, the long an' the short of it was that when the
cub b'ar got through with the brindle bull they wa'n't
nmch fight left in the dorg or much of anythin' else; an'

Avhen Jim begun t' git sassy 'baout it Bill turned in an'

give him the derndest lickin' he ever had in his life.

So, OAvin' t' the cub b'ar, 't Avarn't such a bad day's work
arter all.

"We buried the brindle bull fer Jim, an' Jim went home
considerable edefied consarnin' cub b'ars. What become
o' the cub b'ar? Oh, we turned him loose the next day,

an' I guess he's still ripsnortin' 'round the Avoods some-
Avhars lookin' fer a fight, onless he got too smart fer his

breeches. When a critter or a man does that air he
generally ends like Jim Simpson's brindle bull."

Fayette Durlin, Jr.

In the Southern Appalachians.
That portion of the Southern Appalachian Mountain

region which covers the western part of North Carolina
and the eastern part of Tennessee, and which projects

somewhat into South Carolina and Georgia, is destined

to play a very important part in our social life as a
future recration ground for the people of the Eastern
and Southern United States.

The natural beauties of this section of the country can-

not be overrated, and to the very sIoav progress which
has been made in the so-called development of the

region by building railroads through it, Ave owe the as

yet almost perfect preservation of its sylvan charms.
Fortunate it is that the railroad construction was_ de-

layed until Ave had awakened to the fact that primitive

nature presents to us recreative phases Avhich the art of

man can never supply.

If Congress crowns with success the endeavors of

loA^ers of nature to have a large area Avithin this region

set aside as a park reservation, and this action be taketit

in time to stop the devastation of forest growth Avhich

is even now proceeding Avith frightful rapidity, we and
our descendants AA'ill have reserved for recreation purposes

Avhat has been so aptly termed the mountain fairyland of

the United States. Here alone in our country do AA-^e

find that combination of almost tropical luxuriance

of plan and forest growth, Avith the delicious atmos-
pheric conditions of our Northern mountains.

I shall use my Hmited amount of space in presenting

the opportunities for sport in this region. It may as well

be confessed at the outset that so far as shooting is con-

cerned the region is a disappointment to any one who
imagines that because so few sportsmen have visited it,

and the covers are so palpably excellent and retired, there

must be plenty of game. The country is apparently so

sparsely settled that one may ride for 'fifteen miles over

some of the main country roads and not see a single

Avayside cabin. Back in the cove-like valleys, however,

Ave do find the isolated cabins of the mountaineers, suffi-

cient in the aggregate to amount to a respectable number.

A whole county may have 500 or 1,000 male inliabitants.

and almost CA^ery one has hunting proclivities.^ The
professional hunter does not noAv exist, according tu

my observation; the product of the corn patch and the

mast-fed razorback hog being considered everywhere a

more reliable sustenance than game.
Although actual game is scarce, o^ving to there being

so many himters and practically no closed seasons, yet

the possibilities for game are enormous. No other

region in Our country offers such attractions for game
preserves. In the first place, the country is so broken

that in whatever pl^ce one find? liWS^K t^l^re is every
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variety of land contour within such a short distance as a
mile or two.
The whole country is a succession of narrow i^idges and

narrow valleys. Along all the ravine-like valleys run
never-failing streams of water of crystal purity. These
streams wind in and out, and change their direction so
frequently that their sloping banks have every aspect
of exposure, north, south, east and west, within a narrow
boundary. The side slopes of the mountains rise up
from the creek beds to heights of 500, 1,000, i,Soo, 2,000

or even 3,000 feet. They thus offer at some point the
kind of ground suitable for almost any kind of game.
As regards cover, there exists, too, every variety, from

the rock bar, and the. laurel and rhododendron thickets

ofthe creek banks, to the uncarpeted thin woods of the

almost barren ridges; from the very dense forest growth
of the dark north slopes to the open woods of the south
exposures. Owing to the formation of most of the
valleys which "lead nowhar," there is always the re-

tirement which is necessary for the propagation of even
the shyest game. Running water is so plentiful that in

almost no place will game have to leave, its favorite

cover to obtain a drink.

Some game is to be found at the present time, but
hunting must be done even more systematically here
than in the wild regions where a closed season is en-

forced. A man can shoulder his gun and walk through
these woods and crawl through the thickets during a

whole month and not see a tiling to shoot, except, per-

haps, noisy woodpeckers or chattering squiiTcls.

In the first place, you must decide upon what you
wish to hunt, and make your plans accordingly. In al-

most any case it is necessarj'- to go ten or fifteen miles

back from the railroad. The hotel keeper at any station

can easily put the sportsman in touch with some local

resident who knows the mountains thoroughly, and
who will take him to the cabin of some mountaineer
who is always ready to take a hand in arranging a hunt-
ing trip. The stranger must always carry with him
tea, coffee and sugar, enough to supply half a dozen
people three times a day for the time that he expects to

be out.

As you approach a mountaineer's cabin you can tell

what kind of a hunter is to be found there by the kind,
of dogs that he kee'ps. If you are met by the pell mell

rush of a miscellaneous gang of mixed breed dogs

—

curs, hounds and shepherd dogs—you may be sure that

the shiftless owner is content with coon hunting. A
bark or two from dignified hounds, which slowly rise

and approach to inspect you, indicates the well-trained

deer hunter. The savage rush of thin, gaunt, powerful
jav/ed dogs, with low, menacing growls, shows that you
have struck the cabin of a bear hunter.

Deer are scaixe in these mountains. I do not think

I heard of over half a dozen being seen within an area

ten miles square in one of the most retired parts of these

mountains during the whole of the past sumrner. Deer
hunting is always carried on by driving. This necessi-

tates the services of men who know the deer runs and
who have good hounds well broken to the sport. The
general whereabouts of certain deer becomes known
by the reports of mountaineers, who are always tramping
the woods in search of cattle or hogs, or going from
place to place on business or pleasure, and who in these

excursions always keep a close lookout for signs of

game. The people always drive their stock high up into

the mountains during the summer and fall, and they

have regular times and places for salting their cattle.

Deer very often frequent these salting places, which are

usually little openings in the woods. A fallen log has

hollowed out on its upper side some basin-like holes,

where the salt is placed. These "lick logs," as they are

called, are known by name to all dwellers in the region.

Thus "Jones' lick log" is referred to just as we might
say "Jones' corner" in the city.

A deer drive usually begins near some lick log where
either the deer or their fresh signs have been seen. One
man and the dogs do the driving, while the sportsman
takes up his position at an assigned stand on the deer

run. The stand is usually in some little gap that the deer

is bound to run through, in order to get out of his feed-

ing ground without crossing a creek. When the deer has

been started, the sportsman in the stand is reasonably

sure of a flying shot at him, and several deer are likely

to present themselves 'in rapid succession.

One must plan to devote a week's time to a deer drive,

and his expenses will be in the neighborhood of $5 a

day for food, lodging and hiring hunters and dogs.

Very frequently one can join, free of all cost, a local

hunting party, but this cannot be counted on.

The mountain deer like to be at a high altitude. The
best hunting is up, say, at and above 4,000 feet above sea

level; and I have never seen deer in these mountains
below an altitude of 3,000 feet. It may be that below
this the valleys are too much frequented; but it is more
likely that the animals are afraid of getting tangled up
ii! the thick undergrowth of the lower altitudes.

I think it no misstatement to say that bears are more
plentiful than deer among these mountains. I judge
this from the statements of mountaineers, from the fre-

quent excellent bear covers, and from the number of trails

which I have myself examined. The dark north coves,

with their dense, interlaced growth of laurel and rho-
dodendron, along the water courses, offer typical hiding
places for bears. The north coves are seldom disturbed

by the mountain cowboy in search of his cattle, because
the latter are kept as much as possible from them, for it

'

IS in these coves that cattle get that fatal poisoning called

milk sick. Thus it is that shy game retires to these

coves. Here one nmst actually crawl to force his way
through the brush, and hatchet cutting is frequently

necessary unless he happens upon an indistinct pathway
made by the bears themselves in their frequent passage.

Bears may be occasionally surprised in the woods, but
systematic bear hunting is almost always accomplished
by tracking with dogs. A fresh bear track is seen in the

soft earth, and presenting much the appearance of a bare
footprint. The interest of some neighboring moun-
taineer who has bear dogs is enlisted, and the trail is

followed up until the animal is overtaken in the path-
way or traced to his lair. The bear does his best to

escape from his pursuers, and the dogs are chiefly useful

in bringing him to a standstill 30 that the hunter can
get an opportunity for a shot. The dogs fight savagely,
but, unaided by the hunter, they cannot bring down their
game. On the other hand, the bear can scuttle through
the thickets at a rapid rate, while the hunter can progress
but slowly. Thus the latter's success depends largely on
what success the dogs have in holding the bear. A good
bear dog is the most valued animal that walks the
mountain trails, and could readily be swapped for a good
cow or fine horse.

Certain mountaineers breed these dogs and encourage
their ferocity from their puppyhood up. Such dogs are
generally held by a leash when taken about the country.
Bears are found at much lower altitudes than the deer,
although their favorite haunts are the laurel under-
growth along the smaller water courses at aii altitude

of 3,000 or 4,000 feet above the sea.

The panther and the large gray wolf are only possibil-

ities in these woods. A very well informed mountaineer,
and an excellent hunter, who lives in a very wild part
of the mountains, told me that he had not heard of a
wolf being seen for some ten years back; and panthers
practically disappeared about fifteen years ago. On the.

other hand, it was only, last summer that a reliable cattle

herder told me that he had heard the shrill scream of a
panther as the animal approached his cabin (at an alti-

tude of 5,000 feet) at night; he then heard a sniffing

among the bushes where he had cleaned a turkey the
day before. Shortly after this, he heard the shrill cry
of the animal as it went down the ridge. I myself saw
claw marks on both the sides of^ a mule which was
grazing on this ridge a day or two'before this. A bear
may have -attempted to seize the mule, but it is more
hkely that one of the few remaining panthers was passing
along this ridge, from one high mountain top to an-
other. The panther always travels the ridges when he
can; thus he can see down each side and mark his prey
or evade his foe.

Wildcats, chiefly of the bobtailed variety, are so com-
mon as to be a nuisance; they are the chief enemy of

small game of all kinds, because they eat the young.

Wild turkey shooting is, however, the most fascinating
hunting which the mountains can offer. It requires the
assistance of but one mountain expert and no dogs. If

the sportsman obtains board in the family of a hunter
whom he has engaged to help him, a dollar a day for the
man's pay will be all the expense incurred; but 50 cents
a day for each person must be added to this if board is

obtained elsewhere.
Turkey hunting is done by calls. To imitate the

turkey call with anything like naturalness, with the usual
turkey feather quill requires considerable practice. To
make the call with the mouth alone denotes a skill

seldom acquired even by the most expert mountaineers.
The best device that I have seen is a peculiarly fashioned
piece of dry wood, which, rubbed or rather scraped
along the gun barrel, produces a very natural turkey call.

Sufficient skill in the use of this wooden call may be ac-
quired by an evening's practice. It is an interesting

lesson for the sportsman to sit at night on one side of the
great fire, with the turkey hunter on the other side, each
calling to the other. When the sportsman can imitate
the other's call tO' suit the acute ear of the latter, the
lesson is learned. It is amusing to watch a noble hound
stretched out on the hearth on the occasion of such a
lesson. At the first call he is all alert witli cocked ear

and open eye; but after it has been repeated a few times
he subsides into indifferent contempt and finally into a
troubled slumber.
Wild turkeys are such shy birds that one might as well

hunt for them in his own back yard as to try to shoot
them without calling. I have ridden through these
mountains for years, over trail and unpathed hillside, and
never yet caught a glimpse of a turke}' while on the go.
The turkey always hears the hunter first. Many a time
I have seen the bushes closing in where a turkey has
just disturbed them in its flight, and have seen small
feathers that have had barely time to reach the ground
in front of me; but no turkey. Occasionally when sitting

quietly in the woods, one will sec a drove of turkeys
stalk silently by, or sometimes at dusk a whole drove
may be seen flying across a narrow valley a distance of

several hundred yards. I have never seen the wild turkey
below 2,500 feet altitude, and the best shooting ground
that I know of is up at a height of about 5,000 feet above
sea level. There is unlimited cover for turkeys in these
mountains, and in some high places the birds are plenti-

ful. The wildcats, however, catch so many of the yojmg
turkeys that they do not multiply very rapidly. There
is no need of dwelling on the difficulties of wild turkey
shooting. Unless the bird drops in his tracks the sports-
man rarely gets it, even if badly wounded. It is neces-
sary to shoot off the turkey's head, to break its neck or
break its shell—that is, break its back. A turkey that is

able to flop after it is shot is seldom to be found in the

underbrush.
The small game is only fairly plentiful; but with the

extermination of the wildcats there would be no dearth
of wood grouse, quail and squirrels. I have seldom heard
the quail outside of the valleys; and on the other hand
grouse seem to be the most plentiful on the rocky
ridges near the mountain "tops," at an altitude of say
4,000 feet. In riding along the mountain ridges groiise

are continually flying up just in front of the horse's feet.

They then offer beautiful opportunities for wing shots;

but they seldom fly more thaifl a, hunted yards unless
shot at.

I have reserved mention of trout fishing to the last, be-
cause this is not only a possibility but an actuality. Many
of the streams contain trout, and some of them are
famous in the annals of local fishermen. The fish are,

however, smaller than those reported from Northern
waters; perhaps because the streams are smaller. I have
never happened to see a trout over 12^ inches long,

but am told that they are caught up to 16 inches in

length; and perhaps even an inch or two may be added
to this to indicate an extreme limit? Trout are, how-
ever, by no means as plentiful as they once were; al-

though catches of 150 to 200 are still made in a day by
expert fisherman in the best streams, most of the fish

being not over 6 or 8 inches in length.

(
^^w. .sportsmen have as yet visited these mountains

tor tishmg purposes, and the average mountaineer does
very litile fishing after his boyhood years. Most of it is
done by the Cherokee Indians and a few white men who
carry the fish to the hotels and taverns of railroad towns
and to the saw mills to sell to the proprietors. The local
price for trout is now 15 cents a pound. In addition to
these, what might be called professional fishermen a
great many of the men living in the little towns go bark
into the mountains for a few days' fishing each year
Ihere is practically no closed season for trout Their
greatest foe at the present time is the saw mill man.
irobably one-half of the trout creeks have on their
waters small saw mills now in active operation The
saw dust from these mills gets into the water and deals
death to the trout below.

If the laws regarding saw mill defilement of the
streams, and a closed season were enforced these waters
would in a few years be literally alive with 'trout. Many
streams m which they have become extinct could be
restocked, but there is no one to enforce the law

wL'7fl-'**'^ ^^'t^V'^ ^" these waters.When flies are used the hook is also live baited withworms, grasshoppers or "stick" bait. The Indians, who
are the most successful fishermen, use only baited hooks
It seems somewhat remarkable that some streams sup-
port many trout while others within a few miles of them
have none at all; and yet there is apparently no difference
in the water in the streams.

I do not know how low down the trout are to beiound but I have never caught any below about 2,500
feet altitude. They seem to be most plentiful between
this and 3,500 feet. The waters flow veiy swiftly between
these altitudes, and consequently the streams are rela-
tively shallow and with comparatively few deep pools.
1 ne beds are however, rocky, and in many places ledees
crop out, and falls or rapids are formed.
One can fish from the open banks and rocks, but themam reason that wading is desirable is that the banks

are generally so laurel-covered that many of the best
tishing stretches cannot be reached from them. The
water is, however, very cold, coming, as much of it does,
trora altitudes of 4,000 and 5,000 feet, and wet feet are
<iangerous to persons not inured to this cold. Hip'
rubber boots will, however, take a fisherman dry-footed
wherever he may wish to go to cast a fly. Within the
trout belt the streams are usually not over 2 feet deep,
ihroughout the whole year they preserve a wonderful
uniformity of depth, the only exception being that during
and after a rain they rise very rapidlv; but they fall again
withm a few hours after it has ceased raining.
With few exceptions, there are practically no accom-

modations for sportsmen in this whole section, and the
hunter or fisherman must trust to being able to find some
mountaineer who will take him to board, or he must
provide himself with tent and camp supplies. The wagon
roads are few and far between, and it is best in most
cases—and often absolutely necessary—to carry tent and
supplies on pack horses. In many sections it is im-
possible to buy any provisions in the mountains; ofttimes
the mountaineers themselves are compelled to carry their
own corn meal on their backs a distance of ten or fifteen
miles from the town or mill.

Concerning the climate of this region, it must be re-
marked that the sun is very hot, but in the shade and at
^night the air is usually cool. In the broad, cleared val-
leys, and on the southern slopes of the low mountains,
the day heat is sometimes as intense as in the Southern
lowlands. On the north slopes and in the narrow shaded
valleys, one never suffers from the heat. The rain fall
is excessive. Showers are usually frequent, while the
vegetation in the lower country is burning up with
drought. Continuous or but slightly interrupted rains
frequently interfere with the sportsman's plans, and
camping under a canvas tent is not always a pleasure.
One closing remark may be made concerning the de-

sirability of this region for outing purposes. The color
question does not arise here, because few negroes live
among these mountains.

Frank Waldo, Ph.D.

The Appalachian National Park.
AsHEViLLE, N. C, April 30—Editor Forest and Stream:

In our letters heretofore published in Forest and Stream
we have pretty well gone over the reasons why we are
asking for the establishment of the Appalachian National
Park, and it would be unnecessary to repeat this at this
time. I inclose you printed matter whic-h covers this
point fully.

Since my last letter our Association has turned its at-
tention to securing the necessary legislation in the
different States interested, or in which it is puroosed that
this park might be established. North Carolina on
Jan. 18 passed a bill ceding to the National Government
the right to acquire title to such portion of the mountain
lands as might be desired for national park purposes,
such lands to be exempt from taxes. The Legislature of
this State also on the same date passed a resolution ask-
ing the Congressmen and Representatives from this State
to use their influence toward the establishment of an
Appalachian National Park in the South.

Following the action of North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Alabama and Tennessee have passed similar laws
while Virginia is yet to be heard from. Governor
McMillan of Tennessee gave it out at first that he
would veto the bill which was passed by the Senate and
Legislature of his State, but suffice it to say that he
signed this bill last Aveek, and it has now become a law,
being practically the same as the North Carolina law.

It was necessary to secure this legislation in the dif-

ferent States interested before anything definite could be
done by the National Government; in fact, the only
opposition we have thus far met with in Washington is

now set at rest by our having secured the consent of
these States for the establishment of such a preserve.
You Avill remember that one year ago we secured an

appropriation of $5,000 by Congress for a preliminary in-
vestigation of the territory under consideration. This
investigation was left in the hands of the Secretary of
Agriculture, who last summer had the mountain section
from Virginia to South Carolina thoroughly investigated.
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and had maps prepared showing all standing timber, size

of streams, burnt lands, agriculture lands, etc. The Sec-

retarv of Agriculture had the co-operation of the Geo-

logical Survey in this work, and there was actually spent

about $25,000 during the summer in investigating the

forest condition of the Southern Appalachian Mountains.

Following this report, the Secretary of Agriculture

and the President transmitted, this report, together with

and the President transmitted this report, togetmer with

a special message by himself, indorsing the Secretary

of Agriculture's report and recommending it to

Congress.
Following this special message and the report of the

Secretary of Agriculture (copies of which I herewith in-

close), Senator Pritchard, of Noi-th Carolina, introduced

a bill into the Senate asking for an appropriation of

$5,000,000 to be expended in the purchase of a forest re-

serve in the Southern Appalachian Mountains, approxi-

mating 2,000,000 acres. This bill was referred to the

Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, and was re-

ported back by this committee favorably.

Owing to matters of great importance in Congress dur-

ing the last few days of the past session, the friends of

this Appalachian National Park movement agreed that

it would be imwise to push the matter in Congress at that

time for fear of offending those who are, heartily in favor

of the measure. I mean that by becoming too aggressive

during the last days of the session, when there were so

many mattei's of great importance before Congress, we
might have done our cause more harm than good.

However, the measure only failed by being crowded out

by more important matters. A canvass of the House
has shown that almost without exception the members
are in favor of the movement, and will support it when
the opportune time arrives.

By securing the legislation we have above mentioned

in the different States we have practically removed the

only opposition which we have met with in Washing-
ton. I am pleased to report that the only opposition

we have to deal with at present is that produced by a

few selfish lumbermen. In order not to do an injustice

to the many lumber corporations, however. I would

state that such opposition as the lumbermen have pro-

duced has been at the hands of a few private individuals.

The large lumber corporations and the more progressive

and up-to-date lumbermen are with us heartily in trying

to establish a forest reservation in the Southern Ap-
palachian Mountains.
A few lumber operators are circulating a report m the

mountains that this park project is simply a gigantic

steal on the part of the Government and private individ-
'

uals located in Ashenlle.^and that if the scheme succeeds

it will work a hardship on the mountain people. I would

simply state in answer to this that the gentlemen in-

terested in this matter here in Asheville and who started

the movement two and a half years ags) are not forest

land owners, and have no axes to grind other than pro-

tecting a large area of the beautiful forest mountain

land.

As regards the Government working a hardship upon

the mountain people, it is almost too absurd to discuss.

Mr. Vanderbilt has already located a forest reserve of

160.000 acres, and has done so by buying out the people

owning the land, and I am sure we have never heard a

report in this country of any hardship being wrought

by him. If Mr. Vanderbilt can secure 160,000 acres

without hardship to any one, it certainly is possible for

this Government to do the sam^ kind of business on ten

times the scale. Our Government, moreover, is cer-

tainly more able to pay the full value for land received

than any private individual may be.

The mountain people are now being shown wherein

if this forest reserve is established it will result in con-

servative lumber operations being carried out in the

same under Government supervision, and will mean per-

manent positions for hundreds of men in the lumber

camps, as patrols and forest rangers, road bmlders and

so on. If our movement is successful, one of the most

important things of all will be to protect the preserve

from fire, and this in itself would offer employment to

many men. It is not the purpose at all to stop lumber-

ing operations. When a tree is mature it should be cut,

but it should only be cut in such a manner as not to de-

stroy the young and growing trees, and moreover, the

brush should be removed or destroyed, and not left on

the ground to enhance the danger of forest fires. Tan

bark would continue to be gathered, but only under

Government supervision. It is not the agriculture lands

which the Government would desire or acquire, but

only the more inaccessible m.ountain regions which are

still covered with forests.

We have taken Mr. Vanderbilt's experiment as an

object lesson to the natives, and they themselves are

now comine to realize the possibilities for them in this

undertaking. The opposition which they at one time

developed has almost entirely died out, and m fact our

whole park project is now in the best possible shape,

with practically no opposition, so far as we are aware,

and with the very best and brightest prospects of re-

ceiving favorable consideration at the hands of Congress,

and that quite possibly at the next session.

We are going to succeed!
» -vt -r. a

C. P. Ambler, Sec'y A. N. P. A.

and after seeing it I could well understand why Mr. Van-
derbilt selected this place of all the world in which to

build his Chateau d'Espagne.
Edgar Magness.

Attalla, A\&.—Editor Forest and Stream: The in-

closed clipping, taken from the Chattanooga Times, Chat-

tanooga, Tenn., will show the readers of Forest and

Stream that we of the South are alive to the possibihties

of the Appalachian Park, and are working to secure its

establishment.

That immediate action on the part of the Government

is necessary is evident to us who see every day the price

of select timber advancing and the value of mountain

lands for fruits and small farming enhancing. I believe

under proper conditions Tennessee, A'^irginia and North

Carolina and possibly other States of the South would

make appropriations to further this project.

I was very much interested in the recent letter in

Forest and Stream from Mr. Henry Stewart describing

the North Carolina section of this park. Although I

have not been myself at Highlands, I have a botanical

friend who lives there (Mr. T. G. Harbison), and he has

told me much of the_ wild attractiveness of the surround-

ing country, I have tramped over the Asheville section,

Judge William R. Day, of the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals of the Sixth Judicial Circuit, and for-

merly Secretary of State, has written to Judge C. D.

Clark the letter given below in regard to the Appalachian

Park matter.
It is not generally known that Judge Day was the first

to originate the Appalachian Park 'idea. Returning worn
out by his labors on the Paris Peace Commission, he

spent the summer of 1899 in the mountains of North
Carolina, where his health was completely restored, and
where he was so charmed with the country, climate and
scenery that he set on foot the project for the creation of

the Appalachian Park:
Cincinnati, April 11, 1901.—Dear Judge: I observe

with satisfaction that considerable progress is being made
in advancing the plan of establishing a park or forest

reser\'e in the mountain district of western North Caro-

lina, southern Virginia and eastern Tennessee. Having
passed the spring and summer of 1899 in that region. 1

became much interest-ed in the project, and have watched
its progress. When I was in the Asheville region a num-
ber of gentlemen interested in that country were talking

of the matter, resulting, as I understand, in eniisting_^thc

services of Senator Pritchard and other members of Con-
gress in bringing it to the attention of .that body. Aly in-

formation is that Secretary Wilson, of the Department of

Agriculture, has recommended an appropriation of public

moneys with a view to establishing a forest reservation

rather than a public park. However this may be, the

main thing to be desired is to preserve this region in its

natural beauty for the benefit of not only the people of

your section, but those who are now attracted there and
the many more who will be if it comes under the jurisdic-

tion of the national Government for the purposes stated.

If something of this kind is not done these mountains
will, in the course of a few years, be denuded of the

forests which are now so attractive. Such removal of

the timber, I am told, will result in drying up the clear

and beautiful streams which now everywhere abound and
constitute one of its most attractive features.

My sojourn in that country led me to believe that there

is no more attractive or beautiful spot in our broad domain
than exists in that part of the Appalacliian range. To
permit the destruction of its forests with the conse-

quences that would follow seems little short of vandalism.

The streams abound with fish; the forests with game;
the climate always salubrious: the air clear and bracing,

all tending to make the region alike attractive to sports-

man, tourist and health seeker.

One who has once been within its charmed circle, espe-

cially when the azalia and rhododendron are in the beauty

of full bloom, will believe as I do that when its attrac-

tions are known there will be no more popular resort in

the United States. The forests should be protected; the

natural beauty of the region preserved for the benefit not

only of your people, but the thousands of others to whom
the'region will afford a place for rest and recreation.

The far West has its Yellowsfone Park, no mo^« at-

tractive, I am sure, than this mountain country, which is

much more accessible to the majority of our people. The
Government may well aft'ord to make the necessary ap-

propriation, not to beautify the region, for nature has

done that, but to provide it with good roads and maintain

it under such regulations as shall preserve it practically

as it is. Permit me to congratulate you upon the progress

which I understand is being made in the right direction.

Very truly yours.
William R. Day.

Fun.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A few congenial spirits were seated in the smoking

room of the club and had been talking of various ways of

spending a vacation, and one of the party, who because

he never went camping could see no good in it whatever,

said, "I suppose you amateur campers meet with many
thrilling adventures while camped on front lawns or back

yards."
Another spoke up and said, "I don't know what you d

call it, but here's something I went through last October

that I would not like to repeat, and I call it downright

hardship.

"My camping partner, Herb, and myself started late

in October of 1900 from Lindsay, Ontario, for Long Lake,

which lies some distance northeast of that town.

"Each with a canoe and camping stuff enough to make
Nessmuk throw up his hands could he have seen it, we
boarded the side-wheeler Esturion, bound for Bobcaygeon,

at the head of Sturgeon Lake, then we hired a farmer to

cart our boats and duffle fourteen miles to Long Lake.

"In due time we got our camp in shape and turned in

early, for the next morning we were to try the black

ducks, for it was on their account we had taken all this

trouble of packing and traveling.

'Tn the morning we were in our stands, each with about

a dozen decoys out. The weather, which had been threat-

ening for several days, now turned real mean and gave us

a cold, drizzling rain.

"At about 10 A. M. I gathered up my decoys and
started for camp with not a duck to pay me for my damp,
cold vigil, and, boys, you don't know what it is to be

cold until j^ou have sat in a canoe for three or four hours

on a late fall morning, with the ducks all hugging the

middle of the lake and not a shot coming your way to

relieve the monotonj'.

"When I reached camp it was raining hard, and after

turning my boat bottom up I got inside the tent and started

a fire in the stove with the dry wood we had under cover.

"Well, it rained harder and harder, and when my part-

ner came home with only two birds, we both agreed that

bacon was fine eating. A duck apiece is what any dys-

peptic can eat on a trip of that kind, but we made those

two last three meals, for though we went out in the rain

and mud the next two mornings, not another did we
get.

"This lake, with no houses on it and no towns near it,

could not boast of a single flock—at least not during our

stay there.

"We smoked and ate and told stories. 'And the rain

fell and the wind blew,' but no ducks flew, and to come
down to the real hardship of the trip, when our tobacco
pouches were empty and we looked for the tin box which
held our main supply, we found it lying near the path
leading to the lake with the cover off and the precious con-
tents 'gone to mix forever with the elements.' Then our
spirits fell, and that night we drew lots to see who would
walk the six or eight miles to the nearest farmhouse for a

wagon to haul tis out.

"I won and stayed in camp, and it was a dreary wait
from 6 A. M., when my partner left, till nearly 11, when
I heard the welcome rumble of the wagon wheels.
"On the ride out we smoked chewing tobacco and felt

relieved. When wc reached Sturgeon Lake our hardships
were at an end, for we were near supplies and could have
fresh milk every morning if we wanted it."

"Is that all?" said the non-camper.^ "And you call that
fun ? Let's have one more drink and we'll go home.

H. A. R.
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 30.

Poke-o-Moonshine.

Boston, May 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have
long had much curiosity to know the origin and meaning
of the name '"Poke-o-Moonshine" as applied to a moun-
tain or stream. Can any of your readers furnish them?
In your issue of this date Mr. J. B. Burnham in the

tenth chapter of his enjoyable "Gens des Bois" twice
refers to "Poke-o-Moonshine" Mountain in the Adiron-
dacks. I know a "Poke-o-Moonshine" Brook in Piscata-

quis county, Maine, and if I am not greatly mistaken
there are two brooks of that name in the State. I have
heard some local attempts to give meaning to the name,
but, like most local etymologies, they were palpably ab-

surd,

In this connection let me also ask the meaning of "Poke
Logan" or "Poke-e-Logan," which I have several times
heard in Maine.
Every person familiar with the Maine woods knows

what a "logan" is, but what is a "poke logan" ? And, still

further, is "logan" surely an Indian word like "wongan,"
"monhegan," "wichegan." "munsungan" (munsungun?),
"Debskonegan," etc ?

I have seen a statement that it is derived from or
akin to "lagoon," but have the impression that it has
nothing to do with that and is Indian.

C. H. Ames.

Seaboard Air Line.—V.

Report to May J5.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The New York Sun of Feb. 20, last announced the

arrival of the vanguard of migrating fowl in Long
Island waters. These sturdy pioneers must have felt

themselves a trifle previous while the cold, blustering

weather of the ensuing two weeks kept them hustling;

but strong in faith they persisted, being joined from time
to time hy later arrivals. Somewhere to the north of us

the}' are now well on in their housekeeping for 1901 and
Avill soon spend long sunny days among the bogs and
tens in company of their young.
March 12 bluebirds appeared, stopping for a few hours

only. March 14 dawned balmy and bright, with south-

erly airs that fanned the face with a light touch as of

feathers. With this soft south wind came the first grackles

to our tree tops. For days these fierce-eyed pests grated

out their evil thoughts with all the vigor of their granu-
lated voices, as they perched among the leafless twigs, or

waddled awkwardly over the grass below. I must con-
fess to a feeling of gratified spite when later on the bois-

terous winds and rain banged these iridescent black fiends

rudely about. They looked so lopsided and bedraggled
in rheir efforts to make headway against the furious

gusts, with big tails all awry. These grackles are cer-

tainly "hoboes," showing so much of the tramp in man-
ners and appearance that the self-respecting travelers of

the "air line" will not associate with them, hence you
find them stealing their passage long before the feathered

"elite" are on the way.
March 15 I saw my first song sparrow. I had heard

ihem before for some days, but this little chap sat in

plain view among the topmost t\vigs of a scraggy mul-
berry just at twilight. Though his feattires were indis-

tinguishable, his silhouette showed plainly marked against

the after glow in the west. Surely there was nothing in

his surroundings to warrant his being cheerful, yet there

he sat, his little head raised, looking up toward the heav-

ens the while his tinkling notes floated in the growing
dusk. His small song was free of suggestion of soft airs

and blue skies. These little brown-coated harbingers of

nature's resurrection are surely prophets voicing their

foreknowledge in simple pastorals that all who have ears

to hear may understand. I thought of this little brown
bird very often during the hideous weather from the 15th

to the 25th of April, and was curious to know how he

managed to keep his spirits up, and whether he tried

to sing.

March 9 the first migrant robin to reach us tried

an "obligato." He made a miserable first-attempt, but
a day or two put his A'oice in shape.

March 20—Chank! ch-a-nk! said a topsy-turvy nut-

hatch. He was not with us as usual the past winter so

I welcome his return and take as much pleasure in his

queer antics as though he_ were always accustomed to

leave us in autumn. Did it ever strike you as strange

that we never hear of apoplexy among the nuthatch
family? The positions they often assume are surely con-

ducive to a rush of blood to the head.

My books for April do not show any passenger traffic

worth mentioning; the lovely weather (?) so comforting
to liverish people and pessimistic thoughts, did not war-
rant the exposure necessary for field work. Our
residents deserve a good word right here. During
all the beastly strife 'twixt easterly winds and water, our
redhead woodpeckers and starlings were full of fun and
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frolic; while robins and sparrows sat about disconsolate
with siirugged shoulders, the redheads were chattering
in lively fashion, and the starlings took advantage of

every gleam of watery sunshine to say—forget it! forget

jtl sunlight! sunlight! forget it! These jolly fellows must
be made of waterproof stuff to rejoice amid such weather
conditions as then prevailed.
May 4 saw a great rush of travelers ; vireos arrived over

night, the white-eyed being well represented as to num-
bers. Hundreds of A'arious warblers came along during the
niorning, numbers of the yellow-crowned among them,
their bright and jatmty suits of feather cloth being spe-
cially pleasing to the eye as they moved gracefully among
the twigs.

May 5 the clear voice of the purple fmch caused envy
on the part of smidry swallows, who responded with a

gurgle of twittering notes as they sailed about overhead.
Numerous hawks appeared in the afternoon, mostly
sharp-shinned and sparrow hawks, all flying strongly"

against the northwesterly breeze.
May 7 swamp robins (niustelinus) chewinks, hermit

and brown thrush and the yellow-breasted chat were
on hand. The foliag'e was behind time in coming out this

season, consequently the birds were much more easily

seen. This lack of concealment may account for the
seeming increase in numbers, for I have not seen so many
familiar forms among the trees for years. Well-known
varieties were largely represented and favorite localities

were alive with many unidentified migrants. There was
evidence of hurry in this crowd of travelers; an impa-
tience hardl}'^ concealed appeared to drive them on in

waves as it were. To-day the thickets would be crowded,
to-morrow comparatively empt}', the greater number hav-
ing gone over night, in order to avail themselves of the
prevailing southerly winds.
There were but few arrivals on May 8. I heard a

contest of musical ability on this date between a wren,
who sang from a clump of rhododendrons, and a brown
thrush perched high on a leafless magnolia near by. Of
course the result was never in doubt for an instant,

though it was a delight to listen to such experts, both in

tine voice and each determined to outsing the other.
Orioles and tanagers came to us on the 12th of May.

The former must have met with some unus.ual detention,
as they were much behind time. In '98 they arrived on
the 6th; in '99, the 8th; last year, on the 7th. However,
they are here at last and in their arrival I find the meas-
ure of spring loveliness is filled. At this writing all the
air is filled with the soft rustle of new-born leaves that
serve to screen many a bright form from careless eyes,

but though one may not see them the cheery calls and
subdued twitter of the glad little voices tells uS the birds
have come.

WrLMOT TOWNSEKD,
Bay Ridge, Greater New York.

}Htn^ ^Hg Hud ^mu

Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

Maine Panthcts Again.

Boston, May 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Having
started the discussion as to the occurrence of the panther
in Maine, I presume I am entitled to "close the debate"'

—

i. e., "if no one else wishes to speak."
My inquiry called forth two claimants for the panther,

and their letters were duly presented in your columns.
The writers were evidently sincere in the belief that they
had seen Maine panthers. I gave also the recollection of
my old and trusted guide, T. W. Billings, of two animals
seen by him many years ago playing on the ice of a lake in

the northern part of the State, and which he always be-
lieved __were panthers. I nevertheless remain incredulous
and think it easier to believe these witnesses mistaken than
to believe the animals they saw were genuine panthers.
The testimony of Mr. Manly Hardy—the great fur

buyer—that he has in all his experience never, seen nor
heard of a panther skin derived from Maine, seems to

me of very great weight, and almost conclusive. If there
were any truth in the abundant stories of Maine panthers
would it not be certain that some one would at some time
be able to produce a skin of the animal?

Is the Maine panther so far superior to his kind in all

other localities as to be able to forever escape capture ?

Are we not justified in applying as a rule in the case "no
pelts, no panthers" ?

The question is not one, perhaps, which just now "most
urgentlj' confronts the laboring man."*' btit it has a certain
amount ef interest not only as one of natural history, but
also in the histor}^ of popular mj'ths and delusions.

C. H. Ames.

Derattlingf a Rattler.

Umatill.\, Ore., May 5.

—

Editor Forest and St}-eain:

Reading Mr. Charles Cristadoro's story of, "Cutting the
Rattles Off a Live Snake," brings to my memory an ex-
perience I had with a rattlesnake, which I will relate if the
Forest and Stre^vm will think it worthy of publication.
Several years ago I was walking across a portion of my
ranch on the north bank of the Columbia River in
Washington in the sage brush. I saw a rattlesnake.
There was neither a stick nor rock near with which to
dispatch it. and as the snake was .slowly disappearing
down a squirrel hole I thought that by seizing it by the
rattles I could throw it out on solid ground and perhaps
get time to find something to kill it with. Accordingly I

grabbed its rattles between thtunb and first finger and
with a vigorous pull and backward motion of the hand
and arm I expected to throw the snake out some 10 'feet on
the grotind. Instead of that the rattles easily parted from
the snake, and as I threw my arm back I released the
rattles, thinking, of coiirse, the snake would come with
ihem. The consequence was the snake went on his way
down the squirrel hole and the rattles went I know not
where, nor could I find them. I never saw the snake nor
rattles again. J. W. D.

X
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Take inventory of the good things in this issue

of Forest and Stream. Recall whet a fund was
given last week. Count on what is to come next
week. Was there ever in all the world a more
abundant weekly store of sportsmen's reading

f

In the Upper Blackfoot forJDucks.
"Oh, confotind that alarm clock!"
"I told you so when you said you would be all ready

at 5 o'clock."

"Well, yes; but a fellow feels worse than he thought
he would when he has been working as hard as he
thought he possibly could, and then tries to do double
work to get every little extra about the oflice cleaned up
so as to be spared a few days. Worked last night until

12 and then have to turn out at 3; it's a guess whether
1 live through it or not."

This seemed rather a discouraging conversation to
pass between man and wife on the morning I was to start

on our annual trip up the Blackfoot after ducks.
The first of September is the open season for ducks.

Sixty-five miles away are the breeding grounds, but
sixty-five miles is nothing for Montana horses to travel.

At 5 o'clock the rig, with three of the boys in, came
around as agreed upon, and with two of us in a 'single
rig, leading a saddle horse with which to do errands
arotmd camp, such as looking up hunting gi^ounds, we
were ready to start.

In the double rig was the tent and camping outfit and
the grub. After taking an inventory to see what we had
and to. see that nothing was missing that would add to

our comfort, we are off. We pass throtigh Bonner,
severi miles away, just as the sun is coming up. Here
we enter the Blackfoot Canon, which is dark and so cold
we have to btitton our coats and draw our wraps closer

to be comfortable. The scenery here repays one for the

trip, and although I have seen it inany titnes I never tire

of looking at those piles of rocks. Away above, the sun
is lighting the mountain tops thousands of feet above us,

while the river, whose water looks dark and cold and
blue and white, is still wearing away at the rocks, and
one cannot help wondering at the time it must have taken
to cut so deep a channel. The road, though good, is

dangerous enough to keep the driver always on the

lookout. Several miles of the road has been blasted
from the solid rock. High above the river is another
place where it crosses a piece of slide rock, and has
been walled up on the tipper side; but the ever moving-
slide, although slow, is always throwing down rock in

the road. Here the road is so narrow that save for the

turnouts one could not pass a team. I haA'e some very
pretty bits of this road on paper, taken at different times
during the eight summers we have driven up there, either

camping, httnting or fishing, all of which are good.
About ten miles and the mountains to the north seem to

break away like clouds ift April, while to the southeast
they are still high and dark. One more bend in. the river

and we come into sunshine again, and one feels like

wishing to be a bird, so that he could fluff his wings
and take it all in.

Eighteen miles from Missoula we cross the Blackfoot
River, pass by a high rockj^ point to the south of the

road, where the bighorns used to winter as late as ten

years ago. But, alas! they and the white man cannot
occupy the same ground, and they have gone. One mile

and we are at Camas Prairie. We leave the river and
start up Camas Prairie, so named by the Indians on ac-

count of the large beds of camas which they dig, this

being their potato crop: but the camas, like thp bighorn,
is mostly gone, and no longer does its pretty blue flow-er

wave in the June breezes. The prairie, so called, is a

large meadow, about eight miles long by four miles in

width, and is set ttp on a tilt to the west, all fenced iip

now and dotted with neat farmhouses, hay ricks and
corrals. This is a good stock country, as theix is good
grazing on the hills, and they grow fine haj' and oats,

which they are just beginning to harvest oii the first of

September. This prairie is at so high an elevation that

fruit nr.d vegetables will not grow; cabbage may get ripe

encugh to eat, but there is good money in stock and
oats, so they can buy what other things they need. So
people in this quiet mountain retreat seem to be well of¥

and contented away from the busy world.
But we are dreaming too much, so whipping up our

horses we are soon on the divide between Camas and Sun-
set Prairies. The road is steep here and much washed by
the mountain rains and melting snow. Where the road
comes to the foot of the mountain and out on the

prairie is a nice cold spring, with horse feed close by.

We are now thirty-five miles from Missoula, and stop

for dinner. The sun is so hot now we have to hunt
shade, and could never imagine it was below freezing

when we started this morning. We only take a half-hour

to eat, when we hitch up and start across Sunset Prairie,

which we soon cross and descend to the river once more.
The road now seems almost level, and the driving is fine.

Going up tile river we see a flock of green-wing teal

on the river, and one of the boys gets three of them be-

fore they get out of range. The river is very swift here,

and although in a bad place my water spaniel brings
them all out. We cross the river again j-ust above where
the Clearwater empties into the Blackfoot, go up the

Clearwater a few miles (another prairie as smooth as a

driving park) and come to where the mountains narrow
dow-n to the river, and crossing, through this we are at

the mouth of the Cottonwood River. Beyond this, as.

far as the eye can reach, about twenty miles awaA\ are

small buttes and meadows, and here even oats grow a

good crop, and stock is to be seen in large bands. There
are small natural ponds everywhere, and there are ducks
on all of thein. They rise as w^e pass, and circle around
or sit still and watch tis. One bunch looked so tempting
I tried the old pump Winchester, and si.x stopped behind
to furnish us meat for. supper. Nine teal ducks are

enough for any five hungry tnen.

Six miles up the Cottonwood we leave the creek for the

buttes, pitching our camp on the bank of a lake which
must be over a mile long by a quarter of a mile in width.

About half of this lake reaches among the pines at the

foot of the mountains to the north. It is a. beautiful

camping place by a cold spring, with plenty of grass and

wood, and shelter of pine and quaking aspen. We hear
the ducks on the lake, and occasionally hear their wings
as they pass over, for there seem to be ducks every-
where, and we can hear the boom of guns, several miles
away, as we arc pitching out tents and getting supper.
One flock of ducks in going over seemed to stop in the
air to see what we were doing. Lemley said he didn't
think that kind of foolishness would pass,' and began to
load his gun just in time, for they came back to get thp
second look. Two quick shots brought down two mal-
lards. "That is toll," he remarked, which pleased Joe
f^eebe. It was his first trip out since he came to the
mountains. .Although he can run a locomotive as gOig^d
as the best of them, he cannot cook nor even help, so lie

was detailed to take the horses back to the pasture, whde
v/e finished the camp. Joe said he was a horseman
through and through, and proceeded to throw himself
into the saddle like a cowboy, taking the three horses in
hand to lead. As he passed by where Frank McHafiie
was cleaning ducks he jolted in the saddle, saying,
"Don't I ride like an old-timer?" But there was trouble
for Joe, One of the horses swung off of the trail and a
yellow jackets' lodging house as large as a peck measure
was knocked from its mooring on a bush, Every horse
went into the air except the one Joe was riding, which
was only \ept from lying down by Joe's frantic efforts
to keep it moving.
"Lots of flies there," says McHaffie.
"Flies? They are bees!" replied Joe.
The horse was bucking furiously now, and Joe was

seen to go up in the air until he said he was above the
tops of the trees, looking into the lake, and the horse was
50 feet away when he struck the ground. (Of course this
h overdrawn, but we made Joe helieve it.) A few willing
hands soon caught the horses.
The next day we all took things easy, as there is not

much shooting until the evening flight. McHaffie and
Beebe went fishing, while Lemley, Woody and I wan-
dered among the hundreds of buttes. Between each of
these is a small lake or pond, some of quite good size,
and there are ducks on all of them. But as there are no
shrubs nor brush, and you are in full view, of course you
can only get long shots. When they rise they may
circle and give you a second chance, but to say the least
there was much shooting and few ducks, and at 3 o'clock
we returned to camp. McHaffie had a hard luck story
to tell. He had fished with Beebe until he w^as sure no
one cotdd catch any fish, when he came back to camp
only to find a deer right in camp. It ran, Mac grabbed
a gun and ran to get a shot at it, and running into the
first clump of brush there stood the deer. Mac pulled
the trigger, but the gun was empty, and on trying^ to
load he found he had a .32 Winchester gun in his hand,
having grabbed Lemley's gun, and had .30-30 cartridges
in his pockets. The deer got away. But while looking
for the deer he saw -a covey of ruffed grouse, and had
twelve to show us. "Well, what's the matter with
grouse fried in bacon grease, Mac? Don't covet the
earth," said Woody. Everything was ready for our meal,
but no Beebe showed up. We got our guns ready for
the evening shooting, but no Joe yet. We were about
ready to believe he had got lost, when his familiar whoop
gove the signal ; and he came into camp, and in his hand
was as fine a string of trout as any one could wish to
see, twenty-three in all, some of them coming pretty
near the pound mark in weight. Mac had just been
assuring us before Beebe came in that the fish would
not bite. Mac sells fishing tackle, trnd told us no tender-
foot could catch fish when he himself gave it up. "How
did you get them, Joe?" we asked. "Oh, I just went
after some grasshoppers, and Uien after that I never
flagged by a pool but caught a. passenger at every
station."

Mountain trout are very good, but we were after
ducks, and now to the duck pass. The ducks go out over
the fields and sloughs to feed during the day, and as the
sun begins to sink low they come back to the large lake.
At the upper end of the lake are several patches of bul-
rushes, with from one to five acres in each. This is the
breeding ground, and to see the number of ducks that
go in there of an evening would give the impression that
the rushes could not hold them. They came in pairs and
in flocks.—there were hundreds of them. I believe a
thousand ducks passed over our heads in about fifteen
minutes. The ducks are high in the air, and we are out
of practice, and Joe says they fly on passenger train time.
We are stationed far enough apart so that there is no
danger of shooting each other: four of us with pump
guns and Joe with a double-barrel lo-gauge. I have
seen wild shooting, but this partictflar evening took the
palm over anything I have ever seen. Two of the five
had never shot ducks, while one had not used a gun for
three' years. There were ducks hit that -were never shot
at, but the greater majority were ducks shot at that w^ere
never hit. Some one at the lower end of the lake with
a black powder gun seemed to be firing at regular intervals.

That seemed to drive the ducks, for they began to go
back to the reeds for the night. For fifteen minutes there
was no .time when there was not a flock of ducks within
gunshot, and close shooting at that, but verj' quick, so
the destruction to the duck crop was light. Had there
been good shots wanting to make a killing we could have
killed a large number. As it was, we shot away 1,250
shells during the three days we were there. We had all

the ducks we could eat, gave some away to the people in
the neighborhood, and had eighty to distribute among
our friends when we returned.
There were others who went out from Missoula and

brought back more ducks, but none enjoyed himself as*

we did, and there are very few places where the condi-
tions are as favorable for a good time—good roads,
plenty of fish and game, kind people who live there, no
restrictions as to Avhen and where to hunt and fish, good
camping grounds, pure water and mountain air, and
some very fine scenery.

All combined make the upper Blackfoot Valley one
of the' finest places a true sportsman can find to enjoy
himself, with but few draw'backs to mar his pleasure.

Bert Stevens.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the

latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable,
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Alligfatof Lake.
The names of Union Camp and Alligator Lake recall

pleasant memories to many local sportsmen. There is

hardly a spot in the great pine wilderness of Maine that is

better known to local people than the little green island

nestling down on the mirror surface of hill-hung Alli-

gator Lake. Every one of the past eighteen years has
seen one or more parties of Springfield men sitting in

front of John Haynes' camp, with either rods or rifles in

their hands or at their feet. The shores and waters of

the lake are a true sportsman's paradise, and OA^er the
crackling winter fire of Massachusetts birch, trips are
planned to Alligator Lake for the coming spring, sum-
mer or fall. During the past week the hearts of all true
Union campites have been made homesick by the sight of
the fine black bear skin which Fred Swan has just re-

ceived from Bangor. This skin last fall was the only
suit of a big bear, weighing close to 600 pounds, which
Mr, Swan killed near the shore of the lake, within an
hour after arrival in camp. The Maine Sportsman prints
the following:

The giant bear of Maine was secured last fall, late in the hunting
season, and the members of one non-resident party covered them-
selves with glory enough to last them for several seasons, while the
astonishing crop of "fireside yarns" that will cventudlly grow from
that wonderful bear hunt will distance any others on record.
Charle.<! Whipple, Fred Swan, William Bellows and Frank Ricli-
mond, of Sprmgfield; Fratik Howard, of Pittsfield, and Warner
Holt, of Boston, made up a party toward the very last of the deer
season for a trip to John Haynes' camp at Alligator Lake, With
their other trophies they came out of the woods two weeks later,

bringing two big bears, the smaller one of which would have sat-

isfied any ordinary sportsman. But thej' weren't ordinary sports-
men, for they had with them the dressed carcass of the biggest
bear on record, at least in these modern days of actual records of
size and weight of game. ' This bear was discovered as he was
making his den, and when he ventured forth to investigate the in-

truder, a rifle ball settled his destiny. Bruin was so heavy that
it took all eight men of the party "tote" him to the boats, the
bear being strung on four poles, a man supporting an end of

each. Between 500 and 600 pounds is the recorded weight, and the
entire skin, which was of exceptional quality, will be prepared as a
rug by Crosby, of Bangor, leaving the head with its ferocious,
wide open mouth on the skin. It will be long before another such
bear is killed in the Maine woods, as these old fellows are found
only by accident, their extreme cunning enabling them to suc-
cessfully elude all pursuers.

It is a long trip from this city to Alligator Lake. The
most time-saving way is to leave Boston at 7 at night,

reaching Bangor at 5 130 the next morning. Then comes,
to the novice, the hard part of the trip. Teams are taken
at the Bangor Station and a ten-mile drive to Edding-
ton for breakfast is begun. From Eddington there is a

drive of twenty-five miles over first-class, but hilly, roads
to Great Pond, and from there there is a nice walk of five

more miles to Alligator Lake. The baggage is taken in

from Great Pond on ox sledges. When the shore of Alli-

gator Lake is reached John F. Haynes, the veteran guide
and owner of Camp Union, is waiting with his big flat-

bottomed boats and two or three cedar canoes of home
manufacture. The trip to the camp is but a short one
and the landing is reached before sunset as a rule. The
little lake is a beautiful sheet of water about four miles
long and from half a mile to two miles wide, and the
island is about three acres in extent. John Haynes ob-
tains the right to have his camp on it from a large lum-
ber company which owns all the surrounding forest and in

return he acts as their fire warden. He is a typical Maine
guide, and also a warm friend of the Springfield men
who have been there. He has many admirable qualities,

is 'thoroughly honest, enterprising, knows his business as
a guide thoroughly, is an extremely hard worker and does
not use tobacco or liquor in any form. This abstinence is

a comparatively unusual feature among Maine guides. He
has visited Springfield and was entertained at Alligator
Inn, the cottage owned by Messrs. Whipple, Bellows,
Swan, Richmond and others, at Calla Shasta, which is

named for the Maine lake.

Alligator Lake has been on the map for some time, but
it was John Towne and Dwight L. Fuller who officially

put it there for Springfield people. They were the first

local people to go there, Mr. Towne having heard of it

during hig business trips through Maine. Charles E.
Whipple was also one of the pioneers, and has been there
every year for some time, and killed a number of deer.

Mr. Whipple tells an interesting story about the number
of trout in the lake. He paddled into Fuller's Cove,
named for Dwight Fuller, one fall and saw the dorsal
fins of hundreds of trout protruding from the shallow
water of the spawning beds. When he sent his canoe in

among them the water fairly boiled as the trout swam
for the deep water. Of course it is the spring fishing
that is the best, and some good strings have been caught
there. It is one of the last lakes in Maine in which the
ice breaks up in, as the lake is fed by springs, and so is

one of the last to freeze over in the fall. The record trout
- is one weighing 734 pounds but this fish was not killed by

a Springfield man. Mr. Haynes has stocked the lake with
rainbow trout and salmon, and some salmon weighing
close to TO pounds have been taken. There is also some
good fishing in the outlet, called Alligator Stream, and
one local man on his last trip there caught a string of
thirty-two, weighing about 11 pounds, one aftenioon in a
few hours. And not the least pleasant part of the fun is

to return from a day's sport to the comfortable camp at
night. There have been three camps built there in the
history of the place. The first one was of rough logs, a
small place, and not the most comfortable shelter in the
world. .The second camp was built on a somewhat better
plan, but was not large enough, so the present camp was
intilt a few years ago. This is a two-story structure of
rough-hewn

_
timber outside, with a broad piazza and

. sheathed inside matched boards. On the first floor is a
big lounging room and a kitchen, and on the second are
four comfortable sleeping roonis.

^
The shooting is the chief attraction of Alligator, and

it is as good as can be found anywhere. The deer are
very plentiful, and the local parties always bring one or
two home with them. Never has there been a party
there in the shooting season that has not had a shot at
least, and the men who go there are apt to have something
to show for the powder burned. Mr. Flagg. a former
clothier in this city, had a novel experience with a deer
at the camp a number of years ago. One had been cap-
tured alive, and was tied to a free with a rope. Mr.
Flagg carelessly untied the rope from the tree, thinking
he was -a match for the deer in strength. He was soon
uvideceived on this point, and after being yanked over
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cyefything and through everything on the island, found
hirnself in the lake, still holding the rope behind the
swimming deer. Of late there have been signs of moose
seen near the lake, and one was killed at Nicatous Lake a
few n:iles aawy. That there are bear there is proved
by Mr. Swan's fine rug, and there have been several

others seen there during the past year. Mr. Haynes had a
trying experience with one a few years ago, when Dr. J.

K. Wiley and his son, of this city, were in camp. Haynes
ran across a bear cub and killed it by a shot from his

rifle. Then the she-bear made her appearance and at-

tacked Haynes, naturally. He could not extract the empty
shell from his rifle, and w-as obliged to take to a tree for
safety, the bear grabbing hold of his boots in his ascent.

Haynes" dog probably saved him from injurj', if not from
death, by harassing the bear, and the bear finally became
so incensed by the dog's attacks that she left the foot of
the tree where Mr. Haynes was abiding and chased her
animal foe. Haynes then took advantage of the welcome
opportunity to make a bee-line for the lake and his boat.
Among the local hunters who have visited Camp Union

are Charles E. Whipple, E. A. Carter, Horace F. Clement,
William H. Sargeant, Charles C. Morgan, Frank B. Rich-
mond, Arthur Berry, William H. Richards, Warner Holt,
W. S. Bellows, Herbert B. Handy, J. L. Strong, George
B. Clark, E. C. Dumbleton, Fred R. Swan, Frank D.
Foot, James W. Kirkham. Joseph H. Wesson, L. H.
Mayott, Dr.J. K. Wiley, O. W. Niles, Dr. S. F. Pomeroy,
Tom Hill, H. W. McGregory, E. L. McGregory, F. W.
Westcrvelt. The late Horace L. Niles brought home a
live deer several years ago, which was placed in Forest
Park.—Springfield Republican.

ISpring Shooting and the Game
Supply.

Seattle, Wash., May 7.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have followed the discussion in your publication re-

gardmg the spring shooting of ducks, and it is amusing to
note liOAv those who favor it use every possible excuse to
bolster up their arguments. The fact remains, however,
and one cannot controvert it, that if we expect a»y species
to at least perpetuate its race, it must be allowed to breed,
and spring shooting or anything else calculated to disturb
or destroy a species imtnediately prior to or during its

breeding period operates against this and must in time
diminish the race. The excuse so often advanced, "If
we do not shoot during the spring we get little if any
shooting," is a purely selfish one, and cannot be defended,
and this excuse is the basis pure and simple of every
argument ever advanced in favor of shooting during
that season of the year.
The condition that confronts us. we who love good,

honest sport, is no theory; we simply are against the cold,
hard facts. Game everywhere is decreasing rapidly, and
we must simply meet the condition. The game laws gen-
erally regarding water fowl are pretty generous, and give
the sportsman a good chance to get a fair amount of
sport, but the trouble is a few wish it all. A man
cannot be blamed for shooting during any open sea-
son, only simply have that open season when it does not
conflict with the mating and nesting period, and even
go a little further—give the young a chance to become
sufficiently mature to provide for and protect themselves.

I have been surprised that spring shooting has con-
tinued so long in a State like New York, and never
could quite understand it, unless it has been a question
with which perhaps politics has intermingled. Out here
we are in advance of that State. Our season on ducks
closes, as for a number of years, with February.
Now, I recall that when I was a boy and living in

New Y©rk State, quite a few ducks bred in central New
York. In the spring of 1875 I found a nest of the black
duck (Anas obscura) with eleven eggs at the foot of
Owasco Lake, on what was called "The Island." The
bird hatched the eggs and I saw her a number of times
with the brood of young. During that same period and
for a number of years a pair of the beautiful wood ducks
{Aix sponsa) always nested each year in a dead stub
about 2}4 feet in diameter that overhung the Owasco
outlet, and about a mile below the island. These birds
were finally shot or driven away. Wood ducks always
bred each year along Blind Sodus Creek, flowing into
Blind Sodus Bay, Lake Ontario, near North Fair Haven,
and also along Sterling Creek, near the same town, up to
about 1885, to my certain knowledge. I often saw the
birds with their broods, and knew the species well, and
there are many just such places in that part of central and
northern central New York that even to-day would be
used by the_ above-named species as breeding grounds if

they were given the chance; but the spring shooter seems
to be so afraid some one else may get them if he does not
that he at least tries to head off the whole affair.

I noted what your correspondent from Long Island
says. Well, if he cannot get any fall shooting there, let

h'm move and go to some locality where he can, the same
as many another good fellow has who loved sport; but
the idea that that locality must have a special game law
allowing them to shoot during the spring is preposterous.
If the prohibition of spring shooting cuts them off and
works good Jor the sportsmen as a whole, why they
should stand it or move out. The law should be based on
the facts, the greatest good for the greatest number, and
no interference with nature's laws regarding the perpetua-
tion of the species.

The stand you have taken is right. No spring shooting
and no market, the time having gone by when a man can
expect to make a 1 iving by the gun. and by the exercise of
a little self-restraint on the part of all of us we will be
able to have some little sport in the days to come ; other-
wise it takes no prophet to predict for the future.

I wish the Jefferson county outfit the greatest success
in their fight for the abolishment of spring shooting.
Good luck to them ! S. F. Rathbun.

Like Picking Up Money,
_
In every city, town and village in the United States where there

IS shooting or fishing or yachting 'we want agents to canvass for
subscriptions for Forest and Stream. Every sportsman is deeply
interested in its subjects, and every sportsman is glad to discuss
his domgs afield and to hear of the adventures of other sportsmen.
Money is to be made by canvassers for Forest and Stream,

and those who wish to take advantage of the opportunity we offer
should send for premium list and circular.—Forest and Stream
Publishing Company, 346 Broadway, Nev9 York.

[May i^, tgot.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
At the Wishininne Glob.

At the Wishininne Club to-day,' Mr. Graham H. Har-
ris, president of the board of education of this city, was
prevailed upon to tell, with becoming modesty, a story
of how he killed the mountain lion whose skin adorns
his boudoir.

"I do not claim," said Mr. Harris, "to be so much a
hunter as I am a fisherman, and I make no boast regard-
ing my personal prowess. All I say is that a man often
does things under the impulse of a wish to protect his
fellow man, which, under cal-p deliberation, he would
not attempt for himself. In regard to this mountain lion,

I did not kill it because I had lost any lion, but simply
to save the life of my friend Bill Haskell. I heard a loud
shout, and looking up saw Bill come flying down the
mountain side, only touching the ground in the high
places, while behind him, only semi-occasionally landing
upon even the elevated portions of the landscape, there
was an enormous mountain lion, upon whose exposed
fangs the raj^s of the rising sun glittered ominously. You.
will observe that under the circumstances I did not be-
come excited. The lion was gaining on Bill, but I saw
that it would not catch him until they got within gun-
shot. At the distance of a hundred yards, I raised my
rifle and drew a close bead upon the heart of the lion
as it was sailing midair with its deadly paws extended
and abottt to sink into the quivering flesh of my dear
friend Bill Haskell, whose terrified shrieks meantime
rent the air. At the report of the rifle the lion fell dead
almost at Mr. Haskell's feet. The latter came to me
with tears in his eyes and thanked me as his benefactor.
I make nothing of this feat and admit that I could not
have done it had it not been for the immitlent peril of

my friend"
It was nearlj^ thirty minutes after this before Bill Has-

kel himself came in. "Fellows," said he. as he sat down
and fastened his napkin with a half-Nelson about his

neck, "j'ou aught to see the lion skin that Harris and I

bought while we were out West. I will bet any man at

this table' that it measures over nine feet."

The party looked in silence at Mr. Haskell. There
were no tears in his eyes.

"I wish yo.u would wait. Bill," said Mr. Harris, "until

after I go away. Yoit are always spoiling a good story."

Wrinkles About Rifles.

I was speaking the other day about sighting of rifles,

and believe I had occasion to mention the fact tha,t the low-
leafed Winchester Express rear sight, when placed on a

.30-40 rifle, brings one's eye so close down to the metal
breech that it catches a glimmer which makes it difficult

to draw a fine sight. Billy Hofer and I were going to

rust the top of the receiver band on our .30-40, but I con-
ceived a better idea. I took the rifle over to Mr. Stannard,
the gun repairer of Montgomery Ward & Co., and told

him I wanted him to file the top of that breech band off

square and then put something on the cut surface so that

it would not shine. I thought I was the discoverer of
this notion, but Mr. Stannard told me he had done the

same thing for others. He took my rifle and screwed it

into a big thing that looked like a cook stove, and after

turning certain bands and cranks set the thing going.
The result was that he planed a little streak off the top of

the projecting breech, so that 1 found I could see into
the hindsight with perfect plainness. Then he turned
some more cranks and milled the top of the cut just

as one does a shotgun rib. Then he took some
kind of black stuff and painted the milling* and lo!

I had a rifle which comes up very nicely, in which the
e3'-e hugs the barrel close, but which has no glimmer what-
ever. It is astonishing how much more confidence this

little trick gave me in the gun. I do not know whether
the factory likes to put on this Winchester Express sight

with the .30-40. The trifling cut made in the breech band
did not weaken it in the least, and it is practically a
necessity if one uses the Express sight on that arm.

I learned some more things about the .30-40 while talk-

ing -with Mr. Stannard. He has put on for several gentle-

men in Chicago a milled rib, like a shotgun rib, on top of
the .30-40 barrel. This makes the gun look better and
handle better, and it saves that awkward appearance of the
foresight sticking up into the air. Dr. H. A. Frothing-
ham, Mr. Phil Woodford and others have tried this rib,

and they say that it adds a hundred per cent, to the
quickness of catching sight. They would not have the
gun without a rib now for anything.
Now it may not be wise for everybody to hasten to put

a rib on his .30-40 unless he hsrs it done by some one who
understand the job. Nor should one leave the gun in this
way without an entire new sighting. For some mysterious
reason, it is said that the rib causes the rifle to shoot just
a little lower than it does without it. The .30-40 rib seems
to be the coming thing here, but it is just as well to have
the gun carefully sighted after the rib is put on.

E. Hough.
Hartford BuituiNG, Chicago, 111.

Ptotection in Montana*
Lodge Pole, Mont., May 7.—Editor Forest and Strewtn:

I am glad to see that we are going to have the game
protected out here. A short time ago one of the game
wardens arrested two men at Havre for using giant pow-
der in Beaver Creek and killing a lot of trout. I
understand that they were sentenced to pay a fine of
$100 each and to ninety days in jail.

If the game wardens can only catch a bunch of tliose
Cree half-breeds hunting deer with hounds, and send
them over the road for a while, it will soon put a stop
to such business.

I see by the papers that the authorities are going to
take all the Crees back to Canada and put them over the
line, and if they come back after that to imprison them.
This will be a good thing, for the Crees kill a great deal
of game, as well as many cattle, and the blame for killing
both is put on Indians in our State. W. L. A.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as much earlier aa practicable.
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Shooting on Spring Island.

New York,—Editor Forest and Stream: Having had
several hunting trips South the past winter after quail, my
experience on Spring Island was so unique and in such

strong comparison with the shooting in other parts of

the South, that I am tempted to write of it.

I have never hunted in western North Carolina or in

Virginia, and, in fact, my quail shooting heretofore in

the South has been near the coast, in either Nortlr Caro-

lina, some fifteen or twenty miles from New Bern, or in

South Carolina around Georgetown, so that I cannot say

that all quail shooting in the South is on similar terri-

tory to that with which I am famiUar, but the country in

the vicinities I have mentioned is flat, and one is about
half the time traveling over low, wet ground, and is very

often compelled to walk a log to cross the branches and
flooded places, and the quail almost invariably fly into

practically inaccessible thickets.

The branches in eastern North and South Carolina are

very heavily grown up with bushes, brambles, briers and
stuff that a dog can scarcely penetrate, so that the quail

fly into these inaccessible places. And then, although
quail are considered plentiful, and on favorable days you
can often raise anywhere from ten to perhaps twenty and
even at times twenty-five coveys, there Will be periods of

hours at a time during the day or even almost an entire

day, when it seems impossible to find birds. For instance,

recently at Georgetown, S. C, I hunted with three mag-
nificent dogs over a country where quail were undoubtedly
abundant, and where my companions had often found, at

other times, large numbers of coveys. For hours during
this day We were unsuccessful, and when we began to find

birds along toward night, I was too exhausted from my
many miles of tramping to do any satisfactory shooting.

I mention all this in order to draw comparison with
Spring Island. As the guest of Colonel Martin, I shot on
Spring Island, and have never seen as fine a place for

hunting. It is where a woman could shoot with perfect

comfort, so dry and clean, no fences and few if any
briers.

Without exaggeration you can hunt this island over
with slippers on and not get your feet wet. There are no
marshy spots and the streams are all narrow and spanned
"with ease. Then the island has been in such a state of
ciiltivatton and so thoroughly cleared^ up, that impene-
trable places a'ong streams such as you find on the main-
land, do not exist on Spring Island. Of course, there

are bushes and thick places, but none that are not easily

p'eiietrated and in which good shooting camiot be done,
and when we flushed a covey, instead of flying into a

tangled growth where' it was hopeless to follow, they
would invariably light on high ground, affording the very
prettiest kind of shooting. It was a constant marvel to

me, the ease with which we found the birds after flushing

a covey, and the open, fine shooting they afifordedr

As to quantities, I have never seen the like, and I

do not believe there is another place in our country that

can approach it; just one covey after another in rapid
succession. There are certainly A^ast numbers of quail on
this island, and although Colonel Martin said 6,000 birds
had been killed this season up to March i, we were con-
tinually shooting into coveys that I could not discover
had ever been shot at before. And rabbits were constantly
found—more than I have ever seen before in my life. It

must be largely owing to the fact that there are no foxes
or skunks on the island.

By the way, there is a well-known shooter in South
Carolina, whose name, if I should give it to you. many
would know and whose scores on quail are wholly beyond
ray comprehension. He claimed, and was not disputed
by those who know him, to have killed fifty-four quail
with fifty-six shells. He shoots with a Winchester pump
'gun, and it is a common occurrence for him to shoot
three, four and five quail on a rise, and to kill twenty and
twenty-five quail without a miss is nothing for him to
comment on. I understand he does not ppck his shots, but
takes everything as it comes.
Whether or not an outdoor life would ever get my

nerves in shape where I could kill as many as eight out of
ten I do not know. I would like to have a year of
leisure and such hfe, in order to see what it would do
for me. As it is, I shoot at everytliing in sight, and
manage to get my share of the bag, although I never have
had the courage to keep account of the shells that I use.

Cdctrtlandt Babcock.

IC A, A.

New York, May 8.—The first meeting of the Ticon-
deroga Gun Club, motto, K. W. Y. A. A. (Know What
You Aim At), organized to prevent the danger incident
to hunting in the Adirondacks and to promote kindly
and fraternal relatiojis between ^ountry and city sports-
men, was held in this city tb-day. The following ticket
was elected: Ingle Carpenter, President; Edward M.
Bliven, First Vice-President ; Frank Hooper, Second Vice-
President; Peter Flint, Secretar}', 150 Nassau street, New
York city; George Ketchum, Assistant Secretary; Paris
Scott Russell, Treasurer.
Board of Directors to act for the first year: Ingle

Carpenter, Peter Flint, George Ketchum, Edward M.
Bliven, Paris Scott Russell, Carlos C. Alden, Edmund O.
Luthy, Alexander H. Weed, George Farrington, Frank
Hooper. W. Bradford Smith, Cass Pease and Sidney M.
Rawson.
The club has secured an option on a tract of land situ-

ated near the bridge on Eagle Lake, Ticonderoga, con-
taining upward of twenty-five acres, with about one-half
mile of water front. The club house to be erected soon
will stand upon the old trails to Goose Neck and Bear
ponds, "and near to the stage and telephone lines from
Ticonderoga to Schroon.
The President announced the following committees:

By-Laws—Messrs. Alden, Flint and F. H. Russell. Mem-
bership—Messrs, Alden, F. H. Russell, Flint. A. R. Weed
and Frank Hooper. Site and Club House—Messrs. Luthy,
Pease and F. H. Russell. Peter Flint, Sec'y-

Clara—"I gee Cynthia has decorated her room with
guns, pistols, swords, and the like." Cora—"Yes; she
always has been a great girl for having arras around her."
?—Yonkers Statesman.

Quail on Toast*

Editor Forest and Stream:
The article in your issue of this week (copied from the

Milwaukee Sentinel), which refers to quail on toast and
says that Wisconsin pigeons are commonly served on
toast as quail, is amusing and quite suggestive.

Did you ever know an old sportsman who has had the

quail of his own shooting slowly broiled over a bed of

coals and basted with butter until it was a morsel fit for a

king, to munch a piece of pungent brown toast as he ate

his bird, and thus neutralize or destroy its delicacy of

flavor ?

Those of us who shot quail thirty or forty years ago
and often broiled our own birds over a bed of hickory

coals, never permitted the delicious flavor of our game
to be affected by anything, and least of all by brown and
perhaps bitter toast.

But some years ago some chef in a hotel or cook in

some restaurant invented this dish as a commercial neces-

sity for the reason that quail had become an article of

commerce. Many were slaughtered in large quantities

at the West and were permitted to freeze and thaw and
freeze until when they were put upon the market for sale

they were very often stale and practically tasteless, and
here came in the fine work of the chef. If he could make
quail on toast a fashionable dish he could serve his State

birds, and even "Wisconsin pigeons," simply observing the

rule that the more stale the bird the more brown must
be the toast. X.

Long Island Bay Bitd Season*

The list of bay bird shooting points givfeli in our last

issue was inadvertently printed without reference to sea-

son, and Long Island points were included as if shooting

there was now permissible. The season for bay birds on
Long Island will not open until July i.

—®

—

Proprietors of fishingr resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forest and Stream.

The Sabbath Day on the BeaverfcilL

Editor Forest and Stream :

I have in mind your suggestion that I should give some
reminiscences in regard to the Beaverkill, but the days or

v,-eeks which I spent on that stream were mostly from
1857 to early in the seventies, and he must have a good
memory who can recollect the incidents of the trips he
made forty years ago—and yet it is difficult to see how
any one could ever forget how he Avas impressed with
the religious sentiments of all those living there, how
universally they regarded the Sabbath as a day of ab-

solute rest and as a holy day.

I never knew or heard of a native fishing on the Sab-
bath; and if any one visiting this stream dared to defy
this unwritten law he was waited upon by a committee
and ordered to leave and never return.

This was the sentiment on other streams as well. About
1864 a companion of mine, against my earnest protest,

fished the Rondout on the Sabbath, and on the next morn-
ing he was ordered home and told that if he ever returned
he would be mobbed. The anglers who visited the
Beaverkill were gentlemen; they recognized the courtesies

extended to them under which they were permitted to

fish on private property. They appreciated the deep
religious sentiment of the inhabitants, and I never knew
of an angler who did not, out of respect to this senti-

m.ent, regard the Sabbath as a day of rest and quiet what-
ever his own views may have been, and thus it was that
the Sabbaths were in fact the most delightful days spent by
those who used to make their home at Murdock's cottage.

Two miles below Murdock's there was a little hamlet
consisting principally of a church, an old graveyard, a
grocery, blacksmith shop and cobbler's shop. At this

point a small stream joined the Beaverkill from the
east, with the charming name of Shin Creek, and those
who fished this stream with its ragged edges and narrow
gorges and came in with sore ankles, have always recog-
nized this name, which was adopted by the Post OflSce
Department as exceedingly appropriate.
The church at this place was built in the forties or

early fifties by the joint contribution of several denomina-
tions, and when some minister did not happen to be on
the stream to take charge of the service, it was usually
conducted by a Methodist minister, who preached some
six or eight miles elsewhere in the morning, and then
afterward walked to Shin Creek to conduct the service
there in the afternoon. His yearly stipend for this double
service was $200; and yet there are those who claim that
these men are in the business only for the money that
there is in it.

The anglers in those days esteemed it a privilege as
well as a pleasure to contribute from year to year some-
thing for the purpose of keeping this church in proper
paint and repair, and also to quietly add to the collec-
tion_ taken on every Sabbath day for the benefit of the
minister.

But this is really preliniinary to what I started out to
write.

On the Sabbath, day every one attended the services in
this little church, rain or shine, often riding ten miles
or more from up the stream, for this was the only
church between the head of the Beaverkill and a place
ten miles below it. It was always full.

There was a person then living in the neighborhood
by the name of Hotchkiss, long since gone to his rest, and
by comm.on consent he led the music. He ahvays came
in his shirt sleeves when the day was warm, and when
the hymns were given out he usually stood at the front
seat, threw his foot over the back, and after listening to
bis music fork started the tune, which on almost every
Sabbath was either "China" or "Mear" and sometimes
both.

I have heard the best church music in this country, but
I have never heard anything which seemed to bring every
person who joined in these services nearer to the Heavenly

Throne of God than these simple services in this little

church in which every one joined, many of them with
tears in their eyes.

It is hardly necessary to say that the rest of the ser-

vice was equally fervent and uplifting. The minister who
for $200 a year would travel eight or ten miles every
Sabbath, winter and summer, conduct two services and
visit the sick and bury the dead, in two congregations, was
necessarily filled with the spirit of his Master. His ser-
mons may not have been very deep, but he always tried to
impress upon his hearers the necessity of a holier and a
higher life, and to urge them to follow as their pattern
life that of the Master he came to present to them.
And these services and teachings bore rich fruit. The

Sabbath was always observed as a day of holiness and
rest, and what is more, these services made their visible
impress upon the daily lives of all who lived upon this
stream. J. S. Van Cleef.

The Cabin by the Lake.
On tlie outskirts of a small town in Massachusetts,

about fifty miles west of Boston, in the basin of the
high plateau land, is a lake about one and a half miles
in length and about a mile in width, in the middle.
Tlie lake is fed entirely by springs, and the water is

clear as crystal. The average depth of the lake is 60 feet,
but the township being more desirous of a few dollars
than a beautiful spot provided wholly by nature sold the
water right to a manufacturing company about a dozen
miles away. They put in a dam at the foot of the lake
and dredged out the bottom so they could draw it as low
as they wished. Owing to the dry season the last two
years the lake has been kept very low. The lake was sur-
rounded by magnificent groves, mostly chestnut, oak and
pine, but these have been cut off to a great extent, and
the beauty of the lake is greatly marred.

I am interested in the welfare of this lake, because a
friend and myself have a camp there. It is a little cabin
12 feet wide by 20 feet long, made of rough pine boards
and sheathed inside and out with ordinary sheathing paper
to make it airtight as well as waterproof. On the roof we
put first a layer of this sheathing paper, then over that
a layer of tar paper. This has proved to be waterproof,
and it has stood some severe tests. Every year we go
over the roof with a coat of tar to preserve the paper,
and in this way it will lasf for six or seven years. The
expense of a camp like this is very small, and the
amount of enjoyment derived is beyond expression. We
bought second-hand lumber, several pieces 6 by 6 inches,
which we used as stringers, laid on a foundation of stones
from the shore of the lake. We used 2 by 4s for the
flooring timbers and all the rest of the frame work, and
then boarded up with the rough boards. One roll of
sheathing paper was enough for the whole of the sides
and roof and roof of the piazza. Tar paper is only 3 feet

wide, so we lapped it over enough to use five .strips, each
21 feet long. We covered the paper with sheathing
strips—strips about half an inch thick and an inch wide

—

putting them on within a foot of each other to prevent
any possibility of the wind getting under it and stripping

- it off. The whole camp, all told, not including our time,
which we did not value very highly, cost us $9.75—$5
for the lumber and the rest for the sheathing paper,
nails and carting of our fixings to the lake.

We take great pride in the location of this camp. It

is situated on a rising plot of ground, about 200 feet from
the lake, and just north of the middle. It is one of the
few spots where a view of the whole lake is obtained. In
front of the cabin, about 50 feet toward the lake, is a
huge maple, whose spreading branches afford a cool
shade the entire day. Many a day have we lain under
its branches reading, smoking or rigging some new
kind of fishing tackle, not realizing that it was a hot day
until some of our friends drove down from town, six
miles away, and told us it was one of the hottest days
of the season, and that they had come down to spend
the day where it was cool.

We have a piazza on the front side of the building
fitted with all kinds of rustic contrivances for comfort

—

chairs with cushions made of gunnysacks stuffed with
pine needles and long backs in which one can recline in

comfort; settees made of the same material and fitted

with head rests at one end. Here we sit on balmy sum-
mer evenings, when we do not feel in a mood for fishing,

and sing college songs and all the popular airs of the
day, much to our own enjoyment, though some of the
harmony might not please the ears of a trained musician.
Under the cabin we dug a hole about 4 feet square and
about the same depth, and stoned up the sides and the
bottom, using a sort of clay found in some portions of

the lake, which, when dry, is as hard as rock. This is

our cellar, and things keep cool and fresh in there in the

hottest kind of weather. Water kept in this cellar over
night is plenty cool enough for drinking. We have two
stone jars, which we keep filled with water all the time,

so that we have plenty of cold drinking water.

When the lake is up to its high water mark, the fishing

is very good for perch, pickerel and bullheads, but when
it is low we have to resort to all kinds of strategy to

get what fish we want. We have always managed to get

all the fish we wanted for food, however, and to give our
friends an occasional fish fry; and what more does one
want? I love to tinker around, rigging all sorts of new
contrivances to tempt the unwilling fish, and so far have
always succeeded.

Last summer the lake had been down very low for

two years, and the fishing was exceedingly poor. I was
sitting under the big maple one day racking my brain for

a scheme to get a mess of bullheads, for when bullheads
are tken from a clear lake like this they form a very
delicate morsel of food, and are in great demand by the
summer boarders. I happened to think of a scheme I had
read of somewhere but had never had occasion to try,

and I set about testing it immediately. I took a clear
glass bottle, filled it half-full of angle worms and corked
it up. I then took a boat and went to a place that I had
marked as being a good fishing ground for bullheads,
and tying a weight to the bottle sank it and anchored it

there about 3 feet from the bottom. The second even-
ing, just at dusk, I rowed to the place where the bottle
was, and anchoring right over it began to fish, using
angle worms for bait It was barely ten minutes before
the sport began, and it was very lively while it lasted.
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Between the hours of 7 and 9 I caught ninety-two bull-

heads that averaged a half-pound each when they were
dressed. We have a crate in which we keep the fish

alive, and as we want them we dress them and use them.
It is a notable thing about this lake we never make two
catches in the same place during the same season. So
the next time we wanted bullheads I anchored my bottle
in a<.^fferent place, and everywhere I anchored the bot-
tle I nad similar success.

Up to last summer perch had been a very certain
quantity, but owing to the dryness of the season they
were not inclined to take any dead bait, such as worms;
so we took the boats and scoured the shore for minnows.
We finally found a school, but thej- were very shy, but

FLYING PELICANS AT TAMPICO.
>

by feeding them wc gradually got them in near enough
shore to anchor our boats^ We anchored the boats about
10 feet apart and dropped over a big net- At first we had
difficulty in getting any over the net, but we noticed that
when we pulled up the net they would swarm over the
place where the net had been, so we dropped over the
big net, letting it down pretty deep ; then we dropped over
a smaller one, and as soon as a minnow was over it we
pulled up. As before, the minnows swarmed over the
place where the net had been, and then we pulled up the
big net, and had all Ave could use for a month. Just al

sunset I took a light fly-rod and put on an easy playing
reel, and picli;ing out some of the smaller minnows went
out and anchored my boat in a little nook where the
water was very deep. Using a small hook, I baited with
a lively minnow and cast aboitt thp length of the rod
away from the boat, having on a sinker just heavy
enough to draw the line under the water. Letting it

sink down about 3 feet, I watched the minnow work
back and forth. I could see him plainly because the
water is so clear. After a while the perch began to
come around, but they were pretty shy. Finally one

fcii
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made a grab and started off, and I struck, but no perch

!

I only lost my bait. The next time I tried a different
policy. I gave him plenty of slack line and waited fully
thirty seconds before I struck. This time I had him,
and with the light fly-rod it was good sport. I caught
just an even dozen in the next two hours, and it took
from five to ten minutes to land each one. I was not
aware a perch was such a gamy fish, and hereafter I
shall not fish any other way for them.
When the lake is high the pickerel rise freely to troll-

ing or skipping, but when it is low they will not rise at
all. I broke the record for low water in the lake last
summer, but T did not get a rise to all the trolling and
skipping I did, but resorted to a novel method that I
never heard of before. I got the idea from the worms in
the bottle. I made five boxes out of fine wire netting,
one side only being of wood. Putting about thirty or
forty minnows in each, I towed them to the best pickerel
ground in the lake and anchored them in a radius of
about 25 feet and about 5 feet under the surface of the
lake. After they had been there a day or two, I took
a rod and some good lively .minnows and anchored di-
rectly in the center of the boxes. I kept casting con-
tiually on all sides of the boat, putting on a fresh rninnow
now and then. In about half an hour I was rewarded
with a ferocious grab, and how the reel did hum! In
just twenty-two minutes I landed a pickerel in the boat
'\lfmt tipped the scales nt ^ poun-di ^n^ i ounce, I m^i^

many early morning visits to that place and always suc-
ceeded in landing one or two good-sized pickerel. The
first one was the largest, but the smallest one ah but
tipped the scales at 2 pounds, I caught a sum total of
eleven pickerel about those boxes. We opened them
on the back and stuffed them, then sewed them up again
and baked them. Talk about your fine meals! why, noth-
ing ever touched one of those baked pickerel eaten under
the shade of that spreading maple. I locked those boxes
up in our cabin, and no one to this day knows how I

caught those fish; but I like to see other people enjoy
a mite of sport as well as myself.

Tarpon at Tampico.
Kansas City, 'Mo., April 24.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: I am disappointed by the failure of my first

paper on tarpon fishing to evoke a discussion and supple-

mentary papers or letters. Surely there are many of your
readers who are tarpon fishermen, and who can tell the

rest of us about "where to go," Their neglecting to do
so is probably due to reluctance to take the trouble of

writing, for no one need fear the giving away of some of

his private haunts, as might be the case were brook trout

or bass fishing the topic under consideration. The supply

of tarpon and other game fishes that are found therewith

is absolutelj' inexhaustible, because rod and line cannot
niake any impression on the countless thousands of such

fishes. Again, one's pleasure on a tarpon fishing trip is

increased materially by the presence of a number of jolly

good fellows sharing the same sport during the day and
meeting in the evening to repair tackle, compare experi-

ences, tell stories, etc.

This feature of the sport is one of the principal charnis

of the town of Tarpon at Aransas Pass, where, under the

shelter of the Tarpon Inn, that is kept by the genial Frank
Hetfield and his obliging wife, sportsmen from all over

the United States, and even occasionally from foreign

countries, meet upon an absolutely equal footing on all

else than piscatorial skill. The total lack of style that

governs at the Tarpon Inn appeals to the heart of every

true fisherman. The best of the fishing season is gen-

erally the months of May and June, but any time during
the four succeeding months is likely to afford good sport.

Since sending you my last communication, I have had
another oUting at Tampico. this time with my friend, Mr.
Marshall Miller, of Mexico City. The weather was not
as favorable as on my two previous visits, nevertheless we
did fairly well, taking 112 game fish in eleven days, my
friend's share being ir tarpon, 26 jackfish, i pike, i pargo
niulato and i chopa in ten days; and mine, 15 tarpon, 44
jackfish, 2 pargds and i gar in twelve days.

The total weight of the catch was in the neighborliood

of 2,800 pounds, and there was not a single day that either

of us failed to catch something.
The longest tarpon was one of mine, measuring 6 feet 4

inches, but Mr. Miller caught a 6-footer that weighed
more.

' Our best day gave us six tarpon and twenty-three jack-

fish, all but three being caught in the forenoon, and the

weight of the morning's catch reaching fully 1,000 pounds.
I am sending you a few photographs of some of our

fish, so that you can reproduce them in your paper, if you
30 desire.

The large print shows a three hours' catch by Mr. Mil-
ler and myself, consisting of three tarpon and six -jack-

fish. In it Mr. Miller is standing on the right and yours
truly on the left.

Among the prints you will notice three leaping tarpon
and one of flying pelicans. These were taken with an
apparatus that I evolved, and which was manufactured
by my friend. Dr. Howe, of Mexico City—the gentleman
who has caught the largest tarpon up to date. We call

the apparatus a "gun-camera," for it consists of an ordi- .

nary camera mounted beneath a little wooden gun. =0

that the axes of both gun and camera are parallel and
hfive a triggf.r that operates the shutter.

Had either of us known anything about photography, or
had the weather been m.ore favorable, we would have had
many more views of leaping tarpon. Dr. Howe, who
went to Tampico after I left there, has taken a number of

snap shots, and has promised to send me prints of same.
If they be eood ones, and if you care to publish any
ni.orc, I won'd be pleased to send them to you.
Mr. Farley, the taxidermist, of Taroon. Tex. spent

part of February and all of March at Tampico to study
the fishing grounds and mount some tarpon. He is so

p'eased with his experience there that he is going back
about Nov. 15 to remain until next April.

Some of the gentlemen who were at Tampico last .sea-

son are going to form in Mexico City a tarpon club, con-
sequently any sportsman who goes to Tampico next win-
ter will he liable to find good company there.

Now in respect to my second paper on tarpon fishing
—viz., "Tackle and Outfit"—I would state that, as I am
verjr busy this year on professional work, I may be pre-
vented for some little time from writing it. Moreover, be-
fore doing so, I would prefer to wait a little in order to
hear from other sportsmen something more concerning
"Where to go." J. A. L. Waddell.

'

San Ffancisco Fly-Casting Clot.

Medal contests, series igoi, Sunday, contest No. 4, held
at Stow Lake, May 5. Wind, light; weather, pleasant:

Event Event Event
N0.I, No. 2 No. 4,

Distance, Accuracy, Event No. 8,- Lure
Feet Per cent. Acc % Del. % Net^ Casting^

Brooks .

.

.. 88 88.8 82.8 69.4 76
Btothertoii .... 110 93.8 90.8 79.2 84.11
Dinkelspie] .... 84 82 86 69.2 77.7
Everett ... 116 93.4 91.4 81.8 86.6
Poulks 90 89.4 85 74.2 79.7

.
,
,119 88.4 91 79.4 85,1

115 85.4
TIaiglit . .

.

80 88.8 92!4 69^2 86!9
Heller .... 95 88 80.8 79.2 79.11
Huyck . . .

.

96 90 88 67.6 77.9
B Kenniff , , , . 93 94.4 87 75.10 81.5
Tt Kenniff 83 88.4 91 67.6 79..

3

I Kieruff , , , , 66 74.8 79 73.4 76.2
T Kieruff , , 73 89 75 74.2- 74.7
Mansfield 95.4 85 81.8 83.4
Mocker .

,

.. 90 75.4 91.8 78.4 85
MuDer 98 . 94 88.8 82.6 85.T

88 94 83.4- SS.S
t

' •

92;8 94 82.6 88.3 « f •

»

VV. MM • »t»»

New England Fishing.
Boston, May 13.—The fishing season has begun in good

shape at the Rangeley waters. The ice "sprung a march"
on the sportsmen^ as well as hotel and camp keepers, by
going out at least a week earlier than expected. But the
telegraph gave the word and the early fishermen are on
the grounds. At the Upper Dam there are already more
than a dozen of the lovers of the rod and reel, E. E.
Suffern, of New York, is there, and his fishing friend,

John Watkins, is coming in a day or two. B. G. Acker-
man, who has fished with them for so many years, and
has a wonderful record of trout, is kept at home by
serious illness. Mr. Suffern took a small salmon on
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Tuesday and a trout of 7 pounds. He is almost alwa3rs
high line. Freeland Howe, another early and veteran
fisherman at those waters, has taken several good trout
and salmon. He caught one or two on the fly at Mill
Brook Wednesday. Mr. W. P. Clark, who has fished at
the Upper Dam for so many seasons, caught four trout
on the fly at Mill Brook the 'other day, the united weight
of which was 10 pounds. This is remarkably early for fly-

fishing. Mr. Clark says that the Parmacheuee-belle did
the busines,s, and Mr. Howe says that he used a Gray
fly, something like the silver-doctor, Other fishermen
have taken trout on the fly at that point, among them Mr.
W. D. Brackett, who has fished with Mr. Clark for so
jnany years. The fi.shermen have had a hard time getting
to the Middle Dam. Capt. Ed. Coburn's steamer "spread
the ways," when sliding her into'^-the water .after the ice

went out, and it has taken a long time to get her into the
water, hence that point has had to be reached by row-
boats, or else by one of the private steamers on the lake
above. But some good catches of trout have been made
by those who have been willing to take a nine-miles' row
in an open boat from the Upper Dam. Fishermen at the

Upper Dam, Middle Dam and Rapid River below will

want to know about the sluicing of the logs this spring,
since fishing in some of the pools is impossible when the
logs are running. In other pools the sportsmen are claim-
ing that the fishing is better when the water is on and
the logs ruiming. The drivers work every minute of day-
light, imless during meals and when waiting for booms or
rigging. Supt. John A. Larey tells me that there were
22,000,000 feet of logs to go through the sluices in the
first place, and that he has got about 3,000,000 feet through
at the Upper Dam. It will take sixteen to eighteen days
longer to get the logs all through. Then the pools will

be unobstructed.
Fishing at Indian Rock, the home of the old Oquossoc

Angling Association, is very much obstructed by the big
drive of logs, all of which have to pass out of the narrow
Kennebago and be boomed at that point. At Haines' Land-
ing the fishing is already good, and .sportsmen are assem-
bling in considerable numbers. Salmon are being taken.

At Mountain View the fishing season was opened by Mrs.
Sawyer, of Boston, who caught a trout of 4 pounds
weight off th9 wh^fl e^rly (his yit^k. At Billy
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Pleasant Island camps the fishing has began in good
earnest. Some new cottages have been built on the main
land, reached by a foot bridge. All the regular visitors

are booked and many new ones. At Haines' Landing a

number of new cottages have been built, and one of the

Standard Oil people, from New York, with his friends, is

to occupy three or four of them. At Rangelcy the sal-

mon fishing began early. Mr. A. H. Proctor, of Salem,
with his friends Breed and Northly, have built a cottage

on the southeast shore of the lake. Mr. Proctor and Mr.
Northly were down a week ago, as soon as the ice was
out, to look after their camp arrangements, not thinking

of fishing. But finding a rod and line rigged up, Mr.
Northly got into a boat for a few minutes before the

train started to take them home on Monday. The result

was a trout of 3 pounds, the first of the season. Since

that time Miss C. T. Crosby has taken several. Other
fishermen are arriving, and the register at the Rangeley
Lake House will soon be full, if applications are an indi-

cation. Let fishermen think of it who went to Rangeley
twenty-five years ago, by rail to Farmington, then by
stage twenty miles to Phillips. Here .'^topping over night,

they took that terrible stage ride of twenty-six miles ov^er

Beech Hill, landing at Greenvale, more dead than alive, at

the close of the second day. To-day the journey is made
in parlor cars from Boston to Farmington, and then by

to again joint their rods and go at it. Mr. Greenleaf made
a catch of ten trout, the largest 4 pounds, and Mr. Farnum
did almost as well. The little steamer and the dead
fires under her boiler were forgiven.

Calais, Me., reports say that fishing in that section has

begun in good earnest. At Grand Lake and Grand Lake
Stream some very good catches are being made. The wind
has blown very hard a good deal of the time, but better

fishing has seldom been known, when the sportsmen have

been able to get out at all. Good catches are reported as

follows: E. P. Boynton, Boston, 17 fish; M. Hartley,

Boston, 39; Thomas Lincoln, Jr,, Quincy, 14; W. H.
Allen, Newtonville, 26; G. H. Brown, Boston, 33; Dr. F,

M. Johnson, Boston, 14; Herbert H. White, Cambridge,

14; Charles Lewis. Cambridge, 8 ; John C. Tailor, Boston,

10. Reports from Sebago speak of poor fishing. Big
salmon seem to be plenty in the lake, but the smelts are

running, and the salmon are feeding on them, declining

any other bait. Lake Auburn reports also say that the

fishing is poor, whether by reason of the cold weather
and higher water it is not well understood. Salmon seem
to be plenty, and the anglers are very likely to have sev-

eral successful days yet. One salmon of 5 pounds was
reported taken there last week, and a few trout. Good
fishing is reported at the Bangor salmon pool ; the best

ever recorded for any one week. The total weight of

A CATCH AT TAMPICO.

tht little "twb-foot" in arrow uage to kangeiey. At
Rangeley there were hotel accornmodations for half a

dozen, on a pinch. To-day the Rangeley Lake House, on
a beautiful point overlooking the lake, will hold 250 guests.

Paily trips to all the other fishing points on the lakes are

easily made by steamers. Such is the march of progress,

and the fishing interest has done it. In the State of Maine,
are the hotel and camp people aware of how much they
are indebted to the Forest and Stream, that has been
modestly telling about this fishing all these years ? Where
would the fishing interest be without the newspapers?
There is good fishing at Bemis, foot of Mooselucma-

guntic Lake, Me. The fishing is altnost always first there,

and some very fine strings are being taken. State of

Maine fishermen were generally the first on hand, and are

getting the cream of the spring catch. Fishing is easy, for

it is done right oft" the steamer wharves, within a few
rods of the railway station. Among the earliest catches

made last week, Hon. John P. Swasey, of Canton, led oiT

with a trout of 3H pounds ; H. O. Davis, Rumford Falls,

trout of 4 pounds ; Frank A, Hesiltine, of Phillips, trout

of 2j4 pounds; Leonard W. Hills, Portland, ten trout

largest pounds ; F. H. Richmond, Rumford Falls,

several trout, one of 2V2 pounds; Joseph Dupill. Mexico,
seven trout, largest sYz pounds. Walter Hinds and a

friend from Portland have been at the Birches, where
fishing is just commencing to be good. John A. Green-
leaf, of Lewiston, and his friend, H. F. Farnum, were
coming dowm the lake on Wednesday with a view to

Catching the train for home. They had not had much
luck at either Upper Dam or Mill Brook, having taken
onl}'- a trout or two. As things sometimes go on the early

trips on these lakes, the fire went out under the steamer's

boiler, and they were stopped. To reach the train was
not possible, and Mr. Greenleaf. who is a stone con-
tractor and a very busy man, as well as a great lover

of the rod and line, was a good deal disgusted. But there

was no help for it, and they would be obliged to stay at

Bemis over night. Just as the little steamer made a slow
landing, they saw sportsmen fishing oi¥ the wharf. A
inaB pulle4 o\\t a trout of

,3
pounds, It 4>4 teke lopg

the catch for the week was over, 1,000 pounds, the fish

weighing from 14 to 30 pounds. Mrs, William A. Munroe
caught two salmon last week, both weighing about 20
pounds each. Both fought savagely, but were finally

landed by Mrs. Munroe, who has fished several seasons
at the pool. Mrs. Geo. Willey has not had much ex-
perience at the pool, but she has succeeded in landing a

25-pound salmon, after a hard fight of over an hour. This
is one of the largest fish of the season. From Snow
Pond, in Kennebec county, Mc, comes the report of a
trout being taken weighing a little over 8 pounds, a per-
fect brook trout. It was 25 inches in length and 13
inches broad. This is the largest fish ever known in that
section. Fishii^g is better at Cobbosseecontee. Dwight
L. Higgins captured last week a salmon of 6?4 pounds, the
largest salmon of the season at that lake. Fish and Game
Commissioner Carleton has been fishing there. He caught
eleven trout in four hours, and during the same time
other parties took fifteen or twenty. Adjt.-Gen. John T.
Richards, another State official, who has been fishing at
Cobbosseecontee, has broken the record thus far, captur-
ing three trout, the united weight of which was nyi
pounds.

Plymouth, N. H., reports are of good fishing at Win-
iiisquam Lake, where some good salomn are being taken.
On Winnipisaukee, along Saunders' Shore, in the town of
Guilford, some good salmon are being taken. One of 8
pounds Avas reported there last week, to the credit of a
Boston fisherman. Henry H. Whitman, Allen H. Moses
and H. T. Coyverse, all of Boston, have been fishing and
camping in the vicinity of Dorchester, N. H., and have
brought home with them about 20 pounds of trout. Fish-
ing contimies good at the Weirs, and sportsmen do not go
away empty-handed. It is estimated that the weight of
the salmon and trout already runs well up into thousands
of pounds. The New Hampshire Fish Commissioners
are well pleased with the success that salmon are making
in tlie larger lakes and ponds of the State. Reports say
that over 500 pounds of trout and salmon have been taken
in the vicinity of Alton Bay during the week. Newfound
I'^^Mp Ib showing up as w^^U as Visual thi? year, ^ood,

big lakers and some salmon are being caught. H. E. Gero
and A. B. Kelley, of Plyinouth, and A. L. Richardson, of

Boston, landed five salmon last week, the united weight of

which was 10 pounds, as well as three^ trout of 4%, 4^2
and 5 pounds. They fished in the vicinity of Bristol. At
Grove Hill Farm there have been registered the past

week George F. Richardson, Newton, Mass. ; Dr. F. G.
Kuhl, Woonsocket, R. I.; J. P. Morse, Boston, and
Samuel Way. Each has -caught some good fish.

Special.

ANGLING NOTES.

The Yellow-Hacklc for Saltnon.

There is a large blue envelope, cloth-lined, and bear-
ing on the outside "Forest and Stream Angling Notes,"
that is always on my desk. It is not always the same
envelope, for even cloth-lined envelopes will wear out, and
when this occurs the worn one is replaced by another
new but similar one. Into this envelope I put all sorts
of things—letters, clippings, memoranda, made in all

sorts of places; flies with histories, queries and notes on
bits of paper or backs of envelopes to serve as reminders.
When there comes an evening that I can sit down at my
desk at home, I do some fishing into the interior of the
big envelope, and then do the writing that I try to do as
often as once a week imder the heading "Angling Notes."
The contents of the envelope have been growing of late

because I have rarely been able to sit dbwn at my own
desk at home longer than to contribute to the contents
from my pocket memorandum or traveling bag, and have
lacked the time to make a draft upon them, .so this even-
ing I have first of all been weeding the contents, for
angling memoranda will sometimes get stale if not used
in its proper season. One item is nearly a year old, judg-
ing from the date of the letter containing it, but'it is still

in sea.son, and I take it first.

Mr. Archibald Mitchell sent Kfle a. letter wriffc'n lo liim
by Mr. J. J. Dodds, and now I quote from it in part:
"I was gratified to see in a recent issue of Forest and
STRE.AM an account of your sttccess in^salmon fishing this

season. Such sport is beyond my reach at present, still I

am fisherman enough to feel the blood, tingle in my veins
in reading Mr. Cheney's account, and can cheerfully con-
gratulate you. In my la.st letter I beheve I mentioned a
salmon fly Icnown to me by the name of yellow-hackle, the
invention and pet fly of an old salmon fishing acquaintance
in the 'North countrec.' During the interval I received a
letter from him, inclosing one of the original patterns I
refer to, and I now inclose it to you. It may interest you,
although it is very evident that your own patterns are
deadly enough for all purposes. It is not a gaudy fly, but
I have seen it do some excellent execution at times when
well-known standard patterns drew a blank. My old
clnim says of the fly: T have improved on the old
1/attern and now add a golden pheasant crest down the
center, and also a jungle-cock feather at the cheeks, and
find it an advantage.' He did not send me one of his
latest dressing, as he had to tie them all on double wires."
To me the peculiarity of this extract is that it is the

first time that I have ever heard a fly designed purely
for salmon fishing called a hackle, be it yellow or any
other color. We have all sorts of hackles for trout fish-
ing and a hackled fly has been considered strictly a trout
fiy. Having no wings, it is supposed to counterfeit a
caterpillar. The novelty of the term hackle applied to a
salmon fly caused me to look at several lists of salmon
flies—Farlaw's, Forest's and Cummings' among others

—

and I can find no mention of hackle in connection with
dressings for salmon flies, nor does the name appear with
either prefix or suflix. Unfortunately, the fly did not
come to me with the letter, and so I do not know if its

dressing bears out its name, but as a hackle does not
liave cheeks I assume that it does not, and to call any
salmon fly a hackle would seem to me to be.an innova-
tion that would not be felished by the salmon fisherman
who, perhaps, would not be displeased to admit it to his
fly-box as the "yellow charcoal burner" or the "yellow
cheesemonger," for a salmon fly is such a pretentious
creation that it is not to be described merely as a hackle
though it be red, white and blue, with polka dots of
lavender and green.

r^. Infant Ffsh.

Lately I had something to say about killing baby trout,
and entered a protest against the practice and tried to
show why the little trout are protected by statute. A
few years ago T entered a protest against the killing of
baby whitefish the size of sardines and 'selling them in
tins the size of sardine tins. It is true that they were
advertised as cooked with tomato sauce, and however
savor3^ the tomato sauce may have made them, it was no
excuse for slaughtering hzhy fish.

Now I wish to enter another protest, and this time it

is against the killing of baby mackerel. Here is the ad-
vertisement as I find it in a local paper:

"infant mackerel, 5 cents EACH.

"We were sorry to disappoint many customers last
week, but the demand for these fish was way beyond our
greatest expectations. We are now prepared to fill all

orders. Special price by the barrel."
"Infant mackerel for five cents each" I Just think of

the assurance of the advertiser. And by the barrel, too. As
I knew the advertiser, I called upon him and expressed
my opinion of his advertisement orally and in person, with
an adjective thrown in occasionally to be impressive and
to fill the gaps when other language or parts of
language failed me, and concluded with Frank Daniels'
oft-repeated question to the court jester in the "Ameer":
"Aren't yoir ashamed of yourself?"

Monster Fish.

From Avalon, Santa Catalina Island, my brother sends
me_ a photograph of himself standing by his yellowtail.
which was, when taken, the record fish with hook and
line, weight 44 pounds. This fish has since been exceeded
in weight by one of 44^ pounds, 1f I am correctly in-
formed by members of the family who have recently re-
turned from California, but who are "not given to storing
their minds with the precise weights of fishes as if that
was the end of all things." This I was also informed as
recently as this evening. I never have seep my sisters
clinibip^ Ifpcs to study birds, aUhoygh tl^nir govnus soTiTi*''-'
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times indicate that that is the sort of field work they
have engaged in, so I only made the retort courteous by
saying it was perhaps as dignified to store one's mind
with the precise weight of fishes as to crawl through the
brush and brambles on hands and knees, risking feminine
apparel to see an oven bird do a heel and toe walk.
Having balanced accounts, I proceed with the fish

department.
With the photograph mentioned are other photographs

of monster fish—the record tuna and its captor, the record
black sea bass and its captor and a list of record fish of
the Santa Catalina Island Tuna Club. These were printed
in Forest and Stream of last week.
The statement there given as to Aveight of fish, tackle

used and the specific name of the fishes will answer sev-
eral queries that I have received from anglers abroad,
particularly in Great Britain. An angler who is not a
member of the Tuna Club, competing for the club records
or cups, is not of course restricted as to the kind of
tackle he must use in fishing at Santa Catalina Island.

Lake George.

The fishing for lake trout in Lake George opened on
May I, and as a returning angler told me, any kind of
an angler who puts a baited hook in the water this year
bill take fish, and the scores I have heard of confirm this.
So far I have not heard of any landlocked salmon being
taken from the lake this year, but presume I shall hear of
them later. A. N. Cheney.

The River Nepigon.
Srom the Ontario Department of Fisheries Report,

The River Nepigon, which connects Lakes Nepigon and
Superior some sixty miles east of Port Arthur, and which
is said to be the headwaters of the St. LaAvrence, is our
most noted fishing river, and is admitted by those who
have whipped its waters to be the finest trout "stream" in
America, if not in the world. "Stream," however, conveys
a very erroneous arid vague idea of the magnitude of the
river, unless one were in the habit of so speaking of the
great Niagara, for the Nepigon possesses in but a slightly

lesser degree the "whirling and tumbling water, and the
eddies and currents leaping and charging from side to side
in eternal confusion" of that river. Here is the virgin
home of the speckled trout, specimens having been taken
weighing S, 7 and even 10 pounds; and here is the angler's
paradise. When they are rising well, the fun is fast and
furious, for the trout of this region are unequaled for vigor
and activity.

No more delightful outing cotild be imagined, desired
or experienced than is aflEorded by a fortnight spent on the
glorious Nepigon. The scenery alone would well repay
a visit, not to speak of the anglirig. In its sinuous wind-
ings it recalls the famous Saguenay, and it is a matter of
constant wonder what splendor the next turn will reveal.
In some places the shores are banked with foliage to the
water's edge, while in others bold bluffs rear themselves
majestically to dizzy heights, and many islands add charm
to the view. Immediately one begins the ascent, he feels

that he has been transported to another world. Dull care
is left behind, the anxieties of life cease to oppress, the
very atmosphere seems to be intoxicating, and he gladly
yields to the fascination of his surroundings. After leav-
ing Lake Helen and passing the little Indian village at the
mouth of the river, the prospect is unbroken by settlement
or habitation, and is one delightful expanse of nature's
most exquisite handiwork. Six miles more, and the first

camping place—Camp Alexander—is reached, and the
initial portage has to be made. Here tents are pitched
and preparations begun for spending the night. Some of
the guides repair to the forest, and in a few moments re-

turn heavily laden with large bundles of fragrant spruce
boughs, which they adeptly convert into restful couches.
Others have meantime been preparing the evening meal

;

the call to "wee-sin" is a welcome sound, and soon the
camp is lulled to rest by the never ceasing song of the
river.

No reliable fishing is to be obtained below Camp Alex-
ander, though the impatient angler has occasionally been
rewarded with a rise where a fly has been cast in the
eddies along the way. The river falls in its course of
twenty miles between Lake Nepigon and Camp Alexan-
der some 300 feet, so that for this distance falls and
rapids follow in' quick succession, and good fishing is to

be had almost anywhere between these points. The guides
are either Indians or half-breeds, and, as a rule, are most
attentive and trustworthj'. To be properly equipped, two
guides are required for each canoe, unless one is himself
an adept canoe man and has a fondness for hard work,
for it requires a strong arm, a skillful hand, an unerring
eye and an active brain to safely pilot a craft through
these turbulent waters into the coveted haunts. Indeed, as

the struggle against the rushing waters becomes fiercer, the
muscles and veins of the swarthy guides stand out like

cables. The guides are anxious that the tourist should
have good fishing, and the rivalry is keen as to which
boat shall bring in the largest trout; and when a fish is

struck their exclamations of delight are second only to

the uproar created by the swift running waters. In places
where the current is too strong for paddling, and not
angry enough to necissitate a portage, the guides pole the
canoe along; and, as inch by inch headway is made, it

seems a battle of the weak against the strong, wonder
prevails as to which will ultimately triumph, and specu-
lation arises as to what consequence would follow the
snapping of the trusted spruce or the capsizing of the
canoe. Occasionally such a contingency arises as the
snapping of a pole, but the skillful bowman has never yet
proved unequal to the emergency.
Near the head of the river is Virgin Falls—a miniature

Niagara. At the foot of the falls may at any time be seen,
disporting in the foam, hundreds of whitefish and speckled
trout; and the former takes the fly as to the "manner
born." A few miles below the falls is Lake Nspigon it-

self, a most beautiful sheet of water, measuring some
seventy miles long by fifty wide, with a coast line of
about 600 miles. The lake is thickly studded with islands—it is estimated some one thousand in all. The descent of
the river is not the least enjoyable part of the trip, and is,

of course, accomplished in a much shorter time, as most
of the rapids are run in the downward journey. Fre-
quently^ csnof§ q| ffvecal ^arti^ may be 8e«i descend-

ing a rapid in quick succession—a most thrilling sight.
The undersigned would most strongly urge the de-

sirability of reserving a strip of land on each side of the
river, in addition to the one chain already reserved, that
the scenery may be properly protected and preserved for
all time in its pristine beauty.

Nepigon Troat.

An experiment which I should like to see tried, and the
result of which I would watch with great interest, would
be the fertilizing of the eggs of the brook trout in some
of the preserves with the milt from the male of the
Nepigon. Milt can be retained for days in hermetically
sealed jars, and has beeri sent one thousand miles or
more by mail, and on its arrival used to impregnate eggs
that afterward yielded over 90 per cent, of fry. If any
of our trout culturists would care to make the experi-
ment, the Department will endeavor to have a supply of
milt obtained by its officers at the Nepigon. The milt
must not be diluted with water, and the eggs should be
impregnated within- six days from the time it is taken.
The result, it is believed, would be a hardy and vigorous
offspring. S." T. Bastado.

Where the Trout Went,
"Foller the course of the brook till you come to the'

swamp, then turn to the left round the woods an' you'll
find the pond on t'other side," said the old farmer, at

whose house I was staying through August of a recent
year.

After walking about a mUe we; came to w:hat the boy
called "the swamp," but there was nO water visible.

"It's mostly overflowed in the spring," said he, "but
I s'pose it dries up in sutaraer."

"
'Tis very hot, my boy^ "Why should we go around in

the sun when it is shady and cool in the woods, and much
nearer, too?" -

'

"Perhaps we couldn't find the way," replied Tom, mind-
ful of his father's instructions.

I decided to go through the woods, so we pressed on
through the belt of bushes—alder, gray birch and willow
—which appear to bound the inner edge of "the swamp,"
entering beyond them a more open area of trees. These
were of several kinds, like the usual New England
forests—white and yellow birch, white maple, beech, but
chiefly hemlock—of which there were quite a number of
large size.

Sauntering along, we caught glimpses of birds that
Avarbled and chirped among the foliage, and of a few
crows that flew cawing over the leafy tree tops, while
several squirrels defiantly chattered at us, as they sat

peaked up on a low branch or scrambled over the rough
bark. • . .

A sharp' cry of affright from Tom startled me. When
I looked, he lay struggling on the ground. Running to
him, I saw' tliat one of his legs had disappeared, and
taking my stand on a big hemlock root, I seized him un-
der the arms and drew him up. My thought was that he
had stepped heedlessly into the hole of a fox or a skunk
and that some animal in there—a fox, a raccoon, or, per-
haps, a woodchuck—had set its teeth into his foot, shoe
or trousers, and was holding back, or that, in his fall,

Tom's leg had been broken or thrown out of joint
"Is your leg hurt?" I asked, as I lifted him to his

feet.

"No; but it's awful wet and cold."

Then I saw that one trousers leg was dripping wet.
"I didn't see zxiy hole at all before," said Tom, staring

down into a small visible spot of water. "I guess it's

what folks call a 'honey pot,' but they are gener'Iy muddy
and this isn^t."

"There's a little spring down there, I suppose," was my
explanation. "You should look before you step."

Just then we heard a swishing in the branches of a
beech beside a big hemlock on a knoll a few rods away,
and caught a glimpse of a patch of gray fur, which indi-

cated a gray squirrel or a coon. I started quickly in that
direction, but had taken only a few steps when one of- my
feet alighted in a slightly depressed place. It didn't stop
at the surface, neither did the other foot, but both in-

stantly went through into what seemed for a moment
empty space, but which I perceived a moment later to

be a brimming pool of cold water. Then I saw that the
surface of the ground near me was sinking and water
rising above it.

My fishing rod was still in its stout canvas bag, and as

I dropped the rod found a resting place on some stiff roots
at either end, and leaning over this I was held from sink-

ing deeper, except as the ground sank with me.
When Tom observed my mishap he laughed, doubtless

having in mind my slur on his personal prudence. How-
ever, he came skipping along on the high spots and thrust

the stout butt of his alder fishing pole under my other

arm, for having been in a similar predicament himself, he
knew what I needed. He wasn't tall and strong enough to

lift me much, yet thus supported I presently drew my-
self up and sprang to a secure standing place.

The locality we now knew had at least two pools, and
the last one was not small, either. The animals in the

trees were quite forgotten. The weather was so warm
that the wetness of my garments did not make me feel

so very uncomfortable, even in the dense shade, but the
idea^—which had come so near realization—of being im-
mersed in a pool imderground had given my nerves quite

a stir.

Borrowing Tom's pole, I punched with it in another
low place some 15 or 20 feet away. It went easily

through about 6 inches of moist earth, mostly matted
leaves near the top, and below dark soil that had been
leaves, and now bound together by tiny roots of plants,

then instantly of its own weight the pole slipped down its

whole length, nearly 13 feet.

My resulting feeling was not a pleasant one, and the
old farmer's instructions to go round the swamp recurred
to me.

I tried several other places all about, some of them
50 yards from my slump, with similar results. The nearer
were the trees the deeper was the soil, I found, but I

could work the pole through into water anywhere else

that I tried.

Suppose I should come to a large area of low level in

ply course, I 9puld avoid going quite through by only

going far around. The feeling this reflection induced was
not one of serenity.

Another shout from Tom and I was, of course, startled,
but I saw that he was on his feet and bending over, ex-
citedly, pulling up a line, while calling out to me, "I've
got something ! I've got something I"

"VvW it out!" I shouted back.
"It's so lively and strong that I can't get it in sight,"

replied Tom, gripping hard the slippery line.

He had dropped his hook into the hole I had made, and
it had been taken almost instantly. In a few moments
after I reached him he landed a handsome spotted trout
over a foot long. Doubtless my heavy and hurried foot-
sl-eps shook the ground and alarmed the trout, for Tom
didn't get another nibble until many minutes after I went
away, but he ultimately caught two more there almost as
large as the first.

After having seen a genuine trout pulled out of a hole
in the ground, I looked about and soon found a natural
opening about the size of the broad brim of my Panama
hat where I could see the water, which appeared to have
a slight movement. I could not find a good support
near it, and therefore put three sections of my rod to-
gether, baiting the hook with the whole of a small angle-
worm. Before the hook had time to sink 2 feet in the
water I felt the characteristic bite of a large trout. After
a lively contest, lasting several minutes, I pulled out a
speckled beauty, which weighed 3 pounds.
Probably a great number might have been caught, but

half a dozen—only two of which weighed less than a
pound each—seemed an ample quantity for one day.
The existence of this underground lake is accounted for

in this way: A large area here had once been an open
pond additional to the one at present visible. Probably
there were within it several slightly alkaline springs, which
tended to the formation of a mossy scum, and whose flow
also aided in keeping the water courses underground open
in dry times, through which the waters of the open ground
found passage to the brook, up whose course we had
mainly followed. The mossy scum caught the falling dust
and the leaves blown over the pond by the autumn winds,
and the leaves became wet and matted upon the moss,
when that in its turn overgrew these. The process went
on year after year, and seeds blown from the shores or
dropped by flying birds, germinated in this soft soil, grew
up as plants and bushes, caught more leaves and dust, un-
til at last trees grew all over the surface where had for-
merly been only water. Year by year these bushes and
trees grew larger and heavier, and small areas which their
roots had penetrated were pressed lower into the water,
and the scum and dirt stuck about their roots and more
leaves gathered above them. There were boulders, small
and large, in the pond too, upon and about which islands
formed, and, finally, the water was all hidden and over it

grew a forest of trees, large and small, according to the
depth of soil their roots found.
Tom and I failed to reach the pond for which we had

started, but we carried home 10 pounds of prime trout,
caught in holes in the ground under the hemlocks, and we
had solved the mystery, of where the trout went in hot
weather, when they could not be found in the pond.

Some of the Qoeet Discoveries Made fay Those Vho Ate
Looking for Game or Fish.
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A press dispatch from Caribou, Me., April 30, 1901, re-

ports: "Six years ago Aaron H. Leonard went into the
woods from his home in Washburn on a hunting expedi-
tion and never returned. Last week gunners came across
the skeleton of a man in the woods but a short distance
outside of Washburn village, which is undoubtedly that of
Leonard. A rifle and other hunting utensils serve to
identify the remains, but there is no indication of foul
play, and it is believed that Leonard lost his way an4
died of starvation."

6J

And here is the story of a fisherman whose fishing was
the means of restoring a long lost daughter. In the sum-
mer of 1898 Robert Damren, of Oakland, Me., found his

daughter, Alice Maude, who had been taken from his
home by a woman of Norridgewock during his absence
and the illness of his wife in 1876. All efforts to find the
girl failed. Her discovery was due to the chance remark
of a companion of Damren on a" fishing trip, and the
daughter was found in Portland, where she was known as
Alice Maude Wormwell, the last name being that of the
second husband of the woman who took the girl away.
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A Greek fisherman fishing in the little Bay of Liva-
dostowo (a village in the innermost northeast comer of
the Gulf of Corinth, close to where the ancient Creusis is

supposed to have stood) has brought to light the frag-

ments of a bronze figure a little over half life size. From
an inscription on the basis it appears that the statue repre-
sented Poseidon. The bearded head is the portion best
preserved, and it is reported to be closely analogous to

the bearded bronze head found in the Acropolis ; if this be
correct it belongs to the sixth century B. C. Unfortu-
nately, the rest of the statue—^i. e., the nude standing
body of the god—is so fragmentary and so much corroded
that it is doubtful if even the most careful cleaning and
piecing can make much of it.

Sidney D. Smith, a civil engineer and surveyor of

Bellmore, L. I., nearly lost his life Sunday while on his

way home from a duck-shooting expedition. His boat
was filled by the waves that were raised by the high wind
and he was forced to jump overboard. He held on to

his craft and after a desperate struggle managed to push
it, with the aid of the wind and tide, several miles to

Whale Neck Point, near Merrick.

On the way he had to throw overboard his decoy
ducks, a dozen or more sheldrake that he had shot,

and everything else in the boat. While still in the water
and holding on to' the boat he managed to divest himself

of his heavier clothing. After landing he had to walk
two miles against a cold wind in ordgr X<a^ rejiph liis ligmc-
'—New Yor]^ "VVorid, April x6.
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Leading dealers in sportsmen's supplies have advertised in our

columns continuously for a quarter-century.

My Dogs.—m.
After parting with Prince I lived a dogless Hie for

several long years, except for an occasional uncongenial
companionship with my eldest brother's mongrel de-
scendants of Juno.
At length, one fall, an old friend of my other brother

came with his hound to stay with us for a few days of
fox hunting. We had an unbroken week of that briefj

delightful season known as Indian summer, when heaven
descended upon the earth, making its mountains the
Delectable, its fields and woods fit though transient
realms of bliss.

In that memorable week I got my first taste of fox
hunting in our New England fashion and at once con-
ceived a great fondness for the sport. I have taken up
the cudgel more than once in these- columns in its de-
fense against the charges that it is unsportsmanlike and
unmanly and have no intention of doing so now. It is

the privilege of those W'ho wish to risk breaking their

necks in riding after the hounds for the pleasure of see-
ing an overmatched and helpless animal torn to pieces, as

it is ours to hunt the fox in a way which seems to us quite
as fair, if not so dangerous and cruel, tliough as for the
latter element, it cannot be denied that it enters largely
into all field sports, which, like war^ are a survival of our
original savagery.
Our friend Clark was a pleasant companion as well as

a skillful hunter, and his little dog. Drive, was exceedingly
wise in the cunning ways of foxes. To my mind he was
an ideal hound for our fox hunting, in size not much
above a beagle, but with the low-set long ears, the pend-
ent flews, the high, peaked head, the corrugated brow
and other characteristics of the old Southern hound, with
a voice as bell like, if not as deep toned, the sweetest
music 1 had ever heard, it seemed to me when it first fell

upon my ears.

We hunted the hills and the lowlands, started a fox
every day, yet to our humiliation we got not one, though
on his own ground in Addison and thereabout. Clark
was a very successful hunter, not unfrequently killing

twenty foxes in a season. But here he was off his beat
and my brother and I knew as little as he did of the
runways, nor had the experience which should have
taught him to guess them, so none of us happened to be
in the right place at the right time except in one in-

stance.

That was in the Slang woods, whei^e Drive had been
running a fox for an hour, in a great circle toward which
T gradually edged my way with my heart in my throat
and my gun at a ready and so came at last to a little

open space among the hemlocks where a pile of forgotten
rails lay aslant upon a log that looked no older than they,

with the weathering and moss and lichens of many years
upon them.
The music of the hound drifted nearer and my heart

rose higher and choked more %vith every increasing wave
of melody which was borne to my ears, at last, an
occasional crash of underbrush, then a nearer patter of
light footfalls on the dry leaves, and then the gray pile

of rails burst into a tawny glow of bloom at the top as

the fox sprang lightly upon it. Mv eye caught every
feature of the brief apparition; tlie jet black ears and legs,

the cunning, plotting visage, the magnificent white-
tipped brush—all these I saw in the instant of aiming,
and believe I saw my sight fairly against feis side just
behind the shoulder. Then, through a veil of powder
smoke, I saw him vanish behind the rails, whither I ran,

sure of finding him there. But, alas! he had disappeared
as utterly as if the earth had swallowed him or as if he
had faded into Adewless air more entirely than the smoke
of my gun. My poor heart no longer choked me, but
sickened me w^ith the void of sinking quite out of me.
Drive came in to the report of the gun, eager for the

small yet satisfying reward of his well-performed feat,

but there was no dead fox there for him to mouth and
sniff, and after a questioning look that found its answer
in my chapfallen visage, he began circling for the lost

trail. I was still searching for one consoling drop of

blood or tuft of fur, when Clark and my brother came to
me, both nobly forbearing blame or derision, the first

even offering an excuse for my failure in the small size

of my shot. It was very kind of him, for no doubt he
suspected a case of ague, which I believe occurs as often
in fox hunting as in deer hunting.
Forty -years ago the axe swept away the ancient forest,

and the plow and harrow have smoothed its rough floor

to a level meadow, but as often as I think of it I see
as distinctly as then the patch of frost-browned ferns
amid the old hemlocks, the lichened pile of rails, the
brief vision of the fox on its top, and I feel again the
sickening hitmiliation of that abortive shot.

The ill success of that October week was as nothing
to the joy and excitement of it, which determined me to
own a hound and be a fox hunter.
One morning I set off over the hills in quest of a young

hound that I heard was for sale by a family of fox hunt-
ers whose dogs were of good repute. After a nine-mile
tramp, I came to the house of the hunters, where a few
of the neighbors were assembling with their oxen for a
drawing bee. Its object was the removal of a small tene-
ment, characterized by the patriach of the family as a
"damned Free Soil house," in as mild reprobation of the
last tenant's politics as the veteran of ninety years could
bestow. His tough old body, erect and agile, seemed
unscathed by time and he was the liveliest of the com-
pany, cracking his rough jokes in a continuous volley
while the decanter of old Medford rum. was passed in the
ancient hospitable custom against which not even prohi-
bition cofeld here avail.
' "Marv," he shouted to a burly neighbor, '"'ye look ju'

like a cussed ol' elephant, only ye forgot to fetch yer
trunk."
IMaking my business known, I was shown the hound,

a bitch under a year old. of bright and graceful form
handsomely marked with blue motUmg, black saddle, tag

legs and eye patches, but lacking in length of ears, and
heavy flews which indicate a musical voice, though the
young men of the family assured me that she possessed
ihis quality to a degree that would warrant giving her
the name of Kate T-fayes, they having given thai of Jenny
Lind to her sister. She took my inexperienced eye at

once, a bargain was speedily struck and I, the happy
owner of my first hound, was a mile on my way home-
ward when the vociferous clamor of the drawing bee
arose behind me, Uncle "Till's shrill treble overtopping
the "Whoa hush!" "Whoa haw!" of all other voices.

As we iourneyed together by crossroads, fields and
woodlands and established friendly pelations, I held an
informal christening and named my new acquisition

Diana, and so introduced her to my family,, by whom she
was received with temperate admiration.
The first snowfall gave her a trail on a fresh fox

track, I following it with her and laying her on to it as

often as she returned to me after brief sprints of racing
speed, apparently guided as much by sight as by scent

in which latter sense she seemed deficient. After a good
deal of such work, the fox was started. She raced him
half a mile and came back to me, and" would not follow

the track when I laid her on again. She had a harsh,

rasping voice and in all respects disappointed me then,

as she did e^^er after, except when she proved herself a

good deer hound.
In the following spring she had a litter of nine pups,

sired by Joe Birkett's old Lond, a very superior hound,
keen scented, true as a die, slow in pursuit and of most
musical voice. Some of the dog pups which were saved
of the litter turned out well.

The next fall Diana ran amuck in a flock of .sheep,

fortunately our own, several of which she killed and
maimed more. In spite of her many faults and this

crowning sin. I loved her. for she was fond of me and
I could not bear the thought of sentence of death being
executed \ipon her and got it commuted to banishment,
whereupon she was transferred to the Adirondack coun-

try, where she lived some years, becoming a noted deer

hound when hounding deer was considered legitimate

sport. Rowi-ANp E. Robinson.

Training the Hunting Dog.

By B. Vatefs, Author of "Fetch and Cany; A Treatise

OQ Retffeving."

XVII.-The Natural Method.

The term "natural method" is a misnomer. It is dis-

tinctly misleading in its significance.

The vanity and pleasure of the dog are catered to

by the trainer from start to finish in the application of this

system. The dog's self-interest is thus in a manner the

basis of the trainer's lessons and success.

To the dog the lessons are moments of mere delightful

play. They are combined with flattery and petting by the

trainer, which inflate the dog's body and spirit with pride

and delight. His performance being thus dependent on
his own pleasure, his advancement in retrieving, as a

serious work, or, indeed, whether he advances well or
not at all, is exceedingly uncertain. His own whimsical
inclination is always the dominant factor. He engages in

the lesson with ardor if he feels in a frolicsome mood, or

disdainfully ignores it if he feels otherwise. It should
be called the amusement sj'stem, for such it really is.

It is an important adjunct to the so-called force sys-

tem, since the same flattery and petting have the same
goods effect on the dog when educated by that system,
Avith the additional advantage that he must retrieve

whether he is inclined to do so or not. Force properly
applied establishes implicit and lasting obedience as a
ground work. The amusement system supplements it

and further appeals to the dog's self-interest by indulging
him in amusement which is pleasurable. Later, when in

actual field work, he comprehends the practical applica-
tion of retrieving, and delights in the material success
which it brings.

However, as it is generally considered as being a dis-

tinct method, it will be so treated in this work.
The natural method, so called, is not the best method.

The "natural" retriever is rarely a finished retriever. Al-
though termed a method it is inherently devoid of method.
Under it, instead of governing the dog by method, the
whim of the dog governs the trainer. It is crude and
uncertain in its principles, since it is founded on the simple
acts of the dog when voluntarily carrying the things in

play for his own amusement.
The trainer, adopting the idea of amusement from the

dog's standard, joins in the dog's frolic and with a
liberal bestowal of flattery to inveigle the dog into ma-
king a semblance of retrieving, terms such tentative efforts

a method.
Briefly, the important faults of the system are that it is

entirely inoperative if the dog has no inclination to play;
that dogs vary greatly in their capacity for play when com-
pared one with another, and that the same dog at different

times varies widely in his moods concerning it; that,

though a dog may be inclined to play according to his
own liking, he may not be inclined to play according to

the liking of his trainer; that, being taught in play, many
imperfections will necessarily be incorporated into his
manner of retrieving; that he Avill never engage in it as a
serious act entirely subject to the will of his trainer; that
aged dogs, not being playful, cannot be taught by^ it, and
that when at any time in his mature years the dog finds
the work irksome or laborious to an unpleasant degree, he
will quit it for good and all.

The natural retriever is rarely a finished retriever. From
the manner of his education he is predisposed to a hard
mouth, to rolling the bird in his mouth or dropping and
picking it up in a dilatory manner as he fetches it to his

handler, and to dropping it on the ground several yards
away instead of bringing it neatly to hand as he should.

If punished for any fault concerning it, he is very likely

to quit retrieving for good and all. Punishment inflicted

under such circumstances is by him understood to be for
having the bird in possession at all, instead of for the
faulty manner of retrieving it. In most instances, at some
period of the natural retriever's life, he ceases to main-
tain his interest in retrieviug and tliereupori refuses tg

fiirtjier engage in it.
•

-

Nearly all puppies have an uncontrollable desire to
play. They will romp with each other or with such chil-

dren as will join them. The lone puppy, left to his own
resources, derives great pleasure in fiercely carrying about
and tossing an old shoe, or other available object, simulat-
ing attack and defense as if it were alive. He is not
averse to engaging in play with his master, though the
latter in liis mature frolics oftentimes is too ponderous
and calm as to deportment, and too conservative in his
standards of play, to say nothing of his dangerous na-
ture when irritated.

Play is the trait e.f the dog's character, which the trainer
must utilize in schooling him to be a retriever. In its ap-
plication there is no fixed nor arbitrary rule. The trainer's
tactfulness and the puppy's playfulness are the factors.

No serious punishment is permissible. Anything which
stops the puppy from playing stops the education at the
same time. Disapproval may be shown when the puppy
endeavors to rend or tnouth the object to be retrieved, to
the end that he may be checked more or less in his de-
structive tendency, but in that respect disapproval by
word and manner is about as far as the trainer may safely
venture.

By gradual and protracted stages the fun of the puppy
is more or less imperfectly developed into the act of re-
trieving. An infinite degree of patience, persistency and
good temper is essential in training the dog to retrieve
after this method.
A palatable morsel, given to the dog when he has re-

trieved the object thrown out by the trainer, is a gratifying
profit to him, and therefore an appeal to his self-interest.

However, when the edge is gone from his appetite, and
therewith his self-interest is dormant for the time being,
he is likely to be indifferent to the wishes of his trainer.

Before beginning the lessons, it is better to have the
puppy's interest by engaging in play with him at numei-ous
times during the preceding weeks, so that all his associa-
tion of ideas are anticipatory of amusement. Also, it is

best to prohibit entirely all efforts to amuse him on the
part of others. Thus the puppy from habit looks to his
trainer and depends entirely upon him for his moments
of pleasure; in fact, if no one else amuses him, he is

ignorant of the fact that amusement exists apart from
association with his trainer, and success will be accord-
ingly as the latter can bring himself down or up to the
dog's standard of amusement.
A ball, pad or old glove makes a fairly good object on

which to practice the dog in retrieving. It is better to
wash them frequently when used, as, from beslavering and
rolling on the ground, they quickly become soiled and
offensive. An object with iron nails in it so that the dog
cannot bite it is best, but, unfortunately, such object the
dog refuses to hold in his mouth. Iron, when against the
dog's teeth, is specially repugnant to him.

In the first lessons the trainer permits the dog to exer-
cise his own pleasure. He is building up an interest in

the sport which later is to become a business. When the
dog is habituated to play, he teasingly waves the object
to and fro before the dog's eyes in a challenge for him
to seize it. This the dog is keen to accept. While he is

endeavoring to seize it,, it is thrown alluringly out a few
yards away, and he eagerly scrambles after it, grasps it in

his mouth and struts about spiritedly in the pride of pos-
session. If the trainer endeavors to get it, the puppy by
pantomime banters him to get possession if he can do
so, and by wily devices evades him as much as possible
when he comes too near.

At length by craft and intimidation the trainer agairf

gets possession of the object and throws it out as before.
And thus the play proceeds, lesson by lesson, till . from
habit and deference to mild authority the puppy obeys the
order to "fetch," which is always uttered when the
object is thrown out, so that this command is associated
with the act of fetching.

The erratic faultiness which the puppy will display from
the beginning should be corrected as positively and as
soon as possible, consistently with holding his interest and
effort. For instance, when he retrieves the object and
the trainer is endeavoring to take it from him, he will

hold it tightly in his mouth ; if the trainer pulls on it

forcefully he holds it the tighter, all of which has a ten-

dency to make him hard-mouthed. If the trainer holds
him by the collar with the right hand and grasps the

object with his left, he can with the collar hold the dog
in place so that he cannot exert any force on the object.

Then he with his foot pinches the toes of the puppy while
holding him kindly but firmly in place, at the same time
uttering the command, "Give." In a few lessons he will

associate this command with a pain in his toes, and the
act of opening his mouth and releasing the object he will

associate with the avoidance of the pain; thereupon he
will open his mouth to release the object when he hears
the command. Thus, "Fetch" denotes that he is to re-

trieve the object, and "Give" denotes that he is to release

it when he has brought it to hand.
The results of this "method" are much as they happen

to be. The lessons are continued through weeks and
months, from the time the puppy is three or four months
old till he matures. With age he becomes less frivolous.

Month by month he is less playful because it is the

natural evolutionary development from youth to maturity.

Many repetitions of the retrieving act become habitual,

and what he at first did by way of amusement he may at

last do by way of habitual deference to the trainer who
dominates him; to a habit of life; to a desire to win
approbation ; to a material self-interest in the way of food
rewards, or to all combined.
After the puppy has reached a stage of advancement in

which he will fetch the object with some degree of regu-
larity and certainty, the trainer should direct his efforts

toward schooling the puppy to carry the object without
mouthing it. If he acquires a hard mouth, shown by
closing tightly on the object or chewing it. there is no
certainty that the fault ever can be cured. In actual

retrieving a hard-mouthed retriever is worse than none at

all. He mutilates and destroys more birds than his

services are worth.
To enforce steadiness it is better to make the lessons

pertaining to it quite distinct from the other retrieving

lessons. The trainer ties a rope three or four feet long
to the puppy's collar so that he can control him easily,

and, placing the object in his mouthy he forces him to
hold it without biting it.

If the puppy is particularly predisposed tp bite it, thf
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object may, be prepared with nails in it as mentioned un-

der the head of the force system. The object thus pro-

. tected is placed in the puppy's mouth, and he is forced to

keep it therein whether he is pleased to do so or not, but

all is done with kindness and lirm deliberation.

The lessons should be conducted without frightening

him. If he ejects the object from his mouth, it should

ciuickly be returned and by quiet coercion he should be

forced to retain it.

He is next required to carry it steadily in his mouth
while the trainer leads him about. These lessons are

persisted in day after day till the puppy will carry the

object Avithout mouthing it.

When teaching him to carry steadily, the order "Steady"

may be uttered every time he attempts to roll or chew the

object, coincidentally with a jerk on the collar to force

him to desist, and in time he will learn that the order
signifies that he is to avoid working his jaws upon the

object he is retrieving.

There will be some unpleasant features to the puppy in

these lessons, but if he is treated kindly as to manner,
though firmly as to practice, he will not remember them
long, and, being in separate lessons, he will not associate

them with the main theme of retrieving.

As before intimated, the length of time required to

teach retrieving by the natural method is from puppy-
hood to maturity. A few families of dogs, intelligent,

deferential and vain by nature, take kindly to retrieving.

However, when taught by the natural method, they rarely

make a fini.shed performance, and display all' their peculiar

selfish idiosyncrasies in their work.
After the puppy displays some steadiness and finish in

retrieving the pad, or whatever other object is used, the

wing or tail feathers of a comman barnyard chicken may
be tied to it, so that he will be accustomed to grasping

them with his mouth. Although no dog hesitates to grasp

them when they are on a bird which he himself has cap-

tured, many dogs manifest a persistent repugnance to them
when they are attached to an object to be retrieved. So
great is their dislike for them that the trainer may find

it necessary to place the feathery object in the puppy's

mouth and force him to carry it about, lesson after lesson,

till by familiarity his repugnance is worn out. He is

further schooled in fetching the feathered object till he
will do so reliably.

California Coursing.
San Francisco^ CaL, May 6.—Editor Purest and

Streain: Visiting Union Coursing Park last Saturday,

through the courtesy of Mr. R. L. Tajdor, an old friend

of Forest and SteeaMj I made the acquaintance of Mr.
John H. Ilalton, the managing director of the park.

Mr. Halton went around with us—that is to say, we went
around with Mr. Halton, wlio showed us the equipment
of the grounds and gave us much information about the

jnanagenient of the sport, the principal dogs, and about
coursing in general as it is conducted out West.
The open stake match, with 128 dogs entered, was in

progress. We went to the slips,- where we talked with
Mr. John Grace, the noted judge of coursing, and with
James Grace, the unrivaled slipper. Both of them are

very pleasant gentlemen, and we watched with much
interest from a near point of view the excellent work
of both men through many courses. I wanted to know
something about the hares and gathered some infonna-
tion. '

The hares are notably well managed here. The sup-
ply comes mainly from Fresno and Tulare counties,

where they are captured by being driven into inclosures

. and thence into crates or boxes, in which they are brought
to the grounds. They are not touched by a hand until

after thev are killed by the dog. They are pastured al

the park in the main field, which is about fifty acres in

_ extent, until they are needed. They are then driven through
a series of yards and separating pens, and finally into a

chute from which they are run into small closed boxes
separately.

These bo.xcs, with a single hare in each, are numbered
and are awarded by lot, one to each brace of dogs. This
process gives no chance for favoritism to be shown or
imagined. Some hares are naturally in better condition
for a strong run than others, but their allotment being

: made by chance, luck is an element that cannot be elimi-

nate.d. Thus if an indifTerent hare is loosed to a brace
of dogs not closel}' matched in endurance, the weaker
and quicker dog" may win as against the stronger one,
while a hardy hare and a long run will favor the dog. with
the most strength and endurance.
The hares are most unequal in condition in the spring

jnonths, and then the condition of the field is bad for

tliem. When the grass is thrifty and thick the hares
cannot run as fast nor maneuver as well as later in the
season when the grass becomes thinner and dry. All of

rhese things, together with the chances of the hare swerv-
ing so as to favor a particular dog, are considered by the

patrons of the sport, and are of course themes for a great
deal of discussion and speculation.

Before each course the dogs are taken to scales pre-
pared for the purpose and carefully weighed. Their
weight is marked opposite their names on the bulletin

annoimcing the event, which gives their friends and fan-

ciers hints as to their condition, They are then led across
the field, in front of the spectators* pavilion, to the slip-

per's stand.

The hate'is Tet out of his box and driven through a

passage in the pen to the open field where the mounted
judge and his aids are stationed on either side, and as

.won as the hare appears they spur forward with him to

direct his coui^se as nearh' as possible to the center 01

the field. The slipper, with the hounds in leash, allows
the hare a start of from 60 to 100 yards. The hounds,
on sighting the hare, strain and lunge in their excitement
until the slippex. following them a? they bound forward,
for a dozen paces, slips the leash and they are ofi^. It
might appear a simple matter to unleash the dogs, but
attentively observed it can be seen that it is a thing
requiring much experience and ability. It is quite as

difficult to find an expert slipper as to find a competent
judge. Both positions are peculiarly arduous, requiring
clear heads, good judgment, great activity and endurance.
The Union Park management is notably fortunate in

having men >vith the t^'fut and experience ol the (^racc

The arrangement of the kennels and yards is excellent.
Several hundred dogs can be accommodated in the main
house. The stalls are roomy, well ventilated and secure
from the intrusion of possible meddlers. They are regu-
larly fumigated, thoroughly clean, and every precaution
is taken to prevent accident or disease.

.A.S an instance of—whatever you like—I confess to
havmg bet on the races. After having made the tour of
the grounds and buildings a friend and myself reached
the pool boxes. The wise were betting 10 to i on Mollie
R. against Lovina. To be sociable with the crowd I bet
a dollar for my friend and another for myself, just as the
dogs were slipped. Mollie was greatly surprised, the
rabbit annihilated, and the talent was dismayed. I drew
down $21.60, while I tried to look as though it was an
ordinary matter-of-course with me, and pose as though
T had cver}^ reason for my confidence in Lovina. After
that I bet several times with less perspicacity. If I had
stayed longer I might have paid all the money back to
some intelligent people around there.

The result of the events for May 4 and 5 were as fol-

lows: E. Geary's dog, Palo Alto, won the 128 dog open
stake, with D. T. Healey's dog Sisquoc the runner-up.
The first sapling stake by Wild Eclipse, and the second
sapling stake by Tame Tralee, both dogs owned by P.

Hogan.
Among the favorite imported dogs here is Fiery Face,

a sister of Fearless Footsteps, who twice won the Water-
loo stake at Liverpool. Rans.vckkr.

—^
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Notice.

All communications intended for Forest And Stream should
alwaj's be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

'Mid Reef and Rapid.—X.
BY F. R. WEBB.

She did not go sery far. however, for a big rock-
wagon loads of which usually fringe these fish dams all

the way across, rendering the shoots more or less trouble-
some and hazardous—caught the bilge of my boat, just as
the Avater overflowed my decks and reachd the top of
the cockpit coaming—a quarter of an inch more and I

would have been swamped—giving me time to throw my
weight against the upper side of the canoe and straighten
her up. The bottom slid up over the rock and the
stern let go, and she careened until the up-stream side

was awash, drifting around down stream meanwhile. By
a d'extcrous shift of position I threw my weight on the
down-stream side in time to again straighten her up and
avert a capsize. The bow let go, and she went drifting
and bumping sidewise down the swift, rocky piece of
water below, her keel catching on every rock, and tilting

her over, and keeping me throwing myself back and forth
from one side to the other to' preserve her equilibrium,
until still water was reached and I found ntyself safe and
in position to enjoy the joke, which the other fellows had
all along been enjoying hugely as thc}^ lay to a short di<

tance below to observe my progress, all the while freely

tendering me advice and counsel, more or less sensible

and appropriate, according to the taste and capacity of
the advisor and counsellor.

I joined the Colonel, whose canoe had slid gently up
on a large flat reef while he was engaged in advising me.
and who was making vigorous efforts to shove her off

without resorting to the expedient of lightening her of his

20olbs. odd avoirdttpois. There is so mtich of the Colonel
that he dislikes exceedingly to get up when he is com-
fortably seated in his canoe, and he will prod and push and
shove with his paddle in the effort to push his boat ofiE

the rocks, and do more work and take more trouble twice
over than it would be to pick himself up and step over-
board and lift his boat ofif in the first place, which he
generally has to do anyhow in the end.

His efforts in this instance resulted in failure, as
usual, and together we paddled to the landing place at

the Three Springs camping ground, whither the other
two had preceded us, his long legs spread out like a pair
of compasses, and his wet, dripping feet spread out on
eacli side of the canoe, and hanging over the gimwales, in

which attitude he presented an appearance that could not
properly be termed graceful, and in a short time the
canoes were carried up on the bank, unloaded of their

freight and in position for the night, with their beds
made up and tents erected, after which George and the
Colonel proceeded to go. a-fishing, wading around in the

river and picking their way from reef to reef, the ledges
being so numerous that, although the water is quite deep
here', they were enabled to work their way over pretty

much the entire river front without getting in above
their waists, casting their flies in likely spots as they
worked. Lacy and I, meantime, settled ourselves com-
fortably alongside our respective canoes to attend to

our correspondence.
Lacy, by the way, seemed to have a deal of correspond-

ence on his hands on this cruise, for at everj'- camp he
was observed to get out his writing materials and settle

down to write a letter. He appeared to be a very dutiful

son. for when qttestioned by George from time to time as
to the destination of all this correspondence, his reply was
always that he was writing to his mother.
"Commodore, our annual canoe cruises are like our

annual Greenbrier trips in one respect." said the Colonel
a couple of hours later, as we were doing ample justice

to an elegant fish supper—the result of their evening's
work.

"In what way?" asked George. "Lacy, you may hand
me a biscuit, if you will."

'''Well." replied the Colonel, as he helped himself to
his third half-pound bass, "we've been over the trip so
often and are getting acquainted with the river so that
we know where the best camping places are, and generally
make pretty much the same camps, like we do on the
Greenbrier road. Thanks, Commodore, you may give
me another cup of cofi^ee. and some more potatoes, too,

while you're resting. I tell you there's nothing like fish

right owt of the w^fer »^n4 in |Q the iTfm^-p^r\," he con-:

tinued. "We never get fish at home in such perfection as
we^do on the Shenandoah or the Greenbrier."

"That's so," replied Lacy. "I'll take somfe more
provender, too. Commodore, while you're about it," pass-
mg up his plate for the third installment; "another cup of
coffee, too, please. Thanks; that'll do,."

"I tell you an early camp's a great thing," said the
Colonel, as he leaned back on his stool and filled his
pipe, while Lacy and George gathered up the supper
utensils and carried them down to the water's edge, where
they were scoured bright and clean with sand and water
before being returned to the camp, to undergo the still

further cleansing properties of soap and hot water.
The average canoeist—the average man, in fact, be he

canoeist or otherwise—is not fond of putting his hands in
hot, greasy dish water, and a most excellent substitute
for the humble but useful dish cloth is made by cutting a
stout, forked twig from the nearest tree, leaving each
prong of the fork about an inch long, and around this
forked end wrapping a small piece of canvas, securely
wraijping and t>'ing it with stout string. Thus equipped
the camp scullion can do as quick and serviceable work
as with the more .orthodox cloth, and it possesses the
further advantage of allowing scalding hot water to be
used, vvhich simplifies matters, for dish-washing is not a
favorite pastime among canoeists.*
"Yes; an early camp is a great thing," I replied, as I

returned from my canoe, whither I had gone for a fresh
cigar, which I proceeded to light as I seated myself on
my camp stool alongside of the Colonel, the better to en-
joy seeing George and Lacy clean up. "It's an all-roimd
nuisance to be obliged to make camp and get supper after
darkness has set in, poking around by the light of a
lantern. There are so many little things to do; so many
little details to attend to, that are not only no special
trouble in daylight, but are really a part of the little

pleasures of camping; but when one has to grope around-
after night with a lantern to do them, they become so
many troublesome little tasks that must be gotten through
with in the quickest and .best manner possible under the
circumslances."
"Yes ; and if you lay a thing down you can't find it un-

til morning." said Lacy, as he laid aside his cleaning
utensils, and piled the tinware in a bright, shining heap
on the mess table, turning a large pan over all to keep
off the dew.
"From first to last," said George, as he returned

from the spring, whither he had gone to wash his hands
in the copious outflow, "this is, I think, perhaps the most
beautiful camp ground on the whole river."

It certainly was a beautiful camp ground. A bold,
rocky bluff rose from the river 150ft. or so, densely
clothed with fine old forest trees. A little level strip of
sandy, well-shaded turf between the bluff and the river
and elevated some 6 or 8ft. above the water, afforded
ample rooin for the tented canoes, as well as for the din-
ing fly, mess table, camp stove, etc., while a few yards
l)elow the camp the water gushed out from the foot of
the blufl' in a great flood, from not onl}^ three but a dozen
—a score—of springs, the volume of water discharged
being equal to a large creek. Indeed, the water gushed
out from fissures more or less large for 100yds. along the
river front, and, while wading around among the reefs
last summer not far from shore on fishing bent, I dis-

covered a hole in the bottom of the river in a foot of two
of water, into which I could have thiatst my leg, from
which the water boiled up in a fountain, some 6 or Sin.

above the surface of the river.

A comfortable farm house stood on the verge of the
bluft' just above the springs, a flight of rude steps—wood
and stone—leading down to a spring house built on the
rocks and in the side of the bluff, just above the main
flow of the spring. In front the river flowed, broad,
swift and deep, rippling over and among the reefs, while
the musical brawl of the great spring filled the air with
melody. It was an ideal camping spot, and one we never
pass, even if we arrive here—as we have more ^:han once
done—as early in the day as lunch time.

Twilight began to steal softly around us, throwing a
gentle, bluish haze over the landscape and rendering
softly indistinct the boles of the trees up the steep slope
of the bluff behind us. As the darkness came on apace,
the full moon swung into view above the lofty ramparts
of the Blue Ridge in front of us, and threw her search-
light-like beams in among the trees, bringing out our
tents in curious little patches of lights and shades. The
river sparkled brightly in front of us, the bright, shining
expanse being lost on the further side in the dense black-

ness of the shadows cast b}-- the overhanging trees. Light,
hazy clouds drifted across overhead, through which the
moon seemed to shoot swiftly across the sky, her bright
light now and again obscured and the landscape of river,

trees and mountains teinporarily blotted out.

A little blaze of a camp-fire, around which we sat en-
joying om- evening pipes, cast its fitful, flickering lights

and shades on the objects nearest it. while the more dis-

tant, tented canoes outside its little circular range loomed
up ghostly and indi.stinct in the faint glare.

"Looks like rain," the Colonel observed, as he refilled

his pipe.

"Yes," replied George, handing the Colonel the lighted

match Avith Avhich he had just lit his own pipe. "From
the looks of that bank of clouds piling up from down
the river there. I think it will rain soon. In fact, I shall

not be surprised if we have a rainy day of it to-morrow.
Here comes some one !" as footsteps were heard ap-
proaching, and two figures loomed up indistinctly in the

fitful, rapidly waning light bearing a ghostly looking,

reciunbent burden between them.
"What in the mischief is that?" Lacy exclaimed, as the

party approached the camp. Before answer could
be made to his query, they had stepped within the little

circle of light thrown out by the camp-fire, revealing

the familiar figures of our acquaintances of the day. Dr.
Tontkins and Mr. Avis, while the ghostly burden between
them resolved itself into nothing more ghostly than a big
canvas wheat sack, within which they were carrying a
noble watermelon—a present from Mrs. Walker.
The melon was placed in the spring while the visitors

were made welcome. Mr. Avis proved to be the son of an
old friend of the Colonel's, and both gentlemen were well
acquainted with friends and acquaintances of ours in

Charleston, conset[uently the hour or so's chat with them

*A dish swab may be bought at any department store or church
fair fgc a tiickel, whijfh \?UI. ^? fM ^^\^h -"

•
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around our little camp-fire was a pleasant one, and when
the rain finally came with an unexpected dash and a

little premonitory soughing sweep of the wind through the

trees, scattering the embers of our dying camp-fire into a

little train of scurrjdng, whirling sparks, we were all of

us taken by surprise, and were quite sorry to see them
take their leave with all haste to get back to Walker's
ahead of it as much as possible.

"Well, I declare !" said George, as we all made haste to

scramble into our respective tents out of the rain. "Not
one of us had gumption enough to lend those men a rub-

ber coat apiece. They could easily have brought them
back before we got away in the morning."

This statement being unanswerable, no time was lost

in commenting upon it. Hastily pulling down the flaps

of my tent. I proceeded to make myself comfortable for

the rest of the evening, as well as the night. First

lighting my little candle-lantern, I hooked it over the

coaming outside of the cockpit out of the way, while I

proceeded to tightly button the flaps of my tent from
the inside and to secure it at the bottom all round to the

screw eyes under tlie gunwales of the cano<.', well assured
that the waterproof top and sides would perfectly shed the

water.

I then arranged the inside of the tent for the night by
piling the loose articles—coat, hat. helmet, etc.—scattered

around over the blankets, into the open space in the back
end of the cockpit. I then procured my book from my
clothes bag. shucked off my outer garments, placing them
on the little s*lielf above my feet, in the forward end of

the cockpit, formed by the turned-back forward hatch, and
crawled in between my blankets, lit a cigar, placed m}-
lamp on ihe inside of the cockpit close to my eyes, and
my arrangements were complete. Snugly housed in my
tight, cozy little cabin. I lay and read for a couple of hours
undisturbed by the storm, while the rain pattered on my
little tent Avith that curious tearing noise only heard under
a canvas roof. The wind soughed gently through the
trees with a mournful swish. Occasional gusts would
gently rock and sway my tent, but not a drop of water
found its way inside.

Tired of reading, I' hung my lantern over the outside of
the cockpit out of the way and blew out the candle, drew
my blankets well up over my shoulders and dropped off

to sleep, soothed by the gentle lullaby of the wind through
the trees, and the patter, patter of the rain on my roof

—

most soothing of all sounds to the tired, well-housed
canoeist.

[to be continued.]

A* C A. Membership*

Eastern Division—Mahlon D. Currier.
Central Division—Gilbert T. Amsden. Campbell A.

Baird. Augustine J. Cunningham. Frederick Morse,
Howard C. Morse. Stanley Shepard, all of Rochester,
N. Y., and all members of the Irondequoit C. C.
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Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the future.

MAY.

18. Huguenot, special. New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
25. New Rochelle, special, New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
30. South Boston, club race, City Point, Boston Harbor.
30. East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Massachusetts Bay.
•30. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
30. Harlem, annual regatta. City Island, Long Island Sound.
.30. Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
.30. Bridgeport, special, Bridgeport, "Long Island Sound.
30. Canarsie, opening and parade, Carnarsie, Jamaica Bay.
30. Brooklyn, opening, Gravesend Ba}^
30. Staten Island, Stapleton, S. I.

30. American, opening, Milton Point, Long Island Sound.
30. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
30. Manhasset Bay, second series race for Jacob cup. Port Wash-

ington, Long Island Sound.
30. Seawanhaka Corinthian, races for raceabouts, Seawanhaka

knockabouts and club catboats. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.

JUNE.

1. Knickerbocker, annual, College Point, Long Island .Sound.
1. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
5. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
8. Canarsie, pennant championship, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
8. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
8. Manhasset, annual, Port Washington, L,ong Island Sound.
8. Brooklyn, open, Gravesend Bay.
8. South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.

12. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
15. South Boston, club cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
15. Beverly, club. Monument Beach.
15. New York C. C, annual, Gravesend Bay.
15. Larchmont, spring regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
15. Seawanhaka Corinthian, first race. Center Island cup, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
15. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
15. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
15-17. New York, 90-footers, Newport.
15-17. Boston, cruise, City Point, Boston Harbor.
16. South Boston, cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
17. Beverly, open sweepstake. Monument Beach.
17. Duxbury, club race, Duxbury, Mass.
17 Hull-Massachusetts, classes over l8ft., Hull, Boston Harbor.
17. Dorchester, classes 18ft. and under, Dorchester, Boston Harbor.
17. Corinthian, first club championship, Marblehead, Mass.
17. East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Mass.
17. Brooklyn, annual regatta, Gravesend Bay,
17. Pavonia. annual, Bavonne, Newark Bay,
17 Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
18 Atlantic, annual. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
19. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
20. New York, annual. New York Bay.
20. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
22. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
22. Marine and Field, open. Gravesend Bay.
22. Hull- Massachusetts, club. Hull. Mass.
22, Manhasset Bay, third series race for Jacob cup, Port Washing-

ington. Long Island Sound.
22. New Rochelle, annual. New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
22. Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
22. Seawanhaka Corinthian, second race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
25. American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
25. New York, Glen Cpve_ cups. Long Island Sound.
26. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

29. Boston, City Point, Boston Harbor.
22. Savin Ilill, open, Boston Harbor.
29. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
29. Atlantic, annual, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
29. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
29. Seawanhaka Corinthian', annual race for Leiand challenge cup

for raceabouts. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.

JULY.

2, 4, 6. Newport, Y. R. A., cup defender class, Newport,
2, Indian Harbor, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
3. Columbia, City Point, Boston Harbor.
3. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
3-8. Brooklyn C. C., cruise, Gravesend Bay.
4. Beverly, open sweepstake. Monument Beach.
4. Duxbury, club race, Duxbury, Mass.
4. Boston City, City Point, Boston Harbor.
4. Corinthian, second club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
4. East Gloucester, open, Gloucester, Mass,
4. Gravesend Bay Y. R. A., first open regatta, Gravesend Bay.
4 Annisquam, open, Ip.swich Bay, Mass.
4. Larchmont, annual regatta and schooner races for Colt cup,

Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
4. Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
4. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay Long Island Sound.
4. Pavonia, Mclnnis cup, Bayonne, Newark Bay.
4. Canarsie, parade, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
4. Penataquit Corinthian, annual, Bay Shore, L. I.

4. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
4. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
5-11. Atlantic, cruise. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
6. Shinnecock Bay, club, Shinnecock Bay.
6. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
6. Mosquito Fleet, City Point, Boston Harbor.
6. Riverside, annual. Riverside, Long Island Sound.
6. Beverly, convention. Monument Beach.
6. Savin TTill. club, Boston Harbor.
6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, third race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
6. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
6. South Boston, ladies' day, City Point, Boston Harbor.
8. Norwalk, annual. South Norwalk. Long Island Sound.
8-9-1(1. New York, Newport series, Newport.

10. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
13. Moriches, club.
13. Corinthian third club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
13. Beverly, club. Monument Beach.
13. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
13. Larchmont, open, first day of race week, Larchmont, Long

Island Sound.
13. Seawanhaka Corinthian, race for Roosevelt memorial cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
13. Manhasset, special. Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
13-20. Larchmont, race week, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Ii3-19.—Interlake meet, Put-in-Bay, O.
17. Beverly, Buzzards Bay.
17. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
18, 20, 23. Newport Y. R. A., special races, Newport.
20. Westhampton C. C, club.
20. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass;
20. Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor.
20. Winthrop,^ Winthrop, Mass.
20. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
20. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
20. South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
20. Stamford, annual, Stamford, Long Island Sound.
20. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fourth race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
20. Trial race to select Canada cup defender, Chicago, Lake

Michigan.
20. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
22. New York, cruise, rendezvous, Glen Cove.
22. Harvard, cruise, rendezvous, Morris Cove, L. I. Sound.
22. Canarsie, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
23. New York, cruise to the eastward.
24. Seawanhaka, cup race. Lake St. Louis.
24. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
25, 26, 27. Hull-Massachusetts, invitation races, Hull, Mass.
25-26. Erie, regatta, Erie, Pa.
27. Beverly open sweepstake. Monument Beach.
27. Corinthian, fourth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
27. Shinnecock Bay, special, Shinnecock Bay.
27. Sea Cliff, annual. Sea Cliff, Long Island Sound.
27. Northport, annual, Northport, Long Island Sound.
27. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fifth race for Center Island cup, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
27. Manhasset, fourth series race for Jacob cup. Port Washmg-

ington. Long Island Sound.
29. New York, Astor cup races, Newport.
29-30. Burgess, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
.30-Aug. 3. Pan-American regatta, Buffalo. N. Y.
30-31. New York, trial races to select America Cup defender,

Newport.
31. Corinthian, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
31. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

AUGUST.

1-3. Corinthian, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
1. New York, trial race to select cup defender, Newport.
3. Duxbury. club, Duxbury, Mass.
3. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
3. Moriches, association regatta.

3 Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay. t t o j
3 Hempstead Harbor, annual, Hempstead Harbor, L. I. Sound.

3. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Robert Center memorial cup races,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound. _ , . „ ,

3 Manhasset Bay, special. Port Washington, Long Island Sound.

K Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor.

5-7. New York, trial race to select cup defender, Newport.

,
6. Manchester, West Manchester, Massachusetts Bay.

'. Misery Island, Salem Bay, Mass.
, 8. East Gloucester, Gloucester, Mass.
, East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

,
10. Annisnuam. Ipswich Bav. Mass. _

Beverly, Van Rensselaer cup, open. Monument Beach.

, Westhampton C. C, association regatta.

Brooklyn, Gravesend Bay.
Shelter Island, open.
Beverlv, Van Rensselaer cup, open, Marion.
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull. Mass.

3
3
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7,

7
7
9,

10.

10.

10.

10.

10.

10.

10

10.

10.
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17.

17.
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20,

24
24.

24.

24.

26.

27.

29.

30.

31.

31.

31
31.

31
31.

31.

31.

31.

§1.

Bridgeport annual. Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.

Horsehoe Harbo**, annual, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.

Bridgeport, special, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.

Seawanhaka Corinthian, sixth race for Center Island cup,

Ovster Bay, Long Island Sound.
15. Chicago, races for the Canada cup, Chicago, Lake Michigan.

13. American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.

Manhasset Bay, club series races for points; open to knock-

abouts (21 and ISft.), cabin and open catboats, bay boats,

Manhasset raceabouts and sailing dories. Port VVashmg-
ington. Long Island Sound.

Moriches, open.
Wollaston, Ouincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
Corinthian, Sfth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.

South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.

New York, New York Bay.
t , j o j

Indian Harbor, annual, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, seventh race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
Hull-Massa9husetts, club, Hull, Mass.
Savin Hill, club. Boston Harbor.
Canarsie, Corinthian regatta, Jamaica Bay.
Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.

22, 24, 27, 29. American cup races, Sandy Hook.
Shinnecock Bay, association regatta, Shinnecock Bay.

Corinthian, sixth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Ba).

South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
Cape Cod, Provincetown, Mass.
Wellfleet, Wellfleet, Mass.
Plymouth, Plymouth, Mass.
Kingstown, Kingstown, Mass.
Duxbury, Du.xbury, Mass.
Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
Westhampton C. C., open.
East Gloucester, club, Gloucester, Mass.
Marine and Field, Gravesend Bay.
Hull-ISlassachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
Huntington, special, Huntington, Long Island Sound.
Manhasset Bay, club series races for points; open to knock-

abouts (21 and 18ft.), cabin and open catboats, bay boats,

Manhasset raceabouts and sailing dories. Port Washing-
ton, Long Island Sound.

Larchmont, special, J^arcjimgnt, I^ong Islfn4 Soyncli

2.

2.

2.

2;

2
2.

2.

2
2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2

3

5,

7.

7.

7.

7.

12,

14.

14.

14.

14.

14.

14.

21
21,

21.

28.

SEPTEMBER.
Annisquam, open, Ipswich Bay, Mass;
Beverly, open, Monument Beach.
Duxbury, lacjies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
3. Corinthian, cruise, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
Lynn, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
Gravesend Y. R. A., all classes, Gravesend Bay.
Norwalk, special. South Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
Sachem's Head, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
Larchmont, fall regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Atlantic, special, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Pavonia, special, Bayonne, Newark Bay.
Canarsie, ladies' day, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
Chicago, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
Shinnecock Bay, open, Shinnecock Bay.
6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, open special. Oyster Bay, L. I.

Sound.
Beverly, open, Mattapoisett.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, fall regatta. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Lynn, Y. R. A., rendezvous.
New York, autumn sweepstakes, New York Bay.
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
Brooklyn, fall regatta, Gravesend Bay, New York Bay.
Larchmont, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Indian Harbor, fall regatta, Greenwich, Conn.
Manhasset Bay, club series races for points; open to knock-

abouts (21 and 18ft.), cabin and open catboats, bay boats,
Manhasset raceabouts and sailing dories, Port Washing-
ton, Long Island Sound.

Atlantic, fall regatta. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
New York C. C, fall regatta, Gravesend Bay.
Manhasset Bay, fall regatta, Port Washington, L. I. Sound.
Canarsie, commodore's cup races, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
Manhasset Bay, fifth series race for Jacob cup, Port Washing-

ton, Long Island Sound.

Throltgh tJie efforts of Mr. W. Butler Duncan Herres-
hoff traditions were thrown to the winds and the news-
paper men and a number of outsiders were ad-
mitted to the shop a short time before Constitution was
launched. To those who had not seen the boat laefofe
she was son.iething of a surprise, for the majority rather
expected to see a craft sotnewhat more extreme than
Columbia. This is hardly the case, and as far as general
characteristics go in design, there has been practically
but one change, and that is the increase of the beam.
Difficult as it was to get any definite idea of the boat in
the cramped space of the shop, where the reflection from -

the boat's highly polished bottom and smooth, white
lopsides was very trying to the eyes, it was soon seen
that Herreshoff had departed but little from Columbia's
design in the new boat. Constitution's midship section
is more like Defender's than Coliunbia's, and is the best
turned and sweetest of the three boats. The depth of
the boat at the midship section is practically the same
as Columbia's, so in carrying out her ends to have fair
buttocks without haAn'ng them show any reverse curve
her overhangs are almost identical with Columbia's, both
in contour and distance from the water. The overhangs
are very handsome and well-balanced, and the fore and
aft sections are extremely fair and well modeled. In
Columbia hard places might be seen in the fore and aft
sections, but in Constitution she is absolutely fair and
well turned viewed from any point. The boat's sheer line
is almost identical with Columbia's, which is quite
straight, with the freeboard apparently a little higher.

Constitution's increase in beam 4ias also increased her
power, but this is not alone due to form, but to the im-
proved method of construction used in the boat and
spars, but still giving her great strength in both.
The displacement of the boat is practically the same as v

is Columbia's, but she will carry about ninety-three tons
of lead—a gain of three' tons over the older boat. Her
great power will admit of her carrying a large sail plan,
and as far as can be learned her rig will contain some
14,400 square feet of sail. Constitution's superficial di-
mensions are as follows: 132ft. 6in. length over all, 89ft.
9in. -length on the load waterline, 25ft. 2Hin. beam and
19ft. loin. draft. To sum up, Constitution is a second
Columbia, with great power and the same sheer line and
draft, with a foot more beam, a lighter constructed hull,
and same displacement as Columbia, and more lead, and
shotdd easily carry her large rig (1,300ft. more than
Columbia) and beat her in any weather, for she is such
a moderate boat she should be the . best all around per-
former in the trial fleet.

It is most disappointing to observe the unpatriotic
spirit that exists among the yachtsmen in the East in

legard to the success of Independence. With the excep-
tion o{ those men directly interested in the boat, the im-
pression seems to be that she has not a ghost of a chance.
After a careful examination of the design and construc-
tion of Independence, the writer visited and spent some
time going over Constitution, both before and after
she was launched, the comparison resulting in favor
of the Boston boat. At this time, with one boat the re-
sults of years of experience and the other an unknown
quantity, it would be. perhaps, presumptuous to make
invidious comparisons. Independence's construction is

not materially heavier than Constitution's. Her ends
are flat and full; they are well designed and she will util-

ize lhem at the smallest angles of heel. If the boat can
be made to balance properly and her gear to stand the
rack, she will undoubtedly make an excellent showing, for
there is no question of her ability to carry the rig.

Where .she will lack the finish of the Bristol boat will be
in the details of rigging, both on deck and aloft. The
unfortunate delay in finishing the boat will greatly handi-
cap her trial races, for the working out of a boat's men and
rig is a mo.st important and necessary feature, and it is

to be regretted that she will not be ready for her first

trial for at least two weeks after Constitution.

In a race held between the two Shamrocks on Monday
last, at Weymouth, England. Shamrock I. defeated Sham-
rock 11. five minutes and five seconds, over a triangular
course about twenty miles in length. The wind blew
strong from the east at the start, but lightened up at the
finish. It is stated that Shamrock II.'s sails Avere in

\ ery poor shape.

Mr. Vaughan D. Bacon, of Barnstable. Mass.. is build-
ing from his own design a cruising cabin launch for a
New York yachtsman. She is 33ft. long and 8ft. 6in.

beam, and Avill be driven bv a To-horsc-power GIo^i^
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Our Boston Letter.

Boston^ May 10.—The Regatta Committee of the Hiill-

Massachusetts Y. C. has been hard at work since the

first of the year, and as a result has presented to the

members of the club one of the finest racing schedules

that has been offered by any yacht club in New Eng-
Jand. The Regatta Committee has gone about its work
with an organi/:ed plan. Through the experience gained

last year, it has been found that the offering of cups has
been very beneficial to the racing interests, and this

year several will be offered. In the special classes in

which the cups will be offered, no time allowance is given,

but arrangements have been made to provide handicap
classes in which cruising yachts can compete.

Perhaps the most important feature of the plan of

the Regatta Committee is the establishment of a per-

manent class for i8ft. knockabouts that conform to the
restrictions of the Eighteen-foot Knockabout Associa-
tion. These boats have been described at length in'

Forest and Stream, and their merits are known to its

readers. In this class it is intended to provide a safe and
handy boat for afternoon sailing and racing. They are

almost as large as the 21-footers, and afford the same
possibilities of sport and convenience, but they cost less

and are much more easily handled.
Last year this club offered a championship cup in the

25-footers conforming to the restrictions of the Yacht
Racing Association of Massachusetts, and enough was
shown to warrant the committee in offering a similar
trophy this year. A silver cup and a cash pfize of $150
will be awarded the yacht winning the championship
of the 25ft. class in the club series of races as scheduled.
A second cash prize of $75 will also be awarded on the
season's record. The races for this cup and the cash
prizes will be open to j^achts enrolled in the club and
conforming to the restrictions of the class as established
b}' the Yacht Racing Association.
The championship will be awarded on the best per-

centage for the series secured by a yacht under the fol-

lowing system : 100 per cent, for first place in each
race. 65 per cent, for second place, 25 per cent for third
place and 15 per cent, for finishing without having secured
any of the foregoing places. A yacht's average will be
found by dividing her total percentage by the number of
races sailed, but a yacht must compete in at least seven
races to qualify for the season's championship or the
second prize.

Cash prizes of $20, $10 and $5 will be awarded in

each club race for first, second and third place, respec-
tively, regardless of any competition for the season's
record. The prize of $5 will only be awarded in case of
five boats starting. No second prize will be awarded a
yacht that has not defeated a competitor. The schedule
of races for championship award in this class is- June 8,

15, 17 and 22, July 13, 25, 26 and 27, Aug. 3, 17 and
Sept. 14.

A silver cup and a cash prize of $50 will be awarded the
yacht winning the club championship in the 18ft. class in
the club races as scheduled. A second cash prize, of

$35 will also be awarded for the season's record. The
races will be open to yachts enrolled in the club and
which conform to the restrictions of the Eighteen-foot
Knockabout Association. The championship will be
awarded on the same basis as that for the 25-footers, ex-
cept that six races must be sailed to qualify.

'

As an incentive to owners of i8ft. knockabouts, the
committee has devised a novel plan to secure the at-
tendance of these boats at all races during the season.
This plan will be to offer attendance prizes. These
prizes and what will be necessary to obtain them will be
announced in the first race circular.

Mr. Alfred Douglas, who owns the r8-footer Oriana,
designed and built by Lawle}^ has presented a valuable
silver cup to be competed for by 18-footers as the Regatta'
Committee may direct. The comnn'ttee has accordingly
offered for competition during the midsummer series of
invitation races during July. This is the best pos.sible

disposal the committee could have made of the cup. for
there are a number of 18-footers which qualify, in Dux-
bury Bay, and it is likely that most of them will be keen
to wrest the cup from the Hull-Massachusetts boats.
This, of course, will insure greater attendance at tlie

races.

The Regatta Committee will arrange handicap races for
Saturday afternoons throughout the season in one or
more classes, as may be deemed best in view of the num-
ber and size of the yachts desiring to compete. Cash
prizes will be offered for each race and the yachts will
•sail in cruising trim. The handicaps will be fixed for
each race by the committee, and will not be changed for
any particular event after once having been announced.
The following schedule of racing events is subject to

possible changes, but will be substantially as given. The
Yacht Racing Association open race is for Association-
classes, in which prizes may be offered. This race and
the midsummer series of invitation races will count for
the club 25-footers in the club championship series

:

June 8, Saturday—Opening day, club race for 25-footers,
18-footers and handicap classes.

June 15, Saturday—Club race for 25-foolers, 18-footers
and handicap classes.

June 17, Monday—Annual open race off Boston T-ight,

under the rules of the Yacht Racing Association.
June 22, Saturday—Club race for 25-footers, 18-footers

and handicap classes.

June 29, Saturday—Club race for handicap classes.

July 6, Saturday—Club races for 18-footers and handi-
cap classes.

July 13, Saturday—Club race for 25-footers, 18-footers
and handicap classes.

July 20, Saturday—Club race for handicap classes.

. July 25, 26 and 27—Midsummer invitation series; the
race of July 27 will include a handicap class, open to
yachts entered in the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. only.
Aug. 3, Saturday—Club race for 25-footers, 18-footers

and handicap classes.

Aug. 10, Saturday

—

Club race for 18-footers and handi-
cap classes.

Aug. 17, Saturday—Club race for 35-footers, iS-footCM
and handicap classes.

Aug. 24, Saturday—Gala day and water sports.

Aug. 31, Saturday—Club race for handicap classes.

Sept. 14, Saturday—Club race for 25-footers, 18-footers
and handicap classes.

Saturday afternoon the announcement was made at the
office of B. B. Crowninshield, the designer of Inde-
pendence, that the shed in which she is being built at the
Atlantic Works would be open Sunday from 2 o'clock un-
til 5. o'clock to the public, and that this would probably
be the last day the public would have an opportunity of
viewing the yacht before she is launched. Many stories

in regard to a secret launching have been given out, and it

is only justice to the designer and to those connected
with the building of Independence to say that no de-
liberate intention has been made to defraud the public of
witnessing the launch. Mr. Crowninshield is just as con-
sistent in wishing the boat to be under the eyes of the
public as he was in the beginning, but it has been deemed
absolutely necessary for the safety of the people that the
launching should take place privately. There is no oppor-
tunity for accommodating a great crowd of people on the
dock of the Atlantic Works, and it is feared that if a
large luunber should be admitted, serious results might
follow.

For the rest of tlie week it is likely that very few peo-
ple outside of the newspaper men will have an oppor-
tunity of visiting the yacht. The number of passes that
will "be given out will be extremely limited, ^rom the
fact that closed gates will be the order from now until

launching time, it looks as though Independence will take
the water during daylight and not at night, as was at
first reported. If any specified time has been set for the
launching, it has not been given out, and probably will

not be, except at short nptice.

The members of the crew have been hard at work
during the past week polishing up the bronze plating with
emery cloth and steel shavings. The plates now present a
very good appearance, and will compare with those of
Constitution. The deck has been fini'^hed with the ex-
ception of putting on the canvas. About 8oft. of the steel

mast has been completed, and it is expected that the spar
will be ready to go on the boat when wanted. Lawley
is well along on the hollow wooden spars. The steel sheer
strake has been given a coat of lead. Tlie dark color
suggests the appearance of the topsides if they should be
painted black. Designer Crowninshield stated some time
ago that he would like to. give her a coat of black, if

possible, but from all that can be gathered now the finish

coat will be white.

Crowninshield is not confined to Cup defenders by any
means. • He has a number of orders for yachts from
i8ft. to 40ft., and is busy looking after yachts of his
design that are now being built throughout New Eng-
land. This has been a busy season for the Boston de-
signer, and the productions from his board are in the
hands of builders of every section.

The Regatta Committee of the Annisquam Y. C. has
arranged a preliminary schedule of races for the season.
The first open race will be sailed on July 4. On Aug. g
and 10 there will be a carnival of invitation and Y. R. A.
open races. On Labor Day the last open race will be
sailed. Club races will be sailed everj' other Saturday
during July and August.
At Lawley's the Sloane 85-footer is having her interior

work fijiished up. The Parsons 46-footer has been
launched and the Burgess Y. R. A. 21-footer will be out
of the shop this week. The King 35-footer and the yVlli-

son 32-footer, both desiigned by Crowninshield, are being
rigged. The Boreland 86ft, steamer will be launched this

week. The Wiggin Y. R. A. 21-footer is all planked.
The Lowell 25-footer is about completed, and the Herter
3S-footer is being finished up inside.

John B. Killeen.

The Cruise of the Foam.
{Cofic^uded from Jiage 29S.) '

A SPELL of rainy weather detained the party in Annap-
olis until Saturady, June 12.

That day, like scA^eral which preceded it, began with
frequent heavy rain squalls, accompanied by thunder and
lightning, but at 6:30 A. M. it began to clear. At 7 it

ceased raining and the wind shifted to the south and
west
The skipper was anxious to be off; just as soon as the

weather showed signs of improvement and the rain
stopped he sent the baggage down to the boat, follow-
ing himself a few minutes later with Billy. They were
soon alongside of the Foam, the tender was hoisted and
secured, then, at 7:22 A. M., the anchor was tripped and
we left Annapolis, bound for Shelter Island, N. Y.
At half past seven our staunch little craft passed

through the draw of the Spa Creek bridge and fifteen

minutes later was giving the keeper, of the Greenbury's
Point bug-light a farewell salute.

We stood to the northward, making fair progress
against an ebb tide, tlie engine working smoothly and
well. Off Swan Pomt the U. S. C. S. steamer Blake
caught up with and passed us; we exchanged salutes,
also a hearty but distant .greeting. This was at 10 o'clock.
The breeze was then light from the northwest, the barom-
eter 29.8T, the weather generally cloudy and hazy.
As we approached the mouth of the Susquehanna" River

the wind had a fairer sween at us, the sea increased and
the Foam rolled considerably to a rough quartering sea.
This did not last long, however, for Turkey Point (the
entrance to the Elk River) bore abeam at 2:26 P. M.
and soon afforded a good lee,

A few minutes before four the red light on the end
of a projecting point in Back Creek was sighted; the
chart shows a bend to the southward in the channel
after passing this point. To our cost we found that this
bend does not exist, for we went ashore there at full

speed, while the true channel continues near the north-
ern shore.

The engine was backed without avail for a Few minutes
and then stopped, to prevent the condenser pipes from
heating unduly. The dinghy was lowered, a line from
her made fast to the launch's stern and then, while Ed
and Billy pulled their best, the skipper shoved with an
oar and rocked the Foam. Finally her stern was slewed
into deep water and then, by hauling with the dinghy,
backing the engine and aiding with oar and rolling
motion, the boat was fofced nff tl^e nuid bank into deep
water.

The dinghy came alongside, discharged her crew and
was then dropped astern, while the Foam went on her
way without further inishap.

Chesapeake City soon hove in sight and at 4:50 our
craft was locked into the Delaware & Chesapeake
canal, A telegram was sent to the home folks, the ten-
der hoisted and secured; we then started for Delaware
City, which place was reached at 7:18.
What with the rains and east winds of the last week

and also a high spring tide, it was found that the Dela-
ware River was fully eighteen inches above the canal
level. It was, therefore, itnpossible for us to lock out
until the tide had fallen considerably, so the skipper
started out to hunt up a supply of naphtha.
Only the day before the sole dealer in the town had

filled the tank of a launch returning from Florida waters,
so that all we could secure without a long delay was fifty

gallons. This we took aboard, also a few stores, and
then the skipper, not wishing to be detained in the canal
over Sunday, sought the lock-keeper and requested him
to let the Foam pass out at 11:30 that night.

In reply this man stated that the Ericsson line steamer
would lock through at about half past three the next
morning, that he would speak to his relief about it and
that we could pass out at that time. "But it will be Sun-
day morning," said the skipper. "That will be all right,"
replied the keeper, "and will save a waking up for my
relief, and yourselves, also, at 11:30."

The Foam was therefore secured for th"e night, her
crew turning in early.

Sunday, June 13.—The day opened cool and pleasant,
partly cloudy. In his anxiety to get away Billy called
all hands at 2:30 A. M. In consequence we had to wan-
der around or catch catnaps until 4:10, at which time the
steamer put in an appearance. She locked in at 4:20
and completely filled the lock so that even our little

dinghy would have lacked room to go through safely

with her.

When the steamer had passed through we expected
to be locked out, as per agreement. It appeared, how-
ever, that cither the first lock-keeper had forgotten to
mention this arrangement to his relief, or else that his

relief was inclined to be disagreeable; for upon our ask-
ing him to lock the Foam out he refused point blank, say-
ing it was Sunday.

After a great deal of persuasion from ourselves and
from the skipper of a schooner, who had received a sim-
ilar promise, we finally prevailed upon the man to let

T1S through. Botli schooner and Foam were speedily
moved into the lock and at 4:55 passed out into the
Delaware River on the last of the ebb tide. At 5 A. M.
the barometer marked 29.70; the river was smooth; light
airs and breezes were blowing from the southwest.
The Foam passed New Castle at 5:56 and Wilmington

at 6:35; having now a fair tide, smooth water, and an
easy running engine, our boat made fair progress and at
two minutes past nine passed the Elbow buoy (No- 44)
on Fort Mifflin bar. '

This time we met with no practical jokers and at 9^52
passed Broad .street, Philadelphia. The strong flood
tide hurried us along in fine style and at 1:30 P. M. we
reached Bordentown, N. J., where the Foam was made
fast outside the lock to await patiently the passing away
of the Sunday.
The flood tide, which had been with us from the time

we were abreast of Wilmington, continued to run until
about 3 P. M., a total of ^Y?. hours.

Several steamers, 'some with tows, came up in the
course of the afternoon, until finally there was a party
of six of us waiting to lock into the canal. Willie and
Ed had tried to get a nap, but the noise and bustle of
the successive arrivals was too much for them, so finally

they went over and had a chat with the crews of the
various steamers.
On the Foam wer6 several bats and a base ball; these

were put in requisition and the afternoon was soon
enlivened by a game of ball that was much more hilar-

ious than scientific, but which furnished harmless amuse-
ment for a crowd of men.
The skipper received a visit froni_ a naval officer and.

from several of this gentleman's friends, who showed
much interest in . our trip.

Monday, June 14.—At midnight called all hands.
Though we had been the first to arrive we were the last

to leave, as loaded boats and packets have the right of
way, so at 12:45 A. M. we entered the lock in wake of
the other steamers.
The Foam passed one steam canal boat in the first

reach and all the others in the 13-mile stretch, again
resuming the lead and making it a veritable case of "the
last shall be first."

The weather was cool, clear and pleasant, while a
bright moonlight made it easy for us to see ahead.
At 9:45 A. M. we locked out of the Delaware and

Raritan canal; as it was then about the middle of the
ebb We came down the Raritan River rapidly and at
noon were, off Segnine Point, Princess Bay, Statcn
Island.

Our craft was in the Narrows at 1:45 P. M. The wind
was blowing fresh from the northwest and we carried a
young flood tide with us; these, in combination with the
backwash from the lee shore, produced a heavy, irregular,
choppy sea that caused the Foam to bob about and roll

heavily all the way from the Narrows up, through the
Buttermilk Channel and into East River, Her conduct
was so erratic that Billy grew uneasy, left the cabin and
sat on the after deck "to keep her stern down," he said.
At 4 P. M. we passed through Hell Gate. There were

heavy cloud banks to the southward and eastward, with
other evidences that a heavy thunderstorm was then
passing over the central part of Long Island. 'The wind
was variable, the barometer steady. At 5 the wind
came out from the northeast and it began to clear.
The light on the Stepping Stones bore abeam at 5:06

and at 6 the Foam was on a course east-northeast Yt.

east for Matintcook Point buoy. Centre Island Point
was passed at 7:15 and the Foam stood in Oyster Bay
Harbor, where at 8 P. M. she was anchored off the
steamboat wharf, in 9ft. at low water.

It did not take long to secure everything for the night,
so Ave turned in at once and slept right through until
6:30 the next morning.

Tuesday, June 15,—The day opened clear, cool and
pleassn^i tfut l]3zy. After carefully gounding around in
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the 4inghy. at 7 A, M. we got under way and went along-

side the wharf; here we procured some needed stores

and three barrels of naphtha to fill our tank.

At 9:15 the fasts were cast off and the Foam backed

out into deep water. She then stood out of Oyster Bay
harbor to the eastward.
The breeze continued light from the westward until

well into the afternoon; the barometer was falling slowly,

the sky clouding up gradually.

At 12:17 M. Old Field Point light bore abea,m, dis-

dant about one-fourth of a mile.

The wind shifted to the northeast at four, blowing
fresh for a few minutes, then more gently; the. weather
looked threatening while the wind was kicking Up an
irregular, rough sea.

Shortly after five we had quite a rain squally accom-
panied by thunder ajid lightning. The rain did us a good
turn, however, by beating down the sea and before long

the wind shifted back again to the westward.
At the tide changed to flood. A few minutes

later Ed rushed into the pilot house m a great state of

excitement, saying to the skipper: "Oh, Mr. C, the

pressure has gone up suddenly to 180 pounds and I do
not know what to do!" His face showed his apprehen-
sion and he evidently did not relish the prospect of a

return to the engine room.
Through the open door the skipper caught the regular

rhythm of the engine, which assured him that it was turn-

ing over at the normal rate, so directing Ed to take the
wheel he went aft to take a look at the gauge. Sure
enough this was indicating the fullest pressure. It

required but a second's examination, however, to make
it evident that the engine was all right, but that the

gauge-spring was broken.
Closing the naphtha valve, the skipper allowed the

engine to run on until it stopped of itself and the fire

had burned out. He then removed and tested the gauge,
10 see that there were no leaks, after wbich it was
replaced and the engine started again, slowly at first,

then at full power.
It is true we had no gauge by which to note the pi^es-

sure, but judging the revolutions by ear alone we ran
the rest of the distance to Shelter Island without diffi-

culty or danger.
The advisability of having some personal acquaintance

with his engine, its design and construction, even of

being able fo run it himself, cannot be too strongly
impressed upon every owner of a power boat.

The possession of this knowledge has helped the
writer on more than one occasion; has kept repair bills

from becoming an important item; has made him inde-

pendent of and has enabled him to detect a tricky engi-

neer, besides contributing much to the comfort and feel-

ing of security of both his family and guests.

At 6:20 P. M. the Foam entered Plum Gut; despite

an adverse tide and rough water, caused by the numer-
ous tide-rips, she forced her way through and at 6:45
was standing for Ben's Point, which was passed cl«se to

at 7:12.

Then around the bug light on Long Beach. Bar .went
our little craft, on close to the northern point of Shelter
Island and finally, at 8 P. M., entered Derring's Harbor.
Ten minutes later she was made fast to a stake in

front of our cottage, thus bringing her cruise to a suc-
cessful ending and giving to ourselves a well-earned rest.

From Annapolis to Great Bed's Light 196.5 miles
Great Bed's Light to Brooklyn Bridge 22.0 miles
Bridge to Oyster Bay 37.5 miles
Oyster Bay to Derring's Harbor 84.0 miles

Total "... 340-0 miles

W. P. Clason.
Larchmont, N. Y.
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Yachting on B\izza,rd*s Bay.
Everything considered, the signs for a most success-

ful yachting season all along Buzzard's Bay were never
more favorable than at present. A large itumber of new
boats have been built and the classes will be well filled,

and as the boats are nearly well matched, the racing
should be very keen.
The Regatta Committee of the Beverly Y. C. has al-

ready laid out dates for a number of regattas, the first

of which will take place on June 17. The Beverly Y. C.
is in a very thriving condition,, the membership having
increased largely during the past year. The club house at

Wing's Neck has been greatly improved, and will be
opened at the usual time, everything being in readiness
for the season's yachting, w-hich will surpass by far all

other efforts in the history of the club.

_
The Wood's Holl Y. C. is also in a prosperous condi-

tion and a successful summer is promised. The racing
dates have not yet been made up, but a schedule that
will not conflict with any other racing on the bay will

soon be given out.

The 18 and 25 footers and the fifth class of catboats
were the best filled last season, but this year the fourth
class will have numerous entries. Mr. Stewart McLoud's
Alison, one of the fastest craft on the bay, which formerly
sailed in the third class, has been rebuilt during the past
winter apd will now sail in the fourth class with Howard,
Hod and several new boats as competitors. Huckin';, of
Onset Bay, who rebuilt Alison, has turned out a boat
for Vr. W. O. Taylo% of Boston, who will race her
throughout the .season. She is 26ft. 6in. over all, iSft. on
the waterline. gft. Sin. beam and will draw I4in. ; she is
n good looking, powerful craft that should be fast.
Huckins lost his plant by fire last year, but his new shops
r"-e an improvement over the old ones, and are in a more
desirable location near the bridge which leads to Point
Independence. Ever since the new shops were completed
Mr. Huckins has had more work than he could attend
to, and he will be busy on new work well into the racing
season.
Mr. David Rice, a member of the Beverly Y. C. and

who formerly sailed Kalama. has ordered a boat for the
25ft. knockabout class from Phinney. of Monument Beach.
She is a powerful boat with long overhangs and should
be at her best in a strong breeze, In the racing she will
meet May Queen, Amanita. Ulula and several other well-
known boats. Phinney is also building from his own de-
sign a 15ft. catboat for Mr. Arthur Hunnewell, of Bos-

ton J the boat will meet Imp, Laurel and Vif. Mr. W. M.
Jameson, of Boston, has ordered from Phinney an I8

footer that is similar to Howard, and her designer expects

great things of her. Mr, Walter E. Forbes, of Boston,

has also ordered a boat from Phinney that will sail in the

25ft. knockabout class. It is stated that Mr. Robert Em-
mons will have a new boat this season to race against

Quakeress.
Hov^^land & Co., of Monument Beach, are turning out

the largest j'acht ever built along this shore. The boat

was designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield for Mr. DeVer
H. Warner, of Bridgeport, Conn. She is 65ft. over all

and 40ft. on the waterline. She is a handsome centerboard
boat, well built and with excellent accommodation. The
boat is intended for cruising, and has a yawl rig; there

is about eight tons of outside lead ballast. Ilowland &
Co. are building an i8ft. knockabout for Mr. George IT.

Wightman, of Hull, and she will be taken around the

Cape as soon as she is rigged. Mr. George W. Curtis is

having Howland & Co. build from his own design a 15ft.

knockabout. Four centerboard catboats are also being
built by Howland. They will be raced on Bass River on
the Cape.

Small Yacht Construction and
Rigging.

BY LINTON HOPE.

Chapter II —Materials.

HAVriTG got your tools and bench, and a suitable Workshop or
building shed, the next thing is to get the necessary timber, nails
and other materials.
Without going into the question of the exact quantities required

for building either of these proposed boats, it will be as well to
consider the qualities of the various woods most suitable for the
woi-k. These are:

Keel.—Knglish oak or Atnerican elm, though pilch pine, ma-
hogany and English elm are all used at times, but are not so good
as the first two.
Stem, Knees, Sternpost and Counter Frame.—These should

always be natural crooks of English oak grown to shape.
Shelf or Jnwale and Bilge Stringers.—American elm, mahogany,

pitch pine or Oregon pine.
Bent Timbers.—American elm.
Floor Frames.—English oak crooks, unless they ate Steel forgings

(rectangular or angle bars, well galvanized).
Deck Beams and Carlines.—Oak or Oregon pine.
Transom and Center Case.—Teak or mahogany.
Planking.—Teak, mahogany, American elm, cedar. Kauri pine

or American spruce.
Deck.—Cedar, yellow pine or Kauri pine.
Coamings.—American elm, mahogany or teak.
Spars.—.Spruce sticks or bamboos.
Oak should be English grown and winter cut, with a fine close

grain, as nearly as possible following the required curve. Avoid
open-grained, reddish colored oak, and of course see that it is well
seasoned and free from sap.
American or Canadian elm should be as white as possible, and

with hardly any grain showing, and quite clear of knots and
shakes. Avoid dark brownish wood.
Teak is the best and most durable wood for planking and all

sorts of deck fittings, such as cabin tops, skylights, etc., as it is
less affected by weather than any of the other woods 1 have named.
It should be slightly greenish in color when first cut, with a
fairly strongly marked grain. The lighter colored red teak is not
quite so heavy, but is not so strong or durable.
The only objection to teak planking is its great weight; Wliieh

quite bars it from use in racing craft. It can be easily obtained
up to 40 and 50ft.

Mahogany.—There are many varieties. Honduras is the best.
It should be fairly light in color, and fine clear grained. It
stands weather well, is lighter than teak, and at the same time
fairly tough, and can be got to 35 and 40ft. long by 2ft. wide.
Cedar is the principal wood in use for planking racing boats, as

for its strength and durability it is the lightest wood in the market,
and, like mahogany, is very long and wide. It stands the weather
better than pine, and is as easy to work as yellow pine.
As a rule, the light-colored cedars are lighter in weight that the

dark red, but, though softer and easier to work, they absorb riiore
water and lose their color very soon when v,nrnished.
Pitch pirte is very unpleasant wood to work, being full of resin,

which clogs the tools very quickly. It is very durable and tough,
but rather heavy. Pick it as light-colored and clear-grained as
possible.
Oregon Pine.—A similar wood to pitch pine, but lighter both in

color and weight, and not so durable. Still it is so much tougher
for its weight that it is better for boat work, and can be obtained
almost any size.

Kauri Pine.—A very durable wood for decks and planking, but
rather heavy and not very tough for its weight compared with
mahogany. It is fairly cheap, and very wide, but rather difficult
to get in long lengths unless a whole log is bought.
Yellow pine is a very light and soft wood, with little strength,

but the wood most frequently used for decks, as it is easy to ob-
tain in long lengths clear of knots and discolorations ; it is very
white when scrubbed. It should show little or no grain.
American spruce is also a light, soft wood, but, though not so

clear of grain, is far tougher than yellow pine, and is more suitable
for planking and small spars; it can be got up to 35ft. by 12 to 15in.
wide, and comes over in planks as a rule.
Archangel pine or spruce is not so clear as either of the last

two, but is good enough for flooring and lining in plain jobs.
Larch is a very tough, strong wood, with a Tot of grain and very

good for planking, but hard to get in the south of England; it is
durable.
Ash is the toughest English wood used in boat building, and is

almost equal to American elm, but not quite so supple or durable.
It should be white, without any very dark grain.
English elm may be used under water for very heavy keels, dead-

woods and bottom planking, but it rots very quickly between wind
and water, and is a coarse-grained common wood. The ii.ght
colored wych elm is the best, but difficult to obtain. Be careful
of rotten and sappy patches, which often go half way through a log.

Nails and Screws, Etc.—A good stock of flat-headed copper boat
nails will be required, say lOlbs. of l^^in. by 14-gauge, for planking
and deck; 51bs. 2in. by 12-gauge and 51bs. Sin, by 12-gauge, for
floors and knees; a couple of pounds of 4in. bv 12-gauge and
4in. by 10-gauge, for heavy stem and stern fastenings; and 21bs.
of fine%in. scarph "nails; all these nails should have suitable roves
or burrs; one gross each of 4in., 2in., l%in., lin. and %in. brass
screws will be handy for the center case and various internal fit-

tings; they should be fairly stout.
Copper rod will be required for bolting the stem and keel,

scarph, etc., and should be %in., %ip» ^nd 3-16in., with suitable
rings to clinch it on.
Caulking Cotton.—A dozen balls will be enough to do a boat's

planking and deck.
Paint; etc.—A stock of red and white lead, puttv and paint, will

be wanted; but the paint should not be got till the boat is nearly
ready for it; it should be of the best quality, and well strained.A good priming for painting under the scarphs and in joints may
be made of equal parts of red and white lead, and boiled linseed
oil, as thick as cream.
To estimate the quantities of timber required for either of the

two boats, proceed as follows:
Keel, stem and stern frame, etc., get natural crooks to suit

the shape of the templates, and of sufficient thickness to give the
required siding and moulding. The keel for the No. 1 design is

cut out of an American elm plank of the required thickness and
bent to the shape shown after it is cut out, so that it is only neces-
sary to get a plank of the required length, breadth and depth. This
also applies to the shelf and stringers, which can be bought ready
sawn to the right section, and should be about 2ft. longer than the
over all length of the boat.
In estimating the amount of planking required, take the number

of planks a side, at the midsection, and get a similar number of
planks of the wood which has been decided on, each plank being .

about three times the width of a finished plank. Then, say, you
have seven planks a side, you will have seven large planks out of
each of which you will be able to cut two finished planks. The
rough planking should be l-16in. or 3-32in. thicker than it is to
finish. For the deck it is best to set out the planks on the deck
plan, and then estimate the lengths required. The bent timbers

must be counted, and the length of the longest taken; then get

th? requisite number cut to the required size and length. Deck
beains are estimated by counting them, and getting rauffident

planking of the required thickness to cut them out, allowing for

the curve; the wider the plank the less waste, as they cut one
out of the other.

[to be cohtinued.]

Good Alttminum at Last,

It is possible that a new era has opened in the use of

aiutninum—at all events for fittings. "Magnalium" is the

name given to an alloy of aluminum and magnesium in-

vented by a continental scientist, and the reports upon it

are of the most encouraging nature. It is lighter than

pure aluminum, it can be worked and turned like brass

or copper and it is stronger than brass. It is stated that

it does not oxidize at all, fumes of ammonia and sulphuric

acid not damaging it. It can be turned, bored, drilled,

milled, filled, ground and polished easily. Tubes working
one within the other slide without the slightest fretting.

Screws made of it are very strong, with clean-cut threads

and durable. The metal is patented and tnanufactured by
the Magnalium Company of Berlin.—Yachtsman, April 14.

Manhasset Bay Y. C.

The Manhasset Bay Y. C.. held the first of a series of

races for the Jacob cup off their club house at Port Wash-
ington, Long Island Sotmd, on Saturday" last. The boats
started at 3 140 P, M. and sailed over a course fifteen miles

in length.
Finish. Elapsed.

Lambkin, Stephen Roach 5 16 20 2 24 20
Arizona, George Cory 5 18 20 2 26 20
Mist, F. VV. Aikers 5 20 00 2 28 20
Alice, Andrew Mack 5 22 00 2 30 00
Fire Fly. Guy Standing...... .w. .r. . .5 30 00 2 38 00

Bab, Phillips & Morgan 5 36 10 2 44 10

YACHTING NEWS NOTES^
The i2oft. steam yacht building at the yard of the Geo.

Lawley & Son Corp. for Mr. \yilliam Phelps Eno, N. Y.
Y. C, from designs made by Mr. Clinton H. Crane, of the
firm of Messrs. Tarns, Lemoine & Crane, will be one of

the handsomest and best fitted yacht,s of her size in this

country. Her dimensions will be as follows: iS2ft. over
all, I20ft. on the waterline, 20ft. beam and will draw
gft. She will be named Aquilo, the name of Mr. 'Eno's
former boat. The old Aquilo was purchased by Mr. S.

M. Jarvis, who changed her name to Priscilla. Aquilo
will be schooner rigged and will be fitted with triple ex-
pansion engines which are calculated to develop between
,650 and 700 honse-power, which is expected to propel her
at a speed of .13 knots under natural draft, and 15 knots
under forced draft. In the deck house will be the dining
room, saloon and pilot house. The boat can be steered
from either the bridge or the pilot house. Below decks
her accommodations are large and well arranged. Aft is

the library : forward of this on the port side are two
bath rooms, while on the starboard side opposite are two
staterooms. Next forward is the owner's room, running
the full width of the boat; this apartment contains- a
double bed and has a bath room adjoining. Forward of
the owner's room is the engine and boiler space. Forward
of the engine are four staterooms and baths for guests and
the captain's room. Still further forward is the' fore-
castle with ample accommodation for the crew. Aquilo
is fitted with every modern improvement in ice making,
refrigerating, laundry and electric light machinery. The
boat will be completed about July i, costing about
$150,000.

^ 4^

The auxiliary cruising schooner yacht Edris, designed
by Messrs. Gary Smith & Barbey for Mr. Chester W.
Chapin, N. Y. Y. C, was launched from Mr. -. Lewis
Nixon's Crescent Shipyard, Elizabethport, N. J., ,a few
days ago ; she is intended for use itt Florida waterSi.and is

6oft. on the waterline. ^

l :

1^ 1^

_Mr. David Barrie, the repre.sentative of Sir Thomas
Lipton, has chartered the steamer Porto Rico for a tender
to the Cup challenger. Shamrock II. She will go into
commission on July i. The Porto Rico belongs to the
New York and Porto Rico Steamship Company-. She
was built at Toledo, O., in 1899. She is a steel vessel,
215ft. long, 32ft. beam and 13ft. 6in. draft.

wt.

There is under construction at the yard of Messrs.
Towrisend & Downey, at Shooter's Island, S. I., an
auxiliary pole-masted schooner yacht for Mr. F. L, Shep-
pard. a'. Y. C, from designs by Mr. Henry J. Gielow.
She is 52ft. 6in. over all, 34ft. 6in. on the waterline, 12ft.
gin. beam and 3ft. draft. She will have a roomy cockpit
and a large cabin with wide transoms. There will be no
stateroom. Forward is.. a roomy galley and forecastle.
The interior finish will be of mahogany. Her sail plan is

sm.all and her owner will depend largely upon her ma-
chinery, which consists of a four-cylinder 2S-horse-power
gasoline engine.

8^

The following sales have been made through the Frank
Bownc Jones Yachting Agency : The schooner Gleiidover,
Malcolm Graham, Jr., owner, bought by George W. Cope-
land, of the Atlantic Y. C; the steam yacht Papoose,
Thomas B. Homer, owner, sold to J. Arthur Josfeph, of
New York; the sloop Saunterer, J. Berrc King owner
sold to Thomas H. Smith, N. Y. Y. C. ; the sloop Daphne]
George W. Copeland, owner, sold to' Charles '

P.- Arm-
strong, of New York ; the sloop Irex, Cord A. Meyer,
owner, sold to F, L. Rodewald, of New York; the yawl
Hoodoo, Thomas H. Smith, owner, sold to E. N. 'Searles,
of New Haven; the knockabout Lucille, Daniel-- Bacon

•

owner, sold to Henry H. Landon, S. C. Y. C. ; the race-
about Badger, sold by Joshua Crane, Jr.. to W. Rv Thor-
sen, of New York; the steam yacht Uvira, Charles' J.
Canfield, owner, sold to Charles Hayden, Ea.stern Y C.

•5 H
Gary. Smith & Barber have chartered the schooner

Jndra. John M. Richmond, owner, to Robert McA Llovd
of New York.

i >

^ ^ ^
The twin-screw steam yacht Amabel. J. Campbell

Smith, owner, has been sold through the Gas Engine and
Power Company to D. A. Loring, who will use the yacht
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in the vicinity of Shelter Island. Amabel is tim going

into commission at Morris Heights.

8^ 9^ 1^

It was announced that Col. Reginald Norman had sold

his sloop Julnar to Mr. Theodore S. King, of Boston, and

that Mr. Robert Bacon had sold the 30-footcr Veda
to Mr. J. Clinch Smith, of New York.

•t « «
Mr. Chubb will challenge Navahoe in behalf of Vigilant

for the Brenton's Reef cup, which the Gcnesta took away
from here and then lost to Britannia, from wbich Nava-
hoe won it back.

^ ^
Two new events in the New York Y. C. series are the

races for 90-footers, Class G, off Newport, on June 15

and 17, and the Newport series for all classes, in racing

trim, off Newport, on July 8, 9 and xo.

If you want yoot shoot to be announced here send a

notice like the foQowing:

Fixtures.

May 15.—Paris, Ky.—First annual amateur target tournament
under auspices of the Blue Grass Gun Club.
May 15-16.—Luverne, Minn.—Tournament oi Luverne Gun Club.

May 15-16.—Elgin III—Tournament of Elgin National- Gun Club.

May 15-16.—Zanes'ville, O.—Spring tournament of the ZanesviUe
Gun Club. L. A. Moore, Sec'y.
May 16-17.—Guthrie, Oklahoma.—Oklahoma Territorial Gun and

Sportsmen Club second annual tournament.
May 16-17.—Pekin, 111.—Twin City Gun Club's tournament.

May 17-19.—Great Falls, Mont.—Eighth annual tournament of the

Montana State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of the

Great Falls Rod and Gun Club, pi which Mr. Hugo Nalbach is

secretary.
May 20-25.—Springfield, 111.—Twenty-seventh annual tournanient

and convention of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association.

Charles T. Stickle, Sec'y.
. , _

May 21-22.—Greenville, O.—Annual shoot of the Greenville Gun
Club. F. C. Brehm, Sec'y.
May -22-23.—Rochester, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the

Rochester Gun Club.
May 22-23.—Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of the

Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. W. Phellis, Sec'y.

May 23-24.—Cedar Rapids, la.—Cedar Rapids Gun Club's tourna-

ment.
May 24-25.—Wellington, Mass.—Two-day tournament of the Bos-

ton Shooting Association; open to all amateur shooters of New
England. Horace C. Kirkwood, Sec'y.

May 28-30.—London. O.—Tournament of the London Gun Club.

May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-

shooters' League, under auspices of the East Side Gun Club.

John Parker, Mgr.
Mav 28-June 1.—St. Louis, Mo.—Twenty-foui-th annual tourna-

ment'of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association.

Herbert Taylor, Sec'v.
May 28-29.—Wheaton, Minn.—Wheaton Gun Club^s target tourna-

ment.
May 28-29.—Dubuqwe, la.—Dubuque Gun Qtib's second amateur

tournament.
May 28-30.—Xenia, O.—Xenia Gun Club's tournament.
May 30.—Ossining, N. Y.—Holiday shoot of the Ossining Gun

CKib; magautrap; sweepstakes for arriateurs only.

May 30.—Haverhill Mass.—All-day memorial shoOt of tne'HaVfer-

hill Gun Club. S. G. Miller, Sec'y. ' ^ ^ ,

May .30.—Newark, N. J.—All-day shoot of the Forester Gun Club;
live birds and targets. J. J, Fleming, Sec'y.

May ,30.—New Haven, Conn.—Memorial Day target tournament
of the New Haven Gun Club. John E. Bassett, Sec'y.

May 30.—Pittston, Pa.—Nitro Gun Club's tournament.
May 30.—Norristown. Pa.—Tournament of the Penn Gun Club.

J. R. Yost, Sec'y. '

^ ^
May 30.—Dansville, N. Y.—^Amateur tournament of the Dans-

ville Gun Club, on Decoration Day. Norman Tompkins, Sec'y.

May 30.—Canajoharie, N. Y.—Tournament of the Canajoharie
Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'y.

May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.

May 30-31.—Waukegan, 111.—Spring tournament of the Waukegan
Gun Club. S. H. Kennedy, Pres.

June 5-6.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland county shoot for amateurs
on the grounds of the Baltimore Shooting Association; valuable
prizes. J, Mowel! Hawkins, Mgr.
June 5-6.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Wisconsin Trap-

shooters' League. G. V. Dering, Sec'y.

June 5-7.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod
and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.

June 11-12.—Bedford, Ind.—Fifth annual tournament of the In-

diana Trapshooters' League. J. B. Stipp, Sec'y.

June 11-13.—Sioux City, la.—Seventh annual amateur tournament
of the Soo Gun Club. \V. F. Duncan, Sec'y.

June 12-13.—St. Marys, W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the

VVest Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under ausjpices of
West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
June 13-14.—Pensacola, Fla.—Peters Cartridge Company's Ama-

teur tournament, under auspices of the Pensacola Gun Club.

June 13-14.—Beliefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.

June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;
two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the Waterville

Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.

June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.-—Seventh annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,
Sec'y.
July 15-20.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Pan-American Exposition tourna-

ment. Elmer E. Shaner, Mgr.
July 30.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.

Aug. 12.—^Winnipeg, Man.—Fifth annual trapshooting tourna-
ment, under management of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition
Association; $1,000 in money, trophies and medals. F. W. Heu-
bach, General Manager.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Sat-

urday afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street

at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J, W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, pueens, L. I,—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds, $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club—Satui-days.

May 22.—Interstate Park, L. I.—John S. Wright's live-bird

shoot; prize a naphtha launch, value $175.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

June 19-21.—Cleveland, O.—The Interstate Association's toiirija-

ment, under the auspices of the Cleveland Gun Club.
July l-2.-^Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.-The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y.

July 10-11.—^Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Assffciation's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.

July 23-28.-Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament i

$1,000 added money. Edward Banks, SecV-^reas,, 318 Broadway,
New Y'ork.
Aug, 7-9.—Providence, R. T.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.
Root, Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—^The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices oi the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker,
Sec'y,

PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY'S TOURNAMENTS.
May 21-23.—Henderson, Ky,—Amateur tournament given by the

Peters Cartridge Company; two days targets; one day live birds.
John H. Mackie, Mgr.
June 4-5.—Bristol, Tenn.—Amateur tournament of the Peters Car-

tridge Company. Added money. John Parker, Mgr.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clai secreiaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
allsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company^ 3<f6 Broad-
way, New York.

The programme of the Maryland county shoot for amateurs, to
be held on the grounds of the Baltimore Shooting Association,
Baltimore, Md., June 5 and 6, J. Mowell Hawkins, manager, is

varied and attractive. To give the State and county shooters the
best possible opportunities, members of the Baltimore Shooting
Association, the Standard Gun Club, and citizens of Baltimore
are barred Irom some events. There are five target events on the
first day for Uie county amateurs, the fifth being at 50 targets,
a three-man team race for the county chamiiionsliip of Maryland.
Three handsome gold medals to champions, three handsome silver
medals to the second team, three handsome gold scarf pins to the
third team, a barrel of targets to the fourth team. Event 5 of the
second day is at 100 targets, for the county amateur championship
of Maryland, the trophy of which is a beautifully engraved silver
cup. There are fifteen prizes in this event, with an additional prize
of a bottle of wine to low man. Practice on Tuesday at 1 P. M.
Shooting commences each day at 9:30. Four moneys in all sweeps,
40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Guns, loaned on the grounds. On the
first day there are nine target events open to the world, the last
and most important of which is the Baltimore handicap, 50 targets,
$1 entrance, distance handicap, for the Schiren cup. On the second
day there are eleven events, the last of which is for physicians
only, 25 targets, 50 cents entrance. The programme also contains
interesting mention of the achievements of Baltimore crack shots,
a dissertation on the "kicker and knocker," and a page of valuable
information to all who contemplate entering in the tournament.
For programmes and all pertinent information address Mr. J.
j\Iowell Hawkins, P. O. Box 434, Baltimore.

Several members of the New Utreolit Gun Club and friends of
Mr. Walter F. Sykes, president of the club, tendered a banquet
and reception to Mr. Sykes at Interstate Park on Saturday even-
ing the nth inst. While the banquet was quite a feature in itself,

it was only one item on the evening's programme, the main feature
being the presentation of a handsome silver berry bowl to Mr.
Sykes,_ as an earnest and inadequate necognition of what he had
done in the way of helping the club to the position it now oc-
cupies. All the arrangements were in the hands of Messrs, J. H.
Hallock and C. A. Lockwood. At the dinner Mr. Hallock sat at
the head of the table, and was supported on his right by Mr.
Sykes, and on his left by Mr. Lockwood. Among those who were
present were Messrs. J. A. H. Dressel, L. C. Hopkins, Dr. G. W.
Pool, Capt. Money, A. A. Hegeman, G. W. Hagadorn, M. R.
Weightman, Edward Banks, T. W. Morfey, G. E. Greitf, J. H.
Plallock, C. A. Lockwood, etc. In addition to the guest of honor
at the banquet in honor of Mr. W. F, Sykes, there was also another
guest of the club present, who came from quite a distance, namely,
Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, who had been busily engaged for two days
in rearranging and renumbering the lockers at Interstate Park
and generally getting things in order for the G. A. H. at targets,
which is scheduled for a date in the month of July.

The Boston Shooting Association announces a two-day tourna-
ment on its grounds at Wellington, Mass., May 24 and 25. Ten
like events are provided each day, of which eight are at 15
targets and two at 20, with a imiform entrance of $1.25. "Average
money each day will be paid to the three high guns shooting entire
programme: first, $5; second, $3; third, $2. Events 8, 9 and 10
(50 targets) on Friday will also constitute a two-man team match,
open to any two amateurs belonging to the same club. Any
number of teams

,
may enter from the same club, but no man to

shoot on more than one team; $5 will be paid to winning team, and
$3 to second on high gun system. Events 8, 9, and 10 (50 targets)
on Saturday will constitute a three-man team match, open to any
three amateurs belonging to the same club. Any number of teams
may enter from the same club, but no man to shoot on more than
one team; $6 will be paid to winning team and $3 to second, on
high gun system. Professionals and paid agents may shoot for
targets only, and cannot compete for sweeps or average money,
Targets included in entrance at X^k. cents each. Money in all

events 40, 30, 20 and 10 if twelve or more entries. Shooting on
regular programme begins at 10 A. M. each day. Dinner served
on grounds."

The programme of the Interstate Association's shooting tourna-
ment at Cleveland, O., given for the Cleveland Gun Club, June
19 to 21, may be obtained of Mr. J. L. Decker, 50 Euclid avenue,
Cleveland. There are ten target events each day, at 15 and 20

targets, entrance $1.50 and $2. Added money, $300. On the third
day there will be a special handicap event, 25 bluerocks, $1
entrance, for a sterling silver cup, valued at $35. This event is

open only to the shooters who have shot throughout the entire
programme. The grounds will be open for practice on June 18.

Four moneys in 15-target events; five in 20-target events; class

shooting. Shooting will commence at 9 A. M. sharp each day.
To reach the grounds take the Woodlatid or Euclid avenue line of

cars, and transfer to the Wilson avenue cars carrying signs
"Through" and get off at Kershay street. Guns and ammunition
shipped to the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Co. will be de-

livered at the shooting grounds free of charge. First-class loaded
shells will be for sale on the grounds. Price of targets at 2 cents
each included in .nil entrances. Lunch will be served on tire

grounds.
•(

The second contest between teams of New York and New
Jersey took place on the grounds of Smith Brothers^ Newark,
N. J.j on Friday of last week. As with the first contest, it was_ an
exceedingly close competition, though New Jersey won by 1 bird.

There were eleven men on a side, and each shot at 20 birds. The
scores were: New Jersey 181, New York 18S. In the first contest,
Feb. 27, at Interstate Park, there were fifteen men on a side,

each shooting at 25 birds,, and the scores were: New York 303,

New Jersey 302. It was heretofore generally supposed that New
Jersey could organize a team that would make a New York team
look like a man who had missed a train, but the facts so far do not
sustain this theory. It is possible that three more races may be
arranged, the team winning three out of the five to be the winner
Or one more race may determine who is who. The scores in the
last race average low, but there was a heavy downpour of rain
at the time, and the birds were mixed in quality, the good ones
being what are called screamers.

Mr. S. G. Miller, secretary of the Haverhill, Mass,, Gun Club,
writes us as follows: "We will hold our all-day shoot Memorial
Day, May 30. We extend a cordial welcome to" all shooters, and
will do our best to make it a pleasant day for them." The pro-
gramme consists of fifteen 10-target events, $1 entrance, a total

of $15, at 150 targets. Distance handicap; Shooters whose average

per
60 per cent, or under 15yds. ; 70 per cent, or under, 16yds. ; 80

^. _r cent, or under, 17yds. ; 85 per cent, or under, 18yds. ; 90 per
cent, or under, 19yds.; over 90 per cent., 21yds. The amateur
breaking the greatest number of targets in events 7, 8, 9, 10 and
11 will receive a trapshooter's ammunition case; second, Thur-
man shooting blouse; third, a Powers cleaning rod. Money divided

by Rose system. Targets included in entrance at V-fz cents each.
Sweepstakes optional. Loaded shells for sale. Lunch served free.

Take Main street cars for Dustin square. C, A. Griggs is the
president.

The officers elected at the r.ecent meeting of the New Jersey
State Association are: President, George N. Thomas, of Trenton;
First Vice-President, Marshal Herrington, Arlington; Second Vice
President, Rowland A. Ellis, Freehold; Third Vice-President T.
I. Wolverton, Trenton; Secretary. C. W. Feigenspan, Newark;
Treasurer, T. H. Terrill, Newark; Executive Committee. C. W. Fei-
genspan, Chairman; W. R. Hobart, Newark; H. H. Stevens, New
Brunswick; J. A. Blish, New Brunswick; Legislative Committee,
H. H. Stevens. Chairman; L. W. Colquitt, Orange, N. T.; W. M.
Davis, Bloomfield; T. Harrison, Freehold; Neaf Apgar, Plainfield;
Board of Directors, George N. Thomas, Chairman; C. W. Feigen-
span, l.saac H. Terrill, M. Herrington, W. F. Hoev, F. B. Sinnock,
Newark, and F. B. Carlough, Rutherford.

Mr. J. B. Stipp, secretary of the Indiana Trapshooters' League,
Beatord, ind., informs us that the fifth annal tournament of the
league will be held on June 11 and 12, under the auspices of the
Bedford Rod and' Gun Club. There is a large list of merchandise
prizes, most of which' are for fifth place in the competition. There
are twelve events each day, at 15, 20 and 25 targets, entrance
based on 10 cents per target. Competition for the individual
championship of the State League is divided between the first and
.second days. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. Programme held
open till 10:30 A. M. Magautrap and Sergeant system. Targets 2
cents. Event 9 on the second day is the team race. Four moneys,
40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

The Rochester, N. Y., Gun Club has issued the programme ol
Its annual spring tournament, to be held May 22 and 23. The pro-
gramme is alike for each day—ten events at 15 and 20 targets;
$1.50 and .$2 entrance, it announces further information as follows:
"Shooting to begin promptly at 10 o'clock each morning. Targets
aX XVz cents each, included in entrance. Money divided Rose system.
Five per cent, will be deducted from all purses for average money
and will be divided at the close of shooting each day, 60 and 40
per cent., among the shooters winning first and second averages.
Lunch and loaded shells on the grounds. Experts and manufac-
turers' agents barred. Committee: A. A. Mosher, H. M. Stewart,
F. E. McCord."

The New Haven, Conn., Gun Club announces a Memorial Day
tournament, May 30. shooting to commence at 9 o'clock. There
arc fifteen target events on the programme, at 10, 15 and 20
targets, 180 in all, at a total entrance of $14.60. Rose system,
ratio 5, 3, 2, 1. Visitors welcome to shoot for price of targets.
The programme states that Pap Garnett will serve an old-fashion
New England clam chowder. His famous chicken pies and
sandwiches will not be forgotten. In this event many clean scores
are usually made. To reach the grounds take Schuetzen Park cars.
Loaded shells for sale at Club house. Directors: B. W. Claridge,
F. J. Potter, Geo. E. Ortseifer. E. L. Isbell, president; John E.
Bassett, secretary.

K
In the New I'ork -and New Jersey team shoot, in which twenty-

two men—eleven on a side—were engaged, but one contestant suc-
ceeded in killing his 20 birds straight. He was, and is, Mr. Wm.
Hopkins, of Jamaica, L. I. He has, however, a distinct ad-
vantage over all other competitors, inasmuch as he weighs about
2."iOlb.s., and therefore can stand firmer on his feet on a stormy day.
He also measures about 48in. around the chest, so that when his
heart palpatates, there being room in his chest for the flutter, it
docs not affect his evesight.

•6

In the event at 7 live birds for a ehib prize of the New Utrecht
Gun Club at Interstate Park last Saturday Mr. "J. H. Jack" won
after killing 22 straight, of which 17 were shot in the shoot-off,
miss-and-out, his most insistent competitor being Mr. G. W.
Hagedorii, who killed 21 in the same event, and of these 13 were
killed with one barrel.

Mr. J. J. P'leming, secretary of the Forester Gun Club, Newark,
N. J., writes us as follows under date of may 12: "Our club for
May 30 will hold an all-day shoot; live birds in the morning, tar-
gels in the afternoon. This is our last live-bird shoot till next fall.
Optional sweepstakes in all shooting. Handicaps for merchandise
events in afternoon.'

«-
On the first day of the New Jersey State shoot the E C cup,

emblematic of the individual target championship of the State,
was won by Mr. C. W. Feigenspan, of Newark, with a score of 46
out of a possible 50. There were fifteen other contestants, thsee
of whom scored but 1 target less than the winner.

Under date of May 7 we are advised that "the Peters Cartridge
Company will hold an amateur tournament at Bristol, "Tenn.,
June 4 and 5. Added money and average trophy. John Parker
manager. Address Peters Cartridge Company, or Barker Hard-
ware Company, Bristol, Tenn., for programmes."

At a meeting of the Nebraska State Sportsmen's Association, at
Lincoln, last week, it was decided that the next State slioot of the
As.sociation should be held at Omaha. Mr. Geo. W. Loomis, of
Omaha, was elected president; G. A. Schroeder, of Columbus, vice-
president; H. S. McDonald, of Omaha, secretary.

The distance handicap, the only common sense and equitable
system whereby to conduct a competition with competitors of
different degrees of skilly has the support of Mr. Chris (aottlieb,
of Kansas City, who presents some .sound suggestions to our
l eaders concerning it in another column.

The Dunellen Gun Club won the three-man team target cham-
pionship at the New Jersey State shoot,' with a score of 82 out of
a possible 90. The three-man team championship at live birds
was won by the Brunswick Gun Club with a score of 29 out of a
Iicssible 30.

Mr. John S. Wright reports that his live-bird shoot for the
launch, valued at $175, has most favorable prospects. The con-
ditions are 10 birds, $10, birds extra; seventeen entries to fill.

For further particulars address J. S. Wright, 318 Broadway.

Capt. A. W. Money, of the American E. C. & Schultze Gun-
powder Co., and Mr. Howard Marlin, of the Marlin Fire Arms
Co., departed from New York on Monday of this week, to par-'
ticijjate in the Pennsylvania State shoot.

The Ossining, N. Y., Gun Club announces a holiday shoot for
May 30, the sweepstakes of which will be for amateurs only. The
new club house is now a feature of the club's grounds. A magau-
trap i.? used to throw the targets.

Mr. Elmer E. .Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association
made a few days' stay in New York prior to a visit to Allentown'
Pa., where he undertakes the arduous duty of managing tlie Penn-
sylvania State shoot this week.

The '.American team is due in New York on Saturday, May 25, at
7:40 A. M., and will leave on Sunday at 10 o'clock A. M., instead
of on Saturday, as previously announced.

Mr. H. H. Stevens won the individual live-bird championship
at the New Jersey State shoot last week, killing 37 birds straight,
22 of which we£e killed in the tie.

' Bernard Waters.

Indiana Trap Shooters' League.

Bedford, Ind., May 9.—Since the programme is out for the
annual tournament of tlie Indiana Trapshooters' League, to be
held at this place under the auspices of the Bedford Rod and Gun
Club, June 11 and 12, the question is being asked whether the shoot
is to be confined to amateurs of Indiana only? I am pleased to
say that it is open to all -amateurs of all States. W^e hope to see
our friends from neighboring .States pay us a visit and enjoy the
two days of .shooting in one of the greatest stone centers of the
world. J. B. Stipp.
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Garden City Gun Club.

Watson's Park, Chicago, May 11.—There was a strong phalanx

of the Garden City Gun Club to enjoy the competition of that

club on the famous Watson Bessemer-lined birds, and there were
some good performances, though several birds escaped un-

pierced. The main event was at 25 live birds, handicap, for a

silver loving cup, as follows:

Dr Miller 2 11*20011*120020111121110212 —19
Alabaster.' 1 2221222222222222*22222222* —24
Young 4 222201121*01220102002*2020100 —17
Rust, 4 :01001102110210100221000

Comiey, 1 01121212*1211222101011*021 —20
Levi 3 22222220112**21*0*0112020w

Card 5 211*101111011111210*01200000w

Oliphant, 1 22110122212020012120001220000w

Gil lis 2 02101102012101021010002*0

w

Willard 1 2112201122212121122122*212 —24
Kleinman, 1 2221211*111212112212220212 —24
Amberg. 1 22222111122222222001220112 —23
Barto 2.. 2222222220201222*2222222222 —24
Odell' 3 01112201**22

w

Roll 1 02212122112212*22222222212 —24
Robertson "5 1211022222000100212010*12w

Sawyer 5 1 100000002021*l*000100000w

Stack '2 12122111022221222112221212 —2ri

O'Brien 2 221222121221212*12200010122 —ii
Goldsmith, 3 2001010000W

Adams 2.. 202122222*122122112112222111 —25
Sturtevant, 2. . 20002222*020

w

Street 4 100202002000121011w

Shellenberger, 4".,.";.',..'...... 000010000n00122200100011w

Regular monthly handicap shoot, 15 birds, birds added to

shoot at:

Dr Miller 0 11*20011*120020 — 8

Alabaster, 0 222122222222222 -15
Young 2 • 222201121*0122010 —12
Rust S 010011021102101002—10

Comiey 1 01121212*1211222 —14
Levi 2 22222220112**21*0 —12
OliDhant "ii'.

'. '. '. 22110122212020012 —13
Card 3

' 211*10111101111121—15

Gillis 6" 021011020121010 —9
Willard "i' 2112201122212121 —15
Kleinman 1 2221211*11121211 —15
AmberK 0.7 222221111222222 -16
Barto i 2222222220201221 -14
Odell' 2...'. 01112201**22w

Roll 'l 02212122112212*2 —14
Robertson 3 121102222200010021—12

Sawver 3 1100000002021*1000— 6

Stack 1 1212211102222122 —15
O'Brien "l." 221222121221212* —13
Goldsmith, 2 2001010000

w

Adams, 1. 202122222*122122 -14
Sturtevant 1 * 20002222*020w

Street 2 ' 100202002000012101—8

Shellenberger • OOOOlOOOOlw

In the shoot-off L. C. Willard won the handicap badge; J. H.
Amberg won high average badge.
May 7.—Levi and Oliphant shot a match at 15 birds, as follows:

Levi 220120222222222—13 Oliphant 2120*200121212—11

Twenty-five birds:
Olitjhant 2*11221210112211221212121—23

Street 2121012210202210122210112—20

F Gackle
' 10211112222112122—15

May 10—Twenty-five-bird match between Levi and Oliphant:

Levi 0222012022202222022202*20—17

Oliphant".'. .
2112111122*20122*12202210—20

Ravelriog.

Garfield Gun Clab.

Chicago. Mav 11.—The appended scores were made on our

grounds tb-day'on the occasion of the second troplay shoot of the

target season.
T. S. Boa again won Class A trophy on a score of 20. Dr.

Meek and W. A. Jones tied for B medal on 19, while P. McGowan
won Class C on 19.

The shooting was extremely difficult, there being a very strong

and gusty wind from the rear, which caught the targets and either

beat them down or caused their flight to become very erratic.

Twsnty-three members took part in the contest, notwithstanding
the unpleasant day -for target shooting:
.Second trophy event, 25 targets:

Broke. Hdcp. Total.

Delano 0100111101010001100011101—13 - 2 -15
McDonald ..1110011011001111100011000^14 3 " 17

R Kuss 1111001101101111111110100—18 0 18

A McGowan OOllllOOlOOlOOllOOUOOOOO—10 2 12

P McGowan 1001110111101110110111111—19 3 22

Dr T W Meek .1111110111110110100111011—19 0 19

jSBoa .•..1011001110111111111111011—20 0 20

C P Richards .....0111010111111101111011100—18 ' 2 20

A D Dorman 1101100011011101111111110—18 0 18

A E Midgley 0111000111111111111000011—17 2 19

W A Tones.. 0101110111111011111111001—19 1 20

T Pollard ..1001100110011100101110010—1« 2 15

F G Barnard 1010011011011001111101101—16 2 18

L Thomas 1011011101101011100010101—15 0 15

Sunbardo 1110001011001010101110100—13 0 13
T Wolf 0110111011101000101110011—15 3 18

F WolfT 0010100101101110101001111—14 5 19

, Dr Shaw 1101011101101101011111010—17 1 18

Mrs Shaw 0101010000011011100010011—11 4 15

C T Keck OOOIOOOOIOOOIOOOIOOOOOUO— 6 8 14

R H Trail...,..-..-.-.-, 0110000011110111100101101—14 4 18

Dr Huff 0010101101101001100110101—13 3 16

A Helman 1011111111000110100110111—17 3 20

Benedict OOOOOllllO — 4 .

.

No. 1, handicap, at 15 targets

:

Kuss ^0 ^ 110111010111111—12

Boa, '20 011011111101000— 9

Dr Shaw, 20 ....001100100010111—7

Delano, 18 101011000101100— 7

A McGowan, 18 101101110110000— 9

Dr Meek, 18 w
Richards, IS OIOUOIOUOOOIO— 7

Midgley, 18 010011111101110—10
Tones 18 i 000111100010010— 6

"Poll ard , 18 011110101011111—11
Barnard 18 110111101110110—11

T WolfT, 18 w
Helman 18 ; 010111000111100— 8

Dr Shaw, 20 , . .OUOllOlOlOOlll— 9

McDonald, 16 110110111011001—10

P McGowan, 16 , 110101111100111—11

Dorman, 16 111110001111111—12
Thomas. 16.. 001110001111100—8
Dr Huff 16 011000111000110— 7

Tiail 16'. OOllOUlOllOOOO— 7

Benedict, 16 -..100011000010100—5
Dr. J. W. Meek.

Chicago Gon Club.

Chicago, 111., May 11.—The scores of the Chicago Gun Club's
shoot to-day are appended. There were thirteen contestants. In
the monthly shoot Mr. King won, from the 16yd. mark.
In the weekly shoot Dr. Carson, scratch, was high gun, 23;

Walters won second after shooting out the three Bs—Bowles,
Balraer and Borroff.
Our friend A. G. Courtney was in town and came out to see

the boys. He did some good work, considering the strong wind
that beat the targets down. Come again. Court!

Broke. Wdcp. Totsi.
Walters 0111010111001011101110111—17 8 25
Bowles 1111011111011010101111101—19 8 25
King 0011000001100000110011110—10 10 20
Balmer 1101100111011011001011010—15 10 25
R B Mack UllOOOlllOllOUlOOlOOllO—15 2 17
Dr Carson 1111111111111101111111101—23 0 23
Mrs Carson 0101001110111111011111000—16 5 21
Dr Morton OIOOIOIUOOOIOOOOOIOOIIOO— 9 4 13
Borroff 1111111111011110111101110—21 6 25
Courtney lllOOllllllOlllllOllllUl—21 0 21
Buck 1011101111110110110010010—16 6 22
Mrs Howard OIOIOIOOOOOII'MOIOOOOOOIO— 7 7 14
Cunningham 1100001 11 111 0001100001111—14 0 14

First tie, 10 targets; „
Broke. Hdcp. Total.

Walters . .....1111111111-10 0 10

Bowles 0111011110—7 3 10

Borroft 1010111100— 6 2 8

Balmer 1011001000— 4 4 8

Second tie:

Walters, 3 0110111110 Bowles, 3 1111100000

No. 7, monthly handicap in rise:

Walters' 16 110111101110111-12

Bowles 16 111100111110001—10

Kin? k 110111111110111—13

Balmer, 16...; 0111-10111000110- 9

Mrs Car.son, 16 001111111011011-11

Mrs Howard, 16 101000010111100-7

Buck 16 .
lOOOlUllllOlOl—10

R B 'Mack 18 '. 111000111111010-10

Dr Morton, 18 111110011110010-10

Borroff 18. IIOIOIIIOIIOIII—

U

Dr Carson. 20.!:..". 101110010110100- 8

Couvtnev, 20 111111101111111-14

ON LONG ISLAND,

New Utrecht Gun Club,

Interstate Park, L. 1., May 11.—In the shoot o'f the New Utrecht
Gun Club to-day there were some excellent scores, the performances
of Mr. "J. H. Jack" and Mr. G. W. Il^gedorn being sepec'ially

noteworthy. The former killed 27 birds straight. In the event for

the club prize at 7 birds Messrs. "Jack" and Hagedorn killed

straight, and then shot at 17 in the shoot-off, miss-and-out. The
scores

:

No. 1:

Capt Money, 28 *112110—5 E D Creamer, 28 1221211-7

H Fe-ssenden, 29

2222222—7

T Shevlin, 28 220*122—5

S B Jay, 29 212100w C A Ramapo, 28 2221113—7

J H Jack, 29 101220w

Shoot-off, miss-and-out:
Fessenden 20 C A Ramapo 11

Creamer 20

No. 2:

Capt Money, 30 22220—4 E Banks, 29...

H Fessenden, 29 2222*—4 T P Kay, 28...

T H Jack, 29 20w T Rilev, 28....

C A Ramapo, 28 22222—5

Shoot-off, miss-and-out:
Banks 220 Ramapo
T P Kav 0 Fessenden . .

.

J H Jack 22222 Ritchie
Riley 11202 S B Jay
Hagedorn 12221

Seven birds, then miss-and-out, for club prize:
Capt Money, 28 1220211—6
S B Jay, 29 1111121—7
Dr Martin, 20 1121122—7
T P Kay, 28 2122212—7
G B Ritchie, 28 2211*20—5
G W Hagedorn, 28 : 2222112—7

J II Jack, 29 1111122—7
C A Ramapo, 28 1211121—7
F D Creamer, 28 1122111—7
M Rogers, 28 2220w
E Banks, 29 2221112—7
G E Grieff, 28 2220w
S Van Allen, 30 2122020—5

.21102—1

.12222—5

.21212—5

.2*0

.2*222

.11222

.20

210
0
12210

211112111112122120
212222222222222222
1120
0

Boston Gttn Qttb*

Boston, May 8.—Though just the kind of a day all trapshooters
should rejoice in having, just ten shooters took part in the second
serial prize shoot of the Boston Gun Club's summer series to-day
on their grounds at Wellington. For the first time in four moriths
we were again favored with the presence of Mr. Poor, who is just

regaining strength after encoxmtering a very serious accident in
his office some time ago. Although as yet not allowed to indulge
in it to his heart's content, the chance to try a 16-gauge with no
recoil caused the old enthusiastic spirit to bubble out, and nothing
would do but to have a try with that gun, which we trust did not
bring rotind any ill effects. In tlie prize match to-day high gun
was G. W., one of the oldest standbys of the club, having shot
with us now off and on for about fifteen years. The old-time skill

was again shown, as the 22 targets out of the 25 could testify

if there had been anything left of them to do so. Next in line

is Frank, one of the latest enthusiasts, with 20, standing at 16yds.,

and it is safe to say that if he persists in keeping up his present
gait his 16yd. days will soon be a thing of the past. Lane was third
with 19, at 16yds., just getting used to a newly bored gun, and
augurs well for shoots to come. Spencer, 18yds., fourth with 17,

which will no doubt have to give way to higher scores in the totals.

Williams, of 10-gauge fame, fifth, at 16yds., with 15.

Scores follow. All shooting handicap distance; all unknown
angles

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Targets : 10 10 10 5p 10 15 5p 10 10 10 10 10 15
Lane, 16 8 7 4 7 8 10 9 6 6 6 5 6..
Frank, 16 9 10 7 5 9 12 8 10 9 7 10 8 ..

G W, 17 : 7 7 8 5 6 14 8 .. .. 6 9 7 ..

Williams, 16 8 6 9 6 5 10 5 5 4
Spencer, 18 12 5 . . 6 5 10 5 IS
Philbriek, 16 5 7 5 .. 6

II J K, 14 , 2 5 7 ..

Henry, 16 5 ..

Poor, 16 2 ,

Fredericks, 14 , •.. 4 ..

Prize match, 25 unknown targets—15 singles and 5 pairs—thrown
from a magautrap:
G. W., 17 111111101111111 10 11 11 01 11—22
Frank, 16 UlllOlllllllOO 11 11 01 11 10—20
Lane, 16 101011110111100 11 11 11 10 11—19
Spencer, 18 011011111101111 10 10 10 10 10—17
Williams, 16 101111011001011 10 00 10 11 Oi-15

Ossining Gun Club.

OssiNiNG, N. Y., May 11.—Herewith find scores which the
Ossining Gvm Club made at the regular Saturday afternoon shoot.
May 11. All events at 10 singles, except No. 2, which was at

5 pairs:

Events: 123456789
C Sutton 7 4 8 7 7 5 7 4 ..

D Brandreth 4-4 6 8 7 4 8 9 ..

C Blandford 8 7 5 6 8 7 7 7 ..

N Hyatt 7 .. 6 4 9 4

C Barlow 5 .. 5 6 7 7 3 7 7

A Rohr 6 .. .. 3

A Bedell 8.. 7 7 7 9 6....
R Kromer 2 .. 4 2 .. .. ..

W Hall 8 6 7 8 7 8 ..

S Macbeth 2 1 0 1

W Fisher 8 5 4

J Chadeayne 2 4

Prize event;
Shot at. Broke. Shot at. Broke.

Hyatt 13 6 Barlow ., 12 7

Hyatt 13 10 Bedell 12 9

Blandford 10 7 Macbeth 14 2
Blandford 10 8 Hall 10 8

, C. G. B.

The Cleveland Gun Club Co,

Cleveland, O,, May 9.—Semi-monthly club shoot at targets:

«Fi-anklin 0011010110011111111111111111111111011101—32

Dawson lllllllllllllllllllOlllllOlOUOlllOOlOlO—32
Roberts 1011111101110110100111111111011001110100—28

*Decker .... 1111011111110011011111111011111111110111—34

Mavgo 1111111110101000111011010101110011011111—28

*Harris . ^ - ^ 1000111111110111111111111111111111111111—37
»T I C ....1111110111101111011101111111111111110111—35

Redwing 1110111101111000110100111111111111011111—31

*McMahon 0111111111001111101111111100111100101111—31

*HoKan 0111101011110110111111111110111111111111—34

Smith 1111111111011110111011111111111111111111—37

Tobey 1110110001001011001100101000000001011000—16

T.ong 1010010100110110110000111111001110000001—20

!*Iildicates point winners. Smith, did not compete for points.

As You Look at It.

Prom the Woodcraft Magazine for April.

The Fox and the Cat, as they traveled one day.
With moral discourses cut shorter the way;
"'Tis great," says the Fox, "to make justice our guide!"
"How god-like is mercy!" Grimalkin replied.
While thus they proceeded, a Wolf from the wood.
Impatient of hunger and thirsting for blood.
Rushed forth—as he saw the dull shepherd asleep

—

And seized for his supper an innocent Sheep.
In vain, wretched victim, for mercy you bleat;
"When mutton's at band," says the Wolf, "I must eat."

Grimalkin's astonished—the Fox stands aghast
To see the fell beast at his bloody repast;
"What a wretch!" cries the Cat; " 'tis the vilest of brutes:
Does he feed upon flesh, when there's herbags and rotts?"
Says the Fox, "While our oaks gives us acorns so good.
What a tyrant is this to spill innocent blood!"
Vyell—onward they marched, and they moralized still.

Till they came where some poultry picked chaff by a mill;
Sly Reynard surveyed them with gluttonous eyes.
And made (spite of moi-als) a pullet his prize;

A Mouse, too, that chanced from her covert to stray,
The greedy Grimalkin secured as her prey.
A Spider that sat in her web on the wall
l^erceived the poor victims, and pitied their fall;
She cried, "Of such murders how guiltless am I!"
And ran to regale on a new-taken fly.

John Cunningham.

A Remarkable Score in an Unusual Match.
On May 9 Mr. William McDonald, of Staunton, Va., and Mr.

D. R. Snow, of Charlottesville, Va., settled the question as to
who was the quickest and most accurate handler of the Winchester
pump.
This is the only race of the kind ever shot in Virginia, and

perhaps in the country.
The conditions of the match were 100 clay birds to each man,

thrown from a magautrap, the birds to be thrown as follows:
Fifteen pairs, making .30; ten threes, making .30; five fours, making
20, and four fives, making 20; total lOO birds per man, The trap
was to be held open, throwing the birds as rapidly as possible. If
the first bird out was a whole one, then everything' after that was to
be accepted, and if not shot at, scored lost The scores were as
follows

:

Doubles
Snow 11 10 01 01 II 11 11 11 00 01 01 00 11 01 00—18
McDonald • 11 11 11 11 11 11 00 11 01 11 10 10 10 11 11—^
Threes:

Snow 100 110 010 110 100 101 101 110 111 010—17
McDonald 101 111 110 110 110 010 101 IJO 110 111—21

. Fours :

.

Snow 1001 0110 11-11 1111 1110—15
McDonald lllO 0111 0111 1111 1111—17

Fives:
Snow 10010 11111 10001 10011—12
McDonald 11101 11101 11111 11111—18
Totals: Snow 62, McDonald 80.

McDonald was shooting a gun just from ilie factory, that he.had
never shot before, and being new, was necessarilv stiff in work-
ing. Referees, J. O. Bird and V\', M. Miller.

A Good Handicap.

Kansas City, Mo., May 11.—The following form of handicapping
the target shooting of the United States has suggested itself to me,
and I think it will become not only fair but very popular, as fol-
lows:
A handicap committee to consist of one representative from each

of the sporting journals; they to classify the shooting into four
classes, namely: A, B, C, and D. A, 20yds., professional class;
B, 18yds, expert class; C, 16yds., semi-expert class; D, 14yds.,
amateur class.

The handicapping to be revised every three months, or as often
as the committee may see fit, and to be published in the sporting
journals when so revised. It will only be necessary to publish
tlie names of the A, -B, and C classes, and any shooter whose name
does not appear .will know that he comes in the amateur closs.
Now, any shooter in the United States going to the tournament

given under this system of handicapping will know his mark be-
forehand, besides relieving the tournament management of any
criticism as to favoritism or prejudice.
A word as to the Rose system, that 1 liave always favored:
I attended both the Jiealrice and Lincoln, Neb., tournaments.

Both programmes were advertised "class shooting," 40, 30, 20 and
10; but on the second day at each place the mefhod of dividing
moneys was changed to the Rose system.

Chris Gottlieb.

Winchester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich., May 4.—The weather man was kinder to-day
than for several shoots past, and the membership was fairly well
represented. Some good scores were made, but the uncertainty
that pertains to any real sport was also evident.
ShicU was in good form, winning in Class A, with 23, while nobody

in Class B was able to better Warner's score of 19. Randall won
easily in Class C. The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 25

Babcock

7

16
Lewis

9

.. 7 ,. 22
Clare 7 .. 8 .. 10 10 18
Warner

9

8 ., .. 7 19
Black

8

.. .. 7 ..

Reid

9

9 7 .. .. .. 20
Brodie

8

.. .. 6 .. 18
Giddings
Hitchcock

9

.. 8 7 16
Shiell : 7 8 23
Dr Gibbes

5

6
Randall 7 .. .. 8 .. .. 18
L'angdon 9 .. .. 8 . . 9 13
De Wolf G 13

Wollaston Trap Club.

WoLLASTON, Mass., May 11.—Fine weather favored the regular
weekly shoot of the Wollaston Trap Club this afternoon. Horace
was high man with 82 per cent. Events 5 and 6 were 10 targets,
reversed; event 7, 5 pairs; all 6ther events, 10 targets, unknown
angles. The scores:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Horace 8 1) 10 10 6 7 5 10 9 8
Thomas 7 10 9 5 7 9 7 6 9 8..
Andres 8 10 10 9 6 6 5 8 7 5
Barry 6 8 7 9.. 7 5.. 8 7 8.. 9
Baker 7 6 5 7 . . (i

Elwell .. 5 6 9 .. 8 .. 7
Whitmarsh 8 5 6 5.. .. 7 3 3
Doell 3 5 4 6 4
Muldown 7 3 7 1 4
Morse 4 6 7 4
Dunbar ^ 6 ..

Barlow 5

Lake 2 2

Concerning the Rochester Club and Stale Shoot.

Rochester, N. Y., May 11.—The Trapshooters of New York
State: The chib under whose auspices the New York State Asso-
ciation for tlie Protection of Fish and Game was invited to hold
its annual convention and tournament for the year 1901 having
transferred its rights to the Audubon Club, of Buffalo, and asking
the same support for Buffalo always accorded this xVssociation,
thereby relinquishing any rights they might have had, therefore be
it known that the Rochester Rod and Gun Club, of Rochester,
N. Y., does hereby invite the New York State Association for the
Protection of Fish and Game to hold its annual convention and
tournament in the city of Rochester in the year 1902, and under
the auspices of the Rochester Rod and Gun Club.
Rochester has and always will give a first-class tournament,. As

we have done, so will we do again. Railroad facilities, hotel ac-
commodations are unequaled,

Rochester Rod and Gun Club.
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New Jersey State Shoot.

tte New Jersey State shoot, held on Smith Brothers' grounds,
Foundry and Ferry streets, Newark, N. J.,. May 7 to 10, was a
successful event, though it was unfortunate in respect to weather,
the last two days being rainy.

The target events were uniformly at 15 targets, $1.30 entrance.

On the first and second days the weather was pleasant and
favorable. A majority of the contestants shot through the entire
programme.
The E C cup is now held subject to challenge, but previous

contests have demonstrated that it is no easy matter to defeat Mr,
Feigenspan, and it is probable chat he will hold this trophy
through several contests. The scores on the first day. May 7,

follow

:

Events: ^ 12 3

Targets: 15 15 15
IFeigenspan 12 12 14
•Hoffman 14 13 15

Stevens . . . / 13 15 13
Remsen 12 12 12
Carlough 12 15 13
'Griffith 13 14 13
Hopkins 13 12 13
Glover 14 14 13
JLe Roy 12 14 13
Everett 11 11 12
R A Ellis 10 12 12
Vanderveer 11 11 12
Weller 13 . . 11
Capt Money 13 12 15
Winchester 10 14 14
Piercv 13 14 11
Van Allen '. 9 13 10
Koegel 13 11 12

Gardiner 10 10 9

Moffett 10
Williams 11

Squires 12

Keller, Jr 10
Day
Martin .. ..

Martin
Apgar
Benson .« ,.

Hassineer ,4. . ...•»...>

J Von Lengerke
Fisher ..

Leuthauser

4 5
15 15
15 12

12 10

14 15
13 11
13 15
14 15
14 14
15 15
11 15
11 12
8 S

13 12
9 12
14 18
15 15
14 14
12 15
11 11

8 12

13 11

13 11

12 13
U 13

6 7 8
15 15 15
14 14 13
12 13 n
10 11 13
14 14 15
14 13 12
12 15 13
14 15 13

14 14 14

15 13 13
11 12 10
10 .. ..

9 .. ..

10 10 13
13 13 14
15 15 14
S 12 11

14 11 11
.. .. 10
10 10 13

13 13 11

10 12 7
11 9 ..

14 9 8
14 13 14
12 9 13

9 10
15 15
12 13
11 14
12 15
12 13
11 13
15 15
15 14
13 15
15 15

9 ..

12 10

12 11
15 13
12 10

9 12
14 11

13 13

13 14

14 11

10

15
7
13
12
10

14
5

13 14
13 14
12 11

9 9

11 13
11 12
12 10
12 12
11 9

.. 10

Event No. 6, individual championship of State, 50 targets, un-
known angles, for E C trophv

:

Feigenspan .' 1111011111010111111111101—21
1111111111111111111111111—25—46

Hoffman 1110111111111111111111110—23
1111011111111011101111111—22—45

Stevens 1111111111111101101000101—19
0100111111111111001001111—18—37

Carlough 1111110111101111101111011—21
1111111111111111111101111—24^5

Piercy 1111011111101111101001111—20
1111111010011011111111001—19—39

Capt Monev 0001111110111111101111101—19
1000010111101011110111101—16—35

Apgar 1101111110111110111111101—21
1111111111111110110011101—21—42

Everett 1111101111111111110010001—19
1111111101011111110111110—21-40

Dr Gardner 1111111011111011111001111—21
0101110111101111110111001—is—39

Webber UlOllllllllllllllllOllOl—22
lllOlllOllimillllllllll—23—45

Moffett UllllOlllllllllOllllOllO-21
1111111111110000101111111—20—41

Vanderveer 1011111101101110110111110—19
lllllOlOllimilllllllUl—23—42

Koegel 1011011110110101011111011—18
iiioioiiiioinoioinoiiio—18—36

Haimisch OllOlOlllllllOlllOmilll—20
1111111011111011111111001—21-^

HassiGger OllllOOlllimillUOlllll—21
1110111110001111100111111—19—40

T Von LcBKerke 1111111111111101111111010—22
1011111001011011000110011—15—37

The following non-residents shot along with the rest: Remsen
44, Griflith 44, Winchester

,
46, Le Roy 46, Glover 48, Martin 37,

V^an Allen 39, Day 41, Keller, Jr., 32.

The programme of the second day was a repetition of that of the

first save that instead of the individual championship there was a

three-man team race, at 30 targets, unknown angles, all members
of teams to be bona fide members of the club which they repre-

sented. Seven teams engaged in this contest, and of these the

Dunellen Gun Club, of Dunellen, won with a score of 82, The
scores of the second day follow

;

Events: 123456789 10

Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

Piercy 13 12 12 12 12 14 12 12 14 12

Stevens 14 13 14 10 13 14 12 13 12 13

Jioffman 14 14 14 15 11 13 15 13 14 14

(©issett .. 12 12 10 12 12 12 12 9 10 10

l.B^antingham 10 9 11 13 14 13 15 10 13 11

iFeiaenspan 14 13 15 15 14 14 15 15 14 12

iGnlith 15 14 15 14 13 14 13 14 13 14

WViaehester 15 13 15 13 15 12 13 13 13 14

ILe Roy 15 14 13 12 15 13 12 15 15 12

(Glover 15 13 13 15 14 14 15 13 15 14

Wan Allen 14 11 14 11 15 11 15 13 15 14

Martin j. 12 14 8 14 14 11 11 11 9 8

Apgar 14 14 14 13 14 14 14 12 11 13

Capt Money 13 14 15 14 13 9 12 12 15 11

ferdiner ....4. 12 14 9 9 12 13 11 12 12 12

W B Ellis ; . . . ; . 13 . . 14 . . 15 14 . . 14 13 .

.

Muldoon 8 .. 11 .. 9

Webber 13 8 8 .... 12 12

Herrington 12 11 . . 14 . . . . U 9

WallinI 11 7 13 10

T H Keller 11 12 12 15 12 12 7

Remsen 13 15 14 14 13 11 13

Burtis 10 12 12

Stewart 10 •• ••

Sinnock 10 12 .

C Von Lengerke - 14 10

Koegel 14^ 10

Hayes 13 12

Hassinger 14 12

Banks 15 •.

Demarest ,^<..s.>,i.a.j.f'>>< • 410
Vandenberg . . , , 11 13

James 11 ••

Team championship, 30 targets; three-man teams:
Dunellen Gun Club—Hoffman 29, Apgar 27, Brantinghara 26;

total 82.

East Side Gun Club—Webber 28, Hayes 25. Koegel 25; total 78.

Hudson Gun Club— C. Von Lengerke 29, Capt. Money 27, Piercy

21; total 77.

Freehold Gun Club—W. B. Ellis 26, Muldoon 25, Burtis 24^
total 75. ^
South Side Gun Club—Feigenspan 27, Herrington 24, Gardiner

22; total 73.

Brunswick Gun Club—Bissett 24, Applegate 24, Stevens 23;

total 71.

Scrub Team—Fox 29, Remsen 28, T H Keller 20; total 77.

In sweepstakes in connection with team race the scores were:

Le Roy 29. Glover 28, Van Allen 25, Griffith 24, Demarest 20,

y-andenberg 15, Stewart 14.

The third day had a live^bird programme. The weather was
Tcainy and unfavorable for good scores. No. 1 event was a warmer
lup. 5 birds, $3 entrance, birds included. Out of the fifteen coii-

itestants seven killed straight. -, .

The second event was the individual championship of the State

at live birds, 15 birds, entrance $7.50, birds included. The prize

was the N. J. S. S. Association's individual championship gold
medal; winner of previous contest to receive the net purse in this.

One miss out, with privilege. The winner to receive also a special

gold badge which becomes his property. There were fourteen
contestants in this event, and of these Messrs. Stevens, Applegate
and Koegel killed the 15 straight. The tie was shot off miss-and-
out. Koegel dropped out in the third round. Stevens won in the
twenty-second round, kHling thus 37 birds straight to win the
niedal. The scores in this event follow:

No. 1, 5 birds: Koegel 5, Stevens 5, Hassinger 5, Hoffman 6,

Vandewater 5, James Capt. Money 6, Feigenspan 4. Count 4,
Woodruff 4, Van Allen 4, Outwater 4, Knfevers 4, Williams 3,
Timmons 3.

No. 2, State individual championship, 15 pigeons, one miss out,
With privilege;

Vanderveer ...1220
Hoffman 22220
Feigenspan . . .1110
James 2220
VVidman 20
Lenone 0
Knevels 0

Stevens 222222222222222—15
Applegate .... 222222222222222—15
Koegel 121222222222221—15
C G Smith 2222222*
Page 2222220
Capt Money... 2122110
Outwater 1221220
Hassinger 22210

Ties, miss-and-out:
Stevens .-.^.rtui.i.. ......... 2212222222222222222222—22
A pp 1egate

, 2222222222222222222220—2

1

Koegel 220

The three-man teatn championship was the next event. It had
five entries. The conditions were 10 birds per man, entrance $15
per team, birds extra, net purse to winning team at last tournament.
The Brunswick Gun Club proved to be the victor with a score of
29 out of a possible 30. The scores in this event follow;

Brunswick Gun Club.
Applegate 2112211122—10
Hoffman 2222222222—10
Stevens 0222221222— 9

East Side No. 1.

Feigenspan ...2222222122—10
Hassinger 1210111221— 9
Koegel 101122122'*— 8—2V

29

Knevels .

.

Williams ..

Climax Gun Club.
Woodruff 2122221011— 9
Capt Money... 2110222202—

8

James 22201022*1— 7—24
Trenton Shooting Association.
Smith *122212222— 9
Widman 2222220*22— 8
Page 022**22220— 6—23

East Side No. 2.

2212202222— 9 Sinnock 0222022222— 8—26
2221*12122— 9

No. 4, 10 pigeons, $5, birds included: Stevens 10, Feigenspan 10,
Applegate 10, Koegel 9, Knevels 9, Hassinger 8, Outwater 7,
James 6, Hoffman 5, and withdrew.
The fourth day was speciallv devoted to the team shoot be-

tween the States of New York and New Jersey. There have been
for a long while differences of opinion respecting the excellence
of the trapshootcrs of the two States, which could be settled only
by an appeal to arms. The first battle, on Feb. 27, was won by
New York, by the narrow margin of one kill in excess of New
Jersey, and this settled the latter State's standing, also the standing
of the former State, for the time being. As in such cases made
and provided. New Jersey thought New York couldn't do it again
—New Jersey was right. New Jersey was victor by the marrow
margin of one kill in excess of New York."

It is possible that New York failed in this instance, in the matter
of rooting. As rooters, though fairly competent, New York is slow
in comparison with New Jersey. It is all the dift'erence between a
babbling brook and a cloud burst. The rooting of New Jersev
and of New York does not signify a tumult per se, but it is an
index of true, earnest friendship and State pride. New York,
however, is too self-poised and calculating in its metropolitan dig-
nity; New Jersew is joyously effervescent in its heartfelt sociability.
This difference, with qualifications—because there were earnest
rooters for New York, too—applies only in a fragmentary way, for
after the shoot was over there was but one dift'erence between the
New Yorks and the New Jerseys—a difference of one bird.
There was, by the same token, one bird difference in the prior

shoot- Taking the two shoots together, there was no difference
between New York and New Jersey. Each team had shot at a
total of 595 birds and scored 483. There really was no difference
except as- a shooting idea. Even in the matter of total misses
each were alike, for each team in the two contests has missed 112
birds, concerning which each member considers the other fellows
largely responsible.
But still there are unaccountable differences of opinion which

cannot be buried—they must be shot.
The rubber will take place in the near future some time, and it

is not improbable that there will then be a difference which also
then will bring us back a few weeks to a date when several people
will have claimed to have said, "I told you so."
The contest was shot in the rain. It was no common rain. It

was what is commonly known as a steady rain. Some of the daily
papers referred to it as a "deluge," but it wasn't. It would have
been such if the sewerage system of Newark was less perfect.
The comfort of the shooters had nevertheless been well thought

out and provided for. A tent had been placed over the score so that
its eaves were just inside of the 30yd. mark, which was the score
for each shooter. The water ran off the tent in generous profusion.
As the shooter stood at "ready" the big drops caught the gun at
right angles across the barrel a few inches in front of the breech,
if the contestant stood with his foot at the 30yd. mark. If he stood
back to evade the dripping downpow the big drops of the tent
wash obscured his vision more or less, though the water of New
Jersey, according to tradition, is proverbial for its clearness and
soothing eft'ect on the eyes, if taken internally. This, however, is
mentioned only to inform the reader that the weather was largely
in favor of the birds, which were a mixed lot, sitters, slow birds and
three-flap birds, the latter being demon birds, which snapped
their high 120-gear wings three times and were then outside of the
boundary. There also was a good 9 o'clock wind.
The utmost good fellowship prevailed, and next to winning was

the pleasure of being defeated by such pleasant shooters.
Following are the scores, with a difference of one bird, which

means so much and yet so little, as the contest was for the price
of birds sure, or an optional sweep of $5 to each shooter. Thus
each contest is an event distinctly by itself, and is without trophy
or token to commemorate it in the annals of the world's history.
Mr. H. P. Fessenden acted as referee:

New Jersey Team.
Hassinger 22'>22*22222222222222—18
Sinnock . . ., 2*220002222*222222*2—14
Hoffman 22202220222222200*22—15
Applegate 22222221222022222122—19
Stevens 2112221211212*201210—17
Koegel 2222*121222220212121—18
Feigenspan 21222222222222202222—19
Outwater 22120*22022212000111—13
H Monev 22222222220122112222—19
Capt Mon ey 21022222212010001012—14
Piercy . . .

.' .22020222122022202022—15-181

New York Team.
Van Allen 222222222022*2221202—17
Hopkins 11222121221221212222—20
Thompson 112012222021012222^2—16
Glover 22221122212222012012—18
Wash 22122120*10202222202—15
Day , 222222222212*2222222—19
Stillman 02122220222021202020—14:

T H Keller 22022022222222222212—18
Fessenden 02022002222222202022—14
Banks 210212212*1062220120—14
Waters 22102202022222201021—15—180

An event at 7 birds, $5, was shot next, with the following results:
Piercy 2222022—6
Capt Money 2202222—6
Hoffman 2022222-6
Fessenden 2222220—6
Herrington 2202200—5
Bissett -.2202010—4

Harrison 1121121—7
James ;2222122—

7

H Money 2112222—7
Applegate 2212222—7
Koegel 0222222—6
Knevels 22*2222—6
Thompson 1222202—6

Trenton Shooting Association.

Trenton, N. J.—On May 2 a few of the members went down to

the grounds for a little practice work, in view of the trip to Frarik-

ford, May 5, to take part in the championship team shoot. Well,
we went to Frankford and got licked. Coming home, talking it

over, about a thousand reasons were advanced as to the how, when
and wherefore. It is sad work for me to write that we landed third

in a field of eight. On behalf of the team, I put in a challenge
for another trial before we came away. According to the terms
of the contest, this must be accepted, and the match shot within
sixty days. We won't brag this time before the shoot, but you
will get an early line from me as soon as it is over.

Tuesday, the "7th, I received word that our new magautrap had
been delivered at the grounds, and that I was wanted at once to

set it up for use next day, the date of our regular monthly shoot.

Billy VVidmann telephoned that he would assist with the work, and
we put in the afternoon getting it together, and had it working
finely before we left, and I am glad to say that the war is over. I

had intended attending the N. J. S. S. A. meeting at Newark
that night, but by the time we had the work finished it was too
late, and we were both too tired for the trip.

In my notes of some time ago I wrote that snipe were scarce

in this locality. I was surprised that one journal had it "soup"
and another "sheep."

Events : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Targets: 15 10 10 15 15 15 15 5 5 5 5 5 10

Thomas 8 5 7 9.. 10 14 5 4 4 4 3 8

Widmann 10 6 6 12 13 . . . . 4 5 5 5 3 10

Wilkes
, 10 9 8 12

Satterthwaite 11 . . . . 10
Maddock 13 f 5 ji
Smith 9 77
Hall lo .. 8
Gennelly 4 .. 5 4
Daly 8 5 4 7
Applegate 9 8 3 9
Rowan 6 8 10
Rickey 2 3
Gaskiil

, W . . . . 11
Kirby ,. ., .. .. 7

Events 1, 2 and 3, cash sweeps; event 4,
10 to qualify; event 5, gold badge squad
squad; event 7, private match; events 8,
sweeps; event 13, private match.
Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 25 10 10 10

Thomas 19 .. 10 9
J R Taylor 20 9 9 8
Wilkes 12 8 8 7
Hingsley 11 7 6 5'

J Thropp 8 8 9
Gordon 0 5
Satterthwaite 7 7 7
Maddock '7 7 7
Rowan

10 .... 4 4 4 4 3 6
8 .. .. 4 4 4 3 3..
9 .. .. 4 2 4 4 4 ..

.. 10 12 2 4 2 2 3

.. 10 13 4 2

.. 6 .. 4 2 2 2 0 ..

. . 13 . . 4 4 4 4 3 .

.

.. 9.. 4 3 4 4.. ..

10 3 4 .. 2 ..

.. 6

10.... 4 2 4 4 1..
.. 4

badge contest for place,
; event 6, silver badge
9, 10, 11 and 12, capon

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
10 10 10 10 10 25 15 25 15
8 8 9 9 9 19 12 25 .

.

10 10 9 10 8 20 13 21 ,.

7 7 8 10 .. 20 11 20 13
2 4 6 7 11 12 8 ,.

9 9 8 8 9 22 15 .. ..

7 6
5 6 'fi 's '7 is 12 !" 14
9 9 7 7 9 20 10 18 ..

- .... 13 15

Pigeon Shooting. .

Editor Forest and Stream:
In reference to an article entitled "Excellent Nerve," which

you quote on page 218 of your March 16 issue, I would like to say
that your reply is very good, so far as it goes, but it does not. I
think, go far enough, and does not toucji upon what is to my
mind a salient feature of the case. I quote from the article on
which yciur comments were made:
"Two men shot 200 live birds. The loser was a trifle nervotrs;

his opponent displayed excellent nerve. Reverently, we wonder
what God thinks when he sees men made for His glory using their
wondrous powers thus—slaughtering His birds, wasting time,
rnoney and life in ignoble contests, and sowing seeds of death in
th{^ souls. A trifle nervous! Strange that the delicate nerves,
God-strung, do not quiver and shrink and snao when called on to
do such acts of cruelty and debasement. But so fearfully and
wonderfully are we made that the murderer's hand obeys his will
and nerves consent to their own eternal rmdoing."

Btit for the word "reverently" I might suppose that the author
of the above, believing in some other God, was indulging in a
little irony at the expense of Jehovah. His forms of expression
generally

_
are such as are used by those Who subscribe to the

latter Deity, and therefore I conclude that in sincerity as well
as ' reverence" he alludes to that Supremacy.
_
The sentimental narrow-mindedness of the effusion may exertpt

its author from the charge of intentional reproach, but in reality
It is a palpable crimination of omnipotence. 1 presume that no
one will question the fact that God's designs must be accomplished
—that they are inevitable—that thev cannot be defeated. Now, if
God for His glory designed these men who shot 200 live birds
uiey must have been glorifying Him in this, as in every act or else
God failed somewhere in His intentions. As, under omnipotence, -

the latter is an absurdity, there could be no question in my mind,
"reverently'.' or otherwise, as to what God thought about it.
Unquestionably God was satisfied.
Then, too, as nothing can happen contrary to the wishes of an

omnipotent Creator, and not a sparrow can fall to the ground
without His notice, it must have been His wish that these 200
birds should die in this way. It follows then that the means by
which they were to die must have been arranged. It is therefore
plain that as God plans and directs the affairs of this life, these
men and birds were simply fulfilling their destiny—simply con-
summating the plans of their Creator. Why blame these men
for doing what was evidently not objectionable to God? I am
reminded here of what is said in the book of Job, 4:17, "Shall
mortal man be more just than God? Shall a man be more pure
than his Maker?"

If the nerves of these men were "God-strung," why did God by
means of practice in shooting birds so string them? According
to the characteristics which were implanted in these men, did He
not employ the very best method to string their nerves? As
doubtless it is a good thing to have the nerves strung, could the
author suggest in this case a better way than God took to do it?
If the acts of these men were cruel and debasing, as is said, why
did God permit them? Does He not prevent what He does not

in.stantly killed, or that they lingered for some hours, were they
any worse off than if they had slowly died by one of the natural
processes?

I quote again: "May God strengthen the nerves and hearts and
hands of women everywhere to such heroic resolve that they shall
le£,ve no task undone that may tend to the restoration of inan to
his glory as the 'image of God'!" Let me suggest that w'^en an
omnipotent God desires to strengthen the nerves and hearts and
hands of women for any purpose whatever, He will do so, and
not until He docs desire to do so; then He will employ some
means, some method, or some instrumentality, to achieve it.

Would it not be just as well to let God do these things in His
own time and way?
No doubt, as is usual, the author will satisfy himself with the

idea that these men voluntarily killed these birds; that they could
have refrained had they wished to do so, and therefore they were re-
sponsible for all that pertained to the act. But, conceding that
Jehovah overrules the affairs of the universe, that He is all and in
all, that being omnipotent He must therefore be infinitely responsi-
ble, it is plain that these men were simply instruments intended
to carry out His purposes in regard to the destiny of these birds.
It is therefore manifestly impossible that the responsibility is
theirs. Their volition in the matter, it is evident, could be but
an essential feature of the plan. The author will hardly assert that
if he himself were designed by an omnipotent being to accom-
plish a certain purpose he could by any possibility avoid it; and
if he realized that he could have no choice in the matter, he would
not condemn himself on the ground of voluntary action. He can-
not say that Omnipotence plans a portion of the things which
occur and that the other events arc not a part of the omnipotent
plan. In other words, he cannot maintain that God plans certain
things in connection with certain people and leaves certain other
things to be done or left undone at their discretion. "That would
be a rejection of the essential idea that an omnipotent God is all
and in all.

To make the whole subject plainer, let us take an extreme case.
Under omnipotence every creation must of course have its destiny
prearranged. Accordingly let us consider the instance of a man
whose fate it was to be cruelly murdered. Now, if this murder
had to be done, somebody had to be provided to do it; if it had
to be done in a special way, some one with the essential qualities
had to be designed for the purpose; and as there was no escape
for the one whose fate it was to die, so there was no evasion for
the instrument who was designed to do the deed. Why, then, lay
the responsibility or the charge of cruelty at the door of the
instrument?
Probably I shall have my ears puUed for saying these things,

though they are the logical deductions to make from the idea of
an overruling Omnipotence; and doubtless the more logical I am
the more likely I shall be to have my cars pulled. Ilowcrer, I
would advise those who view such subjects as the one in question
from the sentimental side alone to leave their Deity out of the
consideration. Si'L.vsil i:i<.

|The writer of the foregoing says in his letter of transmittal:
"1 was impelled to write the inclosed manuscript from reading
in your issue of March 16 an article entitled "Excellent Nerve."
It was my intention at first to write within such lines as I thought
would not be unacceptable to you; but I do not like to restrict
myself in such matters, and so in the end followed the ~bent of
my inclinations, writing more for my own gratification than with
any expectation that you would be willing to publish the article.

So it resulted in my retaining the paper for some time. Re-
cer.tly, however, I gave it to a friend to read, and he advised me
to send it to you, as he thought it not impossible that you might
approve it after all." We consider what our correspondent has
written to be a pertinent rejoinder to the original article imder re-

view; but we would not care to prolong the discussion on these
lines. For one thing, when a person is cock-sure that the Divine
view of a subject coincides with his own personal opinion, he
occupies an impregnable position whence columns of nonpareil
type could not budge him, and so arguments are wasted on him.
Again, any debate which involves a consideration of the attitude
of the Almighty inevitably leads to a discussion of religion; and
religion and politics are two subjects which our readers have a
right to demand shall be tabooed from these columns.J
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Nebraska Towrnament.
Lincoln, Neb.—Tuesday morning early the shooters from this

and adjoining States began unpacking their guns at the Lincoln
Ciun Club grounds to participate in Nebraska's twenty-fifth annual
tournament. Many were the anxious inquiries for screwdrivers
with which to open their several cases of shells, of which nearly
all had two, and one was found with twelve cases. All were
mighty keen to get a whack at some of the targets.
The heavy wind blew in the shooters' faces, and the cloudy sky

was much in favor of the targets, and many a "tale of woe" was
due to be told before the programme was shot through. The wind
never let up, but kept blinding the shooters all day long; neither
did the sun shine a little "wee bit."
There was a fair crowd present, yet far from the attendance e.x-

pected when there was $500 cash in added -money hung up and
money divided on the percentage plan.
The following gunners were present: Chris Gottlieb, from Kansas

City, who has lately takcji to associate with Frank Parmelee since
they were so congenial at Olathe, Kan.; Fred Gilbert,- who came
smilingly from Spirit Lake, la., and brought along his understudy,
Tvhne. Then Omaha .sent down a fair representation in H. S.
McDonald. W. D. Townsend. D. Morrill. Geo. Loomis and Buffalo
Hump. Beatrice was well represented, as Sheriff Waddington
brought alone G. O. Raines, E. Bigler and F. E. Kimball. The
home crowd were Forrie Moore, Dick Linderman, G. B Simpkins
Mr. Williams and Freddie Mockett. Traveling men were not
very numerou.s, as, besides Gilbert and Parmelee, heretofore men-
tioned, there were only J. E. Mcllreevy, of the Dicky Bird and
1 ramp Irwin. '

The single delegates were:
Lee Bailey, of Norfolk; (^eo. Rogers, of Peru Neb.: Lou Erhardt

of Atchison, Kan.; Dan Bray, of Syracuse. Neb,; C. C. Spaulding
of Ord, Neb.; Chauncey Powers, of Decatur. 111.; C. R. BulTum'
of Tecumseh, Neb.; S. L. Saunders, of Elgin, Neb.- C C'
Beverage, of Fremont, Neb.; J. H. Burk, of Elgin, Neb • f'
Miller, of Berwyn, N^eb.; G. A. Schrocder. of Columbus, Neb •

Howard Edwards, of Oakdale, Neb.; W. H. Heer, of Concordia
Kan.; F. S. Johnson, of Milford, Neb.: A. J. Shirley, of Ord, Neb.:'
Otty Murschel, of Ord, Neb.
The events to-day were six 1.5-target events, open only to

^'J'^'^S-V®'
-° ^""^ target event that were open to

SJ-'-
divided on the percentage plan—fifteen events,

35. 30, 20, 15 ; 20 and 23 target events, 30, 25, 20, li", 10 per cent
The 25-target event was named the LindcU Hotel event as acomplimentary notice for the valuable aid this hotel had extended

to the gun club in their tireless efforts to raise money to add to
(he events. I am sure the visitors all approved of it, as (hevmade their headquarters at this hotel.
The office was in charge of Mr. Mockett. Hie- cluk's president

and by paying off at the hotel on the evening he got through his
labors very satisfactorily to all.

First Day, May 7.

Events: . 1 2
"Targets: 15 15

Gilbert 14 14
Powers 14 12
Heer 15 15
Burk 13 13
Saunders 14 13
Linderman 14 15
Moore 12 11
Simpkins 14 15
Jiray 14 14
Townsend ,..10 7
Miller '

11 10
Parmelee 14 15
(Gottlieb IT 13
McDonald 9 10
Waddington U 15
Raines , 12 11
Erhardt 11 13
Bigler 8 13
Dominie 12 13
Kline 14 13
Edwards 14 13
Morrill 13 13
Tramp 13 14
Clyde 15 11
Buffum 13 11
Carter 12 14
Bailey HI 14
Williams 14 12
Mcllreevy 14 12
Rogers 7
Shirlej'

Hicks V

Johnson
.Schroeder •

,Spaulding
Olson . .. ..

Donohue

3 4 5 6 7
20 15 20 25 15
IS 14 18 21 12
17 11 18 24 14
18 13 18 22 13
18 14 19 20 14
19 13 18 IS 11
19 13 19 23 12
15 14 18 20 12
19 14 20 22 11
19 12 16 19 12
16 H 16 16 9
19 U 17 23 13
19 13 IS 22 11
15 6 15 19 11
15 U 17 IS 12
15 14 19 20 12
16 11 18 19 12
17 U 20 16 13
13 13 13 21 14
17 14 19 23 11
18 12 19 22 15
. . 11 17 . . .

.

20 13 18 23 14
19 14 18 23 15
15 . . . . . . U
13 15 21 22 14
17 n 15 18 11
16 9 17 14 14
17 12 12 20 15
17 12 16 IS 13
15 H 20 22 13
.. 7 .. .. 7
.. 9
.. 6 15 .. 13
.. 11 16 19 12
..10
. . 14
.. ,. .. 19 12

S 9 10 11
15 20 20 15
11 17 19 15
14 17 19 14
15 17 15 15
13 18 15 14
12 20 IS 14
13 19 16 13
10 18 18 13
14 17 15 13
12 15 17 15
10 11 10 11
10 IS 14 12
14 20 19 13
12 17 15 12
11 16 13 12
13 16 16 15
8 16 12 U

12 16 14 14
U 16 15 13
14 IS 17 10
13 IS 19 13

12 17 17 15
14 19 IS 15

Shot
at.

195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195

195
195

11 19 15 12 195

9 18 15 13
10 18 16 9
14 15 18 14
13 17 19 13
11 .. .. 10
.. 13 .. ..

U
13 15 18 14
.. 13 .. ..

195
195
195
180

Broke.
173
174
176
161
171
176
164
174
165
127
15S
178
148
149
166
147
159
149
168
177

i75
182

ieo

m
154
168
150

145 118

8 17 IS

Sccoad Day, May 8.

The- overcast sky left but little conclusion to-day, other than thatwe would have a repetition of yesterday. Wind was not so strong
yet It came in same direction; but toward noon the clouds grew
thinner, and before the day was over the sun shone forth and the
\yincl became mild, and how the target smashers did go after the
little saucers m some events!—not more than one shooter was left
entirely out of the money. As a sample of amateur shooting we
had in one event twenty-nine entries, w^'th eleven men scoring 20
eight getting 19, six with 18, three with 16, and one 15. There
being ftve moneys none was shot out, and as there was $15 addedmoney no one was much the loser.
No 6 event was known as the Nebraska State Sportsmen's event;

open only to members. Linderman and Moore made a straight
25. Both men are from Lincoln, and their many friends con-
gratulated them and much wished that there had been a cup or
trophy of some kind for them to shoot for.
Following this was the King's Smokeless event; 20 targets $2

entrance, $15 added. Here the boys all made good scores. There
were eight straights, eight with 19, five with 18, three with 17 andone with 16.

It has come to the writer's notice that the absence of any prizes
tor a team shoot has had much to do with the small attendance.
Most of the towns having only one delegate present could have
sent a team if there had been a trophy for a team shoot. It is -the
best means of getting shooters together to stimulate team shoots
there are several towns having clubs which are not represented
here by even one delegate. Some of this may be due to the very
late hour at which the programmes were sent out.
The programme is large and well filled with advertisements and

deserves to be retained as a souvenir.
'

Events : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U
Targets: 15 15 20 15 20 25 15 15 20 20 15

fidhert 14 15 20 15 IS 24 14 13 20 19 14
Powers 15 15 19 15 17 21 14 14 19 20 15
Heer 15 14 19 14 17 22 15 14 20 17 15
Burk 14 n 20 12 17 23 13 14 18 16 13
Saunders 13 14 20 14 20 24 13 14 17 16 14
Linderman 14 14 20 14 18 25 13 15 19 18 15
Moore 15 14 20 13 19 25 14 14 18 16 14
Rogers .-, 14 13 19 12 17 23 14 15 20 15 12
Simpkins 12 11 15 14 IS 16 14 11 20 17 14
Bray 11 13 20 14 19 23 11 11 19 15 14
Schroeder 13 14 18 H 19 20 15 13 20 16 15
Mcllreevy 14 11 IS 10 IS 20 11 10 14 14 13
.Carter 14 12 19 12 IS 15 13 9 18 17 8
Williams ;.. 12 12 IS 14 17 .. 12 12
Buffum 14 8 19 13 19 17 11 12 20 18 14
Waddington 14 14 20 12 19 23 15 13 19 IS 15
Raines 9 14 19 13 IS 2110 12 IS 15 13
Bominie 13 11 16 12 19 22 14 15 19 16 15
Erhardt 13 11 18 13 19 21 14 11 17 16 15

Shot
at.

195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195

Broke.
186
184
182
171
179
185
182
174
162
170
174
169
155

Kline
Loomis . .

.

McDonald
Parmelee .

Gottlieb ...

Townsend
Miller
Morrill
Tramp .

Bailev .

Schuftz -

,

Murchel .

.

Hicks
Spauldins
Clyde
Edwards ,

15 12 18 14 19 23 12 12 20 19 15
, 12 12 IS 13 19 20 12 14 IS 15 14
. 9 15 16 14 17 23 13 13 16 19 14
15 14 20 15 18 34 14 13 19 17 15
14 15 20 12 19 23 15 12 17 19 14
15 12 19 14 20 24 13 15 19 15 11
14 11 16 12 17 19 13 11 19 15 12
14 13 20 12 16 .. 15 13 .. 16 14
13 14 20 14 19 24 14 15 20 18 15
14 12 19 13 16 20 13 13 . . ^ ..
13 13 11 10 ... . 9

195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195
195

195

169
182
167
171
16S
179
172
169
184
180
172
159

ise

10
9

11

11

15

9 .. 14

20

10 .

U .

12 ..

11 12
13 .

Donahue , 15 15 14 17 15 11
Alexander >.',',»' »• .. 14 .. 19 .. 15 ... ...

M T Miller...:......, .'. 13 17 14
Grant • .... IS 15 9

Third Day, May 9.

This proved a great day for getting on to the targets. The num-
ber of shooters was larger than on previous days. Those who were
here yesterday remained over, and there were some new shooters
present, viz. : 'N. G, Powell, of Lincoln, Neb.; W. A. Shadduck and
Harry Frates of iiildreth, Neb.; Phil Everson, of W'"ilcox, Neb.;
J. Ferryberrv. of Lawrence, Neb. ; W. G. Carpenter, of Wilcox,
Neb.; F. D'. Copsey, of York, Neb,, and A. M, Bernhardt, of
Hastings, Neb.
The shooters were in fettle to-day, shooting tit 220 targets.

Dude Gilbert made one run of over 100 straight, and a grand total
of 216. Following him came Chan Powers, of Illinois, and \V, H.
Heer, of Kansas, with 215. Right on their heels came the old
Tramp, who twenty years ago shot a match here with old Tuek.
using wild pigeons and ground traps, and to-day when he had
shot at 65 targets he had missed only 1, and going on thfoilgh
the programme came out with a total of 6 goose eggs.
The two cracks, Linderman, of Lincoln, and Dan Bray, of

Syracuse, came down the line with such regularity that only eight
went to the grovmd whole, or at least called lost. Saunders, of
Elgin, and Moore, of Lincoln, and Waddington, of Beatrice, were
15 to the bad, while -there Were Parmelee and Towrtsend trailing
them closely. There were such a lot of good shooters that I
missed Kline, who was only one dozen to the bad. The totals of
the other misses will all appear in the scores sent herewith.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 Shot
Targets: 15 15 20 15 20 25 25 16 15 20 20 15 at. Broke.

Gilbert 14 15 20 14 20 25 25 15 15 19 19 15 220 216
Powers 14 14 19 15 20 24 25 15 15 20 20 14 220 215
Heer 14 15 19 15 20 24 24 15 14 20 20 15 220 215
Burk 15 14 18 14 20 23 21 10 14 17 19 13 220 19S
Saunders 13 14 20 15 17 25 22 14 15 19 19 12 320 205
Linderman 14 14 19 14 20 24 24 14 15 20 19 15 220 212
Moore 15 15 20 13 20 22 22 15 13 20 17 HI 220 2()5

Rogers H 13 18 15 18 21 22 13 14 17 19 13 220 197
Simpkins 12 11 17 13 IS 23 22 12 13 17 18 13 220 189
Bray 13 14 19 14 20 23 25 15 14 20 20 15 220 212
Loomis 10 14 16 12 16 .. 19 12 14 14 15 11 195 153
McDonald 12 12 17 12 18 20 24 15 14 15 19 15 220 193
Parmelee 14 14 20 14 17 .. 21 15 13 16 18 15 195 177
Gottlieb 15 13 19 14 13 . . 22 12 14 IS 19 15 195 174
Townsend .13 14 IS 15 20 24 23 13 14 19 15 15 220 203
Waddington 13 13 20 14 IS 21 22 14 15 20 20 14 220 204
Raines 15 11 34 13 20 20 17 13 14 20 18 14 220 189
Dominie 13 13 18 14 20 . . 23 15 14 18 19 13 195 180
Terry..,,...., 10 11 13 10 13 .. 18 11 10 13 17 U 195 137
Kline 14 13 19 13 20 25 23 14 15 19 19 14 220 208
Buffum 13 14 19 11 17 .. 22 H 13 19 18 15 195 172
Morrill 14 12 18 13 19 .. 22 12 14 19 16 15 220 174
Miller 14 14 18 8 19 . . 20 13 13 17 16 13 220 165
McUreew 14 12 IS 11 18 18 22 13 13 20 17 14 220 190
Schroedef 12 13 IS 11 17 20 21 15 14 19 IS 14 230 192M T Miller 12 12 17 U 18 .. .. 12 11 17 19 13 170 142
Wackett 13 12 . . 13
Grant 14 13 19 14 .... 19 12 14 15 17 14 175 151
Merchell 8 : 13 11 .. .. ,

Carpenter 13 . . 17 12 14
Shadduck 15 9 20 11 18 21 22 12 14 17 13 12 220 184
Schukz 12 10 19 13 . . 15
Donahue 12 14 15 12 17 .. .. 13 14 1.2 18 11 170 138
Hicks ...11 5 ,

Clyde 13 13
Tramp 15 14 20 15 19 .. 2-1 15 14 19 30 14 195 1S9
Harris 11 10 .. 10 12
Alexander 14 14 .. 13 15 12 19 ,

Smith 13 15 .. 13
Carter 15 18 .. 14 .... 13 11 '

Johnson 17 17 11
S A Frank 21 12 14 19 15 13
Bernhard 19 14 15 18 19 14
Bahde 13 12 .:

Fourth Day, May JO.

At a meeting of the State sportsmen last evening, held in the
parlors of the Lindell Hotel, there arose quite a discussion as to
what best could be done to bring out the average country shooter
to the State tournaments. Several methods were proposed and
discussed, and perhaps good will result from some of it. One
thing was accomplished—that of purchasing a cup for the next
State shoot, to be an emblem of the State target championship.
What to do with the trade representatives is a question, and

yet when it comes to winning the money there is another class that
comes up and wins the first place. It would seem a good thing
to have most of the events open only to members of the State.
Then a team target race will do more than anything else to bring
out a large number of shooters. Illinois is going to try a teani race
this year, and the success of the same will be watched with interest,
I hope, by all who are interested in the State conventions.
To Omaha was conceded the next annual meet, and as all know

the Omaha boys and the Omaha grounds, there will no doubt be
a large gathering, owing to an attractive programme which these
boys know how to get out. Omaha does not have as good grounds
as Lincoln, as the wind blows and the sand flies, but otherwise
the are better situated to draw a crowd, especially of outsiders,
while there are many local shooters.
The ofiicers selected for next year were: Geo. W. Loomis, of

Omaha. President; G. A. Schroeder, of Columbus, Vice-President:
H. S. McDonald, of Omaha, Secretary and treasurer.
The Lincoln boys have done splendidly, and carried everything

out as advertised, and I know that if they are always as tired as
they are to-night thej; will never have another State shoot. But
this is the State capital, and most centrally located place, and
easily reached from all parts of the State.
The target " events really closed last night, and had it not been

for the verj' high wind and dark, cloudy atmosphere, the scores
would have been remarkable. As it was, out of 610 targets we
have the following high scores, viz.: Gilbert .943, Linderman .939
Powers .939. Heer .934, Parmelee, .920, Bray .920, Kline .920
Saunders .915, Moore .911, Gottlieb .903.
There are but two professionals in the above list, so I say,

"What's the matter with the Amateurs?"

Live-Bird Day.
This was the day for the great handicap live-bird race—and a

handicap it was, as the birds and the wind had the best of it.
There was a regular blizzard—cold and ' disagreeable, and many
of the birds killed were blown over the fence. The best bird's
were right and left incomers, and towering and very fast, as the
wind was straight in the faces of the shooters, and the pigeon house
where the birds had been kept was behind the shooters' score.
All the birds that went with the wind were bad as any one ever
saw, and the wonder is how Powers, Gilbert and Burk ever
got down in bounds all but 2. Parmelee after killing 13 straight
came out a tie with Townsend on 21 for second, while Buckner
and Gottlieb were third, with Linderman, Raines Bray and Kline
fourth on 19. Here is a 25-bird race with 19 paying money! The
traps used here were so slow opening that the shooters got con-
fused, and then the birds sat a while, and then sprang suddenly
down the wind and off like a bullet. A majority of the lost birds
were "dead out."

Little interest was taken jn the target races, and nothing wasdomg save now and then a little practice.
It was a mistake to start the pigeon rac« in the- morning, as

the same was finished and the shooters had gone to town bv the
time the spectators began to arrive on the ground. There 'were
plenty of birds for sweeps, but the weather conditions were not
enticing, though the afternbon was much more pleasant than
the morning.
Twenty-five live birds, $15 entrance, four moneys, Rose system:

B rucker, 28 02232212221122022010102^'2—'0
Terryberry, 38 222*202122*22200200102222—18
Bray, 30 02**1222102222021222*2212—19
Kline, 30 2*2202*222220222022'^''2092—19
Loomis, 30 220*22*200222022202222222—18
Parmelee, 31 22222222222220225''202!'00'—21
Gottlieb, 31 *21*2212fl0222122*222''2222—^0
Townsend, 28 *2222*1212112220202222222—21
Schroeder, 28 , . .

. 02010122*2022*22202222220—17
Moore, 30... .022*2*2202009''20w
F Miller, 28 , . .*002010220w

"

i-inderman 30.- .22210220*22020122222*2222—19
Gilbert, 32. ....... , 202222222222222222222222*—23
Burk, 29 .2222222202222022222222222—^'S
Powers, 31. , , , .*222222220222222221222212—^3
Raines, 29 .•2002202211220U2*2*22159—19
Hindmarson, 29

,
,

. ,
, ,,tT-'.».i,...*20ni22110*20O*w

J1.INC0I.NITE.

Beatrice Towrnament*
Bkatrice, Neb-—The gun club here 13 not very large, but it ia

the "get-up-and-get" kind. There are really three active members,
and while two of thehl shoot in all the events the other one
handles the office. 'Ilic .shooter.s are Waddington and Raines,
while the office man is Biglfif—and a good one he is, too. but saya
he doesn't care for the job any more. This shoot took place May
2 an4 3.

This shoot was planned to keep the boys busy, and to give some
of those coming from a distance a chance to practice previous to
the State shoot, to be held at Lincoln next week. But it turned
put that the attendance was small, there being but three squads
in most of the events. Some qf the Colorado shooters expected
did rtot show up. The manufacturers' agents present were limited
to three, viz.: Frank Parmelee, J. E. Mcllreevy and Tramp Irwin—
and this was a shoot where no one was barred from the money.
Mr, Waddiilgton had plenty_ of business elsewhere, as he is high

sheriff, and court wis ill session, yet he was on the ground when
the last gun was fired, and comes up smiling with the announce-
ment that during the fall, some time in September, there will be
another tournament here. All the boys Will then come to meet
their friends Waddington, Bigler and Raines.
I wish to call the attention of shell loaders and target makers tc?

the fact that the State of Nebraska is now a fine held for them
to operate in. The last Legislature pjassed a law prohibiting
quail shooting for two years. The duck shooting and chicken
shooting is now very limited, being confined to northern and west-
ern portions of the State, Such shooting will soon be a thing of the
past; and unless gun clubs are organized and tai-get shooting kept
up the many guns now owned by shooters will be useless and be
destroyed by rust for want of use. Of course there are some good
clubs now in the larger cities, but there are opportunities to
organize a hundred where now there are ten. Who will be tlie
lucky man to take advantage of this opportunity?
The weather was considerably "off color." While the shn

shone out brightly, yet a very strong wind blew from the south,
causing the targets to fly in very unexpected directions, as the
wind was quartering, and coming around a big tent it was gusty
and changeable.
The targets jumped up and jumped down, and started in straight

lines, only to twist away in some circular motion, and when the
report of the smokeless powder was heard, as the scores hereto
attached will show, many of the targets did not connect.

'Tis true some good scores were made. There's Dick Linder-
man—no heading him off by a little thing like wind. The barrels
of his gun are so short, the pressure on his powder so great, hia
wishbone so flexible, and his blue eye just matching the sky, that
somehow or other those little saucers go to pieces before they
reach that point where the referee gives that miwelcome decision,
"Lost."
Now Dick has a nartner. It is Heer, Sometimes Heer goes

straight, and again he is just about 1 shy. Parmelee says they
get along together very well, as they sit up all night and take
turns playing the fiddle, meantime each deciding that the other
dees not play the tune correctly. This may make Heer a bit
nervous at the traps, as he is generally found shooting next to
Dick, and trj'ing to beat Dick shooting is a very hard proposition.
Hump Parmelee was shooting well, but he had a good many

of Tom Marshall's bad half hours, and failed to make a straight
score during the day. Parmelee could shoot a little better possibly
if he did not lose so much sleep by keeping awake nights trying
to think of how to put up a job on some Of the shooters.

PIc had the lookers on all in high glee to-day by telling them
that Tramp Irwin was going to have a birthday to-morrow, and
that he would be eighty-one years old. They got interested as the
shoot went on, for the old Tramji came through the day with just
the same score as said Hump, viz., 93% per cent.

It is too bad that most of the shooters present do not live in
the voting precinct where they can vote for Waddington for re-
election, for he and liis lieutenant did the handsome thing by
all present. Wad had plenty of help from those not shooting

—

and such a lovely time as we had in the evening. A boat ride
on the smooth waters of the Big Blue. We sailed up the river
about three miles.
We had songs and story telling on the way, and more of it

when we went ashore. Then some of the boys went fishing, and
Chris Gottlieb was champion, as he caught three channel cats.
Frank Parmelee had agreed to eat all he would catch, but backed
out because he could not have tomato catsup as a relish. We
ate and we drank, and Mcllree\'y never stopped singing from the
time we started tmtil the landing was made at the dock from
which we started.
My friends and fellow shooters, what a difference there is iti

clubs where shoots are held! Some of them see how much money
they can make; others see how^ well they can treat the visitors, and
spend what they make off the targets in some form of entertain-
ment. Such, then, I am pleased to chronicle, is the big-hearted
gun club and their friends whom we found at Beatrice.
There will be no game shooting this fall in the southern part of

Nebraska, so we advise all shooters to watch for the dates of the
Beatrice fall tournament, and do not fail to be present and enjoy
a good time, such as we had at this meeting.
Those present were H. A. Knight, Blue Springs, Neb.; T. A.

Lrust, Nebraska City, Neb.; G. O. Raines, Beatrice, Neb.; J. E.
Mcllreevy, Kansas City, Mo.; D. Morrill, Omaha, Neb.; Geo.
Rogers, Peru, Neb.; Wm. Tanner, Beatrice, Neb.; J. B. Morris,
Homesville, Neb.; P. C. Schultz, Dewitt, Neb.; C. D. Linderman
Lincoln, Neb.; W. H. Heer, Concordia, Kan.; G. B. Simpkins,'
Lincoln, Neb.; F. C. Nicholson, Nebraska City, Neb.; F. M.
Moore, Lincoln, Neb.; A. D. McCandless, Wymore, Neb.; F E
Kimball, Beatrice, Neb.; Frank Parmelee, Omaha, Neb,; Tramp
Irwin, Chicago, 111.; Chris Gottlieb, Kansas Citv, Mo.; E. Bigler
Beatrice, Neb.; E. Leet, Fairbury, Neb.; R. T). Fuller, W A

'

Waddington and Paul Walter, Beatrice, Neb.
Th e scores :

'

First Day.
Events: 1
Targets : 10

Parmelee 9
Townsend 8
Bray 9
Gottlieb 8
Mcllreevy 9
Waddington 8
Raines S
Morrill .; 7
Knight 9
1 anner 7
Linderman 10
Heer 9

Moore 9
.Simpkins 6
Rogers 6
McCanless 6
Tramp 9
Harper , , . . ; 5
Kimball 7
W^alters ^
Nicholson
Brust
Schultz
Willis

2 3
15 15
13 14
11 14
12 13
13 14
12 14
14 12
12 14
14 14
13 14
13 11
15 15
15 14
15 11
11 12
11 14
9 ,.

14 14
.. 12
.. 13
14 12

4 5 6 7
20 15 15 15
19 14 14 14
15 15 14 13
19 12 15 14
19 14 14 11
17 12 13 14
16 14 13 15
18 12 9 12
18 9 14 13
13 11 12 13
IS 12 . . .

.

19 13 15 14
18 15 11 13
20 11 11 14
11 12 7 9
IS 14 14 13

19 14 is i4

8 9 10
25 15 15
24 14 15
24 15 13
22 13 14
22 14 7
22 14 13
22 13 11
17 14 13
22 12 14
19 12 11
.. 13 12
25 14 15
23 15 13
20 . . .

.

20 .. ..

20 13 14
17 .. ..

23 14 15

Shot
at. Broke.
160 150
160 145
160 144
160 136
160 140
160 137
160 134
160 136
160 126
105 86
160 145
160 146
130 111
130 41
160 137

.

160 Hi

16 9
22 13 12
12 13 15
14 .. 9
..10 9

Ten live birds, $10 entrance:
Parmelee 2222222222—10
Townsend 1222112222—10
Bray 1122112211—10
Gottlieb 2122211122—10
Linderman .2222222202— 9
Moore .......^ 22222222*2— 9

Raines 0120213112— 8
Kimball OOllOOlOO*— 3
Knight 22202*2*11— 7
Waddington 122212**10— 7
Brust 1022022210—7
Heer 2*2122**22— 7

Second Day,
The morning opened up windy, as on yesterday, and the skvovercast with clouds. The dicky birds weie used to-dav, and owing

to riie yellow color could not be seen .so easilv as the' white onesand scores were not so good as yesterday.
'llie hve-bird match was shot first, as the birds, would be betterthan alter noon There were only eight entries. Money wasdivided by the Rose system. The scores will show the result.Dick Linderman is the butt of the Joshing, .^11 the boys going

for him; but what does Dick care so long as lie has their moneym his pocket.'' But a cruel joke was peruetrated this time bvthe management, as the percentage system was abandoned, and thetvose system was used, so that, while Dick was a -fvinner, he wasnot so ,much ahead. '

The division was 5, 3, 2, 1, which I do not consider justice as abetter plan is 5, 4. 3, 2 or 4, S„ 2. 1. There is no good reason forjumping so far from first to second place if you are going tomake an equitable division of the money.
The Omaha and Lincolu crowd quit at noon to catch the trainfor hom?, ma a few sweeps were shot by those left on the ground.
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Shot

Known traps and angles was used, and proved a success.
As to live birds, I do not think the club will care to bother

with them, as they are a losing game to it. There are too many
"no birds," and not enough shooters to make it an object for the
club to waste the valuable time that might be used in throwing
targets at a profit.

The scores
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 G 7
Targets: 15 20 15 15 15 15 10

Parmelee 13 19 14 12 . . . . .

.

Townsend 13 16 11 12

Bray 14 17 10 12

Gottlieb 15 18 12 15
Mclrleevv 13 IS 13 14
Wadding'ton .4...<4<.., 12 19 13 14 13 12 7
Nichols .T... 11 12 8 U
Morrill 13 17 12 10
Raines 9 17 11 13 12 14 8

Briist 6 15 11 8 13 15 6
Rogers 9 19 10 8

Moore 13 17 13 14
Simpkins 10 17 12 11

Linderman 14 19 14 15 14 15 7
Heer 14 19 14 15 14 15 7
Schultz 10 13 8 10 15 12 6

Tramp 14 18 14 13 14 15 ..

Taylor 13 7 ,

Fifteen live birds, ?10 entrance:

at. Broke.
65 58
65 52
65 53
65 60
65 58

105 90
65 42
65 52 .

105 84
105 74
65 46
65 57
65 50

105 98
105 93
105 76
95 88

Parmelee 222222222222202—14
Bray 221222111222212—15
Gottlieb 221122221221222—15
Raines 02*22222*222222—12

Linderman ....112202212121222—14
Simpkins 202200222022220—10
Townsend 2*0112202222202—11
Waddington . . ..00211101*121102—10

Bray and Gottlieb first, Parmelee and Linderman second, Raines
third, Townsend fourth. Non-Nebraskite.

The "W* L E. A* Tournament,
The preliminary announcement of the fifth annal trapshooting

on the grounds of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition Association,
Aug. 1 and 2, is as follows:
One thousand dollars in added money, trophies and medals.
In connection with and under the management of the Winnipeg

Industrial Exhibition Association the following programme has
been arranged, open to all sportsmen. Professional experts and
manufacturers' agents will be allowed to shoot for the price of
birds only. They are, however, cordially invited to be present.
As the exhibition management wish to make this tournament a

great annual fraternal gathering of amateur sportsmen, as well as
trap shots, they have decided this year to so arrange their pro-
gramme, that the novice, the sportsman from the country who has
never shot at a clay bird, and all those who would not stand a
chance of winning even a part of their entrance money back
may participate in a number of the events on the programme for
just the cost of the birds thrown to them.
They are satisfied that many who in the past stayed away because

they were not sufliciently expert trap shots to compete on a level
basis at a tournament will, under the liberal provisions of this
year's programme, accept this invitation to be present and partici-
pate in the greatest meet of trap shots west of Chicago.
They wish to assure everybody that liberal arrangements have

been made to handle the very much increased attendance they
expect this year, and thej' promise that everything will go with
the snap and vim so necessary to make a meet of this kind
enjoyable.
The Canadian trap shots will have the pleasure of entertaining

their American visitors at a complirnentary supper as a wind-up
to the tournament.

First Daj"^—Thursday, Aug. 1—Western Canada Championship
Day.—Nine events; magautrap and expert traps; total 165 targets;
total entrance in sweepstakes $20; total for targets only $3.50; $145
added mone}'. Extra events if time permits.
The Western Canada championship is open only to residents of

western Canada, between Port Arthur and Vancouver. The
trophy was presented by the Robin Hood Powder Company, of
Swanton. Yt., and is valued at $200. This year for the first time
the Exhibition Association, with the consent of the Robin Hood
IPowder Company, have decided to turn this event into a sweep
and will add $25 to the purse, which will be divided in the follow-
ing manner: To the holder of the trophy each year, if present on
the grounds and taking part in the event, 10 per cent.; to the
winner, 40 per cent; the balance to the next three high guns, in

the ratio of 25, 15 and 10 per cent, of the purse.
The above clause does not apply to the present holder of the

trophy. The first holder to get the 10 per cent, referred to will be
the winner at the forthcoming tournament.
Mr. F. G. Simpson, the present holder of the trophy, has most

generously ofi^ered to donate the $25 gold medal which will ac-

company the trophy.
Second Day—Friday, Aug. 2—International Championship Day.

—

Total number of targets in regular programme 189; total entrance
in sweeps $20; total entrance for targets only $3.25; added money
$170; extra events if time permits,

International Championship.—This handsome sterling silver

trophy was presented by Mr. John G. Morgan, manager of the
New York Life Insurance Company, and is valued at $200. A
handsome $25 gold medal will accompany the trophy, and will be-
come the property of the winner. The competition is open to any
amateur trap shot, and if won three times in succession by the
same man, becomes his absolute property.
The Exhibition Association will add $25 to the purse, which

will be divided as follows: To the holder each year, if present
on the grounds and taking part in the event, 10 per cent, of the
purse; to the winner, 40 pei* cent.; the balance to the next three
high guns, in the ratio of 25. 15 and 10 per cent, of the purse.
Ogilvie Doubles.—Mr. F. W. Thompson, president of the Win-

nipeg Industrial Exhibition Association, and general manager of

the W. W. Ogilvie Milling Company, has shown a great interest

in our forthcoming tournament, and has most generously con-
tributed $25 to inaugurate what promises to be the most interesting
event on our programme. This event will be at 12 pairs of targets
thrown from three expert traps in the usual manner. The purse
will be divided as follows: To the winner, 40 per cent.; to the next
three high guns, the balance of the purse in the ratio of 30, 20 and
10 per cent, of the purse.
International Team.—^This interesting shoot is for a handsome

trophj' of silk flags, presented by Mr. Thos. Lee, of the Western
Cigar Factory, and is to be competed for between teams represent-
ing Canada and the United States. The teams must be composed
of not less than four men, and must consist of an equal number of
men on each side.

We want all visiting trap shots to thoroughly realize that they
are the guests of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition Association,
and that it will be our duty, as well as pleasure, to look after them
in every way from the time they reach the city imtil we shake
their hands and wish them a pleasant journey at the motjient of
departure. If you will write us we will secure- you accommodation
while in the city. We will look after your guns and ammunition
when here. We wish you to use tis as a general information
bureau, and to understand that you have a right to do so. In
all o£ this we will have the able assistance of members of the two
city gun clubs.
Remember that within a few yards of the tournament grounds

one of the greatest fairs in America will be in full swing. The
list of vaudeville attractions this year will be better and greater
than ever, while the horse racing will be superb. Just think of it!

nearly $40,000 will be paid out for prizes and attractions. Come
and participate in the biggest tournament in the Northwest, and
see the big fair as well.
The tournament grounds are most beautifully situated for the

purpose, and every arrangement will be made for your comfort.
Luncheon will be served each day on the grounds in the best and
most comfortable manner.
A magautrap and two batteries of expert traps, with a full staflf of

officials, all thoroughly competent, will keep everything humming.
All guns of a larger caliber than 12-gauge and the vise of black

powder are strictly barred in all of the events of this tournament.
Targets will be thrown for 3 cents each, and price of same will

in all cases be deducted from the purse.
All purses, unless otherwise stated in the programme, will be

divided by the Rose system in the ratio of 4, 3, 2, 1.

We want you to realize that over $2,500 in cash, trophies and
medals will be divided among the contestants on the very con-
servative estimate of 50 guns competing. Our purpose in sending
out this preliminary programme at such an early date is to enable
you to compare it with others, and decide where you will spend
your holiday. We are not afraid of the result.

If there is anything more you want to know, remember Ave
will be delighted to answer any and all questions.
The regular programme will be issued later, with full and com-

plete information, and a copy will be mailed to you,
F. W. Thompson, president; F. W. Heubacn, general manager

\Vinnipeg Industrial Exhibition Association,

Minneapolis Gttn Club*

Minneapolis, Minn., May 2.—The first shoot of the Minneapolis
Gun Club for the year 1901 was held at Intercity Park to-day.
Some good work was done by those present. Mrs. Johnston,
Thompson and Richter was of the gilt-edge order.
The St. Paul Rod and Gun Club have offered a very handsome

trophy for a handicap shoot. The member of the club winning
three times lakes the trophy. On April 28 Joe Henry won out on
shoot-off. Morrison is still after targets hard, missing 7 out of a
possible 200, and made a good run of 89 straight. Wilkinson and
P. Hanser are also doing good work. The scores: Morrison (0)

23, J. C. (1) 22, Novotny (5) 25, Fisher (4) 22, Carl (5) 23, Wilkin-
son (2) 24, Spratley (3) 25, P. Hanser (3) 25, Henrv (5) 25, Kelsey
(4) 25, Gotzian (4) 25, Irde (4) 20, Perry (4) 21, Miller (6) 23.

Paegel badge, 25 targets:
Johnston lOllllOllUllOlllOlllUll—21
iMrs Johnston 0111101111011111111111011—21
Hayes 1111111011101110110111111—21
Parker

, 1110010111101111110110111—19
Nelson 1010111010111011111110110—IS
Rex 1011111110110100001110101—16
Spear 0111110111110111110101011—19
Thompson 1111111111101111111011111—23
Spratley 1111101111101111000111111—20
French 1110111110110111111111111—22
Richter lllllll 1 1 1111111111111111—25
Dezotell 0111111111111001010111111—20
Jon es 1101111111101111111111110—22

Richter won badge.
The Wheaton Gun Club have called for the Hirschy trbphy, and

will offer it in their shoot on May 28 and 29.

Club badges, 10 singles and 5 pairs: Johnston 14, Mrs. John-
ston 13, Hays 12, Parker 16, Nelson 12, Rex 15, Spear S, Thompson
IS, Spratley 17, French 14, Richter 14, Dezotell 16, Jones 15.

Thompson won senior badge, Dezotell won junior badge, Rex
won amateur badge.

Schlitz diamond badge, 25 targets: Johnston 19, Mrs. Johnston
20, Hays 20, Parker 23, Nelson 19, Rex 14, Spear 19. Thompsoiv
24, Spratley 24, French 16, Richter 24, Dezotell IS.

Thompson won badge.
May 5.—Val Blatz diamond badge, 15 targets : Johnston 11, Mrs.

Johnston 12, Hays 12, Parker 14, Nelson 9, Rex 13, Spear 11,
Thompson 15, Spratley 13, French 12.

May 4.—St. Paul Rod and Gun Club scores:
Events:

*Bayer
*Bever
P Hani
H Dezi
Miller
Henry
Dr Hu
Irle ...

Holt .

Spear .

Reny .

Kelsey

1 2 3

15 14 15
13 13 14
10 9 1-2

13 15 13
12 11 11
10 8 7
12 11 11
12 13 14
12 11 11
11 12 12
11 11 12
8 12 11

12 13 11
11 9 9
14 11 12
11 11 12
11 8 9
15 14 13
11 12 14
11 11 11
12 12 11
12 H 12
10 9 13
15 14 13
12 11 11
14 15 13
12

4 5 6 7 8

10

*Si
Visitors.

Handicap shoot. The figures immediately following the names
are handicaps. Morrison and .Spear were a tie on 100 birds, and
shoot it oft" on the 11th inst.:

*F Allen 23 *Welleband 20
Hirschy, 0 22 22 Morrison, 0 25 25 25 23 23 23
Gotzian, 3...... 21 19 20 20 .. .. *Ramaley 22 ,. ..

*Faneschon .... 18 Spear, 5 25 25 25 23 .. ..

*Bayer ... 22 17 Reny, 4 19
*Bever 21 21 Kelsey, 3 22 20 ..

P Hanser, 2.... 20 21 21 Wilkinson, 1. . . 25 23 24 25 . . .

.

Miller, 5 ..21 .. Thompson, 0... 21
Henry. 3 16 19 Defial, 3 25 20 19
Irle, 5 14 18 18 *Si 13 16
*Wilson 19 J C, 1 19 24 18 23 .. ..

Visitors.

The St. Paul Rod and Gun Club shoot of May 4 was well at-

tended, and good scores were made. Morrison is shooting in better
form than ever. To-day he made a run of 105 without a skip.
Wilkinson, Hirschy, P. Hanser, Kelsey and Gotzian are also doing
good work. Dr. Bill.

Aschenbtoedel Gun Club.

New York, May 6.—Herewith please find the results of our
shoot, held Friday, May 3. One event, 50 targets: Wagner 29,
Walters 26, Ruhlender 23, Siemers 19, Wiezner 19, Moeslein 19,
Heizer 16.

It was decided at the last meeting of our club that the secretary
should give, in his next report to you, an account of his own antics
while practicing the art of missing targets. As this is not as
agreeable a task as describing the antics of others, he thought it

the best policy to stay away. This accounts for the meagerness of
this report. Still, I think it my duty to report that the supply of
soft coal and dynamite cartridges has not yet given out.
Our friend Heiser, whose name appears at the foot of above score

with 16 targets out of 50, uses a 20-gauge popgun. Wonder he
hits as many as he does! We intend starting a subscription to
buy him a man's gun.

E. Macdonald, Sec'y.

Fixtttres*

May 30.—Pohlmann's Pavilion, Jersey City Heights.
—

^Tourna-
ment of Our Own Shooting Society.

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuetxenbund of

North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Off-

hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund's annual festival and prize shoot.

Rifle Shooting;.

The preparations for the international rifle shooting tournament
to be held at Sea Girt, N. J., Aug. 30 to Sept. 7 next are well
under way.
The information has reached this side that the Irish team have

already gone in for training.
Quite a distinguished party wll accompany the Irish teatti to

this country, with whom will be the Marquis of DuSern and Sir
Henry Thyme. Sir Thomas Lipton, who will have preceded them
to this country with his yacht Shamrock II., for the purpose of
lifting the America Cup will meet the party at New York and ac-

company them to Sea Girt. In a recent interview he said, "We
hope to take back with us not only the America Cup but the scalps
of the American riflemen."
The Irish party will be sumptuously entertained by the wealthy

cottagers at and in the vicinity of Sea Girt, among whom is

Martin Maloney, the millionaire contractor of Philadelphia, who
is a personal friend of Sir Thomas Lipton.
The Canadian team will also bring with them several men of note

in the Dominion. Little is known about the Swiss team that is

coming, except that they won the world's championship at Paris
last yearj and will bear a lot of watching by our riflemen.

Efforts to bring the Argentine team from Buenos Ayres on an
American war vessel have failed, owing to the fact that no vessel

of the Atlantic Squadron will be coming up on -or about that time.

The American team will not be gotten together until about the

middle of the summer, but candidates for place on the team will
begin work in a few weeks.
The Sea Girt range will be opened on May 25, when a large party

of riflemen from New York, New Jersey and Philadelphia wfll go
dovvn for practice.
Expert riflemen connected with the guard of any State are in-

vited for places on the American team. They may practice on
their home range, which must have facilities for 800, 900 and
1,000yd. shooting. Official score cards for this purpose can be
secured of Gen. Bird W. Spencer, Passaic, N. J., president
National Rifle Association.
The coming of the foreign team has undoubtedly spurred the

different States to make special efforts to send teams to the Sea
Girt meeting. Already New York, Massachusetts, Maine, Rhode
Island IMarjdand, New Jersey. Pennsylvania, Delaware and District
of Columbia have definitely decided to be represented, while the
States of New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, Illinois, Mich-
igan, Ohio, Tennessee and Minnesota are at work trying to get
teams to send. It has been definitely decided by the tj. S. Naval
authorities to send a team to compete for the Hilton trophy. This
is the first time that the navy has ever been represented at these
meetings.
Among the recent organizations which have affiliated with the

National Rifle Association is the Seventy-first Regiment of New
York. This is the first regiment of New York to take such action,
and it is said that the Seventh and Twelfth regiments will shortly
do likewise. '

The National Rifle Association is fast getting on its feet, and
is now in better shape than it has been at any time in the last
twenty years.

Columbia Pistol and Rffle Club.

San Fkancisco, May 5.—Mr. A. H. Pape put up some of the
best rifle averages ever made in the club. A. J. Brannigan, our
new revolver champion, again excelled the pistol experts with his
,38 S. & W. revolver, and beat the coast record for ten best scores
28 points, with a total of 426. He accomplished this feat in three
club shoots and thirty-five entries. He is considered Anderton's
•equal, and expressed a desire to shootr Anderton a 100-shot revolver
match when he comes on to the bund fest. Tom Anderton is the
acknowledged champion revolver shot, and we hope he will come
prepared for a match or two. He holds the 50-shot record (209)
on the Columbia target; also the 10-shot record (31), but made
them with a .44cal. revolver, which is considered a few points ad-
vantageous over the .38. Scores, on Columbia target, 10 shots,
offhand:

Rifle, 200yds.:

A H Pape 10 23832165 3—43954533733 6-^7
7 13 4473 2 37 2—52643192556 3-44426351632 8-402321347 10 6 1^2
4 10 2674568 4—56

A B Darrell 2 7 4 3 6 2 3 312 11—53333326 11 49 8-57922 13 63244 10—55653165328 9—487466 11 4568 7—64
3 4 7 4 7 4 10 14 4 9—66
4 13 7 5 6 11 7 1 10 5-69

G. M. Barley 79, F. L. Pape 134, Dr. Twist 215, 245, 247; D. W.
Lloyd- 253.

Revolver, 50yds.

:

A J Brannigan 516772325 4—42345643447 4-^4
6.5 4184 11 56 11—6161843423 12 3—46
3 4 555 5 653 8—49324414547 4-38432276541 10-44

P. A. Becker 51, 62. 63, 69; F- O. Young 62; Dr. Twist 84, 88;
Dr. TI. W. Hunsaker 81.

Pistol. oOvds.: F. O. Young 42. 45, 54. 56; Ed Hovey 43, 47, 46,

47, 48, 48; Dr. J. F. Twist 48, 57, 59, 64, 64, 71, 74; Dr. Rottanzi
84; Mrs. Waltham 73, 98; E. A. Allen 89, 93.

.22 rifle, 50yds.: Ed Hovey 25, 30: E. A. Allen 2S, 29, 31, 35, 37;
Mrs. Waltham 30; Dr. Twist 3L

F. O. Young, Rec. Sec'y.

Our Own Shooting Society.

HoBOKEN. N. J.—That the members of the Our Own Shooting
Society, of Hokoben, are determined to carry off a fair share of the
money at their open to all comers cash prize shooting festival on
Decoration Day at Pohlmann's Pavilion, Jersey City Heights, was
made evident Wednesday, May 8, when about twenty-five marks-
men appeared and practiced on the society's ranges. The scores
in the main were first class, and an interesting fight for top score
honors was participated in by a number of the Our Own's ex-
perts. The laurels were carried off by Adam Schmitt, who scored
241 out of the possible 250. Wm. F. Dilger was second high on
240. T. IT. Krusc landed in third place with 239. The records
follow': Capt. Louis Christ 233, J. H. Kruse 239, Wm. Schmitt 213,
Adam Schmitt 241, C. G. Paul 219, L. L. Levy 222, Henry Hohn
224, John Spinck 235, Herman Bahn 238, Charles Bischoff 237,
Fred Lohman 206, Geo. Neuner, Jr., 209, Gus Ising 206, Chas.
Drees 224., C. Oltmer 213, F. Flueger 202, F. Bunger 228, WO Von
Holten 220, R. Mehnert 217, H. Warnken 224, Fred Buehler 215,
Owen Smith 232, Aug. Meyns 234, Julius Kreienberg 214, ex-Capt
Wm. F. Dilger 240.

During the evening a special meeting was held and the follow-
ing new members were enrolled, making a total of 172: John E.
Wunschel, Gus Ising, Julius Kreienberg and Wm. Von Holten.

Gun and Outing Club.

Clay Center, Kan.—The following scores were made hy the
Gun and Outing Club, of Clay Center, Kan., at its weekly medal
shoot on Monday night. May 6. The club is composed entirely of
business men. who fay no claim to marksmanship. The club has
fifteen members.
Indoor range, .22cal. rifles, off-hand, '75ft., German ring target,

%in. center counts 25:

F Williamson 21 24 24 24 22 25 25 24 21 22
24 24 24 23 23 23 23 23 25 23—467

J C Johnston 21 19 22 23 22 23 23 23 23 24
22 24 24 20 22 22 22 24 25 23-450

W E §rweezey

19

20 22 22 19 20 22 22 25 21
23 21 22 24 25 24 20 24 24 21—440

J A Frishman 1 25 25 23 22 25 23 23 19 24 23
22 18 22 23 24 23 22 25 24 21—459

R O Lewis

23

25 24 23 25 25 24 24 25 22
23 24 25 23 25 23 23 25 22 24-^77

R. O. Lewis, Pres.

inm^r^ to ^omspandfinh.

Vo notice taken ot anonymous cumm;imlcatlonB.

Please Give Address.—A correspondent who wrote recently in-

quiring as to the reliability of a certain manufacturing company in

the West failed to date his letter or to give any address. He
therefore cannot be replied to.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

Summer Homes.

In the Lake Country of Northern Illinois, VVisconsin, Min-
nesota and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, on the line of the
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. PavU Railway, are hundreds of most
charming summer resorts. Am-ong the list are: Fox Lake, Dela-
van Lake, Lake Geneva, the Lauderdale Lakes Waukesha, Ocono-
mowoc, Palmyra, the Ijells at Kilboum, Elkhart Lake and Madi-
san, Minocqua, Star Lake, Frontenac. White Bear, Minnetonka,
Marquette, Spirit Lake, Okoboji, Big' Stone Lake, etc., ete.

For illustrated booklets ".Summer Homes for 1901," and "In
the Lake Country," send address with 6 cents m postage to F. A.
Millpr, General Passenger Agent, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway, C^icaso—Adv..
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A CRUEL INJUSTICE.

A CASE of terrible hardship and grave injustice is seen

in the case of a young Cheyenne Indian named Little

Whirlwind, now serving a life sentence in the Montana
State Penitentiary for a murder of which he is absolutely

^innocent.

The facts in the case are these : About five years agO'

;a sheep herder named Hoover was killed on the borders

lof the Tongue River reservation in Montana. His body

was not found for some time after hi^, death, but when
found the indications were that he had been killed by an

Indian. Not long after, a Chej^enne known as Stanley,

who had served in Lieutenant Casey's company of scouts,

and had been discharged therefrom as mentally unbal-

anced, acknowledged to his own people that he had killed

the white man and had done it alone. He was arrested

and held for trial. Pressure was brought on him to

implicate other members of the tribe in the murder. Un-
der the belief that if a number of men were convicted

Stanley's punishment would be lighter, some of his rela-

tives devised a plan for implicating two other Indians

named Spotted Hawk and Little Whirlwind in the crime.

Spotted Hawk was first tried, and on testimony since

proved to have been perjured, was convicted and sentenced

to be hung. Stanley, the confessed murderer, was con-

victed and sentenced to five years' imprisonment. Little

Whirlwind Avas convicted of murder in the second degree

and received a life sentence. No attention whatever was
paid to the testimon'y of a dozen witnesses to prove an

alibi for Spotted Hawk and Little Whirlwind.

Since the trials, the sole witness for the prosecution

—

except Stanley—has confessed that his testimony was
perjured, while Stanley, the real murderer, died in prison,

but before his death made a statement that he alone had
committed the crime, and that Little Whirlwind had
nothing whatever to do with it.

In the case of Spotted Hawk, the Supreme Court of

Montana decided that he must have a new trial, as he

was convicted on insufficient evidence, and the county

authorities, recognizing T:hat they had no case against him,

set him free. Counsel for Little Whirlwind, however,

had failed to take the necessai"y steps to perfect his case

so that a new trial could be asked for, and he, an innocent

man, is now serving a life sentence with no legal remedy
and with no hope of regaining his freedom, except through

a pardon by the Governor.

The case has been investigated by the Indian Rights

Association, by two or three of Montana's most eminent

lawyers, and by one or two private individuals. It has

been shown beyond the shadow of a peradventure that the

young man is absolutely innocent. Literature giving the

facts in the case may be had of the Association, 1305

Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The case was presented last year to Governor Smith, a
politician who feared to make himself unpopular among a
certain element in Montana bitterly hostile to the In-

dians, and he declined to act.

In January last the matter was brought to the attention

of the newly elected Governor, was by him received and
its consideration promised. Governor Toole is a man of

far greater breadth than his predecessor and one of far

greater force. His long and creditable career in Con-
gress justifies tlie belief that, in this matter he will not
be influenced by the petty prejudices of a special locality

of the great State he governs. But the case should be

acted on. The days which pass so swiftly to men occu-

pied in life's struggle, move slowly for him who is con-
fined behind prison bars. It may seem natural enough to

put over from week to week and from month to month a

matter where the individual interested is only an Indian,

but the injustice is not less grave, the Governor's duty to

right a wrong not less imperative, because the man belongs
to a subject race.

It is but a few years since the whole civilized world was
interested in an injustice done to a French officer, and was
t;lamoring for the righting of his wrongs. Public opinioR

at length brought partial relief to his suffering, and

Dreyfus was pardoned. Little Whirlwind has suffered

as long as the Frenchman, but he still waits for justice.

Far away on the northern Cheyenne reservation his old

mother, his wife and his little children cannot understand

why the white men will not permit the return of him who
is so dear to them, and who is known by all to be innocent

of .any crime.

SWEEPSTAKE SHOOTING.
While all forms of sport which make men stronger,

braver and physically and mentally better, both as private

individuals and as valuable units in the social system, have

their beneficent uses, there is no special part of them which

is of more universal interest than sport which refers to

marksmanship. From time immemorial, all peoples,

whether civihzed or otherwise, have highly prized a pro-

ficiency in the use of arms. Such denoted an enviable

pre-eminence in the skill and usefulness of the individual

and a further valuable quality as a safeguard for the

community. To be eminent as a distinguished marksman
carried with it high honors in the esteem of all nations.

If we consider the universality of the need of marksman-
ship, the esteem in which it is held through all history, and
nts usefulness as a form of individual training, we observe

xhat it possesses within itself all the essentials of per-

manency.

However, with a higher civilization there has been im-

iported into the more peaceful forms of marksmanship
contests, known as trapshooting, an element of betting,

designated :es sweepstakes. There is by the sweepstake

ttilius iiitrod^Ked a question as to both skill and nioney.

In a h'xs public tournament the matter of the sweep-

stake cawi do but little harm, for such intrinsically is a

competilion for the prizes, and should appeal only to the~

test slax^ts, those who have graduated through all the

iimteam-ediate schools, as it were. But the sweepstake of

the public tournament is often adopted as the

true standard for conducting the competition of the home
cldb.. Events are arranged with entrance at a fixed

amount, sweepstake shooting, the surplus money, after

frayimg for the^price of targets, to be divided among the

laigher classes or the higher guns. The average shooter
may m?t be able to point a gun with deadly accuracy. He
may 1)e a novice in shooting and yet be an expert in

fignrcs.. He observes that he, as a club member, in the

matter of sweepsltaikes is what is colloquially known as a

"'producer." He puts up his money with a hope that the
unexpected may happen in his behalf, while some other
fellows or fellow puts up the money with a knowledge that

steady skill will defeat luck in the long run. The per-

sistency of the novice under such conditions is only a

question of enthusiasm, of intelligence, of financial means.
Whenever the novice as a class begins to lag, there is then
a readjustment in Ihe way of systems for dividing the

moneys. There are most pleasing mathematical devices
for his consideration in respect to how he may shoot
poorly and yet_ win.

The ordinary club which cultivates the sweepstake as

the true form of competition finds that after a time the
most skillful shots have the competition to themselves.

The novice has a thousand urgent reasons for being
absent from the club shooting grounds. He can furnish a
dozen at once, but the real one, the sweepstake, he very
rarely mentions. The expert of the club, who, for the
sake of illustration, we will assume was present regu-
larly for the profits, also retires when the profits are no
longer available. The club then is for a long time inactive
or ceases to exist. This in a general way is a true history
of hundreds of gun clubs. The sweepstake was a means
of making the novice pay for the shooting or profit, or
both, of others, and the novice, being a man of sense,

Avhen the proper time arrived, quit the sport entirely.

Even the rebuke that it is not "dead game" to refuse to

put up his money with a certainty of losing it, in time
fails to appeal to the novice.

As illustrating, in a material way, what a club organized
and conducted on true principles of sport can accom-
plish, we may call attention to the New Utrecht Gun Club,
which shoots weekly at Interstate Park. No sweepstakes
are sanctioned by the club. Each competitor enters for the
birds, and adds a small amount for the purchase of a
trophy, which is solely intended to commemorate a test

of skill in successful competition, and though it is" sure
to be a work' of ^tt, i\ has no significance whatever as a

matter of profit. If any purses are made up at all on
matters of' shooting, they are not in the slightest degree

club aflfairs. Their significance is purely personal. This
is the policy of the president and active manager, Mr.
Walter F. Sykes, and the good attendance each Saturday
and steady growth of the club in additional to the high
personnel of its membership are sufficient testimony to the

soundness of the policy Avhich he has advocated and
practiced.

If other clubs would eliminate the sweepstake and intro-

duce the trophy entirely, they would soon reap the benefits

in increased prosperity.

Of course in tournament matters other considerations

are dominant.

SNAP SHOTS.
In the Iowa case of Graybill vs. Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul Railway, to recover damages for cattle killed

at a crossing, it was shown that the engineer had neglected

to warn the cattle by whistling; and when the railway's

counsel contended that such warnings as were required
by law were meant only for human beings, the court in-

structed the jury to the contrary, saying that "the provi-
sion is for the safety of persons and animals iiear the
crossing and about the cross, to warn them of the ap-
proach of the train, and to enable them to avoid injury."

The jury found for ^.the plaintiff; whereupon- the
company appealed to the Supreme Court, taking ex-
ception to the instructions quoted. The Supreme
Court sustained the lower court. Justice Sherwin
holding that animals have sufficient reasoning power
to recognize the locomotive whistle as a warn-
ing of approaching danger and to get off the track to

avoid it. The railway's attorney has filed an argument for
a rehearing, contending that while the whistle may frighten
cattle, it is impossible by such means to convey to them
"information which the animals can turn to account for
their own safety." But the common experience of loco-
motive engineers is against the lawyer on this point. It is

a daily occurrence on some roads for the engineer to

whistle cattle off the tracks, and their quick recognition of
the meaning of the warning and the prompt obedience they
give to it negative the view that they do not understand
it and "turn it to account for their own safety." If the

,

attorney were arguing about the hen in front of the wagon
he might make out a case ; or about the massive cur dog
that refuses to heed the bicycle bell ; or the bull that fails

to interpret the wig-wags of the timid angler; but cattle
on the track know perfectly well what the locomotive
whistle means and govern themselves accordingly.

Connecticut has followed the example set by Arizona,
California, Indiana, Minnesota, Missouri and Ne\^ Hamp-
shire in igoi, and by many other States in previous years,
in prohibiting the sale of game, and has taken the lead in a
novel method of protection which consists in the establish-
ment of town game preserves. This is an innovation
which we hope to see widely adopted. The preserves
consist of tracts of land of from 50 to 300 acres, which
are leased by the Game Comrnissioners at a nominal
rent, and are absolutely protected for a term of years.
These protected tracts form game refuges from which
the supply will certainly overflow into the adjoining terri-

tory. We print elsewhere the full text of the law as
affording the best explanation of the plan in its details.

The sea lion has been popularly credited with a vora-
cious appetite for fish, and has been regarded as such a
destroyer of food fishes that the California fishery author-
ities have long waged a war of extermination upon it.

Now comes Dr. C. Hart Merriam with a strong presenta-
tion of facts showing that the sea lion' lives principally on
squids, and is not a fish eater. The decrease of Call-,

fornia salmon. Dr. Merriam suggests, has been caused not
by the sea lions, but by the overfishing by man.

Our compliments to Paul Rush, of Ea,st Otto, N. Y.,
eighty-four years old, who "is perfectly well, can see to
read without glasses, has always been a, famous hunter in
all kinds of weather; and hunting has seemed to agree
with him." Of course it has. May he live to a ripe old
age to enjoy it.

'

After all the gun license question in this country is

not. Should we have the license? nor. Shall we have thg
license? but, 'When will the license come?
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The Tfowt Stream* j
f Among the hills of far away
i There flows an old trout stream,

And I am wandering there to-day
Just in a May day dream.

Down through the fields, so soft and green
The brooli winds round the farm,

Folding the budding tranquil scene
Within its shining arm.

The orchard flings some blossoms down
Upon its ripples bright

—

Frail argosies, that dip and drown
Their sails of gold and white,

1

The birds sing in the giant elm
Till all the brookside rings

;

Or darting to the watery realm
They lave ^heir glossy wings.

i

On through the meadow's mist and glow
At murmuring sleepy pace,

The grassy ribbons swinging low,

Half hide its smiling face.

But here and there it leaps away,
Sings to the open sky.

And holds the clouds of white and gray
Within its laughing eye.

- The dipping willows by the mill

Caress its happy face;

So on it flows, its purpose still

To bless each thirsty plaice.

Beyond the mill, the eddies rush
With eager, clamorous shout,

Into deep pools, fringed by the brush,
Where lurk the royal trout.

'

See there ! that daintj'- beauty shine
Out from his cool, dark nook;

Oh ! for a swinging rod and line,

A trusty feathered hook.

Away with business—quire and ream

—

My rod and reel are out

;

To-morrow's sun fulfills my dream,
I'm going to fish for trout,

George Douglas.

/ Two Dogs.

A GOOD many years ago I lived in a house that stood on
a bluff overlooking the Hudson, and about a quarter of a

mile back from the river. The tracks of the Hudson
River Railroad ran at the foot of our place.

The following incidents, which happened at that time

and place, bear upon the question as to whether animals
will sometimes kill themselves from grief. They relate to

a Scotch terrier (one of the wisest and canniest that ever

cocked an intelligent eye out of an ugly face) of the

name of Blucher, but called Bleach. His wiry coat being

of a dingry cross between white and tan, the nickname
fitted him well.

Bleach belonged to Us neither by right of gift nor pur-

chase; but of his own free will he chose to come to live

at our stable in the train of a horse, an old friend of his,

that my father had bought for me. Bleach hung about
the stable, followed Billy, my horse, when I rode, and
slept in Billy's stall at night.

One day my sisters drove out to pay some visits, and I

followed the carriage on horseback, Bleach, as usual, at

Billy's heels. One of the visits was at the house of the

horse's and dog'^ former master. I did not dismount, but

while my sisters were in the house had ample opportunity

to watch a curious scene. The stable stood at a short

distance from the house, and suddenly from out the stable

door rushed a nondescript little yellow dog, who greeted

Bleach with every sign of recognition and delight. To
my surprise that itsually grave gentleman responded to his

greeting \Vith equal warmth, and even Billy showed,
through whinnies and playful nips at the dogs as they

circled around him, that he too recognized an old friend.

As I knew that our coachman had been in the employ
of the gentleman before whose house we waited, I rode up
to the carriage and asked him why the little yellow dog
was so glad to see us.

"That, Miss," said he, "is Dandy, and when I worked
for Mr. them two dogs was always together, and
both of them slept in Billy's stiiU."

"Wejl," thought I, "when we ride away we shall see

which of his friends Bleach loves best," but I reckoned
without Bleach
At that moment my sisters emerged from the house, en-

tered the carriage and drove off. I followed 'slowly, look-

ing back to see how Bleach would settle the question. I

could see by the glint of his eye that he also took in the

situation, but he never let on—not he. Redoubling the

enthusiasm of his gambols, he gradually increased their

circle, until the lawn was traversed, the gate cleared, and
the unsuspecting Dandy fairly launched upon the high

roadi A good quarter, of a mile lay behind us before

Dandy's conscience awoke. He suddenly stood stock

still, his tail, indeed his whole being, drooped. He turned

about and began trotting homeward. The day seemed
lost for Bleach. But no ! In this emergency the force of

his character and the depth of his wile displayed them-
selves. Springing in front of Dandy he blocked the

way, and while his whole body was, down to the stump
that served him for a tail, quivering with excitement, chal-

lenged his long lost friend with giddy barks to another

romp. Dandy wavered, but his ears pricked up and his

dejected tail assumed a more jaunty angle. In another

moment h? was racing in the direction which the car-

riage had taken, scruples thrown to the winds, carried
away by the rush of Bleach's high spirits.

This struggle' between Dandy's conscience and Bleach's
will occurred at widening intervals in the two miles that
lay between Mr. 's house and our front gate. As we
neared the latter Bleach put on an extra spurt of speed
and rushed Dandy through, across the lawn and up to the
front door. Then the little yellow dog seemed to come
to his senses. He stared blankly at the door and in an-
other moment would have run away. Btit in this crisis I

became Bleach's ally. Jumping from the saddle I threw
open the door and invited both dogs to walk in. Once^
within Bleach's whole manner changed. From playmate*
he turned to host. He led Dandy from room to room and
showed him the sights. A pier glass rather fazed them
for a moment, but Bleach led up to it with a swagger, as if

he were saying, "Oh! this is nothing; a mere trifle," and
both dogs looked at themselves in the glass. No one
would have thought from Bleach's actions that it was
the first time that he himself had ever been in the house.
I brought a bowl of milk and set it before them. Dandy
fell to, but though quite as thirsty, Bleach did not touch
it until Dandy had finished, but stood by, wagging his

tail with the pleasure of hospitality.

After the meal I bowed them out of the house with due
politeness, and saw them head their way toward the stable,

which from that time was their headquarters, both sleep-

ing at night in Billy's stall. They were inseparable, and
one was rarely seen without the other. Both would dis-

appear at intervals for two or three days at a time on
hunts for woodchucks or other small game, always turning
up at the stable and staying there imtil the roving spirit

moved them again.

This state of things la-sted for about two 3'cars. Then
one summer's day Bleach came home from a hunt alone.

Dandy never came back. Bleach moped about the stable

for a week or more, then he too disappeared.

On the following day some boys came to tell us that his

body was lying crushed across the railroad tracks at the

foot of our place. Now Bleach was a wise dog and knew
as well as anj'^ man what would happen ^if he stretched
himself across a rail. The inference, therefore, seems to

be that grief over the loss of his companion led the lonely
little fellow to seek death.

Mary W. Montgomery.

The Samoan Giant-Killer.

Let it not be supposed that there are any giants now-
adays in Samoa. The period of these interesting freaks

who lived too early to enjoy the advantages of side show
careers, is quite as far back toward the beginning of his-

tor}'- among the islanders as with us. Still, we ourselves

have the very exciting tale of Jack the Giant-Killer, and
at certain periods of life his adventures are firmly be-

lieved. The stories of the killer of Samoan giants are

not only credited in childhood, but also in ripe age it is

felt by the islanders that in times so remote there is more
than a bare possibility that such things could be. Once
when I seemed to imply that the race of giants was
imaginary I was floored by an apt quotation from Gene-
sis to the effect that there were giants in those days, and
then it dawned on me that to attempt to introduce the

higher criticism would be difficult and undoubtedlj'^ use-

less. The stories are important to the older people for

yet another reason—their chain of ancestors is deduced
from some one of the giants, from some one of their

victims, or from the hero who slew the terrors of island

life. The latter descent is restricted to but few, for it

is in the main line of the Malietoa race, and the last

kings of Samoa came in direct descent from this public-

spirited seeker after trouble. When his descendants
indulged themselves in this family failing they found no
giants left, and therefore were obliged to have trouble

with some two or three of the great nations of the world,

the result in the modern instance being that Samoa has
been chopped up . into two small mouthfuls, of which
Germany has one and the United States the other and
more desirable fragment.
Let it not be. imagined that the Samoans do nothing

but sit around and tell stories. Quite on the contrary,

it is hard work to get the story when you know that there

is one in existence, and to .get on the track of it calls

for vigilance to pick up some stray allusioli in speech,

to haul upon the end of the clue until it is certain that

there is yarn behind, and then to cajole or to bribe' some
aged islander until he can be induced to spin said yarn.

So it was with this story of Polu, the giant-killer. It

was hinted only by accident; it was long before I secured

the whole story. One day I noticed in the lagoon before

the consulate at 'Vaiala a small native canoe with what
seemed to be a particularly white paddler making a most
irregular course. The man at once struck me as far

whiter than the climate permits the white residents to

be, and the scantiness of clothing was something not to

be expected even of the least progressive beach comber.
When Tonga observed my curiosity as to the unusual

right she rested from her labors, and though an excellent

woman she was prone to rest from such light toil as fell

to her lot. and gazed with me.
"That shows you that Polu didn't kill all of them,"

was her sole comment.
"What is be that he should have been killed?" I

asked.

"Oh, it's only one of the 'autetea' from Falefa," she

replied. "He can't see much in the day time and that's

why he's paddling so crooked. He'll run ashore on your
beach and then 3'ou can get a good look at him."
The word "autetea" was explained to mean white peo-

ple, but it had no reference to the foreign visitors, who
are known quite generally through the Pacific as Papa-
iTingi. When the clumsy paddler did as Tonga had fore-

seen he would do and blindly ran his canoe on the beach

before the house, it was easy to see that he was an albino.

His hair was as yellow as straw; his skin was not only

white, but devoid of all pigment whatever; his pur-

blind eyes were pink, and in every particular he cor-

responded to the albinoes seen in other lands. The man-
agement of his canoe showed him to be afflicted with

the characteristic intolerance of light which accompanies

fhis morbid condition.

i'But who was PolU; and why did be kill these af-

flicted people?" was my next question put to Tonga.
"That's only a devil story," she answered. "I think so

it's a lie. He was a devil long ago, and some of our old
men talk about him, but I don't know what they say."
This made it clear that there was a story and I made

it ray object to drag it forth, not from Tonga, for I had
long since given her up in despair, but from all the old
chiefs who came my way. That was the only course to
pursue; when any old man came to ask me for food, or
matches, or painkiller, he met the prompt query, "Why
did Polu kill the albinoes?" In time I acquired quite
a series of exploits of Polu, which proved him to have
been a slayer of giants, mostly through the shrewdness
which enabled him to get the advantage of position, which
is the first thing a Samoan wants when it is a matter of
fighting. His adventures seem to have been but seven
in number, for, although I did not get them all from one
man, I never found any informant who could recall an
eighth adventure.

Polu, surnamed the Tricky, is represented in these sav-
age stories of wild life in Samoa of the ancient times as
a son of one of the Malictoas long gone by. From his
first exploit it wo-ukl appear that cannibalism was at that

time practiced in Samoa. This custom, common enough
in other archipelagoes of the Pacific, seems to have been
abandoned in Samoa at some very remote period, and
the first adventure which sent Polu out upon his career
of purifying the social tondition of his people professes
to give an account of how this practice was given up.
It is very certain that very few references are made to the
custom in the island stories, thus showing that its aban-
donment was a matter of very long ago.
Polu was back in the bush one morning engaged in

the interesting sport of netting pigeons. While he was
waiting for the beaters to drive the birds to his stone
platform he heard the complaints of three wayfarers who
were unwillingly making slow progress toward the home
of the paternal Malietoa. When they reached the hunt-
ing platform and sat down to talk, as is the custom of

Samoans to the present day. Polu called them hy name
and asked the cause of their manifest and indeed ex-
pressed discontent. The}' told him that they were on
their way to the home of Malietoa for the purpose of

being eaten and that they were not particularly charmed
with the prospect. It is explicitly stated that it was the
habit of Malietoa to eat a man a day, and these three
wayfarers had been designated to be the next three days'

food supply. Polu, without further parley or delay, gave
up his pigeon hunt and assured the men that he would
see that they remained men, even if his father did go
hungry. Accordingly he ordered them to plait him up
in a cocoanut leaf in the same way that other men were
treated when offered for the larder. A single leaf is large
enough and strong enough to form a convenient ham-
mock in which to carry the largest man, and when the

leaflets are brought over from each side and woven to-

gether the whole package can be carried quite easily

by making the ends fast to a pole, which can be borne
on the shoulders of two men. In recent wars this method
of packing has been emploj'ed in presenting a defeated
chieftain to his conqueror, a ceremony with the meaning
that he is as helpless as a man going to be cooked; but
in these later ceremonial instances the cooking is omitted
in deference to a change in public opinion. , In this con-
dition Polu was offered to his own father as the day's

meat. When the parcel was undone and Malietoa saw
his own son and heard the reason for the sacrifice, he
issued an edict that men should no longer eat men, and
sealed the legislation by having a great feast of pigs.

Having now definitely entered upon the career of hero,
Polu sallied forth in search of wrongs to right, and iieigh-

bors to abate, when they had become nuisances. The
first hard citizen who encountered Polu in this great
hunt was known as Flashing Eyes, who had the unpleas-

, ant habit of stealing the most noble counsellors out of

the very court of Malietoa. Polu made very few prepa-
rations for the extermination of this monster, who was
a cannibal as well as a snatcher of live bodies. He sim-
ply inquired by which path the giant most commonly
came, and there he sat down to wait. When he saw
Flashing Eyes in the distance with a long trident spear,

Polu turned around with his back to the enemy and still

sat in the road. Flashing Eyes soon spied this tempting
bait ready to his hand, and hurried along the road brand-
ishing his spear. Although Polu made no sign that he
was conscious of the onward rush of the giant he wa.«

keeping a sharp lookout for shadows on the path. When
the shadows told him that Flashing Eyes was about to

transfix him with the spear he dodged aside, the ogre
was carried past in his furious rush and as he went by
Polu hit him a crack with a log of wood, and that canni-

bal turned from his wickedness and died, greatly to the

relief of. the circle that was wont to gather about
Malietoa.

From this deed of justice Polu traveled eastward and
came to the town of Toamua, where he found the women
having a good old South Sea island crying spell over
their husbands and brothers, who were being dragged
off to a cave by another cannibal, named Blazing Rock.
Polu waited until he could be sure that Blazing Rock
had set out on one of his predatory trips. Then he went
into the cave itself and waited for the return of the giant.

When Blazing Rock came home bearing another man on
his back to be eaten at leisure, Polu fell upon him before
his eyes had adjusted themselves to the dim light and
while he was still hampered by _ his burden. A little

work with the trusty club, and the women of Toamua
found their lamentations changed to joy.

Then came the slaughter of the albinoes, and that took
place in the next bay east of Apia. For some reason
not very clear the albinoes of the town had been carrying
things with a high hand over their darker neighbors.
Here Polu was very tricky indeed, for he took advantage
of the defect of vision which accompanies the pink eyes.

Arranging an ambush over night, he had a town meet-
ing called at daybreak. The albinoes took their seats

in the place of honor in the council house, which hap-
pened to be at the west end. The meeting was pro-
longed nntil sunrise, and the level beams of the sun
shone fair in the faces of the albinoes. That half blinded
them, and Avhile they were under these difficulties Polu
and his party issvied from the ambushment, took them
at this great disadvantage snd in the confusion slaugh-
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tered them. But, as Tonga said, they were not all killed,

tor there arc still albinoes in Samoa.
Eastward still went Polu in search of adventure, and

not many miles away he found the giant Anianiloa, who
seems to have been somewhat of a tight-rope walker.

His path, when in search of people on whom to dine, lay

along a cord stretched from a moimtain top. Polu asked
a woman how they knew when the giant was coming,
and she told him that they could judge from the fact

that the cord grew heavy. Accordingly, Polu took the

woman's place, with his hand on the cord. When he
felt the strain come on the cord Polu waited to make
sure that the giant was coming across, and then he let

go his end of the rope and the giant fell down into a

deep valley and broke his neck, and the people had peace.

This exploit, according to several informants, is quite

satisfactorily confirmed by imperishable evidence; any
person who is willing to go to Solosolo will find there

both the mountain top and the deep valley referred to.

The next cannibal giant encountered was at Saluafata,

a few miles beyond. The townsfolk warned the hero
against using the most traveled road out of their town
because it was devoted entirely to their particular ogre,

who used it when he wanted to come into the town to

select a man for food. This was all that'the exterminator
of giants and ogres needed to know; he set out on that

path at once, and to show his disregard of this private

ownership of a public highway, he tied a cord across the

road. Withotit loss of time the giant came hurrying
along his road to wipe out the insult, and leaped on Polu
to kill him. But just as he was making his attack Polu
called out, "Look out; what's that over you?" The giant

stopped to gaze up into the tree tops and the hero got

in the fir-st blow and finished his opponent.
The last of the giants lived at the back of the island of

'

Upolu, at Falealili, where is the most interesting cave
in all Samoa. His name was Carpenter, and he prac-

ticed daily cannibalism. By strict attention to business

he had reduced the population of the town to four indi-

viduals—two chiefs and two talking-men. Things had
come to such a pass that the giant had actuall};^ moved
into the town, where he could make himself comfortable
in the tenantless houses, and the four survivors were
living in the groves of screw-palm in fear and trembling.

By a happy chance Polue turned up at Falealili in his

hunt for giants, and discovered the four men in the

thicket. They detailed their sad situation, and asked
relief. Polu delayed only to ascertain in which house the

giant lived, and made his waj^ thither. The giant was
from home, probably hunting for the four men in the

thicket, but Polu sat down inside to wait for him. As
soon as Carpenter bent under the eaves to enter the

house Polu seized the opportunity, which gave him the
advantage, got in the first blow, and killed this giant,

also.

This was the last of the giants; all had been killed of?

by the exploits of this one hero, and there was peace in

Samoa afterward, except for such little differences of

opinion as could be settled man to man with clubs. Hav-
ing converted his own father from cannibalism, and hav-
ing secured an edict that the practice should cease in

all Samoa, the young man dealt personally with all these

worst offenders who set themselves above the law, and
executed its provisions upon them. Since that time,

Sarnoans say, there has been nothing of the sort.

Llewella Pierce Churchill.

Adirondack Place Names.
The Adirondack region is a good deal like some old

people one meets. It was young once and had a wild

career for a while, especially when the whites got within

the woods borders. Real pioneer adventure was of daily

occurrence—but it is tame now. The wolves there went
in the seventies, no one knows how; the moose in the

fifties, everybody knows the reason why; and the In-

dians were as good as gone more than a hundred years

ago. Even their very bones have become dust, much
more the tracks they made in snow and mud have disap-

peared. Almost the onlj^ trace of the wild life now left

is a lot of names. A few moss-grown moose horns may
be seen, found by hunters in the swamps. Large steel

traps of odd construction and very much rusted, are

occasionally discovered by lake and stream sides. A few
men liave eyes capable of discovering arrow heads, of

which there are bushels on all sides of the mountains.
But the chief things by wnich the adventures and events

of the early days are remembered, are the names. If

one had the stories which gave the many "Indian" rivers,

lakes and ponds their names, they would be thrilling

enough. They were doubtless named from real adven-
tures with redskins, and very probably by trappers who,
like Nat Foster, murdered Indians to rob them, or for

the sake of keeping them awaj^ from a favorite fur

country.
So, too, there are moose ponds and moose rivers, real

haunts, at one time, of the great animals. Wolf ponds.
Otter creeks. Buck ponds. Mink lakes, etc., every one of

them with a meaning now forgotten, though certainly

associated with an animal of the sort indicated by the
name.

Natural features haA'e left their impress. A map shows
dozens of names which the hunter and fisherman knows
to be appropriate. The Rock lakes and ponds; the
Spruce and Balsam ponds and lakes; Beaver Meadow and
Flat streams of various sorts; Mica, Mountain, Sard and
Mud ponds; Cedar, Marsh and Long Ponds are all truly

named. But what can be said of such poverty of mind
that calls the first chain of lakes in the mountains, First,

Second, etc., to the Eighth? A little pond near by is

called Quiver Pond, a name that at once conjures up a
scene of woods beauty, which the Fulton chain never
will, save to thbse who have been there, though it does
suggest the first Yankee steamboat, as was intended.
"Odor" Lake is on the maps, but the real name is

Stink Lake. Some forest commissioner, with delicate
ears, probably, made the change, robbing the name of
its meaning. A dead deer, or moose, doubtless gave the
place its real appellation, the true significance of which
is lost 'in the possibly delicious "Odor."
Many of the names now used are mere translations of

the Indian nomenclature, especially those that relate

to natural features and to the animals of one sort of
other. The Indians, knew how to describe, or appro-
l)riatcly name, a place. Lower Saranac Like is white man
for the "Lake- of the Clustered Stars;" Trenton
Falls, on the West Canada (West Ten, I believe), is

vvhite man for the Kany-a-hoo-ka, Leaping Waters.
The change in the name was just as well, for now the
Trenton Falls chasm has been completely destroyed by
a water power company for every purpose save run-
ning water into a pipe at one end and out of the other
with the dollar extracted. Not that I would deny the
use of commercial progress, but merely express regret
that tke beautiful so invariably vanishes when it is a
question of dollars or the beautiful.

Where men's names have been used to designate Adi-
rondack features there is usually cause for gnashing of
teth, but not always. There is Herkimer county, for
instance. General Nicholas I-Icrkimer, the greatest man
in the upper MohaAvk valley, ruled and fought there, and
finally died of his wounds. By the battle of Oriskany,
in- which, thoitgh wounded badly, he smoked a big pipe
with relish, he saved the valley from St, Leger's Tories
and Indians on Aug. 6, 1777, as well as made the battle
of Saratoga, perhaps American independence, possible
then. x\ good name for a rugged country! But what
can be said when Tahawus, the Cloud Splitter, is known
by the wretched name of "Mt. Marcy," with '*McIntyre,"
"Colden" and "Seward" for companions?
Here is what Thoreau .said under similar provocations:
"Flint's Pond! Such is the poverty of our nomencla-

ture. .What right had the unclean and stupid farmer,
whose farm abutted on this sky water, whose shores he
has ruthlessly laid bare, to give his name to it? Some
skinflint, who loved better the reflecting surface of a
dollar, or a bright cent, in which he could see his own
brazen face; who regarded even the wild ducks as tres-
passers; his fingers grown into crooked and horny
talons from the long habit of grasping, harp}^-like. I go
not there to see him, nor to hear him. Who never saw
it; who never bathed in it; who never spoke a good
word for it, nor thanked God that He had made it. Rather
let it be named from the fishes that swim in it, the wild-
fowl or quadrupeds which frequent it; the wildflowers
which grow by its shores, or some wild man or child,

the thread of whose history is interwoven with its own;
not from him who could show no title to it but the deed
which a like-minded neighbor or legislature gave him

—

him who thought only of the money value, whose pres-
ence, perchance, cursed all the shore; who exhausted the
land around it and would fain have exhausted the waters
within it; who regretted only that it was not English
hay or cranberry meadow—there was nothing to redeem
it, forsooth, in his ej^es—and would have drained it and
sold it for the mud at its bottom."

All things considered, the Adirondacks have been
rather forttmate in names, , more so than one might ex-
pect. It is true there are Sampson's Lakes, Eckford
Chain, O'Neil Flow, Swanson's Dam, Brown's Tract,
Griffin (a man!) Brook, Stephen's Pond, Buell Brooki
Tirrell Pond, My Pond, Your Pond. Jenkins' Pond and
Merritt's Lake, and so on^—and of what possible signifi-

cance are these? But really descriptiA'e names are seen
and heard.

S. H. Hammond made a trip southward into the Adi-
rondacks and in 1865 he printed a book about it. Mea-
cham Lake was sixteen miles in the wilderness then, and
a few rniles beyond it in the "southeast corner of Duane"
township, Flam.mond came to a pond of about 200 acres,
nameless so far as he or his guide knew. Here is how
it got a name:
"Having rested ourselves, we were about starting on

our journey when we saw an animal called the fisher.
* * * As he passed behind a large boulder. I raised

my rifle, and as be again emerged into sight, I fired
and killed him. * * * We took the gentleman's
hide as the spoils of Avar, and to pay for the trouble of
shooting and skinning him. The death of the animal
was the occa.'^ion of the christening of this sheet of water.
Vye hewed a smooth place on the side of an ancient
birch, and with a knife carved thereon in large letters,

'Fisher's I..ake.' Whoever shall hereafter visit it, let

him respect the name Ave gave it and speak of it accord-
ing'},." Whether the name lasted I don't know, but it

is typical of one sort of names, including the Deer, Wolf,
Bear, etc.

About three miles up from the foot of LoAver Saranac
Lake is a great rock, like a boulder. It is called Signal
Reck, and Avith the bit of land behind it, is knoAvn as
Bluff Island. The name Signal Rock is older than any
one in Saranac Lake village, having originated in the
days Avhen Indians used smoke instead of the telegraph
to convey information to their felloAvs. Indian Carry
(near SAveeney's). on the Upper Saranac, leading to the
Stony Creek ponds, has some significance, historically, as
it is probable that Sir John Johnson, Avhen he fled from
the MohaAvk valley in May, 1776, Avent to Canada that
way, Avhile doubtless small parties of Indians, with their
canoes, folloAved thewater route from St. Regis to the
Bisby's on their way to attack the Dutch settlements
along the Mohawk. ArroAv heads are to be found around
all the large Adirondack lakes, telling of prehistoric
sport.

Some names are of doubtful origin. One of these is

"Raquette," or "Racket," applied to a riA'er and a lake.
A guide Avould say that it was the tumbling of the Avaters
on the rocks of the river, the roar or racket of Avhich
suggested an appropriate name. But a French Canadian
may have seen a resemblance to a snow shoe

—
"Raquette"

—in the shape of a marsh or flae, Avhile traveling with
Indians. The Iroquois Indians named it the Ni-ha-na-
Ava-te, or the Fall-of-Rapids. a circumstance likely to

be noticed by canoe men.
The Indians called the present Mt ScAvard "Ou-kor-

lah. The Great Eye, because from its heights a vast terri-

tor-- could be seen and the warrior or hunter might ob-
serve the fire smokes of his friends or foes, and lay his

plans accordingly. In some cases the Indian names
have been merely translated into English. White face
for White head is an example; Flurricane Peak, for Hill

of the Wind. Lake Chainplain Avas The Door of the
Country; Schroon Lake, at first unattractive, groAvs to

Scaroon, and Sca-ni-a-dar-oon, a Large Lake; and, inci-

dentally, Scaroona, name of the Indian maiden whose

French lover deserted her. It is interesting to note that
several of the greatest Adirondack peaks derive their

names from "five gentlemen," who "were engaged in the
development of the ifm interest at the Upper Works."
"Cod-a-cra-ga, the Dismal Wilderness, is just south of
these; Seward Mountain, not far from the Long Lake
summer resorts, Avhere there is an Indian ahvays on exhi-
bition Avithin easy walking distance. The Dismal Wilder-
ness, was a frightful region in the old days; not much
visited by even the trappers and Indian hunters, who
dreaded its dense solitudes, and the fierce creatures to.

which their experience and imaginations had introduced
them on its borders.
Within the borders of the present tree line of the

mountains there are numerous little clearings grown of
ferns, or briers, and a sprinkling of second growth around
the edge, or crowding to the very center. These clear-
ings have more often than not curious histories. Refu-
gees of every sort from France and England, as Avell as
from inhabited portions of America, sought the shadows
of the tree-groAvn mountains to escape the penalties of
dissenting from the course of "public opinion." Joseph
Bonaparte, ex-King of Spain, was honored by having a
pure Adirondack lake named after him; while a high
fall on Deer River Avas called the King's because he
looked at it once. The French exiles that followed or
preceded this man left many traces on the northwest
side of the mountains in clearings, names, and the blood
of the people Avith Avhom they commingled.
A stronger class than these Frenchmen was the

Tories after the Avar of the American Revolution. Their
property in the Mohawk valley, amounting to vast
estates. Avas confiscated by the Americans, and they were
exiles from their native haunts, The enmity of their
old neighbors prevented them fi*om returning, so they
came as near as they dared to the fertile alluvial flats of
the valley and settled on the rough, sterile and rocky
soutliAvest slope of the mountains, heAved out patches of
land to live on until they could return to the Mohawk
again AA'ithout being shot. Young's Clearing and the
old Vaughn place are of this sort. They are on the old
trail folloAved by Indians and painted Tories, Avhen on
their Avay to surprise the lower valley settlements, and
are within tAVO miles of Btttler's Ford, in the West Can-
ada, Avhere Walter N. Butler, after a wild flight from
Johnston, Avith Indians and felloAV Tories, Avas shot and
scalped in October, 1781, by Colonel Marinus Willett's
men.
The noted Tory names may still be recognized in many

a place, commingled, now, Avith the Conklings, Quacken-
bushes, Fordas, Dygerts, etc., who Avere patriots, and
eventually chopped their Avay to the borders of the clear-
ings of their old time enemies.
The patriot trappers, after the war, Avho found these

Tory clearings, sometimes had trouble over trap lines, or
old questions, and odd duels Avere occasionally fought,
after Avhich the survivor never told his experience; de-
caying log cabins being the only clue to what had hap-
pened. The Indians, lioAvever, suffered most, for the
Tories and the Yankees united to SAA'indle them out of
their lands, if leaders like Colonel John Butler, father of
Walter, or if mere trappers like Nat Foster, shot them in
the back to get their furs and traps, Avhich made hard
times for the Indians.
Hunters and trappers led the Avay into the Adiron-

dack Avilderriess just as they have led the way into the
Rockies and into the far north. Naturally, they gave
names to a good many of the prominent features which
have since become generally knoAvn by them. Their own
names Avere likely to become attached to the ponds by
which they made their camps, Avhile their adventures or
captures suggested fit appellations for localities round
about. A trapper's life led him from 50 to 100 miles
through the Avilderness in the old days, usually in a cir-

cle. Hanging the head of the moose or deer he killed
for bait on a tree OA'erlooking a lake, Avas apt to give it

the naroe of Horn Lake or Moosehead Pond. The
ridge on which he trapped martens Avas likely to be
called after that pretty though ferocious creature. When
he came to a pond he had once seen, but had tried to
find many times in vain, he Avas apt to call it the Lost
Pond to distinguish it for the benefit of his sons or yOTOg
partner.

Curious and various associations are connected with
the many Adirondack mill brooks and streams. The
ruins of grist and saAV mills, erected by forgotten men,
may sometimes be found by hunters tramping along
streams of considerable size. It is natural to call such
a stream Mill Brook. At Noblesborough, in Herkimer
county, is a "Mill Stream," from Avhich the mill has long
since disappeared, and most people are doubtful whether
it Avas to grind corn or to saw Avood that it was erected.
These mills were commonly put up by men Avho had
failed in more "likely" situations, and AA'ho thought to
do better "further back." I have never heard that any-
one of these mills Avas noted as grinding the corn mash
that makes moonshine whisky. The only home made in-
toxicating drink that is found among the Adirondack
Avoods is made from various berries^—black, rasp, and
elder berries being oftenest used for that purpose. But
on every road, trail and other Adirondack thoroughfare
is a'"AAdiisky spring." Fcav Avoodsmen are so foolish
as to drink under a pack, lioAvever much they may like

it. So it happens that Avhen the announcement of a ''good
drink of Adirondack Avhislcy" is in sight it means simply
the approach to a white sard, boiling spring.

Raymond S. Spears.
NORTHAVOOD, N. Y.

Pfotability.

Prom the Sjiringfield Republican.

If Pegasus, winged horse of which we read.
Should wing his way to Eartli as once he came

Should browse in our green pastures, fiery steed!
He wotild be winged no longer but in name;

^jSTo fountain now would spring beneath his hoof,
His wings were more desirable, in truth.

No longer free to roam, without excuse,
He would be caught and tethered, put to use,
Nay, not for racing!—no one cares for that

—

His wings would decorate some woman's hat.
While envious women, weeping, gathered around
To ask "Avhere wings like these were to be found?"

—Helen Hart Woodavorth.
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In the Sub-Arctics,

J. W. Tyrrell, the Arctic explorer, who has for the

past ten years been engaged in exploring the extreme

northern portion of Canada in the interests of the Cana-

dian Government, has recently returned to civilization.

His last trip covered a period of ten months, nine of

which were spent entirely outside of the limits of civiliza-

tion, being unable to communicate in -any Way with the

outside world.
While the Tyrrell brothers were traevling down the

western coast of Hudson Bay in open canoes, during the

month of November, tiiey met with great hardships, a few

of which are reported in the following account, written

by Mr. J. W. Tyrrell himself.

When about perishing from starvation and cold, the

Tyrrell brothers with the rest of their party were rescued

by tJie missionary from Fort Churchill, who sent out men
and dog sleds to bring them to that station.

After the great five days' storm, which lasted until

Oct. 4, the whole country was buried in snow, and every

possibility of finding even a little moss for fuel was ex-

cluded. Winter had overtaken us. Ice was forming all

along the shore of the bay, and it was evident that within

a very few days travel by canoe must be at an end.

On the above date, though light snow continued to

fall, the wind had gone down sufficiently to admit of

launching the canoes after a long portage out to meet the

tide. In spite of the most vigorous exertion, all we were

able to make during the day was ten miles, and that

through a chilling spray, which froze upon us and incased

canoes and men in an armor of ice. We had great diffi-

culty in getting ashore at night, having again to portage a

long distance over the low-tide boulder fiats.

On the following morning the water of the bay was
out of sight, and it was not until about noon, when the

tide flowed in, that we were able to iloat the canoes. We
were so obstructed by the new ice and a strong head wind

that we were not able to make more than a mile or two
before being again forced to struggle to the shore. At
this rate we would be a long time in reaching Churchill.

We had now been more than three weeks on the coast, and

were still at least 250 miles from our haven.

Some different mode of travel must be adopted or we
should never get in. The short ice was forming rapidly

and might now block us at- any time. We had not more
than enough meat for another day or two, and the game
had all left the country. What was to be done? My
brother and I talked the matter over during the night.

The plan suggested itself of abandoning everything but

rifles and blankets and starting down the shore on foot.

But then, how could the numerous large rivers, which

were still open, be crossed? Again, to this plan there

was the objection that having been in canoes all summer
our party, though still strong enough to paddle, was in

poor condition to walk. The only other feasible plan

was then suggested. It was to abandon dunnage, instru-

ments, rock collection, etc., everj^thing except notebooks,

photographs, plant collection, rifles, blankets and two
small tents, and with these to start in only two light

canoes, and with the increased force in them to travel for

our lives.

This plan was decided on, and in 'the morning the

men were set to work to cache all our stuff excepting the

articles above mentioned. This occupied the whole morii-

ing, and to us it was a sad and lonely task, but as it

seemed to be the only way by which we might hope to

escape from this dreary ice-bound coast, it was felt to be a

necessary one. As secure a cache as we could build was
made, and then with heavy hearts we turned our steps

toward the shore.

After launching the two canoes it was with great dan-

ger and difficulty we were able to force a way through

the broken but heavy shore ice to the open water beyond.

Having once gotten clear, we were able to make good
progress, and even at great risk of being smashed upon
some of the many rocks, we paddled far into the night;

but at a late hour, being sheathed in ice from the freezing

spray, we landed, and without supper Isiy down to sleep

upon the snow.
Eight more dreary days passed, six of which were

spent in battling with the elements and two in lying storm-

stayed in our tents. During this interval our party suffered

much from cold and lack of food, and to make matters

worse, dysentei-y attacked us, and it appeared as if one of

our men would die. Still, with hollow cheeks and en-

feebled strength we struggled on, sometimes making fair

progress and at others very little, until on Oct. 14, as we
advanced, the ice became so heavy and extended so far

out to sea, that in order to clear it we had to go quite out

of sight of land'.

Toward evening we began to look about for some op-

portunity of going ashore, but nothing could be seen be-

fore us but a vast field of ice, with occasional protruding

boulders. We pushed on, hoping to find some bluff point

or channel of water by which we might reach the shore,

but the appearance of things did not change in the slight-

est. We stood up in the canoes or climbed upon boulders

vainly hoping to at least get a glimpse of the land. Of
course we knew the direction in which the shore lay, but

it was so low and we were so far out that it was beyond
our view. We were utterly helpless and could do nothing

but remain where we were or go where the tide chose to

carry us, until the return of daylight.

The hours of that night vC'ere the longest I have ever

experienced, and the odds seemed to be against us sur-

viving till morning; but at last the day returned and found

us still alive. My brother was nearly frozen, having been
obliged to .sit or lie hi icy water all night. Poor little

Michel had both of his feet frozen, and the rest of us

were badly used up. Still we were in the same position

as the night before. We could not hold out much longer;

we must gain the shore or perish. At the time of high

tide, the ice being somewhat loosened, our canoes were
thrust into the pack, and by great exertion as well as

much care we succeeded about 9 o'clock in reaching solid

ice, upon which we were able to land and, for the last

time, haul out our noble little crafts. We had been in

them just thirty hours, battling with ice, exposed to a

chilling winter blast, our clothing saturated and frozen

and our bodies faint and numb with starvation and cold.

But we were now within reach of the land, and all of us

who were able gladly scrambled out upon the ice to

stretch our cramped and stiffened limbs. A fire was
quickly made, camp pitched and, better still, a meal pre-

pared. On the previous day a seal, the only one secured

on the trip, had been shot, and we were now in a position

to appreciate it. The three Western men were still fairly

strong, but the remaining five of us were very weak and

badly used up. We knew now, howevei", that we could be

no great distance from Churchill, for we had again

reached the wooded country, and two or three miles back

from the shore could be seen dark clumps of spruce trees.

This was a most consoling fact, for besides having meat

for several days, we felt that we would have shelter and

fire.

As to laiinching our canoes again, that was entirely out

of the question. If we would reach Churchill at all it

must be by land.

As most of us were unable to walk, the only course open

appeared to be to send on some of the stronger men to, if

possible, reach the fort and bring back a relief party. This

plan was proposed and two of the Western men, Jim and

John, volunteered to undertake the walk. We thought

the distance could nOt be more than fifty miles, and it

might be considerably less. On the morning of the i6th

the two men set out on their journey, while those of us

remaining proceeded to move our tents back from the

shore about two miles to the nearest woods, where we
might make ourselves more comfortable, to await the

success or failure of the relief party. A sheltered spot

was selected for camp, in a thick grove of spruce trees,

and after clearing away about 2 feet of snow which cov-

ered the ground, tents were pitched, then well carpeted

with spruce boughs and a big fire made. This was indeed

a happy change from lying in canoes in the ice pack.

Clothing and blankets were now dried, and with the seal

meat and some ptarmigan which we shot in the grove, we
were soon comparatively comfortable, with the exception

perhaps of poor Michel, who suffered much from his

frozen feet.

On the morning of the 17th, feeling somewhat revived

after a long night's rest, I undertook to go huntirig

ptarmigan, which we were glad to find were plentiful in

the woods about us. Had it not been for the fact that our

ammunition was almost exhausted, the occurrence of these

birds in abundance would have afforded us great con-

solation, but being as we were reduced to a dozen
charges, the opportunity for living on feathered game
seemed limited to a short period. We were hoping that

Jim and John might be successful in reaching Churchill.

Before I had walked a hundred yards from camp
I was forced to realize how weak I had become, and
after making a circuit of about half a mile and shooting

only two or three birds, I was scarcely able to crawl back

to the tent. On my return, Frangois, taking the shot-

gun, went out and returned in the evening with a fine

bag of game.
On waking the next morning my brother amused us

by relating an extraordinary dream, in which he im-

agined he was luxuriating in good things, and particu-

larly sweet currant cakes, for which he was_ exhibiting a

wonderful capacity. But, alas ! with the visions of the

night the cakes had vanished, and for breakfast he was
to be content with unseasonable boiled ptarmigan.

At about I o'clock in the day, as we were seated

within the tent, partaking of our second meal, we were
suddenly startled by hearing the exclamation. "Hullo,

Jim!" The eagerness with which we scrambled over

dinner and dishes to the tent door can better be imagined

than, described, and on looking out, sure enough there

was Jim returning. Was he alone ? No ; thank the Lord !

Behind him a moment later emerged from the woods a

number of men, followed by teams of dogs and sleds. One
after the other there came scampering along no less than

four teams, hauling long, empty sleds capable of furnish-

ing accommodation for our whole outfit.

After a hard two days' tramp, Jim and John had
reached the fort, where they had found kind friends ready

to send us a prompt assistance. Dog teams had been

placed at their disposal, provisions supplied and early in

the morning of the same day on which they had found
us, the train had set out for our relief. With light sleds

they had traveled at a rapid pace over the thirty miles of

snowy plains which separated us from Churchill. An-
other day of good travel in the canoes would have taken

us in had this been afforded us.

As the relief party drew up at our camp, Jim advanced
and handed letters to my brother and myself, expressing

kind wishes and sympathy from Mr. and Mrs. Lofthouse,

the Chvirch of England missionary and his wife at the

fort, whose friendship I had the privilege of making on

two former visits to Churchill. Along with the letters

wasi handed a box, which, when opened, was found to

contain the very good things of my brother's dream, even

to the sweet currant cakes. Staple provisions were also

produced, and it is scarcely necessary to say that they

were joyfully welcomed. It would be impossible to de-

scribe our feelings upon this occasion, the termination of

so many hardships and sufferings. During the after-

noon preparations were made for the journey to the fort

the following day. The canoes were hauled up from the

shore, where we had been obliged to leave them, and
loaded upon two of the dog sleds. Camp outfit and pro-

visions were loaded upon the others and as far as possible

everything was put in readiness for an early start in the

morning.
A change in the weather was already forecast, the wind

shifting round to the south, and toward evening it be-

came decidedly milder. During the night a rain set in,

and between it and the warm wind a wonderful change

was wrought before dawn. It began to look very much as

if the fates were against us, and that now with the sleds

and dog teams we should have no snow to travel on. But
before daylight camp was astir, and finding that enough
yet remained, breakfast was partaken of by the light of

the camp-fire, and at the first streaks of dawn the journey

on sleds to Churchill was begun.

The arrangement of our party was as follows: As
guide an Indian named James Westasecot led the way
some distance ahead of the train. Next after him came a

team of six big Eskimo dogs, hitched two and two abreast

to a long sled carrying the big canoe, in which Michel

was given a passage. Following this team was another

hauling the smaller canoe, in which I was roUed up in

my blankets. The third team consisted of only four

dogs, and, in a carryall, hauled my brother and some of

the baggage, and at the rear end of the train trotted an-

other full team of six dogs, with Louis, the sick Iroquois,

and the camp outfit. The rest of our men walked behind
or beside the various sleds, resting themselves by jumping
on when the traveling Avas easy, as it often was when
crossing level plains or frozen pond.s—of which latter there

were very many.
The day was beautifully bright and pleasant for one

traveling as I was, but for the drivers and dogs it was
much too warm for comfort. In many places the higher

ground was bare, and progress consequently slow.

About noon a halt was made for lunch. About 3 o'clock

in the afternoon we reached Grassy Island, at the bottom
of Button's Bay, and two hours later gained the base of

a long- range of rocky hills. We skirted the foot of

these for some time, until we reached a low place in the

ridge, where, dismounting to lighten the loads,, we turned
up the steep pass, and after a short climb to the crest

found ourselves within full view of Fort Churchill. It

was not an imposing place, but even though consisting of

only four or five old frame buildings, the sight to us was
one of deep satisfaction. For a moment we paused on the

summit of the ridge, then at the crack of the driver's

whip the teams bounded forward, galloped down the steep

slope, sped across the plains below, and in a few minutes
landed us at the house of the Hudson Bay Company's
traders. Here, after extricating ourselves from the vari-

ous conveyances, we were presently received by a tall

young Scotchman, who announced himself as Mr. Mathe-
Bon, master of the fort.

—^—
The Starling.

The starling (Sturnus vulgaris) is one of a family

which is confined to the old world, but it is closely allied to

our blackbirds and in many respects resembles them in its

habits. It is a little smaller than our red-winged black-

bird, but has longer and more pointed wings. During the

breeding season the principal color is black, with green

and purple reflections, and with buff tips to the feathers

on some parts of the body. The bill is yellow. At other

seasons nearly all the feathers have buff, or, on the un-
der parts, whitish tips, giving the bird a spotted appear-

ance, and the bill loses its bright color.

In Europe the starling is one of the most abundant
birds and is said to be increasing in numbers in some
districts. In the northern coimtries it is more or less

migratory, most of the individuals passing the winter in

southern Europe, but it is everywhere one of the earliest

to appear in the spring, often arriving before the snow
is gone,, and in most places a few are to be found at

every season of the year.

In its breeding habits it differs from our blackbirds.

The nest is built in hollow trees or in crevices in rocks,

walls and cliffs, but more often about buildings, after the

fashion of the English sparrow, or in boxes where they

are placed for its accommodation. From four to seven
greenish-blue eggs are laid, and two broods are regularly

raised each summer. When the breeding season is over

the starlings congregate in flocks, and their habits are

about the same as those of the red-winged blackbird at

the same period of the year. Immense flocks of starlings

resort to suitable marshes and swamps to roost, and dur-

ing the day scatter over the country to feed, return again

every evening to the same roosting place, until the ap-

proaching winter and consequent scarcity of food com-
pels them to resort to more southern latitudes.

Like our cowbird, they are particularly fond of feeding

where cattle are kept, and are said to alight on the animals
themselves in search of the insects which infest them.
The song of the starling does not amount to very much,

but it is a good mimic, and in captivity it will, as is well

known, learn to produce a great variety of sotmds.

It is not particular in regard to its food, and although

it is injurious in certain places and at certain seasons, it

is well established that the benefits that it confers by

the destruction of insects, grubs and snails far exceed

the harm done by occasional attacks on fruit or crops.

The foregoing remarks must be understood to apply to

the starling in Europe. In America the bird has "been

introduced, and for some years past has been found in

and about New York city, and has spread over the sur-

rounding country. It is common on Long Island; I have
seen it in southwestern Connecticut, and have heard of it

in eastern Massachusetts, though it seems not unlikely

that the birds in the last mentioned State, if the report

that they occur there is correct, may have been inde-

pendently introduced. Probably the birds already occur
in other places besides those which I have mentioned.
Because the starling is a desirable species in Europe it

does not follow that it will be so in America. The case

of the English sparrow, which is becoming a far greater

nuisance here than it is in Europe, and of the rabbit in

Australia, are exam.ples of what a naturally hardy and
prolific species may do when suddenly placed in a new
and particularly favorable environment. The starling

certainly is a hardy and very prolific species, and it has

had many centuries of experience in getting its living in a

thickly populated and highly cultivated region, while our
birds, in most parts of the countr}'. have had but a few
generations in which to adapt themselves to greatly

changed conditions of life .and environment due to the

occupation of the country by man. Like the English

sparrow, the starling is one of the mo.st clever and versa-

tile of birds, quick to perceive danger and well able to

take care of itself if once its suspicions are aroused, but

tame and familiar where it is not molested. It has thor-

oughly learned the art, which many birds seem entirely

incapable of learning, of availing itself of every advantage
to be derived from man's labors and productions. It i<'

making itself at home here as if it had no intention of

leaving, and it is losing no time in sp^ca{Iing into new
districts.

There is no reason to expect that the starling itself will

be harmful to agriculture in this country. Unless it should

become very numerous it will probably do more good
than harm, as far as direct effect is concerned. The
writer is not aware that any study of the habits and food

of the starling in America has been made which would
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justify making any positive assertion in regard to this,

but judging from what is known of our blackbirds, the

above is the natural conclusion. Yet it cannot be expected

that it will be as useful here as over a large part of con-
tine'ntal Europe, where it is exceedingly valuable because
of the vast numbers of land snails which it eats. Fortu-
nately, in most parts of the United States we do not have
the large and abundant species of snails which cause so

much destruction in the European fields and gardens,
though we will probably have them some time if the mania
for introducing things continues. In America the starling

must depend on other food.
This is not the only side of the question. The starling

will not establish itself here and increase without caus-

ing an accompanying diminution of our native birds,

many of them more desirable species than itself. It

would seem as if the English sparrow might have settled

here without such effect on the American birds, because
it is thrown into so little direct competition with them;
such competition being limited chiefly to occasional dis-

putes over nesting sites, for the sparrow i:tilizes a source
of food for which our native birds have but little use, and
which was, until the advent of the sparrow, allowed for

the most part to go to waste.

Apparently there was an opening for the English spar-

row and for our birds also. But already the introduction

of the sparrow has resulted in the practical extermination
of the purple martin from a large part of the country, in

the gradual disappearance of the bluebird and in driving

such insectivorous species as the house wren and the

vireos away from the vicinity of our homes, thus catising

an apparent though probably not actual decrease in the

abundance of a great number of others of our native

species. In view of the recent discoveries of the part

plaj'-ed by flies and ntosquitoes in the transmission of
disease, the driving away of such birds—particularly the

above mentioned species of swallow.s, which feed very

largely on such insects—from the vicinity of our houses
and substituting a non-insectivorous species, cannot be
looked upon as an advantage from an economic any more
than from an aesthetic point of view. Though the starling

is not by nature so pugnacious as the sparrow, yet it will

come into far more direct and unavoidable competition

with the American birds, and it does not follow that the

species which will be most affected are those most nearly

related to the starling—that ^s, the blackbirds. The birds

which haA^e been most affected by the coming of the spar-

row have been those of dift'erent families, and in most
respects of different habits.

It is probable that it is already too late to accomplish
the extermination of the starling in America. Possibly it

might be brought about by destroy'ng the nests and the

birds during the breeding season. But the starling is a

clever and irrepressible bird, and if persecuted would soon
become wary. An injudicious attempt to exterminate it

by offering a reward for specimens would result in a

great destruction of native species and in endless viola-

tions of the game laws, rather than in exterminating the

starling. However, the ta=k is not so hopeless now as it

will be in a year or so more.
Of course what the 'starling is going to do in this coun-

try still remains to be seen. At present we can only judge
from our knowledge of the habits and nature of the

bird, and from the rapid progress it has already made in

the short time that it has been here. There was nothing
to gain and much to lose by introducing the bird, and the

mildest way of putting it is to say that the experiment
was such a dangerotts one t](iat it should never have been
tried.

Whatever may be thought in regard to the possibility

of still getting rid of the starling, there is not the least

indication that any serious attempt will be made in that

direction ; at least not until so late that it will be a farce.

Already the bird has spread into several States, and
what possibility is there of prompt and concerted action

under our miserable system of leaving such matters to

the control of the State instead of to the Federal Govern-
ment? With all due respect to those who framed the

Constitution of the United States, they knew nothing
about either the preservation of valuable birds and animals
or the protection against harmful ones when they left it

to the State governments. The birds know no State

boundaries. The system is just as sensible a one as it

would be to leave the command of the contingent^'Of

troops furnished by each State in time of war to the
Government of the State from which it came, and for the
War Department to confine itself to experimenting with
disappearing carriages and to compiling statistics.

W. G. Van Namk.

impossibility of the skunk to turn upon its assailant and
the impossibility of the owl to either fly or let go, and
there you are. How many skunks have been eaten by
owls and how many owls have been eaten by skunks?
Here is a midnight forest scene between two equally

strong vermin that no kodak enthusiast has snapped and
probably never will. G. H. Corsan.

The Bif(J*s Strenuotts Life*

MiLHURST, N. J.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: A few
daj's since when going near a fence of coarse wire net-

ting, I fotmd a sparrow hawk and a robin lying side by
side, and both recently dead. I should judge that the

hawk had been after the robin and the two must have
struck the fence with force enough to knock the life

out of each.

Two days afterward, while walking near a pine tree, I

heard a robin peeping over my head. Looking up I saw
it was hung on a string some two feet in length by one
foot, and to the end of a branch of the tree some fifteen

feet from the ground. By standing on a garden chair
with a long-handled garden hoe, I pulled down the
branch, which I broke off, and found the bird was fastened
simply with a half-hitch by only the middle toe above the
claw, and the other end of the cotton twine was wound
several times around the branch near the terminal buds.
When disentangled the bird flew away seemingly as well

ais. (ever. A. L. Lyon.

Owl and Skunk*

Toronto, Canada,—In a conversation with Mr.
Maughan. the Ontario and Dominion governments' taxi-
dermist, he gave me the interesting information that all

the great horned owls {Bubo virginiamis) and even the
large white owls (Nyctea nivea) that he has had sent to
him recentty, had a A^ery strong odor of skunk. Tliis ig

decidedly interesting, to think of owls living on skunks.
One can imagine what a struggle takes place—the abso-
lutely noiseless flight of the owls, the strike, one talon in

the shoulder and neck and the other on the rump. The

Squirrels as Pets*

Since writing my letter on "Squirrels as Pets," last

June, I have had to spend about $3 on postage stamps,

informing individual inquirers that I am not a dealer

in black squirrels, my few score specimens having been

smothered by smoke through a fire in the stable next to

mine. I think I mentioned the incident.

A gentleman from England writes to me, through your
paper, on squirrels and their teeth. I have seen squirrels

in and out of cages whose teeth were so curved through
the habit of feeding or cracked nuts that they died. He
will observe that when a hickory or black wakiut is

cracked the kernel is not entirely liberated, but can be
scooped out with a curved tooth, and without grinding.

Hence the temptation to be lazy results in the death of

the squirrel. It is a great mistake to crack the nuts for

squirrels, as they then grow fat, shapeless, and short-

tailed, and, moreover, are too lazy to breed. By the way,
black squirrels are very scarce in Ontario this year. I

had the greatest diffioulty in securing nine specimens
ior breeding purposes.

"Julius, the fox-hunter," is another correspondent of

yours who thinks that I am in error. No such mixture
as hare and rabbit ever occurred; nor frog and toad; nor
wolf and fox. An egg bearing reptile, such as most
snakes are, could not fertilize a copperhead, that has its

young entire. The external appearance may be very simi-

lar between hare and rabbit, but the reproductive struc-

tures are entii"ely different.

Another of your correspondents asks if the black
squirrel of Ontario is a gray squirrel suffering from
melinism. I say, no. The shape of the tail is my proof,
as well as certain differences in habits.

G. H, Corsan.
Toronto.

Sauk Centre, Minn.—I must side in with Hermit in

regard to the red squirrel. I have strung out a luie of
meat-baited traps every winter for the last twenty-five
years, and I do not know that I ever had a red squirrel

lake a bait. Ground moles and Aveasels are sometitnes
quite troublesome, also bluejays and moose birds. I have
seen where many rabbits have been caught and partly

devoured by owls, but never have I seen where a skunk
has been killed by an owl. C. W. V.

—®

—

State Game Preserves*

Text of the New G>nnecticut Act Concerning the Establish-

ment of State Game Preserves

Section i. The Commissioners of Fisheries and Game
shall have power to establish State game preserves, and to

that end may, in the name of and for the use of the

State, lease for the term of either twenty-five or fifty

years tracts of. woodland in this State suitable for the

propagation and preservation of game and game birds;

said tracts shall contain not less than 50 and not more than

300 acres, and shall during the term of said lease be and
remain State game preserves.

Sec. 2. Said Commissioners may lease any tract of

woodland pursuant to the provisions of this act which in

their judgment is adapted to the propagation and preserva-
tion of game and game birds, and shall, upon the petition

of five resident land owners of any town so to do. lease

such tract of woodland as may be particularly described
in said petition; provided, such woodland can be leased
upon the terms of this act; and provided, also, that not
more than two State game preserves have been previously
established in such town.

Sec. 3. The owners of the fee of such tracts of wood-
land as may be leased under the provisions of this act,

their heirs, executors and administrators, may alienate,

Use and enjoy such lands for all purposes, except the
taking, capturing or killing of game or game birds, as
fully as if said lease had not been made.

Sec. 4. Said Commissioners, in leasing any tract of
woodland for a State game preserve, may include in said

lease any piece of open land connected therewith, which in

their judgment is necessary and essential to the propaga-
tion and preser\^ation of game and game birds in such
State game preserve.

Sec. 5. Said leases shall contain the usual covenants, a
particular and detailed description by metes and hounds
of the tract or tracts included therein, and the nimiber of
acres of each lessor, and when duly executed shall be
recorded in the land records of the town in which the
land described therein is situated, and the proof of such
record, upon the trial of any person for a violation of
the provisions of this act, shall be proof that the entrance
itpon the State game preserve was knowingly made.

Sec. 6. The State shall pay to the lessor of any State
game preserve, and to the lessor of any part thereof, a sum
not to exceed five dollars in full payment for the restric-

tions imposed upon said land' by said lease under the
provisions of this act.

Sec. 7. The said Commissioners shall, during the
period when hunting game and game birds is permitted by
the laws of this State, cause notices to be posted along
the boundary lines of each_ State game preserve forbidding
entrance therein ; said notices to be posted at such places
and at such distances apart as will in their judgment fairly

warn all persons from entering upon such game pre-serve

;

but the failure to post such notices, or a removal or de-
struction of such notices after they have been posted, shall
not be a defense in prosecutions under the provisions of
this act, when the lease of such State game preserve shall
have been ditly executed and recorded as herein provided.

Sec. 8. The takinjg, trapping, snaring or killing of
garne or game birds in any State game preserve at any
iime is hereby prohibited.

Sec. 9. It shall be lawful during the closed season, but
at no other time, to hunt, kill or trap foxes, skunks, rac-
coons, wildcats, minks, weasels, hawks and owls in any
State game preserve. Any person who shall enter upon
any State game preserve for any of the purposes specified
m tliis section and shall trap, snare or kill any ruffed
grouse (called partridge), quail, woodcock, pheasant,
squirrel, hare or rabbit, or deer, or shall injure the nests,
eggs or young of any ruffed grouse (called partridge;,
quail, woodcock or pheasant, shall be fined not more tiian
$100 nor less than $50.

Sec. 10. Any person who shall at any time enter upon
any State game preserve to hunt, trap, snare, net, pursue,
kiU or destroy or attempt to kill any ruffed grouse (called
partridge), quail, woodcock, pheasant, squirrel, hare or
rabbit, or deer, and any person who shall at any time in
any State game preserve hunt, trap, snare, net, pursue,
kill or destroy any ruffed grouse (called partridge), quail,
woodcock, pheasant, squirrel, hare or rabbit, or deer, and
any person who shall at any time enter upon any State
game preserve to destroy or remove from the nests of any
of the birds aforesaid any egg of such birds, or who shall
destroy the nests or eggs ot such birds, shall be fined not
less than $50 and not more than $100. The detection of
any person with a gun, trap or snare upon any State game
preserve, during tiie open season, shall be presumptive
evidence of a viola'tion of this section.

Sec. II. In case of conviction under any of the provi-
sions of this act, one-half of the fine imposed by the court
shall be paid to the informer.

Sec. 12. All the powers conferred and duties imposed
upon said Commissioners of Fisheries and Game and the
hsh and game wardens by the laws of this State, not in-
consistem with tlie provisions of this act, are made a part
hereof, and may be exercised and discharged by said
Commissioners and wardens relative to said State game
preserves.

i5cc. 13. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent here-
with are hereby repealed.

Deer^and Bear in Wisconsin*:
Editor barest and Stream:
Some nave' an iaea that a wounded deer wo.n't fight

but not tut person wno has had one in a posuion to
Iviiow, or tne person wiio has taken many annual ouimgs
in quest oi ueer ana louua tiiein and secureu tlitui mmany numpers, where at times he couia succeasiully
bring tiiem 10 bay irom a snot wnicli, perliaps, only
cripplea tnem untn they couid be approached
During Uie si.Uie3 my brother was a successful and apt

bunter 111 Ciark county, this State, where he could kill
dozens auraig the season, using the o,d muzzieloader.Un one occasion he aropped a deer at short range, and
not taking tmie to reload approached the animal, which
was siruggiing, and drew his knife to bleed it when it
gained us leet and made a charge at him. In less time
than It takes me to. note the incident a part of his wear-mg apparel was in shreds, and only for young saplings
which stood quite thick, which gave him a chance to
dodge the repeated attacks of tliis vicious, maddened.

'

spike-horned buck until he could draw from his belt the
lomahawk which he carried, and after the third blow
knocked the animal down, the deer would no doubt have
been the victor. He was only "finned," shot through
above the backbone near the shoulders, which sometimes
only causes a paralysis or numbness of short duration.
In the tall of i88o a party of four of us found that, deer

were seen around an unoccupied tract of land within
thirty miles of this city. The season was then open in
iJecember. VVe spent less than two weeks in that local-
ity, and came home with sixteen deer on our sleigh.
I hree other, wounded, got away. We did not use dogs,
but still-hunted them, as there were favorable condi-
aons--plenty of good light snow. One buck (and wenow have his horns in the shape of a parior stool) I
dropped as he got out of his bed within six rods of me.When he fell he was out of sight. When within forty
leet ot him I saw him raised on his front feet, facing
me, ready lor battle. He was shot through the back and
could not get away. His eyes were like balls of fire, and
Ins hair bnsthng toward the head, and stamping with
Ills fore feet he defied nearer approach. I started to walk
around him getting nearer, until I came very close to
him, while^he tried his utmost to drag himself and at-
tack me. I was ready for him with the then new-fangled
pepperbox as it was jokingly called in those days, the
15-shot Winchester repeater. With this same kind of a
gun a sclioolmate of mine in younger days, Elder David
Downer, an expert glass ball shot, until his death some
five years agx) was a hunter in our northern counties, and
I 11 tel the Forest and Stream readers what he did one
day when out hunting. You may think it a good story,
and so it is; but the person who was with him, Mr Sar-
gent, of Stanley, Wis., is yet alive to vouch for the state-
ment as he helped dress the deer at the time the Elder
killed them, which was some ten years ago, near Cable.
Wis. T have had it from the lips of Elder Downer who
was not more prone to large stories than other minis-
ters; and also from Mr. Sargent last fall at his daugh-
ters, where we were staying during our hunt, which was
in 1 aylor county. Wis. It came about in this way • These
two gentlemen were out one day, had separated to make
a little tour, and' were to come together again Shortly
after their separation the Elder heard sounds of deer
jumping. He soon discovered that they apparently werecoming m his direction, which was on a little rid?e A
deer came out of a thicket along a runway where there
was a fallen tree, which it had to jump, which then
brought It in view of the Elder's position, and while it
was_m the air h^s gun cracked, and was instantly reloaded
again, when another deer made the same jump Thev
kept on commg until five shots had been fired at about
a distance of eight rods. As no others came in sight
the Elder went to the place and found four deer lying on
the ground neariy m a heap. The fifth was found some
twenty rods away, dead. Two bucks and three does were
the result ot less than two minutes' work. -

It is a well-known tact that these creatures usually run in file one
following the other. It is the chance of a lifetime of few
persons that suGn incidents jQcenr,
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Well, as some readers are interested in diversified

sports, we will give them one on bears. The incident

took place near Cox, Taylor county, Wis., in November,
1899, near the house' of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Little. _A
party oi us spent our outing last fall with the same genial

family, and the person, Mr. Sholts, from near Palmyra,
Wis., who was there for his health, had been the princi-

pal in the contest the year before. He was then in such
low physical condition that only on pleasant days could
he get along the roadside within a half mile of the house.
He had already shot with his rifle two deer from among
the cattle, which were in a small fi^eld near the house,

and having taken his shotgun, he went out one day for

a few pheasants. After getting only a few rods from the
house, he said he had a foreboding that something would
happen. He returned and gave Mrs. Little his purse,

saying he had queer feelings. Then he took three buck-
shot cartridges and started down the road, in sight of

the house, where there was a cross road with a brushy
thicket. He had just entered the thicket when he caught
sight of a bear cub. He changed from fine shot and put
in buckshot, as his gun was a breechloader, and shot the
cub dead. Then he went up and bled it, and while he
was doing this another cub came in sight, which he shot
and wounded. It then put forth such a cry that tlie

mother came to its rescue and started for him, when he
let her have the contents of the other barrel, with the last

load of large shot, which killed her. The scene that fol-

lowed was the one that shocked the old hunter the worst.

The fourth bear—the old male one, nearly as large as a

cow—had espied him and was making for him, only a
few rods distant. Only one barrel w^as loaded and that

with fine shot, which he let the bear have in the head
and eyes, and while the old fellow sat up, rubbing his

eyes and face with his paws and crying, Mr. Sholts went
around the thicket and wended his way slowly back to

the house in a completely exhausted condition. Mrs.
Little and daughter being at home had heard the shoot-

ing, 'and as soon as they were informed by Mr. Sholts of

the encounter, they got some neighbors together and
went to the place and found three dead bears. The day
following dogs and men followed the one shot last, but

lost the trail without getting him. O. S. S.

La Crosse, Wis.

Massachusetts Association.

68 Devonshire Street, Boston, May 20.

—

Editor Forest

and Stream: The Massachusetts Fish and Game Pro-

tective Association held its last dinner meeting of the

season at the Copley Square Hotel on Thursday evening,

May 16. There was a very good attendance considering

that several of our most active members are away on fish-

ing trips, as is always the case at this time of the year.

The announcement that Hon. J. R. Thayer, of Worces-
ter, would speak on the benefits of hunting and fishing

to people of .sedentary habits awakened an interest among
our members to hear what the distinguished Congress-

man and President of the Worcester Fur Company might

say.

After speaking in commendation of all outdoor sports

as tending to develop muscular energy and alertness,^ and
. to counteract the natural tendency to inaction and laziness

as people advance in years, he pictured in glowing colors

the excitement incident to fox hitnting as well
_
as the

delight with which after the day is over the participants

in the hunt rehearse the events of the chase.

Mr. Thayer put in a plea for "the under dog," as he

characterized the class of sportsmen who can hunt and
fish only on Sunday. He said that in his opinion the golden

mean between open and flagrant violation of Sunday and a

moderate indulgence in sport in secluded places where no
one would be disturbed by the firing of a gun was a

matter difficult to attain by legislation.

The too rigid enforcement of Sundaj"^ laws, he said,

might provoke a reaction that would be disastrous to

the interests of protection, and it would be the part of

wisdom "to wink" at some things.

Mr. A. B. F. Kinney followed with several anecdotes

-

touching upon his observations of Mr. Thayer on various

occasions and which he characterized as "founded on
fact," and excited a good deal of merriment on Mr.
Thayer's part and of all those present.

President Reed presided with his usual facility and re-

ported for the committee to purchase and distribute quail

that twenty-three dozen had been serrt out to fourteen

localities, and that reports from the recipients showed
that about 90 per cent, reached their destination in good
condition.

There were fifteen names proposed for membership, and
the candidates were elected as follows : Ezra C. Fitch,

Waltham; Dr. M. A. Morris, Charlestown; Charles E.

Dresser, Leominster; H. W. Abbott, Boston; Frank Fal-

lon, Medford; George B. Dodge, Boston; Nathaniel C.

Nash, Boston; Wilbur F. Blake, Wollaston; Dr. Wm.
Sturges Bigelow, Boston; Z. T. Hollingsworth, Cohasset;

Edward L. Osgood, Hopedale; Charles H. Taylor, Jr.,

Boston; Dr. I. M. Lovett, Boston; Paul Butler, Lowell;

Charles Bradburj', Boston; Charles C. Richards, Boston;

John Read, Cambridgej; Edw^ard Read, Cambridge; R.

Wilton Lockwood, Boston; Charles C. Clapp, Boston; O.

R. Dickey, Wellington; Wm. O. Taylor, Boston.

H. H. Kimball, Secretary.

Death of Gaido*

We regret to learn of the death of W. A. Wheatley, of

Memphis, Tenn., who as Guido was widely known to the

sportsmen of this country by his contributions to Forest
AND Stream. This is the estimate of him as written by
one who knew him well:

''Few men in Memphis could claim so many close and
enduring friendships as this quiet and genial-hearted gen-

tleman. He cared little for general society, preferring the

companionship of his intimates, but to them his associa-

tion was a rare pleasure. Highly educated and cultured in

his tastes, he was a rarely good talker and as a raconteur

he had few equals. In other years he was ardently devoted
to field sports, but of late he had been compelled to aban-

don those cherished enjoyments. It is perhaps safe to

say that Mr. Wheatley was absolutely without enemies,

and by his friends he will be ^remembered as a brave and
gallant soldier and a most courteous and honorable gen-

Beman."

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

The Minnesota Pine Lands,

No one interested in the success of the Minnesota
park project need let his heart be troubled. There is an
exceedingly strong likelihood that we shall see in Min-
nesota forest reservation, although it is not likely that

there will be any Congressional junket for the pur-
pose of investigation. Upon the contrary, there is very
likely to be one of those deadly still hunts, undertaken
by one or two officials who are strictly in earnest and
who will go to the bottom of the facts regarding the tim-
ber on the Indian reservation in Minnesota. Col. John
S. Cooper, of Chicago, is as blue eyed and as enthusias-
tic as he ever has been in regard to the success of this

movement for a Minnesota park. He seems to be the
real agent, specially appointed by fate to see this thing
through. The Minnesota park ought to be called the
Cooper Memorial Reserve.
Every year and every month the dishonest and dis-

gracejul actions of the lumbering companies on the Min-
nesota reservations come more and morJe into the full

light of day. After awhile we shall come to the truth
regarding the way the property of the United S ates and
the Indian tribes has been handled in Minnesota.
The following- is the latest news from Minneapolis on

this question, sent o.ut under date of April 20:

"The Journal to-da}^ prints a.page report of its inves.i-

gatitins into the depredations on the Chippewa Indian
reservations this winter by logging contractor's under the
'dead and down' act. In almost every camp quantities
of green timber have been cut. In many instances the
logging contractors openly admitted illegal cutting. The
special Government inspectors found that out of 49.000,-
000 feet Ciit this winter q.000.000 feet has been illegally

cut.

"Joseph R. Farr, the special inspector sent to invest

-

gate by Indian Commissioner Jones, has forced the lum-
bermen who buy these logs of the contractors to pay for
them at $Tr a thousand, thus securing for the Indian
fund $100,000 extra.

"Captain W. A. Mercer, the Indian agent at Leech
Lake, has closed up several camps entirely. He and Mr.
Farr have gone to Chicago to report to Commissioner
Jones." .

-

The Value of the Gotdoot Air.

It should not be forgotten that one of the most promi-
nent influences brought to bear in this movement for the
establishment of the Minnesota park is that wielded by
the State Board of Health of Minnesota in its attempt
to establish a forfest sanitarium. A wilderness of black-
ened stumps does not appeal to the invalid as does the
wilderness of the cathedral pines, covering a floor car-
peted with soft and odorous needles, and carrying in

their boughs the whisperings of rest and comfort. There
is medicine in the outdoor air, but first you must get
the ailing person out of doors. No man can measure the
value which this Minnesota park would have for the
strong or the weak, the healthy or the ailing of the people
of the country. To an imprejudiced mind it might seem
that the welfare of these many handicapped ones should
not be placed second to that of the financial well being
of lumbermen who have already enough of this world's
goods. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

G)nnectict*t Adopts the Planfc,

New London, Conn., May 14,

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: The Legislature has enacted a law providing
that for two years no person shall sell or have in his

possession to sell any ruffed grouse, called partridge, quail
or woodcock. For such an offense a fine of $50 oc im-
prisonment for thirty days or both is ordered.
The Legislature is made up by a large majority of

farmer representatives in House and Senate, and this is

a very strong indication that our farmers do think. The
market-hunters who infest every village and hamlet of
the State, in conjunction with the Game Dealers' Associa-
tion, have nearly exterminated the game as well as other
birds, and the farmers have voted a halt for at least two
years. There was a strong opposition, and we owe the

success of the measure to the sturdy defense of the Hon.
x\rthur B. Calkins, chairman of the Committee on Fish-
eries and Game, and his committee, made up of intelligent

men. Mr. Calkins is every inch a true sportsman, and
has earned the lasting praise of the sportsmen of not only
Connecticut, but the whole Union. He has struck at

the root of the whole evil of garne bird extermination

—

the sale and marketing of game. Stop the sale of game
and it will increase. James H. Hill.

To Go Axoimd the World*

The folder recently published by the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company announcing its fourteen round-the-
world tours is a novel marvel of interest and informa-
tion. These tours take the traveler from Washington
or New York to San Francisco, Japan, China, India,

Italy, France, and England, and back to New York; or
from San Francisco, through the South Sea Islands, to

Australia, Northern Africa, Italy, and England, and so

home again.

The folder is intended primarily for use abroad, so

that travelers from Great Britain and Europe may learn

how to see the most of this country, and having done
that, to return by way of the East to their homes.
The great map which accompanies it is a superb

piece of mapmaking, and must interest every one who
sees it. The cost of railroad and steambship fares, in-

cluding meals and berths on a steamship, ranges from
$642 to $680, and the time limit is twelve months from
the date of sailing. It is truly said that considering the

accommodations on shipboard included in the rates

named, it would almost seem cheaper for a person having
sufficient leisure to make a trip around the world than

to stay at home.
These folders can be obtained at any of the principal

ticket offices of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company,

—^—
Projjrietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise

them in Forbst ahb stekam.

A Summer on the Severn.
To the one who takes his summer outing each season

it is a hard matter to tell when vacation begins and
when it ends, for one anticipates the pleasures of the
one. to be and lives over and over again all the charms
of the many vacations past and gone. Still there are

special events of unusual interest that serve as anchors
for many minor events that go to make up our recol-'

lection, and if asked when my last vacation began I

would say the second Saturady of last June, when Mart
Kinzer, an interesting boy of 15, drove me eight miles
into the country for moss to pack angle worms we ex-
pected to gather later in the month. We drove north
and soon saw far to the rear the smoke hanging over
grimy Pittsburg like the mantle of blackness that hangs
over Mt. Vesuvius.
Our journey ended some eight miles out, and hard by

was a large carp pond and two poachers were busy
seining the same.
They had taken in their nets about a hundred carp

and had them nicely concealed in two large milk cans.

None of the fish would go a pound and most were mere
minnows. Those ruthless robbers bemoaned their hard
luck. The older one said three years ago he had seined
the same pond and taken ido pounds at the first haul.

On a fine sloping bank we gathered two bushels or
more of fine moss and at noon we sat down under a
big black oak tree to lunch. Mart said, "if there is one
thing mamma can do well it is the putting up a nice
lui;.ch," and the contents of that basket showed Mart
WHS right, as the boy usually is. We unharnessed Bob,
fed him and watered him, and then strolled up a valley

full of ferns, flowers and birds' nests to a spring that
came out of the rock by a gnarled old birch tree, where
we had a fine drink; and also the chance of seeing at

close range the pranks of a pair of "Kentucky cardinals."

The drive home ended the first series of events imme-
diately prior to our summer outing. The second series

came a week later. All day we had warm showers, and a

drenching rain at nightfall. I borrowed Dr. Lucas'
lantern and my boy and I went out in search of the big
angle worms that come out on the grass after dark after

a rain. The ground was covered with them. Worms
eight and ten inches long, and as thick as a lead pencil.

Now there is real sport in catching these worms. They
lie with one end of the body in their holes and quick
as a flash they can dart down in. It requires considera-
ble skill to catch them. I had a patent bucket full of

worms bj' midnight and by 2 o'clock we had caught
nearly 5,000 worms. These we carefully packed away in

the green moss. The worm feeds on the moss, and will

live for months if moss is changed and kept moist.
I saw many toads out hunting worms. It was laugh-

able to see toads tugging at the worms and struggling
to haul them from their holes. Garter snakes are very
fond of these angle worms and like the proverbial early

bird may be seen in the morning hunting them. One
snake ate a great part of a bucket of bait we kept in our
tent in Canada. He secreted himself in the moss and
lived at his ease. These worms we carefully sorted,

throwing away any that had been broken or injured in

catching. The balance we packed away in the moss.
These' worms are the best bait I have ever found for

bass or pickerel. I have used them for years in Canada
and know of no better bait—convenient to carry, easy
to put on hook, and the most effective bait I ever found.
These preliminary pleasm^es and the purchase of addi-

tional hooks and snells, sinkers, etc., finished the first

section of our summer outing, and on July 8, the Ros-
selle Fishing Club m.et at the Allegheny station of the

Buft'alo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railroad. The party

was headed by Captain R. C. Beatty and wife, Messrs.
Yockie. Prof. R. M. Martin, Miss Ada Martin, Lester
M. Brobeck, W. C. Price, George M. Meanor, J. H.
Kinser and wife and son, Martin, Thos. Hauser, Miss
Campbell, Miss Rhein, Miss Distler, Mrs. Campbell,
Miss Annie Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. John Graebe, Miss
Hawes, Dr. Rosselle and wife, and about twenty others.

This was a new route for every member, and we were
all uneasy about delays and dangers of new lines; but
in this we were disappointed. We all voted it the most
desirable way of reaching Btiffalo. At midnight we were
at Reynoldsville and were soon climbing the Allegheny
motmtains. The moon was full and the mountains were
flooded with mellow light, reminding one of dreams of

fairy land. At 4 A. M. we were at Mt. Jewett—^just at

daybreak. This is .3,000 feet above the level of the sea

and the air was clear, cold and bracing. Far down the

mountain we could see what we decided were lakes, but
the conductor informed us was fog.

The sun was soon up and these old mountains, that

geologists tell us are so old that wind and water have
worn them away until they are mere shadows of their

former selves—mere stumps—were radiant in the sun-

shine.

In a short time we were comings down the other side

of the mountains, gliding in and out of the valleys like

a great serpent. Everywhere may be seen oil derricks

in various stages of construction and decay—some rotted

down, some new—and the brakeman informed us we
were in the world famous BradfiTrd oil field.

Some trouble with a valve on the engine caused us

to stop on the mountain side and I went over and exam-
ined the minnows in a mountain stream and was re-

warded by seeing some small trout. I got to understand
that all these streams had once been famous trout streams

and good creels may still be taken from these mountain
streams in early April.

Passing Buffalo we were soon within the sound of

Niagara and its delicious green-colored water, and the

wondrous beauty of the ialls would have fain enticed us
to stay; but nothing coulcl woo us from the visions of

bass, pickerel and muscallonge of northern Canada. At
II A. M. we left Toronto over the Grand Trunk Rail-

road and at 2:08 P. M. we came to our destination at

Severn station, 10 miles due north from Toronto.
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Our hearts were soon gladdened by a sight of the
Severn River. The dear old river we hadn't seen for a
year, and we greeted it with a shout of gladness; for
on its banks and in its shady pools I have spent many a
delightful season and every bend, yea, every shady nook
from the station, five miles down to Sparrow Lake, was
dear to me. The next day or two I spent in varnishing
my boat and repairing my tackle and getting ready to
angle in earnest.

Monday morning early I was out fishing for bass at
the mouth of Grass Lake, and in a short time I had taken
four or five bass and some nice pickerel. These I took
to Bennett's and had for breakfast. In the afternoon I

went trolling; in fact, I am too restless to stay in one
place to fish. I very much prefer to be moving about
and for this reason trolling specially commends itself, and
the methods of taking fish this way are varied and afford
the earnest angler abundant opportunity for studying
out new devices for luring his quarry to doom.

I have never fished much anywhere else than in north-
ern Canada and mostly in this Severn River region. For
many years I have fished the Severn River and Sparrow
Lake and always -found enough fish to reward an earnest
eflFort, and the hope of an unusually large muscallonge
has kept me out in the sunshine and fresh air and has
been to me a boon in the way of health and strength.
This Severn River drains Lakes Simcoe, Lake Couchi-

ching and Sparrow Lake, and after numerous water-

clear over. He then started for some tree tops, but I
turned him to deeper water. I had a very light silk line
and was afraid his teeth would cut the line and cause me
to lose my prize. I handled him as lightly as I could,
putting very little pressure on him, and when he drew
alongside I saw the line was cut to a shred. A blow with
the boat paddle dispatched him and I lifted into the boat
a loyi pound 'lunge, the finest of the season for me.
A few days later I trolled the current below, keeping

ray hook close to a reef of wild rice that fringed the
shore for 200 yards or more. I hooked the largest bass
I ever saw outside of a fish market. All the boats drew
alongside to see the capture. After fifteen minutes' play
the big fellow broke and made off. He would have
weighed five pounds at least, and my disappointment
was greater than his size. Last season I had more than
my usual luck with large bass. Three days after the
above experience I hooked a very large bass by some
shelving rocks—our boat was passing a lodged stump.
The big bass was in plain view, for the water was shal-

low. We saw him dive again and again into a bunch
of grass that grew on the bottom. Whether he caught
the weeds and pulled them loose with his mouth or not
the water was soon full of floating grass that had been
pulled loose by the bass. After a long, hard battle, Mi".

Kinser lifted him into the boat. A few moments later

my friend Kinser hooked another beautiful fish and he
manipulated him in fine style and I netted him just as a

CAMPING ON THE SEVERN.

lalls empties into Georgian Bay. All the way from Lake
Couciijching to Glouster Pool there is fine fishing, and
perhaps as good muscallonge fishing as may be found in
Canada. Above Sparrow Lake there are two swift cur-
rents, where I have whiled many an hour away in troll-
ing, and since trolling seems to suit the taste of so many
anglers, I will here say a few words about the method
that seems successful.
In fishing from a boat I row up stream very, verv

slowly, with a live frog for bait, or a minnow. I usually
have out forty or fifty feet of line and keep the bait
moving and far away from the shock of the oar, and I
try to row with as little shock as possible. Always work
your bait in around any lodged drift or exposed rocks.
In the journey up stream I more frequently take bass
than any other fish. In drifting down I do not use the
oars only to steer and use a large live angle worm and
drift down stern foremost. As a rule fish lie with their
heads up stream and catch their food as it drifts toward
them. After a steamer has passed I have found they
bite unusually well. These two worms and frogs are
my standard baits, although there are days when min-
nows are better, and again grasshoppers and crickets are
best. Every angler should keep as large an assortment
of baits as he can; for bass are 'rather choicy at times;
but for every day fishing no bait beats the large angle
worm. I do not mean the one you dig in the garden,
but the large one that crawls out on the damp grass at
night, and especially after heavy warm rains. No one
who has not hunted for them has the faintest conception
of the vast numbers that may be gathered. I fancy
nearly every cubic foot of soil in the bottom lands of
Pennsylvania passes through the bodies of these angle
worms once in every two years, and the angle worm is

certainly the farmer's most faithful friend in pulverizing
the soil.

I can hardly pass by without emphasizing the impor-
tance of gathering these worms when the opportunity
presents itself during wet weather; for in dry weather
it is impossible to get them except by wetting with hose
lawns or garden spots, which is much more troublesome
than gathering after a warm rain.

In trolling with hook and line the slower you go the
better: and the quieter you handle the oars the better
are your chances; if possible, don't jar the water at all.

Fish cannot hear, but are exceedingly sensitive to jars.
The only inconvenience is the frequent fouling of your

line; but by rowing back it usually comes free; or a
very small piece of cork fastened to the hook by a thread
will usually float the hook over the rocks. A file of
very fine serrations should always be carried and hooks
need frequent sharpening. I am satisfied many fish are
lost because of dull hooks.

Occasionally you catch a fine muscallonge and then
you have an experience long to be remembered.

Last summer my wife and T were trolling around the
mouth of Grass Lake and had taken some fine bass.
Finally I hooked a small bass and as I drew him to the
boat hs got off and just as he did so a magnificent mus-
callonge darted for him, missed, but grabbed the frog
I had for bait. I let the line run out fully forty feet
before T set the hook. When the fish felt the pain of
(iif hook be vpltfd two feet cle^r of the wst^r and tufned

party of tourists passed up the river in their canoes. I

held up the pair, saying, "What do you think of them?"
"They are the finest I ever saw, and I've caught hun-
dreds," said the leader." The two weighed over seven
pounds—the larger weighing four pounds.

In Deep Bay at Sparrow Lake, one week- after, and a
few days before I left Muskoka, I hooked another that
weighed 3^ pounds, and another 3^. These are the
largest I have ever caught and were larger bass than
any other member of our party has caught in the Spar-
row Lake region. A Pittsburger, a Mr. Dotiglass, caught
a bass that weighed 7j4 pounds. These are all small
mouthed variety. This 7^2 pounder is the record for
size so far as I know.
Sparrow Lake and Severn River are both well fringed

with reeds and wild rice. This cover is choice cover for
the lordly muscallonge, and trolling with a copper spoon
is splendid sport if you can have some one to do the
rowing, otherwise it is laborious.

I have always had best luck trolling with a small
copper bait and keeping the boat going lively and very
close to the weeds. Your file will here come very handy
for trolling hooks seem easily dulled, and a muscallonge
has a hard, bony mouth, and a sharp hook is a necessity.
In August, 1899, I took seven fine fish in a couple of hours;
but I never again found muscallonge so ready to bite.
I had that day a copper minnow, with a gang of hooks,
and above I had a copper spoon fastened. The bait was
fully eight inches long, and was a curiosity. I am of
the opinion that during the last half of July and early
August it is wise to bait the troll with either a large
green frog or live perch. During this time the 'lunge
have sore mouths and seem to prefer live bait and the
scintillating spoon attracts them. A little silver polish
applied each hour or so during time of trolling helps
your chances greatly. I learned this trick from the
Chippewa Indians.

I have frequently known m.uscallonge to swallow bass
that were on stringers and when anglers were playing
bass 'lunge frequently take them.
Some time during last August there was quite a party

of us fishing in Deep Bay, a branch of Sparrow Lake.
Mr. Hill and his wife were fishing in a bay and had
caught several bass, which he fastened to a stringer and
dropped them into the water to keep them alive. My
wife and I were fishing hard by when we heard the most
unearthly screams. It seems Mrs. Hill was holding the
stringer when a thirty pound 'lunge swallowed the largest
bass on the string and tried to pull Mrs. Hill out of the
boat. Mr. Hill shot it with his revolver, but didn't kill
It. It disgorged the bass and got away. The poor bass
had its head almost torn from its body and several angry
gashes down its sides. In its efforts to free itself it had
drenched Mrs. Hill with water.

I had always considered that only experienced anglers
were licensed to catch this noble fish with impunity; but
this notion was set at naught last summer by a mere
tyro, J. B. Coen, a Pittsburg business man, who had
hardly wet a Ime until he landed a 7 pounder and a few
days larer his wife took a 15 pounder. We all adivsed
him tc) have it stuifed. as he would never get another so

advi9(? ^nd sent
jf- ft? Qrj)li.^ \q

mounted, little dreaming how much better things were in
store for him.
The following day, Thursday, Dr. Rosselle, Rev, Miller,

Coen and I went to the Ragged Rapids, some fifteen

miles down the river. After carrying our heavy boats
a quarter of a mile around the McDonald Rapids we
learned our labors were lost, for we might just as easily
have floated down, for a dam at the Ragged Rapids had
backed the water over the falls. All our fishing grounds
were flooded with water and the fishing was the poorest
I ever struck in this region; but on the following day
there came a genuine surprise. On our way home, be-
tween McDonald's Chute and the first falls, it began to
rain. At the foot of the rapids we drew our boats ashore,
turned them upside down, crawled under for shelter and
ate what remained of our provisions. In front was a fine
circular bay, fringed around with wild rice and rushes,
an ideal lair for a 'lunge. Presently fish began to break
water, sending out concentric rings in ever-widening cir-

cles. To think of wasting time eating when one might
be fishing seemed great prodigality to Mr. Coen. and by
the time a second fish broke water Mr. Coen exclaimed:
"Boys, this looks too fishy to be wasting time," jumped
into his wet boat and pulled away in the rain paying out
his troll as he went. Fifty yards out I saw him scrape
off a lot of weeds from his troll and he had not gone five

rods more when lo! about five feet of fish flung itself

from the water and we heard the splash on the shore.
Coen was rowing with his line in his teeth. The fish

jerked loose and we saw his pine shingle wrapper scud-
ding up the river with Coen in full chase. He recovered
his line and then there they had it out for fifteen minutes,
when Dr. Rosselle haunded him a gaff and he hauled in

a fish that tipped the scales at 30 pounds and was 47j4
inches long. We again looked wise and advised Coen to

have it mounted, which he did.

When Coen came home to camp carrying his captive
with him, he was soon the center of an admiring host, and
that lucky angler received honor and compliment that

would cause Edward VII. to wonder. Among the
throngs on Sparrow Lake his name was likely unknown,
but the fact that he had caught the largest 'lunge for

many moons was uppermost in their minds, and we
quickly gave him the honor that was due, and from that

time—for his name was Rabboni.
The season was now well spent and had been the most

delightful of the many our party had spent on the Sev-
ern, When my mind goes back, oh, what delights each
day did bring! Fishing, exciting and enchanting, for

morning and evening; bathing at Monahan's Point in

the afternoons:, boating and singing by moonlight, and
as each day dropped from the calendar we felt one more
jewel had fallen into the sea. Pleasant as it is on the

Severn River it is hard to go home without making the
trip around Muskoka lakes, which are among the most
beautiful in the world. The cool ozone laden air is so
fresh and bracing it blows wrinkles away, and though old

you feel young.
The journey from Muskoka Wharf dowri through the

narrows to Bala Falls for pleasant scenes of both land

and water is rarely equaled and never excelled. Every-
where brown rocky terraced islands, covered with Doug-
las pine, gay with the flags and banners of happy-hearted
campers, and from Bala up through the shallow Indian
River through the locks of Port Sanfield and Port Cock-
burn and return, completes as pleasant a tour as may be
found. No tourist who visits the Pan-American Expo-
sition should fail to see one of the fairest spots in the

domain of EdAvard VII.
On Aug. 26 E. S. Bennett hauled us on his hay wagon

to Severn Station. Grand Trunk Railroad, and shipped

our bodies to smoky Pittsburg, but our spirits remained

lulled to a dream of peace by murmuring pines, tinkling

brooks and tumbling water falls.

James M. Norris.

Rhode Island Waters.
Providence, R. L, May 10.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

Tautog have struck in down Narragansett Bay and dur-

ing the past week several large catches were reported,

especially from the vicinity of Conimicut Point. From
present appearances tautog will run larger than usual

this season. Their appearance is somewhat later than

last year, which is attributable to the cold weather.

The Barrington Town Council, on Monday afternoon,

passed an ordinance prohibiting fishing on Sunday at

the "Fish Ditch," in the highway, at the foot of Prince's

Hill. . On Sundays of late the banks of the ditch have
been alive with anglers. There is really good fishing in

this ditch, as fish come up from the river to spawn, and
for this reason there are plenty of them. The new ordi-

nance does not affect fishing on any week day, so that

anglers will have plenty of chances to enjoy themselves.

The State Commissioners for the enforcement of the

lobster law have given notice to the Newport fishermen

and dealers that after Wednesday they will rigidly en-

fore the law. They will board craft and demand free

inspection wherever they will, and if opposition is offered

will be prepared to use force. They made special visits

to the Greek fishermen, who, it is charged, have been the
chief offenders, and the general feeling is that they mean
business. This impression was so strong that immediately
after the notice was issued "shorts" were selling as low
as a cent each, and there was a general hustle to unload,
while a buyer of these unlawful goods from Tiverton
failed to put in an appearance. The fishermen in gen-
eral are much pleased over the situation, for they de-
clare that now the lobsters will have some chance to grow
and multiply.

James Reynolds was arrested at Pawtucket last week
for trapping yellowbirds. He was arraigned on a war-
rant which specified two birds, although he had eleven
in his possession when placed under arrest by Officer
McGlowe. He pleaded guilty, and was fined $20 and
costs. The birds were released by the police.

In accordance with an act passed at the last session
of the General Assembh' the commissioners of inland
fisheries have appointed three deputy commissioners
whose duty it will be to see that the laws are more highly
enforced. The deputies named are William T- Luth, of
Newport; Edward M. Kelley, of ^^erwport. and Gepme
AV. Griffin, of mkefjeld, '

-
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Trout fishing has been almost spoiled by the heavy
rains of the last month. The streams have overflowed
their banks, and fishermen can't get near enough to the
fishes' haunts to hold anj' intercourse whatever with
them. Another trouble to the angler is that the floods
have washed down so much good and dainty food to

the trout that they would hardly think it wor.h while to
consider a store fly or any other kind of bait. No catches
that could be exaggerated into making a good story
have been heard of so far, but anglers say that inside of
two weeks with, good, warm weather and receding
Streams, there ought to be some sport again.

W. H. M.

ANGLING NOTES.

How Little "Water Can Trout Swim 1j.

On Monday a gentleman wrote me say'ng he had two
ponds, artificial, which he intended to devote to trout, and
desired to connect one with the other by a channel that
trout could swim between them, and he wished to know
how little water it would take for a two-year-old trout to
swinv in comfortably. As a two-year-old trout is just
about as big as a piece of chalk, tliat part of the question
was easy, but I really do not know the depth of water a
trout would regard as comfortable to swim in, and for this
reason: On the Saturday before the Monday I was with
a foreman of a hatchery looking at some trout fry in some
fry ponds, the water flowing finally into a box supplying a
pipe to other ponds, and the waste water passed through a
spillway into a wild pond. The spillway was about 14
inches wide and perhaps a foot high at the sides, and
from the end this water dropped fully 18 inches, perhaps
20 inches, to the surface of the pond. As we stood on
the cover of the reservoir box looking into the spillway
we saw a trout in it, and it raa}^ have been two years
old, also_ it may have been only a yearling, for it had
jumped lip from the wild pond into the spillway, and ap-
peared to the eye to be about 9 inches long. The water
was so shallow in the box that the trout was from one-third
to half its depth above the water, but occasionally it

turned from side to side, immersing its body completely.
This was a deliberate motion, as if to keep the exposed
skin wet; then there was another motion as if rubbing its

belly and sides on the bottom of the box, and perhaps that
was what it was doing, cleaning its sides of slime. After
watching the fish for some minutes I brought my heel
down on the boarding and the trout swam up and down
and across the spillway as rapidly aud as easily as though
it had been in water a foot deep, and finally out o'f the
spillway into the pond. The water on one side of the
spillway was deeper than on the other, for on the shal-
lower side the water barely covered the green mould, so
that in its efforts to escape it was at times almost entirely
out of water. Whether this was comfortable or not I

cannot say, but the fish made lightning darts with its

body partly in the water and sometimes almost entirely
out, with the same facility and apparent grace displayed by
a fish which swims in waters that are over its head and its

body. ij ^
Tarpon and Shark.

To be chronologically correct, on the Sunday between
Monday and Saturday already mentioned, I was spending
some time in the studio of Mr. Chas. F. W. Mielatz in
New York city looking over drawings and paintings and
etchings, all relating more or less to fish and fishing, when
the artist put before me a black and white drawing of a
shark that had risen and seized a tarpon which an angler
had previously filed a claim to by hooking it, and this
reminded the artist of a story. Mr. Mielatz had gone to
Florida for the fishing, and to make studies of the fish to
be transferred to canvas later. Camped at Captive Pass, he
had been attracted by the tarpon jumping from the -water
one moonlight night, and had gone out in his boat for
moonlight fi-hing for the big herring. He said he had
hooked and killed a small tarpon (the manner in which he
mentioned the size of the fish was not really contemptu-
ous, but it caused me to ask what he called a small tar-
pon, and he replied about 50 pounds, and so 1 record
here what a small tarpon is supposed to weigh by those
who seek the giants and arc on fami'iar terms with
them) and lashed it to the gunwale of the boat to keep
the fish in the water and its scales intact, that he might
make a drawing of it in the morning. Seated in the stern
of the boat, he finally told his boatman to row to camp,
and taking the cord by which the little tarpon was
fastened to the boat, towed the fish behind. He heard a
hissing sound as though a naphtha launch, which had been
seen in the pass, was approaching and he turned his head
from side to side to locate it, when suddenly he was
startled by an exclamation from his boatman to "Look
put!" Then for the first time he looked behind him. and
m the water, and saw the great dorsal fin 'of a shark cut-
ting the water as though the Empire State Express was
propelling the fish but it was too late, for the shark had
the tarpon. However, Mr. Mielatz stood by his^nns gnd
pulled as the shark seized, and actually recovered his
tarpon, but in such shreds and ribbons that it was only fit

for Indian basket work.

Tarpon in Colors.

It is twelve or fourteen years since my friend, Mr.
Harry Allch'n, did a tarpon in black and white that was
considered a perfect drawing of the fish in form and
action. Since that day I have seen a great many draw-
ings of tarpon in all sorts of positions, but never orie in
colors that I was actually enamored of until Mr. I\Tielatz
placed on the easel on the Sunday aforesaid a water color
of a hooked tarpon leaping from the water. The coloring
suited me exactly, and the scene of the fisherman, the
boat, the water and all was so characteristic of tarpon
fishing that though I am not an apostle of tarpon fishing,
when my friends come into my den to talk fish and smoke
a cigar, I will show them this picture on my wall

Tarpon in Rough Water.

When tarpon fishing was a new form of angler's relaxa-
tion, it was the thing to cast a baited hook,overboard and
wait for a tarpon to come along, stand on his head and
take it, provided he came along at all. This uncertainty
3nd waiting did not lend a charm to tarpon fishing, and

to-day the tarpon fisherman in swift water rather turns
up his nose at the first form of tarpon fishiiig. At first

the tarpon was allowed to swallow the hook to get it in

his gullet, as it was believed that a hook would not
penetrate the bony structure lining the head and mouth
of the fish. Now the strong water tarpon fisherman casts

h's bait and strikes, or rather the fish does this part of
the work, and the hook does penetrate the bony lining and
the fight is on from the moment the bait is taken, but the

hooks wears a hole in the bony structure and many fish

are lost in consequence, but the angler has a fight more
or less prolonged even though the fish is lost in the
end. Mr. Mielatz tells me that often this hole is as large

as a silver dollar when the fish is gaffed, so no one can
tell the size of the hole in the fish that gets away. Let no
one criticise the pictured leaps of a hooked tarpon, for
Mr. Mielatz showed me a number of snap shots that he
had taken with a camera of the fish when hooked and
leaping. They were straight in the air, head to the zenith

;

they were belly up and back up ; they were curved in all

sorts of curves; they were head down and tail up, and
they were coming toward the camera, so that little could
be seen of them but an open mouth like a cavern, and an
undefined something behind it. One snap shot showed a
leaping fish with his head hanging backward as though its

vertebrae had been severed back of its head. In fact the
camera showed them ift what otherwise would have been
called impossible positions for a fish to be in.

Landlocked Salmon in Lake George.

Several letters have come to me asking about the land-
locked salmon fishing in Lake George this year. I have
not been in a position to learn much about it, but I have
heard of three being killed and one being hooked and
lost. It would not pay any one to go to the lake for sal-

mon alone, but if content with lake trout fishing with the
possible chance of a salmon, the visitor may be sure of
the trout. A. N. Cheney.

Food of Sea Lions.
From Science,

The California State Board of Fish Commissioners
during the past two years has ta"ken steps to kill off a
very large number of sea lions on the California coast, on
the ground that tliese animals are highly destructive to the

salmon fishery. The President of the Board, Mr. Alex-
ander T. Vogelsang, claims that it is not the intention

of the Board to exterminate the sea lions, but inerely to

kill "10,000 of the 30,000 that now infest our harbor en-
trance and contiguous territory."* The opinion of ob-
servers familiar with the sea lion rookeries is that the
number of animals has been greatly exaggerated, and that

long before Mr. Vogelsang has killed the contemplated
10,000 there would not be a living sea lion left on the
whole coast. Already many have been killed, and, un-
less public sentiment is aroused to check the movement,
some of the most interesting rookeries of the State are in

danger of depletion. The Fish Commissioners have em-
ployed men to shoot the sea lions, and are loud in their

lamentations because the Government lighthouse reserva-
tions have not been thrown open to the slaughter.

The local fishermen, the State Fish Commission and
others assert without qualification that the sea lions feed
extensivejy on salmon, and the inference from their state-

ments is that the animals subsist chiefly, if not entirely, on
fish. A few years ago, when similar complaints were
made against the fur seals, I took the trouble to examine
the stomach contents of a large number of these animals,
and found to my surprise that the great bulk of their food
consisted of squids, hundreds of whose beaks and pens
were found in the stomachs, while in x)nly a few instances
were arty traces of fish discovered.

In 1899 a well-known naturalist. Prof. L. L. Dyche, of

the Universit}' of Kansas, spent the months of June, July,

August and September on the California coast, at a time
when the sea lions were being slaughtered in the alleged
interests of the fishermen. Prof. Dyche became interested

in the question of their food, and took the trouble to
examine the stomachs of twenty-five sea lions, not one of

which contained so much as a trace of fish. The region
visited extends from Monterey Bay southward along the
coast for about twenty-five miles.

Between June 25 and July 16 there were washed ashore
within three miles of Point Pinos, at the mouth of Mon-
terey Bay, eight sea lionfe which had been shot, the fisher-

men said, because they were feeding on salmon. Prof.
Dyche examined the stomachs of all of these and has
given me a detailed record of the contents of each. It

would take too -much space to print this in full. Suffice it

to state that the remains of squids and cuttlefish (Octopus)
were found in all, and that several were filled with large
p'eces of the giant squid. Notwithstanding the fact that
at the same time and place salmon were being caught
by fishermen, not a fish scale or bone was detected in any
of the stomachs. Whenever possible Prof. Dj'che opened
the stomachs in the presence of the fishermen, who in-

variably expressed the greatest surprise at the result. On
July 20 Prof. Dvche moved his headquarters southward
and e-^tablished a camp about twelve miles below Monte-
rey Bay. between Point Carmel and the lighthouse, near
which is an extensive rookery of sea lions. Between
Juh' 20 and Aug. 16 the stomachs of seventeen additional
sea lion'? were examined. Eight out of the seventeen were
well filled with the flesh of the giant squid; two were
gorged with large octopus, while the remaining seven
contained pens and beaks of squids, the quantity varying
from half, a pint to about a quart.

Prof. Dyche was told that there were no fish within
two or three miles of the sea lion rookeries near his
camp as the sea lions had caught or- driven them away.
In the face of this statement, he himself caught a dozen
rock cod one morning between shore and the seal rocks,
and his boatman, George (Sarr, an old salmon fisherman,
caught plenty of rock cod weighing from i to 8 pounds
each, within 60 feet of the flat rock where from one' to
300 sea lions landed each day. The water close to these
rocks, where the sea lions had lived for ages, proved to
be the best fishing ground in the locality. Prof. Dyche
states further that he had landed a number of times on

*In. letter to Hon. Lyman J. Gage, Secretary of the Treasury,
dated Saa Francisco. June 3, 1839,

the rocky islands where in places the excrement from
the sea lions formed a layer a foot thick. He hunted
through this for fish bones and scales, without being able
to discover a single one. On the other hand, the tough
pens from the backs of the squids were abundant.

Prof. Dyche found the fishermen loud in their denuncia-
tion of the sea lions on account of their alleged destruc-
tion of salmon, but, although he was on the fishing
grounds continuously for more than three months, the
fishermen were unable to show him a single instance in

which a sea lion had killed a salmon. He adds, "You can
hardly imagine the surprised look on these fishermen's
faces when they saw the great masses of squid meat roll

out of the sea lions' stomachs when cut open."
The fact that sea lions in captivity will eat fish rather

than starve has little bearing on the question, and the
additional fact that salmon in nets are sometimes found
bitten off or eaten is by itself no evidence at all, particu-
larly in places where either sharks or otters occur.

;It is not claimed that sea lions in their native element
never eat fish; at the same time the only actual evidence
we have on the subject fails utterly to substantiate the
allegations of the fishermen. On the contrary, all of the
twenty-five stomachs of sea lions examined by Prof. Dyche
contained remains of squids or cuttlefishes,^ and not one
contained so much as the scale or bone of a fish. And is

it not significant that in former years, when sea lions were
much more plentiful than now, salmon also were vastly
more abundant? If the fishermen will look into their
own habits and customs during the past twenty-five years,
it is believed that the cause of decrease of the salmon will
not be difficult to find, and this without charging the de-
crease to the inoffensive sea lions, whose rookeries con-
stitute one of the greatest attractions to the visitor on the
Califoniia coast. C. Hart Merriam.

New England Waters.
Boston, May 18.—Word comes from Upper Dam,

Maine, that Mr. W. P. Clark, the veteran angler of so
many seasons there, has landed a trout weighing 9^
pounds. Mr. Clark's friends in Boston- are all much
pleased, since this is the biggest fish he has ever caught
in thirty-two seasons' angling at that noted point. Still,

it must be remembered that larger trout have been taken
there. The largest brook trout on record was taken at
Upper Dam, Sept. 29, 1879, and weighed 11^ pounds.
This is no fish story. The skin of this trout, mounted,
was in the Smithsonian Institute at Washington, under
Professor Baird, and should be there now. Unbelievers
need not cry "Lake Trout!" as they so frequently do.
when hearing of the Rangeley giant salmo fontinalis,
for both Professor Baird and the senior Agassiz have
declared that they are perfect brook trout. Later, Fish
Commissioner Henry O. Stanley has demonstrated that
the spawn taken from these big trout hatches out the
little brook trout, and that if they do not get down into
the lakes and feed upon minnows they never reach a
very great size. Cobljosseecontee reports of fishing are
good. An Auburn gentleman writes that there were
taken on one rod, in one morning's fishing the other day.
two trout of good size and three bass. The recent warm
weather has increased the sport there. The latest reports
also mention better fishing at Lake Auburn. A Mr.
Waugh, of Boston, fished that lake three days last week
without a strike, however. Judge Whitehouse, of Au-
gusta, and Judge Savage, of Auburn, have returned from
a fishing trip to Upper Dam. Judge Whitehouse took a
couple of good trout on Monday. Returned Moosehead
fishermen mention very high water, cold weather and high
winds, and poor fishing. They advise sportsmen to go
later.

A representative party of Boston merchants is planned
to leave for a fishing trip on Thursday. The number in-
cludes J. E. Toulmin, W. J. Leckie, W. J. Follett, C. P.
Hall, George W. Brown and P. S. Allison. Mr. Alli-
son is from Bristol, England, and this will be his first

trip to Maine for trout fishing. He is in with a pjsrty
of live merchants and fishing enthusiasts, and is one
himself. They have had so much to say about Maine
fishing that he is alive with expectation, and hopes to go
back to the old country with a good deal in the shape
of angling experience. J. L. Richards is purveyor of the
party, and that means a good deal to the boys. They go
to Norcross by rail; thence by canoes, sixteen miles
through the Twin Lakes to their camp on the West
Branch.
Boston, May 20.—Great expectations are in the wind

concerning the Belgrade lakes, in Maine, and several Bos-
ton parties will go there for bass fishing, which is scarcely
at its best till warmer weather. There are reports of some
good speckled trout being taken there last week by local
.sportsmen and Augusta and Waterville fishermen.
D. Whitehouse, of Portland, has taken seven handsome
trout, and P. O. Vickery, of Augusta, has taken one of
7 pounds weight. Reports from Kineo say that Moose-
head Lake fishing is good for togue. or lakers, with some
fish up to 8 and 10 pounds being caught by Boston parties,
among whom are A. W. Chester, F. D. Hall and C. B.
Deyereaux. A, C. Millner. of Mormontown, Utah, is

fishing there, and made a good catch of lakers last week.
Salmon fishing has scarcely shown up much yet, but a few
have been taken, and good fishing for them is looked for.

Fly-fishing for squaretails, for which that lake is noted,
will begin as soon as the weather is warm enough. Calais,
Me., reports continue to mention great success at Grand
Lake. Fish are beginning to rise to the fly in Grand
Lake Stream. It will be remembered that this stream has
long been noted for landlocked salmon that will rise to the
fly. While the fish are not large, the sport is counted
great. Several Boston parties are ready to be off for that
stream as soon as the fly-fishing begins. Dr. F. M. John-
son, C. E. Taylor, J. E. Brittian and H. M. Cutter, Bos-
ton; P. E. Mansfield and J. W. Hoyet, Lynn; William E.
Beggs, Woburn ; H. H. White, Cambridge, are among the
more successful fishermen 'at Grand Lake thus far. The
Underwoods, of the Duck Lake Club, are going the last

of this month. The season at the big Bangor Salmon
Pool still promises to be a record breilfer. An account
kept by a Bangor citizen interested in the sport says that
sixty salmon have been taken, of a united weight of

1,066 pounds. This shows an average of a little over 16
pounds. The greatest nuqiber of fish has been takm by
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Thomas Canning, of Bangor, who has seven salmon to

his credit. Miss Janette SulHvan has landed three and
Mrs. William H. Munroe has caught two, landing both in

one afternoon and both weighing about 18 pounds.
At the Rangeleys the fishing continues excellent. A

Haines' Landing report says that Francis A. Nichols, of

Bostori, has already taken over a hundred trout and sal-

mon. Admiral Bunce and H. A. Redfield, fishing at that

point, have a salmon of 7^-4 pounds to their credit, and a

great many trout of fair size. Fish and Game Commis-
sioners Stanley and Oak have been fishing Mooseluc-
maguntic, and have had great success. It is reported that

over 1,000 pounds of trout and salmon have been taken

from that lake since the season opened. At Rangeley
Lake fishing is good. Anglers will be sorry to learn that

Capt. R. A. Tuttle, of Boston, who has been at that lake

every season for twenty-five years, and the founder of

Lake Point Cottage, is laid up with rheumatism, and may
have to give up his spring fishing trip altogether. Mr.
and Mr. C. F. Hutchins, of Boston, will be at Lake Point

Cottage the same as ever. Fishing has continued good
at Bemis, foot of Mooselucmaguntic. In .one day last

week 125 trout were landed. These were of good size,

running up to 4 pounds and over. At the Birches the

cottages are rapidly filling up, while Bemis cottages are

all fi3l of fishermen. One day last week a Mr. and Mrs.
Walton, of Newton, Mass., came to Bemis for fishing. As
they could not be accommodated there, they were taken
up to the Birches, or rather started for that point, when
the little steamer gave out and they could make no
progress. They had a guide with them and boat in tow.

The guide proposed that they try. the fishing while another
steamer was signaled for to tow the disabled boat to the

Birches. They did so. Evidently the guide knew the

fishing ground well, for soon Mrs. Walton had a salmon
weighing 3 pounds. They also took several trout before

the steamer was ready to take them to the camps.
Again the old trouble as to the meaning of the terms

"When the ice is out" in the Maine fish and game laws

has arisen. The law reads that there shall be an animal

close time on trout, togue and landlocked salmon from
the first day of October till the ice is out the following

spring. This term "ice is out" has been construed by the

Commissioners to mean when the lake, pond or stream is

entirely clear of ice. But sportsmen have thought diifer-

ently, and on several instances last year they claimed the

right to fish as soon as there was any open water, although

a greater part of the lake might be covered with ice. This
year a number of Bangor fishermen went to Green Lake,

one of the best salmon lakes in that part of the country.

The ice was only partly out, but they shoved boats over

the ice into the open water and went to fishing. Local
sportsmen and residents objected, and have entered com-
plaint against the Bangor sportsmen for illegal fishing.

The matter will have to go to the courts for settlement. I

am quite sure that the Legislature of Maine was asked to

make the meaning of "when the ice is out" more plain

last winter, but failed to do so.

Fishing at Lake Webb. Weld, Me., has been good so far

the present season. Ned Stanley, of Boston, goes there

every yeai", and has just made a record of eight trout

and salmon one day and twelve the next day. A large

number of Maine fishermen have been there, and tlie

catches have been good. New Hampshire waters continue

to report good success. At Newfound Lake and Sunapee
the fishing has continued good. Special.

American Fishermen in Canada.
The news that the high spring water in most of the

northern Canadian streams and lakes had fallen to the

level at which fontinalis rises to the fly, has caused quite a

rush of anglers into the country, and there are few club

houses along the St. Maurice and the line of the Quebec &
Lake St. John Railway that are not now occupied.

Dr. Geo. L. Porter, of Bridgeport, went up to his club

waters with a party of friends over a week ago.

On the Stadacona Club lakes a number of trout weigh-
ing over 3 pounds each have already been taken this sea-

son with the Hy. and anglers from the Riviere aux Sables

claim to have taken fish there weighing over 4 pounds
each.

A party of New Yorkers belonging to the Laurentian
Fish and Game Club passed through here on Thursday on
their way to their club limits, via the Quebec & Lake St.

John Railway and the crossing by Lake Edward and a

chain of lakes to the west of it to the St. Maurice. In
this party were Mr. C. Grant La Forge, the architect, and
Mrs. La Forge, Mr. Walter E. Maynard and Mr, Geo.. L.
Heins.
On the Metabetchouan Club's limits there is quite a

large party at present, which includes Samuel Dodd, C.

P. Bradley and George A. Fay, of Meriden. Conn., and
Cyrus Berry Peets, of New Haven. With Mr. Co& i^ a
guest, Mr. Charles A. Russell, of Washington.
Salmon fishermen are also in expectation of an early

season, and a number of them will go down to their

rivers in about a fortnight. Mr. Stearn, of Montreal, and
other members of the Chamberlain Shoals Club, leave for
the Ristigouche in the first week of June.

Ivers W. Adams and party of friends expect to be
here about June 5 on their way to the Moisie, where they
have recently acquired both the riparian rights and those
of the Provincial Government. Several members of the
St. Marguerite Salmon Club are expected here in about
fifteen days on their way to their river.

Notwithstanding the high water in Lake St. John,
ouananiche fishing is already pretty good there, and the
natives are catching them from the steamboat wharf at
Roberval. The fly-fishing in the Grande Decharge will,
certainly not be good until the water is much lower, how-
ever, which will probably be about June 12.

Mr. McCormick, of Florida, has already returned, some
time ago, to his summer cottage at Lake Edward, and
some very good catches of heavy brook trout are already
reported from that vicinity.

E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, May 19.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Taesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should r^ch us the
latest by Monday and as mucb 99 practicable. ^

FOREST AND STREAM.

Bass FishingUin the Delaware*
Black bass fishing in the Lower Delaware River—and

bv the Lower Delaware is meant that beautiful portion

of the stream between Trenton, N. J., and the Water
Gap—is less known to sportsmen than it should be. Per-

haps this part of that noble stream may nevej- become
as popular as it ought to be among anglers from a dis-

tance owing to the fact that before you go a-fishing

there you must make certain from some one residing

near it thai the condition of the water is just right for

good fishing. If you trust to luck you may find upon
arriving at the river that a rain has made the water

muddy and caused a rise of a foot or two, and then there

will be no fishing. If you find the river in that state you

might just as well not unpack your tackle but take the

next train for home. But wind, weather and water right,

the angler is pretty certain to find royal sport here. This

bass fishing territory po.ssesses the merit, too, of being

easy of access. It is within two hours' ride of New York
or Philadelphia and the coming and going, especially if

your destination takes you over the Belvedere-Dela-

ware Railroad along the river, is well worth the trip.

The scenery in tliis historic valley is simply perfect, un-

surpassed by beauty anywhere, and picturesque landscape

contributes largely to the pleasure a true sportsman takes

in his outings. When the beauties of nature appeal

strongly to one, the angler gets the deepest enjoyment

from his trips.

The Delaware River, not a natural black bass stream,

has been .stocked long enough to have made pretty good
bass grounds. Had it not been for two public nuisances

—the pot-hunter, who has now been pretty thoroughly

abated, and the coal dirt washings from the Lehigh val-

ley coal mines, a nuisance that has not been abated at

all—the Delaware would now be a famous home for this

splendid game fish. If ever a fish took naturally to

strange water the small-mouth bass did to the Delaware.

It has a rocky bottom, at places is very deep, affording

safe harbors, and has numerous tributaries, at whose
mouths are gravel bars, making the best of feeding

grounds. Though probably thrice decimated by the

nuisances just referred to, bass have thrived here to a

wonderful degree, breed rapidly, and are increasing every

year in numbers, and the angling is consequently better

flow than it ever was.
The Lower Delaware can be fished with the fly, yet

ly-fishing is not exactly the sport for this section of the

iver. Since the days of aged Caleb E. Wright, lawyer,

lovelist and devoted lover of angling, who disdained to

ise anything but the fly, nobody whom I can recall has

)een bold enough to try this branch of the fine art here.

Pardon a digression of a minute or two while I tell

ibout Caleb. He was a Quaker and would have his

'riends call him only by his first name. He could always

?et one or two congenial companions to accompany him
3n his fly-fishing trips. White-haired, with a strong, re-

iined face, the short, frail figure, clothed in a picturesque

fishing suit, standing in the foaming ripples, braced^

against his steel-tipped staff to prevent the swift current

carrying him off his feet and reehng in a struggling bass

with the nervous adroitness born of sixty j-^ears' practice

—

this is one of the pictures indelibly photographed upon
the memory of his friends. He was a typical grand old

-man from the sportsman's 'view point. And the old man
often got fish, but more often the drive of ten iniles

to and from the river was the only pleasure he derived

out of a day's trip; but when this happened he always

took his bad luck philosophically and had a plausible

explanation as to why they would not rise. You could

not help but admire his resolution not to use live bait,

yet you were sometimes provoked at his perversity when
you felt instinctively the fish, which steadily refused to

fly, would take a minnow. If the bass were not in that

buoyant mood when they come up into the sunlight of

the surface and dash at bits of brilliant color, he would
have none of them.
One day Caleb's companion wandered up the river,

leaving the old man behind absorbed in the task of get-

ting a rise. When a bend in the stream hid the old gen-

tleman from view, the youngster put his fly back in his

book, rigged for live bait and impaled a couple of hel-

gramites, found along the water's edge. The change
worked like magic. The bass wanted something more
substantial than a fly, and he soon had his creel well

filled. Returning to where the old lawyer still stood
patiently whipping the strong current, Caleb asked in his

characteristic drawl

:

"Well, Martin; what luck above?"
"Oh, fine," said Martin, relentless as to the old gen-

tleman's sensibilities; "look at that!" and Martin raised

the flap of his creel.

•"Ahem! Well, that beats me, for I haven't had a rise."

Voice and countenance both betrayed his chagrin.

"I've been working hard here all morning," he con-

tinued, "with every fly in the catalogue; and look at

that water—why, it's a paradise for bass, and with this

kind of a sun and wind, too. Aha, Martin, aha!—^what

fly did they take?"
Further deception was now out p£ the question and

Martin held up his hooks, with two squirming "googlies"

dangling from them,
"Helgramites!" exclaimed the old man. "Helgramites!

Bait fit only for the devil! No Christian gentleman or
civilized angler would ever use them." The look of con-
tempt he gave Martin as he waded ashore and began to

"take down" his tackle was succeeded by a smile of sat-

isfaction that seemed eloquent with the thought possibly

in his mind that he had not been conquered by a man
using the legitimate appliances of the fine art.

Yet, notwithstanding Caleb's aversion to it, live bait

fishing is great sport. There are three months when this

sort of fishing is at its best—August, September Jind.

October. In these months you are pretty sure to find the

water conditions right. When you go in August yotl

cannot reach the fishing grounds too early. I have
found daybreak a good time. One of these Augtist trips

I shall attempt to describe. We reached our skiff along
the river's edge just as it began to get light. The boat
was tied up to a raft of logs, against which the waves
lapped musically as "the dawn came creeping slowly up
over" the river. The river was in fine condition, the

water being slightly hazy, not too clear. It was too early
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to tell what 'kind of weather the day would bring forth,

but indications pointed to fine weather. We deposited

our "traps" in the boat and by the time we were ready

to start it had become light enough to see readily. We
knew that trolling would not bring good results at this

time of day, so we rowed for a bar a quarter of a mile

down stream. The bar edged off mto deep water. Here
we had found fish upon other occasions feeding early

in the morning. We put four kinds of bait in the boat

—

chub, lamprey eels, helgramites and small hop-toads. The
toads we had caught the afternoon before on some sand

hills along the river bank near the water's edge. A short

row brought us to the bar and we anchored near the

current, with the bar to our left. It was a beautiful

morning. A deep haze lay on the high hills which
skirted the river banks. Blue smoke cUrled from a few
chimneys of the modest houses along the river road,

indicating preparations for an early breakfast. Streaks

of deep red marked the sky where the sun was about to

rise. The clang of a small bell heralded the approach
of the first canal boat for the day down the Delaware
Division Canal and presently the slow moving mules
hove in sight. The canal adds a picturesque feature to

the surroundings.
We rigged our rods and lines quickly, knowing that

every moment lost meant sport thrown away. I baited

with toads and my companion put on chub. Hardly had
my line floated twenty feet from the boat when there

was a signal. The fish struck hard, I hooked him arid

after a brief struggle brought him to the net, a splendid

small-mouth, weighing all of two pounds. He had taken
the toad with great avidity and at the first cast I had
found what the fish's favorite bait was that morning.
The next cast I had another strike much like the first.

It was a new experience to me to have bass strike like

they did that morning. They seemed to make a fierce

dart at the bait, catching -it true in their mouths every

time while under full speed, their momentum carrying

them five to ten feet after they had secured their prey.

Such striking was thrilling, almost wresting the rod from
your grasp and affording the keenest sport possible,

indeed, the fish struck so hard they hooked themselves,

and we lost not a bass that morning. Four fish, run-

ning from two pounds to two pounds and three-quarters

struck in exactly the same way, when the sport was
over.
Meanwhile my companion landed a nice fish, but, find-

ing the chub bait slow, he also tried the toads, and in a

short time he brought two more to the boat, one pf which
weighed nearly three pounds—and a beauty he was, too.

We waited fifteen minutes longer, but not another strike;

the Delaware small-mouth had shown us one of his pecuH-

arities by quitting us as suddenly as he had_ begun.
Knowing we could do nothing more at that time and
place we came off the river with seven as pretty fish

as you ever saw, and then ate our breakfast.

Our next scheme was to try trolling. Taking as rower
an old riverman who thoroughly understood his busi-

ness, we pointed the scow's prow toward deeper water

at a beautiful bend in the river in what is known as

Lower Black Eddy. Plere is a stretch of a mile or more
of deep water, backed up by the dam of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company, the dam acting as a feeder to

the Raritan Canal. An ideal spot is- this for trolling and
we found fish there. For trolling an artificial minnow is

best. A small spoon is also good. We had neither with

us on this day, and instead we used large dead minnows,
with swivels to prevent the lines from becoming kinked.

We had proceeded only a short distance when the bass

began to strike. We missed our first two or three strikes

and one big fish succeeded in snapping my hook squarely

off. Care and skill, as well as some experience, is needed
to catch bass by this process. We soon caught on to the

tricks of the fish and the next strike resulted in hooking
and landing a beauty. We succeeded in adding a half

dozen fine fish to our morning catch and then "laid by"
during the heat of the day. Early in the afternoon we
drove homeward with thirteen very fine fish, a_ total

weight of about twenty-five pounds, which we considered

a very good day's sport.

But the ideal month for bass fishing in this territory

is September. Then, unless you should strike very warm
weather, you can fish all day. And it is a great pleasure

to fish then. The river is at its best then, as well as beau-

tiful beyond description. The green hills begirting the

river have changed to autumnal reds, purples and golden
tints, and, ascending high above the surface of the stream,

are an important element in this most charming scenery.

The wooded islands add to the beauty, while the long
quiet stretches of water at the foot of a rift almost de-

ceive one into the belief that he is rowing upon a placid

lake.

In September, especially during the latter part of the

month, it is not important that you should reach the

grounds very early in the day. The fish usually bite

best from 11 A. M. to 2 P. M. And you must change
your bait, too. Helgramites, toads and small frogs are

not good bait now. Lamprey eels, minnows and stone

catfish are best, especially stone catfish; do not go for

bass that month without some of them.
I cannot close without describing an October day's

fishing on this section of the Delaware. October is

often regarded as a little late for bass. That notion is

wrong. Oi course, rains sometimes unfit the river for

good fishing, but a dry October, preceded by a favorable

September, gives the angler the very finest sport he could

desire. Last year I was a member of a party that made
three October trips to the famous fishing place below
Lumberville. All these days will live in memory. I shall

describe in detail only the last. The first trip was made
during the first week in the month. When we found the

bass in pretty much the same feeding grounds as during
September. In the middle of the month they had taken
to deeper water. Our last trip was in the last week in

October. So late as that it is not often that river bass
fishing can be found, but we were fortunate enough to

find it in the greatest perfection. "We" comprised a

party of four. The day was such as you can hope to find

only occasionally. We started from shore in two boats.

A cool night was succeeded by a perfect morning. The
sun rose in a heavy fog which filled the valley and ob-
scured the shore and shut out the view down the river
like a wall of steam. Faintly the rich browns and reds
of autumn were visible through the haze. It was like a
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scene in an enchanted land, as though a magician had
touched nature with a wand and transformed the land-

scape in shades and shapes of finest delicacy. We had
two miles to go down the river to reach the fishing

grounds, and as we drifted with the lazy current of the

clear, low water the fog clouds were slowly dissipated

into a blue and purple haze that stayed with us through-
out the day. As our boats drifted we trolled, but,

though we had some success, we did not get down to

business until wc reached the deep water at the head of

Eagle Island—that is to say, a half to a quarter of a mile

above the island. We had a nice supply; of helgramites.

miimows and stone catfish. It was some time before we
located the game. At this late day in the season the

angler who "knows" the river Icnows also that the con-
ditions for successful fishing have very materially changed
from those of a month before. The bass are now in their

winter quarters and have sought the verj' deepest portions
of the water. While thej^ have not gone into hybernating
and still swim out upon the rocks to sun themselves and
feed; they do not roam the river, but stay close to the

spot where they expect to spend the winter months.
We located the fish that day along a ledge of sub-

merged rocks that ran parallel with and about lOO feet

from the Pennsylvania shore. Some of the rocks almost
reached the surface. On the shore side of the ledge
there was not more than eight or ten feet of water; on
the side nei^t to the channel it slanted abruptly to an
unknown depth, probably 20 to 30 feet. Anchoring upon
this rocky ledge^ our boats being about 300 yards apart,

we cast into the deep water and soon each boat had sev-
eral nice fish, weighing from three-quarters of a pound
to two pounds. The bass struck w^ell until about 12:30
o'clock, when there was a cessation, and with our baited
hooks bobbing around in the current, we took out our
lunch baskets for a bite ourselves. While discussing the
merits of a hard-boiled egg and a Schweitzer cheese sand-
wich, my companion and I noticed a commotion in the
boat below us. One of our friends in that boat was
frantically tugging at his reel, while the tip of his beth-
abara fairly touched the surface of the water. The other
friend, standing upright in the boat, with landing net
balanced in his hand, eagerly watched the contest and
dropped a word of counsel now and then to the man
handling the fish. Wc could catch bits of their conver-
sation: "Play him carefully, now!" "Great Scott! he's
a dandy," and the like. Then there was a break in the
placid river surface and three or four rods from the boat
the big bass leaped into the air and shook his head in a
vain effort to dislodge the hook. With the river birch
and sycamores on Eagle Island for a background, that
was a picture of color and action to delight a sports-
man's heart. You could not help but feel sympathy and
admiration for the noble fish in the gamy struggle he
was making for freedom. But the hook was in his hard
mouth to stay; the contest began to tell upon the big
fellow's powers of endurance, and gradual^ the circle?
and rushes he made grew shorter and shorter, he was
guided gently nearer and nearer the boat, and with a last
leap into the air he dropped back into the landing net,
exhausted and conquered. He was a famous fish, weigh-
ing, as we found out afterward, nearly five pounds; the
largest taken from that pool during the season.
At the close of the afternoon's fishing at sundown, each

boat had a dozen nice bass, a coiiple of pickerel and sev-
eral large river sunfish, the last named taken with the
helgramites. The row back to the landing furnished new-
delights in the way of scenery. Every particle of breeze
had died away and the .<;urface of the river was like a
mirror. The deep, dark reflections of the hills at the
bends contrasted strangely with the strong lights of sky
reflections, making a weirdly beautiful picture that lasted
fully half an hour and that we were loath to see fade into
the darker night that it was when we pulled our boats
up on the river bank, tired, but elated' with the finest
catch we had made in the season. It was with an air
of extreme satisfaction that two hours later we drove
into town and exhibited our trophies to admiring, won-
dering, and, we regret so say, incredulous friends.

Geo. MacReynolds.

San Francisco Fly-Casting- Club.

Medal contests, series 1901,. Saturday, contest No. 5,
held at Stow Lake, May 11. Wind, strong west; weather,
foggy

:

Event Event Event
No. 1, No. 2 No. 4,

Distance, Accuracy, , Event No. 8, , Lure
Feet. Per cent. Acc. % Del. % Net % Casting^

Battu -92 80.4 89.8 74.2 81.11
Brooks 91 89.8 91.8 80 85.10 ....
Brotherton... 113 91.8 87 78.4 62.8
Everett 114 89.4 92 83.4 87.8
Golcher ..... 120 88 93.4 78.4 86
Mansfield 90.4 9(5 81.8 88.10
Muller 106 91.4 83.4 81.8 82.6
Skinner ..... 94 89 91.4 80.10 86.1
Smyth 83 92.8 S4.2 88.5
Young ......100 86 96.8 84.2 90.5

Finest average in delicacy event ever made by ten men,
86 2-12.

Judges, Mansfield and Brotherton; .referee, Muller;
clerk, Smyth.
Medal contests, series 1901, Sunday, contest No. 5, held

at Stow Lake, May 12. Wind, light southwest; weather,
foggy

:

Brooks 100 92 88.4 76.8 82.6
Blade 80 73.4 69.8 75 72.4
Brotherton ..114

,
93.8 90.4 80.10 85.1

Daverkosen.. 106 87 92 68.4 80 2
Dinkelspiel .. 87 82.4 72 74.2 73 1
Everett 106 89 87.8 80.10 84.4
Foulks 89 81.8 83 65 74
Golcher 127 92 91 75 83
Grant 107 89
Haight 87 88 84.4 78.4 81.4
Hiller 81 90 76 80.10 78.5
Huyck 96 91 92 73.4 82.8
J B Kenniff.. 95 88 87 65.10 76.5
CRKenniff.. 85 92.8 77.4 70.10 74 1
UTKieruff.. 77 71.8 86.4 70 78 2
C T KierufF. . 78 62.8 70.4 72.6 71 5
Mansfield - 93 96.4 84.2 90 3
Muller 106 95 87 82.6 84 9
Smyth 85 92.8 79.2 85.11
Turner ...... 90 87 91.4 74.2 82.9
Reed 106 90.4 96.4 80.10 88.7
Vogelsang . , . 101
Young ....... 97 91.4 90.4 78.4 84.4 .'.!!

Judges, Mansfield and Yonn^; referee, Mul]er: plerk,

i The IVermont Pike Hatchery*

The work of hatching pike eggs of the State hatchery
here will be completed this week and a brief resume of

the work and the results obtained should be of interest.

The State appropriation of $1,500 to establish the
hatchery w^as largely used in the purchase of the large
two-story building on York street, where the hatchery is

located. The remainder of the appropriation, together
with the $550 derived from seining licenses—the generous
allowance by the State for running the hatchery—was
mainh' spent in necessary repairs on the building and
equipping it for the work of hatching. All this, while it

gave the State a splendid plant, left practically no funds
to run it, and coupled with the fact that the hatchery bill

was passed so late last fall there was no time to clean a
seining ground in the river made it necessary to co-oper-
ate with the United States Fish Commission to obtain any
eggs. This arrangement was made by Commissioner Gil-

more with Commisioner Stone, in charge of the Govern-
ment work here, on a per cent, basis. The result was
that of the fifty million eggs hatched the State obtained
twenty million. These twenty million fry have been about
all distributed, and have been placed in the following
waters Missisquoi River, Lamoille River, Winooski
River, Otter Creek, Lake Cliamplain at St. Albans Bay.
Fairfield Pond, Elmore Pond, Nelson Pond, Ticklenaked
Pond. Island Pond, Groton Pond and Berlin Pond.
The work at the hatchery has been in charge of Mr.

Mason, of the Cape Vincent, N. Y., hatchery, assisted
by H. W. Carman. Myron Green has been the overseer
of the work down the river, while Commissioners Stone
and Gilmore have had the general oversight.

Considering the difficulties to be overcome in starting
the hatchery and the small amount of money to work
with, the result of the first year's work is a great success
and fully demonstrates that a hatchery can be operated
here which will be of great benefit to the State.—Swanton,
Vt., Courier, May 16.

Trottt in West Vifgfinia.

Washington, D. C.—The legal season for taking
speckled or brook trout in West Virginia is from Jan. i

to Sept. I. It is not lawful to catch trout less than 4
inches long.

The mountain region of West Virginia affords the most
convenient trout fishing waters for sportsmen in New
York, Philadelphia or Washington. The fishermen can
leave New York at 4:55 o'clock in the afternoon on the
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway train over the Pennsylvania
Railroad and arrive the next morning at 7:25 o'clock at

the Hot Springs, take a team and drive thirty miles
through a most picturesque mountain country to the
waters of the Cherry River, W. Va., and there find trout
in great numbers ; or a more direct, nearly all rail, route is

direct to Roncevert and there take the Greenbrier River
branch road to Serbert or Marlinton, W. Va., at which
points they will arrive before noon—walk or go on horse-
back over Black Mountain on a good trail, twelve miles
to the forks of the Cranberry River in the heart of the
troitt region. I spent a charming vacation of one week
there last May. The trout took my flies beautifully.

Geo, Henderson.

New Bfttnswick Salmon Rivets.

Chatham, N, B., May 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Inquiries as to the appearance of salmon and sea trout in

New Brunswick rivers are coming in in considerable num-
bers, and I presume many anglers look to your colunms
for information on the subject. I beg, therefore, to say
that salmon have come into the northern rivers—such as
the Ristigouche, Jacquet, Nepisguit and Miramichi about a
week earlier than the average, and no mistake will be
made by those who fish those rivers if they are upon
them, say, June I.

I may also say that the lessee of the Nepisguit from
Eleven-Mile Tree up to Great Falls will not fish his

leasehold this season owing to engagements elsewhere, and
parties desiring to secure that water can do so by com-
municating with me.

D. G. Smith, Fishery Commissioner.

An Antidote to Mosquito Poison.

Consul-General Guenther writes from Frankfort,
April 16, 1901 : Prof. Dr. Voges, the Director of the Na-
tional Board of Health at Buenos Ayres, according to

German papers, has found a remedy for mosquito bites.

He states that he discovered it by accident during his trip

to Paragttay to study the pest. He had been supplied
with all sort-s of remedies, among them "naphthalene," an
article of no value whatever against the pest ; but on using
it for mosquito bites, he found it of surprising eifect. It

neutralizes the poison, even when the spot bitten is

greatly inflamed. If fresh bites are rubbed with naphtha-
lene, no swelling follows. The professor considers
-naphthalene almost a specific against mosquito poison.

Wisconsin Trottt Fishing.

La Crosse, Wis., May ig.—The trout season opened
up April IS, and some fine strings have been caught. The
25th inst. the open season commences for pike and bass.

The Mississippi and other streams are falling, and the
water is clearing up. By the time the season opens, un-
less heavy rains come, fishing for them will be good, as
they are reported to be quite numerous, of which we can
report later. O. S. S.

Penalty for Seining.

James Lemming, who was arrested by Deputy Game
Warden Rayborn for seining in the waters of the Little

Miami, was yesterday tried for the second time before
Squire Herrick, and was found guilty and fined $50 and
costs, the latter amounting to $277.60. In default of pay-
ment he was committed to jail,—Cincinnati Commercial-
Tribune, May II.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach ua at the

A Fitst Day Experience.

Hartford, Mich.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
first of May ushered in the trout season, and early morn
found your scribe on the road to Cow Creek, seven miles
southwest of Hartford. I struck the stream below two or
three saw mills of ancient date, and did not get a rise

until I got above the mills, and then both banks were
lined wdth tracks, which made me wish I had commenced
to fish above the mills. Just then two men with trout
poles and creels came out of the brush just above me
and were dropping their flies or worms, for the stream
is so small that casting is out of the question; the brook
vvill not average 20 inches wide, and brush and dry weeds
line both banks. I did not see them catch a single fish, and
as they passed me. I went up stream, and the first

place the water made a swirl around an old log I

presented a nice angleworm in the most delicate man-
ner, and was surprised to see the line dart under the Ic^.
With a sudden swish of the split bamboo, a 12-inch
trout was landed on the grass, and the first trout of the
season was soon flopping in my cresl. I soon caught
another, and when my- watch told me it was 4 o'clock and
time to start for home, eleven fish were in the pocket.
The drive home was very pleasant, for added to the trout
was the welcome Bob White from across the fields,

Sullivan Cook.

New Jersey Coast Fishing.

Newark, N. J., May 20.—Bass have begun taking the
hook at a few points along the Jersey coast. They are
of small size, 2 to pounds in weight. The only one
of good size which has been heard of was hooked by an
inexperienced product; result, smashed rod and a dis-
consolate man. I arrived on the scene a few minutes
afterward, and he said, "I thought the way was to hold
them," - That opinion, though, does, sell a lot of cheap
tackle^ and then results in selling that which is good.
Kingfish are in evidence, too; a few have been on the
hook. Weakfish appear to be unusually plentiful along
the entire coast and fine in size and condition. I have
been among the market men pretty freely the past three
weeks and there is a general sentiment that fish of all

kinds are moving well and fully up to. the standard in
condition, despite the inclement weather the past several
weeks. Leonard Htilit.

100 $t)ommcn'$ finai

Some of the Queer EMscoverfes Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish.

63

Here are ten fishhooks with a mass of horsehair and
string, matted and intertwined; and it was all found in
the stomach of a cod. The fish probably had somehow
or another managed to get hold of haddocks or whiting
caught on hooks, and in whose bodies the hooks still

remained. The flesh of the whitings or haddocks had
been entirely digested by the juices of the cod's stomach;
the horsehair and metal of the hooks, however, resisted
its action. That whiting and haddock have frequently

hooks left in them is well known to all those who have
the care of seals. Sea fish hooks are very cheap; and
the fishermen, rather than take the trouble to extract the
hook from the fish's mouth, very frequently cut off the

snood or line to which the fish is attached, and let the
hook remain in situ. The seal swallows the fish, hook
and all, the hook gets entangled in the poor seal's intes-

tines, and, of course, proves fatal. "The cod is what is

generally called a voracious fish. I have now in my
museum," once wrote Frank Buckland, "a portion of a
tallow candle, about seven inches long, also a pair of

sailor's mitts, both taken from a cod's stomach."

64

A startling surprise, after the fashion of the story of

Ginevra, comes from Styria, where a party of hunters in

the forest of Drommling discovered in a hollow oak a
skeleton in excellent preservation. Even the boots, which
came above the knee, were almost perfect. By its side

was a powder horn, a porcelain pipe bowl, and a silver

watch, on which was engraved the name, "H. von Krack-
owitz, 1812." The teeth were perfect. It would seem to

be the skeleton of a man between thirty and forty years

of age. It is conjectured that, while engaged in hunt-
ing, he cUmbed the tree for some purpose, and slipped

incautiously into the hollow trunk, from which there was
no release, and he probably died of starvation.—London
Times.

65

While hunting in the Chico Mountains, near the Rio
Grande, seventy miles south of Alpine, Tex., a party of

Americans discovered a large cave in which were the

skeletons of twenty-six men, lying side by side. On
exnioring the cave further they found several copper
kettles, two Spanish hatchets, three short swords with

Spanish inscriptiojis, some stone utensils and crude min-
ing tools. Deeply cut in one of the stone jars was the

name "Navaez," and below it the figures, "1526." In

T528 a Spanish expedition, under the explorer Navaez,

left Tampa Bay, Fl^., and was never seeo ^gai|i,
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Fixiures.

Se|)t. 2-5.—Toronto, Can.^Dog show of the Toronto Industrial
Exhibition. W. P. Fraser, Sec'y. and Supt.

Men and Dogs.

San Francisco, Cal., May 11.

—

Editor Forest and

Sfream: The annual bench show of the San Francisco

Kenne! Club in progress at Mechanics' Pavilion, ^San
Francisco, May 8, 9, 10, 11, proved very successful and
generally satisfactory. A greater number of dogs have
been entered and exhibited in former years, but the en-

tries have never before averaged as well in class selection.

Many more dogs were brought from distant and Eastern

kennels than in any year heretofore.

The officers of the dub are: A. B. Sprecwles, President;

John E. de Ruyter, First "Vice-President; Henry J.

Crocker, Second Vice-President; J. P. Norman, Secre-r

tary-Treasurer; Captain C. B. Knocker, Delegate tO

American Kennel Club. The bench show committee in

charge are Dr. F. W. d'Evelyn (chairman), N. H. Hick-
man, W. S. Kittle, J. P. Norman and E. Courtney Ford.

Judges, J. J. Lynn, of Port Huron; Henry Jarfett, of

Philadelphia, and John Bradshaw.
The show has demonstrated, as do many other events

in field sports of late years, that the west coast is neither

far behind nor notably isolated from those Eastern or

European centers that were wont to pose as encompass-
ing the best and most of everything in high class and
professional expositions. The growth of population,

development of western resources, and improved trans-

portation service have reduced the stretches of plains

and the mountain barriers until San Francisco is not so

very remote, and the great realms, California, Oregon
and Washington, are really identified with the United
States. North America is not nearly as vast and vague
as it used fo be when there were more buffaloes than
men in Kansas, and more grizzlies than dogs in Cali-

fornia. It looks quite neighborly when many people
bring dogs from New York and New Jersey to win z

bit of commendation and blue or red ribbon for them
in San Francisco. Three thousand miles are not 4is for-

midable as they used to be.

There is the touch of nature that makes the world
akin in the incident of men from distant points sollect-

ing at some rendezvous to compare, discuss and admire
Hogs. The dail}^ newspapers send their technical pen-
cilers to the dog .shows and give the public, which does
not read much of it, all the pedigree, record and expert
lore that can be put into miles of type. If an introduc-
tory preamble is undertaken it is usually an effort at

humor, and the noblest animals of their kind are de-
scribed as bow-wows, canine orchestras, baj'-ers of the
moon, blue-blooded and high-priced barkers, etc.

Dog fanciers themselves do not often contemplate- the
animals from any very elevated standard, but rather from
fancied professional distinctions that the best friends of

the animals seldom comprehend or study. A dog may
have all the fine technical points of outward show, but
in reality be inferior in every com.mendable trait to some
unmarked and seemingly insignificant dog that has never
a hope to be decorated with medal, ribbon or pedigree,

or an3'thing but a flying brickbat or an ignoble pound-
master's seine. Nevertheless the men who establish ken-
nels and talk pedigrees, points, coats and whatnot, who
originate and carry out exhibitions, make rules and fix

.standards and adjudge awards, are the great systematic
benefactors of the faithful animals.
Contemplated from an unprofessional point of view,

one that may not be without its advantages, a dog show
is not the least wonderful nor the least profitable exhibi-
tion in the world. Here are many hundreds of the ani-

mals of every notable strain, brought originally from
every inhabited corner of the earth. They have been
redeemed, or at least changed from a natural wild state

and adopted or domesticated by men of all time and every
race as companions, slaves and friends. They are car-
nivorous creatures whose progenitors depended upon
other living creatures that they could catch by strategy,

or by "suprior intelligence or speed, and must all ha;'!

been ferocious and pitiless in their battles for subsist

ence and life.

Their intelligence, improved by contact with mankind
and the universal protection of their superior fellow crea-
ture, has developed them into the most docile, exemplary
and faithful of dumb brutes. How many millions of them
have lived their brief lives and passed with the genera-
tions of man in the world, and how vast has been their
contribution to human welfare, who will compute?
The children that have grown to manhood or woman-

hood without the affection and companionship of one or
more of these creatures, have missed something worth
having in life. They have been companions, defenders,
protectors, slaves—and the faithfulest of friends to
princes and paupers, to the wise and the ignorant. They
have been fought for by warriors, caressed and protected
by kings and queens, and eulogized by the best intellects

and the greatest of thinkers and poets of all time.
Who has no admiration and feeling for the faithful

animals can be neither sincere in religion nor notably
human in character. Considering the enormous number
of dogs in the world, their affiliation with the many pur-
suits and conditions of mankind, how rarelj' do they per-
mit their brutality to manifest itself unless provoked
beyond endurance, to the injury of any. Mankind him-
self often feel humiliated by the contrast of examples.
There is scope for sentiment—for what the hard, prac-

tical spirit of the times in which we live may call whim-
sical fancies—in the contemplation of an assemblage of
dogs. Here are six or seven hundred of the animals
placed in stalls or cages littered with fresh straw. They
are chained or tethered with little chance to move about,
even to stretch themselves. There are but a dozen or so
of them placed beyond the reach of the throngs of spec-
tators. For many hours each day the patient creatures,
accustomed to freedom and activity, are submissively ap-
proached, aroused, ogled, whistled' to. talked fo, caressed

aggressive of animals—men, women and children. They
are in direct contact wnth people, most of them entirely

strange to them and many of them merely curious with-

out any tact or appreciation. People approach them in

every possible fashion, speak to them in all tones. The
sensitive animals quickly recognize the friendly, the in-

different, and those of them who do not like dogs. The
creatures of the highest earthly intelligence are arrayed

in all sorts of raiment and color, with all sorts of orna-^

mentation, and carrying canes, shawls, parasols and
packages. The inferior creatures are as nature made
them—naked and unadorned. They are subject to the

trying ordeal of being familiarly approached, inspected,

commented upon, caressed, handled and diverted by a

thousand annoyances without a chance to evade or

escape.

And yet, under it all, it is seldom that a kind word
to any one of them is not responded to with a beaming,
happy look, a joyous wag of the tail or a ready greeting

that no other dumb creature can express so well. There
is a gleam of pleasure and assurance in the eyes of a

dog, thus responding to a word of kindness, that has

made mankind better for its existence. It is, and always
will be. the best kind of a compliment to the virtue in

the tone of the human voice, A dog may wag his tail

to many OA-erturcs, but he has an expression in his eyes

for his friends that is not conventional or affected. His
instinct will not lead him astraj'.

Some human philosopher, with broad, wholesome pow-
ers of observation and expression, ought some time to
-create a book upon the dog, doing him and all his tribe

great honor. Such an historian would glean information
for a very thick book, for his work would necessarily

comprise notes from many lands, and of many races of

dogs and nien. Beyond all his other participation in the

affairs of mankind, the dogs' intimate association with
sportsmen from the day and generation of Esau to the

present time would afford a wide field from which to

glean tributes to the greatness of both these sportsmen
and hunters. It would be difficult to conceive of a real

sportsman who had not received inspiration, pleasure
and profit from the faithful dog. While there is genuine
appreciation and gratitude in the world the dog should
not lack for it from any man who has thoughts beyond
and above leather and prunella.

Charles L. Patge.

A R«n with Florida Hounds*

Grand Rapids, Mich.—I spent the winter in Florida and
had sport of various kinds—duck, quail and dove shoot-
ing, fishing and some sport following the hounds. The
latter may not have been strictly legitimate sport, but it

was field sport, however. I inclose photos of the "game"
after the hounds had him treed. This was a practice run
for the hounds; it was taken at Palatka; the photos were

A RUN WITH FLORIDA HOUNDS.

taken by " myself, and although I am an amateur, they
were successful. The "game" was a- convict taken from
jail and allowed an hour start. The hounds w-ere put on
his track and furnished as rich music as any fox hound.
This run gives the hounds practice and also gives the
man much needed exercise. Claude Sintz..

[Subsequently to the writing of this note by our corre-
spondent, the hounds referred to were put on the trail of
two murderers at Hastings, near St. Augustine, and
trailed them to their hiding place in the woods, and the
men have since been tried and convicted.]

He Took the Dogf*

There was once a crowd of boys sitting on the grotmd
in a circle, and in the middle sat a strange dog. An old
gentleman happened along at that time and asked them
what they were doing. They said they were telling hunt-
ing stories, and the one that told the biggest lie got the
dog. The old gentleman said that wasn't right, as when
he was a 3-oung man they never told lies about hunting.
One youngster then spoke up and said, "Give him the
dog." C. W. V.

Tofonto Dogf Show»
Toronto, Can., May 16.—The Toronto Industrial Ex-

hibition Dog Show will be held in connection with the
exhibitiofi on .^ept. f, 3, 4 and S next.

'

"yv, jp, Eraser, Sec'j^ and Bnp,
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Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

'Mid Reef and Rapid —XI. ^
BY F. K. WEBB.

It stopped raining some time in the night, and morning
broke with a sky obscured with low-hanging, leaden-

colored clouds drifting athwart the sky, in whose somber
folds the mountain tops were shrouded from our view,
and under which the river flowed darkling, sullen and
forbidding.

Every indication pointed to a rainy day, and we were
strongly tempted to remain quietly in camp all day, but
we were due at Bear Lithia Springs in the evening, where
we were invited to stop for a day or so, as the guests
of the management, and as Bear Lithia was a good day's

cruise on the present scant water, an early start was neces-
sary, so we turned out at s o'clock as usual and made
preparations for resuming the cruise, in case the rain did
not catch us before we got off. ,

In order to guard against this contingency as much as

possible, the tents were struck at once, and the blankets,

mattresses, clothes, bags, etc, packed and stowed away
before the rain came on, as it is difficult to take down the
tents, pack the blankets, etc., in a rain without getting
them wet, after which we addressed ourselves to the task
of getting breakfast. A fire was speedily started in the
camp stove. George, who is chief of the firewood bureau,
had thoughtfully placed his little stack of firewood under
the mess table the night before, where it was protected
from the rain, and in a short time we were doing justice

to an ample breakfast of fried bass, bacon, soft-boiled

eggs, biscuits and coffee.

While the boys were polishing up the club plate and
packing the kitchen outfit, I prepared a plentiful lunch of
cold ham, tongue, hard-boiled eggs, cheese, biscuits and
butter, which, with a bottle of pickles and a couple of
lemons, were stowed in the mess chest.

We were well known here, and this was one of our
supply stations, and while we were chatting with old
Mr. Kyger, who had hobbled painfully down the long,

steep hill on his canes to have a talk Avith us, a colored
servant came down the hill, bringing with her a big
basket containing a fresh supply of biscuits, lard, butter
and eggs, which had been spoken for the evening before,

and which wdre duly stowed away in the various bags,
cans, buckets, etc., provided for that purpose.

"Now tell me," the old gentleman asked, after a little

further weather and crop conversation, "what do you men
iliake these trips for? Are you surveyors or exploring the

river, or just fishin'. or what?"
The average rural inhabitant finds it hard to satisfac-

torily account for our cruises. To his practical mind the

idea of three or four grown men undertaking such a trip

in business hours and just for fun, is incomprehensible,
and many and various, as well as ludicrous, are the
hypotheses advanced from time to time in explanation.
One bare-footed rustic back up on North River took us
lorpeddlers, stating in explanation that he had noticed two
or three pairs of socks in a bag, evidently being quite at

a loss to understand what any one man could possibly
want with so many socks. Another popular theory is

that we are rimning a race, .or working out a bet or
w^ager of some kind, while the most commonly accepted
explanation is that we are traveling photographers, and
as the average rustic is fond of having his picture taken,

we would not suffer fof lack of business if such were
really the object of our trips. George generally obliges

them by taking a shot with his kodak at the numerous
family groups brought into our various camps from time
to time for that purpose, with the inquiry for "The feller

that takes the picters."

They are usually greatly mystified when they learn that
no charge is made, as well as disappointed when he
laboriously explains that he cannot open the camera then
and there and take out the finished picture, and that all

the finishing and printing is done after his return home in

the fall, and that it will be a couple of months or so before
they will get their pictures.

Another amusing feature is the general distrust of our
diminutive, fragile looking boats on the part of the afore-
said average rustic, the general consensus of opinion
being that "I don't want to take no chances in them there
dad-blamed little punkin seeds of boats; gimme a good
ol' scow, like that 'n' thar" (indicating the usual
ubiquitous 20ft. wooden punt), "an' a good pole an' that's

good's I want."
We were on the point of packing the mess chest, kitchen

ware and mess table in the canoes which still lay on the
bank, where they had lain during the night, and launching
them and resuming the cruise, when the rain came down
with a soft, gentle patter on the broad sycamore leaves
overhead, and shimmered grayly on the wide, flat surface
of the river, so we tightly closed our canoe hatches, with
the heavy, oiled canvas^ aprons drawn well over the space
-for the crews, relighted our pipes, donned our long rub-
'ber coats and rubber hats, and prepared to sit it out where
we were. There is no better out-of-door protection from
the rain than that afforded bv the canoes when arranged
for bad weather.
With all hatches tightly closed, apron pulled well up

over the breast, and rubber, canvas or gossamer cape but-
toned tight and high up around his neck under the ample
sou'-wester hat, and coming well down over the apron and
hatches in front of and all around him, the canoeist can
bid-defiance to the heaviest rains as long as he staj^s in his
canoe, but if there is much getting out and in to do, with
the consequent opening up of apron and hatches, he is

apt to get wet from the hips down, as well as sure to get
the inside of the canoe, including mattress seat, wet also.

So, wdiile we might easily have resumed the cruise re-
gardless of the rain, even had it been much heavier than
it was (for it was light and gentle), as we had the Shaver
mill dam to portage but a mile below, we decided to sit

out the rain where we were rather than embark aTi4 bfl

oWip4 \9 msHe t^e portage
'
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In an hour it had passed over; and although it still

gave promise of more or less rain all day, we decided to

chance it, and get as far down the river as possible; so

we opened the aprons and amidship hatches of our

canoes, throwing out the quart or two of clear, pellucid

water collected in the hollow of each apron; doffed and

packed our rubber coats and hats, arranged our back-

rests and mattresses and prepared to launch.

George found himself in a very frisky mood after the

shower, and cavorted around the boats with the grace and

agility of a yearling bull calf; finally, in the course of his

cavorting, ambling over to the bow of his canoe; Lacy

and I, with the canvas surcingle, an arrangement rigged

up in my work room, consisting of a strip of heavy duck

long enough to reach around the canoe amidships, with a

wooden handle rove into each end, which proved to be a

great convenience in handling the canoes, meanwhile havr

ing hold of the other end, impatiently awaiting his pleas-

ure. In answer to Lacy's impatient, "Hurry up, there,

can't you?" he picked up the bow of his canoe and rushed

off, backward, of course, down the bank with it into the

shallow water, dragging us after him at break-neck speed

as we we,nt stumbling and plunging down the bank over

the rocks and roots. He splashed out into the shallow

water until his heels fortunately encountered a reef pro-

jecting above the sandy bottom, which put an effectual

check'to his career by tripping him up, and over he went
backward, bringing up in a sitting posture, with the canoe

across his lap and the water up to his arms. Our end of

the canoe was, of course, dropped, while Lacy went off

into convulsions, in the course of which he rushed over to

the Colonel's canoe and unpacked it,, throwing things

right and left, until he reached and got out the Colonel's

camp stool, upon which he threw himself while he had
his laugh out. the Colonel and I meanwhile enjoying our

laugh more moderately on the bank. Finally, when we.

bad come to the conchxsion that George's enthusiasm had
sufficiently cooled, the Colonel and I waded out to him
and lifted the canoe off his lap and released him, after

which he found himself in a frame of mind to properly

assist in the launching of the other canoes without any
further monkey business.

The sky was still heavily overcast and hung with low-

lying, leaden clouds, in which the mountain tops were

hidden, as we paddled out from our camp ground, past

the musical, murmuring outflow from the great spring,

and picked our way slowly and carefully among the reefs

down into the slack Avater of' the Shaver mill pool. Old
Mr. Kyger stood on the bank, calling a cheerful farewell

after us. while liis women kind gathered in a little group

in the dooryard of the house on top of the bluff to see us

pass by, the bright garments of some of the younger ones

showing in pretty bits of color against the green back-

ground of the forests, while George^ enlivened the scene

with some of his choicest discords on his bugle.

The paddle through this usually tedious mill-pond was
a pleasant one, as there was no head wind to retard our

progress; and the heavy, wet cloud-masses protected

us from the fays of the sun; and in a short time the

canoes were lying along the face of the dam, whose slop-

ing, plank-sheathed crest stood up a foot or more above
the water, wet and slippery from the rain, and affording

a very precarious footing.

The dam is a perpendicular timber dam, about six or

seven feet high, and is built on a perfect wilderness of

reefs, which extend clear across the river from shore to

shore. The portage was easily made by George standing

in the water on the reefs below while Lacy and I stood

on the dam above and slid the canoes over and let them
doAvn to him; the Colonel, meanwhile, Avhose footing on
the narrow, steeply sloping edge of a dam like this one was
very insecure, climbed down upon the rocks below, and
found ample occupation in bossing the job. The Colonel

is an excellent boss, and his freely oft'ered suggestions

were very good, inasmuch as they coinc'ded exactly in

each instance with what we were about to do.

Our method of portaging is effective and simple—the

men above slide the canoes over, one by one, until the

bows topple over and down upon the man below, who
eases, them down into the shallow water, or upon the

rocks; after which the sterns are eased gently down, by
means of the aft painters. If there is a depth of three or

four feet of water below the portage is simplified still

further by dispensing with the man below, and simply

sliding the .boats over the crest of the dam and drop-

ping them head fir.st into the water. Care should be

taken to first examine the water thoroughly with a paddle

or pole, to see if any sunken rocks are lurking around
or lying in wait for unsuspecting canoes. I once nearly

smashed the nose off of my canoe on one of our Middle
River cruises by not taking this precaution.

When so portaged the canoes dive deeply under and
a sheet of water several inches deep rolls over them from
stern to stern; but if the hatches and aprons are closed

and fastened, but little, if any, water will be shipped.

It began to rain again just as we finished the portage

and ensconced ourselves in our canoes, and as there is a

swift, shallow rapid half a mile below the dam, which on
the present stage of water it is impossible- to run without

disembarking and lifting the canoes down over the rough
fringe of loose stones, boulders, etc.. spread out clear

across the bottom of the broad, shallow tail of the rapid,

we .decided not to enter the rapid at all until after the

rain was over. We accordingly pulled up to the bank, be-

low the dam, in the still water under the dripping trees,

• and donning our hats and capes sat there for half an

hour. This soon grew monotonous, so we_ took the

dining fly and went ashore and put it up, taking ashore

with us our camp stools, books, smoking materials, and
such other luxuries as we thought we might need, and
tightly closing our canoes behind us. Here Lacy, the

Colonel and I remained for two hours; the Colonel and
Lacy passin.g the time in a friendly little bout at the

seductive and distinctly American game of poker, while

George remained in his canoe and I read my book.
A party of rustic fishermen were located under the

trees directly across from us. making unsuccessful efforts'

to secure some protection from the pelting rain under
the dripping foliage of the trees, and taking turns in

cowering under the slanting trunks of one or two of

the largest ones. As they seemed to be meeting with
considerable 'success, Geor,a:e paddled over to their side

of the river and added to his stock of piscatorial lore by
watching their proceedin.gs and studying their methods,

his paiioe lying «P oxxt of the way against the bank just

above, with the Ta.ln beating fiercely on his decks and
closed hatches, and hissing in the water around him. the
while it fell briskly dripping through the trees overhead
upon oitr fly, and ran in little streams off the edges, and
in long, slanting rows of bead-like drops down and off

the slender tent ropes.
[to be continued.]

A. C A. Membership*

Eastern Division—Mr. Ralph Hunter, Medford Boat
Club, Medford, Mass.

Atlantic Division—Mr. Ainslie Walter, Brooklyn C. C,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Notice.

AU communications intended for Forest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Yachting Fixtures,

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor

by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the future.

MAY.

25. New Rochelle, special, New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
30. South Boston, club race. City Point, Boston Harbor.
30. East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Massachusetts Bay.
30. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
30. Harlem, annual regatta. City Island, Long Island Sound.
30. Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
SO. Bridgeport, special, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.
30. Canarsie, opening and parade, Carnarsie, Jamaica Bay.
30. Brooklyn, opening, Gravesend Bay.
30. Staten 'Island, Stapleton, S. I.

30. American, opening, Milton Point, Long Island Sound.
30. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
30. Manhasset Bay, second series race for Jacob cup. Port Wash-

ington, Long Island Sound.
SO. Seawanhaka Corinthian, races for raceabouts, Seawanhaka

knockabouts and club catboats. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.

JUNE.

1. Knickerbocker, annual. College Point, Long Island Sound.
1. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
5. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
8. Canarsie, pennant championship, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
8. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
8. Manhasset, annual. Port Washington, lx)ng Island Sound.
8. Brooklyn, open, Gravesend Bay.
° South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.

East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
South Boston, club cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
Beverly, club. Monument Beach.
New York C. C, annual, Gravesend Bay.
Larchmont, spring regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, first race, Center Island cup, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

,
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.

•17. New York, 90-footers, Newport.
•17. Boston, cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
, South Boston, cruise, City Point, Boston Harbor.

, Beverly, open .sweepstake, Monument Beach.

, Duxbiiry, club race, Duxbury, Mass. , „ „ ,^

Hull-Massachusetts, classes over 18ft., Hull, Boston Harbor.
Dorchester, classes 18ft. and under, Dorchester, Boston Harbor.
Corinthian, first club championship, Marblehead, Mass.

East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Mass.
Brooklyn, annual regatta, Gravesend Bay.
Pavonia. annual, Bayonne, Newark Bay.
Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
Atlantic, annual. Sea Gate, New York Bay.

East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
New York, annual. New York Bay.
Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.

Marine and Field, open, Gravesend Bay.
Hull-Massachusetts, club. Hull, Mass. .

Manhasset Bay, third series race for Jacob cup, I'ort Washing-

ington. Long Island Sound. ri jc j
New Rochelle, annual. New Rochelle, Long Island bound.

Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay. ^ , ,

Seawanhaka Corinthian, second race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound,
i American. Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.

New York, Glen Cove cups, Long Island Sound.
,. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

-2S. Seawanhnka Corinthian, snecial. Oyster Bay, L. I. bound.
Boston. City Point. Boston Harbor.

,. Savin Hill, open, Boston Harbpr.
I. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
I, Atlantic, annual. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
I. Burgess, Marblehead. Massachusetts Bay.

, , „
Seawanhaka Corinthian, annual race for Leland challenge cup

for raceabouts, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.

12.

15.

15.

15.

15.

15.

15.

15
15
15
If!

17.

17.

17
17.

17.

17.

17.

17.

17
18
19.

20.

20.

22.

22.

22.

22.

22.

22.

22.

25,

25,

26
27

29,

22,

29

29
29

29

l^he Gup Trial Races.

The daily papers Iiaw publis.hed long accounts regard-

ing Mr. Law-son's right to enter his yacht Independence

in the trial races for the defense of the America Cup.

We understand that there has been na correspondence

between the Cup Committee of the. New York Y. C. and

Mr. Lawson; but if there has been any, its nature is

known only to those directly concerned. In any event, at

this time, when nothing definite is JcnoAvn regarding the

matter, any criticism on the course pursued by either

party would be entirely premature. It seems that the

yachting public are misled and misinformed regarding the

true facts of the case, so a few words pertaining^ to the

situation may not be amiss.

The New York Y. C. is the custodian of the Cup, and

the Cup Committee interpret the rules governing the

matter as prescribing that the defender of the Cup must

sail under the flag of a member of the New York Y. C.

This means also, of course, that yachts sailing in the trial

races must sail under the flag of a member of the New
York Y. C- Boston has been too well represented in the

trial races and actual Cup races in years past for any one

to go astray on this point. Puritan, Mayflower, Volunteer,

Jubilee and Pilgrim sailed under the New York flag. The
owners of both Columbia and Constitution, having found
it impossible for various reasons to sail their boats in the

forthcoming trial races, have turned them over to capable

men who are members of the New York Y. C, Mr. E. D.

Morgan and Mr, W. B. Ptwcan, Jr., 'respectively, under

whose private signals the boats will be seen in the racing
as though actually belonging to themselves. It is the
perfectly practicable plan for Mr. Lawson to adopt the

same method of procedure, and there are a number of

amateur yachtsmen in the vicinity of Boston who are
members of the New York Y. C., and as ab'e yachtsmen as

any in the country, and to whom the sailing of Indepen-
dence in the trial races might well be entrusted. While
the Cup Committee has no discretion in the matter of
departing from this specific rule as to ownership, to meet'
an individual's requirements and wishes, it is on the
other hand a very simple thing and under the circum-
stances it would be the expected course for Mr. Lawson
to turn the boat over to a member of the New York
Y, C. for sailing in the trial races and the Cup races if

she should prove the better boat. If under these con-
ditions Independence should sail in the Cup races, the
credit and honor accruing to her owner would not in the
least be diminished.
We are confident that the New York Y. C. is anxious

to see Independence in the trial races, and we hope that
Mr. Lawson may see his way clear to change his policy in

regard 'to the matter and may allow his boat to enter
the trial races under the flag of a member of the club.

The London Field commenting on the new measure-
ment rule recently adopted by the Larchmont and Sea-
wanhaka Corinthian yacht clubs, says

:

American yachtsmen are at loggerheads over the rating
rule. There is a strong feeling in favor of adopting a
rule which will produce a type of yacht more like those
encouraged by the British Y. R. A., and the Seawanhaka
and Larchmont clubs have adopted a rule, which was
quoted in the Field of March 23, with a view to favoring
this class of boat and penalizing the scow type. This
rule, as we have already pointed out, has a very compli-
cated appearance, and we believe that, chiefly owing to

this reason, it has not been very well received in New
York. Every thoughtful yachtsman should be by this

time convinced of the necessity of adopting a rule that
will check the construction of the scow type, but we can-
not express surprise that the new Seawanhaka rule has
met with severe criticism, because it contains what
Thalassa would call such a minutize of detail. It in-

cludes length, sail area, beam measured in three places,

draft and midship section area. If the new Y. R. A. rule

does not fulfill the ideas of some scientific observers by
avoiding reference to detail, the new Seawanhaka rule will

be held to be even less satisfactory because it is still more
restricted in its scope. It would be interesting and in-

structive to know the opinion of the American measure-
ment committee upon 'Thal.assa's theory that a perfect
rating rule should embody only such general quantities

as a yacht's displacement and the sail area used to propel
such displacement through the water.

Now that Shamrock II. has been given a better suit of

sails and stronger spars, she made a better showing against

.Shamrock I. in the race last Monday, beating the older

beat thirty-seven seconds. The race was sailed in a top-

sail breeze and smooth water. Word from abroad states-

that in the previous race against Shamrock I. no attempt
was made to drive the boat, as it was simply a trial to

stretch her sails and test her spars and gear. A letter

received a few days ago from an American yachtsman
who is abroad watching Shamrock II.'s performances
states that her rig and gear are heavy and clumsy and the
boat is a disappointment throughout.

Constitution was ready for a trial under sail on Satur-

day last, but continual rainfall and bad weather has kept
the boat at her moorings until Tuesday. As we go to

press the weather is clearing and undoubtedly Constitu-

tion will be seen under sail shortly.

The 65ft. cutter Nevada, built for Mr. P. M. Inglis

from designs made by Mr. Charles F. Herreshoff, 2d, was
launched on the Clyde on May ?o.

Our Boston Letter^

Boston, May 20.—After months of patient endeavor on

the part of the builders of Independence and wa'ting on
the part of those who have been anxious to see the great-

est effort of the Boston designer, Mr. B. B. Crowninshield,

in her native element, the yacht, which has been a source

of pardonable pride to Bostonians, was launched from the

shed in which she was built at the Atlant'c Works just

fifty-three minutes before midnight on Saturday night

She was christened by Miss Gladys Lawson. the oldest

daughter of the owner of Independence, and the launching

was successful in every respect. The launching was
twenty-three minutes ahead of the time scheduled, which
feature one of Mr. Lawson's friends avowed was a

good omen.
It was hardly so pretentious a night for launching as

that on which the HerreshofF-designed 90- footer. Con-
stitution, took the water at Bristol. There was a drizzling

rain, which was calculated to dampen the ardor of Inde-

pendence's admirers. But in spite of this all those who
were fortunate enough to obtain the necessary cards of

invitation were present, and there were plenty more
who would have braved the elements if they could have

gained admission to the yard by so doing. For while the

launching could, not be properly called a secret one, stdl

the number of spectators was limited. This was much
against Mr. Lawson's desires, but was considered neces-

sary because of the possible danger to life and to the boat

if a great crowd were allowed upon the wharf.

Mr. Lawson's magnificent steam yacht. Dreamer, was
anchored out in the stream and the rays from her power-
ful searchlight lent a charm to the event which was fully

appreciated by the spectators. Dreamer has been in

Simpson's dry dock for the past few days completing the

necessary details of her fitting out, but she is now ready

for sea. Almost at the instant that her searchlight was
turned on Independence, a stream of many-colored elec-

tric bt{Ibs, extending from the stem oyer the heatis of the
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masts and down under her counter, were lighted, and the

efifect was beautiful. By midnight Independence had been

made fast to the north side of the dock and Dreamer had
gone to her anchorage on South Boston Flats.

Independence will He at the north side of the Atlantic

Works' dock until her hollow steel mast is stepped, when
she will probably be towed to some other dock to com-
plete fitting out. The Atlantic Works would only guaran-

tee Capt. Haff iSft. of water at mean low tide. Soundings

were made on the north side of the dock last week, with

the result that at the end of the dock 21ft.

were found, and this depth decreased gradually

to about 17ft. Where the forward part of the fin,

which is 72ft, from the taffrail,, will come, there was about

l8ft of water. When Independence was launched she

drew about 19ft,, and this was at the extreme after end of

the keel. The bottom of the dock is very soft and the

keel can easily sink a foot or two into the mud. Capt.

Haff is of the opinion that this can do no possible harm.
If she were to lay at the end of the dock the swash of

passing steamers might cause liet to bang against the piUng
and injure her plating.

Work has been carried on night and day on the steel

mast during the past week, but the spar is not yet com-
pleted. It is expected, though, that it will be ready to be

stepped early in the week. The work of plating on this

spar is first class, and it is as smooth and true as skilled

labor can possibly make it. The riveting is particularly

well done. Both the hollow wooden boom and the hollow

wooden gaff have been completed at La-wley*s. These are

both very fine spars. George F. Lawley has been of the

opinion that the hollow wooden boom will be better than

the steel one. As the steel boom is far from being com-
pleted, it will be necessary to use the wooden one first,

when its merits can be fully tested.

The Regatta Committee of the Winthrop Y. C. has" ar-

ranged its schedule of dates, which provides events for

every Saturday throughout the season. They are arranged

as follows: Class races, May 25; June i, 15, 29; July 13;

Aug. 10 and 24. Special handicaps, Jxme 8, 22; July 6,

27.; Aug. 3 and 17. Club cruises, June 9, 16; July 7; Aug.
Ti and Sept. 7. Y. R. A. open race, July 20. Water
sports, Sept. 2.

An advance copy of the year book of the Yacht Racing
Association of Massachusetts has been sent to your corre-

spondent by the secretary of the Association, A. T. Bliss.

It is by far the best book that has yet been published. The
books will be ready for delivery some time this week. Iri

the racing schedule the dates of the Lynn, the Wellfleet

and the Cape Cod yacht clubs are left open. This is be-

cau'^e it has been found that there is poor water in Cape
Cod Bay on the dates given to the Cape Cod and the Well-
fleet yacht clubs. They are anxious to have the Lynn
dub change its date. As the Lynn Y. C. has made a

feature of the Labor Day race, it is doubtful if it will

agree to give up this date. John B. Killeen.

The House-Boat Lah-ne-o-tah.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Having read your article in March 2 number on "House-

boats," and noting your request for plans, photographs
and descriptive articles on this important question. I take

tbe liberty of sending you a copy of an article that ap-

peared in my newspaper, the Athens Reporter, a couple

of months ago. The house-boat was built on my premises

in Athens, Ontario, which is five miles from Charleston

Lake, a beautiful little inland lake about ten miles long

and eight wide. The house-boat, when completed, weighed
about three tons, and was drawn to the lake, mounted on
skids or runners, by two traction engines, and although
the road was a very rough and stony one, the five miles

was made in less than six hours. This was a feat never,

as far as I can learn, attempted in in this country at least.

Inclosed with this I send you a couple of kodak views, one
representing the house-boat on the road drawn by the

engines, and the other as she appears in her native and
proper element. So much by way of introduction to the

article referred to. If you think the views are worth
reproducing in FoiiESX and Stream, you are at perfect

liberty to use them.

Lat-ne-o-tafa.

The Scribe of the Reporter's House-Boat—A Short De-
scription of This Novel Floating Ark, the First

to Be Built and Successfully Launched in Canada's

Inland Waters.

Nearly every day since the house-boat—originated, built

and occupied by the Scribe of the Athens Reporter—was
launched into the water of Charleston Lake, the editor

has had to answer a thousand and one questions as to its

construction, design and adaptability to its proposed pur-

pose, and how it has met his expectations in many differ-

ent ways. As a reply to these questions the present

article is penned. The Scribe and family have occupied

the house-boat more than half the time since it was
launched, and during that time have rowed or sailed it

to nearly every part of the lake, often making trips of

five or six miles daily. The object of moving from place

to place was to haA^e a variety of scenery^ and it was
seldom that the boat remained more than half a day in the

©ne place. To those who did not read the description

of the house-boat given in the Reporter of May 3 last, we
would say that the Lah-ne-o-tah is 36ft. in length by 13ft.

wide, with a height of 9ft. 4in. from bottom to top of

roof. The hull is constructed of i^i'm. pine plank securely

spiked to two solid pine planks, 30ft. 6in. long and 24in.

wide and 2in. thick. Instead of putting the hull together

after the old and hackneyed form usually employed by

boat builders, the planks were grooved on each edge and
sliptongue used to fill the space instead of using oakum.
This was certainly an innovation on the old time-honored

custom of constructing water craft, and many wiseacres

shook their heads and deplored the want of sense ex-

hibited by the builder. But time proves all things, and
after two seasons' trial the plan adopted is found to work
admirably. The joints were covered with a liberal coating

of McLaughlin's asphalt roof paint, and after the hull was
completed a couple of heavy coats were put on both inside

and out, and although the house-boat has been anchored
out in some of the worst gales experienced on the lake in

the last two years, as well as sailed across the "big waters"

on several occasions when the whitecaps were rolling so

as to make it dangerous to be out with a large rowboat,

the pump that was provided has never been called into

requisition to take water from the hold. The roof was
nnother thing that seemed likely to give trouble in keep-

ing it water tight, as it only had a pitch of 2in. in nearly

7ft. The rafters were first covered witli 54'"- cedar ;
on

this a coat of the asphalt roofing was spread and then a

covering of coarse canvas cloth was nailed down. A
couple of light coats of asphalt cement were next spread

over the canvas, and since the house-boat has been in the

water it has been walked on when sailing from place to

place and not a spot as large as a penny piece has given

way.
The .space used for living in is 13 x 21ft., with an 8ft.

ceiling, and has a couple of sheet iron annexes at the

stern. One of these is fitted up as a kitchen and con-

!
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tains a neat little cooking stove with the required amount
of cooking utensils. Shelving around the sides of the

cooking galley make a handy receptacle for the culinary

articles required for the convenience of the cook. The
ot^r annex is 'fitted up as a lavatory, having all the

required conveniences. Perhaps the most novel as well as

the most convenient articles are the two folding beds,

which during the day ar^. turned up into the front par-

tition and easily let down and made into comfortable oed-
rooms at night. There is comfortable accommodation for
six, and a cupboard in one cofner contains a supply of
deltr and table requisites for a party of twelve. Lounges,
chairs and seating for a like number are provided, and
visitors are surprised at the amount of room available in

so small a compass. A platform 6 x 13ft. at each end
(the hind one projecting out over the water), surrounded

by a neat railing, makes a very pleasant place to sit or
.stand while moving from place to place, or for loung'ng
on a warm afternoon or evening. An anchor and 7Sft. of
heavy rope cable enable the boat to be securely held in

any desired place, although when stopping for only a
short time it is customary to run the bow end up on the
rocks or sand and thereby have free access to the land,
the boat only drawing sin. of water. The floor is of
alternate strips of beautifuly grained ash and soft maple,
and the sides, from the floor up 3ft., are wainscoted with
a fine grade of cedar and pine, the balance of sides and
ceiling being covered with an attractive design in linoleum.
Four stained glass windows furnish all the light required,
but the two doors have each glass panels, which allow
parties on the platform to see through the boat to ad-
vantage.
A mast in front holds the sail in place. The sail has a

boom of 25ft., and contains about looyds. of canvas. A
plank i8ft. long and 2oin. wide fastened on each side
of tlie boat and so arranged as to be shoved down 4 or 5ft.

below the bottom of the boat, act as lee boards and pre-

vent the boat from drifting when sailing close to the
wind. A flag pole at the rear floats the Union Jack
whenever the house-boat is occupied. On the front walls
are hung three trophies of the rod, captured by the Re-
porter Scribe durinjg the past season. One salmon weighed
iglbs., another 12 and the other io)4, and are .stuffed

and hung up as evidence that Charleston Lake can and
does beat the record as the producer of fish of large size
and excellent flavor. Thousands of people have visited
the Lah-ne-o-tah during the two years that she has been
on the lake, and all have expressed themselves as pleased
with the appearance of this new departure in craft build-
ing and mode of spending a pleasant outing on Canada's
most beautiful inland water—Charleston Lake. The pro-
prietor expects to spend the greater part of his time on
the Lah-ne-o-tah during the summer of 1901, and will
be pleased to show visitors to the lake over the craft and
give them all the information possible as to its construc-
tion, cost, etc.

Note.—^The above article w.as written solely for the
benefit of those readers of the Reporter who had a
curiosity to get an idea of the manner of construction and
adaptability to the purpose intended. If its reproduction
in FonEST AND Stream will add anything new or of in-
terest to those interested in house-boating, the writer will

be amply repaid for all the time spent in his effort. • To
our American cousins desirous of going to the best lake
for salmon or bass fisliing in Canada, we will cheerfully
give them full particulars on application by addressing

B. LOVERIN,
Leeds, Ontario^

Huguenot Y« C.
The Huguenot Y. C. went into commission and opened

the local yacht racing on Long Island Sound with its

sprmg regatta on Saturday, May 18. In the morning
the prospects for a race seemed very slim, as there was
a continuous rainfall and but little breeze. As the time
drew near for the boats to start a light southeasterly
breeze came up with the prospect of increasing during
the afternoon. Owing to the light air during the early
part of the day the regatta committee decided to post-
pone the start of the race imtil 2:.30 P. M., thus giving
a number '.f boats that had been delayed in getting to
the starting line an opportunity to race. Some fifteen
boats came to time, filling all but one of the classes. The
two new Herreshoff raceabouts. Rogue and Oonagh, at-
tracted the greatest amount of attention, and their per-
formance was watched with much interest. The course
was a triangular one, seven and one-half miles in length,
and at the end of the first half there was but one second
difference between them when the times were taken.
The course for all the larger boals was from a starting
line off the easterly end of Whortleberry Island, then to
a red and black buoy oft' the northeasterly end of Execu-
tion Rock, then to a red spar buoy off the southwesterly
end of Hen and Chickens, then to the mark boat at the
starting line, this being sailed OA'er twice. For the dories
the course was from the starting line between the striped
buoy off the northeasterly end of Whortleberrv Island
and the committee boat, then to the black buoy 'north of
David's Island, then to the black buoy north of middle
shoal, and then to the striped buoy at the starting line.
The small boats sailed over this course twice, making a
total distance of three nautical miles.
The first leg of the course was a beat to windward, the

second a reach with booms to port and the third the wind
abeam with booms to starboard. With sheets in flat,
all on the starboard tack, the raceabouts crossed in the
following order: Oonagh, Snapper, Rogue and Sis.
Rogue was well on the other Boats' weather. In the
25ft. class y\lcedo started in the lead. The Manhasset
one-design boats crossed with Arizona in the lead and
Firefly. Bab and Mist following in the order named.
Shortly before fhe

. .start the i8-footer Gazabo lost
her rudder, which forced her to withdraw, so her opno-
nent, Nora, was sent up a class and sailed against Ox,
a boat- considerably larger than herself, but she had no
difFicuItv in beating her handily. The times taken at the
pnd of the first round were as follows:
Sis 3 24 20 Bab 3 45 10
Rogue 3 24 25 Ox ..3 45 -12
Oonagh 3 24 26 Arizona 3 48 05
Alcedo 3 41 00 Mist 3 48 20
Nora 3 42 00 Firefly 3 50 40

On the second round the Herreshoff boats Rogue and
Oonagh split tacks with Sis. On rounding the Execu-
tion Rock buoy Rogue caught a better breeze and with
excellent handling passed Sis. The Manhasset one-de-
sign boats were sailing for a special prize, given by Mr.
Guy Standhig, in addition to the one offered by the Hu-
guenots. Mr. Standing's trophy is to be given to the
boat having the greatest number of points at the end of
the' season. In Ihis race Bab receives three points, Ari-
zona two, and Mist one.
The regatta committee was made up of the following

gentlemen: Messrs. J. Nelson Gould, H. C. Ward and
G. C. Allen. The summary follows:

Raceabout Class—Start, 2:35.

T?ORue, F. T. Bedford 4 06 .35 1 31 55
Snapper, A. B. Alley Withdrew.
Oonasrh, G, C. Pirie 4 09 15 1 34 15
Sis, C. T: Bedford, Jr 4 08 40 1 33 40

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 2:40.
Alcedo, G. C. AUen 4 28 32 1 48 32
Bingo, VV. B. Greeley... 4 33 50 1 53 50

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 2:45.
Nora. L. Tselin 4 29 17 1 44 17
Ox, R. N. Bavier 4 33 50 1 48 50

Manhasset Raceabout Class—Start, 2:45.
Mist, .T. W. Alkire 4 41 37 1 51 57
Bab, W. F. Morgan, Jr 4 83 45 1 43 45
Firefly, Guy Standing 4 42 15 1 52 15
Arizona, George Cory 4 36 IS 1 46 18

Dory Class—Start, -2:55.

Prize. H. H- Van Rensselaer 4 3 9 .50 1 19 50
Ketch, H. E. Janes 4 05 30 1 10 30
Scamp, W. Westervelt 4 17 40 1 17 40

The winners were Rogue, Alcedo, Nora, Bab and
Kitch.

The Year Book of the Yacht Racing Association of
Long Island Sound, which is ready for distribution, con-
tains, in addition to the racing schedules of all the
Sound clubs, the conditions governing the association
championship races for T901. Copies of this excellent
little book may be secured from Thompson & Co., 9
Murray street, New York city.
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Small Yacht Construction and
Rigging-

BY UNTON HOPE.

Chapter III.—Laying Off, Making Ihe Moulds and Setting

Up the Frame.

Having got all the necessary tools and materials, and a suitable

workshop with a good light, the first thing to be done is to lay off

the design full size on the floor. If, however, the workshop has
not a boarded floor, it is quite possible fn work without laying oflf

the whole design, and only lay off the bi.dy plan and the profile of
the stem on a large sheet of paper for Ihe 22ft. centerboard boat.
In the case of boats of the hollow-bott<;med fixed keel type, a full

sized drawing of the whole profile from stem head to the end of the
counter should be laid ofl", and if the workshop has no boarded
floor, some long, clean floor boards must be clamped together to

make a temporary mould floor; but we will suppose there is a
suitable floor.

When laj'ing off full size, start with the L.W.L. as the main
base line, from which all vertical measurements are taken, and the
fore and aft center line for setting ofl; the half-breadths. Then rule

the floor or board to exactly correspond with the design from

guide to saw it out by. Now saw out the rough shape of the
section in duplicate, and then carefully fit it to the curve of the
section till it is exact. Mark the L.W.L., center line, and sheer
height of the deck edge on each half, and fasten them together
with two cross battens at the L.W.L. and deck level, thus:
Then cut out the section of the keel at that station so as to let

the mould fit over the keel to its proper depth—that is to say, till

it is flush with the rabbet in the keel; but don't cut it too big at

first. Be sure and take the greatest care that each mould is

accurate, and that the center line is square with the L.W.L. and
sheer line on it; also number each mould as you finish it.

When you have finished making the moulds you must make a

thin wooden pattern or template of the stem from the full-sized

drawing on the floor, in the same way as the moulds, and lay it

on a suitable piece of crooked oak, drawing a pencil all around it

to mark the curve of the moulding or depth. Saw it a little outside

the line, so as to have a bit of spare wood for trimming up with
plane and spokeshavc. Cut the scarph as accurately as possible,

and square it carefully.

Get out similar templates for the keel and stern frame (for No. 2

design, or the transom knee for No. 1 design) in the same way,
and prepare the wood as before, in all cases marking the center

line along both top and bottom when finished.

The keel should now have the stations for the moulds marked
accurately on it, measuring from the construction sheer plan and
taking the d'stanccs along the top edge of the keel on the draw-
ing (not the horizontal spacing of the sections). At each of these

which you are working. This is done by setting off all the dis-

tances of the waterlines, buttocks and diagonals from the center

and stretching a chalked cord from one end of a line to the

other and then pulling it up in the middle and letting it snap on
the floor, leaving a clean line, which is perfectly straight and can
be penciled in. Be sure all your lines are parallel and sqxjare to

one another, and that you have not mistaken decimals for inches.

Decimals are generally used throughout the design, but inches

would be used in the construction drawing.
Having got the floor ruled to correspond with the design, start

with the body plan. Set off half breadths of the mid-section along

each horizontal line from the vertical center line, taking the ut-

most care that the distances are absolutely correct. Then mark

the vertical distance on the center line from, the bottom of the keel,

below the L.W.L., the height of the deck above L.W.L. at the

half breadth on deck, and the vertical heights above or depths be-

low the L.W.L. where the section crossed each buttock line.
_
The

diagonals are set off by taking the distances from where they inter-

sect the center vertical lina to the points where they intersect each
section on the body plan.

When all these pomts are set off, a thin flexible batten should

be bent so as to pass through all the spots, and is kept in position

by some wire nails till a clean line has been drawn around the

whole section. From this line a parallel line is drawn inside it

/is- 7

sections set off the half breadth on each side of the center line, as
shown in the half breadth drawing of the keel and stern, etc. A
batten should be bent through these spots and a fair line drawn
through them from end to end of the keel, which may now be cut
out a little larger than this line and then planed up ready for

setting up and scarphing to the stem, etc.

Fit the scarph between keel and stem, painting between the two,
and bolting them together with about four %:in. copper bolts,

clenched inside on copper rings. These bolts can be made in a few
minutes in the vise by cutting off pieces of the %in. copper rod

Fig. 2.

about an inch longer than the total thickness of wood, and making
a good head on one end with the small riveting hammer.
The other end should be slightly pointed, and the bolt carefully

driven, fairly tight; but the hole must not be bored too small, or

the bolt will bend in driving. Be careful not to get the holes

much out of the center line on the outside of the scarph, but

exact shape of the section to the boarti it is usual to lay a row of

punch the heads into the keel.

For the centerboard boat the transom should now DC cut out in

exactly the thickness of the planking to be used; the other sections

are drawn in the same manner. Then the sheer and profile are
taken from these sections, and checked by the design. In small
Ijoats it is not really necessary to lay off the half breadth plan,

as well as the sheer and body plans, but of course it helps toward
accuracy, and is always done in the case of larger vessels.

The moulds should be made of some common floor boards or

any cheap wood, about %in, or lin. thick, and to transfer the
cant them to each side alternately on the inside, as in Fig, 5, and
tacks or nails with their heads along the line of the inside of the
plank on the section, thus: '

. .

The object of the nails is, that when the piece of board to be
used for the mould is placed over the nails and tapped all over
with a mallet, the heads of the nails are driven half into the draw-
ing on the floor and half into the wood for the mould, leaving a

LileflF IT!??^ 9f g}} f^^'^^
cnx^^., whiplj js (jHltp enough

Fig. 6.

the same manner as a mould, but of course from a single piece

of mahoganv %in. thick. It must be carefully planed up and
fitted to the' drawing on the floor, and it should be cut with about
i/4in. bevel on the edges, so that the inside is ^iin. larger all around
than the drawing. It should be at least Sin. higher than the deck
level to allow for trimming up afterward; and also to fasten the,
shores. Now fit it over the end of the keel, like the moulds; but

in this case the joint must be watertight. The transom knee
must now be bolted to the keel with three 3-16in. bolts, _ similar to

those in the stem scarph, and of course the joint painted first.

The transom should be fastened to 'the knee, with three stout 2in.

copper nails or screws; it must be perfectly square with the keel

and its center line plumb with the stem. Cut the slot
_
for the

centerboard in the keel, and also the rabbets along each side of it

for the sides of the case. Before setting up the keel in its place

Jhege rabbets musf l^e v^fy carefviUy finished to th^ section shown.

In the case of the fixed keel boat (No. 2) the keel should be set

out from the body plan and half breadth and bolted to the stem as
before; but instead of a transom and knee on the after end of the
keel there is a sternpost and counter frame. The sternpost should
be cut out according to the drawings and specification, and
scarphed to the keel by cutting away half the keel and half the
sternpost where they cross, and securing them by four 3-16in.

bolts. When the sternpost and keel are properly scarphed and
fastened, the dead wood must be roughly cut to the thickness of

its largest part and fitted to the angle of the keel and sternpost
and well bolted with %in. bolts, as shown in the sketch above.
Then trim it roughly with the adze to the thickness of the stern-

post on its after edge and to the keel at the bottom, but leave the
full thickness along the top till the moulds are up. See that the
sternpost and stem are both plumb with each other and not one
over to port and the other to starboard, as often happens at first.

Cut out the counter frame to the moulding and siding given in

the drawing, and cut the inner end carefully to fit around the stern-

post, to which it must be well bolted with two or three ^in. bolts;

but be sure the angles of it and the sternpost are right by laying

a rough template of keel, sternpost and counter frame against the
frame when it is ready to bolt together.

A German Singflehandet*

We have several times published from the Wassersport

the designs of Max Oertz, of the firm of Max Oertz &
Harder, Neuhof am Reiherstieg, near Hamburg, Ger-

man}^ keel craft of exceptionally handsome lines. The
little boat here shown, also from the Wassersport, is only

a single-hand cruiser, without the refinements of form
which distinguish the moderii racing yachts, but she is

ni.ost shapely in her form, below and above water, and
should make a good boat for those who prefer a yacht to

a bam door. Her dimensions are:

Length

—

Over all 24ft. 5 in.

L.W.L i6ft. 5 in.

Breadth-
Extreme Sft- lo^in.

L.W.L 5ft- 3 in.

Draft 3ft. 2^m.
Mast—

From stem at L.W.L 3ft. 9 in.

Deck to hounds 20ft.

Boom 20ft. 4 in.

Yard 15ft.

Mainsail 266 sq. ft.

Jib 68 sq. ft.

Total 334 sq. ft.

The lead keel weighs I,8i5lbs. ; for cruising only an

iron keel of the same weight may be used without in-

creasing the draft or decreasing the stability by giving a

bulb form instead of the tapering sides and rounded bot-

tom. In building the main keel may be 4in. thick, the

stem and sternpost each sided 2^in., the frames sided

34in., moulded xY^^m. at heels, lin. at flat of floor and

J.^in. at the heads, spaced gin., and the plank and deck

each finished to 5^in. If enlarged to 18ft. waterline, the

design would give a snug little cabin for singlehand

work. The scales shown on the drawings are in meters,

3.28ft.

Alvina.
The steam yacht Alvina, which was recently built at the

yard of the Harlan & HoUingsworth Co., of Wilmington.

Del., for Mr. Charles Fletcher, N. Y. Y. C, of Provi-

dence, R. I., arrived at Manning's Basin, South Brooklyn,

on April 22, after a very successful trip up the coast.

Alvina was designed by Mr. A. S. Cheeseborough, of

Bristol, R. I., who superintended the construction. Alvina

cost over $250,000. On her recent run from New to

Newport, the Alvina, on an eight-hours' trial, averaged

15.34 knots, with natural draft. This speed was made
with 130 tons of coal in the bunkers.

She is a very handsome vessel, with high freeboard, and
has the appearance of an English designed and built

yacht. The vessel is a steel twin-screw steam yacht

with the following dimensions: 215ft. over all,

178ft. waterline, 26ft. Sin. beam, lift. 6in. draft.

She is to be rated loa Ai at the British Lloyds. In
the hull there are seven water-tight bulkheads and two
decks. At the forward end above the main deck are a

forecastle deck, under which are arranged the windlass,

crew's mess, firemen and oilers' quarters; also a large

galley for officers and crew.^

There is a long continuous deck house extending from
just abaft the foremast to just abaft the mainmast. In

the forward end of this house is the dining room, aft of

which is a hallway on the starboard side, connected with

a covered passageway leading aft. The pantry and gal-

ley of the owner are situated on the port side of the

deck house; boiler inclosure, a large laundry and engine

room casing, then a library, large stateroom and hallway

complete the whole deck house accommodations. On top

of the main deck house and just forward of the smoke
stack is a structure in which is arranged the captain's

room and a chart room.
The yacht will be steered from a flying bridge above

this structure. She is schooner rigged and will carry

three boats on a side, one on the starboard side well aft

to be steam or naphtha launch. Going below through

finely fitted companionways, the visitor will find the ac-

commodations very roomy. Beginning forward under the

decks are located the sailors' quarters, then the officers'

quarters and next aft three large staterooms, besides

owner's bath room, coal bunkers and machinery space.

Further aft there are five staterooms of good size, three

being very large, also two bath rooms and a large cabin..

The yacht's finish is most elaborate throughout, and she

is built strongly and with great care.

Arrangements have been made for water ballast, and
for this provision she is fitted with two large tanks, one

forward of the machinery space and the other aft of it.

The yacht will be driven by two sets of triple-expansion

engines, together developing 1,300 horse-power, natural

draft. Steam will be furnished by two Scotch boilers, and
there also is a donkey boiler. Auxiliary machinery, con-

sisting of air and feed pumps, two electric light plants,

evaporator, distiller and ice-making machinery, is in-

stalled. There is a bunker capacity of 170 tons of coal. The
contract speed of Alvina is 14 nautical miles an hour
for a four-hours' run. She is intended for long voyages,

and will probably be taken to Europe this summer. She
has a waist of good depth, with bulwark rails constructed

from just abaft the foremast to the stern. A brass rai'

is placed on the sides for \Yar(J of the foremasf.
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Yacht Clttb Notes.

The. third general meeting of the New York Yacht
Club for the year was held on May i6, at its club house,

West Forty-fourth street. Commodore Ledyard presided,

and about lOO members were present.

The matters of the new station on East River and the

removal of Station No. i from Staten Island to Bay
Ridge were referred to the Committee on Uniform and

!
I- u

DESIGN FOR A GERMAN SINGLEHANDER.

F. H. Clerque, James Park, D. M. Owen, Captain Theo-
dore F. Kane, U. S. M. C; Naval Constructor W. J.

Baxter, U. S. N.; Rear Admiral John H. Upshur, U. S.

N.; Rear Admiral J. N. Miller, U. S. N.; James Elverson,

Jr., Max Fleischmann, Charles W. Lee, Ensign Frank
W. Toppan,.U. S. N. ; R. S. Hebden, W. L. S. Jackson,

Captain Seth M. Ackley, U. S. N. ; Regis H. Post, J.

R. Maxwell, Jr.; Henry L. Maxwell, Joseph C. Willetts.

Henry A. W. Wood, L. C. Lothrop, William McDonald,

Lieutenant John A. Tobin, U. S. N.; E. L. Frisbee, Jr.;

John Dupee, Charles E. Sampson, George S. Terry, Mel-

ville D. Chapman, James R. Steers, Frederick L. Rode-
wald, William McClure, William M. Lovering, Henry
Sampson, Jr.; Dallas Bachc Pratt, Miguel R. Martinez

and Roy A. Rainey.
^ ^ ^

The Regatta Committee of the Atlantic Yacht Club ha's

issued the schedule of the rac^s for the coming season.

The first one, which is for members of the club only,

will be sailed on Decoration Day and the yachts will go
over the upper bay courses. The annual regatta will

take place on June i8, and the annual cruise will start

on July 6 at City Island and last until July 13. The boats

in the squadron will make short runs on the Sound,
ending at Shelter Island. In conjunction with other

yacht clubs on the lower bay the Atlantics have arranged
a schedule of races, those to be managed by the latter

being on June i, 29, Aug. 3 and Sept. 7.

^ ^ ^
Pavonia Yacht Club members formally opened their

new quarters at the foot of Forty-first street, Bayonne,
N. J., on May ix.

The new house is handsome in appearance, and con-
tains nineteen large room, fitted up with everything con-

ALVINA—Designed by A. S. Clieeseborough for Charles Fletcher. Photo by C. D. M

with power to act. The Committee on Uniform and
Dress reported a change of club buttons for members to

black and gilt. Rating marks and buttons for sailing-

masters, engineers and stewards will be silver. It was
decided to allow retired naval officers to become mem-
bers of the club.

Two, challenge cups were presented to the club by the

Alumni Association of the United States Naval Academy.
One will be sailed for by schooners, and the other by
sloops.

The club presented a club flag to Captain Evelyn B.
Baldwin, in command of the steamer America, owned
by Mr. William Ziegler, and now enrolled in the club

fieet, which flag will be carried by the vessel on her
expedition to the North Pole.

The following were elected members:
Daniel Prentice, Ogden Bachus, M. D.; James A.

Welsh, J. H. Cockburn, Howard F. Frothingham, Otto
L. Petersen, Frederick T. Ames, E. W. Fitch, James L.
Laidlaw, Henry W. Bull, F. D. Mollenhauer, James H.
Oliphant, William L. Briggs, George A. Adee, Charles
H. Tenney, William M. Lafifam, John Kerr Branch,
Warner B. Nash, James B. Tailer, Lieut.-Comman-
der Alexander Sharpe, U. S. N.; Lieutenant Joseph H.
Rohrbacker, U. S. N. ;

Surgeon Edward R. Stitt, U. S.

N.; Edward D. Lentilhon, H. Burnside Potter, W. W.
Anthony, Frederick Bull, Henry Tilden Swan, George
Joseph Smith, Ensign Thomas Charles Hart, U. S. N.;
William F. Mohr, James Hart Welch, Arthur P. Sturges,

W. B. Chisholm, Theophiles Parsons, Henry P. Watson,
John Seeley Ward, Jr.; Albert Bradlee Hunt, Ensign
Victor S. Houston, U. S. N. ; E. G. Burns, Lieutenant-
Commander Henry M'cCra©, U. S. N. ; C. J. Coulter,

John Aspinwall, Daniel J. Reid, Thomas A. Mcln-
tyre, Jr.; John C. Sharp, James Warren Lane, George
W. Ely, Richard King. Charles B. Mason, George J.

Weaver, John Lorillard Arden, Cyrus Edwin Lothrop,

J. M. McCarthy, H. F. G. Wey, Charles F. Booker, Elisha
P. Wilbur, Jr.. Theodore F. Vail, William H. Truesdale,
Winthrop Rutherford, Alvan Markle, A. W. Hallenborg,
Elisha Dyer, Jr., Henry Clay Pierce, W. P. Douglas,

X
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ducive to comfort and ease. In addition to the accom-
modations for members and their families, there is a

large wor"!: shop where the ambitious amateurs may build

boats if they so desire, or repair old favorites, that have

grown old in the service. There are also sail and spar

lofts, where the spare gear of the fleet may be safely

lioused.
i|

Seawanhaka-Corinthian Yacht Club members held

their fourth regular meeting on May 14 at Delmonico's,

Fifth avenue and Forty-fourth street. Commodore Ar-

thur C. James presided and Allen ,E. Whitman performed

the duties of Secretar3^ Reports of the various commit-
tees were read and approved, and the club announced its

readiness for the season. There will be an informal open-

ing of the club house at Oyster Bay on May 25, and on
Decoration Day, May 30, the regulation opening cere-

monies will be held and a club regatta for raceabouts,

knockabouts and eatboats will be sailed over the courses

in Oyster Bay.

The Newport Yacht Racing Association, which in past

years has done much to promote yacht racing and has

this year offered prizes which will bring the cup defend-

ers and other racing classes together in several contests

.to be sailed off Newport, is enlarging its membership
and endeavoring to increase its sphere of usefulness. It

announces that it already has a racing fund of $12,000

raised by voluntary subscription.

^ 4^

The ngw club house of the Columbia Yacht Club, at

Eighty-sixth street and the Hudson River, was formally

taken possession of on May 13, when a largely attended

reception was given. Commodore Walther Luttgen was
presented with a handsome loving cup by members of

the club.

The new home is very attractive in design, and is con-

structed of rough stone and brick, with shingled roof

and gables.

On the lower floor is a large grillroom heavily tim-

bered with oak. This extends fifty feet, the entire width

of the building. At one end is a billiard table for the

men, and at the other is a snug harbor decorated with

yachting trophies and emblems.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
We have received the Beverly Y. C. book for 1901 :

it

is well bound in brown canvas and gives much informa-

tion regarding Buzzard's Bay and vicinity.

Sir Thomas Lipton is having a launch built by the

American Motor Co. which will serve as a tender to

Shamrock II. The launch is to be named Duffierin, in

honor of Lady Dufferin, who named Shamrock 11. Her
dimensions are 40ft. over all, 7ft. Sin. beam, 3oin. free-

board, and she will draw 22in. She is equipped with a
4-cylinder mogul engine, and is expected to make 12

miles an hour. She wih be an open boat, and over the

cockpit there will be a hood for protection in rough
weather.

^
Ermina, the steel schooner yacht designed by Messrs.

Cary Smith & Barbey for Mr. F. F. Brewster, of New
Haven, was successfully launched from the yards of the

builders, the Townsend and Downey Shipbuilding and
Repair Co., Shooter's Island, S. I., on May 16. She
is 99ft. over all, 68ft. on the waterline, 20ft. beam, and
draws 12ft.

1^

At a general meeting of the Royal Yacht Squadron in

London, held a short time ago, the Marquis of Ormonde
was elected Commodore, succeeding King Edward. The
Duke of Leeds was elected Vice-Commodore.

1^

The steam yacht Taurus, recently purchased abroad by
Mr. John H. Hanan, N. Y. Y. C, arrived at Greenport,

L. I., a few days ago from the- Mediterranean, stopping

at the. Azores. The yacht had a rough passage.

^ ^ ^
The official number given the cup defender Constitu-

tion by the Commissioner of Navigation at Washington
is 127,530, and her signal letters are K. G. T. S.

8^ ^ ^
Alueda, the auxiliary yawl built by Towns'end &

Downej^ for Mr. E. A. Fairchild, from designs made by
Mr. Henry J. Gielow, has been satisfactory in her trial

spins, showing good speed under all conditions. The
auxiliary power is a three-horse-power motor, which will

give the boat a speed of 4^2 knots an hour. She is 39ft.

over all, lift, beam and 3ft. gin. draft.

^ fc^

Rear-Commodore C. L. F. Robinson, N. Y. Y. C,
owner of the Fife designed cutter Hester, has purchased
in England the steel steam yacht Kethan'es, designed by
Mr. St. Clair J. Byrne, and built at Leith in 1897 t>y

Messrs. Ramage & Ferguson. She is 178ft. 4in. beiween
perpendiculars, 167ft. on the waterline, 24ft. beam and
13ft. 6in. depth, and 479 tons, Thames measurement. The
yacht has two decks, four watertight bulkheads, pole
masts, and is lighted throughout by electricity.

•6 »6

Mr. Larz Anderson, of Boston, has chartered for the
coming season through Messrs. Tams, Lemoine & Crane,
the English built steam yacht Katoomba. She was de-
signed by Mr. G. L. Watson and built by the Ailsa
Shipbuilding Co., of Troon, in 1898. She is 175ft. be-
tween perpendiculars, 163ft. on the waterline, 24ft. 3in.

beam, and 13ft. gin. deep.

•I «
The steam yacht Sultana, owned by Mr. John R.

Drexel, N. Y. Y. C, has arrived from Gibraltar by the
way of Bermuda, at New York. Sultana has been absent
nearly a year.

•I »». *l

Mr. F. N. Smith's new 43-footer Eftort II., built this
year by the HerreshofTs, has been rigged and is now

ready for her trial trip. Her sails will be bent at once.
She is a good looking boat, with considerable overhang,
both fore and aft. Her topsides are of mahogany, which
give her rather a handsome appearance, but the whole
effect is spoiled by a light oak cabin house.

4^ 4^

Dr. W. Barton Hopkin.s. N. Y. Y. C, of Philadelphia,
has purchased of Professor J. Harvard Biles, of Glasgow,
Caress, designed by Mr. G. L. Wats.on, and built by the
Hendersons, of Glasgow," in 1895. She was rigged as a
cutter until last j^ear, when she was rigged as a yawl.

3^

The New York Herald's foreigii correspondent states
that the new royal yacht Victoria and Albert has gone
through extensiA^e aherations made by Mr. G. L. Wat-
son, which make the vessel perfectly staple and seaworthy.
King Edward will live on board during Cowes week.

Fixtares*

May 30.—Poli!mann's Pavilion, Jersey City Heights.—Tourna-
ment of Our Own Shooting Society.
July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuelzenbund of

Nortfi America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Off-
hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

hund's annual festival and prize shoot.

Rifle at Shell Motind.

San Francisco, Cal., May 13.—About 200 marksmen visited
Shel! Mound range yesterday. The proprietor is getting the
shooting stand in fine shape for the bund shoot to be held two
_months hence. The glittering prizes offered for that festival have
led to much practice. Our locals hope to keep some of the plums
here, though tliey realize that it will take first-class skilll to do so.
Scores

:

San Francisco Schuetzen Verein, monthly medal shoot—Cham-
pion class, A. Pape, 440; 'first class, .J. D. Heise, 413; second
class, A. Jungblut, 386; third class, D. Craig. 355; fourth class,
T. Beuttler, 373; first best shot, F. Bachman, 25: last best shot,
E. Goetze, 24.

Swiss Kifle Club—Prizes for the monthly bullseye shoot were
won in the following order: A. Von Wyll, J. Lemann, A. Studer,
P. Croee, J. Sheible, A. Gehret, J. Bacliman, C. Bachman, R.
Hauyer. F. Suter, A. Monotti, F. Caumgartner. E. Suter, E.
Lacraix, G. Grandjean.
Swiff Rifle Club, monthly medal slioot—Champion class, J. Lee-

man, SH6; first class, R. Hauser, 3S2; second class, Monoiti, 331;
third class, C. Bachman, 285.

Go'den Gate Rifle and Pistol Club, handicap—A. B. Dorrell,
220, "215, 226, 218, 220; A. Gehret, 206, 208, 220, 213, 220; T.. O.
Rodgers, 224; F, E. Mason, 225, 226; D. B. Faktor, 222, 223; F. P.
Schuster, 218. Gold Medal—M. F. B;asse,.196; B. Jonas, 212, 215.
Siher Medal—W. F. Blasse, 181, 187; E. L. Riemenschneider, 193;
M. J. ^Vhite, 202.

Germania Schutzen Club, monthly medal shoot—Firt champion
class, F. P. Schuster, 226, 224; second champion class, R. Stettin,
206, 201; first class, J. D. Heise, 204, 195; second class, L. Ritzau,
209, 208;. third class, William Doell, 201, 175; first best shot, F. P.
Schuster, 24; last best shot, L. Ritzau, 255.
Independent Rifles monthly medal shoot—R. V. Bitlerr, 40:

J. W. Nowdeska, 21; H. Frederickson, 22; G. Mitchell, 37; J. H.
Peck, 31; H. Mitchell, 20; M. Barto, 15: E. Moenning, 39; B.
Hilken, .38; C. Herring, 32; J. Donovan, 19; H. Goetjen, 37; M.
Moenning, 23; H. Mazolf, 37; F. H. Saun, 37; M. Moenning, 23; H.
Mazolf, 39; G. Peterson, 34; A. Wolfgrara, 26; Dr. Meierdierks, 18.

Norddeutscher Schuetzen Club, monthly medal shoot—1>. Thier-
bach. 1S5; A. Mocker, 235; F. Koch, 399; F. P. Schuster, 426;
Captain Tohn Thode. 452; J. de Wit, 580; J. D. Heise, 597; A.
Hohmann, 648; J, Gefken, 716; G. White, 829; O. von Bostal, 940;
W. Doell, 1,036; F. Rust, 1,186.

ROEEL.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.

Cincinnati, O.—The following scores were made in regular com-
petition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at Four-
Mile House, Reading road. May 12. Conditions, 200yds., off-hand,
at the German ring target. Gindele was declared champion for the
day with the good score of 222. Weather, cloudy; thermometer, 70;
wind, strong, 3 to 6 o'clock:

Gindele 222 221 218 210 209—1080
Strickmeier 218 211
Nestler ....217 211 211 207 203—1049
Speth 217 211 210 208 203—1049
Roberts 217 214 205 203 196—1035
Payne 214 213 211 210 209—1057
Drube 213 206 188
Hasenzah] 211 208 203 199 198—1019
Lux V... 206 198 178 178 177— 937
Uckotter 201 200 188 181 ISO—950
Jonscher 199 197 192 188 1S3— 959
Weinheimer 188 186 158 145 137— 824
Topf 175 174 155 141 135— 780
Tenbusch 91 75

The Oor Own's "Festival,

HoBOKEN, N. J.—The Our Own Shooting Society, of Hoboken,
has completed arrangements for its annual cash prize shooting and
bowling tournaments, which are to be given in conjunction with
the society's festival at Pohlmann's Pavilion, Jersey City Heights,
Decoration, Day. The events will be open to all comers and the
range and alleys will be utilized from 10 A. M. sharp. The pro-
grammes follow:
Shooting—Conditions, ring target, any .22cal. short cartridge and

rifles allowed. Tickets (3 shots), 35c., 3 for $1-. Two best tickets
to count. Prizes: $18, %Vi, $10, $8, $6, $5, $4, $3, $3, $2, $2, and
$2. Premiums for five best tickets: $.5, $3 and $2.

Bowling—Tickets, 25c. Two best tickets to count. Prizes: $18,
$12, $10, $8, $7, 16, $5, $4, $3, $3, $2 and $2. Premiums for five best
tickets: $5, $3, $2.

If you want yotir shoot to be announced here send a

notice like the following:

Fixtures*

May 22-23.—Rochester, N. Y.—Annual spring tournament of the
Rochester Gun Club.

iNlay 22-23.—Mechanicsburg, O.—Ninth annual tournament of the
Mechanicsburg Gun Club. C. W. Phellis, Sec'y.
May 23-24.—Cedar Rapids, la.—Cedar Rapids Gun Club's tourna-

ment.
Mav 24-25.—Wellington, Mass.—Two-day tournament of the Bos-

ton Shootmg Association; open to all amateur shooters of New
England. Horace C. Kirkwood, Sec'y.

May 28-30.—London, O.—Tournament of the London Gun Cl.ub.

May 28-30.—Saginaw, Mich.—Tournament of the Michigan Trap-
shooters' League, under auspices of the East Side Gun Club.
John Parker, Mgr.
May 28-June 1.—St. Louis, Mo.—Twenty-fourth annual tourna-

ment of the Missouri State Gartie and Fish Protective Association.
Herbert Taylor, Sec'y.

May 28-29.—Wheaton, Minn.—Wheaton Gun Club's target tourna-
ment.
May 28-29.—Dubuque, la.—Dubuque Gun Club's second amateur

tournament.
May 28-38.—Xenia, O.-r-Xenia Gun Club's tournament.
May 30.—Ossining, N, Y.—Holiday shoot of the Ossining Gun

Club; magautrap; sweepstakes for amateurs only.
May 30.—Haverhill, Mass.—All-day memorial shoot of the Haver-

lull Gun Club. S. G. Miller, Sec'y.
May 30.—Newark, N. J.—All-day shoot of the Forester Gun Club;

live birds and targets. J. J. Fleming, Sec'v.
May 30.—New Haven, Conn.—Memorial 'Day target tournament

of the New H.aven Gun Club. John E. Bassett, Sec'y.
May 30.—Putston, Pa.—Nitro Gun Club's tournament.
May 30.—Norristown, Pa.—Tournament of the Penn Gun Club.

J, R. Yost, Sec'y.
May 30.—Dansville, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the Dans-

ville Gun Club, on Decoration Day. Norman Tompkins, Sec'y.
May 30.—Canajoharie, N. Y.—Tournament of the Canaioharie

Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.
May 30-31.—Waukegan, 111.—Spring tournament of the Waukegan

Gun Club. S. H. Kennedy, Pres.
June 5-6.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland county shoot for amateurs

on the grounds of the Baltimore Shooting Association; valuable
prizes. J. Mowell Hawkins, Mgr.
June 6.—West Chester, Pa.—All-day target shoot of the West

Chester Gun Club. F. H. Eachus, Sec'y.
June 3-4.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Wisconsin Trap-

shooters' League. G. V. Dering, Sec'y.
June 4-6.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
,.J"'ie 11-12.—Bedford, Ind.—Fifth annual tournament of the In-
diana Trapshooters' League. J. B. Stipp, Sec'y.
June 11-13.—Sioux City la.—Seventh annual amateur tournament

of the Soo Gun Club. W. F. Duncan, Sec'y.
12-13.—St. Marys, W, Va.—Fifth annua! tournament of the

VVest Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of
West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
June 13-14.—Pensacola, Fla.—Peters Cartridge Company's Ama-

teur tournament, under auspices of the Pensacola Gun Club.
June 13-14.—Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.
June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;

two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the Waterville

Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell
Sec'y.

'

July 15-20.—Buffalo, N. Y.—Pan-American Exposition tourna-
ment. Elmer E. Shaner, Mgr.
July 30.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

h&ndicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.
Aug. 12.—Winnipeg, Man.—Fifth annual trapshooting tourna-

ment, under management of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition
Association; $1,000 in money, trophies and medals. F. W. Heu-
bach, General Manager.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Sat-

urday afternoon. i

Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first
and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street

Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTE.STS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. 1. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Comi)ietely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.
May 22.—Interstaie Park, L. I.—John S. Wright's live-bird

shoot; prize a naphtha launch, value $175.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y.
July 10-11.—Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, imder the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-

ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament-
$1,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Providence Gun Ciub. R, C.
Root, Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker
Sec'y. '

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores for fiublicaHon in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to haveprinted. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless other%vise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company., 346 Broad-
way., New York,

The programme of the twenty-fourth annual tournament of the
Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association, under the
auspices of the St. Louis Shooting Association, otters an exceed-
ingly attractive competition to all aniateurs. It in particular will
appear to the large class of shooters who do not care to compete
when the entrance money is rather large. The merchandise list is
long and valuable. On May 28, the first dajr, the shoot for the
State Association team medal takes place. This is a four-man team
race at 15 birds per man, entrance $20, birds extra; $100 to go to
the club last holding the medal, and $100 guaranteed to be div-ided
among second, third, fourth and filth teams in the race, 40, 30, 20
and 10 per cent. In the afternoon two events, the Missouri State
individual championship and the Interstate individual champion-
ship, are on the programme. Each is at 25 birds, $12.50 entrance
birds included, $50 added. On May 29 event 1 is the St. Louis
Republic trophy, a handicap open to the world, 25 birds, $25, birds
included; $1,000 guaranteed. There also are eight target events at
15 and 20 targets, $1 and $1.50 entrance. May 30 is devoted' to
merchandise events. On May 31 the Lemp medal, representing
the amateur championship at live birds, 25 birds, $15 entrance
handicap, and eight target events are on the programme. On
June 1 there is a handicap, open to the world, at 10 birds, $7
entrance, followed by the conclusion of the Lemp medal contest.
There are also eight mercliandise events on the programme. Shoot-
ing commences at 9:30 each day. The handicap committee will be
selected from among the shooters present. Magautraps and
bluerocks will be used. No percentage is taken from the purses.
Live birds, 25 cents; targets 2 cents. The Rose system wili
govern. High guns will govern in the live-bird competition. Pro-
fessionals may shoot for targets only, except when oti.tr.vise
specified. The Lindell Hotel will be headquarters. Ship shells
to the Rawlings Sporting Goods Company, 620 Locust street. j\Iark
your name on the box, and it will be delivered on the grounds free
of charge. The annual meeting of the Association will be held
on Tuesday .evening, May 28, at 620 Locust street. Any shooter
who contemplates a participation in this great shoot should send
for a programme. The conditions governing the numerous
trophies are set forth therein in full, besides much other valuable
information essential to the shooter. Mr. Herbert "Taylor is the
secretary.

A series of club contests for a Parker hammerless, a Lefever
hammerless, and an L. C. Smith hammerless, has been arranged to
be shot for at Richmond, Va., between June 1 and Oct. 1. Clubs to
be eligible must have an active membership of not less than fifteen,
and must hold at least twenty shoots during the season. Each con-
testant must shoot at 50 targets at each regular shoot, and during
the season, thirteen times at least, with the club to which he be-
longs. Handicaps are arranged in an equitable manner. The three
higli men of each club will meet at the W'est End Gun Club's
grounds, Oct. 5, and shoot for the guns, 100 targets per man, 50
expert, 50 magautrap.
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The programme of the fifth annual tournament of the Ohio
Trapshooters' League,, to be held at Circleville, June 4, 5 and b,

$300 added, can be obtained of the secretary, Mr. O. R. Haswell.

in whose care guns, etc., may be sent. They will be delivered on

the grounds free. The club is prepared to shoot, rain or shine.

Targets 2 cents. A warm dinner will be served on the grounds;

$70 added for high averages. The league adds $50, which is to be

given to the ten lowest guns shooting through the programme.

Shooting commences at 9:30. The Rose system, 7, 5, 3 and 2, will

govern. Manufacturers' agents will pay -$2 per day extra; other

shooters 50 cents, which w-ill be divided among all the amateurs

who shoot through the first regular events each day. tach day

the first eight events are at 15 targets, $1.50 entrance, ?7.50 added.

On the first dav. June 4, event 9 is for the State Journal cup, at

30 targets, 60 cents entrance, optional sweep $2.50. Ao. 10 is a

special event at 25 targets, $2.50 entrance. No. 9 on W ednesday

is at 25 targets for the Press-Post trophy, 50 cents entrance, op-

tional sweep $2.50. No. 10 is a two-man team race for a .trophy,

25 targets, entrance $1 per team. On Thursday event 9 is at 60

targets for the Smith trophv. 50 targets, $3 entrance. Event 10 is

a five-man team contest, 30 singles and 10 pairs, entrance $1. Con-

ditions and history of the trophies are fully set lorth in the pro-

gramme. The annual meeting will be held on June 4 at 7:.i0 m the

evening. Magautrap and Sergeant system will be used.

The programme of the Michigan State Trapshooters League,

May 28 29 and 30, under the auspices of the East Side Gun
Club, Saginaw, Mich., may be obtained on application to the

secretary, Mr, John M. Messner. Mr. John Parker famous as

an expert, will manage the tournament. The first day provides

ten events at 15, m and 25 targets. Event 6 is for the champion-

ship event, for expert, semi-expert and amateur trophies emblem-

atic of the State championship. There are $5, $10, $15 added

money to the different events, and $10 each day to State league

membere making the three highest average; divided 50, 30 and

20 per cent., and $5 to the non-resident making the highest

avei^ge. The m^in events of the second day are the State three-

man team championship and the Iron City, s trophy, a handicap

by distance. The third day is devoted to live birds, and has six

programme events, one at 5 birds, $5 entrance, $5 added, money

divided 60 and 40; one at 7 birds, $7 entrance $10 added, money

divided 60 and 40; one at 10 birds, $10, $15 added, money divided

50, 30 and 20 per cent; the championship event for the live bird

trophy and championship of the State, 15 birds, entrance $15,

$50 added or 15 birds, entrance for the trophy only, $3; and

a miss-and-out, $2, $5 added. Average money the same as on

target days.

The New York World of May 20 has the following maidenly

editorial on live-bird shooting at the traps. It is of about the same

degree of^accuracy and worth as many other sentimental vapormgs

prfsented as arguments by the antis. It states: ..^s a sh?ht

tribute of respect to the late anti-pigeon shooting biU, explosn^e

shot will be furnished, it is said, tor next Wednesday s bve-bird

tournament at Interstate Park. Of course, it is expected that

neop"e who have been so weak as to indulge n a sentimental

Fee°fng over maimed and tortured doves will be instantly relieved

by this alsurance that the feathered victiins will be blown to pieces

and have no chance of lingering in pam. The outcome, how-

ever will hardly be as the trap shot promoters fondly hope. This

ylS's bill is dead indeed, but the. feeling agamst the cr«d. "seles.

•sport' of live-bu-d shooting persists. It will force another bi 1,

and the next Legislature win be made to understand the con-

dftions better! Dove slaughter is under the shadow of popular dis-

anoroval It must come under the ban of public law," Of course

a 1 shooters know that there is no such thing as explosive shot

used as above mentioned. Some practical joker has been making

merry with the World's credulity.

The programme of the Peters Cartridge Company's amateur tour-

namenf at Bristol. Tenn., Jime 4 and 5 may be obtained ot Mr.

Tohn Parker the manager, care of the Peters Cartridge Co.,

ancinnati 6., or Dr. Rhea. Bristol, Tenn. This tournanient

is open to amateurs only. There is $100 added money The

programme provides ten events each day, at 15, 20.arid 25 targets,

$1.50 $2 and .$2.50 entrance. It presents other mtormation, as

folio vs: -Jargets will be thrown at 2 cents apiece. The shoot-

ing will be from expert traps, Sergeant system. ^^h%P""^^ .^l'^

be divided bv the Rose system, five moneys, 7 5, 4, 3, 2 points.

A handsome" gold medal for highest average for the two days

-Any profits arising from the shoot to be placed m an extra event

at dose of second day, open only to shooters who have sliot in

all the events. American Association rules. Referees decision

shall be final. Manufacturers' agents to shoot for price ot tar-

gets only. Programme will be started at 9 A. M- each day. Please

make entries for all day, and cashier will refund all uncontested

events. Traps open for practice Monday 22d. Guns and shells

sent to the B^arker Hardware Company will be delivered on grounds

free of charge."

The enterprise Gun Club, of McKeesport, Pa„ announces that

its fifth annual sparrow and target tournament will be held on

May 30. There are ten target events on the programme, 10 and

15 targets, alternating, $1 and $1.50 entrance; bluerocks, m
cents extra, thrown from a magautrap. Those who wish may
shoot for targets only. Mr. George W. Mams is secretary

Shooting will begin promptly at 10 A. M. The first event will

be at 25 sparrowl. Entrance $2.50. From five traps, 25yds. rise,

EOvds. boundary; dead line 5yds. behind score Bird comes to

ground inside of boundary will be scored dead. This event will be

simply for sport. Entries should be sent on or before the 25th,

so that the management may know the number of sparrow's to

order. Shells for sale on grounds. All purses will be divided ac-

cording to the Jack Rabbit system; surplus in lO-bird events, 50

SO and 20 per cent.: in lo-bird events, 4t), 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

The enterprise Gun Club's new grounds are outside of the city

limits, on the Park Farm, opposite the new Hofifman Hotel, lake

United street cars to Brady.

•5

The letter head of "The Indians" bears a list of membership,

•with the official titles of the oflicers and other members as follows:

Tom A. Marsh;ill, Grand Sachem, Chief Long Talk; Frank C.

Riehl, Grand Scribe. Chief Piasa; Chas. W., Budd Custodian of

Wampum, Chief Dago; Rolla O. Heikes, Chief Bald Eagle; Will-

iam R. Crosby, Chief Kinnikinic; Fred. Gilbert, Chief Heap talk;

Chan M. Powers, Chief Wipe Stick; E, H. Tripp, Chief Ride m
the Wagon; E E. Neal, Chief Black Diamond; George W.
Loomis, Chief No Talk; Richard Merrill, Chief High Kick;

Harvey McMurchv. Chief High Ball; Frank Parmelee, Chief

Buffalo Hump; John J. Hallowell Chief Arizona Jack; J- A. R.

Elliott, Chief Brook Trout; A. B. Daniels, Chief Jack Rabbit;

Tohn S Fanning, Chief Bull Seal; Emil Werk, Chiet Rio Grande;

Tack Parker, Chief Des Kra Chaska; Guy Burnside, Chief Spoon

River; Edward Bingham, Chief Crooked Talk; A. G. Courtney,

Chief Sitting Bull.

Mr E. L. Greenin, the secretary, writes us as follows: "The
Westwood Gun Club, of Westwood, N. J., will hold its regular

monhtly club shoot on Saturday, May 25. This club is making
great p -eparations for its shooting tournament on Decoration Day.

havin<r t o matches on that day. In the morning there will be one

with the Oradell Gun Club, of Oradell, N. J., and in the afternoon

11. e gun club of Spring Valley, N. Y., will try conclusions with the

Westwood gunners. After the match there will be shooting for

prizes, which will prove very interesting. Refreshments will be

served to all shooters. Admission free, and seats will be reserved

for ladies. The grounds are pleasantly situated, the company
aureetable, and the shooting will be sufficiently hard to test the

s.jill of all."

The Intercollegiate championship was won by Princeton last

Saturday at Wissinoniing, Pa. The contestants and scores were

as follows: Princeton—Spear 35, Elbert 44, Laughljn 35, Frost 32,

Archer 34; total -180. Pennsvlvania—Parish 35. Baldwin 42, Weaver
37 Sowdon 26, Ballard 22; total 162. Harvard—Bancroft 36, Blake
20', Phelps 33, Dana 29, Mallinckrodt 37; total 155. The officers

elected for the ensuing vaar are: President, G. M. Phelps, Har-
vard; First Vice-President, P. P. Archer, Princeton; Secretary

and "Treasurer, J. G. Sowdon, Pennsylvania.

The attention of club secretaries is called to the fact that Forest
AND Stream goes to press on Tuesday of each week. Not in-

frequently programmes are received for review by us after

FoEEST AND STREAM is on the news stands, and in the week before

the shoots to which they refer take place. A little forethought

in such matters is quite as useful as in all other matters where
common sense is a factor.

Mr Paul Nortti, of Cleveland, O., was married on Wednesday
of last week. Mr. and Mrs. North sailed for England Saturday

last, on their wedding tour. Mr. North will arrange the pre-

liminaries for the great international trapshootmg contest so that

on the arrival of the American team the match will be ready for

competition.
•?

The West Chester, Pa., Gun Club announces that its annual

spring shoot will be held on June 6. Added money $25. Targets

2 cents. Com.petition commences at 10 o'clock, and is open to all.

The programme has ten 15-target events and four 10-target events.

Class shooting. Lunch and loaded shells can be obtained on the

grounds.

The American International trapshooting team is scheduled to

arrive in New York on Friday of this week. In the evening of

that day the Interstate Association will give them a banquet.

Saturday will be devoted to rest and sightseeing. On Sunday
morning the team sails for England.

The programme of the Canaioharie Gun Club's annual shoot,

May 30, 15 events at 15 bluerocks, entrance $L30, targets in-

cluded : For best averages in events 5 to 14 inclusive, $100,

divided 30 , 25, 20, 15, and 10 per cent. Targets two cents. Mr.
Charles Weeks is the secretary.

In the team race, eleven men on a side, between the Boiling

Springs Gun Club, of Rutherford, N. J., and the South Side Gun
Club on the grounds of the latter at Newark, on Saturday of last

week, the latter won by a score of 218 to 211. Each man shot at

25 targets. Sergeant system.

Owing to the dates, Ttme 5 and 6, conflicting with the Roches-

ter, Minn., shoot, the' date of the Wisconsin tournament has

been changed to June 3 and 4.

The Peters Cartridge Company, of Cincinnati, O., itiforms us

that its tmirnament at Bristol, Term., is postponed for about three

weeks.
Bernart) Waters.

of the shooters in getting to the park from the Lindell Hotel and
back again.

, , , .„ ,

The programme is so short that each day Oie boys will have
time to visit Delmar Garden, which is only a few blocks away,

and w'here there are a host of pretty girls in the cliorus every

afternoon. „ _ . .„
If you want a good time come to St„ Louis; you will save both

money and shells, and have an opportunity to win both fame and
glory—and some money. „

Herbert Taylor.

ON LONG ISLAND.

Fort Smith Gtia Club,

Thi! club resumed operations for the present season on May 2,

althouarh some few preliminary events were shot before that time.

It has" been decided, for the present, to shoot Thursday after-

noons -at the regular time, about 4 P. M. A little later in the

season, say June 1, the club will shoot twice each week, on lues-

day and Friday afternoons, at the grounds on Governor Fishback s

place, at the end of the Little Rock avenue electric line.
.

The- past season has been such an unusually busy one that busi-

ness men have not vet got things straightened out and con-

sequently the attendance is not what it will be a little later in the

summer, when we have more leisure.

The feature of this season's shooting will be the contest for the

beautiful loving cup presented through the Webber-Seely Com-
pany, by the Peters Cartridge Company, to the Fort Smith Gun
Club, to be contested for on such terms as shall be determined

by the club. This cup will be contested for on a distance handi-

cap basis, so that the weaker shots may stand a show to win this

handsome trophy. The handicaps will run from 14 to 18yds., and
the distance at which each contestant will stand will be determined

by the handicap committee. The first 1,000 shots fired by each_ man
w'ill be counted for average on this cup shoot, and the winner

will be the man who makes the highest average in this 1,000 shots.

Already several scores have been shot, and all scores will count on
the cup unless the shooter distinctly announces beforehand that

he is not shooting on the cup.
Following are the scores to date, shot in strings of 25. It will

be seen that Kimmons, who has only shot three sets of 25 each,

leads in the cup race, as he has a 19 and two 21s to his credit, or

an average of 81 per cent. Eighty per cent, will come pretty

near w-inning the cup on our grounds, as it is equivalent to an 85

per cent, on any ordinary ground, the background here being ex-

ceedingly difficult.
. „„

iVat Webber, who has been shooting_ about 55 to 60 per cent,

heretofore at 16yds., liked his 17yd. handicap so well that he reeled

oflf a 19, a 21 and a 22 on one evening, the first of the -,hoot, and
if he keeps up that clip will certainly land the prize. AVat says

he wants that cup to drink buttermilk (or somethin,? that com-
mences with the same letter) out of, and he is going to have it:

Shot
at. Broke, Av.

Kimmons 21 19 21 75 61 .81

Leach

19

18 17 2^ 19 17 18 22 22 225 172 . 76

Webber

19

21 22 17 18 18 150 110 . 73

Echols 19 18 18 15 19 19 150 108 . 72

Williams 18 16 16 19 18 17 16 17 16 225 152 .63

Bovd

16

15 15 19 14 20 18 11 14 225 152 .63

Knott

15

15 14 75 ^44 .59

*Spicer

12

20 13 17 11 16 150 86 .57

tMcCorkle 4 10 35 14 .40

Gardner 6 8 13 75 27 .36

Dowd 3 25 3 .12

*Visitor. tShot at 10 targets in first string.

Messrs. Gardner and Knott, of the Jenny Lind, and Mr. Spicer,

of the Dupont Powder Company, St. Louis, and Mr. Hilman, of the
Winchester Arms Company, were visitors during the shoots.

_
We

have also been honored by a visit from Mr. Joel French, of the

Peters Cartridge Company.
The eleventh annual tournament of the Arkansas State Sports-

men's Association will be held at Pine Bluff some time in Jiilv,

and it is expected all records will be broken, as to attendance, as

the Pine Bluff boys have the best equipped grounds in the State,

barring, perhaps, Hot Springs, and they are in the center of shoot-

ing towns, and have ten residents who will shoot
_
through the

entire programme, and anybody tJiat gets their money is welcome to

it; they are hard propositions. Leach.

Missouri State Shoot.

St, Louis, Mo.—The twenty-fourth annual tournament of the
Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association will open in

St. Louis on May 28 and continue for five days.
Dave Elliott will have charge of the grounds, and he has a car

lead of targets on hand and several thousand pigeons at Dupont
Park and at his aviary in Kansas- City that will be shipped each
day during the shoot.
The prospects are that this tournament will far excel the efforts

of former years, in number of shooters, contesting, and in the
value of the prizes to the shooters.
The programme is not long, only 140 targets a day, with the small-

est entrance fee, $10 per day. This is an experiment, and the only
one that the St. Louis Shooting Association has attempted; but
it bids fair to increase the attendance, as there are a good many
more sportsmen who can afford to risk $10 than $20, which is the
usual entrance fee at a big tournament.
The Republic cup will attract many live-bird shots, and I wish

to say that the $1,000 purse in this event will be divided on the
popular Rose system. This will enable many sportsmen to enter
who feel that only a great stroke of good fortune will permit them
to land the cup, but who would like to shoot if they knew that

they would get a portion of their money back if they should lose

two or three or four birds.

There are a great many shooters who' feel that way, and the

high gun system prevents them from entering because all the

money would go to the 25 and 24 men.
This race is a handicap, and the handicap committee will be

selected from among the sportsmen on the grounds, and the visit-

ing newspaper men.
Fred C. Whitney, of Des Moines, 1^., -will Tie in the cashier's-

box. To those who have met this gentleman 110 words are neces-
sary; but to the new shooters, his kindly words and accommo-
dating ways will make him popular.
Dupont Park is now accessible by the street cars from bo.th

sides, and there will be no strike to interfere with the convenience

New Utrecht Gun Clufa.

Interstate Park, L. I,, May IS.—The weather was cloudy and
some rain fell. "The birds were mixed, some excellent ones be-
times testing the skill of the shooters. In the first event E. W.
Reynolds won. Mr. F. D. Creamer won in the second event, at 7
birds, making a score of 17, 10 additional birds being scored l?y

him in the miss-and-out. Messrs. Sykes, Reynolds and Wynn
qualified in the shoot for the monthly trophy. The scores follow:
Event No. 1, 7 birds, then miss-and-out:

E W Reynolds, 28.2222222 222—10 W F Sykes. 29... 2220201 —5
Capt Money, 28... 11*2221 — 6 H M Brigham, 29.2*0w
F D Creamer, 28.2222110 — 6 Dr Wynn, 29 1211121 110— 9

E Banks, 29 2122122 20 — 8 B Waters, 28 1212212 — 7
C A Ramapo, 28..22'«0w

Event No. 2, 7 birds, then miss-and-out:
E Banks. 29 1221112 22212* —12
F D Creamer. 28 1211221 1111121122—17W F Sykes, 29 2*00222 — 4
C A Ramapo. 28 2122222 22120 —11
Dr Wynn, 29 2211112 121211120 —15
B Waters,- 28 1221222 11121222?0—16

Event No. 3. qualification shoot, 10 birds;
E W Reynolds, 28.1212222112—10 Dr Wynn, 28 1111212122—10
C A Ramapo, 28...22202w S Van Allen, 30. . ..22*22220*2—

7

W F Sykes, 29 2122222222—10- F D Creamer, 28. . .2222*01112— 8

Jeanaette Gun Club.

Interstate Park, .L. I., May 17.—The Jeannette Gun Club held
a well attended shoot to-day at Interstate Park. Mr. Job Lott won
In Class A and C. Meyerdick won in Class B.

' Match for challenge medal:
W P Rottm.inn, 28 22021*002202003—8
Fred Ehlen, 28 2122*1111112011—13

Trophv event, 10 birds.
F Ehlen, 28 2102012001— 6 T Bohling, Jr, 28....2222020223—

8

W P Rottmann, 28.2020102220— 0 C Meyerdick, 25. . .'.2200221211—

8

C Meyer, 28 0221221112— 9 F Karstens, 28. .... .0212000002—

4

C Steffens, 30 2220122222— 9 C Bohling, 25 1100112101— 7
K Peters, 28 2011001011— 6 H Noble, 25 0010122121— 7
Job Lott, 30 2T22221222—10 A Schumacker, 25..0100000022— 3

J Kroger. 28.. 2122212001— 8 M Rust, 25 1012201001— 6-
T Heilshorn. 25 lOlOOlOOlO— 4 G Plumer, 28 2210012001— 6
T Mohrman. 28 0221121012— 8 J Hainhorst, 28 0010211111— 7
TSr Brupie, 28 1101201110— 7 VV Rolphs, 28 2122121201— 9-
H Gerdes, 25 2001220000— 4

Team race, eight men. 5 birds per man

:

Meyer 11001—3 Steffens 22222—5
Kroger 20201—3 Mohrman 11002—3
Ehlen 10211--1 Brunie 22110—4
J Bohling 22222—5 Peters 22222—5
Noble 11101—4 Karstens 00022—2
Meyerdick 11111—5 C Bohling 20111—4
Rust 12000—2 Heilshorn 2O021—

3

Rottmann 02002—2—28 Gerdes 10010—2—28

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Sh Doting Association.

Trenton, N. J.—Herewith please find the scores made at last
Saturday's matinee, May 11.
Events 1, 2. 3 and 4 were optional sweeps; 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and

10. capon sweeps, and the events marked T were shoot-off of ties.
The attendance fell oft" slightly owing to the beginning of the
fishing and yachting season. A numlaer of the members spend
considerable of their time on the river during the summer, and
their work at the traps is of the intermittent variety. The im-
provernent in some of the scores, I think, is due to 24 grains of
Ballistite. I became interested in it. and some of the boys followed
suit. My latest combination is a Scott ejector and 24- grains Ballis-
tite—l%oz. No. 71/2 chilled. The first day I tried it I ran 25 straight
in the last event of the day's shoot, and to-day "I averaged 91 per
cent.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5TT 6 7T S 9 10 11
Targets: 25 10 10 10 5 5 5 5 5 *5 5 5 5 10

Thomas 23 10 8 10 4 5 5 *o *4 *5 *4 *3 *5 .

.

Satterthwaite 16 7 8 7 4 5 2 2 3 . . *4 4 . . ,

,

"Of Course" 13 9 9 5 2.... 3 *4.. 4 4.. 6
Daly 8 5 8 3.. .. 3 4 2 2-2 4 3
Moddock 8 6 4 4.. 4 3 4 3 5 3..
Gaskill 6 6 4 4.. 5 4 4 2 2 4.,
Comp 4 5 2 4 4 5 3 4 3,.
Kirby 3 .. .. 3 3 . . *4 3 .. ..

Johnson 2 2 .. 2 2 3 ..

Williams 3 . , .

.

Braker 3
Charles 4 .

,

Scannell 1 ..

Wood 5
Siiirlair

. . 4
"^Targets only.

South Side vs. Boiling Springs.

Newark, N. J., May 18.—The return match between teams of
eleven men of the Boiling Springs Gun Club, of Rutherford, and
the South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., took place on the
grounds of the latter to-day. Each man shot at 25 targets. Sergeant
system. The South Side team W'On by a score of 218 to 211, as
follows:

Boiling Springs Team.
James 0110111111101010111011101-18
Paul OlllinilOniOlllllllOOll—20
Lane 1011100110111110101110111—18
Crosby 1111110110011101101011110—18
Goesser 011001 11101011 11111101011—18
Woodruff : . . .1110111111110111111111111—23
Apgar 1111110111111111111111111-24
Huck lllllOQlllllimOlllllOll—21
Schneider 1010110111011011111111011—19
Lenone 0100011011111111101111111—19
Osterhout 0111001110010100100111010—13—211

South Side Team.
Hayes 1110111111110111111111111—23
Feigenspan 0111111111111111110011111—22
Sinnock 1111001111111111110111011—21
Hcmiich - OJlllllOOOlOUOOllOlOlluO—13
Whitehead 1110010110111111011111100—18
McSniith 1111111100011110111111111—21
Piercv 10111111111111111111(11111—23
Herrington lOOlOOlllllOlllllllllllllv-20
Harrison 0101110111010110101011111—17
Dukes 1111111001111011111011111^21
Walter 1101101111110101100111111-19—218

International Team Subscriptions.

Keithsbueg, 111., May 13.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Please
credit the following subscriptions made to the Ail-American
Team to the following parties and oblige:

Lou Ehrhardt. Atchison, Kan $5.00
R. S. Waddell, Cincinnati, O ',. 10.00
Wm. Hojikins, Woodhayeii, L. I 10.00
Tatham Shot Co., New \ork city 5o!oo
Jimmy O'Brien, Dubuque, la 5I00
Peru Gun Club, Peru. Ind 20.00
Harvey McMurchy, Fulton, N. Y .' 25.00
Sidney Gun Club, Sidney, 0,, 5.30
Austin Podwer Co., Cincinnati, O 50.00
Hunter Arms Co., Fulton, N. Y 50.00

$230,30
Tom a. Marshall.
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Pennsylvania State Shoot*

Allentown, Pa.—When the holding of the eleventh annual tour-

nament of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association was
awarded to the J. F. Weiler and Allentown Rod and Gun Clubs,

Mt. Charles Kj-amlich, secretary of the Weiler Gun Club, an-

nounced that they would hold the biggest shoot in the history of

the organization, and every word Mr. Kramlich said came true.

The programme was much the same that has been in use for

several years past, and one which has always been shot through
on two sets of traps. At this Allenton tournament, three magau-
traps were used; but in spite of this increased shooting facility the
attendance was so large that several programme events could not
be shot.
The tournament was held at the Duck Farm Hotel, at Griese-

mersville, on the outskirts of Allentown, at which place is located
the shooting park of John F. Weiler and Allentown Rod and Gun
clubs. The grounds were well arranged, and were equipped with
three magautraps, two for the State events and one for the open.
The ground was level for about 150yds. from the traps, then came
a very high hill, at the base of which a long high sign had been
built. This made the background bad, and the background was
especially bad where targets were thrown toward the big sign.

The tournament was managed by Elmer E. Shaner, manager of

the Interstate Association. John K. Starr, of Philadelphia, looked
after the affairs in the cashier's office. Shaner and Starr had
troubles of their own from the very start, as all their assistants

were willing but very green at the work. Had the help been more
experienced the target programme might possibly have been shot
through.
That the tournament was going to be a huge success was demon-

strated on Monday night, when a round of the hotels was made
by Messrs. Shaner and Starr and ten full squads for the State
events and five squads for the open events were made up for the
next day. There was a noticeable absence of experts, which was
probably due to an error in the programme, which announced that

they would be barred from shooting in the open sweeps. This was
an error, as the sweeps were open to all. The experts present were
Capt. A. W. Money, J. R. Hull, J. J. Hallowell, B. Le Roy, A. H.
Fox, J. H. Marlin, B. H. Norton, W. L. Colville, E. D. Fulford,
G. E. Greiff and T. H. Keller.
The rules governing the tournament were those of the Pennsyl-

vania State Sportsmen's Association. The purses were divided
into four moneys by the Rose system.

List of Assistants.

Gelb;

puller,
squad

puller,
squad

puller,
squad

Cashier's Office—Cashier, J. K. Starr; assistant cashier, R,
jclerk, Chas. Lang.
No. 1 Set of Traps—Referee, Ed Beck; scorer. J. Gelbert;

M. Beidler; messenger, H. Crader; trapper, J. McElroi;
hustler, A. A. Fink.
No. 2 Set of Traps—^Referee, H. Acker; scorer, H. Nagle;

Ed Bernhard; messenger, F. Strain; trapper, U. Shififert;

hustler, R. Werner.
No. 3 Set of Traps—Referee, M, Desch; scorer, W. King;

P. Fegley; messenger, O. Greismer; trapper, N. Shaffer;
hustler, C. Gilbert,
General Manager—rElmer E. Shaner.
Live-Bird Referees—W. L. Colville, open traps; Herman Acker,

State traps.

First Day, May H.
The weather was clear and the bright sun would have been a

little uncomfortable for the shooters had not a roof been built over
the scores and large tents erected. The State events started on
Nos. 1 and 2 traps, and both traps were in full blast by 9 o'clock
and continued until nearly 7 o'clock, making nearly ten hours of
steady work. During this time six sweepstake events and two
team matches were shot off, the sweep having an average entry of
seventy-eight. The average was on the first five events, SO targets,
and was won by L. B. Fleming, who broke 95 per cent.
The sixth event was the four-man team match for the State

championship and the Reading trophy. Ten teams entered, in-

cluding the Oil City Gun Club, Tyrone Gun Club, Keystone Shoot-
ing League of Philadelphia, two teams from the New Castle Gun
Club, Chambersburg Gun Club, Spring Valley Gun Club, Keystone
of Lebanon, Harrisburg Shooting Association, and the Florists'
Gun Club of Philadelphia.
The conditions were 100 targets per team. New Castle No. 1

—

Fleming, Pills, Atkinson and Moore—won the trophy with 88.

Their nearest competitor was the Harrisburg Shooting Association
with 86. The Keystone Shooting League scored 84.

The seventh event was for the two-man team championship
and the Milt Lindslcy team trophy, 25 singles and 5 doubles per
man. Sixteen teams entered this contest: Oil City, two teams;
Tyrone Gun Club, two teams; Keyston Shooting League, two
teams; New Castle Gun Club, four teams; Chambersburg, two
teams; Keystone of Lebanon, one team; Harrisburg, one team;
Clearview Gun Club, of Philadelphia, one team

; Florists, one team.
The New Castle team No. 1—Fleming and Pills—won the trophy
vnth 65 for a total. The Keystone of Lebanon was second with 62.

The Keystone Shooting League and Harrisburg Shooting Asso-
ciation tied for third with 61.

The final event on the State traps for the first day was the
Remington gun handicap, 50 targets, handicap rise. This was one
of the big events, and it took 3,800 to shoot it off. There were two
ties for the gun, Fleming and Landis, and through an arrange-
ment of their own the tie was not shot off.

Eight events were shot off on the open traps, having a total of
150 targets. Sim Glover made the high average. The eight events
averaged forty-five shooters.

OPEN EVENTS.
Events

:

Targets:
Bates
Clickner
Chlay
Mink
Hoffman
Hull
Sanford . . . , .

.

Le Roy
Winchester
Marlin
Norton
Swiveller
Keller
Money
Fulford
E H K
Van Allen
Glover
Greiff
Fleming
Pills

Plarper
Watson
Landis
Atkinson
Alexander
Moore
Shaner
Perkins
Feiles
Parker
H Stevenson
Brewster
Krueger
B&ster ,

Gladfellow
Sprout
Stroh
Denny
Holderbaum
Stine
Trego
HeikesW Smith
Ridge
Eitter
Dietrich
I C E
Minnick
Russell •

Seitz »...

Anderson
Fisher
Harris
Cartledge
Hause
Sweeney

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
20 20 20 25 20 10 25 10
17 19 18 23 20 10 22 8
17 13 17 23 16 7 21 5
16 15 17 24 18 9 22 8
17 18 19 22 17 9 23 8
19 18 19 24 19 8 20 8
18 20 16 21 18 10 22 7
18 15 18 16 19 7 20

2317 ,14 19 23 19 9 io
19 15 17 23 18 9 23 8
10 14 17 17 15 10 20
5 2 8 16 10 2
13 11 19 19 19 8 i9
14 9 14 19 11 8 22
18 17 17 19 15 7 19

'9

18 16 18 21 16 8 23 10
17 18 13 16
16 16 15 23 ie 'h 26' 16
19 19 19 25 18 10 24 9
15 17 18 19 14 6 22 8
17 19 19 22 20 9 24 10
20 19 18 23 19 8 24 9
17 17 18 23 15 10 18 5
13 19 20 25 18 8 23 8
17 19 18 22 20 8 25 10
20 16 18 23 18 10 24 9
13 15 14 22 14 8 22 5
19 18 17 19 16 8 8
15 16 19 22 13 9 9
13 19 15 24 16 7 8
16 17 13 21 18 8 26 6
15 12 14 22 16 8 19 3
14 15 17 21 15 9 23 9
14 14 18 20 7 8 20 8
15 19 18 21 17 9 22 8
9 15 4 18 11
13 13 15 17 17
15 16 13 16 19
15 15 18 20 20

*8
2i

15 18 11 20 17 8 19
14 15 18 10
14 15 20 14
14 17 19 22 18

'7
21

15 19 13
16 is 18
18 18 25 19 9 24
14 9
13 6

Murray
, , . . . . 14

Grossman ' " " " 14
"

l^rey '...'.'.'.'.['.'.'.'.'.
18

'9

Weinman if;

McFalls 18
Booth

, [ 12 ..
Gallagher 14 \\
Groves 9
Cowan 9
Birch , " "

5
Worth ' " 5
Rank " ..

"
16

STATE
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Targets: 10 15 15 25 15 50

J Rehrig 8 11 14 20 12 37
0 Acker 7 7 10 17 8 33
Kramlich 8 11 12 22 12 49
Miller 4 10 9 20 14 33
L Ritter 7 12 5 17 13 29
Milson 4 10 6 13 12 36
Englart 2 7' 9 16 5 32
Wilson 1 5 2 18 8 23
Ulmer 4 7 6 12 10 27
Brey 6 13 12 21 11 IS
Feiles 8 12 10 18 15 35
Burnham 4 11 13 14 10 29
H Stevenson... 7 10 11 20 7^15
Brewster 9 11 12 19 13 42
Krueger 7 10 13 16 13 12
Fleming 9 14 14 24 15 47
Pills 9 13 10 20 14 35
Harper 7 10 10 20 12 7
Watson 7 12 9 18 11 43
Landis 8 12 11 24 13 47
Smedley ....... 4 10 13 19 7 38
Bates 6 12 14 13 15 41
Clickner 8 14 12 20 8 43
Chlay 7 12 14 19 13 41
Loomis S 13 12 22 12 37
Holderbaum ... 8 11 13 24 12 39
D D Stine 5 10 10 22 19 35
Trego 8 11 13 23 10 45W S Smith.... 8 11 13 21 13 42
Hicks 4 9 10 22 10 36
Runk 8 11 13 19 n 36
1 C E 8 12 U 21 11 40
Kennedy 6 9 10 21 11 41
Minnick 7 14 9 19 11 .39

Russell 8 12 12 20 12 35
Stroh 9 12 S 15 12 39
Murray 6 14 14 20 13 33
Mink 8 15 14 22 13 45
Seitz 5 12 14 14 12 20
Coleman 9 10 13 23 13 41
Fisher 9 13 13 21 15 35
Anderson 7 14 12 22 12 42
Ridge 8 15 13 22 12 45
Cartledge 6 11 10 18 9 35W Stevenson... 8 14 10 20 11 ..

Mrs Park 7 11 11 19 15 37

Reading team trophy, four-man

Oil City Gun Club.
Bates 23
Clickner 19
Chlay 19
Loomis 19—80

Tvrone Gun Club.W S Smith 22
Treifo 21
Stine 16
Holderbaum ...v 28—83

Keystone League.
W n \\r 21W N S 18
L.-.iKlis 22
Kidge 2.3—84

New Castle Team No. 1.

Fleming 22
Pills 23
Atkinson 24
Moore 19—88

New Castle Team No. 2.

Shaner 20
Perkins 13
Alexander 19
Watson .17—69

Milt Lindsley trophy, two-man
per man:
Keystone League, Lebanon.

S. D.
Cooper 24 10—34
Coleman 22 6—28—62
Chambersburg Team No. 1.

Russell 19 6—25
Kennedy 19 6—25-50
Chambersburg Team No. 2.

Minnick ...18 5—23
I C E 18 6—24-47

Oil City Team No. 1.

Bates .....20 8—28
Clickner 22 7—29—57

Oil City Team No. 2.

Chlay 22 6—28
Loomis 23 4—27—55
Tyrone Gun Club Team No. 1.W S Smith 22 7-29
Trego 23 6—29—58
Tyrone Gun Club Team No. 2.

Holderbaum 24 3—27
Stine 22 6—28—55

Keystone League No. 1.

WHW.. 22 7-29
Ridge 24 8—32-61

EVENTS.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets : 10 15 15 25 15 50

Park 7 11 11 19 15 37

W H W 10 13 10 20 10 20

Sheeler 6 6 10 19 10 35
Eisenlohr 5 10 10 11 9 44

Wells 10 7 7 18 10 31

Trafford 4 12 10 16 6 38

Harris 9 12 14 22 13 40

Denny 3 5 4 17 8^ 34

R E Parker... 5 10 9 21 9 37

Atkinson 9 10 14 14 14 45
Alexander 7 10 14 11 11 13

Moore 5 15 13 13 13 44

Shaner 7 11 10 13 13 30

Perkins 7 14 11 8 8 41
Sanford 9 14 12 19 12 .

.

Frite 7 8 12 7 7 .

.

J N Bell 5 13 11 20 11 36

Coan 10 11 14 20 15 ,

.

McFalls 6 11 9 22 12 38

G O Bell 7 11 11 20 8 .

.

Graff 4 13 10 17 12 28
Peifley 9 15 11 18 12 ..

CroU 7 13 10 14 11 38

Worth 6 8 10 8 . . .

.

Birch 612 9

Ritter 5 11 8 17 8 ..

Dietrich 7 12 13 17 7 ..

Updegrove 6.. 4.. 6..
Weinfnan 7 13 12 21 12 41

Ressler 4
Berk 13 15 .. 17

Young 12 19 .. ..

Tones 11 17 .. ..

Cooper 13 23 13 44
Parsons 15 20 .. ..

Hause 10 20 12 ..

Reid 21 43

Spotts 9 - •

Griffo 9 38
Grove 11 SO
Addison .41
A Morrow 8

J Morrow 7

Hahn 15
Pepper 7 12 10 10 9 33
Gallagher 36

teams, 25 targets per man

:

Chambersburg Gun Club.
Runk 20
I C E 16
Minnick 21
Russell 16—73
Spring Valley Shooting Assn.
Ritter 19
Dietrich 12
Young , 21
Spatz 9—61
Keystone League, Lebanon.

Cooper 21
Coleman 21

Wells 15
Trafford 19—76

Harrisburg Team.
Fieles 20
Stevenson 21
Brewster 23
Krueger 22-86

Florists' Club.
Plallowell 17
Fisher 18
Anderson 21

Park 17—73

teams, 25 singles and 5 doubles

Keystone League No. 2.

S. D.W N S 22 5-27
Landis 24 7—31—58

New Castle Team No. 1.

Fleming 24 10—34
Pills 24 7—31—65
New Castle Team No. 2.

Atkinson 25 9—34
Moore ,..20 4—24—58

New Castle Team No. 3.

Perkins 21 7—28
Watson 22 6—28—56

New Castle Team No. 4.

Shaner 22 4^26
Alexander 21 5—26—52

Harrisburg Team.
Brewster 22 7—29
Krueger 23 9—32—61

Florists' Gun Club.
Hallowell 23 8—31
Anderson 22 7—29—60

Clearview Gun Club.
H B Fisher 23 7—30-
Cowan 22 9—31—61

16
16
16
19

21
13

. Second Day, May 15.

The weather was nice and clear, although perhaps a little too
warm out in the sun. The shooters began arriving as early as
7:30, and by 9 o'clock there were over 100 on the ground. With
this number of men it was impossible to shoot off all the pro-
gramme events, even on the three traps. By dark five sweep-
stake events, including the individual championship and the Parker
gun handicap, were finished, these five events having an average
of eighty-six entries, with a total of 145 targets. The State's aver-
age money was based on the events, which were from an even dis-

tance, the Parker gun handicap being handicap rise. Charles E.
Mink won this average with 92 per cent, Fleming second with 89.

The fifth event on the day's programme was for the individual
cbpmpionship and Wolstencroft trophy, 50 targets. Out of a
field of sixty-six entries P.

J.
Trego was the final winner, tieing

with I. C. Elder and Brey with 47 out of 50 and then winning out
on the shoot-off.
There were seventy-five entries in the Parker gun handicap, at

50 targets. Mink and Perkins tied for the gun with 49, and as
was the case with the Remington gun, they did not shoot off.

The team race for the da}' was for the three-man team cham-
pionship of the State and the Harrisburg trophy. Ten teams en-
tered, including two from New Castle, two from the Keystone
Shooting League, one each from the Harrisburg Shooting Asso-
ciation, Ambler Gun Club, Oil City Gun Club. Florists' Gun Club,
Keystone, of Lebanon, and the Clearview Gun Club. Out of this
field the New Castle team—Atkinson, Fleming and Watson—won,
breaking 70 out of 75 targets. New Castle was the winner last

year, and by winning this cup they won all three of the team
trophies this' year. The Florists' team were second with 69.

There was quite an increase in the open entries, and consequentlv
the entire programme could not be shot off. Seven events were
completed, an average of 58.5 entries, those shooting through the
day having 150 targets. Le Roy made the high average, 95.33.

OPEN EVENTS.
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Bates 18 23 14 18 17 21 14 Denny 13 17 11 . . 19 13 12

22
23

18
14

25 14 9 21
10

Clickner .... 17 21 15 17 13 20 17

Chlay 15 21 15 18 18 23 17

Mink 19 21 18 20 20 21 15

Hoffman .... 17 19 13 17 17 24 19

Hull 19 19 18 14 17 ^.

Money 16 21 15 15 16 ..

HaUoweU ... 19 23 19 16 14 23 17

Le Roy 19 25 18 15 20 25. 19

Winchester.. 18 24 19 18 16 24 IS

Naye , 14 20 19 17 16 .

.

Naylor 13 22 17 15 18 .. ..

Stroh 12 23 16 16 17 23 18
Hobbs 14 17 17 16 .... ,.

Parker 17 21 12 13
Darby ... 13 17 18W H W..... 17 24
Worth ...... 13 19
Ridge 18 23

Marlin 16 19 17
Booth 13 .. 8
Swiveller ....U 19 15
Keller 14 13 14
Lefeyer 19 8 10
Fulford 14 23 17
E H K 12 .. 8
Van Allen.... 19 23 19
Glover 17 20 17
Greiff 14 16 17
Fleming 19 25 19
Pills 16 19 17
Harper 14 . . .

.

Watson 16 24 19
Landis 19 25 20
Atkinson ... 10 23 17
Alexander . . 16 21 19
Moore 12 23 12
Shaner 15 20 15
Perkins 18 23 18
Feiles 15 21 18
Burnham ... 14 IS 15
Stevenson .. 18 18 18
Brewster .... 14 21 17
Krueger 15 22 16
Holderbaum. 19 16 15
Stine 14 17 11
Hicks 14 15 10
Smith 13 20 11
Trego 17 21 15
Harris 16 23 19

10 12 .. .. Griffo IS .. 13 7
13 16 ...

. Brey 17 23 18 17 15 . . .

,

16 18 19 .. Simmons ... 13
10 12 18 . . Whitehead . 12 19
15 IS 20 . . Mahon 15
16 18 19 18 N C Pine 15
. . 16 . . . , Minnick .... 15
15 19 19 15 Peifley 18 12
17 19 24 16 Weinman 13 17
16 19 17 .. Cowan 19 17
20 19 24 20 McFalls 17 14 . . . . ..

17 11 23 17 Marshall 11
.

.
.

. 13 15 Kramlich 20 18 16 . . .

.

19 19 21 18 Pepper 17 . . 14 20 .

.

16 18 22 18 Smedley 11 15 16 .

19 18 21 18 Larkin 8 14
12 15 16 16 Byers 11 . . .

19 16 21 14 Daudt 15 ... . 9
13 15 19 18 C Miller 12 13 ...

.

17 18 .. 18 L Ritter 12 11 .. ..
15 17 21 18 Kinzer 19 15
17 13 19 14 Updegrove 15
18 10 22 17 Sobers 10 .. ..
15 20 22 14 Croll ,. 14 .

19 20 22 17 North 11 21 10
18 15 18 14 A P Geist , 16 .. .

12 IS 19 16 G Anderson 19 . . . .

14 14 23 17 Hartung 8 .. ..
14 Loomis 12 .. .

16 18 20 17 Kennedy 16 ...

.

18 19 . . .

.

Events : 1
Rehrig 12
Kramlich ......... 13
Acker 13
Weiler 10
Penning 8
Harris 12
Griffo 10
Pfleger 14
Haywood 11
Denny 9
Feiles 12
Burnham 12
H Stevenson 13
Brewster 14
Krueger 12
Fleming 15
Pills 12
Harper 13
Watson 12
Landis 15
Smedley 14
Bates 1.3

Clickner ,., 12
Chlay 12
Ldomis 14
Holderbaum 10
Stine 12
Trego 13
Smith 13
Hicks 12
I C E 14
Russell 13
Minnick 9
Kennedy IZ
Stroh 13
Murray 12
Mink , 13
Seitz 4
Coleman 14
Fisher 13
Anderson 15
Ridge 14
Cartledge 10
Hobbs 13
Mrs Park leW K Park 12w H w !:; 13
T Anderson 11H George 11
Runk 12
Atkinson 14
Alexander 12
Moore 13
Shaner 14
Perkins 13

STATE
5 6

40
42
37

40
35

.2 3
12 15
9 13

11 12
12 12
7 8
13 15 43 45
9 13 . . 39

12 11 43 47
11 12 28 15
12 11 31 31
13 12 43 41
7 10 40 39
13 13 42 41
10 14 41 45
12 15 45 41
13 12 45 46
12 13 42 47
8 12 35 35

15 11 43 39
11 12 46 45
13 14 31 19
12 13 44 42
14 13 42 45
13 12 42 47
14 11 43 41
12 14 .. 37
10 12 . . 46
11 14 47 46
11 12 . . .

.

6 10 . . 40
12 13 47 45
9 13 .. ..

12 12 .. ..

12 15 39 .

.

11 15 46 35
12 10 . . .

.

14 15 46 49
9 11 20 30

14 14 43 42
13 13 42 41
13 15 42 42
15 12 46 43
9 13 37 43

13 8 36 37
10 10 41 .

.

10 10 36 .

.

12 10 44 44
14 14 38 44
6 12 38 39
8 14 35 .

.

14 14 45 47
14 7 37 37
13 10 . . 40
11 12 45 46
12 13 44 49

EVENTS.
Events; 1

Dr Pepper 8
McFalls 10
Cowan 11
Weinman 10
Houpt 13
Sanford 11
Davis 12
Darby 8
Painter 12
Wynn 9
Brey 12
C Miller 12
Croll 13
Daudt 10
Trexler 11
Parker 13
Kauffman 6
Worth 7
Pine 11
Ritter 6
Naylor 9
Nye 11
Volk 13
McCoy 7
Hendricks 5
Reading 10
Dietrich 11
Gallager , 7
Thurman 7
Tosh 10
Berch 11
Trafford 12
Peifley U
Bell 12
Dissinger 9
Hallowell 13
Cooper 12
Duston 7
Wells 11
O Melot
Paul
Gladfelter
Sprout
A E Smith
Conway
J B Park
Mahon
E Reid ..

Withers .

.

Haure
Harrison
Larken
Sobers
Byers

5 6

35

2 &
15 10
13 9 40 39
12 12 43 41
13 9 40 45
9 11 40 ..

10 14 45 44
8 12 40 40
10 11 40 44
14 11 44 42
11 10 38 .

.

13 14 47 43
12 10 . . .

.

9 14 . . .

.

U 10 36- 39
11 U 37 ,

.

12 11 .. ..

9 11 .. ..

9 12 .. ..

12 ..

10 9
11 14 41 36
11 13 41 33
9 9 35 34

10
8 9 .. ..

13 11 ... 41
13 12 42
11 .. .

'.

7 5 .. ..

13 10 35 29
10
12 12 .. ..

12
9 12 31 33

13 8 .. 32
14 .. 45 ..

15 15 40 44

11 10 33 40
9 11 42 35

13 9 .. ..

12 13 . , .

.

10 10 . . .

.

.. 5 .. ..

.. 13 32 36

.. 12 35 37

.. 6 .. ..

.. 14 43 38

.. 13

.. .. 28 ..

Harrisburg team trophy:
New Castle Team No. 1.

Atkinson 24
Fleming 23 „
Watson .......23—70 Rrdge

Keystone League No. 1.N H W 22
Landis 24

44
.. 26
.. 38

New Castle Team No. 2.

Pills 23
Shaner 21

Keystone League No. 2.

Cartledge 16
Ross 22

20—66

Moore 22-66 Hobbs ."!.".'!.'.";:;;;;.";;:;:20-58
Harrisburg Shooting Assn. ~' '

-
H Stevenson 21
Brewster 20
Krueger 23—64

Ambler Gun Gub.
Mink 23
Pfleger 20
Havwood ........17—60

Oil Cil^' Team,
Bates 22
Loomis ..... ,Ti 17
Clickner ....i 23—62

Florists' Team.
G Anderson 24
HaUwell 22
G O Bell 23-69

Keystone Team, Lebanon.
Cooper 21
Coleman 23
Fieles 21—65

Clearview Gun Club.
E Reid 21H B Fisher... 23N J Davis 20—64

Practice event, 5 birds: Seitz 4, Jim Jones 5, Ross 5, McCoy 5,Davis 5 Painter 5, Darby 4, Wynn 5, Rehrig 5, Daudt 5, Hahn 5Hobbs 4, Cartledge 4, Felix 5, Fleming 4, Volk 3. Tosh 4, Watson
4 Morris o, Moore 5, Atkinson 4, Alexander 4, Harper 4, Larken 4,

'u^M ^'
?J ^u""" \ ^^'•'5?" S' "^/"s *> Hallowell 5, Denny

'ii

"."son 3 Holderbaum 4, Hillegas 4, Hendricks 4, Updegrove 5Kurik 4, .Seltzer 4, Haverty 4, Bollman 4, Henrv 4, Stover 4 Fieles
4 Isj-ueger 5 Sobers 4, Peifley 5, Geikler 4, Spencer 3, Q. llitter 3Ulmer 2, Zeller 3, Trafford 4, Steckel 5, Burk 1, H F H 4 Trum-
bauer 5, Stroh 5, Pine 5, Stubbs 4, Shimmel 5, Wellington 4 T

,/^ °'i''''T'*'T?''^lf°'?
^' Gotwal 3, E. Emmers 5. Griffo 4, Brew^

baker 4, J. F Weiler Jr., 4, Nye withdrew, 6. H. Somers 3,Deist 5, Burnham 5, Brewster 5. George 5, Nevins 2 Porter 2Brey 4, Pills 5, Naylor 2, Warton 5, Smedley 4, Byers 4.'

Seven birds, $5 entrance, 30yds. rise:
Keller 2202220—6
Seilz 2021022—5
Davis 0022222—5
Painter 2222220—6
Darbv 2222002—5
Wynn 1222202—6
Timmons 2222222—7
Larkens 2022201—6
MMson 2212001—

5

Hendricks 0212222—6
Emmers 2222122—7
Budd 1221222—7
McCoy 2222222—7
Daudt 0122222—6
Hahn 2222222—7
H Hobbs 0222222—6
Brewster 2222222—7
George 0021102—4
Felix 2202220—5
Fleming 2202222-6
Volk 2021222—6
Tosh 1221200—5
Morris 1121022—6
Trego 2222122-7

Greiff 2222222—7
Hilligas 2322202—6
Stine 1220220—5
Hallowell 2111110—6
Denny 2221212—7
Wilson 1102101—6
Bollman 2221112—7
Henry 1221112—7
Hams 0221211—6
Sobers 1222222—7
Geikler .2222220—6
Jim Jones 1111222—7
Trafford ............ 0212200^
Zeller 2022222—6
S Steckel 2201201—5
Trumbauer 2222222—7
Wellington 2222262—7
Deist 2222222—7
Van Allen 2222220—6
Beifley 0221212—6
Rogers 1222222—7
Stubbs 2221222—7
Shimmel 2222222—7
Warton 2122222—7

Third Day, May J6.

The programme for this day was at both targets and live bu-ds.
Four events were scheduled for the State target traps and five for
open traps. At 8 o'clock there was such a large crowd of shooters
present that Mr. Shaner announced that the Lefever gun handicap
would be the only event shot on the .State traps, and that entries
would be taken for two events on the open traps. The Lefever
handicap was at 50 targets, handicap rise, with seventy-two entries.
H. Stevenson won with 50 straight, shooting from the 15yd. mark.
H. C. Watson was second with 49, shooting frbnj the 16yd. mark.
Ridge, Krueger and Stine broke 48.

The two open events averaged 78 entries at 20 targets each, and
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bolh State and open events were finislied at noon. All 50-target

events were divided and shot on two traps.

Live-bird shooting commenced soon after lunch, and one event

was shot on each set of traps.

The attendance of spectators on Thursday was very large—

^

probably 3,000—and several of the old-timers say it was the largest

crowd they have ever seen at a shooting match.
Two sets of traps were used fo^i^live birds. The birds were a

very fair lot for summer birds, but with all of the building in

sight at the back of the .shooter, nearly all of the birds were in-

comers. A 5-bird event was shot on the State traps and a 7-liirJ

race on the open traps. The open and State events follow:

OPEN EVENTS.
Events: 1 2

G Anderson IS 19

Fisher 19 15

Hidge 16 15
Coleman 14 17

Harris 18 20
Fleming 17 20

Coofjer 17 10

Larkin .,.,^...,.r..... 15 15

Spencer IS 17

Pine 13 IS
Glover i9 19

Pepper 10 IB

Kramlich 17 iS

Wells 17 ..

Stroh 11 IS

Feiles 17 16

Stevenson 10 17

Brewster ifi

Krueger 20 15

Mink 19 IS

Denny 11

H R Nve . 13 15
Naylor 13 7
T Anderson 13 U

'Sanford 13 18

Atkinson 17 18

Perkins 19 17

Watson 19 20
A H K 14 13

Budd Ion
Pills 18 19

Bates 13 13

Chlay 17 17
Clickner 17 IK
Holderbaum 14 15
Siiine 17 18
Keller 10 ..

Swiveller 13 19

Moore 15 15
Daudt 19 19

Weiler 15 17
6 Ritter 11 ..

Hobbs , 10 13

17
..18

. 14

. 14

. 13

. 15

. IS

. 17

Events: 1

Loorais 17

Harper 14
Trego 19

Smedlev 1*»

Seltzer 15

Brey
Van Allen •

Miller
Houseman
Trexler
ICE
Hull
Winchester
Oliver 13

Eandis 16

Porter 11
Brubaker 13

Le Roy 18
Hendricks 14
Trumbauer 15
Maurcr 14
Bland 14
Haverlv 17
Hoffman 19

Darby 15
W D Shealcr IS

Tim Jones 14

N Benner 19
Dissinger 10
GreiiT 15
Henry 16
Fulford 18
Marshall
Felix „
Sobers .

Gossler
Habn
Zeller
Schools
Burk
Milson
Englert
O TI Som^rS

2
13

12
20
15

17
16
14
16

14
15
18
16
J 3
]6
19
17
17_
10
16

15
12

is

13
10
17
13

15
17
18
6

17
13
8
4

13
11
13
10
11
11

Lefever gun handicap, 50 targets, handicap rise: Ridge 48, Fisher
46, Harris 46, Coleman 44, Anderson 47, Seitz 32, Cooper 46, Flem-
ing 43, Larken 42, Byers 22. Spencer 43, Pine 43, Stroh 40, Disch 35,

Kramlich 46, Feiles 43, Burnham 0, Stevenson 50, Brewster 43,

Krueger 48, Mink 42, Dennv 37. Naylor 43, Nye 35, J. Anderson 43,

Sanford 47, Watson 49, A.tkinson 44 Perkins 37, Bates 45, Chlay 44,

Clickner 47, Rehrig 43, Acker 45, Stine 48, Moore 41, Daudt 40,

W^eiler 41, Hobbs 36, Loomis 41. Trego 44, Smedlev 40, I. C. E.
40, Ulmer 30, Trafford 33, Trexler 33, Worth 35, Wells 40, Trum-
bauer 38, Davis 40, Darby 3, Painter 41, Warton 31, Hendricks 34,

Brey 44, Volk 30, H. F. H. 39, Tosh 33, Harper 30, Runk 38',

Cartledge 41. Bell 38, Pills 47, Benner 24, Weinman .38, McFalls 37,
Cowan 43, W. D. Shealer 18, Sobers 26, Henrv 39, Brubaker 34,
Morris 34, W. H. W. 44.

~ Fourth Day, May 17.

The weather was just as fine as on the previous days, and the
crowd of shooters remained about the sam.e.

The first event to be shot on the State traps was for the three-
man team championship and the L. C. Smith trophy. Ten teams
entered, and the Keystone Shooting League was the winner.
To finish the trophy events it became necessarj' to double up

and the Williamsport diamond medal, the Denny-Wilson cup and
a 10-bird sweep were all shot in one 15-bird match, using the two
sets of traps. The shooting was not concluded until dark, and the
ties could not be shot off. Lots were drawn, and F. B. MeCoy,
of Philadelphia, won the badge, and Atkinson the cup. The scores
follow:
Event No. 1, open, 6 birds, entrance $3:

STATE EVENTS.
Keller 202220-4 Volk 201102-4
Seitz 022*20-3 Tosh 221222-6
Davis 220022—4 I C E ...201222—5
Painter 222*22—5 Hicks 222221—6
Darby 222222—6 Brubaker 212122—6
Wynn • 010102-3 Byers 022222-5
Timmons 22022;

Larkins 0101*2—5
Harper 220022—4
Mansfield 2000*2—2

Budd 220222—6 Trumbauer 200222—4
McCoy 222222—6 Runk 011221—5
Daudt 02222*—4 Brewster ...

Hahn 102222-5 (ieorge ....

Hobbs 101022-4 Hull
Felix 220222—5 Shaner
Morris 202*11—4 Brey
Burnham .........222222—6 Hendricks .

Bollman 010210-3
Geikler 222202—5 Ross
Emmers 122211—6 Thomas
Stine 0222*2-4 Englert
Denny 212010—4 Geist 222222—6

^ .2222211—

5

. .101012^t
. .223232—6

. .020202—3

. .122112-6

. .222222—6
Alexander 102220—4

222222—t;

022222—.5

.111220—.';

Wilson .002212—4 Graf? 022021-4
Trafford 110222-5
Zeller ^.012222-5
Ridge ....r",. 222101—5
Smedley 200222—4
-Stoner 122222—6

Croll 2222* 0—4
Addison 2222*2—5
Stubbs 1*2221—.5

Hallowell 211222—6
Peifiev 221012—5

Fleming 2220*2—4 Van Allen 222222—6
E H K OOOOOO—0 Kulp 122100—4
Mink 222222-6

T Ritter 022121—5
Wellington 221222—6
Jim Jones 122100—4

Event No. 2, open, 10 birds, entrance ?7:

Seltzer 221022—.5

Haverty 212110—5
Pills 222202—5

Seitz 2202202101— 7

McCoy ..2222222222—10 Bre
Morris 21212121*1— 9 Milson
Trego *200221222— 7 Coleman
Davis 2020222221— 8 Budd ..

Painter 2222232222-10 Brewster
Darby 0222022222—10 Cooper .

Wynn 101101*122—7 Brubaker
Stine 222222*222— 9 Daudt ..

Tosh 1 1012120221— 8 Trumbauer 2222*2*222— 8

E Emmers 2212*02221— S
2212221112—10
2220000210— 5
2221222221—10
2222221212—10
2222222222—10
2212122222—10
2220112212— 9
2222021222— 9

Vocht 0221021222-

Hobbs 2222212222—10 Runk
Felix 2220222222— 9

Bollman 0222222220-

Zeller 222012*121— 8

.2101121111- 9
Stubbs 222022*221-- 8

Williamsport Diamond Badge.

Fifteen birds, $10 entrance, birds extra:

Seitz 220200210110222—10
AVellinffton . . . .*02222222022222—12
T-arkin" 220222122022210—12
Byers *22222200222222—12
Cooper 221212222222222—15
Cole^nan 222122222122212-15
Hobbs 222221222222222—15
Bollman ..... . .022222222022221—13
Stoner 222222*2*222002—11
McCov 222222222222222—15
Denny 122220212121202—13
Wilson *20220202022*02— 8
Hallowell 122122221222222—15
Tim Jonea 222222322222220 -14

Cartledge 221211002122122—13
Tosh 101212022110112—12
Volk 0221021222*1202—11
Burnham 2222*2222222222—14
Oliver 200122001212112—11
Trego »20022122222122—12
Trumbauer . . . 2222*2*22220220—11

Emmers 8213*0222122*12-12

Davis . . .202022222m222--13
Painter ...222222222222222--15
Darby ... 0222022222222] 2--13
WyttJi ...101101*12222222--12
Milson ... 222000021022222--10
Addison . .

.

...2220*2102221222--12
Atkinson . .

.

. ..222111122222221--15
Stubbs ...222022*21122202--12
H F H . . .12222292212222'--15
Henry ...020222212012212--12
Stevenson .

.

...212212212211121--15
(.ieikler ...222022*02220021--10
Felix .

..22202'-''5'>5"'25'190--13
Morris . . .21212121*120122--i;:
Daudt ... 222202122212221--14ICE .212222222312122--15
TTicks .. . .12223212*221002--13
Stine , ..222222*22221211--14
T^idge ,.-111121121221123-15
Krueger ...211221221122211--15
Ross i . i i . . . ;,.. 223202222222222--14
Brewster ; , j ...232322222222222--15

L. C, Smith Trophy.

Teams of Uii:ee, $25 entrance:

Keystone Shooting League of Philadelphia No. 1.

Hallowell - 111222121212112-15

McCoy 202222222222222—14

Ross 222222202222222—14—43

Keystone Shooting League of Philadelphia No. 2.

Ridee : 212211222222221—15

I im Jones 211021212211011-13

1 1 oblis- 202022?21222220-12-40

Keystone Shooting League of I'hiladelphia i\o. 3.

Davis , ., Z....... ..221222221111221—15

Painter "!!!'.!"..!..!!...... 202202222222222—13

Darby i . ... r .i - 220222220122222-13—11

Keystone Shooti'nfr Dearie ot Philadelphia No. 4.

.Sanford 211221121211323-15

Cartledge ' 120202221211120—12

Geikler 222220222222222—14-

Weiler Gun Club, of AUentown.
Rehrig 2120]1210]20222—12

Hahn 111231220021122—13

Daudt ,.
,. . 222202222222222—14-

New Castle Gun Club, ot New Castle.

Aikins.in 122222222222022-14

Wat.son .. 222232222032220—13

Moore ^
202202220202222—11—38

ICevstone, of Lebanon, Pa.
Smith '. 112111001022121-12

Worth 111211101121222—14

Coleman ; 021221222222120—14-40

Lebanon Gxin Glub, of Lebanon. Pa.
Cooper 122222212212221—15

Trafford 122221002222220—12

B oil n\an 022212022210220—11-38

Lancaster Gun Club, Of Lancaster, Pa.

Stoner 222012220222222-13
Feiles . . • .222121222222121—15

Krueger 212002202221222—12—40

.\llentown Rod and Gtrn Club.
Stubbs 211310121112211—14
Hausman 101222222122222—14
Milson 110101120222120—11—39

11

39

Fifteen b
Hallowell
Denny .

.

Wilson .

.

Cartledge
Seitz ...

Bollman
McCoy ...

Tim Jones
Burnham .

Denny

-

irds

:

122122221222222-
122220212121202-
*202202il2022*02-

221211002132123-
220200210110222-
022222223022221-
222222222222222-
222222222222220-
2222*2222222222-

-Wilson Cup.

-15 Trumbauer ....2222*2*22220220—11
-13 Emmers 2212*0222122*12—12
-S Henry '....020222220112221-12
-13 Felix 222022222222120—13
-10 Morris 21212121*120122—13
-13 Daudt 322202122212221—14
-15 Krueger 211221221122211—15
-14 Ross ....222202333222222—14
-14 Atkinson 222111122222221-15

Annual Mectlng-

The annual meeting of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Asso-
ciation was held in the rooms of the AUentown Rod and Gun
Club Tuesday, Alay 14, at 8:30 P. M. Over one hundred shooters
from different parts of the State were present, and President J.
OTI. Denny occupied the chair. The minutes of the last annual
meeting, which was held at Chambersburg, were read and ap-
proved. "

Secretary Runk's report showed the Association to be in a
flourishing condition, several new clubs being admitted during the
year.
Treasurer J. H. Worden was unable to be present. His report,

read by the secretary, showed a substantial balance in the treastiry.

Considerable business of minor importance was tranacted, the
most important being the rescinding of the resolution passed at

Chanibersburg which prohibited manufacturers' agents who were
members of the State Association from taking part in the sweep-
stake events. The motion to rescind was introduced by Dr.
Goeljle, of Philadelphia. Messrs. I. C. Elder, of Chambersburg,
and W. L. Kinzer, of Pittsburg, spoke against rescinding, while
Dr. Goeble and Elmer E. Shaner spoke in favor of it. The motion
to rescind was passed almost imanimously.
Mr. Seitz, of Glen Rock, introduced a resolution amending the

by-laws so that none other than white citizens could take part in
the annual tournaments of the Association.
Under the head of New Business Mr. Loomis, of Oil City,

placed that cit}- in nomination as the place for holding the meeting
in 1902. Carlisle was placed in nomination by Mr. Caufmann.
Oil City was seconded by Messrs H. P. Shaner, of New Castle;
Harry Thurman, of Philadelphia, and Elmer E. Shaner. of Pitts-

burg. Carlisle was seconded by Mr. R. E. Shearer. Before being
put to a vote Carlisle withdrew, as it was apparent that the great
majority of the delegates present were in favor of Oil City.
President Denny called Elmer E. Shaner to the chair, and Mr.

Shaner proceeded with the election of officers in record-breaking
tim.e. The old officers were all re-elected, and they stand for 1902
as follows: President, J. OTI. Denny, Ligonier; Vice-President,

J. A. Wilson, Franklin; Secretary, J. M. Runk, Chambersburg;
Treasurer, J. PI. Worden, Harrisburg; Board of Directors, W. H.
Burnham, York; T. F. Cj'Neil, Wilkesbarre; Geo. Crane, Mount-
ville, and Elmer i^. Shaner,

_
Pittsburg.

On motion the meeting adjourned to meet at Oil City in 1902.

Boston G«n Clttb* •

BcSTON, May 15.—The Boston Gun Club's regular weekly prize
shoot took place on their grounds to-day and eighteen shooters
assembled to do justice to one of the best of sports. That each and
every one enjoyed himself to the limit goes without saying, as
who ever heard of a Irapshooter who could not enjoy himself at a
target shoot? The boy on the magautrap thought the enthusiasm
had run away with every one, as at no time would they allow him
to halt, only "Pump these birds out to the best of your abilitj',"
was the cry. His ability meant a good 1,500 targets, which were
trapped in the short space of two and one-half hours' time, which
says quite a good deal for the modern trapping appliances. The
usual amount of interest to-day was swelled out a little larger by
one of the shooters bringing a new 10-gauge with shells loaded
for coot or duck .shooting, which, after the target was shot at.
looked as though they might have contained a pound of powder
and a quart of shot. The way it was handled does not bid fair
for next season's duck shooting around Massachusetts, but we are
in hopes there will be some left for others. High gun in the
prize match was Horace, 18yds., with 22, though hard pushed by
Woodruff, 17yds.. with 21, who has now got his shooting eye in
just the right kind of condition. Third was taken care of by
Ford, 16yds., with 19. The rest trailed just a small amoimt of tar-
gets in the rear. Scores below, all shooting distance handicap,
unknown angles:

Events:
Targets

:

Howe, 19
Frank, 16

Woodruff, 17...

Greives, 16

Benton. 14
Nick, 14

Horace, 18

Drake. 19

Arthur. 16
Poor, 16
Bradley. 16 , . .

.

H J K,' 14
Spencer. 18
Ford. 16........
Measure, 16
Perry, 19
Frederick, 14...

Henrj-, 16......

1

10
7
7

5

6

5
>

2 3
10 5p
8 7

9 8

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 op 15 15 5p 10 15
8 6 10 11 7 . . .

.

7 6 11 11 7 7 9
8 6 13 12 9 8 .

.

3 ,6 ,

7 4 5

11 12 13
op 10 10

10 14
14 10
6 11
4 6

5 7
7 7

13 11
12 12
.. 6

15
127

4
1

5
fi

9 12
9 10
8 7

.. 9

4 7

I'rize match, 25 bhierocks. unknown—1,5 singles au<
distance handie.np"^

Horace, 18 , .llllllllllllOH
Woodruff, 17 .lUllOllOllOUl
Ford. 16 1101111U1 11001
Howe. 19..... .110011011111110
Spencer. IS , , .,111111111110010
Frank. 16. , , . .111110100111011
Drake, 19 lOOUOOlHOllll
Arth u r, 16 OUHlOllOllOll

5
I
la 1 rs

—

U 11 10 11 10—22
11 11 11 11 01—21
10 11 10 11 01—19
10 11 10 10 11—IS
00 11 10 10 11—IS
11 01 01 01 11—18
00 01 11 11 01—17
11 10 n 10 00-17

Pert* Gun Club's Fifth AniKjal Amate«t
Toufnament.

Pehit, Ind.—The Peru Gun Club's fifth annual tournament W&i
held hfere on May 7, 8 and 9, and while this club's four annual

tournaments preceding this were all successes in every way, this

tournament must go down in the history of Indiana shootmg
events as one of the most successful in point of attendance,

number and continuance of entries, good management and general

smoothness of running, coupled with the great enjoyment par-

ticipated in by all present, ever held in this or in fact any other

State. There was in attendance during the three days something
like fifty shooters, including the home contingent. The entries tor

the first two days averaged nearly thirty, and in the live-bird

^events about twenty-one shooters took part.

When the week opened on Monday, Secretafy Chas. Eruck was
delighted with the prospect of fine weather, as' it was a beautiful

day, and he with his corps of able assistants put in the entire

day setting up tents, putting out the expert traps, filling the
magautrap house with some 6,000 targets, and otherwise prepar-
ing for the proper care and entertainment of the big crowd of
boys which always favor our lournaments with their presence,
and as they began to arrive on Sunday, when E. C. Fort, of the
Robin Hood Powder Company, put in his appearance, and. as the
Monday evening contingent, consisting of E. H. Tripp, of In-
dianapolis: F. T. Sherwood, of Bedford, and a little later in the
evening Dr. Britton, also of Indianapolis, put in their appear-
ance, it began to look" like the regular thing at a Peru tourna-
ment. W'itii Dr. Britton on Monday evening came a downfall of
rain, which kept up all night, but it did not keep the crowd of
amateurs away from Peru, for, while Tuesday morning was a wet
one, and the rain kept coming down, the following came in ori

the morning trains: Guy Burnside, Knoxville, 111.; H. J. Sconce,
Sidell, 111.; H. W. Cadwallader (Cad), of Danville, 111.; J. A.
Blistain (Slow), of Lafayette, Ind.; Al Bussell and Mr, Ousler,
of Noljlesville, Tnd; Chas. E. Adamson, of Muncie, Ind.; Messrs.
Jack Livingtone, Wayne Leeson and Harbet, of Elwood, Ind.;
Messrs. Kellar and Bardt, of Fort Wayne; Mike Smith, of Hunt-
ington, Ind.; E. Foust, of Warren, Ind.; Messrs. Clark, Auker-
man and Rose, of Wabash, Ind. ; Messrs. Elliott and Southard,
of Rochester; Mr. Savage, of Macy, Ind; Elmer Appcrson, of
Kokomo, Ind.; Chas. Townsend, of Knox, Ind. These, with
the home contingent—^J. L. Head, Jack Cavanaugh, Frank Dun-
bar, Will Daniels and Charles Bruck—and Mr, Chas. North, of
Cleveland, to look after the "maggie," constituted the contestants
for the first day, and while the weather was against us, the scores
will show that this was a crowd of stayers.

John Parker, of Detroit, Mich., representing Peters Cartridge
Company and King Powder Company, and who has always
managed our spring tournaments, came in on the morning train
from Detroit and immediately took charge of affairs in his own
inimitable way, and after a couple of preliminary events the
regular programme was started, running both the magautrap and
a set of expert traps. Sergeant system. No man ever saw a shoot
start prettier. Good hard old bluerocks went sailing out of the
"maggie" and the expert traps at a good 60yd. gait, and never
a broken a target in the traps, when all of a sudden an important
part of the magautrap broke, and Charlie North threw up both
hands, as he said that was the only extra part he did not have
with him. However, he was hustled off to a foundry near by,
wliere by j'our humble servant's persuasion an expert machinist
was put to work under Charlie's watchful

,
eye and the piece was

soon repaired. In the meantime the crowd was good-natured,
as the expert traps were working beautifully and the shoot went
merrily on.
Nearly 6,000 targets were thrown on this day from the set of

.
expert traps. The scores

:

Events: *1 *2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112*3
Targets: 10 10 10 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 10 5p

tFort 9 6 10 14 16 7 9 12 6 9 17 13 9 7 8
ElHott 10 6 9 10 16 13 U 12 10 11 12 12 12 4..
Southard 6 6 5 12 17 9 13 16 12 11 16 7 10 7 .

.

Smith 4 9 9 13 20 14 10 15 12 9 13 l2 7 6 6
Apperson . . . ., 8 11 16 14 13 17 11 14 17 14 11 4 7
Leeson . . . . 7 15 14 14 13 15 11 14 18 10 13 8 &
Jack 6 11 14 9 U 14 110 9 15 11 11 9 .

.

Slowr 12 18 13 12 18 14 12 18 13 14 10
Clark 8
Cavanaugh 10
Sherwood 9
Partington 9
Head 10
Burnside 9

Sconce 7... 10
Tripp 10
Cad 8
Adamson 6
Neal

6 6 11 20 13 12 15 11 9 18 13 13
8 12 16 13 12 18 11 14 17 12 13
7 11 18 10 9 IS 13 14 19 10 13

10 12 18 12 11 16 12 13 19 13 13
10 15 18 13 14 17 15 14 14 13 14
9 14 19 10 13 19 14 15 19 15-13
9 15 19 18 13 19 15 15 20 15 15
9 15 19 13 14 19 15 14 20 15 15 10
10 11 18 15 14 17 15 12 17 14 10 6
9 11 17 14 13 15 9 9 16 14 14 8

- - - 9 14 18 15 13 18 12 13 15 14 14 8
Dunbar 9 11 17 13 14 18 10 11 15 9 11 9
E Foust 7 t8 9 12 20 13 14 18 13 13 18 13 10 7
Rose 6 8 10 11 9 10 11 17
Aukerman 5 9 S 12 16 11 11 17 11 11 ........ ..
Keller 9 8 5 14 15 14 13 19 14 13 14
tNorth 8 12 12 14 11 16 11 10 9 .'.

Bardt 7.... 8 12.. 9..
JHarbert 4 8 12 8 11 14 10 9 13 '

7 7 5 4
Ousler 6 12 .. 11 13 16 11 11 .. 9
Bussell 5 12 17 14 11 14 10 . . 9 4
Townsend 15 19 14 12 17 13 14 10 8
Daniels „ 8 6 12 8 .. 8 5
Duke 13 .. 7
Bruck
*Extra events. fShot for targets only. $Shot for targets after

sixth event.
Wednesday, the second day, brought better weather, a new piece

for the "maggie" and Charlie North was correspondingly happy,
and it also brought a lot of new faces in Emile Werk, of, Cin-
cinnati; Mr, Robinson, of Huntington; Col. A. G. Courtney,
representing Remington Arms Company and U. M. C Com-
pany; Dr. White, of Elwood; S. A. Jackson, of Montpelier, 6.;
Mes.srs. Yelton and Larue, of Anderson, Ind; Charlie Lamme
of Attica, Ind.; C. B. Wiggins, of Homer, 111.; F. W. Myrick, of
the Nonpnriel Gun Club, of Chicago, and Mr. Shepard, of the
home club, whose business had kept him on the road the first
day. This lot of new comers made the attendance fully as large
as on the first day, and as the magautrap was now again in com-
mission and the expert traps still doing business at the old stand
the programme was run through in jig time. Scores:
Events: 1 234567S 9 10 1112*1*2*3*4*5*6
Targets: 15 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 10 10 5p 5p_.15 10 10

tFort 15 14 14 14 16 14 18 15 20 15 16 9 9
Smith 9 10 11 -6 .... 12 9 . . 13 14 9 7
Townsend 15 13 19 14 16 14 .. 14 .. 15 .. 10 10

9 10
5

tCourtney
White .

.

tParker .

Jackson .

Robinson
Butler ..

Shepard
Wiggins
Clark

14 14 18 12 16 15 16 12J19 15 16 10
8 10 17 13 17 13 18 13 18 15 18 9
12 13 17 15 17 13 15 15 15 14 18 9
5 15 .

. 12 . . 11 . . 12 . . 13 . . 6
10 9 15 13 16 13 18 . . 16 . . 15 9
13 13 17 15 .. 15 10 . . 9
7 14 14 ... . 9 11 . . 8

. . .. 19 12 17 13 20 13 18 14 18 9
14 13 18 14 14 14 17 12 16 13 16 10

Cavanaugh ...... 12 13 15 12 20 14 19 13 19 15 18 8
Sherwood 13 13 19 13 17 13 18 15 IS 13 17 7
Partington 12 15 17 14 17 13 18 15 IS 14 17 10
Head 13 12 20 12 18 11 20 14 17 14 20 9
Burnside 13 14 20 14 20 15 19 14 18 15 17 10 10
Sconce 13 15 20 14 16 15 19 15 20 13 19 10 10
Tripp 12 14 17 15 1 8 15 17 15 20 14 1 8 10 9
Cad 11 14 17 14 16 14 17 12 15 15 19 9 10
Adamson 12 12 15 15 IS 13 17 12 17 11 15 9
Neal 14 14 10 14 18 15 19 15 19 14 17 10

5 12
6 ..

8 ..

"e ii
10 9
10 10

8 8

8 8

9 7
7 8

9 10

7 8 10

. 4
S 10

7 ..

7 13
7 15
9 12

10 14
8 12

.. 11
10

10 9

12 .."lO

8 .. (>

10 8

8 S

10

10
0 ..

6 . . 6

Dunbar 11 13 12 12 13 13 16 13 30 15 IV
E Foil St 13 12 17 13 19 13 IS 14 18 14 15
tNorth - 11 13 .. ,

Daniels 15 .. .. 12 .. .

Duke
Yelton 8 -

Larue 10 .... 12 .

Myrick 10 . . 14 . . 10
Davis
.Stutesman
Redmond
Laboyteaux ........ ..

*Extra events. fShot for targets only
Extra No. 1 was at 15 targets, 25yds!

Extra No. 2 was at 5 pairs over expert traps,
5 pairs over magautrap, walk around.
Extra No. 7, 10 targets: Dunbar 8, Myrick 9, Shenard 10

^avanaugh 10, Fort 10, Cad 10, Duke 5, #hite io, Ja& 9;

Extra No, 8, 25 targets, fg.BO entrance, tbre.e moneys: Fort 26,

8 ..

.. 5
in regular events,
rise, use of both barrels-

Extra No. 3 was ai
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Tripp 24, Sconce 24, Burnside 23, Head 23, Sherwood 22, Neal 22,
Cavahaugh 22, Cad 19.

Extra No. 9, miss-and-out, 25yds. rise, $1 entrance; one-half of
pnrse to go toward expenses of American team to England,
targets free; other half of purse to go to winner: Tripp 10,
Sconce 3, Cad 0, Sherwood 0, Robinson 0, Butler 0, Wiggins 1,
North 0, Neal 11, Wei-k 0, Myrick 0, Burnside 2, Parker 1, Head
0, Courtney 0, Fort 6. There were sixteen entries, and Neal won
$8, and the other $8, with 50 cents donated by Dr. Britton, went
to Arherican team. >

The third day was live-bird day, and brought still better
weather, also Ed Voris, of Crawfordsville ; C. Foust, of Warren
Ind. I J. H. Cox, of Detroit, Midi., and J. S. Butler (Ben), of
the home club. The scores;

Event No. 1, miss-and-oiit, entrance $1, birds extra; liandicap
rise:

Head, 30 U* Smith, 28 121220
E Foust, 27- 112111 Neal, 30 220
Fort, 30... 11* Burnside, 30... 212122
Voris, 30... 111222 Sconce, .30 2220
Wiggins, 29 111222 Sherwood, 28 111212
Butler, 29 12221* Werk, 28. 1*
C Foust, 26 110 Cox, 28 ..*
Robinson, 26 1* White, 27 10
Yelton, 27.... 2* Courtney, 29 120

Event No. 2, 7 birds, $5 entrance, two moticys; handicap:
'

C Foust, 26 2220011—5 White, .27...... 1122112—7
Robinson. 26 2022220—5 E Foust, 27.... 222*202—5
Neal, 30 2222202—6 Sherwood, 28 2011011—5
Burnside, 30 2212111—7 Butler, 2S *in212—

6

Sconce, 30...,. 2212212—7 Dunbar. 27 1221112—7
Werk, 28 1221112—7 Parker,' .30 2222222—7
Voris, 30 1102211—6 Smith, 28 2212212—7
Head, 30 1211222—7 Ben, 267~. 22*2212—6
Courtney, 29 12220*0—4 Fort, 30 : 2112200—5
Wiggins, 29. 1222222—7
Event No. 3, 10 birds. $7 entrance, three moneys; handicap rise:

Neal, 30 2222222222—10 Robinson, 26 1212001101— 7
Burnside, 30 1111111022— 9 E Fotist. 27 1202122102— S
Sconce, 30 2020221122— S Clark, 28 22222222*2— 9
Werk, 28 01012020w Dunbar, 27 20222*0221— 7
Voris, 30 1122212222—10 Parker, 30 22**222222- S
Head, 30 .....2*21202222— 8 Ben, 26 0*22111112—8
Wiggins, 29 2222220222— 9 Sherwood, 28 2212120222— 9
Fort, 30 210221122*— 8 White, 27 .122222011*— S
Yelton, 27 202222212*— 8 Smith, 28 212*021010— 6
Butler, 28 0110121121— 8 Cox, 28 210121*121— S
C Foust, 28 0222100012— 6
Event No. 4, miss-and-out, $2 entrance, birds extra; 30yds. rise; to

be shot to a finish:
Neal 12222212222222222220
Burnside 1111122120
Sconce ,,, 220
Werk , , .T^T... . .... 1 ; 0
Voris 2*
Head 22*
Wiggins 2222220
Fort 22122122122222122222—20
Clark 2222*
Sherwood , 1*
Parker 22122222222221122120
Butler , 221*
Event No. 5, miss-and-out, $1 entrance, birds extra:

Burnside 1220 Butler 10
Parker 2122 White 120
Sconce 2212 Voris 20
Neal 2222 Sherwood- 2222
Head 10 Aukerman 10
Fort ,...,..,2220 Ben 0
Werk 220 Dunbar 10
Clark ; 0

The management had secured what we supposed would be an
ample number of live birds to shoot out a one-day programme—
I. _e.,- about 550, with another 150 to be shipped in on call, they
bemg confined in a barn in a neighboring city. These were called
for, but failed to arrive in time, and as the 5.50 on hand were ex-
hausted by the foregoing events the remainder of the day was de-
voted to target shooting. In fact there was only one wav to get
the boys to quit shooting, and that v.'as to run out of daylight.
The target scores for this day are appended herewith:
Fifteen targets, $1.50 entrance, four moneys: Wiggins 12, Shefler

10, Voris 12, Head 13, Butler 10. C. Foust 10, Ben 12, Duke 8,
Yelton 8, Larue 8, Sconce 14, Burnside 14, Neal 15, White 12,
Schlosser 9, Dunbar 15, Daniels 1.3, Fort 15, Courtney 13, Sher-
wood 14.

Fifteen targets, $1.50 entrance, four moneys: Burnside 14, Voris
12, Sconce 15. White 10, Butler 12, Wiggins 14, Sheffer 12, Neal 14,
Head 13, Dunbar 11, Schlosser 11, Fort 14, Daniels 13, Sherwood
15.

Fifteen targets, $1.50 entrance, four monevs: Burnside 15, Sconce
15, Neal 12, Butler 13, Sheffer 10, Head 14, Dunbar 13, Fort 14,
Sherwood 15, Schlosser 8, Daniels 8.

Five pairs, over magautrap, entrance $1, two moneys: Burnside
9, Sconce 8, Head 9, Fort 5, Butler 7, Sherwood 7, Sheffer 8,
Schlosser 4. '

Match at 10 targets shot fropi point 50yds. to left and in front
of magautrap: Burnside 6, Sconce 7, Sherwood 4, Head 7, Butler
5, Sheffer 4, Fort 6, Dunbar 4.

Walking match, 10 targets, $1 entrance, two moneys: Plead 6,
Butler 7, Sheffer 3, Fort 7, Schlosser S. .

Another match w'as shot by the same as above at 5 pairs, and was
won by Butler 10, Head and Fort 9 each, taking first and second
moneys, the scores being lost.

When an amateur tournacent can throw 13,000 targets and
nearly 600 live birds in a three-day tournament, I call that a pretty
fair tournament.
Mr. Fred Erb, Jr., of Lafayette, was on hand with three rc-

tnevers—a Chesapeake and two promising pointers. The Chesa-
peake is a wonder, and Mr. Erb surprised the management by
his fast retrieving. It was expected that the birds would last
until dark. As it was, with his dogs, they were all shot off by
3 P. M.
_
Plarvey Sconce, with his red head, red necktie, red shooting

jacket, red hat, etc., shot a lurid streak through this programme
and the assembled cracks like the tail of a comet across a starry
sky. ?He had a run of 91 straight the first dav, winning high
average for the tournament.
Ernie Tripp, Indiana's very best target shot„-ahd so good at the

game that he has been selected as a member of the American
team, shot Harvey a close race and had more fun than is usually
accorded a man in a year's time. He makes a lot of trouble with
his shooting, but he lights up a shooting match with his wit and
fun in a delightful manner .

. The club added $20 in prizes of $5 each to the two high and
two low- guns shooting through the programme for targets.
Sconce won first, Tripp second, and the two low prizes went to
Messrs. Dunbar, of the home club, and Adamson, of Muncie.
Charlie Adamson, of Muncie, is quite an enthusiast, and holds

up his end well for a man of his experience. He has invented
a top shot wad that appears to be about the thingy and was very
busy demonstrating its merits . I hope to see thjs Wfcnd- Otfthe
market soon.
Elmer Neal, jolly, fat, rosy-cheeked and round-faced, shot a very

good 'dip, and helped Ernie Tripp have a good time. Ask Elmer
about his new diamond ring. It's worth seeing.
Mr. Guy Burnside, a nice little quiet gentleman, shooting a

splendid clip with never a word to say, was in a little hard luck
the second day, as he shot a gait of about 94 and vet could not
land a winner, while others shooting lower were good winners.
In fact Guy was the only high class shooter who did not win,
thus demonstrating the faults of the percentage system.
The writer had provided a means of adding something by this

tournament to the fund for tlie American team, which fund
amounted to $11.20, as the manufacturers' agents present—Messrs.
Courtney, Fort, Parker and North—paid (or biids, $22.40. The
event gotten up tor this same fund provided $8.50 and I had

.tlie pleasure of forwarding the Big Chief, Marshall, $20 in total as
the subscription from this tournament. Wish it had been .$1,000.
Dr. O. F. Britton and Elmer Apperson now hold the record of

being, the only visitors who have contested in our five annual
tournaments. Elmer is so busy making automobiles that he could
only give us one day, but the Doctor staved the progi-arame
through. May he be with us many years to come.
Mr.

,
Robinson, of Huntington, is not bigger than your thumb,

but he is as game as a pebble, and shoots well for his experience.
Mike Smith, of the same club, was shooting a new gun, and

only shot well in streaks. They are both stayers.
'

The Foust brothers, of Warren, are a couple of game ocks
that will bear watching. They shoot any old time and any old
place and any old kind of a race for any old sum. Come a^-'ain
gentlemen; your kind make a tournament. " '

Mr, E, C, Fort, representing Robiji Hood Powder Company,

shot well indeed. He landed 25 straight in the big extra race
and shot the boys to a standstill in the miss-and-out at the
pigeons. He works hard for his company.

Ihe inimitable John Parker, of Peters Cartridge and King
1 owder Companies, managed this shoot as only he can. He never
fails to get in good words for his powder and shells and when
"e has time, he shoots a very hot pace.
The Elwood boys were out in force. They are a little new at

target_ shooting, but Wayne Leeson held his end up well. We are
all going to their tournament next week.
The Wabash, Ind., boys are a little out of practice, and with the

e.xccption of Plugh Clark they found our fast targets a little swift.
Understand, they are to have a shoot in June, which should be
well patronized.

('liarlie Lamb, of Attica, shooting under the name of Butler, has
a new Smith gun, which he certainly handles well for a new one.
Chai-lie is an old Peru boy, a member of this club, and is at home
here. He bad two friends, Messrs. Sheffer and Schlosser, of
Attica, vyho came up last day to see him shoot and be with the
boys. The only way we could make this trio quit shooting was
to put out the sun.
Old reliable Jack Cavanaugh, of Peru, Ind., by gum. and who-

IS so busy dispatching trains that he really attends but two
shoots a year—i. e., the Grand American Handicap and our annual
tournament—shot the targets through, and is showing splendid
fonn. He is shooting a pump, and with a little more practice
Will lead the Peru boys if Ihev don't watch him.
Frank Dunbar and Will Daniels, of the Peru Club, did not shoot

quite up to fonn, but they stuck to the game, and Frank landed
several straights. He made a reputation among the visitors for
being, very straight hiipself, and the Peru Club is proixd of these
boys,

J. S. Butler (Ben) and Roxy Duke are two crack Wabash en-
gineers, and could not be spared from their runs to take part in
all the .events but they were with us every minute thev coulld
spare. Mr. .Sliepard, another new member of the club, who has
been showing the boys "how" in practice, was called out on the
road, but stayed with the tournament as much as possible.

Charlie Townsend, of Knox., got in just in time to get his feet
warm. In his fir.st race he landed 15 straight alone, and bagged
about $12. Charlie is a fine fellow and a good shot. Come aeain
C harlie.

^

Mr. Frank T. Sherwood, secretary of the Indiana Trapshooters'
Lt^gue, and who resides at Bedford, where the league's annual
tournanient is to be held in June, was with us from start to finish
Irank is far from well, but he shoots like a giant and made many
friends in this vicinity, this being his first visit to this part of
the State in a shooting way. Frank shot as long as his shells
held out, and when he borrowed some special loads from your
humble servant and broke 44 out of his last 45 and lost the one
by a flinch he came m asking a lot of questions about this load.
You can bet he got the information and he will have to be
watched from now on, as they just fit his gun. This was Frank's
first effort at the pigeons, but he did well.
Emile Werk, of Cincinnati (Chief Rio Grande), was oii hand

and was pleased to see the fine lot of tents provided for the
shooters. He said he did not believe he could protect the Hfe
of the writer, as he did last fall, if that Old Round Top Tent
the Indians remembered so well had been on the grounds.
The Indians were well represented by Chief "Ride in the

Wagon," E. H. Tripp; "Black Diamond," E. E. Neal; "Spoon
Rover,' Guy Burnside; "Rio Grande," Emile Werk; "Sitting
Bull," A. G. Courtney; and "Des-Kra-Choska," Jack Parker.
Letters of regret were received from Whitney Thompson C. R "

Stevens Rollo Heikes, Ed Rike, Dr. R. B. Short, and Charlie
Budd. You were missed, gentlemen, and coulld you have been
with us the fun and good fellowship woulld have just been that
much greater. It is impossible to attend every tournament and
the writer knows from experience that business comes firstA little philosophy from Chief Sitting Bull: "Whenever you
meet a 'lob.stcr,' or a man who is not just right in his principles,
fake off your hat to him, for if it had not been him, you fool'
it might have been you, and see what you have to be thankful for'
The writer, on behalf of the Peru Gun Club, wishes to thank

each and every individual present for his attendance, and fully
assures you that by lending us your presence you contributed
just -that much to the enjoyment of the occasion, whether you
shoot one or one hundred times, and you were aJl equally welcome.On the other hand, if there occurred anytln'ng at any time dur-
ing this tournament to annoj' any man present or cause dissatis-
faction, I am truly sorry for it. and assure you that you have
our apologies and we will do better next time.

J. L. Head.

Mississippi Valley Notes,
The Progressive Gun Club, of East St. Louis, held its regular

.semimonthly medal shoot on the 12th inst., with an attendance of
twenty shooters. The feature of the day was the shooting of
Stephen Le Page, who went through the programme of 70 targets
thrown from a magautrap, including the medal event and a miss-
and-out, without a miss. The scores are appended:
Deletine 10 8 10 17 10 . . P Baggerman. . . 10 9 8 16 8 7T Ruff ........ 9 5 10 15 8 10 Corray 9 9 8 17 .. .

J -K-tiff S S 10 17 9 8 Bellcour 8 9 8 14 9 5
g-ei 6 7 12 8 6 Bunning 8 7 7 17 S 5
^ol •••• • §10 14 10.. Doyloy 8 10 6 17 5 9
Neibrook 6 8 8 15 8 9 W Baggerman.. 10 9 10 18 10 9
Le,Page 10 10 10 20 10 10 Dr Simms 5 9 8 17 8 9Ddarm 8 10 7 15 10 8 Grote 8 10 7 16 9 ..Hume g 9 9 IS 7 6 Free 6 8 7
Funk 8 6 10 20 10 10 J Baggerman 8 ..'

The North Alton Gun Club has begun regular weekly shoots,
and IS grooming some first-class timber that will be heard from
ere long m the amateur class of Illinois. There are several of the
boys already who may safely be relied upon to put up a score any
dav better than 80 per cent., and that is not slow for beginners.

ihe programme and, prospectus of the twentv-fourth annual
tournament of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Asso-
ciation is out this week, and it presents a long list of attractions to
the amateur shooter, such as perhaps no State tournament has
offered in recent years. It is essentially an amateur shoot, all
target events for sweeps or merchandise prizes being closed to the
paid professionals, except that thev may shoot for scores at price
of targets. Live-bird events are open to all, but under the handi-
cap plan, so that the amateur is here also looked after.
The tourney will be helcj^ at Dupont Park, west of the city of

St. Louis, during the week of May 28 to June 1. Tuesday the ball
opens with the State team medal shoot at live birds, four men,
15 birds each, entrance $20 per team, and birds extra. On the same
date the Missouri State individual championship trophy will be shot
for under same conditions as the preceding event. Then follows
immediately the Interstate individual championship race, entrance
$12.50, including birds. The Association adds $50; winner gets
medal and purse goes to four moneys. On Wednesday comes the
race for the St. Louis Republic trophy, and on Fridav the Lemp
amateur individual championship trophy. The live-bird" programme
closes Saturday with short open sweeps and shooting off ties
Birds will be charged for at 25 cents each, and trapping will be
done from the Fulford traps.
The inanimate target events call for 140 shots per day through the

week, targets being charged for at Wz cents eadi, and the Asso-
ciation adding $100 each day. Bluerocks and magautraps will be
used, and on two days alternate events will be shot for a long list
of excellent merchandise prizes.

Illiaois Gun Club Trophy.
Another spirited contest for the Illinois Gun Club trophy wa';

shot on the range at Springfield May 15. Guy Burnside, of Kno-x-
ville, was the defender of the cup, there being six challengers, and
he again won out against the field. He began poorly, by losing
hi.s eighth bird dead out. and it looked very much as if the original
challenger, Tom Holl, would win, but he drew a stunning birdm the twenty-second round, and it died out.side the wire. Rich-
aidson, a local and comparatively new shooter, was in splendid
fo!-m and after losing his eighth bird finished out straight. This
left Burnside, Holl and Richardson high with 24 each. In the
shoot-olf PIoll lost on his seventh bird, a very lively one and
Richardson missed his twentieth, giving Burnside the honors and
the cup. The birds were a fine lot. Both high men shot in fine
form, but the work of Richardson as a man new at the game was
especially noteworthy. The scores are appended;
Burnside ,, 2121112*11111122212212112—24

WESTERN TRAPS,

Holl
Workman
Craig
Ridiai-dson
Lamerau-^
Lawrence ,

Shoot-off':
Burnside .

Holl
Rioliardson

. 212221222121222222222*222—24
- ,2212112222121022201102100—20
-22*2111100212111121101112-21
, 2111112011211212221121111—24
201120101111*10012211U21—li)

. ..11212212*2*10122221211212—22

21121122211112221122
21122*

21211221112222112210

Chicago Gun Club.

Chicago. May IS.—Appended are the Chicago Gun Club's scores,

-i*,?.^,
weather was fine, and there was a good attendance. Mr. Chas.

VViJlard carne down to the shoot to-day, and by the scores he put
up shows that even three years without pi-actice doesn't put him
out of the game. When Charlie lived in Chicago and was in prac-
tice he was hard to beat. In event No. 2, 25 targets, weekly
handicap in birds, Dr. Carson scored 24 and broke 25. The referee
du! not see tne pieces. Bowles won second prize after shooting
out four in tie. Event No. 4, 15 targets, monthlv handicap in rise,
was won by Dr. Miller, after shooting out Loveli."
Trophy event, 25 targets, handicap

:

r, , Broke. Hdcp. Total.
J^o^yles imillllllllllllllOlllOl-23 6 25
Miller lllllOllllllilllllOllllll—23 2 2S
Shelley 1111111111101110010101111—20 7 25
-Tones .0100110111100000111111110—15 8 23
Pe Wolf ........1110100011100101011111001-15 7 22
l-oyell 1001111111111111001110000-17 6 23L Willard 10001111111111111] 1111101—21 1 22Mack 1010011111010101110111101—17 3 20
Mrs Carson 1110111111010101000111111—18 5 23Dr Carson 1111111111111111111111011—24 0 24
*C Willard OlllllimUllllinillllO-23 0 23Dr Morton 011111111111111111] 111101—23 5 25
I'^ing 1000001101011111110100100—13 7 20
Borroff 0010111111101011110111010—18 6 24
*Cai-r 0110110100001011111101111—16 0 16Mrs Howard OOOOOlOOOOCllOlw

* Visitors.

First tie:

, Broke. Hdcp. Total.
^•9,Yl'^-^ 1111111111-10 2^ 10
Miller .1111110001— 7 0 7
Shelley ..1111111101—9 2 10Dr Morton ...1111011101—8 1 9
Second tie:

Bowles lllllimi—10 2 10
i'^-e'Iey 1111110100— 7 2 9
Monthly trophy, 15 targets, handicap rise:

Bowles, 16. 111110001111111—12
Sh el 1 ey, 16 011111011101100—10

,f'r ,r -^A iioooooiomou— 8
100101011110011— 9

Loveli. 16. . .
: 101111111111111-14

Mrs Carson, 16 t., 100111111010110—10
Csrr, 16 . 00] 101001011010— S
i^",T, 1^ 000100111000010— 6De Wolf, 16 100010000101110- 6

P"",
Mdler, 18 ^ 011111111111111-14

L ^Villard, 18 011001100111111—10
Mack, 18 OIOOUOIOOUOU— 8Kmg, 18 ...-rt,-.-, 001000001100011— 5
Borroff, 18 i:. 110111101010010— 9
0 Bnen, 18

. 111101101011111-12

]?'".,S?^^°?' 101111111011010—11
C Willard, 20 .100110001110110—

8

Dr Morton, 20 011101111111111—13
Tie:

T-<"'velI, IR 0111000111-6 Dr Miller, 18 IIOUOIUI-S
Dr. Miller wins monthly handicap trophy on shoOt-off.

Blue Jeans.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, May 18.—Twenty-three members took advantage of the
beautifiil weather to-day for an afternoon's sport at the target
trap. A light breeze blew across the traps, making it cool and
pleasant, and not strong enough to interfere with the flight of
tne tai-gets.

*

In the trophy event Dr .Shaw and C. P. Richards tied on 22 for

S 11 ^^-/l; snd W A. Jones tied for Class B on scores
of 22. P. McCJowan won Class C on the splendid score of 21.Other scores follow:

Dr J W Meek 1111111110011110101111111-^21A McGowan. IIIUIUIIOIOIOUOI 111100—19P McGowan ....,,,.,.,.,,,...1111111111111001101111110—21
N H Ford lOOlllOllllinillllllllll—22
Dr S Shaw 1111101111111111100111111—22
J D Pollard..... 1101110110011101010011111—17
15 'ack mOllUOlllOOlOlOl 1mil—19
J McDonald 0011001110011011101001100—13
Dtlano lllllOinmilOOlllOllOOO—18T Eaton 1110111101110010111101111—19
J Wolff 1111101101111100011011111—19
C P Richards lOlHimiUmiimiOllO—22W hite 1101011110111]11111010101—19
F G Barnard 011011110111101010] 111111—19
Dr Huff 111011111011 1111011lUlll—22
1 L Smedes 11110111.10111010111111101—20
Ben edict 100111100000101001] 100110—12
Scheigley OlllOllllOlllOOOllOOmiO—16
O'Brien

. 1111111110111110111110100—20
A D Dorman 0110011001111111111101111—19
A Hdlman 1111010111101111101111111—21W A Jones 1111111111111100111111110—22
S E Young 0001001110001000100001001— 8
T A Hagerty lllOOOOmOlllOOOOllOOOlO—12

Audubon Gun Club.

Chicago, May 18.—The Audubon Gun Club held its medal shoot
at Watson s Park,to-day. There was a good attendance of visitors
the latter in the appended list being designated by an *. The
scores follow:

Wilcox, ] 22100122
Felton, 2 10110022210 -

Gilhs, 1 221111221112*102 —14
Crow. 2 .....1121220220220202 —12
Howe, 3. , 012222112102022101—14
Amburg, 0 v... 11110102*222221 —12
*Tohnson i .1121*1220120112 —12
*Rice .122100012010102 — 9
*Barto 222*22221011222 —13
*Simmonetti .....000110100000210 —5
*Mrs Shepard ... ,-,

.

>..,.,^ , 1211221.02000

w

*Street 202002222110102 —10
*01iphant 122110102000000 — 7
*Fax 202020120000002 — 6
•Bacci 001022001112100 — 8
*Visitors.

Hdcp. Total.
0 21
2 21

24
22
23
19
22
16 '

20
19
22
24
23
21
25
22
12
16
20
19
U
23
10
12

0
1
2

3
3
2
0

3

2
4
2
3
2
0
0
0
0
3
1
2
0

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

Summer Homes.
In the Lake Country of Northern Illinois. Wisconsin, Min-

nesota and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, on the line of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, are hundreds of most
eharmuig .summer resorts. Among the list are: Fox Lake, Dela-
van Lake, Lake Geneva, the Lauderdale Lakes, Waukesha Ocono-
inowoc. Palmyra, the Dells at Kilbourn, Elkhart Lake and Madi-
son, Minocqua, Star Lake, Frontenac, White Bear, Minnetonka
Marquette, Spirit Lake, Okoboji, Big Stone Lake, etc., etc.
For illustrated booklets "Summer Homes for 190i" and "In

the Lake Country," send address with 6 cents in postage to F A
Miller, General Passenger Agent, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway. Chicago.

—

Adv.

The Great Bristol .-Vutomatic Fi-shhook is claimed by its mana-
iccturers to be more humane than other hooks on the ground that
under no circumstances does it tear the fish, and a fish caught by
It cannot escape, but is at once captured and M\ltd.—Adv.

"W hat attracts niy attention shall have it, as I will go to theman who knocks at my door, while a thousand persons as worthy
go by it, to whom I give no regard."—Emerson.

The Forest and Strbam is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at tji?

latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.
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I wish I had long ago started, on a big plan, a series of Forest
AND Stream scrap books for articles, just as I did for illustrations.

1 have material now cut out and piled up which would fill several

big folios, but \mless I break my leg I fear I shall never have a

chance to put together these scrap books. The four big ones that

I made of the Forest and Stream pictures, which I once de-

scribed to you, are a thing I am proud of, and my little boy values

among his choicest possessions. A.

COLD STORAGE GAME.

The seizure of unlawful game by Protector Overton in

the cold storage vault of the Arctic Freezing Warehouse

in this city is the most notable affair of the kind since the

memorable confiscation of the Racey birds, more than a

quarter of a century ago, which gave us the important

Phelps-Racey game law decision. Protector Overton's

rummage of the cold storage vaults has already disclosed

n^any thousands of birds, and at this writing is still in

' progress. The- complete statistics of the seizure cannot be

given until next week. Nor can it now be foretold what

the result of the prosecution will be in the amount of

penalties recovered. The sum in which these law breakers

are liable would, according to the strict letter of the

statute, run into tens of thousands of dollars, but, of

course, an attempt will not be made to recover any such

maximum. It is customary in such cases to bring suit for

a part only of the entire liability, and to inflict a penalty

which while severe enough to fulfill the purpose of the

law will still commend itself as reasonable and just. In

this specific instance, with the evidence of their law

AHolation so abundant and conclusive, the offenders' should

be punished so severely that the}^ may be discouraged

from persisting in defiance of the statute.

The cold stprage warehouse people have in published

interviews sought to evade responsibility for possession

of the contraband articles by explaining that as receivers

of sealed packages for storage they were not aware of the

contents of the packages. This may very well be true in

.some cases, but on the other hand the circumstances

which led to the detection of the game by the protector

go to show that in this instance at least the freezer

people did know what they were .storing. It is reported

' that the protector was sent by a dealer from whom he had

bought a half-dozen birds to the warehouse to get the

birds; and that they were delivered to the protector at

the warehouse out of a lot of birds which the warehouse

was storing for the dealer. Moreover, the well-known

facts as to the general practice of certain game dealers

in this town go to sustain the supposition that the cold

storage concerns know perfectly w^ell that they are so

storing game in the forbidden season, and are thereby

making themselves parties to the offense. For in this

town game may always be had at any time of the year and

in any quantities asked for, and as it is kept during the

close season in cold storage the dealer can supply it to the

customer only by going to the cold storage warehouse and

taking therefrom the amount of game required, or, as in

this case, sending the customer to the warehouse for it.

It is utterly preposterous for the cold storage people to

pretend that they do not know that they are storing for-

bidden game, and it is difficult to perceive any important

distinction between receiving and holding contraband game

and receiving and holding stolen goods. In eithics the two

things are the same.

There is good reason to assume that the game in the

Arctic vaults is in a double sense illicit. Not only is

it held unlawfully in close season, but never at any season

could it lawfully have been shipped to market and become

subject to possession by New York game dealers. The

laws of the several States now so generally prohibit the

killing of game for sale, or its export to market, that

the presumption as to game exposed for sale in New York

city always is that it has come there -illegitimately arid in

surreptitious ways. In this State the law forbids the

transportation of woodcock, grouse and quail from the

county wherein killed, except in limited numbers and

accompanied by the possessor. The intent of this law, and

its operation, so far as enforced, is to stop the marketing of

New York game. To get such game, certain of the city

dealers send to they- country correspondents instructions

for packing it and shipping it with false labels, so that

it m-ay come through to New York without detection.

When a dealer gets such a package of game he has in

hand something to which he can no more legitimately

have title than the Bowery fence can have to the booty

he receives from the sneak thief. The laws of the

States around New York, Conecticut. New Jersey, Penn-

sylvania and of other States near and far forbid the ex-

port of their game; and whatever game reaches New
York from these States is contraband, and may not be

dealt in by an honest man. In part at least the game
seized in the Arctic warehouse belongs to this category,

and the men who have come by it by devious means and

are now deprived of it by the act of the protector deserve

no sympathy for their loss.

Nor is there anything in the representation made by

the. storage people that the dealers finding themselves

stocked up with game at the close of the season have no

other recourse than to put the surplus into storage. The
answer to this is that they need not get stocked up. The
law provides a certain season for the sale of game. The
dealer knows what the season is and knows perfectly

well that after a given date he may not lawfully have game
in possession. Knowing this he can regulate his buying

of game, and a-cquire only such a supply a$ he can dispose

of. Failing to exercise this ordinary, every-day business

precaution, he lays, himself open to the penalty for game
in possession in close time. The real reason for over-

stocking with game, however, is to have it for sale the year

around, and it is kept for this purpose in the cold storage

freezers, with the complicity of the proprietors of these

concerns.

INTERNA TIONAL TRAPSHOOTING.

Since the inception of target shooting at the traps, the

intervening years are not so many that^one needs to be old

to remember it. In the latter part of the '70' s, the doings

of Capt. k. H. Bogardus and others in feats of glals ball

shooting were the marvels of the shooting world, although

as compared with some of the modern performances at the

trap they are commonplace indeed. The Bogardus

patent glass ball trap, which was a piece of plank with a

cross piece at each end, to which was fastened by one

end a curved piece of steel which servetl as an arm to

throw the glass ball, price $12, was soon superseded by

more, ingenious and efficient mechanical devices for throw-

ing the glass, and the glass balls, which sold at first for

$2.50 per 100, were superseded by the clay and composi-

tion disks now used. It will be noted that the prices in

the early days were far higher than they are now. How-
ever, the inanimate target shooting of the world had its

origin in those simple and crude beginnings.

The sport grew rapidly in popularity. The game re-

sources of the country were becoming scarcer, and in

such sections as contained game in abundance it afforded

sport through but a relatively short season. Live bird

shooting at the traps was expensive, and owing to the

area of ground required for traps, boundary, etc., it was

difficult to arrange near theJarge cities. The inanimate

target filled the shooting wants of the masses better than

anything else. Target shooting soon became a form of

national sport, both as a means to acquire skill in the use

of the shotgun and as a test of skill in competition.

Astonishing perfection has been attained in this form of

shooting. The records of continuous runs, formerly meas-

ured by tens, are now measured by hundreds.

The sport has at length grown in interest from the

national to the international, as evidenced by the arrange-

ment of an international series of matches between Eng-

land and America and the departure of the American

team on last Sunday for England, to be there in time to

commence competition on June 11. The purse is, in

amount. $S,ooo, or $2,500 a side.

Great as has been the growth of this form pf sport, there

is no doubt that the international contest will greatly

stimulate interest in it and add to its healthful growth.

It is to be hoped, however, that the future international

contests of this kind, should there- be such, will be on

even terms, for the Englishmen enter into it confessedly

inferior, by the acceptance of a handicap—that is to say,

they have the use of two barrels, while the Americans

have the use of but one. Should the English win, it would

not be classed as a perfect win, and should the Amer-

icans lose, they would still feel that they were not beaten

on even terms. However, this match is much to be

desired, and it may be hoped is the prelude of many more

wherein neither give nor take a handicap. In any case, may
the best men win.

The Forest and Stream has arranged to have the trip

and the shooting fully reported by Mr. Edward Banksj

one of the best trapshooters and newspaper men in the

countrj^ His weekly letters will cover the whole time

from the date of the team's leaving New York till its

return home. In view of the very widespread and general

interest in the contest, the publication of this report will

cause the Forest and Stream to be read more extensively

than ever in the trapshooting world, both here and
abroad.

BETWEEN CASTS.

OuK supplement illustration this week is from a drawing

by W. P. Davison, who gives us an admirable picture of

a trout stream. It is a moment of rest, when the anglers

have stopped to quaff a draught from the cool stream and

to make a change of ca,sts. It is just such a scene and

such a stream as many a one who looks on the. picture

can recall in meinory, and better still, just such a spot as

one may hope again to look upon in the reality on some of

these June days of 1901. The picture will have an added

interest for those who can recognize in the features of

the older angler a portrait of Mr. J. L. Davison, who
has for many years been known to readers of Forest and
Stream as a contributor to our natural history columns.

This is the third picture in the current series of illustra-

tion supplements ; the others being : April 6—^The Trap-

per's Camp; May 4—Rap Full, and July 6 (to come)—
The Home of the Bass.

SNAP SHOTS.

After a protracted correspondence between the New
York Yacht Club and Mr. Thomas W. Lawson, announce-

ment is made that Independence will be given an oppor-

tunity in the trial races to compete for the defense of the

America Cup. The -one point upon which the whole con-

troversy hinged—namely, the qualification of the Boston

boat-by being put under the control of a member of the

club—was so simple that a reading of the correspondence

fails to disclose any sufficient reason for its voluminous

bulk. One effect of the discussion has been vastly to

stimulate interest in the trial races and the final selection

of the boat which shall have the honor and responsibility

of meeting Shamrock II. Until the relative merits of

Constitution and Independence shall have been settled

there will be much livelier speculation concerning the

result between these two boats than about the final out-

come of the race for the Gup, for no one questions that the

record of 1901 will be of another victory for the American

vacht.

We reprinted from Science last week an article by Dr.

C. Hart Merriam calling into question the course of the

California authorities in their destruction of the sea lion

as a consumer of food fishes. To-day we take from the

last ref)ort of the California Fish Commission a letter

addressed to the head of the national Fish Commission, in

which is set forth the other side of the case. This forms

part of a somewhat voluminous correspondence between

the California Commissioners and the Treasury Depart-

ment and others, but the case is essentially summed up

in the letter which is here reprinted. The California

authorities claim that instead of having acted ignorantly

and precipitately, they did not move for the war on the

sea lions until after deliberate consultation with -such

authorities as Messrs. Jordan and Gilbert, and they

say that while the sentimental side of the question appeals

to them as strongly as to any one, they have been impelled

by stern necessity to undertake a reduction of the sea

lion suppl)''.

The last session of the New York Legislature em-

powered the Game Commissioners to acquire by gift or

purchase a stock of moose for restoring the sjiecies to the

Adirondacks, and an appropriation of $5,000 was made for

the purpose. Just what steps will be taken the Commis-
sioners have not made public. The problem of acquiring

the live moose is much simpler than that of protecting

them after they have been put out. There are among
the Adirondack guides incorrigible rascals who stand

ready to kill the moose whenever opportunity offers, and
the villainy of these human brutes is thp only serious

obstacle the Commissioners have to meet. Whenever the

gam? can be assured protection, moose will be given to

the State by the owners of private game preserves-
'
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The Repentance of Peshtigo Sam*
The day was drawing to a close and the shadows

were deepemng in the forest, when the big stag bestirred

himself and arose from his couch of sweet-smelling
ferns. He stood for a moment sniffing the air and lis-

tening intently for any indication of the presence of a
lurking foe, and then stepped forth with lordly air on
his way to the running water where, each day at the
setting of the sun, he was wont to quench his thirst. A
faintly traced runway led him, with many a turn, through
the heart of a virgin forest where tall pines of mighty
girth towered aloft on all sides, stretching away in

unbroken ranks as far as the eye could reach, like the
sculptured colunms of some vast temple. A great still-

ness brooded over the forest, broken occasionally by
a slight sound—the snapping of a twig or the faint rus-
tling of a bush. At each sound, at each suspicious move-
ment of some low hanging branch, the stag became a
living statue, motionless as an image of bronze, ready at

a moment's notice to seek safety in flight, if necessary,
or else to give battle to the intruder should he prove
to be one of his own kind trespassing on his domains.
He reached the bank of the river unmolested, and

stepping down to the water's edge lowered his antlered
head and drank a deep draught of the cool water. Sud-
denly he started and half turned as if to fiee. His quick
ears had detected a faint, unfamiliar sound which seemed
to be drawing nearer and nearer, and the next instant
a canoe shot around a bend in the river just below him.
Seated in the canoe were two wliite men, each plying a
paddle with long, powerful strokes that sent the frail

bark through the water at a rapid speed. An indefinable
but none the less dreadful fear clutched the heart of the
noble stag. He had never before seen a white man, but
his instinct warned him that here was a new enemy,
and one greatly to be feared. He hesitated a moment
and then wheeled about and disappeared like a shadow
in the depths of the forest, nor paused in his flight

until he had put a safe distance between himself and this

new terror.

"Gosh almighty!" the man in the bow of the canoe
exclaimed. "Did you see that buck. Bill?"

"I sh'd say I did," the other replied. "He was a
whopper, an' no mistake. That makes the tenth we've
seen to-day, don't it?"

"Yep. The tenth or eleventh, I forget which. They're
thicker'n sheep."
"We might '.s well land here fer the night," the man

called Bill suggested.
"Guess so," his companion asserted. "It's a likely

lookin' place."

With a skillful touch of the paddle that denoted long
experience in the art, the canoe was headed for the shore,
and as the keel grated on the pebbly bottom the man in
front leaped out and drew the light bark after him on to
the gently sloping bank. His companion followed him,
and together they beached the canoe high and dry for the
night.

_
The simple camp outfit was then unloaded, and

in an incredibly short time a fire was blazing merrily a
short distance back from the river and the woodsmen
prepared their evening meal. Their, hunger appeased,
they filled their pipes and stretching themselves out
beside the camp-fire, proceeded to enjoy the comfort of
an after supper smoke and a quiet chat before turning
in for the night. ^
The cruisers had traveled far on this trip in their search

for a growth of pines of the proper requirements; they
had tramped many miles, toiling over some rough port-
age or carry, and had paddled many more in their
frail birch bark canoe. In spite of all the hardships and
dangers, however, it was a life full of charm and excite-
ment—the life that suited them.

' "They ain't no use goin' no futher, I guess," Long
Tom remarked, stirring the fire with his foot, "This
is the best lookin' timber we've struck yet by a long
shot, an' they's plenty of it an' it's handy to the river."

"Couldn't be handier ef 'twas made t' order," his friend
replied. "Guess we'd better start back to-morrow an'
report. We'll jest 'bout be in time fer the boys t' git
things in shape fer the crew."

"Tell y' what it is, Bill," Long Tom observed irrele-
vantly, "I'd like t' git a shot at that buck afore we start
back. He's the biggest ever."
"What's the use!" Bill objected. "Ther's plenty more

to be had fer the shootin' of 'em. It's a leetle early fer
venison, anyhow."

^

"Mebbe so," Long Tom admitted, half reluctantlj%
"but he was a whopper an' no mistake."
A brief silence followed, which was broken by Bill's

voice.

"Say, Tom," said he, "you promised t' tell me what
you shook Green Bay so all of a sudden fer. I never
could figger that out, nohow. Let's hev the yarn now."
Long Tom pufTed silently at his pipe for some time

before replying.

"Same old story," he at length began.
"
'Twas all

long of a gal an' another feller. Y' wouldn't think t' look
at me that a slip of a gal could git 'round me an' make
a reg'lar durn fool o' m.e, would you, now?" he ques-
tioned, sheepishly.

"Seein' as one o' them same gals done the same t' me,
I kin," Bill solemnly replied. "They're funny critters,
gals is."

"Waal," Long Tom continued, "'twas long o' one o'
them that I shook Green Bay an' a good job. I was
dead gone on a gal, an' was calculatin' t' hitch up an'
travel double fer the rest o' mv davs. Seein' as Sal—her
name was Sal—seein' as Sal was more'n half willin', I'd
got my dander screwed up t' the pint o' puttin'' the
queschin', when 'long comes another feller an' goes in
fer t' cut me out. He warn't much of a feller, but he
could git 'round the wimmin folks somehow, an' he
sorter got 'found Sal. He warnt much fer size, jest a
onery sort of a duck, but Sal seemed t' like him, an' the
dern cuss know'd it. I allers thought he lied 'bout me
but I couldn't prove it, an' when he give it out that be-
an' Sal was goin' t' git married an' Sal didn't deny it T
je,st naterly didn't wanter be 'round when the funeral

come off, so I shook the hull bizness. That's all they
is to it"
"What was the feller's name?" asked Bill.

"Haskins. Sara Haskins."
_"Wha-at!" Bill exclaimed, sitting erect and staring at

his companion in amazement. "Y' don't mean Peshtigo
Sam? Waal I'll be derned! The onery cuss!"

"Y' don't mean ^t' say you know Sam Haskins?"
Long Tom demanded, equally surprised.

"Know him! Wall, I jest guess I do. Why, he come
near doin' fer a feller by the name o' Hogarth, a friend
o' mine over in Peshtigo. Me an' Hogarth come near
fightin' 'bout it. 'Twas all consarnin' a gal, too, her I

spoke 'bout. We run Peshtigo Sam out o' camp. That
was two years ago. Know him? Waal I jest guess."
"Y' don't s&yl" Long Tom could find no other words

in which to express his feelings.

"Yes-sir-ee. An' I'll bet he warn't squar' in his dealin's
with you," Bill emphatically asserted. "Ther aint a
honest hair in Peshtigo Sam's head, b' gosh. Did he
marry the gal?"

"Course," Long Tom replied. "They was all ready
fer the bizness when I cleared out."

"It's too all fired bad," said Bill in sympathetic tones.
"He was such a onery, sneakin' cuss. You mark what
I say; he done some onderhand bizness consarnin' you
an' the gal."

They finished their pipes in silence, each busy with his
own thoughts of the past and of the "gal" he had tried
to win. But these thoughts faded into confusion ere
long, and their weary eyelids drooped and their heads
nodded on their breasts. They replenished the fire for
the night, rolled themselves in their blankets and soon
their deep, heavy breathing announced that the cruisers
had forgotten- the cares of the day and rested from their
labors.

In the still watches of the night the big stag cautiously
drew near and gazed, half in wonder, half in fear, at the
flickering fire and the shadowy forms lying there within
the dim circle of light. He could not understand it. He

AND NOT A GOOD DAY FOR COONS.
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was all new to him, and he gave vent to his feelings of
perplexity in a loud snort. At that sound one of the
figures stirred uneasily and muttered in his sleep, and
the stag, fearing he knew not what, vanished silently
into the black darkness of the forest. Early the next
morning Long Tom discovered the stag's footprints in

the soft, mossy soil, and swore a big oath that before the
winter snows had come and gone that stag should be his
venison.
Having marked the spot where they had camped

with blazes on the trees, the cruisers bundled their

traps into the canoe, headed the prow down stream
and with the aid of current and paddle were borne
swiftly away on their journey back to the settlement.

The logging camp was completed; the main road, with
its numerous branches extending to different portions of
the "logging swamp," had been cut and well graded and
leveled; everything was in readiness, and there was noth-
ing to do but await the arrival of the crew with the teams
and provisions for the winter camp. Scarcely a trace re-
mained of the runway that led to the big stag's drinking
place. In its stead was the main logging road with all its

branching arteries, one of which led to a small clearing
where the newly finished log house and the adjoining
stables had been erected.

All this was the result of that visit of the two cruisers
not long before. They had conducted the pioneer crew,
the vanguard of the real army of the destroyers of the
forest, to this spot, and at their arrival the ringing blows
of the axe had resounded for the first time through this
wilderness, and the work of destruction had had its

beginning. When the big stag beheld these unwonted
sights he gathered his herd about him and led them,
trembling and afraid, far from the scenes of danger, but
not beorfe three of their number had yielded up their
lievs to their new enemies.

It had been snowing all night and all the morning,
and still the light, swirling flakes fell unceasinglv; the
ground was covered with an ever thickening blanket of
white, and the branches of the fir trees drooped heavily,
weighted down with the unaccustomed load. Winter
had arrived_ in all his panoply of state. The crew had
finished their mid-day meal and were lounging in their
bunks idly smoking, or engaged in some light occupation
of mending or what not. There existed a certain simi-
larity in the appearance of these men—the similarity that
is noticeable in a regiment of well drilled soldiers who
have campaigned together for many seasons. There was
Bill White, and "Long Tom" Bartlett, and Seth Jenkins,
the captain of the crew, and two or three others, none
of whom looked up to six fggt two, and last, but by no

rrieans least, "Slim Jim," the ever busy French Cana-
dian cook, a man of medium height but of mighty girth,
the most important man in the camp—three times a day.
These men had performed the labor of Titans in clearing
the way and making all the necessary preparations for
the great work soon to begin,

"The, teams ought t' be comin' along putty soon."
Captain Jenkins remarked to no one in particular.
"They've had sleighin' fer a week now an' they're just
about due."
"How many men y' got this trip?" Long Tom in-

quired.

"Twenty-four all told," the captain replied. He stepped
to the door, and opening it, looked out upon the snow
bound forest.

"It beats all how it keeps on a-snowin'," he observed,
half to himself, as he turned back into the room.

"Say, Cap'n," one of the men called out, "jest leave
the door open, will yuh? It's hoter'n blue blazes in

here."
As none of the others objected. Captain Jenkins com-

plied with the request. He had scarcely taken his seat
ori the rude bench that served in lieu of chairs, when a
faint, far distant cry came borne across the snow from
the depths of the forest. In an instant the men all

sprang to their feet and made a rush for the door.
"The teams at last," cried Captain Jenkins in jubilant

tones, as their loud chorus of, "ho-hee's" was answered
by another distant shout. "Here, Slim Jim, git a move
on an' git grub ready fer sixteen hungry men. They'll
be hungrier than wolves. You'll have to rush things."

"Certainly," Jim the cook answered. "I cannot cook
ze grub in one minute, but she be ready dem quick. Mon
Dieu," he grumbled to himself as he flew about among
his pots and pans, "but it always is 'Slim -Jim get a
move on,' as if anybody move fast like me."

Presently the long train appeared toiling slowly and
wearily along through the dtep snow; the sleds laden
with provisions and tools for the camp, and fodder for
the cattle, and the lumbermen trudging along beside the
sleds, or straggling behind in parties of twos and threes.
Loud greetings were exchanged as they drew near
enough to the camp for familiar faces to be recognized.
Long Tom and Bill White stood side by side, shotiting

out the names of the men they knew as they appeared
in sight. Among the very last of the new comers was a
man somewhat undersized in comparison with the rest.
Apparently he was unknown to any of the pioneer crew, -

for he exchanged greetings with none of them, but as
he approached nearer Long Tom suddenly grasped Bill's

arm.
"I'll be cussed ef thar aint Sam Haskins," he ex-

claimed in suppressed tones.
"Peshtigo Sam, fer a dollar," Bill ejaculated in the

same breath.
The two men stared at one another with looks that

bespoke many varying emotions, and then turned their
gaze on this last straggler as he slowly advanced towa:-d
them.

"Better not do nuthin' rash, Tom." said Bill in an
undertone. "Let's see what his game is fust."

"All right. I won't." Long Tom growled. "I'd like I'

smash his face, though."
"Hello, Peshtigo," Bill called out, as the man sud-

denly stopped with an exclamation of surprise at sight
of them. "Whar'd y' come from, an' what brung you up
here?"
Long Tom said not a word. Peshtigo Sam was

clearly disconcerted, but he made the best of an awk-
wa-d situation, and putting on a bold face stepped for-
ward with outstretched hand.
"Why, hello, Bill," he cried with a would-be expres-

sion of pleased recognition on his countenance. "I didn't
know you and Long Tom was here."

"I reck'n not," said Bill with a grim smile, ignoring
the proffered hand. "Guess you'd a tried some other
loggin' swamp ef y' had." .

"Waal, I guess not," Peshtigo Sam retorted with a
blustering air. "You don't s'pose I'm 'fraid o' you, do
yuh?"
"The last time I seen you it looked some like it," Bill

drawled.
"O, waal. there was two of you then," replied Peshtigo

Sam, "You an' Hogarth, an' you wouldn't listen t' nn
reason. There want nuthin' agin me but circumstantial
evidence, as the lawyers sav."

"I don't give a cuss what y' call it," Bill rejoined,
"but you acted like a dern sneak, an' I want t' tell you
right here that yer room's better'n yer company, as the
lawyers also sez."

"I s'pose Long Tom's mad cause' I cut him out with
the gal he wanted," said the other spitefully.
Long Tom. flushed with anger,

^

"Drop that." he commanded in menacing tones, "or
I'll break yuh in two." And t-hen on second thought
he inquired: "I want t' know ef you married her,
though."
"Course I did," Peshtigo Sam declared boastfully, "an

all I've got t' say is, it's small bizness gittin' riled cause
Sal liked me best."

"That's all I want t' know jest now,"-. Long Tom inter-
rupted, "From what Bill tells me y' seem t' have a likin'
fer wimin, but ef you mention that gal's name agin FU
break yer infernal head fer yuh."

Captain Jenkins, happening to be standing near by
just then, overheard Long Tom's threat.

"Here, what's the rumpus," he inquired, joining the
"Here, what's the rumpus?" he inquired, joining the

group "of angry men. "None o' your scrappin' here in
camp, y' know. You kin save all that till spring, when
there aint nuthin' else doin'. Sam, you better be gittin'
your grub or 3rou'll git left, an' Tom, you an' Bill lend
a hand at the sleds there. There's plenty t' do without
jawin'."

Peshtigo Sam was only too glad to escape from his
disagreeable position, and the other two men turned
their attention to the unloading of the sleds. The Cap-
tain's word was law in camp, and there was not mitch
danger of a recurrence of the stormy scene.
And now all was bustle and confusion. The oxen were

unyoked and led away to the stables; the sleds were
quickly unloaded, and the surrounding forest echoed
with the sound of loud laughter and coarse jokes, while
through it £tl|. like an ac^ompaninlent to a song, a steady
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streatn of profanity flowed, unceasingly, which added local

color to tiae scene and made the men feel more a? home.
Profanity is one of the precursors of civilization.

In the evening, when they were all gathered indoors,
"swapping lies" and repeating stale news from the out-
side world for the benefit of those who had been buried
in the wilderness so long a time, some one called upon
Long Tom for a song.

"I ain't in good voice,"' he objected with a laugh.
'Give us that one about 'When the ship went sailin'

away,' " Bill White requested.
"That's too old," said Long To.m. "Here's a new one

I learned ofif'n a Down-Easter last summer. It's called

'Eagle O.'"
This is the song that Long Tom, the cruiser, sang

with mournful cadence as he lay sprawled out upon his

back in his bunk; some of his hearers listening with all

due attention, while others soon drifted away into the
land of dreams, lulled to sleep by the sound of the
singer's voice.

"O 'twas in the town of Eagle, O,
Where I did live and dwell;

'Twas in the town of Waxford
I owned a flour mill.

I fell in love with a Waxford gal
With a dark an' rollin' eye-ee:

I asked her for to be my wife,
Her wishes to comply-ee.

"I went into her father's house
About eight o'clock at night;

I asked her for to come an' walk.
Our weddin' to app'int.

We walked an' talked along the road
Till we came to level ground,

When from a hedge I drew a stake
An' knocked this fair maid down.

"She fell upon her bended knees.
An' for mercy she did cry-ee,

Sayin', 'Willie, dear, don't kill me here.
For I'm not prepared to die-ee.'

But none did I heed her pleadm'.
An' I beat her all the more,

Till on the ground an' all around
Was strewn a bloody gore.

"J took her by her golden locks
An' dragged her o'er the ground,

An' threw her in the river
That ran through Waxford town,
Sayin', 'Lie there, lie there, you pretty fair maid.
Who was to be my bride;

Lie there, lie there, you Waxford gal,
' To me you'll never be tied.'

"When this young man returned home
About ten o'clock at night.

His mother, bein' weary.
Woke up all in a fright,

Saj'in', 'Son, O son, what have yoi: done
To bloody your hands an' clothes?'

The answer that he gave to her
Was a bleedin' at the Jiose.

"He called for a candle
To light his way to bed.
Likewise a silken handkerchief

To tie his achin' head.
But tyin's an' all tanglin's,"

No rest could this man find.

For the gates of hell before his eyes.
Before his eyes did shine."

Long Tom's voice had grown drowsy and drowsier

as the song progressed, and at this point died away alto-

gether into an incipient snore. History does not tell

what became of the man from Waxford town.
3{£ :^ :!£ i-i ^'i^ ^

The men were up before daybreak the next morning.
Captain Jenkins assfgned them to their different duties,

and then headed the procession for the woods and the

real work of despoiling the forest soon began. It trans-

pired that Peshtigo Sam was to occupy the position of

teamster, and after the first day or two the cruisers were
obliged to admit that in this role he was a success.

The short days sped swiftly by. and the beautiful forest

of tall pines was transformed into a graveyard of pro-
truding stumps and huge piles of brushwood scattered

about in wild confttsion. With tireless energy the wood-
cutters plied both axe and saw; the crash of falling trees

was ever in the air, while down at the river the gr^at

pile of logs was steadily increasing in bulk. It was a

bitter cold winter. The snow deepened on the ground,
hindering the loggers in their wOrk, and many a savage
oath rose from their lips as they floundered about in the

•deep drifts. Venison was hard to get. and the wolves,
•emboldened b}^ hunger, grew daily more fearless about
the camp, tempted by the odor of cooking food. The
Captain was the only contented member of the crew.
The deep snows meant plenty of water in the river for the

spritrg drive and the Captain had an ej'e to business.

Peshtigo Sam had hauled his last load for the day and
was now on his way to camp. Lie was not. in a cheerful
frame of mind. That last load had caused no end of

trouble and delayed him until the dusk had begun to fall,

and he glanced apprehensively over his shoulder from
time to time, half expecting to see shadowy forms creep-
ing up behind him. and urged on the wearj^, patient oxen.
He was not nopular in camp, and he knew that there
would be little real sorrow felt if he should be torn to
pieces by wild beasts. Long Tom would probabl}- rejoice

at his death. He had just turned off from the main road
into the branch road that led to camp, when the sound
of a light footfall behind him startled him. He wheeled
about, and there standing in the road he had just left

was the biggest stag it had ever been his lot to behold.
The stag paused a brief moment at sight of the man

and team, and then bounded forward and disappeared
in the direction of the river before Peshtigo Sara had
time to raise his rifle to his shoulder.

"Thunderation ! but he was a whopper," he exclaimed
aloud. "Waal, to-morrow'll be Sunday, an' I'll jest go
arter you, then, old feller."

The prospect of triumphing over the rest of the men (for
none of them had shot a deer for weeks) was so pleasing
that he cracked his whip and caled cheerlily to the oxen,
arriving at camp in a happier frame of mind than he had
been in for many a day. Had he lingered awhile longer
he would have seen a dozen dusky forms speeding swiftly
and silently down the road on the trail of the big stag,
for there were other hunters abroad in the forest.

The next day was Sunday, and for once in their lives
the men were glad of a short respite from their labors.
As a rule the enforced idleness was irksome to them
rfind they said hard things about the Captain in conse-
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quence. Shortly after breakfast Peshtigo Sam took liis

rifle and started forth on his hunt for the big stag.
'

"Whar y' goin"?" Captaii\ Jenkins called after him,
liis curiosity somewhat aroused.

"Goin' t' git some venison," he called back.
This announcement brought forth a roar of laughter

From the others, but Peshtigo Sam ignored their mirth
and went on his way unconcerned. The more they ridi-

culed him, the greater would be his victory. His under-
taking bid fair to succeed beyond his expectations, for he
had not tramped more than a mile from camp when the
big' stag again crossed his path. The animal discovered
him at the same moment and fled. Peshtigo Sam was too
far away to ri.sk a shot, so he followed in pur.suit. It

was an easier matter for the sta^ to elude a man than
to shake ofl^ a pack of hungry wolves, and he forthwith
proceeded to lead this hunter an interesting chase,
doubling many times in his tracks, but always keeping
near the road that led to the river, for a two-fold danger
constantly threatened him.

Peshtigo Sam followed the trail where it showed plain
in the deep snow. It was tiring work, and more than
once was he half tempted to turn back and give up the
chase; but the fear of the other men's ridicule con-
stantly spurred him on to fresh efforts. Stumbling and
cursing he toiled along, receiving many a nasty fall over
sortie hidden obstruction in his path. The hours sped
swiftly by, and it was late in the afternoon when he
finally gave up the itnequal struggle and turned his steps
homeward.

In making his way through a "swamp" where the
loggers had been at work, he suddenly tripped over a
log buried in the snow and fell headlong. He scrambled
to his feet with, an oath, but the first step brought a
sharp cry of pain from his lips. He realized in a moment
what had happened. In falling he had caught his foot,
and sprained his ankle.
He hobbled over to the nearest stump in sight, and sat

himself down to think over the situation. Here he was
miles from camp, with a sprained ankle, and only a few
short hours of daylight left. There was no tilne to lose
if he expected to reach home before dark. He started
up. using his rifle as a crutch, and began the long painful
journey back to camp. He made but slow progress, and
before he had covered a mile of the distance the shadows
were beginning to deepen in the forest. He apprehended
that he could never accomplish the journey before night-
fall, and the terror that men feel when lost in the woods
assailed him.
As the .short winter's twilight gradually faded, a chill-

ing wind began to moan dismally through the tall pines,
and the cold began to make itself felt. He tried to light
a fire, but the wood -was wet and he exhausted his scanty
supply o'f matches, and the fear ©f freezing to death
added new terrors to the situation. And then the far

away cry of a wolf came to his ears. The cry was taken
up and repe.ated from all the different points of the com-
pass. Peshtigo Sam shivered with fright. He had no
fear of the wolves so long as he could defend himself, but
what if the cold should overcome him and he should
lose consciousness before help reached him—would they
not attack him in his defenseless state? The thought
was terrifying and incited him to renewed endeavors.
He struggled forward a short distance and then, sank
down utterly worn out beside a big beech tree.

He had been., firing off the rifle at regular intervals
until he had used all but three cartridges; these he
reserved Jor emergencies. Oh, if help would only come
before it was too late ! He dreaded to. die like this. As
he now thought about it, he had not made a very good
use of his life. He had done many things which he now
felt ashamed of and whicli be woifld gladly undo if he
could.

If he could! Well, there w^as one wrong he could
undo, and that was his treachery to Long Tom. In his
pocket he carried, a memorandum book and a stub of
a pencil. As he was dishonest in most of his own
dealings he naturally judged others by himself, and so,
for fear of being cheated, acted as his own timekeeper.
He tore a leaf from this book and in the dim, imcertain
light, sc a-vvled the following message:
"Lorg Tom i lide about Sal.^i didunt mary her she

luvs viAi Sam."
He pinned th^ paper to the tree, in a conspicuous

place, with his jack-knife. This act relieved his mind
somewhat, and he hoped that Long Tom would forgive
bim when he read the message, -

He wondered how much longer he could hold out,
and if his frozen body would be devoured by the fam-
ished wolves now howling about him. He began to grow
drowsy. He roused himself with an effort and in a fit

of despair fired one of his three remaining cartridges.
To his ioy the shot .was answered by another shot sound-
ing far away. He waited impatiently until he heard a
repetition of the sound, and then responded with his sec-
ond cartridge. His third signal was answered by a faint,

halloo! and he sent back an answering cry.

"Guess we got here jest in time," Captain Jenkins
observed, as they raised Peshtigo Sam and forced a flask
between his set teeth.

"Looks that away." said Long Tom. "He's comin'
to all right."

Peshtigo Sam opened his eyes, and in the light of
the three lanterns carried by his rescuers, recognized
Captain Jenkins, Long Tom and Bill White.

"I can git on all right with a little help," he declared.
'I sprained my ankle. How'd you ever find me?"

"Jest by luck," Captain Jenkins replied. "Waal, ther'
aint no use lingerin' here."

"What's that stickin' in the tree?" Bill asked, as the
light of his lantern flashed on the piece of fluttering
paper.

"Oh. that's my dyin' message," Peshtigo Sam answered
with an evasive laugh. "Guess I wont need it now," so
saying he puhed out the knife and thrust it, along with
the note, into his pocket.

Peshtigo Sam related his experience in his pursuit
of the big stag, and was profuse in his thanks to his
rescuers.

'Thank Long Tom," Captain Jenkins interrupted.
"Ef 't want fer him you'd still be lyin' where you was.
He proposed this searchin' party."
"Was it you? Honest Injun?" Peshtigo Sam de-

manded increduloiisly of the big fellow on whose shoulder
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he was then leaning. "It was dern good o' you, Tom,
an'

"

"Oh, let up," Long Tom commanded ; "Ld a done the
same fer one o' the cattle. 'Twant cause I love you a
heap. 'Twas jest t' git ahead o' the wolves, that's all."

Peshtigo Sam had not another word to say. He was
not deceived bjr Long Tom's disavowal of worthier
motives for his actions, and his thoughts were busy with
the confession which he had written on the leaf of his
note book, and which, but for the big-hearted fellow
beside him, might have been left to flutter on the trunk
of the beech tree \yhile the hungry wolves fought over
his bones.
That night, as he sat all bundled up before the blazing

camp fire, his glance constantly wandered from a silent
figure in one of the bunks opposite him to a small piece
of crampled paper in his own hand.
"Ef 't want fer him I wouldn't be here now," he mused.

I_ orter tell him. Mebbe I'd better wait awhile, though.
I'll tell him in the spring. He can't go back thar now.
Ther' ain't no hurry—but I orter tell him now. Ef 't want
fer Sal ." He hesitated, and then tossed the piece
of paper into the fire. Fayette Durlin, Jr.

Where the Loon Laughs.

Iq Three Parts—Part One.

"Of course you are not well, and I doubt that you are
particularly happy," says Kitchener at the close of a ^

twenty-page letter, "and for the reason that you have
forgotten the traditions of your lusty youth, that you
have drifted away from the sweet and satisfying things
that used to put the tan on your cheek and the brawn on
your shoulders. Man ! how long is it since you had a gun
in your hands .with a cocker ranging the blueberry scrub
ahead of you, or held a troll in your teeth while you
drove your canoe softly over the water in the s'hadow
of the bank where the black bass lie? Sick Thing, will
you yield to the snare I have tried to set for your im-
willing feet through all these many pages? Will you
come with us for one glorious month to the land where
the loon laughs in the hush of the night and the crane
stands on one leg to gravely consider your camp in the
half-light of the shadowy dawn; to the' haunts of the
wood duck, the partridge, the big fight-full bass and
pickerel to the land where high serene thoughts come
unbidden and the town-worn, weary man sits humbly at
the Master's feet, learning again the half-forgotten lesson
of life? Or do you intend to remain upon your knees,
babbling sordid prayers to the unresponsive wooden god
you glorify by the name of Business, until such time as
Death comes stalking silently and lays his cold hand upon
your shoulder?"
The Sick Thing heaves a great sigh and then reads

Kitchener's long letter all over again. But he has made
up his mind before the sigh is well begun, and the reread-
ing of the letter is now only for the further delight of
the thing. When he has finished, he touches a button un-
der his desk.

"John," he says to the hoy who appears in response to
the summons, "find out for ine the quickest and best way
to get from New York to Toronto. And when you have
done that, secure me a through sleeper for to-morrow
night. Then telegraph to this address in Toronto and
say I am coming."

Forty-eight hours later Ejtchener meets him at the
railwaj" station in Toronto.
"Everything is ready," he announces. "All the stores

are bought and the canoes have gone on by express. We
leave at noon for Or 'Ilia, and the other two men are to
meet us at the Sottth Parkdale station."

"What about the guides?"
"Do you happen to know what a Corinthian is, in

modern parlance?"
"Can't sa}' that I do."'

"Well, a Corinthian is a gentleman who scorns all

guides and cooks when be goes into the wilderness.
This is a Corinthian expedition. We'll all have to work
like beavers, and that means that we'll get all the.fim and
all the benefits without having to endure any of the
ordinary draAvbacks."
By 4 o'clock of the' same day the party of four stands

on the wharf at OrilHa. Citj^ clothes have been exchanged
for comfortable and durable camp togs—the butterfly -hav-
ing crept back into the chrysalis, so to speak. With rough
work to do, rough clothes mu.st be Avorn. When the
clothes have to be washed and mended by the: man who
wears them, they are neither iiumerous nor ornamental. A
flannel shirt, woolen socks, khaki tttnic and trousers and
substantial laced boots of amphibious character, are, more
or less, what each man has on. i\nd the greatest of
these is the boots, for they must wade, cramp under the
canoe thwarts, climb ov«r jagged rocks, plunge through
tamarac swamps, submit to be baked by the sun, parboiled
by the bog and supersoaked by water, and yet remain
to the lattermost day a tough yet pliant protection to the
w^earer's feet.

The Sick Thing is gazing upon the two long, slender
canoes lying side by side upon the wharf, and looking
like a couple of pickerel treated to a coat of red paint.

'Kitcheiier," he says, solemnly, "do you seriously con-
template putting all these dunnage bags, guns, four men
and a dog into those things? You'll sink 'em if you
do, and they don't seem designed for submarine work. If

you don't mind, I think I'll walk. I used to be very fond
of walking."

Kitchener, with an arm thrust deep in a dunnage
bag, bestowing the last of the loose articles, grunts softly

as he works.
"Huh!" he grunts "point of view of the latter part of

a misspent life in New York. You used to care mighty
little whether you traveled above or below the water.
But for to-day* we'll keep on top—mostly—^just till you
get used to it."

"There isn't anything of these ridiculous little things

—

they haven't any beam worth mentioning," the Sick Thing
grumbles, squatting down to a closer examination of the
canoes.

"Goodness knows that isn't the trouble with you, now-
adays. Now we're all ready. Just get hold of the end of
the canoe, Scik Thing, and lift it into the water. Goodl
Now, then, the bags. Now step in yourself,"
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"You don't happen to have a derrick about you,

Ivitchener, do you?"
"Nonsense ! Just lay your foot fairly in the middle of

the floor and step in. She's as steady as the Bank of

England. There yon are! That was splendidly done

—

for an elephant."

"If the Bank of England isn't any steadier than that,"

the Sick Thing remarks, clutching the sides of the canoe
as Kitchener steps in, "then the Lord have mercy on the

nation's finances."

"Come along, you fellows,'- Kitchener shouts to the
others. "We've got to make camp somewhere before sun
down. You don't mind the sea, Sick Thing, do you ?

It's running a bit high for the amount of freeboard we've
got. Are you pretty comfy?"

"Lord, yes ! This is simply luxurious. Vestibuled
limiteds are not in it for a moment with this. I'm wet to

the waist already."

"Hark!" says Kitchener, pausing in his paddling. "See
if you can make out what Cyclops is shouting back there

on the wharf. Confound this wind, even a fog horn like

that can't carry against it! Something's wrong. I sup-
pose, and we'll have to go back. We can't put about in _

this sea. Just back water, will you? We've only got
twenty or thirty yards to go."
They backed up to the wharf, keeping the nose of the

canoe to the wind, Cyclops in the meantime shouting
prodigiously.

"Shut up, you infernal calliope," Kitchener growls.
"Now then, what is the matter?"
"Have you got any tobacco?" Cyclops says, mildly.

"Chuck him your pouch, Sick Thing," Kitchener says

with feeling. 'Then as the Sick Thing bows his head over
his paddle in an anguish of laugher. Kitchener gives him-
self over without let or hindrance to a glittering flow of

profanity.

"I wish I could swfar like you. Kitchener," the Sick
Thing says, Aviping his eyes on his shirt sleeve. "It's

beautiful."

When they are once more well away from the wharf
they are brought to a halt by another voice.

"It's the Little Officer Boy this time," Kitchener says,

gloomily. "He seems to be dancing and waving his

hands. Now I wonder what in the name of Job he
wants. Well, back her up again. If this goes on, we'll

have to sleep at the hotel to-night."

When they are alongside once mpre, the Little Officer

Boy makes himself understood:
"Why the deuce didn't you fellows stay where you

were?" he cries, indignantly. "That's what I was telling

you. You looked fine out there with the sea coming over

you and the light was just right. I should have had a

bully picture in a minute if you'd only kept still.. Go
out again, will you?—and come round into the trough of

the sea, so as to get it good. I'll have my camera out in

a jifJy."

"Step out. Sick Thing, and land the bags," Kitchener
says, in the tone of a man who sees the sheriff coming
with a writ. "We'll have to dump—the water's half-way
to the thwarts already."
While this operation is being performed. Kitchener

turns to the others and says quietly, but in a way that

brooks no question, "Get off, you fellows, and we'll fol-

low."
When the emptied canoe is again placed in the water

and the bags are being lifted in, the other canoe is seen

to be backing toward the wharf.
"Well," roars Kitchener, "what is it now?"
"Either of you fellows got a match?" Cyclops in-

quires, in a casual way.
"He insisted upon coming back, you know," the Little

Officer Boy says, in explanation.

"Here, catch my match safe," Kitchener growls. "Now
then, get away with you, and don't stop paddling until I

give the signal to make camp. It's a quarter to five

now, and the tent's got to be up by seven. Get off now,
and don't let me hear another word out of you."
The expedition is started upon its first stage at last

with all Lake Couchiching ahead of it and a stiff breeze

to work against.

"How are you feeling, Sick Thing?" Kitchener sings

out presently.

"Both feet asleep," the Sick Thing responds. "Don't
mind me. I'll be all right when it spreads. It's creeping

up my legs now."
"Don't bother about your feet. It always strikes a man

like that the first day or two. Are you pretty comfy
otherwise?"
"Long, thin pain from the small of my back to the

nape of my neck
;
big square-built pain in my diaphragm

;

my left ear and the right side of my nose are itchy, and
if I stop to scratch 'em, I know I'll get a tubful of

cold water in my stomach. Yes ;
quite comfy, thank you.

What was that poetical thing you said in your letter about

the land where the loon laughs in. the hush of the night?

If he has any sense of humor, he'll laugh himself sick

when he sees this procession go by, hush or hurricane. I

say, Kitchener, don't you imagine that I'm not enjoying

this thing. It's splendid, of course, but I don't want to

glut myself with it. What's the matter with making camp
now and getting something to eat?"

"Do you see that little island straight ahead? Well,

we'll make for that and put up there for the night. I

figured it out from the wharf before we started as about
eight miles, so we'll only have about six more to go. Just

stick to your paddle and j^ou'll be there before you
know it, and with an appetite of heroic proportions."

"One of my hands seems to be stuck tight to the paddle

now, oozing blood, and with a loose bone working out

between. Only six miles more—eh? Well, I'm going to

give myself over to a silent enjoyment of it. Please don't

talk to me. When you reach the island, just lift me
out and put me to bed. I shan't want any supper."

'The canoes reach the objective point about seven o'clock,

the Sick Thing is helped out, and being beyond all in-

clination for speech, is laid away in a blanket. Within
half an hour the tent is up and the supper is cooked.

Kitchener gently prods the Sick Thing with the toe of

his boot,

"Supper's ready," he announces. "I say, supper's ready.

Do you think you could manage a mouthful? Poor old

chap ; we've worked you too hard the first day. Do you
want to go on sleeping, or will you join us at the festive

board?" ^

"Gracious !" says the Sick Thing, rolling over and open-
ing "his eyes, "I feel as if I'd been in a railway collision.

Yes; I think I'd best try to swallow a little something.
What's for supper?"
"Fried bacon, boiled rice and raisins, hardtack and

tea. How does that strike you?"
"Strange to say, it strikes me as somewhat alluring,"

the Sick Thing says, getting painfully to his feet and
beginning to limp toward the fire.

A rubber sheet is spread upon the ground between the
tent and the camp-fire, and on this, four tin plates, four
tin cups and a working force of knives and forks and
spoons are ranged, with a tin plate in the center heaped
with hardtack. At the edge of the fire stands a big,

blackened tin pot containing a couple of quarts of tea, and
near it a frying pan with eight thick slices of bacon half-

submerged in brown juice and covered,- more or less, with
a deposit of wood ashes. Kitchener gathers the embers
of the fire into a heap and places the frying pan on top
for a last warming. When the brown juice is boiling he
drops into it a handful of broken hardtack. When the
hardtack has absorbed all of the juice, the preparations
are complete. Each man gets two slices of bacon, a
spoonful of fried hardtack and a big cupful of tea.

"Not in the spirit of criticism," says the Sick Thing,
"but merely by way of friendly comment, I note the ab-
sence of butter."

"You do?" says Kitchener. "And ditto the absence of
cream. You've left the dainties behind you, and for the
next month will have nothing but plain soldier's fare, bar
the fish and the partridges we take—and they won't come
our wsLj for the next day or two. I've never been over
this route before, but as I figure it out on the Govern-
ment maps, we'll have to have a rapids or two behind us
before we get into the fish and partridge country."
"Did 3'ou bring a saw with you?" the Sick Thing

asks, turning a hardtack biscuit over and over in his

hands and being evidently unwilling to risk his teeth on
. it. "What do you mean about having rapids behind us?"

"Just lay it on the ground and smash it with your
heel. What I mean is that for the first day or two we
shall be in the country of the summer vacationer—the

thing that comes from the inland towns of the States and
wears a yachting cap and fishes with a worm. That kind
of a fellow doesn't like either rapids or portages, Con-
sequently he stays on the sate side of them and fishes and
shoots all day, taking all the game he can get, whether
he caii eat it or not. He's probably been hard at work
upon this part of the country for the last ten years, with
the inevitable result that nothing is left but the scenery.

How do you like the grub, now that you've got into it?"

"It's really very good. All one needs to enjoy it

thoroughly is teeth, confidence and hunger. I never half

believed the starvation stories of men eating their boots
before. There doesn't seem to be anything improbable in

it. What's in that other pot?"'

"That's the rice pudding, my boy. It's the coping stone
of the feast. If you're ready for it, just wander down to

the water and wash your plate if you're particular to have
a clean one."

"I think I'll have the pudding on the plate just as it is.

thank you all the same. And give me another pint' of

tea and" one of thost cast-iron biscuits of yours." »
When the supper is ended and dishes, pots and frying

pan washed and set away, the four voyageurs group them-
selves comfortably in a convenient position for viewing
the wonder picture of the lake. The wind has now
gone down, and the moon throws a palpitating track of

silver light over the expanse of black Water, making a

central point of attraction from which the eye strays reluc-

tantly. The black lines of the hiainland and the dim
shapes of distant islets are merely a frame and setting

for it. For the moment that shimmering highway of

light, leading—who knows?—^to the gates of paradise itself,

is the recompense of human suffering, the reward of

human effort, the guerdon of life.

"Any of you fellows got any tobacco?" Cyclops in-*

quires, casually.

"Child," says Kitchener, "ypu would do well to thank
God daily that j^our jaws are permanently attached, for

A'ou have at least that part of the machinery of smoking
always about you. Hand me over the Sick Thing's pouch
and my match safe, which you will find in your pockets,

together with your own pipe, which may be anywhere, and
I will endeavor to supply the principal need of your
existence."

Cj'clops makes a lazy ef¥ort in the direction indicated,

but finding the labor involved too great, presently desists.

"Just roll over, you know," the Little Officer Boy says,

"and I'll go through your pockets for you."
W. E. AlTKEN.

A Flower to Guido.
William Arthur Wheatley, who for many years past

has kept in touch with the sportsmen of this country by

his many contributions 'to the sporting literature of the

day, under the nom de plume of Guido, is dead. His life

went out in the full vigor of his manhood in the twilight of

May II, 1901, while he was descending the stairs of his

own home in Memphis, Tenn., to greet an old friend and

sportsman who had called to see him. Wearied with the

burden of life and overcome by the fell swoop of the

"scythe of time," he sank by the wayside to rest, and
fell asleep in the beyond ere loved ones could arouse him
from his slumber. And before the lengthening shadows
of that fatal day had been chased away by the somber
clouds of night, a legion of his friends in this city had
dropped a tear to his memory.
Mr. Wheatley was born in Memphis, Tenn., in the

wi»ter of 1843. He came from a parentage highly

honored, the record of whose lives form a bright page in

the development of this section before the Civil War. His

father being possessed of wealth, he had the advantages of

the best schools in the country, and therefore received

an education befitting a Southern gentleman, Avhich he

used with fine effect in after years by scattering sun-

shine with his pen through the columns of journals of

his choice, greatly to the delight of devotee of dog and gun.

Mr. Wheatley was far above the average man. As a

citizen there was none better, as a friend he had few

equals and as a sportsman no superiors, in the full accept-

ance of the term. The place to learn the good and bad

qualities of a sportsman's nature is on an outing around
the camp-fire. There petty strifes and jealousies rapidly
develop into selfishness, which are never noticed in every-
day life. There little meannesses crop out which show
the true inwardness of the man and make him an ob-
jectionable companion. There, on the other hand, a true
sportsman to the manner born, makes himself a lion among
his companions and oc'cupies a first place in their affec-

tions. Such a man was our dead friend. He was thor-
oughly unselfish, big hearted and liberal to a fault. No
sacrifice was too great for him to make to add to the

pleasure of a friend on an occasion. The more incon-
venience he gave himself the greater was his pleasure
when others profited thereby. He was alwyas on the alert

to contribute to the happiness of others without any
regard whatever for his own comfort. His even temper,
good nature and fund of jokes rendered him the life of

all occasions and the "bright particular star" around
which they all gathered, and earned for him the just

appellation of ".the only Wheatle^'." Sad, indeed, is his

loss to his friends, and none will feel it more keenly
than myself. A Friend.
Memphis, Tenn., May.
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The Beaver at Home,

Editor Fonesf and Stream:
Your different articles on "Experience With Wild Ani-

mals" are bringing out many interesting points concernmg
some of our wild animals, and are also developing some
very interesting opinions and observations on the part of

those who come in contact with these animals.

There have recently appeared many articles in our
different outing papers concerning the beaver, and most
of the writers give it as their opinion that very few op-

portunities are presented for observing the beaver at work
or play on his native "using ground."
Inasmuch as most of the writers agree that the beaver

is rarely seen in daylight, I am prompted to write you
of an experience we had last September while on a moose
hunting trip in New Brunswick. The region in which we
hunted abounded in small lakes, the water of which was
on an average of not'more than three or four feet deep,

and almost without exception these lakes had been formed
by beaver building dams across »the narrow portion of

the marshes. Manj^ of these dams are not over 2 feet

high, while others were almost 3 feet. Each lake

would have from one to three beaver houses, and in almost
everj' body of water we were on we found recent cuttings

and other signs to show that the lake was inhabited by
beaver at that time.

One morning about 9 o'clock my guide, Mr. David
Ogilvy, of South Tilley. Victoria county. New Bruns-
wick, and myself were paddling on a lake about eight

in lies south of Trousers Lake—this body of water was
about two miles long and almost ,300 yards wide—a brisk

breeze was blowing directly out of the north, and while
drifting with the wind, we noticed, several hundred yards,

ahead, a large V^in the water, as if made bj' some animal
swimming. Ogilvy told me to be quiet, that he believed

the same was made by a beaver, and that we would try

and get as close up as possible. We gained on him rapidly

at first, and the guide then allowed tlif boat to drift with

the wind, the beaver gradually veering off to the bank
and the boat fortunateb'' taking identically the same direc-

tion. At the time the beaver struck the bank we were
probably 50 yards from him, and, notwithstanding the

fact that the wind was blowing directly from us to him.

he had thus far paid no attention to us. As he crawled
out upon the bank he turned round and looked at us in-

tently, but after he saw that we remained perfectly mo-
tionless in the boat and were, slowly drifting, he turned
round and went about 8 or 10 feet up the steep bank into

the bushes and commenced to work upon a black alder

bush, the butt of which was about ij4 inches in diameter.

It took a remarkably few incisions of his chisel-like

teeth to cut the same through, and grabbing it by the

butt he dragged it to the water's edge, backing into the

water and pulling the bush after him. When he was
about 2 feet in the water the bush became wedged be-

tween two rocks on the bank; he crawled out again and
attempted to dislodge the bush by pulling the same back
up the bank. This he was unable to do, and after a few
futile efforts he attacked the bush and severed the limbs,

which were acting as an obstruction, then entered the

water and made toward the butt of the bush the second

time.

Our canoe had now drifted down within 15 feet of the

bank and was directly opposite the point where the beaver

and the bush were on the shore. As he approached the

bush the second time, he for a moment was directly

facing us, and he seemed to catch my eye as he approached

the boat. He stopped instantly, remaining perfectly placid

on top of the water, and we stared at one another for

perhaps the space of a minute and a half. At the end of

that time he seemed to have made up his mind that things

were not exactly right, and with an upward lunge he dove
into the water, giving the same a resounding whack with

the flat of his tail. The report of this blow was suffi-

ciently loud to have been heard several hundred yards

away. In order to get into deep water, he dove almost

immediately beneath the boat and came to the surface on

the far side, not over 10 feet away from the boat. Upon
arriving at the surface he struck the water another re-

sounding whack and immediately went under again. This

was repeated five or six times as he made off out into the

middle of the lake, coming to the top of the water about

once every 30 feet. As he struck the water the first

time on the lake side of the boat, he splashed the water in

our faces and at no time seemed to be afraid or alarmed,

or very much in a hurry to get away. We watched him
clear across the lake, and as I have rejieatedly stated the

pleasure of watching this animal at such a close range was
sufficient recompense to me for all the outlay of money
and time and hardship spent upon the trip which we had
in New Brunswick last fall.

On another occasion on the same water two beaver

passed within 50 yards of Mr. Nolan, of Chicago, and
myself as we stood on the lake .shore, These animals
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were swimming in the water, and as they passed by turned
their heads repeatedly and looked at us, but seemed in no
way alarmed. We had a log cabin built near the shore of
another lake, about two miles from here, where we made
our headquarters, and had a fine spring right at the
water's edge. A hundred yards from this spring was a
large beaver house, and frequently while, going to the
spring for water we would see beaver swimming in the
water around this house. They appeared, however, to do
all their work on the house (which was a new one) at
night, .^nd if we went down to the spring almost any time
at night we could hear them striking the water with their
tails. Evidently this sound which they made with their
tails upon the water was a signal of some kind to their
friends.

We had many beaver cuttings at our camp and at almost
any point along the shore of these lakes could be found
old beaver chips and beaver cuttings of various
sizes. We saw many tre^s, some of which were
by actual measurement 8 or lo inches in diameter, cut
down by beaver, and in numerous places found the run-
ways leading from the water to the banks. A remarkable
thing to me was how they manage to sink the cuttings
which they stored in the lake for winter use. Many of
these twigs, when dislodged, would come to the surface,
but I was unable to find any in the shallow water which
appeared to be run into the mud.
The dams, of which I send you a photograph, appear in

large numbers, and are made of bushes, from which the
bark had generally been stripped in feeding. This dam
also contained stones weighing as much as 7 or 8 pounds
which they had pushed up on the dam itself. Upon
several occasions we made small breaks in their dams
and would invariably find the same repaired next
morning.

I know of no more interesting sight than to warch
beaver and observe tlie care and intelligence which he

A very considerable number of animals were bom in
the garden, among them monkeys, wolves, a brown bear,
antelope, various deers, some birds and a number of
snakes. There have been also a number of deaths in the
collection, among which the most noteworthy is that of
the male Indian rhinoceros, which has been in the collec-
tion for twenty-six years, and has been thirty-six years in
the country.

The usual repairs and improvements have gone on, and
the quarters of the collections are better than ever before,
while their general wellbeing is looked after by Mr. Arthur
Erwin Brown, the secretary of the Society, whose great
knowledge and singular success in this particular field are
well understood.

^Hg and 0nn.—<^—

.

Cold Storage Warehouse Raided.

It has never been a very profound secret that New
York cold storage warehouses were crowded with illegal

game, but to obtain evidence of this that could be u.sed in
court has many times proved impossible. A few years
ago, when the notorious Section 249 stood on the statute
books, it was legal to have in possession at any time
during the year game that had been legally killed in the
State, or that had been killed out of the State. Happily,
however. Section 249 was repealed, and at the present
time the possession of game birds by any one in the
State of New York at this season is a misdemeanor.

.
Mr. John E. Overton, State Game Protector, who has

done excellent wprk on Long Island, has long realized

BEAVER HOUSE.
Photo by Dr. C. P. Ambler.

uses in locating his dam and also his house. Their method
of building their dams, the arrangement of the sticks, the
placing of the mud, and the position in which they locate
the dam so as to give most bracing against the highest
current of the lake, and all, make one highly respect
their engineermg abihty. In the construction of a house
the arrangement of the sticks and mud as an outside pro-
tection makes their house almost proof against any of
their foes, while the great labor they expend in excavating
around the house in order to allow them to make a way
from the house to the deeper water is simply marvelous.
We were in the New Brunswick woods in this section

twenty-nine days, and my diary shows that on fourteen
different days I have noted seeing beaver by daylight.
Was I among a colony of beaver which had been so

httle visited by man that they had no fear of him, or are
these beaver freaks as regards their habit of appearing in
the day time?
To any one who wishes to study this animal, he certainly

would make no mistake in going into the section men-
tioned.

I would like to hear from others. C. P. Ambler.
ASHEVILLE, N. C-

Philadelphia Zoological Society.

The Twenty-ninth Annual Report of the Board of
Directors of the Zoological Society of Philadelphia has
just appeared. It covers the period from Feb. 28, 1900. to
Feb. 28, 1901, and is an interesting document. The num-
ber of visitors to the garden during the past year was
191,906, an average attendance of 526 throughout'the year.

Last year the attendance was somewhat larger, owing to
the presence in Philadelphia in September, 1899. of the
encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic. Com-
pared with ordinary seasons, however, the receipts by
the society from admissions show an increase.
Dnring the year there have been exhibited in the garden

613 specimens of mammals, representing i6g species; 817
specimens of birds, representing 317 species; 1,069 rep-
tiles, of 129 species, and 58 batrachians, of 11 species.
Nearly 50 species of animals have been exhibited this j'ear
for the first time. Of these, 13 were mammals. 18 birds
and 16 turtles and snakes.

that the cold storage warehouses of New York were adumpmg ground for game killed all over the country, and
at all tmies and all seasons. He knew, as most New
workers know, that at any time game can be obtained
from almost any butcher, if ordered a dav or two in
advance. Some of the restaurant keepers' do not sell
illegal game, and those who do are careful about it, and
besides calling their birds by a variety of foreign names,
cut off the heads and feet from the birds so that identifica-
tion becomes practically impossible. Butchers who sell
to private families, however, are not so careful, and snipe
quail, grouse and certain other birds which the law says-
shall not be had in possession or sold at this season are,
as a matter of fact, commonly bought and sold. Prac-
tically all these birds come from the cold storage ware-
houses, where they have been frozen, until they have lost
all taste and character, and have become dry, tasteless
morsels which are game birds only in name.
For a long time Mr. Overton has been at work trying-

to get evidence against the cold storage people which
should be legal. When he had obtained this, he went with
It to a police court and obtained a search warrant on
which he raided the Arctic Freezing Warehouse at' 120.
West street on Thursdaj- May 23.
In two rooms on the second floor of the building he

found 2,100 birds, among which are said to have been
snipe, woodcock, partridges, quail, grouse, redhead and
canvasback ducks. It is said that the managers of the-
freezing plant deny their responsibility in the matter de-
claring that the birds are not their property but are
sent there in cases and barrels to be stbred. In fact they
deny 'any knowledge as to precisely what is stored in
their place. They do not deny that birds were in their
place and thus physically in their possession, and precisely
how they are to avoid the responsibility for this is
not clear, since the language of the statute is quite
plain.

The Arctic Freezing Warehouse is only one of many
siniilar places m the city, and the knowledge of the raid
which has been made caused abundant excitement in the
other similar places. People thought to be in a position
to know state that for a night or two after the raid they
had busy times at these cold storage plants moving out
illegal property. If the full legal penalty should be en-

forced against the persons interested here, the fine would
amount to something over $50,000.
On Friday, the day after the raid, Magistrate Brann,

who originally gave the warrant for searching the Arctic
Freezing Company's warehouse, seemed' to have whipped
around and faced in the other direction. He is reported
as having been more or less offensive to the State officer,

and to have expressed sympathy for the warehouse peo
pie, whose disregard for law and order had been so
strikingly shown the day befoi-e. He refused to grant a
warrant for a further search through the warehouse.
However, not at all discouraged, Mr. Overton applied to

Judge Foster in General Sessions, and found in him some
one apparently a little more familiar with the statutes
than Magistrate Brann appears to' be. Armed with this

warrant, Mr. Overton returned to the West street place,
and resuming his search unearthed 2,000 additional game
birds, besides some barrels of venison. Besides that, a
lot of "French pheasants" were found, and some barrels
full of "song birds," which as yet do not appear to have
been identified. Of these there were said to be about
1,400. Altogether more than 7,000 illegal birds are be-
lieved to have been captured, and the fines ifl enforced
would probably amount to nearly two hundred thousand
dollars.

Of course the birds in question were not truthfully
labeled. Most of the barrels and boxes were tight and
bore such labels as "young turkeys," "spring broilers."
"puddle ducks," etc. "Squabs" is a favorite title for a
great variety of birds, none of which to the simple minded
ornithologist appear to have any relationship whatever
with the pigeon family.
Mr. Overton seems to have the strong backing of Dis-

trict Attorney Philbin and of Assistant District Attorney
Walsh, and as he has thoroughly established the illegal
character of the contents of one storage warehouse he is

likely to have the backjng of the authorities in investigat-
ing others. However, the scare has been such a thorough
one that it may be doubted if any similar success will fol-
low his further investigation.

It may be remembered that it is but a short time since
Mr. Overton was removed from the position of Game
Protector, to which he was afterward restored. He is

certainly entitled to great credit for the way in which he
has worked up this matter of illegal game storage in
New York city, a course which fits in admirably with the
energy shown on Long Island, as frequently reported
during the past fall and winter.

Texas Ducks and Tarpon.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I want to say a few things about shooting in Texas
and spring duck and snipe shooting. The duck shooting
has been tremendous this year; there were more ducks
around Galveston and on the mainland than have been
seen for years, but if there is no stop put to spring shoot-
ing they will soon desert us (and I don't blame them)
and look for new winter quarters. Now, I .shoot ducks in
the spring, but for this reason every one does so, and T

cannot hear reports of good bags being made without
wanting ter git inter de game mesilf. I hope and pray that
before long we will have a law in Texas to stop the
murderous slaughter of ducks and snipe in the spring. If
we don't, then good-by ducks and jacksnipe. Think of
two guns taking 185 jacksnipe in seven hours. This is the
way they are killing them, but it is about over now. Well,
all I can say is that every true sportsman in Texas should
pray for a law to prohibit duck and snipe shooting after
the first of March for five years, or, still better, forever.
Teal and mallards, bluebills and redheads, and, in fact,
-nearly all the ducks that now visit us in the winter used
to breed in Texas.
An old market-hunter told me that during the Civil

War in almost every pond on Galveston Island you could
find a brood of ducks, generally mallards or teal. But
now if a duck hatched out a brood in less than a week
some man would find it out and then good-by to those
ducklings. One cannot express himself in decent lan-
guage about men like these, yet they live, carry a gun and
flourish, and are only waiting for just such a chance as I

have mentioned. On the mainland east of Galveston to-
ward Beaumont there are still a few ducks that stay there
all summer, but they would not be hard to count. If
these ducks were left alone they would breed there every
year and soon things would resume their former state
and shooting would be grand. As it is now, every one
who has a gun is doing all in his power to run the ducks
out of the country, and consequently, ruin the shooting,
and then l:hey will wonder where the ducks have gone and
why they don't come to certain death.
There is another thing. When a man kills a duck in

the spring he kills a whole brood, because ducks breed as a
rule before they start on their northward journey home.
Another thing, if you kill one mallard out of a pair, the
one that is left will not mate again that year. It is the
same with snipe. If we don't have a law to stop all of this
we will have no snipe, as well as no ducks.
There are lots of men in Texas who would welcome a

law to prohibit wildfowl of any kind being killed in the
spring (these are the real sportsmen), but they see every
one else shooting and they see the ultimate end of jt all—no ducks; so while it la^ts they are not going to let
the others have all the fun. There are men whose onlv
idea is to kill as many birds as possible, who never think
of the consequence, nor care where or how they kill a
bird except that they prefer to get them on the ground
'or on the water bunched up.
We are going to have everything in fine shape for tarpon

hshing—boats, men to row you around, in fact everything
the tarpon fisherman requires, every comfort. I haVe de-
.scribed the tarpon fishing at Galveston before. Everv-
thing will be ready by the end of May, and I intend to o-et
a new tarpon ng and then when I return to Galveston I
will speiid many a day on the north jetties The new
pavilion is being put up now. and is going to be great Ihope Mr. Waddell will be able to pay us a visit he will
not go away without having enjoyed himself
Game laws are scarce in Texas?
Yes; something else going to be "scarce, too, soonWhat is that?
Answer—Game. C K H B
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Rabbit Hunting,
Somewhere in FoiiEST and Stream or some other

journal I noticed some time ago a rather harsh criticism

on the'nse of ferrets in rabbit hunting. Of course localitj'

or circumstances may aher cases, but to my mind shooting
a rabbit chased out of its hiding place by a ferret is no
more unsportsmanlike than shooting a hare or deer
chased by a keen-scented hound, or a pigeon liberated

from a trap, and j-et the sportsmanship of our deer
hunters and crack pigeon shots is never assailed. All
things considered, I think the rabbit has the better chance
of getting away, for usually his retreat is located in un-
even ground, or in some fence corner, or is surrounded
by trees, shrubs or weeds, of the cover of which Bunny is

sure to take full advantage. With the pigeon it is not €0,

for the locality of the trap is generally chosen with a view
to giving the shooter every advantage. Were I asked
for a definition of the word "sport" as applied-- to rod
and gun, I would say that it is the pitting of the skill,

courage, endurance and knowledge of woodcraft of the
marksman or angler against the speed, courage, endurance
and natural means of offense, defense and concealment of

the denizens of the woods and streams. I do not mean
to deprecate the sport of shooting live birds at the trap,

for I have spent many a pleasant hour there, both as

spectator and participant, although I must say I would
rather hunt raljbits ; but I do not think it just to draw
too -'dose a distinction and condemn wholesale the use

of ferrets in rabbit hunting as unsportsmanlike.
It must be remembered that I am only speaking of

rabbit hunting as we have it around here, where they
are not very numerous, but have good cover and plenty

of almost inaccessible retreats. A bag of from two to

four per gun per day is considered very good, and one
has more often to be satisfied with but a single one, and
to get this perhaps many miles are covered, up hill and
down dale, through deep snows and tangled swamps, over
brier-covered ridges, boulders and fences.

Of course I do not attempt to defend the netting of

rabbits except to procure like animals for breeding pur-
poses. That is unsportsmanlike.
Were it not for the use of ferrets around here I believe

rabbits would soon multiply to an injurious extent, for

it is very seldom you can get a shot at one except per-

haps just at dusk, when they come to the edge of the

bush to feed, or else at daybreak. Occasionally the dogs
will start one while hare hunting and run it pretty well

for a time, but owing to the very erratic course it takes it

is hard for them to hold the scent, and after a short run
it will almost invariablj'- hole up. Then it is that the

ferret comes tin so handj', and the man who can kill "ten
straight" rabbits as they bounce from the hole, hollow
log or stone pile is indeed a good shot. A pigeon may
be able to make pretty good time through the air, but the

way a rabbit can get over the snow-covered ground and
twist and turn and dodge around bushes and stumps is an
eye-opener to the uninitiated.

Perhaps I may be prejudiced in favor of rabbit hunting
on account of the surroundings. The club or shooting
grounds are usually situated Avithin easy distance of the

city or town, and there is unavoidably a certain amount
of artificiality about it all. On the other hand, rabbit

hunting takes you right into nature's lap—and who is there

that can walk nature's winter carpet and breathe the

pure, keen, frosty air for a day or half-daj' without com-
ing home the better for the outing, even though he has
nothing to show for it, except, perhaps, a bunch of

green, delicately leaved moss, found on some old log, from
which he has swept the snow in passing, or a root of win-
ter firns dug from the frozen ground beneath the shelter-

ing snow-laden arm of balsam or spruce? JAy Bee.
GuEL^H, Canada.

A Pleasant Duck Hunt.
Did I feel like taking a hunt? I should say I did.

The long winter had passed, in which I do not remember
having so much as taken my gun from its resting place

until there came one of those warm, still, balmy days of

spring, made doubly enchanting by song of bluebird and
robin, that makes' a man feel, no matter what his tem-
perament, that melancholia had never an existence save in

the imagination of painters and poets.

My cousin, who had been mustered out at the close of

the Civil War, felt, with me, a longing for the fields and
meadows over which reigned most blessed peace in glori-

ous contrast with the scenes of years in war's horrid

strife, and so we took up our fowling pieces and started

for the Black Creek and Shadigee Pond, about four miles

distant, accompanied by a golden-haired setter of almost
sacred memory.

After an hour's walk we came in sight of Black Creek,

which far below us meandered through the meadows with
scarcely a perceptible current, and which looked as in-

viting for ducks as a mill pond to me in the swimming
days of my boyhood.
"There !" ' Sailing at considerable height over the creek

was a quartet of ducks which soon pitched into the

water, and down we started. As we got near them we
took every precaution to cheat their vigilance, creeping

behind bushes and whatever else might come between us
and our game. When we thought we were near enough
we rose suddenly from our covert and the ducks took
instant flight. As quickly two shots rang out, dropping
one bird, Avhich fell on the opposite side of the stream.

I bade my dog (as good a retriever as ever brought to

hand a dead bird) go over and get the prize. As the

current of the creek is very sluggish, the ice on either

side had not been worn away. The dog plunged into

the water, but could not succeed in getting upon the

ice at the opposite side, and I instantly called him back.

With an obedience not possessed in a greater degree by
any other dog, he turned and essayed to get on the ice on
our side, but his efforts were in vain. I saw his danger—^he was weakening. Something desperate had to be
done. Unexpectedly, to my joy, the ice yielded to the

vigorous stamp of my feet, and in a moment or two I

reached him, but not much too soon. When I got him
on terra firma his hind legs were useless—bemimbed by
the cold water. He tried to shake himself, but what a
shake ! It was all_ fore and no aft, but he soon warmed
up and was as active as ever.

Henry took a stroll up the creek, while, for some rea-
son, I remained with the dog. He soon'returned with a

beautiful small-crested duck.
We sauntered along the creek as if to enjoy as much

of the beauties of nature as possible, as well as keeping a
sharp lookout for game. We came to a ditch, and as

we jumped across it two big ducks rose, but were rather
too far away to risk a shot. We watched them, and, to

our surprise, they turned and flew directly over our heads.

As they saw us all the while, one may be assured they

were very high. Henry had a large, heavy gun of. great

reputation, but he thought it useless to fire, because of

the great height of the birds, but as we were out to burn
powder, more or less regardless of chances, I sent two
loads after them. To' bur utter astonishment one of the

ducks had to go on his way alone, as the other, swaying
to and fro, came down to our very feet. Had I not
yielded to Henry's solicitation to put a load of his big

shot into my gun, that duck would not have been reached.

He was struck by two pellets.

We now .struck out for the pond, or rather lake. As
we approached the inlet, which for about 75 yards was
clear of ice, we espied a dozen or tv/o dvck in the

water, very close to the ice. We stole along through the

trees and bushes until we were afraid to advance further
lest we should expose ourselves. We sat or lay there
some time, not able to decide whether or not to open on
them. After some deliberation, conclnding they would
come no nearer, we decided to pull trigger, hit or miss.

Just as the word "Now" was spoken, I saw the green head
of a mallard that was swiumiing a little out from the

rest of his companions, and let drive. All took wing but
the mallard.

The question now was, How shall we get the old fel-

low? We looked toward the shore on the left of us, and
saw a boat bound in the ice. In order to get to it we had
to cross the creek. We called to mind a bridge that

spanned it a few hundred yards back, which we crossed
and were soon in the boat breaking the ice before us to

get to the open inlet. The task was not very great, as the
ice had become very mellow. When we reached the water
the duck made a desperate effort and succeeded in getting

on the ice, and was walking prettj'^ rapidly for one of his

kind. Not relishing a long duck race througli the ice, I

leveled my gun and laid him dead.
On our way homeward we took the other side of 'the

creek, and as good luck would have it, we came across
the duck which the dog had failed to retrieve.

The sun was sinking behind the hilks as two pretty well

fagged out young nien turned into their yard on Washing-
ton avenue. Highland, N. Y., but not at afl regretting the
tramp on that glorious, sunnv April day.

N. D. Elting.
Central City, W. Va.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Death of Governor Tanner.

Chicago, 111., May 25.—In the death of ex-Governor
John R. Tanner, of Illinois, which occurred on May 23,

this State lost not onlj^ a' prominent political figure but
one not unfamiliar in the circles of sportsmen. Governor
Tanner in his later years was not averse to a bout at the
traps with a friendly competitor, and he was for many
years an ardent lover of field shooting. Robust and
powerful by nature, he was, like other strong men, too
careless of his health, and it is stated that the exposures
undergone during a snipe shooting trip which he under-
took a few weeks earlier had much to do with the progress
of the malady which carried him away. Pie was over-
heated, then underclad, and he slept in a cold draft upon
the train while going home, the result being that he was
assailed 'with a severe case of rheumatism, which is said

to have been the cause of his later demise. Governor
Tanner took an active interest in game protection as well

as in field shooting, and he was a warm friend of ex-
Warden Loveday, with whom he annually opened the fall

shooting season upon some of the better preserves of lower
Illinois.

Western Game 5n NeW York,

The news from New York this week, stating that State

Game Warden Overton had raided the Arctic Freezing
Warehouse, of New York city, and discovered 2,100 game
birds illegally held in possession, comes like a thunderbolt
from a clear sky. Most of these birds came from the

West, and we Western shooters have a very much un-
divided interest in them. It is stated that Mr. Overton
traced most of the shipments, • discovering them to be
largely from the West. Now if any Western man needs
stronger argument than this to induce him to hois-t the

banner of "Stop the sale of game," he is _ surely narrow
minded enough to want to throw away his own goods, or
lilieral minded enough to want to give away his neighbor's.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Deer and the Railroads.

DuNB.'\RTON, N. 11., May 23.—Some time -since a train

coming to Concord, N. H., from the north, came to a

stop (as I am told) a few miles from the above city to

allow a herd of some six or seven deer to get out of the

way. (The engineer of this train certainly deserves
praise.)

A few days ago' a deer was killed a short distance

below Concord. It is supposed the newspaper train which
reaches Concord veiw early in the morning killed the deer.

A freight train which came next found the deer and
brought it to Concord, where It was turned over to Com-
missioner Wentworth (who happened to be in towm).
Mr. Wentworth gave it to a market man with the under-
standing the latter was to pay what he could. It was
found the deer was so badly bruised that it was onlj^ fit

to be buried. I saw the deer, and it was a very small

doe, as I judged, weighing not over 75 pounds. It was a

very scrubby looking deer as compared with those I have
seen in November and December. It had not shed its

winter coat, although the hair was very loose and could

be easily pulled out by the handful. It was also very
evident that it was carrying a fawn. I know very little

(from practical experience) as to the time does usually

drop their young, but I supposed.it was somewhat earlier
in the spring. One of our prominent"" daily papers men-
tioned the killing of this deer, saying, "The paper train to
Concord killed a beautiful deer just below Concord." As
I looked at the dead deer, I thought any man who called
himself a sportsman ought to be ashamed to kill such a
specimen. I certainly would not bring home such a deer.

Should I be unfortunate enough to kill one, we would use
it in camp. C. M. St.^rIc.

A Fine Moose Head.

Boston, May 25.—Boston hunters have been interested
this week in Mr. Thomas Ripley's moose head, which has
been shown in a store on Washington streets The color:
ing has been preserved on the mounted head, a beautiful
yellowish brown. Old moose hunters say that they have
never seen that coloring on moose antlers before. Besides
this coloring, the veination of the antlers is remarkable,
reminding one of the veination of a net-veined leaf. The
veins can be traced all adown the antlers, in a most re-
markable manner. Special.

mid ^iv^t «^iBl(ing.—

—

Proi)rietors of fishing resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest And Stkeau.

ANGLING NOTES.

De Witt Clinton's Letters.

One evening at the Suffolk Club on Long Island, Mr.
Daniel B. Fearing told me that he had Dewitt Clinton's
letters upon the "'Natural History of the State of New
York," and later wrote me that he would have them
copied for me, and this he has done. Ex-Mayor, ex-
United States Senator and ex-Governor Clinton, the
father of the "big ditch," wrote a series of letters over
the pen name of Hibernicus upon "The Natural History
and internal Resources of the State of New York," which
appeared first in the columns of a newspaper in 1820, and
were later (1822) printed in book form. The volume is

now very rare, though the letters are of great interest
even in this day. The editor of Forest and Stream tells

me that one of them was once reprinted in whole or in

part in this paper, but I have no recollection of it, though
I have read the paper since its first issue, and have hoped
that I might some time read the letters which I have
heard of but never • seen until Mr. Fearing was kind
enough to have them copied for me. Governor Clinton
predicted in one of the letters that the building of the
Erie Canal would bring Western fish into Eastern waters,
and, in fact, it did bring the black bass from Lake Erie
to the Hudson, to spread over not only the State of New
York, but into the waters of New England.
The latest edition of the "Manual of Fishculture," pub-

lished within the year by the U. S. Fish Commission,
states that the ovaries of a 75-pound codfish have been
computed to contain 9.100.000 eggs. In 1820 Clinton
wrote: "The vast fecundity of fishes is astonishing.
Their powers of production transcend their powers of
destruction. A single ovary of the large cod has been
known to contain nine millions of eggs."
Now that salmon (salar) have reappeared in Salmon

River, in this State, as the result of restocking by the
U. S. Fish Commission, and the State of New York is

erecting fishways to enable the fish to ascend to proper
spawning groiyids, it is of great interest to read what
Clinton said of the .salmon more than eighty years ago:
"The salmo salar, or common salmon, is found in Lake

Ontario, and some of the secondary lakes which com-
municate with it, but in none of the waters above the
Falls of Niagara. It is too well known to need descrip-

tion.
- "This fish, it is said, is caught all the year in the lakes;

perhaps some of them remain without ever returning to

the ocean. They have never been observed at Ogdens-
burgh. Maj' they not be deterred by the porpoises at

Quebec from descending? The received opinion is that

they are naturalized to the lakes, and stay all the year.

"Trout in ponds run Up into streams to spawn. Fishes

in lakes ascend the rivers which. supply the lakes for the

same purpose, and in like manner they proceed from the

ocean. This is probably for a two-fold object—for the

safety of their young in shallow waters, and for food.

The salmon of Lake Ontario go up the great Salmon
River in August, and return in September. In some other

places they ascend twice a year and .spawn.

"In Champlain River there is no dam for .seven miles,

and salmon go in about the middle of April, and are good
till the first of June. The Little Sable River has plenty,

also the Great Sable, because there are no mill dams. The
Saranac River at Plattsburgh is a rapid stream, and its

bottom is sandy and stony. Formerly it contained so

many salmon that laborers, when about to be hired, would
stipulate that they should not have it often; and the only

danger in passing the ford, before the erection of a

bridge, proceeded from the darting of the salmon through

the water and frightening the horses. A mill dam was
erected on it close to the head of the bay, and the salmon

endeavored, for a number of years, to ascend, but fail-

ing, they abandoned the ground. This fish does not

ascend the Champlain Lake above Ticonderoga. Salmon
have been caught in the Oneida Lake and Lake Champlain

by the hook. Some of the lakes and ponds are filled in

July, August and September with the ova and teguments

of aquatic insects, which substances go under the name
of lake blossom. The ova are hatched on the surface of

the water, and the winged insect flutters a short time in

the air during the process of ejecting the ova, after which

it perishes in a short time. During this state of these

insects, the salmon and other fishes fare luxuriously and

disdain the hook. In July the salmon of some of the

small lakes are greatly annoyed by aquatic insects, which

fix on the gills and fins, and eat the latter so that the fish

can hardly swim.
"It is supposed by some that tliey go up into the creeks

^ to get rid of this annoyance. The salmon has small, short

teeth, and is undoubtedly carnivorous. When most as-
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sailed by vermin, it is the fattest. The greatest weight
is 48 pounds."

Then and Now.
In reading the above extracts in the light of modern

knowledge of the salmon and its habits, it ma}' be said
that there are many errors concerning the life history of
the fish in Clinton's letters, but to me, knowing how
long it has taken to arrive at what we now know posi-
tively of the fish and its habits, and how many questions
concerning it are yet unsolved, it is surprising that Clin-
ton should have been able to arrive so near the truth as
he did. Undoubtedly he depended upon hearsay evidence
to a certain extent as to the habits of salmon in certain
places, and some points are now explanable, but for one I
cannot understand why it was reported that salmon ran up
.Salmon River from the lake in August and returned in
September. It is easier to understand why it .should be
understood that salmon spawned twice a year, for there
may have been an early and a late run of fish, as in some
Canadian streams to-day, and therefore assumed that the
early run spawned and' returned before the late run.
Within my day I have heard the belief that salmon once
remained all the year in Lake Ontario, and I think the
late D. W. Cross, of Ohio, so declared it on- the statement
of some old resident, and this was probably handed down
fcom the same source from which Clinton obtained it.

There is no question that Clinton would be an ardent ad-
vocate of fishways were he the Governor of New York
to-day, for apparently he saw the necessity for them and
how the' erection of dams cut the fish off from spawming
grounds. His reference to the "bloom" or "blossom" of
the lakes, and the fish not biting at sucli times, is rather
novel. That the "bloom" of fresh waters should consist
of the eggs and skins cast off by aquatic insects is de-
cidedly nov-el. His account of the birth of the May fly

is incorrect if taken literally, for though the eggs are
deposited in the water, they sink to the bottom, and
there for at least two years the insect is in the larvaj form
before it rises to the surface, bursts the skin—the tegu-
ment he mentions—and emerges a perfect fly to reproduce
and die as he states.

More About Salmon.

In another letter than the one from which I have
already quoted. Clinton v/rites more about the habits of
the salmon, and I quote in part as follows

:

_
"The science of ichthyology is pregnant with instruc-

tion and amusement. The migration of fishes, their occa-
sional appearance and absence, their habits, etc., are sub-
jects of interesting inquiry. The most remarkable cir-

cumstance in their natural history is their extreme
longevity and rapid growth. A salmon weighing 7.54"

pounds was taken on Feb. 7 at Warrington (England)
and marked with scissors on the back fin and tail, and
turned into the river, and was again taken on March 17
and was found to weigh 173^-^ poitnds. Some of the sal-

mon (T mean the salmo salar of Linnjeus) staj-- in the
Western lakes all the year. But these maj"- perhaps be
considered estrays. The history of this fish is involved in
much obscurity, and so indeed is that of all erratic fishes.

Pennant says that every species of salmon is found in
the rivers of Kamtschatka. It is observed that each shoal
keep apart from others of different species, and frequently
prefer a separate river, notwithstanding the mouths may
be almost contiguous. Everj^ species of salmon dies in
the .same river or lake in which it is born and to Avhich
it returns to spawn. In the third year male and female
consort together, and -the latter deposits its spawn in a
hole formed witl>its tail and fins in the sand. A fish of a
year's growth continues near the place, guards the spawn
and returns to the sea with the new-born fry in Novem-
ber. The salmons of Kamtschatka spawn but once in
their lives; those of Siberia and Europe, the rivers of
which are deep and abound with insect food, are enabled
to continue the first great law of nature frequently during
the period of their existence.

"The common salmon of the Western waters spawn, it

Is said, twice a year; also the brook trout. Linnaeus emi-
merates between forty and fifty dift'erent species of the
salmo. I have reason to believe that there are several
in this country. Besides the common salmon, the salmon
trout and the brook trout, there are, I think, different
species of trout in rivers and lakes which are confounded
under the general name of salmon trout and common
trout. I have seen two kinds of the common trout which
are considered as of the same species, but which are
specifically distinct. One species generally inhabits
streams, although they go into the shallows of lakes in

the fall and conceal themselves in the grass. They have
red spots on the body and square tails. The other kind
have yellow spots and forked tails, and never leave the
lakes. I am told that Oneida Lake is filled in July with
a small substance called lake blossom, which is un-
doubtedly the exuviae or ova of insects. I have seen on
Lake Baikal, the greate,st lake in the old world, vast
quantities jOf the skins of the Onischus trachurus. a species
of insect which abounds on the rocky shores of the lake,

and is the food of the salmo lenok and sig. The salmo
salar' and its congeners are probably attracted into these
lakes by the vast quantity of insects. * * * Along
the canal' I have been regaled with the salmon and pike in

great perfection. The salmo fario, or common trout, is

visible in various places in the canal."

Comments.

In Clinton's letter there is a curious mixture _of fact
and,. I was about to say, fancy, but I suppose in his day it

was most difficult to arrive at the actual truth in regard
to the habits of- fishes, and hearsay evidence, or belief

handed down, was accepted, in the absence of practical

investigation, as facts. A myth given currenc}^ for years
will in time arrive at the dignity of a positive truth, and
it will require more years to dispel it. Note in these
letters I have quoted about the laborers stipulating that
they shall not be fed too often on salmon. This myth
was located on the Connecticut, again on the Hudson. -

which never contained salmon imtil they were planted
;

then it dated back to England before this continent was
peopled by the white race, and not long ago an English
writer traced it back to a hieroglyphic inscription of the
stone age, cliff dwelling or drift period, or something
of that soi't. To-day we are not of one mind regarding

-thp life history of the Atlantic palmon m all 4?t^ilsj mi

I-

to me the wonder is that Clinton should have come so
near to the truth in so many things. The influence of
English literature regarding the natural history of fishes
is often apparent in his letters—in fact, he could have
had no other ichthyological guide at that time. He refers
to the conunon trout as Salmo fario, a common error in
the early history of our country, as the specific name of
the English trout was applied to our native fish before
investigation proved it to be a charr and Mitchell had
designated it S. fontinaiis. The reference to'yearling sal-

mon guarding the spawning beds and "returning to sea"
with the new-born fry in November is very obscure, but
there is no diiSculty in recognizing the two common
fronts, as he describes the red spots and square tail of
the fontinaiis and the yellow .spots and forked tail of the
lake trout, or namaycush. By what process of reasoning
he confused certain habits of the black bass, as vi^e now
know them, with the sea-going habits of the salmon, and
sends the salmon fry to salt water in November and
returns yearling from the sea to fresh water, will prob-
ably never be known. That he understood the habit of
the Atlantic salmon of returning to the streams of its

birth is apparent, though" he locates the fish elsewhere, and
the now known fact that salmon in the Columbia River
die after spawning, he seems to have a glimmering of,

though as in the former matter the location is moved a
peg or two. To me the letters are very fascinating, as
doubtless they will be to others interested in our fish

and fisheries, as a voice from the past.

Black Bass.

I have always contended that the black bass was not
native to any waters of the State of New York, except
Lake George, unless the waters had direct connection with
Lake Erie, Lake Ontario or the St. Lawrence River, and
so far as I know no one disptites this, except that some*
years ago an old gentleman told me that Lake George was
stocked with black bass from Saratoga Lake. He had
no evidence to .support this, and I believed then and
now that he had confused Lake George with Schroon
Lake. Of the black bass, Clinton says: "This. fish in-

habits all the western and northern waters." I find that he
named it for Dr. Franklin, Perca franklima. and adds

:

"This fish formerly abounded in. Lake George, where he
exercised dominion without a rival, there being no pike
to contest his ascendency; but in late years he is said to
diminish in number and to have retired toward the foot of
the lake, and that scarcity is observed in all the other
fishes, and is imputed to the erection of so many saw
mills and to the burning of the pine forests on the moun-
tains, which, it is supposed, frightens the fish into deep
water.

"The waters of Lake George are, I am told, impregnated
with lake blossom in June and July. This is undoubtedly
the ova and exuviae of aquatic insects, from which fish

derive at certain seasons their principal subsistence. How
easy to mistake for this food the saw ditst which is un-
questionably the principal cause of the destruction of
fish, although the increased angling has a tendency to
thin their numbers, or to terrify them from the hook."'

I have long been familiar with Lake George, and never
saw the water in blossom. There is a flight of Maj"- flies

at the lake, and after they rise the teguments are blown
on shore and make a windrow of filmy matter. The
"bloom" mentioned so often in Clinton's letters is not the
eggs of insects, as he supposed, for the eggs of aquatic
insects, like the May fly, sink to the bottom, but it is

generall}' conceded to be the seeds of water vegetation
floating in the water. Strange it is, but true, that the
growing scarcity of fish is attributed to everything but
the real cause. Clinton charges it to saw dust and forest
fires, but the men who settled this countrj', and those who
descended from the settlers, to the present generation,
have fished without ceasing with all sorts of devices in

season and out of season, taking fish at the spawning
season and from their spawning beds, and the engines of
destruction have grown more numerous and formidable
as the population has increased, and the demand for fish

has increased with the popitlation, with never a thought of
the future on the part of those who are waging the war
of extermination. A. N. Chenev.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
Fishing Season Slow.

Chicago, 111., May 25.—The Western fishing season is

starting off very slow, if. indeed, it may be said to have
started at all. To-day the weather is semi-Arctic in its

quality, and barring two or three torrid days, the whole
season has been backward and cold, too chilly to invite
fish to the surface of the waters or anglers to the banks
thereof. How long this state of affairs is to continue
one cannot tell, for spring is due here now. and past due.
Let us hope that within the next ten days we shall have
milder Aveather and better fishing. Thus far, with the
exception of the bass fishing at Cedar Lake, Ind., which
early flurry is now about worn out, there have been no
very good takes of fish made in this immediate vicinity.

For Trout.

Several of our Chicago anglers tried the Pere Marquette
a few days ago, in the hope of being able to transact some
business with the rainbows, but they failed utterly of
any sport. Messrs. F. N. Peet, A. C. Smith and'L. H.
Chadwick made up the Chicago party, and were joined
on the banks of Pere Marquette by John Waddell, Mr.
Stuart aiid others of the Grand Rapids anglers. A great
many fish showed, rising at .some sort of feed on the
surface, but utterly refusing to take the fly. They rose
even during the progress of the severe snow storm which
was one of the pleasant incidents of the trip.

Messrs. H, E. Warner and A. N. Fuller are now ab-
sent in upper Wisconsin after trout, but they have not
sent back any word of success. Mr. E. Critchfield is

another north-bound trout fisher, and he is at this writ-
ing located at Dudley, on the Prairie River.
The faithful little Prairie River seems to be about the

only one to show any trout fishing this spring worth men-
tioning, or at least during the first two weeks of May.
Mr, .Edwfjrd G. Taylor, who regularlv opens the season

9fl tW? strfam fit DelQS Cone's pl^ce, fcejg^Y Du4ley,

better sport this year than he had last. He and Chester
Cone took forty trout in one day, and they" had very
fair fishing during Mr Taylor's stay.

Just as Mr. Taylor left the Prairie, Charlie Antoine, of
this city, went up to Cone's place, and has ju.st returned
from that point, where he spent two weeks. Mr. An-
toine had very fine fishing this time—that is to say, he
caught a very nice class of fish. On one day he took
sixteen, and had nothing less than 10 inches, with several
up to a pound and a quarter. He brought home fourteen
fish, and out of the lot, four picked up at random weighed
over 4 pounds. These are very good fish for the Prairie.
Mr. Antoine reports the stream very low and clear, and
fishing difficult, as the trout are working 'on ground
feed. He was alone oti the stream, except for Chester
Cone, that very industrious young flj'^-fisherman, who
can give many a city angler tips on big trout. The two
had very good sport.

It is much to be regretted that the fish hog is beginning
to search out this delightful Httle river, which a few of
us have tried to enjoy and keep sacred to fly-fishing. Last
week a party of four bait-fishers went in above Dudley,
stoppmg at Bates' place. They broueht out over 500
trout with them, all taken on bait. The'' trout in this part
of the stream are smaller than they run below, but big or
httle, .such destruction is greatly to be deplored on this
little river, which can soon be fished out by such work
as the above. It is much to be hoped that Mr. Dudley will
stop that sort of thing, or pretty soon he will find his
part of the river without any visitors.

Mr. B. W. Goodsell. of Chicago, starts next week for an
extended trouting trip on some of the better boating
streams of Wisconsin and Michigan. He will fish first
the Brule, then the Paint and then will camp where he
can reach not only these two streams, but also Cook's
Creek and Bush Creek. He will then strike the Ontona-
gon River near Watersnieet. Later he will run the Michi-
gamrac River, with boat, and here he expects to take his
biggest trout. He says the fish in this stream are not so
numerous, but they run from one to three pounds and
give great sport.

Mr. Fred S. Tinthoff starts this evening for Kalkaska,
Mich., where he joins a friend from Jackson, Mich., for a
trout fishmg trip among the different streams adjacent to
that point. The Soitth Peninsula of Michigan is going to
take a good many Chicago anglers this summer, and there
is reason to suppose the trout fishing there will be better
this year than it was last.

For Muscallunge.

" Mayor Harrison of Chicago leaves next Tuesday for
Squirrel Lake, near Minocqua, where he will spend a few
days trying for muscallunge and bass. This is one of the
better nutscallunge waters of the Wisconsin region.

Messrs. Frank Stuart, C. D. Bertolet, D. B. Butler and
L. Young are billed to start to-day for Woodruff for a
httle circus with the muscallunge. Mr W. T. Davis, the
hustling representative of the Kansas City Star, at' this
city, will head a party of fifteen friends who will start to
Manitowish, Wis., after muscallunge early in June. They
will either bring back fish or excellent reasons.

For Bass.

Mr. George Murrell, Mr. W. H. English, Mr. M A
Devitt. J\Ir. J. B. Wallace and Mr A. Wolfarth all start
for Lake Beulah, Wis., to-night. Mr. English takes with
hmi his wife and child, and will remain for several days.
They all expect good bass fishing.
Mr. C. F. Hills, one of the veteran bait-casters of the

Fox Lake Club, and one of the most successful fishermen
of Chicago, starts to-night for some of his favorite fish-
mg grounds on the Fox Lake Chain. Others to stop at
the Lake Villa entering point are Harry Miner. Alex
Friend, J. W. Law, F. E. Schall and Tom Waters.' Given
a touch of warm water, all these should have fun.

Chicago Fly-Casting Clofa.

At this writing the members of the Chicago Fly-Casting
Club are holding their first meeting for the season at
Garfield Park. Practice will be had in "obstacle casting"
to post the members up in overgrown-stream work. The
team contest and the delicacy bait-casting contest furnish
other features of interest. E. HouGH.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

The Adifondacks in J87Q.

Thirty years ago the Adirondacks was almost a wilder-
ness. Paul Smith's. Bartlett's and Martin's were the only
hostelries, through several cabins entertained. It was a
forty-seven-mile drive from the' railway terminus at Au-
sable Forks to Smith's, on St. Regis Lake. Mr. Charles
Hallock, who was there for the June trout fishing in
1870, wrote to his wife on the 8th day of that month, as
follows

: "f have just returned this evening from Tup-
per's Lake and a round trip through the wilderness. I
took about 125 fish during my absence, but had better luck
than any one else. The fishing so far—at least for three
weeks—has been veiy poor on account of the weather,
which has been very hot and dry. There has not been a
heavy rain in this part of the country this spring. All
that wet week previous to my departure from home it

was about 90 degrees in the shade, and it was fully as
hot during the first four days that I was out, so that I
have come home so sunburnt and tanned that you would
scarcely know me. Fires have been raging in all direc-
tions through the woods, burning over an immense amount
of timber, and some houses. The flames were leaping
up to the tops of the trees in some places near where I
passed. It was very grand, and somewhat dangerous.
Once Steve Turner and I had to carry our boat through
the still burning remains of a burnt tract.

"There is scarcely any one in the woods now. At
Paul Smith's, only Tom Denny, an old schoolmate of
mine, and a friend of his. Now there are fourteen—seven
of whom came to-night. There are three (antiquated)
ladies here. At Bartlett's and other places there might
have been a dozen persons altogether."

The FojuiST AND Stream is put to press each week on Twegday.
CorrespQBdence intended for publication should reac]^ a|
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Sea Lions as Fish Destroyers.

We reprinted from Science last week a letter from Dr.
C. Hart Merriain. in which it was sought to be shown
that the sea lion did not destroy fish and that the warfare
waged upon the sea lion by tlie California Fish Commis-
sion was unwarranted. On the other hand, the California
Fish Commissioners contend that the fish-eating habits of

the sea lion are well established facts, and that the fishery

interests of California demand a reduction of the sea
lions. The following passages, from a letter addressed
by the California Commission to Commissioner George
M. Bowers, give the views of the Commissioners and of
such authorities as Dr. David Starr Jordan, Dr. Charles
H. Gilbert and others

:

All of the protestants have declared to the Treasury
Department that this Board was proceeding unwisely and
upon assumption rather than upon fact. They took the
liberty of so declaring without inquiry of us in any re-

spect, notwithstanding the accessibility of this office, not-
withstanding that we are at all times ready to give such
information in justification of any policy we may adopt,
and notwithstanding that the courtesy of such inquiry
was, in all conscience, due to us.

The sea lion question has been a burning issue in fish-

ery circles in this State for more than twenty years.
These animals have increased greatly in numbers during
ihe past fifteen years, owing to the fact that they are no
longer killed for commercial purposes. Prior to 1884, or
thereabouts, vessels were outfitted at this port for sea lion

hunting. They were then taken for their hides, oil and
trimmings, and the industry was profitable; the oil, how-
ever, has now fallen in value; the skins, which were used
for belting and kindred purposes, have been supplanted
by other textures, and the pursuit of the animal is no
longer profitable. When they were so hunted and de-
stroyed for commercial purposes, there was no outcry
in the land by biologists, scientists or others, upon the
ground that another form of marine life was being exter-
minated, nor is there now any greater reason for such
scientific distress.

The non-molestation of these animals has resulted, as
^.aforesaid, in their great increase, and they have become
the most cunning and destructive of sea robbers. It is

utterly useless for men to talk of scientific examinations of
the stomach contents, etc. The bold, bald fact stands
forth before us every day that this animal pursues the
salmon schools through the Golden Gate, through San
Francisco, San Pablo and Suisun bays, clear to the rail-

way bridge at the city of Sacramento, more than one
hundred miles from the ocean shore. They are voracious
and destructive to the last degree. It is estimated by
the fishermen upon the rivers and the salmon canners that
from twenty to forty per cent, of the fish entering the
bays are destroyed by this means. They enter the nets
of the fishermen and take the fish already gilled. They
tear and destroy the nets, and cause irreparable damage
to the hardy and industrious fishermen. They are seen
every day during the salmon run with fish in their jaws,
and almost no net is hauled that does not show a large
percentage of fish destroyed by these animals. It is $0
now that the fishermen when laying out their nets must
patrol them from end to end as they drift Avith the cur-
rent or the tide, armed with Winchester rifles to protect
the nets from the depredations of these beasts.

The situation has become intolerable. Our patrolmen
* upon the rivers early this year reported the devastation

of these animals to be more than ordinarily excessive,
and the cannery men and fish dealers also protested to us.

Petitions, signed by every licensed fisherman in these
waters, were presented to "us, praying for our interven-
tion for their relief.

Before undertaking any action, and in order to give all

sides of the question a fair hearing, this Board called a
public meeting, which was held in the general assembly
room of this building, at which were present delegations
from the fishermen, representatives of the cannery men,
most of the wholesale fish dealers of this State, Dr. Jor-
dan, of Stanford; Mr. Scofield, of Stanford; Dr. Hark-
ness, ex-president of our Academy of Sciences, and many
others. ^

Dr. Jordan took a prominent part in the discussion, and
announced his appearance as attorney for the seals. All
-lather matters pertaining to the subject were duly con-
sidered. At the conclusion of the hearing. Dr. Jordan
stated that while he yet had some doubts as to the de-
structiveness of the gray seal (Eumetopias) , there was
no question in his mind but that the brown .sea lion .

(Zalophus) was a terror and a robber who deserved no
support. He also stated that the fishermen, the fishery
mterests, and others had been more than pafcient, and
expressed wonder that they had not taken the matter into
their own hands long ago. He distinctly approved of the
killing of a large percentage of the herd. He also stated
that the fact that the sea lion entered the rivers only
during the run of salmon was strong evidence -of the fact
that they must do great injury to the schools of salmon
in the sea, and there could be no doubt but that in the sea
they destroyed great quantities of salmon.
Dr. Harkness said that he had favored the reduction

of the herd for years, and admitted that there was no
question but that they did a great damage to the fishing in-
terests.

' Dr. Charles H. Gilbert, of Stanford, sent his regrets at
being unable to attend, and wrote as follows

:

"My knowledge of the fish-eating propensities of the
California sea lion dates from 1880. when I assisted Dr.
Jordan to take the census of the fisheries of the Pacific
Coast. I had then a fairly extensive experience upon
the fishing grounds in company with fishermen, and I be-
came convinced, from my own observation and from con-
versations with these men that the sea lion is enormously
destructive of fish and fishing gear. I have seen these
animals patrolling the gill nets. I have seen them eating
fish, and I have seen the holes in the nets, said tot be
caused by their tearing out the captured fish. I am in
favor of the reduction in the size of the herds of the sea
lions on the California coast, believing that such reduction
will materially increase the fish supply in these waters.
That such a reduction is feasible can hardly be doubted.
It may in the lon^r run be most advantageously secured
through the reducUon of tjie P«p8 «iid br«94iug females op
their l«»wliag gr^iinds,"

^

After the Treasury Department suspended the permit
granted us to kill sea lions on the lighthouse reservations.
Dr. Gilbert wrote us on June 8, saying. "I am sorry to
learn of the interruption of the sea-lion reduction."

Dr. Jordan also wrote us, under date of May 20; "In
the case of the small, black, barking sea lion {Zalophus)
there can be no question. It enters the rivers and takes
fish frorn the nets, and is probably very destructive."

Dr. Gilbert also says that he has visited' Ano Nuevo
Island on two occasions, and that th'ere is no lack of
evidence that the sea lions there destroy many fish.

Therefore, against the biologists and scientists. C. Hart
Merriam, B. W. Evermann and William T. Hornaday.
who, confessedly, know nothing of the practical side of
this question and who know nothing of the character
and habits of these beasts, we set Dr. David Starr Jordan,
Dr. Charles H. Gilbert, Dr. H. W. Harkness and our
Mr. Schofield, who do understand this question from
both a practical and a scientific standpoint, and who have
devoted years of study to the subject. It, therefore, will
not do to say that our campaign against the sea lions
was conceived in ignorance and born in wantonness and
brutality. The sentimental side of this question appeals
as strongly to us as it does to any human being who
feels a repugnance to take the life of any creature. Stern
necessity alone has driven us to this extremity.
With all this evidence before us, and with the knowledge

gained from personal observation, we determined to take
steps to reduce the herd, and we sought and obtained
permission to land upon and shoot from the rookeries at
the lighthouse reservations at Ano Nuevo and the Faral-
lones. We fitted out our crews and had them landed upon
the islands, when the Lighthouse Board revoked our
permits.

So far as the examination of the stomachs of these
animals is concerned, we have to say that nearly all of
the stomachs examined by us were found to be eraptv.
This was owing to the fact that the animals were kille'd
during the breeding season upon their rookeries. We
are informed, however, by Captain Butwell. chief light
keeper at Atio Nuevo Island, that witliin the past few
weeks he made an examination of the stomach of a large
gray sea lion, and found therein more than 60 pounds of
fish bones of various kinds.
We have no desire whatever to exterminate the animal,

and we may add this is impossible. Our desire is simply
to make a material reduction in their numbers, and that
number is very great. At one time this year there were
3,000 of these animals at the Ano Nuevo Light Station,
3,000 at the Purissima rookery and fully 8,000 on the
Farallone Islands, besides a large number upon Point,
Reyes rookery, all within fifty miles of the Golden Gate,
and before entering our bay or our rivers each fish must
run the gauntlet of these sea wolves.
We submit that protection, under the circumstances, to

this animal is as reasonable as would be protection to a
herd of grizzly bears that entered upon your fishery reser-
vation at Baird in this State and regaled themselves upon
the salmon which you have trapped for spawn-taking pur-
poses. We cannot perceive any reason why your Depart-
ment and ours should spend annuallj'- large sums of money
for the purpose of breeding salmon simply to have a large
percentage of them destroyed by these sea lions. It is

not fair to those engaged in the fishing industry, nor is

it fair to the taxpayers of the country. We in California
breed salmon in order that a waning industry in this
State may be revived and perpetuated, and we are pleased
to say that the results of our labor are now being har-
vested each year in greater measure. We ardently hope
that it may so continue, and we trust that in our efforts
to subdue, in some degree, the greatest enemy of the
salmon we may meet with your cordial approval and sup-
port, and not with your opposition. We are confident that
if you knew the situation as we do. you could not but
indorse our position.

An Afternoon with the Chinooks,
There were some three hours before sunset when Dr.

Moore and I stepped into our boat that was tossing fret-
fully on the Rogue River. The Rogue River—how well it

is named ! One moment it glides by you as gently as a
meadow brook; the next, white draped' in foam, it rushes
forward, lashing the rocks and boulders with flashing
arms of spray. At the foot of each bar where the froth
is lost in the dark blue swirl of a deep hole lies the king
of game fish, the might}' Chinook salmon of the Pacific.
He differs from his Eastern namesake, being thicker set,

while his entire colot- is of molten gold.
During the fearly part of the day he keeps very quiet, but

•as the Western shadows commence to fall he comes to
life. I know of no more beautiful sight than the Western
glow of a September evening upon the foaming watei's
with the great golden fish leaping in the rainbow spray.

Again, unlike the Eastern salmon, he does not jitmp
for flies. The most expert angler cannot coax, a rise
from him, nor does the patient bait-fisher fare any better,
for, strange to relate, the Pacific salmon never tastes a
morsel of food from the time he leaves the ocean until
he dies far up some mountain stream. He never returns
to the sea. How then is a sportsman to kill him with rod
and reel? By using a spinner. A bright object seems to
attract him, and he will strike it very fiercely.

We had been spending the last week of our summer
vacation in an attempt to land a salmon on a fly-rod. So
far our efforts had not been successful. We had no
trouble in getting plenty of strikes, but the brush on the
banks prevented a running fight, and so we had inevitably
lost our fish together with most of our tackle.
With but one day remaining, we had decided to try

our luck in a boat. Why had we not done so before"?
There are few men who can handle a boat in the Rogue
River. I do not believe there are over a dozen in Oregon
who would attempt to roAv you to the foot of one of the
rapids where you must go if you want salmon. For-
tunately, however, we had with us one of those men-
Henry Hoover, an Indian, lieutenant of the police of the
Kalamath Reservation. I have never seen his equal with
the oars,

"Well," I said, as we took our seats, "if we don't get a
salmon I shall be disappointed."

"If \ye Aov^'X get drowned I shall be happy," replied the

Doctor, as he looked toward the tumbling waters of the
bar.

The Doctor carried a 14-ounce split bamboo fly-rod,
wliile I was armed with a steel one 8 ounces lighter. We
each used a quadruple multiplying reel, carrying 100 yards
of F line.

Trolling with about 30 feet of line out, back and forth
across the current, we zigzagged up the stream. Suddenly
the Doctor's line came taut and his reel commenced to
sing. My spoon was struck at the same moment, and a
giant salmon flashed in the air, but as he was not well
hooked he was off at the first leap. The Doctor fared
little better. He had a longer fight, it is true, but after
fifteen minutes or so the handle of his reel caught in

his watch chain and away went the salnjon with several
feet of line.

Luck, however, was certainly coming the Doctor's way,
for, as we swung back across the current, he hooked
a stcelhead. One who has not caught this member of
the trout family cannot realize how gamely he fought.
II was a good eighteen or twenty minutes before the Doc-
tor was able to bring him to gaff. Touching the scales,

as he did, at a trifle over 6 pounds, he was a prize of
which any angler might well be proud.
But we had not come for trout, so after Hoover had

rested a moment we once more started toward the rapids^

Luck seemed to ha^-c deserted us. We went as far up as
we could, to the very foot of the bar, without so much
as a nibble. The water boiled around us, and our' boat
was tossed as by a choppy sea. The weight of the cur-

,

rent on our spoons bent our rods nearly double-. "We'll
go back and try it again," said Hoover. The words were
hardly out of his mouth when the Doctor exclaimed, "By
Jove, I've got him this time," and he had.
Out of the foaming waters shot a form of molten gold.

Fnlly half a minute the great fish flashed in the sun-
light. Five times in as many minutes he leaped a good
10 feet out of water, shaking his head from side to side
in a frenzied attempt to cast out the spoon. So fierce were
his cft'orts that tlie rod. as the Doctor pointed it down-
ward, vibrated with the shaking head. Then like a shot
he started down stream, a'nd we were obliged to follow
him. Yet with the oars and the current bearing us along,
the handle of the reel was blurred as it whirled round-
and round. Three himdred yards he went without stop-
ping, then, without a moment's warning, he was coming
back up stream as fast as he had gone down. But we
were ready for this move. As Hoover instantly reversed
the course of the boat, the Doctor worked the multiplier

for all it was worth. Between them the fish did not gain
an inch of slack. Enraged at the failure of his plan, three
times he hurled himself like a rocket into the air, then
sank like a. stone to the bottom. ^
A salmon's most dangerous moment is when he is sulk-

ing. Like a log he will cling to the bottom, until you
think surely he has fouled the line. Suddenly he will

give a quick little jerk away, then run toward you. Often
this takes the most expert angler off his guard. If an
inch of slack is gained the fish is lost. All these tricks

were well known to the Doctor, and he did not give him a

moment to rest, but kept steadily pumping him, until,

goaded by the spring of the rod, the fish suddenly re-

sumed the battle royal.

Twice Ire broke water, then darted up stream. This
was a dangerous move. For a quarter of a mile we could
have followed him down stream, but we could make little

progress against that heavy current. Hoover with the
oars and I with a pole forced the boat up stream as fast

as we could. Xhe Doctor, with the brake set and his

thumb acting as a drag, forced the salmon to fight for

every inch of line he took. But he tore it off by yards.

When the strain of line and current became too severe, he
would leap 6 or 7 feet into the air, and the Doctor must
drop his tip and release the reel. Before he could re-

gain control, the fish would have taken out precious
yards of line. Thus the salmon fought his way to the

foot of the rapids. There he certainly must stop, for

surely no fish that ever lived could swim the first few
feet of that »ataract, One moment he paused at the foot

of the bar, then, graceful as a trained hunter taking a

fence, with one leap he cleared the worst of the rapids

and started for a big rock. Unless the Doctor could turn
him now the fish was lost. There were only 10 feet of
line left in the reel. But the salmon lost his nerve at the

crucial moment. He was exhausted by his long run up
strean.i, and just as vve were expecting to see the line

snap' he stopped to rest, with life and liberty all but won.
For a moment he sulked at the bottom; then, unable

longer to maintain himself in the rushing waters, he
once more started down stream. A second crisis had
been, reached. As he (lassed through the rock-strewn
rapids only the most delicate and expert handling of rod
and boat could have prevented the line from fouling, and
we all gave a sigh of relief as he shot from the seething

waters into the dark, stijl-hole below the bar. In success-

fully bringing the fish through the rapids and during the

entire afternoon Hoover deserved as much credit as the

Doctor. He silently watched the battle. When he saw
the line groAving short in the reel, he followed the fish

up stream or down again, or swung the boat this way or

that to keep the fight in deep water.

Up to this point the salmon had fought upon old-time

tactics, but now he seemed to lose his head. Desperate

with fear and rage, he would come to the surface and
fling himself to right and left, He lashed the water into

foam and created a dozen small geysers around him.

Now sulking, now breaking water, now dashing this way
and that, he fought for his life as I had never seen a

fish fight before.

But as a fencer's foil follows his adversary's circling

point, so the Doctor's tip followed each move. Now it

was raised high in air, now pointed low. now gently, as a

mother's caress, it coaxed the struggling fish from rock

and shoal. The drag and the break on the reel checked his

runs ; the swiftly moving multiplier took up the slack-;

the supple rod bent but never broke.

The fish was worn by the strain, and, unable to gain an

inch of slack or to snap that silken thread that held his

life as in a vise of steel, his rushes became shorter an.d

shorter, his sulking longer and longer. He was drawn
nearer and yet nearer to the boat, until at last he turned

exhausted upon his golden side and was brought to the

gaff.

^pr. Moore w^s nearly as tired as the %h. Well h,%
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might be, for he had played him all the afternoon. The
sun had set nearly an hotir before. The night hawks were
swooping low over the darkening waters, relieved here
and there by the phosp@rescent gleam of bar and rapid.

For a few minutes we sat resting, enjoying the twilight

—

for what is more pleasant than a summer evening after

a day of sport?
But if the light of day was fading, our boat was illumi-

nated by the flush of the Doctor's cheeks, and his_ smile

was as happy as that of a child who has just received a
new toy.

"Isn't he worth working for a week?" he exclaimed.
"Did you say he weighed only 28 pounds? Are yoit

sure the scales are right ? I should have thought he would
have weighed at least 50. Do you know, I'd give a
hundred dollars if my wife could have seen me land
him. When I tell her about it she will think it is just

another fish story," Norman S. Sterry.

Still-Fishing,

Pleasant Lake, in Henrietta township, Jackson coun-

ty, Michigan, is situated about twelve miles from Jackson
and nine from Leslie, The lake is about one and a quar-

ter miles long and one mile wide, fed entirely by springs.

Toward the northwest end is a very pretty island, which
the picnickers seem to make the most of. On the south-

east side is an elegant grove with a small hotel and
boats, OAvned and run by J. W.. Cowan. Here you will

find the finest spring of water in the State. At the north-

east side of the lake is a resort run by E. C. Crumb. Here
}^ou will find a fair hotel, six or eight cottages and fair-

sized pavilion; he also owns and runs a small steamer.

On the southeast side is a resort owned and run by Pat-
rick Hankerel, with a good hotel, large pavilion and over
sixty cottages, owned by people of Mason, Leslie and the

surrounding country. One of the cottages is the Oasis.

16 by 40. two stories high, five bedrooms upstairs and
dining room and kitchen below complete, which is owned
by Wm. Hutchings, A. C. Du Bois, M. L. Campbell, of

Leslie, and Charles M. Norton, of Lansing, who likes to

fish. The Oasis has been stocking the lake for the last

five years with black bass, so in time we expect good
fishing. At present the fish cauglit are a few perch, plenty of

bluegills or roach, black bass and a tow pike and pickerel.

Among those owning cottages at Hankerol's resort is Mr.
Jam.es Blair, of Leslie, (Tne of the youngest on the

grounds, although he claims to have seen seventy sum-
mers ; but we have to take his word for that.

One evening Mr. Blair and Norton were out fishing.

On their way home Mr. Blair made the remark that Mrs.
Blair would like to go fishing with Norton in the morn-
ing, as she had not been fishing since she was a school
girl. Norton was pleased to have her go, so next morn-
ing he rigged her out with an 18-foot rod, 20-foot line and
Burgess weedless hook, with pork rind for bait. Off they

started trolling. Norton picked up a couple of bass, and
as he was reeling in the last one Mrs. Blair made the

remark that she would like to get one like that. Inside

of five minutes she had a strike; at first she thought that

she had the bottom of the lake, but in a moment she
realized that there was something alive on the end of her
line, and called to Norton to take the rod, but he simply
said, "No," as the worst cursing he ever got was for

touching another man's line when out in a boat with
friends, for he knew nothing about fishing at that time.

So he quietly rowed along, and finally Mrs. Blair landed
a 2-pound bass, and a more pleased woman you never saw.
She did not hesitate to let the campers know that she

caught the bass. The next day she went home to Leslie,

and when she was telling of her success, one of the gentle-

men asked her if she caught it "still-fishing." She an-

swered, "Yes ; I think so ; we were not saying a word."
Julian.

Restocking Ontario Bass Waters.
Owing to the thousands of tourists and anglers who

each year make the districts of northern Ontario their

summer resort, the fish in several of the lakes have
suffered to some extent; and to obviate any depletion or

extermination the Ontario Government, in conjunction
with the Grand Trunk Railway, has formulated a scheme
for restocking many of the waters in the Highlands of

Ontario, not by depositing eggs, fry or fingerlings, but
by transplanting the parent fish early in the spring, in time
to take advantage of the spawning season. With this end
in view the Grand Trunk Railway system had built in its

bhops at Point St. Charles a special car for the transporta-
tion of these fish from the place of their capture to the
•different lakes which are being stocked.

Heretofore the stocking of the lakes has been hampered
for the want of the proper means for the transportation of

the fish. Young fish, fry and fingerlings, were carried by
messengers in baggage cars on regular passenger trains. ^

This method was inadequate and the Grand Trunk recog-
nized the fact that a fish car would have to be put in

service to transport fish in large numbers. A car was
therefore constructed specially adapted for the distribu-
tion of live fish, the- requirements of such a car being
conipartments for carrying fish in which an even tempera-
ture could be maintained, proper circulation of water and
air in the tanks containing the fish and sleeping and living
accommodations for the attendants. The interior of the
car is arranged with a series of galvanized iron tanks to

hold from 1,000 to 1,500 fish. At one end of the car is

an upper and lower berth, like those in a Pullman car, to
accommodate two men. The ice for keeping the water
at a certain temperature is carried in two compartments
built for this purpose and holding about one ton each.
Arrangements have been made for replenishing the water
in the tanks en route, which will be done by attaching a
hose, provided with a coupling, to any of the hydrants at
stations on the Grand Trunk.
The Ontario Government has already contracted for

10,000 parent bass. The first shipment has been planted in

the waters known as the Lake of Bays, situated in north-
ern Ontario, about 145 miles from Toronto. The fish now
being transplanted are what are known as the small-
mouth black bass, one of the gamiest species of the
finny kingdom, and are being caught at St. Williams, on
T n1-p "Fi-ip Thoce which have been captured and trans-

planted are considered by experts as an exceptiofially fine

lot of fish, not one out of all that were loaded on the
first shipment being less than a foot in length and many
weighing three to four pounds. Another carload has
been forwarded to the Muskoka lakes, and the fish have
been deposited in Lake Rosseait This work will be con-
tinued, until the lakes in the northern districts are
thoroughly stocked.

The other lakes which will he restocked are Lakes
Joseph, Muskoka, Couchiching, Simcoe and the Kawar-
tha lakes. Though the fishing in all these waters has
been good in the past, the lover of the rod and the amateur
angler will be assured now of unlimited sport in any of
these districts.

Canadian Angling Notes.
Trout fishing in this Province is described as excep-

tionally good this season, and much better sport is re-

ported than was enjoyed at the same time last year. The
knowledge of this fact is accountable for quite a rush of
visiting anglers, and though there are still many parties

at uTOst of the club houses in the Lake St. John and St.

Maurice districts, every train is now taktng more sports-

men into those sections of the country.
Messrs. Frank H. Hiscock, A. F. Hiscock, E. C. Stearns

and R. S. Bowen, of Syracuse, N. Y., passed through
Quebec to-day on their way to the limits of the Triton
Club, of which they are members. Mr. J. H. Barclay, of
New York, with a party of friends, has gone to the No-
nantum Club's preserve, and W. M. Peelsham and party
to the Laurentides.
W. C. Bryant, of Bridgeport, will be here with friends

early next week, on his way to fish the Metabetchouan
Club's limits. Mr. Folhurst, of Troy, who had ex-
cellent sport with the trout in the Laurentides, had also a
painful experience before returning. His guide, a Lorette
man named Gagne, was seized with an epileptic fit while
in the boat with him, and his contortions caused its up-
•setting. Mr. Folhurst, being a good swimmer, was able
to save himself. The guide sank in 20 feet of water, and
his body was only recovered some days later.

Mr. Palmer, of Middlctown, Conn., arrived here yes-
terday and left with his friend, Mr. G. M. Fairchild, Jr,,
of Quebec, for the camp of the Tourilli Fish and Game
Club, in whose waters good catches of trout are reported
this spring.

Dr. Zimmerman and party are expected next week at
Lake Edward. A number of very heavy fish have already
been taken out of this lake within the last fortnight.

All the Quebec men who have been fishing up along
the line of the Quebec & Lake St. John Railway report
good sport this year. Among their numbers have been
Hon. Messrs. Dechene and Turgeon, of the local Govern-
ment.
Messrs. Samuel Dodd and Wm. F. Hall, of Meriden,

and C. B. Peet, of New Haven, returned home yester-
daj' from a very successful fishing trip tO' their preserves
on the Metabetchouan Club limits, carrying with them
some pretty specimens of Salvelmus fontinalis.

Fortunately for the preservation of this beautiful fish in

Canadian waters, the efforts of the Sportsmen's Fish and
Game Protective Association of the Province of Quebec
to stop the export of trout have been crowned with suc-
cess. A delegation of the Association, justly alarmed at
the enormous export of this fish last season to the United
States, waited upon the Hon. S. N. Parent some time
ago and urged that it be made illegal. Mr. Parent pointed
out that it was the Federal and not the Provincial Gov-
ernment that regulated the export of fish, but promised to
urge the prohibition of the destructive industry upon the
Federal authorities. Mr. Parent acted in this matter
with his usual promptness, and the result is seen in the
passage of an order-in-council by the Dominion Govern- •

ment, putting in force the following regulations

:

"No one shall receive, ship, transport or have in pos-
session for the purpose of shipping or transporting out of
the Dominion of Canada any speckled trout, river trout
or sea trout taken or caught in the Provinces of Ontario.
Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia or Prince Edward
Island

; provided, any person who may so ship such trout
caught by him for sport, to the extent of 25 pounds in

weight, if the shipment is accompanied by a certificate to
that effect from either the local fishery officer in whose
district the fish were caught, or from the local station
agent adjacent to the locality in which they were caught,
or accompanied hy copy of "the official license or permit
issued to the person making the shipment. No '•single

package of such trout shall exceed 25 pounds in weight,
nor shall any person be permitted to ship more than one
package during the season."

E. T. D. CHAilBERS.
Quebec, May 25.

"Killing" Fish.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I don't like the use of the words "I killed" in referring

to the number of fish caught and "killed" in referring to

a spoon, etc., for catching fish It is improper. The mode
or manner of obtaining a fish is by catching. You get
possession of a bird or animal by killing, but a fish by
catching. Saying I killed so many fish does not neces-
sarily mean 3'-ou caught them. You might have killed the
fish your friend caught.
Again, the word "catch" implies skill and strateg_v. The

word kill implies murder. To speak of killing a trout
grates on my ears. It's harsh, and implies an absence
of an effort, resistance or art.

Summer before last (in Maine) I was fishing from a
raft made of three logs, on which was the guide and
myself. To keep the fish from floundering off as I

caught them, I would take them from the hook and hand
them to the guide, who broke their necks. He could truth-

fully have said, "I killed forty trout," although he caught
none. He did not even have a rod. It would be very
unsportsmanlike to fish with a spoon or other appliance
that killed your fish instead of catching them.

Catching is the sport in fishing. It's the chance, the

art. the be all in fishing. Let us hear no more about
killing—or killers—unless you are using a rifle and
gmokeless powder. Terry Smith.
New York Citv.

A Member of the Ananias Club.
A man up our way went fishing-—trout fishing—and

when he came home said that he had caught in one day
700 trout. This-fish story went unchallenged—in fact, un-
heeded by every man in town, save the game warden. He
took down the stfitutes and therefrom learned that the
legal limit was just fifty trout. Then doing some figuring
he arrived at the conclusion that Jtherc was due the State
from this over-zealous fisherman just $6,500, being 650
trout at $to each. Now the trout were not in evidence,
and the game warden was acting upon the admission of
the fisherman, in which he pleaded guilty and made him-
self amenable to the law.
The matter assuming a serious shape, the fisherman ex-

plained that the fish were caught in a stream on the
boundary of Canada. But the game warden would not
stand for this, and to his own knowledge denied the
existence of any trout in the stream mentioned.
Then the fisherman became hazy as to just how a trout

looked, was quite certain these trout had no spots—in
fact, was not sure they were trout—and when he came to
think over the matter, was quite convinced that they were
not trout at all but smelts. The plea that he had caught
trout was changed to one wherein he admitted that they
were smelts, and the game warden having no evidence
to the contrary, was obliged to let the man go.
From the above one might judge that it was not either

proper or safe to tell the truth at all times, this holding
especially good when one has returned from a fishing trip.

It is generally to be regretted that the warden did not
cinch this boaster and force him to go down into his
breeches pocket and yank up 6,500 plunks. It would
have proved a lesson in morality and veracity to the
fishermen of the country. The fish story of the future
would have been tame in matters of numbers and would be
confined strictly to size and weight and the hours of fight
the fish put up before coming to the net.

There is a latent idea that this fisherman caught neither
smelt nor trout—in fact, caught nothing, and having to
tell the boys something in doing his little story, got be-
yond his depth and consequently into trouble.
This is the nearest I have ever known a fisherman to

come to paying $6,500 just because he stretched matters
a little. _

/
If the recital of this episode tends toward making some

people a little more careful in future around the camp-
fire, I will not have written in vain. Reader.

Sr. Paul, Miiiu.

Maine Waters.
Upper Dam^ Me., May 26,—The fishing season is at its

height. Sportsmen are in the land of realization instead
of expectation. One not an angler is likely to catch the'

spirit, if he sits by the giant fireplace here for a single

CA'ening and listens to the recital of capture. Some of the
more noted trout fishermen of the coimtry are here, or
have just gone home with pretty well filled creels. Anglers
of many seasons declare that the fishing has never been
better in Mooselucmaguntic, and good in Richardson Lake,
Where so many trout come from is the wonder. /Another
remarkable feature is the fact that almost as many sal-

mon are being taken as trout from the waters here, the
natural home of the big salmo fontinalis of the world.
This is a result of restocking. While the supply of trout
has scarcely lost anything, a supply of landlocked salmon
has been added. T. B. Stewart, of New York, who has
spent so many seasons here, an enthusiast on -the sub-
ject of trout, believes that the salmon are an added charm.
Mr. Frank P. Waterhouse, of Boston, with Mr. S. Henry
Emery, caught a salmon weighing 5 pounds in Richard-
son Lake a day or two ago. Mr. Freeland Howe, of Nor-
Avay, Me., brought in a couple of good ones the other
day, an every-day occurrence with him. A. C. INIanson, of
Boston, and son, H. C. Manson, are just in. C. A.
Stearns, of Boston, is up and at it. State of Maine fisher-

jnen are numerous here. Lewaston and Auburn have
been particularly well represented, and the anglers have
taken home a great many fish. If angling enthusiasm
continues to increase as fast among Maine people as it

has been doing for two or three years, this great State of
tremendous woods and waters will soon have room only
for her own lovers of the rod and reel.

At the Bemis end of the Rangeley waters angling ex-
citement has run to a great height. It is certain that
more trout have been taken at that point than ever before
and a great manjr salmon. A. S. Woodworth, of Boston,
went up to the Birches Friday. He will try the fishing all

round. D. J. Flanders, of the B. & M., has gone to
Haines' Landing. At Billy Soule's the fishing has been
great, and sportsmen go up there every day from the other
points along the lakes. At Mountain View they have
taken many good fish, as well as at Haines' Landing. H.
W. Clark, of Boston, one of the veteran anglers, is at the
Mountain View for his season there of more than a score.

At the Narrows, Richardson Lake, the fishing has been
pleasing—fully as good as former seasons, if not rather
better. Mr. Frank H. Stevens, of Boston, is home again
from his fishing trip to Vine Vale camps. He caught a
good many good fish. E. J. Shattuck, of Boston, and of

the same camp party, had good fishing. He is an angler
of the right sort. Having all the dead fish in his creel

that he cared for, he turned a 6-pound trout loose, after

weighing and admiring him, "for the good he would do
some other fellow."

"Mr. Shattuck and Mt. Stevens were treated to a rare
sight when out fishing one day. The steamer Minnie
French was coming down from the Upper Dam. They
noticed that she had a batteau in tow. Suddenly there
was a cry of "Fire! Fire!" The batteau was jerked up
to the steamer's stern and one man clambered quickly
from the batteau on board; another jumped overboard.
Smoke was rising from the batteau. Suddenly there was
a tremendous explosion. Mr. Stevens' says that it seemed
as though the whole earth had opened. The batteau car-
ried 150 pounds of dynamite in a gunny bag. In the
same bag were caps for exploding it. It belonged to Jack
Lary's drive of logs. The two men were in the batteau
to watch it. They fell asleep, evidently, and the gunny
bag caught fire from the steamer's sparks. Alarmed by
the cry of fire, the men saved their lives by getting out.
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The batteau was reduced to flinders, and all the light

,work blown off the steamer. The man overboard was
picked up, considerably hurt by flying debris, but not
seriousl3^ Nobody on the steamer was badly hurt. Four
or five fishermen and guides in boats not far away were
not hurt, though considerably shocked.

J. B. Watkins, of New York, goes home happy with a

trout of nearly 8 pounds, beating Mr. Suffern by at least

a pound. Special.

Eastern Tuna,
New York.—Editor Forest and Stream: Several fisher-

men who have spoken of prospective trips to California

for sport with the tuna seemed to be much surprised when
I informed them that the tuna Avas a common fish on our
Eastern Atlantic coast. The fact does not appear to be
generally known. If any one will take his tuna outfit to

Halifax or Canso when the herring approach the coast he
will have no trouble in finding all of the sport that he
wants, provided that he can find boatmen who will accom-
pany him. They are afraid of these monsters, and several
natives whom I have tried to employ refused to go, say-
ing that the}^ did not care to "get upset quicker'n
lightnin'." The tuna is called albicore and horse mackerel
from Massachusetts to Newfoundland, but it is the same
fish that is just now attracting fishermen to California.

Robert T. Morris.

Ffsiores.

Sept. 2-5.—Toronto, Can.—Dog show of the Toronto Industrial
Exhibition. W. P. Fraser, Sec'y. and Supt.

A Little Stofy from the French,

M. E. P., emploired by the administration of the rail-

road of the State, is a very enthusiastic fisher with the
line. His passion is well known to his chiefs and his

fellows, and each one knows how he improves every occa-
sion and invokes all the pretexts for himself to devote to

his pastime favorite.

Wishing to profit by the opening of the fishing of the
trout, he himself presented the other day in the ofiice of

his chief of bureau:
"My sist6r herself marries, monsieiu" ; T would like

"

"Certainly, my friend; I not have any objection to this

that you should go from time to time to the marriage of
your sister, only you would do well me to bring a little

of the fish,"
'

Adirondack Fishingf,

JoHNSTOWNj N. Y., May 27.—Our local paper reports
that the largest lake trout ever taken out of Lake Piseco
was caught by W. N. Cottrtney on Tuesday. The weight
was 29^4 pounds, length 43 inches, girth 25 inches. John
Yost, of Johnstown, held the record until now, having
caught one which weighed 26^ pounds. The fishing for
trout has not been up to usual standard, although there
has been a few exceptional^ fine catches. High water
and cold rains have made the season backward. Very
few trout have been taken with the fly. The best catches
have been made trolling with spoon and li^ve bait.

C. M. R.

Canadian Tro«t Export*

An Order in Council. May 13. forbids the export
of speckled trout, river trout or sea trout from Ontario.
Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island, except that an angler may export 25 pounds of
trout, if accompanied by certificate issued by local fishery
officer.

New Jersey Weakfish.

Bayville, N. J., May 24.—The first school of weakfish
(that is, biters) came in to-day/ I caught some one mile
south of the pier. There were plenty of them, so I do not
think that the bad weather has affected the run. Parties
would better hold off a short time longer. Herb.

Fly-Fishingf for Pickerel.

West Roxeury^ Mass., April 24.—The other day while
talking with a friend he remarked that he had read that
pickerel could be caught with a fly. Perhaps some of
your readers can settle this question, -and if it is true what
flies are best. Muskodosa.

Shenandoah River Bass Fishing.

Black bass fishermen should not overlook the account
of Shenandoah River fishing in our canoeing columns this

week.

100 Spomnten's Tfnas.

Some of the Qtteef Discoveries Made by Those Vho Ate
Loofckig for Game or Fish.
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Eddyville,' N. Y., April 24, 1901.—Robert O'Neil,
while fishing in the Ulster & Delaware Canal, below the
creek locks, last week, caught a large German carp. He
says he found imbedded in the back part of its mouth a
pair of false teeth. The teeth were identified as the prop-
erty of Benjamin Torbush, of Eddyville, who, about
three years ago, while removing driftwood from the sluice
on the upper level of the canal, was taken with an attack
of sneezing. The teeth became loose, dropped over-
board and were lost.—New York World.
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I To FOREST AND STREAM, 1
I New Yqrk City. 1
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A Battle in the Dark.
I not going to .assert that thei-fc aiiy ui the

scientific, brand in the foUoWing- StOry, nor thoroughly
trained dogs or crack shdtS. foi- tliei-e are not. There
never are »n a plain, bld-fashionied ebon bunt: but, afe

for a few hours of exCitenrent and uneertainly, the night
I am about to describe wafe nboUt a& full of it as any I

ever had the pleasure of Ittixing up in.

In the late autumn of 18— all the farmers and farmers'
son,s weVe greatly excited over some animal that was
said to be making its home m a piece of heaA'y timber,
containing, perhaps, three or four hundred aci-es, and
consisting principally of oak, ash and elih, of ill sizei-,

and a greater portion of it Covered with wild gfflpe arid

ivy. wliile the ground \yas thickly COvet'ed With shrubbery,,
making an ideal spot for the Wily old eooii to rest diir-

ing the day and go forth in search of striy coi-nflekls

at night; and yOU Were pretty sure to run one into a
tree almost any night with a fairly goad dt^f.

Nearly all .the fatmers round thfe neighborhood had
dogs of some breed, and inoSt of i:hem had, in some por-
tion of our lives, killed or been unceremoniously
whipped by some old long-legged papa coon, and it was
the pl'ide of the young men's heart to own a dog with
a good coon record. At this particular time excitement
was at fever heat. There had appeared in the woods,
from no one knew where, some animal said to be all

sizes, from that of a Newfoundland dog to a large eooii;

and before the coon hunting season was three weeks old
he had whipped somewhere about twc-nty difl^ereiU dngS,
and had whipped them .singly and ill pairs, thfeeft and
fours, and had done it in .such an ftrti§tie nianhfel- that
he left no show for an argument, and the tefetee's deci^
sion always stood. His mode of scrapping consisted
of a warm reception for the dogs from the first, and a
neat break-away and run at the first chance; and tlie

dogs never cared to follow after the first mix up. He
had made himself famous; he was the talk of the village
and surrounding country. Small boys needed no curfew '

to get home before night. Men waited for their neigh-
bors going home from the corner grocery and postoffi.ce,

no matter whether they were friends or not, and coon
hunting parties became fewer and fewer, until the old
woods were silent at night. This was the state of affairs

when three other boys and myself, all considering we
were past boyhood, met one Saturday night and the
conversation turned on the animal in "the big woods."
The elder of two brothers proposed we go after it, say-
ing they had a dog that he felt sure would stay to a
finish and give a good account of himself. The dog in
question was not considered a coon hunter; he would,
however, hunt anything else, from a field mouse to the
pantry. He was a good tracker, however, and as a
fighter he was a winner from the jump, and if that animal
could have looked him over once he would certainly
have given up the fight; he was as larg-e as -an ordinary,
timber wolf and about the same color, and his breed was
descended at least 100 years from registered stock. He
was a vicious brute and was ncA'er unchained.
We talked it over, and as we were all reluctant to show

the white feather in a crowd, we finally decided to tackle
him. As there was no gun nearer than a mile, we took
an axe, in case we had to cut a tree, and marched forth.

We called at Tom's place and he got old Major. We
all owned dogs of some sort, but we decided to take only
one, as one good dog is better alone than in company
with several, as they get in each other's way or fight

among themselves, and we wanted to give old Major
a show for his white alley. As soon as we got in the
woods we lighted the lantern; and it's really strange the
feeling of affection that existed between us bo}'s that
night. We seemingly could not walk close enough to-

gether; and we w^ere so alert that a falling leaf was
not passed unnoticed. Old Sleuth would have been a
four-horse team compared with us in regard to noise.

We turned old Maj loose just before we went into
the wods. None of us expected to hear the dogs, as we
had.no idea he would find the game. But after penetrat-
ing the woods for a hundred yards or so we sat down on
a log and waited. But I noticed the two^boys on the
outer end of the line soon preferred to stand, so we were
huddled pretty close together, and didn't talk much.
We had sat for some time and listened, but not a

sound reached us, and we had just begun to think that
Major had gone home, or taken it in his head to go
after some stray mutton which, by the wa3'', he was
som.etimes accused of, and was looked Upon with sus-
picion accordingly, and we were trying to brace up our
caiirage to jokingly telling Tom the same, when, from
the thickest and gloomiest part of the swamp, as that
portion was called, we heard old Major's deep, hoarse
bark. Usually, when coon hunting, the bark from the
dog meant for us to spring up and the man with the lan-
tern to head the line and plough through the woods, sin-
gle file, as fast as we could go. Not so this evening; oh,
no: we don't up and away. We sit still for a couple of
minutes, when Tom says hoarsely: "Yes, that's Major,
by thunder; he's in the thickest of the swamp. Wish
we had a gun." We talked for a few minutes, then we
decided to go on. The dog was bai'king more furiously,

and we each armed ourselves with a good heavy club, and
Tom taking the lead we commenced the toilsome tramp
oi nearlv a mile through the heavy brush.
We had no trouble locating the dog. as he barked

incessantly. We found him gazing up a large ash, about

.

16 or 18 inches in diameter and probably 25 feet to the
first limb. We were meditating whether to cut it or
stay till morning, when Tom took the axe and said:
"Boys, I wonder if she's holler." Chipping the bark off

he gave the trunk a resounding whack. Again and again
the back of the axe struck the trunk, probably six or
seven times, and Tom dropped the axe with the excla-

mation, "§otin4 as a Mil" when, bark! w^ish, thud, and

a heavy body struck the earth nbt thirty^ feet from where
.Sfdipd and IVSS. up khd away ih &n instant With ©Id

MajSf in hot pUi-suit, pouting olit such M, fdlidihe. of lloWl-

ing yelps that the .w.bods eelibfed and fe-etehoed until it

seemed to be fitll bt db^S: tJniil hoW We had hoped that

it mig-hk hp a coon, but all doubts were dispelled—for

hO Coon ever leaves a tree until nearly forced to, and we
kheW also that had it been a coon he would not have
gotten away so riipidlyi

t)ur .SpiVit^ W'efe somewhat risen,by the way Maj of got
away after it, and while we had no jdea a§ to. this identity

of the stranger, we had .great faith ih tHte dbg'§ £lbiiity

to take eat-e of hlhi hnbiilu it doihe to clo§e ,qti3rtel^§:

Tht i-aEfe Was not a Ibng bne, ho^fevfer, and tVe Md liklg

time for refletti'bn, as Major came to a standstill about
200 yards toward the endge of the swamp. We found
him at the foot of a basswood about the same size as
the -first one, but he was in a different frame of mind; his

hair stood on end and his eyes blazed; he was simply
spoiling tor a fight. We tri^d sounding the tree
again,. but to, no. pUfp«DSej his loi-dfehip hsid eithgi- groi¥ii

tirefl frbni the iaSt rim o.r didia'f like the looks of thfe

dog. There Was ii.one of us who cslred to eliqib t lS

tree and we had about decided tb .GRrttp theM for tig
night, as aftci- having gotteh WRfhifed tip. We .tv'efe. d^ttei'-

mined to. Swjve h]§ identity It it tobk ti§ Ml fiight.
, 1, how-

ever, Vbilmtefered to shin Up a tree that stood nfear it

anil take a birdseye view of the surroundings, which I

did, and located the game on a limb running directly
toward me. but some twenty feet away. I am not going
to saj' I- felt quite as comfortable as I do right now.
^ut, corraling all my courage, I told the boys to look
6Ut—I would shoot him. The assertion was backed by
a .22 caliber revolver of tlie most uselesg typt, bvit I ^Irgw
on him, i!o to speak, or oii the huneh in thg tr§e that
looked like him, took deliberate aiih' .and filled: The
bunch in the ttee did not fall, hoWevfef ;, it Simply seehied
to run a. feW shbrt jlimps on the limb, fise and soai-

away, eii-elint doWnWRtd: Hfe strliek th.g grotind a.s be-
fore arid was 'hp and away before, th^ dbg. got to hlriij

but .Major mM'e it hiUch hotter fot Hihi this tillie flha
put him tip a tree inside of 100 yards, I slid down the
tree and joined the boys and we were soon at the foot
of the tree. As I was the only one that carried firearms
I was delegated to climb the tree, and as it was in com-
partively clear ground we thought we could bring our
game to bay. We had noticed in the two previous times
we had treed him, he, she or it had made hig sraGeful
descent as far from the light as possible, and as tlie dog-
was always with the light I volunteered to hold the lan-
tern, inwardly thinking, "1 should be delighted.'* But
Tom said sometliing abolU not wanting it broken, and
as he owned it 1 told him t would hold the dog, thinking
I would be about as safe with die dog ils the Iflritefn,

But as 1 WEis delegated to climb the ttee I cotild hot
hold either Until Tom's brother Jack, eI 1M of .Slxtefen, whti
aUvays wanted to shoot off a revolver, said he would go
up the tree "and blow his gol durned head off" on sight,
and as the animal had hitherto always shown a disposi-
tion to get away if possible, he stuck my popgun in his
coat pocket an.d scrambled up the tree. He had gotten
nearly to the first limb when there was a scratching in
the tree, and Jack said he guessed he would come down
as there seemed to be nothing up there. I was holding
LVfaior by the collar and his eyes were riveted on some-
rhtng. »i the tree top.' I told Jack to go on, for the dog
saw him. Jack crawled to the first limb and surv^eyed
the surroundings. He did not survey long. His voice
trembled when he said. "I can see his eyes; they are like
coals of fire," and right after he let out a yell like a fog-
horn and said, "There he goes right toward the dog."
It was unnecessary for him to have said this. Old Maj^or
let out a roar like a caged beast, reared up, and in another
instant therf- was nothing to it but a shower of flying
leaves and. dust, mingled with a few bunches of gray hair,

and out of this mix-up came in a beautiful discord, yelps,
howls and snarls, accompanied by the occasional whine
of pain from, the dog. Whether it was an instinctive dnd
accelerated desire to give the dog a show, or, as we hear
in a _street fight, to "make room," I cannot answer; but
certain it is I made room, and made room very rapidlj^
clearing about 15 feet of space the first leap. Tom, .

however, started to run—I am not saying which way—
toward the dog, he says, and" I am not trying to rob him
of glory. At any rate he got tangled in the brush and
fell, putting out the lantern, and we were in inky black-
ness. I have witnessed many fights in the woods between
dogs and animals, but this was the fiercest I ever saw, or,

rather, heard. They went over the ground so rapidly
it seemed as if there were a dozen of them, and the
uncertainty of the affair made it seem like a night scene
from the infernal region. We hastily got the lantern and
attempted to relight it. but as such is the case always, we
were too excited to go about it in a manner that would
bring haste, but as all things have an ending we at last

got a light and, following as best we could the turmoil,
which had som_ewhat abated, we found old Major fight-

ing desperately with an animal which we could tell by
the fleeting glimpses we caiight of it was light yellow
in color and larger than a coon, and as full of fight as a
man hit in the face with a piece of pie from an excursion
train. We could also see that the dog was holding his

own; if anj^thing. was getting the better of it, and finally

getting a firm hold of it by the back, he pinioned it to

the ground, and we saw that the struggle was nearly
over and it had been a battle royal. After a few vicious
shakes the animal ceased to struggle, and a few blows
on the head with a club finished it and old Major was
the hero of the hour. But he had not come out scathless;

he was cut, scratched and bitten; we found blood flow-
ing from OA'er a dozen places on our arrival home. We
examined o.ur game, and though some of us had never
seen anything like it, Tom. who had traveled, being to

Barnum's circus once, proudly stated it was a wildcat, and
"a whopper," too. He was correct in the first—it was a

real wildcat, but was rather small, or I fear old Major
would not have come out of it so easily, as many of the
old pioneers said when vieAving the skin which Tom
had tanned and to this day occupies a conspicuous place

m his mother's parlor. We were -very jubilant over our
capture and rather made life miserable for those who had
failed before us. But we were justly proud, as no game
of this- sprt ha4 Ijeefi ?e?n ?,T9m4 that locality fof ym%,
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Where the short-tailed, sharp-eared gentleman came from
^ve never knew, but he was the last one ever captured
iHejhgi

One laiigiiafciie circiilhStilnge i-.ehialllS to. be told. We
were ready to leave for home, when we iiiiSSeci Jjtfik, and
called him. He indignantly replied, "You didn't expect
a fellow to come down in the dark, did you?"
Jack was still iip in the tree. A'. E. Jay.

—
fTotice.

All communications intendeil for Fq.rest and Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and otrejiffi Pdblishingr Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

A MArr> vote has been taken on the petition for changes
\n the fftcillg niles of the A. C. A., the resuh being sixteen
ill fS¥3f Sf tlig.HeW pljUl.fts a wliolf, thfi't' in favor of it

fexeept oH.cgi-taiii poiiits lii regard. id paddling, aild thfeS
votes agaiiist it, sd ihki trie s;Hliflg men woii the $§y
by a vote of nineteen to three. By this 'vote the sitiliiig

decked . canoes that were in use last year can sail this

^feaf with iiHlimited sliding seats and also a fixed drop
rudder. Only oiie rig caH fe tisefi. Whieli fflUst he a prac-
tical hoisting and lowering one, not exceedifig HI jf^. ft:

in area, so that now a canoeist owning a sailing decked
canoe has only to buy two sails instead of the usual four
or more, and he must have a practical double bk-ide paddle,
which may be jointed in the middle. In the^ future a

flegked sailing caiioe can lower her sails and be paddled
ilslipi;e, iHstead of beihg k faciilf MftchiHe whose sails

eo'Ulfl Hot . lie l.oW«fe(i i.ii cise of jieceftsi'tf . Meffe'fofofe:

racing carioes have seldom carried paddles, stJ. tliai; if 3
man pulled out the canoe's ntasts and threw tlicni over-
board he was quite helpless, as he could not get ashore.
Under the new rules a decked sailing canoe is safer in

feVfef^ Waty thaii ^i1,dpeil caiioe, and the only disadvantage
is the extra weight stiicl tosf: Tlie ietieral

.
impression

among the sailing canoeists is ttiaf tlif* pficfi df the saiiijlg

decked canoes will be reduced to nearly the same cOsi a:s

the open canoes.

A peculiar feature of the meeting at Gananoque was
that the paddling men voted against the decked canoes
beinf forced to carry a paddle. . As a number of the sail-

ing canoeists have .Writteil tis. iil I'egard to this matter, we
tftist that sortie Of the paddiihl riieit Will Write atld gx-
plaitl their motive iti votitig as they did.

. Mr. B. B. Crowninshield has gotten out plans for
tlii-e^ eatlogs fpt Mr. Herman Dudley Murphey and two
yf tile boats Have heSn cofisttUcted ; whether the third
boat will built tia.s hot beeii deflflitely decided. The
first boat was built by the Mather Boat .Wotks. at At-
lantic, " Mass., and has already been tried oil Mystiij
Lake and has given the greatest satisfaction to all those
interested in her. The second boat is nearing completion
at the yard of Mr. W. F. Stevens, at Bath, Me., and as
soon as she is finished she will be tried out against boat
number one. Whichever boat is selected to compete in
the Royal C. C. race in England next August will be
named Uncle Sam. Mr. Murphey is being assisted in

his work by the veteran canoeist, Mr. Paul Butler, of
Lowell, Mass.

Mr. John Voss, who made a trip to South America in

an open boat a few years ago, started in company with
Mr. Norman Luxton on May 21 for a voyage froin Vic-
toria, B. C., to Great Britain by way of Australia and
South Africa in a 40ft. Indian war canoe. Mr. Luxton
is a journalist and he carries with him a complete photo-
graphic outfit, and if the voyage is a successful one he is

to publish an illustrated account of their experiences.

'Mid Reef and Rapid.-XIL
BY F. R. WEBB.

"Those fellows are having considerable luck over
there," said Lac}^ as he raked in the Colonel's last chip,

and both paused to lake a little nip of something hot to
keep out the danrnisss before replacing the cards and
chips in their walnut case.

The Colonel and I looked over in time to see one fel-

low playing a big fish, the play ending—in fact, consist-
ing principally—in his rushing up the bank with his long
pole over his shoulder and dragging the struggling fish to
the water's edge, where the other two fellows, who in
the meantime had taken in their tackle, threw themselves
bodily upon it, regardless of the fact that it was still in
the water, and, one of them capturing it, climbed in
triumph up the muddy bank with the wet, struggling fish

clasped in his arms and hugged tightly against his breast.
"That's a big fellow," .said Lacy ; "he'll go 2]4 or .3lbs."

"Yes; and that's one way to land a fish." replied the
Colonel' in deep disgust. "I'll bet that fellow's wet; I
hope so, anyhow."

"I suppose he thinks he can't get any wetter than he
already is, out there in the rain," Lacy replied.

"That's the way they land all of them." said I. "While
you fellows have been interested in 3four game, I've seen
them land .several in that way, all big ones, too. They're
making a fine catch there."

"Yes; I always considered this a fine fishing place," said
the Colonel.

"So did I," I replied; "it's a great resort for Harrison-
burg fishermen.
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The Shenandpah is, an ideal bass stream, both for the
bass and the ba"ss fisher. Its swift water, its rock-ribbed
bed, ^with its myriads of reefs and ledges; its deep, cool
pools and bright, sparkling shallows make of it a para-
dise for bass; while its accessibility, its surpassingly-
beautiful mountain scenery, its bracing healthful climate,
its freedom from malaria, its pure, sparkling waters, make
it equally an ideal stream for the bass fisher.

Thp l>^sg ^re cjuite numeroua in thQ §tream^ p^f^^Ulsrlx
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in the more i"eiiiet€ Sfid less fished portions. As a rule,

they rise readily to the fty, jjithd.ligh with the usual un-

certainty of tliis peculiarly capricious fish, io some locali-

ties I have never yet had a rise while taking fteffl freely

with bait.

Witii iiabiltty to imperfection which is the lot of

all things teffest*-fal, the Shenandoah has one serious

drawback as a fisinfig' st-feStJl viz, ; its tendency to get

nniddy after a heavy rain. Th6 §iff^a(sg wash from the

red clay soil of the well-tilled fields sJeiig Its banks
speedily converts it into a stream of liquid mud of S yivid

brick red, which tint sometimes remains in the water

loiig Sftef the thick mud has run out, with a persistency

friosf aggrav.atihg to- the patient fisherman. On this ac-

couiit, thgf^foffe, pfdbaWy tlie ttlonths of August, Septem-
ber and October, witfi ffic \^if.tf part of July, -will be

fou:nd the most favorable seasotis if! Whieh t§ essay the

river.

'fJife fest bait is a sinall piece of catfish, or bull pOiil

locally icnowif M the "mad toni," which can be caught

in abundance in almost ai]y of the small side streams

with a small seine and a lanterii (it. h a peculiarity of

this little fish that it can best be found after night).

Minnows, of course, are always good, but the "mad torn"

—in addition to being if anything a more attractive bait-
is so kitigH ahd hfttdy that' it will outlive half a dozen
minnows. It ffiitgf fee hglidled with care, however, as a

stab from one of the vicioiis littig .lietMs or stickers con-

cealed iti the fins on either side just f^ack the gills,

and on the back, is as painful as a bee .sting, alid the

little fellow i.s so slippery that it is difficult to grasp hirii

without comiiig ifl eontact with his horns. Helgraniites

are also excellent for bSit afld.are found in abundance in

the river in the shallow, swiff WSfef under the rocks,

and are readily taken by means of a .sm'SJl-ffleshed land-

ing net, by turning over the rocks and holding thg net

below as the rock is turned and scooping in the creatures

fts.th(?s' idOse theif hold and roll up into a little ball, to

drift a'vyay Wifll tlie swift current.

The local ciisfoffls Ol tb^ resident fishermen, some of

whom along the upper rlvef iiotgd for their success,

are pecuHsr and interesting. While fbe tf?Wfi fishermen

Use light tackle—either a light bamboo or lancewdod fly or

bait rod, or a short Henshall rod with light line, leader

siftd tathef small hooks—the local fisherman uses tackle

of enofrtiotis pifopdi-'tioas, calculated to strike terror into

the heart of tbe stfaiifSf.- .The pole (for it certainly -is

anything but a rod) is usually of the catle species, and is

seldom less than 2oft. long and large iti proportion, and
would make a fairly respectable steamboat jackstaf?. Jt

must, of course, be used with both hands. The line l.s of

diied silk, rather thick and heavy, and of considerable

Ifeftgth, tatily less than 200ft., and is wound upon a large

miiltiplyifig feel, whigh is usually lashed to the butt of

the pole. Two very largg stielled hooks are used (with-

out leaders), about 4-0 Carlyle being the usual size and
pattern, and with this tackle, and standing up in the

boat, the large, heavy "mad toms" can be cast out over
thg Water to a considerable distance. No sinker is used
(except in fishing from the bank), even in swift water, as

the line is gertefally allowed to run out with the current

to a great length and a sinker would be a source of end-
less trouble in fouling among: the ever-present reefs.

The local fishermen seldom fish from the bank; but

either wade—not infrequently up to the shoulders--or, as

more usual, fish from a boat, which is a broad, flat-bot-

tomed, comfortable, slow-moving affair about 20ft. long
and capable of holding six or eight men. and is always
propelled by a long pole wielded by a man standing in

the stern of the boat. Some of the fishermen and boat-

men attain great skill in handling these clumsy, heavy
boats, and they can be forced up a rapid or against a

swift current by this means, where a pair of oars would
be entirely ineffective.

The boat is anchored directly across the stream, where
the current will permit, by means of a heavy stone at

each end; generally attached to a piece of fencing wire,

that will not chafe or cut on the reefs, and the anglers
make themselves as comfortable as circumstances will

permit, casting down stream, of course, and letting the

line run out in the current to considerable length ; while
those in the ends of the boat have considerable side sweep.
When a strike is secured, the line is paid out to the fish

to a considerable extent—some 20 or 30ft.—before strik-

ing, and the fish allowed to run with the bait. After run-
ning some little distance the fish usually stops, and when
he again gets under way, the angler strikes, with a steadJ^

sweeping pull on the long sagging line, W'hich rarely fails

to hook the fish.

The theory that the fish seizes the bait by the tail and
then ejects it and turns it head first before swallowing,
seems to be well founded, and is sustained by careful ob-

servation: for, if struck too soon—before turning the bait

and getting the hook well in his mouth (the bait is usually

hooked throitgh the lips)—the fish generally escapes, and
when the line is reeled in and the bait examined, it will

be found to be scored with the marks of the teeth of the

fish, in some instances crushed and killed, the marks
being always on the lower part of the body down to the

tail, showing that the bait was seized tail first
;

while,

when a fish is caught, if the bait is still in his mouth (for

frequently a bass strikes so ardently that the bait is sent

spinning several feet tip- the line, or is thrown clear ofif)

it will be found to be swallowed head first, with the tail

sticking out of the fish's mouth.
When struck, the fish is reeled in and landed as quickly

as possible, without any preliminary playing; indeed, with
such tackle, which is capable of lifting a 3 or iflb. bass

bodily out of the water and into the boat without undue
strain upon pole, line or hook, "playing" is unnecessary,

and the local fisherman is generally desirous of landing

and securing his fish as promptly as possible. In fact, I

confess to the same desire myself; and never indulge in

am' more plaj'ing than is necessary for the safety of my
tackle, having no particular relish for the cat and the

mouse game.
In wadin.g, their long, heavy tackle strikes me as being

bulky, cumbersome and unhandy to the last degree ; and
I find my little 8oz. Henshall rod of 8ft. 3in. with a

medium weight of line—not too long—to be as near per-

fection for this kind of fishing as is attainable in this im-
perfect world of ours-; but in boat fishing the heavy long

ta#le p9s§e§§?§ sptn^ ^{^^eniable advantages, |n some
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twd three weeks' fishing fn the Bear Lithia neighbor-

hood last shimmer, most of which was done from a boat,

there was not ^ day's fishing in which I did not lose one

or more fish from having the fish shoot under the boat

Of foul the anchor chain. The fellows with the long

tackle, if their fish made for the boat, could check

him or .Hfser him ofif, while with my light, delicate tackle,

if my fish tool< t notion to go under the boat, I had to let

him go or smash niy rod.

While the Henshall rod is unequaled for-wading, prob-

ably the best tackle for boat and shore fishing is a ratheir

siout lancewood or steel rod about loj^ft. long and fully

as; Wa«y' ounces in weight, which is stiff and heavy
enough Id sslely snub a fish when be darts Mnder the boat,

and long enOtigll to be serviceable; with TSOft. of good,
medium weight oiled silk line (not enameled) and hooks,

of medium or fairly kfge -siz;e, ranging from No. 2
Sptoat to 2-0 or 3-0 Carlyle, with or withouf leaders, ac-

eotding to taste, I generally use a 6ft. looped If.ader, but
I t'aftWot say that I consider it s-tricfly essential in iiait-

fishittg.

In fishing ffdffl tile bank a sinker is, 0f cotff^, st Neces-
sity. The generally accepted method used bj-' S-henaim-

doah fishermen of preparing and using a sinkef is t<5'

ptepare a number of different sized pieces of lead by' fost
splittifig them with a chisel and then closing up the siJ&t-

by means of a hammer with some 6 or 8iii. of common
white cotton wrapping twine or .string closed in the split

or opening. One of these .sinkers thus prepared is selected,

the size and weight depending on the character of the
<Vatef, whether swift or .shallow or deep and still, and
tied fff the end of the line, and the hook (for but one
hook is used IK shore fishing) attached to tbe line some
i8in. or more abovt. the sinker.

A small piece of cork k/oped in the middle of the snelll

or snood of the hook will f!ot add to the neat appearanccj

of the tackle, but will prove invaluable in keeping the bait
oft' fhe bottom, which, considerin.g the tendency of mad!
toms and fielgramites to creep nnder rocks-, is quite aim

essential. The advantage of this peculiar combfination is.

that the hook is kept off the bottom, and ll anything;
fouls (and in such reefy -;vaters fouls are of cofflfflon oc-

currence) it is the sinker, and by a steady, strong pall the
string will break instead of the line or hook, and the tackle-

will Cotne free, leaving the .sinker in the river instead off

the hook; aod as lead is much cheaper than hooks this is

of no special impottance.
In fly-fishing in the Shenandoah, as elsewhere, the finest

and best tackle is the most satisfactory and produces the
best results; the popular theory of the small boy with the
M'illow pole, the tow string and the pin hook to, the con-
trary notwithstanding. A fine bamboo, lancewood or
steel tod, from 10 to iift. in length and of moderate
weight, not too light, an enameled, tapered, size F line

(25yds. is suffident). a 6ft. looped leader of heavy single

gut, and two flies of moderate size—No. 4 being about
right—^will probably prove most satisfactory.

The bright-colored flieri, such as scarlet-ibis. Parma-
cheene-belle, white-miller and professor, seem to be tbe
most attractive, although 1 have had considerable success;

with the Governor-Alvord, particularly^ in trolling, where
the slow, steady dratj of this mouse-like object through
the water seems particularly tempting. George is a skill-

ful and successful fly-fisher, and his favorite combination
is a bright fly as dropper and a dark one as tail fly. His=
theory is that the fish is attracted by the bright fly. aiid if

in making a dash for it he should, miss it, or for' any^
reason decline it, the dark fly i^ close at hand and is sel-

dom missed. Whether this theory is correct or not,, his
uniform success would seem to indicate that there' is- at
least something in it.

The fish do not, as a rule, rise or break above the sur-
face, but generally strike from below, and it is but rarely
that I see a fish take the fly, unless I am standing on a
reef or other elevation from which I can look down into
the water and see him make his rush ; consequently, in.

casting, the flies should be dropped lightly out upon the
.water and allowed to sink a few inches below the surface
—a foot is not too much—and then be gently drawn in
through, not over, the water. I generally get my strikes^

just as this drawing-in movement has begun. It is not
usually necessary to put out a great deal of line, except
to reach special places or spots not otherwise attainable.

George and I have had some Of our finest sport in
trolling from our canoes on our various cruises, as wc
cruise along. A collar of flies is attached to the line as
in ordinary fly-fishing, and the casts made from the canoe,,
throwing from side to side until some 40 or 50ft. of line isi

out, after wh?ch the rod is laid out over the stern of the
canoe (the reel at the canoeist's feet, so placed thafit will
turn freely and readily), and the tip projecting aft under
his right arm, with the line trailing out astern. The
paddle is then taken up and the course resumed. A sharp
lookout must be kept for stray ledges, and in running
rapids or threading intricate, reefy places, the line is

taken in. When not in use, the tackle is carried on the
decks of the canoes, being secured by a simple con-
trivance.

It is not advisable to u.se a fine fly-rod in trolling, as in

spite, of care fouls will occur, and before the canoe can
be checked and turned the rod is liable to be sprung or
broken. I once ruined two tips in one afternoon in this
same way, while on the sa-me day George only saved his
rod by dropping it. overboard ; a tedious; half hour's fish-

ing being required before he could find and recover it.

A con";in,ou stout lancewood or steel rod, moderately
heavy, is best for this k'nd of work, wben a strike
occurs the fi>h promptly notifies the canoeist that he has
arrived by a jerk thai makes the reel whiz with a vigor
and suddenness that never fails to startle him, however
much he may have- become accustomed to it. The paddle
is then dropped, the rod. taken up and the sport com-
n-i.ences. If the fish does

' hot much exceed' a pound in
weight, he ma3' be landed aboard the canoe without much
trouble, although at all times a landing net is a con-
venience that cannot be dispensed with without risk of
losing the fish ; but if a large, heavy fish is struck great
carx and patience are required in order to successfully
handle Mm from the light, cranky canoe and get him
safely aboard. 1 once saw George strike a 4-ponnder
wh'ch gave him a fight for at least twenty minutes before
he succeeded in securing the fish, and durih.g which fight

thf; fi.sh actually towed (^?orgc's canoe vslowiy and gentiy
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clear across the river in his rushes, until he had worked
him in so close to the right bank that I had to come to

the rescue by paddling gently in and securing his bow
painter and towing him out into midstream, where he

finished the fight and landed the fish. This sounds like a

veritable fish story, but it is a fact.

The local fishermen handle their imrnense tackle quite

skillfully and effectively, but when placed for the first

time in the hands of a man who has not been brought up
on it, it is usually quite alarming. I was out one day
last year with Will Compton and Torn Naylor, of Bear
Lithia, and Will's father, a prominent member of the

Harrisonburg bar. Compton, Sr., is an enthusiastic and
expert flj'-fisher, and it is doubtful if he ever before caught

a bass with bait. He had run. over to Bear Lithia from
Harrisonburg for a couple of days, and. not expecting to

fish, had brought no tackle with him, and his consternation

may be imagined when one of these 20ft. flagstai?s—hal-

liards and all—was placed in his hands and he was told to

fish wfth it.

In the fullness of time, Compton, Sr., got a strike.

"Give him line! Give him line!" "Let him run!"
"Give him plenty of time !" Avere samples of the advice

showered on him by his companions as he sprang to his

feet, the better to handle his cumbersome unaccustomed
weapon, and was on the point of striking promptly, as he

was accustomed to do in his fl3^-fishing experiences. He
recovered himself and paid out some 15 or 20ft. of line,

which the fish took up as rapidly as it was paid out.

"Now strike!" exclaimed Naylor, as the fish, after

pausing a little, started off briskly again.

Compton, Sr., struck; not with the long, steady swing
of the native, but with the sharp, quick, fly-fishing, 6oz.

rod strike, forgetful of the tremendous latent energy
stored up in that 20ft. pole. The fish—about a ^-pounder
—came up flying out of the river, through the air, directly

toward the boat. Everybody dodged, but there was no
danger. That fish sailed up the river like a flying fish,

high above our heads, the full length of the 60 or 70ft. or

so of line out before he dropped into the water again.

There was a shout of laughter, and Compton, Sr., who
probably in all his previous existence had never been guilty

of yanking a fish out of the water like that, sat down, cov-

ered with confusion, while, he reeled in and landed his

fish, receiving, meanwhile, the congratulations of his

friends.

He got tlie lish, though, which afforded him some
consolatioii.

[to be continued.]

Constitution's trials will go on with as much regularity

as fair weather will allow.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stkbam should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Red Dragon C C
There is at present an unusual amount of activity

around the Wissinoming home of the Red Dragon C. C.
of Philadelphia, and from all appearances canoeing will

be more popular than ever in this club. Several new
'boats have been added to the fleet, Mr. Shaw having pur-

chased a new half-rater from Clapham. and Messrs. Mur-
ray, McLeod. Park and Cook augmenting the fleet of

canoes with new ones.

The first run of the season was taken on May 5. a

number of the men paddling up Pennypack Creek, lunch-

ing near the falls.

On May 11 Snug Harbor, the new Rathskeller, was
formally opened in the cliib house, and a most enjoyable

evening was passed.

An up-river cruise was ordered by Com. Wilt on May
19, but the unpropitious weather kept many from at-

tending.

The annual camp was held at the old favorite site near
Delanco, N. J., May 30 to June 2, and the usual pleasant

time was enjoyed by many of the members.
The trapshooting contingent closed the season the last

Aveek of May, and the honors were awarded to Messrs.
Fenimore, Gross, Hemingway and Park. Two matches
Avere shot with the Philadelphia Y. C. during the season.

The yachtsmen had a little the best of it, winning handily

on the Red Dragon's range, and making a tie on their

OAvn grounds. Pleasant suppers followed both matches.
W. K. P.

Hafper^s Ferry.

Editor Forest and Stream:
T have been much interested in Mr. F. R. Webb's experiences

'as related in " 'Mid Reef and Rapid." The well written story

lells of a country and river of which I ought to know something,
but of which, I am ashamed to confess, 1 know very little. Yet
my parents were born right there, in the most beautiful and sub-

lime spot in the Shenandoah Valley—Harper's Ferry. My mother
was a Virginia Lee; my father a Virginia Avis. Capt. John
Avis, of John Brown fame, was a great-uncle of mine, and fohn
Brown's silver watch is in the possession of a branch of our
family to-day. It was given to Capt. Avis by John Brown him-
self just before he stood on the scaffold.

When my mother was alive, and we were all at home, it was
very interesting to hear my parents tell of the "John Brown
raid," his fortifying of the "old armory engine house," his cap-

ture of prominent citizens, including Lewis Washington, a rela-

tive of George Washington, and the final capture of himself and
men bv Government soldiers. My father was a member of the

local militia at the time, which was called to guard the jail in

which Brown was confined. Finally came the war, the capture

and recapture of the battle-scarred place, the dramatic blowing
up of the armory and arsenal, and many other, stirring events of

those stirring ti-nes.
.

I was in Harper's Ferry but once. It was when nnie years of

age, and memory retains a faint vision of a sleepy httle village,

the crumbling ruins of long buildings near the edge of a spar-

kling, tumbling, foam-laced river, flowing turbulently through a

great wondrous gorge—a place pronounced by Jefferson to be

"the most stupendous thing in nature."

I would feel thankful if Mr. Webb could furnish me the full

name of the Mr. Avis, of Charleston, W. Va., whom lie met at

the Walker place. I feel interested, and am sure he has dis-

covered a relative of mine. > W. H. Avis.
HiGHWOOD, Conn., May 20.

Clouds.

Glory beyond all glory ever seen
By waking sense or by the dreaming souH
The appearance, instantaneously disclosed.

Was of a mighty cit};—boldly^ say
A wildnerness of building, sinking far

And self-withdrawn into a boundless depth,
,

Far sinking into splendor—without end!
Fabric it seemed of diamond and of gold,

With alabaster domes, and silves spires,

A blazing terrace upon terrace, high
Uplifted; here, serene pavilion bright.

In avenues disposed; there tov;ers begirt

With battlements that on their restless fronts

Bore stars—iUH?n!nati<^R of a'l gems!
--WsoswQrtn,

Yachting Fixtures, J90J.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the future.

MAY.

30. South Boston, club race, City Point, Boston Harbor.
30. East Gloucester,' club race, Gloucester, Massachusetts Bay.
30. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
30. Harlem, annual regatta. City Island, Long Island Sound.
30. Indian JHarbor, special, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
30. Bridgeport, special, Bridgeport. Long Island Sound.
30. Canarsie, opening and parade, Carnarsie, Jamaica Bay.
30. Brooklj'n, opening, Gravesend Bay.
30. Staten Island, Stapleton, S. I.

30. American, opening, Milton Point, Long Island Sound.
30. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
30. Manhasset Bay, second series race for Jacob cup, Port Wash-

ington, Long Island Sound.
30. Seawanhaka Corinthian races for raceabouts, Seawanhaka

knockabouts and club catboats. Oyster Bay, L. I, Sound.

JUNE.

1. Knickerbocker, annual. College Point, Long Island Sound.
1. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
5. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
8. Winthrop, special handicap race, Winthrop, Mass.
8. Canarsie, pennant championship,, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
8. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
8. Manhasset, annual. Port Washington, Long Island Sound.
8. Brooklyn, open, Gravesend Bay.
8. South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.

East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
South Boston, club cruise, City Point, Boston Harbor.
Beverly, club, Monument Beach.
New York C. C, annual, Gravesend Bay.
Larchmont, spring regatta, Larchm.ont, Long Island Sound.

. Seawanhaka Corinthian, first race. Center Island cup, Oyster
Bay, Long Island Sound.

Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts. Bay.
Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.

17. New York, 90-footers, Newport.
17. Boston, cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
South Boston, cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
Beverly, open sweepstake. Monument Beach.
Duxbury, club race, Duxbury, Mass.
Hull-Massachusetts, classes over 18ft., Hull, Boston Harbor.
Dorchester, classes 18ft. and under, Dorchester, Boston Harbor.
Corinthian, first club championship, Marblehead, Mass.
East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Mass.
Brooklyn, annual regatta, Gravesend Bav.
Pavonia, annual, Bayonne, New York Bay.
Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
Atlantic, annual. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
ISIew York, annual. New York Bay.
Du.xbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
Marine and Field, open. Gravesend Bay.
Hull-Massachusetts, club. Hull, Mass. . „ .

Manhasset Bay, third .series race for Jacob cup. Port Washmg-
ington, Long Island Sound.

New Rochelle, annual. New Rochelle Long Island Sound.
Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Winthrop, special handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, second race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
New York, Glen Cove cups, Long Island Sound.
East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

, Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Conn.
28. Seawanhaka Corinthian, soecial. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
Boston, City Point. Boston Harbor.
Savin Hill, open, Boston Harbor.
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
Atlantic, annual, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, annual race for Leland challenge cup

for raceabouts, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.

jtn.Y.

2. 4, 6. Newport, Y. R. A., cup defender class, Newport.
2. Indian Harbor, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
3. Columbia, City Point, Boston Harbor.
3. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
3-8. Brooklyn C. C., cruise, Gravesend Bay.
4. Beverly, open sweepstake, Monument Beach.
4. Duxbury, club race^ Duxbury, Mass.
4. Boston City, City Point, Boston Harbor. ^, ^ .

4. Corinthian, second club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Jiay.

4. East Gloucester, open, Gloucester, Mass.
4. Gravesend Bay Y. R. A., first open regatta, Gravesend Bay.

4, Annisquam, open, Ipswich Bay, Mass.
4. Larchmont, annual regatta and schooner races for Colt cup,

Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
4. Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
4. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.

4. Pavonia, Mclnnis cup, Bayonne, New York Bay.

4. Canarsie, parade, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.

4. Penataquit Corinthian, annual. Bay Shore, L. I.

4. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
4 Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
5-11. Atlantic, cruise. Sea Gate, New York Bay.

6. Shinnecock Bay, club. Shinnecock Bay.

(J. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.

6 Winthrop, special handicap, Winthroo, Mass.

6. Mosquito Fleet, City Point, Boston Harbor.

6. Riverside, annual. Riverside, Long Island bound.

6. Beverly, convention. Monument Beach.

6. Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor.
, ^ -r i j

6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, third race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
fi. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

f,. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.

8. Norwalk, annual. South Norwalk. Long Island Sound.
8-9-10. New York, Newport series, Newport.

10. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass. ^
13. Moriches, club.

_ ,r , j im u
13. Corinthian, third club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.

13. Beverly, club. Monument Beach.
13. Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.

13. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
, ^ , , ^

13. Larchmont, open, first day of race week, Larchmont, Long
Island Sound. , „ ,^ • ,

13. Seawanhaka Corinthian, race for Roosevelt memorial cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound. t , j c j
13. Manhasset, special, Port Washington, Long Island Sound.

13-20. Larchmont. race week, Larchmont, Long Island bound.

15-19.—Interlake meet, Put-in-Bay, O.
17. Beverly, Buzzards Bay.
17. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

18, 20, 23. Newport Y. R. A., special races, Newport
20. Westhampton C. C, club.

20. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
20. Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor.

20. Winthrop, Winthrop, Mass.

2C'. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
,

After a number of very successful trials during last

week. Constitution was formally turned over to her new
owners last Saturday. Mr. August Belmont acting for

the syndicate and Mr. W. Butler Dixncan's pri\*ate signal

being hoisted aloft. Constitution's headquarters will now
be at Newport.^although she will be taken to Bristol occa-

sionally to be inspected. A new mainsail and some spare

Steel spars are now being made for the boat at Bristol.
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While maneuvering for a start in a race against Sham-
rock Land Sybarita on Tuesday, May 2i, Shamrock 11. had
her entire rigging swept away in a sudclen squall. Sham-
rock I. had her gaff broken and her topsail was torn to
pieces. King Edward was aboard Shamrock II. at the
time of the accident and narrowly escaped serious injury.
Sir Thomas Lipton was struck by a piece of wreckage, but
was not hurt. All the sails and spars are now lying in

nine fathoms of water off the West Brambles. There will

be a delay of six weeks in replacing the lost gear and
spars of Shamrock II., and it therefore became necessary
for Sir Thomas Lipton to ask the New York Y. C. for a
postponement of the Cup races at least a month. The
New York Y. C. readily consented to his request, and the
date of the first race is set for Saturday, Sept. 2X, igox.

The Independence Correspondence.
The New York Y. C. has given out the correspondence

relative to the sailing of Independence in the trial races,
and the full .series of letters are as below. The outcome
of it all is that the Boston yacht will enter the races, and
this is a subject of universal satisfaction.

41 West Forty-fourth street, New Y'ork, April 23—T. W. Lawson,
Esq., 31 State street, Boston, Mass.—Sir: The committee
appointed by the New York Yacht Club, to whicli was referred
the challenge of the Royal Ulster Y''acht Club for a match for
the America cup, with power, among other things, to select a
vessel to represent the club in the match, has been officially
advised by the owners of the Columbia and Constitution that
those vessels will be prepared to enter trial races to be held
under the supervision of the New York Yacht Club, with a view
to the selcctioii of its representative vessel.
The committee is informed that you are the owner of the

Independence, now in process of construction in Boston, from
designs by Mr. Crowninshield : that .she is of the same class
as Shamrock IT., and the vessels above mentioned, and, as is
generally believed, is being built for the purpose of being offered
as a possible defender of the cup.
It has seemed to the committee proper that it should officially

confirm to you what was informally communicated by its chair-
man several months ago to Mr. Crowninshield as to the conditions
which would govern entries for the trial races.
The cup is held by the New York Yacht Club under the deed

of gift. According to that deed, it is not open to contest between
individuals, but a match can be sailed only between the challeng-
ing club, on the one hand, and the club holding the cup, on the
other. By its terms the vessel selected to defend the match
is made the reprc'^entative of the challenged club.
The challenged club is made respon.sible for the vessel defend-

ing the cup, and for her management and condxict during the
match.
It is evident thai no club can justly assume such responsibility

unless it be vested with corresponding authority and control
over the vessel by which it is represented and for the conduct
of which it is responsible. The challenged club can be effectively

vested with such authority and control only by having the vessel
under its flag and under the responsible management of one
of its members, for only a member is bound by its rules, amen-
able to its control, and subject to its discipline.

These conditions have in fact existed in all former contests.

The committee are. therefore, compelled to hold that a vessel,

in order to enter the trial races, must be qualified to fly the
flag of the club, and must be under the responsible manage-
ment of one or more of its members, and that if selected to
defend the cup these conditions must continue to exist until
after the conclusion of the uiatch.

It is proper to add that in their selection of a vessel the
committee, in accordance with the custom which has always
been observed, would reserve to themselves ab.solute freedom
to designate that vessel which, in their judgment, is, tinder

all the cirniustances, best adapted for the purpose. The result of

the trial races will not be considered as necessarily conclusive,
and the committee will regard themselves as at liberty to con-

sider or not, at their discretion, the evidence furnished by
performances of the respective vessels prior to the trial races.

The committee believe that they are expressing the unanimous
sentiment of the New York Yacht Club in saying that the
appearance of the Independence as a competitor for the honor
of defending the cup would be very heartily welcomed. They
are not forgetful of the distinguished part which Boston yachts-

men have taken in_ these events in the past, and they are anxious
to extend to the Indepe^idence every possible courtesy consistent

with the duty of the chib as trustee of the /Vmerica cup.

Respectfully vours, LEWIS CASS LEDYARD,
Chairman of Committee.

Boston, April 25.—Commodore Lewis Cass Ledyard, chairman
of committee, New Y'ork Y'acht Club.—Sir: Your letter of the

23d inst., wherein you make clear to me the desire and intention

of vour club in regard to the selection and sailing of the vessel

which will defend the America Cup, was duly received, and I

thank you for the information which you have so fully and
plainly given to me abotit the rules, reg.ulations and customs
which must, by the deed of gift, precedents and decisions of

your club, control the entire match from the beginning of the

trial races to the conclusion of the match. I also thank you,

and, through you, all the members of your club, for your kindly

expressions in ragard to Independence and Boston yachtsmen.

lhat there may be no misunderstanding in this matter, which
is one of great moment to us, who have exerted every effort

and have been actuated by only one desire, namely, to create

a boat which all Bostonians will be proud of, 1 ask the privilege

of briefly reviewing your letter.

Your committee is correctly informed. I own Independ-
ence; she is of the same class as Constitution, Columbia,

and Shamrock II., and I built her for the purpose of offering

her as a defender of the cup. My understanding of the deed
of gift is in accordance with your committee's, that ' it is not

open to contests between individuals, but a match can be sailed

only between the challenging club on the one hand and the

club holding the cup on the other," and that "the vessel selected

to defend the match" must be "made the representative of the

challenged club." "The challenged club is made responsible for

-the vessel defending the clip and for her management and con-

duct during the match."
.

I believe, as does your committee, "that no club can justly

assume such responsibilities unless it be vested with correspond-

ing authoritv and control over the vessel by which it is repre-

sented, and for the conduct of which it is responsible." And I

also believe with your committee that your club should be vested

with authority and control, and that the vessel representing your

club should, during the entire match and until its conclusion,

be absolutelv under the management and control of your club,

and I do not see how, in fairness to all who have any right to

any interest in the great contest for the cup, your committee

could do otherwise than to rule that all vessels which enter the

trial races must be prepared to have your club absolutely manage
and control them at all times, until the conclusion of the match.

I entirely agree that it is only right and fair that your com-

mittee "reserve to themselves absolute freedom to designate that

vessel which, in their judgment is, under all the circumstances,

best adapted for the purpose," and that "the result of the trial

races will not be considered as necessarily conclusive and the

committee will regard themselves as at liberty to consider or

not, at their discretion, the evidence furnished by performances

of the respective vessels prior to the trial races."

I therefore ask that the Independence be allowed the honor
of defending the cup, if on the fair and wise judgment of your
committee she demonstrates she is, everything considered, the

best boat for the purpose, and I pledge myself, if the Independ-

ence is selected to defend the cup. to give to the New York
Yacht Club absolute control and management of her until the

conclusion of the match.
In ray anxiety to hurry this matter along to a conclusion that

will be satisfactory to every one interested, I have, immediately

upon the receipt of your letter, and without opportunity to

consult with Mr. Crowninshield or any of the other Boston
gijptle^neti who are tq sail the Independence, thus briefly arswered
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it. At the first opportunity I wil] ]ay it before them, and have
little doubt but they will indorse my views.
Again thanking you, your committee and your club for your

courteous attention, and assuring you tliat 1 l<now you will

deal with the entire subject in that broad spirit of true sports-
manship for which your club is ^anied, believe me, sir, yours
very truly, Thomas W. Lawson.

New York, April 30—Thomas W. Lawson,. Esq., Boston, Mass.—
Sir; The committee of the New York Yacht Club upon the
challenge of the Royal Ulster Yacht Club, to whom I have
submitted your letter of April 25, desire me to e.xpress to you
their gratification at learning that the Independence will be
oiTered as a competitor in the trial races, under the conditions
communicated in my letter of the 2ad instant.
In reviewing my letter, you omit to call attention in specific

terms to the condition that the vessel must be qualified to fly

the flag of the New York Yacht Club—but I assrirne from your
cordial assent to* these conditions in general that the omission
is inadvertent
I am requested to inform you that the committee will be glad

•to receive the entry of the Independence for the trial races,
when she shall have been qualified under their ruling.
Should she before the trial races be qualified, under the rules

of the club, to enter club events, there will be a number of occa-
sions on which she can meet the Constitution and Columbia
and thus enjoy equal facilities with those vessels for getting her
crew thoroughly trained and disciplined and the vessel herself
in the best possible form.
The committee has no other desire than that the Shamrock II.

.should meet the very best boat this country can produce. Respect-
fully yours, Lewis Cass Ledyard,

Chairman of Committee.

Boston, May 1.—Commodore Lewis Cass Ledyard. Chairman
of Committee, New York Yacht Club.—Dear Sir: Your letter
of April .30 was received today. In reviewing your favor of the
23d ultimo, I purposely omitted calling your attention in specific
terms to the condition , contained therein, that the vessel must
be qualified to fly the flag of the New York \''acht Club. I did
not know what your club would hold to be necessary qualifica-
tions to enable the Independence to fly your clitb flag, but I
was satisfied your committee would at a time and in a way
they deemed best convey to me this knowledge, which I could
in no other way obtain, and in pledging myself to give to your
club absolute control and management of the Independence,
should she be selected by your committee to defend the cup,
I felt I had covered beyond all possibility of misunderstanding
any and all requisite details; but as you are good enough in

the letter just to hand to invite my views on this point, I will
give them to you frankly, asking only that your committee will
receive them in the same spirit in which they are sent.

In asking your committee to accept the entry of the Independ-
ence for the trial races I would remind you we agree upon five
essential points: I am the sole owner of the Independence;
I am not a member of your club; your club is unanimous in
its ^iesire to have the Independence a competitor; I" desire
to have her compete, and consent to have your club absolutely
control and manage her until the conclusion of the match. It
is my opinion _that in giving to vour club the absolute manage-
ment and control of the Independence I cover the condition that
she must be qualified to fly the flag of the New York Yacht Club.
As I understand such matters, your club's power as to who or
what shall flv its flag is supreme; you can qualify the owner of
the Independence to fly it, or you can qualify the Independence
wdthout me by having her intrusted to your club by charter
or by loan.

If your committee will inform me at its earliest convenience
what steps it will be necessary for me to take to qualify the
Independence to enter the trial races and the club events to
which you refer, T assure you I will appreciate it, as I realize

it may be essential to her success that she enjoy the same
facilities for tuning up as the Constitution and Columbia.
Again thanking you for your courteous attention believe me,

yours yery truly,
' Thomas W. Lawsox.

41 West Forty-fourth Street, New York, May 10.—T. W. Law-
son, Esq.—Dear Sir: Your letter of the 1st inst. would have
been answered before, but I have been unable, until to-day,
to procure a meeting of the committee.
The question what qualifications are necessary to enable a

vessel to fly the flag of the club must be determined by the
con.stitution and by-laws of the New York Yacht Club.
There are two methods in which a yacht may be thus qualified

:

First, bj' being enrolled in the name of one or more members
of the club and registered on the club's records in the name of
such member or members; second, bj'^ being chartered to a

member or members for a period of not less than two months.
Under the first of these methods she becomes entitled to all

club privileges which any vessel can have, inclviding the right
to enter all club events. Lender the second, she acquires the
right to enter the squadron runs upon the annual cruise, but no
other club races. She would, however, under the ruling of the
committee, communicated to you in my former letter, be entitled,

if thus chartered, to enter the America's C^p trial races.

Either of these courses is open to the Independence, but you
will perceive that the adoption of the former would give her a
complete equality of privilege with the Constitution and Colum-
bia as far as concerns preliminary opportunities for tuning tip

and comparison, the importance of which, _ to those interested

in her success, the committee fully recognizes, that could not
be obtained by resorting to a charter.

Should you desire either to put the Independence in the name
of a member, or to charter her to a member, of course the selec-

tion of such member would be a matter for your own personal
choice, and the arrangement made would be one wholly between
you and the member elected by you. The club itself could
neither charter nor borrow a vessel for this purpose. Its control
over the general conduct of the vessel selected to defend the
match as its representative is acquired through the fact that

the individual who is responsible for her management, by owner-
ship of record or hy charter, is a member of the club and subject
to its jurisdiction. Respectfully yours.

Lewis Cass Ledvard,
Chairman.

Boston, May 11.—Commodore Lewis Cass Ledyard, Chairman
of Committee, New York Yacht Club.—Dear Sir: Your letter

. of the 10th instant was received to-day, and I would again
(that there may be no misunderstanding) ask your indulgence in

reviewing its contents. You state that your club will neither
charter nor borrow the Independence, and that the only possible
way for her to enter the trial races and, consequently, the races
for the cup, will be for me to have her enrolled and registered
in the name of a member of the New York Yacht Clutj, and
that she can only be so enrolled and registered when I cease
to be her owner hy making a member of yotir club her owner,
or by giving a member of your club absolute control and man-
agement of her by charter.

In other words, if my understanding of the meaning of your
letter is correct, the New York Yacht Club, with the knowledge
that I am the sole owner of the Independence, that I have built
her for the sole purpose of competing for the honor of defending
the America Cup, and at a time when she is so far completed as to
appear to have an equal chance vvith the chellenger, and of being
as good a boat as any other candidate for the cup defense,
informs me that it is the unanimous desire of its members that
she be granted an equal chance with the other American boats,
•tJnly to show to me that she will not be given any chance unless
I make a gift to some member of your club of all that which
belongs to me by the right of my having assumed the responsi-
bility of an act which no member of your club or any other
individual desired to perform.

If my understanding is correct, I deeply regret that your
committee should have so poor an estimate of my intelligence
as to have thought it necessary to call to my attention that it

was within my power to transfer my ownership of the Inde-
pendence to a member of your club; for, if my understanding
is correct, the substance of all your committee has said to me
hi its courteous and welcome but nevertheless unsolicited cor-
respondence is that I, being the sole owner of the Independ-
ence, can, if I desire, in any way that I deem best, transfer
the ownership from myself to a member of your club.

I can give her, I can sell her, or I can charter her, I would
I'espectfully call the attention of your committee to the fact
that I did not build the Independence for the purpose of finan-
cial gain _

and I therefore, woiild not sell an ownership, in
whole or in part, or by charter to any individual. Furthermore,
if .it was my intention to profit in ship dicker, she would, of
course, be sold to the highest bidder, regardless of his member?
ship in any club.

Of course your committee an4 all members of your olub know
it is impossiljlf for to find an individual pf sufficient

respectability to have been admitted to any club who would
treat with anything but contempt a proposition that he go
before your club and the ptiblic with the deceptive assertion
that he was the owner of the Independence, and, therefore,
entitled to those things that necessarily go with such ownership,
a;id I think your club members upon second thought will agree
with me that no man sufficiently housebrokcn to be at large
would ask any one to assume a position of such duplicity.
^

Imagine the situation of a respectable owner who had voluntarily
intrusted a ship like the Independence to an individual—irre-
sponsible as one would necessarily have to be to become the
beneficiary of such a subterfuge— if, in the first race, she sank
an excursion steamer or in any one of many ways was held
responsible for heavy damages; or if at a critical moment in
<he race this peculiar individual, actuated by motives similar
to those which prompted him to pose as owner of a ship in
which he had no ownership, should purposely lose to the oppos-
ing yacht. Of course the ludicrousness of such a situation must
appeal to your committee.
Recognizing that it might be absolutely necessary for the

successful defense of the cup that the New York Yacht Club
should have the supervision, management and control of all
candidates for the defense, I determined, at the time I decided
to build a candidate, to do anything it was possible for a self-
respecting individual to do to have my boat defend, if she proved
best for that purpose.
I had decided before I received your first letter that, regard-

less of personal feeling to the contrary, I would, upon request,
turn over the absolute management and control of my boat to
your club, and at the same time free vour club absolutely from
all responsibility and bind myself absolutely to do all those
things which in the judgment of your club were deemed neces-
sary, and supposing, as I did, that the power of your club to
make or change its by-laws or constitution, its rules or its regu-
lations, was supreme, and that it was the custom of your club
to fly its club flag from its club house, buildings, club tenders,
yachts, or other property at will, I am fr.ank to admit I did not
think the New York Yacht Club would have any trouble in
deciding a way which would allow the Independence fair play;
but if my understanding of the meaning of your correspondence
is correct, it is impossible for the Independence to defend the
cup, therefore impossible for the Independence to enter the trial
races for the selection of a candidate to defend the cup, and I
am not sure that it is not unfair for the Independence to race,
previous to the cup race, against any vessel which may be
selected for the defense; furthermore, I am not sure that it
may not be tmfair to the Independence to race, subsequent to
the cup match, the loser of that match, or unfair to the loser
of that match for the Independence to race, subsequent to the
cup match, tlie winner of that match—that is, separately.
Therefore. I am of opinion that, if my understanding of the

meaning of your correspondence is correct, the reason for the
Independence no longer exists, for it is impossible to ascertain
whether the best American boat is that boat which defends the
cup, because it is impossible for any boat owned bv an American
other than a member of the New York Yacht Club to have any
part in the cup defense.

'

As we are rushing work on the Independence in an endeavor
to launch her next week, and as I have already entered into
engagements to race her against the Constitution and the Colum-
bia, will not your committee favor me as .soon as possible after
receipt of this with a reply, by telegraph if convenient, whether
my understanding of the meaning of your correspondence is

correct, that I may decide whether to abandon finishing the
Independence and cancel her entries.
Thanking you in advance for yotir reply, and assuring you I

most deeply regret the Independence was not created under
corlditions which would allow her at least an equal chance with
a foreign vessel for a trophy that has until now been supposed
bj;- all to represent the highest type of American and English
fair play, I am, sir, yours very truly,

Thomas W. Lawson.

41 West Forty-fourth Street, New York, May 15.—Thomas W.
Lawson. Esn.—Sir: Your letter, dated May 11, was received by
me on Monday.
As I said to you in my first letter, the substance of the condi-

tions which would govern entries in the trial races was com-
municated to Mr. Crowninshield, the designer of your yacht,
at least four months ago, in answer to a request by him for
information on the subject.
As appears from your letters, you "built the Independence

for the purpose of oiFfering her as a defender of the cup," fully
"understanding that it was not open to contest between indi-
viduals, but that, a match could be sailed only between the
challenging club on the one hand and the club holding the cup
on the other," and "that the vesseL selected to defend the match
must be made the representative of the challenged club." It
would have been at least natural, under these circumstances, for
you to inform yourself in advance of the conditions necessary
to qualify her, if the information furnished Mr. Crowninshield
was not sufficient.

It is true that the correspondence which has talcen place
between us was, as you say, not solicited by you. This commit-
tee voluntarily addressed you upon the subject, in an attempt
to enable you to procure your vessel to be entered as a com-
petitor for the honor of defending the cup, in the only way in
which it was possible for her to be entered under the constitution
and laws of the club.

If the committee erred in extending you this cotirtesy, the
error is not one that causes them any regret.
We have no desire to enter into any controversy with you, and

do not care to review your letter in detail. Your principal objec-
tion to the terms of "competition seems to be that in your
judgment it would be impossible to find any individual of suffi-

cient respectability to have been admitted to any club who
would be willing to have a competing yacht transferred to him
of record or by charter, and you criticise, in language which I
refrain from repeating, the position of any member accepting
such a transfer. Yet his position wotild differ in no respect
whatever from that occupied by Mr. VV. Butler Duncan, as man-
a.ger of the Constitution, or that assumed by Mr. Edwin D.
Morgan, as manager of the Columbia, and I have yet to hear
the suggestion from any one that either of these gentlemen
would consent to assume any relation that was not justified by
tile highest sense of honor.
We have already shown that it is entirely within your power

to qualify the Independence for these events, by conforming
to the rule which has been in fact observed in respect to all

previous matche.s, viz., that a competing vessel should be quali-
tied to fly the flag of the club and entitled to be entered hy a
member. The suggestion that to meet yoiir individual Views
the New York Yacht Club should change its constitution and
laws, for the purpose of departing from the custom of years,
is, of course, one that cannot be entertained.
The committee can only regret that it has been possible for a

correspondence, which was initiated by it entirely in a spirit

of courtesy toward you and in a desire to do all that was possible
to enable you to realize the object for which you had built the
Independence, to close with such a letter as that just received
from you—a letter which catises uy no little surprise and dis.r

appointment, as in it you assume a position which we find
ourselves at a loss to reconcile with your communication of April
2.T, in which you accepted with such apparent cordiality the
committee's ruling as transmitted to you.

Respectfully yours,
Lewis Cass Ledyard.

Chairman.

Boston, May 23.—Commodore Lewis Cass Ledyard, Chairman
of Committee, New York Yacht Club.—Dear Sir: Your letter
of the loth instant was duly received. I trust you will pardon
my delay in answering it.

I regret that your committee misconstrued my last letter. It
hardly seems possible your committee can be dealing with the
matter with only a desire to do all that is possible to enable
you to realize the object for which I built the Independ-
ence. I have frankly stated that in building her I had no motives
whatever other than to meet the Urgent -requests of Boston
yachtsmen that a boat should be built, and incidentally to enjoy
the pleasure which I anticipated would come with her owner-
ship. I understood fully her position and how it might be
affected by the deed of gift, your club's construction of it, or
your club's possible action with reference to inviting the Inde-
pendence to race. I understood fully I might have no oppor-
tunity to race, and with this knowledge I was satisfied with my
position. I have made no complaint nor entertained anv feeling
that I had been m the least injured or unfairly treated bv your
dub or by any one, and whatever feeling I had in connection
with your club was that of admiration only for its past achieve-
ments in sports.

At this stage your comi?iittee opened a correspondence with
me for th? ptirpofe, yo^ §t|ted, Qf inviting the iTidependence

to participate in the cup races. Y'our correspondence was not
only courteous, but, as I stated in my last letter, very welcome
to me. I entertained no thought while the correspondence wasm progress but pleasant expectations that its results would
.surely be the racing of my bo.at under fair and honorable con-
ditions, which 1 felt sure your club would evolve. I will frankly
admit that when your letter containing the suggestion that it
might be necessary to transfer the ONsnnership to some individual
came to me, in answering it on the spur of the moment I used
strong expressions, but I emphatically disavow any intention
in that letter or in any of my correspondence of treating your
club, your committee or your members with anything but respect,
and I ask you if you deem it fair to accuse me of desiring
to hold controversy with your club or intending to insult two
of your most representative members when all I have done is
to answer the letters sent by your committee, Is it not possible
that your committee have confounded my acts or intentions
with those which have been attributed to me by rumor, for
which I am not in any way responsible?
My case is a simple one: At an early stage of hmHing the

Independence, I was obliged to answer false public statements, and
in answering I took the position that it was impossible for me to
give my boat to any individual. Later, when your committee
opened correspondence with me, it was, as I tried to show you,
impossible under the existing conditions (not ideal conditions
which might have been) for me to give my boat to an individual.
The cases of Mr. Edwin D. Morgan and Mr. W. Butler Duncan.
I still insist are in no way similar. Those gentlemen were
selected by their fellow club members for the highest honor
within their gift, and acceptance by these gentlemen of the owner-
ship or management of the Columbia and Constitution has not
placed them and could not place them in the eyes of sportsmen,
fellow club members or the public at large in anything but an
enviable and hororable light, and I ask that you accept my
emphatic protest against the suggestion that anything which I
have written in any way refl.ects upon the honor of these gen-
tlemen.
1 regret, as does your committee, if it should happen that our

correspondence ends in anything but the pleasantest manner,
and I beg to repeat to you I hold myself in readiness to do
anything which it is possible for me to do to enable the Inde-
pendence to race that, in the wise judgment of your committee,
is deemed best, and T pledge myself that if your committee
notifies me it is impossible—I do not care for what reasons—
for my boat to take part in the cup defense, I will cease all
effort in that direction and do all in my power to dispel any
bad impression that may exist by arranging to in some other
way settle to the satisfaction of all yachtsmen and others the
question of which is the best American boat. Believe me, yours
very truly, Thomas W. Lawson.

New York Yacht Clttb, 41 West Forty-fourth Street, New York,
May 24.—Thomas W. Lawson, Esq.—Sir: Your letter of yester-
day was received this morning.
You appear to entertain an erroneous impression concerning

the position of Mr. Duncan and Mr. Morgan. These gentlemen
were not selected as managers of the Constitution and Columbia
by the members of the club. In each case the selection was
by the individual owners of the yacht, and the arrangement was
one wholly between such owners as individuals on the one side
and the gentlemen selected as managers on the other.
This comrnittee certainly does not purpose to notify you that

it is impossible for your boat to take part in the trial races or
the cup defense. On the contrary it has very distinctly notified
you that it is entirely possible for her to take such part, and has
fully explained to you the conditions which it is opeil to you
lo avail yourself of for the purpose of qualifying her as a candi-
date for the match. Respectfully yours.

,
Lewis Cass Ledyard,

it' vS' '
' Chairman.

Boston, May 2o.—Commodore Lewis Cass Ledyard, Chairman
of Committee, New York Yacht Club.—Dear Sir: Your letter
of yesterday with the assurance that my boat can take papt in
the trial races and, if selected, may defend the cup, was received
this morning. I will at once charter an interest in her to such
person or persons as may be agreeable to your committee and
will give such person or persons full control and management
of her during the match. I thank j^our committee for having
suggested a way to fairly determine in a sportsmanlike manner
which boat shall be selected to defend the cup, and' I will do
all in my power to make the contest a success. Believe me,
yours very truly, Thomas W. Lawson.

[Small Yacht Constrttction and
Rigging,

BY UNTON HOPE.

Chapter III.—Laying Off, Making the Motilds and Setting
Up the Frame (Continaed).

It is easier to fit the rudder trunk or case now than after the
boat is planked, as woidd be the case with larger craft, and this is
made like a box with two lin. mahogany or Kaurie pine planks
on eacji side of the sternpost, with a l^in. centerpiece on the
after side. The latter is rabbeted into the two sides, and all three
are rabbeted into the counter frame,
All the joints, like the scarphs of the stem and sternpost, etc.,

must be well fittted and painted with thick red and white lead
before bolting together.
Both boat's keels and frames are now ready to set up, but they

will be treated in different ways, as the centerboarder will be built
bottom up, and the keel boat keel downward.

Starting with the centerboarder, draw a central chalk line on
the floor and mark all the sections out, then set up the midship
section exactly square with the central line, so that the keel will be
about 8ft. above it. using the plumb line to make sure the center
line of the mould is vertical and right over the line on the floor.
Fix the mould' in place with a center post, which should be fixed
to the mould so that one edge is on the center line. This post
must be nailed to a cleat on the floor and well stayed fore and aft
to keep it in a vertical position. Two side posts will be necessary
to keep the mould level.
The exact distance apart from center to center of the moulds

should now be checked along the center floor line and the height
of the L.W.L. on the midship mould noted, as all the other moulds
must be leveled to this height above the floor. They will all be
set up in the foregoing manner and well stayed fore and aft so
that they are all square with the center floor line and their vertical
center lines plumb and L.W.L.'s level. This is a long and tedious
business, but on its accuracy all the rest of tlie work depends, so
do not spare a little extra care and time over it, and fix them so
that they will not move when you come to work on them.

I would advise working to the fore edge of the moulds forward
of and including the midship section and to the after edge of
the others—that is to say, place the forward moulds so that tlie
mark for their places on the central floor line comes just on the
fore side of each, and on the after side of the after moulds. The
object of this is to avoid bevels on the edges of the moulds, which
would be required if the center of each were taken instead of the
edge, as shown by the sketch.
Check the squaring of the moulds by measuring from the

center of the stem to the outside of the first mould at the sheer
level on each side, and see they are the same; then do this be-
tween each pair of moulds till aU are exact.
The moulds are now ready for the keel to be bent over them

and screwed to each, when it is seen to be correct and fair to the
curve of the drawing, and the stem and transom must then be
stayed in a similar manner to the moulds, squaring and plumbing
from the central floor line as before, and a line should be
stretched through all the moulds at the L.W.L. and carefully
leveled. A sheer batten should be nailed around the moulds at the
deck level to fair them and hold them all in place while the rabbet
is cut.

The moulds for the keel boat will not be set up first, but after
the keel and frame are set up in place on the stocks, and fixed
by shores and stays from the roof and walls. The stocks are best
made from a 3in. by 9in. deal on edge, firmly fixed to the floor
at exactly the same angle as the keel.
When the frame is fixed, a clear center line must be marked

along keel, stem, sternpost, and counter frame, and the stations
for the moulds marked on it in the same manner as o^ the floor
line in the case of tha centerboard boat. The moulds can now be
set up as before, except that they are now right way up and
.stayed from the roof, or if that is too high a fore and aft 3in. by
9in. deal must be fixed from stem to stern, and well secured to
the roof and walls, and the moulds stayed from that.
When the moulds are all fixed square and plumb in their proper

places 3n4 the sheer hstten or., next job i.i to cu^ tb,^ T^t^bst,
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From The Yachtsman.

Our Boston Letter.

BoHTON. May 27.—Mr. Thomas W. Lawson's letter to

Com. Lewis Cass Ledyard. of the New York Y. C, which

was sent Saturday, ends a controversy that has been pain-

ful in the extreme to yachtsmen in this city. There are

some who claim that 'Mr. Lawson should not have re-

ceded _fron\ the stand he had originally taken, but the

majority of the fair-minded ones are glad that the Bos-

ton man has taken the means at hand to qualify his yacht.

All are glad that Independence is to have an opportunity

of competing in the trial races and this feeling at present

seems to outw^eigh all others.

The mast of Independence was stepped last Friday. It

took several hours to complete the work, but it was

carried out without a hitch, and there was no trouble in

fitting the spar when it was lowered into the boat. Be-

fore the inast was sent up. the wooden topmast was fitted

inside the mast head and a spar was lashed to the mast and

to the topmast. With tliis stiffener the two were sent

up together. Independence was havded out from the north

side of the dock, and when the mast swung clear she

was hauled forward to the end of the dock and the two

spars were lowered into her.

After the mast had been stepped she was agam hauled

to the north side of the dock, where her bowsprit was

fitted to place. The bowsprit passes through tsvo gammon
irons. Directly over the stem there is a band with two

sreat steel rods passing aft, on either side of the gammon
Trons. Tliey do not come quite to the after gammon
ii-on. The ends of these rods are threaded and carry big

nuts. The rods pass through a steel fid, which is run

through the bowsprit, and the spar is held in place by the

two nuts pressing against the fid. The position of the

bowsprit can be regulated by the nuts "on the steel rods by

turning them forward or backward as may be necessary.

Billman started to fit the bowsprit Thursday night, but

it was found to be tao large and would not pass through

the irons. The heel was put in and the riggers tried to

force it in by jumping it, but it woidd not work. A becket

was Ihen put around the spar and a luff tackle put into

it. The crew set up on the hauling part of the tackle, but

could not get the spar in but a little distance. Under

the strain the hauling part of the tackle parted and the

block came inboard like a shot from a cannon. Henry

Billman. the rigger, was bending down close to the stem

at the time and had his hand on the rail. The block

caught him before he realized it was coming. Blood

spurted from his hand, but he calmly wound his handker-

chief around it. stuck the hand in his pocket and went

along directing the rigging. It was learned the next morn-

ing that two of Mr. Billman's fingers were crushed, which

speaks well for the grit of the Boston rigger. ....
When the mast and topmast of Independence, jomed,

were lying on the wharf, their combined length seemed

enormous. As they, were hauled up under the shears, this

appearance seemed exaggerated, arid it seemed that the

topmast looked very small. When the mast was stepped

it commenced to look proportionate, but it has a very lofty

look vet. The spreaders Avhich have been put in place

since," have greatly modified this. The lofty look of the

spar caused several spectators to express doubts as to her

being able to carry it, but' they evidejitly did not figure

that there are 20ft, of boat and keel below the wat-it-

line. which was visible to them and that there is much
more stability of form in that under body than one

would imagine from looking at her as she floats in the

dock.

'The riggelrs have been hard at work since the mast and
bowsprit were put in, but the wire rigging is very'hea\^y

anfl takes considerable time to, splice, and the work is

necessarily sh5w. The eye splice for the turnbuckle on

the big bobstay was made Saturday, but it was not screwed

up, There arc two shrouds on either side in which the

fiye 5pUe?§ hgv§ in^4«f 3?}4 }^9¥ fe??!^

to the turnbuckles. Most of the standing rigging has been
cut. All of the splices .on the standing rigging are served
with wire. The ma.st head runners have been .spliced

and fitted to the tackle. Only the hauling part of the
tackle of the mast head runner is manila rope, the rest

being all plow steel wire.

With the mainmast, topmast and bowsprit in place, the
stem of Independence is brought nearer the water and the
bow line shows less of that distinct rise which was seen
when the yacht was first launched. In fact, the forward
overhang is going to lay very close to the water. The
whole appearance of the boat is now changed by this and
she conunences to look the racer all over. One thing that
is particularly noticed is her small beam as compared to

her OA^er all length. She certainly has the promise of
speed, and from what I know of her model, she certainly
should show much of it when sails are hoisted on her.

That extreme forward overhang does not seem so ex-
treme as many sharps have tried to make it—in fact, it

does not look any longer in proportion than the 25-footer
Flirt's. It has something the look of Flirt's forebody, ex-
cept that it is much flatter. There is not much to lie

obtained by looking at a boat in a dock, and to say posi-

tively that Independence would defeat all competitors
would hardly be the statement of a .sane individual ; but
one can perhaps be pleased with the lines shown. Inde-
pendence is certainly pleasing to the eye. from a racing
standpoint, and there are man3r who think that Crownin-
shield has turned out a boat that will keep Constitution
busy at all times.

The first club handicap race of the Winthrop Y. C. was
sailed Saturday in a strong, puft'y wind from the north-
vvest, which made reefing the order, some of the little

fellows being tied down to close reefs. The; preparatory
gun Avas fired at 3 o'clock, and five minutes later the 25-

footers were sent away, followed at five-minute intervals

by the other classes.

In the 25-foot class there were two Cape cats, Alert and
Ideal, both of which have won a number of prizes in

these waters before long overhangs came into use. There
was a good race between these two, only 42 seconds sepa-

rating them' at the finish. In the 21-footers Privateer,

which has always kept the boats of her class hustling in

the Y. R. A. races, had a pretty soft time of it, finishing

before the class above her. Harriet might have made a

good race for Privateer if she had been- traveling in com-
pany with her, but Harriet started with the t8-footers, and
was thrown out of her class. Delia won in the i8-footers

and Clara in the 15-footers, both easily. The following
is the- summary :

•' '

25-Footers.
Actual.

Alert, B. Ridireway 2 00 32
Ideal, H. B. Wliittier 2 0114 -

21-Footers.
Privateer, John MacConncll, Tr 1 49 20

y.nc H. Waite 2 04 19

Ruth. A. S. Richards ,2 06 12

Ma.gic, C. Field - 2 24 00

IS-Fdoters.
Delia, H. Kellv 1 52 04

Thelma, E. H." TewfcsTjtiry 1 55 57

Hector, A. W. Hnbl?ard 1 56 46

Martha. W. Jenkins 2 01 25

Henrietta, J. S, McCloskey 2 13 55

15-Footers.
Clai-a. W. Burgess 157 14

Flash, W. H. Myrick ., .2 06 13

The judges were E. P. Morse, S. M. Crane and C. W.
Gray.
At Lawlcy's the 85tt. auxiliary schooner Idler, designed

by C. H. Crane for Henry T. Sloane, was launched Fri-

day. An attempt was made to launch her on Thursday,
bttt she stuck in the mud. She was hauled off_ Friday

morning and h now at the end of the basin fitting out.

The east shop is now pretty well cleared. The Binney
7oft. -stcamc-r. the Hcrter 35-footer and the Lowell 25-

footer are expected to hv launched very soon. The Wig-
gins 25-foQter is all planked. In the west shop the plating

is being put on the Crane 70ft. steamer and the Eno 120ft.

steamer is being fitted up inside. The Boreland 86ft.

steamer is ready for launching. Fred Lawlcy's 15ft. scow,

Mclodie, has been launched and was given a trial' spin

Sunday.
Hanley has the Canada ctip defender Cadillac nearly

ready for launching. She is 28ft. on the waterline, 40ft.

over alLand has lift. beam. She looks like Genesee. She
will have a bigger centerboard than Genesee, and will

carry about 1.400 sq. ft. of sail.

Crowninshield has designed three 20ft. raceabouta,

which have been bttilt by Graves, of Marblehead, and from
all accounts they are all proving very fast in- the pre-

liminary sailing. John B, Killeen.

New Rochelle Y* C Spting- Regatta.

The
, New Rochelle Y. C. held its spring regatta on

Saturday, May 25, under trying weather conditions. Mr.
Charles T. Power, secretary of the Regatta Committee,
received some twenty entries, but only seven boats showed
up, and but two classes w^cre filled. In the morning lower-

ing skies and a chilly wind did not oifer many induce-

ments for a race. About noon it started in to rain and
continued to do so for the rest of the day. The race was
scheduled to start at 2 o'clock, bttt so few boats had
materialized and the weather was so bad that the start was
postponed until 3 o'clock. Four raceabouts were ready at

that time, and the two new HerreshoflF boats Rogue and
Oonagh. Mr. Frank Bowne Jones was on hand with
Badger, a, boat of Crowninshield design and a sister ship

to Jolly Roger and Scamp, and Nirvana, another Crown-
inshield boat that made a remarkable showing, consider-
ing she was not intended for racing and was in cruising

trim. In the Manhasset one-design class three boats
started—Lambkin, Bab and Arizona. The raceabouts
were started at 3 :20. Badger had rather the best of the

start, until Oonagh forced her to give way just as they
were crossing the line, and Badger had to take the lee-

ward berth, although she crossed ahead. The starting line

was a short one, and all the raceabouts were manetivering
at the easterly end of the line near the stakeboat. Rogue

INDEPENDENCE.
Pesigned by B, B. Crowninshield loy Thos. '^V, Luwson. Photrv by Cr, 'W. TTow.
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Unfortunately got pocketed and liad to give way to Nir-

vana, the third boat, and cross last. In the Manhasset
one-design class Arizona got away first, but to- leeward of

Lambkin, which boat was beautifully handled by Harry
Ward. Bab crossed last. The first leg of the course was
to the buoy oflF Hen and Chickens, and with the wind
about east it was a beat to windward. The second leg

was from the mark of Hen and Chickens to the buoy off

Execution, thence to- the starting line off Echo Bay.

The raceabouts w^ere sent around the course twice, and the

Manhasset one-design boats only once. These little boats

made good weather in the strong breeze and lumpy sea.

The summary follows

:

Regular Raceabouts—Start, 3:20.

Finish. Elapsed.
Rogue, F. T. Bedford „...,, 4 38 45 1 18 45
Badger, F. B. Tones ...,„.,,, 4 34 11 .1 14 11

Oonagh, Pirie Brothers ' 4 36 26 1 IG 26

Nirvana, F. W. Robinson ..,,.4 37 34 1 17 34

Manhasset Bay Raceabouts—Start, 3:25.

Lambkin. S. \V. Roach. 4 12 14 0 47 14

Bab, Phillips & Morgan ; 4 12 43 0 47-43

Arizona, George Cory 4 13 31 0 48 31

The winners were Badger and Lambkin.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES*
Messrs. Huntington & Seaman have sold for Messrs.

Westcott & Story, of Washington, D. C, the auxiliary

yawl Dione to Mr. Albert L. Pope, of Hartford, Conn.

;

the sloop Weona for Mr. J. H. Fermier, of Newark,
N. J., to Messrs. P. M. & J. G. Oldner, of Brooklyn, N.
Y. ; the sloop Ojibway for Mr. John R. Brophy, of Brook-
lyn, to Mr. Daniel P. Morse, of New York; the knock-
about Kittywynk for Dr. John B. Palmer, of New York,
to Capt. John J. Phelps, of New Haven, Conn.

•e n «t

The following yachts have been recently sold through
the agency of Mr. Frank B. Jones: The schooner
Coronet, sold by Mr. John I. Waterbury to Mr. I^Duis

Bossert, former owner of the steam yacht Mayita; the

schooner Rosemary, formerly Elsemarie, sold by Mr. F.

C. Fletcher to Mr. Cornelius P. Rosemon; the racing

sloop Countess, sold by Mr. Oswald Sanderson to Mr.
Edward Dimock King; the sloop Chocta.w, sold by Mr.
George B. Watts, Jr., to Mr. John Foley, Jr.; the yawl
Clarice, sold by Mr. Walter Burgess to Mr. Frank S.

Hastings; the raceabout Colleen, sold by Mr. L. R. Al-

berger to Dr. William L. Baum, of Chicago. Mr. Jones
has chartered the speed launch 1492 for Miss Lotta Crab-
tree to Mr. John J. Phelps.

^ ^ ^
Mr. Frederic C. Penfield, N. Y. Y. C, has bought the

auxiliary schooner White Rose.

^ ^ ^
We have received a copj' of the year book of the Massa-

chusetts Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts. It is

beautifully gotten tip, and is far superior to any book yet

published by the Association. Copies may be secured

from Mr. A. T. Bliss, 60 Pearl street, Boston, Mass.

^ ^ ^
The yawl Ailsa, owned by Mr. Henry S. Redmond,

N. Y. Y. C, which sailed from Southampton on April

5 for Greenport, L. I., arrived at Hamilton, Bermuda, on
May 21.

1^ 1^ Ji^

The America Cup "challenger. Lord Dunraven's Val-
kyrie nr., which was defeated in 1895 by Defender, has

been sold to a firm of iron brokers in Glasgow, and will

be broken up at once.

^ ^ ^
Mr. Harrison I. Drummond's auxiliary yacht White

Heather arrived at New York on May 21. The yacht
sailed from Cowes on May S and experienced bad weather
on the passage.

;

^ ^ ^
Messrs. Walling & Gorman, of South Brooklyn, are

building a naphtha launch for a member of the Atlantic

Y. C. She is 36ft. over all, 31ft. 6in. on the waterline,

gft. 6in. beam and draws 3ft. 6in. The boat will be driven

by a 12 horse-power motor'. There will be a roomy cabin

forward with a large cockpit aft. The boat has an oak
frame and is planked with cedar. The same firm has
recently completed a cabin catboat for Mr. S. C. Htuiter

from a design made by Mr. H. C. Winteringham. She
is 32ft. over all, 24ft. on the waterline, loft. beam and
draws 3ft. 6in. The cabin house is lift, long and there

is 6ft. headroom under beams. The cockpit is large and
is lift. long. She will be named Juanita. Capt. Paulding
has had Walling & Gorman build for him a cruising cat-

boat for use iri the vicinity of Block Island and Martha's
Vineyard. She is 26ft. over all, 22ft. on the waterline,

loft. beam and draws 3ft. 6in. She is a powerful boat
with high freeboard. The boat will be called Miss Betsey.

—«

—

Fixtures.

May 30.—Pohlmann's Pavilion, Jersey City Heights.—Tourna-
mcnt of Our Own Shooting Society.

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbund of
North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. OflE-

hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetren-

bund's annual festival and prize shoot.

Our Own Shooting Society.

HoEOKEN, N. J.—Good attendances continue to mark the
weekly practice meeting of the Our Own Shooting Society and
the session held bere Wednesday, May 15, at Gallenkanip's Hall,
110 Grand street, Hoboken. During the evening new members
were found in former Capt. John Stein and Jacob Flad, another
well-known business man. William F. Dilger secured the highest
score of the set at shooting, he tallying 2-10. The two shooting-
masters, Herman Bahn and John Spinck, took care of second
arid third honors. The records follow:
Wra. F. Dilger 240, John Spinck 236, J- H. Kinse 235, Chas.

Drees 218, Fred Bunger 225. Dr. F. C. Wolff 227, Max Pfund-
heller 230, August Jacobsen 220, Julius Holm 225, Lieut. Robert
B. J. Albeter 225, Wm. Ruhe 231, Lesser L. Levy 215, Wm.

Schmidt 210, John Stein 217, E. Warnecke 215, E. Kallmann 205,

Emil Turgenson 206, Wm. Von Holten 210, William Donald 206,

Gus Ising 217, Herman Bahn 239, C. G. Paul 220, John Schreier
210, Chas. Ullrich 205, G. Gallenkamp 210, John E. Wunschel 200,

Wm. Haag 224.

May 22.—The regular weekly meeting of the Our Own Shooting
.Society was held at headquarters, 110 Grand street, Wednesday,
May 22, and once again the meeting seemed to get the usual
amormt of pleasure out of the practice on the ranges and alleys.

Robert Goldthwaite and Charlie Bischcff each succeeded in turn-

ing out the first-class record of 245 at shooting. Herman Bahn
tallied 242, Adam Schmitt 24fl and

J.
H. Kinse 235, Charles Drees

taillied 69 at the headpin game' in bowling, and won a gold
medal. The members expect to carry off a fair share of the
money Decoration Day at their all-comers' cash prize shootmg
and bowling tournaments at Pohlmann's Pavilion, Jersey City
Heights. The rifle scores follow:
Lieut. Herman Warnken 220, Julius H. Kinse 235, John Spinck

23], Herman Bahn 212, Adam Schmidt 240, Otto Kruse 201, Max
Pfundheller 228, Lester L. Levy 212, Fred Bunger 227, C. Drees
207, Gus Avmhein 216, C. G. Paul 224, H. Mohrmann 208, If. Pevsr-
imhoff 202, Wm. Schmidt 214, George Neuner 206, John Clark 205,

Gus Ising 225, John Martin 23l3, Fred Buehler 209, Chas. Bischcff

24.5, R. Goldthwaite 245, W. Donald 203, Wm. Van Holten 205,

VVm. Haag 202, Julius Kreienberg 225.

The National Shooting Bund of the United States announces a

long list of trophies and merchandise prizes, at its third national

bundes shooting festival to be held July 14 to 23, at Shell Mound
park, San Francisco. Write to Mr. L. Haake, corresponding sec-

retary, 108 lillis street, San Francisco, for programme. -

—^—
If you want your shoot to be aanouaced bere send a

aotice like the foUowing:

Fixtures.

May 28-June 1.—St. Louis, Mo.—Twenty-fourth annual tourna-
ment of the Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association.
Herbert Taylor, Sec'y.
May 28-29.—Wheaton, Minn.—Wheaton Gun Club's target tourna-

ment.
May 28-29.—Dubuque, la.—Dubuque Gun Club's second amateur

tournament.
May 28-39.—Xenia, O.—Xenia Gun Club's tournament.
May 30.—Ossining, N. Y.—Holiday shoot of the Ossining Gun

Club; magautrap; sweepstakes for amateurs only.
May 30.—Haverhill, Mass.—All-day memorial shoot of the Haverr

hill Gun Club. S. G. Miller. Sec'y.
May 30.—Newark, N. J.—All-day shoot of the Forester Gun Club;

live birds and targets. J. J. Fleming, Sec'y.
May 30.—New Haven, Conn.—Memorial Day target tournament

of the New Haven Gun Club. John E. Bassett, Sec'y.
May 30.—Pittston, Pa.—Nitro Gun Club's tournament.
May 30.—Norristown, Pa.—^Tournament of the Penn Gun Club.

J. R. Yost, Sec'y.
May 30.—Dansville, N. Y.—Amateur tournament of the Dans-

ville Gun Club, on Decoration Day. Norman Tompkins, Sec'y.
May 30.—Canajoharie, N. Y.—Tournament of the Canajoharie

Gun Club. C. Weeks, Sec'y.
May 30.—Auburn, Me.—Annual shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.
May 30.—Palmer, Mass.—Second tournament of the Massachu-

setts Amateur Shooting Association, held under the auspices of

the Quaboag Gim^ Club. Dr. S. B. Keith, Sec'j^
A'lay 30-31.—Watlkegan, 111.—Spring tournament of the Waukegan

Gun Club. S. H. Kennedy, Pres.
June—Osceola, Iowa.—Southeastern Amateur Shooting Associa-

tion's tournament. Lee Wheeler, Sec'y.
June 5-6.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland county shoot for amateurs

on the grounds of the Baltimore Shooting Association; valuable
prizes. J. Mowed Hawkins, Mgr.
June 6.—West Chester, Pa.—All-day target shoot of the West

Chester Gun Club. F. H. Eachus, Sec'y.
June 3-4.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Wisconsin Trap-

shooters' League. G. V. Dering, Sec'y.
June 4-5.—Stratford, Iowa.—Stratford Gun Club's annual tour-

nament.
June 4-6.—Circlfeville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters'
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y.
June 5-6.—Rochester, Minn.—Rochester Rod and Gun Club's

tournament.
June 10-11—Tomah, Wis.—Tomah Gun Club's tournament.
June 11-12.—Bedford, Ind.—Fifth annual tournament of the In-

diana Trapshooters' League. J. B. Stipp, Sec'y.
June 11-13.—Sioux City, la.—Seventh annual amateur tournament

of the Soo Gun Club. W. F. Duncan, Sec'y.
June 12-13.—St. Marys, W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the

West Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of
West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
June 13-14.—Pensacola, Fla.—Peters Cartridge Company's Ama-

teur tournament, under auspices of the Pensacola Gun Club.
June 13-14.—Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the

Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.
June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;

two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 19.—Gloversvillc, N. Y.—Annual tournament of the

Gloversville Gun Club. Chas. A. Bogart, Sec'y.

June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the Waterville
Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.
June 25-26.—Bristol, Tenn.—Tournament of the Peters Cartridge

Company. John Parker, Mgr.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, VVash.—Seventh annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,
Sec'y.
July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Toiu'nament of the Sherbrooke Gun

Club.
July 4.—Frankfort, N. Y.—Third annual target tournament of

the Frankfort Fish and Game Protective Association. W. J.
Weller, Sec'j^.

July 5-6.—Duluth, Minn.—Central Gun Club's tournament. J.
W. Nelson^ Sec'y.
July 30.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.
Aug. 8-9.—Lafayette, Ind.—Tournament of the Lafayette Gun

Club. J. Blistian, Sec'y.

Aug. 12.—Winnipeg, Man.—Fifth^ anitual trapshooting tourna-
ment, under management of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition
Association ; $1,000 in money, trophies and medals. F. W. Heu-
bach, General Manager.

.\ug. 27-30.—Okoboji, la.—Lake Okoboji Amateur tournament,
at Arnold's Park; $400 added. For programmes, address E. C.
Hinshaw.

Sept. 2-3.—^Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Virginia Trap
Shooters' Association, under auspices of the West End Gun
Club.
Haverhill, Mass.—Series of prize shoots every Saturday, June

1 to Aug. 31, given by the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G. Miller,
Sec'y.

'

Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Sat-
urday afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's Hv&-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street
at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, pueens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R.' R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds, $0 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New

Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y.

July 10-11.—^Jamestown, N. Y.—The Intel-state Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.
July 23-26.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-

ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Trcas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7-9i—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour^

namentj under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.
Root, Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker,
Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores for publication tn

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties

on all events are considered as divided unless other-wise reported. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Companv^ 346 Broad-
way,, New York

The American team sailed on the Canadian, from pier 50, New
York, on Sunday morning. The team consists of Hon. Thomas
A. Marshall, R. O. Heikes, W. R. Crosby, C. W. Budd, J. S.
Fanning, J. A. R. Elliott, Fred Gilbert, Frank S. Parmelee, C.
M. Powers, Edward Banks, .E. H. Tripp and Richard Merrill.
Mr. Merrill will sail by a later steamer. Accompanying the team
are Capt. A. W. Money, Mr. Emil Werk and 'his daughter.
Miss Eugenie B. Werk; Mr. F. S. Plarrison, F. Elliott, Mr. D.
F. Pride and Mr. B. Leroy Waodard. Messrs. Banks, Tripp
and Crosby are accompanied by their respective wives. A large
number of friends were gathered to 'bid them' bon voyage when
the steamship sailed. .\ party of friends chartered a tug, Sea
Wall, and accompanied the steamship down the harbor to near
(iovernor's Island, when the giant, with its increasing speed,
drew away from the tug. The passengers of the latter gave
three cheers and a tiger to the departing team. There was a
waving of handkerchiefs, a chorus of good-bys, and the team
v/as on its way. The Canadian is due at Liverpool about June
4 or 5. The team will proceed to the Hotel Cecil, London, and will
shoot the first match on June 11. The team is booked to return
on the steamship Cestrian, which sails from Liverpool on -June
29. The international match will be for a stake of $2,.500 a side,
play or pay. A series of five contests constitute the match. Each
team consi.sts of ten men, each man shoots at 100 targets, so that
each contest of the series has 1,000 targets per team, or a total
of 5,000 to each team for the match. Each team may use substi-
tutes, but not in a contest after it has begun. The English team
has the use of both barrels; the American teatn tlie use of but
one barrel. A number of people have expressed the belief that
such is a severe handicap, but when it is considered tliat the
American team, on form, are good for 90 per cent or better, that
the conditions of the contest require that targets shall not be
thrown lower than six feet nor higher than ten feet at a point
ten yards from the trap, the English team have no special advan-
tage with the second barrel. It will be noted that the conditions
make a very low flying target, and one barrel, in quick time, on
such is infinitely better than two in slow time. Still, a race is
never won till it is finished, and we are sure that English and'
Americans alike heartily wish the best te;yn to win.

The Haverhill (Mass.) Gun Club desires to remind the shooters
that its first annual prize series of shoots commence on June 1, at
Hoyt's Grove, and continue every Saturday till Aug." 31. The
following is taken from the " programme : "List of prizes—First,
Winchester repeating shotgun; second, dress suit ease; third,
sole leather gun case; fourth, 6M, pounds nitro powder; fifth,
Thujman shooting blouse; sixth. Powers cleaning rod; seventh,
Tomlinson cleanjjr; eighth, Heikes holder. Ties, if any, sliot
off Aug. 31. High guns win. Conditions: Thirty targets, (15
known and 15 unknown). Distance handicap—subject to read-
justment at any time. Open to all; no entrance fee. Targets 1%
cents each. Eight scores must be shot to qualify for prizesT
Contestants shooting the full series may select their eight best
scores. Prize event begins each Saturday at 3 p. m. No provision
is made for late comer,---. Practice shooting before and after prize
event. -Ammunition for sale at the cluTihotise. S. G. Miller,
secretary. Take jMain street car for Dustin square. Everybody
invited."

The Frankford Gun Chib, of I^hiladelphia, announces a second
grarid tournament at targets on June 15, to be held on its grounds
at Summerdale station, I'rankiord branch of the Reading rail-
road. The main event is the 12-man team championship of Phila-
delphia and vicinity, ft is open to all organized clubs within
that locality. Each man of the teams shoots at 25 targets at 1 cent
each; no other entrance fee. Individuals optional sweep, 50
cents; Rose sy.stem. The team trophy, won by the Frankford
club on May 4, will be put up again. Any club may enter more
than one team. There also are twelve sweepstake events; known
and unknown angles. Sweepstakes commence at 10 o'clock; team
race at 1:30. Send entries to Mr. Howard George, assistant sec-
'retary, Frankford, Pa.

Hi

Mr. Carl Von Lcngerke, who has been with the firm of Von
Lengerke & Detmold, 318 Broadway, for a number ' of years
past as salesman, a position which he filled most efficiently and
pleasingly, Jias accepted a position .as traveling salesman for the
American E. C. & Schultze Gunpowder Co. In addition to being
thoroughly conversant in business matters Mr. Van Lengerke
is an expert shot. He has been a formidable competitor in sev-
eral grand Amenican handicaps, and in numberless other tour-
naments. He will have charge of the interests I'ecently supervised
by Mr. VV. Fred Ouimby. Mr. Von Lengerke's thorough train-
ing and integrity, wide acquaintanGe ?Lnd industry insure his
success from the outset. 1

•t

Mr. Haze Keller, who is a representative of the Peters Car-
tridge Co., of Cincinnati, is progressing ra|)idly as a skillful
trap shot, in addition to his success as a salesman. While com-
peting at the tournament held recently at Pottsville, Pa., he
shot in the event the individual chamijionship of the county,
and out of forty-nine shooters was the only one to break 25
straight, -but as he was a nott-resident he cotild not win the
trophy. We are infprmed that it is the only straight score at
25 made on the Pottsville groimds. Mr. Keller also was high
average for the day. The popular T. K. will have to look to his
laurels, else they will be sjvjt off by 'his son.

Mr. S. G. Miller, secretary of the Haverhill (Mass.) Gun Club,
writes us concerning- his club's forthcoming series of shoots, from
June 1 to Aug. 31. as follows: "U'e shall be glad to see any and
all lovers of the sport and will spare no pains to give them a
good time. Anyone tbat has any particular grudge against that
B-root of Providence will find our Saturday afternoon shoots
excellent opportunities to practice and get in trim to go down
to their interstate shoot in August and have it out with hiim
Any shooter who misses that tournament will have sometlting
to regret as long as he lives. I have been to Providence and
know whereof I speak."

Mr. R. A. Welch, of the Carteret Gun Club, famous as an expert
trap shooter, arrived in Paris on May 12. He has been doing

"

some excellent shooting since his arrival- abroad. At
the Gun Club, on May 11, he won the £25 cup, from
the 301/^ yard mark, killing 16 straight. There wei-e seventeen
contestants. At Paris, May 13, he divided the first two events,
and was one of the last tfiree in the others. In the two days,
he killed 53 out of 55. He has cottipeted in eight events in
Paris, up to May 16, and had divided in four of them, winning
about £100. He will be in England to witness the international
team' shoot.

''

Mr. F. T. Sherwood, secretary-treasurer of the Trap Shooters'
League of Indiana, Bedford, Ind., under date of May 24, writes
us that "the Trap Shooters' I^eague of Indiana has this day
granted to the Lafayette Gun Club, of Lafayette, Ind., a sanction
for a tournament on Aug. 8 and 9. Kor further information
address Joe Blistian, secretary."
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The Massacliuselts Amateur Shooting Association announces
its second annual tournament, to be held at Palmer, Mass,, on
Thursday of this week. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. The
main event is the five-man team shoot, five teams respectively

from Springfield, Holvoke, Winchendon, Brookfield and Palmer.

There are thirteen events on the programme, 185 targets, total

entrance $9.25; targets 1 cent; sweepstakes optional. Profes-

sionals, for targets only; Rose system governs; lunch served on
Krounds. Dr. S. B. Keith, secretary.

Capt. A. W. Money, of the American E. C. & Schultze Gun-
powder Co., was one of the passengers on the Canadian, which
sailed with the American team and a number of its friends on
Sunday of this week for England. Mr. Edward Banks, of the
same company, went along as a substitute member of the team,
and will also be of great assistance to it in England, as one who
thoroughly knows the customs and geography of that country,
he formerly having been a resident of that country. Mrs. Banks
accompanied him abroad.

at

Owing to the fact that, to fit the Stadium up properly for the
Pan-American shoot would cost more than the holding of the
shoot would warrant, the managers decided to declare that shoot
off. The ornamental work within reach of the shotgun loads
would need to be boarded up to protect them from damage, and
this would necessitate a larger expenditure of money than those
in charge cared to apply to that purpose.

Mr. W. J. VVeller, secretary of the Frankfort Fish and Game
Protective Association, Frankfort, N. Y., writes us that "the
Frankfort Fish and Game Protective Association will hold their
third annual target tournament on July 4. We will have a very
fine programme, and one first-class merchandise event, with
prizes such as double and single barrel shotguns and rifles, etc."

The tomnament of the Zoo Rod and Gun Club, at Elwood,
Ind., May 14 and 15, was a gratifying success. The Lieber trophy,
an event at 25 live birds, $20 entrance, had seventeen entries.

Messrs. Neal, Fort and Parker tied on 24, but the two latter, being
non-residents, were ineligible in respect to the trophy. Mr. John
Parker, the famous expert, managed the itplirnament.

Mr. J. W. Nelson, tlie secretary, writes us that at the meeting
of the Central Gun Club, May 13, the date of the annual tourna-
ment was fixed for July 5 and ti. Several hundred dollars will

be hung up in averages and added money, and it is probable
that the event will be one of the best held in the city. Railroad
rates good until Monday, July 8.

We are informed that Mr. Geo. R. Benjamin, who for the past
seventeen years has ' represented the firms of M. Hartley Co.,
Remington Arms Co., and the Union Metallic Cartridge Co., has
connected himself with the eastern department of the Peters Car-
tridge Co., 80 Chambers street, New York city, and will repre-
sent them on the road.

The New York State shoot will be held at Interstate Park. Each
member of the American team is provided with a neat gold but-
ton, bearing a red, white and blue shield, very neat and tasty,
without being gatidy in the slightest degree. They also have a
full set of the Thurman shooting jackets, on '\vhich are the
initials U. S. A.

«t

The programme of the Westminster (Md.) Gun Club's tourna-
ment. May 31, provides eight target events at 15 and 20 targets,
and two events at live birds, one at five, the other, the West-
minster hatidicap, at ten birds; .$7 entrance, birds included; three
moneys, class shooting. Shooting commences at 10 o'clock.

*6

In a match at 50 live birds, 30 yards rise, between Mes.srs. H. H.
Stevens, of New Brunswick, and J. E. Applegate, of Freneati,
N. J., on the.1 grounds of the Middlesex clubhouse. South River,
N. J., May 23, Mr. Stevens won by a score of 47 to 45.

The first contest of the series of six between teams of the
Leominster, Gardner and Fitchburg Gun clubs, of Massachu-
setts, took place on the grounds of the Fitchburg Gun Club, on
May 24, and was won by Fitchburg. Score 210.

The Nonpareil Gun Club, of Chicago, have fixed upon the last
Saturday of each month for its contests. They will be held at
Watson's park, Burnside Crossing, 111.

Mr. J. H. Jack won the monthly live-bird cup for May, at the
shoot of the New Utrecht Gun Club last Saturday, killing 23
straight from the 29yd. mark. Ex-Sherifl Creamer lost his t^venty-
third, dead out, in this event.

Mr. E. C. Hinshaw, of Okoboji, Iowa, informs us that the
Lake Okoboji tournament will take place on Aug. 27 to 30, at
Arnold's park. Added money, $400. Mr. Hinshaw will send the
programme on apolication.

»e

Under date of May 27, Mr. Charles A. Bogart, the club's sec-
retary, writes us as follows: "On June 19 the Gloversville Gun
Club, of Gloversville, N. Y., will hold their annual tournatnent.

"

The Peters Cartridge Co., of Cincinnati, announces that the
totirnament at Bristol, Tenn., will be held on June 25 and 26.

- Bernard Waters.

The Farewell Dinner.

Ttie Interutate Association, among its members, ofiftcially

and personally, felt the glow of friendliness and good will toward
Ihe American team, which has been so conspicuous in the trap
shooting interests during some weeks past. As a friendly atten-
tion, the Interstate Association gave a farewell dinner to the
team and a few friends of it, at Muschenheim's Arena, on Friday
evening, May 24, the day on which the team arrived in New Yorlc.
The president of the association, Capt. J. A. PI. Dressel. was at
the head of the table. At his right sat the Hon. Thomas A.
Marshall, the captain of the team; at his left sat Mr, Chas.
Tatham, who urbanely acted as toastmaster. There also were
Messrs. E. S. Lentilhon, A. W. Higgins, Ed Banks, Emil Werk,
Chas. Daly, T. W. Stake, J. H. Marlin, T. H. Keller, Mr. Lien-
hart, Mr. Cook, L. J. Gaines. Mr. Heilman, Capt. A. W. Money,
G. Bingham, L. Erhardt, H. Dressel, Mr. Marsh, members of
the press and others to the number of thirty-nine.
The after-dinner talks were specially interesting. Capt. Dressel

spoke most interestingly and pertinently. Mr. Marshall
expressed the pleasure he felt in being selected to take charge
of so great a team, representing the United States. Talks were
also made by Messrs. Palmer, Banks, Higgins, Gilbert, Parmelee,
Werk, Pride, Capt. Money, Heikes, and others. The dinner was
marked by the utmost good fellowship and hearty interest in the
success of the team. The dinner itself was perfection, as a
matter of course, when we consider by whom and to whom it

was given.

Stevcni vs. Applegate.

Middlesex Club Houise, South River, N. J., May 23.—Here-
with are the scores made in a live-bird match held here this after-
noon between PI. H. Stevens, of "New Brunswick, and J. E. Ap-
plegate, of Freneau. Conditions, 50 birds, $50 a side, 30yds. rise.

A large-sized gathering witnessed the match. The birds were of
excellent quality, all being selected:

H H Stevens 2222221121111221102*22121—23
2221221211121222212222220—24—47

J E Applegate 2222200222222222220022222—21
2222211222212211212221102—24-45

W. L. Rhodes,

112222
20
2222*

20
2210
20
222220
10
120
2221
2222
1121
0

ON LONG ISLAND.

Trap at Interstate Park.

Interstate Park, L. I., May 22.—The launch shoot managed by
J- S. Wright had nineteen entries. The conditions were

10 birds. $10, birds extra. First prize was a launch valued at
$175. This was v,'on bv Mr. Carl Von Lengerke and Col. J. H.
\;pss, who^ tied and divided. Messrs. Money, Van Allen and
Glover divided second money, shooting oft' niiss-and-out. The
8s divided. Mr. Herrington refereed the shoot:
Launch shoot: Shoot-ofJ.

C Von Lengerke, 29 2222122122—10 222222
J H Voss, 28 2121121212—10
J Morris, 30 2222222222—10
Ft S Welles, 28... 2222222222—10
1 B Flopkins, 28 1112122122—10
H C Langdon. 28 2222222122—10
C S Super, 28 2221112222—10M Rogers, 27 2222222222—10W H Sanders, 27 2201122121— 9
T S Reynolds, 27..; .....2122102212—9
Capt Money, 30 2220222212— 9
S M Van Allen, .11 222*222222— 9
S Glover, 31 2211220221— 9
F Pfaender. 28 -..2111121021—9
G H Piercy, 29 22222*2202— 8
F L Hedges, 2fi 2101211201— 8W Hopkins. 29 201121*222— 8
Dr Miller, 29 2202022022— 7
F H Creamer, 27 2201220110— 7
Ramapo, 27 2220*12202— 7
Stubbs, 28 221012O00w
C F Wash, 29 022010w

Before the programme began an extra miss-and-out was .shot,

$2 entrance, as follows:
Morfey 2221122222—10 Hedges 22212110W Hopkins 1222121111—10 T B Hopkins 21222120
Piercy ....r 2222122222—10 Stubbs 111110
Van Allen 222222220

No. 1, 5 birds, $3, two moneys. The straights shot miss-and-out.
Morris and Waters divided:
Morris, 30 22222—5 Ramapo, 28 21112—5
Piercy, 30 22222—5 Stubbs, 28 21110-4
Waters, 29 2M21—5 W Hopkins, 30... 22011—4
No. 2, 7 pigeons, $5, three monevs:

Sanders, 27 2121222—7 Hedges, 26 1210122—6
Piercy, 29 2222222—7 Pfaender, 28 1112110—6
Morris. 29. 2222222—7 Ramapo, 27 1120121—6W Hopkins, 28 1112222—7 Stubbs, 28 0111121—6
T E Hopkins, 28 1111111—7 Voss, 28 ,.,.,.0211212—6
Van Allen, 30 2222222—7 Creamer, 28.... 2012122—6
Dr Miller, 28.. 2222222—7 Super, 27 2221020-5
Langdon, 28 1221222—7 Waters, 28 0222201—5
C Von Lengerke, 29. . .0222222—6 Glover. 30 2220102—5
Capt Money, 29 2210112—6

Emerald Gan Clab,

Brooklyn, L. I., May 21.—The Emerald Gun Club's shoot to-day
was well attended. Dr. O'Connell, Col. J. H. Voss and C. Wash
made straight scores in the club event, the scores of which were:
R Regan, 25 1100102021— 6 I McKane, 28 22222212*2— 9
J Henry, 28 2111121110— 9 T Pillion, 28 1212020222— 8
Dr Hudson. 28 2121011221— 9 H Ouinn, 28. ..... .1111010101—

7

Dr O'Connell, 31. . .2212222222—10 T STiort, 28 2212102111— 9
A Schoveriing, 28. .2222220222— 9 W Sands, 28 222102*222—8W Toeger, 28 112222*221— 9 T Woelful, 25 0002000012— 3
O T, 28 2221201220- 8 t) Brown, 25 1110011122— 8
T H Voss, 30 1121111222—10 Rathjen, 28 1022021111— 8S Cone, 28 0110022210— 6 Dr Grohl. 25 0020002001— 3
Catton, 28 2102112002— 7 A Warfield, 25 1022012222— 8
E Roberts, 25. .... .2010121*12— 7 D Mohrmann, 28. , .2110022220—

7

F Kali. 25 2221220222— 9 G Breit. 25 1211121021— 9

J Moore, 28 1022111111— 9 P Woelful, 28. .2022222222—

9

Dr Stillman, 28. .. .1112*12222— 9 B Smith, 30 0202222222—8
E Clark, 30 02222222*2— 8 F Hansmann, 25. . ..0222222202— 8M Rogers, 28 *011222102— 7 Dr Miller, 28 1022122220— 8
C Wash, 28

2212112222—10

A Anderson, 25. .. .0202102110—.6
A Doncort, 25 1200100122— 6

New Utrecht Gtm Clob.

Interstate Park, L. I., May 25.—A rainy day was prevalent as
to weather conditions, yet there was a good attendance -When that
circumstance is considered. No. 1 event was marked by a closely
contested finish, the tie on this event being decided miss-and-out
on the sixteenth bird. Mr. F. B. Stephenson won. The shoot-off
of the monthly cup event was won by J. H. Jack. There were four
contestants in it who killed straight. In the miss-and-out shoot-off
ex-Sheriff F. D. Creamer lost his thirteenth bird dead out, and
that left J. H. Jack the winner. The scores follow:
No. 1, 7 birds, for club prize, miss-and-out:

Shoot-off.
221112222211U;?0E W Reynolds, 28 2212211—7

J H Jack, 29... J..., 2220w
F D Creamer, 28 1210w
C A Ramapo, 28 220w
G Stephenson, 29 2222222—7
F B Stephenson, 28 2221222—7
Dr Martin, 29 2212112—7
Dr Wynn, 29 20220w

No. 2 shoot-off of monthly event, at 10 birds, then miss-and-out.
All those entered in this event had previously qualified at 10
birds, at one of the previous slioots this month:
C A Ramapo, 28 2220122220—8
F D Creamer, 28 2222212221—10
Dr Wynn. 28 1211121121—10

J H Jack, 29 2222222222—10
E W Reynolds, 28 21210w
Dr Martin, 29 2212222212—10

222212112220
2121211222211111
11111210

121121221122*
2120
2222222222222

20

IN NEW JERSEY.

Hudson GtJn Club.

Jersey City, N. J., May 20.—No. 6
are the scores made at the Hudson

is the club shoot. Following
Gun Club's shoot to-day:

Events: 12 3

Targets; 15 15 15
Shorty 13 13 13

Dudley 13 15 14
G Hughes.... 10 9 9

Fee 9 9 9
Altz 11 7 ..

Banta 9 12
T Tones 9

Duke
Jim
"Hansman
O'Brien
Whitley
G Brewer..,. .. .: ..

E W R
Dooley

4 5
15 15
13 15
12 15

11 9

9 7
8 10

14 12
13 8
8 11

6 4
7 12

.. 12

6 7 8
25 15 15
23 13 13
23 15 13
18 11 .

.

15 8 ..

.. 10
18 13 8

22 11 13
17 14 10
10 .. 3
13 13 12
14 .. 12
17 ..

..7 8

., 10 6

9 10 11 12
15 15 25 10
13 12 24 .

.

15 14 .. ..

11
14 12 . . .

.

11 12 20 7

is 17
'8

12 8 .. ..

Shot
at. Broke. Av.
185 165 .89
160 149 .93
115 78
115 66
75 46

130 97 M
130 99 .76
150 110 .73
70 23
135 97 '.n
85 58
25 17
45 23
60 21
10 5

Duke, Ass't Sec'y.

Trenton Shooting Association.

Trenton, N. J., May 18.—Charlie Maddock proved to be the
leading lady at the matinee to-day, and Assmblyman Page also
made very creditable scores. The weather conditions were un-
favorable for making good scores, and also cut the attendance
down.
The best scores were made over the magautrap, which the boys

seem to prefer, and when it came to shooting reverse pulls over
the five-trap battery it made them open their eyes.
In the expert rules event Thropp broke straight, with Taylor

as the runner up with 9.

I have tried to impress that it is wiser to mix the shooting, and
have several times arranged the program.me to include both sets,

so that when we go away from home it would be easier to catch
on to the altered conditions of speed, elevation, etc., that one is

certain to find. We intend to cover the score in front of the
magautrap and make some other improvement, so that we can
shcot in comfort, rain or shine.

The striped bass are giving fine sport just now; one that was

caught the other day weighed 401bs. It was landed by some shad
fishermen in their seines.
The scores:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12

T 25 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 25
J R Taylor 19 76.. 7 5.. 5569 21
)^l!'<es 20 11 479998 .. 48 19
J H Thropp 20 11 4 7 8 8 6 7 8 6 10 21
C Maddock 21 10 5 7 7 9 7 8 7 4 8 23
batterthwaite 9 4 5 7 6 5 2 5
Page 9 6 6 7 10 7 5 8 19
Smith 65976579 19
Rowan 6 5 9 9.. 6 7 5 19
Croft 4 3 5 5 8 6 7 15
Borden § 6 7 7 6 6 6. .17
l^irby

, ., 5 6 4.. 3 16
Events Nos. 1 and 2, magautraps; event No. 3, 5 pairs doubles,

from five trgps; events Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, magautrap; event No.
9, 5 pairs; event No. 10, reverse pulls; event No. 11, expert: event
No. 12, magautrap.

Fort Smith Gun Club.

Fort Smith, Ark.. May 24.—The regular weekly shoot of the
Fort Smith Gun Club took place at the club grounds and the con-
test for the beautiful loving cup. presented bv the Peters Car-
tridge Co., to the Fort Smith Gun Club was resumed.
The targets were thrown hard, and as the background is very

bad, being a heavy growth of forest trees, the scores always rule
about 5 to 10 per cent below what they would be on a sky back-
ground.
Mulraney came out for the first time this season and shot

steadily throughout. ^

Ed Blattner was out selling chances for a raffle on a beautiful
Smith gun, with two sets of barrels, and everybody took a chance,
as It IS hard to resist the possible opportunity of getting a $125
gun for 50 cents.
Mrs. Kimmons and Mrs. Leach favored the club with their

presence, and seemed much interested in the shooting, applaud-
ing each good .shot that was made.
Kimmons, who has been .^hooting an 80 per cent gait ever

smce he broke into the game last season, had an off day and
made a very poor score, getting 10. 13 and 16 out of three sets of 25.
The scores yesterday were as follows:

Shot
at.

Boyd
Kimmons 75

Broke. Av.
Leach 75 62 ,.827
Williams 75 49 .653
Mulraney 60 39 . 650

The scores to date on the cup race are as follows

Shot
at. Broke. Av

234
110
108
201
100

39

at. Broke.
Shot
50 28

39

Av.

.560
,520

Leach 300
Webber 150
Echols 150
Williams 300
Kimmons 150
Mulraney 60

.780

.730

.720

.670

.666

.650

at.

Shot
Boyd 275
Knott 75
Spicer 150
McCorkle 35
Gardner 75

Broke. Av.

171
44
86
14
27

.623

.590

.570

.400

.360

The loving cup, for which the club is now contesting can be
seen in the window of the Boston store. It is very beaut'iful, and
will be a handsome souvenir for the lucky winner.

.

Leach.

West End Gun Club.

Richmond, Va., May 20.—Appended find scores made by Rich-mond s two best clubs at their last weekly shoots. I inclose you
a circular showing what is stirring the bpvs up here. There are
over 100 men competing for these prizes, which speaks well for
Richmond and its suburbs.
The scores of the West End Gun Club's weekly shoot follow:

^T '/^^^/S?*^^' magautrap and 25 over expert traps; shot

^o^'^i^^'-J- ^^''o^°"^^\ J-o"^-. F""^'^ '^l- Bagby 23, Dr. George
^-Sf"'^ .29, G. A. Smith 28, Dr. Rudd 14, A. L Warren 36,

E. B. Wilson 16, J. C. Tignor 37, W. Buckner 34, F. Stearns 44,

fe- ?• ^°^1l°"rr'^K^-^^'^ -
Young 27, D. Edmond 21, Ed Hewitt 35,R L Gil 33, PI. B. Greene 36. C. W. Saunders 40, O. H. Berry 32

9^T^?v,!? ^^'Jv^^'il''^;?'"
H. S. Hawes 46, J. W. Harrisoii

21, T. Whittet 19, G. D. George 41, S. Fairiamb 22, R. B. Tones 23.
Geo. Tiller 35, H. Blair 46, W. L. Boyd 46, J. Shuman 36, W. H.
Colquitt 39, I. F. Green 28-.

The Deep Run Hunt Club's weekly shoot. May 18, resulted as
l!?"S,^^*,V

Jackson 39, D. O. White 22, Boyd 43. Doyle 37 Colquitt
39, T. M. Tignor 37, Buckner 34, Woodruff 6, Wood 28, Stearns 48.May 23.—Herewith please find scores made by members of the
West End Gun Club, of this city, at their fourth weekly shoot.
May 23. This is the oldest and largest club in Richmond, being
now in its twelfth consecutive active year, and having forty-eight
active members.

It will give the second tournament of the Virginia Trap-
shooters' Association on Sept. 2 and 3, which will undoubtedly
have a larger attendance than last j'ear:
The scores were: Steams 46, Hawes 44, Blair 44 Hewitt 43

Purdie 43, G. D. George 43, Boyd 42, Gill 41, Ellvson 39 Anderson
39, Colquitt 39, Buckner 36, Wilson 36, J. C. Tignor 36, Williamson
36, Warren 34, Jones 34, Dr. A. S. George 33, Wood 32, Jackson 32
Hart 32, Johnson 29. Tiller 29, H. B. Greene 29, Berry 28 Fair-
lamb 28, Shuman 28, Cannon 27, Massie 27, Young 26 Bridieforth
26, Dr. Bagby 25, Edmond 23, Flarris 22, T. F. Grien ig. Dr. Rudd
16, Whittet 14.

,
Franklin Stearns.

The National Gun Club.

Milwaukee, Wis., May 24.—The following: is the result of the
monthly prize shoot of the National Gun Club, which took place at
National Park to-day:
Regular monthly prize shoot:

Klapinski 11201*1120—7
Powell 222**22022— 7
Himmelstein 0111110011— 7

Gumz 2*20020101- 5
Houghton 201*120200— 5
Deiter 2222222202— 9

Stuth 2000021010— 4 Thomas 2122212220— 9
Weaver 0110011212— 7 Schuschardt 022022102— (>

Bush 0*22222222— 8 Clark 22022*1222— 8
Sherer 2100012200- 5 Jay Ell 2222222220— 9
TJno 1*11212112- 9

Sweepstakes:
Uno .1112111111—10
Clark 0212221000— 6
Weaver 0020110121— 6
Comley 2212011012— 8
Pat 2221110122— 9
Houghton 2200022022— 6

Deiter 020112220
Thomas 2221202222— 9
Paul 0121220112— g
J E Bush 2222222022— 9
E Gumz 2002001000— 3

LiNDLEY Collins, Sec'y-

WoIIaston Gun Qub.
WoLLASTON, Mass., May 25.—Six shooters faced the raw east

wind this afternoon at the regular weekly shoot of the Wollaston
Trap Club. Clean scores were scarce. Whitrnarsh made the only
one. Barry was high man with 59 out of 80. Events 1, 2, 6 and 8,
10 targets, unknown angles; events 3 and 4, 10 targets, straightaway;
event 4, 10 targets, reversed angles, and event 5, 5 pairs. The
scores: ,

Events: 12345678
Barry 8 8 9 6 5 9 8 6
Whitmarsh 7 4 10 6 4 7 6 8
Elwell 7777676..
Muldown 7 6 4 2.. 5 7 3
Baker 3 6 7 2 5
Doell 3 4 7 '3 3

The Peters Cartridge Company Tournament at Brislcl.

Cincinnati, O., May 20.—We have just wired you asking you to'

make notice of the postponement of the Bristol, Tenn., tourna-
ment for about four weeks. This we now confirm. We have
letters from several of the promiijent members of the Bristol
Gun Club giving some very excellent reasons why the tournament
should be postponed, and we therefore take pleasure in complying"
with their request. The boys want to make this the best tourna-
ment that has ever been given in that section, but they fear that
on account of the Confederate reunion early in June, and for a
number of other reasons, it would be impossible to give the tourna-
ment the desired attention of the earlier date. They therefore
wish more time, and will select their own date, probably early in
July. J. H. McKiBBEN, Sec y.
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WESTERN TRAPS.

Tfap Mattets at the Twin Cities,

Chicago, 111., May 25.—Dr, Bill, of the Intercity Shooting Park,

which accommodates the lovers of the gun who live at Minneapo-
lis and St. Paul, sends a big bunch of shooting information from
his part of the world, covering events for the past two weeks, from
Avhich it would indeed seem true that trapshooting is gaining m
favor in the Northwest. He states:

.

"On Thursday of this week the Minneapolis Gun Chib held its

regular weekly shoot here. The attendance was not up to the

standard, as the day was very hot and sultry. The old standbys

of this club are trying their best to increase their shooting num-
bers, and no doubt will do so before long. The work of Mrs.
Johnston, Johnston and French is of high class, showing great

improvement from the first of the year.

"On Monday, the 13th, a squad of five came over in the afternoon

and kept the traps going until dark. The best shooting of the

day was done by Thompson, of St. Paul, who scored 94 out of 100.

"On Tuesday, May 14. Messrs. Coff Dunn, Emerson, Andrews
and Hunt shot a 100-bird race for the dinners, with Hunt low man
and Emerson high man."
Thursday, May 16.—Minneapolis Gun Club scores were made as

below:
Club diamond badges: Johnston 17, Mrs. Johnston 7, French 19,

Danz 18, Mick 13, Thompson 12, Spear 10, Brown 15.

French wort ' senior badge, Danz won junior badge, Mick won
amateur badge. „ -r- ,

Schlitz diamond badge: Johnston 23, Mrs. Johnston 22, French
20, Danz 16, Mick 13, Thompson 22, Spear 19, Brown 13.

Johnston won badge.
Val Blatz diamond badge: Johnston 11, Mrs. Johnston 13, French

10, Danz 12, Brown 17, Thompson 11, Mick 7, Spear 7.

Mrs. Johnston won badge.
Paegel diamond badge: Johnston 21, Mrs. Johnston 20, French

23, Danz 18, Mick 17, Thompson 22, Spear 22, Brown 23.

French won badge. ,

"
Saturdav, May 18.—St. Paul Rod and Gun Club.—This was the

largest attended of any club shoot of the season, forty-one shoot-

ers participating. The interest taken by this club is phenomenal.
They continue to add interested shooters to their list, and expect

by June 15 to have fifty regulars here each Saturday. The untiring

energy displayed by the club's able president, Paul Hanser, and
the secretary, A. E. Perry, assisted by Messrs. Morrison, C.

Hanser, Joe Henrv. Paul Gotzian, Jacob Danz, Chas. Thompson
and Chas. Seibi'ook, shows what can be done for a club if they only

hustle. The shooting of Morrison, Hanser, Gotzian and Wilkin-

son is of very high order. Morrison yesterday broke 15 pairs

.straight as a fitting climax of his day's shooting. Scores:

St. Pa«I Gon Club Cop Race.

Events: 12 3

Gotzian, 4.... 25 20 17

Danz, 5 24 18 20

T C 2 24 20 21

P Hanser, 3 25 23 22

*Prediman 17 19 21

Perry, 5 22 19 13

Spear, 6 1 21 13 22

Thompson, 3 24 23 22

Morrison, 0 25 25 24

Thomas, 7 14 19 16

Henry, 4 15 16 18

Robertson, 10 25 13 15

*Switzer 22 21 21

*Gooch 21 21 21

Thorp, 2 21 19 19

McKay, 2 23 .22 23

Irie, 5; 17 12 15

Wilkinson, 2 18 25 23

*Lee 12 15 19

Dezotell, 5 25 19 17

Carl, 7 23-15 20

Somers, 8 24 21 21

Fanashon, C 24 18 19

Defiel, 4 IS 18 20

White, 7 23 11 18

Novotny, 4 21 20 21

Brown, 4 25 23 25

Alberts, 7 - 16 12 21

*Bevers 22 23 22

«Bli<!S .'. 15 19 20

*Marsh 18 14 12

*Simpson U- 6 4
*Thayer 19 21 20

*Bonner • 8 12 11

'Grain 11 14 14

Baker 12 14 20

*Neeley . 17 21 20

*Vanny 6 11 12

*Gloss 20 21 18

nVhipple 13 17 17

Handicap allowance applies to first event only.

*Visitors.

Nonpareil of Chicago.

The Nonpareil Gun Club, of Chicago, whose inaugural shoot
recently furnished so interesting a variation of the club shooting
programme in this city, holds its second shoot to-day at Watson's,

and will henceforth, claim at that parkr the date of the last Satur-

day of each month. It is anybody's race in this club at any event,

and great interest attaches to these contests, the scores of which
go forward from the ground.

Michigan Trap Shooters' League.

The first annual tournament of the Michigan State Trapshooters'
League, under the auspices of the East Side Gun Club, of Saginaw,
begms next week, May 28-30, with two days at targets and one at

live birds; ?300 added. There will be two magautraps, and two
squads will shoot at the same time. This will be a warm little

proposition, and Mr. John Pop, president, and John M. Messner,
secretary, will have a large contingent of visitors, who, it is need-
less to say, will all bs satisfied.

Too Much Lemonade.

Mr. H. C. Hirschy, well known among all trapshooters, is in
town to-day on his way from Springfield to his home in St. Paul,
Minn. Mr. Hirschy is still feeling some slight effect from the
case of lemonade poisoning which he w'ith others sustained at the
Springfield grounds. The beverage was made in a galvanized
iron pail, and it came pretty near knocking out the whole com-
bination. Harry Dunnell and Chris Gottlieb were both taken
violently ill, and Mr. Hirschy himself was for a time unable to

walk. one was to blame for this little accident, which might
occur at any time. In .the Western towns, where everybody lives

out of tin cans, it is a common matter of caution on the part of
camp cooks never to allow a can of tomatoes to stand in the tin

for more than a few minutes after it is opened, as the action of the
air and the acid of the fruit upon the tin results in a compound
which may be mildly or dangerously poisonous. It would be
unwi'c iV'r trapshooters to forsake lemonade entirely for other
bever,n!^i_s on account of the little incident at Springfield.

E. Hough.
Hartford Buildikg, Chicago, 111.

Garfield Gun CTub.

rlTicago, May. 26.—The appended scores were made on our
i-'v .unds to-day on the occasion of the fourth trophy shoot of the
Season. Notwithstanding the very uncomfortable day for target
shooting, fourteen members came out to participate, and con-
sidering the conditions the scores were quite fair. The wind blew
from the northeast, directly across the traps and was so cold that
the shooters almost all wore coats while shooting, and several
wore overcoats. S. E. Young won Class A medal. Dr. Meek Class
B medal, and P. McGowan Class C medal on scores of 21, 20 and
20 respectively.
Fourth trophy event:

Dr J W Meek 1111101110111110011111101—20

T. D. Pollard 0011000110111111111101011—17

T. McDonald 0000011000111111110111100—14
A. McGowan '. 1001101111111010111100101—17
P McGowan 1011110111110111111110011—20
E W Eaton 1100100011111000011110101—14
T Eaton 1011111111110110001111111—20

T A Hagerty OOlOOOOllOOlOOOllllOOOlW—10

20

8 9
2 2 5

12 12 14
7 4 10
6 7 6

10 11 13
8 11 12
5 3 8

10
9

12
9

12
8

F G Barnard .1001010101111101010111111—17
A Marshall 1101101101111001100110111—17
M E Bowers ^...-^^ 1011111110101111101110011—19
S E Young 0111011111111111110111110—21
W A Jones 1011010011101000110110111—15
Dr HufT 0111011110011011001010010—14

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'v.

Nonpareil Gun Clufa,

Watson's Park, Chicago, May 25.—This club shoots down to the
three high guns—no divide. Shoot No. 2 was the main event at

Watson's Park, 15 birds, $5 entrance. The scores:

Dr Shaw 220222222222222—14
R Kuss 02*w
M White 222222002222222—13
Comley 012121120210211—12

J Graham 22022222222220*—12
E S Graham.. 222222212221*02—13
G Roll 22121*211121221—14

Ties on 15:
Palmer 22212

Ties on Hi
Shaw 12'*

Alabaster 012222121222022—13
Amberg 02222222212*212—13
Dr Miller 22012120101*010— 9

S Palmer 122222122222212-15

J Barto ......212201101221001—11

L Willard 112221122212212-15

Willard 22220

Roll .112

Same day, 25-bird match, for birds:
Street . . . . ! 112022001022111001022201*-16
Oliphant *1020112*1022011122l:i0022—17

Ten-bird match, for birds:
Street 0021212000— 5 Oliphant 10'>0002200— 3

Miss-and-out, entrance $2, birds extra:
Alabaster 22220
Willard 2122222 012222221222

Kuss 1222220
Comley 0
Dr Shaw 2211210

G Roll 2111112 2
Amberg 0

Barto 1211121 011112111210
Palmer 20
Wade 22*

Hoxie 212120
Miller 20

Same <is above; Roll first. Palmer second, Willard third:
Palmer 2222
Ploxie 2210
Willard 2211
Wade 0

22220

10

Comley 0

Roll 2212 21112
Barto 0

Alabaster 10
Amberg 0

Four men up, 5 birds each, two low scores to pay. Roll and
Palmer paid:
Roll 10121221222* Alabaster 11222
Palmer 22202210 Willard 212202211121

Same as above. Roll and Alabaster paid:
Roll 101210 Willard ..11211

Palmer 202222 Alabaster 20*10

Cliicago Gun Cluh.

Chicago, May 25.—Herewith find scores of the Chicago Gun
Club's weekly shoot. Quite a number of the boys were at Spring-
field. The State shoot is on, and of course was the drawing card.
Dr. Carson won the weekly trophy handicap in birds. He shot

scratch, breaking 23. Bowles won second trophy, 5 birds allowed
him. Dr. Carson also won the distance handicap monthly trophy,
shooting at 20yd. mark after shooting out Bowles at 18yds.
Next week we expect the regular attendance.
No. 3, weekly trop'ny handicap, 25 birds:

Broke. Hdcp. Total.
W^alters 1011001110100001100110111—14
Bowles 0011011111001111011111110—18
Dunbar 1001010100111111110101111—17
R B Mack 1011110101111111010110111—19
Dr - Carson 1101111111111101111111111—23
Shelley 1111111011001010010010101—16
Jones 1101000111000001101000101—11
Dr Morton OOnOOOllOlOllOlOlOUOOOO—11
Von Lengerke 0100011111011111011110111—18
Borroff 0111011101111000110101011—16

19
23
22
22
23
21
17
16
19
21 .

No. 5, monthly trophy, handicap rise, 15 birds:
Walters, 16 lOOOOOOUlllHl— 9

Dunbar, 16 , 010001100110100—6
Shelley, 16 lOlOOOllOOOOOOO— 4

Jones, 16 111001111010100— 9

Bowles, 18 .1011111011 11011—12
Mack, 18 001111110010110— 9

Von Lengerke, 18 .....010111011101101—10
Borroff, 18 100110011111111—11
Dr Carson, 20 022220011111111—12

First tie:

Bowles, IS 1001110101-6 Dr Carson, 20 1110111111-9

4 17
10 22
4 22
7 ..

6 ..

6 ..

8 23
5 15
9 22

8 18 6 . . 12
8 22 10 10 14
7 .. 6 .. 12
5 19 8 .. 12
6 16 5 .. 14

6 7

10

Fitchbwfg: Rifle and Gttn CIttfc.

FiTCHBURG, Mass., May 24.—This proved a very windy after-

noon, and most of the boys did very good work, considering it

was blowing a gale most of the time. Several of the Gardner and
Leominster men came down to get in a little practice for the
prize five-man team shoot between Gardner, Leominster and
Fitchburg, which is to commence next Wednesday afternoon on
our grounds.
The scores on May 17 were:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 25 10 25 10 10 15 op 10

Hood 8 - - •
-

-
-

Sawin 7
Crabtree 8
Knight 6
Leland 9
Wood 2
Wilder 8

Taylor 7
Cutler 8

Burbank 9
Esty 4 4 6 5
Hawkins \- 2
Lamb 4 4 6
Churchill 6 6 4

Dwight 8 8 14 .. 21
Donovan 16 10 15
Russell 9 15 . . 20
Dix 5 16 . . 15
Rob
Bell 8 .. 4
George
Scores made on May 22:
Events:
Targets:

8 10
8 9

9 7

9 8

8 7
6 3

8 7
6 3
7 7

16
13

9 23 10 10
. 16 7 9
21 9

8 19 '9 9 i.3 'S

6 ..

9 ..

12

10

.. .. 4 ..

9 .. 4 ..

4 .. 3 3

Gates . .

.

Andrews
Taylor

Farrar
Paine .

Lelan<l

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 10 25 25 10 10 25 10 10 15
7 9 22 20 8 8 23
3 4 21 14 5 6 8
5 6 20 19 5 20
8 5 20 22 6. r • 20

. S 7 .13 22
6 7

'7
8 is 3

9 8 21 ii
7 10 20 18 9 6 9
8 7 17 14 7 9 i? 6

"7
ii

7 9 19 24 6 8 18 6
10 9 20 21 9 9 21 i4
9 10 22 22 9 8 19 *9

5 8
10

25
24

24
24

8 6 18 21 7 7 7 9 13
8 6 23 18 9 6 9

Sawin
Wilder
Rice
Cutler
Lenoir
Russell
Dix 8
Sob 23 .. .. ..

Dodge 6 7 .. .. 7 7 20
Turney 1 3 .. .. 5 ,

May 22.—The first leg of the triangular prize team shoot between
Gardner, Leominster and Fitchburg was pulled off this afternoon.
The weather conditions were as nearly perfect as possible. This
was the first of six sho6ts—two to be held in each town, five men
on each team, 50 shots per man. The prize is a very beautiful cup.
Fitchburg won the first shoot, breaking 210 out of the 250 shot
at. Leominster was second with ^3 broken, and Gardner third
with 192 broken. The highest score for Leominster was made by
Rice, who went out with 49 out of his 60. Cutler was high man
for Fitchburg with 48 breaks. Knight was high man for Gardner

with 43 out of his 60. With all the men in form, these clubs are
very closely matched, and it will be a matter of whose day it is

to win. Several others tooTc part in the shooting before and after

the match.
Match shoot, Leominster, Gardner and Fitchburg:

Leominster.
Rice 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111—49
Andrews ....11111110111110111111110001001111001101111111101101—38
Burbank . . . .011111110111111011111111111101111011 10111011111101—42
Gates 10101110111111101111111111011111100101101101000010—35
Farrar 11110111110011111111111101110111010001101011101111—38—203

Gardner.
Paine 11111110111110111111110001001111001101111111101101—38
Leland 01111011101111101101100101111010011110100111100000—31
Lenoir 01111111.1101011.11101100101111111111111011111100101—39
Knighl 10110101111011011111011111111110111111111111111111—43 '

Sawin 10101111111111101111011101101111101101101111111111—41—192

Fitchburg,
Taylor 10011011101111111011111111110111111111110101111111—42
Russell llOllllllllllllOlimmillOOllllOimiOOllOlOllll—41
Cutler 11111111111110111111111111111111111011111111111111-48
Converse . . .101100011001100011101100111110] 1110111111011111111-35
Wilder 11111111111111000111111111111101111111110011111111-44r-210

I. O. Converse.
_^ —

Ascheobrocdel Gun Club.

New York, May 25.—Below please find report of our last club
^hool, held Friday, May 17. Five events, 10 targets each:

Events

:

Targets
Wagner 8
Ruhlender 5
Spargur 0
Wiegner 5
Siemers 6

1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
10 10 10 10 10 Targets: 10 10 10 10 10
8 2 5 7 2 Heidelberg 1 3 4 5 2

6 6 3 6 Baier 3 5 4 2 0
1 1 1 1 Moeslein 3 1 5 5..
6 4 2 4 Walters 1 2 3 3 5
3 5 3 3 Macdonald 0 3 113

Owing to a strong wind, the scores look very poor, which they
really are, with the exception of the score of our secretary. His
score is not poor at all. To the contrary, it is so good that he
could never duplicate it, unless our friend Jack Spargur would
accommodate him. Still it is hard to convince a man when he
does not want to be convinced, and therefore our secretary has
been trying ever since to find the reason why it was thusly. First
he blamed the wind, then the traps, then a gun that he was using
for the first time. He also blamed the cartridges. In fact, he
blamed every one and everything but himself.
The truth of the matter is—and no one knows it better than the

writer—he was too stuck up. Heretofore he used to walk the dis-
tance between the cars and the shooting grounds, a matter of three-
quarters of a mile or so. He always said that he could make a laet-

ter score were it not that he was tired walking such a distance,
carrying a gun and a lot of cartridges. This time he thought he
would get ahead of the others, and therefore engaged the help of
one of his friends, who is the happy owner of a horse and buggy,
to drive him to the grounds. All the way over he was happy in the
anticipation of what a great score he would make. Nothing short
of 45 out of 50 would do. with an occasional 10 straight hits thrown
in. Alas! how pride comes to its fall. The first ten shots he fired
were straight misses, and h^s total score was 8 out of 50. No
wonder he disappeared in the woods after the trouble was over, and
was not seen again for several days, which accounts for the late-
ness of this report. One occurrence is worth mentioning. Two of
our members, whom I will designate by their initials only, fell into
a discussion as to the identity of a bird whose notes they laeard
in a neighboring tree. H. said it was a sparrow hawk, while W.
was sure it was a robin. H., however, was so certain that his
knowledge of natural history—and especially the ornithological
branch of it—was superior to that of \V. (although it is rumored
that he does not know the difference between a jacksnipe and an
ostrich) that he (jJiered to bet $10 that he was right. The bet was
taken up immediately, but now the question arose how to settle it.

To shoot the whilom songster was not a matter so very difficult
even for a member of our club, who, as a riile, finds it a hard mat-
ter to hit any game smaller than an elephant. But as it was
thought that one of the birds was a robin, and shooting it meant
breaking the law, it was out of the question to do so for any law-
abiding citizen. Still, H. being convinced that it was not a robin,
and not seeing any particular harm in shooting a sparrow hawk,
went up to the tree in the style of an aboriginal Indian, which
he had learned by attending some Wild West show, and planted
a shot where he thought it would do most good. To the surprise
of every one, an old crow, which had been dead several months
and which in its mummified state had wintered in a crotch of the
tree, fell before the hunter's feet, while two birds, scared nearly
to death, flew out of the tree, at too great a speed for any one
to tell if they were two robins or two sparrow hawks or one of each.
So all bets were decleared off, and H. was sentenced to buy the
wherewithal to quench our thirst, which had fjecome great during
the excitement. ,

E. Macdonald, Sec'y.

Winchester Gun Club.

Detroit, Mich., May 18.—Another windy day kept down the
scores at the regular shoot of the Winchester Club, although 23
was apparently easy for Lewis in Class A, and no one disputed his
right to the medal.

Class B medal, like the America Cup, seems hard to lift; no
one in his class could see Warner's 18, and he still smiles.

Class C is developing some good ones. Brown winning the
medal with 12.

In a little event at doubles Lewis afforded considerable pleasure
by shattering 5 targets, singly; thrown as nearly simultaneously as
possible by the magautrap at 14yds.—surely a very creditable
performance.
The scores:

Events

:

Targets:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10 10 10 10 10 10 25
Warner 9 . . . . 9 4 . . 18
Hitchcock. ... 6 9 5 10
Lewis 7 10 .... 23
Shiell 8 9 .. 9 7 19
Brodie 7 5 .. 2 .... 16
Clare 6 9 5 17
Toll ......... 3 .. 4 .. 5 5 5

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 25

Wren 17
Cox 5 . . 9 .... 10 19
Babcock 4 . . 15
Rickham 6 2
Randall 6 U
Brown 2 1 ........ 12
Pluntington.. 7 9 .. 5

The next meet will be the Decoration Day tournament, with
sweeps, under the Rose system, and merchandise prizes! An
attractive programme has been arranged, and every effort made
to make the day a pleasant one. The latch string will be out to
any stray shooter.
May 24.—Following are the scores of the Winchester Rod and

Gun Club, made May 23. We had ten shooters out to try the clay
birds. Some very good work was done for the fourth shoot of the
season. Three clean scores were made. All events were at 10
birds, unknown angles, over our new magautrap:
Events: 123456789 10
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

F. Lesure 5
L Nelson 9W Burbank 9

J Dickerson 5
H Swan 4
E Ellis 8

Parker i 7
L Gale ' 8W Young 3

Putman

8 4
10
10
10

6

6

7 ' 7 8 9 10

10

7 3 8

Ossining Gun Club.

.. 7 6 5
L. R Nelson.

Ossining, N. Y., May 25.—Herewith please find scores of the
Ossining Gun Club, made at the regular weekly shoot on May 25.A gusty wind, accompanied by a drizzling rain, cut down the at-
tendance—likewise the scores:

"

Events: 1

J C Barlow 7

Peters 9
C Blandford 5
S Mullen
D Brandreth
W Fisher

Prize contest

:

6
3

10

Peters 11
Peters 11
Barlow 12
Barlow 12

Shot at. Broke.
9

6

10
10

Shot at. Broke.
Blandford 10 7
Brandreth 11 g
Brandreth 11 y

C> G, JB»
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The Twenty-seventh Illinois State Tournament,
The twenty-seventh anntial tournament and convention of the

Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, held this week in the city
of Springfield, has established new records and made new stand-
ards of excellence in the siiooting history of the Mississippi Valley.
The tournament was held on the grounds of the Illinois Gun Club,
which are unec}.ualed in the State, or, for that matter, anywhere in
the West. Add to this fact that some of the ablest and most wide-
awake men in the State gave to this event their whole time and at-
tention for weeks, and we have the key to the conspicuous success
of this meeting. To the president. Col. Jas^ R. B. Van Cleave,
and secretary-treasurer, Chas. T. Stickle, are especially due the
thanks of every sportsman who attended, and this expression was
conveyed by word of mouth many times during the week. This
is. one of the very few grounds where target and live-bird shoot-
ing can be carried on simultaneously with good success, and it

was done here this week without a hitch anywhere.
The office work was handled mider lease by Mr. F. C- Whitney,

of Des Moines, ^la., and the active m.anagement of the shoot was
in. the hands of the genial Charley Budd, whose name has been
synonymous . with good marksmanship and good fellowship in the
shooting fraternity for, lo, these many moons.

It proved a week of record-breaking, work all round, in the
general high scores made, most notably in the Dupont contest,
when three men killed 100 birds straight, and Crosby's continuing
score the next day. The 20-bird squad record on targets was made
on the second day, when R. R. and E. S. Graham, B. Bunnell, E.
Kussenberger and F. C. Riehl scored 99, and on the following day
by the Messrs. Graham, Bunnell, Kussenberger and J. S. Boa,
when they .scored 75 straight.

First Day, May 20.

The week of shooting was happily' begun to-day. Weather was
at first threatening, but turned out cool and pleasant, with but
little sunshine, and a refreshing breeze blowing over the prairie.
The traps worked beautifully, and scores were several per cent,
above the average toufnament work. The squads were captained
by the Indians and moved along like clockwork, so that the pro-
gramme was finished by 4 o'clock. Fred Gilbert was high man
for the day, losing but a single bird in the programme of 175.
Crosby, Heikes and Bunnell tied for second place with 3 each lost,
while Winchester and Conner dropped but 5 each. There were
sixty entries in all, and' 10,255 targets were shot. The scores:

Events: 123456789 10 Broke. Av.
Eurnside 19 19 1.3 18 14 20 14 20 14 18 159 . 908
Sconce •. 14 19 15 IS 15 19 15 17 14 19 165 .942
Crosby 10 20 15 20 14 20 14 20 14 20 172 . 982
Hall 11 18 15 19 15 18 14 20 15 19 164 . 937
Khne 11 16 12 19 13 17 13 17 11 19 148 .845
Parmelee 15 19 15 17 15 19 14 20 15 19 167 .955
Cadwallader 13 20 14 19 14 20 15 20 14 20 108 .960
Wiggins 9 11 13 14 15 18 14 20 14 20 159 . 908
Irwin 13 IS 15 19 10 18 13 18 12 18 154 .862

J C Scott 12 17 14 16 14 16 11 18 11 18 147 . 840
Marshall 15 IS 13 17 12 17 14 18 15 16 155 .885
Roll 13 18 15 IS 15 20 13 18 14 20 164 . 937
Fort 11 16 13 14 15 18 13 17 12 18 1.53 .874
White 14 15 13 17 12 IS 14 18 n 18 155 .885
Linderman 14 20 15 14 12 20 13 18 12 20 165 . 942
Rike 13 20 12 20 12 19 14 19 15 20 164 .937
Heikes 15 20 14 19 15 20 15 20 15 19 172 . 982
Osborne 14 17 13 18 13 16 14 18 14 20 157 .897
Boa .• 14 19 14 19 11 20 14 IS 13 dS 160 .914
Baker 14 20 13 17 13 18 15 17 14 IS 159 . 908
Courtney 10 17 14 19 15 19 14 18 14 19 158 .900
Barto 15 17 15 17 13 18 14 IS 14 18 158 .900
Herr 14 18 12 17 15 19 IS 20 15 19 164 . 937
Geo Crosby 12 IS 11 IS 13 18 12 18 15 17 152 .870
Budd 13 19 15 19 14 19 13 20 14 IS 164 .937
Bingham 14 19 14 15 15 20 15 19 13 19 167 . 954
Parker 12 20 14 19 15 20 14 20 14 20 168 . 960
Hirschy 13 19 15 20 14 19 15 20 15 19 169 .965
Gottlieb 12 19 14 18 10 18 12 1 9 8 15 150 . 960
Willard 10 20 15 19 15 19 15 17 13 19 162 .925
Powers 14 20 14 20 14 19 15 19 14 19 IGS .960
Lawrence 12 IC 18 16 10 16 13 12 13 16 142 .811
Workman : 15 19 12 18 1 4 20 13 18 13 IS 160 .914
Butler 13 17 13 18 13 18
E Scott 13 18 13 19 12 20 15 17 13 19 159 .90S
Gilbert 15 20 15 20 15 19 15 20 15 20 174 .994
Rock 14 20 13 18 12 16 13 18 15 18 157 , 897
Rossbach 12 IS 11 18 13 19 14 17 12.18 153 .874
E Steck 14 18 18 17 19 20 14 20 15 18 158 . 900
P Ward 14 20 15 17 14 18 13 IS 15 19 159 . 90S
Riehl 14 19 14 20 14 20 12 19 13 17 • 162 . 925
Brownback 12 18 13 14 10 17 12 18 13 18 150 .857
T R Graham , . 13 17 15 20 15 20 13 20 13 19 165 .942
iDunnell ..15 20 13 19 15 20 15 20 15 20 172 .982
E S Graham 14 20 12 20 12 19 14 17 14 19 161 .920
Merrill 14 20 14 18 13 17 13 18 15 20 162 . 925
E Bogardiis 10
Garvey 12
Jarrett ..11
Winchester ,4,.. 15 20 14 IS 14 19 15 20 15 20 170 . 971
Connor 15 20 15 20 15 19 15 20 13 18 170 . 971
Guptill IS 13 8 15 18 .. 20 12
Stanbear 12 15 11 .. 15 18 12 18
Be Long 12 19 14 18
Miss King 14
Br Shaw 12 .... 16
Bunbar 12 . . 8 16 13 19
Richards 11 .. .. 20 .: .. „
Dixon . . 20
Shafter 17 ..

A very interesting feature of the day was the contest for the
Governor's cup, emblematic of the ladies' championship at live
birds. Any woman shot in the United States is eligible to compete
for this prize, a handsome sterling silver cvip, which becomes the
property of the winner. There were six entries, Mrs. Shepherd
and Mrs. Dr. Shaw, of Chicago; Mrs. Johnston, of Minneapolis;
Mrs. Cabanne and Miss King, of St. Louis, and Mrs. Butler, of
Springfield. The trophy went to Mrs. Shepherd, who scored 17
kills of the 20 birds, which constituted the race. The scores are
appended:
Mrs Cabann e *2120121121211*11011—16
-Mrs Shaw 1*0122*1012021011211—14
Miss King ; 0100112120**10112110—12
Mrs Butler 00010012211110000121—11
Mrs Johnston 10200111122*11202121—15
Mrs Shepherd 12221111101211102220-17

Second Day, May 21.

Heavy, dark weather and occasional rain handicapped the work
at the traps to-day, notwithstanding there was an increased at-

tendance of shooters and visitors. The main event was the con-
test for J:he Dupont trophy, shot under the usual rules, except
that moneys went to four high guns. The birds were a rather
indifferent lot, but perhaps as good as can be had at this time of
year, and scores consequently unusually high. The main race was
finished early in the afternoon, with sixteen straight scores. Then
began a shoot-ofE whicli lasted until night, and was only stopped
for darkness when the three last men in, Fred Gilbert, \V R.
Crosby and H. J. Sconce, had each killed 100 straight, they
agreeing to conclude the contest on the morrow. The retrieving
was done by Fred Erb's splendidly trained string of dogs, under
his personal charge, and birds were trapped for the Association
by Ullman & Co., of Chicago. Some discussion was occasioned
by the fact that Mr. Parmelee declined to agree to a division of
the purse among those who made clean scores. He carried his
point under a literal interpretation of the conditions as pu'o-
lished; but after Parmelee had missed a bird a divide was finally
agreed on among the last five men in the contests Messrs. ScQUce,
Gilbert, Crcsby, Fort and Barto.
Scores in the day's events are subjoined!

Events: 12..3456789 10 Broke.
Winchester 15 20 15 20 14 20 1 5 20 15 20 174
Powers 15 20 15 20 15 19 14 19 13 20 170
Kuss 15 19 14 20 15 20 14 20 12 20 169
Sperry 15 19 14 19 15 19 15 19 13 20 168
Crdthers 14 20 13 19 18 20 15 19 15 19 167
Kline 15 20 14 19 13 20 14 19 13 20 167
Burnside 14 19 14 20 15 19 14 18 15 19 167
F S Graham 15 19 14 20 14 18 14 19 14 20 167
Merrill 14 20 14 19 13 19 13 20 14 20 167
uunnell - 15 20 14 19 13 19 15 20 13 18 166
Herr 15 19 14 19 13 20 14 19 14 19 166
Linderman 14 20 14 18 11 19 14 20 15 19 164
Conner' '..i/.. 14 20 14 19 13 18 14 20 14 18 164

, 14 19 15 19 13 18 13 20 14 19
Parmelee 14 18 14 19 13 19 15 IS 13 20
Kike ... 14 18 13 20 15 18 12 19 15 19
I R Crosby 12 19 15 19 13 19 12 20 14 19
]!)
'SSms 15 17 13 18 15 20 13 19 13 18

Courtney 15 19 14 17 11 20 14 19 IS 19
J^oa 13 18 14 18 14 20 13 19 13 18
.^yoro 12 18 15 18 13 18 15 20 12 19
J,on?,ss 13 19 14 16 15 20 15 16 14 18
Ed Scott 14 19 15 16 13 17 13 19 13 19
Marshal! 14 17 13 19 14 19 13 18 14 17
Spencer 13 19 11 19 11 20 14 IS 14 19
Ihompson 14 18 15 18 13 18 12 17 14 17G Crosby 15 17 14 18 13 19 13 17 14 15
Cadwallader 14 19 12 17 14 17 13 16 13 20
t^ost 13 15 13 18 12 20 13 19 14 16
^raig 10 17 13 IS 13 19 12 20 13 18
Workman 13 18 13 19 13 15 15 18 10 17
gock 14 18 12 16 13 17 12 18 13 17
f^nptill 15 20 14 .. 19 14 20 14 19 ..

J Scott 12 17 12 14 12 17 13 18 13 17
Stevens 11 16 17 9 iG
Ed Steck 13 20 12 19
De Long 15 ig . . .

.

Brownback 13 16 14 18 13 17 18
Tripp 14 17 13 18 14 19
Gilbert 15 20 14 18 15 19W B Crosby .- 15 20 15 19 14 20
Argraves 11 12 13 15 18 14
Sconce 15 20 15 19 15 20
Baker 13 19 15 18 12 16 . . .... .

.

Heikes 14 18 15 19 14 17

164
163
163
162
161
161

160
160
160
158
158
158
156
155
155
153
153
151
151
1.50

145

Irwin 14 19 12
Hewitt .; 12 16 13 16
Fort ; 13 17 15 19

17

19 13 19
17 14 20
19 12 17
17 10 15
17 13 16
18 13 19

Bingham 14
Hirschy 13
Parker 14
Gottlieb 15
Willard 13
Bunbar .- 13
Staufer y;
Richards 11 18
Fortier 13 16 11 .

.

Roll 15 16 14 .

.

Hal Smith 13 ..

Heilman .. .. 11 ..

Lomatsch U ..

Shafter 13 ..

Butler 13 17 .. ..

Miss King Ifrl7 .. ..

Rossback 13 17 . . .

.

Smith 14 20 . . .

.

Mrs Johnston 11 IS .. ..

Johnston 13 16 . . .

.

J E Smith 14 19 .. ..

Funk 14 16 .. ..

Lyons 12 18 . . .

.

Meidroth 11 17 . . .

.

Powell 9

Dupont Trophy:
Bu rn si de, 29 2112222222222112222222222—25
Hall, 29 222222222222222222-2222222—25
B Wright, 28 1122112222222112222112122—26
Meidroth, 28 1*22110222222222112211002—21
Willard, 29 1211122222112212212222222—25
Sconce, 29 2222222222222222222222222—25
Palmer, 29 2222222*2*22222222222220*—21
Steck, 29 1212122212112222110112212—24
Bingham, 30 1122212220222222222222222—24
Parker, 29 ^ 2222222222222222202222222—24
Marshall 31 2222222022222222222222222—24
Hirschy, 29 2222222222222222222222222—25
KI ine, 28 2222221022*22222222222222—22
Gilbert, 31 2222222222222222222222222—25
Crosbv, 31 2222222222222222222212222—25
Parmelee, 31 - 2222222222222222222222222—25
Cadwallader, 29 2222221222222222222222222—25
Wiggins, 29 22222220022222020221w
J Scott, 29 221*2112222121202221w
E Scott, 29 2111221122221212222222222—25
V\'orkman, 28 022222*2222121 22222211211—23
Roll, 29 2222122222112221222212212—25
Alabaster, 29 22221*2212w
Barto, 29 2222122212222222221222222—25
Rice, 28 1222200110W
Shaw, 29 2222222222222222222222222—25
Minor, 28 1222120211112122222122222—24
Powers, 31 222222222222222*222222222—24
Merrill, 30 2222222222222222022222222—24
Winchester, 30 , 1122222022222212122122222—24
Sperry, 29 .,.^..^r,.,^. . . .22222222^2222222222222222—25
Stevens, 29 2212222*111211212*w
De Long, 29 2122111122*22122122222222—24
Steidley, 28 2221222222221222222222222—25
Craig, 29 2211122112112112112122112—25
Fort, 29 2221221112222211122212122—25
Rike, 29 2222222222222212222222222—25
Budd, 30 *222111111w
Jones, 29 2220**2112w
Tripp, 29 2222222212112111111*11121—24
Gottlieb, 29 2122210212w

Shoot-ofi of ties:
Burnside 2222222222222222222220
Hall 22222220
Wright 22111112222112121*
Willard .....2122111210
Sconce 22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

2222222222222222222222222220
Hirschy 20
Gilbert 22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222

2222222222222222222222222212121220
Crosby 22222221211111111221222211121221111211111111221111

111211112221111111111221111122212222
Parmelee 22222222222222222222220
Cad : 2222220.
Roll 2122212211121222220
Scott 2222222222222222222220
Rike 20
Barto 21221121222212222221222222212212121221121211222111

1*

Shaw 220
Fort 2211111111111111122211U222111221121*
Sperry 2222222212222I'

Steidley 22220
Craig 20

Third Day, May 22.

Targets and live birds were again shot to-day simultaneously on
four sets of traps. Ten thousand targets were thrown, while the
special features were the Smith cup contest at targets and the
Board of Trade diamond badge at live birds. Entries were record-
breakers in both these events. But all worked nicely, and the long
programme was finished by 5 o'clock in the afternoon.

Events: 123456789 10 Broke'
Gilbert 15 20 15 20 15 19 13 18 15 20 170
Sconce 15 19 15 18 15 19 15 20 15 18 170
Parmelee 14 19 15 20 13 20 14 18 12 20 166
Bunnell 15 18 14 20 15 20 13 20 15 29 170
Heer 13 20 14 20 14 20 14 19 14 19 167
Parker 13 18 15 19 15 20 13 19 14 19 165
Winchester 14 17 13 19 14 20 15 19 14 20 ICS
Wiggins 15 20 15 16 15 19 15 19 13 18 165
Hirschy 15 18 14 19 13 19 15 19 14 18 164
Rike 14 20 13 20 15 19 13 17 15 18 164
E I A 15 19 15 17 14 IS 13 20 15 18 164
Lundheim 14 19 14 20 15 15 13 17 14 18 164
Conner 13 18 15 18 13 20 14 19 15 18 163
Heikes 13 19 15 19 15 19 15 16 14 18 163
Powers 13 20 14 19 14 20 11 20 14 18 163
Cadwallader 12 19 14 19 12 IS 15 19 14 20 162
Spry 14 20 13 20 11 18 14 17 15 20 162
Merrill 13 17 15 19 16 19 12 19 13 20 162

J R Conner 15 18 14 18 14 17 15 18 13 13 160
Burnside 14 18 13 20 13 17 13 IS 14 19 159
Marshall 13 17 14 20 13 19 13 19 14 17 159
Boa 15 16 13 17 14 19 13 20 14 17 158
Shafter 14 19 11 18 12 19 15 16 13 20 157
Fort 9 18 14 17 14 18 14 18 14 20 156
Ihompson 12 17 13 18 13 17 14 18 15 18 155
Riehl 14 12 13 13 14 19 14 19 13 19 155

Eaker 14
Carutliers 13 16
Kline 9 19
Johnston 14 16
Word 14 16A A C 13 18
/.('ms 11 IS
tottheb 12 15
Mrs Jolinston ., U 16
Irwin 13 17
15"ss 15 19
.Stevens 9 17
G Crosby 12 18
Ruppert 13 20W B Stanner 13 17
Lyons 14 15
.'\rgraves 13 19
.\'ance 9 ..

.Siramonette 9 13
Hess 12 20
De Long 12 16
Feller 14 19
Post 13 17
J E Smith 13 18
Workman 13 ..

Barto 18
Willard 11
Roll 19
Steck 15
Pankliurst 16
Rupper
Sta.nfer
Ketter
I ones

14 18 14 12
13 19 11 19
14 18 13 20
11 18 14 20
13 17 14 17
12 19 15 17
14 18 9 IS
12 17 12 17
11 12 19 11
15 14 14 18
13 13 14 15

15 15 10 15
14 18 11 IS
14 18 11 .

.

14 17 10 .

.

12 18 . . .

.

13 15 . . .

.

11 18
11 15
14 18
13 IS
13 17
12 16

15 15
11 17
5 15

14 18

15 19
15 15
9 17

12 13
12 19
14 14
14 16
10 16
10 15

153
152
151
1.51

151
149
148
141
115

12 17

14 .. 20
14 18
.. 18
14 ..

Smith cup:
Peters 11111011111111101111—18

°"?e 11111111111111111111—20
Marsliall 1110101111 1111011111—17

V,2« •
:

•, i 11011110111100111111—16
Burnside 10111111111111111111—19
\\orkman OlllOllllllOOimUO-15
Bingham 01011011111111111101—16
Eyons 11011011111111100100—14
Dunne)

I
- 11111111111101111111—19

J R Graham 11111111111111111011—19
i^oa ^ .

. 11111111111111111111—20
E S Graham 11110101101101111110—15
;owers 11111111111110111011—18
Brownback 00111111101011111101—15
Eynottan , 01111111101110011101—15
Post ......... i„ f^„ OllllllOllllUllllOl—17
Ties: Sconce 25, Roll 22, Connor 16, Sperry 6, Shafter 3, Boa 2.

Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting of the State Association was held at the
Leland Hotel at 8 P. M., with a representation of most of the
gun clubs m the State. A number of resolutions were adopted,
among them one limiting the number of teams that any one club
may enter to two, and one warmly indorsing the splendid work
done by State Game Commissioner H. W. Loveday, in protecting
the game of the State, and instructing the officers to request, in
behalf of the Association, his reappointment. Springfield was
again selected as the place for holding the next annual meeting.
Col. Jas. R. B. Van Cleave was again chosro President; Chas.
f. Stickle, Secretary-Treasurer; C. R. Stephens, First Vice-
President; O. Von Lengerke, Second Vice-President, all by
unanimous vote. A resolution was then adopted by standing vote
and a tiger, extending Godspeed to the members of the All-
American^ team who were to leave at 10 o'clock for New York to
sail for Europe for the in'ternational target championship contest,
and the meeting was adjourned to permit all members to accom-
pany the team in a body to the depot.
Scores for the day were as follows:
Diamond badge:

^au^r • 2222122220— 9 Fahnestock 1222202210— 81

Riehl 2222222221—10 Kuss 9099W922— 9.

Schlos.ser 21220*0122— 7 Fortier .'2211201021-

8

7 B S Barr 2212212212—10
9 Sconce 2222222222—10

Masters ...1102200211
r Pankhurst 0221222122

Cad 2022222222— 9 Br Becker..
Cackle 2122200222-
Klineman 2121212111—10

....2222212120— 9
Boa ...222*022200— 6
Bingham 2222222220— 9G Solomon 01121*1220— 7 Weller '.. 222222*101—

G

Dr Shaw 2222222222-10 A Bogardus 1221010122- 8
Marshall 2222022-222- 9
Meidroth 2202010202—6 VV R Crosbv
Barto 22222222^2—10 " "

Willard 2220211111- 9

Minor

J Thompson 1101121111— 9W R Crosby 2222111122—10
Hall 2222222212—10

, ^ Richard.son 1222211111—10
Ed Scott 2222222222-10 Workman 12211221*2— 9
Craig 210223lL.n - S Powers 2221122211—10
Burnside 2122212222—10
Hess
Argraves
Woodford 2022222223— 9
Butler 2202122222— 9
Roll - 1222222222- 9 B Cur;y
ham Toney 2222222221—10 Steck
.Mabaster 222222*122— 9
G Wilber 222*201021— 7
Kreiger 2121022210—

2220222212— 9
...2222222222-10 Rice 1220222221-9
...21i22'2i212 -jO Wright 1220220221— 8:

F Barr .2211102211— 9'

Whitney 2212222010— 8:
" '" 112010222*— 7

**11222202 7'

Stowber 1222222122—10'
Dunbar 0221121211— 9i

Richards 1120221011— 8:
er 2202222202- 8 Studley 2222220112- 9'

Shaft.

Heilman 2211121122—10
HofF 2212122222—10
J Watson 1112021100- 7 , „A C Connor 1221212210—!) "Loveday 20220000w
J ,^ Graham 2222222222—10 Palmer 2222220222
Wolpert 2021121221— 9W Brown .2012122101— 8

Amberg 2220121122— »
Levi 2122*22212— S)

J Crowe - 1222210021— 8

Portman 1122212111—10 Len

9
Von Lengerke ....2022222222—9
Crothers 2112121222—10

Simmonetti 1122012210— 8
Stannard 0202220221— 7
Sperry 2222222210— 9 W A Porter'.'

...2222*02021— 7
Chicken 2*11102020— 6
Nance 1220111111— 9

Stearns 2202021111
"jamp 1222212122—10 Col Felton ...... .. 112111212

...0222221122— 9>

Cook 222111120*— 8:

Bacci 2022221012— 8 Dramoe 2212122211—10E S Graham... 7... 22222022*2— S Lameraux **2121202*—

6

Dtitinell 2222222222—10 Harbaugh 112121211^-10

Diamond badge; miss-and-out for Cup:
Powers 121121111112212111211212-24
^^rosby 22111121111212212121112*—23O Khneman 12112111122211211211*

Y''
^"^w 222222222222222220

Argraves 212122222212222210
Trarnp 212221112212222210
Hall 122212122222212120
Drowne 21121211110
Burnside 121222221*
Portman 1212122210
E Scott 2222220
J R Graham 2222220
Crothers 2222220
Heilman 120
Stamber HQ
Harto 10
Roll 20
Toni , 10
Sconce

, , . .20
Richardson .10
Riehl ,0

Hess 0
HolT 0
Bunnell 0
E S Barr *

Harbaugh *

Smith cup:
^

Crosby 11111111101111111111—19
Stannard 11111111111101011111—18
Forties- 01111011010011111111—15
Argraves 11111111011111111111—19
Steck 11111111110110110101—16
Riehl OinOlOlllOllOlimO—14
.lames 11111111111111111101—19
Sperry 11111111111111111111—20
Meidroth 11111011111111111111—19
M inor 10111111011110111010—1

5

J E Smith 01110011110111111111—16
J Thompson 11111111101111101111—18'
Connor 11111111111111111111—20'
Lemm 11101110111101111011—16'
Wilson OlllOllllOlOllllUOO—14

—20
-17
—17
—17
—17
—10
— 9'

— 9'

— e— e— e
— 2:_ 2— I— 1— 1— 1— 1— 0— 0— 0— 0— 0— 0
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Shafter lllimmilllllllU-20
Wolpert OllllllllOlOlllimi—17
Siramouctti 1010101111110111111—15
Pankhiirsl , 00101101111111111111—15
Wiggins linillU11110111111—19
Woodford 11111111111111001111-18
Hess , * . . r. . . . .11111111111111111011—19
Barto ;; 7, 11111111010111111111—IS
Roll niiiiiiiimniiiii—20
Willard 11111011111111111111—19
Crotheis llllllOlUUlllimi—19
Hoffi lllUllOOIinillUll-18

Fourth Day, May 23.

The State team cont«st at live birds and an amateur target
programme, with Rose system of money division, were the at-

tractions to-day. There were many new faces on the grounds, and
the attendance was quite up to the high-water mark for the week.
The scores

:

Conner , 15 13 14 14 14 12
Parker 15 15 15 15 15 15 13 14 15 14
Bunnell 15 15 14 14 15 11
Kuss 14 13 14 15 15 14

F, C. RlEHL.

12 17 12 16
10 16 . . .

.

13 i9 14 i9
13 15 . . .

.

12 17 . . .

.

13
13 16 12 20

Broke.
15S
158
160
154
163
165
165
164
164

i40

163

140
132
132

i45

156
153
158
146
161
161
153
166
1511

162
160
160
160
143

isi

Events: 12 3 456789 10
Sperry 13 IS 14 15 15 20 13 20 12 18
Wiggins 13 18 12 17 15 20 15 18 12 17
Cadwallader 13 18 13 19 14 18 12 19 14 20
Linden ...,>.,.,'. . 13 18 13 18 14 19 13 18 10 18
Heer 14 20 14 18 13 18 14 19 15 18
Parker 14 20 13 20 14 18 14 18 14 18
Hirschy 14 19 14 20 13 20 14 17 15 19
Burnside 14 17 14 IS 15 19 14 20 14 19
Connors 15 16 14 20 13 20 15 18 14 18
Workman 7 12
Shafter 10 12 13 17 14 18
Staubcr 13 15 13 16 14 14
Argraves 12 16 13 15 .. .

.

Sconce 14 18 15 18 13 20
Heer 13 16 14 18 , . .

.

Keller 12 15 14 17 14 IS
Bisdee 12 11 8 13 12 16
Stringer 13 11 10 9 9 12
Brownback 14 18 12 18 13 11
Thompson 12 20 13 20 14 20
Hoff v 13 17 10 19 8 13
Wolfert , 8 17 11 18 12 17 11 13 11 17
Meidroth 11 17 11 12 19 10 17 11 14 17
Perry 7 14 14 IS 11 16 14 15 11 17
Crothcrs 14 16 14 17 11 16 12 IT . . .

.

Barto 14 15 12 17 12 13 13 17 13 19
Baker 13 12 13 12 14 11 8
Dixon .- 9 17 14 17 12 18 10 17 13 19
Fort 13 18 10 19 12 18 11 20 13 19
Courtney 13 15 12 17 14 15 13 13 14 17
De Long 10 17 13 15 14 15 13 19 13 17
Spuriel 14 15 13 19 14 IS 12 18 13 19
Wnichester 11 19 15 19 15 18 15 19 15 19
Rike 12 18 14 18 14 18 15 18 11 15
Bunnell 14 20 14 20 15 18 12 19 14 20
Kuss : 14 15 14 19 15 IS 12 20 13 19

J Courtney V. 15 19 14 18 14 17 15 17 14 19
Boa 14 19 13 19 14 18 13 18 12 20
E S G 14 18 14 18 14 18 15 18 13 18
Willard 11 13 14 16 12 16 11 15 13 16
Kline 13 17 13 18 13 12 14 17 10 19
Bcckwitz 7 14 12 . . 13 . . 14
Ward 14 18 13 19 12 17 13 17 10 19
T P Jones 13 10 15 19 10 18
.Minor 9 1713 14 1112 14 14

Team races:
Illinois—Han'ey Sconce 10, Guy Burnside 9, Ed Scott 9, G. T.

Hall 10; total 38.

Illinois—Henry Thesch 9, F. G. Weidlocker 7, Ed Flynn 6,

Fred Dockson 9; total 31.

Dixon—Pankhurst 5, Woodford 9, Argraves 9, Shafter 9; total 32.

Shelbyville—Cook 10, Brownback 10, Strays 8, Bisdel 9; total 37.

Rock Island—Porter 9, Vance 8, Stephens 10, Stone 10; total 37.

Nonpareil-Willard 9, Dr. Shaw 8, Alabaster 10, Voakes 9;
total 36.

Blue Island—A. C. Boher 9, Robert Kinger 8, A. Axry 9,

C. Roll 10; total 36.

Dupont—Ruir 8, Crosby 10, Pulman 9, Bingham 10; total 37.

Garden City No. 1—Stark 10, H err 9, Barto 8j Amberg 10; total

37.

Garden City No. 2—Watson 6, Kerr 7, Penill 8, W. Wing 9;
total 30.

Twin City No. 3—Wilson 9, Dr. Peter 8, C. Henry 8, F. Eynat-
ticr 9; total 34.

Tw^in City No. 1—Stanfer 7, F. Barr 7, Foster 8, Riehl 7; total 29.

Illinois—Stickle 1, Workman 8, Richardson 6, Lamoreux 8;
total 23.

Peoria No. 1.—Blackstock 9, I. H. Hoft" 6, W. Hoff 8, Weinhoflf
7; total 30.

Peoria No. 2—Wolpert 9, Portman 8, J. Thompson 8, Mattock
9; total 34.

Illinois—T. Stall 3, H. M. Smith 10, H. .-Vrgraves 7, A. Little
S; total S8.

Peerless—W. Wilburry 7, F. Carkle 8, J. Martin 8, George
Khivers 9; total 36.

Twin City No. 2—Wroth 10, F. P. Jay 7, A. Conner 10, Cad-
wallader 10; total 37.

Heddrick—R. Wright 10, Ed Attison 10, ..Powell 5, D. S. Barr
9; total 34. ^

'

Beardstown—Dower 6, C. Whitley 7, A. Curvey 8, B, Carney 8;
total 29.

Long Lake—Dunnell 8, Kuss 10, J. R. Crosby 9, E. S. Crosby 9;
total 36.

Alpine—Simmonetti 9, Bacci 7, Toni 5, Patterson 9; total 30.

Tavlorville—T. W. Long 7, J. P. Spear 9, Hewitt 8, J. Murphy
9; total 33.

Last Day/'May 24,

It is regrettable to have to report two disastrous occurrences
as marking the close of this most successful and satisfactory meet
ever given by the Illinois Association. Late Thm-sday afternoon
a. terrific wind and hale storm struck the shooting ground with
such force and suddenness as to level tents, trap houses and
score boards to the ground in a twinkling, and for a few moments
it seemed as if the club house would be carried away. It was one
of the worst storms ever known in this section, and left njuch to
repair and rearrange for the continviance of the programme.
Then, almost simtdtaneous with this occurrence, came a message
to Col. Van Cleave, president of the Association, that ex-Governor
John R. Tanner had just died very suddenly at the Leland Hotel.
He had lain down on his bed during the afternoon, and later
an attendant found him dead. Governor Tanner was a member of
the Association, and the Illinois Gun Club, and one of the genuine
ardent sportsmen of the State and the West. This sad occur-
rence and the storm cast a shadow over the crowd of attendant
shooters, and the officers concluded, after carrj'ing through the
scheduled events for the week in all club and team matches, to
call the announced programme for Saturday off, and close the
meeting Friday night.
The features of this day were the State team race at targets

for individiial medals and cup, an informal programme of ten 15-

target events and a 7 and 10 live-bird sweep. The Illinois team
won the first. Long Lake second and Twin City team third average.
The latter two teams tied for first on 88, again in a shoot-ofT at 94.

and finally the Garden City team won by a single bird, each man
having shot at 60 targets. The Quincy team took fourth money.
In the shoot-off for the Parker gun between the five men who

killed straight in team and diamond badge matches, T. G. Hall,
of Springfield, was successful. The Lefever gun for longest con-
tinuous run at targets went to Bert Dunnell, of Long Lake.
Target scores for the day follow:

Events:

De Long
Burnside

Laney
< ) H BogaT<
Riehl
H Sconce .

Hirschy . .

.

fort

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
13 15 13 14 14 13 11 14 15 15
14 14 14 15 12 13 13 13 14 14
14 15 14 14 13 13 11 14 13 11
15 14 15 13 14 13 9 12 11 13
12 14 2
14 12 14 14 14 14 13 13 12 14
13 13 11 15 13 11 15 13 13 13
5 13 15 14 15 13 15 14 14 16

12 14 14 15 14 14 15 12 15 13
10 13 14 14
14 13 13 10
14 15 15 13
14 15 14 14
14 15 14 13 13 12 13 13 15 15
IB 15 15 15 14 15 14 13 14 15
14 14 13 15
13 15 13 12 iz i2
14 14 15 13 15 14 13 13
12 13 14 t§ 14 14 14 14 ii

Zoo Rod and Gun Oub*
Elwood, Tnd.—^The second annual tournament of the Zoo Rod

and Gun Club opened here on May 14.

Finer weather for cn outdoor event df any kind could not have
been desired than that which favored the second annual live-bird
State championship tournament, held under the auspices of the
Zoo Rod and Gun Club, at Elwood, Ind., May 14, 15 and 16. The
attendance was considerably increased over that of last year, and
many well-known marksmen from a distance were present. The
cities of the State were represented by a number of new entries
over the list of last year. The Zoo Club had spared no pains to

provide every conA'enience and comfort for the visitors.

Capt. Jack Parker, of Detroit, acted as manager of the tourna-
ment, and much of its success was due to his skillful conduct
of afifairs.

First Day, May 14.

The opening day of the tournament opened favorably, with
bright skies and just enough wind to temper the heat and call

for the best efforts of the shooters. The day was devoted entirely
to target shooting, and the schedule of fourteen, events started at
10 o'clock. The register showed the following attendance: R, O.
Heikes, E. D. Rike and C. H. Miller, Dayton, O. ;

Tripp and
Partington, Indianapolis; Ballheim and Kirby, Greenville, O.;
Miller, Toledo; Fort, Swanton, Vt.

;
Parker, Detroit; Courtney,

Syracuse, N. Y.; Cavanagh, Peru, Voris and Lacy,
_
Crawfords-

ville; Adamson, Farrell, Bender and Meredith, Muncie; Houser,
Bussel and Ousler, Noblesville; Yelton, Anderson; Erb, Lafayette;
Neal, Bloomfield, and others.
The first day's scores were as follows:

10
13

Events : 1 2
Targets: ^ 10 15

White 7 9
Parker 8 12
Fort 8 12
Houser 7 12
Shumack 6 11
Adamson 9 11
Spencer 8 13
Leeson , 8 11

Jack
Meredith 9
Heikes 10 15
Wm 7 9
Rike 9 14
Wells 9 14
Seniour . 6 12
Hoosier 9 13
Tripp 9 14
Neal .- 10 14
Partington 7 11

Cavanagh 8 13
Ousler 8 13
Miller 9 12
Bussel 7 13
Kirby 8 11
Plarbit 7 9

Smith 8 9

Ballheim' 8 10

See
Clark
Newcomer
Bender
Jones
Hinshaw ,

3 4 5
10 15 15
9 14 12
9 13 14
7 12 9

8 14 9

8 12 ..

5 13 11
10 12 12
8 12 11
7 9 9

1 411
15 13
9 10
14 13
14 11

9 10 10
7 13 14
10 13 14
8 15 15
9 13 12
9 13 11
8 13 9
8 11 15
8 13 14
8 1» 15
7 7 12
7 8 9

9 8 U
.. 8 ..

6 7
10 15
8 13
7 11
9 15
7 12
6 9

10 10
9 14
6 11

10 13
10 10
8 14

10 13
10 14
8 15
7 14
6 14
5 11
9 11
9 13

10 13
6 9
7 9
9 13

8 9
10 15
9 12

9 10
9 14
8 11

'8 io
7 13
9 12
7 10
7 12
9 12
5 10
9 14
7 13
8 11
S U
10 14
10 14
10 12
9 14
12
13
15
14
9

7 10
7 12

10 11
15 15

13 14
11 12
10 13
11 12
12 ..

12 13
10 12
13 14
7 9

7 10
14 15
8 12

14 12
12 11
9 13

13 15
14 15
14 13
13 14
12 12
14 9

14 14
12 15
14 13
10 8

8 ..

10 9

12 13 14
10 15 15
8 12 14
9 11 14

7 8 10

8 12 9

.. 13 9

8 12 12

9 11 14
10 13 15
7 10 9

8 13 11

10 14 14
6 10 12

10 14 15
9 12 12
5 11 H

10 13 14
10 12 13
10 15 14
9 11 13
7 12 12

7 12 12
8 12 13
8 14 12

10 14 14
7 9 8

.. .. 5
6 .. ..

11 10 15 13
, .

'7 8 .. 9 8 7 ..

. . 8 11 12 12 8 10 14

.. 5 9 12 11 6 5 ..

10 8 .. ..

Second Day, May J5.

The programme for the second day consisted of fourteen events
of 15 targets' each. The fine weather of the opening day con-
tinued, and the number of shooters in attendance was. increased
by the arrival of a nimiber of new contestants. The traps worked
well, and the following were the scores:

Events: 1 2
Targets: 15 15

Rike 13 15
Heikes 15 15
Miller 11 14
Seniour 13 11
Wells 1 013
Courtney 11 13
Ballheim 12 14
Jack 11 12
Fort 15 15
Parker 12 11
Hoosier 14 15
Tripp 14 14
Kirby 14 13

Partington 11 13
Cavanagh 14 15
Voris 11 15

' Leeson 11 10
Adamson 14 10
Dunbar 11 11
White 13 14
Houser ....i......... 1113
Harbit 10 10
Farrell 7 9

Meredith 13 14
Yelton 12 13
Dacev .

.

Clark .. ..

Wm ;

Smith
Newcomer
Bender
Erb
Kirkpatrick
Swihart
Howard
Norcross ,. ..

Craigmeyer ...1.4........;..,
Curtis i .. .

.

3 4 5
15 15 15
14 15 14
14 14 15
12 9 13
14 10 12
13 14 12
14 13 15
15 10 14
11 10 12
12 12 11
11 14 12
13 12 12
15 14 11
14 14 13
11 11 12
12 13 14
11 1 013
11 11 10
12 13 12
9 11 13
U 11 12
9 10 ..

10 9 ..

.. 10 8
12 11 9
12 13 12
11 .. ..

13 13 13
14 9 10
9 ..

6 7
15 15
14 12
14 13

12 12
8 14

12 11
11 13
12 14
10 12
13 11
9 12

15 12
15 13
13 15
14 12
15 14
14 13
11 10
8 10
13 10
12 12

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 15 15 15 15 15 15
14 13 13 14 12 12 15
14 13 15 15 14 15 15
13 12 14 13 . . . . .

.

10 8

12 11 10
13 13 13 13 11 13 13

11 io ii io i2 i2 i2
15 14 14 12 11 14 14
12 U 13 12 12 11 11

ii is i4 ii ii ii is

11 is io ii ii ii ii
13 14 15 11 14 11 12
12 10 . . 15 15 13 13
11 14 9 12 12 U 9

9 13 11 11
9 14 13 12 10 . . 11

12 11 10 13 15 13 11

13
.. 9 .. 12 11 9 11 ..

13 9 11 11 14
8 12 10 10 10 12 11 ..

13 10 11
14 9 12 9 10 10 ...

.

11 10 9 . . 9
.. .. 8 6 .. 10 .. 9

8 9 10 10 9
14 13 12 11 13

14 12 13
10 12 10 10

9

10

9
12
14
10
1

13
9

Of course the shoot would have heen incomplete without the
Indians being represented. Of these veterans, Elmer Neal, Chief
Black Diamond; Ernest Tripp, Chief Ride in the Wagon; RoHa
Heikes, Chief Bald Eagle; Jack Parker, Chief Des Chree Shos Ka,
serpentine dancer and medicine man, and A. J. Courtney, Chief
Sitting Bull, were present.

Third Day^ May 16.

Of course the interest centered in the live-bird contests, which
were the programme of the third and closing day. A crowd
estimated at 1,000 people were at the grounds of the club to wit-
ness the shoot for the championship. The weather warmed up
considerably from the temperature of the day before, but the en-
thusiasm of the shooters was not affected by the sun that shone
as though it were July. The birds were good ones, and flew well.
Two events were scheduled, the first one of 5 live birds. The
scores were as follows: Voris 5, Rike 5, Fort 4, Howard 5,

Yelton 4, Heikes 4, Lacy 2, Cavanagh 2, Hoosier 2, Adamson 4,

Seniour 1, Parsons 4, Dunbar 4, Neal 5, Parker 4, White 3, Farrell

1, Courtney 4, Leeson 4.

The shoot for the State championship and the Lieber silver
trophy, 25 live birds, S20 entrance, excited the greatest interest.
There were a number of entries and the contest was close and
exciting. The championship shoot lasted until late in the after-

noon, and when the scores were finally footed up it was found
that the title of State champion and the possession of the loving
cup fell to Elmer Neal, of Bloomfield. The scores were as
follow^s

:

Voris 22222220022111222200222*1—20
Hoosier 2022*21221112222222222222—23
Neal 2222221222222222222202222—24
Parsons 2022222222222222221120220—22
Rike 22021220210W
Howard ..12212222222222222022*2222-23
Dunbar 20222002122211221*22011*1—19
Tack 0102002222220202*1220*222—16
Yelton ; ; 2*1*21*2212*221*222210022—18
Fort 2222222212221122121202222—24

Jl-eikes , , = ..2222022222223^2122122*11—22

Parker , 2222222222222122202222222-24
White 1222222222*22*22220202222—21
Leeson , 2200222020222222*2222222^—20'

Cavanagh 2002*1**10200011211010112—14
yVdamson , .2222222**222212221 02*2221—21
Courtney 202210*

Jack Parker, of Detroit, and Harry Fort, of Swanton, Vt., were
tied with Neal at 24 birds, but were ineligible for the cup becaiise
they lived outside the State. Heikes was also an outsider, so his

good score could not land him the trophy. The other scores
were made by Indiana marksmen. Neal did tecellent work all

through the tournament, and the shooters present agreed that
the coveted prize was well won.
The cup was won at the tournament last year by Ed Voris, of

Crawfordsville, who relinquished the trophy and title of cham-
pion to Neal with the best of feeling, and notice that he would be
present to win it back ne.xt year.
Following the championship shoot were two handicap events of

5 birds each, with the following scores:
No. 1: Voris, .Slyds., 5; Neal, 32yds., 4; Fort, 32yds., 4; Dunbar,

28yd^., 3; Parker, 32yds., 5; Hoosier, 32yds., 5; Howard, 29yds.,

5; Leeson, 26yds., 5; Cavanagh, 28yds, 5; Erb, SOyds., 4; White,
27yds., 4; Williams, 26yds. 4; Jack, 27yds., 3; Adamson, 29yds., 5;
Newcomer, 26yds., 3.

No. 2, with the same handicaps, resulted as_ follows: Neal 5,

Leeson 5, Fort 5, Voris 5, Dunbar 4, Parker 5, Cavanagh 5, White
3, Newcomer 3, Jack 3, Adamson 4, Williams 4, Hoosier 3.

Fred Erb, of Lafayette, Ind,, was present with his kennel of
fine trained dogs, which did the retrieving in all live-bird even-ts,
adding much to the interest. The dogs worked splendidly.
The many visitors returned home Friday evening, expressing

themselves as well pleased with the second tournament, and
promising their attendance at the future meetings.
Wayne Leeson is captain of the Zoo Club, and the committee

having charge of the tournament consisted of Wayne Leeson
Dr. M. L. White, Carna Williams, Nona Harbit, Charley Smith
and W. J. Carleton. M. L. White is president and J. M. Living-
ston .secretary.

Random Notes.

Neal had the keys of Madison country presented to him.
Tripp enjoyed the trip to the tinplate—he was chairman of llie

committee that opened the tinplate wprks here in 1892.

Somebody ask Neal to see his diamond ring.
Courtney doesn't like to walk, but says he shoots the best gun

made.
Parker can hold a shoot in Elwood every week and make the

boys feel good.
Watch us next year,

Secretary.

Vifgfinia Trapshooters* Association Towmament.
Richmond, Va., May 25.—I woidd be pleased to have you an-

nounce in your columns the dates and place of the second great
tournament of the Virginia Trapshooters' Association. This tour-
nament, as last year, will be held tmder the auspices of the We-st
End Gun Club, of Richmond, Va., and will be on Labor Day and
the day following, Sept. 2 and 3, 1901.

As you may recall, this Association last year gave one of flic

largest tournaments ever held in the United States, 130 men taking
part in the various events, shooting at 19,825 targets.
The Association is now regularly organized (which was not the

case last year), and is composed of fifteen clubs, as follows:
Chesapeake Gun Club, Newport News. Va. ; Portsmouth Gun
Club, North Side Gun^ Club,^ Barton Heights, Va.; Blue Ridge
Gun Club, Roanoke, Va. ; Wytheville, Va., Gun Club; Ashland.
Va., Gun Club; Lynchburg Gun Club, Staunton Gun Club, Char-
lottesville Gun Club, Lawrenceville Gim Club, Norfolk Gun Club
and the West End, East End, Deep • Run and Lakeside clubs, of
Richmond, Va. These clubs have in the aggregate a membership
of over 400, and the way they will flock to Richmond on Labor
Day will be a surprise to the talent.

The two great features of the tournament this year will be the
team race the first day between five-man teams from tlie several
clubs for the club championship cup, which was last year won by
the West End team from a field of eleven cpmpeting teams, each
team shooting at 250 targets.
On the second day there will be a race at 100 targets for the

individual championship of the State for 1901, a gold medal to go
to the winner.
The balance of the two days' shooting will be for merchandise

prizes and sweepstakes. Handsome programmes of this tourna-
ment will be issued in due time. Every shooter in the United
States is invited to take part. They are barred from merchandise
prizes, but can shoot for sweepstakes to their hearts' content.
Manufacturers' agents are barred from all competition, but Vir-
ginia will be more than glad to see them all. They will find here
a field well worth cultivating, as those who have, been among us
well know.
Not less than three sets of traps will be used at this tournament,

and if the attendance justifies it, several more will be quickly put
down.

I thank you in advance for any assistance you may render
toward promoting the second totirnament of the greatest State
organization of trapshooters in the United States.

Franklin Stearns,
Pres. Virginia Trapshooters' Association.

Sfierbroofce Gon Clafa.

SnjiKBROOKE, Can., May 20.—^The coming Interstate tournament
at Sherbrooke, July 1 and 2, has stimulated more than the
usual interest in the sport, and several new members have taken
up trapshooting this season. The club is in its seventh year, and
has become one of the permanent institutions of the place. Every
Saturday afternoon sees an enthusiastic lot of shooters and specta-
tors at the grounds, and many ladies and gentlemen who never
shoot find the club house veranda a pleasant place to spend an
hour or two.
A series of handicap matches was begun on May 11, to continue

through the season. Twenty matches at 25 targets each will com-
prise the series, the winner of the greatest number taking a gun
cabinet. At least twelve matches must be shot to qualify. Each
winner goes back a yard after each win. Ten shooters opened the
scries: Walton (18) 20, Loomis (16) 17, Foss (14) 17, Craig (18) 16.
White (18) 14, Thompson (19) 14, Ingalls (14) 13, Matheson (14) 13.
Cockroft (13). 13, Hood (13) 13.

On May 18 the result was: Craig 21, Loomis 19, Ingalls 17,
W'alton 15, Thompson 15, Bray 15, Matheson 15.

It rained, strange to say, and many thought there would be no
shooting', so the attendance was small.
Several members of the club will attend the Westmount tourna-

ment on May 24. They always like to go to Westmount. It is
one of the nicest places to go to, and Sherbrooke and Westmount
have become somewhat related. Jes.

Southeastern Iowa Amatcwr Shooting Association.

During the last year there has been a great deal of agitation
toward forming a league of the gun clubs of southeastern Iowa.
In order that some definite action could be taken on the matter
the Ottumwa Gun Club called for a meetina of the clubs of the
above-named portion of the State for April 25, 1901.
The meeting was held at Wheeler's gun store, in Ottumwa, and

the following gun clubs were represented: Osceola, Centerville,
Oskaloosa, Williamsburg, Pella, Waterloo, Marengo and Ottumwa.
George W. Guinn, of Centerville, was elected temporary secretary
and Lec Wheeler, of Ottumwa, secretary. Dr. Douthett, of
Osceola, stated the object of the meeting.

After the matter had been discussed at some length it was de-
cided that the organization be known as the .Southeastern Iowa
Amateur Shooting Association. The following officers were then
elected: President, Dr. D. K. Douthett, of Osceola; \"ice-Presi-
dent, L. T. Crisman, of Ottumwa; Secretarv-Treasurer, Lec
Wheeler, of Ottumwa; Captain, J. W. Kuapp' of Centerville-
Executive Board, President,.. A^ice-President. Secretary and C L'
Holden. of Marengo, and A. F. McFarland, of Osceola.
The membership fee was made $2.50 for clubs, or 50 cents for

individuals.
It was decided that two or more tournaments should be held

each year at such places as the executive board decides, and thai
each club of the Association contribute .$10 to each tournament
to be used as added money in the events of the tournament

'

The first tournament of the Association will be held in Osceola
about the third week in June, and a very interesting programme
is assured, Lee Wheeler, Sec'y
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Iowa State Tottfnament.
Newtok, la., May 17.—The twenty-fourth annual tournament

of the Iowa State Sportsmen's Association had a larger attend-
ance than at any meeting of the Association for the past five years.
The weather was pleasant. The shooting was from two sets of

traps, Sergeant system, and about 20,000 targets were thrown.
The convention was held on Wednesday evening. Ottumwa was

selected as the place for holding the oext convention and tourna-
ment. Dr. W. B. Kibby, of Marshalltown, was elected President;
Geo. Macartney, of Des Moines, Vice-President; T. T. Crisman,
of Ottumwa, Secretary; Walter Gephart, of Ottumwa, Treasurer;
Joe Kersher, Dr. Kibbey, W. R. Milner and Geo. Macartney were
appointed Legislative Committtee. D. Tripp, C. W. Biidd, Dr.
Uouthett, Fred Gilbert and Ed Rothrock were elected directors

Just before the convention was called to order, Mr. Tom A.
Marshall, in behalf of the sportsmen present, in a neat little

speech, presented Mr. W. T. Irwin with a fine grip. Mr. Irwin
lias many warm friends among the sportsmen, and is one of the
foldest trap shots in the West.

After the convention was over the Newton Gun Club gave a
smoker to the visiting sportsmen.
Mr. F. C. Whitney, of Des Moines, had charge of the cashier's

•ofiice, and Dr. Kerr made a good squad hustler, and kept things
moving nicely. The business men's association gave the American
team which sails on Sunday, the -26th, for Europe, a banquet at
the Churchill. The Hon JTom A. Marshall, captain of the team,
was called upon for information in regard to contests abroad.
Mr, Marshall responded hy giving a full account of how the
matches came about, how many and when they were to be shot, and
closed his remarks by saying his team would use every effort to
return victorious in all the contests. Major Long then presented
the team with the keys to the city, which would unlock all but
the city treasury, and, for reasons he would not mention, he
thought best to retain this key until the return of the team from
Europe.
The Newton Gun Club is deserving of much credit for so ably

managing the tournament. In the contest for the L. C. Smith
cup, Mr. Selbhers, an amateur, and a member of the Newton
Club, was the only one to make a straight score, and won the
cup. In the team shoot for State trophy Kline and Gilbert, of
Spirit Lake, made straight scares, and won the cup. Sixteen
teams were entered. The conditions were 25 live birds per team.
The birds were a good lot, and as fi'.st as a member of a team
lost a bird the team withdrew.
Marshall, Parmelee, Gilbert and Budd leave for Keithsburg to-

morrow morning, where a recption will be given them to-morrow
evening, and on Sunday morning will start for Springfield to at-

tend the Illinois State tournament.

Craven
No. 7 was the Smith cup.

UlS .. 1415

Third Day, May 17.

First Day, May 15.

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 15 15 15 15

Gilbert 15 15 14 15
Parmelee 14 15 14 14
Bingham 13 13 14 14
Budd 12 14 12 13
T Marshall 13 18 14 15
Linderman 13 11 13 12
Herr 11 14 13 13
Wallace 15 13 10 10
K C 12 9 11 14
Morrill 13 13 14 10

Kline 11 14 11 10
Kibbey 12 9 14 12

Abbott 12 10 11 14
Crisman 11 15 11 11

Lane 10 11 15 13

Tripp 11 11 11 10

Bottger 13 13 14 11

Mott 8 8 12 11
McKelvey 9 10 11 12

Dcuthett 12 10 11 11
Powell 9 10 11 7

Duis 13 10 15 11

Ross 14 10 9 10

Tramp 8 8 14 13

Adams 11 12 13 8

Linell 12 9 9 11

T C Thompson 12 11 12 10
Carrier 10 7 14 12

Giese 6

Mack 5

Sheehy 7

Grant 12
Texas 10
Densel 10 10

Milner 10 10

Char 12 10 12 14

G E T 9 12 13 13

Blasier 11 7 11 10

Wheeler 12 9 9 6

Geo Marshall 7 14 13 12

Proctor 11 8 11 7

W L Smith......... 11 12 11 9

Teal 12 12 13 12

Clark 11 13 9 12

McShane 13 10 10 11

Butters 7 .. 13 ..

Wing 12 8 9 ..

Selbhers • •

Harkins
Kaep -

O'Brien - ••

Jean
Harriman

11 14 12
10 12 12
12 9 13

7 13
10 12
9 12
9 10

5 6 7 8
15 20 20 15
14 19 18 14
14 17 20 14
13 18 19 14
15 19 19 15
15 18 17 15
14 16 18 15
12 18 19 15
12 16 19 15
13 16 18 11
12 15 18 13
14 17 15 15
10 14 16 14
10 17 15 14
10 18 14 13
11 15 16 13
15 15 17 13
14 IS 13 12
11 15 16 15
13 16 17 10
12 17 13 13
13 16 20 13
13 17 16 7
13 15 15 11
10 15 13 12
8 12 18 13
13 17 15 14
7 14 14 12

12 16 13 14
10 14 15 12
11 14 18 12
13 15 14 5

8 12 16 13
9 12 16 10
10 11 10 9

11 10 12 7
8 14 11 11

11 18 14 11
10 13 12 12

10 19 15 11
10 12 13 6

. . . . 13 11

. . -. . 18 14
8 17 15 .

.

14 12 15 11
9 16 14 6

. . . . 13 14

.. .. 14 8

. . . . 17 14

. . . . 14 11

.. .. 12 8

. . . . 17 10

. . . . 15 13

.. .. 14 11

9 10 11 12
15 15 20 20

14 14 17 18
13 13 19 17

15 13 17 16
11 13 17 16
14 15 19 17
13 14 18 IS
12 13 17 17
13 U 13 18
11 13 16 18
13 12 13 16
11 13- 16 15
15 15 14 16
15 13 15 15

13 15 14 10
11 13 17 14

13 13 13 16

8 13 15 12
12 12 17 18

11 13 17 16
11 10 19 15

11 13 16 15
14 10 14 13
13 9 18 16

13 13 15 16
13 12 15 15
10 13 14 12
13 13 16 13
10 11 13 14
9 11 16 14

11 10 14 15
9 9 16 15
9 12 11 14

14 9 9 18
11 9 15 11
11 8 13 13
13 11 11 .

.

14 13 15 .

.

10 . . 14 14
11 11 . . .

.

11
11 .. .. 10
. . 13 17 15

Broke.
188
184
179
176
180
175
174
165
162
162
162
161
161

160
159
158
156
155
155
154
154
153
153
150
150
149
147
146
144
144
137
136
135
133
124

11

11 13 14 .

.

10
10 11 17 12

13 13 18 16
10 13 18 18
12 11 15 16

Second Day, May 16.

Events : 1

Targets : 15
Kibbey 14
Wallace 13
Denzell 14
Linell 12

Abbott 13

Parmelee 14

Budd 13

T Marshall 14
Texas 12

Gilbert ..." 14

Mott 14

Bingham 12

Rossback 12

Milner 10

Kline 13

Linderman 11

Duis 10

Herr 13

K C 12
•Morrill 13

Kaep 9

O'Brien 15

Jean 12

Crisman 12

Mack 10
Douthett 14

De Gooyer.... 8
McKelvey 14

J C T .13

Giese 7

W L Smith 12

Adams 12

Phelps 10

Carrier 13

Ross 8

Bottger 9

Harriman 10

Tramp 12

C Foole 14

G Marshal! 11

Triplott U
Selbhers 10

Grant ^
Hamilton o

Marvin 14

Proctor 11-

O R Corey ^2

F Corey }}
Gray • 11

Harkms -is

2 3 4 5

15 15 15 15

12 13 13 12

13 11 14 14
11 12 11 11

13 12 13 13
10 13 15 15
13 12 10 15

12 14 12 14
13 13 15 13
7 14 13 14
15 13 15 14
15 13 11 10
12 13 12 12

7 15 11 11

11 14 12 13
12 13 13 14
15 11 12 14
10 14 12 15
14 14 13 13
7 11 13 19

11 11 6 12
10 12 11 H
10 12 12 14
14 13 11 12

11 12 10 14
12 n 12 13
13 11 S 12

11 11 9 12
12 13 10 6

12 13 12 12
10 12 12 11

11 13 1243
11 11 13 14
13 12 10 13
10 15 13 11
11 12 12 12
12 9 11 8

11 14 11 12
14 12 1 013
13 14 14 15
11 7 9 13

11 11 9 11
14 14 12 13

11 6 14 10

9 7 10
7 12 13
12 11 .

.

13 12 .

.

7 9 10 11
12 12 .. 13
10

14
12
9

11

6 7

20 20 15

15 .. 14
17 .. 14
15 .. 14
14 17 10

15 .. 13
17 .. 15
14 19 12
18 .. 12
15 13 10
18 19 14
15 19 11

18 .. 14
19 17 11

16 19 12

15 16 12
18 .. 13
10 17 13
19 .. 15
15 18 11
13 .. 12
19 16 10
14 16 11
17 .. 12
18 18 14
12 .. 12
18 16 13
14 .. 11
16 .. 12
16 .. 12
19 17 11
17 .. 12
18 .. 12
20 .. 10

13 12 11
17 16 10
14 8 12
17 .. 10
17 .. 14
18 16 15
. . 17 10
11 .. ..

18 20 14
15 .. 8

15 .. ..

17 18 ..

.. .. 9

9 10 11 12
15 15 20 20

10 13 12 19
13 11 19 16
13 12 17 18
13 14 16 15
14 10 17-18
14 15 IS 16

14 15 17 19

11 13 18 17

13 11 18 15
15 15 20 18
7 7 19 14

13 14 17 16
8 11 17 11

11 14 19 19

14 13 19 16

13 14 17 19
14 14 17 16
14 14 18 19
13 14 16 18
12 15 20 16
15 11 15 15
10 12 20 13
14 13 18 20

11 12 16 13
12 10 16 14
11 10 16 15
12 10 17 9

14 12 19 14
14 12 19 14
14 13 10 14
12 11 17 18
13 14 17 17
13 12 15 16
13 15 16 18
14 12 13 17

11 11 18 19
12 12 17 15
10 13 17 18
11 11 16 18

10 12 14 16

13 14 ...

.

5 . . 15 19

13 13 14 ..

Av
.940

.020

.895

.880

.900

.871

.870

.821

.810

.810

.810

.801

.801

.800

.791

.790

.780

.771

.771

.770

.770

.761

.761

.750

.750

.741

.731

.730

.720

.720

.681

.680

.671

.661

.620

Total.
147
155
148
145
153
160
150
157
142
171
136
143
143
151

154
162
145
165
139
141
138
143
146
143
144
141
134
142
149
133
148
152
131
148
138
138
141
150
159

Seven live birds: 1.

Teal 2222222-7
Gilbert 1111112—7
Texas 2222222—7
McKelvey 2221212—7
Crisman ; 2211122—7
T A Marshall 2222222—7
Kaep ...2222212—7
Rossbach 2121222—7
Grant 1121221--7
Kline 2112102—6
Vaughn 2022211—6
Ross 0222221—6
Bottger 2211012—6

Selbher 21211*2—6
Harriman 1022211—6
Jean 0022222—5
Lofkin 2121020—5
Sheehy 022222*—

5

Duis 1022011—5
Knapp , 0012201—4
K C 2222000—4
G Marshall . . i 0211**02—4
D O'Brien ..1200012—4
Tfipp 222010*—

4

Kibbey 1022220—5

Hawkeye.

Twin City Cun Qttb Shoot.
The Twin City Gun Club, located midway between Peoria and

Pekin, on the Illinois River, gave an excellent two days' tourney
on May 16 and 17. Chan Powers made another one of his excellent
records, carrying off first honors, while A. C. Connor was second
and Guy Burnside third. Expert traps were used, throwing targets
by the Sergeant system. The scores are appended

:

Events: 123456789 10 11 12
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20

Burnside 15 15 16 14 15 19 14 14 20 15 15 20
Powers 14 15 19 15 15 17 15 13 20 15 15 19
De Long 14 14 19 14 15 19 14 15 19 13 14 19
Connor 15 14 19 14 13 20 13 14 19 13 14 17
Boa 12 14 20 13 13 18 14 10 16 15 15 20
Baker ; 12 13 18 12 9 16 15 13 16 14 11 19
Bluenenshine : 12 15 18 13 15 19 15 13 18 15 14 20
Taylor 12 8 15 11 11 .... 11
Jones 14 14 18 14 12 19 9 12 20 13 15 1 9
Garver 9 8 .. 12 13 15 11 16
Fonts 14 15 16 14 12 18 15 15 20 13 11 16
Raker '10 13 13 12
Reubsam .: 13 13 16 12 12 15 .. 12 .. 14 .. 16
Bishop 12 .. 8 10 ..

Dr Yoder 611 11.. ..

Thompson 20 13 15 18 13 15 18 14 14 18
Gilbert 17 12 13 . . 10 . . . . 11 . . .

.

Caswell 10 6 16
C H Yoder 13 9 12
Roth 11 12 9 10 .. ..

Burnes 11 18 19 14 ..

Brunemeyer 6.. .. ..

Peterson 13 .. .. 11 .. 17
Gladfelt 8 8 8 .. ..

J Yoder 15 10 .. 14
A Heilman 17 12 12 15

J Hoff 17 11 13 ..W HofT 10 13 11 . . .

.

Scholes 15 U
McGucken 12 13 14 .

.

Summerson 12 .. ..

Wilson 12 9 17
Durham ^ 8 .. ..

Herman '. .. 11 .. ..

Event No. 13, 15 live birds:
Burnside 212222222222222—15 Summerson .

Powers 122122222222122—15 Connor
Garver 220022212120110—11 De Long
May 17.—The scores of the second dav follow:
Events; 1 2' 3 4 5
Targets: 15 15 20 15 15

Burnside 13 15 19 14 15
Powers 14 15 20 15 13
De Long 15 13 15 12 14
Connor 14 13 20 14 15
Boa 13 14 15 13 11
Meidroth 13 14 19 12 12
Jones 14 14 15 15 15
Guptil 13 14 20 14 12
Blumenshine 15 15 17 12 14
Durham 11
Peterson 9 9. .12 8
Herman 11 . . .

.

.210111211012111—13

.222211212212222—15

.121111220122212—14

6 7
20 15

19 11
19 14

17 14
20 15
18 13
IS 13
19 14
20 12
18 14

12

8 9

15 20
13 19
14 19
14 19
14 19
11 19
14 16
12 16
11 19
10 18

14

10 11 12
15 15 20
14 13 19
14 14 20
11 15 19
15 15 19
10 14 17
13 14 18
13 13 18
13 12 20
11 15 20^
8 .. ..

.. 13 18

F. C. RlEHL.

Intefcit-y Shooting: Park.
MiNNEAPOi-iis, May 11.—The events of this summer's sport will

be the contest for the Chas. Thompson and the Jacob Danz
trophies. The first is a beautiful loving cup; the second is a
very handsome silver tea set. The conditions of this race are 300
targets to the man, shot in strings of 25, each Saturday. After
the last race a shooter's total score will be figured, and to this

his handicap will be added. In case of any ties the race will

then be at 100 targets, with handicap allowance.
The above shoot is under the auspices of the St. Paul Rod

and Gun Club, and the above-named race has increased their
membership twelve in the past five days. The scores:

Events: 12 3 Events: 12 3
Danz 4 18 22
Wilkinson 2 23 18
P Hanser 3 25 16
C Hanser 3 22 20
M Defiel 3 22 23
Fanesehon 6 20 18
Kennedy ...........v.... 2 16 ..

Miller 6 17 12
Sommers 10 24 7
W^ellaband 14 12
Alberts 7 23 20

Tripp

12.

.. 14 9 .. ..

.. 10 .. 12 ..

16, n una

Hirschy 0 22 .

.

Slocum 3 25 19
Ramaley 2 20 ..

Novotny 3 21 19

Morrison 0 18 24

Spear 4 16 11
Thompson 2 20 16
Kribs 5 22 14
Penny 5 20 20

Thorp 4 25 22

Henry 4 19 14
Gotzian 3 18 29

No. 1, handicap allowance. No. 2, St. Paul Rod and Gun Club
cup. No. 3, Thompson-Danz trophy.
Schultz diamond badge, 25 targets, unknown angles: Parker 24,

Plirschv 24, Biffton 19, Havs 17, Mrs. Johnston 19, Thompson 20,

Spear 17, Danz 19, Jack 19, Wellaband 16, Johnston 24, Dezotell
20, Werrick 16, Dr. Bill 14.

Ties, 5 targets: Parker 4, Hirschy 5. Johnston 4. Hirschy won
badge.
Paegel diamond badge, 25 targets, unknown angles: Parker 23,

Hirschy 24, Biffton 21, Hays 22, Mrs. Johnstotn 19, Thompson
21, Spear 17, Danz 21, Jack 19. Wellaband 14, Johnston 20, Brown
21, Dezotell 18, Werrick 19. Hirschy won badge.
Val Blatz diamond badge, 15 singles, unknown angles: Parker

15, Hirschy 13, Biffton 15, Hays 12, Mrs Johnston 10, Thompson
13. Spear 11, Danz 7, Jack 10, Wellaband 9, Johnston 13, Dr. Bill 10,

Werrick 7.

Ties: Parker 5, BiflEton 3. Parker won badge.
Club badges, 10 singles and 5 pairs: Parker 15, Hirschy 16, Biff-

ton 16, Hays 14, Mrs. Johnston 15, Thompson 13, Spear 9, Danz
10, Jack 11, Wellaband 14, Johnston 12, Dezotell 15, Werrick 12,

Jones 15, Palmer 18.

Hirschy won senior badge. Dezotell won junior badge. Hays
won amateur badge.

•

The Coming Anglo-American Match,

All the preliminaries for the Anglo-American match are satis-

factorily setlied, the acceptance of the challenge having teen cabled
last Wcdne.'oay. The match will be shot by teams ot tea shooters
reDre.>-('nting each ccuntry, and will commence in the cecond week
in June on the gro-ands of the Middlesex Gun Club. Five tett

inatcbe.-: will be shot '>n five succeed;n,{ dav;. .^nd eacn team will

shoot at 100 birds per man each day. The aggregate score of the
three best days of each team will determine the winner. .'The stake
is £500 a side. The conditions of shooting -adopted by the two
teams will be those used respectively in the Iv.-o countries. The
JBritisli team will use both barrels, carrying a maximum of V/sOz.

of shot, while the Americans will be confined to the use of one
barrel, with a maximum charge of VAoz. of shot. The relative

elhciency of these two methods of shooting is much canvassed by
tliose discussing the prospects of the British team, but the ad-

vantage, if any, is apparently with the home team. The American
sc oring,' as a rule, is good, but frequent use is made of the second
barrel. On the other hand, after a certain amount of practice the
precision of aim with the first barrel is greatly increased, as a

consequence of knowing that there is no reserve barrel in case

the first scores a miss. No doubt the match will arouse a degree
of interest in inanimate bird shooting not hitherto displayed in

this country.—London Field.

Boston Gt-n Ct«b,
Boston May 23.—Thirte.:- , . battled with a tricky

wind at the Boston Gun Ci .. i,dj this afternoon, the oc-
casion of their regular weekly it. ] o be sure nature had left
the steam heat on by mistake, b'jt tvery one was equal to the
occasion, and soon was sitting rtiiMnd the platform in shirt sleeves
for the first time this season.
Leroy's shooting brought fortfi lots of applause and most as-

suredly it was due him, as he did powder those targets in a most
businesslike manner. The new gun seems to benefit him in more
ways than one, if his percentage of the afternoon is any criterion,
and we are more than wishing that he will keep up his present
form on the European trip. Shooting from the 21yd. mark in all
the events,' just 8 targets w.sre permitted to escape unscathed out
of the 100 shot at, which goes to show that man, gun and charge
were in the right place and at the right time. While he was doing
such good work others were plodding along in the usual style, with
Spencer's straight 15 as top-notcher.
The prize match had eight contestants, ' each endeavoring to

better his competitor as much as possible. How well each suc-
ceeded can be seen by the scores: Leroy, 21yds., first, 22; Frank
and Williams, 16vds., second, 20; Woodruff, 17yds., and Cole, 18yds.,
third, 17; Andres, 16yds., fourth, 16; Ford, 16yds., fifth, 15; Spencer,
18yds., sixth, 13. Scores below, all shooting unknown; distance
handicap

:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
10 10 5p 15 15 5p 10 10 5p 10 10 10 15 10
" 9 9 15 13 9 9 9 10

Events

:

Targets
Leroy, 21
Woodruff, 17.................... 9 8 6 13 li 6 5 7 7
Frank, 16 8758 12 8676
Williams, 16 5 6 5 9 14 6 7 5 4
Cole, IS

12

5 5 6 4
Andre, 16 11 5 9 7 7
Poor, 16 3 3 ..

Spencer, 18

9

4 7 7 3
Ford, 16 7 . . 13 11 4 8 7 3

9 9 7 12
8 9
6 2
7 7
6 9

2 .. ..

8 15 ..

8 8 8
4 .. ..

4 .. 1

5 pairs—distance

Hollis, 19 3 7
Measure, 16 1 . . 3 3
Fredericks, 14 .. .. 4
Henry, 16 , .. ., .. ... .. ., 2
Prize match, 25 unknown—15 singles and

handicap:

Leroy, 21 011111111111110
Frank, 16 010111111110111
Williams, 16 111111111011111
Woodruff, 17 011101111110110
Cole, 17 101101011111111
Andre, 16 lllllOlOOmoil
Ford, 16 011111011010111
Spencer, 18 101010110010111

11 11 11 10 11—22
11 11 11 10 01—20
10 10 11 10 10—20
11 01 01 01 01-17
00 11 10 00 11—17
10 11 10 10 00—16
00 00 11 01 10—15
10 11 00 10 00—13

Trap at Dwpont Park.
St. Lotiis, Mo.—The Dupont Park medal shoot. May 19, had

forty entries. The day was cool and clear. Phil Weber won
on the tenth round of the shoot-off. The birds were first class:

Bowman, 28 0222222022— 8

Rock, 30 1212202222— 9

Spencer, 31 222222222*— 9

White, 28 2222*2221*— 8

Orvis, 30 2112110221— 9

Herbert, 28 221011*012— 7

less Lee, 30 1111001102— 7

C Turner, 30 1122011121— 9

Griesedieck, 31 1021211222— 9

Collins, 30 012202*202— 6
Dr Clark, 30 001*122111— 7
Meier, 29 2123i)20221— 8
Kenyon, 28 1212110111— 9

Dr Morris. 28 2111200211— 8

C C Carson, 28 2211121121—10
P Horton, 27 1212222022— 9

J Walker, 28 11**111210— 7
St Clair, 30 22*1122121— 9
C Reber, 30 2222202222— 9
Lewis, 29 1101122222— 9

Johnson, 28 1021Hm2— 9
Dr Gaines, 31 1222211122—10
Dr Smith, 31 2221212222—10
B Hill. 28 12111*1111— 9
G Prendergast, 2S.2102102012— 7
Le Page, 28 211122212*— 9
Fink, 28 22222222*2— 9
Wintrick, 30 2221*20102— 7
P Weber, 28 2112211211—10
P Baggerman, 28. .01*2212011—

7

J Selzer, 29 1221112221—10
Nason, 29 1111111011— 9
J Cabanne, 30 2212212222—10
A B Clark, 28 2011120121— 8
D Cabanne, 29 120w
Sandberg, 28 0222202022— 7
Brook, 28 1121202222— 9
Dr Spencer, 28 10U121012— 8H Conrades, 30. ., .11*1221221—

9

A Schneider, 2S. . .01002*1201—

5

Smith—Cabanne.
Match for Mermod championship trophy, Mav 19, The birds

were a good lot. Both men stood at 31yds. Dr. Smith was the
holder:

Dr. J. W. Smith 2121222221120211121222221—24
Dute Cabanne 222111202210211*221*12122—21

Event 1. $2, miss-and-out, May 19: Dr. Smith 5, J. Cabanne 2,

F. Meier 3, F. Orvis 5, Bowman 0, Walker 2, Mrs. Cabanne 2,
Conrades 3, Spencer 5, Ed Prendergast 0, Brown 3, Clark 2, Pendy
5, Capt. Sedam 5.

Event 2. $2, miss-and-out: Pendy 7, Sedam 6, White 5, Orvis 4,
Meier 7, Dr. Smith 7, J. Walker 6, Baggerman 6, Conrades 4, Dr,
Morris 5.

Match, Dr. Gaines vs. Mrs. Cabanne, 15 birds. Mrs. Cabanne
shot in excellent form, though she lost, and the birds were first

class

:

Mrs Cabanne 210112222222011—13
Dr Gaines 022221121212212—14

Cincinnati vs. Blue Grass.

Paris, Ky., May 14.—The return race between the Cincinnati
and Blue Grass gun club teams resulted in a victory for the
Cincinnati team by a score of 747 to 717. It was shot at Paris, ICy.

The scores follow:
Blue Grass Gun Club—J. Q. Ward 48, T. H. Clay 47, Buckner 46,

F. Clay 44, James 42, J. Ferguson 42, G. Clay 41, W. Thomas 40,

S, Clay 40, J. Spears 39, E. Ferguson 39, B. Clay 39, Brennan 37,

V. Ferguson 37, Bell 36, M. Ward 35, Crawford 33, T. P. Smith 32;

total 717.

Cincinnati Gun Club—Phil 48, Rhoads 48, See 46, Maynard 46,

Ahlers 46, Richmond 45. Goodman 43, Heyl 43, Trimble 43, Sulli-

van 42, Kirsch 41, Jay Bee 40, Fredericks 40, Dick 37, Robertson
36, Gambell 36, C. H. B. 34, Roll 33; toal 747.

Amateur championship of the blue grass region of Kentucky,
shot at Paris. Ky., May 15, on the grounds of the Blue Grass
Gun Club: Buckner 48, Brennan 46, J. Q. Ward 45, Allen 45,

T. H. Clay 45, James 44, V. Ferguson 44, Kemper 44, J. W. Fer-

gusoa 43, Crawford 43, White 42, J. F. Clav 41, Mastin 40, E.

Ferguson 40, J. M . Ward 39, Smith 36, Sellars 35, Oldham 31,

Steele 26, Johnson 16, S. Clay 17, Moore 7, B. Clay 41.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.
Canada, with its trout, its ducks and its big game, is much more

easilv reached than the average sportsman imagines. To make the

wanderer's path more smooth, the Canadian Pacific has just issued

two interesting pamphlets, one on "Fishing and Shooting in

Quebec," the other entitled "Hints about Camping in Canada."
Both are interesting, the former as giving localities, the latter as

explaining the ways of getting about, prices to be paid, the kind

and quantity of provision to be taken, and other matters. In the

last there is some useful information about cooking in camp and
some hints on taxidermy which cannot fail to be helpful. Either

or both these pamphlets will be sent on application to Robert
Kerr Passenger Traffic Manager, Montreal, Canada.—/4<iv.

This week the striking full-page advertisement of the Winchester

Repeating Arms Company announces facts interesting to all gun-

ners. That the New Rival shells, loaded by the Winchester Com-
panv, possess such strength as to admit of reloading will tend to

make them very popular. The factory loaded New Rival shells are

thoroughly waterproof, are gas tight, and are loaded by exact

machinery. In other words, they are the most modern thing in

improved ammunition.

—

Adv.

A large and beautiful pamphlet, recently issued by the Jos.

Dixon Crucible Company, of Jersey City, N. J., shows not only

the various products of the company, such as pencils, graphite for

lubricant and for tlie hundred other purjjoses for which this

material is used, but also the process by which it is prepared for

its various uses. The pamphlet is fully_ illustrated, and a very

ijeautiful piecf of work,—/4<je'.
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The trout fly is a "conventional" creation, as we say of orna-

mentation. The theory is that fly-fishing being a higher art, the

fly must not be a tame imitation of nature, but an artistic sug-

gestion of it. It requires an artist to construct one; and not every

bungler can take a bit of red flannel, a peacock feather, a flash

of tinsel thread, a cock's plume, a section of a hen's wing, and

fabricate a tiny object that will not look like any fly, but still will

suggest the universal conventional fly.—Charles Dudley Warner.

THE DEPTHS OF THE SEA.

Few things are more mysterious to us than the depth

of the sea. We read of them and of the fathoms of water

beneath which they are buried, yet these great depths con-

vfey to the &.verage man no meaning whatever. If we know

that more than one-half of the actual surface of the globe

is buried under more than two miles of water, that the

Challenger fotmd depths of more than 4.500 fathoms in

the north Atlantic Sea, and that recently a United States

vessel found near the Island of Guam a depth of 5,200

fathoms, none of these things mean very much to us.

We know also that th« fishes and other marine life

living at great depths in the sea are specially fitted to

endure the tremendous pressures to which they are sub-

jected by the weight of water in which they live, and that

when they are brought to the surface and this pressure

removed, they seem to fall to pieces.

Much has been written too of the strange forms of

life found at these great depths, and one of their most

unexpected peculiarities is that many of these forms of

life are brilliantly colored. This seems very extraordi-

nary, because it appears inconceivable that color should

exist without light, and it is believed that sunlight does

net penetrate the waters of the ocean to a depth greater

than about 125 fathoms. In fact, it is said that sensitive

photographic plates are unaffected beyond that depth.

Animals which live in subterranean streams in absolute

darkness—^such animals as are found in the Mammoth or

Wyandotte caves—are almost always colorless and prac-

tically blind—that is to say, they Ijave no eyes useful for

seeing, although the rudimentary eye may be there. This

lack of color and lack of eyes is supposed to be due to

the absence of light. Why then should the animals of

the deep sea, where the light of the sun does not reach, be

often brilliantly colored and also be possessed of large

functional eyes? These animals may be white, red,

orange, purple or green, and they are often far more bril-

liantly colored than the invertebrates of the shallow

waters.

In a lecture recently delivered by Prof. C. C. Nutting, of

the Iowa State University, attention is called to these

facts, and with regard to the colors of these deep sea ani-

mals he announces that we are justified in making these

general statements:

1. The colors are often as brilliant as in shallow water.

2. The reds, orange, yellows, violet, purple, green and

white predominate.

.3. The colors when present are usually in solid masses

in striking contrast, or else the whole animal is brilliantly

colored. Fine patterns are very scarce and nature seems

to have used a large brush in adorning her children of

the depths.

It would appear that the presence of these brilliant

colors in the deep sea inhabiting animals presupposes the

existence of light in these depths. Without light these

colors would serve no purpose, would have no reason for

existing, and the animal should be white as is the case in

tlie cave, dwelling species. But if there is light in the

depths of the sea, then colors in these deep sea creatures

mean precisely what colors mean in animals inhabiting

the shallow water or dwelling in the air—that is to say,

they are protective, attractive, directive, as the case

may be.

Moreover, we cannot conceive that colors are useful,

except among creatures possessing eyes to see them, which

the great majority of animals living in the deep sea pos-

sess. While it is true that there have been dredged up
from a depth of less than 200 fathoms blind crustaceans

and other invertebrates—some of which, possess not even

rudimentary organs of vision—it is also true that the ma-
jority of animals living at a depth of 2,000 fathoms pos-

sess eyes. These may be rudimentary or may be like

those of their allies of the shallow water, or may even be

laitge.

Fpom these conditions it is deduced that there is light

in the 4^pths of the sea^ and, to account for the bright

coloring of these deep water creatures, it is evident that

this must be light of some brilliancy. It niust be more

than that given by the stars or the moon at night, for we
all recognize that—to our eyes at least—colors, even in

the brightest moonlight, cannot be distinguished. There

is white and black and gray, but nothing that we can

call color.

It is of course well known that a great number of

fishes and marine invertebrates give forth phosphorescent

light, and Prof. Nutting believes that the light of the deep

sea is phosphorescent. The power of producing this light

is possessed not only by free swimming forms of life, but

also by those that are fixed, as corals, hydroids and other

forms which are anchored to the bottom. He believes that

this light tends to attract the animals on which these fixed

forms of life subsist, and to bring them within the reach

of the creatures that prey upon them.

Another fact brought out in Prof. Nutting's discourse,

while sufficiently familiar to specialists, is not generally

known. This has to do with the very uneven distribu-

tion of life on the sea bottom. In certain places the

dredge will bring up a profusion of forms of animal life,

while other places near by will prove' absolutely barren,

the dredge bringing to the surface nothing but sand and
the debris of the bottom. Thus the distribution of life on
the floor of the deep sea is as tmeven as it is upon the

land.

THE NEW YORK GAME S-EIZURE.

We. reported last week the seizure of a large store of

contraband game in the Arctic Freezing Company's cold

storage vaults in this city. The search was continued

through last week, under a warrant secured from Justice

Meade, and the goods found by Protector Overton com-
prised 32,688 pieces of protected game, divided as follows

:

Grouse, 3.934; quail, 2,791; web-footed wildfowl, 1,056;

protected wild birds, 24,819; Mongolian pheasants, 36;
gray squirrels, 40; carcasses of venison, 12. This makes a

total to date of 48,367 pieces of illegal game discovered

on the premises of the Arctic Freezer Company.
A cursory examination of a few specimens of the con-

fiscated game shows, besides the quail, grouse and deer,

the following birds : Mallard duck, green-winged teal,

golden and black breasted plover, English snipe, greaier

yellowlegs, lesser yellowlegs, upland plover, pectoral sand-

pipers, snow buntings, Lapland longspurs and bobolinks.

Abundant evidence has been found to sustain the opinion

we expressed last week that quantities of the game found
in this New York storage house were of game of which
the dealers and cold storage people could never have

acquired lawful possession. The game was on a par

with stolen goods. It had been killed for market un-

lawfully and shipped to market unlawfully. For example,

there were found barrels of game birds shipped by the

American Express from points in Indiana directly tcr the

Arctic Freezing Company. But the Indiana law, in force

when these shipments were made, reads

:

Sec. 2115. It shall be unlawful for any railroad company, express
company or other common carrier, or any other person, to transport
or take beyond the limits of this State any deer, buck, doe or fawn,
any quail, pheasant, wild duck, grouse, prairie chicken or wood-
cock.

The exported Indiana game, then, was an illicit com-
modity; the shippers violated the law, the American Ex-
press Company violated the law, and the Arctic Freezer

Company became party to the violation of law when it

received the contraband goods. (Parenthetically, it would
be a wholesome proceeding if the New York and Indiana

authorities could co-operate to convict the American Ex-
press Company's offending agents in Indiana.)

Under these circumstances, the complaint of Mr. Robin-

son, of the freezer establishment, that his business was
being interrupted is precisely the protest that might be

made by a fence when the police raided his place.

The material gathered by Protector Overton affords

abundant evidence to he used in the suits which will be

brought against the law breakers ; indeed it is understood

that the cold storage people will admit the facts as to the

number and species of the game found. They also give

out that they propose to carry the cases up to the United

States Supreme Court. If they shall do this, we may
await the outcome with the utmost confidence that it will

establish the constitutionality of the statute prohibiting

the possession of imported g^me in the close season.

LITTLE WHIRLWIND.

Two weeks ago we called attention to the case of Little

Whirlwind, the Cheyenne Indian, who, on perjured testi-

mony, had been convicted of murder and sentenced to life

imprisonment in the Montana State Prison. We urged

the case on GoA^ernor Toole's attention, and expressed

confidence in his willingness to examine into it and to do

substantial justice.

It is most gratifying to announce that this has now
been done. After a careful study of the case. Governor
Toole has reviewed it at length and has recommended to

. the State Board of Pardons that the prisoner recei-^^e a

full pardon. This action is only what might have been

expected from a man of Governor Toole's record and
experience. He has studied the case on its merits, un-

swayed by the narrow prejudices of locality, and has con-

sidered only the question of justice.

In his trouble. Little Whirlwind—like Spotted Hawk, a

relative condernned to death for the same crime, but

equally innocent—has not been wholly without friends.

Besides one or two private individuals who have taken

an interest in this case, the Hon. Cornelius N. Bliss, for-

mer Secretary of the Interior, and the Indian Rights As-
sociation have contributed money and interest to save

him.

When all is said, however, Spotted Hawk and Little

Whirlwind owe, the one life, the other liberty, to the

law firm of Sanders & Sanders, of Helena. These gentle-

men, who were not called into the cases until after the

trials, have by means of legal knowledge, calm judgment
and wise discretion, succeeded in protecting these innocent

men from what was practically mob violence set on foot

by the local officials of the county where the prisoners

were tried.

Col. Wilbur F. Sanders, the head of this firm, is one of
^

the ablest lawyers and most eminent citizens of the great

State of Montana, of which he has been a resident since

1863. With the greatest credit to himself and honor to

his constituents, he has filled many offices, from United

States Senator down, and in all his State there is no man
better known or more highly respected. In ability, in-

tegrity, stern adherence to principle and a glorious courage

to fight in behalf of his beliefs, whether he has to fight

merely an individual or a whole community, Col. Sanders

stands forth as a model citizen and an example to those

about him. The influence for good of such a man cannot

be estimated.

A. B. F. KINNEY.

If you should happen to meet A.' B. F. tCinney, of

Worcester, and hear him talk on one of his favorite

themes, "Our old Massachusetts partridge," you would
reflect, "Here is a man profoundly convinced of the value

of shooting as a recreation, and who is doing what he can

to protect the game, not for himself, but for others." It

is this public spirited nature of Mr. Kinney's long service

in the cause of game protection that is the most deserving

of recognition and praise. The person who is working

strenuously for his own individual shooting interest we
have ever with us, but in the field of game protection, as

in others, those whom we delight to honor are the men
who are prompted to give their time and their means for

the public good. As chairman of the Massachusetts

Central Committee and in various other capacities, Mr.
Kinney has been a force in game protection. He has

contributed freely not only time and money but hard

common sense to achieving results, and has been a most
valuable ally in all movements to save the game for the

people. To him is due a generous share of the credit for

the capital law prohibiting the sale of ruffed grouse—a law
which has stopped the killing of grouse for market and
has saved the bird from practical extermination. We
quote elsewhere a pleasant personal sketch of Mr, Kiniiey;

as citizen, churchman and sportsman,

Here is another contribution to the sea Hon subject

Oregon has put a premium of $2.50 per head on sea lions

killed in its waters. An error in the vyording of. the law
rendered the appropriation for the purpose unavailable;

but the fishermen's union has raised a fund by private sut)-

scription, and the work of killing is now in progress. The
sea lion in Oregon waters is charged with an enori/i6u|

destruction of salmon and of fishing gear.
"
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When the Logs Went Down.
Being the sequel to "Peshtigo Sam's Repentance," in issue of last

week.

The earh^ days of spring had come. The voice of the

young god was alsroad throttgh the land, bidding the dead
world arise and cast o& its frozen fetters, for the time of

rejoicing was nigh at hand. The forest had not as yet

fully awakened from its long winter's slumber, but there

was a strange stirring among the tall trees in response

to the summons of the god, like the restless movements of

some heavy sleeper, half-aroused from his dreamings.
Instead of the "cauld, cauld blasts" that swooped d6wii
from the north upon the frozen w'orld, howling and
shrieking through the stiffened, lifeless branches of the

trees and piling up the snow in great drifts, the first low
mtirmurings and soft sighings of the gentle south wind
sounded overhead, whispering its message of hope and
of balmy days soon to come.

These signs of the changing season were not un-

noticed by Captain Jenkins and his crew of loggers. They
had toiled hard during the long, cold, dreary winter

months and had stripped acres upon acres_ of the sui--

rounding forest of its richest treasures—its crowning
glory of towering pines ; and although their labors in this

direction were at an end, the coming of spring but meant
work of another kind for them. Down at the river the

great mass of logs—^the accumulation of the season's cut-

ting—lay ready to be launched on their long journey to

the abodes of. men, so soon as the snows melted and the

spring freshets swelled the volume of the river's water.

Preparations for this new work had been going on for

some i3.ys) everything was in readiness and the men
waited impatiently for the command to move.
Long Tom Bartlett called to tnind the vow—still un-

filled—which he had at one time made to encompass the

death of a certain big stag before the snows left the

ground, and he therefore availed himself of the oppor-

tunity presented by this period of enforced idleness and
went forth in search of his prey. This w^as in no wise his

first enfleavor of a like nature, for he had made many
ineffectual attempts to outwit the ever-wary stag. The
hunter tramped many miles on the trail of the big stag

during these days of waiting. He learned many things

about the waj's of a hunted deer that were previously un-

known to him, but there his success ended. Beyond an
occasional fleeting glimpse of an antlered head, or the

flash of a disappearing white flag, he never got within

shot of the ever-watchful and resourcefid quarry.

At last came the thaw, and Long Tom's hunting days
were over for the time being. A warm south wind had
been blowing for two days, and the temperature was
steadily rising. One could almost see the snows melt
and disappear before the e3'^e. The mild-mannered river

was the first to feel the effects of the south wind's breath—^the first to show signs of life. Like a giant refreshed

with sleep, it aroused itself and the first spree dispelled all

gloomy thoughts. Old songs were sung with a fresh

gusto; old jokes were told with a new relish as they

packed their kits and made ready for their departure.

Sleep—heretofore a guest most gladly welcomed by the

weary lumbermen—was not admitted to the camp until

late that night, and even then her touch was light upon
their drooping eyelids; so light that all through the

night many a restless form stirred uneasily, and many a

drowsy head was lifted with listening ear to catch the

wished-for sound—the dripping of the melting snows.
One there was whom she forsook altogether, and that

was Peshtigo Sam. His treachery to Long Tom—the lie

he had told about the woman they both loved—stared him
accusingly in the face ; and to make matters worse, he
owed his life to the man whom he had so basely deceived.

He had intended to make a full confession before they
broke cai?ip, but the time had come and the words that

would bring happiness to his rival still remained un-
spoken. The forlorn hope that with Long Tom out of

the way he might eventually prosper in his suit kept him
silent, hvA added nothing to his peace of mind. A guilty

conscience is an imwelcome bedfellow, as Peshtigo Sam
had discovered long ere this. The man with a sensitive

conscience is poorly equipped for villainy, and Peshtigo
Sam was not of the stuff of which successful villains are

made; he therefore tossed uneasily in his bunk trying to

decide upon some course of action that would serve as an
atonement to Long Tom, and at the same time fit in with
his own selfish inclination. He finally compromised with
himself by postponing the meditated confession until they
were out of the woods, or until he had again seen the
object of his affections and learned beyond a doubt that

his love was hopeless.

"All hands up !" Captain Jenkins' voice thus aroused
the camp before daj'break the next morning. "Hey, there.

Slim Jim," he shouted, shaking the sleepy cook. "Git out
o' this. Git a move on an' git grub ready. We're goin'
to bust camp to-day."

In a moment the place was alive with hurrjang, bustling
men, and by the time Slim Jim had the breakfast on the
table the sleds were half-packed and the camp already
had the appearance of being empty and deserted. That
last breakfast was an all-important meal, and the men
did full justice to the good fare.

When the logs went down it would be a different story,
for in the days of toil about to come eating would be a
matter of secondary consideration. How well the log-
gers realized this fact was evidenced by the quantities of
food set forth by Slim Jim and the rapidity with which
it disappeared down their capacious throats. After they
had "eaten and were filled," they finished the packing
of the sleds, aild then with a chorus of good-bys to the
drivers of the teams, the drivers of the logs shouldered
their axes and other tools and started for the river.
When they reached the landing the men whistled softly

to themselves or muttered an occasional oath under their
breath as they gazed upon the swollen flood of water now
rushing and foaming upon its way. Cakes of ke were
whirled swiftly by, grinding themselves to pieces iji their
mad flight; in places where the banks w^ere low the waters
had overleaped their natural confines, forming new chan-
nels, so thgt thf whole scene as far as the eye could re^ch

was metamorphosed. The river, now thoroughly routed,
rejoiced in its freedom after the long winter's bondage
and shouted and roared in riotous glee, calling loudly to

all things within hearing of its voice that spring had
come at last.

"Let's git f w^ork, boys," Captain Jenkins cried, cheerily.

"Here, Long Tom, you an' Bill White an' Jack Billings

an' Peshtigo Sam start with the leaders. Git ready t'

knock the chocks out."

"We kin git 'long without Peshtigo ef you need him
anywhere else," Long Tom remarked, in an off-hand
maimer,
"No," said Captain Jenkins. "He goes with you. He

kin hold his own with the rest of you at log drivin', can't

you, Sam?"
, "I reck'n so," replied the latter. " 'Tain't. allers the

biggest ox what kin pull the biggest load,"

Long Tom made no further objection. He merely
shrugged his shoulders, and consoled himself with the

thought that Peshtigo Sam might get drdwned before
they reached the settlements, in which event—well, he
understood that widows had been known to marry a

second time.

With skillful blows of the axe the chocks, or blocks of

wood, that held the logs in place on the skids were
knocked out and the first lot of logs was released, and
gathering headway rushed impetuously down the skids

into the turbulent water with a great splashing and com-
motion; here caught up by the flood they were hurried
away on their long journey.

This is where the perilous work of the driver begins.

The logs must be kept constantly in motion, and the men
in charge labor like Trojans to prevent them froiri groimd-
ing in some shallow place, or, worse luck, from forming
a jam in the first narrow bend they come to. Leaping
from one slippery, rolling log to another, where a mis-
step may mean death' the driver watches over his charge
like a shepherd over his flock, piloting it safely over all

the diflfictilties of the way.
After the departure of Long Tom and the rest of the

vanguard, the remainder of the logs was released, and
the whole river for a mile or more was soon strewn
wath the floating sticks of timber, and the exciting work
had begun. In the meanwhile the teamsters who had been
left behind were not idle, and by the time the last log

had rolled down the skids all was in readiness and the
train pulled out from camp, the men merrily cracking
their whips and making the forest echo with snatches of

some rude song, glad at heart to be once more homeward
bound.
From his hidden lair the big stag watched them until

they were swallowed up in the wilderness and wondered
greatly W'hat this new move might portend. That night

he cautiously drew near the recent abode of his enemies,
marveling at; the brooding stillness where but yesterday all

was noise and disorder, and where danger ever lurked.

The unwonted silence brought with it a feeling of peace-
ful rest to the heart of the hunted stag. He stood for a
long time in the deep shadow at the edge of the clear-

ing, gazing upon the abandoned lumber camp; but he
dared not expose himself in the bright moonlight that

flooded the open for fear of becoming a target for the
rifle of some hidden enemy who had lingered behind.

Many days passed by and spring had come in all its

glory before the big stag trod these new roadways through
his former trackless domain—now, alas ! so sadly altered

and defaced—with his old-time freedom. In time he
brought his mate with her fawn to this spot and showed
them the deserted cabin, all overgrown with weeds and
brambles, and told them the story of that dreadful winter
when he had hung about this dwelling of their new
enemies, risking his life almost daily that he might learn

all their ways, against the time to come when they should
overrun all the land, leaving death and destruction in

their path.

Three days had come and gone since the logs were
turned loose, and the drivers were in the midst of their

exhausting labors, daily encountering and daily overcom-
ing ever-increasing dangers. The angry flood into which
the river had transformed itself grew mightier and more
treacherotis with every tnile that was traversed, and the
big logs were tossed about on its heaving bosom like so
much driftwood. The men followed along the flooded
banks through slush and icy water, and released the logs
that were caught by the fringing trees and bushes. To
venture out upon these slippery, tumbling "stick;^ o' pine"
was to take your life in your hands, and yet these men
had done this thing many times, and thought but little of
the deed.
For bold recklessness and skill in their craft the men

composing the vanguard excelled all others. They became
heroes. To Peshtigo Sam the labor was a relief, and the
ever-threatening danger acted as a tonic to his nerves.
Long Tom and his friend Bill White laid aside their old
grudge against him for the time being, and the feeling

of ill-will between these three gave place to one of

mutual admiration and respect for one another's courage,
although no word was spoken to indicate this change of
sentiment.

When Long Tom slipped and disappeared beneath the
rushing water, it was Peshtigo Sam who caught his van-
ishing hand and dragged him from the very jaws of death
onto the log which he himself had gained by a daring
leap that meant death if he had failed in the attempt.
"Guess we're quits now," Long Tom had said as he

clasped Peshtigo Sam's hand with a grip that meant more
than words, when they were safe on shore again.

" 'Twa'n't as bad as freezin' an' bein' eat up by them
wolves," Peshtigo Sam had protested. "We ain't squar*
yet."

When ttie logs jammed at the big bend it was Bill White
and Peshtigo Sam who worked side by side in cutting it

loose, where the slightest hesitancy or the least miscalcu-
lation meant a swift journey into another world, and when
the jam broke and the men had rushed for shore at the
first warning sound of snapping timber it was big Bill

White who seized Peshtigo Sara as he slipped and fell and
bore him bodily out of harm's way just as the great mass
of logs rushed forward with the roar of an avalanche,
crushing and grinding everjlhing in their path.
Thus did these men of the woods toil together like com-

panions in arms, risking their lives for one another with-
out a thought of self; sleeping wherever the nights found
them and getting tbeir provisions—snch they were—

from the crew following in their rear. But each day
brought them nearer the end of their journey, and after
the big falls were passed the worst of their labors would
be over. ^ '

The longer Peshtigo Sam deferred his confession, the
more reluctant did fie become to acknowledge his treachery.
Many a time was he on the verge of disclosing his secret
to Long Tom ; but the thought of the woman whom they
both loved and the forlorn hope that success might some
day attend his own wooing always restrained him. Pos-
sibly the affair might have terminated as he desired, had
not the evil genius that had so far acted as his counselor
suddenly deserted him and brought confusion upon him.

It happened at the falls. He and his three companions
with several others of the crew were posted at that point,
to keep the logs from jamming in the narrow channel
through which the river rushed with mighty force, boiling
and foaming in great white-crested waves about the huge
boulders that strewed the way before it took its final
plunge into the deep pool 30 feet below. At the mouth
of the channel the river, now swollen to many times its
natural size, was hurled back upon itself by the very
pressure of the waters ahead, thus forming a broad and
ever deepening whirlpool, and there all the trials and dan-
gers of the drive seemed to culminate. Strive as they
would the drivers could not keep some of the logs from
being catight in this whirlpool, from which they were sud-
denly shot forth again athwart the current, where they
ereated endless confusion in the ranks of the army of
logs rushing by in a continuous procession with the
speed of race horses.
Sometimes the logs approached singly or in pairs, and

then again they charged down upon the narrow opening in
solid phalanxes. During one of these assaults the in-
evitable happened. A log of enormous size and girth was
suddenly caught in the whirlpool and thrown across the
channel. So great was its length that it reached from
one steep, rocky bank to the other, and in that position
became jammed fast, forming a complete barrier across
the river.

_
In an instant the course was blocked; in an

instant a violent tumult ensued. The logs in front, pressed
upon by those in the rear, were raised on end and tumbled
about in every direction in inextricable confusion. Thus
arrested in their rapid course, the vast army of logs fol-
lowing in their wake charged upon the barrier, and sooh
the narrow channel was choken with an ever-increasing
mass of huge timbers that formed a rough dam behind
which the river began piling up its waters, striving to
force its way through the obstruction. .This was the
jam which the drivers had tried so hard to prevent, and
high above the crunching and grinding of the logs sounded
the cursings of Captain Jenkins and his crew.
But there was no time to be lost. Every moment added

to the difficulty of breaking the jam. Captain Jenkins
called for volunteers to cut the big log—the original
cause of the trouble. This was the "key log" of the jam.
and when it was cut, if it were done speedily, the pent-up
mass of timber would be liberated and many days of
arduous labor saved. However, the. man that undertook
this task would incur a risk to which none of the crew
was insensible, and there was therefore a moment's hesi-
tancy on their part, as they thought of the dangers to be
encountered. It was but for a moment, and then Bill and
Long Tom stepped forward, and much to the surprise of
every one—but of himself more than any one—Peshtigo
Sam took his place beside them. He had no desire to
die and could not tell what prompted his action; never-
theless he took the fatal step, and regretted it the next
instant when it was too late to withdraw.
"Two kin do the business," said Long Tom. "I reck'n

you'd better let me an' Bill 'tend to it, Peshtigo."
This plan met with the latter's warm approval, but

he was afraid to appear afraid. He therefore simulated a
confidence he was far from feeling, and replied

:

"Why not me an' you, or me an' Bill ? I ain't no slouch
with the axe. Do y' think I'm 'fraid?"
"You're wastin' valuable time," Captain Jenkins inter-

posed. "Why don't you draw lots t' see who'll go?"
"Good idee," Long Tom assented. "You hold the

straws. Cap. The shortest one stays behind."
Captain Jenkins lost no time in settling the question.

He held out the three fatal straws, and each of the three
men drew one, while the rest of the crew looked on in
silence. Long Tom drew the shortest straw.

Peshtigo Sam laughed nervously, and assumed an air
of reckless indifference. Big Bill White evinced but slight
interest in the proceeding. With him it was all a part of
the day's work, and like Pet Marjorie's callous-hearted
fowl,

He ''was more than usual calm,"

He "did not give a single daro."

The two men fastened the Hfe lines about their waists,
and axe in hand started on their perilous undertaking.
With difficulty they made their way over the barriers of
logs until they reached the point of attack. Here they
paused, and after a careful inspection decided that two
logs would have to be cut in order to break the jam.
They set to work with a will, on the alert for the first
danger signal, and ready to seek safety in flight at the
first suspicious sound of rending timber.

Peshtigo Sam had attacked the smaller of the two ob-
structions, while Bill was cutting an ever-deepening gash
in the side of the big log which bore the brunt of the
terrible strain. Suddenly there came a sharp cracking
sound, and Bill scrambled for shore as the pile of logs
trembled and began to move. A cry of distress rang
out above the other sounds, and he paused and looked
back. Peshtigo Sam was waving his arms frantically in
the air, and shouting loudly for help.
"Fer God sake come help me," he cried wildly. "I'm

caught, an' the logs are movin' down."
Bill stood irresolute for an instant, and then turned

and began making his way toward the imprisoned man,
heedless of the cries of warning from the men on the
bank. He reached Peshtigo Sam's side, and a single
glance revealed the cause of his plight. His log had
parted without warning, although the other one on which
Bill had been at work still held firm. The breaking of the
log had relieved the strain on that portion of the jam
and started a movement of the whole vast pile. Taken
unawares, Peshtigo Sam had been caught between two of
the moving logs, where he was now held a fast-bound
prisoner. The threatening movement and stirring of the
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jam warned both men that there was little time left for
the work of rescue. At any instant the key log might
snap asunder, and that meant a swift and certain death for
Peshtigo Sam, with liut slight hope of escape for his
rescuer.

Bill swung his axe and sent the cliips flying in all

directions, as he attacked one of the logs that held
Peshtigo Sam a prisoner. Few men could wield this im-
plement as he could, and he now worked as he had never
worked before.

"Y' can't make it, Bill," Peshtigo Sam groaned in an
agony of terror. "She'll bust in a minute. I kin feel

her goin'. You better clear out while ther's time."
The ringing blows of the axe was Bill's only answer.
"It's hell to die like this," Peshtigo Sam continued, with

something like a sob in his voice. "I ain't ready t' die.

Bill, I ain't treated you an' Long Tom on the squar'. See-
in' as I'm a gonner, ef you git out o' this alive tell Tom I

lied 'buut Sal. I didn't marry her, an' she ain't hitched
onto nobody as fer as I knows. I was allers goin' t' tell

Tom, but somehow I kept puttin' it off an' puttin' it off,

an' now it's too late. You tell him, will you?"
The axe paused in the air over Bill's shoulder.
"Is that straight?" he demanded in stern tones.
"Honest Injun 1" the other declared. "It was a mean

trick, I know, but I couldn't give up Sal. She loves Long
Tom, an' I was 'fraid ef he knew it he'd go back thar
an' git her. His savin' me from freezin' to death made me
change my choose, an' I figgered to confess; but it's too
late now."
The axe descended with redoubled force and buried

itself in the log.

"Won't you shake, Bill?" Peshtigo Sam pleaded.
"Won't you call it quits, an' everything squared, seein' as
I'm goin' t' pass in my checks?"
"Y' ain't goin' to—^pass 'em in—to-day," Bill grunted

between blows.
This confident assurance inspired Peshtigo Sam with

renewed hope, and he watched" each blow of the axe in
torturing suspense. When the log was finally severed and
he felt himself free at last, he became ahnost hysterical in
his joy. He was too badly bruised to move without as-
ssistance, so that Bill was obliged to lift him to his feet,

and thus supporting him with his strong arm he half-
carried, half-dragged him over the heaving logs toward
the shore. Long Tom sprang forward and met them
half-way, and together he and Bill bore the helpless -man
to saf etj-" amid the cheering and shouting of the crew.
They were none too soon. There came a sudden loud

report, the big log burst in twain and with a crash and a
deafening toar the jam broke. The imprisoned logs were
hurled forward by the raging flood of |vvater in their
rear, and with a deafening roar plunged over the falls

into the deep pool below. Captain Jenkins and his crew
sent up a great shout of exultation.

They camped that night at the falls, working in shifts

by the light of bonfires to keep the passage clear and pre-
vent a recurrence of the trouble from which they had
so fortunately escaped.

Peshtigo Sam was resting easily, so far as his bodily
comfort was concerned, but his mind was in a tumult of
conflicting emotions. His secret was no longer his own,
and he would now be compelled to acknowledge his
duplicity to Long Tom and relinquish all claim to Sally.

Why had he been in such a hurry to confess to Bill White?
He might have known that Bill would save him, and even
though they both had perished Long To"m would have
discovered the truth for himself sooner or later. Now he
would have to surrender all hope of winning the aft'ections

of the girl of his choice, while Long Tom stepped in and
walked off with the prize. Truly it was an unfortunate
state of affairs, and he felt very sorry for himself.

His meditations were interrupted by the approach of
Bill White, with Long Tom bringing up the rear, and he
realized that the unwelcome moment had come at last.

"I bin tellin' Tom you had somethin' t' say to him,"
said Bill, by way of introduction. "Jest tell him what
you told me when you thought you was a gonner."
"You tell him, Bill ; I can't." Peshtigo sam entreated.

"Not by a dern sight," Bill firmly replied. "Tell him
yerself," and with that he turned away and left them.
The next morning Long Tom drew his friend aside.

There was an expression of quiet happiness on his face
that Bill had never seen there before.

"Say, Bill," Long Tom began, blushing like a school
boy, "I wanter invite you to a weddin' what'll come off

soon as we git back t' Green Bay, an' I want you fer my
best man."

"Ain't it sorter rushin' things?" Bill inquired, dubious-
ly. "Course I don't know nothin' 'bout Sal, but I allers

had a sneakin'- notion the gal herself had somethin' t' say
'bout this yere marryin' business. Leastwise that's bin my
'sperience."

"Oh, Sal's willin',"_ Long Tom replied; "Peshtigo Sam
sez she allers was willin' ef I'd had sense 'nuff t' see it.'

Say, do y' know I'm sorter glad I didn't shoot that buck,
'cause ef 'twarn't fer him we'd never have saved Sam's
life an' he'd never have confessed. He was a dern big
buck, though."
"He was that," Bill agreed. "You must have it bad fer

Sal if you're glad 'bout the buck."
"You wouldn't be s'priscd ef y' knowed Sal," Long

Tom declared.

"I ain't s'prised," Bill responded, after due reflection.

"No, I ain't s'prised none; but I sorter got my doubts
'bout the business. It's a dern risW thing, b'gosh. Be
you dead sot on it, Tom?"
"As sot as a settin' hen," Long Tom emphatically as-

serted.

"Waal, then," said Bill, resignedly, "ef you're that sot
they ain't no use sayin' nuthin more. Count me in fer
the funeral." Fayette Durlin, Jr.
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Where the Loon Laughs.

In Three Parts—Part Two.

Early the ne:^t morning the canoes moved across
beautiful Lake Couchiching to the mouth of the Upper
Severn River, indicated by an iron railway bridge
throwil across it. This part of the Severn is a narrow
and tortuous stream shut in by clay banks and broken at
close intervals by small rapids and falls about which
short portages have to be made. Half way down, the
canoes are confronted with the problem of floating logs,
and lurnber booms stretched either straight across or
lengthwise through the middle and edging gradually
toward one of the banks to end at last in a "bag" of logs
constituting an absolutely impassable barrier. By creep-
ing among the floating logs and shoving them this way
and tliat, gradual headway is made. The booms across
the stream have usually an opening at either end large
enough to let a canoe through; and the lengthwise
booms are crossed by running the nose of one canoe
atop and sinking the timber sufficiently to allow the
other to scrape over. By nightfall the little saw mill
town of Severn Bridge is passed, and camp for the
night is made below. Next morning the expedition
moves on, crossing Sparrow Lake to the entrance of the
Lower Severn.
The whole character of the country seems to change

from this point, the banks of the river rising high and
almost sheer and formed of .granitic gneiss, with pines
clinging to every Httle point of vantage, and the stream
flowing between with greater depths of dark color, and
a new air of strength and majesty. It is the first real
taste of the wilderness—the beginning of the end of
human settlement. The wind sweeps through the high
walls with a touch of coldness in it and with that keen
tang of the forest that quickens the pulses of the town-
bred man shaking off the shackles of convention at
last and claiming his share in the joy of a common birth-
right. From this on no blade of grass is seen—noth-
ing, indeed, but gray rock covered with stag-moss and
lichen, masses of dark forest of white and red pine, with
here and there a small oak or maple, and a sprinkling of
juniper and spruce. Here and there along the banks
of the river and lake'' the cardinal flower stands forth
flauntingly against the background of dark green arid
slaty gray—a little shaft of vivid scarlet that comes
upon one like a suddenly shouted defiance. The Indian
or the French Canadian may pass it by all unheeding;
but when the town-bred man meets it, his dripping pad-
dle comes out of the water and he pauses to do instinc-
tive reverence to the wonder and the beauty of the
thing. More shy and modest, and crouching low at the
feet of its splendid relative, the little water lobelia
grows. Find a cardinal flower and go down on your
knees by it, atid you will come upon its timid little neigh-
bor hiding in the shadow as if dreading discovery. From
afar you may see the cardinal, but you must search for
the lobelia if you would find it. Yet it is always there.

Here and there, in little sheltered streams, by far and
by far, you come upon patches of water lilies, with olive
and green sepals and pink edges, pure white petals and
•perfect hearts of gold—smaller, daintier and sweeter-
smelling lilies than grow in the southland.
The first stage of the next day's journey brings the

two canoes to a rapids, the roar of which has been heard
through the previous night. As the first canoe is swept
down toward it. Kitchener stands up and makes a
quick examination.

"All right. Sick Thing!" he shouts above the roar of
the water, "We'll try it. When I give the word, paddle
as though all hell were behind you and all heaven be-
fore!"

Then, as the first inrush of the water grips the canoe
and whirls it forward, he shouts to the others, "Land,
you fellows—land! Don't follow!"
The rapids is something lustier than he had expected,

and disaster seems imminent. But he is an old voy-
ageur, cool and quick, and with the most sympathetic
wrist that ever worked wonders with a paddle. There
is a boiling coltimn of water spouting in the center that
means destruction to the poor canoe if once it lay hold
of it. The canoe sweeps forward, helpless in the grasp
of a mighty force. In another instant that spouting
devil that stands there waiting must have it. A light-

ning turn of Kitchener's flexible wrist, and the canoe
sheers off, ducks under a mighty wave, and escapes.
"We're awash to the thwarts, Sick Thing!" he shouts.

"Make for the shore and get the bags out."
The Little Officer Boy comes dancing down over the

rocks with his camera in hand.
"Oh! oh! oh!" he shouts; "confound it, all you know!

I missed that, and it would have made the bulliest kind
of a picture. It was lovely when you shot under that
big 'un. If it isn't too much trouble, you know, would
you fellows mind going back and doing it over again?"
The Kitchener curses him softly in Moccasin—and that

always hurts the Little Officer Boy's feelings.

"Yoti seem a trifle wet, Sick Thing," Kitchener says
a moment later when the bags are safely out of the
water. "Just slip, your clothes off and hang them up to

dry. We might as well have a swim and lunch here, be-
fore we go on."

_

-

From this on the river widens into a series of beauti-

ful little lakes and inlets, all fringed about and shut in

by high headlands. A few miles - further along, and it

rushes through a narrow gorge, the whole body of it

compressed into a fifty-yard channel. It goes through
in swirling maelstroms and sucking undertows that

snatch the control from the paddler's hands, but really

mean no danger to the canoe, for the banks are smooth,
the water deep, and the cottrse straight. Below this is

the Raggedy Rapids, a half mile dash of roaring water
and gaping rock that no canoe could live through. The
beginning of the portage stands out, fair and clear, on
the left bank, and for this the canoe makes. The tump-
lines are adjusted on the dunnage bags and a pair of

paddles lashed lengthwise to the center thwarts of each

canoe. Cyclops whirls a canoe about on the point of its

nose, bottom up, and slips his head between the paddles.

Then, grasping the sides in his hands, he proceeds to

climb the precipitous bank of rock and slipping sand_ as

unconcerned as though he were doing an everyday thing

of the most commonplace character. Then the. Sick
Thing follows with a tump-line over the top of his head
and a big dunnage bag resting in the hollow of his back.
Before he reaches the top, his head has been nearly
jerked ifrom his shoulders, his breath comes in painful
,gasps, his hands and knees are cut and bleeding with
falls, and he is bathed in perspiration.

"All right, old chap!" cries the Little Officer Boy,
laden with another dunnage bag about as large as him-
self; "you're doing fine. Keep close after Cyclops or
you'll lose the trail and get lost in the bush. Here comes
Kitchener with the other canoe. If we get in his way,
he'll swear horrid."
As the Sick Thing staggers along the trail, feeling

that every step must be his last, he is ttirning a cuHous
reflection over in his mind. Up tO this point in his life

he had taken it for granted that he knew how to walk;
he now realizes that what he knows of the matter is very
rudimentary. With twice his load Cyclops has chmbed
the face of a precipice without a slip, and now he is

traveling at a kind of jog trot over every conceivable
kind of obstacle with as much carelessness and certainty-

as though he were traversing a flagstone pavement.
"Out of the way, you fellows!" Kitchener roars.
They step oft" the trail into the bush, and Kitchener

.goes trotting by with a canoe on his shoulders and a
couple of guns in his right hand.
"He's as strong as an ox, that chap," the Little Officer

Boy remarks. "He and Cyclops are just the deuce and
all at this kind of thing. I'm a bit soft myself. What do
you say to a rest?"

"You are just saying that fdr my sake. Thank you for

your kindness, but I can hold out a bit longer."
"I'll go ahead, if you don't mind. Take it easy, you

know, and drop the blooming bag when you've had
enough of it. I'll come back and fetch it when I get to

the other end."
A few minutes later and the Sick Thing has the trail

to himself. He moves slowly, picking his steps with the

utmost circumspection, liut missing his footing every
yard or two, nevertheless, and with each such experience
the dunnage bag swings to the right or left and gives
his neck a further twist in the direction of ultimate dis-

location. The solution of his troubles would be to set

his load down, but something in him forbids the thought
as unworthy of his manhood. He toils on, gasping and
trembling, but grim and determined. Presently he meets
Kitchener and Cyclops coming back for the remaining
ba.gs.

"Poor old chap!" Kitchener said kindly. "This is a
deuce of a hard portage for you. It's a good three-

tiuarters of a mile. Do you think you can stick it out?"
The Sick Thing says nothing, passing them without a

word. He is not withotit appreciation of Kitchener's
sympathy, but he has no breath with which to express it.

"Clear grit to the heels!" Kitchener shouts after him.
"You're as right as they make 'em."
The Sick Thing's benitmbed hands grip the tumjy-lines

closer yet, and his whole body braces under the tonic

of the compliment. He knotws that he is far from de-

serving it—indeed, he tells himself now that he is only
a doddering old man from whom the glory of j'outh has
passed, and with it the courage to endure. Neverthe-
less, upborne by his friend's commendation, his deter-

inination to carry the intolerable load to the end is con-
firmed. There is Only one thing that can prevent him.
He may faint. He fights against the growing sickness

which he recognizes as the forerunner of this disaster,

and he strains forward with every ounce of force which
his will can lend to his failing body. The Little Officer

Boy comes running along the trail toward him.
"Oh, I say, old chap, you know!" he says, "You're

like Jack Falstaff, larding the ground as you go. Let
me take the beastly thing and you lie down and have a

rest. You won't do it? Well, you're a tough one. All

right; I'll go along with you and show you the way.
It's only a few hundred yards more."
How the Sick Thing gets over the remaining distance

he does not clearly know. He has an indistinct idea that

the Little Officer Boy chatters without ceasing, and that

he likes it and gets a Sort of comfort from it, though
what it is all about he has not the remotest conception.

But at last he is at the water's edge, where the canoes
lie, and he shoots the big bag over his head and drops
down beside it. When Kitchener and Cyclops arrive,

he is fast asleep. \

"Let him rest a bit, poor old chap!" Kitchener says,

"And while we are waiting, I am going to try a cast in

that pool. There ought to be something good to eat

in it, from the looks of things. See if you can't find me a

young and innocent frog, one of you fellows, while T

get my rod out."

In a few mintites, Kitchener, his hook baited according

to his desires, has crept out upon the rocks to a point

where the tail-end of the Raggedy comes swirling past,

leaving a sheltered pool in the lee of the land. With his

first cast, there is a quick strike, and the reel pays out

with a shriek.

"He's a big 'un, a big 'un!" the Little Officer Boy
shouts, beginning to dance with excitement. "For
glorj^'s sake, don't let him get off!"

The Sick Thing opens his eyes at the shout, and gets

up with alacrity, forgettimg all about his late sufferings.

"Any you fellows got any " Cyclops begins.

"Stttff that brute up with tobacco and keep him quiet,"

Kitchener calls. "One of you fellows get the gaff out

and bring it here. I've got my hands full with this chap.

If it's a bass, he'll leap in a minute."

The line, which has been tense as a bow string against

the curved rod, suddenly slackens. At the same moment
Kitchener be.gins to paj^ out from the reel and then the

fish leaps high in the air. But -with the slack line which
Kitchener had provided, the fish fails to jerk the hook
from its hold—an ancient device of the bass—and he
plunges a.gain into the water, defeated and raging. The
wary fisherman lets him take all the line he wants, keep-
ing it taut only until such time as the intention to try

another leap is shown by a sudden slackening, when he
pays out quickly again. Three times does the bass try

the device of the leap, and each time Kitchener defeats

him with a slack line. Then, little by little, the line is

reeled in. the bass fighting stubbornly for every inch of

the way, bttt bass strength and bass courage cannot much
longer endttre this strain, and so it comes to pass in the
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course of the next ten minutes that the doughty fish

is brought into shallow water and there landed without

the help of the gaff.

"A fine fight, a fine fish and the certainty of a fine

supper," Kitchener announces. "And, now, gentles, let's

away."
The canoes are floated, bags and what-not packed in.

and the expedition moA^es forward once more. A few

miles further down the Severn, another rapids is reached,

but so wide and straight and free from rocks that there

is no question about running it. Nevertheless, as the

canoes shoot through the dancing water, the paddlers

catch a fleeting glimpse of a gleaming white cross stand-

ing out from one of the banks, commemorative, doubt-

less, of the drowning of some unfortunate voyageur.

A few miies below this camp for the night is made.
While Kitchener is preparing the big black bass for

supper, and Cyclops is getting the tent up, the Little

Officer Boy goes back into the country upon an explor-

ing expedition for blueberries. He returns in half an

hour with his hat filled with the luscious fruit.

"Boys," he says, "I never saw so many blueberries

in my life, and the partridges are so thick it's just dis-

gusting. They've fed on those berries till they're too

fat to fly. I was falling over them at every step. We'll

have to slay here to-morrow and have a go at them
with the guns."

"Season doesn't open until the first of next month,

Kitchener announces quietly.

"Look here. Kitchener!" Cyclops says, growing sud-

denly excited, "there isn't any law of God or man that'll

keep me of? those birds. What the dickens did we
bring the guns and the dog for, I'd like to know! A
fellow that croaks about laws in such a country as this

ought to have his head stove in and be fed to the pike."

"Oh, well!" Kitchener responds with an amused smile,

"sooner than suffer an ignominious death at the hands

of outlaws I suppose I'll have to submit. If the worst

comes to the worst we can plead the necessities of hun-

ger-"
,

Plead nothing!" Cyclops cries, mdignantly. 'You

talk as though there were a magistrate around the next

point. Why, confound it all, we might stay here for a

month and' never see a human being. It's downright

immoral to talk about laws under the circumstances."
^

"Right, child, right!" Kitchener responds serenely. 'I

stand corrected. As the poet says, 'there's never a law

of God or man runs north of fifty-three.'
"

"This isn't fifty-three by a long shot." Cyclops says

sulkily; "but it's far enough north for a decent man to

do any bally thing he wants to."

"There, there, Cyclops; there, there!" Kitchener an-

swers soothingly.
' "You have ridden me down, and

there's no need to trample me to death."

"Kitchener," says Cyclops in a milder tone, "have.you

got any " •

,

"Yes, yes, child; here's my pouch and my match safe,

and you can get my pipe out of my coat if you can't find

your own. I hope you'll not stop smoking for so many
minutes again. It seems to get on your nerves."

Next morning, long before the others are awake,

Cyclops steals off with his gun and the dog. Kitcheiier

and the Sick Thing are roused at last by an angry male-

diction from the Little Ofliccr Boy.
.

"What is it?" Kitchener exclaims, sprmging to his

feet. "What has happened?"
.

"Here's Cyclops gone and hogged all the fun for him-

self," the Little Oflicer Boy cries. "He's sneaked off

with the dog and he'll not leave a bird m the whole

blooming country. I call it a dirty low mean trick to do

a thing like that, and I'm blessed if I won't tell hun so

when he gets back."

"Oh is that all? It isn't enough to get wild over.

He'll be back by breakfast time, and you can have your

go at the partridges later. Come along, Sick ^Thing;

roll out of your blankets and get into the water.

A moment later they have their night woolens ott

and go shivering through the raw air of the morning

to a point of rock where the river runs dark and deep.

One after the other, they plunge m. The Little Olftcer

Boy and Kitchener come to the surface at about the same

^'"Hello, Where's the Sick Thing?" the Little Officer

Boy exclaims, looking about him.

"Oh, he'll be up after a bit. He's the most swim-

mingest chap I ever knew when his hand's in. And I

fancy he's beginning to feel a good dsal more fit than

when he started. Isn't the water jolly warm!

"Yes- it's like coming in out of the cold to get into

it I wish that beggar'd come up. I'm getting anxious.

'"There he blows!" Kitchener cries. "We thought you

were lost, old chap! You're feeling pretty coltish this

morning—eh?" ^. , „, . ,
',

, u
Half way across the stream the Sick Thing s head bobs

to the surface and he blows the water out of his nostrils

with a mighty sound.
, , , c- i -ru-

"I haven't done the hke of that, the Sick ihmg

shouts back, "since somewhere about the beginning ot

the century. Kitchener, I believe I'm getting to that

state of body which the Americans describe as so s to

be around.' I'm feeling fit as a fiddle. Don t wait

breakfast for me—I'm going down the river tor a bit ot

"You are going to do nothing of the sort," Kitchener

retorts peremptorily. "You arc coming ashore at one?

for a rub down and to get into your clothes.

"All right" the Sick Thing answers with a good tem-

pered laugh. "I suppose you know best. But, really,

I feel fit for anything this morning."

When they are dressed. Kitchener sends the i^ittle

Officer Boy off in the canoe with a trolling line and an

order for something weighing about seven pounds, for

breakfast; and he then sets to work to build the camp

fire and get the kettle boiling. In ten minutes the Little

Officer Boy is back with a big black-backed pike; and

thirty minutes later breakfast is ready.
• . r

"I'm not going to spoil mv fish by waiting tor

Cyclops," Kitchener announces. "I'U^keep his share

hot. and we can go ahead without hiin."
_

Breakfast is finished and the matutinal pipes smoked

out, and still Cyclops has not returned. The miscel-

laneous work of the camp keeps everybody busy for

another hour, during the latter part of which a general

disinclination for conversation :s observable. At last

the Little Officer Boy voices the general uneasiness.
"I belicA'e the chap's lost, you know. It's the worst

looking country back there you ever saw. Nothing but
nasty little lumpy hills that you can't see over, and scrub
and scraggly pine till your heart aches. I didn't tell you
fellows, but I had to climb a big white pine to find my
way back yesterday. One spot looks for all the world
like another, and there isn't a landmark to swear by. I

believe that Cyclops has gone grubbling along after the

birds, just watching the dog and slipping the shells in,

and never looking Avhere he was going. I've been sick

about the thing for the last hour. Will anybody come
with me? I'm off to hunt for him."

"Yes," says Kitchener quietly; "I'll go with you.
We'll take the guns and the compass. As the wind
blows now straight against us, there is no use in trying
to signal to Cyclops, for he couldn't possibly hear the
shots. But the wind may go down, and the guns will be
the best Avay I can think of to foregather with him.
Sick Thing, I'll leave you to take care of the house. We
ought to be hack in a couple of hours. If we're not,

don't be uneasy, for the compass makes us safe enough."
The Sick Thing settles himself down to do a little

necessary sewing. There is a large rent in one of his

garments which he decides may be remedied by a neat
patch. He gets the sewing-huzzy out and selects a nee-
dle which he thinks to be of about the right caliber.

After spending an exciting half hour in a perfectly futiie

effort to introduce the thread into the eye, he decides that

what he needs is a larger bore. He therefore puts away
his first choice and selects instead a darning needle of

heroic proportions. The thread goes through the eye
without the slightest difficulty. "This," he tells himself,

"is something like it." He inserts the point of the nee-

dle in the cloth, and is astonished to find that it refuses

to go entirely through. He therefore inverts the need.e,

lays the head against his leg and bears down upon it,

with the result that he at once inflicts a painful stab

upon his anatomj'. Profiting by this experience he now
uses a small stone as a means of ramming the needle.

This proving eminently successful he proceeds to draw
tlie thread through. His thread is so long, however, that

the utmost stretch of his arm fails to carry through more
than half of it. He therefore places his mending on the

ground with the stone on top, and moves a yard or two
away, from which point of vantage he is able to achieve
his object. He is a good deal chagrined, however, to

find that the thread, not content with going to its limit,

passes entirely through the cloth and comes out in his

hand. "What that thread needs," he soliloquizes, "is

a knot." He digs the needle into the earth to keep it

safe, and crawls back to the end of the thread. He makes
a knot and examines it critically. "Not big enough," he
decides. So he makes another one with the intention of
sliding it down on top of the first. But instead of doing
this the contrary thing makes itself fast about an inch
higher. He now tries to make a third knot which will

fit in between the two first. When he has finished it, he
finds, to his intense surprise, that it stands half an inch
above the second. Abandoning the knot problem as

quite hopeless, he proceeds with his mending. By keep-
ing the article to be mended on the ground and kneeling
a foot or two away from it, he is able to draw the thread

through to the knots without moving his- knees. He has'

simply to lean back over his heels and extend his arm
in the same direction over his head. He decides, after

a few minutes of this, that sewing is an uncommonly
good exercise. The problem of holding the garment to

the ground while he does this, he solves by laying a large

stone on top, and he thus has the smaller stone to use

as a needle-rammer. Despite the most skillful manipu-
lation of the rammer, however, he stabs himself with the

needle over and over again. Sometimes it is the point

that catches him; sometimes the head, and occasion-

ally he gets both of them at once, the head going into

his hand and the point into his leg. "I believe," he says,

reflectively, "that this is how Kitchener learnt to swear.

It certainly is very aggravating." He finds on examining
his work, when he thinks he jias made some progress,

that the thread, instead of passing through evenly, has

left a lot of various sized loops on both sides of the cloth.

Moreover, the patch will not lie flat, but insists upon
humping itself into annoying festoons. The thread being

by now short enough for closer operations, he takes his

sewing on his knee, and proceeds calmly with it. He
thinks he is doing finely in this position until he dis-

covers that the last five stitches have firmly attached the

leg of his trousers to the article being mended. Then he

repeats rapidly all of Kitchener's profanity that he can

recall, cuts himself free and flings his sewing into the

tent.

His watch tells him that it is half past twelve, and he

decides that he must get something to eat. There is no
sign of the absent men, and as yet he feels no anxiety

about them. He starts up the fire and puts on the kettle.

Tea is the only thing he knows how to cook, and he is

largely theoretical about that. In the course of half an

hour he has made about two quarts of a very inky brew,

which he is surprised to find quite unlike anything he

ever tasted. By adding large quantities of cold water,

however, it becomes fairly palatable, albeit somewhat
chilly, and with this and hardtack he makes a lunch

which, though not exactly appetizing, satisfies his hun-

ger. Then he sits down to smoke and wait. By three

o'-clock, there still being no sign of his friends, he be-

comes anxious. As the wind still blows strong from the

same quarter, he knows there can be no use in attempt-

ing to signal with the gun. All that he can think of

doing is to wait until nightfall and then build a bonfire

on the high land back of the camp. For this purpose

he gathers all the available wood and carries it up to the

point he has selected. Six o'clock comes and still they

have not returned. He eats a miserable supper of hard-

tack and cold water, being too unhappy for anything

more ambitious, and then sits watching the slowly dark-

ening sky. Shortly after seven, he climbs to where his

wood is stacked, and starts his fire. He sits before it,

feeding it, and listening intently. The sky is completely

overcast, with not a star showing, and no sound cornes

to his strained ears but the mournful whine of the wind

through the trees. The stillness is terrifying. Out of it

there suddenly comes to his alert senses the startling

sound of a far-away laugh. It is so human and at the

same time so weird a sound that his heart stands still.

It is like the laughter of a maniac—wild, disordered, un-
canny. His first thought is that it is one of his friends,

gone mad with hopeless wandering in a desolate coun-
try. But immediately on the heels of that fancy comes
the recollection of a sentence in Kitchener's letter

—
"the

land where the loon laughs in the hush of the night!"
That is the satisfying explanation—it is a loon and noth-
ing else! He piles the drift-wood high upon his fire

and watches the flames leap upward. Surely so vivid

a point of light must be visible for many miles! It must
guide the wandering steps of the lost ones—are they all

lost by now?—back to the safe shelter and the comfort
of the camp! Taking solace in the thought, he sits on
the ground with his back to a rock, and watches the fire.

From it he occasionally casts a furtive look into the

black of the night about him. But instantly his eyes

revert to the fire. He is shut in on all sides by an eter-

nity of void space. The whole of his world is the few
feet of ground between his rock and his fire. When he
has to get up to add another log to the flames, he moves
with trepidation. A step beyond the line of light would
mean a plunge into black space, thereafter to fall forever.

From the far shore of the river comes the plaintive griev-

ing of a whip-poor-will, three long, sad notes, and then
silence again. The weary hours creep forward laggingly,

broken only by the work of feeding the fire and by
mournful and terrifying sounds that come to him out of

the desolate forest about. The last time he looks at his

watch he finds it is past midnight. Then a new sound
comes to his ears, borne from afar by the breeze, that

brings him to his feet with a jump. There can be no
mistaking it—it is pleasant human voices shouting a rude
chorus. He cannot hear the words, but the dear familiar

tawdry tune shapes them for him.

"It's the soldiers of the Queen^ my lads."

He stretches wide his arms and shouts in the teeth of

the breeze, his full heart choking him, "Kitchener!
Kitchener! Kitchener!" He knows his voice will not

carry half the distance that still separates them, but still,

from sheer joy, he continues to shout as he piles fuel

upon his beacon fire that is casting its light afar and
bringing the lost ones home again. How they meet at

last, and spend the rest of the night in feasting and sing-

ing; how he is told that the needle of the compass got

off its axis and was of no use to them, and how at last

they foregathered with Cyclops by getting to windward
of him by chance and his hearing the faint bang-bang
of their guns and running them down just about sunset,

is afterward a confused and delightful recollection to him.
William Edward Aitken.

—

—

Intelligence of the Wild Things.
BY HERMIT.

,

The Red Squirrel.

(Continuedfrom page 825.)

Bismarck did not always hide bread beneath pine nee-

dles or leaves. At a certain season of the year the trees

about my cabin were made into storehouses. This season

was governed by the bluejays. When they were nesting

they did not come to the cabin and Bismarck could store

food in the trees without fear of being robbed.

My attention was called early to the fact that a gale

of wind did not dislodge the pieces of bread which the

squirrel had stored on the limbs of a hemlock tree. I

found that each piece was held in place by a small twig.

Scores of times afterward I saw Bismarck lift up a twig

with his hands and then push the piece of bread with

his nose to the junction of twig and limb. Of course

the natural spring of the twig held the bread in place.

Bismarck alvy'ays stored mushrooms in the trees, for

he knew that the bluejays did not eat such food. He
would drop the stem of the mushroom between the

prongs of a forked limb, if there was cap enough left to

hold the same in place, otherwise he treated it just as he
would a piece of bread.

How Bismarck acquired a knowledge of the edible

mushrooms is a mystery beyond my powers. Doubtless,

when he attended the Chickaree College, he studied nat-

ural history instead of the dead languages. He knew
how to harvest mushrooms. He gathered them soon

after they appeared above the ground. Gathered thus,

they would keep several days, while a few hours' growth
would spoil them if left in the ground.

Bismarck knew how to eat mushrooms. He did not

begin on the freshly gathered ones; he knew they would
keep, and he selected those that would decay shortly.

Human beings eat the specked apples from motives of

economy, and the same impulse controls the- squirrel.

In the woods about my cabin grow many varieties of

the poisonous mushrooms. One deadly variety—the

"Destroying Angel"—possesses a form most pleasing to

the eye. Its symmetrical shape and pearly white <;olor

give it a look of innocence that has lured many a human
being to an early grave. I have never seen a toothmark

by a squirrel, mouse or mole in one of these deadly

mushrooms, which goes to prove that the wild things

know more than some human beings.

A few years ago, while out on a walk with the Appa-
lachian Mountain Club, I told a professor, who was an

expert on mushrooms, that I used the mushrooms which

were approved by the squirrels, and no others. He said

that I was risking my life, for he claimed that sq^uirrels

could eat poisonous varieties that might kill human be-

ings. I thought that the professor knew more about

mushrooms than he did about squirrels, so his warning

was wasted on me. Up to date I have found the squir-

rels all right and I feel no fear when eating what they

eat.

For years I attended a squirrels school, and Bismardk
was the schoolmaster. He taught me many things relat-

ing to squirrel life. Much of the knowledge acquired was
wholly unknown to me before.

When Bismarck first introduced himself to me I think

he was an old bachelor or a widower. Three years later

he excavated a storehouse in a bank, beneath a boulder,
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and made a sleeping nest in a pine tree, both in the door-
yard. The storehouse was used but little after the first

winter. The next spring he took to himself a mate, but
did not introduce her to the dooryard. Some distance
from the cabin, in a swamp, Bismarck's mate made a

neat little nest in a hemlock tree. Here she reared two
bab3'^ squirrels. Bismarck did not take much interest in

his family through the summer. He spent most of the

time in the dooryard, sleeping in his own nest by night.

By day his time was occupied in fighting the crows and
in driving squirrels and birds from the dooryard.
There was always a good lot of food for Bismarck to

choose from, and I thought he would give up hard work
and lead a life of ease. But I did not know the thrifty

ways of the red squirrel. When the harvest season for

liazlenuts drew near, Bismarck buckled down to hard
work. He began his new life by calling often on his

family in the hemlock tree. One day I found Bismarck
and his wife digging beneath a pine tree that grew on
the high land just out of the swamp. They brought but

a great quantity of pine rootlets during the next two
days. There was not much soil, which indicated that the

squirrels had discovered a natural cavity, partly filled

with pine rootlets. The third day, about 4 o'clock .in

the afternoon, the work stopped. Mrs. Bismarck ran to

a pine root, sat up straight, folded her hands and said

something. Mr. Bismarck ran to her side, folded his

hands, and made a reply. Both squirrels looked toward
the hole beneath the tree by turning half way round.

Then they looked at each other, and Mrs. Bismarck ran

into the hole and immediately appeared and said some-
thing that sounded very much like "it is well." Then
both squirrels scampered away. The winter storehouse

was completed.
When the hazlenuts were ripe Bismarck and his mate

began to fill the storehouse. Bismarck gathered the nuts

about the cabin, while his mate gathered those around
the home nest. Bismarck did a lot of running, for he

carried but one nut at a time. He always worked under
high pressure, running to and fro at the top of his speed.

I noticed that he left many nuts on the bushes, but

when I investigated I found a worm in each nut—

a

good reason for rejecting them; but as the husks seemed
perfect, how did Bismarck know the worms were there?

I think his keen scent was the secret. By the sense of

smell he could tell a w^ormy from a sound nut. So could
I after the nut was smashed, but not before.

After the hazlenuts, beechnuts were gathered. But
right here competition was t6o great for the squirrels.

The bluejays haunted the beech groves and could load

up with from twelve to eighteen nuts, then could use

tlieir wings against the squirrels' legs, so the latter were
usually short on becchixuts.

The acorn followed the beechnut crop, and as the

woods of Cape Ann are made up mostly of oak trees,

there were -usually nuts enough for Bismarck's family

and to spare.

Besides being a hard worker Bismarck proved to me,
in .many ways, that he was quick-witted and resourceful.

A sweet acorn tree near my cabin was loaded with nuts.

Beneath the limbs' on the south side was a carpet of

pine needles, while under the limbs on the north side

grew a dense mass 'of brambles and cat briers. Bismarck
did not drop a nut into the mass of briers, but carried

each nut—one at a time—to the clear side before drop-
ping it. Coiild human intelhgence do more?
When Bismarck and his mate had stowed away food

enough for winter, they made a winter nest in the pine

tree that grew above the storehouse. In the new nest

the whole family passed the winter after the manner of

red squirrels.

The two baby squirrels for the most of the harvest
time remained in the nest or on the hemlock tree in

which the nest was located. Now and then they followed

the mother to a nut tree, but were so noisy that I^imagine
the fear of enemies caused the discreet mother to drive

them home.
When the family .storehouse was well filled, Bismarck

stored a few nuts in the hole at the cabin. I think he
would have stored more if it had not been for the alert

wood mice. He hid a great many nuts around boulders
and trees. These nuts were used in the winter, and often

lasted until late in the spring. In the spring, when the

nuts started to grow, Bismarck dug them up, bit off the

sprouts, and buried them again.
~

When the nut crop is a failure the squirrels are face

to face with a famine. Long before the nut season ap-

proaches the squirrels know that they must depend on
other food for the winter's supply. During one year of

failure I carefully noted how Bismarck conducted him-
self, knswing that he would teach me how the red squir-

rel provides food when his main supply is cut off. When
September warned the squirrels that the season for pro-
viding food for winter was on, Bismarck turned his

attention to the corn in the dooryard. Years before he
had stored corn, when he was obliged to compete with
the bluejays and chipmunks. The latter could carry away
from fourteen to nineteen grains, while Bismarck's load
was but two grains. He soon evened things up by hid-

ing corn in the dooryard, or near it.' When the supply
was exhausted, and the bluejays and chipmunks had di.s-

appeared. Bismarck would dig up his corn and carry it

home. It was sharp practice, but the squirrel was justi-

fied, when we consider the circumstances. For several
years prior to the famine, Bismarck had dropped the
habit of storing corn, and only gnawed out the germ,
leaving the mutilated grain for the bluejays and chip-

munks. Now, Bismarck undertook to store corn, hiding
it as of -old, but I vetoed the act, by withholding the
corn. The squirrel then turned his attention to a black
cherry tree, and with the aid of a chipmunk soon
stripped it of fruit. I think the chipmunk gathered the
fruit for the stone. He gathered an enormous quantity
and surely could not make use of the soft part. The
red squirrel may have gathered for immediate use and
also for a winter supply.

Bismarck's next mtDve was a great surprise. I caught
him carrying bones to his storehouse.
One summer I saw Bismarck sitting on a stone wall,

apparently eating a bone. After he got through he hid
the bpne in the wall. I found that the bone was old and
partly decayed. I smashed up similar bones and Bis-
marck seemed to relish a meal three or four times a week,

but I never knew hifti to store bones for winter use be-
fore. His next move was to attack the pine cones. These
were gathered while quite green. They were left on the
ground three or four days and then carried, whole, to

the family storehouse—a great quantity was stored un-
der stumps, trees and boulders. The hemlock cones
were gathered later, but were husked at the foot of the
tree on which they grew.
During the following winter Bismarck looked to me

for food. A loaf of bread was wired to a post near the

cabin door, from which he could eat, while he could not
carry it away. One cold, rainy day, he sat by the bread
without eating, and whimpered like a little child. He
was telling me in squirrel language that it was cold,

rainy, and almost night, and that I ought to give him
some bread to take home to his family. I understood
his appeal and passed him a biscuit. He scampered away
chuckling over his good luck. After that, fair or foul,

all through the winter days, he would beg for bread to

take home, and always chuckled when he got it. Perhaps
he was laughing at me for being an easy mark, or it may
haA'e been a squirrel for 'T thank you a thousand times."
However that may be, he was welcome, for I thought
of the baby squirrels starving along on a cone seed diet.

Bismarck would eat all kinds of meat—even fat pork

—

but he preferred cooked meat to raw. While the famine
was on he turned his attention to many kinds of food
found in the woods. I made a record of each variety

and religiously tasted of- everything he used. Frozen
barberries and chokeberries were preferred to all others.

I found the barberries had lost much of their usual sour-

ness; the chokeberries were sweet and palatable. While
the former remained on the bushes through the winter,
the latter were soon exhausted, for they were food for

quail, grouse, bluejays and mice. The berries of the

greenbrier, staghorn, sumach and rosehips were used
sparingly. The greenbrier berries had a sweetish taste;

the staghorn sumach were sour and puckery, while the
rosehips had a pleasant flavor at first, ending in a most
disagreeable bitter. Many mitshrooms were caught by
an early frost and remained frozen through the winter.

These were food for Bismarck. He would gnaw out the

under part, or gills, rejecting the rest. I tasted the food,

but cannot say that T care for frozen mushroom.
In the spring pussy willow buds formed a part of Bis-

marck's food. I found the buds nearly tasteless, but they
crunched between the teeth like a crisp cucumber. As
spring advanced, creeping wintergreen and partridge ber-

ries appeared here and there where the sun had melted
the snow, and Bismarck greedily devoured the bright
red berries. Later berries formed the greater part of his

food until the hazlenuts were ripe. Wild apple trees

abound on Cape Ann, and Bismarck attacked the fruit

early in the fall. He destroyed great quantities for the

seed, which was the only part stored for winter use.

However, he seemed to relish an apple, if it was not too
sour, and all through the winter he would eat a Baldwin
apple, even to the seeds, at one sitting.

The history of Bismarck through a year of famine is

the history of other red squirrels on Cape Ann. It is

evident that the red squirrel is famine proof. If the nut
crop is a failure, chickaree turns his attention to other
food sources, and by perseverance and hard work is able

to keep the wolf from the door.
For years Bismarck and the bhiejays have matched

wits. After nesting the bluejays would flock to the cabin
and impudently appropriate all the food found in the

trees. Bismarck seemed to know^ that it was useless to

store food longer in this way, so he would bury it be-
neath the pine needles. The jays were soon onto this

trick. When I threw a piece of bread to the squirrel he
would start at once to hide it, while the jays would follow
him, keeping in the trees, just out of reach. The moment
he left, the jaj'S would fly down, dig out the bread and
carry it away. It often happened that Bismarck would
fool the robbers by pretending to bury the bread. He
would dig a hole, cover it over, put down the pine nee-
dles, but would run away with the bread in his mouth.
While the jays were scratching the pine needles right
and left, in a useless search, Bismarck would hide the
bit of bread and return to the dooryard for more. He
was not so particttlar if the food was wheat bread, but if

it was his favorite food—doughnut—the jays were fooled
every time.

Every spring Bismarck taps the trees around the cabin.
He begins on the maples and ends later on the birches.
If the tree is small, he taps the trunk; if large, he works
on the limbs. He gnaws through the bark and into the
wood, then clings to the limb or trunk, below the wound,
while he laps the sweet sap. If there is a hollow in the
bark into which the sap flows, Bismarck is sure to find it.

Did the red squirrel learn how to tap trees from the
American Indian, or did the Indian learn from the squir-
rel?

The habits of the red squirrel are rapidly changing in

this locality on account of a foolish State law. The story
is quickly told. Ward 8 (city of Gloucester), where my
cabin is located, contains over eleven thousand square
acres. Its area is greater than that of the other seven
wards combined. The bulk of the territory of ward 8 is

made up of woodland and shrubland, the city proper
being in the other seven wards. Ward 8 contains the
delightful summer resort known as Magnolia. This re-
sort derives its name from Magnolia Swamp, the only
spot in New England where magnolia glauca is found
in a wild state. The famous Coflin's Beach is also in this
ward.
The General Court four years ago placed a close time

of five years on small game in the territory east of Ward
8. This protects the seven wards of the city and the
town of Rockport. Two years ago the town of Essex,
which joins Ward 8 on the west, was protected, so that
the gunners from a population of about forty thousand
are turned loose in Ward 8. The extermination of nearlv
all the game, and of great numbers of song birds, has
been the result of this peculiar legislation.

All the wilds things are desperately wild. The red
squirrel if he hears the report of a gun instantly rushes
to a hiding place. Well he knows the deadly meaning
of the report. He has turned day into night and now
harvests his nut crop in the night time. I sleep in the
open air, and during the harvest season I listen for hours
to the sound of dropping^ nuts which the industrious

but wary squirrels, are cutting from the oak trees around
my cabin.

Bismarck is still in the land of the living, although ten

years have passed since he first introduced himself, and
requested me to book him for table board. He has cost

me many dollars, while he has not paid a cent in the coin
of the realm. However, I owe him for teaching and am
ready to balance the books and exchange receipts.

I know that my position in relation to the red squir-

rel's destruction of song birds will be sharply criticised

by those who believe in the squirrel's total depravity.

But the truth is that I describe wild life just as I find it,

not as some books say I ought to find it. If the red squir-

rel was as destructive as reported, there would not be
a young bird reared around my cabin. My notes show
that last year the following named birds nested near my
cabin, and probably every nest was known and visited

by the red squirrel:

Number of nests.

Chestnut sided warbler 3
Black throated green warbler i

Oven bird 2
Vireo 4
Canada fly-catching warbler i

Robin 2
Towhee bunting , 2
Catbird i

Wilson's thrush 2
Indigo bird i

Total , . , ig
A ruffed grouse nest was looted by the crows when it

contained but four eggs, after which the bird resorted
to a swamp and reared a brood.

Several of the nests named were destroyed, but none
by the squirrel. In the light of my observations I can-
not consistently denounce the red squirrel.

A New Cafibou.

In Volume XIV. of the Bulletin of the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, Dr. J. A. Allen described a new
caribou from the Kenai Peninsula of Alaska. Unfortu-
nately the only known specimen is a head collected in the
autumn of 1900 by Mr. Andrew J. Stone, whose explora-
tions of the far North are so well known to our readers.
1 he anmial is characterized by great narrowness of skull
by a great development of antlers, recalling in some re-
spects the antlers of the barren ground caribou, but much
heavier and with longer and more numerous tines In
the specimen described, there runs along the underside of
the neck a strip of greatly lengthened white hair, four or
hve inches wide, which hair in the median line is eight
inches long and sometimes even more. If this feature is a
constant one, it would be a distinguishing mark of the
species. Dr. Allen has called this caribou Rangifer stoneim recognition of Mr. Stone's important contributions to
our knowledge of the distribution of large game and
especially ot the caribou in northern North America

"That reminds me."

Ways and Means,
A TURKEY shoot was in progress'. Three men were in

the shoot-off. The first man up using the old rifle—
his companion for many years in many States—centered
the bullseye. Ihe others could not beat nor equal the
shot and the winner proudly took the big gobbler home-
ward for the Christmas diner.
His wife seeing the gun aiid turkey, assured her hus-

band that the prize was won by gambling, not by skill
with the rifle; that the meat was defiled and shoutd by nomeans grace the Christmas table.
No angry words followed, simply a philosophical

silence ihen the horse was brought out and the turkey
was taken to a neighbor's and exchanged for a fat hen
turkey. This bird, being duly presented to the mistresswas pronounced wholesome, fqr it was, indeed, youngand very fat.

^

Years passed. The lady of the house is at church on aspring morning, leaving the winner of the turkey shootnew a sedate old man, at home to care for the hou'^e Hewas reading and musing, when in walked his son with afew suckers-taken on the Sabbath day! The pair looked
guiltily at each other in philosophical silence. Then the
son, requestmg secrecy on the father's part—as if such a
request were necessary—took the suckers to the barn
wliere they rested in cold water that day and night
Early Monday morning the boy made another visit to

the brook, caught another sucker, put it on the string
with those defiled ones and took the mess to his mothe?who praised him for his skill. It was skillfully done and
the suckers were large and plump.

After the dinner was over and the sucker meat hadbeen separated from the bones, the father took the youngman aside and told him the story of the turkey given
above, advising him never to waste good victuals butalways to consult ways and means for ,<;avino- them

^-
^

Benj. E. Birge.

:'I went coon hunting down in Georgia with two boys""said George W. Bealock, the other day. "They knewnothing about it and it was my first experience Thedogs treed a coon; we saw the animal enter a hole in thetree and we cut the tree down. It did not leap from

nf. tif"?^'' '''Vr
^^Pe^ted, so one of the boys crawled

into the tree and began to poke the coon with a pole Inabout a ramute we heard a combination of human" andanimal ye Is, which indicated that our friend had fomdthe animal and that it was not a coon. Soon he emer-edfrom the log and a half-grown wildcat was clin^n^ to

^^a^;. 'HrP^''^ ^ ^^lo^^ ^^'ith an a.i° wesucceeded in killing the animal, but the boy who crawlednto the log will bear the .scars of his encounteJ wUhthe young wildcat for the rest of his life. I have beencoon hunting since, but I am always certain that it is acoon that is treed before I cut down the tree."-St liuisGlobe-Democrat. -i-uuib
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California Game Interests.

San Francisco, Cal., May 22.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Among "nails driven in 1901" you have recorded

as No. VII., Sec. 626k of the Penal Code of California

forbidding- the sale of game and game birds.

« The passage of the law was a notable victory for the

best class of California sportsmen, and it was the outcome
of a sportsmen's convention called last year, and which
took place in this city. Representatives were present from
most of the counties of the Slate, and the game laws,

mainly through the efforts of the committee appointed

by the convention, were thoroughly revised and quite

satisfactorily amended by the Legislature.

Some of the principal newspapers of the State and

Coast have been peculiarly antagonistic to game law legis-

lation. Those the furthest back in the woods, and also

in antique intelligence, have been the most ardent ob-

structionists. The usual argument advanced against laws

for the protection of game has been that the laws are

made in the interest of city sportsmen, clubs and rich

fellows, who in open season can go out and kill all the

game, while poor people—the other fellows—-have to work.

Another argument has been that some people do not

shoot, but like game to eat, and if they cannot buy it

they will be deprived. Both these theories look well to

the uninformed when in type and nicely arranged phrases,

but they are not so picturesque to those who consider that

when the game is exterminated the poor fellows who
work, and the other poor fellows who buy, will have a

tougher time of it than ever.

One of the leading San Francisco papers (Chron-

icle) was notably worried and gave much space edi-

torially to democratic ideas against "class legislation," as

applied to game laws, although it is not appreciably demo-
cratic otherwise. It alleged that most game was plenti-

ful. Deer, if much protected, would eat up gardens and

fields, and quail were devastating vinej'ards (this claim

"is rich reading where quail are worth $3 per dozen and

grapes are worth $6 to $10 per ton), and that conditions

here are entirely opposite to those in Europe, where only

the rich can have game, etc.

Even after the passage of the law by the Legislature

the paper urged Governor Gage to veto the bill, and from
an extensive editorial I copy the following paragraph
verbatim ad literatim:

"Since the passage of the bill in the closing days of

the session' hotel and restaurant keepers, marketmen.
waiters and sportsmen in thousands have expressed their

disapproval. They agree with everything the (itself) has

said against it."

I consider the paragraph a curio worth further preserva-

tion, as a modern instance of editorial art, although the

writer seemed to consider the sportsman the last leaf

upon the tree—an omnibus waiter, or something coming
after.

There is perhaps no region in America as much in need

of wise laws for the protection of game, and where pro-

tection will be productive of so much good, as the Pacific

Coast. Here is a vast and varied territory yet fairly sup-

plied with game of many kinds, but from many parts

of it the game has been and is being exterminated. Much
of the territory is sparsely settled and vacant land owned
by the Government. A great deal of it is only adapted to

mining operations, grazing and lumbering. There are ex-

tensive parts of it that are used for pasturage alone, and

for that purpose but few months in the year, while much
territory in the mountains is rarely explored except by

hunters of game.
Notwithstanding these natural conditions that are favor-

able to the game, there are many other considerations most
unfavorable, and there is no lack of evidence that all kinds

of game is being rapidly destroyed. Antelope, once plen-

tiful in California valleys, are entirely extinct; elk, once

generally scattered and numerous over a wide area, now
exist in but a very few isolated and remote localities;

bears are now seldom found in this State except in the

extreme northern and northwestern mountains, while

deer, until the protective laws of recent years, were be-

coming scarcer each season and were plentiful only in the

more distant and undisturbed parts of the mountains

With the laws now in force for their protection, I do not

think they will increase in numbers unless wardens are

more generally appointed and systematically provided for.

There are many things to make the preservation of

game more and more difficult, particularly in California.

While there is vast mountain territory with many of the

best natural provisions for the larger animals, affording

great expanses of cover, browse, mast and water, there

are also vast regions where some or all of these advan-

tages are lacking or meager. Heavy snows drive the

game from the higher mountains in winter, and in other

regions the drought of summer restricts and confines it

to narrow limits.

Each year even the most inaccessible of the mountain
localities are being more thoroughly explored and ex-

ploited in one way or another. In addition to pasturing and
lumbering operations, to which most mountainous regions

are subject, the minerals of California and most portions

of the coast offer a further inducement to explorers and
settlers, and one of a most attractive nature.

Again, for six or eight months of the year in California

men can live almost anywhere with the least need of

equipment or shelter. They can carry necessaries for

half a year into the remote nooks and corners of the

mountains upon a single pack animal, and hundreds of

hunters, and prospectors do so, their supplies often con-

sisting mainly of guns, ammunition, a few groceries and
their blankets. The mountains must furnish the rest.

There is not much difference between a hunter and "a

prospector. The latter may not hunt for a living or at

times he may, but he nearly always hunts to live and
relies to a great extent upon the game if there is any.

One of the best laws for the protection of game in Cali-

fornia is the one made a few years ago prohibiting the

sale of venison and deer skins. Before the establishment
of this law it was a common thing to see wagons coming

. from the mountains of Humboldt, Trinity, Shasta and Sis-

kiyou counties loaded with dressed or dried deer skins

with from two to a dozen men in charge. A single wagon
load might contain a thousand skins and not a pound of

venison, all save that consumed by the party having been

left to rot where it was killed. Such parties made a

business of hunting deer for tlieir hides, and made little

if any disguise or denial of it. Although it was a despica-

ble business, there was more or less money in it and

nothing to prevent.

Many deer skins are doubtless yet smuggled out of the

State, and deer are yet slaughtered for them in remote

localities, but in the main it has been stopped, and the

lines are being drawn closer and closer that will eventu-

allv stop it altogether. In prohibiting the sale or pos-

session of hides the law is in a measure destructive, and

those killing deer legitimately—bucks in the open season-

often leave the hides in the woods or destroy them.

The conditions mentioned, with others of more or less

consequence, such as floods and forest fires which^ drive

game from its places of refuge, make the protection of

game animals and birds in California very difificult. The
scattered sportsmen who give thought to the subject, and

others who are interested, need more encouragement and

assistance than they receive or are likely to receive from
local newspapers, too many of which have no conception

of the importance or value of efforts made, and who
know little about the subject. In nothing is a little

knowledge a dangerous thing unless it be in the hands

of editors who may lead thousands of readers astray. It

would seem that the many States from which game has

been nearly or quite exterminated should afford instances

or examples enough to the few remaining with a com-
parative abundance that careful and intelligent work
must be done for its protection and maintenance. But
the game belongs to everybody, and everybody's busi-

ness is proverbially neglected, unless somebody attends to

it for everybody. This seems to be the case in more
matter;^ with which a Republican Government has to con-

tend than one. Ransacker.

A. F. Kinney.
The following appreciative notice of Mr. Kinney as

citizen, churchman and sportsman is from the Worcester

Gazette

:

The three fields of business, hunting and church work
seem at first thought so utterly diverse and almost in-

consistent with each other that one would not expect to

find a man who had attained not only success but promi-

nence in all three. And yet that it what A. B. F. Kinney

has done. To some Mr. Kinney might be known best as a

business man who, in the twenty-five years that he has

been in Worcester, has more than been successful. Others

might think first of his activity in the Methodist Church,

of which he is a member, and of his prominence in mis-

sionary work. And still others, perhaps most of those

who know him, think of him as a lover of outdoor sports

last big animal that he brought down was a 700-pound

grizzly, which he shot in the Teton Mountains, Idaho.

At that time he was hunting with a party of whom Jerome
Marble, of this city, was a member, and he went solely

to get a grizzly. His friends finally left him to come
back East, but Mr. Kinney stayed behind, arid at last; suc-

ceeded in securing what he wanted—a beautiful specimen,

which did not drop imtil the fourth bullet had struck him.

The beast's head is now mounted and occupies a prominent

position in Mr. Kinney's home on Westminster street.

Here, by the way, he has .one of the finest collections of

heads, horns and hides in New England. Further evi-

dence of how widespread Mr. Kinney's prominence as a

hunter may be seen in the fact that he was once presi-

dent, and is now vice-president, of the National Fox
Hunters' Association, and from the following dedication

inscribed by Thomas Martindale in his "Sports Royal"

:

"To A. B. F. Kinney, a friend of thirty years' acquaint-

ance, and the best all-round sportsman I have ever met;

a man equally expert with rifle, gun or fly-rod, who has

killed game of every species that the American cbntinent

affords, from the grizzly bear to the ubiquitous rabbit,

from the wild goose and its rival in migratory flight—the

mysterious brant—to the solitude-loving woodcock, and

who is, besides, what the world affectionately calls a royal

good fellow."

Mr. Kinney, however, is not all sportsman. In busi-

ness he has been very successful as a broker and dealer in

guns and ammunition, and it was he who started here^the

first gun store between Boston and New York. Mr. Kin-

ney is also a thorough churchman, and ior the past twen-

ty years has been a trustee of Trinity Methodist Church.

He is president of the Methodist City Mission and Church

Extension Society, and of the Sterling Camp Ground As-

sociation, the oldest Methodist camp ground in New Eng-

land. In 1896 he was a delegate to the General Methodist

Conference at Cleveland, O. He has always been promi-

nent in religious and philanthropic work. It is not often

that a man combines church work, business and fox hunt-

ing, but Mr. Kinney has done it successfully, allowing

no one of them to interfere with the other two. He
believes in healthful outdoor recreation, such as hunting

and fishing afford, and thinks that they are not incon-

sistent with his standing in the Church.

Besides his efforts to arouse an interest in hunting and

in shooting, Mr. Kinney has done a great deal toward im-

proving the quality of American fox hounds; more, pos-

sibly, than any man in New England. The hounds here,

not so long ago, were too slow to insure good sport, but

by importing stock from Kentucky, Mr. Kinney has suc-

ceeded in greatly improving the quality. Every one here-

abouts has heard of the
.

Kinney-White pack of twelve

hounds, and probably most of the fox hunters in the

country have hunted behind them and know what they are

worth. At present, however, Mr. Kinney has little to

do with dogs except to hunt with them, and the pack is

cared for by John M. White, of Millbury. The hounds, it

might be said, are the chief source of pleasure which Mr.

Kinney derives from fox hunting.

A. B. F. KINNEY.

and an enthusiastic fox hunter. All three would be
right. It is rare that a man wins prominence in more than
one field, but Mr. Kinney has done it in three, and three

that are so far from being kindred and so various as

those that have been mentioned.
Mr. Kinney has been an ardent sportsman all his life.

When a boy he had the love of hunting and fishing, hut
not the means of gratifying it, and it was not until he
came to Worcester, twenty-five years ago, that he was
able to indulge, in the sports as much as he wished. In
these twenty-five years he has probably done more than
any one man in Worcester to build up an interest in hunt-
ing and fishing. That he has been successful the Worces-
ter Fur Company and the Worcester Sportsman's Club,
in the founding of both of which he was instrumental, will

attest. The Fur Company was organized in 1884. Pre-
vious to that time there had been a company to which
anj' one in the county who had ever shot a fox belonged.
It was, however, without organization, officers or by-laws.
Mr. Kinney conceived the plan of putting the company
on a firmer and more definite basis. As a result, the
present Fur Company was founded, and for the first eight

years Mr. Kinney was its president. Since retiring from
that office he has still kept up his interest in the com-
pany, and is always present at annual hunts and banquets.
Mr. Kinney is also president of the Worcester Sports-
man's Club and of the Worcester County Game Protec-
tive Association.
Mr. Kinney's experiences in hunting have not been con-

fined to the small game near at home. He has traveled all

over the United States, and shot all kinds of game. The

Tobique Guides.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In the sporting publications of the last few months

there have been a number of articles concerning '
the

character of the Tobique River guides in New Brunswick.

Some of these have been written temperately, others in

heat and haste, and very few indeed have exactly hit

the mark. This discussion began, I believe, late last

fall with an interview printed in one of the Bangor news-

papers. The sportsman that published his views had

just returned from the Tobique, and having fallen afoul

of the native, was in an exceedingly unhappy frame of

mind. If my recollection is right, this gentleman had
negotiated tentatively with two different guides, and had
finally made a selection. But when he arrived at Plaster

Rock he found both men and their outfits awaiting him.

Naturally, he had no intention of employing two sets of

guides, and when he said so and sought to show the second

guide the mistake, the guide declined to see it, and de-

manded a month's payment to settle the affair. The gen-

tleman, very wisely, declined to accede; there was a

threat of legal process, of seizure and jail, and for a

Avhile it seemed extremely probable that the sportsman's

trip would be ruined. The affair, however, was in some
way compromised, but the annoyance, the delay and other

disagreeable incidents had their decided effect upon the

sportsman's mind, and when he came out of the woods he
expressed himself in unmeasured terms concerning the

rascality of people- along the Tobique. It is only justice

to him and to the other guide, however, to say that the

trip itself was a thorough success, so far as the conduct
of the guide engaged was concerned.

Now, in the Provinces there is a term of derision that

exactly states what this sportsman had in mind. In

words it is "Mean as a Tobiquer." It originated on
the Mirimichi, so far as I can find out, but the truth of

the matter is that the Tobiquer is only human—somewhat
simple, to be sure, but still human. Justly speaking,

human nature is displayed there as it is in every other

quarter of the globe. There are rascals along the Tobique
and there are also honest men. I don't know whether
the rascals or the honest are in a majority, but I cer-

tainly can certify to meeting several honest men—also

certain rascals. I know of men along the river that have
fleeced and robbed by divers tricks every unsuspecting-
sportsman that fell into their clutches, and I also know
other men that would blush to take the scantest advantage
of even the most unwary. But this condition preA^ails

everywhere. Take the Adirondacks, for instance. There
are guides there that make a specialty of wringing the
last cent from the departing sportsman, and there are
others—some—that do not do this thing. It is the same
thing in Maine, Canada, western Quebec, Muskoka

—

everywhere.
The point I' wish to make in defense of the Tobique,

which I know fairly well, is that its guides are no different

from the guides of any other place, save that they have
less experience. I repeat this to impress its truth.

It is an unsafe proceeding in any quarter of the globe
to go blindfolded. One is likely to fall if he do. No man
should go fifty or a hundred miles into the heart of a
howling wilderness with a man he has no reason to be-
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lieve may be trusted. I did it once with a man I had
been warned against—on the Tobique, too—and the first

year he was diligent, respectful and honest. The next
year he proved himself to be a thief, a sluggard and other

things too numerous to relate. He was also—^worst of all

—a liar without art.

It is also said that a majority of the Tobique guides are

merely untrained farmers' boys. Many of them are, in-

deed. Many of them can't cook and can't make camp as

linished and handily as the Maine guide does; but most of

them know how to shoot—that is, the best of them. I

should say that along the Tobique there are really about
ten competent guides—men like Ad Moore and his part-

ner, Charley Cremin, of Nictau
;
Henry Lewis, of Arthur-

ette; the Barkers, of Riley Brook; Manzell Giberson, the

Armstrongs, and McGinn, of Perth, and one or two
others.

Whether the Tobique be good or bad, no man should

go there without first learning something about his pros-

pective guides. I think all the readers of Forest and
Stream that have been in that country will bear me out
in what I have said, and if I can give any further infor-

mation to any one intei-ested, I shall be only too glad

to do it. M. F.

C H* Batbef.

Death in his ceaseless flight upon the tireless wings of

lime is rapidly adding to the number of his victims.

On Sunday. May 19, at his home in South Framing-
ham, Mass., there fell before the grim reaper one of na-

ture's noblemen. Mr. C. H. Barber. For more than fifty

3'ears Mr. Barber had been an annual visitor to the woods
and waters of Maine, and to the many, many hundreds
whose good fortune it was to make his acquaintance the

announcement of his death will come as a pang, with all

the force of personal bereavement and loss.

Mr. Barber had passed ' the allotted span of life—the

three score and ten years of Scripture—and yet away back
in early boyhood days he cast his ily upon the waters of

the eastern portion of the State—Grand Lake, Grand Lake
Stream and other yoted resorts—long years before sports-

men penetrated the wilds to Moosehead Lake or the

Rangeleys.
He was an old-school sportsman—a synonym for all

that is included in the title of gentleman—genial in com-
panionship, chivalrous, courteous and obliging to all, and
as true and steadfast in his friendship as the needle to

the pole.

He was a lover of good dogs and his kennel always
contained choice specimens fit for the bench and field

trials.

Few indeed, if any. there are who could boast of greater

knowledge of or greater familiarity with the covers of

New England, and often a well-filled game bag was ample
proof of his love of the sport arid skill with the gun.

For many years he spent his winters in the South for

quail and other upland shooting, and here as elsewhere
his death will be deplored.

During all the years of his actiA'e life he was a lover of

fine horses, and his stables always contained specimens
of the choicest breeding which took no dust from the

speediest, some of which he bred and raised. C. H.
Barber js gone—the last sad parting on earth has come

—

hut the afterglow of his life will long remain a prized

legacy to all who knew him and came within his kindly
influence. Geo. McAleer.
WoRCE.sTER, Mass.

—®

—

ANGLING NOTES.

Grayling.

Eahxy m May I made an appointment in New York
with Mr, H. C. Pierce, of St. Louis, and talked with him
about various things concerning fish and fishing, and
particularlv about his trout preserve and hatchery on

the Brule River, in Wisconsin. Incidentally, Mr. Pierce

told me that he had secured a qiiantity of grayling eggs

from Montana to hatch in his hatchery on the Brule

with the idea of stocking some of the Wisconsin waters'

with the fish. Later, I regretted that I had. not gone

deeper into this matter of introducing the Montana gray-

ling into Wisconsin and made a memorandum to write

to 'Mr. Pierce about it. Upon my return home I opened

the latest copy of Land and Water, and the beginning

of the very first item in the Fish and Fishing depart-

ment referred to grayling in these words: "Rumors
have been going about during the past fortnight that

some of the" people who hold the fishing rights on part

of the Kennet at liungerford are making arrangements

to destroy all the grayling in their portions of the river.

On. making inquiries I find that th^m is a certain

amount of truth in these rumors."
The writer Alder is at a loss to know why the gray-

ling should be destroped, but assumes that it is to give

more room for trout, and he concludes: "At any rate

it would not produce an increase in the number of trout

which would even remotely approach compensation for

the lo5s of the grayling."

Within two weeks last past I was talking with Mr.

Dean Sage, of Albany, and he mentioned a visit which

he made to Michigan "to angle for the Michigan grayling

with the late Mr. David Fitzhugh, the times being before

visits" of other eastern men. fishculturists, who attempted

to take the eggs of the fish to propagate the grayling in

New York State.

Mr. Sage has very pleasant recollections of the gray-

ling as a game fish and that they were the quickest fish

to take the flv of any species he had ever fished for, but

there is no accounting for tastes; for while one sports-

man is spending money freely to bring one species of

grayling to new waters, fishermen across the sea wish

to destroy the fish in their waters, and other anglers are

mourning the disappearance and utter extinction of still

another species of grayling in yet other waters.

Rod-Fishing on the Backs of the Hodson

Often in riding up and down the Hudson River, either

on the Central or the West Shore railway, I have ob-

served from the car windows people fishing from the

shore. At times nearly every dock or pier head will have
several anglers, and at certain points the retaining wall

of the railw.iy itself will have anglers at intervals, and
the thought has occurred to me that here was an indus-

try that found no place in fishing statistics. The people
who engaged in the fishing enjoyed a day in the open
air, and there can be no better relaxation for the people

of the towns, and they add to their larder excellent food
at little cost, and it is certainly a distinct blessing to

those who can engage in this fishing that the river affords

both recreation and food at such slight expense. One
afternoon, very lately, I presume the tide was just right

as \he train I was "on, going south, rushed along, for

there seemed to be an unusual number of fishermen on
the wharves and sea walls, and I wondered how many peo-

ple daily resorted to the river for the fishing from the

banks purely for pleasure, and I regretted that I had
not counted those to be seen from the car window, and
I resolved to do so on my return. I returned on the

Empire State Express and unfortunately the smoking
compartment was on the land side, so that my count was
,very imperfect, as I spent some time in smoking where
I could not see the river, and a great part of the river

could not be seen from the train even if one gave up
smoking entirely, for buildings hide some of the docks,

and down trains will pass just as one is straining one's

eyes to see if a particular dock contains anglers. I de-

cided to count only those who were fishing with rods

and fishing from the bank. As the train made the curve
at Spuyten Duyvil I gave up a partly smoked cigar and
went to my seat on the river side of the Pullman, and
began my very imperfect count. The wall from Spuyten
Duyvil north was w«ll peopled and in a short distance

I counted eighteen anglers. One man was accompanied
by his wife, apparently, and she was reading a book
while he held his rod in hand. A lunch basket near

by indicated that they were out for the day. There were
not nearly as many anglers visible when I went north
as when I went south a few days before, and the tide

was apparently not favorable to fishing. This I judged
from seeing no squat nets iu operation. In fact, I saw
but one, and that on a man's shoulder as he walked to-

ward the river bank. On the down journey I saw a

number of squat nets in operation. I did not count
hand liners on the bank, nor did I count anglers

in boats anchored near the shore, but when I reached
Albany I counted the marks in pencil on the margin of

the morning paper I did not read, and found that they
represented a total of 49 rod fishermen I had that morn-
ing seen fishing in the Hudson from the bank between
Spuyten Duyvil and Albany. How many were fishing

that I did not see it would be useless to speculate about,

but I am satisfied from that and other days when I have
watched the fishermen from the train that on every fair

day several hundreds of people fish from the docks or
banks in the Hudson between the Battery and Albany,
the precise number of hundreds I leave to some one else

to guess. Here is fishing that costs nothing, for guides

or boats, a rod and line and bait and a walk to the water
is all that is required. If the angler gets not-hing but
white perch or tomcod in the autumn, he' is probably
hoping always that striped bass will bite, and if he gets

no fish at all' he g(?ts a summer day of rational, healthful

enjoyment in the open air, and he is better for it in body
and pocket than if it had been spent where beer flows

and tempests blare and the hurdy-gurdy gets, in its

seductive work on a hot day. How man}'- of these

anglers have a love of nature in their souls and how
many fish for the pan or broiler alone I do not care to

know; it is enough that so many people are enabled
to gratify one desire or the other, and I wish that there

were more as fortunately situated. As I am writing a

letter comes to me from a lady, and I quote a paragraph
from it:

"I am here for a short stay and the weather is behav-
ing disgracefully. I felt a wee bit hungry for the smell

of the blossoms and the balm of green foliage on town-
tired eyes, and so anticipated sunshine and balmj''-scented

breezes. Instead, I shiver in the light of a roaring hearth
fire, and count the crystal beads , that ornament the maple
leaves outside mj'- window.

'T like the country town in the rain, far better than
the city's stones and flags, and I feast my soul on all its

possible glories, forgetting, when I came, the absence of

the sunshine. I am reminded by Thoreau's 'Week on the
Concord and Merrimac' and his description of fish and
fishing, to ask you a question or two."
We all have a touch of it, if we examine into the com-

ponent parts of our composition. It is less diluted and
nearer to the surface in the case of the cultivated woman,
who gives expression to it, than in the case ©f the man
who sits dumbly, perhaps, on the railway wall on the

bank of the Hudson, but we all have it in a greater or

less degree, because "He orders all things well."

Trout Eggs.

Occasionally some angler enters a protest against the

open season for brook trout, claiming it is too long
because the trout he has taken have been found to con-
tain eggs in July or August and therefore the season
should close the last of June or the middle of July.

When told that the eggs he has found in the summer
are undeveloped eggs, and that they would not be fully

developed until October or November, he is surprised,

and perhaps more surprised when told that trout have
eggs every month of the year. It is a good sign to have
a man say it is wrong to take trout containing eggs in

August, for it is proof that he has not seen the eggs of

trout when they are ripe and after the legal season has

closed, but there is no more harm done in taking the

fish in August than it would have been to take the same
fish on the first day of the open season—say, in April.

While at the Suffolk Club, on Long Island, in April, I

was examining the contents of the stomachs of some
trout to find what they had been feeding upon, and in

the ovaries of a female I found one single egg of last

season's development with the undeveloped eggs of this

season, which the fish would have deposited next fall

had she not taken a fly of feathers and tinsel in mistake

for the real thing, and I wished for once that I was a

camera fiend that I might photograph the eggs to serve

as an object lesson. The developed egg, as large. as a

June pea, was a great contrast to the undeveloped mus-

tard seed eggs, and the, most skeptical would have been
convinced that if the single egg was ripe the others were
far and away from ripe. Some individuals of the salmon
family fail to deposit all their eggs and carry a few over
until the next spring, and the belief is that these eggs
are absorbed during the season of recuperation, but I

have yet to be convinced that this is so. Of all the
trout that I have opened and examined in the spring and
early summer—and 1 have examined a great number dur-
ing the past thirty years or so—I doubt if I liave found
more than five or six that contained eggs that should
have been deposited the previous autumn, and never have
I found more than two or three eggs in the ovaries in

the spring that were developed, and _ these ' eggs have
always been full and plump and well colored as though
the time were October instead of April or May. Why
the eggs that remain over should not have been cast at

the proper time I shall not pretend to say, as it would
be mere speculation, but in stripping trout by hand if

all the eggs are not secured the fish will go into the
hatching sacs and try and make a bed as certainly as if

none of her eggs had been taken, and this will be re-

peated until all the eggs are taken by the operator or
she casts them herself. A few years ago I noted in this

column that a ripe female trout had been discovered in

a New England breeding pond in August. My inform-
ant was one of the fish commissioners of the State, and
he related what had been told to him by a former super-
intendent. In fact, I think two different trout had been
found with ripe eggs at different times, one in July, as

I recall it. and tlie oth er in August. That the eggs were
ripe was discovered by handling the fish, and the explana-
tion was that possibly something had happened to each
fish to retard the development of the eggs the previous
autumn, and so they had become ripe at an unusual time,
and there was no ripe male fish in the ponds to impreg-
nate the eggs. The number of eggs that came from the

fish in the summer I never knew, but since hearing of

the incident I have been led to believe that it was possi-

ble that the fish did spawn at the usual time and retained

a few eggs in the ovaries, which made them escape when
the fish was handled the following summer. Unfortu-
nately such fish as I have discovered to have a few devel-

oped eggs in the spring were dead when the discovery

was made, and, therefore, it was not possible to deter-

mine if the eggs could have been stripped from the fish

in the usual manner employed by fish breeders in the
autumn; but until it is proven to the contrary I shall

hold to the belief that eggs remaining over in the ovaries

can be stripped by hand if an opportunity offers to make
the trial. The trouble will be that no one will be looking
for a trout that contains developed eggs in the spring

retained from the previous autumn, and so the trial may
not take place. A^ N. Cheney.

^'Between Casts/'
Chaklestown, N. H., May 2g.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The exquisite illustration of a scene on a trout

brook, entitled "Between Casts," in the supplement to

Forest and Stream received this morning, is almost an
exact duplicate of an old photograph which hangs over my
writing table, taken years ago, of a favorite Vermont
brook, just across the Connecticut River from our village,

out of which I have taken scores and hundreds of trout in

the years long past. The photograph only needs the ad-
dition of the two anglers and the fallen pine to make the
resemblance perfect. It is more than sixty years since I
first fished the stream, but I have had many a day's
pleasant sport by its waters, sometimes alone, sometimes
in the company of brother anglers who have long since

gone over to the majority. My last trip to its sparkling

waters was in the company of a young friend from New
York, who has since written you one or two interesting

letters from Central America. The remembrances are
recalled bj^ your illustration, which will keep the photo-
graph company, but I fear I shall never see those rapids

again except in the pictures and in memory, for my days
for such scrambles are over. "The spirit is willing, but
the flesh is weak."

I have been very much interested lately in brother
Cheney's letters on large and small trout, and wish to

indorse him fully in his expression ''of the opinion that

the large trout are the ones to be caught, leaving the

small ones to groAV and become breeders at two or three

years of age, when bj^ all phj'siological experience in all

varieties of animal life the progeny Avill be stronger and
healthier far than from their maturer ancestors.

There is no question as to the cannibalistic propensities

of these full-grown or overgrown fish, an;d I got a bit

of information last week which seems to carry out^the con-
clusion. I have written you once or twice of the ex-
treme drought of the last two summers, which prac-

tically dried up most of the small brooks here in south-
western New Hampshire, leaving only pools of water here
and there in the deeper holes, and of my fear that the

trout would be exterminated. A few days ago I had occa-

sion to employ the village Rip Van Winkle who strips

the brooks annually, to do some work, 'n my garden which
was beyond my powers, and I asked him incidentally if

he had been fishing this spring. He said he had, but had
very poor luck, and added that all the trout he caught
were very large ones. He said that he did not see a

small trout in either of the two brooks he had fished.. He
had caught thirteen trout the first day and about twenty
the second one, in another brook, and repeated that they
were far above the average size of his catches, but that he
saw no small ones whatever.
Now I think this carries out Mr. Cheney's contention

completely. The trout had all been driven by the drought
into the deep holes, the big fellows had gobbled up the
little ones and another year the brooks will probably be
tenantless. I fear ray fishing days are over, except in

the columns of Forest and Stre.a,m, where I enjoy the
records of other fellows' adventures and successes. I
hope Kingfisher and Mr.' Starbuck will take to the woods
again this year and give us some more delightful records
of their experiences.

^

Let me congratulate you on the accession to your col-

umns of Fayette Durlin, Jr. His stories of Old Hogarth,
Sooner, and Saunders' Mule are among the best things I

have read in a long while. If I do get a chance to wet a
line, I will drop you one if I have a favorable response.

Yon W.
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Canadian Angling 'Notes

If last year was an oJ season for isl ling in Canada,
anglers are having their compensation this spring. From
all sides come reports of splendid sport. A party of

Connecticut men who passed through Quebec a few days
ago on their return home from their lakes alongside the

line of the Quebec & Lake St. John Railway, and who
have fished the waters of the Metabetchouan Fish and
Game Club for the last ten years, told me that the fishing

had never been so good in their waters as it was this

spring. Both at the head of Lake Kiskisink and also

in the rapids at the outlet, as well as in that portion of

the Metabetchouan which flows through the club limits,

the trout have proved most abundant, and some of them
have run over three pounds in weight. Mr. and Mrs. W.
C. Bryant, of Bridgeport, went up to the club house on
Tuesday last, and among others now upon the limits are
Major Hincks and son, and Mr. F. Benham, all of
Bridgeport. Messrs. C. P. Peets, of New Haven, and
Samuel Dodd, C. P. Bradley, Messrs. Coe, Stevenson,
Chamberlain and Fay, of Meriden, Conn., returned home
this week. Congressman Russell, chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee, has had some excellent sport this

month as a guest of the Metabetchouan Club.

. On the adjoining territory, controlled by the Bostonnais
Fish and Game Association, good trout fishing has been
enjoyed by Dr. Porter, of Bridgeport, and Mr. Lincoln, of

Pittsburg.

Mr. and Mrs. C. Grant Lafarge went home last week
after having excellent sport on the waters of the Lauren-
tian Fish and Game Club,
Lake Edward has been again yielding some of its heavy

red trout, a number of the specimens brought to Quebec
last week having exceeded five pounds in weight. The
water in the lakes is still so cold that the large fish are
rising quite well to the fly. The number of fish being
taken on the fly in Lake Edward this spring is much
larger than usual, while really excellent sport has been
enjoyed on the Vermillion River—a little to the north and
west of Lake Edward—during the last few days. A num-
ber of three and four pound fish were among those taken
on the fly last week on these waters by a party of Quebec
anglers.

Ouananiche are still being taken in large quantities in

Lake St. John. During the last ten days they have risen

freely to the fly in and about the mouths of the Ouiat-
chouan and Metabetchouan rivers, but the water is too
high for them in the Grande Decharge. The fly-fishing

there ought to be good this year by June 12 or 15.

Salmon fishermen are already commencing to arrive,

and no doubt some of them will be upon their rivers

before this letter appears in print. The fish have been
about the mouths of the rivers for some time, and ought
now to be entering them. A steamer arrived from the

north shore of the Gulf here yesterday with a cargo of

salmon from the nets at the mouth of the Moisie.
Dr. Johnson, of Cornell, has been here for some days

making ready for a trip to some of the north shore rivers,

and no doubt there will be good sport on the Labrador
streams, as well as on the Ristigouche, by about the loth

of the month. E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, Canada, June 1,

Unreliable Traditions.—

L

Editor Forest and Stream :

It requires not a little boldness for any one to claim

that the traditions which have become almost household

words in the home of the angler are not always to be
relied upon, and certainly no one should attack them
without good cause. They are helpful to the young
angler, but he should not rely upon them without a per-

sonal test on his part, as opportunity offers. Traditions

are guides for what they are worth and not rules to be

followed without question as to their soundness.

I will give you a few traditions which are very old and

which, upon a full test, have been found by many vet-

eran anglers to be quite unreliable.

1. Many years ago it was quite usual for anglers to

arrange their trips so as to be on the stream during dark

nights in the belief that the trout were in the habit of

feeding during light nights, but a test of over twenty

years, made long ago, showed that there was no per-

ceptible difference between light and dark nights so_ far

as the day's catch was concerned.

2. There was another which worked in the opposite

direction. I have known many anglers to time their

trips so as to be on the stream during moonlight nights

on the ground that there is usually an excess of storms

and rainfall during dark nights, but an actual test and
record shows that there is really no difference whatever.

A few years ago the German Government published a

record of the rainfall f»r thirty-six years, by which it

appeared that during the first eighteen years the rainfall

on dark nights, as compared with light nights, was in

the proportion of 19 to 18, and during the last eighteen

years it was 18 to 19.

3. It is quite a common belief that the earlier an

angler can get upon the stream the more sure he is of

sport with the fly, but after awhile he discovers his mis-

take. The fish will not rise readily until the flies are

warmed into being by the sun, which is rarely before

about 8 o'clock. By that time the trout begin to leave

their haunts and get upon the reefs, where they lie m
the little pockets watching for the natural flies, and they

will travel many hundred feet for this purpose.

That veteran angler, Judge Fitch, rarely went out be-

fore 8 o'clock, and often later, and his first effort was to

find out whether the fish were yet on the reefs, for there

'he always found his best sport tacklin^g his fish in swift

water, though, of course, he also fished the pools where

the large trout are generally found.

4. There is another tradition which is almost univer-

sally believed, and that is that bright flies should be used

on a dark day and dark flies only on a bright day, but

any one who will make a careful test of this rule will

find that it is far from reliable.

Some twenty or more years ago I visited a small lake

in the Catskills, where we had a club house, and, although

the afternoon was dark and rainy, I could not resist the

temptation to "wet my line."

I tried sU my bright flie.5, Wt got HQ nse, It then

occurred to me that nature brought out the dark and
ugly flies on such days, and as soon as I put mj"- darkest
flies on my leader the trout rose quite freely.

My experience since then has been quite in line with
my success on that afternoon and several anglers to

whom 1 related the above incident have told me since
that they have frequently had greater success with dark
rather than with light flies on dark and rainy days, and
this simply means that there is no force in. the above
tradition, and that every angler must rely upon his own
judgment and experience.

5. There is an old tradition, which I heard in my boy-
hood, and which is very commonly believed to this day,

and that is that making a loud noise, or even talking
on the stream, disturbs the fish, but there is no trtith

whatever in this claim. Fish are sensitive to the slight-

est concussion, but they cannot hear any sound emitted
above the water, however loud it may be, and this I can
state most positively from actual personal tests.

In 1856 I caught in one day quite a large number of

pickerel through the ice in Lake Horicon, in Wisconsin,
with the aid of a fishing box, which was then allowable,

and m\' companion and [ talked in our usual tones dur-

ing the entire day withotit the slightest perceptible effect

upon tlte fish, which were frequently within two or three

feet of the surface of the water, but the slightest pound
on the ice, which produced a concussion, ^ scattered the

fish immediately.
Many years ago Mr. Cornelius Van Brunt, who is well

known as one of our oldest and most skillful anglers, and
to whom I had related this circumstance, while on one
of the streams in Canada filled with trout, found by
actual test that the trout could not hear and were not

disturbed in any way by any sound uttered above the

water, and this was supplemented by both of us a

number of years ago in a way which is of sufficient inter-

est to mention quite fully.

We had on the shore of Lake Willewemoc a tank of

considerable size in which the water was between one
and two feet deep, and in it we had placed some seventy

or eighty large trout. On one occasion we removed the

cover and each leaned over the tank, remaining perfectly

motionless, until the fish became absolutely quiet, and
with our mouths not over two feet above the water we
talked and shouted without disturbing the fish in the

slightest degree, but the moment the slightest movement
was made, which in this case was the simple raising of

a finger, all the fish became frantic with fright.

There are two or three more traditions which are open

Lo citicism. but to incorporate them in this article

would make it too long, and I will reserve them for a

further corainttnication.

Of course the above views are given for what they are

worth and as the result of my own personal experience.

J. S. Van Cleef,

Mav 29.

.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Fishing Season Begins.

Chicago, HI.. June i.—To-day there came a little burst

of sunshine aftd a little rise in the temperature and a little

hope that we may possibly have more decent weather.

The result on the angling trade was at once apparent, and

the counters of the retail stores were crowded all this

morning. There will be a big exodtis of Chicago fishdom

north bound this afternoon and to-night.

Within the last few days the trout season has come
on apace, and probably the best fishing of this spring will

be found within the next few days. The members of the

Gaylord Club, whose fine preserves are on the south

fork of the Pike River, Wisconsin, have gone up almost

en masse to the club this week, and all those who have

not already departed will start out this afternoon or to-

night. The Gaylord Club is one which experienced almost

an entire change of membership and management a few

years ago. Its president is Mr. F. M. Stephenson, of

Menominee, Mich., and its membership now includes some

of the wealthiest and most expert fly-fishermen of Chicago

and the Middle West.
Mr. William G. Beale has outfitted to-day and started

for a trout trip along the Pike in Wisconsin. Mr. Walter

L. Lee, of the Republic Iron and Steel Company, goes

north to-night, but he stops at Minocqua and is looking

for muscallunge rather than trout.

Mr. A. G. Holmes and friend, of Green Bay, Wis., this

week took twenty-six trout in a day's fishing along some
streams near the latter city.

Dr. Boettscher and a friend or so, of Chicago, start for

the Prairie River to-night, going in at Merrill. Mr. E. J.

Dressier goes to the same place. By the way, I hear that

the north fork of the Prairie River is this summer panning

out better than the main stream, which has been much
more steadily fished. The advent of a new railroad with

a station close to the banks of the Prairie would seem

to herald the doom of that pretty little river, of which a

few of our Chicago fly-fishers have always been so fond.

The Watersmeet streams are reported good for trout

this week, and several of our fishermen are going p take a

try in that region, more especially watching the upper

waters of the Ontonagon River near that point.

The Castalia Clab.

The Castalia Club, of Ohio, was never in more flourish-

ing condition than it is this season, and the famous little

stream has been offering magnificent sport to all the club

m.embers. There are some members of this club who live

in Chicago, and of these Mr. Robert Forsythe, Vice-Presi-

dent of the Illinois Steel Company, and Mr. R. P. H.
Durkee, also prominent in capitalistic circles, leave to-

night for some further adventures on the Castalia trout

waters.

Muscallunge.

Mr. Harry E'. Goebel, agent of the Hartford Biiilding, in

this city, and an awfully nice young man, in spite of the

fact that he has a habit of collecting rent every once in a

while, goes to-night with his friend, Mr. C. B. Cleveland,

to Watersmeet, Wis., where he will fish for muscallunge

and bass rather than for trout. Mr. Goebel nearly always

manages to tangle up with a good fish or so before he

comes back.

The rouscallunge season Jjas turned put nothing of Qon--

sequence thus far excepting near Minocqua. Mr. C. H.
Lester, who has been fishing there this week, has taken
two or three fish, and yesterday telegraphed down that

he had got a nice one weighing 18 pounds. Ten years ago
this would not have been news, but to-day it is worth
chronicling.

Mayor Harrison went in at Minocqua, but crossed to

Squirrel Lake, and the success of his party has not yet

come to light. The general impression is that it is just a
trifle early for the muscallunge fishing, but in common
with the trout and the bass fishing season, the season

for the muscallunge will come with a rush when it does
begin.

Bass.

The backbone of Chicago's angling sport is, of course,

the splendid bass fishing which is so readily accessible

from this point. That the bass fishers are getting busy is

evidenced by the fact that one firm. Von Lengerke & An-
toine, have been selling about 200 dozen live frogs for

bait daily. To-day they sold 203 dozen, and this was
before noon. Each bait-caster who goes out takes on an
average of a couple of dozen bait frogs with him. This
saves him the wear and tear on boots, trousers and temper
which he would otherwise have to undergo in chasing

the elusive frog around through the lilypads of his bass

waters.

The biggest take of bass recorded for the past week was
at the Lauderdale lakes of Wisconsin—seventy-three bass,

taken by Mr. Salter and his friend, Mr. W. I. Blackman.
I have not see either of these gentlemen, but the report

of this take comes apparently well authenticated. It is

very large for these days.

Among those who go up to the Fox Lake chain this

afternoon are Messrs. J. E. Schall, Charles Oik, M. P.

Ripley, Alex Friend, Charles Lawrence, J. W. Lowe, J. F,

Hastings, Julius Rosenburgh, W. E. Rowe and H. Green-

wood.
On Thursday, Decoration Day, Mr. Fred Gardner, one

of our best known Chicago bass fishermen, took eighteen

very nice bass at Cedar Lake, Ind., which water he fancies

and fishes frequently.

Wisconsin Law Is Working.

That the Wisconsin law regidating the shipment of

fish from that State is in prime working order this sea-

soti is witnessed by the fact that on May 28 Game War-
den Tracy, of Milwaukee, seized shipments of fish arnount-

ing to 15,415 pounds, the largest amount ever seized at

one time within the limits of the State of Wisconsin.

When you come to think what a pile of fish 15,000 pounds
comes to and when you come to think also that this is but

one lot, all seized on one day, the fact is brought home
that it may pay a State very well to look after this part of

its public property.
Inquiries continually come up as to the Wisconsin law

forbidding the bringing out of more than 20 pounds of

fish from the State. Anglers want to know whether this

law is going to be enforced. The only way to regard any
game law is that it is going to be enforced, and that it is

right that it should be. Quite outside of this way of look-

ing at the matter, the facts seem to indicate that these

Milwaukee wardens are mighty good people not to fool

with. They know their business and are looking after it

in rather a hair-raising fashion. All the consignors of

the above contraband fish will be prosecuted at once.

Huron County Association.

Mr. George F. Titus, of Norwalk, O., is secretary of

the Huron County Game and Fish Protective Association,

and he writes this week that his friends have every reason
to hope that they will be able to accomplish some work
for better game laws than are now on the statute books of

Ohio. He says that the results aimed at by the Associa-

tion are, first, a hunting license; second, no spring shoot-

ing; third, an open law on quail from Nov. 10 to Dec.

15. and on all other game Sept. i to Dec. 15; fourth, no
marketing of game. It would seem that the Forest and
Stream Platform Plank is becoming a more stable affair

every year. The Huron County Association has fifty

metnbers now, and expects to reach a membership of 200.

E. Hough.
Hartfokd Building, Chicago, 111.

Event Event'
No. 1, No. 2,

Distance, Accuracy, Event No. 8,-

Feet Per cent. Acc. i Del. * Net^
101 83.4 85.4 72.6 78.11

-ton Ill 93.4 85.4 71.8 78.7

Is 102 87 D1.8 78.4 85

105 95
104 92.4
104 86

• 91 71 85.4 79.2 82.3

90 80.4 96 78.4 87.2

83 77 96 80.10 88.5

91 89.4 95.4 82.6 88.11

91 92.4 91.4 65.10 78.7
91.8 90 81.8 85.9

98 92.4 89 83.4 86.6

89.8 88.8 78.4 83.6

San Francisco Fly-Casting: Cltib*

Medal contests, series 1901, Saturday, re-entry No. i,

held at Stow Lake, May -25. Wind, southwest ; weather,

threatening

:

Event
No^4,

—X Lijre

Edwards
Grant
Grant
Grant
Mocke
Reed
Reed
Reed
Reed
Young
Young
Young

Judges, Edwards and Mocker; referee. Brooks; clerk.

Smyth.
Medal contests, series 1901, Saturday, contest No. i.

held at Stow Lake, May 26. Wind, north ; weather, warm
and hazy:
Battu
Battu
Daverkosen .

.

Daverkosen . .

.

Haight
Huyck
Heller
Heller
B Kenniff
B KennifE

Mocker . .

.

Mocker ....

Reed
Reed
Reed
Grant

Judges, Mocker and Reed; referee, Battu; clerk, Smyth,

83 87.8 90 70.10 80.5

86 87.4 89 74.2 81.7

105 94 91.8 73.4 • 82.6

87 83 73.4 78.2

79 82 80.4 62.6 73.11

78 94 84 60.10 72.5

67 95.8 94 74.2 84.1
86.8

84 92 82 67.6 74.9

85 86.8 81.

S

66.8 74.2

85 88 89.4 68.4 78.10

71 86 87 63.4 75.2

64 79 83.4 60 71.

S

92 87.8 73 61.8 67.4

90 90 76.8 77.6 77.1

81 96 82 68.4 78.10

80 92.8 88 63.4 75.2

82 88 95.8 66.8 81.2
91.8 75 83.4
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Lake Chautauqua,
Lake Chautauqua lies in the northwestern corner of

New York State, about seven miles from Lake Erie as

the crow flics. The length of the lake is about 20 m^les

and breadth from a half mile at Bemus Point to 3 and

3% miles at its broadest parts. As will be seen by
the accompanying birdseye view map, it has a very beau-

Lif-ul and artistic shore line, full of bold points and head-

lands, so that whichever way the angler turns a new
and pleasing panorama of scenic beauty opens up before

him. High up among the hills, beyond the crest of

a great ridge which divides it from Lake Erie, Chau-
tauqua lies like an amphitheater among the rolling hills

surrounding it. The elevation of Lake Chautauqua is

about 1,400 feet above the level of the sea and 700 feet

above the surface of Lal<e Erie, At this altitude the

angler during the hottest season of the year finds the

air cool, pure and bracing, which during the summer
months is a perfect bliss to title worn-out, overworked,
and parched city man.
As a fishing ground Lake Chautauqua is one of the

most celebrated muscallonge waters of America. This
is due to two facts: First, the lake is most" admirably
adapted to their welfare and growth. Second, it is annu-
ally stocked with millions of young fish from the hatch-

ery on its shores. Muscallonge are found all over the

lake, but the lower half, from Long Point down to the

outlet, is by far the best ground to fish. It is so for

various reasons. The fish are more plentiful there than
in the upper half: they average a larger size. The lower
half is better provided with hotels, boats, guides, bait,

etc. The lower end is more easily reached by railroad

from all principal points.

Chautauqua is a shallow lake and does not average
more than fifteen feet. There are one or two deep holes

in it. The principal one is just off Bemus Point. The
bottom of the lake is thickly covered with weeds, which
during the summer rise to the surface in large clumps.

if mounted on a single hook they are better than on a

treble hook, as they do not catch weeds so readily and
hold a fish just as well. There is a little piece of clear

water close to shore inside of Maple Pond. The water is

about 12 feet deep. There are always plenty of muscal-

longe hiding up under the alders by this water; in fact,

their tails must be sticking close to the bank.

We shall now leave Sherman's Bay and round Maple
Point. About 300 yards out from the point is always a

good spot for a big fellow. The fishing continues good
all through Ashville Bay; fish from close to the weeds
to 1,000 feet out from them. It takes half a dozen turns

over this water to properly cover it. _ Ashville Bay is

bounded on the north by a little point called Ely's Point

;

beyond Ely's Point up to Cheeney's Point is Ely's Bay.

Close along shore in Ely's Bay are several good big

clumps of lilypads, very much favored by black bass,

and quite often a good sized muscallonge is here. Now
we come to what we consider to be the very best stretch

of muscallonge water in Chautauqua. It runs along the

shore from Cheeney's Point up to Bemus Point. The
ground lies from 100 to 3,000 feet out. On reaching

Cheeney's Point we alwayS put on No. 6 or No. 8 spoons,

as this bit of water is pretty clear of long weeds. The
possibilities here are always great. You may strike any-
thing from 4 to 40 pounds, and one just as likely as the

other. It is alwaj's worth while to put in half a day on
this stretch of water. We believe more fish can be taken
out of it than from any other similar stretch of water in

the lake. Off Bemus Point is the deep hole; get on No.
8 spoons and sufficient line out to get it near the bot-

tom. Your chances in this hole are to take one of the

great-grandfathers of 70 or 75 pounds. They are here,

and have been taken from this hole of the above sizes.

It will be seen from the foregoing that the fisherman
can start from the Kent House dock and come up to

Bemus Point, nearly seven miles, without once getting

off Ai muscallonge grounds. It is one continuous string

of weed beds all the way; and it is safe to say that the

Lakewood, on Chautauqua Lake, can be reached from
all quarters. The main line of the Erie reaches it from
New York, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburg and Chi-

cago. Buffalo is only a few hours' ride over one of the

branches of the Erie.

The Kent and Waldemere hotels give special rates to

anglers during the early part of the fishing season, and
again during the fall. We have stopped there many_ a

time, and always regretted leaving one of the most genial

and courteous hosts that is to be found by those seeking
pleasure and sport. J. Churchward.
Mbw York.

Another Cabin by the Lake.
On the shores of South Watuppa Lake, which lies a

short distance west of Fall River, Mass., are eighteen
camps, where from the middle of April until late fall

lovers of fishing, boating, sailing and baUiing congregate
and store up energy for their Avinter's work in the city.

The lake is about three and one-half miles long by half a
mile wide, and the shores are for the most part heavily

wooded. There is good white and yellow perch, pickerel

and black bass fishing. The bass are gamy and afford

one a great deal of sport.

Commodore Wm. Walker is the most popular man on
the lake, and his camp has the finest location. From the
veranda on the second story of his shanty (as he calls it)

one gets a sweep of the whole lake to the north. On the

hill top is seen Fall River, with its church spires and
factory chimneys; across on the opposite shore stands an
old weather-beaten farmhouse, and in the cleared space
the cows are seen, giving one a feeling of company and at

the same time one has sense of security from intrusion.

In the heat of the day to lie in a hammock at the water's
edge with a pipe and a book makes one feel that life is

worth living after all. It is strange the men one finds

here—ardent fishermen and sincere loA^ers of nature, who
know by name all the birds, can call by name every rope

Among these clumps of weeds are the best spots for
muscallonge. In our map we have marked the fishing
grounds thus: Muscallonge ; Bass x x x.

Chautauqua is an exceptionally good bass water as well
as muscallonge. Owing to the shallowness of the water
and length of the weeds on the bottom the lightest of

rigs ai"e necessary; also short lines. We use for trolling

this water Skinner's No. 4^ and No. 6 spoons, with a

No. 8 occasionally on dark, dull days, but, as a rule, small
spoons double discount the large ones. In the issue of
Forest and Stream of Aug. 11, 1900, we gave cuts and
details of how to mount spoons for Chautauqua.
For bass fishing we either use live bait or troll with

the Delaware-belle.

We always make Lakewood our headquarters when
fishing Lake Chautauqua.
With these notes in front of us and the map we will

now start and make a tour of the best fishing grounds
in the lower end of the lake, commencing at the Kent
House dock. Almost alongside of this dock a drain
runs into the lake. Around the mouth of this drain is

a very favorite spot for bass. Bass fishing continues good
all along the shore up to the entrance of Sherman's Bay.
Directly you move out a little distance from this shore
you are on good muscallonge ground.
From the Waldemere Point a large reef or rather

series of reefs run up into Ashville Bay in the direction

of Maple or Ashville Point, sometimes called one name,
sometimes called the other. All around and over this

reef is the very best of bass fishing; there is no better

in the lake. Guides say this reef is 1,000 feet long, but
after going over it hundreds of times we should say it

is nearer 2,000 feet. The end can always be located by
a set buoy there. On the inside of this reef the ground
is bouldery and weedy, and is good bass ground. Mus-
callonge also work up into it. We have taken many a
little fellow of 6 and 8 pounds out of the deepest holes
here;

Around the point of the reef is a very favorite spot for
muscallonge. We never like to leave it without getting
one or two, and generally succeed if we stick to the
spot any length of time. Many a fine fellow of 25 and
30 pounds has been taken from the point of the reef
From the point of the reef to Maple or Ashville Point, a

distance of a mile and a half, is first-class muscallonge
water. It is a very weedy piece of ground, and by about
August the' weeds grow to such an extent that
there are merely channels between them, but they swarm
Witll rniiscallonge. Jhis is the ^ivfic for 4^ spognp, and,

angler will not pass a single clump of weeds that does
not contain one or more of these fresh water tigers, wait-
ing to rush out on some unsuspecting prey, or to try
conclusions with some ambitious angler.
We will now crop the lake at Bemus Point and take

the eastern shore home. We first strike Arnold's Bay.
The shores are gravelly, and for about 100 yards out
are good bass grounds; then weeds are struck, and also
muscallonge. From Arnold's Bay we run along close
to shore over Ai bass grounds until we get down to
Eellevue Bay. From the northeast corner of this bay
a reef runs out about 3 to 500 feet. It is a fine piece of
bass grounds. Skirting the mouth of Bellevue Bay the
muscaUonge grounds commence again. Last season
one seldom went over this stretch without getting one,
but, as a rule, they , run small in this part of the lake,
averaging from 3 to 10 pounds.
From Bellevue Bay all the way down to Greenhurst

the muscallonge fishing is good. About one-half mile
out into the lake from Griffith's dock, in a direct line for
the Waldemere P^oint, are three or four large, thick
clumps of weeds. Troll around these weeds carefully
three or four times, then shorten your lines a little and
dash over them as fast as the guide can row. There are
usually some old bouncers of 35 and 40 pounds in these
weeds, and they have got a knack of rushing for the
spoon directly it strikes a weed, when you are dashing
over the bed. If one of our readers should ever have
this experience he will find his fun commences when a
40-pounder strikes his spoon in the weeds. He will have
a regular circus. The old fellow will dive down and run
in and through the weeds in all directions. You can't
hold him; you have to give him line, and all the time
he is gathering up more weeds. We have seen our line
apparently tied tight to the bottom under the weed bed
and the fish jumping like mad 100 feet out. The trick
is to get that fish; but you must first get rid of the weeds,
which is no easy matter. On very bright days we always
cork up our lines; that is, we spHt a beer bottle cork
and put it on the line 15 or 30 feet from the spoon. We
can then let out another 20 feet without dragging the
weeds. There are some good muscallonge grounds be-
low the Kent House, but we have never had the time to
thoroughly explore them in such a manner that we can
intelligently describe them. We think on the whole that
the tipper part of the lake, from Bemus and Long Point
to Mayville, is generally better bass ground than the
lower end. The shores on both side.? are g'enerally rocky
an4 gravelly,

on a sailing craft, and if they can find a listener will spin
endless fishing yarns and tales of adventure—men who
at their calling in the city appear as though their one
thought in life was their business.

In the spring of the year wildfowl rest here on their
way northward, and later iti the season the gulls come
occasionally from the bay for a taste of fresh water. To
don a suit of old clothes, hoist the sail and pass a pleasant
day at some camp down the lake is a pleasure which is

enjoyed each year by an increasing number. However hot
m the city, it is always cool here, and soothed by the
gentle lapping of the water, you are sure to get a refresh-
ing night's rest. But the lake has also its stern side, and
in a storm can raise a sea which requires skillful sailing
on the part of those unfortunate enough to be caught out.
The waters of the lake have often reminded me of the
emotions of mankind; sometimes it is smooth and pleas-
ant, and one starts out with a sense of good times to
come, when a change in the wind and other signs show
that a storm is brewing; soon the waters begin to toss;
they are getting angry and are looking for some victim
upon whom to wreak their spite. A run is made for^the
nearest shelter, and from this vantage ground we see the
lake work itself up into a pitch of great fury. The waters
hiss and bubble and great waves roll shoreward and break
impotently at our feet. The storm over, the waters gradu-
ally calm down, the sun shines again, the birds sing in
the woods, and we wonder that the smooth surface, dis-
turbed by only a few ripples caused by a pleasant southerly
breeze, can be the same waters that a short while since
were ready to deprive us of our property—yea, even life
if they were able. Weequash.
Fall River, Mass., May 24.

Flies for Pickerel.

PouGHKEEPSiE, N. Y., June i.—Editor Forest and
Stream : Your correspondent Muskadosa, of West Rox-
l3ury, asks whether pickerel can be taken with a fly, and
if so what flies are best.

I do not know whether they can bfe taken throughout
the entire season or not, but in the fore part of the sea-
son—say in the latter part of May or beginning of June—

I

have had them rise quite freely to a red or red and white
bass fly, and other anglers have told me that they have
had the same experience,

J. S. Van Cleef.

See in advertising columns list of contents of Woodcraft
}h§mv,^ Sows rescjipg there. , ' ' -^"^ail:
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Blooming Grove Park Trespass Case*

From the New York Times.

Port Jervis^ N. Y., June 3.—The special charter under
which the Blooming Grove Park Association has existed

in Pike county for a number of years was declared in a

measure unconstitutional by Judge Purdey at the opening
of the regular June term of Pike County Court at Mil-

ford, Pa., this afternoon. The organization is composed
largely of New Yorkers, and when it was formed David
Dudley Field, one of the members, drafted a charter,

which created for the Association a court of original juris-

diction, whereby persons hunting, fishing or otherwise
trespassing on the lands could be treated without a jury
before a justice of the Association and corrected and
punished.

Since the charter was granted by the PennsyUania
Legislature the residents of Pike county beljeved it was
unconstitutional, but no one who suffered under it felt

disposed to fight the Association until last fall. At that

time Charles Hazen, of Lacka waxen, and other sportsmen
were hunting deer. Hazen shot a buck, and it ran on the
big preserve of the Association and died. The hunters
pursued, but an employee of the Association discovered
the hunters' dogs, and later found the men themselves,
who had hidden in the brush. Hazen was arrested and
arraigned before Judge Shannon, who imposed a fine of

$50. He refused to pay the fine, was taken to Milford
Jail, but was later released on a writ of habeas corpus
and instituted proceedings against the constitutionality of
the charter of the Association.
The case was tried in the April term, but Judge Purdey

reserved his decision until to-day. The Court holds that
any act, general or special, under which a court is author-
ized to impose fines, and which deprives the defendant of a
jury trial, is unconstitutional, and he therefore ordered
the release of the prisoner. The decision has created a
feeling of rejoicing among the Pike county sportsmen.

—^—
Dogf Chttrning:*

On Saturday the Carnarvon county magistrates gave
their decision in the case of alleged cruelty to dogs, in

which Owen Jones was summoned by the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals for using a
sheep dog for the purpose of churning milk. The court
was crowded, for the public manifested considerable in-

terest in the matter, as the practice is pretty general in

North Wales, especially among .small farmers.
Mr. J. Menzies, who presided, said that the magistrates

found considerable difficulty in adjudicating upon the
case, inasmuch as they had no precedent to guide them,
and because there was such a conflict of evidence at the
time of hearing. However, they went to see the dog at

work. The dog was young and in good physical condi-
tion, but it had not been long in training. The churning
was done by means of a light wooden table about gl4
feet in diameter, placed^ at an angle of 45 degrees from
the horizon, and revolving on a pivot. At the bidding of
his master the dog willingly went on the table and worked
with apparent ease, but in three minutes after the magis-
trates left he ran away. On being brought back he was
chained to the structure, and from this time forward he
showed signs of fatigue. His breath became shorter, his
tongue protruded, and his legs seemed to get stiff and
tired, and he got lower dow'n on the table, thus dragging
backward and requiring greater exertion to work the
machine. The bench were of the opinion that ten minutes
after the dog had been chained the cruelty began, but it

was not excessive, and when the dog was again unchained
he seemed to revive", and climbed up to a higher level,

where he remained working easily for ten minutes ' more
until the milk had been churned. They did not believe
the .defendant had any intention of being cruel to the dog,
but if he continued to churn milk in the same way he
could only be allowed to do so provided the dog was in
good physical condition, and that he was not chained.
Churning obviously was not to. the dog's instinct, but
that of itself did not constitute cruelty. In place of the
chain the defendant might get a guard for the machine,
which could be obtained at a trifling cost, and would
render the chaining unnecessary, and leave the dog free
to v/ork at a higher level. In theij opinion the ends of
justice woitld be attained by dismissing the summons
and cautioning the defendant not to use the machine again
in a similar manner—namely, that the dog would not be
chained.—London Field.

Points and Flashes.

The veteran dog trainer, Mr. R. B. Morgan, who is now
residing at Pryor Creek, I. T., had a serious misfortune
recently, his kennels being entirely destroyed by fire. But
Mr. Morgan belongs to the indomitable school. In writ-
ing us concerning the calamity—one which would dis-
hearten most men—he says : "The ground is there yet. I
will commence building in the morning (May 27). You
know one of the old guard would not let a little thing like
the burning up of his kennels stop him. Dan, ray son, be-
ing close by at the time, got all the dogs out safely. I
am very much pleased to think it is no worse, for I 'have
five dogs in my kennel—setters. I do not think any ken-
nel can produce five better ones. I am speaking of dogs
which have no public record."

Mr. H. H. Cooper, secretary of the W. C. K. C, of
Wmnipeg, Canada, writes us that "The Western Canada
Kennel Club field trials will be held this season at Lasalle,
Manitoba, Oct. 2 and 3.' These trials are strictly ama-
teur, and are open to members of the W. C. K. C. only."

Mr. R. B. Morgan, of Pryor Creek, Indian Territory, while
recognizmg the naturalness and propriety of the universal wish to
make good bargains, has this to say about "some dog buyers^
"I Venture to say there is not a reputable kennel owner in the
country to-day who does not spend more cash on the care and
education of his really eood dogs than most would-be buyers would
think of paying for a dog thoroughly trained. A great part of this
expenditure on the owner's part is made before he has really
begun the dog's education. Speaking from my own experience, I
am very glad to say that the Forest akd Stebam inquirers are
not looking for a cheap class of dogs, but are willing to pay the
price, proY»dcd th«y get # goo4 one,M ^

FOREST AND STREAM.

—®

—

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest ahd Stubav should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Yachting Fixtwres,

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the future.

JUNE.

5. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
8. Winthrop, special handicap race, Winthrop, Mass.
8. Canarsie, pennant championship, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
8. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
8. Manhasset, annual, Port Washington, l.ong Island Sound.
8. Brooklyn, open, Gravesend Bay.
8. South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.

12. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
15. South Boston, club cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
15. Beverly, club. Monument Beach,
15. New York C. C, annual, Gravesend Bay.
15. Larchmont, spring regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Soimd.
15. Seawanhaka Corinthian, first race. Center Island «up, Oyster

Bay. Long Island Sound.
15. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
15. Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass,
15. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
15-17. New York, 90-footers, Newport.
15-17. Boston, cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
16. South Boston, cruise, City Point, Boston Harbor.
17. Beverly, open sweepstake, Monument Beach.
17. Duxbury, club race, Duxbury, Mass.
17. Hull-Massachusetts, classes over 18ft^ Hull, Boston Harbor.
17. Dorchester, classes 18ft. and under, Dorchester, Boston Harbor.
17. Corinthian, first club championship, Marblehead, Mass-
17. East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Mass.
17. Brooklyn, annual regatta, Gravesend Bay.
17. Pavonia, annual, Bayonne, New York Bay.
17. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
18. Atlantic, annual, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
19. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Ma:
20. New York, annual, New York Bay.
20. Duxbury, ladies' day, DuxbUry, Mass.
22. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
22. Marine and Field, open, Gravesend Bay.
22. Hull-Massachusetts, club. Hull, Mass.
22. Manhasset Bay, third series race for Jacob cup, Port Washing-

ington. Long Island Sound.
22. New Rochelle, annual. New Rochelle Long Island Sound.
22. Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
22. Winthrop, special handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
22. Seawanhaka Corinthian, second race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
25. American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.

'

25. New York, Glen Cove cups. Long Island Sound.
26. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass,
27. Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Conn.
27-28. Seawanhaka Corinthian, special. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
29. Boston, City Point Boston Harbor.
22. Savin Hill, open, Boston Harbor.
29. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
29. Atlantic, annual. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
29. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
29. Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.

28. Seawanhaka Corinthian, annual race for Leland challenge cup
for raceabouts, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.

The tuning up of Constitution was continued at New-
port during the clear days of last week. Her sails are im-

proving daily and her crew is getting into better shape,

but until everything is working to Mr. Duncan's entire

satisfaction no attempt will be made to drive her. On last

Wednesday Constitution was taken outside the harbor,

where there was considerable sea on, but she moved along

with great ease, not seemingly disturbed by the waves.

She seems to be almost perfectly balanced, for while un-

der sail the wheel can be left for several moments at a

time, and she moves along without coming up or keeping

of¥ her course in the least. Mr. Duncan was called away
on Thursday, and during his absence the boat was taken to

Bristol, where slight changes were made in her rigging.

Her compass has been placed in position, but will be of

little value, as the steel spars make it almost impossible

to adjust a compass so it will be perfectly, accurate.

In the case of Columbia when sailing by compass it was
necessary to place the instrument on' the cabin floor at the

foot of the companionway and keep a man stationed there

to inform the helmsman as to his course. The steel spars

are fast taking shape in the shop at Bristol. New hol-

low, wooden club topsail spars have arrived, and they will

replace the old ones, that were considered too light.

Columbia has been lying at her mooring off the break-

water at Glen Cove. Mr. Morgan had her out several

days last week, and as the wind was from the eastward

most of the time, she would beat up to a point nearly off

Stamford, then stand back toward Glen Cove, giving her

crew plenty of practice with the light sails, which they

handled in excellent shape. She is in splendid condition

and looks more fit than she did two years ago. Columbia
was taken into the Erie Basin dry dock on Monday. She
will remain there for several days having her underbody
cleaned.

The first race between Constitution and Columbia will

take place off Newport on June 15, and they meet again

on June 22 off Larchmont. The race is for a cup valued

at $500, offered by the Larchmont Y. C.

Shamkock II. was docked at Southampton on last Satur-

day for the purpose of giving her a general overhauling

before she receives her new mast and other gear. The
salvers who have been engaged in recovering the spars

and rigging which were lost when the challenger was
dismasted have found that the topmast was not broken
and that most of the rigging is intact. The condition of

the mast shows that it only yielded to the strain put upon
it by the heel of the topmast after the bowsprit had given
away. The opinion abroad seetns to be that Shamrock Ir

is ten minutes faster over a thirty-mile course than she

was two years ago, and up to the time of the accident to

Shamrock II. her performances against the older boat
were as satisfactory as could be expected, considering
she was an untried vessel. It has been stated that Sham-
rock I. will be seen in American waters this season, act-

ing as a trial horse for Shamrock II.

Independence was given her first trial under sail on
Monday. She was towed out to Boston Light, where the

towline was cast off shortly after i o'clock and she stood

o«t into Massachusetts Bay under her lower sails. The
wind was blowing from the east and there was a long
rolling sea on. Independence heeled down quickly, but
soon found her bearings and moved rapidly, using her
pverhangs to an appreciably extent, Her full tx>w ^id not
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seem to retard her progress in the least in the seaway, and
her wake was also very clean. Her head sails set per-
fectly, and the mainsail had but few wrinkles, which will

draw out as soon as the sail is stretched. She seemed to

steer easily v.'ith the balance rudder and minded her helm
with readiness. All interested in the boat were more than
satisfied in every particular. After some slight changes
have been made in her rigging she will again have an-
other trial during the latter part of the week.

Our Boston Letter.
BosTOiV, June i.—It was expected that Independence

would have gone out on her trial trip this morning, but a

drizzling rain effectually prevented it. Everything was
made ready and guests had been invited. Although she
would have probably gone out if the weather had not been
stormy, there is still considerable to do on her in the way
of fitting out. Capt. Haff was rather pleased than any-
thing else that she did not go out, for there are some
things which he desired to have finished before sail should
be put on her.

From all indications Independence will go out on her
trial trip Monday morning. Throughout the day the
workmen were busy on the fittings above and below
decks. The eye bolts for the boom crutch were put in

and mousings were put on the inainsheet bridles to pre-
vent the blocks from going too far forward. The main-
sheet has not been reeved through the blocks, and probably
will not be until just before she goes out on Monday.
The mainsail has not been bent, and will not be until

she is ready to go out. The mainsheet will be taken off

every night when she comes in from sailing. This 'is to

keep it dry- as much as possible, and also to get it off the
deck, where it would take up too much room when
coiled up.

Independence was toWed from the Atlantic Works to
Pier I of the New England docks last week, and the re-

mainder of the work of fitting out will be carried on at

this place. Although she will be provided with a tender
for the crew, provisions are being made on board, not
only for the officers and men, but also for Mr, Lawson and
his guests. She is partitioned off below decks as if for
cruising, but the woodwork is very light, and all of the
panels are cloth.

The space at the extreme after part is given up to a

stateroom. Forward of this, on the starboard side, is a
guests's stateroom, and on the port side is the quarter-
master's storeroom. Forward of these, on the starboard
side, is Mr. Lawson's stateroom, with toilet connecting,
and on the port side a guest's stateroom. Next comes
the main cabin, with berths and lockers. This space will

be ^sed for a sail room when racing. Just off the main
cabin, on the port side, is a locker for oil clothes. For-
ward of the main cabin is the captain's room, on the
starboard, side, and a guest's stateroom on the port side.

Between these is a passage leading to the galley and
officers' mess room. Forward of this is the sleeping
space and messroom for the crew, provided with swinging
pipe berths.

On Friday the big hollow wooden boom was swung into
place. It looks very large and appears to take up much
of the beam of the boat. It is supported by trusses with
wooden struts, the same as Constitution. The \'i^ire guys
are made fast at the outer end and are set up forward
by turnbuckles. The fitting which takes the place of

the jaws of the gaff is made of white metal. Suspended
from it is a shackle upon which it is intended to secure
the throat of the mainsail. Adrian Wilson, of the firm of
Wilson & Silsby, is not in favor of this fastening, and
claims that it will prevent the sail from setting properly.

John B. Killeen.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES,
The Greenport Basin and Construction Company has

had a busy seaspn with the fitting out of a large number
of older boats and the building of a number of new ones.

The yawl Vigilant,: -owned by Mr. Perry Chubb, is now
receiving finishing touches to her hull and rigging and
will soon be in commission. The steam yachts Freelance,
owned by Mr. F. A. Schermerhorn ; Altair, Mr. E. D.
Trowbridge

; Magnet, Mr. Latham A. Fish
;
Nirvana, Mr.

William T. Sands, and Willada, Mr. WilHam Hester, have
been overhauled and have left the yard. The cutter
Isolde, Mr. F. M. Hoyt, went into commission last week
and sailed for Stamford. Senta, Mr. J. H. Hinckle, which
recently arrived from Southampton after a rough trip

of sixty-five days, has been entirely rerigged and refitted.

Mr. Henry S. Redmond's cutter Syce has been put in

shape and is ready for sale or charter. Mr. Redmond's
yawl Ailsa, that will race against Vigilant, arrived at

this yard from Falmouth, England, on May 31. The
cutter Eelin, purchased by Mr. Philip T. Dodge, left

England at the same time as Ailsa. She has not been
reported, but is expected any day. The English-built
Taurus, owned by Mr. J. H. Hanan, arrived at this yard
last week, thirty-two days out from Marseilles, France,
and is now being overhauled. The schooner Katrina, Mr.
James B. Ford, was put overboard a few days ago, and is

having her rigging renewed. The 36-footer Grayling, built

for Mr. Robert Toland, of Philadelphia, has been taken
by her owner to her home port. The 30-footer Marion,
built at this yard for Mr. F. M. Smith, has been hauled
out and is to be given a last overhauling before the racing
begins.

^
Mr. Cyrus P. Judson has sold his steam yacht Nushka

to Mr. J. H. Hoadley, of New York city.

4^

The twin screw steam yacht Irene, built for Mr. Leonard
Lewisohn, was successfully launched from the yard of her

builders, the Gas Engine & Power Co. and Charles L.

Seabury Co., at Morris Heights, at 8:30 on June i. The
boat was named by Miss Irene Lewisohn. Her dimensions
are as follows : iSSft- over all, 130 ft. on the waterline.

i8ft. beam and 8ft. draft. She is a flush deck vessel of

steel construction, with mahogany deck houses. The
forward deck house will be used as the dining saloom, and
the after deck house will be used as a rnusic and drawing
room. Belov/ decks, starting at the bow, is the chain

locker followed by the bo-^tswain's store room, crew's

toilet room and fon^.^astle fitted with lockers and pipe

berths. Aft the forecastle are staterooms for ^he
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officers. Next aft comes the galley, which extends the
full width of the vessel, which is fitted with a large range,
sink with hot and cold water, dressers, dish lockers, etc.

Next aft comes the engine and boiler space. Following
the engine space aft is the owner's bath and toilet room.
The owner's and guests' staterooms are large and are
fitted with every convenience. The main saloon is very
roomy and is reached from the after deck house by a
stairway. Triple expansion engines and Seabury water-
tube boilers furnish the motive power. Her builders
guarantee a speed of eighteen miles an hour. The j^acht

will be lighted by electricity and will carry a naphtha
launch and three other boats.

^
The new steam yacht Hope, which was launched re-

cently from the yard of the Gas Engine & Power Co. and
Charles L. Seabury & Co., for Mr. Guy Norman, has had
her trial trip. The contract called for a five-hour trial,

and she was to make twelve miles an hour consecutively.
She made sixty-one knots in the five hours under natural
draft.

^
Mr. Joseph M. Doggett, of the Larchmont Y. C. has

bought the sloop Ludeah from Mr. J. Montgomery Sears,
through the Gas Engine & Power Co. Ludeah will be
raced against Mira and Hebe. She was too large for Mr.
Sears' use at Bar Harbor, and he is having the Gas En-
gine & Power Co. build for him a knockabout that is to

conform to the Bar Harbor Y. R. A. rules. The new
boat is planked and is nearing completion.

^ ^ ^
The new 4.t;ft. steam launch General Mitchell, built by

the Gas Engine & Power Co. and Seabury & Co. for

the use of Gen. John R. Brooke, at Governor's Island, has
had her official trial in the lower bay and has .been ac-
cepted. The guaranteed speed \Vas eleven miles an hour.

4^

The auxiliary yacht building at Morris Heights from
designs made by the Gas Engine & Power Co. is owned
by Mr. R. W. Gumming, of Newark, N. J. She is 76ft.

long over all, 52ft. on the waterline. T7ft. beam and will

draw 7ft. 6in. Mr. Colgate Hoyt has purchased a 40ft.

cabin naphtha launch from the Gas Engine & Power Co.

The English-built steam yacht Sagitta. which has been
chartered by Mr. Joseph DcLamar. arrived . from
Southampton at New York on May 2f. She is 563 tons
Thames measurement, and can steam thirteen knots. She
left Southampton on Maj^ 10, and St. Michaels, where she
stopped for coal, on May 18.

•? «
The auxiliary schooner Diana has been purchased bj

Mr. F. C. Penfield, N. Y. Y. C.

Jfo

Invader, the Canada cup challenger, was launched ai

Oakville, Canada, on May 27. The boat is 27ft. 6in. o;

the waterline, 9ft. Sin. beam and draws 6ft. She carric

1,485 sq. ft. of sail.

*S it

The Milwaukee yacht Orion, built to defend the Canada
cup, was launched on June i. She is 43ft. over all, 27ft.

on the waterline, 9ft. 6in. beam and 6ft. 6in. draft. The
mainsail contains 967 sq. ft., staysail 240 sq. ft.

J? ^ 1^

The steam yacht Nymph, recently purchased by Mr. F.

S. Brown, of Philadelphia, ran on the Point Abino Rocks
near Buffalo and is a complete loss. The boat struck the

rocks during a dense fog. She was looft. over all and was
valued at $10,000.

The schooner yacht Endymion, built for the late George
Lord Day. has been sold to Mr. George J. Lauder, of

Pittsburg, Pa. Mr. Lauder will sail on June 22 in her for

Scotland.
\ I? >t *^

Mr. Edward Kelly's 51-footer Huguenot, recently built

by Harry Huntington, is now hauled out at the Jacob
yard at City Island having her fin fi.xed in place. She
will race in the Larchmont regatta on June 15 for the

first time.
*S •?

Mr. C. C. Iselin has chartered the English steam yacht
Christabel for the America Cup races.

at

The steam yacht Rival has been sold by Mr. F. J. Root
through the agency of Mr. A. J. Mcintosh to Mr. TTurner
A. Beall, of New York.

The steam yacht Akela has been sold by Mr. W. H.
Ames, of Boston, to Mr. Winslow S. Pierce, of New York.

a? It

The English steam yacht Sybarita. owned by Whitaker
Wright and chartered by George J. Gould, arrived at

New York on June 3.

Winthrop Y. C mi |
Saturday, June i.

The second race of the Winthrop Y. C. was sailed on
Saturday aftr^rnoon. June i. in a puffy breeze from the
northwest. In the first class LTdeal carried away her mast
and the race was won by the Hanley cat, Thordis. Priva-
teer again had an easy time of it in the 21-footers. In the
18-footers Delia won handily. The following is the sum-
mar)' :

25ft. Class—Start, 4:00.

Finish.
Thordis. W. Foster 5 10 40
Alert, B. Ridgeway 5 21 24

21ft. Class—Stait, 4:05.
Privateer, J. McConnell 5 18 10
Ruth, A. S. Richards : 5 03

18ft. Class—Start, 4:10.

Delia. C. H. Kelly .....4 57 21
Hector, A. W. Hubbard 5 00 25
Louise, W. D. Allen 5 0100
Thelma, E. K. Tewksbury 5 02 07
Martha, W- JenMns,,,,,.. ...5.06 07

John B. Kilmsi^,

Small Yacht Construction and
Rigging.

BY LINTON HOPE.

Chapter III.—Laying Off, Making the Moulds and Setticg

> Up the Frame (Continued).

It is easier to fit the rudder trunk, or case, now than after the
boat is planked, as would be the case with larger craft, and this is

made like a box, with two lin. maiiogany or Kaurie pine planks on
each side of the sternpost, with a l%in. centerpiece on tlie after
side. The latter is rabbeted into the two sides, and' all three are
rabbeted into the counter frame.

All the joints, like the scarphs of the stem and sternpost, etc.,

must be well fitted and painted with thick red and white lead
before bolting together.
Both boats' keels and frames are now ready to set up, but they

will be treated in different ways, as the centerboarder will be built
bottom up, and the keel boat keel downward.
Starting with the centerboarder, draw a central chalk line on the

floor and mark all the sections out, then set up the midship
section exactly square with the central line, so that the keel will be
about 2ft. above it, using the plumb line to make sure the center
line of the mould is vertical and right over the line on the floor.

Fix the mould in -place with a center post, which should be fixed
to the mould so that one edge is on the center line. This post
must be nailed to a cleat on the floor and well stayed fore and aft

to keep it in a vertical position. Two side posts will be necessary
to keep the mould level.

Fig 9.

The exact distance apart from center to center of the moulds
ihould now be checked along the center floor line, and the height
if the L.VV.L. on the midship mould noted, as all the other moulds
nust be leveled to this height above the floor. They will all be
iet up in the foregoing manner, and well stayed fore and aft, so that
they are all square with the center floor line, and their vertical
center lines plumb and L.W.L.'s level. This is a long and tedious
business, but on its accuracy all the rest of the work depends, so
do not spare a little extra care and time over it, and fix them
so that they will not move when you come to work on them.

[ would advise working to the fore edge of the moulds forward
of and including the midship section, and to the after edge of
the others—that is to say, place the forward moulds so that the
mark for their places on the central floor line comes just on the
fore side of each, and on the after side of the after moulds. The
object of this is to avoid beyels on the edges of the moulds, which
would be required if the center of each were taken instead of the
edge, as shown by the sketch.

The moulds for the keel boat will not be set up first, but after
the keel and frame are set up in place on the stocks, and fixed by
shores and stays from the roof and walls. The stocks are best
made from a 3in. by 9in. deal on edge, firmly fixed to the floor
at exactly the same angle as the keel.
When the frame is fixed, a clear center line must be marked

along keel, stem, sternpost and counter frame, and the stations for
the moulds marked on it in the same manner as on the floor line in
the case of the centerboard boat. The moulds can now be set up
as before, except that they are now right way up and stayed from
the roof, or if that is too high a fore and aft Sin. by Sin. deal
nu'st be fixed from stem to stern, and well secured to the roof and
walls, and the moulds stayed from that.
WHien the moulds are all fixed square and plumb in their proper

pl::ces, and the sheer batten on, the next job is to cut the rabbet.

Chapter IV.—Cutting the Rabbet and Fairing the Moulds.

It is a common, practice for professional builders to cut most of
the rabbet of centerboard boats before the keel and stem are set up
in place, as it is much easier to get at the work when they are in
separate pieces, which can be easily moved into the most con-
venient positions for working.
This method, however, requires considerable knowledge of the

trade before it can safely be attempted; and, though entailing more
work, it is consequently much safer for the amateur t® cut the
rabbet after the whole frame is set up and properly fixed in its
place, as in this case he can easily see the exact angles required at
each section of the rabbet. '

Before starting on the rabbet, a gauge must be, cut out of a
small piece of hardwood, about 2in. long, lin. wide and %in.
thick. One edge, A-B, must be carefully planed up, and one
end correctly squared to it, and marked off to the exact thickness
of the planking—B-C.

6-C

Fig. 13.

The use of this gauge is t'o ascertain the proper depth to cut
the rabbet at any part, and also to see if the inner angle is correct,
the side A-B being placed on tlte flat of the rabbet, thus;

B, C—Thickness of plank.

Fig. 131/2.

and the square end, B-C, showing the proper depth and angle.
This gauge should be kept in a convenient pocket, so as to try

the rabbet continually while it is being cut. In addition to this
gauge, a strip of American elm ViVa. by %in. in section, and
3 or 4ft. long, should be used to bend around each mould to
show the angle of the back of the rabbet, with the side of the keel
or stem, which must be a continuation of the curve of the mould.
Having prepared the gauge and the batten, set off the rabbet

line on the keel and stem at each mould, taking the proper posi-
tion of the lower edge of the rabbet, X from the sheer and half
breadth plans at each station. This varies very much in the two
types of boats now under consideration; as in the centerboarder,
No. 1, the rabbet is underneath the keel, while in the keel boat,
No. 2, it is on the side.

The only safe way to get it correct is to make a careful sectional
drawing of the keel or stem at each station, and niark the rabbet
line X on the keel and stem at those points as already stated,

rj/\n £7^ AfiM///>f jy/mr c^fr//^-

Fig. 10.

Check the squaring of the moulds by measuring from the center
of the stem to the outside of the first mould at the sheer level on
each side, and see they are the same; then do this between each
pair of moulds till all are exact.
The moulds are now ready for the keel to be bent over them and

screwed to each, when it is seen to be correct and fair to the
curve of the drawing, and the stem and transom must then be
stayed in a similar manner to the moulds, squaring and plumbing
from the central floor line as before, and a line should be stretched
through all the moulds at the L.W.L., and carefully leveled. A
sheer batten should be nailed round the moulds at the deck level
to fair them and hold them all in place while the rabbet is cut.

drawing a fair line through the spots, and cutting a few inches of
the rabbet at each of these places, taking care to follow the curve'
of the mould, and not to cut quite to the full depth; the accom-
panying sketch will show how- this is done at the moulds 1 and 2.
When a section of the rabbet is cut at each of the moulds, take a

stiff batten about 12ft. long and tack it over the moulds, so that
the fore end just touches the rabbet line on the stem at the deck
level under the sheer batten; now cut a bit of the rabbet in the
same way as before, letting the end of the batten into the stem to
the depth of the rabbet, a-s shown by the rabbet gauge.
Repeat this about every 6in. down the stem and fore end

of the keel till the first mould is reached, taking care that the
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batten Hes flat on the moulds and fits the rabbet, bending the
batten over the moulds in various positions, so as to get the cor-

rect angle for the rabbet at all points from the stem-head to the
first mould.
When these sections have been correctly cut at each mould,

Fig. 14.

including the transom of the centerboard boat, and the sternpost
and counter frame of the keel boat, the intermediate portions of

he rabbet may be cut and faired up from section to section with
the chisel and rabbet plane, testing every part with gauge and
batten, and also laying the batten flat along the rabbet, to see that
there are no lumps or hollows in it.

Haflem Y, C. Annwal Reg"atta*

CITY ISLAND—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Thursday, May 30.

The Harlem Y. C. held its nineteenth annual regatta

on Thursday, May 30, in a light N.E. breeze. Thirty
yachts started. The 51, 43 and 36ft. classes were sent

away at i :20 o'clock, and although the wind was light the
tide was in the boats' favor. Aquila crossed ahead in

the weather berth, but Mira soon drew ahead of her ; with
the wind N.E. it was a beat to Matinicock Point, the
first mark, a reach to Delancy Point, and a run home, un-
til the wind hauled and made it another beat. Memory
appeared for the first time in a yawl rig.' Snapper got
away fourth in her class, but soon took the lead, and after

passing the first mark she was beyond any danger of
being overtaken by any boat in her class, barring accidents.
The SI, 43 and 36ft. classes sailed over an eighteen-mile
triangle ; the 30 and 25ft. classes had a thirteen-mile
course, while the 2i and i8ft. boats sailed over a nine-mile
course. The times were

:

Sloops and Yawls—51ft. Class—Start, 1:20.

Finish. Elapsed.
Sunshine, W. Christie & Jones Withdrew.

Sloops and Yawls—43ft. Class.
Aquila, J. K. Getty et al Withdrew.
Mira, Charles Lane Poor . 5 34 45 4 14 45
Memory, W. N, Bavier Withdrew.
Coquette, M. Delaney Withdrew.
Ramona, C. H. Weeks, Jr Withdrew.

Cabin Catboats—25ft. Class—Start, 1:25.

Marguerite, T. J. Canavan Withdrew.
Emily, Tohn Wimm.er 6 02 00 4 37 00

Bessie l"., F. J. Muhlfeld Withdrew.
Golden Rod, W. A. Towner 5 54 35 4 29 35

Cabin Sloops and Yawls—^25ft. Class—Start, 1:30.

Nirvana, F. Robnison 4 38 10 3 08 10

Snapper, A. Bryan Alley 4 32 00 3 02 00

Romance, A. Johnson 4 55 45 3 25 45

Naiad, C. Christiansen Withdrew.
Coquette, F. C. & W. S. Sullivan 5 29 00 3 59 00

Roxane, Baxter & Steele 6 03 00 4 33 00

Gertrude, C. Angus ...Withdrew.
Fortvma, Brudi & Ulrich Withdrew.

Cabin Catboats—30ft. Class—Start, 1:35.

Dot, C. T. Pierce 4 16 30 2 41 30

Glory, J. Greenbaum Withdrew.

Cabin Sloops and Yawls—30ft. Class—Start, 1:40.

Alcrion, A. K. Alker 4 26 30 2 46 30

Eieco, J. Oppenheim Withdrew.
Elua, L. P. Bigelow 5 34 30 3 54 30

Petrel, O. C. Rigl 5 44 00 4 04 00

Vim, C. Brauneck 5 45 15 3 55 4o

Open Sloops and Catboats—21ft. Class—Start, 1:45.

Ox, Robert Bavier 5 12 25 3 27 25

Gazabo, H. V. Volte 5 13 00 3 28 00

Undine, A. M. Fecheimer Withdrew.
Ellide, M. R. Walsh 5J3 00 3 55 00

Dottie Deane, G. H. Lansing Withdrew.

The winners were: Mira, Golden Rod, Snapper, Dot,

Alerion and Ox.

"Williamsbttrgf ¥ C Ann«al Regfatta*

NORTH BEACH—FLUSHING BAY.

Thursday, May 30.

The. Williamsburg Y. ,C. held its thirtieth regatta on

Thursday, May 30, in a variable Wind over the club

course off North Beach, in Flushing Bay. At the start

the wind was light from the N.E., but later died out en-

tirely and came in from the S.E. The times were

:

Class A—Cabin Sloops Over 30ft.—Start, 12:10.

Finish. Elapsed.
Bertha K., Frederick Kaiser 2 58 00 2 48 00

Portia, John Fennell Withdrew.
Be! Ami", Daniel Noble Withdrew.

Class B—Cabin Sloops Under 30ft.—Start, 12:10.

White Rose, Paul Schmidt 3 47 10 2 07 10

Iris, Frank Leonard Withdrew.

Class E—Cabin Catboats—Start, 12:15.

Critic, E. V. Rosemond 3 20 05 3 05 05

Gloria, William Brown Withdrew.
Mabel, M. E. Haman Withdrew.
Virginia, George Stillman .Withdrew.

Cabin Catboats Under 24ft.—Start, 12:15.

Reckless, Lawrence W. Wright 3 17 00 2 58 00

Jessie, William H. Phillips Withdrew.
Florence, G. Stewart Card ;. Withdrew.

Open Catboats—Start, 12:20.

Echo, Charles M. Dillon .....3 20 00 3 00 00

gdjth M,, Frederipk E^iisley Withdraw,
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Sowth Boston Y. C
j

:

~ CITY POINT—BOSTON HARBOR.

Friday, May 31.

The opening race of the Y. R. A. racing season was
sailed on Friday in a light northeasterly breeze. The race

was given by the South Boston Y. C, and twenty-seven

yachts lined up at the start. There were several new
boats entered, but, strange to say, the prizes did not all

go to new boats in the classes in which they sailed. In

the 25ft. open class the starters were nearly all Cape cats.

Hustler had an easy time of it here, winning by over 9m.
In 'the restricted 25-footers, last year's champion Flirt,

designed by Crowninshield, started in to repeat her per-

formances of last year. In this class there were two new
boats—Calypso, designed and built by Hanley, and Cyrilla.

designed by Mills and built by Smith, of Quincy. Flirt, as

usual, was right at the line at gunfire, and was never
headed throughout the entire course. Early Dawn put up
a hot argument, but the keel boat was too much for her.

Calypso was just out of the shop, and was by no means in

racing condition. On the reach from Buoy 7 to the ball

mark off Moon Head she had trouble with her balloon

jib and lost considerable ground. John T. Cavanagh,
who sailed her, and her owner, A. W. Chesterton, were
satisfied with her work under the conditions, and think

that she will prove all right when she is thoroughly fitted

up and has been tuned.

The race of the restricted 21-footers marked another
success for Crowninshield. Opitsah III., designed by
him for Sumner H. Foster, took away the honors after a

hot fight with Harriet and the yawl Coquette. In the

open 21-footers Bud and Cleopatra started. Bud had
practically a walk over. In the i8-footers there was a hot
scrap between Dauntless and Lobster from the starting

line to the first mark, but after this Dauntless pulled into

first place and proceeded to stay there. There were five

starters in the 18ft. knockabout class. They went over
the starting line in a bunch, and there was a hot scrap
between Aspinquid, Oriana and Ayaya all over the course.
Oriana was first over the starting line, but Aspinquid
took the lead near the first mark and kept it. In the

15ft. class Vitesse, which was designed by C. D. Mower
four years ago, had an easy win from Dorothea and
Melodic, the latter a new boat designed by Fred Lawley.
The following is the summary

:

Open 25-Footers.
Elapsed.

Hustler, Whetmore & Robbins 2 37 51
Widgeon, A. J. Horton 2 47 42
Romance, Loring Sears 2 55 02
Theodora, Frank Burgess 2 59 06
feival, W. S. Nickerson 3 03 52

Restricted 25-Footers.
Flirt, Fabyan & McKee 2 18 00
Early Dawn, T. E. Doherty 2 20 24
Calypso, A. \V. Chesterton : 2 30 07
Cyrifia, W. D. Turner 2 38 28

Open 21-Footers.
Bud S. N. Small 2 38 38
Cleopatra, F. F. Crane 2 48 56

Restricted 21-Footers.
Opitsah III., Sumner H. Foster 2 34 52

Harriet, L. T. Harrington...., 2 36 07

Coquette, B. D. Amsden 2 36 3!)

Eaglet, W. Starling Burgess 2 39 02
Tarpon, S. N. Johnson 2 50 20

18-Footers.
Dauntless, Benner & Patten 1 57 35

Lobster, C. T. Hendrie 2 01 35

Hector, A. W. Hubbard 2 08 06

18ft. Knockabouts.
Aspinquid, W. A. Comey 2 08 21

Ayaya, W. P. Keyes 2 09 22

Oriana, Alfred Douglas 2 10 10

Bacchante, Humphrey & Lauriat 2 12 08

Disa, Geo. A. Brackett 2 16 42

15-Footers.
Vitesse, W. J. Coombs 1 22 45

Dorothea, A. W. Finley 1 26 41

Melodic, F. D. Lawley 1 28 32

In the afternoon there was a race for sailing tenders,

which proved the most interesting of the day. They were
split up into two classes, one open to all and the other for

the one-design boats of the Savin Hill Y. C. The sum-
mary of these races is as follows

:

Open Tenders.
Elapsed. Corrected.

J. Merrrill 1 07 56 1 07 56

H. Sticknev 1 07 32 1 07 14

W. Col son' 1 10 23 1 10 11

C. M. Dollbeare ..1 11 32 1 10 41

F. O. French 1 13 12 1 12 42

J. Trotman 1 10 45

C. Chance Withdrew.

Savin Hill One-Design Tenders.
A. T. Horton > 1 06 28

C. Leach 1 06 30

J. McBeath 1 07 10

A. Hawes 1 07 42

H. Skinner 1 07 52

A. Maguiness i ub

J. E. Robinson 1 09 34

C. Howland 10??^
E. Keeper -41^^^
J Turner HH2
J Wills 1 18 00

John B. Killeen.

Indian Harbor Y* G
GREENWICH^ CONN.—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Thursday, May 30.

The Indiati Harbor Y. C. sailed its first championship
race of the season on Thursday, May 30. The club went
formally into commission, and the race was started at

2:15 o'clock. The wind was light from tfie S. and E., but
quite steady. Two classes filled, Mr. F. B. Jones' Badger
winning in the raceabout class, while Mr. Alfred Peats'

Enpronzi won in the 43ft. class. The summary follows

:

Raceabouts—Start, 2:15.

Finish. Elapsed.
Badger, F. B. Tones 4 17 29 2 02 29

Rogue F. T. Bedford 4 19 42 2 04 42

Oonagh, S. C. Pirie 4 23 04 2 08 04

43ft. and Under.
Length. Finish. Elapsed.

Enpronzi, A. Peats 2 58 20 4 57 05 1 58 45

Sultan. C. S. Somerville 3 01 10 5 21 35 2 20 25

Sirene R. Outwater 2 47 50 5 26 51 2 39 01

Bonni4, C. IVIallory 2 47 50 5 43 45 2 55 55

Snindrift E. S. Griffin 2 56 40 Not timed.

Freya, G. J. Bradish... 2 53 40 5 36 35 2 42 55

The Regatta Committee is composed of F. B. Jones.

Charles F. Kirby, F. C, Henderson, Charles E. Siwmis

find K-iphard Outwater,
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Atlantic Y* C
SEA GATE—NEW YORK BAY.

Thursday, May 30.

The Atlantic Y. C. went into commission and held a

race for its members on Thursday, May 30. The race
was sailed in the afternoon over one of the triangular
courses on the lower bay in a fair southerly breeze. The
signal gun was fired at 3 :o5, arid Maraquita and Ondawa
stood down for the starting line. The latter boat in the
lead by over half a length with the wind abeam, they had a
run to the first mark to Fort Lafayette, a close hitch to

Craven Shoal, a beat to East Bank and a run home. The
boats sailed twice over this course, making a total dis-
tance of eleven miles. Just after the start Mariquita
overhauled Ondawa and finally drew ahead, which lead
she maintained until the finish, crossing the line i6s. in
the lead of Ondawa. Mariquita has to be remeasured on
account of some alterations that have been made on her, so
that the figures may be changed on corrected time. In the
other classes the boats crossed the starting line in the
following order. Akis,ta, We Win It, Song and Dance,
Pebble and Peanut. They had a run to the first mark, a
reach to the second and a close hitch home. The sum-
mary follows

:

Class K—4,'5 to 51ft.— .Start, 3:05.

. . „ „ „ Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Mariquita, H. B. Shaen 46.83 5 11 OS 2 06 08
Ondawa, H. J. Brabert 48.93 5 11 26 2 06 26

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft.—Start, 3:10.
Akista, George Hill 36.00 4 26 43 1 16 4.3

Yawls—Class M—30 to 36ft.—Start, 3:10.
We Win It, F. M. Randall 4 38 51 1 28 51

Sloops—Class P—21 to 25ft.—Start, 3:10.
Song and Dance, E. F. Ltickenbach.21.00 4 49 04 1 39 04

Sloops—Class R—Under 18ft.—Start, 3:15.-

Pebble, R. W. Speir 16.52 4 46 07 1 31 07
Peanut, Calvert Brewer 16.52 4 52 28 1 37 28

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. G
OYSTER BAY—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Thursday, May 30.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. went into commis-
sion and held its first race on Thursday,' May 30. The
boats sailed over the inside course and three classes were
filled, namely, the raceabouts, Seawanhaka knockabouts
and club catboats. The wind was from the N.E., so the
first leg was a beat to Plum Point, then a reach to a mark
in Cold Spring Harbor, and then a run back to Plum
Point. The boats sailed three times over this course. In
the raceabout class Mr. H. M. Crane started his new
boat, Merrywing, which was designed by his brother, Mr.
Clinton H. Crane, who also started in Raider, one of his
la.st year's productions, while Mr. Johnson De Forest
started in his last year's Scamp. Merrywing got the best
start, leading over the line, with Raider second and Scamp
third. In the second round Scamp got in the lead and
finished first, beating Merrywing by a small margin. The
summary follows

:

Raceabout Class—Start, 3:05.

c T 1 -r.
Finish. Elapsed.

Scamp, Johnson De Forest 6 35 05 3 30 05
Merrywing, H. M. Crane 6 35 23 3 30 23
Raider, C. IT. Crane Withdrew.
Scamp wins by ISs.

Knockabout Class—Start, 3:10.
Vagrant, W. G. Low, Jr., and T. B. Brown... 6 44 27 3 34 27

'

Wyntje, Colgate. Hoyt 6 53 12 3 43 12
Marcia, De Le R. Dresser and H. Jacquelin..6 54 37 3 44 37
Nakodo, J. T. Sherman Fouled buoy.

Seawanhaka Cats—Start, 3:15.
No. 1, J. R. Whitman 6 29 28 3 14 28
Nos. 2 and 3 did not finish.

Gravescnd Bay Y. R. A —Atlantic Y. C
SEA GATE—NEW YORK BAY.

Saturday, June i. *

The first of the Gravesend Bay Y. R. A. races was
sailed on Saturday, June i, under the auspices of the At-
lantic Y., C. There was a fresh S.E. breeze blowing at
the start that held true throughout the day. The larger
boats carried topsails, and their course was from the
starting line off the club house to the red can buoy No. 12,
and then to the Government buoy off Fort Hamilton to the
white spar buoy off the Brooklyn Y. C, thence to the
starting Ime. It was a reach to the first mark, where the
boats jibed and set spinakers for the run to the second
mark, and from there it was a beat home. The other
classes sailing a shorter course, had a run to Fort Hamil-
ton buoy, a beat to the Brooklvn mark and from there a
close hitch to the fini3h line, the summary follows :

o, ^, -^r
Finish. Elapsed.

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft.—Start, 3:10.
Akista, George Hill. 5 07 09 2 02 09
Titania. \\. H. Childs 5 16 45 2 11 45

Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft.—Start, 3:10.
Squaw, H. J. Heath ..4 37 u 1 27 34

Sloops—Class 1>—21 to 25ft.—Start, 3:10.
Song and Dance, E. F. Luckenbach 4 34 56 1 24 56

Sloops—Class O—18 to 21ft.—Start, 3:10
wraith, Calvin Tomkins 4 41 H 1 31 n
Wink, W. A. Barstow 4 47 42 1 37 42

Sloops—Class R—Under 18ft.—Start, 3:10. ,

Peanut, Calvin Brewer 4 54 23 1 44 23
Pebble, R. W. Speir 4 54 57 1 44 57

Catboats—Class T—21 to 25ft.—Start, 3:10.
Qui Vive, George Freeth 4 36 38 1 26 38

Catboats—Class V—18 to 21ft.—Start, 3:10.
Elsie, C. P. Rosemon ...4 55 11 1 45 11

The winners were: Akista, Squaw (sail over). Song
and Dance (sail over). Wraith, Peanut, Qui Vive (sail
over) and Elsie (.sail over).

Seawanhaka Cofinthian Y. C
OYSTER BAY—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, June
The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y, C. held races for the

Seawanhaka knockabouts and club catboats on Saturday
June I, the boats sailing over the inner course twice at
Oyster Bay. The times were

:

Seawanhaka Knockabouts— Start, 3:05.

Nakodo, C. W. Wetmore f^th ^2lVr'
Vagrant, Brown & Low 5 15 33 2 10 33
Marcic, Jacquelin & Dresser 5 53 40 2 28 40

Seawanhaka Catboats—Start, 3:10.
No. 3, H. W, Warner... .'..5 37 29 2 "J?

No. 4, Ralph Hill Thomas 5 37 28 ? ?7 9S
No. 1, A. ^. Whitman Withdrew,
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NO. 1 BOAT—PLAN—(Under Side of Keel). A A', Portions of the Rabbet Cut.

Fig. 15.
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Fig. 12.

Knicknefbockef Y. C Annttal Regatta*

COLLEGE POINT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, June i.

The Knickerbocker Y. C. held its annual regatta on
Saturday, June i. The course was around Gangway Buoy
near Sands Point, a distance of 14.5 miles. The wind was
E.N.E. at the start. The Manhasset one-design boats
finished at Gangway Buoy. This made it windward work
for the first half of the course, a run back to Throgg's
Neck, and as the wind veered to S.W. about 3 o'clock,

made it a close hitch up to the finish. The Newport
special thirties and the raceabouts made the prettiest rac-
ing. Hera and Esperanza fought it out among them-
selves. Hera got the best of the start and held her lead
to the finish. In the raceabout class there was some good
work between the Herreshoff boats, Rogue and Oonagh,
the Purdon boat. Snapper, and the Crownshield-designed
Badger. The latter was sailed by her owners, Mr. F. B.
Jones and Mr. W. R. Thorsen, with the assistance of Mr.
E. Burton Hart. This makes the third consecutive race
Badger has won. The times were :

Elapsed. Corrected.
Schooners—65ft. Class—Start, 12:05.

Miladi, S. H. Mason .- 4 4fl 04 4 40 04

Sloops—43ft. Class—Start, 12:10.
Mira, Charles Lane Poor 4 04 44 4 04 44
Paiute, Beam Brothers 4 34 32 4 34 32
White Wing, Hall & Davidson 5 12 09 5 12 09
Gurnard, L. H. Zocher 4 32 46 4 28 47
fJautilus, John J. McCue 4 57 39 4 50 45

Sloops—4.3ft. Class—Special—Start, 12:10.
Paiute, Beam Brothers 4 34 32 4 34 32
White Wing, Hall & Davidson 5 12 09 5 12 09
Gurnard, L. H. Zocher 4 32 46 4 28 47
Nautilus, John J. McCue 4 57 39 4 50 45
Eurybia, Charles Pryer 4 30 23 4 27 27

Yawls—36ft. Class—Start, 12:15.

Memory, W. N. Bavier 4 21 03 4 21 03

Special Newport 30-Footers—Start, 12:20.

Hera, R. N. Ellis 4 02 52 4 02 52
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 4 03 33 4 03 33

Sloops—30ft. Class-Start, 12:25.

Oiseau, J. R. Maxwell, Jr 3 59 22 3 59 22
Alerion, A. H. Alker 4 15 32 4 15 03

Marion, F. M. Smith 4 08 11 4 08 11

Mab II., Clifford Brokaw ....Withdrew.

Sloops—Knickerbocker Y. C—30ft. Class—Start, 12:25.

Ouananiche, Rodman Sands 4 18 19 4 18 19
Feydeh, Hayward & Underbill 5 13-57 5 13 09

Porgie, J. G. Honey 5 29 13 5 23 13

Raceabouts—21ft. Class—Start, 12:25.

Dot, C, T. Pierce 4 03 09 4 03 09

Flyaway, Krasmer & Berrian 4 46 47 4 46 37
Leisure, F. B. Myrick Not timed.

Raceabouts—21ft. Class—Start, 12:20.

Oonagh, G. L. Pirie .4 16 38 4 16 38

Rogue, F. T. Bedford, Jr 4 14 12 4 14 12

Badger, F. B. Jones 4 12 12 4 12 12

Snapper, A. B. Alley 4 23 21 4 23 21

Nirvana, F. W. Robinson A 27 03 4 27 03

Catboats—25ft. Class—Start, 12:35.

Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby 4 26 50 4 23 33

Thisbe, W. D. Read Withdrew.

Manhasset Bay Raceabouts—Start, 1:30.

Mist, T. W. Alker 3 00 02 3 00 02

Arizona, G. A. Cory 3 55 00 3 55 00

Firefly, Guy Standing 2 48 30 2 48 30

Lambkin, S, W. Roach 2 44 04 2 44 04

The winners were: Miladi (sail over), Mira, Eurybia,

Memory (sail over), Hera, Oiseau, Ouananiche, Dot,

Badger, Win or Lose and Lambkin.

Com. Frank Tilford, Indian Harbor Y. C, has appointed

C. Stuart Somerville Fleet Captain; L. P. Jones, M. D.,

Fleet Surgeon, and the Rev, M. George Thompson Fleet

Chaplain.

Marine and Field Clutj Match Race.

GRAVESEND BAY—NEW YORK BAY.

Saturday, June i.

Two of the Marine and Field Club one-design boats

sailed a match race for $300 on Saturday, June i, over the

club's course in Gravesend Bay. The two contestants

were Kelpie and Quinque, owned respectively by Mr. W.
K. Brown and Mr. L. H. Smith. The start was at 3:05
o'clock in a S.E. breeze. Kelpie took the lead in the first

round, but on the second round she was passed by
Quinque, which boat finished 37s. in the lead. The times

were

:

Match Race, $300—Start, 3:05.

Finish. Elapsed.
Quinque, L. H. Smith 5 26 15 2 21 10

Kelpie, W. K. Brown 5 26 44 2 21 47

"Western Yachts.

Chicago, 111., June i.—In the trial spins off the lake

.front on Decoration Day, Illinois, the Canadian cup de-

fender, had her first test with another yacht. Her com-
petitor was Josephine B., and the new boat proved able to

take the measure of Josephine very easily. The start

was fairly even, and at the breakwater gap Illinois was
leading by 58s. This was a beat into the wind, and at

this sort of going Illinois was unmistakably superior. She

seemed very tractable, and her fashion of going pleased

the knowing ones very much.
On the homeward leg Josephine did a shade better,'

Illinois gaining only about a minute. The start was at

2:05 o'clock, and Illinois finished at 4:08:33, leading'

Josephine iSm. The wind was not strong, but steady, a

good sailing breeze.

The building of the new club house of the Chicago Y. C.

was enjoined by Clarence W. Marks, and a motion to

dissolve the injunction was this week called before Judge
Clitford, at which time counsel for Mr. Marks asked

leave to file a bill of interpleader in the name of the

Attorney-General, Mr. Hamlin. The latter was expected

to appear in court within a few days. VLx. Marks owns
the premises at Michigan avenue and Randolph street,

and he objects to the erection of buildings along the

breakwater. Judge Clifford continued the matter and the

motion for dissokition will come up later.

In the Derocation Day races Vencedor and Siren had a

little spin together, but Vencedor gave Siren no show at

all, beating her decisively before the four-mile crib was
reached. This was the first time the boats have come
together since 1896, and Vencedor seems greatly improved
since her earlier davs. E. H.

Yacht Qub Notes.

The New Haven Y. C. had its opening race on Decora-

tion Day, May 30. There was one race for sloop yachts

over a fifteen-mile course. It was won by Evelyn, owned
by the Rev. John O. Berg, pastor of the Seamen's Bethel,

in 3h. 59m. 2s. Kathryn, owned by James B. Smith, was
second, in 4h. 38m. 5s., and Mariposa, owned by George

H. Townsend, 2d, was third, in 4h. 45m. 58s. The wind
was light.

4^

The opening regatta of the South Norwalk Y. C. was
sailed on Decoration Day, May 30, over the inner course.

A southeast wind favored the yachts and a good day's

sport was had. Com. C. B. Keeler's sloop Defiance won in

the sloop and knockabout class. A. E. Chasmer's Ayli

won the race for cabin catboats. William H. Bynington's
Grace was the winner in the open catboat class, and
George Thompson's Florodora was the winner in the jib

and mainsail class. The next race will be sailed on June
15, and will be open to all yachts enrolled in any club in

the Long Island Sound Association.
A race under a five-mile breeze opened the yachting

season here, the contest being the annual regatta for the

Citizens' cup, sailed over the Bridgeport Y. C. course on
Decoration Day, May 30. The contest was between the
sloop Kit, Thomas H. MacDonald, and the sloop Tern,'
C. E. Perkins, of the Park City Y. C. The breeze was too
light for -the three yawls in the race—Hapassah, F. A.
Wilmot; Gram, C. B. Bartram, and The Vagabond, W.
E. Holah. The latter gave up on the second turn. Kit -

and Tern took the lead, and sailed evenly till the second
turn, when the former showed more speed and came in

first, beating the Park City representative 2m. 45s. No
corrected time was given, as the Tern will have to be
remeasured. so that the actual winner is not known.

H •?

The Knockabout Association of Boston has offered a

cup to be known as the Intercity Cup for Raceabouts, un-

der the following conditions: Contest to be open to a
representative boat from each of the following districts

(or from any other district by approval of the Executive
Ccmmittee) : Islesboro, Maine and vicinity; Buzzard's
Bay. Newport and vicinity; Long Island Sound, Marble-
head and vicinity. Races to take place off Marblehead,
and to begin on Monday, Sept. 9, and to continue daily

until one boat has won three races ; after four races have
been sailed only winners of one race shall be allowed to

compete ; after six races only boats which have won two
races. The cup to become the absolute property of the

final winner. Races shall be sailed under the rules of

the Knockabout Association governing raceabouts, and
restrictions relating thereto, and under the rules of the

Yacht Racing Association of Massachusetts governing
sailing regulations. The general conduct of the races shall

be in charge of the Executive Committee of the Knock-
about Association, and any point not covered by the above
rules shall be referred to them, and their decision shall

be final. Entries must be made to the Executive Com-
mittee of the Knockabout Association on or before Sept. i.

8^

The second annual regatta of the Manhasset Bay Y. C.
of Port Washington. L. I., will be sailed over the club

courses on Saturday, June 8. The classes are for the

43ft. boats and under; also for sloops, special thirties,

Larchmont twenty-fives, the 21ft. and Manhasset race-

abouts, Seawanhaka knockabouts and one-design dory

class. Entries can be made with Edward M. MacLellan,
chairman of the Race Committee, at 90 Water street.

»t »? »t

The Sing Sing Y. C. will hereafter be known as the

Shattenuc Yacht and Canoe Club.

^ 8^ 1^

J. V. S. Oddie, secretary of the New York Y. C, re-

ceived a cablegram from Sharman Crawford, Vice-Com-
modore of the Royal Ulster Y. C, confirming the new
agreement as to the time of the racea off Sandy Hook
for the America Cup. The cablegram reads:

"Bangor. County Down, Ireland.—Secretary New York
Y. C. : Date now definitely fixed; first race, Sept. 21.

"Sharman Crawford, Vice-Com."

Mr. S. Montgomery Roosevelt has purchased the cutter

Wenonah, formerly owned by Mr. James Stillman, and
will change lier rig from that of a cutter to that of a

yawl at Hawkins' yard at City Island.

A. G A, Membership.

Eastern Division—Frank G. Trott and E. P. Trott,

West xMedford, Mass., MedJord Boat Club ; H. J. Walker,

Woburn, Mass., Innitou C. C. ; Walter M. Robinson, Bos-

ton, Mass., Innitou C. C. ; William R. Traill, Fred Israel.

Frank Walsh, Charles H. Rand and William H. Beau-
mont, Worcester, Mass.. all members of the Tatasset C. C.

Atlantic Division—John W. Conrad, Beverly, N. J.

Northern Division—C. P. Howard and F. A. Shack-

well, Lachine Boating and Canoeing Club, Montreal; H.

J Page, E. L. Harrison and Graham Kelsev, Toronto;

C. N. Marshall, A. L. Marshall, H. Veavey'and C. W.
[McLean. Grand- Trunk Boating Club, Montreal.

Fixtures.

May 30.—Pohlmann's Pavilion, Jersey City Heights.—Tourna-
ment of Our Own Shooting Society.

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cat.—National Schuetzenbund ol

North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Off-

hand, 200yds. _ .

Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund's annual festival and prize shoot.

The Aft of Revolvef Shooting:.

"The Art of Revolver Shooting" is the title of a compreIi.ensive

work by the famous revolver expert, Mr. Walter Winans, vice-

president of the National Rifle Association of Great Britain. It

is artistically and profusely illustrated from designs by Mr.
Winans and 'from original p'hotograpbs. , The thirty-five chapters

which it contains are replete with useful information. The evolu-

tion of the revolver, selecting it, its cleaning and care, learning to

use if. practice and training, ammunition, sights, targets of all

kinds, competition, stage and trick shooting, big and small game
shooting, target shooting off horseback, pigeon shooting with

the pistol, and clay target shooting with the revolver, shooting in

self defense, revolver shooting for ladies, revolvers for the police,

revolvers in war, killing disabled animals, shooting in the dark,

etc. are all minutely and ably treated. The illustrations are spe-

ciaiiy instructive. The advice concerning the careful handling of

the revolver, to avoid possible accidents, is worthy of careful ob-

servance by all who handle firearms. The peculiar impulse which
controls most people at sight of a revolver or other firearms

is illustrated by a brief anecdote, told by the author, as follows:

"One of. my ornamental revolvers used to lie as a. decoration on

the writing table in my Bisley hut. Of course it was unloaded,

and there were no cartridges near. Some visitors dropped in, one

by one, to lunch. First came an elderly lady. She sat down near

the table; her eye fell on the revolver. Sha instantly snatched it

up with a laugh, and pointed it at me, with, 'I'll shoot you.' I
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made her put it down, and was explaining to her how injudicious
it was to point a revolver at any one, how it might have been
loaded, etc.. when in came a parson. He sat down and began
talking pleasantly. Presently his eye caught sight of the revolver.
Grabbing it, he shouted, 'Now, I'll shoot you,' and pointed it at

me, roaring with laughter. I locked up that revolver." Were his
advice followed, there would be none of the "didn*t-know-it-was-
loaded" accidents possible. He says, "Never leave a revolver,
loaded or unloaded, where any one can touch it. Keep it locked
up, unless, actually in your possession." There is no circumstance
directly or indirectly related to revolver shooting which is left

untouched. The appendix gives a valuable dissertation on the
law as it views the carrying and using of revolvers in Great
Britain and the United States. The work contains 251 pages. It

is printed on heavy fine paper, and well bound in cloth. \Ve can
furnish it. The price is $5.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Clob.

San Frakcisco, May 19.—The scores to-day were made in a
very heavy cross wind. Mannel, Allen and Hoffman were on the
sick list, and Barley and Brannagan on a vacation at Brannagan's
ranch hunting coyotes and small game. Col. S. E. Beaver, one of

our old-time revolver shots, brought out a new pi.stol, made from
the Winchester .22 rifle action. He shot it at rest, and placed
18 out of 20 in the Sin. ring at 50yds. It is similar to the one
with which Young shot himself. Young placed 9 out of 10 in a
Sin. group with it off-hand at 50yds., using Peters short cartridges.
It ^langs much like the old dueling pistols. Becker had a Colt's
automatic pistol, and made 49 out of 50 on a Blount bullseye. Henry
Kenitzer presented Capt. Kuhnle with his Pope Winchester, and
the Captain showed some of his old-time form, making a 6

average in his first 26 shots. A. H. Pape has taken unto himself
a wife, and will be heard from later. A. H. Cady has just re-

turned from the East, and has also joined the matrimonial ranks.
If this mix-up continues.it will disrupt our club. Washburn re-

turned from Honolulu, where he has been for two and a half

months. He couldn't hit a barn to-day, as the natives there gave
him no chance to practice and keep in trim. Dorrell led with
rifle to-day, and Young with pistol and revolver. Young also

tried his light .22-74-45 Winchester rifle, using Peters cartridges,

resting the weapon over his right arm near the shoulder, with
good results, his 17 being one point away from club record. His
39 with revolver was made with Peters .44 Russian model car-

tridges, and is the best score ever made with factory ammuni-
tion in the club, but his best pistol scores were made with Peters
.22 long rifle and .22 short cartridges, fresh from factory. .Scores,

oflf-hand on Columbia target; 10-shot scores:

Rifle. 200yds.:
A B Dorrell, .32 Pope 551231,6 5337 50

7 10 3647343 15—62722934565 4—53582634184 6—47635966944 •^56
1 13 7535677 9—63

Capt F Kuhnle 5 1 7 9 11 11 8 1 3 3-59
8 10 7277753 5—6195454 10 8 11 8 5-^9

Pistol,' 50yds.: F. O. Young 38, 42, 42, 42, 46, 48, 49, 49; Ed
Hovey 42, 43, 46; Dr. J. F. Twist 59, 72; Airs. C. F. VValtham 74,

86, 88; J. B. Bradley 96; J. R. Trego 81.

kevolver, 50vds. : F. O. Young 39, 45; P. A. Becker 61, 66, 69,

70, 72; C. M. Daiss 62, 63; Dr. Twist 78, 90; J. R. Trego 87.

.22 rifle, 60yds.:

F O Young 112322211 2—17233222122 1—20

We congratulate E. E. Patridge on his record of 24. If his

4 had been a 3 he would have received a Columbia button
from us.

F. O. Young, Rec. Sec'y.

Cincinaati Rifle Association.

CiNCiNaVATi, O.—The following scores were made in regular com-
petition bv members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at Four-
Mile House, Reading road, May 26. Conditions, 200yds., off-hand,

at the German ring target. Gindele was declared champion for the

day with the good score of 228. Weather, cloudy; thermometer,

55; wind, 6 to 9 o'clock:

Gindele 228 222 222 220 212 24 23 19—66
Payne T. 225 221 221 220 215 17 21 22—60
Hasenzahl 222 222 222 220 220 23 22 22—67
Speth 221 218 216 214 213 21 22 19—62
Strickmeier 217 213 213 203 200 25 20 25—70
Nestler 216 214 210 209 209 25 21 20—66
Roberts 214 213 212 206 209 21 22 20—63
lonscher 211 201 200 188 187 17 20 20—57
Bruns 205 207 204 201 196 22 19 19—60
Drube 199 197 196 195 190 22 17 15—54
Lux ' 199 192 191 189 185 21 15 21—57
Weinlieimer 194 194 181 175 164 13 11 16—40
Hofer 189 186 186 185 185

Hoffman 191 154 151 125 121

LTckotter 185 185 1S2 ISO ISO 22 23 16—61
Surkamer . . . : 182 174 142 136 113 18 13 17--48

Trounstine 196 184 179 171

Topf 176 172 169 168 166 12 10 15—37

If you want your shoot to be announced here send a

notice like the following;

Fixtures.

jupe—Osceola, Iowa.—Southeastern Amateur Shooting Associa-

tion's tournament. Lee Wheeler, Sec'y.

June 5-6.—Baltimore, Md.—Maryland county shoot for amateurs
on the grounds of the Baltimore Shooting Association; valuable
prizes. J. Mowell Hawkins, Mgr.
June 6.—West Chester, Pa.—All-day target shoot of the West

-X:hester Gun Club. F. H. Eachus, Sec'y.

June 34.—Columbus, Wis.—Tournament of the Wisconsin Trap-
shooters' League. G. V. Dering, Sec'y-

June 4-5.—Stratford, Iowa.—Stratford Gun Club's annual tour-

nament.
June 4-6.—Circleville, O.—Under auspices of the Pickaway Rod

and Gun Club, annual tournament of the Ohio Trapshooters*
League. G. R. Haswell, Sec'y-

June 5-6.—Rochester, Minn.—Rochester Rod and Gun Club's
tournament.
June 10-11—Tomah, Wis.—Tomah Gim Club's tournament.
June 11-12.—Bedford, Ind.—Fifth annual tournament of the In-

diana Trapshooters' League. J. B. Stipp, Sec'y.

June 11-13.—Sioux City, la.—Seventh annual amateur tournament
of the Soo Gun Club. W. F. Duncan, Sec'y.

June 12-13.—St. Marys, W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament oi the
W est Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of
West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
June 13-14.—Pensacola, Fla.—Peters Cartridge Company's Ama-

teur tournament, under auspices of the Pensacola Gun Club.

June 13-14.—Bellefontaine, O.—Fourth annual tournament of the
Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.

June 17-20.—Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;
two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.
June 19,—Gloversvillfe, N. Y,—Annual tournament of the

Gloversville Gun Club. Chas. A. Bogart, Sec'y.

June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the Waterville
Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.

June 20-21.—Amherst, Mass.—^Amherst Gun Club's two-day tmir-
nament; ?65 in cash and merchandise. H. B. Perry, Pres.

June 25-26.—Bristol, Tenn.—Tournament of the Peters Cartridge
Company. John Parker, Mgr.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,
Sec'y.

July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, Gan.—Tournament of the Sherbrooke Gun
Club.
July 4.—Schenectady, N. Y.—^All-day amateur target tournament

of the Schenectady Gun Club. Harry Strong, Sec'y.

July 4.
—
"Towanda, Pa.—Annual tournament of the Towanda Gun

Club. Magautrap. M. F. Dietrich, Sec'y.

July 4.—^Frankfort, N. Y.—Third annual target tournament of
the Frankfort Fish and Game Protective Association. W. J.
Weller, Sec'y.
July 5-6.—Dulutii, Minn.—Central Gun Club's tournament. J.

W. Nelson, Sec'y.
July 15-17.—Columbia, Mo.—State Amateur shoot, under the

auspices of the Columbia Gun Club. W. A. Vivion, Sec'/.
July 30.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. 1.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, Sec'y.
Aug. 8-9.—Lafayette, Ind.—Tournament of the Lafayette Gun

Club. J. Blistian, Sec'y.
Aug. 12.—Winnipeg, Man.—Fifth annual trapshooting tourna-

ment, under management of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition
Association; $1,000 in money, trophies and medals. F. W. Heu-
bach. General Manager.
Aug. 27-30.—Okoboji, la.—Lake Okoboji Amateur tournament,

at Arnold's Park; $400 added. For programmes, address E. C.
Hinshaw.

Sept. 2-3.—Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Virginia Trap
Shooters' Association, under auspices of the West End Gun
Club.
Haverhill, Mass.^—^Series of prize shoots every Saturday, June

1 to Aug. ,31, given by the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G. Miller,
Sec'y.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Sat-

urday afternoon.
Chicago, 111.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street
at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.
Interstate Park, pueens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trams direct to grounds. Completely appointed
shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private
practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds, $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.
Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New

Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays.
Sept. 9-14.—Interstate Park, L. I.—New York State shoot, under

the auspices of the New Utrecht Gun Club.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.
Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. (J., Can.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.
H. Foss, Sec'y.
July 10-11.—Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.

Jiily 16-19.—Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 addefl money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.
Root, Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—Auburn, Me.—The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker.
Sec'y,

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Club secretaries are invited to send their scores /or publication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties
on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise rejiorted. Mail
all such matter to Forest and Stream Publishing^ Company, 346 Broad-
way, New York.

In Forest and Stream of May 25 there was published an edi-
torial on "Sweepstake Shooting." Air. Will K. Park, a thorough
expert in trapshooting matters, was kind enough to compliment
it, and as further showing the benefits to be derived from shooting
for sport instead of money, lie cites the trapshooting conditions
about Philadeiphia, which explains as follows: "Our esteemed
contemporary, Forest and Streajc, prints a very excellent edi-
(tonal in a recent issue on 'Sweepstake Shooting.' They advocate
the abolishment of all sweepstakes in club affairs, and cite the
success of the New Utrecht Gun Club, in which trophies alone
form the incentive for the display of skill. The Florists' Gun
Club, of this city, might also be taken as an example of a suc-
cessful club, although using flying targets exclusively, where
sweepstakes in club shoots are never sanctioned, arid where
prizes alone reward skill, a handicap plan equalizing contestants.
This excellent rule has brought many new shooters rato the club,
and, what is more to the point, it has kept them there as regular
attendants, although they never advanced beyond a 60 or 70 per
cent, marksman. Sweepstakes would drive this class away in a
short time. In big open tournaments the sweepstakes are de-
pended upon to draw the crowd. In a large number of pro-
grammes received at this office within the past few weeks we
have noticed particularly one condition, which reads: 'All sweep-
stakes optional.'"

The programm.e of the Innterstate Association's trapshooting
tournament, given for the Sherbrooke Gun Club, Sherbrooke,
Quebec, Canada, July 1 and 2, is now ready for distribution. It
provides ten events each day, seven at 15 and' three at 20 hluerocks,
entrance .$1.50 and $2. Headquarters will be at the Grand Central
Hotel. The programme may be obtained of Mr. Charles H. Voss,
secretary of the Sherbrooke Gun Club, or of Mr. Elmer E. Shaner,
manager of the Interstate Association, 111 Fourth avenue, Pitts-
burg, Pa. Further information is presented in the programme as
follows: "This tournament will be held on the grounds of the
Sherbrooke Gun Club. Shooting will commence at 9:30 A. M.
sharp each day. The grounds are situated on the banks of the
St. Francis River, Xtn minutes' ride from the center of the city
by electric cars. They are located in a beautiful meadow, with
all the surroundings and arrangements that go to make trapshooting
enjoyable. All purses will be divided according to the Rose
system, into four moneys, at the ratio of 5, 3, 3 and 1. Guns and
ammunition forwarded to Chas. H, Foss, Sherbrooke, Quebec,
Canada, will be delivered to the shooting grounds free of charge.
First-class loaded shells will be for sale on the grounds. Price of
targets, 2 cents each, deducted from purses before dividing. Black
powder barred. Lunch will be served on the grounds. The Inter-
state Association's rules will govern all events."

The Waterville (Me.) Gun Club has issued the programme
of its tournament, which is scheduled for June 20. It presents
eleven events, 10, 15, 20 and 25 targets, entrance basecf on 10
cents per target; 200 targets in all, with a total entrance of $20.
Shooting' commences at 10 o'clock. To first high gun, $5; to
second and third, $3 each; to fourth and fifth, $2 each. The
competition is open to the world. A silver cup will be given
to the amateur who makes the highest average for the whole
programme. Lunch served on the cKib groimds. Guns, etc.,
sent in care of the club will be delivered on the grounds free.
Arrangements have been made with the Maine Central Railroad
whereiiy excursion tickets can be purchased for Waterville and
return at the rate of 2 cents per mile from Bangor, Pittsfield,
Gardiner, Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston and Portland, good June
19, 20 and 21. Mr. J. A. Davidson is secretary. With the pro-
gramme came the following, which is as gratifying as it is novel:
"Forest and Stream, New York City, June 1.—Gentlemen.—
Recognizing the fact that those papers devoted to the sports-
man's world give the trapshooters and the clubs much free
advertising, we decided to devote one page in our programme
to such papers without any charge to them. W'e only ask that
you continue to use us as you have in the past. Very truly yours,
Waterville Gim Club "

The report of the Missouri State shoot, published in our trap
columns this week, is of special interest to the amateurs of the
trapshooting world, since it was an amateut shoot. It was a
pronounced success.

^
Messrs. Griesedieck and Mermod made a great finish in the

tie for the Lemp trophy, going as far as the sixty-sixth round,
when Mr. Mermod lost a bird, thereby leaving victory with his
competitor.

_
The Amherst (Mass.) Gun Club has issued the programme of

its two-day tournament, June 20 and 21. Pr(sfessionals may shoot
for targets only. Handicap, 16 to 21 yards. Tarjjets thrown from
a magautrap at 1^/i cents, included in entrance. Shooting com-
mences at 10 o'clock; dinner on the grotmds at 1 o'clock. Sixty-
five dollars in cash and merchandise prizes. There are ten events
on the first day, with a total entrance of $14, and eight events
on the second day, with a total entrance of $13. For further
information, address the president of the club, Mr. H. B. Perry.

ihe regular programme of the Woonsocket (R. I.) Gun Club
provides seven events, a total of 100 targets for $5. It com-
menced on May 18, and continues on June 1, 15 and 29; July 13
and 27; Aug. 10 and 24. The conditions are known, unknown
and reverse angles. Sweeps optional. Targets 1 cent. Rose
.system governs. Paid representatives barred from stakes. Mr.
L. W. Campbell is president; Mr. E. VV. Kent is secretary.

From the Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraph of May 29 we learn
that Miss .\nnic Oakley fiVtrs. Frank Butler) is giving her shoot-
ing ,exhibitinns_ with undiminished skill and popularity with Buffalo
Bill's Wild West Show. The host of friends of this charming
laay will sympathize witli her deeply on learning that she is
sutfenng from a badly sprained ankle, caused bv a fall; but she
bravely continues her professional tasks.

Ihc Canadian, of the I>ey!and line, on VvMeh the American
teain sailed, was due m Liverpool on Tuesday or Wednesday
of this week. No doubt but what some of them han an inter-
view with old Neptune, and that high averages with that famous
old salt has been figured out ere this. On Tuesday of next week,
according to the terms of the match, is the commencement of
mternational trapshooting definitions.

The programme of the Soo Gun Club's seventh annual ama-
teur tournament, at Sioux City, Iowa, June 11 to 13, announces
$450 in cash and merchandise prizes. The events each day are
in the main 1,5-target events, $1.50 entrance and $5 added. On
the second day the Interstate championship contest takes place.
There are eight prizes for the general averages. Mr. W. F.
Duncan is the secretary.

•6

There is a report current that Mr. C. W. Feigenspan, the
expert shooter of y{e^N^.xV, N. J., has received and accepted a
challenge from Mr. J. W. Vandeveer to .shoot for the E. C. cup,
emblematic of the championship of New Jersey, and that the con-
test will take place on the grounds of the Freehold Gun Club,
June la. Mr. Neaf -\pgar has an intention to challenge the

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner. manager of the Interstate Association,
informs us that the programme for the Grand American Handi-
cap target tournament, to be held July 16 to 19 (the dates being
changed from July 23 to 26), will be ready for distribution
bv June 15,

^- Vi'vion, of Columbia, Mo., writes us as follows:
the state amateur shoot which was held at Moberly Mo

last July, is to be held at Columbia, Mo., this year, July 15'

16 and 17. This is a state shoot and is usually well attended."
'

Ihe Schenectady (N. Y.) Gun Glub will hold an all-day ama-
teur target tournament on July 4. The programme provides
15 target events, 15 targets each; added money. A magautrap
will be used. The secretary is Mr. Harrv Strong

Ihe lowanda (Pa.) (iun Club announces that it will hold its
annual target tournament -on July 4. Targets will be thrown
by Its new magautraps. Mr. W. F. Dietrich is the sea-etary

Mr. (ruy Burnside and Mr. F. C. Uiehl were the finishers in
the contest for the Republic cup. The former won in the
eighteenth, round of the tie, which "was shot miss and out

Mr. Geo. A. Mosher, who has been manager of the Syracuse
Arms Co. during the past eight years, informs us that On May
31 he severed his business connections with that company,

Mr. A. F. Leonard, secretary of tlie Brockton (Mass.) Giin
Club, won the silver trophy for the third lime at the club's
shoot. May 30. It is now' his personal property.

At the Decoration Day sboot of the Auburn (Me.) Gun Club
the Waterville team won the Lovell diamond badge breaking
222 targets out of a possible 2.50.

^ u-cdKing

The Bellow FaHs (Vt.) Gun Club schools on Thursday after-
noon of each week, and is pleased to have shooters participate.

The next tournament of the Missouri State Game and Fish
Protective Association will be held at Kansas City.

Bernard Waters.

ON LONG ISLAND.

New Utrecht Gun Club.

Interstate Park, L. I., May 30.—The Decoration Day shoot of
the New Utrecht, Gun Club had a good attendance, considering-
the numerous other attractions of the day peculiar to the great
cities. Numerous beautiful prizes, artistic bronzes, etc. rewarded
the skill of the shooters. The pigeons were mixed "'in qualitv
from ordinary birds to better, with an occasional lightning bird
Following are the scores: ^

'

^

Event No. 1, 7 birds, then miss-and-out, for club prizes-

B Waters, 28, ..2122112-^7 D C Bennett, 28, 0*11220-4
F D Creamer, 28 111120w Dr Wvnn, 29.;,.. 1111111—7W F Sykes, 29 ,.2221222—7 AV A Stuart, 28 . . . . milil—

7

G H Piercy, 29 2222121-7 Dr Martin, 29 222lill_7
C A Ramapo, 28., . . , ,

.
.2210020—4 M Meyer, 28 iinilll—

6

Ties on 7; after a few rounds each shooter went back 1yd and
the last rounds were shot from the 33yd. mark: '

G H Piercy,.,,,.,.,,,,,.,., -...223231211232211111222
B Waters 112111221112221222120
Dr Martin 121222212112221212*
Dr Wynn lino
W F Sykes 20

Piercy first. Waters second, IVlartin third, \A ynn fourth
No. 2. 3 pairs:

C A Ramapo, 25 10 10 00—2 Snyder, 25...,, 10 10 10—3M Meyer, 25 111101—5 Dr Wynn, 26. ....... . 011101-^
G H Piercy, 26 10 11 11—5 B Waters, 25 11 11 ii_6
No. 3, 10 birds, then miss-and-out. for club prizes:

G H Piercy, 29 1112211111—10 W A Stuart, 28

2**02*1101—

5
D C Bennett, 28. .. .1211212222—10 T N Boriand," 28. , .222*102912— 8
B Waters, 28 2222222222—10 M VVeightman, 38.,2020w"
C A Ramapo, 28....120*w E W Revnolds, 28..2220w
F D Creamer, 28. .2212221211—10 H Edev, 28 2122210220—8
T H Jack, 29 2121222222—10 M O'Neill, 28 2100222w
Dr. Wynn, 29 1122212110— 9 A Hendrickson, 2S. 2222202122— 9

Tics on 10:

B Waters 2222212 J H Tack 222220
F D Creamer 2212220 G H Piercy 1121*

Waters first. Creamer second. Jack third, Piercy fourth.
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WESTERN TRAPS,

Intercity Shooting Park.

Chicago, II!.. Tune 1.—Dr. Bill reports from the Intercity

Shooting Park that the gun sharps of St. Paul and Minneapolis

hi-ve not been making so good records during the week past as

they are accustomed to do, the scores being away below the aver-

age. The weather has been bad, but this has not everything to

do with low scores. The manager of the park has placed a trap

on the peak of the club house roof. This throws the targets over

the shooters' heads, and the result has been scores so low that the

boys refuse to allow them publication. The targets are thrown

about 75ft., and good scores are impossible. The shooter s back

is toward the trap, and all shooting is at unknown angles. As
may be imagined, this puts up a pretty stiff game for even the best

of the expei^s. The following scores were made on May by

the Minneapolis Gun Club for the Val Blatz diamond badge, 15

^''Danz'lB, Hays 10, French 14, AVhitnw 9, Shorty 11.

Schlitz diamond badge. 25 singles: Danz lo, Hays 1(, French 19,

Marshall 20, Shorty 14, gpear 18, Thompson 21, Brown 20.

Club badges, 10 singles and 5 pairs: McKay won senior, Brown
.won junior. Hays won amateur.

, ^, r u •

•On May 25 the St. Paul Rod and Gun Club made the following

scores. Event 1, 25 singles, unknown angles, for St. Paul Rod
and Gun Club trophy; events 2, 3 and 4, shoot-off for same;

event 5 25 singles, unknown angles, for Thompson and Uanz

trophy; 'events 6 to 10, 15 singles, unknown, angles

:

5 6
12

2 3 4 7 8 9 10

9 13 12 12
13

Events : 1

Thompsoii. 2, -2

J C, 2.... : 25

Spear 5.......... '••-••*•'**'' 20 - -

IJ TTa'nspr 2 22 23 13
1 ilanscr, - oo

. . 21 12 12 12 . . .

.

25 25 25 19 11 13 8 13 14

'M 22 11 13 15 13

.. 10 7 8 10 12
14 15 14 13

Thorp, 2 22

Fameschon, 5 ^-j^

Morrison, 0 23

Gotzian, 4 24 .. .. •
Danz, 5 2u 25 25 23

Knox, 8

Somers, 8...

Alberts, 7...

Brown, 2....

*French
Henry, 5....

Wilkinson, 2

23
18
16

25 14 15 14 15

14 S 10 13 14. 13

19 10 11 12 .. ..

19 6 8 10 .. ..

14 13 14 13 .. ..

17 8 10 12

21 .. .. 20 14 13 14 .. ..

19 .... 22 14 13 14 13 14

17 . 13 .. ..

22 .. .. 23 15 14 14 .. ..
••

9 12 10 12 .. ..

20 :: :: :. le lo 12

20 ...... 20 7 13

17 .. .. .. 23 10 11

*Raraaly
Carl, 7...

*Spratley
*Bcyer " •• • •• ^2
Predmer 2
Agnevv •'

y.
Switzer '

Lee °

*Visitors.

Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

5
10-

9

7 ..

8 10
7 13
5 12

10 10

10 12

E. Hough.

Chicago Gon Clob.

Chicago, 111., June l.-At the Chicago Gun Club's shoot to-day

Dr Mifler did the best work. He won
.
the h.gh gun trophy m

the weekly handicap in birds after shooting out Dr. Carson. Me
aUo won the monthly trophy handicap in rise, 21yds., tor him,

after shooting out A. W. Morton, at 16yds.:

Monthly trophy, 15 targets, handicap in "^e:
^

P.! IK 111111110111011-13
Bowles lb 110101111010001— 9
King lb...

111011111001110—11

wlt^f ' 1R 110011110100110— 9

Mrl HnwnrH 'ifi
OOOOllOllOUOll- 8

A W Mm ton 16' •
111011111111111-14

a
'

.. 101111001111010-11
if; r oa7 91 OlllllUlllOOOO-lO

w-ll^^r? 91 101101110011101-10

MM, .91 ' ioiiiimiiiiii-14

rvn 91 010110101001011— 8

Dr^Mo^tonJ-if;;;::::::::::::::..:-'.
oiomoiiooim-io

Ties on 14: ^ o,

A W Morton, 16.. .1101111111- 9 Dr Miller, 21. .1111111111—10

Weekly trophy, 25 targets:
Broke. Hdcp. Total.

6

6
3

7
0

7
7

10
5

4

24
21
22
24
24
23
22
19
24
24
22
24
24
21

Blue Jeans.

R B Mack 1110110101111110111111101-20

Dr Carson 1101100111111111111111011-21

L wSard :
1011111010111111101011111-20

Dr M Her . lllllOOllOllllllinillOU-21

Shellev llUllllinOllOOlOll 10001-18

Bow es 1101101101010111110110011-17

0°Brien
' '

' llllOllllOOlllOllUU 1100-19

xr:^" ...0100010111000111000111100-12

r^^l" ....1111111111111111111011111-24

r)°^|,'
. 0100111110110111111101001-17

t
0111100101010111110101100-15

Mrs Howard ' 0101010111011010000011111-14

Dr Morton 0111111010101110011111111-19

A W Morton - . .UlOllOOOllllllllOllllOO-17

GarHeld G«n Clob.

Chicago, 111., June l.-The appended scores were made on our

grounds^ to-day, on the occasion of the fifth ti^ophy f
season Pollard, Eaton and Young tied for Class A medal on

scores of 22. Dr. Meek won Class C medal on 22, while P. Mc-

Gowan won Class C medal on 23. -
.

T Kuess we had our class business turned upside down.

The day was a delightful one for target shooting--|ust warm

enough to be comfortable, and a nice hglu breeze. Owing to a

special pigeon shoot being conducted to-day by some of the

members of the club, the attendance was not quite up to our

standard, only eighteen shooters being presient:

Fifth trophy shoot, 25 targets:

T M.Dnn;,1H 0011111111101100100110111-17

"A TWmn^ 0011111110111101111111101-20

P MrGowan 1111111101111111111011111-23

A MrGouan •
1111100111111110011100110-18

T W Me^k 1111111101111111110111110-22
S'^i- .ioiiomoiSiuoiiiioiiiio-19

c. 1111000111001100101001101—14

T P^lWrl
:

'
1111111111011111111101101-22

^ "V 1110111111111011111111101-22
1 Jiaton 1101010011010110110110110—15

M Bowe« i^-i imoioiooouoioiiiiio-ie

F Pits
WalfE
L Thomas • •

A Marshall
S Young
F Barnard
Dr Huff
T McGruder
F Leasure
W Jones

..1111111111111111100111111—23

. . .
.1100011010011000101111101—15

. . .
.1111111010011010111011100—17
1111101101111111010110101—19

. . . 11 imiiiionin 110101111—22

. . . 001 10101 01010100011100101—12

10101 1101)011 11110101111 It—17
iimiiiiii 1111011011001 0—20
1111111111111110101111001—21
0111110011111111101011100—IS

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

again tied with 10 birds each, and on second shoot-off at 10 birds
Twohy killed 9 and Morrison 7.
The live birds used were good strong flyers—no duffers to speak

of. Most of these birds were purchased of R. E. Cobb, of St.

Paul.
A peculiar feature of the wind-up of the tournament was that

the last gun of the last squad, with his last shot to shoot, killed
the last bird that the club had on hand.
The following officers were elected at the annual meeting of the

Montana State Sportsmen's Association, held on Friday, May 17:

Frank Klepetko, Anaconda, President; C. A. Tuttle, Anaconda,
Vice-President; C. H. Smith, Butte, Secretary-Treasurer.
Anaconda was selected as the place of holding the ninth annual

tournament.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 7 9 19 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Targets: 10 15 25 20 50 25 30 20 40 25 20 25 25 20 25

Hillis 13 18 17 39 20 7 16 19 28 22 19 24 19 19 20

Holohan 15 22 20 42 24 22 14 20 35 22 18 24 22 19 21

Brownlee 12 21 16 36 17 25 15 23 28 18 13 18 16 13 18

Twohy 12 23 13 38 20 21 16 22 36 22 18 23 20 14 18

Gallagher'
'

' 10 21 16 38 19 24 13 14 25 20 16 24 23 15 19

^-ell 9 17 15 36 21 14 15 18 27 20 18 19 18 16 21

Jones 12 19 9 .. 21 15 12 14

Cunimings 11 20 17 43 24 17 18 21 28 22 15 25 19 15 21

Gaunt ., 12 21 15 84 21 21 12 18 28 15 16 21 20 13 16

Benner
'

13 20 16 44 23 20 12 21 30 22 12 19 20 14 6

Fr'zier 13 17 15 42 24 16 15 17 29 17 17 20 19 15 19

G W Walker 12 17 15 28 14 22 12 19 20 14 6

Ccnfar : !. 11 23 15 40 18 22 11 23 25 19 15 21 21 16 .

.

Yancv 9 20 10 28 17 16 8 14 . . 18 16 .. 22 17 21

FiUian 9 •• 15 IS .. 13 .. 14

Klepptko 10 15 13 30 17 19 11 14 25 16 12 20 20 16 14

Prior" 10 18 16 .. 20

Soa-go' 10 16 11 38 16 15 11 13 30 20 14 15 15 7 16

Trudgeon' 11 15 14 40 18 .. 11 19 28 16 13 19 14 12 14

BatcK 14 22 19 42 19 14 15 18 28 19 18 23 20 14 18

Steohen. . .. .. 14 18 13 .. 19 12 .. 19 .. .. 13 .. 21 17 ..

johS 131714 .. n .. .. is .. 2* 15 20 20 19 le

Smith 12 17 10 31 S 16 14 16 28 20 16 20 23 15 20

\ T Walker 12 20 17 41 21 18 13 18 24 22 16 22 18 18 15

lli^™ Jo" g5§ :: !li?«5?ltiS
||g„,;r:;;::::::,,....|.;7u

Kalbach . 14 20 18 44 20 18 13 22 33 24 20 24 24 19 20

Sonai-d-;::::::;:::;:;.: u is n ss i6 w .. u 34 is le 16 15 13 u
qto^vnrt- . 12 . . 14 18 .. 14 14

^*Sev ' • 9 15 18 43 12 9 .. 14 22 19 15 14 15 15 17

4T,h;°"'^y 13 17 16 44 23 24 15 20 31 18 18 22 18 11 20

Sorrison
l

' l!! 12 20 13 35 17 15 14 14 28 22 17 16 22 14 19

Sharne ... lO 18 19 35 15 .. 11 18 .. 19 15 18 15 14 lo

tewT 11 22 17 40 16 17 15 17 24 17 16 22 20 18 ..

Mecfll : ... 11 18 15 38 18 14 14 16 22 13 15 11 .11 10 .

.

Pelrson • 9 21 15 .. 22 5 .. 18 24 22 .... 11 .. 6

Jos™. i? 15 37 15 15 12 le .. 22 .. .. 25 is ...

Flynn 11 11

McGowan • •
°

Pogreba
Daniels
McLean '•

Fisk Q 11

L A Walker \^
Cooper

P^^HL :: :: :: :: :: :: :: le

13 .. .. 9

14 15
17 . . 8 16 .... 12

13 . . 11 17 . . . . 14

. . 13 11 17 20 17 13
16 16
14

21 ..

12 ..

Landers
Murray
Whitehead
Peterson
Leland
Burris
Wackerlin
Morris
Klauer
W^ilson
Cluston

Event 6, two-man team, 20 birds per man

17
8
7
10
9
11

15 16 7
18 15 . . 19 . . .

8 14 . . 18 . . 19

12
10 16

15 10 16 18 ..

14 17 . . 16 16 14
.. 11 .. 10 .. ..

14

Twohy 'and Nell 32,

Confar and Yancy 28, Trudgeon and

Gaunt and Benner 29, Lewis andHillis and Holohan 32.

-go 2(

,

Huse 33. Batchelor an
Klepetko and McGill 25, tirow nice ana

Coil
lee,

Twohv, Nell and
Consolation, 20 birdS;

Smith 12, Spargo 14.

Fifteen live birds^ 3 misses ^^^t; entrance *tu, .^ru.^^

I iSh!::::v.:inSiS=i3 a waTk'^ 222201022221122-13

'$2:""iilepetko''l3; Yancy 16, Richardson 12,

$10, birds extra:

M Brownlee. .22221202120220*-12

P Pogreba 122122110110221-13

H Benner 121121212210012-13

T Gaunt 1222021222020*»-10

Gallagher 00210*

Hillis 220222222222222-14

Prazier" 222201211202112-13

Stephens 01100*

Cummings ....02112200*

F Conlev 0201221110*

,G Jones" 222222222022222-14

Shoot-off No. 1, 10 birds:

Twohy :. .2222222222-10

Shoot-off No. 2, 10 birds:

Twohy 2120221112— 9

14
Trudgeon 0202220*

Huse 221122222221220

O Walker ....1221220100U WalKer
• •

;220221222222022-13
.212121222220222—14
..222122112111222—15
..2110222100
,..211022200

Malbach 2102200

A Fisk OU12202110

Bachelor
Spargo .

Morrison
Murray .

Klepetko

Morrison 2222222222—10

Morrison 220212202 -7
H. L. Nalbach, Sec y.

Westminster Gun Club,

WESTMINSTER, Md., May -SL-The annual trapshoodn^

tournament, given in this city to-day by the Westminster uun

Club was not very largely attended, the weather having been

veJ^v unfavorable during the morning, with showers of ram up. to

To^clocl^^ The conditions throughout the day were not ':o"d"cive

to high scores. There were eight target, one live-bird and one

'trthose^pardcipating in the tournament Hicks German. Malone

Hawkins and Devall were from Baltmore; Seitz Eys^er, Bortaer

and N. H. Bortner, of Glen Rock, la., l^%ers, iteii, v\ m-s,

l"^ughman, Ousler and Herring, of this city. The scores.

Events:

Montana State Tournament*

Great Falus, Mont., May 25.—The eighth annual tournament of

the Montana State Sportsmen's Association, held in our city. May
17 IS and 19 was a grand success, being the largest and most

successful tournament ever held in th'e State, as high as fifty

shooters participating in some events.
^ ^ u

The weather conditions were all that could be expected, barring

the first day, which was rather windy, and from position of traps

made the right-angle birds hard to catch.

Two magautraos were used, and 28,000 bluerocks thrown, in-

cluding sweepstakes.
, , , . u r wr

The individual bluerock championship cup was won bj' J- W-
Huse of Fort Benton. In this event, Huse, Benner and Nalbach

tied with 44 each, and on shoot-off Benner and Huse again tied.

On the second shoot-off Huse won it. ^ c

The Brownlee challenge medal was won by Wm. Cumininga, of

^'Thef^three-rnan championship cup shoot was won by Benner,

Gallagher and Nalbach, of the C_;reat Falls team.

Highest average was won by Nalbach of Great F.alls.
_

TVohv of Anaconda, won the live-bird championship meda
,

Morrison, of Fort Benton, winning the challenge live-bird medal,

"both having tied on 15 birds each. On 10-bird shoot-oft they

Malone
Peters
Hawkins
Seitz
Reif
Hering
Baughman
Eyster
Bortner
Devall
Ousler

Five birds. $3, high g"n|-2__5

?^jfj®
...',.....2201*—

3

Fvstei-
.....22222-5

ffalone 21121-5

10
14
12

12
7
6

2 3 4 5 6 7

15 20 20 15 20 15

10 14 12 15 19 14

15 17 18 13 16 15

14 14 16 11 18 11

13 17 14 11 18 14

13
8

17 18 14 18 13

10 14 10 10 10

13 17 17 12 14 13

10 17 15 10 14

14 18 17 15 14 is
10 12 15 6 15 7

5 12 11 9 16 10
10

11
6

7

9

2012*—3 Devtill 2110*—

3

N H Bortner oa?|*Zo

bXS ::'.v.::'.^v.;".;v.'.:202o*-^ ousier :: 2210*.

Miss-and-out, $2:

Peters
Hicks ri„.

N H Bortner 1221

E Hillegass .0010100111000111010100101—12H B Scliantz .0111101111011110111111111—21
C Schlecher 0111101111011110111010111—19
M Wilson 1111011101111101111011111—21
H Benning 1101111111011111111111011—22
A Desch ....0111101111011110110100111—18
M Brey 1111011111110111111111111—23
R Schaffer 0001100101010010000110111—11—167

Liiiieport Gun Club.
0 Griesemer 1011011001000101010011111—14

J Brunner 1101011101111101010101111—18

J Gallager 0101111100100101011010011—14
1 Benner 1001011110011110110111110—17
H T Erdman 1011011001000010001111111—14
H Schlecher 1111111111011110111100111—23
A Knauss 1101101111111011011101111—20
C Schaffer 1001011010100101010010111—13
C Weaver 0110010001011001010100111—12—145

In the following events No. 1 was at 5 live birds, No. 2 at 3
pairs. The remaining events were at 10 targets.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets : 5 6 10 10 10 Targets : 5 6 10 10 10

CroU 3 .. 8 7 ..

Benner 4 4 2 4 4

Brey 4 5 7 10 .

,

Weiler 3 4 Gallager

Hawkins 21120-4

Baughman 2202*-3

PTicks 0112*—

3

Reif .: 11211-5

Willis 2120*-3

Knauss 4 6 .

.

Desch 5 5
Hellegass .. 7 7

Engleman
.Schlecher
Griesemer

6 6..

Seitz 10

Reif 2222

Ousler 1122

Willis 1122

4 .. 5 4 .. Schantz 7 4 ..

4 .. 8 8 0 Fenton 7
... 5 8 . . Wilson . . . . 6

H. T. Erdman, Sec'y.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Trenton Shooting Association.

1
I'^'^nton. N. J.—The scores which follow are those made Satur-

day, May 25, and Thursday, May 30 (Memorial Day).
The attendance on the 25th was small, the weather being the

cause, It being rainy and generally disagreeable. A few of the
faithful, however, braved the elements and shot through the pro-
gramme provided.
After w;e get the scores and walks covered, which is to be done

at once, it will matter very little to us whether it rains or shines.
It IS also intended to increase the size of the club house to 34ft.
frontage, and adding lockers for the convenience of the members
and an up-to-date desk for the use of the cashier.
The attendance on Decoration Day was very good, considering

the outside attractions, and also the fact of no attempt being
made to provide anything unusual in the way of an extra pro-
gramme. It was just a family affair, strictly private. Some mem-
bers who rarely visit the grounds were on hand and enjoyed the
outing. Mr. J. R. Taylor shot in splendid form, making the high
average of the day, 89 per cent., with J. E. Thropp, Jr., a close
second with 87 per cent.
As soon as the improvements are finished and some other work

has been finished there will "somethin' doin' " in this locaUty.
Will advise the nature of this later on:
May 25.—Events Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were optional sweeps, 16yds.

;

event No. 6 was gun held below the elbow at 13yds.; event No. 7
was 5 pairs; events No. 8, and 9 were optional sweeps:

Events: 123456.7 89
Targets: 25 25 10 10 15 10 10 15

Satterthwaite 13 .. 6 6 5 3 5 .. .,

J R Taylor 16 22 9 7 13 8 10 11
C Haddock
Kirby
Gaskill
Smith ......

18 17
.. 9

6 7

11

7 9
5 10
8 14
5 11

May 30.—Events Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
event No. 7 was a team race; events Nos.
pulls; events Nos. 10 and 11 were 5 pairs:

Events: 12 3
Targets : 10 25 10

B| Sinclair 5 17 4
G Sinclair 7 18 9H Sinclair 8 .. 4
J E Thropp 9 18 8
Ginully 2 15
J R Taylor 8 20
Worthington 4 12
Croft 5 .

.

Plarding 15
Maddock 14
L and R
Gaskill
Borden
Rowan
Francis
Warner , ..

Wilson .. ..

Harrison
Steward
Hooper
Woolverton
Mickel
Johnson

6 were
8 and 9

4 5 6

10 10 10
.. 10
.. .. 8

4

.. 4

.. 8
6 6

cash
were

7 8
25 10
19 ..

19 ..

12 ..

23 7
10 ..

24 10

5 4
,. 9

7 7
5 5
6 6
4 6
.. 6
5 5
5 6

sweeps

;

reverse

9 10 11
10 10 10

5 8 6
6 .. ..

6 1010
8 .. ..

17 5

19
17
20
14
13
17

16
18
18

8 8 5

5 ..

7 fa-

4 7 0 8

Team race, eight men on a side:
Capt. Thropp's Team.

J E Thropp lllllimillllimOlOllll—23
Gaskill IIOIOIIOIIIIOIOIIIOUUII—19
Borden 1111011001011101011111010—17
C Maddock 1110111101111110001100110—17
H Sinclair 1001100100111100101110000—12
Dr Rowan . 1100111111101111111110101—20
Johnson 1101101010110111101101111—18
Woolverton 1111010111000111110001101—16—142

(^apt. Taylor's Team.
J R Taylor 1111111111111111111111101—24
Mickel 1111011110011011111110001—18
Warner 1111101011010110000001001—13
Francis 0110011010111010010101101—14
Wilson 0111011101111011110101100—17

G Sinclair 1111011111111111100010011—19

B Sinclair 11101011110111001111101110—19
Ginully 1010001001001101001011000—10—134

Westwood Gu.i Club,

Westwood, N. J., June 3.—One of the largest shooting events
ever held in Westwood, N. J., took place on Decoration Day, at
the Westwood Gun Club grounds. Shooting started at 10 A. M.
The first event was a match race between the Oradell Gun Club
and the home team, which resulted in a victory for the latter. In
the afternoon another match took place, with the Spring Valley
Rod and Gun Club, which the Westwood Club won by 30 targets.
Both matches called for ten-man teams and 25 targets per man.

After the contests were over there were both prize and sweepstake
shooting, which proved very exciting. About 500 spectators wit-
nessed the shooting. E. L. Gheenin, Sec'y.

Hudson Gun Club.

Jersey City, N. J., June 3.—The shoot of the Hudson Gun Club
to-day was at targets. Event 10 was at 20yds. rise. Event 11 was
at 5 pairs. "The next shoOt will be on June 16. All arc welcome.

y iO II

25 15 10
23 13 .

.

23 .. 7
10 .. ..

19 ..

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 cS

Targets- 10 15 10 15 10 15 10 15

Schorty , 9 14 8 14 10 14 9 14

Dudley 10 14

Fee \^Jones 0

G Hughes b 6

Altz SIO
D"ke : \l

9 14
5 9
8 10
6 7
9 11

9 14
7 8

5 12
7 10
7 12
9 13

8 11
.. 8
8 11'

20 7 5

i7v.,» 2122 Will s

Srman-::::::::::::;:..:.-22o Hawkins 220

Zionville—Limepoft

,

Standard, Pa., June L-Herewith find scores of events shot

Mnv 24 The large shoot of oUrs was a phallenge shoot, tor a

Sen and waile^upper at the Eagle Hotel, Limeport, situated

on the club grounds. We lost the supper on our grounds, but

w^ hwe to shoot two big shoots yet befbre we can decide which

club 'wins. The dates are not yet determined,

Zionsville Gun Club. _ „^

^ ^^^y^ 7. ,
..iiiioiiioiomoiioiimii-20

K^nn"::::;:::::::...... 410131113 7 4
Duke, Ass t bec'y-

Carlstadt Gun Club.

Carstadt N. J., May 30.—The afternoon was cloudy yet favorable

for good scores.' The club event was as follows:

V Rasmus ....1110101001-6, J Rasmus 0000111010-4

C sTe^inbr'uener. . . .
-0111101011-7

i\r Rasmus 0100111111—

(

H Krug 1000111011-6

W Tveert 0111010001—5

A Niederer 001000111O-4

F Mader";::;. O1OU11011-7

G Frank lOlUOOOOl-^
W Rasmus 0110011111—7

I Krauch 0100000001—2
T Gempp 0100011100—4

J De Paw 0000010000—1
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Missouri State Toarnamcnt.
The Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association held

its twenty-fourth annual convention and tournament in the city

of St. Louis this week. It has been a good week and a good meet-
ing throughout. With an attendance running steadily above the
half-hundred mark, and this representing largely the element of

bona fide amateurs of the middle West, a good strong programme,
well managed and everybody interested in the game, there has
been "somcthin' doin' " in the full sense of the term, since the
firing of the first practice gun, on Monday morning.
The tournament was again held at Dupont Park, under the able

auspices of the St. Louis Shooting Association, and the direct

management of Air. David Elliott.

Live birds were shot over the Fulford traps, which worked, as
they always do, most excellently; and two magautraps put out
bluerocks at a pace that quite satisfied the shooters in that

direction.

Tuesday, May 28.

After devoting Monday to practice work, the boys began earnest
work on Tuesday morning in the Missouri State four-man team
contest at live birds. The pigeons were not especially fast, but
there were enough good ones_ to make the work interesting, and
the high score of 59 out of 60~ made by the St. Louis team, com-
posed of Griesedieck, Smith, Denning and Field, is well worthy
of remark. Ti'U teams participated in this contest, which occu-
pied much of the day. An informal target programme was also

shot, consisting of ten 15-bird events. The scores in the team
shoot follow:

Washington Park.
Berlcet^ 111122221111222—15
B each" "... 201000222021221—10
Wright 220202222122222—13
Little , 21222122*22212*—13—51

Hazard.
Memiod .2222011*1212220-:12

L D Cabanne...: 222222222212222—15
Collins .2*0021121101122—11
D Elliott 221122112112122—15—53

Belt Line.
TTolmes 22200221221211^-13
( Jlasner 012121220101102—11
.Millett *12211212122201—13
Smith 221121012222212—I'l^Bl

Kansas City.
P Franke • 222202222202222—13
W Mills 222222212222220—14
B Elliott ,...000112111212212—12

J Hall .022221222222202—15—52

Canteen H. and F. Club.
Dr Smith 212222122222112—15
L Dennig 221221211102122—14
W E Hill 122112122122212—15
Griesedieck 22121112222212^-15—59

Carthage.
Tohns 201202111122010—12
'Lister ^ 122101011210221—12
Leggett 210121122102101—12
Dixon 222201201210112—1^-^8

Students.
T P Cabanne 222222222222222-15
Dr Clark. . . i . 012111112121222—14
Spencer ; 22222200*212222—12
Chase 221222200212022—12—53

St. Louis Shooting As^sociation.
Taylor „, ..v.-. 222111211211202—14
Selzer 222212012122201—13
Green 222122112121122—15
Pendergast 22222222222222^1&-57

Medicos.
Johnson , 2202222U221111—14
Craig . .,..11221112222100*—12
Bond f i . » 110122211222222—14
Scudder 1222221222*2222—14—54

Scrub.
Walker 221011202121111—13
Crosby 4. ...^ 2121122022*1212—13
White , 022022222212022—12
Horton 022112212*12012—13—51

Annual Meeting.
The annual meeting of the .Association was held on Tuesday, at

the spacious club rooms of the Rawlings .Sporting Goods Com-
pany, 620 Olive street, with an attendance of fifty members. Meet-
ing_ was convened at 9 P. M.. by the president, Dr. JNl. C. Stark-
loft. Minutes were read by Secretary Taylor, and approved. All
bills were paid to date, ami reports by the officers, dwelling_ itpon
the necessity for broader game protecti^e legislation and kindred
subjects, were presented at some length and approved.
The next annual tournament and meeting was voted to Kansas

City. Frank Smith was elected President; Dr. Plank, Vice-
President; Robert Elliott, Treasurer; Paul Franke, Secretary—all
of Kansas City. After voting thanks to retiring officers and G. H.
Rawlings for courtesies extended, the meeting adjourned.

Wednesday, May 29,

Weather conditions were the best to-day, and excellent work
was the result at both targets and live birds. The State and
Interstate individual championship races occupied most of the
day on the live-bird grounds, but the target end ran along
smoothly, with a total of sixty-nine entries in target events. The
Republic cup contest, scheduled as the regular event for the day,
was not begun until 5 P. M., and only four squads were shot up
to the tenth round. The scores:

Events: 12 3

Linderman 12 15 20

Crosby 13 13 15
Heer 14 14 19

Burnside 13 15 18
Morrell 14 14 19

Howard ^ ... 15 14 18
Hampton 14 13 13

F White ...... n 12 17
Dixon 15 13 18

G D Leggett 12 14 16
Cunningham 14 15 18
A Holmes 12 15 15
L W Scott 15 14 18
West 12 13 19
Broyles ..... .^m, . 131418
Hall ...,12 13 18
Garth 15 15 19
Johns 15 12 17
Hubby 15 13 17

J P Leggett 15 13 19
Ward 14 15 19
Wright 13 11 18
Watson : 14 15 20

Tloyne 14 12 14
Daniels 12 14 20
Money 14 14 .19

Gottlieb 15 14 16
Arnold 14 10 18
Brucker 9 9 17
Byers 13 12 16

T P Cabanne '. 13 14 15
Lister 9 8 ,14

Vivion 13 . .
'.

.

Spencer , 15 13 19
Gay 14 13 19
Sedan 13 13 18
E Pendereast 12 13 17
VV A Baker..ii;.;........, 14 14 17

Winchester 1 14 14 20
De Long 13 15 18
Tramp 15 11 16
Miss King 10 10 14
Mermod 14 12 16
Green 12 11 15
Dr Lockridge 13 12 17

4 5
15 15
14 ..

12 14

15 13
14 14
14 14
18 13
8 9

14 7

5 12
15 14
13 13
13 12
12 13
11^4
14 T4
U 14
14 15
12 12
13 13
14 15
13 13
13 13
10 11
15 14
14 14
14 13
12 14

6 7
18 18

8 Broke.

17 18

19 19

16 16
18 19
18 20
14 12
15 15
17 17
19 20
17 17
1 817
16 17
19 15
20 17
20 19
18 15
19 15
15 .,

20 18
18 19

17 20
13 19
18 19
17 19
18 17
20 17

17 130

20 128
20 132
20 127
20 132
20 124
13 97
14 111
16 112
20 135
17 119
19 126
15 117
16 120
17 125
18 131
15 121
19

20 i35
15" 125
15 133
14 112
18 130
19 130
19 126
16 124

14
12 15 ..

12

Millett
Rock
Dr Simms
VVeston
Walker
Tilling
Mills ..

Beach
^elzer

9 10 17
10 11 18
10 14
11 10 13
14 11 ..

11 10 14
11 14 .

.

15 12 15

15 14 19 19
13 15 19 16
15 14 17 19
15 15 14 17
10 11 15 17
15 14 19 20
15 13 15 20
13 13 20 19
10 9 17
12 11 14 19 20 118
13 13 15
11 11 17 16
10
14 15 16 12
15 «•

11 10 14 17
.16

19
20
17
19
15
19
17
20

16

19

133
129
126
127
113
133
126
127

112

lit'*

Thompson , . . . . 18 13 14 14 19
Kerth 13 17 17 18
Chase 19 11
Collins 17 19
Dr Clark 16 16

Orris , , . 17 IC

Bond 16 19

Fresh ,, , 11 ir .

.

Elder ; 12

Johnson , 17

Bickman 14

Horton 19

Reinhart - 18
Dodge 12
Berkey IS

*Dr Clark 2122022222122220122112222-23
Linderman 1222221012122222122121110-23
White 22*0222222222222022022222—21
Beach . . . ., 2222222112111221112120211—24
Monev ' 2*222222*2222222210312222—22
*Berk"ey 121111111202212121210*122—32
*Griesedieck 1221 122211112122222122122—25
*Little 22222222222222211 11 21 1222—25
*Mermod 12211111111222212222*2112—24
De Long 1211221122121222222112121—25
*0 rvis i 122201 222222221101 021 1 1 01—21
*Dcnnig 12211 1122212222*212122212-24
*Cha.se . . . . 101*112210211111021111202-20
*Cunningham 1121111112211*12211212111—24
Brucker 121 1210122220112112121222-^23
Hubby 11 1021122121211 1 2221 11 121—24
Glasner 1222122222202111222220222—23
*D Elliott 2022212221222211122211111-^24
Walker 1112211211101112212210210—22
*Weber 2121212211141201102211222—2;?
Brovles .*nill2222021122222222221—23 ,

Garth 1021122220112111211121101—22
Skinnv .- 20221212202211121112221 1 2-23
Daniels 1211222222221222222112222—25
.Arnold 2222012202221222222222220—22
*Gottlieb 2222202222220222222222222—23
Sedam 2222122222222222222222222—25

- *Dr Simms 0022202122001122220222021—18
*Tohns 2202*11222212202202212222—21
Howard 2202222022221222*22222222—22
*Collins 02121222222212*2110212212—22
*Pendergast *222221222222222222*22222—23
*T P Leggett 11212211*0212112211222122—23
*Lister 0202222222022212222112222—22
*Dr Smith 1122221122120222222212211—24
*F J Smith 0221*0122110vv
*Green ; 1210211111121222122111221—24
*T P Cabanne 1222220222122222222222222—24
* Selzer 2221201 *2112112211 121 2111—23
*Hill 2111211111121111111121220—24
*Spencer 2222222202222221222222020—22
*\' ivion 21221*11120211*2111010222—20
Brunson 222101212<1212012222012220—20
L D Cabanne 2222222222*0*221222222222—22
Mrs L D Cabanne *212011121*11122121121021—21
Mills 2202222222220222222222200—21

'Indicates those who shot in both Interstate and Missouri State
championship races, one score counting for both events.

Thursday, May 30.

4 5
19 18
18 18
17 19
17 18
19 18
14 19
19 IS
11 15
20 18
16 18
17 17
17 15
16 19
16 18
18 19
16 20
16 16
18 20

is ig
19 16
18 18
16 13
18 IS

19 17
14 18
19 20
18 14
20 20
15 18
14 16
17 18

6 7
19 19
19 19

15 20
16 17
18 17
20 18
18 18
12 15
15 17
19 16
16 19

18 17
15 17
17 17
18 20
20 20
16 k;
19 20

is 20
17 ..

19 20
15 14
18 19
19 19
16 17
17 16
16 18
18 IS
16 19
13 17
16 19

Broke.
139
129
130
125
130

isi
99
124
122
131
125
128
124
129
137
127
13G

18 134

. . 13 . . .

.

19 14 17 IS
14 19 17 18
19 17 19 20
17 15 15 17
17 17 19 19
19 18 19 16
19 17 11 19

8 1214

There were in all ninety-two entries in the target events to-day.
It being Decoration Day, the regular attendance was swelled by
many local shooters, who chose to pass the holiday at the park.
Merchandise prizes of considerable value were given in alternate
events, and this added novelty and vim to the game. Scores
follow

:

Events: 1
Linderman 15
Crosby 11
Heer 12
Barre 12
Morrill „, 1.5

Carson 9
Hampton 12
White 12
Johns 13
G D Leggett 13
Hubby , 15
Cunninghani 13
Broyles 14
Pendergast ' 14
Collins 11
Gay 14
Mermod 14
Baker <-. 14
Lister 13
Ward 12
Wright 14
Garth 15
Bickmore , 12
Daniels 14
Sedam 14

V 13
Gottlieb 13
Arnold .10
iJ-a.l 13
Texas 15
Bellecour H
Scott 15
Mills 12
Hogue

, 11
Schiess 11
Howell 13
Dixon , 14
Dunkel ,14
Claes , 13
Fay 13
Dug 12
Dr Clark 12
Watson 13
Stout 9
West
Harris 7
Thompson 14
De Long 14
Winchester 15
Miss King 13
Tramp . . ...j* ii,iS.v i« . 13
Burnside 13
Green 12
Selzer .11
Berkelv 12
Rock ; 10
Spencer .... i 15
Howard >..>...>.. 14
Spear 1. 11
Harner 11
Walker 9
Brownbark
Serth
Skinny
Dr Smith
Bond
Orvis
Chase
Kenyon
Horton
Dennig
Griesedieck
Schoenberg ,

Hayner ,

Barklcdge
Paulse
Blackshaw
AUbaugh .'

Philadelphia
Baggageman
Dodge .-

Candle
Childs
Hutch ., ,.

In the live-bird contest for the Republic cup tliere wai-e sixty
entries, and it was found impossible to quite finish the event.
The birds were much faster than in the former events of the week,
and of the forty-eight men who finished their strings of 25, only
five had clean scores ,4t sundown, when it was decided to finish

the match on Friday,

2 3
15 15
15 12
11 14
14 14
14 12
12 13
14 14

12
12 15
11 14

14 13
12 15
13 15
12 11
12 14
15 14
15 15

12 14
10 9
14 15

9 12
14 14
12 11
15 13
14 11
14 15
11 10
13 14
13 12
12 14
11 10
14 15
12 ..

12
13 12
12 12
U 12
11 12
13 11
13 11
12 11

i2 !

!

9 ..

12 ..

14 9
12 14
13 14
15 15
12 12
12 14
13 15
10 14
9 10
14 ..

10 8
15 15
15 14
9 13

12 14

i2 i6
.. 12
14 10
.. 13
.. 13

14 13
11 13
13 12
13 10
9 8

14 ..

19 ..

14 18

19 20

20 19
15 17
18 ..

20 20
15 18
12 10

is
18 19
16 19

15 ..

13 ..

20 19
16 19
17 17

16

2017
IS

is
16

.. 10
19 16
19 IS
17 ..

17 18
15 IS
13 12
20 17
14 14
17 14
19 18
17 20
18 ..

16 ..

18 ..

13 ..

11 ..

. 12
11 18
.. 16

.. 14

18 20
19 20

17 IS
.. 17

16 ..

15 ..

17 IS

19 12
16 ..

in 7

15 ..

IS 17
18 20

13 ..

12
IS ,.

16 ..

ii in
.. n
13 11

8

14 .

16
10

19
IS
19
17
14
18
16
16
17

16
12
19

14
16
17
16

IS
19
IS

IS
17
13
11

134
103
134
131
125
123
117
132
125
108
131

120
116
1.34

115
125
126
117

137
138
121

135

140
137

20

12

Friday, May 3t.

Features of the programme to-day were the conclusion of the
contest for the Republic cup and shooting off ties for State and In-
terstate trophies. The birds averaged very good, and there were
tio straight scores added to yesterday's list. It took until almost
noon to close this event, w'hen the contest for the W. J, Lemp
Brewing Company's amatexir championship trophy was imme-
diately called. This, however, was only half finished, as work was
interrupted to permit of shooting off ties from Tuesday. For the
Missouri State championship solid gold medal Griesedieck and
Little had a spirited contest up t.o the eighteenth bird, when the
latter retired on a fast outgoer.
There were five ties in the Interstate medal contest. De Lotig

lost his first, Daniels his fifth, Griesedieck his tenth, and Little
his thirteenth bird,_ leaving the field and victory to that splendid
veteran, Capt. J. Sedam, of Denver, Colo. The Captain shot in
splendid form, and well earned his laurels.
The target programme was continued, with an entry of fifty,

Baker winning the day's average with but 3 lost, while Money,
De Long and day were each but 1 behind. The scores:

^ Events: 12 3 45678 Broke.
Linderman ; , . 14 14 19 15 13 20 18 16 129
Crosby 14 14 16 14 13 17 18 18 124
Heer 14 14 20 14 14 19 19 17 131
Gay , . , 14 15 20 14 15 19 19 20 135
Morrill 14 15 17 15 14 16 19 IS 128
Howard- 13 14 18 14 12 18 19 17 125
Winchester 13 14 19 15 15 18 20 19 133
Cunningham .15 14 17 15 14 15 19 IS 127
Scott ...14 14 17 14 15 20 18 16 12S
Ward 15 14 19 15 15 18 19 20 134
Conrades 10 14 .9 10 11 12 11 IS 95
G D Leggett 11 13 19 12 10 15 IS 17 115
Spencer — 15 15 19 14 14 18 15 19 129
Broyles : 13 14 18 13 13 17 17 20 125
Baker 15 14 20 15 15 IS 20 20 187
Mermod 7 13 19 13 15 18 20 17 122
Barre 10 11 17 12 13 16 20 19 118
Pendergast ... 14 13 19 15 13 19 19 20 132
Garth 15 15 16 15 14 17 19 IS 129
Hall J. ...J... 13 13 19 14 15 18 18 20 130
Hampton 12 13 20 13 14 20 17 20 129

J P Leggett 13 12 18 13 15 20 17 19 127
Miss King 12 13 18 13 13 18 20 18 125
Tramp 12 13 16 13 13 18 18 19 122
Daniels 14 14 17 14 15 20 20 20 134
Sedam 12 13 19 15 12 IS 20 19 128
Money 14 12 19 15 15 20 18 20 133
Gottlieb : . . : 12 13 17 14 15 19 18 2iD 129
Arnold . . . : 14 12 17 15 13 19 18 14 122
Dunkle 11 10 17 13 13 16 14 11 101
Class 13 12 18 15 14 17 20 19 12S
Fay 14 15 17 14 11 15 18 14 118
Dug 15 12 16 13 12 14 16 16 114
Holmes ..14 13 17 9
Burnside ;. 15 15 18 13 14 20 20 16 131
De Long 14 14 20 15 15 20 19 19 136
C S Cummings .'. 12 .... 12
Hubby 12
Green 13 14 17 12 15 19 18 17 124
Bickmore 13 15 19 14 '. .

.

Mills 13 .. .. 14 .. 20
Texas 12 11 17 13 12 16
Albaugh 12 .. 11
Bond 1416111117.. ..

Berkey 14
White 13
Griesedieck 19 19
Orvis 12 .... 11 :

Chase ,'. 15 .. 11
Fresch 16 ..

Reichert 10
Serth 10

Republic cup:
Dr Clark *111212122022232222211122—23
Weston 0122112022011220121011211—20
Hallowell 2222222222222220222222222—24
Winchester 22222^122222222222222202—24
Weber 11221111221111 21221111*20-23
Chase 2222222222222222222222122—25
Griesedieck 2221212212122220120222102—22
Dennig 022221211221212221201*101—21
GaV ; . ; 2222222222222222222202222—24
Howard 222220*222102222222202222—21
Riehl •. .2222222222222222222222222—25
Sedam 2211222222222*21222220222—23
Daniels 22120222222222222012222*0—21
Arnold 212222212222221222*212212—24
Gottlieb 2222112122222222222222*22—24
Money .2222222222222222222202021—23
Wright 2211212212220222212220212—22
Heilcgenstein 221*221222202220-222122222—22
White 2222222**2202222222222222—22
Burnside 2222222212222222222222222—25
Linderman , 12112121222221122*2222222—24
Hubby „i . . . I 1221211111221122211111222—25
Brucker

, 2111*22211111121112112222—24
Tramp .*121102120201122222200122—19
Hall ' 021222222211222*1*2101122—21
Fresch 1010200221002010021220212—15
Mermod 0022222212221122222222121—23
Walker 1112212212221122220122222—24
Crosby .2211221122222021212020122—22
Thompson 222222*222222222212222221—24
S e! zeK 1121 111122211111222201002—22
De Long 11221222121220011221111*0—21
Mills 2022222222222222202222222—23
Bond 222101221*012112111201122—21
Field 2212112211221111012111112—2-1
Spencer 2202222222222222222222222—24
Garth 1121111012121111012210210—21

J Cabanne 2222202022212222222122022—22
Tavlor 2201222221212210212212222—23
D Elliott 2212111222122112222102222—24
Cunningham '. 1211021222222010111112002—20
Rock 1222222022211211011212212—23
T D Woods 2222211221222222222201222—24
Green 21122*2mO101222*lw
Pendergast 2202222222022222222122222—23
B each 21111111112101 22111121222—24
Little 2122122122222122122101212—24
Collins 2112222212212122222222222—25
Berkev 2122222222122222222022222—21
Holmes 22222212211112021111*1222—23
Broyles * . . . .2122021112122111111111112—24
Oi vis ... i. ... 2212202222112111222222101—23
Horttfn *1110200*1012122121121222—19
Dr Smith 122122022222222212222222*—20
Johns 1012210*22220112212120110—19
Lister 211222011122212*122122222—23
Mrs Cabanne 20*2221*21w
L D Cabanne 2211222220012221122211122—23

Interstate ties:

Griesedieck 1222112110
Little 2112111212110
Daniels 21210
Sedam 2222222222222
De Long '. 0

Missouri State tie:

Little 212222221212122220
Griesedieck 222112212111222122

Saturday, June I.

This was the last, though not least imponant, day of the big'
meet of the Missouri Association for 1901. Work was begun early
on tlie conclusion of scores for the Lemp medal. This being
cleared up, a 10-bird open sweep was shot, with twenty entries.
The programme was cleaned up by 2 P. M.. when the shoot-off for
the Republic cup was called. Dave Elliott has selected a fast lot

of bi.-ds for this event, and the lot was a very good one. Chase
and Collins weix the first to lose, each' going out on right-quarter-
ing drivers in the seventh round. Hubby lost a hard bird just
over the fence in the twelfth round. Burnside and Riehl then
continued to the eighteenth round, when the latter undershot a
left-quartering towerer from No, 1 trap, and Burnside won by kill-
ing his bird nicely.

The ties in the Lemp trophy contest were then called. It proved
an event of much interest, the race naiTowing down m the
thirteenth round to Griesedieck and Mermod. These two deter-
mined and very competent St. Louisians continued to the -sixty-
sixth round, when Mermod lost ji very fast bird, leaving Griese-
dieck the winner, It was a beautiful race, and a credit to bo^l^
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gentlemen, the birds being good, tliough not averaging as fast asm the B.epublic cup shoot-off.
This ended the five-bird game, and the shooters, having com-

pleted the target programme, finished the day in spirited contests
of ties for the merchandise prizes, of which there was a liandsome
lot.

_
.

Altogether it was a great tournament, with attendance remark-
ably sustained to the end. The Association, through its officers
in charge, certainly deserves congratulations on the results
obtained.
Scores of all events and finals follow:

Events: 1
Linderman 13
Horton 11
Burnside , 15
Green v.^ 13
Morrill : . . IB
Howard 15
Winchester ....1 15
Cunningham . 14
De Long 15
Tramp 12
Baker 15
Gay 15
Mermod 12
Pendergast 15
Collins 13
Daniels 15
Sedam 14
Money 15
Gottlieb 14
Arnold ..13
Gsrth 12
Hubby
Miss King
Hall
Broyles 12
Texas ,..i.i...^..iLJi««>-.>"..-. .
Baggageman 14
Walker 10
White
Stoll 12
Snyder 13
Carson 15
Woods 13

2 3
15 14
11 14
15 15
15 14
12 15
15 15
15 15
15 14
14 14
10 13
14 15
15 15
15 15
15 14
12 14
15 15
15 14
15 14
13 12
13 14
13 13
12 ..

.. 10

.. 11
11 13
14 ..

4
18
6

20 13
20 15
18 15
18 15
19 14
20 15
17 13
17 11
20 15
18 14
18 13
18 14
18 15
20 15
IS 15
20 14
18 13
20 15
17 14
20 ..

5 6 7 8 Broke.

20 19 20
18 18 15
. . 20 20
19 18 20-

20 18 20
20 IG 20
16 18 20
18 13 20
20 19 19
19 20 20
19 18 18
17 18 18
20 18 17
20 19 20
18 20 18
17 18 17
19 17 18
18 20 19
17 19 17
20 .. ..

137
128

i35
136
134
127
114
13U
136
12S
129
127
139
132
130
124
132
122

19
19
20

7 13 16 14 105

13

Lemp trophy: „ „
Dr Clark 2222221222222223212011122—24

Walker *111221121122201111112111—23

Field .
1120111212111122211122111—24

Gav •- 2222222222222222222222222—25

Conrades 2222122110222012221222221^-23

Mrs Cabanne 22212222*121*21*1*2112101—20

Hubbv 0222212121222221122222202—23

White 0222221022222222211211122—23

Mermod 2221222212122222122222212—25

Pendersra^t 222222222222222022222222*—23

L D Cabanne 2122202212222222222222222—24

Green 1112211222222222222221122—25

Daniels 2212122122221212221112102—24

Sedam 2122102112222122222222122—24

Hallowell 2222002222221212212212222—23

Gottlieb 2022221020W

Arnold 222222211222022122222222^—24

Tavlor 2121111221102110202222020—21

Monev .- 2222222222222221222*22112—24

Baker 22211*1122111121212111121—24

Burnside
"

. . r 0222222112212222221222022—23

Brovles '

.

'
121112111212221112*112112—24

Linderman *
2222221122212*222111*w

Dr Smith -1122212221222212221120222—24

D Elliott - . 2122111221111111212212212—25

De Lons?
' " 212211211112112111*012212—24

Griesedieck '

" ' 2212222112111112211222222—25

Garth 20222122220w

Chase 1101212220222222112222222—23

Hall
"'

- 0111112111221222222222222—24

Reich^rt '."".I....,, 2222221122222111112111222-25

Cunninffham 0222102122222111221222202—22

A B^ Clark . .
2122222222011222202212212-23

Dennis " 22211212221*2211121111112—24

Pork 111102222221122211211*111—23

Seizer 0111111112120102112112122—22

Weber ' 221211222221121*122222122—24

.Or Bond 201212110010121211121*212-20•
1121022221212121122122121-24

nr Simms ' 2222222122222222222222222—25

John Cabanne ".V. 2021222202w

Lemp ties:

Reichert . .

.

Dr Simms .

Dr Green ..

Gay
D Elliott ..

Mermod ...

20
-.....-...2220

2120
222220
122212222212*
2222222221222212222222222
2222222222222112212222222
2122212121212120 —65

r.rip^pdieck 2121222222111222111221221urieseaiecK
2112222221222111221111111
2211211111122222 —66

Ten live birds:

Dr Clark 2122222122-10

Mermod ...2222112122-10

Collins 2102222222— 9

Pendergast .0222222222— 9

Sedam . 2222122212-10

Walker 1112212222—10

Burnside 2202222222— 9

Riehl .11022021*1— 7

Rock 1011201101— 7

Irwin 1211122221—10

RepvdMIc cup ties, miss-and-out

Riehl
Burnside •

Hubby
Chase
Collins •

Brovles 1112111221-10

Arnold 1222112221—10

Daniels 2211222122-10

Hubby 1221211112—10

Green 1121112212—10

Chase 2121211220-9
Reichert 12*U12211-

9

White *21211122—

9

Orvis 1222111221—10

W^entrick 1021111221— 9

.222222222222222220

.222222222222222222

.12112122222*

.1222220

.2222120

Notes of the Week,

A. H. Fox won high average for the week with 23 lost, Dick

Linderman being second best. •
i „ tio.

The Fax squad, composed of Fox, Howard, Cunnmgham, ue
Long and Irwin, scored 99 in one 20-bird event on Saturday and

the "Velox" squad, composed of Daniels, Sedam, Money, Gottlieb

and Arnold, scored 74 out of 75 in one event on Friday.

Herbert "taylor took much pride m the programme, which he

arranged with much taste and perception. It is worthy of preserva-

Dave Elliott Ayas everywhere at once, the busiest and one of the

best liked men on the grounds. . . j i

The Kansas City boys say that while this was a good shoot

thev will have a bigger one up the river next year.

fhe^e was only lie kick registered during the week tha wa

really wicked. This was by a granger who drifted m baturday,

used a 10-gauge gun without the knowledge of the management,

and after fhoftinl in one event declared he was robbed because

he got no money. In his complaint he said he had purposely

droooed for place, as there were too many straights, but as

divfsFon in thi particular event was high guns, ca^«l|t^°"

went wrong. i
.

js.

Editor Forest and Stream:
. i-- i, p,.„t»,.fi„^

The history of the Missouri State Game and iMsh Piotective

Association is replete with successful tournaments. X^or years

thev have been recognized as the most important event ot each trap-

shooting season. The attendance of representative sportsmen

has made this tournament national in its scope and chaiacter.

The Mi<iSouri State shoot has always had the best interests ol the

sportsmen at heart. It was the first large tournament to adopt

the Rose system of division of moneys, thereby successfully

demonstrating that it was applicable to large shoots as well as small

"'The^ Kansas City Star cup and the St Louis Republic cup have

attracted the attention of the sportsmen for a number of years, and

Served to keep alive the interests in the sports of gentlemen.

The Missouri State Game and Fish Protective Association has

had these beautiful live-bird championship emblems in charge.

Besides these, the Dupont trophy, Lemp trophy and E C cup

have bVn important events the Sportsmen^s Review cup was

redeemed last vear by the Association at a cost of $100, and the

Association has always guaranteed $1,000 to these championship

^^This' year the Association decided to run a tournament without

the S4 eT the professional. The resists h^vf shows that they

were right. The tournament has been a most pronounced success
from every point of view.
The programme has been carried out to the smallest detail. The

attendance is the largest in any tournament this year. Sixty
entries in the Republic cup, and ninety entries in the target
events show that the professional is no longer necessary to the
success of a tournament.
The Missouri State Association wishes to extend its thanks to

the professionals who came here and shot for targets only. It
wishes the sportsmen of the country to know that the St. Louis
Republic, the Globe-Democrat, the Post-Dispatch and the St.

Louis Star have had their special representatives on the grounds
each day and given a large amout of space to the .events. It
wishes to thank Forest and Stream and Shooting and Fishing
for sending their representatives, Mr. Riehl and Mr. Irwin, to re-

port this tournament, and last btit not least the Association desires
to express its gratification to the many sportsmen who have at-

tended the shoot for their assistance in making the totirnament
such a pronounced success.

Herbert Taylor, Sec'y.

Haverhill Gun Club.

Haverhill. Mass., May 31.—Owing to the threatening weather
early in the morning the attendance at our Me_morial Day shoot
was not large, only twenty-one shooters participating; but what
was lacking in numbers was made up in enthusiasm and good
fellowship. Everybody seemed to enjoy himself and had all the
shooting he wanted.
Two thousand nine hundred and thirty targets were thrown, and

a veM good percentage was broken. It v^as an ideal day for target
shooPing, and some excellent scores were made. Almost 80 per
cent: is. not a very bad showing for twenty-one shooters "away
out in the country."

Visitors were present from Boston, Hingham, Newburyport,
Amesbury and Merrimac. In the prize event Allison and George
tied on 47 out of 50 for first, Allison winning in the shoot-off.

Howe and Tozier tied on 46 for second, Tozier winning on the
shoot-off. Allen was third with 45 and Bowen fourth with 41- The
summary follows:

Events

:

Targets

:

Dickey, 19
Puck, 18
Howe, 18
George, 18
Allison, 18
Miller, 16
Follansbee, IB.

Webster, 16....
Tozier, 16
Lockwood, 16.

Bowen, 16
Capt Allen, 16.

Hatch, 16
Grieves, 16
Locke, 16
Spofford, 17...

Graffam, 16. . .

.

Goodwin, 16...

Godfrey, 16....

Sprague, 16...

Brown, 16

12 3 4

10 10 10 10
9 10
8 6 9

9 7 6
9 9 10
8 6 10
8 10 6

9 7 4
6 10 8

10 8 8

7 9
8 9

9 9

10
6

9

8

9

7
4 4

8 7

8 7
8 8
8 6

7 9

5 6

10 10
9 8

10 8
8 8
10 8
9 8
9 8
10 5
9 9

9 10
7
9 10
4 9

9 6
,. 6

7 8
10 10
10 10
9 8

10 9
10 10
8 10
10 7
6 9

10 8
10 9

9 10
10 10
7 9
9 7
9 9
8 10

10 10

8 7

8 9
8
6
6

8 9

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
10 10 10 10 15 10 10 10
7
7

10

9 14
10 8 10
8 10 11
9 9 14

10

9
7

8 5 9

8 9
10 9
4 5
9 9

8 10 8 7 14 •. . 5 .

.

9 9 9 8 13
8 7' 8 9

7 8 6 11

10
6

10
5

9

5
7
4

8 9 9 10 13 5 >.

6 13
7 14
4 9

8 9
8 9
7 10
8
Miller, Sec'y.

Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club.

Fitchburg, Mass., May 31.—Memorial Day proved a very dark
and dull day, and although there was not much wind, it was a hard
day for the man with the scatter gun, for the light was very
deceptive.
Two prizes were given, open to all except the five men on No.

1 team. Rob won the first and Donovan second. In six miss-and-
out events Cutler won three and Converse three. Capt. Hawkins'
team won both events in the team race. These events included
all the shooters formed into two teams, wiht Capt. Hawkins
on one side and Capt. Donovan on the other, but Hawkins' men
were just a little too warm both times.

Several of the regular handicap matches were shot off, and
altogether things were kept humming all day. Following are the

scores:

Events:
Targets

:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

9 9 6 6
8 6

8 5

1 4
6 2

Cutler 8 9
Taylor 6 7 6 8

Converse .. 10 10 7 4
Churchill 4 7 7
Esty 5 5

Russell 6 10 7 4
Dwight 6 5 6

Ashton .... 2 .. 4 .. 1 2 1

Davis 1 2

Rob
Donovan. . .

Hawkins
George •

Beer
Pratt
Proctor
Kirkpatrick
Smith
Emory .,

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
10 25 10 10 5p 10 5p 25 25 25 25 25
9 21 9 10 5 9 9 20 22 24 21 22
9 . . 9 23 20 18 24

15

7 15

8 5 16 4

8 16 18 17 16 17

6 12 15 .

.

. . 14 18 .

.

6 16 16 14

2 3

.. 17 21
6 15 10 17 14 14
2 6 12
2 4 10 6 . . .

.

5
6 12 12 .. .

5 10
0 13
8 11
6

I. O. Converse, Sec'y.

Pfovidcncc Gun Club.

Providence, R. I.—A most enjoyable day was spent at the

grounds of the Providence Gun Club on Decoration Day. F, In-

man, of Pascoag, was high with .933 per cent. ; Griffith, Cranston,
Francotte and Inman made up the first squad, and they went
straight in event No. 2. •

'

. .

The -targets were thrown fully 65yds., but there was no wind, and
a dull even shooting light held true all the afternoon.

It is most unusual for us to get such a calm day, as our club

is situated on the highest land within twelve miles, and a strong

wind sweeps across the grounds most of the time.

We missed our secretary, jolly Bob Root, who is ill, but will

soon be about again. Mr. Root's work was performed by Hugh
Bain in a most satisfactory manner. Budlong ofiiciated at the

keyboard in his usual quick and positive way.

Events 123456789 10

Targets 15 10 15 20 10 15 20 10 15 20 Broke.

Griffith 11 10 12 20 10 15 19 10 13 17 137

Cranston"
' '

" .
'.

14 10 14 18 8 12 19 10 13 19 137

Francotte 13 10 13 17 8 13 17 8 13 17 129

Inman ' 14 10 15 18 10 14 17 10 13 19 140
p" 12 6 14 18 9 12 18 9 13 16 127

Smith 10 5 8 16 9 10 15 6 8 16 113

Bud 9 41013 e 710 710

F ?4nold 5 13 18 10 10 18 9

Stanley • ° •
F. I. Cranston, Ass'l Sec'y-

Pigeon Shooting at the Gun Club.

France, May.—At this clubls meeting the competitors included

that redoubtable shot, Mr. R. A. Welch, of the Carteret Club,

New York. Shooting comm.enced with the weekly contest for the

members' £100 challenge cup, added to a £5 sweepstakes at i

birds each, 30yds, rise. Thirteen gunners faced the traps, and

Mr F Hodgson Roberts, making a run of 8 kills, secured teni-

porary possession of the trophy. The pool of £65 he divided with

Mr Calder, who stopped "7 birds out of S. For the Newmarket
£4 handicap sweepstakes, with £25 added, seventeen sportsmen

tried conclusions, and some exceptionally fine shooting was wit-

nessed Ultimately the American, Mr. R. A. Welch, 30y2yds., won
the^cup, his total being 16 kills consecutively. He beat Mr Gordon

Smith in the ties, with whom he divided the stakes of £bs. A id
sweepstakes, with a £10 cup added, at 26yds. rise, followed, for

which eighteen entries were received. After some good all-round

form had been displayed Mr. C. ColHer, who brought down ,11

off the reel was returned the winner of the cup. The proceeds

of the sweep £54, he shared with the Australian, Mr. A. v\

.

Eales who had 1 kill less to his credit. In the minor evoiU

honors rested with Mr. Ross, Mr. Brougham, Sir 1. Freake, Mr.

Holt Mr. Calder, Mr. A. W. Eales and Mr, ^'eterson.—London

Field.

Ossining Gun Club.

OissiNiNa N. Y., May 31.—Herewith please find scores of the
Ossining Gun Club, made at the Memorial Day shoot. May 30.
The new club house, while not completed, was used, and amply
accommodated the large crowd of shooters and their friends. All
events at 10 targets. The best percentage was made by J.
Carpenter, of Kcnsico, 85 per cent.:

Events: 12 3 4

5
6

9

6
4

8 8

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 166488555329
6 7 5 5 7
6 8 9 8 10 8

6

8 7 9 9 7 7 7
4 ..

9 8 9 6 9....
6 8 5 6

C Barlow 'i

A Burns 6

A Bedell 9

Dr Sherwood 4
B Applebee , 4
C Blandford 6
G Calkins 8

J Carpenter 10 9

J Garrison 1
S Macbeth 0 5 0
A Aitchson 4W Fisher 8 9W Hall 9 6 8 8W Smith 5 5 5 8
A Rohr 8 3W Coleman 7
\V Clark 7 7
F Valentine 7
E Acker 8 ..

G Gerlach 2 4

N Tuttle 7

W Bittner ^

3 5

F lacger 5 8W Hj-land 7 5
Miss M Hyland 7 4 9

J Hyland ,3

"H Ingraham 2
G Edgers 2

6 4 3 ..

7 .. ....
9 9 6 10
5 4 ..

5 5 .. ..

6 5
8 5

5 4 6 4
3 4 4 4

3 3

5 S

4 ..

8 ..

7 ..

7 ..

7 ..

2

C Lent 2 r. .. 2
F Kelley 0 1
L Terwilliger. .

.' 4 .. .. 1
F Cole 3 .. .. 1
H Tonolla 4 .. .. 5
D Brandreth 5 8
C Acker 3
J Foley 3 .. .. ..

June 1.—Scores, of the Ossining Gun Club, made at the regular
Saturday slioot, J^une 1. All events at 10 singles. Washburn, in
three practice strings of 25 each, scored 21, 22, 22:

4 5 6 7 8

10
5

Events : 1 2

J C Barlow .76
I Washburn 10 8
N Tuttle 5 7
C Blandford 7
A Rohr 3 4 4 5 ..

R Kromer, Jr. 1 3 3
A Bedell 8 8

Prize events:
Shot at. Broke.

Barlotv 12 6 Rohr
Barlow 12 7 Rohr
Bedell 12 10 Kromcr
Bedell 12 7

7 9

6

Shot at. Broke.
....15 7
...J 15 8
....13 3

C. G. B.

Richmond Gun Club.

Silver Lake, Staten Island, May 30. -The scores made at the
shoot of the Richmond Gun Cliib to-day follow:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 15 10 25 10

G Bechtel. . 9 8 8 7 6 5 10.. 8 2 8 8 7.. ..10.. 8 19 6
F Schoverlingfi 544769757676477 10 5 16 5
O Each.... 5 4 5
G Schoen . . 5 4 6 4
F Poramer 5
L H Schorte-
meier 3

4 4 8 5 4

J
C
E
O
J
T

Jones 1
S

4
7
2
6-

9 10 10
6 3 8

5 6 3

14 14
7 8
11 11
5 4
5 12

6 3 6
9 12

5 5

8 24
10

9 13
.. 9
6 16
.. 1
,. 12
,i 10

r 8 9 10
- - .9556

Stuetzle 5 7 5
Meurer 5
Albrecht 6
Earth 5
Diffley 5

Dann 5
Hahn 4
Duke 5

No. 21, 25 targets: G. Bechtel 20, L. H. Schortemeier 21, J.
Jones 10, -T. Diffley 10. Duke.

Brockton Gun Club,

Brockton, Mass., May 30.—No. 11 is the total; No. 12 is the
handicap; No. 13 is the per cent, in the silver trophy shoot, which
was won three times by Leonard, .and now becomes his property.
The weather conditions were fair:

Baker 8 8 9 9 10 9 9 10 10 8 90 13 100
Worthing 9 9 9 8 8 9 10
Bartlett S 10 9 8 9 8 10
Grant 8 9 8 6 10 8 10 10
Leonard 8 8 9 8 9 5 10 10
Scott 9 10 8 10 8 10 8 8
Steck 9 8 10 8 9 7 8 6
Lambert 5 S 8 9 7 9 8 8
Taylor 8 6 7 6 8 8 6 8
Donaliue 6 7 8 7 7 6

Visitors.
Porter 8 7

Pratt 6 8

Snow 5 7
Robbins 6 4

Gushing 6 7

McKay 5 4

Irish 3 6

Murdock 7 8

5 6

7 8 86 20 100
9 10 89 20 100
8 9 86 20 100

8 82 20 100
9 88 25 100
8 81 22 100
9 77 46 100
6 72 20 92
5 70 32 100

4
10

4 4

A. F, Leonard, Sec'y.

"Wollaston Trap Cltib.

Wollaston, Mass., May 31.—The Wollaston Trap Club held an
all-day shoot on Memorial Day. The number of sliooters present
was not very large, but all hands had a good time.

Paolucci and Barry, two old-time rivals, furnished a lot of
amusement by shooting a couple of private matches^ in both of

which Paolucci was the winner.
Events 1, 3, 5, 7 and 8, 10 targets, unknown angles; events 2, 6

and 10, 10 targets, regular angles; events 4 and 9, 10 targets, reversed
angles; events 11 and 12, 5 pairs. The scores:

Events: 123456789
Elwell 5 6 9 8 6 8 8 4 7

S'"^ I I III 7 III
Kr-r^:::::::::::::::;:::::::: I ? s I ? ? ? 9 ?

Lane 8 "? » 4 7 5 7

Noleen ~ • ••. 5 9 6 9 8

Paolucci . . 10 6 . . 6 5 8 .

.

Bl?es . 9 6 6 8 7 6^"""^
8 5 4 5 8..

10 1112
5 5 7
6 3 ..

5 .. ..

8 5 .7

6 4 5
5 7 8
7 8 7

Bixby_. » s> *

Pnni- OPoor
Doell 6 3

7 ..

3 ..

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT*

The new price list of the Unioa Metallic Cartridge Company's
Shot shells is not only a very attractive pamphlet but contains a

great deal of matter useful and interesting to shooters. It gives,

excellent illustrations of loaded shells, wads and primers, and also

the new names which have been adopted "to protect the reputa-

tion of the U M- C, facton- loaded shells against the inferior

loading of their empty shells by others." Dealers and sportsmen

'nlike wiU wish 40 supplv themselves with this list, which may be

had, on application, from the company, at Bridgeport, Conn.—Adv.

The Forest ami? Strbam is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach us *t tit?
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Fish have their various characters, defin'd

Not more by form or color than by mind;

The wary trout but few temptations hit.

The perch an idiot, and the carp a wit.

We cheat the finny fools, ourselves as blind,

Fools, in our turn, are cheated by our kind!

AN INTERESTING AND IMPORTANT CASE.

The situation with respect to the notable seizure of

illicit game in a New York cold storage warehouse by

Protector Overton is this : The game protective authority

and the Arctic Freezing Company have arranged to submit

for adjudication an agreed statement of facts, and the case

is to be carried from one court to another as expeditiously

as may be practicable, until it shall have been determined

by the United States Supreme Court.

We have here quite the most interesting and important

issue that could be made in relation to game protection.

The point to be tested is the constitutionality of a law

which prohibits in one State the possession in close season

of game imported from another State. The New York

case is of national interest and of national importance,

because the principles involved are of national application.

While the entire prohibition of the possiession and sale of

game in the close season irrespective of the origin of the

game is not universal throughout the country, it prevails

so generally that it may be said to be a characteristic

feature of game protection in the United States, just as it

is abroad. It is a factor of such importance as to be

absolutely essential to any effective scheme of game pro-

tection. Every State, then, which has such a law and

depends upon it to keep its game from the market in close

time, is concerned quite as inuch as New York in the

result of this test suit, since upon the outcome will depend

the determination of the constitutionality of all such laws.

It is understood that the cold storage people are putting

their trust in the decision which was rendered last year by

the New Y'ork Court of Appeals in the case of the People

vs. the Buffalo Fish Company, Lt.

By a popular misinterpretation the court was believed

to have held in that decision that a statute forbidding the

possession in close time of fish brought into the State from

outside territory was invalid because in conflict with the

commerce clause of the Federal Constitution. But the

fact is that the court did not so decide. The prevailing

opinion was written by Justice O'Brien, who based his

decision upon two grounds. The first ground was, as he

wrote referring to the section of the law under review

:

"What it means, and all it means, is to forbid any person

to catch, kill or be possessed of the fish described from

waters of this State. The word 'possession' obviously

refers to those fish the catching or killing of which is pro-

hibited—tliat is to say, fish in the waters of this State, and

not those procured in a foreign country."

As the second ground upon which his decision was

based, he wrote that if the statute were conceded to apply

to fish brought into the State, "then I think it is clearly

invalid as in conflict with the commerce clause of the

Federal Constitution."

On the other hand, Justice Gray wrote a dissenting

opinion, in which, as to the polqt of conflict with the

Federal Constitution, he said: "There is no question of

interstate or foreign commerce, in my opinion, but merely

one of whether in the interest of the protection and preser-

vation of game fishes the Legislature may not competently

enact a statute so stringent in its provisions as to insure

the accomplishment of the end in vimv, however it might

result in apparent restriction of the liberty of the citizen."

The court was composed of seven members. Of these

Justices Parker and Landon concurred with Justice

O'Brien as to both points; and Justice Werner concurred

only in the first ground stated; while Justices Haight-and

Martin concurred with Justice Gray in the dissenting

opinion, Thus, of the seyen members of tlie co^irt, y[hi\^

a majority of four believed that in its wording the statute

did not apply to imported game, and hence that the case

should be dismissed, only three (or less than the ma-
jority) agreed as to the ilnconstifutional nature of the law.

Under these circumstances, as was pointed out in one of

our recent issues by Willard S. Reed, of the Corning

Bar, the Phelps vs. Racey decision is still the authority in

New York; and that decision was that a statute which ex-

pressly forbids the having in possession of game during

the close season, regardless of where, when or how ob-

tained, is valid.

As we have said before, there is every reason for con-

fidence that the prosecution of this present case, if it shall

reach the Supreme Court, will result in establishing by that

highest authority the constitutional integrity of this most
important and essential feature of our game protective

.'System.

FOREST RESERVES AS GAME REFUGES,

The first settlers in a new country are always careless

of the natural resources spread out in such abundance all

about them. As population grows denser people begin

.slowly to realize the value of such resources and to see

that they ought to be made the most of, because they add

to the income of State, of landed proprietor or of public.

The history of the settlements here in America has been

one of reckless waste, but at last our eyes are beginning

to be opened and we are coming to view these matters

somewhat as people see them in the densely populated

countries of the old world. For thirty years and more a

few people have earnestly urged the importance of forest

care and preservation, without apparently awakening the

least public interest. But suddenly within the last five

years the whole country has become aroused on this sub-

ject. The Government is doing great work; State colleges

of forestry are being started; the more important institu-

tions of learning have established forestry schools; the

profession of forester has become a recognized one, so

much so that the growing boy in considering what calling

he shall follow when he becomes a man, counts this voca-

tion as one of the possibilities.

As with the forests, so with the game and fish. These
are recognized sources of income and are coming to be

looked at from the intensely practical side. Maine has

given more attention than any other State to the question

of what its game may be worth to it, and it has been esti-

mated that the annual visits of anglers and hunters bring

naillions of dollars into the State. Vast sums are spent

for the mere privilege of catching fish, or taking game, or

traveling through the woods or over the waters, and spent

by people who except for these attractions would stay at-

home or would go elsewhere. What is true of Maine is

true of the Adirondacks, where, according to the State

authorities. 7,000 deer were killed last year in a tract of

country only ninety miles in diameter. Of the visitors

who killed these deer a large proportion came from other

.States and practically all came from other counties. The
Dominion of Canada realizes the money value of her game
and fish, and strives to induce people to visit her woods
and streams for the fishing and hunting.

For every fish taken and for every bird or deer killed,

the visitor pays a liberal price. His money is distributed

among railroad companies, hotel keepers, merchants,

guides and farmers. It is money that would not come
to them except for the game and the fish which lure the

visitor to the section. So 'long as these are abundant

people will continue to come, and in ever increasing, num-
bers, but so soon as the supply becomes exhausted the

travel will stop.

Evidently then it is worth -while to keep up the supply,

and this fact is now well recognized. One of the readiest

and simplest means of stocking a region, or of keeping

up an existing supply, is the establishment of game refuges

which shall be rigidly protected, and from which the sur-

rounding country may be constantly restocked. We have

an example of this on a very large scale in the Yellow-

stone National Park, from which each season the elk pour

out over the surrounding country in something like their

old-time, abundance, so that only in the vicinity of this

Park can good elk hunting now be had, .

The game refuge idea is growing. Already it has been

adopted in New York, and on a small scale in Connecticut,

Pennsylvania is taking hold of it. A bill on the same line

is shortly to }jf introduced in l^eyn Jersey. Canada has its

state and national parks, where hunting is absolutely pro-

hibited.

Over almost all the vast regions west of the Missouri

River game has been practically exterminated, and unless

something is done this extermination will be as Complete

within the next twenty-five years as that of the buffalo

to-day. Such extermination can be indefinitely postponed

by the establishment of extensive game refuges, where

the different species shall be rigidly protected.

We have already called attention to the desirability of

constituting the forest reserves as such refuges. These

reserves have already been withdrawn from settlement,

and though established for a widely different purpose—one

absolutely essential to the well-being of the arid West

—

they are well fitted for game refuges. Within one or other

of these reserves every species of North American game
may find a natural refuge, where in peace and quietness it

may increase and multiply for all time.

The setting aside such refuges falls within the province

of the different State governments, and ought to appeal to

them with especial force. Each year the number of people

who wish to go into camp to shoot and fish increases, and

if places were known in the mountains of the West where

good fishing and hunting could certainly be had, thousands

of men with their families would annually turn their faces

westward who now go to the Adirondacks, or to Maine, or

spend their time at some resort on the sea shore, by the

Great Lakes, or by the rivers. The establishment of such

game refuges and the consequent increase of game would
bring millions of dollars into Wyoming, Montana, Colo-

rado and California, and most of these dollars would find

their way into the pockets of the local population.

SNAP SHOTS.

The hotel proprietors of Helena, Mont., have been ac-

customed to serve game in close season quite as freely as

do the hotel and restaurant men of New York. The new
game law contains a section specially designed to stop

this close season game traffic. One of the most ardent

advocates of the new statute was a Helena hotel man, and
some amusement has been had over the fact that this

particular person was the first one to be caught up under

it. State Game Warden Scott lives at this hotel, and when
he saw wild ducks on the table after the season for them
had expired he promptly invited his host to repair to the

nearest justice and settle. The local paper in reporting

the case says that the ducks "were shipped in from St.

Paul, and that is where the Lacey Act concerning the

killing of game came into play. Sec. 5 of that act provides

that 'the dead bodies of any wild game animals or game
or song birds transported into any State or Territory, or

remaining therein for use, consumption, sale or storage

therein, shall upon arrival in such State or Territory be

subject to the operation and effect of the laws of such

State or Territory enacted in the exercise of its police

powers, to the same extent and in the same manner as

though such animals and birds had been produced in such

State or Territory, and shall not be exempt therefrom

by reason of being introduced therein in original package

or otherwise.' " But the Lacey Act had no bearing on the

Helena case. As we have pointed out before this, the

application of a State law to imported game depends upon

the wording of the statute. If the text of the State law

is so comprehensive as to cover imported game, the law

applies to imported game ; if the State law does not cover

imported game, such game may not be made subject to it

by act of Congress. Congress may control game only so

long as the game remains a subject of interstate com-

merce; when it ceases to be an article of interstate com-

merce it immediately thereupon comes under control of

the State.

Two recent cases of prosecution for Sabbath breaking,

in Yonkers, N. Y., have directed attention to that pro-

vision of the penal code which forbids fishing on Sunday,

The law is altogether a dead-letter; it is put into force'

once in a while as a spite naeasure; but tens of thousands

of men go fishing on every pleasant summer Sunday, and

no one ever thinks of interfering withi them as Sabbath

breakers. The fishitig statute is one ' which should be

repealed, for the simple reason that as a dead-letter it

breeds contempt for other fishing laws which are not and

should not be dead-letters.
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On Reading **S&m Lovers Boy.^

So this is the last time? never more, hereafter.

May we gather with them where the light leaps high;

Harfc the cobbler's stories, echo the gay laughter,

Prod the old man's memory tn his "Taking Ti."

Never more the linter, of a night, shall hold us;

Never shall wc wander forth with Drive and Sam.

This is the last time Mrs. Purin'ton shall scold us;

Antwine racks invention one more ''tcekly tam,"

Aye, here we part, for he, the dear magician,

Waves his creatures from him, and goes on before,

Leaving us he summoned to the fields Elysian,

Gazing sadly after at the close-shut door.

He has gone, and, henceforth, growing grass shall cover

Half the broken hearthstone; birds in flight shall stop,

Squirrels perch and chatter of their own true lover,

Oa the drooping shutter of Uncle Lisha's shop,

Ruth Hall.

De Witt Clinton's Letters.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A. N. Cheney's contribution on De Witt Clinton s let-

ters about the National History and Internal Resources

of the State of New York must have been read with deep

interest by all your subscribers, and to one reader of

Forest and Stream the article was specially attractive,

for it served to remind me that I had the good luck, sev-

eral years ago, to find a copy of the letters by "Hiber-

nious" among a quantity of trash in an unpromising situ-

ation, and since exchanging a nickel or two for the book,

have never failed to pick it up without finding entertain-

ment on every page. Since Mr. Cheney describes the

volume as "very rare, " I am, perhaps, warranted in re-

garding my copy as well worth preserving, for although

it is bound' in the cheapest style, its pages are perfect.

To a resident of this quarter of the State the letters

are particularly interesting. Their author is regarded

as the Father of the Erie Canal, but all through its pages

he refers to the waterway as "The Western Canal." The

first letter is dated "Montezuma, May 26, 1820," and_ in

these days of enlarged-canal discussion, it is worth noting

that Clinton describes the boat on which he traveled as

74 feet long, 13 feet wide, "which draws^ when not loaded,

7 inches of water, and when loaded, il." The canal

itself was 40 feet in width at the surface: at the bottom
'28 feet, and its depth 4 feet. To quote every paragraph

of interest would require more space than you might

care to give, for the letters are written from the point

of view of an enthusiast who now and then ventures on

the domain of phophecy. For instance, anticipating one

efifect of the canal, he says: "When the great six-horse

heavy teams are banished from use, the roads will be

improved. The tippling houses, which derive their prin-

cipal support from teamsters, will fall into disuse." An-
other prediction not yet fullfilled was this: "The opening

of a market for grain will prevent its conversion into ardent

spirits—the curse of morals, and the bane of domestic

felicity. Whisky now sells for 18 cents a gallon. What
a temptation to inebriety! A man may now keep con-

stantly drunk for three or four shillings a week. Nothing

but a heavy excise can banish the use of this deleterious

poison." He discusses the geology of the canal country

as it was known at that time, but admits "we are but in the

horn book of this science." He was confident that coal

would be found along the route of the canal, and his be-

lief led to this reflection: "The moment coal is discov-

ered within fifty miles of the canal, what sources of wealth

will immediately be developed. Deprive Great Britain

of its coal, and you ruin the kingdom. Give it to the

proud republic of New York, and she will soar on eagle

wings above all competition." In a letter dated Geneva,

June, 1820, he laments that "natural science has no hold

of the affections of this community," and in illuistration

of the fact continues: "The common names of European

birds are applied without discrimination to American

ones, and this has created endless confusion. It is in

vain that I look for our quail, our partridge, our wood-^

cock, our pigeon, our swallow, our robin, our goldfinch,

etc. There is nothing of the kind to be seen. I am
pointea to birds of those names, but here the resemblance

ceases. The English snipe is the same in Europe and

America, and probablv many aquatic birds, but that snipe

is the only one in which I have ascertained a complete

sameness."
Here and there in the letters are allusions well calcu-

lated to stir the blood of the reader who happens to have

a weakness for the rod or gun. One paragraph says:

"Along the canal I have been regaled with the salmon

and pike in great perfection. The salmo fario, or common
trout, is visible in various places in the canal," a_ state-

ment from which one must infer that the water in the

canal at that time must have been purer or the trout less

particular than they are now. One of his observations

I can testify to being well founded, viz.: "A species of

crayfish, which I have not seen, is said to be peculiarly

dangerous to mill dams by its perforations. It inhabits

the Genesee River in abundance." Every boy who has

ever fished in the Genesee River, and had his fingers

seized by the claws of the "crab," knows how abundant

they are and what an excellent bait they make for bass.

,One letter dated Canandaigua, devoted to birds and the

ornithologists, opens with this sentence: "At the house

of the respectable and worthy Mr. Greig I met^ for the

first time with the ornithology of Alexander Wilson, in

nine quarto volumes, and need I say that I am delighted

with it beyond measure?"
_
Another letter begins with

this picture to tease the wildfowler of the present day:

"i saw, for the first time, in the Seneca River at Monte-
zuma, the aquatic plant called wild rice or Folle avoine.

It grows all over the West and North—and wherever it

flourishes, mvriads of water fowls are attracted to it. and

(leriv? thdr chief support and ejcquisitc- fiavor from its

alimentary qualities. In the lakes and rivers adjoining

Montezuma thousands of wild geese and ducks of all

kinds congregate at the proper season for food, except

the canvasback duck, or Anis vallisneria of Wilson, which

derives its name from a water plant called Vallisneria, on

the roots of which it feeds, and which is a fresh water

vegetable, that grows in some parts of the Hudson and

Delaware, and in most of the rivers that fall into the

. Two letters dated "Western Region, August, 1820,"

are devoted to discussing the rattlesnake and its pecu-

liarities. In early days the country about here was famous

for the number of rattlesnakes that could be found by
anyone who was looking for them. They are now about

as rare as the dodo in this vicinity, but tliey have left

their name on a point in the Genesee River below the

city, and it will doubtless be called Rattlesnake Point

ages hence, although the last of the reptiles was killed

there many years ago. It is the only place of which I

have any knowledge that one could identify with the spot

alluded to in this passage of Clinton's: "A great den

exists on the east side of Genesee River, near Rochester.

In the spring they travel west (as their heads are then

found in that direction), ten or twelve miles, and, scatter

themselves over the lowlands; and for this purpose they

swim across the river. In the autumn their heads are

pointed to the east, as they return to their den."

Apropos of the proposed introduction of moose into

the Adirondacks, an extract from letter XLIV is sug-

gestive: "On my way to the west I passed a few days

at Albany, and among other public places visited the

Museum of Natural History. Here I saw the largest of

the cervus genus, called the moose. It was mounted in

the museum. Its height above the shoulders feet,

and its weight 1,000 pounds. Its horns had fallen ofiC

before it was killed. Twenty-five, it is said, were killed

in the country north of Whitestown last winter at differ-

ent times. This one belonged to a herd of five."

I have refrained from quoting what the distinguished

author said about tlie fish of the lakes and rivers tribu-

tary to the canal, for Mr. Cheney has presented the mat-

ter fully. But in regard to the "blossoming" of the lakes

I find, in the handwriting of some former owner of the

book, notes commenting on Clinton's contention that the

phenomenon was due to the exuvia or ova of insects. The
first note says: "The effect is too great for the cavise.

From closely examining this substance, I am of opinion

that it arises from the flowers of eel grass {Zostera tnari-

ana), -which flowers in July to August, and I have seen

lakes blossom only where this grass grew." Again, when
the writer of the letters refers to the "blossom" as of ani-

mal origin, the writer of the notes (who I fancy was an

engineer on the canal), says: "I cannot forego the ob-

ser^'ation that the lake blossom is attributable to aquatic

vegetables, in part to its flowering, and partly and more
especially, to its decay. I have never seen it except in

hays where the Zostera mariana grows. I subjected it

to alkaline tests and from yellow produced a green color.

There are on the Oneida Lake insects which perch on

the surface of the water. Their quantity is immense, but

they appear to deposit their ova on small bushes from

the edge of the lake half a mile inland. I have noticed

their slimy deposits, and seen them in various stages of

growth. They move from the land to the lake in masses,

toward evening, and so numerous as to intercept the rays

of the Sim. This continues maybe ten days, and their

death sometimes occasions great stench."
Edmond Richmond.

R0CHE6TEH, N. Y.

Where the Loon Laughs*

In Three Parts—Part Three.

Three luxurious and happy days are spent in camp
before the expedition moves on. Then everything is

packed away, the dunnage bags laid in the canoes, and

a start is made. Just below the camp they pass the

entrance of Lost Channel, and a mile or two farther

down come to the entrance of North Channel, closed by

a boom. They slip around the end of the boom without

any difficulty, and proceed. North Channel is a series

of little rapids and falls, every one of which requires a

portage of fifty yards or less. To the Sick Thing it is

an interesting experience to observe how close to these

rapids and falls Kitchener will guide the canoe without

apparent danger of being sucked in. It is simply a mat-

ter of making use of the back water and keeping close

to the shore. Then, when a clear view is obtainable, the

Sick Thing lays hold of a rock and Kitchener stands up

to inspect—the other canoes waiting for orders. By noon

the last of the rapids is passed and the entrance to Six

Mile Lake is observable in the distance. It has been a

hard and quick morning's work, and everyone is hot

and tired. Clothes are off in an instant and all four men
plunge into the tail of the rapids. Then comes a luncheon

of hardtack, stick chocolate and raisins—a delightful

feast to ravenous men. After that, a quiet smoke, and

then on again. Six Mile Lake is lashing itself into fury

under a stiff breeze, and the heavily loaded canoes take

in a good deal of water. But the open water is passed

over safely, nevertheless, and camp for the night is made
on an island which promises good shelter from the com-

ing storm. By the time the tent is up and the fire started,

the rain is coming down in torrents. How Kitchener

accomplishes it the others do not rightly know, but

while thev lie comfortably in the tent, he actually pre-

pares and serves a big pot of delicious soup, a pot of

refreshing tea, and what goes by the name of a rice

pudding. By the time this is disposed of, the rain has

ceased, and nothing is left of the storm but an occasional

flash of lightning and the grumbling of distant thunder.

In the twilight, a loon passes close overhead, his wings

making a loud whistling; and a moment later a_ stately

crane goes by. The fire is flooded out by the rain long

since, and the fuel lying about is too sodden to make
another. There can be no cheery camp fire for this night.

Btit presently the moon comes up, shining weirdly

through driving clouds and lighting fitfully the black

water and blacker headlands. Then, away in the dis-

tance, comes the voice of the loon. For reasons of his

own. 'probably, the strange wild creature is not laughing

to-night, but instead, indulges in an undertoned whimper
broken at intervals by an unearthly shriek.

"Boys!" says Kitchener, solemnly; "there's the agony
and despair of twenty centuries in that creature—and let

me tell you why. The soul of Judas Iscariot, the man
who betrayed his Friend for money, dwells in him."
Nobody makes any rejoinder, "The thought sinks in

and becomes part of the gloom and the silence of the

night. Until they creep at last into their blankets, the

four voyageurs remain in melancholy reverie.

Next day, the sadness of the preceding night all for-

gotten, they go forward again. At the end of Six Mile
Lake they pass through a narrow channel into Crooked .

Lake, at the extreme northern limit of which they find

an abandoned lumber camp. According to the map,
there should be a portage here, but so far as the eye
can discern there is no possible way through the tangled

growth of forest and underbrush which fringes the shore.

Kitchener lands and plunges into the bush. In fifteen

or twenty minutes he returns.

"I have found it," he says; "but it's the most dubious
looking trail I ever saw—hard to find and harder to

hold to. However, it's all there is."

As they are taking the bags out of the canoes a big,

straight, keen-eyed young man, carrying a Winchester
over his shoulders and holding it by barrel and stock
with both hands, comes out of the bush and approaches
them. It appears from the little he saj-s that he is a
French-Canadian farmer from Go Home Bay, about
twelve miles to the southeast. He grows a little garden
truck, owns a cow and a horse, raises a few hogs and
chickens and hunts for game the year round. "All the

year round?" "Mais non!—honly w'en she was allow

it by de law." This with a quiet smile. "Yes ; that is the

portage—dam bad portage, certainlee!"

The beginning of the portage is a plunge into the bush
and then the faint outline of a trail. Then a broken and
rotten bridge of logs that Would be hazardous enough
to cross empty handed. Then a long flight through an
almost tropical growth, climbing over dead trees and
plunging unexpectedly into sodden spots of morass where
the foot sinks to the ankle—a short portage after all

—

only about two hundred yards, but an exceedingly bad
one, and ending by the margin of a little stream choked
with weed and bullrush. Following this a few yards
down, open water is reached, but apparently landlocked.

"There isn't any outlet from this," the Sick Thing
announces.

"Do you .see that tangled mass of swamp weed straight

ahead?" Kitchener a.sks.

"Yes; but you don't surely imagine that to be a chan-
nel! It is evidently impenetrable."
"The reeds bend in that direction. What movement

there is in the water is through there. Let's try it."

The Sick Thing laughs derisively. For once Kitchen-
er's woodcraft is at fault. But they drive the canoe in

and pull themselves along by the help of the sturdy bul-

rushes. In five minutes they have won through, and
there before them stretches open water. It was the chan-
nel after all, and the Sick Thing hastens to apologize.

At the head of this water an ancient dam is found. Then
follows a portage,' commencing over steep rocks,, contin-

uing through a ravine choked with dead timber, and then

on over a fairly good trail—about one hundred and fifty

3'ards in all. At the end of it, the canoes are slipped into

a little stream perhaps five yards wide. A dozen yards

down this a big dead tree blocks the way, and too close

to the water to allow the canoes to pass under. The
bags are lifted out and laid atop of the tree and the

canoes passed over, a ticklish operation. Then, five

yards further along, a submerged tree blocks the chan-

nel, too high in the water to allow the canoes to pass

over and too heavy to be sunk by any available means.
Fortunately it is covered with slime, and by dint of

coaxing, lifting, shoving and wriggling, the canoes are

at last got over it. Five hundred yards further, the open
water of McRae's Lake is found. At the northern

extremity of this, a dam with an open flume is reached.

The canoes slide through the flume without having to

be unloaded, the men stepping dryshod over the rocks

alongside. The four voyageurs are now in Georgian
Bay. Camp is made at the first convenient spot on the

mainland, and a hearty supper and ten hours of un-

broken sleep follow. A seven pound pike for brealcfast,

parboiled for twenty minutes and then fried with bacon
and seasoned with pepper and salt and a dash of curry,

and the expedition, moves forward once more. It passes

the deserted lumber mill village of Muskoka Mills, stop-

ping a moment to leave letters to be forwarded by the

next steamer, and then on to find good camping ground
for the night. This is found to be not only good, but

really delightful, and a whole day is spent in luxurious

idleness. There are socks to be darned, shirts to be
washed, buttons to be sewed on, and a world of social

happy talk to fill in the time, with the smell of the birch

log from the camp fire at night and the glory of the

heavens to gaze upon.
As the course from this on is likely to be somewhat

puzzling. Kitchener submits the Government map of

Georgian Bay to the first native he meets.

"We think up here," says the native, "that the survey

must have been made in the Government offices in

Toronto. The map is worse than useless. You would
do well to put it away and ask your course from point

to point as you go along. I know every inch of the coast

from here to the entrance to Moon River, myself. I'll

draw it on the blade of a paddle, if you like; but I warn
you that even that won't, be sufficient. There are big

bays you are certain to go into, if you are not careful,

and they'll cost you anywhere from three to twelve miles

of paddling. Stop at every house you come to and ask.

That's the only way to do it. The first you'll come to is

Jimmy Darling's, on Aberdeen Island, and the next is

Loudon's, on High Rock. Those are two points that

will see you safely over part of your journey. But for

heaven's sake look out for the bays!"

He makes a rapid, free hand drawing on the paddle,

and leaves them. They go straight to Darling's Island

through a sheltered channel, and from there see the open
water of Georgian Ba}', white-capped and threatening.

A call at Darling's house results only in an interview

with a. servant, who seems profoundly ignorant of the

geography of the country. However, sjie is quite swre
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there Is an inside channel, back of the islands, that will

afford safe passage for the canoes. Another glance at

the tumbling water convinces' them that the inside chan-
nel must be found, and as there is no one else to consult
within several miles, they proceed to search for it them-
selves. In a few minutes an entrance is found back of

what seems to be a large island facing Darling's. This
they enter, and find themselves in a wide and sheltered
stretch of water dotted with innumerable islands. Never
doubting that this is the channel they are in search of

they proceed. After several hours' paddling they discover
they are in a big landlocked bay—one of the snares the
native had warned them against—and they have to turn
back. They eventually creep out by the same channel
they entered, and are once more in face of Darling's
Island, with only enough daylight left to make camp for

the night. They sleep that night with the booming of the
surf in their ears. Shortly after 7 o'clock next morn-
ing the canoes are launched again. As the sea in the
open has gone down, and there is no wind worth men-
tioning, they decide to cut through the wide stretch of

water and head directly for Loudon's Island. The next
island with a hoxise on it that comes in view they stop
at, and Kitchener climbs over the rocks to interview the
inmates. Nobody being astir. Kitchener boldly knocks
at the door, and presently it is opened by a man in his

night shirt, who takes in the situation at a glance.
"What can I do for you?" he asks. "I suppose you are

lost—everybody who ventures into Georgian Bay gets
lost sooner or later—and you want me to find you again.
Where are you headed for? Moon River? Well, come
out here and I'll try to show you; but I warn you that

you are more in the hands of Providence than in mine."
He steps out upon the rocks with his solitary garment

fluttering in the cold morning wind and proceeds to

point out the way.
"You fellows will have to hurry,*' he says, in conclu-

sion, and wagging his head at the sky, "for it's going
to blow like blazes."

They steer for a fishing hut which appears in the dis-

tance, and there interview a lone Avoman guarded by two
fierce dogs. Her opinion is that they will never find the
entrance to Moon River though they search for it for a
month on end. Nobody ever finds it, that she has ever
heard tell of. Sometimes it seems to be in one place

—

but mostly it isn't. But they can try for it if they want
to, There isn't any law against that that she has ever
heard tell of. Then she exhausts her store of knowledge
by telling them the way to Indian Harbor.
They pass on to the next objective point, to-wit, a

small island with a solitary tree growing on it, and mark-
ing the entrance to the harbor. Indian Harbor proves
10 be merely a channel between an island and the main-
land. At the end of it the open water of Georgian Bay
is again encountered. A long paddle through tumbling
seas brings the party tp the next indicated point, namely,
Jubilee Island. Here an intelligent half-breed, in charge
of a Mackinac boat, is found; and from him minute in-

structions are obtained with the .usual warning against

landlocked bays. Despite this, not only is the entrance
not found, but once more do the weary voyageurs find

themselves at the end of a long bay witii a great stretch

of paddling to live through before the open is reached
once more, Then, night coming on, camp is made at

the first available island. Supper finished and black night

shutting in, the four gather round the blazing logs, light

their pipes with a live ember—which, by the way, imparts
a new and delightful aroma to tobacco all its own—and
settle down for a comfortable chat.

"Do you know, Kitchener," the Sick Thing says, draw-
ing dreamily at his pipe, "I have made a discovery on this

trip! The waterways of this country, all of it probably
from the Atlantic to the Great Divide, were used as high-
ways by the inhabitants long before roads were even
thought of. If they wanted to get from the interior to

the seaboard, from trading post to town, or from their

own settlement to the next settler's clearing, they used
the waterways. Here have we been traveling over lakes

and rivers we never saw before, and the course has been
marked for us by thousands and thousands of men who
have gone before us. And another interesting thought
comes to me. We are traveling just as the earlj^ voy-
ageurs did—like La Salle or Marquette, or any of those
splendid old chaps who did it for glory or for skins, or
to preach the gospel to the red man. I wonder if they
ever went over our course."
"The usual course from Quebec and Montreal to

Mackinac and beyond was up the Ottawa to Lake Nipis-

sing, down the French River to Georgian Bay, ^through
the Soo, and so on." Our course has too many portages
for big canoes and heavy loads. However, it is quite evi-

dent from the plainly marked portages that the course
has been in constant use from the beginning—probably
from the earliest settlements in America."
"Wonder if the priests did any swearing on the

portages," Cyclops remarks, sleepily.

*T fancy they did a bit of praying, you know, when they
passed through the shoals of Georgian Bay," the I-ittle

Officer Boy says, reflectively. "They're just awful."

"They'd be all right in a breeze," Kitchener says, "for

they'd be shown by the whitecaps then. But in such a

day as we've had, with the water almost still, why, they're

enough to make a man old before his time. My hair

has stood on end so long to-day that I doubt it will ever
lie down again. It's nothing but shoal and sunken reef

from the time we left Darling's Island. The first thing
yon know there is a sudden yellow gleam through the
i)I;ick water, for all the world as though some submarine
monster were reaching ont to crush you in its maw, and
yon just sheer off in time to save the canoe. But if we
can find the entrance to Moon River to-morrow, I think
we shall be free from that part of our dangers. I don't
mind rocks above water, but I hate those sneaking things
that lie hid jiist below the surface."

"The rock formation in this country," says the Sick
Tiling, "is most interesting. We are probably standing
on the earliest geological formation known to science—

-

on the very backbone of old Mother Earth, so to speak.
And what an idea you get of an early molten condition
with mighty forces heaving and twisting in the birth-

throes of creation! How the river courses are marked
and scored with the passage of glaciers! All the rest of

the^ earth is young compared with this. Why, the very

rock we are sitting on may have stood exactly where
it stands now ten thousand years before Moses came upon
the earth to make his great trek into the wilderness
according to the will of God I It is to me a most sol-
emn and "

"I say," Cyclops interrupts, and is promptly checked
bv Kitchener,
"Be quiet, child! Go on. Sick Thing."
"What is it, Cyclops?" the Sick Thing says, indul-

gently. "Tell us how it impresses you."
"I was only going to ask if any of you fellows had any

tobacco," Cyclops says, giving vent to a mighty yawn.
"Sorry I interrupted you."
They all replenish their pipes, and then fall into a com-

fortable silence, gazing steadily into the glowing embers
of the fire. There is too much laz3' content to require
the stimulus of conversation. It is sufficient to sit and
think, or even not to think at all, but just to smoke
and smoke, growing deliciously sleepier with every mo-
ment. And then, the unspeakable comfort of creeping
into blankets laid atop of odorous spruce twigs, to fall

asleep on the instant and lie quiet and dreamless for ten
blessed hours of forgetfulness

!

Next morning Kitchener and the Little Officer Boy
go off in one of the canoes to explore for the entrance
to Moon River, while the Sick Thing and Cyclops re-
main on the island and keep house. According to the
Government map there is a perfectly straight entrance
from Moon River Bay into Blackstone Harbor. When
Kitchener returns, .after an absence of about five hours,
he has a different story to tell. The entrance may be
described as follows: Sadie Island, lying at the south-
west corner of Moon Island, is the beginning. Its name
is plainly painted in large characters on a rock. The
course is then southeast, following the main channel and
avoiding the bays on either hand. Then comes Keller's
Island on the right, also plainly marked, and further
along. Island 62 on the left. About two miles beyond
this an island lies in mid-stream, which may be recog-
nized by a large rock shaped like a sugar loaf, which is

a prominent feature of it. Here a turn to the northeast
is made into Captain Island's Straits. The course is then
along the left bank until a house on the far side of a
bay is reached. This house marks the entrance to Black-
stone Harbor.
The expedition does not move until the day following

Kitchener's investigations and his redrawing of the Gov-
ernment map. The two canoes find their way into Black-
stone Harbor without any -difficulty. They cross the har-
bor, keeping a long point of land on the left, and come
to the entrance to Blackstone River. This is closed by
a boom, necessitating unloading the canoes and a lift

over. Then comes a dam and another small portage.
The Blackstone, a narrow, winding and picturesque
stream flowing between sedgy banks and shut in by heavy
timber which throws it into deepest shade, is a charming
bit of traveling. A few miles further along it runs more
swiftly over a pebbly bottom, so shallow that the four
voyageurs have to step out of the canoes and wade the
rest of the way to the next dam. At this dam there is

an awkward lift over an almost perpendicular bank, and
a short portage beyond. The canoes are set down in the
midst of a tangle of logs, beyond which is a boom which
the canoes slide over. Then there is a little bay, com-
pletely shut in by forest, at the far end of which a river
is found flowing through drowned land. By means of a
dam the lumbermen have so raised the level of this

stream that it overflows both its banks and submerges
the forest. As the stream itself is choked with logs, a
short cut through the forest is made—a decidedly novel
experience in canoeing. Every condition of' a stroll

through summer woods is there—the hum of insect life,

the shy call of a bird, the multitude of forest colors, and
above all the solemn hush of the woodland. It is slow
progress, but so delightful an experience that the voy-
ageurs feel no impatience, but rather regret when it is

ended and the river channel reached once more. This
part of the river, too, is filled with floating logs, which
have to be slowly manipulated for every foot of way the
canoes make. At last the dam is reached and the tired
men land, strip, and plunge into the water just where it

comes tumbling over. Then, luncheon—and after that
the weary trail. A portage of something over a mile

—

an easy one, however—brings them to the water above
a flume. More logs and a boom, and after that a half

hour's paddling into Crane Lake, where camp is made.
It is evidently an old camping ground, abundant evidence
of sojourners who have gone before being found—some
of them not quite satisfying to dainty nostrils. Kitchener
is a sworn enemy to making camp where another camper
has preceded him, but in this case there is no alterna-
tive, the afternoon being too far advanced to permit of
further seach. On one of the trees is pinned the follow-
ing curious legend: "Hemah che lie juh no Moon ewh
O mah ah yah—Mr. Elijah Yellowhead from Orillia,

Ont., Aug. 12, 1900."

Next morning the camp is visited by a Fire Ranger,
who serves the customary notice—Victoria, by the grace
of God, desires her well-beloved to carefully extinguish
their fires before leaving, whereby Her Majesty's forests

may be preserved, with minute instructions how to pro-
ceed in the matter. The Fire Ranger carries in his canoe
the invariable fire pail and the equally invariable rifle,

without which latter no native seems ever to stir abroad.
He is a big, straight, alert, self-reliant young man with
a wonderful air of dignity and good-breeding about him

—

the kind of man one would desire to know more of. Out
of native politeness he makes an effort to translate the
Inscription on the tree, but fails for want of knowledge
of the tongue. He hazards the opinion, however, that it

was written by an Indian guide who took a party of

Americans through recently, and probably contained some
timely hint for other guides to follow.

"Down on Georgian Bay," the Sick Thing says, "the
natives would have characterized your Americans as a

d—d Yankee p^lsh."

"There'.s no call to speak of the Americans that way,"
he answers, quietly. "We get lots of them through here,

and they're as decent men as I want to know. They take
care of their fires and leave their camps sweet and clean.

They don't take any more fish than what thev can eat,

nor cut any more wood than what they need. The Amer-
icans are all rightr-as right as they make 'em,"

Next morning, the channel from Crane Lake into the
Upper Blackstone Lake .is found to be an easy course,
there being only one dam, and that open and with suffi-

cient water to float the canoes through. The Upper
Blackstone breaks upon the view like a glimpse of para-
'dise. It is so entrancing a spot that the voyageurs,
though they have paddled not more than five miles since
breakfast, decide at once to make camp. From the spot
they select for the purpose they can see, away in the dis-
tance, a clearing in the forest with a scattered group of
little houses in it. When the tent is up and everything
made snug, one of the canoes sets off to visit this clear-
ing and obtain, if possible, a supply of fresh vegetables

—

anything, in fact, to vary the ordinary round of camp
diet. Potatoes, eggs, bread and butter are the fruit of

a ten miles paddle, and the voyageurs live high that
night on black bass, bacon, blueberries, fried potatoes
and great slices of good white loaf spread thick with the
unaccustomed lu.xury of butter. To properly appreciate
such delicacies one must have been deprived of them
for a week or two. Then, they are eaten in a kind of
exalted ecstacy, as something almost too precious for
mortals.
The delights of the Upper Blackstone are so great

that it is left behind only after several days, and then with
regret. A. climb of perhaps sixty feet by a trail through
the forest brings the party to Birch Lake. A mile's
paddle brings them to a dam with a hundred and fifty

yards portage around it. Then a half mile through Burnt
Lake, and another portage, beginning with a sharp
ascent and then winding for half a mile through the bush.
Then Portage Lake, with a mile and a half portage over
a wagon trail at the end of it.

"Boys," says Kitchener at the beginning of this, "as
this is a long portage I propose that we make it in one
carry. Sick Thing, are you good for two of the bags?"

"Sling 'em up and I'll try it," the Sick Thing responds.
He starts with something more than twice the load he

has thus far carried. At the end of half a mile or so he
shoots his load over his head and rests. He is doubtful
about ever getting it up again—but he must rest. Then,
when his breathing is easier he hfts the heavier of the
two bags to his shoulder, adjusts the tump-line about his
head, and slides the bag to the hollow of his back. Then,
taking the other bag by its tump-line, he swings it over
him and drops it on top of the other, finding the opera-
tion much easier than he had dared to hope. Training
has done wonders for him. Another half mile, and he
rests again. Kitchener goes past him now at a jog trot,

a canoe on his shoulders and a miscellaneous load in his
free hand.
"Can vou do it, old man?" he calls.

"Yes; to the Queen's ta.ste. 1 just stop now and again
to admire the scenery."
When he has his load up again, Cyclops trots past him

bearing two bags, an axe, a couple of guns and various
odds and ends. He looks quite comfortable and entirely
happy. A shorter carry this time, and the Sick Thing
admires tlie scenery once more. The Little Officer Boy
now passes him, bearing a canoe, and the Sick Thing

.
falls in behind and makes a lusty effort to keep up. But
he cannot do it, and when the Little Officer Boy has
disappeared around the next turn he lets his bags drop
once more. Then Kitchener comes running back to
him.
"By George, old chap," he cries heartily, "you've done

it within a couple of hundred yards. This expedition is

just what you needed. It's made a lusty youth of you."
The course from the end of the portage is into Lake

Joseph, and thence by a^small channel into Lake Ros-
seau. At the far end of this is Morgan's Bay, the ulti-

mate destination. Just three weeks have passed since
the four voyageurs left Orillia. The remainder of the
month is to be spent in permanent camp in fishing,

shooting and in limitless idling. Though the mainland
is dotted with summer cottages and the village of Ros-
seau lies in a corner of the bay, civilization is still suffi-

ciently removed to be easily forgetable. Camp is pitched
on a little island nearly three miles from the mainland,
and the only sounds which reach it, other than the famil-
iar sounds of the forest, are the occasional hootings of

a steamer passing in the distance, the steamer which
will ultimately carry them homeward again. The place
is as wild and primeval as though there were not a set-
tlement within a hundred miles.

One of the first excursions the party makes is to the
wonderful .Shadow River—one of the show-places of Mus-
koka. The canoes go dancing across the bay to this.

Even with a load the canoe, modeled directly after the
red man's primitive design and changed in no particular
save that basswood takes the place of birchbark, has a
certain capriciousness in its motion. But with just two
paddlers in it to carry, its coquetry breaks out and colors
al! its behavior. It goes swiftly through the water, but
with a little mincing way that is indiscribably charming

—

never steady for a moment. The little creature seems to
enjoy herself too much in her play with -the water to be
sedate. She curtsies to it, invites it, shifts away from it,

coquettes With it, and acts generally like a willful, beauti-
ful hoyden in the presence of a big lover she is more than
half afraid of.

The water of the Shadow River is so dark and still

that it looks like a pool of ink, and the shadow pictures
in it are depicted with extraordinary fidelity. The
stream winds and wirids through ever-changing banks,
and the sheer beauty of it is beyond description. Here
it will be shut in and overarched by deep, dark forest, with
now and then a little opening glade that gives you a vista
of a hundred yards or so, not of the ordinary tangled
mass of rock and rotting timber common to this country,
but something as soft and soothing to the senses as an
English landscape. Then the banks will change to rocks
and ferns and gorgeous wild flowers, with little curving
pools formed for no other purpose than to delight the
eye. Sometimes the trees shoot straight up and leave
the open water to paint its color harmonies of sky and
cloud and bank, and then, again, the overarch is so com-
plete that the sun only comes through in little flecks
and splotches. But, sun or shadow, the pictures are
always there—such pictures as it is worth a three weeks'
journey to see. There is a curious illusion forever in the,
mind of the visitor to this extraordinary stream. He is

led to expect that the next bend will bring him in sight
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of some bit of ancient architecture—a monastery, a

cathedral, a battlemented tower, something to complete
the im.pression of old-world mystery and romance which
seem to belong hy right to magical Shadow River.

Kitchener's Memorandum of Expenses, Treasured ty the
Sick Thing as a Memento.

FOOD SUPPLIES (four MEN FOR ONE MONTH).
40Ibs. shanty biscuit. 201bs. smoked bacon, olbs. clear pork.

lOlbs. small white beans. SOlbs. granulated sugar. 31bs. ^Edwards'
desiccated soup. 31bs. black tea. 71bs. oatmeal. 71bs. cornmeal.
61bs. Carolina rice. 61bs. sago. 81bs- evaporated apples. A few
cloves. 51bs. dried apricots. 61bs. cooking raisins.^ -^41^. white
pepper (in a bottle). 2oz. India curry powder (in a bottle),

31bs. table salt. 51bs. flour (for thickening). 21bs. maccaroni
(broken into short bits). 51bs. Canadian fall cheese. 5 cakes
Ivory soap. 1 cake Sapolio. lib. 12s paraffin candles. 31bs.

sweet stick chocolate. Matches in a tin box.
Cost of above, $21.60.

All in separate drill bags made to fit. Tea, soup and salt to be
covered in addition with oilcloth. All bags to have tie strings
at mouth.
Five dunnage bags, water proof, 24 X 36in., with flap at top and

rope through the grommets to tie—?10.

Five leather tumplines 7ft. long, with head bands, Z% X 12m.

—

$3.75.

Three waterproof sheets—$3.

Frying pan with folding handle. 3 tin pails, the largest 9in.

in diameter by 9in. in height, all to fit into each other, and all

with covers. 4 tin cups. 6 tin plates, l%in; deep by 7in. in

diameter. 1 tin spoon 9in. long, 4 tablespoons and forks. Candle
lantern. Light axe with cover—$3.90.

Carbolated and plain petrolatum. Pond's extract. Purgative.
Carminative. 2 rolls surgical bandages. Quinine pills—$1.50.

(Combination tool holder containin screw driver, file and awl.

Small pincers. Copper \wire. Some lin. riveting nails. Strip

of tin Bin. wide by lOin. long. lib. white lead and putty mixed,
two parts of former to one latter. Myd. stout canvas. Some
%in. wood screws. Some 2in. wire nails. Oil stone. These are

for mending possible leaks in canoes—$1.75.

Rent of two William English canoes for one month—$10.

Rent of 7 X 7ft. tent with 3ft. wall, one month—$4.

Total cost to each man—less than $15.

All food supplies obtained from Michie, a dealer at No. 5

King street west, Toronto. He can direct strangers where to

get canoes, tent and dunnage bags.
_
Bags are carried by railroad

as baggage. Expressage on canoes is not expensive.

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT FOR EACH MAN.
Khaki suit. Extra trousers. 2 flannel shirts. Sweater. Belt.

Suit heavy underclothes for night wear. 2 pairs heavy wool socks.

Hockey boots with rubber heels. Tennis shoes. 3 large bandanna
handkerchiefs. 3 white handkerchiefs. Slouch hat. Tuque for

sleeping. Seaman's long oilskin coat. Tooth brush. Hair
brush. Comb. Shaving tackle. Sewing outfit. Bath towel.

Pair heavy blankets (two pairs sewed together form sleepmg bag
for two men). Clasp knife with ring and lanyard. Compass.
Match safe.

. . , ,. • . ^
Total weight of entire equipment, mcludmg everything but

canoes, about 3001bs.

William Edward Aitken.

—4—
Breeding the Wild Pigeon*

Boston, June 5.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Inclosed

I send you a letter from Prof. C. O. Whitman, of the

Department of Biology of the University of Chicago,

upon his experiments in breeding and rearing of the pas-

senger pigeon in captivity. The interest of the readers

of Forest and Stream in the almost accomplished ex-

termination of this beautiful and once so abundant species

is evident by the frequent communications which have

appeared in your columns.
Prof. Whitman's most interesting letter was, as will be

seen, written without any idea of publication, but gives

the news—delightful to me, as I think it will be to many
readers—of the easy domestication of the species and the

'way open for its preservation, at least for purposes of

study, and possibly eventually for restocking territory

favorable to the experiment.

Readers of the paper will remember the brave efforts of

Mr. J. B. Battelle, of Toledo, to domesticate the ruffed

grouse and induce it to breed in captivity—an experiment

which I hope he has not entirely given over.

Prof. Whitman's report that the passenger pigeon will

breed all right in confinement is most encouraging, and

his statement, "If I could get one new bird I^ would

soon have a flock of fifty," will, I hope, stimulate readers

of Forest and Stream who are so situated as to make

it possible to furnish Prof. Whitman not only one but a

number of specimens in the interest of his remarkable

experiment.
. , . ,

It is part of a series of great interest te biologists and

naturalists generallj^ which he is conducting at his

biological laboratory at Wood's Holl, Mass.. where he is

hoping to create a natural history farm. As a first in-

.stallment. he has now under cultivation a columbarium

and a collection of pigeons, already the largest of the

kind in existence, and rapidly increasing by accessions

from all parts of the world.

This has been undertaken with several ends m view, as

he states in a communication to Science (N. S., Vol.

XIII., No. 327. pages 538 to 540, April 5. 1901). He
most interestingly says:

"The pigeon group, containing between 400 and 500

wild species, and not'less than 150 domestic species or

varieties, offers one of the most favorable fields for the

comparative study of variation, and for experimentation

in dealing with the problems of heredity and evolution.
'

Readers interested in the subject are referred to the

Science article for a brief but most interesting exposi-

tion of the scientific uses to which such a natural history

farm can be devoted. If, as seems to be the case, the

passenger pigeon is still known to exist in small num-

bers, and to breed in the central parts of New York, and

perhaps in some portions of Missouri, Michigan and Wis-

consin, I am hopeful that the appearance of this letter

will not be too late to stimulate bird lovers and naturalists

to make captures of the bird, and to communicate at once

with Prof. Whitman at the University of Chicago.
' C. H. Ames.

February and laid many eggs before June i, but all failed

to give young, although many developed to, or near to, the

point of hatching.
This year I separated males and females until April i,

then got three pairs to work. One young was hatched
and did well. When two weeks old it fell down from
its nest and was injured and died. I have three pairs

sitting now, each pair in a separate pen. They are now
quite well tamed, and are faithful in incubation.

They are very hardy, living outside all winter in my
back yard in pens that are protected from wind. They
are apparently proof against diseases that carry off many
of the other wild species. They are my special pets, and
I have tried in many ways to obtain one or more new
birds, so as to strengthen the reproductive power, which
seems to weaken as the result of long inbreeding. I am
afraid it is almost hopeless, for only a few scattered

pairs seem to be left in the country, and no one is likely

to succeed in capturing a bird alive. I have not, of

course, abandoned the effort, and have some parties on
the lookout.
They will breed all right in confinement. If I could get

one new bird, I could soon have a flock of fifty. They
lay only a single egg at a time, but hatch in twelve and a

half days, and lay again by the time the young is two
weeks old. I have crossed them with the little -ring dove,

and have some fine hybrids, all of which are sterile. I am
studying wild species in general, and am testing various

crosses. I have obtained some fertile hybrids, and a few
are reproducing, so that I expect to get some interesting

results in this line.

I am studying the modes of life, voices, color patterns,

origin of specific characters, the embryology—in short, the

whole natural history, distributing problems among my
students when I can do so in their interest. I have as

yet published no report of work, but may get to that point

soon. Very truly, C. O. Whitman.
[What Prof. Whitman has done is certainly of the very

greatest interest, and it is much to be desired that he

should receive specimens to renew his breeding stock. It

is possible that Mr. J. B. Battelle, of Toledo, may be

able to help him to do that, since fourteen or fifteen

j^ears ago that gentleman wrote to Forest and Stream
telling of Ben Frost, who lived near Toledo, and across

the Michigan line, who at that time bred wild pigeons.

This was in January, 1887. Still furtlier back, in Vol.

XII. of Forest and Stream, May 8, ^879, an account was
published by Mr. Frank J. Thompson, so long in charge

of the Cincinnati Zoological Gardens, of wild pigeons

breeding in confinement under his charge there. Later, if

we recollect aright, Mr. Thompson published in Forest
and Stream a more extended account of the breeding of

these birds in confinement.

It is certainly much to be desired that Prof. Whitman
should secure the birds needed for continuing his experi-

ments. From all points of view the matter is one of very

great interest.]

University of Chicago, May 20.—Dear Mr. Ames : I

am alwavs glad to find a friend of the passenger pigeon.

I have at present thirteen. A Mr. Whittaker, of Milwau-

kee, obtained a pair from the Indians about twenty years

ago' He kept them and raised a flock of fifteen. I had

about half his flock, and increased this number, although

not rapidly. During 1899 and 1900 I failed to get a

single egg hatched. The birds began mating early in

Experience with Wild Animals.
Albany, N. Y., May 31.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:

If the discussion of "Experience with Wild Animals"

which has taken place from time to time in the columns of

Forest and Stream has not been officially closed, I shall

be pleased to add an item, which I recently happened
upon, relating to the subject. While the facts quoted are

not from my own experience, and perhaps may be con-

sidered hardly up to date, still they seem to prove that in

the old flintlock days, if not in the age of repeaters, there

were occasionally some dangerous wild animals. Al-

though the following case was an exceptional one even at

that time, it is perhaps of sufficient interest to bear

present repetition. Ross Cox, the narrator of the inci-

dent, was one of the Astorians who sailed from New York
on the Beaver in 1811, and remained on the Columbia

River until April, 1817, when he made the overland

journey to Montreal. I quote from his "Adventures on

the Columbia River," p. 213. Commenting on bears, the

author says: "From the scarcity of food in the spring

months, they are then more savage than at any other sea-

son, and during that period it is a highly dangerous ex-

periment to approach them.

"The following anecdote will prove this, and were not

the fact confirmed by the concurrent testimony of ten

more, I would not have given it a place among my memo-
rabilia :

"In the spring of this year (1816) Mr. McMillan had

dispatched ten Canadians in a canoe down the Flathead

River on a trading excursion. The third .evening after

quitting the fort, while they were quietly sitting around a

blazing fi're eating a hearty dinner of deer, a large, half-

famished bear cautiousliy approached the group from be-

hind an adjacent tree, and before they were aware of his

presence, he sprang across the fire, seized one of the men
(who had a well-furnished bone in his hand) round his

waist with the two fore paws, and ran about fifty yards

with him on his hind legs [sic] before he stopped. His

comrades were so thunderstruck at the unexpected ap-

pearance of such a visitor and his sudden retreat with

pauvre Louisson that they for some time lost all presence

of mind, and in a state of fear and confusion were running

to and fro, each expecting in his turn to be kidnapped in

a similar manner, when at length Baptiste LeBlanc, a half-

breed hunter, seized his gun, and was in the act of firing

at the bear, but was stopped by some of the others, who
told him he would inevitably kill their friend in the posi-

tion in which he was then placed. During this parley

Bruin relaxed his grip of the captive, whorn he kept

securely under him, and very leisurely began picking the

l3one which the latter had dropped. Once or twice Louis-

son attempted to escape, which only caused the bear to

watch him more closely; but on his making another at-

tempt he again seized Louisson around the waist and
commenced giving him. one of those infernal embraces

which generally end in death. The poor fellow was now
in great agony, and vented the most frightful screams,

and observing Baptiste with his gun ready, anxiously

watching a safe opportunity to fire, he cried out, *'Tire!

Tire! mon cher frere, si tu m'aimes. Tire pour I'amoiw

du bon Dieu! A la tetel A la teteH' This was enough

*Shootl shootl my dear brother, if you love me! Shoot, for the
love of God! At his headl At his head I

for LeBlanc, who instantly let fly, and hit the bear over
the right temple. He fell and at the same moment dropped
Louisson, but he gave him an ugly scratch with his claw
across the face, which for some time afterward spoiled his

beauty. After the shot LeBlanc darted to his comrade's
assistance, and with his conteau de chasse quickly finished
the sufferings of the man stealer, and rescued his friend
from impending death, for with the exception of the
above-mentioned scratch, he escaped uninjured. They
commenced the work of dissection with right good will,

but on skinning the bear they found scarcely any meat on
his bones—in 4act, the animal had been famished, and in

a fit of hungry desperation made one of the boldest at-

tempts at kidnapping ever heard of in the legends of ursine
courage." Chauncey P. Williams.

Wild Pigeons and Rice Birds.

In a recent article on "Birds and Their Habits," says
the Richmond Dispatch, we incidentally alluded to the
wild pigeons which formerly flocked by thousands to
Virginia, and ventured the assertion, that this disappear-
ance in late years is "one of the dozens of mysteries
which ornithology presents."

Several of our contemporaries Say that there is no
mystery at all about the non-appearance of the wild
pigeons, and unhesitatingly attribute the absence of these
birds to pot-hunters and sportsmen, who formerly
slaughtered them in great numbers.
For our part, we are more than willing for the shot-

gun to receive its share of odium—the more the better, we
say, in fact—but we are not prepared to stand corrected
in this matter.
The same fallacious reasoning which attempts to ex-

plain the absence of the pigeons overlooks the annual
visitations of millions of sora which flock to our marshes
at certain seasons. These strange little birds are killed

by the ton with guns, sticks and what not; yet there is

no apparent diminution in their numbers. Year by year
and decade by decade they mysteriously appear in certain

months, and despite the pitiless war waged against them,
tarry with us until the voice of nature, speaking through
their instinct, summons them to other climes. Their
movements and the reasons which prompt their migra-
tions leave man entirely out of the question.

So, too, our mottled little friend, the partridge, lingers

constantly with us. despite the cruel treatment accorded
him at times by sportsmen. In the summer, when nesting,

he is almost confidential, and comes quite near our rural

habitations to whistle the story of his domestic felicity.

When autumn sears the meadow lands and the forests

blush—possibly at the rapacity and selfishness of man

—

he grows shy, and the instinct of self-preservation makes
him cautious. But through all his vicissitudes he is with
us the year round, and even the hosts of his enemies
cannot quite exterminate him.
Now why, we ask, do the partridges and the sora—^two

most toothsome birds—still survive when the wild pigeon
has practically disappeared from our woodlands? The
arguments which apply to one should apply to the others
—indeed, the wonder is that poor little Bob White can
live to whistle a single note when he is so beset by his
pursuers.

.

f^^ and

A. Goose Hunt with Twol Hearts.
The word "goose" has long been synonymous with

"fool" ; but this, I believe, is a popular error, like that

which attributes unusual wisdom to the serpent. The
goose, besides possessing the keenest of hearing, has, in a
wonderful degree, the ability to profit by experience and
the faculty of transmitting to others of its kind the

knowledge gained by experience.

The geese that wing their migratory journeys between
the winter quarters on the Gulf and their breeding grounds
among the lakes of the far North have developed their

senses to a degree' that is truly wonderful and that

brings upon them many a curse from baffled
, hunters.

Their flight is across a great open plain, two thousand
miles in length. In this distance there is scarcely a lake

where they may alight and be secure upon open water.

The whole stretch is now fairly well peopled, and nearly
every farmhouse possesses a shotgun. The rivers afford

the only resting place in the long journey, and along these

every conceivable strategem and ambush is employed to

bring about their destruction. Be they never so weary, or
be the water never so tempting, no least suspicious sign is

too small for them to note.

It is of some experience of their baffling acuteness and
a successful stratagem of old Two Hearts that I wish to

tell you.

I had been spending my vacation at an Indian agency on
the Missouri River. A dreary enough place it was, too,

with its single, dusty street and gaunt, cheerless Govern-
ment buildings—painted all of one dull green and trimmed
with a duller shade of green—standing in bold relief

against the great gumbo hills, that rose behind them and
stretched on beyond the limits of the reservation. My
memory of those gumbo hills is always colored brown.
True, they were sometimes green, but only for a few
weeks in the early spring, before the hot, dry winds swept
up from the south and blasted the scant herbage that cov-

ered them. But with all the drawbacks that appeared to

one who had spent ten years in a beautiful green village

of the East, the place for me had a charm that out-

weighed all the charms of other places—for to me it was
home. There I had spent the first ten years of my life

—

the happy years of childhood—and during the ten years
that succeeded, all my dreams of sleeping hours and the

dreams of waking hours, called day dreams, had been of

those gumbo hills, that rose, gloomy and bare, above the

great muddy river, and of the people that lived in the little

log cabins that nestled in the deep ravines and dotted the

valleys.

At several of these little cabins I was ever a welcome
visitor, and I found in them what the vague but tenacious

memories from childhood had told me of, love—^not pity—
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-sympathy and real interest—not curiosity. To the people
of those little cabins I Avas not an alien, not one of a
rlijfiferent race; and among them I enjoyed a real rest and
threw off a self-consciousness that was the natural out-

growth of being regarded, on every hand, for ten years, as

a wild West curio.

When autumn came and a summons to return to school,

I still remained.
At one cabin in particular I was a frequent and ever

welcome visitor. It was not three miles from the agency
and stood on a little bench or notch of the hillside, just at

the mouth of a deep ravine that opened to the river.

I liked to walk the narrow trail that brought me to this

cabin, for it led. cool and shady, along the foot of the

high bluffs, that were cut abruptly off from the big hills.

I liked my welcome. I liked to sit in approaching even-
ing and watch the little specks of moving life on the broad
flats below, and watch the setting sun and the great river

that hurled its turbid current against the foot of the

staunch bluft', but a short distance above, in a fierce at-

tempt to tear the bluff down, only to be turned aside

and made to swing diagonally across the flats, from whose
opposite side the crunch-crunch and the following thud-
thud, on the still air, told of the river's unrelenting energy
and its better sitccess with a less resisting prey. Seeming
to forget its recent rebuff in the success of the moment, it

hurled itself at the opposite bluff, to be served as it had
been served countless times before, and would be countless

times again, during its journey to the sea. I liked to

smoke with the old man his kinnikinik and listen to his

tales of other days. And I liked the way he listened,

when in my turn I told some tale of school days and the
land strange to him "back East."
He could relate some strange stories, could the old

man—Two Hearts—^tales of a childhood and youth passed
by the clear rivers, the limpid lakes, the laughing cascades
and in the virgin forests of the land of Hiawatha; tales

of the chase and the warpath, and the great uprising- that

had ended in his people being driven to these parts, to

learn the art of agrictilture in the gumbo hills. Some
of his tales of the all-conquering race sounded strangely

like a translation into his own tongue of some English
tales of Spanish doings. Yet for the truth of alt I had
but to look into his deep, honest eyes, or note the great
scar across his right cheek, his pronounced limp, and his

mutilated left hand—relics of those other days. No tone
of malice or deferred vengeance spoiled the harmony of

nis talk. He had made a personal application of the

severest test
—"pray for them which despitefully use you"

—of his new religion ; the religion that he had heard the

missionary preach and had seen the soldier and frontiers-

man practice.

So, during those summer months I renewed a friend-

ship that had been mine in childhood and profited by my
friend's knowledge of the folk-lore and inner and un-
written history of his people, as I had profited before by
his skill in making bows and arrows and snares for small
game.
As autumn passed and winter approached I went not so

often to the old man's cabin, but spent my free time along
the river flats, where prairie chicken and quail fattened
on the wild sunflower and bullberry seeds. There was a

keen but friendlj^ rivalry among some -half-dozen of us
in hunting these birds, and each carried a short stick,

which told by its notches a score kept with a conscientious
honesty unknown among some hunters. But this sort

of sport was beginning to pall, and all were delighted
when the chilly winds from the northwest became more
chilly and the advance guard of migrating geese squawked
a promise of a month of real sport.

Being A^oung, we were sanguine, and, from soap boxes
or the counter top near the stove in the trader's store,

aired our skill with shotgun and rifle, the superiority of
our make of arms, the fine qualities of our dogs and our
consequent expectations. From other soap boxes the old-
timers laughed at us. They could all tell stories of suc-
cessful goose hunts in the days when geese were plenty,

but now contented themselves with finding out which
one of us had gone in the afternoon to the river, and
greeting these with a haw-haw chorus when they made
an appearance at the trader's.

Being new to this particular sport, I had it all to learn,

and began to appreciate its difficul'ties when I tried the
range from some bushes where I thought to conceal my-
self to the-point of sand bar on which a flock had alighted

the evening before. Finding the range across the bar
too long—the June rise does its work weH—for much
chance of success, I tramped a couple of miles through
willows and brush to a point where the river seemed to

narrow and the current washed the near bank. Here I

tried the range to the bar opposite me. I could easily

shoot to the bar, but accuracy was impossible. Some
three hours yet remained before the geese would come
in for the night, and I hastened back to the bar I had
first visited. I remembered a large drift log stranded
there, with a quantitj^ of brush clinging to its gnarled
roots.- Beneath the roots and brush I made w^hat I

fancied to be a close ambush, and patiently waited, till I

was chilled to the marrow and my fingers became so numb
that I could hardly have handled my gun if I had had
occasion. No goose came near. With chagrin I saw a

flock of twenti' swing in from the north, their white
breasts glistening in the last rays of the setting sun; they
wheeled in two wide circles above me, brought their flight

directly over the river, out of range from either bank, and
settled on the point of bar that I had tried to shoot across
to. Another flock, after like maneuvers, settled on the
bar a mile above. It w^as getting dark, when a third flock
swept its wide circle aboA^e me. I saw that it, too. Avas
going to move on, and I leaped from cOA^er and, to A^ent

my spite, banged away at them, knowing that they were
far out of range.

Each day for two weeks I evolved some new scheme, in

the evening tried to put it into execution, and at night
walked home, tired, cold and hungry, Avith empty game
bag, a strong desire to keep out of sight and a certainty
of being laughed at AA'^hen I showed mj'self at the trader's.
iVly friends had met with but little better success. The
most successful, the trader's clerk, had invited me tAvice,

with a taunting smile, to eat roast goose .with him.
Each failure, hoAvever. had only made my appetite the

keener. At first I wanted a goose for the mere sake of it.

Now success nseant vindication before the old-timers.

triumphs among my friends and revenge on the fool geese.
It was Avhen I had exhausted my own ingenuity that I

remembered that I had not visited my old friend for
three Aveeks, and I hastened to repair my neglect.
After Ave had indulged in a little random talk and had

each inhaled several lungfuls of fragrance and comfort
from the long-stemmed red-stone pipe, I Avent through a
catalogue of my failures as a huntei"—even as with other
failures to a father confessor. An onlooker Avould have
thought, to see my eagerness and the sympathetic face of
Tavo Hearts, that Ave Avere deep in some grave subject.

When I had chattered on for half an hour the old man
straightened himself, finished ligliting his pipe and gave
me a comforting reply. "Yes, my son, the Avays you have
attempted were good once. I have used some of them,
and Avith sttccess, until the magah became knowing of
them. Even now some leader not so A\fary as the rest may
take his flock Avithin range of .some Avell-constructed am-
bush, btit it must be a A^ery good one indeed. I have a

metliod Avhich I think is yet good, for I have used it but
tAvice, and knoAv of no one else haA'ing tried it. If Ave

get Avhat Ave shall seek you must keep the manner of
getting a secret, for if it is used many times it will become
as useless as other ways. I can do the trick by myself, but
if I were to instruct you and let you try it by yourself,
you might spoil the matter, so we will try it together.
Ask from your friend at the trader's his fast-shooting gun
and bring also your double-barrel. I Avill use it and you
the fast gun. I like not the fast gun, because it speaks
too much of Avanton killing, but for this time it will be
good, for we must get what Ave want in one hunt, or, at

most, in two. Load nine shells Avith buckshot; we Avill

need no more. Come every evening until the magah
alight on the point of yonder bar on the left side of the
river. Our preparations, once made, cannot be changed
easily, and I will make preparations with that bar in

view."
With me this half-promise of success from Tavo Hearts

Avas as good as a "promise to pay" from most people. I

counted four or five geese as already mine. And why
shouldn't I? I figured it out logically, as I had been
taught to do in school. If "'a bird in the hand is Avorth
tAvo in the bush," then two birds in the bush are equal
to one in the hand, and ten geese on the bar equal to five

in a gunny sack.

My suppressed excitement must have shown itself when
on the next day I asked for the loan of my friend's re-

peater, and I turned my eyes gtiiltily aAvay Avhile he looked
me over in surprise and broke out Avith "Humph ! What
lay are you on now? What the Dickens do you want Avith

a seven-shot pumper when you haven't got action yet for
your double barrel?" But I got the gun without com-
promising myself, and with it and my double barrel went
by the hill trail, so as to encounter no one, to the old
man's.
No geese settled on the bar that evening, nor yet on the

next. On the third evening our vigil on the hillside above
the cabin was rcAvarded by the sight of fifteen (as nearly
as we could count, at tAvo miles' distance) alighting on
the bar we Avatched. When they Avere fairly settled, the
old man jumped to his feet and cried, "Come. We must
work fast noAv. In but tAvo hours it will be too dark," and
limped swiftly doAvn the hill. Picking up the double bar-
rel at the cabin door, he struck off up the river on the
trail along the foot of the bluffs, Avhile I folloAved close,

carrying the pumper. We hurried on for nearly a mile, un-
til Avell around the bend and out of sight from the long,
straight sweep beloAV and the bar on the next bend. Here
Tavo Hearts scrambled doAvn the bank to where a light

skiff was tied. We quickly entered and rowed to the
opposite shore.

Now I understood his scheme, for I saw a large drift

log, dry and light, that rode high on the Avater. lying
along the bank, and to its outer side was lashed. Avith

elm bark thongs, a small dtig-out canoe, just big enough
for tAVO men to curl up in. I saAV more than that. By the

markings of the sand I saAV that the log had been dragged
from a point a himdred yards back on the bar, and by
horses, too. The old man had swum his horses across the
river, had skidded_ the log over the bar and had SAVum
his horses back again—just to give me a pleasure. A lump
rose to my throat and a fuller knowledge came to me of
this friendship I possessed.
When I had placed the guns in the canoe and had curled

up in the forAvard end, Tavo Hearts pushed off. Then,
taking up a short paddle, he curled himself into the back
end and we were off on our strange voyage. In but a
few minutes my cramped position became uncomfortable,
but I tried not to give evidence of it, because my com-
panion Avas cheerful under Avorse conditions. He had
an arduous task indeed to handle from his cramped posi-
tion our old craft, to keep it from entering the swift cur-
rent and hold it on its course in the quieter Avater along the
bar and all the Avhile keep the head end of the log from
swinging shoreward and revealing the canoe. And all this

he did Avithout permitting any part of him to appear above
the leA'el of the log's top. What'a botch I should have
made had I tried it by myself! We had drifted along
for nearly half an hour; the sun had set, and it Avas

groAving chilly, Avhen my companion broke the silence with
some instructions; "We are about half-way there. We
shall be in good time, and shall have light to recover our
game, should it fall into the river. Rub your hands and
keep the blood in them, for when the time comes we
must work fast. Our chance will be only for a minute.
When those tAvo dead trees on the right bank come in
line I Avill give you a sign. When I have fired at the
magah sitting, then do you let the fast gun speak. Do not
fear the boat, the log will keep it steady."

In the deepening twilight and gathering chill Ave drifted
along. When the tAvo dead trees c^ime in line tlie old
man gave me a little kick, as though he thought me
asleep, and, laying down his paddle, picked up the double
barrel. Just a moment he waited, wliile I prepared for
action, then he jumped to his feet, steadied himself just a
second, and poured the deadly contents of both barrels
into the perfectly surprised flock. Then he leaped into

the water (not waist deep) to arrest the drifting craft.

Panic! It had full sway there on the bar. One goose
lay stilj, while tAVO others tried vainly to join the tAvelve

that, Avith terrific clamor of squaAvking and beating of
wings, rose straight into the air. Now belched the
pumper. As Two Hearts had jumped intp the river I had

sprung to my feet, steadied myself with one foot on the
log, and poured charge after charge of buckshot into the

rising flock. So close together did they rise that they
beat each other with their wings and impeded their owft
haste. Great is the repeater ! Though my last two
charges found the remnant of the flock out of range, only
five of the tAvelve winged in disorganized rout down the
river to tell, among their fellows, of terrible disaster by a
new method. Tavo Hearts now quickly cut the thongs
that bound the log and canoe and bade me collect the
geese from the bar while he paddled after the four that
had fallen into the river. A little later I joined him a
half-mile below. Crossing the river again, we spent the
night with a near-by friend. Tavo Hearts would take only
the three geese that he had himself shot, for, as he said,

'There is only I and the old Avoman." Two of the
remainder I left at our friend's, so with five geese in a
gunny sack T trudged back to the agency. I tossed my
heavy load into a corner at the trader's as though it were
very common stuff and this an every-day occurrence, but I

was nearly bursting Avith exultation. When, the next
day, I had my friends to eat goose Avith me, my triumph
was compete. In their presence I cut seven large notches
in my score, and my conscience made no Avhisper against
the big yarn I told to protect Tavo Heart's secret.

For a long time my reputation was like a fir tree and my
glory like the moon. But it leaked out that Two Hearts
had had more to do Avith getting those magah than I. It

leaked out through the chatter of women. Bah! When
could a Avoman, of any race or people, keep a secret?

Roderick Heron.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

General Changes Among Illinois "Wardens.

CHTC.A.GO, 111., June 6.—Sweeping changes in the execu-
tive department of both the fish and game commissions
of the State of Illinois AA'ere made yesterday at Spring-
field. It seems to be the policy of Governor Yates to

make radical changes in the serAnce in both these

branches and resignations of the deputy fish Avardens

will be asked for forthAvith. All the deputy game wardens
will be asked also to hand in their resignations. State

Game Commissioner Lovejoy is not a resident of Chi-

cago, but it has not yet been determined Avho Avill repre-

sent him in this important citj^ One or two of the old

deputies Avill in all likelihood receiA'e ncAv commissions,
but at this writing the personnel of the fish and game
deputyships is a matter of speculation.

The sportsmen of the State have as yet had no oppor-
tunity to form an opinion in regard to the qualifications

and personal plans of the new appointee to the office of

.State Game Commissioner: Mr. LoA'ejoy, of Roscoe. He
is reputed to be an able and energetic man, and although

a novice in the work of game protection, as, indeed, must
be any man ncAv to this oflice, he has expressed his in-

tention of doing all that he can to enforce the laws of the

State. He has already been addressed by some of the

leading sportsmen of Chicago, Avho have expressed the

hope that he Avill take early and strenuous measures for

the suppression ot the illegal traffic in young prairie

chickeiis Avhich is sure to take place again this summer
as it has so regularly in the past years. Up to this time

our State Game Commissioners haA'C rather inclined to

the theory that the place to carry out protective measures
is in the country and the fields, the intention being rather

to pimish the individual violator of the laAV than to go
alter the root of the main temptation Avhich induces so

many men to break the game laAvs, namely, the game
traffic of this and other large cities. It cannot be said

that there has ever been made a thorough and business-

like attempt to break up the illegal game industry of

Chicago. If Mr. Lovejoy shall devote his energies to

this consummation he Avill receive the thanks and ap-

proval of every thinking sportsman of the city. The
office of Game Commissioner has taken an added impor-

tance of late year^ and its duties require of any public

setA^ant an honest and faithful administration. There is

as yet no reason, to suppose that Commissioner Lovejoy
Avili not thus discharge his duties.

Summer Deer Hounding fay Fishermen.

I am asked by a prominent sportsman of this city to

give as much currency as possible to the news of the

continuous violation of the Wisconsin game laAVS by the

guides and fishermen in the neighborhood of Minocqua
and Woodruff', Wis., and, indeed, all through the chain

of lakes adjacent to these points. This gentleman says

he knew of three deer killed ahead of hounds by a guide

a Aveek ago. He saw many other parties out hunting and

Avas invited to go hunting himself. He says that many
of the hotels in that part of the country serve "mutton"

on their table as often as they do beef, and that it is a

conmion practice for anglers to go oitt Avith a rifle in the

boat with theni. He says that these men are not content

with shooting deer around the edge of the lakes or fire

hunting them at night, but are doubly breaking the laAV

liy using hounds to hunt them. This Avould seem just a

trillc open and brazen, and this gentleman asks, through

the columns of the Forkst and Stream, to call atten-

tion of the authorities of the State of AVisconsin to this

state of affairs, in the hope that immediate steps may be

taken to set the matter right. Attention has been many
times invited in these cohmms to the ill-assorted practice

of taking a rifle io the boat AA^hile out muscalhmge fishing.

The Minnesota Pine.

The lumbermen of Minnesota have, as chronicled here-

in from time to time, succeeded in getting their finger

into the big commercial pie of the Indian pine lands

of the Minnesota reservations, having one A\'ay or another

succeeded in getting permission to ctit certain amounts

of timber on the reservations. Not content Avith their

success they have attempted to carry on the old game
of dishonest operations. So bold have been their actions

in this regard and so general the complaint from the

Indians in regard to the measurement of the timber cut

on the reservations, that Agent Mercer and other officers

of the Indian service have nearly concluded that a com-

plete end must be put to the lurnbering operations on the
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reservations. Tints far something like $80,000 has been
taken from these lumber operators as penalties for cut-

ting green timber under the "dead and down" act. It

would seem that there is at least a tardy and partial

awakening of those, most interested in preventing such
nefarious operations as those which have disgraced tlie

State of Minnesota and the Government of the United
States tinder the protection of this infamous ."dead and
down'' timber act.

As to the Minnesota Park, let us be patient. After the

lumbermen have by hook or by crook succeeded in cut-

ting away all the dead and down timber, all the green
timber, and everything else marketable, then perhaps we
may have our park.

E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Gttn Licenses.

New York, June 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: When
1 was a boy, my grandfather, whose bojdiood went back
to within a few years of the foundation of our Govern-
ment, and who was very much alive to the rights and
privileges conferred thereby, used to take me squirrel

httnting, and deeply impressed on my youthful mind that

in this great and glorious land of liberty "fishing and
fowling are free to all men."
Now I read in Forest and Stream "The gun license

question in this country is not, Should' we have the

license? nor. Shall we have the license? but. When will

the license come?" and it jars me. Rather than put a

price on what most Americans have been taught to con-

sider a birthright, would it not be better and more Amer-
ican to cut the open seasons shorter and shorter, if neces-

sary, to preserve the game? Would not an open season

of a few days only, free to all lovers of field sports, be

better than one of several weeks, open only to those who
have surplus dollars?. Should not necessary restrictions

be for all alike, and not be measured by the size of any-

body's pocketbook? And is it not to be hoped that the

legislators of certain States will become ashamed of the

petty meanness of non-resident license laws taxing "the

other fellow" ?

Allow me to propose as Plank No. 2 of Forest and
Stream Platform, "Carrying guns in woods or fields

should be prohibited in the close season." Laws to that

effect would do. more to preserve song birds and game
than any possible license laws. Exceptions could be

made of registered shooting grounds for practice, and
allowing farmers to shoot predatory animals and birds on
their own land only, to protect their crops and poultry

yards.

As one of the correspondents of Forest and Stream
•recently said, "What use has a man for a gun in the

woods or fields in the close season except to violate the

laws?" p. R. Marshall.

A New Aditondack Preserve.

On Monday, June 3, at Albany. N. the Fenton Game
Preserve Association was incorporated. Its purposes are

to lease or own 40,000 acres of the John Brown tract in

Lewis and Herkimer counties, to be maintained as a pri-

vate park for hunting and fishing purposes and for recrea-

tion. The directors are Arthur Luetchford, of Rochester;

Sanford E. Stanton, of Watertown; Pierce D. Schenck,

of Dayton, O. ; Prof. Eugene L. Richards, of New Haven,

Conn., and Samuel W. Skinner, of Cincinnati, O.

Wild Geese at Little Magfogf Lake.

Sherbrooke, Que., June 4,—Little Magog Lake, nine

miles from Sherbrooke, Que., is a favorite resting place

for wild geese in their migrations. This spring six out

of a flock seemed to admire the place so much that they

are still there. They are being watched with interest,

and woe to the being who may dare to molest them.

Whether they are nesting or not is not yet known. Jos.

Partners "Wanted for the Rockies.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Lam thinking of a trip for big game in the Rockies, and

would like to find one or two companions to make up a

party. Perhaps some reader of Forest and Stream

might care to communicate with me through your office.

100 Spommett's finai

Some of the Queer Discoveries Made by Those Who Are
Looking for Game or Fish,

67

About the queerest fish story I know of, a highly truth-

ful-looking man—indeed, he was a clergyman— tells the

Washington Star, happened to me at a little lake m Wis-

consin where I used to summer with my family. One day

my wife was out in our boat with a party of friends. She

was letting her hand trail in the water, without thinking

about its shrinking effect, and when she finally took her

hand in her wedding ring was gone. The lake was deep

at that point, and although we made considerable effort

to recover the ring, it was not found. Naturally it worried

her a good deal, and the next year she would not go back

to the same place. Nor did we go the following, year; but

the third year we went there again, and one day I was in

the woods, about a mile from the lake, with my boy. trying

to get a shot at some denizen of the forest or other.
^
As

we went peering around among the trees to get a squirrel

we had seen, I noticed something shining on a twig in a

tree about twenty-five feet from the ground. I sent my
boy up after it, and when he came back I was more

than astonished to find that the shining thing was my
wife's wedding ring.

How it ever got there was a mystery at first, but I was

not a believer in fairies and that sort of thing, so I

began to investigate for material causes. The top of the

tree had deadened, and with a suspicion in my mind I

sent my boy up to see what signs might be above the

green boughs. He called down to me presently that there

were remains of a fishhawk's nest in the forks of the

tree, and, putting this and that together, I came to the

conclusion that the hawk had caught the fish that had
gobbled up my wife's ring in the lake, and had taken it to

the ne.st for the young hawks. They didn't care for

jewelry and bad left that part of the fish in the nest, from
which, as the nest was blown to pieces by the wind and
beaten by the storms, the ring had dropped out and by
chance had caught on the twig where I found it. In any
event, if that was not the way it got there, hovy did it?

For it surely was there, and my wife is wearing it to-day.

68

And here is another ring story to go with No. 67. The
Newf York Evening Sun tells it, and if you see it in the

Sun it may be so

:

General Grant was very fond of fishing at Greenwood
Lake, and stories of his fishing exploits are still told at

the Fuller House. Here is one of them : "One afternoon
the General was fishing for pickerel on the lake when he
hooked a large eel. The slimy creature knotted itself

with the leader, and in removing it a beautiful horseshoe
ring slipped from the General's finger and fell overboard.

Banker J. Rhinelander Dillon visited the lake two weeks
afterward and killed a large pickerel. The idea occurred
to him that he would like to taste a fish just out of the

water, so iiis guide cleaned it, and they were about to row
to shore to cook it when the guide picked up the entrails,

preparing to thrbw them overboard. To his surprise he
discovered the very ring which General Grant had lost

two weeks before."

To verify this story an Evening Sun reporter called on
Mr. Dillon. This gentleman not only said the story was
true, but he also exhibited the ring in question.

Said he : "I believe it was in either '74 or '75 that the
affair occurred. I rarely eat fish, but that particular

pickerel looked so tempting that I was seized with a
strong desire to eat it. Under ordinary circumstances I

should have given the fish away. I told the storj-- of the
find on my arrival at the Fuller House, and then learned
that General Grant had lost the ring. I wrote to his son.
Colonel Fred Grant, and explained how the ring came into

my possession. He wrote back that if my story was true
I was entitled to the ring, and might keep it. I actually
believe that Fred thought I was telling a fish story, or he
would not have told me to keep the ring."
Mr. Dillon now wears the ring on the little finger of his

right hand.

—^—
Unreliable IVaditions^—IL*

Editor Forest and Stream:
In an article recently sent to you in regard to unrelia-

ble traditions I stated that there were some other tra-

ditions open to criticism, which I would refer to in a

later communication, and the first to which I would refer

is the one which has come down from time immemorial
and commonly believed, that trout should be eaten, if

possible, on the day on Avhich they are caught, and when
I say that trout should be kept over night and cooked
on the next day to be at their best, I am aware that

almost every angler will say that this claim is simply
absurd.
But right here I must ask my brother anglers the ques-

tion whether they speak from their own actual test and
experience. Can any angler give me, from his own
knowledge or experience the name of any fresh water
fish- which should be cooked on the day in which it is

caught?
I am not bold enough to say that there are_ none, and

can only say that after a pretty large experience I do
not know of any, and, least of all, those belonging to the

salmon family.

About three-quarters of a century ago a man by the

name of Evans was the proprietor of a hostelry some
three miles or more north of the city of Philadelphia, on
the road lying on the east bank of "the Schuylkill River.

It was a typical wayside inn lying on the west of the

road, with a charming lawn extending to the east bank
of the river. The building was only a story and a half

high, but with its ample piazza and grounds kept in

perfect shape it naturally commanded a large patronage.

But to this Evans very soon added a new attraction.

He very soon discovered that the Schuylkill River,

whose waters were remarkably pure, was full of catfish

of the most delicious varietj'', and when parties came to

his hotel he always served them with a supper of catfish,

and it very soon became quite the rage in Philadelphia

for persons to get up parties to go to Evans' hotel for

a supper of catfish and coffee. Evans tried to impress

upon his guests that the catfish were never killed until

after their arrival, and he carried out this delusion in this

way: He had a large trough at the pump near his hotel

in which he kept a large number of fish, about a half

pound each in weight, and when a party arrived he
always took enough fish by count with a little net to

supply tlie table, and they always believed that the fish

on the table were cooked and served as soon as they

were killed, and this belief made his inn so popular that

in the '40's hg retired with a fortune.

But now as to the real facts of the case.

In the early '40's, while yet a mere lad, I had the privi-

lege of enjoying one of these suppers of catfish and coffee

and saw Evans take the fish which we supposed we were
to eat, out of his horse trough, but after our supper he
quietly admitted to me that it was utterly impossible to

cook a catfish- as soon as it was killed, for the reason that

it would cur! up in the pan or spider and that he. there-

fore, always had plenty of fish in his cellar which had
been killed the day before, which had become hard and
which would lie out straight in the pan and not curl up

while being cooked.
He also admitted that the fish taken from the trough

in front of the inn were put in a tank at the back of the

house and replaced over night in the trough.

Why Evans was so frank I do not know, unless be-

cause he felt safe in satisfying my boyish curiosity, know-
ing that I lived far away
And now let us apply the same rule to trout. When

they are first brought in the fish are usually soft and

*For first paper see issue of last week.
,

pressed out of shape, and if they are immediately cleaned

and put in the frying pan or spider the tail ends will

invariably curl up, and often be underdone.
But if they are cleaned and wiped dry, and the dish

or pan in which they are placed set on a_ cold cellar

floor, the fish, on the next day will have resumed then-

natural shape, the flesh will be hard and solid, and the>

will lie in. the spider as straight as shingles—and a trout

to be its best must be evenly cooked.
Years ago, when a surplus of trout was brought in at

Murdock's, on the Beaverkill, or at Smith's, on the Ron-
dout, they were always cleaned and kept in the ^coolest

part of the cellar to be drawn upon in case of a scarcity,

and they were often drawn upon in another way. On a

riumber of occasions both Mrs. Murdock and Mrs.
Smith suggested that to wait until the day's catch was
cleaned and cooked would delay supper a full half hour,

and to avoid delay it was proposed to cook for the first

dish the first fish caught the day, or, perhaps, two days
before, and furnish the second one from the day's catch.

I was in the secret, and, at their request, usually stated

that only one of the dishes had been supplied from the

day's catch, and in every instance the response was thai

they had noticed that the first dish was the most per-

fectly cooked and the most delicious, with a regret that

the second dish could not also have been supplied from
the day's catch.

There is one more tradition in which I believed and
followed for some years, and that is that ice should be

used for the purpose of transporting trout, but I soon
discovered that the presence of the ice destroyed, to a

large extent, the delicate flavor of the fish, and in two
or three instances the fish became tainted during the

process of cooking, and others have no doubt had the

same experience.

I resolved to abandon all eft'orts to bring my fish home,
but was reminded that in many places, particularly in

Mexico, it was cu.stomary to wrap a wet flannel cloth

around a pitcher of jar of water, with the result that by
reason of the gradual evaporation from the wet cloth

the v/ater in the jar would be kept cool and even reduced
in temperature, and as an "experiment I applied the same
principle in the keeping of trout, and have done so many
times since, and always with the result that I have never

had a fish spoil or "become tainted, although kept for

several days, and I therefore feel that I can very confi-

dently recommend to other anglers the following plan:

Never open or clean a trout. It is not according to

nature that the air should be allowed to touch the inside

cf the fish and the little sac of blood at the head of the

stomach will very frequently cause the fish to spoil or

become tainted even after it is placed in the spider.

The angler usually desires to take home his catch of

the last two days, and possibly the third, which can
readily be done if the weather has been cool, and he- can

do so by adopting the following method:
Select the fisk which it is desired to take home, wipe

them dry with a soft cloth and place them unopened in

a dish or pan upon a cool cellar floor. If the cellar is

not sufficiently cool a cake of ice to cool the air may be

placed within one or two feet, but must never be allowed

to touch the fish. When it is desired to pack the fish

for transportation again wipe them dry and then pack
them in the following manner:
Take four or five thicknesses of ordinary wrapping

paper, or if that cannot be obtained take newspapers,

inclose the trout in the paper and tie up the package.

Then take a woolen cloth or flannel, for which an

ordinary blue flannel fishing shirt wnll an.swer every pur-

pose, soak it thoroughly in cold spring water, then wring
The water out, as far as possible, and wrap this cloth Or

flannel three or four times around the package of trout,

and then, in order to prevent too rapid evaporation, wrap
.three or four thicknesses of paper again around the bun-

dle, and the package is complete and need not be exam-
ined until home is reached.

If a woolen or flannel cloth cannot be obtained, the

moss which grows in the beds of our streams will answer
the purpose almost quite as well, only that the water, as

far as possible, must be pressed out of it; and there is

also another way of keeping trout upon the same prin-

ciple, which I have tried with perfect success.

Some j'ears ago I caught, with my companion, quite

a large number of trout on Monday morning in,Balsam

Lake, and left them in my basket over night, simply

setting it on the cold cellar floor.

On the next day I took out the trout, wiped them dry,

and in the absence of the woolen cloth I soaked my
basket in cold spring water, using it as an evaporator,

then put three or four thicknesses of newspaper inside of

the basket and filled it with trout, and to prevent too rapid

evaporation I wrapped five or six thicknesses of newspa-

per around the basket, which was not opened until

Wednesday morning, when the trout were cleaned, and in

the afternoon they were served at a trout supper at which

two or three old anglers were present, all of whom refused

to believe at first that the trout had not been caught on

that very morning.
1 have suggested the above method of preserving trout

with great reluctance, but the use of ice is attended with

so much labor and annoyance that if any other method
to preserve the fish can be suggested it is at least worthy
of a trial, and this is all that I would suggest to my
brother anglers,

I am not prepared to say that the plans which I have
suggested could be adopted with equal success with re-

gard to other fish, for I am aAvare that some fish—nota-

bly the black bass—cannot be preserved for iiny length

of time without the use of ice. ' J. S. Van Cleef.

June 5.

Pickerel Fly-Fishing.

Duane, N. Y., June 6.

—

Editor Forest and Stream
Answering your correspondent, Muskodosa, of West Rox-
bury, Mass.. in your issue of June i. with regard to catch-

ing pickerel with a fly, let me record that my wife while

trolling near the shore for speckled trottt on the evening

of June 3, in Lake Meacham, Duane, N. Y., caught on a

fly-rod with a dark alder fly, size No. 6, a pickerel that

weighed 5 pounds. Guides of thirty years' experience in

this vicinity have never known of one being talcen in this

way before. H.
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Tfool "Waters and Eel Pots.

The Forest, Fish and Game Law provides, in Section

61, as follows: "Eel weirs, the latter oi which are not
less than one inch apart, may be maintained in waters

not inhabited by trout or lake trout. * * * Eel pots

of such form as may be prescribed by rules of the Com-
mission may be used in waters not inhabited by trout

or lake trout." Waters inhabited by trout are the very

waters from which eels should be removed, and the For-
est, Fish and Game Commissioners were apparently of

this opinion, for, in their first annual report to the Legis-

lature (1895), they said: "Eels are notorious spawn-
eaters, and, as such, seriously interfere with the propa-
gation of better food fishes by natural processes, and if

the commissioners had power to set eel baskets in waters

containing Salmonidce for the purpose of taking eels that

come onto the spawning beds to eat the spawn
of trout, it would aid materially in minimizing the

devastation from this cause." Nb action having been
taken by the Legislature to give the Commissioners the

power they sought, in their report for 1896 they referred

to It again

:

"Many of the fresh water fishes are spawn-eaters to a
greater or less degree, but the eel is more destructive

of spawn than any other fish, as it does not spawn in

fresh water and is ready to prey upon both fall and spring

spawning fishes, as it has no fasting season at the spawn-
ing time. * * * At night, when lake trout are spawn-
ing on a shoal in mid-lake, the eels are present in vast

numbers to eat the spawn as fast as it is deposited by the

trout. * * * We would ask that the Commission
have power to use or authorize the use of eel pots in all

waters, whether inhabited by trout or not, for it is in

trout waters particularly that eels are proving destructive

of yoving fish,"

The Commissioners, as I understand, have contended
that trout would not be taken in eel pots if they were set

in trout waters, and the only argument i have heard

against this position was that it was theory only because

it had not been tried and it was illegal to try it in public

waters, and it would be a risk to try it even for experi-

mental purposes. Manifestly absurd as this arg^iment is,

it has prevailed apparently, for the law still remains on the

books as I have quoted it, and the eels prey_ upon the

spawning beds without let or hindrance, for it is com-
paratively a rare tiling to catch eels in trout waters with

hook and line. In one lake that I am_ familiar with that

the S.ate has stocked with a lavish hand, planting several

species of the salmon family, there are mills on the out-

let stream, and it is not uncommon, when eels are leav-

ing this lake to go down to the sea, for them to so clog

the mill wheels a,s to cause a shut down to clear the

wheels. Last fall an employee of the State spent some time

on the lake examining the spawning beds of lake trout

and he reported eels, eels everywhere in abundance
wlierever the fish congregated for spawning.

Early in the month of May I made a visit to Mr, Au-
gust Belmont, at Babylon, L. L, where he has a trout

preserve. While we were wading one of the inlet streams

he asked the superintendent something about eels, and

the man replied that he had taken a certain number, and

T then found that eel pots were set in the pond (there

were six set when T was there, and Mr. Belmont gave

directions to set six more), and upon returning to the

house we rowed across the pond and lifted two of the

pots, finding one eel, one bullfrog and one small pickerel

( Lucius reticulaius) . The pond is shallow and is devoted

i xclusively to trout, but small pickerel have found their

way into it, and, of course, eels cannot be kept out of/

it, although they are kept doAvn by using the pots, and

in all the history of the pond no trout have been' taken

in the eel pots. It simply confirms the position of those

who think the State law should be amended to permit,

under restrictions if necessary, the use of eel pots in

waters inhabited by trout. Eels are excellent food, and

if pots should be permitted by law a sufficient number
would be taken to materially reduce the hordes of eels

that are, under the present law, devastating the spawn-

ing beds of trout. Another theory: If eel pots will take

bullfrogs and pickerel, by all means set them in trout

waters that have become infested with pickerel, and the

bullfrog is a spawn destroyer and is much more orna-

mental and useful served minus his body than alive in

a trout pond. So that eel pots will serve several good
purposes if placed in waters that contain trout, and work
110 injury whatever to the trout themselves.

First Report from the Salmon Rivers.

Under date of May 26 Mr. Archibald Mitchell writes

me from Runnvmede, P. Q., on the Ristigouche River,

a personal letter, which I quote in part: "In my last

letter I told you of my plans for this year; that I would

not be able to stay long on the river on account of going

to Europe. Archie [his son] and I arrived here May
24, We got to work at once and fished all day. I did

not get a rise, not even from a kelt, but I hooked two

very large and healthy-looking parr, which somewhat

surprised me, as in past years, so far as my recollection

goes, ihey have not risen to the fly until the season was

pretty well advanced. Archie killed a fresh run fish of 17

pounds near where you killed ybm first fish last year.

For the past tliree seasons Archie has been fortunate

enough to get the first fish on our waters. I had heard

of fine strings of large trout being taken dowii at Side

Head, and for years I have been trying to hit it right and

get a little trout fishing. I left our salmon pools and

went down to Side Head to fish for trout on Saturday,

but this trip, like all the otheis I have taken down there

for trout, was simply "a delusion and a snare." I got

nothing. The smelts had been running a day or two, and

had gone to parts unknown, and the 2 to 4 pound trout

had evidently followed them. When I returned up river

Saturday evening I was agreeablv surprised to find that

A.rchie had killed another fine fresh run fish of 22 pounds.

It put up a good fight, and although it did not jump once,

It made several very long rises and took out much line.

These two are the first fish taken with the fly on the Ris-

tigouche this year, as far as I can learn, and the earliest

ever taken on the river so far as my record goes. James

Wheieler informs tne that "Mr. James Bryan, of New York.

killed a salmon some years ago on the same water on May
21. The water is extremely low for this season of the year.

The snow is all melted and the water is still dropping
very fast. If copious rains do not come soon we will

have very low water in June, and poor fishing, I think, on
all the early or high water pools.. Note that we arrived

on May 24, which is very early. Club house [Ristigouche

Salmon Club, at Metapedia] not open, and no other fish-

ermen here. Last year we reached here June 3. At Run-
nymede the river was then full from bank to bank, and
the snow in the woods not all melted. I beached a kelt

standing and casting from shore outside and just above
where the Alford gate stands." (This is almost directly

opposite the Capt. Sweny cottage, and below Camp
Harmony, where the Upsalquitch comes in.) "This

year, with all the snow melted, one has to walk about

150 feet to reach -the edg.e of the water."

One of the greatest charms of salmon fishing is, that

no two seasons are ever exactly alike, and one never •

knows what kind of fishing he is going to have any year

until he gets to the river and tries it. The water may be

right and the fish not there. The fish may be there and

the water all wrong, and it is only once in a number of

years that the combinations come right, as they did in

'96. But fishing as good as it was that season would
spoil any fisherman in a few years, and soon take the

romance all out of it. As our friend the late Mr. John
Mowat used to say, "It would not be angling; simply

'Pull, Dick; pull. Devil.' " But. after all, nowadays, there

is really not much danger of our becoming bloated on

account of too luxurious salmon fishing, and in my
opinion it will take something very like eternal vigi-

lance and not a little expenditure of money to keep the

fishing for years to come as good as it is now. I sup-

pose you must have noticed that they had excellent fish-

ing on the Penobscot this year. It appears that by some
unforeseen and fortunate combination of conditions that

does not occur often, a school of salmon happened to

get past the nets. I was busy and did not get a chance

to go there and try my luck, but when I heard of the

good fishing, through Mr. Ayer, and received a fine sal-

mon by express, it started up some of the old time en-

thusiasm, and I wished very much to be at Bangor pool.

I met your friend Mr. Wilson and another gentleman

who is with him (Mr. Williams, of Salem, N. Y.), at

Metapedia yesterday, on their way to Deeside, and I

hope they will meet with success this year. Alexander

Mowat Avrote me that the po®l was very much changed

bv an ice jam, which formed last winter at Maclan

Island, and I hope the change has improved the pool, as

very likely it has. You will remember that this is the

pool where I killed salmon of 22^ pounds last year on

June 13. I shall return home on June ip this year, so

I will not get much fishing."

Mr. Mitchell is nothing if not philosophical. It is rare

to find an angler more so; and he is a living exemplifi-

cation of the late George Dawson's maxim (which I

once borrow-ed unwillingly), that it is "not all of fishing

to fish." Anglers are not numerous who would see dan-

ger in salmon fishing that was of a superior order, be-

cause it would take the romance out of angling; but if

this sentiment coidd be cultivated it would aid much in

the preservation of our game fishes.

Catch or Kill.

The communication in the Forest and Stream from

Mr. Terry Smith upon the subject of killing fish induces

me to suggest to him that some kinds of fish are very

properly kdled, while others are caught; and as to the

latter I think his argument good that they should not

be killed in type after they are caught with a hook.

For instance, the fish I have written about in the pre-

ceding note, the salmon, is not reduced -to possession

until it is killed. The salmon takes the fly and may be

securely hooked, but he is not caught until brought with-

in the embrace of the gaff and then the fish is killed with

a club by a blow, or several of them, on the head. No
salmon fisherman would claim that he had cavtght a sal-

mon merely because he had hooked it. The late Billy

Florence always vigorously protested against "catching

salmon" as a misn^omer. and that the hall mark of a

salmon fi.sherman was when he declared that he had

"killed salmon." It is quite a dif?erent matter with

brook trout or black bass, which are also lured with the

fly. When- thev are securely hooked and played to the

inside of a landing net they are caught, but they are not

necessarily killed, for they may be returned alive to the

water. Fresh run salmon are never returned alive to the

water and they must be killed if they are possessed, and

it may be equally fitting to "kill" tarpon, but it would

not, in my judgment, be a fitting term to apply to the

taking of small fish that may be secured in the landing

net, alive, after being caught on the fly.

J Development of the Broofc Trout.

It was in May that I reaceived from Dr. R. Ellsworth

Call a letter, from which I naake the following extract:

"At the suggestion of Hon. Eugene G. Blackford, which is

heartily seconded by my wish, I have prepared an exhibi-

tion of the stages of development of the common brook

trout, the material coming from the Cold Spring Harbor

hatchery. This is arranged in two glass jars and will be

left for you to-day at the Madison avenue office of the

Forest, Fish and 'Game Commission, in New York. It

is the wish of the trustees of the Brooklyn Institute of

Arts and Sciences that you will accept these jars and

contents with their compliments. I trust that the exhibit

will prove of interest to you. At the next sportsrnan's

exhibition at Madison Square Garden I shall try to illus-

trate a whole series of these developing forms as a part

of the exhibition."

It was at the Sportsmen's show in New York last

spring that Mr. Blackford first told me of the exhibit of

the development of fishes as prepared by the Brooklyn

Institute, and he said that it was nearer to perfection

than anv similar display he had seen. Early in this

month of June I brought the jars with me frorn New
York to Albany, as great care had to be exercised in

, their transportation, and they could not be intrusted to

a transportation company Mr. Blackford's praise of the

exhibit I can now indorse in similar terms. Each jar

contains a glass slide in alcohol, and on the slide the de-

velopment of the trout is shown, each stage bearing ^

legend. The alcoholic mixture has apparently been
filtered, for it is as clear as crystal. One jar contains
the following stages: Eggs just taken, eggs at thirty

days (showing eye spots), eggs at sixty days, fry just

hatched, fry three weeks old, fry six weeks old (sac nearly
absorbed), fr.V three months old, monstrosities (double-
headed fry. The second jar contains fingerlings six
months old and fingerlings nine months old. Altogether
it makes a most interesting and instructive exhibit of the
development of the common or native brook trout Salve-
liiius fontinalis, and tells the story of the growth of this

fish much better than pa.ges of printed matter. Within
twenty-four hours after the jars reached the capitol in

Albany the question was asked a score of times, "What
holds the eggs and fish to the glass slides that the alco-
hol does not dissolve it?" And on each occasion I have
replied with truth. "I do not know." I never make it a
practice of looking a gift horse in the mouth, particu-
larly if it is a very fine specimen of a horse.

A. N. Cheney.

In New England Waters.
BosTON-j June 8.—Returning fishermen report cold

weather, east winds and rain the most of last week. Such
conditions are not only against fly-fishing, but detri-
mental to enjoyment in the woods and on the Avaters.
The James L. Richards party to the upper waters of the
West Branch of the Penobscot, Me., has returned. They
found the weather cold and very rough, but still they
had pretty good 'fishing. "Only the fly" is used by any of
the members of this party. Mr. W. J. Follett got twenty-
nine trout the first evening in, from Foss and Knowlton
Pond, which is the pond on which the camps of the party
are located. Mr. George W. Brown says that the fishing
was all they could ask for. W. J. Leckie is entirely
satisfied with his catch. They also fished Kidney Pond
and other waters belonging to the upper waters of the
Sourdnehunk Stream. The trout run from pound
up to and even 2 pounds. They are exceedingly
gamy, biting very freely, frequently even three being
taken on one cast. Many beautiful trout were returned
to the waters, because "almost a bucket full" were already
in camp. Mr, P. S. Allison, the Englishman, was charmed
with the outing. He had no conception of State of Maine
fly-fishing, though he had often tramped the Scotch
moors for sake of a few fingerlings. Even the cold,
damp weather delighted him, reminding him of "a fine

Scotch mist." It is evident that the party has visited
one of the best trout sections in Maine; rather hard to
reach, requiring a canoe trip up the Twin Lakes from
Norcross, and thence by land to the upper waters of the
Sourdnehunk, which flows into the West Branch. The
canoeing was a decided novelty to the Englishman. It is

understood that Vice-President Roosevelt is booked for
a fishing trip to these waters this summer.
Mr. C. F. Danforth, of Boston, has again surprised

himself by taking a landlocked salmon of 10 pounds
weight from Dan Hole Pond, New Llampshire. A friend,
with loim on the trip also secured one of sVz pounds. It
win be remembered that Mr. Danforth landed a big one
from the same pond last year. There has been a week of
good fishing at Lake Auburn, Me., and some large salmon
have been taken, mainly by local fishermen, who have
thronged the pond since the fishing became better. Mr.
C. H. Jones, of Boston, has good reports from some-
friends who fished there a week ago. Mr. S. Everett
Hyde, with his friend Herbert Hall, has just returned
from a successfid fishing trip to the ponds in the region
of Holeb, Me. They had remarkable luck and fine sport.
They caught, trolling, trout up to over 3 pounds

—

square tails, with only a few lakers. But their best sport
was in fly-fishing. Mr. Hyde remarks that it is a feature
of some of the ponds in that section that the trout will
rise to the fly any day in the year when the ice is out.
Their best day's work was seventy-eight trout, all en the
fly, and one small salmon. Mr. H}'de owns a camp in

that part of Maine, and is greatly pleased with his loca-
tion, both for hunting and fishing. Mr. A. C. Manson
and son, H. C. Manson. have just returned from a short
fishing trip to the L^pper Dam. The shortness of their
stay was about the only trouble they experienced. The
weather was cold, with a cold, easterly wind and rain,

but they caught trout every day. Mr. Manson remarks
that "We caught all the trout we ought to have, and
greatly enjoyed the outing." Mr. Manson is one of the
busiest of Boston merchants. The Camp Stewart party
to Upper Richardson Lake had fair success, though the
weather was almost too cold and rainy for fly-fishing.

Mrs. H. C. Day took some good trout, and landed a

salmon of 3 pounds, the only one taken by the party. Mr.
C. A. Steams was high line, with the largest trout

—

4^
pounds. Prof. J. F. Moody took the largest number of
trout. Mr. H. C. Day had his usual good success. Mrs.
W. W. Moody lost a "big one," after having him hooked
three-quarters of an hour. Charlie Roberts, the guide,

.said that his whole trip was spoiled by losing that trout.

Still, he was not in the least to blame, the hook having
evidently worn out. Mrs. F. E. Stanley, who had never
fished before, caught fourteen handsome trout, and is now
thoroughly converted to the sport. So it is. Once they
get a taste of angling, they are anglers ever'after—both
men and women.
Boston, June 10.—The fishing trip of Mr. A- S. Wood

worth, of Boston, was a very successful one. Indeed, he
carries off the record for salmon for the cold, rainy days
that he fished. From Rangeley Lake he took his big.gest

salmon, weighing 7V2 pounds. From Mooselucmaguntic
he took fourteen salmon, from 2j^ to 4 pounds, and a

great many trout. From Rangeley he went to Kennebago
for fly-fishing, where his success was only fair, the weather
being too cold and rainy. Mr. Woodworth says that he
attributes the success he always has to the fact that he
employs a guide who knows where the fish are, and then
he gives his whole attention to fishing. He does not be-
lieve that fish are to be caught by sitting around the
camps and hotels and bragging. There are other good
reports of salmon caught out of Mooselucmaguntic. Near
Bald Mountain camps, E. C. Brunelle. of New Bedford,
landed a salmon the other day that thoroughly tried both
his skill and his tackle. The salmon weighed g% pounds,
and it took two hours and a half to bring him to the net
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From Birch Point, Dr. Bates, of Lowell, has taken a
salmon of 10 pounds. Mr. Cospray, of New York, has
taken a salmon of ioj4 pounds at Capt. Billy Soule's

camps, Cupsuptic Lake. Mell Sampson, of Norway,
caught a trout at Haines' Landing last week that weighed
SH pounds. At the same point Mrs. C. F. Wyman, of

Worcester, took a salmon of pounds. Miss Harriet
W. Blair, also of Worcester, a salmon of 5 pounds. A
further salmon record at Rangeley Lake is appended

:

Mrs. S. L. Kenyon, Springfield, Mass.. 3^ pounds; W.
F. Sturtcvant, Springfield, Mass., an old-time angler at

the Rangeleys, 4 pounds; B. D. Sweet, Bo.ston, Mass., 6'/4

pounds; B. F. Greeley, Boston, 3 pounds; C. A. Taft,

Whitinsville, Mass., 3^ pounds; Mrs. T. O. Bemis.
Springfield, Mass., 5 pounds. ; W. W. Coolidge. Salem,
Mass., 3V4 pounds.; G. A. Hale. Peabody, Mass., ^Vz
pounds ; C. H. Hayes, Boston, 3 pounds ; Miss Ruth
Smith, Springfield, Mass., yyi pounds; Mrs. A. A. Call,

Springfield, Mass., four salmon, the largest 7 pounds.
But the Rangeley record for big landlocked salmon is

smashed at Lake Auburn. Mr. Bartlett, of Norway, Me.,
has taken one from that lake this spring weighing plump
II pounds. Later that record has been broken by Mr.
James Dawes, who has caught a salmon weighing 13;^
pounds. Before this the record had been held by Mr,
Frost, of Portland, with a salmon only an ounce or two
scant of 13 pounds. The big fish are being taken on the
Rangeley spinner, which is also true of the fish taken at

the Rangeleys. Still, Mr. A. S. Woodworth, noted above,
fished only with the old style of live minnow, put on so
that it would spin.

The Board of Fish and Game Commissioners held two
hearings at Haines' Landing June 6, in response to peti-

tions from those interested in fish and game. The first

petition was presented b}^ W. E. Paterson and twenty-four
others of Rangeley and Franklin county, and asks that

only 10 pounds of fish be permitted to any one boat at a

time, on any of the Rangeley -waters. The other petition,

presented by John B. Marble and fifty-three others, also

W. H. Ellis and fourteen others, asks that only fly-fishing

be allowed on the Kennebago Stream, from its source to a

point opposite the boathouse of the Oquossoc Angling
Association; also on Rangeley Stream, from its source
to its junction with the Kenenbago Stream. The petitions

have caused a good deal of discussion among guides and
sportsmen who visit the Rangeleys. No decision has yet

been arrived at, and the matter will come before the

Bciard of Commissioners at Augusta in a week or two.

The brook trout fishermen are still at it, and the catches

have been better since the high water and cold weather
have been over. Mr. Wesley C. Hemenway, of Boston,
has been up to Ludlow, Vt., in charge of George L. Arm-
ington, of that place, and took fifty-three trout. Mr. J. H.
Jones, of Boston, with a friend, has been up to Tamworth.
N. H., brook trout fishing. They caught fifty-three trout.

Asked about the size of the fish, Mr, Jones simply turns

his head and says, "Don't ask me." . It is simply the old

story of stripping all the fingerlings out of the Massachu-
setts, New Hampshire and Vermont streams each year,

and hence there never are any large trout to catch.

Mr. Felix Tausig and Leo Pickert, of Boston, are on a

fishing trip to the preserve of the Laurentian Club, in

Canada. Mr. E. C. Stevens, of Boston, drove out to a

trout stream in Bedford the other morning with his

daughter. He cauglit thirteen trout before breakfast, his

daughter taking one of 34 pound. Mr. Stevens says that

he has not begun to fish j^et ; will go later.

Mr. D. J. Flanders and F. J. Bartlett, of Boston, have
been on a fishing trip to the Rangeleys. They had good
success at Haines' Landing and other points along the

lakes. The F. Y. Fitzpatrick party, of Boston, has re-

turned from a very successful fashing trip to Moosehead.
They were quartered at Kineo. The strings of the sev-

eral individuals of the party were: 23 trout and togue
weighing 40 pounds; 31, 98 pounds; 39, 80 pounds; 40.

85 pounds; 51, 100 pounds : 28. 52 pounds. Mr. Fitzpatrick

caught a salmon weighing 6 pounds, and many large trout.

The Camp Comfort Club, composed of Boston and Paw-
tucket sportsmen, have had great success at Moosehead.
The party, in two weeks' fishing, took over 700 trout and
togue of good size. The Walter H. Messon party^ of

^Springfield, at the same lake, took a string of thirty-one

trout in one forenoon's fly-fishing; average weight, 2i/>

pounds. To R. E. Ti-aiser, of Boston, is credited a trout

of 4 pounds—a good one for Moosehead; Geo. A. Fales,

of Boston, salmon of 4 pounds; A. P. Jaques and C. W.
Arnold, Haverhill, both trout of 3^^ pounds.

Good fishing is reported from the Dead River region,

although the weather has been cold and stormy. The
abominable little flies that have covered the Rangeley
waters in windrows, almost, have been found on all the

ponds in the Dead River section. Even the trout waters

in Aroostook county have been covered with them. Much
interest is manifested among sportsmen as to what these

flies are. They have never been seen before, and will

tbey ever come again ? There are accounts of many young
salmon being taken by boys and others trout fishing the

brooks that empty into the Penobscot at Bangor and above.

It is believed that these young salmon are those liberated

in the streams by the Fish Commissioners, hence the boys

and trout fishermen are undoing the work done by the

Commissioners. Good bass fishing is already reported

from the vicinity of Vanceboro, Me. A great bass season

is promised on all Maine waters. Special.

Fishing in Greenwood Lake.
Greenwood Lake is on the line of the Erie Railroad

just forty-five miles from New York. Perched up among
the mou.ntains a thousand feet above the level of the

sea, Greenwood Lake rests like a sapphire gem in a somber
setting of forest trees which fringe it on all sides. This

water is one of the best fishing grounds within a day's

journey of New York. In a couple of hours after leav-

ing his office in New York the angler can be struggling

with a mighty bass among the stumps at the head of Big
Horn Island, and if he be a verj^ ardent disciple of Wal-
ton he can get up in the morning, catch some fish and
have them in New York before 10 A. M. During the

past season we have heard several fishermen declare that

everything ponnecte4 with th? J^fff fs perfect except the

railroad transportation, and the only thing necessary to

make that so would be the addition of a chair car to the

business men's trains. It is now up to the Erie to try the

result of a chair car this coming season. Greenwood
Lake contains the following game fishes : Small-mouth
black bass, large-mouth black bass, wall-eyed pike,

pickerel (Eastern Pond), perch, bullheads, etc.

Large catches of bass and pickerel were constantly

recorded during the last season, and some enormous speci-

mens of the large-mouth black bass are often taken. We
have seen .specimens of io>^, 12^2 and 14% pounds. They
were weighed on our own scales J(_an6. the-se we can
guarantee to be correct).

We give a bird's-eye view map of the lake, which shows
the general oiiiline and contour of the surrounding coun-
try. It also shows the location of the principal reefs, bars,

sunken islands, etc., where fish ^congregate.
_
We have

purposely drawn the lake a little 'wider than it really is.

We did this to give room to detail the fishing along the

sides. To explain this map intelligently, we will imagine
ourselves in a boat, making a circle of the lake and fish-

ing it as we .go along. We will start toward the head
from the Greenwood Lake Glens Station. From the Glens

docks to Stirling Forest dock there is a fine productive

stretch of water, especially for small-mouth black bass.

A NEWFOUND LAKE LANDLOCKED SALMON.

In this stretch there are a few exceptionally good spots.

One is on the inside of the Cranberry Marsh and around

it. When trolling this stretch of ground, the first course

should be taken within 20 feet of the shore, then another

20 feet further out. If casting, the whole course can be

covered as you move along by taking the center and cast-

ing on both sides of the boat. At Storm's Island we firid a

reef at each end; these reefs ai-e good spots. If trolling,

work around them once and then in, over and across. If

casting, keep the boat out in the deep water and cast in

over them. On the outside of both reefs the water drops

deep suddenly and forms two good wall-eyed pike holes.

When still-fishing, anchor the boat on the reef and drop

the bait out into the deep water.

Just beyond Sterling Forest Station is Hickory Point,

about 20 to 30 feet out—a good deep hole for still-fishing.

There are three reefs running off from this point; the

water is very deep between them and Al wall-eyed pike

grounds. From Hickory Point up to the Brandon House
is all good ground. Keep pretty close to shore. Just

below the Brandon House Point a big rock will be noticed

on the shore; a little distance out from this rock is a

small reef, Ai for bass. On the outside of the reef the

water is deep and good for wall-eyes. Passing Chapel

Island we enter the upper right arm of the lake. This is

good ground everywhere, and is patronized by small-

mouths, big-mouths, pickerel, etc. Along the reaches in

front of the Windermere Hotel are first-class bass

grounds. Directly down from the Windermere dock is a

reef; it can be located by bringing in line the Brandon

IJou'sft Point and WfllQW Point, The reef is in ^hovi^

10 or 12 feet of water, and generally has some very big
bass, either on or around it. On the outside toward the

Brandon House is deep water and good for wall-eyes.

Continue down the lake and bring in line the Brandon
House Point and Ferncliff Hotel dock, and here the

fisherman strikes a sunken island. This is excellent

trolling and live-bait fishing grounds. All along the shores
from Ferncliff down to Big Horn Island is first-class

bass water. Just off the Hohokus Club house and again

off the big rock just below are reefs. These reefs are

known as the State Line Reefs, as the boundary line

between New York and New Jersey crosses them. At
the head of Big ITorn Island will be found a lot of old

stumps and a little out beyond them a sunken island.

These are the spots for the monster big-mouths. All over

the stretch of water on the inside of Big Horn Island

are good pickerel and large-mouth bass grounds. On the

outside of the island and around the rocks at the foot are

small-mouth grounds. From the head of Big Horn Island

to the ice house just above the Glens dock in about 10

feet of water is the old dam ; bass often congregate about
it. From this old dam down to the bottom of the lake is

all good water for pickerel, with here and there a stray

bass,

The best casting baits for Greenwood Lake are night-

walkers (worms) and frogs. We ha've found our ordi-

nary pickerel and bass baits take well in this water.

James Churchward.

Newfound Lake Fishing*

T AM somewhat late in telling the story of our fishing

trip to Newfound Lake. The ice went out earlier than

usual. Generally the Hebron end of the lake opens first,

particularly when there is a west wind. The present

season the wind held steadily from an easterly direction,

and the whole lake cleared at about the same time. On
the morning of April 23 my companion of our successful

deer and bear hunting trip of last November and I started

for Rogers' camp, at the head of the bay, a short dis-

tance from the village of Hebron. On the train we met
two brother anglers from Exeter, N. H., bound for the

same place. Rogers met us as hvely as ever at Bristol.

The following day the sprightly General appeared as he
always does with the breaking up of the ice. When the

time comes that he fails to show up, Newfound will have

lost one of its attractions.

In nearly all my former hunting and fishing trips I have

,had pretty good luck. My companion, although quite

"yoimg, is very successful, and our combined luck held

good during the few days we fished. We caught six sal-

mon and five trout, most of them from 4 to 5 pounds, the

largest weighing 8 pounds. We would have caught more
if we could; also, we would have been satisfied with less.

We had all we could use after giving away one-half. The
best fish taken by any one while we were at the lake was
caught by the fourteen-year-old son of Col. R, N. Elwell,

of Exeter. I mail a photograph of the young angler and

his victim. This salmon was caught on the morning of

April 27. and weighed at camp 11 pounds. The fish was
quite a fighter, and his captor handled him very coolly.

His younger brother, who was in the boat (and who also

landed two salmon), was awed into silence during the

contest.

The General as usual brought his brother to navigate

the boat. This young man spent a part of last year at

Cape Nome and" in the Klondike. He overflowed with

marvelous tales of the Alaskan region, and the General

called him the K. L. (not meaning a knight, of labor, but

referring to a certain gentleman who in times past an-

swered to the name of Anannias).
There were other attractions at the camp besides the

fish and the numerous meals which Rogers provided. A
certain young member of the Rogers family and also a

schoolmarm who mysteriously appeared, rather diverted

the attention of the K. L. and my young man from the

business they were brought up to attend to. The General

and I had some serious talk about what the former called

nocturnal rambles on the lake with female companions.

The (General and I had long since gotten over such foolish

behavior. Our arguments had no effect. The young folks

said they went out fishing, and perhaps they did; at any

rate, they never caught anything, and the only result, as

far as we could see, of those moonlight wanderings was a

decided disinclination to respond to our call to get up at

3 A. M. to take us fishing at daybreak. Well, all of us

have been younger. Killing a lot of game or catching a

great many fish is not the only pleasure of an outing

of the present time. I know we alL enjoyed the days

spent at Rogers' camp. All regretted leaving ,and hoped

to meet at the same place when the ice goes out next

spring. C. M. Stark.

DUNBARTON, N. H.

West yitgfinia Pfospects.

RoMNEi-. W. Va., June 6—Editor Forest and Stream:

I will endeavor to write you a line or two about our fish-

ing prospects for this summer and prospects for hunt-

ing this fall. The South Branch has been high four

times this spring-, and that cleans out the river arid makes

fishing better. I think we will have good fishing here

this summer. Our season opens June 15. A good many

suckers were caught this spring by local fishermen I

spent a month this spring in Webster county on the Elk

River, and that stream is a good bass stream, and if the.

dynamiting and logging was stopped it would soon be

full of black bass. T saw a pheasant dusting itself m the

road two miles out of town the other day. and saw sev-

eral pairs of partridges. I think the pheasants, quail

and wild turkeys will be plentiful next fall, as we had

an open winter and the snow did not destroy them. The

tanneries are being built on the river above here, and

that will injure the bass fishing to some extent. Will

write you if any good catches are made here this season.

J. B. Brady.

The FosKi AifD Stmam is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reac^i i^f tlW
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:CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

MoscalluQge Fisting,

The muscallunge began to rise to some extent this

week. Further catches are reported from the lakes im-

mediately adjacent to Minocqua, Wis., Charlie Lester

having taken several very nice fish besides those reported

last week. A gentleman just back from Squirrel Lake
says that no big fish had been taken there, although two

ladies had been lucky enough to land two fish, of 17

and 18 pounds respectively. Mayor Harrison, of Chi-

cago, took a number of muscallunge, but none of them
heavier than 11 pounds.
Mr. George K. Wheelock, with his friends, Ex-Super-

intendent of Streets Redmond, Dr. Dunham and Mr.

McDonald, with ladies, are this week at Conover, Wis.,

and they send down word that they are having very good
luck both with muscallunge and bass.

A strong tip comes from an experienced muscallunge

fisherman who is well acquainted with the Wisconsin'

waters that about the best lake in the Manitowish chain

to try for muscallunge is Boulder Lake. There is an-

other little lake between Wildcat and Rice, which has no
name, but is also a good muscallunge lake. These mat-

ters are worth remembering.

Good Tips for Bass.

For tliose who wish to get good bass fishing in upper

Wisconsin it is good counsel to keep in mind Fish Trap

Lake and Sand Lake, both of which were at one time

known as muscallunge waters, but which still retain their

reputation as good waters for tilack bass.

I offer as a good tip for someone who wants to go

fly-fi.shing for bass, the Fox River, at Dayton, III, which,

if I remejnher correctly, is reached by the C, B. & Q.

this week with a complete and variegated assortment of

trout flies. Mr. Bartlett is an enthusiastic fly-fisherman

and he owns in New Mexico a splendid trout stream

thirty miles in length, which crosses his big ranch ground,

the latter embracing 175,000 acres. By the way, can some
kiiid reader of Forest and Stream advise Mr. Bart-

lett where he can obtain a few adult specimen of ruffed

grouse for stocking purposes? He wants very much to

introduce this breed in New Mexico.
Speaking of these birds reminds me that, contrary to

our earlier ideas on such matters, we found the ruffed

grouse in considerable numbers along the Two Medicine

River on the Blackfoot reservation of Montana. We
saw also in that locality numbers of the big blue grouse,

and also the sharp-tailed grouse, together with what we
took to be the genuine pinnated grouse or old-time

prairie chicken. Higher up in the mountains we also

saw the "fool hen." The blue grouse we saw in heavy

pine timber, and also on the high ridges of considerable

altitude. The prairie chickens were sometimes near the

aspen thickets and sometimes out on the open plains.

He Wanted Jost a Do2;en.

A man who was going trout fishing stepped into a

sporting goods store this .morning. He had decided to

go trout fishing on .Saturday and needed jiist a few flies,

merely as a matter of form, to take along with him. He
had a box full of flies at home—probably fifty dozen in

al]_of difiFerent patterns, but his friends who had fished

on the same stream earlier this week had written him

that the grizzly-king and coachman divided the honors.

The man was not sure that his grizzly-kings were all as

good as they might be, and his coachmans were nearly

all 8s or los, whereas number 6 was reported to be a

betier size for the good fish in this water. As a matter

of form, then, he decided to get about a dozen more flies,

that when once a brand new collection of trout i^ies is

spread before an enthusiastic fly-fisherman, the salesman

does not even have to press the button.

Twenty-five And.

President Nat H. Cohen, of the Illinois Fish Com-
mission, is like charity which begins at home. He
fives at Urbana, and has just caused five of his fellow-

citizens to make appearance in court on the charge of

illegal fishing. Each man was fined $25 and costs.

Report of State Fish Commission.

The annual report rjf .the State Fish Commission of

Illinois contains some very interesting reading. It takes

up among others one question which has always been

of the greatest interest to those who haVe undertaken

to enforce the State game laws. In the old days we used

to arrest a game dealer who had prairie chickens in his

possession out of season. "True," the dealer would say,

"I have prairie chickens, but they were killed in Dakota,

so what are you going to do about it?" Since those

early days there have been three or four strong State

decisions maintaining the position that game cannot be

held during the close season, no matter where it -was
taken originally. The report of the Fish Commission-

may be seen to cover practically the same ground. It

goes on to state:

The general impression had ground among the Commission men
that any fish shipped from outside of the State to the Chicago
market, whether of under size or not, could be legally handled. As
a result that point has been hoUy contested by the Chicago fish

dealers, and the abuse has descended of course to fish shipped m
from all portions of our State, and it could not be accurately

determined whether they were fish from Illinois or from States

where it has been found consistent with the law to have perrnitted

the sale of fish from other States. ' The ruling of the Commission
has been backed by good legal advice that the State of Illmois

through its Legislature had the right to say what should be legally

railroad, the point being near -Ottawa. Mr. Elmer Wil-
kinson, of this city, three weeks ago caught 32 small

fnoulh bass at this point, the fish averaging 2 pounds in

weight.
I sugge.st as something worth looking into the water

known as' Wawasee Lake, on the Baltimore & Ohio rail-

road, about 100 miles east of Chicago. This lake is

located on the divide between the Kankakee and Lake
Michigan regions, upon the summit of the great terminal

moraine which lies at the foot of Lake Michigan. It is

300 feet above Lake Michigan, is nine miles long and two
miles wide, and in places 80 feet in depth. It is said

that this lake sometimes offers very decent bass fishing,

and as it seems to be a new one to most Chicago anglers,

I hope someone will try it out and report his success.

Cisco at Lake Geneva.

Lake Geneva, Wis., has the unique reputation of being

the only lake hereabouts in which there is an annual run

of Cisco. Much has been written at different times in

the angling columns of Forest and Stream regarding

this peculiar phenomenon of this particular water. An-
nually, 'some time early in the month of June, there

comes this great run of cisco feeding at the surface of

the lake. They can then be taken in untold numbers and
rise beautifully to the fly. Mr. L. C. Kunze, who is just

back from Lake Geneva (by the way, with a very nice

string of bass and, pickerel), reports that this week the

Cisco are just beginning to jump and that in about a week
the full run of the fish will be on. Then there may be

seen the familiar spectacle of the surface of the lake

dotted with boats all busily engaged at the exciting sport

of taking these little fish. The run lasts about a week or

ten days, ordinarily, and then the fish retire again to

deep water, and nothing is heard of them until the fol-

lowing spring.

Out-Bound.

Mr. James A. Patton and a party of several friends, all

of Evanston, 111., leave this week for the Manitowish
chain of Wisconsin for muscallunge.

Thus far there have been but few parties out on the
' famous Fifield chain of Wisconsin, but the Wisconsin
Central line reports that quite an exodus Avill take place

at the end of this week for Fifield and the Mason chain.

One party of eight gentlemen, under the leadership of

Mr. Otis, are outfitting to-day in preparation for a trip

to Fifield. They- ought to strike the muscallunge about

right.

Mr. WiOr ^- Bartlett, of thi§ start? for (^glmio

perhaps half each of grizzly-king and coachman. Really

he would not get another fly more than that; because

he had plenty of flies already, and what is the use of

getting a lot of things one does not need?
The salesman, polite and obliging, brought out upon

the counter the long boxes containing the latest millinery

in trout flies. "Well, perhaps I can take a dozen and a

half in all," said the man to himself, as he tumbled among
the brightly painted attractions. "Maybe I might as

well make it a couple of dozen. I'll tell you what I'll

do; I'll take a half-dozen each of the grizzly-king, coach-

man number 8, coachman number 6 and Seth-Green.

No, make it a dozen grizzly-king. They may come to

that fly strong, and I may run out.

"Now, what is this new Lady-Martha with a white

wing, black body and red tail? Looks as if that might
be good to have along, too. I'll take a half-dozen—no,

make it a dozen. A half dozen one way or the other

don't make any difference. On the whole, I think I'll

have another half-dozen of the Seth-Greens, as these are

tied very prettily. Yes, as you say, this new Wickham's-
fancy is a good' fly. I'll have a half-dozen—no, make it

a dozen. I'll bet I'll do business with that fly. What
do we say about the Parmachenee-belle? Well, I hear all

kinds of stories about that. Never caught a thing on that

fly in my life, but everybody else says it's the only thing

a fellow ought to have. Give me a dozen of those, just

for luck. And this thing with the little red wing and
peacock body-—what do you call that? Well, give me a

dozen of 'em. It looks a killer or else I'm no good
judge, I'll take three or four professors—^I mean a dozen
professors. They are good sometimes. And now that I

think of it, my friend told me that last year the silver-

doctor was the only thing worth a cent on that stream.

I believe I will have to take a few silver-doctors along-

Now this firefly-coachman wing has a fine red body—if

I'm an}-^ judge of a fly that surely ought to do some
trading with them along in the afternoon, especially if

the light is getting a little dim.

"Now, about leaders. Of course I've got thousands
of them, but probably they'll break. It's best not to take

any chances about it. I ought to have some drawn gut
leaders, anyhow—a half dozen—no, I mean a dozen.

Well, make it three dozen while 3^ou are at it, and give

me the best gut in the house. Now, tie these all up.

I've got to go to lunch, but I'll be back in about a half

hour and we'll pick out some more."
"I sold one gentleman sixty dozen trout flies in one

hour yesterday," said the salesman, bland and. unrufifled,

I5 W?ll S^quaintecJ -^Wk h«man weakness:, He know.g

offered for sale witHin Tifer own borders. Whenever under size
fish have been found in the possession of the dealer, when not
oflfered for sale, they were confiscated and turned over to the
Chicago charitable institutions. This met with some opposition at
first, but we are pleased to say that the better classes of dealers
in Chicago have become convinced of the correctness of the
opposition, and as a rule now refuse to receive consignments of
fish smaller than allowed by law, and if such consignments are
received and found to be mixed with larger fish and not detected
until after receipt, were voltmtarily turned over to our wardens
for disposition named. While all parts of the State were well sup-
plied with shipments of fish from various markets, they are, many
of them, too small to be legally offered for sale, and it has required
a great deal of time and patience to enforce the law in these
instances and yet not work hardships. Our wardens have been
instructed, when such fish are found in the possession of dealers,
to notify them that they are too small, obtain the name of the
shipper and notify him also of the infraction of the law. This for
the first offense. If the offense is repeated, then in every instance
to prosecute. Fish smaller than those avithorized by law that
can be offered for sale are not wanted in the markets; they are
not in any sense desirable, and are known among fishermen as
trash. The dealers themselves admit that there is no profit in
handling them. The last session of the Legislature enacted laws
compelling shippers to label their barrels or boxes, such label
expressing kind of fish, from whom and to whom. This has
given us an opportunity of tracing always I he shipper of small
fish. The clause mentioned makes both the shipper and transporta-
tion company liable,

The State Commission seems to fee! itself put upon the
defensive, and no doubt it has felt some criticism of its

work as viewed from the standpoint of the sportsman.
The following paragraph shows the position of the
Commission:

A great hue and cry is raised ahout the immense damage the
seine does on the Illinois River. I think that we can safely assert
that more harm is wrought by the injudicious use of hook and
line in the river itself than by the seine. Wc have given this
matter especial attention, and note that more fish of less than
prescribed market size are brought in and oft'ered for sale by the
anglers than by the fishermen who use seines of proper mesh.
We have, at various times, seen hundreds of small bass and

crappie taken by an angler in a day's fishing near the dams, and
many of them were thrown away as too small to use, or after being
kept on a string all daj; they were either dead or injured to such
an extent as to make it useless to put them back ir^ the water.
There is no limit tc the size of fish that can be taken" with Jiook
and line, but there should be.

_

The Fish Comm.issioners conceive it to be their duty to under-
take to protect the fish for the angler, but not for him alone, and
do not believe it to be incumbent on them to destroy a great
industry to gratify personal plea^sure.

The time will come in this State, as it has already ui older
countries, when the waters will have to produce their full share
of food, as a matter of public economy, and there will always be,
as now. a necessity for the use of some means of taking the fish
when of sufiicience size for use, and to do it we know of no other
appliance better than the seine, but that of course to be used under
proper restraint.

We are informed that another eiffort will he made during the
next session of the Legislature to enact a law to prevent the use
of the seine. The matter sliould be very* carefully considered and
(he fgcjlll t]iproughly ganvas3e4 liefor^ legislation is eii^^t^^^ ^ip^
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it should be prompted, not by sentiment, but the consideration of
the best interests of all concerned.

There is a lot of good sense in this, as there is in all

that Dr.' Bartlett or Mr. Cohen has to say. As to the
sincerity, integrity and ability of Dr. Bartlett and Mr.
Cohen, and their enthusiasm in their work, there can be
no question whatever. We could not have better men
in the very position which they occupy, and perhaps
they know better than the soprtsmen themselves how
helpful their work has been to the sportsmen. It is only to

be asked of them if, in confinrng the bulk of their work to

the Illinois River, they are not more or less unconsciously
brought under the influence of the Illinois River Fish-
ermen's Association. It is true there is a very large
commercial industry carried on along that stream, and
perhaps that industry ought not to be at once, or at all,

abolished. As , to its magnitude and popular benefit,

however, there are two ways of looking at it. The total

membership of the Market Fishermen's League, and all

the men employed by those market fishermen, does not
number one-tenth that of the active anglers of the State.

These marketmen make a business of fishing, and they
benefit themselves a hundred times as much as each
angler would. To say that they benefit the people of
the State is wrong, for the Commission itself ad-
n\its that the greatest market for these coarse fishes of

the Illinois River is in New York city. Now, whether
it is better to help 50 fishing firms make $S,ooo or $10,000
each per year, for themsel^vcs, not for the people, and
to do this at the expense and through the efforts of the
State; or whether it is better to please and benefit 5,000
anglers of the State, is something which ought not to

be decided offhand in favor of the commercial proposi-
tion. The sportsman is used to hearing the talk of "class
legislation," but when you come to figure it out, the

game and fish dealer is about as apt to take advantage
of a bit of class legislation as anybody, when he gets a

chance. Of the commercial success of the Illinois Fish
Commission there cannot be any question whatever.
Its members state they have incidentally benefited anglers,

and let us hope that this is true, though our streams and
lakes do not prove it.

The report gives some interesting figures regarding
the introduction of German carp. It seems that the latter

fish was first planted in 1886, in the following numbers
and at the following places.

Okaw River 3,000
Saline River 2,000
Little Wabash River.; 2,000
Big Muddy River 2,000
Sarugamon River 2,000

Clear Lake 5,00

Illinois River 5,000

Rock River. ,....,.2,000
Fox River 2,000
Kankakee River 2,000

Lincoln Park Lakes, Chicago 1,000

South Park Lakes, Chicago 1,000

In the past year, 1900, the carp has taken a place far

in advance of all other coarse fishes in the market totals,

the statement of the Illinois Fishermen's Association

giving the pounds of different fishes sold in 1900, as

below

:

Pounds. Value.
Carp 6,332.990 $189,980 70

Buffaio 3,148,154 94,294 62

Catfish

241,000

9,640 00

Bull pouts

499,100

19,964 00

Sunfish and ring perch 252,050 7,561 50
Striped bass

92,931

4,646 55

White perch

459,580

13,787 40

Crappie v

114,490

6,869 40

Black bass

70,221

7,022 10

Number of turtles, 202,900 8,471 50

Total 11,205,516 $362,246 77

From the position of the Commission in regard to the

commercial value of its efforts, it may be readilj' imag-
ined that a vigorous apology would be forthcoming for

that industrious creature, the carp. The Commission
points with pride to the 6,000,000 pounds of animated raw
cotton which it has sprung on the public within the

space of one short year, but it would seem to confess

a certain anxiety in the following paragraph:

In many of the lakes that are fed wholly or in part by springs,
such as Fox Lake, for example, carp have increased in great
numbers, as they cannot well he kept down with hook and line.

Citizens and owners of property on the lake petitioned to have a
warden appointed under whose supervision they might remove
the gar and dogfish and at the same time the surplus carp. This
arrangement was made and we sent Mr. G. R. Ratto, one of our
best wardens, to Fox Lake to attend to this work. This was ac-

complished, and over 60,000 pounds of carp were taken out. We
were much surprised to find carp of such large size and in such
great numbers where the water was of such low temperature. A
number of the carp yeighed 40 pounds or over, and one was taken

that weighed 55 pounds. While taking out the carp a muskalongc
weighing 49 pounds was caught. This specimen was preserved and
mounted, and is now in the possession of Mr. Cohen. From Calu-

met Lake and River nearly 100,000 pounds of carp have b.een

taken during the past two years. From the Sni Ecarte Club pre-

Berves in Adams and Pike counties nearly 100,000 pounds of carp

and spoonbills were taken, etc.

As a man and a citizen one cannot feel anything but

pride in the work of our able Fish Commission, but as

a sportsman and as an angler Avho has seen some of the

best of our Western fishing grounds usurped by this use-

less fish, the carp, one might be forgiven if he used the

words of the old Scotch divine and said, "I hae my
doots." Let us hope for a later repentance and confes-

sion on the part of these good gentlemen. Suppose

I hey try the mongoose on the carp!
E. Hough.

Hartfokd Building, Chicago, 111.

I 5
iS Take inventory of the good things in this issue 0*

of Forest and Stream. Recall what a fund was %

f
given last week. Count on what is to come next ^
week. Was there ever in all the world a more

^
S abundant weekly store of sportsmen's reading?

Canadian Angling JNotes,
The feature of the coming week in angling circles in

northern Canada will no doubt be the opening of the
spring fishing for ouananiche in the Grande Decharge of
Lake St. John. Up to the present time of writing, all the
ouananiche fishing has been" done in the waters of the
lake, and it is usually from the- 12th to the 15th of June
before the water lowers sufficiently to afford good fly-fish-

ing in the pools of the Grande Decharge.
The season is undoubtedly much earlier this year than

usual, and I am daily expecting tO' hear of good catches
being made in the vicinity of the Island House, for the
steamer is now crossing daily and the hotel was to have
opened on the 6th, or nearly a week earlier than is custom-
ary. Judging by the abundance of the fish secured by
the bait fishermen in the lake itself this spring, there is

"

every indication of a fruitful fly-fishing season in the

Decharge.
As if to compensate for the disappointments of last

season, the trout fishing continues to be extraordinarily

good in all parts of the Lake St. John country, and if

the game seen. at this time of the year be any indication

of what the hunting will be like next autumn, this ought
to prove a banner year for sportsmen. Several parties

of anglers report having seen caribou, and I am told of
one party in the vicinity .'jdfi Lake Edward which secured'

a good photograph of atj(Mfe)^oose at very short range.

The Lake Edwards r-egaMi is surprising everybody this

season by the excellence 'of its sport. Not since this

territory has been opened up by the railway has there been
better fishing in the big lake itself than during the last

few weeks. Only a few days ago another lot of 4-pound
brook trout was brought to town by local anglers. The
catch was made upon the chain of lakes connecting with
Lake Bouquet, and extending as far as the VermilhVn
River. The waters connecting these lakes are rich in

rapids, which afford good fly-fishing throughout the sea-

son.

All the members of the Metabetchouan Fish and Game
Club who were on their preserves this spring have now
returned, and so have most of the members of the Triton

Club. A Syracuse party from the Triton lirnits nassed
through Quebec last night on their wa}'^ home. All seem
satisfied with their spring outing.

Lake Quaquakamaksis. in the vicinity of Lake St. John,
is attracting numbers of anglers this spring and yielding

some very heavy trout.

Gen. W. W. Henry, U. S. Consul here, has been re-

elected president of the Lake Bernard Fish and Game
Club, which controls one of the finest preserves in the

country. Several members of this club are still upon the

limits, but the General has returned to town, and reports

that in one day's fishing on Lake Saccicoma his catch

included ten speckled trottt running from 2 to pounds
each.

Salmon fishermen are hurrying down to their rivers a

nttmber of the Ristigouche anglers having reached their

nools as early as the first of the motnh. Mr. C. W.
A¥ilson. of Glens Falls, is one of the new men on the

river this season. The members of the St. Marguerite
Club will oass through Quebec in a day or two for their

river, while many of the north shore r'wpr?, will not be
fished till about the middle of the tnonth.

Quebec, June 8. E. T. D. CHAMBERS.
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Honest Dogf Dealing.

ASHEVILLE, N. C, June 7.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
A short time ago I noticed an advertisement for Mr. R. M.
Morgan's kennels, of Prior Creek, I. T.

I wrote to him and asked if he could furnish me with a

puppy from six to ten months old. and he replied that he
could fill the order. The puppy when little was very
promising, and he had sent same to the country to a.

farmer friend to raise. Upon receiot of my order he
went to the country for the puppy, but was very much
disappointed in the way it had turned out, as it had not
developed in the way he had hoped. Mr. Morgan very
oromptly wrote me that the dog had not turned out as

he had expected, and as an honest man he could not
afford to ship me the dog, as it would not be a credit to

his kennels or satisfactory to me. returning me the check
with his regrets.

I determined this was the man from whom I wished to

buy a dog. As he had others, T purchased one eighteen

months old from him, which is in every way a very
promising dog, showing good breeding and good qualities.

I feel that such honesty and straightforwardness should
not go unnoticed, and I take the liberty of giving you this

information. Frederick Rutledge.

The FosttST awd Stmah it pot to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended tor publication Bhould reach us at the

The Augusta Journal received the following story from
Mr. Norris, of Iceboro, who vouched for its truth. Mr.
Norris says that one day last week, while working near
the river, he heard the baying of a hound in the camp
meeting woods, and supposed that a fox hunting party

was abroad. A minute later the fox appeared ; he crossed

the railrpad track and ran on to the ice at the top of his

speed, heading directly for the hole in the ice. Mr. Nor-
ris thought he would run into the hole and be drowned^
But such a finale was not down on Reynard's programme.
On arriving at the hole in the ice he turned back, and,

doubling his track till he reached the railroad, and turn-

ing down that, which runs at right angles with his own
track, he ran several rods, then sat down to wait and

"

watch. He had but a few moments to wait before the

hound appeared in hot pursuit of the scent. The dog.

with his nose to the snow, kept on across the railroad

track, on to the ice, and straight for the hole where
Reynard had turned back. As is well known, hounds
trust to their keen scent rather than to their sight, and
when the dog arrived at the end of the trail his momentum
was too great to stop short of the hole in the ice, and
with a farewell yelp he disappeared into the swift cur-

rent of the Kennebec, never to reappear. Whether
Reynard smiled as trotted leisurely off is not known,
but can be imagined^

The Meet of

It has been definitely decided that the camp site for the
meet of 1901 will be Mudlunta Island. St. Lawrence River.
Attg. 9 to 23, and the following particulars will therefore
be interesting:

The_ twenty-second annual meet of the American Canoe
Association will take us back again to the ever-popular
islands of the St. Lawrence River.
The Camp Site.—The Commodore has kindly placed at

the exclusive disposal of the Association his Island of
Mudlunta for the meet of 190X.

The Island of Mudlunta (meaning Crescent) is one of
the prettiest islands of the St. Lawrence. It is one of
the Admiralty group, is over ten acres in extent and situ-
ated about two miles south from Gananoque, between the
Canadian and middle channel, and it is believed will make
one of the most attractive and convenient sites the Asso-
ciation has ever had the pleasure of camping on.
The headquarters will be very conveniently located in

the Commodore's residence (which will be used exclusive-
ly for that purpose only during the two weeks of camp),
within easy access from the main and ladies' camp and
dock.

The main camp will lie to the east of headquarters on a
high and level tract of land, and will embrace such a
space that desirable spots can be secured by all.

The ladies' camp, or Squaw Point, will "be situated to
the west of headquarters, and while the portion laid out
tor this purpose is not as large as that of the main camp,
.still a sufficient number of beautiful and desirable loca-
tions will be found to accommodate every one.
The Camp Store.—The exclusive privileges of the right

of sale on the camp grounds have been awarded to Messrs.
Johnston & Hale, both of whom have been in the grocery
and supply business in Gananoque for years. They will
build a commodious store in the vicinity of headquarters
and will endeavor to serve to the best of their ability the
wants of the members. They will ^Iso supply ice if

required.

The camp dock will be a large one, equal to all emer-
gencies, and be situated on the side of the bay -in front
of headquarters.
The Mess Tent.—This will be most advantageously

situated on a level stretch of land lying between two bays.
It will be to the east of headquarters and very convenient
to both the ladies' and miain camp. A capable caterer
will have charge of this department, and guarantee satis-

faction. The rate will be as usual, $1 per day..

Bring Your Bathing Suits.—The waters of the St. Law-
rence are famous for their bathing virtues. Sand beaches
are numerous on Mudlunta Island, both in the ladies',

headquarters and main camps.
Transportation.—Special efforts are being made along

this line, and it is hoped that many of the members will

take advantage of the special rates to attend the meet.
Carpenters and laborers will be engaged and lumber

purchased and tent floors, skids, etc., will be built for tht
members at reasonable rates. Tents, cots, camp chairs
and tables will also be rented at low figures. Full par-
ticulars will be given later.

Racing Programme.-—The Regatta Committee have ar-

ranged a very attractive list of sailing and paddling
events. War canoe racing will again be made a feature
and many suitable trophies will be put up for contest,

among others being the very handsome shield representa-
tive of the war canoe championship of America (won last

year by the Toronto C. C), and which, if won by them
again this year, will become their property. It is a very
handsome trophy, and every club should put forth an
effort to secure it for the adornment of their club house.
The sailing petition, as presented by the sailing men, hav-
ing had the approval of the Executive Committee, it is

hoped that increased interest will result in the sailing

events therefrom.
Cruises.—Several short cruises will be arranged for un-

der competent guidance to some of the many beautiful
spots of the Thotisand Islands, and it is hoped that many
of the members will come prepared to take part. Among
other cruises in prospect may be specially mentioned one
up the Gananoque River to Marble Rock, a trip that is

acknowledged by all who have taken it as one of the most
beautiful and enjoyable.

Membership in the American Canoe Association can be
secured on application, indorsed by two members in good
standing, and on no objection being raised to the applicant
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after publication for two weeks in the official organ of the
Association he becomes a member. The entrance fee is

$1 and the annual dues $1.
A Final Reminder.—The administration is sparing no

effort to make this one of the most successful meets in
the history of the Association, and urges every one that
can attend to come. They will not regret it.

Further particulars will be given later in the usual
camp circular.

The racing petition as presented to the Executive Com-
mittee for approval has passed. A gist- of the clianges is

as follows, viz

:

First—A limit has been put on distance between bulk-
heads and size of cockpit. (Rule i. Par. i.)

Second—A minimum weight has been placed on decked
sailing canoes. (Rule i, Par. i.)

Third—^A canoe must use the same suit of sails at a
meet with reduced area for decked canoes and increased
area for open canoes. (Rule i, Par. i.)

Fourth (a new rule)—Rule 2. Classifying the canoes
into three classes.

Fifth—Flags not to be given as prizes except for the
paddling and sailing trophy races. (Rule 6, Par. i.)

Sixth—Putting a fixed length and time limit on the
record races. (Rule 6, Par. 3.)
Seventh—Putting a fixed length on the paddling trophy

and adding other fixed races, (Rule 6, Par. 6.)
Eighth—Allowing all comers to enter the trophy sailing

race. (Rule 6, Par. 7.)
Ninth—Decision of protests of members present at meet

to be final. (Rule IQ, Par. 2.)
Tenth—A canoe upsetting in a race debarred from win-

ning prizes. (Rule 13. Par. 2.)

Eleventh—Allowing old canoes to race at 1901 meet.
(Rule 25.)

'Mid Reef and Rapid.—Xm.
BY F. R. WEBB.

"Well, what do you think of it?" queried George, an
hour later, as he paddled across to us. "The rain's let up
for the present, but it's evidently going to rain more or
less all day. Hadn't we better make camp here and be
through with it? This will make an excellent camp
place."

"It's a very good place," said the Colonel, "and I don't
know but what, perhaps, the most sensible and comfortable
thing will. really be to hang up and make ourselves com-
fortable right here. It is almost lunch time now. and I'm
afraid we can't make Bear Lithia to-day. The great
objection to this place is the lack of water. There's none
nearer than the mill, and that's a quarter of a mile
away."
"Yes ; it's about three-quarters of a mile away, across

those fields and in the rain," said Lac}', whose job it is to
carry the water.

_
"I move we go on, now that it has quit

raining, and if it comes on to rain again we can easily
find as good a place as this, with the chance of its being
closer to water."

"Well, it's all the same to me," said George from his
canoe. "What do you say. Commodore?"

"Well, I'll tell you," I replied. "This is a good enough
camping place, barring the lack of water, but I'm particu-
larly anxious to reach Bear Lithia, if possible, this even-
ing, as I wrote Compton we would be there to-day,
and "

"But he will hardly expect us on such a day as this,"

the Colonel broke in.

"That may be," I replied, "but there is no harm in

making the effort, and if worst comes to worst we can
easily find as good a place as this to camp in, and, as
Lacy says, with the chances in favor of its being closer to
water. I vote to go on."
"So do I." said Lacy.
"Well, it's all the same to me one way or the other,"

said George.
"Same here," said the Colonel, as he began to take

down the fij, in which operation Lacy lent him a helping
hand, and in a few minutes it was folded up and repacked
in George's canoe, and we were paddling out into the
still, deep pool, headed for the bend ahead, while the
clouds still hung low, heavj'- and wet, across the entire
heavens. A little breeze rippled the water into cold, leaden
wrinkles and shook the drops from the overhanging
trees in miniature showers into the w^ter beneath with a
soft musical tinkle.

Around the bend the river seemed to come to an end
like a large pond in a broad, flat, gravelly beach, at the
outer edge of which was strung a low fringe of bushes
and small clumps of cottonwood trees, which extended
clear across the river. A nearer approach disclosed the
cottonwood patches to be small, clumpy islands, between
two of yvhich most of the river rushed and pitched
headlong in a foaming mass down a short, narrow and
very steep slope, in a glorious rapid, whose tumultuous
waves tossed their shaggy white crests high in air.- At
the foot of the islands, below this deep, narrow pitch, the
river spreads out in a broad, shallow, fan-shaped rapid,
down which the water shoots swiftly with a flat, gently
rippling surface. At the bottom, and extending clear
across the river, is the usual fringe of loose stones, over
which the water tumbles in a mass of pearly foanl in a
fall of a couple of feet or so.

This final shoot is always shallow, and we were well
aware that we couldn't jump it on the present stage of
water.

_
Last year we disembarked some little distance

above it, and led the canoes down to and over the fringe
of stones, but this morning, after a glorious rush down the
shoot above, over the big waves, over which our canoes
bobbed up and down like corks, we let the canoes run
swiftly out over the glassy shallows below, back paddling
vigorously all the time, and gradually checking their
speed, so that when they began to grate gently on the
gravelly bottom a few yards above the pitch we sprang
quickly out before the canvas skins of our boats had
time to come to harm on the uncompromising stones, and
by means of the stern painters gently eased them down
the fall into deeper water below, where we drew them
alongside of us, as we stood, knee-deep, in the swift, foam-
ing water, and dropped over the sides into our' seats with
our feet hanging out over the gunwales on either side to
allow the water to run out of our canvas shoes.

We had harly got settled comfortably in our canogs
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before the rain began again—a chill, fine, penetrating rain,

which shimmered grayly on the cold surface of the river

and glistened like a sheet of varnish on our decks and
hatches. We speedily drew our rubber capes and hats

from under the front hatch, where they are usually car-

ried, for accessibility, and put them on. Thus attired and
with closed hatches and aprons, we were in position to

disregard the rain and so kept right on down the river.

The three miles between the Shaver and Rivcrbank
dams is pretty much one continuous rapid, and is a con-

glomeration of reefs and ledges requiring great care and
skill to successfully navigate, particularly with the rain

shimmering on the water and obscuring the surface in-

dications ; but we succeeded in slipping in and out among
them, and threading our way through them with but little

trouble and without mishap. Fortunately, at the present

stage the water was not so swift and powerful as usual,

giving us time and opportunity to negotiate the reefs com-
fortably and leisurely.

The "big fish dam a mile and a half below Shaver's

looked formidable as we approached it. It is one of the

biggest dams of this character on the river—really as big

as most of the mill dams—and it required not a little skill

and care, as well as nerve, to jump it successfully. In

one spot the water shoots over a little gap in the top

of the dam in a long, narrow tongue, breaking up into

big foam-crested surges at the foot, two or three suspicious

lumps along the edges in the course of this tongue being

suggestive of big rocl<s. I landed on the dam and in-

spected it closcl}'-, feeling out the rocks with my pike

pole, while George, after maneuvering for position by
back paddling, hung poised above the fall while he studied

it. Becoming satisfied as to the position of the rocks, he
let go. His canoe dropped down into the powerful suc-

tion, settled down into the water to the gunwales as it

dropped over the verge, and then shot out into the long

tongue of water below the dam. For an instant she was
buried in the snowy foam below, and then emerged, with
the water streaming in sheets from her decks, as she shot

down the swift rapid below in safety. The rest of us
made the shoot with equal success, the Colonel and I each
scoring a slight bump from the rocks as we went over.

The next quarter of a mile required peculiar care, as

the water was not only reefy but, owing to a consider-

able fall of two or three hundred yards or so in length at

this place, was quite strong. However, there is a fairly

good boat channel through this fall, along close to the

left bank, down along which we shot swiftly, without
much trouble, and we passed on down into deeper water
below.
The art of back paddling is a very useful and valuable

one—I might say, indispensable one—to the practiced

canoeist in threading his way in and out among the reefs

and ledges. He works his boat around from one little

cross chanel to another, or gets her in position to slip

through opportune little gaps in the ledges much easier

and surer than by driving ahead in a frequentl}^ vmsuc-
cessful attempt to beat the current through. He holds his

canoe stationary while he surveys his course, and if an
eligible opening appears to right or left he inclines the
stern of his .canoe—not the bow—in that direction, and by
holding the boat stationary with a few easy back strokes

with the paddle, the current gently swings the canoe into

position, when, on getting in line with the shoot, he lets

go, and she gently slips through or over. Care must be
exercised in this backward swinging around or across cur-
rents, that a swift shoot of water from around the corner
of some rock does not catch him, or it will take his boat
by the stern and throw it around end for end in a
twinkling, and with consequences that may prove disas-

trous.

"Hello, you fellows !" came a hail from a little group of

three or four disconsolate looking rustics huddled up
shivering together und,er the trees along the hznk out of
the rain as much as possible, while the "set" fish poles,

strung out in a row along the" edge of the gravelly bar,

pointing out over the water, with the lines sagging away
down stream in the set of the current;, proclaimed their

occupation.
"Where you all from ?"

We admitted our abiding place,

"Where you all goin'?"
We confessed to our destination.
"Must be runnin' a race, ain't ye?"
We modestly disclaimed any pretentions to speed.
"Mebbe you're surveyin' the river?"
We admitted that we undoubtedly were surveying the

river, but not strictly in the interests of science, technically
speaking.

"Well. say\" in a hopefully pleading tone, "can't you all

come ashore for a few minutes and give a feller a nip of
somethin' hot? It's powerful chillin' settin' here in the
rain, and nothin' to drink."

"Singular," said George, in a musing tone, as we drifted
slowly by on the deep, gently moving water into the
Riverbank mill pool, after apologetically explaining that
our section had just passed through a heated prohibition
campaign, and that we had all reformed. "Singular
how when a stranger learns that this crowd hails from
Staunton he at once assumes that there must be some-
thing to drink along. Now this is the second time in the
last three days that this expedition has been hailed from
the bank by thirsty gentlemen, hopeful of procuring liquid
refreshment of a spirituous character. I didn't expect
this when I consented to join this expedition. I am not
accustomed to it, and my reputation will be ruined."

"Yf-1 ; it's a pity about that reputation of yours," Lacy
ric-pliwd. "Let's see, how does that celebrated old quotation
feO? I think it is something in regard to the difficulty

experienced in injuring eggs that are already in a hopeless
condition."

"That's all right about that reputation," George re-
torted; "you Staunton fellows need some one along to
give tone to the crowd, but while I am willing to make
some sacrifices to benefit my friends, I feel that there are
limits to what a man ought to be expected to stand, and in
justice to myself I feel that I really ought to draw the
line somewhere."
We portaged the Riverbank dam in a light drizzle. The

portage was an easy one—in fact, so easy that all we had
to do was to slide the canoes over the round, smooth,
slippery log that formed the crest of the dam next to the
right bank, and drop them about 3ft. into the swift water
below, and each man portaged his pwi} canoe without
assistance from the others.
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The heavy, swift rapid below the ferry at the mill was
shot without touching—in fact, as we proceeded down the

river we were surprised and delighted to see how our

hopes of finding better water were realized.
_
On leaving

our temporary camp at Shaver's, I really anticipated con-

siderable trouble in navigating the section of river between
that place and Elkton, which is particularly shallow, swift

and rocky, and I fully expected we would be out in the

water half the time; but, except at the dams, we really

had but little getting out to do. Of course our intimate

acquaintance with the river stood us in good stead, for

there was really as little water in the river down here—'
allowing for its increased size—as there was up in North
River, but in running the falls and rapids, if there was any
water at all to be had, we knew just where to find it.

The rain obligingly let up for an hour, when we reached
the fine old Yancey place—our usual stopping place for

lunch—so, after easily sliding the canoes over the low
mill dam looyds. above, we went ashore and opened up
our canoes, and taking the niess chest and our camp
stools with us, we enjoyed a very satisfactory lunch.
While the rest of us were enjoying our after-dinner

smoke, George took his fly tackle—which he always keeps
rigged up and strapped to the deck of his canoe—and
wading out into the swift, shallow stream, he made a
few casts around in likely spots, and, as the result of his

experiments, he soon had four nice bass on his stringer,
insuring us a good fish supper. He might eaily have taken
more, but the return of the rain hurried us into the shelter
of our canoes and our rubbers, and we pushed out into the
rapid stream and proceeded on our way, while the rain
descended in a fine, penetrating, mist-like shower.
The Blue Ridge Mountains throughout the entire extent

of the valley are more or less hidden from near view
by a parallel line of buttress-like spurs and foothills,

which jut out from the main range, through which at

close range onlj'' occasional glimpses may be had of the
great mountain chain proper. In the reach to the right
a few miles below a most impressive, beautiful and im-
posing view is obtained through a broad gap in these foot-
hills, through which a brawling creek finds its way down
to the river.

The rain opportunely ceased, giving us a wider, clearer
view, and- the mountain slope was most beautiful and
majestic, as seen through this gap ; its lofty summit
shrouded from view in the heavy rain clouds which en-
veloped it, and whose black masses loomed up ominously
up the river, while light, fleecy folds and wreaths lingered
caressinglyjower down the mountain sides.

The rain swept in a dense, leaden gray cloud from up
the river, down along the flanks of the mountain chain,
blotting out everything from view as it advanced, like a
huge curtain, streaked with slanting, wavering, parallel
lines from top to bottom.

It came hissing and blistering down the river in a
long, white line across the still surface of the pool in
which we were floating, and swallowed us up in its

whirling embrace as it passed, shutting us up closely in its

heavy, drenching folds, through which each canoe loomed
up in vague, blurred outline, while the big, heavy drops
pelted fiercely on our decks and hatches, smashing into
snray, and the water ran in little rivulets down the black,
shining folds and little gullies of our gossamers, into the
hollows of our oiled canvas aprons over our laps, where it

collected in pellucid little pools, into which the big drops
splashed again, while the entire visible surface of the river
was covered with little ets and spouts of water, as the
fierce slanting lines of rain penetrated the surface.
We backed in under the dense, low-hanging trees on

the left bank, to wait until the fierce onslaught should pass
over, where Lacy and the Colonel, under the shelter of
some particularly thick, overhanging boughs, managed to
light their pipes, while I, at the same time, secured a light
for a cigar.

The storm, meanwhile, raged around us with increased
fury, and the mountains and foothills were entirely blotted
from view by the dense cloud of rain, while the trees on
the other side of the river loomed up in an indist'nct
mass as though seen through a fog.

[to be continued.]

Meet of the Atlantic Divison, A. G* A.
The rneet of the Atlantic Division, A. C. A., was held

at the Lime Kiln, on the west bank of the Hudson, oppo-
site Yonkers (Glenwood), N. Y., on May 30 and 31 and
June I, last, and although the lateness of the season and
the constant rainfalls of April and May doubtless tended
in some degree to diminish the attendance at the meet, yet
it turned out to be a highly pleasant and successful affair.

The registered attendance was' about thirty, and the
members present included such old-timers as Robert J.
Wilkin, C. Bowyer Vaux, H. Lansing Quick. Daniel B.
Goodsell, Frank C. Moore, Robert H. Peebles and Thomas
Hale, Jr.

Camp was made on Thursday morning, a number of
out-of-town canoeists having spent the night with the Yon-
kers C. C, to whose courtesy and hospitality the suc-
cess of the meet was in great measure due. and was con-
tinued until Sunday afternoon, after the official termina-
tion of the meet on Saturday. The camp site had been
carefully prepared by the Camp Site Committee, con-
sisting of M. Ohlmeyer, Jr., chairman, and Mr. Louis
Simpson, and would have been able to accommodate triple
the number of canoeists in attendance.
The campers had the good fortune to have a little in-

terval of generally fair weather during the meet, and im-
proved it to the utmost. The Regatta Committee, with
Mr. Goodsell as chairman, arranged a number of races
for those in attendance. On Thursday two paddling races
wei"e held, the first a tandem, double-blade paddling race,
in which Messrs. Davis and Conrad defeated Messrs.
Stark and Eastmond in a close race; the second a double-
blade paddling race, in which Mr. Stark defeated Mr.
Davis by a very narrow margin.
On Saturday the possession of the Atlantic Division

sailing trophy was contested, and the race won by Mr.
Alexander H. Paula, of the New York C. C, with Mr.
H. Lansing Qiiick, of the Yonkers C. C, present.
The meet as planned was a practical cruising meet, no

general mess_ being provided, the members bringing their
own camp kits and stores and preparing their meals in
camp. The result demonstrated very clearly the pos-
sibility of a successful meet on a purely cruising basis.
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Eastern Division Meet J90J,

CAliIP ShVTF—MERRIMAC RIVER.

June 15 to 17.

Eastern Division Officers.—^Vice-Corn., Louis A. Hall,

Newton, Mass. ;
Rear-Corn., Chas. M. Lamprey, Law-

rence, Mass.; Purser. A. Elliott Kimberly, Lawrence,
Mass.
Executive Gommittee.—Chas. W. Dodge, Boston,

Mass. ; Frederick H. French, Boston, Mass. ; A. V. Coul-

son. Worcester, Mass.
Committees.—Camp Site : H. W. Horn, chairman, 613

Common street, Lawrence, Mass. ; John H. Richardson,

Lawrence, Mass. ; H. P. Poore, Lawi-ence. Mass. ; A. W.
Lang, Lawrence, Mass. ; C. W. R. Seeton, Lawrence,
Mass. Regatta : Marcus Butler, chairman, Lawrence,
Mass. ; Herman Dudley ' Murphy, Winchester, Mass.

;

Louis S. Drake, Auburndale, Mass. Transportation : C.

M. Lamprey, chairman. 119 Bailey street, Lawrence,
Mass,

;
George M. Littlefield. Lawrence, Mass. ; Henry A.

Bodwell, U. S. Appraisers' Office, Boston, Mass. Signal

Officer. James A. Greer.

Purser's Office, Eastern Division, American Canoe As-
sociation, Lawrence, Mass., May 27, 1901.—The an-

nual meet of the Eastern Division, A. C. A., will be held

at Camp Bkifif, on the Merrimac River, four miles above
Lawrence, Saturday, Sunday and Monday, June 15, 16

and 17.

The camp is charmingly situated in a pine grove on high

land, one of the prettiest spots on the river.

The catering will be made a special feature. No effort

will be spared to make this important detail of camp life

an attractive one. Meals will be furnished at the usual

reasonable rates.

Transportation.

—

A\l canoes and duffle shipped care of

Lawrence C. C, Lawrence. Mass., so as to arrive not later

than Friday, June 14, will be forwarded to camp.

Take Lowell electric cars, leaving Lawrence, North
Station, every thirty minutes, to A. C. A. landing. Ar-
rangements will be made for ferrying members across the

river,

Tents and tent floors will be supplied on application to

the chairman of the Camp Site Committee. Please make
your applications early.

A reception will be tendered to visitors by the mem-
bers of the Lawrence C. C. on Saturday night.

Be sure to attend the meet and get to camp Saturday

evening, if possible. Per order.

Louis A. Hall^ Vice-Corn.

A. Elliott Kimberly, Purser.

Progfafmme of Races—Monday, June I7»

1. Single blade, one-half mile.

2. Tandem, single blade, one-half mile.

3. Club fours, single blade, one-half mile,

4. Club fours, double blade, one-half mile.

5. Tandem, double blade, one-half mile.

6. Single, double blade, one-half mile.

7. War canoe, one mile straightaway.

8. Relay race, three men, single canoe.

9. Tandem, man overboard, one-fourth mile.

10. Sailing race.

11. Tournament.
Extra events, hand paddling, hurry scurry, standing

paddling.

Order of events subject to change.

Remember the A. C. A. national meet at Thousand
Islands, St. Lawrence River, Aug. 9 to Aug. 23, 1901.

Also, Pan-American Exhibition meet at Buffalo, N. Y.,

June 24 and 25.

1902 National Meet.

Next year it is the turn of the Eastern Division to hold

the national meet, and if the members of this division de-

sire that the national meet should be held in New England

waters, and that an Eastern Division man should be

elected Commodore, they should be present at the business

meeting to instruct their delegates.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stkkam should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Knicketbockef C.

The annual spring regatta of the Knickerbocker C. C.

Avas held oflf the club house at the foot of I52d street, Hud-
son River, New York city_, on Decoration Day, May 30.

The summarj' follows

:

Single Paddling—Won by L. P. Stockwell; B. F. Crom-
well, Jr., second.

Double Paddling—Won by L. P. and E. H. Stockwell

;

B. F. Cromwell and Fred Kellar, second.

Triple Paddling—Won by E. H. Stockwell, W. G. Har-

rison and F. E. Taylor.

Swimming—Won by George E. Taylor; Fred Kellar,

second.
Sailing, Racing Rig—Won by Surprise, handled by D.

H. Kretzner; Chiquita, handled by Matthew Ohlmeyer,

second.
Sailing. Cruising Rig—Won by Twilight, handled by

W. G. Harrison; Bee, handled by George E. Taylor,

second.
.

CANOEING NEWS NOTES*

Se(;'y-Treas. Herb Begg has the Year Book in press, and

will, it is expected, be able to place it 'in the hands of

the members very shortly. He has been successful in

securing over $800 of advertising for it.

F. H. Dobbin, of Peterboro, has been appointed to a

position on the Camp Site Committee. He is an old A. C.

A. man, and will fill the position very acceptably.

A* C A* Membership.

Atlantic Division—^J. E. Haviland, Brooklyn; Herbert

S. Turtle, New York. Both of the New York C. C.

Eastern Division—Samuel E. D. Hartshorn and J. Rod-

ney Wood, Woburn, Mass., Innitou C. C. ; Jas. C. Ram-
sey. Lawrence, Mass., Lawrence C. C. ; William C. Corey

and W. R. Locke, Winchester, Mass., Winchester B. C.

;

Waldo P. Cutter, Woburn. Mass., Innitou C. C. ;
Benja-

jTijp J, P^e, liaveff}}}}, |i.lass,, fmi^mm^tt. Q

Yachting Fixtwtes,

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the future.

JUNE.

12. East Gloucester, evening' race, Gloucester, Mass.
15. South Boston, club cruise, City Point, Boston Harbor.
15. Beverly, club. Monument Beach,
15. New York C. C, annual, Gravesend.Bay.
15. Larchmont, spring regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
15. Seawanhaka Corinthian, first race, Center Island cup. Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound.
15. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
15. Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
15. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
15-17. New York, 90-footers, Newport.
15-17. Boston, cruise. City Point, Boston Harbor.
16. South Boston, cruise, City Point, Boston Harbor.
17. Beverly, open sweepstake. Monument Beach.
17. Duxbury, club race, Duxbury, Mass.
17. Hull-Massachusetts, classes over 18ft., Hull, Boston Harbor.
17. Dorchester, classes 18ft. and under, Dorchester, Boston Harbor.
17. Corinthian, first club championship, Marblehead, Mass-
17. East Gloucester, club race, Gloucester, Mass,
17. Brooklyn, annual regatta, Gravesend Bay.
17. Pavonia, annual, Bayonne, New York Bay.
17. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
18. Atlantic, annual, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
19. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mai
20. New York, annual. New York Bay.
20. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
22. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
22. Marine and Field, open, Gravesend Bay.
22, Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
22. Manhasset Bay, third series race for Jacob cup. Port Washing-

ington, Long Island Sound.
22. New Rochelle, annual. New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
22. Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
22. Winthrop, special handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
22. Seawanhaka Corinthian, second race for Center Island cup^

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
25. American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
25. New York, Glen Cove cups. Long Island Sound.
26. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
27. Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Conn.
27-28. Seawanhaka Corinthian, special. Oyster Bay, "L. I. Sound.
29. Boston, City Point, Boston Harbor.
22. Savin Hill, open, Boston Harbor.
29. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
29. Atlantic, annual, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
29. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
29. Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
29. Seawanhaka Corinthian, annual race for Leland challenge cup

for raceabouts. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
JULY,

2, 4, 6. Newport, Y. R. A., cup defender class, Newport. j

2. Indian Harbor, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
3. Columbia, City Point, Boston Harbor.
3. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
3-8. Brooklyn C. C., cruise, Gravesend Bay.
4. Beverly, open sweepstake. Monument Beach.
4. Duxbury, club race, Duxbury. Mass.
4. Boston City, City Point, Boston Harbor.
4. Corinthian, second club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
4. East Gloucester, open, Gloucester, Mass.
4. Gravesend Bay Y. R. A., first open regatta, Gravesend Bay.
4, Annisquam, open, Ipswich Bay, Mass.
4. Larchmont, annual regatta and schooner races for Colt cup,

Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
4. Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
4. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay. Long Island Sound..
4. Pavonia, Mclnnis cup, Bayonne, New York Bay.
4. Canarsie, parade, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
4. Penataquit Corinthian, annual, Bay Shore, L. I.

4. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
4. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
5-11. Atlantic, cruise. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
6. Shinnecock Bay, club. Shinnecock Bay.
6. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
6. Winthrop, special handicap, Winthrop, Mass.

6r Mosqiiito Fleet, City Point, Boston Harbor.
6. Riverside, annual. Riverside, Long Island Sound.
6. Beverly, convention, Monument Beach.
6. Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor.
6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, third race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
6. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
6. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.
8. Norwalk, annual. South Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
8-9-10. New York, Newport series, Newport.

10. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
13. Moriches, club.

, . , , , , „
13. Corinthian, third club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.

13. Beverly, club, Monument Beach.
13. Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.

13. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
, , .

13. Larchmont, open, first day of race week, Larchmont, Long
Island Sound.

,

13. Seawanhaka Corinthian, race for Roosevelt memorial cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound. t , j c- j
13. Manhasset, special, Port Washington, Long Island bound.

13-20. Larchmont, race week, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
15-19.—Interlake meet, Put-in-Bay, O.

|
17. Beverly, Buzzards Bay. S
17. East Gloucester, evening race, "Gloucester, Mass.

18, 20, 23. Newport Y. R. A., special races, Newport i

20. Westhampton C. C, club.

20. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
20. Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor.
20. Winthrop, Winthrop, Mass. <

20. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
20. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.

20. Winthrop, open, Winthrop, Mass.
. „ „ ,

20 South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.

20. Stamford, annual, Stamford, Long Island Sound.

20. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fourth race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
, , ^ „, .

20. Trial race to select Canada cup defender, Chicago, Lake
Michigan.

20. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

22. New York, cruise, rendezvous. Glen Cove.

22. Harvard, cruise, rendezvous, Morris Cove, L. I. bound.

22. Canarsie, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
23. New York, cruise to the eastward.

24. Seawanhaka, cup race. Lake St. Louis.

24. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
25^26, 27. Hull-Massachusetts, invitation races, Hull, Mass.
25'-26. Erie, regatta, Erie, Pa. ^
27. Beverly open sweepstake, Monument Beach.

27. Corinthian, fourth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.

27 Shinnecock Bay, special, Shinnecock Bay.

27. Sea Cliff, annual. Sea Cliff, Long Island Sound.

27. Northport, annual, Northport. Long Island Sound.

27 Winthrop. special handicap. Winthrop, Mass.

Z! Seawanhaka Corinthian, fifth race for Center Island cup, Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound. . . , -o . ixr t.-

'

27. Manhasset, fourth series race for Jacob cup. Port Washmg-
ington. Long Island Sound.

29. New York, Astor cup races, Newport.
29-30. Burgess, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

30-Auo- 3. Pan-American regatta, Buffalo, N. Y.

30-31. °New York, trial races to select Am»rica Cup defender,

Newport.
31 Corinthian, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

31! East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

AUGUST.

1-3. Corinthian, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

1. New York, trial race to select cup defender, Newport,

§, piixbury. clvjb, PviJfbury, Mass*

3. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
3. Winthrop, special handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
3. Indian Harbor, club, Greenwich, C^nn.
3. Moriches, association regatta.
3. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
3. Hempstead Harbor, annual, Hempstead Harbor, L. I; Sound.
3, Seawanhaka Corinthian, Robert Center memorial cup races.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound. .

3 Manhasset Bay, special. Port Washington, Long Island Sound,
3. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
3. Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor,
3-5-7. New York, trial race to select cup defender, Newport.
5, 6. Manchester, West Manchester, Massachusetts Bay.
7. Misery Island, Salem Bay, Mass.
7, 8. East Gloucester, Gloucester, Mass.
7. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
9, 10. Annisauam. Ipswich Bay, Mass.

10. Beverly, Van Rensselaer cup, open. Monument Beach,
10. Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
10. Westhampton C. C, association regatta,
10. Brooklyn, Gravesend Bay.
10. Shelter Island, open.
10. Beverly, Van Rensselaer cup, open, Marion.
10. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
10 Bridgeport, annual, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.
10. Horsehoe Harbor, annual, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
10. Bridgeport, special, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.
10. Seawanhaka Corinthian, sixth race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
10-15. Chicago, races for the Canada cup, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
12, 13. American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
17. Manhasset Bay, club series races for points; open to knock-

abouts (21 and 18ft.), cabin and open catboats, bay boats,
Manhasset raceabouts and sailing dories. Port Washing-
ington. Long Island Sound.

17. Moriches, open. '

17. Wollaston, Ouincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
17. Corinthian, Sfth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
17. South Boston, club handicap, City Point, Boston Harbor.
17. New York, New York Bay.
17. Winthrop, special handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
17 Indian Harbor, annual, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
17. Seawanhaka Corinthian, seventh race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
17. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
17. Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor.
17. Canarsie, Corinthian regatta, Jamaica Bay.
17. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
24. Shinnecock Bay, association regatta, Shinnecock Bay.
24. Corinthian, sixth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Ba>.
24. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.
24. Wintlirop. class handicap, Winthrop, Mass,
24. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
26. Cape 'Cod, Provincetown, Mass.
27. Wellfieet, Wellfieet, Mass.
29. Plymouth, Plymouth, Mass.
30. Kingstown, Kingstown, Mass.
31. Duxbury, Duxbury, Mass.
31. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
31 Westhampton C. C, open.
31. East Gloucester, club, Gloucester, Mass.
31 Marine and Field, Gravesend Bay.
31. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
31. Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
31. Huntington, special, Huntington, Long Island Sound.

CoNSTi'ruTiON was dismasted on Tuesday, June 4. when
about three miles southwest of Brenton's Reef Lightship.
The accident is attribtited to the breaking of the star-

board spreader, it being the same kind of a mishap that
befell Columbia on Aug. 21, 1899, in nearly the same
place. It was unfortunate that the accident happened at
this time, as the crew were beginning to work together so
well. At the time of the accident the wind was blowing
strong from the southwest, and there was a jump of a sea
on. Forttmately no one Avas seriously hurt, although
some of the men were pretty well bruised. After the
accident Constitution was taken to Bristol in tow, where
the steel mast will be repaired. Mr. Duncan hopes to
have the boat ready for the Glen Cove races of the N. Y.
Y. C, which are to be sailed on Tuesday, June 25.

The English-built cutter Astrild was destroyed by fire

on Jtme 5. The yacht was owned by Messrs. Addison G.
Hanan and Herbert W. Hanan, N. Y. Y. C. The boat
was lying at anchor off the owners' country place at
Port Chester, N. Y. The fire was caused by the explosion
of a five-gallon tank of gasoline that was connected with
the stove in the galley. The steward was badly burned,
but his life Avas saved through the efforts of the sailing
master of the yacht, Capt. Peterson. Astrild was burned
to the water's edge and sank in about fifteen minutes after
the fire started. The crew escaped in the boats. Astrild
was designed by Mr. G. L. Watson, and was 6oft. on the
Avaterline, 87ft. over all, 15ft. beam and drew lift. She
was valued at $20,000, and $4,000 had been spent on her
this season. No insurance was carried. The crew lost

everything, including their savings, which amounted to
several hundred dollars.

Oui: Boston Letter.

BosTOK, June 9.—Boston yachtsmen have now reached
the conclusion that there will be no chance for Indepen-
dence to compete in the America Cup races this year. It

is lamented on all sides, and there are some who are
greatly chagrined OA'er the latest phase in the contro-
versy between the Cup committee of the New York Y. C.

and the owner of Independence. They feel that Inde-
pendence is a very fast boat, and would like to see her
qualities practically proved in competition with Constitu-

tion and Columbia. But, from the present outlook, there

seems to be little hope that she will have a chance at the

Cup races even though she should prove her worth in in-

formal trials. Mr. Lawson intends to get the yacht into

the best possible trim, and expects to meet Constitution

and Columbia in the races of the Newport Yacht Racing
Association on July 2, 4 and 6.

It is really to be lamented that the Independence con-
troversy has resulted so unsatisfactorily, for in the trials

which the yacht has had during the past week it has been
shown that she is wonderfully fast. She is a beautiful

boat under sail, and the manner in which she moves
through the Avater exceeds the hopes of even her warmest
admirers in model. She has a beautifnl set of sails, not
only beautifully made, but of sttch proportions as to im-
press one upon first sight. All of her sails shoAV the

Wilson peculiarity of a flowing luff and a straight leach.

The way in Avhich she gets moving is simply wonder-
ful. She does it so easily and gracefully that one would
haA^e no idea that she is developing any speed until one
has had the opportunity of trying to keep up with her.

That flat bow of hers does not seem to make as much
fuss in the Avater as some have claimed it would—in fact,

her ^trance and wake Avhen under sail are very fine. She
pushes a little Avave out from her bow which goes aft

without CA^er again coming near the boat. The wonder of
it is where this wave goes to. There ts no disturbance

gt the stern and t)^? water closes \^ ^rgupd her ?ifte^ sh^
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has gone through it, so that one would think that it had
never been disturbed.
She takes a heel very quickly and gets, her bearings

quickly. The strongest breeze she has been under yet

was not over fifteen knots, but she proved very stiff in it.

It was intended by her designer that she should take a

heel very quickly, so that her sharp bilges could get into

the water. When she is heeled her entrance is much
different than when she is on an even keel, and instead of

a bluff entrance, those hard bilges, with the flat floors,

make it very easy. The little wave that is pushed out
from her bow is merely surface water, and has absolutely

no body to it. It curls away from her and settles back,

and underneath it is solid water.
She is simply a marvel of designer's skill, and she cai"-

ries out every characteristic upon which B. B. Crown-
in shield figured when he contemplated Her lines. In
taking a heel very quickly, she gets those long ends of

hers into the water, and when she has started to move
she- uses the greater part of her overhangs. Thus she

gets more side to sail on, and though she gets down on it

very quickly, she has greater stability wlun she gets there.

Her first trial was on last Monday in a very light air,

and though she showed that she could move fast under
the conditions, it was not quite enough to be satisfactory.

On Thursday she was given a trial which showed her to

be not oflly a wonderful boat as far as sailing goes, but

also that her construction is much more staple than that

of other 90-footers which have been built in recent years.

She sailed very fast—faster than the wind on a reach—and
she easily distanced the tugs in the light breeze in which
she started, which was not over eight knots. In this

breeze she ran right out of her own wind.
As the trial progressed the wind became stronger, and

at the last was fully fifteen knots and puffy. In this

breeze she jibed over quickly and put her steel mast to a

test which it will probably never be called upon for in

a race. It was thought at first that Capt. Haft' was trying

her to the limit, but it was afterward found that he
could not help himself. The screw of the steering gear
of the balance rudder became jammed and it was impos-
sible to turn the wheel. Capt. Haff had put his wheel
hard up to wear ship. He had intended to run out in the

bay again and try the topsail under a different setting.

When he tried to put the wheel down it would not move,
and the jacht jibed.

It came so suddenly that everything went over with a

run. She was on the starboard tack at the time, and the
starboard preventer backstays and the mast head runner^
were hauled taut. There was just time to pull the hook
of the preventers out of the eye bolt, but the runners were
still in place. The boom came over and banged up
against the runners. Designer Crowninshield jumped and
cut the tackle on the runners and let the boom go out.

The port masthead runner and the preventer were not in

place, and there was no time to lace them down.
Those who have seen Constitution and Independence

claim that Independence is the better moving boat. I have
seen both in their first trials, and followed both in the
same tug, and it is my opinion that in the trial of Thurs-
day, in the same conditions of wind and water' Constitu-
tion had in her trial oft' Bristol, Independence moved the
faster of the two. Of course this might not always be
the case, but it shows that Independence is not a yacht to

be idly considered, for there is little doitbt that she is

exceedingly fast.

At Lawley's almost everything has heep finished in the
east shop. The Wiggin 21-footer, the Wade 21-footer, the
Herter 35-footer and the Binney 70ft. steamer are ready
to go overboard. In the west shop the 70ft. steam yacht,
designed hy C. H. Crane for Edmund Randolph, is partly

plated. The Eno 120ft. steam yacht is fast nearing com-
pletion. The keel of a 103ft. steam yacht is ready to be
set up. She was designed by Fred Lawley for New York
parties. Chauncey B. Borland's steam yacht, Monaloa,
designed by Binney, was launched Saturday.
The cruise of the Boston Y. C. will be held on Saturda3^

Sunday and Monday, June 15, 16 and 17. There will

be racing runs on all three days. The first run will

be to Marblehead on Saturday. On Sunday the fleet will

run to Gloucester, and on Monday will run from.
Gloucester to Hull, reaching there in time for the boats
of the club to enter the Y. R. A. open race of the Hull-
Massachusetts Y. C.

The schooner C'^nstellation, Francis Skinner, Jr., ar-
rived at Marblehead from Newport Thursday. At the
Marblehead yacht yard, W. O. Gay's 70-footer Athene has
been hauled out for cleaning and overhauling. It is un-
derstood that she will go out for a try with Independence
this week. It is also expected that the schooner Hilde-
garde will enter the game. John B. Killeen.

Brooklyn Y» C.

GRAVESEND BAY.

Saturday, June 8.

The second race of the Gravesend Bay Y. R. A. was
sailed under the auspices of the Brooklyn Y. C. The
wind Avas strong from the west, making reefs necessary
for some of the boats. They went twice around the usual
courses. The first leg was a beat to the mark off the
Atlantic Y. C. club house, the second leg was a broad
reach to the Fort Hamilton buoy, and then it was a close
reach back to the home mark. The summary follows

:

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 3:35.

Finish Elapsed.
Akista, George Hill 5 18 30 1 43 30
Bonita, Haviland Brothers 5 28 39 1 53 39

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start, 3:40.
Squaw, Vice-Corn. H. J. Heath 4 49 07 1 14 07

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 3:40.
Song and Dance, Mr. Luckenbach 4 54 30 1 19 30

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 3:40.
Wraith, Calvin Tomkins 4 59 00 1 19 00
Wink, W. A. Barstow 5 00 00 1 20 00
Elsie, C. P. Rosemon 5 02 07 1 22 07

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 3:40.

Kelpie, Mr. Brown 5 04 08 1 24 08
Pebble. R. \V. Spear 5 05 33 1 25 33
Peanut, Calvin Brewer 5 06 00 1 26 00

Open Catboats—21ft. Class—Start, 3:40.
Martha M., R. Moore 5 08 58 1 28 58

The winners were: Akista, Squaw (sail over). Song
and Dtince (sail Qver), Wraith. Kelpie, Martl)a M. (saij

Dyer).

Manhasset Bay Y, C
PORT W^ASHINGTON, L. I.

Saturday, June 8,

The Manhasset Bay Y. C. held its annual regatta on
Saturday, June 8. It was an ideal day for a yacht race.

A strong but steady westerly breeze continued throughout
the day. Com. Stephen W, Roach's steam yacht Emeline,

the flagship of the club, was used as the committee boat.

Twenty-nine boats started, and the racing in most of the

classes was quite close. The boats of the 36, 30 and special

30 had a nineteen-mile course round the Gangway buoy
to Matinicock Point, then to Delancy Point on the north
shore and back to the finish line. After the beat out of

the bay, the boats then had a broad reach to Matinicock.

a beat to- Delancy Point and a broad reach home. The
25 and 21 footers and knockabouts went to the Old Hen
buoy and the Hen and Chickens reef and back, a distance

of eleven miles. The 21 and 18 footers Manhasset Bay
one-design boats and open catboats sailed a shorter

course to the Old Hen buoy and back. The 36-footers

were the first class to start, as no boats appeared in the

43ft. class, and the other classes followed at intervals of

five minutes. At the start Memory got the lead, followed

by Leda and Anoatok. and Hera got away before Esper-

anza in the special 30ft. class, in the 30ft. sloop class

Alerion got the best of the start, with Oiseau second,

Enpronzi third. Dot led Flyaway at the start in the 30ft.

class, but the start of the day was when the raceabouts

crossed the line. Snapper, handled by her new owner, Mr.
Brj'an Alley, got over first, with Rogue second. Sis third

and Badger last. The strong breeze put the boats' rigging

to a hard test, and three of them were disabled. Rogue
lost her bowsprit, and as soon as that gave way her hol-

low mast snapped and went over the side. Sis immediate-
ly withdrew and went to Rogue's assistance. Snapper
carried away a masthead runner and withdrew. Oiseau
lost her bowsprit, but as she has a solid mast it remained
intact. Mr. F. B. Jones scored his fourth consecutive win
with Badger in the raceabout class. Harry Ward lost his

first race in Lambkin, but the boat's jib was in bad shape.

The summary follows

:

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 12:40.

Finish Elapsed.
Anoatok, J. R. Martin, Jr 3 43 43 3 03 43
Leda, H. L. Maxwell 3 37 -36 2 57 36
Memory, W. N. Bavier 3 46 22 3 06 22

Sloops—30ft. Class—Special—Start, 12:45.
Hera, R. N. Ellis 3 48 14 3 03 14
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 3 46 21 3 01 21

Sloops—30ft. Class—Start, 12:45.
Enpronzi, Alfred Peats 4 02 30 3 17 39
Oiseau, T. R. Maxwell, Jr.,. Disabled.
Alerion, A. H. Alker......... 4 01 58 3 16 58

Catboats—30ft. Class—Start, 12:45.

Dot, C. T. Pierce 4 13 07 3 28 07
Flyaway, F. L. Kraemer Withdrew.

Catboats—25ft. Class—Start, 1 :05.

Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby...., Withdrew.
21ft. Raceabouts—Start, 12:50.

Rogue, F. T. Bedford, 1st Disabled.
Sis, E. T. Bedford... ; Withdrew.
Snapper, A. B. Alley Disabled.
Badger, Thorsen Jones 2 44 29 1 54 29

S. C. Y. C. Knockabouts—Start, 1:00.

Ruby, G. E. Edwards ..3 02 27 2 02 27

Manhasset Raceabouts—Start, 1 :00.

Arizona, G. A. Corry 2 47 42 1 47 42
Bob, Phillips & Mayan 2 50 54 1 50 54
Mist. J. W. Alker 2 53 33 1 53 33

Lambkin. S. W. Roach 2 49 19 1 49 19
Firefly, Guy Standing 2 55 31 1 55 31

M. B. Y. C. Special Knockabouts—Start, 1:15.

Scintilla, J. R. Hoyt 2 55 31 1 40 31
Lassie, E. C. Wallace 2 59 27 1 44 27

Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 1:05.

Ox, R. N. Bavier .....'.V 3 10 00 2 05 00

Sloops—18ft. Class—Start, 1:10.

Nora, Louis Iselin. 3 06 21 1 56 21

Chipmunk, B. Jacob..... 3 10 34 2 00 34

Mistral, A. C. Bostwick 3 02 50 1 52 50

Cricket, H. C. Preyer 2 53 10 1 43 00

Sora, W. Holy, Jr 2 52 20 1 42 10

The winners were: Leda, Esperanza, Alerion, Dot,

Badger, Arizona, Scintilla and Sora. Sail over: Ruby
and Ox.
Edward MacLellan, Robert Jacob and Charles D.

Mower were the Race Committee.

WoIIaston Y* C
WOLLASTON—QUINCY BAY.

Saturday, Jt-ne 8.

The first handicap race of the Wollaston Y. C. for the

Chase cup was sailed in a strong westerly breeze, Satur-

day, June 8. The race was sailed off the club house in

Quincj' Bay. The entries included yachts of from 17 to

34ft. waterline. Neptune led to the first mark, when Clay-

tonia pulled in ahead of her. Claytonia led to the finish,

1)ut Neptune won on time allowance. The summary

:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Claytonia, W. S. Wiley, Jr 33.02 1 41 37 1 25 01
Neptune, A. E. Linnell 26.02 1 42 31 1 20 36

Rover, L L. Smith 31.00 1 53 55 1 33 4S
Shamrock III., W. D. Given 22.00 2 02 08 1 37 11
Mudjekewis, A. L. Baker 25.00 Disabled.
Thelma II., E. A. Merrill 22.02 Withdrew.
Sea Gull, A. Shay.. 16.04 Withdrew.
Canacum, E. Morse 23.11 Withdrew.

John B.. Killeen.

Httll-Massachttsetts Y. C
Saturday, June 8.

Quite a surprise was developed in the race for 25-

footers in the first regular club race of the Hull-Massa-
chusetts Y. C. on Saturday, June 8. It was the first com-
plete defeat which the champion Flirt has yet sustained,

and it was so clean that there was no room for doubt
that it was done on its merits. Calypso, designed and
built by Hanley for A. W. Chesterton, was the boat that

did the trick. In the race of the South Boston Y. C. on
Memorial Day, Calypso did not show up very well, .but

she was then a new boat just from the shop. The cleats

for her jib sheet were not even on her deck.

On Saturday she was again from the shop, but this time
in better condition for racing. There was a rattling breeze
blowing from the southvvest, which was calculated to be

good fn9ugH to try Quf any bgat. They wer? ^ivep a

three-legged course, which gave them a beat, a reach and
a run. Both were at the line together at the start, with

Flirt in the weather berth. Calypso pulled out from un-

der the keel boat's lee, less tlian looyds. from the starting

line, and was never headed again during the race. She
beat Flirt on every point of sailing, even on the windward
leg, where Flirt has always been surpreme.
There was also a race between the i8ft, knockabouts, ill

which Aspinquid again proved a winner, Aspinquid was
sailed by Dr. Litchfield, which is calculated to make her

faster by three minutes over the course sailed. These
boats went over the starting line in a bunch, but sepa-

rated soon after, Aspinquid taking the lead, which she

never relinquished. The summary

:

25-Footers.
Elapsed.

Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 1 52 17

Flirt. Fabyan & McKee 1 56 59

18-Footers.
Aspinquid, W. A. Comey ..149 19

Bonito. G. H. Wightman...., 1 50 17

Barbara, A. F. Hayden 1 53 19

Tethla, C. W. Cole 1 53 21
Bacchante, Humphrey iS: Lauriat 1 53 41
Avaya, W. P, Keyes 1 58 08

Oi-iana, Alfred Douglas 1 59 29

John B. Killeen.

Gofinthian Y, C*

ESSINGTOK—DELAWARE RITOR.

Thursday, May 30.

The Corinthian Y. C. held their opening race on
Thursday, May 30. The weather was clear and the wind
was southwest. The times were : ^

Essiijgton to Claymont—Six Miles—51ft. Class—Start, 11:05.

Finish Elapsed.
Liris, Robert Barrie 1 10 16 2 05 16
Narounya, R. P. White 1 02 16 1 57 16

36ft. Class—Start, 11:05.

Paukewis, C. Clark, Jr 12 44 56 1 39 56
Alays. H. D. Henry 12 51 56 -1 46 56
Fidelio. H. S. Teanes 12 46 09 1 41 09

Vaya, Dr. R. Harte 1 05 09 2 00 09

Knockabout Class—Start, 11:25.

Raccoon, B. Koons 12 56 10 1 31 10

Gavota, R. W. Koons 12 58 47 1 33 47

Grilse, E. D. Toland... 1 01 02 1 36 02

Return from Claymont to Essington—51ft. Class—Start, 2:45.

Liris 5 06 05 2 21 05
Narounya 4 39 03 1 54 03

31ft. Class—Start, 2:45.

Paukewis 4 34 32 1 49 32

Alavs 4 36 55 1 51 55

Fidelio 4 35 40 1 50 40

Vaya 5 26 45 2 41 45

Knockabout Class—Start, 2:50.

Raccoon 5 16 53 2 26 53

Gavota 4 52 40 2 02 40

Grilse 5 20 55 2 30 55

Winthfop Y. C
WINTHROP—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, June 8.

The first special handicap race of the Winthrop Y. C.

was sailed off the club house Saturday, June 8. The
j^achts were divided into two classes—21 and 25 footers,

and 18 and i5 footers. The 2S-footer Thordis won easily

in the first class and Delia had room to spare in the sec-

ond class. The summary:

21 and 25ft. Class.
Elapsed. Corrected

Thordis '. ,.0 42 37 0 42 37

Harriet ..> 0 48 05 0 45 05

Ruth ....^ 1 04 00 0 47 00
Freia • 0 55 10 0 52 10

Alert 0 56 20 ' 0 50 20

Zelica 0 55 42 0 52 42

Winthrop 1 03 50 0 51 50

18 and 16ft. Class.

Delia 0 54 31 0 54 31

Dupe 1 03 10 0 58 10

Hector „..l 03 40 1 01 40

Martha ....l 09 45 1 01 45

Virginia 1 15 28 1 06 28

Flash Disabled.

Bubble Withdrew.
Louise Withdrew.

John B. Killeen.

South Boston Y. C.

CITY POINT—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, June 8.

The first handicap race of the South Boston Y. C. was
sailed Saturday, June 8, in a strong westerly breeze. There
were three classes and nine starters. The 30-footer Emrna
C, which in former years kept the boats of her class in

the Y. R. A. guessing, had an easy win in the first class.

In the second class Disa, an i8ft. knockabout, won easily

from boats which were much larger. Maison had a soft

time in the third class. The summary:

Class A.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Emma C. Peter Coupal 1 16 19 1 15 19

Bohemian, George Field..; 1 35 46 1 27 46

Class B.
Disa, G. A. Brackett 1 15 27 1 12 27
Nancy Hanks, George Lane 1 23 20 1 19 20
Marguerite, J. Palmer 1 23 20 1 20 20

Empire. I'rank Cobb Did not start.

Jungfrau, H. B. Bailey ,1 38 34 1 34 34

Class C.

Maison, J. Blaisdell 1 51 .52 1 47 52
Angora Did not start.

John B. Killeen.

Rivefton Y* C*

RIVERTON DELAWARE RIVER,

Thursday, May 30.

The Riverton Y. C. opened the season on Thursday.
May 30, sailing their first race on that day. The wind
was strong and steady from the southwest. The sum-
ma rv: /

Catsboats—Start, 3:10.

Finish Elapsed.
Catharine, T. H. Reese 4 58 00 1 48 00
Gertrude, G. N. Halloway 5 00 00 1 50 OO
Sea Gull, Lee Cook..... 5 04 30 1 54 30
Barolyn, C, C. Rianharcl, brf)ke mgst. near gaff, before p^ssitiR

first bwff " '
-
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FiG. 16.-STERN FRAME OF NO. 2 BOAT, SHOWING RABBET AND RIBBANDS; RUDDER, TRUNK AND INTER- MEDIATE MOULDS OMITTED.

Second Class—Start, 3:10.
Serapis, Edwin Bonsack .......5 15 00

Tib and Mainsail Class—Start, 3:15.

Fiona, J. H. Hillman 5 10 00
Pumpkin, J. Frislimuth 5 35 00
Kaloola, H. W. Emmons Withdrew.
Fiona failed to finisli inside of buoy and lost race.

Mosquito Boats—Start, 3:20.

No. 11, A. Cook , 5 00 00
No. 2, C. M. Biddle, Jr 5 01 00
No. 14, H. Walnut 5 05 00
No. 1, S. Solomon 5 07 00
No. 14 lost first place by finishing outside of buoy.

2 05 00

1 55 00
2 20 00

1 40 00
1 41 00
1 45 00
1 47 00

and then at the other, and try to see if the fault is not at some
other mould which is either too small or too large.

Also see if the ribband is pinned—that is to say, fastened at the
ends so that it is forced into a greater curve than that required by
the moulds, as this should not occur unless a very sudden curve
is needed, as in the fore ends of the upper ribbands. Each rib-

band should be pulled toward the ends of the boat before it is

fastened, and should be fastened first to the mid section and then
successively to each of the moulds till the ends are reached.
Do not attempt to start timbering till you have got the moulds,

ribbands and- rabbet thoroughly fair, the latter being cut to its

almost in the form of a fan from the stem scarph to the deck.
In boats with an easy curve of stem and deck line like No. 2 this

is not very apparent, but it is there to some extent, and must be
allowed for in spacing.
As the heels of the timbers are to be let into the keel, a small

joggle or notch is cut in the top of the rabbet for each timber to

fit into; and to get these joggles the right width and depth a

simple way is to get two cheap dovetail saws about 6 or 7in.

long, set in straight handles, and knock the handle off one. Now
get a %in. hole drilled through both ends of each of the blades

and screw them side by side, with a pair of %in. gutter bolts,

sra p

Small Yacht Construction and
Rigging.

BY LINTON HOPE.

Chapter IV,—Cutting the Rabbet and Fairing the Moulds
(Continued).

The most difficult parts to cut are where the rabbet turns from
tlie under side of the keel to the side of*the stem in No. 1, and
where it runs ofif the sternpest on to the counter frame in No. 2
(see sketch). In each of these cases the only way is to cut plenty
of small sections as before, and continually try the rabbet gauge
and battens, using the large batten at various angles over the
moulds, so as to fair the rabbet in all directions. As tlae planking
will run past the transom in both boats, all that need be done here
is to cut the transom nearly to shape, and fit the joint between
l)lank~and transom as each plank goes on.

I have, perhaps, put the cart before the horse in dealing with the
rabbet' before explaining the method of fairing the moulds by
means of ribbands or battens; but it is usual to cut the rabbet
roughly to nearly its full depth,- and then to fair up the moulds
before finishing oE the rabbet.

0f A/C H

FIG. 19.-METHOD OF HOLDING TIMBERS FOR PLANING.

full depth and finished, as once the timbers are in place it will
be difficult to make more than very slight alterations in either
moulds or rabbet.

v.—Timbering and Planking.

When choosing_ the American elm for the timbers (or ribs), sec
that it is white in color, close-grained, and free from shakes or
knots. Get it cut at a saw mill, so that it is in convenient lengths,
say a foot or 18in. longer than the lengths required for the longest
timber, and l-16in. over the moulding and siding given in the
Hpecification to allow for planing up. By having the wood cut
in planks and planed up to the exact thickness of the timbers, and
then sawn into the proper widths, you can save the" labor of

FIG. 17.-METI10D OF FAIRING MOULDS AND STEM RABBET.

This fairing is done by nailing over the moulds six or eight
long ribbands of Oregon pine, or other suitable wood, clear of

knots, and at least as long as the boat, with a square section of

say % by %in. for the centerboard boat, and lin. by lin. for the
keel boat. They should be fairly evenly spaced on the midship
mould, and nailed to it with 2in. wire nails, and then bent care-

fully around all the moulds and fastened into the stem rabbet, and
to the edge of the transom. When the curve is sharp, as in the

fore ends of the upper battens, they may be tapered a little, to

enable them to bend easily, but the taper must be quite fair and
very gradual.

If the battens do not touch all the moulds fairly, they must be
make to do so by either cutting away the moulds that are too

full or by packing up with slips of wood on the slack places. This
is one of the most difficult parts of the whole work, requiring great

patience and judgment and a correct eye. It is very seldom that

all the moulds are absolutely correct, no matter how carefully they

have been made, and there are sure to be errors both in the

original design, the full-sized drawing on the floor, and also in

making the moulds from the drawing and setting them up; so that

it is only by careful fairing with the battens that these errors can

be put right.
.

A good rule in fairing when an error is found in a mould is to

go carefully over the measurements at that station and see if the

error is in the mould itself, or in the spacing, or merely through

the batten failing to bend fairly. If you cannot find the cause

in any of these, then get well away from the boat, first at one end

planing two sides of each timber; and as this is a very tedious job
it is well worth the extra shillings charged at the mill.

Before starting to plane them up, two pairs of cleats or chocks
must be screwed to the bench, so that they are some distance
apart in each pair, _as the width of the finished timber, and an end
stop cut into a V to hold the end of the timber firmly. All these
must be ^^in. lower than the finished timber will be, so as to

clear the plane. The first pair of chocks should be about half

the length of the longest timber from the end stop, and the
second pair a similar distance beyond the first.

The object of these chocks is to hold the timbers firmly on the
bench while being planed, and to prevent them doubling up and
breaking, as they would do if simply laid on the bench in the
usual manner. Great care should be taken to set the plane care-

fully and to keep it sharp, otherwise it will tear the elm badly
and spoil most of it.

Having prepared the timbers, their spacing must be set of? along
the keel and sheer batten, according to the specification, taking

care that none of them come just on a mould. At the bow it will

be found that the distance from the stem of No. 1 mould is much
greater along the sheer batten than it is on the keel. Therefore, if

the spacing were the same on both, there would be- a gap on the

sheer batten near the stem with no timbers. To obviate this the

spacing on the keel is slightly reduced, especially where it runs

into the curve of stem, and the spacing on the sheer batten, cor-

respondingly increased, so as to set the same nttmber of spaces on
both. The result is that in a boat with a bluff bow the timbers are

which can be bought at any iron monger's. Before screwing them
up, slip a piece of hardwood, of slightly less thickness than the
siding of the timbers, between the two saw blades, and let the

bottom of it be parallel to and at the same distance above the teeth

of the saws, as the depth to which the joggle is to be cut. The
two bolts will of course pass through the wood, and when screwed
up firmly, will hold all three together, so that they can be used as

a single saw.
By this means you saw both sides of the joggle at once, and it

is impossible to cut it too deep, as the gauge will stop the saws
cutting when they get down to the wood.
Before cutting the joggles, run a gauge line along the side of the

keel of the centerboard boat, as it will be an extra guide to

regulate the exact depth to which they should be cut; and there is

no room for alteration in a keel of this sort, owing to the small

amount of back rabbet.
In cutting the joggles, the points of the saws should be used,

and the cut started on the angle of the back rabbet and side of the

keel, holding the saw at such an angle that when it is down to its

full depth at the deepest part on the angle, the point of the saw
just cuts the inner angle of the rabbet. Remove the wood between
the pair of saw cuts with a narrow chisel, so that you have a

wedge shaped notch, as shown in the sketch.

END OF TIMBER.

FIG. 20.—METHOD OF FITTING THE TIMBER INTO THE HEEL.

One end of each of the timbers should be cut to the proper
angle to fit these joggles, and it will save a lot of time if they are
cut before steaming.
The timbers and keel being prepared according to the foregoing

instructions, get up steam in the kiln or steam chest, and put the -

timbers in for half an hour's steaming. When they are soft, start

with the longest, in the middle of the boat, taking each one quickly
from the kiln, and fitting the heel into the joggle in the keel,

which, if it is properly cut, should hold it firmly, but a nail must
be driven through it into the keel to make sure; then pull the

timber gently into its place inside the ribbands, working' from the

keel to the sheer batten, to which the outer end of each should- be
nailed, but see that every timber is fairly touching all the battens

befor nailing the end to the sheer batten.

The boat is' now ready for planking, and we will suppose the

material for this to be ready for use, cut to, the required thickness,

and of ample length and width. Before the planking: is started,

the widths of all the planks must be set off on the midship mould,
stem and transom, or sternpost and counter frame, as the case

may be. To do this correctly will take a fair amount of patience

to avoid any of the planks running ofJ to a point at the ends, and
at the same time to get them round the turn of the bilge and
quarters without splitting.

A fairly safe rule is to have the narrowest planks at the bilge,

and the widest at the garboard next the keel. The top strake or

sheer plank is usually a little wider than the one below it, and they

gradually get narrower to the bilge, and then widen out to the

garboards. The forward ends of all, except the top strake and
garboard, should be about the same width where they meet the

stem, but at the transom of No. 2 boat they must be narrowest at

the top strake, aa the sharpest curve in the transom is just at the

deck, and it would be impossible to wor5c a wide plank oyer suq^

a short turn,
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FIG, 18—FRAME OF NO. 1, WITH RIBBANDS IN PLACE READY FOR TIMBERING AND PLANKING.

The Independence Correspondence*

The Independence controversy is closed so far as the

New York Y. C. is concerned, and unless Mr. Lawson
conforms to the rules and regulations of the club, which
he has not seemed disposed to do up to date, his boat will

not be seen in the trial races. The letters are as follows

:

"Boston, May 25.—Commodore Lewis Cass Ledyard, Chairman
o{ Committee, New York Y. C—Dear Sir: Your letter of yes-

terday with the assurance that my boat can take part in the trial

racesi and, if selected, may defend the cup, was received this

morning. .

"I will at once charter an interest in her to such persoii or per-

sons as may be agreeable to your committee and will give such
person or persons full control and management of her during the

match. I thank your committee for having suggested a way to

fairly determine in a sportsmanslike manner which boat shall

be selected to defend the. cup, and I will ' do all in my power
lo make the contest a success. Believe me, yours very truly,

"Thomas W. Law.son.'

"41 West Forty-fourth -Street, New York, May 28.—Thomas W.
I.awson, Esq.—Sir: 1 have received your letter of May 25, in

which vou say that you will charter an interest in your yacht lo

such- person "or persons as may be agreeable to the committee,
and will give such person or persons full control and management
of her during the match.
"Any member or members of this club to whom you may elect

to charter your 3'acht by a charter which will vest in him, or

Lhem, during its verm, the full control and management men-
tioned in your letter, would be a "person or persons agreeable

to this committee.'
.,, ^ i

•'If you will refer to my letter of May 10 you will find that

this matter has been already fully explained to you.
"Respectfully,

"Lewis Cass Ledyard, Chairman,"

"Boston, May 29.—Commodore Lewis Cass Ledyard, Chairman
of Committe, New York Y. C—Dear Sir: Your letter of 28th

inst. received this morning. I have handed the entire corre-

spondence to my counsel with instructions to draw a form of

charter in accordance with the agreement reached therein.

"Upon receipt of same, and before selecting the members of

your ckib who will be asked to act, I will submit same to you
for your approval. Believe me, sir, yours very truly,

"Thomas W. Lawson."

"41 West Forty-fourth Street, New York, June 3.—Thomas W.
Lawson, Esq.—Sir: In reply to your letter of May 29 I beg to

say that it is not necessary for you to submit to the committee
the form of any charter you may propose to make. «

"It is the duty of any member chartering a yacht to notify
the secretary of the club. He thereby accepts full responsibihty
for the conduct of the vessel.

"The arrangement between the owner and the charterer is, as
already stated to you, one wholly between them.

"It is the custom of the club to accept the statement of the
member without further inquiry, and the 'committee is not aware
of any reason for departing from that custom.

-1 "Respectfully,
"Lewis Cass Ledyard, Chairman."

"Boston, Mass., June .5.—Commodore Lewis Cass Ledyard,
Chairman of Committee, New York Y. C.—Dear Sir: Your letter

of June 3 received. As I informed you in my letter of May 29,

I handed the entire correspondence to my lawyers with instruc-
tions to draw a charter in conformity with the views of both of
us as expressed in the letters.

"I inclose herewith such charter, duly executed by me, together
with a copy of the letter of the attorneys to me, giving their opin-
ion of and their reasons for the form in which the charter is

drawn. My own opinion is that they have fairly and successfully
overcome the seeming obstacle by making a charter which, while
it allows you to maintain your position that the vessel defending
tlie cup is the representative of your club, also allows me to

maintain the position which I have held from the start, vi?.

:

that any American owning the best American boat may defend
tlie cup without giving away his boat.
"In asking the members of your committee to accept the posi-

tion of the charterers, I wish to assure you that I will do every-
thing necessary to free you in every waj' from owners' duties.
My captain, officers and crew are in every way able and compe-
tent; the designer, Mr. Crowninshield, will be with the boat,
and as I will personally manage

.
my boat through the season I

will be onlj' too pleased to give to the charterers all the assist-

ance desired.
"I trust the charter will be entirely satisfactory and that the

members of your committee will accept the same. If, however,
it should not in whole or in part meet their views, kindly send
me one with any changes you rnay desire. Believe me,

"Yours very truly
"Thomas W. Lawson."

The charter in full follows:
"I, Thomas W. Lawson, of Winchester, Middlesex county.

State of Massachusetts, sole owner of the yacht Independence,
do hereby charter, devise and let such interest in the said yacht
Independence as is hereinafter expressed and set forth, to Lewis
Cass Ledyard. S. Nicholson Kane, August Belmont, C. L. F.
Robinson, J. V. S. Oddie, ,E. D. Morgan, E. M. Brown, J. Pier-
pont Morg'an and C. Oliver Iselin, members of the New York
Y. C, for the period and for the purposes, conditions and limita-
tions hereinafter set out,
"Whereas, The yacht Independence was built by said Lawson

for the purpose of offering her as a candidate for the honor of
defendiiv;' the yachting trophy called 'The America's Cup,' and
of defend'ng the said cup and keeping the same in America, pro-
vided «aid yacht be the best American-built vessel for that pur-
po^e, and the New York Y. C. holds as trustee said cup under
a deed of gift in trust, and the New York Y. _C. has notified said
Lawson, owner as aforesaid, that a match for said cup can be sailed
nn'v between a challenging (foreign) yacht club on the one hand
; rrl the said New York Y. C. on the other, and is not open to
01 er contest (nor to defense by the best American-built yacht
unless entered for the match by a member of said yacht club
which holds said cup. as trustee) ; and,
"Whereas, The New York Y, C. has notified said Lawson,

owner as aforesaid, that it, said yacht club, trustee as aforesaid,
has made_ certain constitution, by-laws, rules and regulations or
customs, in addition to said deed or deeds of trust, to the effect
that the said yacht Independence, in order to enter, if selceted
for the purpose the races for the defense of the America Cup,
'must be qualified to fly the flag of the New York Y. C.,' and 'be
under the responsible maangement of one or more of its mem-
bers,' and that to be so qualified she, the yacht Independence,
must be either 'enrolled in the name or names of members' of
the New^ York Y. C. trustee as aforesaid, or must be 'chartered
to a member or members' of the club, trustee as aforesaid, 'for
a period of not less than t^vo months >' and.

"Whereas, The New York Y. C, trustee as aforesaid, upon
being informed by said Lawson, owner as afore-said, that he

would charter an interest in said yacht, 'to such person or persons

as may be agreeable to the committee' of the New York Y. C,
and would 'give such person or persons full control and manage-
ment' of the yacht 'during the match,' notified the said Law;son

that 'any member or members' of said club to whom he might
elect to charter the yacht 'by a charter which will vest In him or

them during its term the full control and management' of her

during the match 'will be agreeable' to said New York, Y. C. ;
and,

"Whereas, The said I^ewis Cass Ledvard, S. Nicholson Kane,
August Belmont, C. L. F. Robinson, T. V. S. Oddie, E. D. Mor-
gan, E. M. Brown, J. Pierpont Morgan and C. Oliver Iselin are

members of the New York Y. C. and persons agreeable to the

said club;
'

"Now, this instrument witnesseth: That the said Lawson m
order that the said yacht Independence may qualify, provided
she show herself to be the best American boat, to enter the match
to defend the said cup, does hereby execute this charter on the
following conditions:

"First—That, provided the charterers or the New York Y. C.

notify said Lawson that said yacht Independence has been selected

to defend the America Cup, the said Lawson will deliver such
interest in said yacht as is necessary to give to the charterers

sole control and management during the match for the America
Cup lo the charterers in the port of New York three days preced-

ing the date fixed for the first match or cup race, such interest

in the said yacht to be retained by the said charterers for a period
to and including the last match for the said America Cup,
and in general for such period as may be necessary to qualify said

yacht to enter and take part in said match.
"Second—That the said Lawson will provide and pay for all the

provisions and wages of master, officers and crew and other
expenses necessary to maintain the said yacht and those in con-
nection with her, and such sails, spars, rigging and other things
that may be necessary in order to properly carry out the purpose
for which this charter is made.
"Third—That the charterers shall not have the right to use

the said yacht for any other purpose than that heretofore specified,

or what "may be incident thereto, and it is distinctly understood
and made a part of this instrument that said Lawson shall continue
to be the sole owner of said yacht Independence at all times
until said match shall have been completed.
"Fourth—That the charterers are to see that the purposes for

which this charter is made are complied with.
"Fifth—It being the purpose and effect of this charter to give

unto tlie parties to whom said yacht is hereby chartered all rights
and powers, both as to time and as to management and control,

which are necessary to qualif}' said yacht Independence to enter

and take part in said match for the America Cup, and this instru-

ment shall be so construed. '

"In witness whereof I, the said Thomas W. Lawson, hereunto
set mv hand and seal this 6th day of June, A. D. 1901.

"Thomas W. Lawson."

The opinion of Mr. Lawson's attorneys is as follows:
"Boston, June 5.—Mr. Thomas VV. Lawson, 33 State Street,

Boston.—Dear Sir: At your request we have examined the cor-
respondence between yourself and the chairman of the committee
of the New York Y. C. for the purpose of drawing a charter
which should conform to the views of both parties as expressed
in the letters which have passed between you, and we herewith
inclose a form of charter which seems to us to meet the
requirements.
"We have also examined copies of the deeds • of gift under

which the America Cup is now held in trust, and incidentally,

the constitution and by-laws of the New York Y. C, and so far

as we are able to procure the information, the 'customs' to which
one letter of the committee makes reference.
"The committee of the club seems to be of opinion that, either

by the deeds of gift or by the constitution or by-laws or customs
of the club it is necessary for the Independence to be under the
control and management of one or more of its members during
the match. It is unnecessary for us to comment on the legality

of a trustee modifying the terms of a deed of trust for its own
benefit, for, as we understand it, you desire a charter drawn to
meet the views of both of you, and this is not impossible, as
the inclosed form indicates.
"The committee is, of course, familiar with the fact that in the

past, since the cup has been in the possession of the New. York
Y. C, it has been defended by owners other than members of

the New York Y. C, and m the later letters of the committee

—

see letter date'd May 28—they recognize the proprietj' of your
chartering only such an 'interest in your yacht' as will give
to the members of the club the ftill control and management men-
tioned in your letter—i. e., during the match. In other words,
their later letters only ask for a technical compliance with their

views, and they do not now ask that you transfer your actual
ownership.
"Your own position in the matter is clearly stated in your

first letter to the committee, i. e., the letter of April 25, in reply
lo their letter of April 23, viz.: that you would give to the New
York Y. C. full control and management—that is repeated, sub-
stantially, though in different words, in your subseqtient letters

—

though you have steadfastly pointed out one limitation, viz.:

that you will not in fact part with your ownership to any indi-

vidual, nor become a party to a deceptive pretense of transfer of

ownership. You will, however, notice that in their letters of
May 24 and May 28 the committee recognizes that your boat
may race—not merely a boat which you now own may race if

you cease to own her, but your boat; and the committee's letter

of May 24, and your own letter of May 25 define the practical
method of complying with the requirements of your own previous
correspondence, viz. : the open retention of ownership, and at
the same time of complying with the requirements of the com-
mittee by giving over to a member or members of the club full

control and management during the match.
"The committee has in its later correspondence said nothing

regarding a desire to control your boat during the trial races,
as distinguished from the match or cup race; apparently recog-
nizes the incongruity, if not impropriety, of asking to control
your boat while in competition with their own.
"You wil! notice that we have inserted the names of the mem-

bers of the Challenge Committee of the New York Y. C. as the
charterers.

_
We entirely agree with your own suggestion tliat it

would be inappropriate for you to make any invidious distinc-
tions by the selection of a particular name from the list of the
New York Y. C members, especially as the charter is only
demanded by the committee to technically conform to their
views. It would have seemed most appropriate to name all the
members of the club as charterers were this not impracticable:
the only remaining course seems to be to select certain officials
of the ckib, and as this committee consists of the only members
of the club whom you officially know; as they opened up a corre-
spondence with you, cind declined to express any preference,
these persons are most naturally the ones to assume the duties
which the3' themselves demand to have assum.ed bv some one.
"We have, therefore, drawn a charter, which exactly meets the

requirements of both of you, and have incorporated the material
portion of the correspondence as the simplest and clearest method

, of expressing these requirements. Yours truly."

Commodore Lewis Cass Ledyard's reply to all this, whieh closes

the subject, was sent on June 7, and is as follows:
"41 West Fortv-fourth Street, June 7.—Thomas W. Lawson,

Esq.—Sir: Your letter of June 5 was received this morning. The
papers inclosed therewith consisting of an instrument signed by
you and a copy of a letter addressed to you by counsel, whose
name is not di.sclosed, are herewith returned to you, the commit-
tee having notified you on June 3 that it did not desire you to

submit to them a form of any charter you might propose to make.
"Throughout the entire correspondence this committee has

been anxious to believe that you had no other object than to

avail yourself of such reasonable regulations as might be neces-
sary to qualify the Independence to compete for the honor of

defending the cvip, and they have, therefore, in spite of many
things in your letters to which exception might have been taken,
treated you with uniform courtesy.
"Your" last letter, however, with its inclosures, indicates a set-

tled purpose on your part to misunderstand the position of the
committee, which has been again and again stated to you_ in
terms too plain to be open to any but willful misconstruction.

"It is evident that further discussion can serve no useful pur-
pose, and the committee therefore must decline to pursue the
subject further with you.
"if p. niciT'l)pr at this club notifies the secretary that he has

chartered the Independence, or that he has accepted a transfer
of her, it will be for such member to enter her for such events
as she may be qualified to enter. Respectfidly,

"Lewis Cass Ledyard, Chairman."

Yacht CI«b Notes.

The open spring regatta of the Morrisania Y. C. will be
sailed Sunday. June 23, over the course in the East River
and Sound. The yachts will sail in three divisions, and
the start will be made at 11 A. M. from a buoy anchored
off the club house at One Hundred and Fifty-sixth street
and the East River. Entries will close with J. Bartro,
Secretary of the Regatta Committee, on or before June 23.

II K
The Regatta Committee of the Larchmont Y. C, John

F. Lovejoy. Howard W. Coates and Frank Hardy, has
issued a circular announcing the spring regatta of the club,

which will be sailed on Jime 15. This regatta is open to
yachts of the New York, Eastern, Seawanhaka Corin-
thian, Atlantic, American, New Bedford, New Haven,
New Rochelle, Corinthian of Marblehead, Hull, Indian
Harbor. Riverside. Horse Shoe Harbor, Corinthian of
Philadelphia, Sea Cliff, Knickerbocker, Huguenot, Shelter
Island and Massachusetts Bay yacht clubs. There will be
races for all the regular classes according to the club's
classification, and for special 30-footers, Larchmont spe-
cial 25-footers and raceabouts. Prizes will be given in
each class where there are two starters, a second prize
where there are four starters, and a third prize where
there are five or more starters. The preparatory signal
will be made at 11:30 o'clock. Entries must be lodged
with the Regatta Committee at Larchmont not later thari

8 o'clock on Thursday evening, June 13. All yachts en-
tered for this regatta must be reported to the Regatta
Committee at the Club house before 9:30 o'clock on the
morning of the race, when the owner will receive a chart
of the course and sailing instructions. The tug C. P.
Raymond has been chartered for the use of the committee,
and will carry a limited number of members. Tickets are
$1 each.

^ fc^

The Regatta Committee, N. Y. Y. C, has issued the
programmes for the club's fifty-fifth annual regatta, and
the races for the Glen Cove cups. The former will be
sailed over the regular courses down the lower bay and
around the lightships, on Thursday,' June 20, while the
latter will be over a triangular course on the Sound, start-
ing from a line between the committee boat and a mark
one-quarter of a luile from Matinicock Point buoy, on
Tuesday, June 25.

Entries are invited for the several schooner and single-
masted and yawl classes in the annual regatta, for which
prizes are offered in each class—a cup for the first boat,
if two or more start, and a cup for the second, if four or
more start, the cups for the yachts in cruising trim being
two-thirds of the value of those offered for the boats in
racing trim.

The Bennett regatta cups—a cup for schooners and a
cup for single-iuasted vesse's and yawls—will also be
sailed for, in racing triiu. over Course No. i, around
Sandy Hook Lightship. These cups may be seen at the
club house.

Entries for the annual regatta must be made in writing
and lodged with the Regatta Committee at the club house
before 11 o'clock in the morning on June 19.

The iron steamboat Cepheus. provided for members and
guests of the club on regatta day. will leave Pier No. i,

North River, at a quarter past ten o'clock punctually.
The Glen Cove or N. Y. Y. C. Station No. 10 races are

for all the classes, and also for the 30-footers owned by
members. In each class there will be a prize for the first
boat if two or more start, and a prize for the second if

four or more start.

The start of the Glen Cove races will be luade at half-
past eleven o'clock. The usual preliminary and prepara-
tory signals and intervals of time will be given for the
schooners and sloops, but the th-rties will have a one-gun
start.

Appended to the Glen Cove programme is this noting j
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"The 90-footers will be started fifteen minutes after the

others have been sent away. Their sailing directions will

be issued later." It is not believed, however, that any of

the nineties, or Cup yachts, will be present, but there is

just a chance that Constitution and Columbia may be

around, and hence the Regatta Committee want to be

prepared for them.
Entries for the Glen Cove cups must be made in the

same way as those for the annual regatta, and will close

before 5 o'clock in the afternoon on Monday, June 24.

The Regatta Committee is composed of Mr. S. Nichol-

.•^on Kane, Mr. Chester Griswold and Mr. Newbury D.

Lawton.
^

YACHTING NWS NOTES.
The Duke of Sutherland's steam yacht Catania has been

chartered through the agency of Messrs. Gardner & Cox
to Mr. R. A. C. Smith. N. Y. Y. C. She is a single screw

yacht of 668 tons, and is 222ft. over all, 193.45ft. on the

waterline, 26.7ft. beam and i5-35ft. deep. There is 9ft.

headroom in her cabins. Catania was designed by Mr.

G. L. Watson and was built by Messrs. D. & W. Hender-

son Co., in 1895. The yacht has a spar deck with deck

houses of teak, the forward one containing the dining

saloon and the other containing the owner's sitting room
and library. On the lower deck/ there are six guests'

staterooms and two bathrooms. A passageway connects

the forward part of the boat with the after part between

decks. The owner's stateroom is forward, and connecting

with it is a large bathroom. Catania has triple expansion

engines. She carries a crew of thirty men.

•I >% *5

The ketch rigged yacht Taormina arrived at Newport

on June 6 in a strong southwest breeze. She has on board

three lieutenants of the Austrian navy, who are making a

year's cruise in the Atlantic. Since leaving Austria they

have visited Gibraltar. Trinidad, Martinique, La Guayra,

Virgin Island, St. Thomas, Porto Rico, Baton, Baltimore,

Annapolis, New York and several places along Long

Island. They went up the Orinoco River for a distance of

230 miles. Thev expect to cruise to the eastward, and

hope to be in this country for the Cup races, after which

they will return to Austria by steamer. Taormina is

74.6ft. long, 15.8ft. beam and 97ft. deep. She was de-
' signed by J. P. H. Payne, and built by A. Payne & Sons

at Southampton in 1877. She is owned by Count Collo-

redo-Mannsfeld.
•I *t it

Mr. Walter Jennings, N. Y. Y. C, has chartered through

Messrs. Tams, Lemoine & Crane, the English-built

auxiliary steam yacht Cuhona, owned by Mr. H. A. Camp-

bell, Mumford, England. She has three masts and is

rigged as a barkentine. She was built under special sur-

vey, and has a rating of 100 A i at Lloyds. Her dimen-

sions are: Length, B. P., 163ft.; beam, 26.1ft., and i^-S".

depth of hold.
m, *i n

The 75ft. schooner Muriel, owned by Mr. Charles

Smithers, N. Y. Y. C, has been launched from the yard
,

of her builders, the Townsend & Downey Shipbuilding

Co., of Shooter's Island, S. I. She is built of steel, 68ft.

on the waterline, 99ft. over all. 20ft. beam and 12ft. draft.

She was designed by Messrs. Gary Smith & Barbey,

1^ 1^

Mr. Charles R. Flint, N. Y. Y. C, has chartered the

steam yacht Artemis from Mr. Frederick G. Bourne, _N.

Y. Y. C, through the agency of Messrs. Tams, Lemoine

& Crane. Through the same agency Mr. J. A. Garland,

N. Y. Y. C, has chartered from Mr. E. E. Morse the

schooner Kiwassa, formerly Viator.

*t H »l

Gunilda, the English steam yacht chartered by Mr.

Henry A. Hutchins, N. Y. Y. C, arrived from Southamp-

ton and St. Michaels on June 5 at New York. She earned

a crew of twenty-five men, and reports a good trip with

fresh westerly winds during the last part of the passage.

She is rigged as a schooner, and has a sail area of 4,620

sq. ft. Her dimensions are: Over all, I77ft-; waterline,

166.5ft. ; beam, 24.65 ft., and draws 14.15ft.

n

The Bath Iron Works closed a contract with New York

parties a few days ago for the construction of a steel

yacht to cost $200,000. The owner's name has not been

made public. _
*t I? «

The auxiliary yacht Lady Godiva, chartered by Mr. H.

C Rouse, arrived at New York from Cowes last week.

She sailed on May IS, and touched at Hamilton, Ber-

muda, where she coaled and left on June 3.

1^ 1^

It is stated that the King of Portugal will order a yacht

with which he will try to win back the Vasco de Cana

cup, which was lately won by Mr. Guinness' Leander.

The cup is in possession of the Royal Yacht Squadron.

m. ifi K

Preparations are being made for an ocean yacht race

during the summer from Southampton to Lisbon. Several

English boats are expected to compete.

n ^ ^

A copy of the Yacht Register for 1901, published by

Lloyds Register of Shipping, has been received at this

office. The space devoted to particulars of American

yacht clubs has been increased from two to eight pages,

much information on the date of establishnlent, entrance

fees and annual dues of American yacht clubs and a list

of officers being given in addition to the clubs' burgee.

There is also a very accurate list of American yachts of

30ft. over all length and upward. This book has become

such a complete and elaborate work that it is indispen-

sable to every yachtsman and every club library. We con-
gratulate the publishers on the excellence of the book. It

is superior to any work of its kind yet published. Copies
may be secured from 2 White Lion Court, Cornhill, Lon-
don, E. C.

^ ^

We are indebted to the Secretary of the Hull-Massa-
chusetts Y. C. for a copy of their- club book. It is well
bound in brown canvas, carefully printed and contains
much valuable information.

n ^ H

The year book of the English Y. R. A. is now in circu-
lation. The book is larger than in previous years and
contains much interesting matter.

^ ^ ^

Messrs. Gardner & Cox, of this city, have made the
following sales: Steam yacht Seneca, sold by Charles
Fletcher, of Providence, to Theodore R. Hostetter, of
Pittsburg; steam yacht Washita, sold by H. W. Putnam,
Jr., to James Sherman, of Port Henry, N. Y. ; catboat
Ethel, sold by A. B. Boyd, to W. T. Fames, and W. R,
Frj', of Sewaren; catboat Themis, sold by R. H. Eggles-
ton to James T. Graff, of Philadelphia ; knockabout Argo-
naut, sold by A. O. Von Kilch to R. Floyd Clarke ; launch
Seawanhaka, sold by Frank Nitteberg to George Beebe;
steam yacht Toinette, owned by E. E. Sm'athers, char-
tered to Frank J. Gould.

The Battle of the Yatches.

The following doggerel was printed in Cruikshank's
Comic Almanac for 1852, the year following the original

race for the America Cup:

A truly affecting copy of verses, made by a British tar

in Spithead last August, and corked up in a bottle, floated

to the end of Herne Bay pier last week'. The bottle was
speedily uncorked, in a vague expectation of cognac; but
the finders, discovering that the only spirit which it con-
tained was the spirit of the verses, magnanimously sur-

rendered the whole to the Board of Admiralty, as justly

and legalljr appertaining to the body. The Board, having
sat upon the bottle (and broken it), rose as soon as pos-
sible, after instructing the First Lord to transmit to us
the poetry, with a polite note stating how they had come
by it, and lamenting that the poet should have so obsti-

nately adhered to his peculiar mode of spelling the word
"yacht."

O weep, ye British sailors,

Above or under hatches.
Here's Yankee Doodle's been and come.
And beat our crackest yatchesl

They started all to run a race,
And were well timed with watches;

But, oh! they never had no chance,
Had any of our yatches.

The Yankee she delayed at first.

Says they, "She'll never catch us,"
And flung up their tarpaulin hats— ,

The owners of the yatches!
But presently she walked along;
"Oh! dear," says they, "she'll match us!"
And stuck on their tarpaulin hats,

The owners of the yatches!

Then deep we plows along the sea,

The Yankee scarcely scratches.
And cracks on every stitch of sail

Upon our staggering yatches.
But one by one she passes us,

While bitterly we watches,
And utters imprecations on
The builders of our yatches.

And now she's quite hull down ahead.
Her sails like little patches;

For sand barges and colliers we
May sell our boasted yatches.

We faintly hears the club house gun

—

The silver cup she snatches

—

And all the English clubs are done.
The English clubs of yatches!

They say she didn't go by wind.
But wheels and springs and ratches:

And that's the way she weathered on
Our quickest going yatches.

But them's all lies, I'm bound to say—
Although they're told by batches

—

'Twas build of hull and cut of sail

That did for all our yatches

But novelty, I hear them say,

Some novelty still hatches!
The Yankee yatch the keels will lay

Of many new club yatches.

And then we'll challenge Yankeeland,
From Boston Bay to Natchez,

To run their crackest craft ag'in

Our spick and span new yatches.

A new industry has been brought into the United States

during the past two years by the introduction and ac-

climatization of the little insect which fertilizes the

Smyrna fig in Mediterranean countries. The dried-fig in-

dustry in this country has never amounted to anything.

The Smyrna fig has controlled the dried-fig markets of

the world, but in California the Smyrna fig has never

held its fruit, the young figs dropping from the trees with-

out ripening. It was found that in Mediterranean regions

a little insect known as the blastophaga fertilizes the

flowers of the Smyrna fig with pollen from the wild fig

which it inhabits. The United States Department of Agri-

culture in the spring of 1899 imported successfully some of

these insects through one of its traveling agents, W. T.

Swingle, and the insect was successfully established at

Fresno in the San Joaquin Valley. A far-sighted fruit

grower, George C. Roeding, of Fresno, had planted some
years previously an orchard of 5,000 Smyrna fig trees and

wild fig trees, and his place was the one chosen for the

successful experiment. The little insect multiplied with

astonishing rapidity, was carried successfully through the

winter of 1899-1900, and in the summer of 1900 was pres-

ent in such great numbers that it fertilized thousands of

figs, and fifteen tons of them ripened. When these figs

were dried and packed it was discovered that they were
.superior to the best imported figs. They contained more
sugar and were of a finer flavor than those brought from
Smyrna and Algeria. The glastophaga has come to stay,

and the prospects for a new and important industry are

assured.—Everybody's Magazine.

«

Fixtttfes*

July 14-23.—San Francisco, Cal.—National Schuetzenbund of
North America's annual tournament in Shell Mound Park. Off-
hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetzen-

bund s annual festival and prize shoot.

Rifle at Shell Moond.
San Francisco, Cal., May 27.—Yesterday at Shell Mound

range was gloomy and wet. but the shooting stand was filled with
marksnien.
In the semi-monthly event of the Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol

Club J. E. Gorman surpassed his own world's record for fifty
shots with the small arm at fifty yards. Gorman's record at this
distance was 471 points out of a possible 500, which had never
been beaten, though it was tied by Anderton, the crack pistol
shot of Boston. Yesterday Gorman entered for fifty shots, but
found himself in such good form he shot the full 100. His score
for the second fifty was 474, beating the world's record three
points.

Gorman's detailed score follows:
10 9 10 10 8 10 9 10 10 8—94
in 10 9 10 9 9 8 10 8 9—92
9 9 9 10 10 9 9 10 8 9—92

10 10 10 9 10 9 9 10 8 10—95
9 9 10 10 10 10 8 10 10 9—95

10 10 9 9 10 10 9 10 10 8—95
10 10 9 9 10 9 9 10 10 9—95
9 10 10 10 7 8 10 , 8 8 10—90

10 9 10 9 10 10 10 10 10 10—98
10 10 10 9 9 10 9 10 9 10—96

The results of the shoots of the various organizations were as
follows :^

Semi-monthly shoot of the Golden Gate Rifle and Pistol Club,
pistol section, gold medal—J. E. Gorman, 95, 98; W. F. Blasse,
85, 84, 84. Silver medal—F. S. Washburn, 90, 88, 86: Ben Jonas,
78, 73.

Rifle section, handicap—C. M. Henderson, 216, 213, 221, 223,
217; A. D. Dorrell, 217; H. M. Pope, 221; D. B. Faktor' 227
219; O. Boehmer, 210, 213, 211; A. Gehret, 227. Silver medal—
W. F. Blasse, 182, 190, 189, 212. Gold medal—B. Jonas, 202; W.
F. Blasse, 206, 200; J. F. Bridges, 214, 222; H. Hinkle, 210; D.
B. Faktor, 231.

San Francisco Schuetzen Verein, regular bullseye shoot—Prize
winners: F. Brandt, A. Pape, R. Stettin, L. Ritzau, F. Atzeroth,
William Goetze, Capt. J. Thode, D. B. Faktor, F. Rust, Charles
Thierbach, Dr. F. H. Cranz, Henry Meyer, John Gefken, August
Meyer, D. Dunkel, Henry Zecher, Otto Burmeister, Andrew
Mocker, Otto Bertelsen, Henry Huppert.
Germania Schuetzen Club, monthly bullseye shoot—F. P.

Schuster. 251; E. H. Frost, 278; W. Doell. 532; G. H. Bahrs,
540; F. Brandt, 556; Dr. E. O. Rodgers, 633; R. Stettin, 900; H.
Huber, 905: C. M. Henderson, 910; F. Rust, 998.
Red Men's Schuetzen Club, monthlv medal shoot—Champion

class, P. H. Rulfifs, 386; first class, Ca'pt. H. Grieb, 357; second
class, J. A. Mohr, 356; third class, H. Schult, 326; fourth class,
D. Tamke, 263; first best shot, J. A. Mohr, 25; last best shot,
H. Schult, 21. ROEEL.

Columbia Pistol and Rifle Clob.

San Francisco, June 2.—We had one of California's loveliest
days, which brought many visitors to the range, and among them
were many ladies, who always bring good luck, good wishes and
good looks. Even the surly face of some shooter who makes a
miss changes into broad smiles when he turns and faces the misses •

or mistresses, for we have several of the latter now. Several new
members were added to-day, among them Alex Pape, brother
of A. H. Pape. Alex is the champion sculler of the Pacific
coast. Mrs. A. H. Pape has also joined our ranks, and tried her
husband's big rifle to-day. Pape rolled up the fine score of 38
to-day in honor of her first appearance, and Young beat the
revolver record here for 50 shots, while Brannagan slammed in
two scores of 40 with his revolver, after having aired it at the
small game and coyotes in his country trip. Hovey showed up
with a new .38 Winchester rifle and shows he has not lost his
hold yet. Capt. Kuhnle, our old veteran, led the boys on the 3
shot match. He is practicing for the bundfest. Scores, offhand,
Columbia target, rifle, 200 yds.: A. H. Pape, 38, 59, 59; G. M.
Barley, 55, 71; Ed Hovey, 57; C. M. Davis, 57; Capt. Fred Kuhnle,
62, 68, 71, 74; H. Hinkel, 67, 84; G. Mannel, 75; Alex Pape, 87,
119; E. A. Allen, 103. 147; Dr. J. F. Twist, 135, 135; F. L. Pape,
144, 169, F. Page, 146; Mrs. A. H. Pape, 194. Pistol, 50 yds.: F.
O. Young, 42; Dr. Twist, -55, 62, 64; Dr. H. W. Hunsaker, 60,
74; G. Mannel. 68; Mrs. G. Mannel, 76, 79. .22 rifle 50 yds.: F. (J
Young. 25, 26; Horace Stevens, 30, 33, 36: E. A. Allen, 34, 39;
C. -Bachman, 37, .38, 40, 42, 44; A. Emich, 41. Revolver. ,50 yds.:
F. O. Young, with revolver ammunition, made 57, 56, 52, 50, 63;
then, in a 50 shot match with Brannagan, in which he shot Peters
Russian model .44 factory cartridges without any sighting shots,
in his .44 Smith & Wesson revolver with 4 pounds pull of trigger
and blowing in barrel, made the following, viz.:

Young 9 9 4 7 6 6 6 5 1 5— 58
2 5 42855156— 4.3473236343 3— 383262266938— 47492 5 73235^ 44

Total .230

Fifty shots m 9 inch ring; 46 shots in 8 inch ring; 44 shots in
7 inch ring; 35 shots run in 8 inch ring; 49 shots run in Blunt
bull; 457 count on Standard target. This may never have been
beaten under conditions; has it?

A. J. Brannagan f.38 Smith & Wesson, Laflin & Rand pow-
der). 40, 40, 51,; P. A. Becker 49, 60, 70; S. Carr 56, 79; F. W.
Page 69. 76, 77, 81, 85; Dr. W. F. Browning 106.

Rifle 3 shot match, 200 yds.: Capt. Kuhnle 12, 15, 20; G. Man-
nel 14, 15, 16; C. M. Davis 15, 18, 19.

Fred O. Young,
Recording and Corresponding Secretary.

Cincinnati Rifle Associatioa.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The following scores were made in regular
competition by members of the Cincinnati Rifle Association, at
Four-Mile House, Reading road, June 9. Conditions: 200 yards, off-
hand, at the German ring target. Payne was declared champion
for the day with the good score of 225. Weather fair, thermom-
eter 76, wind 11 to 2 o'clock:

„ Honor.
Payne 225 220 216 214 213 22 23 25—70
Nestler 224 202 198 196 197 12 19 19—50
Gindele 221 220 217 215 213 21 22 21—'"1

Strickmier 221 213 206 206 206 24 21 25—70
Roberts 219 206 200 199 ... 24 21 23—68
Hasenzahl 218 218 214 213 207 19 23 21—63
Trounstine 216 202 188 187 185
Bruns 214 184 LSI 176 175 20 13 17—50
Speth 212 212 210 210 206 19 23 24—€6
Drube 206 204 201 193 176 23 16 24—63
Uckotter 203 193 190 190 184 16 14 13—43
Weinheimcr 200 196 188 188 178 17 20 18—55
Hofer 200 192 191 191 187 21 21 12—54
Lux 198 197 195 191 190 21 17 18—.56

[onscher 192 191 187 187 182 20 17 22—59
topf 184 181 180 176 170 21 16 11-^8

Like Picking Up Money.

In every city, town and village in the United States where there
is shooting or fishing or yachting we want agents to canvass for
subscriptions for Forest and Stream. Every sportsman is deeply
interested in its subjects, and every sportsman is glad to discuss
his doings afield and to hear of the adventures of other sportsmen.
Money is to be made by canvassers for Forest and Stream,

and those who wish to take advantage of the opportunity we offer
should send for premium list and circular.-Forest and Strcaq
Publishing Comiwuay. 846 Broadway, Ne^^ York.
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If yoo want yotir shoot to be announced here send a

notice like the following:

Fixtures.

Tune 12-13.—St. Marys, W. Va.—Fifth annual tournament of the

VVest Virginia State Sportsmen's Association, under auspices of

West Virginia Gun Club. Mallory Brothers, Mgrs.
June 13-14.—Pensacola, Fla.—Peters Cartridge Company s Ama-

teur tournament, under auspices of the Pensacola Gun Club.

June 13-M.—Bellefontaine, O.-^Fourth annual tournament of the

Silver Lake Gun Club. B. G. Cushman, Sec'y.

June 17.—Wollaston, Mass.—All-day shoot of the WoUaston Trap
Club.
June 17-20.^Warm Springs, Ga.—Southern Interstate tournament;

two days targets, two days live birds. Chas. L. Davis, Mgr.

Jxine 19.—Gloversville, N. Y.—Annual tournament of the

Gloversville Gun Club. Chas. A. Bogart, Sec'y-
, ,

June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the Waterville

Gun Club; 175 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.

June 20-21.—Amherst, Mass.—Amherst Gun Club's two-day tour-

nament; $65 in cash and merchandise. H. B. Perry, Pres. _

June 25-26.—Bristol, Tenn.—Tournament of the Peters Cartridge

Company. John Parker, Mgr.
-

, , ^ j

June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,

Sec'y.

July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Tournament of the Sherbrooke Gun

^July 3-4—Flint, Mich.—Second shoot of the Michigan Trapshoot-

ers' League. John Parker, manager; Chas. Caleb, Secy.

July 4.—Schenectady, N. Y.—All-day amateur target tournament

of the Schenectady Gun Club. Harry Strong, Sec'y.

July 4.—Towanda, Pa.—Annual tournament of the Towanda Gun
Club. Mfiftautrap. M. F. Dietrich. Sec'y.

July 4.—Frankfort, N. Y.—Third annual target tournament of

the Frankfort Fish and Game Protective Association. W. J.

Weller, Sec'y.
. , , ^ . • r- r*i„v.

July 4.-Ossining, N. Y.—Target shoot of the Ossming Gun Club.

July 4-5.-Champlain, N. Y.—Champlain Gun Cluk's tournament;

all events open to amateurs; some events open to proiessionals.

Wm. Fraser, Pres. „ ^ t
July 5-6.—Duluth, Minn.—Central Gun Club's tournament. J.

W. Nelson, Sec'y.
, , , ^ c ti,^

July 9-11.—Pine Bluff, Ark.—Eleventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association under the auspices ot the

Pine Bluff Gun Club. E. A. Howell, Sec y.

July 15-17.—Cokimbia, Mo.—State Amateur shoot, under the

auspices of the Columbia Gun Club. W. A. Vivion, Sec y.

July 24-25.-Detroit, Mich.-Third shoot of the Michigan Trap-

shooters' League, under auspices of the Pastime Gun Club. John

^Tu^ir3o!-Dfx[er Park, Brooklyn, L. I.-Annual clambake ^and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, bee y.

Aug. 8-9.—Lafavette, Ind.—Tournament of the Lafayette Gun

Club. J. Blistian, Sec'y.
, , • ^

Aug 12.-Winnipeg, Man.-Fifth annual trapshqotmg tourna-

ment: under management of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition

Association; $1,000 in money, trophies and medals, t. W. neu-

bach. General Manager. - . ^
Aug 15-17.-Ottawa, Can.-First annual tournament of the

Dominion Trapshooting and Game Protective Association on the

grounds of the St. Hubert Gun Club. A. W. Throop. Sec y-Treas.

Aug 27-30.-Okoboji, la.-Lake Okoboji Amateur tournament,

at Arnold's Park; $400 added. For programmes, address i.. C.

^Sett^\3.-Richmond, Va.-Tournament of the Virginia 'Trap

Shooters' Association, under auspices of the West End Gun

^Haverhill, Mass.-Series of prize shoots every Saturday, June

1 to Aug. 31, given by the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G. Miller,

^Newark, K. J.-South Side Gun Club target shoot every Sat-

''chTc^o,'n°-Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street

at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Secy.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.

Interstate Park, Oueens, L. I.-Two miles beyond Jamaica on

L I R R Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed

shooting 'grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.

Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till Jiine, 1902; handicap,

25 live birds. $5 entrance. First contest took place June ^0, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.-Weekly shoot of the New
Utrecht Gun Club—Saturdays. ,.

, ^ ^ . on i,v^~
Tune 14 —Interstate Park.—Live bird shoot; mam event 20 birds,

$5 entrance; class shooting; four moneys. L. H. bchortemeier,

201 Peaxl street IVIgr.

Sept 9-14 —Interstate Park, L. I.—New York State shoot, under

the auspices of the New. Utrecht Gun Club.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.

Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

July l-2.-Sherbrooke, P. p., Can.-The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.

^ju!y''io-UWamestown, N. Y.-The Interstate Association's

tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.

^jS™9.-Inferstate Park, Queens^ L I.-The Interstate Asso-

ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament:

IlOW added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas.. 318 Broadway,

^Aug^°7-9.-Providence, R. I.-The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. K. C.

^Aug 21-S.-Auburn, Me.-The Interstate Association's tourna-

mentf under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker.

Sec'y.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Cl»6 sfcretaries are invited to send their scores for publication in

these columns, also any news notes they may care to have printed. Tie^

on all events are considered as divided unless otherwise rei>orted. Mail

allsuch matter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broad-

way , New York.

The programme of the Schenectady (N. Y.) Gun Club's tourna-

ment to be held on July 4, announces that all are invited.

.Shooting commences at 10 o'clock. Magautrap and bluerocks.

•I he competition will consist of hiteen lo-target events, each $1.25

entrance, except Nos. 10 and 15, which are $2.25 entrance, but

which have each $4.00 added. Targets, 15 for 2o cents. The Rose

svstem will govern. Manufacturers' agents and professional shoot-

ers mav shoot for targets only. Lunch and shells may be pro-

cured on the grounds. Take trolley cars at railroad station for

Union avenue six minutes past the hour and every fifteen min-

utes thereafter Fare 5 .cents. Four minutes' walk from car to

shooting grounds. Shells may be sent in care of Capt V. Wall-

burg and^will be delivered to grounds free of cost. Five trams

east and west after 3 P. M. on New York Central railroad. Gen-

tlemen wishing to shoot for targets only are cordially invited

to do so. Communications addressed to the undersigned at

Schenectady, N. Y., will receive prompt attention. V. Wallburg,

president and captain; H. Strong, secretary.

Under date of June 8, Mr. Elmer E. Shaner writes us as fol-

lows: "The tournament scheduled for Buffalo under the auspices

of the Pan-American Exposition has been officially declared off.

I am in receipt of a telegram from Mr. S. D. Clarke, secretary

of the bureau of sports, stating that it will be impossible to give

the shoot."

In a cablegram to Capt.' J. A. H. Dressel, on Tuesday of this
week, it was reported that in a preliminary sweepstake Mr. R. O.
Heikes broke 25 straight, with Crosby and Gilbert 22 each. In
the second sweep Mr. T. A. Marshall was high with 22. The
main event, the international shoot, was started. The weather
was fajr, with a blustering wind, and there was a fair attendance,
a good part of which was ladies. Crosby scored 19 out of his
first 20 and 17 out of his second 20. When 400 targets had been
shot at the scores were 319 to 303 in favor of the Americans.
Further details were omitted, excepting that the results of the

first day were: American team, 866; English team, 801. This in-
dicates a much closer race than was anticipated on this side of the
frog pond, although the American eagle as yet has lost no tail

feathers.

In the Sun of June 10 the following concerning American
shooters in London was published: "John W. Gates and C. C.
Naumann have been taking part in the pigeon shoots of the
London Gun Club at Netting Hill, London. J. W. Gates on
May 25 had very good success. He was handicapped at 28 yards.
In a $10 sweepstakes he killed seven straight and took as his
share of the money $100, and in a similar event he divided after
killing only four and won $105. C. C. Naumann shot from the
33 yard mark in the handicaps, and in four events he missed
early in the shoot. He and Vernon Baker shot a match with
A. W. Eales, of Australia, and Mr. Heywood. Each stood at
the 30 yard mark and shot at 24 birds. Eales and Heywood killed
20 each, winning the match. Baker killed 20 and Naumann 17."

The programme of the Interstate Association's trapshooting
tournament, given for the Jamestown Gun Club, Jamestown, N. Y.,
July 10 and 11, is now ready for distribution. It provides ten
events for each day, seven at 15 targets and three at 20 targets;
entrance $1.50 and $2. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock. Four
moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. Guns and ammunition for-
warded to J. W. Graff, Jamestown, N. Y., will be delivered on
the grounds. Targets, 2 cents. Lunch will be served on the
grounds. To reach the grounds, take Lakewood car, in front of
the Sherman house (which will be the headquarters) for Living-
stone avenue; or Celeron car for Ashville avenue. Mr. Elmer E.
Shaner,. Ill Fourth avenue, Pittsburg, is the Interstate Associa-
tion manager.

An Associated Press cablegram contains the information that
on iVionday of this week the American team had a preliminary
practice shoot, and did not perform so well as expected. The con-
ditions are different from those to which the American shooters
are accustomed. The rise is at eighteen yards and the targets
are thrown very swiftly down hill. Some of the best shots of
the team were much out of form. The English were not shooting
as well as the Americans, yet it was intimated that it was possible
that the former were not doing their best in the practice shoots.
J he cablegram intimates that there is 'the realization of the sossi-
bihty of defeat on the part of the Americans.

T, 1
Schortemeier announces a live-bird shoot at Inter-

state Park, L. I., on June 14. Shooting on the arrival of the 9:20
tram from East Thirty-fourth street, L. I. R. R., will commence
with $2 miss-and-outs from the 30yd. mark. On the arrival of
the 11 o clock train the Monte Carlo event will begin It is at
12 birds—6 at 29yds., 6 at 31yds.—entrance $5, high guns, 40, 30, 20
and 10 per cent. The main event, 20 birds, 26 to 33yds., $5 entrance
class shooting, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent., commences on the
arrival of the 12:20 train. This handicap remains open till the
arrival of the 1:50 train. Birds extra in all events.

A press dispatch states that the American team arrived safely in
Liverpool on June 6, and as soon as their baggage could be
checked they left for London, where a welcome from the repre-
sentatives of the English team and Middlesex Gun Club awaited
them. The dispatch stated that Messrs. Parmelea., Crosby and
Elliott started in earnestly to be sea sick at the commencement
of the voyage, and made a very high average. The match begins
on Tuesday of this week. It will be reported for Forest and
Stream by Mr. Edward Banks, whose eminent ability as a trap-
shooter and writer is well known.

Mr. John S. Bowen, Gainesville, Fla., under date of June 4, writes
us as follows: "Our Interstate shoot is to take place here on
the 25th, 26th and 27th of this month. It will be managed by the
Peters Cartridge Company. There will be ten events each day
the first two days, with about $100 added money by the Gainesville
Fla., Gun Club. The third day will be a 50-bird handicap for the
amateur championship of Georgia and Florida, the winner to be
awarded the Peters Cartridge Company trophy. As soon as I
get the programme from the printer, will forward same to you."

The Cleveland Gun Club Co. write: "In our interstate shoot,
June 19 to 21, we will add a special event on the second day.
This event does not appear on our programme. It will consist
of 100 targets, entrance $5, targets included, open to all amateur
shooters of the State of Ohio; prize $200 diamond badge, to be
known as the Amateur Championship Diamond Badge of Ohio.
Highest score to win and own badge. This badge will not be
shot for unless 20 or more entries are made."

Under date of June 6 Mr. C. F. Kramlich, Allentown, Pa.,
informs us that the Weiler Gun Club shot a five-man team race
at bluerocks with the Independent Gun Club, of Easton, and de-
feated the latter by a score of 100 to 90. The losers paid for a
supper for the entire party.. The scores were: Weiler Gun
Club—Miller 21, Straub 18, Daudt 20, Weiler 21, Kramlich 20;
total 100. Independent Gun Club—Frederick 20, Mauser 14,
Transue 19, Harrison 17, Heil 20; total 90.

Mr. C. G. Blandford, captain of the Ossining Gun Club, writes
us that "a clay bird shoot will be held by the Ossining Gun Club
July 4. Opening of the new club house. Refreshments, shells,

etc., on the grounds. Trolley cars run directly to the grounds.
Experts and professionals are invited to shoot for targets only, at
1 cent each, or shoot in the sweepstakes, with a slight handicap,
to be arranged by the cliib's han^licapping committee. Shooting,
rain or shine,"

The great international trapshooting contest began on Tuesday
of this week. The preliminary^ practice demonstrated that the
contest would not be such a cinch as it at first was considered
to be. But, as is well known, the American team is composed
of .shots who are mighty with the gun, who learn new conditions
quickly, and therefore will give a good account of themselves
whether they win or lose.

In a match at 50 live birds for a $100 purse, 30 yards rise, use
of one hand only, Mr. L. T. Duryea defeated Mr. T. W. Morfey
at Interstate park last Saturday by a score of 44 to 37. Another
match at 30 birds for $100 a side was made and shot forthwith,
and was won by Mr. Duryea bv a score of 45 to 44. On June 1,

at 50 birds, 31 yards rise, Mr. Duryea defeated Mr. Morfey by a
score of 46 to 42.

Under date of June 5 the Pine Bluff Gun Club writes us as fol-

lows: "The eleventh annual tournament of the Arkansas Sports-
men's Association will be held in Pine Blufif, Ark., under the
auspices of the Pine BlufiE Gun Club,. July 9j 10 and 11. Pro-
grammes will be mailed later. For further particulars address
E. A. Howell, secretary."

Millers Gun Club, of Toledo, O., has issued the programme
lor Its second annual tournament, June 25 and 26. The events.

^1 =A ''''f ll'*^^ ^^^'^^ ^''^ 3t 15 and six at 20 targets,
and ?2 entrance. The shooting commences at 9 o'clock

Magautrap r-ules govern. Targets 2 cents. Class shooting. Manu-
facturers agents may shoot f. t. o. All shells shipped in care of
the secretary, Mr. Geo. Volk, will be delivered nn the grounds
free of charge. One-half cent for each target thrown will be
reserved for average money, to be divided 30, 25, 20, 15 and 10
per cent., for those shooting through the programme of both days.

VVe are informed that the second shoot of the Michigan State
Irapshooters League will take place at Flint, Mich., July 3

!,' manager; Chas. Caleb, secretary; and thatthe third shoot of the Michigan State Trapshooters' League
will take place in Detroit under the auspices of the Pastime GunLiuD July Z4 and 2o.

it

us^^as 1;i1nu,J^'""T?'
secretary- treasurer, Ottawa, Canada, writes

rertivP Ac?.. ^'I'^
.Dommion Trapshooting and Game Pro-

hpi - fi;^f .„ ^'T ^° ^"8^- 16 and 17 next forthen first annual tournament, to be held in Ottawa nn tVip

Si'due'course." ^1 bT sent

ci^tFon^^'^lf Tat ''r^'r'^V^
the Illinois State Sportsmen's Asso-ciation, Mr. J as. R. B. Van Cleave, appo nted Hon Wm TButler secretary-treasurer of the Association. Mr Butler is a

in^g ma«er"s''and "ll^^T^
Club, is enthusiastfcln shoot^

tournaments.'
experience in the management of

SnJi^L^r ^-Yk""' °" a side, between the Boiling

^''^""^p'T,',
"^"^ Club will hold a tournament on

o^pe'n l,s^1o^proiiL?o^"l^^
^"

' "v'enTs

•e

u^S""' h T. Duryea sailed for England on the Maiestir nn

hl'refurn.^'
°' '"^^ -me trapshoon^r before

wnl^L'""°?"'''™™T ^""".^H
Grand -American Handicap at targetswill be ready on June 22. instead of June 15 as at first^announfed

Bernard Waters.

Ashland Gun Club.

la^d 'rZ n;,J,f
5.-FolIowing are the scores o£ the Ash-Jand t,un Club s first annual tournament:

Event No. 1, trophy; 25 targets; open onlV to farmers ofHanover county Va., who do not belong to any gun club-Payne 4 Eng and 5, O. Mallory 10, LakI 6 Han-ison 7 Dr"

^^^Sf^^-^^-ZJ!??!}!' P'-V,^y'-t?^S. ¥: B. Win^.t^Jf^Xckey'is:
AT '''^^',^^^'?'^•^^*?^^ 1, Baker 7, Parkinson '2. Irby 4 SvdnorTMaas 4. Dah 1, \\'. G. Mallorv S Sivift R t \ tvt r t-!'

Vaughn 4, Vial'll, Tiher 7, Kerrey 5 C ll' kilth^n f ^'
^r"Lane 11, Carpenter 11, H. G, Vaugfian S.EUett 10^ ^'^"^ ^'

«lhe following events were each at 25 targets. \o<^ 2 4 and fiwere open. Nos. 3, 5 and 7 were handicaps:
'

K^^ttf^' 2 3 4 5 6 7 Broke. Av.
.h'"' 21 24 23 23 21 22 134 . 893

f''^^'"

22

23 23 21 25 19 133 886
f3""ders

20

23 23 21 24 21 132 880&s°'i

21

22 22 25 17 22 129 .m
T P t;

21 22 20 is 22 20 123 .820
J C T.gnor 19 IS 18 23 24 20 122 813
J^'.fso" 15 25 22 20 22 IS 122 813
g : ... 20 20 23 IS 20. 21 122 813

^^Z^ r^.:
•• 23 23 21 18 22 14 121 .806T M Tignor le 22-21 22 20 19 120 .800^revi

19

18 20 19 23 19 118 . 786Heckler

17

21 19 19 20 21 117 780
1""^% 17 19 20 21 18 21 116 :773T F Stearns

19

18 17 20 19 22 115 .766G D George

15

20 23 21 17 19 115 .766\^^g^an 15 17 19 18 20 20 109 . 726gcan ...

16

20 21 16 19 19 109 . 726Hammond

15

20 18 19 18 18 108 720Talson ;

15

20 19 14 23 17 108 "

.720
I'jPPcn

11

19 21 20 15 16 102 .680Edmonds 17 16 13 21 19 12 98 .653
C'-ofs

19

15 18 17 15 13 97 . 646H B Greene

16

16 16 19 14 16 97 646
^^arj-en

12

16 17 16 22 13 96 .'640
^lackay

15

19 16 14 19 13 96 .640grady

8

24 17 20 12 13 94 . 626Buckner 14 16 18 13 16 15 92 '

613
T'ller 11 17 13 18 13 15 87 . 580Young

8

17 11 14 14 12 76 .506
Harrison

14

6 18 7 17 12 74 .493
Wilson

8

16 14 16 5 11 70 466
Lake

14

14 15 12 11 4 70 .466
Christian

6

9 13 13 15 10 66 440
Barksdale 6 9 10 11 10 w
Smith 10 11 8 10 6 w
Cannon 10 S 12 15 12 w
Hart 20 .. 20 18 22 22
Burnett 8 12 5 .. ..' ..
Lewis 12 17 12 ...

.

Southard 17 16 8 .

.

F M Fox 5 18 -.

T H Fox 13 ;;;
Anderson ig

'\

Fitchbufg Rifle and Gun Club
FiTCHBURG, Mass., June 7.—Our regular shoot was held on the

afternoon of June 5, and every one present had a most enioyable
afternoon's sport.
In the handicap prize shoot there were some very close and

interesting contests, This club has spent a goodly sum in protect-
ing, propagating and releasing game birds in this vicinity, and it
was a very pleasing thing to hear all the afternoon around our
grounds the pleasant call of Bob White, although the shooting was
continuous, Several sat on the fence surrounding the grounds
and called all the afternoon; but when they hear a gun next Oc-
tober they won't stay around like that. They will "lite" out"
lively then, and it will take our good dogs some time to locate
them. The- scores;

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Targets: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 25 25 15 5p 25 25

Taylor 7 7 7 5 9 8 8 9. .17.. .

Wilder 9 8 8 7 7 8 9 10 9 19 19 14 "s .'

'

"

Cutler 5 .. 6 .. 7 9 7 8 10 22 .. . ..
Converse 6 9 8 7 5 7 7 16 17 . . 4 17 18
Lenoir 7 6 7 9 8.8 10 5 7 19 19.. 5 18 19
Doten .^ 8 4 .. 5 3 6 7 7 9 17 14 . . 6
Churchill 6 .. .. 7 .. .. 7 4

"
Donovan 3 4 4 7 5 6 12.. .. .

Andrews 7 9 8 16 . . . . 5
"

Cole ,. .. 5 3 4 8
George 2 143...
Sty 7 7 7 4
Bean ' 5 15 . . 12 .

.

Russell 6 8 15 .. 11 .

Dwight , 2 3 4.. 4 ."!

Dix 4 . . 15 10 . . 18 17
Ellis 6 .. 19 .. 7 16 14
Rob 17 .. .. ..
Emory 7 .... 14

I. O. Converse, Sec'y,
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Boston Gttn Glub.
Boston, June 5.

—

Just the right. kind of weather was in evi-
dence at the fifth serial shoot on the Boston Gun Club grounds to-
day, and though a light attendance, no enthusiasm whatever was
lacking. The usual gathering was augmented by two new faces
for this series, though not new on the grounds by any means,
and the way thej^ handled their scatter guns was a caution to
most of the others. The lady friends of the club were out in full
force, two of the number venturing to try their hand in the sport,
with the best of results, one of them incidentally making a fellow
shooter look like -30 cents in the' trapsliooting arena, and the other
coming out on the right side of the ledger with a 53 per cent,
average—a no mean score considering the short acquaintance with
gun, cartridges and targets.
The prize match to-day brought forth new aspirants for first

honors, Paine and Adams coming in ahead of the others, the
former 1 bird in the lead of the latter. From now out the interest
increases, as the shooter has a chance to throw out poor scores.
At present the leader is Frank with 97. with Woodruff 4 targets
in the rear, though not out of the hunt yet.
Scores below. All shooting unknown except event No. 15,

known angles, and event No. 5, infielders.

Events: 12 3 4
Targets : • 10 10 5p 10

Frank, 18 7
Adams, 17 5
Lane, 16 7
Woodruff, 17 8
Benton, 14 5
Horace, 18 7

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
15 5p 10 15 5p 10 10 10 10 5p 15

6 6 7 11 7
14 8 S 10 7

7 10 7 4 . . .

.

. . 10 7 10 10 9 .

6 4 3

7 12 9 7 11 7 .

9 S S

10 8 10 14

8 9

20 15
10
15

18 14 11
13 11 14
19 10 12
10 8 6

14 12 8

19 11
12 10

17
16'

9
12
13
14-

9
9

7
10
9

12

I) 3
5 7
9 5
3 6

9 8
Spencer, 18 14 4 9 12 7 9 '7 10
Paine, 16 7 13 10 10 7 9 8 5 13
H J K, 14 .. 8 6 2 .. ..

Fredericks, 14 ti

Henry, 16 7
M E P, 14...., .. .. 5 .. 11

Prize match, 25 unknown—15 singles and 5 pairs—distance handi-
cap :

Paine, 16 111111111111010 11 11 11 11 11-23
Adams, 17 111111111111011 11 11 11 00 11—22
Horace. 18 lOlllllllOlUlO 11 11 11 01 11—21
Spencer, 18 111011111011101 10 10 11 11 10—19

'Frank. 18 11110111101011() 1110 011110—18
Woodrufl^, 17 111111001001110 11 00 11 01 11—17
Lane, 16 101111011110010 10 11 01 10 11—17
Benton, 14

000100010001100

10 10 10 00 00— 7

Boston.—The scores made May 24 at the Boston Shooting
Association's shoot follow:

Events

:

Targets

;

Le Roy. ,

Farmer .......

Herbert
Tozier
Woodruff
Lane . . . , ,

Crabtree
Andrews
Simpson
Le Noie
Miller
Tuck
Henderson . .Jl

.

Snell ,

Sawin
r H
Griffith

Inman
Coffin,

Howe
Cutler
Bond
Rundletl
Doten
Gore
George
Horace
Nichols
Clark
Daggett
Wild
Wood
May 25:
Events

:

Targets

:

Griffith

Inman
P H
Herbert
Cutler
Clark
Lane
Rule
Burton
Jack
"Farmer
Andres
Gore
Howe
White
Webster
Puck
Climax

1 2

15 15
13 15
14 11
13 7
10 7

14 11
10 4
13 12
10 14
13 11
11 11
12 11

9 11
9 12

13 12
12 12
10 10
11 11
5 9

10 9

10 12
10 6

.. 13

3 4
15 15
12 12
10 13
9 12
5 9

9 11
5 9

7 II
12 12
11 13
10 10
10 11

11 12
14 13
14 13
12 14
12 13
10 14
4 9

12 11
11 15
14 13
11 14
7 5
.. 11

5 6 7
20 15 15
20 14 12
17 13 11
17 .10 15
12 .. ..

16 9 11
10 6 6
14 .. 13
17 14 14
15 9 9
16 13 10

11 8
8 12

20 13 11
17 14 14
15 9 12
18 12 13
18 15 13
14 13 10
11 11 12

8 13IS
15 10 10
18 U ..

15
16

6

12

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15 15 15 15 20 15 15
13 12 12 13 17 . 12 14
14 12 9 13 15 9 9

9 13 11 8 13 9 7

10 10 8 U 14 13 10
11 9 7 9 "12 9 10

8 10 14 11 15
5 4 5 3 9
.. 14 16 12 9
.. 9 13 11 11
.. 13 15 12 14

14 12
10 12
9 9

10
6

14 15 10
20 15 14
15 14 12
17 13 12
17 15 12
17 14 11
14 12 12
14 11 10
19 -7 11

ii '9 io
16 10 11
7 13 7
14 12 12
17 14 14
9 8 16

11 11 11
15 8 10

10 12 17

10 13 13

8 9 10
20 15 15

20 13 12
18 14 11
6 2 4

16 12 11

16 12 12
15 10 7
9 8 7
20 12 10

12 8 8
13 . . .

.

16 12 10

15 10 10
13 9 10

17 11 12

16 10 7
..9 9

.. 12 12

.. 13 13

WESTERN TRAPS.

Illinois State Sportsmen's Association,

Chicago, 111., June 6.—On May 29 Hon. William J. Butler was
appointed secretary-treasurer of the Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association, succeeding Mr. Charles J. Stickle, the former in-

cumbent. Mr. Butler is a charter member of the Illinois Gun Club,

of Springfield, and has always kept up a keen interest in shooting
matters. He was well known in the management of the tourna-

ment given at Springfield this spring, and is bound to make a very

efficient and popular officer in the onerous and sometimes thank-

less duties of the secretaryship of a shooting organization whose
proportions are those of the old Illinois State Association. Mr,
Butler is by profession a lawyer and has been a member of the

Illinois State Legislature. Thoroughly posted as he is upon
practical legislative matters, he ought surely to be of the utmost
service during the session of the next Legislature in framing
proper laws for the protection of our game birds and fishes. The
selection of so useful and prominent a citizen for the duties of the

secretaryship of the Association not only adds dignity to the

Association itself but gives promise of good work on its part

during the coming year.

Central of Duluth.

The Central Gun Club, of Duluth, Minn., held a very pleasant

shoot on Decoration Day. The honors were carried away by John
Nelson, who won the diamond badge in the final shoot^ for the

possession of this trophy. Twelve men who had won this badge
during the past tv.'O years were entered in the shoot on Decoration
Day, hence the competition was certainly a warm one, and Mr.
Nels'on's win is a very distinguished one. A large crowd of in-

terested spectators watched the shoot. The event for the diamond
badge was at 100 birds, shot in strings of 25. The winner was
tied by Dr. D. H. Day. each breaking 94 out of the 100, certainly

a mighty shar]> gait. In the 25-bird tie Nelson broke 23, and Dr.

Day falling back to 19 the former was declared the winner, and
owner of the badge. His performance is thought to be the best

ever seen on the Central grounds. This diamond badge was
bought by the Central Gun Club an^ the Lake Superior Gun
Club in 1899, and put up in competition between the two clubs.

The Superiors at first had the best of it, anc^ the medal was won
more than once by J. D. Finn, of that city, as well as Dwight
Kennedy and Levi "Fulton. During the past year Duluth has

forged to the front, and the Central Gun Club men have been
taking the medal most of the time themselves. It has now come
to Duluth to stay. The following were the scores : J. W. Nelson
94. Dr. D. H. Day 94, Dr. H. W. Spratley 93. A. W; Loud 92,

Warren Mendenhall 89, Levi Fulton 87, Lewis Eisenach 86, A. A.

Farrington 85, T. J. Storey 85, A. B. Thomas S3, D. H. Kennedy
13, Walsch 83.

Ê. Hough.
Haetfoss Bwilding, Chicago, IIU

Garfield Gon Clob.

Chicago, June. 8.—The appended scores were made On our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the sixth trophy shoot of the
season. The day was a nice one for trapshooting, barring a
chilly north breeze, which blew across the traps. J. S. Boa won
Class A medal on a score of 23. John Wolff won Class B meda\
on a score of 22. P. M,cGowan won Class C medal on a score of 21.
The attendance wasi good, there being thirty-four shooters present.
Shooting continued until almost dark:

J D Pollard
, , , ;0111010110100001011111110-15

Dr J W Meek.^...;. 1101111100110111111011111—20
C H Kehl 0110100100000101110010100—10
H N Delano 1110101110110111101101101—18

J McDonald 1000111101100011011100011—14
A Dorman 0101111111111110110100011—18
A McGowan 0011101111111101111110110—19
P McGowan ....1111011111111001111011111—21
F G Barnard 1111101010110111111101011—19
Shuglev .1111011001000110101010000—12
E Eaton 0111111111010100011100010—15
T Eaton : 0111100111111111001011111—19
L Thomas 0111110111011111110110011—19
T H Flaggerly 0001110100001110111000000—10
C P Richards 1111111011111011001101000—17
Midgley 0110111111011011111101111—20
Dr Ma'thews 0011111111111010100110111—18

T S Boa 101111011 1111111111111111—23

j Wolff 0111111111111111111100111—22
E B Ellicott 1100110001011010010110001—12

C T Keck 1110000001011101000100101-11
Drinkwater OlOOOlOOlOOOOOOw
Ki s si ck 0111100100001010000001011—10
Bruncr 1011111111110111111011011—21
Blair 0101100101111100001000111—13

L Wolff 0100001111100100011010101—12

L Wolff Jr "..1110111010101101001110000—14

W A Jones lOlOllOOlllllOlllOllOllll—18

A Hellman 1111011111111111110111101—22

S E Yoimg .• lllllinOllUllOlOOllOOlO—18
Dr. J. \V. Meek, Sec'y-

Chicago Gan Club.

Chicago, III., June 6.—Most of the members were out of town
fishing. There must be great fishing through the ice. In other
words, it's very cool here. R. B. Mack made a fine record in

the weekly shoot, Dr. Wolf won second prize and Bowles won the
monthly trophy. Messrs. Willard and Antoine shot three races
of 25 targets each. The first was: Willard 25, Antoine 24. Second:
Willard 22, Antoine 24. Third: Willard 21, Antoine 22.. The
scores:

Weekly tfotihy, 25 targets, handicap in bird.s:

Broke. Hdcp. Total.

De Wolf HlUllUOOllOllOllOllOlO—18 7 - 25

Bowles 1101001111111111011101101—19 5 24

Buck 1011110101010100111111011—17 6 23

R B Mack 1111111111111111111111101—24 4 25

Burcky 0110100011101110001101101 -14 0 14

R. B. Mack wins high gun trophy. De Wolf wins handicap
trophy.
Monthly trophy, 15 targets, handicaps in rise:

De Wolf 16 110001110111101—10

Buck 16 110101111101111—12

Burcl'cv 16 100010111001100— 7

Mrs Howard, 16 . : 001111011101011-10

Weart 16 .
110101110000111— 9

Bowles, 18. ... ; 011110111111111-13

R B Mack, IS lUllOOlllllOll-12
Blue Jeans.

Garden City Gun CItjfc.

Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, 111., June 8.—The regular

monthly shoot of the Garden City Gun Club resulted as follows:

15
15
15
15
15
13
12
14
15
10
12
14
11
11

H Levi 3
212i'112122222201Q2—

:

S Young, 3 122122121211111 -;

Oliphant, 3 21122212220122101 -:

1. M. Gi'llis, 1 2121101212212111

"G Roll, 1 212222221221221

White 0 .' 212222012202212

Palme'r 1 t,- 2*20202222222210

Kreliger 1 ..2122*20212121211

A Kleinman, 0. ..221121211111111

Cutler 2 01201101001021201 —:

Ambei^g, '0 2221*2101222102
'

O'Brien 1 10111*2111111121

Barto 1 0222*22022020111

Steck', 0

Street, 3

Ten-bird Sweep, aitrance ?7:

Barto 2222012222— 9

Steck 1001111222— 8

Palmer 0122122022— 8.

Roll ,.2222112212—10 Gfllis 10221*1222-

O'Brien 2021122212— 9 Kreuger ., 0122222022-

100210201111111
120020021012200

w

Healey 2001011102—
Amberg 2200111*12—
Kleinman 1111110011—

Maryland County Shoot*

Baltimore, Md.—The Maryland county shoot, which took place

on the grounds of the Baltimore Shooting Association, June 5 and
6, was a complete success. It was in the main a toiurnament for

amateurs, although there were events open to all.

June 5, First Day.

Eighty-one shooters, representing thirteen counties of Maryland,
participated in the first "day's contests. From 9 o'clock in the

morning until about 7;30 at night two sets of traps were m con-

stant use. During that time more than 12,000 targets were used.

Together with the club members who took part in the open-to-all

events there were about 100 shooters present. This far exceeds

the attendance at any previous shoot of any sort on any day in the

history of the local Association.

The weather' conditions were most favorable. This was the first

time that such an event was ever successfully pulled off in this

State. About two jears ago a well-known local trapshooter at-

tempted to have a similar event here, but could not get the shoot-

ers. Mr. J. Mowell Hawkins, secretary of the B. S. A., deserves

git'at credit, as he was the chief worker.

The most interesting event of the day was the three-man team

race for the amateur "team championship of Maryland. The team

from Oueen Anne county won the first prize with 107. The team

representing Caroline county was second with 105. Twenty-three

teams~ entered in this contest, the entire afternoon being required

to decide it. The prizes were: Fir.st, three gold medals; second,

three silver medals; third, three gold scarfpins. Peters, a member
of the local club, carried off the honors in the eight professional

events and also won the Schirm cup. For the winner in the

Baltimore handicap at 50 tarrgets, Peters broke 47 targets and Storr

and German were each second with 46. The summaries follow:

Events for county amateurs;

Events

:

Targets:
Hopkins
Levy
McMaster
Pokomoke

Snow .

Shaab .

Cordry
Jones

Berry
Longfellow
Hallihan .

Bird

Worthington

Sutton

Cole

1 2 3 4

10 15 10 15

9 10 8 12

8 10 9 8
8 4 5 8

6 11 9 13

5 11 6 8

8 14 5 12
4 9 5 12

6 13 5 11
8 9 3 6

5 9 3 4

6 4 3 ..

8 10 6 12

6 10 6 6

7 9 3 8

4 ..

7 8 'k

5 5 6 10

, 7 13 10 12
8 12 10 12

S 9 8 11

8 13 5 £

6 11 6 IS

7 n 7 IS

5 .. 8 4

3 ,. .. 7

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 10 15 10 15
W Jackson 7 11 4 6
Bancher 6 6 .. ..

Gather 6 8 6 7
Robinson 6

" Harran 5
Kooh 10 .. 8 9
Miller 7 10 8 9
Moore 5 . . . . 10
Nelson 7 8 3 7
Shanklin 2 5 .. ,.

Griffin 7
McCush 7 7 .. ..

Marley 5W L Jones 5 6 3 7
Thomas 10 4 ..

Tydings 14 . . .

.

Carson 11 7 7
Arminger 2 . . .

.

Cullison 12 6 ..

Wetherald 11 .. ..

H Geittler 6 . . .

.

W Geittler 9 .. ..

W Sullivan 7 6

Painter 5 7

Jack 7 .,

Ifckson 9.. 9 11 J M Smith 6..
Parson ,, ....10 Gould 8 8
Scott 6 Booker 7 12
^E,ton 5 Goodwin , . 4 12
Offitt 6 11 7 8 T Smith 2 8
Arinier 7 12 7 10 baugherty 4 3
Kirk. Sr 8 12 9 9 W G Boyd 6 6
Ensor 3 9

Three-man team race: 50 targets each man: Queen Anne
cfiuity 107, Anne Arundel county 100, Calvert coun'ty 46, Mont-gomery county 102. Harford county 102, Carroll county 54, Balti-
more county No. 1 93, Baltimore county No. 2 73, Cecil county 61,
Laltnnore county No. 3 101, Baltimore county No. 4 67, Balti-
more county No, 5 81, Baltimore county No. 6 80 Baltimore
county No. i 86, Cecil county No. 2 94, Cecil county No. 3 79,yueene Anne county No. 2 72, Queene Anne county No. 3, 61,
Caroline county 105, Cecil county No. 3 88, Worcester county
^o. 1 99, Worcester county No. 2 64, Cecil county No. 4 100.
Events open to the world:
Extra, 15 targets: Hicks'll, Lupus 12, Malone 13, German 11,

Dupont 11, Leiand 9, Baughman 12, Peters 13, Storr 13.
First event, 15 targets: Lupus 15, Peters 15, Malone 14, German

14, Baughman 14, Hicks 12, Storr 12, Dupont 11, Leiand 10.
Second event, 20 targets: Storr 20, Dupont 19, Peters 19:

Hawkins 18, Leiand 18, Lupus 17, Baughman 16, Hicks 16, Chelf
12, Malone 11, German 10.

Third event, 15 targets: Peters 14, Baughman 14, Dupont 13.
Hicks 12, Lupus 12, German 11, Malone 10.
Fourth event, 20 targets: German 19, Leiand 19, Storr 19, Peters

18, Hicks- 17, Lupus 17, Bond 17, Baughman 16, Malone 12,
Dupont 12. •

.

Fifth event, 15 targets: Peters 15, Storr 15, Bond 14, Leiand 14
German 14, Hicks 13, Dupont 13, Lupus 12, Baughman 12, Worth-
ington 11, Kirk 11, Calvert 7.

Sixth event, 20 targets: Lupus 19, German 19, Dupont 19,
Peters 19, Storr 17, Baughman 17, Hicks 16, Malone 16, Leiand
15, Bond 15, United 9.

Seventh event, 15 targets: Peters 16, German 14, Dupont 14
Ma'lone 13, Hicks 12, Lupus 12, Storr 12, Baughman 11, Leiand
9, Bond 8.

Eighth event, 20 targets: Dupont 19, Peters 19, Bond 18, Lupus
17, Malone 17, German 17, Baughman 17, Storr 16, Leiand 14,
Hicks 12.

Baltimore handicap: Hicks 35, Lupus 43, German 46, Malone
41, Dupont 42, Baughman 42, Sampson 33, Wetherall 33 Levy 35
Pensy 38, Smith 44, Dawson 19, England 34, Schhaab 39, Edwards
28, J. Kirk 35, Prospect 29, Leiand 41, Bond 45, Peters '47, Storr 4fi.

Jane 6, Second Day.

The second day of the county .shoot opened up with ideal
weather. In the afternoon the wind increased and ended up in a
blinding rain and thunder storm, which was the means of cutting
out the last event of the professionals, but did not stop the county
amateurs, who shot off the ties in a blinding rain. Mr. J. Mowell
Hawkins, secretary of the B. S. A., handled the crowd of shooters
with ease, and kept them all in motion. In all there were over

^21,000 targets shot at, being a larger number than ever were shot
at in a similar event in Baltimore. Mr. L. H. Schaab, from
Howard county, made a score of 83 in the 100-target amateur

'

championship shoot, and deserves great credit, being the lone
representative from that county, and carrying off the second high
score, the first and second scores being a tie.

The first prize of the professional open event, a gold medal, was
wgn by Dr. Lupus, with a score of 162 targets. Mr. L. A. German
was a close second, breaking 161 targets.
The 100-target amateur event was won by H. Linn Worthington,

of Cecil county, winning a silver loving cup from Grant Alberger,
also of Cecil county, in a shoot-off in a driving rain for first place,
both having made a score of 84 targets "in this event. The second
prize was a shotgun. The third prize, a silver water pitcher, went
to L. H. Schaab, of Howard county. The balance of the prizes
went to the following, in tlieir^ order: Nelson, of Baltimore
county; Marley, of Worcester; Kroh, of Baltimore;- Barnes, of
Cecil; Robinson, of Montgomery; George, of Queen Anne; Hop-
kins, of Harford; White, of Cecil; Kirk, Sr., of Cecil; Medinger,
of Cecil; Dr. Hopkins, of Frederick; Sparks, of Baltimore, and
H. W. Sullivan, of Worcester, who made low score, winning a
bottle of wine as the booby prize.

Events for county amateurs:

Events

:

Targets

:

George
Goodwin
Schaab
Worthington
Hopkins .

—

Tamieson . .

.

Kirk, Sr
Kirk, Jr
Barnes
England ......

Sutton
Vansant .....

Viers
Hxint
King
Browning . .

.

I Kirk
Edwards .....

Bennett .....

Booker ,

Foster
Levy ........

Alberger
Smokey . . . .

,

1 2

10 15
8 11
7 5

5 6
813
7 12
2 8

7 13
8 10
7 10
8 9
6 9

2 8
7

3 4
10 15
9 12
8 7

5 11
10 15
6 10
4 8

6 12
3 8

9 10
6 10
4 7

8 8 1

11 4 ..

10

« • f • .( •

7 11
8 8

6 10 4

Events: 1 2
Targets: 10 15

Warfield 7 5
Ba.xter 5 9
Molewith 4 5
J J Sullivan...... 5 7
Dawson 2 .

.

Greenboro 3 ..

Berry 6 ..

Smook 2 4
Jackson 7 11
Robinson 6 .

.

Clay 4 9
Steele 3 ..

McCush 7 ,.H W Sullivan 4 ..
Evans 5 5
Johnson . 6 10
Offitt 5 10
Upton 5 9
Dr Hopkins 8 8
Little .,, 5 ..

Hollihan 5 7
Barney 6 7
Parren '

1 8

3 4
10 15

2 ..

7 11

5 8
6 11
5 10
7 ..

3 ..

'4

Amateur championship 100 targets: George 75, Schaab 83, Worth-
ington 84, Hopkins 75, Kirk, Sr., 74, Barnes 76, England 66, Van-
sant 51, Bennett 60, Levy 69, Alberger 84, J. J. Sullivan 63, Robin-
son 76, Clay 42, H. W. Sullivan 24, Offitt 70, Dr. Hopkins 72,
Tydings 68, Armiger 37, Wetherall 66, Kroh 76, Sparks 71, Nelson
82, Marley 81, Moore 58, Adams 47, Medinger 74, White 75.

The events open to the world resulted as follows:

Events

:

Targets:

Dr Lupus
German .

.

Pensy .

.

Smith .

.

Hawkins

Duvall

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
15 20 15 20 15 20 15 20 15
13 15 14 12 9 20 12 16 12

19 15 17 12 19 14 19 13
14 17 14 IS 13 18 13 19 15
13 12 12 14 11 18 12 16 8
11 19 15 is- 12 17 13 18 11
13 15 14 le 10 13 13 15 14
14 15 13 17 12 13 13 IS 14
9 10 10 14 11

12
9

17 13 10 13 13 15.

6 7 7 13 10
7
7 9 7

Worden -. 10
Bonday 8 17 14 16 10

Haverhill Gun Club.

Haverhill, Mass., June 8.—Owing to June 1 being very stormy
our prize series was not started until to-day, and but very lew
shooters were present. The inclosed scores are not very brilliant

to look at, but are fair considering the conditions. The northeast
wind was very strong, and the targets cut up about all the antics
that were possible, and we hope for better conditions and more
shooters iater on. Events 2 and 3 were prize events. Tozier and
Follansbee tied for first place with 25 out of 30:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Targets : 10 15 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 Broke. Av.

Lcckwood, IS... 7 10 10 7 6 6 8 7 8 .. .. 69 .690

Follansbee, 17 9 14 11 6 8 8 6 8 7 5 . . 82 . 745
Spofford. IS 7 11 11 8 8 9 7 7 7 .. .. 70 . 750
Tozier, 18 5 11 14 8 7 9 8 8 8 .. .. 78 .780

George, 20 S 10 12 10 8 9 4 9 8 7 6 91 .758

Miller, 18 4 6 10 7 8 6 8 6 8 6 7 76 .633

Brown, 15..,-,.. 7 6 9 7 ; 29 . 580

Childs, 16....'. 5 10 9786670. .. 64 .640

-Secretary.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach vs at the

latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.
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Michigfan State Trapshootefs' Lcagftie.

Saginaw, Mich.—The first shoot of the Michigan State Trap-
shooters' League took place at Saginaw, May 28, 29 and 30, and
was a very successful affair.

The shoot was very ably managed by Mr. John Parker, of
Detroit, and complimentary remarks were heard on all sides for

the way the tournament was conducted. The trade was represented
by John Parker, representing Peters Cartridge Company: Ralph
Trimble, representing Winchester Repeating Arms Company;
Capt. Arthur du Bray, representing Parker Brothers; Squires and
Phyllis, renresenting Dupont Powder Company; E. C. Fort, repre-
senting Robin Hood Powder Company; Charles North, represent-
ing the Cleveland Target Company; A. G. Courtney, representing
Remington Arms Company.
Mr. North very ably assisted Mr. Parker in conducting the shoot,

and made a great many friends for himself and his company.
About 15,000 targets were thrown, and it was generally conceded
tliat it was the best State shoot that had been held in Michigan
for years.
The team race was won by the Flint Gun Club team: the individ-

ual expert championship was won by Frank Shearer, of Bay City;
the semi-expert championship was won by Charles Caleb, of Flint,

and the amateur championship was won by A. E. Gorliam, of
Mt. Fleasant; the Iron City handicap was won by Caleb, of Flint.

On live-bird day the birds were an exceptionally fine lot, and
over 2,000 spectators were in attendance. Messrs. While, Parker
and Flanders tied on 15 straight for trophy, and in shooting off the
tie Flanders won.
The next shoot of the State League will be held at Flint, July

i and 5, and the following shoot will be held in Detroit in July
on the ground of the Pastime Gun Club.

Phjrllis, shooting at the 20yd. mark, won high average prize on
targets, and also won non-resident high average prize on live birds.
Resident average prize was won as follows: Messrs. Parker,

Mercier, Thompson and White divided first average; Capt. F. C.
Merrill, of Bay City, won second average, and Mechon, of
Saginaw, won third high average on live birds.

May 28.

Events: 12 3 4
Targets: 15 15 20 15

Phil, 20.. , 11 12 18 14
Squier. 20 15 1-3 19 13
Trimble, 20 14 15 18 15

Parker, 20 12 12 16 12
Courtney, 20 12 13 19 13
Fort, 20 14 13 18 11
Wolf, 18 13 12 17 12
Marks, 18 13 15 18 12
Flanders, 18 14 13 IS 11
Caleb, 18 13 14 19 12

Beeson, 18 14 14 16 11

.Scott, 18 13 12 IS 14

Rike. 18 11 13 15 13

Thompson, 18 11 12 15 6
Cotter, 18 9 15 14 11

McQueen. IS 14 13 16 12
Shearer, 18 11 12 17 13
Caldwell, 16 12 11 15 12
Gorham, 16 10 14 18 13
Rhinehart, 16 12 14 15 13

Summerville, 16 15 13 17 13

White, 16 9 12 15 12

May, 16 7 12 14 11

Vermilya, 16 12 13 15 12

Doty, 16 13 9 16 13

Watts, 16 11 15 17 13

Stanley, 16 13 12 17 13

Du Bray, 16,. 14 13 17 13

Merrill, 16 11 13 14 12

Carpenter, 14 11 15 16 13

Bastian, 14 9 7 9 11

Willhite, 14 12 S 15 10

Hardy, 14 10 10 15 5

Waruf, 18 18 10

Cox, IS , 19 13
George, 16
Goodrich, 14 13

Whittey, 14 12

Lee, 14 9

Bowden, 14 9
Meisenberg, 14 13

Baum, 14 11
Meldlein, 14 13

Duchane, 14 8

Popp, 14 9

Messner, 14 9

Lafayette, 14
H W Merrill. 14

C A North, 16

Skolil, 14
Breck^ 16
Schmidt, 16 • •

Ditz, 16
Baumgartner, 16

Smith, 16 •

T Hennev, 16
Event No. 6, all at 16yds.

12
11

15
12
8 10 ..

7 18 12
12 16 13
12 16 10
10 10 S
11 14 7

ii
10 .. ..

8 12 ..

5 6 7
20 25 15
19 23 15
17 24 14
17 24 13

18 17 13
18 21 12

19 12 14
14 16 13

19 22 13
14 21 13
16 24 11
19 22 15
20 23 13
19 21 12
12 19 12

16 20 14
16 21 12

15 23 12
18 18 12
14 23 13
16 21 13
16 20 13
15 20 11
16 17 13
17 22 12
15 18 11
15 23 14
17 20 14
16 23 14
10 19 11
17 19 12
8 14 7

14 18 10
11 16 9
14 18 12
17 23 12
. . 21 10

.. 17 12

.. 22 13

.. .. 9
17 19 ..

13 21 .

.

.. 19 ..

.. 13 ..

8 16 .

.

.. 16 ..

.. 16 ..

.. 15 ..

8 9 10

20 15 25

18 14 23
18 11 21

19 11 23
14 14 16
16 12 21

15 12 23
15 11 16
17 14 18
15 13 22
20 14 23
19 14 23
18 14 22
15 14 24
18 12 16
17 10 20
18 10 21
18 12 15
16 8 21

18 9 21
17 11 18
15 13 20
14 11 22

16 8 15
20 14 24
13 12 14
16 13 24
19 12 21
16 10 24
19 10 17
17 12 22
14 11 9
17 11 16
13 8

ii 23
14 5 22
.. 14 ..

.. 14 ..

13 .- ..

14 6 21
.. 5 ..

Broke.
167
165
369
144
157
164
139
161
154
166
167
167
157
133
146
153
148
143
153
150
155
141
129
161
134
161
158
160
136
154
99
131

13
11 15 I

11 ..

14 .,

16 .,

14
19 .,

12 .

14 10 8

! ! i3 16

7 ..

"6

May 29.

1 2 3 4 5 7 S 9 10

15 15 20 15 20 15 20 25 20
15 13 18 15 19 14 19 21 20

12 11 IS 12 18 14 15 22 19

9 12 20 11 15 13 19 23 17

13 10 12 10 15 21 13 20 14

12 12 18 13 15 11 14 18 18

12 11 19 11 16 10 13 18 13
12 15 15 15 16 14 14 24 18

Broke.
154
141
139

119
131
123
143
152
142
132
13G
122
135
130
139

139

133
135
101
130
140
145

Events

:

Targets

:

Phil, 20
Squier, 20
Trimble, 20
Parker, 20
Fort, 20

Courtney, 20...,
Scott, 18
Caleb, 18 13 14 15 14 20 14 18 25 19

Cotter, 18 13 12 14 13 20 14 18 21 17
McQueen, 18 13 13 10 14 17 10 19 20 16

Flanders, 18 10 14 19 13 16 14 14 22 14

Cady, 18 10 12 13 10 16 12 13 19 17

Cox, 18 14 14 14 12 14 11 17 21 IS

Wolf, 18 12 11 18 13 18 8 11 22 17
Marks, 18 12 14 18 10 19 14 15 22 15

F C Merrill, 16 15 12 16 11 14 11 17 19 ..

Du Bray 16. 13 1113 13 18 12 17 21..
Carpenter, 16 13 11 IS 13 18 13 16 20 17
Baum, 16 12 11 16 9 13
Gorham, 16 11 14 14 12 19 14 14 19 ..

Watts, 16 14 11 16 14 18 13 12 21 14

Thompson, 16 13 14 15 11 13 10 19 20 20

May, 16...; 11 9 9 5 17 9 14 15 12

White, 16 11 10 IS 12 17 13 12 22 15

Stanley, 16..'.,' 14 12 15 14 16 12 19 24 14

Rike 18.. 15 13 20 IS 17 10 17 20 20

Sheal-er, IS 12 13 12 11 20

Rhinehirt, 16 11 15 16 14 19 13

Sommerviile, 16 12 13 10 13 18 12 16

Vermilya, 16 13 13 18 23 17 .

Caldwell, 16 14 13 17 14

Messner, 14... 9 12 ., ., 8

Popp, 14 9 . . . 8 9 12 9 13 13 .

Willhite, 16 15 6 IS 14 16 19 14 .

H W Men-ill, 16 16

Duchane. 16 14 .. 17 .. ..

Tucker, 16 ' 1^

Lafayette, 14 12 .. ..

Mercier. 18...... In 20 18 .

F E Sayers, 16 2 ^
•

M E Annis, 10 10 17 6

Beebe, 16
ik

"
George, 16 J J
Bud White, 16 11

Ditz, 16 13

Event No. 6. team race:

Flint—Caleb 24, Rhinehart 28, Sommerviile 20; total 67.

Pastime No. 1—Parker 20, Cox 23, Wolf 21; total 64.

Leonia—Scott 21,. Beebe 20, Watts 20; total 61,

Bav City No. 1—Shearer 20, Cotter 22, McQueen IS; total 60

Bay City No. 2—F. C. Alerrill 19, Duchane 19, Tucker

^"^SaeiMW No 1—Willhite 19, Carpenter 21. Vermilya 20; total 60.

Pastime No. 2—Marks 19, Stanley 19, Cady 18; total 56.

Tackson—Mav 20, Thompson 16, White 18; total 54.

^affinaw No. "2—H. W. Merrill 19, Messner 11, Popp 14; total 44.

Courtney 24, Rike 25, Fort 21; total 70.

Phil 23, Squier 34, Trimble 22; total 69.

Live-Bird Day, May 30.

Event No. 1, 5 live birds entrance $5:

Johnson , 222^-5
Scott 022*2-3
Merrill .,.,....,,.,.22212—5
Fort ..^.........11110—

t

Du Bray 20122—4
Cady i...... 22220—4

Event No. 2, 7 live birds, .$7:

Fort 1001111—5
Cady 2110222—6
Merrill 2020022—4
Mershon 1222101—6
Du Bray 1222222-7

Parker ,..22212—5

Phil 11222-5
White 2211*-4
Thompson 22222—5
Mercier 22122-5
Mershon 02222—4

Caleb 2211220-6
Armstrong 1*00222—4

White 2222222—7
Thompson 212022*—

5

Parker 12*2212-6

Phil 2010122—7- John.son .2022200--1

Event No. 3, 10 live birds. $10:

Fort 122*222122— 9

Cady 220020122*— 6

Mershon 2010212102— 7

Parker 2202220211— 8

Du Bray 2202211022—8
Phil 2121222222—10
Mercier ^,..........1212020222— 8

Event No. 4, 15 live birds, $15;
trophy

:

Fort 210211121112012—13
Rike 2101222220] 2020—11
Merrill 022021021022021—10
Mercier 112022221221212-14
Parker 222222222222222—15
Tohnson 2022022*1222212—12
Du Bray 222220021211000—10
Thompson . . . .2222*2222222222—14
White 122211122221222—15
Armstrong ....012202001102202— 9

Ties on trophy, miss-and-out

:

Parker 21*

White 0 »

Phyllis wins high noivresident average, $5.
Parker, Mercier, Thompson and White tie for resident high

average $5.

Merrill won second high average, $3.

Mershon won third high average, $2.

IN NEW JERSEY,

Boiling Springs GtJn Cltib.

Rutherford, X. J., June 3.—Find herewith scores of shoot he
n Boiling Springs I'ishing and Gun Club's grounds. May 30.

Thompson . . 2221222222—10

Cox 2110222222— 9

Caleb 22222*2222— 9

White 2122202012— 8

Rike 2202012222— 8

Courtney 1112*22222— 9

Merrill 1222222222—10

and live-bird State championship

Lafayette 110222211022202—12
Shearer 202202222222222—13
Saver.s *2022110212200O— 9

McOueen 222001212122002—11
Flanders 221221222212212—15
Mershon 222*22101021201—11
De Lorge. , . . .12221 1*00012021—10 .

Caleb 222122222222220—14
Phil 112222222222212—15
Cox 222121212212021—14

Flanders 221

held

thie- is the yearly prize shoot and the other the sweepstake
events.
Events: 1 2 3-4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
I'argels: 10 JO 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 15 25 25

7 13 17 10

9 5 7 5 9

8
7

T 8 7 ..

9 8 7 .,

2 7 5 .,

5 9 6 .,

13 16
.. 22

!! i2

7 8 9 10 ..

. 5 8 8..

. 7
7 v.

.. 5
5 6
8 6

20
9

5 .. .. 12
6
5-

7

3

9 is
5 6....
0
2
.. i. 21

Carlough , 7 7
Axford 8 7 6 6 8 6
P Jaennerette 7 6.- 7 7
Bouwker- . ,,>.i., .,„.,t. .5 9 ., .> ..

Apgar „ ..8 6 8 8
Goesscr 1 6 7 8
Lenonc 5 4 6 4
R Strader 6 .. 6 ..

A Strader S .. 5 ..

Hall
Wise 8
Matzen 5 6
Blauvelt 6 ..

Coe 6
Creveling 5.. 6
Seeley 8 7
Proctor 7
Coman , 4 . . ..

E Jaennerette 5 4
Pellens 4 4
Tinney , .. 6 4
Lane 2 6 .

.

Wells 9

The prize shoot resulted as follows; Axford 24, fishing rod and
reel; Goesser 22, umbrella; Apgar 21, fancy clock; P. Jaennerette
21, hammock; Matzen 21, thermometer clock; E. Jaennerette 20,

rug; Blauvelt 20, fancy clock; Krebs 20. glass pitcher; Hall 19,
picture; Coe 18, rocker; Seeley 18, wine set; Wise 15, flask;
Lenone 14, wallet; Lane 14, picture; R. Strader 14, match safe.

Winch

Forester Gon Cltib.

Newark, N. J.
—^The Forester Gun Club held another well at-

tended shoot on Decoration Day. The morning started with threat-
ening weather, but turned out a capital day for target shooting.
The grounds have been remodeled so as to give some of the old-
time style of shooting. There were events of walking matches
which proved to be very interesting to the participants. There
were three events, handicaps, for merchandise. Belcher won a
pair of ctiff bottons and a can of powder; Stanton also won a can
of powder.
The programme for live birds in the morning was dispensed

with, as the city had a gang working on the Suez Canal along-
side of the club, and the management would not endanger any one.

All the events were at 10 targets. The figures in No. 8 are
allowances in No. 7; No. 10 contains allowances in No. 9; No. 12

contains allowances for No. 11; No. 14 contains allowances for

No. 13; No. 16 contains allowances for No. 15:
Events

—

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 241 2 3 4 5 6 7
A Smith—

4 7 9.... 37
J T Fleming

—

688.. 7 10 9281
Weller—

7 10 7 . . . . 6 8 2 8 1
Ferguson

—

5 .. ,.

4 8 2 7 1.. 9 7 2

8 1 7 1

Belcher

Tigh-

D Fleming—

Tarlton

—

Disbrow

—

J H Cummings-

Baldwin

—

Stanton

—

5 5 7

. .. 8

0 6 9

. .. 5

. .. 5

2 8 1..

7 1

7 2..

7 2..

6 3..

3 2..

4 S 2 7 1 . . 7 4 7 2

4 5 2 4 3 2

4 6 2 10 4 5 2

7 3 3 7 4 3 3

5 7 2

2 8 1 . 6 4 6 2

6 5 3 6 4 5 2

6 7 3 9 1 . . 9 6 6 3

Walking matches:
Events

:

D Fleming 5 6

f J Fleming 5

'Belcher 5 5

Tigh
C Smith
Weller
Disbrow i.i.^.i.

Tarlton

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
4 7 6 7,9 8 8

6 8 .. 7 6 S 8
4 8 4 6 7.. 6

. 7 8 8 S 6 S

4 8 .. ..

6 4 7

4 ....

6

J. J. FLEmNG, Scc'y.

Boiling Springs vs Sotith Side Gun Clob.

Newark, N. J.. June S.—The fifteen-man team race between
teams of the Boiling Springs Gun Club, of Rutherford, and tlie

South Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., shot on the grounds of

the latter club, was won by BoiHng Springs by a score of 298

to 278, each man shooting at 25 targets. The scores follow

:

Boilmg Springs Gun Club.

Goesser 1111011101111110010001011—17

Hal 1 • 1011011111111111111111111—23

Oxford .1110110111101101111110011—19

Tames 1111111110111111100111000—19

Snvder 1101111011101111101111011—20

Crosbv 1111101010110111001011111—18

i^Yise ,
lOlllllOlOlllllOllllUm-21

Collins . , .1111111111111111101011000-20
Speigel , 0111111000011111100010011—15
Carlough .1101010111101110101111111—19
Huck 1111111111111111111111111—25
Wells 1110111101111 011011101111—20
Woodruff .1111011110111110111111111-22
Apgar . 11111110111110111 01111101—21
Paul , 1111111011101111001011110-19—298

South Side Gun Club.
Pi crcv 1011101111111111111011] 1 1-22
Dukes .1011101110111100111111101—19
Engcl 0011101100111101111111110—18
Terrill 111010001101 1010000101010—12
Drake - 0111111101101111111111111—22

1 neffrey 0111111101111111111110111—22
"Dcuglas 1110101111100110010101101—16
Gardner 1101011110111111000111111—19
Weller T ; 0001111111111111111011101—20
Sinnock , .1100010011011111111111111—19
Mays 0111100111111111111111111—23
Whitehead 0011100100111000111110111—15
Wilson 0001011110111000110111111—16
Fcigenspan 1111111010100111111001111—19
Yeom.-ins 1111100001011010111111110—17—278

F Rich!

G Burnside.

Mississippi Valley Notes*

A pleasant informal shoot was held June 3 at the Western
Cartridge Company's Sunnyside range, at East Alton. In con-
sidering the scores, consideration must be taken of the fact that
it is an especially difficult ground on which to shoot, and that
much of the work was done at 20yds. rise:

J H Moulton 01110011101011110101
'^^ "

.11010111001110111111111111011111110111101111111111
1111 1 11101 1111110101110111110111111111110111101111—55
.01111111111110111111111111111111110110011111111101
11111111101011010111111111011011110111111111110011—85

G Crosby; 10100010111001101111011011011010101011110111111111
10011110111011110111111011011111111111111111101111—75

E H Ford 00101100000010001001101101010010101101111101110101
0111110011 —32

H Money 11 1 11 101100101111111111101101110101011111110110101
11101111111111111110111101111111111111110111101111—83

Quimby 11011110111010111110011111100110011110010111001111
1110110011 —41

The sportsmen of Louisiana, Mo., have organized a gun club,
with twenty members, and are practicing regularly every Saturday
afternoon.

_ ^

The Quincy, III., Gun Club has added ten members to its list

this season, and was never in a more flourishing condition.
The fine store and stock of the Fink Hardware Company and

sporting goods house at Quincy was totally destroyed by fire on
June 2. The firm will rebuild at once.
The Mt. Sterling, 111., Gun Club will give a novel shooting

tournament on the 18th inst. Incidental to an excursion on the
Illinois River from Beardstown to Kampsville and returh, a
barge will be fitted with a set of expert traps and a programme of

1.50 targets per man is to be shot as the boat steams up and down
the riyer.

The Roadhouse, III., Gun Club announces a two days' open
target tournament on June 25-26.

Col. A. J. Lovejoy, the new Illinois Game Commissioner, is

organizing his forces for an active compaign against illegal shoot-
ing of any and all kinds during the ensuing season.
The Freeport Gun Club held an excellent home tournament

on June 4. Complete scores are given below. The diam.ond
badge event at 50 targets per man, for State championship, was
won by J. S. Boa, with the excellent score of 49. The event waS at

50 targets, $3 entrance:
Woodford 10111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111-^8

Boa 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111—49

Haines 11111101111111111111000110101110011111011110111110-39

Henry 11111111111111111111011111111001111110111011111111—45

Vance 10111101111111111111111111111111111111111111110110—46

Mills 11111011111111011111111111111111100111011101111111—44

Dodge 11111111111111111110110110111111111101111111111110—45

Farwell , .10001100111101011100000101111101111101101001011110—31

Stephenson 11110011110111111111110101111011111101011111111111—42

Sweepstakes;
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15
Targets: 10 15 10 15 15 10 15 15 10 10 15 15 15 15

Woodford 9 12 8 15 13 10 13 15 9 10 15 14 14 13
Vance 9 12 9 15 14
Avery i i........ 10 12 61110
Rice 9 9 2 11 9
Gushing 6 11 5 11 7
White 10 13^

Wagner 7 ..

Burkhart 4 5
Reichert 9 14

Farwell 7 12 8 10 9

Hollister 8 6 2 12 9

Mills 12 10 13 14

Dodge 10 8 10 11

Campbell 9 8 12 14

.Stephenson 13 9 13 14

Lima 7

Boa 14 14 9

Haines 12 14 10

Henry 14 10 9

Waddington 9 . . 6

Andrews 8 .

,

Southard • • • • 6

Kline •• 5

Bergman 5
F. C. RiEHL.

Bellows Falls Gun Club.

Bellows Falls, Vt.—The Bellows Falls Gun Club held a very
pleasant, shoot on Decoration Day, on the grounds, Drislain's
Field. The Clareraont Gun Club sent down a team of five men,
and they showed great improvement over their last year form.
Below is given the score:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 Events: 1 2 3 4 5
Targets: 25 25 10 5p 10 Targets: 25 25 10 5p 10

Shepardson 21 Lf H Russell 22 21 .. 11 7
Flint 13.15 „. Jsiiam 11

Knight 19 -Underbill 23 21 .. 14 6
FasSett 19 19 . . 11 . . Norwood 19 21 . . 17 10

9 13 12 9
8 11 8 6

5 9 9 5

5 10 13 10

8 15 12 15 14

8 10 1110 10

9 7 6
6 10 12 13 9 9
7 15 13 7 13 14

8 9 12 9

. .. 15 14 13 11
1 .. ..11 .. ..

4 6 . . . . 6 .

.

9 8 14 13 .. ..

6 14 12 10 10 13 13 15 12
9 13 8 9 7

8 13 12 14 13

8 12 7
2 5 2
9 12 13

8 12
7 9

9 10
9 ..

9 14 15 15 15
8 6 .... 13
8 15 13 13 15

Tack 19 24 8 12 8

Fletcher 22 17 8 12 9

Atwood 16 17 9 14 5

Ott 21 17 ... 12 9

F M Russell 1 1 16 . . . . 5

Capron 21 19
Adams 10 . . 14 .

.

Patterson 12 . . 8 14
Knowlton 20 22 . . 12
Knight 15 21 . . 9

Farrington 17 15 Hapgood 3
Ray 17 23 .. 14 6

The cltib will shoot every Thursday afternoon, and are always
glad to have all of tlie shooters and their friends iiresent.

The Bellows Falls Gim Club held a weekly shoot on the club
grounds. Drislain's field. Tliurnday afternoon, June 6. Below are
given the scores:
Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Targets

:

5 15 10 15 10 5p 15

7 11 10
10 15 9
7 14 9

12 7
i:! 7
11 9

9

12
11

6 14

10
6

5
Shepardson 4 12

Fassett .., 4 15

Jack - 5 12

Norwood 12
Rav 14

Russell 10

I'nderhill

The boys had considerable fun .shooting a three-man team race
made up as follows

:

Shepardson 52, Fa.ssett 59: Jack 68; total 179,

Norwood 58, Ray 61, Russell 57;^ total 1 16.

Jack made a nice run of 38 straight.

C. H. GifisoN, Sec'y.

9

13
11

11

Lewis Creek Gun Club.

NoRTti FERRiSDLMic. Vl,—At the Decoruticjii f)a.v shoot of the
above club six members were present. Targets were thrown in
blocks of 10 from every atigle on the expert traps. The scores:

Thompson 11100010110111010010011001110100001101110110111111—30
fackman HOlllllOlOlOlOllOIOllOlOllOOlOllOlOlOOllllOlOOlU—31
Barney 001110010001011001011010101 10101111 111010001111110—29
Harrington 00111010111110111110110101111111111 111011110010011—37
Chase IIIOOIIOIIIOOIOIIOOIIIIIOOIOIIIOOIOIIII11100111111—34
Mallory 01101000001101110111010000011111110000001101000111—24

H. B, Chase, Sec'jr,
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Portsmouth Gun Qtib*
Portsmouth, N. H., May 30.—The Portsmouth Gun Club~ held

an all-day shoot on their new grounds, on Christian Shore, yester-
day, and in point of attendance it was the largest trapshooting con-
test ever held in this vicinity. Fifty-five shooters were entered, and
some fine scores were made. The new magautrap worked like a
charm, and the sportsmen were enthusiastic over it. There were
present to enjoy the day members of the clubs from Dover,
Exeter, Boston and Concord, while the local shooters were never
so largely \ represented. Many of the business and professional men
of the city were present and took a hand in deiHolishing the
whirling clay pigeons.
The out-of-town guests arrived early, and Dover and Exeter

were well represented, while Messrs. William and Horace Kirk-
wood were present from the Boston Gun Club, and assisted in
placing the trap and otherwise conducting the shoot.
The presence of Messrs. William and Horace Kirkwood, of

Boston, added greatly to the pleasure of all, as they are thorough
sportsmen, expert shots, and the best of friends and companions.
The local gun club always feels honored by their presence, and
gladly extends a welcoming hand to them.
Mr. Rowe, of the Concord Gun Club, with sportsmen from

Rochester, York, Kittery, Rye and other places, were present, and
all entered very heartily into the enjoyment of the sport.
Fully 4,500 targets were thrown during the day.
The event of the day's shooting was the cup contest between

teams from Exeter, Dover and Portsmouth. This is the first in
this season's series of interclub shoots, and much interest was
manifest. Last season three shoots were held, and each club
by turn captured the trophy, leaving it in the hands of the Dover
team. This season it is expected to hold six shoots unless the
cup is won in three successive shoots by any one club before the
tournament is completed. As the clubs are fairly well matched
this seems hardly probable.
The first shoot resulted in a victory for Exeter.
The highest individual score was by Carlisle, of Exeter, who

scored 19 out of a possible 20, and was very heartily applauded.
The next shoot in the series will be held in Exeter on the Fourth

of July.

Events

:

Targets

:

12 3 4
10 15 10 15

5 11
9
8 ..

6 13
9 U
8 10
6 11
4 9
• 13
6 2
.. 9

9 9
5 10
9 10
6 9
2 2
3 5
6 11
4 11
2 4
7 12
7 8
6 ..

3 5

Tilton 6 12
Carlisle 7 11
Gerrish 5 10
Williams 8 12
Horace 7 12
Tony 6 9
R Winn 8 10
Gifford 4 9
A Goodwin .i..>. .....>•..... 8 9
F Lewis 3 7
Storer 6 5

W Philbrick 7 12
S Winn 4 10
H Philbrick 5 6

F Hanson 7 8

Mitchell 2 8
W J Lewis 10 ..

N Wentworth 7 11

Meseroe 3
Drew 6
Morton 8

Carson 7
Young 5
Fisher 9
Beard 10

W Fernald 4
G Fernald 13 „
Prince 10 10 9

White 6 2 3 4

Roberts 10 7 9 4

Durgin 3 8

Merwin 'J
Bickford 7 12

Emery JM Goodwin 4
L Drew •

Langley °

W Manson •

Kieling
Gillis ••

Stinson •

Dcdge
Taylor
F Wentworth
Bailey • • ••

Sowersby .....•..•...•••*•.*••»••».•' •.•

Dumenberger i,

Rowe
Abram • •

Meloon
Blaisdell •

C Manson
H Mitchell
Lytle
Knight
Event No. 7 was the team shoot. W. I

5 6 7 8 9 10 1112
10 15 20 10 15 10 15 10
.. 10 12
.. 11 19 .. 12 8 .. ..

.. 11 14 .. 13 9 .. ..

7 11 .. 4 7 7 .. ..

7 12 .. 8 11 7 .. ..

6 11 13 6 10
8 7 10 6 12 10 .. ..

8
8 10 12 .. .. 10 .. ..

3 5 .. 3 5

7 11 12
4 9..

6 11
5 7

7 12 . . 5 10
7 9 11 6 ..

4 12 15 5
8 .. 11 4

3 5 12
8 13 13 3 7 8

6 11 12 5 13 7
5
6 10 ..

5 .. 10 .. U ..

3 6.. 4 5
4 8 .. 3 7
3 .. 0 6 ..

3 3 ;

.

5 0 "3 "S
'4

.. .. 12
5
4 7.. 5 9

6
.. 11 15 15 10 7 .. ..

.. 12 15 14 14 9 .. 6

. 7
,. 9 .. 2 7
,, 8 .. .. 7 7 .. ..

,. 12 .. .. .. 5 .. ..

,. 6 13 ..

5 5
.. .. 4 6

.. .. .. 9 6 4 ..

: .. ..'5 0 .. ..

. 6 .. 3 ..

6 ..

3 .. 3 ..

Philbrick, Sec'y.

Millbroofc Gtin Club.

MiLLBROOK, N. Y., May 31.—The Millbrook Gun Club held its

first open shoot on May 30. On account of the bad weather only

seventeen shooters turned out. It had ramed for six days, and

looked as if it might continue on Thursday morning, which kept

many away who had decided to come. Inclosed please find scores

:

Events- 123456789 10 11

xlr
"

ts"- 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 25

Tallmin 7 8 10 10 9 9 8 10 8 9 24

Foster iini^^ i^l ] %
7

Titusville G«n CItib.

TiTusviLLE, Pa., June 2.—Although several contests for a local
medal had taken place previous, on Decoration Day occurred prac-
tically what might be termed "opening day" of the Titusville Gun
Club. On this occasion Oil City Gun Club members to the num-
ber of fifteen came to give the home club a "send off," and from
their arrival at noon until late in the evening the shooting was
fast and furious. At the conclusion of the event the visitors, who
are true sportsmen, clever shots and genuine gentlemen, were
banqueted at the Mansion House. So great was the crowd of
spectators that it interfered not a little with shooters getting to
the score. However, all enjoyed themselves hugely, and the
shooters from the Hub of Oildom (where the next Interstate shoot
will occur) were loud in their praise of the local organization as
entertainers. The scores follow:

8 8 9

8 5

6 ..

9 4

9 9 12
7 10 ..

Events: 123 4 56789 Shot
Targets: 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

Jordan ; 12 11 11 13 10 10
Young 5 5 5 5 7
F Brown 3 5 9 2 7 4

G Brown 10 8 11 9 10 6
Schwartz 9 12 14 10....
Love 9 8 7 6 .. ..

C Brown 6 12 9 10 10 9
Cooper 9 8 10 9 4 4
C Meyer 8 9 13 12 13 13 13 8
Force 10 11 7 8 10 7 5 .

.

Leibrick 10 9
A Bue 10 9 11 ..

O Bue 9

Kellogg 11 12 12 15 14
Smedley 13 14 13 12 10
McLouth 8 10 10 5
McClintock 9 9 8 9 3

C H Lay, Jr 13 14 9 10 13
Kern 10 10 10 11 10
Robinson 8 10 11
Kimber 7 9 5 9 9 7 .. ..

Crozier 12 12 13 12 7 8 . . .

.

Loomis 11 13 14 14 14 12 13 ..

Farmer 4 9 7
R C Lay 12 12 12 14 15 11 13 14

S Mayer 9 10 6

Ruppersberger 10 5 9
Dr Davis 4
T D Dinsmoor 15 10 9 10 7

J C Dinsmoor 10 14 10 9 7
Fritts 7 4 4

C F Emerson 8 7

J L Emerson 6
Foskitt 11 10
Bideaux 13 5
Fertig 10

Pfeifler 1
Warner 2
Greek
Andrews 6

First event, at 5 pairs: Young 4, F. Brown 6, Kellogg 5, Greek
5, G. Brown 4, C. Brown 5.

Second event, at 5 pairs: Loomis 5, Smedley 7, Kern 5, Mc-
Clintock 3, R. C. Lay 8, S. Mayer 3, Lay, Jr., 6, Kellogg 9,

Jordan 8, C. Meyer 3, C. F. Emerson 6, Young 3, C. Brown 5,

Farmer 6.

6 5

5 4

6

at ]BroIcc
fi7

DO
60 45
Uv ^0

QO
1/!0

X\JO

Ov 10
9AOv

15 9
75 64
75 62
60 33
75 38

135 98
105 68

45 29
90 46 >^

90 64

105 91
45 20
120 103
45 25
45 24
15 4
75 51
75 50
45 15
30 15
15 6
30 21
60 29
15 10
45 10
15 2
10 6

25 14

ON LONG ISLAND.

Sbeepshead Bay Rod and Gon Club.

.Sheepshead Bay, L. I,, June S.—The summer series of shoots of
the Sheepshead Bay Rod and Gun Club began to-day. Among
the visitors were ex-Register Hugh McLaughlin, James Shevlin,
John Schlieman and P. H. Quinn. Two tied on 11, the possible
being 12. The scores:

P Quinn, 27

222222112021—11

H Monlanus, 27. .020212*12222— 9

L Allen, 25 211222012211—11 P Kramer, 25 011110210111— 9

J Pillion, 28 2221222122*0—10 Paul Suss, 25 2222*1112010— 9

J Schlieman, 27. .112011101111—10 C Laeger, 27 202011101101—8
S Berry, 25 111211*21011—10 J Shevlin, 27 212110100*01— 7
P Suss, 28 111110*11020— 9 H McLaughlin, 27.011101012010— 7
W Brand, 27 21*021121*11— 9

Daryea vs. Morfey.

Interstate Park, L. I., June 8.—There were two matches shot
to-day between Messrs. L. T. Duryea and T. W. Morfey, both of
which were won by the former. The first match was at 50 birds,
$50 a side, i:se of one barrel only. Morfey was in hard luck,
having many birds dead put. The scores:

T W Morfey , *22U*22212112*110212212*—20
**2022*1*222221120*221022—17—37

L T Duryea 2121021210102122101111121—21
~ 12*1121210212111112211122—23-44

Match at 50 birds, $100 a side, use of both barrels:

T W Morfey 22*2222222*22202222122212—22
**22220222222222222222222—22—44

L T Durvea 1111211102122111110211122—23
'22122210212*22121*1122222—22—45

5 7
6 10
5 6
4 9
6 5

5 ..

Tompkins , „
Russell 5 7

Hoctor 9 8

Baldwin 7 10

Sipperly 1 »

Olivet
I

°

Lake • 1 •
Hicks 3

Carman v y :

Vincent 4 4 1

De Witt •

Keaver
Butterfield

Merchandise event, 50 birds, handicap
Broke. Hdcp. Total

50
50
50
50
50
50
49

5 5

9

6 7 ik
6 4..

7 19

7 4
5 ..

3 9 8 ..

5 ..

1 0
.. 1

4

43 9

Tompkins . ...38 20

,,,35 20

Hostor . . .

.

...35 25
34 25
19 80

Olivet
Lake 34

Hicks 26

Carman 34

Vincent 19

Gross 34

Sheldon 22

Broke. Hdcp. Total.

...33 20 50

20
25
25
38
15
30

50
50

50
50
49
50

F. J. Hopkins, Sec'y.

Aqaidnecfc Gon Clofa.

Newport R. 1^—The Aquidneck Gun Club held a successful

holiday shoot on Decoration Day, at which eleven members

were present, besides a number of spectators. Seven events

were shot, aggregating 100 targets. The weather, whde not clear, was

well suited to shooting, the light bemg even, and the absence ot

wind favoring the targets:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

15 10 20 15 10 20 10
Events

:

Targets

:

4 8 8Plumer _^ „ _ _
A Sherman 12 6 11 7 7

Clsrkc «..••••••«•• •-'BTP^ " x % * *

Hughes ..; 11 311 8 4

Openshaw 3
f^nrrrrpcTiall • 4

6 6

Shot
at. Broke.
70 25

Coggeshall
Mason
Manchester
Dring
*B Sherman

2 4
3 12 5 5 4 4

7- 6 12 12 6 17 7
3 4 5
12 6 13 11 6 16 7
4 6 15 7 4 ..

Champion 6 4 9 9 .. .. ..

Howard •

100
45
70
60
100
100
45

100
70
60
15

55
13
37
14
37
67
12
71
36
28
3

Aabom (Me.) Gon Clou.

Auburn, Me.—The morning of May 30 dawned damp and
dismal, and the outlook was enough to put a damper on the
spirits of the most enthusiastic trapshooter; but in spite of un-
fsvorable weather, twenty-one shooters answered the "roll call"

at the Auburn, Me., Gun Club's annual tournament and shot

through the programme of the day.
Waterville, Portland and Androscoggin gun clubs were repre-

sented, and some very good scores were made, considering the

day. Waterville again won the Lovell diamond badge, breaking
222 targets out of a possible 250. The Auburn team came next,

and Portland third. Hunnewell was high gun for the day.

Following are the scores:

Events: 123456789 10

Targets: 15 15 20 20 15 15 20 20 15 15

Barker H 13 8 18 13 12 12 17 13 9

Conner - 14 11 16 18 12 15 18 19 14 13

Snow 9 13 14 12 10 10 15 18 12 11

Jordan 14 15 18 18 14 33 17 19 11 15

Tavlor 15 13 13 20 11 15 15 19 15 14

Green 12 12 17 20 13 15 18 19 14 12

Stobie
"'

12 14 19 19 14 14 18 19 14 14

Foster
" 15 12 16 17 12 13 18 20 13 14

Preble f.-..- 13 12 20 18 12 15 18 18 13 14

Reid 14 13 18 18 12 10 19 17 11. 14

Hunneweil" 14 15 19 19 13 14 18 20 14 14

Ashlev -
; 12 14 17 18 12 13 17 19 U 14

Fletcher" 15 12 16 19 12 10 14 13 11 13

C h i d s 10 13 14 20 9 10 13 15 7 11

Kohle 15 12 17 19 13 13 20 20 10 14

Wvman 9 15 10 15 12 14 12 15 10 13

Hinds ' 11 10 13 15 9 10 17 15 11 12

Ha"nes 9 n 12 17 10 10 10 15 11 i»

Norcross • •• 9 1^
-Jl ^1

McMurry • •• "
Secretary.

Voonsocfcet Gun Clob.

WooNSOCKF.T, R. I.—The second regular programme of the

season was shot on Saturday afternoon at the club grounds. Un-

favorable weather conditions prevailed, and' high scores were not

the order of the day, but the enthusiasm of a true trapshooter is

proof against north winds, driving mist and low scores. Nos._ 1

and 6 were known angles; Nos. 2, 3, 5 and 7 were unknown; No.

4 was reverse:

Fvents- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

TnrWtV- 10 15 20 15 10 20 10

Milk 8 12 15 12 7 17 10

r^mobeVr''';.". • 9 14 15 9 9 14 7

N?'?f Darling 8 8 14 .8 4 10 8

Balcom • t u k
Emerson •

iq i9 "« in "v
E R Darling..... > 1^ 1^ 1" ^

Events 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7, regular angles; eveats 3 and 6. unknown.

'^^'^
J. S. CoooiWWt*, H Sec'y,

The Forest And Strbam is put to i>ress each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach m at the

latest by Mopd^y and m much earlier as pf^cUcable.

Keystone Shooting League.

Hoi,mesburg Junction, Pa,, June 8.—Messrs. C. Geikler and
r. M. Fames made a very interesting competition for supremacy.
Lames won three 10-live-bird matches in succession, the scores
being: Eames 7, 9 and 10; Geikler 4. 5 and 9, each of the three
matches being shot from the 30yd. mark. They then engaged in a
target contest at 12 pairs, and tied on 20. Eames won in the
shoot-off.
The three match events at 25 targets were shot as follows:
First match: Ridge 25, Longnecker 22, Terry 19.
Second match : Ridge 24, Terry 17, Smith 18,
Third match: Howard Ridge 23, Dr. Smith 20.
There was a match between Luther and Jones, of 50 targets, at

unknown angles, 16yds. rise, and Jones broke 40 and Luther 35.
The three open sweepstake events were all shot at unknown

angles, 25 targets, 16yds. rise. The scores follow:
Second event: Terry 19, Stevenson 18, Eames 18, Wagner 17,

Geikler 15.

Third event: Longnecker 24, Ridge 23, Stevenson 22. Eames 22,
Geikler 21, Terry 19, Wagner 15.

The following, prepared by the board of governors of the Key-
stone Shooting League, shows the averages made by the members
who contested in the past season in the club handicap at live
birds, in five or more shoots:

No. of Shot
shoots, at. Per cent. Points. Class.

Brewer 23 230 80 4-10 116 B
Budd 20 200 92 116 B
Bucknell

5

50 90 32 A
Balz

7

70 62 8-10 8 B
Davis .........15 150 84 2-3 74 B
Darby 19 190 821-10 92 B
Fees 21 210 82 4-10 102 B
Fitzgerald 28 265 70 1S8 B
Geikler 35 348 80 2-10 138 B
Harrison 10 100 82 52 B
Hobbs 21 207 81 6-10 88 B
Henry 32 320 89 7-10 206 A
McCoy 28 280 89 7-10 186 A
Luther

5

50 76 14 B
Painter 12 120 91 2-3 80 A
Ross 15 150 84 2-3 70 B
Russell 13 124 82 4-10 54 B
Sanford 10 100 80 42 BW N Stevenson 16 160 90 106 A
O K Stevenson 6 60 86 2-3 34 A
Vandergrift 19 186 90 3-10 124 A
Van Loon 35 350 84 3-10 180 B
Wynn

8

76 71 18 B

Class A. 85 per cent, and over: Henry, first; McCoy, second;
Budd, third.

Class B, under 85 per cent.: Van Loon, first; Geikler, second;
Brewer, third.

Wollaston Trap Club.

WOLLASTON, Mass., June 8.—The regular weekly shoot of the
Wollaston Trap Club was held this afternoon. The wind was
quite brisk, but it did not prevent some pretty good shooting.
Event 3, 10 targets, straightaway; event 12, 5 pairs; event 13, 10

targets, reversed angles; all other events 10 targets, unknown
angles. The scores:

Events: 123456789 10 1112 13
Barry 4 8 7 6
Thomas 10 8 10 7

'Britt 10 8 7 9

Muldown 5 4 7 5
W'hitmarsh 10 7 8 9
Baker 9 5 9
Tibbetts 5 4 7

Doell 3 4 8

9 .. 4 6.... 889
6 10 9 5 5 .. 9 4 ..

6 3 6 4.. 74....
5 8

6 4 5

3
8

9 8
5 8
4 4 4
3 3

5
Mann
Allison
Howe .

.

Bates ,

The club will hold an all-day shoot on Bunker Hill Day, June 17.

There will be ten events of 10 targets each on the regular pro-

gramme. Shooting will begin at 10 o'clock.

4 17.. 37988796 10
10 9789968

7 9 7 .. ..

Osslning Gun Club.

OssiNiNG, N. Y.—Scores made at the regular Saturday shoot
of the Ossining Gun Club, June 8. A strong wind made the
flight of the targets uncertain:

Events: 123 4 56789
C Blandford 767875788
E D Garnsey 6 6 4 7 7
A Rohr 5 4 2 5
M Tuttle 6 2 3

J C Barlow 3 6 7 ..

A Bedell 6 6 8 7 8
S McBeth .r, 4 5 2 ^. ..

W Smith 5 ..

C Rohr *

Prize events:
Shot at. Broke,

Barlow 12 7

Barlow 12 7

Rohr 15 4

Shot at. Broke.
Rohr 15 9
Bedell 15 9
Bedell 12 8

C. G. B.

Sherbrooke Gua Club.

Sherbrooke, p. Q., May 25.—The third match of the gun
cabinet series was shot by four men only. There was a lot of

resting to be done by a number of those who attended the West-
mount tournament the day befoie.. Loomis won with 20 from
the 16yd. mark, after a shoot-off with White.
June 1.—This was a perfect day, and the shooters showed their

appreciation of the weather by a good turnout. Many visitors

also were present, several of whom did a little shooting. The
scores in the cabinet match were: Bray, 18yds., 21; White, 18yds.,

19- Craig, 19yds., 18; Thompson 18yds., 17; Walton, 19yds., 17;

Loomis 17yds., 17; Neil, 16yds., 15; Matheson, 14yds., 13; Ingalls,

14yds, 11; Goodhue, 16yds., 10; Kirkpatrick, 14yds., 9.

The club had the pleasure of the company of Mr. Rupert M.
M'atson, of the Dominion Cartridge Company. Mr. Watson
starts for the West shortly in the interests of his company, and
will be found wherever there is any shooting going on. Jos.

J. F. Wcilet Gun Club.

Aluentown, Pa.—The J. F. Weiler Gun Club's monthly shoot,

held at the Duck Farm Hotel, was well attended. Following are

the scores made: „ , _„ ,„ ^ t ur -i

Monthlv shoot at 25 targets: Daudt 18, Miller 18, John F. Weiler

7, Lucas Straub 17, Morrow 14, Plad 14, Jones 22, SoBers 14, Gnese-

mer 15, Hohe 9, Shindel Weiler 19, Banner 21, Kramlich 25,

Flickinger 7, Lieberman 11, Mitman 12, Ulmer 15, Acker 19, A. b.

^^Lhx bird shoot at 7 live birds: John Weiler 6, Banner 6, Jones 5,

Plad 7 Straub 5, Flickinger 4, Lieberman 6, Daudt 7, Sobers 7,

Acker 7, Shindel Weiler 7. Mitman 4, Ulmer 6.

John F. Weiler, treasurer of the club, gave an exhibition at

33yds.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT,

Summer Homes.

In the Lake Country of Northern Illinois, Wisconwn, Minnesota

and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, on the line of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, are hundreds of inost charmmg
summer resorts. Among the list are Fox Lake, D«lavan Lake,

Lake Geneva, the Lauderdale Lakes Waukesha, Oconomowoc,

Palmyra the Dells at Kilbourn, Elkhart Lake and Madison,

Minocqua Star Lake, Frontenac, White Bear Minnetonka, Mar-

quette, Spirit Lake, Okoboji. Big Stone Lake etc.

For illustrated booklets "Summer Homes for 1901" and "In the

Lake Country" send address with six cents m postage to F. A
Miller General Passenger Agent. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pa^l

^ilway, Chicago, III—Adv.
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A PROPOSED AFRICAN GAME RESERVE.

The vast herd.s of wild animals which formerly in-

habited South Africa have been swept away by the pitiless

rifles of the so-called sportsman and the hide and head

hunter. Last year in London a convention was called to

take steps to induce the Government to establish game
refuges in what was formerly the greatest game country

in the world. The horse having been stolen, it is now in

order to lock the stable door. We may hope that it is

not too late, and that protective regulations may be prop-

erly enforced, to the end that some of the species now
pitifully reduced in numbers may re-establish themselves.

Africa is a vast continent, and as yet it has not all

been run over by the exploring white man. What its

possibilities still are is suggested l>y an interview ascribed

to Sir Harry Hamilton Johnston, British Commissioner

for Uganda, who has just returned to London after an ab-

sence of two years. Much of this time has been devoted

to exploring portions of British East Africa, and espe-

cially the Uganda district and the great region roughly

bounded on the east by Lake Rudolph and its tributaries,

on the south by the Victoria and Edward Nyanza, on

the west by the Albert Nyanza and the River Nile, and

on the north by the fifth parallel of north latitude. Here

is a territory more than four hundred miles from north to

south by three hundred from east to west, over much of

which, owing to the tribal wars of years ago, there are

no inhabitants. Its depopulation either by the slaughter of

its people by their foes or by their being driven out

through fear of attack is complete. Throughout this

region uninhabited by man, large animals are marvelously

numerous, and have been so long unmolested that they

are wholly without fear of man. Here too are found strange

animals, one of them reported to be a species whose fossil

bcnes have been found in the later Miocene or earlj^

Pliocene deposits of southern Europe, but which was

thought to be long extinct.

The exploring party passed through a beautiful coun-

try, abounding in animal life, constantly meeting herds

of elephants, of zebras and of antelopes, which looked

at them curiously as thej' passed along, but showed no

fear. Rhinoceroses were frequently met, as were also

lions, but these last were so well fed on the antelopes,

hartbeests and zebras that they, showed no disposition to

attack the caravan nor any interest in it.

The game was so abundant and so tame that no hunt-

ing was done. The expedition was a scientific one, and it

was necessary to obtain specimens of all the animlas seen

for the British Museum collections, but aside from this

the members of the party refrained from shooting game.

It said that they found more pleasure in wandering

through this beautiful natural zoological garden and in

watching the tame and half-tame creatures than in killing

them—a matter so easy as to be butchery.

It is reported that Sir Harry Johnston intends to advise

the Government to maintain the district as a national

park and game preserve; something which it is earnestly

to be hoped will be done. The region appears to be wholly

within British territory, it is amply stocked, and imme-
diate action as advised by its explorer—the man who of

all the world knows most about it—will maintain a state

of nature here for all time. This action, however, must

be prompt. The report brought back by Sir Harry John-

ston is certain to start out into this region a horde of

hunters who in very short time may do an amount of

damage there which years of careful protection will hardly

be able to undo. Britons, like Americans, have had so

many object lessons in this matter of game destruction

that it may he hoped that the Government will act

promptly. It is an easy matter to take life. A species may
readily be exterminated, but to re-establish one greatly

reduced in numbers takes time, or the attempt may fail.

Yet among those who are bent on killing, such pro-

tective enactments may be very unpopular. Each in-

dividual who wishes to indulge in slaughter feels that to

him full privileges should be granted, but that other peo-

ple should be restrained; and regards restrictions of all

kinds as a great hardship—when they apply to himself.

The time has come—and this fact is coming to be more
and more generally appreciated—that all sorts of barriers

must be erected by law and by public opinion in the way
of the civilized man who uses firearms in pursuit of wild

creatures. Short seasons, a limit to the bag, shooting

license?, gun taxes—all these things have come or are in

sight in most civilized regions. But by far the most

efficient means of protecting our large game is the estab-

lishment of refuges such as we have in the Yellowstone

National Park, where protection shall be absolute. It

would be a fine thing if Sir Harry Johnston's reported

recommendation to the British Government should be

carried out.

THE MICHIGAN GRAYLING.
We alluded the other day to the eifort making in Michi-

gan to secure a respite for the grayling—a fish dear to the

angler and threatened with early extinction. There is

but one stream in the State—the Manistee River—-where

the specfes is now known to breed. If the Manistee could

be protected by the prohibition of fishing in its waters for

a term of years, there is every reason to believe that they

would increase in such numbers that the stock might be

regarded as permanentlj^ established. Without such pro-

tection the species is doomed. To convert the Manistee

into a refuge for the fish has been the task undertaken

by Mr. W. B. Mershon, of East Saginaw; the project has

been with him a labor of love, and to it he has devoted

unstinted time and effort. At his instigation a bill pro-

tecting grayling on the Manistee was introduced in the

Legislature of 1901, but we regret to record that it was
defeated hy a combination of selfishness and stolid indiffer-

ence ; in particular by the pig-headedness of a certain

Senator Palmer, who came from some upper county or

district through which the Manistee River passes, and
who thought it would abridge the rights of his con-

stituents if they were not allowed to go out and extermi-

nate this fish. The other members of the Legislature failed

to recognize that the Manistee River did not wholly belong

to this backwoods legislator, .and did not recognize that

the fish in Michigan were the property of the entire State

of Michigan instead of this one little district, so they

allowed him to have his own way and had what they con-

sidered the courtesy of not interfering in a local matter.

Inasmuch as the Legislature will not meet agian for

two years, and thus two seasons will be left for the gray-

ling fishermen to prosecute their industry, the probability

is that the fish will have been cleaned out from the Man-
istee as they have been from other Michigan waters.

DOGS AND MEN.
In the United States the history of the dog, concerning

his legal, commercial and domestic status, shows that the

people at large have been much divided in their opinion

concerning him.

From the extreme point of view which magnifies him
into a paragon of nobility and worth- on the one hand, to

the point of view which reduces him to an unmitigated

nuisance on the other, there are many graduations and
qualifications of opinion. It is less so in England and
other countries of Europe wherein there is more uniform-

itj' of opinion on the value and rights of people and
dogs, and more respect for the laws governing them.

Dog owners of the United States have felt that they

were and are most unjtistly discriminated against, to the

deep hurt of their pride in a noble friend, to say nothing

of inroads on pocketbooks. State legislatures and courts

have many times refused to recognize the dog as 'being

property, though in a few instances an involved qualified

interest has been conceded to owners; municipalities have

imposed burdensome special license fees with the further

obligation of a collar with a special tag thereon as a

condition precedent to the rights of the owner to keep

the dog at all, and the right of the dog to continue to

live; express companies exact double rates for carrying

dogs to and fro, at the same time disclaiming all re-

sponsibility for their loss, death or escape ; park com-
missioners and railway managers exclude dogs entirely

from the properties of which they have charge; many
landlords show a hostilitj^ to dogs living on their premises,

and many families, neighbors to other families which own
dogs, exhibit a most peevish disposition when said dogs

bay the moon of nights, or hold barking dialogues by
the hour when people best sleep if dogs do not bark; or

make predatory calls in the neighbors' cellars or kitchens

to steal food or visit the gardens to kill the flowers.

All these subjects have been topics of deep and pro-

longed discussion, public and otherwise, from time im-

memorial. The dog owner contended that he truly loved

his dog, that the latter was the children's pet and the

guard of the home, and had a pedigree or should have one
if it could be uiieartbed; the injured or disturbed party

maintained, with some show of justice, that, if the dog

loved his owner and guarded his family, such did not

condone the dog's misdeeds in respect to others, if indeed

he were guilty of any. Express companies found that

dogs were presented for- shipment with a piece of rope or

dog chain to secure them, and that a dog, commonplace

to the eye before shipment, increased several hundred

times in value if lost after shipment. Legislatures viewed

with disfavor a property recognition of dogs, because for

each really valuable dog there were himdreds of worth-

less curs, many of the latter living a predatory life, and

exceedingly prejudiced to sheep growing. Municipalities,

for special sanitary reasons, and for general reasons of

comfort and protection, were forced to restrict the multi-

plication of curs, vagrant and otherwise, incident to irre-

sponsible ownreship.

However, all these subjects have been given earnest and

prolonged discussion from time immemorial. Grave as

they were and are, they sink into relative insignificance

'when considered in relation with the actual killing of

a dog for any cause by any one other than the owner.

Many years ago some of the States adopted laws which

justified the summary killing of dogs caught in the act

of pursuing deer or sheep. At that time such laws met

the resentful denunciation of many dog owners. Never-

theless, the laws remained, and time and experience- have

proved their wisdom and beneficence. This legal prin-

ciple as it concerns dogs seems to be gaining wider adop-

tion, for one State after another has added the law to "its

statutes. The owners at large accept it passively, there-

fore with their approval presumably, in noteworthy con-

trast to their protests of years ago on this point. It thus

implies a recognition of the rights of others on the part

of dog owners, which is better for themselves as owners,

and incompai'ably best for the advancement of the dog

in public esteem and his property possibilities. So long

as owners as a class were insistent on the dog being a

matter of property, and that regardless of whom he might

assault or what property he might destro}^, or what dis-

trubance he might create, he still was property to be

dealt with only by due process of law, they could hope for

nothing favorable to their cause from public opinion on

legal enactment. There is a distinct gain when their own
rights are recognized in conjunction with rights of others.

PROTECTOR OVERTON'S RAIDS.

Arrangements for beginning action in the cold storage

cases which recently made such a sensation in New York
have not yet been completed, though the negotiations are

more or less well under way.

Incidentally, the case against Frank W. Burns, a dealer

in poultry and game, of 390 Park avenue, who was the

first man arrested by Protector Overton this spring

—

May 7—for selling game . out of season, came up in

Special Sessions before Justice Jerome, upon motion of

the defendant's counsel for an adjournment to give the

defendant an opportunity to obtain witnesses from Penn-

sylvania. It is inferred from this that the defendant's

plea will be that the birds which he sold came from that

State. If such a defense is to hold against the laws of

New York, all attempts to enforce game laws so far as

they refer to sale and possession might as well be aban-

doned. It had been reported that the arrest of Burns gave

Protector Overton the first evidence that he had against

the Arctic Freezing Company. This, however, is not the

case. The evidence against that company was obtained in

quite a different way, which, however, is not made public.

The interest in this attempt to enforce the State laws

is very widespread. Protector Overton has received let-

ters from many parts of the country, congratulating him

on the raid. Vice-President Roosevelt, who, as is well

known, is deeply interested in game protection, and is

especially desirous to see the illegal cold storage business

broken up, has written a very strong letter to Mr. Over-

ton, and says:

I want to tell you how heartily pleased I am at your recent

really noteworthy feat in making the raid on the cold storage

offenders. You are entitled to the respect and gratitude of good
citizens generally, and in particular of all believers in the pro-

tection of game and soiig birds. Sincerely yours,

Theodore Roosevelt.

While from the mountains of California a reader of

Forest and Stream writes: "Away up here in the

mountains 3,000 feet above the sea I read of your quests

for illegal game, and congratulate the State of >^ew Yorl^

upon having a square game irotector,"
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A New Guinea Tragedy.
Somehow it has ever been jtlie fate of Samoa to be the

home of mistakes and the land of misconceptions. Everyr
thing that is has been neglected, and everything that is

not has uniformly been taken for fact, the result being by
no means all that was to be desired. Among other things
there seemed to be a common convention to foi-get that we
were but a handful of white people and wofully dis-
cordant at that, living on sufferance among a host of
savage people. On every hand there was conclusive evi-
dence of battle, murder and sudden death, yet with a wave
of the hand all this evidence was brushed away, and we
practically consoled ourselves with the air of looking upon
Samoa as possessing more or less of the nature of ,a sum-
mer resort.

To be sure, it was only necessary to look at the lawn in
Our official compound to spy the lo-inch shell which
proved that it had on occasion been forced on navies as
a duty to shoot up the place. No further away than our
flag pole y/as a double proof that these still waters and
steady trade winds had brought ruin to fleets, for both the
mast itself and a mighty piece of wreck stuff at its

tabernacle were relics of the Trenton and Vandalia, which
had met their fate just around Matautu Point. We used
to c-in complacently at the terror of the folk who lived
back in the bush no niore than two miles from the
beach, who had conniption fits as soon as it was dark and
who kept a young battery of lightning rifles in every room.
But there were bullet holes through and through the Con-
sulate as a proof that Samoan wars respected official life

no more than anybody else. Once it had fallen to my
unaided lot to stand off a party of rebels who had learned
of the arsenal of modern rifles and ammunition that was
under our care for use should war break out. Even that
seemed somehow imreal and merely a part of the comic
opera which is the one thing with which the attempt to
administer Samoan affairs can be compared.

It is only now in the backward view and after putr
ting Samoa half the world apart that it comes clearly
into mind that life there was really life among the savages,
and that the danger was but thinly veiled by consenting
complacenc}^ Yet, as I have already indicated, there
\vas every reason for us to know better. That we
simply ignored the danger was not because it did not press
upon us at every side. I remember when the wife of the
Apia chief, Fa'atulia her name was, and a most matter of
fact person, told me the story of her brother's disappear-
ance, and later the identification of his bones cooked near
a pit oven in the bush, all going to show that he had
gone the wa}^ of all flesh and had become meat

; yet even
such a story as this did not seem to possess any personal
warning. About my only impression of that narrative is

that I wondered how Fa'atulia could drink the "suamalie,"
the cheap and mawkishly sweet, red wine which was
reserved for the visits of high chiefs' wives.
Many such stories of the wildest aspects of South Sea

life were brought to me on my cool veranda looking out to
sea from the village green of Vaiala. One I recall in
particular as a record of adventure of the wilder sort,

especially interesting to me because I was intimately
acquainted with the chief actor in the events, and was
listening to it from his own lips over the tea cups in my
island home. He was the captain of the British cruiser
that was doing a tour of guard duty in our wretched
little kingdom, and the story seemed to arise naturally
from the surroundings, for we were watching just outside
our reef the efforts of a Danish bark to work to wind-
ward, so as to be able to lay a course that would set her
clear of the group during the night.

"That barkentine out there," said the captain, "was my
first coirirnand."

"Why, Captain," I exclaimed, "were you ever a slaver?"
"Oh, come now I" he replied. "I like that, you know.

The Royal Navy doesn't go in for slave dealing—rather
the reverse. But it's refreshing the way you Americans
have of describing one of the ancient and technically
honorable pursuits of the Pacific Ocean. Morally, you
are all right when you call the Dagmar out* yonder a
slave ship, but technically you are all wrong, for she is a
labor trader. We are to "blame for legalizing the traffic

and giving it that name. That's why we have just to
grin and bear it when the Germans hire a lot of cheap
ships from the Danes and the Norwegees and fill them
up with these wild islanders for work on the German
plantations here and in the Marshalls. 'We can't say a
word, but I'd just like to be around some time when an
American cruiser should overhaul one of these labor
traders on the high seas with the recruited labor in her
hold like sardines in a tin. Your people spell the thing
in the old way, and labor traffic is slavery just the same.
I don't believe they would make an international question
of it, but in the time I'm telling you about the Dagmar
was neither a jackass bark nor a blackbirder, nor was
her name Dagmar at all. In those days she was quite
respectable, being no less than a British gunboat, H. M. S.
Swinger. You are familiar with that type of ship, just big
enough for a lieutenant's command, if he does not happen
to be too big to squeeze into her tiny cabin. You must
have had them here as guard ships, but for the most
part on the Australian station they are used to do Survey
work in among the islands of the western Pacific. It's

not a half-bad billet for a young lieutenant, and if he
only has the luck to discover a new island or outlying
reef, and is willing to spend his own money in painting
his ship once a year, his speedy promotion is a moral
certainty, and meanwhile it's like running a yacht.

"It was in Tryon's time that I was broken out of the
ward room country of the Nelson and put in command of
the Swinger. You will recall vSir George Tryon. He
was the first admiral we ever had on this station, and we
were his first command when he reached flag rank: he's
the same one that made a blunder in maneuvers a few
years ago in the Mediterranean and went down with his
ship—a particularly neat way out of it. Well, as soon as
I read my commission on my own quarter deck, I lost no
time in clapping a mortgage on all my future prospects
to raise the money to paint the ship. I slapped the paint
on her the very first thing—did it in Farm Cove, right in

the 84mirgrs sight—and when she was painted till she

shone, 1 striped her from stem to stern, with a gold
band—it was real gold leaf, too. After that the admiral
recognized that I was a junior officer to keep an eye on,
and he tried to make my billet a pleasant one.

"Just about that time there was an aide at Govern-
ment House who was no end of a swell at home, related to
half the peerage in one way or another, held a commission
in and a leave of absence from a crack regiment of
cavalry. With all these qualifications, he became the sea-
son's society idol, the envy of all the young squatters who
came into Sydney for a fling, and the despair of our ser-
vice, for, of course, we could not begin to compete with
that sort of thing. Being just on the edge, as you might
say, of the South Sea, this chup in his idle moments read
rather extensiveh^ of the books that have been written on
various phases of island life, and somewhat affected naval
society in order to ask questions. According!}', it was no
very great surprise when it was given out that the
Governor had commissioned him to investigate the 'recidi-
viste' question—you know that meant the disposition of
the runaway convicts from New Caledonia, a topic that
was then greatly worrying colonial statesmen. Of course
this chap—we might as well call him Forrest—was no
more interested in the ultimate destination of a parcel
of French convicts than you are, but he was just crazy for a
cruise about the islands. But it was a great surprise to
me when the admiral told nic that Forrest was to make
the cruise with me on the Swinger, and that as far as
possible I was to take him wherever he wanted to go.
The rule is in cases like that for the guest to put in the
cabin stores, and that rule was a mighty lucky thing for
me just then. I had almost come to the conclusion I
should have to draw my ration in kind and live on that,
for the gold leaf for that stripe was awfully expensive.
Taking such a passenger, however, put me at once on
Easy Street. All I had to do was to give him a list of
the cabin stores that would be needed. He more than
doubled the list Avhen he came to give the order—the wines
and tobacco came out of Government House. When we
came to lay out the cruise, he asked if it would not be
as well to go to the Marquesas first off. Then I knew
that he had been reading Herman Melville, and was just
about ready for a disappointment. But I fell back on the
terms of his orders, and pointed out that there was no
recidiviste problem in the Marquesas—the convicts could
never escape from New Caledonia to windward. But he
had it all fixed as pat as you please, and I suppose made
it seem very logical to the Governor. His argument was
about this fashion: There were French people in the
Marquesas. If they were convicted of high crimes they
would be sent to Noumea ; if they should escape they
would strive to reach Australia; the upshot being that
the only logical thing to do was to begin his investigations
at the fountain head—namely, the Marquesas.

"I can assure you we had a great cruise in the Swinger,
and I mention it now only because that put me on suoli
good terms with Forrest as to make it almost imperative
that I should be concerned with the second and tragic
chapter. There was this to say about him : In a literary
way he .seemed to accept all the fine-spun ideas of the
novelists who have entered into a conspiracy to rank all

the South Sea kanakas 'with but before' the angels them-
selves. But in practice he could not quite go it. He
made a whole lot of front, never went ashore except in the
fidlest kind of full dress uniform—and I may remark
that his regiment was manifestly one of the pictorial lot

that you see in reviews. But with the people themselves
he was very standoffish; he made them keep their dis-
tance and never allowed any familiarity. You can imagine
how that sort of thing would work with these kanaka
kings and chiefs who strut through life as if they were
as good as anybody and probably rather better. Why, I
have seen him insist on shaking hands with a bunch of
them through his handkerchief—he spread it all over his
hand first, and then when they had done shaking hands
with him, he threw the handkerchief into the fire. I don't
hold_ with that sort of thing exacti}', not that I l^elieve in

making the islanders your equal, but a man who is so
dead set about them ought never to come among them.
It's their home and their customs, and they are entitled to
them, and those who don't like them don't have to come
anyway. I told him often it was lucky he was not off by
himself alone on this trip, for he'd most likely never come
back. It was simply astonishing that a man who was so
keen set on the kanakas of the story books and who
seemed to find so much enjoyment in his cruise about the
islands should have such a down on the real islanders.

"This cruise with me served to start in him a desire to
do some exploration off his own bat. I suppose he was
after the Geographical Society's gold medal or member-
ship in the inner circle at the Travelers. Still, it's an
innocent enough ambition, and there has been any quantity
of good work done by these amateurs of geography. The
.spot he selected for his exploration was New Guinea.
It's ju.st as true to-day as it was then that New Guinea
is so completely unknown that if you will only strike

back from the coast anywhere at random you will dis-
cover something ncAV, and the further back you go the
more discoveries you will_ make. But it has this ad-
vantage, that the further in you get the less likeHhood
there is of your ever winning out to tell the world about
the things you have discovered. It's not entirely climate
that's at fault; quinine might protect you from the coun-
try fever, but it would be a difficult matter to protect your-
self from the large and perennially hungry population. A
man might make friends with them—it has been done

—

but I have made it quite plain that Forrest was not the
man to do it. He made up a small party in Cooktown

—

just enough to work his steam launch and Nordenfeldt
gun. His plan was to run itp the Fly River as far as
there was water enough for his launch, then make a
secondary base at that point, and with two men push
through the forest in a generally northerly direction to
sec what there might be to see. I was away on a cruise
at the time, but when I heard what he had done, I knew
tliere was nothing left but to write his epitaph.

"Sure enough the epitaph was needed. Six months
later two survivors managed to work the launch into
Port Moresby, on the Gulf of Papua. They reported that
the trip had been wthout incident until the head of navi-
gation was reached, the latter portion of the way being
through absolutely new_ country, and they had Forrest's
sketch survey to prove it. Here the leader left them, ac-
cording to his plans of further exploration. All along
up the river there bad been slight brushes with the natives.

but after every such skirmish the people seemed content to
make friends and proved themselves to be of very thievish
natures. At the secondary base the party protected its

position by a stockade, and soon established cordial rela-
tions with their neighbors, and opened a market, where
trade goods were bartered for provisions. They heard
nothing from Forrest and his two companions after they
had set out on foot, but that did not excite ahy com*
ment, because there were no means whatever of communi-
cation. Their orders were to maintain themselves at the
head of navigation until the return of the advance party,
and not to expect them back shott of six moilths. Thfe
survivors explained that within a inohth after the division
of the expedition they found their stockade beset by a
vastly superior force, who cut off all supplies from the
country. Aii&r defending their position until they two
were left alone, they had gone into the launch under cover
of the darkness and made their way to the mission settle-
ment at Port Moresby.

"Naturally a relief party was demanded by the Gov-
ernor and by everybody. The admiral put me in com-
mand, both because I had been a friend of Forrest and
also because I had had some little experience in such
work. As far as the head of navigation on the Fly River
it was all plain sailing, for I had the survivors to guide
me and copies of Forrest's chart. We found the stockade
destroj'ed and all the goods looted, but no evidence that
Forrest had returned thither from the interior. At that
point the real difficulties began, and we found the temper
of the people such that we did not venture to divide our
party. It was like searching for a needle in a hay mow.
but we kept at it diligently. The only thing to do" was to
investigate each village until we found one where Forrest
had passed through. Then from this village we cast about
among all villages within a day's march, until we found
another point of departure. This you may imagine was
no easy thing to do, for it was not always the case that
our coast natives could make themselves understood. In
this way we followed Forrest and his companions to the
higher lands on the central chain of mountains, and there
we lost the trail. Wc had more than once lost the trail
before since leaving the river, but it had meant only the
expenditure of time and patience to pick it up. But in this
case we were unable to find that our predecessors had ever
passed a certain village to which Ave had trailed them.
The people were sullen, refused to understand our in-
terpreters, and tried to make it plain that before our com-
ing they had never seen white men or heard that there
Avere any such beings in existence. It was overdone, and
I promptly suspected the community. When we had
quartered all the land beyond without 'finding trace of our
missing friends, it was determined to round up the sus-
pected village and make a full investigation. It was not
long before we found Avhat the French call a piece of
conviction. The chief or king of the place Avas wearing a
not uncommon ornament of cannibal society, the lower
jaw bone of a man hung on a rope of fiber about the
neck and Avorn as a gorget. But the jaAv bone Avorn by
the chief carried teeth that Avere filled with gold, and
this proved that some Avhite man had been killed and eaten
there. The prompt execution of the chief brought the
rest of the people to confession. They acknowledged that
they had attacked the three white men in their sleep, had
killed them with clubs and later in the day had dined
upon them. Their possessions they had divided up among
the different families, but when they had learned that more
white meu Avere coming in their direction they had hid-
den them in the thatch of their houses for fear that we
would hold them responsible for the other white men who
had been killed. These goods, Avhen produced, Avere
ample proof that it was Forrest's party that had here
come to grief. Accordingly Ave burnt the town and de-
stroyed their plantations in order to teach the whole in-
terior that Avhite men Avere not to be eaten with impunity.
It may seem somewhat unjust to inflict punishment thus
by Avholesale, but it is the only thing that such savages
can understand, and it is pretty safe to assume that all
were guilty alike.

"Search as diligently as we might. Ave could find no
more human remains identifiable as belonging to Forrest's
party beside that one polished jaw bone. That was
removed from the chief before he sAvung for it, and I
carried it back Avith me. In Sydney it Avas identified
beyond a doubt by the dentist who had done some recent
Avork for Forrest, and who had kept a chart of his
mouth, showing the old and the ncAV Avork. I passed it on
up to the admiral, and he to the Governor. That jaw
bone was all that was left of Forrest, the cousin of half
the peerage, and it was treated Avith respect. The Gov-
ernor sent it home in a plush jcAvel box. Only fancy
being called upon to mourn one's dear departed repre-
sented solely by his jaAV bone."
"Considering your description of Forrest's manner with

the islanders, his fragmentary remains are somewhat
reminiscent of the instrument with Avhich Samson did
such great execution," said I.

Lleaveixa Pierce Churchill,

Takmgf Him at His Word.
A young hopeful of some five sleighrides recently ac-

quired a small rabbit. His aunt found him the next day
sitting on his knees Avith the rabbit held before him in both
hands, and alternately shaking it and exclaiming: "Five
times five I" "Six times three !" "Four times seven !"

Shocked at this seemingly cruel act on the part of her
usually gentle nephew, she said : "Why, Harry, why on
earth are you shaking that rabbit so ? You'll kill it

!"

"Well," responded Master Harry, "pape said this morn-
mg that rabbits multiply rapidly, but I can't make this
one say a thing !"

—

Ncav York Times.

Boyhood Memofies.

Other chapters in this aeries have been : March 23—
"In Close Quarters," by C. P. A. ; "Old Sanger's Boat/'
by A. L. L.; "Another First Trout," by S. D, R.;, "A
Hunt in the BackAVOods of Tennessee," by B M S
April 6—"An April Afternoon," by O. H. Hampton,"
"Gray Squirrel in a School House," by Graeme. April20—"A First Visit to the Adirondacks,'* bv A. N.
Cheney. May 4—"The Hollow Tree." by Fall L'eaf. May
II—"A Boy, a Man and a Memory," by Dr. T. J. Tomp-
kins,

'
.

.
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Some Boyhood Memories.*

X.--"UncIe Jim's Reel."

When a boy, I lived 00 a farm in Kentucky niear Silver

River.

This stream was beautiful at all seasons, but in the

spring when the fish began to bite—or were supposed to

—

my home was an earthly paradise.

At that season I w-ould not have changed phices with a
circus rider, an Indian fighter or even a pirate.

Days spent on that clear, cold, bank-shaded stream Were
days to enjoy and remember.
My mother's yoimgest brother lived in Frankfort, and

often made us short visits. He seemed greatly to enjoy
the change from town to the country, and also the good,
wholesome country fare, but most of all the freslily caught
fish that I nearly always had for him in season.

He finally came to share my enthusiasm, and said he
would come down some day and go fishing with me, and
show me how to catch fish. There was probably never a

man living, that fished at all, who did not think that he
could catch more fish, and larger ones, than any boy. Just
because boys use a sapling for a rod, any kind of string

that is strong for a line, spit on the bait and jerk the

fish right out on the bank, when hooked, they say w-e

don't know how to fish. "You are not scientific," is what
Uncle Jim used to say. "Just wait until I come to take
that fish with you, and I will show you the scientific way."
One Friday afternoon on my return from school I found

that Uncle Jim had come, and the next day being my
holiday, I was to have the promised lesson in scientific

fishing.

We were up at daybreak next morning, a beautiful day,

and by the time breakfast was ready I had a can of angle-

worms dug and my tackle all rigged up. When we
reached the river I found that Uncle Jim had provided
himself with more tackle for one day's fishing than Mr.
Moss, our storekeeper, had for his entire stock in trade.

Many of the things he had brought I could see no earthly

good in, and the profusion of hooks, lines, floats, leads,

etc., looked to me like very foolish and wasteful extrav-
agance, but the beautiful pole, that came apart in sec-

tions about as long as a walking-cane, and had bright

metal tips, ferrules and trimmings, commended itself to me
and won my sincerest admiration and praise.

But the most useless and impracticable article in all his

A'aried outfit, to my notion, was his reel—the first one I

had ever seen—and his explanation of its use only served
to strengthen me in this belief. That you should unwind
and let out a whole lot of good line for a fish that was
too big to pull in, to run off with, was to me the most
foolish idea of all, and my uncle's theory, that the fish

would become tired out w-hen it had run to the end of

the line, and you could pull it back, was one that my
judgment did not approve at all, and I very frankly told

him so.

Then he proceeded to give me a long talk on "scientific

fishing," entering into details and explanations, that did

not prevent me from jerking out two nice white perch and
one goggle-eye in an unscientific manner entirely satis-

factory to me, while he was talking about and getting

ready to illustrate the art of catching fish. The fish bit

freely, and my luck was even better than usual, and by
the time Uncle Jim was ready to begin, I had caught nine

nice ones. He would not use my bait, but had caught a

minnow on a very small hook that he had, and by a long

sweep and swing of the rod wa:s casting his hook, baited

with the minnow, nearly to the middle of the river. It

was certainly very interesting to see him, with easy, grace-

ful swings, cast 'way out in the deep water;—ten times

the length of his pole—where I knew there tnust be

some big fellows, but casting out and winding in ^yas all

he did. while every few miiiutes, with a vigorous jerk, I

landed a fish high and dry.

But then, as he very truly said, '"A fish that will swallow
this minnow of mine will be worth a dozen such as you
are catching."

Nevertheless I was making sure of mine, and after more
than an hour of hard work he was no nearer to success

than when he began. I had just urged him to shorten

itp his line, put on a worm for bait and catch some fish by

my unscientific jnethod, when something struck his bait.

The large float gave a dip half under, trembled a mo-
ment, and then began to slowly disappear under the water,

as though the fish taking it was too large and dignified to

move quickly. In a moment I was all excitement, and
dropping mv pole. I dashed up to Uncle Jim, shouting.

"Pull ! Pnfl him in ! Pull with all your miglit." He
promptly told me to keep quiet and stand back. Waiting
for the "line to tighten, he made a quick backward sweep
with arm and wrist, and whatever it was, was hooked
firm and fast. I immediately made up my mind that it

was a big fish—the very b'ggest in the river—and was as

wildly excited as a boy could well get. With my whole
heart I washed I could get hold of my uncle's rod and try

conclusions with tlie monster, feeling sure that it was
strength and not science that was now needed. But
though Uncle Jim's eyes fairly snapped, he made an effort

to appear cool and collected—it was not scientific to get

excited.

It was easy to see that the thing he had hooked did not

know, nor care, anything about science, for after remain-
ing quiet for a few seconds, it made two or three lunges

like a wild btill, that made the line sing, and then down
;he river it went at a steady gait, that seemed to say. "I'm
off; you call come or not, as you please."

Uncle tried again and again to check his catch, pulling

back as hard as he dared, but the strain on the line w-as

so great he had to let it go, paying out .the line from oi¥

the reel so fast that it fairly buzzed.

Finally the line was all out and Uncle Jim started on
a run down the stream, keeping near the water's edge,

winding in line whenever he could get any slack and
trying by frequent ptills to tire his catch, which was
steadily sailing down the stream, keeping about in the

middle. "Bring the landing net,'' he shouted to me, and
I ran back to where he had left it, rejoicmg that he had
explained its use to me. Dashing down the river bank I

soon overtook him, and found' that he had run dowm
opposite his catch and was walking rapidly along, winding
in his line.

"Strange he don't turn," said my Uncle; "they nearly

always run up stream when hooked."

"But he is a big fellow, sure," and I plainly saw that,

my uncle was showing some very unscientific symptoms of

excitement.
"Pull him in ! Pull him in so I can reach him with llic

net." I shouted, making dashes into the water's edge.

"Can't do it until I tire hini outj he is too big," .said

he. On down the river wc went, running wildly over
rocks, logs and brush, sometimes on flat banks and some-
times on steep, rough ones for a little way as fast as wc
could run, and then for a few moments more slowly, I

sliouting as loudly as I could -every few moments some
request, or suggestion, to my uncle, for I was not a

scientific fisherman and did get excited.

Finally on a steep, narrow bank I managed to get the

landing net between my legs, and fell headlong, with such
force as to throw me heels over head down the bank, and
against my scientific relative's legs, as he balanced him-
self on a narrow, steep ledge, and dropping his pole he
went head first into the river like a big frog, arms and
legs flying. The water was deep and he disappeared en-

tirely from sight. Before he had come to the surface I

had caught up the pole and was holding it as he had been
doing, letting the line run out. Ordinarily, under such
circumstances, I should have felt solicitous for his safety

and have hastened to render him assistance, but the big
fish was my only thought now.
Swimming to the bank and scrambling out of the water,

bare headed and dripping, he snatched his pole without a

word, and I picked up the net, and away we went after

our fish.

It was fearfully hot, and we had run almost half a

mile, which over the rough and obstructed river bank
was equal to several times that distance on level. But at

last the whale—as I had about begun to believe him to

be—^began to show signs of exhaustion. He did not spurt
so lively, and freqttently sulked, affording an opportunity
to recoA'cr line, without running after him, and I began
to look around to see if we were near a road, feeling sure
that it would take a wagon to haul him home. But I was
meeting the diffictflty of transportation altogether too
soon, for a moment thereafter the line ran against a snag
almost in the tniddle of the river, and do what he would
my uncle could not release it.

The line was running out at a right angle round the
snag, as the catch ran down the stream, but we could not
follow on and wind it in, and of course it would all be
out in a few moments and the fish would break away.
Big boy that I was, my eyes filled with tears of disap-
pointment, as I realized that in a few moments our
magnificent prize would surely escape.

"It will never do to let such a fish get away," cried
Uncle Jim, and thrusting his pole into my hands, he threw
off his coat and boots and plunged into the river. Almost
breathless with anxiety, fearing he would not reach it in

time, I watched him swimming swiftly out to the snag,
while the line on the reel grew less and less. But at last,

just as it was tightening up on the last bit of slack, and
after I had waded out into the river as far as I could
keep my footing to ease the strain, Uncle Jim reached
out and caught the log with one hand, and with the other
quickly lifted the line and dropped it into the water
below the log, giving me a chance to run down the bank
a short distance and relieve the strain. And now I felt

that witli a man of such resources as my scientific Uncle
was proving himself to be, we were sure to win.

I had run but a little way when he overtook me, all out
of breath and without his boots, running like a pro-
fessional sprinter, although the rocks must have caused
his tender feet much pain.

He was a gritty fisherman even if he was a little too
scientific, was my mental criticism, as I ran back to
recover the net that I had laid down upon taking charge
of the pole, and I felt sure that we would soon need
it noAV.

When I overtook my uncle, and got a good look at

him, I immediately concluded that if he was to enjoy
that fish we would have to catch it soon, for he looked

• as though he had about reached the limit of human en-
durance. From his general appearance he might have
been a prisoner to the Indians and run the gauntlet.
He was standing on a low point that extended out into

the river some distance, with his pole pointing up stream
and into the bank—having run down below the fish—and
was slowly but surely guiding it into the pocket formed
by this point, btit he was a grewsonte sight. One leg of
his pants Avas torn almost entirely off ; his toes on the right
foot were all bloody where he had knocked them against a
stone; his suspenders were broken and hanging doAvn

:

one shirt sleeve was torn from shoulder to elbow, and a
long mark of blood was down one side of his face from
a cut iti the temple he had received by coming violently
in contact with the broken limb of a dead tree.

Although I was really frightened about him, the fish

w-as my first care, and when he called me to come quietly
with the net I did so, feeling that we were now surely
about to be fully repaid for all of our trouble. "Easy.
Louie," said he, as I rushed in to the water's edge. "Don't
go in yet ; he is near, but not in reach." Then came five

minutes' agon}- of suspense. I could hear my heart
throbs. •

For a moment the line would come in slowly, then with
a sluggish motion be drawn back ; then in a little more,
then back again, we winning a few inches every time.

"We will get him, Louie; he is tired out," whispered mj^
uncle, "and wdiat a monster he nmst be," he added. It

occurred to me then that if tiring out meant defeat, the
fish about had us.

But in he came, slowly but surely, closer and closer, and
finalb^ I could see the water getting muddy where it

shoaled, and I begged uncle to let me dash in and scoop
him up \yith the net.

"No," said he ; "now is the critical time ; a wrong move
now and we lose our magnificent prize and all our labor.

Be patient and folloAV carefully all of my directions."

I kncAV then that my uncle was not seriously hurt, as he
Avas .still scientific.

A little nearer and a little nearer, and now I could
plainly see the float on the line, and felt almost sure that

I couid make out the dim outline of a monster of a fish.

I Avas glad the net was big and strong.

"NoAV get ready," said uncle at last, in a Ioav tone,

"and Avhen I give the word, you can jump in and plant

the net about 3 feet beyond Avhere my hook it, and come
with a rush, and I willj)ull in as hard as I can on the

line, and I thm.k," he said Avith a chuckle, "1 will show
you a fish that will surprise you." And he did.

Working him in a litth: closer, uncle wound in his

line Avith great care, until it was all in but the tight 3 or 4
feet running straight out in the Avater, then bracing him-
self, he nodded to me, and in I went.

Landing, with a jmnp, just beyond where I judged the
fish to be. 1 clapped doAvn the landing net, and with a
desperate effort rolled atid tumbled, Avhile Uncle Jim
shouted atul hauled clear up on the bank our prize, and
the next moment we stood looking down on the biggest,
dirtiest old rusty snapping turtle I had ever seen in all

my life. The great, ugly, slimy thing was as large as the
bottom of a tub. and his head nearlv as large as my tAvo
fists.

JMy disappointment Avas indeed terrible, for my expecta-
tions had lieen great, and I cotild either have laughed or
cried; but one glance at Uncle Jim con\'inced me that it

was no matter of choice—crying Avas the only safe thing
for me then. He Avas the maddest man I ever saAV.

After looking at the hideous old reptile for a fcAV mo-
ments, he silenthr mrned aAvay, and searching around
selected a large stone—so large that he could barely carry
it—and this be brought and dashed down on the turtle's
head Avith such force that it literally beheaded it.

It occurred to me that it Avas done quite "scientifically,"
but I did not feel that facetiousness Avould be appreciated
just then, so kept the thought to myself.
Uncle Jim then Avound up his line" and sat down on \he

Avater's edge to Avash the blood from his wounded foot,
while I went back after his boots and coat. Then we
slowly limped our way back along the rough way we had
ocmc. Uncle Jim first, I in the rear, and not a Avord
was said.

When Ave returned to Avhere I had left my pole and
fish, fresh troubles awaited me. Somebody, or some-
thing, had carried otf my pole and line, and a hog rooting
along the bank had released my fish, Avhich the current had
carried off, and then my cup Avas filled to overfloAving, and
I lifted up my voice and kept.
But my consolation came quickly, for Uncle Jim, open-

ing" his tackle box, took therefrom a handful of hooks,
lines, leads and floats, and these, Avith the beautiful jointed
rod. he handed me, saying, "For you, Louie, and you
need not say anything at the house about our luck this
morning." Lewis Hopkins.

Ex-President Harrison as a Sports-

man*
In the death of our beloved ex-President, Benjamin

Harrison, the fraternity of true sportsmen lost one of its

most distinguished members. The AA^orld kncAv him as an
orator, an intrepid soldier, an efficient ruler, an a.stute

statesman, an exemplary citizen and a God-fearing man.
A few intimate, lifelong friends, hoAvever, kncAV him as a
sportsman in the fullest sense of the term. When a mere
lad his love for the rod and gun manifested itself. The
riA'ers floAving close by his old home at North Bend, O.,
were well stocked Avith fish in that day, and in their
season wildfoAvl Averc plenteous. The Avoods were veri-
tably ali\'e Avith squirrels, Avild pigeons and partridges, and
in the pursuit of such game young Harrison l>ecame an
expert shot, particularly Avith the rifle. General Lcav
Wallace, in his "Life of Benjamin Harrison," is authority
for the statement that "Very frequently he [Harrison]
assisted the 'negro Avho served the household in the capac-
ity of cook, carried wood and Avater for him and helped
him Avash the dishes, that he might the better secure his
company in a bout at fishing or hunting." This fondness
for fishing and hunting became a passion with him in later
life, and it Avas very rareh^ that a shooting season went
by without hi.s indulging in a fcAV days' sport Avith the
ducks, the prairie chickens, the jacksnipe or the quail.

Jacksnipe, prairie chicken and quail shooting afforded
him more real enjoyment than any other kind of shooting,
as pleasant Aveather is to be had during the shooting season
of these birds—a thing seldom met Avith during the duck-
ing season. He Avas, hoAvever, in his younger days an
enthusiastic duck hunter, and his love for the sport fre-
quently carried him out- into Illinois, Avhere a few days
Avere spent over the decoys on the Illinois River and neig'h-
boring Avaters,. or up into the prolific Kankakee marshes in
ncjrthern Indiana. A fcAv years after he had left the
White House he made a trip to California, and while there
Avas a member of a duck shooting party. The guides of
the expedition to this day delight in telling of the time
\\ hen they Avent shooting Avith an ex-President Avho Avore
long rubber boots, an ordinary corduroy shootihg suit and
a slouch hat. During the later years of his life he con-
fined himself to quail shooting almost exclusively, as he
considered it indiscreet for a man of his years to expose
himself to the inclemencies of the weather that one is

forced to eitcounter when ducks are the objects of pursuit.
General Harrison was alAA'ays an admirer, in fact a

loAcr. of a good bird dog. and he Avas never Avithout a
thoroughly trained, Avell-bred pointer dog, and on all

bunting excursions was exceedingly solicitous for the
welfare of bis dog. He ahvays took particular pains to
sec that his dog received. the best of care.

Wheiv in the field, his garments Avere ahvays of un-
ostentatious cut and pattern. A corduroy coat and vest,

AA'ith knickerbockers of the same material, canvas leggings.
Avaterproof lumting shoes and a slouch hat of soft felt

made up his apparel. It has been said that Avhen thus
harnessed for the field he Avas not the most prepossessing
being on earth. OAving. no doubt, to his shortness of
stature and great abdominal development.
He Avas never a connoisseur of fine firearms, but ahvaj's

kept scA-eral good, substantial, serA iceable guns about him.
In his Avill he made disposition of tAvo shotguns, a Lefever
and a Daly, and one rifle, the last forming a part of the
equipment of his summer place in the Adirondacks.

Quail shooting Avas unquestionably his faA-orite sport, as
year after year foimd him climbing fences, plodding
through the nmd. brushing aside corn stalks and penetrat-
ing dense thickets in quest of America's most intelligent,

ntost cunning game bird. Quail shooting is delightfully
fascinating, intoxieatingly so, and any one Avho has ever
been fortunate enough to get a taste of it invariably wants
to drink a little deeper every season. This was true of
General Harrison, and just three months before his death
he, "with a party of friends, with whom he had hunted
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annually for twenty years, again had their liearls glad

dened and their longing gratified by -a three days' hinit

over the beauteous fields of northern Indiana, where a

goodlv number of birds were secured. To illustrate his

love for quail shooting, it might be pertinent to state that

during his hunt last December, which regretably was his

last, the third day was rendered unfit for shooting by a

slow, miserable rain that made all nature take on a gloomy

.aspect. This, however, was not sufficient to lessen the

ardor of General Harrison, and it was only after several

vigorous remonstrances of his friends that he was per-

suaded not to expose himself to the raw, bitter wind and
tlie chilling rain.

General Harrison^was always considered a most excel-

lent shot by all who ever accompanied him on a hunt. He
was what is popularly known as a "snap shot." especially

during Iiis younger days, but even up to his last hunt bis

"draw" was surprisingly quick and his aim remarkably
true for a man of his age. He never went forth into the

field to make a "bag," but simply contented himself with

a rea>onabIe number of birds, even if many more were to

be had. He strenuously condenuied the wanton slaughtei-

yf any kind of game, and was a staunch advocate of all

game protection movements. He was not, however, in

sympathy with the present popular practice of the various

.States of charging an exorbitant price for a license to

hunt within their borders. He believed such legislation

\u be unwise and wholly impotent.

One would naturally believe tliat General Harrison, be-

cause of his lack of physical exercise and his corpulence,

would not be able to cover much territory in a day's hunt.

Such behef, however, is far from true, as he was an in-

defatigable walker, the matter of wonderment and admira-

tion among his friends, and he not infrequently led the

much younger members of his party a merry chase across

the country.
For a few years before his death General Harrison, with

his family and a few intimate friends, spent his summers
up in the' Adirondacks in Herkimer county. N. Y., on the

Fulton chain of lakes, where excellent fishing and good
shooting were to be had. It was here that he got his- first

taste of big-game shooting, and a well-authenticated report

is that more than one magnificent buck fell before his

unerring aim.
There are men who say that General Harrison was cold,

distant and unsympathetic. It may possibly be true that

he did not wear his heart on his sleeve in public life, but

every man who was ever fortunate enough to come in

contact with him as a sportsman will gladly testify that

a more genial, a more considerate or a more companion-
able sportsman never drew a gun to shoulder than he. He
was a great student of nature, and his unbounded love for

her frequently manifested itself. Her innumerable charms
and delights seemed to completely captivate him, and
being with and communing with her furnished him as

much enjoyment and pleasure as the pursuit of her children.

There was one phase of hunting for which he displayed

a decided antipathy. This was the killing of a wounded
or crippled bird, and quite frequently a friend was called

to administer the death blow.
No difficulties were ever experienced by him in finding

good shooting grounds, as he was deluged every season

with letters from his many friends inviting him to hunt

over a neighborhood where quail were legion. He had his

favorite grounds, however, and hunted over them year

after year with the same companions, two or three bosom
and life long friends, from his ^own dear city of In-

dianapolis.

He was always exceedingly popular with the country
people—so much so, in fact, that when the people gained

intelligence of his being in their neighborhood on a

hiint, urging invitations were immediately sent to him to

come and hunt over their farms. This popularity was
doubtless ascribable to the fact that he was always espe-

cially sociable and considerate when in their presence, and
showed a lively interest in topics interesting to them, such

as crops, stock, etc. He never displayed any unwilling-

ness to sit at the table with the farm hands in their shirt

sleeves, but merely took it as a rnatter of course—an un-

mistakable example of his Catholicism.

Around the fire after the day's hunt. General Harrison
with a cigar between his teeth would often entertain the

entire party with his hunting reminiscences. They were
told in such a charming, delightful and inimitable style

that his auditors always became insistent for more—more,

and the result was that the lamp would be kept burning
until a late hour. He was a man who thoroughly enjoyed

a wholesome, inoffensive joke. His sense of humor was
remarkably well developed, and many are the stories told

by his old hunting companions of the jokes played on
them and others by the General. He was many times the

butt of a joke, and he took it as good-naturedly as if he
had played it himself, which proves conclusively that he
possessed a fine sense of humor.
His visit to a community always created a sensation.

The whole populace became agog and every one had an
irrepressible desire to get a glimpse of him. _A few years

ago he slipped into Sheridan, Ind., and enjoyed a few
days' quiet shooting. The villagers, however, were ap-

prised of his presence, and when he arrived at the station

to board a train for home he was confronted by a vast

assemblage of men, women and children from miles

around. The public schools had been dismissed

and the children were there en masse. General
Harrison's little party was completely surrounded
by a curious, inquiring, admiring crowd. A mem-
ber of his party told a little girl w'ho happened tO' be
standing near by, gazing in open-mouthed wonderment at

the General, to speak to him, that he should be glad to

shake hands with her. She took one step forward, halted,

then her courage failed her, and she was soon lost in

the crowd. A buxom country maiden who had overheard
the conversation, and after being assured that she would
be cordially received, finally mustered up sufficient courage
to proffer her hand to the General. He took her hand in

his and spoke a few kind; reassuring words to her, and she

went away, the happiest girl in the world. The effect of
her action was electrical. From every quarter came hands
thrust forward, eager to grasp those pf the ex-President.

And he had a firm, welcome and inspiri-ng handshake and
a pleasing smile for all. This little incident truly brought
out the intrinsic character of the man. He had had a

hard day's hunt, and was tired and dressed in his muddy
hunting clothes. How easy it would have been for him
to have refused to send the sunshine into those people's
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hearts, that he so graciously sent. But tliat would have

been aiKither man—not General Harrison.

Sportsmanship is sadly in need of such type of sports-

men as General Harrison, and in his death a distinct and
irreparable loss is to be recorded. He was a model sports-

man, and may his life as such be honored and emulated

bv all who are true lovers "of the rod and gun.

iNoiANAPous, Ind. Wilbur Carltn McIntosh.

Poke-o-Moonshine.
Editor Forest and Stream: .

Perhaps Mr. Ames will find that Poke-o-Moonshine is

a wanderer from the Spanish south, disguised and very

nmch Atuericanized. The Mexican has a drink whicli is

called mescal Its effect is somewhat out of proportion

to its quantity when swallowed. So the native is some-

times diffident about taking it in too large quantities.

"Poco mescal ! Pocotito mescal !" is to be heard in

the Mexican inn, 1 have read. "A little mescal ; a very

little mescal," is what the speaker means. "Pocotito mes-
cal," however, is likely to mean two fingers taken in the

traditional fashion.

r imagine that a South American first asked for "poco
moonshine," and that he got it. The expression is of

the sort that travels, so finally it came to the Adirondacks
and Maine, where it rested on a mountain .stream in the

form of Poke-o-Moonshine.
A much more appropriate derivation would be to

link Poke-o-Moonshine with the word "pokeribh," a

hazy, shivery sort of word, expressive of the haunted
four corners and the back garret where the relics are

visited by ghosts who lived and died when the relics were
in prime use, and equally applicable to the dark shades

of the forest in the moonshine.
Perhaps Poke-o-Moonshine Mountain is a long, tedious

one to cross, a poky, vminteresting stretch of a trail that

passes it—one that makes one poke along in the moon-
shine after sundown. Still I presume the Spanish "poco"
is likeliest to be the source of the expression.

Perhaps this venture in word analysis will help Mr.
Ames both as to Poke-o-Moonshine and "Poke-Logan."
I never saw the latter one before that I remember, nor
do I know what a "logan" is, unless it is "a logging rock

or rocking stone," which is the dictionary definition.

In this connection. Mr, Editor, why isn't there a dic-

tionary of woods terms? A book, I mean, in which one
would, be able to get the meaning of hobnails, still-hunt,

cold trail, runway, leader, stretcher, dropper, drawing
fire, holding over and the like. There are terms in gen-

eral use among Rocky Mountain trappers, Maine guides

and sportsmen which deserve explanation, not to say

perpetuation, by a competent w'ord analyzer and sports-

man. Think what a help it would be to have descriptions

of the native flies, for instance, when one is planning a

trip into unfamiliar waters. See what a pleasure it would
be to. the writer to realize that he wasn't putting his hero

on the back track of the villain when he came to the

w^oods. "For trolling an artificial minnow is best. A
small spoon is also good. We had neither with us on
this day, and instead we used large, dead minnows with

swivels to prevent the lines from becoming kinked. We
had proceeded only a short distance when the bass began
to strike," is a specimen of average fish story lingo likely

to make trouble in the mind of a man who never used
anything but flies on an Adirondack stream. A "strike,"

a "bite" and a "rise" are, perhaps, typical of three kinds

of fishing— i. e.. trolling, plugging (?) and fly-casting

—

but one might Avrite a long time and not use the terms
properly.

Of course one can find nearly all of these words in a

six or eight volume general dictionary. For example,
"Still-hunt, see hunt" ; "hunt" is three volumes away.
Then "Still-hunt, a hunt conducted with unusual silence

and caution; hence, in American politics, a canvass con-

ducted in a quiet and secret manner." I imagine the

man who wrote that definition would canvass the wilder-

ness a long while in his quiet, secret, unusually silent and
cautious fashion before he would be elected a successful

pot-hunter. Raymond S. Spears.

NoRTHwoon, N. Y.

Directions for a Tfavelef*

From the Berea (Ky.) Quarterly.

The highways of the mountains are not laid out by
compass and surveyor, but by the far more irregular laws

of nature. It will be truly interesting to read through
^the following succinct directions actually given one of

our extension workers for going from Booneville to

Hazard. And the mountain man who can remember
these directions without "taking notes" has a memory
that surpasses that of most "furriners."

Roote from BooneviIIe» Owsley Co., to Hazard, Perry Co.

Up South Fork of Kentucky River to mouth of Gow
Creek.
Up to head of Cow Creek to head of Burton's Fork of

Long's Creek.
Down Burton's Fork of Long's Creek to E. D. CoUi-

han's.

Up Sycamore Fork of Long's Creek to mouth of Trace
Fork.
Up to head of Trace Fork of Long's Creek to head of

Trace Creek.
Down Trace Creek to Squabble Creek.

Down Squabble Creek to Middle Fork of Kentucky
River.

Up Middle Fork two miles to mouth of Gray's Creek.

Up to head of Gray's Creek to head of Joe Eversole's

Branch.
Down Joe Eversole's Branch to the North Fork of

Kentucky River.
LTp the North Fork to mouth of Camel's Creek.

Up to head of Camel's Creek to the head of Forked
Mouth.
Down Forked Mouth to the North Fork of Kentucky

River.
Up North Fork one mile to mouth of Willord's Creek.

Up to head of Willord's Creek to head of Big Creek,

Down Big Creek to lower left-hand Fork.
Up to head of left-hand Fork to head of Hale's Creek.

Down Hale's Creek to North Fork of Kentucky River.

Ford the Kentucky River and enter Hazard.
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An Outing in Acadia.—V.
11Y EDWARD A. SAMUELS.

[Continuedfrom page 346.]

The young growth that John had mentioned was soon

reached, but with the exception of a single woodcock, no
more birds were obtained.

"What a lot; of blackberries there are here," exclaimed
the Doctor, as in a short time we emerged from the thick

covert and entered a large tract of raspbeny and black-

berry bushes. "What a harvest the young ladies could

gather here," he continued, as he picked handfuls of the

ripe and lucious fruit.

Delicious they proved to lie, and we picked and ate all

we desired. "There has been a fire through here within

a few years." said the Doctor, as we moved .imong the

hushes, "and it almost always happens that the raspbejry

and blackberry spring up and flourish as they do here, tlnr

fruit furnishing an abundant and welcome food to many
animals and birds. By and by the bushes will be over
shadowed by trees, which are again establishing them
selves, as we can see here, anil they will weaken and
die. for the sunlight is essential to their life."

"Yes," I replied; "I notice that young trees are growing,
but they are not pines and spruces, such as are seen on all

sides of this little patch, hut are oaks, mostly, and a few
maples."
"You are right." said the Doctor. "Yes; they art-

principally oaks, and they will for many years to come
replace the cone-bearing trees in this place."

"Can you inmgine how this comes about?" asked the
guide.

"Very easily, indeed; the change is eff"ected by the squir-

rels, chiefly."

"How do the squirrels plant the trees?" he asked.
"They plant them by burying the nuts in the autumn,

and it is astonishing how accurately, how unerringly they
dig in the winter to their buried treasures, which are

A PLANTER OF FORESTS.

sometimes covered by six or eight inches of snow. Of
course they do not recover all that are cached, and from
those that are left spring the young trees, such as those

we see around us."

That the Doctor was right has been proved by the ob-
servations of many good and careful students.

The squirrel tribe seems, from its general physical con-
formation, to be the means—the agents—that nature ha^

provided for securing a diffusion of our nut-bearing trees.

The little rodents, bright, nervous, active, provident, arc

gifted with good digestive powers, and as they are active

through the winter their appetites must be provided for.

Their favorite food, which is susceptible of preservation
for many months, is by their peculiar instinct stored in

just the right form and manner to meet not only their

hibernal wants, but also to provide for a future supply.

For the nuts buried here and there, one or two inches

deep in the damp, rich humus, are planted under exactly

the right conditions for future germination, and if but a

small proportion of them escape the squin-el's appetite,

enough are left to continue the forest growth generously

—

yes, mimificently. Every good observer will see as he
passes among the pines and spruce, little sprouts of oaks
and beeches scattered here and there, sonle rising a foot,

others two or more feet in height. These are sprouts
one or two years old, sprung from the nuts which had
been buried and forgotten by the squirrels. Not a nut-
bearing tree is anywhere in sight, and the seed must have
been brought from quite a distance. I have known in-

stances of hickory nuts being buried a half-mile from the

parent tree, and acorns from even a greater di.stance.

The question might well be asked. "Why do. the sqtiir-

rcls bring them to these pine groves? Wliy not bury
them in any other place?"
They bury them everywhere—in birch woods, in fields,

in old pastures and even in orchards; you can find in any
of these localities at any time seedlings of our nut trees,

which have been planted by the squirrels. But they prefer

the denser evergreen woods for storing places, and for

their homes, because a better covert is aft'orded them
from their many enemies than is found in the deciduoii-

woods, and here again the wonderful provisions of nature
are apparent. Not only is the proper rotation of vegetable
life thus secured, a rotation absolutely essential, but the
very best and most favorable conditions are secured for
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the new growtli in being planted where, during the earlier

period of its life, it will be protected from the too fervent
rays of the sun.

So well recognized is the fact thtrt the deciduous trees
can best be propagated and grown when shade in some
form is provided them, that for many years German and
English arboriculturists have provided evergreen shade
and shelter trees for their young oak plantations. Thus
it happens in nature's workings, that when a grove or
forest of evergreens is felled it is succeeded principally
by a deciduous growth.
Anually the squirrels plant the nuts, the sprouts start

up and live two, three or even more years, according to
the density of the shade above them, and then they die, for
tr»o nnich shade after a certain period is fatal to them.
This ])lanting of the nuts and the early dying of the
sprouts go on year after year, steadily and constantly, un-
til the time comes for the pines to die. when their dense
shade lieing removed, the sprouts which had found one
or two or three years' protection in it, start up with the
greatest vigor and rapidity of growth.
"But it is growing late," exclaimed the Doctor, as we

reached the border of the blackberry patch. "There seems
to be no grouse in this neighborhood, and we had better
work our way toward home; the young ladies will be
expecting us."
Our steps were now turned toward the falls, John lead-

ing the way through the thick undergrovvtii and over
windfalls and decaying logs. An occasional hare was
started from its lurking place or "form," and one was not
qiMte quick enoi:gh to elude my aim.
The hares that abound in the woods of Nova Scotia

are known as the great Northern hare. Unlike the brown
hare (often, but improperly, called rabbit) of southern
New England, it is strictly an inhabitant of the woods,
and very seldom ventures inlo fields and cultivated tracts.

In winter i! seems to prefer the swamps, where its paths
are seen running in all directions. In summer it avoids
such localities, choosing higher ground at all times, being
fond of a thick undergrowth of young evergreens. So
abundant is it in Nova Scotia that the writer has seen
inany wagon loads of them carried to market. On being
hunted by dogs, it often doubles on its tracks, and thus
sometinies eludes its pursuers. It does not take refuge
in holes in the earth as does the common rabbit on being
hard pressed, but depends entirely on its fleetness and
strength and the thickness of the covert. Its flesh, though
rather dry, is generally palatable, but in winter, when it

•

feeds on spruce and hemlock twigs and bark, it is far from
attractive. In fact, .specimens that I have shot in winter
were sO' strongly flavored with this food that even in a
highly seasoned stew they were absolutely repulsive; in
trying to eat them, the flavor seemed almost as strong as
turpentine.

The hare does not move around in the day time very
much, but remains concealed beneath a clump of bushes
or beneath a windfall or mass of rock.

It has innumerable enemies, and it forms the principal
food of tl>e lynx, fox, various species of owls and other
rapacious animals and birds. Were it not very prolific

it would soon be exterminated. The young are usually
live or six in number, and two families are born in a
year. The color of its fur changes from a light yellowish
brown or buff in summer to white in winter.
At the falls the young ladies with overflowing baskets

were awaiting our return, and we were soon on our way,
homeward bound. The road led through a long stretch of
maples and birches, their foliage showing brightly against
the somber hemlocks and other evergreens which occasion-
ally sprang up among them.
"The frost was pretty keen here," said the Doctor; "the

maples are becoming brilliant and the ferns show that the
touch nf the avant courier of winter has been laid upon
them,"

"I wish it had been laid on some of the.se mosquitoes
that are continually flying in my face," exclaimed Edna,
petulently. "I did not expect to tind any in September."
"There will be a few left until the cold weather comes,"

replied the Doctor, "but they will not be very troublesome
—in fact, those which are hovering about us are chiefly
males, which do not bite us."
"Can it be possible that the females only are the tor-

mentors ?"

"Yes; the females are the misery producers among mos-
quitoes."

"Awful nuisances they are," said Phcebe. "I never
coidd understand why they were created."
"The mosquito has its mission," replied the Doctor, .

"Tt is, during most of its life, an aquatic insect, and it is

then that its iisefulness is apparent, for at that period of
its existence it subsists on various animalculae which
render the water impure, and consequently injm-ious to
man and otiier animals."

"Really, I had no idea that the pest was ever of any
benefit to anything."
"Yes; I have no dottbt it is of considerable benefit, al-

though I feel sometimes that its attacks on us more than
offset all the good it does."
The life history of the mosquito is far from uninterest-

ing. The female lays her eggs in the spring and early
summer. I have never seen the act performed, but it has
been stated by an entomologist, who witnessed it. that she
rests on a bit of grass or leaf on the top of the water,
clinging to it by her first and second pairs of legs; the
third pair she crosses behind her like the letter x. The
first egg is caught and held between her legs, then another
and another are fastened to the first by the gum that
covers them, until fifteen or twenty have been arranged
side by side like seeds in the head of a sunflower. The
writer further states that when the mass becomes too
heavy for her to support, she lowers it upon the water,
but still holds it by putting her feet on either side, until
two or three hundred eggs have been laid. The whole
mass is shaped somewhat like a canoe, and is about as
large as a grain of wheat. We can often see these tiny
black boats floating on the top of a stagnant pool of water

;

the life within the eggs is not destroyed even if the water
freezes.

If the weather is warm, the eggs hatch in three or four
days, and each one sends a wiggler down into the
water through a bole in the bottom. The little mite or
larva swims about and ever and anon hangs himself by his
tail to the surface, leaving the tip out of the water. The
reason it does this is, the tube through which it breathes
is not in its head, but at the tip of its tail; this ends in a

few hairs, which spread out in a star-like form and are
oiled to repel the water.
The larvas mosquito soon changes into the pupa form.

It now breathes through its ears, or rather tubes that look
like ear,?, which are thrust a little out of the water; its

tail resembles that of a fish, and by it it can move at will
through the water. In this stage of its existence it re-
mains about fifteen days, and then, another change takes
place. The pupa rises to the surface and thrusts out its

head and shoulders, and then burst its skin. The filmy
wings now appear, but the insect instinctively remains

MOSQUITO MAGNIFIED.

1. Insect depositing eggs. 2. Insect escaping from pupa case,

3. Larva of mosquito. 4. IHoating raft of eggs.

quiet until they and its slender legs are dry. When they

are ready for use it leaps into the air, a singing, full-

fledged insect.

"In the larval form," continued the Doctor, "it feeds

upon decaying matter and micro-organisms; it is stated

that it rids the stagnant pools of microbes which produce
miasmatic fevers ; it also eats a variety of animalculae, and
it has been known to seize and kill yoimg fishes. When it

changes to the piipa form it apparently does not eat."

"It eats all right when full grown," added John. "I've

always wondered what it fed on when no animals were
round to furnish it a meal."
"Probably it sucks the juices of plants," was the reply,

"or perhaps it does not feed at all, if it cannot obtain

the food it desires."

"The sucking or biting apparatus of this insect is quite

interesting. It consists of six bristle-like organs which
are inclosed in another called the labium ; these are thrust

into the skin and then into the flesh of the victim, until

they are- sunk their entire length. Gosse, the eminent
microscopist, in describing the process, says : 'When the
array of lancets is introduced into the flesh, you are aware
that a tumor is left, which by its smart, itching and in-

flammation, causes much distress, and lasts many hours.

Head and proboscis of female mosquito as seen under the
microscope. The reticulation on each side of the head shows the
space occupied by the eyes.
Proboscis and lancets of female mosquito as seea "-"^er the

microscope, a, Labium; b.b., mandibles; c.c, maxillce: c, .jngue;
e, labrum.

. ^

This effect is probably produced partly by the deep pene-
tration of the instruments, for they are fully one-sixth of
an inch in length, and they are inserted to their very
base, and partly by the injection of a poisonous fluid, in-

tended, as has been conjecturally suggested, to dilute the
blood and make it more readily flow up the capillary tubes.

The channel through which this fluid is injected is prob-
ably the tongue, which is permeated by a tube containing
a fluid, and the same channel may afford ingress to the
diluted blood.'*

"The labium does not enter the wound. If you have
ever had the philosophic patience to watch a mosquito
while puncturing your hand, you have observed that the
knob at the end of the proboscis is applied to the skin, and
that then the organ bends with an angle more and more
acute, until at length it forms a double line, being folded
on itself, so that the base is brought into close proximit}'
to the skin. Meanwhije the lancets have all been plunged
in, and are now sunk into your flesh to their very bottom,
while the labium which formed merely the sheath for the
whole, is bent up upon itself, ready again to assume its

*Recent experiments at Havana have proved conclusively that
the yellow fever is communicated by the bite of the mosquito, and
well authenticated cases of other diseases being spread in like
manner are recorded.

straight form, as soon as the disengaged lancets require
its protection."
A writer in the Strand Magazine, in describing the

habits of the mosquito, says:
"You can best observe the mosquito in action by letting

one settle undisturbed on the back of your hand and wait-
ing while she fills herself with your blood. You can
easily watch her doing so with a pocket lens. Like tha
old lady in 'Pickwick,' she is soon 'swelling wisibly.' She
gorges herself with blood, indeed, which she straightway
digests, assimilates and converts into three hundred eggs.

But if while she is sucking you gently and unobtrusively
tighten the skin of your hand by clinching your fist hard
you will find that she cannot any longer withdraw her
mandibles. They are caught fast in your flesh by their
own harpoonlike teeth, and there she must stop accord-
ingly till you choose to release her. If you then kill her
in the usual manner by a .smart slap of the hand, you
will see that she is literally full of blood, having sucked a
good drop of it.

"The humming sound itself by which the mosquito an-
riotinces her approaching visit is produced in two dis-
tinct manners. The deeper notes which go to make up her
droning song are due to the rapid vibration of the female
insect's wings as she flies, but the higher and shriller notes
of the complex melody are due to special stridulaling
organs situated like little drums on the openings of the air

tubes.

"The curious mosquito music thus generated by the little

drums serves almost beyond a doubt as a means of
attracting male mosquitoes, for it is Ijnown that the long
hairs on the antennae of the males vibrate sympathetically
in unison with the notes of a tuning fork within the
range of the sounds emitted by the female. In other
words, hair and drums just answer to one another. We
may therefore reasonably conclude that the female sings
in order to please and attract her wandering mate, and
that the antennae of the male are organs of hearing which
catch and respond to the buzzing music she pours forth
for her lover's ears. A whole swarm of gnats can be
brought down, indeed, by uttering the appropriate note of
the race. You can call them somewhat as you can male
glowworms by showing a light which they mistake for
the female."

"It is only when it is the 'little wiggler' just hatched
from the egg, then, that the mosquito is beneficial," said
Phoebe. "What a pity it is that it does not always remain
a wiggler."
"There must be more than one kind of mosquito," said

John. "I have certainly seen several varieties." . .

"Yes," replied the Doctor ; "there are over thirty North -

American species, and some of them are terribly blood-
thirstJ^"

Ocean Waifs,

A NUMBER of instances have been recorded of land birds
appearing near vessels far out at sea, and apparently over-
come with fatigue, they would perch for several hours in

the rigging before proceeding on their journey; or, des-
perate with hunger, would fly fearlessly down to the deck,
where food and water is never refused them. Small events
like these are welcome breaks in the monotony of a long
ocean voyage, but are soon forgotten at the end of the
trip. Two of these ocean waifs have recently been pre-
sented to the New York Zoological Park, and are on
exhibition in the bird house. One is a young European
heron (Ardea cinerea), the gift of Capt. G. E. Warner, of
the steamship Glencartney. The bird flew on board his

vessel when about 205 miles southwest of Cape Cormorin,
the southern extremity of India, but did not appear tired

out, although it had probably not rested since leaving, the
land. A storm must have driven it seaward, as there is no
migration route near this locality. The heron's wing was
clipped ,and it proceeded to make itself entirely at home,
and, showing a fierce and aggressive disposition, was
confined most of the time in the potato bin, which it

defended so vigorously against the inroads of the cook
that the latter received several wounds from the bird's

beak while attempting to secure the daily ration of
potatoes.

The second bird is a' European turtle dove (Turtur
turtur), which was captured not less than 750 miles from
the nearest land—Ireland. On May 27 it flew on board the
steamship Phoenicia of the Hamburg-American Line, and
was cared for and presented to thp park by Capt. Paul
Froehlich. It was in an exhausted condition when caught,
but quickly recovered, and at present is in beautiful plu-

mage, showing no signs of the buffeting of the storm which
it must have undergone. The turtle dove migrates north-,

ward to the British Islands about the first of May, but. as

this bird was captured on May 17, it was not 'migrating,

but, caught by a gust of wind, was probabh'^ blown away
from the land. The force of the storm would then drive

it mile after mile, allowing it no chance of controlling

the direction of its flight, but, from the very velocity, ma-
king it easy for the bird to maintain its equilibrium.

Hundreds of brds must perish when left by storms far

out at sea, and the infinitely small chance of a vessel or

other resting place being in sight makes a bird which has
passed through stxch an experience and survived an in-

teresting addition to a collection.—New York Evening
Post.

Bieedmgf the Wild Pigfeon.

Editor Forest and Stream:
May I suggest that the reason why Prof. C. O. Whit-

man has had so little success in breeding wild pigeons

(vide his letter to Mr. C. H. Ames, yours 15th inst.. page

464) is that his breeding stock is infertile from too intense

breeding?
Prof. Whitman says that his stock comes from a pair

obtained by a Mr. Whitaker twenty years since. Neces-

sarily any existing descendants must be intensely mbred,
and the fact that too long continued inbreeding impairs

fertility seems thoroughly established, at least in connec-
tion with dogs, as was conclusively shown by Dr. J.

Sydney Turner, of London, England, some years since.

And it also seems well established that the most in-

tensely inbred bitch will breed freely if mated with a

totally unrelated male, more especially if that male be of

another breed of dogs; therefore it would seem that the

course for Prof. Whitman to pursue is to procure a cock
pigeon from some other source than the one his stock

came from. W. Wade.
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

The Capercailzie.

Editor forest and Stream:
It was with great regret that I read in your cohjinns

at the time, of the untimely death of the caperacilzies put
out in Vermont, not only on accottnt of the financial loss
sustained, but particularljr because I am convinced that
all foreign game birds introduced in our country can suc-
cessfully be established and propagated if only all the
important conditions for their sustenance and protec-
tion arc duly observed. While I do not pretend to appear
before you as an expert in raising game birds, I feel that
I can nevertheless speak with authority of whatever I

have to submit to you and your readers, inasmuch as I

have at every opportunity presented during the past
twenty years studied these birds, not only in their natural
haunts but also in captivity, and furthermore, have hunted
them successfully. Since I - do not know under what
natural conditions in I'eference to cover and feed these
birds were given their liberty, it may be taken for granted
that one or the other necessary factor for their welfare
must have been overlooked. The pot-hunter or poacher
alone did not hasten their destruction. I believe faulty
selection of their breeding grounds or want of proper
food killed them.
To write a natural history of the capercailzie would

mean writing a book, and of course is out of the question^
here, but a few practical hints might be of value. Speak-
ing of the capercailzie (Tetrao urogallus) as the king of
European game birds, we must not forget that when he is

brought over here he not only finds entirely new sur-
round'ngs, different food, but, what I consider of particu-
lar weight, arrayed against him a whole army of beasts
and birds of prey which are unknown to him on the other-

side and his large size making him so conspicuous he
easily becomes their victim.

In the localities where I have observed and hunted
him such animals as our lynx, wildcat, panther, mink,,
skunk and many other rapacious animals do not exist.

His only enemies there are a few species of hawks and.
rarely eagles. The red fox, marten, etc., are kept pretty
well in check, so that from that side he is pretty well
protected.

Our native forests are, with a few exceptions up 'n the
North Woods, not adapted for his existence, being entirely
too open and generally stocked with .species of trees, which-
with their seeds are not to his liking. Since he prin-
cipally feeds on young shoots, tender buds and berries of'

evergreens, who knows but that just the want of the right

kind of food did not kill him in Vermont—the eating of
strange and indigestible food?
Wherever I found him it was in mountainous districts;,

away from civilization, as in the southern part of Austria,,
in Steiermark, in the Tyrol and the Bohemian forest-
Here in thick stands of pine and spruce, mixed with
birch and a generous undergrowth of juniper, he thrives
best.

These woods, of course, are more or less grown and
managed by proper forestry systems, and are mostly so
thick that he finds plenty of shelter therein. Of a num-
ber of cocks shot (hens are never killed abroad) I found
the contents of their stomachs and crops to consist prin-

cipally of resinous substances. He seems to be particularly
fond of the seeds of Norway spruce and Scotch pine, and
in addition I found a variety of other vegetable matter.
It would seem from this that if a proper forestry system
were introduced, wherever one would like to have them
establish themselves, a continuous war declared on all

rapacious animals and all possible precaution taken against
poachers, nothing would .stand in the way of success.

Last April, while abroad, I received an invitation to-

an Auerhahnjagd (hunt for the capercailzie cock) on the
preserve of the Duke of S., and of course I was not slow
about accepting. On arriving at the nearest railroad sta-

tion to the preserve, I was met by one of the game keepers'
who was to take me in charge and see that my trip was
successful.

Driving for about six miles into the forest, we put up for
the night in a log cabin, and after the regulation hunter's:
supper and a pleasant chat and smoke following, retired:

early. The game keeper asked me during our conversa-
tion if I had ever hunted this game before, which I an-
swered in the affirmative. "Well," said he, "our birds here
will strike you as particularly wild and hard to get at„

although in severe weather with plenty of snow on the
ground, they congregate in large numbers on the place and'
surroundings from which the original stock had been,

liberated, and where we feed them during the hard win-
ter. But the moment spring sets in away they go. Well.,

you will see for yourself. When you do your jumping, do'

it as carefully as possible, otherwise you will not suc-
ceed." I promised to do as directed, and when he called'

me next morning at about 3 I was only too willing to'

prove my ability as a hunter, and after some breakfa.st

forth we went out into the dark night.

A tramp of about two miles, covered under most trying-

conditions, continually climbing up the mountains, brought
us finally to a point where three valleys came together,
and from which after light set in, one had a most beauti-
ful and commanding view of the whole surrounding land-
scape. After whispering into my ear to have a sharp'
lookout for some prominent large spruce trees 200 yards,
to my left and further up the mountain, the game keeper-
left me, promising to meet me there again as soon as the-

calling and strutting time for that day was over. While-
it was still too dark to distinguish anything clearly, not;
very long after he had left me, the first signal call from a-

rock across the valley reached my ear and acted like an-

electric shock upon me. Although I had heard this call

many a time before. I could not control my heart's palpita--

tions, and just imagine one who has never heard it in his
life. Would it be a disgrace for him to be overcome, by
the so-called "buck" or hunting fever? Certainly not.
The signal call of the capercailzie cock is so distinct.,

shrill and loud that it can be heard far away—it cannot-
be properly imitated or described by words. It is a com-
bination of whistling and smacking—a proclamation that
his. majesty is wooing for the love of all the hens in hisi

domain. It is one of the finest natiiral love and war songs
ever heard. There are three distinct acts or verses in

his calling that may be distinguished; the first is the so-

called "knappen." It is a smacking with the tongue and
bill .and acts as a part of introductory. His eyes are wide
open, gradually he raises his head, his voice becomes
louder and Ipuder, tmtil it almost sounds like a challenge.

This is the signal call 'or act 2. From this his somewhat
xmgry call gives place in act 3 to one of entreaty and love.

With fan-like tail, lowering wings, body in the strutting

attitude, his eyes shut, he enters love's dreamland. In

this, the third act, or so-called (schleifen) grinding or

whetting act, called so on account of the peculiar noise he

makes with his wings, tail and feathers, the outside world
and its dangers are entirely dead to him ; he, in fact, seems
himself to be almost unconscious, hearing or seeing

nothing. During this last act. when his eyes are shut and
he seems to be in a regular fit, the hunter tries to stalk

him. Generally two to four large jumps under as much
cover as possil^le is about all he can do. The very mo-
ment the cock stops with act 3 the hunter must remain
in the place and position where he happens to be as if

tran.sfixed. The least little movement and your game is

gone. It has always seemed to me that nature actually

comes to his assistance at the end of his love song in de-

tecting an enemy. The moment he aAvakes from his trance

he surveys his surroundings, and the least suspicious

looking object is cause for his immediate removal to other
quarters. As I have said before, the first signal call had
been given across the valley, and soon was taken up by a

number of cocks in various directions. To n-iv left some

ball to knock him off of his perch, I did the next best
thing under the circumstances, and stopped where I was.
Carefully pulling my field glasses out of my pocket, I

stood there for about twenty minutes observing this noble
bird through the branches in all his love antics, which he
repeated at regular intervals. Finally, as it became almost
daylight, he suddenly stopped calling and flew off down
toward the valley, and was soon lost to view, without
even then giving me a chance for a successful shot.

Probably another person in my place would have taken
his chances and fired at -the cock anyway, but years of
experience in the forest have taught me never to shoot
imless I have a fair chance of bringing my game to bag.
This blazing away, emptying your magazine at a fleeing

animal, is simply absurd. Ninety-nine out of a hundred it

is a case of wasting ammunition, alarming all other game
foolishly for miles around, and should the game really

receive a shot, its effect generally is not sufficient to stop'

it, and the consequence is a miserable lingering death,,

which is directly in opposition to all rules of true sports-
manship.

By. this time Father Sun had put his nose above the
raotmtains and asserted his supremacy. Returning to the
place of our rendezvous, I met the game keeper, as ar-
ranged, who greeted me with a broad smile upon his
face, assuring me at the same time that he had followed
my movements as best he could from his hiding place, and
that I was perfectly justified in not shootng, since this

very cock would probably come to that same place again,
as they invariably do if not alarmed in the meantime.

"Patience is a virtue," and particitlarly so in stalking

THE capercailzie's CALL.

gigantic pines, almost 200 feet in height, with the ad-
vancing daylight became more distinct, and as instructed, I

kept a close watch over them. One large dead branch
quite near the top of one of them stretched out far across

the valley, forming all sorts of fantastic figures against the

sky behind, and as the game keeper told me afterward, at

least one dozen cocks had been shot from that particular

branch. While this wooing was going on all around me, I

had carefully loaded my little three-barreled i6-bore with

an 8 mm. smokeless rifle barrel attached (by the way. a

most powerful little gun) and stood there well hidden
among some thickly grown spruces awaiting develop-

ments. I had just listened to the love song of a cock fur-

ther up the valley to my right, and it seemed to me not so

very far away, still I remembered that on former occa-

sions I had been misled many a time in judging distances

from sotmd, and was just figuring out if a stalking of a

mile or so would be advisable, when suddenly to my left

the first introductory notes from a cock w'ere sounded.
Quickly turning my head in that direction, I failed at first

to see anything, owang to trees and branches obstructing

the view, but when I had left my hiding place and had
begun the jumping or stalking during the first production
of act 3 of the cock's love song, I could make him out
perched on a limb almost near the top of one of the

monarchs of the forest.

The distance to that tree from where I stood then was
at least 300 yards, and he was anywhere from 100 to 150
feet above the ground. At every repetition of his strutting

I came closer and closer, executing all kinds of catlike

performances to keep under cover, until I must have ap-

proached to within about 100 yards or even less. Here, to

my great chagrin, further progress was stopped by an
opening among the timber over which I could not proceed
without exposing myself. There being no chance what-
ever to either get around this one way or the other, and
.shooting from where I stood being equally out of the
question, the bird being hidden more or less by intervening
branches and twigs that it would have taken a cannon

any noble game, we argued, and then went back to the

cabin, where, after a second breakfast, I indulged in a

little nap, dreaming of course of nothing else but swarms
of capercailzie cocks.

Wanting to see the various winter feeding grounds, we
went out in the afternoon and first visited a few of the

cleared places where the red and roe deer are fed. On
approaching one a number of deer were seen feeding on
hay and unthreshed oats tied around a number of large

trees. They allowed us to come within about 200 yards,

but soon saw or smelled us, and olif they went with tre-

mendous big bounds. Making a little detour, the game
keeper took me to the place from which eight years before

the capercailzie had been first liberated, and where thej^

are being fed during severe weather. The whole_ arrange-

ment and layout of this place struck me as so ingenious

and practical that before leaving I famiharized myself
thoroughly with every detail, and hereby submit it to

your readers with the hope that my observations may be
of practical value.

It seems thaf the whole secret in the successful intro-

duction of the capercailzie lies, as I have remarked, in

the proper selection of the grounds first and all the time.

In this particular case an area of from two to three acres

stocked with closely grown together spruce, pine and
birch, with some juniper trees as undergrowth, of various

sizes, had been fenced in by wire netting to the height of

10 feet, 18 inches of the bottom being buried below the

ground in suc;h a way that no animal could very well dig

in under the fence without bringing up at the wire.

Around the whole inclosure about i foot away a trench

2x2 feet deep and wide was dug to serve as a means of

further impediment; to be short, the whole arrangement
was made so that it was_ equally impossible for any animal
to get in or out of the inclosed area. To still more pro-

tect the birds against any animal that might try to climb
over the fence, a wire was stretched as tight as a piano
string across the tops of the posts all around, and to this

finally at certain intervals necks of old broken bottles -were
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tied, so that the slightest coming in contact with the

former would by its vibrations bring forth such an infernal

noise as to scare the boldest prowler out of his wits.

Into this inclosure two cocks and twelve hens were
brought, after their wings had been clipped so they could

not fly, in fall time, and here they were cared for until the

following spring, when the mating season began. The
game keeper who had charge of them told me that by that

time they had become quite tame, and although the

featliers on their wings had sufficiently grown to permit

them to fly a little, they did not avail themselves of the

opportunity to escape, but instead built their nests right

there. When summer came the colony had grown to the

respectable number of about 150 birds.

The moment the young birds were strong enough, one

of the smaller sides of the inclosure was gradually re-

moved, permitting the old and young to go out or in at

^ill, and when fall time came they had all left their birth-

place and could be found all over the neighborhood. But
.during the severe weather they congregate there in large

numbers, owing to the fact that the snow is cleared away
and they are fed. During all this time a continuous war
has been kept up against all "varmint," so that killing sly

Reynard, marten or weasel is of very rare occurrence at

present. No wonder that the birds thrived so well. The
game keeper told me that there are from forty to sixty

cocks shot every April now, and that to his best belief

there were at least a thousand birds on the preserve.

After having made all these observat'ons, we retracted

our steps toward the cabin and retired early.

Next day being a stormy, miserable sort of an April

day—rain, snow and sleet combined—we stayed in and

killed the day as best we could, spinning yarns, looking

after the rifles, eating, smoking and sleeping alternately.

As is usually the case after such showers, the next morn-
ing brought better weather conditions. With the moon
and stars shining brightly, we left our resting place and
carefully stole over to the place where soon after a cock's

love drama should end in a tragedy.

I had selected a hid'ng place nearer to the big trees,

upon one of which his majesty had two days ago given me
such a fine exhibition of his abilities as an ardent lover,

and from which I could easily oversee all the "likely"

places around me.
Long before daylight came the whole neighborhood

echoed and re-echoed with the love calls of a number of

cocks, all ready for business. My rifle was ready for

action, and I was just thinking if I really should have luck

that day, when with loud clapping and whizzing of wings,

breaking and cracking of twigs and branches, one of

these noble cocks alighted not fifty yards from me on an

old dead limb. To say that I was not excited would
tell an outright lie, and I do not deny that during the

next few minutes my heart beat so loud that I almost
' could hear its throbbings. The cock immediately began

the introductory of his love song. Turning his head one

way and the other to see that there was no danger lurking

near, he gave the signal call, and soon after was lost in

love's dreams, from which he was never to awake

—

comedy was suddenly turned into tragedy, of which_ he

was the principal actor. Being distinctly lined out against

the sky, my shot was more or less an eas3' one, and the

bullet went' home where intended—clear through the neck

—and I dare say when that cock came crashing down he

never knew what had strucki him.

He was a full grown, magnificent bird, and tipped the

scales at an even 14 pounds. So ended a very instructive

and still more pleasant and successful trip in search of

the wily king of the grouse family, Tefrao urogallus.

May he finally be introduced with success into our country

is the ardent wi.sh of the writer.

F. VoK Hoffmann.

Three Weeks in the A.dirondacks,

A SPIRIT of unrest kept me unsettled, so far as busi-

ness matters were concerned, the greater part of the sum-
mer of 1900. The only outlet for my discontent (better

defined as "woody feeling") was found in constructing

various camp furnishings—chiefly a stove. Day by day

found new additions to the store; day by day found new
plans and enthusiasm, known only to those who love

nature, and who can find the enjoyment of planning and
anticipating a trip to the North Woods—second only to

being there.

The complete "ready to start" outfit consisted of a

marvelous camp stove, with several feet of telescope pipe,

quite suitable of senang in any well-ordered kitchen. Be-

sides these, there were two tents and fly, two pack baskets

filled to the brim with sandwiches, which were made of

clothing and provisions. Our trunks were also filled, and
were, on our arrival, to serve a double purpose—they

were to be supplied with shelves, to be set on end, to

furnish a cupboard. There were two barrels of provi-

sions, and last, but not least, two tired men, only too glad

to get away from business for a play spell. The partner of

the writer's joys was W. J. Leake, a time-worn camping
friend. About 5 o'clock on the afternoon of Sept. 4 we
were safely landed at Lake View Lodge, on Big Moose
Lake, the most beautiful spot beyond the Fulton Cha"n.

Many friends and acquaintances greeted us on our arrival,

which added much to our pleasure.

Earli' the next morning we were astir, and began to

look about for a place to pitch our tent. The place that

had been our home two years before had been demolished
by the loggers, but we finally selected a beautiful spot, a

bit higher than the surrounding ground, while a fine

stream, which was near by, supplied us with water. Our
tents were soon put up, cupboards put in order, a rustic

table built, beds made on the boughs, a fire built—and
Camp Jolly was in running order.

The prospects for good hunting were discourag-ng, as

but few deer and practically nothing else had been seen.

We had game dinners, however, although they consisted of

squirrel potpies (of course we must add the}' were red

ones, and quite small, buf as none were allowed to be
brought to camp, unless shot through the head, they were
well shot—even if pretty small game).
While friends may -be cons'dered one of the greatest

earthly possessions, it is not considered, by your humble
servant to be conducive to successful hunting, to have
too many such possessions near bj' when. you intend to

get some game. Because of :pfir(;ictilar cojidition of

afifairs, our social obligations seemed very great, and it

soon became generally known that the cuisine at Camp
Jolly was worth tramping over many a rough road to par-

take of; therefore, very often some one would happen
along our way, just in time for dinner.

In" the meantime, I could not quite give up the idea

of getting a deer, and kept wandering about, always on
the alert for at least a sight of. if not a shot at, a buck, or

nothing. On returning from one of these tours late one
afternoon, a porcupine slowly dragged itself out of my
path. I remembered that a friend had wished me to

capture one for hnn, so taking my leather belt from about

mv .
waist, I hastily secured the animal, tied the strap

about one of its legs, and thus fast to the end of ray gun
barrel,, swung it over my shoulder and started tent-

ward once more. A noise attracted my attention, when
after proceeding but a short distance, on turning a sharp

angle in the beaten path, lo ! there stood a large, hand-
some buck, quietly feeding, only about twenty-seven paces

distant. My expectations were to be realized. I was sure

he was my game ; it was such a good shot I could not miss

it. Let the reader not make the same mistake .that the

writer did, and forget about the previous disposal ef the

hedgehog. I liad cause to remember it very soon, when,
as I sank quietly to the ground to be better prepared to

take aim, the gun inclined just enough to allow the

strap and porcupine to slip forward, and in an instant

four claws and seemingly 4.000 quills were buried in my
sweater, and incidentally in my back. We were both
very busy for a few moments. The crawling creature be-

came a veritable "thorn in the flesh."

It is superfluous to tell you, k'nd reader, that when the

smoke of the battle had cleared away, the beautiful buck
was scampering swiftly away in the distance, while by its

side was another, even larger, which had been hidden
from my view when first I came upon them.

Possibly it was the rain which bade fair to deluge our
camp, possibly it was that I suddenly became ambitious
and decided to return to work again possibly it was the

disappointment and regret caused by seeing that deer
literally slip from my grasp

;
but, whatever the cause,

hunting, shooting, camping, lost interest for me. My one
ambition was to murder in cold blood all members of the
porcupine fam'l3^ Soon after we broke camp, packed our,
belongings carefully in a roomy cave in a rock near our
happy hunting ground, where, sheltered from the wind
and storms, they await us when other vacation days shall

come. . Byron V. Covert.
LOCKPORT, N. y.

Anti-Spring Shooting Effects^

Editor Forest and Stream:
I believe that the much disputed question as to whether

ducks will breed in this State if they are unmolested by
the spring shooter 'is in a fair way to be settled by the

result of our experiment in this county this year.

The sportsmen of this county succeeded in se-

ciiring the passage of a law last winter prohibiting the

spring shooting of wildfowl in Jefferson county for a
period of three years, and although this act did not
become a law until April 6, after the first flight had
come and a great many birds had l>een killed, we suc-

ceeded in practically stopping all shooting after that

date. The result is astonishing, exceeding by far the most
sanguine hope of all who supported the bill.

Geese and ducks of all kinds have been with us in

thousands all the spring, and they are with us to-day

—

Maj' 25—and show no more inclination to leave than they
did a month ago. I inclose clipping from the Watertown
Daily Times. The article is from their Chaumont corre-

spondent :
-

"Since the new law has been in force against duck
shooting at this season, these fowls are as tame as

domestic ones, allowing persons to approach them to

within a few yards. There may be seen any day on the

shores of the bay flocks containing 200 ducks. Don
Rogers, of Point Salubrious, counted 160 one day last

week sitting on the beach near his dwelling. Fishermen
report the bay teeming with bass, and there are many
indications that the season will be a good one for the
sportsmen."
The same condition of things prevails in all the waters

of our county ; ducks of all kinds are here by thousands,
and I believe the people who live along our shores will

bear me out in this statement, that there are more ducks
in this countj^ at the present time than there have been
at any time in twenty years. While we are not disposed
to Want our ducklings before they are hatched, it be-
gins to look as though the birds were satisfied with their

treatment this spring, and intend to stay all summer. If

they do we want you fellows in the rest of the State to

keep right on shooting in the spring and drive them up
here. Judging from the number of birds that got here
this spring, I don't believe that many of you can hit a
duck anyway.
The boys are talking now about a non-resident license

for shooting ducks in this county, costing $25 for the
ordinary decent sportsman. No license to be issued to

pot-hunters, Oswego or LoQg Island shooters.
By the way. I noticed in the press dispatches the other

day that Magistrate Brann, of New York city, had re-

voked Protector Overton's search warrant in the Arctic
Freezing Company case, saying, "I will not allow this

thing to go ail}' further. The practice on the part of
rural yaps coming to this city and disturbing merchants
who are honest and trying to do business is all wrong."

LTp in this section of the State the "rural yap" is con-
tent to eat game during the onen =-ea<:on only, and if T

know our new Game Commissioner, the "city yap" will

come pretty near doing the same thing, and the "honest [ ?]

merchant trying to do bus'ness" in defiance of the

game law will find a "rural yap" at Albany that he can't
- convince with the same argument that he did Police
Magistrate Brann.

Every fall and winter the . covers of this State are
cleaned up to fill the freezers in New York city, and I

• hope and believe that the time is not far distant when
the "rural yaps" will get after their Senators and Assem-
blymen and demand the nassage of the Forest and Stre.\m
Plank, "Stop the sale of game at any time."

.. . W. H, Tallett.
^VATE;a'yowtf , N. Yi May 26^

Woodcock and Wood Duck.

Toronto, Ont., June J2.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I am gratified with the result of my appeal to the

sportsmen of the United States—through the kindness of

Forest and Stream—in the important question of united

action of sportsmen for the better protection of woodcock
and wood duck. I feel sure that sportsmen in general

will agree with me in classing the North American wood-
cock as the finest game bird in the world, and the wood
duck as the most valuable. From genuine sportsmen re-

siding in the Eastern, Middle and Western States who
so promptly responded to my request, I learn that their

experience coincides with ours in Ontario, which is that

woodcock and wood duck are becoming scarcer each suc-

ceeding season. Such being an admitted fact, what are

we going to do about it? This is a case that requires

prompt and concerted action of the States and Provinces
if the extermination of these grand birds is to be pre-

vented.
I would like, if time would permit, to correspond with

all the game protective assoc'ations in the United States

and Canada, but life is too short and uncertain to under-
take such a task, however congen'al it might be. I therefore

make an urgent appeal to the editors of all the papers de-

voted to field sports in the United States and Canada to

earnestly take hold of this matter on behalf of the true

sportsmen of this vast continent.

This is a work that needs to be done at once ; it will

not admit of delay. A close season for some years in the

case of wood duck is absolutely imperative. Similar
action regarding woodcock is to be desired, or in the
event of this be'ng objected to, the open season should be
reduced to one month. That month for the greater por-
tion of the United States and Canada should be October.
What sportsman who has had the incomparable pleasure

of shooting woodcock in October but will regret having
shot the poor. half-fled,ged, immature birds in July and
August? We who claim to be .sportsmen have a great

deal to answer for, in our ignorance or thoughtlessness
in the past, when we could kill twelve or fifteen brace of
woodcock during a day's shoot'ng, fondly believing this

sport would continue, at least for our time. Well, we have
had a rude awakening, and our pleasant dreams dispelled.

Brother sportsmen, this matter to a large extent is in

j'our hands. The editors of your respective papers will, I

am sure, give you the powerful assistance controlled by
them. This, of course, with the energetic assistance of
your legislators, especially those that have been so fortu-

nate as to indulge in the pleasures only to be found in

outings in fields, forests and streams.
If my humble efforts result in concerted and active

measures being taken for the better protection and per-
petuation of these and other game birds, the efforts of
your humble servant will not have been in vain.

E. TiNSLEY.

Murder in the First Degree.

In my younger days in the Hudson's Bay Company's
service, I put in many years in what we call the Moose
Belt in Quebec—that is. from the St. Maurice River on
the east to Lake Nipissing on the west, from the Kepewa
on the south to near the height of land on the north. All
inside these boundaries was teeming with moose. They
were killed in the most wanton manner by Algonquin
Indians and the lumbermen, in many instances only the
hide being taken, and the meat left. Our own Indians,

who lived year in and year out in the country, never
wasted a particle of meat. If they killed more than the
family could consume during the winter months, before
the warm days of April set in, it was carefully collected,

cut in strips and smoke dried for summer use. While
attending to the curing of the meat, the thrifty squaw
dressed the hides. These were cut up and made into

moccasins and tra~ded at our store during their stay about
the post in summer. An ordinary sized hide would cut
up into about twenty-two pairs of shoes (without tops)

and commanded $1.50 per pair, we selling them for the

same price in cash to lumber concerns, making our profit

on the goods bartered.

The young Indian the year prior to getting married
always exerted himself to show how many moose he
could kill. This was their boast and pride to show they
were good providers of food. The Indian nature to kill

would manifest itself at this time, and the numbers killed

by some of the young slips is hardly to be credited. Older
men with families never killed for the sake of killing.

I knew a young Indian personally whose mother had
been left a widow with a large family. He was the
eldest of the children, and that summer began to strut

about the post in fine clothes and mix with the men of
the tribe. This is one of the traits that shows itself be-
fore matrimony is contemplated. The k-lling of many
moose was sure to follow these signs. That young boy
actually killed to his own gun ninety moose. Averaging
the butchered meat of each moose at the low estimate of
600 pounds, we have a gross weight of 54,000 pounds of
good, wholesome food.

This section of country was in those (3ays, I venture to

say, the richest in game on the continent of America.
Every little creek or lake had its beaver lodge, and even
on the main routes of travel one would see beaver swim-
ming two or three times in the course of a day's paddle.

At the posts we lived on fish game and potatoes. Our
allowance of flour was only too pounds for each man for
the twelve months, and we used to spin this out by eating
only a pancake or so on Sundays and a pudding on
Christmas.
The choice bits of the moose—the tongue and muzzle

—

the Indians brought us in quantities, the trade price of
each being half a "made beaver," equal to a supposed
sum of fifty cents. This was paid in goods, and would be
further reduced by 100 per cent, our advance for transport
and profit.

One cannot but look back with regret to those days and
think such slaughter was murder.

Martin HyjsrTER.

All communications intended for FoxasT akd Stream should
always be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., an^

to ?wy in^^^'^"^' Cpftflegted with the paper.
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The Use^ of Dogfs for Wottnded Deer*

Oakmont, Pa.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I don't

care the snap of my finger for all the deer in the United
States, and would not contribute a nickel to save the

whole race from extinction, as they have been pests in

all my fox hunting from their infesting woods we hunted,

and carrying our hounds far away. So I am not pre-

judiced in their favor, but still, as a measure of protection.

I would ask why you ardent protectionists do not favor

amendments of the game laws permitting the use of some
small trailing breed of dogs to trail wounded deer? Is

it not probable that a large proportion of the deer wounded
by "sportsmen" escape and die undiscovered? We all

know what an amount of shooting a deer will take and
be able to run, and if some small dog, such as a spaniel,

was usetl to trail a wounded deer, the shooter would get

his deer and be satisfied; as it is, he only kills it (a linger-

ing death) and forthwith goes and shoots another which
he may or may not get, using two deer where one would
do him. I only speak of the experiences and observations

I had and made in our western Pennsylvania mountains
many years since, and I am sure that when we did per-
mit our hounds to run a deer, if that deer was shot, we
very, very rarely lost it, for Old Bulger, or Pete, or some
other hound, could always be relied on to lead to the
dead deer, after coming in on the finish of a chase. I
certainly cannot remember an instance where we did not
get the deer, if shot.

Against this is the fact that liounds run any quantity of
deer when nobody is ready to shoot them, and what the
finality of the chase is is often iinknown; but if spaniels,

for instance, particularly the "good ones," the "typicals,"

&ic'., of dog shows—dogs with four cigar stumps under
them for legs—were used, only deer so seriously wounded
as to die of the wound would be killed. Anyhow, while
it don't matter to me, I wonder what kind of .sport it is

to shoot an animal with the result that it dies unknown
and rots in the woods. Hurrah for humbug

!

W. Wade.

The End of the Everglades*

There was a time when our schools taught the existence
of a Great American Desert, and political economies were
troubled to remedy a permanent separation between the
eastern and western halves of our territory. That desert
is now the Egypt of the modern world, and must con-
tinue to supply the nations with bread till the "wastes of
Siberia" take up a share of the burden. What has accom-
plished these wonders? In both cases the railroad, that
greatest factor in the civilization of our times. Supple-
ment the road with the canal and even the parched and
arid portions of the earth's surface will blossom like the
rose.

Another wide district, considered a waste to all good
purpose, was the swamp area, but a canal has been cut into
the Dismal

_
Swamp, and another into the Okeefinokee.

There remains but the Florida Everglades, long unknown
merely because of the terrors surrounding it to the im-
agination, though it was never deadly or dangerous to the
Indian or the hunter. Now the Everglades will soon
become one of the richest portions of a rapidly develop-
ing State that allows nothing to stand idle—a company
has been chartered which will probably drain it by cutting
a ship canal, and another incorporated to cross it with a
railroad and telegraph line from the Gulf to the Atlantic.
Therefore the visitor of a few y&^irs hence will find a new
scenic route opened for his exploitation—leaving Jack-
sonville, he can sweep across the State in a grand circle

and return at his leisure to wonder how and why it was
supposed the southern end of our State was once con-
sidered uninhabitable, as well as uninhabited. We have
already prophesied the Existence of the greatest sugar
plantation the world knows along a line of road from
Miami to Tampa—it may be that some now living will see
it.—Florida Times-Union and Citizen.

Sport in the Sottdan. '

'

London, England, June 4.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Big-game trophies of exceptional interest have recently
been obtained in the Soudan. It is something like twenty
years since sportsmen were able to shoot in this coun-
try. Among others who have enjoyed good sport this

season, are Lord St. Oswald. Mr. W. D. James, Count
Potocki and the Counts Hoyos. Prince Liechtenstein, Mr.
E. N, Buxton, Mr. C. Adeane and Mr. S. H. Whitbred.
The trophies obtained. noAV being mounted by Mr. Row-
land Ward, of Piccadilly, include elephant, lion, leopard,
hyaena, buffalo, roan antelope, Mrs. Gray's water buck
defassa, white-eared kob, hartelteest, reed buck and
gazelle. For the Natural History Museum at South Ken-
sington, many of the nrmy officers have obtained im-
portant specimens, notably a fine example of Mrs. Gray's
water buck, presented by Capt. H. N. Dunn. W-

Gray Wolf Bottnties*

MonGANTOWN, W. Va.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It

would seem that Sheridan county, Wyo., is the banner
county for gray wolves. During the week ending April

1,3 the State paid out $503 for wolf bounties. The two
highest individual payments were to R. E. Poole, $105, and
to J. P. Barton, $99, both of Sheridan county, the former
having killed thirty-five and the latter thirty-three, at $3
bounty. We hear from Ira Barcus, who recently returned
to Saratoga after a trip to the northern part of Idaho,
which he reports as being a veritable hunters' paradise.
He brought with him the foot of a caribou and the
horns of a white goat, both of which are abundant in the
mountains of that region. Emerson Carney.

Indiana Jacfcsnipe License.

We have had all kinds of talk on one phase or other of
the question whether or not a shooting license is neces-
sary for hunting jacksnipe in the State of Indiana. The
matter may now be finally considered as settled by refer-
ence to the following letter from Mr. Z. T. Sweeney, Com-
missioner of Fisheries and Game, under date of June 7:
"It is made very clear by the statutes that it is necessary
lo have a license to shoot either jacksnipe or plover by an
act of M^rch 5, iSpit, which 4?fiR?S game birds, both

plover and snipe, and also the sandpipers, tattlers and
curlews, defined under same head. By comparing the

above with Section 10, you will see that these birds become
game and are protected from the first day of October till

Nov. 10. By also comparing Section 13, you will find

that you cannot kill such birds without a license."

E, Hough.

Another St^ffolk County Eagfle Killer.

Some weeks ago we announced the arrest and trial of an
eagle shooter on Long Island. On June 15 Game Pro-
tecor J. E. Overton got another. This was one Pelton, of

the town of Huntington—a schoolmaster if you please

—

who was charged before the local justice in violating Sec-

tion 33 of the Game Law. The defendant pleaded ignorance
of the law, and Seemed to think that tiiis should be an
excuse. . A small fine—only $10—was imposed. This is

the second case tried in Suffolk county for eagle killing,

and it is quite time the offenders knew the law and paid

heavier penalties. It is hoped that hereafter these will be

imposed.

m mid ^iv^t ^iBliing.

ANGLING NOTES.

"Memories of the Monlhs.**

This is the title of an English book I have recently

received from the author, Sir Herbert Maxwell. Bart.,

whose universal .
knowledge and information upon the

subjects of natural history, angling, fisheries, fishculture

and kindred matters entitle him to be ranked as an en-

cyclopedic writer upon field sports; one who writes so

convincingly as to leave little room for argument, and
with such easy familiarity with his subjects as to carry

conviction with his conclusions. The contents of this

particular volume are diversified, indeed, under more than

three score of captions, from Mercy in Field Sports, Trap
Reform, Protective Coloration in Birds, Fish and Game
Reservation in America, FIy-Fi,shing, to Autumn Flowers,

TI e Age' of an Eagle, and Mistletoe upon the Oak, but it

is Spring Salmon which has specially attracted my atten-

ti n this evening. I fear that I am something of a heretic

it my behef concerning the attributes of killing salmon
fi £S, and not being a grizzled veteran, I have sometimes
V. i.shed that I could know the precise shade of color of

topping, cheeks, tag or hackle that would raise a salmon
that I was unsuccessfully casting for with an ordinary

Jock-Scott that I would think contains colors enough
for any well regulated salmon if he was inclined to rise at

airj'thing.

When Mr. George Kelson once wrote rafe that a certain

salmon fly would be improved, as I now remember it, by
changing the color of a single strand of a feather in

wings, then in hue not unlike the coat of biblical Joseph, I

gave up in despair, for I knew that the niceties of colora-

tion in salmon flies were beyond my comprehension, and I

would have to plug along as best I could and kill such
color-blind fish as came my way and w'ere satisfied to in-

vestigate something with movement in the water over

their heads. Under Spring Salmon Sir Herbert writes:

"We don't waste much time at this season in discussing

the merits of different flies. A Highlander's imagination

runs riot in change ; a Lowlander is obstinate in prefer-

ence for some particular pattern, and turns sulky if you
hesitate to conform exactly to what he prescribes ; but a

Norseman is sensible—all he stipulates for is size; pro-

vided the lure be big enough to stir fish lying in a snow-
fed stream, he sets no store by nice shades of color or

variety of material."

It will be observed that the author does not say that the

Norseman is more sensible than the Highlander or Low-
lander, simply that he is sensible. I have another book
written by Sir Herbert, "Salmon and Sea Ttrout," and so

far as I have had the time to read it, found it most in-

teresting and instructive—a book that I have put down
every time with regret that I could not read it from
cover to cover. In this volume, under "Salmon Flies," he
says of a day's fishing when he killed five fish on a

Butcher, though urged by his boatman to use a Wilkin-
son, as being the proper fly for the water: "The only

lesson that I could deduce from this day's experience was
that it didn't matter a hayseed whether one fished with a
Butcher or a Wilkinson, or any other fly in the whole
repertory, provided it was of a suitable size, not too small

to escape observation, and not too large to arouse sus-

picion."

One experience of my OAvn stands out prominently, for

it marks the time that T made more changes of flies, .size

and pattern, to get a fish than ever before or since. The
fisli rose to a Jock-Scott, so torn and mutilated tliat I was
a little ashamed to offer it, for it was really disr putable

with half the junglecock gone, ditto tinsel and a piece

hanging loose below the body ; wings, body, hackle and
horns simply mangled. I rested and changed llies, and
changed flies and rested in the most orthodox manner, and
returned to the remnant of a Jock-Scott that provoked
the original rise and hooked the fish.

There is one illustration in "Memories of the Months"
about which I would like to know more than the picture

tells me. The legend under it is Bargrennan Linn, and a

salmon is shown in the act of leaping what is apparently
a sheer fall of water. Just above the position of the

fish there seems to be a shelf, but of this I am not sure,

but to that point the distance from the surface of the

water below is six times the length of the fish; to the

crest of the fall the distance is about seven times the
length of the fish. I have dipped into the book here and
there to find if the height of the fall is given and some-
thing about the character of it, but so far I find no refer-

ence to it. I have been greatly interested in the leaping

of salmon in passing up ov.er natural and artificial falls,

and while the photographs made by Dr. Morris (repro-
duced in Forest and Stream) have demonstrated that

salmon can do wonderful leaping when it is necessary
to reach spawning grounds, fresh light upon this sub-
ject is always welcome.

Bfowo Tfool on Deep TfoH.

Twelve years ago Mr- Marston sent roe laooo egg^ of

Hampshire brown trout, and after the eggs were hatched
I planted some of them in this State. I say some of

them, for I divided the eggs with Mr. Peter Cooper
Hewitt, who hatched his portion on the Hewitt estate at

Ringwood, N. J. There is a small spring-fed pond nine
miles from my home, a private pond, the waters of which
empty into Lake George. In this pond I planted a few
of the fry from the Marston eggs, and said nothing about
it. The owner of the pond had given his consent to the

planting, and there was no boat on the pond, and he
said there would be no fishing in it as long as I desired

to use it. My idea was that the fish would get a start un-
-molested in the pond, and they or their descendants would
eventually work down into the lake. I have never fished

in the pond, and have visited it but once, soon after the

plant was made and before the fish could have been large

enough to catch had they established themselves in the

water. Yesterday I met a man who asked me if I had
ever stocked Black's Pond with brown trout, and I said

yes, though I had not even thought about it in years, and
had to look up the date of the plant. He said that he got

permission to fish in the pond, and caught one brown
trout with bait that weighed 3 pounds, and lost a larger

fish. The water was very clear and deep, and as he could
get nothing near the surface, he arranged a line with a

heavy lead, such as is used in trolling at the bottom in

100 to 150 feet of water for lake trout, and trolled at the

bottom of the" pond and caught another brown trout of

7 pounds. This is the first that I have ever heard of

catching brow-n trout by deep trolling. It is scarcely as

artistic as dry-fly-fishing in the original home of these fish,

but deep trolling is a meat getting method of fishing when
lake trout are at the bottom, though I never expected to

hear of its being practiced on a fish that will take the fly.

Fishisg Rods as Lightning Conductors.

For years I have maintained that our English cousins

are more thorough in looking after the adjuncts of angling
than we are on this side of the sea. A look at the pages
of an English tackle maker's catalogue will prove it to any
doubter, for there will be found tools that the average
angler on this side never thinks of as necessary on a

fishing trip. There is reason for this, because they have
beeen in the business longer than we have; but the English
papers often contain discussions over angling matters that

to a Yankee seem trifling. For instance, did it ever occur
to an angler over here that he was in danger from being
killed by a lighting stroke through the medium of his

fishing rod if it happened to be of steel or have a steel

center? This question has lately disturbed some of our
English brethren, and the question has been asked if it

were not dangerous to use a steel or steel-centered rod.

and one editor replied, but his answer was not deemed
satisfactory to a correspondent, who writes (really I had'

to read it twice to determine whether or not it was a

joke) : "Many besides Brutum Fuhncr have a.sked the

same question. The editor's reply is not an answer to the

proposition. The answer should be : (a) For whole steel

rods there is exceptional danger, the case being equivalent
to grasping a lighting rod at its termination

; (b) in wood
or cork handled rods where the touch does not in any way
come in contact with the steel, there is not only little or
no risk, but there is protection, the wood or cork (espe-
cially the latter) forming an insulator between the elec-

tricity of the per.son's body and that of the discharge from
the storm cloud."

This to me is as funny as a reply an acquaintance of

mine once made. He was an expert fly-fisher, using al-

ways a very light fly-rod, and he had no earthly use for'

bait-fishing. A friend showed him a new rod much
heavier than the doctor was accustomed to, and asked him
what he thought of it. The doctor balanced the heavy-
rod in his hand for a moment, and said quietly, "Yes; it

is a good rod, and it will be very convenient if yott

shoifld get lost, for you can stick the butt in the ground
and climb the rod to get your bearings."

A. N. Chenev.

Fishing on Lake Quassapaug.
Lake Quassapaug is the haudsomest bit of natural

water on the earth. Not that I pretend lo have seen all

the lakes in the world, but I do not sec what natural
beauty could be added that Quassapaug—Lake of the In-

dians—lacks. It lies in a basin on the top of (Ik- Middle-
bury hills. To the northward rocky cliffs, half hidden by
a heavy growth of laurel, rise from the water's edge.
Westward is a timbered slope; southward a level plateau,

while sloping in graceful undulations lo the eastward is a
vast lawn, luxuriously verdured. Its waters arc pelucid,

No surface streams enter the lake. It is fed by several
nnghty springs in the clear, sandy depths, the force of
whose flow produces a perpetual ripple on the surface.

At the outlet, at the southern extremity, a roaring, foam-
ing stream plunges down the rocky declivities, furnishing
in the days gone by power for a multitude of mills and
manufactories. Such is the descent that the water boiling

from the buckets of an overshot wheel plunged directly

into the penstock of a second wheel. F'or eight miles the

stream works its way past mills, frets through rocky
gorges, murmurs by pastoral scenes, until it loses its

identity in the broad Housatonic at Quaker Farms. Six
miles from Waterbury, the "City of Brass," Lake Quassa-
paug is the favorite resort of amateur Izaak Waltons and
all sorts of pleasure seekers. George Wallace exercises

the functions of a model boniface, ruling the destinies of
the Quassapaug House, and is the personal friend of
every summer girl and picnicking party in Connecticut.

He controls the southward plateau. The eastward lawns
are looked after and their primitive beauty maintained by
John H. Whittemore, the malleable iron king, whose sum-
mer home and grounds on the crest of the slope rival the

Hudson country seats and, are the pride of the town.
One feature of the lake is likely to be destroyed by a
projected line of electric cars from Waterbury. Its

sequestration has been a taking feature in the estimation

of those who enjoy absolute rest and quietude. It is feared

the trolley will introduce an objectionable element, but

the wheels of progress cannot be stayed for such con-

siderations.

Many years ago. before Quassapaug came mto the

prominence which it now enjoys, the citizens of Middle
bury, with ^ view to appease their longing? for a fish

di^tV stocked ^^t^^s of the \^^c (pond, they called it)
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with pickerel. By-laws were enacted for the protection

of the same, and they were permitted to grow and multi-

ply for several years. Then a fisliing company was organ-

ized, and a large seine was purchased. Certain days in

tach year were set apart as fishing days. Then the seine

would he manipulated, the results divided among the

fishers in the ratio of individual subscriptions. Thus, for

some years, Middleburians had their sport, though I have

been told by some who participated that other than fishing

it would have been considered very hard work, and also

had all the fish they could consmne at stated seasons.

After a time rock bass were added to the supply, and
then some one introduced a quantity of young perch and

roach. Attempts to stock the lake with trout were frus-

trated by the pike, who seemed to regard them as per-

sonal perquisites, Bullheads and eels were indigenous to

the lake.

But the people wearied of seine fishing, and, one after

another, they dropped out of the company, until finally

there could not be found a force sufficient to operate the

seine on fishing days, and the custom was abandoned.

Meantime the various kinds of fish multiplied and in-

creased in size, until marvelous tales were told by resi-

dents of the vicinity of huge bass and pickerel as 'long

as a boy," seen sporting in the waters in the summer twi-

light. These tales found their way to Waterbury, Hart-

ford, Danbury and New Haven, and it was not long until

the farmer boys were asked almost daily the road to Quas-
sapaug; residents of the lake region told their neighbors

at the "horsc-shed class" on Sunday about the great

strings of bass and pickerel that "two men in a livery

rig" had taken from the pond. .

A better fellow or truer sportsman than Milo Wilson
never lured a 5-pound pickerel to its doom at the end of

60 yards of grass line. He entered into the sport of

fishing with a childHke enthusiasm that made a body
happy to see him. To him I owe the knowledge that an

Aberdeen hook discounts every other make for each and
all sorts of fishing. He was not an erudite nor man of

tlic finest social polish, but he would beat any man that

ever came up the pike for catcliing fish. Nor was he

above imparting this lore to his friends. Milo lived in

Morrisania. and it was my knowdedgc of his desirable

characteristics that led mc to his house one warm and
sultry July evening. After a supper, such as Aunt Jane,

liis estimable helpmate, only could prepare, augmented
by relishes of his own raising in Iiis own little garden,

scarce the size of a dining-room table, T. l)roached the sub-

ject of a trip to Quassapaug and a day in the haunts of

the pickerel and bass. Milo's face beamed like the harvest

moon, and happiness seenied to percolate his whole being

and enwrap him as a vesture. .Arrangements were quickly

iiiade on the ba;sis of transportation on my part over

against iackle and loi^agc on his part, not forgetting his

ex-perience.

With a fishmg irip in view, Milo's whole being was
permeated with- the consideration of ways and means in-

c'deut thereto, and it was not till after midnight that he

had the requisite paiaphernaliu for two assembled and

put in trim, and would consent to take notice of either in-

WMTogalories or suggestions that had not fish in their con-

ception. It takes about six hours to reach Wallace's boat

house from the (JrMiid Central Station, allowing two hours

for lunch in Waterbury and the six-mile drive over the

Middlebury hills. We reached Quassapaug in the night

and had a good,, long nap, though it seemed as if I had
been asleep about five minutes when Milo's fingei" be-

tween my ribs brought me face to face with life's realities.

"Did you come up here to sleep or to fish?" queried Milo,

who, I was surpr'sed to find, had everything in readiness

for a start to the fishing grounds. He stoutly tnaintained

that he had had a nap, but if so he must have done a

powerful amount of work in his sleep, and I told him so,

eliciting a self-complacent smile.

It was 3 'A. M. when we had finally shipped our tackle

and pushed oJT from the steamboat wharf. A heavy fog-

bank rested on the water; when we sat at the oars we
seemed immersed in, a dense cloud of smoke, and were
obliged to shape our course instinctivelj'. By standing on
(he anchor rest in the bow. one's head was above the

opaqueness of the vapor, and the landmarks were dimly

visible. So I allowed Milo the privilege (?) of rowing
while T acted as pilot and sang out orders, "Port oar!

Sta'board !" etc., until we finally reached the otiter fringe

of lilypads skirting the entrance to a strip of shallow

water, caused by an overflow, when the lake outlet was
danuncd some years ago. I made ready to cast a spoon
into, the lilies aiid do a bit of skittering, when Milo sug-

gested that we act on a plan which he had formulated on
the road to the lake. Knowing froni past experiences that

it was always safe to take council from Milo in matters

l<i.scalorial, I quit my preliminaries and awaited develop-

ments. Milo unreeled a half-dozen hundred-yard lines,

which he fa.stened at intervals to the boat's gunwale
nearest the hlies. To each he attached an Aberdeen hook
with gut snell, slipped a cork half-split upon each fine 4
feet from the snell and proceeded to bait with minnows, of -

which we had ten dozen alive in our bait can. He had
barely tossed the first line off and turned to bait another

when' in the faint light I saw the cork disappear.
_
My

first thought was that the Hve bait had proved sufficiently

-strong to overcome the float. But Milo, whose eye was
also on the line, thought otherwise, for he quit his baiting

operations and gave it his sole attention. The line ran out

to almost its full length, and was getting dangerously
near the lily thicket, when Milo arrested its progress. In-

stantly the' slack was absorbed with a jerk and the line

whizzed through the w^ater as the fish (or whatever had
hold of it) inscribed a lateral parabola.

"Jiniminy Crickets, but he's a buster!" with which lucid

observation Milo proceeded to manipulate the unknown
and pre\'ent the line from fouling the anchor ropes. After
five minutes' play, which in point of fact was hard work,
Milo succeeded in landing a 6-ppund pickerel without the

use of net or gaff.

Meantime, in the intervals of watching Milo's sport, I

had baited a second hook, gotten it overboard and, while
he was disengaging his fish. I had my hands full with fish

No. 2. With a little assistance—not of my own seeking

—

T succeeded in landing it. It was little more than half the

size of the initial catch, but it made up in gaminess what
was lacking in weight.
For the next half-hour it was a nice problem to bait a

hook and get it into the water in the intervals allowed us
hy the pickerel, which seemed betil on getting caught. It
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was not URUsual to have three fish on hook simultaneously,

and we were compelled to ignore all preconceived notions

in the matter of landing them. Ignoring both gaff and

landing net, the moment a cork disappeared we simply

exercised brute force and pttlled in hand over hand, and,

strange to say, in a catch of 160 fish, several better than

4 pounds in weight, we did not lose a dozen.

Just before sunrise Milo made the depressing discovery

that our live bait had been used up. We rowed in toward

a rocky shore, adjusted some roach hooks, and, with

worms for bait, caught a quantity of shiners. By careful

handling and slipping them at once into the water bucket

we managed to secure some dozens of a rather large bait.

The last shiner I caught was firmly hooked, and as Milo

had the anchor up I did not stop to take it off, but allowed

it to drag over the edge of the boat as we rowed back to

our former fishing grounds. Suddenly the end of the

pole flew up, barely missing my nose, and shot overboard.

Supposing it had caught a lilypad or snag, great was my
surprise to see the pole shooting along the surface, ma-
king an occasional dive. Milo backed water and we rowed
in pursuit. Reaching over the gunwale, I caught the

pole and with not so much as a shadow of ceremony
swung into the boat one of the biggest rock bass I ever

saw. <

But now the sun shone with fierce heat, we were sated

with fish, and, after landing a couple more pickerel, we
rowed for the landing, Eviscerating a dozen of the larger

pickerel and the bass, which I claimed as especially my
own, we gave the remainder to some other fishermen and
turned our faces homeward, well pleased with Lake Quas-
sapaug as a fishing proposition.

Samuel Mansfield Stone.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST*

Bass and 'Luage.

Chicago, 111., June 15.—The bass fishers .of Chicago are

threatened with a frog famine to-day. Owing to some un-

foreseen and unknown cause, the natural Indiana output

of these speckled beauties is a shade shy this morning, and
the tackle stores are filled with crowds of irate anglers

who will probably be forced to depart for their customary
fishing grounds this afternoon without the well filled frog

ba.sket which makes a part of the Chicago bass fisher-

man's outfit.

Among those who leave this afternoon or evening for

the lakes of ttpper Illinois are Mr. I. B. Belasco, his

friend Mr. Ainsworth, Mr. Charles Lawrence, Mr. H.
Miner, Mr. William Dubois, Mr. Charles 01k, Mr. L.

Lowe. Dr. Friend and Mr. Alex Friend. Mr. Garrett

takes a party of friends up to Billy Tuohy's place on
Eagle Lake this afternoon.

Thus far no very extraordinary fishing has turned

up among our bass lakes. The average catch for the good
bait-caster has not been more than six or eight bass for a

morning's and evening's fishing. The intense heat of this

week, followed by heavy rains, may have changed the

fishing conditions, and perhaps we shall hear of better

sport, although the season is now growing late fox the

best of the fun at bait-casting for bass. '
-

Elmer Wilkinson was at Dayton, 111., last week and
caught eight small-mouth bass and a few pike in the Fox
River at that point.

The George Wheclock party, which has been located

about eight miles from Conover, Wis., for the past ten

days, is having good sport with bass and muscal lunge.

Mr. Wheelock has sent down to some friends in the city

one muscallunge weighing 22 pounds,
_
which is the larg-

est 'lunge of which I have any authentic word this spring.

Spring Ron of White Bass.

1 was speaking recently of the run of cisco at Lake
Geneva, Wis., which takes place every year early in the

month of June, attention being called to the fact that the

Cisco run was at that time just beginning. There is an-

other piscatorial pilgrimage which ought to be included

in these Western spring fixtures, although I have never
seen it mentioned in the columns of any sporting paper.

This is the great run of white bass in the Wolf River of

Wisconsin, a matter wdiich is entitled to con.siderable

notice from the standpoint of the angler and the naturaUst.

At this writing the run for this year is just over, or,

perhaps more accurately stated, the fish are
_
returning

down the Wolf River after having made their journey to

its head waters.
These white bass breed in great tiumbers in Lake Michi-'

gan, and these runs into the streams on both sides of

Lake Michigan are not' uncommon at different points.

At St. Joseph ihcy sometimes go into the mouth of the

river, and ~a.t Grand Haven these big schools are also

occasionally chronicled. The white bass of the Wolf River

breed either In Lake Michigan or in Lake Winnebago,
probably in the latter sheet of water, although they may
come up in Winnebago from Lake Michigan. They arc

the source of considerable profit to the net fishermen, who
are so keen in their pursuit that they make abundant
trouble for the authorities of the P'ish Commission, who
have done all they could to restrict the injurious and
destructive fishing for this and other fishes of Lake
Winnebago. Each j^ear, usually about the first week in

June, these white bass seem to congregate in one great

bod}' at the mouth of the Wolf River, and they pass up
above the Butte des Morts country and ascend the Wolf
River in one enormous school. The surface of the water
is at times broken into a myriad of ripples, the fish swim-
ming close to the surface, in. the same manner as may
be sometimes noticed in schools of small black bass or
schools of croppies, or, less frequently, schools of yellow
perch. At such times the river is absolutely alive with
these fish. The school has been known to cover the river

for a length of nearly twenty miles, and at any point

within that distance one may at such times take all the

white bass he wishes. It may be supposed that the resi-

dents of that country hail the arrival of the white bass

run with joy, and while the schools are passing the river

is dotted with boats, all busy in taking the bass. At such
times they take the artificial fly with perfect readiness

and offer very considerable sport. The native fishermen
usually use small minnows or piece of minnows. The
catch is limited practically only by the patience of the

fisher, and too or more is not an unusual take.

These white bass should not be confused with the crop-

489.

pie 01: strawberry bass, which is sometimes called locally

the silver bass or the white bass. It is in weight rarely

over a pound and a half, and about one pound is about

the average weight of the fish during the spring run. It

is a gamy little fellow and very fine upon the table. I

should classify this run, that of the cisco of L.'ike Geneva
and that of the mooneyes, or moon-eyed shad in the river

at Neenah, Wis., as being the three great spring pil-

grimages among the Western fishes^

Tfoot.

Some of these facts regarding the run of white bass

were gathered the other day while in company with Mr.
Graham H. Harris, President of the School Board, I was
journeying with Mr. John D. McLeod, of Milwaukee, for

a day or so on that beautiful little trout preserve of

which I have often spoken so enthusiastically. This
stream—the Pine River, about eighteen miles from Wau-
paca—is controlled by Mr. B. K. Miller and Mr. McLeod,
of Milwaukee, and is no doubt the best private trout

water in the- State. Mr. Harris, who is an enthusiastic

fly-fisherman, was anxious to see this stream, and Mr.
McLeod promised him very confidently that he would
see some good .sport. Up to that time the spring had been
rather backward, and although some very nice takes of

trout had been made, the fishing had been pecttliarly

erratic. It was supposed that the spell of warm weather
would put the trout on the feed in good shade, aiid that

we would have the cream of the season's fishing. Con-
trary to our expectations, however, a cold northeast wind
continued to blow, and whether there is anything in the

proverb about an east wind or not, we certainly had
nothing like the trout fishing which we had a right to

expect. From a dozen to two dozen small trout daily

was all one rod could prodtice, and this only after the

steadiest and most patient work at casting all day long.

This is a fly-fishing game which these Milwaukee gentle-

men put up and the tyro in the art of fly-casting need not

expect to take any trout on this stream, Avhich is deep and
clear as glass, and can be fished only from the bank. Mr.
ITarris, who uses split bamboo rods of his own make, and
who is a skillful fly-caster and the wielder of a very long

line, found that the fish were timid to the last degree.

This was not the reason for poor baskets, for the fact

was that no good fish were rising, and only an occasional

little fellow would turn over at some passing insect. As-

usual, Mr. McLeod took the best basket of fish on the

fly. He did not fish so steadily as Mr. Harris and my-
self, being disgusted with his beauties because they would
not do as he liked. Yet he took three nice trout in

the morning, and in the afternoon, in the course of a few-

moments on an utterly impossible reach of open, shallow

water just back of the cltib house succeeded in killing

ten handsoine trout on the fly. In order to take home a

few trout, Mr. McLcod and I resorted to the use of cut

bait for a little while in the afternoon, and I am ashamed
to confess that I took over a dozen handsome trout in

this way, whose weight exceeded all that I had killed on
the fly.

Mr. McLeod and the club guardian, William Wood, arc

anxious to kill down some of these larger trout, as they
think this improves the fly-fishing, so once in a while

they take out some of the larger ones in the only way in

which they can be killed—by bait-fishing. William Wood
is still studying over the problem of keeping his trout on
the club presein^es. As it is, this private hatchery is

feeding about ten miles of open water above the preserves.

One of these days Mr. Miller and Mr. McLeod will take

up seriously the matter of fencing in their trout, and if

they do begin it they are apt to complete the matter in a
thorough and satisfactory manner.

I presume one reason the trout were not rising better lay

in the fact that they were full of this same larvje which
William Wood called "stick bait." The stomachs of these

trout were full of these black bits. Yet Mr. McLeod
tells me that later in the summer and at times when the

trout are rising most eagerly to the fly they find theit

stomachs distended with this same sort of food, of which
this stream has the greatest abundance, apparently at

nearly every season of the year.

Mr. Harris says that he has never seen a stream which
held so large an amount of fishing water as this stream'

in which we were fishing. Indeed, there is hardly a foot

of it which ought not tO' be fished by the fly-fisherman.

In many of the wild streams of Wisconsin the banks are

hai d or rocky, so that as one goes down stream he sees-

practically all the fish which the waters hold. Now on the

Pine the banks are of turf and the stream undei^cuts them,_
leaving great caverns of an unknown extent under' Hte
overhanging banks. It is here that the trout lie, and' if!,

one stand on the bank he will very often pull out ;i whole
school of them, some lust^' ones, which he would never
have dreamed lived in such a water. The stream aver

ages only from 20 to 30 feet in width, although there arc

some wide and very deep holes running perhaps fi or M

feet in water. Mr. McLeod was much disappointed tluil

he could not show his guests any better sport, yet he lias-

no reason in the world for feeling that way. We surely

had fi.sh enough to eat, and we surely had the privilege of-

catching trout if wc could, and they were stirely there to

catch, as we could see at any minute of the day.

By the way, there has been a little addition built to the

lodge which Mr. Miller has on the Pine, and the littic

cottage is now one of the most artistic woods dwellings
which it has ever been my forttine to see. It is all made-
of tamarack logs, and the railings of the balcony, the grille

w^ork for the screens inside, the hat racks, tables, picture'

frames, and indeed everything else about the place, are
made from the native woods which grow about. A very
handsome support for the big oak table is made out of a
single stump, its spreading roots being nailed fast to the

floor. Mr. McLeod is developing new artistic tastes in

decoration every year. This spring he manufactured a

couple of portieres out of burlap, on which he has dis-

played his ability as an Indian artist, using the crude
colors and the figures which one may see on the Indian
robes. The effect is bizarre and very fetching.

Mayor Harrison and Mr. Hempstead Washburne were to
have fished the Pine this week with Mr. McLeod, but
unfortunately were unable to get away. Mr. Washburne
leaves at the close of this week for the Huron Mountain
Club, of Michigan, where he is accompanied by his family.
The reports regarding trout fishing this spring seem to

show it as rather patchy, or rather tnore patchy than
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trout fishing ordinarily is. Some good takes have been
made on different waters, but of late for some unknown
reason the trout are off their feed. I have not heard of
any very good fish this week. The weather has been
strange and unsettled, very cold for a long while and
then suddenly very warm, with yesterday a very heavy
storm, which extended all over the country up to northern
Wisconsin and Michigan. Perhaps this heavy rain may
liavc a better effect and set the trout once more on the

feed.

Dams OQ the Illinois Rivet»

The committee of the drainage board, which has in

charge the affairs of the drainage canal which connects
the Chicago River Avith the Desplaines and Illinois River
system, has lately made a trip over the waterway as far
as the Mississippi River. During the trip an examination
was made of all the dams w'hich cross the Illinois River,
including those at Copperas Creek and at Henry, the
former named of which is the same celebrated Copperas
Creek dam which has figured so long in the Illinois fish

laws. These dams have always been considered fixtures
on the Illinois River, but there is reason to believe that
they are to go. The testimony of all the inhabitants near
these dams was that the increased flow of water turned
into the Illinois River by the drainage canal retards the
drying out of the spring oA-erfiows, so that crops cannot be
planted until later in the spring than was formerly the
custom. It is thought that were these dams taken out of
the river the Avater would subside more quickly, Avhereas
the increased floAv given by the canal would give the riA-er

all the Avater it needed for naA'igation. The trustees have
become satisfied that the Copperas Creek dam is unneces-
sar}', and they Avill recommend its removal. As to the
dam at Henrj', no decision has as yet been reached. These
great obstructions to the flow of the Illinois River, ncA'cr

properly provided Avith fishways, have ahvays cut off a
large amount of the natural up-stream migrations of our
game fishes. Their removal Avould seem to augur better
things for the anglers along the Desplaines, the Kankakee
and the Fox rivers, all of Avhich are tributary to, the
Illinois.

Chicago Fly-Casting Clab.

The following are the scoreis made by the Chicago Fly-
casting Chib on their Saturday meetings of May 25 and
June 8

:

Long Bait Delicacy
Distance Casting Bait.
Fly. Feet. Per '^ent. Per Cent.

I. D. Belasco 92 ,S3 4-5 70 2-3

I. H. Bellows 95 91 9-10 S9
W. T. Church 75 72 7-10 79 1-2

H. G. Hascall 98 93 3-10 91 S-O
N. C. Heston S3 93 2-5 88
G. A. Hinterleitner 77 7-10 77 1-2

E. R. Letterman 75 84 4-5 86 1-3

F. N. Peet

107

83 2-5 76 5-fi

H. W. Perce 75 87 1-5 78 5-fi

C. B. Robinson .. 73 3-5 84 1-3

A. C. Smith 91 91 3-5 94 1-3

June 8:

H. H. Ainsworth 87 85 7-10 86
I. D. Belasco 90 95 4-5

AV. T. Church 75 78 1-2 94 1-6

H. Greenwood 75 94 9-10 85 2-3

H. G. Hascall 95 90 2-5 95 5-6

N. C. Heston 75 96 1-10 95 5-6

G. A. Hinterleitner 93 1-5 88 1-6
F. N. Peet 98 1-10 94 1-2

H. W. Perce

70

93 1-5 87 1-2

A. C. Smith

93

94 1-5 97 1-2

Winning scores, May 25: Long distance fly, F. X. Peet; bkit
casting, K. C. Heston; delicacy bait, A. C. Smith.
Winning scores, June 8: Long di.stance fly. IT. G. Ha.scill;

bait casting, F. N. Peet; delicacy bait, A. C. Smith.

Prairie River Fish Botchers.

Mr. Henry Dudley, who runs a comfortable resort on
the Prairie RiA-er, about sixteen miles from Merrill, Wis.,
makes the following communication in' regard to certain
statements recently printed in these columns regarding
excessive catches of trout upon the stream near this place

:

"I have just read an article on page 427 which puts
me in the light of one who is not doing justice to my
patrons and to Prairie River itself. 1 Avish to say in

defense to myself, that if the fish hog Avishes to stop at
the different farmhouses along Prairie River and goes in

the river with his pockets filled with Avorms, I do not
know hoAV I am capable of stopping him as long as it is

legal. I do not own the stream, but if I am lucky enough
to get a bait-fisherman as a guest here, he is in nine
times out of ten transformed into a fly-fishermaii, or
else, if not of the true sportsman blood, is so shamed that
he will stop elsewhere on the stream the next year, where
the worm is not abhorred. I am doing all in my ppAver to
keep and make this an ideal fly stream, and do not Avant
myself shown as one who advocates any such doing as
published in your issue of June i. I hope to get the co-
operation of all true sportsmen in making this the best fly-

casting stream in the United States. Henry Dudley.
I am very willing to agree with Mr. Dudley as to his

proselyting for the ranks of the fly-fishers, and indeed I

know that he is not only a good fly-fisherman himself, but
discourages anything but fly-fishing on this particular
stream. l am glad to knoAv that the" men Avho took more
than 500 trout did not stop at his place. This beautiful
little Prairie River has a peculiar reputation as a stream
suitable for fly-fishing. It has been loved for many years
by those who like to fish Avith the artificial fly, and nearly
every man Avho has sent a friend up there has done so on
the supposition that that friend Avas a fly-fisherman and
not a bait-fisherman. There is no open stream of the size
of the Prairie which can long Avithstand the inroads of the
hait-fishing public. If these two fishers who stopped aboA^e
Dudley's place had contented themselves Avith a decent
amount of fish the matter Avould hardly have seemed
Avorthy of comment, but when they take 500 or 600 trout
away from so small a stream they are taking more than
could be done by fly-casting and more than the stream
Avill stand. Most of the farmers along the stream, as well
as Mr. Dudley himself, take the same attitude in regard
to methods and numbers, and perhaps before it is too late
Ave shall see this river practically protected by this very
Avholesome sentiment. E. Hough.
Haetfokd Building, Chicago, 111.

Permanent Angling Trophies.

A Method of Making Casts of Fish.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some of your angling readers may one of these days

catch a fish of such dimensions or under circumstances
that a permanent memorial of the event Avill be desirable. .

Where the taxidermist can be employed to save the

specimen, his art answers aa-cU enough. But there are

many occasions on Avhich it is quite impossible to avail

one's self of the professional artist's skill in order to save

visible evidence of an interesting catch, and in such
circumstances at present the best ot\e can do is make a

measurement, or perhaps draw a sketch, of the prize on a

piece of bark. Even the photograph is imsatisfactory, for

an explanation of the size of the fish must accompany it,

A plan by Avhich a cast of the trophy can be taken with

ease must be AVelcome, and as I have discovered a method
by Avhich very satisfactory results have been attained,

others may also find advantage in knowing the art, Avhich

consists in pouring melted parafline on the object, and
Avhei"! the Avax has hardened, removing the fish and filling

the shell of paraifine Avith plaster of pans mixed Avith

Avater to th6 consistency of cream. When the plaster

hardens, hat Avater will remoAx the parafline and leave a

cast of the fish, showing eA'cry feature in natural .size. If

the model has lieen Avell posed, the effect is quite artistic.

The parafline can lie saved and used repeatedly.

If one Avant.N a copper cast of the model, he has only

to save the paraffine matrix and send it to an electro-

typer, Avho can deposit on the interior of the mould a coat-

ing of copper, reproducing in perfection every line of

tile fish. Doubtless if one Avill pay for it, a cast in silver

or gold can be made as easily as in copper.
I have made several casts in plaster by the plall above

described, and one that I made in copper of a perch was
regarded by the United States Commissioner of Fisheries

as sufiiciently interesting to be exhibited at the Interna-

tional Fisheries Exposition in Bergen, NorAvay, in 1898.

There is practically no limit to the size of a fish that can
be represented by this process, for even a shark could be
moulded and cast in sections hy it and the pieces put to-

gether so as to giA'e a complete figure of the creature.

With small fish it is a very easy matter to make casts.

At one time T thought that this method of copying from
nature Avould be employed by curators in museums of

natural historj' to make metallic casts of interesting ob-

jects, but thus far they have not become sufficiently in-

terested in the plan to ask for particulars. The amateurs
and anglers can now take up the art if they are so inclined.

EPMONn Redmond,
R lCHESTER, N. Y.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at tbf
)^tm by Monday m& as piuc|| parlier as practicablf

,

New England Anglers.
Boston. June 15.—Mr. Felix Tausig has returned to

Boston from his fishing trip to the preserve of the Lauren-
tide Club, of Canada, of Avhich club he is a member. With
his fishing friend, Mr. Pickert, also of Boston, some most
happy fishing days have been spent. They Avere over

seventy miles north of Quebec, Avell into the north Avoods,

The preserve of the clttb includes the fishing and hunting
rights of about 400 square miles of territory. Nttmerous
lakes, ponds and streams are a feature of that part of

tlie country, all stocked Avith .squaretails, or brook trout.

They caught all tliey cared for. A beantiful catch Avas

shoAvn to a fcAV of Mr. Tausig's friends on Friday. In
the catch Avere trout up to ^¥2 poimds, with none smaller

lhan pound. This is aboitt as the trout run in those

virgin Avaters. though larger fish are frequently taken.

The largest taken this year Aveighed 4^2 pounds, bitl they

are sometimes taken as large as 7 pounds. The fishermen

took a great man3—all they could use Avith their three

guides, and a good supply to bring home. Fly-fishing was
gi5od, and Mr. Tausig says that it Avas great sport. They
Avere up betimes in the morning, for the mornings Avere

too beautiful even to recline on the luxurious bough beds

made up by the deft-fingered Indian guides. These guides

are satisfied to work for $1.23 a day, and are untiring for

the comfort of the sportsman. They saAV tAVo beautiful

caribou and plenty of signs of other game. The gentle-

men are mucli pleased Avith fishing in that part of Canada,
the only draAvback being the disagreeable license required.

But a member of the club escapes this.

^Ir. Frank Wise is at home from his spring fishing trip

to Nova Scotia. With a couple of West NcAVton friends

he had good sport. They are mtich in love Avith the lakes

and streams back of Yarmouth. Mr. Wise's friend, Mr.
Boss. Avho has tisually accompanied him on his spring

fishing trips to Nova Scotia, Avent this year to Ncav Bruns-
Avick instead, to a section on the Bonnie River, Avhere he
found good fishing.

One has to have a permit to fish Fresh Pond in Cam-
bridge, which pond is controlled by the Cambridge Water
Board. These permits are fcAv and far between, and come
somcAvhat in the nature of political faA'ors. But Lieut.

Angus McDonald and Charles Gove have made a big

catch there. They landed about 18 pounds of pickerel in

one day, and under one permit. One pickerel weighed
over 5 pounds, and Avas pronounced the largest pickerel

ever taken from that pond. Mr. Gove captured the big

fish, Mr. McDonald happening to be roAving at the time.

The members of the Water Board and City Council Avere

inspecting the Fresh Pond Pumping Station at the time
the fish Avere brought ashore, and the catch Avas much
admired. Now all the officials Avill AA'ant permits to

fish there.
^

•

June 17.—To-day—Bunker Hill Day

—

Is a holiday in

Boston and CharlestoAvn, but fishermen are not generally

fond of firecrackers and empty parade, ar.d a good many
fishing trips Avere planned, and trains taken Satitrday

evening. Brooks in New Hampshire and Maine Avere

to be visited and expectations Avere great. Mr. W. T.
Farley and Frank Morse Avent to a pond in the CHocorna
region last Aveek. They fished one daA-;, Avithout a trout.

That night the people at the hotel told them of another
pond Avhere they woidd be sure of some' trout. They'
early visited that pond. They found the Avater very
clear, but the fish did not bite. Looking doAvn they could
see fish moving about. At last they hooked up one, and
behold ! it Avas a hornpout. C. L. Bent and George Bean
had a little better success at some brooks in Bristol, N H

,

j;he same dny, btit the trotit were small,

The Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game Association is

booked for Kineo, Moosehead, for its annual summer
outing, from July 6 to 15. Programmes of sport will
be arranged, Avhile the evening literary exercises will con-
sist of a discussion of the circumstances of the repeal of
the September law, opened by Commissioner Carleton, and
the Proper Policy of the State ToAvard its Guides, opened
by W. E. Parsons, of Foxcroft. Commissioner Henry
O. Stanley. Avhose term of appointment expires next win-
ter, has announced in the papers that he is a candidate
for reappointment. He is in love Avith the Avork of fish

propagation, and the feeling among the best of sports-
men, with Avhom I have talked is that he should con-
tinue in it. Summing up the total catch of salmon at Lake
Auburn, Me., on Memorial Day, it is reported the mnn-
ber Avas sixty, with a total weight of about 300 pounds.
This was about the best day ever recorded at that lake,
and it should be remembered that Lake Auburn never
kncAv what a salmon Avas till Henry O. Stanley put them
in there,

Reports from Moosehead note good fishing last week.
Fred S. Lufkin, of Gloucester, Mass., was high line for
the Aveek. Early in the AVeek he took in two hours' fishing
two trout weighing 41^ pounds each ; two togue, of about 8
pounds each._ and one salmon, of 5 pounds weight. The
Owl Club, of Boston, has been having good fishing. Tavo '

of the best strings consisted of five trout and twenty-four
togue, about 100 pounds, and sixteen trout and togue, 48
pounds. Dr. C. W. Deering, of Boston, and J. F. Hutchin-.
son, of Lexington, Mass., have both taken salmon of
about 4 pounds, and Miss Murphy, of Boston, a togue of
6 pounds. Mr. Lowell, of Worcester, has caught a sal-
mon of 4I4 pounds. The number of salmon taken is a
surprise to everybody, and it must not be forgotten that
there Avere no salmon in Moosehead till put there by Com-
missioner Henry O. Stanley.
At the Rangeleys the fishing is good, the season hold-

ing out remarkably well. Sportsmen from all parts of
the country are at the different Rangeley resorts. Much
fishing is done at the outlying ponds, as well as on the
]ake.s. A catch of 10 or 15 pounds of trout in a day's
fishing at the.se ponds is nothing at all unusual. It is

thought that the heavy rains and cold Avinds have pro-
longed the spring fishing season. Some of the fishermen
recorded have visited those resorts for many years. Mr.
Loring Goes, fishing from the Mountain View House,
has fished the Rangeley almost every season for the past
forty years. He is now in his eighty-ninth year. Mr.
H, W. Clark, of Boston, is another veteran angler, quar-
tered at the Mountain View. He has fished almost as
many seasons as Mr. Goes. This season he has to his
record so far a .salmon of 5% pounds, and another of 3^
pounds, besides any number of smaller fish, all taken on
the fly. A partial record of the fish taken by guests of
the Rangeley Lake House for the Aveek is as folloAvs: J.

J. Brigham. Springfield, Mass., 4-pound trout; S. S. Lunt,
Boston, 3;'2-pound salmon; A. A. Call, Springfield, Mass..
three 314-pound salmon; C. H. HaA^es, Boston, 3^4 -pound
salmon and one of 4 pounds; W. F. Sturtcvant, Spring-
field, Mass.. 3V^-pound salmon; Mrs. R. H. Hinckley,
Boston, 7-pound salmon: J. P. Morse. Brockton, Mass.,
salmon of 3/i- oH, 3H and 6 pouncs, and trout of 6
and 5,' J potulds ; Mrs. J. P. Mores, 3^ and 6 pound sal-

mon. Some good catches haA'e also been made from the
Mooselucmaguntic House. Mr. and Mrs. E. Coburn, of
Lawrence, who are regular fishermen at the Rangeleys.
have landed twelve salmon and trout, Aveighing from 1

to 5'/ pounds. Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Clapp, of Boston, have
taken fifteen trout and salmon the past Aveek. A\-eighing
from 2 to 5 pounds each. Mrs. J. O. McFadden. of Bos-
ton, has landed two salmon of 5 pounds and 6 pounds
weight. Both fish Avere taken inside of an hour. Frank
Ridlon, of Boston, has landed ten trout and salmon, the
string Aveighing 28 pounds. Sportsmen Avill not forget
tliat there Avere no salmon in any of the Rangeley waters
till Henry O, Stanley put them there.
At the Megantic preserA-e fishing is good, and guests

and members are beginning to assemble. Some fine togue
are being taken at Arnold Pond on spinners, Henry R.
Pearson, of Pittsfield, Mass. ; D, C, Nickerson, of Leo-
nu'nster, and C. E. Dresser, of Boston, are making a tour
of the preserve. They have had great luck at some of
the ponds. Tuesday night they caught 108 good trout on
NorthAvest Pond, fishing only a little over an hour. The
trout xvexe no fingerlings either. Special.

Canadian Angling Notes.
Repokts continue to come in from Lake EdAvard of the

splendid sport afforded by the trout of that and the neigh-
boring lakes this season. Mr. E. T. Kulhn brought in a
5-pound brook trout a fcAV days ago, and during Dr.
Zimmerman's recent stay of a fortnight in his private camp
there, he killed fontinalis on the fly up to 4 pounds m
Aveight. Col. Blair, of Scranton, Pa., and his friend, Mr.
Shaw, had a very successful experience last Aveek on the
chain of lakes west of Lake Edward. Lac des Belles
Trintes, in the Adcinity of Lake St. John, has also been
A'ielding some very heaA'y trout.

The chief attraction of the Lake St. Johti country^. how-
ever, during the last week, has been the success attending
the opening of the ouananiche season at the Grande
Decharge. Details of the principal catches haA'C not
reached me, but telegraphic reports state that the fish

are very aundant and are rising freely to the fly, the
Avater bemg in splendid condition. NotAvithstanding the
early character of the season, the majority of the fisher-

men Avho have expressed their intention of coming up are
even later than usual, so that the earlier men have special

opportunities for good sport.

The rush to the salmon rivers continues. Mr. J. J.

Hill, of St. Paul, will be here to-night to join his yacht
Avith a party of friends on their AA-ay to the St. Jean Ri\ cr

of the North Shore. - .

Another important parly left to-day by steamship Douro
for the Natashquan and other rivers of Labrador.
Lord Savordale and Mr. H. Harris, of London, have

gone to the Mingan
; John Mannel, Col. Whitehead. Mr.

Law and Robt. Patterson, of Montreal, to the Godbout,
and Messrs. Morton Patton. of ^Montreal, and Edson
Fitch and Veasey BosAvell, of Quebec, to tlie Trinity. The
Moisie is being fished by its recent purchaser. Mr. levers

W. Adams, of Boston, and his son and a friend, while

the |{fitfvsli^ti3n party incltt4es F, ?, Hodges, of l^ostonj
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E. C. Chapman, broker, of New York ; R. W. Johnson, of

New Brunswick, N. J., president of the Johnson Manu-
facturing Company, of the surgical antiseptic supply busi-

ness, and Mr. H. K. S. Williams, of New York.
Mr. Louis Cabot, of Boston, and nephew, are on the

Grand River of Gaspe. Mr. John Fottler, Jr., of Boston,

on the St. John, of Gaspe ; Mr. Gardiner T. Lyons, and
Mr. Walter M. Brackett, and Mr. H. O. Wilbur, and
others, on the St. Marguerite, while the parties of Mr.
Vanderbilt. of New York, and of Lord Minto. of Ottawa,
are still on the Ristigouche. One of the earliest parties

on this river this spring had rather poor sport, but good
reports come from the Chamberlain Shoals party, which
killed a number of fine fish on the first day out. The
Ristigouche Club waters are pretty fully occupied.

E. T. D. Champ.ers.
Quebec, June 16.

The Potomac Threatened.

RoMNEV, W^. Va.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In an
issue of the Washington Post recently I noticed an article

on the pollution of the Potomac and its tributaries, which
said the tannery owners would do all in their power to

prevent pollution, As this statement is foreign to the

facts and to what has already been done by these tannery
owners, I would like to state that the Capon River, which
was at one time a fine black bass stream, has two tan-

neries on it, owned and operated by the Covers, who have
purchased a site at Moorefield and arc building a large

tannery there, hi these tanneries on Capon River they

have run all their filth and garbage into the river for

years, although there is a State law against pollution of

streams. We can only judge their future by their |)ast

record, and as to the LTnited States Leather Company, who
have bought a tannery at Petersburg, eleven miles above
Moorefield, will say that they have run a large tannery at

Paw Paw on tlu' main Potomac for years, and have run
all their refuse stuff into the main Potomac River.

With the cutting of pulp wood in the Trough and driv-

ing it down the river, a new boom and lumber company
formed for the purpose of rafting or driving white oak
and pine timber down this beautiful stream", the two
tanneries, one ooze factory, the cross tie rafting, a great

deal of fishing and very little restocking of this stream, 1

fear that black bass fishing in the waters of the South
Branch of the Potomac is doomed, unless adequate laws
arc passed and enforced to protect the fish and also the

people whose stock are necessarily watered in the summer
by this .stream. Hoping the people who have taken this

matter up in Washington will not be fooled by the empty
promises or misleading reports they receive from these
tannerv moguls, I remain vours for pure streams,

'

J. B. Br.\dy,

San Francisco Fly Ctsting Club*

Medal contests, ^6ries 1901, Saturday re-eittry contest

No. 2. held at Stow Lake, June 8. Wind, strong S. W.

;

weather, beautiful

:

^ Event
No. 4,
Lure

Event Event
No. T, No. 2,

Distance, Accuracy, -Event No. 8,

Feet Per cent. Acc. % Del. % Net % Casting){

Everett, No. 1..100 PO.S 85 75 SO
Everett. No. 2. .100 83 90.8 78.4 84.6
Golcher, No. 1..104 84.4 84.8 74.2 75.5
Golcher. No. 2..11(> 79.4 91.4 75 83.2
trrant. No. 1 90.4 75.10 83.1

Grant. No. 2 .S.-1.8 75 80.4

Grant. No. 3..... .. 87 77.6 82.3
84.

S

90 78.4 84.

2

Skinner, No. 1. 96 79.4 75.4 65.10 70.7
Skinner, No. 2. 97

76
89

89

75.10
76.8
69.2

73.4
73.6
71.8
78.4
75.10

78.10
76.9
74.4
83.10
82.5

Judges, Battu and Golcher; referee, Mansfield; clerk,

Smyth.
Sunday re-entry contest No. 2, held at Stow Lake, June

9. Wind, strong S. W. ; weather, beautiful

:

Everett, No. 1.. 93 87.8 91.4 75.10 S3.7
Everett, No. 2.. 100 SO 88 76.8 82.4
Elade 74 76 56.8 69.2 62.11
Daverkosen 99
Grant .. 84.4
Turner, No. 1.. 67 81. S 81
Turner, No. 2.. .. 86

Young. No. 1.. 88 91.4

Young, No. 2.. 86 91.4

Judges, Brotherton and Golcher; referee, Mansfield;
clerk, Smyth.

Spawning of the Winninish.

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 have been very properly criticised of late 3'ears for

what I wrote in the "Fishing Tourist" some twenty-eight

years ago regarding this species of salmon, to the effect

that "in winter they are scattered through the deep water
of Lake St. John. P. Q., and in June descend to the series

of rapids below^ to spawn." I will confess that I wrote
under the impression that they were a landlocked species.

My only ground for the conclusion was that the fish were
never seen in the lower Saguenay. which is not marvelous,
since it has a uniform depth of 1,000 feet from Tadousac
Bar to the Chicoutimi. However, I would now like to

repeat what T said in my "Salmon Fishes" in 1890. in

revision of that antique hypothesis, that "in winter they
are scattered through the deep water of Lake St. John, and
in June ascend the rapids of the tributary riA-ers to

spawn," having previously visited the sea, which is easy to

do ad libitum at any season of the year, as they are at no
lime landlocked or ice locked, which latter can be said of

V'Cry few rivers on either side of the continent.

Charles Hallock,

Austrian Fish Exhibition.

UxDER date of May i, 1901, Consul Hughes, of Coburg.
writes as follows: "I have just learned that the Austrian
Fishery Association will hold a large international fishery

exhibition at Vienna during the latter part of September.
1902, a large subsidy for this purpose having been granted
by the Imperial Austrian Department of Agriculture. A
special etfort will be made to have as the principal figure

of this exhibition a complete representation of the Aus-
trian portioit of the Adriatic Sea, the products of its

fisheries, etc. In my opinion, this would bq an excellent
opportunity for United States houses interested in the
fishing industry and in the manufacture of fisli-taking

jippar^itus to exhibit their goo^s,"

Fishing" in Home Brook.

Charlestown, N. H., June 15.—"Between Casts" is

framed and glazed, and hangs over the other corner of ray

writing table, opposite to "Commissary Brook," so called,

I suppose, from the quantities of trout it used to furnish.

T made a trial last week of the little brook at the end of

the village, in which I caught some verv large trout three

years ago, of which I wrote you at the time. My trip

was not very successful, except for the evidence it gave of

the absence of small trout, 1 saw no signs of any, for the

first quarter of a mile, from the head springs down
through the pastures, but when I reached the level mead-
ows, where the brook is sunk, m a deep, narrow cut

throtigh the soft soil, I felt a gentle pull in the first deep

hole, and on lifting my rod I swung a half-pound trout

out, which dropped on the grass the other side of the

brook, I dropped my rod instanter, and made a flying

leap across the brook in season to catch him before he

could flop back into the water, as their habit is, and break-

ing his neck, dropped him into my basket. This done, I

jumped back again, picked up my rod, and proceeded to

examine my bait, for I had to use the humble angleworni,

the brook being too narrow-, deep sunk and bushy to admit
of casting a ily, and found to my dismay that in my two
leaps I had jolted every vestige of a worm out of ray

bait box, which was strapped about my waist, and rny

sport was at an end. I tried for a few rods further with

what was left of the old bait, but could tempt no rseponse,

and reeled up and came home with a nice breakfast relish

lor my wife and daughter. .

The" same Rip Van Winkle of whom I spoke in my last

tried the same brook a day or two after and got eight

large trout, but saw no small ones, and we both agreed

that these large ones had run up from; the Connecticut

River. Von W.

Keuka Lake Fishing.

Bath, X. Y.. June 10.

—

Editor ]'oresf and Stream: I

have just had a day's lake trout fishing in Lake Keuka.
My catch was twenty-six in all, large and sinall. I kept

nineteen, all over 2 pounds. The largest was iiH pounds,
the average about 4 pounds ; so it will be seen that the

average was good, but nothing very large. The fishing in

Lake Keuka is better this year "than it has ever been
liefore. If any one wants good lake trout fishing, Keuka
is the place. Will Dart, of Catawba (on the lake), the

guide, and the central spot to .stop at is Gibson's Hotel,

Catawba. The trunk roads are runnig excellent fast

trains to Bath. It takes two days now to get to Gibson's

from Bath via the B. & H. R. R. and steamboat, a distance

of fifteen miles. The best thing to do is to take a livery

from the D,, L. & 'W. station direct to Gibson's; the time

a livery will take is about two and a half to three hours
through a glorious country. Messrs. Talmadge & Sons, of

Hamtnondsport. have oft'ered special rates from the D.. L.

& W. station at Bath to Gibson's on the lake for readers

of Forest and Stream. He will take one or two persons

in a surr}' or closed carriage for $3. This reduced rate

will only be given when the claim is made in the name of
Forest and Stream. J. Churchward.

Big- "Wisconsin Troat

Berlin, W'is,, June 13.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Have been out for few days trout fishing at Benjamin's
Farm on the White River, a place that is fast becoming
famous for big trout.

One of the party, jNIr. Owen Gudden, caught on Tuesday
a .trout 20 inches long, weighing 3^ pounds. This gentle-

man has the distinction of taking next to the largest trout

out of White River.

The honor of taking the record trout belongs to Mr.
F. H. Josslyn. of Oshkosh". It w-as caught last summer
and nearly cost the gentleman his life, as he was obliged to

lay down on top of the trout in quite deep water. The
measurements of the fish were 24 inches long, J2-inch

girth. It weighed 4J4 pounds. H. R.

An Absent-Minded Preacher.

An odd circumstance happened once at W^inchester. As
Dr. Wilson was one Sunday morning going through the

.streets toward the cathedral, he heard a woman cry:

"Mackerel I All alive, all alive, O !" And on his arrival

at the church he began the service as follows : "When
the Avicked man turneth away from his wickedness, and
doeth that which is lawful and right, he shall save his

.soul alive, alive, O !" These last words the doctor pro-
claimed aloud, in the true tone of the fisherwoman, to

the great surprise of. the congregation. But the good
doctor was so studious and absent minded that he knew
not what he had done.—Household Words.

Keeping Trout.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. J- S. Van Cleef rather knocks all accepted ideas in

the head when he says, in his article, "Unreliable Tradi-
tions.—II.," that a trout should not be "drawn" until ready
for the frying pan. But I am always open to conviction

and glad .to be set right on this point, for I have ahvays
heretofore cleaned ni)' fish on the stream.

Fayette Durlin.. Jr.

Animal H«mbttgs.

In military stables horses are known to have pretended
to be lame in order to avoid going to a military exercise.

A chimpanzee had been fed on cake when sick; after his

recovery he often feigned coughing in order to procure
dainties. The cuckoo, as is well knowm, lays its eggs in

another liird's nest, and to make the deception surer it

takes away one of the other bird's eggs. Animals are
conscious of their deceit, as shown bj- the fact that they
try to act secretly and noiselessly ; they show a sense of
guilt if detected; they take precautions in ad\ance to

avoid discovery; in some cases they manifest regret and
repentance. Thus, bees which steal hesitate often before
:tnd after their exploits, as if they feared punishment. A
naturalist describes how his monkey committed theft;

while he pretended to sleep the animal regarded him with
hesitation, and stopped every time his master moved or

seerae4 Pt) |b§ point of ^^yyakenipg.—Londoii Exchange,

Fixiufes.

Sept. 2-5.—Toronto, Can.—Dog show of the Toronto Industrial

Exhibition. W. P. Fraser, Sec'y. and Supt.

Training the Hunting Dog.

By B. Waters, Author of "Fetch and Carry; A Treatise

on Retrieving."

XVni.—The Force System.

.•\s the term "force system" suggests, it is a system of

teaching the dog retrieving, which in part is accomplished
by the exercise of force. As a title, it is misleading in

its significance, since force is used only in the elementary
stages of the lessons, and then to a limited degree.

The force, as applied, is for the pttrpose of causing pain

to the dog. The pain is so associated with certain acts

which free him from it that he commits them mechanic-
ally to avoid it. Pain of itself teaches the dog nothing
whatever in the way of intelligent and positive retrieving.

Its scope, however, is quite sufficient to enable the trainer

to lay a firm elementary groundwork ttpon which the

retrieving superstructure may be built.

When left to the exercise of his own will in the use of

his mouth, the dog is predisposed to harshly grasp such
objects as he closes it upon. Under the schooling of the
natural system, the manner in which he uses it is prac-
tically beyond the control of the trainer. Indeed, his

schooling, imder that system, has a tendency to develop
a hard mottth rather than to preserve a tender one.

In the force system, the dog's manner of using his

tnouth is under the direct control of the trainer. Tender
grasping of the object to be retrieved is a feature of it

from the very beginning. The dog notes that when he has
the object in his mottth. pain ceases.

The manner in which the dog uses his moutli to the end
that pain may be avoided, and that which he uses when
iinpelled by natural impulse, are quite distinct. The one is

gentle, the other forceful.

If cruelty is inflicted by any instrument which causes
pain to the dog. the trainer should not, by any sophism,
assume that the cruelty is inherent in such instrument.
The cruelty, when it exists, comes from the application of
the punishment.
Pain can be caused without any injury whatever to

'

the dog. When the trainer loses his temper and muti-
lates and shocks his dog to gratify it. he should not for
a m.oment imagine that the origin of the cruelty is in the
collar. The latter being absent, his boot, club, shotgun
or whip would be quite likely to come into use, and are
then crtiel instruments solely because they are so applied
in a cruel manner by a cruel man.
To teach the dog to retrieve from the effects of pain,

some trainers pinch the toes, the ears, the nose, or apply
the whip or collar. The latter has the special advantage
of direct co!itrol_ over the dog's mouth while the pain ^is

inflicted. Pinching his mottth hampers him in the use
of it. When the pain is inflicted bj^ the other means enu-
merated, the dog's mouth is under but little control, hence
the progress is less positive and less complete.

In the application of force, intelligence, kindness, sym-
pathy for the dog in his efforts to perform the desired
act, good temper and a knowledge of dog nature are essen-
tial to the best success. An ignorant man can apply more
force, but he should not confound his senseless punishing
ability with true dog training. The cause of nain is a
limited aid to training; it is not the training ilself.

Retrievers trained after the force system are finished
performers in their work. By virtue of this system, they
have undergone a discipline which left their di.slikes and
objections unconsidered. They have recollections of im-
plicit obedience only as a means of avoiding pain. Their
impressions concerning it are lifelong.

A tender mouth can be insured under this system if the
trainer has ordinary skill. Also, under it, the dog can
be caught to retrieve whether he is old or young. The
discipline further conqtiers and subjugates him in a gen-
eral way, without impairing his independence or breaking
his spirit.

Any hurry in the training should be carefully avoided.
The dog mtist have ample time to comprehend the pur-
poses of his trainer, and to remember what associated
acts free him from pain.

After the dog will pick up the object and fetch it me-
chanically, the so-called natural method is applied, and
the dog is then petted, flattered and rewarded in his work
to the end that his enthusiasm and self-interest are evoked.

In the force system, the progress may be roughly differ-
entiated into stages—namely, that in which the dog
merely opens his mouth mechanically when he hears the
command "Fetch," as a preventive or avoidance of pain;
that in \vhicli he will actively engage in an effort to grasp
the object when he hears the command, if the object is

held on a level with his mouth, a few feet in front of
him ; that in which he wall follow it up and pick it out of
the hand of the trainer or off the groitnd or floor, know-
ing then fully that the act if completed will free him from
pain; that in which _ the attempt is made to teach the
dog to pick up an object off the floor or ground. If each
stage has been thoroughly inculcated, but little if any
difficulty will be encountered in steady advancement.
He further must be schooled to go after the object when

or it is thrown to a distatice.

If he fights the collar the trainer lets him fight it out
at the end of the check cord till he entirely desists.

A corjtcob is a good object to. school the dog on in his
first lessons. It is not repugnant to him; it is shaped so
that he can conveniently hold it in his mouth, and a
clean one can be conveniently tised at every lesson.
The first lessons should be given in a room, free from

disturbing noises and the presence of spectators. The
dog should face diagonally across, oh the right side, so
that he will be facing an object held in the trainer's 'left
hand in front of him.
The running free end of the collar rests on top of the

dog's neck. A piece of half-inch rope, about three feet

. long, i§ fast?-n|4 to it, The trainer firmly grasps the cqU
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lar close up to the dog's neck, holds the cob close in front

of the dog's nose, and gives the command "Fetch," pulling

firmly on the collar at the same time. If the dog opens

his mouth to cry out. the cob is then instantly slipped into

his mouth, at the same time slackening on the collar and

slopping all pain.

The first pull or two will determine the character of the

pupil. He may be tenderly responsive to the force, or

grimly sulky aiid mute, or disposed to fight. If he will

j.-ot open his mouth to a jerk of the collar, the trainer

catches it close up to the dog's neck, twists his hand

outward, thereby drawing the collar tightly and shutting

off the dog:'s wind partially and forcing him to open

his mouth in a moment. The cob is then put in his

mouth and the collar at the same time is loosened to end

the pain., • • ' '

"

If he shows fight, the whip is administered while he is

held to the punishment with the collar, and this is con-

tinued till all the fight is taken out of him.

After each command to fetch with the corresponding

pull on the collar and insertion of the cob in the dog's

mouth, the trainer Avaits a few moments, soothing the 4og
kindly, to restore his confidence. When he holds it well,

leave' in his mouth a few moments and praise him. If

he ejects it, replace it instantly in his inouth, at the same '

time giving him a sharp admonitory jerk.

His' little weaknesses should, be studied so that ad-

vantage may be taken of them. Make the first lessons

short. There is plenty of time to teach the dog the accom-

plishment, and there are two things therewith to ever

keep in mind—namely, to avoid hurry and to keep in good
temper. The dog must have time to comprehend the

purposes of the trainer; to associate the command and

pain with the act which will awid the latter, and to'

memorize all the particulars which make up the lesson.

When hurried or distressed from the confusion, he be-

comes overheated and holds his mouth open while pant-

ing, at which juncture he cannot close it on the cob with-

out great distress.

Each lesson should end in a. romp after the collar is

removed, thereby restoring the dog's confidence and

making a pleasant ending to the lesson. 7
'

The first simple lessons should be continued till the*
'

dog will open his mouth promptly the moment that he

hears the order "Fetch." The next stage is to teach

him to step forward and grasp the cob when he hears

the command. The dog is now brought into active instead
^

of passive obedience. He must act instead of being acted

upon. The trainer holds the cob about a foot in front

of the dog's nose, gives the command "Fetch," at the

same time jerking him forward sharply to the cob.,, which

lie is induced to seize, and which he will seize' when within .

reach of it if the preliminary lessons have been prop-

erly inculcated. These lessons teach the dog to advance

forward for the cob when he hears the command. When
the dog has grasped the cob. or when he has in good ^

faith attempted to do so and failed, the punishment should

instantly cease.

When he quite realizes the virtue of the cob in his

mouth in affording immunity from punishment, he will

object to release it even when the trainer so desires. Its'

absence after a time signifies that punishment impends.

When he releases it, caress and reassure him. M he
closes tightly on it and refuses to deliver it,- no violence

or impatience should be manifested. Gra.sp the cob in

the left hand gently, utter the command "Give," stepping

on the toes of one of his forefeet at the same time. It is

not necessary to pinch them severely. A gentle pressure

will be quite sufficient to accomplish the purpose. The
order "Give" will be promptly obeyed after a-few lessons

"

given in this manner. i , • 1

Up to this stage the dog as a general rule acts, -me-

chanically. He steps forward and puts his mouth on the

cob because the act saves him from pain. He has not

perception sufficient to enable him to comprehend that it

is necessary for him to lower his head if the trainer holds

the cob near the floor in front of him. At this stage the

dog's natural inclination to grasp a moving object may '

be aroused, and then, he may follow it up and grasp it on '

his own initiative. When this is evoked.- the rest of the
'

training is easy. The trainer caters to the dog's inclimi-

tion to make it an amusement. The command "Fetch" is

given, tlie cob is wiggled teasingly close to bis nose, and'
*

when he follows after it it is moved two or three' 'feet

further on, till he overtakes and closes his mouth :;0n it.'
'

Some dogs soon develop an enthusiastic inclination to

enter into the matter as amusement at this stage, but no
more playfulness should be permitted than is necessary to

make the' lessons cheerful and successful. The grave and
the gay should be properly blended.

If the dog. however, refuses to be amused, the traine'r

lowers the cob an inch or two below the level of the dqg's

mouth, and forces him to grasp it in the new position.

Lesson after lesson the cob is lowered little by litt'e as

the dog becomes proficient, till at length he will take it '.

from the trainer's hand held at the level of the ffoor.. -

At this stage the dog in most instances requires e.^tra

patience in conducting his les.sons. He has been habitti-

ated to associating the cob and hand together, and has

looked to the moving hand as the thing to follow when :

ordered to "Fetch." Hence, when the trainer places the

cob on the floor, uttering the command and taking his

hand away, the dog is likely to follow the moving hand
instead of grasping the cob. To overcome' this, - the

trainer places the cob on the floor in front of the dog.' ut--

ters the command and then moves his hand to one side an

inch or two only. If the dog goes to the hand, it is then

an easy matter to direct his attention to the cob.

As the lessons progress, the hand may be moved away
to greater and greater distances, as the dog more and
more learns that the cob is the matter under .consideration.

He can grasp it with much greater ease a:nd quickness,-

thereby advancing betiter in his training, if two sticks

about three inches in length are placed at right angles in

each end of it.

After the dog will pick up -the cob when placed on the

floor close in front of him. another stage may be at- '

tempted. The cob is tossed gently a foot or two in front

of him, care being ^ken to have him see it w^hen tossed.

He is induced to go for it by kind inducement if pos-

sible; if he refuses, he is forced forward with the collar.

A longer and lighter check cord m.ay be used at this

stage, accordingly as the dog broaden-s in the scope of

his twork.

A great deal of difficulty will be encountered if the

preceding lessons have been hurried or if they have been
imperfectly taught, either or both of which are quite

probable in the first attempts of the amateur. If progress

is made in a proper manner, each stage is easy and cer-

tain, with the infliction of little pain or none at all. If

the trainer cannot conduct the spike-collar lessons in a

proper manner, it is much better for himself and in-

finitely better for the dog that the system be abandoned.
If at any time the dog shows a disposition to bite the

cob, some .slim . ten-penny nails should be tied half an

inch apart, lengthwise to it, so that its surface is protected

by the iron. This, against his teeth, is abhorrent to him.

He will at first refuse to gra,sp it, but when forced to do

so will carry it, and with exceeding tenderness.

Next he is given lessons in retrieving a dead bird. It

is better to protect it with nails at first, both to prevent

him from pinching it with his teeth, to associate it with

pain to the teeth if grasped too hard, and to insure a

habit of tenderness from the first to the last attempts in

retrieving birds. He will require a number of lessons to

perfect him in it.

Next he should be taught to refrain from going after

the* object till he is ordered to do so. It is better to

make him "Drop," and so remain till he hears the order

to "Fetch."
In the lessons teach one order at a time. ^Do not order

the dog to "Fetch" and as he start? to obey do not com-
mand him to "Drop," or "Toho," etc. Such training balks

and confuses him. One order and oljedicnce to it are

sufficient at one time. Good progress on the part of the

dog is consequent to industry and good hcnse on the

part of the trainer. If the good sense is absent, the dog
shotdd be held blameless.

'Each part in detail should be perfected. The dog
should be required to remain passive till he is given the

command "Fetch," then to go directly to the bird, pick

it up gently and quickly, and return in a direct line to

the trainer! No nosing of the bird, nor dawdling on

the way either when going to or coming with it, should be

tolerated. The bird should be delivered to hand, and
released instantly to the order "Give."

...The retriever should be thoroughly proficient In all

the yard lessons before any attempts are made at actual

field work, and then great care should be exercised to

guard against two dogs attempting to retrieve the same
bird, or against interference with a good retriever by a

partly broken dog. A thoroughly trained dog may be

demoralized in a few moments by such bad management.
Some preliminary training may be given the dog which

in a way will be of value in marking the flight of birds

and in "seeking dead." The cob is shown to him, then

thrown in the air far away, where he can see it and mark
its flight. He is not permitted to go after it t-il he is

ordered to "Fetch." He will then have some difficulty in

finding it. and will rake the ground about with his nose

in an effort to catch scent of it. The lessons may be
varied by throwing the cob to the opposite side of walls,

fences, bushes, etc.. thus enabling, the dog to see part of

its flight, btit preventing him from seeing it land. When
assisting the dog to search for it. the trainer utters the

command "Seek" or "Find," or whatever other command
he may fancy, at the same time affecting earnestnes.s in

searching for it himself. In this manner, after a suffi-

cient number of lessons, the dog will mark the cob's

flight quite accurately, will find it with reasonable quick-

ness and will learn the significance of the commands per-

taining to searching for it.

These lessons should be given in moderation, as they

have a decided tendency to develop the carriage of a

low nose, a style of work which should be discouraged as

muih as possible in a dog used as a bird finder.

In respect to actual field work, after the dog is per-

fected in retrieving, the trainer should ever -bear in mind
that all retrievers are not alike even when perfectly edu-

cated, and that circumstances alter cases. Dogs vary

greatly in strength. A dog, pliysically small and delicate,

raighi: be ^n excellent retriever of quail and woodcock
and yet be a poor retriever of prairie chickens, owing to

their extra weight.
The dog at best, owing to his construction, is not a good

weight carrier. Moreover, when required to retrieve large

birds on a hot day. he, if panting violently, may be

forced to drop the bird so that he can breathe, etc. The
shooter should have some consideration and charity for

his dog under such circumstances. He has considera-

tion for himself, as shown, by his volumnious excuses for

missing a bird, or didn't know it was loaded, or resting

in tlie shade when uncomfortably warm, etc.

. However 'well a dog mav perform in his yard lessons,

they canot be accepted as final data concerning his actual

work afield. Carrying an object to hand i.s not ah of re-

trieving. The dog must have a keen intelligence, so that

he will understand how to work intelligently to the gun ;

he. must have a keen nose so that he may be able to trail

r'uniiing birds to their hiding place and locate the dead
ones ;. lie should have a pleasant, tractable disposition

\ahd take pleasure in his Avork; he should be able to

mark and remember the flight of Avouiided birds, and also

be able to distinguish between the flight of a wounded
bird and one which is not.

The finished retriever docs his work expeditiously and
accurately, because he knows what to do and how to do
it'. The poor retriever knows but little more than how
to fetch a bird when he comes across it. All the in-

telligent cognizance of details is lost to him.

Retrieving ducks and geese is too laborious work for

the average pointer and setter. Furthermore, their con-

stitution is not sufficiently strong to withstand the shock

and exposure incident to it, if they are used as retrievers

of wildfowl for any important lengths of time.

Snapping Turtles*

Sherbrooke, p. Q., June 12.—How big do snapping

turtles grow? One caught here was said to weigh 40

pounds. The species is exceedingly rare in this locality,

no one ever having seen one before, as far as we can learn.

It was- caught a quarter of a mile from water in pasture

land^ As he would not eat after being coaxed for two
Aveeks. he Avas taken back and turned loose Avhere found

with a dog tax cheek attached.

Will be glad to report further regarding geese at Little

Magog Lake as soon as. I can get good reliable infor-

mation, Jos.

tdchting*

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stkeam sifottld

always be addressed to the Forest and Stream ^Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Yachting Fixtwfes, 190J»

Secretaries and members of race committees vvill confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the future.

19.

20.

20.

22.

22.

22.

22.

22.

22.
''2

22.

22.

22.

22.

25.

25.

26.

27
27-

29.

22.

29.

29.

29.

29.

29.

29.

JUNE.

East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mai
New York, annual, New York Bay.
Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
Marine and Field, open, Gravesend Bay.

ilo fleet, club, City Point, Boston Har:lior.Mosquil
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
Manhasset Bay, third series race for Jacob cup. Port Washing-

ington. Long Island Sound. '

.

New Rochelle, annual. New Rochelle, Long Island Sound.
Columbia, club, City Point, Boston Harbor.
Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Winthrop, special handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
Seawanhaka Corinthian, second race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound, . :

Savin Hill, Y. R. A., open," Dorche.ster, Boston iHarbor.
American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
New York, Glen Cove cups. Long Island Sound.
East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

, Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Conn.
28. Seawanhaka Corinthian, special. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
Boston, City Point Boston Harbor.
Savin Hill, open, Boston Harb.or.
Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
Atlantic, annual. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
New York, cup defender class, NeVvport.

Seawanhaka Corinthian, annual race for Leland challenge cup.,
for raceabouts. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.

1. New York, cup defender class, Nevvpoit.

2, 4, 6. Newport, Y. R. A., cup defender class, Newport, •

'

2. Indian Harbor, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
3. Columbia, City Point, Boston Harbor.
3. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
3-8. Brooklyn C. C, cruise, Gravesend Bay,
4. Beverly, open sweepstake. Monument Beach.
4. Shelter I.sland, club regatta.

4. Duxbury, club race, Duxbury. Mass.
4. Boston City, City Pomt, Boston Harbor.
4. Corinthian, second club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
4. East Gloucester, open, Gloucester, Mass.
4. Gravesend Bay Y. R. A., first open regatta. Gravesend Bay.
4 Annisquam, open, Ipswich Bay, Mass.
4. Larchmont, annual regatta and schooner races for Colt cup,

Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
4. Hartford, annual. Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
4. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club. Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
4. Pavonia, Mclnnis cup, Bayonne, New York Bay.

4. Canarsie, parade, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
4. Penataquit Corinthian, annual. Bay Shore, L. I.

4. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan. ^
4. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
4-5. Lake Michigan, Y. R. A., Lake Michigan.
4- 7. Biloxi, club, Biloxi, Miss.
5-11. Atlantic, cruise. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
6. Shinnecock Bay, club. Shinnecock Bay.
6. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
6. Winthrop, special handicap, Winthrop, Mass. .

6. Mosquito Fleet, City Point, Boston Harbor.
6. Riverside, annual. Riverside, Long Island Sound.'

6. Beverly, convention, Monument Beach.
6. Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor.
G. Columbia, club, Citv Point, Boston Harbor.

6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, third race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
6. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

6. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.

8. Norwalk, annual. South Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
8-9-10. New York, Newport series, Newport.

10. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

13. Moriches, club.

13. Mobile, club. Point Clear, Alabama. ,
,

13. Corinthian third club championship, Marblehead, Mass, Bay.

13. Beverly, club, Monument Beach.
13. Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
13. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass. , . , ,
13. Larchmont, open, first day of race week, Larchmont, Long

Island Sound.
13. Seawanhaka Corinthian, race for Roosevelt memorial cup.

Oyster Bay. Long Island Sound.
t j c- j

13. Manhasset, special. Port Washington, Long Island bound.
13-20. Larchmont. race week, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
15-19.—Interlake meet, Put-in-Bay, O.
17. Beverly, Buzzards Bay.
17. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.

18, 20, 23. Newport Y. R. A., special races, Newport.
311. Columbia. cUib. Cily Point, Boston Harbor.

20. Westhampton C. C, club.

20. HuU-Ma-ssachusetts, club, PIull, Mass.
20. Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor.
20. Winthrop, Winthrop, Mass.
20. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
20. Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
•JO. Winthrop, open. Winthrop, Mass.

. „ ,

•20 South Boston, club handicap. City Pomt, Boston Harbor.

j;0. Norwalk, club racf. .South Norwalk, Long Island Soinul.

20. Stamford, annual, Stamford, Long Island Sound.

20, Seawanhaka Corinthian, fourth race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
,

'

, „, . , ,

20. Trial
" race to select Canada cup defender, Chicago, Lake

Michigan.
20. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

20. Pass Christian, club. Pass Christian, Miss.

22. New York, cruise, rendezvous. Glen Cove.

22. Harvard, cruise, rendezvous, Morris Cove, L. .1. bound.

22. Canarsie, open, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay,

23. New York, cruise to the eastward.
.

24. Seawanhaka, cup race, Lake St. Louis.

24. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester. Mass.

25, 26, 27. Hull-Massachusetts, invitation races, Hull, Mass.
25-26. 'Erie, regatta. Erie, Pa.

27. Beverly open sweepstake. Monument Beach.

27. Bay Waveland, club, Bay St. Louis, Miss.

27. Shelter Island, ladies' regatta._
, , , . „

217. Corinthian, fourth club championship, Marblehead, Mass, Bay.

27. Shinnecock Bay, special, Shinnecock Bay.

27. Sea Cliff, annual, Sea Cliff, Long Island Sound.

27. Northport, annual, Northport, Long Island Sound.
•27. Winthrop. special handicap. Winthrop, Mass.

27. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fifth race for Center Island cup. Oyster

Bay, Long Island Sound. , _ , t> . «r u-
27. Manhasset, fourth series race for Jacob cup, Port Washing-

ington, Long Island Sound.
29. New York, Astor cup races, Newport.
29-30 Burgess, open, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

30-Aug. 3. Pan-American regatta, Buffalo, N. Y.
, , ^

30-31. New York, trial races to select America Cup defender,

Newport. _
31. Corinthian, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

31. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass. _

AUGUST.

1-3. Corinthian, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.

1. New York, trial race to select cup defender, Newport.
3. Duxbury. club. Duxburv, Mass.
'i. Southern Gulf Coast, Y. -R. A.

3. Beverly. Corinthian, Monument Beach.

3. Winthrop, special handicap, Winthrop, Mass,

3. Indian Harbor, club, Greenwich, Conn.
3. Moriches, association regatta.

3. Atl-antic, Sea Gate. New York Bay.
. „ , , , _

3 Jlemptead Harbor, annual, Hempstead Harbor, L. I. Sound.
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3, Seawanhaka Corinthian, Robert Center memorial cup races,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
r , j c j

3 Manhasset Bay, special. Port Washington, Long Island bound.
?>. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
3. Savin Hill, club, Boston Harbor.
3-5-7. New York, trial race to select cup defender, Newport.
5, 6. Manchester. West Manchester, Massachusetts Bay.
7. Misery Island, Salem Bay, Mass.
7, 8. East Gloucester, Gloucester, Mass.
7. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
9, 10. Annisquam. Ipswich Bay, Mass.

10. Beverly, Van Rensselaer cup, open. Monument Beach,
10. Winthrop, class handicap, \Vinthrop, Mass.
10. Westhampton C. C, association regatta.
10. Brooklyn, Gravesend Bay.
10. Shelter Island, open.
10. Beverlj', Van Rensselaer cup, open, Marion.
10. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
10^ Bridgeport, antiual, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.
10. Horsehoe Harbor, annual, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
10. Bridgeport, special, Bridgeport, Long Island Sound.
10. Seawanhaka Corinthian, sixth race for Center Island cup,

Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
10-15. Chicago, races for the Canada cup. Chicago, Lake Michigan.
12. 13. American, Newburyport, Massachusetts Bay.
17. Manhasset Bay, club series races for points; open to knock-

abouts (21 and 18ft.), cabin and open catboats, bay boats,

Manhasset raceabouts and sailing dories. Port Washing-
ington, Long Island Sound.

17. Shelter Island, club.
17. Moriches, open.
17. Wollaston, Quincy Bay, Boston Harbor.
17. Corinthian, fifth club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
17. South Boston, club handicap. City Point, Boston Harbor.
17. New York, New York Bay.
17. Winthrop, special handicap. Winthrop, Mass.
17. Indian Harbor, annual, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
17. Seawanhaka Corinthian, seventh race for Center Island cup.

Oyster Bav, Long Island Sound.
17. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
17. .Savin Hill, club,J3oston Harbor.
17. Canarsie, Corinthfan regatta, Jamaica Bay.
17. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
24 Shinnecock Bay, association regatta, Shinnecock Bay.
24. Corinthian, sixth club charnpionship, Marblehead, Mass. Ba>,
24. South Boston, ladies' day. City Point, Boston Harbor.
24. Winthrop. class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
24. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
26. Cape Cod, Provincetown, Mass.
27. Weimeet, Wellfleet, Mass.
29. Plymouth, Plymouth, Mass.
30. Kingstown, Kingstown, Mass.
31. DuxDury, Duxbury, Mass.
31, Beverly, Corinthian, Monument Beach.
31 Westhampton C. C, open.
31. East Gloucester, club, Gloucester, Mass. •

31 Marine and Field, Gravesend Bay.
31. Shelter Island, Club.
31. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
31. Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
31. Huntington, special, Huntington, Long Island Sound.
31. Manhasset Baj', elub series races for points; open to knock-

abouts (21 and 18ft.), cabin and open catboats, bay boats,
Manhasset raceabouts and sailing dories, Port Washing-
"ton. Long Island Sound.

31. Larchmont, special, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.

SEPTEMBER.

2. Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Conn.
2. Annisquam, open, Ipswich Bay, Mass.
2. Beverly, open, Monument Beach.
2. Duxbury, ladies' day, Duxbury, Mass.
2, 3. Corinthian, a'uise, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay,
2. Lynn, Nahant, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Gravesend Y. R. A., all classes, Gravesend Bay.
2. Norwalk, special. South Norwalk, Long Island Sound.
2 Sachem's Head, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
2. Larchmont, fall regatta, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
2. Atlantic, special. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
2. Pavonia, special, Bayonne, New York Bay.
2. Canarsie, ladies' day, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
2. Seawanhaka Corinthian, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.
2. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
2. Chicago, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
3, .Shinnecock Bay, open, Shinnecock Bay.
6, 6. Seawanhaka Corinthian, open special, Oyster Bay, L. I.

Sound.
7. Beverly, open, Ma.ttapoisett.
7. Seawanhaka Corinthian, fall regatta. Oyster Bay, L. I. Sound.
7. Atlantic, Sea Gate, New York Bay.

.

7. Lynn, Y. R. A., rendezvous.
12. New York, autumn sweepstakes. New York Bay.
14. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
14. Brooklyn, fall regatta, Gravesend Bay, New York Bay.
14. Larchmont, Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
14. Indian Harbor, fall regatta, Greenwich,, Conn.
14. Manhasset Bay, club series races for points; open to knock-

abouts (21 and 18ft.), cabin and open catboats, bay boats,
Manhasset raceabouts and sailing dories. Port Washing-
ton, Long Island Sound.

14. Atlantic, fall regatta. Sea Gate, New York Bay.
21. America Cup race, Sandy Hook.
21. New York C. C, fall regatta, Gravesend Bay.
21. Manhasset Bay, fall regatta. Port Washington, L. I. Sound.
21. Canarsie, commodore's cup races, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
28. Manhasset Bay, fifth series race for Jacob cup, Port Washing-

ton, Long Island Sound.

Our Boston Letter.

BosroN, .June i6.—Last week Independence wa.s put into

Ihe drydock .hI'. the Charlestown Navy Yard, her balance
rudder taken off and the sternpost rudder substituted.

This was done becn'ise it was found that the halauce rud-
der jammed so in the port when it was beitig turned tliat

after having been turned to a certain angle it was very
hard to get tlic" wheel further over. In other ways tiie

balance rudder was success, btjt this feature would con-
•iemn it-

It simply shows that there are yet many experiments
to be made before balance rudders can be used on large
sailing yachts. That they can be used has been shown
in the trials of Independence. If ball bearings were put
at the bottom of the rudder sleeve, when it was first put
in. place, it is likely that there would have been no diffi-

culty in turning the wheel in either direction, and a change
in this direction would have overcome the fault at this

tim.e; but as the tiirie is so short for the yacht to receive a
proper tuning up, it was thought to be impracticable to
experiment.
There is another thing which would tell against the

balance rudder. Although it would perhaps be. of great
assistance in making quick tacks when sailing on the
wind, it certainly creates a resistance when sailing off the
wind, which does not help the speed of the yacht, and
when any feature is not a help to a racing yacht, it be-
comes a detriment to her speed. It is true that the
balance rudder is more powerful than the sternpost rud-
der m tlie proportion of its further position aft, but it is

also true that the rudder kicks up more-^uss under the
water when the yacht is sailing off the wind, and it is

expected that most of the work of a racing yacht will be
away from the wind or sailing by it.

Another way of remedying the difficulty with the bal-
ance rudder, and giving Ihe water a chance to flow
properly around it. would be by attaching it to a skeg, but
in the short time that is left before Independence gets
down to hard racing, thi.s was thought to be impracticable
and, besides, it is doubtful if a skeg could be put on
which would stay throughout one race unless it were made
so heavy as to put too mucli additional weigfht on the

wrong part of the boat. So, the sternpost rudder has

been substituted, which will be easier to handled, and
under which, it is expected, that Independence, will work
quick enough on the wind.
Another thing that has been discovered in the trials

of Independence is that she has been a bit tender. Her
rig is too lofty and she thereby sustains too great weight
aloft. In ah of her trials she has been sailed in very

light airs, except, possibly the day on which she took her

involuntary jibe. Under these conditions she appeared

to be very satisfactory, but it was seen by those on board
that she might be at a disadvantage if she should run

up agaiiLst a strong breeze. To reduce this weight aloft,

5ft. have been cut off the mast and 6ft. from the topmast.

Two and a half feet will be cut from the head of the

mainsail, from the leach to the luff', and a sweep will be

taken out of the throat of the sail to make the head fit the

gaft' and also to get more draft in the luff.

When one thinks of reducing the total length of the

spars lift, the thought generally follows that her rig will

be greatly reduced, but such is not the case. Tier head-

flails, of course, will be cut to trim right, but only enough
for this pttrposc. In all only about 200 sq. ft. will be

taken from the area of the lower sails. As the total area

of the lower sails is 10,981 sq. ft., it can be seen that the

reduction is very slight, and so far as sails go. would not

be noticed by even the most expert. With the spars it will

be different. The Oregon pine topmast, which has been
substituted for the spruce one. and 6ft. shorter, will look
very dumpy in proportion to the length of the mainmast.
This appearance was noted in the old topmast, but in the

new one it will be still greater, and the spar will appear
very short indeed when she is under sail again.

If it had been possible, Mr. Crowninshield would have
greatly desired to keep the rig as it was and put in extra

ballast; but. as Independence has been floating very close

to 90ft. on the waterline, this could not be done. In ma-
king the changes above mentioned, the weight of the rig

aloft is reduced without materially changing the sail plan,

and the weight thus taken is equivalent to many more
pounds of lead stowed in her keel.

The conflict between the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C- and
the Burgess Y. C, _of Marblehead. has resulted just as

your correspondent predicted early in the year. The con-
flict comes in the Y. R. A. classes. In both clubs classes

are provided for the Y. R. A. 25-footers and 21-footers

for June 17. The members of the Hull-Massachusetts Y.
C. contend that they have tried to go half way with the

Marblehead yachtsmen in the matter, but with no suc-

cess. In consequence, the difference in the prizes offered

by each club for the contested classes is of interest. The
Burgess Y. C.'s race is a club affair. The prizes for tlir

25-footers is $10 and for the 21-footers $5. The race of

the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. is an open event. The
prizes for the 25-footers are $50. $25 and $10. Those for

the 21-footers are $40. $20 and $ro.

The Regatta Committee of the Eastern Y. C. is making
great efforts to have the annual open race on June 29 a

success. The prizes are cash and of very sulistantial

amounts. The feature of the races will be the admitting
of yachts under 30ft. racing length. No yachts can be
enrolled in the Eastern Y. C. which are not over .30ft., but
for the open race two .special classes are provided—one
-for yachts between: sgft. and 3Sft. waterline, and the other
for yachts between 24ft. and 29ft. waterline. In both of

these classes a first prize of $50 is offered. If four or more
yachts start in either class, a second prize of $ro will be
given. In the larger classes the prizes run from $150 to

$50 for the schooners and sloops, with proportionate sec-

ond and third prizes should the entries warrant them.
The Regatta Committee is trying in every way to reach
the yachtsmen and there should be a good fleet of starters

lined up at the races.

At Lawlcy"s most of the yachts have been finished and
have left the basin. The 86ft. steamer, designed by
Arthur Binney for C. B. Borland, had her trial trip last

week, in which she developed over fifteen knots. The
Wiggin Y. R. A. 21-footer. which was designed by Fred
Lawley. has been launched. She is a very clean looking
boat, and should make a good showing in her class. The
interior of the Eno r2oft. steam yacht is being finished up.

The Crane 70ft. steam yacht is nearly plated. The Binney
70ft. steam yacht received her boilers last week. Fred
Lawley has an order to design a 56ft. schooner for New
York parties.

Most of the yacht clubs have taken advantage of (he two
holidays and the half holiday to make cruises. Some
of them have arranged elaborate nrogrammes witii racing
runs each day. The Boston Y. C. will cruise to Marble-
head and Gloucester, the Soirth Boston Y. C. to Marble-
head and the Winthrop will go on a blind cruise. Most of
the smaller clubs in Dorchester Bay are also on cruises.

John B. Killeen.

Constitution's Breakdown*

Editor Forest and Stream:
For many years I have been a sailor, but I am not a

yachtsman, and do not profess to know much about yacht-
ing. At the same time, I am greatly interested in the
forthcoming contest for the America Cup, and read all

that I can about the vessels likely to compete for it.

I am greatly impressed by the fact that recently several
of these boats have been disabled in what appears to be
moderate weather, and under circumstances which seem to
show that they are carrying far too much sail and are *

fitted out with spars that are far too weak. Is it not the
fact that, in the effort to turn out a vessel which shall win
the Cup. designers arc sacrificing everything to speed, and
are trying to construct mere racing machines of no use
n_or interest to any one except for the purposes of this
contest? Is this a desirable thing? Is it calcidated to
benefit the sport of yachting, or indeed to do any good
thing—except gratify national pride?

It used to be said—and perhaps still is—that horse
racing is carried on for the improvement of the horse, and
perhaps incidentally the horse has been improved within
the last 200 years by his use on the track, though I fancy
something could be said on the other side of the question.
That the sport of yachting has a distinct service to

perform for the country in training up men and boys to
know something of the sea is undoubted, but are our ves-
sels improved by the construction of modern type? Is our
knowledge of naval architecture advanced bv the build-
ing of racing machines like those of the present day?

-
"

L Querist,

The Canada's Cup Challengers.

There are three Canadian candidates for Canada cup

honors—Invader, built at Oakvillc, Ont., from the designs

of Messrs. Sibbick Bros., of Cowes, England, for the

Gooderiiam syndicate of the Royal Canadian Y. C,
Toronto, the challengers for the cup; Canadian, built at

Hamilton by Mr, J. H. Fearnside, Rear-Commodore of

the Royal Hamilton Y. C, and Beaver the unsuccessful

defender of the Canada cup in 1899, now owned and sailed

by Dr. A. H. Garratt and others, of Toronto.
Beaver is already well known in the yachting world.

She lost the cup to Genesee, but Canadians are still con-

fident that had there been anything better than an eight-

mile breeze for the cup races the Hanley centerboarder

would have sailed home without the trophy. Beaver was
designed by A. E. Payne, of Southampton, England, and
is wonderfully smart in a breeze. She carried a tiny top-

sail in the Canada cup races, but has dispensed with this

piece of canvas and added 30olbs. of lead to her ballast,

reducing her to her original form—a plain jib and mainsail

sloop, 45ft. over all. 29ft. on the waterline, 9ft. 4^in.
beam, 6ft. 3in. draft and with a sail area of 1,335 sq. ft.

She is sailing better in this, her third season, than she

did in her first, and will prove an excellent trial boat in

the forthcoming tests. ^The trial races will be held off

Toronto Island, commencing in the last week of June or
the first week of July. The Hamilton men favor the

later date, but the Toronto men are afraid that it will not
leave them sufficient time before the finals at Chicago.
Invader is, without doubt, the finest specimen of the

35ft. semi-fin keel sloop ever seen on Lake Ontario. A
wondrful amount of cutting away has been done to her
model. The after edge of the fin, instead of being
straight, so as to carry the rudder stock, is curved away in.

The lead bulb is longer than the base of the fin, pro-

jecting at least a foot beyond it aft. The ballast is in

the form of a straight slab, the forward end being the

wider and deeper. The overhangs are very long. There
is a curious pinching-in apparent in the lines of the bow,
and, viewed from below and slightly abeam, there appears
to be somewhat of a hvimp in the quarters. This dis-

appears when the boat is viewed on the level. The gen-
eral profile of the craft is very pleasing, although she has
rather more sheer than would be expected for the amount
of her side. Her greatest freeboard is 34in. and her least

is 20 in.

The sail plan is generous, the high peaked mainsail con-
taining 1,105.5 sq. ft., according to the blueprint, while
the jib has 378 sq. ft. The mainsail has a hoist of 31ft..

and the boom is 38ft. long and the gaff 26ft. The base of

the forward triangle is 21ft. 6in., the mast being .stepped

15ft. from the stem head, and the bowsprit being 6ft. 6in.

outboard. The mast is a beautiful hollow spar, with only
a %in. shell of wood left. It is so light that one man
lifted it easily and only two men were required to carry
it around.

Invader is 49ft. 6in. over all, 28ft. on the waterline, 9ft.

4''n. beam, and 6ft, 6in. draft. Her sail area is 1,483 sg. ft.

She has 6,ooolbs. of lead ballast. She is built of British
Columbia cedar, without a knot. Her frames are rock
elm and her stem is oak. Her keelson and fin are of

pitch pine. The covering board, coamings and deck fi-x-

tures are of mahogany. She has a balanced rudder.
The Duggan centerboarder Toronto, built in defense

of the Canada cup in 1899, has been turned into a house-
boat. Much of her gear has been used in fitting out In-
vader.

During the second week in June the new boat was sailed

frequently by Com. Gooderham, of the Royal Canadian
Y. C, and by the end of the week she was getting into

shape. Her first spins were all light-weather trials. She
met Beaver occasionally, and proved superior to her in

sailing on an easy bowline and with a beam breeze. On a
close haul, during the earlier trials, she was decidedly
inferior to Beaver, the latter pointing as high and out-
footing her. The improper set of Invader's canvas, owing
to her not having her proper gaff and boom, was re-

sponsible for this. Some fear, however, has been c.k-

])res.sed that the extreme amount of cutting away in In-
vader's fin has so reduced the area of lateral resistance
that she slides to leeward a little more than a keel sloop
should. While she draws 3in. more than Beaver, there is

much less of her under water, her fin being very much
shorter.

Canadian, the Hann'ltnii boat, is a curious craft, with
fajriy sliarp bows, slightly flaring sides, square bilges
from stem to transom, a concave bottom, and a fin keel.

I ler bottom is not arched up very highly, the upward
curve from the bilge to the keel being about 4in. Her
deck has considerable crown, and she has an immense
amount of room in her body. She is built of cedar,
with an oak framework. Like Invader, she is sloop
rigged. Canadian is what her name indicates. Her de-
signer, the Rev. P. J. O'Brien, a Roman Catholic priest,

is. if not a Canadian, a Newfoundlander. Her owner and
builder is Mr. J. H. Fearnside. of Hamilton ,a well-known
Lake Ontario yachtsman. Her material—sails and rig-

ging—are all products of the Land of the Maple. Father
O'Brien claims great things for the concave bottom, and
it is a fact that one of his yachts, built on this model,
proved superior to Herreshoff creations. The principle
appears to be that the water rushing under the concave
bottom acts as a spring, lifting the yacht and driving her
forward. That it has been successfully demonstrated in
Canadian's case is perhaps saying too much, for the boat
has not had a chance to show her capabilities yet. She
has been taking trial spins under the canvas of the 35-
footer Nadia, and has shown great speed. Perhaps the
most prominent fact brought out so far has been that no
matter how hard she is driven, she still parts and leaves
the water with wonderful cleanness. Toronto men look
upon Invader as sure to be selected as the cup challenger,
but Hamilton men are just as confident of Canadian. As
a matter of fact, both have been shown to be smart—that
is all. There have been no opportunities of judging the
two together. It is expected that Canadian's own canvas,
which is being made by a Toronto firm, will be ready thi.s

week.
The approximate dimensions of the Hamilton craft are

;

Length over all. 47ft. ; load waterline. 29ft ; beam, slightly
over loft. ; draft, about 6ft.; sail area, 1,400 sq. ft. The
wildest st»ries have been afloat about the boat's model
and dimensions. She has been described as a double-
Imlled crsift with two centerboarcjs, set in the bilges on the
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CONSTITUTION.
CopjTiglit by Janies Burton, New York.

bias, and as a keel craft with a 2ft. curve to her con-
cave bottom, a boat absolutely without accommodation,
all of which was exploded at the opening of the doors of

the building shed. All that can 'be said against Canadian
is that she is not handsome.

Charle-s H. Snider.

Western Yachts.

Oiicago Y. C. will this afternoon engage in an interest-

ing little contest betv/een some of the 35-footers. this being
<>, sort of preliminary trial among those seeking honors in

the trials for the Canada cup competitibn. Illinois. Prairie

and Josephine are all in commission, and well tuned up,

and all three of these yachts are expected to start this

afternoon. Yankee, the boat built by a Chicago syndicate,

is hardly apt to be in shape to race this afternoon. Prairie

came down Wednesday from Kenosha and made so favor-

able an impression during her run that she is hoped to

giA'e Illinois a good rub this afternoon. The big fellows,

Siren, Vencedor and Vanenna, will go over the new
course of the club in an event to which considerable in-

terest attaches. The owners of Siren want to get back at

the victor, Vencedor, and there should be a hot race

arovmd the triangular course to-day. Vanenna, the old

boat, which used to contest the Michigan City race so

closely with Siren, has recently come into port after lying

idle last j^ear, and will take a hand in the triangular race

this afternoon.
Columbia Y. C. will start a number of small boats for

the regular club cup, among those Ripple, Wasp, Gironda,
Albatross, etc. Sallie, Brier and Dolphin are recent ar-

rivals of the Columbia fleet.

Jackson Park Y. C. pulls off its opening regatta this

afternoon. Perhaps the main event will be the compe-
tition between Peeps II. and Arrow, which were close

ri^'als in last season's races, and both of which have been
carefully tuned up for this season's sport, Three P. M,
is the hour set for the sport of the regattas this afternoon.

E, H.

Seawanhaka-Corinthian Y. C.
I

' OYSTER EAY^ L, I.

Saturday, June 15.

The first race of the series between the club knock-
abouts for the Center Island cup was sailed on Saturday,

June 15. The wind blew strong from the .southeast. The
first leg of the course was a reach, the second a beat and
the third a run. The course was sailed over twice, ma-
king nine miles in all. The summary folows

;

Seawanhaka Knockaliouts, Start, 3:15.

Elapsed.
Marcia, Licquelin and Dresser 1 57 10
Nakoda,'j- L' Sherman 1 57 24
Vagrant, Low and Barnes 1 58 28

Triumph, H, Landen 2 03 25

Heron, F. R. Cnuderr ...2^iii:;

j\T3rcia >ynn| iS^akodo scconci Vagrant third,

Small Yacht Construction and
Rigging-

BY LINTON HOPE.

V.—Timfaering and Planking (Continued).

Havlng set off the widths of the planks on the stem, midship
mould and transom iu No. 1 boat, and also on the stern-post and
counter frame of Ko. 2, a batten should be placed over these

points, and a fair line marked on all the other moulds and
timbers. A ^ery good plan is to start witli the garboard, moving
cacli ribband as you come to it if it crosses a searn, but be sure

you do not take any of the ribh)ands entirely olT, till you are

ready to fit the plank, and do not touch the next ribband till

the "plank is on and nailed to the timbers, or you will have
vour timbers out of shape. I mention this now in case a rib-

band should be removed to make the spacing of the planks. If

it is, it must be replaced carefully and fastened, till it has to be
removed for th-j plank. By the way, in is'o. 2 boat be sure and
make a seam come just at the junction of the stern-post with the

counter-frame. There is a sharp twist here, and it is very difficult

to fit unless the seam comes in the angle between the two. •

Most builders dispense with the rabbet on the counter frame in

No. 2 type, and let the planks run past the stern-post, and meet
sloug the center line of the frame. This saves a good deal of

trouble, and also some weight, but for an amateur, it is easier to

get a tight joint where the rudder passes through the counter
frame, if a rabbet is left as shown in the sketch, because the
seam can be caulked if not very well fitted, but where the plank
merely lies flat on the frame, and a hole for the rudder is cut

through the plank, leaving an exposed joint inside the hole, it

requires perfect fitting between plank and frame to prevent leak-

ing, and if a leak should occur there, it is very difficult to stop.

The first plank to be fitted, is the garboard strake, or that

next the keel. It is generally the most difficult, and should be
most carefully fitted, as on this depends much of the strength of

the bottom of the boat. To get the exact shape of the edge of

the plank next the keel, which will have to fit the rabbet for the
whole of its length, take two pieces of thin wood, about Sin.

wide, and ratlier more than half the length of the garboard strake,

roughly cut to fit each end of the rabbet, and tacked over the
moulds and timbers, so that they overlap each other in the mid-
dle. Now take a pair of compasses and set them about an eighth
of an inch wider than the widest gap between the edges of tlie

two boards and the inner edge of the rabbet. With the com-
passes set to this distance, prick ofi a' series of spots along the
iioards, say every six inches, till the turn of the stem comes, and
there decrease the spacing between the spots (or 'spilings') to

every three inches. Always keep one leg of the compasses against
the inner edge of the rabbet, and be careful to mark the spilings

at right angles to the board, or 'spiling batten' as it is called, and
not at right angles to the rabbet line. The accompanying sketch
shows how this should be done.

FIG. 21. METHOD OF FILLING THE PLANKING.

If the spilings were taken at right angles to the rabbet roupd a

curve, they would never give the true shape of the ctirve, but
would give a smaller curve of similar sliape and sharper ttirn,

like two concentric circles.

Ayjipi x\}p spilitisfs are all pricked pff on \he Ijoards, take them

off the boat and cut the edge to the spiling spots and try them up.

in place again, fitting the edge with a small plane till you have a

good joint all along the rabbet. Then, with the spiling battens

fitted carefully into the rabbet, nail them together where they

over-lap each other, so that they arc quite ridged like a single

plank. They can now be taken off the boat again and laid on a
piece of the planking and a pencil line drawn round the fitted

edge. Mark off the width of the plank in the centre and at each
end, but cut it an eighth of an inch outside both lines.

The plank should now be tried up in its place fitted to the

rabbet in the same manner as the spiling batten; but greater care

must be used, not only to insure a perfect fit, but also to avoid

cutting away more of the edge of the plank than is absolutely

required. The final fitting done by chalking the inside of the

rabbet, and cramping and shoring the p'ank careful'v to D'ane,

tapping it close with a hammer along the outer edge. When the
shores are removed, it will be found to be marked by the chalk

where it has touched it, and these places should be planed off till

it shows the chalk mark all along.
The outer edge should now be shot fair and to the correct width

with a jack plane, and both sides of the plank planed up.

It is now ready for fastening in its place, and the rabbet must
have a coat of either red and white lead and varnish, or some
thick varnish out of an old can. The latter is best for a varnished
boat, but the other is more durable.

Before fastening the plank in place, it should be tried up m
place, on the other side of the boat; and if it is a fairly good
fit, as it should be, it should be laid on another board and the
opposite plank marked off from it.

Cramp and shore the plank into its place as before, driving it

tight into the rabbet, and start nailing; at the fore end, carefully

boring to the full depth of the nails with a boat builder's piercer

a little smaller than the nails.

Nail the inner edge first, taking care that the plank does not get
away from the rabbet. The nails should be spaced about five

times the thickness of the plank apart along the keel, and about
three times the thickness up the stem.
After nailing the plank along the rabbet, the outer edge must

be cramped and shored close to the timbers, and nailed to each
with copper nails ^im- longer than the total thickness of plank
and timber. x\n intermediate nail should also be placed in the-

middle of the plank at each timebr, but care must be taken that

these are not all in the same line of the grain of the plank, or it

may split. In very wide thin planks the intermediate nails are
increased in number; a good rule being a nail for every fotir

inches in width in li-in. planking, or spaced eight times the
thickness.

For the rest of the planking it will not be necessary to fit the

spiling batten itself to the edge of the last plank; but by using a

spiling batten as long as the boat and about Sin. by %m. with
straight edges, the spilings for each plank in turn can be set ofl:

on the batten, and then planed off when done with.

In using this straight spiling batten, it must be laid quite fiat

on the tirnbers, without any twist edgewise; and so that it just

touches the edge of t.he last plank, from which the spilings are to

be taken. It will be 'found that in some places it is several inches
away from the edge of the plank; so that the spiling, if taken
with compasses as before, would not all come on tlie batten. To
get over this difficulty, instead of using the compasses, the dis-

tance from the edge of the plank to the batten is taken at right

angles to the batten, every foot or so, and written on the batten
.ilongside the line on which it is taken. Where the distance is

not to an exact sixteenth of an inch, it is usual to write it down
thus:—3 7-16=*, meaning 'full.' or just over the 7 -16, while, if it

is under the nearest sixteenth, it would be written 3 7-16-or 'bare.'

.Another sign is J. or 'hard off,' used where the edge is touching.
The great secret of getting a tight boat is wed fitted seams,

and these can only be gof by careful spiling, and trying up the
planks several times before fastening them, chalking the edge of

the last plank each time, and planing off the chalk marks on the

new plank till the chalk marks, the edge all along, as
.
explained

previously.
If the seam is to be caulked it must be left open on the out-

side and tight on the inside so as to hold the calking. Por
J/oin. planking a sixteentl^ of nti j?\cli is wide et\o\igh for the oyt?
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side of the seam, but a first-class builder would not caulk sach
tmh planning at all, but would fit the two edges perfectly water-'

tight without any stopping, only varnishing each seam as it is

fitted.

This is rather beyond any amateur's powers, and is only done
by one or two of the very best builders, so it will be best to caulk

all seams.
From the foregoing description, it will be seen how important

it is to make good seams, and it is really a matter of care and
patience more than great skill. After the first difficulties are

overcome seevral planks are svire to be spoiled at first, but that is

of no consequence, as each failure teaches something, and the

spoiled plank will always come in for some other part.

So far, we have been considering the planking as if each plank
was in one piece, but this will seldom be tlie case in all the
planks even in a long easy boat, while in a short hard bilged
boat like a dinghy, there would be very few planks without a

.seraph, as not only would the curve, or 'sny,' of the plank be
too great for the widths of the boards, but even if it could be cut

cut m one piece the grain would run so short across the end.s

that the plank would be very weak and would sure to split in
,

nailing. The wasts of wood wottid also be very great, and it

would be difficult to take an accurate spiling for such an extreme
curve.
For these reasons, it is usual to scarph all planks where the

curve or 'sny' exceeds the width of the widest part of the plank.
The after end of the plank is fitted and nailed in place, as pre-

viously described, but betore finally nailing in place; the scarph
is made. The best form of scarph is that known as a "butt
scarph,' and in this, the after end of the forward half of the
plank overlaps the fore eiid of the after half, for about 2 in.

The two ends are carefully tapered oft' so as to fit each other; the
after end of the forward half plank being let into the other, about
V^in. or more, according to the thickness of the planking, and
the fore end of the after halt plank being tapered to a feather

edge; this featlier edge should come on a timber, so that when
the scarph is nailed, the nails in the fore end of the scarph will

go through the timber; those on the after end or 'butt' of the
scarph being clinched inside on the plank.

It is most important that all scarphs should be very carefully

fitted, as a leaky scarph is difficult to put right. All such joints

should be mads with a small iron plarie, and when they are a

good fit they must be well painted with thick red and white lead,

or some similar preparation. The nails should be finer than
those vised in the rest of the planking, and great care used not
to split the end of the plank, as the row of scarph nails should
be only half an inch from the edge, and about an inch apart.

Where there is a sharp turn in the timbers, as at the bilge and
on the quarters, the planks for these parts should be cut from
boards a little thicker than the rest, so as to allow the center of

the plank to be hollowed on the inside to fit the curve of the
section, and it will also be rounded on the outside to correspond.
The hollowing is done with a round soled plane, which is easily

made from a small wooden smoothing .plane by rounding the face

and grinding the iron into a curve of about Vsin. to the 2in. of

width of iron.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES,
Messrs. Wilmer and Addison Hanan, owners of the

English-built cutter Astrild, which burned and sank re-

cently off Port Chester, will have the hull raised and
inspected with a view to rebuilding her. Astrild is of

composite construction, having steel frames, and there is

a possibility that these may not have been seriously warped
Kjr damaged by the fire, which was caused by the explosion

of a gasoline stove.

>Ir. Philip T. Dodge's English-built cutter Eelin, which
left Southampton. on April 18, has arrived in good shape

at the Greenport Ba.sin & Construction Company's yards
at Greenport, L. I. Eelin's sailing master reports that

rnild weather was experienced throughout the passage, and
the boat could have carried her racing rig without any
danger to herself. The yacht was almost home when the

wind dropped quite out, and made it a drifting finish from
Gardiner's Bay to Greenport, in which it took twenty
hours to cover the twenty miles remaining. Sailing from
Southampton on April 18, Eelin arrived at Bermuda on
June 6 and weighed anchor for the last time the follow-

ing day. Her final run with the exception of the last

twenty miles was only a series of pleasant days' sailing.

^
Isolde, which was recently purchased by Mr. Daniel

Bacon, N. Y. Y. C, arrived in New York on June 10 on

the deck of the steamer Manitou. Isolde was built by the

Herreshoffs at Bristol in 1895 for Prince Leopold, of

Belgium, who afterward sold her to Baron Von Zedtwitz,

at that time an intimate friend of Emperor Will'am. Em-
peror William was the indirect cause of the Count's death

by his yacht Meteor colliding with Isolde in the second
(day's racing of the Royal Albert regatta at Southsea, Eng-
land, on Aug, 18, 1897. In the race that day were the

jarge boats Ailsa, Britannia, Meteor and Satanita, and in

the smaller class were the Saint, Niagara, Samphire,
Audrey, Penitent aitd Isolde. The course was twenty-
three miles long, which the large yachts were to sail over

twice, and the smaller class once. When the big yachts

had finished the first round and were starting on the sec-

ond the boats of both classes became crowded together.

Isolde was between Britannia and Meteor, and was fouled

by the latter. The mast of Isolde was carried away and
she heeled to such an extent that it threw all those on
board into the water. One of the blocks of Isolde struck

the Baron on the head before he went overboard, and
though alive when picked up, he died at the club house at

Ryde a few hours afterward. All the sailors were saved.

Since the accident the j'acht has been laid up at Southamp-
ton. She was a sister boat to Mr. Howard Gould's
Niagara, and is 44ft. 3in. on the waterline, 66ft. over all

and 12ft. lin. beam.
^ ^

The work of breaking tip Defender is now progressing

at City Island. The interior fittings are being removed,
and as soon as that is done the hull will be cut into pieces

small enough to be easily transported to Newark, where
the metal will be sold.

8^

Nevada, which was designed by Mr. Charles F. Herres-
hoff, Jr., started on June 15 in a match race for a special

prize against Tutty, designed by Mr. A. E. Payne, and
built in 1898, over a course of thirty-six and one-half
miles. A fresh breeze was blowing at the time. Tutty
outsailed Nevada on every point, and after a hopeless
stern chase Nevada lowered her topsails and left Tutty to

finish the race alone. Emperor William's Meteor beat
Kariad by seven minutes over a forty-seven-mile course
on the same day.

n n n
The three English boats built for Mr. Lorne Currie to

try for the Seawanhaka cup have sailed trial races on
Southampton Water. England. The boats are named Grey-
friar, designed by Mr. Chambers, of Ipswich

;
L'Esper-

ance. designed by Mr. Linton Hope, and Insula, designed
by Mr. Harley Mead. The result of the trials has shown
Greyfriar to be the fastest boat of the three. She has
shown great speed in reaching, beating the other two

CUIVSTITUTIOX AFTER THE BREAKDOWN.
Copyright by Tames Burton, Neiv York.

boats easily. Greyfriar will be placed aboard the steam-
ship Australasian, which will .sail for Montreal on June
27. The racing crew will consist of Mr. Lorne Currie,

Mr, Algernon Maudslay, Mr. Rivers Fletcher and Mr.
Marmaduke Pike. Mr. Currie will sail for America early

in July and give his boat some trials before the first

race, which takes place on July 24,

Messrs. Von Lengerke & Detmold launched a 48ft.

cruising cabin launch on June 18. The yacht was built by
the Racine Boat Mfg. Co. for Mr. George A. Barker, of

New York cit}^ and is equipped with two 17 horse-power
triple cylinder electro vapor engines. She is 48ft. over

all, 43ft. 6in. on the waterline, 9ft. 3in. beam and draws
32in. The boat will be known as Idle Hour.

•6 H »t

The sloop Quero, owned by Mr. Richard Derby, of

New York city, was badly damaged by fire at Belfast, Me.,

a short time ago, and Capt. Dodge and the steward were
seriously burned. The fire was caused by the explosion

of an oil stove.
8^

The Bath Iron Works, of Bath, Me., recently closed a

contract for a large steel steam yacht, which it is stated is

for Mr. A, S. Bigelow, of Boston, the owner of the steam
vacht Ituna.

n n n
Messrs. Gardner & Cox are getting tip plans for a cruis-

ing centerboard sloop for Mr. George Bullock, Seawan-
haka Corinthian Y. C. The boat will be built this stun-

mer and will be used by her owner in southern waters dur-
ing the coming winter. Next season she will be raced
in the 5Tft. class on Long Island Sound.

^ 1^

Messrs, Tams, Lemoine & Crane have recently placed

contracts with the Burlee Shipbuilding Co., of Port Rich-
mond, S. I,, for two large steam yachts. The largest of

these boats is for Mr. W. D. Leeds, of New York city.

She will be 260ft. over all, 2isft. on the waterline, 28f't.

beam and 14ft. draft. The boat was designed solely for

deep sea cruising, and will have a large bunker capacity

;

her speed will be about fifteen knots. The other vessel is

for Mr. Daniel R. Reed, of New York city, particulars of

which have not been given out. Both vessels will be com-
pleted for the season of 1902.

^ K ^
Mr. J. Roger Maxwell's new cutter that will race in

the 51ft. class was launched from the Herreshoffs on
June 13. She will be known as Humma.

9t *i H
The new 43ft. cutter that was designed by Messrs.

Gardner & Cox. and built by Mr. Frank Wood at City

Island for Mr. W. L. Ward, of Port Chester, was launched
on June 13. She was named Dorwina.

8^

The English-built steam yacht Kethailes recently pur-
chased by Rear-Com. Charles L. F. Robinson, N. Y. Y. C,
arrived at Newport on June 10 after a fourteen days' trip

from Liverpool. The yacht stopped at the Azores on May
31 for coal and made the passage from there to Newport
in eight days. Com. Robinson has chartered the yacht
for the summer to Mr. A. C. Burrage. of Boston. During
the coming winter Com. Robinson will take his family on
Kethailes to the Mediterranean. 'She is 167ft. on the
waterline, 24.15ft. beam and 13.8ft. deep. She registers

479 tons Thames measurement. Her name has been

changed to Wanderer.
^ 8^

The English-^built steam yacht Katomba, which has been

chartered by Mr. Larz Anderson, of Boston, arrived at

New York on June 8, after a passage of fifteen days from
Greenock, Scotland. The yacht is built of .steel and has

six watertight bulkheads and two decks. The vessel was
built bv the Ailsa Shipbuilding Co., at Troon, Scotland,

from designs made by Mr. G. L. Watson, in 1898. She is

163ft. on the waterline, 24.15ft. beam and i3-75ft- deep.

*t It. n
We have received a copy of an excellent little book

which is entitled "The Yachting Record." It is compiled

and edited by Mr. A. F. Aldridge, of the Atlantic Y. C.

The book will be invaluable to yachtsmen interested in

racing, as the book contains' the summaries of all the

races sailed in New York Harbor and along the Sound as

far east as Newport during the season of 1900. The book
is very complete, and carefully indexed so that each

boat's racing record can be easily found. The volume is

well printed and bound in a dark green buckram. Copies

may be secured from Thompson & Co., 9 Murray street.

Yacht Ouh Notes.

Mr. Frank Bowne Jones, chairman of the Regatta Com-
mittee of the Indian Harbor Y. C, announces that the race

that was arranged by the club for the 90-footers, to be

sailed the latter part of this month, and for which Con-
stitution, Columbia and Independence had been entered,

has, on account of the accident to Constitution, which has
necessitated changes in the racing engagements for these

yachts, been indefinitely postponed.

•t

Com. Frederick T. Adams, of the Larchmont Y. C, has
appointed Gen. Thomas L. Watson Fleet Captain, vice

Joseph H. Sterling, resigned.

Charles J. Neilson has resigned as Commodore, and J.

C. Heine as Secretary of the Canarsie Y. C.

«l It

The New Rochelle Y. C. will hold its sixteenth an-
nual regatta Saturday, June 22. The races will be for

sloops and cutters of the 51, 43, 36, 30, 25, 21 and i8ft.

classes ; for yawls of the 43 and 36ft. classes ; for 30, 25,
21 and i8ft. catboats; for the regular class of raceabouts,
and also for the Newport special 30-footers, the Larch-
mont 25ft. one-des.'gn class and the Seawanhaka one-
design class of knockabottts. The starting line will be off

the entrance of Echo Bay. The Si-footers will sail a dis-

tance of twenty-two miles, going three times over the
course, which lies from the starting line to the Gangway
Buoy, across the Sound, to 'the Old Hen Buoy, at Hemp-
stead Harbor, and back. The smaller sloops, including
the special 30-footers, the yawls and the Larchmont class,

will go twice over the course, making a sail of fourteen
and two-thirds miles. The 25, 21 and i8ft. boats of all

classes will go to the Red Buoy, at the southwesterly end
of the Hen and Chickens Reef, thence to the Middle
Ground Buoy, at Execution Reef, and home, the 25-footers
sailing the course three times over—twelve and three-
quarter miles—and the 21 and 18 footers twice—eight and
one-half miles. The races will be sailed under the rules
of the Yacht Racing Associat'on of Long Island Sound.
The preparatory signal, the blue peter, will be set at 12
o'clock, after which the several classes will be sent away
at intervals of five minutes. Entries will be received up
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to noon Friday, June 21, by Charles P. Tower, chairman

of the Regatta Committee ,at 21 Park Row. The other

members of the committees are C. A. Becker, O. H. Chell-

borg, R. N. Bavier, W. E. Moore.

•S «t

A new station, which will be known as No. i, is being

built by the Morse Iron Works, at Fifty-fifth to Fifty-

eighth streets, South Brooklyn, for the New York Y. C.

•I «t

The Royal Ulster Y. C. proposes a race in Irish waters

before the annual yacht race meeting on the Clyde. It

suggests that this should take place on June 18, 19 or 20,

and offers two prizes of £100 each for a contest between

Shamrock I., Sybarita, Meteor and Kariad, one prize to

go to the first yacht and the other to the winner on time

allowance.

The Largest Dory in the "World.

The largest dory in the world has just been constructed

at Whitcomb's ship yard at Provincetown, Mass.,

for Colonel Charles " Ledyard Norton, of New
York city. Everybody is familiar with the ordi-

nary dory'--a light, handy and safe little craft in any kind

of weather. Of recent years the type has been used for

somewhat larger craft, and the centerboard dory is a hum-
mer before the wind. But the new craft fairly takes away
the breath of the Grand Banks hand liners, who have

lived in dories all their lives. It has been an object of

great interest to the fishermen hereabouts, and all \vho

have inspected the strange craft are united in the opinion

that she could go around the world if necessary.

The owner and originator has styled the craft a "house

dory," and that is what it will be when completed. Its

dimensions are as follows : Length over all, 45ft. ; breadth

amidships, 14ft. ; depth from gunwale to floor, 7ft. The
"house dory" has the conventional flaring stem and tomb-

stone of oak. To sawed knees of hackmatack the floor-

ing or bottom of 2in. and the siding of i^^in. hard pine

planking are fastened. The half-round bilge of the famous
Swamppcot dory is wholly lacking, as is the graceful

sweeping floor and sheer spring common to the average

dory, but it is, nevertheless, an out-and-out dory.

T!ie craft will be towed to Sandwich, where she will be

equipped with a house, spars and sails by her owner. He
will then take her around Cape Cod to Buzzard's Bay,

where he will pass the summer in cruising.

The spacious cabin house will extend from stem to

stern, the only break being in the after part, where a

deep cockpit will be placed. The house will be highest

amidships, the house roof sloping thence fore and aft to

the line of the stem and stern. The cabin will be con-

veniently and comfortably furnished, for the owner intends

to spend much of his time hereafter, both summer and
winter, in the cozy interior. He will cruise in Northern

waters during the summer and in the winter will prob-

ably cruise in Florida waters.

The "'house dory" will be steered with a tiller. Her
canvas will consist of two leg-o'-mutton sails spread on

fore and mainmasts, and a jib.—New York Sun.

Larchmont Y* C Spring: Regatta.

LARCHMONT—LONG ISLAND SOUND,

Monday, Jimc 17.

The Larchmont Y. C.'s spring regatta was sailed on

Monday, June 17. The race was scheduled for last Satur-

day, but owing to bad weather it was postponed until

Monday. The breeze was light from the east in the morn-

ing, but about 2 o'clock the wind dropped entirely, leavmg

all the boats becalmed. After a wait of some time a

light southwest breeze came up which eanbled the yachts

to finish. It was a day of surprises and disappointments.

In the 75ft. schooner class were Quissetta, Amonta and

Elmina the new boat designed for the class by Messrs.

Cary Smith & Barbev. These yachts were sent away at 11 135

o'clock. Quissetta gat the best of the start and crossed the

starting line first in the weather berth. Amorita, with a

fine new suit of Ratsey sails, crossed second, and Elmina

last. Quissetta rounded the first mark over six minutes in

the lead, and on the next leg, with light sails set, she con-

tinued to increase her lead. Quissett awas nearly half an

hour in the lead when the breeze dropped entirely, and she

lay becalmed. After drifting around for some time a little

air came slowly up from the southwest. Elmina caught

the breeze first and took the lead and won the race by

a small margin. Elmina was outsailed by Quissetta from

the beginning, and it was only through a fluke that she

won the race. .

Larry Huntington's new 51-footer Huguenot was to sail

her maiden race against Altair in K class. Just as the

starting signal was given Huguenot was unfortunate

enough to carry away her throat halliards. Mr. Cord

Meyer, owner of Altair, very kindly offered to wait until

repairs were made, but finding that there would be con-

siderable delay, Altair went over the course alone.

In the 43ft. class Mr. Charles Lane Poor w^as on hand

w'th Mira. This boat has been fitted with a suit of Ratsey

sails which are perfect. Mira's only competitor was

Effort II., Mr. F. M. Smith's new Herreshoff boat. Effort

crossed the line first, but was soon passed by Mira, which

boat easily outsailed her on every point from the start.

At the end of the first round Mira was nearly twenty

minutes in the lead, but she was unfortunate enough to

'ihare the same fate as Quissetta. When Mira lost the

easterly wind Effort was way behind and caught the

southwest breeze first and secured such a substantial lead

that it was impossible for Mira to overhaul her. With all

her ill luck, Mira was only beaten by 25 seconds. The

summary follows

:

Schooner.?—Class D.—Start, 11:35.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Amonta, W. G. Brokaw ..6 30 18 6 30 18

Ouissettk, IT. F. Lippitt 6 29 17 6 29 17

Elmina, F. K. Brewster 6 26 25 6 26 25

.Sloops—Class K.—Start, 11:40.

Altair, Cord Meyer, Jr 5 45 56 5 45 56

Huguenot, Edward Kelly Disabled.

Sloops—Class L.—Start, 11:45.

Mira, C. L. Poor 5 55 31 5 55 31

Effort, F. M. Smith .5 55 06 a 55 Ob

Sloops—Newport 30—Start, 11:53.

Veda, Daniel Bacon 6 04 26 6 04 2G

Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer, Jr 5 49 31 5 49 31

Hera, Ralph p:ilis Did not finish.

Sloops—Class N.—Start, 11:55.
Empronzi, Alfred Peats 5 50 41 5 50 41
Mab IT., C. V. Brokaw 6 07 33 6 07 33
Alerion, A. H. Alker 5 54 11 5 54 11
Oiseau, J. R. Maxwell, Jr 5 48 5-3 5 48 53

Raceabouts—21 ft.—Start, 12:00.
Badger, Thorsen & Jones 4 05 51 4 05 51
Ropiue, F. T. Bedford, Tr Did not finish.
Viper, W. D. Hennen Did not finish.

Sloops—Class Q.—Start, 12:05.
Ox, R. N. Bavier 5 08 39 5 08 39

Sloops—Class R.—Start, 12:05.
Sora, W. Hoev, Tr 5 02 43 5 02 43
Nike, Guv Forbes 5 01 01 4 57 57
Mistral 4 58 09 4 58 09
Hope, Adrian Iselin j 4 54 57 4 64 57
Cricket, H. C. Pryer : 5 22 07 5 22 07

Catboats—Class T.—Start, 12:10.
Win or Lose, J. S. Appleby 4 42 46 4 42 46
Mongoose, II., Simeon Ford 4 38 08 4 38 08

Class v.—Start, 12:15.
Kazaza, T. J. McCahill, Jr 5 06 14 5 06 14

Manhasset Raceabouts—Start, 12:20.
Bah, Phillips & Morgan 4 58 36 4 58 36
Arizona, G. A. Corey 4 49 49 4 49 49
Firefly, Guy Standing 4 23 4 56 23
Eambkin, S. W. Roach Did not finish.

Sloops—Class P.—Start, 12:00.
Roclielle, Edward Kelly Did not finish.

The winners were Elmina, Effort, Esperanza, Oiseau,
Badger, Hope, Mongoose II., Arizona. .Sailovers, Altair,
l)x, Kazaza.

Q>rinthian Y. C
SAN FRANCISCO B.AiY.

Thursday, May ,30.

There was a good wind from the west, smooth water in

San Francisco Bay and bright sunshine for the sixteenth
annual regatta of the Corinthian Yacht Club, which took
place on Decoration Day.

Forty yachts of all classes were etnreed on the pro-
pramme, most of which crossed the starting line between
11:45 A. M. and 12:40 P. M. The course was from off

Powell street wharf to and around the Government buoy;
thence to and around a stake boat to the northeast ; thence
returning to Presidio Shoal and finishing at the staritng

line between stake boats.

The favoring conditions of wind and weather, the shim-
mering bay with its .surroundings of blue nioimta ns and
headlands and verdant slopes, the bright sails of the
yachts, with ships, steamers and larger craft afloat on the

water, presented a splendid picture and delightful pros-
pect. The battleship Iowa, covered with flags, was lying

at anchor at the south, Alcatraz, opposite the starting

point on the north, and to the west the natural wonders
and fortifications of the Golden Gate. A salute in com-
memoration of the day was fired from the guns of Alcatraz
shortly before the signal whistles for the regatta were
blown by the little steamer bearing the regatta commit-
tee, and crovv'ded with spectators and enthusiastic guests.

Yachts were classified into 20-foot class, 25-foot class,

30-foot class, 36-foot class and special class. The regat-

ta was governed by the club book of 1897. The prizes

given were flags, one for first and one for second .of each
class.

In the 25-foot class. Discovery, a clever spoon bow and
fin keel boat that was built last year, made her debut as a

racer, and under the guidance of Capt. McFarland ran
away from the Merope and five others.

In the 20-foot class, Joe Mattoon's Spider, which was
recently imported from Japan, beat the former champion
Kittiwake. The latter was considered invincible in her
class and had never been beaten until the boat from Japan
outsailed her.

The race between the Presto, sailed by Frank Stone;
the Truant, sailed by ex-Commodore Pew, and the

.^^olus, handled by ex-Commodore Wcsterfeldt, was well

sailed. The Presto won handily after a close sail

throughout, but the Truant only beat the JEo\m 22 sec-

onds for second place.

The Spray won cleverly from the Neried, the Emma
won the 36-foot class event by a narrow margin, and the

Harpoon, after an exciting race, beat the Speedwell, Ariel

and Mischief. The race was really between th eHarpoon
and Speedwell, and although the Speedwell beat her in

actual sailing time the Harpoon got the verdict by 45
seconds in the corrected time. The Harpoon belongs in

a smaller class than the Speedwell, so she received allow-

ances.

The judges were P. J. Martenstein, E. B. Learning and
W. P. Harrold. George W. Harrold served as measurer.

Following is a summary of results:

20-Foot Class, five nautical miles.
Actual. Corrected.

Spider 1 08 01 1 07 30

Kittiwake 1 23 13 1 12 13

Special Class, 9^/4 nautical miles.

Spray 1 55 35 1 52 52

Neried 1 57 33 1 57 33

25-Foot Class, 9^4 nautical miles.

Discovery 1 49 40 1 40 40

Merope 1 53 52 1 51 36

May 2 02 10 2 01 21

Cupid 2 01 59 2 01 59

Ceres 2 29 25 2 29 25

Vega 2 20 20 2 20 04

Belle Did not finish.

30-Foot Class, 12 6-10 nautical miles.

Presto 2 18 04 2 18 04
Truant 2 22 28 2 20 23
Aeolus 2 23 09 2 20 45

;B6-Foot Class, 12 6-10 nautical miles.

Emma 2 16 56 2 12 22
Edna 2 16 56 2 12 47
Genesta 2 30 42 2 28 48
Neptune 2 30 2 30

Class 1—12 6-10 nautical miles; all over 36ft. racing length.
Harpoon 2 11 48 2 08 51
Speedwell 2 10 41 2 09 48
Ariel .....2 20 20 2 20 20
Mischief 2 21 49 2 21 49

Beverly Y. C.

BUZZARDS BAY.

Saturday, June 15.

The yachting season was opened at Cape Cod Saturday
by the Beverly Y. C. The race was sailed in a cold north-
east gale off the club house at Wing's Neck, and all yachts
carried reefs. Four classes starteid. In the 2S-footers was
the champion May Queen and a new one. Kalama III.,

designed by her owner, David Rice, and built by Phinney,

of Monument Beach.. Kalarna III. ran away from May
Queen down the wind, but the old boat made it all back
and more too when it came to windward work. In
the 2i-footers, the Herreshoff-designed champion
Quakeress had things all her own way. She has recently
been overhauled by Herreshoff, and w^as in perfect trim
for the race. A new boat, designed by Herreshoff, Radi-
ant, did not make much of a showing, but it was her first
race, and it is expected that she will do better when she
has been turned up. In the i8-footers, Eunice, designed
and built by Huckins, of Onset, for W. O. Taylor, of
Boston, proved a winner in her maiden race. She was
led by Allison down the wind, but on the windward work
she hauled into first place and kept it. Spider won easily
in the 15-footers. The summary:

25-Footers.

^ Length. Elapsed.
May Queen, D. L. Whittemore 25 2 02 13
Kalama III., David Rice ..25 2 03 i:i

21-Footers.
Quakeress, W. F. Harrison 21 2 09 09
Amanita, L. Bacon 21 2 13 50
Kestrel, L. S. Dabney 21 2 17 02
Radiant, C. M. Baker 21 2 17 48

Fonrth Class Cats.
Eunice, W. O. Taylor .00 1 45 14
Howard, H. O. Miller 00 1 48 45
Allison, Stewart McLoud Oil J 56 50

„ , ,^ 15-Foot Restricted Class.
.Spider, H. M. Stone .....15 1 34 40
Next, Paul Jones , 15 138 12

John B. Kjlleen.

Brooklyn Y. C
NEW VORK BAY.

Monday, June 17.

The Brooklyn Y. C. sailed its forty-fourth aiuuial re-
gatta over the regular courses on Monday. June 17. There
was a good breeze from the southeast, and thirteen boats
started. The yachts had a close reach to Old Orchard
Shoal Light, a beat to Southwest Spit and a run home.
The summarjr follows:

Sloops—43ft. Class—Start, 11:05.

, „ r-i
Finish Elapsed.

tTlndy.s, E. F. Glover... 2 25 40 :', 2t) 40
Narcissus, A. Erdman 2 47 27 ;! 42 27

Sloops—36ft. Class— Start, 11:05.
Aki.sta, George Hill j 51 59 2 46 59
Kangaroo, C. H. Humphreys 2 08 .''iG :t 03 5(J
Bonita, Haviland Brothers 2 06 51 3 01 51
Bess, Sydney Grant 1 49 24 2 44 24
Siren, C. F. Wigand Did not finish.

Sloops—.30ft. Class—Start, 11:10.
.Susie, C Ferguson , 2 03 18 2 58' IS
Squaw, H. J. Heath 1 58 29 2 53,29

Sloops—25ft. Class—Start, 11:15.
Gracie E., W. N. Neidhardt 1 38 59 2 23 59
Elsie, C. F. Rosemon 1 .51 a) 2 36 50

,„ .
, ^ Sloops—21ft. Class—Start, 11 :15.

Wraith, C. Tompkins 1 04 19 1 49 19

, „ Catboats—24ft. Class—Start, 11:25.
Martha M., R. B. Moore Did not finish.

The winners were Gladys, Akista, Squaw, and Gracie E
Sai lover, Wrait-li.

Hull—Massachusetts Y* C
HULL, MASS.

Saturday, June 15.

The race of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. on Saturday
was decidedly not a success on account of the lack of
wind. The 25-footers Calypso and Flirt were given the
outside course, and did not have wind enough to even get
back into the bay. The race of the handicap class and
the 18- footers started off well, but on the second round
became a drift. In the i8-footers Aspinquid took the
lead at the start and held it until after the second mark
was passed, when Bonito went by her and held first place
to the finish. Mildred won easily in the handicap class.
The summary:

Class I.—ISft. Knockabouts.

T> Ti nr. ,
Elapsed.

Bonito, G. H. W ightman 2 47 37
Nothla, C. A. Cole !2 49 23.

.

Oriana, Alfred Douglas !2 54 I4"
Malillian, B. S. Permar

. V..'.'. 2 57 35
Aspinquid, W. A. Corney '..'.'.!!".'.'.

2 59 02
Ayaya, W. P. Keyes .'.'.'3 05 58

Handicap Class.
Mildred, C. A. Coleman 2 42 35
Holly, Wm. Ware .Did'not finish.

John B. Killeen.

Newport Special Thirties.

NEWPORT, R. I.

The first race of the special thirties was sailed on
Thursday, June 13. There was a good breeze from the
southeast and a smooth sea. The course was from Bren-
ton's Cove to Bishop Rock and back, making it a run up
the bay with spinakers out and a beat back. The start
was at 3 o'clock. The time was

:

^ . „ Elapsed.
Wawa, Reginald Brooks 5 30 00 2 30 00
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 5 33 50 2 33 50

On Saturday, June 15 Wawa and Carolina met again.
The wind was light from the northeast. The course was
the same as on Thursday. It was a beat out and a
run home. The boats were started at twenty minutes pa.st

three o'clock. The times follow

:

Elapsed.
Wawa, Reginald Brooks 4 21 00 1 01 00
Carolina, Pembroke Jones 4 24 ]5 10-1 15

Bwrg-ess Y. Q
marblehead, mass.

Saturday, June 15.

The Burgess Y. C, of Marblehead, sailed Its first race
of the season vSaturday, in a very light breeze from the
northeast. In the 25ft. cla.ss Cheewink, designed by B. B.
Crowninshield. for F. G. Macomber, Jr., won. Sintram, a
four-year-old, designed by Herreshoff, won in the race-

about class, and Ugly Duckling, owned by C. F. Lyman,
won in the special i6ft. class. There were nine starters in

all the classes, John B. Killeen.
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Winthrop Y. C
WINTHROP, MASS.

Saturday, June 15.

The handicap race of th,e Winthrop Y. C. on Satur-
day was spoiled by lack of wiiid. Soon after the start

the breze all; died away and . many of the yachts failed

to finish. In the 2Sft. class Thordis had a walkover.
Signet being withdrawn. In the 21-footers only Harriet
and Privateer finished,

:
Harriet beating Privateer by 2m.

and los. Hector was the only i8-footer to finish. In the

15ft. class *Caper won. . John B. Ktlleen.

Notice.

All communications intended for foRBST and Stream should
always be addressed tb the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Central Division Meet.

BuFF.ALo, N. v., June i.—June 22 and 2j have been
selected as the dates for the Central Division meet, and
the same will be held at the house of the Btiffalo C. C. at

Bay Beach, Ontario.
Saturday, the 22d, will be devoted to races and sports,

and Sunday to cruising and sailing. The Buffalo C. C.

have opened their house to all members of the A. C. A.
for these days, which will make it unnecessary for you to

bring anything with you but your gripsack and a desire to

have a good time, unlegs you intend entering the races, in

which event bring ycsixr cahoe.
'

"
'

.A. camp fee of 50 cents per member will be charged to

defray necessary expenses, and the rate for meals and
lodgings will be $1.25 per day.

Boats leave the foot of Main street for Crystal Beach
each hour, and 'busses run direct from dock at Crystal
Beach to the club house.
On Monday and Tuesday, June 24 and 25, a schedule

of twenty paddling races will be held on Park Lake, at

the Exposition grounds. These races are open to all A.
C. A. members, and are held under the auspices of the
Central Division. Sttitable prizes are to be ofifered, and
we want to make this the best canoe race meet ever held,

'i'his can be done with. the hearty support of our members.
If desired, accommodations will be secured for these two

dates at rates ranging from 50 cents to $2 per night.
• This meet will be well attended by members of the

olher divisions.

"—

—

Fixtures*

- July 14-23.—Sari Francisco, Cal.—National Schuctzenbund of

North America's annual totu'nament in Shell Mound Park. OflE-

hand, 200yds.
Aug. 6-7.—Taftsville, Conn.—South New England Schuetren-

biind's annual festival and prize shoot.

National Rifle Association.

,^ ^"J^lie National Bjfle Association's official programme of the In-
ferhational and Interstate shooting taunianient, to be held at Sea
Girt, N.' J., August 30 to September 7, inclusive, presents a list

of the- officers of the Association, a list of the officers of the
tournament, the rules and regulations of the National Rifle Asso-
ciation of America (adopted by the New Jersey State Rifle Asso-
ciation), revolver and,, pistol slioptiij.g rules,, an enumeration of the
arms which may be' "used, a' description of the different targets
used, and a programme of the matches and their conditions.
No. 1, the centennial trophy, Palma match, an 8 man team con-
test for the championship of the world, is open to riflemen of
all countries. Distaitces 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. It will be
shot on September 5." No. 2 is the Wimbledon cup match, to be

Target, full size, made with a .310 Greener club rifle, at 100
yards, Cricklewood, England.

shot cn August 31 Open to all citizens and residents of the
TTniicd States. Distance, 1,000. No. 3 is . the Hilton trophy
nuitch, September 2, open to teams of the army and navy, under
certain restrictions. September 4 is for the interstate military
match. No. 5 is the inter-club match for the .Schuetzen team
championship of the United States. No. 6 is the President's
match, tixcd for September 7. No. -7 is the members' match. The
I .-itches of the New Jersey State Rifle Association number twen-
( . -.even. The matches' of the United States Revolver As.socia-
lion number three, of which Match A is the revolver champion-
ship, open to everybody, distance 50 yards, 50 shots on standard
Americata pistol target. Match B is the "Military" revolver
championship, open to everybody; distances, 25, 50 and 75 yards,
five coitsecutive strigs of five shots each; entrance $o. Match C
is the pistol diampionship, open to everybody. I)istance 50
yards,. 50 shots on standard American 50-yard pistol target.
The Pennsylvania Railroad will make a special reduced rate of

one and one-third _ fares from New York, . Washington. Philadel-
phia and intermediate points to Sea Girt and return, . during the
meeting. The secretary is Lieift. Albert S. Jones, Passaic, N. |.

®

If you want your shoot to be aonotinced here sead a

notice like the following;

Fixtures*

June 19.—Gloversville, N. Y.—Annual tournament of the

Gloversville Gun Club. Chas. A. Bogart, Sec'y.

June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot of the WaterviUe
Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y.

June 20-21.—Am.herst, Mass.—Amherst Gun Club's two-day tour-

nament; $65 in cash and merchandise. H. B. Perry, Pres.^

June 25-26.—Bristol, Tenn.—Tournament o£ the Peters Cartridge

Company, John Parker, Mgr.
June 25-27.—VValla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,

Sec'y.

July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Tournament of the Sherbrooke Gun
Club.
July 3-4— Flint, Mich.—Second shoot of the Michigan Trapshoot-

er's' League. Tohii Parker, manager; Chas. Caleb, Sec'y.

July 4.—Schenectady, N. Y.—All-day amateur target tournament
of the Schenectady Gun Club. Harry Strong, Sec'y.

July 4.—Towanda, Pa.—Annual tournament of the Towanda Uun
Club. Mr.gautrap. M. F. Dietrich. Sec'y.

'

July 4.—Frankfort. N. Y.—Third annual target tournament of

the Frankfort Fish and Game Protective Association. W. J.

Weller, Sec'y.
, , ,^

hilv 4.- Haverhill, Alass.- Open handicap shoot of ihe Haver-

hiil Cun Club. S. C. Miller, Sec'y,
,

July 4.—Ossining, N. Y.—Target shoot of the Ossining Gun Club.

July 4-5.—Champlain, N. Y.— Champlain Guii.Clufe's tournament;

all events open to amateurs; some events open to professionals.

VVni. Fraser, Pres.

July 5-6.—Duluth, Minn.—Central Gun Club's tournament. J.

W. Nelson, Sec'y.

July 9-11.—Pine BlufI, Ark.—Eleventh annual tournament of the

Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association under the auspices of the

Pine Bluft' Gun Club. E. A. Howell, Sec'y.

July 10-11.— St. Paul, Minn.—Sixth annual tournament of the St.

Paul' Rod and Ciun Club, at Inter-city Shooting park; $340 added

money. J. L. D. Morrison, 604 N. Y, Life Building, St. Paul.

July 15-17.—Columbia, AIo.—State Amateur shoot, under the

auspices of the Columbia Gun Club. W. A. Vivion, Sec'y.

July 24-25.—Detroit, Mich.—Third shoot of the Michigan 1 rap-

shooters' League, under auspices of the Pastime Gun Club. John
Parker, manager.

-r \ . , , , j
July 30.—Dexter Park, Brooklyn, L. I.—Annual clambake and

handicap merchandise shoot at targets. Eugene Doenick, SecV.

Aug. 8-9.—Lafayette, Ind.—Tournament of the Lafayette Gun
Club. J. Blistian, Sec'y.

Aug. 12.—Winnipeg, Man.—Fifth annual trapshootiiigr tourna-

ment, under management of the Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition

Association; $1,000 in money, trophies and medals. F. W. Heu-
bach. General Manager.
Aug. 1517.—Ottawa, Can.—First annual tournament of the

Dominion Trapshooting and Game Protective Association, on the

grounds of the St. Hubert Gun Club. A. W. Throop, Sec'y-Treas.

Aug. 27-30.—Okoboji, la.—Lake Okoboji Amateur tournament,

at Arnold's Park; $400 added. For programmes, address E. C.

Hinshaw. „
Sept. 2-3.—Richmond, Va.—Tournament of the Virginia Trap

Shooters' Association, under auspices of the West End Gun

Haverhill, Mass.—Series of prize shoots every Saturday, June
1 to Aug. 31, given by the Haverhill Gun Club. S. G. Miller,

Sec'y.
Newark, N. J.—South Side Gun Club target shoot every Sat-

urday afternoon.
Chicago, III.—Garfield Gun Club's live-bird trophy shoots, first

and third Saturdays of each month. Grounds, West Monroe street

at Fifty-second avenue. Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

CONTESTS AT INTERSTATE PARK.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Two miles beyond Jamaica, on

L. I. R. R. Trains direct to grounds. Completely appointed

shooting grounds always ready for matches, club shoots or private

practice. Cafe and hotel accommodations.
Monthly contest for the Dewar trophy till June, 1902; handicap;

25 live birds, $5 entrance. First contest took place June 20, 1900.

Interstate Park, Queens, L. I.—Weekly shoot of the New
Utrecht Gvm Club—Saturdays.

Sept. 10-14.—Interstate Park, L. I.—New York State shoot, under

the auspices of the New Utrecht Gun Club.

INTERSTATE ASSOCIATION CONTESTS.

Elmer E. Shaner, Manager.

July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, P. Q,, Can.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Sherbrooke Gun Club. C.

fi. Foss, Sec'y.

July 10-11.—Jamestown, N. Y.—The Interstate Association's
tournament, under the auspices of the Jamestown Gun Club. Dr.
C. Rawson, Sec'y.

July 16-19.—Interstate Park, Queens L. I.—The Interstate Asso-
ciation's second Grand American Handicap target tournament;
$1,000 added money. Edward Banks, Sec'y-Treas., 318 Broadway,
New York.
Aug. 7-9.—Providence, R. I.—The Interstate Association's tour-

nament, under the auspices of the Providence Gun Club. R. C.

Root, Sec'y.
Aug. 21-22.—^Auburn, Me.—^The Interstate Association's tourna-

ment, under the auspices of the Auburn Gun Club. L. A. Barker,
Sec'y,

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.

Clui secretaries are invited to send their scores for fublication in

these columns^ also any news notes they may care to have printed. Ties

on ail events are considered as divided unless otherwise reported. Mail
allsuch jnatter to Forest and Stream Publishing Company, 346 Broad-

way, New York.

The Forest and Stbeau is put to press each week on Tuesday.
Correspondence intended for publication should reach us at the
latest by Monday and as much earlier as practicable.

The management of the Lake Okoboji tournament have issued
the following: "Bear in mind the big Lake Okoboji amateur
shooting tournament at Arnold's Park, Iowa, Aug, 27, 28, 29 and
30. Come and enjoy the steamboats, sailboats, row boats, dancing,
bowling, bathing and other pleasures this famous resort oft'ers.

Also bring your line and reel and try the black bass and pike
fishing. The Arnold Park Hotel will be headquarters for the
shooters, and every attention will be given them. C. VV. Budd
and F. C. Whitney, of Des Moines, will have charge of the traps

and office, guaranteeing an up to date shoot. For programmes
write Elmer Hinshaw, Okoboji, Iowa. All railroads make re-

duced rates during the summer months to this watering place.

Ask your agent."

The spring tournament programme of the Magic City Gun Ciub,

of Muncie, Ind., provides like competition for each day, July 3

and 4, namely, twelve events, of which one is at 10, nine at 15 and
two at 20 targets; entrance based on 10 cents per target. It will be

a strictly amateur shoot. Experts and known 90 per cent shoot-

ers barred. Magautrap rules govern. Shooting commences at 9

o'clock. Manufacturers' agents for targets only. Bluerocks, 2

cents. Local members barred from shooting for targets only.

Purse.-^ divided 40, 30, 20 and 10. Guns, etc., shipped to C. Stevens,

captain, will be delivered on the grounds. Mr. T. H. Barton is

the secretary.

The programme of the Central Gun Club's ninth annual tourna-
ment, Tuly 5 and 6, provides ten tar.get events each day, each
at 15 targets, $1.50 entrance and $10 added. There are thirty cash
average prizes, of which five are $15; five, $10: five, $8; fifteen,

$5. High guns take the averages, and contestants to win aver-
ages must shoot in all events. Shooting commences at 9 o'clock.
Professionals may shoot for fun and show their goods. Class
shooting, 30, 25, 25 and 20. The added money amounts to $440.

For further information address the secretary, Mr. J. W. Nelson,
Duluth, Minn.

the London Field, in comjiienting on the Anglo-American
match at targets, says: "The stakes are £500 a side, but this by
no means explains the raison d'etre of the match, since the mem-
bers of the American team collectively will be put to much greater
expense than this on account of the distance traveled. The object
is to determine whether or not the reputed skill of American clay
bird shots will or will not prove superior to that of the home
shooters. The members of the American team, following the
custom of their country, will use cartridges carrying 1^ ounces of
shot, as against the home team using 1% ounces, but the Ameri-
cans will be restricted to the use of one barrel, the Englishmen
being allowed both. A good deal of controversy has arisen on
this point, many holding that the match is not a test of skill, but
of guns and cartridges. Those who take a more general view of
the circumstances attending the match prefer to regard the condi-
tions as more akin to a case where the French and English
methods of boxing are compared by bringing exponents of the
two systems into tfie arena. From the point of view of the relative
value of the two systems as a means of offense and defense much
may be learned from such a contest. In the same way the two
international teams of shooters have the same birds to shoot at.

The contest will show which is the superior, American skill exer-
cised on the lines of American trapshooting, or the skill of our
home team shooting in the manner to which they have become
accustomed by long usage and years of practice."

The Haverhill (Mass.j Gun Club announces an open handicap
shoot on its grounds, July 4. The programme presents fifteen

events, each at 10 targets, and each with an entrance fee of $1.10.

Shooters whose average is 60 per cent or under, 15 yards; 70 or
under, 16 yards; SO or under, 17 yards; 85 or under, 18 yards; 90 or
under, 19 yards; over 90, 21 j'ards. The amateur breaking the
greatest number of targets in events 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 will receive
a sole leather gun case; second, Thurman shooting blouse; third.
Powers cleaning rod. Money divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent if less

than twelve entries; twelve or more 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.
Professionals and paid men shoot for targets only. Targets in-

cluded in entrance at IV2 cents each. Sweepstakes optional.
Loaded shells for sale. Lunch served free. Take Main street cars

for Dustin square. The club's secretary, Mr. S. G. Miller, men-
liens concerning the division of moneys as follows: "We have
been dividing money by the Rose system, but to please a few of

our visitors we are going to try percentage this time and rely
on the handicap to equalize the shooters. I think well of the
Rose system, but a man must shoot well all the time to keep
even, and can't get ahead no matter how good a score he does
make. For myself I would rather win or lose something than
to struggle like a Trojan to only keep even."

A letter from Mr. Edward Banks to Forest and Stream con-
tains a paragraph which will evoke for him the profound sympathy
of his hosts of friends. He writes: "On my arrival in Liverpool^, I

was met by a telegram telling me that my eldest brother had died
un Tuesday, and was to be buried that day CThursday) at 2:15

P. M. You can imagine how I felt after being so near home and
not having seen my brother for fifteen years. I was all broken up
and so was Mrs. i3anks. I was able by dint of rushing througli
liy train and carriage to just reach his graveside as the last hymn
was being sung. IMy sister, who lives in India, had only arrived
home the night before, tlie same time we arrived at Liverpool, but
she was able to leave her ship the same night." Mr. Banks ex-

plained that his bereavement, as was natural, lessened his efforts

in respect to writing an account of the international trapshooting
preliminaries. His letter, published in another column, will be
found to contain much to engage the attention of our readers.

Mr. J. W. Nelson, secretary, writes us as follows: "At the
ninth annual tournament of the Central Gun Club of Duluth,
Minn., July 5 and 6, the club will put up $440. There will be ten
15 bird events each day, with $10 added money to each event.
Two dollars and forty cents in averages, $15 each to first five high
guns; $10 each to next five: .$8 each to r.ext five, and $5 each to
next fifteen high guns."

The Hunter Arms Company, of Fulton, N. Y., renowned as
manufacturers of the L. C. Smith guns, have issued a booklet of

artistic excellence and comprehensive information in respect to tire

different grades of their guns, barrels, mechanism, shooting quali-

ties, guarantees, etc. In it also is an excellent group portrait of

the Messrs. Hunter, signed. "Yours for progressive gun making,
the Hunter Brothers,"

I?

The Sherbrooke Gun Club, of Sherbrooke, Can., informs us that

on each day—July 1 and 2—a separate list of merchandise and
money prizes wilt be offered, for which both professionals and
amateurs will be eligible. Ten targets, unknown angles, expert
traps. First entry 50 cents; re-entries, unlimited, 25 cents. For
this professionals shoot at 20 yards, amateurs 16 yards.

•t

Mr. J. E. Applegate, of Freneau, N. J., and Mr, S, M, Van
Allen, "of Jamaica, L. I., shot a match at KX) live birds, 30 yards
rise, on the rgounds of the Middlesex Club at South River, N. J.,

June 13, for $100 a side and the price of the birds. The scores

were: Applegate, 91; Van .\llen, 90. A return match, same con-

ditions; was arranged foi Monday of this week.

K
Wheeling, W. Va., was fixed upon for the next State shoot of

the West Virginia .State Sportsmen's .Association, at a meeting
of the association held on June 12. The officers then elected are:

President, F. C. Percival; Vice-Presidents, J. F. Mallory, Hon. J.

A. de Gruyter,' F. E. Alallory, Jos. Y. McNaught, Dr. H. Clay
Shaw and John B. Garden; Secretary-Treasurer, Ed O. Bower.

A live bird shoot was held at Columbia, South Carolina, June
11. .Some excellent shooting was done. tTolly, of Aiken, killed

all his birds in the sweepstake events at 8, 10 and 15 birds. Col.

Tom Martin and M. B. VVorthen also shot in fine form. Several
hundred of the dead birds were sent to the Methodist Orphan
Asylum.

K
Mr. A. E. Perry, of St. Paul, under date of June 14, writes us:

"July 10 and 11 St. Paul Rod and Gun Club will hold its sixth
annual tournament at Intercity Shooting Park. Three hundred and
forty dollars added money. For other information, address Mr. J.
L. D. Morrison, 604 N. Y. Life Building, St. Paul, Minn."

' K
The Pfudson Gun Club, Jersey City, N. J., will hold an all-day

shoot, commencing at 10 o'clock, June 30. There will be a
race between teams of the Pludson and Fulton clubs. Refresh-
ments will be served on the grounds. For further particulars

address Mr. Albert A. Schoverling, P. O. Box 475, New York.

K
The New York State shoot will be he^d at Interstate Park, -L. 1.,

under the auspices of the N. U. G. C.,, September 10 to 14, in-

clusive. Interesting matter concerning it from Mr. Walter F,
Sykes, president of the New Utrecht Gun Club, is published else-

where in our trap columns.
•s

In a contest for the diamond medal, at a recent shoot of the
Cincinnati (Ohio) Gun Club. Mr. Charles M. Peters, son of Mr.
O. E. Peters, president of the Peters Cartridge Company, won
the medal with a score of 39 out of 40, 38 of which was a straight
run.

The press dispatches mention that Air. W, R. Crosiiy w'oii a
$500 cup on Monday of this week, and that members of the team
won $500. The cablegrams of last week slated that the competi-
tion on Monday would be at live bords.

There are some hints that the American team will remMii
abroad longer than was first contemplated, and that each mem-
ber will buy a woodshed in which to take home his winnino-s,
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At Colorado Springs, Colo., in a contest recently b«tweeft
Messrs. Garrett and Shemwell, at 100 targets, the former made
the extraordinary score of 100 straight

The Fraiikford Gun Club won tile second contest, at SunmnT-
dalc, Pa., on Saturday last, fpr the championship of Philadelphia.

There is a rumor that the Audubon Gun Club, of Buffalo, will

give a shoot during the time of the Pan-American Exposition.
Bernard Waters.

WESTERN TRAPS.

The American Victory.

Chicago, 111., June 15.—Western shooters received with general
pleasure, though with little surprise, the announcement of the
victory of the American team at Hendon. It is noticed with a
certain degree of satisfaction in this city that our old friend, W.
R. Crosby, seems to have led all the rest in the good work. He
scored 93 per cent the first day, 95 the second, and was in the
same category on the third. Paul North deserves the congratula-
tions of his friends for having finally and successfully brought off

this race between the American and English teams. The result

upon the shooting system in England is apt to be a marked one.

It is likely that the English shooters will take up the American
style, which has proved itself so decisive!}' superior. As to the
interest given to target shooting on the other side, the result of

the match should be most wholesome. The American shooters are

lucky to be aisle to have so pleasant a trip, and those interested

in the sport of trapshooting arc all envying them their good
fortune. E. HoroK.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

Garfield Gun Clob.

Chicago, June 15.-—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the seventh trophy shoot of the

season. S. E. Young and O. Von Lengerke divided honors in

class A by breaking 23 out of 25, while W. H. Ford and Dr. J.

Meek did the same on same scores, 23. Mr. E. Wolff captured

the bakery in class C by scoring 39. The day was a delightful one
for trapshooting and twenty-two members took advantage of it

for an afternoon's sport. The trophy shooting is now -divided in

three series of seven shoots each, and the member reclassified

for each series. To-day's shoot closes the first series. I will re-

port the winners in each class next week

:

Trophy shoot:

E Thoma s OOllllOOUllWJl 1 1100001111—14

H N Delano 0110001111110001110111111—17

T McDonald 1111010101000110101001001—13

t S Dorman 1011101010101111101101110-17

P McGowan 0101101 OlllllllOlllOOOUO—lti

\ McGow^an 0101101011111110111000110—lH

T S " Pollard 1111111111011111100111111-22

\V Meek lOlllllinilllHllllOllU—23
T L Smiles 0110111111110111110111011—20

N H Ford 1111110111011111111111111-23

butwater lOOOOOlOlOOlOOllOOlOOOOOl— S

T Eaton 0111110011111011111111010—19

C H Rehi'"" 1101111000000110111000001-12
T Wolff 1110111010111001111111111—20

F Wolff'"
'

.
1111001111101111110111111—21

T C Kism'an" OlOOMOOllOllOlOOllllOlU—13

1 Wolff " 1011110111111111001011101-19

S E Youn'ff 1110111111011111111111111—23

A Hellman '. 1111111011101011111010111—20

\ Marshall"
" 1110101110111111100111011—19

T \ Hasertv lOOOOOOOOOOllOOlOOOOlOOOl—

6

O Von lengerke!'.'.
'. 1111111111110111111110111—23

Dr. J. W. Meek.

Trap at Watson's Park.

Burnside Crossing, 111., June 10.—The scores of a match, close

in competition and excellent in scores, between Messrs. D. H.

Bonbright and G. Von Lengerke, arc as follows:

D B Bonbright ...2222122211121112222221222xsonurig. I..
2222111111211211*21212122-49

O Von lenserke *222222222222222222222222w YOU x.cu^ci c.
22222222222*2222222222222—48

Chicago Gon Clob.

Chicago. Ill,, Tune 15.—A large delegation from the r,rand Cross-

ing Club attended the Chicago Gun Club's shoot to-day. Every-

body had a good time. Secretary Rupel was high man for the

dav The targets were thrown hard, .some over the fence, about
•75 "to SO vards. Steck, of the home club, broke 24 in No. 2, the

weekly event. . Walters was second in the same event.

Weekly trophy, 25 targets:

Walters 6 1011101111110111101011111—25

Steck 2 1111111111111110111111111-25

Shellev 'e 1010010110100111X110100101-18

Bol I'
1111111101011111011111111-22

Barker
"

6 1011111111011101111011011-20

Mack 3 0101111011110111101001000—18

w, „ef
0 iiimiiumn 11 11111111-25

Miiu 0 0111111100000110111000110-14

Ko , man
"6

"

' 0101111110001111101001111-17

BnclT 4 U0101U1110001111101C* 11-21

Tnuf; 0 OOOOOOlOtHOOOOOOOOOOOKM-

4

K?no- 7 "I!.;..... lOOOOOOOOOOllOlllMOllOOl- 9

Mackenzie
"6

* • • .0011001001001100010111111-13

HnnW 7 1101110011110000011100111-22

Parker 0 1110001001101111001101011-15

A W Mor't'on "h 0100111100111011111010111-22

nr Vlorton 4 0000101111011101101001001-17

^^\th 1001001101011011000011101—13

Airs Howard! '. !!!!!!!!!!!.!-! 0001011011100010011101010—12

Steck wins high gun medal; Walters wins handicap medal.

Monthlv shoot; handicap in rise:

Walters
'

16 1 1011111100<jlll-ll

<;wl Ifi
111101110000111-10

Shellev 16 !!!!!!!!!.!!! iiioinoouoiii-u
pfr-vtl' Ifl

111011100111011-11

viKi 1 fi !
MOl 01111101110-10

Rnl man 16 ! ! ! !! -^t- . . •
110111001110110-10

!!..... 110101101111111-12

J?.' ?A OOlOOOOOfMMWiXX)— 1
i^uKin, in

(XM)l(HmilO10O— 5

McKenzie "ie' '!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'•• •
010110110011111-10

1ft 110101111100111 11
Ui.iil?ar, ib

Ill 100100000111—11

\ w MortoA' ie !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
011111111110101-12

aVo Mrrvvfr?! 16 011011000110011- 8

Shenard 16 !!!!!!.! 000001110000011- 5

cu rVi^ifi 111001100111011-10
bhepara. io..

111]11011101011—12
ir^', % OKXIOIIOOOIOIOI- 6
Macic i».

111111111101111—14

n!:'''^rortnn"i8 !!!!!!!!! ooooioiiiiiino- 9

nVrln IS . . . !
111100101010111-10

Myrick .!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1111011111-14

Buck wins after shooting out A. W. Morton:
imiimi^io

^w Mor^on!!:!:!::: ::::.::::--::::-::"-": :-^ 9

Trap at Winchester, N. H.

Winchester, N. H.—The following score was made at our reg-

ular weekly shoot, Thursday, June 13:

Fvents- 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets- W W> 1» 10 10 5p

Tesure ^10 ^ « » ^

kw"'^'' 9 7 9 8 9 ..

S^an 9 ^ 9 ^ ^

Gordon"
S S S 5 7

'
Nelson a ? S k 1 "i
Burbank •

s I I o ? 7
Russell %

*
f

0 2 7

Litchfield •

I 1 I I I I
Dickinson

i q c
Pettingille • ^ ^ a" ,° •

•

-

. F. D, Lbsure, Sec'y-

Boston Gun Qwb.
Boston, June 12-—Fourteen shooters decided that Wednesday,

June L,, was just the kind of day which a trapshooter delights in.
thoueh not that kind of a day when ihe success of a shoot is told
by the number of targets thrown,. A shoot of like character is
°ne that befriends a club more tlian any other, as those who had
the chance of the pleasure of this afternoon arc more than pleased
to get there again and are always sure to bring others with them.
One of the pleasures of the afternoon was the noticeable improve-
ment in the shooting of two of our most steadfast attendant.s.
Though not possessed with the amount of skill which comes to
the lot of our expert, they secure Just as much real fun, and no
one ever begrudges a broken target on their ledger. Of the others,
each took a hand in some of the good shooting. Ford distancing
all tlie rest by breaking 48 out oi HO and 24 out of 25 in the match,
showing the accuracv of a llcil<cs or Crosby- Second n-^^-'ti-in w" •

.nbly accounted for by Woodruff with 80 per cent for average, a 21
in the match, incuientally bettering a previous to, wliieu puis
him in the lead on totals one bird ahead of Frank, who has not
availed himself of the chance to throw out any old score';. ,Scores
below, all shooting handicap distance, unknown angles:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 31 12 13 14
Targets:_ 10 10 5p 10 10 15 5p 10 15 10 15 10 10 Sp

Adams, 17 4 5 3 7 9 S
Banks. 14 6 4 4 7 S 8
Woodruff, 17... 9 7 6 9 8 13
Barrv, 16 .8 9 6 8 7 10
Fred, 16 2 2 .. 3 1.,
Lane, 16 6 9 7 8 6 11
Williams. 16 5 .. 6 12
Poor, 16 5 S
Samuels, 16 3 0 9 5
Spencer, 18 7 10
Ford, 16
Paine, 16

6

9 11
9 11
5 ..

9 10

7

10
10

. 7
Fredericks, 14 , 4

2

10 12
7 6 7 .. ..

9 7 11 7 7
5 7 9 12 8

15 9
10 7

Henry, 16.

Prize match, 25 unknown, 15 singles, 5 pairs,

Ford. 16 111111111111111
Woodruff, 17 101111111111011
Lane. 16 1000110011111111
Paine, 16 011011101110011
Barrv, 16 101100111011101
Williams, 16 111101111011011
Adams, 17 11000011011 10<ll

Samuels, 16 101111010011001
Poor, 16 : lllllOIOOlOiilOi-i

distance handicap:

11 11 01 11 11-24
10 11 11 10 n—21
11 11 11 01 01—19
11 11 11 10 11—19
11 10 11 01 10—17
10 01 10 10 10—17
10 11 10 10 10—14
10 11 00 00 11—14
10 00 00 00 11- n

West Vifgfinia State Sportsmen's Association.

St. :Marys, W. \'a., June 14.—Tlie fifth annual tournament of
the West Virginia State Sportsmen's As.sociation, which was held
on the grounds of the Mountain .State Gun Club, this city, June
12 and 13, will always be remembered as one of the best tourna-
ments ever held in the State. The weather was all that could be
asked for, except, possibly, a little 'warm on the first day, and
all seemed to enjoy themselves from start to finish. The
affair was under the personal management of the Mallory Brothers,
and it goes without saying that everything W'as done that would
add to the comfort and pleasure of all those in attendance. It is

no small matter to manage an affair of this kind, looking after
every detail, and these boys are to be commended for the very
able and satisfactory manner in which the shoot was conducted.

If there was a single hitch during the two days' shooting, it

failed to reach the writer's ears, and they are of pretty good size,

too. In the cashier's ofhce—well, there is but one cashier in the
United States that can look after this part of the work like Ed
Foster, Jr., and that gentleman is Mr. Ed Foster, Jr., of Marietta,
Ohio. Ed does not shoot much at the traps, but he is most cer-
tainly an expert in handling the clerical work at a shooting tour-
nament. He not only posted all scores in less than five minutes
after they were made, where all could see them, btit also added the
earnings of each one at the same time. Eddie, you are all right.

The management was very ably assisted by Mr. Howard Sergent
and Mr. Chas. North (who has a brother Paul), of the Chamber-
lin Cartridge and Target Co. Mr. Sergent kept the squad.s on
the move, and .Mr. North did the same little trick so far as the
magautrap was concerned.
The trade was represented by Col. A. G. Courtney, of the Rem-

ington -Xrms Co.; Mr. R. L. Trimble, of Winchester Repeating
Arms Co.; Lut,her .Squire, of DuPont Powder Co.; Mr. Chas.
North, of Cleveland Target Co., and Mr. Howard Sergent.
The best shooting for the two days was done by Mr. L. B.

Fleming, of Pittsburg, followed closely by Mr. Frank Alkire. of

VV'oodlyn, Ohio, and Chas. A. Young, of Springfield, Ohio. The
longest run during the two days was made by Ed O. Bower, of

Sistersville, who started in on Thursday morning and got next to

SI before allowing one to get away.
Mr. F. E. Mallory, of Parkersburg, carried off the State cham-

pionship badge by breaking 46 out of 50 targets. He was followed
closely by Mr. Jos. Y. McNaugbt, of Sistersville, and Mr. John
F. Mallory, of St. Marys, who were but one target behind. Mr.
Allen, last year's winner, scored 44.

In the merchandise event, Mr. John F. Mallory, A. J. Stancliff,

and J. C. Trees took the three guns, these being the three best

prizes. Mr. Geo. R. IlaswcU, of Circleville, Ohio, is perhaps the

happiest man in that village along about this time. He won the

two bales of hay and two-bushel sack of chopped feed. George is all

right when it comes to making hay, and can do it with a shotgun
as well as with a rake.

.•\t the meeting of the State Association Wednesday" evening, all

the old officers were re-elected. F. C. Percival, Esq., President,

and Ed O. Bower. Secretary-Treasurer. The following are Vice-

Presidents: John F. Mallorj-. St. Marys; Hon. J. A. de Gruyter,

Charlestown; F. E. Mallory, Parkersburg: Jos. Y. McNaught, Sis-

tersville; Dr. II. Clay Shaw, Piedmont, and John B. Garden,
Wheeling. .-Vftcr quite a spirited contest as to who should get

the State shoot for next year, Wheeling finally went .straight and
Knocked the persimmon.
Tabulated scores for the two days follow;

First Ody, Juue J2,

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6

Targets: 15 15 15 20 lf» 15

.Vlkire 14 15 13 19 15 15

Squires 15 14 13 19 14 14

Fleming 14 14 13 19 13 13

Kike 13 13 10 IS 11 12

Garden 11 14 13 15 11 11

State 9 10 12 18 12 12

Dowler 11 11 15 17 12 10

Haswell «. 11 13 11 IS 15 15

Young 14 14 10 19 15 13

Trimble 14 13 13 20 14 15

Rex 15 13 15 19 12 13

Dc Gruvter 15 13 15 17 14 12

Fultz . 13 11 13 17 13 7

tones 12 6 13 13 9 10

Fields ,....,...12 9 12 19 9 H
Trees H H 9 15 10 10

Courtney 12 10 13 18 11 13

Cole 13 11 12 18 9 13

I Dinsmore 15 12 13 IS .. ,.

'Bibbee 13 14 13 18 12

Mowry 11 15 14 15 10 14

McNaught 12 9 12 17 13 14

Tangney 10 11 13 11 12 11

Stewart 10 11 13 17 11 10

Hobbs n 12 10 15 9 11

Bailey .12 15 11 15 11 12

Speary 14 14 13 17 12 12

Xlford 14 15 14 17 13

L E Mallory, Jr.... 12 12 13 16 14 10

C Dinsmore 7 12 12 lo .
.

.

.

F E Mallory ., 14 13 15 17 11

S T Mallory... 14 14 12 17 15 14

Ed O Bower 14 12 15 17 12 12

J F Mallory 13 14 13 18 14 11

Smith 14 14 15 19 1113
A , ?en 13 14 14 20 13

Duffv "!!! 12 13 11

North !.!.: 8 9 9 17 .. 12

Schlicher
Brown
H F Mallory

7 8 9 10 11 12
20 15 15 20 15 20
20 13 14 17 15 19

17 13 15 19 15 20

19 15 15 19 14 20

19 12 12 17 12 17
17 10 12 16 14 16
14 S 10 11 11 13
15 12 9 12 9 15
20 14 11 17 12 20

20 14 13 18 15 19
19 12 14 17 II 19

19 14 14 19 13 18

13 15 14 13 14 19

17 13 14 16 15 16

16 10 8 15 10 17

15 11 14 18 14 14

14 9 10
16 13 13 15 10 13
15 12 13 17 13 19
16 12 9 18 13 17

13 19 15 14 14 IS

18 10 11 IS 13 14

16 13 11 17 13 16
11 12 11 18 12 IS
10 13 12 13 9 15
12
16 8 13 IS 15 16
18 11 13 17 14 16
16 14 13 19 15 18
19 11 11 17 15 16
.... 11
15 15 11 19 15 IS

16 14 13 16 10 18
17 15 15 18 11 19
19 14 13 IS 12 19

15 14 13 20 10 18
15 19 13 19 13 16

Broke. Av.

189
188

188
166
160
140-

148
177
184
SO

184

174

165
139

15S
99
156
168
143
182
163
162
150
144

i62
171
181
167

178
173
177
178
176
184

.945

.940

.940

. 820

.S(M)

.700

.740

.885

.920

.m

.920

.870

.825

.695

.790

.683

.780

.840

.715

,910
.815

.810

.750

.72tl

.696

.810

.855
.9tt5

.835

.712

.890

.865

.885

.89fJ

.880

.920

.. 9 14 .. ..

11 12 16 12 17

13 16 11 15 ,

.

6

Events:
Targets:

Rike

Second Day, June 13,

123456 7 S910 1112
15 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 20 15 20

..11 9 15 19 14 13 19 12 13 18 13 IS

Garden ............. .13 8111311 915 9 9
Mate . -..,,i.......l2l0 13 18 13l4l6 7 11
Dcivler = 11 12 13 14 13 14 18 11 11
Alkire 12 14 15 19 15 19
( ourtney 13 15 14 20 11 10 17 12 12
Cole 12 12 10 It} 13 13 IS 11 13
L E Mallory, Jr 14 15 14 19 13 14 19 15 15
Fleming ..13 16 15 19 14 14 19 15 15
Bibbee 12 12 13 18 13 15 16 14 15
Fultz U 12 9 14 14 9 19 11 13
Jones 12 14 12 17 IS 13 17 9 10
Field 12 11 11 14 11 10 18 11 11
North 10 10 10 14 11
Slayton 13 9 9 16 12 10 17 9 15
Bailey 13 14 15 18 13 15 16 14 15
Spearv 13 13 13 17 14 14 19 14 14
•Mford 12 14 14 18 12 14 18 11 15
Schlicher 14 13 JjL 13 15 11 16 13 15
-Vllen 13 10 14 16 15 14 IS 15 14
Mowry 10 10 13 17 14 13 19 14 13
McNaught 13 14 11 15 15 12 17 12 12
Tangney 13 11 14 12 12 14 13 14 14
.Stewart 11 8 13 13 10 14 11 11 10
Trees 10 10 12 14 8 12 14 10 11
Haswell 10 13 14 17 13 12 IS 15 14
Squire 15 14 14 17 15 13 16 13 11
Yountr 15 14 14 19 14 15 20 13 14
Trimble 14 13 11 18 13 14 17 15 14
Hex 14 10 13 17 14 14 18 13 14
F E Mallorv 14 14 15 19 11 15 19 14 14
S T :\Iallory 10 14 13 17 14 13 15 12 13
Ed O Bower 15 15 15 20 15 12 15 15 15
r F Mallory 14 14 14 19 15 14 20 12 14W .V Smith 14 14 15 15' 14 14 18 13 14
Thompson , 13 18 8 15
General average 90 per cent or better.-

1st day.
Fleming ".....188

Young , 184
Alkire 189

T F Mallory 178
Ed O liower 177

Squire 188

F E Mallory 178

Tiex 184
Trimble 180

10 12 8
13 10 16
14 12 14
12 14 2<T

15 13 IS

18 14 19

17 13 17
19 15 20
17 10 18

14 S 16
15 8 17

14 11 10

15 9 15
16 14 19
16 13 19

19 9 16

16 13 16
16 13 18
16 12 17
16 12 16
17 14 12
15 10 16
12 10 11
20 9 17
18 14 17

17 15 20

20 15 17
20 13 18
17 12 20
19 11 20
19 15 18

19 15 19

19 12 16

.. 9 ..

2d dav.
193

'

190
190
189
189
177
184
178
176

127 .635

152 .760

157 .786

190 .9.50

170 .850

169 .845

185 .925

193 .965
173 .865
153 .765
157 .785

144 .720

...

149 .745
182 .910
179 .895

172 .860

170 .850

176 .880

168 .840

165 .825
160 .800

142 .710
134 .670
172 .860

.050
190 .950

181 .905
178 .890

184 .920

171 .855

189 .945

189 .945
178 .890

Total.
381
374
379
367
366
365
362
362
361

Av.
.952
.935

.947

.917

.915

.912

.905

.905

.902
Rock.

The New York State Shoot.

Thk New I'trecht Gun Chib has issued a letter as follows:
To the chibs comprising the New York .State .\ssociation for

the I'rotection of Game and Fish.
I^ientlemen : The forty-third annual convention and tournament

of the New York State .-Sssociation for the Protection of Game
.•ind Fish will be held under the auspices of the New Utrecht
Gun Club at Interstate Park, L. I., on September 10, 11, 12,

13 and 14, 1901.

At the annual convention of this Association, held at Utica in

June, 1900, it was decided that the convention and tournament in
1901 should be held under the auspices of the New Utrecht Gun
Club, in the city of New York.
Some months ago it was suggested to the writer that because

of the Pan-.^merican Exhibition at Buffalo, which would indis-

putably, be a great attraction to a very large number of the
trapshooting fraternity, and as our Buffalo friends were arrange-
ing for a shoot on a very large scale, to be held during the
exhibition, it wovdd be considered a very graceful act of courtesy
on the part of the N. U. G. C. to waive the privilege of

Buffalo, and also that such privilege, if accorded to Buffalo,
would tend materially to insure the success of the Pan-.\merican
shoot then being arranged for.

Conceding this point, we took a vote by mail of all the clubs
represented at the Utica convention, and, with one exception, all

voted in favor of the transfer to Buffalo of the State tournament
of 1901.

We communicated with our friends at Buffalo, and they were
apparently enthusiastic over the proposed transfer. The nego-
tiations, however, have been so unsatisfactory that we have been
comjielled to abandon them, and as stated, the annual conven-
tion and tournament will be held at Interstate park from .Sep-

tember 10 to 14, both dates inclusive.
\\ c have been obliged to make these dates later than usual, as

there has not been sufficient time to arrange matters for June.
The grand .American handicap at targets will be held in July, and
other tournaments already arranged for prevent our making
•Vugust dates. Under the circumstances, we have decided that
.September will be best, and as all tlie seaside resorts are open
at that time our fellow members of the .\ssociation may be as-
sured of a good time.
Targets will be charged for at 2 cents and pigeons at 25 cents.

The full programme of State and open events will be published
;is soon as it is completeii, and will contain all information
necessary. The tournament will be under the management of
Mr. Elmer E. Shaner. Respectfully submitted, for the New
Utrecht Gun Club, Walter F. Svkes, President.

Richmond Gun Club.

SitVER Lake, S. 1., June 15.—The scores made at to-day's shoot
of the Richmond Gun Club follow:

Events 1234 5 6789
Targets: 10 15 10 10 25 25 25 10 25

r, Bechtel 8 6 6 .. 15 .. 14 9 19
A .\ Duke 8 13 9 6 .. 23 .. 6 17
F W Schoveriing ..... 7 7 5 3 11 .. 7 1 13

J Lewis 7 8 8 . . 16 . . 6 W
G Decker 6 13 2 . . 21
Vroome 2.. 6.. .. 2..
Somnters 5 5 .

.

Ctirry 4 1 ..

r Housman 3 13 9 13 .. ..

Smith ..'••« S r> .. ..

Team match: Richmond Borough vs. Richmond Gun Club, at:

25 targets:

Richmond Gun Club:
Targets: 25

G. Bechtel 17
-\. .\. Schoveriing; 20
I". W. .Schoveriing 11

Richmond Borough G. C.

:

Targets: 25
Sommers 11
Curry 9
Vroome 6

Total .48 Total 26

A. A. SCHOVERLI.VG,
Captain Richmond Gun Club.

Sherbrooke Gun Club.

Broke.

174

Av.

.870

Sherbrooke, P. Q., June 8.—The members are unanimously of

the opinion that the distance handicap system is a greater success
than was suspected. The beginner, who is close up, is encouraged,
and the chests of those who have been set back swell with pride,

and all are pleased.
The gun cabinet series is being much enjoyed, and is just the

thing to keep the boys regular in their attendance. Even the few
who do not shoot in it are interested.

Bray. 19. 21: Craig, 19, 19; Thompson, 18, 19; Walton, 19, 17:

Foss, 14. 16; Loomis, 17, 14; Ingalls, 14, 12; Friend, 12, 1.

June 1.5.—This was a perfect day, but a military inspection neces-

sarily kept several whose duty lay in their country's service. The
shooting was far above our usual average: Thompson, IS, 23;

Craig, 19, 22: Walton, 19, 21; Bray, 20, 19; White, 18, 19; Loomis,
17, 19. Jos.

Brantford vs. Gait.

Hamilton', Ont.. June 14.—.\n interesting team match took
place to-day on the Gait (Ont.) Gun Club grounds between the

Brantford and Gait Gun clubs, eleven men on a side.

There was a large attendance and several .sweeps were shot

off after the team match was finished. Mr. N. P. Leach was
umpire. The match was shot over a magautrap, 50 targets each.

The following are the scores in the team match: Brantford team:
Hacker 49, T). I. Lewis 42, J. Brown 26, H. F. Westbrook 41,.

Fred Westbrook 48, C. T. Mitchell 44, C. A. Montgomery 49, J.

Williams 38, J. Jack 24, Dr. Cutliff 30, C. Summerhays 42; total 433.

Gait team: R. Patrick 33, H. Thomson 22, A. Newland 38, J.

Dracev .37 R. C. Patrick 34. T. Wavper 48, E. Bowman 40, F.

Bernhardt 30, O. Wilder 32, Peters 35, Ellis 35; total 384, Six of

the IJrantford team averaged over 93 -per cent.—a big mark for

amateurs. ,
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Soo Gun CivVs Seventh Annttal Toiiifnament*

Sioux City, la.—The Soo BraVes have long since established the

tournaments as one of the regular events of each season, and
about the middle of the inonth of roses as the proper tiiile to

hold the same.
The shooting park here is well equipped with hguseSj and two

sets of expert traps* and large ana rooiny gro'undj yet the low
BCMes inatle here desefVe SOiiie iheiitioll;

, j f .

Thei-e are some faults witli riiahy of the beSt grounds used tor

.snooting purposes, a prominent oile being that of shbotihg south,

v.'hibh is the case .here. Again, the backgfqund is not the OcSt.

Ohp ,set of.ti-aps throws the targets low and agaiftgt green .tl-efcs,

and bevond that i.s the muddiest sti-eani oti earth, and it, Is not

black inud, but yellow like unto gold. Take the glSre of the suit,

the reflection of the water, though at some distance, and those

with very sharp eyes alone can get onto the fast flying mud pies.

The wind to-day was brisk and almost directly in face of the

shooters, so that made the flight quite irregular.

The club has a large membership and is fortunate in havmg
good, active oflicers. In John Otten, President; J. W. Boyd,
Vice-President; W. F. Duncan, Secretary, and C. E. Ellis, Treas-

urer, there is a quartette hard to excel, while the executive commit-
tee is re-enforced by the addition of C. C. Hamilton, Oscar Ho-
berg and H. H. Hawman, while the honors of the field captain

fall to the lot of that genial good shot, J. W. Gray.

The tournament was open to amateurs. Professionals and
manufacturers' agents were barred from participating in purses,

but all were invited to attend and show ofl; their goods.

American Association rules governed, though modified.

All purses divided 35, 30, 20 and 15. All fair birds were birds

and the referee so decided.
There were twelve events each day, and .>a cash added to each

one, and the events were all similar, being fifteen targets.

The Shoot.

The day Was bright and warm, but a brisk wind, the Jonah tor

many of the boys, who began gathering early, and before the day

was over there were over sixty who had taken part. They came
from all the surrounding States, and so far as your correspondent

was able to mix with the large crowd present the following names
were gathered: F. A. Moss, Rock Valley, Iowa; H. G. Taylor,

Meckling. S. Cak.; E. A. Leach, Sioux City. Iowa; E. D. Trotter,

Kinsley, Iowa; J. H. Burk, Elgin, Neb,; Flory Moore, Lincoln,

Neb.; R. M. Klein, Spirit Lake, Iowa; A. P. McDowell, Adair,

Iowa; J. A. McKilvcy, Hedrick, Iowa; L. C. Haffertv. Ollie Iowa;

L. A. Mikkelson, McLin, S. Dak.; E. D. Peck, Sioux Rapids,

Iowa; E. Morrill, .S. Omaha,- Neb.; H. F. Brown, Siolix Rapids,

Iowa; John D. Pollard. Chicago, 111.; E. G. Rust, Pnllghar, Iowa;

L G. Walker, Correctionville. Iowa; S. L. Sanders, Elgin, Neb,;

W. J. Shear, Spirit Lake, Iowa; C. W. Lindsey, Cherokee, low^^a;

D. L. Power, Newell, Iowa; Frank Craybill, Onialia, Neb.; E. D.

Adams, Rockwell City, Iowa; II. C. Baumann, Rock Valley, low^a;

G. W. Watson, Kingslev. Iowa; John Redfern, Sloan, Iowa; M.
D. Townsend, Omaha, Neb.; Dick Linderman, Lincoln, Neb.;

Chas. H. Hunter, Sioux City, Iowa; H. P. Blasdell, Luvernc,

Minn.; J. F. Snook, Luvernc, Minn.; E. C. Schultze, Luveriie,

Minn.; F. Knobble, Breda. Iowa: F. H. Crahn, Geddes, S. Dak.;

M, Diefenderfer, Wood River. Neb.; Henry Steege, Waterloo,

Iowa; John Baldwin, Jackson, Minn.; Frank Diworak, S. Omaha,
Neb.; E. E. Amy, Springfield, S. Dak.; F. F. Slocura, Alcester,

S. Dak.

The Shooting.

Henrv Steege (a farmer) from the vicinity of Waterloo, low-a,

was best man to-dav. When he had shot out half the events he

had only lost six targets, but being quite unwell he got sorile

medicine that affected his vision so that the flight of the targets

went wrong to him and he lost eleven in the later events, yet, with

a total of 17 to the bad, he was high man and was awarded a

500 mile book on the Great Northern Railroad. Second place

went to D Morrill, of Omaha, which was a neat little bunch of

cash. The third high was decided between Ed Trotter and M.
Diefenderfer, while W. Shears, of Spirit Lake; C. H. Hunter

and J. W. Grav, of Sioux City, were on a tie for fourth.

This voung man Shears is fast coming to the front. He must

have taken some lessons in Fred Gilbert's back yard and some m
Klein's front yard, as in the first four events he made three

straight scores, yet with this good showing he fell away dunng
the remainder of the day.

. , . , , ,

There were plenty of average prizes, the eight lowest men get-

ting a fine distribution of merchandise. The scores:

First Day, June U.

Events: 12 3

Patch 12 11 13

Hughes 12 13 14

Aney 11 10 14

Smith ,,...12 12 14

Ellis 13 12 12

Boyd 9 11 12

Hunter 12 13 12

Hawman H 12 12

Gray 12 13 11

Duncan 12 10 14

Buck — 14 U. 13

.Sanders ..,,..> 12 13 13

Linderman' .13 13 13

Townsend 12 12 12

Moore 12 14 10

Bleasdell U 13 10

Otten 12 32 11

Slocum v..,,.... 11 14 13

.Schwartz I ,..12 12 14

Baldwm 13 14 13

Shears 15 15 12

Moss 13 13 13

Steege 13 15 14

Klein 13 13 13

Morrill
Adams 12 1^ 13

Devorak 12 12 12

Tones 13 13 11

kedfem
McDowell 14 8 11

F. Crahan 12 14 12

Rerg to 8 10

.Bachman 8 9 12

Peck -. 11 11 12

Rust 13 14 9

Snook ^FS^2
Brown ..? .,1 „
Pollard 1113 7

Trotter 14 14 9

Crabill 9 13 11

Walker 13 12 12

Power 9 12 13

Lindsay 10 1110
Diefenderfer 13 lo 14

G E. T 11 12 12

Monfore 1^ ^i?
^1

Keefe 10 9 •
Bottgere

s iiMcKelvey J ^* ^
Davis 10 9

Mikkelson 11 ••

Agersberg 11 ••

Taylor 10 ••

Brott •
••

Hamilton ° •

W. Crahan 10 ••

Ivnobbe " •

Wilson • • •

Danielson H
Reamington
Corvell
Leech ^

Gorman ^ ,

4 5 6

10 10 10
13 12 14
14 10 14

U 11 10
13 13 14
11 14 12
15 14 15
13 12 13
11 12 14

11 11 13
13 13 12
13 13 11
U 11 12
14 13 12
13 15 9

12 13 11
12 11 13
13 9 15
13 12 14
13 9 13
15 12 12
15 12 12
15 14 14
11 9 13

12 14 12
13 9 12
10 11 11
11 11 14
9 7 11
14 10 14
14 13 13
14 10 9

14 11 13
11 13 14
13 9 13
12 10 11
9 .. ..

11 14 8

14 12 14
15 14 15
.. .. 11
13 10 13
11 14 13
13 11 12
14 14 13

11 13 10

14 13 12

7 8
14 11
10 14
11 8

12 14
13 14
14 11
10 14
11 15
14 14
11 12
12 12
14 13

9 11
13 12
12 15
11 13
S 10

12 10
13 13
9 11
13 13
11 11
14 14
13 14
12 15
12 11

9 10

9 10
11 13
13 11
10 13
12 13
14 11
11 13
13 14
14 14

13 13
15 12
13 11
13 13
11 13
14 14
12 12
14 13
12 14
9 14

14 10
13 12
13 12
12 12
13 11
12 15
13 15

11 12 T'ls
13 12—135
14 13-154
10 10—126
14 14^147
12 13—154
14 13—14G
15 14—158
11 11—148
15 14—158
13 14-147
11 11—149
13 14—153
12 14—145
12 15-152
15 13—156
12 12—142
12 15—143
14 12—153
11 14—151
7 10—136

13 13-158
12 12—153
14 12—163
9 14—146

13 15—161
13 15—151

11 11
12 ..

10 14
14 11
5 12
3 11

10 12
11 12
8 8

10 12
15 14
14 12

7 12
13 11
12 14
6 6

10 14
10 12
12 10
14 10
7 10
14 10
12 13
15 12

15 11—145
12 11—152
7 12—109

11 12-128
11 15—142
14 11—141
U 10—126
4
14 9—132
14 14—1.59
11 11—152

14 12 14 13 13 11—147
14 14 11 13 11 12—144
14 13 14 15 13 14—159
12 13 14 11 9 13—148

11 13 13 14 12 11—...
12 12 14 14 12 9—146

14 14 15 15 13 13 13 13
12 6 8 11 8 —...

10 12 11 14 9 13 11 13 . .—. .

.

11
8 10 11 .

.

. . . . 11 13

.. .. 9 12

.. .. 10 ..

12 13 11 11 10 10—. .

.

14 13 13 U 15 11—. .

.

6
4 — ...

10 12 ,. .. U
.... 15 13 9 11-...

Second Day, June t2.

Weather (luilc an improvement over the first day. The straight

face to wind had subsided and during part of the day was slight,

vet during the afternoon it came from behind the shooters" stand

and swooping down over the high hluS dropped the targets in

a measure quite low. This with the tree and grass background

made the targets very hard to locate.
, „

Some fair scores were made, yet all agree that the conditions

liere are harder than those found at most tournaments.

Soo City Tfophy Cvp.

To-day we had a little vftrjety added in for spicci It was the

contest for the Soo City trophy. This has been up each yefer and
is worth the winning, as the entrance paid in next year goes to

the winher of this year, . j - , ^
There was a large entry, as shooters went liitft fiiis evelit wKo

did not shoot in others^
Thus, having fiothlitg in view but to get the cup, as hothiiig

but straight sebfes coulo wifl atlythitlg, it seems strange that ten

men should land with 14; whije oHly five got straight scores.

These were: S. A. ,5mith; of Hartley^ lowtt; Farmer Btjrkj of

Elgin, Neb;; W. E, Mever, of Sibux City; lown; Gtis Stecgfii ol

Waterloo, and H. A. Taylor, of Mecklirtg, S. Dak.
. .

These gentlfemen were at otlcfe called up to shoot off fot the
prizes. If a bookmaker had been {Present he would hkvH (foHg

broke on Steege, as he lost his first tatget, Burk and Taylof let

their second hit the grass and Mever fell down on the tiiird. ,This

will convey to the reader that these targets were not puddings.
Thu.s, in short order, Mr. Smith has possession of the cup for

this vear. and it will net liim aljout $50 next year.

It was the fine shooting of W. E. Meyer that pleased the home
crowd, and in fact everybody, as he was not expected to be in

at the finish, vet he secured an Ithaca hammerless shotgun,

Taylor marched off with a fine Bristol fishing rod and Mr. Burk,

the farmer from the sand hills, carried home a splendid W^eber
shooting jacket.

, ^ ^ t
It seems that at times it does one good not to feel well, as

Steege again came to the front with high average and won an
elegant pair of .$10 trousers.

'Ilien came Hunter, of Sioux City; Townsend, of Omaha, and
Shears, of Spirit Lake, who. tieing, divided $7,50 cash.

Third high was won by Dick Linderman and E. Trotter, while

the cigars were won by .Slocuin, of Alcester; S. D. Moss, of Rock
Valley, and Adams, of Rockwell.
There were good prizes for the eight lowest men, and there was

a good line of merchandise. The scores:

Events: 12345678 9 10 11 12 T'ls

Patch 13 13 13 14 13 10 11 14 13 10 n F4-149
Hughes 14 11 15 13 15 13 13 7 12 15 13 12—153

Aney 12 10 10 10 10 12 12 15 11 U 8 11—132
S."A. Smith 8 10 10 14 11 15 15 13 10 12 13 13-144

Ellis 14 11 13 14 10 14 12 10 13 13 14 14—152

Boyd 11 12 14 13 13 12 10 13 13 13 14 13-151
Hunter 15 15 12 18 13 14 14 13 14 14 f 2 14—163
Hawman 13 12 14 12 12 11 13 13 1312 12 14—1.51

Grav 13 14 14 13 14 12 14 13 14 12 12 12—157
Duncan 14 13 12 14 12 H 14 15 11 34 14 13—156
LinderhUiil 14 13 15 13 14 14 14 12 13 12 ] 2 15-161

Sander=i .12 12 15 14 12 12 13 14 13 12 13 14—156

Burk 12 13 15 13 14 10 15 11 12 13 11 12—151

Townsend 15 12 14 14 14 14 14 13 12 13 14 14-163
Moore 13 13 14 12 12 13 14 11 14 13 12 15-156

Schwartz 15 13 13 14 14 10 14 12 13 12 14 11—155
Otten 12 12 11 15 12 10 13 9 12 12 13 10—141

Blasdell 12 15 13 10 12 12 10 14 12 10 13 10—143

Slocum 14 11 13 14 14 15 12 13 13 14 14 12-159

Baldwin 12 11 13 9 12 12 12 11 12 12 12 13—141
Shears 14 14 11 15 14 14 11 13 15 15 14 13—163

Moss 15 14 13 13 13 11 12 14 14 14 13 13-159

Steege 13 14 15 12 15 14 15 12 14 15 15 10-164

Klein 12 12 13 12 11 12 13 11 14 14 13 14—151

Merrill 10 14 15 12 13 14 12 12 12 14 13 14—155

Diefenderfer 12 14 13 11 13 11 12 14 15 14 15 14—157

Trotter 14 11 13 15 13 14 14 13 13 14 12 15—161

McDowell 13 14 13 14 9 12 13 9 12 13 12 12—146

Power 14 U 12 13 11 10 14 11 12 13 12 14—147

Wilson 13 IS 10 10 10 14 11 12 8 12 11 14-140

Meyer 11 10 8 11 12 13 15 12 14 9 10 11—136

Rust 13 11 9 12 12 12 13 10 13 11 13 13—142

McManus 11 10 13 10 14 12 11 11 13 11 13-. .

.

Keefe .' 8 .. 12 — ...

G E. T 10 11 15 13 14 13 12 12 12 12 12 12-153

Hogan • •• -• 14 9 12-...

Taylor 11 14 15 12 10 13 15 13 11 13 .

.

Adams 15 13 11 15 13 12 12 15 13 11 15 1.5—159

Crabill 12 13 13 11 9 12 13 14 12 15 12 11—147

Peck 10 12 12 14 11 14 .... 12 10 14 14-149

Knobbe 11 10 9 9 9 11 11 6 9 10 10 9—114

Burns 14 13 11 9 10 11 5 7 14 10 8 12-124

Snook 12 12 11 U 6 12 8 11 12 12 12 8-127

McKelvey 12 12 13 13 13 14 U 12 15 14 13 12-154

Gorman 14 13 13 12 11 13 13 15 14 11 14 14-157

Leach 11 . . 11 10 . .— . .

.

Baughni^t 9 15 9 12 13 11 13 15 — . .

.

Bottger 14 12 14 14 9 14 14 12 13 12 14 14-156

Crahin ..12 14 13 9 14 11 12 12 13 10 10 9—139

Devorak 14 14 12 11 12 12 11 8 15 12 13 15-149

Walker 12 . . -14 10 13 14 . -. .

.

Brott .- • 9 10 10

Third Day, June 13.

Another splendid day for shooting and those who remained over

had good sport with the saucers, yet there were but about thirty

shooters present, and they shot out the programme by about 2

P. M. As there were a good supply of shells and targets on the

ground the reader may suppose many would indulge in some
sweepstakes, but not so; every gun was laid aside and soon_ as

possible each man marched up the hill and away for the city.

Here an observing shooter may pause and ask if a two-day target

tournament is not quite the proper thing for the amateur shooter:

Steege shot better to-day, and so did others. Conditions were
somewhat better. The wind was in front of targets and elevated

them more than yesterday, so the three days average went to

the \A'aterloo farmer, and he carried home a nice Stevens single

barrel shotgun as a weapon for his boy. W. Shears, L. Sanders.

T. W. Gray and D. Morrill were all bunched for second, while E.

H. Hunter. F. F. Slocum, W. D. Townsend and C. D. Linderman
were in for third. Ed Trotter and C. E. Ellis were equal in

fourth. _

This shoot was well arranged and carried out to- the letter, about
the only complaint being that the conditions were too hard. Tar-

gets thrown fast against dark trees in part, some quite low and
angles sharp. To-dav there were two events in which but one
man each scored a 15; others had 2 straights. This will show
a hard game. The management are on record as intending to

make the shooting this year harder than former years, as hereto-

fore complaints were made of throwing targets too easy, so now
shooters can thus shoot and see which they like best.

The officers are first class men. W. F. Duncan was active, and
was ably assisted by the captain, J. W. Gray, while several other

members were ready at all times to assist when necessary.

Mr. M, J. Larson, in the office, was the man for the place, and
got out the figures in quick time and with dispatch almost at the

close of each event. The figures were posted on the bulletin

board for the amount of cash each place was paying, so each

shooter could make up his own receipts as the shoot progressed,

and it gave better satisfaction than anything I have seen adopted.

W'hat puzzles the shooters most, and what is strange, is that

there were so very few straights made, and yet so many in the

14 hole. Straight scores paid well, although on several occasions

the straight men drew down such sums as foUow's: $23, !S20, $16,

$10, $7, $6.50, $5.95. and $4.
, ,

,

There were representatives here talking np shoots to be held
first at Waterloo, Iowa, this coming week, and then at Sioux
Falls. S. Dak., and next at South Omaha, Neb. The scores:

Events: 1234 5 678 9 10 11 12 T'ls

Patch 11 12 12 15 13 12 14 14 13 12 11 11—130

Husrhes 14 12 13 12 14 13 15 11 13 13 12 11—155

\nev 11 11 14 10 13 12 10 10 7 12 9 13-132

Smith 9 12 11 12 12 12 12 12 11 11 12 11—140

Ellis " 12 13 14 14 13 13 15 10 12 12 15 ].3—156

Bovd
"'

11 13 11 14 13 11 13 10 6 15 11 12—140

Hunter 10 14 14 13 12 14 12 15 14 13 13 14—15S
Hawman ...,.»i..l2 12 15 11 14 11 13 11 15 13 13 13—153

Grav • 14 13 13 14 12 14 14 14 14 14 11 ]2—159
Duncan

"

12 13 12 11 9 13 12 12 14 11 12 12-143

Linderman 13 13 14 11 14 14 13 14 ] 4 13 14 11—158

Saunders 12 14 13 15 13 14 13 14 11 13 12 15-158

Burk 14 12 14 14 12 12 12 13 12 12 13 11—151

Townsend 12 13 15 15 14 13 14 11 13 11 15 12—158

Moore 14 13 12 11 13 13 10 12 14 11 . .
..—...

Schwartz 8 14 13 11 14 11 14 13 13 15 14 11—151

Otten '

'

13 11 14 13 9 11 11 12 13 10 13 9-139

Barr "
"

'. . . • 14 12 10 13 14 8 12 11 10 14 13 13-144

ciocuiii 12 14 15 12 13 9 14 13 15 14 14 13—158

Baldwin
" "

.

.

' 15 15 14 11 13 10 13 10 12 14 15 12-154

Shears 13 12 14 14 15 10 14 14 14 14 13 12-159

Adams 13 12 15 15 15 13 12 13 12 9 10 11—150

Steeee 14 14 13 14 15 14 15 13 13 14 15 15-169

^fpin 12 10 13 12 14 9 14 10 9 8 14 13—. .

.

^/orrill ^ . .

' 14 12 13 12 13 14 12 13 13 15 15 13—159

Ctahati 12 11 12 12 12 14 11 11 12 13 13 9-142
Diefenderfer 12 13 12 15 13 13 12 10 15 —..^

McKelvey 10 14 14 10 12 14 11 14 12 13 10 11—145
Bottger 14 12 12 14 10 15 13 9 14 . , 11 13—149
Crabill 13 15 15 12 14 13 8 — . ..

Devorak U 13 14 13 12 12 . . —...

Trotter ,..v, . , , . . .13 15 12 14 12 12 13 15 14 11 11 14r-lfi6

Knobbe 11 9 12 11 12 8 —...

Wilson 13 13 12 12 7 13 U 12 — ...

Brott 10 12 11 8 5 5 6 10 —...

Rambler.

IN NEW JERSEY.

Applefate vs. Van Allen.

Soiitli Rivef, N. J. June 13—Herewith arc the scores made this

afternoon pfi the inclosed grounds of the Middlesex Driving Park,
between Messrs; J,- E; Applegate, of Freiieau, N. J., and S. M.
Van Allen, of Jamaica, L. .1, The birds were a tnost excelleflt

lot for this time of year. TJle attendance was very larg'e. The
match began at 3:30 and ended 31.6:10. The condition.? were 100

live birds, 30 yards rise, $100 a side. Mr. S. Glover was referee.

Trap score type—Copyright, igoi, by Forest And Stream Pub, Co.

8424454522515141554518460

J Appelgate. ...2 22 2 2222222*221122222221 0—23

6 118S22441251 164521485482
/'«-w;'t.^N->Tt k^f-\t k^t i^t N'^ 1 1 ^222022222211212*121222 3 2 2-28

8528522 5 11144135 5-5 1541514
\ t /\ t \-> N, >^N <- 4- N \ ^ i /" / ^' w!'

2 2 212222222201222222222ii 2—24

5 1214156 2 5414181585315184
T T i^t<-t 1 1 T>^-»4- Nt^N/" T->t ^<-l.<-*-222222222012002222220222 2—21—91

51545 5 55225188."1 2553515184

. S M Van Allen. .2 2222*022* 2 22 2
'.J 2222 2 2 222 2—22

5815218226415451235 5 81581

201282222222222222222022 0—32
' 244532822348555168.3 245458
\ t \ t / T^ t N^ 1^/ t \
2 2 22222222222202222222202 -23

6824485228455451 112558444
12 2 212011112 2 21022122222 2-28- 90

Miss and out event, $100, back one yd., each shot:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Waters, 30 2221222220
W. Hopkins, 30 20
Schortv, 30 222211111*
Morfey 31 2222122212

N.o 4.

122223
112110
122221
12*

1110 122
1212 110
2211 HI
1220 0

No. 5.

1121222 29.. 20
2121222
1110 30..1212121
222220
1222220 31.. 22122222

31. .21222220
28.. 11210

Waters, 30 210
W. Hopkins, 30 1122212
Schortj', 30 v.- 111221*
Morfey, 31. \ 2222112
Van Allen, 31 ..2222*

Glover, 31
Super, 28

Pre-Vacation Handicap, 26 to 33 yds., $5; birds extra:
Morfey, 32 222222222*2222222222—19
Dr Hudson, 27 " 12021111111112221*12—18
Matzen, 27 021122222022222*22201—16
Schortj^, 30 012211*1122121112122—18
^\'aters, 25 11212120021121212102—17
Super 28 12020221022112221221—17
W. Hopkins, 29 .11212210122222222222—19
Van Allen, 32..... *2202202222222202222—17
Belden, 27 *0121222021221220122—16
*Hendricksen, 28 2022220222*021211212—16
*Dr. Longacre, 28 ^-*...„ 0222220002
*For birds only.

No. 1, 7 birds, 3 moneys, $4; same:
Van Allen, 31 2101111—6 1212222—7
Super, 27 ; 2010111—5 1*11110—5
Schorty, 30 , 2201112—6 2222112—7
Atatzen, 27 22222*2—6 2U2222—

7

Belden, 27 0222222—6 2112223—7
W. Hopkins, 30 2222112—7 1222112—7
Dr Hudson, 27 0120110—4

Hudson Gon Club.

Jersey City, N. J., June 17.—The scores in the Hudson. Gun
Club's shoot are as follows:

Events: 123456 7 89
Targets: 25 15 25 25 25 10 15 15 10

Schorty 24 12 23 22 23 9 12 13 ..

Dudley 17 .... 23 21 8 12 U 8
Duke 14 22 20 15 9 10 13 ,.

Doc. Gardiner 15 6 15 17 15 10 9 .. ..

T. Jones 18 .. 20 20 17 6 13 .. ..

"Hansmann 17 19 16 6 13 11 .

.

Wild 15 8 12 8 .. 5 .. .. 5
Van Dvne 17 10 14
Jas. Hughes 16 10 12 14
Whittey 9 14
Shields I....,.,.. . 12 11 .: ..

Banta 7 .. 20
Uncle Al 10 12 11 .. 5 8 .. ..

Cannitz 7 IS 14 15 9

Special match : Schorty and Dudley vs. Dr. Gardiner and A. A.
Duke, the latter shooting at 55 targets against the former's 50.

Schorty 23 out of 25, Duke 20 out of 27. Dudley 22 out of 25, Dr.
Gardiner 24 out of 28. Score, 45 to 44 in favor of Schorty and
Dudley. Duke.

Trenton Shooting Association.

Trenton, N. J., June 15.—Herewith please find scores made
June 8, 12 and 15. The attendance on all three dates was light, the
fir.st two dates due to a steam yacht re.gatta on the river, and the
Yale-Princeton ball game, and the shoot to-day was knocked in
the head by stormy weather. If there is a hoodoo connected with
our affairs we exi^ect to lay it when we lengthen out the club
house. The plans and specifications are in the hands of the con-
tractors, and just as soon as they ,get through we intend to have
a liousewarming. but ice instead of coal will be used at the fes-

tivities. The band has been engaged and you will receive an
invite. The motto for the occasion will be, "Come early and
avoid the rush."

Tune 8:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 25 15 10 10 5 5 5

Colville 21 11 8 6 4 5 3

1. R. Taylor 20 12 9 9 4 5 5 4 11

Widmanu 8 8 8 5 4 5 512.. ..

Mickie 12 8 . . 3 5 2 1 10 ...

.

Rowan 6 7 ...... 12 4 3
Brokaw 6 5 2 3 2 5 . . .

.

.Vladdock 5 5

June 12:

Events: \ 2 3

Targets: 15 10 5

Thomas 13 8 4

Taylor 14 9 4
Harper 9 4
Kingslev 5 4
Widmann ... 4
Cole 3
Croft S

June 15:

Events:
Targets:

I E Thropp 9 11 14 S 22
Wilkes 9 10 11 9 21
Thomas 8 11 11 9 22
Satterthwaite 7 10 11 .. IS
Applegate 7 9 10 7 19
Booker 6 8 10 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1(5

5 15 10 10 10 15 25 10 .,

4 13 1 5 2 . . . . S .

.

9 11 21 8 ..6 8

5 11 18
6 9 17
6 12 17 G

3 6 7 8
5 15 15 10
5 12 12 8
4 10 13 9
3 10 12 $
3 11 11 7
3 11 11 .

.

, 13 14 7
. in 9 5

9 10 11 12 13
5 5 10 25 .

.

9 20 ..

6 IS ..

5 4

6 20
. 20 10
0 .. 9

8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10 15 15 10 25 10 ..

9 23
8 21
8 21
7 20
6 19
4 12

Geo. N. Thomas, Sec'y.
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The Intefnational Tfapshootets.

Hotel Cecil, London, .June 1.—Editor Forest and Stream:
There is very Jittle of material interest, from a trapshooting stand-
point that can be written about the trip of the American team
across the Nortti Atlantic from New York to Liverpool in the
year of 1901. Daddy Neptune was really on his best behavior, and
did not bother the Canadian of the Levland line to any great
extent.
The day we started, Sunday, May 26, raiii made things unpleas-

ant and kept the crowd under cover for the balance of the day
after leaving Sandy Hook. During the night a dense fog came up
(or down) and the Canadian's whistle was a familiar sound for
the next twenty-four hours. The sea, however, was smooth and
no one had any reason to complain of mal de mer.
The following brief extract from the log of Captain Hill, our

skipper, tells what we did each day, and what kind of weather
we met with:
May 27, 277 miles; light southerly winds with dense fog.
j\Iay 28, 303 miles; brisk souUiweat winds with smooth sea.
May 29, 312 miles^ light sijuthwest winds becoming easterly,

with a head sea.
May 30, 299 miles; light easterly winds with a head sea.
May 31, 304 miles; light easterly winds and head swell.
June 1, 304 miles; brisk northerly winds; sea smooth.
June 2, 308 miles; brisk northerly winds; sea smooth.
June 3, 311 miles; fresh southwest winds, moderate sea, wiUi

rain.

June 4, 306 ittileg; fresh soiithwe^t "Winds, becoming northerly,
with heavy rain.

June 0, 31-5 miles; light easterly winds, btcoming southeriy, with
fog.

The last entry given above refers to the twenty-four hours end-
ing at noon on Wednesda)', June 5. There were thus 155 miles
to be covered before we could tie up in the Mersey at Liverpool.
Fog kept us back, and a misty rain fell nearly until dinner time,
6 P. M., when it brightened up over Ireland and the sun came
out, our pilot coming aboard just east of Holyhead on the north
coast of Wales in a blaze of sunshine that was a great relief after
the monotonous fog and rain of the day, during which the wliistle
of the Canadian made things wretched once more.
The pilot brought us that day's Liverpool paper telling of the

mishap to Constitution, which naturally had the entire sym-
pathies of the crowd. The number of tlie pilot boat was 1, thus
causing grief to those who wagered a week's pay on the odd
numbers.
We sighted the Kghts of Liverpool about midnight, or a little

before and tied up shortly afterward. The tender came to us
between eight and nine the next morning, and we disembarked
from the Canadian, parting with the captain and his entire crew,
from the skipper fCaptain HilU, Mr, Rigby (chief steward), down
to Archie, the lengthjr lad who held the dual position of deck
steward and officer of the smoking room, not without feelings
somewhat mixed in ch^aracter. The ship herself is as steady and
as comfortable a boat as crosses the ocean; it takes a gale to move
her, and even then she rolls with such an easy motion that it

needs must be an interior out of kilter that succumbs to the
unpleasantnesses of seasickness. In the heavj'' quartering sea of
the 4th there were but few vacancies at table for each meal; and
no case was serious enough to be called a real layout.
Some of the boys felt a little squeamish occasionally, but even

then they met their trials with a stiff upper lip and a jest. Fred
Gilbert, the cliief jester of tlie bunch, and the ladies' man par
•excellence, was responsible for what I consider to be the best
thing said during the entire trip. One morning, early in the trip,

lie was not feeling exactly like a morning_ glory and made no bones
•of his trouble; like some others, he preferred to eat his breakfast
•on deck. While promenading he met Captain Hill, who said to
Jiim! "Well, Mr. Gilbert; how do you feel this morning? What
•do you want for breakfast?" Fred's answer was: "Captain, if

you'll just give me a few kind words and an orange, I think
that'll do me all right."

Pools were sold on the daily runs for a couple of days, but
Captain Money and Heikes, who were in partnership, broke up the
game by winning both pools, netting about |225 each. Then ordi-

nary "hat pools" were tried, but as the ladies did not win, their
husbands took but little interest in that game "and it died a nat-
ural death. Various amusements were in vogue in the smoking
room, and on rainy days the sign of "standing room only" could
have been hung out with a perfect regard for accuracy.
Rolla Heikes and Leroy, with banjo and violin, gave us lots

of music, while Mr. Homer Lind, a tenor with a tuneful voice,
kindly gave material aid in getting up and carrying out a concert
that was held in the saloon and was well attended. Mr. Emil
Werk also contributed much to the pleasure of the voyage, being
ever ready to take liis part in anything that was going. All in

all, a more congenial crowd could not have been gotten together
on shipboard.
Adam Heilman, of Pekin, 111., and Jack Fanning were the

authorities on things nautical, Mr. Heilman in particular being
a very encyclopedia when it came to referring to incidents of the

voyage. He swept the sea constantly with his glasses, and not
a vessel nor a porpoise escaped his notice.

One pleasant feature of the trip was an afternoon tea given
specially for "The Indians," the ship's chef baking a rich and
decidedly edible cake, on the frosting of which aijpeared in pink
the sentence: "Success to the Indians." In honor of the occasion,

and to show their appreciation of such sentiments, the Indians
broke up every game that was in progress in the smoking room
and attended in a body. Before the session closed, the chief

steward, Mr. Rigby, the instigator of the tea, was brought before
"Chief Long Talk" (Tom Marshall^, who, while thanking him in

the name of the Indians for favors bestowed, called the attention

of those assembled to the fact that the team was not a team of

Indians, but that there were some Indians on the team. It was an
ail-American team, he said, the Indians being merely an organi-

zation formed for social and religious purposes. The afternoon
tea was a success in every respect.

The landing at Liverpool was attended by no discomforts, and
the custom house officials showed a degree of courtesy that was
especially pleasing and satisfactory. Very little baggage was
examined, and what was opened was examined with care and the
articles displaced put back in practically their original positions.

Paul North was not on hand to meet the team as had been
expected, but his absence was explained by Mr. Izzard, a member
of the English team, who came to meet us and told us that "The
Only Paul" was laid up at the Cecil with a sore heel. With the

price of hansom cabs so low, and with London "penny 'busses"

running everywhere, not a member of the team can yet under-

stand how Paul got a sore heel. It is better at the time of writing,

but Paul on crutches is an unusual sight.

The Great Western Railway officials had arranged everything

for the transportation of the team, their friends and baggage, to

Birkenhead, a city just across the Mersey from Liverpool, and
two saloon carriages were set apart for their use on the trip to

London. The sun shone brightly and the trip was much enjoyed,

the party going straight through to London, no stay being made
in Chester, as was at iirst intended.
The first day in London was passed quietly, the boys going out

to the grounds in a tally-ho about 2 o'clock. The distance from

the hotel to the grounds is about eight miles, and as at present

arranged—if the weather continues as fine as it is now—a tally-ho

will take the party out each of the days of the match. I have
not as yet an idea of what the scores were this afternoon, but a

fairlv official report says the boys shot "like a lot of dubs," a sen-

tence that is not so very encouraging. Before I close this letter

I will try and give something more definite as to the afternoon s

work, not having been able for certain reasons to get out to

the grounds myself.
, ^ , . , , , .

Mr. R. A. Welch and Mrs. Welch called at the hotel this

morning, Mr. Welch, indeed, being on hand last night. Clarence

Nauman has been doing such good shooting that he has got all

the Englishmen afraid of what may be in store for them when the

team proper begins to get in its work.
Saturday morning, June 8.—While the shooting- of the members

of the team yesterday afternoon was not quite up to standard, it

was good eno'ugh to be entirely satisfactory. Chan Powers started

off with 20 straight, and Fred Gilbert also made a straight during

the afternoon, but 19 out of 20 was not made very often, the

background being hard and the lay of the ground deceiving. Be-

yond the traps the ground slopes away, so that targets appear

to be rising much faster than they really are. Mr. Joynt, a mem-
ber of the English team, was present, and shot along. He gave

it as his opinion that we would have a walk-over, the shooting

he witnessed being a revelation to him. As one of the boys

put it later on in the evening, the shooting was also a revelation

to each member of the team—it was so much below average.

The work done was curiously in-and-out, for after Powers had

broken his straight he dropped about 8 or 9 out of his next 20.

Fanning too, started off well but did not shoot up to form later

on. As t was not out at the grounds I can say but little, all being

based on information received from those who were there.

To-day we leave the hotel at 12:20, as shooting begins at 1:30,

a programme of sweeps being aiTanged for the afternoon; aU

events are high guns. One of the events is at 50 targets, and it

looks probable that the bulk of the purse in that event will go
to the team.

It has been arranged that the team race shall be shot in squads
of five men, the English shooting in two squads by themselves,
and the Americans in squads by themselves. As there are twelve
men on our team, it will be necessary to select ten from that
number and name them before the match commences, but the
other two will also shoot along, the team for the next day being
selected from the ten high scores on the list of twelve. Who
will constitute the "ten" is something our captain has not decided
upon as yet. or, if he has, I have not heard of the makeup.

Brieflets as Postscripts,

Captain Money made an excellent parson, and conducted the
service in the saloon on Sunday last in a manner that would have
won him a generous round of applause had it not been for the
solemn nature of the ceremony.
Dick Merrill, who missed the Canadian, got to England ahead

of the party, taking the North German Lloyd boat to Southamp-
ton. His banjo was on board, but of course was silent, much to
the regret of everybody.
An elaborate programme of music has been arranged for the

benefit of the spectators at the international shoot.
Chan Powers discovered a box of twenty-five shells in his bag-

gage, so he, CJilbert and Fanning gave an impromptu exhibition
of shooting at lumps of coal, etc., from the after part of the main
deck. Eeverybody appreciated the brief diversion, and though some
misses were made, the applause was hearty. Captain Hill in par-
ticular was much impressed. . Edward Banks.

Middlesex Gun CIub» Welsh Harp, Hendoo, N W.
Programme of music to be performed by the Anglo-Viennese

Band during the Anglo-American match for £1,000. Conductor,
Mr. Howard Aynstey.

Tuesday, June II.

1. March. "Onkel Sam" Manas
2. Selection, "A Runaway Girl" Jones & Monckton
3. Walzer, "Qne Folic de Pesth" Camilla
4. Morceau Mignon, "Salut d'Amour..-. Elgar
5. Overture, "The Bohemian Girl".-, , .i . .> Balfe
fi. Walzer, "Wiener Luft,".. Ziehrer
7. Czardas, "Stynienne" Michiels

Interval.
S. Marsch, "LJnter dcm Siegesbanner'i Von Blon
9. Walzer, "Fin de Siecle" Waldteufel

10. Selection, "The Messenger Boy" Caryll
11. Maypole Dance '.

..J. E. We^t
12. Walzer, "Sur la Bleu Donau". ,Strauss
13. Overture, "Dichter und Bauer",.. F. von Suppe
14. Galop, "En Vite"... Aynstey

God Save the King.

'Wednesday. J«ne 12.

1. March, "Washington Post" Sousa
2. Walzer, "HofbaU Tanze" Fetras
3. Overture, "Raymond" Thomas
4. Gavotte, "Summergold". Wareing
5. Walzer, "Pinkante Blatter" Czibulka
6. Selection, "The Belle of New York" fCerker

7. Indulo, "Magyar Nepdal" Kohout
Interval.

8. Marsch, "Schonfeld" Ziehrer
9. Selection, "San Toy" Jones & Monckton

10. Walzer, "Lieberstraumme" Erll

11. Salonstiicke, "Die Erste Kuss" Schmelling
12. Overture, "Les Coronnes des Diamans" , Auber
13. Walzer, "Morgenblatter" Strauss
14. Marsch, "Flottenparade" Eilenberg

God Save the King.

Thursday, June 13,

1. March, "El Capitan" ,.- Sousa
2. Selection, "Merrie England" Binding
3. Walzer. "Fontaine Lumineuse" Waldteufel
4. Ballet Suite, "Song Dances" No. 3 VV. Bendall
5. Overture, "Tancredi" Rossini
6. Walzer, "Geschichten aus dem Wienerwald" Strauss
7. American Sketch, "Down South" Myddleton

Interval.
8. March, "With Sword and Lance" Starke
9. Walzer, "Wiener Berger" Ziehrer

10. Selection, "The Casino Girl" Englander
11. Lieder ohne Worte Mendelssohn
12. Walzer, "Sobre las Olas" Ro.sas

13. Selection, "The Mikado" Sullivan
14. March, "Kaiser Friedrich" , .... .Friedermans-

God Save the King.

The lateroational Trapshooting Contest.

The great international trapshooting contest, between ten-man
teams of American and English shooters, for $2,500 a side, was
won by the American team in three contests, June 11, 12 and 13.

On the first day, the weather conditions being unfavorable for

good scores, the results were: Americans, 86G; English, 801. On
the second day, Americans, 877; English, 794. In the first 60 on
the day, Crosby scored 58, Gilbert 56, Fanning 55, Heikes 54. The
English team scored 794. A high wind and a dull sky were the

weather conditions of the third day. Crosby broke his first 20

straight and 17 out of his second 20. Tripp scored 36 out of his

first 40, and Elliott 37 out of his first 40. The totals of the day
were: Americans, 843; English, 739. This decided the contest.

The result was received with a show of the best of feeling, the

ladies waving American and English flags. Speeches were made
by the Hon. T. A. Marshall for the Americans, and by Captain
Butt for the English. Sweepstake shooting was arranged for Fri-

day and Saturday, and a live bird match for Monday of this

week. The press dispatches mention that the English sportsmen
arranged a special contest between the Americans at Hendon, last

Saturday, the trophy of which was a valuable cup. The condi-

tions were 25 targets. Messrs. Fred Gilbert and C. W, Budd tied

on 23. In the shoot off Gilbert won. Messrs. W. R. Crosby,
R. R. Merrill, R. O. Heikes and C. Powers tied on 21. In another
event, for a second gold cup, between Americans and Englishmen,
Messrs. W. E. Crosby and B. Leroy Woodard tied on 14 out of

15. In the shoot off at 15, the scores were: Crosby 14, Woodard
13, A live bird competition was arranged for Monday of this

week.
The conditions of the international match were: $2,500 a side, and

the winner of three in five contests to be declared the winner of

the match and stakes. All gate receipts to be equally divided

between the two teams. Teams to consist of ten men on a side,

and each team to have the privilege of using an unlimited number
of substitutes in the series of contests, but no change to be made
in any one contest. Each contest to be at 100 targets per man, or

1.000 per team. Targets to be thrown not less than 40 yards nor
more than 60 vards; and not lower than 6 feet nor higher than 10

feet. Each American contestant allowed the use of one barrel

only; English contestants, two barrels.

In a contest for the E. C, cup, emblematic of the target cham-
pionship of New Jersey, which took place at I'reehold last Satur-

day. Mr. C. W. Feigenspan, the holder, was defeated by Mr. E. I.

Vaiideveer bv a score of 35 to 33 out of a possible 50.

In the international match, between ten-man teams of American
and English trapshooters, best three in fiive matches at 1,000 tar-

get per team in each match, the American team was victorious in

three straight wins, on June 11. 12 and 13. On the first day the

.scores were: American team, 866; English team, 801. Second day:
.•\mcric.m team, S77; English team, 794. Third day: American
team 843; English team, 739. Total for the American team, 3,586.

out of a possible 3,000. Total for the English team, 2,334 out of a

possible 3,000, a difference of 252 targets. The American team
averaged 862 per cent; the English 778 per cent.

Painting The Lily,

The New York Journal of June 13 contains an editorial on the

recent contest between Messrs. Duryea and Morfey, or, rather, it

is what might be called a heart-to-hcart talk, with one side doing

all the talking, and also furnishing the heart. As an instance of

the general depravity, Mr. Hearst in tlie one-penny heart-to-heart

talk aforementioned, says: "At the same time some American
and Engli.sh savages were enjoying themselves in a similar way
in London. One W. E, Crosby, of Illinois, succeeded in killing or

mortally wounding 95 birds out of a possible 100."

Mr, Hearst did not )cnow that Mr. Crosby was shooting at inani-

mate targets in London, but such a trifle in respect to a matter
of fact is of no importance to him when writing on a matter of
sentiment.
Mr. Hearst, however, is not without Charity and dogmatic

philosophy, for he continues: "These things are not signs of indi-
vidual depravity, but merely indications of a low state of devel-
opment. Of course, if Thomas W. Morfey and Louis T. Duryea
and W. E. Crosby had finely organized minds, and could picture
to_ themselves the sufferings of a bird that flutters into a bush
with a broken wing and lies there in agony all night, to be put
out of its misery, perhaps, by a rat in the morning, their hideous
sport would be as revolting to them as it is to other people."
Passing over such a novelty as "a bush with a broken wing,"

and an imaginary rat which devours an imaginary bird, let us
consider an editorial in the same journal of June 15, on "'The Girl
Thief and the Struggle for Existence." Behold, Mr. W, R. Hearst
seated at his desk, in forgetfulness of what he had written two
days before. He says: "Scientists prove that the animal creation,
exclusive of man and his protected animals, lives in a constant
state of warfare. For every anim,-il there is some other that seeks
its death. The eagle kills the hawk, the hawk kills the smaller
bird of prey, the falcon kills the kingbird, the kingbird destroys
smaller birds, these destroy insects, the insects destroy plants, the
plants choke each other to death in their desperate struggle, for
moisture and light. To a superficial investigation this system of
constant struggle and violant death seems most atrocious. It
would almost lead to the belief that nature is ruled by the spirit
of evil. But careful investigation of conditions under which the
animals live and die proves that there exists no such sj^stem of
cruelty as would seem to be indicated. On the contrary, it is the
very struggle for life in all animals that lends interest to life.

There is an intense exhilaration, excitement and delight in flight
as vvell as pursuit. The fox flying before the hounds is as excited
and as deeply interested as the man who struggles to make a run
with a football under his arm. There is the same physical excite-
ment and pleasure in the flight of the bird pursued. There is

every reason to believe that animals below man are absolutely
ignorant of the nature of death, and death, when it comes to
them, is so sudden and violent as to be practically painless. Mil-
lions of animals all doomed to violent deaths suffer far less than
the one human being who dies in bed, perhaps after weeks of
agony."
Then this inconsistent closet philosopher concludes as follows:

"How marvellously is displayed the wisdom of nature, which
transforms violent deaths of billions and billions of creatures from
suffering to actually pleasant excitement, followed by almost in-

stantaneous annihilation."
Mr. Hearst for one penny assures his readers that the pigeon

suffers untold agony of mind and body when shot by a man,
and that the man who so shoots is in a low stag:e of development.
All other animals enjoy being pursued and killed, and are, as
nature made them, in a high stage of development.
Plowever, dismissing such school boy trash as too trifling for

serious argument, it may be remarked that if the pigeon shooters
of America and of the world are in a low stage of development
simply because Mr. Hearst feels a bit squeamish on the subject,
as becomes a lily of the valley, then many doctors, laAvyers, clergy-
men, capitalists, noblemen gentlemen, thousands of them, are
so classed. It is possible, however, that being mostly polite and
sensible people, they may not tell what they think of Mr. Hearst's
stage of development.

As Others See Us.

The American team which is to try its luck with a representa-
tive team of English clay bird shots sailed for this country on
May 25, but is not expected to arrive here until Wednesday or
Thursday of next week, which will materially shorten the time
available for preliminary practice. Mr. Paul North has already
arrived, and is naturally hopeful that his fellow countrymen will

succeed in dusting down the Britishers to perfection. We must
confess, however, that although the American team is a very
strong one, and has many points in its favor, the affair does not
appear to us likely to be an easy walk-over for either side. It is

true that our friends across the water have been able to get to-

gether a very strong team, and in this respect they have a much
bigger field to select from. Proof of this may be gathered from
the fact that one firm in America m.akes over forty million clay
birds per year, and there are three or four other lactories turning
out a very large number. Clay bird shooting must therefore be
very popular in America, and it would be surprising if under such
circumstances exceptional shots were not here and there to be
found. The conditions of shooting in the two countries are, how-
ever, somewhat dissimilar, and the difference may operate in

favor of the English team. To wit, the English shooter stands at

a greater distance from the trap than the American; the birds are
sprung much more swiftly, and by the time the shooter has got
on, the bird is a considerable distance from the gunner. Again,
the American must kill with his first barrel or fail to count,
whereas the Britisher has a barrel in reserve. Considerable inter-

est is being centered on the meeting, and most of the Americans
in London having been advised of the event will turn up to "bar-

rack" for their comrades. We trust that English sportsmen will

not be lacking in their patronage, but that they will turn up, too,

in goodly numbers to support their kith and kin.—Shooting
Times.

So aotioe taken ot anonymuuit eummuitlcatloiiB.

Jos.—I have more than once seen quoted or mentioned Grouse
in the Gunroom." What is it?—a poem, sketch, story, or picture?

The ideas the sentence gives rise to are attractive. 1 have seen

a picture of a dog looking reminiscently at gun. Is that it?

Could you not print it, if a sketch or poem? Ans.: We do not
know it. Some reader may.

Shell Lake.—Mr. H. J. Rodgers, of Marshalltown, Iowa, writes

asking information regarding the fishing, hotel rates, etc., at

Shell Lake, Wis., which is described to him as an excellent place

for pike, pickerel and black bass.

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

Summer Homes.

In the Lake Country of Northern Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota
and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, on the line of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, are hundreds of most charming
summer resorts. Among the list are Fox Lake, Delavan Lake,

Lake Geneva, the Lauderdale Lakes, Waukesha, Oconomowoc,
Palmyra the Dells at Kilbourn, Elkhart Lake and Madison,
Minocqua, Star Lake. Frontenac, White Bear, Minnetonka, Mar-

quette, Spirit Lake, Okoboji, Big Stone Lake, etc.

For illustrated booklets "Summer Homes for 1901 and In the

Lake Country" send address with six cents in postage to F. A.

Miller, General Passenger Agent, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway, Chicago, III—Adv.

A Valuable Publicalion.

THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD 1901 SUMMEB EXCUBSION SOt)-fB BOOK,

On June 1 the Passenger Department of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company will publish the 1901 edition of the Summer Excur-

sion Route Book. This work is designed to provide the public

with descriptive notes of the principal summer resorts of Eastern

America, with the best routes for reaching them, and the rates

of fare. It contains all the principal seashore and mountain resorts

pf the East, and over seventeen hundred different routes or com-
binations of routes. The book has been compiled with the great-

est care, and altogether is the most complete and comprehensive
handbook of summer travel ever offered to the public.

The cover is handsome and striking, printed in colors, and the

book contains several maps, presenting the exact routes over which
tickets are sold. The book is profusely illustrated with fine half-

lone cuts of scenery at the various resorts and along the lines

of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

On and after June 1 this very interesting book may be pro-

cured at any Pennsylvania Railroad ticket office at the noniinal

price of ten "cents, or, upon application to tlie general office, Broad
Street Station, by tnail fpr twenty cents.
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"TAe sale ofgame should be prohibited at all seasons^

NAILS DRIVEN IN 1901.—No. IX.

MICHIGAN.
H. B. No, 104, Laws 1901, Sec. 4.—No person shall by himself, his

clerk, servant or agent, expose or keep for sale, or directly or indirectly,

upon any pretense or any device, sell or barter, or in consideration of the

purchase of any other property, give to any other person any of the pro-

tected animals or birds mentioned in this act within the State of Michigan.

THE INSECT HORDES.

A CORRESPONDENT who is Seeking a territory favorable

for trapping asks us to tell him of a district of the United

States or Canada that is free from outdoor troublesome

insects which go in, on, around, under, through, -aicross

and over any mechanical or chemical obstructions which

anybody places against them. This is a question which

has vexed many another. How to get our shooting and

fishing, and at the same time to avoid being driven mad

by black flies or mosquitoes, is on occasion a most per-

plexing problem. The extremely interesting chapter on

the natural history of the mosquito, which Mr. Edward

A. Samuels-published in our issue of last week, might be

supplemented with another on the mosquito as an agency

in preventing the settlement of certain districts by man,

and as an active and very powerful factor in game and fish

protection. An old Latin author discussing the insect pests

of Asia says of the mosquito and the lion:

Among the sedges of Mesopotamian rivers and the thickets

of underwood, numberless lions prowl—always harmless in the

gentle and very mild winters there. But when the summer is

inflamed by the sun's rays, they are driven mad by the dogday

heat, in those regions burnt up with torrid fervor—and also by

the bigness of the mosquitoes, swarms of which infest everything

in those lands. Now these pests go particularly for the eyes-

moist and lucid organs—and, lighting on the quivering eyelids of

the Uon, bite so that the beast, long tormented, comes to his end

thus: either drowned in the streams, to which they flee for relief,

or else losing their eyes, which they dig out by frequently scratch-

ing at them with their claws, they go mad with fury. If this did

not happen, the whole Orient would be overrun with lions.

In something the same way Lieut. Schwatka once de-

scribed in Forest and Stream the fate of the grizzly bear

when attacked by the mosquitoes of Alaska

:

A fair wind made me think it possible to go hunting inland;

but it died down after getting away two or three miles, and my
fight batk to camp with the mosquitoes I will always remember

as one of the salient points of my life. It semed as if there were

an upward rain of insects from the grass, which became a deluge

over the marshy tracts—and over half the land was marshy. Of

course, not a sign of game was seen except a few old tracks.

Indeed, the tracks of an animal are about the only part of it that

could exist here in the mosquito season—that is to say, from the

time the snow is half off the ground until the first severe frost,

some three or four months later. During that time, all the living

creatures that can leave ascend the mountains, closely following

the snow line, and even there they do not get complete quiet,

the exposure to the constant winds being of far more benefit

than the coolness, due to the to the altitude, while the mosquitoes

are left undisputed masters of the valleys.

Had there been any game within good range and I had got a

fair shot, I honestly doubt if I could have secured it, for these

pests—not altogether because of their ravenous attacks on my face

—and especially the eyes—but for the reason that they were abso-

lutely so thick and dense that no one could 'have seen clearly

through the mass in taking aim. When I got back to camp I

was thoroughly exhausted with my incessant fight. I was com-

pletely out of breath and had to recover it in a stifling smoke

from dry, resinous pine knots. It is not unlikely that a person,

especially of a nervous temperament, witheut a mask, or taking

refuge out on the broad river, or in a closed house, would soon

be killed by nervous prostration. I know that the native dogs are

killed by them under certain circumstances, and I heard reports

from persons so reliable that, coupled with my own experience,

I have never for an instant doubted them, that the great brown
"grizzly" bear of these regions at times is compelled to succumb
to them. The statement seems almost preposterous, but the

explanation is comparatively simple. Bruin, having exhausted all

the roots and berries on one mountain, or finding them scarce,

thinks he will cross a valley to another range. Covered with

heavy fur on his body, his eyes, nose and ears are the vulnerable

points fof the mosquitoes, and here of course they congregate ia

dense swarms. Reaching a swampy stretch, they rise in myriads,

until his fore-paws are kept busy striving to keep his eyes clear,

and not succeeding, he becomes enraged, and, bear like, rises

on his haunches to fight. It is now only a mere matter of time

until his eyes are so swollen by the attacks that he is perfectly

blind, and wanders aimlessly about until he becomes mired in the

marsh and starves
, to death.

How the reindeer of Siberia are compelled by the mos-

quitoes to migrate is told by Hartwig: ^

Millions and millions of mosquitoes issue from the swamps of

the tundra, and compel the inhabitants to seek refuge in the

dense and pungent smoke of the large heaps of fallen leaves and

damp wood, which are kindled near the dwellings and on the

pasture lands as the only means of keeping qfi those abominable

insects. These tormentors, however, are not without use, for

they compel the reindeer to migrate from the forests to the sea

shore arid the ice, thus exposing them to the attack of the

hunters, and they also prevent the horses from straying, on the

plains and wandering beyond the protection of the smoke.

The game of Alaska and Siberia kept moving from place

to place by their winged tormentors have their human
counterparts in the Arabs of the desert, if we are to accept

the account given by Stephen Bonsai in his "Morocco as

It Is," where he relates an amusing disillusionment

:

I had come upon a Berber chief and his suite of womankind by

the great spring on the road to Mekinez where the River of Pearls

springs out of a huge rock, clear and cold as though it flowed

out from the heart of a glacier, and "after compliments," as we
say in Morocco, I plied him with many questions, and as he was

gracious and courteous, I even ventured to put a question which

always before, at the sight of the picturesque Berbers, had died

away on my Hps as unseemly. "Why," I said to the venerable

sheik, "are thy people as restless as the sea waves? Why do

they roam backwards and forwards, having no home save their

tent; no country but the world," and, as I might have added,

"no purpose in life but unwittingly to furnish copy to the poet?"

I paused 'for the reply with my ear strained with eagerness and

greedy to * learn the secret of their nomad life. Some lovely

legend, I was sure;- a story of some primeval curse that still

rested upon them. The venerable sheik shook his head sadly.

"'Tis true," he said, "we are as restless as the sea waves, and the

world is our country: but this nomad life is our fate, our destiny,

not our wish. Often we troop into some pleasant valley, and fain

would we tarry and fatten our cattle and grow rich and prosperous

like other children of men, O Siranna! But it is not so written.

When our tents have been pitched for a few weeks, there always

comes over us a plague of insects, and we must strike our tents

and away." So another long-cherished illusion went by the board,

and I can only think with amusement of the squadrons of brave

Berbers hunted from the Red Sea to the Atlantic, and from the

Mediterranean to the Sahara by the insects.

And as on the tundra and the desert, so in the jungle.

Here is a graphic picture of the Malay forest as Swetten-

ham describes it:

It may be added as a minor but unpleasant detail that this

tangle of vegetation harbors every species of crawling, jumping,

and flying unpleasantness; myriads of leeches that work their way
through stockings and garments of any but the closest texture;

centipedes, scorpions, wasps, and stinging flies, caterpillars that

thrust, their hairs into the skin and leave them there to cause

intolerable irritation, snakes poisonous and otherwise, ants with

the most mttrderous proclivities, and last, but not least, mos-

quitoes that, when they find a human being, make the most of

their opportunity. I have not exhausted the catalogue of pests,

but only given a sample of what any traveler will meet in a day's

journey through a Malay jungle. There is a wasp called "the

reminder," a thorn called "Kite's talons," and an ant known as

the "fire ant." The names are as apt as they are sug^stive.

Indeed, one has but to turn to any book of travels in the

wilderness to find that the insect bane is everywhere a

curse to brute and man, biting, stinging, poisoning and

causing to flee or driving frantic.

SNAP SHOTS.

It should be explained that the territory which our

Staten Island correspondent describes as having been

stocked with quail is within the limits of Greater New
York, and this is only one of many illustrations of the

opportunities for field spo'rts enjoyed by metropolitan

citizens.

Mr. F. Von Hoffmann, who wrote so entertainingly last

week of capercailzie shooting, gives to-day a graphic pic-

ture of stalking the blackcock. Both pursuits are such as

to call into play the highest skill of the hunter and to tax

his patience to the utmost. When the game is caper-

cailzie or blackcock, the feat of shooting it from a tree

or on the ground is one in comparison with which the

wing-shooting of birds flushed before dogs is a minor

achievement. Mr. Von Hoffmann is a practical sports-

man and a practical forester, and his estimate of the

adaptability of the game to be established in this country

is entitled to a great respect. One provision of the Lacey

Act empowers the Agricultural Department to introduce

foreign game. A beginning might well be made with the

capercailzie and the blackcock, for we have abundant ter-

ritory which appears to be adapted to them.

It was an ancient custom of the Indian tribes to burn

over tracts of land in order that the new growth might

afford better feeding for deer, and this was a prolific

agency of forest conflagrations. It might be thought that

a white man would have more sense than to resort to

the Indian expedient of improving deer shooting amid

surroundings where a fire once beyond control could do

incalculable damage; but we find in the annual report of

Chief Fire Warden Andrews, of Minnesota, the case

of a hunter who fired lands tO' make pasture for deer, and.

started a conflagration which required the strenuous

effort of the fire fighters for eight days and nights to get

under control. Of the 139 forest fires in Minnesota in

1900, thirteen were credited to campers and hunters.

The Baldwin-Ziegler Polar Expedition which sailed from

this country to undertake the discovery of the North

Pole is notable for the completeness of its equipment and

for the well-matured plan of campaign. The expedition

will have two ships, the America and the Frith j of, which

will meet at Tromsoe, Norway. Thence the America will

go to the White Sea to take on 400 Siberian sledge dogs

and twenty Siberian ponies, while the Frithjof will be en-

gaged in securing a large supply of walrus, seal and bear

meat. The two ships will join in Franz-Joseph Land.

Then the Frithjof, having served its mission as a game
supply ship, will return to Norway, and the America will

remain to be frozen in, it is anticipated, by the middle of

November. With the ponies and dogs the supplies will be

moved north in bulk, and a series of shelters will be con-

structed of building material taken along, forming a line

of permanent refuges, pushed further and further north.

Thus carrying its provisions with it as it goes, the expe-

dition will advance as far as possible until the Arctic

night shuts down, and when spring comes a dash will be

made for the Pole. Evelyn Briggs Baldwin, the leader

of the expedition, was with the Peary party of 1893-4, and

in 1897 went to Spitzenbergen to join Andree, but was
debarred from the enterprise because there was no room
for him in the baloon. William Ziegler, who is bearing

the financial burden of the expedition, is a New Yorker,

who was a few years ago among the most active and best

known of the sportsmen of Brooklyn.

The March number of the New Zealand Illustrated

Magazine contains an extremely suggestive account of

some capital fishing for rainbow trout in the hill streams.

The fish—our American species—were introduced into

these waters four years ago, and have multiplied and

thrived prodigiously. Five-pounders and seven-pounders

are not unusual for the rainbows in New Zealand, and a

record fish of eleven pounds hints of the angling possi-

bilities which the United States have contributed to the

antipodes.

Senator Edward S. Stokes, of Cumberland county, N.

J., one of the managers of the Geological Survey of the

State, is engaged in developing a scheme of forest and

game reserves in the Highlands and Kittatinny moun-

tains, in the southern pine country and elsewhere. There

is abundant territory in New Jersey which is well adapted

to the purpose. Senator Stokes proposes to present the

scheme to the Legislature at the next session.

We have been accustomed to regard tarpon fishing as a

winter sport, whereas the fact is that it may be followed

all the year around, and the elaborate paper Mr. Waddell

has contributed to our angling columns on tarpon outfit-

ting is not untimely. Tarpon fishing at Boca Grande, on

the Florida Gulf coast, has been excellent this month, as

demonstrated by the success of a party of Louisville, Ky.,

anglers, who have found the fishing at this season far

superior to that of the winter months.

Our next number, July 6, will contain a full-page illus-

trated supplement, "The Home of the Bass," by W ' P,

Davisori,
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In the Yellowstone Park.
Yellowstone National Park^ Jiine 19.

—

Editor Forest

and Stream: I return after an absence of eight months
to find the Park travel m full swing. The past two
years the hotels were not opened until June IS; this year,

in anticipation of the Presidential party's visit, they were
opened on the first by the new proprietors. New buildings

are being put up and old ones much improved ; this is very
noticeable at the Mammoth Hot Springs.

Capt. Jack Pitcher, whom many will remember as Lieut.

Pitcher at the Lower Geyser Basin several years ago, and
again in command of several companies of Colombian
Guards at the World's Fair, has been appointed acting

superintendent. He arrived early in the season, and has
everything running smoothly.

Capt. Chittenden, for the past few years in charge of

improvements, came on unusually early, and has several

large crews at work on roads and bridges, with the larg-

est appropriation ever made for the Park, a sum con-
siderably over $100,000, to expend after July first. The
work now being done is on last year's appropriation. The
list of improvements is too long for this letter.

There is a very interesting collection of animals at the

Mammoth Hot Springs—six mule deer, three males and
three females. The does have given birth to four beauti-

ful fawns. These little creatures are attracting consider-

able attention, as are the six little antelope Capt. Pitcher

has on hand, to say nothing of the yOUng elk calves. Capt.

Pitcher intends to add a few more animals to the collection

in the inclosure in front of the hotel, whefe they will

remain until after the close of the season. It is the in-

tention then for them to i-each the National Zoological

Park, where they will add so much to that beautiful place-.

By the way, the Yellowstone Park is credited with many
of the finest specimens in the National Zoo-.

I won't repeat what I have said about the game in

the Park for the past fifteen or sixteett years, but only
say they have Avintered very well, as it Was an open, easy
winter. Everything appears to be in vety fine condition.

I hear of no cases of game starving.

Capt. Goode tells me of his scouts reporting to him the

fact that they saw and counted eighteen buffalo, five of

which were calves. Tracks were seen that at first were
supposed to be of another herd, but later the scouts con-
cluded that they were made by part of the bunch of

eighteen. There is probably one of the two bulls left On
Snake River that have been reported from year to year. I

saw one on a mountain side while fishing last year at the

mouth of Lewis River, where it joins Barlow's Ford. No
buffalo were reported in Hayden Valley. I will not say

where the eighteen were seen. It's not thought best to

advertise their whereabouts.
There have been showers or heavy rains almost every

day for the past month. The Park is very fresh aild greem
The flowers do not appear as abundant this year. I do not
see them in the usual masses. When we have warmer
weather they may make up for their neglect. I had been
bragging about the wonderful wealth of flowers one could
see—acres of one kind, and the ground blue, yellow or
pink, as the flower happened to be colored. I suppose it

the usual thing. If I blow the least about the climate,

weather, flowers or animals, and a friend comes here to

see these wonderful things, they go back on me. I think
I'll brag about our fine line of mosquitoes, gnats, wood
ticks, no-seeums and many other bugs and biting things.

We have a lot of them just now, and I think a little larger

and better than anywhere else in the world. They can
sting harder, oftener and longer than any mosquitoes in

Jersey or any other country.

Before I got home I saw a few things in the papers
about wonderful new geysers ; now I can learn nothing
about them. As far as reported by those familiar with
them for the past twenty years, the geysers are doing
about the same amount of business. When one takes a
rest for a year or two, another takes up its work or heat.

Changes are always taking place in Norris Geyser Basin,

because the formation is so broken up that a powerful
geyser cannot form a tube that will last. They soon be-
come mud springs. Only little geysers like the Constant
are able to keep up business. There is no geyser trust in

Norris Basin.

The Great Geyser, said to have broken out in the
Lower Basin, from the reported location, is thought prob-
ably to be one that at the time of the Cleveland-Blaine
contest was in operation. The name was changed every
da;y, and sometimes twice a day, by parties thinking thej'

had discovered a new geyser, and naming it after their

favorite candidate. It has possibly resumed activity for

a short season. When the Grand went out of business for

a year or two, it did look as though the geysers were
dying out, but it came around again after a few years'

rest, and is now very well behaved.
Capt. Pitcher has hopes of establishing a small fish

hatchery in the Park. The place selected is at some never
failing springs close to the road, where visitors could see

the hatching going on. The object is to keep up the
supply of the many kinds of trout now fonud in the Park,
and restocking some of the, streams they have left, espe-
cially the Gibbon River above the Virginian Cascades.
This was stocked with rainbow trout. They have all

dropped over the falls. Many of the streams where most
of the camping is done have become fishe'd out for short
distances, and require more .stocking than the usual num-
ber dropping down from above or coming up from below.
The cost would be very low, as the building could be made
of logs and be in keeping with the surroundings. As
our native trout spawn in the spring, the whole operation
would be conducted during the visiting season. Millions
of eggs can be secured from the large trout in Yellow-
stone Lake in July, and as these are not infested with
tapeworms, they could be planted in any waters desired.

For one, I hope we shall have a hatchery. We have fine

fishing now, but we could have better and still live. I

trust the Forest and Stream will favor it.

There is some talk of marking many interesting things

fast disappearing. Capt. Chittenden wishes to mark and
preserve the two camps, if there is any sign left of them,
where the Helena and Radesburg parties were captured

by the Nez Perce? In4ians in 1877 ; and some of the mosx

interesting things about the Indians' trails, camps and
fortifications. Also of Gen. Howard's march, where his

wagon train was taken up Mary's Mountain, where the
wagons were let down very steep hills by ropes passed
around trees. Several such places remain With the rope
marks still showing. I showed a party sevefal trees last

.summer thus marked. And where the train crossed Cas-
cade Creek, and points on Mount Washburfte, Vvheire

the train (or that part that crossed there) had to haul
their wagons up pitches of about 60 degrees and let them
down places almost perpendicular. There is left at the
Monmouth Hot Sprinigs tile cabin at whose door a. tftaift

was shot by the Indians, and many things of this kind
that are now becoming historical are fast being obliterated
by the road buiMing and other improvements. Even the
graves of men killed here cannot be fouftd except by Ihosfe

who assisted at the burial. There is the stofy of a half-

breed .scout wounded on a branch of Blacktail, who
crawled into the brush, his companion escaping. After-
ward they came back to look, for him, hut he was never
found, iiof !iny sign of him. 1 never pass along that part
of the trail or in that section hut that I am looking for 'A

bone or something by which I can identify the dead scout.
That was Within a few months of. twenty- foilr years ago.
Capt. Chittenden hopes to find a feW of these interestirig

points this summer and mark them on the maps and
ground. The Weed-grown remains of the old Henderso'Ki
cabin, burnt by the Nez Perces just outsii^e the f'afk in
1877, can be seen by the tourist along the Cinnabar road

;

6ut not one in a thousand ki'iows of it.

^The .waters lyere iiot so high this year as usual. The
Yellowstone did not reach within 3 or 4 feet of high-wateir
mark at Gardiner. E. HdFEfi.
Gardiner, Mont., June 20.

Fishing at North Bay.
At/rti'ouGH i haye fished «nn\ialiy for many years in

mafty waters I had fteVer had the pleasure of real ttou't
fishing uii'til last August, when t found myself in the
town of North Bay, a place of some 4,S0'b inhabitants, at
the intersection of the Grand Tmnk and Canadian Pacific
railroads, about 250 miles north of Toronto. On tji?

train 1 met a Michigan doctor, who made a very gtiniil

eompiliion. He was prospecting fof nifckfel and copper,
so he claimed; but he was l^>y fiai- too enthusiastic an
angler to do much prospecting when productive pools
were lying idle for \vant of anglers to fish them. We hired
a rig of j'oe Mullin on Monday morning and started
ntjftneast toward Trout Lake, where we had learned there
were abundance of bass, big 'lunge, pickerel, pike and
trout. We drove over a very rough, corduroy road, and
had a poor horse. At the Trout Lake Hotel we hired a
boat. This hotel was formerly kept by Dick Jessup, a
very interesting character, who had drifted here from
the States. I had heard many times of Jessup and was
disappointed When they told me he had gone back to

the States—to Florida, I belidVe. Many hunters and
anglers in the States temember him.

Dr. Dick wanted to row and I wouldn't quarrel with
him. We hatl seen at the hotel on the jam of the door
a record of some bass caught by the late Colonel Her-
ron, of iPttsburg, years ago. The record showed one 6,

one 5^4, one one ^Vz and three 4 pounders, an average
of almost S pounds to the fish. They showed Us the

island near which this catch had been made and we
rowed directly to the place. I put out my troll, using a
dark copper spoon bait, and caught two fine pike on my
way over to the island. We fished where a lafge tama-
rack tree had fallen over into the water. We were Con-
tinually getting our lines fouled on the pinetop, but this

trouble was abundantly compensated for by the numbers
and the beauty of the bass We were catching. They were
of a greenish caste and very beautifully mottled. We
were using frogs for bait. The fish at first_ seemed fran-

tic to get the frogs. The water would boil around the
bait, and two or three bass would follow their

captive comrade clear to the boat side, where they turned
tail and were gone. The Doctor got greatly excited as

I drew a fish in, claiming he had also hooked one—

a

monster, as he put in when I reeled in a 3-pounder. I

found it had first taken the Doctor's bait, then it swam
around a pine snag and then took mine. This fouling

the line caused the Doctor to imagine he had hooked a

whale, for he felt the full force of my efforts to land my
bass. I had hooked him in the lip and when I released

him the fish .swam over and soon freed the Doctor's
line, and for this accommodation the Doctor gave him
his liberty. We caught bass and wall-eyed pike here until

we were tired catching them. Each one of us longed to

get one of those very large bass, but were disappointed

in this, and soon tried trolling for muscalhmge.. We had
seen at the Queen's Hotel a 'lunge caught by Mr. E. C.

Shepherd, the proprietor, that weighed 56 pounds. It

had an unusually large head, and the fish must have
weighed something near this figure. As we worked
around a bay we came upon an old wood duck and her
ten ducklings. Hoping to secure one, the Doctor gave
chase ; but the masterly way the old mother duck handled
her little army of ducklings would have done credit to

Dewey or Grant. When we had one separated and
pretty well tired the old mother would appear to our rear

and soon the young duck would appear behind us also,

and when we had turned it would be well away and rest-

ing up. The mother duck's intelligence and cunning were
really wonderful. We soon gave up the chase.

Five miles down we came to a small ledge of iron ore,

reputed by the natives to be extensive and of great value.

The Doctor was disgusted. The .ore was of great purity,

but in very small quantities.

, A mile further down, near the lower end of the lake, we
came upon five men camped on a small island. They
were business men from Rochester, N. Y. They re-

ported fishing poor—but as they were using flies and other

artificial bait this was not to be wondered at.
_

W'e had dinner with them under a clump of pine trees.

They had caught about 100 fine frogs the evening before

and the cook had cooked them to a brown turn. One
of them had shot a fawn, and we had some of it fried.

I don't think I ever enjoyed a dinner more. These

campers reported two moose to have passed Sunday

night. When they turned their acetylene lamp toward

them all that was left was an echo of crashing branches

and fi faint ref^ollection.

On our way back we tried to buy some provisions from
a settler, but all he had for sale was some jerked moose
and very young onions. We botight some of both, but
have never found any one who could eat the moose yeti

The man said it would keep, and it did.

The Doctot- decided to head for the hotel at the head
of Trout Lake, trolling in the hope that We might catch
a big 'lunge on our way back. We came next thing to
catching one. Two men, who were connected with the
Havemeyer Sttgat- Refinery in New York, were on theii-

way down to the Ottawa River on a canoe trip. As they
came by us the younger got a terrific strike and a most
magnificent fish broke Water, within five feet of our boat,
so near as to splash the Doctor, who was trolling in the
stern of the boat. I could see the monster's capacious
maw and great, cold, cruel-looking eyes. It shook that

troll as a dog would a rat in his frantic efforts to throw
it out of its mouth.
The young man hauled it to the canoe and his Com-

rade tried first tq shoot it and afterwar.d ,to gaff it, and
bungled both, Wheh thfe ytahhggi- lifte'd it iii on troll.

It was a feeauly and would go 35 pounds. It almost
wrecked the canoe when it wag landed;

This excellent catch fired the .Dbttbt- With a liople

ambition to go and db likewise, much to my chagi-in, for

1 was
_

pi'Gtty tired rowing. Howevfer. oul" efforts WCrfe

hot withoiit Reward, as I witnessed the strahgest sight
in all my experience as an anglei:. As we drew near a
rocky point at the beginning of a weed.y bay we \vere

both astonished . at an imusual petforplance of fish. Fish
began jU\hping' fi'oih among the weeds towafd the dcepfef

watei", hbt by twos, but by dozens !^nd stores. Sevefal
,struck oyv boat, one baSs lit f^i'r in the Doctor's lap and
he quickly brusheti it out, and one fell in the bottdm of

th'e boit. The panic spread away up the bay, and a teg-
ular tattoo was beat on the \vatelrs by jufiiping fish.

Whether a school of muscallonge hove in sight or our
boat started the jjanic I was unable to determine, t

once had the same experience in Ten Mile Creek, Penn-
sylvania, while fishing with Dr. Clyde. Crumrine. Wi°
had no luck with bait and rowed near .shorfe, on otii- -w'Af

home, and a small bas.s jumped into the boat. The per-

formance was repeated three time^ and these were the

joe's Home.

only fish we caught. The fish on this occasion evidently
communicated their fright, causing consternation quite
a distance up the bay.

In the next bay we had a great run of luck on pike.
The Doctor hooked a small one; as he drew it in it

broke water and spit the spoon out, and the spoon had
hardly struck the water when a really splendid pike
grabbed it._ The Doctor landed it, only to return the
captive to its native element again. I put in my troll

and in an hour and a half we had caught twenty-three
fine pike and pickerel, but no muscallunge. I rowed up
a creek and rested. We here saw a pair of loons on land,"

the only_ pair I ever saw out of water. They looked like
a pair of very awkward ducks on stilts, and their wabbly
antics showed us how very much of a water fowl the
loon really is. There was a pair of young birds near them
in some reeds and the four then floated off and began
fishing. It is nothing short of marvelous how far the
loon can dive—surely 500 or 600 feet. He is the most
skillful diver of all the water fowl. I met a settler who
showed me a cap he had made of a loon skin. We after-
ward here saw near the water a large nest of coarse sticks,

that I think was the nest of a loon. At 6 P. M. we
arrived at the head of the lake, putting up at the hotel
formerly kept by Dick Jessup.

After supper we gathered worms in a tomato can.

Since we were on Trout Lake, the Doctor said: "There
must be trout here. But the trout that have given the
lake its name are the salmon trout, and at this season
they are in the very deepest part of the lake, and this

is saying a good deal, for Trout Lake has been sounded
to t6o feet. It requires a couple of pounds of lead to

sink the troll to the bottom. Early in the season they
are in shallow water, but retire into deeper Avater as the

weather grows warmer. The salmon trout aims to keep
himself in the same temperature all the year around."

An old settler, who lives on the Government road,

said: "There's lam lashins' o' trout in Dick Jessup's

old meader in the crick;" and the next morning found
the Doctor urging me to hurry so we might try for

some trout before dinner. We walked out the corduroy
road, known as the Government road, turned to the right,

stopped at the bridge over the creek, and turned up the

stream through a tangle of underbrush. We left our

split bamboo rods under the bridge and cut short rods, so

we could fish the small pools with some comfort, as the

overhanging branches rendered the handling of even

short rods auite difficult.

As to numbers,, the trout were abundant, bttt as to

size, that is different. We soon had 50 or 60 finger-

lings apiece, and they were such game little fellows that

we enjoyed the sport very much. The sand flies were

so troublesome I couldn't stand the torture and came back

to the bridge and let my bait flo^t down gently under
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the bridge. I tried again and got a fine lo inch trout.

At tlie lower end of the bridge. I lost a better one. My
line fouled on some brush. But I cast again and got
one of 9 inches, and found more deligbt iu these three
than in the dozens of smaller ones. The well browned
Hakes of these trout was a pretty fair recompense for

the torment of the sand flies—at least we thus squared
accounts, as we enjoyed them at the hotel for dinner.

After dinner we drove to North Bay, up an old water-

course, that at no distant period was a waterway that

had connected Lake Nippissing and Trout Lake. We

"You come to-morrow, I go along; I know place not
far away, plenty good trout." We agreed to meet him
at 6 o'clock at the pier and found him there with a mon-
ster birch bark canoe, and two large pails, in which to
gather berries. We landed at the mouth ot Du Chasney
Creek (pronounced as a Dutchman would a Jew, Die
Shecnie), and it is a beautiful stream, very similar to our
mountain streams of Pennsylvania. We followed Joe
over a faint trail around the hill, and heard his assur-
ance
—

"Plenty trout, big, too. nice pool, not many go in,"

And in an hour'and a cpiarter we came to the pool which

PLENTY TROUT, NICE POOL.

had supper at the Queen's Hotel, North Bay, and had
the good fortune to meet Edwin C. Shepherd, the hotel

proprietor's son, and one of the keenest sportsmen in

Canada. He advised us to try trolling from a very long
pier down on the lake front. We joined the crowd and
were soon walking up and down the pier fishing with a

small copper spoon bait. There were with us two gentle-

men from Cincinnati, who had just returned from the

south and had been fishing for tarpon, and were using

tarpon tackle, and it looked strong enough to reel in a

calf.

The fishing was at first sk>Vf, bjlt finally they bit

furiously. Many of the men and boys of North Bay
were on the pier fishing, and when they got to biting

there were fish jumping around on the pier everywhere.

Two boys, who were baiting with a large-winged

grasshopper, were catching plenty of fine bass. They

E. C. Sliepherd. who was my companion, photographed
wliilc I was crawling out on some driftwood.

.

The Algonquin's Secret.

We cast across the pool into a whirling eddy by the

roots of some birches, and as ray bait beat up and down—

•

for I am not a fly-fisherman—I hooked a half-pounder of

great beauty and soon had three others a trifle smaller.

Below the rapids I had caught a dozen or more fine trout

when Lidian Joe caine back with a pail of delicious red

raspberries he had gathered beyond a marsh. He seemed
a trifle disappointed that we had not done better; but I

was delighted. He fried us some fish and boiled our

tea, while we caught more trout. After dinner we worked
our way to the upper De Chasney Falls, where we found
still better trout than the best we had found here. We
worked our way home and arrived at the mouth of the

UPPER DE CHASNEY FALLS.

each had a string of a half dozen that would go 3 pounds
apiece. The Cincinnati man, who had been fishing for

tarpon earlier and had his tackle in use here, found it

answered well on muscallunge. I found splendid bass,

pike and pickerel fishing without having to go further
.

than the Government wharf, at the lower end of town.

This was the day on which the Government agent

was in North Bay to pay the Indians a pension of $7 per

year, and the town was full of Chippewa Indians from

the Bocage Reservation, a . few miles west of North
Bay. Among the lot was an Algonquin named Joe
T<eenie, from whom I learned that the same jealousies

and envies annoy the Indians that prevail ahiong the

palefaces. Because he was not a Chippewa Indian the

Chippewa chief at Bocage had -protested ]oe.'s claim as

well as that of his mother and brothers; hehce the usual

$35 was not forthcoming to Joe and„ his ^-(arnily. ; Ed
Shepherd and I sympathized with lum and-'Jii' became .

communicative when told we.^BrQP!^'4^' 'Xtfl^ hdHC' frtwt-on •

the morrow. "• "
,

-

De Chasney in time to photograph the ambitious

structure Joe had hewn from pine logs, and a trough

roof, as seen in the picture. There was no floor. A lad-

der led up to the loft, where some deer skins and a bear's

hide await the fur trader. Old Mrs. Reenie, Joe's mother,

who stands in the doorway, is reputed to be about 90

years old, but still does her own gardening and tends

to her cow and pigs. While Shepherd arranged the

camera I reached in through a broken pane and lifted

Joe's gun out and posed in the picture as a brave man
with a gun.
On Thursday morning, at 5. A. M., we started on a

jonrney of twenty miles northwest, along the Govern-

ment road, to i\nderson Lake. The various hangers on

about the Queen's Hotel assured us this lake was the

only place in Canada to go for trout, where you would

always be sure of enjoying the real thing. We had a

good' horse and made good time, albeit the road was

rough. The town soon faded from view as we reached

the "timber countr>\ We held our course direct north-

west past the city water tanks, and about 10 o'clock we
unhitched the horse at the end of the road. Here we
had to pack our stuff a mile and a half over an abomina-
tion of rough country, to the lake. Several fallen trees
caused us annoyance.
On a nice dry knoll above the lake we cut some poles,

leaned them on a large rock, and made ourselves a rude
hut by covering with a good, thick coat of pine branches,
making it as thick as possible to afford us some little

protection against the mosquitoes. We made our bed
by gathering pine branches. When our camp was well
under way we had dinner. I have always found it the
most prudent to get ready for sleeping before any fishing
is done. Nothing is more unwise than to leave off until
darkness the pitching the tent and providmg a bed.
After dinner we hunted up a boat that was hidden in a
bay lieai; camp. We rowed northeast along the shore
to the mouth of Little Jocko Creek, the lake being
formed by Little Jocko and Jocko, and is drained by
Antoine Creek into Lake Nippissing. We tried at the
mouth of Little Jocko. The soprt surpassed anything
previous that I had experienced in the way of fishing.

Shepherd caught three trout that would average 2
pounds apiece, and I caught numerous trout that would
rate as record breakers in Pennsylvania. We could care
for only a few, so we threw all others back into the water,
that those who come after may enjoy just as good sport
as did we. In this North Bay region there are many
places where trout may be taken, and I visited many of

these points, including streams on the north shore of

Trout Lake, Four Mile Creek, De Chasney and other
places, *and there was nothing that compared with An-
derson Lake. At sunset we came home and had supper
and made some further preparation around the camp

—

reinforced the pine branches on the roof and sides of

our brush tent, for angry clouds to the southwest fore-

told a rain that came about 10 o'clock. Shepherd pro-

nounced it a fearful storm, and awful thunder and light-

ning, but compared with what I have seen in the_

mountains of Pennsylvania, where about thirty miles of

the heavens seem to crack open with an appalling crash

that would surely end all things human, this seemed tame.

The rain fell steadily for hours and added to our comfort

by keeping the mosquitoes away, although this house

of leaves was too damp for pure delight.

The next morning the sun rose back of the big pines

and his golden light filtered through, prophetic of a

grand day to come. All morning we tried for trout, and

though the fishing was not so good as the day before,

nevertheless I did not complain. To single out any one

battle with a big trout is difficult when so many expe-

riences crowd in'upon my mind, and I will not attempt it.

At 2 -o'clock we harnessed the roan, worked our way

back to the road, and started on our long journey to

North Bay thus ending an experience so full of delight

that I shair dream of it by day and by night continually

until I fold mv rod and wrap up my reel to cross the

dark river on whose banks so many of us tremble when

we think there may be no mountain streams, no purling

brooks, nor leaping trout on the other shores; still they

would never call it "That better land" if it hadn't.

James M. Norrts.

.^LLKOHENY, Pa., May 22.

Poke-o-Moonshine.
Boston June 22.—Editor Forest and Stream: I am

indebted to Mr. Raymond S. Spears for his friendly and

interesting response to my query about the meaning of

the name Poke-o-Moonshine, as applied to some Adiron-

dack and Maine mountains and brooks. The difficulty as

to his suggestion that it is of Spanish origin is to knovv

why the name should travel so far into the northeast of

nur country, and why it sholud attach itself to features

of the landscape. I think the derivation from the word

"pokerish" and with the idea of some one poking about m
a difficult country in faint moonshine has a little more

verisimilitude.
.

I like Mt. Spears' suggestion of a dictionary of wood

terms. Many a term entirely familiar and well known in

one locality is utterlv unknown in another, as. for ex-

ample, the' word "logan." familiar to any person who
knows the Maine woods, but, as Mr. Spears says, utterly

unknown to him. Letme sav for his benefit that so far

from having anv reference to a logging rock, or rocking

stone it refers to water, and particularly to a little bay

or "dead water," such as. is frequently found leading off

from some sluggish stream in the Maine woods, and often

necessitating a wide detour on the part of one who is

following the bank of the .stream on foot._ in which case

the person is said to have "got loganned."

I am thankful to Mr. Spears for his attempt to help me
out with Poke-o-Moonshine. and hope that some one else

will come to the front with the unmistakable meaning.

Let me add to this note that W. Wade, whose note on

breeding the wild pigeon appears in the same number of

your paper, seems to have very carelessly read both my
own communication on this subject and the letter of

Prof. C. O. Whitman which accompanied it.

Mr. Wade suggests that Prof, Whitman's poor suc-

cess in breeding wild pigeons is due to the fact that his

breeding stock is infertile from too intense inbreeding,

and he advises Prof. Whitman to procure a cock pigeon

from some other source than the one his stock came

from.
,

Now Prof. Whitman's letter specifically states : 'i have

tried in many ways to obtain one or more new birds, so as

to strengthen the reproductive power which seems to

weaken as the result of long inbreeding. I am afraid it

is almost hopeless, for only a few scattered pairs seem to

be left in the country, and no one is likely to succeed in

capturing a bird alive."

Again he says: "If I could get one new bird I should

soon have a flock of fifty," and this last remark I re-

peated in ray letter. C. H. Ames.

The Final Argument.
—

"\^es. he's a fine dog, Uncle

'Rastus, and I'd like to own hiin, but your price is a little

too high." "Bettah git 'im while yo' kin. Cunnel Hawkins.

Mistah Peahpont Mawgan might Want to buy him some o'

dese days, an' den whah'd you bet"'—Chicago Tribune.
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Sometimes They Do.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In March and April oi 1887 I was encamped with a

small detachment on the Rio Grande River in Texas at

a little railroad town called Langtry. The river here has
high, vertical sandstone cliffs for banks, whiclr have
been sculptured into shelves and ledges by the wind or
some other agency, and on these places, it is said, eagles
formerly made their nests^—in fact, when I w^as there
the remains of old nests of some kind or other were still

to be seen—for wliich reason this point of the river was
called Eagle's Nest. When the Southern Pacific Rail-
road came that way and built the little station, it changed
the name from one that was descriptive and appropriate,
and called it after the professional stage beauty of the
day, though the connection between this forlorn station

and the Jersey Lily was difficult to understand. The
necessity for maiiitaining troops in this vicinity was about
equally obscure. In former days, whci troops were first

stationed there, it was a favorite Indian crossing place,

but in my time Indians in Texas existed only as a tradi-

tion, though there was some ocular evidence of their

former existence in certain caves near by, the rock walls

of which were ornamented with many painted Indian
pictures, representing, 1 suppose, some kind of hfstory

or record of their forays or predatory expeditions in that

region. My time being consequently nearly all leisure, I

spent many hours in listening to tales of doubtful authen--
ticity by Judge Roy Bean, of the celebrated Chinaman
decision. Roj' kept a kind of store at the station, and as

he had been in that country ever since the Mexican War
and was also of a rather active imagination, his tales were
quite interesting. Some day I may be reminded of some
of them and jot them down for my friends of Forest
AND Stream.

I also derived considerable entertainment out of a pro-

fessional mountain lion hunter who had his camp a few
miles up the river, on the Mexican side, and who fre-

quently came in to visit and "booze" when there was a

lull in the lion industry. His name was JuHus, and he
was to me an interesting character. It seems, or at least

he claimed, that when once a lion gets into a flock of

goats or sheep it must be promptly destroyed, or it will

linger about indefinitely and visit the flock night after

night and do enormous damage. Julius kept a small

pack of hounds—three or four in number—and I suppose

they must have understood their duty, as he was fre-

quently sent for by owners of flocks—sometimes at a dis-

tance of many miles—to come and destroy an intrudirig

lion, an undertaking which he usually accompHshed in

a short time to every one's satisfaciion. Lion killing

appeared to be his only vocation, as he had no other

visible means of support, and the number of lions he

must have killed in his time was something appalling to

tenderfeet. I will not now attempt to give the figures,

but he had certainly killed a lot of them, and his various

exploits, as he used to narrate them to me, were very

interesting. As these excursions necessarily took him far

away from Langtry I was obliged to forbear going Avith

him, as I would have liked, my duties not permitting me
to leave my detachment by itself for so long a period,

though he used to come regularly and endeavor to per-

suade me to go with him whenever he had a call. Many
officers stationed at Langtry had disliked to have old

Julius continually hanging around camp, but I enjoyed

his narratives and always welcomed him, though it sorne-

times required some skill to get him to bring his visit

to a close. Julius seemed to hold lions in the same de-

gree of contempt as dangerous animals as does Mr.
Wells, and according to the best of my recollection his

method of killing them was to have the dogs overtake

them and pull them down while he rode up on his pony,

jumped off, and thrusting his Winchester muzzle right

into their mouths, killed them always at a single shot.

I may have misquoted him at this late date, but that is

my recollection of what he used to tell me.

It is not, however, of Julius and mountain lions that I

intended to write, but rather of beaver, my rnemory hay-

ing been jogged by the recent articles on this subject in

the Forest and Stream. It seems that at that time the

Rio Grande country must have been full of beaver. My
attention was first called to that fact by the appearance

one afternoon of a couple of trappers in the vicinity of

my camp. They had an abundance of beaver pelts with

them—I do not now recall the number, but it was some-

thing like seventy-five or a hundred. They shipped them
at the station at Langtry, and that was how we came
to find out about them, as they were rather of a reticient

party and not given to proclaiming their affairs abroad.

From the efforts of the inquisitive it came out that they

had journeyed for miles along the river—at least that's

what they said—and when they found favorable places

they trapped beaver. Two .of them traveled by row boat

and trapped while a third journeyed by land in a cart

with one horse and acted as a kind of tender to the boat,

meeting it at favorable points, bringing supplies, and car-

rying their pelts to the railroad for shipment for them.

It was here that I saw my first beaver pelt, and to see

the number these men shipped at the station one couldn t

help gathering the idea that trapping beaver was rather

easy. The arrival and departure of these men of course

set every one to talking beaver, and for a while but little

else was heard. Then, as now, one of the most deeply

mooted points was 'whether or no beavers came out m
the day time—about as many contestants appeanng for

one side of this question as for the other. I knew noth-

ing about beaver myself, though while fishmg m Texas

streams at night loud noises were frequently heard that

were attributed to the beaver by some of my companions

who claimed to know about them. I was destined, how-

ever, soon to have the question of the beaver's diurnal

appearance settled to my entire satisfaction. A_ few days

after the departure of the trappers I had occasion to go

over to Fielder's ranch on the Pecos River. The latter

is tributary to the Rio Grande, about twenty miles below

Langtry, and Fielder lived about the same distance up

he Pecos, so in going there I had simply to cut across

on the third side of the triangle to make it in about

thirty miles or so. On the opposite side of the Pecos

was a nice spring creek tributary, and as I had brought
my fishing tackle along I crossed over and caught some
nice bass. It had rained pretty well the night before
and more or less during that day, so that on my return

10 the river I was surprised to see how it had ri.sen since

morning. It was now brimming full and rushing along
like a mill race, its red waters sweeping down with them
all sorts of drift and surface litter. While I stood gazing
at its changed appearance, my eye was quickly caught
hy some objects near the other bank swimming and play-

ing about in the water. The river was not wide at that

I)oint—probably not over thirty yards—and I could set

these animals distinctly. They were three in number,
and I had not the slightest difficulty in recognizing them
as beaver, as the trappers had with them one unskinned
beaver that I had examined quite closely, and as that

had been but a few days before, I knew then just how a

beaver ought to look—size, shape and detail—so I was
positive that these animals were beaver. I stood and
watched them with the greatest interest; they seemed
engaged wholly with play, and though they remained
nearly always in the water their gambols and antics re-

minded me more than anything else of kittens at play

on a carpet, jumping over each other, cuffing and tousel-

ing each other about, and all apparently without the

slightest fear of outside disturbance. There was an old

log or something of the sort, upon which they would
once in a while climb for a minute or so and then plunge

off into the water again, and all go to playing as before.

T stood and gazed .it them for quite a time, and although

they couldn't have helped seeing me as 1 stood upon the

bank in plain sight—at least so it seemed to me—and at

only a short distance away, they nevertheless paid not the

slightest attention to me, but continued their play.

Finally one of my men on the side opposite me noticed

me standing there, and concluding that I wanted some-

thing came hastening over to see. At his approach,

doubtless warned by his footfall, the beaver disappeared

below the surface, and I have never seen one since. My
recollection is that on that evening I told Fielder about

having seen the beaver at not over a mile from his house,

and that he told me that he saw them frequently in the

day time ; of this, though, I will not be certain, as I had

not then adopted the practice of keeping a note book;

but of one thing I am- positive, and that is that they do

sometimes come out in the day time.

Wm. F. Fi.ynn.

Puerto Principe, Cuba.

The Blue Heron.
Ardea herodias. Linn.

Statuesque, comparatively unite, the blue heron is a

bird of silence.

True philosopher, he loves solitude and quiet. I would

have you know, however, that he is no closet naturalist.

Abroad with the sun, he spends his peaceful days in

stately pacings along some favorite creek, often ankle deep

in its waters.

Again you may find him poking about the broad reaches

of quiet pools in some restful swamp till dusk closes in.

Then with soft, slow, whish ! whish! of broad fans he

rises .and floats off in the twilight to join his fellows at

camp in some secret spot far in the woods.
Possessed of a very even temperament, this bird rarely

gives way to excitement, though he is apt to forget him-

self when suddenly startled.

It is very difficult to take him unawares.
Extremely suspicious and watchful, he is ever on the

alert, and only on rare occasions has it been my fortune

to approach him within fair observing distance unseen.

A long neck gives his wonderfully keen eye great range

of vision, while his hearing is so acute that you have to

exercise the most perfect art of the still-hunter
_
while

making your approach under cover. A snapping twig, the

careless rustling of the underbrush as you advance, is

sure to attract his notice, and you will find his glistening

eye at once turned in your direction.

His attention is riveted on the spot where you lie con-

cealed, while the poise of his body indicates readiness

for speedy, departure should the suspicious sounds be

repeated. Alisolute silence is required if you desire to

continue your observations in such a case.

Like as" not, now that his suspicions are aroused, he will

silently stalk off without any appearance of undue haste

in his manner, only to take wing further away.
In any event you may as well change your base, for

you will find it useless to attempt a closer acquaintance
with him from that direction.

If, however, you have made an advance with due cau-

tion you will be well repaid for the trouble,, in watching
this silent bird close at hand.

Motionless he stands surveying the surroundings for

minutes at a time, then with slow, stately stride, moves
about the shallows with lowered recurved neck. A
pause, a dart, and a small fish glistens between his man-
dibles. Again that wary look about him. All's well ! A
quick reversal of the morsel in his beak, a gulp and the

tiny fish vanishes head foremost. Another cautious look
around, and the slow walk is resumed.
In some favored locality, where day after day he has

fished unmolested, he is apt to abate somewhat of his

cautiousness. Should you be fortunate and arrive within
close range undiscovered when he strikes and captures a
fair-sized fish, you will be interested to see him play with
it before devouring, much as a cat will tease and torture

a mouse.
Walking sedately ashore, he will drop his prey on the

sand, place one foot upon it and jab it spitefully again
and again, with his dagger-like bill, whenever it flaps its tail

or works its poor little gills in strangling. He may toss

it in air and catch it as it falls, only to drop it, and
presently resume his jabbing. When he thinks he has
fooled it long enough, down it goes, and you will be
surprised at liis capacious swallowing ability. It may
be he will hunch itp uncomfortably for an instant as it

goes down and tickles his throat, but the discomfort is

momentary, and he immediately appears perfectly serene
once more.
Gawky as this creature seems with his stilt-like legs, I

have always admired a certain wild grace in his every
motion, when undisturbed and free in his native haunts.
Should you come upon him unawares, which, of course,

is possible, though not at all probable—owing to his un-

ceasing watchfulness—his consternation is laughable. All
fuss, feathers and legs, he flops up with a hoarse, guttural
croak, "a soft sound," as Kiphng puts it—legs and neck
seemingly all mixed up, while the big wings fan the air
like a windmill, the most undignified exhibition of com-
plete demoralization that I know of.

Of wide range, the blue heron is found in all solitary
localities-—in swamp, .salt marsh, along the meadow creeks
or on the bog—in fact, wherever frogs, little fish and
other small water delicacies abound.
He is useless for the table, and if let alone by pllimt-

hunters will long hold his place among us. -His somber
plumage harmonizes so perfectly with the grays of swamp
moss, lichens and tree trunks, that he utilizes as a back-
groiind for his stately poses and contrasts so pleasantly
with the duns and browns of meadow and marsh, that it

is a pity he should be so relentlessly killed.

WiLMOT TOWNSENIl.

Some Notes on the Beaver.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Dr. C. P. Ambler's entertaining article on "The Beaver
at Home" wilL I hope, call forth other accounts of day-
time study of beaver. My own experience in this line is

not extensive, but most interesting to me.
Once in the Yellowstone Park I watched a long time

near some fresh beaver workings in the hope of seeing the
workers, but my patience gave out before my curiosity
was gratified.

Once with my old guide, T. W. Billings, of Brown-
ville, Me., a noted beaver hunter in his younger days, when
beaver were plentiful on the Allegash and Tobique, and
whose fund of beaver stories was exhaustless, I hunted
beaver on Randall Brook, up above the Eberne lakes in
Piscataquis county. Me.
There was a report that beaver sign had been seen

there, and Billings led Owen Chase, another Brownville
guide and woodman, but who had never trapped beaver,
and me in quest of them. It was a great adventure to
me—and successful—and might be worth tefling some time,
but we saw no beaver by daylight till one morning we
found one in our trap. We contented ourselves with this
one, but I have never ceased to regret our capture of it.

I was excited enough at the time over our success. I
brought out the 46-pound prize six miles on my shoulder
without setting it down to rest, and thought niyeslf very
happy. We ate baked beaver a day or two afterward, and
I have always counted it the finest meat I ever tasted in
the woods. For years its .soft pelt was the thing my toes
first touched when I got out of bed in the morning.
But the animal was one of a single family that had

worked its way down from the north and located where
beaver used to be plentiful, but none had been seen for
years, and they should have been protected instead of
disturbed. We know better and do better now, I tnist.
Some years later I learned of a colony of beaver living

on Kennebago Stream, near the outlet of the well-known
Kennebago Lake, in Maine, and twice I have made a
pilgrimage to the place for the purpose of observing
them. Both attempts were quite successful, and both times
in daylight, late in the afternoon, I have watched beaver
swimming about, carrying branches and sticks and now
and then, when startled, diving with the resounding stroke
of the tail upon the water—a very remarkable thing when

'

it is heard for the first time. I am by no means sure
that it is always a signal of alarm. I have heard it when
it seemed to be done as much for amusement as for any-
thing else, so far as I could discover. My method was
that of still approach by canoe, and I am inclined to
think that any one with a little skill and patience could
secure my results. And let me commend to any one who
wants to see in actual process some of the most won-
derful of the '"ways of wood folk" to try it. Going out in
mid-afternoon, I have remained alone among the beaver
and been utterly absorbed in their work till 8 or 9 o'clock
in the evening, and getting from it an exhilaration hard to
describe.

At last accounts this colony of beaver was in a flouri.sh-
ing condition, protected and prosperous, and I believe
there is no reason why beaver colonies may not, and en-
tirely by natural process, be established on a thousand
Maine lakes and streams if the same protection be granted
them as at Kennebago Stream. The cut of the beaver
house given in connection with Mr. Ambler's article is

very characteristic and good. Let me here call attentiqn
to the very remarkable beaver group in the museum of
the University of Vermont at Burlington. It is equal in
its way to the famous group of bison put up by Mr.
Hornaday in the Smithsonian Museum at Washington.
It is studied with extraordinary care and mounted with a
loving faithfulness to nature that is almost beyond praise,
and is well worth much trouble to see it.

C. H. Ames.
Boston, Mass.

Pike and Perch,
The attractive "Fur, Feather and Fin Series," published by

Longmans, Green & Co., is still further enriched by the addition
of a volume on "Pike and Perch Fishing," by Wm. Senior, with
chapters by other anglers. Mr. Senior, better known by his pen
name of Redspinner, and as the editor of the Field, should of all
persons be best qualified to write on this subject, which is one
in which he has had experience for lol these many years. He is
also especially well fitted to select his associates in the produc-
tion of this volume, and the mere mention of his name is guarantee
that the work is well done, and that here may be found all that is
known concerning pike and perch fishing in British waters.
All the different methods of pike fishing in different waters are

here given, happily introduced by a chapter, more or less historical
in character, which is entitled the "Pike of Fable and Fancy."
The chapters on the pike are twelve in number, while to the perch
arc given only four, and of these one is devoted to artificial perch-
culture. The last eighteen pages 'of the volume treat of the cook-
ery of the pike and perch, and are by Mr. Alexander Innes Shand.
In the chapter entitled "Some Foreign Relatives," an account \s

fiven of certain American species of the genus Esox and also of Mr.
enior's experiences in fishing for muscalonge in Canadian waters!

The author is evidently increduloits concerning the size of the fish
of this group commonly caught in North American waters, and is
disposed to laugh at 40-pound fish, yet he himself landed, on his
first and only excursion for muscalonge, one which weighed 24%
pounds and had a head 11% inches long.

It is to be understood that the waters treated in the volume be-
fore us are wholly British, but no angler of other lands is likely
to read the book without being charmed by its style and interested
in its subject. The volume is illustrated by nearly a dozen full-
page cuts of great beauty.
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Proprietors of shooting resorts will find it profitable to advertise
them in Forest and Stream.

A Few Words About the Blackcock.
When spring time comes and Mother Nature awakes

from winter's slumber, putting on the first touches of her
new summer garb—in forest and field, over hill and dale

—

e\'erywhere a new life asserts itself. A feeling of longing
steals into our hearts to go out into the woods and enjoy
watching her mystic ways, listening to the cooing and
love making of her children.

,

For m.y part, spring tide will always recall pleasant

niemories of past days spent among the gamy blackcock
of Europe. There, according to the game laws, the hunter
is permitted to hunt, or rather stalk, them from the first

day of March until May 15, and again from Sept. i until

Feb. I.

1 lay explicit weight upon the word "stalking," because
it is not only considered more sportsmanlike, but because
it affords far more pleasure, particularly so during the

open spring season, when the cocks are engaging in fierce

battles than during the later season, when shooting them
over a slow, steady dog, which resembles the mode of

hunting the members of our own grouse family. While
we are fighting for forest and game protection, for their

very existence, the European sportsman looks on with a

feeling of loftiness of a long-time-ago solved problem, en-

joying himself at this very moment in gathering the fruits

of timely forest protection, the very nucleus of that for

game.
One shudders at the thought of what would be the fate

of our grouse if shooting the cocks during the strutting

season was lawful. As long as the market-shooter and
pot-hunter dwell among us, it would certainly mean their

utter extermination. For that reason, while many of the

former class would only be too glad if such a law were en-

acted, let the true sportsmen stand together and thank
providence that such a law hasn't already been and prob-

ably will not be enacted for a long time to come. Still, who
can tell ? America has developed and made such rapid
strides onward, all forestry matters and their great ad-
vantages for proper protection and propagation of game
are daily finding more solid ground and recognition among
our citizens, that it would be no surprise if within the

first quarter of the century we may enjoy the same
privileges of the European sportsman. But to attain

this end, let it be our motto, "Forestry means game pro-
tection." It is more than half its life; it is its very founda-
tion. Let us endeavor to give our game a better chance for

its existence by an intelligent, business-like management
of our forest products—the game's feeding and cover
grounds. If this is done it will remain with us and
also permit the introduction of desirable species of

European game animals.

Of these, Tetrao tetrix, the blackcock, or better, . the

black grouse, certainh' is one. He is not as full of pre-

tensions as his bigger -brother, the capercailzie, who pre-

fers piny mountainous districts to those of an undulating,

generally more broken and open character of the black-

cock.
'

During my rambles through Germany and Austria I

have found him for the most part among hills clothed

with a luxurious growth of hazel, willow, alder and birch,

with an abundant undergrowth of ferns and heaths. Often
also, particularly so in Saxony, one meets them in re-

spectable numbers among broken stands of spruce, Scotch
pine and white birch. The last seems to be an absolute

necessity for his welfare; he is called therefore in Ger-
many "Birkhahn," "Birkwild" (birchcock, birch game)
because he is particularly fond of the tender buds, twigs
and seeds of the birch. Besides this, he loves all wild
berries and heaths, and in winter time, when snow and
ice inclose the woods, he readily takes to the stubble

fields, filling his crop with the seeds left for him by the

generous farmer. There they often congregate in large

number, and deserve man's assistance and protection.

Many a time have I gone out in the morning—a sack
filled with a mixture of grain, wheat and corn, over my
shoulder, 2 feet of snow on the ground and the thermom-
eter way below zero—scraping the snow away at likely

places and scattering the feed here and there. If they
find such a place once, you may rest assured that they
\yill return to it regularly every day until the pairing
season begins. I remember once counting thirty-two birds
on a place I had only prepared for them the previous day.
If one is careful enough in the selection of these feeding
grounds and the adjoining territory is in conformity with
what they like best for their breeding ground, one may
rest quite assured that a few will stay and breed in the
neighborhood.
While the season to hunt the cocks begins with the

first of March, not until the beginning of April is the
real strutting (or better, fighting) season in full swing.
I have generally done most of my shooting during that
month, using the preceding one to determine their battle

grounds, which in most cases are some open spots in the
woods. Sometimes, though, a particularly sly old cock
will select the middle of a large stubble field, where he is

safe from any approach. When these battle grounds, to
which they return almost every morning, are once lo-

cated, a thorough knowledge of their habits and the way
of sta'king them is of course necessary for the hunter to
be rewarded with a successful shot. They are extremely
shy, especially dixring that time, with a keen ej'e, and are
very sharp of hearing.

Some of the easy-going "big guns'' abroad shoot them
from blinds or holes sunk into the ground, after these
places have been located by some one else. Personally, I

have always preferred to stalk them, because it gave me
more excitement and satisfaction to outwit one of these
black fellows.

The blackcock, as is well known, is the only polygamous
member of the family Tetraonidce, at least to my knowl-
edge. While I have observed the males of other species
fight among themselves, I believe this is only done for the
possession of one single hen.

With the blackcock this is different. He is not satisfied
to pay particular attention to onlj- one hen with a view to

taking her as his spouse, assisting in the building of the
nest and caring for her and her offspring afterward.
Nothing of the kincf. Rascal as he is, he openly invites

all the hens of creation to come to his love call, and
desperately fights for their possesion with any rival. These
battles are as fierce as those we see among our domestic
roosters, where feathers fly and blood flows; still, they
seldom fight to a clean "knockout" like the domestic foAvl.

The older and stronger cock is invariably the victor, who
thus surrounds himself with a regular harem, numbering
often as many as five members, who stay with liim and
whom he attends at intervals of a few days from four to

five times. After he has followed out his natural in-

stincts, unfaithful as he is, he leaves his hens entirely to

their fate. This is a most remarkable natural phenomenon,
and I believe does not repeat itself in any of our feathered
game.
For the benefit of those who may never have either

seen or hunted these cocks, I shall with a few words nar-
rate a little outing I indulged in only a few years ago. and
which I shall not forget very soon on account of the
rheumatism I caught at the time from crawling on hands
and knees over wet ground and lying on my stomach in

five inches of icy cold water, from which position I

afterw^ard sent that little leaden messenger on its de-
structive mission. But to the story

:

I had previously located one of the "battle grounds"
where at early dawn the daily tournaments were being
held, but owing to the slight cover prevailing I had so
far had to content myself with watching the performance
from a safe distance. On the afternoon preceding that

memorable morning I had been figuring it out, and had
prepared myself an artificial line of approach to within

shooting distance by sticking .branches and twigs in the

soft ground and arranging the whole sq that it afforded

-the needed cover without being easily detected. Early
the' following morning found me within about 200 yards
from the rendezvous, and in the very act of approaching,

when swish ! a cock came sailing over the tree tops,

alighting right in the middle of the battle ground. To
immediately get down on my knees was all I could do

;

but I hadn't thought of the boggy ground, and besides it

had been raining during the night and everything was
dripping wet. ''Stick to it," an inner voice said—and I

did, first suffering agony, then pleasure, to wind up after-

ward with two weeks in bed with stiff joints. What does

the hunter care ?

My getting soaked at that very moment, therefore, didn't

keep me from crawling closer and closer, every once in a

while playing "dead" so as not to disturb my game. The
cock in the meantime had begun his peculiar cackling,

whistling (or better, gargling) call, and doing his funny

acts of jumping and running around like mad. At every

repetition of this I drew nearer, until I must .have ap-

proached to within about 75 yards, when swish! another

cock came flying down, alighting within 50 feet of the first

one. By this time I had become chilled to the bone, my
stomach felt like a lump of ice, and I was trembling from
cold, to which was added the excitement of the occasion.

How I ever managed under these trying circumstances

to hit my mark afterward I can only attribute to good
luck and the fact that I stopped breathing while taking

aim and pulling the trigger.

From where I lay I had a good view of the whole battle-

field. The second cock was the smaller of the two, but

immediately struck the fighting attitude.

To observe these passionate knights of the forest in

their combats has always been a rare treat to me, and
although on this particular occasion I did not occupy a

very enviable position, I nevertheless look back to it

with pleasure.

Raising and lowering their heads, with brownish-black

eyes, over which they have a bare granulated skin of

scarlet color—the plumage of steel-blue swelled out-
brownish wings with Avhite bar across trailing and with

the black velvety forked tail spread like a fan—thus they

charged each other, all the while calling, gargling and
hissing. •

One who has never before seen these birds thinks they
are going to kill each other, so desperate and fierce are
their onslaughts, which sometimes last a considerable
time. On this morning, though, the larger cock had almost
a "walk over." I counted only about half a dozen or so
rounds, which grew weaker and weaker.
While the battle was at its height three hens (whose

color is reddish-brown, mottled and barred with black)
alighted close by, and I could not help comparing them
with the seconds of a duel or the sponge holders of a fistic

encounter. The moment the cocks espied them, their at-

tacks were renewed with redoubled vigor, until the weaker
one, brave as he was, had to retreat, leaving, as I found
afterward, bloody spots here and there upon the field of
honor. The proud victor now strutted, covered with
glory, before the eyes of his admirers.
Fonner observations had taught me that in case no other

cock comes right away to replace the beaten rival, the
victor goes off with his prize or fold soon after. Being
prepared for this, it took me but a few seconds to have
my little 8 mm. "reliable" speak her deadly note.

Pr-rr-rr-rrr f went the hens. The knight lay struggling
on the ground, shot through the neck. A bedraggled,
soaked specimen of humanity, more rigid than nimble,
jumped to his feet and rushed across to grasp his dearly
bought prize—a fine, outgrown blackcock of 4% pounds.
These are the excitements and incidents of hunting the

European Tetrao tetrix.

The establishment of these birds in our country should
not be a very difficult matter. I repeat again proper forest
management will give them what they need for their

existence, shelter and feeding grounds. A continuous

war against all rapacious animals must be recommended.
Besides, I have no doubt that if thest gamy fellows are

once successfully established they will offer a great field

for speculation and interest. Who knows but that they

will bring forth a hybrid at present unknown between

themselves and some members of our own grouse family?

In Germany the crossing of the capercailzie with the

black grouse "has produced the Rackelhahn (Tetrao hy-

bridus). a hybrid in size between the two, average weight

8 pounds, which has become a very desirable addition to

the feathered game. Another hybrid—blackcock and Mon-
golian pheasant—has of late years been observed quite

frequently in Silesia and Saxony. The possibilities there-

fore o-f a cross between the blackcock and say our pinnated

grouse are great, and their introduction should be en-

couraged.
The only drawback is the stupidity and foolhardiness

of the hens, which build their nests on the ground in any
old place. I have found one of these nests not moi-e than

three feet from a road, over which at least a couple of

dozen wagons passed daily and twice as many pedestrians.

My pointer, who was at heel, pointed, otherwise I sup-

pose I should never have known the hen's presence.

As I have remarked above, the cocks after the breeding

period has passed live in harmony together in the back-

woods, and do absolutely nothing, neither for the hens

nor their young—a very sad case of natural family aban-

donment.
' While I could tell you still more about these

gamy fellows, I must close for to-day and leave other

matters of interest for some future time. With a hearty

Auf Wiederselien! then, to the brotherhood of true sports-

men, T. "VoN Hoffmann.

Ctirfituck.

Currituck, N. C, June 18.—Owing to the late seasons

our spring bay bird shooting was a month later than

usual. Dowitchers and robin snipe have made good sport

up to yesterday, which is later than I ever knew them.

There will be the largest crop of quail in this immediate
vicinity we have ever had. There are at least fifteen pairs

laying and hatching now on my farm of fifty acres.

Our crop of celery seems perfect this season, and should

cause the ducks to be abundant in the fall.

J. B. W.

THE blackcock's BATTLE FIELD.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST,

No Protectioo for IKioois Quail»

Chicago, IU., Jime 2t.—^Early this week there was hur-

rying in hot haste among the shooters of Chicago. Copies

of the new game law were at hand for the first time, and
sportsmen of this part of the State could hardly believe

their eyes when they found that, owing to some unfore-

seen event or other, the new game law has left the Bob
White quail of this State absolutely without protection, as

also the woodcock.
We have had splendid crops of quail in this State for the

last two seasons, last fall being an exceptionally good
one. Yet there is nothing but the most criminal care-

lessness which could have explained the shocking negli-

gence on the part of the legislators of this State. It might
perhaps be called negligence on the part of the sportsmen
of the State, but this would be too sweeping an accusa-

tion. As a matter of fact, the Legislature of the State of

Illinois ought to be a body of men intelligent enough to

look after this branch of the law-making requirements as

Avell as those governing the erection of Government build-

ings and the local river and harbor improvements. There
is not the slightest likelihood of there being a special ses-

sion of the Legislature to rectify this egregious blunder,

and hence we must go on for two years with absolutely no
protection for the Illinois quail. It is a case inciting

sportsmen to the most bitter recriminations.

Yet the sportsmen have none but themselves to blame,

and perhaps hereafter they may learn to give better at-

tention to their own concerns. It is not the fault of any
one organization in this city or this State any more than
it is the fault of any one of the sportsmen making up
this, that or the other organization. As a matter of fact,

the sportsmen of Illinois ought to have a representative at

Springfield every session of the Legislature. This will

require money, and more than that, it will require time

and individual attention. There is no use wasting- time

in general and vague squealing over this matter now that

it has happened. Yet the fact is none the more palatable

for this. Illinois stands before the bar of the sportsman-

ship of the United States guilty of criminal negligence.

The New Illiaois Game "Warcfco.

Mr. A. J. Lovejoy, of Roscoe, 111., the newly appointed

Fish and Game Commissioner of this State, paid the

Forest and Stream office a A^ery pleasant visit this week.

Mr. Lovejoy is a man of fine stature and commanding
presence, and if he is not willing and able to perforrn

the duties of the office, then certainly "he deceives his

looks," as they say in the backwoods precincts. He
says that Avliile he has not as yet had much experience in

the matters of practical protection of game, he is' no worse
off than any one else who takes an office, and he modestly

claims one advantage which has not been possessed by all

the wardens of the great and glorious State of Illinois. He
states that he does not intend to see how much he can

make out of the office. He purposes to content himself

with the salary of the office and does not wish to go out

with a sandbag and a club and hold up people, be they

game dealers, restaurant keepers or club members. He
wants to give the people of this State a good, square,

heel-and-toe administration in the office of the fish and
game warden. To that end he is looking about for a

deputy game warden to represent him here in Chicago.

Although he is only a few miles out of the city, he recog-

nizes the fact that he ought to have a man here at all

times ready to telephone him at any time and ready to

take the initiative whenever the proper time shall appear.

Realizing that the selection of this deputy is an im-

portant one, Mr. Lovejoy is taking his own time and look-

ing over the ground very thorough^. He has consulted

with several friends in the city as to the best man to be

found for this position, and the choice is perhaps practi-

cally concluded at this writing. It would be rather a.

violation of Mr. Lovejoy's confidence to state who this

man is apt to be, but it is sufficient to state that the selec-

tion as it appears to-day bids fair to be satisfactory to

those who really mean business. Just what it may mean
to the game dealers of South Water street is something
that remains to be seen. Let us hope that they will

cordially hate and detest the new game warden ap-

pointed for Chicago. The probabilities are that they will

do so.

The sportsmen of Chicago and of Illinois ought to give

to the new fish and game warden their cordial and un-

divided support. There ought not to be any politics in

these matters, for, though tlie appointment be a political

one, there ought to be back of it among the people that

cordial and honorable spirit of all true politics • which
accepts the nominee after he has been chosen. It is no
difference if we have this or the other.man whom we
personally wanted to see in such and such an office. When
a man has been chosen to an office, he is entitled to that

office, and moreover should receive the aid and confidence

of the citizens he represents. Mr. Lovejoy is going to

give us a good, square, honest administration,^ and as such

he deserves the sympathy and aid of every citizen of this

city. He will get it. too. or at least that of every sports-

man Avhose influence amounts to anything.

Don't Know About It.

The following pleasant note was received from Mr.
Fred Irland, of Washington, D. C, but does not quite

explain itself : "I hear," said he, "that you are going up
Tobique way this fall with Ad Moore. You are to_ be

congratulated. I was with our good uncle, Henry Braith-

waite, on a bear-killing expedition this spring for seven

weeks. We saw thirty-five moose, but not mariy caribou

and deer, and we devastated the bear."

I am glad to hear that the bear have been devastated by

Mr, Irland and Uncle Henry, and am also glad to reflect

that they did not devastate all those moose. As to my
going to New Brunswick this fall, it would be almighty

good news if I could believe it. But one of these days I

am going to have a hunt with big Ad Moore, just to see

how it goes. This business of working is a most
monotonous affair at best. Meantime, if anybody has lost

a moose, I reckon that Ad Moore could locate that moose
if anybody could.

The Virtooosest Place.

';^he keeper of a summer resort in the State of Wiscon-

sin, who appeals very largely to the support of Chicago
anglers, takes exception to the statement that all Wiscon-
sin resorts sell "mutton" in the summer season or allow

it to be killed by tlieir guests. I am glad to hear from
this virttiousest place, and am very willing to believe that

the writer is really doing all he can to prevent this illegal

killing of deer in the summer time. As to the general

truthfulness of the assertion that the Wisconsin resorts

either wink at or openly encourage the killing of deer by
their guests, it is too well known to require further re-

assertion or comment. The letter reads as follows

:

"You give all the summer resorts in Wisconsin a bad
name. I believe there are exceptions. I sent a bill to

the Legislature last winter myself to have the female

deer protected. I would like to see the game laws en-

forced my.'!elf. I will not say that there has not been a

piece of Axnison served on my table, but will say this

much, that under the present laws if there is any mut-
ton serv^ed on my table it will be from some packing

house in Chicago. I tihnk myself that any man who
will kill a doe and fawn at this season of year ought to

be prosecuted. I believe I have done as much toward
the preserving of fish and game as any other man in

this part of the country. I will say furthermore that

during fly time ten to thirty deer can be seen on the

lakes of- our resorts every day, and it is not necessary

that their hides should be bulleted through."

Uses ol Birch Baik.

Everybody knows what a useful material is the beautiful

bark of the birch tree, and no one has ever lived in the

North Woods who has not found it to subserve a score of

useful purposes. A newspaper item of this week states

that some carpenters were recently tearing down a house

in an old city located in the Northeastern pine woods,

which house had been built more than too years ago. In

tearing down the house the carpenters found that it had

been originally sheathed or lined with sheets of birch

bark, which had been nailed over the cracks between the

boards, the sheets being held by small hand-made wrought
iron nails, heavy clapboards having been nailed in turn

above the bark. This house was built in 1782, and it had

always been warm and comfortable. Our ancestors may
not have had tar paper and the like, but they had some-

thing which was prettv nearly as good.
E. HoucH.

Hartfobd BuixBiNO, Chicagfo. 111.

hours he was there, but this fish weighed between 3 and 4
pounds, and the fun he had with him in about 6 feet of
water fully came up to Mr. Georges most sanguine ex-
pectations.

Phtnce Bay, N. V
, June 19.

***

On Staten Island.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some time ago in a personal correspondence we had I

jnentioned the fact that Ave Avere putting out some quail on

Staten Island, and you Avished me later on to report the

result. The quail Avere put out by the Richmond County

Fish and Game ProtectiA^e Association early this spring.

Some Averc let out at Tottenville, others at Prince Bay,

Kreicherville, Hugtrenot and Green Ridge. I haA'^e heard

encouraging reports from the vicinitj^ of all these places.

Here at Prince Bay Ave can hear the familiar call of Bob
White any morning in several different places within a

radius of two miles. Indications point to good results.

The cover for quail here is excellent, though I am afraid

ther« is not enough grain raised to carry the birds through

the winter, but in that case we Avill feed them.

Our quail of course have their enemies here as well as

in other places—for instance, the pot-hunter, the cat and

the rising generation Avith their Flobert rifles, but the

Richmond County Game Association has had good game
protectors appointed for this end of Staten Island and the

evil doer will have to be shy in his violation of game
laws. Some time ago our Avorthy game protector for this

locality, Mr. Van Tobin, took a man to court for shooting

robins. The man said he thought it Avas a croAV, but

the judge thought $25 was about right for shooting that

kind of a croAv, and the culprit paid his fine without a

murmur. Probably that man can go among his associates

noAV and brag of his knoAvledge in ornithology, having

paid a good price to find out the difference between a

robin and a croAV, but I don't thmk he Avill.

Staten Island is a great place. The woods are full of

mighty hunters. We have men here who are hoAvling to

haA-e the island stocked Avith rabbits. There are lots of

rabbits here in any locality, and where a rabbit can thrive

you can find them: but these same men, who want more,

let their hounds run rabbits all the spring and summer and
catch the young ones. The other day a man told me that

his neighbors' hounds had chased an old rabbit under his

piazza, and the old rabbit did not have hair enough on

her body to wad a gun Avith. The fact is, the old rabbit

had all her fur and hair somewhere in a nest to keep her

little ones vvarm and dry, and she had led the hounds on a

Avild goose chase.

There are quite a number of young broods of woodcock
around here now, but the first dry spell they will go, but

not all will go that start. The island is so threaded with

electric light, telephone and telegraph wires that a great

many woodcock are killed in their flight.

Rail birds are nesting here noAV. Almost every night I

hear them utter that sharp, piercing note peculiar to their

brooding time. Last year at about this time I found a

rail bird's nest, and the sitting bird was so fearless I

could put out my hand and she would peck at the end

of my fingers and scold in great style. Finally she would
jump off her nest and circle around me among the reeds

and cattails, uttering a most plaintive shriek. At last the

village boys found the nest and kept bothering with it

and finally took out the eggs and broke them, and I think

killed the old bird. A neighbor and I talked to those

boys in a kind and proper way, but the devil was born

in them, and it Avas jitst as much fun for them to kill that

bird and destroy her nest as to take their Flobert rifles and
break incandescent lamps along the back roads.

Weakfish, have been here the past two weeks and soine

good catches have been made—that is. good for this

time of year, and taking into consideration the weather.

The fish are taken on what we call the flats. Here in

Prince Bay they are mostly tide runners, but some very

small fish have been caught, not more than 8 inches long.

This seems strange, as we generally count on very large

fish in on the flats. It is not a common occurrence here

to catch anything of that size except out in the channel.

Last cA^ening, June 18, Henry George, of this place, Avent

out on the flats and caught only one weakfish in the two

ANGLING NOTES.

Shad Culture 10 Hudson River.

The shad fishermen of the Hudson River seem never
to be quite suited with the conditions Avhich exist in the
river during the shad season, and the laAVS which govern
the fishing are also not to their liking. Last season the
shad were so abundant that the fishermen were
reported to have taken up their nets before the
end of the season, as shad were too cheap, and this sea-
son there are complaints that shad are scarce before the
season is over, though they Avere numerous during the
early run of the fish. A specific complaint has been
brought to my notice in the Catskill Examiner that is

so full of errors and misinformation that it demands a
reply from some one, and I quote from the article in
part:

"The veteran fisherman, Jacob Conine, explained to
an Examiner reporter Avhat he thought was the cause of
the scarcity of shad in this part of the country. As he
has fished in these waters many years, and has made it

a study by observation and reading, it is safe to say that
be speaks authoritatively. This is Avhat he said: 'Why
is it that there are so few shad caught in this sectioti of
the country?' Well, for one reason, I will say this:

Soon after the shad hatcheries Avere started along the
Hudson River we noticed that our catches became less

and less each year. We also noticed thousands of shad
fry floating dead upon the surface of the Avater. Now
those in charge of the fish hatcheries say that a fish does
not look after its young, but leaves them to shift for

themselves, and as soon as they have spawned they go
away. Now, I knoAV as a fact, from my own observation,

that this is not true. Why, I have, seen a bullhead dig a
hole in the mud several inches deep and lay its eggs.

They do not leave the spot for any length of time, but

remain there until the fish are hatched. They stay with
the little fish until thej^ are large enough to look out for

themselves. This is trtie of all kinds of fish. The small

ones need looking after.
" 'Now, what do the men employed in the hatcheries do?

They are paid $25 a night to fish for roe shad. These
shad go on the flats or near the banks to spawn, and are

caught. Those not needed in the hatcheries are put in

barrels and sent away to be eaten. As soon as the young
fish are hatched in the hatcheries they are dumped over-

board, and the most of them die from neglect. If this

thing is kept up, in a few years there Avill be no_ shad.

Why, I have seen more fish taken from the river in one

day" than there is now in a season. In some streams

fishermen may fish seven days in the week, but here we
are permitted to fish but five days, and pay a license of

$T per net. In the State of Vermont the fish hatcheries

are maintained for less than $7,000 a year. In New York
State .$100,000 Avill not pay the expenses, and a number
have made themseh^es Avealthy in the business.'

"

It may be true, as the Examiner reporter states, that

Mr. Conine has read and observed, but it is quite evident

from his interview that he has not observed the habits

of shad, nor has he read anything about them that is

reliable, and the entire intervicAV is the rankest balderdash

that was ever put out seriously by a neAVSpaper upon the

subject of fish culture, and as for its containing facts, it

deserves to rank with that other newspaper essay Avhich

declared that the United States Fish Commission was
crossing the shad with the jellyfish to eliminate the

bones; a cross which would be as fruitful as a cross

between a Avindow shutter and a bull pup. There is one

fact in this Avonderful interview, but it is not the one that

Mr. Conine declares to be such from his observation, for

in that he is utterly Avrong. The bullhead does guard its

spawn and brood its young after they are hatched, until

they separate, and there are two other fishes that do the

same thing, but the shad is not one of them, the other

lAvo being the black bass and sunfish. Because Mr.

Smith plays golf on Slinday it does not folloAV that Mr.

Robinson. Avho lives in the same block, is a devotee of

the game and swipes the ball on the same day of the

Aveek. The shad does exactly as the hatchery men told

him, spawns and leaves the spawn and resulting fry, if

any, to fate, and this is no new thing with shad, for they

have done it ever since men Jcnew anything about shad.

Can Mr. Conine produce any evidence that any one has

ever seen, not thousands, but a single dead shad fry float-

ing on the surface of the river? Shad fry are alrnost

transparent, and in a glass of water held up to the light

they are scarcely distinguishable by the unobservant,

and' one man drank a lot of them in the water he dipped

from a can in the glass used for the purpose of examin-

ing the fry. It is not unusual for people to go into the

shad hatchery at Catskill and with hundreds of thousands

of shad fry m tanks level Avith their eyes, and glass on

all sides, with a good light for background, ask where

the young shad are. It is for this reason that I wonder
if any one could see dead fry in the river even if they were

there.

This is exactlv Avhat is done by the State in hatchmg
shad for the Hudson River in the shad station at Cats-

kill. One man from another State hatchery is sent there

to take charge of this work, and two old shad fishermen

are employed on the spot. This constitutes the State

force. A professional shad fisherman, who has a seine

hauling ground near the hatchery, receives $20 per day

from the State. This man employs a crew of twelve men
in seine hauling for shad and herring. When the seine Is

hauled tAvo of the meii from the hatchery are present and

examine the fish, and if any ripe females are found they

are spaAvned artificially. The only condition imposed by

the State is that a given number of hauls must be made,

if necessary, on each day that he is paid.

If the eggs of the spawning shad were not taken by

the hatchery men they would be lost, as shad neters never
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return to the river any shad taken in their nets. The
$20 partly recompense the captain of the crew for the de-

lay in overhauling his fish and for the extra hauls which
may be demanded. The State does not barrel the shad
or -do anything else with them, for they belong to the

netters and probably go where they would in any event,

whether there was a hatcher}^ or not, to market.
The eggs rescued from fish destined for market are

taken to the hatchery and hatched. If there had been

no market fishermen to net the shad, and they
_
had

spawned naturally, perhaps one or two per cent of the

eggs would have hatched, but in the hatchery jars eighty

to ninety per cent are hatched, and when the yolk sac

is nearly absorbed, and the fish are ready to begin the

battle for life that all fish have to begin at some time or

another, they are planted in the river in just such places as

the parent shad would have selected for natural hatching

had they been consulted.

Should any one get the idea from the above mterview

that the State gets any large numbers of spawning shad

bv the arrangement I have mentioned. T will give the

exact figures. So far this year the men at the aCtskill

hatcherv have secured i88 spawning fish. The largest

number on one dav was 25, the first day; the next day

24, and the next day 5- The lowest number in one day

was 2, and except the first and second days the highest

number, was 15. From the 188 shad the men have taken

4,940,000 eggs which would have been, lost by the fish

going to market if they had not been rescued and hatched

at the expense of the State. '
. ^

The Real Reason.

If Mr. Conine does not know why shad became scarce

in the river—for they are not now, his interview to the

contrary notwithstanding—I will tell him. The shad

fishermen of the Hudson netted the river for market,

taking evervthing possible out and putting nothmg back

until a State Fish Commission was creaJted to remedy

the injury to the fishing caused by their shortsightedness.

When the Commissioners. ex-Gov. Seymour, Hon. Rob-

ert B Roosevelt, and Seth Green, made an examination

of the river thev' reported to the Legislature that the .

entire shad crop of the Hudson was worth $7,000. Then

the shad hatcheries began their deadly work, of which

Mr Conine complained, and when, m 1895, a census

was made of the shad taken that year in the Hudson, it

was found to be worth at the net $184,897.60, and shad

had fallen in price from 75 cents to 20 cents for roe shad

and 10 cents for bucks. Over .4,000,000 pounds of shad

were taken from the Hudson in that year, as the result

of maintaining shad hatcheries.

Some Actual Facts.

Recently I had occasion to obtain from the U. S. Fish

Commission some figures to be used m a paper to be

read before a society of natural sciences, and some ot

those figures fit in here, and I quote froni a letter I re-

ceived from Mr. W. de C. Ravenel: "The only fishery

concerning which we have accurate data upon which

can be based our estimate of results attributable to tish-

culture is the shad fishery. In 1880 the catcli of shad was

164 152, and its value was $995790. The following

fikure^ show the catch of shad each year, its incerase over

the catch of 1880, and the annual value of the increase:

No of shad Increase over Value of

caught. 1880. increase.

1887 8,252,326 3.108,174 $395,642

1888 M,2 10,453 5,046,301 676,402

1889 12,324,106 7,159,954 782,496

1890 12,827,525 I'^Hl^ S^'^^
1896 13,124,013 i'°^9,B6i 660,050

1898 13,927,730 8,823,578 466,087

"The most noticeable feature of this comparison is that

the price of shad has decreased to the consumer as the

catch has increased (from 19 to 10 cents each) and the

returns to the fishermen even at the reduced price are

much greater than in 1880."
.

The Hudson River has not been a self-sustaining shad

stream since it was depleted by the shad netters previous

to the era of artificial propagation, and there has been

a constant war against the shad men to compel them by

law to take up their nets during a portion of each week

to permit some breeding shad to ascend the river and

spawn, and they have resisted every effort in this direction

which was solely to preserve the shad for the future as

well as for the present day. If the Hudson had been de-

pendent alone upon the increase from the shad of the

river there would be fewer shad in the river now, but

the United States Fish Commission has made generous

contributions of shad fry from the Delaware and Sus-

quehanna rivers annually for planting in the Hudson, and

thus the stock has been not only kept up, but increased.

From 1882 to 1901, both inclusive, the shad m the river

have furnished eggs which have produced in the

hatchery maintained by the State of New York

52,057,100 fry to be returned to the river. Dur-

ing the same period the United States Fish Commis-

sion has contributed to the Hudson from other streams

108,444,000 shad frv. or more than twice as many as the

river itself was able to provide, the total of 160,501,000

shad fry being the result of artificial shad culture in the

hatcheries, and all of the egs which produced this great

number of fry would have been lost had they not been

rescued by the State and National Fish Commissions.

Mr Conine says in conclusion, and as a final argument,

that in the State of Vermont the fisli hatcheries are

maintained for less than $7,000 a year, and that in New
York State $100,000 will not pay the expenses. In this he

is as wide of the facts as he is in giving the habits of

the shad. Vermont has one hatchery devoted to the

propagation of trout and salmon. I am not sure, but I

think no other fish are hatched in it, and the output from

the hatchery does not concern this_ note. New York
has eight permanent hatcheries, and if each had what is

alleged to be the sum expended on the Vermont hatchery

New York should expend $56,000 on the eight hatcheries.

In addition to the eight hatcheries, there is the shad

hatchery maintained during the shad season and a masca-

longe hatchery maintained only during the mascalonge

season: two whitefish egg-collecting stations maintained

only through the season for talcing whitefish eggs. For

the fiscal year ending Sept, 30. 1900, the total disburse-

hatcheries and hatching stations, collection of eggs and
the distribution of fish and fish fry, amounted to $52,772.66,

It will be noticed that the disbursements include

hatcheries and hatching stations—that is, the eight per-

manent hatcheries which are in operation all the year, the

shad station on the Hudson, the mascalonge station on
Chautauqua Lake, the whitefish stations on Hemlock and
Canandaigua lakes, the collection of lake trout eggs in

Lakes Michigan and Superior, the collection of wild brook

and lake trout eggs in the waters of the State, the collec-

tion of lobster, smelt and tomcod eggs in the Sound and
bays 'and streams of Long Island, the equipment and re-

pairs of the State fish car, the expenses incurred in bring-

ing the contributions of the United States into New York
and in planting them by means of cars or messengers of

the U. S. Fish Commission. For this outlay the State

waters receive every year in the neighborhood of 200,000,-

000 fish, and it is generally conceded to be a good
business investment for the State.

The declaration made by Mr. Conine in the last sentence

of his interview I do not pretend to understand, and I

doubt if he does. He says : "In New York State $TOO,ooo

will not pay the expenses, and a number have made them-
selves wealthy in the business." Which business? I

really do not know how he wishes to be understood. If he

means the men who hatch fish at the per diem of

$1.50 to $2, he must be in error or the men would not

continue to work in all temperatures of water and in all

weathers at this rate, for it is not a job that the wealthy
would eling to for any length of time, and I am forced

to conclude that he must have thought that he was being

interviewed upon some other subject than shad culture;

but if he will persist in engaging in matters relating to

shad, I would suggest that he take a partner by the name
of Wm. Duncan, that I find mentioned in the Philadel-

phia Record under the head line

:

"seriously bitten by a shad.

"Wilmington, Del., June 3.—William Duncan, aged
twenty-six years, a Delaware River fisherman, was bitten

by a shad and is now in the Delaware Hospital here,

suflFering severely. While hauling in his net ten days

ago one of the fish, which was particularly vicious, seized

his hand in its mouth and inflicted a painful injury. The
fish had fine teeth, which cut the flesh. The wound was
regarded as trivial, but in a few daj's the hand began
to swell. Now it is inflamed and swollen much larger

than the usual size, and serious results are feared. The
injury is infected with a poisonous matter, and the out-

come may be blood poisoning."

As the shad has no teeth, not even vicious shad, the

firm might be Conine & Duncan; then if they could

find the man who crossed the shad with the jellyfish, they

could add "& Company," by taking him into the firm, and
the only plant required would be a credulous reporter on
the staff of the daily or weekly press, with a department
devoted to fisheries.

The Other Side of the Shield.

Since reading the interview I have quoted above. I have
heard from Capt. John Pindar, of Catskill, and as he
has made his living for many years—I think all his life-—

as a shad fisherman, and is still in the business, it is fair

to assume that he knows something about it. Capt. Pin-

dar says : "My attention having been called to certain

statements alleged to have been made by Jacob Conine in

an interview, I desire to say that Mr. Conine's premises

are false, and his conclusions are mistaken. So far this

has been the best shad season in ten years, and last

year on the lower Hudson was the best shad year in

twenty years." Capt. Pindar contends that the fish that

are growing scarce in the Hudson are those which are

not cultivated artifically, like the sturgeon and bullheads.

He underlines this statement: "If it had not been for the

shad hatcheries there^ would not be a shad in the Hudson
to-day." I once heard a shad fisherman declare before a

legislative committee that the run of shad in the Hudson
depended solely upon whether or not the fish came into the

river from the sea, and the hatching operations had
nothing to do with it. Capt. Pindar is not that kind of

a fisherman, for he knows what he is talking about when
he talks about shad fishing and the habits of shad.

A. N. Cheney.

lake to the skeptical Bassford, arid was no\y in shape to

make his word good.
And here is where the devil got uppermost in Bassford.

He had a loaded cigar in his pocket, and thinking of the
ruction it would raise if scientifically smoked by that

husky, long-limbed Hibernian, he forthwith handed it to

him. It was duly lighted, and some moments elapsing

before Byod took up the reins to drive to the banks of

the lake, the cigar meanwhile got in its work, blowing into

fragments and filling the settler's eyes and face with
tobacco dust, powder and ashes.

Pen, pencil or cold type cannot sufficiently convey to

the reader the luird situation that followed. When Boyd
and Bassford were safely down the back track a mile or
so nearer home than before the explosion, Boyd turned
around to Bassford and remarked that "some day his
durned fooling would be apt to get him into serious
trouble." That particular fishing trip can be literally said
to have gone up in smoke.

CliARLES CrISTADORO.

The Settler and the Loaded Cigar.

We have a man out this way named Bassford, fond
of a rod and a gun, but yet more fond of fun along the

lines of practiacl joking than any man I know of.

He and a party named Boyd went fishing. They were
to fish a secluded lake teeming with small-mouthed bass

of gigantic size twenty miles away in the woods and
unknown as a fishing spot to the outside world.

Taking a team and swinging a boat to the axles of the

wagon, they started off for a long drive through the

woods. Boyd had fished the lake before and knew the

way, and all went well until nearing the end of their

journey they came chock-a-block against a barbed-w'ire

fence shutting off the road and extending off into the

woods. It was evident that a homestead settler had
taken up the land around the lake and was fencing things

in to make it easier for him to find his cattle at ngihtfall.

A council of war was held, and it was decided to go
through or over the wires, which, after some work, was
finally accomplished, the fence wires benefiting nothing

from the operation.

Ten rods along the road and they came to a clearing

with the settler's shanty in view. The door swung on its

hinges and out rushed a tall, raw-boned individual, who
grabbed up a hoe and made straight for the wagon, swear-

ing as only a mad Irishman can swear when occaison

demands it. Here was a pretty how de do! Boj^d. in a

moment, saw that unless they could lick the settler it

meant no fishing that trip.

Following the usual preliminaries in the way of argu-

ments, recriimnations and general profanity, things getting

warmer every moment, Boyd, after fumbling among his

dunnage, yanked out a bottle of whisky and without
further ado proffered it to the settler. Hostilities ceased

at once, l^issford and Boyd were given the freedom of

the farffl the lake, and wir-e fences vvfere forthwith

forgott-^^^, What will whisky not do sometimes?

Food of Sea Lions.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Referring to C. Hart Merriam's article ill your
issue of May 25 on the "Food of Sea Lions," permit me
to submit a few comments upon his position and argu-
ments, for I have been an interested reader of the cor-
respondence between our State Fish Commission and
the eastern authorities, as published in the last report
of the Fish Commission. I am free to admit that up to
the time of reading Dr. Merriam's article I did not
believe that there were two sides to the question of the
sea lions destroying fish; and while Dr. Merriam has
called attention to a very interesting piece of evidence. I
think he places too much stress upon one fact, whilc
ignoring, in rather a free and unfair way, evidence which
the Fish Commission of California had already published
and of which he must have had knowledge, and of which
he knew most of the readers of Science were in igno-
rance. He says in his article, "The local fishermen, the
State Fish Commission and others assert without qualifi-
cation that sea lions feed extensively upon salmon."
From tliis one learns that the witnesses against the sea
lions are first, the fishermen; second, the State Fish
Commission, and finally "and others."
ISow who are the principal witnesses against the sea

lions and what are their qualifications, that they are to
be dismissed in this sweeping was as "and others?" I
do not recall its use by any man of standing as applied
to such distinguished scientific gentlemen as Dr. David
Starr Jordan and Dr. Charles H. Gilbert, of Stanford
University, and Dr. Harkness, of. the California Acad-
emy of Science, yet Dr. Merriam must have been famil-
iar with the fact that the California Commission con-
ferred with them, and had their indorsement, before they
requested the right to kill on reservations. Dr. David
Starr Jordan wrote in 1899: "In the case of the small."
black, barking sea lion (salophus) there can be no ques-
tion. It enters the rivers and takes fish from the nets
and is probably very destructive," and later "that the
brown sea lion (salophus) was a terror and a robber who
deserved no support." Dr. Merriam must also have
been familiar with the fact that Dr. Charles H. Gilbert
had written, "My knowledge of the fish eating propensi-
ties of the California sea lion dates from 1880, when I
assisted Dr. Jordan to take the census of the fisheries
of the Pacific Coast, I then had a fairly extensive expe-
rience upon the fishing grounds, in company with fisher-
men. and I became convinced from my own observations
and from conversations with these men, that the sea lion
is enormously destructive of fish and fishing gear. I
have seen these animals patrolling the gill nets; I have
seen them eating fish. I am in favor of the reduction
in the size of the herds of the sea lions on the California
coast, and believe that such reduction will materially
increase the fish supply in these waters." In the face of
this evidence was Dr. Merriam justified in speaking of
Dr. Jordan and Dr. Gilbert as "and others"?
In concluding his article. Dr. Merriam makes this

remarkable statement: "It is not claimed that sea Hons
in their native element never eat fish, at the same time
the only actual evidence we have on the subject fails

utterlv to substantiate the allegations of the fishermen."
In view of the quotations already made from Dr. Jordan
and Dr. Gilbert, I submit that they appear to me to be
actual evidence and are not to be dismissed as failing
"utterly to substantiate," for here on the coast we have
learned to give full weight and consideration to the state-
ments of the distinguished President of Stanford Uni-
versity and his able assistant. Dr. Gilbert. Here they
are believed to be careful and learned scientists, espe-
cially versed in aquatic life, and we do not, when we find
them arrayed upon any side of a controversy, speak of
them as "and others." Out here we are more familiar
with their names than with the name of C. Hart Merriam.
for they have become Californians in the best meaning
of the term, and we resent their being written of as
"others" and their statements dismissed as "failing

utterly to substantiate."

And finally Dr, Merriam states, "And is it not signifi-

cant that in former years, when sea lions were much
more plentiful than now, salmon also were more abun-
dant? If the fishermen will look into their own habits
and customs during the past twenty-five years, it is be-
lieved that the cause of the decrease of the salmon will

not be difficult to find, and this without changing the
decrease to the inoffensive sea lion." I cannot find that
the State Commission has ever claimed that the decrease
in salmon is due alone to the sea lion. Who believes

that to be the case? "Before the Gringo came," who
cared what damage the sea lions did to the fishes, or who
knows how many of either there were in the waters?
With the comin.g of the white man his demands changed
the equation. Fishing for salmon began and has con-
tinued. The killing of sea lions for their hides, oils and
whiskers was carried on for a time, the adult males only
being killed. The carcass is now of no value and the
hunters went out of business some years ago, since which
time the herd, so far as any one knows, is as large as

it ever was. What "actual evidence" has Dr. Mer-riam
to substantiate his. statement that "in former year§^
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I have written this note to resent Dr. Merriam's appli-

cation of the words "and others" to the principal wit-
nesses against the sea lions, and to ask if Dr. C. Hart
Merriam is so great that he can in a journal of science
class such distinguished scientists as Dr. David Starr
Jordan and Dr. Charles H. Gilbert as "and others."

Steelhead.
Stanford University, California, June 15,

Glenmere Lake.

Orange County, New York,

Glenmere Lake is on the main line of the 'Erie Rail-
road. It can be easily reached from three 'different sta-

tions: Greycourt, 54 miles from New York. 4 miles from
the lake; Chester, 55 miles from New York, 3 miles from
the lake; Goshen, 60 miles from New York, 4 miles from
the lake. It is sometimes advisable to use either Greycourt
or Goshen, as many of the express trains stop at either or
both of these stations, while they run through Chester
without a stop.

Glenmere Lake is undoubtedly the best pickerel water
we know of, both as regards size and quantity of fish.

We give a birdseye view may of the lake, an explanation
of which will show why this lake is always so plenti-

both Cases a little piece cJf the white belly of another fish

should be attached to the hook as bait. No feathers of
any description should be used.
Now, with either Pat or Tom, the two hotel guides, we

will take a turn around the lake, noting as we cast or
troll along the shores the best points and holes. Starting
from the boat house, we will hug the right-hand shore.

As soon as our spoons are fairly out we expect to find one
waiting for us under the shade of the willows, then an-
other one or two from the clump of weeds where the road
turns off to Florida. A little beyond this clump of weeds
is an orchard on the shore. Just off the last apple tree

down by the water is a deep hole. At this point we
expect a big fellow, as it is a favorite spot of theirs. For
about 100 yards from this hole the bottom is gravelly and
the fishing only so so, but as soon as the fence is reachea
the fishing is again good and continues so to the head of

the lake. About 100 yards out into the lake opposite
the next fence are a number of clumps of weeds. We al-

ways get three or four trolling around and between
them. From this weed bed up to the lower point of the
bay is first-class water, both for trolling and casting.

Some firi,e fish can be got by casting in among the weeds
close to shore and alongside the cranberry bushes. All
around the lower part of the baj^ is good casting ground.
From the lower ppint of the bay to 100 yards above the
upper boat house is the best stretch of trolling water in

started and in time for lunch. The reader may ask how
many fish we haA^e taken since we started ; we will say that
we have on many an occasion taken over 100 in once
thoroughly working around the lake, as above described,
and this between morning and lunch time; and during the
day over 200. The fact is, the lake is overstocked. We
have no hesitation in saying that if one-half of the fish

were taken out the quality of the fishing would be im-
proved, for then the percentage of large fish—3, 4 and 5
pounds—would be greater than now, but as long as the
Marsh remains to foster and protect the young fish all the
legitimate fishing in the world, no matter how many an-
glers fish the lake, will never materially reduce the quan-
tity.

Has any of our readers a taste for frogs' legs? If

so, let him take Pat on a warm, still night and go up into
the Marsh. With the aid of a lamp or torch a big fat.

frog can be seen calmly sitting on every other lilypad.

With a long bamboo pole having a couple of yards of
copper wire and a big treble hook on the small end of
the pole, the (frog) angler can in a short time get all

he wants. If he be an expert in jabbing there is no
reason why he should not return from the Marsh in

two or three hours with a couple of hundred frogs. Pat
is an expert in taking them off the hook. During a

calm, warm afternoon they will also be found out on the
lilypads. The outfit now will be Pat again, the same

fully stocked. Were millions of dollars to be spent in

producing a perfect breeding ground, Glenmere could not

be improved upon. Running back from the island the lake

has a long arm stretching up into the woods. Tliis arm
of water is very shallow and thoroughly matted with
weeds—so much so, that very few or none of the large

fish go up far beyond its edge. This arm of shallow water
is called the Marsh. Along the edge of the Marsh the
big fish make tlieir beds and spawn. As soon as the fry

make their appearance they instinctively take to the weeds
and shallow water, where they are afforded perfect pro-

tection, .so that hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions-,

of young fisli live througli their first year's existence,

where in other less favored .spot.s they would have become
the food of their cannibal brethren. The young fish do
not appear to leave this nursery of theirs until they are

about the size of railroad spikes and sufficiently strong

to have a chance out in the body of the lake.

During the spring and summer one of the best fishing

spots in the lake is along the edge of the Marsh among
the crandocks and the many clumps of weeds. The big

fish lie here evidently awaiting the exodus of the little

fellows. This ground cannot be trolled^—the obstacles are

too man}-^ and too thick—but excellent results can be ob-

tained by casting. The farmers and local Waltonians
always cover this ground very thoroughly by skittering.

When we first commenced to regularly fish this water, we
did great work casting with Skinner spoons. It took
but a very short time for the local fishermen to find that

a Skinner spoon was by far a better lure than their old-

fashioned skitter bait. To-day they cannot be induced to

use anything else ; and really these local fishermen are

experts in casting a spoon with their 18 and 20 foot reed
poles.

Some short time since large-mouth hiack bass were
planted in the lake; they are now becoming quite plenti-

ful, averaging about a pound each. There is not the

slightest doubt that within a year or two Glenmere will

lead all other waters as a bass ground, as she does to-day
as a pickerel water. Large yellow perch are so numerous
that the water appears to be literally alive with them. The
best rigs to use, in Glenmere Lake are : For trolling, Skin-
ner casting spoons, No. 3, silver and brass; for cast-

ing, Skianer casting spoQn, No, 4J4, sUyer mid brass, In

the lake. We have taken scores of double-headers just
out_ from' the big oak tree below" the boat house, and
again just off the boat house. We on one occasion took
twenty-nine fish in thirty-one minutes in this stretch of

water, and all good ones. It was almost an impossibility

to get the spoon ten feet from the boat before a fish

was on it, and often it was taken when only 6 or 7 feet

from the boat. .

*

From the boat house the lake take.s the fbrm Of a large
cove. Part of this Water is available for trolling, but
the bulk is casting Avater. Some of the biggest fish taken
in the lake comes from the cove, and are generally taken
by casting into the holes among the weeds close to the
shore just above the boat house. On leaving this cove
we will hug the opposite shore and pass down on the in-

side of the little rush island, where we generally get two or

three fish alongside the rushes. On turning the corner of

the bulrushes on shore we generally get three or four
moi'e victims for the box. When down at the end of the

bulrushes turn up toward the Marsh, keeping as close to

the rushes as possible. Some big fish are annually taken
here. From the bulrushes down to the end of the big

island is magnificent water. The fishing is in among the

crandocks and cranberry bushes. Should the angler catch

the fish well on the feed at this spot, there is no limit

to his catch. Having before noted the fishing around the

mouth of the Marsh, we will start into Peddler's Cove
from the last bunch of cranberry bushes on the outside of

the big island. Peddler's Cove is one of our favorite

spots in the lake ; there are always plenty of bass, pickerel

and big perch in it. It is available for trolling, casting or

bait-fishing. At the bottom and on the outside of

Peddler's Cove there is a small island; the water is good
all around it.

After leaving this island we round Catfish Rock and
generally get a couple before our lines are straightened

out for the run down the lake. The deepest water in the

lake is off Catfish Rock (t6 feet). The shore all

the way from Catfish Rock down to the lower cove is good
trolling water, and generally yields three or four fish.

The lower cove generally adds three or four more to tlie

box, and another three or four can be got along the shore

from this cove over to the bathing pavilion. We round
the pavilion and are at the boat house from which we

long pole, but instead of a wire and treble hook, a couple
of yards of linen line and a single hook, with a piece of

red flannel on it for bait. It requires a good set of
nerves to witness their enormous jumps for tlie red rag
without a shock. There is quite a lot of fun chasing
frogs in the Marsh, in addition to a dainty morsel for

dinner or lunch.

Tom is more of an expert fisherman than a frog
hunter. He is of rather a peculiar race, his father having
been a negro and mother an Indian. Tom is a magnifi-
cent specimen of manhood, standing over 6 feet high,

and broad in proportion. Some of his admirable trails

are: An untiring worker, ever ready, willing, obliging
and polite, and a regular fish fox, Tom is worthy of any
one's trust and confidence.
When an angler is going to fish Glenmere Lake, it is

just as well to write the proprietor, Mr. H. H. Cable,

whose post ofiice address is Glenmere Lake Hotel, Florida,

Orange county, N. Y., and let him know by what train he
is coming and at what station he will get off. Mr, Cable
will then send a rig to meet him. When at the lake it will

be only a -matter of five minutes before he will find him-
self pleasantly and agreeably situated, and perfectly at

home. Although absolutely in the country, the hotel has
telephone connection, so that any business man can have a
talk with his office at any time he wishes.

Before leaving this very charming little lake, which is

one of the many artistic bits of water that dot and adorn
beautiful Orange count}', we must take a glimpse of its

more than beautiful surroundings. Glenmere Lake is on
the borders of Goshen, a veritable land flowing with milk
and honey. Some of the fairest lands conceivable arc
in the vicinity of Glenmere. It would se.em that nature
had done her very best to bestow her greatest gifts

throughout this region. In driving from the lake to the

village of Goshen, a distance of about four miles, we
pass through a stretch of most perfect park-like land;
nothing richer or more pleasing to the eye exists. From
this rural gem we will take the opposite direction from
Hie lake and pass through miles of forests and rugged
mountains, until we look down on Greenwood Lake. .-3

silver thread among the somber green lines of forest-clad

mountains. This part of the country is wild and pic-

turesque. Once more we will start frorn Glenmere and.
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drive on our way home to Chester Station, a distance of

about three miles, We pass through a brol<en country up

hill and down dale, through clumps of woods, and rich

rolling meadow lands, .and here and there skirt flat, black

lands, locally known as onion patches, but which are_ in

reality extinct lakes. These have been filled in during

the pa.st thousands of years by vegetable growths. How
many thousands of years it has taken to thus obliterate

these lakes geologists can best inform us. Many valuable

and interesting remains of antediluvian animals are

periodically unearthed in the cultivation of these peat

lands. Probably the largest specimen remains of the

giant mastodon ever brought to light was taken from one

of these dark swamps, but a few miles distant from Glen-

mere Lake. As one looks over these dark fields, now
under the control of human hands, one's mind naturally

pictures the time Avhen these grim antediluvian animals

roamed supreme over these fair lands of Orange county.

And when one thinks of their immense size and strength,

it is easy also to picture the terrible pitched battles that

were fought between them and other equally terrible mon-
sters. Century upon century, thousands upon tliousands

of years have elapsed since the roUing lands of Orange

county felt the heavy tread of the mastodon's foot. After

the mastodon, man became the supreme power. Century

upon century thousands upon thousands of years rolled on
• over the head of this newer and more perfect animal, who
during these long periods was constantly changing and

developing, until we come down to yesterday, when history

steps in with its pages of print and paper to give us a

little light on a few past hours of earth's existance, taking

the place of tales told by water-worn pebbles, fossils,

bones, stone implements and rude carvings.

Upon the arrival of the white man upon this contment

the red man was found in possession and power. Again

battles fieree and bloody were fought between the two

races for supremacy. Once more it became the survival

of the fittest. -The red man with his fierce, cruel nature

was supplanted with the gentler paleface, who with his

intelligence and science remains bringing forth from the

bowels of the eartli nature's great treasures, which have

been lying dormant since the Creation. But we must

leave these fair hills, with their wooded slopes and green

pastures; we must hie away from these -dark swamps with

their bonv movements of bygone ages, for we are enter-

ino- the sun glare of civilization, which dispels the shadowy

mfsts of the past. Jamks Churchward.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

Unsatisfactory Western Angling Season.

Chicago, HI., June 21.—Still we have only gtaotii aiid

despail- in this corner of the world. From cold and bleak

cast Winds and chilly nights wc have sprung all at once

into a season of torrid midday temperatures and of all

sorts of atmospheric vagaries. As a coUsequeiiGe, our

trout have taken to ihe tall timber and have not send Ward

of their whereabouts. Bass fishing, it is true, runs along,

for there is no more obliging gentleman than your black

bass. . As to the muscallunge, the situation is about the

same as that of the troUt, Nobody has caught any trout

worth mentioning. I have already told uf the 22-pound

fish which came down from near Coiiover. Wis., from

Mr. Wheelock's party, and this still remains the largest

fish reported for the season, and it would certainly seem

as if the State of Wisconsin had gone entirely barren of

muscallunge. Lake Vieux Desert turned out five good fish

to the rod of Mr. Peck, of Chicago. He is of the opinion,

as is general with anglers who are familiar with Lake

Vieux Desert and its vicinity, that the lake does not con-

tain many muscallunge, but when you do make a strike it

is generally a very good one. " ...
Mr. Harry Gobel, of the Hartford Building, this city, is

one of the most patient of our muscallunge anglers who
annually make a northern pilgrimage in the early sum-

mer. Harry went up to Lake Vieux Desert last week, but

he came back without his 'lunge. He had some good

bass fishing, but he did not care for bass. He got only

one strike of any consequence, and caught a glimpse of the

fish, which missed the spoon in some way, although it

struck at the line and carried the spoon down into the

water with it. This was the- only fish of any size which

Mr. Gobel saw during the trip.

Minocqua seems to be the best water, all things con-

sidered, for muscallunge this spring. I hear of one party

who took six 'lunge at Carroll Lake this week, which

water is just below Minocqua. The fish were not of any

size, however.
Mr. H. L. Stanton, who, with Mr. Frank Willard, of

this city, intended to take a muscallunge trip, probably

in the Manitowish country this week, was, the last time

I saw him, standing on one foot looking disconsolate and

hopeless. "I always thought Willard was a thorough-

bred," said he, "but here he is throwing me down for the

first time in his life. He says he isn't sure he would get

any muscallunge or he would be glad to go. Talk about

being sure I It seems to me the only way he can get any

muscallunge is to go out and try for them."

I advised Mr, Stanton to go alone, even if he had to

walk every mile of the distance and fish by himself all

the time. "This business of trying to get together a party

of anglers is one of the most heartbreaking experiences

one can have. The only thing to do is to set a time for

starting and then start on that date, rain or shine, whether

the rest of the party are there or not. In this way yo'u

Avill always get what you start after.

Mr. Stanton, by the way, has returned from St. Louis

to stay here permanently. Chicago is his first and only

love, and he will join the ranks of anglers very gladly, nor

could any man possible to be named be more welcome
among them. He ought to put a "want ad." in the Forest

AND Stream inquiring for a new fishing partner. I am
sorry to hear of this about Frank Willard.

For the Mississippi River.

"Wr. W. H. Comstock, whom I have from time to time

mentioned in these columns for the past ten years as one

of the first and most successful of our Chicago fly-fishers,

came into the office this week looking for a good bass

country. He said that he and a friend connected with

the C.. B. & Q. Railway wanted to z<s wliere they could

get some really good fly-fisliing for bass. This was easy.

I advised him to get on a Q. train, go to Alma, Minn., and

float down the river to La Crosse, Wis. This is not the

time of j'ear locally accounted to be the best for. Mis-

sissippi River fly-fishing for bass. Yet it is almost certain

that they will get fish enough to give them enjoyment. I

have called attention to this fly-fishing for bass on the

upper reaches of the Mississippi before now. It would be

a revelation to a fisherman who has had all his experience

upon the smaller streams of the Mississippi Valley. I

trust Mr. Comstock and liis friend will have an enjoyable

time and believe that they will meet success.

Mr. Avery's Rainbow. -

From an envelope this morning fell the following news-

paper clipping:
. . , . . ^ u

"The mind of the imagmative fishernian cannot stretch

a story beyond that which Waldo A. Avery can tell and

substantiate, says the Detroit Journal. On exhibition in

front of Joseph A. Marks' store on Woodward avenue is

a rainbow trout, the largest seen in this town for years,

and by some claimed to be the largest ever shown here.

The fish measures a trifle over 23^ inches from end of

tail to tip of mouth, and is a trifle short of 6 incehs through

in the thickest part.

"This trout was caught Saturday in the Au Sable River

with a 4-ounce Leonard rod and with a No. 0 Cahill ily,

and the weight, dead, is 4.34 pounds. The feat of land-

ing such a heavy fish with such a light rod and slender

hook can be appreciated when it is remembered that the

wire used in a No. 6 hook is only about the same size

as that used in the common house pin. and the whole

hook could easily be laid upon a man's thumb nail. The
fly—a mottled brown one—is hardly as big as a common
house fly."

The above inclosure came with the following letter from

Mr. W. B. Mershon, of Saginaw, Mich., and it certainly

would seem to indicate that Mr. Avery has had one of

those great streaks of luck which is better than finding a

pot of gold under the end of the real rainbow. A weight

of 4^ pounds is something of a staggerer even for the

rainbow in Michigan. This little feat calls again to mmd
the increasing importance of the rainbow trout in all the

angling plans of lower Michigan. It has come to stay, and

it will as surely supplant the brook trout there as the lat-

ter did the grayling. Mr. Mershon wrote

:

"The inclosed clipping from a Saginaw paper certainly

explains itself. The remarkable feature of it is the size

of the rainbow trout taken in the day time on a fly. I

know there have been a great many far larger rianbow

trout than this taken from some of tiie Michigan streams,

but I always have understood that these large fellows

have been taken either with a worm or a minnow, and

generally at dusk or late into the night. But this one that

Mr. Avery killed was taken on a Ily. the paper says a No.

6, but I looked at the Cahill pretty carefully, and I should

have said it was a No. 8, but that is immaterial. It was

jdiout 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and it was taken from a-

deep pool below all old abandoned dam on a little stream

that puts into the North Branch of the Au Sable. He
made a gallant fight, and I stood by and finally netted

him for Mr. Avery, while George Morley looked on and

admired the performance, so you see here again were

three members of the Saginaw Crowd strictly 'in it.

"1 have not had any tremendous trout fishing this year.

All of Mav was stormy, cold and disagreeable, with only

an occasional day for decent fishing, and June has come off

hot. We spent four days in camp last week and had a

grand time. We got very few trout during the day, but

jiist at evening for about three-quarters of an hour the

rainbow trout would be jumping, and during that time

we would take from four to ten, and that would end the

day We had several weighing from i to 2 pounds, but

found very few fontinalis on the North Branch. I do not

think it is a stream that it pays to fish late in the season.

Of course the new law limiting the size to of 8 inches is a

grand one, and every one seems to take kindly to it, and it

is saving the fish.
•. t

"I have missed my salmon fishing this year,_ but 1

understand the run of fish is very poor, and no fishing has

been done yet worth speaking of."

Trout Fishing with a Steam Launch.

Mr C. Gus Brommer, of Chicago, wants a bit of ad-

vice as to where he and his friends can get some good

trout fishing from their steam launch. His letter reads as

below : • it

"I am one of a party of three young men comprising the

Trio Cruising Club. We have a 16-foot launch which

contains a reliable motor and has unusually large locker

'^pace. One of the features is two large lockers, which are

built one on the forward and the other on the after deck

and IS inches high, which have a storage capacity equal to

two small trunks. In short, we have had the launch re-

modeled to meet our requirements, and have embodied

many conveniences not to be expected in a small boat, all

calculated so as not to detract from its seaworthiness or

spoil its lines. It is loaded with three guns with plenty of

ammunition, a complete fishing outfit for three, a camera

and sundries, besides a camping outfit, including a 7 x 10

tent, a camp cook kit, some provisions and many other

little useful trifles.

"Now you have some idea of the extent of our outfit.

But the real object of this communication is to advise you

of our destination, which is northern Wisconsin and

Michigan via Green Bay. Our aim is to run up some one

of the larger rivers that empty into it. Which one shall

we choose? We favor the Menominee River, but we are

told it abounds with falls and rapids and we want to

avoid them as much as possible, yet we anticipate them

and expect to portage it around such obstacles when the

portage required does not exceed more than a hundred

feet or two, hence the abbreviated boat.

"We have plenty of time and wish to camp and fish at

our leisure. What we want is good fishing, particularly

for trout, a navigable stream for a craft drawing 2 feet

of water, and we want to get as far into the interior as

possible, and of course pleasant camping grounds, com-

paratively sanitary."
, . . , . . 1

,

I should think that Mr. Brommer and his friends would

find the Menominee River too full of rapids and falls for

navigation. The Escanaba River, the Ontanogon, or in-

deed almost anv of those Northern trout streams, accord-

ing to my understanding, would in afl likelihood be apt to

oflPer similar inconveniences to a craft drawing 2 feet of

water. There might be many reaches where the boat

would do nicely, but there would surely be shallows and
falls in parts of the streams which would render naviga-

tion impossible. I should think that the Flambeau River,

the Chippewa or the Wisconsin, though not offering trout

fishing, would present more attractions for a trip of this

kind. They would offer excitement enough in certain pas-

sages of their rougher waters and woidd provide very

interesting sport with wall-eyed pike, bass and even an
occasional muscallunge.

He Reported His Luck.

All sorts of people come into the Forest and Stream
office and ask for information on all sorts of things. They
learn where to go fishing, then they do go fishing, and
perhaps they come back home. Perhaps they never do
come back ; at least, in nine cases out of ten there is no
further information to the effect that they ever have re-

, turned. They nearly always fail to report their luck at

the same place where they got their tip.

Mr. E. J. Pressler, of this city, is an exception to this

ordinary rule, and I am glad to offer his note, which he

leaves, mentioning his trip to the Prairie River: "I went
in at Merrill," he says, "and stopped at Dudley's. The
water was very low and clear, and low down on the river

there is scarcely anything to be had now. You have to go
^away up and fish up stream. There are any cpiantity^ of

small fish, but I kept nothign under 8 inches. I think

I took in the four days I was there 250 fish, and out of

this number I killed less than 60—I think 58. The
water was very cold." There were a few warm days

and a lot of flies then, and this probably gave us what good
fish we had. One day I had been working up stream and
had worked out a couple or three -fish, when I heard a

big native come tearing over the brush. He had a bait

can tied around his neck, and had a dozen or fifteen big

fish in his bag. This was the only bait-fisherman I saw,

and he stopped at Bates'.
' "The Prairie River is the most beautiful trout stream I

ever saw. It is a perfect stream for fly-fishing. Major
Daniels, of Denver (who is the same Major Daniels who
first went up to the Prairie River on the Forest and
Stream recommendation) and Mr. Stevens, of Harvard,

are making a scientific study of the fly hatches and trying

their own flies in imitation to ascertain, the effect. In-

deed I would not have had any fish at all had it not

been for the g:enerosity of Mr. Stevens in offering me
some of his flies. •

;

"I just let you hear from me to prove that tliere is one
man who would come back and report his success in re-

turn for information." E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, III.

New Jetsey Coast Fishing.

AsBURY Park, N. J., June 22.—Anglers arc having a

second season's unusual experience with a run of very

large bass. While my personal observation is not quite up
to my past experience, still I am on the groimds everj'^ day

and keep in pretty close touch with the fraternity ; and I

very much doubt if ever a day gave better results than

yesterday. Omitting names of captors, the weights of

the large fellows were 20j^, 10, 23, 23, 27, 44- 35, 22, 20,

besides a host of fish from 4 to 8 pounds each. This 1

believe will be regarded as a record day for large fish.

The favorite bait is the skinner clam. And thereby hangs

a secret, which, by the way, has become an open one. The
past two years our beach has been fairly deluged with the

clams, and the bass seeking them as they are broken up in

the .surf became a comparatively easy prey. Kingfish are

very scarce, owing no doubt to a very cold prevailing

current. A few weakfish are in our bays and rivers, but

as yet are not biting freely. Fluke and plaice are plenti-

ful,' and can be taken in abundance everywhere.
Leonard Hulit.

Bayville, N. J., June 20.—^Weakfish are biting slowly,

but we expect them on full of moon. Were quite a supply

of bluefish in the bay this week. Herb.

Exposition of Fisheries at St. Petcfsbttfgf.

Consul-General Guenther sends the following from
Frankfort, May 8, 1901

:

The Imperial Russian Association of Fisheries will hold

an international exposition in FebruaiT and March, 1902,

at St. Petersburg, for the purpose of showing the con-

dition of the fresh and salt water fisheries of the world.

The expense of the exposition will be defrayed by the

Association, the Crown, the municipal government, private

contributions, and by charges for exhibition space and for

the admission of visitors. Premiums will be awarded in

the form of gold, silver and bronze medals, diplomas of

honor and money prires. The exposition will have nine

departments, as follows: .(i) Fisheries in general: ('2)

.salt and fresh water fisheries ; (3) implements used in the

fisheries industry; (4) products of the fisheries; (s) man-
ner and means for preserving fish; (6) arrangement of

fish hatcheries ; (7) fishing sport ; (8) aquariums and their

inmates; (9) scientific researches concerning the lives of

fishes, etc.

Chicago Fly-Casting Clwb.

Long Distance Bait Casting. Delicacy Bait.

Fly. Feet. Per Cent. Per Cent.

I. D. Belasco... 85 87 7-10 95 1-5

I H Bellows lOO 84 9-10 04 2-3

H. Greenwood.. 85 86 2-5 89 1-2

H. G. Hascall

107

95 1-5 97 1-6

N. C. Hasten 80 96 1-S 94 1-6

.G. A. Hinterleitner 84 1-5 95

F N Peet

104

87 1-2 98 1-6

C. B. Robinson 79 1-5 71 1-3

G.W.Salter 93 9-10 841-3

Lake Pleasant.

Johnstown, N. Y., June 19.—^We are in receipt of a

telegram from Morley' s, at Lake Pleasant, stating that

John Uhlinger, of this city, had landed a I7J4' pound
salmon yesterday. This is the largest trout captured this

season on this lake. The fishing has been good for brook
trout and quite a few landlocked salmon have been taken

trolling during the past ten days. C. M. R,
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Tarpon Fishing.

Second Paper—Tackle and Outfit.

, Editor Forest and Stream:
Notwithstanding m}'^ failure to inaugurate a discussion

on the question of "where to go tarpon fishing," I here-
with send you, according to promise, my second paper of
the series, which will cover the subjects of tackle and out-
fit. I hope that this paper will have better luck than its

predecessor, and I desire to point out the fact that it is

by no means too late to discuss the svtbject of "where to

go," in case that any tarpon fisherman decides to repent
his former negligence and to give his brother sportsmen
the benefit of his experience. For instance, Mr. Ed vom
Hofe might be induced to tell something about his nu-
merous haunts in Florida.

The following is a list of tackle that I consider essen-
tial for any one who can afford it, and who desires to

have everything that is necessai-y for a two or three
Aveeks' outing on tarpon and other game fishes, with
plenty of it not only for his own use, but also to provide
occasionally a day's sport for a friend who has no tackle
and who desires to try his hand at tarpon fishing.

Nothing is more exasperating than to run short of tackle
and be unable to purchase more, so the true sportsman will

provide himself with everything that he thinks maj"- be
necessary, and probably a little besides. For my part, I

never on any fishing trip fail to break and lose a lot of
tackle, and I always find some good fellow who wants to
borrow an outfit either to trj^ the sport for the first time
or to replenish his failing stock. Moreover, the beginner
invariably succeeds in breaking or losing something, so
when I return from a trip I generally have to spend from
$25 to $50 in order to replenish my outfit.

This list covers everything reqviired for all other kinds
of fishing that is to be found with the tarpon fishing, for
the reason that on some days the tarpon are absent or will

not strike, while other fish are obtainable
;
besides, some

sportsmen like an occasional change from large to small
fish. It is true that one can catch nearly all salt-water
game fishes on tarpon tackle simply by changing the snells.

but, as there is not much sport in "spearing minnows with
a harpoon," it is better to adjust the tackle to the fish.

Occasionally one gets left by so doing, because tarpon
and jackfish will often go for small bait. When one of
them gets hung on light tackle, there is an exciting time
till something parts. I once for twent}- minutes held a
6-foot tarpon on a light, ii-foot rod with a small bass
reel containing 100 feet of strong line, the hook being a

No. 2 mackerel, mounted on a 12-inch wire, and the bait a

minnow about 2 inches long. In endeavoring to prevent
the fish from towing the boat into the surf, I broke the
rod, then the hook straightened out and the fish escaped.
Such an experience is extremely exciting, and by no means
disappointing, because the odds are fullj^ 100 to i in favor
of the fish.

List of Tackle.

1 long trunk for rods. j

1 sheet iron box for tackle.
2 or 3 tarpon rods.
2 medium-sized rods for channel bass, etc.

2 light rods for small fish.

2 or .3 tarpon reels.

2 medium-sized reels.
2 small reels.

2 or 3 tarpon lines.
2 medium-sized lines.

j

2 light lines.

2 dozen tarpon snells.

2 dozen snells with medium-sized hooks.
2 dozen snells with small hooks.
1 dozen unmounted tarpon hooks.
1 dozen unmounted medium-sized hooks.
1 dozen unmounted small hooks.
3 dozen large bronze barrel swivels.
3 dozen medium-sized swivels.
3 dozen small swivels.
40 tarpon snell wires about 2 feet long.
40 lighter snell wires about 1% feet long.
40 light snell wires about 1 foot or 1 foot 3 inches long.
1 gaif hook.

,

:

1 revolver with from 50 to 100 cartridges.
4 dozen heavy, detachable sinkers.
4 dozen smaller assorted sinkers,
2 or 3 large cork floats.

2 or 3 smaller floats.

1 old tarpon line, or other strong line for tying on reels and
splicing cracked rods.

1 piece of beeswax.
1 small table vise.
1 pair strong cutting pincers,
l.pair smaller flat pincers.
1 pair round pincers.
1 piece of rubber belting about % inch thick, large enough

for half a dozen brakes.
1 piece of sheet lead.
2 flat files.

1 triangular file.

2 disgorgers.
1 stick of glue, or other composition for mending rods.
1 large strong knife for cutting hooks out of fish.

2 or 3 sheets of emery paper.
1 bottle of oil.

1 oiler.

1 leather case for carrying hooks, etc.
1 belt with socket for rod.
1 cushion for chair.
1 screw driver.
1 pocket tool box.

'

1 spool of fine copper wire.
1 ball of strong cord.
1 scale for weighing fish up to 50 pounds.
1 scale for weighing fish up to 300 pounds.

. 1 spool of strong linen thread.
1 bottle of vaseline for greasing steel.
3 or 4 thumb guards.
1 dozen finger guards.
1 line dryer.

The following is a list of outfit that is provided by the
boatman at most fishing resorts ; but the sportsman in-
variably should make sure each day that no item tliereof
has been omitted:

2 pair oars.
4 rowlocks.
1 anchor, with long rope and buoy.
1 chair lashed down near stern of boat.
1 club for killing fish.

1 large jug of drinking water.
1 drinking cup.
2 bailing dishes.
1 sail and mast, if desired.
1 live bait box, if desired.
1 piece of rope 10 or 12 feet long.
1 sheath knife.

Sometimes the boatman furnishes also a . gaff and a
cushion, but it is better for the sportsman to go provided
with these,

Th^ following list clothing, ^tc, may prove useful

to the uninitiated, and perhaps even to old sportsmen to

use as a check on the things that they have collected for an
outing. For years I have made a practice, of providing
t}-pewritten lists of such things for my own use and for
that of friends who intend joining me on my fishing ex-
peditions. All agree that such lists are of the greatest
convenience.

Clothing, Etc.

1 light-colored felt hat, and for hot weather, a Chinese scoop
liat set out from the head.

1 rubber coat or poncho.
3 flannel shirts.

'

1 or 2 hunting coats.
2 or 3 pairs blue jeans or overalls.
1 vest or sweater, if cool weather be expected.
3 suits of underclothing suitable to the weather anticipated.
6 pairs socks.
1 pair hip rubber boots. These are not absolutely necessary,

but sometimes are very convenient to have.
2 pairs ordinary walking shoes.
6 large bandanna handkerchiefs.
1 pocket knife, with corkscrew.
2 pairs leather or heav3' kid glove.";.

t housewife, containing needles, thread, buttons, pins and safety
pins.

1 toilet ca.se.

1 shaving outfit, if desired.

1 package of toilet paper.
1 bottle of Jamaica ginger or Chamberlain's colic cure.
Any other medicines desired.

1 bottle of vaseline for toilet purposes.
1 bo.K of matches.
Liquors or other drinkables, if de.sired.

Cigars and .smoking paraphernalia, if desired.
Some light liteurature for stormy days.

In order to enable the novice to buy proper outfit, I

append the following estimate of cost thereof. It is based
on purchasing everything of excellent quality though not
in all cases the most expensive article obtainable.

If one is going to a well-known resort, he can omit
many of the items on the list, especially the duplicates, and
rely upon local dealers to replenish for breakage and
loss ; but an old and enthusiastic tarpon fisherman sooner
or later will provide himself with all the articles on the

list, and more besides. ^

Cost of Outfit.

1 trunk : $9 00
1 tackle box 5 00
2 rods 32 00

2 rods 20 00
2 rods , 10 00

2 reels 50 00
2 reels 24 00
2 reels 14 00
2 lines S 00
2 lines 5 00

2 lines 2 00
2 dozen snells 12 00
2 dozen snells ; 6 Oft

2 dozen snells 3 00
3 dozen hooks 3 00

9 dozen swivels 4 00
120 wires , 2 00
1 gaff 5 00

1 revolver with, cartridges 15 00

8 dozen sinkers 2 00
6 floats 1 00

1 vise 1 00
3 pairs pincers 1 0<)

Belting, sheet lead, etc 1 OO
3 files and 2 disgorgers 1 00

1 knife, glue, etc 1 00
1 oiler, oil and emery paper 1 00
1 leather case 2 00

1 belt 2 00
1 cushion 1 00

Sundries 1 00
Scales, line dryer, thumb and finger guards 6 00

Total ?2o0 00

If it be desired to add one more first-class tarpon rod,

reel and line, the preceding amount would be increased to

about $300.
Let not the size of this estimate deter any one from

trying tarpon fishing, because he can get along with a
much smaller outfit, especially by going to some well-

known resort like Aransas Pass, where tackle, generally

"cheap and nasty," is procurable.

One might venture on going there with no outfit at all,

counting upon hiring one at say one dollar a day, plus the

cost of breakage ; but this is always unsatisfactory. Or
he might buy a rod, reel and line with a dozen snells and
trust to luck for the rest.

And now let us go down the list and discuss the various

items in respect to their quality, characteristics and price.

Trunk,

This can be bought in New York from a tackle store,

but it will prove to be a rather flimsy article, and, conse-

quently, short lived. It is better to have one made to order

by a good manufacturer of trunks, giving instructions to

have it built as strong and rigid as practicable. The
dimensions on the inside should be 8 inches square and 6

feet I inch long. It should have substantial twin locks

near the ends and two strong snap hasps, one on each

side of the middle and about i foot therefrom. The in-

terior should be ribbed with steel flats, countersunk, so as

not to injure the rods, and should be lined with cloth.

My trunk made on this specification cost $9. It is large

enough to contain all my rods, gaffs and snells, several

reels, two guns in their cases, and a lot of small tackle and
clothing. The latter prevents the heavier articles from
moving about. The trunk should always be packed full,

even if it be necessary to use paper for the purpose.

Tackle Box.

My tackle box is an ideal one, the plans and specifica-

tions therefor having been prepared by the widely known
tarpon fisherman, Mr. R. M. Snyder, of Kansas City. It is

made of galvanized sheet iron, strengthened at the corners

by filleting, and provided at the sides with strong handles,

to which is buckled a stout leather strap. The outside

dimensions are: Length, 16 inches; width. 12 inches, and
height, 10^/^ inches. It is divided into three tiers, and
contains two shelves. The top one is 4 inches deep, and
occupies the entire area. The other is 3 inches deep, ii^
inches long and 10 inches wide. This leaA-es two fixed

compartments, the deep one of .which is divided into two
spaces of 6 inches by 6 inches, and the shallow one into

three spaces of 3H inches hy 12 inches. The large tray is

divided into four spaces, each about 4 inches by 12 inches,

and the smaller one into three spaces, each about 4 inches

by 10 inches.

Any one wanting a truly first-class tarpon tackle box
can do no better than to order one built according to these

spegifi^.atioiii8, yim cost % Jt i§ perf^c^ in every way.

except that it is a trifle heavy—a good fault for a box
that has to be shipped as baggage from 6,000 to 10,000
miles per annum.

Rods.

No rods that I have yet found are quite good enough
for tarpon fishing. Cane ones are absolutely worthless,
for, even if they do not break, they bend so excessively
as to make one continually uneasy whenever a fish is on
the line. A rod jointed at the middle is a delusion and a
snare. I have a couple of them of the San Antonio pat-
tern, and although they have landed some big fish, they
are not to be depended on. Their weak place is just
below the Joint, and they will all break there sooner or
later.

The split bamboo tarpon rod maj^ be a good one, but
the only one I ever owned slivered under the strain
caused by a 6-footer. It has since been wound over a
couple of feet of its length, and continues to do good
service.

The best rod that I have yet found is Ed vom Hofe's
$16 greenheart with agate guide and tip ; nevertheless I

snapped one of them short off on my last outing, imder the
strain of a 25-pound jackfish.. There is not enough ma-
terial in tarpon rods, for they bend too much and break
too easily. The sportsman should never have to consider
anything but the strength of his line when fighting a fish.

A steel rod would be the ideal one for tarpon fishing if

it could be prevented from rusting. I have never heard
6f such a rod. but would like to try one built like the
Bristol steel rod, which, in my opinion,. is the ne phis ultra

of rods for bait-casting and trolling in fresh water. How-
ever, it will not withstand the rusting effect of salt

water. The great advantage of a steel rod is that it never
takes a permanent set or shows any bending after use. All

wooden rods bend permanently more or less, especially

those used in tarpon fishing, necessitating the constant
reversion of the tip in the socket in order to bend it back.

If Mr. vom Hofe would add about 25 per cent, to the
diameters of his $16 greenheart rod, he would effect a

great improvement.
There is not much use in bU3dng cheap tarpon rods.

They nearly always fail quickly, and cannot be relied on
to handle heavy fish, although it was on a little $8 or $10
Divine rod of mine that Dr. H. W. Llowe landed the
record tarpon of 223 pounds. Although a stout little

rod, it was cheaply built, and I noticed that the silk wind-
ings came off after a few months' service.

The Bethabara rod is much talked of, but my- limited

experience with it leads me to believe that the wood is

too brittle.

Lancewood, if enough of it be used, makes a fairly good
rod. Dr. Howe has one of his own manufacture that is

nearly strong enough to land a whale. He uses it to lend
to tyros, chumps and greenhorns who want to see what
tarpon fishing is like. One of them lifted on it a 4^-
footer and threw the fish into the boat.

The medium rods for channel bass and other fish up to

25 or 30 pounds in weight should be jointed at the butt

only, but the light rods for small fish may have several

joints.

Reels.

A really good tarpon reel cannot be bought for less than

$20, and I prefer to pay $25 or $30. My experience has

been mainly with the Ed vom llofe reels. His $20 rub-

ber reel is pretty fair, but the one I have gets badly used
up every year or two, and has to go back to the shop for

repairs. His $25 reel (or $30 with the patent out-

going drag) is more durable; but the said patent drag is

by no means worth the extra $5, as it is altogether too

feeble, although I understand that he claims to be making
it more powerful than formerly. In my opinion, an initial

resistance of 4 or 5 pounds would not be at all too much
for such a drag. No drag should operate with an incom-
ing line for the fish alone will provide all the work that

the sportsman needs.

Cheap reels are continually getting out of order, and arc

therefore unsatisfactory.

A good reel should hold readily 500 feet of line, and no
more than this should be put on reels of ordinary size,

unless the line be a fine one. It is very seldom that more
than ,300 feet of line are taken out by a tarpon, and I

don't think I have ever seen one take more than 350 feet.

If Dr. Howe ever perfects his reel with the patent

brake, it will run out of the market all of the reels that

are being manufactured to-day; but he has been trying to

have his reels constructed in Mexico, which is imprac-

ticable, and he is working on the cut-and-try method in-

stead of by complete detailed plans and specifications,

which is the way in which an engineer would tackle the

problem.
The reel for the medium sized rod should carry readily

not less than 300 feet of line, and should cost from $10 to

$20.

The reel for small fishing should carry not less than

200 feet of line, and should cost from $6 to $io.

I have heard a great deal about the Kentucky reel, and
that it has lately been adapted to tarpon fishing; but

have never even seen one, so can pass no opinion on it

excepting as to price, which is high—^prohibitively so for

m.any sportsmen, as it costs about as much as a first-class

modern gun.

Lines.

Of all the lines that I have ever tried, but two have

proved satisfactory—viz., the Genuine Hall No. 27 and the

Empire City No. 36. These are both truly excellent, being

strong, durable and reliable. The diameter of the Hall

lines increases with the numbers, but the No. 27 is de-

cidedly larger than the Empire City No. 36. The latter has

surprising strength for its size. It landed Dr. Howe's
record tarpon, after having been in constant use for three

weeks. On the other hand, one of my No. 27 Hall lines

landed a 350-pound jewfish.

Between these two lines there is almost no choice, ex-

cept that a reel will spool more of the Empire City than

of the Hall.

There is on the market a dark, olive-green line termed

"Cuttyhunk," which is absolutely worthless for tarpon

fishing. It untwists immediately, gets soft and breaks.

It is possible that there arc other good tarpon lines

besides the two I have mentioned, but they have never

com? wy notic?, ^ome on? telling m lately gf ^
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Hall tarpon line stronger and heavier than the No. 27.
If such there be, I want one, as no hne is too good for
the silver king.

A spool containing 600 feet of good tarpon Hne is worth
$4, but it does not pay to buj' so much, because the ordi-

nary reel will not hold it, even when it is dry, much less

Avhen it is wet. I find that I can buy a spool of 900 feet

of Empire City No. 36 for about $5, thus making two good
lines at a little more than $2.50 each. A length of 450 feet

is ample, even after it has been shortened by several
weeks' u'se.

For medium-sized fish, a No. 18 or a No. 21 Hall line is

verj^ satisfactor}^, or a shorter piece—say 300 feet—of
Empire City No. 36.

For the small fishing there are many good, light lines,

but it must not be forgotten that heavier line is needed in
- salt water than is required in fresh water, for two rea-

sons, viz. : First, the greater deteriorating efYect of salt

water; and, second, the greater chance of hooking occa-
sionally a large fish.

Soells.

The ordinary tarpon snell tliat one buys from a tackle
store consists of a piece of steel wire 4 or 5 feet long with
a hook at one end and a swivel at the other. This is not
the proper thing at all. because at least three swivels are
necessary to prevent the line from untwisting.
Again, the wire is usually too weak. The general idea

that to have the wire as strong as the line is sufficient is

all wrong, because the snell is often put to far greater
strain than the line could stand. For instance, a taropn is

often beached by the boatman grasping the end of the
snell and hauling the fish out on to the sand. Many a
weak snell has failed under such a condition, thus losing
the sportsman's well-earned prey.
What is the best kind of wire to use for snells is still

an unsettled question. The objections to steel are: ist—
If it has ever been coiled, it can never be made to stay

even approximately straight, and a curved snell prevents
one from striking the hook effectively into the fish, 2d

—

It is liable to kink and then snap off short. 3d—It rusts
rapidly. 4th—It soon gets very brittle.

Brass wire has been used by Dr. Howe, and he has
found it to be satisfactory, but my experience with it has
been unfortunate, for the roll I bought proved to be too
brittle to twist properly, so I had to take out the temper
near the end of each length by heating about 3 inches of
the wire in a gas flame. Several of these snells broke at

the eye, so I now have four dozen of them to cut up and
remake with better wire.

Next time I shall probably try copper, as it will need no
annealing. I used a copper snell once, and it did not
fail, although the wire was rather light.

Some tackle makers insert a short piece of chain be-
tween the hook and the wire, for the purpose of preventing
the latter from being broken at the jaw of the fish. The
idea is not a bad one, but the benefit from the chain is

not equivalent, to the extra price charged for it—some 20
or 25 cents per snell. I cannot remember ever having had
a wire break for want of such a chain.

Hooks.

Brakes.

The brakes sold with tarpon reels consist of a piece of

leather a little narrower than the spool of the reel and
about 2[4 inches long, attached to the rear spreading
bar of the reel in such a manner as to turn on it with con-

siderable friction. Rubber belting is preferable to ordinary

leather for this purpose, but the peculiar leather used
lately on the Ed vom Hofe reels makes the best brake of

this type. .'Ml of them, however, it is to be hoped, will

be superseded soon by Pr. Howe's patent brake, which
acts on the exterior of tlie .spool instead of on the line.

Pressure on the latter must tend to wear it out. especially

when, as is occasionally the case, some sand gets into the

spool,

There is an additional brake that I always use, consist-

ing of a strip of rubber belting about an inch wide and

3 or 4 inches long tied to the rod some 12 or 15 inches

"above the reel seat. It is' operated by pinching the line be-

tween it and the guard on the left thumb. It is very use-

ful in relieving the right thumb from the long-continued

strain of operating the main brake, and in preventing the

reel from overrunning when one is attempting to shoot a

fish.

Belt.

V This can be dispensed with entirely when fishing from
a boat, but when fishing from the shore it is truly essential.

It should be broad and stiff, and the leather socket should

be deep. A similar socket to be screwed to the chair

seat has come into use lately. It ought to prove to be

quite convenient, but as I have not tried it I cannot in-

dorse it at present.

Cushion.

This should be about 15 inches square and 3 inches

thick. It should be somewhat pliable, so that the butt of

the rod can be placed between it and the wooden seat of

the chair.

Scales.

There is a combination scale for weighing both large and

small fish, and costing ony a dollar and a half. It weighs

by one set of levers up to 300 pounds, and by another

set up to 40. While it is all right for heavy fish, I do

not think it is sufficiently accurate for small ones, so pre-

. fer to have also an ordinary spring balance, weighing up

to 50 pounds, and costing not to exceed $2.

Guards.

Thumb guards .should be crocheted from coarse cotton

and finger guards from wool. They should be made large

enough to go over a glove, and are needed on the left

hand only.

I have evolved a combination of finger and thumb
guards that works very effectively, enabling one to grasp

the spooled Hne firmly with the tips of the fingers and
thumb. It consists in running a crocheted string from

- the lower end of each tip to a point on the back of the hand
just above the wrist, and from there running two other

crocheted strings to tie around the wrist in front. This

prevents the tips from working ofif during the struggle.

There is no really good tarpon hook in existence; some
are better than others, but they are all bad, being lacking
in strength, rigidity and toughness. The least objection-
able kind is the latest pattern of the Van Vleck hook, but
even these hooks fail continually by snapping off short or
by corkscrewing. I have had as many as three broken
or spoiled in a single forenoon.
There seems to be prevalent an incorrect idea that it is

essential to keep down the amount of metal in the hook for
fear of frightening the tarpon. My experience with that
fish leads me to believe that it does not give a blank for
anybody or anything. If a tarpon wants the bait, it will
take it almost regardless of all condiitons, while at times
nothing will induce the fish even to look at it. Some
fishermen contend that the snell should be of very fine

wire, so as to be nearly invisible, while, on the other hand
in Florida they still-fish with leather snells a quarter of an
inch square and with pieces of strong rope of fully that
diameter.

The hook manufacturers ought to make some experi-
mental hooks of about the ordinary size, but of tnuch
greater strength, and have sportsmen give them a thor-
ough test. I feel confident that they would prove satis-

factory, if made of the proper material,

Swivek,

The best swivels to use are the large size, bronze, barrel

swivels. I have never known one to break or to bind
because of the action of the salt water on the metal, while
on several occasions brass swivels have failed me by
breaking, and I have often seen them refuse to operate.
The bronze barrel swivels cost 6 cents each, which prob-
ably represent a profit of several hundred per cent.

Gaff.

A gaff hook of polished steel with screw end. mounted
on a good ash handle, about feet long, can be
bought for $5 or less. It should have no barb, not onty be-
cause it is unnecessary, but also because of the great
tendency for it to break off. Portions of the handle
should be wrapped with strong, coarse twine so as to give
a firm grip for the hands;

Sfokers.

Lead sinkers shotild weigh from one ounce down. For
tarpon fishing, they shottld alwa3^s be detachable, for a
reason that will be explained in my next paper, which will

treat of "how to fish."

An easy way to make them detachable is to fasten them
to the snell by two or three turns of fine copper wire.

Hollow cylinders of lead made for fish nets are excellent
for this purpose, being of about the right weight and
convenient for attaching the wire.

Floats.

These are not often necessary, but in some places they
are essential, so one should be prov-ided with them. The
easiest way to make one is to tie some old tarpon line

finnly around a piece of cork about 2 inches square and
3' or 4 inches long, leaving the ends of the line hanging for

3 or 4 inches so as to tie onto the snell by me^ns of a

|9W HH''!^? in Pf^^?* that it m^y be untied x^9,i\ly, '

''
'

'

Boatman's Outfit.

The necessity for two pairs of oars and row locks is not

only to have spare ones in case of a break down, but also

to enable the fishermen to aid the oarsman when he cannot

make headway against wind and tide.

The object of the anchor is to ease up on the oarsman
when there is a strong tide running. The rope should

be attached to a buoy in the boat, so that when a fish

strikes, the buoy can be thrown overboard quickly, other-

Avise the fish might get out too much line before the anchor

could be taken in. A fixed buoy in the streain, having an

eye on it to run a line through, would serve the same
purpose, but the movable anchor is better, as with it the

position of the boat can be changed at will.

The chair should be a stout wooden one, having a

back (but no arms) and a thick seat. It should be

lashed very firmly to the boat so that it will not give in

the slightest degree when the latter rocks.

A sail is useful sometimes in going from one place to

another, but should never be employed when fishing.

The subject of bait will be taken up in the next paper.

Clothing, Etc.

A comfortable hat that will not blow off is a sine qua

noil for tarpon fishing, as is also a rubber coat or poncho.

A hunting coat is preferable to any other coat because

of its numerous pockets, in which can be stowed almost all

the tackle one needs to take in the boat.

Overalls are better than old pantaloons, because they can

be washed.
Undershirts should always have long sleeves that will

come down well over the wrists in order to protect the

latter from sunburn.
Hip boots are useful if the shore is muddy, besides they

can be worn with a rubber coat on a rainy day, so as to

keep the fisherman perfectly dry and comfortable.

Gloves are truly a necessitj'. not only as a protection

against sunburn, but also to prevent the hands from being

skinned by the slipping of the reel handle.

If this list of tackle and outfit is not complete, I hope
that some of the readers of Forest and Stream will make
it so, and if any one knows of any better tackle than that

which I have described* he would do his brother sportsmen
a good turn by telling what it is and where to get it, as

well as its approximate cost.

Many readers will conclude that tarpon fishing requires

too much apparatus. So thought a small boy at a railway
station near Tampico last winter, who, seeing my com-
panion and mj-self struggling with our burden of rods,

gaffs, etc., and having with us only one fish (we had saved
for ourselves but one out of the total catch), remarked,
"What! All that stuff to catch one fish?"

Certainly,- one can do without a great many of the things

that I have mentioned herein, but to get the best possible

results and to enjoy the sport to the utmost, he will sooner
or later require them all.

And now a word of warning to^ the would-be purchaser
of tarpon tackle. Don't rely on the judgment and ex-

perience of the tackle dealer or let him choose what you
need, for some dealers will be pretty sure to foist upon
you lot q| \vort;hle§§ stuff Xh^t the^ h^ve on ks,vf^ a,;^^

could not sell" to any one who knows anything about up-to-
date tarpon fishing. On this subject I certainly know
whereof I speak, for not only I myself but also several
of my friends have been caught in that way. Specify
clearly each article that you want to buy, its make and
character, and let the dealer understand that you will

accept nothing else. •
«

In conclusion I want to impress upon my readers the
importance of these three statements : Tarpon fishing is a
man's game, and requires man's tools; no tackle is too
good for tarpon fishing, and but little is good enough

;

and the idea of using very light tackle to give the fish a
chance is a fallacy, because the chances are always in
favor of the fish and against the fisherman.

J. A. L. Waddell.

The Salmon Fishing: Excursion.

The' salmon fishing excursion projected by the St. Law-
rence Steamship Co. has been abandoned. The reason
for giving up the trip was that the number of those apply-
ing for passage was insufficient to permit the scheme being
put through.

Mt. Geofgfe's Tarpon*
The 2r3-pound tarpon killed by Mr. N. M. George, of

Danbury, Conn., is now on exhibition at the store of
Messrs. Wm. Mills & Son, No. 21 Park .plaee, this city.

Fixiures.

Sept. 2-5.—Toronto, Can.—Dog show of the Toronto Industrial.
E.xhibition. W. P. Fraser, Sec'y. and Supt.

Indttstfial Exhibition Association.

Toronto, Ont., June 21.—The following is a Hst of
judges who will officiate at the coming bench show of the
Industrial Exhibition Association, Toronto, the dates of
which are Sept. 2. 3, 4, and 5..

Toronto immediately follows Buffalo, which is only a
journey of three hours, and special arrairgements are
being inade for throtigh cars at greatly reduced rates for
exhibitors.

The prize list, which has always been a most liberal
one at Toronto, with the small entry fee of $2, will be on
much the same lines as last year, and will be ready for
distribution in a' few days.
The judges are

:

St. Bernards, Mr. J. S. Williams, Toronto.
Mastiffs, bloodhounds. Great Danes and dachshunds,

Prof. Wesley Mills, Montreal.
Russian wolfhounds, deerhounds, greyhounds, pointers,

setters. Chesapeake Bay dogs and miscellaneous classes,
Mr. John Davidson, Monroe, Mich.
Foxhounds, dogue de Bordeaux, poodles, beagles and all

terriers except Yorkshire terriers, Mr. James' Mortimer,
Hempstead. (L. I.), N. Y.

All spaniels, pugs, Pomeranians and Yorkshire terriers,
Mr. E. M. Oldham, New York.

Collies and Old EngHsh sheep dogs, Mr. Robt. McEwen,
Byron, Ont.

Bulldogs, Mr. Tyler Morse, Danvers. Mass.
W. P. Eraser, Sec'y Dog Show.

Notice.

All communications intended for Forest and Stxeak should
•Iways be addressed to the Forest and Stream Publishing Co., and
not to any individual connected with the paper.

Yachting Fixtures, 1901.

Secretaries and members of race committees will confer a favor
by sending notice of errors or omissions in the following list and
also of changes which may be made in the future.

JUNE.

26. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
27. Indian Harbor, special, Greenwich, Conn.
27-28. Seawanhaka Corinthian, special. Oyster Bay, L. I, Sound.
29. Boston, City Point, Boston Harbor.
22. Savin Hill, open, Boston Harbor.
29. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
29. Atlantic, annual, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
29. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
29. Winthrop, class handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
29. New Yorii, cup defender class, Newport.
29. Seawanhaka Corinthian, annual race for Leland challenge cup

, for raceabouts, Oyster Bay, Long Island Sound.

JULY.

1. New York, cup defender class, Newport.
2, 4, 6. Newport, Y. R. A., cup defender class, Newport. .

2. Indian Harbor, Greenwich, Long Island Sound.
3. Columbia, City Point, Boston Harbor.
3. East Gloucester, evening race, Gloucester, Mass.
3-8. Brooklyn C. C., cruise, Gravesend Bay.
4. Beverly, open sweepstake. Monument Beach.
4. Shelter Island, club regatta.
4. DuxburVj club race, Duxbury, Mass.
4. Boston City, City Pomt, Boston Harbor.
4. Corinthian, second club championship, Marblehead, Mass. Bay.
4. East Gloucester, open, Gloucester, Mass.
4. Gravesend Bay Y. R. A., first open regatta, Gravesend Bay,
4 Annisquam, open, Ipswich Bay, Mass.
4. Larchmont, annual regatta and schooner races for Colt cup,

Larchmont, Long Island Sound.
4. Hartford, annual, Saybrook, Long Island Sound.
4. Seawanhaka Corinthian, club, Oyster Bav, Long Island Sound.
4. Pavonia, Mclnnis cup, Bayonne, New York Bay.
4. Canarsie, parade, Canarsie, Jamaica Bay.
4. Penataquit Corinthian, annual, Bay Shore, L. I.

4. Columbia, Chicago, Lake Michigan.
4. Burgess, Marblehead, Massachusetts Bay.
4-5. Lake Michigan. Y. R. A., Lake Michigan.
4-7. Biloxi, club, Biloxi, Miss.
4. Coliasset, knockabout championship and handicaj) races, Co-

liassel, Mass.
J. Ouincy, handicap. Ouincy. Mass.
5-lir Atlantic, cruise, Sea Gate, New York Bay.
6. Shinnecock Bay, club. Shinnecock Bay.
6. Hull-Massachusetts, club, Hull, Mass.
6. Winthrop, special handicap, Winthrop, Mass.
6, Mosquito Fleet, Citj; Point, Boston Harbor,
6. Riverside, annual, Riverside, Long Island Sound,<
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Small Yacht Construction and

Rigging.

BY LINTON HOPE.

Chapter VI.—Floors, Shelf and Deck Beams.

Ais soon, as the planking is finished, before clenching off the

nails, the moulds will have to be removed. To do this the

centerboard boat will have to be turned over keel down, but the

other can remain on the stocks. Before turning the boat over, all

the stays of the moulds and on the stem and stern of the boat
must be cut adrift from their fastenings, and when that is done
she can be lifted clear of the floor by about four men and turned
over on two trestles. Four or five light strips of wood, called

cross spauls, Avith cleats on their ends, should be fitted over the

edges of the top strake between the moulds to hold the boat in

to her beam, as if this is not done she will fly out several inches

at each side directly the moulds are removed. This must be done
on both boats. The moulds can row be removed, and the easiest

way is to cut them across in one or two places with a saw; bvit if

they are to be retained for future use, it will be a longer job to

get them out whole, and great care must be taken not to injure

the planking and timbers.
The planking being now finished, and all the through fasteiiings

clenched properly over roves or burrs, the positions of the floor

timbers shoiid be set of! from the construction drawing. The
stations are usually marked F-F-F on the drawing, or else the

floors are shown on the drawing in their places.

A thin wooden template is made to fit the inside of the skin

and keel, etc., at each station, and from it the floor is made either

in steel or a natural oak crook. The latter is the simplest for the
centerboard boat, and the bow and stern floors in the keel boat,

but the hollow sections amidships on the latter will require steel

floors, as suitable crooks could not be obtained, and would be
very difficult to fasten. These steel floors can be made by any
smith, from the template, if it shows the bevel required. This is

usually done by naihng small blocks of wood on the sides of the

template, at about four places from the angle of the keel and
garboard to the end of the arms. These blocks must be the

exact width of the finished- forging, and must show the angle or

bevel of the t)lanking with the template at each point.

When ordering the iron work, always give a correct template

as well as a full sized drawing of each piece, and if possible let

the smith have a look at the place where it is to go.

All iron work must be fitted in place and drilled, and the holes

countersunk before being galvanized.
The oak floors are cut roughly to shape from the template,

giving the edges the proper bevel when sawing out of. the crook.

They should then be tried in place, and if a fairly good fit, the

inside of the skin and keel, at the floor station, should be chalked

and the floor fitted exactly to its place in the manner described in

the previous chapter for fitting the planks; and when it is a good
fit, the sharp angle at the junction of the planking and keel

should be partly cut away to leave a water course or "limber
hole." This is constantly -omitted, even by good builders, but is

most essential if the boat is to be kept clean and sound, for if

there is no proper water course the boat cannot be pumped out

dry, and water will always lie in the anprlcs of the floors. The
limbers must not be cut too large, or the joggle over the keel will

be cut awaj'. and much of the strength lost; a fair proportion for

most l3oats would be two-tliiuds the height from the inside of the

plank to the top of the keel at the joggle, and about twice that

amount in width.
A good rule for the sizes of wood floors is to make the siding

equal to two or two and a" Ivilf limes the thickness of the planking,

and the moulded depth on. tlie lop of tile keel two or two and a
half times the siding; thus for V^in. i)lanking the floor at the top

of the keel should be lin. to lV2in. by 2in. or S'/ain., according to

the strength required at the different stations, the stoutest floors

being at the mast step and amidships, and the lightest at the

ends. All floors should run up to the turii of the bilges, and the

arms should taper fairly from ihe keel to the end, which should

be square in section, so that if the floor is lin. sided, it would be

lin. by lin. at the ends of the arms. Steel floors are usually of

a flat section in small boats, such as we are now dealing with, and
should be about half the thickness of the planking at the keel, witli

a width of about four times the thickness. For V^in. planking

they would be lin. by %in. at keel, and would taper to the ends

of the arms to half those dimensions.
Paint well under each floor before fastening it in place.

The shelf, which is also known as the inwale in small boats,

varies considerably in its proportions to the rest of the scantlings,

according to the class of boat. For instance, in some very light

boats of barely 3-16in. planking with bent timbers %in. by %in.,

spaced 2in. center to center, the inwales were IV^in. by %in.,

tapered fore and aft to ygin. by %in., the boat being about 25fr.

over all and 5ft. 6in. beam. In an ordinary strongly built boat

of the same dimensions, but with %in. planking and %in. by
%m. timbers, spaced 5in. center to center, the shelf would be
about 2V2in. by lV4in., tapered to 2in. by lin. at the ends. That
is to say, that though the planking is nearly three times as thick

and the sectional area of the timbers more than seven times as

great, the shelf is barely double the sectional area of that in the

light boat. The shelf of the latter, however, would be- fastened

inside the timbers below the level of the deck, so that it would
not be cut away more than %in, for the dovetails of the deck

beams, the timbers not being let into it at all, while the inwale

of the light boat would have all the timber heads let in flush, and
the beams let in to their full depth, but only half way through

the thickness of the inwale at the top, the dovetail being tapered

to nothing at the bottom of the beam. By this method the

inwale touches the deck and tlie planking, both of which are

fastened directly to it. This is necessary with such light

material to tie the skin and deck edge together, as they are both

too thin to fasten to each other in the usual way by nailing or

screwing the deck to the top strake. '
, . , ,

The term "shelf" i» usually applied to the heavier class of

work only, but I shall use it here to denote the form of con-

struction in which the timbers and beams are not let in, using

the word "inwale" in place of shelf, when the other method is

required.^^^^^
important that tlte ^helf should be quite ffee from

knots or short grain, and for that reason Oregon pine is one of

the most suitable woods; but for the inwale of a very lightly built

boat American elm is better, , as it will not fly so easily when cut

across the grain to let in the timbers and beams. The only objec-

tion to American elm for all work of this sort is its weight and

expense; but if Oregon pine were used in cases where the timhpr.s

are let in it would probably .split in .several places, especiallv

between the dovetail."! of the deck beams. A light, tough mahog-

any is not a bad substitute for both the former woods in cither

class of work, but it is as expensive as -the American elm, while

not equal to it in toughness, and it is considerably heavier than

Oregon pine but is more durable and less likely to spht.

As soon as the pair of shelves are cut out to the correct section

and taper they will require steaming at the fore ends to the cuive

of the boat. To save time they are usually cut out, planed up and

steamed before the floor frames are fitted, being bent round tlie

outside of the top strake and cramped or lightly nailed in place-

to set to their proper shape by the time they are wanted. Ucca-

sionallv the after ends will have to be steamed as well, in whicli

case they must be done separately, one end being steamed and lelt

to set all night before taking off the boat to steam the other end,

unless you have a steam box long enough to take the whole length,

which is hardly likely.
, , , , , j. ,

Before putting in the shelf the edges of the top strake must be

planed down to the correct sheer line, and this takes a lot of

careful work and a well trained eye or there will be ' lumps or

"straights" in the sheer. Use a jackplane set fairly coarse at

first and get well away to look at the sheer as you plane the

edge. Be sure and get the sheer right now, as you cannot

alter it much afterward. Don't touch the top of the transom till

the deck beams are faired up. ^ , , , . ,

When fastening them m place fit the fore ends against the

inside of the stem and to each other, so that when the breast hook

IS fitted afterward the whole fore end of the boat wall be a solid

block, composed of stern, shelves, breast hook and planking, with

tlie space between shelf and plank carefully filled up.

Get the shelf in place and hold it firmly with three of four

cramps, driving it tightly against the stem and keeping the top

%in above the level of the under sides of the deck beams. This

level can be marked all around the inside of the boat before the

shelf is fitted. For example, if the beams are l%in. moulded at

the ends the level of the top of the shelf would be lin. below the

'^'^Stert^fastening from forward, putting a through fastening through

plank, timber and shelf at every other timber, each fastening

hema; alternately in the top and bottom edges of the shelf.

When within a few feet of the after end of the shelf cut it to fit

tightly against the transom in the same manner as the fore end

fits against the stem. It will be tied to the transom with a quarter
knee. There is often a lot of twist in the shelf here, especially in
long counters like that of No. 2 design, and care must be used to
get it in place, nailing it at every timber if required.
The bilge stringers are the next to go in, and owing to their

length being equal to that of the boat, they cannot well be fitted
after the deck beams are in place. These very essential portions
of the frame are somewhat similar in section to the shelf, and, like
it, are -ft'orked from end to end of the boat inside the timbers, to
give longitudinal strength. Unlike the shelf, they are placed on
edge, and are wider at the base, where they touch the timbers, than
they are at the top. A good proportion for the section would be
a moulded depth amidships, equal to four of five times the thick-
ness of the plank, with a width at the base equal to one-third the
depth and at the top edge equal to one-fourth the depth. The
ends would taper in the same manner as with the shelf.

The stringers should be placed right in the turn of the bilge,
just over the ends of the floors, which may be cut away to allow
the stringers to lie flat on the timbers. Like the shelf, they should
be thoroughly fastened at every other timber, and at each floor,

Where a stringer on edge would interfere too much witb the
internal room, a slightly stouter one may be worked on the flat,

bu* it will ret be nearly so strong.
Before cutting out any of the deck beams a mould must be made

for the longest beam in the boat, and from this template all the
beams can be drawn out on the boards from which they are to be
cut, placing one inside the hollow of the next, so as to waste as
little wood as possible, taking care that the wood is sound and
straight-grained. Where head room is not an object, it is best to
make the beams thin and deep in section with the ends of less
depth than the middle, the moulding amidships being about four
times the siding, the latter being the same as the thickness of the
deck. If, however, every bit of head room is wanted, they may
be square in section, but should in that case be of greater sec-
tional area to make up the strength required.
The ends of the beams are fitted carefully to the inside of the

planking at the stations shown on the construction plan, and
they are dovetailed %in.,into the shelf with a long nail driven
down through the beam into the shelf. When all the main beams
are in place the fore and aft beams or carlines are fitted, the ends
being dovetailed for half their depth into the two end beams, but
the dovetail must not be cut more than half way across the
beams. The half-beams from shelf to carline arc fitted just the
same as the rest of the beams, all joints being dovetailed.
The beams and carlines should be cut out about ^4in. deeper

than the specified moulded depth, and when they are in their
places they should stand ^4in. above the deck level. This is to
allow enough wood to fair them off, which is done by laying a
long batten on them from end to end of the boat, and planing off

all lumps till the batten touches every beam and also the edge
of the top strake at the sheer line if it is moved to cither side.
When the batten is first laid over the beams and transom it

looks a hopeless job to get them fair, but if the high beams 'are
chalked and then some of the surplus planed off and tlie batten
again tried until they are fair there should be no great difficulty;
but it takes a lot of time and patience. Having fixed and faired
the beam.Sj it is time to fit the knees and the shaped pieces
from carlines to beam at the end of the cockpit, and for all

these thin wooden templates must be made, and the knees, 'etc.,

cut out by them from the oak crooks as in the case of the stem.
The breast hook is the \nost important knee in the boat, and
should be at least equal in thickness to the shelf; the moulded
depth will of cour.se be taken from the specification (which will
be published later), but it will to some extent depend on the
grain and quality of the oak. In the case of boats where the shelf
is below the sheer level, the top of the breast hook will also be
below the deck level, and will have to have a packing piece on
it to take the end of the deck. The positions and shapes of the
knees are shown on the construction plan, and all these will be
about the same thickness as the planking or a trifle stouter, and
they should all have at least three through fastenings in each arm.

Our Boston Letter.

Boston, June 23.—Independence has been soiiiewhal

handicapped in her tuning up by the necessity of altera-

tions in Iter rig and in her steering gear. When she came
out o£ tlie Charlcstown Navy Yard dock with iter stern-

post rudder and gear substituted for the balance rudder, it

was thought that there would be no further need of altera-

tions, btit on the first trial under the sternpost rudder it

was found that the steering gear was not heavy enough.
It was .so light that there was practically no power in it.

During the trial several cogs of the steering gear, which
was of the bevel type, were broken. This necessitated

another change. It was decided to use the screw that has

formed part of the gear for the balance rudder. In order

to get the proper length on the rudder post, a piece was
spliced to it, which ran up through the deck, just aft

of where the bevel gear came through. On account of the

rake of the rudder post, it was necessary to cut through
i^nf of the deck beains and also cut a new hole in the

deck.

The after part of the screw fits into a socket on the

rudder head and the wheel is turned with right and left

threads, as in the gear of the balance rudder. Indepen-

dence went out for a trial last Friday with this gear in

place, and from all that can he learned, it will prove
satisfactory. She was tried for the first time on that

day with spinaker set. For the first setting it appeared

to work very well, and it was run up and taken in fairly

quickly; but on this point it Avould not be fair to make
comparison, as the crew are not yet used to the sail, and
the chances are tliat it will have to be set a few more
time.s before men are regularly stationed on il.

On the day that she took her involuntary jibe, one of

the. bowsprit spreaders, or what is known as the

"whiskers," was bent. This has been straightened up and
the spreaders, which are hollow castings, strengthened

Avith stee! pieces. On Saturday Independence was taken

down the bay for another trial, but it was so foggy that

the trip had to be abandoned, and she was towed back

to tlie dock by the tug A- W. Chesterton. Slic was to

have gone out to-day, anrl it was expected that .she would
have an impromptu brush with the schooner Hildegardc.

but the easterly wind that has been blowing for the past

forty-eight hours drove in such a bank of fog that it was
impossible to do anything. At one time she started from
the dock, only to be driven back by a dense fog bank.

It is expected that Independence will start for Newport
on Tuesday, and that the rest of her tuning up will be

done in those waters. It will take several trials before

the crew is permanently separated for work on different

parts of the boat. If she can go out every day before

she gets actual racing, she can be put into good condition,

but in the event of an accident she may be seriously

handicapped on account of being so far away from her

builders.

In the local racing, it appears that the new Hanley-de-

signed centerboard 25-footer Calypso is able to show her

lieels to last year's champion Flirt in anything except a

very light air. There has been bo opportunity of trying

out both of these boats with Crowninshield's latest 25-

footer, Chewink, owned by F. G. Macomber, Jr. Flirt

and Chewink had a try out in the special race of the

Eastern Y. C. last week. Flirt easily got away from the

new boat, but that she did so seemed to be due to clever

handling on the part of her skipper.

Chewink came up to enter the race of the Savin Hill

Y. C. on Saturday, hut there -was no class for her, and

Flirt and Calypso were having it out in Hull Bay. Calypso
would have entered the race of the Eastern Y. C. but she
carried away her mast off Pig Rocks, when headed for

Marblehead Harbor.
In the 2ift. restricted class there have been changes of

position in almo.st every race, and it is very hard to pick

a winner at this stage. Opitsah III., designed by Crown-
inshield, and Eaglet, designed by Burgess, are both new
boats, and have not yet had a proper tuning up. In the

contest, hard after them is Zaza, which came out at the
end of last season. She is short on the waterline, but there
is considerable over all. She beat the class handily in one
race, and it is likely that she will repeat the perform-
ance again.

In the i8ft. knockabotit class, Bonito, designed by
Crowitinshield. seems to be able to get away with the
class in all kinds of weather. She is a very pretty boat and
is an even sailer. She is stiff enough for all that will

be required of her, and, at the saine time, she can gather
speed in a very light air.

In the unrestricted i8-footers. Dauntless seetnS to have
met her match in Circe II. This boat was originally a
21-footer, and raced for the Quincy cup under the name
of Thelma. She was designed by Crowninshield. After
the Quincy races were over her ends were pulled up and
she now qualifies for the i8ft. class. Last year she faced
with this class, but did not seem able to do much with
Dauntless. In two races recently she showed up much
better. In one of them she gave Dauntless a hard race,

and in the other she beat her.

John B. Killeen.

The Canada's Cup Challengers.

The third week of June showed several things about
the Canada cup challenger Im^adel. For one thing, she is

not so big as calculated—which is an unusual and pleasing

discovery, for it was feared that she would go over meas-
urement. When she was launched it was announced
officially that she was going to draw 6ft. 6in. when rigged,

and that her waterline would be 28ft. She was measured
carefully by Com. Gooderham, of the R. C, Y. C,, a few
days ago. Her draft, in racing trim, was 6ft. 2m. The
forward overhang measured 9ft. iQi^in., and the after

overhang irft. loj-^in. Dedticting these from the over all

length, 49ft. 6in., the waterline was found to be-27ft. gin.

Invader still sits a trifle by the stern, and a slight altera-

tion in her ballast might improve her considerably. She
carried more of a c|uartcring wave than she should when
traveling at a good pace, although she leaves the water
very cleanly in comparison with many yachts of her size.

The Toronto men are making good use of their time.

Almost every day Invader was out for a sail, and day by
day she improved. Her first trials were sailed with a

short gaff, made in Oakville, and Toronto's b(X)in. The
latter was long enough, but the gaff was too short to

stretch the head of the sail. When the proper spars were
shipjied the work of getting the mainsail into shape began
in earnest. The big sail was stretched and restretched, and
by tlje latter part of the week the cringle in the peak of

it was out at the gaff end and some of the bagginess had
disappeared. The No. i jib was found to sag to leeward

when set flying, so snaps were added to tJie wire bolt tqjic

of the luff of it, and it travels on the forestay.

Invader's mishaps have been of a minor character. She
carried away her staysail boom, as the_paid hands call the

Hght spar on the foot of the jib; on another occasion

she carried away her jib halyards, and on another the-

strap of the jib sheet block parted. No serious damage
was done, and mariners Avho viewed the hollow mast, with

its Vsm, shell of wood, with suspicion, are commencing
to feel confidence in it. It was lifted out when the new
gaff and boom were ready for shipping, and strengthened

by additional bands of brass.

A new wrinkle in light weather sailing—new, at least, to

the Toronto men—is being tested. Ordinarily the goose-

neck of the main boom of the 35-footers is very close to

the deck. With the patent hoist on the after side of the

mast, however, the whole sail can be hoisted away up
till the gaff is above the spreaders and the boom is away
above the deck. This upward shifting of the center of

effort of the sails should result in more power, and the

experiments have been satisfactory so far. A correspond-

ing hoisting up of the jib has not yet been attempted in

the cup challengers, although this works well in the i6ft.

skiffs, and these little boats are frequently to he seen

with their jibs away up the staj'-.

Invader's first spin in anything like a good sailitig breeze

occurred on Friday, June 21. It was an exciting dash

with Beaver, the only other Toronto 35-footer, and vyhile

it was of less than an hour's duration it was a good indi-

cation of the new boat's possibilities. The two sloops took

a flying start, with Beaver a length astern, and worked out

of Toronto Bay in three long tacks. There was a twelve

-

mile breeze blowing. Beaver, always a wbnderfully stiff

and weatherly craft, stood up like a church and rapidly

outfootcd -and outpointed the Sibbick boat. The latter

heeled to an angle of 45 degrees, but as soon as slie

obtained the bearance of her long lee side she heeled no
further. Her mainsail was setting wretchedly, one-half

of it being curved one way and one-half the other; it was
either peaked too high or needed cutting, or the hack-

draft of the jib was spilling into it,

The boats had a two-mde thresh to' windward, nosing

out into Lake Ontario to a buoy south of the Eastern

Gap, and when they came about and headed back for

the harbor, Beaver had a lead of 3m. los.

Invader, with her canvas drawing properly, owing
to the started sheets, showed what she could do on the

reach. She tore through and over the water, any fuss

she made being purely surface spray. In the half-mile

dash through the piers she gained a minute. When sheets

were further started-for the run back to the moorings she

continued to gain, but not so rapidly, and when the

yachts finished she was just twenty-five seconds astern.

There is no doubt that she can be improved sufficiently to

make her half a minute to the mile faster by the wind.

She does not make much lee way. she foots fast enough
and she is stiff enough. The trouble so far has been with
the canvas. This has been greatly improved, but, as the

hymn says, ".Yet there is room."
The new boat, which is regarded by Toronto men as

.=<ure to be selected as the R. C. Y. C.'s challenger, can

4p some wonderful work in turning. On one occasion
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when the writer was aboard she was approaching a wharf
and had too much way on. The tiller was put hard over

and she turned a complete circle. She still carried too

much waj', and the tiller was kept hard over until she had
turned another complete circle, when she was allowed to

run alongside the wharf. The two circles were turned be-

tween another yacht and the wharf, within a space less

than 2oft. longer than Invader herself. Less than a min-
ute was occupied in the whole operation. Another in-

stance of the yacht's quickness in stays was given in her

Friday brush with Beaver. She swung from full to full

once in seven seconds.
The trial races for the selection of the challenger will

be held in Lake Ontario off Toronto Island, commencing
on July 3. The best three out of five may decide the

question, but the judges may order many more races.

The judges appointed are Messrs. G. E'. Macrae, A. G.

Peuchen, F. A. Turner and F. J. Campbell, of Toronto,

and Mr. E. H. Ambrose and Judge Monk, of Hamilton.
There is little likelihood of there being more than

three contestants in the trial races—Invader, Beaver and
Canadian, of Hamilton. There is some talk of Clytie, a

Hamilton contestant in the Canada cup trial races of

1899. being entered, but it is not taken seriously.

Canadian. Capt. J. H. Fearnside's craft, is still con-

siderable of an unknown quantity. Under an old main -

sail, staysail and jib, containing about 500 sq. ft. less than

her proper sail area, she gave Hazard, a wonderfully
-mart Herreshoff sloop, a good chasing. Nothing, how-
ever, could be deducted from this, her first performance.
Canadian seemed tender, but about a ton of ballast will

be added. Her proper canvas was shipped from Toronto
on June 19. It consists of mainsail, staysail and jib, Capt.

Fearnside favoring divided head sails. The combined area

of the three sails is about 1.500 sq. ft. The new craft

is certainly not a beauty, with her high-crowned deck,

reverse sheer and concave bottom—which latter she shows
very plainly when heeled. She possesses plenty of ac-

commodation, however, and promises a fair amount of

speed. So far she seems at her best in leeward work, but
the additional ballast may change all this.

Chari.es H. Snider.

New Yofk Y. C, Fifty-fifth Annual Regatta,

NEW YORK—NEW YORK BAY.

Thursday, June 20.

The fifty-fiifth annual regatta of the New York Y. C.

was sailed doAvn the bay on Thursday, June 20. The race

was sailed in a strong breeze from the south-southeast
that held true throughout the day, which was an ideal one
for a yacht race. The race was one of the most successful

ever given by the club. Tiie breeze was so fresh that

four of the yachts were disabled before the finish. Amorita
broke her fore gaff when off the Hook. At the time she

was the second boat in the race, but the accident ended
her chances and she withdi-ew. Cymbra broke her steering

gear soon after crossing the starting line. Altair carried

away her topmast just off the Hook, and Mira shared
the same fate soon afterward. When near the §nish
Quisetta lost her spinaker.

The most important event of the day was Ailsa's vic-

tory over Vigilant. Ailsa was built in 1895 from designs

made by Mr. William Fife. Jr., and Vigilant was designed
and built by the Herreshoffs in 1893 to defend the America
Cup against Valkyrie. This was the first time these boats
have met when rigged as yawls.
The sloops were sent away at 11:25 o'clock, Vigilant

crossing at the weather end of the line a few seconds after

the signal. Hester following, then Isolde next. Ailsa,

Humma, Wasp, Effort, Carmita, Mermaid, Mira and Cym-
bra. Quisetta led the schooners, followed by Amorita,
Katrina, Muriel. Elmina and Wayward. It was a close

hitch on the wind to the Southwest Spit buoy, and all

crossed on the port tack. Most of the smaller boats soon
came about on the starboard tack and stood over to the

eastward to get out of the tide. Vigilant made a hitch that

proved unnecessary, but Ailsa stood on the port tack and
was soon in the lead, which she held throughout the race.

Quisetta never gave up her lead, although it was a bitter

fight for position with Elmina. The following times were
taken as the yachts rounded the Southwest Spit buoy

:

Ailsa 12 1155 Amorita 12 25 00

Vigilant 12 15 25 Elmina 12 25 31

Hester 12 16 40 Wasp 12 26 40

Isolde 12 18 24 Altair 12 27 31

Humma 12 22 50 Muriel 12 30 10

Quisetta 12 24 08

From the Spit it was a reach to the Sandj^ Hook Light-
ship for the larger yachts, and from the end of the Hook a
beat to the Scotland for the smaller craft. It was on this

leg that x\morita had lost her fore gaff and Quisetta now
had only Elmina to beat, as Muriel was never dangerous.
Sandy Hook Lightship was rounded thus :

Ailsa 10133 Isolde 116 17
Vigilant 106 10 Quisetta 12120
Hester 1 13 13 Elmina 1 22 00

Humma made good weather of it going out to Scotland
and led around that mark with Wasp and Altair following.

With sheets started the boats stood back to Southwest
Spit, and they rounded in the following order : Ailsa, Vigi-
lant. Humma and Hester. From the Spit to the finish

line it was a run. Ailsa set her spinaker to starboard
and Vigilant followed suit shortly after. The times were:

Yawls—Glass G—Racing Trim.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ailsa 11 26 33 2 34 39 3 08 06 3 08 06
Vigilant ....11 25 27 2 38 43 3 13 16 3 13 16

Ailsa wins by. 5m. los. Went' around Sandy Hook
Lightship, 33 miles.

Sloops—Class I—Racing Trim.
Hester 11 26 41 3 03 51 3 37 10 3 37 10
Isolde 11 26 39 3 09 47 3 43 08 3 33 IS

Isolde wins by 3m. 52s. Went arourit Sandy Hook
Lightship, 33 miles.

Sloops—Class J—Cruising Trim.
Wasp 11 27 16 3 01 39 3 34 23 3 34 23
Carmita ,.11 27 49 3 13 43 3 45 54 3 45 47
Mermaid ...11 28 30 3 23 33 3 55 03 3 55 01

Isolde wins by 3m. 52s. Went around Sandy Hook
ship, 26 miles.

Went around Scotland Lightship, 26 miles.

Sloops—Class L—Racing Trim.
Ertort 11 27 35 3 18 16 3 50 41 3 50 41

Mjra 11 29 03 3 26 28 3 57 25 3 57 25

Cymbra 11 30 00 Did not finish.

Effort wins by 6m. 44s. Went around Scotland Light-

ship, 26 miles.

Schooners—Class D^Racing Trim.
Elmina 11 32 26 3 08 29 3 36 03 3 .36 03
Oui.setta ......,vy,ll 30 38 3 07 59 3 37 21 3 37 21

Muriel 11 32 03 3 19 43 3 47 40 3 47 40

Amorita 11 30 51 Did not finish.

Elmina wins by im. i8s.. but is protested by Quisetta.

Went around Sandy Hook Lightship, 33 miles.

Schooners—Cla^^ses D and F—Cruising Trim.
Katrina 11 :31 38 3 19 34 3 47 .W 3 47 56

Wayward 11 31 41 3 46 16 4 12 35 " 4 04 10

Quisetta wins the Bennett cttp for schooners. Her
protest against Ehnina is in the matter of their class race

and prize. Muriel, the other schooner entered for the

Bennett cup, was badly beaten.

Hester wins the Bennett cup for sloops.

Ailsa's time—3h. 8m. 6s.—over the thirty-three mile

'course is claimed to be the record time over the course.

TKe Regatta Committee were Mr. S. Nicholson Kane,
Mr. Newbury D. Lawton and Mr. J. Frederick Tams, the

latter taking the place for the day of Mr. Chester Gris-
' wold, who is out of town.

Sloops—Class K—Racing Trim.
Humma 11 27 03 2 BO 29 3 23 2§
Altsir ,,.,11 27 25 Did not finisli.

3 23 26

Yacht Club Notes.

The Newport Y. R. A., through its Race Committee,
Chainnan H. B. Duryea, W. Kane and R. N. Ellis, has

issued the following circular in regard to the four races

for the 90ft. class of sloops, which will be sailed off here
on July 6. 8, 10 and 12

:

A ctip will be given to the winner of each race pro-

vided two or more start. These races will be sailed under
the racing rules of the New York Y. C, except as herein

modified. Entries must be made in writing to H. B.

Duryea, chairman, Newport Reading Room, Newport,
R. I., before noon, Monday, July i.

Time Limit—Unless the winner completes the course

in six hours from the time of the starting signal the race

will be declared off and the race will be resailed on the

following day.
Yachts must display their racing mimbers on both sides

of mainsail.

The owner or his representative must be on board of

each yacht in every race.

Each yacht must file her racing measurement with the

chairman of the Race Committee before the start, and
must be measured with full racing crew aboard, the

measiu-er to state in the certificate the number of persons

on board at the time of measurement. No yacht shall

carry in a race more persons than are stated in her certifi-

cate, but nothing herein shall be held to modify Rule 8,

New York Y, C. racing rules.

All measurements must be made by John Hyslop, 4
River View Terrace, New York city.

Sailing Instruction.s—Starting signals—First—ir .'\. M.,
warning signal, a gim fired or a fifteen-second blast of the

whistle blown, and white rectangular flag hoisted.

Second—11:05 A. M.. preparatory signal, a gtm fired

or a five-second whistle blown, and the blue peter hoisted.

Third—^11:10 A. M., starting signal, a gun fired or a

five-second whistle blown, and a red rectangular flag

hoisted.

Fourth—11:12 A. M., handicap signal, a gun fired or a

five-second whistle blown, and the red flag hauled down,
which will be taken as the time of all yachts not having
crossed.

Recall Signals—-Code flag B will signal a postponement
of the start till later in the day, in which case the warning
signal will be given on the hour, or quarter, or half, or

three-quarters past the hour.
Code flag' W will signal a postponement of the race till

the following day.
In case of a postponement or resailed race, the course

will be selected and signaled as for a new race.

The New York Y. C. burgee over code flag will indi-

cate the use of the club code.

Answering pennant will signal "Come within speaking
distance."

Supplementary sailing directions giving the course to

be sailed will be issued as early as possible.

H *t

The Regatta Committee of the Larcliniont Y. C. an-
nounces that the annual regatta will lake place on July 4.

These races are open to all yachts enrolled in recognized
yacht clubs, and there will be races for all classes, accord-
ing to the classification of the club, as well as for race-

abouts, special 30-footers, knockabouts and the club special

25-footers. The schooners of class B will race for the

Colt cup. The v/inner in this class will have its name in-

scribed on the troph}', and in all the classes there will be
a first prize if two yachts start, a second prize if there' are
four starters, and a third prize if there are five starters.

The start will be made at 11:30 o'clock and yachtsmen
will get their sailing instruction at the club house early in

the morning. Entries close with the Regatta Committee
at the club house on July 2.

The steamer Albertina has been chartered for the use
of the members of the club and their- guests, and will

leave the foot of East Thirty-first street at 8 o'clock on
the morning of the race and the club house at 10:30
o'clock.

East Gloucestei* Y* G
GLOUCESTER, MASS.

Wednesday, June 19.

The third evening race of the East Gloucester Y. C.

was sailed off the club house, Wednesday, June 19. The
wind was very light at the start and petered out alto-

gether before the race was finished. The summary:
Elapsed.

Onda. Greenough 0 45 05
Rambler. Pomeroj' 0 46 33
Alethea, Colby and Smith 0 49 09
Comet, Harvey 0 49 56
Angel, Cox 0 50 20
Kantelpit, Perkins:: :i:. 0 52 20
.Spider, Flye 1 20 11
Sonny, Phelps. ,

. , 1 21 39

New Rochelle Y, C. Annual Regfatta.

NEW ROCHELLE—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, June 22.

The New Rochelle Y. C. sailed its annual regatta on
Saturday, June 22. Out of fifty-four entries, fifty-two

boats crossed the starting line, and of this number forty-

six finished. The breeze at the start was light from the
southeast, and after a while hauled to the southwest and
blew fitfully during the rest of the day.

All those measuring 30ft. racing length and upward
were sent twice around a triangle seven and one-third
miles in length. They went first to the Gangway buoy,
then to Old Hen buoy and then to the starting line, which
was at the entrance to Echo Bay.
The classes under 30ft. sailed around a triangle four and

a quarter miles in length. They went to Hen and
Chickens, then to the Middle Ground buoy off Execution
Reef and then home. The raceabouts and 25ft. sloops and
catboats sailed three times around this course and the
others twice around. The last class started were the
Larks belonging to the Pelham Country Club.
The 51 -footers were started first. Humma had the

windward position and Altair just under her lee. Hum-
ma drew ahead just after the start and was well in the
lead at the end of the first round. On the second round
Altair pushed Humma hard for first place, and at the
finish was only 23s. behind. In the 43ft. class Mira, after
being twice defeated, again won. beating Effort II.* Cym-
bra and Dorwina, a new boat designed by Messrs. Gard-
ner & Cox to meat Mira. The yawl Scapha. which was
designed by Mr. B. B. Crowninshield, won in her class,
easily defeating Fleetwing.' In the 36ft. class Leda won.
Oshiina San broke her bobstay and left her competitor
to finish alone. The yawl Memory beat Sakana. The
special thirties made a good race, Veda beating Esperanza.
Oiseau won in her class. The times were as follows:

Sloops—51ft. Class—Start, 1:35.

Finish. Elapsed.
Altair, Cor4 Meyer, Jr 4 42 48 3 07 48
Humma, J. R. Maxwell 4 42 25 3 07 25

Sloops—43ft. Class—Start, 1:40.
Mira, C. Lane Poor 4 51 52 3 11 52
Effort, F. M. Smith 5 14 11 3 34 U
Dorwina, W. L. Ward........ 5 00 46 3 25 46
Cymbra, F. C. Henderson 5 14 30 3 34 30

Yawls—43ft. Class—Start, 1:40.
Fleetwing, C. M. Fletcher 5 54 16 4 14 16
Scapha, J. Fallert ....5 17 58 3 37 58

Sloops—36ft. Class—Start, 1:45.
Leda; H. L. Maxwell ........5 07 44 3 22 44
Oshima San, J. T. Pratt...' ...-.'Lost her bobstay.

Yawls—36ft. Class—Start, 1:45.
Memory, R. N. Bavier 5 20 15 4 05 15
Sakana, A. B. McCreery..- 5 22 24 4 07 24

Sloops—Special 30ft. Class-^Start, 1:50.
Esperanza, H. O. Havemeyer 5 16 34 3 26 34
Veda, Robert Bacon 5 15 03 3 25 03

Sloops—25 to 30ft. Class-Start, 1:55.
Enpronzi, Alfred Peats 5 14 03 3 19 03
Alerion, A. H. Alker 5 18 41 3 23 41
Oiseau, J. R. Maxwell 5 11 30 3 16 30
Marion, F. M. Smith..... 5 15 06 3 20 06

Catboats—30ft. Class—Start, 1:55.

Dot, C. T. Pierce 5 14 21 3 19 21-

Windora, John Green. 5 19 09 3 24 09

Raceabouts—21ft C'lass^Start, . 2:05.
Badger, Thorsen & Tones. ,....5 11 12 3 06 12
Merrywing, H. M. Crane 5 07 53 3 02 53
Rogue, F. T. Bedford, Jr 5 16 28. 3 11 28
Snapper, A. B. Alley 5 18 37 3 13 37
Viper, W. D. Hennen 5 23 24 3 18 24

Sloops—21 to 25ft. Class—Start, 2:10.
Ruby, G. E. Edward.s 5 48 49 3 38 49
Rochelle, Edward Kelly 6 14 42 4 04 42
Ojibway, D. P. Morse 6 13 50 4 03 50

Catboats--21 to 25ft. Class—Start, 2:10.

Grace, T. F. Lambden 5 53 35 3 43 35
Dade, F. M. Carpenter .-.5 46 41 3 36 41

Sloops—18 to 21ft. Class—Start, 2:15.

Rod, R. G. Sand 4 45 04 2 30 04
Ox, R. N. Bavier.. 5 24 38 3 09 38
Gazabo, H. Vulte 5 33 56 3 18 56

Catboats-18 to 21ft. Class—Start, 2:15.

Vera, Robert Smart 4 46 16 2 31 18
Arline, A. E. Rendle 4 53 57 2 38 57

Catboats—Class W—Start, 2:20.

Kazaza, T. J. McCahill, Jr 6 01 30 3 41 30
Hobo •. not timed.

Sloops—Class R—Start, 2:20.

Mova, Anderson Dana 5 06,22 2 46 22
Neola, C. D. Mallory 4 52 30 2 32 30
Nike, Guy Forbes 5 22 36 3 02 36
Opossum. H. M. Raborg 4 43 00 2 23 00 ..

Cricket, H. Pryer 5 33 02 3 13 02
Mystral, A. C. Bostwick 4 57 48 2 37 48

Pelham Country Club Larks—Start, 2:25.

Skidoo, M. G. St. K. Davis ,..,,*.,..:. not timed.
Yellow Jacket, George Robinson did not finish.

Gloria, Charles - Allen 5 41 55 3 16 55
Echo, Paul Allen 6 03 25 3 38 25
Halo, James Smith did not finish.

Streak, E. Cunningham did not finish.

Tom Boy, F. Halpin did not finish.

San Toy, F. Halpm did not finish.

Chop Suey, Paul Downing 6 19 31 3 54 31

The winners were Humma, Mira. Scalpha, Leda,
Memory, Veda, Oiseau, Dot, Merrywing, Ruby, Dade,
Rod, Vera, Kazaza, Opossum and Gloria.

Corinthian Y* C. Annual Regfatta*

ESSINGTON—DELAWARE RIVER.

Saturday, June 8.

The tenth annual regatta of the Corinthian Y. C. was
held on Satitrday, June 8 at Essington in a brisk north-
west wind that covered the river with whitecaps. The
course was a' twenty-mile triangular one.

The race for 36-footers was exciting. When Cherokee
was rounding the mark, w^ell in the lead, she lost her
mast, and was towed to the anchorage. Pawnkis won.
Grayling being second and Fidelio third.

The races for the special classes, which were to have
followed the start of the larger boats, had to be declared
off, as the water was so rough that it was not deemed
advisable for the knockabouts to take any chances. The
times were as follows:

Slit. Class Sloops and Yawls.
Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Narounva 1 42 28 2 47 28 2 47 28
Liris .'. .1 42 39 2 47 39 2 45 06

36ft. Class Sloops and Yawls.
Cherokee not timed.
Pankewis 1 37 40 2 42 40 2 42 40
Grayling 1 41 37 2 46 37 2 46 37
Fidelio ,..1 43 36 3 48 36 2 42 53
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Atlantic Y. C Annual Regatta,

SEA GATE—NEW YORK BAY.

Tuesday, June 18.

The Atlantic Y. C. held its thirty-fifth annual regatta

on Tuesday, June 18. The wind was light from the

south-southeast at the start, but breezed soon afterward

and continued to blow fresh up to the finish. There was
a good entry list, and some twenty boats started. The
committee sent the boats away in divisions, the schooners

and the sloops Isolde and Isolt going to the Southwest

Spit buoj-, thence around Scotland Lightship and back

the same way. 255-4 miles. The 5i-footers and others went

to the Swash Channel bell buoy, then to Orchard Shoal

Light, then to the bell buoy off Sandy Hook, then back

to the Swash Channel buoy and from there home, a dis-

tance of nineteen miles. The others Avent to the Swash
Channel buoy, then to Orchard Shoal Light, then to the

Spit buoy, and then home, making a distance of sixteen

and one-half miles. «

One of the prettiest races of the season was seen in the

75ft. class for schooners. Three boats started, namely,

Elmina, Quisetta and Amorita. These boats were sent

away at 11 :20, Quisetta crossing the line first with Elmina

on her weather quarter and Amorita some distance astern.

Quisetta turned out to windward in fine shape, making
gains over her opponents on every tack. Quisetta rounded

the Scotland Lightship at i :ii -.30, and eased off her boom
to port for the run back. Elmina was timed at 1:15:30

and Amorita at 1:21:10. When the two j-achts turned

the Southwest Spit buo}^ the times were: Quisetta,

2:19:10; Elmina, 2:19:45. Quisetta crossed the line a

winner, Elmina being 5s. behind. The luffing matches en-

abled Amorita to close up on the leaders, but she was

beaten bv 2m. and 24s.

The cutters Isolde and Isolt sailed a special race over

the same course. Isolt was given full time allowance.

Isolde took the lead at the start and won by lom. and

27s. The 51-footers furnished another race of interest.

Humma and Huguenot were raced against Altair. Hum-
ma led over the line, and at the Swash Channel buoy

she had a lead of im. over Altair. At Old Orchard Shoal

Altair had cut down Humma's lead to 45s. On the

windward work Humma again drew away from Altair.

The former won by im. and 40s. Huguenot was 19m. and

45s. behind Altair" The summary follows:

Schooners—ClassD—65 to 75 ft.—Start, 11:20.

Finish. Elapsed.

Quisetta, H. F. Lippitt 3 09 05 3 49 05

Elmina, F. K. Brewster 3 09 10 3 49 10

Amorita, W. Gould Brokaw 3 11 29 3 51 20

Corrected time—Quisetta, 3:48:05; Amenta, 3:51:12.

Sloops—Special Class—Start, 11:20.

Isolde, F. M. Hoyt 3 26 32 4 06 32

Isolt, C. W. Nason 3 45 58 4 25 58

Corrected time—Isolt, 4:16:59.

Sloops—Class K, 43 to 51ft.—Start, 11:25.

Humma. J. Rogers Maxwell 2 30 30 3 Oo 30

Altair, Cord Meyer 2 32 10 3 07 10

Huguenot, Edward Kelly 2 51 55 3 2b o5

Sloops—Class K—Cruising Trim—Start, 11:40.

Ondawa. H. J. Roberts 3 18 18 3 38 18

Mariquita, H. B. Shaen 3 22 lo 3 42 15

Corrected time—Mariquita, 3:42:09.

Sloops—Class M—30 to 36ft.—Start, 11:30.

Leda, H. L. Maxwell 2 25 12 2 5a 12

Akista, George Hill , 2 53 12 3 23 12

Sloops—Special Class—Start, 11:30.

Selnada, T. Fred Ackerman 2 55 04 3 2o 04

Siren, C. F. Wigand 2 53 23 3 23 23

Corrected time—Selnada, 3:23:31.

Sloops—Class P—21 to 25ft.—Start, 11:35.

Sot'g and Dance, E. F. T^uckenbach ...First

Cockatoo. Hendon Chubb ^^^"."4
Apterix Third

Sloops—Class O—18 to 21ft.—Start, 11:35.

Wraith, Calvin Tomkins..." Sail over

Sloops—Class R—Under 18ft—Start, 11:35.

Pebble, R. W. Speir
Peanut, Calvert Brewer Second

The M'inners were Quisetta, Isolde, Humma, Ondawa,
Leda, Siren, Song and Dance, Wraith and Pebble.

Savin Hill Y. C
DORCHESTER, MASS.

Saturday, June 22.

The Y. R. A. open race of the Savin Hill Y. C. was
sailed in Dorchester Bay Saturday. June 22, in a very

light easterly breeze. There were five classes in which
there were a good fleet of starters. The Thordis won
easily in the 25ft. open class. The Opitsah II. added

another victory in the 21ft. class, and, in the i8ft. class,

the Circe II. defeated the Dauntless for the first time.

In the Savin Hill and Dorchester one-design classes

the racing was very close. The summary:

25-Footers.
Elapsed.

Thordis, W. U. Foster 1 34 09

Romance, Loring Sears 1 39 40

Widgeon, A. G. Horton 1 45 15

Eleanor 1 53 45

21-Footers.

Opitsah II., Sumner Foster 1 35 43

Eaglet, W. Starling Burgess 1 38 59

Zaza, G. P. Shute 1 39 46

Coquette 1 44 16

18-Footers.

Circe II., Fred L. Pigeon 1 27 42

Dauntless, Benner & Patten 1 34 32

Lobster, C. J. Hendrie 1 43 04

Dorchester Y. C, One Design Dories.

Hobo, T. W. King 1 37 05

Vera, Hjalmar Lundberg 1 37 12

Millie, C. T. Mead 1 39 52

Eaglet, A. 'D. Pratt 1 48 00

Boomerang, C. W. A. Bartlett withdrew.
Armitra, E. C. Cutter withdrew.

Savin Hill Y. C, One Design Sailing Tenders.

.\. P. Hawes 1 59 52

|. E. Robinson 2 00 44

X. J. Plorton 2 01 39

A. McGuinness ••2 02 38

W. S. Scott 2 02 40

C. Loring 2 03 25

C. A. J. Smith 2 03 27

j. McBeath , 2 05 27

C. Leach 8 05 38

A. B. Howland , 10 35

H, Skinner.,, ::,.,,i-'-vtiti.i.',,2 13 1§

T. W ills,, .,, I 1 n n Vn i < n§ 15 94
j. Turner ...2 16 40

E. Keepers » .-,.....2 20 13
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Bevefly Y. C.

MONUMENT BEACH, MASS.

Monday, June 17.

The Beverly Y. C. held its first open sweepstakes race
oft" the club house at Wing's Neck, Monument Beach, on
Monday, June 17. There was a good breeze blowing
from the southwest which kicked up quite a lively sea.

In the 2S-footers the May Queen again defeated the
new Kalania III. The Quakeress and the Radiant, a
new Herreshoff boat, had a hot scrap in the 21ft. class,

the Quakeress winning out by less than two minutes.

In the cla-ss for T7ft. cats, the Eunice, designed by
Huckins, put another win to her credit. She was hard
pushed by the Howard and less than a minute separated

them at the finish. The racing in the 15-footers was very

close, there being a little over two minutes between the

first and the last boat. The summary:
25-Footers.

Elapsed.
May Queen, D. ' L. Whittemore 2 10 17
Kalama III., David Rice 2 18 10

Nokomis, Alfred Winsor 2 20 15

21-Footers.

Ouakeress, W^. F. Harrison 2 21 31
Radiant, C. M. Baker 2-23 24

Edith, E. H. Baker 2 27 33
Amanita, L. Bacon 2 31 54
Kestrel, L. S. Dabney disabled.

Foiirth Class "Cats.

Eunice, W'. O. Taylor 1 40 19
Howard, H. O. Miller 1 41 12
Allison, Stewart McLoud 1 42 31

Hod. C. B. Holmes 1 46 39

Maori, A. B. Hastings ; 1 47 20
Daisy, E. Stockton......... 1 54 20

15ft.—Restricted Class.

Teaser, R. W. Emmons. 1 39 40

Next, Paul Jones 1 40 25

Spider, H. B. Stone 1 40 .32

Varda, J. Parkinson, Jr..... 140.58
Flicl<amaroo, X. F. Emmons 1 41 ,57

Go Bve, H. Stockton withdrew.

Marine and Field Regatta*

GR.W^SEND BAY.

Saturday, Jitne 22.

Twenty yachts belonging to the Gravesend Bay Y. R.

A. raced on Saturday, June 22, under the auspices of the

Marine and Field Club. There was a good breeze from
the southeast. The larger boats sailed over a nine-mile

course and the smaller ones over a six-mile triangle. The
first leg of the course was a beat, the second a run and the

third a reach. The summary follows

:

Sloops—Class K—43 to .51ft.—Start, 3:20.

Finish. Elapsed.
Susie, Cornelius Ferguson did not finish.

Sloops—Class AI—30 to 36ft.—Start, 3:20.

Akista. George Hill 5 20 00 2 00 00

Bonita, Haviland Brothers 5 26 00 2 06 00

Sloops—Class N—25 to 30ft.—Start, 3:20. .

Squaw, H. J. Heath 5 29 30 2 09 30

Sloops—Class P—21 to 25ft.—Start, 3:25.

Cockatoo, Hendon Chubb... 4 48 30 1 23 30

Song and Dance. E. E. Luckenbach 4 53 30 1 28 00

Elsie, C. P. Rosemon did not finish.

Sloops—Class O—18 to 21ft.—Start, 3:25.

Wraith. Calvin Tomkins..." 4 52 00 1 27 00

Wink, C. B. Vaux 4 53 00 1 28 00

Corodo. A. Peters 5 02 00 1 37 30

.Spots, F. H. Henry Did not finish.

Broncho, F. C. Moore Did not finish.

Sloops—Class R—Under 18ft.—Start, 3:30.

Pebble, W^ R. Speir 5 08 05 1 38 05

Peanut, Calvin Brewer 0 09 11 1 39 11

Catboats—Class V—Under 18ft.—Start, 3:25.

Martha, M. R. Moore 4 45 30 1 20 30

Knockabouts—Start, 3:30.

Kelpie, W. K. Brown 5 06 40 1 36 40

Ouinque, L. H. Smith 5 07 00 1 37 00

Plying Fox, Buckman & Cone...' 5 08 00 1 38 00

Tigagag. W. Hutchinson 5 08 10 1 38 10

Vixen Baylor & Mahoney ....5 09 10 1 39 10

Stinger, A. P. Clapp 5 10 06 1 40 06

The winners were Akista. Squaw, Cockatoo, Wraith,

Pebble, Martha M., and Kelpie.

Dwxbwy Y. C
DUXBURY, MASS.

Monday, June 17.

The first race of the Duxbury Y. C. for the season

was sailed off the club house on Monday. June 17, in a

light easterly breeze. Three classes started, the most in-

teresting of which were the i8ft. knockabouts. In this

class Oom Paul won by im. and 23s. In the 21ft. knock-

abouts Geisha won handily from Seconset. In the handi-

cap class Dolphin won handily, finishing well within her

handicap. The summary:

18-ft. Knockabouts.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Oom Paul, G. F. Cushman 1 3027 „ 00 OO

Dazzler, Goodspeed Bros . 1 31 50 ? 00 00

Miladi, F. R. Adams 1 32 41 0 00 00

Kittawake, H. M. Tones 1 35 47 0 00 00

Lobster 11, C. C. Clapp 1 40 05 0 00 00

21ft. Knockabouts.
Geisha, W. T. Whitman 1 29 45 0 00 00

Seconset, A. Holmes 1 32 40 0 00 00

Handicap Class.

Dolphin, N. Morton HHf J !a
Latona, Channing Foster 1 39 40 1 29 40

Fedora Simmons 1 50 10 1 30 10

Pvxie, G. Wadsworth 1 51 30 1 36 30

Jubilee Y. C.

Monday, June 17.

BEVERLY, MASS.

The first club championship of the Beverly Y. C. was

sailed off the club house Monday, June 17, in a light

southeasterly breeze. There were two classes and only

two starters in each. In class A Adina finished first, but

lost to Elf on time allowance. In class B there were two
scratch boats, Vega and Rita. Vega won easily. The
summari':

Class A.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Elf, Charles Prescott 1 33 30 1 30 30

Adina. E. S, Foster ,,.1 33 15 1 33 1-5

Class B.

Vega, Pickett Bros J
43 15 1 43 15

Corinthian Y. C.

MARBLEHEAD^ MASS.

Monday, June 17.

The first championship race of the Corinthian Y. C.

was sailed off Marblehead Monday, June 17, in a light

southeast breeze. In the 25ft. class the Chewink won
handily from the Cyrilla. In the handicap class the

Oivana came in first, but lost to the Babs and the Elvina
on time allowance. The Sintram had an easy win in the
raceabouts, and the Raccoon finished first in the 16-

looters, after a good race. The summary :

Second Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Chewink. T. G. Macomber, Jr 2 06 55 2 06 55
Cyrilla, \\. D. Turner 2 10 17 2 10 17

Class A—Handicap.

Babs, E. B. Alvord, hdcp 4m 2 10 U 2 06 U
Elvina, W. Bartlett, hdcp 10m 2 16 20 2 06 20

Oivana, R, Boardman 2 08 14 2 08 14
Yerico, H. E. Yerxa ....withdrew.

Raceabouts.

Sintram, W. P. Fowie 2 04 03 2 04 03
Darthea, E. B. Lambert 2 07 08 2 07 08

Indian. J. J. Lawrence 2 07 48 2 07 48
Pompiiia, R. C. Bobbins 2 09 22 2 09 22
Idol, T. K. Lathrop, Tr 2 09 32 2 09 32
Sally v., L. M. Percival W^ithdrew.

Fourth Class.
Elapsed.

Raccoon, A. D. Irving 0 58 25
Uglv Duckling, C. F. Lyman.... 1 00 45
Gee' Whiz, F. G. Maoomber 1 03 40
Leopard 1 04 38
Cyclone, R. B. Wiggin 1 09 26
Kalitan, D. H. Follett ....11114

Quincy Y, C.

Monday, June 17.

QUINCY, MASS.

The first race of the Quincy Y. C. for the season was
sailed over the regular club courses on Monday, June
17. The breeze was from the eastward, light and fluky.

In the Handicap class. Arbutus finished first and Hustler
second, but on corrected time both came far down the
list. Arbutus being last. Omeme won handily in the
special class. The summary:

Handicap.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Whisper 2 45 15 2 48 15
Goblin 2 44 25 2 50 25
Tautog 2 48 30 2 51 30
Yum Yum 2 52 10 2 53 10
Hustler 2 43 37 2 53 37
Harbor Light 2 44 50 2 54 20
Ida J 2 43 38 2 54 38
Arbutus 2 43 35 2 55 35

Special.

Omeme 2 35 25 0 00 OO
Cleo 2 39 37 0 00 00
Bob 2 52 37 0 00 00

Manhasset Bay Y. C
PORT WASHINGTON—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

• Saturday, June 22.

The third race of the series for the Jacob cup was
sailed over the course on Saturday, June 22. The course

was fifteen miles in length. The wind was from the

southeast. The summary follows:

Manhasset Raceabouts—Start, 4 :00.

Finish. Elapsed.
Bob, Phillips and Morgan 6 30 05 2 30 05

Arizona, G. A. Curry 3 31 07 2 31 07
Mist. J. W. Alker 6 32 20 2 32 20
Lambkin, S. W. Roach 6 14 10 2 41 10

Firefly, Guy Standing 6 50 01 2 50 01

A match race was arranged between Dr. Wallace's Las-
sie and Mr. H. L. Hoyt's Scintilla for a cup. Lassie parted

her throat halyards and left Scintilla to finish alone.

Eastcm:,Y, C
MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Wednesday, June 19.

Only one class showed up for the special open race

of the Eastern Y. C. on Wednesday, June 19. This was
the 2S-footers in which the FHrt, the Onda and the Che-
wink started. On the first leg to windward, the Flirt

had established a commanding lead in two tacks, and
she had no trouble in keeping it to the finish. The
Onda and the Chewink fought hard for secdnd place,

the Onda finally getting it. The summary:
Special Handicap Class.

Elapsed. Corrected.
Flirt, Fabyan and McKee 4 34 33 4 32 28

Onda, John Greenough 4 43 33 4 37 46

Chewink, F. G. Macomber, Jr ....4 38 48 • 4 38 48

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y* G
' OYSTER BAY—^LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, June 22.

The club knockabouts sailed the second race of the

series for the Centre Island cup over the club's inside

course on Saturday, June 22. The wind was from the

southeast, making the first leg a reach, the second a run

and the third a beat. The times were as follows

:

Start, 3:05.
Finish. Elapsed.

Vagrant, W. G. Low, In, and H. M. Brown.. 5 19 08 2 14 06

Mistral, E. L Low, jf 5 21 17 2 16 17

Nakodo, J. T. Sherman 5 24 28 2 19 28

Maroia, De Le Roy Dresser, H. B. T. Jaquelin.5 24 47 2 19 47

Lucille, Henry H. Landon 5 27 38 2 22 38

Heron, Frederick R. Coudert, Jr 5 27 57 2 22 57

Newport Special Thirties.

NEWPORT, R. I.

Tuesday, June 18.

The third match between Wa Wa and Casrolina was
sailed on Ttiesday, June 18. The course was from
Brento's Cove to Dyer Island and return. The wind was
from the south, making it a run out and a beat back.

Wa Wa fouled a lobster pot and withdrew, leaving Caro-

lina to go over the course alo?ie. The times follow:

Start. Finish. Elapsed,

Carolina. P. Jones 3 10 00 5 85 00 8
S'") W
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Hull—Ma^achtisctts Y. C.

HULL, MASS.

Open Race—Monday, June 17.

TttE annual Y. R. A. open race of the Hull-Massa-
chusetts Y. C. was sailed off Point Allerton on Monday,
June 17, in a light to moderate easterly breeze. Four
classes were provided for and the talent was represented

in all. The 25-footers sailed a course of i6j4 miles,

which is longer than usually given. The 21-footers and
the knockabouts sailed a course of about 93^ miles. Both
courses were triangular, the 25-footers having a beat, a

run and a reach, and the smaller classes a beat and two
reaches.

In the unrestricted 25-footers Thordis had an easy

time of it. She got away first at the start and was never

headed, finishing with lots of room to spare. The re-

stricted 25-footers went over the line bunched, Calypso

opening up a lead soon after the start. She led all over

the course. On the windward work Flirt and Early

Dawn had a hot scrap for second place, but Flirt opened

up clear water before the mark was reached. In the 21-

footers Z.aza, a last year's boat, took first place. Ram-
bler, two years old, showed up well on the windward
work, and was second at the finish. In the i8-footers.

Bonito established a lead soon after the start, and held

it all through the race, Aspinquid following her. These

boats hung pretty well together all over the course.

The summary:
Class C—Open 25-Footers.

Elapsed.

Thordis, W. U. Foster 2 58 33

Carrie M N. C. Robinson 3 24 23

Acme, Hiram Patterson 3 34 28

Walrus, F. E. Grainger ..3 53 17

Romance, Loring Sears withdrew.

Class D—Cabin 25-Footers.

Calypso, A. W. Chesterton 2 43 55

Flirt, Fabyan and McKee 2 49 36

Earlv Dawn, J. E. Doherty 2 53 34

Little Peter, G. B. Doane 2 54 18

Marion, E. W. Gahol 2 59 00

Scud, H. W. Weeks 3 10 30

Class S—21-Footers.
Zaza, G. P. Shute 2 14 05

Rambler, S. M. Pomeroy Z'li Zi

Opitsah III., S. H. Foster 2 19 16

Harriet, L. T. Harrington 2 21 3b

Tarpon, S. M. Johnson 2 28 56

Privateer, John MacConnell, Jr 2 29 55

Eaglet, W. S. Burgess withdrew.

Class I—18-Foot Knockabouts.
Bonito, G. H. Wightinan..-. , 2 25 34

Aspinquid, W. A. Comey 2 26 25

Malillian, B. S. Permar 2 27 10

Oriana, Alfred Douglas 2 29 28

Bacchante, Humphrey and Lauriat 2 29 45

Nethla, C. A. Cole.: 2 30 46

Ayaya, W. P. Keyes 2 33 20

Barbara, A. L. Hayden 2 35 06

Club Race—Saturday, June 22.

The regular club race of the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C.

was sailed Saturdaj', June 22, in a very light easterly

breeze. It was so light that the boats just finished with-

in the time limit. The last part of the race was prac-

tically a drift and nothing of the actual saiHng abilities

of the boats were shown. The summary:
25-Footers.

Elapsed.

Flirt, Fabyan and McKee 2 47 50

Calypso, A. W. Che.^terton. 2 5148

Little Peter, F. B. Doane 2 53 38

18-Footers.

Bonito, G. H. Wightman •. 2 3^
Malillian, A. M. Permar 2 39 56

Oriana, Alfred Douglas 2 4137
Ayaya, W. P. Keyes 2 42 49

Aspinquid, W. A. Comey 2 43 49

Nethla, C. A. Cole 2 46 19

Barbara, A. L. Hayden 2 48 29

Bacchante, Humphrey and Lauriat 2 ol 3<

Handicap Class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Dabster. G. P. Keith 2 36 03 2 23 03

Mildred, C. A. Coleman 2 34 04 2 34 04

Holly II, W. M. Ware 2 40 15 2 34 15

Bufgfess Y* G
MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

Monday, June 17.

The second club race of the Burgess Y. C. was sailed

of the club house, Marblehead, Monday, June 17, m a

light southeast breeze. In the 25-footers Chewink had no

competitor and sailed a walkover. In the raceabouts

Indian, designed by Crowninshield, won by 20s. This

race was hotly contested. In the special i6-footers Rac-

coon, another of Crowninshield's designs, won handily.

The summary

:

Class D.
Elapsed.

Chewink, F. G. Maconiber 1 06 55

Class K.

Indian, J. L. Lawrence 110 40

Pompilia, R. C. Robbins 1 11 00

Sally V, L. W. Percival 1 11 35

Idol, T. K. Lothrop, Jr 1 14 15

Dorothea Disabled.

Class C.

Raccoon, A. D. Irving 0 5455
Ugly Duckling, C. F. Layman ,.0 56 40

Kalitan, D. H. Follett 0 57 30

Cyclone, R. B. Wiggins 1 01 37

Shackamaxon Y* C
DELAWARE RIVER.

Sunday, June 16.

The Shackamaxon Y. C. held its fourteenth annual

regatta on the Delaware River on Sunday, June 16. The
start was at noon, and with a northeast wind all the yachts

made better time than in any previous year. The finish

was close in all the events. The. results were as follows

:

Fourth Class Duckers—Start, 12.

Buov. Finish.

Yarsme. George L. Pass 2 20 00 4 30 00

Ellen, R. B. Murphy 2 22 00 4 32 00

Third Class Duckers—Start, 12.

Catherine, John Casnet..... 2 20 00 4 28 00

Howard G., C. Stamford 2 25 00 4 :35 00

Second Class Duckers—Start, 12.

Lottie W, L. Schemmerer 2 23 00 4 30 00

Annie, M. Schdensy 2 25 00 4 33 OO

Freda K, George Kutz..... 2 28 00 4 35 OO

Second Class Tuckups—Start, 12.

Emma, W. Flick 2 30 00 4 40 00

. Dofchester Y« C
DORCHESTERj MASS'.

Monday, June 17.

While the Hull-Massachusetts Y. C. was holding races

for the larger classes of the Y. R. A. off Point Allerton on
Monday, June 17, the i8-footers and the TS-footers and
special classes were looked after by the Dorchester Y. C.

The wind was easterly and light, and the racing was of

the first-class order. Every race was close and at no
time were the boats very far apart. In the i8-footers the

champion Dauntless took first place, but she had to earn
it. The. iS-footer Vitesse had the same trouble in getting

her prize. In the Dorchester one-design sailing dory
class the racing was very close. The Savin Hill one-

design sailing tenders were bunched all over the course

and were constantly changing positions. The summary

:

Class T—18-Footers.
Act. Time

Dauntless, Benner and Patten 1 06 20

Circe IL, F. L. Pigeon 1 06 51
Lobster, C. J. Hendrie 1 12 40

Hector, A. W. Hubbard 1 15 16
Favorite, Burton Bird Byron 1 19 03

Class X—15-Footers.
Vitesse, W. J. Coombes 114 01

Toss, J. D. 'Sterns 115 13

D. Y. C.—One-Design Class.
C. W. Bartlett 1 32 51

Hjalmar Lundburg 1 42 53
A. D. Pratt withdrew.

Sailing Tenders.
H. R. McCurdy 0 53 30

C. A. J. Smith 0 53 31

W. F. Scott 0 53 46

J. E. Robinson ; 0 54 38
A. McGuinness 0 55 21

T. Turner 0 59 04
H. Skinner 0 59 12

C. H. Leach 0 59 50

A. J. Horton 1 00 12

J. Willis 1 00 18
H. Loring 1 00 27
E. Keepers... 1 00 31

Corinthian Y* C.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Thursday, May 30.

The sixteenth annual regatta of the Corinthian Y. C.

was sailed on Thursday, May 30. The course for the

larger craft lay around Government buoy, thence to the

one at Blossom rock, from, there to a stakeboat anchored
two miles away, on a line from Sausalito Point through
Point Blunt, thence once more to the buoy at the Pre-
sidio Shoal and home to the starting line. The course for

the smaller craft was simply an abridgment of the longer
one. The summary follows :

20-Foot Class—5 Nautical Miles.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Spider 11 45 45 12 53 46 1 08 01 1 07 30

Kittiwake 11 48 45 1 00 58 1 12 13 1 12 13

Special—Yawls—9^4 Nautical Miles.

Spray 11 56 45 1 52 20 1 55 35 1 52 25
Nereid 11 57 45 1 55 IS 1 57 33 1 57 33

20-Foot Class—914 Nautical Miles.

Discovery 12 06 25 1 56 05 1 49 40 1 49 40
:Merope 12 06 05 1 59 57 1 53 52 1 51 36
May 12 07 05 2 08 50 2 02 40 2 01 21
Cupid 12 07 16 2 09 15 2 01 59 2 01 59
Vega 12 06 00 2 26 20 2 20 20 2 20 04
Ceies 12 06 50 2 35 55 2 29 05 2 29 25
Belle 12 07 15 did not finish.

30-Foot Class—12 6-10 Nautical Miles.

Presto 12 16 50 2 34 54 2 16 56 2 12 22
Truant 12 16 35 2 39 03 2 22 28 2 20 28
Aeolus 12 19 01 2 42 10 2 23 09 2 20 45

36-Foot Class—12 6-10 Nautical Miles.

Emma 12 26 55 2 43 51 2 16 56 2 12 22
Edna 12 26 25 2 43 21 2 16 56 2 13 47
Neptune 12 26 50 2 56 50 2 30 00 2 30 00
Genesta 12 26 18 2 57 00 2 30 42 2 28 48

Class I.

Harpoon 12 35 24 2 47 12 2 11 48 2 08 51
Speedwell 12 36 14 2 46 55 2 10 41 2 09 48
Ariel 12 37 00 2 57 20 2 20 20 2 20 20
Mischief 12 37 58 2 59 47 2 21 49 2 21 49

California Y. C.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Thursday, May 30.

The boats of the California Y. C. sailed an interesting
race on Thursday, May 30. The starting gun was fired

at 1 :55, and, being a one-gun start, this was the starting
time for all the boats. Thelma, flying Com. Marshall's
pennant, was the first to get across the line, followed by ,

Gypsy and Jessie E. An ebb tide helped the yachts during
their beat to windward on the course, which was from
the narrow-gauge Oakland pier to the Presidio Shoal
buoy, thence to the Blossom Rock Buoy, then to Mission
Rock, and back to the starting point, a distance of ten
miles. The race resulted as follows:

36-Foot Class.

Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Jessie E., sloop 31.21 1 55 50 3 42 32 1 47 32
Gypsy, yawl 31.71 1 55 31 3 44 26 1 49 26
Thelma, sloop ..33.43 1 55 15 3 47 49 1 52 49

45-Foot Class.

Idler, yawl 36.98 1 56 30 3 56 46 2 01 46
Challenge, chooner 44.00 1 57 55 3 58 05 2 03 05

30-Foot Class.

Hope, sloop 27.08 1 56 40 4 10 10 2 15 10
Vesper, sloop 1 56 11 did not finish.

Gold Trophy for Cup Yachts.

A CABLEGRAM, of which the following is a copy, was sent
Mqnday to Sir Thomas Lipton ; a telegram in the same
words was sent to Thomas W. Lawson at Boston, and a
copy inclosed in a letter to W. Butler Dimcan, Jr.

:

New York, June 17. 1901.—Sir Thomas Lipton. Lon-
don, England : The Smart Set Magazine will provide a
gold cup, value not less than $S,ooo, to be competed for
after America Cup race, over same course, under auspices
of well-known yacht club. Entry free to all yachts of
class of Independence, Constitution, Shamrock, without
regard to nationality or club membership. Two starters

or no race. Cable reply prepaid.

W. D. Mann, Manager Smart Set.

Sir Thomas Lipton cabled the following reply:
London, June 17, 1901.—Mann, Manager Smart Set

Magazine, New York: Cablegram received. Have -in-

structed Barrie, my representative, to call upon you.
Lipton.

Mr. Lawson replied as follows

:

^ Boston, Mass., June 18, 1901.—W. D. Mann, Manager
Smart Set: At any time previous to sailing her first race,

July 6, I will be pleased to enter Independence for any
prize offered by any American yacht club, to be sailed

under any conditions made by any American yacht club, at

any place, and I will have her at the starting line, barring
accidents. I- thank you for your telegram containing gen-
erous and enterprising offer.

Thomas W. Lawson.

"Western Yachts.

Chicago, 111.. June 21.—The Macatawa Bay Y. C. -will,

during the week of Aug. 18-24, after the Canada cup
races, offer in competition two prizes for open trophies,
any sailing yacht on Lake Michigan eligible, provided it

belongs to a regularly organized yacht club. This prize
is donated by Judge J. C. Everett, of Chicago, and J. C.
Post, of Holland, Mich., and is to be called the Wau-
kazoo cup. This is for a cruising race from Chicago to
Macatawa Bay, Mich. The name of this trophy is weird
enough to attract attention. Macatawa Bay, it will be
remembered, is one of the numerous pleasant little- re-

sorts just across the lake from Chicago, and at this point
during the summer time there is considerable sailing in-

terest among the little fellovv's.

In the above competition time allowance will be figured
under the rules of the Macatawa Bay Y. C. The winning
boat will retain the trophy until July of the following year.
It will require two wins to own the cup.

On Aug. 23-24 the above yacht club will hold its an-
nual regatta. There will be entries in the 25, 30, 35 and
40ft. classes, with suitable prizes for each class. This
club has a large new club house, with a good ball room,
and is amply equipped for business in every way. The
bay itself is a good cruising point. It lies 100 miles north-
east of hicago. and is rather a lake than a bay, being six

miles long and one mile in width, entered by a channel
from the main lake about 200ft. wide. Mr. Charles Scates
is chairman of the Regatta Committee, and will be pleased
to hear from any desiring to make entry at his ofSce, 732
Chicago Opera House Block, Chicago.

Chicago Y. C. Season Prize.

The Chicago Y. C. will give a prize for the best season
showing of any yacht during the summer competitions. A
percentage plan will be established for the judging of
boats, on the basis of 100 per cent, for first place, 66 2-3

for second and 33 1-3 per cent, for third, respectively for

first, second and third places in any competition. The
owner having the highest average at the end of the season
will receive the prize, which is to be a handsome punch
bowl. Any entry must sail seven races to qualify.

To-morrow is field day for the fleet of Chicago Y. C.

Nothing important is on by way of a race, but there, will

be a general trial among the boats of all classes.

E. H

Boat-Stoppingf Apparatus in Norway.
A RESIDENT of Sweden, Count K. A. Posse, has invented

a boat-stopping apparatus which will prevent collisions

and facilitate the maneuvering of large vessels.

Recent experiments have been made on a steam launch
accommodating 160 persons, with an engine of 30 indicated

horse-power, making 9 knots an hour.

The new apparatus consists of shutters, applied on
the starboard and port sides, about one-iourth of a boat
length from the stern. These can be opened and shut by
means of a lever applied on the deck and placed so as

to be easily maneitvered by the helmsman. The shutters

consist of two quadrilateral steel plates, with special

packing boxes in the so-called shutter houses. Experi-
ments showed that when the launch was going at full

speed it could be stopped in fifteen seconds at half a

boat length by reversing and extending the shutters.

The apparatus may be applied to any steamer. The
invention has been patented in all the leading countries.

Victor E. Nelson. Consul.

YACHTING NEWS NOTES.
It is reported that the German Emperor has commis-

sioned Messrs. A. Gary Smith St Barbey to design for him
a schooner yacht similar to Yampa, which yacht he now
owns.

n n n
Mr. W. O. Gay, of Boston, owner of the 70ft. cutter

Athene, is having the Herreshoffs build for him a steam
yacht similar to Scout and Mirage. The boat is nearing

completion.
« « ai

The steam j^acht which was built by Bayles, of Port
Jeft'erson, for the Misses A. and J. Thayer, was launched

on June 15. She was named Zoraya.

i| •! •?

Mr. Frederick S. Flower, N. Y. Y. C, has bought the

auxiliary schooner Vergana from Mr. Frederick H. Bene-
dict. ,

-

K at at

The English-built cutter Astrild. owned by Messrs.
Addison G. and Herbert W. Hanan, which sunk at Port
Chester a fe wweeks ago after being bttrned to the

water's edge, has been raised and taken to the Jacob yard
at City Island, where it was found that it would be impos-
sible to "rebuild her. She will be broken up and the

material sold.

8^ 8^

The New auxiliary yawl Vanessa, owned by Mr. Robert
W. Gumming, Atlantic Y. C, was launched from the yard
of her btiilders and designers, the Gas Engine and Power
Co. and the Chas. L. Seabury Co., at Morris Heights, on
June 17. Vanessa is 76ft. 6in. over all, ,52ft. on the
waterline, 17ft. beam and draws 7ft. 6in. She was de-
signed for cruising. Her gasoline engine is under the
cabin floor.
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Contract has. lust been signed by the Gas Eiigme and

Power Co. and Seabiiry & Co., for the building ot a

steam yacht for a well-known yachtsman, a member of the

New York Y C She will be of steel construction, and

will be fitted with two Seabury triple expansion engines,

twin screws and a Seabury safety water tube boiler ihe

principal dimensions are 1 17ft. over all, gstt waterhne,

j6ft 6in. beam and 6ft. draft. The bow and .stern of this

vessel will be so arranged that they can easily be removed

for passing through canals. The guaranteed speed is 17

miles per hour. m » »^ ^
The old schooner yacht America, which won tlie Amer-

ica Cup in 1851. in the famous race around the Isle ot

Wight, is fitting up at East Boston. She will celebrate the

fiftieth anniver.sary of the winning ot the Cup by being

present at the next races for the Cup.

H *5 »S

The trial races for the Canada cup challenegr, which

^ere to have been held on June 24 and following days

have been postponed until July 3- .
Invader of the Roya

Canadian Y. C, Toronto; Canadian, of Hamilton, and

Beaver, of Toronto, will take part m the trials.

n H n
The steam yacht Vinita, owned by Mr. George L.

Carnegie, has been chartered by Mr. Cliftwd V. Brokavv

N. Y. Y. C, through the office of the Gas Engine and

Power Company and Seabury & Co.

1^

Mr F Gray Griswold. of Roslyn. Long Island, has

had Mr. Ralph M. Munroe design for him a ketch that

will be used for cruising in Southern waters.- The boat

was built by A. C. Brown & Sons, of Tottenville, Staten

Island. She will be named Savalo, and is 66ft. over all,

.52ft waterline, 17ft. beam and 3ft. 6in. draft. Savalo is

'fitted with a 16 horse-power International engine. She is

xvery roomy, having a large main saloon, two staterooms

:and a bath room.
ai H It

Wt are indebted to Mr. Edward M. MacLellan, Secre-

ternr of the Manhasset Bay Y. C, and Mr Everett Paine,

Secretary of the Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead, for

(cqpks of their club books.

—

—
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Saturday, June 15 .

Third race of Y. R. A., of Gravesend Bay.

Class M—Start, 3:05.
lOapsed.

Bonita, Haviland Bros 2 37 37

Class N—Start, .iM. -

1 it;

: Susie, Cornelius Ferguson I i»

; Squaw, H. J. Heath •••• ^ ^3 33

Class P-Start, 3:10.

;Song and Dance, Luckenbach.............. 1 i»

Class Q-Start, 3:10.

IBronco, F. C. Moore . 1 03 34

Wraith, Calvin Tomkms i

Wink, W. A. Barstow.. 11119
Class R—Start, 3:15.

Peanut, Calvert Brewer
1 ii 10

Pebble, R. W. Speir.. 112 18

Class V—Start, A:W.

Martha M, R. M^ore
I 99 ?i

Elsie, C, P. Rosemon 1 14

Marine and Field .Special—Start, 3:lo.

Kelpie, W. K. Brown 1 07 54

OuiBque, Mr. Smith 1 W

A* C A. Membership.

Eastern Division—John F. Finn, James A. Greer,

James E Simpson. F. C. Barrett, Walter M. Lamont,

Clinton D. Nash, Watkins W. Roberts. Alfred W. Al-

lyn, Harold Roberts, Lawrence C. C; Harold P. Smith,

Roger B. Conant, N. E. Stanwood, Wawbewawa Canoe

Assii.; Frank S. Eeaton, J. Rodney Wood, Samuel E.

D. Hartshorn, Innitou C. C; L. G. Haskell, H. C.

Woodward, Quinobequin C. C; Paul B. Locke, Edward
E. Cole, Winchester B. C; Dr. J. B. Chandler, Corliss

Wadleigh, Benj. F. Jacobs, Wm. H. Neilson, Fred C.

Adams, Herbert L. Vose, C. A. Record, Medford B. C;
Malcolm H. T. Gall. Haverhill, Mass.; Chas. H. Spin-

ney, Newton, Mass.; Walter J. Dennison, Glenwood C. C.

^

Fixtures.

June 20.—Waterville, Me.—Amateur target shoot o£ the Waterville
Gun Club; $75 added money. Dana P. Foster, Sec'y-

June 20-21.—Amherst, Mass.—Amherst Gun Club's two-day tour-

nament; .$65 in cash and merchandise. H. B. Perry, Pres.

June 25-26.—Bristol, Tenn.—Tournament of the Peters Cartridge

Company. John Parker, Mgr.
June 25-27.—Walla Walla, Wash.—Seventh annual tournament of

the Sportsmen's Association of the Northwest. W. G. Campbell,

Sec'y.
June 30.—Jersey City, N. J.—Hudson Gun Club tournament.

Club race, five men to a team.' A. L. Hughes, Cor. Sec'y

July 1-2.—Sherbrooke, Can.—Tournament of the Sherbrooke Gun

July 3-4—Flint, Mich.—Second shoot of the Michigan Trapshoot-

ers' League. John Parker, manager; Chas. Caleb, Sec'y.

July 4.—Schenectady, N. Y.—All-day amateur target tournament
of the Schenectady Gun Club. Harry Strong, Sec'y.

July 4.—Towanda, Pa.—Annual tournament of the Towanda Gun
Club. Magautrap. M. F. Dietrich. Sec'y. »

July 4.—Frankfort, N. Y.—Third annual target tournament of

the Frankfort Fish and Game Protective Association. W. J.

Weller, Sec'y.
, , tt

July 4.—Haverhill, Mass.—Open handicap shoot of the Haver-

hill Gun Club. S. G. Miller, hec'y.

July 4.—Ossining, N. Y.—Target shoot of the Ossining Gun Club.

July 4-5.—Champlain, N. Y.—Champlain Gun Club's tournament;

all events open to amateurs; some events open to professionals.

Wm. Fraser, Pres.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
IP

Sept. 2 and 3 are the dates fixed upon for the second annual

tournament of the Virginia Trapshooters" Association, at Rich-

mond Va., under the management of the popular expert, Mr.

Tohn 'Parker, of Detroit. All shooters are invited. Four sets of

traps will be provided. The sweepstakes open to all amateurs.

Targets 2 cents. Liquid refreshments free to all shooters. The
Association's team and championship events will be the only

events closed to the public. Mr. Franklin Stearns is president

of the Association. Mr. J. C. Tignor is secretary-treasurer. U he

Association slates that "last year this Association's tournament

was attended by 130 shooters. This year's attendance will smash

that all to smithereens, and break all records, as the Association

alone numbers nearly 400 active shooters. A good time and plenty

of shooting are guaranteed to all. Remember Labor Day and

Richmond's hospitalitv. You want to shoot and you want to be

treated right, so don''t fail to come to the biggest shoot of the

year. Address the secretary for catalogue and information. Ihe
clubs composing the Association are Chesapeake Gun Club, New
port News; Portsmouth Gun Club. Portsmouth; North Side Gun
Club Barton Heights; Blue Ridge Gun Club, Roanoke; ^Vythevllle

Gun' Club, Wytheville; Ashland Gun Club, Ashland; Lynchburg
Gun Club, and Oakwood Gun Club, Lynchburg; Staunton Gun
Club, Staunton; Charlottesville Gun Club, CharlottesvUle; Nor-

folk Gun Club, Norfolk; Clifton Forge Gun Club, Clifton Forge;

West End Gun Club, East End Gun Club, Deep Run Hunt Club

and Lakeside Country Club, Richmond. Programmes will be

ready about Aug. 15.

The English papers, as will be noted on reference to some
excerpts from them published in another column, intimate that

the American team had a real advantage in the greater load used,

and had thev been limited in that respect to the conditions govern-

ing the English team things might have been difterent. Inci-

dentally, the thought suggests itself that had the English team

been restricted to the same conditions which governed the

American team, things might have been still' more different. It is

possible that the American team might be willing to shoot them

a match on even terms. However, the loads of the American team

are described in full in Mr. E. Banks' interesting account of the

match, which is published in our trap columns.

The Marlin Fire Arms Company, of New Haven, Conn., has

now ready for distribution a catalogue for 1901, which will be

mailed to any one on receipt of application accompanied with three

stamps for postage. Besides giving a complete list of the com-

pany's famous products, illustrated in parts and in whole, there is

a great fund of practical information of value and interest to

shooters both in respecf to rifle and shotgun. The covers are

a model' of artistic excellence. The front cover portravs a camp
scene—an Indian of fine physique standing alertly with rifle in hand
ready for instand use. The covers are printed in nine colors, and

in their production display a generous outlay of thought, talent

and money.

An exchange states, in' respect to the Buffalo Audubon Gun
Club that "a general meeting of the club is called for Wednesday
evening next, June 26, at President J. J. Reid's office, when the

club will act on the advisability of holding a large tournament

during the Pan-American season at the club's grounds, and if ad-

visable dates will be set and the respective committees and ar-

rangements perfected at once. The demand for a shoot at Buffalo

seems to be coming in from all parts of the world, and the manage-
ment, by the Audubon Gun Club, if it took hold, would guarantee

an event second to none ever held in this country. The dates

recommended by some of the prominent shooters would be early

in August."

It is now a good time to study one's own ability at different

marks in respect to target shooting. It is not a difficult task to

find a great number of shooters, each of whom knows that he

should be placed at the inside mark, while all others are strung

back anywhere toward the horizon. It is, on the other hand, quite

a difficult task to find a shooter whose personal opinion concern-

ing himself is that he should be set back from the inner mark.

However, if a shooter have any misgivings, it is well to get m
some long-distance practice.

The Hudson Gun Club, of Jersey City, N. J., announces that

there will be a five-man team race, 25 targets per man, at its

tournament, June 30. The programme provides seven other target

events at 10, 15, 20 and 25 targets, entrance 65 and 75 cents, and
$1.30 and $1.90. Targets IV2 cents. . Shooting commences at

9 o'clock. Rose system will govern. Shells for sale on the

grounds. Refreshments free. Take Turnpike car from- P. R. R.

Ferry to west side of Hackensack River Bridge to reach the

grounds. A. L. Hughes, Cor. Sec'y.

R
The press dispatches mention that the American team last Sat-

urday shot a match at Glasgow for £100 a side and won by a score

of 973 to 882. Each team had the use of both barrels. Merrill,

Crosby and Gilbert broke 50 .straight. Crosby used his second
barrel once; Gilbert used his twice, and Merrill used his six times.

Crosby scored 99. Tripp, Heikes and Fanning 97 each. The highest

individual Scotch score was 96. The Americans were much
applauded.

^»

Those who think that there are no new reasons for low scores,

relieving the shooter from any unpleasant doubts concerning his

lack of skill, should ponder over the following, taken from the
Meridian, Miss., News: "The heavy rains had dampened the^
bluerocks to such an extent it was almost impossible for sliot to

break them, which accounts for individual scores being lower than

usual."

The Washington, Ind., Democrat states that John L. Winston,
of this city, broke 94 clay targets out of a possible lOO during the

State tournament of the Trapshooters' League at Bedford, Wednes-
day, and by doing so won the State championship, the diamond
medal of the Indiana Trapshooters' League and a handsome gold

watch. Winston broke 94 targets out of 100.

Mr. Elmer E. Shaner, manager of the Interstate Association,

arrived in New York on Monday of this week, and forthwith

energetically engaged in preparing the preliminary arrangements
for the forthcoming Grand American Handicap at targets. He vvill

be occupied two or three days with his official, duties.

In a team race, fifteen men on a side, between the South Side
Gun Club, of Newark, and the Boiling Springs Gun Club, of
Rutherford, N. J., at Newark, on Saturday of last week, the
Boiling Springs Club won liy a score of 812 to 300. Each enn-
U-.staut shot at. 25 targets.

Capt, J. A. H. Dressel received a cablegram on Thursday of last

week concerning the American team, as follows: "All sail twenty-
nintli," which signifies that the members, will sail for America on
June 29, and arrive here in time for the G. A. H. at targets.

Keep in mind that the regular entries in the Interstate Associa-
tion's Grand American Handicap at targets close July 17 at
6 1'. M. Penalty entries cost $5 more. Read the programme
published in our columns. 3

K
Mr. John S. Wright has announced that he will give a delicatessen

target shoot on July 10. Merchandise -articles of beauty and worth
will be in store for those whose merit with the scatter gun is

equ.al to the occasion.

A correspondent informs us that a great trapshooting tourna-.
ment will be held at San Antonio, Tex., by the Midwinter Asso-
ciation, of which Capt. Oscar Guessaz is the leading spirit.

Mr. Edward Banks informs us that he may remain .abroad till

July 16, when he will sail for America, and is due to land on
Julv 26, his birthday.

n
At the Texas State tournament, at Dallas, last week, the team

medal shoot was won by Messrs. Faurote and Dargan.

The Ossining, N. Y., Gun Club starts a new series of prize
shoots on July 4.

Bernard Waters.

Trap Afo«nd Readingf.

Reading, Pa., June 20.~The members of the Eagle Gun Club,
of this city, held a target shoot to-day on the Spring Valley
shooting grounds, when the following scores were made:
Events: 123456 7 89
Targets: 5 5 5 5 5 10 10 5p 10

Hill 22452367 6
Reed 1 1 4 4 2 5 6 4 4
Ressler 3 33246 .4 06
Focht 0 0 4 2 6 .. 2
Smith .. 0 1 1 3 3 5 2
West' Chester, Pa., June 20.—The monthly medal shoot of the

West Chester Gun Club was held here to-day. The scores follow:
Monthly medal shoot, ,50 targets: Henry 33, Howard 32, Mack 32,

Peters, 37, Holland 32,. Ford 41, H. Howard 39, Rodgers 37.

Phcenixville, Pa., June 1.5.—The shoot for the South End trophy
was held here to-day, the attendance being very large, in spite
of the rainy weather which prevailed throughout the day. The
shoot for the South End trophy was -for teams of five men each
from gun clubs in Berks, Montgomery and' Chester counties, and
six teams entered. The Twin City Gun Club's team, of Royers-
ford, and Spring City, composed of J. S. Johnson, captain; Hagey,
Trumbauer, Buckwalter and Muller, broke 97 and won the trophy.
The South End team, of Reading, was second. The best in-
dividual score in the event was made by Saylor, of the Potts-
town team, who broke 23 out of his 25. The shoot was managed
by Arthur A. Finke, of Reading, assisted by the tournament com-
mittee, composed of Messrs. Dotterer, Hodge and Erb. The
scores of the team shoot follow:
Morristown Gun Club—Smith 21, Cassel 16, Gaylor 7, Parker 10,

Dotterer 15; total 69.

Phcenix Gun Club—Lewis 14, Hodge 13, Pierce 16, Nyce 12,
Muller 12; total 67.

Spring Valley Gun Club—Walters 12, Gerhert 18, Eshelman 13,
Jones 10, Young 21; total 74.

Pottstown Gun Club—Saylor 23, Showalter 18, Benner 15 Slonaker
13, Seidel 10; total 79.

Twin City Gun Club—^Johnson 21, Trumbauer 21, Hagey 19,
Muller 16, Buckwalter 20; total 97.

South End Gun Club—Essick 19, Murphy 16, Ritter 17, Dietrick
10, Matz 18; total 80.

DtrSTER.

Btiffalo Audubon Gun Club.

Buffalo, N. Y., June 22.—Kelsey's fine performance was the
f-eature of the Buflalo Audubon Gun Club's shoot to-day, the day
being the annual field day and merchandise shoot, which has
been observed by the club each year for ten years. The committee
had secured prizes enough for twice as many entries. The weather
and day were ideal for trapshooting.
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 events were regular sweepstake events, in

which high honors were carried off by Kelsey, Hammond and
C. S. Burkhardt. No. 6 was the first merchandise event, in which
there were ten prizes, which were drawn in order as follows: F. D.
Kelsey, Norris, E. W. Smith, E. F. Hammond, W. R. Eaton, Dr.
Burke, C. S. B., Westwood, J. J. Reid, E. N. McCarney. No. 7
was another merchandise event at 25 targets, and was drawn as
follows: E. F. Hammond, F. D. Kelsey, C. S. B., Talsma, Norris,
E, W. Smith, Reynolds, Dr. Burke, McCarney, Westwood, J. E.
Lodge, Eaton, J. J. Reid. The scores:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 15 10 15 15 15 25

Kelsey 10 15 0 15 15 15 23
Hammond

10

13 8 15 11 12 24
Eaton

3

11 9 9 .. 11 12
Foxie 3 7 8 .. 8 8 ..

Burke

6

11 4 7 6 11 16
C S B

10

9 9 15 12 11 21
Talsma

9

13 8 11 .. 10 21
Reynolds 3 11 6 9 9 3 17
Westwood

3

3 4 .. .. 11 13
Bush

7

10 8 11 13 .. ..

Norris 13 9 .. .. 13 21
E W Smith 12 13 19
McCarney 12 7 .. .. 11 14
Kinner 7 . . .

.

J J Reid 5 9 8 11 9

J E Lodge 6 13 12 10 13

City Park Gun Club.

Nijw Orleans, La.—The fifth shoot for the Peters Cartridge
Company gun was held June 16, at the City Park Gun Club
grounds. 'The day was an ideal one for bluerock shooting. Not a
breath of air was stirring, and the men shot remarkably well. As
a result seven of the entries tied for first place under the handi-
cap system.
Mr. Sommer made the best score with 24 out of 25, dusting the

missed bird very hard. Mr. Lhote on the shoot-off topped his
rival by killing 15 straight, with added handicap. This made him
winner in the day's shoot. The scores were:

, Ties on ir

Broke. Hdcp. Total. Broke. Hdcp- 1 ••lal.

Saucier j_ 23 3 25 12 0 iS

Cocke 23 3 25 12 0 12
Kaufman 23 3 25 14 0 14
Macmurdo ...21 3 24
Sommer ,-...24 3 25 14 0 14
Wenck 17 1 - 18

Colurabo 22 3 25 14. 0 14
Lhote 20 6 25 13 L' 15
Newman 20 5 25 11 1 12

Sweepstakes:
Events: 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8
Targets: 10 15 10 15 15 10 15 5p

Kaufman 8 13 . . 15 9 8 14 9
Saucier

10

14 .. .. 15 9 15 8
Sommer 7 12 10 15 13 10 13 8
Cocke 8 10 .. 14-10 9 14 10
Macmurdo

10

13 9 14 13 6 14 7
Lhote 11 ^ 4
Wenck 5 7 12 12 .. .. 6
Newman 6 12 9 . . . . 6
Columbo "••v^ ^ ^3

L. Gerteis, Capt. C. P. G. C.
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Intercity Shooting Park, of Minnesota.

Chicago, 111., June 21.—Dr. Bill,' the hustling manager of the

Tntercitj' Shooting Park, midway between the two sturdy cities of

St. Paul and Minneapolis, writes breezily concerning matters out in

his part of the world. It is quite worth while to note what he says

regarding the tournament of the St. Paul Rod and Gun Club on
July 10-11. There will be $350 added, the weather will be pleasant,

there will be a rattling good crowd of fine fellows, .and all in all

no Western shooter sliould be without a ticket to this important
Western event. Regarding late matters, Dr. Bill .specifies as

below

:

"The weather interfered largely with the attendance this week.
Every club day was of a disagreeable nature and kept the scores

below the normal.
"The tournament of the St. Paul Rod and Gun Club to be held

on these grounds on July 10 and 11 promises to be the target event
of the year. The club will add $350 to a very attractive pro-

gramme, besides offering the trophy of the St, Paul Gun Club,

emblematic of the State championship, and the Hirschy team chal-

lenge trophy. The members of the cUib are taking active interest

in this shoot, and will also see that the shooters are entertained

evenings. We want all shooters to make some one hotel the

general headquarters. We will no doubt secure rates and will an-

nounce same in programme.
.

"Scratch the business dates of July 10 and 11 off the book. Ship
your shells to Frank Novotny, St. Paul; put your gun in the

case, throw the strap over your shoulder and buy a ticket for St.

Paul. You won't need to make it read, "Good for return," for we
would like to have all trapshooters residents of the Capital City.

Remember one thing, gentlemen, all the crack shots are in

Europe, and this will be a shoot for amateurs only. Manu-
facturers' agents can show their hand, but cannot get next to the

'jack pot.'

"The Oak Grove Gun Club, of Minneapolis, are now making
these grounds their home. Watch their scores, as well as watch
them grow. They turn out a good crowd and can shoot a few.

"June 6, Minneapolis Gun Club Day.—Johnston and French
are shooting a good race, and making all the boys step a few;

I.̂ i singles, unknown angles: Danz 10, French 10, Mrs. Johnston 10,

Johnston 12, Hays 8, Shorty 6, Brown 10, Catermaran 11. Johnston
won badge.
"Ten singles and five pairs: Danz 13, French 14, Mrs. Johnston

II, Johnston 12, Cat 11, Hoffman 9, Brown 15, Moore 10. Brown
won senior badge, Danz won junion badge, Hoffman won ama-
teur badge.
"Twenty-five singles, unknown angles: Danz 17, French 20,

Mrs. Johnston 17, Johnston 17, Hays 18, Cat 20, Brown 19, Hoff-

man 12. French won badge.
"Twenty-five singles, unknown angles: Danz 18, French 20, Mrs.

Johnston 13, Johnston 17, Hays 19, Shorty 12, Cat 18, Brown 15.

Danz won badge.
"Saturday, June 8.—St. Paul Rod and Gun Club Day.—The

first event was" 25 singles, unknown angles, for the club cup. Score
is with handicap. The second event is 25 singles, unknown angles

for the Thompson and Day trophies, without any handicap allow-

ance. In event No. 1 Ranialey won in the shoot-off, with Thomp-
son, This was a very interesting race, as it required 125 birds to

the man to determine the winner. This was a hard day for shoot-

ing, as the wind was strong and very g:usty:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Targets: 25 25 15 15 15 15 25 25 25 25 25

Perry, 6 24 .. 7 9 12 13

Gotzian, 3 19 18 7 8 11 12 20 20 18 20 20

Danz, 5 23 19 11 8 12 13

I'ischer, 4 17 19 13
vMberts, 5 20 16 10 11 11

kamaley, 3 25 22 13 9 13

Dezotell, 5 24 21 10 12 11

T C, 2 24 23 .. 11
Thompson, 3 25 24 15 14

Spear, 7 23 10 12 ..

Burch, 6 18 16 10 10

McKay, 2..,......-*,. 21 -23 12 12 13 12 21 23 2

Slocum, 2 21 22 12 14 13 13

Henry 5 21 18 9 5 12 12

P Hansen 2 25 20 14 13 14 13 21 22 20 18 ..

Thorp, 2 22 16 11 13 13 14 23

Famechon, 3 24 20 15 13 12 14 20 19

*French 21 24 10 14 15 12 .. ..

*Sig 21 14 12 13 10 11

Brown, 3...... 17 14 14 21 20 17 22 ..

^;ovotny, 3 25 22 13 13 14 11 20 21

Wilkinson, 2 21 21 22 22 17 23 23

*Isle 19 19 16 19 20 20 21

*Hod 19 15 12 11 13 .. 17 19 14 20 ..

•Agnew • 16 17 11 12 11 12 18 20

*Schmidt 8 12 5 9 9 11 16 17

Ross 6 12 7 7 9 10 20 18

Holt 21 18 12 12 13 11 19 20

*Swizer 17 20 8 10 10 12 15 19

Miller 3 20 17 10 11 9 13 19 20

Morrison 20 21 24 23 22

Byers 24 20

Visitors.

Central of Duloth.

Just ahead of the St. Paul Rod and Gun Club tournament comes
that of the Central Gun Club, of Duluth, Minn., $440 in cash added.
This is the ninth annual tournament of the Central Gun Club. It

is a sterling event, and ought not to be overlooked. A trip to the

head of the Lakes, then dropping back to the Twin Cities at the

close of the Central Gun Club tournament, would make a splendid
combination for any Western—and indeed any Eastern—shooter

in midsummer. These shooters of the Northwest are the salt of

the earth, though they live by the unsalted sea, and the man who
can spend a cpuple of weeks in Minnesota in early July is doing
good for himself and his country. E. Hough.
Hartford Building, Chicago, 111.

Garfield Gun Club.

Chicago, Tune 22.—The appended scores were made on our
grounds to-day on the occasion of the eighth trophy shoot of the

- season, or the first shoot of the second series. There was a
strong hot wind blowing from the rear, which caught the targets,

causing them to beat down quickly or jump in all sorts of direc-

tions, making the shooting very difficult. Consequently no high
scores were made. Ford, Pollard and Midgley tied for Class A
trophy on 21. Bernard and Dr. Huff tied for Class B trophy on
19. C. T. Keck, our one-armed amateur, won Class C on 14.

The attendance was good considering dark day an'd bad weather
for shooting:
Eighth trophy shoot, 25 targets:

P McGowan 1010111110011101111101011—18
A McGowan 1111110101101011100111110—18
C P Richards .1111111100101111111101110—20
N H Ford 0111101111111101111110111—21

C T Keck 0001101000111011101011110—14

J D Pollard 1111101111011111110111011—21
T A Hagertv OOllOllllOOlllOOOOOOlOOOO—10
Dr T A Huff 0110111110101111111110110—19
F G Barnard 1111011011110001111111011—19
Midgley r. 1111011111011101111011111—21
L, T 1i • "1 n s 1001001010111110101001101^1

4

I J M Donald OOOIOOOOOIOIOUIOOIOIIIOI—11
Dr M eek 1111111111101110001111110—20

AV R lilair 1000101111100111001100010—13

1 Wolff 1110100000101000000010110— 9

F v\^JIff iiooiioioioiioiioiiiXdon—14
T Eaton 1011111011101111010101111—19

T C Kis.sick 0101001000001110011111000—11

"I
^ onigan OOlOOOlOlOOOOlOOOOllOOlOO— 7

n- T Johnson. 1100001110110100110011110—14

S F Young lUOOllllOOOlOOlllllUOll—17
\V A Jones IIOOIIIIUOIIOIIIIOOIIOU—IS
L Wolff 1111011100000101111011110—16

W'm Horn rr^. n-. .1110101111110010010010000—13

Drinkwater OOlOOOOlOlOOOOlOOOlllOOOO— 7
I-Iellman 1111111111010110010110110—18

Dr. J. W. Meek, Sec'y.

Trap at "Watson's Park.

Watson's Park, III., June 19.—Two-man team race for birds:
Oliphant *20210220100*2011102—11
White 222222222222*0222202^17—28
Levi 22000100*2120*220022—10

Amberg 12122122212122210122—19—29

June 22.—Granger vs. Peru, 25 birds:
Granger 2012121202221202022220*20-18

Cliicago Gun Club.

Chicago, June 22.—Ed Steck won high gun trophy after shooting
out Borroff. The same Steck cleaned up 15 straight in the monthly
shoot, and won without tie.

Weekly shoot, 25 targets, handicap in targets:

1 101111101011110011111101—19 6 25
1100100111101111011100111—17 10 25

Buck 0010111011111000111110010—15 5 20

Steck 1101011111111101111111111—22 2 24
Borroff 1101111111111011111011111—22 6 25

1011111111111111110110100—20 4 24
Dr Carson '. 1 111111011111001111010100—18 0 18

lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOlOOOOlOOO— 2 10 12

First tie, high gun:
Steck 0110101111-7 Borroff 0100111111-7

Second tie:

Sleek 1111111111—10 Borroff 1100011111—7

Mack wins handicap trophy.
No. 4, 15 targets, handicap rise, monthly shoot:

Mrs Carson, 16 • 111111110011111—13
Mrs Howard, 16 110110001010011—8
Dr Burcky. 16 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO—

0

Buck, 16 ............111101111010010—10
O'Brien, 16 111110110011111—12
Steck, 18 111111111111111—15
Borroft', IS 011111001011101—10
Mack, 18 111110111111111—14
Dr Carson, 21 ; 111101111101101—12
Steck wins monthly trophy on straight score.

Blue Jeans.

A Floatmgf Tottrnament.
The boys of the Mt. Sterling, 111., Gun Club have won for them-

selves the fame of arranging something entirely unique in the
history of Western trapshooting. On June 18 they gave an all-

day tournament from the upper deck of the excursion steamer
City of Peoria, Capt. G. M. Sivley, master, while the boat carried
an excursion on the placid waters of the Illinois River from
Beardstown to Montezuma Landing and return. Recognizing
something good, the boys of all nearby teams who take pleasure
in the sport of trapshooting, participated. Nobody was barred,
and Messrs. Black Powder and Ten Gauge were there in plural
and dual form. The programme called for ten 10-target events,
three even moneys, and this combination wa.s_found very satis-
factory. It was an unique game in many respects, a notable
feature being the ever-changing background against which the
birds went—sometimes the rippling river, anon a dark forest, again
a lofty hill, a waving grain field, and occasionally the fleeting
framework of a low-hanging bridge. Notwithstanding these con-
ditions, some excellent shooting was done. Fred Parks, of Mt.
Sterling, won the honors, and a handsome cup donated by the
Peters Cartridge Company, with the handsope score of 95. "Old
Man" Gilbert, of New Philadelphia, scored 94. Craig and Riehl
tied for third with 93. Ed Scott got 91 and Estis 90. The long
runs were made by Riehl, 61, and Estis, 56. Forty-five men par-
ticipated in tlie events, and with extras, 450 targets were shot.
The detailed scores are here given

:

Events: 1
E Scott 8
Kroft 9
Lippert 8
Estis . .

.' 9
Gabel 6
Craig 9
McGill 7
Vandeventer 8
Pyott 8
Pfiel : 7

J Scott 10
Parks 10
Morris 6W Breidenbend 8
Wheelock 1
N Davis 8
Hedrick ; . . . 8
Gilbert 9
Groves 10
Lightfoot 5
H Davis 8
Nye 9
Riehl 10
Wright 7
Carver 7
Hofstetter
Sikes
Loysdon 5
Orr 6
Newingbau
Clark 6
Hendel
Spoon
Dunbar
Fore
Grammer
Merideth
Shoemaker
McDaniel
G Gabel
Hurdel
Elliott
Lish
Bishop
Curry 6

2 3
9 9
9 7
7 9
8 10
5 10
8 9
8 6

10 10
6 9

7 8

8 8
8 10

9 10
8 7
3 6
8 6
8 9

10 10
7 6
8 8
8 9
9 9

4 5
8 9
7 9
8 7

10 10
8 6
10 9

7 7
9 9

5 8
9 8
8 8

10 10
8 9

8 8
8 9

8 9

8 8
9 9
9 10
7 8
.. 8

7 9
9 10
9 .\

7 5
7 9

8 9

6 7 8 9 10 Broke.
9 9 10 10 10 91
8 10 8 9 8 84
8 6 7 8 8 76

10 10 9 9 5 90
9 9 8 7 5 73
10 9 10 10 9 93
9 6 8 7 6 71
9 8 6 9 9 86

10 8 8 2 ..

9 9 9 10 8 84
9 8 9 9 6 83

10 9 9 10 9 95
8 10 9 9 7 85
9 8 6 8..

9 8
io io 9 9

'9

10 9 8 10 10
9 9 10 10 9
6 7 9 6

9 8 7 7
8 7 10 9

10 10 10 10

88
94

8 72

86
93

10 8 8 8 6
3 8 7 8 9

9 6 9 7 8

73

6

5 9

9 8
.. 9
9 10
,. 5 5 7

: 6 8
; 8

8 .. 10 .. ..

9 8 ..- 4 ..

8

7 9
fi

5 .. 9

Osslning Gun Club.

KiLLMORE.

OssiNiNO, N. Y., June 15.—Herewith please find scores of the
Ossining Gun Club, made at the regular weekly shoot to-day.
All events were at 10 singles, except No. 6, which was at 5 pairs:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8 6 9.,
5

I T Washburn 69S9S698 21 9
G Calkins 7.. 7 .. 3
C Blandford 8 10 9 7
C Barlow 4 7 7
S McBeth 3 6.... 5.. ..

A Bedell 5 9 9
A Rohr 4 6 4 4..
C Rutledge 5 6 0..
S Mullen 1 ..

Av.
.80

.52

.83

.62

.46

.76

.45

.,36

.10

Prize events

:

Shot at. Broke.
C Barlow 12 9

C Barlow 12 7
A Rohr 15 9

A Rohr 15 4

Shot at. Broke.
C Blandford 10 9
C Blandford 10 7
A Bedell 12 6
A Bedell 12 10

June 22.—Herewith please find scores of the Ossining Gun Club,
n-ade June 22 at the regular weekly shoot, together with the sum-
mary of prize events, which ended on this day. Bedell gets first
prize with 87 per cent., a handy margin of 8 points over J. Curry
Barlow, who landed second prize with 79 per cent. Bedell also
gets a special prize for the longest run of breaks during the shoot.
Genial Commodore Rohr shot a game race, making a tidy total of
71 per cent., which gave him third prize.
A new series of prize shoots will be started on July 4, when a

good big shooting crowd is expected.
The conditions of this series of prize shoots were such that the

contestants were obliged to shoot rain or shine—thus the small
percentages.

All events were at 10 singles, except No. 4, which was at 5
doubles:

12 3 4 6 7

7 6 7 9
9 .. 810
3 .. 5

Events:
C Barlow '

C Blandford 8 9
A Bedell , 4
A Rohr 3W P Hall 8 6 10 7 .

S McBeth 7

Prize events:
Shot at. Broke.

Barlow '..12 9

Rohr 15 7

Rohr 15 S

C. G, B.

A v.

.75

.77

.76

.,36

.77

.45

Shot at. Broke.
Bedell 12 10
Bedell 12 10

Fitchbtitg: Rifle and Gun Clob.

FiTCHnuRG, Mass. June 20.—The second shoot of the series be
tween Gardner, Leominster and Fitchburg was shot at Gardner
yesterday afternoon, and the local team came out ahead. The
weather man hit it just right, except there was quite a variable
wind. It would be difficult to get together three five-man teams
which are more closely matched than these three. It is anybody's
mstch until -it is over.
This was the secotid of six shoots, two to be held in each

place. A very beautiful cup is the prize to the winning team.
After two shoots the standing is as follows: Fitchburg has

broken 412, Leominster 410, Gardner 400. This assures great
interest in the coming matches.
The next shoot of the series will be held at Leominster on the

afternoon of July 10.

Shoots of this nature are conducinve to tfie best of good fellow-
ship, and as all the fellows are true American sportsmen in the
best sense of the term these tneets prove a very pleasant outing
to all participating. May the best team win.

Gardner Gun Club.
Sawin 11111111111111111111111111111111111111101011111111—48
Pain 01111111111111111111101101111111111111111111011111—46
Leland lllllOllUOllOlllllllllllllllOOlllOOllOOlOOOllllll—38
Lenoir OlllOlOlOOlOlllOlOllOlimiOlOllOOOlllllllUOllllO—34
Knight imiioiioiimonoiiioiiiiiiimoiiiiiiioiiiouu—42

208
Leominster Gun Club.

P H 11111111111111111110111111111111101111110110101111—45
Andrews 11110111111111011111111101010111111011111111111110-43
Burbank .11100111111111010111011001111111111111111111111111—43
Powers lOOlOllOlllOOOimilllllOllllllOllllllllUimuiO—«)
Farrar' 11100111011101111011010011101111011111111011110010—36

207
Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club.

Taylor 111111100101111111101H110101110101011111110111111-4fl
Russell 11111011111111111100111001111000110101111111000111—37
Wilder lllOllOllllllUllOOOOOOllOllllllUlllllllllllllllO-40
Cutler 11111111111111111111111011111111111111110111111111—48
Converse 11010001111011110110011111011111111111111011101010—37

Shoot of June 11

:

Events

:

Targets:

202

1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 12 13
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 25 5p 10 25 25

Wilder 9 8 10 9
Cutler 7 8 9 10
Converse 7 8 7 7
Donovan 7 5 8 9
Esty 6 7 7 4
Lamb 2 4 4 2
Churchill 7 4 2 7
Bean 7 7 7
Dix 4 7
Russell 9 8 8
Hawkins 5 3
Dwight 5
Rob .. ..20
Taylor 19 ig

I. O. Converse, Sec'y.

zo bp .

8 10 6 10 23 7 8 .. ..

8 9 9 . . 16 6 . . 19 17
8 10 8 . . 19 3 . . 18 IS
8 10 5 9 14 7
4 5 3
8

7 14
8 6

6 6 10 6 9 . . .

.

8 7 20
3 7 .... 4 ..

6 6 13 7 7 .. ..

7 6

7 12 11 15 13 15
9 10 13 9

IN NEW JERSEY.

South Side Gun Club.

Newark, N. J., June 22.—The weather was warm and clear.
There was a good attendance.
In the fifteen-man team race between the South Sides and Boil-

ing Springs, the former came out victors by 312 to 300. The scores
follow

:

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Targets: 10 15 15 15 15 15 15

Feigenspan -.. 10 14 14 13 14 15 14
Vyoodruff 7 8
Collins 7 13 .. \\ \\ \\ \\
Dawson 3 9 13 .. .'. .. ..
Engle 4 13 10 13
Whitehead .- 10 13 10 11 .. .. ..
Geoffroy 9 12 15 14
Welles 10 13 S 15 13 13 11
Hall 9 13 15 12 15 15 ..
Jack ; 7 13 13 12 13 .. ..
Paul 7 10 13 9 -.

Schneider ,

Goesser
Sinnock 7 12 10 14 11 14
Lenone 6 9 10 10 14 .. ..
Yeomans 7 15 12 15 12
Terrill 9 10 10 11 H .. ..'

Heinisch 13 12 .. .

Kling 12 13 11 13 .. '..

Hayes 7 12 13 13 .. 15
Koegel 11 12
Wilson 13 8
Williamson 12 10 .. 14 ..

Gardiner 11 13 12 15 10 il
Drake 13 13
Apgar 13 14 13 14 15 14
Axford .. 11 13 11
James 10 11 ..

Frank 7 9 H
Jeanneret U 9 .. U .. ..

Harrington 9 10 .. .. 12 13
Huck 13 14 12
Cummings 10
Sealey 9 10 .. 7 .. ..
Proctor 12 10 .. 11 .

Fletcher .. 9 12 10 ,W Hassinger U 12 12 .. .

Matzen 14 12 12 10 ,

,

Cuthcurt 7 13 7 7
Morrison '. 10 10 7 " 3
Le Roy 10 12
Piercy 12 11 15 14 15
Dukes .. 14 J8 13 14 15
F Hassinger .. .. .. 7 13 ..

Jaques , § ii
Team race:
South Side—Koegel 19, Yeomans 21, Engle 17, Hayes 19, Has-

singer 22, Geofl'roy 20, Sinnock 24. Dukes 22, Whitehead 17, Piercy
23, Herrington 18, Wilson 22, JGardiner 22, Drake 23, Feigenspan 23;
total 312.

Boiling Springs—James 17, Paul 18, Goesser 17, Axford 19, Frank
19, Jack 21, Schneider 24, Matzen 14, Collins 22, Lenone 18 Welles
22, Apgar 24, Woodruff 20, Huck 24, Hall 21; total 300.

Bellows Falls Gun Club.
Bellows Falls, Vt.—The Bellows Falls Gun Club held their

weekly shoot on the club grounds, Drislain's field, Thursday.
July 20.

Eight members of the Winchester, N. H., Gun Club paid us a
visit, and we hope that they enjoyed themselves as well as we
did on our visit to their opening. Below are the scores

:

Events

:

Targets:
Lesure
Slate
Nelson
Burbank
Ellis

Dickerson

Ray

Fassett . . u.,
Lawton '.

Capron
Shepardson
The first eight shooters were from Winchester, N. H. the re-mainder being from Bellows F.alls.

'

Event No. 7 was a friendly match between eight members of
the Winchester club and eight from Bellows Falls at 25 taro-ets
per man—200 targets to the team. The Bellows Falls team sue
ceeded in scoring 160 to Winchester's 118. There was a verv
strong south wind, and that made the targets very tricky.
- ^ - C, H, Gibson, Sec'y,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 15 10 15 10 15 25 5p 5p 25
6 8 7 11 6 13 16 4 5
6 8 7 9 6 5 12
8 11 5 11 9 11 20 8 ..

6 12 6 9 6 12 17 0 1
8 8 8 11 8 11 13 6 6 N
6 8 4 6 5 6 10 4 1
6 10 S 10 7 13 20
5 6 2 9 10
5 12 8 12 23 26
9 12 7 14 13 21 "9 '7

17
10 13 5 14

'8
12 22

8 13 5 10 10 11 20 9 *8

4 15 7 13 8 9 19 3 7
8 13 17 20
5 11 9
9 7 i3
8 9 16 4 7
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The International Trapshooting: Contest*

Hotel Cecil, London, KiiRlaiitl, June li, —Editor Forest unil

Strmm: The Anglo-American team race was concluded yesterdtiy

afternoon, with result with which you have already been made
acquainted by means of cable. From the verj,' iirst the ultimate

outcome ot the match was scarcely in doubt. Some of the boys, it

is true, were a little shaky occasionally because there was very

in-and-out shooting on their part in the preliminary practice. The
team, toOj was very short on practice, for the members of it had
had only two days in which to get acquainted with a ground and a

system of throwing targets that needed careful study.

I have written you about what was done on Friday, the 7th

inst., so shall now, tell you what was done on Saturday. As
usual the team drove out to Hendon in a tally-ho, and put in a

full afternoon's practice. The main event was at 50 targets, and in

this first honors were won by an EngKshman, a Mr. "Paul," who
scored 47, and took the whole purse, as everj'thing here is "high

guns" to win, "one high gun" being generally considered enough
for each purse. As the entry fee was .$2.50, with thirty-six shoot-

ers, Mr. "Paul" netted quite a pleasant little sum. I have mis-

laid the scores of the event, but I believe Gilbert, Fanning and
Parmelee made 46; Tripp, who scored 24 out of his first 25, finished

with 45; Crosby and Banks had 44, and Merrill and Palmer, another

Englishman, had 43 each.

The members of the Middlesex Gun Club, under whose auspices

and on whose grounds the international 'match \vas shot, decided

to have no practice shooting on Monday, the day previous to the

race, as they had much to do getting ready for the shoot itself.

The Americans, therefore, again drove out to Hendon and took

in a pigeon shoot at the Welsh Harp grounds. Parmelee and
Gilbert were the last to stay in with an Englishman in the main
event Gilbert dropping out and leaving Parmelee to fight it to a

finish! The American killed his 23d bird and won, the Englishman
losing his bird in that round.
The conditions were against the birds, but their quality even

under unfavorable conditions gave the visitors some idea of how
good they might be if everything was with them. At first the

Americans won quite a lot of money by laying the odds on the

gun, which were asked bv tliose who were backing the bird. Four
and five to one were odds which were satisfactory to the English-

men at the start, but before the end came, nothing less than seven

or eight to one would be listened to. At one time, where there

were eleven left in the tie, eight of that number were members of

the American party; with the long odds last mentioned above, the

previous winnings of their friends soon dwindled (and in some
cases were wiped out) in short order, several dropping out in

quick succession. As a whole, however, the boys enjoyed their

first day \yith English bhierocks.

The International Match.

First Day, June 11.—This was an ideal summer day—not too hot,

with a bright sky and brilliant sunshone. There was breeze enough
to temper the heat and also to make the targets do some queer

stunts at times.
Our tally-ho left the Cecil at 10:30. which gave us plenty of

time for preliminary practice. Two 25-target events were shot, and
in the second one Heikes made the first and only 25 straight that

I've seen made under the English system of shooting. The wind
died out somewhat, and good scores were expected when it came
to the match proper. An adjournment at 1 o'clock for lunch

curtailed the practice work, and probably spoiled some scores in

the match, as lunch does not as a rule make most people 'shoot

better. Then again quite a long time was consumed m arranging

preliminaries, such as choosing referee and judges, and regulating

the flight of the targets. These were thrown fully up to the limit

and "towered" in a manner seldom, if ever, seen in the States.

There was no low flight of a target, such as so closely resembles

the flight of the American quail or English partridge. The targets

went skyward more after the fashion of a black duck that jumps
from its home in reeds when the gunner comes upon it suddenly.

Of course such a flight gave the Englishmen a better chance to get

in their work with the second barrel, and equally of course it

handicapped the visitors, who had never, except since their arrival

in England, looked over a gun at targets thrown in such a manner.
The conditions called for targets to be thrown not less than 6 nor
more than 12ft. high, 10yds. from the traps.

Capt. Money, who was selected as referee, tried to adjust things

so that targets would be thrown at about a uniform height of

9ft., but the Englishmen kept them up to the maximum. It was
apparently so impossible to get all preliminaries arranged that it

was finally agreed that Captains Marshall and Butt, the chiefs of

their respective teams, should get together and mutually agree

upon everything. Capt. Marshall did not fuss long about any-

thing, but let the Englishmen suit themselves, being anxious

above all things to avoid any possible friction, and also to get the

match started. ' ...
Winning the toss, the Captain went to the score with inpp and

Budd as his assistants in the first squad. The English captain put

in Messrs. Ellicott, Palmer and Paul. The "Hon. Tom" led off

with a beautiful miss, and the game was on. As the Americans in

the first squad only scored 47 to 53 for their opponents, the

English started out 6 in the lead. (I have omitted to state that the

100 targets were shot in strings of 20, squads of six men being up
at the score: it was a walk-around in fact.)

The second squad was made up as follows: Merrill, Elliott and
Parmelee as TSIos. 1, 3 and 5 respectively; Messrs. Pike, Izzard

and C. Morris as Nos. 2, 4 and 6. No change was made in the

position of the teams as regards scores, each side adding 49 breaks

to its total. Fanning, Heikes and Gilbert cut down the lead of 6

to a lead of 1, scoring 51 to 46, the latter total being made by
Messrs. Johnson, W. B. Morris and Capt. Butt. Mr. W. B.

Crosby, the last man on the American team, broke 19 to Mr. O'Con-
nor's 16, and the Americans were 2 in the lead at the end of 200

targets. From this point the Americans kept on piling up the

breaks until the scores showed that at the end of the 100th target

for each man the American team had a lead of 65 targets.

Crosby was easily high on the American team with a total of 93

to his credit, Charlie Budd was second with 89, Heikes and Tripp
tieing for third honors with 88 apiece.

For the Englishmen F. Izzard was at the top with 87, Messrs.

Pike and O'Connor coming next with 84 each.

It is of special interest to note that the Britishers scored 172

second barrel breaks, this showing that the use of the two barrels

is of some benefit after all. Adding 172 breaks to the 199 misses,

we get a total of 371 times in which the Englishmen used their

second barrels, which also means that they missed on an average

i at least out of every 3 targets with the first barrel; in other

words, their total of one barrel breaks was only 629 as against the

Americans' 866.

Scores of First Match, Jonc 11.

American Teapi
T A Marshall..
E H Tripp...
C W Budd

F S

F

Paul
Pike

English Team.

14 18 17 15 16—80
17 18 17 17 19—88
16 18 19 19 17—89
16 15 18 20 17—86
16 17 18 15 20—86
17 ir 17 20 16—87
15 18 16 19 17—85
18 15 16 20 19—88
18 18 15 15 18—84
19 17 19 18 20—93-866

17 16 13 18 18—82
18 14 15' 16 16—79
18 14 14 13 14—73
17 17 17 14 19—84
17 18 16 19 17-87
15 12 16 18 17—78
17 15 16 17 15—80
13 18 16 16 10—73
16 18 16 17 14—81
16 17 14 la 18—84—801

W B 'Morris
Butt, captain
O'Connor
Of the substitutes, or reserves. Powers scored 84 and Banks 68

on the American side, while Inglis scored 79 and Joynt 76 for the

Britishers.
, , , ,

From the scores given above it will be seen that, as already

stated, the Americans won by 65 breaks, with an average of .866 as

against .801, a very satisfactory margin when their lack of practice

is taken into consideration.

Guns and Loads.

T. A. Marshall—Parker gun. Targets: S^ii". Trap shell, 3^drs.

Dupont powder, l^Aoz. No. 71/2 chilled Tatham shot. Live birds:

3i4in. Trap shell, 3%drs. Dupont powder, l^^oz. No. 7 chilled

Tatham shot. r, , ,

C W. Budd—Parker. Targets: 2%m. Smokeless, 3%,drs. Schultze,

l%oz. 71/2 chilled Tatham. Live birds: Sin. Trap, S^^drs. Schultze,

liy4oz. 7. chilled Tatham. ^
Fred Gilbert—Parker. Targets: 2%in. Leader, 38grs. Dupont. l^oz.

71/2 chilled Tatham. Live birds: Sin. Leader, S^idrs. Dttpont, l^oz.
7 chilled latham.

P. S. Parmelee—Parker. Targets': 2y8ni.' .A.cmc, 42grs. L. & R.,
l%oz. I chilled Tatham. Live birds, 2%in. Acme, 45grs. L. & R.',
P/im. 7 chilled Tatham.

if -
J^i- ,1'owers—I'arkcr. Targets: Sin. .Leader, dOgrs. Dupont,

\V40x. iVn chillcn Tatham. Li\'c birJs
;

' Sin. Leader, Si^drs. Du-
pont, IVi 7 chilled Tatham. • •

.

R. O. Heikes—Parker, l^ugets: 3in. Smokeless, 3|4drs. E C,
Wioz. 7 chilled Tatham. Live birds: 3in. Trap, S'/zdrs. E C, I140Z.
I chilled Tatham. .

E. H. Tripp—Parker. Targets: 2%in. Smokeless, 314-drs. Hazard,
IMoz. 714 chilled Tatham. Live birds: Sin. Trap, 3y2drs. Hazai'd,
moz. 7 chilled Tatham.

^' ' -

R. Merrill—Parker. Targets: 3i4in. Trap, .3^drs. Hazard, l^^oz.
.71/2 chilled Tatham. Live birds: Sin. Trail, d^Mrs. Hazard, l%oz.
7 chilled Tatham. '

'

B. Leroy Woodard—Paiker. Targets: 2%in. Smokeless, 3%,drs.
Dupont, VAoz. 7 chilled Tatham. Live birds: 3in, Trap, S^^drs.
Dupont, 1^4oz. 7 chilled Tatham.
W. R. Crosby—Smith. Target: Sin. Leader, 44grs. E C, VAoz.

71/2 chilled Tatham. Live birds. Sin. leader, 48grs. E C, 114 7 chilled
Tatham.

J. A. R. Elliott-Winchester—Target: 2%}n. ' Leader, 4flgrs.
Hazard l%oz. 7% .

chilled Tatham. Live birds: 2%in. Leader.
43grs. Hazard, lYiOZ. 7V2 chilled Tatham.
Edward Banks—Winchester. ' Targets : 2%in. Smokeless, Sdrs.

E C. No. 2, l%oz. 71/2 chilled Tatham. Live birds: Same as for
targets.

J. S. Fanning—Smith. Targets: 2%'m. Arrow and Leader, 42grs.
L. it R.. l%oz. 71/2 chilled Tatham. Live birds: 2%in. -Arrow and
2%m. Leader, 42grs. L. & R., l%oz. 7 chilled Tatham.

. Second Day, June J2.

The weather, which had been beautiful ever since we lauded,,
changed considerably during the night, and rain and a cold wind
was our lot the greater portion of the day. Early on it was fine,
with gleams of sunshine, but several times while the squads were
shooting in the match the rain fell almost heavily enough to put
a stop to shooting altogether. Neither American nor Englishman,
would acknowledge that he would .sooner get under shelter than
stay out in the rain and wind and break targets, so the game went
along, regardless of weather.
Our tally-ho attracted the usual amount of attention while on its

way to and from Hendon. On the way home the Stars and
Stripes, which streamed away behind us, was saluted more than
once by people who evidently were glad to see their flag. One
young fellow on the top of a bus waved his hat most enthusias-
tically as we came down Piccadilly.
As a result of the retched turn in the weather, the number of

spectators was even smaller than on the previous day, when there
were far fewer than»!iad been expected. Inanimate bird shooting
is not popular enough in this country as yet to draw a big crowd,
and it is extremely doubtful whether it ever will be. From a
spectator's point of view, the smashing of clay pigeons is too
monotonous.
There was again quite a delay in starting the team race. The way

the English shoot targets is not the way we do it in America,
where everybody is in a hurry to shoot, being afraid he won't get
shooting enough even in the longest day. Afternoon tea, lunch
and social intercourse are prominent factors in a day's target
shooting over here, and truth to tell they do not go badly
together.
When the race did start. Capt. Mar.shall followed his own ex-

ample, which he set the previous day—he commenced the score
sheet with a cipher, which spoiled its looks. Tripp broke his
target, and saved the shell, which will go back to the States with
him, accompanied by the shell with which lie recorded the first

tally for America in the first inanimate target match ever shot
between representatives of England and America. Charlie Budd
broke his target, and the race, was fairly on. Out of the first 20
targets per man Messrs. Marshall, Tripp and Budd accounted for
50 to their opponents' 49, and the Americans were thus 1 break
ahead. Gilbert, 'Elliott and Parmelee were the Americans in the
next squad, and they rJso broke 50 out of their 60, Gilbert getting
three-fifths of the total number; the three Britishers broke 51, so
the two teams were even with 100 breaks apiece when the first

120 targets had been shot at.

Heikes, Fanning and Powers, (Powers was in Merrill's place
on the team this day) scored 55 out of their 60, Fanning breaking
straight, thus emulating successfully the example set him by
Gilbert in the previous squad. As the three Englishmen in their
squad only broke 47, the American team went to the front and
never looked back again. Crosby started with a 20 straight, and
increased the American lead by 5 targets.
As was only to be expected, the superiority of the American

team being so manifest, the interest in the race lay solely in seeing
how small or how large the margin of victory wovtld be, and
also how the Americans would finish among themselves. Crosby
did some great shooting, landing with 95, while Gilbert, Heikes and
Tripp finished with 93, 92 and 90 respectively. The improvement
in the scores over those of the previous day may be traced to two
causes. First, the wind was not so strong as it was on the first

day, and the extra practice was also beai'ing good fruit. In short,
the boys were catching on.
The scores in the race were as below, the Englishmen finding the

target successfully with their second shell no less than 149 times:

English Team.
Ellicott .11111120111110012111—17

21111101021101110111—16
21111101112110121110—17
11111111110101111021—17
11012221211112111201—18—85

Johnson 00012101111121111112^16
11201102111112110221—17

,
,

10211100001122021201—13
11010011111210112001—14
21201111111111112110—18—78

C Palmer 10100111101111112111—16
00200000112202112220-11
00000110000111121101—10
(12001110112111011111—15
11102111121211122111—19—71

Pike 11111111111111111020—IS
12120112011011011121—IC
20211100221110201111—15
21111000111121211121—17
11121111111021100111-17-83

Izzard 11111112111122111121—20
11021211110112111001—16
01121112112111211111—19
1111101110111122111—17
00211221021100111201—14—86

Inglis 01111001101012110011—13
21100121201101111111—17
00210022201111001111—13
10110111001121112021—15
11112101011020022000—12—70

H I Cave . . 11011111002101111101—15
21120211102121101122—17
00211111012100111111—15
11111101001001111111—15
11110111201111210111—17—79

Tovnt 12121111111111101110-18
11211102Umm2011—18
21021110111111012111—17
21021110111111012111—17
12101111011011111112—17—87

Butt 10011121101211110200—14
11011111111112001211—17
11011011012111121111—17
01001011121101011111—14
01001001220101121021—13—75

O'Connor 01122111111012010tm—15
01211120011112111121—17
11211102101102111101—16
11011011110111121011—16
0200112112211110U22—16—SO—794

American Team.
Marshall ... 01111110101111111110—16
^ " 11011011011110101111-15

11111111111111111111—20
11100011011110111101—14
11111101111111111101—18—83

Trino 11111111101011011111—17
01111111011111111111—18
11101111111110111101—17
11111111111111111111—20
11111110111111111101—18—90

x,„AA 11111111011111101110—17
^" iiioiimiiiioiiiiio—17

11100111100111001111—14
11110101111110101111—16
10111111111011111110—17—81

Gilbert 11111111111111111111—20
iiiiiinoiiiinoiiii-i.s
10111111111101111111—1

S

lOOllllllOlILlimil—17
. 11111111111111111111—20—93

Jil 1 1"
f t 1 101111011110111 ion—1

6

imiiiimniiioioi—18
11110111111101101111—17
11111111110111111110—18
11111100011111111111—17—86

Parmelee 11010111111100101101—14
11110110111111111111—18
10101111111110101111—16
11111101111111101111—18
1 0lllllllllOllUllll^lS—84

TTeikes 11111111111111101111—19
11101110111110111111—17
11111111111011111110—18
11111111111111111111—20
11110111111111110111—18—92

Fan n ing 11111111111111111111—20
1111110111 1110111111—18
11111100111111011111—17
11011111101111111111—18
10111111110011101111—16—89

Powers 11111011100101111111—16
11111010111111111111—18
11111111111110110110-17
1 1111011100111101111—16
1 11110111 11011011111—17—84

Crosby 11111111111111111111—20
10111111111011111111—18
LlUllllllllllllllll—20
imoi 11111111111101—IS
1mil 11011111111111—19—95—877

As usual, to fill out the last squad, two substitutes from each
team shot along, Banks and Merrill being the American substi-
tutes, Brown and Musgrove the English. The latter will be better
known to American shooters as J. M. Postans, who came so nearly
winning the Dupont cup at Baltimore last fall. The scores of the
substitutes were:

Banks 10111111011001111111—16
11101111111110111101—17
01111110110011111111—16
11011111110111110111—17
10111111101101110111—16— 82

Brown 02122002012110100110—12
00000000200102110101— 7
20010102100010020111—10
11001011101000112121—13
02011010100011020112—11— 53

Merrill 1111011101011111111 1—17
11111111110001111100—15
lllllllllllOOUOlHl—17
11111111011111111111—19
11111001111111111111—18— 86

Musgrove 10110110112121121211—17
01112012112001101012—14
20101111100111111112—16
10110211111112112111—18
11002010101010101011—11— 70

Third Day, Jane J3.

The weather on this day was simply execrable, considering that
It is now about the middle of June. The thermometer, according
to reports in the daily papers published this morning (Friday),
went down to 42! The skj' was overcast, and the wind blew like
the mischief. Overcoats—winter overcoats—and thick rugs were
absolutely necessary to one's comfort while driving out to the
W elsh Harp at Hendon on the top of the tally-ho.
Scores of course suffered considerably, but still the Americans

kept up a capital gait, finishing with an average of nearly 85 per
cent. Crosby again was high with 90 breaks, while Heikes with
88 was easily second, Gilbert coming in third with S5. Pike with
S3, C. Morris with 82 and Izzard with 80 were the only men on the
English team to break 80 per cent, or better. The totals at the
finish were 843 for the visitors as against 749 for the English.
The use of the second barrel was again beneficial to the British

totals, for the records show that 150 targets were broken with the
.second shell. For the sake of ready comparison, I have prepared
a table showing just what the English did with their fir.st and
second shells during the entire three days' contest. The table will

be found further on in this report.

American Team.
^^larshal I .11101111111111001111—17

11101101101111111111—17
11111101011111111111—18
11111011111011011110—16
11011011110011101111—15—83

Tripp 10111111001111111111—17
11111111111111011111—19
11111011111001111111—17
00011101001110101110—11
11111111111011011111—18—82

Bu'dd 0111111111.1111111101—18
11111101111010111101—16
1 1110111111101111010—16
11011111111101111111—18
11110111111010110101—15—83

Powers 01111111011111001111—16
11110111111011110101—16
10111111110111111110—17
11111111011111110110—17
11011011111111011111—17—83

Elliott 11111111111110111111—19
11011111111111111110—18
1inlooioioiiiomii—1

5

01100011 11 1101111111—15
11111011111010101111—16—S3

Parmelee 1 1010101111 111101110—15
11111111111111111111—20
01011111011111110111—16
n 111011110111111110—17
11010111110111101111—16—84

Heikes 0111011Ll.»]1.11111111—17
lOllOllllimiUlOll—17
01011 110111111011111- 16
11011111111111111111—19
11111110111111111111—19—88

Fanni n e .11111011011011110111—16
UllllOllOlOlOOlllll—15
10011101111100111111—15
11111111110110011101—16
11111111111111111111—20—82

(filbert .UOllQOllllOOl 111111—15
11111111011111011111—18
11111111111111111011—19
00111111101101011111—15
01111111111101111111—18—85

Crosbv - llllllllllllllllim—20
11111111110011011111—17
nilllllllllOllllUl—19
lllOlOlllllllllOlUl—17
11101111111110111110—17—90—843

English Team.

jiutt ...11110010101110110111—14
10200201010110112011—12
11021121102112001111—15
10211011210011111210—15
110010020101112im0—14—71

H T Cave 01011101101101110111—14
' 11010010101111011202—13

21111210020111112100—15
O1010021OU011001112—12
02111111210112212202—17—71

KiiinoH 11001011001011111110—1.3
01120110110111121111—16
11111211001120111101—16
1221110£I201102111102—15
12100110111212111210—16—76

Pil-p 01110120121212211101—16
11121111111111111111—20
11120110111122111111—18
11200001111111010120—13
10211120011111101112—16—83

T„„,,^ 11011121111001111110—16^ 111002112111010<30111—14
11201221111110111101—17
12121011000211121110—15

^ 01011111111011000212—14—76
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Paul

C Horfls

Pall

Jokiisoli i . I i 1 . . . . i .

.

Izzard

. .0(K)21im00110U2102-13
loioiiiiioooioioaioi—

W

1122020U02110H1131—16
010(10110011001210100— 9

M2101|0m2211101221—17—07
. .loiiiioioiisgiiioufi—le
11012121111111101001—If)
12111211111111101111—19
llll2102210111102111—17
20W101 liooiiiiiOQg'i—14—Sg

. .0111022212200liOliii—10
02111111021021101210—15
01121011111011011020—14
11010001111100211001—13
12110100102220010100—11—fiS

: ; ;llliaiQ2010101121122—16
Iil00lill02l^lf1l0018-
(X)ll012102ll0Hdll5!i-

120211101011010102dl—1;; ^

10111110111021111111—17—75
. ..01121211211011111121—18

11111021011221111111—IS
21211101111111001111—17
00211111121102211002—15
02112110021200101010-12-80- 749

Separating the teams for ready reference, we have the following:
Attiefieati TeatH

Idt-shall

"rijifi

!udd -,-:ii.iii!-:.i:;.J:..

powers , 11 .-i i ; i i ; t ; i ; i i

JlliOtt
Ppirinelee '. . ;

English Team.
.S3 Butt .ii..;iiiiisi4*..ir...71M H T Cave;;i;ii......ii.:;.?l
.83 ElHcOtt /.iJi;;...i..:..:::'7ll

i83 tikeM Toyllt 7(3

.84 Paul m
Seikes 88 C Morris ^ i t ,&%
Gilbert 83 Palmer .6^
Panning n.-. 82 Tohhson 1 1 ... i. j.,:.^7S

Crosby .....90-813 "Izzard -80—749

. Tlie American svibstitutes were Banks and Leroy, who .scored
T4 ktiu 78 tesljectiVeli' j the English substitutes were W, B, Morris
iihd WilLiarhs. wlio scored rcstieclively 65 and 54<

General Averages.

in the iist bi gehci-al averages it is only natural to placfc both
tfeains and riien in order of merit; so here goes:

American Team^
1st iriatch. 2d match. 3d match. Total; AvetiJgii.

Crosbv 93 95 90 278 ;?2q93 95 90 278
: S8 92 88 268

:.; 84 93 85 262
90 82 260
89 82 256

......m S(i 83 255
: S7 S4 84 S55

89 81 83 253
84 S3

Elliott
Parmelc
Budd ,

Powers
Merrill §6

.873

.S6fi

.m

.SoO

:843

English Team.
:S4.1.87 86 8(1 253

84 83 83 250 :S3:^

82 85 76 243 .810
80 78 75 233 .777

81 75 71 227 .756

79 71 68 218 .726

.73 67

.78 82

.73 .

.

,84 80
70
79 71
87 76

Pike
Ellicott
Johnson
Butt
Palmer
Paul
C MorrisW B Morris.......
O'Connor
Inglis
H J Cave
Joynt
N. B.—Mr. O'Connor would have most certainly been a member

o£ the English team in the third match had it not been that busi-
ness of a legal nature prevented him from being in attendance
on th/s third day.

Statistical Data of Interest.

Below arc some statistical data which will tindoubtedly be of
interest to those who have taken the trouble to read thus far what
T have written in reference to the Anglo-American team race:
The British team in the first match scored as follows:
First barrel breaks, 629; second barrel breaks, 172; misses 199.

In the second match 645 first barrel breaks, 149 second barrel
breaks, and 206 misses. In the third match 599 first barrel breaks,
150 second barrel breaks, and 251 misses, making a total of 1,873
first barrel breaks, 471 second barrel breaks and 656 misses.
The Americans on the other hand, using one barrel only, broke

860 in the first match, 877 in the second match and 843 in the third,
making their grand total 2,586, showing a total of misses of 414.
The grand average of the American team was .862 as against .781

for the English, the Americans thus being on average rather more
than 8 targets in a hundred better than the English.

Postscripts Inntsmerable.

Capt._ Money by special request of both teams acted throughout
the entire series as referee. Messrs. Emile Werk and Frank Harri-
son were judges for the American team. Messrs. A. A. Carter and
VV. F. Cave acted in a similar capacity for the English. George
Jones and Emmet Gale were reputed the official scorers, although
the scores kept by D. F. Pride and B. Leroy Woodward were
understood to be checks on the others.
Mr. A. H. Gale, secretary of the I. B. S. A., was a busy man

indeed, having his hands full to keep things moving. I. B. S. A.
is short for Inanimate Bird Shooting Association.
In a letter yet to be written I shall try and give a fairly lucid

idea of the pulling apparatus; it's too complicated a matter for
me to tackle in a hurry. Suffice it to say that the puller has to
keep his hands and wits busy all the time to be able to pull cor-
rectly, even for such a leisurely method of shooting as is in vogue
over here. In America, with the American system of rapid fire, a
puller who had to handle the apparatus and indicator used at the
grounds of the Middlesex Gun Club would be off his base in a
jiffy. It is only right to state that the pulling during the Anglo-
American match was done skillfully and accurately by_ a very in-

telligent young man, who attended to his business strictly all the
time.
In order to see how the angles of the targets were dealt out by

the indicator used, Fred Elliott, Jim's son, kept tally all the
first day. His figures showed that the American team had 287
left-quarterers, 198 straightawaj's and 515 right-quarterers; the
English team had 385 left-quarterers, 320 straightaways and only
295 right-quarterers. As the right-quarterers on the Middlesex Gun
Club's grounds are decidedly harder than any other target, the
American total score stands out even more prominently than it

otherwise might seem to do. Charlie Budd drew 61 right-quar-
terers, but he just ate them up, as his score of 89 tells plainly.

The team race heing started so late each day, and being shot
quite leisurely, it was very late every evening when we started
home on our' eighl -mile drive. Remember, we've a sun over here
which does not go to bed until 8:15 every night. Making all due
allowance for the difference in time, some of the boys were still

eating dinner when New Yorkers were beginning to think of theirs.

What time they got to bed is not to be told, but apparently neither
their interiors nor their skill with the shotgun were impaired in
the least.

"Half crowns," "florins." "two-bob pieces," etc., are just now
worrying the boys a whole lot. Billy Crosby wanted to make a
bet the other day with Mrs. Cro.sby about sornething or another.
This is the way he put his proposition: "I'll just bet you one of
those things, two of which make a dollar and a quarter!" (He re-

ferred to a half crown of course. )

Tom Marshall is a good captain, but he is not at his best when
settling accounts with his men. On a certain division the other
morning he found himself just "nine dollars out, darn the luck!"
Fred Gilbert has been as usual the life and soul of the party. The

only times when he wasn't full of jokes were the brief intervals
after he returned from recording totals of 15 out of 20!

Heikes pegged away and finished second in the list of those who
shot on all three days; his average of 893 means a whole lot of
work.
Ernie Tripp, "the gentleman from Indiana," oight to be able to

get ani^hing he wants from his Indianapolis friends and neigh-
bors after the excellent shooting he has been doing over here.
The driver of our tally-ho made good music on his bugle, and

WPS especially busy in that line on the way home every evening.
The Englishmen did not seem to use good judgment in the way

in which they fired off their first barrel. Too often they seemed
TO think it was best to snap at the target as soon as it appeared,
trusting to the second barrel to land it for them if it was missed
with the first. Later on—that is to say on the last day—most of
them shot their fii'st barrel with better judgment. This vvil| be
noted in some instances most particularly,

Owing to the peculiarly climbing flight of the targets tAe /^m^eri-

cans had to shoot much more deliberately than usual. Their tirrte

in fact would be called very slow in the States. Then again the
gfolind Sloped rapidly down in front of ihe score, making it hard
to judge either speed or height.
Mr. O'Cofiiior was the stiappie^t shot Oil the English team; he

pvt in his first .mfi second sO rapidly that it was almost like send-
mg 2yzot,-r>i shot after si target in one long stream.
.American ifiachiije-made gims and the afniihilHitiort brought over

by the visitors attracted a great deal of attention. Both guns and
ammunition, handled as they wefc by the right people, gate a cUpi-

fill ac<^oiint of themselves. "Puinp gufts" were quite A curiosity

apparentlj- beirtg exafnined carefully and interestedly by quite a
number of people everv day.

,
.

During the proceedings on the third day of the match {Me

EngHshmen got together and sifhscriTicd £40* about $200, to pm''

chase a cup, to be competed for ofi Saturday of this week (to-

iiitirtow, the 15th) bv meriibei^s of the Araeficafi team only. The
cohmilbhH are to be' 25 targets, one fnart up, iiilfcllowfl traps and
angles. ... . .

< j j

On Tuesdav highf, the ISth, the Americafi teafrt wilt he the
guests of the 'English a't a: fearif|ii6t to be ^iven at fhe C.sl(6 lioyftlc.

It will be a big affair, and if iS rthispered about that eertaih

presentations arc to be made during the evening. What tho^e
presentations are to be can only be made known later.

The team leaves Thursday of next week for GlilSgowv where a

match at 100 targets is to be shot for £100 a side ($5005 with a
team of Scotch inanimate target shooters.

When the third and final match had been decided, some little

spfeeehifying took place in front of the club house. Messrs. North,
Marshall,- (rdle and Butt, as well as Capt. Money, made a few re-

marks. Mr, Gftlfc showed his muscular development by carrying
Capt, Money in his arms and placing him on a chair, the Captain
resisting the wliile.

Some flew books will he published after the team gets back to

.America, Some of them will be "What I Know About the
English Coinage," by T. A. Marshall; "My Life On the Ocean
Wave," by "T. J'.ill" Crosby; Fred Gilbert is planning a series of

publications embodying his life's history to date; the titles selected

are "Fritz, the Farmer," "Fritz, the Shooter," and lastly "Fritz,

the Sailor."
The whole team and its aecompanying friends were higlily grati-

fied on Tuesday and Thursday evenings to receive congratulatory
cables from -President J, A. II. Dressel, of the Interstate Associa-
tion, Little things like that tell mightily when you're away from
home.
Forest aSD S^kbam of the 8th arrived to-day, but I cant find

out w ho has got tiiy two copies I No one will own up.

Jim Elliott botigh't a nice new Kussian leather pocketbook yester-

dayv and made everybody sftlell it because it "smells so nice."

Ife has hot got that poeketbook now, for some one picked his

pocket last night. Jim says he expects to get it back, for "it only
had a^ luilf erovvn i"n it and a few of those things they call shil-

The aggregation of mascots brotight by the Americans arc now
looked upon with some reverence by our British Cousins, Rabits'
feel, little "St. Joes," pocket pieces and even alligators are likely

to be the rage at English trap shoots in future. One of the baby
gators I brought up from Jacksonville last April watched every
shot with interest oti the first day.
Liter—Saturday Morning.—Last night Paul North and Mrs.

North entertained the members of fte American team and their

friends at H l*£inqnet given in the Pompadour room of the Hotel
Cecil. Mr. Ellicott, a member of the English team, was also

present. Tlie banquet commenced at about 9 o'clock, and it was
just about midnight when the last speeches had been made.
The weather to-day is perfectly lovely, and all the boys are look-

ing forward to a good stiff race for the $200 cup put for competition
among the members of the American -team this afternoon. This
cup has already been referred to above.

Edward Banks.,

The Interstate at Cleveland.

The Interstate Association's tournament at Cleveland, O., given
for the Cleveland Gun Club, June 19, 20 and 21, was a distinct

success. Over fifty shooters were in attendance on the first day,

among whom were the famous Messrs. L. J. Squire, of Cincinnati;

E. D. Rike, of Dayton; R. S. Trimble, of Covington, Ky.; F. E.
Mallory, of Parkersburg.

Wednesday, Ftrst Day, June 19.

The weather was all that could be desired^ and the arrangements
were complete, all of which were conducive to good sport and
corhpetition. The tournament commenced at 9:30 o'clock, and was
concluded for the day at 3:15 in the afternoon, a half hour at noon
having been taken for lunch. Two special events were shot also.

This indicates that the competition, under Mr. Elmer E. Shaner's
able management, progressed with smoothness and expedition.

The high score of the day, 168 out of 175, was made by Squires.

Of the Cleveland shooters Green was high with 165 out, of 175.

The competition is noticeable for the steadiness with which the
contestants as a whole shot through the entire programme. The
scores:

Events:
Targets:

F E Mallory

T S Bibbec.

Rike

Lanp

C J Jessop.

Alkire

Dale

Harris

Snow

Vail
Gallu]
Call
Court
Ale.x

J I C...
Cramer
Tucker
Grady

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20

13 J14 13 14 14 19 13 18 19 19

11 13 10 10 13 14 17 15 15 17
15 14 13 15 14 19 14 18 15 IS

11 11 14 13 13 16 12 19 18 19

10 15 14 13 14 17 15 16 20 19
12 12 15 15 13 19 20 17 18 17

11 12 14 12 13 16 18 16 17 16
12 11 15 14 11 19 16 17 19 17
14 12 15 14 14 20 18 18 16 19

13 13 14 13 14 18 18 20 19 18
14 14 14 14 14 20 20 18 17 17
12 15 12 14 12 17 19 18 17 18
13 15 13 12 14 18 17 18 19 19

13 15 13 12 14 18 17 18 19 19
11 13 11 11 U 16 17 17 16 16
12 13 14 12 10 13 10 18 9 18
11 9 14 11 7 13 15 15 13 14
15 13 14 13 15 19 18 20 19 19
14 12 12 13 9 17 15 18 16 16
12 11 10 10 7 15 14 16 17 15
12 13 15 14 13 20 17 15 18 16
14 14 15 12 15 20 19 20 19 20
12 14 15 14 14 17 19 IS 19 17
13 14 14 12 15 17 18 19 19 17

15 12 15 13 14 20 19 18 20 18

11 13 13 11 12 17 11 17 17 14
14 15 14 11 14 17 IS 18 18 20

15 15 13 13 13 16 13 15 19 16

15 15 13 13 15 19 16 13 15 19

13 14 15 14 13 20 18 19 18 20
13 13 14 13 14 17 IS 15 16 19

12 15 14 13 15 19 16 19 20 IS
13 11 13 13 12 17 IS 17 16 17
14 13 14 14 14 17 20 IS 16 17
11 S 11 9 10 14 17 11 17 15
10 14 8 10 18 16 17
12 13 13 15 12 is 17 17 16 is

12 14 12 10 11 17 20 17 18 20
13 12 15 11 10 14 11 18 13 16
12 14 9 10 10
13 14 15 10 15 18 16 18 16 16
15 15 13 12 13 18 17 17 19 19
14 13 15 15 13 20 18 19 19 19
14 11 12 11 7 16 17 17 13 13
12 10 12 9 10 16 16 16 19 17
9 11 12 15

14 14 13 ii i2 19 IS 18 19
17 17 20 18
15 11 10 13
19 18

Thursday, Second Day, Jo.ac 20.

11

The special event for the diamond badge, value $2(K1, failed to

fill. The competition again was noticeable for the steady shooting
throughout the programme, and the good scores. Mr. Shaner re-

ceived much praise for his efficient management.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 It;

Target-^ 15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20

F E Mallorj' 13 13 14 14 12 19 IS 15 17 17

S T Mai lorV U U 12 12 12 19 15 12 17 19

Ed Bowers' 14 12 11 14 13 20 18 20 18 IT

W \ Smith 13 11 14 14 10 19 17 16 17 18

T S Bibbee 15 12 14 14 12 18 IS 15 19 20

'Atkinson 12 14 11 13 13 18 20 17 18 IS

ShaWef IS
Watson , ,, 14
Fleming .— 15
I«ik« 14
Pills 14
Mackie 13
Sanford 15
Lang

. 14
Schaefer , M
Courtney 14
Navlor 10
Mack 13
CAotet 14
Gladstone 10
Prailey , . 13
Squires 13
Pafrtck , 12
Triflrftfle 13
Alkire J4

I T C 14
.?licrw 15
Ale.^ 15
Green , 14
Mirtgo 14
Preefitel 14
Tames - 15
Dale 12
Rett Wing 14
Harris 14
E W Mull...... J4W J Leyar 14

J T Leyar , , . . 4
Cochran , 12
Jessop 12
NVhite 13
Karley U
Mclntyre 10
Merrill 13
Bob 12
Hopkins 14
Brown 11
McOueen 14
Vair 14
II Davis 9
Cathan , 14
G Freeland

18 14 9 36 IS 13 18 17
12 14. 14 1& 18 19 18 16

19 X\3 14. Xt; 18 18 17 19 16
13 15 19 16 15 15 16

12 ifiXw Xu 10 14 16 18 19

xo 13 14 13 j8 30 15 19 18
11JX 12 15 35 20 19 15 16 19

19 ISxu 15 19 20 15 20 19
7 12 15 12 17 16 17 17 17

11Ax 13 13 11 19 19 16 18 18
11 ll 12 g 17 16 13 13
13 13 11 15 19 12 14 16
JLO

"14Xx .10 32 18 20 16 19 19
n g IS 17 10 g 14

10 XU 14 1.3 18 17 15 18 15
15 15 14 15 W 18 19 2(>

14 15 15 14 20 iC 17 18
xo 14XI 1^xo 14xt ISxo 17X

1

IS 14 18
15 X.J 14x^ xo 90 19xo 17X 1 20
13 15 15 12 17X 1

ISxo 16 19 3t1

12 14 15 13 18 20 20 19Xb7 JK
12 15 14 12 20 18 18 17 lu
11 15 14 14 17X

1

20 17X

1

20 18
13 13 15 14 17 19XV 19 90 17Xf
14 15 12 14 20 18 17 19 19X(7
15 13 15 15 19 17 20 ISxo 20
yX 13 14 12 16 17 17 17 14
11 10 15 12 19 18 15 17X f XtJ

12 14 11 14 17 17 16 16 18
8 11 15 13 17 18 14 14 Xu
& 10 14 10 14 17X t 13 17 17X 1

9 13 10 8 18 4
1.0 1^j-tj 15 11XX ISxo Xi/ 17X

1

ISxo It!xo
8 10 14 9 16 18 13 18 18
11 12 15 13 18 18 16 16 15
11 11XX 7 10 13 17Xf 15 11
11 9 12 10 15 18 13 13
10 11 li 11 13 16 11 14 15
11 9 13 131 13 14 16
11 14 13 11 17 18 18 i7 is
13 15 14 11 IG 18 17 17 19
14 15 13 14 19 13 18 17 18
13 15 13 14 17 19 37 38 id

10 12 13 10 15 10 10
15 11 17 19 • -t i4

Friday, Third Day, June 21.

The special for the silver cup at 25 targets resulted in a tie on
a straight .score between Messrs. Green and Mingo, which was won
in the shoot-o£f by the latter, score 21 to 20. The scores:

Events:
Targets

;

F E Mallory
J T Mallory
E O BowersW A Smith
Bibbee
Atkinson
H P Shaner
Watson
Fleming
Pills :

Rike
Mackie
Sanford ,

Lang
Schaefer
Courtney
Fort
Mack
Glover ,

Gladstone
Bailey
Squires
Patrick
Trimble
Alkire
Thomais, . , , . . f ,.>...
Snow
Alex
Green
Mingo
Prechtel ....

Tames
bale
Red Wing
Harris ,

Hopkins
McQueen
E Vi' Hull
Cochran
Tessop
phil
Vail
Rhodes
Rex
VV ehner
T R HuU
White
Bob
J I C
Hill

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
15 15 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 20 25
15 14 15 14 14 20 16 19 19 19 23
10 9 11 15 10 17 16 10 17 17
14 12 14 14 14 17 17 19 15 16 20
.12 13 14 13 12 16 13 16 18 19 w
13 11 13 13 14 18 18 18 18 18
14 17 14 13 14 19 19 19 19 19 24
13 9 8 12 10 16 16 13 15 18 w
12 12 14 15 13 18 17 17 16 19 23
15 14 14 13 13 19 20 17 20 18
14 12 14 14 14 17 19 16 17 15
14 12 14 13 17 19 18 17 18 18 21
14 13 14 13 14 19 19 19 18 17
12 13 12 14 12 18 19 18 17 20 'A
13 12 15 14 15 20 19, 20 15 15 24
15 10 13 13 13 17 16 17 19 16 V?-
14 14 15 13 14 18 16 16 15 13
14 12 12 11 14 18 18 14 18 18
14 14 13 13 12 19 16 15 17 15 W
14 15 15 15 19 19 20 19 20 19 23!

11 11 10 9 10 13 20 IS 15 12
14 12 11 13 12 14 14 17 16 13
14 14 15 14 13 19 19 17 19 20
14 14 15 14 12 19 19 17 18 19 23
15 14 14 14 15 19 IS 14 19 20
15 13 12 14 15 19 19 17 19 19
13 14 13 13 13 19 18 20 17 18
15 12 12 14 13 20 19 20 18 17 22
14 13 15 10 15 IS 16 IS 18 17 19
14 13 15 15 12 20 20 17 20 20 19
15 10 14 13 11 19 19 17 19 19 25
15 13 13 14 13 17 18 17 18 19
15 13 14 14 15 18 17 18 20 20 22
12 14 14 9 12 15 16 12 19 15 23
14 13 13 11 12 18 15 19 14 16 w
15 15 14 12 11 16 17 15 17 14 23
14 14 12 13 14 15 15 19 19 16 w
14 13 13 13 14 17 16 20 19 20 22
14 11 •12 15 9 18 19 20 14 ISt

14 10 11 14 10 19 18 15
15 12 12 12 11 16 IS 11 16 18
14 15 14 13 14 19 19 18 19 19
14 10 10 13 12 16 20 18 19 19 w
14 13 15 14 13 19 20 19 18 18
11 12 9 12 11 11
7 9 13 11 11

12 11 18 19 20 16 16
11 12 18 16 16 13 10
13 11 IS 18 13 17 13

16 19 19 18
13 10 9

Boston Qun Qwb.
Boston, June 19.—The regular Boston Gun Club weekly prize

shoot was held on their grounds to-day, the usual coterie of shoot-
ers being present and making things hum. Every one left his
shooting togs^at home this time, and was out for the best possible
enjoyment. Spencer's two straights and Barry's two 9s on pairs
stand out prominently for the afternoon, both showing just how
a target should be centered to call it broken. The infielders again
drew forth lots of amusement, the real brush shots showing their
heels to the everyday trapshooter in a very dicisive manner.
The ijrize match continues to increase in interest, though at

present Woodrtiff is having things all his own way, now leading by
5 birds, which is a good lead, when shooting an average close on
to 85 per cent., as a daily occurrence. Frank continues to hold
on, to second place, though as yet not availing himself of the
chance to throw out low scores. Though a new shooter, no one
exhibits any more enthusiasm an good fellowship, and it is the
hope that we may be favored with more of the same caliber.
Spencer is just at present taking things easy in third position,
evidently v/aiting bis chance to gain a few birds on the last heat.
Lane follows, only 1 target to the rear, hoping for one more good
chance to be with us, and all say lie is welcome. In the prize
events of to-day Woodruff and Barry take care of first position
cojointly with 21 each, Horace second with 19, Spencer and Lane
fourth with 17.

Scores follou-; all events unknown, distance handicap, except
event 8, which is infielder.

Events: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1-1 12 13
Targets : 10 10 5p 10 15 op 10 10 15 5p 10 10 10

iVdams, 10 7 9 ' '

Woodruff, 17 7 9

Lane, 16.. 5 5
Barrv, 16 6 8
Horace, 18 7 9
Benton, 14 ,

Chaffin. 14 4 5 6

Poor, 10. 1 11
Spencer, 18 : 7 S 3 10 10
Ford, 16 8 7 8 S 10
Samuels, 16 6 . . 10
Henry, 16
Fredericks, 14 *

o 5 10

5 S 14
6 6 11
9 .. 12
8 - 9 12
6 4 7

7 .. 10 5
8 7 9 5

6 8 12
8 S 10
5 7 13
1 .. 2

9 .. 10
9 8

5 4

7 10
5 7
9 8
. 5
3 4

Prize match, 25 finknoun— l.T singles and pair
cap:
Woodruff. 17 inilllllOlUll
Barry, 16 111110110111110
Horace. IS .010111111111110
Spencer, IS. ... , 010110111101101
Lane, 16 .110101110101111
Poor, 16 .111101110111010
Ford, 16 - IIOOIUMOUOOI
Benton, 14 ,.000111111000001
Chaffin 14 ...

,
, 00101.1111000000

s—distance handi-

11 10 11 01
11 11 11 11
11 10 10 11
10 10 11 10
11 10 10 10
00 10 11 01
00 01 01 11
01 11 01 00
00 XI 00 10

01-21
01—21
10—19
11—17
10—1?
10—16
01—13
10—12
10—10



FOREST AND STREAM.

Handicaps.

The system of handicapping which is perhaps the most gen-
erally used is that of giving extra allowance of targets to the
weaker shots. This is at the best very unsatisfactory, it being
very difficult to adjust handicaps on aft ecitial basis under such a
system.
Another system of handicapping is that by whicli atl allowance

of "misses as breaks" is made to those who are less expert thatt
tlieir opponents. This system is easier to handle in a fairly
equitable manner than the one above described, but it is still

somewhat unsatisfactory.
The Interstate Association decided last year to discard them

both and handicap by distance only. Success proved its wisdom.
The distance handicap will be used again this year.

Committee on Handicaps.

It has always been the custom of the Interstate Association to
exercise the greatest care in the selection of its handicap com-
mittees. Each member of such committees must possess certain
qualities that unfortimately are to be found in few men. The
choice of a duly qualified handicap committee is therefore always
a matter of Uifliculty.

Th.e Interstate Association is fortunate in the extreme, in that
it is in a position to announce that the following four gentlemen
wilKact as its committee on handicaps for the second annual
Grand xVmerican Handicap target tournament, July 16-19: Bernard
Waters, of Forest and Stream; W. R. Hobart. of American Field;
Will K. Park, of Sporting Life; Elmer E. Shaner, of Pittsburg,
Pa.
Having received assurances from each of the members of tbe

above-mentioned committee that his services will be at the disposal
of the Interstate Association for the purpose of awarding handi-
caps in each of the three main events on the programme, the
.Association feels that this particular portion of the work of run-
ning the tournainent is in the hands of men who will worthily
and in a thoroughly satisfactory manner discharge the arduous
duties imposed upon them.
The committee will meet in the C'asiiio at Interstate Park on

the evenings of Tvily 16. 17, and 18 to "award handicaps for the
Preliminary Handicap, the Grand American Handicap at targets,
and the Consolation Handicap respectively. Entries for these
events close at 6 P. M. on the day previous to that for wliich it

is scheduled.

Announcement.

Shooting will commence each day upon the arrival of the train
which leaves Long Island City at 9:20 A. M, and Flatbush
avenue, Brooklyn, at 9:25 A. M,
The Interstate Association's rules will govern all points not

otherwise provided for. Special attention is called to Rule 22,

which does not permit a shooter to open liis gun in case of a mis-
fire_

No' giins larger than 12 gauge allowed. Black powder barred.
Bluerocks will be thrown 50yds.
The standard bore of the gun is No., 12, ahd in tlie handicap

events all contestants will be handicapped on that basis. Shoot-
ers using guns of smaller caliber must stand on the mark allotted
to them.
Winners of money in any event must apply to the compiler of

scores for orders on the cashier for the money due them. No
money will be paid out by the cashier except on receipt of such
an order. ,

Rule 10 of the Interstate Association's rules, relating to caliber
and weight of gun, is not in force at this tournament. No guns
larger than 12 gauge allowed; weight of guns unlimited.
The Interstate Association adds $1,000, of which amount $100

will be reserved to purchase a sterling silver trophy for the
winner of first money in the Grand American Handicap at targets.

All purses in the regular events will be didived according to

the Rose system, into four moneys at tlie ratio of S, 5, 3, 2.

Contestants are requested to make entries for the entire pro-
gramme each day. Money will be refunded in all uncontested
events, and the shooter has but to notify the cashier of his in-

tention to withdraw.
Price of targets, 2 cents each, inckided in all entrances.
In the handicap events all ties must be shot off, at 25 targets

per man, and the original distances contestants stand at will
govern.
The official score will be kept on a score board in plain view of

tlie shooter. It will be the duty of the shooter to watch the score
board and see to it that the right result is recorded. In case of
error it must be corrected at once, as no appeal will be allowed
after the shooter has left and passed on to the next set of traps.

Admittance to Interstate Park will be free to all dilring the en-
tire tournament.
A. warm and substantial lunch will be served each day in the

Casino for the sum of 50 cents.
Bank checks, drafts or bills of exchange will not be received

at the cashier's office, nor will any check, draft or bill of exchange
be cashed during the tournament. This rule will be strictly

adhered to.

A separate locker will be assigned to each shooter desiring
one, there being a sufficient number to accommodate all, no
matter how large the number of entries may be.

One important feature in connection with the lockers is that
they are large enough for a gun to stand in when the gun is

put together, thus permitting a contestant to keep his gun under
lock and key at all times when he is not using it. The lockers
are also amply sufficient to accommodate the other belongings
of a shooter, such as gun case, shells, traveling bag, etc., and
no two lockers have the same key.
Lockers will be rented to those who desire them at $1 for the

week's shooting. Each applicant will be required to deposit $2,

of which amount $1 will be refunded on return of the key when
through with the locker.
Guns, ammunition, etc., forwarded by express must be prepaid

and sent to Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., N. Y. Mark your
own name on box that goods are shipped in.

Special attention is called to the schedule of events arranged
for each day of the toxirnament. The conditions of the handicap
events merit—and will of course receive—more careful study than
usual.
In the handicap events the purses will be divided among the

high guns, ^he number of high guns being governed by the
number of entries.

No expense will be spared to make the shoot run smoothly.
The most expert and competent help will be secured, and the
office force will be large and' capable.
Four sets of traps will be used; two will be magautraps; one a

set of three expert traps arranged on the Sergeant system, and the
fourth will be five expert traps, placed in a straight line, 5yds.

apart. All shooting will be at unknown angles.

Further information relative to the tournament will be cheer-
fully furnished by the manager, whose home address is, Elmer E.
Shaner, 111 Fourth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

Wollaslon Trap Clofa.

WoLLASTON, Mass., Junc 18.—The WoUaston Trap Club held a

shoot on Bunker Hill Day, June 17. There were ten events of

10 targets each on the programme. Woodruff was higli man with
86. Whitmar.sh was a close second with 85.

In the prize events, a total of 50 targets, Woodruflf took first

prize with 45. Whitmarsh and Paolucci tied on 42, Whitmarsh
winning the shoot-off. Prescott took fourth with 39.

Events 1, 4, 7 and 9 were at unknown^ angles. Events 2, 6 and
10 were at regular angles. Events 3 and 8 were at reverse angles.

Event 5 straightaway. Events 4 to 8, inclusive, were the prize

events. The scores:

Events: 12345 6 789 10

Baker 7 4 6 8 8 9 7 5 .. ..

Barry 10 978878597
Prescott 9 S 8 7 9 8 8 7 7 S
Ehvell 8675877497
Paolucci

10

9 6 7 10 10 8 7 9 ..

Whitmarsh 8 10 8 10 9 9 7 7 7 10

Muldown 7 5 5 6 8 8 4 4 3 ..

W^oodruff 7 9 9 9 10 9 9 8 9 7

Poore 7 6 8 6 8 8 5 4 8 7

Fred 3 .. .. 2 6 6 0 3 t ..

Nowelle 5 .. 9 10 7 C 6 9 ..

Thomas S 8 7 9 ' 5 .7 3 ..

Dixie G«n Club Tournament*
The first annual shoot of the Peters Cartridge Company's ania-

teur tournament, under the auspices of the Dixie Gun Club, of
Pensacola, Fla., took place on June IS and 14, at Kupfrian's Park,
and was a very successful affair.
The shoot was most ably managed by that popular and genial

Indian, the only Jack Parker, of Detroit, -assisted by that prince
of good, genial fellows, Maurice Kaufman. Enough cannot be
written in praise of the able and efficient manner in which the
shoot was conducted. If you ever have the pleasure of meeting
"old man" John and "old man" Maurice you will never regret it.

^The trade was represented by Messrs. John Parker and Maurice
Kaufman, of the Peters Cartridge Company, of Cincinnati: Mr.
Lincoln, of the U. M. C. Co., and Mr. S. Kelly.
The highest average for the two days was made by Mr. Wm.

Yates, captain of the Dixie Gun Club, closely seconded by Mr.
B. Forbes, of Pensacola. After the shoot a rousing vote and
three cheers and a tiger were given to Messrs. Parker and Kauf-
man for their courtesy and ability in the management of
the shoot, by all wishing to have the pleasure of meeung geniai
Jack Parker again.
Mr. Jack Parker gave an exhibition of how he eotild wrestle,

and he is almost as good at that game as he is in tlie manage-
ment of a shoot. Ask Jack who caught the shark.
The following visitors participated in the shoot: W. T. Vass,

Tom Chamberlain. Chas. S. Vincent, T. O. Goodbrad and Chas.
Debrier, of Mobile; J. H. Fuller, Sr., J. H. Fuller, Jr., Yancey
Lovelace and T. Miller, of Brewton; Chas. Kupfrian, of MiUview,
and Barker and Marshall,

First Day, Junc J3,

Events: 1 2
Targets: 15 15

Beers 11 14
^iobinson 12 12
Morgan • 10 13
Turton 10 9
Kupfrian 11 13
Yates 14 14
Chamberlain 14 13
Debrier 14 10
Vass 14 14
Lovelace 9 13
Miller 10 11
Burke 12 9
Goodbrad 12 11
Vidal 13 15
Skelly 13 13
Parker 11 11
Kaufman 12 13
Lincoln 13 12
Dubrisson 14 14
Muldon 15 14
Hooton 11 12

J H Fuller, Jr 12 11
Forbes 14 15

J H Fuller, Sr 10 9

Bruce
Pinney
Browner
Wolfe -

Duval
Moreno
Merritt

3 4
20 15
13 9
16 11
12 13
18 12
13 13
18 15
16 12
18 14
18 13
14 8
11 10
20 14
11 13
19 14
17 13
13 15
19 12
15 11
17 13
18 12
18 11
9 7

20 14
16 S
16 12
.. 15
.. 13
.. 10

5 6
15 20
13 16
11 16
7 15
8 14

11 18
15 19

14 17
13 16
13 20
10 16
9 14

15 17
13 15
12 13
14 18
14 17
14 16
14 13
13 19

15 17
14 16
9 10

14 19
10 12
13 13
12 20
12 17
9 14

.. 10

7 8
15 15
11 11
13 11
10 11
8 12

11 11
15 14
14 11
10 13
13 13
6 10
5 4

14 14
13 11
14 13
15 14
14 14
13 14

12 13
11 6
14 13
8 8
9 8

13 13
12 8
12 12
12 9

11 12
12 9
6 9
8 5

9 10
20 25
16 21
15 19
19 11
17 16
14 22
19 25
17 22
17 19
19 22
14 17
12 17
19 21
18 22
17 18
19 21
17 23
18 24
16 22
16 20
19 25
14 21

11 10

15 18
12 17
15 16
12 21
7 14
11 10

11 16
11 18
11 ..

Broke.
135
136
129
124
137
168
150
144
159
117
103
155
139
148
157
149
155
141
143
162
133
96

155
114
109
101
86
81

52
42
11

Second Day, June 14.

Events: 1
Targets : 15

Burke 13
Skellv 12
Forbes 12
Goodbrad 11
Vidal 13
Chamberlain 12
Vincent 12
Debrier , 14
Lovelace 14
Muldon 14
Robinson 14
Beers 14
Morgan 12
Turton 8
Yates 13
Wells 14
Parker 14
Kaufman 14
Lincoln 11
Miller 10
Kupfrian , 14
Bruce 13
Hooton 12
Merriwetber 5
Marshall 12
Pinney
Fuller, Jr
Fuller, br
Moreno .

.

Merritt
Brawner
Duval
Wells, Jr
Norman

2 3
15 20
14 15
14 18
14 19
11 19
15 18
14 14
11 16
14 16
13 17
13 20
11 13
12 16
12 16

9 5
12 IS
14 15
14 19
14 18
13 12
12 n
12 15
14 17
11 13
5 7
13 13
.. IS
.. 14

4 5
15 15
10 13
12 14
14 15
11 14
12 13
14 14
13 15
13 12
11 11
14 13
10 13
11 12

12 13
8 11
14 14
13 12
12 12
14 14
6 13
7 14

10 12
12 13
9 13

6 7
20 15
15 15
18 15
15 15

16 6

18 13
18 15
15.12
19 13
15 12
19 12
19 11
16 10
11 12
12 10
15 13
16 13
16 12
17 15
13 13
15 12
12 11
16 12
15 11

8 9 10
15 20 25
14 18 23
14 20 24
14 20 25
14 19 25
13 20 17
15 18 23
14 16 22
12 18 24
11 15 18
12 IS 21
11 18 21
15 16 20
12 14 20
10 19 19
15 18 24
12 .. ..

13 19 20
14 20 22
14 18 23
14 17 19
12 16 21
13 17 .

.

14 18 24

11 10 15
11 15 16 14 15 20 25

. . 7 7 12 16
10 9 7 .. ..

17 9 12 ...

.

12 12 11 . . .

.

.. 2 6.. ..

.. ..12 .. ..

.. .. 10 .. ..

V. J. Vidal,

Broke.
150
161
166
146
1,52

157
146
155
136
156
141
142
134
111
159
109
151
162
136
131
135
127
140
17
74
134
14
42
26
38
35
8
12
10

Sec'y.

Keystone Shooting League vs. Baltimore Shooting Association

Philadelphia, Pa., June 19.—There was a great team race be-
tween the Keystone Shooting League and the Baltimore Shooting
Association at Philadelphia to-day. The conditions were 100 blue-
rocks; 50 at five unknown traps and five at the magautrap. The
weather was fair. The scores were 1,362 to 1,306 in' favor of the
Keystones. The scores follow:

Baltimore Shooting Association.
Hawkins 24 21 25 24—94
Dupont 20 19 23 23—85
Storr 23 24 22 24—93
Duval 18 22 21 18—79
Malone, Sr 25 20 17 22—84
Peters 22 22 24 24—92
German 18 22 21 24—85
John 23 22 17 14—76
Lupus 21 21 22 21—85
Robbs 15 17 17 12—61
Hicks 19 22 23 18—82
Baughman 20 18 21 20—79
Leland 19 23 21 20—83
Thomas 21 16 20 19—76
Tracey 17 18 22 19—76
Malone, Jr 17 20 20 19—76

Keystone Shooting League.
Sanford 22 23 24 23-92
Fisher 25 23 22 25—95
Wolstencroft 20 24 21 21-86
Landis 23 23 25 22—93
Stevenson 23 25 23 22—93
Ridge 22 21 23 24—90
Van Loon 22 20 20 20—S2
Ross 19 21 19 20—79
Budd 21 22 22 22—87
Eames 22 23 19 17—81
Davis 23 22 24 23—92
Sterling 24 21 19 20-84
Cartledge 21 19 18 20—78

J Tones 18 19 17 16—70
D6wns 18 19 19 15-70
Luther 21 22 23 24—90

1.362 1,306

PUBLISHERS* DEPARTMENT.

Summer Homes.

In the Lake Country of Northern Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota
and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, on the line of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, are hundreds of most charming
summer resorts. Among the list are Fox Lake, Delavan Lake,
Lake Geneva, the Lauderdale Lakes, Waukesha, Oconomowoc,
Palmyra, the Dells at Kilbourn, Elkhart Lake and Madison,
Minocqua, Star Lake, Frontenac, White Bear, Minnetonka, Mar-
quette, Spirit Lake, Okoboii, Big Stone Lake, etc.

For illustrated booklets "Summer Homes for 1901" and "In the
Lake Country" send address with six cents in postage to F. A.
Miller, General Passenger Agent, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Taul
Railway, Chicago, 111.—Adv.

Swimming Shoes.

6S0

Intefstatc Association's Targfet 'HsLndksLp*

The second annual Interstate Association's Grand American
Handicap at targets July 16, 17, 18. and 19, at Interstate Park,
Queens, L. I,, N, Y., ¥1,000 added, has a programme as follows:

Introductory.

The programme of the second Grand American Handicap target
tournament, herewith presented, is not materially different from
tliat of its predecessor, held last year. That programme was so
happily devised that it won the approval and support of the shoot-
ers to an unexpected degree.
A majority of the events are open to amateurs only, white in

the events which are open to all, a handicap obtains, thus main-
taining an equity throughout between amateur and professional, or
amateur, semi-amateur and novice. This is specially noticeable
in the trophy events, in which a distance handicap, of scope
sufficient to allow the establishing of a true equity, is one of the
conditions.
The Grand American Handicap target tournament is given by

the Interstate Association, and is the greatest event in target
competition, as its fellow event, the Grand American Handicap
at live birds, is the greatest event of the world in live-bird com-
petition.
The Grand American Handicap target tournament of 1901 will

be held at Interstate Park, Queens, L. I., N. Y., July 16 to 19.

The mammoth Casino, with its four sets of live-bird traps
arranged in a straight line, occupies an inclosure of forty acres
under grass, the w hole of the forty acres being as level "as the
proverbial billiard table. The traps face due east, and the back-
ground is unobjectionable. The target traps are placed within the
boundary lines of No. 1 and No. .2 sets of live-bird traps. No 1

contains a magautrap and the set of traps, Sergeant system; No. 2

contains another magautrap and the five expert traps. All four sets
are in front of the Casino and easily, accessible from the broad
piazza.
To reach Interstate Park from New York city take Thirty-

fourth street ferry. East River, to Long Island City; thence by
Long Island Railroad to Interstate Park station direct; or
Brooklyn Bridge to Long Island Railroad—Flatbush avenue sta-

tion, Brooklyn—thence by train to Interstate Park station direct.
Conditions governing Grand American Handicap at targets:

100 bluerocks, unknown angles; handicaps 14 to 25yds; high
guns—not class shooting. The number of moneys into which the
total purse will be divided will be determined by the number of
entries received. Entrance $10, the price of the targets being
included.
In addition to first money the winner will receive a sterling silver

trophy, presented by the Interstate Association.
Regular entries must be made at the cashier's office, on the

.shooting grounds, before 6 P. M. Wednesday, July 17.

Penalty' entries may be made after July 17, up to the com-
mencement of the event, by paying $12 entrance—targets included.
Division of moneys in the Grand American Handicap at targets:
High guns win. The Interstate Association adds $200 to the

purse, and presents the winner of first money with a sterling silver

trophy, commemorative of the win. The total amount of the
purse will be divided in accordance with the number of entries
received, as follows:

I to 10 entries, two moneys—60 and 40 per cent.
II to 20 entries, four moneys—40. 30, 20 and 10 per cent.

21 to 30 entries, six moneys—30, 20, 15, 13, 12 and 10 per cent.
31 to 40 entries, eight moneys—25, 20, 15, 12, 10, 8, 5 and 5 per

cent.
41 to 50 entries, ten moneys—22, 18, 14, 11, 10, 8, 5, 5, 4 and 3

per cent.
51 to 60 entries, twelve moneys—20, 16, 13, 10, 9, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4,

3 and 2 per cent.
61 to 70 entries, fourteen moneys—18, 15, 12, 10, 9, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4,

3, 2, 2, and 2 per cent.
71 to 80 entries, sixteen moneys—^16, 14, 11, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4,

3, 3, 3. 2, 2 and 2 per cent.
81 to 90 entries, eighteen moneys—15, 13, 10, 8, 8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4,

3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, and 2 per cent.

91 to 100 entries, and over, twenty moneys—14, 12, 9, 8, TV2, 614,

6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 and 2 per cent.
Briefly summarizing the toregoing, it will be noted that two

places are created for each ten entries or fraction thereof up to
one hundred.
Division of moneys in the Preliminary Handicap and the Con-

solation Handicap (high guns win^: :

The Interstate Association adds $100 to the purse in each event.
Fifty dollars will be deducted from the net purse in each event to
purchase two trophies, one for the winner of first money in each
event. The purse will then be divided in accordance with the
number of entries received as follows:

I to 10 entries, two moneys—60 and 40 per cent:
II to 20 entries, four moneys—40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.
21 to 30 entries, six moneys—30, 20, 15, 13, 12 and 10 per cent.

31 to 40 eiltries, eight moneys—25, 20, 15, 12, 10, 8, 5 and 5 per
cent.

41 to 50 entries, ten moneys—22, 18, 14, 11, 10, 8, 5, 5, 4 and 3

per cent.
51 to 60 entries, twelve money.s—20, 16, 13, 10, 9, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4,

3 and 2 per cent.

61 to 70 entries, fourteen moneys—18, 15, 12, 10, 9, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4,

3, 2, 2, and 2 per cent.

71 to 80 entries, sixteen moneys—16, 14, 11, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 5, 4,

3, 3, 3, 2, 2 and 2 per cent.

81 to 90 entries, eighteen moneys—15, 13, 10, 8, 8, 7, 6, 5, -5, 4,

3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, and 2 per cent.

91 to 100 entries, and over, twenty moneys—14, 12, 9, 8, 7%, 6^^,

6, 5, 5, 4, 3, 3. 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 2 and 2 per cent.

Briefly summarizing the foregoing, it will be noted that two
places are created for each ten entries or fraction thereof up to

one hundred.
First day, July 16.—Five events at 15 targets, five events at

20 targets, entrance $1.50 and $2 to each event; $20 is added. All
events at unknown angles. Manufacturers' agents, paid repre-
sentatives, etc., may shoot in the above events for targets only.

Second Day. July 17.—Five events similar to those of the first

day. Event No. 6, Preliminary Handicap, is open to all; 100

bluerocks, unknown angles, $7 entrance, targets included; handi-
caps 14 to 25yds.; high guns—not class shooting; $100 added to

the purse. The number of moneys into wliich the purse w'ill be
divided will be determined by the number of entries received, as
is fully explained elsewhere in this programme. In addition
to first money, the winner will receive a trophy, $50 of the net
purse being reserved to purchase same.
Third Day, July 18.—Five events at 15 and 20 targets, similar t6

those of the first day. Event No. 6, Grand Americon Handicap
at targets, is open to all; 100 bhierocks, unknown angles; $10

entrance, targets included; handicaps 14 to 25yds.; high guns

—

not class shooting; $200 added to the purse. The number of

moneys into which the total purse will be divided will be de-

termined by the number of entries received, as is fully explained
elsewhere in this programme. In addition to first money, the
winner will receive a sterling silver trophy, presented by the
Interstate Association.
Fourth Day, July 19.—Five events similar to those of the first

day. Event No. '6, Consolation Handicap, is open to all; lOO

bluerocks, unknown angles; $7 entrance, targets included; handi-
caps 14 to 25yds.; high guns—not class shooting; $100 added to

the purse. Winners of money in the Grand American Handicap
at targets will have 1yd. added to their handicap. The nurnber
of moneys into which the purse will be divided will be determined
by the number of entries received, as is fully explained elsewhere
in this programme. In addition to first money the winner will

receive a trophy, $50 of the net purse being reserved to purchase
same.
Regular entries must be made at the cashier's office before 6

P. M. Thursday, July 18. Penalty entries may be made after

July 18, up to the commencement of the event, by paying $10
entrance, targets included.

Object of the Tournament.

The aim of the Interstate Association, an organization that was
formed and incorporated "for the encouragement of trapshooting,"
in giving this tournament is to foster a sport that is deservedly
popular; to bring together experts, semi-experts and novices; to
safeguard the interests of both, and to show how a large trap-

shooting event should be run.
Special mention must be made of the fact that the Interstate

Association adheres to its usual rule of barring paid experts and
all who come under the head of manufacturers' agents from par-
ticipating in the purses iu the regular events. All such are wel-
come to shoot "for targets only" in those events. In the handicap
events, however, the Association makes special conditions, fully

set forth elsewhere, feeling satisfied that the ability of its handi-
cap committee is such that all will be placed on an equal footing,
and each shooter will have an equal chance to win one or other
of the trophies offered for special competition in those events.

The FoKEST AHD Stkkau ia put to press each week on Tuesday.

Correspondence intended for publication should reach ua at the

l«teat ^7 Ifoodfr «a4 M m^f>^ e^rlio- »s practicable.

If the htiman biped liad been constructed with web feet he would
have made a better ifvvimmer. Art can improve on nature. The
Hester Swimming Shoe, advertised elsewhere, is designed to

increase one's swimming power. They would be good shoes to

wear on Staten Island ferry hoats.—Adv.
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